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Supportability Matrix
This article describes CA Client Automation supportability matrix.

Check out the prerequisites for Linux Agent Installation in Compatible Libraries for Linux.

 Manager and Server Support
This article showcases the supportability matrix for Manager and Server component of CA Client Automation for
administrators to easily locate information about the level of support available for any configuration or required component
for supported release versions.

DSM Enterprise/Domain Manager - Operating System

Table 1: DSM Enterprise/Domain Manager - Windows Intel x86

Operating
System

Edition Service
Pack

14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5 Notes

Windows
Server 2008

Enterprise
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

SP2 Yes Yes Yes No No Note:
CA ITCM
Manager
Components
on Oracle
11g is
supported
only in
English and
German
languages.

Table 2: DSM Enterprise/Domain Manager - Windows Intel x64

Operating
System

Edition Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5 Notes

Windows
Server 2008

Enterprise
Edition,
Standard
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

SP2 Yes Yes Yes Yes No
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Windows
Server 2008 R2

Enterprise
Edition,
Standard
Edition,
Web Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

Base, SP1 Yes Yes Yes No No Note: The CA
ITCM Manager
components
on Oracle 11g
is supported
in English
and German
languages only.

Windows
Server 2012

Standard
Edition
Datacenter
Edition

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows
Server 2012 R2

Standard
Edition
Datacenter
Edition

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Note:
For CCS 11.2
SP2 Cumulative
Patch 1 and CABI
3.3 SP1 is not
supported on
Windows Server
2012 R2.

Windows
Server 2016

Standard
Edition

Base No No Yes Yes Yes

Windows
Server 2019

Standard
Edition
Datacenter
Edition

Base No No No Yes Yes Note: To install
CCS with CA
Client Automation
14.0 and later
versions, ensure
to install the
following patches:
Windows:
SO09605
Linux: SO09633

Windows
Server 2022

Standard
Datacenter

21H2 No No No No Yes Apply 99111300
on Manager.

DSM Enterprise/Domain Manager - MDB Database Support

Table 3: MDB Database Support - Windows Intel x86

Database Edition Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5 Notes

Microsoft SQL
Server 2008

Enterprise
Edition

SP2,
SP3,
SP4

Yes Yes Yes No No

Microsoft SQL
Server 2008

Standard
Edition

SP1,
SP2,
SP3
SP4

Yes Yes Yes No No
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Windows Server
2008 R2

Enterprise
Edition,
Standard
Edition,

Base,
SP1
SP2
SP3

Yes Yes Yes No No

Microsoft SQL
Server 2012

Enterprise
Edition,
Standard
Edition

Base
SP1
SP2
SP3

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Microsoft SQL
Server 2014

Enterprise
Edition,
Standard
Edition

Base
SP1
SP2

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Microsoft SQL
Server 2017

Enterprise
Edition
Standard
Edition

Base No No No Yes Yes

Microsoft SQL
Server 2019

Enterprise
Edition
Standard
Edition

Base No No No Yes Yes

Oracle 11g Release 2 11.2.0.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Oracle 19c 19.3.0.0.0 Oracle 12c
Client

No No No Yes Yes On Enterprise
Manager with
Oracle19c as
database server,
linking computers to
a Remote Control
global address
book fails with
the error "Object
is already linked
[CMM000095]"

MDB Database Support

Table 4: MDB Database Support - Windows Intel x64

Database Edition Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5 Notes
Microsoft SQL
Server 2008

Enterprise
Edition

SP1
SP2
SP3

Yes Yes Yes No No

Microsoft SQL
Server 2008

Standard
Edition

SP1
SP2
SP3
SP4

Yes Yes Yes No No

Microsoft SQL
Server 2008
R2

Enterprise
Edition,
Standard
Edition,

Base
SP1
SP2
SP3

Yes Yes Yes No No
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Microsoft SQL
Server 2012

Standard
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

Base
SP1
SP2
SP3

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Microsoft SQL
Server 2014

Enterprise
Edition,
Standard
Edition

Base
SP1

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Microsoft SQL
Server 2016

Enterprise
Edition

Base
SP1
SP2
SP3

No
No
No
No

Yes
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Microsoft SQL
Server 2016

Standard
Edition

Base
SP1
SP2
SP3

No
No
No
No

Yes
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Microsoft SQL
Server 2017

Enterprise
Edition,
Standard
Edition

Base No No No Yes Yes

Microsoft SQL Server
2019

Enterprise
Edition,
Standard
Edition

Base No No No Yes Yes

Oracle 11g Release 2 11.2.0.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Oracle 12c 12.1.0.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Oracle 12c 12.2.0.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Oracle 19c 19.3.0.0.0 Oracle 12c 

Client
No No No Yes Yes On Enterprise

Manager with
Oracle19c
as database
server, linking
computers to a
Remote Control
global address
book fails with
the error "Object
is already linked
[CMM000095]"

MDB Database Support - Solaris SPARC

Table 5: MDB Database - Solaris SPARC (x86 Client)

Database Version Edition 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5 Notes

Oracle 11g 11.2.0.2 Release 2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Oracle 12c 12.1.0.2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Oracle 12c 12.2.0.1 No No Yes Yes Yes
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Oracle 19c 19.3.0.0.0 Base No No No Yes Yes On Enterprise
Manager with
Oracle19c as
database server,
linking computers
to a Remote
Control global
address book
fails with the
error "Object is
already linked
[CMM000095]"

MDB Database Support - IBM AIX

Table 6: `MDB Database Support - IBM AIX (x86 Client)

Database Version Release 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5 Notes
Oracle 11g 11.2.0.2 Release 2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Oracle 12c 12.1.0.2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Oracle 12c 12.2.0.1 No No Yes Yes Yes
Oracle 19c 19.3.0.0.0 Base No No No Yes Yes On Enterprise

Manager with
Oracle19c as
database server,
linking computers
to a Remote
Control global
address book
fails with the
error "Object is
already linked
[CMM000095]"

MDB Database Support - Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server

Table 7: MDB Database Support -Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server (x86 Client)

Database Version Release 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5 Comments
Oracle 11g 11.2.0.2 Release 2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Oracle 12c 12.1.0.2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Oracle 12c 12.2.0.1 No No Yes Yes Yes
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Oracle 19c 19.3.0.0.0 Base No No No Yes Yes On Enterprise
Manager with
Oracle19c as
database server,
linking computers
to a Remote
Control global
address book
fails with the
error "Object is
already linked
[CMM000095]"

MDB Database Support - SuSE Linux Enterprise Server

Table 8: MDB Database Support - SuSE Linux Enterprise Server (x86 Client)

Database Version Release 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5 Notes
Oracle 11g 11.2.0.2 Release 2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Oracle 12c 12.1.0.2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Oracle 12c 12.2.0.1 No No Yes Yes Yes
Oracle 19c 19.3.0.0.0 Base No No No Yes Yes On Enterprise

Manager with
Oracle19c as
database server,
linking computers
to a Remote
Control global
address book
fails with the
error "Object is
already linked
[CMM000095]"

Manager and Server - Supported Web Browsers

The below table shows the supported Web Browser Versions for CA Client Automation - Manager and Server.

Table 9: Manager and Server - Supported Web Browsers

Web Browsers 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5

Internet Explorer 9 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Internet Explorer 10 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Internet Explorer 11 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Microsoft Edge No No No No Yes

Google Chrome 75 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

FireFox 68 No Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Manager and Server - Supported Web Servers
The below table shows the supported Web Servers for CA Client Automation - Manager and Server.

Table 10: Manager and Server - Supported Web Servers

Web Servers 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5

Microsoft IIS 7.0 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Microsoft IIS 7.5 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Microsoft IIS 8.5 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Microsoft IIS 10.0 No No Yes Yes Yes

DSM Scalability Server
The following table shows the DSM Scalability Server support for CA Client Automation:
DSM Scalability Server - Windows Intel x86

Operating
System

Edition Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5

Windows
Server 2008

Enterprise
Edition
Standard
Edition
Datacenter Edition

SP2 Yes Yes Yes No No

Windows 7 Enterprise,
Business,
Ultimate

SP1 Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows 8 Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Windows 8 Pro,

Enterprise
Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 8.1 Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Windows 8.1 Pro,

Enterprise
Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 10 Pro,
Enterprise,
Enterprise
2015 LTSB

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

DSM Scalability Server - Windows Intel x64

Operating
System

Edition Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5

Windows 2008
R2

Enterprise
Edition,
Standard
Edition,
Web Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

Base
SP1

Yes Yes Yes No No
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Windows
Server 2008

Enterprise
Edition
Standard
Edition
Datacenter
Edition

SP2 Yes Yes Yes No No

Windows
Server 2012

Standard
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows
Server 2012
R2

Standard
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows
Server 2016

Standard
Edtion,
Datacenter
Edition

Base No No Yes Yes Yes

Windows
Server 2019

Standard
Edtion,
Datacenter
Edition

Base No No Yes Yes Yes

Windows
Server 2022

Standard
Edition
Datacenter
Edition

21H2 No No No No Yes
Apply the patch
99111268.

Windows 7 Enterprise,
Business,
Ultimate

Base,
SP1

Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows 8 Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Windows 8 Pro,

Enterprise
Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 8.1 Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Windows 8.1 Pro,

Enterprise
Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 10 Pro,
Enterprise,
Enterprise
2015 LTSB

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

DSM Scalability Server - SuSEand Red Hat Linux (x86 and x64)

Operating
System

Edition Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5

SuSE Linux 
x86

Enterprise
Server 11

SP3 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

SuSE Linux 
x64

Enterprise
Server 11
Enterprise
Server 12

SP3 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Red Hat Linux
x86

Enterprise
Server Linux 5

Update 11 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Enterprise
Server Linux 6

Update 5 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Update 6 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Update 7 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Red Hat Linux
x64

Enterprise
Server Linux 5

Update 11 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Enterprise
Server Linux 6

Update 5 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Enterprise
Server Linux 6

Update 6 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Enterprise
Server Linux 6

Update 7 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Enterprise
Server Linux 7

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

DSM Explorer
The followng table shows the DSM Explorer support for CA Client Automation:

Table 11: DSM Explorer - Windows Intel x86

Operating System Edition Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5
Windows Server
2008

Enterprise Edition
Datacenter Edition
Standard Edition

SP2 Yes Yes Yes No No

Windows Server 7 Enterprise
Business
Ultimate

Base
SP1

Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows Server 8 Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Windows Server 8 Pro

Enterprise
Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows Server 8.1 Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Windows Server 8.1 Pro

Enterprise
Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 10 Pro,
Enterprise,
Enterprise 2015
LTSB

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Table 12: DSM Explorer (Windows Intel x64)

Operating System Edition Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5
Windows Server 2008
R2

Enterprise Edition,
Standard Edition,
Web Edition,
Datacenter Edition

Base
SP1

Yes Yes Yes No No
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Windows Server 2008 Enterprise Edition,
Standard Edition,
Datacenter Edition

SP2 Yes Yes Yes No No

Windows Server 2012 Standard Edition,
Enterprise Edition

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows Server 2012
R2

Standard Edition,
Datacenter Edition

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows Server 2016 Standard Edition,
Datacenter Edition

Base No No Yes Yes Yes

Windows Server 2019 Standard Edition,
Datacenter Edition

Base No No No Yes Yes

Windows 7 Enterprise,
Business,
Ultimate

Base,
SP1

Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows 8 Pro,
Enterprise

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 8.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Windows 8.1 Pro,

Enterprise
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 10 Pro,
Enterprise,
Enterprise 2015 LTSB

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

DSM Web Console/DSM Web Service - Operating System

Table 13: DSM Web Console/Web Service Operating System - Windows Intel x86

Database Edition Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5
Windows
Server 2008

Enterprise
Edition,
Standard
Edition
Datacenter
Edition

SP2 Yes Yes Yes No No

Table 14: DSM Web Console/Web Service Operating System - Windows Intel x64

Database Edition Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5
Windows
Server 2008
R2

Enterprise
Edition,
Standard
Edition,
Web Edition
Datacenter
Edition

Base,
SP1

Yes Yes Yes No No
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Windows
Server 2008

Enterprise
Edition,
Standard
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

Base,
SP2

Yes Yes Yes No No

Windows
Server 20012

Standard
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows
Server 20012
R2

Standard
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows
Server 2016

Standard
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

Base No No Yes Yes Yes

Windows
Server 2019

Standard
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

Base No No No Yes Yes

DSM Web Console/DSM Web Service - Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server

Table 15: DSM Web Console/Web Service - Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server x86

Database Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5

Enterprise Server
Linux 6

Update 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Yes Yes Yes No No

Enterprise Server
Linux 5

Update 9 Yes Yes Yes No No

DSM Web Console/DSM Web Service - Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server

Table 16: DSM Web Console/Web Service - Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server x64

Database Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5
Enterprise Server
Linux 6

Update 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Yes Yes Yes No No

Enterprise Server
Linux 5

Update 9 Yes Yes Yes No No
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DSM Web Console/DSM Web Service - SuSE Linux Server

Table 17: DSM Web Console/Web Service - SuSE Linux Server x86

Database Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5
Enterprise Server 11 SP1,

SP2,
SP3

Yes Yes Yes No No

Enterprise Server 10 SP4 Yes Yes Yes No No
Enterprise Server
Linux 5

SP1,
SP2,
SP3

Yes Yes Yes No No

DSM Web Console/DSM Web Service - SuSE Linux Server

Table 18: DSM Web Console/Web Service - SuSE Linux Server x64

Database Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5
Enterprise Server 11 SP1,

SP2,
SP3

Yes Yes Yes No No

Enterprise Server
10

SP4 Yes Yes Yes No No

Enterprise Server
Linux 5

SP1,
SP2,
SP3

Yes Yes Yes No No

ENC Gateway

Table 19: ENC Gateway - Windows Intel x86

Database Editions Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5

Windows
Server 2008

Enterprise
Edition,
Standard
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

SP2 Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows 7 Enterprise,
Business,
Ultimate

SP1 Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows 8 Pro,
Enterprise

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 8.1 Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 8.1 Pro,
Enterprise

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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ENC Gateway

Table 20: ENC Gateway - Windows Intel x64

Database Editions Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5

Windows
Server 2008 R2

Enterprise
Edition,
Standard
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition,
Web Edition

SP1 Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows 2008 Enterprise
Edition,
Standard
Edition,
Datacenter

SP2 Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows 20012 Standard
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 20012
R2

Standard
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 20016 Standard
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

Base No No Yes Yes Yes

Windows 20019 Standard
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

Base No No No Yes Yes

Windows 7 Enterprise,
Business
Ultimate

SP1 Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows 8 Pro,
Enterprise

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 8.1 Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 8.1 Pro,
Enterprise

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

DSM Enterprise/Domain Manager (Local MDB) - Cluster (Active/Passive only)
The table below shows the compatability matrix for DSM Enterprise/Domain Manager - Local MDB database Cluster
(Active/Passive):
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Table 21: Local MDB - Cluster (Active/Passive) Support - Windows Intel x86

Database Editions Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5

Windows
Server 2008

Enterprise
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

SP2 Yes Yes Yes No No

Table 22: Local MDB - Cluster (Active/Passive) Support - Windows Intel x64

Database Editions Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5
Windows
Server 2008

Enterprise
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

SP2 Yes Yes Yes No No

Windows
Server 2008 R2

Enterprise
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

SP1 Yes Yes Yes No No

Windows
Server 2012 R2

Enterprise
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows
Server 2016

Standard
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

Base No No Yes Yes Yes

Management Database (Remote MDB) Only - Cluster(Active/Active and Active/Passive only)

The below table shows Support matrix for Management Database (Remote MDB) with CCS - Cluster (Active/Active) and
(Active/Passive).

Table 23: Management Database (Remote MDB) Cluster - (Windows Intel x86)

Database Editions Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5

Microsoft SQL
Server 2008

Enterprise
Edition,
Standard Edition

SP1,
SP2,
SP3,
SP4

Yes Yes Yes No No

Microsoft SQL
Server 2008 R2

Enterprise
Edition,
Standard Edition

Base,
SP1,
SP2,
SP3

Yes Yes Yes No No

Microsoft SQL
Server 2012

Enterprise,
Standard Edition

Base,
SP1,
SP2,
SP3

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Microsoft SQL
Server 2017

Enterprise,
Standard Edition

Base,
SP1

No No No Yes Yes

Table 24: Management Database (Remote MDB) Cluster - (Windows Intel x64)

Database Edition Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5

Microsoft SQL
Server 2008

Enterprise
Edition,
Standard
Edition

SP1,
SP2,
SP3,
SP4

Yes Yes Yes No No

Microsoft SQL
Server 2008
R2

Enterprise
Edition,
Standard
Edition

Base,
SP1,
SP2,
SP3

Yes Yes Yes No No

Microsoft SQL
Server 2012

Enterprise,
Standard
Edition

Base,
SP1,
SP2,
SP3

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Microsoft SQL
Server 2014

Enterprise,
Standard
Edition

Base,
SP1

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Microsoft SQL
Server 2016

Enterprise,
Standard
Edition

Base No No No Yes Yes

Microsoft SQL
Server 2016

Enterprise,
Standard
Edition

SP1 Yes No No Yes Yes

Microsoft SQL
Server 2016

Enterprise,
Standard
Edition

SP2 Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Microsoft SQL
Server 2017

Enterprise,
Standard
Edition

Base No No No Yes Yes

Management Database (Remote MDB)including CCS - Cluster(Active/Passive only)

Table 25: Management Database (Remote MDB) (Windows Intel x86)

Database Edition Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5

Microsoft SQL
Server 2008

Enterprise
Edition,
Standard Edition

SP1,
SP2,
SP3,
SP4

Yes Yes Yes No No
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Microsoft SQL
Server 2008 R2

Enterprise
Edition,
Standard Edition

Base,
SP1,
SP2,
SP3

Yes Yes Yes No No

Microsoft SQL
Server 2012

Enterprise,
Standard Edition

Base,
SP1,
SP2,
SP3

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Management Database (Remote MDB)including CCS - Cluster(Active/Active only)

Table 26: Management Database (MDB) (Windows Intel x64)

Database Edition Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5

Microsoft SQL
Server 2008

Enterprise Edition,
Standard Edition

SP1,
SP2,
SP3,
SP4

Yes Yes Yes No No

Microsoft SQL
Server 2008 R2

Enterprise Edition,
Standard Edition

Base,
SP1,
SP2,
SP3

Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Microsoft SQL
Server 2012

Enterprise,
Standard Edition

Base,
SP1,
SP2,
SP3

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Supportability Matrix - DSM Agent
The following are supported on CA Client Automation DSM Agent/Packager:

DSM Agent/Packager Supportability Matrix - Windows Intel x86

Table 27: DSM Agent/Packager - Windows Intel x86

Operating
System

Edition Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5 Notes

Windows Server
2008

Enterprise
Edition,
Standard
Edition,
Web Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

Base, SP2 Yes Yes Yes Yes No
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Windows Server
2008  Server
Core

Enterprise
Edition,
Standard
Edition,
Web Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

SP2 Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows
Storage Server
2008

Basic Edition SP2 Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows Vista Enterprise,
Business,
Ultimate

SP2 Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows 7 Enterprise
Ultimate
Professional
Home

SP1 Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows 7
Embedded

Standard Base Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows 8 Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 8 Pro
Enterprise

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 8
(Embedded)

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 8.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 8.1 Pro
Enterprise

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 8.1
(Embedded)

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 10 Pro Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Note: For ITCM
r14.0 SP2 on
Windows 10 Pro for
Workstations, fix
SO04442 must be
applied.

1511 No Yes Yes Yes Yes

1607 No No Yes Yes Yes

1703 No No Yes Yes Yes

1709 No No Yes Yes Yes Note: For CA
Client Automation
r14.0 SP2 support
on Windows 10
1709 and above,
fix SO00966 and
SO00968 must be
applied.
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1803 No No Yes Yes Yes

1809 No No Yes Yes Yes

2015 LTSB No Yes Yes Yes Yes

2016 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes

1903 No No Yes Yes Yes Note: For CA
Client Automation
r14.0 SP2 support,
SO08958 must be
applied. This fix
certifies Windows
10 (1903) and
Windows Server
2019, and resolves
the earlier LTSC
issue.

1909 No No No Yes Yes

2004 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853
must be applied
on CA Client
automation r14.0.3
for Windows 10
2004 variants.

20H2 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853
must be applied
on CA Client
Automation r14.0
SP3  for Windows
10 20H2 variants.

21H1 No No No No Yes Patch fix
SO99111178 must
be applied on CA
Client Automation
r14.5 for Windows
10.

Windows 10 Pro for
Workstation

1803 No No Yes Yes Yes Note: For CA
Client Automation
r14.0 SP2 on
Windows 10 Pro for
Workstations, fix
SO04442 must be
applied.

1809 No No Yes Yes Yes Note: For ITCM
r14.0 SP2 on
Windows 10 Pro for
Workstations, fix
SO04442 must be
applied.

1903 No No Yes Yes Yes

1909 No No No Yes Yes
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2004 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853
must be applied
on CA Client
automation r14.0
SP3  for Windows
10 2004 variants.

20H2 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853
must be applied
on CA Client
automation r14.0
SP3  for Windows
10 20H2 variants.

21H1 No No No No Yes Patch fix
SO99111178 must
be applied on CA
Client Automation
r14.5 for Windows
10.

Windows 10 Enterprise LTSC
2019

1809 No No Yes Yes Yes Note: For Windows
10 Enterprise LTSC
2019 is recognized
as Windows 10
Enterprise LTSB
2019.

Enterprise Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

1511 No Yes Yes Yes Yes

1607 No No Yes Yes Yes

1703 No No Yes Yes Yes

1709 No No Yes Yes Yes

1803 No No Yes Yes Yes

1809 No No Yes Yes Yes

2015 LTSB No Yes Yes Yes Yes

2016 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes

1903 No No Yes Yes Yes Note:
For ITC r14.0 SP2
support, SO08958
must be applied.
This certifies
Windows 10 (1903)
and Windows
Server 2019, and
resolves the earlier
LTSC issue.

1909 No No No Yes Yes
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2004 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853
must be applied
on CA Client
automation r14.0.3
for Windows 10
2004 variants.

20H2 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853
must be applied
on CA Client
automation r14.0.3
for Windows 10
20H2 variants.

21H1 No No No No Yes Patch fix
SO99111178 must
be applied on CA
Client Automation
r14.5 for Windows
10.

Enterprise 2015
LTSB

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

1511 No Yes Yes Yes Yes

1607 No No Yes Yes Yes

1703 No No Yes Yes Yes

2015 LTSB No Yes Yes Yes Yes

2016 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes

Education Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

1511 No Yes Yes Yes Yes

1607 No No Yes Yes Yes

1703 No No Yes Yes Yes

1709 No No Yes Yes Yes

1803 No No Yes Yes Yes

1809 No No Yes Yes Yes

2105 LTSB No Yes Yes Yes Yes

2016 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes

1903 No No Yes Yes Yes

1909 No No No Yes Yes

2004 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853
must be applied
on CA Client
automation r14.0.3
for Windows 2004
variants.
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20H2 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853
must be applied
on CA Client
automation r14.0.3
for Windows 10
20H2 variants.

21H1 No No No No Yes Patch fix
SO99111178 must
be applied on CA
Client Automation
r14.5 for Windows
10.

Home 1903 No No Yes Yes Yes

1909 No No No Yes Yes

2004 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853
must be applied
on CA Client
automation r14.0.3
for Windows 10
2004 variants.

20H2 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853
must be applied
on CA Client
automation r14.0.3
for Windows 10
20H2 variants.

21H1 No No No No Yes Patch fix
SO99111178 must
be applied on CA
Client Automation
r14.5 for Windows
10.

DSM Agent/Packager - Windows Intel x64

Operating System Editions Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5 Notes

Windows Server 2008 Enterprise Edition,
Standard Edition,
Web Edition,
Datacenter Edition

SP2 Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows Server 2008
Core

Enterprise Edition,
Standard Edition,
Web Edition
Datacenter Edition

SP2 Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise Edition,
Standard Edition,
Web Edition
Datacenter Edition

SP1 Yes Yes Yes Yes No
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Windows Storage Server
2008

Enterprise Edition,
Standard Edition,
Workgroup Edition
Basic Edition

SP2 Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows Storage Server
2008 R2

Enterprise Edition,
Standard Edition,
Workgroup Edition

SP1 Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows Server 2012 Foundation
Standard
Datacenter

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows Server 2012 R2 Foundation
Standard
Datacenter

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows Server 2012 R2
Core

Standard
Datacenter

Base No No Yes Yes Yes

Windows Storage Server
2012

Workgroup
Standard

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows Server 2016
(Essentials)

Essentials
Standard
Datacenter

Base No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows Server 2016
Core

Standard
Datacenter

No No Yes Yes Yes

Windows Server 2019 Essentials
Standard
Datacenter

Base No Yes Yes Yes Yes Note: For CA Client
Automation r14.0 SP2
and r14.0 SP1 support,
SO08958 must be applied.
Note: For CA ITCM
r14.0.SP3, Packager is not
supported.

Windows Server 2022 Standard
Datacenter

21H2 No No No No Yes Apply Patch 99111300 on
Manager.
Apply Patch 99111268 on
Agent

Windows Vista Enterprise
Business
Ultimate

SP2 Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows 7 Enterprise
Ultimate
Professional
Home

SP1 Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows 7 Embedded Standard Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows 8 Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 8 Pro,
Enterprise

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 8 Embedded Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 8.1 Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Windows 8.1 Pro,
Enterprise

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 8.1 Embedded Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 10 Pro Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Note: For ITCM r14.0
SP2 support on Windows
10 1709 and above, fix
SO00966 and SO00968
must be applied.
Note: For ITCM r14.0 SP2
on Windows 10 Pro for
Workstations, fix SO04442
must be applied.

1511 No Yes Yes Yes Yes

1607 No No Yes Yes Yes

1703 No No Yes Yes Yes

1709 No No Yes Yes Yes

1803 No No Yes Yes Yes

1809 No No Yes Yes Yes

2015 LTSB No Yes Yes Yes Yes

2016 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes

1903 No No Yes Yes Yes

1909 No No No Yes Yes

2004 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853 must
be applied on CA Client
automation r14.0.3
for Windows 10 2004
variants.

20H2 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853 must
be applied on CA Client
automation r14.0.3
for Windows 10 20H2
variants.

21H1 No No No No Yes Patch fix SO99111178
must be applied on CA
Client Automation r14.5 for
Windows 10.

Windows 10 Pro for Workstation 1803 No No Yes Yes Yes

1809 No No Yes Yes Yes

1903 No No Yes Yes Yes

1909 No No No Yes Yes

2004 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853 must
be applied on CA Client
automation r14.0.3
for Windows 10 2004
variants.
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20H2 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853 must
be applied on CA Client
automation r14.0.3
for Windows 10 20H2
variants.

21H1 No No No No Yes Patch fix SO99111178
must be applied on CA
Client Automation r14.5 for
Windows 10.

21H2 No No No No Yes Apply Patch 99111268 on
Agent

Enterprise LTSC 2019 1809 No No Yes Yes Yes

Enterprise Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

1511 No Yes Yes Yes Yes

1607 No No Yes Yes Yes

1703 No No Yes Yes Yes

1709 No No Yes Yes Yes

1803 No No Yes Yes Yes

1809 No No Yes Yes Yes

2015 LTSB No Yes Yes Yes Yes

2016 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes

1903 No No Yes Yes Yes

1909 No No No Yes Yes

2004 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853 must
be applied on CA Client
automation r14.0.3
for Windows 10 2004
variants.

20H2 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853 must
be applied on CA Client
automation r14.0.3
for Windows 10 20H2
variants.

21H1 No No No No Yes Patch fix SO99111178
must be applied on CA
Client Automation r14.5 for
Windows 10.

21H2 No No No No Yes Apply Patch 99111268 on
Agent

Enterprise 2015 LTSB Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

1511 No Yes Yes Yes Yes

1607 No No Yes Yes Yes

1703 No No Yes Yes Yes

2015 LTSB No Yes Yes Yes Yes
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2016 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes

Education Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

1511 No Yes Yes Yes Yes

1607 No No Yes Yes Yes

1703 No No Yes Yes Yes

1709 No No Yes Yes Yes

1803 No No Yes Yes Yes

1809 No No Yes Yes Yes

2015 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes

2016 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes

1903 No No Yes Yes Yes

1909 No No No Yes Yes

2004 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853 must
be applied on CA Client
automation r14.0.3
for Windows 10 2004
variants.

20H2 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853 must
be applied on CA Client
automation r14.0.3
for Windows 10 20H2
variants.

21H1 No No No No Yes Patch fix SO99111178
must be applied on CA
Client Automation r14.5 for
Windows 10.

21H2 No No No No Yes Apply Patch 99111268 on
Agent

Home 1903 No No Yes Yes Yes

1909 No No No Yes Yes

2004 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853 must
be applied on CA Client
automation r14.0.3
for Windows 10 2004
variants.

20H2 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853 must
be applied on CA Client
automation r14.0.3
for Windows 10 20H2
variants.

21H1 No No No No Yes Patch fix SO99111178
must be applied on CA
Client Automation r14.5 for
Windows 10.
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21H2 No No No No Yes Apply Patch 99111268 on
Agent

Windows 11 21H2 No No No No Yes Apply Patch 99111300 on
Manager.
Apply Patch 99111268 on
Agent:

DSM Agent/Packager - Linux
The following Linux versions are supported on DSM Agent/Packager:

DSM Agent/Packager - SuSE Linux x86

Component Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3   14.5

Enterprise Server 10 SP4 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Enterprise Server 11 Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

SP1
SP2
SP3

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

SP4 No No Yes Yes Yes

Open SuSE 12 SP3 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Open SuSE 13 SP1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Open SuSE 13.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Open SuSE 13.2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

SuSE Linux Enterprise
Desktop 11

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

SP1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

SP2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

SP3 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

DSM Agent/Packager - SuSE Linux x64

Component Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5 Notes

Enterprise Server 10 SP4 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Enterprise Server 11 Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

SP1
SP2
SP3

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

SP4 No No Yes Yes Yes

Enterprise Server 12 Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

SP1 No Yes Yes Yes Yes

SP2 No No Yes Yes Yes

SP4 No No No Yes Yes
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SP5 No No No No Yes Ensure to
download and
use the patch fix
99111222.

Enterprise Server 15 SP1 No No No Yes Yes Supports Asset
Management and
Software Delivery
Agents.

Enterprise Server 15 SP3 No No No No Yes Supports Asset
Management and
Software Delivery
Agents.
Ensure to
download and
apply the fix
99111222.

Open SuSE 12 SP3 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Open SuSE 13 SP1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Open SuSE 13.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Open SuSE 13.2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Enterprise Desktop 12 Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Enterprise Desktop 15 SP1 No No No Yes Yes Supports Asset
Management and
Software Delivery
Agents

DSM Agent/Packager - Red Hat Linux x86

Component Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5

Enterprise Linux 5 Update 9 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Update 11 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Enterprise Linux 6 Update 5 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Update 6 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Update 7 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Update 9 No No Yes Yes Yes

Update 10 No No No Yes Yes
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DSM Agent/Packager - Red Hat Linux x64

Component Service
Pack

14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5 Notes

Enterprise Linux
Server 5

Update 9 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Note: CA Client
Automation r14.0 SP2 x86
Agent support on RHEL
7.5, fix SO06032 must be
applied.

Update 10 No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Update 11 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Enterprise Linux
Server 6

Update 5 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Update 6 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Update 7 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Update 9 No No Yes Yes Yes

Update 10 No No No Yes Yes

Enterprise Linux
Server 7

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Update 1 No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Update 2 No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Update 3 No No Yes Yes Yes

Update 4 No No Yes Yes Yes

Update 5 No No Yes Yes Yes

Update 6 No No No Yes Yes

Update 7 No No No Yes Yes Note: For x64, CA Client
Automation r14.0 SP3
x64 Agent is supported
on RHEL 7.7. Note that
fix SO14106 must be
applied.

Update 8 No No No No Yes

Update 9 No No No No Yes

Enterprise Linux 8
Server

8.0, 8.1 No No No Yes Yes Note: For x64, CA Client
Automation r14.0 SP3
x64 Agent is supported on
RHEL 8.*.
Note that fix SO14106
must be applied.
Remote Control Agent is
not supported on RHEL 8,
and 8.1, currently.
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Enterprise Linux 8
Server

8.x No No No No Yes Note: Ensure to download
and use fix 99111222.
Remote Control Agent is
not supported on RHEL
8.x currently.

Oracle Enterprise
Linux (x86)

Oracle Enterprise
Linux 5

Update 9 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Oracle Enterprise
Linux 6

Update 5 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Update 9 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Oracle Enterprise
Linux (x64)

Oracle Enterprise
Linux 5

Update 9 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Oracle Enterprise
Linux 6

Update 5 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Update 9 No No Yes Yes Yes

Oracle Enterprise
Linux 7

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Update 6 No No No Yes Yes

Oracle Enterprise
Linux 8

8.1 and 8.2 No No No Yes Yes Note: For x64, CA Client
Automation r14.0 SP3
x64 Agent is supported on
Oracle Enterprise Linux
8, 8.1, and 8.2 Note that
fix SO14106 must be
applied.

8.x No No No No Yes Note: Ensure to download
and use fix 99111222.
Remote Control Agent is
not supported on Oracle
Linux 8.x currently.

Kubuntu Linux
x86

Kubuntu
12.04 LTS

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Kubuntu
14.04 LTS

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Kubuntu
16.04 LTS

No No Yes Yes Yes

Kubuntu
18.04 LTS

No No No Yes Yes
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Kubuntu Linux
x64

Kubuntu
19.10

No No No Yes Yes Note: For x64, CA Client
Automation r14.0 SP3
x64 Agent is supported
on Kubuntu 19.10, Note
that fix SO14106 must be
applied.

Kubuntu
20.04

No No No Yes Yes Note: For x64, CA Client
Automation r14.0 SP3
x64 Agent is supported
on Kubuntu 20.04, Note
that fix SO14106 must be
applied.

Kubuntu
21.04

No No No No Yes Note: Download and
apply fix 99111094 from
Broadcom Support for CA
Client Automation 14.5.
Remote control feature is
not supported.

Kubuntu
21.10

No No No No Yes Note: Supports Asset
Management and
Software Delivery Agents.
Ensure to download and
apply the fix 99111222.

Kubuntu
22.04

No No No No Yes Note: Supports Asset
Management and
Software Delivery Agents.
Ensure to download and
apply the fix 99111222.

CentOS Linux
x64

CentOS 7.5 No No No No Yes Note: Download and
apply fix 99111094 from
Broadcom Support for CA
Client Automation 14.5.

CentOS 8.0,
8.1, and 8.3

No No No No Yes Note: Download and
apply fix 99111094 from
Broadcom Support for CA
Client Automation 14.5.
Remote control feature is
not supported.

DSM Agent - IBM AIX/HP UX

Component Edition 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5 Notes

IBM AIX 64-bit AIX 7.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

AIX 7.2 No Yes Yes Yes Yes Note: For ITCM
r14.0.2 support on
AIX, fix RO91560 and
RO91722 must be
applied.
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AIX 6.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

HP-UX 64-bit

HP-UX 11.31 (ia64) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Note: To use HP-UX
11.31 (ia64) agent
platform, PHSS_36520
(or any superseding HP
patch) must be applied.

HP-UX 11.23 (ia64) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

DSM Agent/Packager - Oracle Solaris

Component Edition 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5 Notes

Sun SPARC 32-
bit

Solaris 10 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Note: Update 5 and above.

Sun SPARC 64-
bit

Solaris 11.3 No No No No Yes

Solaris 11.2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Solaris 11.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Solaris 11 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Solaris 10 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Note: Update 5 and above.

Solaris Intel x86 Solaris 10 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Note: Update 5 and above.

Solaris Intel x64 Solaris 11.2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Solaris 11.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Solaris 11 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Solaris 10 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Note: Update 5 and above.

DSM Agent/Packager - MAC OS Support

Component Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5 Notes

MAC OS X 10.9 Update 2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Update 4 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Update 5 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

MAC OS X 10.10 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

MAC OS X 10.11 No Yes Yes Yes Yes

MAC OS X 10.12 Update 3 No No Yes Yes Yes

Update 4 No No Yes Yes Yes

Update 6 No No Yes Yes Yes

MAC OS X 10.14 No No No Yes Yes Note: For r14.0.3, the
MAC agent version is
14.0.2000.558
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MAC OS X 10.15 Update 5 No No No Yes Yes Note: For CA Client
Automation 14.0 SP3
Manager Support,
apply 99111028 and
99111027 .

DSM Agent/Packager - ENC Client, RVI, and NRI - All Windows Supported Agent

Component Edition Service
Pack

14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5 Notes

ENC Client All Windows
Supported Agents

Supported
Versions

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

DSM Non-Resident
Inventory (NRI) Agent

All DSM Agent
Supported  Platforms

All DSM
Supported
Platforms

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

DSM Remote Virtual
Inventory (RVI) Agent
(Platforms on which
the RVI Agent can be
hosted).

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Note: RVI
Agent on Unix
platforms
only supports
Inventory
collection from
Unix Virtual
hosts.

DSM Remote Virtual
Inventory (RVI)
Agent - Virtual Hosts
(Platforms from which
the RVI Agent can
collect Information).

ESXi 5.5
ESXi 6.0

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

VMware

vCenter
Server 5.5

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

vCenter Server
6.0

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

vCenter Server
6.7

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

vCenter Server
7.0

No No No No Yes
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Citrix XenServer
8.1

No No No Yes Yes Note: Remote
Virtual Inventory
collection from
Citrix Xen
Server on 64bit
Linux client
automation
agent is not
supported.
Note: The
network
card may at
times display
incorrectly. If
more than one
Network card
exists on Xen
Server, only
one network
card information
is collected.
Please apply
the test fix#
T55V202.

Citrix XenServer
6.2

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Citrix Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Citrix XenServer
6.1

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

XenServer
6.0

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows Intel x64

Hyper-
V Server
2008 R2

Yes Yes Yes No No

Hyper-
V Server
2008 R2

Yes Yes Yes No No

Hyper-
V Server
20012

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Hyper-
V Server
20012  R2

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Hyper-
V Server
2016

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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IBM-AIX (HMC) HMC v2.0
to v7.0

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Sun Solaris (Domain
Controllers)

Solaris 10 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

DSM Agent on Cluster Nodes

NOTE
CA Client Automation does not support failover between cluster Nodes. CA Client Automation Agent can be
installed on all cluster nodes and each cluster. Cluster Nodes will be visible as a separate system on the Domain
Manager.

DSM Agent on Cluster Nodes - DSM Agent Windows Intel x86

Component Editions Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5

Windows Server
2008

Enterprise Edition
Datacenter
Edition

SP2 Yes Yes Yes Yes No

DSM Agent on Cluster Nodes - DSM Agent Windows Intel x64

Component Editions Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5
Windows Server
2008

Enterprise Edition
Datacenter Edition

SP2 Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows Server
2008 R2

Enterprise Edition SP1 No No No No No

Windows Server
2008 R2

Datacenter Edition SP1 Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows Server
2012

Standard Edition
Datacenter Edition

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows Server
2012 R2

Standard Edition
Datacenter Edition

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Window Server
2016

Standard Edition
Datacenter Edition

No No Yes Yes Yes

Supportability Matrix - OS Installation Management Support
CA Client Automation - Operating System (OS) Installation Management is supported on the following platforms:

Image Prepare System (OS Images, Boot Images) - Windows Intel x86

Operating System Edition Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5
Windows Server
2008

Enterprise Edition,
Standard Edition,
Datacenter Edition

SP2 Yes Yes Yes No No

Windows 7 Enterprise,
Professional,
Ultimate

SP1 Yes Yes Yes Yes No
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Windows 8 Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Windows 8 Pro,

Enterprise
Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 8.1 Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Windows 8.1 Pro, Enterprise Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Windows 10 Education Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

2015 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes
2016 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes
1511 No Yes Yes Yes Yes
1607 No No Yes Yes Yes
1703 No No Yes Yes Yes

Windows 10 Professional Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
2015 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes
2016 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes
1511 No Yes Yes Yes Yes
1607 No No Yes Yes Yes
1703 No No Yes Yes Yes

Enterprise Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
2015 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes
2016 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes
1511 No Yes Yes Yes Yes
1607 No No Yes Yes Yes
1703 No No Yes Yes Yes

Image Prepare System (OS Images, Boot Images) - Windows Intel x64

Operating
System

Edition Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5

Windows
Server 2008

Enterprise
Edition,
Standard
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

SP2 Yes Yes Yes No No

Windows
Server 2008
R2

Enterprise
Edition,
Standard
Edition,
Web Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

Base,
SP1

Yes Yes Yes No No

Windows 7 Enterprise,
Professional,
Ultimate

Base,
SP1

Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows 8 Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Windows 8 Pro,
Enterprise

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 8.1 Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Windows 8.1 Pro,

Enterprise,
Education

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 10 Education Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
2015 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes
2016 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes
1511 No Yes Yes Yes Yes
1607 No No Yes Yes Yes
1703 No No Yes Yes Yes

Windows 10 Professional Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
2015 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes
2016 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes
1511 No Yes Yes Yes Yes
1607 No No Yes Yes Yes
1703 No No Yes Yes Yes

Windows 10 Enterprise Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
2015 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes
2016 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes
1511 No Yes Yes Yes Yes
1607 No No Yes Yes Yes
1703 No No Yes Yes Yes

Windows
Server 2012

Standard
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows
Server 2012
R2

Standard
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows
Server 2016

Standard
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

Base No No Yes Yes Yes

OS Installation Management Target Operating Systems (Windows Intel x86)

Operating
System

Edition Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5 Notes

Windows Server
2008

Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows Vista Enterprise.
Business,
Ultimate

Yes Yes Yes Yes No
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Windows 7 Enterprise,
Professional,
Ultimate

SP1 Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows 8 Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Windows 8 Pro,

Enterprise
Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 8.1 Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Windows 8.1 Pro,

Enterprise
Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 10 Education Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Note: When
using OSIM for
Deployment
of Windows
10 OS and
joining the
target to
domain
refer to
Document
ID:
KB000103793

2015 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes
2016 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes
1511 No Yes Yes Yes Yes
1607 No No Yes Yes Yes
1703 No No Yes Yes Yes
1709 No No Yes Yes Yes
1803 No No Yes Yes Yes
1809 No No Yes Yes Yes
1903 No No Yes Yes Yes
1909 No No No Yes Yes
2004 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix

SO13853
must be
applied on
CA Client
automation
r14.0.3 for
Windows
10 2004
variants.

20H2 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix
SO13853
must be
applied on
CA Client
automation
r14.0.3 for
Windows
10 20H2
variants.
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Windows 10 Professional Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
2015 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes
2016 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes
1511 No Yes Yes Yes Yes
1607 No No Yes Yes Yes
1703 No No Yes Yes Yes
1803 No No Yes Yes Yes
1809 No No Yes Yes Yes
1903 No No Yes Yes Yes
1909 No No No Yes Yes
2004 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix

SO13853
must be
applied on
CA Client
automation
r14.0.3 for
Windows 10
2004 variants

20H2 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix
SO13853
must be
applied on
CA Client
automation
r14.0.3 for
Windows
10 20H2
variants.

Windows 10 Pro for
Workstations

1803 No No Yes Yes Yes

1809 No No Yes Yes Yes
1909 No No No Yes Yes
2004 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix

SO13853
must be
applied on
CA Client
automation
r14.0.3 for
Windows 10
2004 variants

20H2 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix
SO13853
must be
applied on
CA Client
automation
r14.0.3 for
Windows
10 20H2
variants.
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Windows 10 Enterprise LTSC
2019

1809 No No Yes Yes Yes

Windows 10 Enterprise Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
2015 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes
2016 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes
1511 No Yes Yes Yes Yes
1607 No No Yes Yes Yes
1703 No No Yes Yes Yes
1709 No No Yes Yes Yes
1803 No No Yes Yes Yes
1809 No No Yes Yes Yes
1903 No No Yes Yes Yes
1909 No No No Yes Yes
2004 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix

SO13853
must be
applied on
CA Client
automation
r14.0.3 for
Windows 10
2004 variants

20H2 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix
SO13853
must be
applied on
CA Client
automation
r14.0.3 for
Windows
10 20H2
variants.

OS Installation Management Target Operating Systems - Windows Intel x64

Operating System Edition Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5 Notes
Windows Server 2008 Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise Edition,

Standard Edition,
Web Edition,
Datacenter Edition

SP1 Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows 7 Enterprise,
Professional,
Ultimate

SP1 Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows 8 Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Windows 8 Pro,

Enterprise
Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 8.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Windows 8.1 Pro,
Enterprise

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 10 Education Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Note: If you are using OSIM for Deployment on Windows 10 and if
you are joining the target to domain, please refer to Document ID:
KB000103793.

2015 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes
2016 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes
1511 No Yes Yes Yes Yes
1607 No No Yes Yes Yes
1703 No No Yes Yes Yes
1709 No No Yes Yes Yes
1803 No No Yes Yes Yes
1809 No No Yes Yes Yes
1903 No No Yes Yes Yes
1909 No No No Yes Yes
2004 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853 must be applied on CA Client automation

r14.0.3 for Windows 10 2004 variants
20H2 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853 must be applied on CA Client automation

r14.0.3 for Windows 10 20H2 variants.
21H2 No No No No Yes

Windows 10 Professional Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
2015 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes
2016 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes
1511 No Yes Yes Yes Yes
1607 No No Yes Yes Yes
1703 No No Yes Yes Yes
1709 No No Yes Yes Yes
1803 No No Yes Yes Yes
1809 No No Yes Yes Yes
1903 No No Yes Yes Yes
1909 No No No Yes Yes
2004 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853 must be applied on CA Client automation

r14.0.3 for Windows 10 2004 variants.
20H2 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853 must be applied on CA Client automation

r14.0.3 for Windows 10 20H2 variants.
21H2 No No No No Yes

Windows 10 Pro for Workstations 1803 No No Yes Yes Yes
1809 No No Yes Yes Yes
1909 No No No Yes Yes
2004 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853 must be applied on CA Client automation

r14.0.3 for Windows 10 2004 variants.
20H2 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853 must be applied on CA Client automation

r14.0.3 for Windows 10 20H2 variants.
21H2 No No No No Yes
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Windows 10 Enterprise LTSC 2019 1809 No No Yes Yes Yes
Windows 10 Enterprise Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

2015 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes
2016 LTSB No No Yes Yes Yes
1511 No Yes Yes Yes Yes
1607 No No Yes Yes Yes
1703 No No Yes Yes Yes
1709 No No Yes Yes Yes
1803 No No Yes Yes Yes
1809 No No Yes Yes Yes
1903 No No Yes Yes Yes
1909 No No No Yes Yes
2004 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853 must be applied on CA Client automation

r14.0.3 for Windows 10 2004 variants.
20H2 No No No Yes Yes Patch fix SO13853 must be applied on CA Client automation

r14.0.3 for Windows 10 20H2 variants.
21H2 No No No No Yes

Windows 11 Education, Enterprise, Professional 21H2 No No No No Yes Note: Supported for CA Client automation 14.5 CU4 or higher
versions.

Windows Server 2012 Hyper-V Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Windows Server 2012 Standard Edition,

Datacenter Edition
Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows Server 2012 Standard Edition Core,
Datacenter Edition Core

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows Server 2012 R2 Standard Edition,
Datacenter Edition

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows Server 2012 R2 Standard Edition Core
Datacenter Edition Core

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows Server 2012 R2 Hyper-V Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Windows Server 2016 Core Standard Edition

Datacenter Edition
Base No No Yes Yes Yes

Windows Server 2016 Standard Edition Core,
Datacenter Edition Core

Base No No Yes Yes Yes

Windows Server 2019 Standard Edition
Datacenter Edition

Base No No No Yes Yes

OS Installation Management Target Operating Systems - Red Hat Linux x86

Operating
System

Edition Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5

Red Hat Linux x86 5.0 Enterprise
Linux Server

Update 9 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Update 11 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
6.0 Enterprise
Linux Server

Update 2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Update 3 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Update 4 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Update 5 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Update 6 No No Yes Yes Yes

OS Installation Management Target Operating Systems - Red Hat Linux x64

Operating System Edition Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5
Red Hat Linux x64 5.0 Enterprise

Linux Server
Update 9 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Update 11 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
6.0 Enterprise
Linux Server

Update 2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Update 3 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Update 4 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Update 5 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Update 9 No No Yes Yes Yes

SuSE Linux x86 Enterprise Server
11

Base, SP1, SP2,
SP3

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Enterprise Server
11

SP4 No No Yes Yes Yes

Open SuSE 12 SP3 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Open SuSE 13 SP1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

SuSE Linux x64 Enterprise Server
11

Base, SP1, SP2,
SP3

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Enterprise Server
11

SP4 No No Yes Yes Yes

Enterprise Server
12

Base, SP1 No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Enterprise Server
12

SP2 No No Yes Yes Yes

Open SuSE 12 SP3 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Open SuSE 13 SP1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Oracle Enterprise
x86

Oracle Enterprise
Linux 5

Update 9 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Oracle Enterprise
Linux 6

Update 4, Update
5

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Oracle Enterprise
x64

Oracle Enterprise
Linux 5

Update 9 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Oracle Enterprise
Linux 6

Update 4 Update 5 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Kubuntu Linux x86 Kubuntu 10.04 LTS Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Kubuntu 12.04 LTS Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Kubuntu 14.04 LTS No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Kubuntu 16.04 LTS No No Yes Yes Yes
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Kubuntu Linux x64 Kubuntu 12.04 LTS Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Kubuntu 14.04 LTS No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Kubuntu 16.04 LTS No No Yes Yes Yes

ESXi ESXi 5.1,5.5 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

CitrixXenServer XenServer 6.0, 6.1,
and 6.2

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Imaging Tools - Microsoft Windows PE (Windows Intel x86)

Operating
System

Edition 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5

Windows Server
2008

Yes Yes Yes No No

Windows Vista Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Windows 7 Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Windows 8 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Windows 8 Pro,

Enterprise
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 8.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Windows 8.1 Pro,

Enterprise
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 10 Pro,
Enterprise,
Enterprise 2015
LTSB,
Education

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Imaging Tools - Microsoft Windows PE (Windows Intel x64)

Operating
System

Edition Service
Pack

14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5 Notes

Windows
Server 2008

Yes Yes Yes No No

Windows
Server 2008
R2

Yes Yes Yes No No

Windows
Vista

Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Windows 7 Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Windows 8, Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Windows 8, Pro,

Enterprise
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows 8.1, Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Windows 8.1, Pro,

Enterprise
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Windows 10 Enterprise,
Enterprise
2015 LTSB,
Education

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows
Server 2012
R2 Hyper-V
    

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows
Server 2012

Standard
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows
Server 2012
R2 Hyper-V

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Windows
Server 2012
R2

Standard
Edition,
Datacenter
Edition

Base Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

WinPE 1903 No No No Yes Yes
WinPE 2004 No No No No Yes Download

and Apply
fix 99111084
from Broadcom Support
for CA Client
Automation
14.5.

Imaging Tools - Microsoft Windows PE (CentOS Linux Based Boot Image )

Operating
System

Edition Service Pack 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5

Red Hat Linux
x86

5.0 Enterprise
Linux Server

Update 9 and
Update 11

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

6.0 Enterprise
Linux Server

Update 2, 3, 4,
and 5,

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

6.0 Enterprise
Linux Server

Update 6 No No Yes Yes Yes

Red Hat Linux
x64

5.0 Enterprise
Linux Server

Update 9 and
Update 11

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

6.0 Enterprise
Linux Server

Update 2, 3, 4,
and 5,

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

6.0 Enterprise
Linux Server

Update 9 No No Yes Yes Yes

Oracle
Enterprise x86

Oracle
Enterprise
Linux 5

Update 9 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Oracle
Enterprise
Linux 6

Update 5 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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SuSE Linux
x86

Enterprise 11 SP2 and SP3 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Open SuSE 12 SP3 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Open SuSE 13 SP1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Kubuntu Linux
x86

Kubuntu 10.04
LTS

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Kubuntu 12.04
LTS

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Kubuntu Linux
x64

Kubuntu 12.04
LTS

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

ESXi VMware ESXi
  5.1
ESXi 5.5

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Citrix
XenServer

XenServer 6.0,
XenServer 6.1,
XenServer 6.2

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Supportability Matrix - Localization

CA Client Automation - Localization Support for Manager and Server

Localized
Language 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5

English Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

French Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

German Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Japanese Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Supported locales for CA Client Automation Agent:

Table 28: CA Client Automation - Localization Support for Agent

Localized
Language 14.0 14.0.1 14.0.2 14.0.3 14.5

English Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

French Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

German Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Japanese Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Italian Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Korean Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Spanish Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Brazilian Portuguese Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Supportability Matrix - Product Integration
Product Integration or Interoperability support for CA Client Automation is as follows:

Table 29: CA Client Automation - Product Interoperability or Integration Support

Product Name/Version CA Client Automation 14.0
CA Client

Automation
14.0.1

CA Client
Automation

14.0.2

CA Client
Automation

14.0.3

CA Client
Automation

14.5

CA Asset Portfolio Management
r12.6

No Yes No No No

CA Asset Portfolio Management
r12.9

Yes Yes Yes Yes No

CA Asset Portfolio Management
r14.1

Yes Yes Yes Yes No

CA Asset Portfolio Management
r17.0

No No Yes Yes Yes

CA Asset Portfolio Management
r17.1

No No Yes Yes Yes

CA Asset Portfolio Management
r17.2

No No No Yes Yes

CA Asset Portfolio Management
r17.3

No No No No Yes

CA Service Desk Manager r12.7 No Yes No No No

CA Service Desk Manager r12.9 Yes Yes Yes Yes No

CA Service Desk Manager r14.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes No

CA Service Desk Manager r17.0 No No Yes Yes Yes

CA Service Desk Manager
r17.1 Note: Supports only FIPS-
preferred

No No Yes Yes Yes

CA Service Desk Manager r17.2 No No No Yes Yes

CA Service Desk Manager r17.3 No No No No Yes

Microsoft System Center 2012
SP1

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Configuration Manager (SCCM
) 2012 - 1910

No No No Yes Yes

Configuration Manager
(SCCM) 2012 SP2

No No Yes Yes Yes

Configuration Manager
(SCCM) 2012 R2

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Configuration Manager
(SCCM) 2012 1902

No No No Yes Yes

VMware 5.2 No Yes No No No

VMware 5.3 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Product Name/Version CA Client Automation 14.0
CA Client

Automation
14.0.1

CA Client
Automation

14.0.2

CA Client
Automation

14.0.3

CA Client
Automation

14.5

VMware Horizon View 6.2 No Yes No No No

Citrix XenDesktop 5.6 No Yes No No No

Citrix XenDesktop 7 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Citrix XenDesktop 7.5 Yes No Yes Yes Yes

CA Business Intelligence
(CA BI) 4.1 SP3 CABI reports
(except Patch Manager)
are certified with CA Client
Automation 14.0.

Yes Yes No No No

Intel AMT 7 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Intel AMT 8 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Supportability Matrix - Directory, Linux Variants, and Archived
Platforms
This article describes the following:

Directory Integration Support

CA Client Automation - Directory Integration Support is showcased in the following table:

Table 30: CA Client Automation - Directory Integration Support

Directory
Name/Versions

CA Client
Automation 14.0

CA Client
Automation 14.0.1

CA Client
Automation 14.0.2

CA Client
Automation 14.0.3

CA Client
Automation 14.5

Active Directory 2008 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Active Directory 2008
R2

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Active Directory 2012 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Active Directory 2012
R2

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

OpenLDAP 2.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

OpenLDAP 2.2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Oracle Directory 11.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

CA Client Automation - Compatible Linux Variants

For more information about compatible Linux Variants for CA Client Automation, see CA Client Automation Linux
Reference Platforms.

Archived Platforms

For more information about CA Client Automation Archived Platforms, see CA Client Automation - Archived Platforms.
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Supported Patch Content
This section includes information about the Support Patch Content and outlines the process followed by the content
research team:

CA Content Research Team

The CA Content Research team is dedicated to providing CA products with updateable content that enables you
to improve the management of your IT environment. Specifically, the management of software inventory and patch
management.

Staying aware of available software applications and patches, in addition to their relevance, impact, validation and
dependencies is complex and time consuming. This is particularly relevant today as IT environments are becoming
increasingly complex and businesses must keep pace with the high volumes of changes, patches and upgrades
necessary to keep their IT systems up-to-date, secure and available for employees to be productive.

The CA Content Research team maintains a central repository of software metadata content. This repository of content
enables CA Client Automation to identify installed software assets, patch management and compliance audit. The CA
Content Research team is responsible for focusing on creating and publishing application signatures and Intellisigs for
the detection and inventory of software. They are also responsible for the creation and publication of Patch Management
content.

CA Patch Manager Content

All vendor software patches supported are thoroughly researched, validated and normalized into a standard format. The
patches are then published and made available to all CA Patch Manager Customers, complete with the Content Research
Team’s additional research metadata. The developed patch manager content for targeted applications helps to mitigate
risk and reduce the overall total cost of ownership of that application in your IT environment.

This section of the Supported Content document focuses on the Patch Manager content provided to all CA
Patch Manager users. It provides details on the supported applications, operating systems, languages and
content publication goals. In addition to the patch information being pushed to installations of CA Patch Manager, the CA
Content Research team publishes the information to the Patch Management Center.

Operating Systems and Microsoft Office Patch Support

The following are the operating system and MS Office security patches supported in the languages specified. Service
packs are provided as individual patches in English unless otherwise mentioned in the metadata.

• Individual patches are created by the CA Content Research Team for each security update published. Individual
patches, depending on the type of patch, may or may not require a reboot. Currently individual patches are published
only for Microsoft Windows platforms.

• Roll-up patches are created by the CA Content Research Team each time Microsoft releases patches on ‘Patch
Tuesday’ every month.Patches contained in the roll-up patches are security patches only. Depending on the patch
type, the CA Content Research team associates each published patch and ‘rolls’ them into one of two roll-up types:
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operating system specific or MS Office specific patches for CA Patch Manager users. When applying a roll-up patch,
only one reboot is required with the ability to ensure that already installed patches are not re-installed.

Operating System Versions Language and Patch Type Support/
Individual Patches

Rollup Patch

Windows 10
Editions:
▪Pro
▪Education
▪Enterprise
▪Enterprise LTSB

Cumulative Updates
▪ Language neutral

IntelliRollup

Windows Server 2016
Editions:
▪ Standard
▪ Datacenter

Cumulative Updates
▪ Language neutral

IntelliRollup

Windows 8.1 Gold 32 bit
Editions:
▪ Windows 8.1 Pro
▪ Windows 8.1 Enterprise

▪ Language neutral Patch Me - Security IntelliRollup

Windows 8.1 Gold 64 bit
Editions:
▪ Windows 8.1 Pro
▪ Windows 8.1 Enterprise

▪ Language neutral Patch Me - Security IntelliRollup

Windows Server 2012 Gold 64 bit
Editions:
▪ Essentials
▪ Standard
▪ Foundation
▪ Datacenter

▪ Language neutral Patch Me - Security IntelliRollup

Windows Server 2012 R2 Gold 64 bit
Editions:
▪ Essentials
▪ Standard
▪ Foundation
▪ Datacenter

▪ Language neutral IntelliRollup

Microsoft Office 2010 SP2 English IntelliRollup
Microsoft Office 2013 SP1 English IntelliRollup
Microsoft Office 2016 English IntelliRollup
Oracle Solaris 10 SPARC 64 bit
Includes support for Solaris Zones and Live
Upgrade

N/A Quarterly Critical Patch Updates

Oracle Enterprise Linux Server 5 32 bit and
64 bit

N/A All Updates

Oracle Linux 6 32 and 64 bit N/A All Updates
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 32 and 64 bit N/A All Supported Updates
HP-UX 11i v3 IA 64 bit N/A All Quality Pack Patch Bundles
IBM AIX 6.1 SystemP 64 bit N/A ▪ Technology Level Updates TL8 and later

▪ Post TL8 Service Packs
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IBM AIX 7.1 SystemP 64 bit N/A ▪ Technology Level Updates TL2 and later
▪ Post TL2 Service Packs

Application Patch Support

The following applications patches are supported. The patches are provided as individual patches in English for Windows
platforms unless otherwise mentioned in the metadata.

Application Releases
Multiple language support ▪ 7.x and above
Adobe Reader MUI ▪ 10.x and above
Adobe Flash Player ActiveX ▪ 10.x and above
Adobe Flash Player NPAPI ▪ 18.x and above
Adobe Flash Player PPAPI ▪ 21.x and above
Microsoft Access ▪ Office 2010 and above
Microsoft Excel ▪ Office 2010 and above
Microsoft InfoPath ▪ Office 2010 and above
Microsoft Visio ▪ Office 2010 and above
Microsoft Project ▪ Office 2010 and above
Microsoft Publisher ▪ Office 2010 and above
Microsoft Outlook ▪ Office 2010 and above
Microsoft PowerPoint ▪ Office 2010 and above
Microsoft Word ▪ Office 2010 and above
Microsoft .NET Framework ▪ 1.0 and above
Microsoft SQL Server 32 and 64 bit ▪ 2010 and above
Microsoft Visual Studio ▪ 2010 and above
Microsoft Silverlight ▪ 4.1

▪ 5.1
Microsoft Edge 80.0.361.109 and Above(Stable channel)
Mozilla Firefox Browser ▪ 8.x and above
Mozilla Firefox Extended Support Release (ESR) ▪ 10.x and above
Oracle Java Runtime Environment 32 and 64 bit ▪ 1.4 and above
Google Chrome ▪ 46.0 and above

CA Patch Manager Content Publication Goals

The structure of the publication goals for making Windows patch content available are as follows:

Publication Goal: within 1 business day
after Microsoft release
Platform Service Pack Bit Support Patch Type
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Supported individual OS and Office patches N/A 32 & 64 bit Individual Patches

Publication Goal: within 3
business days after Microsoft
release
Platform Service Pack Bit Support Patch Type
CA - Patch Me - Security
IntelliRollup (All Supported
Microsoft Platforms).

N/A 32 & 64 bit IntelliRollup

Publication Goal: within 4 business days after Microsoft
release
Platform Service Pack Bit Support Patch Type
CA Microsoft Extended Support (
Windows Server 2008 SP2, Windows 7 SP1, and Windows Server
2008 R2 SP1)

N/A 32 & 64 bit IntelliRollup

Publication Goal: within 5 business days after Microsoft release
Platform Service Pack Bit Support Patch Type
Office 2010/2013/2016 SP2/SP1/Gold 32 & 64 bit IntelliRollups

NOTE
Extended Support for Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1, Windows Server 2008 SP2 32bit/64bit, and Windows 7
32bit/64bit. IntelliRollup only comprises of active patches from February 2020.

The structure of the publication goals for making *NIX patch content available are as follows:

UNIX Support –
Publication Goals
Platform Version & Arch Supported

Patches
Publication Goal
by CA

Rollup Packages
provided by CA

Individual Patch
Support

Technical
Document

Oracle Solaris 10 SPARC Critical Patch
Updates (CPU)

2 Weeks from the
vendor release
date

• Oracle Solaris
10 SPARC -
Critical
• Patch Update
- <Month>
<YYYY> Oracle
Solaris 10
SPARC - Critical
Patch Update
- <Month>
<YYYY> - Live
Upgrade

None TEC546663,
TEC573686
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IBM AIX 6.1 & 7.1 System Technology
Level (TL) with
Service Pack
(SP) Individual
Service Pack
(SP)

3 Weeks from the
vendor release
date

• CA - IBM AIX
6.1 TLx With SPx
(6100- TL-SP-
YYWW)
• CA - IBM AIX
6.1 TLx Only SPx
(6100- TL-SP-
YYWW)
• CA - IBM AIX
7.1 TLx With SPx
(7100- TL-SP-
YYWW)
• CA - IBM AIX
7.1 TLx Only SPx
(7100- TL-SP-
YYWW)

None TEC546689

HP HP-UX 11i v3 (11.34)
IA64

Quality Pack
Patch Bundles
(QPK)

1 Week from the
vendor release
date

• CA - HP-UX
11.31 Quality
Pack
Patch Bundle
YYMM

None TEC546668

Red Hat
Enterprise Linux

6 Both 32 & 64
Bit

Updates (minor
releases) Only

2 Weeks from the
vendor release
date

• CA - RedHat
Enterprise Linux
Server 6.<Upd.
No.> 32bit x86
• CA - RedHat
Enterprise Linux
• Server 6.<Upd.
No.> 64bit
x86_64
CA - RedHat
Enterprise Linux
Server 5.<Upd.
No.> 32bit x86
• CA - RedHat
Enterprise Linux
Server 5.<Upd.
No.> 64bit
x86_64

None TEC563647
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Oracle Linux 5 & 6 Both 32 &
64 Bit

Updates (minor
releases) Only

2 Weeks from the
vendor release
date

• CA - Oracle
Enterprise Linux
Server
5 Update <Upd.
No.> 32bit x86
• CA - Oracle
Enterprise Linux
Server
5 Update <Upd.
No.> 64bit
x86_64
• CA - Oracle
Linux Server 6
Update
<Upd. No.> 32bit
x86
• CA - Oracle
Linux Server 6
Update
<Upd. No.> 64bit
x86_64

None TEC573678

Application Signature Content

Applications processed by the CA Content Research team will be ‘fingerprinted’ to produce application signatures. These
application signatures are the foundation for performing software inventory which is used in licensing audits, patch level
analysis and deployment planning.

CA Client Automation can use three methods to scan and collect the software inventory information.

▪ Heuristic Scanning: At the scheduled time, the asset management agent scans the selected sources like Add/Remove
Programs database, MSI (Microsoft Software Installer), Desktop and Start menu shortcuts, VMware ThinApp and
Microsoft App-V virtual application images for the installed software on Windows agents. On Linux/UNIX, it searches the
RPM, PKG, and PIF databases.

▪ Signature Scanning – Traditional XML: Based on a signature XML file that the parser on the agent machine
attempts to use information about the system being scanned to determine what software technologies are installed.
This information includes general system information, installed package information, file contents and on Windows
systems, Registry contents. The signature XML files additionally support logical grouping containers that allow for complex
signatures to be created. The CA Content Research team provides these signatures for the specified operating systems
and application detailed in this document.

▪ Signature Scanning – Intellisigs: An Intellisig is a script that detects software installed on agent computers. Intellisigs
provide the most flexible and accurate way to detect software compared to the heuristic and XML based signature
scanning. Intellisigs extract the software definition information from a defined source that the software manufacturer
provides. The source can be a text file, database, registry, or binary file. For example, dsmver –f <output file> is the
command that outputs version information about CA ITCM. Unless the manufacturer changes the way version information
is stored for the product, Intellisigs can detect the future versions of the product also. While XML based signature
scanning requires signatures for every version of a product, release, and patch, a single Intellisig can detect releases and
patches of multiple software products. For example, a single Intellisig can detect multiple versions and multiple editions
of Microsoft Office on multiple platforms. The CA Content Research team provides Intellisigs for the specified operating
systems and application detailed in this document.
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Supported Vendors and Applications

Vendor Product Version Arch & Bit Language Platform
Support

Signature Method

Adobe Systems
Incorporated

Reader 10 and above x86 32 English Windows XML Based

Flash Player -
ActiveX

11 and above x86 32 English Windows XML Based

Flash Player –
NPAPI

18 and above x86 32 English Windows XML Based

Flash Player –
PPAPI

21 and above x86 32 English Windows XML Based

AIR 4.0 and above x86 32 English Windows XML Based /
Intellisig

Shockwave
Player

12.0 and above x86 32 English Windows XML Based /
Intellisig

After Effects CS6 and above x64 64 English Windows Intellisig
Bridge CC and above x86 32 x64 64 English Windows Intellisig
Dreamweaver CS6 and above x86 32 English Windows Intellisig
Fireworks CS6 and above x86 32 English Windows Intellisig
Flash
Professional

CS6 and above x64 64 English Windows Intellisig

Animate CC 2015 and
above

x64 64 English Windows Intellisig

InCopy CS6 and above x86 32 English Windows Intellisig
InDesign CS6 and above x86 32 English Windows Intellisig
Illustrator CS6 and above x86 32 English Windows Intellisig
Photoshop CS6 and above x86 32 English Windows Intellisig
Audition CS6 and above x64 64 English Windows Intellisig
Prelude CS6 and above x86 32 x64 64 English Windows Intellisig
Premier Pro CS6 and above x64 64 English Windows Intellisig
Speed Grade CS6 and above x64 64 English Windows Intellisig
The Mozilla
Organization

Firefox 1.0 and above x86 32 English Windows XML Based /
Intellisig

Firefox ESR 10.0 and above x86 32 English Windows XML Based
Microsoft
Corporation

Windows
Operating
Systems

2008, 2008 R2
Editions:
Standard,
Enterprise

x86 32 x64 64 English, French,
Italian, German,
Spanish,
Japanese,
Brazilian
Portuguese

Windows XML Based

Vista Editions:
Enterprise,
Ultimate

Same as above
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2012, 2012
R2 Editions:
Standard,
Datacenter

Neutral

7 Editions:
Ultimate,
Professional,
Enterprise

Neutral

8.1 Editions:
Enterprise,
Professional

Neutral

10, 10 (1511), 10
(1607) Editions:
Pro, Education,
Enterprise,

Neutral

2016 Editions:
Standard,
Datacenter,
Essentials

Neutral

.NET Framework 1.0 and above x86 32 x64 64 N/A Windows XML Based
Skype for
Business
(formerly Lync)

2010 and above x86 32 x64 64 English Windows XML Based

Office 2007 and
above Editions:
Standard,
Professional,
Professional Plus

x86 32 x64 64 English, French,
Italian, German,
Spanish,
Japanese,
Brazilian
Portuguese

Windows XML Based

Word 2007 and above x86 32 x64 64 Same as above Windows XML Based
Excel 2007 and above x86 32 x64 64 Same as above Windows XML Based
PowerPoint 2007 and above x86 32 x64 64 Same as above Windows XML Based
Outlook 2007 and above x86 32 x64 64 Same as above Windows XML Based
OneNote 2007 and above x86 32 x64 64 Same as above Windows XML Based
InfoPath 2007 and above x86 32 x64 64 Same as above Windows XML Based
Project 2007 and above x86 32 x64 64 Same as above Windows XML Based
Publisher 2007 and above x86 32 x64 64 Same as above Windows XML Based
Visio 2007 and above x86 32 x64 64 Same as above Windows XML Based
Silverlight 3.0 and above x86 32 x64 64 English Windows XML Based
SQL Server 2005, 2008, 2008

R2 Editions:
Express,
Enterprise,
Workgroup,
Standard

x86 32 x64 64 English Windows XML Based

2012 Editions:
Web, Express,
Standard,
Enterprise,
Developer

x86 32 x64 64 English Windows XML Based
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2014 Editions:
Developer,
Standard,
Enterprise,
Web, Business
Intelligence

x86 32 x64 64 English Windows XML Based

2016 Editions:
Developer,
Standard,
Enterprise, Web,
Express

x86 32 x64 64 English Windows XML Based

Visual Studio 2005 Editions:
Standard,
Professional

x86 32 x64 64 English Windows XML Based

2008 Editions:
Standard,
Express,
Professional
2010 Editions:
Ultimate,
Premium,
Professional
2012, 2013
Editions: Express,
Premium,
Professional
2015 Editions:
Express,
Enterprise,
Professional
Edge 25 and above x86 32 x64 64 N/A Windows XML Based /

Intellisig
Internet Explorer 25 and above x86 32 x64 64 N/A Windows XML Based /

Intellisig
IBM Corporation Cognos Business

Intelligence
10.1.0 and above x86 32 x64 64 N/A Windows, Unix Intellisig

DB2 Enterprise
Server

9.5 and above x86 32 x64 64 N/A Windows, Unix Intellisig

InfoSphere
Warehouse

9.1 and above
Editions: Base,
Enterprise

x86 32 x64 64 N/A Windows, Unix Intellisig

Domino (formerly
Lotus Domino)

7.0.x and above x86 32 x64 64 N/A Windows, Unix Intellisig

License Metric
Tool

7.1.0.x and above x86 32 x64 64 N/A Windows, Unix Intellisig

Security Identity
Manager

5.1 and above x86 32 x64 64 N/A Windows, Unix Intellisig

Tivoli Monitoring 6.1.0 and above x86 32 x64 64 N/A Windows, Unix Intellisig
Tivoli
Provisioning
Manager

5.1.1 and above x86 32 x64 64 N/A Windows, Unix Intellisig
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Spectrum
Protect (formerly
Tivoli Storage
Manager)

5.4 and above x86 32 x64 64 N/A Windows, Unix Intellisig

WebSphere
Application
Server

6.0 and above
Editions: Network
Deployment,
Base, Express

x86 32 x64 64 N/A Windows, Unix Intellisig

Integration
Bus (formerly
WebSphere
Message Broker)

6.1.0.x and above x86 32 x64 64 N/A Windows, Unix Intellisig

InfoSphere
Federation Server

9.5 and above x86 32 x64 64 N/A Windows, Unix Intellisig

MQ (formerly
WebSphere MQ)

5.3.0.x and above x86 32 x64 64 N/A Windows, Unix Intellisig

WebSphere
Extended
Deployment

6.0 and above x86 32 x64 64 N/A Windows, Unix Intellisig

Tivoli
OMEGAMON XE
for Messaging

6.0.1.x and above x86 32 x64 64 N/A Windows, Unix Intellisig

Communications
Server

6.1 and above x86 32 x64 64 N/A Windows, Unix Intellisig

AIX 6.1 (all TLs &
SPs) 7.1 (all TLs
& SPs)

System P N/A Unix XML Based

Oracle
Corporation

Java SE Runtime
Environment

5.0 and above x86 32 x64 64 N/A Windows XML Based

Unix Intellisig
Java SE
Development Kit

5.0 and above x86 32 x64 64 N/A Windows XML Based

MySQL 3.23 and above x86 32 x64 64 N/A Windows XML Based
Unix Intellisig
Client 7.3 and above x86 32 x64 64 N/A Windows, Unix XML Based
Database – Lite
and Mobile

10g R3 and
above

x86 32 x64 64 Windows XML Based

Unix Intellisig
Database 11g and above

Editions:
Enterprise,
Standard,
Express

x86 32 x64 64 N/A Windows XML Based

Unix Intellisig
Solaris 8 and above x86 SPARC N/A Unix XML Based
Enterprise Linux
Server

5.0 (all updates)
6.0 (all updates)
7.0 (all updates) #

x86 x86_64 #
x86_64 only

N/A Unix XML Based
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The Apache
Software
Foundation

HTTP Server 1.3 and above Multi N/A Unix Intellisig

Google Inc. Google Chrome 29.x and above x86 32 x64 64 N/A Windows XML Based /
Intellisig

Red Hat, Inc. Enterprise Linux
Server

5 (all updates) 6
(all updates) 7 (all
updates) #

x86 x86_64 #
x86_64 only

N/A Unix XML Based
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Release Comparison
The Release Comparison lists all the features that are introduced in the recent releases and cumulative patches for CA
Client Automation. You can find the benefits and business value of the features to help you with upgrade planning.

This table compares the key features that are introduced are in the recent CA Client Automation version with the previous
versions:

Key Features Release 14.5 Release
14.0.3

Release
14.0.2

Release
14.0.1

Release 14.0 Release
12.9.2

Release
12.9.1

Release 12.9

Simplified
Master Image
Update

Yes Yes No No No No No No

Automated
Inventory
Recovery

Yes Yes No No No No No No

Cleanup
of OSIM
Residual
Files and
Folders
After the
Installation
of Operation
System

Yes Yes No No No No No No

Removal
of Older
Certificates

Yes Yes Yes No No No No No

Agent
Software
Automatic
Upgrade
Support

Yes Yes Yes No No No No No

SHA-2 and
Higher RSA
(2048 Bits)
Key Support

Yes Yes Yes No No No No No

TLS 1.2
Support

Yes Yes Yes No No No No No

ENC Exclude
IP Address
Support

Yes Yes Yes No No No No No

Software
Delivery
Replication
from Domain
to Enterprise
Manager

Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No
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OSIM
Windows
Server
Volume
License
Editions
Image
Support

Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No

CA Patch
Manager
Intelligent
Roll-up
Delivery

Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No

Enhancement
and
Integration
of CA Patch
Manager in
Web Admin
Console

Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No

OSIM UEFI
Support

Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No

Support
of Product
Installation
for Non-Root
Users

Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No

ENC Non-
Persistent
Support

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Certification
Revocation
Check
Support

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No
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Release Information 14.0

System Requirements

For detailed system and platform support information, see the Supportability Matrix.

Hardware Specifications

The following tables provide the minimum recommended hardware specifications for this release.

Actual hardware requirements depend on the system load, including the frequency and amount of data that is collected
and transferred, and the number of operations.

Enterprise Manager Specifications

A DSM Enterprise Manager requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

Component Speed/Size
DVD-ROM Drive Any
CPU 1 or 2 CPUs, 2 GHz

If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM
Enterprise Manager, 2 CPUs are required.

Memory 2-GB minimum

If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM
Enterprise Manager, a minimum of 4 GB RAM is required.

Disk Space 30-GB minimum

Note: If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM
Enterprise Manager, a minimum of 100 GB is required.

Ensure that the required MDB disk space exists in the same disk
partition as the MDB.

Allow extra space for the Software Package Library. The total
space that is required depends on the number and size of
packages to store.

NIC 100 Mbps

Domain Manager Specifications

A DSM Domain Manager requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

Component Speed/Size
DVD-ROM Drive Any
CPU 1 or 2 CPUs, 2 GHz

If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM Domain
Manager, 2 CPUs are required.
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Memory 2 GB minimum

If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM Domain
Manager, a minimum of 4 GB RAM is required.

Disk Space 30 GB minimum

If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM Domain
Manager, a minimum of 100 GB is required. Ensure that the
required MDB disk space exists in the same disk partition as the
MDB.

Allow extra space for the Software Package Library. The total
space that is required depends on the number and size of
packages to store.

NIC 100 Mbps

Scalability Server Specifications

A DSM Scalability Server requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

NOTE
These minimums apply to all supported Windows, RedHat, and SuSE operating environments.

Component Speed/Size
CPU 1 CPU, 2 GHz
Memory 2 GB
Disk Space 30 GB
NIC 100 Mbps

Agent Specifications

A DSM Agent requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

NOTE
These minimums apply to all supported Agent environments.

Component Speed/Size
CPU 1 CPU, 2 GHz
Memory 256 MB
Disk Space 300 MB
NIC 10 Mbps

DSM Explorer Specifications

The DSM Explorer requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

NOTE
These minimums apply only to supported Windows operating environments.

Component Speed/Size
DVD-ROM Drive Any
CPU 1 CPU, 2 GHz
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Memory 2 GB
Disk Space 30 GB
NIC 100 Mbps
Display Adapter Resolution of 1024x768

Specifications for an SQL Server MDB on Windows

A Microsoft SQL Server management database (MDB) on Windows requires (at a minimum) the following hardware
configuration:

Component Speed/Size
DVD-ROM Drive Any
CPU 2 CPUs, 2 GHz
Memory 4 GB
Disk Space 100 GB
NIC 100 Mbps

Specifications for an Oracle MDB

Installing more than one Oracle MDB instance requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

Component Speed/Size
DVD-ROM Drive Any
CPU 2 CPU, 1.5-GHz
Memory Allow a minimum of 3.2 GB (SGA: 2.7 GB, PGA: 0.5 GB) of main

memory for each configured Oracle database instance.

We recommend for an installation with up to 10,000 computer
assets.

Disk Space 100 GB
NIC 100 Mbps

Removed and Discontinued Features
The following features are removed, deprecated, or discontinued with this release:

1. Desktop Migration Manager
2. Asset Intelligence
3. CA Business Intelligence Reports
4. Device Compliance Scanner (Deprecated)
5. Context Sensitive Help

Supportability Matrix

Known Issues and Troubleshooting
The CA Client Automation 14.0 release contains the following issues and their work arounds:
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CA Patch Manger "Need Patch" Reports Are Not Executing Correctly

Symptom

Reports like “Need Patch and Have*” and “Need Patch, but Don’t have*” that are related to CA Patch Manger shows
empty data.

Solution

Prepare and run the queries on the database directly.

Job Output of Software Job Fails for Large Data

Symptom

The job output of a software job more than 2 MB fails to populate in Internet Explorer.

Solution

If job output is more than 2 MB, use other browsers.

Custom Rollup Signatures Not Replicating from Enterprise to Domain Managers

Symptom

If CA Patch Manager is configured to run on Enterprise Manager, the signatures for rollups that are customized through
CA Patch Manager are not replicating from Enterprise Manager to Domain Managers. The signature discovery of custom
rollups is affected.

Solution

None

Cannot Access Help Files by Pressing F1 Key on Some User Interfaces

Symptom

If the F1 key is pressed for help files in some user interfaces, I am not redirected to Techdocs Content.

Solution

Open Techdocs  (CA Client Automation) directly and search for required information.

Cannot Run Commands on Windows 10 After CA Client Automation Installation

Symptom

CA Client Automation commands cannot run from the command prompt on Windows 10 after installation.

Solution

Open the command prompt with "Run as administrator" or log out and log in again. You can also restart the system.

Windows 10 OSIM Installation With Language Pack Fails

Symptom

Windows 10 OS image is created with language packs. When a Windows 10 OS installation job is submitted, OS
installation fails after copying OS files. An error message is displayed as:

Windows could not applied unattended settings during pass [OfflineServicing]

Solution
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If you want to install an offline Language Pack with the OS image, follow these steps:

NOTE
To add language packs to the Windows 10 OS Image, use Assessment and Deployment Kit 10.0 (Windows ADK
for Windows 10) or above which contains Deployment Image Servicing and Management (DISM) tool version
10.0 and above.

1. Mount Install.wim from Windows 10 original source media or install.wim file that belongs to the already created OSIM
Windows 10 OS image "sources" folder. This folder is available under CA\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\images
\<Win10 Image Name>\<Win10 Image Name>.
Dism /Mount-Image /ImageFile:<Path to install.wim>\install.wim /index:1 /MountDir:<Path to Offline folder>

2. Add your language pack.
Dism /Image:<Path to Offline folder> /ScratchDir:%temp% /Add-Package /PackagePath:<Language pack Path>
\<Language Pack cab file1> /PackagePath:<Language pack Path>\<Language Pack cab file2> ....

NOTE
Ensure that the scratch directory is at least 1 GB for adding language packs.

3. (Optional) Execute the following command to list the languages in the offline image.
Dism /Image:<Path to Offline folder> /Get-Intl

4. Unmount Install.wim committing changes.
Dism /unmount-wim /mountdir:<Path to Offline folder> /Commit

5. Now create OSIM OS image using this updated Windows 10 source media which contains updated install.wim and
follow further normal OSIM Deployment process. If you use install.wim file that belongs to the already created OSIM
Windows 10 OS image "sources" folder available under "CA\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\images\<Win10
Image Name>\<Win10 Image Name>", follow the normal OSIM Deployment process.

Test Fixes
The following test fixes are included with CA Client Automation 14.0 release:
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• T437210: AMMGR LOG SHOW DB ERRORS
• T437208: CONT DISCOVERY TRACES PASSWORD
• T437221: LOGON SHILED WITH MULTIPLE CPS
• T437226: LOGON SHILED WITH MULTIPLE CPS
• T437222: CADSMCMD-CREATE COMPUTER
• T437224: CADSMCMD-CREATE COMPUTER
• T437223: CMPEDITOR DELETES SXP CONTENT
• T437227: DISTRIBUTION SCHEDULING FAILS
• T437228: DMDEPLOY CRASH IN SCAN PHASE
• T437230: CADSMCMD PROC ID UPDATE
• T5SM083: CADSMCMD PROC ID UPDATE
• T437232: WRONG OUTPUT REDIRECTION FOR LSM
• T437237: WRONG OS INFO FOR RHEL 6
• T52Q104: OS RELEASE AND VERSION SWAPPED
• T52Q117: NRI - SIGNATURE SCAN NOT RUNNING
• T52Q118: NRI - SIGNATURE SCAN NOT RUNNING
• T533196: REBOOT DELAYED
• T533207: SCAN SM INSTALLATION FOR RPM
• T533208: ENC SERVER REGISTERED CLIENTS   
• T533211: SD TRIGG ALWAY IPADDRESS
• TFCD967: CANNOT TRIGGER AGENT BY IP ADDRESS
• TFCD972: CANNOT TRIGGER AGENT BY IP ADDRESS
• T533210: CANNOT TRIGGER AGENT BY IP ADDRESS
• T533227: SS MOVE FAILS
• T533229: REBOOT VIA RC FAILS
• T533231: REMOTE CONTROL SESSIONS REPORTS
• T533233: ASSET JOB NOT EXECUTED
• T533237: BULK UPDATES
• T533241: SD SERVER CRASH
• T53G058: CIC UTIL.BAT FLAG NOT WORKING
• T53G061: SIGNATURE SCAN REPORT HANGS
• T53G067: REPORT ENGINE CRASHING
• T53G070: CIC ONLINE CONTENT EXPORT FAILS
• T53G071: CIC LOOPS WHEN CONTENT SERVER IS DOWN
• T53G072: CIC LOOPS WHEN CONTENT SERVER IS DOWN
• T53G075: PROCESSING RULES NOT APPLIED BY ACSERVER
• T5V2176: PROCESSING RULES NOT APPLIED BY ACSERVER 
• T55L016: CONFIGURATION POLICY CHANGE NOT HONOURED
• T55L019: DELETE COMPUTER RETURNS ERROR
• T55L029: DELETE COMPUTER RETURNS ERROR
• T55L024: OSIM REGISTRATION WITH SD LIBRARY FAILS
• T55L032: SD COPY FAILS DUE TO LONG PATH
• T55L033: SD COPY FAILS DUE TO LONG PATH
• T55L034: REMOVE IP ADRESS TRAILING SPACES
• T55L035: DEBUG SM REAPER SESSION TIME
• T55V070: VERSION AND RELEASE VALUES ARE INTERCHANGED
• T55V076: AMHWINVUX CORE DUMP ANALYSIS 
• T55V077: AMADVINVNT.EXE HANGS SERVER
• T55V081: ASSET JOBS STATUS IS INCORRECT
• T55V086: ASSET JOBS STATUS IS INCORRECT
• T55V083: CAF IS CRASHING DUE TO CAINF.DLL
• T55V084: CAF IS CRASHING DUE TO CAINF.DLL
• T55V085: CRONTAB INVENTOR IS INCOMPLETE/EMPTY
• T55V090: AMLICW32.EXE CRASH 
• T55V093: RVI DISCOVERY ERROR IN CITRIX 
• T55V094: WINDOWS 10 CERTIFICATION
• T55V095: DISK SERIAL NUMBER IS COMING MORE THAN 20 CHARACTERS 
• T55V098: AUTO MOUNT HOME FOLDERS 
• T55v106: AUTO MOUNT HOME FOLDERS 
• T55V104: AUTO MOUNT HOME FOLDERS 
• T55V105: AUTO MOUNT HOME FOLDERS 
• T55V099: SYSTEM UPDATES DATE IS COMING EMPTY IN GENERAL
• T5IZ239: SOFTWARE METERING AGENT WRONG STATUS
• T5IZ240: SOFTWARE METERING STATUS ON GUI
• T5IZ243: SYSTEM UPDATES INVENTORY TIMESOUT ON AGENT 
• T5IZ267: SYSTEM UPDATES INVENTORY TIMESOUT ON AGENT 
• T5IZ302: SYSTEM UPDATES INVENTORY TIMESOUT ON AGENT 
• T5IZ244: RETRY SOFTWARE SIGNATURE DOWNLOAD FROM SS
• T5IZ248: IE11 NOT DISCOVERED IN HEURISTIC SCAN
• T5IZ249: AMVMINVUX.EXE TIMES OUT ON AGENT
• T5IZ258: AMSWMAGT.EXE CRASHES DURING SHUTDOWN 
• T5IZ268: UNSORTED INVENTORY ATTRIBUTES IN DELTA FILE  
• T5IZ265: UNSORTED INVENTORY ATTRIBUTES IN DELTA FILE
• T5IZ266: UNSORTED INVENTORY ATTRIBUTES IN DELTA FILE
• T5IZ270: SIGNATURE SCANNER FAILS ON PARTIAL DATA
• T5IZ279: SIGNATURE SCANNER FAILS ON PARTIAL DATA
• T5IZ284: AMRSS BUSY CAUSING DELAYS CMENGINE
• T5IZ291: AMRSS CRASH DURING COLLECT 
• T5IZ296: HYPERV CONNECTION ISSUE 
• T5IZ297: HOSTNAME DISPLAYED IN LOWER CASE
• T5IZ306: SIGNATURE VALIDATION FAILED FOR SS COLLECT
• T5IZ310: DISABLING SYSTEM UPDATES
• T5IZ241: DISABLING SYSTEM UPDATES
• T5IZ317: OS RELEASE AND VERSION SWAPPED
• T5J1350: AMOBJECTMANAGER CRASH
• T5J1363: AMOBJECTMANAGER CRASH
• T5J1355: RENEW COUNTERS IN SD JOB CONTAINER NOT CORRECT
• T5J1341: RENEW COUNTERS IN SD JOB CONTAINER NOT CORRECT
• T5J1335: RENEW COUNTERS IN SD JOB CONTAINER NOT CORRECT
• T5J1364: ENCSERVER AUTHENTICATION HANDLE LEAK 
• T5J1376: ENCSERVER HANGING 
• T5J1377: ENCSERVER HANGING 
• T5J1373: ENCSERVER HANGING 
• T5J1368: ENCSERVER HANGING 
• T5J1379: CAM ISSUES CAUSING ITCM CRASH -  NOT RECONNECT
• T5J1333: CAM ISSUES CAUSING ITCM CRASH -  NOT RECONNECT
• T5J1332: CAM ISSUES CAUSING ITCM CRASH -  NOT RECONNECT
• T5J1383: MRS ENC SERVER HANGING WAIT LOCK 
• T5J1384: MRS SOCKET OVERLOADED WITH MALFORMED WITH ACK
• T5J1386: NO NEED TO QUERY U-SM ENDPOINT
• T5J1388: MRS ENC SERVER HANGING MRSCONNTIMEOUTCHECKER
• T5J1390: SPECIAL SOCKET ON MRS CLOSING
• T5J1391: OPTION FOR SESSION MESSAGING TO USE ENC IP
• T533224: OPTION FOR SESSION MESSAGING TO USE ENC IP
• T5J1394: ENC IP DUPLICATE
• T5J1397: NO SESSION MESSAGES CFREGISTER  
• T5J1401: DO NOT REGISTER WHEN SRSID=-1
• T5J1402: DO NOT REGISTER WHEN SRSID=-1
• T5J1407: CLIENT REGISTRATION SRS TIMING
• T5J1408: CALLING ROUTER REGISTER WHEN PINGING
• T5J1409: SOCKET HANG ON MRS WHEN TALKING TO SRS
• T5J1410: CAF STOP HANGING
• T533224: CAF STOP HANGING
• T5J1411: ENCCLIENT HANGING ON CONNECTION LOCK
• T533224: PORT OF FIXES 
• T5J1371: ENC CLIENT INCREASE IN THREAD COUNT    
• T5KP126: FALLBACK PROCEDURE FOR CORRUPT CSM XML FILES
• T5KP130: FALLBACK PROCEDURE FOR CORRUPT CSM XML FILES
• T5KP133: RHEL6.6 & OSUSE 13.2 SUPPORT 
• T5KP142: 8.1 MISSING IN WIN10 PATCH  
• T5KP143: HMAGENT AGENT VULNERABILITY
• T5KP116: HMAGENT AGENT VULNERABILITY
• T5KP117: HMAGENT AGENT VULNERABILITY
• T5KP140: HMAGENT AGENT VULNERABILITY
• T5PW121: INDEXES FOR CA_SYNCHRONIZATION_HISTORY
• T5V2173: USER CAN SET TRUST LEVEL FOR SMS ASSETS
• T5PW130: TIME OUT AS COMSTORE PARAMETER
• T5SD139: AMOBJECTMANAGER CRASHES
• T5SD155: AMOBJECTMANAGER CRASHES
• T5SD112: AMOBJECTMANAGER CRASHES
• T5SD140: EXTERNAL UTILITY JOB LINK   
• T5SD141: EXTERNAL UTILITY JOB LINK   
• T5SD143: MSI REGISTRATION
• T5SD114: MSI REGISTRATION
• T5SD151: MULTIPLE SW DEFINITION DISABLE
• T5TB032: JOB POSTPONE TIMES NOT WORKING IN R12.8
• T5TB034: JOB POSTPONE TIMES NOT WORKING IN R12.8
• TFCD974: JOB POSTPONE TIMES NOT WORKING IN R12.8
• T5UZ105: CLEANUP OF APPL.APC FILE
• T5UZ106: CFTRACE.INI DETAIL LOG ISSUE
• T5UZ121: CFTRACE.INI DETAIL LOG ISSUE
• T5UZ110: SDSERVER CRASH WITH CORRUPT PACK
• T5UZ114: #ec VALUE GREATER THAN ushort
• T5UZ117: TRACING PROBLEM IN NRI SCANNING
• T5UZ113: TRACING PROBLEM IN NRI SCANNING
• T5UZ124: RHEL6 CERTIFICATION FOR WAC
• T5UZ128: SD_SERVER HANG DUE TO SD_ZIP
• T5V2190: AGENT BRIDGE CRASH DEBUG
• T5V2191: AGENT BRIDGE CRASH DEBUG
• T5V2198: CONTENTUTILITY NOT WORKING FOR REMOTE MDB CMD
• T5V2198: CONTENTUTILITY NOT WORKING FOR REMOTE MDB CMD
• T5V2211: SMS EXTRACT DATE
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Languages Support

Internationalization Support

An internationalized product is an English product that runs correctly on local language versions of the required operating
system and third-party products. Internationalized products support the ability to specify local language conventions for
date, time, currency and number formats.

This English release is certified for the following operating environment language variants on Windows, Linux, and UNIX:

• French
• German
• Japanese

For Agent Components:

• Simplified Chinese
• Traditional Chinese
• Italian
• Korean
• Spanish
• Brazilian Portuguese

Localization Support

A localized product is an internationalized product that includes local language support for the product user interface,
online help, and other documentation. Also, supports local language default settings for date, time, currency, and number
formats.

This release of CA Client Automation supports the following localized languages:

• French
• German
• Japanese

For Agent Components:

• Simplified Chinese
• Traditional Chinese
• Italian
• Korean
• Spanish
• Brazilian Portuguese
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Release Information - 14.5 CU4

CA Client Automation 14.5 CU4 is a cumulative patch for CA Client Automation 14.5 and higher versions. CA Client
Automation 14.5 CU4 contains the following.

• Supportability updates
• Security enhancements
• Test fixes included
• Download and install the patch

Supportability updates

CA Client Automation 14.5 CU4 includes the following supportability updates.

• Windows 11 version 21H2 support for OS Installation Management Target Operating System
• Microsoft Edge support for DSM Explorer and Patch Manager
• You can now view the installed patch version of CA Client Automation. This information is displayed in the Agent

Version column of DSM Explorer, DSM Agent properties, dsmver command, and WAC.

Security enhancements

To address security vulnerabilities, we have upgraded the following components.

• Spring Framework 5.3.21 - WAC
• Apache Struts 2.5.30 - WAC
• Spring Framework 5.3.20 - Telemetry
• Sprint Security 5.7.1 - Telemetry
• Tomcat Embed 9.0.63 - Telemetry

Test fixes included

Table 31: Test fixes included

S.No Fixed Issue ID Description

1. T55V230 MIF file creation with 242 characters or more (strings) is prone to corruption.

2. T533363 SD CATALOG crash

3. T55V231 33110231: Automatic authentication from the web console.

4. T55L111 If Internet Explorer is not installed, the DSM Explorer (dsmgui) fails to load.

5 T533364 Corrupted characters in RC Viewer - FR

6. T533365 cadsmcmd.exe crashes with an error.

Download and install the patch

Download the Manager patch and Agent patch from the Broadcom support portal.
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Install Manager patch

NOTE
To be applied on Manager components (Domain Manager and Enterprise Manager) only with an SQL Server
MDB.

NOTE
The Field Developed Utility “WINOFFLINE” cannot be used to install the Manager patch.

Apply this patch on a system where the Manager is installed (Enterprise Manager and Domain Manager). Suppose
your environment has an Enterprise Manager and Domain Manager Setup. In that case, the patch must be applied on
Enterprise Manager first and then, subsequently, on the Domain Manager. If Enterprise Manager is not installed in your
environment, apply the patch directly on the Domain Manager.

Follow these steps:

1. If open, close the DSM Explorer.
2. Execute these commands:

cfsystray stop

caf stop

caf kill all

3. Extract the patch fix 99111508 using the command:
CAZIPXP -u 99111508.CAZ

4. Apply the patch using the command:
APPLYPTF.exe  /NODE=<machine name> /PTF=99111508.jcl /INSTALLNEW /SILENT /OUTPUTFILE= <log file name>

Example: APPLYPTF.exe /NODE=Testmachine-dm145 /PTF=99111508.jcl /INSTALLNEW /SILENT  /
OUTPUTFILE=applyptf.log

NOTE
APPLYPTF runs pre and post-install scripts. This process completes in 10 minutes. To check the progress,
see the preinstall.log, postinstall.log, and applyptf.log files.

5. For an environment with an SQL database, navigate to ..\DSM\bin location and edit the sqlscript_exec_cu4.bat file.
Provide the server name, instance name, and password.

6. Execute the script.
NOTE
If CA Client Automation 14.5 CU1 or a higher version is applied, do not execute the sqlscript_exec_cu4.bat
script.

Install Agent patch

The Agent patch must be applied on the servers where CA Client Automation 14.5 or higher versions of Agent, DSM
Explorer, or scalability server is installed.

Follow these steps:

Use one of the methods to install the agent patch.

1. Install using the backout procedure.
a. Extract the patch fix 99111509.zip using any unzipping tool.
b. Open the DSM Explorer, and drag and drop the folder containing the patch into the Software Package Library.
c. Deploy the SOFTWARE-PACKAGE to Client Automation 14.5 or higher versions targets.

(Scalability Servers, DSM Explorers, and Agents)
d. To roll back the patch, use the BACKOUT procedure.

2. Install on the target using ApplyPTF. Execute the following command.
caf stop
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APPLYPTF.exe /NODE= /PTF=99111509.jcl /INSTALLNEW /SILENT /OUTPUTFILE=applyptf.log

caf start

Standalone CIC Manager

If you have not installed CA Client Automation 14.5 CU3 patch, apply the CIC manager patch on a standalone manager.

• CIC Manager
a. Stop the CIC Manager by running ShutdownCICManager.bat from ..\CA\SC\CIC\Tomcat\bin

\ShutdownCICManager.bat.
b. Backup and remove the ..\CA\SC\CIC\Tomcat\webapps\CICManager directory.
c. Backup and remove the ..\CA\SC\CIC\Tomcat\webapps\CICManager.war file.
d. Copy the updated CICManager.war file and paste the file in ..\CA\SC\CIC\Tomcat\webapps. folder.
e. Start CIC Manager by running LaunchCICManager.bat from ..\CA\SC\CIC\Tomcat\bin

\LaunchCICManager.bat.
• CIC Client

a. Stop the cic (content import client) service from services, if available.
b. Remove the files starting with Anchor_BatchApp_*  from ..\cic\bin folder, if available.
c. Create a backup folder, for example: C:\backupfolder.
d. Backup and remove the CACIC.jar, CACICMPS.jar, CACICStatus.jar, commons-collections.jar files from ..

\cic\lib.
e. Backup and remove the Wrapper.conf file from ..\cic\conf.
f. Back up the Config.xml file from ..\cic\conf.
g. Copy and replace the CACIC.jar, CACICMPS.jar, CACICStatus.jar, and commons-collections.jar from extracted

patch location to ../cic/lib.
h. Copy and replace the Wrapper.conf file from extracted patch to ..\cic\conf.
i. Copy the log4j2.xml file from extracted patch to ..\cic\conf.
j. Copy the log4j-api-2.17.1.jar and log4j-core-2.17.1.jar files from the extracted patch to ../cic/lib.
k. Copy the ojdbc.jar file from extracted patch to ../cic/lib.
l. From the extracted patch location, execute the following command:

cicConfig.exe "<backup folder path>\Config.xml" "<CIC installed path>\conf\Config.xml"

m. Start Run.bat from ../sc/cic/bin

NOTE

After upgrading to CA Client Automation 14.5 or higher versions, the boot images that are created on top of CA
Client Automation 14.5 might not work. You must recreate those boot images.
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Release Information - 14.5 CU3

• New Features and Enhancements
• Installation
• Known Issues

CA Client Automation 14.5 CU3 is a patch update for CA Client Automation 14.5, 14.5 CU1, and 14.5 CU2 versions. The
cumulative patch contains the following enhancements and bug fixes:

New Features and Enhancements

The following enhancements and fixes are in addition to those included in CA Client Automation r14.5 CU1 and CU2.
Before you proceed with the installation, review the CU1, CU2, and the following CU3 enhancements.

• CIC Manager -  UI Enhancements
• Windows Certification
• Security Enhancements

CIC Manager – UI Enhancements

CIC Manager User Interface has been enhanced to utilize a tabbed panel view from the tiles view. The new data table
allows you to quickly search for patches based on the patch name, manufacturer, and patch status.

NOTE
The updated CIC Manager is tested using the Google Chrome web browser. Support for the Internet Explorer
has been dropped for CIC Manager. 

The following examples demonstrate the improved user experience using the updated CIC Manager UI.

CIC Manager Online Export Mode

For the CIC Manager Online Export mode, as a prerequisite ensures that the content is updated after running the CIC
client.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to CA\SC\CIC\Tomcat\bin folder in your online export environment.
2. Click on LaunchCICManager.bat to start the CIC Manager.
3. Launch the CIC manager in Online Export Mode by opening the following URL in the Google Chrome browser.

http://localhost:8080/CICManager/cicAction.ca

It may take around 20 seconds to display the patch details under the Patch Selection tab.
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On the CIC Manager UI page, you can see only supported content.
4. Under the Patch Selection tab, search for the Patch Name, Manufacturer, or Patch Status.
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The details of the patch rollup look as in the example screenshot.

5. In the Patch Selection tab, select the patch/rollup and click on Download.
It downloads and marks the patch status as Downloaded.
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6. Once the download is completed, select the patch and click on the Queue for Export option.
Then status is changed as in the following screenshot.

7. Go to the Export tab, select the patch and click Export.
It exports the content under the CA\SC\CIC\Exp folder.
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8. Once exported successfully, you can observe the following files in the export location
(In this example, export location is set to C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\SC\CIC\Exp ).
a. The .baseline file is copied to the Baseline folder from CA\SC\CIC\OfflineBaseline folder
b. Patch(es) selected for export is copied to the Patches folder.
c. CIC_Offline_Export.xml file is generated with the baseline and patch(es) configuration information.
The patch status is updated as Exported in the CIC Manager. See the following example screenshot.

CIC Manager Offline Import Mode

Follow these steps:

1. Create a folder with the name NewContent under CA\SC\CIC in your offline import environment.
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2. Copy the Baseline, Patches, and CIC_Offline_Export.xml from the online export machine(CA\SC\CIC\Exp) to the
offline import machine CA\SC\CIC\NewContent location.
See the following example:

3. Go to CA\SC\CIC\Tomcat\bin folder in your offline import environment.
4. Click on LaunchCICManager.bat to start the CIC Manager.
5. Launch the CIC Manager in Offline Import Mode by opening the following URL in the Google Chrome browser.

http://localhost:8080/CICManager/cicImportAction.ca
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Import Content tab lists the patches available in the NewContent directory with the patch status.
6. To import a patch, select the patch and click on Import.
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It imports the content and places it into CA\SC\CIC\Imp folder.
Once the import is completed, you can see the import status in the Import Status tab.

7. Accept the imported patch in the Web Admin Console –> Patch Management. The patch gets registered into the SD
(software delivery) library.

NOTE
You can use the Refresh button (for both online export and offline import modes) to refresh the page.

Windows Certification

• Windows Server 2022 - OSIM deployment target.

Security Enhancements

To address various known vulnerabilities, the following components are upgraded to:
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• Apache CXF 2.7.18SP7-redhat-1 – WAC
• Apache Log4j 2.17.1 – ENC (Log configuration -Log configuration -encServer\WEB-INF\log4j2.xml)
• Apache Log4j 2.17.1 – Patch Management (event.jar)
• Apache Struts 2.5.26 – AMS
• Apache Struts 2.5.29 – WAC
• Apache Struts 2.5.30 – CIC Manager
• Apache Xalan 2.7.2 – CIC Manager
• BC-FIPS 1.0.2.1 – AMS
• Jackson Databind 2.13.2.2 – Telemetry
• OJDBC component from OJDBC7 12.1.0.2 to OJDBC8 12.2.0.1
• Spring Framework to 4.3.30 – WAC
• Zlib 1.2.12 – DTS

Installation

Perform the following steps to download and install CA Client Automation 14.5 CU3:

Download and Install the Patch
Download the following patches from Broadcom Support:

• Manager Patch (99111457)
• Agent Patch (99111479)

Install the Manager Patch (99111457)

NOTE
To be applied on Manager Components (Domain Manager and Enterprise Manager) only with an SQL Server
MDB.

NOTE
The Field Developed Utility “WINOFFLINE” cannot be used to install the Manager patch.

NOTE
This patch is a “cumulative” fix for 14.5, 14.5 CU1 and 14.5 CU2. It is not necessary to install CU1 or CU2 to
upgrade to 14.5 CU3 from14.5.

Apply this patch on a system where the Manager is installed (Enterprise Manager and Domain Manager). Suppose that
your environment has an Enterprise Manager and Domain Manager Setup. In that case, the patch must be applied on
Enterprise Manager first and then, subsequently, on the Domain Manager. If Enterprise Manager is not installed in your
environment, apply the patch directly on the Domain Manager.

Perform the following steps to install 99111457 Patch for Manager (Domain and Enterprise):

1. Close DSM explorer if opened.
2. Run the following commands:

cfsystray stop

caf stop

caf kill all

3. Extract the patch fix 99111457:
CAZIPXP -u 99111457.CAZ

4. Apply the patch using the command:
APPLYPTF.exe  /NODE=<machine name> /PTF=99111457.jcl /INSTALLNEW /SILENT /OUTPUTFILE= <log file name>
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Example: APPLYPTF.exe /NODE=Testmachine-dm145 /PTF=99111457.jcl /INSTALLNEW /SILENT  /
OUTPUTFILE=applyptf.log

NOTE
APPLYPTF runs pre-install and post-install scripts taking approximately 10 minutes to complete. Progress
can be followed in the log files, preinstall.log, postinstall.log, and applyptf.log.

5. For Environment with SQL database edit sqlscript_exec_cu3.bat file placed in ..\DSM\bin with Server name,
instance name, password information and execute the script.

NOTE
If the CU1 or CU is already applied, executing the sqlscript_exec_cu3.bat is not needed.

Install the Agent Patch (99111479)

NOTE
This patch must be applied on servers where CA Client Automation r14.5 or 14.5CU1 or 14.5CU2 Agent/DSM
Explorer/Scalability server is installed.

NOTE
To apply a patch on ENC servers, use the Agent patch. Agent patch checks the existence of ENC in the pre-
install scripts. If the target does not contain the ENC folder, the Agent patch skips ENC replacements.

Perform the following steps:

1. Extract the patch fix 99111479.zip using any unzipping tool.
2. Open the DSM Explorer, and drag and drop the folder containing the patch into the Software Package Library.
3. Deploy the SOFTWARE-PACKAGE to the Client Automation 14.5 or 14.5 CU1 or 14.5CU2 targets.

(Scalability Servers, DSM Explorers and Agents)
4. Use the BACKOUT procedure to roll back the patch, if needed.
5. To install manually using applyptf, run the following commands:

caf stop

APPLYPTF.exe /NODE= /PTF=99111479.jcl /INSTALLNEW /SILENT /OUTPUTFILE=applyptf.log

caf start

Standalone CIC Manager

Use the Manager patch to apply on a Standalone CIC Manager manually with the following steps:

• CIC Manager
a. Stop the CIC Manager by running ShutdownCICManager.bat from ..\CA\SC\CIC\Tomcat\bin

\ShutdownCICManager.bat.
b. Backup and remove the ..\CA\SC\CIC\Tomcat\webapps\CICManager directory.
c. Backup and remove the ..\CA\SC\CIC\Tomcat\webapps\CICManager.war file.
d. Copy the updated CICManager.war file to the location ..\CA\SC\CIC\Tomcat\webapps.
e. Start CIC Manager by running LaunchCICManager.bat from ..\CA\SC\CIC\Tomcat\bin

\LaunchCICManager.bat.
• CIC Client

a. Stop the cic (content import client) service from services, if available.
b. Remove the files starting with Anchor_BatchApp_*  from ..\cic\bin folder, if available.
c. Create a backup folder, for example: C:\backupfolder.
d. Backup and remove the CACIC.jar, CACICMPS.jar, CACICStatus.jar, commons-collections.jar files from ..

\cic\lib.
e. Backup and remove the Wrapper.conf file from ..\cic\conf.
f. Back up the Config.xml file from ..\cic\conf.
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g. Copy and replace the CACIC.jar, CACICMPS.jar, CACICStatus.jar, and commons-collections.jar from extracted
patch location to ../cic/lib.

h. Copy and replace the Wrapper.conf file from extracted patch to ..\cic\conf.
i. Copy the log4j2.xml file from extracted patch to ..\cic\conf.
j. Copy the log4j-api-2.17.1.jar and log4j-core-2.17.1.jar files from the extracted patch to ../cic/lib.
k. Copy the ojdbc.jar file from extracted patch to ../cic/lib.
l. From the extracted patch location, execute the following command:

cicConfig.exe "<backup folder path>\Config.xml" "<CIC installed path>\conf\Config.xml"

m. Start Run.bat from ../sc/cic/bin

NOTE

After the upgrade to CA Client Automation 14.5 CU2 or later patches, the boot images that are created on top
of CA Client Automation 14.5 might not work. You must recreate those boot images after applying the CA Client
Automation 14.5 CU2 or later patches.

Known Issues

Workflow fails to connect to the webservice

Problem:

After PM integration with SM, workflow is failing to connect the webservice http://<hostname>:8090/pmengine/services/
UPMEMS.

Solution:

Include the following line in the <Service name="Catalina"> node of the CA\DSM\Web Console\conf\server.xml file.

<Connector port="8090" redirectPort="8443" protocol="HTTP/1.1" connectionTimeout="20000"/>

Test Fixes - 14.5 CU3
CA Client Automation r14.5 CU3 has the following fixed issues:

Sr No. Fix ID Description

1 T5IZ456 Replication fails for Inventory

2 T5IZ457 HMAgent consuming 100 pc cpu

3 T5IZ458 Scheduled Reporter jobs in Error

4 T5IZ459 Replication fails for custom patch rollup

5 T5IZ460 AMManager takes time due to SW

6 T5IZ461 Scheduled reports engine performance

T55V229 German characters not shown correctly after CU1 or CU2

8 T533358 NASD package download failed

9 T533359 SD server Negative Counters

10 T533360   Agent move - Duplicated

11 T533362 NASD package download failed

12 n\a WAC with SSL enabled and SHA Hash Disabled

13 T55V227 Patch Me Intellirollup cab file generation issue after changing SD Library
location
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Release Information - 14.5 CU2

NOTE
CA Client Automation 14.5 CU2 patch is no longer available for download and is superseded by CA Client
Automation 14.5 CU3 patch.

• New Features and Enhancements
• Installation

CA Client Automation 14.5 CU2 is a patch update for CA Client Automation 14.5 and CA Client Automation 14.5 CU1. The
cumulative patch contains the following enhancements and bug fixes:

New Features and Enhancements

The following enhancements and fixes are in addition to those included in CA Client Automation r14.5 CU1. Before you
proceed with the installation please review both the CU1 and the following CU2 enhancements.

• Software Delivery – Check Bandwidth and Apply Throttle
• Windows Certification
• Patch Manager - Updated IntelliRollup Customization
• Security Enhancements

Software Delivery – Check Bandwidth and Apply Throttle

Software updates and patches can be very large and consume a lot of bandwidth of slow networks. The transfer of the
Software Packages can consume most of the bandwidth, stopping the end-users from performing their regular work
activity. This feature is designed to use throttled bandwidth on slow networks when the Software Delivery Agent is
configured to use the “Nos-Less” download method.

The Software Delivery agent downloads the package for a configured time (in seconds) to calculate the bandwidth
available between the Software Delivery Agent and download location (Scalability Server, Alternate Scalability Server or
Collaborating Agent). After calculating the bandwidth, it applies the throttle factor to reduce transfer speed.

This functionality uses the following two configuration parameters in the configuration policy.

Configuration Policy-> Default Configuration Policy->DSM->Agent -> Common Agent -> Common -> Location Awareness-
>Locations.

You can define a new rule with a throttle factor and apply the policy to those machines where this throttling needs to be
used.

Configuration Policy-> Default Configuration Policy->DSM->Software Delivery -> File Transfer -> Internal NOS Less:
Bandwidth Throttle time.

Patch Manager - Updated IntelliRollup Customization

• Windows 10 21H2
• Windows Server 2022
• Windows 11

Windows Certification

• Windows 10 21H2 - Agent, Packager and OSIM deployment target.
• Windows Server 2022 - Manager and Server components.
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Security Enhancements

In order to address a number of known vulnerabilities the following components are upgraded to:

• Apache Ant to 1.10.12
• Apache Commons Collections to 3.2.2 and file uploads to 1.4
• Apache Log4j - PM Engine - Upgraded to Log4j2.17.1 (Log configuration - WEB-INF\classes\log4j2.xml)
• Apache Log4j - WAC - Upgraded to Log4j2.17.1 (Log configuration - WEB-INF\classes\log4j2.xml)
• Apache Log4j - CIC Client - Upgraded to Log4j2.17.1 (Log configuration - CIC\conf\log4j2.xml)
• Apache Log4j - CIC Manager - Upgraded to Log4j2.17.1 (Log configuration - WEB-INF\classes\log4j2.xml)
• Apache Log4j - AMS - Upgraded to Log4j2.17.1 (Log configuration - WEB-INF\classes\log4j2.xml)
• Apache Struts 2.5.27 – WAC
• Apache Struts 2.5.29 – PM
• libxml to 2.9.12 – Windows
• SnakeYAML to 1.29 - WAC
• Xstream to 1.4.18

Installation

Perform the following steps to download and install CA Client Automation 14.5 CU2:

Download and Install the Patch
Download the following patches from Broadcom Support:

• Manager Patch (99111348)
• Agent Patch (99111347)

Install the Manager Patch (99111348)

NOTE
To be applied on Manager Components (Domain Manager and Enterprise Manager) only with an SQL Server
MDB.

NOTE
The Field Developed Utility “WINOFFLINE” cannot be used to install the Manager patch.

NOTE
This patch is a “cumulative” fix for 14.5 and 14.5 CU1, and it is not necessary to install CU1 to upgrade to 14.5
CU2.

Apply this patch on a system where the Manager is installed (Enterprise Manager and Domain Manager). Suppose
your environment has an Enterprise Manager and Domain Manager Setup. In that case, the patch must be applied on
Enterprise Manager first and then, subsequently, on the Domain Manager. If Enterprise Manager is not installed in your
environment, apply the patch directly on the Domain Manager.

Perform the following steps to install 99111348 Patch for Manager (Domain and Enterprise):

1. Close DSM explorer if opened.
2. Run the following commands:

cfsystray stop

caf stop

caf kill all

3. Extract the patch fix 99111348:
CAZIPXP -u 99111348.CAZ
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4. Apply the patch using the command:
APPLYPTF.exe  /NODE=<machine name> /PTF=99111348.jcl /INSTALLNEW /SILENT /OUTPUTFILE= <log file name>

Example: APPLYPTF.exe /NODE=Testmachine-dm145 /PTF=99111348.jcl /INSTALLNEW /SILENT  /
OUTPUTFILE=applyptf.log

NOTE
APPLYPTF runs pre and post install scripts taking approximately 10 minutes to complete. Progress can be
followed in the log files, preinstall.log, postinstall.log, and applyptf.log.

5. For Environment with SQL database edit sqlscript_exec_cu2.bat file placed in ..\DSM\bin with Servername,
instancename, password information and execute the script.

NOTE
If the CU1 is already applied, executing the sqlscript_exec_cu2.bat is not needed.

6. Perform the following steps to upgrade the log4j jar files for AMS.
a. Run the command:

caf stop tomcat

b. Remove the following files from the location <DSM installed path>\Web Console\webapps\AMS\WEB-INF
\lib.
log4j-api-2.17.0.jar 

log4j-core-2.17.0.jar

c. Copy the following files from the patch source to the location <DSM installed path>\Web Console
\webapps\AMS\WEB-INF\lib.
log4j-api-2.17.1.jar 

log4j-core-2.17.1.jar

d. Run the command:
caf start tomcat

Install the Agent Patch (99111347)

NOTE
This patch must be applied on servers where CA Client Automation r14.5 or 14.5CU1 Agent/DSM Explorer/
Scalability server is installed.

Perform the following steps:

1. Extract the patch fix 99111347.zip using any uzipping tool.
2. Open the DSM Explorer, and drag and drop the folder containing the patch into the Software Package Library.
3. Deploy the SOFTWARE-PACKAGE to the Client Automation 14.5 or 14.5 CU1 targets.

(Scalability Servers, DSM Explorers and Agents)
4. Use the BACKOUT procedure to roll back the patch, if needed.
5. To install manually using applyptf, run the following commands:

caf stop

APPLYPTF.exe /NODE= /PTF=99111347.jcl /INSTALLNEW /SILENT /OUTPUTFILE=applyptf.log

caf start

Standalone CIC Manager

Use the Manager patch to apply on a Standalone CIC Manager manually with the following steps:

• CIC Manager
a. Stop the CICManager by running ShutdownCICManager.bat from ..\CA\SC\CIC\Tomcat\bin

\ShutdownCICManager.bat.
b. Backup and remove the ..\CA\SC\CIC\Tomcat\webapps\CICManager directory.
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c. Backup and remove the ..\CA\SC\CIC\Tomcat\webapps\CICManager.war file.
d. Copy the updated CICManager.war file to the location ..\CA\SC\CIC\Tomcat\webapps.
e. Start CIC Manager by running LaunchCICManager.bat from ..\CA\SC\CIC\Tomcat\bin

\LaunchCICManager.bat.
• CIC Client

a. Stop the cic (content import client) service from services, if available.
b. Remove the files starting with Anchor_BatchApp_*  from ..\cic\bin folder, if available.
c. Create a backup folder, for example: C:\backupfolder.
d. Backup and remove the CACIC.jar, CACICMPS.jar, CACICStatus.jar, commons-collections.jarfiles from ..

\cic\lib.
e. Backup and remove the Wrapper.conf file from ..\cic\conf.
f. Backup the Config.xml file from ..\cic\conf.
g. Copy and replace the CACIC.jar, CACICMPS.jar, CACICStatus.jar, and commons-collections.jarfrom extracted

patch location to ../cic/lib.
h. Copy and replace the Wrapper.conf file from extracted patch to ..\cic\conf.
i. Copy the log4j2.xml file from extracted patch to ..\cic\conf.
j. Copy the log4j-api-2.17.1.jar and log4j-core-2.17.1.jar files from the extracted patch to ../cic/lib.
k. Copy the ojdbc.jar file from extracted patch to ../cic/lib.
l. From the extracted patch location, execute the following command:

cicConfig.exe "<backup folder path>\Config.xml" "<CIC installed path>\conf\Config.xml"

m. Start Run.bat from ../sc/cic/bin

NOTE

After the upgrade to CA Client Automation 14.5 CU2 or later patches, the boot images created on top of CA
Client Automation 14.5 might not work. You may need to recreate those boot images after applying the CA
Client Automation 14.5 CU2 or later patches.

Test Fixes - 14.5 CU2
CA Client Automation r14.5 CU2 has the following fixed issues:

Sr No. Fixed Issue ID Description

1 T5IZ443 Task_Manager Differed Jobs crashing.

2 T5IZ454 Missing a Heuristic SW Product on Enterprise Manager.

3 T55V224 CR Patch in status Unknown(porting).

4 T533356 Workstation shutdown problem.

5 T533355 RC Global Address Book takes long time to display.

6 T55V225 CIC fails to download the content, if the installdate column of the mdb_patch
table is not null.

7 T55V226 Added additional props to customize mdb connectRetries and
connectRetryInterval.

8 T533357 Software Inventory collect task elapsed time.

9 n/a after 99111267 => webservice failures
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Release Information - 14.5 CU1

NOTE
CA Client Automation 14.5 CU1 patch is no longer available for download and is superseded by CA Client
Automation 14.5 CU3 patch.

CA Client Automation 14.5 CU1 is a patch update for CA Client Automation 14.5. The cumulative patch contains
enhancements and bug fixes. Review the following before you proceed with installing the patch:

• Download and Install the Patch
• New Features and Enhancements

Download and Install the Patch
Download the following patches from Broadcom Support and apply the patches on top of CA Client r14.5 release only:

• 99111300 - Manager Patch
• 99111268 – Agent Patch

Install the 99111300 - Manager Patch

NOTE
To be applied on Manager Components (Domain Manager and Enterprise Manager) only.

Apply this patch on the IT Client automation R14.5 release or on top of 99111267 patch (Previous Cumulative version) if
its already applied. Apply this patch on a system where Manager is installed (Enterprise Manager and Domain Manager).
If your environment has an Enterprise Manager and Domain Manager Setup, the patch must be applied on Enterprise
Manager first and then, subsequently, on the Domain Manager. If Enterprise manager is not installed in your environment,
apply the patch directly on the Domain Manager.

Perform the following steps to install 9111300 Patch for Manager (Domain and Enterprise):

1. Run the command:
caf stop

2. Download the patch fix 99111300 from Broadcom Support.
3. Extract the patch fix 99111300:

CAZIPXP -u 99111300.CAZ

4. Launch ApplyPTF and browse for 99111300.JCL apply the patch on the machine. While applying the patch, select the
Install New checkbox in the wizard.

5. After installation of patch, run the PostInstallPatch.bat file from ..\DSM\backup folder.
6. For Environment with SQL database edit sqlscript_exec.bat file placed in ..\DSM\bin with Servername,

instancename, password information and execute the script.
NOTE
If sqlscript_exec.bat is applied as part of patch 99111267, this step is not required.

7. If WAC or PM is installed, run wac_pm_cic_patchInstaller.bat.
If the Manager’s base is German, run wac_pm_cic_patchInstaller_DEU.bat

NOTE

If the patch 99111310 is applied before this patch, it must be re-applied after applying this CU1 patch -
99111300.

Install the 99111268 – Agent Patch
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NOTE
This patch must be applied on servers where CA Client Automation r14.5 Agent/Remote explorer/Scalability
server is installed.

Perform the following steps:

1. Run the following command:
caf stop

2. Download the patch fix 99111268 from Broadcom Support.
3. Extract the fix 99111268:

CAZIPXP -u 99111268.CAZ

4. Launch applyptf and browse for 99111268.JCL to apply the patch. While applying the patch, select the Install New
checkbox in the wizard.

5. Run the following command:
caf start

New Features and Enhancements

Review the following enhancements provided with CA Client Automation r14.5 CU1 before you proceed with installing the
patch:

• Toast Notification Support
• Alternate SD Server Support
• Set the Download Limit on Agent
• Software Delivery -- User Prompt
• Software Delivery - Job Check display after user login
• Remote Control - Portrait Mode Support
• Patch Management Staging
• Patch Management UI Enhancements
• Windows Certification

Toast Notification support
Following Toast Notification enhancement is provided with this patch

• CAF Reboot/Logoff dialogs will be displayed as Toast notifications only on the latest Windows OS and the legacy
dialogs will be continued where Toast notifications are not supported.

• CAF Toast notifications are supported on Windows 10 Anniversary update and above. Legacy dialogs will be continued
on Non-Windows and Windows 7, 8, 10 (Earlier versions), 2012, 2016 platforms.

• CAF Toast notification dialog frequency on the screen can be controlled by adjusting the configuration parameter
"Dialogreappeartime".

• CAF Reboot/Logoff Toast notifications are optional and can switch to legacy dialogs by setting the "EnableToast" value
to false in the configuration section (itrm/common/caf/general/enabletoast). Default value is set to True.

• Disabling the Client Automation toast notifications on the target machine using Windows Notification and Settings
panel without setting the EnableToast=False may result in CA Client Automation not working as expected.

Alternate SD Server Support
Support for downloading the software from alternate scalability server. This feature allows the ITCM admin to configure
an alternate scalability server for downloading the packages. This is an extension to the existing location awareness
feature; hence, this feature is not enabled if the location awareness feature is not enabled. Upon enabling the location
awareness functionality, the following settings must be added to enable the “alternate scalability server” support. For more
information, see Local Awareness Configuration Policy.
On the Manager
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The following two new configuration parameters are added in the following section of configuration policy, DSM >
Software Delivery > Manager.

• Alternate SD Server: Enable
By default, this value is False and disabled. Change the setting to True to enable the support.

• Alternate SD Server: List of Computers
This must have comma separated server names (computer names as they appear under all computers) that act as
alternate Scalability Servers.

On the Agent
The following new column is added to the existing Location awareness table:

• Alternate Scalability Server:
Specify the alternate Scalability Server to which agent needs to be connected to download the packages. This value
can be empty in which case, the alternate scalability server is not used for downloading the software. If the “Scalability
Server” column is empty but “Alternate Scalability Server” value is specified, then, the Agent does not roam and the
package download happens from the alternate Scalability Server.
If both the “Scalability Server” and “Alternate Scalability Server” are specified, then agent roam happens to the
“Scalability Server” but download of the software happens from the “Alternate Scalability Server”.

NOTE
Stage the package on to the "alternate SD servers" before deploying. If the package is not staged on to the
"alternate SD Servers", agents fail to download and the job is marked as failed.

Set the Download limit on Agent
Support for setting the download limit on an agent. This feature allows ITCM admin to set a limit on download size for
an agent. This is an extension to the existing location awareness feature so this feature is not enabled if the location
awareness feature is not enabled. Upon enabling the location awareness functionality, the following new settings can be
used to control the download size.
On the Agent
The following new column is added to the existing Location awareness table.

• Maximum Package Size:
Takes the following values:

• 0: No limit on the download size. This is the default value.
• -1: Downloads are not allowed. If the rule conditions are met, the download of the package is not allowed, and the

job is postponed till the downloads restriction is removed.
• Any positive value: Agent is allowed to download the package having this maximum size (in KB). If the package

size is more than this value, then the download is not allowed and the job is postponed until such a download
restriction is removed.

Software Delivery -- User Prompt
Software Delivery - Job Check "prompt user" once per container (no linkage mode)

When a container is deployed using no linkage mode with prompt user option based on the configuration parameter User
Prompt: Prompt each job in no linkage mode. By default this is set to true so each job will get the option to prompt for
Run/Postpone/Abort options. If this parameter is set to false then the prompt will be displayed only for the first job and the
same option will be chosen for the rest of the jobs deployed as part of this container.

For more information, see Software Delivery Agent Policy Group.
Configuration Parameter Details on the Manager
The following new configuration parameter is added in the following section of configuration policy > DSM > Software
Delivery, Agent.

• User Prompt: Prompt each job in no linkage mode – True (default).
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If True, each job set up in a container in no linkage mode with prompt user enabled causes a prompt. If False, a
container only causes one prompt and that occurs before the first job is executed, the same action will be used for all
the jobs in a container. Select "True" (default value) Prompt for each job.
Default Value: True

Software Delivery - Job Check display after user login
This feature supports the display of the jobcheck window when the user logs in. The changes allows a user to see the
jobcheck window in the foreground while logging in, and the Software Delivery jobs that are running in the background.
This is helpful for a user to understand and be aware of the current executing Software Delivery jobs whenever the user
logs in.

Remote Control-Portrait Mode Support
This feature allows a user to control the system screen configuration for Portrait (90 degrees rotation only) in horizontal
mode. Currently, this functionality is available with maximum two displays in case of portrait mode. If a computer is having
a mixed-mode orientation display, then only the primary display can be controlled.
For more information, see Known Issues (1 and 2) associated with this feature..

Patch Management Staging
The following new features are added to the Enterprise Manager Web Admin Console and Patch Management:

• Stage Software in Software Library: This wizard provides staging of software packages to selected domains.
• Stage Software in Patch Management, Patches: This wizard provides staging of patch packages for selected domains.
• Download Only option in Patch Management, Patches. This option only downloads and registers the patch on the

Enterprise Software Library without distribution.
• Customization of rollup on the Enterprise Patch Management will not distribute the rollup to all the domains and will

instead just download and register the patch on the Enterprise Software Library without distribution.

Patch Management UI Enhancements

NOTE
The Web Admin Console and Patch Management components are now upgraded to Struts 2.5. As a result of
the upgrade, the following UI enhancements are available:

• The Administration page and the Patch Details page are moved from the Tiles view to the Tabbed Panel.
• The Portlet view is removed from the Patch Management Home Page and moved to the Tabbed Panel.
• Patched Software, Supersedes, Superseded By, and Application Status pages are now using new data tables,

which allows for sorting of columns and searching of records.

Windows Certification

• Windows 11 - Agent and Packager
NOTE
Windows 11 as OSIM deployment target is not supported.

• Windows Server 2022 - Agent (Windows Server 2022 as OSIM deployment target is not supported yet).

NOTE

After the upgrade to CA Client Automation 14.5 CU1 or later patches, the boot images created on top of CA
Client Automation 14.5 might not work. You may need to recreate those boot images after applying the CA
Client Automation 14.5 CU1 or later patches.

Test Fixes - 14.5 CU1
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CA Client Automation r14.5 CU1 has the following fixed issues:

Sr No. Fixed Issue ID Description

1 T533353 Job Priority is always set to 5.

2 T533352 RCHOST Crash.

3 T5IZ440/T5IZ425 Asset job status replication.

4 T5IZ432 License Inventory is crashing.

5 T5IZ436 Missing few patches (Content Utility).

6 T55V198 CIC fails to download the content, if the installdate column of the mdb_patch table is not null.

7 T55V191 Added additional props to customize mdb connectRetries and connectRetryInterval.

8 T5IZ442/T55V219 Software Inventory collect task elapsed time.

9 T437314 OSIM GUI wrong Loader File.

10 T437313 WOL not working for servers.
Powerup option not working to wakeup Scalability Server machines.

11 T55V218 Windows 10 IoT Enterprise unclassified.

12 T55V214 Incorrect SQL error on CA Client Automation r14.5 for SQL Server.

13 T5IZ439 OSIM Win10 ADK 2004 Certification.

14 T55L108 DTSCli fails between SP5 and Old.

Known Issues - 14.5 CU1
Following known issues are reported in CA Client Automation 14.5 CU1:

• Mixed Mode with Display 2 (Non-Primary) first and Display 1 (Primary) Issue:
On the target machine, when Displays are in the order 2-1 and Display 1 is Primary, the mouse pointer may not work
properly.

• When two monitors are in portrait mode and monitors axis position are not aligned at the top, then, mouse
movements in the second monitor may not be that accurate.

• Patch Management UI enhancements
The new user interface changes for CA Client Automation 14.5 CU1 are supported with Google Chrome web browser.
In case, if you are using IE, please see Microsoft documentation to address any page rendering issues.
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Release Information 14.5
The CA Client Automation 14.5 Release Notes provides release-specific information such new features, enhancements to
existing features, fixed issues, and known issues.

For more information, see Install Considerations and Upgrade Considerations.

System Requirements

For detailed system and platform support information, see the Supportability Matrix.

Hardware Specifications

The following tables provide the minimum recommended hardware specifications for installing CA Client Automation
components in a test lab environment. Actual hardware requirements for production use depend on the system load,
including the frequency and amount of data that is collected and transferred, and the number of operations.

Enterprise Manager Specifications

A DSM Enterprise Manager requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

Component Requirement
CPU 2 CPUs, 2 GHz

If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM
Enterprise Manager, 4 CPUs are required.

Memory 4  GB Minimum
If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM
Enterprise Manager, a minimum of 8 GB RAM is required.

Disk Space 30 GB Minimum
If MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM Enterprise
Manager, a minimum of 100 GB is required. Ensure that the
required MDB disk space exists in the same disk partition as the
MDB. Allow extra space for the Software Package Library. The
total space that is required depends on the number and size of
packages to store.

NIC   1000 Mbps

Domain Manager Specifications

A DSM Domain Manager requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

Component Requirement
CPU 4 CPUs, 2 GHz

If MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM Domain
Manager, 6 CPUs are required.

Memory 8GB Minimum
If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM Domain
Manager, a minimum of 12 GB RAM is required.
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Disk Space 30 GB minimum
If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM Domain
Manager, a minimum of 100 GB is required. Ensure that the
required MDB disk space exists in the same disk partition as the
MDB. Allow extra space for the Software Package Library. The
total space that is required depends on the number and size of
packages to store.

NIC   1000 Mbps

Scalability Server Specifications
A DSM Scalability Server requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:
These minimums apply to all supported operating environments.

Component Requirement
CPU 2 CPUs, 2 GHz
Memory 4GB Minimum
Disk Space 100 GB
NIC 1000 Mbps

Agent Specifications
A DSM Agent requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:
These minimums apply to all supported operating environments.

Component Requirement
CPU 2 CPU, 2 GHz
Memory 2GB
Disk Space 300 MB
NIC 100 Mbps

DSM Explorer Specifications
A DSM Explorer requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:
These minimums apply to all supported operating environments.

Component Requirement
CPU 2 CPU, 2 GHz
Memory 4 GB
Disk Space 30 G B
NIC 1000 Mbps
Display Adapter Resolution (1024 x 768)

Microsoft SQL Server MDB Specifications (Windows)
A Microsoft SQL Server MDB on Windows requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

Component Requirement
CPU 4 CPU, 2 GHz
Memory 6 GB
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Disk Space 100 G B
NIC 1000 Mbps

Oracle MDB Specifications
Oracle MDB on Windows requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

Component Requirement
CPU 4 CPU, 2 GHz
Memory 6 GB
Disk Space 100 G B
NIC 1000 Mbps

For more information about the new features and enhancements, fixed issues, and known issues, review the following
topics:

New Features and Enhancements - 14.5
CA Client Automation 14.5 includes the following enhancements:

Software Delivery Job Exit Code
For more information, see Job Status Code.

Exclude Software Delivery Job Check on Linux at CAF Shutdown
New configuration policy "RunJobCheckAtShutdown" in the "itrm/usd/agent" section is available to skip Software Delivery
shutdown job check at shutdown. If it is set to true, the existing functionality will continue and job check will happen before
CAF service shuts down. If false, Software Delivery job check will be skipped when shutdown is initiated. This policy is
meant for Linux agents only.
For more information, see Software Delivery Agent Policy Group

DSM Explorer - Add OS Version and Release ID inventory Items to Computer List
New columns "OS Release ID" and "OS Version" are added in the DSM GUI in all Computers node to the existing list.
This displays the information from the collected Hardware inventory. By default these columns are not selected. For more
information, see All Computers Pane.

Mark Failed Job as Success
New option is provided for failed jobs to mark these as Success. This option is available both in theTarget and Job View
of the Job container. Upon selecting this option, job status becomes success and an installation record is added to the
computer. For more information, see Job Context Menu.

CAPKI Upgrade
CA Client Automation now supports CAPKI 5.2.6.

OpenSSL and CAPKI 5.2.6 Limitations
With OpenSSL, CAPKI 5.2.6 shows the following limitations:

• After upgrading to CA Client Automation r14.5, ensure that the Boot images created are recreated after the upgrade.
The old boot images may not work after the Manager is upgraded.

• Software delivery in the following cases may not work if your CA Client Automation r14.5 source system is configured
in a FIPS ONLY mode:
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NOTE
It is recommended to use FIPS preferred mode on the Source machines until all the target machines are
upgraded to the same release level. For more information about how to change Change FIPS modes, see
FIPS Compliance.

– Enterprise manager (source) to legacy Domain manager (target).
– Domain Manager (source) to legacy Scalability Server (target).
– Scalability Server (source) to legacy agent machines (target) where DTS transfer is enabled on agent.

• WAC works in FIPS preferred mode irrespective of the FIPS mode set in CA Client Automation environment. For more
information, see Internal Dependencies - DSM Components.

Support for MAC OS 64-Bit Agent
Client Automation supports 64-bit agents on MAC OS platforms. Supported components include Asset Management,
Software delivery, and Packager.

NOTE
Remote control is not supported on MAC OS with CA Client Automation 14.5 version.

Client Automation r14.5 does not support 32-bit agent for MAC OS. Upgrading from an earlier release version of Client
Automation Agent on MAC OS to CA Client Automation r14.5 release is not supported.

NOTE
Uninstall an earlier version of Client Automation first, and then, proceed with the installation of the latest version
of MAC OS 64-bit agent with CA Client Automation r14.5.

NOTE
If you face any issue in applying the package on the agent with NFS mode, provide full disk access to the "CAF"
process.

WAC AMS Support on Windows Server 2019
Loading of Computer Inventory tab problem is addressed in WAC when it’s installed on Windows Server 2019.

Remote Control Enhancements
The following enhancements are included with CA Client Automation r14.5 Remote Control feature:

• A new option View All Displays is provided under Viewer section, when checked opens up all Displays connected to
the host upon successful remote control session.

• When Remote Control session is established to a multi-monitor host, each monitor opened by Remote Control will
have display number in the Title Bar.

• When Remote Control session is established to a multi-monitor host, each monitor opened by Remote Control will
have display number in the Title Bar.

Remote control feature is now enhanced to address the below limitations and problems:

What’s Addressed?

• Primary/Main display always on the leftmost side of all displays.
• Black screen with display extended using DisplayLink adapter.
• Display attached via docking devices.
• Few of the Windows 2012 Server blank screen issues are now addressed
• RC viewer crash in Multi-monitor mode.
• Missing menu items added in full-screen mode.
• Multi-windows view option not getting fulfilled. Improved display quality of multi-monitor windows.
• Issue of Ctrl+C and Ctrl+V keyboard shortcut to copy files on the Host not working in a Remote Control Session.
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Limitations

• Special keys are not working in Multi-Monitor mode. As a workaround, use the following combination to achieve
required output:
a. Delete: Ctrl Key + Delete
b. Backspace: Shift Key + Backspace
c. Ctrl + S: Alt +Ctrl + S
d. Ctrl + C: Alt + Ctrl + C

NOTE
In a Remote Session, the host screen may get locked causing the RC Viewer screen to freeze and no mouse
or Keyboard actions can be performed. As a workaround, use special keys Ctrl+Alt+Del from the Remote
Control viewer or from the Host Login Screen.

• Blue/Black screen while taking Remote connections of a Windows Server 2012 system. As a work around, disconnect
and reconnect once again. Restart RCHOST OR Target machine.

• While connecting to a Windows 10 Workstation with 1920x1080 resolution and 150% DPI scaling only part of the
screen is displayed sometimes. Workaround is to disconnect and reconnect once again.

For more information, see Remote Control Sessions.

Event Logging for Job Container Removal
A new event is added in the Application log of Windows Event logging whenever a job container termination is initiated. It
contains information about the user who is initiating the deletion process. The format is as shown below:

1. Job Container <JOB_NAME> deregistered by ca://usd/system.
2. Job Container <JOB_NAME> deletion requested by user <USER_NAME>.

For more information see Job Container.

Software Delivery - Job View Context Menu
When a target computer is selected under Job View of a software delivery job container, a new option 'Navigate to' is
added to navigate to the home page of the target computer. For more information, see Monitor Software Jobs.

CA Patch Me - Security IntelliRollup
The CA Patch Me - Security IntelliRollup includes the following new features:

• Single Operating System Security rollup to deploy on multiple platforms for Windows Server 2012 and above.
• Enhanced patch applicability logic by utilizing Windows Update Agent API.
• Patch Deployment Analysis as part of the rollup configure software delivery job.
• Ability to fall back to rollup INI file for patch applicability if required.

For more information, see Security IntelliRollup.

Patch Management – Patch Me Rollup Customization
The Patch Me Rollup customization wizard now includes a tree view to select/deselect the operating system patches.
By default, all the operating system patches are selected in the tree view. You have the option to deselect the operating
systems that you want to remove from the custom rollup. After selecting the operating system, you also have the option to
remove individual patches from the filtered list in the patch list grid view.

Allow Other Software Packages with IntelliRollup in the Same Job Container
Client Automation now allows IntelliRollup package as the last updated job in a single container along with other software
packages. Re-ordering of IntelliRollup in this case is not allowed and by default, it will be the last job in the Job Container
list. All packages of a job container having the IntelliRollup package must be staged in the scalability server.
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NOTE
Change in activation/delivery time is enabling job order change for IntelliRollup.

NOTE
Ensure that only one IntelliRollup is part of the job container.

For more information, see Security IntelliRollup.

Asset Management - Inventory for CCISS Disks
Asset Management Agent is enhanced to collect CCISS disk inventory to collect the following:

1. Vendor
2. Model
3. Device
4. Revision
5. Serial Number
6. Driver
7. Driver Version
8. Interface SCCI
9. Total Cylinders
10. Tracks per Cylinder
11. Sectors per Track
12. Size

CCS Event Manager Support for Microsoft SQL Server 2016
CA Client Automation r14.5 Manager supports the CA Common Services (CCS) Event Manager to be installed on
Microsoft SQL Server 2016. CCS Event Manager manages the events generated by various applications.
For more information, see Install CCS.

Software Delivery - NASD Download SD Package from the SS
NASD Feature is enhanced to support the download of SD Package from the Scalability Server if no Collaborating Agent
is available on the same subnet. NASD configuration policy "Package Download Policy" determines how the agent
will download package from other Collaborating Agents. A new option 2 is added where Software Delivery agent will
download the SD Package from the Scalability Server if no Collaborating Agent is available on the same subnet.

Asset Management - SCCM Extractor
Microsoft SCCM engine task is enhanced to extract the "primary user" data of SCCM to be included in the inventory that is
imported into CA Client Automation. The primary users data is added to the node of Computer Inventory.

Software Signature Scan Enhancements
Signature scan now has the following enhancements:

POSIX Regular Expression
Signature scan now supports POSIX regular expression for name attribute of the registry tag in signature definition
instead of fixed registry paths/name. For example :
<registry name="HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL12.*\Setup" match="Express

 Edition" arch="64" />

This helps to look for setup in all the paths under MSSQL12.* paths rather than a fixed path as seen in earlier releases
of CA Client Automation. Search for Setup="Express Edition" under all registry keys like HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL12.*
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Heuristic Scan
Supports user-based software scan. Heuristic scan is enhanced to read user-based software data from user add/remove
programs and user desktop start menu and shortcuts. With this change, the heuristic software scan can retrieve the
software scan data from various users for the above-mentioned options from the registry.
For more information, see Software Discovery Collect Task.

Enable Configure Scanner on Enterprise Manager
Configure Scanner option is enabled for Software inventory configuration task on Enterprise Manager. This allows the
option to check/uncheck options available for Signature inventory configuration tasks from Enterprise Manager.
For more information, see Software Discovery Collect Task.

OSIM Support for DHCP Option 82 Networks
OSIM support is now added for DHCP option 82 enabled networks. For more information, see OS Installation
Management Administration.

Test Fixes - 14.5
CA Client Automation 14.5 contains bug fixes and the following issues are fixed:

Sr No. Fixed Issue ID Description

1 T533350 SD Catalog Job Priority.

2 T533349 NASD- Job failure.

3 T533348 Remote Control Patch.

4 T533347 Remote Control Viewer Connection Type.

5 T533346 Remote Control Video capture with Microsoft DDAPI.

6 T533344 Remote Capture Using DDAPI.

7 T533343 Computer Move - Move Complete MOVE-COMP Delete.

8 T533342 Remote Control Confirmation Dialog Closed.

9 T437310 NASD-Failed to download Package.

10 T437307 Delay in OSIM Job Activation.

11 T55V199 PatchMe IntelliRollup SUPPORT.

12 T437305 SXP Packager Support for Windows Server 10, 2019. 

13 T437304 Quotes added to User Parameter.

14 T55L100 NASD Agent failed to honor policy.

15 T55L099 Inventory on RHEL7 missing Oracle.

16 T5IZ432 License inventory crashing.

17 T5IZ431 Heuristic sw Replication problem.

18 T5IZ430 Asset Converter-System-type Wrong/Incorrect.

19 T5IZ429 EM Signature scanner greyed out.

20 T5IZ428 DHCP inventory is not displayed.

21 T5IZ426 SMS Extractor patch.

22 5IZ425 Cumulative Patch -Engine issues.

23 T5IZ424 Software not registered in database.
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24 T5IZ422 Software not registered in database.

25 T6FP030 DSM Explorer crash on EM.

26 T6FP031 DSM Explorer crash on EM.

27 T6FP032 CADSMCMD causes Segmentation fault).

28 T5J8099 caf.exe app error in cainf.dll.

29 T5J8101 Agent Certification- Kubuntu 20.

30 T5J8104 Local drives are not shown in Remote Control.

31 T55V188 Mount Point is not getting scanned.

32 55V190 Mount Point Scan.

33 T55V191 CIC for MDB Connection.

34 T55V192 Regional Settings are not getting.

35 T55V193 MAC manufacturer information is empty.

36 T55V194 Disk data missing from Hardware.

37 T55V196 Mount point scan.

38 T55V200 Inventory on RHEL7 missing Oracle.

39 T55V202 Network cards information on Xen Server.

40 T55V206 IP information problems nri.

41 T55V207 Processor count incorrect Xen HVM.

42 T55V208 DSM Explorer is taking time.

Known Issues-14.5
Following Known Issues were reported in CA Client Automation 14.5:

• When CA Client Automation is upgraded to r14.5 from an earlier version, the old tomcat folder may still exist. Latest
Tomcat version used is 8.5.56. Folders with lesser version than Tomcat 8.5.56 can be removed from \CA\SC\Tomcat\.
Example:\CA\SC\Tomcat\8.5.

• When installing a domain manager with Scalability Server, unchecking the “Enable the boot server plugin” does not
disable running the sdmpcserver plugin. As a workaround to disable the plugin, run the below commands:

  caf stop sdmpcserver

  caf disable sdmpcserver

• When Client Automation is installed on a custom path with OSIM or Web Console, below folders are still created in the
default path:
a. C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\SharedComponents\installer
b. C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\DSM\Web Console\webapps\wac\WEB-INF\attachments

• Tomcat is not upgraded to 8.5.56 in ENC Gateway Manager and Server. To replace it, see Knowledge Document.
• Empty job container might get created at the agent when no patches are applicable from IntelliRollup on the target

machine.
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Release Information 14.0.1

System Requirements

For detailed system and platform support information, see the Supportability Matrix.

Hardware Specifications

The following tables provide the minimum recommended hardware specifications for this release.

Actual hardware requirements depend on the system load, including the frequency and amount of data that is collected
and transferred, and the number of operations.

Enterprise Manager Specifications

A DSM Enterprise Manager requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

Component Speed/Size
DVD-ROM Drive Any
CPU 1 or 2 CPUs, 2 GHz

If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM
Enterprise Manager, 2 CPUs are required.

Memory 2-GB minimum
If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM
Enterprise Manager, a minimum of 4 GB RAM is required.

Disk Space 30-GB minimum

Note: If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM
Enterprise Manager, a minimum of 100 GB is required.

Ensure that the required MDB disk space exists in the same disk
partition as the MDB.
Allow extra space for the Software Package Library. The total
space that is required depends on the number and size of
packages to store.

NIC 100 Mbps

Domain Manager Specifications

A DSM Domain Manager requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

Component Speed/Size
DVD-ROM Drive Any
CPU 1 or 2 CPUs, 2 GHz

If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM Domain
Manager, 2 CPUs are required.

Memory 2 GB minimum
If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM Domain
Manager, a minimum of 4 GB RAM is required.
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Disk Space 30 GB minimum
If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM Domain
Manager, a minimum of 100 GB is required. Ensure that the
required MDB disk space exists in the same disk partition as the
MDB.
Allow extra space for the Software Package Library. The total
space that is required depends on the number and size of
packages to store.

NIC 100 Mbps

Scalability Server Specifications

A DSM Scalability Server requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

NOTE
These minimums apply to all supported Windows, RedHat, and SuSE operating environments.

Component Speed/Size
CPU 1 CPU, 2 GHz
Memory 2 GB
Disk Space 30 GB
NIC 100 Mbps

Agent Specifications

A DSM Agent requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

NOTE
These minimums apply to all supported Agent environments.

Component Speed/Size
CPU 1 CPU, 2 GHz
Memory 256 MB
Disk Space 300 MB
NIC 10 Mbps

DSM Explorer Specifications

The DSM Explorer requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

NOTE
These minimums apply only to supported Windows operating environments.

Component Speed/Size
DVD-ROM Drive Any
CPU 1 CPU, 2 GHz
Memory 2 GB
Disk Space 30 GB
NIC 100 Mbps
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Display Adapter Resolution of 1024x768

Specifications for an SQL Server MDB on Windows

A Microsoft SQL Server management database (MDB) on Windows requires (at a minimum) the following hardware
configuration:

Component Speed/Size
DVD-ROM Drive Any
CPU 2 CPUs, 2 GHz
Memory 4 GB
Disk Space 100 GB
NIC 100 Mbps

Specifications for an Oracle MDB

Installing more than one Oracle MDB instance requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

Component Speed/Size
DVD-ROM Drive Any
CPU 2 CPU, 1.5-GHz
Memory Allow a minimum of 3.2 GB (SGA: 2.7 GB, PGA: 0.5 GB) of main

memory for each configured Oracle database instance.
We recommend for an installation with up to 10,000 computer
assets.

Disk Space 100 GB
NIC 100 Mbps

New Features and Enhancements of 14.0.1
For a list of supported platforms and product integration, see Compatibility Matrix.

CA Client Automation Release 14.0.1 provides the following new features and enhancements:

ENC Exclude IP Address Support

The ENC Gateway Manager allocates a unique IP address to each ENC Client. The unique IP address is present in the
Start IP and END IP address range specified in the policy. If any real addresses (sub range) on your network are within
the Start IP and END IP address range, the unique IP addresses assigned to each ENC Client might conflict with real
addresses. To avoid this conflict, a new configuration policy as the ENC Exclusion IP address range list is introduced.
You can set this configuration policy under the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, <configuration
policy name>, DSM, Common Components, ENC Gateway, and ENC Gateway Server.

You can specify the real IP address ranges (sub ranges) to exclude from allocation (unique IP address allocation to ENC
Client). Specify the real address range in <START IP Range>-<END IP Range>,<START IP Range>-<END IP Range>
format. For example, 192.168.2.1-192.168.2.100, 172.143.2.1-172.143.2.100, 152.143.20.150-152.143.20.200.

TLS 1.2 Support

For the support of TLS 1.2 version, two configuration parameters are added under the Control Panel, Configuration,
Configuration Policy, <configuration policy name>, DSM, Common Components, Networking, and General path:
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WARNING
Before changing the settings to use a particular TLS version, analyze thoroughly and ensure that communication
does not break after applying the policy partially.

• Min TLS Version: This parameter specifies the minimal TLS version that can be used for communication between
nodes. Application starts using the Max TLS Version, but in failure the TLS version falls back to the lower version until
the Min TLS Version is reached. To use a particular TLS version, ensure that Min TLS Version and Max TLS Version
are same.
Default: 1.0
Values: 1.0, 1.1, and 1.2

• Max TLS Version: This parameter specifies the maximum TLS version that can be used for communication between
nodes. Application starts using the Max TLS Version, but in failure the TLS version falls back to the lower version until
the Min TLS Version is reached. To use a particular TLS version, ensure that Min TLS Version and Max TLS Version
are same.
Default: 0
Values: 1.0, 1.1, and 1.2

NOTE
If Max TLS Version is set to 0, the highest supported TLS version is considered as Max TLS Version. For
ENC, any system level setting to disable TLS overrides the configuration policy settings.

World Write Permissions

The world write permissions on some directories or files are canceled.

The mentioned CA Client Automation folders get 755 instead of 777:

• /opt/CA/DSM/Agent/AM/data
• /opt/CA/DSM/Agent/AM/images
• /opt/CA/DSM/HM
• /opt/CA/DSM/HM/scriptoutputdir
• /opt/CA/DSM/HM/scriptdir
• /opt/CA/DSM/var
• /opt/CA/DSM/URI

The mentioned common component folders get 775 instead of 777:

• /opt/CA/SharedComponents/cai18n
• /opt/CA/SharedComponents/csutils/log
• /opt/CA/SharedComponents/tmp

The existing permissions are retained for the mentioned directories or files:

• /opt/CA/SharedComponents/csutils/bin/casrvc
• /opt/CA/DSM/sd/asm/tmp
• /opt/CA/DSM/dts/dta/staging

SHA-2 and Higher RSA (2048 Bits) Key Support

ITCM Components

To support SHA-2 hashing standard and higher RSA (2048 Bits) key, the following configuration policy is added under the
Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, <configuration policy name>, DSM, Common Components,
Security, and Certificates Options path.
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• Certificate preference change action: This configuration parameter specifies the action to be taken when the
Certificate preference order parameter is changed.
Values:
– Forcibly restart caf and all ITCM components
– Ask user to restart ITCM
Default Value: Ask user to restart ITCM

A configuration policy is added under the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, <configuration policy
name>, DSM, Common Components, Security, Certificates Options, and Certificate Preference path.

• Certificate preference order: This configuration parameter specifies the order of certificate usage for security
negotiation. If the preference order is specified with only one value, the certificate is used for all negotiations. If the
preference order contains two values and communication using the first certificate fails, the second certificate is used
as a fall back.
Values:
– SHA256_2048,SHA1_1024
– SHA256_2048
Default Value: SHA256_2048,SHA1_1024
Figure 1: SHA2_Certificate preference order

ENC Components

To support SHA-2 hashing standard and higher RSA (2048 Bits) key, the following configuration policy is added under the
Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, <configuration policy name>, DSM, Common Components,
ENC Gateway, and General  path.

• Certificate preference change action: This configuration parameter specifies the action to be taken when the
Certificate preference order parameter is changed.
Values:
– Forcibly restart caf and all ITCM components
– Ask user to restart ITCM
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Default Value: Ask user to restart ITCM

A configuration policy is added under the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, <configuration policy
name>, DSM, Common Components, ENC Gateway, General, and Certificate Preference path.

• Certificate preference order: This configuration parameter specifies the order of certificate usage for security
negotiation. If the preference order is specified with only one value, the certificate is used for all negotiations. If two
values are specified, the client loads the certificate that is based on this configuration policy and the communication is
successful when the corresponding certificate is available in the server certificate store.
Values:
– SHA256_2048,SHA1_1024
– SHA256_2048
Default Value: SHA256_2048,SHA1_1024

Upgrade ENC components in the following hierarchical order:

• ENC Gateway Server (Manager)
• ENC Gateway Server (Routers connected to Manager)
• ENC Gateway Server (Server)
• ENC Gateway Server (Routers connected to Server)
• ENC Client

When certificates are upgraded for ENC communication, import the new certificates in the following order:

• ENC Gateway Server (Manager)
• ENC Gateway Server (Routers connected to Manager)
• ENC Gateway Server (Server)
• ENC Gateway Server (Routers connected to Server)
• ENC Client

The ENC Client uses the first available certificate that is based on the Certificate Preference and there is no fallback in
failures. Ensure that you have a corresponding certificate available on the ENC server and router.

If you provide any invalid value, the system gets isolated from CA Client Automation infrastructure.

Removal of Older Certificates

cacertutil is enhanced to use the file name or thumbprint as a parameter to remove the certificates from the CA Client
Automation certificate store. For example, if you are using the default certificates, you can execute the following
commands on Domain Manager to remove the older sha1 certificates.

 cacertutil remove -fn:B56C43967A4B780996CF8A5B05E1ACDB21D1B80A
cacertutil remove -fn:B695E30A5A89B927B01886DD2164930CF4551FF3
cacertutil remove -fn:CA5E6CF93366779070429B3B71CED27E5355B54A
cacertutil remove -fn:D2DC797FA94CFECC59A2681C318504DBAA8D202D
cacertutil remove -fn:D7964466C524C234D78ED417E64495384F5137C3
cacertutil remove -fn:2D912CE1B4477698BA9D411A1AD7A63F5D0CBCB0
cacertutil remove -fn:8D7AD5F2B45212C0B224D591B9561E5F2EE40FDB
cacertutil remove -fn:898E4023A315D4B73A673C944153FE5BED7886F8
cacertutil remove -fn:4274D20FB231B86CCDC18B289B7707B406674EBA
cacertutil remove -fn:A019160B0F5080C015999931CD9AF844E63CF605
cacertutil remove -fn:AFF2F244FAB2534148A8AB29F754F1A1B446C39D
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Hardware Inventory Module Scheduling

Default scheduling is changed to each day for the default Hardware inventory module, by which users can configure
according to the scaling of their environment. This change is applicable for both initial and upgrade installations.

CA Client Automation Agent Software Automatic Upgrade Support

CA Client Automation now supports automatic and unattended upgrade of CA Client Automation Agent software. So now
CA Client Automation administrators can enable the Agents for automatic upgrade to the latest version.

NOTE

Ensure that Software Delivery Agent plug-in is installed to support the Agent software automatic upgrade.

The agent software is upgraded to the version of Scalability Server.

When a new Agent software version is available, ensure all the new Software Delivery packages that are required for
the Agent upgrade are staged to the Scalability Server. When the Agent connects to the Scalability Server next time,
the Scalability Server recognizes the update and the new Agent software is installed automatically depending on the
configuration settings.

Agent software automatic upgrade occurs only when Software Delivery Agent sends a list of DSM packages that are
installed on the system. Software Delivery Agent sends these records only once in ten job checks through the Job Check:
SWD delta mode configuration policy. For more information about this configuration, see Software Delivery Agent Policy
Group.

To configure the Scalability Server for supporting the Agent software automatic upgrade, a configuration policy is added
under the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, <configuration policy name>, DSM, Software
Delivery, and Scalability Server  path.

• Agent Auto Upgrade: Agent auto upgrade mode
If Scalability Server runs in Agent auto upgrade mode, the Agent versions that are listed in Agent Auto Upgrade:
Agent versions allowed for upgrade configuration policy are upgraded automatically.
Values: True or False
Default Value: False

If you want to upgrade specific versions of the Agent software, a configuration policy is added under the Control Panel,
Configuration, Configuration Policy, <configuration policy name>, DSM, Software Delivery, and Scalability Server 
path.

• Agent Auto Upgrade: Agent versions allowed for upgrade
This configuration parameter specifies semicolon separated Agent versions that are allowed for automatic upgrade.
Allowed Versions: 12.8.0.690;12.8.1.110;12.9.0.338;12.9.1.70;12.9.2.14;14.0.0.199

If an Agent package is missing from the Software Delivery Library, a configuration policy is added under the Control
Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, <configuration policy name>, DSM, Software Delivery, and Scalability
Server path that lists down the actions that the Scalability Server has to perform.

• Agent Auto Upgrade: Package missing Action
This configuration parameter specifies the list of actions for a Scalability Server to perform when an Agent package is
missing from the Software Delivery Library.
Values: 1, 2
– 1: Ignore the Agent upgrade
– 2: Raise an event
Default Value: 1

To configure the Agent for supporting the software automatic upgrade, a configuration policy is added under the Control
Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, <configuration policy name>, DSM, Software Delivery, and Agent path.

• Agent Auto Upgrade: Enable auto upgrade
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This configuration parameter enables the Agent for upgrading automatically to the Scalability Server version.
Values: True or False
Default Value: False

To support automatic upgrade retry when an Agent upgrade fails, a configuration policy is added under the Control Panel,
Configuration, Configuration Policy, <configuration policy name>, DSM, Software Delivery, and Agent path.

• Agent Auto Upgrade: Enable auto upgrade retry
This configuration parameter enables automatic upgrade retry when an Agent installation fails. If this parameter is set
to True, Scalability Server retries the upgrade.
Values: True or False
Default Value: True

NOTE
For partial upgrade success from previous 14.0 SP1 release to later versions, automatic upgrade retry works
when Agent Auto Upgrade: Enable auto upgrade is enabled.

• Agent Auto Upgrade: Auto upgrade retry count
This configuration parameter specifies the number of times an automatic upgrade is attempted, when an attempt to
upgrade fails.
Values: 3
Default Value: False

NOTE

To enable Agent automatic upgrade support, set both the Agent configuration policy Agent Auto Upgrade:
Agent auto upgrade mode and Scalability Server configuration policy Agent Auto Upgrade: Enable auto
upgrade configuration policies to True.

For the 14.0.1 prior Agent versions, Scalability Server decides on the automatic upgrade of Agent software as
the Agent Auto Upgrade: Enable auto upgrade policy is not available.

The automatic upgrade of Agent software is initiated only when all the software packages of Agent installed
plug-ins are available in the Scalability Server staging library.

The automatic upgrade of Agent software is attempted only when the Agent sends a full list of installed DSM
software on every tenth job check, and is controlled through the Job Check: SWD delta mode configuration
policy.

To enable the automatic upgrade of Agent software on non-enu platforms with the language pack installed,
ensure to register and stage the packages for all plug-ins in the following format. Follow the similar approach for
other platforms by passing an argument -P <Language> to the dsmpush dmscript.

Windows:

• CA DSM Agent + Basic Inventory plug-in (ENU, DEU)
• CA DSM Agent + Asset Management plug-in (ENU, DEU)
• CA DSM Agent + Remote Control plug-in (ENU, DEU)
• CA DSM Agent + Software Delivery plug-in (ENU, DEU)
• CA DSM Agent language pack DEU

Linux:

• CA DSM Agent + Basic Inventory plug-in Linux(intel) (ENU, DEU)
• CA DSM Agent + Asset Management plug-in Linux(intel) (ENU, DEU)
• CA DSM Agent + Remote Control plug-in Linux(intel) (ENU, DEU)
• CA DSM Agent + Software Delivery plug-in Linux(intel) (ENU, DEU)
• CA DSM Agent language pack DEU Linux(intel)
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Whenever a new DSM package is registered in the Software Library, run the stage check on the Scalability
Server to obtain a full list of DSM packages. By default, stage check is run on Scalability Server every day. If
Agent download method is set to DTS-NOS-less, the automatic upgrade of Agent software does not occur.

Known Issues and Troubleshooting in 14.0.1
The CA Client Automation 14.0.1 release contains the following issues and their work arounds:

Known Issues

Triggering of SD Agent from 14.0.1 SHA-2 Only Configured Manager

The SD Agent is getting triggered on Agent, which is not an expected behavior.

1. 14.0.1 Manager exists and an Agent (older than 14.0.1 version) is connected to a 14.0.1 Manager.
2. The Certificate preference order configuration policy is set to the SHA256_2048  option.
3. The caf is restarted after setting the policy.
4. Right-clicking on the 14.0 Agent and selecting Software Jobs and Activate Job Check, the SD agent is getting

triggered on 14.0 Agent.

NOTE

For the 14.0.1 prior Agent versions, jobs fail to complete because Agents cannot communicate with the
Scalability Server.

Interactive Service Jobs Not Working on Windows 2016 & Windows 10 Agents

The Interactive service jobs are not working on Windows 2016 and Windows 10 Agents.

Troubleshooting

Automatic Agent Software Upgrade Not Initiated on HP-UX Systems with CA Client Automation r12.8 Version

Symptom

The automatic upgrade of Agent software is not initiated because of the mismatch in the Agent package names as
mentioned.

Package names in 12.8 : CA DSM Agent + Basic Inventory plugin HP-UX(800) (ENU)
Package names from r12.9 onwards : CA DSM Agent + Asset Management plugin HP-UX (ENU)

Solution

Based on the agent plug-ins that are installed on your systems, execute the following commands as appropriate.

 ccnfcmda -cmd setParameterValue -ps itrm/installed_packages/basichwinv -pn name -v "CA
 DSM Agent + Basic Inventory plugin HP-UX (ENU)"
 ccnfcmda -cmd setParameterValue -ps itrm/installed_packages/agent_am -pn name -v "CA
 DSM Agent + Asset Management plugin HP-UX (ENU)"
 ccnfcmda -cmd setParameterValue -ps itrm/installed_packages/agent_sd -pn name -v "CA
 DSM Agent + Software Delivery plugin HP-UX (ENU)"
 ccnfcmda -cmd setParameterValue -ps itrm/installed_packages/addon_rvi -pn name -v "CA
 DSM Agent AM RVI plugin HP-UX (ENU)"
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Operating System Shown as Unclassified

Symptom

The Operating System is shown as unclassified for recently certified platforms when inventory is collected using NRI. This
error occurs only when Manager is upgraded from prior 12.9 versions.

Solution

Navigate to the <DSM Install Directory\Web Console\webapps\wac\jsp\ei\wl\scripts\<launguage> folder. Edit the
1basic.wlscr, 2adv.wlscr, 3register.wlscr files.

Increase the file count by 1 and add the entry for OSConfig.xml. For example: change from Files=16 to Files=17 and add
entry File17=OSConfig.xml

CA Client Automation Upgrade Using Software Delivery Fails on Agents Configured with Internal-NOS Download
Method

Symptom

If the Agent is configured with the Internal-NOS method in the following scenarios, Agent upgrade fails with Software
Delivery:

• Windows Scalability Server and Windows Agent
• Linux Scalability Server and Linux agent

Solution

• For Windows Scalability Server and Windows Agent
Change the configuration policy not to use the mapped drive on Windows. For Windows, set the value of Software
Library access: Use mapped drive configuration policy to True and apply on the Agent. For more information
about Software Library access: Use mapped drive, see Software Delivery Agent Policy Group.

• For Linux Scalability Server and Linux Agent
Provide executable permission for the installdsm files in the Software Library of the Scalability Server. For example,
find $SDROOT/asm/library/ -name installdsm | xargs chmod u+x

CA Client Automation Agent Installation Using Infrastructure Deployment Fails

Symptom

The CA Client Automation installation fails on Unix/Linux/Mac systems with the latest ssh server (openSSH 7.2 or
later) running throwing an error as Error: “Unable to establish SSH connection”.

Solution

Add 3des-cbc to the supported list of Ciphers in the sshd daemon configuration file.

For example, add the following line in the /etc/ssh/sshd_config file.

 Ciphers aes128-ctr,aes192-ctr,aes256-ctr,arcfour256,arcfour128,aes128-cbc,3des-
cbc,blowfish-cbc,cast128-cbc,aes192-cbc,aes256-cbc,arcfour 
 

Packages Fail to Stage on Linux Scalability Server

Symptom

An error message as ERRORCIpcCommon::GetIPCKey: failed to create new semaphore:
sem_mtx_SD_ScheduleNewTrig: (28) No space left on device is logged in the TRC_USD_SDSERVER_0.log.

Solution
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Increase the number of semaphore sets(SEMMNI) to 1024 in the Linux Scalability Server. The default value of SEMMNI is
set to 128 on few Linux platforms.

For example, following values are set in the semaphore section in the Red Hat ES:

 #cat /proc/sys/kernel/sem
 250 32000 32 128
 

Execute the following command to change the values and restart the CAF service:

sysctl -w kernel.sem="250 256000 256 1024"

Add or update the following line in the /etc/sysctl.conf file to change the value permanently, and reboot the server.

# echo "kernel.sem = 250 256000 256 1024" >> /etc/sysctl.conf

Test Fixes with 14.0.1
The following test fixes are included with CA Client Automation 14.0.1 release:
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• T437231: SXP PKG INSTALL FAILS ON WIN81
• T437232: WRONG OUTPUT REDIRECTION FOR LSM
• T437235: JOB ORDER FOR PIF BATCH JOBS
• T437236: JOB ORDER FOR PIF BATCH JOBS
• T437238: LOGON SHIELD BLOCKS UNLOCKING
• T437239: UPDATE SYSLOG-NG CONFIG
• T437240: HUGE HANDLE LEAKS IN ITCM
• T437242: SD SERVER CRASH WHILE TRIGGERING
• T437243: WIN10 WRONG OS INFO FOR RHEL6
• T437244: IMPORT FAILS WITH CADSMCMD
• T437245: UNSTAGE MULTIPLE SS NOT WORKING
• T437246: IMPORT FAILS WITH CADSMCMD
• T437251: EGC CRASHES WHILE OPENING GUI
• T437253: SXP PKG INSTALL FAILS ON WIN81
• T437256: DMDEPLOY CRASH TELNET-FTP METHOD
• T533207: SCAN SM INSTALLATION FOR RPM
• T533214: CONFIG MODIFY SRS FAILS
• T533221: SD SERVER CRASH
• T533235: PLUGIN AM AGENT FAILED
• T533236: SD JOB STATUS DELAY
• T533237: BULK UPDATES
• T533238: PLUGIN AM AGENT FAILED
• T533240: SDMGR_IM CRASH
• T533242: REMOTE CONTROL SESSIONS
• T533247: CAF PING TAKES LONG TIME
• T533250: SD SERVER CRASH
• T533252: WAC TIME ZONE WRONG
• T533254: PLUGIN AM AGENT FAILED
• T533255: DEFUNCT PROCESS HM AGENT
• T533258: SD SERVER CRASH
• T533259: EM TO DM STAGE FAILS
• T533260: AMMANAGER CRASH
• T533262: ENC CLIENT DEADLOCK
• T533264: SRS HUNG DUE TO DEADLOCK
• T533265: AM AGENT FAILS TO START
• T53G088: AGENT OVERWRITE SAME HOST NAME
• T53G092: REPORTS FAIL WITH LDAP USER
• T53G099: PATCH IMPORT FAILS IN WAC
• T55L035: DEBUG SM REAPER SESSION TIME
• T55L038: SYSTEM DELIVERY ENGINE ERROR
• T55L040: AMVMINVUX CRASH ON ESX INVENTORY
• T55L046: SD SERVER HANDLE LEAK
• T55L047: SD SERVER HANDLE LEAK
• T55L053: BLOCK TLS-1.0 & ENFORCE TLS-1.2 
• T55V092: ERROR DEVICE USB
• T55V095: DISK SERIAL NUMBER IS BIG
• T55V101: READING IT FROM WMI
• T55V103: SKIPPING THE FOLDERS
• T55V104: SKIPPING THE FOLDERS
• T55V105: SKIPPING THE FOLDERS
• T55V106: SKIPPING THE FOLDERS
• T55V107: AMAPPW32 NOT ABLE TO RETRIEVE
• T55V109: AMAPPW32 NOT ABLE TO RETRIEVE
• T55V113: LCommonDB.dll-AMBRIDGE CRASHING
• T55V114: unitkey_00 FILE IS EMPTY (WINCE)
• T55V115: WinCE AM AGENT-AGENT CRASHES
• T55V116: unitkey_00 FILE IS EMPTY (WINCE)
• T55V118: xiu FILE IS CORRUPTED
• T55V119: LNX-TEMP FOLDER IS HAVING FILES
• T55V121: HOSTNAME IS INCORRECT
• T5IZ229: QUERY DESIGNER DISPLAY PROBLEM
• T5IZ239: SOFTWARE METERING AGENT STATUS
• T5IZ263: AMRSS CONSUMES HIGH MEMORY AGENT
• T5IZ297: HOST NAME DISPLAYED IN LOWER CASE
• T5IZ303: CSERVER FAILING
• T5IZ313: WINCE 2013 CHANGES FOR MANAGER
• T5IZ315: WIN-12.8 FP1 AGENT SUPPORT FOR W
• T5IZ325: ITCM REGISTRATION FAILED
• T5IZ327: CFOSSERVICES CRASH
• T5IZ328: CFOSSERVICES CRASH
• T5IZ329: DEDUPLICATION OF SOFTWARE INVENT
• T5IZ333: DELETE UNUSED RVI LINKS
• T5IZ334: INVENTORY COLLECT TIMEOUT ON AGE
• T5J1351: PACKAGE REGISTER FAIL LONG PARAM
• T5J1371: ENC CLIENT NUMBER THREADS
• T5J1380: RSAPI COPY FILE FAIL (CAFT)
• T5J1381: CLIENT SLOW RECONNECTION TO SRS
• T5J1386: NO NEED TO QUERY U-SM ENDPOINT
• T5J1391: SESSION MESSAGING TO USE ENC IP
• T5J1393: PING THREADS NOT COMPLETING
• T5J1410: CAF STOP HANGING
• T5KP145: SW APPL STATUS & ORPHAN ENTRIES
• T5KP147: BS ENTRY MISSING FOR TARGET
• T5KP151: SW APPL STATUS & ORPHAN ENTRIES
• T5KP153: CFTPLUGIN MEMORY LEAK
• T5KP154: BS ENTRY MISSING FOR TARGET
• T5KP155: BS ENTRY MISSING FOR TARGET
• T5KP156: SW APPL STATUS & ORPHAN ENTRIES
• T5PW130: TIMEOUT FIX - ENGINE TASK
• T5SD140: EXTERNAL UTILITY JOB LINK
• T5SD141: EXTERNAL UTILITY JOB LINK
• T5SD159: SW DEFINITION CATEGORY QUERY
• T5SD161: REPORT IS PARTIALLY IMPORTED
• T5SD167: USER TEMPLATE NOT INCLUDED
• T5SD168: REPLICATED QUERIES IN REPORTER
• T5SD170: DELETING A IBM VIRTUAL SERVER
• T5SD172: REPORT METERING, RELATED UNIT
• T5SD173: REPORT NOT SAVE CUSTOM HTML VIEW
• T5SD175: PERMISSION NOT WORKING
• T5SM076: RC-VIEWER SUPPORT_IN HOSTNAME
• T5SM077: RC-DUAL MONITOR SECURE CONTROL
• T5SM079: OSIM-TFTP-EVENT LOGS ENABLED
• T5SM084: RC-DUP ADDRESS IN VIEWER
• T5SM091: RC-DISABLE RC ACTION ON SEARCH C
• T5SM093: RC-CHANGE DISPLAY SETTINGS EX FAIL
• T5SM095: CAF APIPA CONFIGURATION POLICY
• T5SM096: RC-CHANGE DISPLAY SETTINGS EX FAIL
• T5SM097: RC-STATUS OF RC CONNECTIONS
• T5SM105: ENABLE SendGet CLIPBOARD DATA 
• T5TB040: PDS SPONTANEOUS JOB TRIGGER
• T5TB043: DMDEPLOY CRASH TELNET-FTP METHOD
• T5UZ123: SUN-CFTRACE.INI DETAIL LOG ISSUE
• T5V2198: CONTENT UTILITY NOT WORKING FOR REMOTE MDB CMD
• T5V2211: SMS EXTRACT DATE
• TF6F649: CAF SLOW WHEN PORT 135 DISABLED
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Published Fixes

• R090819 (T437242): WIN-SDSERVER CRASH WHILE TRIGGERING
• R091560: WIN-14.0 AGT WITH 14.0 MGR
• R091562: LNX-14.0 AGT SUPPORT ON RHEL 7 U2
• R091722: AIX-14.0 AGT SUPPORT ON AIX 7.2

Fixes Not Included with 14.0.1

NOTE

Fixes are taken from April 1, 2016 (after the release of 14.0.00).

We have excluded the Debug, Master Image, and Merge fixes from the list. 
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• T53G091: FAIL REPLICATE CA_LINK_DIS_HW_US
• T55L043: GUI DISPLAY RENEWAL STATE WRONG
• T5IZ293: SOLARIS INTEL INVENTORY ISSUES
• T5IZ323: cserver MOVE AGENTS INCOMPLETE
• T5SD163: CA_QUERY_PRE_RESULT OVERGROWS
• T5IZ324: WBEM INVENTORY PROBLEM
• T5TB041: HOSTNAME DISPLAYED IN LOWER CASE
• T5SM094: AI- REPORTS FOR WIN 2003 SP1
• T53G093: DEBUG-T53G069 PORT
• T53G094: REPLICATION FAILS ca_group_def
• T5IZ322: INTERNAL AGENT NAME IN LOWER
• T53G095: CONTENT UTILITY- DUP CONTACT
• T55L042: ERROR ON SD ITEMS REMOTE EXPLORER
• T55L044: ERROR ON SD ITEMS REMOTE EXPLORER
• T55L045: DEBUG NRI INVENTORY COLLECT FAIL
• T533248: AM MANAGER CRASH
• T5IZ326: INCOMPLETE HW INV FILE
• T5SD171: AGENT NOT DELETED FROM ca_discov
• T437249: WIN10 DEPLOY FAIL INCOMPATIBL OS
• T533253: INTERNAL REMOTE CONTROL FAILS
• T53G098: REPLICATION ca_link_dis_hw_user
• T5IZ330: amswsigscan.exe CONSUMING MEMORY
• T5IZ331: CONFIGURE SYSTEM UPDATES INV
• T55L050: NRI SCAN CRASH
• T55V117: INCOMPLETE HW INV FILE
• T55L051: NRI SCAN FAILURE
• T5IZ332: cserver REPEATEDLY FAILS ON CAM
• T55L052: CAF STATUS COMMAND FAILS
• T5IZ338: EGC EXCEPTION DURING UNKNOWN SOF
• T533263: ITCM UNINSTALL DELETES PROFILE
• T5IZ339: cserver-FAILED TO GET COMPONENT
• T55V121: HOSTNAME IS INCORRECT
• T55V122: PROCESSOR INVENTORY IS INCOMPLETE
• T5SD174: DSM EXPLORER SLOW
• T5SM101: SUPERSEDED PATCHES NOT SUBSTITUTE
• T5SM106: RCVIEWER COLOR REDUCTION PROBLEM
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Release Information 14.0.2

System Requirements

For detailed system and platform support information, see the Compatibility Matrix.

Hardware Specifications

The following tables provide the minimum recommended hardware specifications for this release.

Actual hardware requirements depend on the system load, including the frequency and amount of data that is collected
and transferred, and the number of operations.

Enterprise Manager Specifications

A DSM Enterprise Manager requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

Component Speed/Size
DVD-ROM Drive Any
CPU 1 or 2 CPUs, 2 GHz

If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM
Enterprise Manager, 2 CPUs are required.

Memory 2-GB minimum

If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM
Enterprise Manager, a minimum of 4 GB RAM is required.

Disk Space 30-GB minimum

Note: If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM
Enterprise Manager, a minimum of 100 GB is required.

Ensure that the required MDB disk space exists in the same disk
partition as the MDB.

Allow extra space for the Software Package Library. The total
space that is required depends on the number and size of
packages to store.

NIC 100 Mbps

Domain Manager Specifications

A DSM Domain Manager requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

Component Speed/Size
DVD-ROM Drive Any
CPU 1 or 2 CPUs, 2 GHz

If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM Domain
Manager, 2 CPUs are required.
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Memory 2 GB minimum

If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM Domain
Manager, a minimum of 4 GB RAM is required.

Disk Space 30 GB minimum

If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM Domain
Manager, a minimum of 100 GB is required. Ensure that the
required MDB disk space exists in the same disk partition as the
MDB.

Allow extra space for the Software Package Library. The total
space that is required depends on the number and size of
packages to store.

NIC 100 Mbps

Scalability Server Specifications

A DSM Scalability Server requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

NOTE
These minimums apply to all supported Windows, RedHat, and SuSE operating environments.

Component Speed/Size
CPU 1 CPU, 2 GHz
Memory 2 GB
Disk Space 30 GB
NIC 100 Mbps

Agent Specifications

A DSM Agent requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

NOTE
These minimums apply to all supported Agent environments.

Component Speed/Size
CPU 1 CPU, 2 GHz
Memory 256 MB
Disk Space 300 MB
NIC 10 Mbps

DSM Explorer Specifications

The DSM Explorer requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

NOTE
These minimums apply only to supported Windows operating environments.

Component Speed/Size
DVD-ROM Drive Any
CPU 1 CPU, 2 GHz
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Memory 2 GB
Disk Space 30 GB
NIC 100 Mbps
Display Adapter Resolution of 1024x768

Specifications for an SQL Server MDB on Windows

A Microsoft SQL Server management database (MDB) on Windows requires (at a minimum) the following hardware
configuration:

Component Speed/Size
DVD-ROM Drive Any
CPU 2 CPUs, 2 GHz
Memory 4 GB
Disk Space 100 GB
NIC 100 Mbps

Specifications for an Oracle MDB

Installing more than one Oracle MDB instance requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

Component Speed/Size
DVD-ROM Drive Any
CPU 2 CPU, 1.5-GHz
Memory Allow a minimum of 3.2 GB (SGA: 2.7 GB, PGA: 0.5 GB) of main

memory for each configured Oracle database instance.

We recommend for an installation with up to 10,000 computer
assets.

Disk Space 100 GB
NIC 100 Mbps

New Features and Enhancements of 14.0.2
For a list of supported platforms and product integration, see Compatibility Matrix.

CA Client Automation Release 14.0.2 provides the following new features and enhancements:

Enhanced Support for OSIM Boot Server Move with Scalability Server

CA Client Automation allows you to move Scalability Server from one Domain Manager to another. Now, OSIM targets
where Agent is installed and having OSIM job status as Current is moved to the new Domain Manager. The relationship
between Boot Server and target is maintained on the new Domain Manager. For more information, see Agent and
Scalability Servers Move Operations.

Cleanup of OSIM Residual Files and Folders After the Installation of Operation System by CA Client Automation

CA Client Automation allows you to deploy Operating Systems. OSIM leaves many files and folders to the target system
after the Operating System is installed using the previous versions of CA Client Automation. Some of these files might
contain encrypted password. Now, all the files and folders are automatically deleted as a part of Operating System
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deployment. This boot parameter “CleanupOSIMFiles” can control this behavior, which is by default set to “Yes”. If you
want to retain these residual files and folders, set this parameter to “No” before deploying the Operating System. For more
information about the parameters, see Boot Parameter Settings.

Support for UEFI Boot Inventory for Windows and Linux Agent

CA Client Automation Agents used to collect System and legacy BIOS boot mode inventory. Now on Windows and Linux
systems (booted in UEFI/BIOS mode), the Agent collects information about whether the system is booted in legacy BIOS
mode or UEFI mode and UEFI Version also. New inventory attributes are added under the System Bios inventory.

Improved Supportability

Automated Inventory Recovery

On CA Client Automation agents, except for the first time, the collected inventory that is sent to the manager is always the
delta inventory.  A configuration policy option is provided to the administrators to send the collected inventory in full after a
specified number of agents that are run from agent. If a network packet loss occurs during inventory data transmissions,
the next full inventory transmission ensures that the previously lost inventory is available on the manager.  This policy
option is available under the DSM, Agent, Asset Management, Collect full inventory path after specified number of
agent runs. The default value is 0, which indicates that the option is disabled.

Agent Version Column

A new column is added in CA Client Automation Explorer to show the Agent Common Version under All Computers,
Computer Groups. This attribute shows the common agent version that the Agent reports.

Default Engine Settings

Default value of the Number of Files the engine will collect during one collect cycle parameter in Engine properties
changed from 10000 to 1000.

Simplified Master Image Update

From CA Client Automation 14.0 SP2 onwards, you can customize the installation or upgrade process. In the previous
versions of CA Client Automation, methods did not exist to patch the solution during the installation. Previously, we used
one of the following methods to patch the solution during the installation:

• By obtaining a master image fix
• By installing the patch after the completion of installation: This method assumes that the patch is not required for the

product to function. Also in many environments, perform other custom actions after the installation.

To solve these difficulties, CA Client Automation now supports the capability to perform post-installation tasks as part of
the installation or upgrade process.

This process can be evoked as follows:

Installation Using DVD in Windows:

1. Create a directory as TestFixes in the DVD_ROOT.
2. Create a batch file as InstallTestFixes.bat in the TestFixes directory.
3. Copy the test fixes and Applyptf executable to the TestFixes directory and write the logic to invoke applyptf command

silently.
When setup.exe is invoked to launch the Windows installer and if InstallTestFixes.bat exists, the command is run.
For example,
   <DVD Root>\TestFixes\installTestFixes.bat
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Installation Or Upgrade Using Software Delivery or DM Deployment in Windows:

1. Create a directory as TestFixes in the required role, that is, agentAM, AgentSD, and so on.
2. Create a batch file as InstallTestFixes.bat in the TestFixes directory.
3. Copy the test fixes and Applyptf executable to the TestFixes directory and write the logic to invoke applyptf command

silently.
4. Register the packages.
5. When deployment happens, the Deploywrapper executable goes to the TestFixes directory. If InstallTestFixes.bat

file exists, the same is launched.
For example,
  <DVD Root>\WindowsProductFiles_x86\AgentAM\TestFixes\installTestFixes.bat
 

Installation Using DVD in Unix Or Linux:

1. Create a directory as TestFixes in the <DVDRoot>/<platform>ProductFiles_x86 >/<Package Name> or <DVD
Root>/<OS Productfiles> directory.

2. Create a shell script as InstallTestFixes.sh in the TestFixes directory.
3. Copy the test fixes and Applyptf executable to the TestFixes directory and write the logic to invoke applyptf command

silently.
If InstallTestFixes.sh file exists, the installer invokes the same at the end of the installation. Installer expects the
TestFixes directory availability in the current directory or parent directory with the installdsm.sh file.
Current directory takes precedence over the parent directory. If TestFixes is available in the current directory, the same
is executed. Otherwise, the parent directory is verified.
For example,
 <DVDRoot>\LinuxProductFiles_x86\agent\TestFixes\installTestFixes.sh or <DVD Root>
\LinuxProductFiles_x86\TestFixes\installTestFixes.sh.
 

Installation or Upgrade Using Software Delivery or DM Deployment in Unix or Linux

1. Register the packages from the customized DVD using  dsmpush.
2. Follow the steps 1 through 3 mentioned in the procedure  Installation Using DVD in Unix or Linux  to patch the DVD.
3. At the end of the installation, installer looks for TestFixes/InstallTestFixes.sh in the package folder.

For example,
 agent\TestFixes\installTestFixes.sh
 

InstallTestFixes.bat file

Known Issues and Troubleshooting 14.0.2
The CA Client Automation 14.0.2 release contains the following issue and its work-around:

SXP Package Installation Fails on Windows

Symptom:

If package is created on Windows Packager, SXP package installation fails on Windows.

Solution:

Create a backup after all the windows automatic updates are complete before creating the package.
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Remote Control Connection Problem for Non-Root User on Mac

Symptom:

When trying to log in with non-root user using Remote Control on Mac 10.12 onwards, a message is returned as:

"The host could not open the desktop of the current user."

Solution:

Provide 777 permissions for the $CA_ITRM_BASEDIR\var folder.

Remote Control Windows 10 Version 1709 Patch Deployment

Symptom:

From the release of Microsoft Windows 10 version 1709 (Falls Creator Update), the mirror driver for Remote Control has
stopped working.

The Remote Control feature depends on the Microsoft Windows API, that is, EnumDisplayDevice. This API lists all the
display drivers that are installed on a system. EnumDisplayDevice works fine on previous versions of the operating
system, including Windows 10 version 1703.

But with Windows 10 version 1709, this API is no longer working as expected. As a result, the RC Device Driver is unable
to capture the display of the target system. So an unwanted user message appears and the Remote Control session has
a poor performance.

Solution:

CA Client Automation has published the following patches for 14.0.2 release to address this issue:

• SO00966: WIN-WIN 10 1709 RC VIDEO CAPTURE ADAPTER 64-bit
• SO00968: WIN-WIN 10 1709 RC VIDEO CAPTURE ADAPTER 32-bit

CA Client Automation provides various scripts and methods to deploy the fixes in your environment.

• Method 1: Batch Script
• Method 2: Software Package Based on Batch Script
• Method 3: WinOffline (Interactively)
• Method 4: WinOffline (Software Delivery)

NOTE
All the attachments use the WinOffline 2018.02.20 version.

Batch Script
Follow these steps to deploy the fix in your environment:

1. Extract the rc_driver_update_package.zip on the target system.
2. Execute the following command:

MirrorInst.cmd

The script verifies the installation of CA Client Automation, Remote Control feature, and the system architecture (x86
vs x64).

3. Once the script completes the verification, the appropriate RCMirrorInstall.exe is copied and RCMirrorInstall.exe -
install is executed.

4. You can find the sample output as follows:
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Software Package Based on Batch Script
Follow these steps to deploy the fix in your environment:

1. Use the RC Driver Update Package.zip from Method 1 (Batch Script). The script is same , except the script is pre-
packaged for Software Delivery.

2. Copy and paste the folder to the DSM Explorer, Software, and Software Package Library path.
Once all the fix files and reginfo folder are imported, you can use this package to push to the Agents.

3. The procedure is setup to use the $rf macro, so job output would be returned to Software Delivery.

WinOffline (Interactively)
Follow these steps to deploy the fix in your environment:

1. Extract the t5sm158_(win10_1709_rcvideo_capture).zipon the target system.
2. Double-click WinOffline.exe or execute WinOffline.exe through command line.

The JCL file is configured only to run MirrorInst.cmd, the same batch file from Method 1 (Batch Script) and Method
2 (Software Package Based on Batch Script).
WinOffline stops CAF, runs MirrorInst.cmd, and starts CAF.

3. If you want to trigger a reboot, optionally add the -signalreboot or -reboot switches.  The -signalreboot switch invokes
sd_acmd signal reboot, and performs a reboot that is based on configuration policy settings. The -reboot switch forces
a reboot of Windows.
ApplyPTF requires at least one "FILE:" replacement tag in a JCL file. WinOffline does not have this limitation, and can
apply a patch that is based on a JCL that contains only an "SYSCMD:" tag.

4. The output from the MirrorInst.cmd file is captured in the WinOffline status console and debug log. The debug log is
always saved to the root of the DSM folder.

5. You find the following result after executing WinOffline interactively:
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6. You find the following result after executing WinOffline through command line:
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WinOffline (Software Delivery)
Follow these steps to deploy the fix in your environment:

1. Use the WinOffline-T5SM158 (Win10 1709 RCVideo capture).zip from Method 3 (WinOffline-Interactively)
2. The package contains a "reginfo" folder, which can be registered as a software package in Software Delivery.
3. Once the package is registered, you can push the package to target agents.
4. You would find the output as follows:
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5. If you scroll further down the job output, you can see the execution of the MirrorInst.cmd file:
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Test Fixes with 14.0.2
The following test fixes are included with CA Client Automation 14.0.2 release:

1. T437256 (DMDEPLOY CRASH TELNET-FTP METHOD)
2. T437257 (OPTION DLG in ITA SD CATlog)
3. T437258 (DEADLOCK RETRIES CAUSE DELAY)
4. T437259 (NOTIFICATION SERVER CRASH)
5. T437261 (OPTION DLG in ITA SD CATlog)
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6. T437262 (CAF PLUGINS MEMORY LEAK)
7. T437263 (ENGINE CONSUMING HIGH MEMORY)
8. T437264 (ENGINE CONSUMING HIGH MEMORY)
9. T437265 (CAF PLUGINS MEMORY LEAK IN CBB)
10. T437267 (ENGINE CONSUMING HIGH MEMORY)
11. T437268 (CAF PLUGINS MEMORY LEAK)
12. T437269 (CAF PLUGINS MEMORY LEAK IN CBB)
13. T437270 (FREQ USED SHOW DELETED ITEMS)
14. T437272 (GROUP WOL OPTIONS INCONSISTENT)
15. T437273 (SXP PACKAGER WIN10 NOT SHOWN)
16. T437274 (SYSTRAY-EXPLORER NOT LAUNCHED)
17. T437276 (SXP DEPLOYMENT FAILS ON WIN10)
18. T533248 (AM MANAGER CRASH)
19. T533262 (ENC CLIENT DEADLOCK )
20. T533265 (AM AGENT FAILS TO START)
21. T533269 (RAC  CONTAINER JOB NO LINKAGE)
22. T533272 (BS ENTRY MISSING FOR TARGET)
23. T533275 (NOSLESS SWITCH FAILS)
24. T533282 (CAF SETSERVERADDRESS REMOTE)
25. T533283 ((NOSLESS SWITCH FAILS)
26. T533284 (AM Manger crash)
27. T533285 (SD SERVER CRASH)
28. T533287 (SD SERVER CRASH)
29. T533288 (BOOT IMAGE CREATION FAIL)
30. T533290 (Archived Software exclude in RAC)
31. T533293 (SD Server crash)
32. T533294 (ENC SERVER MEMORY LEAKS)
33. T533295 (ENC SERVER MEMORY LEAKS)
34. T533296 (MI PATCH FOR T533293)
35. T533297 (DSM EXPLORER HUNG)
36. T533298 (ENC SERVER )
37. T533300 (DSM EXPLORER HUNG)
38. T533301 (ENC SERVER MEMORY LEAKS)
39. T533302 (SD SERVER CRASH)
40. T533304 (ENC MEMORY LEAKS)
41. T533305 (RCMANSRV HIGH MEMORY)
42. T53G099 (Patch import fails in wac)
43. T55L046 (SD Server Handle Leak)
44. T55L047 (SD Server Handle Leak)
45. T55L049 (SD SERVER HANDLE LEAK)
46. T55L050 (NRI SCAN CRASH)
47. T55L051 (NRI SCAN FAILURE )
48. T55L055 (CAF START FAIL )
49. T55L059 (Custom certificate incompatibili)
50. T55L060 (SDJEXEC ITALIAN INCORRECT)
51. T55L063 (Job failure returns wrong error )
52. T55L066 (JOB POSTPONED BY USER)
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53. T55L067 (DB CLEAN UP FAILURE)
54. T55V117 (Incomplete hw inv file)
55. T55V118 (xiu file is corrupted)
56. T55V120 (cpu count is incorrect)
57. T55V121 (hostname is incorrect)
58. T55V122 (processor inventory is incomplet)
59. T55V123 (Metering is not working)
60. T55V125 (ambridge.exe is looping)
61. T55V128 (Patches Pending Test disp wrong)
62. T55V129 (service tag reporting)
63. T55V130 (amagent crash solaris sparc)
64. T55V131 (Metering is not working)
65. T55V141 (ITCM Uninstall Changes CTRL+ALT+)
66. T55V143 (Number of cores & threads)
67. T55V144 (first network info is missing)
68. T55V146 (UEFI Bios, mother board info)
69. T55V147 (UEFI Bios, mother board info)
70. T55V148 (UEFI Bios, mother board info)
71. T55V149 (SD Agent takes 20 minutes)
72. T55V150 (service tag reporting)
73. T55V152 (Retry Mechanism for session)
74. T55V153 (ipv6 inventory incomplete)
75. T5IZ262 (Replicated group properties erro)
76. T5IZ270 (Signature scanner fails)
77. T5IZ277 (Signature scanner fails)
78. T5IZ278 (Signature scanner fails)
79. T5IZ279 (Signature scanner fails)
80. T5IZ298 (cserver registration failing)
81. T5IZ303 (cserver failing)
82. T5IZ324 (WBEM Inventory problem)
83. T5IZ326 (Incomplete hw inv file)
84. T5IZ343 (AMVMINVUX Timed out)
85. T5IZ345 (Win10 support for SCCM)
86. T5IZ347 (CSERVER Failing to connect)
87. T5IZ349 (Sigscan fails for some character)
88. T5IZ351 (Inventory missing sqldrr failure)
89. T5IZ354 (Processor Information truncated)
90. T5IZ355 (Engine external utility job stat)
91. T5IZ359 (Repair R14 SP1 manager Oracle)
92. T5IZ360 (R14 SP1 Remote SS upgrade fails)
93. T5IZ361 (Metering data truncated computer)
94. T5IZ362 (Sigscan fails for few characters)
95. T5IZ363 (Signature scanner fails)
96. T5IZ364 (Signature scanner fails)
97. T5IZ365 (Signature Scanner fails)
98. T5IZ366 (Signature Scanner fails)
99. T5IZ368 (Solaris intel inventory )
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100.T5IZ369 (AMADVINVNT.exe consumes memory)
101.T5IZ370 (Serialnumber not updated Explore)
102.T5IZ372 (No of cores and Threads solaris)
103.T5J1372 (CSERVER NOT RECONNECTING ENDPoin)
104.T5KP147 (BS ENTRY MISSING FOR TARGET)
105.T5KP154 (BS ENTRY MISSING FOR TARGET)
106.T5KP155 (BS ENTRY MISSING FOR TARGET)
107.T5SD173 (Report not save custom htmlview)
108.T5SD175 (Permission not working)
109.T5SD176 (Hm agent is using  cpu)
110.T5SD177 (report template load everytime)
111.T5SD178 (Permission not working)
112.T5SD185 (TEMPLATE LIBARY  IMPORTED IN FR)
113.T5SD186 (ESX servers are in Disconnect)
114.T5SM101 (Superseeded patches not substitu)
115.T5SM104 (Enable SendGet clipboard data)
116.T5SM105 (Enable SendGet clipboard data)
117.T5SM106 (RCViewer color reduction problem)
118.T5SM107 (AB-Timeout)
119.T5SM108 (AB-Timeout)
120.T5SM118 (Writing RC Buffer to win fonts )
121.T5SM120 (Writing RC Buffer to win fonts)
122.T5SM121 (Writing RC Buffer to win fonts)
123.T5SM124 (DMScript no stdout on wince7)
124.T5SM129 (RC-CreateDC causing failure)
125.T5SM132 (RCViewer-powerup WOL no progress)
126.T5SM133 (OSIM-Canet enhancement)
127.T5SM134 (sdmpcworker for linux canet enha)
128.T5SM135 (RC-Enable Disable HW accelerate)
129.T5SM138 (Agent Cumulative fix)
130.T5SM142 (BS Move and Sync new implement)
131.T5SM143 (RC-Enable Disable HW accelerate)
132.T6E7003 (PM Content displayed wrong)
133.T6E7004 (WAC- Override job options)

Test Fixes Included with Earlier Releases

The following test fixes are already included with CA Client Automation releases earlier than 14.0.2:

1. T437188 (CADSMCMD ADD OPTION TO DELETE SS)
2. T437190 (UPDATE LIBRARIES IN SEPARATE FIL)
3. T437191 (STAGING JOB FAILS)
4. T437192 (CONT DISCOVER DMDEPLOY CRASH)
5. T437193 (CONT DISCOVER DMDEPLOY CRASH)
6. T437194 (TNGDTA CRASH WITH CORRPUPT STS )
7. T437195 (DELAY IN OPENING PACKAGER GUI)
8. T437196 (PROBLEM WITH CUSTOM CERTIFICATES)
9. T437197 (STAGING JOB FAILS)
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10. T437199 (AGENT DEPLOYMENT VIA SS FAILS)
11. T437201 (DEPLOYMENT VIA SS FAILS)
12. T437202 (WRONG STATUS OF STAGING PACKAGES)
13. T437203 (DIR QUERY GIVES WRONG RESULTS)
14. T437204 (DTS AGENT SLAVE CRASHES )
15. T437205 (INSTMAN THROWING ILLEGAL ATTRIB)
16. T437206 (PROBLEM WITH PARAM FILES ORDER)
17. T437207 (DMDEPLOY NOT LISTING STAGED PACK)
18. T437208 (CONT DISCOVERY TRACES PASSWORD)
19. T437210 (AMMGR LOG SHOW DB ERRORS)
20. T437213 (ASSET JOB SHOW INCOMPLETE STATUS)
21. T437214 (ASSET JOB SHOW INCOMPLETE STATUS)
22. T437221 (LOGON SHILED WITH MULTIPLE CPS)
23. T437223 (CMPEDITOR DELETES SXP CONTENT)
24. T437227 (DISTRIBUTION SCHEDULING FAILS)
25. T437228 (DMDEPLOY CRASH IN SCAN PHASE)
26. T437230 (CADSMCMD PROC OS ID UPDATE)
27. T437231 (SXP PKG INSTALL FAILS ON WIN81)
28. T437232 (WRONG OUTPUT REDIRECTION FOR LSM)
29. T437235 (JOB ORDER FOR PIF BATCH JOBS)
30. T437236 (JOB ORDER FOR PIF BATCH JOBS)
31. T437237 (WRONG OS INFO FOR RHEL 6)
32. T437238 (LOGONSHIELD BLOCKS UNLOCKING)
33. T437239 (UPDATE SYSLOG-NG CONFIG)
34. T437240 (HUGE HANDLE LEAKS IN ITCM)
35. T437244 (IMPORT FAILS WITH CADSMCMD)
36. T437245 (UNSTAGE MULITPLE SS NOT WORKING)
37. T437246 (IMPORT FAILS WITH CADSMCMD)
38. T437252 (DELETE COMPUTER FAILS)
39. T437253 (SXP PKG INSTALL FAILS ON WIN81)
40. T437254 (DELETE COMPUTER FAILS)
41. T437260 (DMSCRIPT CRASHES)
42. T437266 (SDSERVER CRASH WHILE TRIGGING)
43. T52Q008 (User account inventory error)
44. T52Q009 (Scanner fails to detect updates.)
45. T52Q017 (AMILICW32 application crash)
46. T52Q020 (Logical Domains Inventory)
47. T52Q021 (metering agent - Title garbled)
48. T52Q023 (Failure of warning messages )
49. T52Q029 (Additional Shared Processor Pool)
50. T52Q030 (RHEL 6.5 GUI support)
51. T52Q031 (AMRSS  crash)
52. T52Q032 (RVI for SUN not working)
53. T52Q040 (Collect Firmware level of FC HBA)
54. T52Q054 (RVI & Active processor count)
55. T52Q055 (Empty delta files to sector)
56. T52Q057 (amdifw32.exe crash)
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57. T52Q061 (RVI Hyper-V-Wrong subnet mask)
58. T52Q067 (Visio not metered)
59. T52Q068 (RVI-LPAR and shared proc pool)
60. T52Q071 (RVI Hyper-V cluster inventory)
61. T52Q074 (Logical Domains Inventory)
62. T52Q075 (Visio not metered)
63. T52Q079 (Hyper-V guest VM not linked)
64. T52Q086 (virtual cpus displayed physical)
65. T52Q089 (Retry signature download from SS)
66. T52Q090 (Visio not metered)
67. T52Q095 (Wrong serial number)
68. T52Q096 (Serial Number not detected)
69. T52Q098 (Wrong serial number detected)
70. T52Q101 (Win 8.1 Embedded certification)
71. T52Q103 (Empty delta files to sector)
72. T52Q104 (OS release and version swapped)
73. T52Q109 (Intellisig script termination)
74. T52Q117 (NRI-Signature scan failing)
75. T52Q118 (NRI-Signature scan failing)
76. T533158 (DTS AGENT CRASH)
77. T533160 (ACTIVE AND PREVIOUS SESSION INFO)
78. T533165 (DISABLE CONFIRMATION WINDOW)
79. T533170 (WALLPAPER NOT RESTORED)
80. T533171 (TRUNCATIONS DSM GUI)
81. T533172 (DTS Agent Crash)
82. T533174 (CREATION OF DTS JOB FAILS)
83. T533175 (Remote Connection Problems)
84. T533176 (CADSMD TEMPLATEGROUP)
85. T533192 (ASSET JOB NOT EXECUTED)
86. T533195 (DTS agent crash)
87. T533210 (CANNOT TRIGGER AGENT BY IP ADDR)
88. T533211 (SD TRIGG ALWAY IPADDRESS)
89. T533214 (CONFIG MODIFY SRS FAILS)
90. T533224 (PORT OF FIXES)
91. T533225 (CAF REBOOT FAILS)
92. T533227 (SS MOVE FAILS)
93. T533229 (REBOOT VIA RC FAILS)
94. T533231 (Remote Control Sessions Report)
95. T533232 (T533224 MI FIX )
96. T533233 (ASSET JOB NOT EXECUTED)
97. T533235 (Plugin amagent failed)
98. T533236 (SD JOB STATUS DELAY)
99. T533237 (BULK UPDATES)
100.T533238 (Plugin amagent failed)
101.T533240 (SDMGR_IM CRASH)
102.T533241 (SD SERVER CRASH)
103.T533242 (Remote Control Sessions)
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104.T533244 (SD SERVER CRASH)
105.T533245 (SLOW DELETE CONTAINER)
106.T533246 (SDSERVER CRASH WITH CORRUPT PACK)
107.T533247 (CAF PING TAKES LONG TIME)
108.T533250 (SD Server crash)
109.T533252 (WAC TIMEZONE WRONG)
110.T533254 (Plugin amagent failed)
111.T533255 (DEFUNCT PROCESS HMAGENT)
112.T533256 (ITCM APPS CRASH IN ENCCLIENTAPI)
113.T533257 (AMMANAGER CRASH)
114.T533259 (EM TO DM STAGE FAILS)
115.T533260 (AMMANAGER CRASH)
116.T533264 (SRS HUNG DUE TO DEADLOCK)
117.T533266 (SD SERVER CRASH)
118.T533267 (SD SERVER CRASH)
119.T533268 (SD JOB STATUS DELAY)
120.T533270 (SD JOB STATUS DELAY)
121.T53G011 (Field missing in oracle+T5SD093)
122.T53G033 (Directory query report )
123.T53G036 (CABI IMPORT USERS ORACLE)
124.T53G058 (CIC Util.bat flag not working)
125.T53G059 (CAM HANDLE COUNT INCREASE)
126.T53G061 (SIGNATURE SCAN REPORT HANGS)
127.T53G067 (Report engine crashing)
128.T53G075 (AC-Processing rules not applied)
129.T53G088 (AGENT OVERWRITE SAME HOSTNAME)
130.T53G092 (REPORTS FAIL WITH LDAP USER)
131.T55L008 (DMDeploy crash)
132.T55L016 (CONF_POL_CHG_NOT HONORED)
133.T55L019 (Delete Computer returns Error)
134.T55L024 (OSIM REGISTRATION FAILS SD LIBRA)
135.T55L032 (SD COPY FAILS DUE TO LONG PATH)
136.T55L034 (REMOVE IP ADRESS TRAILING SPACES)
137.T55L039 (DMDeploy Crash)
138.T55L040 (AMVMINVUX crash on ESX inventory)
139.T55L048 (SD COPY FAILS DUE TO LONG PATH)
140.T55L053 (BLOCK TLS-1.0 & ENFORCE TLS-1.2)
141.T55V007 (DTSVMG REGULAR FIX 16-SEP-13)
142.T55V015 (showhardconf’ is getting hanged )
143.T55V018 (Rebuilt the binary of Metering64)
144.T55V019 (Port of T5I1367 on C1)
145.T55V020 (Port of T52Q017 on c1)
146.T55V021 (LOCATION AWARENESS BOUNDARY PROB)
147.T55V032 (Port of T55V006 on 12.8)
148.T55V035 (HARDWARE INVENTORY IS ERROR GUI)
149.T55V041 (2 BYTE FILE PATH ERROR )
150.T55V044 (Processor and General inventory )
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151.T55V050 (agent versin of nri fix -t55v044)
152.T55V051 (ig40.inv is not created)
153.T55V054 (RVI Inventory - CES76338 )
154.T55V056 (RVI Inventory on Citrix & Log)
155.T55V071 (AMDIFW32.exe crash)
156.T55V073 (WIN-USER ACCOUNT INVENTORY ERROR)
157.T55V074 (amusersnt.exe crashed)
158.T55V076 (amhwinvux core dump due to cron)
159.T55V077 (AMADVINVNT.EXE HANGS SERVER)
160.T55V079 (mi fix for T55V076 (amhwinvux))
161.T55V080 (processor information is missing)
162.T55V081 (Asset jobs status is incorrect)
163.T55V083 (caf crash due to cainf.dll)
164.T55V084 (caf crash due to cainf.dll)
165.T55V085 (amhwinvux for crontab inventory)
166.T55V086 (Asset jobs status is incorrect)
167.T55V087 (amhwinvux for crontab inventory)
168.T55V090 (amlicw32.exe crash)
169.T55V092 (Error Device USB)
170.T55V093 (AMVMINV_XEN INVENTORY)
171.T55V094 (Windows 10 certification)
172.T55V095 (Disk serial number is big)
173.T55V098 (skipping the folders.)
174.T55V099 (system updates date is missing)
175.T55V101 (reading it from wmi)
176.T55V103 (skipping the folders.)
177.T55V104 (skipping the folders.)
178.T55V105 (skipping the folders.)
179.T55V106 (skipping the folders.)
180.T55V107 (amappw32 not able to retrive)
181.T55V109 (amappw32 not able to retrive)
182.T55V111 (Redhat enterprice Linux 6.7 )
183.T55V112 (Domain manager OSConfig.xml)
184.T55V113 (LCommonDB.dll-AMBRIDGE CRASHING)
185.T55V113 (temp folder is having files)
186.T55V114 (mount error messages)
187.T55V114 (unitkey_00 file is empty(wince))
188.T55V115 (WinCE AM agent - Agent crashes)
189.T55V116 (unitkey_00 file is empty(wince))
190.T55V119 (LNX-TEMP FOLDER IS HAVING FILES)
191.T55V142 (LCommonDB.dll-AMBRIDGE CRASHING)
192.T55V145 (Error Device USB)
193.T5I1389 (Metering server crashes.)
194.T5I1397 (Disk serial not reported.)
195.T5I1399 (Disk Serial missing in registry.)
196.T5I1414 (Metering bad arguments pop-up.)
197.T5I1416 (Metering message not shown.)
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198.T5I1417 (Signature scanner fails.)
199.T5I1420 (Application not metered.)
200.T5I1426 (IBM HMC hosts not registering.)
201.T5I1433 (signature scanner fails.)
202.T5I1437 (SYSTEM RUNS OUT OF HANDLES)
203.T5IZ197 (ODBC Export String Errors)
204.T5IZ198 (Engine reporter crash on e-mail)
205.T5IZ215 (FIELDDBL VT TYPE=0 ERROR)
206.T5IZ219 (Engine crash during software col)
207.T5IZ225 (Inventory collect timeout on age)
208.T5IZ227 (Query designer display problem)
209.T5IZ229 (Query designer display problem)
210.T5IZ235 (IBM HMC hosts not reg)
211.T5IZ244 (Retry signature download from SS)
212.T5IZ252 (Inventory collect timeout on age)
213.T5IZ255 (amrss consumes high memory)
214.T5IZ258 (amswmagt.exe crashes during shut)
215.T5IZ259 (Inventory collect timeout on age)
216.T5IZ261 (amrss consumes high memory agent)
217.T5IZ263 (amrss consumes high memory agent)
218.T5IZ265 (Unsorted inventory attributes)
219.T5IZ266 (Unsorted inventory attributes)
220.T5IZ285 (Inventory problems solaris sparc)
221.T5IZ291 (AMRSS Crash during collect)
222.T5IZ292 (Inventory collect timeout on age)
223.T5IZ293 (Solaris intel inventory issues)
224.T5IZ296 (HyperV connection issue)
225.T5IZ302 (System updates missing)
226.T5IZ306 (Signature validation failed SS)
227.T5IZ307 (Virtual Machine inventory in HP)
228.T5IZ309 (AssetCollector crash)
229.T5IZ313 (Wince2013 changes for Manager)
230.T5IZ315 (WIN-12.8 FP1 AGENT SUPPORT FOR W)
231.T5IZ317 (OS RELEASE AND VERSION SWAPPED)
232.T5IZ325 (ITCM registration failed)
233.T5IZ327 (cfosservices crash)
234.T5IZ328 (CfOSServices crash)
235.T5IZ329 (Deduplication of software invent)
236.T5IZ334 (Inventory collect timeout on age)
237.T5IZ340 (AMVMINVUX consuming memory)
238.T5IZ342 (System update inv collect timeou)
239.T5IZ356 (System Inventory collect timeout)
240.T5J1229 (SLOW TO DELETE CONTAINER)
241.T5J1232 (DSM EXPL crash when getting cora)
242.T5J1240 (JOB CLEANUP WITH ORACLE FAILS)
243.T5J1260 (cmobjmgr leaking memory)
244.T5J1263 (instman insertsorted corruption)
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245.T5J1270 (PMux bind error no ipv6)
246.T5J1273 (cmobjmgr leaking memory)
247.T5J1279 (using filters causes gui crash )
248.T5J1283 (repman crash after 1 min timeout)
249.T5J1288 (COLLECT JOB CONNECTION 30 MINUTE)
250.T5J1291 (CMOBJMGR LEAKING MEMORY)
251.T5J1296 (No AM agent inventory)
252.T5J1297 (UNABLE TO LAUNCH SW CATALOG)
253.T5J1299 (EGC30N.EXE CRASH on GUI_OSIM)
254.T5J1319 (engine slow - sector server busy)
255.T5JZ226 (EM AND DM CONNECTION ON ORACLE)
256.T5JZ231 (EM AND DM CONNECTION ON ORACLE)
257.T5KP071 (Win7 Language installation )
258.T5KP074 (DSMPUSH Enhancement)
259.T5KP087 (LINUXPE - OS DEPLOYMENT FAILS)
260.T5KP090 (OSIM updates class_id=0 for W7)
261.T5KP094 (DSMGUI HANGS ON IMG CREATE)
262.T5KP101 (OSIM updates class_id=0 for W7)
263.T5KP102 (BSMOSIMG.IPS FAILS TO ADD OS IMA)
264.T5KP103 (UPDATE OS WITH DRIVERS THROWS ER)
265.T5KP105 (WINPE4 UPDATE DRIVER FAILS)
266.T5KP109 (INCREASE IN CAM HANDLE COUNT)
267.T5KP110 (BSMOSIMG.IPS FAILS TO ADD OS IMG)
268.T5KP112 ( RVI IS ALWAYS INSTALLED IN C DR)
269.T5KP113 (EGC30N.EXE CRASH on GUI_OSIM)
270.T5KP114 (EGC30N.EXE CRASH on GUI_OSIM)
271.T5KP115 (DSMGUI HANGS ON IMG CREATE)
272.T5KP116 (HMAGENT AGENT VULNERABILITY)
273.T5KP117 (HMAGENT AGENT VULNERABILITY)
274.T5KP119 (Win8.1 KEY LESS INSTALLATION)
275.T5KP126 (FALLBACK PROCEDURE FOR CORRUPT )
276.T5KP133 (RHEL6.6 & OSUSE 13.2 SUPPORT)
277.T5KP145 (SW APPL STATUS & ORPHAN ENTRIES)
278.T5KP149 (SDSERVER SCHEDULING PROBLEM)
279.T5KP150 (SDSERVER SCHEDULING PROBLEM)
280.T5KP151 (SW APPL STATUS & ORPHAN ENTRIES)
281.T5KP153 (CFTPLUGIN MEMORY LEAK)
282.T5KP156 (SW APPL STATUS & ORPHAN ENTRIES)
283.T5KP157 (SDSERVER Crash while version chk)
284.T5PW074 (Webservices login fails)
285.T5PW104 (Contentutility -SignatureCorrupt)
286.T5PW106 (Unified Logon Failure)
287.T5PW108 (SignatureCorruption-Contentutily)
288.T5PW110 (Bulk CollectInventory Fails)
289.T5PW121 (Collects are Slow with SQLBridge)
290.T5SD109 (REPORT EXPORT IN ANSI UNICODE)
291.T5SD126 (ITCM - INFRASTRUCTURE TIME OUT)
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292.T5SD136 (Remove Software views from mdb)
293.T5SD140 (External Utility job link)
294.T5SD141 (External Utility job link)
295.T5SD151 (multiple sw definition disable)
296.T5SD159 (Sw definition category query )
297.T5SD160 (RVI COLLECT TASK DELETE SERVER)
298.T5SD161 ( report is partially imported)
299.T5SD167 (User Template not included)
300.T5SD168 (Replicated Queries in Reporter )
301.T5SD169 (Replicated Queries in Reporter )
302.T5SD170 (deleting a IBM virtual server )
303.T5SD172 (report metering,  related unit )
304.T5SM015 (RC - Windows 7 AutoLogin)
305.T5SM016 (RC-RC Viewer sends mouse clicks)
306.T5SM024 (RC-Viewer sends mouse clicks)
307.T5SM027 (FileTransferTimeoutBrowsingFiles)
308.T5SM028 (RC-Win7AutoLogin-R12.8)
309.T5SM037 (RC-RC Viewer sends mouse clicks)
310.T5SM040 (CAM ISSUES CAUSING ITCM CRASH)
311.T5SM069 (CADSMCMD-Hang-InvalidCommand)
312.T5SM077 (RC-DualMonitor Secure control)
313.T5SM079 (OSIM-TFTP-eventlogsenabled)
314.T5SM083 (CADSMCMD-CREATE COMPUTER OS)
315.T5SM084 (RC-Dup addr in Viewer )
316.T5SM085 (CAF delay start if APIPA)
317.T5SM093 (RC-ChangeDisplaySettingsEx fail)
318.T5SM095 (CAF APIPA configuration policy)
319.T5SM096 (RC-ChangeDisplaySettingsEx fail)
320.T5SM097 (RC-status of RC connections)
321.T5SM099 (T55V078 + retry time out)
322.T5SM123 (RC-ChangeDisplaySettingsEx fail)
323.T5TB032 (JOB POSTPONMENT FAILS)
324.T5TB040 (PDS Spontaneous Job Trigger)
325.T5TB042 (NRI AGENT CFTRACE PROBLEM)
326.T5UZ022 (AUTOMATION SERVICES PROB)
327.T5UZ023 (PDS PSTOOLS.SWD NOT WORK)
328.T5UZ025 (ADD in Catalog shows non-install)
329.T5UZ027 (WAC Crash (+TF6F783))
330.T5UZ036 (CONTDISCOVER CRASH)
331.T5UZ039 (SESSION MESSAGING PATH ISSUE)
332.T5UZ044 (CCNFCMDA ALWAYS RETURN 0)
333.T5UZ047 (SOFTWARE CATALOG ACTIVEX MSG)
334.T5UZ052 (GETSOFTWAREPACKAGELIST ERROR)
335.T5UZ057 (SCANPACKAGEONTARGETCOMPUTER FAIL)
336.T5UZ058 (T5UZ036 port to 12.5SP1C1)
337.T5UZ059 (CAF SHARED MEMORY NOT FREED)
338.T5UZ067 (CAF SHARED MEMORY NOT FREED)
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339.T5UZ078 (JOB NOT EXECUTING AFTER REBOOT)
340.T5UZ082 (JOB NOT EXECUTING AFTER BOOT)
341.T5UZ087 (WEB CONSOLE MISSING INFO)
342.T5UZ090 (Software Deploy Through SA Fails)
343.T5UZ092 (Port T5UZ065(CAF SHARED MEMORY))
344.T5UZ093 (CAF fails with preinitscript)
345.T5UZ095 (CAF STARTUP_DELAY FAILED)
346.T5UZ096 (AutomatedMig Install error 1603)
347.T5UZ106 (CFTRACE.INI DETAIL LOG ISSUE)
348.T5UZ108 (NRI TRACE, PORT T5UZ106 for LNX)
349.T5UZ110 (SDSERVER CRASH WITH CORRUPT PACK)
350.T5UZ114 (#ec value greater than ushort)
351.T5UZ117 (TRACING PROBLEM IN NRI SCANNING)
352.T5UZ118 (LOGONSHIELD ICON WHEN LOCKING)
353.T5UZ119 (LOGONSHIELD ICON WHEN LOCKING)
354.T5UZ120 (CFTRACE.INI NRI LOG)
355.T5UZ121 (CFTRACE.INI DETAIL LOG ISSUE)
356.T5UZ122 (HEALTH MONITORING AGENT SERVICE )
357.T5UZ123 (CFTRACE.INI NRI LOG)
358.T5UZ124 (RHEL6 CERTIFICATION FOR WAC)
359.T5UZ128 (Automatic del all completed jobs)
360.T5UZ128 (SD_SERVER HANG DUE TO SD_ZIP)
361.T5UZ129 (AUTOMATICALLY DEL COMPLETE JOBS)
362.T5UZ132 (Port T5UZ128 to 12.9)
363.T5V2065 (fieldlng encounters vt_type=0)
364.T5V2072 (SP1 mergefix)
365.T5V2080 (vtype error+sleeping con+T5V2074)
366.T5V2091 (engine,reporter crash on email)
367.T5V2108 (sms_ex enhanced logging)
368.T5V2118 (improper inv str from xiu)
369.T5V2141 (gennumprocs not updated for sms)
370.T5V2145 (gennumprocs not updated for sms)
371.T5V2147 (acserver boolean datatype issues)
372.T5V2149 (MDM integration changes for DSM)
373.T5V2161 (handle and session leak SYNC Job)
374.T5V2164 (cCollectTimeStamp Error+T5V2155)
375.T5V2171 (sms assets lacking user info)
376.T5V2173 (user can set trust level for sms)
377.T5V2175 (Incorrect IP address)
378.T5V2176 (Processing rules not applied)
379.T5V2179 (sms assets processor corecount)
380.T5V2181 (garbage hostname crash acserver)
381.T5V2186 (AM status not updated for agent)
382.T5V2198 (contentutility remote mdb cmd)
383.T5V2199 (contentutility remote mdb cmd)
384.T6CL004 (WIN-12.9 FP2 ENC TLS 1.2 SUPPORT)
385.T6CL010 (14.0 EFI SUPPORT FOR MORE DEVICE)
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386.TF6F751 (Mac OSX 10.8 GUI support)
387.TF6F761 (DSMGUI EXCEPTION 0XC015000F)
388.TF6F763 (DTS ENCRYPTION WITH DTSCLI)
389.TF6F776 (COULDNOT UNSEAL MSG MARKED ERROR)
390.TF6F777 (RC CONSOLE CACHED DNS RECORD)
391.TF6F783 (CRASHES AFTER T5UZ027)
392.TFCD931 (SCRIPT GENERATOR REGISTER CRASH)
393.TFCD933 (DMCSRCIPT PROBLEM WITH NAMES)
394.TFCD934 (UACTIONS can hang jobcheck)
395.TFCD936 (DMSCRIPT CRASH READING MIF FILES)
396.TFCD937 (SXP PACKAGE VERSION UPGRADE FAIL)
397.TFCD940 (CADSMCMD SS no msg if no COMPGRP)
398.TFCD942 (SDSERVER MEMORY LEAK)
399.TFCD947 (DELAY DELIVERING TO PRE-REG AGTS)
400.TFCD959 (SDSERVER MEMORY LEAK C1 port)
401.TFCD962 (CADSMCMD IGNORES JOB OPTIONS)
402.TFCD964 (NEW COMPUTER CREATION FAILING)
403.TFCD965 (DMSCRIPT CRASH IF TOO MANY FUNCS)
404.TFCD966 (ULINKS IGNORED FOR NESTED PACKAG)
405.TFCD967 (CANNOT TRIGGER AGENT BY IP ADDR)
406.TFCD969 (CADSMCMD TEMPLATEGRP QUERY CRASH)
407.TFCD970 (CADSMCMD CREATEOS FAILS IF MAC X)
408.TFCD972 (CANNOT TRIGGER AGENT BY IP ADDR)
409.TFCD973 (CADSMCMD SWPOLICY USERPROMPT PAR)
410.TFCD974 (JOB POSTPONE TIMES NOT WORKING)
411.TFCD975 (SUPPRESS FINAL MESSAGE BOX )
412.TFCD976 (SS LIBRARY FILES BEING REWRITTEN)
413.TFCD977 (CHECKPOINT RESTART NOT WORKING)
414.TFCD978 (SS LIBRARY FILES BEING REWRITTEN)
415.TFCD979 (INSTMAN THROWING ILLEGAL ATTRIB)
416.TFCD980 (Port T437195 to FP1)
417.TFCD982 (ERROR SXP000214 PROCESSING ORIG)
418.TFCD983 (STAGE OF PACKAGE TO SS FAILS)
419.TFCD984 (DELIVERY TO LEGACY CE AGENT FAIL)
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Release Information 14.0.3
The CA Client Automation 14.0.3 Release Notes provides release-specific information such new features, enhancements
to existing features, fixed issues, known issues, and deprecated features:

System Requirements

For detailed system and platform support information, see the Compatibility Matrix.

Hardware Specifications

The following tables provide the minimum recommended hardware specifications for installing CA Client Automation
components in a test lab environment. Actual hardware requirements for production use depend on the system load,
including the frequency and amount of data that is collected and transferred, and the number of operations.

Enterprise Manager Specifications

A DSM Enterprise Manager requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

Component Requirement
CPU 2 CPUs, 2 GHz

If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM
Enterprise Manager, 4 CPUs are required.

Memory 4  GB Minimum
If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM
Enterprise Manager, a minimum of 8 GB RAM is required.

Disk Space 30 GB Minimum
If MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM Enterprise
Manager, a minimum of 100 GB is required. Ensure that the
required MDB disk space exists in the same disk partition as the
MDB. Allow extra space for the Software Package Library. The
total space that is required depends on the number and size of
packages to store.

NIC   1000 Mbps

Domain Manager Specifications

A DSM Domain Manager requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

Component Requirement
CPU 4 CPUs, 2 GHz

If MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM Domain
Manager, 6 CPUs are required.

Memory 8GB Minimum
If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM Domain
Manager, a minimum of 12 GB RAM is required.
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Disk Space 30 GB minimum
If the MDB is hosted on the same computer as the DSM Domain
Manager, a minimum of 100 GB is required. Ensure that the
required MDB disk space exists in the same disk partition as the
MDB. Allow extra space for the Software Package Library. The
total space that is required depends on the number and size of
packages to store.

NIC   1000 Mbps

Scalability Server Specifications
A DSM Scalability Server requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:
These minimums apply to all supported operating environments.

Component Requirement
CPU 2 CPUs, 2 GHz
Memory 4GB Minimum
Disk Space 100 GB
NIC 1000 Mbps

Agent Specifications
A DSM Agent requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:
These minimums apply to all supported operating environments.

Component Requirement
CPU 2 CPU, 2 GHz
Memory 2GB
Disk Space 300 MB
NIC 100 Mbps

DSM Explorer Specifications
A DSM Explorer requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:
These minimums apply to all supported operating environments.

Component Requirement
CPU 2 CPU, 2 GHz
Memory 4 GB
Disk Space 30 G B
NIC 1000 Mbps
Display Adapter Resolution (1024 x 768)

Microsoft SQL Server MDB Specifications (Windows)
A Microsoft SQL Server MDB on Windows requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

Component Requirement
CPU 4 CPU, 2 GHz
Memory 6 GB
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Disk Space 100 G B
NIC 1000 Mbps

Oracle MDB Specifications
Oracle MDB on Windows requires (at a minimum) the following hardware configuration:

Component Requirement
CPU 4 CPU, 2 GHz
Memory 6 GB
Disk Space 100 G B
NIC 1000 Mbps

For more information, review the following topics:

• What's New - 14.0.3
• Test Fixes - 14.0.3
• Known Issues-14.0.3
• Deprecated List -14.0.3

What's New - 14.0.3
CA Client Automation 14.0.3 includes the following enhancements:

  

Telemetry

Telemetry capability is now integrated with the CA Client Automation installer to collect and report CA Client Automation
product license consumption metrics. For more information, see Usage Data (Telemetry) and Implementing Telemetry
Services.

Remote Control Enhancements 

The following enhancements for Remote Control are specific to Microsoft Window platforms:Important! Ensure the
following prerequisites patches for Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 - 2019 are applied on Microsoft Windows 7, Microsoft
Windows 8, and Microsoft Windows 2012: KB2919442, KB2919355, KB2932046, KB2959977, KB2937592,
KB2938439, and KB2934018.

1. Touch screen support As a viewer, you can gain exclusive control of a host system with touch screen.
2. Display scaling As a viewer, you can use a computer with two or more high resolution screens. The Windows 10

display scaling functionality allows you to resize the Windows UI including title bars, menus, message boxes, titles,
icons, and text, so that is displayed on high-DPI displays.

3. Terminating all sessions As a user of the host system, you can now terminate all the remote control sessions using a
button on the connection established dialog box. The disconnection button needs to be enabled through configuration
policy. This option is also known as Forced Session Disconnect  that can still be found in the System Tray.

4. Copy and Paste Capability You can now easily copy and paste from a host to viewer computer and vice-versa. To
copy and paste Unicode characters, use the original shortcut keys. This enhancement is in addition to the clipboard
menu options, Send Clipboard to Host , and Get Clipboard from Host .

5. Customize notification message You can now customize the notification messages text that is displayed on the host.
The customized notification message appears when a remote control session is either initiated or terminated. You can
also modify the duration for the these notifications. The settings are controlled from the General Policy Group.
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6. Enhanced support for multiple monitors Remote Control supports the control of a computer with two or more
monitors. The image on all monitors is transmitted to the viewer, which provides a window that can be scrolled
sideways to see all monitors in a single window. In the new multi-monitor setup, this enhancement allows on session
connection from the viewer the primary monitor to be displayed in a single window and the user may then open any
additional monitors in separate windows. To view the known limitation with multiple monitors support, see Known
Issues-14.0.3.

7. Remote Control screen capture using the Microsoft Desktop Duplication API Desktop Duplication API (DXGI)
is a new video capture mechanism that uses Windows Display Driver Model. For screen captures on Windows
10 or Server 2016 and above, the Microsoft Desktop Duplication API (DXGAPI) is used if the driver mode capture
configuration is set to Auto. You can use the configuration policy to set DXGI for Server 2012 and Windows 8.x. For
more information, see Screen capture using the Microsoft Desktop Duplication API.

8. Erase the clipboard when the remote session is disconnected As an administrator, you can use the configuration
policy to automatically delete the content on the Windows clipboards after a remote control session is disconnected.

Re-branding Common Agent Version 

The column is now renamed as Agent Version. Previously, it was named Common Agent Version.

You can find the version number when all the agent plugins are on the same version. An asterisk in the UI indicates all the
agent plugins are not on the same version.

Visual indicator to differentiate windows 10

PC icon has been introduced to represent Windows 10. The icon is displayed in the following: DSM Explorer, DSM
Remote Control Viewer, DSM Reporter, and WAC. 

Agent Auto Upgrade to Configurable Agent Version

Earlier the Agents were being upgraded only to the latest Scalability Server version. CA Client Automation is enhanced to
specify the DSM version to which all the Agents can be upgraded. To support this functionality, a configuration parameter
is introduced under the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, <configuration
policy name>, DSM, Software Delivery, and Scalability Server  path:

• Agent Auto Upgrade: Auto Upgrade Version: This parameter specifies the version to which DSM agents can be
auto upgraded. You can specify the value as SS_VERSION to upgrade the Agents to Scalability Server version or to
a specific version (example: 14.0.3000.1) for upgrading the Agents to a specific version. This parameter is used only
when Auto Upgrade feature is enabled. For more information about Agent auto upgrade functionality, see CA Client
Automation Agent Software Automatic Upgrade Support.  Default: SS_VERSION Values: Any particular version (For
example, 14.0.0.199) or SS_VERSION

 

Enhanced cacertutil to list and remove certificates

As CA Client Automation supports dual certificates, cacertutil is enhanced to identify the type of certificates that are
installed in the system. CA Client Automation now supports the listing and deleting of certificates with the mentioned
properties:

• Signature hash algorithm
• Key length

CA Client Automation also supports deleting a particular certificate and importing a new one without having a Subject Key
Identifier.
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Support for Linux 64-Bit Agent

CA Client Automation supports the installation of Agents on Linux x64 platform version without having 32-bit subsystem
installed. For information on the prerequisites, see Compatibility Libraries for Linux (64bit)  .

Test Fixes - 14.0.3
CA Client Automation 14.0.3 contains bug fixes from 14.0.2 and the following issues that have been fixed:

Sr No. Fixed Issue ID Description

1 T437277 LOGON SHILED WITH MULTIPLE CPS

2 T437279 DTS TRANSFERS NOT PROGRESSING

3 T437280 DTS TRANSFERS NOT TAKING PARCEL

4 T437282 SXP DEPLOYMENT FAILS

5 T437281 DMSCRIPT CREATEMIFSTRING CAN
ADD

6 T437283 DTSTOS CRASHING

7 T437284 SIGNAL RERUN REPEATS DOWNLOAD

8 T437289 REMOVE SOFTWARE HANGS IN
SPANISH

9 T437291 JOBS ABORT WITH 322 ERROR CODE

10 T437292 SDSERVER CRASHING

11 T437293 CMPEDITOR NOT RESOLVING
VARIABLE

12 T437294 ENABLE CATALOG TAKES LONG TIME

13 T437295 COMP MOVE NOT GETTING INITIATED

14 T437296 SXP INSTAL DISABLE VARCODE CHECK

15 T437297 EM USER PARAM QUOTES REMOVED

16 T437298 DTS TRANSFERS NOT PROGRESSING

17 T437300 DTSTOS CRASHING

18 T437302 LOCATION POLICY NOT DISTRIBUTING

19 T533292 CAF STOP HUNG

20 T533306 SYSTEM DELIVERY ENGINE PROBLEM

21 T533307 SD SERVER NEGATIVE COUNTERS

22 T533308 COMPUTER MOVE-COMP DELETE

23 T533309 TEMPLATE LIBARY IMPORTED IN FR

24 T533311 SD Server crash

25 T533312 SD FAILURES IN NASD ENV

26 T533314 SD Server crash

27 T533315 SDAGENT REBOOT REQUEST NOT
HONOR

28 T533316 Ilegal Computer Name
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29 T533318 Wrong IP 0.0.0.0

30 T533320 BACKOUT T533295

31 T533321 SD Server crash

32 T533322 CAF STOP HUNG

33 T533323 WINDOWS  BSOD

34 T533326 RHEL 7.5 CERTIFICATION  MI FIX

35 T533328 ccsmagtd using high CPU

36 T533330 SD SERVER CRASH

37 T533331 RC MANAGER CRASH

38 T533332 Remote Control BSOD

39 T533333 ENC CLIENT DISCONNECT

40 T533334 SW POLICY EVALUTION DELAYED

41 T533335 MAC 10.14 ITCM SP2 CERTIFICATION

42 T533336 RCMANSRV HIGH MEMORY

43 T533337 SD Agent Job Timeout limitation

44 T533338 OSCONFIG CHGS FOR SLES15-OEL7.5

45 T533340 SD SERVER NEGATIVE COUNTERS

46 T533341 RC Server crash

47 T55L041 CAM SERVER HANGS

48 T55L071 DSMGUI displays invalid progress

49 T55L072 Error on SD items remote Explor

50 T55L073 SW PKG Removal fail on EM

51 T55L074 CCNFAGENTAPI HANG

52 T55L075 MENU DISPLAY TAKES TOO LONG

53 T55L076 DB CLEAN UP FAILURE

54 T55L078 MSI NETWORK INSTALL FAIL ON NOS

55 T55L079 Directory Access Error SDM080035

56 T55L080 SW PKG Removal fail on EM

57 T55L083 SD job not retried when failed

58 T55L084 CAM RESPONDS AFTER PMUX KILLED

59 T55L087 SSA SHIM LAYER DEBUG TRACES

60 T55L088 Update OS Image registration fai

61 T55L090 MENU DISPLAY TAKES TOO LONG

62 T55L091 Failed to copy OS files to stagi

63 T55L092 SD job not retried when failed

64 T55L094 CAM REPLACELISTEN NOT WORK

65 T55L095 Reduce delay in SD Server

66 T55V154 remote logons disable fixed
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67 T55V155 hardware inventory incomplete

68 T55V156 logical volume inventory missing

69 T55V157 FIELD VALUE TRUNCATED TO 128

70 T55V158 logical volume inventory missing

71 T55V159 logical volume inventory missing

72 T55V160 OS product key is not displayed

73 T55V161 Folder with older NCC31WNT.LCK

74 T55V162 OS product key is not displayed

75 T55V163 Metering is not working

76 T55V164 amBridge.exe .new files issue

77 T55V165 amBridge.exe .new files issue

78 T55V166 AMSWSIGSCAN CRASH

79 T55V167 memory for fixed drives incorrec

80 T55V168 windows 10 pro for Workstations

81 T55V169 amswsigscan.exe have err in logs

82 T55V170 Network Elements added in OSConf

83 T55V171 AIX 7.2 OS Class id

84 T55V172 Problem with OSConfig.xml

85 T55V173 Problem with OSConfig.xml

86 T55V175 Delete Computer returns Error

87 T55V176 AIX 7.2 OS Class id

88 T55V177 WAC procedure order

89 T55V179 amhwinvux for crontab crash

90 T55V180 Regional Settings are not gettin

91 T55V182 aix memory localfilesystem

92 T55V183 storage incorrect in aix

93 T55V185 amBridge.exe .new files issue

94 T55V186 caf.exe crash

95 T55V187 Irregularities in software disc

96 T5IZ373 Configurable SystemUpdates timeo

97 T5IZ374 RVI Default Pool of IBM server

98 T5IZ375 Cores per processor wrong

99 T5IZ377 WBEM inventory problem

100 T5IZ378 AMSWSIGSCAN CRASH

101 T5IZ379 SMSExtractor consuming lot of ti

102 T5IZ381 AMRSS Crash

103 T5IZ382 AMRSS crash

104 T5IZ385 Configure system updates invento
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106 T5IZ389 Sigscan fails for few characters

107 T5IZ390 AssetCollector stops abruptly

108 T5IZ391 AMSWSIGSCAN CRASH

109 T5IZ392 Serial Number Manual update prob

110 T5IZ396 wbem system updates inventory

111 T5IZ399 Enterprise groups created as loc

112 T5IZ400 Asset Script jobs beyond 256KB f

113 T5IZ401 Duplicate entries due to MAC add

114 T5J8087 CANNOT DEPLOY SXP PKGS ON WIN10

115 T5J8088 issue with dedeploy 64 bit agt 

116 T5J8089 ISSUE WITH DMDEPLOY 64 BIT AGT

117 T5J8090 AMAGENT INSTALL FAILED WIN MI

118 T5J8091 VM CPU & core info shown wrong

119 T5J8092 DM script job fails on mac 10.13

120 T5J8094 SLES 15 CERTIFICATION MI FIX

121 T5J8095 bmc junction path issue MI fix

122 T5J8096 Installation of CIC failed

123 T5J8098 SLES15-OEL7.5 CERTIFICATIONS

124 T5SD182 AMMANAGER RAM ISSUE

125 T5SD196 High cpu usage amobjectmanager

126 T5SD189 opening reporter folder slow

127 T5SD195 DM scripting problem

128 T5SD197 CPU and looping

129 T5SD198 Catalog Enabled taking time

130 T5SD200 RC Session disable autologon

131 T5SD202 ESX servers are in Disconnect

132 T5SD203 WOL from DM to SS

133 T5SD206 Type field is empty

134 T5SD207 Table Maintenance to r14 SP2

135 T5SD208 ReplicationJob running slow

136 T5SD211 engine log fille  not  generated

137 T5SM128 dg_log arbitrary file vulnerable

138 T5SM122 Queue with proxy Q mess not disc

139 T5SM146 Gen Certificate with Hash n Key

140 T5SM147 SUPRT for SHA2_2048 & SHA1_2048

141 T5SM148 Display user connected on reject

142 T5SM149 Display user connected on reject

143 T5SM150 Backport of testfix t5kp154
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144 T5SM151 Disable the RC connection modes

145 T5SM154 Disable the RC connection modes

146 T5SM155 Disable the RC connection modes

147 T5SM160 Win10 1709 RCVideo capture x64

148 T5SM161 Win10 1709 RCVideo capture 32bit

149 T5SM162 Win10 1709 RCVid capture MI Fix

150 T5SM164 SDJob Option Logoff user not wrk

151 T5SM170 user log off scaling 100

152 T5SM171 DMDeploy - custom install

153 T5SM172 RC-customScalingBetterHA

154 T5SM173 Local confirmation message

155 T5SM174 OSIMBootmove-new comp in FCOR

156 T5SM175 RC Videocapture with MS DDAPI

157 T5SM177 secure control custom HTML

158 T5SM178 RC Videocapture with MS DDAPI

159 T5SM179 RC Videocapture with MS DDAPI

160 T6FP001 SDServer Crash

161 T6FP002 ITAM Hardware reconciliation Err

162 T6FP003 Context menu shows internal ID

163 T6FP004 DisconnectConeect as Problem

164 T6FP005 DSM Explorer  disconnect or conn

165 T6FP006 amilicw32.exe crash debug

166 T6FP007 (amilicw32.exe crash debug

167 T6FP008 amobjectmanager crash in ENC Env

168 T6FP009 AmObjectManager Crash in ENC

169 T6FP010 ESX servers - Provisioned Space

170 T6FP011 software Inventory doesnot work

171 T6FP012 RVI Agent Total size provisioned

172 T6FP015 sdmgr_ft Process Crash

173 T6FP016 OS will not be updated in mdb

174 T6FP017 WIN-ENTERPRISE GROUPS CREATED
AS

175 T6FP018 class id rhel 6.9 is incorrect

176 T6FP019 HYPER-V 2016

177 T6FP022 ammanager performance

178 T6FP024 ORACLE LINUX Wrong Version

179 T6FP025 Unknow File Type - Engine

180 T6FP026 Engine - Unable to open Server

181 T6FX002 WAC-Del OSIM entry no privileges
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182 T6FX004 WAC-ORCL Cluster DB connection

183 T6FX005 NRI Win10 PRO OS Name

184 T6FX006 CIC-IntelliRollup download state

185 T6FX007 WAC-OfflinePatchImportFailure

186 T6FZ002 Problem with OSConfig.xml

Known Issues-14.0.3
The CA Client Automation 14.0.3 includes the following known issues, and there is no workaround available:

• The video capture clarity in case of multiple monitors varies when you switch from a single window connection to an
individual window. The video capture clarity is dependent on the screen resolution of the host machine.

• Recording of a remote control session with multiple monitors is supported only in horizontal orientation.
• Remote Control does not support full screen with multiple monitors on the host. Only the primary monitor is enabled to

be in full screen mode.
• For a remote control session of a host system with multiple monitors, if one of the monitors is unsupported, the display

for that monitor is blank. In case the unsupported monitor is the primary monitor, the entire remote control session is
blank. 

• The following configuration parameters are not available on a standalone Remote Control Agen
– Allow Host clipboard data erase after disconnect 
– Enable Disconnect Button on RC Session Notification
– Enable Custom message on Dialog Box.
– Connection Established dialog box Text
– Connection Ended dialog box Text
– Connection Dialog box timeout

•  The data is not loaded when WAC is installed on Windows Server 2019 and you click the Computer Inventory tab.
• Microsoft Desktop Duplication API: In case the configuration policy is changed from 'Video capture mode' to

'Driver Mode', then the RCHost process re-installs the mirror drivers. Restart the RCHost process using the following
commands:
caf stop rchost

caf start rchost

– The Remote-Control secure mode is not possible even after moving to the replacement DXGAPI.
– For some systems that have multiple graphics cards, the desktop duplication API initialization fails if the graphic

card does not support the WDDM 2.3 or higher. In such cases, a workaround is to disable the unsupported graphics
card.

– Select and rearrange displays is currently not supported. If the order of the screens on the RC Host are rearranged,
they appear in the RC viewer using the physical order. That means, the right-hand screen is in the left of the window
and vice versa.

– All the strings are not localized. The strings that are not localized are available in English.

 

Deprecated List -14.0.3
The following features and components are deprecated with CA Client Automation 14.0.3 and later:

• Install or Upgrade WAC and WebServices on Linux
• MDB Installation on Linux and Solaris Sparc: Note that MDB installation on Linux and Solaris Sparc are still supported

from the remote windows client.
• Scan SWD: Note that Asset Management can be used to discover the software.
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Implementing
CA Client Automation is a cross-platform IT resource management solution that delivers state-of-the-art, seamlessly
integrated asset management, software delivery, patch management, and remote control functionality for any enterprise.

This section explains how to plan the infrastructure, install, and configure CA Client Automation. It also details security
features, ports used, integration with CA SDM, and software delivery procedures for installation.

Understanding CA Client Automation Architecture
CA Client Automation provides a common interface and architecture for Asset Management, Software Delivery,
Patch Management, and Remote Control functionalities (DSM architecture), but the integration runs deeper than the
administration user interface.

Core pieces of the infrastructure are shared across the asset management, software delivery, patch management, and
remote control functions and components. For example, the management database, communications, process control,
logging, and event management are all the same when you install any two or all the functionalities. 

In addition, the DSM architecture presents a set of consistent and common concepts that are also shared across the asset
management, software delivery, patch management, and remote control functionalities. These shared components include
the following items:

• Graphical user interface (GUI)
• Manager
• Scalability Server
• Agent

The DSM architecture consists of the following tiers:

• DSM Explorer/Web Console
DSM Explorer nor Web Console provides administrative control of CA Client Automation and its component plug-ins.
The DSM Explorer is the graphical user interface for Windows, and the Web Console is a browser-based GUI for both
Windows and Linux.

• Enterprise Manager
Enterprise Manager provides a single point of administration for multiple domains.

• Domain Manager
Domain Manager provides all management services to lower tiers and agents.

• Scalability Server
Scalability Server acts as a distribution point for software delivery and distribution activities and a collection point for
asset inventory.

• Agent
Agent provides remote control, software delivery, and asset inventory services on supported hosts.

Each manager tier hosts an instance of the Management Database (MDB).

The following sample illustration depicts the multi-tier architecture. In this example, an Enterprise Manager acts as
administration point for two Domain Managers, which each manages directly connected agents and a downstream
Scalability Server. The Scalability Servers manage the tasks between the Agent and the Domain Manager tiers.
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Figure 2: Multi-tier Architecture

 

DSM Explorer Overview
The DSM Explorer is the main administration interface for CA Client Automation, available on Windows operating
environments.

The DSM Explorer bar on the left-hand side offers four different views: Tree View, History, Bookmarks, and Search

The Tree View is the default viewing mode, which provides the main navigation to the various features of the DSM
Explorer.

When selected in the tree view, many tree nodes provide lists in the right-hand view.

Many tree nodes also provide a graphical web-based presentation. One example of this presentation is the main portal,
which provides a system-wide overview of CA Client Automation through four portlets:

• Main Features
This portlet provides access to the main areas of the DSM Explorer
like Computers and Users, Software, Jobs, and so on.

• Frequently Used
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This portlet provides access to the most frequently navigated tree nodes.
• System Status

This portlet displays information about the connected domain like statistics, failures, violations, and ongoing tasks.
• Quick Start

This portlet provides a quick access to commonly used functions.

You can customize the System Status and Quick Start portlets according to your needs.

For additional information about DSM Explorer, see  DSM Explorer article.

DSM Manager
A Manager is a server in the network which is running the manager software.

The Manager folder in the Control Panel shows the Manager on the respective domain.

The following aspects of the Manager role in CA Client Automation are considered:

Enterprise and Domain Concept
CA Client Automation has two management tiers, the Domain and the Enterprise, with Management Databases being
present at both tiers. In situations where multiple domains are deployed within an organization, an enterprise can be
deployed to provide a single point of management.

The following terms and definitions are relevant in understanding the enterprise and domain concept of CA Client
Automation.

• Enterprise Manager
A DSM Enterprise Manager is an optional top management tier for CA Client Automation. It provides a single point of
management for a group of DSM domains, and also allows setting of configurations and policies on groups of objects
located in one or more domains. Only one Enterprise Manager should exist in a DSM environment.

• Domain Manager
A DSM Domain Manager is the central point of management for the other DSM components, including Scalability
Servers and Agents.

• Scalability Server
A DSM Scalability Server is a distributed process that is the primary interface for the agent. Scalability Servers are
intended to distribute the DSM workload across many hosts.

• Engine
A DSM engine is a process that provides communication services between Scalability Servers and their parent DSM
Domain and Enterprise Managers.

The following illustration shows an example of a two-tier architecture consisting of an Enterprise Manager and two Domain
Managers, which have two Scalability Servers that are connected to each of them:
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The Enterprise Manager as duck.com, and two Domain Managers, one for managing tasks and devices in the
North-America area (northamerica.duck.com) and the other for managing tasks and devices in the Europe area
(europe.duck.com). Two Scalability Servers are connected to each of the Domain Managers to reduce the workload of the
Domain Managers by managing end-user devices such as laptops and workstations and further servers.

 

Management Database in the Enterprise and Domain Concept
The product suites of CA Technologies are integrated through a common enterprise data repository, the Management
Database (MDB). The MDB provides a unified structure for the storage of management data from all CA Technologies
products. The MDB integrates management data from all IT disciplines and CA Technologies products. Customers and
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third-party partners can extend the MDB to include more IT management data from non-CA Technologies software
products and tools.

CA Client Automation is based on MDB r1.5 SP1, which by default installs only the common asset and DSM schemas. If
any other CA product is going to use the MDB created by CA Client Automation, and that product also supports MDB r1.5,
then the product has to install its own schema on top of the existing MDB.

If, however, a CA product supports MDB r1.0.4 only, the installation fails. In this case, install the MDB with the
“Compatibility mode” option checked. CA Client Automation installs the latest MDB r1.0.4 patches first, and afterwards the
MDB is upgraded to MDB r1.5. Hence, all schema definitions are present, and only the schema definitions for common
asset and DSM are on the same level as for MDB r1.5. For more information, see either Preparing to Work with a
Microsoft SQL Server MDB or Preparing to Work with an Oracle MDB.

Within the multi-tier architecture, instances of the Management Database (MDB) can be implemented at the Enterprise
and Domain Manager tiers. Both tiers support Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle MDBs. You can also implement MDBs on
different database providers on the individual tiers. For example, you can select SQL Server for the Domain Manager and
Oracle for the Enterprise Manager.

In mixed configurations, for example, a Domain Manager with SQL Server-based MDB and an Enterprise Manager with
Oracle-based MDB, you need the appropriate database clients on the Managers. In this example, you need the Oracle
client on the Domain and the SQL client on the Enterprise Manager.

Currently, an Oracle-based MDB is supported only as a remote database on a computer running a Sun Solaris operating
environment. For information about the current database versions and operating environments that are supported, see
Release Information 14.0.

The supported database scenarios include:

• Local SQL Server MDB
DSM domain or Enterprise Manager on Windows with the MDB located on the same computer and the MDB based on
SQL Server

• Remote SQL Server MDB
DSM Domain or Enterprise Manager on Windows with the MDB located on a remote server computer running
Windows and the MDB based on SQL Server

• Remote Oracle MDB
DSM Domain or Enterprise Manager on Windows with the MDB located on a remote server computer running Solaris
and the MDB based on Oracle

All MDBs in the enterprise and domain structure have the same schema. A domain database holds information about the
connection to the Enterprise Manager. An enterprise database holds information about the connection to all the linked
domains, availability, and location of the Managers.

CA Client Automation provides a feature that lets you synchronize data that is collected on a Microsoft SQL Server
MDB on a Domain or Enterprise Manager with data on a remote SQL Server MDB or Oracle MDB. This database
synchronization feature supports, for example, existing installations of CA Service Desk Manager and CA Asset Portfolio
Management products that use an SQL Server or Oracle MDB. For more information about the synchronization feature,
see Data Synchronization from an MDB to a Separate Target MDB.

NOTE
To support CA Asset Portfolio Management product integration, install the RO02252 patch. For installation
instructions, see the Unicenter Asset Portfolio Management readme, RO02252. For more information about CA
Asset Portfolio Management and CA SDM, see their respective documentation.

MDB Installation

The Management Database (MDB) can be installed locally on the Manager or as a remote MDB on a separate computer,
depending on the requirements regarding scalability and performance. The DSM install kits supports the installation of the
MDB on Windows and Solaris.
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See Management Database (MDB) for complete details about MDB installation.

MDB Administration

Database administration is an essential part of maintaining the health and performance of the management database
(MDB). To help you with this task, CA Technologies supplies MDB maintenance scripts on the CA Client Automation
installation media (DVD). For more information about MDB maintenance scripts, see Management Database (MDB).

Engine Concept
An Engine is a process that provides communications services between Scalability Servers and the Domain Manager and
the Management Database.

The functions of an Engine are as follows:

• Collecting computer inventory from a Scalability Server
• Writing configuration data to a Scalability Server
• Copying data between Enterprise and Domain Databases (replication)
• Performing dynamic query group evaluation
• Performing actions that are related to query the group evaluation
• Executing scheduled reports
• Communicating inventory job status

Administrative Aspects of the Engine

You can view the status of engine tasks through the DSM Explorer. Engine tasks can be added, modified, or deleted from
DSM Explorer.

Each instance of a Domain and Enterprise Manager includes a default engine named System Engine.

More engines can be installed to relieve the workload on the default engine.

Each time a new Scalability Server is deployed, an engine collect task is automatically created and scheduled for the
default System Engine. Another Engine can be designated to handle this task during the Scalability Server installation
process.

Each time a Domain Manager is linked to an Enterprise Manager, an Engine replication task is automatically created and
linked to the default System Engine.

Information Collection

The main task of an engine is to collect asset information from Scalability Servers.

When a DSM agent connects to a Scalability Server for the first time, a request is submitted for the connection. The initial
inventory and system information is stored.

When an Engine connects to a Scalability Server, the following tasks are performed:

1. The integrity of the Scalability Server is verified.
2. The connection of any Agent to that server for the first time is determined.
3. If the assets are new to the whole system, the assets in the database are created.
4. All inventory information that is provided by existing agents is processed.

The information that is collected can be in the following forms:
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• Inventory (hardware or template information)
• Software inventory (heuristic or signature-based)
• Configuration files (autoexec.bat or any .INI file that is configured to be backed up)
• Job status
• Module status
• Agent last execution date and time
• Software usage monitoring data
• Relation information (between computers, users, and devices)

Data Replication Between Enterprise and Domain

Another engine task is to handle the replication of data between Domain and Enterprise databases. A replication job that
runs through the engine process of Domain Manager carries out the replication from the Management Database on the
Domain Manager to the Management Database on the Enterprise Manager.

When the replication begins, the engine determines the following data:

• The information that is pushed from the Domain to the Enterprise Manager
• The information that is pulled from the Enterprise down to the Domain Manager.

Host-specific information, such as inventory attributes, is replicated upward. The configuration information, such as asset
groups, is replicated downward.

With each Domain Manager, a default engine is installed. When the Domain Manager is linked to an Enterprise Manager,
that engine is configured to perform the domain-to-enterprise replication tasks.

Database Objects Replicated

The following table lists the database objects that are replicated from the Enterprise to the Domain Manager (down) and
from the Domain to the Enterprise Manager (up).

Object Replication Direction
Discovered Computers Up
Discovered Users Up
Discovered Computer Users (relations between Computer and
Users)

Up

Remote Control Address Book Computers Down
External Assets Definitions Down
External Assets Up
Computers General Inventory Up
Additional Inventory Components

By default, these objects are not replicated. Their replication can
be enabled or disabled by right-clicking the Inventory/Additional/
<name-of-the module> node of Agent and selecting the Replicate
Heuristic To Enterprise option. The modified configuration is
effective for all computers in this group.

Up

External Assets inventory Up
Query Definitions Down
Group Definitions Down
Group Membership Down
Custom Made Software Definitions Down
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Custom Defined Manufacturer Down
Enterprise Manager Properties Down
Domain Manager Properties Up
Computers Software Inventory (found based on the signature
scan)

Up

Software Inventory discovered by heuristic scan

By default, this object is not replicated. This replication can be
enabled or disabled by right-clicking Software/Discovered node
of the agent and selecting the Replicate Heuristic To Enterprise
option. The modified configuration is effective for all computers in
this group.

Up

Asset Management Jobs Down
Asset Management Job status Up
Asset Management Modules Down
Asset Management Modules Status Up
Asset Management Configuration File Definitions Down
Asset Management Configuration Files

Only if the request to collect this information has been defined on
the Enterprise Manager, these files are replicated to the Enterprise
Manager. If the request has been defined on the Domain Manager,
the data is not replicated upwards.

Up

Asset Management Template Definitions Down
Asset Management Policy Definitions Down
Health Monitoring Alerts Up
Software Install History Up

Data Synchronization from an MDB to a Separate Target MDB

In some implementations, customers want CA Technologies products such as CA Service Desk and CA Asset Portfolio
Management to use MDB separate or different from the database that is used by the DSM Manager.

However, in many aspects of their asset management tasks these CA Technologies products rely on CA Client
Automation data.

Therefore, CA Client Automation provides manager features that support and synchronize data that CA Client Automation
discovers to a separate MDB which might be based on Microsoft SQL Server (SQL Bridge) or Oracle (Oracle Bridge). The
synchronization features synchronize CA Client Automation assets and inventory data that are collected in an SQL Server
MDB on the DSM domain or Enterprise Manager on Windows with the accordant data in the target SQL Server or Oracle
MDB.

The synchronization is initiated through an engine task that runs at a scheduled time. You create this engine task and
define the scheduling for the task using the engine task creation wizard from the DSM Explorer GUI. You can use a
separate engine on a remote computer for synchronization.

See the Management Database (MDB) for more information.

Architecture of the Synchronization Mechanism

The synchronization mechanism is similar to the replication mechanism used between the DSM Domain Manager and
Enterprise Manager.
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The synchronization is performed in one direction, from the Managers to the target MDB. If synchronized data is modified
on the target MDB by another process, the modified data is overwritten the next time the synchronization method moves
that particular data set from the Manager MDB to the target MDB.

The following illustration shows a special scenario where the synchronization is performed from an Enterprise Manager
and Domain Manager, both hosting their MDBs on Microsoft SQL Server, to one SQL Server target MDB.

Figure 3: Synchronization from DSM EM and DM to SQL Server MDB

In another scenario, the target MDB might be based on Oracle. It is also possible to synchronize from one SQL Server
MDB on an Enterprise or Domain manager to two different target MDBs.

Supported Database Scenarios

See Compatibility Matrix for the SQL Bridge and Oracle Bridge synchronization features support.

Supported Database Scenarios for SQL and Oracle Bridges

If you have installed CA SDM or CA IT Asset Manager on an MDB based on SQL Bridge or Oracle Bridge, you can
synchronize the tenant information into the CA Client Automation database.
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• See Compatibility Matrix for SQL Bridge and Oracle Bridge synchronization features supported database scenarios.

Support of CA Technologies Products

See Compatibility Matrix for SQL Bridge and Oracle Bridge synchronization features for SQL Server and Oracle-based
MDBs supported CA Technologies products, CA SDM, and CA Asset Portfolio Management:

• Oracle Bridge
To take advantage of the Oracle Bridge, add a new parameter as dsm_oracle_ddl to the AMS.Properties file for
<usdk> to enable the Oracle Bridge:dsm_oracle_ddl=1.

For more information about the installation of the SQL Bridge and Oracle Bridge in your application environment, see
Installation of SQL Bridge and Installation of Oracle Bridge.

Scalability Server
In CA Client Automation, Scalability Server provides the interface between Agents and their Domain Manager.

The Scalability Server allows the workload of managing individual agents to be distributed across several hosts. Rather
than having all Agents communicating directly with a single Manager, the load can be shared across multiple Scalability
Servers. For example, software packages are staged on a Scalability Server before downloading to end systems, and
inventory can be stored at the Scalability Server before being uploaded to the Manager.

With virtual applications, the Scalability Server also functions as the streaming server for virtual application packages that
are streamed to target computers running Windows operating systems.

A Scalability Server consists several system processes that run in the background without a visible user interface.

Basic Scalability Server Subcomponents 

A basic Scalability Server installation is made up of the following sub components:

• Application Framework (with registration function)
• Common server functionality

The Scalability Server receives registration requests and basic inventory information from agents. Scalability Server
registers with Managers and receives or transmits various management information from and to the Manager.

• File store database
The file store database is a local repository that is used by the Scalability Server to store information. This information
is required to service the agents. In a minimal Scalability Server installation, the file database consists of a dictionary of
registered agents and the basic inventory reported by these agents.

Basic Scalability Server Tasks

The following tasks are performed with basic Scalability Server installation:

• Provide a registration mechanism for connecting agents.
• Receive basic inventory that is pushed by agents.
• Register the Scalability Server with a Manager.
• Receive Scalability Server configuration that is pushed by the Manager.
• Forward agent registration and basic inventory information that is requested by the Manager.
• Forward agent configurations pushed from the Manager.

In addition, product-specific tasks can be enabled for the asset management, remote control, and software delivery
(including OS installation management) functionalities.

For software delivery (SD) functionality of the Scalability Server, an SD agent is installed with each Scalability Server. To
avoid the malfunction of the Scalability Server, do not try to remove the SD agent from the Scalability Server.
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Register the agent of the Scalability Server with the respective Scalability Server, and no other. You can verify the
registration by running cafsetserveraddress on the Scalability Server with the result of localhost or equivalent address
pointing to the local host. If the address returned points to a different Scalability Server, rectify this issue by running the
command caf setserveraddress localhost on the Scalability Server in question.

Scalability Server and Virtual Application Deployment 

The Virtual Application Package Registration Wizard imports virtual application images and creates packages in the
Software Package Library.

The Virtual Application Package Registration Wizard creates the following software packages for each virtual application
image:

• Staging: This package provides access to the virtual application for both standalone and streaming modes of package
delivery. This package contains the virtual application image.

• Standalone: This package installs and executes the virtual application locally on the target computer.
• Streaming: This package downstreams the virtual application from a streaming server and executes it on the local

computer.

You deploy the virtual application Staging package to the Scalability Server. The Scalability Server also functions as the
streaming server for virtual applications. Therefore, Staging packages are deployed to the Scalability Server for streaming
of the virtual application to the target computers.

The Microsoft App-V streaming server uses two protocols for streaming communications:

• RTSP (not secured)
• RTSPS (secured)

The default protocol and port for the Microsoft App-V streaming server are RTSP and port 554. If you want to use the
secured RTSPS protocol with port 322, configure the streaming server. For information about configuring the Microsoft
App-V streaming server, see Microsoft product documentation.

Deploy the Standalone and Streaming packages from the domain Manager to the target computers. You can also stage
packages on the Scalability Server before deployment to target computers. You can use standard Software Delivery
deployment methods to deploy virtual application packages to target computers.

For more information about virtual application packaging and deployment, see  Software Delivery Administration .

OS Installation Management Boot Server Installation Aspects

The OS Installation Management (OSIM) Boot Server is installed as part of a Scalability Server. The Boot Server
installation automatically provides a TFTP server (with reduced access rights) and a PXE server.

If you do not want to use this functionality, disable the Boot Server service during installation of the Scalability Server or
afterwards by issuing the following CAF commands:

caf stop sdmpcserver

caf disable sdmpcserver

If you want to enable the Boot Server service again, enter these CAF commands:

caf enable sdmpcserver

caf start sdmpcserver

Agents
Agents exist on all managed end systems on all supported operating environments, where each of the Agents performs
individual tasks.
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When an Agent is registered to the CA Client Automation Manager, the host UUID is the main attribute that is used to
match the computer to any existing computer record in the MDB. If the host UUID does not have a match, the host name
and the MAC addresses are used to match the computer.

If a match with the host name and MAC addresses is found, host UUID of the computer is changed. For example, OS re-
installation results in the change of host UUID of the respective computer. The computer record is then updated with the
new host UUID and a "Reinstall After Crash" (RAC) Software Delivery job container is created.

If no match is found on the host name and the MAC addresses, a new computer is created and no "Reinstall After Crash"
job container is created.

In some scenarios, a duplicate computer is created instead of matching to an existing record. To address these scenarios,
the matching algorithm on the host name and the MAC addresses is improved. The complete set of the regular MAC
addresses from the computer is used in the matching. The regular MAC addresses exclude the transient MAC addresses,
which leads to false matches.

The table summarizes the cases, where a new computer is created and where an existing one is matched to, when any
one of the host UUID, the host name or the MAC addresses change.

NOTE
The hyphen (-) used in the table indicates that the system ignores the search for changes.

Host UUID
Changed

Host Name
Changed

Regular MACs all
Changed

Primary MAC
Changed

New Asset Created RAC

N - - - N N
Y N N - N Y
Y N - N N Y
Y N Y Y Y N
Y Y - - Y N

 

 

NOTE

• In an environment with virtual machines (XenServer, Hyper-V, ESX), ensure that each virtual machine has a
unique MAC address within the domain space.

• When a computer is pre-registered, ensure to enter a regular MAC address.

Concept of Agent Packages

The concept of Agent packages (DSM Agents) in CA Client Automation separates the actual agent functionalities from
individual language resources. This concept provides the following benefits regarding Agent deployment and installation:

• Language-specific Agent-only language packages
The Agent packages concept lets you separately install language packages. A language package contains all
language resources in a single language that is required by an Agent installation.

• Ability to create a single installation package containing just the required components
The dsmPush script lets you create customized single installation packages. For example, a single package containing
Asset Management and Software Delivery functionalities with six language packages

The Agent packages format is a combination of Agent functionality with zero or more language packages. If no language
package is specified, ENU is used by default. The ENU resources are always included as part of the Agent functionality
and therefore, are not in a separate language package. You can deploy a stand-alone language package to an Agent. For
more information about language packages, see Changing the Product Language After Installation.
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The DSM Agent can have the following plug-ins:

• CA DSM Agent + Software Delivery plugin (SD Agent)
• CA DSM Agent + Remote Control plugin (RC Agent)
• CA DSM Agent + Asset Management plugin (AM Agent)
• CA DSM Agent + Basic Inventory plugin (BHI Agent)
• Software Delivery catalog (SD catalog)
• Remote Control viewer (RC viewer)
• All Agent-side dependent components, for example, Data Transport Service (DTS)

Agent Configuration

Domain Managers centrally manage and configure their Agents. These tasks are performed through the DSM Explorer.

Remote Control Viewer

The Remote Control viewer (RC viewer) is the user interface that provides access to remote control services. Once
the RC viewer is installed, you can access the RC viewer from the DSM Explorer tree or through the command line.

Remote Control functionality supports a Win32 or Web Browser client. The browser client requires installation of Microsoft
Internet Explorer 6.0.

Some of the distinctive features of the RC viewer include:

• Remote Control
The look-and-feel of the computer control is better and literal.

• File Transfer
The files are transferred between viewer and host computers.

• Chat
An interactive chat session is established with a user during a remote control session.

• Session Recording
The recording of the remote control session is started and stopped.

Software Catalog

The Software Catalog (Software Delivery Catalog or SD Catalog) is an Agent plug-in, which allows you "self-service".
Using the Software Catalog wizard, you can install or remove software on your computer from a library that is provided
by the administrator. The wizard lists down the available software and guides you through the process of ordering the
same. After the Software Catalog has received and processed your order, the particular software is delivered to your
system.

AM Remote Agent

CA Client Automation supports the platform virtualization, including the following virtualized UNIX environments:

• HP nPartitions and Virtual Partitions
• HP Integrity Virtual Machines
• IBM Logical Partitions
• SUN Dynamic System Domains
• SUN Dynamic System Domains on Sun SPARC Enterprise M-series servers
• Virtual Machines running under VMware ESXi
• Virtual Machines running under Citrix XenServer

The AM Remote Agent supersedes the r12 Partitioned UNIX Server Agent, but its functionality is fully integrated with the
AM Remote Agent. This Agent is configured in the DSM Explorer to collect information for virtual hosts.
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Web Console
The Web Console is a browser-based user interface to CA Client Automation and can be installed on Windows and Linux
operating environments.

The Web Console can be installed on the same computer as the Manager or on a different computer (remote Web
Console).

Web Console Access

To access the Web Console, open a browser and enter the following URL in the address bar:

http://MyManager/wac

MyManager is the DNS name, host name, or IP address of the computer the Web Console is installed on. You log in to
Web Console automatically based on the credentials that are provided to log in to the computer. The Web Console login
page has a drop-down that lets you specify a different Manager.

Capabilities of the Web Console

You can access DSM objects through a simple but powerful Search panel. After an object has been located, tabs, portlets,
page sections, and navigation links provide a rich browser-based interface.

You can view a comprehensive DSM information. Depending on the installed products and components, the
following information is displayed:

• Computers
• Groups
• Users
• Software Packages
• Software Definitions
• Jobs
• Policies
• Queries
• Alerts

If appropriate products and components are installed, you can also perform the following activities:

• Create and delete Computers
• Create, modify, and remove Groups
• OS installations Jobs
• Install software
• Uninstall software
• Configure software installation job
• Monitor and track Health Monitoring alerts.

The Web Console can be launched in the context of a job or policy through a URL from any other application that has
access to UUID of an appropriate object.

The Web Console can also launch the CA SDM application in the context of a ticket that is raised as a result of a policy
violation or software job failure.

Supported Web Browsers and Web Servers

See Compatibility Matrix for Web Server and Browser support information.
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DSM Reporter Overview
The DSM Reporter is a query tool that extracts information from the database.

Reports can be generated on an ad-hoc or scheduled basis. The DSM Reporter organizes, filters, and presents CA Client
Automation data. The DSM Reporter also gives the option of exporting data into CSV (*.csv) or HTML files (*.html). You
can import these files later into spreadsheets, budgeting tools, and so on.

The look-and-feel of the DSM Reporter is similar to that of the DSM Explorer. You can use drag-and-drop options to print
CA Client Automation units and groups and create reports that are based on queries.

NOTE
When you launch the DSM Reporter for the first time after installation, ensure that you give time to import all the
report templates into the database.If anything goes wrong while importing the report templates, open the registry
editor and delete the sub key under HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\Unicenter
ITRM\Reporter\Library. Launch the DSM Reporter again after deleting the sub key.

Common Application Framework
Each of the DSM components uses the Common Application Framework (CAF). CAF is a cross-platform service controller
that provides a single point of control for all DSM components.

CAF dynamically provides DSM services using an extensible plug-in model. Each CAF plug-in is a program that provides
Agent, Scalability Server, or Manager functionality. A CAF plug-in can also be an extension of CAF itself and provide
some common service. For example, registration with Scalability Servers or system event detection.

Typically, CAF starts all plug-ins automatically at boot time. CAF starts and stops plug-ins on demand from the command-
line and at particular times and regular intervals using its scheduler. For a description of how to specify scheduled jobs
that run in CAF, see CAF Scheduled Jobs.

CAF also queries plug-ins for status information and route messages from other plug-ins.

WARNING
On Windows, CAF is installed by default to log in as the Local System account. If you have to change this Net
Logon property for security reasons, change the property after the installation using the Computer Management,
Services console from the Windows control panel. Changing to an account with reduced privileges might result
in unexpected behavior or reduced functionality of CA Client Automation.

Application Framework User Interface

Any interaction with the Common Application Framework (CAF) is not necessary, as it runs as a service in the
background. However, CAF provides a command-line interface (caf) that allows administrators local and remote access to
CAF functionality, as in the following examples:

• Query the current status of all CAF plug-ins
• Start and stop CAF and all associated plug-ins and processes
• Start, stop, and question the status of an individual plug-in
• Enable and disable plug-ins

The CAF command-line interface sends a message to CAF executing the command. The exceptions to this message are
the commands to start and stop the CAF service or daemon itself and a few configuration commands.

NOTE
On Windows Vista, most caf commands require full administrator rights to work. If you are a member of the
administrators group but you are logged in as any other user apart from administrator, then a command-line
window runs under user rights. To run caf commands, run the command-line window by left clicking the relevant
icon and selecting Run as administrator.
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System Tray

The System Tray is a tool that provides user access to system services, such as the CAF.

The System Tray appears as an icon in the task bar of desktops on any operating system except UNIX. When you right-
click the icon, you can select one of the services available from the context menu. If necessary, the system tray function
requests that further user interaction before the service is started.

The configuration policy determines the service availability through the system tray and the visibility of the system tray
icon in the task bar (show or hide).

During the run time of CA Client Automation, you can control the system tray and its icon from the command-line using the
following commands:

• cfSysTray
This command starts the system tray if its state is set to Show in the configuration policy. The icon appears in the task
bar.

• cfSysTray show
This command starts the system tray (if not yet started) and sets its state to Show in the configuration policy. The icon
appears in the task bar.

• cfSysTray stop
This command stops the system tray. The system tray icon disappears from the task bar.

• cfSysTray hide
This command stops the system tray and sets its state to Hide in the configuration policy. The system tray icon
disappears from the task bar.

The CA Client Automation System Tray on Linux requires that the GIMP Toolkit GTK+ 1.2 (minimum version) is installed.
The GTK is not shipped with CA Client Automation, download the required version from www.gtk.org.

Logging

The Common Component Library (CCL) supports comprehensive tracing and has a crash handler to diagnose fatal errors.
Many plug-in components use these services.

The Common Application Framework (CAF) services log their activities in to log files. The degree of detail depends on the
trace level, which can be customized. The log files support in analyzing problems.

The trace level is set to ERROR by default. If you have to get more trace information, you might want to set the trace
level, for example, for the software delivery functionality or Data Transport Service to DETAIL, by running one of the
following cftrace commands:

cftrace -c set -f USD -l DETAIL -s 30000

cftrace -c set -f DTS -l DETAIL -s 30000

The -s option sets the log file size to 30,000 KB. The default size is 2,000 KB, which might be small for the DETAIL trace
level. The trace file is overwritten when the size limit and the number of configured trace files is reached.

On Windows, the log files for all CAF services are at  install_dir\logs (Default: c:\Program Files\CA\DSM\logs) path.

The log files that are created during installation of CA Client Automation are located under your user temp folder. Usually
the environment variable %temp% points to this folder.

On Linux, the log files for all CAF services are at $CA_ITRM_BASEDIR/logs.

Log files that are created during installation of CA Client Automation are located under /opt/CA/installer/log.

Trace Log Files

CA Client Automation components produce trace log files of their system activities while they are running. You can use
these log files to analyze and troubleshoot problems that might occur.
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Each CA Client Automation process writes to its own trace log file. If the comstore contains a trace configuration for a
process, the process writes its trace information to the defined file. If the comstore does not contain a trace configuration
for a process, the process writes its trace information to a file that is named based on the process name. If there are
multiple instances of the same process, you can set each instance to write to its own uniquely named trace log file.
However, this function is turned off by default to prevent the creation of numerous trace files. You can turn on this function
(through common configuration) to troubleshoot system problems.

If the trace level for a process is set to ERROR and an ERROR-level trace is raised, then CA Client Automation writes
more INFO-level trace information to the trace log file. This additional INFO-level information gives you more data about
the context of the error by providing the lower-level traces that caused the error.

You can set the parameters that control the tracing function through the ccnfcmda command-line.

NOTE
For more detailed information about the ccnfcmda configuration agent command, type <command> /?at the
command prompt.

The dsminfo Diagnostic Tool

The dsmInfo tool collects diagnostic information from systems that have CA Client Automation installed. The data that
is collected is compressed into a single file that contains log files, system information, directory structures, registry, and
environment information. This diagnostic tool is available in the CA Client Automation product installation media under the
Diagnostic Tools folder.

If a problem with CA Client Automation is reproducible, run the following command to change the trace level to DETAIL:

cftrace -c set -l DETAIL

Reproduce the problem and collect the diagnostic information with the dsmInfo tool.

For more information about this tool, see the DSMInfoReadMe.txt file available under the Diagnostic Tools folder in the
product installation media. The dsmInfo tool produces ".7z" files by default. These files provide better compression than
zip files, so uploading to CA Technologies is easier.

 

Common Configuration
CA Client Automation is configured centrally through a common configuration component that provides functions to
access, store, and manage the configuration data of CA Client Automation.

Configuration Parameters

Parameters can be grouped in configuration policies that you can assign to computers or computer groups.

In the configuration model, the following objects are defined:

• Parameter
A parameter contains configuration data. A parameter contains at least one value.

• Parameter information
Parameter information contains additional information about a parameter.

• Parameter section
Parameter section is a logical group of parameters. For example, the parameters configure certain related functionality.
Parameter sections establish the hierarchical structure of parameter sets.

• Configuration policy
Configuration policy is a collection of group-specific or computer-specific parameters.

• Configuration
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Configuration represents the configuration state and is assigned to a computer or computer group. The value of
configuration can be planned, scheduled, active, or error.

Management of Configuration Parameters

The Default Policy, that is, the default parameter set at the Manager contains parameters that are intended for remote
management. The Default Policy does not include those parameters that are only important for local applications running
on the local computer.

The two types of management modes for the parameters in the Default Policy are as follows:

• Locally managed: Applications that run on the local computer control the locally managed parameters.
• Centrally managed: Centrally managed parameters are controlled through policies of the Manager and are read-only

for local applications. Centrally managed parameters take precedence over locally managed parameters.

The management mode of a parameter can be changed at the Manager only.

Some applications, for example, Remote Control can be installed in a standalone mode. One result of standalone
installations is that the Default Policy of the Manager does not control the configuration parameters. The parameter
values are also not reported back to the Manager. The standalone mode takes precedence over the locally and centrally
managed modes. You establish the standalone mode during installation of the application.

Configuration Policies

For administrative purposes, you can group parameters into configuration policies. These policies can be assigned to
computers or groups of computers.

A single computer or group can also be subjected to multiple configuration policies. In that case, the parameter settings
defined in one policy might overlap with those settings defined in another policy. To resolve conflicts, comply with the
following rules when configuration policies overlap:

• The children of the group inherit the policies that are assigned to the group. A child can be a group or computer.
• Policies that are assigned on the child level override the ones on the parent level in a hierarchy. All parameters that are

defined on the parent level are also defined for the child. If a child policy overlaps with a parent policy, the child policy
takes precedence.

Configuration Report from Agents

Each time the parameter settings of an Agent are changed, the changes are reported to the Manager. On the Manager,
these settings are visible on the DSM Explorer as Reported Configuration.

Enterprise Manager Agent Configuration

The CA Client Automation infrastructure uses a common configuration architecture and methodology. Administrators
use the DSM Explorer interface to change the configuration policies. Domain Manager stores these changes in the
Management Database (MDB). Then, changes are transmitted to an agent that applies them.

However, where an Enterprise Manager is present, the configuration management architecture becomes slightly less
intuitive.

To support managed configuration, ensure that the Enterprise Manager is itself managed. So the installation of an agent
is required. Agents communicate with Scalability Servers, which then communicate with Domain Managers. Decide which
Scalability Server and Domain Manager would manage the Enterprise Manager computer.

Most organizations deploy only one Enterprise Manager.
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Enable and Configure Location Awareness

You can configure the computer to report to an appropriate Scalability Server when it detects a change in location. You
can apply the location awareness feature to a policy on the DSM Agents to allow the computer to evaluate the location
awareness rules. For more information, see How to Enable and Configure Location Awareness.

Inventorying and Management of Devices
The asset management functions in CA Client Automation provide a simple automated mechanism for inventorying and
managing devices on an enterprise network, through a discovery and agent deployment process. The provision of an
installed agent onto the discovered devices allows for ongoing centralized management and control of the devices.

This section provides information about the following asset management features:

• Basic Inventory Component
• Non-Resident Inventory Support

For more information about the asset management functions, components, and requirements, see  Asset Management
Administration .

Basic Inventory Component

The basic inventory component detects a dynamic subset of hardware information about the local computer, and makes
this information available to other DSM components. The detail of inventory information depends on the hardware
environment and the platform.

The basic inventory information includes the following hardware information:

• System (for example, Asset Tag, Model, Processors, or Memory)
• Operating System (for example, Language, Operating System, Service Pack, or Version)
• System Devices (for example, Network or Video Adapters)
• Network (for example, Computer and Domain Name, IP Address / IPv6, or TCP/IP)
• File Systems (for example, Local file systems or partitioning)
• System Status (for example, Last Hardware scan)

NOTE
Regardless of the language that CA Client Automation is running on, this inventory information is always
available in English.

Non-Resident Inventory Support

The asset management Non-Resident Inventory (NRI) support function lets enterprise administrators inventory their
networks without making any permanent impact on the devices inventoried. NRI provides an elective solution where end
users are directed to use a web page to collect the inventory for their system. NRI also provides a Managed solution
where the enterprise administrator initiates an inventory collection through, for example, logon scripts.

NRI support uses components from the regular DSM agent with the Asset Collector and the Web Console.

To use NRI, install at least one Web Console (and the associated Web Services) and one Asset Collector for each
Domain Manager where you want to collect and store non-resident inventory. In the simplest scenario each Domain
Manager might co-host a single Web Console and Asset Collector. For larger and more scalable scenarios, a number of
scalability servers might co-host Web Consoles and Asset Collectors.

NRI is installed as part of the asset management functionality through the setup program of CA Client Automation.
Configuration of NRI is achieved through a simple configuration file (script file).

NRI supports inventorying on Windows, Linux and UNIX target computers. Also, the management components of NRI are
supported on Managers and Scalability Servers on Windows only.
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Limitations of NRI

If you run NRI using a standard domain user account that has fewer privileges compared to the user "root" (in the case of
UNIX and Linux) or administrator account (in the case of Windows), less inventory is reported by the NRI agent compared
to the regular CA Client Automation agent.

Based upon the privileges under which NRI is executed, the NRI agent collects as much information as it can.

For more information about NRI, see  Asset Management Administration .

 

Planning the Infrastructure Implementation
This section highlights information about the requirements and scalability of CA Client Automation. Read and understood
the provided information before deploying any DSM components.

IPv6 Support
IPv6 (Internet Protocol version 6) follows IPv4 as the second version of the Internet Protocol that is formally adopted for
general use. IPv6 provides more addresses for networked devices, allowing, for example, each cell phone and mobile
electronic device to have its own address.

IPv6 operates on a 128-bit address base and therefore provides a tremendous address space. This huge address
space allows for almost unlimited hierarchies and assignment of addresses with specific domains. IPv6 also brings
improvements in auto-configuration, security, simplified routing, and other services.

CA Client Automation is IPv6 compliant and can function in a pure IPv4, a pure IPv6, and a mixed IPv4 or IPv6
environment.

With IPv6, Network Adapters might have more than one IPv6 address and also have both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses. We
strongly recommend that you use Fully Qualified Domain Names (FQDN) to identify Managers, Scalability Servers, and so
on.

Restrictions in Context of IPv6 Support

The following restrictions apply in the context of IPv6 support in CA Client Automation:

• If you have set the protocol precedence parameter in comstore to “ipv6,ipv4” and you are using an Oracle MDB, the
product tends to run slowly. The operations are slow because database connections first try IPv6 addresses, which
fail to connect to the Oracle database, before trying an IPv4 address. To prevent this performance degradation, while
continuing to use IPv6 addresses by preference in other parts of the product, create the following DWORD with a value
of 1 in the registry, HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\Unicenter ITRM\ UseIPv4ForDB.

• OS Installation Management (OSIM) is only available in networks supporting IPv4. The reason is that OSIM relies on
PXE, which relies on IPv4.

• CA Client Automation does not support link local addresses when addressing infrastructure components, except for the
following two cases:
– When connecting from a remote control viewer to a remote control host, a link local address might be entered into

the remote control viewer.
– When using remote control to browse the local network, link local addresses are displayed and can be selected.

NOTE
Link local addresses are collected and displayed as part of Inventory Collection and Display.

• The NOS download method for a Software Delivery (SD) job is not supported over pure IPv6 under the following
conditions:
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– The agent on any platform is using Samba or NFS.
– The agent is a Windows platform older than Windows Vista and is using Microsoft NOS.
If the Windows platform is Windows Server 2003, follow these steps to enable NOS download:
a. Set the following registry key to 1 on the agent computers:

HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Services\smb\Parameters\IPv6EnableOutboundGlobal (REG_DWORD)
b. Apply the two hot fix updates to any agent computers wishing to mount its DSM Scalability Server library share:

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/947369/en-us
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/950092/en-us

c. The host name of the Scalability Server computer resolves to a global IPv6 address.
d. Ensure that the Scalability Server library share (as held in the Scalability Server comstore) uses a host name (and

not an IP address). To verify whether an IP address is used, run the following commands:
ccnfcmda -cmd GetParameterValue -ps itrm/usd/shared -pn exportarchive

ccnfcmda -cmd GetParameterValue -ps itrm/usd/shared -pn msiadminpathunc

If either command returns a value that includes an IP address, replace the address with a hostname using the
following commands:
ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps itrm/usd/shared -pn exportarchive 

-v IP_replaced_with_hostname

ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps itrm/usd/shared -pn msiadminpathunc 

-v IP_replaced_with_hostname

For example, if the GetParameterValue for msiadminpathunc returned \\2001:db9:1:2:f045:c89:5c2:bdf5\SDMSILIB,
the new value is \\foobar.testarea.ca.com\SDMSILIB.

NOTE
For more information about the ccnfcmda configuration agent command, type <command> /? at the command
prompt.

In practice, if the above NOS download method fails, software delivery fall backs to using the NOS less download method.
However, if the fallback is disabled by changing the default policy, the SD job fails under these circumstances.

• Data Transport Service (DTS) World View dynamic container membership only supports IPv4 address ranges.
• Infrastructure Deployment and Continuous Discovery support IPv4 address ranges only.
• The Unmanaged Computers wizard lets you enter one or more subnets that are used to filter out unmanaged

computers. Only IPv4 subnets are supported.
• The CAF Service Locator might only work in a local subnet, which might affect the Packager that finds Managers only

in the local subnet. (This depends on whether routers allow scoped multicast.)
• The DTS PPP protocol does not support IPv6.
• CA Client Automation does not support disabling IPv4 on Windows Server 2003 and Windows XP, because disabling

IPv4 on these Windows platforms is generically not supported.
• On Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008, CA Client Automation supports pure IPv6. Remove IPv4 on these

platforms using the following command from a command prompt:
netsh interface ipv4 uninstall

 If a reboot is required, a message is displayed.

Configuration Considerations in Context of IPv6 Support

In context of IPv6 support in CA Client Automation, observe the following configuration notes and aspects.

• Configuration parameters (policy entries) in the DSM Explorer control the IPv6 and IPv4 connections, as follows:
– Define precedence of DNS lookups

This parameter defines the precedence of DNS queries when performing DNS queries directly, that is, not using
common functions. In the pre-Windows Vista operating environments, DNS is supported over IPv4 only.
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Default: ipv4,ipv6
– Define precedence of name resolution

This parameter defines the order of precedence of name resolution functions. In some environments, WINS and
NETBIOS name resolution might be more reliable than DNS. In these cases, you can specify that NETBIOS
resolution should be used in precedence to DNS lookups.
If this parameter is set, the value of the Use NETBIOS short name fallback configuration parameter is ignored, and
the name resolution first queries NETBIOS by stripping the FQDN to a short name before falling back to try DNS
and other methods. If a short-name lookup due to this policy has already been performed, the short name fallback is
skipped, if enabled. This parameter is supported only on CA Client Automation systems that support NETBIOS look-
ups.

NOTE
This parameter is not currently used.

Default: dns, netbios
– Define precedence of resolved addresses

This parameter defines the precedence of the IP address family (IPv6 or IPv4), when multiple IP address families
are used.
When resolving addresses, this centrally managed parameter specifies what precedence should be applied to
each address family. The default is to order IPv4 addresses before IPv6 addresses to maintain the maximum
interoperability.
Default: ipv4,ipv6

– Enable IPv4 resolution
This parameter enables support for IPv4 address resolution. This parameter is only a placeholder in the current
version of the software, and therefore end nodes ignore the setting and always support IPv4 resolution.
Default: True

– Enable IPv6 resolution
This parameter enables support for IPv6 address resolution, allowing IPv6 addresses to be returned. If disabled
(False), the resolver removes any IPv6 addresses from the name resolution results.

NOTE
The end nodes honor this parameter, as opposed to the mirror IPv4 control.

Default: True
– Use database for name resolution fallback

This parameter specifies a fall back to an IP address stored either on MDB database of a Manager or database of a
server when a live name cannot be resolved through address location services (DNS) or NETBIOS.

NOTE
Usually leave the default fallback option as is and only change if requested by CA technical support
personnel.

Valid values are as follows:
1 = All fallback modes enabled
2 = Use server database fallback
4 = Use MDB fallback
Default: 1

– Use NETBIOS short name fallback
If the fully qualified name (FQN) lookup fails, this parameter indicates whether NETBIOS short names are used as a
fallback.
Default: True
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NOTE
These configuration parameters are located in the Configuration Policy/Default Computer Policy/DSM/
Common Components/Networking/General pane.

• If CA Client Automation is installed on an IPv4 only computer, and later IPv6 is enabled, reboot the computer and
restart the CAF service.

• If your network supports IPv6 only (that is, IPv4 routing has been disabled or stopped) or is predominantly using
IPv6 connections, we recommend that you change the value of the "Define precedence of resolved addresses"
configuration parameter to ipv6,ipv4. This setting improves the performance of communications between the different
computers in the enterprise or domain.

• If you have a Manager with a remote MDB and only IPv6 routing between Manager and remote MDB, opening
the DSM Explorer for the first time is slow, because the configuration parameter "Define precedence of resolved
addresses" is initially set to ipv4,ipv6 by default. In this case, the name resolves first to an IPv4 address, the database
connection fails after a timeout, then the IPv6 address is tried, which succeeds. The configuration policy can be
changed only after the DSM Explorer opens.

• If there are a significant number of Windows 2003 and Windows XP computers in your network, leave the configuration
parameter "Define precedence of DNS lookups" as ipv4,ipv6, because on these platforms DNS messages are sent
only over IPv4 connections.

DNS Name Resolution for Computers Hosting DSM Components

Ensure all the computers hosting the DSM components such as, Enterprise Manager, Domain Manager, Scalability
Server, and Agents support both forward and reverse DNS lookup. Verify that the communication between the DSM
components works correctly.

Assigning a Hostname to Loopback IP

CA Client Automation requires that the Hostname is resolvable always for internal and external communications. The
interactive installer contains an option, Assigned Hostname to the loopback IP, which allows for the former option to be
set.

For unattended installation, set the write_hostname entry to True in the networking or DNS section of autoinst.xml, as
follows:

<networking>

  <dns>

    <dhcp_hostname config:type="boolean" >false</dhcp_hostname>

    <dhcp_resolv config:type="boolean" >true</dhcp_resolv>

    <hostname>$HostName$</hostname>

    <write_hostname config:type=boolean>true</write_hostname>

  </dns>

</networking>

You can find the autoinst.xml file at the following location:

DSM_Install_Folder\server\SDBS\var\managedpc\images\IMAGE_NAME\IMAGE_NAME\suse

FIPS 140-2 Support
The Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) Publication 140-2 (FIPS PUB 140-2) is a U.S. government computer
security standard that is used to accredit cryptographic modules. The National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) issues and maintains this standard.

Computer products that use FIPS 140-2 accredited cryptographic modules in their FIPS-accredited mode can only use
FIPS approved security functions such as AES (Advanced Encryption Standard), SHA-1 (Secure Hash Algorithm), and
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higher-level protocols. The higher-level protocols such as TLS v1.2 are explicitly allowed in the FIPS 140-2 standard and
implementation guides.

Cryptography in CA Client Automation deals with the following aspects:

• Storage and verification of passwords
• Communication of all sensitive data between components of CA products, and between CA products and third-party

products

FIPS 140-2 specifies the requirements for using cryptographic algorithms within a security system protecting sensitive but
unclassified data.

CA Client Automation supports FIPS-compliant techniques for cryptography. CA Client Automation incorporates the
RSA BSafe and Crypto-C ME v2.1 cryptographic libraries. The libraries have been validated as meeting the FIPS 140-2
Security Requirements for Cryptographic Modules.

FIPS 140-2 Platform Support

To be FIPS 140-2 compliant, the use of a FIPS 140-2 certified cryptographic module is required in its certified mode
and configuration. The certified RSA cryptographic module is not available for all platforms where CA Client Automation
is available. On those platforms where a certified module is not available but domain policy specifies FIPS 140-2 only
cryptography, then the cryptographic support on those platforms only uses algorithms and functions that are FIPS
approved; however, they are provided by a non-approved cryptographic module (CA OpenSSL).

The following platforms are FIPS 140-2 compliant when operated in the FIPS-Only mode:

• Windows NT x86 Platforms
• Linux
• Solaris SPARC/32

All other platforms are currently not FIPS 140-2 compliant. Although when other platforms are configured to operate in
FIPS-Only modes, they use only FIPS approved algorithms and functions but not with a certified cryptographic provider.

Supported FIPS Modes

CA Client Automation supports FIPS-compliant cryptography in two modes, as FIPS-preferred and FIPS-only. The two
modes are applicable for storage and verification of passwords, communication of all sensitive data between components
of CA products, and between CA products and third-party products.

• FIPS-Preferred mode
This mode provides backward-compatibility with the previous releases of CA Client Automation. In this mode, the
components use FIPS-compliant cryptography while communicating to another component. However, when they
communicate with the components of previous releases, they might use security functions that are not FIPS-compliant
to support backward-compatibility. While FIPS-preferred is the default mode for new installations, it is the only
supported mode for upgrades.

NOTE
After you have upgraded all the DSM components in your environment, you can switch to FIPS-only mode.

• FIPS-Only mode
This mode uses only the FIPS-compliant techniques for cryptography. Use this option for new CA Client
Automation installations. This mode is not backward-compatible with the previous releases of CA Client Automation.

NOTE
After you switch to FIPS-only mode, the components cannot use legacy cryptography. If necessary, you can
switch back to FIPS-preferred mode.
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Failover Support and Hardware Replacement
CA Client Automation supports a failover in a clustered environment and also replacing Manager hardware during
hardware failure or hardware upgrade.

Failover Support

The failover support is available only for Windows operating environments and Microsoft SQL Server databases.

Failover supports installation of the Manager components on two different computers running Microsoft Cluster. Ensure
that one system is the active node running the Manager functionality and the others are standby passive systems, having
the Manager that is software installed but not activated.

Installing on a Cluster

CA Client Automation does not detect system failures and does not automatically switch from the active to the passive
node in a system failure.

CA Client Automation can be installed in two modes:

• Active CA Client Automation Manager
• Passive CA Client Automation Manager

The terms "Active" and "Passive" specifies whether the DSM Manager is active or passive. These terms do not refer to
the Cluster Node, which might itself be active or passive.

When installing CA Client Automation in a cluster, one instance of the DSM Manager is installed as the Active CA Client
Automation Manager and each of the other instances is installed as a Passive CA Client Automation Manager.

To install an Active CA Client Automation Manager

1. On Active Node of the cluster, launch the CA Client Automation installer in the usual way and perform a custom
installation.

2. Select the Manager components and any other components that are part of the installation.
3. In the Configure Manager dialog, enter the name of the Management Database Server.
4. Click the Recovery button.
5. Select the Enable Recovery Support and Active options in the dialog.
6. Enter the name of the cluster and the location of the shared drive.

NOTE

If you want to install a DSM Domain Manager with a local Microsoft SQL Server in a Microsoft Cluster
environment, install CA Client Automation into the Microsoft SQL Server Cluster Group using the Microsoft
SQL Server virtual name.

7. Continue through the installation, until you reach the Choose Destination Location dialog where you configure the
Destination folder.
The Destination folder is on local disk of the computer (not the shared cluster disk).
The location of the configuration data automatically points to shared disk of the cluster that is based on the information
that is entered in the "failover" dialog. However, you might review these locations by clicking the Advanced button.
Ensure that the location of the Shared Components is on local disk of the computer. This location is configured using
the same Advanced button.

8. Click Next and continue through the installer dialogs until the installation starts.
The installation of a Manager with CCS on a cluster computer is different from that on a standalone, non-clustered
computer. Usually the installation of CCS is silent. However, on a cluster CA Client Automation invokes an interactive
installation of CCS.
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WARNING
Do not change any information in any of these dialogs, as CA Client Automation has populated the dialogs
with the appropriate values. Click Next through the dialogs until the CCS installation starts.

To install a Passive CA Client Automation Manager

1. Before installing on the other computers in the cluster, ensure that the cluster groups are available and the shared
resources are functional. Alternatively, make the computer the active node in the cluster.

2. Launch the CA Client Automation installer in the usual way and perform a custom installation.
3. Select the same components that were selected in the Active CA Client Automation Manager installation.
4. In the Configure Manager dialog, enter the name of the Management Database Server.
5. Click the Recovery button.
6. Select the Enable Recovery Support and Passive options in the dialog.
7. Next, the installer asks for the location of the DSMRecovery.ini file. This is located in the CA Client Automation

configuration data directory, which are on shared disk of the cluster. The actual location would have been defined
during the installation of the Active CA Client Automation Manager.

8. Click Next and continue through the installer dialogs, and start the installation. As with the Active CA Client Automation
Manager installation, the installation of CCS is performed interactively.

WARNING

Do not change any of the information in any of these dialogs, as CA Client Automation has populated them
with the appropriate values. Click Next through the dialogs until the CCS installation starts.

After the installations are complete, then the cluster resources can be moved back to active node of the cluster

When the Active Cluster Node switches between computers in the cluster, notify the Passive CA Client Automation
Manager. You can notify by running the ActivateManagerNode.bat file that is located in the bin directory of the DSM
Manager installation location. If you want to use a cluster management system, Cluster Manager can be configured to
execute the content of the ActivateManagerNode.bat file.

NOTE

• If installing to a non-default named SQL instance ensure that the TCP/IP port numbers of the instance are
the same on all nodes of the cluster. If this is not the case, modify the port numbers accordingly. Also ensure
that SQL-Server Browser is running.

• Currently, a boot server is not supported on a cluster.
• On Windows 2008 (and Windows Vista) the ActivateManagerNode.bat command file must be run with full

administrator rights. If you are logged in as the administrator user, this user automatically has full rights by
default. If, however, you are logged in as some other user who is also in the Administrators group, then
Windows arranges matters so that this user only has ordinary user rights and, therefore, cannot run this
command file successfully. To change this, run the ActivateManagerNode.bat command file as the elevated
user. For example, to open an elevated command-line window, right-click the Command Prompt icon and
select Run as Administrator. The command file can then be run from there.

Replacement of Manager Hardware

Replace the Manager system hardware during a system failure or hardware upgrade, so that the original MDB and
configuration settings can be used furthermore.

Do not reinstall the MDB or reconfigure the software delivery library or remote control address books because the original
configuration can be used.

To prepare for cases where the Manager system has to be replaced, do some settings in the installation wizard. In the
Configure Manager dialog, a button named 'Recovery' leads into the failover dialog. In the failover dialog, select the
'System Replacement' and 'Enable Replacement' options. In the dialog for the install directories, set the directories for
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Manager data (MDB and configuration data) to a path which you want to back up regularly. During installation all input
given through the various dialogs is stored in a file named DSMRecovery.ini and is saved at the specified configuration
data location. With this file, there is a possibility to replace the hardware in case of a crash.

If the hardware has been replaced and you want to reinstall Manager, run the 'Recovery' dialog again, select 'Enable
Replacement', and 'Replacing system'.

At the bottom, enter the installation path for the configuration data so that the installer can find the originally stored
DSMRecovery.ini. The installer reads all installation parameters and uses the same MDB, software library, and so on, as
in the original Manager installation.

Ensure that the relative path to the configuration data is same as the path for the active Manager.

Replacing the Manager system requires that the old Manager hardware and the new Manager hardware are using the
same system name.

NOTE

In case of computer hardware failure consistency of data cannot be ensured.

Configuring CA HIPS for CA Client Automation Installation
If you are installing CA Client Automation on a system where a CA Host-Based Intrusion Prevention System (CA HIPS)
client is installed, configure the CA HIPS server before you can install CA Client Automation on the client system.

1. On the CA HIPS server system, log in to the CA HIPS console.
2. Click Policy Management, Definitions, and Application Repository.
3. If the groups list does not contain a SafeApps group, create a group that is named SafeApps. Follow these steps:

a. Click Policy Management, Definitions, Common Settings, and OS System Security Globals.
b. Select SafeApps in the Application Group to Bypass User Mode Hooks drop-down list and click OK.
c. Click Policy Management, Definitions, and Application Repository.

4. Select the group SafeApps.
5. Click Add New and enter the following details to define the setup.exe:

Field Value

Member Type Application

Member Name setup.exe

Identify By FileName

Path setup.exe

Groups SafeApps
6. Click OK.
7. Click Add New and enter the following details to define the CACMS.MSI:

Field Value

Member Type Application

Member Name CACMS.MSI

Identify By FileName

Path CACMS.MSI

Groups SafeApps
8. Click OK.
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9. Click Policy Management, Deployment.
10. Click Deploy.
11. Specify a version number and click OK.
12. Wait for the policy to be activated on the CA HIPS client system.

The CA HIPS client system is now ready for the CA Client Automation installation.

Infrastructure Component Considerations
The relationship between the various components of CA Client Automation is as follows:

• Agents have a many-to-one relationship with their Scalability Server. Each agent reports to only one Scalability Server.
• Scalability Servers have a many-to-one relationship with their Domain Manager. Each Scalability Server reports to only

one Domain Manager.
• Domain Managers have an optional many-to-one relationship with an Enterprise Manager. Each Domain Manager

reports to only one Enterprise Manager.

Infrastructure Installation Steps

A successful infrastructure installation is achieved by the following high-level methodology:

• Determine appropriate component placement
This step decides the role of the systems considering network bandwidth, existing system load, and other aspects.

• Check your network for proper configuration
Ensure that the DNS configuration allows for successful operation of “nslookup IP_address” among vertical
connections down the CA Client Automation tier hierarchy. For example,
– Enterprise Manager - Domain Manager
– Domain Manager - Scalability Server
– Scalability Server - Agent
– Domain Manager - Agent

• Install the Enterprise and Domain Managers
• Install Scalability Servers
• Install Agents
• Install DSM Explorer administrative consoles

Infrastructure Sizing Key Factors

Several key factors have a considerable impact on the infrastructure sizing and system performance.

Load on Asset Management Tasks

The load on the following asset management tasks affects the infrastructure size:

• The number of inventory attributes collected
• Frequency of inventory collection

Load on Software Delivery Tasks

The load on the following software delivery tasks affects the infrastructure size:

• Size of software packages to deliver
• Quantity of software packages to deliver
• Network bandwidth management
• Frequency of software package delivery (daily, weekly, monthly, and so on.)
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Computer Identification in CA Client Automation

CA Client Automation assigns a CA Technologies-specific Universal Unique Identifier (UUID) to each managed computer.
The UUID is stored on each computer at the following locations:

Windows registry:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\ComputerAssociates\HostUUID

Linux/UNIX:

/etc/cadmuuid

The CA Client Automation Application Framework (CAF) checks the locations for a CA Technologies-specific UUID
periodically. If a UUID is found, CAF assumes that this asset is already registered in the database. If the UUID is not
found, CAF creates a UUID. The asset is registered to the database.

If you have copied an installation to install on another computer or to use as a backup, the copied installation contains
a CA-specific UUID of the original computer. You can copy the installation by physical dump of the hard disk using an
imaging tool such as GHOST or image file of a virtual machine using a tool such as VMware. If you start the copied
installation on a computer other than the original one, the CA-specific UUID would appear twice.

To prevent the duplication of CA-specific UUID, CA Client Automation performs the following actions:

1. When CAF starts or the “caf register” command is issued, an algorithm is executed. This algorithm verifies whether the
target computer is the original computer or another computer.

2. If the target computer is the original computer, the original CA-specific UUID is used. A new CA-specific UUID is
created otherwise.

To detect the requirement for a unique CA-specific UUID, CA Client Automation can use either the default algorithm
(recommended) or the legacy algorithm. The algorithm checks for the following characteristics of the target computer
against the values in the database:

Virtual machine

The algorithm checks only the System ID (a system BIOS attribute) characteristic.

Physical computer

• MAC address compliance
If one of the MAC addresses matches with one of the original MAC addresses of the target, this criterion is fulfilled.

• Hard disk serial number compliance
If one of the hard disk serial numbers matches with one of the original hard disk serial numbers of the target, this
criterion is fulfilled.

• System ID compliance
If the System ID matches with the original System ID of the target, this criterion is fulfilled.

A change in the values of the preceding characteristics does not necessarily require a change in the CA-specific UUID.
The algorithm initiates a change in the CA-specific UUID in the following conditions:

• If the original value of the characteristic exists in the database and the new value is different from the original value,
a change in the value occurs.
For example, if the old list of MAC addresses is not available in the database for comparison, a change in the CA-
specific UUID is not initiated.

• If the new values of MAC addresses or disk serial numbers match with the existing values in the database, a change in
the value occurs.
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Lock Host UUID

A hardware change usually results in the change of the host UUID. If you do not want to change the host UUID, you can
lock the host UUID.
Set the LockHostUUID policy in DSM Explorer, Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Default
Configuration Policy, and Agent path.

• 0 (False): Agent generates new Host UUID for hardware change.

• 1 (True): User can lock the Host UUID on the Agent and can apply policy to the appropriate computers or groups.

Default Value: 0 (False)

Default Algorithm (Recommended)

The default algorithm detects both the IDE and SCSI disks. The default algorithm determines the change in host
accurately when compared to the legacy algorithm. Legacy algorithm detects only the IDE disks.

After the algorithm checks the characteristics of the target computer, a CA-specific UUID is generated in the following
scenarios:

• The hard disk serial numbers have changed. In addition, the MAC addresses or the System ID has changed.
• The hard disk serial numbers are not detected and both System ID and MAC addresses have changed.

NOTE
For a virtual machine, a change in the System ID triggers a new host UUID.

Legacy Algorithm

To use the legacy algorithm for computer identification in CA Client Automation, enable the legacy algorithm.

WARNING
Enable the legacy algorithm before you upgrade or start a new installation. If you change to the legacy algorithm
after the upgrade or installation, the legacy algorithm generates incorrect CA-specific UUIDs.

To enable the legacy algorithm, use one of the following methods on Windows, Linux, or UNIX:

• To enable the legacy algorithm on Windows, create a string value LegacyHostUUID with value 1 under the registry
key HKLM\Software\ComputerAssociates\HostUUID.

• To enable the legacy algorithm on Linux or UNIX, create a file that is named /etc/calegacyuuid.

NOTE
Enable the legacy algorithm on every computer running a CA Client Automation agent.

For a physical computer, the algorithm checks for the three characteristics that are described earlier. If at least two
of these three criteria are not met, the target system is regarded as a new computer. A new CA-specific UUID is also
generated.

WARNING
The earlier versions of CA Technologies desktop management software generated UUIDs, such as CA Software
Delivery, CA Asset Management, and CA Remote Control are not globally unique.

Computers Roaming Between Domains

A computer can report to several different Domain Managers. Roaming functionality avoids duplicate entries on the
Enterprise Manager when a computer moves between domains that are linked to the same Enterprise Manager.

Computers that report to a different domain has their information moved to their new Domain Manager. This information
can be delivered software, inventory attributes, and so on.
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The computer is deleted from the domain that it has roamed from. By default, this task is done by software delivery
functionality (if installed). If software delivery functionality is not installed or configured to not preserve job history,
removing the computer is done by the replication job.

Example: A Roaming Computer

Domain Managers A and B are both linked to the same Enterprise Manager. A computer X registers to Domain Manager
A and gets replicated to the Enterprise Manager. Then computer X registers to Domain Manager B.

Before Domain Manager B replicates computer X to the Enterprise Manager, verification is done whether a computer
with the same UUID already exists on the enterprise. This UUID refers to, CA Technologies-specific UUID or hostuuid.
The computer X is found from domain A and it is known that this computer X has roamed from Domain Manager A to
Domain Manager B. The “domain A/computer X” account is deleted on the Enterprise Manager by the Domain Manager
B replication and a roaming notification is stored in the database of the Enterprise Manager. The “domain B/computer
X” account is replicated to the Enterprise Manager. Before Domain Manager A replicates changes or new computers,
any roaming notifications are verified. It finds the one for computer X and deletes it on Domain Manager A. (If a software
delivery agent is installed on the roaming computer, it is not deleted immediately.)

The computer X has now successfully roamed and now only exists as “domain B/computer X” in the environment of the
Enterprise Manager.

Customizable Logoff or Reboot Banner

When software delivery or remote control functions initiate a logout or a reboot of the target computer, the application
framework (CAF) displays a dialog that shows a banner bitmap and tells the user what is happening.

You can replace the default banner bitmap with one of your own by creating a bitmap image file (with file extension .bmp)
500x65 pixels in size. Store this file on a local disk or a network share and set the Common Components/CAF/General/
CAF Dialog: bitmap filename configuration policy to the path name of the file. When the dialog is displayed, it reads this
file and displays the image.

Use of a Custom Reboot Program

The Common Application Framework (CAF) usually forwards system reboot requests to the operating system to
perform the actual reboot. It is possible to use a custom reboot program, which is able to take special requirements into
consideration.

To enable and to configure the use of a custom system reboot program, the following configuration policy settings are
available in the DSM/common/caf/general configuration policy group:

• CAF: Reboot command
This configuration specifies the name of the custom reboot program to use instead of the operating system API. If no
reboot program is specified, the operating system API is used.

• CAF Dialog: Enable dialog
This configuration specifies whether a countdown dialog is displayed (True) or an immediate reboot without countdown
dialog takes place (False). This is useful on specialized hardware which does not allow user interaction with a dialog.

Reboot and Log Off Dialog on Terminal Servers

During a reboot operation, a dialog is displayed which informs you about the proceedings. It provides several buttons
which grant some control over the process.

• Reboot now
This button starts the reboot now rather than wait for the indicated timeout.

• Defer
This button defers the reboot for a while, allowing you to complete or save your work.

• Cancel
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This button aborts the reboot.

On a computer where you are the only user, this operation works fine because no one else is affected. On a terminal
server, however, there could be many users so the rules have to change. In this case, all the buttons are disabled
because pressing any one could affect all other users without their knowledge. The system administrator only has the
rights to control the reboot process.

During a log out operation, however, the Logoff now button is enabled because that affects only you. The Defer and
Cancel buttons are still disabled.

Web Console and Web Services Considerations

Installation Packages Required for the Web Console

The following table lists the third-party and CA Technologies packages that are prerequisites for the Web Console:

Package Operating System Description/Comment
AMS Windows and Linux CA Technologies component for Asset

Maintenance System.
Web Console uses AMS to view information
about the owned and discovered assets.

Apache Webserver Linux Component that hosts the Web Console
application.
If you want to use a specific version
of the Apache Webserver, set the
CA_DSM_USE_APACHE_PROG
variable to the full path of the binary
rather than its parent directory
before you start the installation of
CA Client Automation. For example:
CA_DSM_USE_APACHE_PROG=/
apache2.2.8/bin/httpd

Apache Tomcat Windows and Linux Servlet container for the Web Console.
Apache Tomcat Connector for ISAPI Windows Connector between Internet Information

Services (IIS) and Tomcat.
Apache Tomcat Connector for Apache
(mod_jk)

Linux (32, 64 bit) Connector between Apache Webserver and
Tomcat.

Oracle JDBC Driver Windows and Linux JDBC driver that is used to connect to an
Oracle database.

Apache Axis Windows and Linux WebService toolkit.
CA CMDB Windows and Linux Configuration management database.
CA Service Desk Windows and Linux  
Microsoft IIS Windows Microsoft Internet Information Services

Component that hosts the Web Console
application.

Log4j Windows and Linux Logging toolkit.
Microsoft SQL Server JDBC Driver Windows JDBC driver that is used to connect to an

SQL Server database.
Microsoft SQL Server JDBC Driver Linux JDBC driver that is used to connect to an

SQL Server database.
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Sun JRE Windows and Linux Sun Java Runtime Environment
Required for Web Console when using
IPv6.

WARNING
The modification of the key SQLServer.PortNo with the database port number in the file wacconfig.properties is
no longer supported. Provide the correct port number during the installation as it cannot be modified later.

• Installing Web Admin Console (WAC) or Web Services on 64-bit Linux systems
CA Client Automation does not support 64-bit Apache Web Server on the Linux systems. Uninstall any 64-bit Apache
Web Server before you install CA Client Automation Web Console or CA Client Automation Web Services on a 64-bit
Linux system.

Tomcat Port Usage by Web Console

The Web Console uses the Apache Tomcat web servlet engine. The default Tomcat port numbers that are used are 8090
(startup), 8095 (shutdown), and 8020 (AJP). The Tomcat ports screen gets populated during the installation. The user
is expected to give the proper port number during installation. The Tomcat port that is used by the Web Console can be
found in the server.xml file under the system install path.

On Windows, the location of the server.xml file is as follows:

[installpath]\Web Console\conf\server.xml

On Linux, the location of the server.xml file is as follows:

[install_path]/webconsole/conf/server.xml

Tomcat Port Configuration for Web Console

It might be the case that one or all the default Tomcat ports are already used by other CA Technologies applications
that are already installed on the computer. The Web Console installer checks for ports that are already in use and
automatically allocates new port numbers appropriately.

The detection of the applications using clashing port numbers requires that the application is running at the time of
installation. If the applications are not running, take post-install manual steps to resolve the port number clashes. Different
applications that try to use the same port numbers might fail to start. Typically the first application to start succeeds and
subsequent applications fail.

To change the port numbers that the Web Console uses

1. Stop the Web Console instance of Tomcat. If this instance is running, open a command console and type:
caf stop tomcat

2. Open the server.xml file in a text editor.
The file should contain entries that look something like this:
<Server port="8095" shutdown="SHUTDOWN" debug="0">

<Connector className="org.apache.coyote.tomcat4.CoyoteConnector"

    port="8090" minProcessors="5" maxProcessors="75"

    enableLookups="true" redirectPort="8443"

    acceptCount="100" debug="0" connectionTimeout="20000"

    useURIValidationHack="false" disableUploadTimeout="true" />

3. Modify the port numbers nnnn in the port=”nnnn” assignments (there are two of them in the example) to available free
ports.

4. Save the file and exit the text editor.
5. Start the Web Console instance of Tomcat by opening a command console and typing:

caf start tomcat
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If you are unsure of the port numbers that are used by other applications, try incrementing all the port numbers by 1. Start
the applications, and if you still have problems repeat the mentioned process.

Deploying a Standalone Web Console

You can deploy Web Console either on the DSM Manager computer or on a different computer. We recommend that the
computer that hosts the standalone Web Console, and the computer that hosts the MDB and the Domain Manager are in
the same subnet (in the same geographical location) to achieve optimal performance.

Web Console CMDB Viewer

The Configuration Management Database (CMDB) viewer (or visualizer) is a web-based user interface that displays the
relationship between the different configuration items in the CMDB database.

Two prerequisites for CMDB Viewer are:

• CMDB is installed on the same MDB as the Domain Manager.
• Service Desk Integration configuration policy is applied on the computer where WAC is installed.

The CMDB viewer can be launched from the Quick Launch section of the homepage, as follows:

computer/Homepage/Quick Launch/External Applications/CMDB Visualizer

Install the CMDB viewer separately and do not include as part of the CA Client Automation installation.

Internal Dependencies
Some of the DSM components have internal dependencies to other DSM components. During installation, the selected
components are checked for internal dependencies. If they depend on other DSM components, these components are
automatically also installed.

For example, in the context of software delivery (SD) functionality, the Scalability Server functionality requires an SD agent
on the same system. Therefore, even if the agents have not been selected for installation, the SD agent gets automatically
installed, if the Scalability Server has been selected for installation.

The following lists show the dependencies resulting in automated installation of additional DSM components:

Manager:

Component Requires ...
Manager (SD) All DTS components (manager and agent) on the same system.

Scalability Server, if it is a Domain Manager.
Manager (enterprise or domain) Asset management manager plug-in.

Engine
Enterprise manager DTS Agent
Web Console Web Services

Server:

Component Requires ...
Scalability Server (SD) SD agent on the same system

DTS agent
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Agent:

Component Requires ...
Catalog (SD) SD agent on the same system

CAPKI Upgrade
CA Client Automation now supports CAPKI 5.2.6.

CAPKI Upgrade Considerations

With OpenSSL, CAPKI 5.2.6 shows the following limitations:

• After upgrading to CA Client Automation r14.5, ensure that the Boot images created are recreated after the upgrade.
The old boot images may not work after the Manager is being upgraded.

• Software delivery in the following cases may not work if your CA Client Automation r14.5 source system is configured
in a FIPS ONLY mode:

NOTE
It is recommended to use FIPS preferred mode on the Source machines until all the target machines are
upgraded to the same release level. For more information about how to change Change FIPS modes, see
FIPS-Compliance.

a.   Enterprise manager (source) to legacy Domain manager (target).
b.   Domain Manager (source) to legacy Scalability Server (target).
c. Domain Manager (source) to legacy agent machines (target).

• WAC works in FIPS preferred mode irrespective of the FIPS mode set in CA Client Automation environment.

For more information, see Internal Dependencies - DSM Components

Dependencies to Other Products on Windows
Some of the MSI installation packages have dependencies to other third-party products. CA Client Automation Installer
automatically installs some of the packages, whereas the customer has to order and install others.

CA Client Automation
Installation Package

Third-party Prerequisite Part of the Install Image? Master Setup installation? (*)

Explorer - Reporter plug-in DB Client No No
Manager - all plug-ins For MDB - DB Client or local DB

Server
No No

Manager - Asset Management
plug-in

SUN Microsystems J2SE JRE
(Java Runtime Environment)

Yes Yes - JRE is part of the Manager
install and gets automatically
installed during custom
installation or by installing the
manager using MSI command
line.

Web Services Microsoft Internet Information
Server (IIS) 7.0
The default installation of IIS 7.0
does not install the components
that Web Console requires.
Install ISAPI Extensions and
Filters before you install Web
Console.

No No
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Web Console Apache Jakarta Tomcat 5.5.12
Oracle J2SE JRE 1.7.0_17
(Java Runtime Environment)
AMS 1.6.2

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes - Tomcat is part of the
Manager install and gets
automatically installed during
custom installation or by
installing the Manager using
MSI command line.
Yes - JRE is part of the Manager
install and gets automatically
installed during custom
installation or by installing the
Manager using MSI command
line.
Yes, only during custom
installation

 

(*) Some of the packages marked with 'Yes' for automated installation are installed only while using the interactive
installation wizard. The packages are not installed by calling the MSI package directly. This behavior depends on the
technology and format that is used for these packages that are provided to the CA Client Automation Installer.

Therefore, when distributing manager components to other systems using software delivery functions or the deployment
wizard, first manually install some prerequisites before the component package gets installed.

How to Install the Prerequisites Manually on Windows

To support you with the installation of the prerequisites for installation packages, some command examples and
proceedings are provided.

• Installing CA Asset Maintenance Sytem (AMS):
WindowsProductFiles_x86\AMS\setupwin32console.exe -P installLocation="c:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Web

 Console\webapps\AMS" -V SERVERNAME="manager_system_name" -V WEBPORT="Tomcat_startup_port" -V

 DASSERVERNAME="mdb_servername" -V INGRESLISTENER="db_instance_name" -silent

• Installing MSAARDK:
WindowsProductFiles_x86\MSAARDK\MSAARDK.exe /R:N

If you want to install packages from the command line or a batch procedure, we suggest the following approach. The
best way to figure out what has to be installed and what command lines are to be executed, do a template install for the
particular combination of manager functionality. The Installer creates several log files under the %temp% directory. The
command can be found by opening the DSMSetup.log and searching for 'Launch ciCCSSetup'. This leads to the section
of commands that are executed to install the different components.

Further searches for 'Launch' can be done, which shows you the sequence of msiexec commands to install the following:

• AMS
• Agents
• Scalability server
• DSM Explorer
• Manager

Each command line shows the properties to be used when calling the command and might be copied into the automation
script. All relevant parameters are explained in the Installation Tool msiexec section.

In the case of a Manager installation, install and configure the MDB as the first package before installing anything else.
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Dependencies to Other Products on Linux and UNIX
In the Linux and UNIX versions of CA Client Automation, third-party components such as the Java Runtime Environment
are embedded in the DVD images as PIF or RPM packages. The third-party components are installed as required when a
DSM package is installed. No separate manual installation steps are required.

However, install runtime compatibility libraries before installing DSM components on some Linux versions.

The System Tray on Linux requires that the GIMP Toolkit GTK+ 1.2 (minimum version) is installed. The GTK is not
shipped with CA Client Automation, download the required version from www.gtk.org.

The comprehensive control of package selection is available during Linux and UNIX installation using response file
settings with the /R command-line option to the installation command. Full details of the options available are described
under Installation of CA Client Automation Using the Command line in Linux and UNIX.

Restarting Apache on Linux

If you want to restart Apache, do not restart Apache using a Linux GUI because Apache does not pick up the environment
that CA Client Automation requires. Instead, for example, you can go to a shell and can start Apache by using the
following command:

dsm_restart_apache [-f]

If Apache is not currently running, the -f option starts Apache.

If you do not specify the -f option and Apache is not running, Apache is not started. If Apache is already running, Apache
is restarted.

Installation of CA Client Automation
This section provides information about the general process and requirements of CA Client Automation installation.
You might skip some sections at the beginning of the chapter that contains specific notes and information regarding
installations of DSM components. Read the introduction to the installer and the installation process. 

Install Considerations - CA Client Automation 14.5
This articles describes how to install CA Client Automation 14.5 in your environment:
cla140

Installation Considerations
Installation Considerations for CA Client Automation 14.0.3 apply to CA Client Automation r14.5. For more information,
see Release Information 14.0.3.

Installation Prerequisites
Consider the following installation prerequisite for installing Remote MDB Installation on Microsoft SQL Server 2019

• From Microsoft SQL Server 2019 ISO install location, install the Client Tools Connectivity.
• Ensure to install the latest version of Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio.
• Ensure to Install the Microsoft Command Line Utilities 15 for SQL Server (x64).

Install CA Common Services (CCS)
You must first install the domain Manager without CCS. After installing domain manager, complete the following steps to
install CA Common Services (CCS):
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Create the nsmadmin user
Once the installation is complete, create the “nsmadmin” SQL User ID. Using the SQL Server Management Studio create
the user with the following settings:
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Install CCS Event Manager
Perform the following steps:

1. Run the setup.exe file from the installation media and select the option “Install CCS” and follow the CA Common
Services Installation Wizard: Select only the options to install Event Manager and Event Agent.
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Follow the installation wizard as shown below:
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  Deselect/unchek the option “WorldView Repository”, enter “nsmadmin” password that you created earlier. Click “Validate
Logon”.
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During installation, the following error may be displayed. Click OK. This error can be ignored.
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Understanding the Installation Process
The installation process consists of three major steps:

1. Preparation Phase: Investigate the product options and gather all required information necessary for installation.
Verify existing or install missing software prerequisites. Select and start the installation of any other product functions
that are shipped with the installation media.

2. Interview Phase: Provide the information that you gathered in Step 1 by stepping through the installation wizard
pages or by preparing a response file. For example, specify the language of the installation and the product to
install, the installation type (express or custom installation), and relevant configuration settings to get the installed
components up and running.

3. Execution Phase: Execute the installation instructions using the information that is entered in Step 2.

Introducing the Installer

You can install and remove product components interactively using the installation wizard. You can specify and change
many installation, configuration parameters, and properties through a command-line interface.

The CA Client Automation Installer provides install routines to install basic product functionalities and optionally further CA
Technologies products as plug-ins.

Express and custom installation options are available. The express installations provide quick availability of some
management features, whereas the custom installation option provides greater flexibility and more granular feature
selection options.

You can select the product functionalities that you have purchased, and can proceed with either an express or custom
installation. You have an option of selecting product functionality for which license is not purchased, which results in a 30-
day trial period.

Using the CA Client Automation master installer custom installation, you can install both MDB and DSM Manager for
remote and local computers. The installer is applicable for both Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle MDB.

When you run the installation, the installer verifies whether the latest MDB is installed on the target computer. If MDB is
already installed, then the installer proceeds with the DSM Manager installation. If MDB is not installed, then the installer
first installs the MDB and then proceeds with the DSM Manager installation. The process of verifying the MDB installation
is also applicable when you upgrade to a newer version of DSM Manager.

Using the master installer, you can also install stand-alone MDB for both Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle in both local
and remote computers. However, you can still follow the existing process of installation by installing the MDB first, and
then installing the DSM Manager.

NOTE
If you are installing DSM Manager with CCS on a remote MDB, ensure that CCS with MDB is already installed
on the remote computer. For uninstalling DSM Manager, manually uninstall CCS from the remote computer.

Prerequisites and Restrictions

The following prerequisites and restrictions when installing CA Client Automation are as follows:

• Microsoft SQL Server or Oracle is the database provider.
• For Oracle, the manager installation requires the database administrator "sys" password is provided during the installer

interview. For SQL Server, the DB Administrator and DB Administrator Password fields are hidden. The installer uses a
trusted SQL Server connection to install the MDB and set up the DSM manager.

Installation Methods and Considerations
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After selecting the product functionalities that you want to install, you can select the installation method and can continue
through the prompts to start distribution and configuration of the product.

The following installation methods are available:

• Express Installation
This method installs a standalone Domain Manager including Scalability Server, Agent, and DSM Explorer on
Windows.

• Express Agent Installation
This method installs all features that are required to manage an end system. Ensure that the Domain Manager or
Scalability Server that manages this end system is already installed somewhere on your network.

• Custom Installation
This method lets you select or clear individual product components and modify installation settings. You can install
MDB for both SQL Server and Oracle for local and remote computers. If the installer identifies an MDB compatible to
the current version of CA Client Automation on the target computer (local or remote), the MDB installation is skipped
and the CA Client Automation installation proceeds.

NOTE

While installing CA Client Automation Manager with the CCS component, copy the installation image locally and
start the installation from the local copy. Installation from a network location may stop responding.

Installation Considerations

Consider the following points when you want to install the MDB on Oracle 11g:

• At a minimum, install an Oracle 11g Client.
• While installing a DSM Manager with an Oracle MDB, if you want to install the CCS component, ensure that you have

a C: drive. Leave the default installation path for the CCS component unchanged.
• CA Client Automation supports only the EZCONNECT method of connection from the DSM Manager to the Oracle

database. For more information about setting the connection method to EZCONNECT, see the Oracle documentation.
• The DSM Manager cannot be installed on the same computer as the Oracle 11g 64-bit Server or Client, because DSM

Manager requires the Oracle 11g 32-bit Client. If the MDB is installed on an Oracle 11g 64-bit Server, this server has to
be remote from the DSM Manager.

• Both IPv4 and IPv6 are supported between the DSM Manager and the MDB.
• We recommend a minimum of 2 GB for both the System Global Area (SGA) and Program Global Area (PGA).
• The installation log is found in the temp directory and is named mdb-schema-setup.log.
• Enter the correct sys, mdbadmin, and ca_itrm passwords during a reinstall or upgrade.
• The MDB PIF package supports unattended installation from a response file on Windows and Linux/Solaris.
• If the underlying database is Oracle, provide the mdbadmin credentials to connect to datasource. Add the AIADMIN

role to mdbadmin before running the extraction.

Miscellaneous Installation Considerations

• When Windows Terminal Services is configured in Application Server Mode, the following settings are required:
Use the CONSOLE mode while installation from remote access. 
Example:
mstsc /v:HostName /console
– Change the terminal server USER settings to INSTALL before the installation. Example:

change user /install
– Execute the following command to verify the user settings:

change user /query 
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NOTE
For more information about the Windows Terminal Server CHANGE USER utility, see
support.microsoft.com/kb/186504.

• Comma operator cannot be used in any password fields while installing CA Client Automation installation for Windows.

Installation Considerations Related to FIPS

Consider these points when you are installing CA Client Automation in one of the FIPS modes:

• All the DSM components on a computer use the same FIPS mode. For example, if you are installing an asset
management agent on a computer that already has software delivery agent, the former operates in the same FIPS
mode as the latter.

• All the Manager components, such as Engine, Web Services, Web Console, and Reporter use the same FIPS mode
that the Manager uses.

• For clustered deployments, you can select the FIPS mode only for the first node. All the other nodes operate in the
same mode as the first node.

Selecting the FIPS Mode During Installation
You can select the FIPS mode when you install CA Client Automation interactively using the installer, or silently using
command line, msiexec, or infrastructure deployment (DMDeploy). The default mode is FIPS-preferred.

NOTE
You cannot specify the FIPS mode when you upgrade, modify, or repair CA Client Automation installation. If you
want to change the FIPS mode of the DSM components after installation, switch to the required mode.

The various installation methods and options to modify the FIPS mode are as follows:

• Interactive Installation
The CA Client Automation installer provides an option to select the FIPS mode in the FIPS-compliance section when
you install the product. Select the check box to enable the FIPS-only mode for the components that you are installing.
The installer does not provide this option when you modify or repair an installation.

NOTE
You can select the FIPS mode only during a custom installation. Express installation always installs CA Client
Automation in the FIPS-preferred mode. For a stand-alone remote control agent installation, you can specify
the FIPS mode during both custom and express installations.

• Installation using Command Line, msiexec, or DMDeploy
You can specify the following parameter for setting the FIPS mode when you perform a silent installation using
command line, msiexec, or DMDeploy:
Windows:
FIPS_MODE=1 //(FIPS-preferred)

FIPS_MODE=2 //(FIPS-only)

Linux or UNIX:
/RITCM_FIPS_MODE=1 //(FIPS-preferred)

/RITCM_FIPS_MODE =2 //(FIPS-only)

• Installation Using Software Delivery
You cannot specify the FIPS mode when you use software delivery to install or upgrade DSM components. The FIPS
mode is decided based on the following factors:
– If the target already has a DSM component that is installed, any further installation through software delivery uses

the same FIPS mode as the existing component. Otherwise, the FIPS mode is set to FIPS-preferred.
– You cannot specify the FIPS mode when you modify or repair a CA Client Automation installation.

In all the cases, the Manager can override the FIPS mode by applying the configuration policy that sets the FIPS mode.
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Configuring CAM Settings During Installation
CA DSM uses the CA Messaging (CAM) infrastructure component for communication between applications and systems.
Usually, the default configuration of CAM is sufficient. For other cases, post-install configuration of CAM can be achieved
using the camconfig.post configuration file, which is available under the …\WindowsProductFiles_x86\component name
\program files\CA\SC\CAM directory.

You can use the configuration file to specify the cam or caft commands to be run after the component installation. Use
the save explicit command while changing the configuration to ensure that the configuration changes are retained even
when CAM is later recycled.

To use a CAM or CAFT command, specify the command without the preceding "cam" or "caft" text. For example, to use
the camsave command, strip off the preceding cam and only specify save.

Specify the stripped commands, one per line, together with any associated arguments. The commands that you specify is
mapped to the actual CAM commands and executed as they are read, one by one, from the camconfig.post file.

The valid stripped cam commands are as follows:

abort, ben, client, close, config, deins, inst, ping, q, save, stat, switch

The valid stripped caft commands are as follows:

abrt, clse, envg, envp, host, key

Example: To disable CAM UDP network traffic, create a camconfig.post file:

config *CONFIG "udp_port=0"

save explicit

Installing Automated Migration
Automated Migration helps in automating the process of Windows desktops migration in your enterprise to a new
operating system (OS). This feature helps you plan the migration, define the migration process, validate the process, and
finally deploy the new OS on target computers. Automated Migration uses CA PAM to automate the migration workflow.

Installation Prerequisites

Verify that the following installations are available in your enterprise before you begin the installation:

• The supported version of CA Process Automation. Refer Compatibility Matrix for supported versions.

NOTE
Optionally, you can install CA EEM for identity and access management. If you want to install CA EEM on a
Windows 64-bit environment, see CA EEM Documentation.

• If you are using Oracle MDB and CA Process Automation Version 03.0.00, install the CA Process Automation patch,
ITPAM_3.0_11182010_OracleJar_HF_19813962 on your CA Process Automation installation.

WARNING
Stop the CA Process Automation Orchestrator service before applying the patch.

Installation Considerations

Consider the following points for Automated Migration:
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• Automated migration supports DSM Domain Managers. So you cannot apply automated migration on DSM Enterprise
Managers.

• Automated migration applies only to the default Domain Manager linked with the Web Console. If the Web Console
is linked to multiple Domain Managers, the automated migration functionality is only available when connected to the
default Domain Manager.

• You can install automated migration only on one Web Console instance per Domain Manager. If multiple Web Console
instances have the same default manager, install Automated Migration on only one of the Web Console computers.

• Automated migration is only supported on Windows operating environments.
• If WAC Manager is installed on a remote computer when you modify or uninstall Automated Migration, verify that CAF

is enabled.

Configure Automated Migration

Before you can use automated migration, complete the following tasks:

1. Configure CA Process Automation User Account in CA Client Automation
2. Enable SSL for Web Console and Automation Web Services
3. (Optional) Modify Automation Service Configuration File

Configure CA Process Automation User Account in CA Client Automation

Automated migration uses CA Process Automation to automate the OS migration workflow. To enable CA Process
Automation to interact with CA Client Automation, configure a CA Process Automation user account in the DSM Domain
Manager.

NOTE
Ensure that the configured CA Process Automation user has execute permissions in CA Process Automation.

To configure CA Process Automation user account in CA Client Automation

1. Create a local WINNT user account for the CA Process Automation user in the Domain Manager computer. If you want
to use LDAP user credentials of the CA Process Automation user, you can skip this step.

WARNING
Automated migration does not support Sun One Directory Server. If you are using Sun One Directory Server
as your LDAP, use a WINNT user account for the CA Process Automation user.

2. Add the CA Process Automation user account to CA Client Automation security profiles and grant Full Control to the
following security object classes:
– Software Job
– Computer
– Software Job Container
– OS Installation Image
– Procedure
– Asset Group
– Common Query
– Manager
– Database Credentials
– Policy Software Based
– Software Group
– Software Package
The CA Process Automation administrator is authorized to access CA Client Automation to perform the necessary
functions. Specify the user credentials while creating the migration jobs.
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Enable SSL for Web Console and Automation Web Services

Enabling Secure Socket Layer (SSL) for Web Console and automation web services lets them communicate over a
secure channel.

NOTE
Before you begin, install the Certificate Authority (CA) root certificate and configured SSL in your web server.

Follow these steps:

1. Execute the following command to import the CA root certificate into the cacerts file:
Keytool -import -v -trustcacerts -alias wac -file rootcertname -keystore keystore_location -keypass

 changeit -storepass changeit

– rootcertname
This parameter defines the root certificate name.

– keyStore_location
This parameter defines the path where the keystore is located.
Default: C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\SC\JRE\JRE_Version\lib\security\cacerts

– keypass
This parameter defines the password that is used to protect the private key of the generated key pair.
Default: changeit

– storepassword
This parameter defines the keystore password.
Default: changeit

On successful execution of the command, the root certificate is imported into the cacerts file.
2. Trust the certificate by pressing the key Y when the "Trust this Certificate?" message appears.
3. Open the \Program Files\CA\DSM\Web Console\webapps\wac\WEB-INF\classes\com\ca\wac\config\

WACConfig.properties file.
4. Change the following parameters in the WACConfig.properties file:

– SSL Enabled
This parameter specifies whether SSL is enabled. Set this parameter to TRUE.

– TrustStoreFileFullPath
This parameter defines the path to the truststore.

– TrustStorePassword
This parameter defines the truststore password.

– WEBSERVICE_URL
This parameter defines the Web Service URL. Modify the URL to start with https instead of http. For example,
https://testmachine-cm3.test.com/UDSM_R11_Webservice/mod_gsoap.dll

– WIN7SERVICE_URL:
This parameter defines the automation web service URL. Modify the URL to start with https instead of http. For
example, https://testmachine.test.com/axis/services/automationService

– ITCMEPR
This parameter defines the CA Client Automation WebService URL. Modify the URL to start with https instead of
http. For example, https://testmachine.test.com/UDSM_R11_WebService/mod_gsoap.dll

5. To restart Tomcat, execute the following commands:
caf stop tomcat

caf start tomcat

Tomcat services are restarted. SSL is now enabled for Web Console and web services.
6. Type the following URL in your browser to access the Web Console in the SSL-mode:

https://YourWebServerName/wac

If the SSL configuration is successful, the login page is displayed.
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(Optional) Modify Automation Service Configuration File

The automation service configuration file contains configuration parameters that automated migration uses for various
tasks. In most cases, the default settings help automated migration to work with optimized performance. However, you
can modify certain settings to improve the job performance depending on your environment, the load that your servers can
handle, and so on.

To modify the automation service configuration file

1. Open the C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Automation Service\bin folder or %autohome%\bin folder.
2. Edit the automation.config file in a text editor.
3. Change the value of the required parameters. For more information about each parameter, see Automation Service

Configuration File.

NOTE
Ensure that an integer value in the automation.config file does not contain or is surrounded by spaces. When
you specify an integer value in the automation.config file, verify that there is no space, within and around the
value. Any space in the integer value can result in the malfunctioning of the automation service.

1. Save the file and restart tomcat using the following commands:
caf stop tomcat

caf start tomcat

The changes to the configuration file take effect.

Multi-Language Installation
You can select the language at the beginning of CA Client Automation installation. If your local environment is in one of
the supported languages, this language is already pre-selected as the default language. If you select another language,
the installer runs in that language.

To support multi-languages installation of CA Client Automation, the installation media (DVD) has the product available in
other languages with the original English version.

The language in which you select to run the installer is not necessarily the language in which the product operates.
During the installation, select the languages in which you want to operate the product, and the languages you want for the
product in the Software Delivery and Infrastructure Deployment software libraries.

Irrespective of the language you have chosen for the installation of CA Client Automation, CA Common Services (CCS)
always appears in English.

If no language setting is supplied during an unattended installation, the system default locale is used, provided such a
language package is available. If the system default locale is not one of the supported languages, the installer falls back to
English (U.S.).

WARNING
To support localized host names (non-US English (non-ENU) language locales), ensure that the underlying
Domain Name System (DNS) infrastructure supports UTF-8 character encoding in DNS.

Agent Language Package Creation and Installation
CA Client Automation provides language-independent base packages for the Basic Hardware Inventory (BHI) agent,
Asset Management (AM) agent, Remote Control (RC) agent, and Software Delivery (SD) agent. The language-
independent base packages already include the English (ENU) language package; therefore, there is no separate English
(ENU) language package.

Administrators can create their own set of agent packages using the dsmPush script and can specify the agent and
language. Create the set of agent packages on the manager computer with the DVD inserted in the disk drive.
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The dsmPush script builds installable units that contain a language-independent base package for an agent role and the
desired language packages. If specified in the command line, dsmPush imports these installable units in the software
delivery or infrastructure deployment libraries. Using dsmPush with the "-single" parameter, the administrator can force
only a single package is imported in the libraries.

A language package can be installed simultaneously as the base package or can be later installed in a separate step. The
installation of a language package runs unattended.

We recommend that you register language packages with software delivery and infrastructure deployment using the
dsmPush script.

The agent installation does not import packages into the Infrastructure Deployment library. The agent and a language
package (if it is not an ENU installation) are only installed. But if there are multi-languages agent packages already
installed, the Installer upgrades the multi-languages agents without installing a language package.

The interactive installation offers a selection of different language packages that can be installed, the language in which
the product would operate, and the language that would import into the Software Delivery and Infrastructure Deployment
software libraries.

Special Agent Installation Scenarios

The following list provides some relevant information about special agent installation or upgrade scenarios:

• Agent Procedures on Composite Packages
When the dsmPush script is used to build composite packages consisting of one or more agent base package and
language packages, the only procedures available for the composite package in the Software Package Library
(displayed in the DSM Explorer under domain, Software, Software Package Library, Software Packages, package,
Procedures) are Install for Linux, and Install and Uninstall for Windows.
If you want to run a product-specific action, for example, the software delivery (SD) agent’s Scan SWD procedure, run
the procedure from the language-independent SD agent base package in the Software Package Library.

• Installation of a Stand-alone Remote Control Agent
A stand-alone remote control (RC) agent cannot be installed using SD functions, because an SD agent must already
be present on the agent host. A stand-alone RC agent must really be stand-alone; it cannot coexist with any other
agent plug-in. 
The only way to install a stand-alone RC agent is either interactively or using the Infrastructure Deployment wizard and
specifying the extra parameter /RITRM_RC_AGENT_STANDALONE=1. Therefore, the 'Standalone Agent' RC agent
procedure is not relevant for a composite package in the Software Package Library.

Required Hardware Configuration
Hardware specifications depend on numerous parameters including network architecture, available bandwidth, frequency
of operations, size of operations, and number of end systems. For example, if you are installing a software delivery
manager, the total amount of hard disk space that is required depends largely on the size and number of software
packages and OSIM operating system images being managed.

For more information about the hardware requirements for CA Client Automation to install and run properly, see Hardware
Specifications and Requirements section.

Management Database (MDB)
The DSM Manager requires a Management Database (MDB). For the most current list of supported platforms, see the
Compatibility Matrix.

MDBs can appear in the following configurations:

• Local configuration: The Manager and the Database are running on the same computer.
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In CA Client Automation, this configuration applies only to an MDB based on Microsoft SQL Server. Both the Manager
and the MDB are installed in a Windows operating environment.

• Remote configuration: The database is located on computer A and the Manager is installed on computer B and is
using a client to connect to the database on computer A.
In CA Client Automation, this configuration applies to both Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle MDBs.
For an Oracle MDB, the remote configuration is mandatory. The DSM Manager is located on a computer running
Windows and the Oracle MDB is installed on a computer running a supported Sun Solaris operating system.

Within the multi-tier architecture, instances of the Management Database (MDB) can be implemented at the Enterprise
and Domain Manager tiers. Both tiers support Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle MDBs. You can also implement MDBs on
different database providers on the individual tiers. For example, you can select SQL Server for the Domain Manager and
Oracle for the Enterprise Manager.

In mixed configurations, for example, a Domain Manager with SQL Server-based MDB and an Enterprise Manager with
Oracle-based MDB, you require the appropriate database clients on the Managers. In this example, you require the
Oracle client on the Domain Manager and the SQL client on the Enterprise Manager.

Before the installation of CA Client Automation starts, either the database server (for local configuration) or the database
client (for remote configuration) has to be installed.

During the installation of CA Client Automation, select the database type.

MDB PIF Package
You can use the package as a standalone MDB installer.

Standalone MDB Installation

You can invoke the MDB PIF package as a standalone MDB installer by running the setup script (setup.bat or setup.sh)
from the appropriate MDB directory:

<DVDROOT>\WindowsProductFiles_x86\mdb

<DVDROOT>/LinuxProductFiles_x86/mdb

<DVDROOT>/SolarisProductFiles_sparc/mdb

The MDB PIF package as a standalone installer supports new MDB installations, reinstallations, and upgrades to a local
or a remote target database server.

For Oracle, the standalone MDB PIF package tests whether the Oracle Client is at the Oracle 11g Release 2 level.

PIF Installation Records
The MDB installer does not leave any PIF installation records on the source computer that is invoked. As a result, you can
reuse the source computer to install the MDB to a different target remote computer. No PIF installation records are left on
the latter.

The MDB installer does, however, write its version number into the ca_settings table to assist maintenance.

Old PIF installation records on the remote MDB computer are not removed on an MDB upgrade, whether performed
locally or remotely. You can remove these old installation records manually on Solaris with the lsm  - e command.

CCS Considerations
Two variants of CA Common Services (CCS) are installed with CA Client Automation: a pared-down version, which is
known as Micro-CCS (English-only), and the original full version. Micro-CCS (English-only) support Event Management
and Calendars, but does not support WorldView (used for DTS network configuration) or discovery (including continuous
discovery). The full version of CCS r11.2 (English-only) is for use only with a Microsoft SQL Server MDB.
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The Installer automatically chooses the appropriate variant during installation.

NOTE

• The variants cannot co-exist on a single host, although they can co-exist on different hosts within a network.
• Micro-CCS cannot be upgraded to full CCS.

The following tables summarize which variant of CCS is installed with the various operating environments and MDBs:

Linux:

Installed Component CCS Variant
Agent None
Scalability Server without calendars None
Scalability Server with calendars Micro-CCS; event agent only

NOTE
CA Client Automation never uses full CCS on Linux.

Windows:

Installed Component CCS Variant
Agent None
Scalability Server without calendars None
Scalability Server with calendars Micro-CCS; event agent only
*Manager with local SQL Server MDB Full CCS
*Manager with remote SQL Server MDB Full CCS; Install on MDB host and on CA Client Automation host
Manager with remote Oracle MDB Micro-CCS on CA Client Automation host only; event agent plus

event manager

* Not affected by clustering

NOTE
CA Client Automation Enterprise Managers, Domain Managers, and Scalability Servers might be supported on
a broader range of platforms than that CCS offers (such as Windows Server 2012 R2, Red Hat 7.0, and SUSE
12). In such scenarios, CA Client Automation might continue to be used without the functionality that CCS offers.
Alternatively, CCS might still be installed on its supported platforms.

For a complete list of the platforms that CCS supports, review the list on the Supportability Matrix and
Broadcom Support Site.

UNIX:

No variant of CCS is installed.

NOTE
When installing a Domain Manager with CCS, using a SQL Server named instance causes the CCS installation
to fail. For CCS to install successfully using a named SQL instance, ensure that the SQL Server Browser service
is running. You can start the SQL Server Browser service from the SQL Server Configuration Manager.

CCS Installation Error Messages
NOTE
The installation of CCS calendars only with a Scalability Server is reliable.
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The following messages can occur when a full CCS installation is performed with a DSM Manager. All the failures here
relate to interaction between CCS and a SQL Server-based MDB.

Error Text
(in %TEMP%\
TRC_Inst2_ITRM.log)

Conditions Diagnoses and Solutions

The MS SQL Server service is not running
on \\local_host.

The MDB is remote; local and remote hosts
are not in the same domain.

This message is misleading because
contact is not being established with the
remote MDB host.
Add the local host to the same domain as
the remote host.

Specified password for user nsmadmin is
invalid.

 • The nsmadmin account already exists
in SQL Server and the password that
is specified during the DSM installation
was different.
– Delete all DSM or CCS logins and

DB users from SQL Server before
starting the installation.

– Specify a matching password during
the DSM installation.

– Change the nsmadmin password
in SQL Server to match with the
password that is specified during the
DSM installation.

• The nsmadmin password does not
satisfy the system password strength
criteria. Make the password stronger.

The supplied MDB credentials are not valid.  The nsmadmin account was already
defined to SQL Server. The MDB itself
might exist. We get this error even if the
nsmadmin password matches with the
password that is already present in SQL
Server.
Delete the DSM or CCS logins and DB
users from SQL Server.

The MS SQL Server service is not running
on \\local_host.

The MDB is remote; local and remote hosts
are not in the same domain.

This message is misleading because
contact is not being established with the
remote MDB host.
Add the local host to the same domain as
the remote host.
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There are active processes connected to
one or more databases that will be used by
this product. Gracefully shut down those
processes to close database connections
before initiating the installation so as to
maintain data integrity and system stability.
[In %TEMP%\ITRM.CCS\wizint.log or
%TEMP%\DSM_CCS_wizint.log.]

 Other remote CA Client Automation
managers are sharing the MDB. For
example:
11:36:50 ** Active DB Processes

 **

11:36:50 DB Processes for

11:36:50 DB Name = mdb, Node =

 UNI6505L3-065, Process = CA IT

 Client Manager r12

11:36:50 DB Name = mdb, Node =

 CMQA158, Process = CA IT Client

 Manager r12

11:36:50 DB Processes for

11:36:50 ** End DB Processes **

11:36:50 There are active

 processes connected ...

This error is unlikely to occur in practice
unless the whole CA Client Automation
system is not configured properly or is
being configured in the wrong sequence.
Temporarily shut down the remote
processes. The log file shows the remote
hosts that are involved.

The MSSQLServer service is not running
on \\local_host.

The MDB is remote; local and remote hosts
are not in the same domain.

This message is misleading because
contact is not being established with the
remote MDB host.
Add the local host to the same domain as
the remote host.

A Dependency checker test has failed. Terminal Services is enabled on the host. Disable terminal services temporarily while
installing CCS. Installing on the console
might also work.
This release supports installations through
Windows Terminal Services even when
configured in Application Server Mode.
However, the following settings are
required:
• Use CONSOLE mode while installing

from remote access.
Example: mstsc /v:HostName /console

• Change terminal server USER settings
to INSTALL before the installation.
Example: change user /install
To verify the user settings, execute the
following command: change user /query
For more information about
the Windows Terminal Server
CHANGE USER utility, see http://
support.microsoft.com/kb/186504 http://
support.microsoft.com/kb/186504.

Preconditions of the DSM Manager Installation
Other CA Technologies products might be installed on the DSM Manager system, which has already installed an MDB.
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Ensure that no other product is using the MDB before starting a DSM Manager installation. If another product is using the
MDB, the installation process likely hangs.

On Windows, if you want to install CA Client Automation after CA Asset Portfolio Management, verify whether the
corasmm.exe process is running. In this scenario, set the CA Asset Portfolio Management notification server and
CA Asset Portfolio Management cache service to manual mode and restart the computer before installing CA Client
Automation. When the CA Client Automation installation has completed, restart and re-enable the two CA Asset Portfolio
Management services. You can re-enable from the service control manager at the location Control Panel, Administrative
Tools, and Services.

Disk Space Considerations for Manager and MDB Installation
Install the DSM Manager on a partition with at least 12 GB of free disk space. The installation itself uses approximately
7.7 GB of disk space and has some additional space requirements for log files. If the MDB is also being installed on this
partition, allow at least an extra 50 GB for the database (both SQL Server and Oracle), associated online check point, and
journal files. A large SQL Server or Oracle database could require up to 100 GB. These figures are independent of your
data storage requirements for storing software packages for distribution.

A reboot of the system is typically not required after installation, but a reboot might enhance performance by making more
system resources available.

Data replication between domain tier and enterprise tier requires a minimum size of the tempdb database. So sufficient
space is required for the tempdb files and transaction log. We recommend that you set the initial file size for the tempdb
on the domain tier to 80 MB and on the enterprise tier to 2 GB. Ensure also that the auto growth property is set to
'unrestricted growth'.

Standalone Manager in a Mixed Database Environment
If you are going to install a standalone Domain Manager and, then intend to link it to an Enterprise Manager that uses
a different MDB database type, manually install the relevant database client on the Domain Manager. This enables the
Domain Manager to connect to the Enterprise Manager for replication.

For example, if your Domain Manager uses Microsoft SQL Server and the Enterprise Manager uses Oracle, install the
Oracle database client on the Domain Manager.

Unattended MDB Installation Using a Response File
The MDB installer supports unattended installation from a response file using the setup.bat -r response_file command on
Windows and setup.sh -r response_file on Linux or Solaris.

The MDB installer also supports the creation of a response file using the setup.bat -g response_file command on
Windows and setup.sh -g response_file on Linux or Solaris.

Instead of generating a response file, you can edit the install.rsp response file template and can use this template for an
unattended installation.

Encryption and Decryption of Passwords in a Response File

By default, the MDB installers use the Blowfish encryption and decryption utility that is included in the MDB packages:
blfs.exe on Windows and blfs on Linux and Solaris. When you run setup with the -g option, the application automatically
uses Blowfish to encrypt passwords in the response file.

If you create the response file by editing the included template, install.rsp, run the Blowfish utility from a command or shell
window to encrypt the password. Copy the resulting string to the response file.
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For example, if the blfs validation_0101 command on Linux or Solaris returns the encrypted string,
0x530924b11654032a6e0e213281cd8565c3f9ec63b09dc673, copy this string to the response file as follows:

# Password of Oracle MDB admin user

ITRM_MDBADMINPWD=0x530924b11654032a6e0e213281cd8565c3f9ec63b09dc673

In both cases, when you run setup with the -r option, the application automatically uses the Blowfish utility to decrypt
passwords in the response file.

NOTE
The passwords that are not encrypted cannot start with 0x (case-sensitive).

The Blowfish algorithm is not FIPS-compliant. You can provide a custom FIPS-compliant utility for encryption or decryption
by setting environment variables pointing to the relevant programs. That is, set MDB_ENC_PROG to the full path name of
the encryption program and MDB_DEC_PROG to the full path name of the decryption program.

Example: Changing the Encryption or Decryption Programs on Windows

set MDB_ENC_PROG=E:\tmp\my_encrypter.exe

set MDB_DEC_PROG=E:\tmp\my_decrypter.exe

On Windows, ensure that the programs have an .exe extension in the file names.

Example: Changing the Encryption or Decryption Programs on Solaris or Linux

MDB_ENC_PROG=/tmp/my_encrypter

export MDB_ENC_PROG

MDB_DEC_PROG=/tmp/my_decrypter

export MDB_DEC_PROG

If you do not set MDB_DEC_PROG, or if the program does not exist, then MDB_DEC_PROG is assumed to be the same
as MDB_ENC_PROG. If you do not set MDB_ENC_PROG or if the program does not exist, then the default Blowfish
encryption and decryption programs are used.

Preparing to Work with a Microsoft SQL Server MDB
Before you install a DSM Manager that is based on Microsoft SQL Server, ensure that the SQL Server is installed with the
following configuration:

• Mixed mode authentication (that is, Windows authentication and SQL Server authentication) is required.
• TCP/IP network protocol is enabled and operational. For information about how to select and configure network

protocols, see the SQL Server documentation.
• The following rule applies to the server collation selected during SQL Server installation:

Choose a collation name where a case insensitive variant is supported.

Use the CA Client Automation installation wizard and follow the instructions to configure the SQL Server MDB, as follows:

• On the "Configure Manager" page of the wizard, enter the mandatory specifications (connection parameters) for the
target database system, such as:
– Management Database Provider (select Microsoft SQL Server)
– Management Database Server
– MDB Password

NOTE
Ensure that this password conforms to the security level of a system login password because mixed mode
authentication is used.

• On the "Configure Microsoft SQL Server MDB" page you can enter the following configuration settings:
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– Compatibility mode: If you are planning to install a new MDB 1.5 as shipped with the product and you later install
another CA Technologies product that only supports MDB 1.0.4, select the Compatibility mode check box. If the
Compatibility mode check box is not selected, the installation of any follow-up product that does not support MDB
1.5 fails.
Default: Compatibility mode is not selected.

– MDB database name
Default: mdb

– MDB instance name
Select the instance name from the drop-down list.
Default: default

– Database port number
Default: 1433

During installation, enter the port number that is associated with the Microsoft SQL Server instance for all non-
default instances. The port can be looked up in the SQL Server TCP/IP configuration using SQL Server Configuration
Management.

If Microsoft SQL Server is being configured with named instances, the "TCP Dynamic Ports" option is automatically set
with the port number (dynamic port configuration). Then, it might happen that the Domain or Enterprise Manager cannot
access the database because the port number on the MDB system has changed in the meantime, for example, due to a
system restart. To avoid these access failures, we recommend that you change the port setting manually to a static port
ID, as follows:

• From the Windows Start menu, open SQL Server Configuration Manager, SQL Server Network Configuration,
Protocols for instance_name , and TCP/IP.

• Right-click and select Properties from the context menu.
• On the TCP/IP Properties dialog, select the IP Addresses tab. In the IP All area, cut the port value in the TCP

Dynamic Ports field and paste it into the TCP Port field.

WARNING
If you assign a non-default port number manually, we recommend that you update the reservedPorts list in the
registry. Otherwise, it could appear that CAF is started before SQL Server after a reboot. If CAF requests a
dynamic port number, it could be that CAF gets the port number that was set for the SQL Server. As a result, the
SQL Server fails upon startup.

Install the DSM Manager Microsoft SQL Server MDB

After the installation of the Microsoft SQL Server MDB completes, install the DSM Enterprise or Domain Manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Install the Microsoft SQL Client on the computer where you want to install your DSM Enterprise or Domain Manager.

NOTE
This step is not necessary if Microsoft SQL Server is already installed on the computer.

2. Install the CA Client Automation DSM Manager and enter the details of your Microsoft SQL Server MDB in the relevant
dialogs.

3. Start CAF.

Remote MDB Installation for Microsoft SQL Server

If you plan to run the DSM Manager using a remote Microsoft SQL Server MDB, the Manager and the remote MDB
computer must have a trusted relationship when running in a Windows environment.

During the installation of a Domain or Enterprise Manager, you can install the MDB on the local host or can use an
existing remote instance of the MDB.
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For a remote configuration, install the database on the remote computer by selecting Install MDB (no CCS functionality).

If you want to use CCS with CA Client Automation, install CCS on the MDB host computer, whether local or remote. Use
the Install CCS option from the top-level CA Client Automation installation dialog. Then install the Domain or Enterprise
Manager.

If you use a remote Microsoft SQL Server, install the Microsoft SQL Client Management Tools before you install the
Domain or Enterprise Manager. Verify that the Microsoft SQL Client Management Tools are not deselected during
Microsoft SQL Client installation.
CA Client Automation uses the specific user ca_itrm created on the database level to get authenticated for MDB access.
Specify the same password for the user ca_itrm during "Install MDB" and CA Client Automation installation dialogs. The
user ca_itrm is created automatically.
When you install multiple Domain Managers with remote Microsoft SQL Server MDBs, verify that only one MDB exists on
each database server instance. This restriction means that, have as many database servers as MDBs.

NOTE
With a remote Microsoft SQL Server MDB, the name of the server hosting the domain MDB is used as the name
of the Domain Manager. Therefore, the DSM Explorer in the Enterprise Manager displays the Domain Manager
with the name of its database server.

Preparing to Work with an Oracle MDB
Use the CA Client Automation installation wizard to configure the Manager to work with an Oracle MDB. Ensure that the
parameter values specified during these configuration steps matches the parameter values that are entered during the
Oracle MDB installation:

• On the Configure Manager page of the wizard, enter the mandatory specifications (connection parameters) for the
target database system, such as:
– MDB Provider (select Oracle)
– MDB Server
– MDB Password
– Database administrator (sys)

(For more information, see Database Administrator User on Oracle.)
– Database administrator password

• Click the Database button in the Advanced Manager Configuration area to open another wizard page to specify
advanced configuration settings for a custom MDB installation.

• On the Configure Oracle MDB page, you can enter advanced configuration settings such as:
– Compatibility mode

If you are going to install a new MDB 1.5 as shipped with the product and you later install another CA Technologies
product that only supports MDB 1.0.4, select the Compatibility mode check box. If the Compatibility mode check box
is not selected, the installation of any follow-up product that does not support MDB 1.5 fails.
Default: Compatibility mode is not selected.

– MDB database name
Default: orcl

– Database port number
Default: 1521

– MDB administrator password

Prerequisites

This section lists the prerequisites for installing the MDB on Oracle 11g:
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• Install Oracle 11g Server on the computer where you are planning to install or upgrade the MDB. This release supports
Windows, Solaris, and Linux servers for Oracle 11g MDB.

• Create an Oracle instance using the Oracle Database Configuration Assistant. Consider the following factors while
creating the instance:
– Ensure that the database instance name (SID) is same as the Oracle service name (global name).
– Enter appropriate values in the SGA Size and PGA Size fields on the Memory tab of the Oracle Database

Configuration Assistant.
We recommend a minimum of 2 GB for SGA.

• Install Oracle 11g Client on the computer where you are planning to install or upgrade the CA Client Automation DSM
Manager.

NOTE
For detailed installation instructions, see the appropriate Installation Guide available in the Oracle
Documentation Library.

Database Administrator User on Oracle

The installation of the Manager requires an Oracle Administrator user. If you are going to use the Oracle user “SYS”, the
Installer connects as "sysdba”. However, you might also use a different user; in which case the user has to be created as
a user who has the same permissions as SYSDBA. The SYSDBA permissions are granted to this user.

The following operations on Oracle require the user to have SYSDBA permissions to perform them:

• Start up a database
• Shut down a database
• Back up a database
• Recover a database
• Create a database

How to Install an Oracle MDB (Standalone)

WARNING
Note down the values and passwords that you enter in the installation wizard steps, as you would need them
later while configuring the DSM Manager.

The basic steps for installing the MDB on Oracle 11g in interactive mode are as follows:

1. If you have not created an Oracle instance using the Oracle Database Configuration Assistant, create one.
– Verify that the database instance name (SID) is the same as the Oracle service name (global name).
– Enter appropriate values for the instance in the SGA Size and PGA Size fields on the Memory tab of the Oracle

Database Configuration Assistant.
2. Run the appropriate script file on the target database server from the MDB directory:

Valid on Windows
setup.bat

Valid on Solaris or Linux
sh ./setup.sh

The MDB Installer is launched. In the first wizard page, Choose Setup Language appears.
3. Accept English as the setup language.

NOTE
The only available language for this release is English.

4. Accept the End User License Agreement.
5. (Windows only) Select the database type, Oracle Server, for this procedure.
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6. Enter the path of the Oracle installation for the MDB in the ORACLE_HOME field, to define the working runtime Oracle
environment.
For remote MDB installation, enter the ORACLE_HOME value of your local computer.

7. Specify the Oracle database server name and MDB size.
8. Specify MDB user and database administrator credentials.

NOTE
The default MDB user name is ca_itrm.

9. Specify advanced Oracle configuration settings, including Oracle service name, Oracle Transparent Network Substrate
(TNS) name, port number, tablespace path, and MDB administrator password.

10. Review your database configuration options and confirm the installation by clicking the Install button.
Installation begins and the MDB schema gets created in the Oracle database.

NOTE
The MDB installer on Solaris displays a dialog that shows the Oracle version and operating environment
prerequisite checks. With the new MDB installer, this dialog appears only if there are prerequisite failures;
otherwise, the installation proceeds.

11. Install DSM Manager when installation of the Oracle MDB is complete.

NOTE
The DSM Manager uses EZCONNECT to connect to the Oracle MDB.

Install the DSM Manager Oracle MDB

Install the DSM Enterprise or Domain Manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Install the Oracle 11g Client on the computer where you want to install your DSM Enterprise or Domain Manager.
2. Install the CA Client Automation DSM Manager and enter the details of your Oracle MDB in the relevant dialogs.

NOTE
If the Manager and the MDB are on the same computer, enter the IP address when the Manager installation
requires the name of the MDB Oracle Server. Otherwise, enter the host or DNS name.

3. Follow the wizard instructions to complete the Manager installation.
4. If the DSM Manager is installed on the same computer as the Windows Oracle MDB, follow the additional steps:

a. Run the following SQL command as mdbadmin:
update ca_n_tier set

 label='<MDB Server host name>', 

 db_host_name='<MDB Server host name>',

 db_server='<MDB Server DNS name>'

where domain_uuid in (select set_val_uuid from ca_settings where set_id=1)

b. Verify that the update is committed. If auto-commit is turned off, manually commit the update.
c. Run the following command from the command prompt:

ccnfcmda -cmd setparametervalue -ps /itrm/database/default -pn dbmsserver -v <MDB Server DNS name>

5. Start CAF.

Installation of a Remote Oracle MDB

To install a remote oracle MDB, first create an oracle instance using the Oracle Database Configuration Assistant on a
remote computer running a Sun Solaris operating system

To install the Oracle MDB

1. Log on to the Solaris host as the "root" user and navigate to DVD_mount/SolarisProductFiles_MDB/remotemdb.
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2. Run sh ./setup.sh
3. Select the Choose Language Setup option.

Available languages for the installation wizard are English, French, German, and Japanese.
4. Select New Instance and follow the instructions in the wizard.

WARNING
Note down the values and passwords you enter in the following steps as you would need them later when
configuring the DSM Manager.

5. Read and accept the End User License Agreement before continuing with the installation wizard.
6. For the ORACLE_HOME environment variable, enter the path of the Oracle installation that you want to use for the

MDB.
The installer checks the hardware platform and ORACLE environment. If any tests fail, then installation does not take
place. Only if all testing is successful, the user can progress through the installation wizard.

7. Select a "product instance name" for the current installation. Usually this product instance name is the same name as
the ORACLE instance (SID).
The Product Name Selection drop-down list displays names that are already used. Ensure that the product instance
name is unique.

8. Enter the password for the MDB user name (ca_itrm).
The password is set during installation and confirmation is requested. Remember the password.

9. Enter the DB Administrator name (default name "sys") and the DB Administrator password. The DB Administrator is a
username that has been given the SYSDBA permission in the Oracle instance.

10. Specify whether to install the compatibility mode.

NOTE
If you want to install a new MDB 1.5 as shipped with the product and you later install another CA Technologies
product that supports only MDB 1.0.4, select the Compatibility mode check box. If the Compatibility mode check
box is not selected, the installation of any follow-up product that does not support MDB 1.5 fails.

Default: Compatibility mode is not selected.

• In the MDB Database field, enter the SID of the Oracle database instance you want to use for the MDB.
The value of this field defaults to the product instance name entered on the previous wizard page.

• Specify the database port number.
Default: 1521

WARNING
The port number that you enter here depends on the port number that is used when the database was
created. If a non-default port number was used at the time of database creation, then enter the same port
number while installing the MDB. Otherwise, do not change the default database port number.

• Enter the table space path, that is, the directory where Oracle creates the database files. All directories along this path
already exist, except the last one. For example, in the default path preset in the wizard, the directory "mdb" should not
exist.
Default: /opt/CA/SharedComponents/oracle/mdb

• In the MDB Administrator Password field, supply the password of the MDBADMIN user.
The MDBADMIN database user is used to create the MDB schema and is the owner of the schema.

• At the Install MDB stage in the wizard process, confirm the installation by clicking the Install button.
Only after this confirmation does the MDB schema get created in the Oracle database.

WARNING
If you are using a remote Oracle MDB, ensure that an Oracle 11g Client is available on the Manager and on
every system where a DSM Engine or the DSM Reporter is running. Ensure that the Oracle 11g client of type
"Administrator" is installed.
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Remote MDB Installation for Oracle

NOTE
Remote MDB installation on Oracle database is only supported from Windows.

For a remote installation, the ORACLE_HOME environment variable refers to the local computer (where you might have
only an Oracle Client).

For installation and upgrades to a remote Oracle MDB, define a TNS name for the remote computer in the Oracle
tnsnames.ora file on the local computer. This action allows the remote Oracle Server to be addressed.

For a local Oracle MDB installation, the MDB installer creates the specified tablespace path folder if it does not exist. This
step is not possible for a remote installation. Therefore, verify that the tablespace folder path that you are going to select
during the MDB installation exists on the remote computer. If the tablespace folder does not exist on the remote computer,
an error occurs preventing the installation from proceeding.

Note on CCS Support for Oracle

CA Common Services (CCS) does not currently support an Oracle MDB.

Therefore, in CA Client Automation, a CCS subset is available with a reduced set of functionality that focuses strictly on
the needs of CA Client Automation, mainly event (calendar), and IPv6 support.

The Installer automatically chooses the appropriate version of CCS for your environment.

Installation and Configuration Considerations for Oracle MDB
 

This article describes the installation and configuration considerations for Oracle MDB.

Installing the Solaris Oracle Server

For detailed installation instructions, see the Installation Guide available in the Oracle Documentation Library.

Deleting and Recreating an Oracle Database Instance

Use the Oracle Database Configuration Assistant tool to delete and create an Oracle database instance. While creating
an Oracle database instance using this tool, you are prompted to enter the memory size that Oracle might use for that
instance. Enter appropriate values in the SGA size and PGA Size fields on the Memory tab.

For example, enter 1198 in the SGA Size field and 399 in the PGA Size field. These suggested values are about 1.2
GB for the data and control information (SGA) and about 0.4 GB for the program area (PGA). These are the minimum
recommended values for an installation with up to 10,000 computer assets.

Verify the Oracle Server Installation

Ensure that the correct Oracle version and patch level is installed; otherwise, the DSM Manager operations are likely to
fail. To verify the Oracle version and patch level, run the following command:

goto $ORACLE_HOME/OPatch

call ./opatch lsinventory

Configuring the Oracle MDB for Multi-Byte Language Support

When creating an Oracle database instance using the Database Configuration Assistant tool, select Use Unicode
(AL32UTF8) option in the Character Sets tab to support multi-byte language.
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Modify the Default Password for User ca_itrm
 

During Manager installation or during MDB installation, you can modify the password for the user ca_itrm that is used for
MDB access.

To change the ca_itrm password to the preferred one, execute steps depending on the database provider:

• Microsoft SQL Server MDB
• Oracle MDB

Modify Default Password When Microsoft SQL Server Is Used

If you want to modify the default password for the user ca_itrm to the preferred one when Microsoft SQL Server is used as
database provider, proceed as follows:

1. Go to the system where Microsoft SQL Server is running.
2. Open Windows Start, Programs, and Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio.
3. Select the user ca_itrm in the Management Studio and change the password.
4. Go to the system where the Manager has been installed.
5. Run cadsmcmd setDBCredentials passwd=  new_password.
6. Run caf stop.
7. Run caf start.

Modify Default Password When Oracle Is Used

If you want to modify the default password for the user ca_itrm to the preferred one when Oracle is used as database
provider, proceed as follows:

1. Go to the system where Oracle is running.
2. Open Windows Start, Programs, and launch the appropriate Oracle Database Control.
3. Select the user ca_itrm in the Oracle Database Control and change the password.
4. Go to the system where the Manager has been installed.
5. Run cadsmcmd setDBCredentials passwd=  new_password.
6. Run caf stop.
7. Run caf start.

MDB Installation Log Files
When installing a Microsoft SQL Server MDB on a computer running Windows, the log files can be found at the following
locations:

• %TEMP%\ITRM\database\setup.log
• %TEMP%\ITRM\database\mdb_install\install_xxxx.log
• CA ITCM_installation_directory\database\setup.log

When installing an Oracle MDB on a computer running Sun Solaris, the log files can be found at the following locations:

• /tmp/CAInstaller.ca-cms-mdb-schema.install.log
• CA ITCM_installation_directory/database/setup.log
• CA ITCM_installation_directory/database/mdb_install/install_xxxx.log

On Solaris, there are also log files at the following locations:
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• CA ITCM_installation_directory/log/mdbinstall.log
• CA ITCM_installation_directory/log/mdbupgrade.log

If the installation fails early, the log files may remain in /tmp/mdbinstall.log.

MDB Upgrades
This release supports the following MDB upgrades:

• Release 12.5 SP1 or later DSM Manager with Microsoft SQL Server MDB installed either locally or remotely.
• Release12.5 SP1 or later DSM Manager with Oracle 11g MDB installed remotely on Solaris, Linux, or Windows
• Patched DSM Manager and Oracle MDB installed either locally or remotely on Windows, Linux, and Solaris.

NOTE
Upgrade the Oracle 10g Server to Oracle 11g R2 first. Also, upgrade the Oracle Client on the DSM Manager
to Oracle before launching the DSM Manager setup.

If the database server is remote, the MDB is upgraded during a DSM Manager upgrade with the current release. For
Microsoft SQL Server, no user interaction is required because the database details are retrieved from comstore. For
Oracle, set the ORACLE_HOME environment variable and enter the mdbadmin and sys passwords, Oracle service name,
and TNS name.

If existing database sessions are found during the upgrade, each session is displayed with the names of the database
user, process ID, and host computer. The database sessions are displayed in two lists in a dialog. The first list is
for sessions to close before the upgrade is allowed to proceed. This list includes sessions belonging to database
users who are members of roles that the DSM schema creates. Representative roles are ams_group, ca_itrm_group,
ca_itrm_group_ro (Oracle only), ca_itrm_group_ams, upmuser_group, and mdbadmin (Oracle only). CCS roles (for
Microsoft SQL Server only), like emadmin, emuser, uniadmin, uniuser, wvadmin, and wvuser are also included in the first
list. (The roles are read from a configuration file on the DVD image.)

The second list displays any remaining sessions belonging to other database users. We recommend that you close
these sessions also, but this step is not mandatory. You can proceed with the upgrade even with these outstanding open
sessions.

Use the Refresh button in this dialog to refresh the lists as you close open database sessions. If the first list of database
sessions is empty, the Continue button is enabled.

Uninstallation
CA Client Automation does not support the uninstallation of MDB schema. You can use the data uninstall script during a
DSM Manager uninstallation to remove selected data from the MDB. You can also use Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle
functionality to delete and recreate MDB instances.

Database Customization to Filter Duplicate Connection Addresses
This article is not common to all CA Client Automation installations and is intended for a specific administrator issue
managing ENC connected devices across multiple customer networks.  

Using DSM Explorer or the RC Viewer, two computers might list the same IP or ENC IP address in the connection list.
While attempting to control one of the computers, the connection might unexpectedly go to the incorrect or undesired
computer.
So you can customize the database on the Domain Manager MDB to prevent duplication of connection addresses when
an IP or ENC IP address is reassigned to another computer.

Each of the ENC connected devices have the same hostname, and potentially the same FQDN, depending on the
customer network in which the device resides.  
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For example,

• System A receives ENC IP address 123.
• System B receives ENC IP address 456.
• System A gets disconnected from the ENC network, freeing up 123.
• System B disconnects and reconnects from the ENC network, and gets assigned 123 (previous address for System A).
• In the RC Viewer, both systems list ENC IP of 123 in their connection address lists.
• Taking control of System A results in a connection to System B. 

In this example, System A is offline from the ENC network. So System A never receives a new ENC IP address, leaving
the existing ENC IP address stale in the database. If System A would have come online and received a new address, the
database would be properly updated.
The customization that is provided is not specific to ENC connection addresses, and can be used for any network address
duplication. To implement the customization, modify an existing remote control trigger:

 

USE [mdb]
GO

SET ANSI_NULLS ON
GO

SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON
GO

ALTER trigger [dbo].[r_i_urc_computer_addr2] 
on [dbo].[urc_computer_addr]
 after insert
as
begin
 declare @computer_uid binary(16);
 declare @domain_uuid binary(16);
 declare @new_protocol int;
 declare @new_flags int;
 declare @new_straddress nvarchar(500);
 declare @own_domain_uuid binary(16);
 declare @nTierDomainType int;

declare cursor_urc_computer_addr cursor local for 
 select computer_uuid,domain_uuid,protocol,flags,straddress from inserted;

open cursor_urc_computer_addr;
 fetch next from cursor_urc_computer_addr into @computer_uid, @domain_uuid,
 @new_protocol, @new_flags, @new_straddress; -- get first 
 while @@fetch_status = 0
 begin
 /* Get my Domain UUID */
 set @own_domain_uuid = (select set_val_uuid from ca_settings where set_id=1);
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/* Check my Domain Type */
 set @nTierDomainType = (select domain_type from ca_n_tier where domain_uuid =
 @own_domain_uuid)

/* This Operation only applies to Domains */
 if (@nTierDomainType = 0)
 begin
 /* Remove Obsolete Records */
 delete from urc_computer_addr where computer_uuid not in (select object_uuid from
 ca_agent) and domain_uuid=@own_domain_uuid
 /* Remove Duplicate Records */
 delete from urc_computer_addr where strAddress=@new_straddress and
 domain_uuid=@own_domain_uuid and computer_uuid <> @computer_uid

end;
 /* Original Trigger Operation */
 execute p_urc_computer_addr_inserted @computer_uid,@domain_uuid, @new_protocol,
 @new_flags, @new_straddress;
 fetch next from cursor_urc_computer_addr into @computer_uid, @domain_uuid,
 @new_protocol, @new_flags, @new_straddress; -- get next
 end; -- while

close cursor_urc_computer_addr;
 deallocate cursor_urc_computer_addr;

end
GO

This modified trigger verifies connection addresses immediately after the addresses are inserted into the database table. If
the database belongs to a Domain Manager, follow these steps:

1. Delete orphaned connection addresses that do not belong to any registered agent.
2. Delete any other connection address that is linked to a computer other than the one being inserted.

NOTE
This database customization might not apply to all  customers. Some service providers might have clients
across multiple customer networks, and systems having the same network IP address. So the duplication might
be valid, as the address is valid to an RC Viewer user within a smaller subset of the larger organization.

Special Notes on CA Client Automation Installations
The following is a collection of notes and recommendations for special installation scenarios and is intended for
experienced users.

Security Policy Settings
Enable the security policies for the user log-in that is used to install DSM Manager or the Management Database (MDB):
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• Access this computer from the network
• Act as part of the operating system
• Allow log in through Terminal Services
• Log on as a service

You can enable these policies through the Windows Control Panel, Administrative Tools, and Local Security Policy.

CAM and SSA PMUX Restart
Regardless of Extended Network Connectivity (ENC) installation, the CA Client Automation installer internally invokes CA
Message Queuing (CAM) and the Secure Socket Adapter Port Multiplexer (SSA PMUX) installer. If necessary, CAM and
SSA PMUX is restarted.

NOTE
The SSA PMUX restart applies to Windows only.

Software Inventory Availability
Full software inventory is not available directly after a Domain Manager installation because the software definitions are
imported into the MDB through an engine task, which is scheduled by default to run at midnight.

Installation of DSM Manager with a Remote SQL Server MDB over IPV6
If you are installing the DSM Manager (Domain or Enterprise) with a remote SQL Server MDB over IPv6, follow these
steps before you begin the installation:

1. Set the value of the following registry key to 1 on the manager system:
HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Services\smb\Parameters\IPv6EnableOutboundGlobal (REG_DWORD)

2. Consider the following points:
– The host name of the MDB system resolves to a global IPv6 address.
– Reverse look up of the IPv6 address resolves to the same MDB host name

3. Ensure that the MDB system resolves only to reachable IPv6 addresses on the DSM Manager system that is used to
reach the MDB system.
Delete any IPv4 DNS record for the MDB system on the DNS servers that the manager system uses, and any IPv6
DNS records with addresses that the manager system cannot use to reach the MDB system. Flush the DNS cache on
the DSM Manager as appropriate. Otherwise, JDBC fails to connect to the MDB, which so affects the installation of
CCS, CIC, and the MDB Java components.

Installation of Domain Manager Using Remote SQL Server MDB with Named Instance
For a successful installation of the Domain Manager using a remote SQL Server MDB with a named instance, ensure that
the SQL Server Browser is running on the remote MDB system. Before you begin the installation, verify that the Domain
Manager is able to connect to the remote MDB and that the Microsoft SQL Browser is functioning correctly by executing
the following command on the Domain Manager system:

sqlcmd -E -d mdb -S MDB server name [\instance name] -q "select * from mdb"

Remote Control Stand-alone Agent Installation
The remote control feature of CA Client Automation can be configured in a stand-alone mode. In this mode, the RC agent
uses local security and configuration policies, rather than policies sent from a central Domain Manager.
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The CA Client Automation installation media (DVD) contains a separate installation wizard that is named setup_rc to
install a stand-alone RC agent.

The stand-alone RC agent installation enables only the following CAF plug-ins:

• pmux
• rchost
• smserver

Setup_rc can be found under:

• WindowsProductFiles_x86\AgentRC
• LinuxProductFiles_x86/rc_agent

Installation on Solaris Intel
Before you begin the installation of CA Client Automation on the Solaris (Intel) platform, install the following patches for
the SUNWlibC package:

• 109148-07
• 108436-16

These patches ensure that standard C++ run-time libraries are present.

You can verify the presence of these patches using the following command:

showrev  - p | grep SUNWlibC

This command execution results in output like:

Patch: 108436-16 Obsoletes: Requires: 109148-07 Incompatibles: Packages: SUNWlibC

NOTE
CA Client Automation depends on CAPKI, and CAPKI has a dependency on libucb on Solaris Intel. If libucb is
not installed on Solaris intel 11 by default, the installation fails.

Follow these steps to install libucb on Solaris intel 11:

1. Run the following command to identify the package:
pkg search -r /usr/ucblib/libucb.so.1

2. Run the following command to install the package:
pkg install <package name>

Path Environment Variable for Solaris Intel
The startup of the shell invokes the startup scripts. The sh based shells (like bash) invoke /etc/profile and then ~/.profile.
However, Solaris 11 Intel, ~/.profile for user root overrides the PATH environment variable.

When the PATH does not contain CA paths, ensure that you source the startup script in the following manner:

• . /etc/profile.CA all or
• source /etc/csh_login.CA all

Accessing the VMware ESX Web Service
To access the VMware ESX Web Service, supply the following logon credentials for a user of a VMware ESX host system:

• Hostname
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The name of the ESX host for which asset management inventory is collected. An IP address can also be supplied.
• Web Service Username

The name of a VMware ESX user who has the VMware system role of Administrator or Read-only.
• Web Service Password

The password for the specified VMware ESX user
• Web Service URL

The Web Service URL, which takes the following form:
https://ESXHostFQDNservername/sdk

ESXHostFQDNservername represents the fully qualified host name of the ESX server. Alternatively, an IP address can
be given instead of the host name.
ESX inventory collection is done using the Web Service (SOAP) engine. By default, the Web Service runs on port 443
as a secure web service that can be accessed using SSL over HTTPS.

Remote Control Component Installation on Linux
The remote control (RC) feature of CA Client Automation supports Linux. This operating environment supports the RC
host component only.

If the stand-alone RC agent is required on this operating environment, install the stand-alone RC agent from the
LinuxProductFiles_x86/rc_agent directory.

Stand-alone Agents might not be deployed using the software delivery functionality or the interactive installer.

Remote Control Component Installation on Apple Mac OS X
The remote control feature of CA Client Automation supports Apple Mac OS X. This operating environment supports the
Remote Control host component only.

Secure Control mode is not supported. All the other control modes like Stealth View, View, Shared, Classroom, and
Exclusive are supported.

As with Linux, the Viewer options to disable Host wallpaper and other user experience features have no effect.

WARNING
After you have installed, re-installed, repaired, or upgraded a Remote Control agent on a Mac OS X platform, we
recommend you to log out from the system and log in as a root user. This process ensures that essential DSM
processes are started in the correct user context. If this step is omitted, remote control connection attempts are
rejected with the following message, "The host could not open the desktop of the current user."

Share Access for the Boot Server
The Boot Server is always installed as part of a Scalability Server and Boot Server configuration details are specified on
the Scalability Server configuration pages of the installation wizard.

If you need share access instead of TFTP (which is the default), click the Boot Server button that is located in the
Advanced Server Configuration area of the Configure Scalability Server page and select the "Enable use of Windows
network shares" option. The installer creates read-only network shares accessible through the SMB protocol.

For more details on how to switch from TFTP to share access and how to deactivate the PXE server, see the OS
Installation Management Administration section.
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Domain Controller Connection When Installing CCS
If the connection to the domain controller is lost when installing CCS as a domain administrator, the CCS installation fails
during the validation of the user rights, sometimes with a return code of 1073741819.

To resolve this installation failure, re-establish the connection to the domain controller or run the installation as a local
administrator.

Agent and Scalability Servers Move Operations
An Agent is configured to connect to only one Domain Manager at any given time. However, the Agent can be
reconfigured. The following command triggers the move operation of an Agent:

caf setserveraddress new_scalability_server

The following command triggers the move operation of a Scalability Server:

cserver config -h new_domain_manager

cserver register

NOTE

 Whenever a Software Delivery Scalability server is moved, the following things happen:

• The OSIM targets where agent is installed and having OSIM job status as “Current” will be moved to the new
Domain Manager.

• The OSIM targets with any of the following conditions may remain in the old Domain Manager:
– Targets where agent is installed but the status is not “Current.”
– Targets with “Current” as the status but agent is not installed (that is, the OS is deployed with the boot

parameter Install Agent = No).

Before moving the Server, ensure that the OS and Boot images that are used by the OSIM targets in the Old
Domain Manager are registered in the new Domain Manager.

 

Whenever a calendar is updated on a CA Common Services (CCS) server on a DSM Manager), update the CCS agents
on Scalability Servers. Therefore, run the Scalability Server procedure “Synchronize CCS Calendar” on every downstream
Scalability Server that has a CCS agent installed.

If you move a Scalability Server from one manager to another using the cserver config -h new_manager command, CCS
agent on the Scalability Server is automatically reconfigured to connect to the new manager.

NOTE
To ensure that CCS values are not changed when re-registering the server, use the cserver command with the "-
i" option instead of "-h".

If the server is moved using policy, the agent continues to connect to the old CCS server. So move the server manually. To
change to the CCS server on the new_manager, use the following commands on the Scalability Server computer:

cautenv setlocal CA_CALENDAR_NODE new_manager_address

cautenv setlocal CA_OPR_PROXY new_manager_address

unicntrl stop all

unicntrl start all
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DSM Manager with CCS WorldView Manager or CCS Including MDB Installation on a Domain
Controller
In this installation scenario, DSM Manager with CA Common Services (CCS) WorldView manager or 'CCS including MDB'
on a domain controller, the following CCS restriction applies:

• The CCS WorldView manager cannot be installed on a server designated as a domain controller.

This restriction is due to the IPSEC security overwriting the user privileges for the Microsoft COM server when starting the
CA Severity Propagation COM object.

This restriction does not allow CA Client Automation to install the CCS WorldView manager on a domain controller.
Concerned are the DSM manager and the 'CCS including MDB' installations. For a correct installation of the DSM
Manager, you have the following options on a domain controller:

• Disable CCS: The CCS functionality is not available.
• Install MDB and CCS remotely: The CCS WorldView manager is installed on the MDB side.

Installation of Scalability Server on Linux
When a Scalability Server is installed on Linux using DMDeploy or Software Delivery with the CA DSM Scalability Server
Linux (Intel) ENU package, the CA Common Services software is not installed. If CCS is required with a Scalability
Server on Linux, then install interactively from the DVD.

 

Installation and Registration of UNIX and Mac OS X Components
These components are not auto-registered in the Software Delivery and Infrastructure Deployment libraries when
installing a Domain Manager.

To make these packages available on a Domain Manager, import the packages from the appropriate CD into the
Software Package Library and the infrastructure deployment payload area of the manager using the dsmPush tool (the
dsmPush.dms file in root directory of the DVD).

Launch the following command:

dmscript dsmPush.dms copy -I location_of_CD_image 

   

To register these packages in the Software Package Library, you can also copy and paste them from the appropriate CD
to the Software Library folder in the DSM Explorer.

UNIX Agent Considerations
Contents

The UNIX operating environments currently supported by the UNIX agent in CA Client Automation are listed in the
Compatibility Matrix. The platforms listed there are also the platforms on which the Packager for Linux and UNIX can run.

Installation Prerequisites for the Agent on Sun Solaris

Before you install the UNIX agent on a Sun Solaris computer, you must ensure that the required minimum kernel
configuration parameters are set.

To set or modify the kernel configuration parameters for Solaris 5.10
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For Solaris 5.10, the resource control configuration parameter max-shm-memory must be set to 5242880

or higher and the max-sem-ids parameter must be set to 256 or higher.

1. Query the current values of these parameters using the prctl command, for example:
prctl  - P  - n project.max-shm-memory  - i project user.root

prctl  - P  - n project.max-sem-ids  - i project user.root

2. If the resource control configuration parameters need to be updated, use one of the following commands:
– Use prctl to modify resource control configuration parameters, for example:

prctl -n project.max-shm-memory -v 5242880 -r -i project user.root

prctl -n project.max-sem-ids -v 256 -r -i project user.root

NOTE
Configuration parameters modified using the prctl command are not persistent and you need to run the
commands again after the system is restarted.

– Use projmod to modify resource control configuration parameters, for example:
projmod -s -K "project.max-shm-memory=(priv,5242880,deny)" user.root

projmod -s -K "project.max-sem-ids=(priv,256,deny)" user.root

NOTE
Configuration parameters modified using the projmod command are persistent after the system is
restarted.

Installation Prerequisites for the Agent on IBM AIX

The latest Runtime Environment libraries from IBM are installed when you install the CA Client Automation UNIX agent on
an IBM AIX computer running AIX version 5.3 and later.

Software Delivery Download and UNIX Agents

The following consideration applies when the software delivery download method is set to the Internal NOS method.

The Sun Solaris kernel currently does not support mounting Samba shares.

If the Scalability Server has only NFS mount points configured (that is, it does not use Samba), the Sun Solaris agents will
automatically use NFS.

If the Scalability Server has Samba shares configured, and the NOSLessSwitchAllowed parameter is 1 (True), the Sun
Solaris agents will fall back to use the Internal NOSless download method.

If the Scalability Server has Samba shares configured, and the NOSLessSwitchAllowed parameter is 0 (False), the
download will fail, even if the Scalability Server also has NFS mount points configured.

The current value of the NOSLessSwitchAllowed parameter can be verified by running the command:

ccnfcmda -cmd GetParameterValue -ps itrm/usd/agent -pn NOSLessSwitchAllowed

The value of the NOSLessSwitchAllowed parameter can be set to 1 by running the command:

ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps itrm/usd/agent -pn NOSLessSwitchAllowed -v 1

NOTE
For more detailed information about the ccnfcmda configuration agent command, type <command> /? at the
command prompt.
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Data Transport Service Installation Note
On Windows, the Data Transport Service (DTS) functionality is not contained in the software delivery (SD) agent plug-
in, but in a separate installation package. That means, if you need the DTS functionality, for example, to use the DTS
download method for a specific agent, you must deploy the separate DTS installation package to that agent.

On Linux or UNIX, the Data Transport Service functionality is included in the software delivery (SD) plug-in, that is, DTS is
installed with the SD agent installation package.

Renaming of Manager and Scalability Server Computers
CA Client Automation supports renaming of Enterprise Managers and Domain MManagers through the DSM Explorer
using the particular Domain or Enterprise properties dialog. The Name, Contact information, and Description fields can be
edited and their values are replicated between Domain and Enterprise Manager.

CA Client Automation does not support renaming of Scalability Server computers.

System Names as Fully Qualified Domain Names
Whenever the CA Client Automation Installer asks for a system name to be entered, we strongly recommend that you
enter a Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) including domain suffix, so that computer systems in other network domains
can be reached even if request forward is not configured for all DNS involved.

Installation of CA Client Automation when Unicenter NSM r11 is Preinstalled
If Unicenter NSM r11 is installed before CA Client Automation, the following CCS components must be installed by
Unicenter NSM before you start the installation of CA Client Automation,:

Unicenter NSM Components:

• Management Database
– MDB for Microsoft SQL Server

• WorldView
– Administrative Client
– WorldView Manager

• Enterprise Management
– Administrative Client
– Event Management

• Event Agent
• Event Manager

• Continuous Discovery
– Continuous Discovery Agent
– Continuous Discovery Manager

Launch the Unicenter NSM installation, check if all listed components are installed, and install the missing ones.

After the Unicenter NSM installation has finished, you may start the installation of CA Client Automation.

Specifying the Port Number for Web Console During Installation
The modification of the SQLServer.PortNo key with the database port number in the wacconfig.properties file is no longer
valid with the multi-manager support in the Web Console. The correct port number must be provided during the installation
and cannot be modified later.
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Note on Adding the Web Console Using the Modify Installation Method
When you are going to add the Web Console using the Modify installation method, you must ensure that you have at least
8 GB of free disk space available!

Disable Virus Protection During Installation and Uninstallation
We recommend that you disable virus protection software before starting any installation or uninstallation of CA Client
Automation. Interferences can appear during the installation or uninstallation process if virus protection software is
enabled.

Disable Remote Sector Server Service During Installation
If you have a Remote Sector Server (RSS) from a prior Unicenter Asset Management release installed on the computer
you are going to install CA Client Automation on, the RSS service must be stopped before you start the CA Client
Automation installation. The RSS service must be disabled, as it will try to restart automatically.

Disable the Asset Management Sector Server service from the service control manager. After installation, enable the
service again.

Windows XP Network Access - Sharing and Security Model for Local Accounts
If this Windows XP policy is set to "Guest only", anyone trying to authenticate as a local user gets mapped to the Guest
account, which is disabled by default. This will cause authentication to fail.

To fix this problem, refer Microsoft documentation.

Windows Server 2003 Considerations
Contents

For Windows NT and Windows 2000 servers, anonymous access, also called NULL sessions, could by default be used
to access network resources. File system shares, called NULL session shares, could be configured to accept NULL
sessions. This has always been the preferred way for Software Delivery (SD) agents, running in the LocalSystem account,
to access the Software Package Library (SDLIBRARY$ share) on the Scalability Server.

With the Windows Server 2003, Microsoft raises the security level compared to previous versions of the server operating
system. By default, anonymous access and NULL session shares are disabled. The need for anonymous access has
been eliminated for computers that belong to the domain by making machine domain accounts true security principals in
the Windows security system. In Windows 2000 domains, and later in Windows Server 2003 domains, access rights may
be granted to machine accounts as well as user accounts.

On Windows Server 2003, NULL session shares are not used to provide these agents access to the Software Package
Library. Instead, SD relies that agents are granted access to the library through their machine domain accounts. This
approach, even though more secure and in line with Microsoft's recommendations, does not offer a complete solution for
all supported SD agent operating environments.

Please read the article 278259 in Microsoft's Support Knowledge Base about the evolution of anonymous access on
Windows operating environments.

MSI Administrative Installs with SDMSILIB on Windows Server 2003

When using MSI administrative installations to deploy packages over the SDMSILIB share, the "sd_sscmd libraryaccess"
method is not sufficient for connecting to that share. Agents must be able to access this share even when installations or
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configurations using software delivery (SD) functionality are not running. Reason is that access requests to the SDMSILIB
share may be requested by MSI installations at any time, for example, when performing repair or self healing. Instead, SD
relies that agents are granted access to the SDMSILIB share through their machine domain accounts.

Windows 2003 SP1 MSI Library Access - Restrict Anonymous Access to Named Pipes and Shares

By default, anonymous access to network shares on Windows 2003 Service Pack 1 is denied.

For network installations of MSI packages from the SDMSILIB share or general anonymous access to the SDLIBRARY$
share on a computer running Windows 2003 Service Pack 1, the following steps must be performed:

• Set the following security option in the Local Security Policy:
'Network Access: Restrict anonymous access to Named Pipes and Shares - Disabled'

• Reboot the system in order for the changes to take effect.

SD Agents Connecting SD Scalability Servers

The following applies only when Software Delivery (SD) agents connect to SD Scalability Servers running on Windows
Server 2003 and where the Local Security Policy "Network Access: Restrict anonymous access to Named Pipes and
Shares" is set to Enabled on the manager or Scalability Server.

SD agents running on computers with Windows XP, or Windows Server 2003, not belonging to any domain, or belonging
to a different non-trusted domain than the SD manager on which the Software Package Library share exists, will be
refused access as well.

To resolve the access issues for SD agents on Windows XP, or Windows Server 2003, a dedicated user account can be
created manually on the Scalability Server machine and added to the Everyone group. This will grant read-only access to
the SDLIBRARY$ shares. The user name and password have to be entered into the common configuration store of each
of the Domain Manager and Scalability Server running on the new Windows manager platform.

In order to prevent failures, SD agents automatically fall back to internal NOS-less download, if access to the library is
denied. This behavior can optionally be switched off by setting NOSLessSwitchAllowed to False in the configuration policy
section itrm/usd/agent.

Considerations for Windows Server 2008 Core Operating Environments
Contents

This section describes known issues, workarounds, and solutions that apply to Windows Server 2008 server core
operating environments.

Dependency on Graphical User Interface (GUI)

Windows Server 2008 server core provides limited GUI functionality. Due to the dependency on the GUI, the following CA
Client Automation agent options are not supported:

• Remote Control chat
• Remote Control viewer
• Software catalog
• Systray

Dependency on IE

Windows Server 2008 server core does not support HTML-based installers due to the dependency on IE.

To install the CA Client Automation agents, do one of the following:
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• From the installation media, go to WindowsProductFiles directory and run setup.exe.
• From the DSM Explorer, use DMDeploy to deploy the agent plugins.

Uninstall the Agents

Windows Server 2008 server core does not provide support for Add or Remove Programs. To uninstall the agents, run
msiexec from the command line.

For more information about using msiexec, see the Installation Tool msiexec section.

Options Not Supported

Windows Server 2008 server core does not support the following:

• Online help for agents.
• "Force user to log off before job executes" mode of operation for the Logon Shield
• The Logoff option of the Procedure options "Boot Level before execution" and "Boot Level after execution"

Notes on Firewall and Ports
Some operating systems, such as Windows XP and Red Hat, include a firewall feature which may prevent remote
connections from being established. These remote connections include the connections from other DSM components,
such as Scalability Servers. In order to allow CA Client Automation to work properly, the firewall may have to be
reconfigured.

An overview of the ports currently used by CA Client Automation and its individual components is provided in the "Ports
Used by CA Client Automation" appendix.

Compatibility Libraries for Linux
The DSM installer assumes that certain dependent libraries are present. If these libraries are present, the installed
components would work properly.

The following table details the software library prerequisites. Ensure that the mentioned libraries are present on Linux
hosts before installing any DSM components.

Linux Distribution/Version Required RPM Packages
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.x or Oracle Enterprise Linux 7.x yum install glibc.i686

yum install libstdc++.i686

yum install ncurses.i686 OR yum install ncurses-

libs.i686

yum install zlib-devel.i686

yum install net-tools

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.x or Oracle Enterprise Linux 6.x yum install libgtk-x11-2.0.so.0

yum install libXtst.so.6

yum install gtk2-engines.i686

yum install libstdc++.i686

yum install zlib-devel.i686 

yum install ncurses-devel 5.4-13
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SuSE Linux zypper install libgtk-x11-2.0.so.0

zypper install libpangox-1.0.so.0

zypper install libgthread-2.0.so.0

zypper install gtk2-engine-oxygen-32bit

SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 12 (SLES12) zypper install libgtk-x11-2.0.so.

ln -s /usr/lib/libpango-1.0.so.0 /usr/lib/

libpangox-1.0.so.0

zypper install libgthread-2.0.so.0

zypper install libXtst6-32bit

Kubuntu 14.04 32-bit apt-get install libpango1.0-0

Kubuntu 14.04 and 16.04 64-bit apt-get install libc6-i386

apt-get install lib32stdc++6

apt-get install libgtk2.0-0:i386

apt-get install libpangoxft-1.0-0:i386

apt-get install libpangox-1.0-0:i386

apt-get install libxtst6:i386

Kubuntu 10.04 and 12.04 apt-get install ia32-libs-gtk

apt-get install libc6-i386

apt-get install lib32stdc++

apt-get install libgtk2.0-0

NOTE
To see the latest information about required compatibility libraries and additional system packages, visit the
support web site of your Linux supplier.

Compatibility Libraries for Linux (64bit)
CA Client Automation supports installation of Agents on Linux x64 platform version without having 32-bit subsystem
installed.
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The following table details the software library prerequisites. Ensure that the mentioned libraries are present on Linux
hosts before installing any DSM components:

Linux Distribution/Version Required RPM Packages

Red Hat Enterprise Linux or Oracle Enterprise Linux gtk2.x86_64 (yum install gtk2.x86_64)

libXtst.x86_64 (yum install libXtst.x86_64)

libcanberra.x86_64 (yum install libcanberra.x86_64)

adwaita-gtk2-theme.x86_64 (yum install adwaita-gtk2-

theme.x86_64)

ln -s /usr/lib64/libpango-1.0.so.0 /usr/lib64/

libpangox-1.0.so.0

                

libX11.so.6 (yum install libX11.x86_64)

libXext.so.6 (yum install libXext.x86_64)

SuSE Linux libgtk-2_0-0 (zypper install libgtk-2_0-0)

libpango-1_0-0 (zypper install libpango-1_0-0)

libXtst6 (zypper install libXtst6)

ln -s /usr/lib64/libpango-1.0.so.0 /usr/lib

                

libX11.so.6 (zypper install libX11-6)

libXext.so.6 (zypper install libXext6)

SuSE Linux 15 rpm -ivh net-tools-deprecated

rpm -ivh insserv-compat

rpm -ivh libncurses5

Kubuntu
apt-get install net-tools

apt-get install libc6-amd64 

apt-get install lib64stdc++6 

apt-get install libgtk2.0-0:amd64 

apt-get install libpangoxft-1.0-0:amd64 

apt-get install libpangox-1.0-0:amd64 

apt-get install libxtst6:amd64

          

MSI Prerequisites for the Installer
In all Windows operating environments, the Installer of CA Client Automation requires the Microsoft Windows Installer
(MSI) engine 2.0. If this version is not available, the installation wizard installs it automatically prior to any installation step.
The upgrade to MSI 2.0 does require a system reboot.

On Windows 2003 systems, reboots are very unlikely to happen, as MSI 2.0 should have been installed as part of the
operating system.

Component Windows Platform for
Installation

Expected MSI Version Action Performed by the
Installer, if Expected MSI
Version is not on the Target
Computer

GUI All 2.0 Install/Upgrade to Version 2.0
Manager All 2.0 Install/Upgrade to Version 2.0
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Server All 2.0 Install/Upgrade to Version 2.0
Agent 2003 2.0 Install/Upgrade to Version 2.0

NOTE
If Agents are installed using software delivery or infrastructure deployment functionality, you must ensure that
the Microsoft Windows Installer is already installed on the target computers. If necessary, you can download the
Microsoft Windows Installer from the Microsoft website (http://www.microsoft.com).

Sharing the MDB between CA SDM and CA Client Automation
If you are planning to share the same MDB between CA SDM and CA Client Automation, you must first install CA SDM
and then install CA Client Automation.

Set ITCM ports listen on loopback interface
Generally CA Client Automation listens on native ports like 4728 and 7163 on all the network interfaces to communicate
across systems. To use only ENC and disable the listening on network interfaces, set ITCM ports listen on loopback
interface. This setting allows CA Client Automation to listen on the loopback interface. 

To set ITCM ports listen on loopback interface after CA Client Automation installation, follow these steps:

1. Stop the CAF service "CA DSM r12 Common Application Framework".
2. First disable and then stop the CAM service "CA-MessageQueuing".
3. First disable and then stop the CSAMPMUX service "CA Connection Broker".
4. Execute the following commands:

– csamconfigedit port=4105 PmuxLegacyPortBindAddress= localhost
– csamconfigedit PmuxListenLoopbackaddrOnly=True

5. First enable and then start the CSAMPMUX service "CA Connection Broker".
6. First enable and then start the CAM service "CA-MessageQueuing".
7. Start the CAF service "CA DSM r12 Common Application Framework".

 

To verify whether the TCP ports are listening on the loopback interface, follow these steps:

1. Execute the netstat -an | find "LISTENING" | find ":<port_number>" command. For example, netstat -an | find
"LISTENING" | find ":7163".

2. If the TCP ports are listening on the loopback interface, the result contains 127.0.0.1:<port_number> or
[::1]:<port_number>.

Disable UDP Port on CAM
If you want to disable UDP port in ENC environment after CA Client Automation installation, execute the camconfig
CONFIG udp_port=0 command.

To verify whether the CAM UDP port is disabled, execute the netstat -an | find ":4104" command. The output must not
give any results.

Administrative Installation on Windows
This is a manual installation option that applies to Windows operating environments only. An administrative installation
provides the Microsoft Windows Installer function to uncompress the content of the installation image and copy the
decompressed image to a network share.
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Installation Directories on Windows
The structure of the installation directories in Windows environments and the rules and restrictions that apply to them are
described as follows:

• Default base path
C:\Program Files\CA\DSM 

You can change this default base path when prompted.
• Shared components path

Shared components are installed in different directories. By default, the Windows Installer creates directories for each
of the shared components under the base path:
C:\Program Files\CA\SC 

You can change this default base path when prompted.
• PATH environment variable

During installation, the PATH environment variable is extended with
basepath\bin

However, in the following case, the PATH environment variable may not be automatically updated during installation:
When you are installing through a Terminal Server session, the PATH variable change becomes effective only after one
of the following actions has been completed:
– Log off and log in again into the system
– Reboot the system
This behavior is caused by the Microsoft operating system, and therefore cannot be changed.
As a result of this, on some Windows systems the Common Application Framework (CAF) command line interface
cannot be used until changes to the PATH variable are sensed.
The maximum length of the PATH variable is determined by the Windows operating environment used. During
installation the actual length of the PATH variable is checked. If the length does not allow you to add additional
directory names, the installation process is stopped.

Installation Directories on Linux and UNIX
The structure of the installation directories of CA Client Automation in Linux and UNIX environments, and the rules and
restrictions that apply to them, are described as follows:

• Default base path
The default CA Client Automation installation directory is:
/opt/CA/DSM

The CA Client Automation installation directory is also referenced by the environment variable $CA_ITRM_BASEDIR.
You can change this default base path when prompted.

• Shared components path
Shared components are installed in different directories. The Installer creates directories for each of the shared
components by default under the base path:
/opt/CA/SharedComponents

The common components location is also referenced by the environment variable $CASHCOMP, which is set up by
the Installer.

NOTE
$CASHCOMP is shared by all CA products on a computer. If this value has been set (by installing another
CA product previously), it will not be possible to change it in the CA Client Automation installation. The
installer will honor the existing settings.

• PATH environment variable
You can specify whether you want the system-wide PATH environment variable to be updated or not at the end of
the installation. If you do not, you can still set up the path manually after installation, along with other environment
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variables required for correct operation of CA Client Automation. To do this in a Bourne/Korn/bash shell, run the
command:
# . $CA_ITRM_BASEDIR/scripts/dsmenv

To set up the environment in the C shell, run the command:
# source $CA_ITRM_BASEDIR/scripts/dsmenvcsh 

Install Alert Collector
You can set the role in which Alert Collector must run at the time of deployment. Configure Alert Collector in one of the
following roles:

• Persist Alerts into MDB
Configures the alert collector to persist alerts into MDB.

• Persist Alerts into MDB and Take Configured Actions
Configures the collector to persist the alerts into MDB and take configured actions such as sending mails, raising
SNMP trap, writing to Windows/CCS event log.

• Persist Alerts, Take Configured Actions, and Forward
Configures the collector to persist the alerts into MDB, take configured actions, and forward alerts to another alert
collector.

• Forward
Configures the collector to forward the alerts to another alert collector.

Install the alert collector on EM, DM or a standalone machine connecting to the manager MDB on DM/EM. Also, you may
install on a standalone machine in Forward Alerts role.

The following section explains the roles you can select based on the configurations:

• On Enterprise Manager or Standalone Server Connecting to EM
Select Persist Alerts into MDB. For EM, the other roles are not supported.

• On Domain Manager or Standalone server connecting to DM
Select Persist alerts into MDB and take configured actions or Persist alerts into MDB, take configured actions and
forward alerts. Select the latter role when the DM is linked to an EM to forward alerts to the EM. Select other roles
when you have to persist into the MDB or forward to alert collector on EM.

• Stand-alone Server - not connecting to either DM or EM

NOTE
Select Forward to send alerts to another alert collector. For example, in an ENC environment, install the alert
collector on the ENC server which resides in the DMZ so that the alerts are forwarded to the alert collector on
the DM.

By default, you can install the alert collector directly on the DM, the EM (if one exists) or on separate server machines
connected to the MDBs on the managers. To handle the increasing load, perform the following steps:

• Introduce additional alert collector servers, each forwarding to the alert collector on the DM.
• Increase the number of worker processes for the DSM_WebService_HM application pool on IIS.

Restrictions for Computer, User, and Directory Names
Contents

Computer, user, and directory names must be valid for the operating system on which CA Client Automation is being
installed on and also it should adhere to the restrictions specified in the following sections:
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• Computer Name Restrictions
• User Name Restrictions
• Directory Name Restrictions

Computer Name Restrictions

Computer names must contain the following ASCII characters only:

• alphanumeric
• hyphen -

Computer names must not start with a hyphen.

WARNING
To support localized host names, that means, host names in non-US English (non-ENU) language locales, it is
required that the underlying Domain Name System (DNS) infrastructure supports UTF-8 character encoding in
DNS.

User Name Restrictions

User names must contain the following ASCII characters only:

• alphanumeric
• at @
• pound #
• dollar $
• underscore _

User names must not start with @, #, $, or a digit.

Directory Name Restrictions

A directory name must start with either:

• an ASCII letter, that is, a-z and A-Z
• a digit 0-9
• an underscore _

It can continue with:

• ASCII letters
• digits
• hyphen -
• underscore _
• period .
• tilde ~

Generally, CA Technologies recommends that path names not be distinguished by case.

• Windows specific notes:
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– Absolute directory names must start with a drive specification (a drive letter immediately followed by a colon),
followed by a backward slash \, and then followed by a relative directory path. No UNC paths are allowed.

– Round brackets ( and ) can be used after the first character of a directory name, but when installing a manager,
round brackets ( and ), and hyphen - are not allowed within the directory name.

– Spaces are allowed after the first character of a directory name.
– Uppercase letters are not distinct from lowercase letters (for example, A is the same as a).
– On Windows, it is not possible to install a manager with a local or remote MDB by using a UNC path name for the

image location. If the image location is on a remote system, it must be made accessible as a Windows share. Also,
the path name must not contain a @.

• Linux and UNIX specific notes:
– Absolute directory paths must start with a forward slash / and continue with a relative directory path. A relative

directory path contains a number of directory names separated by forward slashes.
– Uppercase letters are distinct from lowercase letters (for example, A is not the same as a).
– White space (for example, space and tab characters) is not permitted in installation directory paths.

Interactive Installation Using the Installation Wizard
Contents

The CA Client Automation installation wizard manages the entire installation of all software components and some
prerequisites. If any prerequisites are missing, the Installer posts error messages.

Disk Space Check Before Installation

The setup program estimates the amount of disk space that is required to install the components you select. If enough
disk space is available, the installation continues.

However, substantial amounts of more disk space are typically required for data storage.

Interactive Installation of Individual Components

To install one or more individual components on an existing CA Client Automation installation, follow these steps:

1. Run the installation wizard and select the Install CA Client Automation option.
If an existing installation is detected, the Select Install Option dialog displays.
Select the Modify install option and follow the instructions in the installation wizard.

2. In the Select Components and Features dialog, which shows all available features, select the features that you want
to install.

NOTE
The features that are already installed are selected. When you clear an existing feature, this feature is
removed.

3. Follow the instructions in the subsequent dialog of the installation wizard and enter the required information for
installation and configuration.

Installation Summary

During installation, the Installer collects information about all steps that are performed after the setup program was
invoked. An installation summary provides a list of the components the user has selected for installation. This summary is
presented to the user before installation commences.

On Windows, after installation has completed, the installation summary is also available as a text file named
DSMSummary.txt. The installation summary text file is stored under the directory that is specified by the %temp%
environment variable.
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On Linux and UNIX, the installation summary is stored in the main installation log file, which by default is:

/opt/CA/installer/log/ca-dsm.install.log

Installation Rollback

If the installation of one of the components is incomplete or fails that the setup program invokes, a rollback is performed
for this package. The rollback is also performed for any other package that has been installed as part of the installation
session to restore the system to a consistent state.

Copy of Installation Packages

The setup program optimizes disk space usage by copying only those packages from the installation media (DVD) to the
local system or the Software Package Library that are needed for the functionality selected. Consider the following two
cases:

• If infrastructure deployment functionality has been selected for installation, the installation packages for agents and
servers are copied from the installation media to the local system.

• If software delivery manager functionality is being installed, all installation packages, including DSM Explorer and
Manager are copied into the AUTOREG folder of the Software Package Library.

In those cases, only packages that are needed for the selected functionality are copied to the local system and Software
Package Library. If all functionalities have been selected, all packages are copied. If only Software Delivery functionality
has been selected, only packages that are needed for software delivery are copied.

CCS Considerations

The DSM Manager setup automatically selects the appropriate variant of CA Common Services (CCS), either Micro-CCS
or full CCS. The application installs Micro-CCS with the DSM Manager if its MDB resides on Oracle. Full CCS is installed
with a Microsoft SQL Server MDB.

When you upgrade the DSM Manager, the setup attempts to upgrade either full CCS or Micro-CCS appropriately.

The Install CCS option is still available from the top level of the CA Client Automation installation wizard. The full CCS on
the local computer is installed. This option requires Microsoft SQL Server on the latter with the MDB pre-installed.

In this release, however, the Install CCS including MDB option has been removed from the top level of the CA Client
Automation installation wizard.

Interactive Installation of CA Client Automation on Windows

We recommend that you first run the Check Prerequisites option to ensure that relevant prerequisite software is present
before you start the installation.

To install CA Client Automation interactively, perform the following steps:

• Log on to the system as administrator.
• Mount the installation DVD or execute the setup command to open the installation wizard.
• Follow the instructions in the installation wizard and enter the required information for installation and configuration.

The installation wizard provides you with helpful explanations and hints on the installation screens.
• The first dialog of the installation wizard lets you select the language that is used during installation.

The installation wizard provides the following options on its welcome screen:

• Install CA Client Automation
This option lets you select the product functionalities to install, provided you have accepted the license agreement.

• Install MDB
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This option lets you install the Management Database (MDB) on a dedicated host without any of the CA Common
Services (CCS) components. This MDB is accessed remotely by all components which require it. This installation
option prevents the Manager from using CCS functionality.

• Install CCS
This option launches an interactive CCS installation.

• Install CCS including MDB
This option launches the CCS installation including the Management Database (MDB). If you want to use the DSM
Manager together with CCS functionality, select this option.

• Check Prerequisites
This option checks the host environment for the prerequisites of the product installation. If any external prerequisites
are missing, the application informs you. Install the required software before the CA CA Client Automation installation
can proceed.

• View Documents
This option provides a list of documentation files available in the PDF format that you can read with the free Acrobat
Reader.

• Contact Us
This option provides the official postal, web, and email addresses of CA Technologies, and the phone and fax numbers
of the company.

Interactive Installation on Linux and UNIX

The process for interactively installing CA Client Automation on Linux or UNIX is as follows:

1. Log on to the Linux or UNIX computer as user root.
2. Mount the installation DVD, then change to the root of the DVD and run the script:

# sh ./setup.sh

The installation wizard is launched. Ensure that you have the details of the directories where to install the components.

NOTE

If you do not have the root user privileges, the installer attempts to install with pseudo privileges.
3. Follow the instructions in the installation wizard and enter the required information for installation and configuration.

The first dialog lets you select the language that is used during installation.

The subsequent welcome dialog provides the following options:

• Install DSM
This option lets you select the product functionalities to install, provided you have accepted the license agreement.

• View Documents
This option provides a list of documentation files available in the PDF format that you can read with the free Acrobat
Reader.

• Contact Us
This option provides the official postal, web, and email addresses of CA Technologies, and the phone and fax numbers
of the company.

When you select the Install DSM option, the installation wizard first navigates you to the End User License Agreement
(EULA) dialog. After you accept the license agreement, you can select any combination of the following functionalities to
install:

• Asset Management
• Remote Control
• Software Delivery

If you have not purchased a license for the product, you can install any or all features and functions. Run the functionality
for a trial period.
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The subsequent dialog of the installation wizard asks you to select the installation method.

NOTE
By default, the installation wizard on Linux and UNIX is a Java Graphical User Interface (GUI). If it is not
possible to display a graphical user interface, for example, when you are installing from a character-based
console, the installation wizard has a VT100-style (character-based) user interface.

Installation of CA Client Automation Using the Command Line in Windows
The following sections provide information about tools, installation packages, and installation options that can be used to
perform and control the CA Client Automation installation on Windows using the command line.

Installation Packages for Windows
Contents

CA Client Automation is structured as a set of MSI packages to ensure effective network distribution and installation and
to reduce network traffic for agent deployment.

The Master Setup contains all Installer dialogs, gathers information needed to call the other packages in silent mode, and
manages rollback where needed. All other packages install the files and resources needed for the specific component.

Third-party products that are internal prerequisites for DSM components are automatically installed from separate MSI
packages.

The MSI installation packages are stored on the installation media at the following location (where component stands for
Manager, Explorer, and so on):

...\WindowsProductFiles_x86\component

Installation Packages for Windows

The following table provides an overview of the installation packages available for CA Client Automation, their file names,
and their names displayed by the Windows Add or Remove Programs applet in the Windows Control Panel.

The installation packages can be found in the WindowsProductFiles_x86 folder of the CA Client Automation installation
DVD.

Package File Name Name in the Windows Add or Remove
Programs List

Master Setup setup.exe CA IT Client Manager
Explorer Explorer.msi CA DSM Explorer
Manager Manager.msi CA DSM Manager
Server Server.msi CA DSM Scalability Server
Base Agent AgtBHW.msi CA DSM Agent + Basic Inventory plugin
AM Agent AgtAM.msi CA DSM Agent + Asset Management

plugin
DTS Agent AgtDTS.msi CA DSM Agent + Data Transport plugin
RC Agent AgtRC.msi CA DSM Agent + Remote Control plugin
SD Agent AgtSD.msi CA DSM Agent + Software Delivery plugin
DMPrimer dmsetup.exe CA DSM DMPrimer
ENC Server ServerENC.msi CA ENC Server
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RVI RVI.msi CA DSM Remote Virtualization Inventory
Patch Manager PatchManager.msi CA DSM Patch Manager

 

Third-Party Installation Packages

The following table provides an overview of third-party installation packages required by individual DSM components, their
file names, and a description of their purpose. For information about third-party product versions and releases, see TPLAs
available on CA Client Automation bookshelf.

Package File Name Description
AMS 12.8 setupwin32.exe CA Technologies component for Asset

Maintenance System. Required for Web
Services.

CCS r11.2 setup.exe CA Technologies component for CA
Common Services. Required for manager
installations.

MDAC mdac_typ.exe Microsoft Data Access package. Required
for manager database access.

Apache Tomcat 7.0.40  Apache Tomcat installation. Required for
Web Console.

CA SSA 3.2.0 CA Secure Socket Adapter_NoEtpki.msi CA Secure Socket Adapter.
CAPKI 4.3.0 Setup.exe CA PKI libraries

Installation of CA Client Automation using Setup.exe
To install or configure CA Client Automation from the command line, you must start the installation by running setup.exe
from the WindowsProductFiles_x86 directory of the installation media (DVD).

The following options can be set when executing the setup.exe program:

• /a
Starts an administrative installation, which will decompress all DSM components and files to a network share.

NOTE
This parameter works with setup only under the product files directory, not with setup at the root directory of
the installation media.

• /V"/l*v x:\DSMSetupxxx.log"
Specifies the log file path. Log file names are static; they cannot be changed.

Installation Tool msiexec
The MSI installation packages support a command line interface. This can be used when deploying DSM functionality
to remote systems through alternative methods, such as custom built DVD or CD, or when building CA Client
Automation functionality into host deployment images.

The Microsoft Windows Installer (MSI) installs software from package files which have the file extension of .msi.

Msiexec.exe is the executable command which can be used to install MSI packages from the command line. Msiexec is
a very flexible tool with many command line options. You can find the detailed descriptions of the msiexec options and
parameters in the Microsoft Online Help.
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All MSI packages support general options. As well, some MSI packages support package specific options. These two sets
of options can be used to control the exact manner in which a specific application is installed.

An example of an msiexec command using general options (/i, -l*v, /qn) and the Manager package specific installation
option ADDLOCAL is the following:

msiexec /i "x:\WindowsProductFiles_x86\Manager\Manager.msi" -l*v "c:\DSMSetupMgr.log"

 ADDLOCAL=Manager,MgrDC,MgrAM ALLUSERS=1 /qn

The general options and package specific options are described under "General Options for msiexec" and "Package
specific MSI Properties".

NOTE
Agent package specific options are those installation parameters used during interactive deployment to specify
the "additional Windows install options" on the Agent Configuration page of the Deployment wizard. On that
page, you can enter multiple install options, separated by spaces, in order to override existing options.

WARNING
If you are installing DSM components directly using the MSI command line msiexec, you should always set
the MSI installation property ALLUSERS to the value 1 (meaning: “Installs for all users but the user requires
administrative access privileges on the computer”) to allow later upgrade, uninstall, or re-install through Software
Delivery or Deployment functionality out of a DSM Manager. If you do not set the parameter like this or leave it
empty, the component is registered for the particular user installing it at the first time and cannot be maintained
by using manager functions.

NOTE
Whenever the CA Client Automation Installer asks for a system name to be entered, we strongly recommend
that you enter a Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) including domain suffix, so that computer systems in
other network domains can be reached even if request forward is not configured for all DNS involved.

 

 

General Options for msiexec

All MSI packages support the following general options:

• /i msi install package
Installs or configures CA Client Automation.

• /q n|b|r|f|+| -
Sets the user interface level.

 Option (Combination) User Interface Level
 q No user interface.
 qn No user interface.
 qb Basic user interface. Use qb! to hide the

Cancel button.
 qr Reduced user interface with no modal

dialog box displayed at the end of the
installation.

 qf Full user interface and any authored
FatalError, UserExit, or Exit modal dialog
boxes at the end.
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 qn+ No user interface except for a modal dialog
box displayed at the end.

 qb+ Basic user interface with a modal dialog
box displayed at the end. The modal box
is not displayed if the user cancels the
installation. Use qb+! or qb!+ to hide the
Cancel button.

 qb - Basic user interface with no modal dialog
boxes. Note that /qb+ - is not a supported
user interface level. Use qb - ! or qb! - to
hide the Cancel button.

NOTE
The ! option is available with Microsoft Windows Installer 2.0 and works only with basic user interface. It is not
valid with full user interface.

• /l [i|w|e|a|r|u|c|m|o|p|v|x|+|!|*] Logfile
Writes logging information into a log file at the specified path. Flags indicate which information to log. If no flags are
specified, the default is iwearmo.

Flag Information to log
i Status messages
w Nonfatal warnings
e All error messages
a Start up of actions
r Action-specific records
u User requests
c Initial user interface parameters
m Out-of-memory or fatal exit information
o Out-of-disk-space messages
p Terminal properties
v Verbose output
x Extra debugging information. Only available on Windows Server

2003
+ Append to existing file
! Flush each line to the log
* Wild card. Log all information except for the v and x options. To

include the v and x options, specify /l*vx

Package-specific MSI Properties

Contents

The MSI installation packages for the following DSM components and plug-ins support package-specific installation
properties:
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• DSM Explorer
• Basic Inventory Agent
• Asset Management Agent
• Data Transport Service Agent
• Remote Control Agent
• Software Delivery Agent
• Scalability Server
• Manager
• ENC Gateway Server
• CA Patch Manager

NOTE
Pass the package-specific MSI properties as user parameters in your software job.

Prerequisites for Installing MSI Packages

Install the ETPKI libraries and the CA Secure Socket Adapter before installing any of the MSI packages. For the required
versions of these prerequisites, see the Third-Party Installation Packages section.

• Installing the CAPKI libraries:
The setup for CAPKI is on the CA Client Automation installation media (CD/DVD) in the
WindowsProductFiles_x86\CAPKI directory.
To install the CAPKI libraries, use the following command line:
setup install caller=CADSM

• Installing the CA Secure Socket Adapter:
The CA Secure Socket Adapter can be installed using the Secure Socket Adapter installer, which is located in the
WindowsProductFiles_x86\SSA directory on the CA Client Automation installation media (CD/DVD).
To install the CA Secure Socket Adapter, use the following command line:
msiexec.exe /i"D:\WindowsProductFiles_x86\SSA\CASockAdapterSetupWin32NoEtpki.msi" /l*v "C:

\DOCUME~1\ADMINI~1\LOCALS~1\Temp\DSMSetupSSA.log" /qb-!

MSI Properties for the Explorer Package

The MSI install package for the DSM Explorer (Explorer.msi) supports the following package-specific properties:

• ADDLOCAL
Specific features that can be selected for installation.

Value Description

Explorer Explorer common components (mandatory for the Explorer
installation)

ExpAM Asset Management plug-in

ExpRC Remote Control common plug-in

ExpSD Software Delivery common plug-in

ExpSDB Boot Manager plug-in

ExpSDM Software Delivery Manager Client API

ExpRP Reporter plug-in

ALL Selects all the features

• ADMINCONSOLE_MANAGER
Manager system the DSM Explorer must connect to.
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Value: System name or IP address

MSI Properties for the Basic Inventory Agent Package

The MSI install package for the basic inventory agent plug-in (AgtBHW.msi) and ENC Client supports the following
package-specific properties:

• AGENT_SERVER
Scalability Server the Agent must connect to.
Value: System name or IP address

• AGENT_DEFAULTGROUPS
A group or a list of management groups that are created at the Manager where the Agent automatically registers.
Value: A comma-separated list of group names
Example: Grp1/subgroup1,Group2,...

• ENC_CLIENT_ENABLED
Specifies whether the ENC Client should be enabled when the basic hardware inventory is installed. By default, the
client files are copied to the computer but are not running. This simplifies the installer and allows a simple configuration
job to enable the client later, if necessary.
Value: 0 (leave inactive), 1 (make active)

NOTE
If the ENC Client is disabled, do not specify the following parameters.

• ENC_SVR_ADDR
The ENC Gateway Server to which this client must connect.
Value: FQN of the Server

• ENC_SVR_TCP_PORT
TCP port on the ENC Gateway Server to connect to.
Default: 443

• ENC_SVR_HTTP_PORT
HTTP port on the ENC Gateway Server to connect to.
Default: 80

• ENC_HTTP_PROXY_ADDR
Address of an HTTP Internet proxy that the ENC Client must connect to to connect outside the local network.

• ENC_HTTP_PROXY_PORT
Port number on the proxy to connect to.
Default: 8080

• ENC_PROXY_ORDER
The set of connection types the ENC Client attempts for. If omitted, a default order is used.
Value: This is a space separated list of zero or more of the following keywords: socket, socks4Anon, socks5Auth,
socks5Anon, httpConnect, http, and httpProxy.

• ENC_SOCKS_ADDR
Address of a SOCKS Internet proxy that the ENC Client must connect to to connect outside the local network.
Value: FQN or IP address of the server

• ENC_SOCKS_PORT
Port number on the proxy to connect to.
Default: 1080

• ENC_SOCKS_USER
Name of the user to authenticate when connecting to a SOCKS server.
Example: socksuser

• ENC_SOCKS_PW
Plain text password of the user specified through ENC_SOCKS_USER

• ENC_HTTP_PROXY_USER
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Name of the user to authenticate when connecting to an HTTP Server.
Example: httpuser

• ENC_HTTP_PROXY_PW
Plain text password of the user specified through ENC_HTTP_PROXY_USER

MSI Properties for the Asset Management Agent Package

The MSI install package for the Asset Management agent plug-in (AgtAM.msi) supports the following package-specific
properties:

• AGENT_DEFAULTGROUPS
A group or a list of management groups that are created at the Manager where the Agent automatically registers.
Value: A comma-separated list of group names
Example: Grp1/subgroup1,Group2,...

MSI Properties for the Data Transport Service Agent Package

The MSI install package for the Data Transport Service (DTS) agent plug-in (AgtDTS.msi) supports the following package-
specific properties.

Value Description
1 A shortcut to the agent property dialog is introduced into the Start

menu.
0 No shortcut is created.

Specific features that can be selected for installation.

Value Description
Agent Agent common parts (mandatory for any agent installation)
AgtDTS Data Transport Service agent common parts (mandatory for the

DTS Agent installation)
ALL Selects all the features

 

• AGENT_DEFAULTGROUPS
A group or a list of management groups that are created at the Manager where the Agent automatically registers.
Value: A comma-separated list of group names
Example: Grp1/subgroup1,Group2,...

MSI Properties for the Remote Control Agent Package

The MSI install package for the Remote Control agent plug-in (AgtRC.msi) supports the following package-specific
properties:

Value Description
1 A shortcut to the agent property dialog is introduced into the Start

menu.
0 No shortcut is created.
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Specific features that can be selected for installation.

Value Description
Agent Agent common parts (mandatory for any agent installation)
AgtRC Remote Control agent common parts (mandatory for the Remote

Control agent installation)
AgtRCA Remote Control Host
AgtRCV Remote Control Viewer
AgtRCP Remote Control Replayer
ALL Selects all the features

• AGENT_SERVER
Scalability Server the Agent must connect to.
Value: System name or IP address

• RC_AGENT_STANDALONE

Value Description

0 Remote Control agent is centrally managed

1 Remote Control agent is stand-alone

• AGENT_DEFAULTGROUPS
A group or a list of management groups that are created at the Manager where the Agent automatically registers.
Value: A comma-separated list of group names
Example: Grp1/subgroup1,Group2,...

MSI Properties for the Software Delivery Agent Package

The MSI install package for the Software Delivery agent plug-in (AgtSD.msi) supports the following package-specific
properties:

• SC_DSMPROP
Shortcut to the agent property dialog

Value Description

1 A shortcut to the agent property dialog is introduced into the
Start menu.

0 No shortcut is created.

• ADDLOCAL
Specific features that can be selected for installation.

Value Description

Agent Agent common components (mandatory for any agent
installation)

AgtSD Software Delivery agent common components (mandatory for
the Software Delivery agent installation)

AgtSDA Software Delivery components (mandatory for the SD Catalog)

AgtSDC Software Delivery Catalog components
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ALL Selects all the features

• AGENT_SERVER
Scalability server the Agent must connect to.
Value: System name or IP address

• AGENT_DEFAULTGROUPS
A group or a list of management groups that are created at the Manager where the Agent automatically registers.
Value: A comma-separated list of group names
Example: Grp1/subgroup1,Group2,...

MSI Properties for the Scalability Server Package

The MSI install package for Scalability Server (Server.msi) supports the following package-specific properties:

• FIPS_MODE
Defines the FIPS mode set by the CA Client Automation installer.

Value Description

1 FIPS-preferred

2 FIPS-only

• ADDLOCAL
Specific features that can be selected for installation.

Value Description

Server Scalability Server common components (mandatory for any
server installation)

SrvAM Asset Management scalability server plug-in

SrvSD Software Delivery scalability server plug-in

SrvRC Remote Control scalability server plug-in

ALL Selects all the features

• SRV_SDBPATH
Directory path where the Scalability Server database should be installed.

• SERVER_PATH
Directory path where Scalability Server specific data should be installed.

• SERVER_MANAGER
Manager system the Scalability Server should connect to.
Value: System name or IP address

• SERVER_ENGINE
Engine system the Scalability Server should connect to. If this parameter is not specified, the system engine is used by
default.
Value: Engine name

• BS_OS_PATH
Directory path where the OS images and other Boot Server-specific data are stored. The path must end with the string
\SDBS\var.
Example: f:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Server\SDBS\var

• CREATESDMSISHARE
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Share to access MSI packages registered to the Software Delivery manager.

Value Description

1 Creates a share to access the MSI packages.

0 Does not create a share SERVER_ENGINE.

• CREATESDLIBSHARE
Share to access packages registered to the Software Package Library.

Value Description

1 Creates a share to access the packages.

0 Does not create a share.

• BOOTSERVER_ENABLED
Determines whether to enable the Boot Server service.

Value Description

0 Do not enable the Boot Server service.

1 Enable the Boot Server service.

• BOOTSERVER_DISABLESHARES
Share to access packages registered to the Boot Server.

Value Description

0 Creates a share to access the packages.

1 Does not create a share.

MSI Properties for the Manager Package

The MSI install package for Manager (Manager.msi) supports the following package-specific properties:

• ADDLOCAL
Specific features that can be selected for installation.

Value Description

Manager Manager common components (mandatory for any manager
installation)

MgrInf Manager common infrastructure (mandatory for any manager
installation)

MgrDC Engine plug-in (mandatory for any manager installation)

MgrAM Asset Management manager plug-in

MgrRC Remote Control manager plug-in

MgrSD Software Delivery manager plug-in

MgrDTS Data Transport Service manager plug-in (mandatory for any
Software Delivery manager installation)

MgrDM Deployment manager plug-in

MgrIP Image Prepare manager plug-in
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ALL Select all the features

• DMSOFTLIBDIR
Directory path where the packages for DMDeploy should be installed.

• DMKEYLOCATION
Directory path for the Deployment Manager key file

• SDLIBRARY
Directory path where the Software Package Library should be installed.

• MANAGER_ROLE
Role of the Manager

Value Description

0 = Enterprise The Manager works as an Enterprise Manager.

1 = Domain Member The Manager works as a Domain Manager within an
enterprise.

2 = Standalone Manager The Manager works as a standalone Domain Manager.

• ENTERPRISE_NAME
Enterprise Manager system the Domain Manager should connect to if the Domain Member role (value = 1) was
defined. Otherwise, this property is empty.
Value: System name or IP address

• WAC_MANAGER
Web Console manager system for a standalone Web Console installation.
Value: System name or IP address

• ENGINE_MANAGER
Engine manager system for a standalone Engine installation
Value: System name or IP address

• DSM_TOMCAT_PORT
TCP/IP port where the handler listens for requests.
Default: 8090

• DSM_TOMCAT_SHUT
TCP/IP port where the handler listens for shutdown requests.
Default: 8095

• DSM_TOMCAT_AJP
Port where the worker listens for Ajp13 requests to forward requests to out-of-process workers using the Ajpv13
protocol.
Default: 8020

• DB
Type of the database used.
Value: SQLServer or Oracle

• DBSERVER
Name of the system where the database resides.
Value: System name or IP address

• DBUSERNAME
Windows user name for database access

• DBPASSWORD
Password for DBUSERNAME

• DBVUSER
Vnode on the database system, if the database is Ingres and if a remote database system is used.

• DBVPWD
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Password for DBVUSER
• DBSW

Flags whether the Software Signatures for software detection should be inserted (included) into the Management
Database or not (excluded).

Value Description

excl_sw Do not insert software signatures.

incl_sw Insert software signatures.

• FAILOVER_ENABLED
Flags whether recovery support is enabled or disabled.

Value Description

0 Recovery support is disabled.

1 Recovery support is enabled.

• FAILOVER_STATUS
Flags whether this Manager is the active or passive node in a clustered environment.

Value Description

0 This Manager is a passive Manager.

1 This Manager is the active Manager.

• FAILOVER_CLUSTER_NAME
Cluster name of the Manager.

MSI Properties for the ENC Gateway Server Package

The MSI install package for the ENC Gateway Server supports the following package-specific properties:

• ENC_CLIENT_ENABLED
Specifies whether the ENC Client should be enabled when the ENC Gateway Server is installed.
Value: 0 (leave inactive), 1 (make active)

• ENC_SERVER_TYPE
Specifies the roles for the ENC Gateway Server. This should be one or more of the following values listed in the table
following, which is separated by spaces. An ENC Gateway Server can operate in one or more roles. If a Manager is
specified, a Server is automatically configured. The ENC Client is also automatically configured to register with this
Server.
If an ENC Gateway Server only is configured, the client registers with this one too.
In the above two cases, the configuration parameters for the client are not required, except for
ENC_CLIENT_ENABLED.
If only a router is configured, then both the client and router must register with another ENC Gateway Server. This is
done by setting the ENC_SVR_ADDR parameter.

Value Description

ENC_SRS Configure to operate as an ENC Gateway registration server.

ENC_ROUTER Configure to operate as an ENC Gateway router.

ENC_MRS Configure to operate as an ENC Gateway registration
manager.

• ENC_SVR_ADDR
If installing an ENC Gateway router, this should be the ENC Gateway server that it will register with.
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If installing an ENC Gateway registration server, this should be the ENC Gateway registration manager that it registers
with.
Value: FQN of the ENC Gateway server or manager to register with.

NOTE
If installing an ENC Gateway manager, then this is configured automatically.

• ENC_SVR_TCP_PORT
TCP port on the ENC Gateway manager to connect to.
Default: 443

NOTE
If installing an ENC Gateway manager, then this is configured automatically.

• ENC_SVR_HTTP_PORT
HTTP port on the ENC Gateway manager that the ENC Gateway registration server or router connects to.
Default: 80

NOTE
If installing an ENC Gateway registration manager, then this is configured automatically. This needs only be
set for Gateway servers or routers.

MSI Properties for CA Patch Manager

NOTE
To install CA Patch Manager, ensure that you have already installed Web Admin Console.

The MSI install package for CA Patch Manager (PatchManager.msi) supports the following package-specific properties:

• ADDLOCAL
Specific features that can be selected for installation.

Value Description

PatchManager Patch Manager common components (mandatory for any
Patch Manager installation)

MgrPM Patch Manager common components (mandatory for any
Patch Manager installation)

ALL Select all the features

• PM_PASSWORD
This parameter specifies the password of the system where Manager is installed.

• PM_URI
This parameter specifies the user name which is used to connect to CA DSM Web Services.
For example, PM_URI="winnt://System or Domain name/User name"

• DBPORT
This parameter specifies the TCP/IP port where the DB server listens for requests.

• MDBDATABASE
This parameter specifies name of the MDB database.

• DB
This parameter specifies the type of database used.
Value: SQLServer or Oracle

• DBPASSWORD
This parameter specifies password for DBUSERNAME.

• DBUSERNAME
This parameter specifies Windows user name for database access.

• DBSERVER
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This parameter specifies name of the system where the database resides.
Value: System name or IP address

• SQLINSTANCE
This parameter specifies the database instance name.

• DSM_TOMCAT_PORT
This parameter specifies the TCP/IP port where the handler listens for requests.
Default: 8090

• JREPATH
This parameter specifies the path of JRE. 
For example, JREPATH="C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\SC\Mdb\Windows\jre"  

Additional Properties for msiexec

The following properties are common to all of the CA Technologies provided MSI installation packages:

• CA
Installation directory on the target system.
Example: C:\Program Files\CA

• CONFIGDATA_LOCATION
Installation directory for the package's configuration data including the configuration store (comstore).
Default: Product installation directory.
Example: C:\Program Files\CA\DSM

• SHAREDCOMPONENTS
Installation directory for the package's shared components.
Example: C:\Program Files\CA\SC

NOTE

Once a package has been installed, the values of these common properties are fixed for any other packages
subsequently installed.

For each MSI installation package you can additionally use the following properties:

• DSM_LANGUAGE
Specifies the language of the CA Client Automation installation. Possible values are: enu (English (U. S.)), deu
(German), fra (French), and jpn (Japanese).
The files for all supported language versions of CA Client Automation will be installed, but the language specified by
DSM_LANGUAGE is used as the language for the actual installation.
Default: Empty (NULL). This causes the Installer to use the system default locale. If the system default locale is not
one of the supported languages, enu (English (U. S.)) is used.

NOTE
DSM_LANGUAGE does not specify the language of the installation wizard dialogs.

• REBOOT

Value Description
REALLYSUPPRESS If a reboot is necessary, it will suppress it in any case and require

a manual execution.
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• ALLUSERS

Value Description
0 Installs for a particular user.
1 Installs for all users but the user requires administrative access

privileges on the computer.
2 Installs for all users if the user has administrative access;

otherwise, it installs for a particular user.

NOTE
If you are installing DSM components directly using the MSI command line, you should always set
ALLUSERS=1 to allow later upgrading, uninstalling, or re-installing through Software Delivery or Deployment
functionality out of a Manager. If you do not set the parameter like this or leave it empty, the component is
registered for the particular user installing it the first time and cannot be maintained by using manager functions.

• ARPSYSTEMCOMPONENT
Setting the property prevents the application from being displayed in the Add or Remove Programs list of the Windows
Control Panel. This property has no effect on operating environments earlier than Windows 2000 and Windows XP.

• CAF_INSTALL_SERVICE

Value Description
0 | 1 Should be 1 for the first MSI package you install on the system.

For all others it can be 0.

 

• CAF_START_SERVICE

Value Description
0 | 1 Should be 1 for the last MSI package you install on the system.

For all others it should be 0.

 

• FIPS_MODE

Value Description
1 Installs CA Client Automation in FIPS-preferred mode (Default)
2 Installs CA Client Automation in FIPS-only mode

Options for msiexec for Uninstall, Repair, and Administrative Installation

You can also use the MSI command line interface to initiate uninstall, repair, or administrative installation tasks:

• /x msi_install_package | productcode
Uninstalls a product.

• /f [p|o|e|d|c|a|u|m|s|v] msi_install_package | productcode
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Repairs a product. This option ignores any property values entered at the command line. The default argument list for
this option is “omus”. This option shares the same argument list as the REINSTALLMODE property.

Option Description
p Reinstalls only if file is missing.
o Reinstalls if file is missing or an older

version is installed.
e Reinstalls if file is missing or an equal or

older version is installed.
d Reinstalls if file is missing or a different

version is installed.
c Reinstalls if file is missing or the stored

checksum does not match the calculated
value. Repairs only files that have
msidbFileAttributesChecksum in the
Attributes column of the File table.

a Forces all files to be reinstalled.
u Rewrites all required user-specific registry

entries.
m Rewrites all required computer-specific

registry entries.
s Overwrites all existing shortcuts.
v Runs from source and re-caches the local

package. Do not use the v reinstall option
for the first installation of an application or
feature.

• /a msi_install_package
Administrative install option. Installs a product to a network share from where it can be installed to the net.

Example of Combining msiexec Options and Properties

The following example shows how you can combine msiexec options and properties.

msiexec.exe

/i"N:\DSM_11_2_9999_0_DVD\WindowsProductFiles_x86\Manager\Manager.msi" 

/l*v "G:\DOCUME~1\KSYST0~1.TAN\LOCALS~1\Temp\DSMSetupManager.log"

 ADDLOCAL=Manager,MgrAM,MgrRC,MgrSD,MgrDC,MgrDTS,MgrDM,MgrIP 

REBOOT=REALLYSUPPRESS ALLUSERS=1 

CA="G:\Program Files\CA\DSM\" 

CAF_INSTALL_SERVICE="1" CAF_START_SERVICE="0" 

/qb-! DMSOFTLIBDIR="G:\Program Files\CA\DSM" 

SDLIBRARY="G:\Program Files\CA\DSM\SD\ASM\LIBRARY" 

ENTERPRISE_NAME="KSYST01U" 

MANAGER_ROLE="2" DB="SQLServer" 

DBSERVER="KSYST01U" DBUSERNAME="ca_itrm" DBPASSWORD=XXX DBSW="excl_sw"
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Installation of CA Client Automation Using the Command Line in Linux or UNIX
You install CA Client Automation on Linux or UNIX using the installdsm script, which is in the distribution directory under
LinuxProductFiles_x86/component.

NOTE
CADSMCMD is provided for Linux only and not other UNIX derivatives. For more information, see the  CLI
Command Reference .

For convenience and for consistency with the Windows installation, there is a script file called setup.sh in the root directory
of the installation DVD. That script calls /LinuxProductFiles_x86/manager/installdsm.

By default, the installer for Linux and UNIX runs in an interactive mode. If CA Client Automation is already installed on the
system, the installer will give the option to Upgrade/Repair, Modify, or Uninstall.

The installation media also contains a template response file, install.rsp. This file can be used to create unattended
installations.

installdsm script-Install CA Client Automation on Linux or UNIX
The installdsm script has the following format:

• With root previlages: 

installdsm [-f | -r responsefile [/Rname=value...] | -g responsefile ]

• With sudo privileges: 
sudo installdsm [-f | -r responsefile [/Rname=value...] | -g responsefile ]

• – -f
Forces installation without backup of a possibly existing older product version.

• – -r responsefile [/Rname=value ...]
Performs an unattended installation using the values specified in the response file. The -r option causes installdsm
to check that the response file is not empty and contains a valid set of label-value pairs. The /R specification
overrides any parameters specified in the response file. Supply a separate /R specification for each parameter that
you want to override, for example:
installdsm -r rsp.txt \

/RITRM_AUTOSTART_INSTALL=1 \

/RITRM_AUTOSTART_REBOOT=1

There is no check for the validity of the parameter names or values, or whether the named parameters are in the
response file.
The default list of parameter settings is supplied as a sample response file install.rsp in each of the Linux and UNIX
packages.
Each time you use the installer for an interactive installation or to generate a response file for an unattended
installation, you can edit the parameter values. After the installation script prompts you for the options, the installer
copies the files into place and runs the configuration actions.

– -g responsefile
Generates a response file. The script displays the dialogs as for an interactive installation, but at the end of the
dialog sequence writes all the property values you specify to the named response file.
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Response File Setting in Linux and UNIX
An unattended installation of CA Client Automation is driven by a response file. The response file is a text file that contains
parameter values that control installation and configuration. The response file is generated before the installation, either
manually or by using the installdsm script with the -g option. During installation, the response file is read-only.

The CA Client Automation installation includes standard response files that you can use to perform an unattended
installation. The folder for each component contains an install.rsp file. This sample response file provides a full installation
of the component.

Modifying Installation Property Values
The response file contains parameter values (properties) that control installation and initial configuration.

Most CA Client Automation parameters have the prefix CA_ITRM, or CA_DSM, or ITRM_ or DSM_, or a prefix that
indicates the component. Other parameters may be used by other CA products.

You can override the parameter values in the response file by using installdsm with the /R specification. This lets you
modify the default installation behavior when running remote installations using the Infrastructure Deployment wizard or
Software Delivery packages.

When you manually edit a response file, be careful with property values that are usually derived from other property
values (mostly locations of directories and sub-directories). Do not hard-code a property value that was previously derived
from another in order to not break any derivation relationship.

Example

SDLIBRARY (the location of the Software Delivery library) is by default derived from CA_DSM_CONFIGDATA (the
location of CA Client Automation configuration data), which itself comes from CA_ITRM_BASEDIR (the main CA Client
Automation location). These relationships are maintained in the supplied install.rsp response file. In a response file, if
CA_DSM_CONFIGDATA is hard-coded as CA_DSM_CONFIGDATA=/data/CA/ConfigDataLocation and SDLIBRARY
is hard-coded as SDLIBRARY=/data/CA/SDLibrary, the derivation relationships among CA_ITRM_BASEDIR,
CA_DSM_CONFIGDATA, and SDLIBRARY are broken.

NOTE
Agent package-specific options are those installation parameters used during interactive deployment to specify
the "additional UNIX install options" on the Agent Configuration page of the Infrastructure Deployment wizard.
On that page, you can enter multiple install options, separated by spaces, to override existing options.

Basic Installation Properties

CA_ITRM_BASEDIR

Specifies the product installation directory. Only DSM components are stored in this directory, while components shared
with other CA Technologies products are stored in a directory pointed to by the $CASHCOMP environment variable. All
DSM components must use the same value for $CA_ITRM_BASEDIR. Therefore, if you are deploying DSM agents using
the Infrastructure Deployment wizard or command line from a domain manager, you must specify the required value for
CA_ITRM_BASEDIR in the arguments to the DMPrimer component, which is typically the first DSM component to be
installed on a computer. See Pass Options to the DMPrimer Installation for further details.

Default: /opt/CA/DSM

CA_DSM_CONFIGDATA

Specifies the directory into which configuration data is installed.

Default: $CA_ITRM_BASEDIR

CASHCOMP
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Specifies the parent directory for common components and link directories. If this variable has been set by other
currently installed components, it will not be changed. The $CALIB and $CABIN environment variables are derived from
CASHCOMP. All CA Technologies software components must use the same value for $CASHCOMP on a given computer.
Therefore, if you are deploying DSM agents using the Infrastructure Deployment wizard or command line from a domain
manager, you must specify your required value for CASHCOMP in the arguments to the DMPrimer installation, which is
typically the first DSM component to be installed on a computer. See Pass Options to the DMPrimer Installation for further
details.

Default: /opt/CA/SharedComponents

DSM_ALLOW_SOFT_PREREQS

Specifies whether installation should continue even if a software prerequisite check fails. Specify 1 to force installation
even if required software prerequisites are not present.

WARNING
Disabling the prerequisites check may result in a nonfunctional installation of CA Client Automation!

Default: 0 (no)

DSM_LANGUAGE

Specifies the language of the installation. Possible values are enu (English (U. S.)), deu (German), fra (French), and jpn
(Japanese). Even if the property value is not enu, the files for the enu installation are always installed in addition to the
files for the specified language.

Default: Empty (NULL). This causes the Installer to use the system default locale. If the system default locale is not one
of the supported languages, enu (English (U. S.)) is used.

NOTE
DSM_LANGUAGE does not specify the language of the installation wizard dialogs.

ITRM_AUTOSTART_INSTALL

Specifies whether to start DSM daemons after installation. Specify 0 to cause the DSM daemons to not be started after
installation.

Default: 1 (yes)

ITRM_AUTOSTART_REBOOT

Specifies whether to start DSM daemons when the host is rebooted. Specify 0 to cause the DSM daemons to not be auto
started.

Default: 1 (yes)

ITRM_INST_CMDLINE

Specifies whether to install the software delivery and automated deployment (DMSweep) command line utilities. Specify 0
to not install these utilities.

Default: 1 (yes)

ITRM_SETUP_SYS_PROFILE

Specifies whether to modify the system profile (/etc/profile or equivalent) to set up the DSM environment for all log in
users. Specify 0 to leave the system profile unmodified.

Default: 1 (yes)

FIPS_MODE

Specifies the FIPS mode of CA Client Automation. Specify 1 for FIPS-preferred mode and 2 for FIPS-only mode.

Default: 1 (FIPS-preferred)
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Agent General Properties

ITRM_INST_AGENT

Specifies whether to install any DSM agents. If this is not set, no agent features are installed unless other features depend
on them. Specify 0 to not deploy any agent features unless required by other settings.

Default: 1 (yes)

ITRM_SERVER

Specifies the host name of the Scalability Server that the DSM agent will connect to. This parameter is used only if
$ITRM_INST_AGENT is set to 1.

Default: Local host name

ITRM_AGENT_DEFAULTGROUPS

Specifies which management groups the agent should join, in a comma-separated list without any spaces.

Default: Null (which implies that the agent will join no groups)

Scalability Server General Properties (Linux only)

ITRM_INST_SERVER

Specifies whether to install a DSM Scalability Server. If not set, no scalability server features are installed. This parameter
is ignored for agent-only packages. Specify 0 to not install a Scalability Server.

Default: 1 (yes)

ITRM_MANAGER

Specifies the host name of the Domain Manager that the DSM Scalability Server reports to. This parameter is used only if
$ITRM_INST_SERVER is set to 1.

Default: Local host name

Scalability Server Properties (Linux only)

ITRM_ENGINE

Specifies the name of the engine the Scalability Server uses. An empty value specifies the system engine.

Default: Null

ITRM_PATH_COMMON_SERVER_DB

Specifies the path of the Scalability Server database directory.

Default: $CA_DSM_CONFIGDATA/Server/serverdb

Asset Management Agent Properties

ITRM_INST_AM_AGENT

Specifies whether to install the Asset Management (AM) agent. Specify 0 to not install this agent.

Default: 1 (yes)

ITRM_AMAGENT_CMDFILE_USER
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Specifies the user ID under which the AM agent executes a command file.

Default: root

ITRM_AMAGENT_EXTUTILITY_USER

Specifies the user ID under which the AM agent executes a utility.

Default: root

ITRM_AMAGENT_DMSCRIPT_USER

Specifies the user ID under which the AM agent executes a DMScript.

Default: root

ITRM_AMAGENT_USER_INVENTORY

Specifies whether to install the user inventory module. Specify 0 to not install the user inventory module.

Default: 1 (yes)

ITRM_AMAGENT_WITHCRONINFO

Specifies whether to show crontab information. Specify 0 to not show information.

Default: 1 (yes)

ITRM_AMAGENT_WITHUSERINFO

Specifies whether to show user information. Specify 0 to not show information.

Default: 1 (yes)

ITRM_AMAGENT_PRIO_LEVEL

Increments asset management process priority. The priority range is from - 20 to 19.

Default: 0

ITRM_AMAGENT_EXACTINTERVAL

Specifies whether the AM agent should run at intervals (value = 1) or at fixed times (value = 0).

Default: 1

ITRM_AMAGENT_RANDOM

Specifies whether the AM agent should run during a specific interval (value = 0) or a randomly chosen interval (value = 1).
This parameter is significant only if $ITRM_AMAGENT_EXACTINTERVAL=1.

Default: 0

ITRM_AMAGENT_WEEKLY

Specifies that the AM agent should run every n weeks. This parameter is significant only if
$ITRM_AMAGENT_EXACTINTERVAL=1.

Default: 0

ITRM_AMAGENT_DAILY

Specifies that the AM agent should run every n days. This parameter is significant only if
$ITRM_AMAGENT_EXACTINTERVAL=1.

Default: 1

ITRM_AMAGENT_HOURLY
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Specifies that the AM agent should run every n hours. This parameter is significant only if
$ITRM_AMAGENT_EXACTINTERVAL=1.

Default: 0

ITRM_AMAGENT_EXMONDAY

Specifies that the AM agent should not run on Mondays, if value = 1. This parameter is significant only if
$ITRM_AMAGENT_EXACTINTERVAL=0.

Default: 0 (agent runs on Mondays)

ITRM_AMAGENT_EXTUESDAY

Specifies that the AM agent should not run on Tuesdays, if value = 1. This parameter is significant only if
$ITRM_AMAGENT_EXACTINTERVAL=0.

Default: 0 (agent runs on Tuesdays)

ITRM_AMAGENT_EXWEDNESDAY

Specifies that the AM agent should not run on Wednesdays, if value = 1. This parameter is significant only if
$ITRM_AMAGENT_EXACTINTERVAL=0.

Default: 0 (agent runs on Wednesdays)

ITRM_AMAGENT_EXTHURSDAY

Specifies that the AM agent should not run on Thursdays, if value = 1. This parameter is significant only if
$ITRM_AMAGENT_EXACTINTERVAL=0.

Default: 0 (agent runs on Thursdays)

ITRM_AMAGENT_EXFRIDAY

Specifies that the AM agent should not run on Fridays, if value = 1. This parameter is significant only if
$ITRM_AMAGENT_EXACTINTERVAL=0.

Default: 0 (agent runs on Fridays)

ITRM_AMAGENT_EXSATURDAY

Specifies that the AM agent should not run on Saturdays, if value = 1. This parameter is significant only if
$ITRM_AMAGENT_EXACTINTERVAL=0.

Default: 0 (agent runs on Saturdays)

ITRM_AMAGENT_EXSUNDAY

Specifies that the AM agent should not run on Sundays, if value = 1. This parameter is significant only if
$ITRM_AMAGENT_EXACTINTERVAL=0.

Default: 0 (agent runs on Sundays)

ITRM_AMAGENT_EXECUTETIME

Specifies that the AM agent should start running at this time during the day. The time has the format hh:mm
(Hour:Minute). This parameter is significant only if $ITRM_AMAGENT_EXACTINTERVAL=0.

Default: 00:00 (midnight)

Asset Management General Properties

ITRM_INST_AM
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Specifies whether to install the asset management (AM) component. If not set, no AM features are installed. Specify 0 to
not install any AM features.

Default: 1 (yes)

Asset Management Software Usage Scalability Server Properties (Linux only)

ITRM_INST_AM_METER_SERVER

Specifies whether to install the Asset Management (AM) software usage scalability server. Specify 0 to not install the
software usage scalability server.

Default: 1 (yes)

Asset Management Sector Server Properties (Linux only)

ITRM_INST_AM_SECTOR_SERVER

Specifies whether to install the Asset Management (AM) sector server. Specify 0 to not install the sector server.

Default: 1 (yes)

DMPrimer Properties

ITRM_INST_DMPRIMER

Specifies whether to install the DMPrimer. Specify 0 to not install the DMPrimer.

Default: 1 (yes)

Data Transport Service General Properties (Solaris only)

DTS_PPP_USER

(Used on Solaris only) Specifies whether to create a PPP user. This parameter is ignored if either of the protocols asppp
or Solstice PPP is not detected. Specify 1 to create a PPP user.

Default: 0 (no)

RC General Properties (Linux/Mac OS X only)

ITRM_INST_RC

Specifies whether to install any Remote Control components. If not set, no Remote Control features are installed. Specify
0 to not install any Remote Control components.

Default: 1 (yes)

Remote Control Agent Properties (Linux/Mac OS X only)

ITRM_INST_RC_AGENT

Specifies whether to install the Remote Control agent. Specify 0 to not install the agent.

Default: 1 (yes)

ITRM_RC_AGENT_STANDALONE
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Specifies whether the Remote Control agent is centrally managed (value = 0) or standalone (value = 1).

Default: 0

ITRM_RC_AGENT_IN_MGMT_GROUPS

Specifies whether a managed agent will appear in management groups.

Default: 1 (yes)

Remote Control Scalability Server Properties (Linux only)

ITRM_INST_RC_SERVER

Specifies whether to install the Remote Control scalability server component. Specify 0 to not install a Remote Control
scalability server.

Default: 1 (yes)

Software Delivery General Properties

ITRM_INST_SD

Specifies whether to install any software delivery (SD) components. If not set, no SD features will be installed. Specify 0 to
not install any SD components.

Default: 1 (yes)

SoftwareDelivery Agent Properties

ITRM_INST_SD_AGENT

Specifies whether to install the software delivery (SD) agent. Specify 0 to not install the agent.

Default: 1 (yes)

CA_DSM_REPLACE_PRE_R11_SD_AGENT

Specifies whether to replace (that is, remove) the pre-r11 SD agent or allow co-existence. Only relevant if a pre-r11 SD
agent is already installed on the system. Specify 1 to cause older agents to be removed.

Default: 0 (co-existence)

SD Boot Server Properties (Linux only)

FIPS_MODE

Defines the FIPS mode set by the CA Client Automation installer. Valid values are 1 (FIPS-preferred) and 2 (FIPS-only).

ITRM_INST_SD_BOOTSERVER

Specifies whether to install the Software Delivery (SD) boot server. Usually, Scalability Servers and Boot Servers are
installed on the same host. Specify 0 to not install a Boot Server.

Default: 1 (yes)

ITRM_BOOTSERVER_OS_INSTALL_PATH

Specifies the location of the OSIM OS images library.
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Default: $ITRM_PATH_COMMON_SERVER_DB/SDBS/var

BOOTSERVER_ENABLED

Determines whether to enable the Boot Server service. Specify 0 to disable the service.

Default: 1 (yes)

BOOTSERVER_DISABLESHARES

Specifies whether to disable SMB shares. Specify 0 to enable SMB shares.

Default: 1 (yes)

SD Scalability Server Properties (Linux only)

ITRM_INST_SD_STAGSERVER

Specifies whether to install the Software Delivery (SD) scalability server component. Usually, Scalability Servers and Boot
Servers are installed on the same host. Specify 0 to not install an SD scalability server.

Default: 1 (yes)

SDLIBRARY

Specifies the location of the Software Package Library.

Default: $CA_DSM_CONFIGDATA/sd/asm/library

ITRM_SD_EXPORT_NFS_SHARE

Specifies whether to export $SDLIBRARY as an NFS share. Specify 1 to export $SDLIBRARY.

Default: 0 (no)

ITRM_SD_EXPORT_SAMBA_SHARE

Specifies whether to export $SDLIBRARY as a SAMBA share. Specify 1 to export this as a SAMBA share.

Default: 0 (no)

DSM_SD_INSTALL_CCS_CALENDAR

Specifies whether to install CCS calendaring (event management). Available only if the CCS distribution is available or
already installed. Specify 1 to install CCS calendaring.

Default: 0 (no)

Web Console Properties (Linux only)

ITRM_INST_WEBGUI

Specifies whether to install the Web Console. Specify 1 to install the Web Console.

Default: 0 (no)

Web Services Properties (Linux only)

ITRM_INST_WEBSERVICES

Specifies whether to install Web services. Specify 1 to install Web services.

Default: 0 (no)
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WAC_MANAGER

Specifies the Manager that Web services will connect to.

Default: Local host name

DSM_TOMCAT_PORT

Specifies the TCP/IP port where the handler listens for requests.

Default: 8090

DSM_TOMCAT_SHUT

Specifies the TCP/IP port where the handler listens for shutdown requests.

Default: 8095

DSM_TOMCAT_AJP

Specifies the port where the worker process listens for Ajp13 requests in order to forward requests to out-of-process
workers using the Ajpv13 protocol.

Default: 8020

ITRM_AMS_WEBPORT

Specifies the Asset Maintenance System web port.

Default: 8080

PIF Packager Properties

ITRM_INST_PACKAGER

Specifies whether to install the PIF Product Software Development Kit (SDK). The SDK can be installed on its own, that is,
independently of CA Client Automation. Specify 0 to not install the SDK.

Default: 1 (yes)

Documentation Properties (Linux only)

ITRM_INST_DOC

Specifies whether to install documentation. Specify 0 to not install the documentation set.

Default: 1 (yes)

Install CA Patch Manager
Patch Management functionality is now accessible from Web Console. You can install CA Patch Manager using CA Client
Automation installer.

NOTE
Only 1 instance of CA Patch Manager is allowed for a Manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Mount the installation DVD or execute the setup command to open the installation wizard. For more information,
see Interactive Installation Using the Installation Wizard.

2. Select Patch Management, in the Select Components and Features dialog which shows all available features.
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NOTE
The features that are already installed are selected. If you clear the selection of an existing feature, the
installer removes the respective feature.

3. In the Web Service Configuration dialog, specify the administrator User Name and Password that are used to
connect to the CA Client Automation manager.

4. Follow the instructions in the subsequent dialog and enter the required information for installation and configuration. 

NOTE
The installation fails, if an earlier version of CA Patch Manager is installed anywhere in your enterprise. To
avoid this failure, you first uninstall the existing CA Patch Manager and then attempt to install from the CA
Client Automation installer.

User Permissions

The users can access Patch Management functionality that is based on the class permissions that are specified in the
security profile. You can specify the class permission using DSM Explorer. Patch Management object class is available
in Others category under the Security Object Classes. Patch Management considers the following three levels of class
access:

• View (V) - This class access enables Patch Management tabs in the Web Console navigation pane. You can expand
the Patch Management tab and can see various functionalities that Patch Management can perform. You can see the
respective pages of each tab but cannot perform any actions.

• Write (W) - This class access enables Patch Management functionality and allows you to perform the necessary
actions. You can perform all the functionality except the Administration tasks.

• Full Control - This class access enables all the functionality available in Patch Management. You can access
Administration functionality only if you have Full Control access.

For more information about specifying object class permissions, see Class Permissions.

Installation Log Files
Contents

Any activity of the Installer in CA Client Automation is logged in files that are automatically created by the Installer.

CA Technologies provides a log file collection tool called dsminfo, which helps you by picking up any available information
you need to analyze a problem you may have with CA Client Automation.

The dsminfo tool is available at CA Online Support and can be downloaded from the following location: http://
support.ca.com.

Installation Log Files on Windows

The Installer creates the following types of log files on Windows:

• DSMSetupxxx.log
Created by the Microsoft Windows Installer (MSI) and stored under the directory specified by the %temp%
environment variable. This log file is created when using the Manager, Scalability Server, DSM Explorer, and Agents.
Each MSI package creates a separate log file.

• TRC_xxx.log
Created by internal processes and stored under the directory specified by the %temp% environment variable. These
files document the configuration of the installed components, for example, configuration of CAF, Manager, or database.

In the log file names, the string xxx is replaced with the name of the component the log information belongs to, for
example, DSMSetupManager.log.
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Installation Log Files on Linux and UNIX

The initial installation log file on Linux and UNIX is called ca-dsm.install.log. If you modify the installation, the log file is
called ca-dsm.reinstall.log. When you remove the product, the log file is ca-dsm.deinstall.log.

On Linux and UNIX the installation log files are stored in the following directories:

• /tmp
• /opt/CA/installer/log

Version Information About Installed DSM Components
The Installer provides version information about installed components and features of CA Client Automation. This
information can also be accessed using the dsmver command.

Version information is shown in the format M.m.b.r, where M = major release number, m = minor release number, b = build
number, r = revision/patch number. For example, version 12.0.01234.1 is major release 12, minor release 0, build 1234,
revision 1.

To display the installed components and features and their versions, type the dsmver command at the command line.

The dsmver command has the following format:

dsmver

The output format of the version information is as shown in the following example:

Desktop and Server Management

-------------------------------------------

Explorer - Asset Management         12.0.1234.1

Explorer - Remote Control           12.0.1234.1

Explorer - Software Delivery        12.0.1234.1

Manager - Engine                    12.0.1234.1

Manager - Asset Management          12.0.1234.1

Manager - Data Transport            12.0.1234.1

Server

. . . . .

Implementing Telemetry Services
This article contains the following topics:

CA Client Automation 14.0.3

Enable Telemetry Using the CA Client Automation Installer

CA Client Automation administrators must enable and configure Telemetry Services using the CA Client Automation
installer. Perform the following steps:

1. Launch the CA Client Automation Installer to initiate and configure Telemetry services.
2. On the “Telemetry Configuration" page, provide the values for CA CA Client Automation as shown below:
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Options

Select the checkbox to participate in Portfolio License Agreement (PLA)
Select the checkbox to share information with the online Telemetry Service.

Table 32:

Field Description

Enterprise Site ID This is a mandatory field. Your Enterprise Site ID is listed on
your PLA program and the CA Support Portal (Login to CA
Support Portal and Navigate to My Account, Profile, Site ID).

Environment Type This is a mandatory field. Specify whether you are deploying
the selected CA Client Automation on a Production or a Non-
Production Environment.

Company Domain This is a mandatory field. Specify the last part of your
company or organization’s email address.

Internal Identifier Indicates the department or cost center used for internal
tracking of product consumption metrics.

Proxy Server URL Specify the proxy server details for connecting to Telemetry
Services.
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Field Description

Proxy User Enter the Proxy Server User name.

Proxy Password Enter the Server Proxy Server Password
3. Click Next to enable Telemetry Service settings for CA Client Automation.

Install Telemetry CA Client Automation 14.0.3 Patch
Test Fix SO15500 must be installed on CA Client Automation 14.0.3 in the Enterprise Manager or on the Domain Manager
(where it is not linked to an Enterprise Manager). Download the SO15500 patch from Broadcom Support.

Perform the following steps to update the Telemetry for CA Client Automation 14.0.3:

1. Install the SO15500 test fix using ApplyPTF.
2. Telemetry files are extracted in CA Client Automation Installed location. For example: (...\CA\DSM\bin folder).
3. Open a command prompt window and run the TelemetryInstall.bat file with the following parameters:

a. On Microsoft SQL Server Database, run the following:
For example:
TelemetryInstall.bat  -HOST <Database Host System Name>

-USER sa  -PASSWORD <password for sa account>

b.   On Oracle Database, run the following:
For example:
TelemetryInstall.bat - HOST <DB Host System Name>  -USER sys  

 -PASSWORD <password for sys account> 

c. After successful execution, ensure to verify the following on a system/environment where you have installed the
patch:
a. Login to the database server using Microsoft SQL server Management studio (SQL server) or ORCALE SQL

Developer (Oracle).
b. Check the ca_telemetry table schema using “sp_help ca_telemetry” (SQL Server) or “desc

ca_telemetry” (Oracle).
NOTE
Ensure and verify that the extended_info column size must be updated with size as 4000 or above.

c. Jar files (hamcrest-core-1.1.jar/ jackson-annotations-2.10.3 .jar/ jackson-core-2.10.3 .jar/ jackson-
databind-2.10.3 .jar/ junit-4.10 .jar/ ojdbc7 .jar/ telemetrygui .jar/ telemetryClient-1.0 .jar)are added or updated
into the ITCM bin\Telemetry\Jars folder

d. TelemetryReport.exe is added into CA Client Automation bin folder.

CA Client Automation 14.0.2

For CA Client Automation 14.0.2, administrators must install, enable, and configure Telemetry Services.

Patch Fix SO08767 must be installed either on the Enterprise Manager or on the Domain Manager (where it is not linked
to an Enterprise Manager). For more information about how to install Patch Fix SO08767, see Broadcom Support.

Perform the following steps to enable Telemetry for CA Client Automation 14.0.2:

1. Install the SO08767 patch fix using ApplyPTF.
2. Telemetry files will be extracted in the product installed location (...\CA\DSM\bin) folder.
3. Open command line window and run the TelemetryInstall.bat file with the following parameters:

a. On Microsoft SQL Server Database, run the following:  For example: 
TelemetryInstall.bat -HOST <Database Host System Name>-USER sa -PASSWORD <password
 for sa account>

b. On Oracle Database, run the following:  For example:
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TelemetryInstall.bat -HOST <DB Host System Name> -USER sys -PASSWORD <password for
 sys account>

Note: Add "SQLNET.ALLOWED_LOGON_VERSION=8" in the following location, for example, C:\app
\Administrator\product\12.1.0\dbhome_1\network\admin\sqlnet.ora

4. After successful execution, ensure to verify the following on a system/environment where you have installed the patch:
a. A new folder with name 'Telemetry' is created under the CA/DSM/bin folder.
b. Telemetry Files from bin folder are moved to the 'Telemetry' folder.
c. A new database table 'ca_telemetry' is created. 
d. A new configuration section with 'Telemetry' is created under Configuration Policy in the DSM Explorer

GUI (Configuration Policy, Default Configuration Policy, Manager, Telemetry)

Enable Telemetry Using the Telemetry Configuration Policy

CA Client Automation Administrators must enable and configure Telemetry Services using the Configuration Policy
for collecting product consumption metrics. The policy must be applied on either the Enterprise or Domain Managers
(depending on where you have installed the Telemetry patch).

In the DSM Explorer GUI, Control Panel, Default configuration Policy, Manager, Telemetry folder is created. Navigate
to the Telemetry section to complete the following parameters with appropriate details. Fields marked with (*) are
mandatory to enable the Telemetry Services.

Field Name Description

Enterprise Site ID This is a mandatory field.
Your Enterprise Site ID is listed on your PLA program and the CA
Support Portal (Login to CA Support Portal and Navigate to My
Account, Profile, Site ID).

Environment Type This is a mandatory field.
Specify whether you are deploying the selected CA Client
Automation on a Production or a Non-Production Environment.

Internal Identifier Indicates the department or cost center used for internal tracking
of product consumption metrics.

Company Domain This is a mandatory field. Specify the last part of your company or
organization’s email address.

Portfolio License Agreement Select True to participate in Portfolio License Agreement (PLA).

Send Usage Data to Broadcom Inc. Selecting True will push Telemetry related information to the
online Telemetry Service.

Proxy Server URL Specify the proxy server details for connecting to Telemetry
Services.

Proxy User Enter the Proxy Server User name.

Proxy Password Enter the Server Proxy Server Password

Install Telemetry CA Client Automation 14.0.2 Patch
Apply S015500 on SO08767 patch installation in CA Client Automation 14.0.2
Test Fix S015500 must be installed on CA Client Automation 14.0.2 (SO08767) patch in the Enterprise Manager or on the
Domain Manager (where it is not linked to an Enterprise Manager).

For more information about how to install Patch Fix S015500, see Broadcom Support.
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Perform the following steps to update the Telemetry for CA Client Automation 14.0.2:

1. Install the S015500 test fix using ApplyPTF.
2. Telemetry files are extracted in the product installed location (...\CA\DSM\bin) folder.
3. Open a command prompt window and run the TelemetryInstall.bat file with the following parameters:

a. On Microsoft SQL Server Database, run the following:
For example:
TelemetryInstall.bat  -HOST <Database Host System Name>

-USER sa  -PASSWORD <password for sa account>

b.   On Oracle Database, run the following:
For example:
TelemetryInstall.bat - HOST <DB Host System Name>  -USER sys  

 -PASSWORD <password for sys account> 

c. After successful execution, ensure to verify the following on a system/environment where you have installed the
patch:
a. Login to the database server using Microsoft SQL server Management studio (SQL server) or ORCALE SQL

Developer (Oracle).
b. Check the ca_telemetry table schema using “sp_help ca_telemetry” (SQL Server) or “desc

ca_telemetry” (Oracle).
NOTE
Ensure and verify that the extended_info column size must be updated with size as 4000 or above.

c. Jar files (hamcrest-core-1.1.jar/ jackson-annotations-2.10.3 .jar/ jackson-core-2.10.3 .jar/ jackson-
databind-2.10.3 .jar/ junit-4.10 .jar/ ojdbc7 .jar/ telemetrygui .jar/ telemetryClient-1.0 .jar)are added or updated
into the ITCM bin\Telemetry\Jars folder

d. TelemetryReport.exe is added in the CA Client Automation bin folder.

Post-Installation Tasks
This section provides information about modifying, repairing, upgrading, and uninstalling an existing installation.

Changing the Product Language After Installation
The following list provides some relevant information about changing the product language of CA Client Automation after
installation:

• There are alternative techniques for changing the product language after installation:
– Changing the language of already installed DSM components is supported for the components Explorer, Scalability

Server, and Agents. On the agent host, run the ccnfcmda command as follows:
ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps itrm/common/localization

-pn language -v lang

The value of lang specifies the desired language. Possible values are enu (English (U.S.)), deu (German), fra
(French), and jpn (Japanese); for agents additionally chs (Simplified Chinese), esn (Spanish), and kor (Korean).

NOTE
For more detailed information about the ccnfcmda configuration agent command, type <command> /? at the
command prompt.

Create a query-based policy to run the ccnfcmda command as described above.

Changing the language for the manager is not possible after manager installation

When configuring the product language of CA Client Automation, make sure that the language package for the specified
language has been installed because there is no check for availability. If no language package for the specified product
language has been installed, CA Client Automation falls back to English (U.S.).
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When the language is reconfigured, you must stop and restart CA Client Automation using caf stop and caf start,
respectively, so that it can take over the new value.

Enabling SE-Linux to Enforcing Mode After Installing CA Client Automation
If you are enabling the SE Linux to enforcing mode after installing the CA Client Automation, you must install the SE Linux
custom policy modules manually. Web Administration Console is not accessible, unless you install the custom policy
modules. To install the custom policy modules run the following commands:

1. Go to the path where SE Linux policy modules files are available. Typically, the path for the policy module files is as
follows:
<CA_ITRM_BASEDIR>/scripts/selinux directory.

2. Execute the following shell script:
sh dsmselinuxconfig.sh caDsm_Selinux

Maintaining the MDB
The following tasks provide information about maintaining and synchronizing the management database.

Microsoft SQL Server MDB Maintenance
Contents

Microsoft SQL Server (SQL Server) database tables should be optimized every time the database has been updated with
significant amounts of data.

To help you with the administration of the Management Database (MDB) on SQL Server, CA Client Automation supplies
the DsmMSSqlOpt.bat maintenance script that administrators can apply regularly.

The DsmMSSqlOpt.bat script helps you optimizing the database tables by performing maintenance tasks such as de-
fragmenting the index and updating statistics. The script affects only tables that are owned by CA Client Automation.

The DsmMSSqlOpt.bat maintenance script is automatically installed during CA Client Automation installation to the
following location:

%Program Files$\CA\DSM\database\mdb_install\mssql\DsmMsSqlOpt.bat

The DsmMSSqlOpt.bat maintenance script is also available on the CA Client Automation installation media (DVD) at the
following location:

Maintenance\Windows\mssql\DsmMsSqlOpt.bat

The DsmMSSqlOpt.bat maintenance script can be executed with certain options as follows:

DsmMsSqlOpt.bat [-pagecount=n] [-maxfrag=m] [ -usereindex] [ {local | ServerName} [MDBName] ]

• -pagecount
Specifies the maximum number n of pages of tables or indexes. Tables or indexes with more than the specified
number of pages will be de-fragmented. n is a numerical value.
Default: 1000

• -maxfrag
Specifies a degree m of fragmentation. Tables with the specified degree of fragmentation will be defragmented. m is a
numerical value.
Default: 10

• -usereindex
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Specifies that indexes are rebuilt instead of de-fragmented. By default, the DsmMsSqlOpt script performs de-
fragmentation of indexes.

If you have a DSM Enterprise Manager in addition to Domain Managers, remember that the maintenance script needs
to be executed against the databases on both tiers. We recommend that you run the script at least once after the first
1,000 computer assets have been registered in the domain database. Subsequently, the script should be run every time
an additional 5,000 computer assets have been registered. On the enterprise, maintenance should run every time 5,000
computer assets have been replicated from the associated Domain Managers.

The DsmMsSqlOpt.bat script must be run locally on the computer where the MDB is installed. The script offers two
options: it can be used to rebuild indexes or de-fragment indexes. Before running the script with the rebuild index option,
we recommended that you shut down all manager components that access the MDB. The DSM components should be
restarted after the script has finished.

When the script is called with the option to de-fragment indexes, DSM components may be kept up and running. However,
operations initiated by the script are resource-intensive and may have a negative impact on performance. Also, consider
that for large databases, de-fragmentation of indexes may take several hours to complete.

Therefore, you may want to schedule MDB maintenance tasks at times when there is little or no workload on the MDB.
For example, the script could be scheduled to launch once a week overnight, or over the weekend.

Important Notes on SQL Server MDB Maintenance

Following are some notes on Microsoft SQL Server MDB maintenance:

• The %TEMP% variable must be set to an appropriate working directory before launching the DsmMsSqlOpt.bat script.
• It is good practice to rebuild indexes with a fragmentation degree over 30% as the first maintenance step because

rebuilding indexes runs much faster than de-fragmentation. To achieve this, you must launch the DsmMsSqlOpt script
with the options -usereindex and -maxfrag=30, for example:
DsmMsSqlOpt.bat -maxfrag=30 -usereindex

• After the initial step, all tables with a fragmentation over 10% should be de-fragmented. This can be done by calling the
DsmMsSqlOpt script with the option -maxfrag=10, for example:
DsmMsSqlOpt.bat -maxfrag=10

Oracle MDB Maintenance
To solve performance problems with the Oracle MDB, do one of the following:

• From an Oracle SQL tool on the Solaris Oracle server computer run the command:
EXEC DBMS_STATS.gather_schema_stats(ownname =>'MDBADMIN', cascade =>true, method_opt=>'FOR ALL COLUMNS SIZE

 AUTO');

• Login to the Solaris computer using the Oracle user credentials, and from the command shell run the command as
shown in the following example:
echo "EXEC DBMS_STATS.gather_schema_stats (ownname => 'MDBADMIN', cascade =>true, method_opt=>'FOR ALL

 COLUMNS SIZE AUTO');"|sqlplus sys/<pwd>@<instance> as sysdba

In this example, <pwd> is the password of the current Oracle instance and <instance> is the name of the current
Oracle instance (SID).

Objects Synchronized to the Target MDB
Contents

Objects that are synchronized to both SQL Server and Oracle based target MDBs include the following types:

1. Primary Asset and User Information
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– Discovered computers
– Discovered users
– Discovered computer users (relations between computers and users)

2. Hardware Inventory
– Computers, general inventory

3. Software Inventory
– Software signatures
– Computers, software inventory (both signature and heuristic based software inventory)

Creating the Synchronization Task

The synchronization of DSM assets and inventory data with an SQL Server or Oracle-based target MDB is initiated by an
engine task that runs at a scheduled time. You create this task and define the scheduling for the task through the DSM
Explorer GUI.

The engine task that performs the synchronization of DSM assets and inventory data with an existing MDB on Microsoft
SQL Server is created, configured, assigned, scheduled, and run in the same way as any other DSM engine tasks. Follow
Control Panel, Engines, All Engines on the DSM Explorer, right-click the engine that should perform the synchronization
task, and select Add New Task on the context menu. The Create New Task wizard opens and guides you through the
creation of the synchronization task.

On the Create New Task wizard you perform the following main steps:

• On the first wizard page, select the task type Database Synchronization from the Task type drop-down list.
• On the second wizard page, enter an appropriate name and description for the database synchronization task to reflect

the purpose and type of the task).
• On the third wizard page, specify the target database type and the credentials for the target MDB, as described in

the Synchronization Task Configuration Options section. You can test your settings immediately by clicking the Test
Connection button. Before you leave this page, the wizard checks if the target MDB exists and meets the required
conditions.

• On the fourth wizard page, click the Set Scheduling button if you want to modify the preset scheduling for the
synchronization task, which is "Generally scheduled to run always". Click Finish to use the preset scheduling and
terminate the wizard.

Synchronization Task Configuration Options

During the creation of the synchronization task you must specify the credentials (connection properties) for the target MDB
on one of the Create New Task wizard pages.

• SQL Server based target MDB:
For an SQL Server based target MDB the required credentials include:
– Server type of the target MDB (Value: MS SQL Server)
– Name of the computer that hosts the target MDB
– Database Server Instance, portnumber (Default: <none>)
– Database name
– User name on the target MDB

The user name is fixed as ca_itrm and cannot be changed.
– Password on the target MDB

WARNING
Here you must enter the password that you specified using the CA_ITRM password parameter in the CA
Client Automation setup when upgrading the SQL Server MDB for synchronization.

• Oracle based target MDB:
For an Oracle based target MDB the required credentials include:
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– Server type of the target MDB (Value: Oracle)
– Name of the computer that hosts the target MDB
– Server ID of the target MDB (Default: orcl)
– Port number for the target Oracle MDB (Default: 1521)
– User name on the target MDB

The user name is fixed as ca_itrm and cannot be changed.
– Password on the target MDB

WARNING
Here you must enter the password that you specified using the CA_ITRM password parameter in the CA
Client Automation MDB installer when upgrading the Oracle MDB on Solaris for synchronization.

You can immediately test the settings you made by clicking the Test Connection button on the same wizard page.
The Manager then tries to open a connection to the target MDB. The result of this action is displayed next to the Test
Connection button, for example, Connection succeeded.

You can configure the scheduling for the synchronization task by clicking the Set Scheduling button on the Scheduling
page of the Create New Task wizard. The default setting is "Generally scheduled to run always".

Options and Restrictions of the Synchronization

You have the following options to perform the synchronization task:

• Synchronization of data from the MDB on the DSM Domain Manager to the target MDB.
• Synchronization of data from the MDB on the DSM Enterprise Manager to the target MDB. This includes

synchronization of data from all Domain Managers reporting to the Enterprise Manager.

There are the following restrictions with the synchronization:

• You should not synchronize data from a DSM Domain Manager MDB when the associated Enterprise Manager already
synchronizes with the same target MDB. If you do so, this will cause unnecessary data load on the network.

• You should not synchronize data from a DSM Enterprise Manager MDB when one of its associated Domain Managers
already synchronizes with the same target MDB. If you do so, this will cause unnecessary data load on the network.

Removing Synchronization

If you want to remove the synchronization between the Microsoft SQL Server source MDB and the target MDB, you must
delete the synchronization task.

You start the removal of the synchronization task from the All Engine Tasks directory on the DSM Explorer GUI while the
synchronization task is linked to an engine. Right-click the engine task and select Delete from the context menu. You will
be asked to confirm the removal of the selected item.

However, the synchronization task is not removed immediately. The Delete Task dialog notifies you that the engine needs
to run one more time before the synchronization task is removed.

On the Delete Task dialog you can also select that you want the engine to clean up the target MDB regarding
synchronized objects. If you do not select this option, the engine cleans up only the source MDB. If you select this option,
the status of the synchronization task changes to "Pending for Engine to perform clean-up of database". After the clean-up
task has been performed by the engine the next time it is scheduled, the engine unlinks and removes the synchronization
task.

NOTE
When either source or target is planned for migration to other system, remove the existing database
synchronization task from source before migration. Ensure to select the option to delete the task and remove the
data. Once migration is completed, create a synchronization task on source. When the task is deleted, software
signatures copied from source to target as part of the synchronization are not deleted.
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Uninstallation of DSM Manager and MDB
Contents

When uninstalling the DSM Manager, the MDB is not uninstalled and remains on the system.

The MDB is used by different CA Technologies products that may be installed locally together with the MDB or that may
be using it remotely. Uninstalling one of these CA Technologies products does not necessarily mean that the MDB is no
longer used.

We recommend that uninstalling the MDB and the selected MDB provider should only be done by an authorized
administrator after having carefully considered all implications of local or remote usage by other CA Technologies
products.

A Microsoft SQL Server MDB can be removed using the Microsoft SQL Enterprise Manager, where you can select the
MDB database and delete it. Another tool that can be used to delete an MS SQL Server MDB is SQL Server Management
Studio.

To remove an Oracle MDB, use the setup program and select "uninstall" to remove the PIF product part of the MDB
schema. Then logging in as 'oracle', you can use the Oracle dbca administration tool to delete the database tables.
Finally, any remaining files in the ../opt/CA/SharedComponents/oracle/mdb folder can be removed manually by logging in
as 'root'.

NOTE
For more information about removing an Oracle MDB, see the MDB Overview (which is part of the CA Client
Automation documentation set (Bookshelf)) or the appropriate Oracle documentation.

If you uninstall a DSM Manager, you must manually remove the ca_itrm user from the Microsoft SQL Server, as well
as the ca_itrm_ams account if present. If the ca_itrm user remains in the Microsoft SQL Server, a new installation of
CA Client Automation using this SQL Server may not be possible. If CCS has been used and is also uninstalled, the
nsmadmin and hostname\TNDUsers accounts will also need to be deleted from SQL Server.

If you uninstall a DSM Manager, the corresponding data contained in the MDB is not removed by default.

The CA Client Automation installation wizard provides the feature to remove data from the MDB.

If, for any reason, you do not choose this way to remove data from the MDB, you must run the script data_uninstall
to clean up the MDB. This script supports Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle. The appropriate versions of the script,
data_uninstall.bat (for SQL Server) and data_uninstall.sh (for Oracle), are available at the following locations on the CA
Client Automation installation DVD:

• dvdroot\Maintenance\Windows\mssql\
• dvdroot\Maintenance\Windows\oracle\

Copy all files from the respective sub-directory to your local manager system and run the data_uninstall script with
appropriate parameters from the command prompt.

Following is a list of scenarios and business cases that explain the use of the data_uninstall script:

• Drop Manager forever
If CA Client Automation was the only application, you may remove the MDB manually.
Otherwise, run the data_uninstall script and set the flags for -pdata d and -data d.

• Clean up Manager to start from scratch
If CA Client Automation was the only application, you may remove the MDB manually.
Otherwise, run the data_uninstall script and set the flags -pdata d and -cdata d.
If you want to remove the registered assets as well, you should set the argument -asset d.

• Remove Manager but keep all data
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In this case, at least some data must be removed referring to file system objects. Therefore, run the data_uninstall
script and set the -sdonly flag. This will remove the references to related software delivery file system objects, including
Operating System Installation Management (OSIM) and boot information.

data_uninstall Command -- Delete Data from the Database

Use the data_uninstall command to delete data from the database or check the database for products and domains
registered. The data_uninstall command supports Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle.

This command has different formats:

data_uninstall -server server_name

   -instance instance_name:port_number

   -database database_name

   -asset {k | d }

   -pdata {k | d }

   -cdata {k | d }

   -user

   -pwd

Deletes data from the database depending on the k or d flags (k = keep the data, d = delete the data) given as arguments.
(You will get this usage if you run the command without any arguments.)

data_uninstall -server server_name

   -instance instance_name:port_number

   -database database_name

   -check

Prints the number of products registered in the MDB as well as the number of domains registered in the database.

data_uninstall -server server_name

   -instance instance_name:port_number

   -database database_name

   -sdonly

Deletes only software delivery data depending on the object in the file system. This command also deletes all MDB
references to OSIM and boot images.

• -server server_name
Specifies the name of the local RDBMS system.

WARNING
The name of the database server plus the name of the database instance must have a maximum overall
length of 29 characters.

• -instance instance_name:port_number
Identifies the database instance, for example, a Microsoft SQL Server instance name. The specification of the port
number is mandatory, except in case of the Microsoft SQL Server default instance. In case of the Microsoft SQL Server
default instance, you must use double quotes to define an empty name like -instance "".

• -database database_name
In the case of SQL Server, specifies the name of the database, for example, mdb.
In the case of Oracle, specifies the SID.

• -asset {k|d}
Specifies if asset data should be unregistered. Use -asset k to keep assets and -asset d to unregistered assets.

• -pdata {k|d}
Specifies if product-specific data should be deleted. Use -pdata k to keep the data and -pdata d to delete the data.

• -cdata {k|d}
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Specifies if CA Client Automation common data should be deleted. Use -cdata k to keep the data and -cdata d to
delete common data.

• -user user_name
Specifies the user name to connect to the database, for example, ca_itrm.

• -pwd password
Specifies the password of the user specified through -user.

• -check
Checks if CA Technologies products are still registered in the database and which domains are registered.

• -sdonly
Deletes only software delivery data that relates to objects in the file system, including OSIM and boot data.

Example: Check products and domains

This example only checks if CA Technologies products are still registered in the MDB database and lists all domains
registered.

data_uninstall -server myMachine

   -instance ""

   -database mdb

   -check

Example: Delete data except assets

This example deletes all CA Client Automation data from the MDB database but does not unregister the assets.

data_uninstall -server myMachine

   -instance ""

   -database mdb

   -check

   -asset k 

   -pdata d 

   -cdata d 

   -user ca_itrm

   -pwd myPassword

The data_uninstall Log File

After running the data_uninstall script, a log file with the name data_uninstall.log can be found In the Temporary folder, as
follows:Windows:%TEMP%Linux:

/tmp

Installation of SQL Bridge
Contents

The SQL Bridge synchronization feature is installed in your application environment as part of the DSM Manager
installation. This means that on the source side of the SQL Bridge no special installation steps are required. However,
perform some upgrade steps on the target side of the SQL Bridge for the appropriate MDB.

Upgrade the Target Side with Microsoft SQL Server MDB 1.0.4

Microsoft SQL Server MDB 1.0.4 is used with Unicenter Asset Portfolio Management r11.3 on Windows.
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To upgrade the target Microsoft SQL Server MDB

1. Run Install MDB setup from the installation DVD.
This procedure applies MDB patches not yet available on the target MDB and create the ca_itrm database user.

2. To take full advantage of the synchronization feature, download and install the test fix T5D6008 for Windows, which
is available at CA Support online. Follow detailed installation instructions provided with the test fix. T5D6008 includes
fixes that are applicable for Unicenter Asset Portfolio Management r11.3 on Windows.

Upgrade the Target Side with Microsoft SQL Server MDB 1.5

Microsoft SQL Server MDB 1.5 is used along with CA SDM r12 on Windows.

To upgrade the target Microsoft SQL Server MDB, run the “Install MDB” setup from the CA ITCM installation DVD.

This procedure will apply the latest MDB schema updates for DSM on the target MDB and create the ca_itrm database
user.

Installation of Oracle Bridge
Contents

The Oracle Bridge synchronization feature is installed in your application environment as part of the CA Client Automation
installation. This means that on the source side of the Oracle Bridge no special installation steps are required. However,
you need to perform some upgrade steps on the target side of the Oracle Bridge for the MDB.

Upgrade the Target Side with Oracle MDB 1.5 on Solaris

Oracle MDB 1.5 is used along with CA SDM r12 on Windows.

To upgrade the target Oracle MDB

1. Run the “Oracle MDB Installer on Solaris" setup, which is available on the CA Client Automation installation DVD.
This procedure will apply the latest MDB schema updates for DSM on the target MDB and create the ca_itrm database
user.

2. In the AMS.Properties file for CA SDM add the new configuration parameter:
dsm_oracle_ddl=1

Example

The following example shows how the AMS.Properties file should look:

# ca_itrm_ams user password to connect to DSM Domain Database. 

dsm_domain_db_password= 

# Table Owner for DSM on-the-fly created tables. 

# This property should never need to be set unless the tables 

# were not created by ca_itrm. 

dsm_dbowner= 

# If we are running r11.2 or later and want to support 

# Oracle Bridging, set the value of dsm_oracle_ddl to 1 

dsm_oracle_ddl=1 

How to Enable a Docking Device on Windows
Occasionally, mobile device users need to exchange or synchronize the information between their mobile device and a
computer. Typically, the mobile device, for example, a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), is connected through a "cradle"
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or "docking device" that is connected to the serial port or USB port of the computer or directly to the computer through an
infrared or Bluetooth interface.

To enable data exchange between the mobile device and the computer using the docking device, you must perform the
following installation and configuration steps:

• Install the synchronization software.
– For Windows CE devices (PocketPC and Windows Mobile):

Install Microsoft ActiveSync (which is shipped with the PocketPC or Windows Mobile device) on a target computer
and connect the device to this computer.

NOTE
The Microsoft ActiveSync component needs to be installed before enabling docking device support on
a host PC. Also, the Microsoft ActiveSync component must be made aware of the changes to the PATH
environment variable which is done during the installation of CA Client Automation. This is accomplished
by logging off and then on again after the installation of CA Client Automation.

– For Palm OS devices:
Install the HotSync software (Palm Desktop, which is shipped with the Palm OS device) on a target computer and
connect the Palm OS device to this computer.

• Install a Software Delivery or Asset Management agent on the target computer.
• On the manager activate the proxy device for CA Client Automation, as follows:

– Create a new configuration policy, for example, my_dockingdevice_policy, and set the value of the 'DSM/common
components/docking_devices' parameter to True.

– For Software Delivery additionally, set the value of the 'DSM/Agent/Common agent/software delivery docking
device' parameter to Palm+WinCE.

– Apply the policy to the target computer.
• For Windows CE devices, reconnect the mobile device to the target computer (disconnect and connect again).

For Palm OS devices, synchronize the Palm OS device with its host PC.
• Run "caf register all" on the target computer, or wait up to 24 hours for automatic registration.

How to Run Agents from Source on Windows
CA Client Automation allows the Windows Asset Management, Software Delivery, and Remote Control agent components
to be executed from an MSI administrative network share installation point. This specific functionality is called run-from-
source. If an Agent has been installed in run-from-source mode, the program executable is loaded and executed from that
administrative network share installation point. Configuration files, log files, and so on, are stored on the local disk.

The common CAM and CAWIN components currently must always be installed locally.

After installing an agent in run-from-source mode, the agent system must be rebooted.

To set up an environment to install agents in run-from-source mode

1. Create an MSI administrative installation point.
Use the interactive installation wizard to go to the WindowsProductFiles_x86 folder and call setup.exe /a. This creates
an installation point for the complete product and all of its components.
If you want to perform the agent installation silently or to install an agent component only, go to one of the agent
folders under WindowsProductFiles_x86 and execute the following command:
msiexec /a msipackagename /qn /v*l %temp%\ITRMAdminAgt.log"

NOTE
If you want to use the msiexec command for several agent packages, make sure that you use the same root
folder for all the agents.

2. Create a network share for the administrative installation point you just created (unless you already have one). You
must configure this as a null session share.
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3. Install the MSI package from the administrative network share installation point.
At the target computer where you would like to install the agent in run-from-source mode, you can execute the
following command:
msiexec /i \\servernode\adminshare\msipackagename ADDSOURCE=ALL AGENT_SERVER=servername

 CAF_START_SERVICE=0 /qn /v*l %temp%\DSMSetupRFS.log

This installs the agent silently.

You can also set up an environment to install agents in run-from-source mode using the custom installation option in the
installation wizard. Start the installation wizard using an UNC path, \\server node\MSI admin share\setup.exe, follow the
custom installation dialog boxes, and configure each agent you want to run from source.

NOTE
If the administrative network share is hosted by a Windows 2003 Server, you may need to add the Agent’s
machine account to the Windows 2003 Server’s Administrators group.

How to Run CA Client Automation Services under User Accounts on Windows
While the application framework (CAF) runs under the local system account, occasionally a CA Client Automation service
such as the Software Delivery agent needs to run under an administrator account. CAF provides this through the following
caf command options:

• setcreds
The caf setcreds command sets the credentials for a CA Client Automation service. Only the Asset Management agent
and Software Delivery agent are supported. You can use this command directly on the console in an asset or software
job sent to many computers. Beware, however, of embedding plain text passwords in a job.

• savecreds, loadcreds
The caf savecreds command lets you store a set of credentials for different computers and services in an encrypted
file. This file can be transmitted to many computers and applied using the caf loadcreds command. This file lets you
specify different administrator passwords for different computers as each entry in the file is specific to a computer. The
caf loadcreds command applies only those entries for the local computer it is run on.

Run CA Client Automation Services as Administrator

On Windows, a CAF feature lets you run a CA Client Automation plug-in or service under specific user credentials.
However, only users in the administrators group are supported; other types of users will not work.

To run a plug-in or service, for example, the sdagent service

1. Open a command prompt window.
2. Set the credentials for sdagent using the command:

caf setcreds sdagent user administrator password xxx

3. Test that it works by issuing the following command:
caf start sdagent

The sdagent program (sd_jexec.exe) should appear in the Task Manager running as administrator.

How to Introduce Your Own X.509 Certificates into the Install Image
Contents

CA Client Automation uses X.509 certificates for authentication between its client processes and any service that requires
authentication. For example, X.509 is used when the software delivery component connects to its parent Scalability
Server

A CA Client Automation installation comes with a set of default standard certificates signed by a CA root certificate. The
public root certificate is installed on every node within the enterprise.
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We strongly recommend that each enterprise create and deploy its own root certificate, Basic Host Identity (BHI)
certificates, and application-specific certificates.

For details on creating end user-specific certificates see CA Client Automation Security Features.

To create new certificates using the cacertutil tool, you must install at least one component (Explorer, Asset Management
agent, and so on). The cacertutil tool is in the bin folder under the DSM installation directory.

After having created your own specific certificates, replace the default standard certificates inside the install image with
your new certificates before starting any installation or deployment of DSM components.

After replacing the certificates within the install image, installation or deployment can start as usual.

Default Certificates for Windows

The default certificates for Windows are in the following folders. Each of these folders has a sub-folder structure, Program
Files\CA\DSM\bin that contains the relevant certificates.

• AgentBHW
• AgentAM
• AgentRC
• AgentSD
• AllAgents
• Server
• Manager
• Explorer

Default Certificates for Linux and UNIX

The default certificates for Linux and UNIX are in sub-directories called certificates under the following package
directories:

• agent
• am_agent
• basichwinv
• rc_agent (Linux only)
• sd_agent
• server (Linux only)

Customize X.509 Certificates Using cfcert.ini

The cfcert.ini file controls the certificates installed by CA Client Automation. The cfcert.ini file contains several sections
that correspond to each application group in the installation. The default cfcert.ini file is as follows:

[CAF]

files=itrm_dsm_r11_root.der,basic_id.p12

[Configuration]

files=ccsm.p12

[Manager]

files=itrm_dsm_r11_cmdir_eng.p12

[Registration]

files=registration.p12

[USD.Agent]

files=itrm_dsm_r11_sd_catalog.p12

[USD.Manager]
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files=itrm_dsm_r11_agent_mover.p12,itrm_dsm_r11_sd_catalog.p12

[Files]

itrm_dsm_r11_root.der=cacertutil import -i:itrm_dsm_r11_root.der -it:x509v3

basic_id.p12=cacertutil import -i:basic_id.p12 -ip:enc:uAa8VNL4DKZlUUtFk5INPnr2RCLGb4h0 -h -t:dsmcommon

ccsm.p12=cacertutil import -i:ccsm.p12 -t:csm -ip:enc:IWhun2x3ys7y1FM8Byk2LMs56Rr8KmXQ

itrm_dsm_r11_cmdir_eng.p12=cacertutil import -i:itrm_dsm_r11_cmdir_eng.p12 -

ip:enc:gYuzGzNcIYzWjHA6w542pW68E8FobJhv -t:dsm_cmdir_eng

itrm_dsm_r11_sd_catalog.p12=cacertutil import -i:itrm_dsm_r11_sd_catalog.p12 -

ip:enc:wdyZd4DXpx6j5otwKY0jSaOOVLLi0txQruDVOslGOlNIMZw96c85Cw -t:dsmsdcat

itrm_dsm_r11_agent_mover.p12=cacertutil import -i:itrm_dsm_r11_agent_mover.p12 -

ip:enc:sytOQtZteLopAt1CX0jIJUJcpqBWrb7G7VegY7F7udogc1c5kLIylw -t:dsmagtmv

registration.p12=cacertutil import -i:registration.p12 -ip:enc:z5jLhmvfkaAF4DLMDp3TWuC7nG8yh3dfvmN668thfrU -

t:dsm_csvr_reg

babld.p12=cacertutil import -i:babld.p12 -ip:enc:TrdWglmuNCdeOAfj2j3vMwywVbGnlIvX -t:babld_server

dsmpwchgent.p12=cacertutil import -i:dsmpwchgent.p12 -ip:enc:QWF8vknD5aZsU1j5RLzgt1NQgF5DcXj4v1vS4ewDzOA -

t:ent_access

dsmpwchgdom.p12=cacertutil import -i:dsmpwchgdom.p12 -ip:enc:sqb9qO2SGjbYqzIvwM7HEbx0M6UJk8Dc82EvUoDeJmE -

t:dom_access

dsmpwchgrep.p12=cacertutil import -i:dsmpwchgrep.p12 -ip:enc:x901eho57IZ19zg6g97rQetHjA1461na7nhBmJl7mcc -

t:rep_access

[Tags]

dsmcommon=x509cert://DSM r11/CN=Generic Host Identity,O=Computer Associates,C=US

csm=x509cert://dsm r11/CN=Configuration and State Management,O=Computer Associates,C=US

dsm_cmdir_eng=x509cert://dsm r11/cn=dsm directory synchronisation,o=computer associates,c=us

dsmsdcat=x509cert://dsm r11/CN=DSM r11 Software Delivery Catalog,O=Computer Associates,C=US

dsmagtmv=x509cert://dsm r11/CN=DSM r11 Agent Mover,O=Computer Associates,C=US

dsm_csvr_reg=x509cert://dsm r11/CN=DSM Common Server Registration,O=Computer Associates,C=US

babld_server=x509cert://dsm r11/cn=babld server,o=computer associates,c=us

ent_access=x509cert://dsm r11/CN=Enterprise Access,O=Computer Associates,C=US

dom_access=x509cert://dsm r11/CN=Domain Access,O=Computer Associates,C=US

rep_access=x509cert://dsm r11/CN=Reporter Access,O=Computer Associates,C=US

Each section of the cfcert.ini file declares the certificates that are required to be installed by the associated installer. The
installer reads the “files=” entry from its associated section in cfcert.ini and installs each certificate listed in turn by using
the command located in the [Files] section of the cfcert.ini file.

For example, the Common Application Framework (CAF) installer finds that it needs to install the certificates
itrm_r11_dsm_root.der and basic_id.p12. In the [Files] section, the CAF installer finds the cacertutil commands associated
to these certificates in the first two lines, and executes these commands.

The [Tags] section allows you to create new certificates that do not use the standard certificate URIs. When installing a
DSM manager node the installation components will read this section and set up security profiles for the named URIs. The
tags and URIs listed previously are the CA Client Automation defaults and will be used if not present in the cfcert.ini file.

By convention, the file names listed in the “files=” entry in each section of cfcert.ini are the same as the names of the
underlying certificate file. This allows for easier maintenance of the cfcert.ini initialization file.

To replace the default certificates with your own, change each individual section and the [Files] section to reflect the new
certificate names and passwords.
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WARNING
Ensure that the new certificates are imported using the correct tag names. The tags are specified by the
-t: switch. For more information and a list of available certificates, see Installation of Application-Specific
Certificates and Current Certificates.

Modify or Repair an Installation
Contents

To modify or repair an existing installation of CA Client Automation, run the setup program. The available options are as
follows:

• Modify
Allows you to add or remove components.

NOTE
Be aware that you always specify the end state of the modify process. If you have a Manager installed and
want to add a DSM Explorer, make sure you have checked Manager and DSM Explorer because this would
be your desired end state.

• Repair
Allows you to repair an existing installation. The Repair function checks files, registry keys, and shortcuts of the original
install and re-installs them if they are deleted or corrupted.

Modify an Installation

Modifying an existing installation of CA Client Automation means to install new features or remove currently installed
features.

To modify an installation

1. Run the setup program and select the Install CA Client Automation option.
The Installer detects whether an installation already exists and displays the Select install option dialog.

2. Select Modify.
The Select Product Functionality dialog appears.

3. Make your selections and click Next.
The Select Features dialog appears, displaying all available features. The installed features are already selected.

4. Select the features to install and deselect features to remove.
5. Follow the instructions in the installation wizard.

After the operation has successfully finished, you can restart the CAF service immediately or specify to restart the service
later.

How to Change the Manager Role

Changing the role of a DSM Manager from Domain Manager to Enterprise Manager or from Enterprise Manager to
Domain Manager cannot be done by using the Modify function. To change from one Manager role to the other, proceed as
follows:

• Use the Modify function to uninstall the Manager.
• Uninstall the database provider and the Management Database (MDB).

WARNING
Before uninstalling the database provider, see Uninstallation of Manager and Management Database.

• Use the Modify function to install the Manager with its new role.
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Repair an Installation

Repairing an existing installation of CA Client Automation fixes missing or corrupt files, shortcuts, and registry entries of
the previous setup.

To repair an installation

1. Run the setup program and select the Install CA Client Automation option.
The Installer detects whether an installation already exists and displays the Select install option dialog.

2. Select Repair.
3. Follow the instructions in the installation wizard.

The Repair function does not replace files or any settings that were created or made during the use of CA Client
Automation.

Upgrade an Installation
To upgrade an installation means to reinstall features or components to higher version or build numbers without
uninstalling the older ones. All current settings are kept and the database is not overwritten.

You can perform an upgrade using one of the following alternatives:

• Using the installation wizard
Run the setup program and it will inform you that a previous version has been detected and an upgrade will be done.

• Using the DSM Explorer and distributing packages for upgrade
Within the DSM Explorer the preregistered software delivery packages can be used to distribute the components.
Software delivery functionality will automatically run an upgrade if an older version exists on the target computer.

• Using the deployment wizard
Within the DSM Explorer, the Infrastructure Deployment wizard can be used to distribute and install packages to the
target computers. For target computers where a previous version is already installed, it is necessary to require an
upgrade from within the Deployment: Agent Configuration wizard page. In the input field, Additional Windows install
options, the following settings must be entered to request an upgrade on the target computer:
REINSTALL=ALL REINSTALLMODE=vomus 

• Calling the MSI Packages Directly
When using the MSI packages directly, you must add the following parameters to the command line:
REINSTALL=ALL, REINSTALLMODE=vomus

Example

msiexec.exe /i"N:\DSM_12_0_1234_1_DVD\WindowsProductFiles_x86\AgentSD\agtsd.msi" 

REINSTALL=ALL

REINSTALLMODE=vomus /l*v "%temp%\ITRMupdateSDagent.log"

Uninstallation of CA Client Automation
The methods to uninstall CA Client Automation or parts of it are as follows:

Uninstallation of CA Client Automation on Windows

To uninstall CA Client Automation or parts of it, you can use one of the following options:

• Use the Add/Remove Programs function from the Windows Control Panel.
This function lets you remove the complete CA Client Automation or single components of it. Select the appropriate
item from the list of installed software and click the Change/Remove button.

• Use the CA ITCM installation wizard.
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Execute setup.exe. The installation wizard starts and provides the installation wizard that guides you through an
interactive uninstall. Choose Install CA ITCM. One of the subsequent dialog boxes offers the Remove, Modify, and
Repair options.
Selecting the Remove option removes the complete CA Client Automation installation from the system where
setup.exe was executed.
Selecting the Modify option provides a list of all components and features managed by the Installer. Features
currently installed on the local system are checked. Clear the ticks (the hook disappears) from those components or
features you want to uninstall. The specified features will be uninstalled when you finish the dialog, but the CA Client
Automation installation is not removed.

• Execute msiexec /x with an appropriate product code at the command line.
The component to remove is specified by its product code. Using the option /qn in the msiexec command you can
specify uninstallation in silent mode.

On Windows, the uninstallation using the setup program uninstalls all CA Client Automation products and language packs.
Uninstalling single MSI packages using Add/Remove Programs from the Windows Control Panel or using the msiexec
command line tool does not uninstall any other MSI package.

NOTE
After uninstalling on Windows, some files, folders, and registry keys will remain. Remove the DSM directory
manually after the uninstallation is complete.

Product Codes in CA Client Automation

The installable components of CA Client Automation are identified by an individual product code, as follows:

• Basic Inventory Agent (ENU and multi-language):
{501C99B9 - 1644 - 4FC2 - 833B - E675572F8929}

• Asset Management Agent (ENU and multi-language):
{624FA386-3A39-4EBF-9CB9-C2B484D78B29}

• Data Transport Service Agent (ENU and multi-language):
{C0C44BF2 - E5E0 - 4C02 - B9D3 - 33C691F060EA}

• Remote Control Agent (ENU and multi-language):
{84288555 - A79E - 4ABD - BA53 - 219C4D2CA20B}

• Software Delivery Agent (ENU and multi-language):
{62ADA55C - 1B98 - 431F - 8618 - CDF3CE4CFEEC}

• Agent language package DEU:
{6B511A0E-4D3C-4128-91BE-77740420FD36}

• Agent language package FRA:
{9DA41BF7-B1B1-46FD-9525-DEDCCACFE816}

• Agent language package JPN:
{A4DA5EED-B13B-4A5E-A8A1-748DE46A2607}

• Agent language package ESN:
{94163038-B65E-45BE-A70C-DC319C43CFF2}

• Agent language package KOR:
{2C300042-2857-4E6B-BC05-920CA9953D2C}

• Agent language package CHS:
{2D3B15F5-BBA3-4D9E-B7AB-DC2A8BD6EAD8}

• Documentation:
{A56A74D1 - E994 - 4447 - A2C7 - 678C62457FA5}

• Explorer:
{42C0EC64 - A6E7 - 4FBD - A5B6 - 1A6AD94A2D87}

• Manager:
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{E981CCC3 - 7C44 - 4D04 - BD38 - C7A501469B37}
• MasterSetup:

{C163EC47 - 55B6 - 4B06 - 9D03 - 2A720548BE86}
• Scalability Server:

{9654079C-BA1E-4628-8403-C7272FF1BD3E}
• DMPrimer:

{A312C331-2E7A-42E1-9F31-902920C402EE}

Example for Uninstallation Using msiexec and Product Code

The following example removes the asset management agent in silent mode and writes removal information into a log file,
rmvamagt.log, in the logs folder on drive c.

msiexec /x {A302890B-3180-455B-A958-6DDFAE9F4B00} /l*v "c:\logs\rmvamagt.log" /qn

Uninstallation of CA Client Automation on Linux and UNIX

You can uninstall CA Client Automation or parts of it on Linux or UNIX using one of the following options:

• ./setup.sh
Run setup.sh from the installation DVD and select Uninstall in the setup dialog.

• lsm -e prodname [-s]
Run this lsm command version from the CA Client Automation command line. In the lsm command the product or
component is specified by prodname. The option -s specifies unattended (silent) uninstallation mode.
The following example uninstalls the complete CA Client Automation in unattended (silent) mode:
lsm -e ca-dsm -s

The following example uninstalls the DMPrimer:
lsm -e ca-dsm-dmprimer-standalone

The product or component names that can be used as values for the variable prodname in the Linux/UNIX Installer (lsm)
command are shown in the following table:

Product/Component Name Description
ca-dsm CA Client Automation
ca-dsm-dmprimer-standalone DMPrimer (only installed when using the infrastructure deployment

component of CA Client Automation)
ca-dsm-SMPackager Software Packager for Linux and UNIX

General Notes on Agent Uninstallation

The uninstallation of the agent base package for any agent also uninstalls any associated language packages.

The uninstallation of a language package does not affect the agent base package, so language packages can be removed
at any time you want.

When a stand-alone language package is uninstalled and the current language in the configuration store (comstore) is
set to that language, then the value of the configuration parameter, itrm/common/localization/language, in the comstore is
changed to enu. Otherwise, the parameter value is not altered.

A language package deregisters itself with Software Delivery and Infrastructure Deployment on uninstallation.

Using Software Delivery to Uninstall Windows Agent DSM Packages

DSM packages can be split into two classes: base packages and custom packages. Custom packages "contain" base
packages and base packages are the "atoms." Base packages are registered when installed or discovered and are
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listed as "installed software." When a custom package is delivered and installed using Software Delivery, an installation
record is created for the custom package. However, this custom package installation record is not created for a manual
installation or installation using infrastructure deployment.

When using Software Delivery to uninstall DSM packages, only the base packages should be uninstalled. The order in
which the base packages should be uninstalled is important. First, uninstall the agent language packages, then the DCS
add-on, then Asset Management and/or Remote Control. Obviously, the software delivery agent needs to be uninstalled
last. One way of implementing this would be to create an software delivery uninstall job container with a job for each
stage. When the base packages have been uninstalled, the installation records for the custom packages should be
removed using DSM Explorer.

Note that plug-ins like Secure Socket Adapter and DMPrimer are not removed. To remove these plug-ins, uninstall any
remaining DSM components on the target computer manually using Add/Remove programs.

Infrastructure Deployment
Deployment Management (DM) is the infrastructure deployment solution within CA Client Automation. DM simplifies
the infrastructure deployment of software components to a large number of target computers within a heterogeneous
enterprise and eliminates the need for an administrator to manually log on, transfer installation images, run the installation
process, and monitor the results of the installation on each target computer in turn.

DM provides the following benefits:

• Automatic infrastructure deployment to a range of target operating environments.
• Synchronous deployment, that is, initiating a deployment concludes with the deployed component installed and running

without further human interaction. Where this is not possible, asynchronous deployment is offered, which may require
a user to log on or reboot before installation is completed.

• Enhanced logging and reporting functionality. DM monitors the progress of a deployment and displays appropriate
status information.

• Security features that meet the needs of current enterprise installations. Suitable authentication and encryption
technologies are used to ensure that no sensitive data is accessible to third parties during network transmission or in
persistent storage.

• A deployment manager, which will separate the bulk of the deployment workload from the deployment client interfaces.
Multiple deployment managers can deploy to a single target computer, if necessary.

• Automatic deployment to newly discovered systems. The administrator can define rules to deploy certain software to
certain systems whenever a computer appears in the network for the first time.

Infrastructure deployment is comprised of the following main phases:

• Interactive Manager installation at the headquarters
• Defining Scalability Servers for this Manager and deploying the Scalability Servers, using the deployment wizard
• Deploying agents connected to the Scalability Servers, using the deployment wizard
• Automatic deployment to newly discovered systems

Deployment Management Concepts
 

When a deployment operation is requested, the Manager first tries to send down a relatively small "primer" package to the
target computer.

The primer package is pushed out using one of a variety of methods, depending on the target operating system and what
software is installed.

It is not always possible to remotely push out the primer, for example, when the network security settings prevent it.
However, in such cases, you can manually install the primer on the target computers.
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Once the primer is installed, it is used to transfer the actual deployment package data to the target computer and run the
installation. All subsequent deployments to the same target computer can use the existing primer installation.

The deployment manager controls all the deployment operations and handles job status.

The deployment clients (deployment wizard and dmsweep command line interface) use an API to communicate with the
deployment manager. They are installed along with the DSM Explorer and can therefore be run on a computer other than
the Manager, if required.

To reduce network usage when deploying large numbers of agents, you can “stage” deployment packages at Scalability
Servers.

Protocols for Transferring Packages Using Scalability Server

DMDeploy uses the following protocols to transfer packages to target computers when you deploy using a Scalability
Server:

• Windows Network Share
Uses this mechanism if the Scalability Server and the target computer are on Windows.

• SSH/SFTP
Uses this mechanism if either the Scalability Server or the target machine is on Linux or Unix.

• Telnet/FTP
Uses this mechanism if either the Scalability Server or the target machine is on Linux or Unix.

For more information about these transfer mechanisms, see Prerequisites for Automatically Deploying CA Client
Automation Infrastructure.

Using Scalability Servers in Context of Infrastructure Deployment

To reduce network usage when deploying large numbers of agents, you can “stage” deployment packages at Scalability
Servers. To make deployment payload packages available at a Scalability Server, deploy the payload to the Scalability
Server but specify the “stage package at Scalability Server” option. To subsequently deploy packages stored at the
Scalability Server, check the “Transfer Packages from Scalability Server” option when selecting the deployment payload.

Using a Scalability Server with infrastructure deployment has implications for network configuration. Typically, a Scalability
Server would be used to deploy agents to target computers that are located "close" on the enterprise network, that is,
those that use relatively fast network speed between the Scalability Server and agent computers.

There are many administration tasks to perform and remember when using Scalability Servers with infrastructure
deployment, including the following:

• To deploy to Windows target computers using a Linux Scalability Server with Telnet/FTP transfer mechanism, you
must enable Telnet on Windows target computers. On computers running Windows 2003, Windows XP, or newer
operating systems, the Telnet service can be enabled and started using the Administration Tools, Services dialog from
the Windows Control Panel.

• To deploy to Linux or UNIX target computers using a Scalability Server with Telnet/FTP transfer mechanism, an FTP
server must be enabled on the Scalability Server. Also, the target computer needs a Telnet server running because the
manager uses Telnet to the target computer and FTP to the Scalability Server to pull the package across.
In addition to the above, if your Scalability Server is running on a Windows machine, you will need to perform the
following configuration task on the Scalability Server to set up an alternative FTP site for use by Infrastructure
Deployment. A separate FTP site is required to avoid security issues with other FTP areas when sharing the staging
location where CA ITCM agent packages will be stored:
– Open the Control Panel, Administration Tools and select Internet Information Services (IIS) manager.
– Right-click the FTP Sites node and select New, FTP Site to run the FTP Site Creation Wizard.
– Run the wizard and enter ITCM FTP Site as the description for the new site. Select the default values given in

the wizard until you get to the FTP Site Home Directory wizard page. On this page you will have to specify the
DMPrimer install location directory, as this is where ITCM Infrastructure Deployment agent packages will be
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staged. If you already have a DMPrimer installed, then use the Browse button to locate the directory. By default the
DMPrimer will be installed in Program Files\CA\DSM\DMPrimer. Having selected the FTP Site directory, continue
through the wizard, selecting the default options, and click the Finish button.

NOTE
One point to note is that when using the Windows Scalability Server to deploy to Linux targets, the CA
ITCM FTP Site must be started. You should ensure that any other FTP Site, such as the Default FTP Site,
has been stopped; otherwise, the deployment will fail.

• When using FTP on a Scalability Server, you must be careful when specifying the user credentials needed to connect
to it. When staging a package to the Scalability Server/FTP server, you must specify credentials of a user who has
privilege to write to the Scalability Server. When deploying a package from a Scalability Server/FTP server, the
anonymous user is typically used to access the packages.

• If deployment through Telnet/FTP is required, then FTP server details are provided during the manager installation
and the DMPrimer packages are uploaded to the specified server. Normally, the FTP server is located on the same
computer as a Scalability Server.
If more than one FTP server is to be used against a single Infrastructure Deployment manager, for instance, if there
are multiple Scalability Servers with an FTP server running on each computer, then you must take some manual
configuration steps before deployment will use an alternative FTP server that was not configured at installation time.
To change the FTP details, you must run the 'dmdeploy ftpinfo' command with the details of the new FTP server, and
copy the primer packages and dmkeydat.cer file to the corresponding location on the FTP server. The deployment
manager will then use this FTP server for deployment through Telnet/FTP. These steps are covered in the Changing
FTP Server Details for Use with Infrastructure Deployment section.

• If you are using a Scalability Server on Windows for infrastructure deployment, note that Windows has a limit on
simultaneous connections. Some jobs may fail when the connection limit is reached. In this case, you receive a
message Failed to obtain package at this time. Connection limit on Scalability Server reached. Please retry. Use
the configuration parameter 'Deployment Thread Limit' to control the number of concurrent deployments run by the
Infrastructure Deployment manager. The default value of the configuration parameter is 10 and can be changed if you
deploy through a Scalability Server running on Windows.

• In a pure IPv6 environment deployment fails, if the Telnet versions used do not support the IPv6 protocol.
• In a pure IPv6 environment deployment to Linux or UNIX target computers fails, if the FTP versions used do not

support the IPv6 protocol.

Auditing of Scalability Servers with Infrastructure Deployment Content

Infrastructure Deployment lets users audit the Scalability Servers in their network that contain deployment content and get
a list of deployment packages that exist on each Scalability Server.

The list of infrastructure deployment packages available on a Scalability Server is displayed when the Scalability Server
is selected during navigation through the deployment wizard. Scalability Server contents can also be displayed using the
"dmsweep sspack" command.

Deployment Management Process
When executing Deployment Management (DM), perform the following primary steps of the deployment process:

1. From the administrator computer, the infrastructure deployment client component (deployment wizard or dmsweep
command) issues a request to the DM Manager (DMDeploy) to install an agent on a list of one or more target
computers. The Deployment Manager may be running on a computer that is remote from the client. The list of targets
can consist of explicit machine names or IPv4 addresses, or may be obtained from a “container” source such as a
Windows domain, an LDAP directory, or a CA Client Automation query.
For deployment to succeed to each target computer, it is important to ensure that its name, whether entered explicitly
or obtained from a container, is suitable for resolving to the address of the target as seen on the Deployment Manager
computer. If, for example, the list of targets retrieved from a directory is not fully qualified with network domain names,
deployment may not be able to proceed in certain network configurations.
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2. A check is made to see if the DMPrimer is already installed on the target computer. If not, DMPrimer will be installed
first on the target computer. The DM manager tries to deliver the DMPrimer installation package. The delivery method
used depends on the target operating environment and the security that has been enabled on it. After the DMPrimer
image is copied across to the target computer, its installation is initiated.
As some operating systems do not have a method for remote invocation of the DMPrimer installation, you may have
to establish the installer to be installed on a significant operating system event, such as a reboot. This is termed an
asynchronous installation, because the message to indicate completion of the installation is received asynchronously
at an unspecified future time. Alternatively, the DMPrimer installation can be performed manually.

3. The DMPrimer installer installs itself and the CA Message Queuing (CAM) component on the target computer. During
installation, the FIPS mode of the DMPrimer on the target computer depends on the FIPS mode of the Manager. The
Manager passes the FIPS mode as an installation parameter. This parameter is also updated in the dmprimer.cfg file,
which is part of the DMprimer installation.

However, on start, DMPrimer reads the FIPS mode from the agent configuration policy on the target computer. If
successful, the primer updates the dmprimer.cfg file with the FIPS mode of the agent and initializes in that mode. If there
are no agents installed on the target, the DMPrimer initializes in the mode specified in the dmprimer.cfg file.

NOTE
On most operating systems, the DMPrimer installation needs to run with elevated privileges.

• Once the DMPrimer is installed and DMDeploy has received the "installation complete" signal from the target
computer, package deployment can be initiated. A DMDeploy Manager that has previously installed a DMPrimer and
has authenticated with it can deploy packages without needing to resupply user names or passwords. This is done
through authentication using public and private keys. You can force the deployment manager to re-transfer and install
the DMPrimer even if a version is already present. To do so, set the "AlwaysDeployPrimer" configuration policy using
the DSM Explorer.

For details on using the deployment manager through the DSM Explorer, see the online help for Deployment wizard.

Flexible Specification of Deployment Targets
To provide flexibility when specifying deployment targets, a target credentials file has been introduced. With the target
credentials file, an administrator can create and maintain lists of individual target systems or groups of target systems
along with their connection credentials.

The target credentials file allows users to plan their deployments "offline" before initiating the actual deployment jobs. You
can specify deployment to different "areas" of a network by creating families of credential files, for example, files relating
to different company departments.

You can use the target credentials file with both the dmsweep command (using the /targetcred option) and the
Infrastructure Deployment wizard.

Pass Options to the DMPrimer Installation
You can specify options for the DMPrimer installation. This lets you, for example, install DMPrimer into nonstandard
locations. This is a common requirement because all subsequent installations of CA Client Automation components on a
given computer must use the location settings first set by the installation of DMPrimer. Therefore, if you need to use non
default installation locations for the CA Client Automation software, you must set the DMPrimer installation location using
the options described below when you initially deploy to a particular target computer.

You can enter the install options through both the dmsweep command line (using the /primerargs option) and the
deployment wizard (using the "Show Advanced Options" area of the Agent Configuration page).

To install the DMPrimer into a nonstandard location, you must pass the following arguments to the DMPrimer installation:

• For deployment to Windows target computers:
CA=x:\NewProductPath
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CASHCOMP=x:\NewSharedArea

For deployment to Linux or UNIX target computers:

/RCA_ITRM_BASEDIR=/opt/NewProductPath /RCASHCOMP=/opt/NewSharedArea

By default, DMPrimer installations use the same FIPS mode as the Manager. You can override the default value using the
following parameter:

Windows target computers:

FIPS_MODE=1 //(FIPS-preferred)

FIPS_MODE=2 //(FIPS-only)

Linux or UNIX target computers:

/RITCM_FIPS_MODE=1 //(FIPS-preferred)

/RITCM_FIPS_MODE=2 //(FIPS-only)

Note on Adding Windows Install Options
When you are passing additional Windows install options containing one or more spaces to a deployment job, using the
Agent Configuration page of the Infrastructure Deployment wizard, the parameter values must be quoted properly. For
each additional Windows install option, the value must be enclosed in double quotes, for example:

CA="C:\Program Files\mydir" CASHCOMP="C:\Program Files\mydir\sharedComps"

On the command line, using dmsweep, the individual parameters must be separated by commas and protected with
double quotes, as in the following example:

/pri "CA=\"C:\Program Files\CA\test\" CASHCOMP=\"C:\Program Files\CA\test\""

Notes on Infrastructure Deployment Using IPv6 Addresses
If you are going to deploy CA Client Automation infrastructure using IPv6, you should peruse the following notes:

• In order to use Infrastructure Deployment in an IPv6 environment, the following conditions must be met first:
a. The following registry key needs to be set to 1 on the DSM Manager:

HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Services\smb\Parameters\IPv6EnableOutboundGlobal (REG_DWORD)
b. Apply two hotfix updates on the Scalability Server:

• http://support.microsoft.com/kb/947369/en-us
• http://support.microsoft.com/kb/950092/en-us

c. The host name of the target machine must resolve to a global IPv6 address.
Also ensure that a reverse look up of the IPv6 address resolves to the same host name.

d. The Infrastructure Deployment configuration policy option, Use host names, must be set to True.

NOTE
If you intend using Infrastructure Deployment to deploy software via a Scalability Server to any Windows
2003 machine in an IPv6 environment, then you will also need to carry out Steps 1 - 3 above on the intended
Windows 2003 target.

If these conditions are not met in an IPv6 only network, then the DMPrimer package must be manually installed. For
more information, see the Manual Installation of the Infrastructure Deployment Primer Software section.

• Both Infrastructure Deployment and Continuous Discovery support deployment only to IPv4 address ranges.
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Manual Installation of the Infrastructure Deployment Primer Software
Contents

Even if automatic deployment to target computers is not possible for any reason, you can still deploy infrastructure
software if you manually install the primer software on the target computer. This can be done by physically installing the
primer package or running the installation through login scripts.

And installing the primer software itself, install a security key that is generated by the deployment manager you want to
use to deploy infrastructure to your target computers.

The DMPrimer installer provides you an option to specify the FIPS mode for the primer. If you want to modify the FIPS
mode after installation, update the FIPS_MODE setting in the dmprimer.cfg file. However, on start, DMPrimer reads the
FIPS mode from the agent configuration policy on the target computer. If successful, the primer updates the dmprimer.cfg
file with the FIPS mode of the Agent and initializes in that mode. If there are no agents installed on the target, the
DMPrimer initializes in the mode specified in the dmprimer.cfg file.

Deployment Primer Installation on Windows

The installation of the deployment primer on a target computer running Windows requires the following actions:

• Make the CA Client Automation installation media (DVD) available on the target computer, or manually copy the primer
setup file to the target computer.
The primer setup file is stored on the installation media as follows:
\WindowsProductFiles_x86\DMPrimer\dmsetup.exe

• Run dmsetup.exe on the target computer to install the primer.

Deployment Primer Installation on Linux or UNIX

The installation of the deployment primer on a Linux or UNIX target computer requires the following actions:

• Make the CA Client Automation installation media (DVD) available on the target computer, or manually copy the primer
installation image to the target computer.
The primer installation image is stored on the installation media in the following directory:
/LinuxProductFiles_x86/dmprimer

• Change to the directory containing the primer installation image on the target computer and run the following
installation command to install the primer:
# sh installdmp

Provide the Deployment Management Certificate to a Primer Installation

The deployment manager generates a certificate that needs to be transferred to the target computer before the primer on
the target computer will accept deployment packages. The deployment certificate file is called dmkeydat.cer.

The location of the certificate is configurable at installation time. You may configure a different file location if you want to
store the certificate in a more secure area or in a location shared between two managers providing a fail over solution.
In the latter case, sharing the certificate enables Deployment Managers to communicate with DMPrimer components
delivered from either Manager without the need to resupply authentication credentials.

On Windows, the deployment certificate is stored in the following directory:

\Program Files\CA\DSM\DMDeploy

The certificate must be copied to the primer installation folder on the target computer, which by default is as follows:

\Program Files\CA\DSM\DMPrimer
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On Linux and UNIX, the deployment certificate is stored in the following directory:

/opt/CA/DSM/DMDeploy

The certificate must be copied to the primer installation folder on the target computer, which by default is as follows:

/opt/CA/DSM/dmprimer/bin

Deployment of Agent Packages
To reduce the amount of data transferred through the network during deployment of CA Client Automation agents, CA
Client Automation provides agent packages that support English language only and packages that contain agents for all
supported languages (multi-language agent packages).

On the product installation DVD the different agent packages are located under the product files folders, for example,
WindowsProductFiles_x86.

The English-only packages are marked with the suffix _ENU. The multi-language agent packages have no specific suffix.

In the Software Package Library, ENU packages are suffixed with “(English only Edition)”; multi-language agent packages
do not have a special identifier.

In the Infrastructure Deployment wizard, ENU packages are marked with “(English only Edition) ENU”; multi-language
agent packages have the suffix NLS(ENU,DEU,FRA,JPN).

During installation, you choose if you want to get the English-only packages or the multi-language agent packages or both
into the Software Delivery Library and the infrastructure deployment package folder.

If you select just one kind of package, for example, English language agent packages and at a later point decide to add
the multi-language agent packages as well, you must run the dsmPush command to push the agent package of your
choice.

Multi-language agent deployments to target computers do not have a fixed language specified. Instead, the installation is
carried out in the system language of the target computer. To specify an explicit installation language when deploying to
target computers, enter the DSM_LANGUAGE option in the "Please enter any additional... install options" field within the
Infrastructure Deployment wizard. The option must be specified as follows (lang specifies the installation language on the
target computer and is one of the strings enu, deu, fra, jpn, chs, esn, or kor):

DSM_LANGUAGE=lang (on Windows)

/RDSM_LANGUAGE=lang (on Linux and UNIX)

If you do not provide a language setting, the system default locale is used, provided such a language package is
available. If the system default locale is not one of the supported languages, the installer falls back to enu (English (U.S.)).

You may also provide the language parameter when deploying packages to target computers using the dmsweep
command line. Specify the language to be used for the CA Client Automation operation using the pparams option.

Example: Deploy a German Windows Agent Using the Command Line

In this example, the German Windows agent is package number 3.

dmsweep deploy /ip targetcomputer /pn 3 /pparams servername,/DSM_LANGUAGE=deu

NOTE
For more information about additional install options (also called properties), like DSM_LANGUAGE, and their
values, see the sections about installation of CA Client Automation using the command line in the "Installation of
CA Client Automation" chapter.

By default, all agent packages are installed in the same FIPS mode as the Manager. You can override the default value
using the following parameter:
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Windows target computers:

FIPS_MODE=1 //(FIPS-preferred)

FIPS_MODE=2 //(FIPS-only)

Linux or UNIX target computers:

/RITCM_FIPS_MODE=1 //(FIPS-preferred)

/RITCM_FIPS_MODE=2 //(FIPS-only)

Deployment to Windows Vista and Windows 2008 Computers
If the firewall of a target computer running the Windows Vista or Windows 2008 operating system is "off" and deployment
to the computer fails, create or set the following registry variable so that it has a value of 1:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Policies\

    System\LocalAccountTokenFilterPolicy

This is required because User Account Control (UAC) in Windows Vista or Windows 2008 does not automatically grant
administrative rights to local users. This occurs even though the local users are members of the Administrators group.

NOTE
Setting this value will result in remote UAC access token filtering being disabled.

Setting this value is worth doing, if the user has a local administrator account on the computer running Windows Vista or
Windows 2008. Domain administrators will not benefit from this change.

If the firewall of a target computer running Windows Vista or Windows 2008 is "on" (enabled), the following ports should
be opened in addition to file sharing ports, to enable deployment to that computer:

• UDP ports:

 4104 CAM
 137, 138 File and printer sharing, and so on

 

• TCP Ports:

 135 dmdeploy
 139, 445 File and printer sharing, and so on

If deployment still fails, the following Outbound Rules in the firewall for Windows Vista or Windows 2008 should be fully
enabled:

• Remote Assistance
• Network Discovery
• File and Printer Sharing
• Core Networking

If after opening the ports and enabling the Outbound Rules, the deployment scan still returns "No Response", consider
setting the "Do not ping target during scan" configuration option to True. You can find this option in the configuration policy
in the Manager\Infrastructure Deployment section. This marks the target as "Machine Responding" during a scan and lets
deployment continue. Although this does not guarantee that deployment will succeed, it is merely a method to bypass any
problems that may occur with the initial contacting of the target computer.
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Deployment Using the DSM Explorer
The Infrastructure Deployment wizard helps administrators deploy Agents or Scalability Servers within their enterprise.

The wizard guides you step-by-step through the process of creating a deployment job. You can choose from two job
types: Deploy Software to Target Computers and Stage Packages at Scalability Server. You select the package to deploy
from a list and specify whether it should be deployed to a specific computer or all computers in a specific domain, within
an IPv4 address range, or within a directory. The wizard then scans the target computers to find out if deployment is
possible on all targets and if credentials are required for deployment.

The wizard provides you with on-screen descriptions for each step and a separate help system.

After the deployment job starts, you can monitor and control the job through the Deployment Job Status function in the
Control Panel. For more information, see the Monitor and Control Agent Deployment Jobs section in the DSM Explorer
Help.

NOTE
During the installation of agent plugin packages on non-global zone computers on Solaris, you may see the
following status message in the Deployment Job Status pane: "SSH failed to install dmprimer." To resolve this
problem, update the agent's IP address and name in the hosts file (/etc/hosts).

Deployment Using the Command Line
The dmsweep utility lets you automate deployment activities and interactively perform many of the same tasks as can be
done in the DSM Explorer.

Authorization to install the DMPrimer agent through dmsweep, in Windows NT environments, is provided in Deployment
Management as follows. The dmsweep utility connects to the deployment manager using standard security mechanisms.
As the user of dmsweep, you must have been granted the ability to perform deployments as the manager by a system
administrator (operating system-level privileged administrators are granted deployment privilege by default). You can
specify target computer credentials using the /tu (user name) and /tp (password) arguments.

Deployment Triggered by Continuous Discovery
The feature to deploy software whenever new systems are discovered is based on the CA Common Services Continuous
Discovery feature. The CA Common Services Distributed Intelligence Agent (DIA) is used to retrieve events each time a
new system is detected. The Continuous Discovery feature is switched on after the user has created at least one policy
to describe which package is supposed to be deployed to which target computer dependent on the IPv4 address and
operating system of the machine. The policies can be defined in the Continuous Discovery Deployment Policy wizard,
which is similar to the Infrastructure Deployment wizard.

The discovery process is as follows:

• A system connects to the network for the first time.
• The Continuous Discovery service detects the new hardware and, using its heuristics, classifies it and creates a

managed object representing the system in the WorldView repository.
• In response to the new data arriving in the database, a trigger is executed that registers the event in a special

(dedicated) event table.
• The CA Client Automation discovery application that has subscribed for those events is notified.
• The discovery application checks the continuous discovery policies if the detected system is targeted to receive new

software and calls the deployment interface that is similar to the way DMSweep works.

NOTE
For the Continuous Discovery feature, configure Microsoft SQL Server with the default port 1433 on the Domain
Manager.
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Deployment Packages
Deployment packages of the following types are provided:

• CA DSM Agent + Basic Inventory plugin
• CA DSM Agent + Asset Management plugin
• CA DSM Agent + Remote Control plugin
• CA DSM Agent + Software Delivery plugin
• CA DSM Agent + AM, RC, SD plugin(s)

This package is a combined package that includes agent plug-ins for Basic Inventory, Asset Management, Remote
Control, and Software Delivery.
For Linux, this package additionally includes the CA Data Transport agent plug-in.

• CA DSM Scalability Server
This package is a combined package that contains the Scalability Server and Agent plug-ins for Basic Inventory, Asset
Management, Remote Control, Software Delivery, and CA Data Transport.

NOTE
When the CA DSM Scalability Server deployment package is deployed using DMDeploy, the Scalability
Server plug-in and all agent plug-ins are installed. However, when this package is deployed using the
software delivery functionality, only the Scalability Server plug-in and the Software Delivery and CA Data
Transport agent plug-ins are installed. For information about CA DSM Scalability Server Linux (Intel)
deployment package, see Installation of Scalability Server on Linux.

• To deploy Device Compliance Scanner (DCS), the following deployment packages are provided:
– Windows
– CA DSM Agent AM DCS plugin (English only Edition)
– CA DSM Agent AM DCS plugin

• To deploy Remote Virtualization Inventory, the following deployment packages are provided:
– Windows
– CA DSM Agent AM RVI plugin (English only Edition)
– CA DSM Agent AM RVI plugin
– AIX
– CA DSM Agent AM RVI plugin AIX(RS/6000) (ENU)
– HP-UX
– CA DSM Agent AM RVI plugin HP-UX(800) (ENU)
– Linux
– CA DSM Agent AM RVI plugin Linux(intel) (ENU)
– Solaris Sparc
– CA DSM Agent AM RVI plugin Solaris-Sparc (ENU)

NOTE
No CA Client Automation documentation is installed with deployed client packages.

The deployment packages are present on a Manager computer only if the Manager feature for deployment is installed on
the local system (which is the default).

You can change the preset location for the deployment packages during the interview phase of the installation process.

WARNING
Although you can specify additional MSI command line properties for the Windows versions of the deployment
packages, give special consideration to the Windows versions of the "CA DSM Agent + AM, RC, SD plugin(s)"
and "CA DSM Scalability Server" packages. For these combined MSI packages, you must not specify package-
specific MSI feature list properties such as ADDLOCAL; otherwise, the deployment of the package will fail.
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If you need to list specific features for a package, we recommended that you do this for the dedicated agent
deployment package in question.

The dsmpush Tool
The dsmpush tool (script) lets you import or "push" installation packages from the installation DVD into the Domain
Manager. The dsmpush tool is used to import packages suitable for use by either Infrastructure Deployment or software
delivery functionality.

Normally, the packages are already pushed onto a Manager computer during setup, but this push is optional. If you need
to push the packages again, to add more packages, or to update the packages, you can use the dsmpush tool.

The dsmpush tool provides a check and a copy function. The check function validates and lists existing deployment
packages in the Manager. The copy function imports a set of packages for specified products and operating environments
into the Infrastructure Deployment library on the local system or into the software delivery library.

With every run the dsmpush tool provides log information in the log file TRC_Inst_dsmPush.ddmmyyyhhmmss.log;
ddmmyyyhhmmss is the time stamp of the particular log file.

For the description of the dsmpush check and copy functions and their parameters, see the CLI Reference Guide.

Prerequisites for Automatically Deploying CA Client Automation Infrastructure
The Infrastructure Deployment component lets you remotely install Agent and Scalability Server software to target
computers that are not running CA Client Automation software. This can only be done using the facilities offered by the
underlying operating systems on source and target computers, and is subject to any restrictions imposed by an enterprise
network configuration.

The initial step when deploying infrastructure software is to remotely install a small “primer” application, the DMPrimer,
onto the target computer. This DMPrimer software is responsible for subsequent transfer of infrastructure software
component installation images, and the invocation of their installation. When delivering the DMPrimer to the target
computers, the deployment manager must supply user credentials that are valid on the target.

The DMPrimer is transferred to the target system using one of the following mechanisms. If the target computer's
operating system is known to the deployment manager, an appropriate transfer mechanism is selected. If the target
operating system cannot be determined, each of the following mechanisms is attempted in turn.

• Opening a network share
The Deployment Manager tries to connect to a Windows network share on the target system. By default, the share
name used is ADMIN$, however, this can be altered by means of the "defaultTargetShare" configuration policy. This
mechanism is available only from deployment managers running on a Windows-based platform and will only succeed
on some Windows targets. Windows variants such as Windows XP Home do not support this deployment mechanism.

• Opening a network connection to the target computer using the SSH protocol, and transferring the primer
installation package using SFTP
This mechanism works on any computer running an SSH server, however, it is mainly useful when targeting Linux or
UNIX computers.

NOTE
When deploying to Solaris systems, CA recommends that you use either SunSSH v1.1 (or higher) or the
latest version of OpenSSH. See the following website for additional details about patches applicable for
Solaris platforms and versions: http://opensolaris.org/os/community/security/projects/SSH.

If you are running a firewall on the target computer, ensure that the SSH port (22) is enabled to permit connection
from the Deployment Manager. You should also check that the SSH server on the target computer is configured to use
an RSA key along with the 3DES cipher for encryption and the HMAC-SHA1 message authentication code (MAC).
Most SSH servers will support this configuration by default, but if they do not then you should consult your SSH server
documentation for instructions on how to add this.
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WARNING
On Solaris 11 the default ciphers for sshd are aes128-ctr, aes192-ctr, aes256-ctr, arcfour128, arcfour256,
arcfour. The deployment needs 3DES, so you need to add "Ciphers 3des-cbc" to sshd configuration file and
restart the sshd.

To successfully deploy to a UNIX or Linux agent, configure the /etc/ssh/sshd_config configuration file of your recent
SSH implementation as follows:
– Set "PasswordAuthentication" to Yes
– Set "PermitRootLogin" to Yes
– Verify that SFTP subsystem is enabled
When deploying to some IBM AIX systems that are running both an IPv4 and IPv6 stack, using an IPv6 address, the
target computer SSH server may be listening only on port 22 for IPv4. This would cause the deployment to fail. To
correct this, edit the sshd_config configuration file and set the ListenAddress to "::".
When deploying to Solaris 11, follow these steps:
– Comment out the following:

CONSOLE=/dev/console

– Line in the following:
/etc/default/login.

vi /etc/default/login

#CONSOLE=/dev/console

– Remove the following from the root entry in /etc/user_attr:
;type=role 

or use the command:
rolemod -K type=normal root

– Restart the ssh Service 

NOTE

 If you want the SSH communication between the deployment manager and the target computer to be
FIPS-compliant, you must verify that the SSH server running on the target is also using FIPS-compliant
cryptographic module, apart from setting FIPS-only mode on the Deployment Manager.

– If you are deploying Unix or Linux agent with sudo privileges, configure the /etc/sudoers configuration file as follows:

Defaults:<user name> !requiretty
<user name> ALL=(ALL) NOPASSWD: ALL

NOTE

Ensure that the Sudo command is available in the system path.

• Opening a network connection to the target computer using the Telnet protocol and transferring the primer
installation using FTP
This mechanism is mainly useful when targeting UNIX systems that do not support SSH. Use of Telnet/FTP is
becoming less widespread because of inherent security weaknesses in these protocols, and is being superseded by
SSH/SFTP.
When using this connection method, Telnet commands are executed on target computers that pull the DMPrimer
installation image from an FTP server located in the Manager. 

WARNING

Some modern operating systems do not encourage, and sometimes actively prohibit, the remote installation
of software. If you try to deploy CA Client Automation software to these systems, you will usually see the
deployment fail with a status of “No primer transport”. In such cases, installation of CA Client Automation
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software components may be performed in other ways, for example, installation off physical distribution
media such as DVD.

WARNING

Alternatively, you can install the DMPrimer software manually. This will allow deployment of the CA Client
Automation infrastructure without having to rely on facilities offered by the underlying operating systems.

To determine whether automatic deployment is possible in your environment, you can perform some simple checks by
running the following standard operating system operations:

• – For delivery of the DMPrimer image using Windows shares, you must be able to map a share (default: ADMIN
$) from your Deployment Manager host computer to each deployment target computer using the target user
credentials supplied in the deployment request.

– For delivery of the DMPrimer image using SSH, you must be able to connect using SSH from the Deployment
Manager to the deployment target computers.

– For delivery of the DMPrimer using Telnet, you must be able to connect using a Telnet client to your deployment
target computers using the root/Administrator credentials supplied in the deployment request. You must also be able
to perform an FTP fetch operation from manager target computers, connecting to FTP as the anonymous user.

Changing FTP Server Details for Use with Infrastructure Deployment
The optional details relating to the FTP server used to store infrastructure deployment packages can be altered after
installation is complete, for example, if you want to relocate FTP packages on a different server.

To alter the optional details on a Windows target computer, run the following command:

\Program Files\CA\DSM\bin\dmdeploy.exe ftpinfo FTP_server FTP_user FTP_password

• FTP_server
Specifies the address of the computer hosting the FTP server.

• FTP_user
Specifies the user to connect to FTP as.

• FTP_password
Specifies the password associated to the FTP user.

Upgrade and Migration Considerations

Supported Upgrade Paths - CA Client Automation 14.5

CA Client Automation 14.5 supports upgrade from the following products and versions:

• CA Client Automation 14.0 SP3
• CA Client Automation 14.0 SP2

Supported Upgrade Paths - CA Client Automation 14.0

CA Client Automation 14.0 supports upgrades from the following products and versions:

• For Enterprise and Domain Manager components, the upgrade is supported from:
– CA Client Automation 12.8
– CA Client Automation 12.8 FP1
– CA Client Automation 12.9
– CA Client Automation 12.9 FP2

• For Scalability Server and Agent components, the upgrade is supported from:
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– CA Client Automation 12.8
– CA Client Automation 12.8 FP1
– CA Client Automation 12.9
– CA Client Automation 12.9 FP2

General Considerations
Contents

Perform all upgrades on a like-for-like language basis. For example, you can upgrade a French to the French language
version of CA Client Automation, but not to the English language version.

CA Client Automation Components Upgrade Considerations

When you are upgrading CA Client Automation components, consider the following point:

• The new signatures pushed down by the Scalability Server for detecting virtual application images are specially
tagged, such that legacy agents ignore the new signatures.

Upgrade Considerations

When you upgrade to CA Client Automation to this release, consider the following points:

• CA Client Automation upgrades the components that are installed with the previous release only. To install the current
release components or extra components, run the installer with the modify option and select the components for
installation. For example, Automated Migration and Alert Collector

• When WAC is configured with SSL before the upgrade, verify that you import the certificates to the JRE 1.8 certificate
store once the upgrade is complete. For more details, see Enable SSL for Web Console and Web Services.

• When CA Asset Management or CA Remote Control agents on Windows are upgraded through a Software Delivery
job, the Software Delivery Agent package is added automatically to this job. Software Delivery agent is upgraded first,
followed by the requested Agents.

• When you upgrade OSIM IPS components, ensure that a customized template.ini is backed up before the latest
template.ini is placed in the OSIM installation directory. Extract any custom changes from the backup of template.ini
and apply them to the new template.ini. In future releases, CA Client Automation contains extensible-tool updates to
support the customization of the boiler template.ini.

• For the plug-ins to work properly, upgrade all DSM plug-ins to the current release.

FIPS Considerations

The following are the FIPS considerations:

• You can select the FIPS mode only during a custom installation. Express installation always installs CA Client
Automation in the FIPS-preferred mode. For a stand-alone remote control agent installation, you can specify the FIPS
mode during both custom and express installations.

• All the upgraded components use FIPS-preferred mode until you explicitly switch them to FIPS-only mode. You can
switch to the FIPS-only mode when you have upgraded all the components in the CA Client Automation infrastructure
to the current release. For more information about switching the FIPS modes, see the Security Features section.

• After upgrading the Domain Manager and the Image Prepare System (IPS), you can use IPS to upgrade existing OS
and boot images to make them comply with the FIPS standards. You can then register and apply the migrated images
to the boot servers. 

Upgrade Considerations for OSIM

While upgrading CA Client Automation from 12.8 release to current release, follow these steps:
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• Update the existing Linux-Based (LinuxPE) boot images.
• Update the existing Kubuntu OS images.
• Update any existing OS images (earlier supported with Dosx) which is now supported with LinuxPE. After you update

the existing OS image, ensure that the value of InstallDrive boot parameter is sda, sdb.
• Change the value manually to the one supported by the OS images.

NOTE
Specify the InstallDrive boot parameter about the use of local disk for the OS installation. The default value is
empty and first available local disk is used for OS Installation.

You can add a disk in the following ways:

• Add the disks from the DSM explorer like sde, sdf for more than four (4) disks.
• Modify the file OS.def under the OSIM IPS (CA\DSM\osimips\os-template\camenu) folder.

See the new definition for the InstallDrive boot parameter for LinuxPE-based OS images:

[InstallDrive]

Type=MapListExt

Trans=yes

MaxLength=128

Comment=Disk to install the OS like sda or sdb or sdc. 

item=sda

item=sdb

item=sdc

item=sdd

Upgrade CA Patch Manager

You can upgrade CA Patch Manager by following these steps:

Remote Patch Manager

1. In remote Patch Manager, uninstall the CA Patch Manager manually. 
2. Upgrade CA Client Automation. 
3. Install CA Patch Manager using modify option and select Patch Manager from the list.

Local Patch Manager

1. In local Patch Manager, a warning message is displayed as "CA IT Client Manager Setup has detected an
existing CA Patch Manager installation on this system. The existing Patch Manager will be uninstalled before
proceeding with an upgrade". You can continue or cancel the upgrade.
a. In the Web Service Configuration dialog, specify the administrator User Name and Password that are used to

upgrade CA Client Automation.
b. Follow the instructions in the subsequent dialog and enter the required information for upgrade.
c. CA Patch manager does not retain the patch downloads storage location after upgrade from

versions older than 14.0. The default path for downloads is <CA Client Automation Install
location>, DSM, PatchManagement, and downloads. Set the desired location manually in
the Storage Location field by navigating to  CA Client Automation Web Console, Patch
Management,Administration, Configuration, Engine Settings, and Downloads.

NOTE

Deploy the CA Patch Manager Workflow web service to the Axis servlet running under the CAPM Web
Application. If CA Service Desk is integrated already with CA Patch Manager, change this link from http://
<UPMServerName>/upm/services/UPMEMS to http://<UPMServerName>/pmengine/services/UPMEMS
after upgrade.
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Upgrade Process
Upgrading CA Client Automation can be a lengthy process, and many external factors such as lack of system resources
and unexpected power loss might affect the upgrade. Before commencing any upgrade, particularly of Manager and
Scalability Server components, we recommend a full backup of your existing installation to guard against loss of data.

The order in which you carry out the upgrade of components is of importance. This release of CA Client Automation
supports a strict top-down upgrade strategy. 

If you have ENC components installed in the system, upgrade in the following hierarchical order before upgrading
Enterprise Manager:

• ENC Gateway Manager
• ENC Gateway Server
• ENC Gateway (Router)

Review the steps within the phases before proceeding.

• Phase 1: Upgrade the DSM Enterprise Manager
• Phase 2: Upgrade the DSM Domain Manager
• Phase 3: Upgrade the DSM Scalability Servers
• Phase 4: Upgrade the DSM Agents

NOTE

• After each upgrade phase the configuration is fully functional, that is, the upgraded components can
communicate with components not yet upgraded.

• While using the installation DVD to upgrade CA Client Automation software that is previously installed on a
computer, be aware that all CA Client Automation components installed on that computer are upgraded.

• If you try to upgrade your existing installation from a different installation source or media, for example, the
DVD reader, then that was used for the original Unicenter DSM installation, the upgrade installation might fail
with MSI error code 1602. To avoid this failure, we recommend that you configure your installation to use the
same source or media that has been used for the original installation.

Important Notes on Upgrade
Changing language of an existing installation on upgrade is not possible. If you specify a different language identifier, for
example, in the response file for an unattended upgrade, the upgrade is aborted.

After you upgrade the Domain Manager, from the DSM Explorer, navigate to Control Panel, Configuration,
Configuration Policy, PolicyName, DSM, Manager, and Infrastructure Deployment. Ensure that the parameter
Always deploy primer is set to False.

When the parameter is set to False, the Manager upgrades the DMprimer of only those target computers whose
DMprimer version is lower than that of the Manager. If you set the parameter to True, the Manager upgrades the
DMprimer of target computers regardless of the DMprimer version.

Certificates are not updated during the upgrade process. Any existing custom certificates are protected which might
already be in place on the computer. If a master image has been updated to use new custom certificates, they are copied
to the ‘bin’ folder during installation, but are not applied to the certificate store.

Apply custom certificates during initial installations or manually after an upgrade process. The commands necessary to
import new certificates are detailed in the Authentication article.
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Phase 1 Upgrade the DSM Enterprise Manager
In phase 1 of the upgrade process, you upgrade the DSM Enterprise Manager. Enterprise managers are installed only in
large or distributed companies. If you have not previously installed a DSM Enterprise Manager, jump to upgrade phase 2.

To upgrade the Enterprise Manager, perform the following steps:

1. Close down all services and applications that might have a connection to the DSM enterprise MDB.
In a pure CA Client Automation implementation, the DSM CA Client Automation itself, remote engines for both
enterprises and domains, and running instances of the DSM Reporter are included. Shut down other CA applications
or third-party products that are installed on your network which share the MDB and have an outstanding connection.

2. Upgrade the MDB using the DVD (if appropriate).
If the MDB is installed on a computer remote from the DSM Enterprise Manager, upgrade the MDB using the CA Client
Automation DVD. Select either Install MDB or Install CCS including MDB.
You can also upgrade the MDB and the Manager in a single step using the installer. The installer identifies the MDB
system and upgrades the MDB first and then upgrades the Manager. The installation of MDB using Install CCS
including MDB option is not supported.

3. Upgrade the DSM Enterprise Manager itself using the DVD.
4. Upgrade all remote DSM enterprise engines using the DVD (if appropriate).

Upgrade any enterprise level engines on remote computers that are previously installed by using the CA Client
Automation DVD.

5. Upgrade any remote DSM Explorers or DSM Reporters using the DVD or software delivery package (if appropriate).
Upgrade any standalone instances of DSM Explorer, DSM Reporter, Web Services, or Web Console that are used
to connect to the DSM Enterprise Manager and that have not been upgraded as a result of the preceding steps.
Instances that are installed on computers that also include a DSM Scalability Server or DSM Agent should be
upgraded after Phase 3 and Phase 4 respectively.

Phase 2 Upgrade the DSM Domain Manager
In phase 2 of the CA Client Automation upgrade process, you upgrade the DSM Domain Manager.

To upgrade the DSM Domain Manager, perform the following steps:

1. Close down all services and applications that might have a connection to the DSM domain MDB.
In a pure CA Client Automation implementation, the DSM Domain Manager itself, remote engines for both enterprise
and domain, and running instances of the DSM Reporter (for this domain and for the parent enterprise manager) are
included. Shut down other CA applications or third-party products that are installed on your network which share the
MDB and might have an outstanding connection.

2. Upgrade the MDB using the CA Client Automation installation DVD (if appropriate).
If the MDB is installed on a system remote from the DSM Domain Manager, upgrade the MDB using the installation
DVD. Select either Install MDB or Install CCS including MDB.
You can also upgrade the MDB and the Manager in a single step using the installer. The installer identifies the MDB
system and upgrades the MDB first and then upgrades the Manager. If MDB is installed using Install CCS including
MDB option, this feature is not supported.

3. Upgrade the DSM Domain Manager itself using the installation DVD.
4. Upgrade all remote DSM domain Engines using the installation DVD (if appropriate).

If you have previously installed any DSM domain level engines on remote computers, upgrade now using the
installation DVD.

5. Upgrade any remote DSM Explorers or DSM Reporters using the installation DVD or software delivery package (if
appropriate).
Upgrade any standalone instances of DSM Explorer, DSM Reporter, Web Services, or Web Console that are used to
connect to the DSM Domain Manager and have not been upgraded as a result of the preceding steps. Instances that
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are installed on computers that also include a DSM scalability server or DSM agent should be upgraded after Phase 3
and Phase 4 respectively.

 

 

 

Phase 3 Upgrade the DSM Scalability Servers
DSM Scalability Servers can be upgraded using one of the following different techniques:

• Using the CA Client Automation installation DVD
• Using Software Delivery packages for Scalability Servers
• Using Infrastructure Deployment (DMDeploy) for Scalability Servers

NOTE
You cannot upgrade Scalability Server on non-ENU Linux environment using Software Delivery or DMDeploy.
Upgrade Scalability Server using the DVD.

To upgrade Scalability Servers using the installation DVD, insert the DVD in the Scalability Server computer and use the
interactive installation wizard.

To upgrade Scalability Servers using Software Delivery packages, create a Software Delivery deployment job containing
the DSM Scalability Server package and schedule the Software Delivery job for execution on the Scalability Server
computers.

To upgrade Windows Scalability Servers using Infrastructure Deployment (DMDeploy), deploy the new Scalability Server
package to the Scalability Server computers. The Scalability Server is upgraded itself and the agent and any agent plug-
ins that are already installed. To instruct the installer to upgrade the agent plug-ins, specify the following parameters within
the "Additional Windows install options" field of the Infrastructure Deployment wizard:

REINSTALL=ALL REINSTALLMODE=vomus

Phase 4 Upgrade the DSM Agents
DSM Agents can be upgraded using one of a number of different techniques as described below. Please review the
methods described in the following list and select the most appropriate one. You find the detailed upgrade procedure
description after this list.

• Using the CA Client Automation installation DVD for Windows, Linux, MacIntel, and UNIX computers.
• Using Infrastructure Deployment (DMDeploy) for Windows, Linux and MacIntel agent computers and the “AM, RC, SD

plugin(s)” (all agent plugins) package.
If agent computers already have the complete set of agent plug-ins installed, you may use the “all agent plugins”
package to upgrade them. If this is not the case you may still use the “all agent plugins” package but you should be
aware that on Windows any plug-ins not already installed will be added.

• Using Infrastructure Deployment for UNIX agent computers and the “AM, SD plugin(s)” (all agent plugins) package.
• Using Infrastructure Deployment for Windows, Linux, MacIntel and UNIX agent computers and the individual agent

plug-in packages.
• Using Infrastructure Deployment you can upgrade a stand alone RC agent.
• Using Software Delivery for Windows, Linux and MacIntel agent computers and the "AM, RC, SD plugin(s)" (all agent

plugins) package or individual agent plug-in packages.
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If agent computers already have the complete set of agent plug-ins installed, you may use the “all agent plugins”
package to upgrade them. If this is not the case you may still use the “all agent plugins” package but you should be
aware that on Windows any plug-ins not already installed will be added.

• Using Software Delivery for UNIX agent computers and the "AM, SD plugin(s)" (all agent plugins) package or individual
agent plug-in packages.

NOTE
If you are upgrading DSM agents, you must apply the following patches prior to upgrade via Software
Delivery.

• AIX: RO01350
– HP: RO01319
– SUN: RO01315

Upgrade Windows Agents Using Infrastructure Deployment and the "AM, RC, SD
plugin(s)" (All Agent Plugins) Package
If agent computers already have the complete set of agent plug-ins that are installed, you can use the "all agent plugins"
package for upgrade. However, the "all agent plugins" package upgrades the AM, RC, and SD plug-ins but not the DTS
plug-in. Use the DTS package to upgrade the DTS plug-in.

NOTE
Using "all agent plugins" package on Windows also installs any plug-ins that are not already installed except for
the DTS plug-in.

To upgrade DSM Agents using Infrastructure Deployment for Windows agent computers and the "all agent plugins"
package, deploy the “AM, RC, SD plugin(s)” package to the agent computers.

To instruct the installer to upgrade, specify the following parameters within the "Additional Windows install options" field of
the Infrastructure Deployment wizard:

REINSTALL=ALL REINSTALLMODE=vomus

Upgrade Windows Agents Using Infrastructure Deployment and the Individual
Agent Plug-in
To upgrade DSM agents using Infrastructure Deployment for Windows agent computers and the individual agent plug-in
packages, perform the following steps:

• Deploy the DSM Remote Control agent plug-in package to the agent computer (if appropriate).
If you have a previous version of the Remote Control agent plug-in that is installed on the agent computer, deploy the
new version of the plug-in.
To instruct the installer to upgrade the agent plug-in, specify the following parameter within the "Additional Windows
install options" field of the Infrastructure Deployment wizard.
REINSTALL=ALL REINSTALLMODE=vomus

• Deploy the DSM Software Delivery agent plug-in package to the agent computer (if appropriate).
If you have a previous version of the Software Delivery agent plug-in that is installed on the agent computer, deploy the
new version of the plug-in.
To instruct the installer to upgrade the agent plug-in, specify the following parameters within the "Additional Windows
install options" field of the Infrastructure Deployment wizard.
REINSTALL=ALL REINSTALLMODE=vomus

• Deploy the DSM Asset Management agent plug-in package to the agent computer (if appropriate).
If you have a previous version of the Asset Management agent plug-in that is installed on the agent computer, deploy
the new version of the plug-in.
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To instruct the installer to upgrade the agent plug-in, specify the following parameters within the "Additional Windows
install options" field of the Infrastructure Deployment wizard.
REINSTALL=ALL REINSTALLMODE=vomus

• Deploy the DSM Basic Inventory agent plug-in package to the agent computer (if appropriate).
If you have a previous version of the Basic Inventory agent plug-in that is installed on the agent computer, deploy the
new version of the plug-in.
To instruct the installer to upgrade the agent plug-in, specify the following parameters within the "Additional Windows
install options" field of the Infrastructure Deployment wizard.
REINSTALL=ALL REINSTALLMODE=vomus

Upgrade Linux or MacIntel Agents Using Infrastructure Deployment and the "AM,
RC, SD plugin(s)" (All Agent Plugins) package
To upgrade DSM agents using Infrastructure Deployment for Linux or MacIntel agent computers and the "all agent
plugins" package, deploy the “AM, RC, SD plugin(s)” package to the agent computers.

By default the "all agent plugins" package upgrades previous versions of installed agent plug-ins. New plug-ins are not
added.

Upgrade Linux or MacIntel Agents Using Infrastructure Deployment and the
Individual Agent Plug-in Package
To upgrade DSM agents using Infrastructure Deployment for Linux or MacIntel agent computers and the individual agent
plug-in packages, perform the following steps:

• Deploy the DSM Remote Control agent plug-in package to the agent computer (if appropriate).
If you have a previous version of Remote Control agent plug-in that is installed on the agent computer, deploy the new
version of the plug-in.

• Deploy the DSM Software Delivery agent plug-in package to the agent computer (if appropriate).
If you have a previous version of Software Delivery agent plug-in that is installed on the agent computer, deploy the
new version of the plug-in.

• Deploy the DSM Asset Management agent plug-in package to the agent computer (if appropriate).
If you have a previous version of Asset Management agent plug-in that is installed on the agent computer, deploy the
new version of the plug-in

• Deploy the DSM Basic Inventory agent plug-in package to the agent computer (if appropriate).
If you have a previous version of Basic Inventory agent plug-in that is installed on the agent computer, deploy the new
version of the plug-in.

Upgrade Linux or MacIntel Agents Using Software Delivery and the "AM, RC, SD
plugin(s)" (All Agent Plugins) Package
To upgrade DSM agents using Software Delivery for Linux agent or MacIntel agent computers and the all agent plugins
package, perform the following steps:

• Create a Software Delivery deployment job containing the "all agent plugins" package.
• Schedule the Software Delivery job for execution on the agent computers.

By default the "all agent plugins" package upgrades previous versions of installed agent plug-ins. New plug-ins are not
added.
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Upgrade Linux or MacIntel Agents Using Software Delivery and the Individual
Agent Plug-in Package
To upgrade DSM agents using Software Delivery for Linux or MacIntel agent computers, and the individual agent plug-in
packages, follow these steps:

• Create a Software Delivery deployment job containing at least the DSM Agent + Software Delivery Agent plug-in
package.
If previous versions of other DSM Agent plug-ins have also been installed on the agent computer, include these plug-
ins within the job also.

• Schedule the Software Delivery job for execution on the agent computers.

Upgrade UNIX Agents Using Infrastructure Deployment and the "AM, SD
plugin(s)" (All Agent Plugins) package
To upgrade DSM agents using Infrastructure Deployment for UNIX agent computers and the all agent plugins package,
deploy the “AM, SD plugin(s)” package to the agent computers.

By default the "all agent plugins" package upgrades previous versions of installed agent plug-ins. New plug-ins are not
added.

Upgrade UNIX Agents Using Infrastructure Deployment and the Individual Agent
Plug-in Package
To upgrade DSM agents using Infrastructure Deployment for UNIX agent computers and the individual agent plug-in
packages, follow these steps:

• Deploy the DSM Software Delivery agent plug-in package to the agent computer (if appropriate).
If you have a previous version of Software Delivery agent plug-in that is installed on the agent computer, deploy the
new version of the plug-in.

• Deploy the DSM Asset Management agent plug-in package to the agent computer (if appropriate).
If you have a previous version of Asset Management agent plug-in that is installed on the agent computer, deploy the
new version of the plug-in

• Deploy the DSM Basic Inventory agent plug-in package to the agent computer (if appropriate).
If you have a previous version of Basic Inventory agent plug-in that is installed on the agent computer, deploy the new
version of the plug-in.

Upgrade Windows Agents Using Software Delivery and the "AM, RC, SD
plugin(s)" (All Agent Plugins) Package
If agent computers already have the complete set of agent plug-ins that are installed, you can use the all agent
plugins package for upgrade. Otherwise you can still use the all agent plugins package, but on Windows any plug-ins
that are not already installed are added.

To upgrade DSM agents using Software Delivery for Windows agent computers and all agent plugins package, perform
the following steps:

• Create a Software Delivery deployment job containing the all agent plugins package.
• Schedule the Software Delivery job for execution on the agent computers.
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Upgrade Windows Agents Using Software Delivery and the Individual Agent
Plug-in Package
To upgrade DSM agents using Software Delivery for Windows agent computers and the individual agent plug-in packages,
follow these steps:

• Create a Software Delivery deployment job containing at least the DSM Agent + Software Delivery Agent plug-in
package.
If previous versions of other DSM agent plug-ins are installed on the agent computer, include these plug-ins within the
job also.

• Schedule the Software Delivery job for execution on the agent computers.

Upgrade UNIX Agents Using Software Delivery and the "AM, SD plugin(s)" (All
Agent Plugins) Package
When upgrading from r11.1 UNIX agents, apply the following patches before you upgrade using Software Delivery.

• AIX: RO01350
• HP: RO01319
• SUN: RO01315

To upgrade DSM Agents using Software Delivery for UNIX agent computers and the all agent plug-ins package, follow
these steps:

• Create a Software Delivery deployment job containing the all agent plug-ins package.
• Schedule the Software Delivery job for execution on the agent computers.

By default the all agent plugins package upgrades previous versions of installed agent plug-ins. New plug-ins are not
added.

Upgrade UNIX Agents Using Software Delivery and the Individual Agent Plug-in
Package
When upgrading from r11.1 UNIX agents, apply the following patches before you upgrade using Software Delivery.

• AIX: RO01350
• HP: RO01319
• SUN: RO01315

To upgrade DSM Agents using Software Delivery for UNIX agent computers and the individual agent plug-in packages,
follow these steps:

• Create a Software Delivery deployment job containing at least the DSM Agent and Software Delivery Agent plug-in
package.
If previous versions of other DSM Agent plug-ins have also been installed on the agent computer, include these within
the job also.

• Schedule the Software Delivery job for execution on the agent computers.

CA Client Automation Connector for CA Catalyst
CA Catalyst connectors expose product data to consuming products such as CA Spectrum Service Assurance and CA IT
Process Automation Manager for visualization, analysis, and management in a unique, heterogeneous context.
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NOTE
You can install the CA Client Automation connector with an existing Domain Manager or Scalability Server only
on Windows operating systems.

CA Client Automation connector supports SSA 3.2.0. The CA Client Automation connector interfaces with the DSM
Domain Manager or a standalone Scalability Server registered with a Domain Manager to expose CA Client Automation
data for use by products that leverage the CA Catalyst infrastructure. Integrating CA Client Automation data with
consuming products, such as CA Spectrum SA, enables reconciliation and correlation of entity properties with existing
configuration items (CIs). Integration also lets you evaluate the data in a different, broader business service context.

NOTE
CA Client Automation connector 3.2.0 supports only the Northbound on SOI 3.2.0.

With CA Catalyst connector integration, there is one CA Client Automation connector per domain. The CA Client
Automation connector interfaces with the Domain Manager using the following CA Client Automation components or
functionality:

• CA Client Automation Web Services
CA Client Automation Web Services is used to retrieve information about the CIs to be published to CA Catalyst
connector.

• CA Client Automation Event Notification Subsystem
Events about updates to published CIs are received through the CA Client Automation event notification subsystem.

• Asset Collector
The Asset Collector component is used during CA Spectrum SA subscribe operations for Computer CI data. The Asset
Collector files help to move the inbound create data and update data from the connector to the CA Client Automation
MDB.

The following graphic summarizes CA Client Automation - CA Catalyst connector integration:
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Figure 4: Catalyst Connector Integration

 

NOTE
For more general information about the CA Catalyst infrastructure and its connectors, information that applies
to all connectors, and information about custom connector integration, see the Connector Guide distributed with
CA Spectrum SA. For complete information about installing, configuring, and using the CA Client Automation
connector, see the CA IT Client Manager Connector Guide also distributed with CA Spectrum SA.

Desktop Virtualization
This section includes the scenarios about the use of desktop virtualization support functionality. Using CA Client
Automation, you can manage your virtual desktop infrastructure on VMware View and Citrix XenDesktop. CA Client
Automation helps you do the following:

• You can manage the golden template, vDisks, and virtual desktops from DSM Explorer.
• You can configure automatic re-installation of software installed on virtual desktops, without affecting your changes

after a reboot or a desktop update with a new version of the golden template.
For example, software installed on a standard mode vDisk based virtual desktop is lost after you log off. You can
configure CA Client Automation to automatically re-install these software when you log in next time.

• Includes new virtual desktop identification and registration scheme, improved asset registration speed, and queries
and reports.
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NOTE
The management of user profiles, user data, user personality, or desktop configuration is not supported with
this release. Rather, Microsoft methods like roaming user profile and folder redirection handle these tasks.
For more information, see your Microsoft documentation.

 

Preparing a Golden Template
As a desktop support analyst, prepare the golden template to integrate your virtual desktop solution with CA Client
Automation. This integration helps you manage the golden template, VMware View Clones, Citrix PVS streamed virtual
desktops, or MCS-based virtual desktops from CA Client Automation.

Verify Prerequisites

To prepare a golden template, verify the following prerequisites:

• Verify that the virtual desktop agent is installed on the golden template computer.

NOTE
A sound working knowledge of virtual desktop solutions such as VMware View and Citrix XenDesktop is
required to implement the integration with CA Client Automation.

• Verify that the Citrix PVS target device is installed on the golden template computer if you want to create Citrix vDisk-
based virtual desktops.

• (Only for Citrix XenDesktop 7) Verify that .Net 3.5 is available.

Follow these steps to prepare a golden template:

Deploy the DSM Agent on the Golden Template
CA Client Automation provides different DSM Agent packages depending on the functionalities you need. At the minimum,
you need the DSM common agent and Software Delivery agent (CA DSM Agent + Software Delivery plug-in). If you want
the complete functionality, deploy the CA DSM Agent + AM, RC, SD plug-ins package.

NOTE
DSM Agent refers to the DSM common agent and the Software Delivery agent (CA DSM Agent + Software
Delivery plug-in) not the full agent as mentioned.

Deploying the DSM agent on the golden template ensures that the DSM Agent is available on the virtual desktops that are
created from the golden template. The golden template and all the virtual desktops are added as managed computers in
CA Client Automation.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Deployment, Infrastructure Deployment Wizard from DSM Explorer.
2. Follow the instructions in the wizard and perform the following tasks:

– Select an agent package depending on the functionalities you need.
– Select the golden template as the target computer in the wizard.
– Enter the IP address or fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of the Scalability Server with which the deployed agent

is registered.
3. Click Finish.

A deployment job is created under Control Panel, Deployment, Deployment Job Status. The job is pushed to the
golden template.

4. Monitor the job status in the Control Panel, Deployment, Deployment Job Status node.
After the deployment is successful, the agent is automatically registered with the Scalability Server. After the
registration, the golden template appears in the domain manager.
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NOTE
By default, golden template and the virtual desktops that are provisioned out of it, report to the same Scalability
Server. You can assign a different Scalability Server for a range of virtual desktops depending on the virtual
desktop naming pattern. For more information, see (Optional) Assign Scalability Servers to Virtual Desktops.

Install the CA DSM Agent VDI Support Add-On Package
Install the CA DSM Agent VDI Support Add-On Package on the golden template to enable software re-installation and
integration between CA Client Automation and VMware View or Citrix XenDesktop. The add-on enables the DSM Agent to
operate and manage the virtual desktop environment.

The CA DSM Agent VDI Support Add-On Package performs the following tasks:

• Enables use of the software state database and, if needed, sets up the paths.
• Sets the agent to the golden template mode.
• Copies a set of cloning scripts to the golden template, which are used during software re-installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the golden template in DSM Explorer and select Software Jobs, Deploy software package.
The Deploy Software Package Wizard opens.

2. Follow the instructions in the wizard. Specify the following tasks in the wizard:
– Select the CA DSM Agent VDI Support Add-On Windows ENU package under DSM Software Packages.

NOTE
The package provides a common solution for both VMware View and Citrix XenDesktop and also
supports Sysprep settings on VMware View.

– Schedule the time and enter the job container name.
3. Click Finish.

The Setup Jobs dialog opens.
4. Click OK.

The package is delivered at the scheduled time.
5. Select the golden template, Jobs, Software Jobs in DSM Explorer to monitor the job status.

Deploy Production Software Packages on the Golden Template
You can use software delivery to deploy production software packages on the golden template. The software applications
that are installed on the golden template are automatically available on the virtual desktops that are created from the
golden template.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the golden template in DSM Explorer and select Software Jobs, Deploy software package.
The Deploy Software Package Wizard opens.

2. Follow the instructions in the wizard. Specify the following actions in the wizard:
– Select the software packages and procedures you want to deploy.
– Enter a job container name.

3. Open the advanced job settings dialog and click Finish.
The Setup Jobs dialog opens.

4. Click the Jobs, Job Options, Store packages in the Scalability Server Staging Library option.
5. Click OK.

The specified packages are staged on the Scalability Server of the golden template. The package is delivered at the
scheduled time.
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Configure Software Re-installation
Software, that is installed on non-persistent virtual desktops, is lost after a reboot or log-off, or on a desktop update with
newer version of the golden template. You can configure CA Client Automation to reinstall the software in such cases.
CA Client Automation uses an instance software state database that contains the information of all software jobs that the
agent executes on the virtual desktops. The virtual desktops include the details of the instance software state database
and run context. This information is important for CA Client Automation to re-install the software.

Depending on the desktop virtualization solution and the desktop pool/group settings, you configure the software re-
installation in different ways:

• VMware View
• For desktop groups with quickprep customization, perform one of the following configuration tasks:

– Configure Software Reinstallation Parameters in the Configuration Policy
– Configure the Pool Settings to Run Compose.bat on the Virtual Desktops

NOTE
If you configure both policy and the pool settings, pool settings take precedence.

• For desktop groups with sysprep customization, perform the following configuration task:
– Configure Software Reinstallation Parameters in the Configuration Policy

• Citrix XenDesktop
• For desktops created from MCS, perform the following configuration task:

– Configure Software Reinstallation Parameters in the Configuration Policy
• For vDisk based desktops, perform one of the following configuration tasks:

– Configure Software Reinstallation Parameters in the Configuration Policy
– Configure Personality Data on the Target Devices

NOTE
If you configure both policy and the personality data, personality data takes precedence.

NOTE
You can also modify other configuration policies.

Configure the Pool Settings to Run Compose.bat on the Virtual Desktops

Specify the following command in the post synchronization script under Guest Customizations when you create the pool:

Compose.bat [ISDBPath=<Path>] [Run=<Run>] [ISDBUser=<User> ISDBPassword=<Password>]

• ISDBPATH
Specifies the path where the instance software database is stored. The path can be local or network depending on the
pool type. Specify a network path for nonpersistent pools and local or network path for persistent pools. Environment
variables and predefined macros like {SCALABILITY_SERVER} and {POOL_NAME} are allowed as part of the path.
Example: \\{SCALABILITY_SERVER}\%COMPUTERNAME%

WARNING
On Windows 7, if the path parameter contains the %USERNAME% environment variable, do not pass this
parameter as a command line parameter to Compose.bat. Instead, include all the parameters inside the
Compose.bat file (for VMware View only).

– {SCALABILITY_SERVER}
Returns the Scalability Server to which the virtual desktop reports to. By default, virtual desktops report to the
same Scalability Server that the golden template reports to. If you have changed the Scalability Server assignment
explicitly, the macro returns the new Scalability Server name.

– {POOL_NAME}
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Returns the pool name of the virtual desktop. This macro is applicable for VMware View only.
– Persistent Use

Environment variables, like %COMPUTERNAME% can be used as part of the ISDB path.
Example: \\MachineName\{POOL_NAME}\%COMPUTERNAME%
This option results in a path unique for a user (because a persistent virtual desktop is always assigned to the same
user).

– Non Persistent Use
The user-specific environment variables, %USERNAME% and %USERDOMAIN%, can be included to identify
uniquely the software state database for a particular user.
Example: \\MachineName\{POOL_NAME}\%USERNAME%

NOTE
Be careful to select the location in the case of network share paths when multiple desktop pools assigned
to a single user. You must ensure that the software state of the virtual desktop used by a user in one
pool is not overwritten by the data of another virtual desktop used by the same user in another pool. For
example, given that “User1” is entitled to nonpersistent pools, poolA and poolB. if the path for both pools
is specified as “//<machine-name>/<share-name>/Database/%USERNAME%”, the software state of
“User1” can be overwritten if the user logs on and uses both virtual desktops in both pools. Hence, ensure
that you define different paths as follows:

• ISDBUSER
Specifies the user name to connect to the instance software database path in a network share. The user name must
be encrypted using sd_acmd encrypt command.

• ISDBPASSWORD
Specifies the password to connect to the instance software database path in a network share. The password must be
encrypted using sd_acmd encrypt command.

• RUN
Specifies when to execute the Offline RAC process. Valid values are OnRecompose and OnLogon.
– OnRecompose

Specifies that the Offline RAC is initiated when the desktop starts after a refresh or recompose. Use this option for
desktop groups where the desktop assignment to users is fixed, such as persistent linked clones.

– OnLogon
Specifies that Offline RAC is initiated on user logon.
Use this option for desktop groups where the desktop assignment to the users varies from session to session such
as nonpersistent desktops.

– Examples:
• Persistent Use: Compose.bat "ISDBPath=<Path>" "Run=OnRecompose"
• Nonpersistent Use: Compose.bat "ISDBPath=<Path>" "Run=OnLogon"

Configure Software Reinstallation Parameters in the Configuration Policy

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration Policy, Default Computer Policy, DSM, Software Delivery, Agent.
2. Select RAC: Virtual machine software reinstallation settings, to view the following attributes:

– Agent Naming Pattern
Specifies the agent naming pattern of the virtual desktop. For VMware View, the naming pattern must match the
naming pattern defined in the VMware pool. For XenDesktop, the naming pattern must be name##. You cannot
specify this placeholder (#) at the beginning and more than once.

– From
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Specifies the starting range for the desktops to be included. The range can be a number; XenDesktop lets you
specify an alphabet also. From specifies the start of the naming pattern. The start and the place holder length must
be equal, and To value can be greater than the place holder length.

– To
Specifies the ending range for the desktops to be included. The range can be a number; XenDesktop lets you
specify an alphabet also.

– Examples: Agent naming pattern for VMware View

Agent Naming Pattern From To Possible Desktop Names

Name-{n} 1 100 Name-1,
Name-2….Name-100

Examples: Agent naming pattern for Citrix XenDesktop

Agent Naming Pattern From To Possible Desktop Names

Name# 1 100 Name1, Name2, ..…
Name100

Name### 1 100 Name001, Name002..…
Name100

Name## AA AZ NameAC, NameAE,…
NameAZ

Instance Software Database Path

Specifies the path where the instance software database is stored. The path can be local or network depending on the
pool type. Specify a network path for nonpersistent pools and local or network path for persistent pools (persistent linked
clones in case of VMware View and difference mode vDisk based virtual desktops groups in XenDesktop where the
desktop assignment is fixed). In the later case, specifying a local path is only possible if the persistent disk associated
with the virtual desktop is available. Environment variables and predefined macros like {SCALABILITY_SERVER},
{GROUP_NAME} and {POOL_NAME} are allowed as part of the path.

Example: \\{SCALABILITY_SERVER}\{GROUP_NAME}\%COMPUTERNAME%

• {GROUP_NAME}
Returns the desktop group name of the virtual desktop. This macro is applicable only for Citrix XenDesktop.

• {POOL_NAME}
Returns the pool name of the virtual desktop. This macro is applicable only for VMware View.

• {SCALABILITY_SERVER}
Returns the Scalability Server to which the virtual desktop reports to. By default, virtual desktops report to the same
Scalability Server that the golden template or vDisk reports to. If you have changed the Scalability Server assignment
explicitly, the macro returns the new Scalability Server name.

NOTE
For XenDesktop, You can assign multiple users to a single desktop in a pooled static group. To support
reinstallation of user installed software in this case, specify the instance software database path in the
following way: \\<server_name>\%computername%\%username%. Also, set the run context to OnLogon.

Save and seal the policy. The software re-installation configuration is applied on the golden template.

Configure Personality Data on the Target Devices

For Citrix XenDesktop configure the personality data once you create the catalogs using the XenDesktop setup wizard or
Streamed VM setup wizard, and before the desktop group(s) are created out of the machines.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the Target Device Properties dialog in Citrix Provisioning Services Console for a virtual desktop.
2. Click the Personality tab and add the following parameters:

– CA_DSM_ISDBPATH
Specifies the path where the instance software database is stored. The path can be local or network depending
on the pool type. Specify a network path for nonpersistent pools and local or network path for persistent pools
(difference mode vDisk based virtual desktops groups in XenDesktop where the desktop assignment is fixed).
In the later case, specifying a local path is only possible if the persistent disk associated with the virtual desktop is
available. Environment variables and predefined macros like {SCALABILITY_SERVER} and {GROUP_NAME} are
allowed as part of the path.
Example: \\{SCALABILITY_SERVER}\{GROUP_NAME}\%COMPUTERNAME%
• {GROUP_NAME}

Returns the desktop group name of the virtual desktop. This macro is applicable only for Citrix XenDesktop.
• {SCALABILITY_SERVER}

Returns the Scalability Server to which the virtual desktop reports to. By default, virtual desktops report to
the same Scalability Server that the golden template or vDisk reports to. If you have changed the Scalability
Server assignment explicitly, the macro returns the new Scalability Server name.

– CA_DSM_ISDBUSER
Specifies the name of the Instance software database user in an encrypted form. The user name is encrypted using
the sd_acmd encrypt command.

– CA_DSM_ISDBPASSWORD
Specifies the encrypted instance software database password in an encrypted form. The password is encrypted
using the sd_acmd encrypt command.

– CA_DSM_RUN
Specifies when to execute the Offline RAC process. Valid values are OnRecompose and OnLogon.
• OnRecompose

Specifies that the Offline RAC is initiated when the desktop starts after a reset or snapshot update (in case of
Citrix MCS) and vDisk update or reset (in case of streamed virtual desktops).
Use this option for desktop groups where the desktop assignment to users is fixed, such as pooled static
desktops and desktops that are based on difference mode vDisks.

• OnLogon
Specifies that Offline RAC is initiated on user log on.
Use this option for pooled desktop groups where the desktop assignment to the users varies from session to
session such as pooled random desktops and pooled desktops that are based on standard mode vDisks.

3. Save the properties.
The virtual desktop is configured to include the instance software state database details.

4. Do one of the following tasks:
– Perform steps 1 through 3 on all the virtual desktops.
– Copy the parameters from a desktop to all the virtual desktops.

You have now configured personality data on the target devices.

Streaming of Personality Data to Virtual Desktops in XenDesktop 5.5

With Citrix XenDesktop Virtual Desktop Agent 5.5, personality data for virtual desktops is not streamed to the virtual
desktops on the start.

When the instance software database configuration is done using personality data and not through the configuration
policy, the software re-installation functionality is affected.

Use the following hot fixes of the Citrix Virtual desktop agent to overcome this issue.
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• http://support.citrix.com/article/CTX131268 (32-bit version)
• http://support.citrix.com/article/CTX131269 (64-bit version)

Supported Virtual Desktop Types for Software Re-installation

CA Client Automation supports software re-installation on the following virtual desktop types:

• VMware View:
– Linked clones

• Citrix XenDesktop:
– Pooled static desktops
– Pooled random desktops
– Streamed desktops
– Existing catalog-based desktop on standard or difference mode vDisk

NOTE
You can create the following types out of the golden template but no support is needed for software re-
installation. Only the template software records are reported to the Domain Manager on startup. You can
manage the following types independently as regular CA Client Automation agents.

Private mode vDisk desktops

• Dedicated desktops (through MCS)

WARNING
Verify that the virtual desktops are configured to reboot when the user logs off for floating linked clones in
VMware View. When you create pooled static groups with a desktop assigned to multiple users, specify this
setting manually for software re-installation to work as expected.

Tag the Template and Create a Snapshot or vDisk
Tagging helps you track the version of the template that is used by the virtual desktops. Tag the template to generate a
template tag and associate the virtual desktops with their parent golden template.

Follow these steps:

1. Drag the Tag Template procedure from the CA DSM Agent add-on VDI package to the golden template on DSM
Explorer.
The procedure status appears, after executing the procedure.

2. Do one of the following actions depending on the desktop virtualization solution:
– (For XenDesktop using Citrix Provisioning Services) Create the vDisk using XenConvert or other appropriate

imaging tool.
– (For VMware View and Citrix MCS) Shut down the virtual machine and create a snapshot.
This action associates the snapshot or vDisk with the template tag.

The snapshot or vDisk are created and associated with the golden template using the template tag.

(Optional) Assign Scalability Servers to Virtual Desktops
All virtual desktops report to the same Scalability Server as the agent of the golden template or the vDisk. You can assign
different Scalability Servers to the agents on virtual desktops to distribute the load on the server. Before you can proceed,
you must have decided the naming pattern for desktops that is created from the golden template. Based on the naming
patterns of the desktop, you can assign different Scalability Servers to the agents on the desktop. You can also configure
the number of desktops you want to assign to the server.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the configuration policy that you want to apply on the golden template in DSM Explorer.
2. Navigate to DSM, Common Components, Registration.
3. Double-click the Scalability Servers Configuration policy.
4. Click Add Row and specify the naming pattern and range in the following fields:

– Agent Naming Pattern
Specifies the agent naming pattern of the virtual desktop. For VMware View, the naming pattern must be like name-
{n} and for XenDesktop the naming pattern must be like name##. You can opt a different naming pattern too.

– Scalability Server
Specifies the Scalability Server that you want to assign for the specified pattern and range.

– From
Specifies the starting range for the desktops to be included. The range can be a number; Citrix XenDesktop lets
you specify an alphabet also. The start and the place holder length must be equal, and To value can be greater
than the place holder length.

– To
Specifies the ending range for the desktops to be included. The range can be a number; Citrix XenDesktop lets you
specify an alphabet also.
Examples: Agent naming pattern for Citrix XenDesktop

Agent Naming Pattern From To Possible Desktop Names

Name# 1 100 Name1, Name2, Name100

Name### 1 100 Name001, Name002,
Name100

Name## AB BC NameAC, NameAE,
NameAZ

Examples: Agent naming pattern for VMware View

Agent Naming Pattern From To Possible Desktop Names

Name-{n} 1 100 Name-1, Name-2,
Name-100

5. Save and seal the policy.
When virtual desktops are created, they are automatically assigned to a Scalability Server depending on the
configuration you specified.

Configure Inventory Collection on Software Re-installation
Configure inventory collection to collect the inventory from the virtual desktop, either immediately after RAC or when the
user logs in after RAC. Inventory collection helps you verify whether all the software applications are re-installed.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Default Computer Policy, DSM, Software Delivery,
Agent.

2. Select the RAC: Collect Inventory After Re-install configuration policy and set the value to one of the following
attributes:
– No
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Specifies that the inventory is not collected after re-installation, but during the normal run of AM agent that can run
after RAC or before RAC.

– Immediately
Specifies that the inventory is collected immediately after the software re-installation. Reports the re-installed
software as part of software inventory and client device information such as IP, MAC address, and host name only
after the user log on.

– After User Logon
Specifies that the inventory is collected only when the user logs in after RAC. The re-installed software and client
device information are reported after the user logs in.

The inventory collection after RAC happens based on the configuration you specified.

Verify the Golden Template Assignment
You can verify the assigned golden template from the inventory, template settings.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer Name, and Inventory.
2. Click the Operating System tab, Template Settings.

The list of assigned templates appears.

The golden template is now prepared for managing the virtual desktops.

Configuration Policies for Desktop Virtualization Support
After installing the CA DSM Agent VDI Support Add-On package, configure CA Client Automation configuration policies
for virtual desktops. Some of these policies are mandatory and preset by the VMware View. Other policies are optional
and require input as documented.

A new registration policy group is added and other configuration policy groups are extended to provide support for
managing virtual desktops that Citrix XenDesktop and VMware View provides.

NOTE
Apply the configuration policies to the agents of the cloned virtual desktops and to the agents of the golden
templates. This process must be done with the exception of the mandatory locally managed policies preset by
the cloning scripts before saving the golden template snapshot.

The policy is not automatically inherited by the cloned virtual desktops from the golden template. When the cloned
virtual desktop values and the centrally managed policy values are different, the values are overwritten shortly after the
registration with the Manager.

registration Policy Group

A new policy subgroup, registration, has been added under the Common Components policy group for virtual desktop-
specific identification. The registration policy group contains the following policies:

• Host key
Defines a string that is used to identify uniquely a cloned machine. A host key is required for linked clones because
each Recompose of the virtual desktop generates a new virtual machine that registers a new unique computer in the
MDB. The result is that, over time, the Domain Manager would see many computers that no longer exist. If the host
key is used, the existing computer records for the virtual desktops in the MDB are reused over time.
A host key contains plain text plus any number of macros. On registration, CAF expands the macros and sends the
result to the Scalability Server. The engine then uses the host key rather than the host UUID/host name/MAC address
to identify assets in the MDB. From now on, the host key identifies the Agent.
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NOTE
In typical scenarios, the MAC address is not changed during the Recompose of persistent linked clones.
However, in some cases VMware changes the MAC address of the persistent linked clones during the
recompose operation. Therefore, the use of a host key is typically needed for both non-persistent, persistent
linked clones, and MCS-based virtual desktops as well.

Use the following macros:
– Environment variable: $env(name)

Example: $env(“COMPUTERNAME”)-VDI
– Registry key: $reg(key,value)

Example: $reg(“HKLM\SOFTWARE\CA\GuestID”,” GuestUUID”)-VDI
– INI file value: $ini(path,section,key)

Example: $ini(“c:\id.ini”,”identity”,”uuid”)-VDI
These macros can also be combined in the same string.
Example: $env(“COMPUTERNAME”)-$reg(“HKLM\SOFTWARE\CA\GuestID”,”GuestUUID”)-VDI

NOTE
By default, the CAFPostInit.dms script sets the host key on the agent with $env(“COMPUTERNAME”).
Hence, you do not need to modify this policy. However, if you want to use another macro, verify that all
generated host keys are unique by using the appropriate host key macro strings in the CAFPostInit.dms
script. Also, verify that the host key is not more than 64 characters long.

Default: empty, <locally managed>
– Scalability Servers Configuration

Allows the administrator to configure the agent Scalability Server, which is based on the virtual machine naming
pattern that is used for the desktop pool and range. You can apply multiple ranges. This policy is optional, and if no
value is set, all clones report to the same Scalability Server as the agent of the golden template from which they
have been cloned. For more information, see Scalability Servers configuration.

Agent (Software Delivery) Policy Group

The Agent (Software Delivery) policy group has been expanded to include the following configuration policies for
managing the Software Delivery agent in VMware View environments.

NOTE
The RAC configuration policies in the Agent policy group apply only to Offline RAC. The traditional RAC
functionality is configured by the policies in the Software Delivery, Manager policy group.

You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• RAC: Behavior for multiple entries of the same activate/configure procedure
Determines whether duplicate software procedures are excluded during Offline RAC.
In software delivery, an install procedure is allowed to run only once, but activate and configure procedures can
run multiple times. When the Agent prepares the RAC container for a software package, a number of activate and
configure procedures can be included. The value that is set for this policy determines how duplicate activate/configure
procedures within a single software package are handled. Valid values are as follows:
– re-run each duplicate activate/configure procedure

Specifies all activate/configure procedures recorded in the database are run.
• re-run first duplicate activate/configure procedure

Specifies if any activate/configure procedures are included more than once, only the first duplicate is run.
• re-run last duplicate activate/configure procedure

Specifies if any activate/configure procedures are included more than once, only the last duplicate is run.
Default: re-run each duplicate activate/configure procedure

• RAC: Container Type
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Specifies whether the agent runs software jobs in the offline RAC container as a batch or with no linkage. Valid values
are as follows:
– Batch

Specifies all jobs be run sequentially as a single unit of work for each target. If any job in the sequence fails, then
the remaining jobs for that target are not executed.

– No Linkage
Specifies the jobs that are run sequentially but independently from each other.

Default: Batch
• RAC: Delete software procedure from software state database in case of failure

Controls whether the software state database is updated when one or more jobs in the RAC container fails. If set to
True, the failed job entries are deleted from the software state database. If False, the failed entries remain.
Default: True

• RAC: Keep job check GUI until end user closes
Controls whether the Software Delivery Job Check dialog waits for the user to close the dialog if RAC fails during an
interactive-mode re-installation. For example, a value of True ensures that a RAC failure is not overlooked when the
user is away from the computer.
Default: True

• RAC: Maintain Pre Install Software State Database
Defines whether a pre-install software state database is maintained when no users are assigned to the virtual
desktops. A pre-install software state database is useful when virtual desktops in a pool are created and registered
as agents but not yet assigned to any users. A pre-install database is useful for the administrator to push required
software packages to the virtual desktops.
If set to True, a pre-install software state database is maintained on the local file system before a user is assigned
to the virtual desktop. The pre-install database is merged into the assigned users instance software state database
whenever the user logs in for the first time.
If set to False, the following conditions apply.
– Persistent desktops:

For persistent desktops, if Offline RAC is configured to run on log on, setting this policy to False results in these
software packages being re-installed because the software job records are added to the instance database instead
of the pre-install database.

– Non persistent desktops:
For non persistent desktops, setting this policy to False results in software delivery job records not being maintained
for these software packages. Furthermore, they cannot be re-installed when the virtual desktop is refreshed later
on.

Default: True
• RAC: Maintain Software State Database

Controls whether the software delivery agent maintains a database of its state, regardless of the VMware View
functionality.

NOTE
This policy is mandatory and preset by the VMware View integration scripts to True. Do not manually change
the set value.

Default: False, <locally managed>
• RAC: Maximum number of seconds to retry

Defines the maximum seconds that an agent can sleep between attempts to contact the Scalability Server during one
job check. This policy works with the RAC: Number of retries in case of offline RAC policy. Re-connection attempts
until the limit specified by either of these policies is reached.
Default: 60

• RAC: Number of retries in case of offline RAC
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Defines the maximum number of connection retries an Agent can make to the Scalability Server during one job check.
This policy works with the RAC: Maximum number of seconds to retry policy. Re-connection attempts until the limit
specified by either of these policies is reached.
Default: 100

• RAC: Password to access the instance software state database
Specifies the password of the user with access permissions to the instance software state database. The password
string is encrypted. If specified, the agent uses these credentials to access the network share.
We recommend that you encrypt the password first using the "sd_acmd encrypt" command. Then provide the
encrypted password as one of the parameters when running the Compose.bat script, which in turn sets the
configuration parameter.
Alternatively, if the password for the share location is the same for all desktop pools to be created from a particular
golden template snapshot, you can set the password in the configuration policy. Then apply the policy to the golden
template and the cloned virtual desktops.
Default: empty, <locally managed>

• RAC: Path to instance software state database
Specifies the installation path for the instance software state database. The specified path can include embedded
environment variables, for example, “\\Fileserver1\Share1\%COMPUTERNAME%\InstanceSoftwareDatabase”.

NOTE
This policy is mandatory, but enter the path manually as one of the parameters when running the
Compose.bat script. This script in turn sets the configuration parameter.

Default: empty, <locally managed>
• RAC: Path to template software state database

Specifies the installation path for the template software state database. If the value is empty, the Agent uses
the appropriate unit-specific path, that is, “<CA Client Automation InstallDir>\SD\ASM\DATABASE\Agent
\TemplateSoftwareDatabase”. 
Default: empty, <locally managed>

• RAC: RAC policy setting of the agent
Controls the RAC Policy setting of the Software Delivery agent. If set to True, the RAC Policy of the agent is set to
Offline. If False, RAC Policy is set to the default RAC setting.

NOTE
This policy is mandatory and preset by the VMware View integration scripts to True. Do not manually change
the set value.

The value set here defaults to the Software Delivery tab of the Computer Properties dialog.
Default: False, <locally managed>

• RAC: Set SD agent to golden template mode
Allows the Agent to distinguish between running on a golden template or a clone. If True, the agent runs on a golden
template.

NOTE
This policy is mandatory and preset by the VMware View integration scripts.

Default: False, <locally managed>
• RAC: Username to access the instance software state database

Specifies the name of the user with access permissions to the instance software state database. The user name must
be formatted as: (domainname | local\)'user'. The string is encrypted. If specified, the Agent uses these credentials to
access the network share.
We recommend that you encrypt the user name first using the "sd_acmd encrypt" command. Then provide the
encrypted user name as one of the parameters when running the Compose.bat script, which in turn sets the
configuration parameter.
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Alternatively, if the user name for the share location is the same for all desktop pools to be created from a particular
golden template snapshot, you can optionally set the user name in the configuration policy. Then apply the policy to the
golden template and the cloned virtual desktops.

NOTE
By default, when a folder is shared its permissions include only the "Everyone" group with Read access
permissions. To ensure that the instance software state database gets saved over a network, the network
share must also include the user here in the Share Permissions tab with Full Control (WRITE) access.

Default: empty, <locally managed>

General (CAF) Policy Group

The general Common Application Framework (CAF) policy group includes the following configuration policies.

• CAF: Pre-initialisation Script
Specifies the script that you want to execute when CAF starts up and is starting initialization. The script is executed
before the UUID is checked and before any plugins are started.

• CAF: Post-initialisation Script
Specifies the script that you want to execute after CAF initializes. The script is executed after all plugins have started
but before their first registration.

• CAF: Pre-initialisation Script timeout (s)
Specifies the time in seconds for which CAF waits before terminating the pre-initialization script.

• CAF: Post-initialisation Script timeout (s)
Specifies the time in seconds for which CAF waits before terminating the post-initialization script.

• CAF: enable registration on startup 
Specifies whether the CAF registers immediately with the Domain Manager on start up.
– Default: True

WARNING
This policy must be made locally managed before the installation of the CA DSM Agent add-on - VDI Support
- Windows ENU package. Right-click the policy and select Locally Managed from the context menu.

NOTE
This policy is applicable only for Vmware View based virtual desktops and if using CA DSM Agent add-on -
VDI Support - Windows ENU package of Pre-R12.5Sp1 Feature pack1.

Updating the Golden Template
Contents

As a desktop support analyst, your responsibilities include updating the golden templates when you want to add or
remove software packages from the golden template. Updating the golden templates updates the VMware View Clone,
Citrix PVS streamed virtual desktop, or MCS-based virtual desktop.

Perform the following tasks to update the golden template:

Verify Prerequisites

To update the golden template, verify the following prerequisites:

• Verify that you have already prepared and deployed one or more golden templates.
• Verify that the virtual desktop agent is installed on the golden template computer.
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NOTE
A sound working knowledge of virtual desktop solutions such as VMware View and Citrix XenDesktop is
required for this scenario.

• Verify that the Citrix PVS target device is installed if you want to create Citrix vDisk-based virtual desktops.

Deploy or Remove Software on the Golden Template

You can deploy or remove software packages from the golden template in one of the following ways:

• Do the changes directly on the golden template computer. This method is applicable for VMware View and Citrix MCS
which are snapshot-based.

• Update a vDisk that is created from the golden template. This method is applicable for Citrix XenDesktop virtual
desktops that are streamed by Citrix provisioning services. The following considerations apply:
– The vDisk must be booted in private mode to a computer that has the same configuration as the golden template

computer.
– The target device that is used to boot the vDisk in private mode in the Citrix Provisioning server is assigned

with personality data to indicate that the vDisk is booted for template management. For more information about
Personality data, see Configure the vDisk Target Device Personality Data.

– When you boot the vDisk in private mode for the first time, the vDisk is added as a managed entity in CA Client
Automation. You can then deploy or remove packages from the vDisk using software delivery.

– The vDisk appears as a computer record under the DSM Explorer, All Computers with the following naming
convention:
<FarmName>-<StoreName>-<vDiskName>
If the computer record is not found in the DSM explorer, see The vDisk Record Is Not Found in the DSM Explorer.

– The same computer record is used for the vDisk anytime you boot the vDisk in private mode on any computer for
template management.

– If the computer hosting the vDisk in private mode is already a managed computer in CA Client Automation, the
software deployments are only done on the vDisk and not on the computer.

NOTE
When the computer is booted with the vDisk in private mode, all the software jobs wait until the computer
boots with the local drive.

NOTE
Also, you can update the golden template itself, create a vDisk out of it, or override an existing vDisk for
updating the virtual desktops.

(For Xendesktop PVS) Configure the vDisk Target Device Personality Data

Configure the vDisk target device personality data in the Provisioning Server console so that CA Client Automation can
treat the vDisk booted in the private mode as a golden template.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Properties dialog of the Target Device in Citrix Provisioning Services Console to which the vDisk is assigned.
2. Click the Personality tab and add the following parameters:

– CA_DSM_GoldenTemplate
Indicates whether the vDisk is a golden template or a virtual desktop in private mode. Set the value of this
parameter as True.

– ProvisioningServer
Specifies the IP address or host name of the provisioning server.

– ProvisioningServicesUser
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Specifies the user name that has access to the provisioning services farm or the user who is specified while
connecting to the provisioning server console. Encrypt the user name using the sd_acmd encrypt command and
pass the encrypted value.

– ProvisioningServicesPassword
Specifies the password of the provisioning services user. Encrypt the password using the sd_acmd encrypt
command and pass the encrypted value.

– ProvisioningServerPort
Specifies the port of the provisioning server where the SOAP service runs. The default value is 54321.

NOTE

Pass the provisioning server parameters as user parameters in the CA DSM Agent VDI Support Add-On
Package while pushing Install Template Mode to the golden template. Use the following format:

/pvsserver:<server IP/Name> /pvsuser:<encrypted username> /pvspwd:<encrypted pwd> /

portno:<portno>

3. Save the changes.
The vDisk target device personality data is configured as a golden template.

View the vDisk Inventory

After you boot the vDisk in private mode, it is added as a managed entity in CA Client Automation. Here is an example for
Citrix XenDesktop.

Follow these steps: (in DSM Explorer):

1. Navigate to the Computers and Users, All Computers, vDisk_name, Inventory, Operating System node.
– vDisk_name

Specifies the vDisk name in the FarmName-StoreName-vDisk.Name format.
2. Select the Template Settings subfolder to view the values for the following attributes:

– IsGoldenTemplate
Indicates whether an Agent is a golden template (True) or a virtual desktop (False). The value is set to true when a
master vDisk or clone of a master vDisk is booted in private mode for template management.

– TemplateHostUUID
Specifies the host UUID of the golden template. For a master vDisk, the Host UUID is golden template and master
vDisk for cloned vDisk.
For more information, see How vDisk Clones are Handled.

– TemplateName
Specifies the name of the golden template.

– TemplateTag
Indicates the date and time at which the golden template was last tagged.

3. Click the Template History node to view the template history for the vDisk. You can see the history of updates to the
golden template.

4. Click Virtualization, Citrix XenvDisks.
The farm, store, and site of the vDisk is displayed.

Follow these steps: (in Web Console)

1. Navigate to the Computers, Inventory, Discovered Inventory, and click Operating System.
2. Click Template Settings under the More Details tab to view the values of the IsGoldenTemplate, TemplateName,

TemplateTag, and TemplateHostUUID attributes.
3. Click Template History under the More Details tab to view the template history.

You have reviewed the relationship information and template history.
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Tag the Template after the Update

Tagging helps you track the version of the template that is used by the virtual desktops. Tag the template to generate a
template tag and associate the clones with their parent golden template.

Follow these steps:

1. Drag-and-drop the Tag Template procedure from the CA DSM Agent add-on VDI Package to the golden template on
DSM Explorer.

2. Do one of the following actions depending on the virtual desktop solution:
– (For XenDesktop based on Citrix PVS) Shut down the machine, so that the updates are saved to the vDisk.
– (For VMware View and Citrix MCS) Shut down the virtual machine and create a snapshot.

This action associates the snapshot with the template tag.

Update the Virtual Desktop Group or Pool

Update the virtual desktop group or pool that uses the golden template that you updated. For more information about
updating the virtual desktop group or pool, see VMware View or Citrix XenDesktop documentation. After the virtual
desktop group or pool is updated, the golden template updates are propagated to the virtual desktops on the next reboot.

Assign the updated vDisk or the snapshot to virtual desktops to propagate the golden template updates on the next
reboot.

Follow these steps: (for VMware View)

1. Shut down the golden template.
2. Take a snapshot of the golden template.
3. Perform a pool recompose operation using the new snapshot.

Follow these steps: (for Vdisk based Virtual Desktops)

1. Shut down the vDisk computer.
2. Remove the vDisk assignment from the computer.
3. Change the vDisk mode to standard or differential.
4. Assign the updated vDisk to virtual desktops.
5. Restart the virtual desktops; otherwise, the changes take effect whenever the virtual desktops restart.

NOTE
Alternately, the updated vDisk can be assigned to the virtual desktops using either the automatic or the Citrix
provisioning services incremental vDisk update feature.

Follow these steps: (for MCS-based Virtual Desktops)

1. Shut down the golden template.
2. Take a snapshot of the golden template.
3. Update the Pooled catalog with the new snapshot.

Verify the Software Updates of the Virtual Desktop

View the virtual desktop software to verify whether the updates you made to the golden template are available on virtual
desktops.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Computers and Users, All Computers, Virtual-Desktop, Software, Installed Packages node.
In the right pane, verify whether the changes you made to the golden template or vDisk are reflected in the virtual
desktop.

The updates to the golden template are complete.
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Managing the vDisks and the vDisk Clones
Contents

As a desktop support analyst, you must understand how CA Client Automation handles and manages the relationship
between the vDisk and its clones.

This scenario describes how CA Client Automation handles the vDisks and clones.

How vDisk Clones are Handled

You can copy or clone the vDisks to provision virtual desktops. vDisk copies or clones and their parent vDisk appear as
separate management records in the MDB.  The comstore values of the provisioning server farm, store, site, vDisk name
differentiate a parent vDisk from that of a cloned vDisk.

CA Client Automation uses the following rules to identify vDisk clones and create a separate management record for
them:

• A new management record is created in CA Client Automation and the agent name is in the FarmName-StoreName-
vDisk format, when a vDisk is booted in private mode for template management.

• A new management record is created for the clone, when a vDisk clone is booted in private mode for template
management from a different farm.

• A new management record is created for the vDisk copy, when the clone is booted from the same farm and a different
store, and vDisk and its parent name are different.

• A new management record is created for the vDisk copy on the following rule:
– The clone vDisk is booted from the same farm and a different store
– vDisk and its parent name are same
– The site from which the vDisk is booted for template management and its parent are different

NOTE
If the site is same as the parent vdisk, Administrator is prompted to verify whether to create a
management record in the MDB or reuse the existing one.

• A new management record is created on the following rule:
– The farm and store are same
– vDisk name changes
– The parent vDisk is part of the store
– vDisk is booted as a copy

NOTE
If the Parent vdisk is not part of the store, Administrator is prompted to verify whether to create a
management record in the MDB or reuse the existing one.

• An existing managed computer record is reused, when the vDisk, farm and store names are same.

View Relationship Between Golden Template, Master vDisk, and Clones

To identify the vDisk from which a particular vDisk has been derived, CA Client Automation collects the inventory under
Template settings and template history.

Using this inventory information, you can ascertain the immediate parent of a particular vDisk and history of changes that
are made to a vDisk. The relationship is identified as follows:
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• A master vDisk points to the golden template as a parent.
• If you created a clone from a master vDisk after booting the master vDisk in private mode, the clone points to the

master vDisk as its parent.
• If you created a clone from a master vDisk before booting the master vDisk in private mode, the clone is the same as

the master vDisk and it points to the golden template as parent. If further clones are created from such vDisk clones of
the master vDisk, all the clones point to the golden template as its parent.

Follow these steps: (in DSM Explorer)

1. Navigate to the Computers and Users, All Computers, vDisk_name, Inventory, Operating System folder.
2. Select the Template Settings sub-folder to view the values for the following attributes:

– IsGoldenTemplate
Indicates whether the Agent in question is a golden template (True) or a virtual desktop (False). The value is true
for the master vDisk and its clones.

– TemplateHostUUID
Specifies the host UUID of the golden template. For a master vDisk, the host UUID of the golden template is
displayed. For cloned vDisks, the host UUID differs depending on the following factors:
• If the clone was created after the master vDisk was booted in private mode, the host UUID of the master vDisk is

displayed.
• If the clone was created before the master vDisk was booted in private mode, the host UUID of the golden

template system is displayed.
– TemplateName

Specifies the name of the golden template.
– TemplateTag

Indicates the date and time stamp of the template for the golden template or vDisk only if the template has been
tagged.

3. Select the Template History sub-folder to view the template history for the virtual desktop or the templates, providing
that the templates have been tagged.

Follow these steps: (in Web Console)

1. Navigate to the Computers, Inventory, Discovered Inventory page.
2. Click the Operating System tab to view the value of the Virtual Machine attribute.
3. Click Template Settings under the More Details tab to view the values of the IsGoldenTemplate, TemplateName,

TemplateTag, and TemplateHostUUID attributes.
4. Click Template History under the More Details tab to view the template history for the clone.

You have reviewed the relationship information and template history.

Managing the Virtual Desktops from CA Client Automation
Contents

As a Desktop Support Analyst, your responsibilities include managing virtual desktops from CA Client Automation.
Managing virtual desktops include deploying software or patches to the virtual desktops and collecting inventory. Be
aware of how and when CA Client Automation reinstalls the software on the desktops.

NOTE
Deploying software packages and collecting inventory from virtual desktops is similar to software deployment
and inventory collection on any other computer in CA Client Automation.

Implementation Guidelines for Virtual Desktops

For software packages that are installed to individual virtual desktops rather than to the golden template, consider the
following limitations and guidelines:
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• Packages that are staged in the software library of the Scalability Server to which the Agent is registered are
reinstalled.

• Reinstall is not supported for added procedures with new files.
• Reinstall is not supported for the User Profiles agent, only the Computer agent.
• When a virtual desktop is checked out using VMware View Offline Desktop feature and is rolled back (check out

is discarded), any changes to the software state remain in the instance software database. When Offline RAC is
performed, the software is reinstalled because it was recorded in the state database and is not removed during
rollback. If you do not want the software, uninstall the software manually.

• Sending software delivery jobs with reboot/logoff/shutdown options enabled is not supported for non-persistent virtual
desktops. A non-persistent desktop is tied to a user only for as long as the user is logged on. The next time that the
user logs in, the user can be allocated to a different desktop. Hence, these options are not logical for this case.

• Install the packages which take time to transfer over the network or to install, to the golden template rather than to the
individual virtual desktop. If not, the reinstallation time becomes unacceptable.

• Virtualized applications can be pre-staged on the golden template and later provisioned to individual virtual desktops
using standalone installation. This way your network bandwidth usage is minimized during recompose or refresh and
during use.

• A result similar to the previous item can be achieved using managed package formats like SXP, PIF, and MSI with
some research and possibly some tweaking. For example, SXP provides a user filter that allows the package to be
installed to the golden template. However, the filter is only made available to users of the clones that belong to specific
local or Active Directory user groups.

• Virtualized applications must be provisioned to individual virtual desktops in streaming mode. This way network
bandwidth usage can be minimized during recompose/refresh, but not during use.

• Applications that store their configuration outside of the redirected user profile/folders do not automatically preserve
their configuration after reinstall. The applications that reset their configuration rather than inheriting it as part of
installation also suffer from this issue.

• If both the template software state database and the instance software state database contain records of the same
software but of different versions, the Offline RAC still performs the upgrade or downgrade. The administrator is
responsible for configuring the system accordingly and preventing such a case, especially in downgrade scenarios.

• DTS download method is not supported for the virtual desktop agent.
• For non-persistent desktop pools, reinstallations are only done when a user logs in.
• We recommend that you in disabling the user profile mode for software delivery functionality for linked clone virtual

desktops.
User profiles are not needed here because a one-to-one relationship exists between the user and the virtual desktop.
The enabling of user profiles causes extra communication between the Agent and Scalability Server, which can affect
overall scalability.

Offline RAC

Offline RAC is a reinstall after crash (RAC) task that the agent drives. Virtual desktops are recomposed frequently, that is,
whenever the golden template is updated and the disk is reset, the virtual desktop is updated because the previous reset
is effectively voided. For virtual desktops, the Agent and not the manager is responsible for the creation of the RAC job
container. When the disk reset occurs, the Agent initiates an Offline RAC to restore any software that has been deployed
to the Agent.

For Offline RAC, the software delivery agent contains a file system-based software state database. This database
contains the following information about each installed software package:

• The procedure that is used to install the software
• Any post-installation activation or configuration procedures for the computer target of the Agent only
• Any job-specific information such as user parameters
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The software delivery agent maintains this software state database and is updated each time a software job is executed. If
an uninstallation is successful, the records for that particular software package are removed. If enabled, the software state
database always reflects the current software delivery state of the agent.

The software state database also inherits the installation history of the golden template on which the virtual desktop is
based. The software state database is split into two parts, one for golden template use and one for cloned instance use.
The template part of the software state database is stored on the system disk of the golden template. Any software jobs
targeting the golden template use this database only. When the virtual desktop is cloned, its Agent only uses the instance
software state database to track its state.

Because the system disk of a cloned virtual desktop is destroyed during a recompose or refresh operation, the instance
software state database cannot be stored there. This database must be stored in a different location, which the common
configuration policy controls. For example, either in the user data disk of a VMware View linked clone or on a file server
accessible from the virtual desktop.

WARNING
Administrators must ensure that the software state database is always accessible during the standard software
job management and offline installation, when the instance software database is on a network share.

Status of Reinstallation

At the end of the reinstallation process, the success or failure of each job is reported to the Domain Manager. The status
is also visible in Software Delivery Job Check dialog of the Agent when the offline reinstallation is ongoing.

If a job fails or some jobs cannot run due to other settings, the Software Delivery Job Check dialog is configured to remain
open until the user closes it explicitly. This Software Delivery agent RAC policy is configurable and can be turned off. If a
failure initiates offline reinstallation (an invalid download method or an attempt to report to a legacy Scalability Server),
this failure is reported in the Software Delivery Job Check dialog. If the Scalability Server is not accessible due to various
reasons, the End User is provided with options to retry, postpone, or abort the reinstallation.

Computer Properties

The RAC policy setting of the Agent policy, defaults to the Software Delivery tab of the Computer Properties dialog. The
RAC policy field is disabled when the Agent policy is set to True, and you cannot change the setting.

The DTS download method is not supported for virtual desktops during Offline RAC. Therefore, this option is not displayed
in the Download method drop-down list.

Unlock a Virtual Machine

After the Agent reinstalls the software, it sends an Offline RAC completed notification to the Scalability Server which in
turn sends it to the Manager. After the Manager receives this notification, it unlocks the virtual machine from Offline RAC.

If the Agent reinstalled the software but was unable to send the Offline RAC completed notification to the Scalability
Server, then you can forcibly unlock the virtual machine. For example, if the Agent cannot send the notification if the
server was not available at that moment, you can unlock the virtual machine.

Follow these steps:

1. In the DSM Explorer, navigate to the Computers and Users, All Computers folder.
2. Right-click the relevant asset in the corresponding All Computers pane.
3. Select the Clear pending RAC lock command from the context menu that appears.

NOTE
If the SD Status column indicates that one or more virtual machines are Locked by RAC, this new command
is available. Otherwise, the command is disabled. Furthermore, this command is not enabled for any regular
computer that goes into a Locked by RAC state.
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The selected asset is unlocked.

Deleting the Virtual Machine from DSM Explorer

If a golden template is moved from one Domain Manager to another after the clones are created, the golden template is
moved according to standard move functionality. If clones created from this golden template are recomposed, the clones
automatically report to the new Domain Manager. Therefore, do not move anything for a recomposed clone because all its
installation history is recreated using Offline RAC.

To clean up the obsolete clones, the previous Domain Manager no longer manages but the clones report to, manually
deletes all the moved clones from that Manager after the clones recompose of the golden template.

If the naming pattern is changed and a particular virtual machine is deleted using VMware View, then a new virtual
machine is created with a new name. In this case, manually delete the virtual machine from the DSM Explorer.

Software Procedures

The software delivery system currently lets you enable or disable RAC for individual software procedures. If you do not
want an item procedure to execute as part of the RAC process, you select the Exclude from RAC option in the Properties
dialog of the actual procedure. This option enables you to exclude obsolete packages or patches from RAC.

The Exclude From RAC functionality has been expanded to support Offline RAC. During offline reinstallation, the Exclude
from RAC setting in the Properties dialog is checked for each software procedure, and the procedure is not run if the
procedure is excluded.

An example is where an individual patch might be necessary to resolve a critical security issue involving your virtual
desktops without having to recompose them. However, once recomposed, the new version of the golden template has all
the patches that are applied and reinstalling that patch is unnecessary.

Applying Security Patches on Virtual Desktops

To trigger software reinstallation on virtual desktops that do not persist changes after the user logout or reboot, CA Client
Automation performs the offline RAC process. When the user logs in the virtual desktop next time, offline RAC reinstalls
the software and patches that the user had installed before a logout or reboot.

(Optional) Deploy Patches During RAC or on Recomposable Virtual Desktops

By default, patch deployment is excluded during RAC because the patches are redeployed without considering the order
of supersedes and roll outs. This behavior can lead to an unexpected outcome. Similarly, blacklisted targets are also
excluded during patch deployment.

Recomposable virtual desktops are part of the blacklisted computers by default. The default settings for excluding from
RAC and Ignoring blacklisted computers are ideal to handle patch deployment. You can change the settings to modify the
default behavior.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to DSM Web Console.
2. Navigate to Patch Management, Administration, Manager, Options, and Execution. 

The configuration options are displayed.
3. Modify the following parameters as required:

– Ignore Blacklisted computers in Deployment
This parameter specifies the default option when blacklisted targets are added to the selected targets list during
patch deployment. Clear this option to include the selected blacklisted targets for patch deployment. You can also
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change this option for individual deployments. To ignore blacklisted targets always unless mentioned, keep this
option selected.

– Ignore Blacklisted computers in Policies
This parameter specifies that the blacklisted targets must be ignored during policy evaluation. Selecting this option
adds the UPM-Blacklist query to the UPM policy queries.
A Black List Query retrieves a list of computers that are excluded from patch deployment.This query retrieves
recomposable desktops that are based on an inventory item. The inventory item IsRecomposable is under
Inventory, Operating System, and Template Settings. In addition to the recomposable desktops, you can also
include computers to the UPM-Blacklist query to exclude such computers by editing the query and adding new
conditions or linking other queries.

NOTE
To update the existing UPM policies and packages automatically, verify that you have upgraded the same.

4. Save the settings.
Patch Manager is configured to handle RAC and blacklisted computers during patch deployment.

Apply the Patch on vDisk or Golden Template

Applying the security patches on vDisk or golden template ensures all the virtual desktops have the necessary security
patches installed. To apply the patch on vDisk or golden template, follow the process given in the Updating the Golden
Template scenario.

Apply the Patch on Blacklisted Targets or Recomposable Desktops

By default, recomposable desktops are part of the blacklisted targets and all the blacklisted targets are excluded from
patch deployment. However, you can apply the patch on blacklisted targets when there is a requirement.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA Patch Manager and click the patch that you want to apply on the blacklisted targets.
2. Click Deploy Patch in the Patch Details page.
3. Select the group that contains blacklisted targets or select individual blacklisted targets and add them to the adjacent

Selected Targets pane.
The list of blacklisted targets in the selected group or targets are displayed in the Blacklisted Targets pane.

4. Select the targets on which you want to apply the patch from the Blacklisted Targets pane. Add these targets to the
adjacent Selected Targets pane. Click Next.

5. Specify the deployment schedule. Click Next.
6. Clear the Ignore Blacklisted computers in Deployment option. Click Finish.

The patch deployment on the selected targets begins at the scheduled time.

View VDI Inventory

Inventory information is collected for both the golden template and the virtual desktops with different values that reveal
whether a virtual desktop is a template or a clone.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer Name, Inventory, Operating System node in DSM
Explorer.
The Operating System pane is displayed.

2. Verify the value of the Virtual Machine attribute.
This attribute specifies whether the computer is a virtual machine or not.

3. Select Template Settings.
The following attributes are displayed:
– IsGoldenTemplate
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This parameter specifies whether a virtual machine is a golden template (True) or a clone (False).
– Recomposable

This parameter specifies whether a virtual desktop is recomposable or not.
– TemplateHostUUID

(Clones only) This parameter specifies the host UUID of the golden template.
– TemplateName

(Clones only) This parameter specifies the name of the golden template.
– TemplateTag

(Clones only) Specifies the date and time of the tagged template snapshot.
4. Select Template History.

If the snapshots are tagged, the template history for the clone is displayed.
5. To view the collected Virtualization Inventory, navigate to Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer Name,

Inventory, and Virtualization node.
The desktop virtualization technology that the computer uses is displayed.

6. Expand the Virtualization node, and select the following options:
– VM Ware View

The Pool name and Agent version is displayed.
– Citrix XenDesktop Configuration

The Citrix Farm, Group, and Licensing and Product information are displayed.

NOTE
Like any other inventory data, you can use the virtualization inventory to create queries and reports.

Queries and Reporting
Contents

To support querying and reporting on the template desktops, in addition to individual desktops based on those templates,
the basic hardware inventory has been extended with the following attributes and values:

• Is Golden Template
Boolean

• Based on Template Name
String

• Based on Template Version
Integer

• Based on Template Host UUID
String

These attributes are displayed on the All Computers, computername, Inventory, Operating System pane in the DSM
Explorer.

Query Designer Changes

When creating a query, you now have additional arguments for reporting on computers with a status of Offline RAC.
Additionally, predefined queries have been added for VDI Support.

• For computer-based queries, a value of Offline has been added to the RAC Policy drop-down list in the Select field
dialog of the query designer.

• Two predefined VDI Support queries, All Golden Templates and All Clones of Golden Templates, have been added to
the Queries node in the DSM Explorer.
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DSM Reporter Changes

The following predefined report templates for VDI Support have been added to the DSM Reporter:

• All Golden Templates
• All Clones of Golden Templates

After a report template is run and inventory collected, these reports list all discovered golden templates and their
corresponding virtual desktops.

Obsolete Assets Wizard Excludes Golden Images

The Obsolete Assets wizard helps you track and optionally remove old and unused computers and users. Because golden
templates are logically different from regular computers and their users, they have been excluded from the result sets
of the obsolete asset queries generated by the wizard. Any obsolete asset query created using a previous release of
CA Client Auutomation does not exclude golden templates and their associated users. Therefore, replace any existing
obsolete asset queries to ensure that golden templates are excluded from the result sets.

How to Configure and Monitor the CA Client Automation Infrastructure
Health
As an administrator, your responsibilities include managing the health of CA Client Automation components. The Health
Monitoring (HM) feature provides a health inspection mechanism to:

• Define CA Client Automation health conditions
• Monitor the infrastructure periodically
• Raise an alert when a defined condition is detected
• Notify the administrator by sending an email, raising an SNMP trap, and writing to Windows/CCS event logs.
• Configure alert remediation

Use the HM feature to improve the CA Client Automation availability and resiliency. You can accomplish the following
tasks:

• Configure Alerts
Configure the available alerts or define new alerts.

• Configure Alert Actions
Configure alert actions such as sending emails, raising SNMP traps, writing to the system, and writing to the CCS
event log.

• Manage Alerts
View, track, follow up, and clear alerts from WAC.

Verify Prerequisites

Before you configure and monitor the HM alerts, ensure that you:

• Have a working knowledge of the CA Client Automation infrastructure
• Understand the HM architecture and basics
• Install the Alert Collector

Understand HM Architecture and Basics

The following diagram shows the components of the HM feature and how they interact to monitor the health of CA CA
Client Automation:
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Figure 5: Health Alert Infrastructure

For more information about the HM basics, see

• Alerts and Alert Templates
• Health Monitoring Components
• External Process Manager (CAF Plug-in)

Alerts and Alert Templates

The HM feature monitors the following alert types:

• Parameterized Alerts (Alert Templates):
Supports additional parameters as part of the alert definition. You can customize alert properties such as the
monitoring frequency, threshold, and severity based on the values that are set for those parameters. Defining and
configuring the parameterized alerts is supported through Alert Templates.
An alert template provides a default definition of a parameterized alert with a list of supported parameters. Use the
template as the basis for one or more alerts with different parameter values and associated configurations.

• Non-parameterized or Plain Alerts (Alerts):
Supports no additional parameters. Use the alert properties as defined in the system.

The HM feature provides out-of-the-box alert templates and alerts. You can also base customized templates and alerts on
DM Script. For a list of Alerts and Alert Templates, see the user interface.

Health Monitoring Components

The HM feature introduces the following components:

• HM Agent:

A persistent module that is installed with the common agent and resides on all the tiers of the CA CA Client Automation
infrastructure.
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• Interprets the alert configuration on the agents, periodically monitors the occurrence of the alert conditions, and notifies
the administrator on detecting the health conditions.

NOTE
Alert monitoring is disabled by default. To enable health monitoring, apply a configuration policy.

• Provides the following command-line options for interaction:
hmagent start 

hmagent stop 

hmagent status 

Starts the HM agent.
Stops the HM agent.
Displays whether the agent is running and health monitoring is enabled.

• The HM agent is a service on Windows platforms and a daemon on Linux and UNIX platforms.
• Alert Collector:

Alert Collector comprises the following modules:

• Web Module
Receives the alerts from the HM agent and copies them to a configured folder.

• Persistent Module
Monitors the configured folder and processes new alerts according to the configured alert collector role. For more
information, see Configure Alert Collector.

The alert collector has the following requirements:

• The alert collector is only supported on Windows.
• IIS installation is a prerequisite.
• Ensure that the ISAPI extensions and ISAPI filters available under the Application Development option are installed.
• Depending on the DB type to which the alert collector persists the alerts, 32-bit SQL or the Oracle client must be

installed.

The Web Module application hosts HM web services on IIS. This web service is independent of the existing CA Client
Automation web services functionality and runs in a separate application pool.

The administrator can start, stop, and query the status of the alert collector process from the supported command line.
Alert Collector supports the command line options similar to the HM agent.

NOTE
Whenever the FIPS mode is changed, verify the associated Change Action parameter value. If the parameter
value is other than Reboot the machine, after the CAF restart you must also restart the following ones to switch
the FIPS mode successfully for all the CA Client Automation components:

On a Manager or standalone Alert Collector computer:

• Alert collector
• Health Monitoring Agent

On a scalability server or agent computer:

• Health Monitoring Agent
• Alerts on WAC:

DSM Explorer displays a notification when new alerts are raised. The notification contains a hyperlink that launches
WAC and navigates to the Alerts page when the unified login is enabled for WAC. If the unified login is not enabled,
enter the appropriate user credentials to navigate to the alerts page.
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External Process Manager (CAF Plug-in)

This plug-in (named cfProcessManager) manages external processes such as HM Agent and Alert Collector. The plug-in
functionality is similar to CAF, where CAF manages the CA Client Automation-conformant plug-ins but Process Manager
manages external processes that are not CAF plug-ins.

The external processes that cfProcessManager manages support the regular CAF plug-in properties such as
Maxinstances, Maxrestarts, Restartifdied, Enabled, and Maxrestarttime. The behavior of these properties is similar to that
of CAF plug-ins.

The following additional properties are supported:

• Startwithcaf
Defines the process to start when CAF starts.
Default: Do not start with CAF.

• Stopwithcaf
Defines the process to stop when CAF stops.
Default: Do not stop with CAF.

• Commandline
Indicates Command line of the process.

• Startcmd
Defines the start command.
Default: start.

• Stopcmd
Defines the stop command.
Default: stop.

• Statuscmd
Defines the status command.
Default: status.

NOTE
Restart cfProcessManager when you change the above settings.

A new /EXT option is introduced to work with the CAF start and stop commands.

Caf start /EXT

Starts all plug-ins and the enabled external processes that Process Manager manages.

• Caf stop /EXT
Stops all plug-ins and the enabled external processes that Process Manager manages.

The Caf status cfProcessManager command shows the status of the external processes.

Alert Remediation

On detection of a particular alert condition, you can associate a remedial action to resolve the problem on the machine.
Specify one of the following remedial actions:

1. Default actions
2. Script-based actions

Configure Alerts and Alert Templates

You can monitor the health of CA Client Automation components like DM, EM, SS, and Agent. Create an alert or alert
template specifying severity, threshold, and frequency values.
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Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, DSM, Health Monitoring, and Alert Configuration.
2. Configure the following entities:

– Alerts
Configures the alert parameters such as frequency, threshold, severity of the predefined alerts, and create alerts
based on templates or create DM script-based alerts.

– Alert Templates
Configures the parameters of the pre-defined alert templates and create templates based on DM script.

An alert or alert template is now defined.

Configure Alerts

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, DSM, Health Monitoring, Alert Configuration, and
Alerts.

2. Select Add to create an alert based on a template or a script.
3. Specify suitable values for the following fields:

– Alert Name
Specifies the name of the alert.

– Template
Specifies the alert template name from which the alert is derived.

NOTE
Select a template from the drop-down list to create a template-based alert. For example, Asset Jobs not
Updated.

– Script
Specifies the script name for script-based alerts.

– Parameters
Specifies the parameters suitable to the alert.

NOTE

When the alert is derived from a template, the template parameters are carried over from the template.
For example,

GROUPS=ComputerGroups;RequiredPercentage=MINPERCENT;IncludeLinkedAssetJobs=TRUE;IncludeLinkedGroupJobs=TRUE;assetJobNames=

% 

NOTE
You can also specify parameters for script-based alerts.

– Message
Defines the alert-related information that is evaluated when an alert condition is detected. This evaluated
information is passed as part of the alert raised by HM Agent. For example,
Less than $PERCENTAGE of the computers reported the asset job results from within the computer group

 $GROUPS

– Severity
Configures the severity of the alert from the drop-down list.

– Enable
Specifies the state of the alert. When set to True, the alert is monitored by the HM agent otherwise excluded from
monitoring.

– Detection Tiers
Specifies the tiers on which the alert is detected. For example, EM, DM, SS, and Agent.
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NOTE
For predefined alerts, select the tiers from the supported list. For template-based alert, select a tier from
the template-supported ones.

– Frequency
Specifies the interval at which the alert is monitored. You can specify the frequency in minutes, hours or days for
each detected tier.

– Threshold
Specifies the threshold value. This value indicates the minutes/hours/days an alert condition is present, or the
number of times an alert condition occurs before raising an alert.
For example, when you configure Agent not able to communicate to SS with a frequency of one hour and
a threshold of six hours on the Agent tier, the HM Agent checks every one hour to see if the agent is able to
communicate to the remote scalability server. On failure to communicate for six hours, an alert is raised.

– Remediation
Identifies the remediation methods for the alert.
• hmStartCaf.dms

Starts the CAF service.
• hmRepairWinAgent.dms

Repairs the components that are specified under Parameters. The agents must be staged on Scalability server.
(available for Windows only).

– Parameters
Specifies the component(s) on which remediation is required. For example, for hmRepairWinAgent.dms, you can
specify AM, SD, RC, and ALL that require repair as remediation. Specify combinations of AM, SD, RC, and ALL
with comma separated list.

NOTE
In case of hmRepairWinAgent.dms, you must configure the following parameters before applying the
policy to the agent.

4. (Optional) Click Check to verify the values.
5. Click Apply and OK

The alert is now configured.

Create DM Script-based Alerts

You can create custom alerts based on DM Script. Deploy the script to Script Directory, which is configured at
Configuration Policy, DSM, Health Monitoring, Health Monitoring Agent, ScriptDir, on the agent machines before applying
the configuration related to these alerts.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, DSM, Health Monitoring, Alert Configuration, and
Alerts.

2. Select Add to create an alert based on a script and leave the template name field empty.
3. Specify the DM script name that is deployed to the agent machines.
4. Specify the parameters in the Parameters fields.
5. In the message field, add any text related to the alert (have parameters if needed).
6. Set other alert parameters and apply to the agents for monitoring.

DM Script Alert Example:

The following DM script reports the presence or absence of alert condition to the HM agent by invoking
hmAlertOPFormatter. For example,

'Do your alert condition checking here.

'...
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' At bottom of your DM script, execute hmAlertOPFormatter

' to create the alert XML output.

dim ret as integer

ret = Exec("hmAlertOPFormatter.exe alertconditionexist=1 raisealertnow=1 ""param1=" + argv(1)  + ",param2=" +

 argv(2) + """ additionalinfo=this is some additional text for script with Args", true)

print "hmAlertOPFormatter.exe: " + str(ret)

To create an XML file for HM Agent to process when invoked for monitoring alerts, execute the following command in the
DM script:

hmAlertOPFormatter executable

   hmAlertOPFormatter.exe alertconditionexist=0|1 [raisealertnow=0|1]

 [PARAM1=data1,PARAM2=data2,..,PARAMX=datax] [additional info=Additional Info]

   alertconditionexist=0|1

Use value 0 when your DM script has not determined any alert condition. Use value 1 when your script has determined an
alert condition.

raisealertnow=0|1

PARAM1=data1,PARAM2=data2 .. PARAMX=datax  -  

additionalinfo=<Additional Info> 

(optional) the default value is 0. Use value 1 to raise the alert immediately.

(optional) These key value pairs indicate the parameters and values in the alert message. The sequence of key value
pairs is separated by a comma (,) where keys and values are separated by an equal sign (=).

(optional) This parameter is the last one on the command line. All the rest of the command line after equal sign (=) is
accumulated together as one field of resulting alert XML.

Create Remediation Script Using DM Script

You can create custom remediation scripts based on DM Script. Deploy the script to Script Directory, which is configured
at Configuration Policy, DSM, Health Monitoring, Health Monitoring Agent, ScriptDir, on the agent machines before
configuring alerts to use this remediation script.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, DSM, Health Monitoring, Alert Configuration, and
Alerts.

2. Select any alert to which you want to configure remediation action.
3. Under the remediation section of the alert, specify the DM script name that is deployed to the agent machines.
4. Specify the parameters in the Parameters fields.
5. In the message field, add any text related to the alert (have parameters if needed).
6. Set other alert parameters and apply to the agents for monitoring.

DM Script Remediation Example:

The following DM script reports whether the remediation has been successful or not to the HM agent by invoking
hmAlertOPFormatter. For example,

dim remediationStatus as string

dim validate as string

dim remediationInfo as string

dim ret as integer

dim commandline as string

'Do your remediation here.

'...
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'Set the value of remediationStatus to either 0 or 1. 0 is for remediation successful and 1 is for remediation

 failure

'Set the value of remediationInfo to any string that you want to displayed in WAC for this remediation.

 IDS_REM_SUCCESS and IDS_REM_FAILURE are standard string IDs that can be used to represent success and failure

 respectively.

'Set valudate to 1 if alert validation is required post remediation or 0 otherwise

' At bottom of your DM script, execute hmAlertOPFormatter

' to notify HM Agent about the status of remediation.

If left(osstring, 3) = "Win" Then

    commandline = "hmAlertOPFormatter.exe"

Else

    commandline = "hmAlertOPFormatter"

Endif

commandline = commandline + " statuscode=" + remediationStatus + " validate= " + validate + " statusmsg=" +

 remediationInfo

ret = Exec(commandline, TRUE, 0)

To notify Health Monitoring Agent about the status of remediation, execute the following command in the DM script:

hmAlertOPFormatter executable

   hmAlertOPFormatter.exe statuscode=0|1 validate=0|1 statusmsg="<Any string>"

   stauscode=0|1

Use value 0, if remediation is successful. Use value 1, if remediation failed.

Validate=0|1

statusmsg

Use value 0, if no validation needs to be done to check whether the remediation has actually fixed the problem. Use 1 to
inform Health Monitoring Agent to perform a validation and report remediation failed message if the alert condition still
exists even after remediation.

(optional) String message representing the status of the remediation.

Configure Alert Templates

You can configure the alert templates.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, DSM, Health Monitoring, Alert Configuration, and Alert
Templates.

2. Select Add to create a script-based alert template.
3. Specify suitable values for the following fields:

– Alert Name
Specifies the template name.

– Template
Configures the alert template name from which the alert is derived. See
Asset Jobs not Updated and Asset Inventory not Updated during Collection from SS.

– Script
Specifies the script name. This name must be same as the script filename passed to the HM agent in ScriptDir.

– Parameters
Specifies the parameters suitable to the template.
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NOTE

Use name-value pairs separated by a semi-colon (;) for specifying multiple parameters, and comma (,) to
separate multiple values for one parameter. For example,

GROUPS=Group1,Group2;RequiredPercentage=80;IncludeLinkedAssetJobs=TRUE;IncludeLinkedGroupJobs=TRUE;assetJobNames=

% 

– Message
Defines the alert-related information, that is evaluated when an alert condition is detected. For example,
Less than $PERCENTAGE of the computers reported the asset job results from within the computer group

 $GROUPS

– Severity
Configures the severity for the template alert from the drop-down list.

– Detection Tiers
Specifies the tiers on which the alert is detected. For example, EM, DM, SS, and Agent.

– Default Frequency
Specifies the default frequency for the template.

– Default Threshold
Specifies the default threshold for the template.

4. (Optional) Click Check to verify the values.
5. Click Apply and OK

The alert template is now configured.

Pre-defined Alert Templates

CA Client Automation provides the following alert templates out-of-the-box.

Asset Jobs not Updated

This template detects and alerts if a specified percentage of Asset jobs for one or more computer groups is not updated.

Parameters

This template supports the following parameters:

• groups=<comma separated list of groups of interest>;
Specifies one or more computer group names separated by commas.

• requiredPercentage=<Required percentage>;
Specifies the required percentage of the identified jobs within the specified groups that must be successful to avoid the
alert being raised.

• IncludeLinkedGroupJobs=[TRUE]|[FALSE];
– TRUE

Specifies the value TRUE to include jobs that are linked to groups while identifying the jobs that must be included
for verification.

– FALSE
Specifies the value FALSE to ignore jobs that are linked to groups while identifying the jobs that must be included.

• IncludeLinkedAssetJobs=[TRUE]|[FALSE];
– TRUE

Specifies the value TRUE to include jobs that are linked to assets while identifying the jobs that must be included for
verification.

– FALSE
Specifies the value FALSE to ignore jobs that are linked to assets while identifying the jobs that must be included.
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NOTE
When you do not specify IncludeLinkedGroupJobs or IncludeLinkedAssetJobs in the parameter list, the default
behavior is to include the respective job link types.

Example for the Parameters for Asset Jobs not Updated:

GROUPS=Groups1,Group2;RequiredPercentage=80;IncludeLinkedAssetJobs=TRUE;IncludeLinkedGroupJobs=FALSE;assetJobNames=

% 

Asset Inventory not Updated during Collection from SS

This template detects and alerts if the inventory update is not successful from one or more Scalability Servers or
Scalability Server groups in a specified amount of time.

• Parameters

This template supports the following parameters:

Servers=<comma separated list of scalability server>;

Specifies one or more servers separated by commas.

NOTE
Servers parameter requires the name of a server as listed in DSM Explorer, not the FQDN.

• ServerGroups=<comma separated list of scalability server groups>;
Specifies one or more server groups separated by commas.

NOTE
Server Groups parameter requires the name of a group from All Scalability Servers, DSM Explorer, and not
from the All Computers and Users section.

NOTE
When you do not specify the parameters, all the Scalability Servers are considered for evaluation.

Example for the Parameters for Asset Inventory not updated during Collection from SS :

Servers=Server1,Server2;ServerGroups=Group1,Group2

Configure Alert Collector

Configure Alert Collector in one of the following roles:

• Persist Alerts into MDB
Configures the alert collector to persist alerts into MDB.

• Persist Alerts into MDB and Take Configured Actions
Configures the collector to persist the alerts into MDB and take configured actions such as sending mails, raising
SNMP trap, writing to Windows/CCS event log.

• Persist Alerts, Take Configured Actions, and Forward
Configures the collector to persist the alerts into MDB, take configured actions, and forward alerts to another alert
collector.

NOTE
You can filter the alerts that are forwarded based on the severity or detection tier. For example, only forward
High, Medium severity alerts raised on the DM.

• Forward
Configures the collector to forward the alerts to another alert collector.

NOTE
Alert Collector is not supported in a cluster environment.
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For more information about Alert Collector Roles, see Install Alert Collector.

Set Alert Collector Properties

Configuring the alert collector involves configuring both the web module and the alert collector process.

Web Module Configuration:

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, DSM, Web Services, and Health Monitoring.
2. Specify suitable values for the following options:

– Alert Upload Folder
Specifies a folder on the alert collector machine where the alert info xml files are uploaded.
Default:  HMAlertUploads. This folder is relative to the CA Client Automation installation folder.
When you use non-default value, the user account, under which the web module runs, must have write permissions
for the folder.

NOTE
A network path for the folder location is not supported.

– Copy Files to Alert Collector
Specify value 1 to copy the uploaded files to the input folder of the alert collector.
Default: 1

– Delete Files after Copy to Alert Collector
Specify value 1 to delete the alert info xml files after copying to the alert collector input folder.
Default: 0

Web module is now configured.

Alert Collector Process Configuration:

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Policy Name, DSM, Health Monitoring, and Alert
Collector.

2. Specify suitable values for the following options:
– Alert Collector Role (Locally Managed)

Specifies the role in which the alert collector must run. This value is initially set during the installation. Post-
installation, change to a different role in one of the following ways:
• Change the role parameter to centrally managed, set the role value, and apply to the alert collector machine.
• Use ccnfcmda CLI locally on the alert collector machine to set this value and restart the alert collector process.

– Alert Info Folder
Specifies a folder on the alert collector machine where the alert info xml files are uploaded.
Default: AlertCollectorInput. This folder is relative to the CA ITCM installation folder.
When you use non-default value, the user account, under which the web module runs, must have write permissions
for the folder.

NOTE
A network path for the folder location is not supported.

– Manager (Locally Managed)
Configures the manager to which the alert collector must connect. This value is initially set during the installation.
Follow the Alert Collector Role (Locally Managed) procedure to change the manager post-installation.

– Output Folder
Configures the folder where alert info xml files are placed after processing by alert collector.
Default: AlertCollectorOutput. This folder is relative to the CA Client Automation installation folder.

– Alert Purge Maximum Age
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Specifies the number of days after which the alerts are purged.
Default: 60 days

– Alerts Purge Interval
Specifies the interval at which the alerts that are older than the alert purge maximum age value are deleted.
Default: 10 days

Alert Collector process is now set.

Configure Alert Actions

Configure alert actions, apply to the alert collector(s) which are configured to take the following actions:

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Policy Name, DSM, Health Monitoring, Alert Collector,
Alert Actions, and Actions Configuration.
The alert actions dialog appears.

2. Select Add to create an action for one of the configured alerts.
3. Specify suitable values for the following items:

– Alert Name
Defines the alert name.

NOTE
You can select the alert from the list.

– Possible Actions
Specify the following actions as required:
• Send Email

Sends the alert information to the email address that is specified in To Address. When the address is not
specified, mail is sent to the recipient address, specified globally in SMTP Email configuration.

• Raise SNMP Trap
Raises SNMP traps to the IP address specified in SNMP server. When the server is not specified, traps are
raised to the SNMP server, specified globally in Alert Actions.

• Write to Windows Event Log
Writes the alert information to the windows event log.

• Write to CCS Event Log
Writes the alert information to the CCS event log.

– To Address
Configures the email address where you send the alert information. You may specify multiple addresses separated
by semicolon.

– SNMP Server
Configures the SNMP server where the SNMP traps are raised.

4. Click Apply and OK
Actions for the alert are now configured.

NOTE
You can configure the global settings for SMTP Email and SNMP Server from Alert Actions.

SMTP Email Configuration

Configure SMTP Email with the following details:

• From Address
Defines the mail address to be sent in the mail header. For example,
Default: HealthMonitoringSystem
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NOTE
Do not have spaces in From Address.

• Mail Server
Specifies the DNS name or IP Address of SMTP mail server.

• To Address
Defines the recipient mail address. You may specify multiple addresses separated by semi colon.

• Subject
Specifies the subject of the mail.
Default: Health Monitoring Alert
Configure SNMP server with the following details:

• SNMP Server
Configures the SNMP server where the SNMP traps are raised.

Specify the Alert Forwarding Details

Apply these settings for the alert collectors which are configured in a forwarding role.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Policy Name, DSM, Health Monitoring, Alert Collector,
Alert Forwarding.

2. Specify suitable values for the following items:
– Alert Collector Address

Defines the host name or IP address of the alert collector server to which the alerts are forwarded.
– Alert Forwarding: Alert Detected Tier

Specifies the tiers that are used as a filter while forwarding the alerts.
Default: DM

– Alert Forwarding: Alert Detected Severity
Specifies the alert severity that is used as a filter while forwarding the alerts.

– Alert Forwarding: Forward Pending Folder
Specifies the folder in which the alert info xml files, that failed to forward for the first time, are placed.

– Alert Forwarding: Forward Rejected Folder
Specifies the folder in which the alert info xml files that are no longer forwarded are placed.

– Retry Interval
Specifies the time interval in minutes to re-forward the pending alerts.

– Use Https
Specifies the use of https or plain http for connecting to the server. When set to True, https is used.

Alert forwarding details are now configured.

Forward Collector Settings

Configures the authentication details that are used for connecting to and authenticating the alert collector server to which
the alerts are forwarded.

For more information, see Configure Alert Collector Server Settings.

Proxy Server Settings

Configures the Proxy Server details that are used for connecting to the alert collector server for alert forwarding.

For more information, see Configure Proxy Settings.

Configure Health Monitoring Agent

Modify the properties on Health Monitoring Agent.
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Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Policy Name, DSM, Health Monitoring, Health
Monitoring Agent.

2. On the Setting Properties dialog, specify suitable values for the following items:
– Enable Health Monitoring

Specifies the state of Health Monitoring. Default: False
True
Enables health monitoring.
False
Disables health monitoring.

– Script Directory
Specifies the folder to which custom alert scripts must be copied. Default: scriptdir

NOTE
When an absolute path is not specified, the folder is taken relative to the HM folder under DSM installation
directory. Network paths are not supported.

– Script Output Directory
Defines the name of the folder to which the output of custom alert scripts are copied. Default: scriptoutputdir

NOTE
When an absolute path is not specified, the folder is taken relative to the HM folder under DSM installation
directory. Network paths are not supported.

– Script Timeout
Defines the time in seconds for the Health Monitoring agent to wait for script execution to complete. Default: 120
seconds

NOTE
When the script execution fails with time-out error; increase the time in seconds, and retry.

– Maximum Upload Retries
Defines the number of times alert information upload is reattempted. Default: 3

– Upload Retry Interval
Defines the interval in seconds at which, the alert information upload is reattempted. Default: 5 seconds.

– Enable Alert Remediation
Specifies the state of Alert Remediation. Default: False
True
Enables alert remediation.
False
Disables alert remediation.

– User name
Specifies the user with permissions to access the shared package library.

– Package Library Share
Specifies the location of the shared package library. The library must be on a share location.

NOTE
When an absolute path is not specified, the folder is taken relative to the HM folder under DSM installation
directory.

– Remediation Script Timeout
Defines the time in seconds for the health monitoring agent to wait for the remediation script execution to complete.
Default: 120 seconds

NOTE
When the script execution fails with time-out error; increase the time in seconds, and retry.

– Password
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Specifies the password to access the shared package library.
3. Click OK.

The health monitoring agent is now enabled.

You must also configure additional parameters for HM event logging

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Configuration Policy, Default Computer Policy, DSM, Common Components, Event Logging, Health
Monitoring Events.

2. Configure the following parameters
– Event Log Destination Folder

Defines the folder location relative to the DSM install folder for the event log files. The folder must exist on the
agent.
Default: HM

– Event Log File Name
Defines the file name to use for logging the health monitoring events
Default: hmevents_list.xml

Configure Alert Upload Settings

Configure the alert collector server details and apply on the agent to enable the health monitoring agent to upload the
detected alerts.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Policy Name, DSM, Web Services, Client, and Health
Monitoring.

2. Specify suitable values for the following options:
– Alert Collector Address

Specifies the Host Name or IP address of the alert collector server where the alerts are uploaded.

NOTE
For HM agent on EM, configure the alert collector that is installed on the DM.

– Use Https
Specifies the connection to the alert collector server through http or https.
Default: False indicates http.
When the alert collector is configured for https, perform the following steps on the agent machine:
• Export CA Root Certificate in DER format from the Web Server (alert collector) machine.
• Copy the certificate to the Agent and import using the following command:
    cacertutil import -i:<cert-file-path> -it:X509V3 -trust

When HM agent must connect to the alert collector through the proxy and the alert collector server is configured to
authenticate the client requests, configure the following options:

Configure Alert Collector Server Settings

Configure the alert collector server settings details in the following way:

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Policy Name, DSM, Web Services, Client, Health
Monitoring, and Alert Collector Server Settings.

2. Specify suitable values for the following items:
– Authentication Method
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Defines the value that determines the authentication method.
– Http Authentication Type

Defines the value that determines the type of HTTP authentication.

NOTE
HTTP offers the basic, digest, and NTLM authentication.

– Domain
Specifies the domain name of the Server.

– Password
Defines the password to authenticate with the proxy.

– Username
Defines the username to authenticate with the Server.

Alert collector server settings are now configured.

Configure Proxy Settings

Configure the proxy settings in the following way:

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Policy Name, DSM, Web Services, Client, Health
Monitoring, and Proxy Server Settings.

2. Specify suitable values for the following items:
– Proxy Password

Defines the password to authenticate with the proxy.
– Proxy User

Defines the user to authenticate with the Server.
– Proxy Server Address

Defines the address of the Proxy Server.
– Proxy Server Port

Defines the port on which the proxy verifies for connection requests.
– Proxy Type

Defines the value that determines the type of proxy. The value None indicates the direct HTTP connection.

Proxy settings are now configured.

NOTE
The HM agent supports only HTTP proxy. SOCKS proxy support is not available with this release.

CA Client Automation Security Features
The security features in CA Client Automation cover two subject areas.

• Authentication
Provides confidence that the requesting object is what it says it is.

• Authorization
Provides configuration and validation of access rights and privileges for performing operations on secured objects.

Authentication
Authentication identifies members of a trusted computing base, based on the credentials provided.

Members of a trusted computing base are as follows:

• Users, and indirectly group membership
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Primarily, these are homogeneous security principals from the current operating system. These could be, for example,
Windows users (Active Directory, domain or local), UNIX (LDAP), or UNIX local users.

• Machines
Computers that are part of a trusted computing base, such as Windows NT, can be identified and authenticated.
Theoretically, UNIX computers could be identified, as they also are part of a trusted computing base that we can
establish a trust relationship with.

Different information is used to authenticate a user or system, as follows.

• In Windows operating environments:
– User name
– Password
– Windows Domain
– Security Provider

• In Linux and UNIX operating environments:
– Machine name
– User name
– Password
– Security Provider

Different applications have differing requirements for authentication. If possible, unified logon is used, that is, the current
credentials of user are used implicitly rather than prompting the user for explicit credentials.

However, sometimes these credentials are not valid for the resource they are accessing or special operations might
require reauthentication. When unified logon is not used or the credentials are not valid, a GUI application prompts for
credentials whenever they are required, whereas a command-line application running in batch mode fails and records an
authentication error.

If you are using an LDAP security provider for authenticating users against a directory, ensure the login credentials are
valid for the target directory and are fully specified. For an Active Directory, use the full LDAP DN. For example:

CN=user,OU=Users,OU=myOU,DC=mydomain,DC=com

When using external generic LDAP directories for authentication, give access rights directly to the authenticating objects,
as group membership cannot be directly evaluated. This does not apply to Active Directory.

Supported User Name Formats
The following user name formats are supported by CA Client Automation. These name formats apply for all CA
Technologies applications requiring a user name, for example, the Explorer GUI and the Web Services.

• Windows native security or Linux/UNIX local security (local users and trusted domains)
User name format: username (Windows NT down level format or Linux user)

• LDAP talking to Active Directory (Windows and Linux/UNIX)
User name format: UPN or DN

• LDAP talking to any directory (except Active Directory) (Windows and Linux/UNIX)
User name format: DN
User name format: UID or SN (for Oracle ldap)

X.509 Certificate-Based Authentication
Whenever a CA Client Automation client process connects to a CAF plug-in that requires authentication, the client
process must pass security credentials relevant to the target services security requirements. Where the client process is
running as an autonomous process, such as a Windows NT service or a UNIX daemon, the client process authenticates
using X.509 V3 certificates in the absence of any user credentials.
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An X.509 certificate for CA Client Automation authentication comprises a set of attribute-value pairs that are
packaged together with the public encryption key of an asymmetric key pair. A root certificate digitally signs and seals
the certificate. The certificate records the name of the subject to whom the certificate was issued, the issuing certificate
authority name and expiry information. The subject name is often referred to as the Distinguished Name (DN). The subject
name is mapped to a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) in the x509cert namespace, such as the following example:

x509cert://dsm r11/CN=Basic Host Identity,O=Computer Associates,C=US

For an overview of the current certificates see Common Certificates and Application-specific Certificates.

Using public key cryptography, clients authenticate themselves to Scalability Servers upon request. A Scalability
Server can then use the certified identity to perform subsequent authorization checks and commit audit records.
The management console enables certificate URIs to be assigned privileges to tasks or objects within the CA Client
Automation management database.

Object-Level Security and Certificates
The CA Client Automation management database provides class and object-level security (OLS). The permissions
assigned in the database are associated with a security profile, which is represented by an object URI. Certificate
URIs can be associated with security profiles and therefore can be used to regulate access to the CA Client
Automation management database.

For example, when Scalability Servers connect to a Domain Manager, they will authenticate themselves using the
registration certificate. The URI associated with the registration certificate has been given only enough permission to the
database to allow registration of the Scalability Server node.

Root Certificates
CA Client Automation uses trusted root certificates to validate the certificates used for authentication. Multiple root
certificates can be used in parallel to allow management of distinct authority chains or to help migrate from one certificate
chain to a new chain.

For two nodes to successfully communicate and subsequently authenticate, the authenticator node (responder) requires
access to the root certificate that signed the authenticating party's certificate (initiator). If the certificate is not available, not
recognized or otherwise invalid then the authentication will fail. During planned certificate migration, the authenticator can
be updated with one or more trusted root certificates to allow phased migration of clients. Initiators with different versions
of certificates will still successfully authenticate if they are signed by root certificates that are trusted by the responder.

Certificate Storage
Authentication certificates are stored securely on each CA Client Automation node. The certificate files are password-
protected and the usage password is encrypted with the CA Client Automation configuration.

Basic Host Identity Certificates
Every CA Client Automation node has a certificate that provides Basic Host Identity (BHI) installed by default. Other
certificates for specialized purposes are installed with the services that require them (see "Current Certificates"). The
installation of CA Client Automation comes with a default standard certificate signed by a CA Client Automation root
certificate. This certificate is installed on every CA Client Automation node within the enterprise.

We recommend that end users should plan on creating their own root certificate, Basic Host Identity (BHI) certificates,
and the application-specific certificates. See "How You Introduce Your Own X.509 Certificates into the Install Image" for
information on replacing the default certificates with end user-specific certificates.

When creating new BHI certificates, there are three primary paradigms:
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• Create a single host identity certificate that is used on all CA Client Automation nodes within the enterprise. This is the
simplest solution, as the custom install image will only have to be generated once to create a tailored package.

• Create a unique host identity certificate for each individual node in the DSM enterprise. This is the most complex
solution. The DN assigned to each node should be unique and reflect the identity of the host machine. A fully qualified
host name is usually suitable for this purpose. A custom installation image will be required to install the appropriate
certificate file onto the target machine.

• A hybrid of the two paradigms above. Create a single host identity certificate for use on the majority of the CA Client
Automation nodes. Create tailored identity certificates for use on DSM scalability server and manager nodes. When a
requirement for a tailored certificate is identified, issue a new certificate and install it on the specified node. This is the
most flexible solution. Important nodes in the enterprise are more effectively identified and protected.

Certificate Distribution
Certificate distribution must be covered before certificate creation. Depending on the method of certificate creation chosen
(see description in "Basic Host Identity Certificates"), certificate distribution can be quite complex.

CA Client Automation does not provide any automated certificate distribution technology. It comes delivered with default
certificates for each CA Client Automation node and application-specific certificates.

To migrate away from the default certificates after a default install, the certificates should be distributed in the following
(simplified) way. This allows a successful migration of trust without causing any downtime in communications and
authentication due to the parallel use of trusted roots.

1. Create new root certificate. Ensure that the root name (DN) is different from the existing CA Client Automation root
certificate.

2. Schedule the distribution of the new root DER encoded certificate to all nodes within the CA Client
Automation infrastructure. This will enable the root as a trusted root authority to all CA Client Automation nodes.

3. Create new security profiles in the CA Client Automation management database to replace the existing application-
specific certificate profiles. Do not delete the old profiles yet.

4. Schedule the distribution of new certificates to all of the CA Client Automation nodes.
5. After the certificate distribution is successful, schedule the deletion of the previous CA Client Automation certificates.
6. Delete the old security profiles for the application-specific certificates.

This list is not exhaustive. Contact CA Technologies's Technical Support for advice on major-scale certificate distribution
and replacement with a full scale PKI implementation.

Creation of New Certificates
To create new certificates, you can use the supplied cacertutil tool or use an existing PKI to generate certificates for you.
The use of external PKI systems is outside the scope of this documentation, but the certificate requirements would be the
same as for cacertutil certificate creation.

NOTE
An external PKI would not need to create a new root certificate for the CA Client Automation infrastructure.

Generation of a New Root Certificate
When generating a new root certificate, the following two forms of the certificate must be created:

• A PKCS#12 encoded file. This contains both the public section of the certificate and the private key.
• A DER encoded file. This contains only the publicly accessible part of the certificate.

Both forms of the certificate are generated at the same time with the CA Client Automation tool. When using an external
PKI, the root certificate can be exported in DER format.
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The new root certificate is central to the security in CA Client Automation and so should be protected from accidental
or deliberate disclosure. The PKCS#12 certificate file should be protected with a complex pass phrase and stored in a
secure administrative data store.

The PKCS#12 format certificate is used to sign other certificates. The DER format certificate is used to verify these signed
certificates.

The command to create a new root certificate has the following format:

cacertutil create -o:rootname.p12 -od:rootname.der -op:passphrase "-s:CN=YourRoot,O=YourOrg,C=Country" -

d:NumberOfDays -oe

• -o
Specifies the output filename for the PKCS#12 packaged certificate.

• -od
Specifies the output filename for the DER encoded certificate.

• -op
Specifies a pass phrase used to encrypt the PKCS#12 certificate file.

• -s
Specifies the subject of the certificate.

• -d
Specifies the lifetime of the certificate in days (for example, 730 (= 2 years)).

• -oe
Generates a random encrypted version of the pass phrase used to decode the certificate and outputs it to the console.
This encrypted pass phrase can be provided to the certificate tool instead of a clear-text password.

Generation of Application-specific Certificates
For each application listed in “Current Certificates”, create a new certificate. If you do not use the DN as listed in the
appendix table, then you will also need to assign the required permissions for the certificate security profile in the CA
Client Automation security browser.

To ensure that the newly created certificate is visible to the CA Client Automation security browser, the DER encoded
certificate should be imported into the CA Client Automation certificate database on the manager nodes.

The command to create the new certificates is as follows:

cacertutil create -o:certname.p12 -od:certname.der -op:passphrase "-s:CertDN" -i:rootname.p12 -

ip:rootpassphrase -d:730

• -o
Specifies the output file name for the PKCS#12 packaged certificate.

• -od
Specifies the output file name for the DER encoded certificate.

• -op
Specifies the pass-phrase to protect the PKCS#12 output certificate.

• -s
Specifies the DN to whom the certificate should be issued.

• -i
Specifies the file name of the root PKCS#12 certificate.

• -ip
Specifies the pass-phrase protecting the root PKCS#12 certificate.

• -d
Specifies the lifetime of the certificate in days (the example shows 2 years (= 730 days)).
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Generation of the Basic Host Identity Certificate
The Basic Host Identity (BHI) certificate does not have any rights to the CA Client Automation management database and
no associated security profile in the default installation. Thus, choosing a new DN for the certificate does not involve any
additional effort to amend CA Client Automation security profiles and permissions.

The default DN assigned to the BHI certificate is as follows:

CN=Basic Host Identity,O=Computer Associates,C=US

The command to create a new Basic Host Identity certificate has the following format:

cacertutil create -o:certname.p12 -od:certname.der -op:passphrase "-s:CertDN" -i:rootname.p12 -

ip:rootpassphrase -d:730

• -o
Specifies the output file name for the PKCS#12 packaged certificate.

• -od
Specifies the output file name for the DER encoded certificate.

• -op
Specifies the pass-phrase to protect the PKCS#12 output certificate.

• -s
Specifies the DN to whom the certificate should be issued.

• -i
Specifies the file name of the root PKCS#12 certificate.

• -ip
Specifies the pass-phrase protecting the root PKCS#12 certificate.

• -d
Specifies the lifetime of the certificate in days (the example shows 2 years (= 730 days)).

Installation of the New Certificates
When installing new certificates to a CA Client Automation node, the process that installs the certificate must be running
as a local administrative user, that is, a member of the Administrators group on Windows.

Installation of a New Root Certificate
To install a new root validation certificate on to a CA Client Automation node, use the DER encoded file. The command to
install this certificate has the following format:

cacertutil import -i:rootcert.der -ip:passphrase -it:X509V3

This imports the certificate's publicly accessible information as a trusted root certificate into the certificate database.

Installation of Application-specific Certificates
In the CA Client Automation code base, the application specific certificates are referenced through a tag name rather
than the certificates assigned DN. The relevant tag names are detailed in "Current Certificates". The certificate should be
installed only to the nodes that require them to authenticate to a DSM Scalability Server or Manager.

The command to install an application-specific certificate has the following format:

cacertutil import -i:certname.p12 -ip:passphrase -t:tagname

• -i
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Specifies the name of the PKCS#12 certificate file to import.
• -ip

Specifies the pass-phrase used to protect the certificate.
• -t

Specifies the tag name of the certificate.

To make the certificate visible to the DSM security browser, the DER encoded certificate must be imported into the
certificate database on the manager nodes. The command to import a DER encoded certificate has the following format:

cacertutil import -i:certname.der -it:X509V3

• -i
Specifies the name of the DER encoded certificate to import.

• -it
Specifies the type of certificate to import. X509V3 specifies DER encoding.

Installation of the Basic Host Identity Certificate
The Basic Host Identity certificate is always installed with the tag name dsmcommon. The command to install the BHI
certificate has the following format:

cacertutil import -i:certname.p12 -ip:passphrase -t:dsmcommon -h

• -i
Specifies the input PKCS#12 certificate file name.

• -ip
Specifies the pass-phrase used to protect the input certificate.

• -t
Specifies the tag name of the certificate.

• -h
Specifies that the certificate should be used to provide the default host identity.

Certificate Replacement
Replacement of the default CA Client Automation certificates requires that any new certificates use the same physical
file names as the originals. The subject names assigned to the certificates do not have to be the same as the original.
These are recorded and controlled by the cfcert.ini installation file, and will be inserted into the database during installation
according to this file's instructions.

The following table lists the file names and their association:

File Name Associated to CA Client Automation subject
itrm_dsm_r11_root.der Root certificate
basic_id.p12 Basic Host Identity certificate
dsmpwchgent.p12 Enterprise access
dsmpwchgdom.p12 Domain access
dsmpwchgrep.p12 Reporter access
ccsm.p12 CSM access
itrm_dsm_r11_cmdir_eng.p12 Directory Synchronization access
registration.p12 Registration access
itrm_dsm_r11_sd_catalog.p12 SD Catalog access
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itrm_dsm_r11_agent_mover.p12 SD Agent Mover access

Certificate Removal
Certificates can be removed either one at a time or in bulk.

To remove a certificate individually, issue the following command:

cacertutil remove -s:subject_name [-t:tag_name] [-l:{local|global}]

• -s
Specifies the subject name that the certificate is issued to.

• -t
Specifies the tag name of the certificate, if installed with one.

• -l
Specifies if the certificate was installed in the global or local common store.

The command to remove certificates in bulk is as follows:

cacertutil flush

WARNING
This command will remove all certificate entries from the common store for both the current user and the local
machine (if the current process user has sufficient rights).

VMware ESX Security and Authentication
CA Client Automation AM remote agent only supports VMware ESX servers running in secure HTTP mode. VMware
recommends that secure HTTP (HTTPS, the default configuration) be used for production deployment. For this reason,
the AM remote agent connects only to ESX hosts where the default, recommended configuration of secure HTTP is used.

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) is used as the connection protocol between the DSM agent and the ESX host machine.
However, because the identity of an ESX host machine is not known in advance, there is no authentication between the
DSM agent and ESX host. Certificates will not be used to authenticate an ESX host.

Authorization
Authorization controls the rights and privileges for an object associated with an authenticated entity, typically, a logged-in
user. An authenticated entity is managed by security profiles. That means that a user or a user group is represented by a
security profile and all permissions are managed in connection with the security profile.

The CA Client Automation security subsystem is managing the authorization by providing a robust and generic security
option for the entire CA Client Automation. It is responsible for controlling the rights and privileges for an object associated
with an authenticated entity named security profile.

The following illustration gives an overview of the security subsystem that controls the authorization:
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Figure 6: Security subsystem overview

Normally, a user who is logged on to a system is a member of one or more user groups where the user group is
represented by a security profile.

That means that the CA Client Automation administrator is responsible for creating the security profile for either a user
group or a separate security profile for a particular user.

The permissions for the security profiles to the objects are also stored in the MDB in addition the CA Client Automation
objects.

For example, you can create security profiles to determine which operating system-dependent groups and users can
access the CA Client Automation system. You can also establish class permissions, group and object permissions, and
restrict the access of users or user groups to selected folders or objects.

SecurityProfiles
A security profile is an operating system user account or group in the Domain Manager (local profiles) or in its network
domain (domain profile).

The security subsystem in CA Client Automation supports multiple security profiles. A security profile is either built-in (that
is, created at installation time) or user-defined.

A user-defined security profile represents either a single user or a user group.

The most important security profiles created at installation time include:
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• Owner (virtual account)
• Everyone (default virtual account for everyone)

In addition to the security profile there is a set of security classes, which is associated with a profile. Each profile has its
own set of security classes. A security class allows setting the permissions that will be assigned to an instance of such a
class as soon it is created.

You can also create security profiles for users in the trusted domains. Every user should have a valid security profile to
log in to the system. If new users are added to a managed group, they automatically inherit the access rights given to the
group and can log in to the system instantly.

A user can have multiple profiles. However, each profile can be mapped to only one user or group. For example, if a user
is a member of a group, then that user can have two profiles: one mapped to the user account and the other mapped to
the group. In this case, the user will have the (mathematical) union of permissions in both profiles.

If a user is a member of more than one security profile, the effective permission for that user is a (mathematical) union of
the individual permissions defined for each security profile (like applying (mathematical) OR to all permissions).

If you want to deny access for a user of an individual security profile, you must remove that user from the security profile.

The system provides predefined security profiles and lets you create as many profiles as you want, using the Security
Profiles dialog.

We recommend that at least one of these profiles has Full Control as access right to the system.

Overview of Permissions
Contents

Authorization covers the following types of permissions:

• Class permissions
• Object permissions
• Area permissions

The security subsystem manages all types of permissions and uses a cumulative approach to get the effective
permissions.

If you have enabled area permissions, both types of permissions (object and area permission) are checked to get access
to objects. That means a user needs objects permissions and area permissions to get an object managed. Object
permissions are checked only if area support is disabled .

Class Permissions

Class permissions are the access rights you specify on class level. This means that the class-level permissions are the
default rights for each object that is an instance of this class.

You must specify the class permissions for each security profile when you create a security profile. For all security
classes, No Access is set by default. Security profiles with appropriate class permissions give you access rights to the
system. You can specify this in the Class Permissions dialog.

Class permissions are globally applicable to all objects in an object class. If you want to restrict users on a specific
object or folder in the Explorer, or grant extended access rights, use the Object Permissions dialog or the Security Group
Permissions dialog, respectively.

Security classes are used for grouping objects of the same type. The security subsystem in CA Client Automation
supports the following security classes:
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• Discovered hardware (Computer)
• Users
• Computer Users
• Manager
• Servers
• Asset Groups
• Server Groups
• Domain Groups
• Queries
• Security Classes
• Security profiles
• Software packages
• Software procedures
• Procedures groups
• Job Containers
• Software Jobs
• Asset Jobs
• Modules
• Query Based Polices
• Event Based Policies
• OSIM Boot images
• OSIM OS images
• Engine
• Configuration Policies Computer
• Configuration Policies User
• External Directory Access
• Report Templates
• Inventory modules

The following security classes are used for class level only.

• MDB Access
• Enable Control Panel
• Enable Remote Control

Class level security means that every object or instance of a class will get the permission as defined for the class by
default.

Combined Class Permissions Required for Specific Actions

A couple of Object Class rights are depending on each other; this means if you want to perform the following actions, you
have to grant rights to more than one object class.

• Report Templates
If you want to schedule a Report template, you need to grant Change right for object class "Report Scheduling" and
Change right for object class "Engine".

• Security Profiles
The security class "Security Profiles" controls the handling with just security profiles (delete, and so on). If you want to
modify object class permissions in a security profile, you must have Special Access (VRP, with the 'P' permission) for
the object class "Class Permissions".

• Engine
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If you want to link an engine task to an engine, you must grant Change right for the "Engine" object class and Manage
right for the "Engine Task" object class.
Regarding engine security, if you want to start, stop, or modify engine objects, you must grant Full Control right for the
"Engine" class in the security profile and beyond NT Administrator or root rights to the computer where the engine is
running.

• Software Job security
If you want to modify or remove a software job under the /computer folder, the software is delivered to /Jobs/Software
Jobs; the object classes "Computer" and "Software Job" must have Change rights.

• Procedure Security
If you want to start, stop, or modify Procedure objects, you must grant Change (VRWXD) for the "Procedure" class and
beyond the file permissions administrator or root.

• Security Area Support
If you want to enable or disable the Security Area support and define Default Security Areas, the class permissions for
the object class "Security Area" must be set at least to Special Access (VP).
If you want to link security profiles to a security area, View (V) permissions are sufficient for the object class "Security
Area". The class permissions for the object classes "Security Profiles" must be set at least to Special Access (VW).

Object Permissions

Setting object permissions is helpful when you want to restrict the access rights on a particular object. By default, all
objects inherit the permissions set for the object class.

Object permissions take precedence over the class and group permissions.

The object permissions are always present and managed by the security subsystem and cannot be disabled. If you do not
want to take care of object permissions you may set the class-level permissions for all security classes to Full Control.

Authorization is based on the concept of an Access Control Entry (ACE). An ACE is any combination of the code letters
shown in the following table, for example, VR. This ACE allows you to show and read objects; any other access is denied.

If the ACE is empty (contains no code letter), no access right is granted at all.

The following table defines object permissions:

Code letterin ACE Meaning Rights Granted
V View Allows you to show objects
C Create Allows you to create objects
R Read Allows you to read sub-objects of an object
W Write Allows you to change an object
X Execute Allows execution, depends on object type
D Delete Allows you to delete objects
P Permission Allows you to change the ACE itself
O Ownership Allows you to take ownership of an object

 

A user may belong to one or more security profiles. A user can also be the owner of an object. A set of security classes
is assigned to each security profile. The security class permission defines the default permission that is assigned to an
object when an instance of the class is created.

The following illustration shows how security profiles, security classes and object permissions are related to each other
and that an object inherits the rights from the security class where the object is an instance of:
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Figure 7: Object permissions profiles classes relation

In the illustration, user 1 belongs to security profile A, user 2 belongs to security profile A and is also owner of objects,
represented by an ACE. User 1 and user 2 have specific ACEs, for example, VR, through security profile A. User 2 has an
additional ACE, for example, VCRWD, as owner of an object.

To check the access rights of user 1 and user 2 to an object, the security system makes a (logical) union of the user-
specific ACE and the ACE associated to the specific secured object. In the example, both user 1 and user 2 have "view"
and "read" rights to the object, but only user 2 has write or delete access.

Security Levels

Depending on how the object permissions are derived, there are different types of security levels for the object:

• Class-level security
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When the object permission derives from the class-level permission (from the class where the object belongs), the
security level is set to class-level. This is the default if a secured object is created.

• Group-level security
When a secured object is member of a security group where inheritance is enabled, the security level is set to group-
level. Permissions derive from the group that the object is a member of (group-level permission).

• Object-level security
When the user sets the object permission manually for a certain secured object, the security level is set to object-level
because the permissions are set individually for the object.

Permission Inheritance from a Group

If an object is member of a group, the security subsystem in CA Client Automation supports dynamic inheritance of
permissions from a group to a member, as follows:

• A flag marks a group for dynamic inheritance.
• The specified member permissions are inherited to all members of this group.
• If a member is added to a group, it automatically inherits the permissions of the group.

The design of group security is based on following decisions:

• Security inheritance can be turned on or off on a group. When turned on, the group becomes a security group (the
application may use a different icon for visualization).

• The group will have two permission masks, one for the group itself (just like any other secured object) and an
inheritance mask.

• When a group inherits from a parent group, both masks will be changed to the inherit mask of the parent group.
• The permission mask of a member of a group or many groups is evaluated to the "union" of all the permissions from

the member’s parents, and so on. (the permissions are ORed together).
• The inheritance is done from parent to child which can result in a recursive update of objects.
• There are no restrictions of inheritance depth.
• In the order of precedence, object permissions preside over group permissions, which preside over class permissions.
• If an object is a member of at least one security group, the only change allowed on that object is to apply object

security, because applying class security would break the model. For class security to become active, the object needs
to be removed from the group or security inheritance turned off on the group.

NOTE
Inheritance from a group is switched off, if the security level of an object is set to object-level.

The following illustration shows the inheritance when an object is a member of a group and the group enables the
inheritance of the object permissions:
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Figure 8: Object permissions inheritance

Group g1.1 is a sub-group of group g1. The computers "john" and "smith" are members of the group g1.1.

For the group g1 inheritance of permissions is disabled, for g1.1 it is enabled. Therefore, the computers "john" and "smith"
inherit their permissions from the permissions of group g1.1.

Area Permissions

The security area concept extends the security model. A security area is an optional feature that is suitable for large
implementations with thousands of objects managed by different users.

A security area is a geographical, organizational, or topological division. Defining security areas is helpful if you want
to restrict the access of users to only the objects linked to their security area. In the security area concept, users,
represented by security profiles, and objects are linked to security areas. A security area can be linked to one or more
profiles and one or more objects. A user can access an object, if at least one security area linked to the object is also
linked to at least one security profile of the user. If object access is denied, the object is not visible for the user.

Example: Two security areas and three users

Three users, HRManager, SeniorManager, and DevManager have the user profiles HRMgrProfile, SrMgrProfile,
and DevMgrProfile (with all access rights) assigned. Two security areas have been defined, HumanResources and
Development. The profiles HRMgrProfile and SrMgrProfile are linked to the security area HumanResources. The profiles
SrMgrProfile and DevMgrProfile are linked to the security area development. Then SeniorManager, represented by
SrMgrProfile, has access to both security areas, Human Resources and Development. HRManager has only access rights
to security area Human Resources and the user DevManager has only access rights to security area Development. If
HR Manager, for example, creates a query on his console in the Human Resources area, this is not visible for the user
DevManager. Only objects created by the system are visible for all user profiles.
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Figure 9: Area permissions example

Setting area permissions lets you restrict the access rights on a particular object of one or more profiles. That means that
even the class-level permissions defined for a profile are the same. You may assign or link an object to different areas or
restrict the access for profiles to see only objects that are linked to a certain area.

In addition to the object permissions, which are basically managed by the security classes, the security subsystem allows
to create up to 32 areas.

The following illustration gives you an overview of the area support of the security subsystem.
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Figure 10: Area permissions overview

User 1 and user 2 belong to security profile A. In the area definition, which is linked to profile A, it is defined which areas
are visible to the users belonging to security profile A.

User 2 created an object, which is visible to all users who are linked to the appropriate area.

For important use cases and the descriptions of what area support is doing in the context of these use cases refer to the
section "Security Area Support Use Cases".

Preconditions for Object Access in Areas

The following conditions must be fulfilled before the area permission of the user is evaluated:

• The user must have object access (View or Read) to the object.
• The security area support on the domain manager must be enabled.
• All security profiles that the user is member of must be enabled for security area support.
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If the first condition is not fulfilled, the object access for the user is denied regardless of the second and third condition. If
the second or third condition is not fulfilled, the user will not be restricted based on the area permissions and be allowed to
access all the objects.

Notes:

• All objects are accessible to the users who are members of security area disabled security profiles. We recommend
that the administrator ensures that all security profiles are enabled for security area support.

• Security area support is not available on the DSM enterprise managers.
• The “Distributions” profile is the only built-in profile that can be enabled for security area support. All other built-in

profiles are disabled for security area support.
• Objects belonging to the "Procedure" or "Software Job" security classes cannot be linked to any security area within

the DSM Explorer. They are automatically linked to the areas their parent containers, "Software Package" and
"Software Job Container", are linked to.

Area Permissions Derived

Area permissions can be set or are derived in the following ways:

• Area permission from security profile
If the creation user is valid when a secured object is created, then the area permissions are derived from the user who
created the object.
(Security level: Creation User)

• Area permission from a group
This case only applies when the secured object is member of a group and inheritance is enabled.
(Security level: Group)

• Area permission set manually
A user may set the area permission for a certain object manually.
(Security level: Object)

• Area permission by default
If a secured object is created and the creation user is not set or could not be found in the user list, then the area
permissions are derived from the global configuration settings (global default permissions).
(Security level: Global Settings)

Replication
The security subsystem excludes the authorization data from the replication between enterprise and domain tiers. The
large number of objects holding the permission data makes them unsuitable for replication. Instead the security will be
“reset” for an object that is moved from one database to another.

That means that the permissions (object and area permissions) will be re-calculated as soon as a replicated secured
object is created. This is valid for upward and downward replication. For example, replication of Area Definitions is not
needed.

1. Pre-Conditions
– A query is created on enterprise level by a user X.
– User X has only access to areas 1 and 2.
– User X is also known on the domain tier and has only access to area 5.

2. Action
A query is replicated downward.

3. Post-Conditions
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– A query is created at domain tier.
– The area permission is set as defined by the creation user, in this case, for the user X.
– User X on domain tier will not see the query because the user has no area permissions on area 1 and 2.

Limitations of Security Profiles
Software Delivery tasks are always visible under the control panel for all Administrators because the tasks are not secured
(neither objects nor area permissions). However the task list is read-only.

Permissions for Software Delivery application objects are derived from the target object.

The number of areas is restricted to 32.

Security Scenario - SoftwareDelivery
The following scenario gives you a better understanding of the security concept.

Scenario:

You want to allow a user to create software and have full permissions to edit and distribute this software for a specific
group of computers. At the same time, you want to deny these permissions to other users.

You can create more than one user group, thus creating independent islands of subadministrators.

Open the Security Profiles dialog. Do not make changes to the Everyone and Owner/creator groups, and you can reserve
the Administrators group for users with more overall privilege. So for this scenario you should define some new security
profiles.

To implement the above scenario

1. Create a new security profile, USER1 (a user account), that will have restricted usage.
2. Set the class permissions for this profile as shown in the following table, using the Administrator group:

Object Class Class Permissions Comments
Software Package Special Access (C) Creates the software package. No other

rights are required as you are the owner of
the software package after you create it.

Procedure Special Access (C) Creates a procedure.
Software Job Special Access (C) Creates a software job on the target

computer.
Software Job Container Special Access (CVRW) Creates, writes, and views the job

container. This is available under the Jobs,
Software Jobs, All Software Jobs folder.

Job Container Priority Access No Access Restricts the user from changing the job
container priority.
Note: Higher priority job containers impact
the task manager to delay the execution of
lower priority job containers.

All Other Object Classes No Access Restricts the user from accessing other
objects.

 

• Navigate to the asset group on which you want to distribute the software and set the group permissions for this profile
as follows:
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– Object access: Manage (VRX)
– Members access: Manage (VRX)

NOTE
The specific asset group must be a security group with the Members inherit permissions option.

• Set Read (VR) permissions for the Domain (node), Computer and Users, and Software Package Library objects in the
Object Permissions dialog.

Jobs that the user creates are visible to the user.

Set up another similar security profile, USER2. USER2 will not have access to USER1's computer, software groups, and
jobs, and conversely.

NOTE
If USER1 looks at the installations on the computers in Special, the ordered installations will be visible. Also, the
Software Delivery software installed on these computers is visible to USER1 here, but nowhere else.

Configuring Common Security
Configuring security is one of the crucial steps after installation, as it provides the gateway to the CA Client
Automation system. You can decide the security model that suits your organization and set up the security system
accordingly. Decision on the security model can be made based on the following factors:

• Individual users and groups (both local and domain) who need access to the system.
• The type of access, say, read, write, execute and so on, required by each user and group.
• The level of permission required, say, class, group, object or area level permissions.

NOTE
If a user has two profiles, one mapped to his user account and the other mapped to a group, then the resulting
permissions is the union of permissions in both the profiles. This rule is also valid, if a user is member of several
groups which are defined as security profiles.

By default, the members of the administrators group are granted full access control. So, once the installation of CA Client
Automation is complete, any member of the administrators group can log in to the DSM domain and create further users
and grant access rights.

How Security is Set Up
Setting up security-controlled access to the system involves the following tasks. Understanding these tasks helps you set
up a powerful and efficient security system.

• Add security profiles to the system. By default, predefined profiles are added to the security system and cannot be
removed.

• Specify class permissions for the object classes that are listed in the Class Permissions dialog.

NOTE
Make sure that you restrict profiles from changing access rights to security profiles, security areas and class
permissions object classes. Open the profiles and set their class permission access type to No Access for
these three object classes.

However, to fine tune the security system further, you can do the following:

• Set the group access or object access for each folder, or object visible in the Explorer.
• Use Special Access to select any combination of access permissions: view, read, write, delete, execute, change

permissions and take ownership.
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Any operating system user with a valid account on the domain manager can connect to the system, that is, a user
need not be an Administrator anymore. Access to system features and functions is controlled by its internal security
mechanisms. By default, Administrators and the owner get full access, everyone else gets No Access. However, you can
change access rights by updating the permissions after installation.

NOTE
If you are connected to the Enterprise Manager, ensure that you have an account with sufficient user rights
(or user group rights) for accessing the security functions on each downstream Domain Manager. If you are
connected to a Domain Manager, ensure that you have an account with sufficient rights for accessing the
security functions on the Enterprise Manager.

Add Security Profile
Creating a security profile means mapping a new one to either a user account or group provided by the current security
providers. You can select the users or groups who can access the system and add them to a security profile.

To add security profiles

1. Select Security Profiles from the Security menu.
The Security Profiles dialog appears.

NOTE
You must have sufficient access rights to open this dialog; otherwise, a security error message is displayed.
Administrators have these access rights by default.

2. Click Add.
The Add Security Profiles dialog appears.

3. Select the security authority from the Available Directories tree, browse and click the required security principal.
You can view the selected security authority and principal in the Container Identifier and Names fields, respectively.

4. Double-click a principal in the tree, or click Add to List.
The security principals shown in the Names field are added to the List of security profiles.
To add more profiles, repeat the last two steps on the Add Security Profiles dialog.

5. Click OK.
The selected user account or group is mapped to the security profile and the Class Permissions dialog is displayed.

NOTE
If you have added more than one security principal, the Class Permissions dialog is not displayed. You must
select the profile in the Security Profiles dialog, and click Class Permissions.

6. In the Class Permissions dialog, select the object class to which you want to assign the rights.

NOTE
You can select multiple object classes and specify the class permissions for all of them. For continuous
selection, press the Shift key and then click the objects; for random selection, press the Ctrl key and then
click the objects.

7. Select the permission in the Class access drop-down list, and click OK.
The given permissions are assigned to the new security profile.

The Add Security Profiles dialog displays a list of available security authorities: Windows NT domains, UNIX
authentication targets, external directories such as NDS and LDAP, and the X.509 certificate subsystem.

This list of available security authorities is stored at the Manager. When running in a Windows NT domain environment,
the Manager node will automatically calculate all explicit domain trusts available. These are returned for display when the
list of available security authorities is requested by the Add Security Profiles dialog.

In some cases you may wish to use an implicitly trusted domain when creating security profiles - a domain that is not in
the directly calculated list. To enable this, the Security Profiles dialog allows you to add and remove authorities, but only
within the Windows NT name-space (winnt).
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To add an implicitly trusted domain, click Add and enter the domain name in the new dialog. After clicking OK, the domain
will be added to the list of available authorities. To remove an implicitly trusted domain, highlight the domain you wish to
remove and click Remove.

Adding a domain to the authorities list does not confer trust to that domain; this is enforced by the operating system. It is
not possible to add a domain to this list and have the manager trust this domain unless the underlying operating system
already trusts the domain in question.

Predefined Access Types
Access types denote the rights to access an object or folder. An access type takes one of the following values:

• View
Permissions to view (V)

• Read
Permissions to view and read (VR)

• Manage
Permissions to view, read and execute (VRX)

• Change
Permissions to view, read, write, execute and delete (VRWXD)

• Full Control
Permissions to create, view, read, write, execute, delete, change permissions and take ownership (CVRWXDPO)

• Special Access
If you want any other combination of rights to be granted, select Special Access. The Special Access dialog appears
with all the rights.

• No Access
Blocks the user from accessing the objects in the object class.

NOTE
Do not assign this value to the group Owner / Creator. It could completely block the access to the application.

The following example shows the results of various access rights on the Computer object class:

Class Access Resulting Permission
View Displays all computers under the All Computers folder.
Read Lets you view the properties of the computers.
Manage Lets you deploy a software package or run a job on a computer.
Change Lets you add a new computer or delete a computer.
Full Control Gives you full control on the computers.

Specify Class Permissions
You can change the class permissions assigned for a security profile.

To specify class permissions

1. Select Security Profiles on the Security menu.
The Security Profiles dialog appears.

2. Select the security profile for which you want to change the class permissions and click Class Permissions.
The Class Permissions dialog appears.

3. Select the object class to which you need to assign the rights.
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NOTE
You can select multiple object classes and specify the class permissions for all of them. For continuous
selection, press the Shift key and then click the objects; for random selection, press the Ctrl key and then
click the objects.

4. Select the class permissions in the Class access field and click OK.
The members of the selected security profile are now allowed to access the object class to the specified extent.
To specify different combinations of rights, select Special access in the object access drop-down list.

Specify Object Permissions
You can specify object permissions for each object, such as a computer, a user, a job, and so on. By default, an object
inherits the class permissions from its object class.

Note: Object permissions takes precedence over class and group permissions.

To specify object permissions

1. Select the objects and do one of the following:
– Select Permissions from the Security menu.
– Right-click the object and select Permissions from the context menu.
The Object Permissions dialog appears.

NOTE
You can select multiple object classes and specify the class permissions for all of them. For continuous
selection, press the Shift key and then click the objects; for random selection, press the Ctrl key and then
click the objects.

2. Select the required access type from the Object access drop-down list and click OK.
The members of the profile can access with the rights granted to them.
To specify different combinations of rights, select Special access in the object access drop-down list.

Specify Group Permissions
Group permissions can be specified for any user-created folders.

NOTE
In the order of precedence, object permissions precede over group permissions, which precede over class
permissions. That means setting class permissions do not replace individually specified object and group
members permissions.To specify group permissions

1. Select the folder and do one of the following:
– Select Permissions from the Security menu.
– Right-click the group and select Permissions from the context menu.
The Security Group Permissions dialog appears, where you can set the group level permissions.

2. Select a profile and specify the object access and member access.

NOTE
Selecting Default overrides the member permissions with the class permissions.

The members of the profile are now allowed to access the folder or group to the specified extent.
To specify different combinations of rights, select Special access in the object access drop-down list.
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Cumulative Permissions for Mapped Security Profiles
Permissions are always cumulative for the mapped security profiles as explained in the following statements and
examples:

• If a user is a member of more than one security group, the rights of each group is OR'ed together to determine the
user's access rights.
For example, if a user is a member of two groups and one of the groups has Write access for an object and the other
Read access, the user will have Write access.

• Object level permissions override group level permissions, which in turn override class level permissions.

Examples:

• To expand any folder, for example to list the computers in a group, you must have Read rights for that folder.
• To create an object, you must have the Create rights on the object.

If the created object should be placed in a folder, you must also have Read and Write rights for the folder.
• The Paste and Link operations require Write rights on the current folder or object (for example, when pasting files and

folders).
• The Move operation requires Write rights on two folders or objects, both the source and destination.

Security Area Support
A security area is a geographical, organizational, or topological division. A security area can be linked to one or more
security profiles and one or more objects. A user can access an object, if at least one security area linked to the object is
also linked to at least one security profile of the user.

For important use cases and the descriptions of what area support is doing in the context of these use cases, refer to the
section "Security Area Support Use Cases".

In the following sections you will find information on how to work with security areas.

Global Settings for Security Areas
Global settings define the status of the security area support and whether system created objects are shown or hidden in
the security area. You can change the global settings in the Security Areas dialog which is available through the Security
menu.

The security area support on the Domain Manager is turned off by default. You must turn on the area support to
implement the security area feature in your security system, though you can create and link areas with profiles and objects
even without turning on this option. To turn on the security area support on the Domain Manager, select the On option
button in the Security Area support field.

By default, security areas are configured to show system created objects. If you want to hide system created objects in a
specific security area, clear the check box next to the security area name in the Security Areas dialog.

Enable Security Area Setting for a Security Profile
You must enable the security area support for each suitable security profile to implement this feature at the security profile
level.

To enable security area setting for a security profile

1. Select Security Profiles from the Security menu.
The Security Profiles dialog appears.

2. Select the security profiles for which you want to enable the security area settings and click Security Areas.
The Security Area Linkages dialog appears.
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3. Select the Enable Security Area support for Profile check box.
The icon next to the check box shows a green tickmark to indicate that the security area support is enabled.

Create a Security Area
You can create areas for each geographical, topological, or organizational divisions or any other kind of area management
you choose.

To create a security area

1. Select Security Areas from the Security Menu.
The Security Areas dialog appears.

2. Click Add.
The New Security Area dialog appears.

3. Enter a name and description for the new area and click OK.
The new area is added to the list of security areas in the Security Areas dialog and the Security Profile Linkages dialog
appears where you can link the security profiles with the new area.

Delete a Security Area
You can delete a security area when you no longer need it. A deleted security area is removed from the system and is
automatically unlinked from all the linked profiles and objects.

To delete a security area

1. Select Security Areas from the Security Menu.
The Security Areas dialog appears.

2. Click Delete.
A confirmation message appears.

3. Click Yes.
The security area is deleted.

Link or Unlink the Security Area to or from the Security Profiles
Linking a security profile to a security area lets users or groups access only those objects that are linked to their security
areas. You can link a security profile to one or more suitable security areas. In the case of multiple areas, users will have
access to the objects linked to all the security areas they belong to.

You can unlink a security area if the user no longer belongs to that area.

To link or unlink the security areas

1. Select Security Profiles from the Security Menu.
The Security Profiles dialog appears.

2. Select the security profiles and click Security Areas.
The Security Area Linkages dialog appears listing the linkage status of the selected profiles.

3. Select the security areas and click Link or Unlink.
The selected security profiles are linked or unlinked from the security areas.

Link or Unlink the Security Area to or from the Secured Objects
Linking a secured object to a security area lets only the users belonging to that area have access to the object. You can
link a secured object to one or more suitable areas. In the case of multiple areas, the object will be accessible to the users
linked to all the security areas to which the object belongs.
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NOTE
When you link or unlink an object to or from a group, the object automatically inherits the group area
permissions regardless of whether the area permissions for the object are defined. If you want to retain the
object level area permissions, you must review and modify the area permissions after linking or unlinking the
object.

To link or unlink the security areas

1. Select the objects in the Explorer and right-click.
The context menu appears.

2. Select Permissions.
The Object Permissions dialog appears.

3. Click Security Areas.
The Security Area Linkages dialog appears, listing the linkage status of the selected objects.

4. Select the security areas and click Link or Unlink.
The selected secured objects are linked or unlinked from the security areas.

Configuring Encryption
CA Client Automation provides support for stronger encryption algorithms, in particular the Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES), within the session messaging subsystem and directly related components.

You can configure the encryption algorithms that are used for communication to other partners using the encryption
policies. This configuration is valid for communication using session messaging, Software Delivery store-and-forward,
Remote Control viewer/host communication, the DTS agent, and the Software Delivery server for NOS-less file transfer.

The available encryption algorithms, the selection of the best algorithm for communication, and the communication with
pre-r11.2 partners are considered in the following sections:

• Encryption Algorithms for Communication
• How the Matching Encryption Algorithm is Chosen
• Encryption in Top Secret Environments
• Communication with Older Versions

Encryption Algorithms for Communication
The encryption algorithms used for communication and their preferred order are defined in an encryption policy, the cipher
preference list.

When a communication should be established, the defined algorithms of both communication partners are considered
and the most preferable matching algorithm in the list is chosen for the session following. To establish a communication
session, at least one common algorithm must be shared by both communication partners.

The following list shows the available encryption algorithms, sorted by increasing order of their strength (that is, AES-256
is the strongest algorithm):

• Triple-DES (Data Encryption Standard)
Indicates a symmetric key according to the Data Encryption Standard with a key length of 168 bits.

• AES-128 (Advanced Encryption Standard)
Indicates a symmetric key according to the Advanced Encryption Standard with a key length of 128 bits.

• AES-192
Indicates a symmetric key according to the Advanced Encryption Standard with a key length of 192 bits.

• AES-256
Indicates a symmetric key according to the Advanced Encryption Standard with a key length of 256 bits.
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Selection of the Matching Encryption Algorithm
Each communication partner has a list of preferred ciphers defined in the encryption policy, with the most preferable
cipher in first position of the list. The lists of both communication partners are compared and evaluated according to the
following rules:

• For each list, the ciphers are taken from the first to the last and the matching cipher is searched in the other list until
there is a match or the list ends.

• If there are two matching ciphers, the stronger one is used for the following session.
• If there is one matching cipher, this cipher is used for the following session.
• If no matching cipher was found, communication is not possible.

Example:

The cipher list of partner A contains: Triple-DES, AES-192, AES-128. The cipher list of partner B contains: AES-256,
AES-128, Triple-DES, AES-192.

The system performs the following steps to identify matching ciphers:

1. Go through the cipher list of partner A:
The first entry, Triple-DES, is searched in the list of partner B.
A match is found; Triple-DES is the first matching cipher.

2. Go through the cipher list of partner B:
The first entry, AES-256, is searched in the list of partner A.
No match is found.
The second entry, AES-128, is searched in the list of partner A.
A match is found; AES-128 is the second matching cipher.

3. The system considers AES-128 stronger than Triple-DES and uses this algorithm for the subsequent session.

NOTE
Only the first two matches are considered; no further search and compare action is performed on the two cipher
lists.

Encryption in Top Secret Environments
For customers who need encryption in their top secret environment we recommend that you first install the manager and
change the default policy for the cipher preferences to have only AES-256 in the list and to set the property DSM/common
components/encryption/compatibility/pre_11_2 to "False".

As soon as the configuration change takes place at the agent on the manager system (that is, the configuration job has
finished), it is safe to install additional scalability servers.

At the scalability server level you must check if the cipher list was spread out by typing the commands:

ccnfcmda -cmd GetParameterValue -psitrm/common/encryption/cipherpreferences -pncipher0

ccnfcmda -cmd GetParameterValue -psitrm/common/encryption/cipherpreferences -pncipher1

ccnfcmda -cmd GetParameterValue -psitrm/common/encryption/cipherpreferences -pncipher2

ccnfcmda -cmd GetParameterValue -psitrm/common/encryption/cipherpreferences  - pncipher3

Cipher 0 should contain AES-256, the other ciphers should be empty. This could be done at manager level or agent level
to check if the cipher configuration has already arrived.

Now it is safe to install agents that point to that server. The agents will use AES-256 encryption for their communication
right away.

As soon as the common configuration is spread out to agents, they also have only AES-256 in their cipher list and fail to
communicate when contacted with any other cipher.
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Communication with Older Versions (Compatibility Policy)
To communicate with pre-r11.2 partners, the pre_11_2 compatibility policy must be set to True.

With the default configuration, this policy value is set.

When there are no pre-r11.2 installations left in the whole environment, you should set the pre_11_2 compatibility policy to
False to improve the establishment of a session.

FIPS-Compliant Cryptography
CA Client Automation supports FIPS-compliant cryptography in two modes:

• FIPS-preferred
• FIPS-only

You can switch to FIPS-only mode after all the components in your infrastructure have been upgraded or are operating in
FIPS-preferred mode. You can also switch back to FIPS-preferred mode if necessary.

Before You Switch the FIPS Mode
Before you switch the FIPS mode of your CA Client Automation infrastructure, you must understand the practical
considerations for operating in a particular FIPS mode. This section lists the considerations and prerequisites that you
must review before switching the FIPS mode.

Mixed FIPS Modes

When your CA Client Automation infrastructure is operating in mixed FIPS modes, that is some components in FIPS-
preferred mode and others in FIPS-only mode, the following restrictions apply:

• Some of the OSIM functionalities may not function correctly when the following components communicate:
– FIPS-preferred Domain Manager to FIPS-only Scalability Server
– FIPS-preferred Enterprise Manager to FIPS-only Domain Manager

• Communication between the following components fail:
– CA Client Automation r12 components to FIPS-only DSM components

The following considerations apply when you are linking a Domain Manager to an Enterprise Manager:

• You can link only FIPS-only Domain Managers to a FIPS-only Enterprise Manager. 
• When the FIPS mode of the Domain Manager or the Enterprise Manager is FIPS-Preferred (Ready for FIPS-Only) or

FIPS-Preferred (Re-run conversion for FIPS-Only), you cannot perform a link operation.
• If the Enterprise Manager is in FIPS-preferred mode, you can link FIPS-preferred or legacy Domain Managers to it.

FIPS-Preferred to FIPS-Only Mode

The following operations or functionalities are not supported after you have switched from FIPS-preferred to FIPS-only
mode:

• PLAIN and CACRYPT encryption filters for DTS
• ADT functionality of trusted transfers and DTS domains
• DTS transfer using multicast or broadcast to a group of computers operating in both FIPS-only and legacy mode
• Create or open password encrypted DNA files
• Use of legacy OS and boot images that are not yet upgraded. For information about upgrading images, see the OS

Installation Management Administration Guide.

Prerequisites

You must verify that you have done the following before you switch the FIPS mode:
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• If you are upgrading a cluster, disable automatic start of CA Client Automation on all nodes of a cluster prior to
upgrading. You can enable the services when all the nodes in the cluster have been upgraded.

• Close all the instances of DSM Explorer (local and remote), Web Console, and CLI sessions when you are running the
conversion utility. Do not open new instances of these until the conversion utility has completed the execution.

• Verify that all the configuration policies on the enterprise and Domain Managers are sealed.

How to Switch to FIPS-Only Mode
Switching the CA Client Automation infrastructure to FIPS-only mode allows the use of only FIPS-compliant cryptography.
After you switch to the FIPS-only mode, the components cannot communicate with r12 components.

NOTE
It is recommend that you use the FIPS-preferred mode until you are ready to use only FIPS-compliant
cryptography.

The following process describes the steps for switching your CA Client Automation infrastructure to FIPS-only mode:

The steps pertaining to an Enterprise Manager apply only if you have a CA Client Automation Enterprise Manager in your
environment.

1. Verify that all the DSM components have been upgraded to CA Client Automation release that supports FIPS mode.
2. Update all OS and boot images to FIPS-compliant format. For more information about updating images, see the OS

Installation Management Administration Guide.
3. Run the conversion utility on the Enterprise Manager. The utility converts global OSIM configuration policies to FIPS-

compliant format, and distributes managed values and parameter definitions to all the Domain Managers.
4. Check the Event Log on the Enterprise Manager to verify that the policy has been successfully replicated to all the

Domain Managers.
5. Run the conversion utility on the Domain Managers. The utility converts local OSIM configuration policies and

distributes managed values to all the components in CA Client Automation infrastructure.
6. Modify the default configuration policy on the Enterprise Manager to switch to FIPS-only mode.

NOTE
Changing the FIPS mode through custom configuration policies is not recommended.

7. Check the Event Log on the Enterprise Manager to verify that the policy has been successfully replicated to all the
Domain Managers.

8. If you do not have an Enterprise Manager, modify the default configuration policy on the Domain Managers to switch to
the FIPS-only mode.

NOTE
You must restart CAF for the FIPS mode to take effect.

 

How to Switch to FIPS-Preferred Mode
In rare circumstances, you may need CA Client Automation to communicate with components that are not FIPS-
compliant, a legacy agent for example, after you have switched the infrastructure to FIPS-only mode. As FIPS-only mode
does not support backward compatibility, you need to switch it back to FIPS-preferred mode.

The following process describes the steps for switching your infrastructure to FIPS-preferred mode:

The steps pertaining to an Enterprise Manager apply only if you have a CA Client Automation Enterprise Manager in your
environment.

1. Modify the default configuration policy on the Enterprise Manager to switch to the FIPS-preferred mode.
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NOTE
Changing the FIPS mode through custom configuration policies is not recommended.

2. Check the Event Log on the Enterprise Manager to verify that the policy has been successfully replicated to all the
Domain Managers.

3. If you do not have an Enterprise Manager, modify the default configuration policy on all the Domain Managers to
switch to the FIPS-preferred mode.

NOTE
You must restart CAF for the FIPS mode to take effect. You must have restarted CAF at least on the
enterprise or Domain Manager before you run the conversion utility on it; otherwise, the conversion utility will
fail.

4. Run the conversion utility on the Enterprise Manager to convert global OSIM parameters to backward compatible
format.

5. Check the Event Log on the Enterprise Manager to verify that the policy has been successfully replicated to all the
Domain Managers.

6. Run the conversion utility on the Domain Managers to convert local OSIM parameters to backward compatible format.

Run the Conversion Utility
Running the conversion utility configures DSM components to use the required FIPS mode. Run this utility in the following
order:

• Enterprise Manager (if present)
• Domain Managers

To run the conversion utility

1. Verify that all the configuration policies are sealed on the manager.
2. Open the command-line window and navigate to the ITCM_installpath\bin folder.
3. Execute the following command:

dmscript dsm_fips_conv.dms FIPS_Mode

– FIPS_Mode
Specifies the FIPS mode you want to switch to. Valid values are FIPS-Only and FIPS-Preferred.

After the utility completes, it returns a success or failure message. If you have executed the utility with the FIPS-ONLY
parameter, the utility changes the FIPS mode of the corresponding manager depending on the success or failure of the
utility execution.

4. Open DSM Explorer on the manager, click the root node, and check the System Status portlet for FIPS-140.
The FIPS-140 setting displays the FIPS mode of the Manager.
– If the utility had executed successfully, this setting displays FIPS-Preferred (Ready for FIPS-Only). You can proceed

to modify the configuration policy to change the FIPS mode in this case.
– If the utility had failed, the setting displays FIPS-Preferred (Error Running dsm_fips_conv). The Manager continues

to operate in this mode until the conversion utility is successfully run on the Manager.

NOTE
When the Manager is operating in any of these two modes, r12 clients (DSM Explorer, CLI, and so on) are
prevented from connecting to the Manager.

5. Perform the following steps, if the utility had completed with errors or warnings:
a. View the log file osimfiputil.log in the ITCM_installpath\bin folder if the script completed with errors or warnings. You

can also find more information in the Event log.
b. Take corrective actions to fix the errors and run the conversion utility again.

The DSM components are configured to use the required FIPS mode.

Example: Command for running the conversion utility for FIPS-only mode:
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dmscript dsm_fips_conv.dms FIPS_ONLY

Modify the Configuration Policy to Change the FIPS Mode
You must modify the FIPS-related policies in the default configuration policy to change the FIPS mode of your CA Client
Automation infrastructure. These policies determine the FIPS mode you want to switch to and the action to take before
switching the FIPS modes.

If you have an Enterprise Manager, perform the following steps on the Enterprise Manager. The policy changes, in this
case, are automatically propagated to all the associated Domain Managers, Scalability Servers, and Agents. If you do not
have an Enterprise Manager, perform the following steps on all the Domain Managers.

NOTE
Perform this task only if the FIPS mode of the Manager is FIPS-Preferred (Ready for FIPS-Only).

To modify the configuration policy to change the FIPS mode

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration Policy, right-click Default Configuration Policy, and click Un-Seal.
The policy is unsealed and is ready for updates.

NOTE
Changing the FIPS mode through custom configuration policies is not recommended.

2. Navigate to DSM, Common Components, Security, FIPS 140 Settings and modify the following policies:
– FIPS 140 Setting

Defines the FIPS compliance level. Modify this setting to specify the FIPS mode you want to switch to.
– Change action

Defines the actions to take when the FIPS 140 setting is changed.

NOTE
For more information about the policy values for these settings, see the DSM Explorer Help.

3. Seal the policy on the Manager. For more information about sealing the policy, see the Configuration Policy section of
the DSM Explorer Help.
The policy changes are propagated to all the associated DSM components. This process takes sometime depending
on the size of your CA Client Automation infrastructure.

4. Change the FIPS mode of the following components manually as the policy changes will not be automatically
propagated to these components:
– Stand-alone Remote Control agents
– Unmanaged DSM agents on the Enterprise Manager

NOTE
An unmanaged agent is the one which is not linked to any Domain Manager. If you link the unmanaged
agent to a Domain Manager subsequently, the FIPS mode of the agent will be overridden by the FIPS
mode of the Domain Manager.

To change the FIPS mode manually, use the following command:
ccnfcmda  - cmd setparametervalue  - ps /itrm/common/security/fips140  - pn installmode  - v FIPS_MODE

– FIPS_MODE
Specifies the FIPS mode. Specify 1 for the FIPS-preferred mode and 2 for the FIPS-only mode.

When the command is successfully executed, the specified FIPS mode is set on the agent.

NOTE
Stand-alone DSM Explorer and DSM Reporter do not require any specific configuration as the DSM agent is
always installed along with the stand-alone installation of these two components. The Agents automatically
receive the policy update from the Manager in this case.

5. Execute the following command on all DSM components, if you have not modified the Change action policy default
setting or you have set it to "Switch FIPS mode on next restart of CA Client Automation":
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caf stop

caf start

After the caf restarts, the Manager operates in the new FIPS mode.
6. Restart all the instances of DSM Explorer, DSM Reporter, and Web Console.

The updated FIPS mode is now available in the GUI.
7. Verify that the FIPS mode of the Agents and Managers are changed to the required FIPS mode.

The verification helps ensure that the switch is successful.

NOTE
If the conversion utility is not executed successfully, the FIPS mode of the Manager remains as FIPS-
Preferred (Error Running dsm_fips_conv).

Verify the FIPS Mode of DSM Components
You can view the FIPS mode of DSM Managers, Scalability Servers, and Agents to verify whether the switch operation is
successful. The FIPS mode is available as an inventory data.

To view the FIPS mode of DSM components

1. Click the root node in the DSM Explorer.
The System Status portlet.displays the FIPS mode of Manager.

2. Navigate to Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer_Name, Inventory, System Status.
The FIPS Mode attribute in the right pane displays the FIPS mode of the selected computer.

NOTE
You can also run FIPS-specific queries and reports to view the FIPS mode of multiple agent computers and
Manager.

Predefined Queries and Reports for FIPS Mode
The following predefined queries and the report let you view the FIPS mode of the DSM components in your
infrastructure:

• Queries
Assets Running in FIPS-Only Mode
Assets Running in FIPS-Preferred Mode
Assets Running Without FIPS Support

• Reports
All Computers by FIPS Mode
 

Configure FIPS-Compliance for DSM Web Components
You must configure your Web Console, browser, and the web server to help ensure that the communication between web
components and other DSM components is FIPS-compliant.

To configure FIPS-compliance for CA Client Automaton Web Console

1. Configure SSL between the following components:
a. Client browser and CA Client Automaton Web Console
b. CA Client Automaton Web Console and CA Client Automaton web services
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NOTE
For more information about configuring TLS 1.0 on IIS, see the green paper titled Securing the Web Admin
Console Communication Using SSL. For more information about configuring TLS 1.0 on Apache web server,
see the Apache web server documentation.

2. Configure your browser to use TLS 1.0 for communication. For more information, see the browser documentation.
3. Configure SSL with FIPS-compliance on your Web Server. For information, see the your Web Server documentation.
4. Modify the settings in the Install_Path\Web Console\webapps\wac\WEB-INF\classes\com\ca\wac\config

\WACConfig.properties file as follows:
AMS_URL=https://hostname/AMS/login.do

WEBSERVICE_URL=https://hostname/UDSM_R11_WebService/mod_gsoap.dll (For Windows)

WEBSERVICE_URL=https://hostname/UDSM_R11_WebService (For Linux)

SSL_Enabled=True

TrustStoreFileFullPath=truststorepath

TrustStorePassword=password

The Web Console is configured to use TLS for all the communication.
5. Restart tomcat using the following commands:

caf stop tomcat

caf start tomcat

The updated configurations take effect after tomcat is restarted successfully.

Repair a FIPS-Only Agent Connected to r12 Component
If a FIPS-only agent is connected to r12 Manager or Scalability Server, they cannot communicate with each other because
of incompatible FIPS modes. You must either upgrade the Manager or Scalability Server, or change the FIPS mode of the
agent to FIPS-preferred.

To change the FIPS mode of the agent to FIPS-preferred

1. Execute the following command at the agent:
ccnfcmda  - cmd setparametervalue  - ps /itrm/common/security/fips140  - pn installmode  - v 1

When the command is successfully executed, the FIPS mode on the agent is set to FIPS-preferred.
2. Restart caf using the following commands:

caf stop

caf start

When caf restarts successfully, the agent operates in the FIPS-preferred mode.

Scenarios when the FIPS Policy Changes Do Not Take Effect
After you change the FIPS 140 setting in the configuration policy and apply the policy on the Manager, CA Client
Automation takes the action based on the value set in the Change action policy. In the following scenarios, the FIPS policy
changes do not take effect and you do not see any action based on the Change action policy.

• The policy has not yet arrived at the target computer -- check the settings on the target computer using the following
command:
ccnfcmda  - cmd getparametervalue  - ps /itrm/common/security/fips140  - pn policy

The command returns 0 (legacy), 1 (FIPS-preferred), or 2 (FIPS-only). If the command returns the new FIPS mode
value, the new mode will be effective when CA Client Automation restarts and copies the new value to the installmode
parameter. If the command does not return the new FIPS mode value, it indicates that the policy has not yet arrived at
the target computer.
To get the current FIPS mode on the target computer, use the following command:
ccnfcmda  - cmd getparametervalue  - ps /itrm/common/security/fips140  - pn installmode
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Typically, the installmode parameter and the policy parameter must contain the same value. However, if CA Client
Automation has not been restarted after applying the policy, the installmode parameter will continue to hold the
previous policy value until you restart CA Client Automation.

NOTE
For more detailed information about the ccnfcmda configuration agent command, type <command> /? at the
command prompt.

• A FIPS-only policy is applied on a DSM Manager that has either not executed the conversion utility or completed the
conversion utility with errors. As the FIPS-only mode requires that the conversion utility must be successfully executed,
changing the policy has no effect until you run the conversion utility successfully on the Manager:
To view whether conversion utility has been run on the Manager, use the following command:
ccnfcmda  - cmd getparametervalue  - ps /itrm/common/security/fips140  - pn ready_for_fips_only

If the command returns 1, it indicates that the utility has been run successfully on the manager.

NOTE
The conversion utility must have been run successfully if you are trying to switch from the FIPS-preferred
mode to the FIPS-only mode or from the FIPS-only mode to the FIPS-preferred mode.

• The new FIPS mode is the same as the current FIPS mode. If the target computer is already operating in the same
FIPS mode as the new FIPS mode, the changes do not take effect on the target computer.

• If the Change action policy is set to “Politely ask user to restart CA Client Automation when ready”, then a dialog
appears asking the user to restart CA Client Automation when the policy reaches the target computer. If this dialog
does not appear, check the restartaction parameter on the target machine using the following command:
ccnfcmda  - cmd getparametervalue  - ps /itrm/common/security/fips140  - pn restartaction

If the command does not return 2, it indicates that the policy has not yet arrived at the target computer.

WARNING
Do not enable the “Politely ask user to restart CA Client Automation when ready” option on a terminal server
as it prompts all the users to restart CA Client Automation.

Extended Network Connectivity (ENC)
CA Client Automation provides the Extended Network Connectivity (ENC) feature that allows DSM components and
services to establish connections between end points that are

• Behind personal or network firewalls
• In different IP address spaces

ENC provides a virtual network environment where you can create connections between different DSM components that
are all operating behind different firewalls or DMZs (demilitarized zones). This includes Enterprise Managers, Domain
Managers, GUI, Scalability Servers, and Agents.

WARNING
ENC can be used only by authorized, authenticated applications to connect to specific end points that already
have ENC-enabled applications installed for very specific purposes. ENC does not provide a general channel
through the firewall that can be used by other applications.

If two computers want to connect but cannot normally do so because of a firewall in the way, ENC arranges for both
computers to connect to a third computer (ENC Router) that relays data between the two computers.

The ENC Gateway provides secure connections through firewalls by requiring the following:
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• All connections through the ENC Gateway virtual network must be correctly authenticated by means of certificates.
• All connections must be correctly authorized. The authorization rules are set by policy and configure who can connect

to whom at what time and for what operation. This is especially important when connecting across the public network
or an internet.

• All connection attempts and other operations can be audited for security and troubleshooting purposes.

ENC Components
ENC uses specific components in the CA Client Automation environment, including the following:

• ENC Client
Runs on all ENC Gateway-enabled computers and co-ordinates all connections made by applications over the ENC
Gateway network. ENC Clients maintain a connection to an ENC Gateway Server.

• ENC Gateway Server
Acts as a Scalability Server for the ENC Gateway by accepting connections and registrations from ENC Clients and
passing them on to the ENC Gateway Manager. Multiple servers can be used in an ENC network.

• ENC Gateway Manager
Arranges all connections between end points. The ENC Gateway Manager knows about all ENC Gateway Servers,
clients, and routers because these components register when they start up. Only one ENC Gateway Manager is
allowed in an ENC network.

• ENC Gateway Router
Relays data between end points. Multiple routers can be used in an ENC network.

• Secure Socket Adapter
Provides the link between applications and the ENC network. It intercepts low level network calls and redirects them to
direct connections, if possible, otherwise to ENC connections.

NOTE
The ENC Gateway is a single program that can operate as a manager, server, router, or any combination. The
Manager always has a server as well. The role is controlled by the following settings in the configuration store
(comstore): itrm/common/enc/server - MRS, SRS, and Router. If a setting has the value of 1, the server takes on
that role.

Supported Platforms
The operating system platforms that are supported by ENC are listed in the "Supported Operating Environments" chapter
of the [CA IT Client Manager] Release Notes, available as part of the online CA ITCM documentation set (Bookshelf).

ENC Gateway Connection Process
The ENC Gateway functionality allows CA Client Automation to communicate with computers behind firewalls. If two
computers want to connect but cannot normally do so because of a firewall in the way, the ENC Gateway arranges for
them both to connect to a third computer that can relay data between the two computers.

In an ENC Gateway network, the connection process between two end points (computers) is as follows:
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• End point 1 wishes to listen for connections on some port. Two ports are opened, one real and one virtual. The
real port accepts direct connections; the virtual port is maintained by the ENC Client and listens for ENC Gateway
connections.

• End point 2 wants to connect. The Socket Adapter tries to establish a direct connection. If this succeeds (it may be in
the same network), the ENC Gateway has no further part to play.

• If it fails, the Socket Adapter asks the ENC Gateway Manager to arrange a connection.
• The ENC Gateway Manager sends a list of known ENC Gateway Routers to both end points. Each end point pings the

routers and returns the results. The ENC Gateway Manager chooses a router that can be reached by both end points
and tells each one to connect to it.

• Each end point connects to the ENC Gateway Router, which then relays data between them.

This relies on end points being able to connect outward bound from the firewalls around their networks to ENC Gateway
Servers and ENC Gateway Routers. Inward bound connections are never made, so no inward bound ports need to be
opened.

ENC Gateway Security
The ENC Gateway allows communication through firewalls in a secure manner using the following security mechanisms:

• Authentication
All ENC Gateway nodes (clients, managers, servers, and routers) must mutually authenticate with each other, using
transport layer security (TLS), which is an updated version of Secure Sockets Layer (SSL). This authentication method
requires the installation of certificates using the Microsoft PKI or similar.

• Authorization
All ENC Gateways are configured with a set of rules that define who is allowed to do what at what time to whom. This
takes the form of:
– Realm membership of nodes (analogous to NT groups but working over different networks)
– IP address white listing. This is a list of IP addresses that are allowed to establish ENC Gateway connections.
– Allow or deny rules for each ENC Gateway operation such as connect, register, and so on, based on realm

membership, time of day, and so on.
– Time ranges

When first installed, an ENC Gateway is locked down. It has no authorization rules and so refuses all connections. This is
appropriate because these servers are usually facing the Internet. This can introduce problems because CA ITCM is used
to maintain the authorization rules, and a domain manager may be cut off from the computer that runs the ENC Gateway
by a firewall. The steps around this are described in the Deployment Scenarios section.

ENC Gateway Authentication
Both ends of a secured connection validate (authenticate) their peers' certificate (mutual authentication), including the
issuing certificate authority.

To this end, both parties must have trust in the third-party certificate authority. ENC uses the Microsoft SCHANNEL
TLS provider, and subsequently the WinTrust library, to enforce the certificate trust. The trust of the root (and possibly)
intermediate certificates is provided by the operating system, using the certificate store and APIs.

ENC Gateway Authorization Rules
Contents

The ENC virtual infrastructure is protected by authentication, authorization, and auditing. Authentication is provided using
the industry standard TLS protocol and is described in the Authentication and the ENC Gateway Authentication sections.
The auditing component is also detailed in the Auditing Events section.
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This section describes how and where authorization is used and will finalize with a worked example.

General Terms

The following is a list of terms used in the context of authorization rules. Some are industry standard and some have been
adapted for use by ENC.

• Security Principal
A security principal is an authenticated object - always a computer in ENC - that has proved its identity to the Gateway
servers. The object is always referenced by its Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). This object is the entity making a
request to access a secured object or operation. In ENC, a security principal is primarily an individual computer, though
can also be referenced through a realm (group) of computers or a sub-group of computers defined by pattern matching
against the URI.

• Secured Object
The secured object is the target of an access request or operation. The secured object is always a computer named by
URI, but access rules can apply to a single computer, a pattern matched set of computers, or a complete realm.

• Realm
A realm is a logical grouping of computers for use by the authorization component upon a set of computers. In an
outsourced scenario, a realm will usually represent computers at an organization or organizational unit level. Security
Principals are mapped into a realm either by an exact match of the URI or by pattern matches against the URI.

• Pattern Matching
ENC can use pattern matching in determining realm membership. The pattern matching uses regular expressions to
perform the matching algorithm.
ENC uses PERL Compatible Regular Expressions (PCRE, see http://www.pcre.org/) for the pattern matching
functionality. For the full syntax of PCRE, see http://perldoc.perl.org/perlre.html.

• TACE - Timed Access Control Entry
A TACE is a rule that defines whether or not a given operation (or operations) can be performed by a security principal
against a secured object at a certain time. Some rules deny access, whilst others allow access. Deny type TACEs take
precedence over Allow types. Any operations that have no matching rules are implicitly denied.

WARNING
The active time of an access control entry is always the local time of the target of an operation. If an agent
wishes to connect to another agent in another time zone, the ENC Gateway Manager node will validate the
time range within the context of the target agent.

• TACL - Timed Access Control List
A TACL is a list of TACE rules.

• Infrastructure Nodes
This term refers to the ENC nodes that provide the ENC virtual network infrastructure, including the Manager, Server
and Router nodes, but not the ENC agents themselves.

• URI - Uniform Resource Identifier
A URI is a string used to name or identify or name a resource. ENC uses a URI to represent all authenticated objects.

ENC and Uniform Resource Identifiers

ENC Authorization uses Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI's) for its internal database. An ENC URI has the following
format:

x509cert://[TLS-SCHANNEL]/CN=forward,OU=computers,DC=forward,DC=com

• x509cert
Indicates the namespace. X509cert means that the URI represents an x.509 certificate identity.

• [TLS-SCHANNEL]
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Specifies the authority embedded in the URI. This special authority name shows that the authentication is devolved
to the TLS SCHANNEL security provider and the WinTrust provider. These providers manage the certificate trust on
ENC's behalf.

• CN=forward,OU=computers,DC=forward,DC=dom
Defines the x.500 subject name as embedded in the certificate. The actual format and content of this name is provider-
specific. The above example is from a certificate created by Microsoft Active Directory integrated Certificate Services.
Different PKIs and manual certificate creation may use different naming conventions.

To find out a computer URI programmatically, you can use the encUtilCmd utility. Executing "encUtilCmd certv" shows the
certificate identities that the machine uses for ENC authentication -- both as a client and server if applicable.

Example: encutilcmd certv command

C:\>encutilcmd certv

INFO: Current process user is a member of local administrators group.

INFO: Created and validated client side TLS context OK.

URI: x509cert://[TLS-SCHANNEL]/CN=mach-02,CN=encserver,O=enc

INFO: Created and validated server side TLS context OK.

URI: x509cert://[TLS-SCHANNEL]/CN=mach-02,CN=encserver,O=enc

Authorization Rules Configuration

The ENC Gateway Service Authorization Rules are configured from the DSM configuration policy editor. Unlike other
policy sections, there is no direct access to the underlying authorization tables and configuration is provided by a custom
view dialog. The dialog handles inter-table dependencies and provides precommit evaluation of the specified rules.

The configuration view is provided across five tabbed views within the configuration dialog. The tabs and their contents
are as follows:

• Realms
This view provides the ability to view or define an ENC realm and add some short notes relevant to the realm.

• Name Mapping
This view provides the ability to review or define the mapping between authenticated objects and their realm
membership. The key field is the authenticated identity as a URI. The URI to realm mapping can be through a fully
specified URI which must match exactly or a URI specified as a regular expression to match multiple URIs.

• Time Ranges
All of the authorization access control in ENC can be time-restricted. This tab view provides the ability to define a time-
range for use by individual access control entries. Entries can either be 'normal weekdays', where the time-range
applies to one or more days from Sunday to Saturday, or can be 'special dates', such as Independence Day, etc.
The hours for which the time range is valid are specified as a start and end period in 24 hour format, such as "00:00 -
00:00" for a full 24-hour period. The granularity of the time range is 30 minutes, so each entry should use 00 or 30 as
the minute value.

• Access Control
This tab provides access to the timed access control entries. Each entry allows you to specify named rules that allow
or deny activity (rules designed to deny access have higher precedence than rules that allow). The TACE name
is recorded in audit entries and also displayed by the utility command when simulating accesses to test rule-sets.
Therefore, it is recommended that you use reasonably descriptive names for each rule where appropriate.
The access control entry can control a single event or be aggregated to control multiple events within a single rule. For
each rule, we have a protected resource - the secured object - and an accessing object - the security principal.

• IP Addresses
This tab provides the IP address white-list table. Each entry can either be a single IP address or an IP address range
specified by a pattern matching expression. The infrastructure machines will only accept connections from machines
with the specified addresses.
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Events

The ENC infrastructure defines a series of events which equate to operations that require an authorization check. Most of
these events can be set in a TACE to control which security principals are allowed to do what to whom and when. In most
cases, if the authorization component refuses the access request, the physical connection will be terminated. The name
lookup and agent connect events are exceptions to this rule.

We now briefly describe each of the events in turn. For each event, the "secured object" entry defines the protected
resource and the "security principal" entry defines the requesting resource.

• Network Connection
Secured object: The ENC node receiving the connection.
This is the only event that is not controlled within a TACE rule; therefore the target of the operation is implicit. All
access to the infrastructure is controlled by the IP address white-list. Only nodes or IP ranges listed in the IP address
white-list are allowed to connect to the ENC infrastructure nodes. The secured object in this instance is always the
target ENC node. The white-list currently applies to all ENC infrastructure nodes.

• Authenticated Connection
Secured object: The ENC node accepting the connection.
Security principal: The authenticated identity of the connected ENC node.
All nodes must authenticate once they have established a network connection to a partner ENC node. This event
is generated once a successful authentication sequence has been completed. The accepting ENC node calls the
authorization API with the authenticated URI of the connecting node to see if the operation is allowed.
The access control entry for this event can specify the target as either the literal computer identity (from
authentication), a pattern matching expression to address a sub-group of computers, or a realm name.

• Server Registration
Secured object: The ENC Gateway Manager node.
Security principal: The authenticated identity of the ENC Gateway Server node.
When an ENC Gateway Server successfully establishes an authenticated connection to its manager, it sends a
registration message asking to register as a server. The ENC Gateway Manager will then call the authorization
component to see if the server is allowed to register with this manager. This is to stop unauthorized ENC Gateway
Servers being placed into the ENC virtual network.
The access control entry for this event can specify the target as either the literal computer identity (from
authentication), a pattern matching expression to address a sub-group of computers, or a realm name.

• Router Registration
Secured object: The ENC Gateway Server handling the request.
Security principal: The authenticated identity of the ENC Gateway Router node.
When a router successfully establishes an authenticated connection to its server, it too sends a registration message
asking to register as a router. The ENC Gateway Server will perform a local authorization check to see if this operation
is allowed, and then passes the request on to the ENC Gateway Manager for further authorization.
The access control entry for this event can specify the target as either the literal computer identity (from
authentication), a pattern matching expression to address a sub-group of computers, or a realm name.

• Manager Router Registration
Secured object: The ENC Gateway Manager node.
Security principal: The authenticated identity of the ENC Gateway Router node.
This event is generated when a server forwards on a router registration message. The ENC Gateway Manager calls
the authorization component to see if the router is allowed to join the ENC virtual network.
The access control entry for this event can specify the target as either the literal computer identity (from
authentication), a pattern matching expression to address a sub-group of computers, or a realm name.

• Server Client Registration
Secured object: The ENC Gateway Server handling the request.
Security principal: The authenticated identity of the ENC Client node.
This event is generated when an ENC Client node registers to an ENC Gateway Server node. The server performs
a local authorization check, and then passes the registration request up to the ENC Gateway Manager for an
authoritative answer.
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The access control entry for this event can specify the target as either the literal computer identity (from
authentication), a pattern matching expression to address a sub-group of computers, or a realm name.

• Manager Client Registration
Secured object: The ENC Gateway Manager node.
Security principal: The authenticated identity of the ENC Client node.
This event is generated when an ENC Gateway Server node forwards on an ENC Client registration message to the
ENC Gateway Manager.
The access control entry for this event can specify the target as either the literal computer identity (from
authentication), a pattern matching expression to address a sub-group of computers, or a realm name.

• Host Listen
This event is not currently implemented. The event is an agent local authorization check to see if the ENC agent is
allowed to create a listening connection.

• Host Connect
This event is not currently implemented. The event is an agent local authorization check to see if the ENC agent is
allowed to create an outgoing connection.

• Agent Connect
Secured object: The security identity of the target ENC node.
Security principal: The authenticated identity of the requesting ENC Client node.
This event is generated at the ENC Gateway Manager node whenever an ENC agent wishes to connect to another
ENC agent node.
The access control entry for this event can specify the target as either the literal computer identity (from
authentication), a pattern matching expression to address a sub-group of computers, or a realm name.

• Agent Connect to Router
Secured object: The security identity of the ENC Gateway router node.
Security principal: The authenticated identity of the requesting ENC Client node.
This event is generated at the ENC Gateway Router node when an ENC agent connects to the router to establish a
virtual connection to another ENC agent node.
The access control entry for this event can specify the target as either the literal computer identity (from
authentication), a pattern matching expression to address a sub-group of computers, or a realm name.

• Name Lookup
Secured object: The security identity of the target ENC node.
Security principal: The authenticated identity of the requesting ENC Client node.
This event is generated at the ENC Gateway Manager node when an ENC node wishes to perform a name lookup
operation to convert from a symbolic host name to an ENC private address.
The ENC Gateway Manager initially extracts the target DNS name from the name lookup request, and converts this
into one or more client records (thus allowing duplicate host-names across realms, but not within). These client records
are passed though to the authorization component to decide if the name lookup request should be allowed (or not). A
client record consists of the known DNS name and the authenticated identity of the object.
The access control entry for this event can specify the target as the literal computer identity (from authentication); a
realm name; or a pattern matching expression to address a sub-group of computers or even multiple-realms.

• Management Access
Secured object: The security identity of the target ENC node.
Security principal: The authenticated identity of the requesting ENC Client node.
This event is generated when an ENC client connection requests management information from the target ENC
gateway.
The management information can include data about all ENC virtual connections hosted by an ENC server, so only
approved nodes must be given access.
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Connection Sequence

This section covers the common functionality that all ENC nodes have to perform in order to participate in the ENC virtual
infrastructure. The common functionality is split into three distinct phases: physical connection, authentication, and finally,
authorization.

• Physical Connection
All nodes are required to be listed in the IP Address white-list table to be allowed to connect to the target ENC node in
the first instance. On each connection established to an ENC node, the authorization component is called to check if
access should be allowed or denied. If denied, the connection will be terminated immediately.

• Authentication
Once a network transport connection has been established, both peers in the conversation will utilize the TLS protocol
to authenticate to each other, validate that the authenticated identity is trusted via a trusted third-party certification
authority, and that the identity is currently valid.

• Authorization
Subsequent to the authentication phase, the authenticated identity is passed through to the authorization component
for the 'Authenticated Connection' event check. The secured object for this event is the target ENC node. An access
rule to allow (or deny) this operation can be specified with the individual computer as the secured object, a group of
computer names as specified via a pattern matching expression, or via realm membership.

Any failures in the above sequence will be audited by the security auditing subsystem, if the appropriate category or
messages are enabled. The auditing component can also be configured to record all successful operations as well.

Each ENC node, whether it is a server, router, or client agent, all perform registration to the nodes they are connecting to.
A separate event is defined for each registration type as only ENC Gateway Server nodes should be allowed to perform a
Server registration operation; only ENC Gateway Routers should be allowed to perform a Router registration, and so on.

Dependent on your infrastructure, you can create individual access control entries for each event and/or each secured
object or you can group together events and computers within a realm for more coarse-grained access control.

ENC Virtual Connections

Now all physical ENC infrastructure nodes are operating normally, we consider the operating behavior of the ENC virtual
network. In the default state, no connections or name lookups are allowed through the network unless there are explicit
access control entries to allow this. Even computers that are joined together within a realm mapping have no automatic
right to see or connect to each other.

When an ENC agent node wishes to communicate with another ENC agent node, the first operation to happen is usually
a name lookup event. In most cases, there will only be one registered machine with this given name and it will usually
be within the same realm as the requesting machine so would be covered by a blanket access control rule that allows
all ENC nodes within a given realm to contact and lookup other members of its realm. In rarer circumstances, there may
be two or more machines with the same fully qualified name. In this event, we need to disambiguate the name lookup by
ensuring that we can only dereference computers within the realm(s) that the requesting object is also a member of. This
is designed to ensure that data leakage across realms cannot happen unless explicitly allowed by an access rule.

If the authorization component allows the name lookup request, the IP address of the virtual ENC host is returned to the
ENC Client agent. The ENC Client will then issue an Agent Connect request to the ENC Gateway Server/Manager. Again,
the ENC Gateway Manager will look up the secured identity associated with the address of this request, and call the
authorization system for permission for the operation to occur.

If permission is granted for the connection, both agents - the peers of the virtual communications circuit - will connect to
ENC Gateway Routers to finalize the connection. Again, this connection is authenticated and authorization to access the
router is required.
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Example for Rule Setting

This example uses the command line utility file definition, from encUtilCmd, to describe the authorization rules, but it is
analogous for the DSM Explorer; the rule sets are very similar.

It is possible to generate a simple set of rules, similar to those described below, using the encUtilCmd utility and its 'create'
command. This also provides the ability to generate a test script at the same time to exercise the rules.

The following realms are used in this example:

• [infrastructure]
This is the realm used for containing all of the infrastructure nodes (managers, servers, routers, and so on). The ENC
infrastructure is managed by Forward, Inc. In this example, we bracket the realm name to make it stand out, but there
is no requirement to do so; all realms names are equal. All of the infrastructure computers have certificate names with
a common Relative Distinguished Name (RDN) of DC=forwardinc,DC=com.

• [dsm]
This is an example realm holding all of the computers that make up the DSM infrastructure. We make a contextual
distinction between the ENC infrastructure and the DSM infrastructure to make delineation between realms cleaner. All
of the DSM computers have certificates names with the RDN of DC=forward-dsm,DC=com.

• east
This is an example realm holding all of the computers from the 'east' company. All of the east computers have
certificates with the RDN of DC=east,DC=com.

• west
This is another example realm holding all of the computers from the 'west' company. All of the west computers have
certificates with the RDN of DC=west,DC=com.

In this example, the ENC nodes, whilst they are DSM agent nodes as a minimum as well, are treated as stand-alone
devices, which are separate from the DSM nodes. In the DSM ENC environment, the usual requirement is that DSM realm
nodes can see and connect to all nodes within individual realms, and that realm agents can connect to nodes in the DSM
realm, but members of a managed realm cannot see, or connect to, members of another managed realm.

You must now start defining authorization rules to allow the infrastructure to communicate and also for the realm
computers to connect and utilize the virtual network. In the first instance, you must declare the realms to allow them to be
used and cross-referenced.

The following is an extract for the authorization rules file: the realm section. It defines the four realms named above.

realm

{Name "[infrastructure]" Notes "ENC infrastructure realm"}

{Name "[dsm]" Notes "The DSM infrastructure realm"}

{Name "east" Notes "East Inc. Contact is admin@east.com"}

{Name "west" Notes "West Inc. Contact is admin@west.com"}

end

The next step is to define the mapping between certificate URIs and the realms themselves. This example uses pattern
matching for all entries.

URIMapping

{URI ".*,DC=forwardinc,DC=com" Enabled "1" Type "Pattern" Realm "[infrastructure]"}

{URI ".*,DC=forward-dsm,DC=com" Enabled "1" Type "Pattern" Realm "[dsm]"}

{URI ".*,DC=east,DC=com" Enabled "1" Type "Pattern" Realm "east"}

{URI ".*,DC=west,DC=com" Enabled "1" Type "Pattern" Realm "west"}

end

You will deal with the IP address white-list next. In this example, you are allowing two public IPv4 subnets to access the
ENC infrastructure.

IPAddWhiteList
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{IPAddress "130\.119\..+" enabled "1" Type "Pattern"}

{IPAddress "141\.202\..+" enabled "1" Type "Pattern"}

{IPAddress "131\.119\..+" enabled "1" Type "Pattern"}

end

The last item to create before you progress to the individual access control entries is an active time-range. For the
purposes of this example, the time range is active for all weekdays and covers all twenty-four hours of a day.

TimeRange

{Name "all-days" enabled "1" Hours "00:00 - 00:00" Type "normal" Weekdays "sunday - saturday"}

end

Now you have all the basic elements you need to proceed with the access rules; you can concentrate on the access
control entries themselves. In this example, you will mainly use individual access control entries for clarity. In real-world
situations, it can be simpler and more efficient to combine several rules into a single rule.

Following is a single access control entry for example purposes only. For all the rules we now discuss, they should be
defined as follows - between the TimeACL and end tags - or created in the configuration UI.

This rule, named AC-[infrastructure]-[infrastructure], defines an entry that allows all members of the infrastructure realm
to access and authenticate to other members of the infrastructure realm. It references the 'all-days' time range you
previously defined so will be active all day, every day.

TimeACL

{Name "AC-[infrastructure]-[infrastructure]" enabled "1" RuleType "allow" TimeRange "all-days"

 SecPrincType "realm" SecPrinc "[infrastructure]" SecObjType "realm" SecObj "[infrastructure]" Events

 "AuthenticatedConnection"}

...

end

You must add similar rules for the other realms; in this case, '[dsm]', 'east' and 'west'. The rules will be identical to those
above but with the security principal changed to that of these other realms, as below.

{Name "AC-[dsm]-[infrastructure]" enabled "1" RuleType "allow" TimeRange "all-days" SecPrincType "realm"

 SecPrinc "[dsm]" SecObjType "realm" SecObj "[infrastructure]" Events "AuthenticatedConnection"}

{Name "AC-east-[infrastructure]" enabled "1" RuleType "allow" TimeRange "all-days" SecPrincType "realm"

 SecPrinc "east" SecObjType "realm" SecObj "[infrastructure]" Events "AuthenticatedConnection"}

{Name "AC-west-[infrastructure]" enabled "1" RuleType "allow" TimeRange "all-days" SecPrincType "realm"

 SecPrinc "west" SecObjType "realm" SecObj "[infrastructure]" Events "AuthenticatedConnection"}

You now define some more infrastructure entries. These entries have comments with them to show their purpose.
As mentioned before, these could have all been rationalized into a single entry with the Events field set to
“ManagerRegisterServer ServerRegisterRouter ManagerRegisterRouter ManagerRegisterAgent”. A benefit of keeping the
rules separate is that the verification tools and auditing logging within the ENC subsystems will use the unique rule name
when recording why an operation was allowed or disallowed.

; This entry allows all infrastructure nodes to be able to register a server to the manager.

{Name "MRS-[infrastructure]-[infrastructure]" enabled "1" RuleType "allow" TimeRange "all-days"

 SecPrincType "realm" SecPrinc "[infrastructure]" SecObjType "realm" SecObj "[infrastructure]" Events

 "ManagerRegisterServer"}

;

; This entry allows all infrastructure nodes to be able to register a router to the server.

{Name "SRR-[infrastructure]-[infrastructure]" enabled "1" RuleType "allow" TimeRange "all-days"

 SecPrincType "realm" SecPrinc "[infrastructure]" SecObjType "realm" SecObj "[infrastructure]" Events

 "ServerRegisterRouter"}

;

; This entry allows all infrastructure nodes to be able to register a router to the manager.
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{Name "MRR-[infrastructure]-[infrastructure]" enabled "1" RuleType "allow" TimeRange "all-days"

 SecPrincType "realm" SecPrinc "[infrastructure]" SecObjType "realm" SecObj "[infrastructure]" Events

 "ManagerRegisterRouter"}

;

; This entry allows all infrastructure nodes to be able to register a client to the manager.

{Name "MRA-[infrastructure]-[infrastructure]" enabled "1" RuleType "allow" TimeRange "all-days"

 SecPrincType "realm" SecPrinc "[infrastructure]" SecObjType "realm" SecObj "[infrastructure]" Events

 "ManagerRegisterAgent"}

Now you must declare the ability to register with the infrastructure nodes for the DSM and managed realms. The following
entries provide this configuration.

{Name "SRA-[dsm]-[infrastructure]" enabled "1" RuleType "allow" TimeRange "all-days" SecPrincType "realm"

 SecPrinc "[dsm]" SecObjType "realm" SecObj "[infrastructure]" Events "ServerRegisterAgent"}

{Name "SRA-east-[infrastructure]" enabled "1" RuleType "allow" TimeRange "all-days" SecPrincType "realm"

 SecPrinc "east" SecObjType "realm" SecObj "[infrastructure]" Events "ServerRegisterAgent"}

{Name "SRA-west-[infrastructure]" enabled "1" RuleType "allow" TimeRange "all-days" SecPrincType "realm"

 SecPrinc "west" SecObjType "realm" SecObj "[infrastructure]" Events "ServerRegisterAgent"}

The ENC Gateway routers also require authorization configuration for all nodes that will be connected to, and routed
through, them. The following entries define this.

; These entries allow all DSM nodes to be able to connect to routers in the infrastructure realm.

{Name "RAC-[dsm]-[infrastructure]" enabled "1" RuleType "allow" TimeRange "all-days" SecPrincType "realm"

 SecPrinc "[dsm]" SecObjType "realm" SecObj "[infrastructure]" Events "RouterAgentConnect"}

; These entries allow all agent nodes from the named realm(s) to be able to connect to routers in the

 infrastructure realm.

{Name "RAC-east-[infrastructure]" enabled "1" RuleType "allow" TimeRange "all-days" SecPrincType "realm"

 SecPrinc "east" SecObjType "realm" SecObj "[infrastructure]" Events "RouterAgentConnect"}

{Name "RAC-west-[infrastructure]" enabled "1" RuleType "allow" TimeRange "all-days" SecPrincType "realm"

 SecPrinc "west" SecObjType "realm" SecObj "[infrastructure]" Events "RouterAgentConnect"}

You have now enough configuration data to allow all ENC nodes from the DSM and managed realms to be able to
connect, authenticate and register with all of the nodes in the ENC infrastructure. The next step is to allow name lookup
and agent connection functionality. The following entries do this.

There are mirror rules for all nodes: the managed realms are allowed to lookup the names of all DSM ENC-connected
computers. And the DSM ENC-connected computers are allowed to look up all members of the managed realms. Rules
and the mirror rules must be explicitly specified as shown below.

Note that there are no rules to allow 'east' to see 'west'; and conversely, there are no rules to allow 'west' to see 'east' , so
look ups across the realms will not be possible. This namespace separation is vital to the secure operation of the virtual
network.

; These entries allow all agent nodes from the named realm(s) to be able to perform lookups of ENC members in

 the DSM realm.

{Name "NL-east-[dsm]" enabled "1" RuleType "allow" TimeRange "all-days" SecPrincType "realm" SecPrinc "east"

 SecObjType "realm" SecObj "[dsm]" Events "ManagerNameLookup"}

{Name "NL-west-[dsm]" enabled "1" RuleType "allow" TimeRange "all-days" SecPrincType "realm" SecPrinc "west"

 SecObjType "realm" SecObj "[dsm]" Events "ManagerNameLookup"}

; These entries allow all DSM nodes to be able to perform lookups of ENC members in the named realms.

{Name "NL-[dsm]-east" enabled "1" RuleType "allow" TimeRange "all-days" SecPrincType "realm" SecPrinc "[dsm]"

 SecObjType "realm" SecObj "east" Events "ManagerNameLookup"}

{Name "NL-[dsm]-west" enabled "1" RuleType "allow" TimeRange "all-days" SecPrincType "realm" SecPrinc "[dsm]"

 SecObjType "realm" SecObj "west" Events "ManagerNameLookup"}
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The following entries allow the agents to connect to/from the DSM and managed realms. Again, these entries could have
been combined with the previous rule set, but the separation allows for more detailed logging and troubleshooting of rules.

; These entries allow all agent nodes from the named realm(s) to be able to connect to ENC members in the DSM

 realm.

{Name "ACN-east-[dsm]" enabled "1" RuleType "allow" TimeRange "all-days" SecPrincType "realm" SecPrinc "east"

 SecObjType "realm" SecObj "[dsm]" Events "AgentConnect"}

{Name "ACN-west-[dsm]" enabled "1" RuleType "allow" TimeRange "all-days" SecPrincType "realm" SecPrinc "west"

 SecObjType "realm" SecObj "[dsm]" Events "AgentConnect"}

; These entries allow all DSM nodes to be able to connect to ENC members in the named realms.

{Name "ACN-[dsm]-east" enabled "1" RuleType "allow" TimeRange "all-days" SecPrincType "realm" SecPrinc "[dsm]"

 SecObjType "realm" SecObj "east" Events "AgentConnect"}

{Name "ACN-[dsm]-west" enabled "1" RuleType "allow" TimeRange "all-days" SecPrincType "realm" SecPrinc "[dsm]"

 SecObjType "realm" SecObj "west" Events "AgentConnect"}

That concludes the example rule set.

How do I? and Other Questions

This section tries to anticipate likely questions and to provide a concise answer.

I am using the special all-realms membership (*), but time ranges are not being honored; why?

The * match marks the computer object as a member of all realms and also implies that it is a "super-user". An object
with super-user access can perform all operations so the authorization subsystem always allows the specified operation
regardless of time restrictions or access restrictions, a super-user realm can do anything - connect anywhere, lookup
anything, and so on. Note that use of the super-user type is audited with a warning in the system application log.

Is there a way I can check rules before I apply them?

Yes, use the ENC utility command encUtilCmd and the 'verify' command. This allows you to simulate all of the events
listed previously. Please refer to the encUtilCmd reference guide for detailed instructions on how to use the application.

I have to create a lot of rules! Is there a simpler way?

Again, yes, use the ENC utility command encUtilCmd. The 'create' command allows you to create a rule set for multiple
realms and will define a basic set of rules that reflects the approach in this document section. You can also create a
test script at the same time, which will verify all of the created rules using simulated identities. You can then modify the
generated rules to use the real security identities, and tailor other areas to your specific requirements.

Auditing Events
The ENC Gateway internally audits events on the inter-node connections and generates audit information in the operating
system event log. It can also optionally be sent to the Event Management system or a plain file. Audit events are grouped
into categories covering errors, connections, security, and so on. Events can be enabled or disabled individually or by
categories.

By default, all audit categories are disabled except for the error category, although all messages are enabled within their
categories. This is to avoid the event log from being swamped with ENC events. The administrator should enable events
when required when troubleshooting or monitoring the operation of the system.

Audit events can be enabled by enabling the corresponding category or they can all be enabled by setting a single
parameter.

NOTE
By default, all audit configuration data is locally managed but can be easily switched to centrally managed using
the policy editor in the DSM Explorer.
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For a complete list of event categories, see the "ENC Gateway and Client Auditing Policy Group" topic in the
Configuration Policy section of the DSM Explorer Help.

Installation and Configuration of ENC Gateway Components
The installation of the ENC Gateway functionality is supported through the installer of CA Client Automation; currently for
Windows operating environments only.

The configuration of the ENC Gateway components is done through parameters in the configuration store (comstore) and
pushed out as a managed configuration policy.

ENC Gateway capability is disabled by default, as it is assumed that the majority of CA Client Automation installations are
within company networks and do not need to traverse the Internet or internal firewalls.

NOTE
If you intend to run a Web Server such as IIS or Apache on the same computer as an ENC Gateway Server,
they must be configured so that they do not try to open the same ports. By default, ENC listens on port 80 and
443. IIS and Apache also listen on port 80. Finally, IIS admin listens on 443. If a port conflict occurs and ENC is
unable to listen, it will raise a corresponding event in the system event log.

ENC and SSA Configuration
The configuration of ENC components is done through common configuration parameters and pushed out through
managed configuration policy. If the configuration policy for ENC or SSA is changed, this may cause SSA PMUX and
CAM to be restarted. For more information about the ENC configuration policies, see ENC Gateway Policy Group in the
Configuration Policy section of the DSM Explorer Help.

How to Enable the ENC Client
By default, the DSM installer copies the files for the ENC Client to disk but does not make them active. If you decide
to activate the client at a later date, there are a number of steps to perform which are conveniently handled by the
encUtilCmd utility program.

To enable the client, execute the following commands:

//if required by the network environment

encutilcmd client -proxy_http [proxy_socks] -proxy_host full_proxy_server_name -proxy_port proxy_port_number 

 -user username -password password

encUtilCmd client -state enabled -server Name_of_Gateway_Server [-port n]

caf start

NOTE
Enabling the client will have the side effect that both CA Message Queuing (CAM) and the Secure Socket
Adapter Port Multiplexer (SSA PMUX) will be restarted. This is because ENC integrates with both of these
components and a restart is required to make them "ENC aware."

Deployment in an ENC Environment
To successfully deploy software in an ENC environment, that is, with a firewall in the middle, the following preconditions
must be met:

• The Infrastructure Deployment component of CA Client Automation requires that both the DMPrimer and the
dmkeydat.cer file (deployment certificate) must be present on the target computer.
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For details on how to achieve this, see the Manual Installation of the Infrastructure Deployment Primer Software and
Provide the Deployment Management Security Key to a Primer Installation sections.

• The ENC Client component must be running and operational on the target computer. The ENC Client component is
installed with the basic hardware inventory component and is made operational by setting its configuration.

• The Infrastructure Deployment policy options, Use host names and Do not ping target during scan, must be set to
True.

• The Infrastructure Deployment policy option Always deploy primer must be set to False. The reason for this is that in
an ENC environment the target is likely to have a firewall, so the primer cannot be deployed by the usual methods and
an alternative must be used.

ENC Deployment Scenarios
Contents

The scenarios described in this section are expected to be the most common in which the ENC Gateway functionality is
employed. They are based on the pilot scheme, the branch office, and the IT outsource.

In the outsource scenarios, companies of various sizes have outsourced the management of their desktops and servers
to a specialist IT management company. CA Client Automation is being employed to do the usual technical management
tasks, but needs the ENC Gateway functionality to work across firewalls and the Internet. An outsourcing company may,
of course, be handling all scenarios at once, and multiple times.

Other scenarios are possible, of course.

In each scenario, the steps required to install and configure the system are described and the results expected.

The ENC deployment scenarios considered in the following sections include:

• Scenario 1: The Pilot Scheme
• Scenario 2: The Branch Office
• Scenario 3: Small Outsource Client Company
• Scenario 4: Medium Outsource Client Company
• Scenario 5: Large Outsource Client Company

ENC Deployment Scenario - The Pilot Scheme

This scenario is expected to be the first that an organization deploys and is intended to give experience on how the
system works. It also serves as a simple example to help understanding the ENC Gateway.

This scenario is based simply on three computers, two are agent computers behind Windows personal firewalls and the
third is an ENC Gateway Server that provides connectivity.

The following illustration shows the layout of the pilot scheme scenario:
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In this scenario, computer A is running a Remote Control Host, computer B is running a Remote Control Viewer, and
computer C is running an ENC Gateway Server. Computer B cannot connect to computer A because it is behind a firewall.
All computers are running ENC Clients which are connected to the ENC Gateway Server on computer C. It is computer
C that provides connectivity from computer B to A. The setup is unmanaged by a Domain Manager because we want the
scenario to be as simple as possible.

To set up a small ENC Gateway network, follow these steps:

On Computer A:

1. Enable the Windows firewall.
2. Start a custom install of CA Client Automation. Select "Remote Control" and "Agent."
3. When the installer asks for the address of the Scalability Server, accept the preset default value. When the installer

asks you if that is OK (since there is no server), click Yes. This allows an unmanaged installation to work.
4. Click the ENC Client button to start configuring the client. Enter the address of computer C for the client’s server

address.
5. Click the Remote Control button and select only "Install host functionality."
6. When installation completes, do not start CA Client Automation but instead execute the following commands:

ccnfcmda -cmd setparametervalue -ps itrm/rc/host/managed -pn centralizedsecurity -v 0

ccnfcmda -cmd setparametervalue -ps itrm/rc/host/managed -pn standalone -v 1

7. Start CA Client Automation using the "caf start" command.

On Computer B:

1. Enable the Windows firewall.
2. Start a custom installation. Select "Remote Control" and "Viewer".
3. No Scalability Server specification (proceed as on computer A).
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4. Configure an ENC Client in the same way as on computer A.
5. Click the Remote Control button and select only "Install Viewer functionality."
6. When installation completes, do not start CA Client Automation but instead execute the following command:

ccnfcmda -cmd setparametervalue -ps itrm/rc/viewer/managed -pn managedmode -v 0

7. Start CA Client Automation using the "caf start" command.

On Computer C:

1. Verify that the windows firewall is disabled.
2. Start a custom installation. Clear all products. On the custom installation dialog, clear everything except "ENC

Gateway" and "Agent."
3. No Scalability Server specification (proceed as on computers A and C).
4. On the dialog for configuring the ENC Gateway, select all three roles: Manager, Server and Router.
5. Do not start up CA Client Automation on this computer right now. The security for the Gateway server is not configured

yet and will reject all connections from clients. To configure ENC security, we can create a text file containing a rule
that allows anyone to connect. The file is then imported into the common store for the server to pick up.

WARNING
Note that this is just an example. In a real production environment, you would never use rules that allow
open access.

6. Create a text file called defrules.txt, containing the following text:
[authz]

RulesVersion=5

REALM

{Name "ENC" Notes "The default realm to which everyone belongs"}

end

TimeRange

{Name "all-days" enabled "1" Hours "00:00 - 00:00" Type "normal" Weekdays "sunday - saturday"}

end

TimeACL

{Name "policy1" enabled "1" RuleType "allow" Events "AuthenticatedConnection ManagerRegisterServer

 ServerRegisterRouter ManagerRegisterRouter ServerRegisterAgent ManagerRegisterAgent ManagerNameLookup

 AgentConnect RouterAgentConnect ManagementAccess" TimeRange "all-days" SecPrincType "realm" SecPrinc

 "ENC" SecObj "ENC" SecObjType "realm"}

end

URIMapping

{URI ".+" enabled "1" Type "pattern" Realm "ENC"}

end

IPAddWhiteList

{IPAddress ".+" enabled "1" Type "pattern"}

end

7. Import this rule file using the encUtilCmd command, as follows:
encUtilCmd import -i defrules.txt -fl

The ENC Gateway Server now has a rule that allows all connections.
8. Finally, install ENC certificates on all computers. For more information, see Setting Up Certificate Services for Use by

ENC Gateway.

To test the scenario, perform the following steps:

1. On computers A and B start up CA Client Automation using "caf start" command. Do not start up computer C yet
because we want to test without ENC Gateway functionality.

2. Start up the host configuration dialog by selecting it from the system tray on computer A. Select the Users tab and
verify that the local administrator is a user of Remote Control on that computer.
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3. On computer B, start up the viewer and try to connect. This should be blocked by the firewall on computer A.
4. Start up CA Client Automation on computer C. After a few minutes, check that the ENC Clients have registered with

the ENC Gateway Server using the "encclient status" command. This should report that the client has registered
successfully and is ready.

5. Repeat the connection attempt; it should now work. All data is being routed via computer C. The "encclient status"
command should report that a connection is in progress via computer C.

6. You can adjust the rules by modifying the defrules.txt file and re-importing, but using the encUtilCmd command with
the -o option to override the existing rules. This allows experimentation with different authorization rules so you can get
a feel for the system.
(For the detailed description of the encUtilCmd utility program and all its options, see the EncUtilCmd Command
Reference, which you can find in the CA Bookshelf under the Reference Guides category.)

ENC Deployment Scenario - The Branch Office

In this scenario, the parent company maintains the Domain Manager and Scalability Server on the main office network
(internal network). The branch office has a LAN with DSM agents installed on their computers (client network). Both
offices are protected by firewalls and connected to the Internet.

The following illustration shows the network layout in a sample branch office deployment scenario:

In this scenario, it is assumed that all computers in the network, including the ENC Gateway Server computers, have at
least a DSM agent installed.

The DMZ (demilitarized zone) allows connectivity from the internal network into the DMZ but no further. Computers in the
DMZ can connect out to the Internet but not to the internal network.

The required deployment and configuration steps in this scenario are as follows:
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• Deploy the ENC infrastructure in the main office (internal network)
• Deploy DSM Agents to the branch office (client network)
• Configure the Agents in the branch office to report to the main office Scalability Server

In the main office network the following activities apply:

• Create a DMZ in the main office network, if not already present. This is required because the ENC Gateway Servers
have to be visible to the branch office, which is assumed to connect in over the public Internet.

• Install a DSM Domain Manager, Scalability Server, agents and ENC Clients as required in the parent network
• Install a DSM Agent, an ENC Client, Manager, Server, and Router on a computer in the main office network DMZ.

Configure the agent to register with the Scalability Server in the internal network.
• Install ENC certificates on all ENC Gateway-aware computers, as described in the Certificate Management section.

This covers computers in the internal network and the DMZ. These are required for ENC Gateway authentication.
• Install ENC certificates on the DMZ computers.
• Do not start up the ENC Gateway Servers just yet. At this point, the ENC Gateway Server is configured with no

authorization rules and so will reject all connections. This means, that the DSM infrastructure in the DMZ cannot
contact the Domain Manager in the main office network and thus cannot receive configuration policy containing the
authorization rules.

• Open the DSM Explorer and configure the security policy you require for ENC. Configure the ENC Gateway with a
security policy. This must cover access for computers in the main office network as well as those in the branch office.
At the moment, however, this cannot be sent to the ENC Gateway Servers from the Domain Manager because there
is a catch-22, that is, the computer cannot receive a policy until it registers with the Domain Manager, and it cannot
register until it gets a policy which defines the authorization rules that allow it to connect to the Domain Manager.

• To fix this, the ENC Gateway Server has to be “bootstrapped” with rules sufficient to allow a connection to the Domain
Manager. Once established, the Domain Manager can send the real policy to override the bootstrap policy.
First, the real policy must be entered into the configuration policy on the Domain Manager. This can be done using one
of two methods:
a. One method is to open the DSM Explorer and configure the security policy you require for ENC using the

configuration policy editor. The GUI provides a custom dialog to help compose the rules.
b. The alternative method is to compose a text file with your default rules and import them in bulk using the

encUtilCmd utility. (For the detailed description of the encUtilCmd and all its options, see the EncUtilCmd
Command Reference which you can find in the CA Bookshelf under the Reference Guides category.) Note that
encUtilCmd also provides a means of verifying the rules before you make them “live”.

At minimum, these rules should allow the DSM infrastructure in the main office network to contact and register with the
ENC Gateway infrastructure in the DMZ.
We suggest that you compose the rules using the second method, as the rules file you create can then be used on
both the Domain Manager and the ENC server computers. The GUI can be used for future modifications to the policy.
Apply the rules to the Domain Manager using the “encUtilCmd importdb” command. This adds the rules to the DSM
configuration database. Once there, they can be delivered through the usual policy mechanism once the ENC server
computers connect.
Apply these rules to the ENC Gateway Server in the DMZ using the "encUtilCmd import" command. This will bootstrap
the server with authorization rules and allow the computer to contact the Domain Manager and register.
Start CA IT Client Manager on the ENC Gateway Servers so that they pick up the new rules and allow ENC
connections to proceed

• By default, the configuration policy in the Domain Manager is set to locally managed to prevent accidental overwriting
by a blank policy. Set this to centrally managed. When CA IT Client Manager registers successfully, the initial default
rule will be overwritten by the policy sent down from the Domain Manager.

• Wait 10 minutes, and then check that the computers in the DMZ have now registered and are visible in the GUI.
• If no computers are visible, it may be that the default rules are incorrect or the new policy has cut off access. To

diagnose this, examine the NT application event log on the ENC Gateway Servers.

In the branch office the following activities apply:
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• Install the required DSM agents on each computer in the branch office network. The ENC Gateway functionality is
installed by default but needs to be configured. Configure the clients to register with the ENC Gateway Server in
the main office DMZ network. Since the ENC Gateway is not yet working between the main and branch office, DSM
deployment cannot be used. Instead, the installation can be done using a number of methods that depend on how
many computers are affected, for example:
– Manual installation from DVD, if only a few computers are to be installed
– Installation of a package on user logon from a NT domain logon script.
– Installation of a temporary Domain Manager and Scalability Server within the branch office network. This can be

done using a real or virtual machine that is sent to the branch. Use the deployment feature of CA IT Client Manager
to send out the agent package. Once deployment is complete and all agents are registering with the Domain
Manager in the main office, the temporary Domain Manager in the branch office is removed.

• Check that the computers in the branch office register, by checking the All Computers group in the GUI back in the
main office.

• Perform the usual validation tests employed by your organization to ensure that CA IT Client Manager is fully
functional.

ENC Deployment Scenario - Small Outsource Client Company

The small company scenario is very similar to the branch office except that more security is required. Since the outsourcer
may be looking after many companies, more control needs to be imposed on the connectivity allowed between nodes
in each company network. In addition, access from one outsource client to another must be secured. Normally, one
client would not be allowed to see the computers in another. This is handled by the support for realms in ENC Gateway
authorization.

The computers in the outsourcing company must be able to connect with the client's computers. This requires the
outsourcer ENC Gateway Manager to be configured with authorization rules that allow the following:

• Registration from computers in the client network.
• Connections from computers in the client network to computers in the outsourcer network, and conversely
• Connections between different client realms are denied.

Configuring and setting up CA Client Automation is similar, but security area management must also be configured to
handle the security requirements (see the "CA Client Automation Security Features" chapter).

ENC Deployment Scenario - Medium Outsource Client Company

In this scenario, the client has enough computers to warrant their own Scalability Server.

The following illustration shows the network layout in a sample medium outsource client company deployment scenario:
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The Agents in the client network register with the Scalability Server. The Scalability Server connects to the Domain
Manager in the outsourcer network through an ENC Gateway connection. The deployment steps are very similar to the
small company scenario except for the agent configuration. In this scenario, the DSM agents are configured to register
with the "in-house" Scalability Server.

In this medium outsourcer scenario, ENC will typically not be on the end point computers. In this case this means that
direct connections will not work unless ENC is configured and running on the end point computers. Direct connections are
used for the following communications:

• Remote control host - view connection
• Instant diagnostics from DSM Explorer to agent
• Software catalog from Agent to Manager
• DTS notifications

ENC Deployment Scenario - Large Outsource Client Company

In this scenario, the company is large enough to have its own Domain Manager as well as a number of Scalability Servers
and an ENC Gateway Server.

The outsourcing company maintains an enterprise manager that is to be linked to the client's Domain Manager.

The following illustration shows the network layout in a Large Outsource Client Company ENC Gateway deployment
scenario:
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Once the client Domain Manager is installed, it can be used to deploy DSM Agents as usual within the client.

The policy can be configured locally using the client's Domain Manager to allow the client ENC Gateway Server to accept
ENC connections from the client computers.

The enterprise manager will replicate its database to the Domain Manager by using the database provider itself. This
cannot be done through an ENC Gateway connection. To make this work, the firewalls must be configured as described in
the existing Microsoft or Oracle published best practice.

The computers in the outsourcing company must be able to connect with the client's computers. This requires the
outsourcer ENC Gateway Manager to be configured with authorization rules that allow the following:

• Connections from the client's ENC Gateway Server
• Registration from computers in the client network
• Connections from computers in the client network to computers in the outsourcer network and conversely
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Stand-alone ENC Gateway Routers

Additional ENC Gateway Routers may also be deployed for resiliency or scalability. These ENC Gateway Routers can be
installed elsewhere on the Internet or at branch offices.

The deployment steps for stand-alone ENC Gateway Routers are as follows:

• Install a DSM agent and an ENC Gateway Router and configure it to register with the ENC Gateway Server in the
outsourcer office. The router can, of course, be configured to register with any other suitable ENC Gateway Server.

• At the Domain Manager, add suitable authorization rules to the policy intended for the stand-alone router computer.
The rules must allow the router in the realm that it resides in to connect and register.

• Install a suitable certificate on the router computer.
• Startup CA Client Automation on the router computer. The router should then register with the ENC Gateway Server.

Check the event log for this.

NOTE
To see these events, you need to set the configuration parameter itrm/common/enc/audit/enabled to 1. In
the configuration policy this will appear as "Enable All". This enables auditing of all ENC events. This lets
you see more clearly the activity in the ENC system. By default, only those events in the "error" category are
enabled. To restore auditing back to normal, set the configuration parameter to 2 ("Enable by Category").

• Once the ENC Client on the router computer registers, the CA Client Automation infrastructure will be able to accept
the policy and therefore install authorization rules for the router. Once the router has picked up the authorization rules,
it will be able to act as a router for other computers in the ENC Gateway network to connect.

Stand-alone ENC Gateway Servers

Similar considerations as for stand-alone ENC Gateway Routers apply to stand-alone ENC Gateway Servers. The
difference is that the authorization rules are those suitable for a server role, that is, they allow the operations that a
Gateway Server can perform as opposed to those that a Gateway Router can perform.

Internet Proxy Support
If an ENC Client’s path to an ENC Gateway Server is blocked by an internet proxy, then it must be configured to connect
through that proxy. The ENC Gateway supports SOCKS4, SOCKS5, and HTTP proxies. Authentication can be configured
by an explicit user name and password or impersonation of the logged on user. The client can also use current Internet
Explorer settings to locate the proxy.

The properties to be set are located in the policy node 'common components/enc/client'.

To configure a SOCKS proxy, set the parameters as follows:

• SocksProxyAddress and SocksProxyPort to identify the proxy computer
• SocksProxyAuthType to define the type of authentication to be used (basic or secure)
• SocksProxyImpersonate, which allows the client to use the credentials of the logged on user. Of course, this means

that the client cannot connect unless someone is logged on
• SocksProxyUsername and SocksProxyPassword, if you want to use explicit credentials to authenticate with the proxy
• SocksProxyDiscovery, if you want the ENC Client to automatically locate the proxy using IE settings. In this case, you

would usually have SocksProxyImpersonate set

To configure a HTTP proxy, set the same parameters except that “HTTP” is substituted for “Socks” in the parameter
names.

NOTE
Proxy configuration can also be set using the encUtilCmd utility. This is useful when the computer in question is
cut off from managed policy by the firewall but obviously needs policy settings in order to connect.
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Restrictions on Using CA Client Automation Through ENC Gateway
There are a number of restrictions on the features in CA Client Automation when used through an ENC Gateway
connection. These restrictions include:

• Wake-on-LAN (WOL) cannot work through the ENC Gateway because the ENC Gateway supports only TCP
connections, whereas WOL uses UDP.

• Some features of Instant diagnostics do not work because they rely on non-ENC Gateway-aware components
provided with the operating system, for example, FTP.

• Service location cannot work because it uses UDP.
• Reporter cannot work as it accesses the MDB directly.
• Software delivery (SD) jobs through the ENC Gateway may take up to 10 minutes to be triggered. This is because SD

will try to use the IP address of the target when it registered, but this will fail because IP addresses are not valid over
different networks. The SD scalability server will retry the job every 10 minutes, alternating between the FQN and IP of
the target. The FQN will work with the ENC Gateway because it uses the FQN of ENC Gateway-enabled computers to
uniquely identify them.

• Some components within CA Client Automation use SQL Server or Oracle client side components to make direct
management database (MDB) connections. These connections are not ENC-enabled, hence, if these connections
pass over firewalls, you should use the recommended Microsoft or Oracle method of traversing the firewall.
The following list provides details of scenarios and DSM components where direct MDB access is made; additionally,
the specific client side components used for SQL Server and Oracle are given:
– Domain Manager to and from the Enterprise Manager

MDB replication between the Domain Manager and the Enterprise Manager uses direct connections and bulk copy.
Client side components:
For SQL Server: SQL Native Client and bcp Utility
For Oracle: OCI API and SQL*Loader

– Engine to the Domain Manager and the Enterprise Manager
The engine makes direct database connections when communicating with the Domain Manager and the Enterprise
Manager.
Client side components:
For SQL Server: SQL Native Client and bcp Utility
For Oracle: OCI API and SQL*Loader

– Reporter to the Domain Manager or the Enterprise Manager
The reporter makes direct database connections to generate reports.
Client side components:
For SQL Server: SQL Native Client and bcp Utility
For Oracle: OCI API and SQL*Loader

– Web Console to the Domain Manager or the Enterprise Manager
The Web Console component makes a JDBC connection to the database.
Client side components:
For SQL Server: JDBC
For Oracle: JDBC

– Contents Import/Export Utility
The Contents Import/Export Utility makes direct database connections when synchronizing DSM data with a remote
Oracle or SQL Server MDB.
Client side components:
For SQL Server: SQL Native Client and bcp Utility
For Oracle: OCI API and SQL*Loader
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Using the encUtilCmd Utility
The encUtilCmd utility is a program designed to implement various ENC Gateway utility functions. However, this section
deals only with one use case of encUtilCmd.

For the detailed description of the encUtilCmd command and all its options, see the EncUtilCmd Command Reference
which you can find in the CA Bookshelf under the Reference Guides category.

The encUtilCmd utility in addition to other functionality will handle the problem of configuring ENC Gateway security.

This use case considers a problem that appears after the installation of a Scalability Server, which will be in the locked
down state. The Domain Manager is unable to make a direct connection to the Scalability Server because there is a
firewall in the way. So this method cannot be used to distribute the policy to the Scalability Server. The Domain Manager
cannot use the ENC Gateway to contact the Scalability Server because the Scalability Server will reject all connection
attempts. It is this policy that defines who can connect to the Scalability Server.

To solve this problem, you can define some rules in a text file and import this file on the ENC Gateway Server using the
encUtilCmd command.

Certificate Management
Contents

In the Extended Network Connectivity (ENC) infrastructure, all inter node communications are secured using the standard
transport layer security (TLS) protocol. This protocol provides confidentiality, integrity, and mutual authentication.

The authentication portion of the TLS protocol is provided by the use of digital certificates and public-private key
cryptography. The confidentiality is provided by symmetric key cryptography.

The following illustration shows the inter node connections between the ENC components in an ENC infrastructure:
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Figure 11: ENC Infrastructure Internode Connections

All the inter node connections in the ENC infrastructure are protected by TLS authentication. Authentication is always
mutual: the initiator of a connection authenticates to the responder, and the responder authenticates to the initiator. ENC
infrastructure is allowed to validate computers connecting to it, and also the ENC Clients to feel secure to whom they are
connecting.

X.509 Certificates

Extended Network Connectivity (ENC) uses X.509 version 3 digital certificates for authentication. The certificate profile in
use is the RFC 3280 implementation of the IETF PKIX working group.

The certificates and their associated private keys are obtained through the Microsoft Certificate Store. The certificates
should have an Enhanced Key Usage extension that is marked for Server Authentication (1.3.6.1.5.5.7.3.1) or Client
Authentication (1.3.6.1.5.5.7.3.2), dependent on the application using it.

A CA Client Automation private extension to the Enhanced Key Usage certificate extension can be used to assist in
certificate location (1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.10.8.3). This object identifier (OID) is private to CA Technologies and is internal to
the CA OID tree.

No ENC limits are imposed on the RSA key size that is used in the certificate key pair. The size of keys that are used is an
organization-specific choice, though we recommend a minimum of 1024-bit keys.
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Certificate Management Using a PKI Infrastructure

Certificate creation and distribution can be a difficult process. The use of a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) to automate and
augment this process is highly desirable.

Certificate Requirements

The ENC Gateway uses X.509 v3 certificates. These certificates are issued for use by the standard TLS 1.0 (SSL 3.1)
security protocol. The ENC Gateway can use standard TLS certificates, but also supports an extended key usage
extension to allow the ENC subsystem to identify certificates that are primarily for use by the ENC Gateway.

The ENC Gateway searches for the best certificate to load for its identity. On the first pass through, it looks for valid
certificates (with associated private keys) that are marked with the CA ENC usage extension (see (1) in the following
table) and the TLS usage extension for client authentication (2), or server authentication (3), respectively (4).

The following table provides some additional details about the terms marked with (1) to (4) in the above paragraph:

Marker Information
(1) CA Technologies have internally allocated an Object Identifier

(OID) to be used in X.509 v3 certificates as an enhanced key
usage identifier (see RFC2459 section 4.2.1.13). This OID
indicates that the certificate is for use by the ENC security
subsystem.
The object identifier is “1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.10.8.3”
The object identifiers tag is
“OID_PKIX_KP_CA_CMS_ENC_TLS_AUTH”
The usage extension can be marked as critical or noncritical.
The CA Technologies base OID is “1.3.6.1.4.1.791”, which is IANA
registered.

(2) The OID for TLS client authentication is “1.3.6.1.5.5.7.3.2”
(3) The OID for TLS server authentication is “1.3.6.1.5.5.7.3.1”
(4) For ENC Gateway nodes that act as both a client and a server

(routers and Gateway servers), the security subsystem can
use either a single certificate marked for client plus server
authentication, or individual certificates marked as client
authentication only and server authentication only, respectively.

 

If the ENC Gateway does not find appropriate certificates, it repeats the search without the requirement of the CA ENC
usage extension.

When you create certificates for use by the ENC Gateway, we recommend that you add the CA extended key usage OID
to the certificates; however, the ENC Gateway will operate without.

The CA Technologies-Private Authentication Object Identifier

A CA Client Automation private extension to the Enhanced Key Usage certificate extension can be used to help in
certificate location (1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.10.8.3).

This object identifier (OID) is private to CA Technologies and is internal to the CA Technologies OID tree.

Certification Revocation Check Support

ENC infrastructure uses certificates for establishing Transport Layer Security (TLS) connection between its components.
The certificate is verified during mutual authentication before establishing a TLS connection.
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The following verification methods are supported:

• Certificate Revocation Lists (CRLs)
• Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP)

CA Client Automation validates the entire certificate chain from the leaf certificate to the root, but excluding the root. If a
certificate is found to be revoked, the connection is rejected and the information is logged.  For more information about the
configurations that support certificate revocation check, see General in ENC Gateway Policy Group.

Audit Logs in Event Viewer

For every communication, both the peers exchange the certificates and certificate revocation check is performed on the
received certificate. If the certificates are valid, connection between the peers is established.

The following messages get logged in Event Viewer:

• Type: Information
This message is logged when the certificate is valid.
Remote Peer Certificate Subject: 'x509cert://[TLS-SCHANNEL]/CN=testclient1.testdomain.com,CN=enc-

client,O=enc' Serial number: '340000006B815940B9236B2B8F00000000006B' Revocation Status: 'PASSED'

• Type: Error
This message is logged when the certificate is found to be revoked. 
Remote Peer Certificate Subject: 'x509cert://[TLS-SCHANNEL]/CN=testclient2.testdomain.com,CN=enc-

clisrv,O=enc' Serial number: '340000006B815940B9236B2B8F00000000007B' Revocation Status: FAILED

ENC Non-Persistent Support

CA Client Automation uses ENC infrastructure to manage the devices that are separated by firewalls or proxies. These
devices are a part of the private network of the enterprise or outside of the firewall on the Internet. ENC infrastructure is
used to establish the connection to these remote systems.

Before this release, ENC components always used to maintain persistent connections. These persistent connections
were maintained across all the communications. Due to this behavior, there is a possibility of port unavailability at the
firewall. To overcome this situation, ENC infrastructure is enhanced to support non-persistent communication among the
components. 

This section describes the approach to support the non-persistent connection between the following entities:

• ENC Client and ENC Gateway Server
To support non-persistent connection, polling mechanism is introduced between ENC Client and ENC Gateway Server.
Based on the configured intervals, ENC Client connects or disconnects itself with the ENC Gateway Server. If there are
active or pending incoming connections, ENC Client maintains the connection with server.
Note: The non-persistent connection between ENC Client and ENC Gateway Server is supported only for Agent. 

• ENC Gateway Server/Router and ENC Gateway Manager
To support non-persistent connection, connect and disconnect mechanism is introduced between ENC Gateway
Server/ENC Router and ENC Gateway Manager. Based on the configured intervals, ENC Gateway Server disconnects
and reconnects with ENC Gateway Manager. 

NOTE
From this release, the ENC infrastructure supports both persistent and non-persistent connections.

For more information on the configurations that support non-persistent connection between the mentioned components,
see ENC Client Policy Group and ENC Gateway Server Policy Group in ENC Gateway Policy Group.
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Remote Control for Non-Persistent RC Host

If an RC Viewer tries to connect to the non-persistent RC Host and the ENC Client on the Host system is in disconnected
state, the connection is not established. So the RC viewer retries the connection for the time period that is configured
for the Polling ENC Client connection timeout parameter. For more information on Polling ENC Client connection
timeout, see Viewer Policy Group.

You can also set Polling ENC Client connection timeout in Remote Control Viewer. Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Viewer node and select Properties.
2. Select the Advanced tab.
3. Set the following option:

– Connection timeout to hosts that have ENC Client configured in polling mode: If the value provided is non-
zero, the priority is given to this property.
Default: 0

4. Restart all the instances of DSM Explorer and RC Viewer.

NOTE
We recommend the value of Polling ENC Client connection timeout to be at least the double of ENC
Client polling interval.

On-Demand Remote Control

If an RC Viewer wants to connect to a Host present in a different network, the ENC Client in the Host is expected to be
enabled and running. If the ENC Client in the Host is disabled and stopped, on-demand remote control feature enables
and starts the ENC Client, provided the Agent is directly reachable by the Scalability Server. After the ENC Client is
enabled and started, the remote control session is established. Once the user disconnects the session, the ENC Client
on the Host is stopped and disabled. For more information on the configurations that support on-demand remote control,
see Viewer Policy Group.

You can also set one of the configurations On demand ENC Client connection time out in Remote Control Viewer.
Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Viewer node and select Properties.
2. Select the Advanced tab.
3. Set the following option:

– Connection timeout to hosts where ENC client needs to be started before establishing an RC connection: If
the value provided is non-zero, the priority is given to this property.
Default: 0

4. Restart all the instances of DSM Explorer and RC Viewer.

Integrating with CA SDM
The integration of CA Client Automation with CA SDM makes CA Client Automation a Service Aware application, meaning
that CA Client Automation can trigger on certain events of its Managed Assets and create tickets in CA SDM.

Ticket creation and workflow in CA SDM is controlled by the Service Aware policy, which enumerates a list of problem
types. CA Client Automation uses problem types to categorize the problem and to address the ticket to be created.

CA Client Automation and CA SDM provide graphical user interfaces that allow context-sensitive launches of each other
for the integration.

This chapter describes setting up and configuring the system and security and authentication aspects. The configuration
considerations apply for DSM Domain and Enterprise Managers.

For details on CA SDM, for example problem types, see the CA SDM documentation set.
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Service Aware Policy
Regarding the integration of CA Client Automation with CA SDM, the Service Aware policy with the name
ManagedAssetEvents is defined. The Service Aware policy is automatically installed when CA SDM is installed. CA Client
Automation uses the problem types available with this policy when tickets are created.

The main parameters of the Service Aware policy are as follows:

• Display Name:
Managed Asset Events

• Code:
MANAGED_ASSET_EVENTS

• Description:
This Service Aware policy is used to process tickets being raised by Managed Assets through Web Services.

In addition to the default problem types of CA SDM, the Service Aware policy includes the problem types listed in the
following table. CA SDM administrators can modify these problem types or extend this list with their own problem types.

Display Name of the Problem
Type

Code of the Problem Type Description of the Problem
Type

Priority(5 is the highest)

Asset Event-based Policy high ASSET_EVENT_ POLICY_H A managed asset encountered
an event- based policy violation
of high priority

4

Asset Event-based Policy
medium

ASSET_EVENT_ POLICY_M A managed asset encountered
an event -based policy violation
of medium priority

3

Asset Query-based Policy high ASSET_QUERY_ POLICY_H A managed asset encountered
a query- based policy violation
of high priority

4

Asset Query-based Policy
medium

ASSET_QUERY_ POLICY_M A managed asset encountered
a query -based policy violation
of medium priority

3

Software Distribution Failure
high

SW_DISTR_FAIL _H A software delivery job
encountered a failure of high
priority

4

Software Distribution Failure
medium

SW_DISTR_FAIL _M A software delivery job
encountered a failure of medium
priority

3

Software Distribution Failure low SW_DISTR_FAIL _L A software delivery job
encountered failure of low
priority

2

Ticket Handling
Tickets can be created on domain and enterprise level. The following events may result in a ticket:

• A policy violation is encountered.
• A software delivery job fails.
• An administrator creates a ticket interactively through a pop-up menu in the context of a computer.

To avoid ticket flooding, the following rules restrict the creation of new tickets:
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• Only one ticket is created for each policy. A ticket is newly created when the first policy violation is encountered. For
any subsequent violation of the same policy, a log is appended to the ticket.

• Only one ticket is created for each software job. A ticket is newly created when the first failure of the software job is
encountered. For any subsequent failure of the same software job, a log is appended to the ticket.

For more information on ticket handling see the CA SDM documentation.

Associating Discovered Assets with Owned Assets
CA Client Automation creates tickets in the context of discovered assets, for example, computers or users. When a
ticket is created, a discovered asset is mapped to an owned asset, which is known in CA SDM. This allows CA SDM
administrators to navigate and report on relationship between tickets and owned assets.

Context Launch Between CA Client Automation and CA SDM
The following table gives an overview of the supported context launches between the DSM Explorer or the DSM Web
Console and the CA SDM Web GUI.

From To In Context of Context
Explorer / Web Console CA SDM Web GUI Software job Ticket being created on job

failure
Explorer / Web Console CA SDM Web GUI Asset policy Ticket being created on policy

violation
CA SDM Web GUI Explorer / Web Console Ticket detail Software job
CA SDM Web GUI Explorer / Web Console Ticket detail Asset policy

Context Launch from CA Client Automation to CA SDM

CA Client Automation provides user interfaces that allow you to launch CA SDM in the following context:

• a software job failure
• an asset policy violation

Ticket Details in Context of a Software Job Failure

Software jobs that have failed and raised a CA SDM ticket provide a context menu entry Open Service Desk Ticket,
which you will see when right-clicking the failed software job. Selecting Open Service Desk Ticket launches the CA SDM
Web GUI.

Ticket Details in Context of an Asset Policy Violation

When a policy is CA SDM enabled, an additional hyperlink as Open related Service Desk ticket appears in the
Information column of the DSM Explorer. Selecting this hyperlink launches the CA SDM ticket detail screen of the ticket,
which was initially generated by a violation of this policy.

Ticket Creation in Context of a Managed Asset (ad hoc)

CA SDM tickets are created interactively by clicking the Create Service Desk ticket action in the Quick Launch
portlet. The Quick Launch portlet is located on the Homepage tab, which opens when you select the managed asset on
the DSM Explorer. The Create Ticket method is also available as a command in the asset context menu.
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Context Launch from CA SDM to CA Client Automation
The DSM Explorer and the Web Console are launched from the CA SDM Web GUI through individual URLs.

The hyperlink, which launches the DSM Explorer or DSM Web Console, appears in the Description field in the Summary
Information of the CA SDM ticket.

NOTE
As the DSM Explorer is started using the dsmgui.exe command, the Explorer needs to be installed on the CA
SDM machine that is running the CA SDM Web GUI.

Setting Up CA SDM and CA Client Automation
The CA SDM setup automatically installs the Service Aware policy for CA Client Automation and the predefined problem
types for ticket creation. The name of the Service Aware policy is ManagedAssetEvents. The predefined problem types
can be modified or enhanced by the CA SDM administrator at any time.

Further, CA SDM creates a proxy account for CA Client Automation, System_MA_User, which is configured with a defined
set of privileges, and associates it with the Service Aware policy.

The CA Client Automation setup automatically creates a configuration policy for the integration with CA SDM. The
configuration policy is installed on the Common Configuration (CCNF) manager under the following path name:

/Default Computer Policy/DSM/Service Desk Integration/default

To enable integration, the CA Client Automation administrator needs to set up the configuration policy using the Common
Configuration manager GUI.

The configuration policy parameters encompass the following areas:

• A switch indicating if CA SDM integration is enabled
• Secure Logon parameters to CA SDM Web Service
• The URL to the CA SDM Web Service

Prerequisite for In-context Launching of CA SDM
The CA SDM integration supports context-sensitive launches from the DSM Explorer to the CA SDM Web GUI. These
launches require that you have appropriate access permissions granted in CA SDM. Therefore, the user account (user ID
and password) with which you are logged in to the DSM Explorer must also be created as a contact in CA SDM.

If your CA Client Automation user account is unknown in CA SDM, you see a log-in screen when you try to launch the CA
SDM Web GUI.

Prerequisites for CA SDM Integration with Multiple Engines
If you are using multiple engines to evaluate policies, the CA SDM integration must be activated for all systems an engine
is running on, which means the following prerequisites must be met on each of these systems:

• An agent is installed and running.
• The configuration policy that enables the CA SDM integration has been dragged-and-dropped onto this agent.
• The .p12 certificate file is imported (if the managed method is used).

Prerequisites for CA SDM Integration with Enterprise Manager
To activate the CA SDM integration on an enterprise manager, the following prerequisites must be met on the enterprise
manager:
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• An agent is installed and running, and is connected to one of the linked domain managers.
• The configuration policy that enables the CA SDM integration has been dragged-and-dropped onto this agent.
• The .p12 certificate file is imported (if the managed method is used).

About CA Client Automation and CA SDM Integration
Contents

The following considerations are important for you to know as they may affect your CA Client Automation and CA SDM
integration scenarios:

• Software Delivery Job from Enterprise Manager that is "Service Desk enabled"

Software Delivery Job from Enterprise Manager that is Service Desk Enabled

The following applies to the scenario where CA Client Automation and CA SDM integration is performed on an Enterprise
Manager.

A software delivery job launched from the Enterprise Manager that is Service Desk enabled does not create a Service
Desk ticket, if it fails because DTS plug-ins are stopped on the enterprise manager or the Domain Manager.

Secure Login to the CA SDM Web Service
Contents

The CA Client Automation administrator can select between two methods for a secure log on to the CA SDM web service:

• A simple login method that requires a user name and password (not-managed method)
• A managed login method based on public/private keys and an eTrust PKI encryption

User name/password and public/private key authentication are not available out of the box. A separate configuration step
is required after both CA SDM and CA Client Automation have been successfully installed.

The secure login method is specified through the sdlogonmanaged parameter in the CA Client Automation configuration
policy (comstore). The default value of this parameter is Managed, which means that login happens through a certificate
and encryption/decryption based on eTrust PKI. The value Notmanaged means that the user logs in using user name and
password.

How You Configure Secure Log on

To configure secure log on, the CA Client Automation administrator must perform the following configuration steps:

1. Select method of authentication.
2. If you choose the not-managed method, perform the following actions:

– Create a respective operating system account for CA SDM.
– Configure CA Client Automation accordingly through a configuration policy.

3. If you choose the managed method, perform the following actions:
– Create X.509 certificate with a private key and expose it with a PKCS#12 file. Administrators can use the CA SDM

utility pdm_pki for this purpose, or supply their own certificates.
– Import the created policy file into CA Client Automation with the CA Client Automation utility cacertutil.

User Name and Password Method (Not-managed)

The parameters sdusr and sdpwd of the configuration policy are used for the user name and password, respectively.
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CA SDM setup automatically loads the contact System_MA_User for use by CA Client Automation, and associates this
with the CA Client Automation Service Aware policy ManagedAssetEvents.

That is, the default value of sdusr is System_MA_User.

To enable user name and password as the log on method, the CA SDM administrator must perform the following actions:

• Create an operating system user.
• Edit the contact of the System_MA_User and place the operating system user name in the System log in field.

(By default, system log in is equal to System_MA_User.)

The CA Client Automation administrator must update the CA Client Automation configuration policy to the according
contact name and password that was created in CA SDM.

Administrators are allowed to create and make use of contact different from System_MA_User. Therefore, they need to
change the configuration in CA SDM and the CA Client Automation configuration policy synchronously.

Certificate or eTrust PKI Method (Managed)

CA SDM setup automatically loads the contact System_MA_User for use by CA Client Automation and associates this
contact with the CA Client Automation Service Aware policy ManagedAssetEvents.

To use the certificate (eTrust PKI) as the log on method, the CA SDM administrator must perform two steps:

• Create a PKCS#12 file.
• Import the PKCS#12 file in the CA Client Automation configuration file.

Create a PKCS 12 file

Administrators may supply their own keys through a PKCS#12 file. For example, the administrator may use third-party
Certificate Authorities for this purpose.

To create a PKCS#12 file, perform the following steps using the CA SDM utility (command) pdm_pki:

1. Create a public/private key pair.
2. Associate the public key with the CA Client Automation policy in the CA SDM database.
3. Create an X.509 certificate with the private key and expose it with a PKCS#12 file.

The pdm_pki utility creates a PKCS#12 file in its working directory with the file name MANAGED_ASSET_EVENTS.p12.

The pdm_pki command has the following format:

pdm_pki -p MANAGED_ASSET_EVENTS [-l certificate_file] [-f]

• -p
Defines the policy code. In this case, the value MANAGED_ASSETS_EVENTS must be used.

• -l
Loads a certificate from a file instead of creating a new one.

• -f
Forces the replacement of an already existing key.

Import the PKCS 12 File into the CA Client Automation Configuration File

To import the PKCS#12 file into the CA Client Automation configuration file (comstore), use the CA Client Automation
utility cacertutil as described in the following way.

The cacertutil command to import the PKCS#12 file in the CA Client Automation configuration file (comstore) has the
following format:

cacertutil import -i:certificate_file
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   -ip:MANAGED_ASSET_EVENTS -t:MANAGED_ASSET_EVENTS

   -l:global

• -i
Identifies the certificate file name.

• -ip
Identifies the pass-phrase.

• -t
Specifies the identity tag.

• -l
Identifies the user.

Settings in the Configuration Policy
Configuration settings for the CA SDM integration are specified in the parameter section sdintegration of the CA Client
Automation configuration file (comstore.xml). Parameters in the configuration file are set up to be centrally managed
through a common configuration (CCNF) policy.

The following parameters are used for CA SDM integration.

• SdIsEnabled
Indicates whether CA SDM integration is enabled. If the value of SdIsEnabled is True, CA SDM integration is enabled.
If the value is False, integration is not enabled.
Default: False

• SdEnd
Identifies the URL to the CA SDM web service.
Default: http://myhost:8080/axis/services/USD_R11_WebService
Replace myhost with the appropriate server address of your CA SDM web service. Port 8080 is the default.

• SdLogonManaged
Indicates how log on to CA SDM web service is controlled. If the value is Managed, logon is controlled through
PKCS#12 certificate. If the value is Notmanaged, logon is controlled through the user account and password.
Default: Managed

• SdUsr
Defines the user account for the log on to the CA SDM web service. This parameter is used only when
SdLogonManaged is set to Notmanaged.
Default: System_MA_User

• SdPwd
Defines the password for the log on to the CA SDM web service. This parameter is used only when SdLogonManaged
is set to Notmanaged.

NOTE
In addition to the SdUsr account, the account of the currently logged on user is important. When an ad hoc
ticket is created from the DSM Explorer GUI in the context of a managed asset, this account is referred to as
the creator of the ticket in CA SDM. When a ticket is created in the context of Asset Management or Software
Delivery, the ticket creator is always the Administrator.

Default:  Empty
• SdPolicy

Identifies the name of the CA SDM Service Aware policy to log into. This parameter is used only when
SdLogonManaged is set to Notmanaged. A PKCS#12 certificate being used with the managed log on already includes
a policy description that will always override this value. If this parameter is not specified, the default CA SDM policy is
selected.
Default: MANAGED_ASSET_EVENTS

• SdThrottle
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Specifies whether network and CPU throttling is enabled. If the value is True, throttling is enabled. If the value is False,
throttling is disabled.
Default: False

• SdTimeout
Specifies timeout of calls to CA SDM web service. The value can be altered to force a timeout on send, receive, and
connect. Positive values indicate seconds before timeout, for example, the value 20 specifies timeout after 20 seconds.
Negative values indicate milliseconds, for example, the value -200 specifies timeout after 200 milliseconds.
Default: 0 (Infinite)

Automation Service Configuration File
The automation service configuration file contains configuration parameters that automated migration uses for various
tasks. Although all the parameters are described in this section, some parameters are only informational. We recommend
that you do not change the parameters that are only informational.

NOTE
When you specify an integer value in the automation.config file, ensure that the value does not contain or is
surrounded by spaces. Any space in the integer value can result in the malfunctioning of the automation service.

• AssessmentServiceEPR
This parameter defines the end-point URL of assessment service. This parameter is only informational.

• ITCMEPR
This parameter defines the end-point URL of CA Client Automation web service. This parameter is only informational.

• ITPAMEPR
This parameter defines the end-point URL of CA Process Automation web service. This parameter is only
informational.

• AutomationServiceEPR
This parameter defines the end-point URL of automation service. This parameter is only informational.

• JNI_BIN_PATH
This parameter defines the JNI path to get comstore values. This parameter is only informational.

• DEFAULT_MANAGER
This parameter defines the name of the default manager for Web Console and CA Client Automation web services.
This parameter is only informational.

• WipeAndReloadProcess
This parameter defines the path to CA Process Automation process definition for Wipe and Reload migration. If you
have customized the process definition, change this parameter.

• MachineReplacementProcess
This parameter defines the path to CA Process Automation process definition for Machine Replacement migration. If
you have customized the process definition, change this parameter.

• MaxNumberOfITPAMInstances
This parameter defines the maximum number of CA Process Automation instances that automation service can run
concurrently. Depending on load your CA Process Automation server can handle, you change this value.

NOTE
Automation service creates one CA Process Automation instance per computer in the migration job.

• ProcessLaunchInterval
This parameter defines the time interval (in seconds) between the creation of CA Process Automation instances.

• TimeOutForOSIMJobs
This parameter defines the timeout period (in seconds) before which the computer would start the OSIM job. After the
timeout period, the OSIM jobs are canceled and OS migration job fails for the computer.

• WaitForBootServer
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This parameter specifies that the activation of the OS installation waits until a boot server picks up the target and
reports to the Domain Manager.

• WaitForOSImage
This parameter specifies that the activation of the OS installation waits until the required OS and Boot image is
available on the assigned boot server.

• WakeOnLAN
This parameter specifies whether the boot server would wake up the target computer before OS installation.

• Reboot
This parameter specifies whether the boot server would force the reboot on the target computer before activating
installation, if set to true.

• ContainerPriority
This parameter defines the priority for software job containers that are created for migration job.

• DeliveryCalender
This parameter specifies the name of the delivery calendar you want to use. If you do not want to use a delivery
calendar, leave this parameter blank.

• IgnoreJobCalendarsOnTargetComputers
This parameter specifies whether the job option, Ignore job calendars on target computers, would be set when a RAC
container is created. If this policy is set to False, calendars are not ignored at target computers. If this policy is set to
True, calendars are ignored at target computers.

• JobsTriggerSS
This parameter specifies that the Scalability Server initiates and executes the job at the scheduled time.

• RemoveInstallationHistory
This parameter specifies that the existing installation records are deleted, thus preventing the job from failing with a
status of Already Installed, before the install process is activated.

• RunFromSS
This parameter specifies whether the job check program of the target computer releases communication with the
server during execution of the job. When the job has finished, the agent reconnects to the server to report job status.

• TimesRelativeToEM
This parameter specifies that the activation time specified is interpreted as universal time. The time deviation that is
configured on each Domain Manager is considered for converting the time that is received into the local system time.

• UseDeliveryCalender
This parameter specifies whether to use the delivery calendar for the job.

• SoftwareBlackList
This parameter defines the list of software packages that are used to exclude computers from OS migration job. The
computers that have any of these software packages installed are automatically excluded from OS migration.

• MaximumDelayOfJobContainer
This parameter defines the time for which the job container waits for extra computers after adding the first computer
before it seals the container. If necessary, extra containers are automatically created.

• MaxNumberOfTargetsPerJobContainer
This parameter defines the maximum number of target computers per job container. After the job container reaches
this limit, the container is closed and a new job container is created for remaining computers.

• LastTargetInContainerOptimization
This parameter specifies whether to activate the job container immediately, when targets are not left in the migration
job. The container is activated immediately even if the targets in the container are less than the number specified in
MaxNumberOfTargetsPerJobContainer and without waiting for MaximumDelayOfJobContainer time. This parameter is
only informational.
Default: True

• RenamePackageName
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This parameter defines the rename software package that is used for renaming the computers. This parameter is only
informational.

• RenamePackageVersion
This parameter defines the version of the rename software package used for renaming the computers. This parameter
is only informational.

• RenameProcedure
This parameter defines the rename software package procedure that is used for renaming the computers. This
parameter is only informational.

• AutomationJobScheduleInterval
This parameter defines the time delay (in seconds) for which the automation services wait before scheduling the next
automation job.

• AutomationJobSchedulerBatchSize
This parameter defines the number of targets that automation service schedules before checking the ITPAM instance
status for the scheduled targets and updates the status as Migration Successful or Migration Failed. Depending on the
load on the CA Process Automation server and how frequently, you want to update the status of the target, you can
change this value.

• Log4j Properties
This parameter defines the following log4j properties:
– - log4j.rootLogger
– - log4j.appender.A1
– - log4j.appender.A1.layout
– - log4j.appender.A1.layout.ConversionPattern
– - log4j.appender.A1.MaxFileSize
– - log4j.appender.A1.MaxBackupIndex

For example, you can change the following parameters to change the log level, the file size, or the number of log
files created:
log4j.rootLogger=ERROR, A1 

NOTE
Change this value to DEBUG or INFO to change the log level accordingly.

log4j.appender.A1.MaxFileSize=5000KB
log4j.appender.A1.MaxBackupIndex=1

NOTE
For more information about the Log4j properties, see the documentation of
org.apache.log4j.PropertyConfigurator.

Ports Used by CA Client Automation
This section describes the port usage of the various DSM components. These tables are comprehensive and contain
duplication in order to provide a complete picture for each component.

General Considerations of Port Usage
In general, for the majority of inter component communications across the network, CA Client Automation only requires
two ports to be opened, specifically UDP port 4104 for (typically light) message-based traffic and TCP port 4728 for
(typically bulk) stream traffic.

By default, remote communications through CA Message Queuing (CAM) will use UDP over port 4104, as documented
in the following tables. You can configure CAM to use TCP for remote communications (in some circumstances this can
be preferable), in which case TCP with a source port of ANY and a listening port of 4105 will be used. If SSA is installed
on the local machine, CAM TCP port communication would be port multiplexed through SSA port 7163 for all outbound
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connections by default. Remote communications through CAM over TCP is not documented in the tables. CAM is also
used extensively for local communications, that is, between components running on the same machine. In this case, TCP
on port 4105 is used.

Certain features within CA Client Automation can use file shares if configured to do so. In this case, appropriate file
share ports must be opened. Specific port numbers will vary depending on the operating environment (platform) and the
mechanisms available and configured.

Typical file share ports are as follows:

• Windows

Either 139/TCP (old style) or 445/TCP (new style)

• Linux and UNIX

2049/TCP (NFS)

Ports Used by the Enterprise Manager
 

The following tables provide an overview of the ports used for communications from and to the Enterprise Manager.

Communications from the Enterprise Manager

From Port To Port Protocol Product Description
Enterprise
Manager

Any Enterprise
Manager

4105 TCP All Local
communications
through CAM

Enterprise
Manager

4104 Domain Manager 4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network

Enterprise
Manager

Any Directory Server 389 TCP All LDAP directory
access

Enterprise
Manager

Any Directory Server 636 TCP All LDAP over SSL
directory access

Enterprise
Manager

Any Domain Manager 4728 TCP Software Delivery DTS file transfer

 

Communications to the Enterprise Manager

From Port To Port Protocol Product Description
Explorer 4104 Enterprise

Manager
4104 UDP All Communications

through CAM
across network

Web Browser Any Enterprise
Manager

80 HTTP All Web Console
access

Web Services
Client

Any Enterprise
Manager

80 HTTP All Access to Web
Services API from
remote client
application

Domain Manager Any Enterprise
Manager

4728 TCP Software Delivery DTS file transfer
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Explorer File share ports Enterprise
Manager

File share ports UDP Software Delivery NOS-based file
transfer

Explorer Any Enterprise
Manager

4728 TCP Software Delivery NOS-less file
transfer

Packager 4104 Enterprise
Manager

4104 UDP Software Delivery Communications
through CAM
across network

 

 

NOTE

• If secure HTTP communications is configured for use by the Web Console and the Web Services
components, port 443 (default) would be used for listening on the Domain Manager or Enterprise Manager.

• Web Console uses Apache Tomcat. By default, Tomcat is installed and configured to use ports 8090
(startup), 8095 (shutdown), and 8020 (ajp13). However, typically these are used only locally.

Ports Used by the Domain Manager
The following tables provide an overview of the ports used for communications from and to Domain Managers.

Communications from the Domain Manager

From Port To Port Protocol Product Description
Domain Manager Any Domain Manager 4105 TCP All Local

communications
through CAM

Domain Manager 4104 Enterprise
Manager

4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network

Domain Manager 4104 Remote domain
engine

4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network

Domain Manager 4104 Scalability Server 4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network

Domain Manager Any Directory server 389 TCP All LDAP directory
access

Domain Manager Any Directory server 636 TCP All LDAP over SSL
directory access

Domain Manager 4104 Explorer 4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network

Domain Manager Any Enterprise
Manager

4728 TCP Software Delivery DTS file transfer:
distribution order
acks

Domain Manager Any Scalability Server 4728 TCP Software Delivery DTS file transfer:
package transfer
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Communications to the Domain Manager

From Port To Port Protocol Product Description
Enterprise
Manager

4104 Domain Manager 4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network

Explorer 4104 Domain Manager 4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network

Scalability Server 4104 Domain Manager 4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network

Web browser Any Domain Manager 80 HTTP All Web Console
access

Web Services
client

Any Domain Manager 80 HTTP All Access to Web
Services API from
remote client
application

Remote domain
engine

4104 Domain Manager 4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network

Agent 4104 Domain Manager 4104 UDP Remote Control
Software Delivery

Communications
through CAM
across network:
SD Catalog,
RC Host Auth.,
RC Viewer GAB

Scalability Server Any Domain Manager 4728 TCP Software Delivery NOS-less file
transfer:
job output files

Enterprise
Manager

Any Domain Manager 4728 TCP Software Delivery DTS file transfer:
package transfer

Explorer File share ports Domain Manager File share ports TCP/UDP Software Delivery NOS-based file
transfer:
package
registration

Explorer Any Domain Manager 4728 TCP Software Delivery NOS-less file
transfer:
package
registration

Packager 4104 Domain Manager 4104 UDP Software Delivery Package
registration
control data

Packager Any Domain Manager 4728 TCP Software Delivery NOS-less file
transfer:
package
registration
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NOTE

• If secure HTTP communications is configured for use by the Web Console and the Web Services
components, port 443 (default) would be used for listening on the Domain Manager or Enterprise Manager.

• Web Console uses Apache Tomcat. By default, Tomcat is installed and configured to use ports 8090
(startup), 8095 (shutdown), and 8020 (ajp13). However, typically these are used only locally.

Ports Used by Infrastructure Deployment
Infrastructure deployment is part of the Domain Manager. Its port usage is provided in a separate section to highlight the
fact that these ports need to be open only if or while infrastructure deployment is used.

The ports mentioned in the following tables (excluding port 7) are used to push out the infrastructure deployment primer
from the Domain Manager. If a customer is willing to install the primer manually or does not want to use infrastructure
deployment at all, the ports will not need to be opened up. It is not necessary to open all ports for all targets. The ports do
not need to be left open; they need to be opened only during the deployment period.

In addition, the customer can open up a subset of MS Share/telnet and FTP/SSH ports depending on the communications
mechanisms used.

Communications from the Domain Manager

From Port To Port Protocol Product Description
Domain Manager Any Target 7 TCP All Echo Request.

Used during
target scan.
Usage of this
port can be
disabled through
an appropriate
setting in the
configuration
policy

Domain Manager File share ports Target File share ports TCP
UDP

All Windows NOS-
based file
transfer of primer
package. Using
ADMIN$

Domain Manager Any Target 135 TCP All Windows RPC
call to start primer
install

Domain Manager Any Target 21 TCP All FTP-based file
transfer of primer
package

Domain Manager Any Target 22 TCP All UNIX ssh /
secure FTP-
based file
transfer of primer
package. Pushed
from the Domain
Manager.
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Domain Manager Any Target 23 TCP All UNIX telnet
connection used
to initiate FTP-
based file transfer
of primer package
on target.

Domain Manager Any Target 4104 UDP All CAM preferred
communication

Domain Manager Any Target 4105
7163

TCP All CAM preferred
communication
7163 port is used
by SSA for port
multiplexing

 

Communications to the Domain Manager

From Port To Port Protocol Product Description
Target Any Domain Manager 20

21
TCP All FTP-based file

transfer of primer
package

Target Any Domain Manager 4104 UDP All CAM preferred
communication

Target Any Domain Manager 4105
7163

TCP All CAM preferred
communication
7163 port is used
by SSA for port
multiplexing

Ports Used by the Scalability Server
The following tables provide an overview of the ports used for communications from and to Scalability Servers.

Communications from the Scalability Server

From Port To Port Protocol Product Description
Scalability Server Any Scalability Server 4105 TCP All Local

communications
through CAM

Scalability Server 4104 Domain Manager 4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network

Scalability Server 4104 Domain Engine 4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network
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Scalability Server 4104 Agent 4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network:
Configuration,
SD trigger job
check,
AM trigger job
check

Scalability Server Any Domain Manager 4728 TCP Software Delivery NOS-less file
transfer:
Job output files

Scalability Server Any Agent 4728 TCP Software Delivery DTS file transfer:
Package transfer

Scalability Server 554 Agent 554 TCP Software Delivery RTSP (not
secured) for
App-V virtual
application
services

Scalability Server 322 Agent 322 TCP Software Delivery RTSPS (secured)
for App-V virtual
application
services

 

Communications to the Scalability Server

From Port To Port Protocol Product Description
Domain Manager 4104 Scalability Server 4104 UDP All Communications

through CAM
across network

Domain engine 4104 Scalability Server 4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network

Agent 4104 Scalability Server 4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network

Agent Any Scalability Server 4728 TCP All NOS-less file
transfer
Backup data
transfer

Agent File share ports Scalability Server File share ports TCP Software Delivery NOS-based file
transfer

Domain Manager Any Scalability Server 4728 TCP Software Delivery DTS file transfer:
Package transfer

Agent 554 Scalability Server 554 TCP Software Delivery RTSP (not
secured) for
App-V virtual
application
services
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Agent 322 Scalability Server 322 TCP Software Delivery RTSPS (secured)
for App-V virtual
application
services

Ports Used by the Boot Server
The boot server is part of the Scalability Server. Its port usage is provided in a separate section to highlight the fact that
these ports need to be open only if OS Installation Management (OSIM) features are used.

Communications to the Scalability Server

From Port To Port Protocol Product Description
Target 68 Scalability Server 67 UDP Software Delivery Bootstrap

Protocol Client -
bootpc

Target Any Scalability Server 69 UDP Software Delivery Trivial File
Transfer (TFTP)

PXE target Any Scalability Server 4011 UDP Software Delivery (optional)
Alternate
Service Boot -
altserviceboot.binl
(PXE)
If port 4011 is not
available, port 67
is used instead.

Target File share ports Scalability Server File share ports TCP/UDP Software Delivery NOS-based file
transfer

Ports Used by the Engine
The following tables provide an overview of the ports used for communications from and to an Engine.

Communications from the Engine

From Port To Port Protocol Product Description
Any Engine Any Any Engine 4105 TCP All Local

communications
through CAM

Any Engine Any Content Server 443
or
5250

TCP All Software
signature
download from
CA Content web
site

Any Engine Any Directory Server 389 TCP All LDAP directory
access:
Directory sync,
Queries,
Reports
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Any Engine Any Directory Server 636 TCP All LDAP over SSL
directory access:
Directory sync,
Queries,
Reports

Any Engine Any SMTP Server 25 TCP/UDP Asset
Management

Sending email on
policy violation

Domain Engine 4104 Scalability Server 4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network

Remote Domain
Engine

4104 Domain Manager 4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network

Remote
Enterprise Engine

4104 Enterprise
Manager

4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network

 

Communications to the Engine

From Port To Port Protocol Product Description
Enterprise
Manager

4104 Remote
Enterprise Engine

4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network

Domain Manager 4104 Remote Domain
Engine

4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network.
Notifications, for
example, ad hoc
query evaluation

Explorer 4104 Any Engine 4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network

Scalability Server 4104 Domain Engine 4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network

Ports Used by the Agent
The following tables provide an overview of the ports used for communications from and to agents.

Communications from the Agent

From Port To Port Protocol Product Description
Agent Any Agent 4105 TCP All Local

communications
through CAM

Agent 4104 Scalability Server 4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network
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Agent Any Scalability Server 4728 TCP All NOS-less file
transfer
Backup data
transfer

Agent 4104 Domain Manager 4104 UDP Remote Control
Software Delivery

Communications
through CAM
across network:
SD Catalog,
RC Host Auth.,
RC Viewer GAB

Agent File share ports Scalability Server File share ports TCP Software Delivery NOS file transfer
Agent 554 Scalability Server 554 TCP Software Delivery RTSP (not

secured) for
Microsoft App-
V streaming
communications

Agent 322 Scalability Server 322 TCP Software Delivery RTSPS (secured)
for Microsoft
App-V streaming
communications

Agent NA Alert Collector Any HTTP All Uploading HM
alerts from HM
Agent to Alert
Collector

 

Communications to the Agent

From Port To Port Protocol Product Description
Explorer 4104 Agent 4104 UDP All Instant

Diagnostics (DSM
component info)
SD trigger job
check
AM trigger job
check

Scalability Server 4104 Agent 4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network:
Configuration
SD trigger job
check
AM trigger job
check

Scalability Server Any Agent 4728 TCP Software Delivery DTS file transfer:
package transfer

Packager Any Agent 3001, 3002 UDP All DSM service
locator

Explorer Any Agent 4728 *) TCP Remote Control RC Viewer to RC
Host
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Scalability Server 554 Agent 554 TCP Software Delivery RTSP (not
secured) for
Microsoft App-
V streaming
communications

Scalability Server 322 Agent 322 TCP Software Delivery RTSPS (secured)
for Microsoft
App-V streaming
communications

 

 

NOTE

• *) in the table indicates that the Remote Control Host will also listen on TCP port 798 if legacy Remote
Control Viewer support is enabled.

• A Scalability Server may be running on the same computer as a Domain Manager.

Ports Used by the Packager
The following tables provide an overview of the ports used for communications from the Software Management Packager.

Communications from the Packager

From Port To Port Protocol Product Description
Packager 4104 Enterprise

Manager
4104 UDP Software Delivery Package

registration
control data

Packager Any Enterprise
Manager

4728 TCP Software Delivery NOS-less file
transfer:
package
registration

Packager 4104 Domain Manager 4104 UDP Software Delivery Package
registration
control data

Packager Any Domain Manager 4728 TCP Software Delivery NOS-less file
transfer:
package
registration

Packager Any Agent 3001, 3002 UDP All CA Client
Automation
service locator

Ports Used by the DSM Explorer and Reporter
The following tables provide an overview of the ports used for communications from the DSM Explorer and DSM Reporter
and to the DSM Explorer.
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Communications from the Explorer and Reporter

From Port To Port Protocol Product Description
Explorer Any Explorer 4105 TCP All Local

communications
through CAM,
Notification
messages

Explorer 4104 Enterprise
Manager

4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network

Explorer 4104 Domain Manager 4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network

Explorer 4104 Agent 4104 UDP All Instant
Diagnostics (DSM
component info)
SD trigger job
check
AM trigger job
check

Explorer 4104 Any Engine 4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network

Explorer Any Agent 4728 TCP Remote Control RC Viewer to RC
Host

Explorer File share ports Enterprise
Manager

File share ports UDP Software Delivery NOS-based file
transfer:
package
registration

Explorer Any Enterprise
Manager

4728 TCP Software Delivery NOS-less file
transfer:
package
registration

Explorer File share ports Domain Manager File share ports TCP
UDP

Software Delivery NOS-based file
transfer:
package
registration

Explorer Any Domain Manager 4728 TCP Software Delivery NOS-less file
transfer:
package
registration

 

Communications to the Explorer

From Port To Port Protocol Product Description
Domain Manager 4104 Explorer 4104 UDP All Communications

through CAM
across network
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Enterprise
Manager

4104 Explorer 4104 UDP All Communications
through CAM
across network

Ports Used by the ENC Gateway
The following table provides an overview of the ports used for communications by the ENC Gateway functionality.

From Port To Port Protocol Product Description
ENC Client Any ENC Gateway

Server
443 TCP All ENC Client

registration,
connection
requests, listen
requests.

ENC Client Any ENC Gateway
Server

80 TCP All Communications
through CAM
across network

ENC Gateway
Server

Any ENC Gateway
Server

443 TCP All ENC Gateway
Server
registration, relay
of client requests
to ENC Gateway
Manager, relay
of data between
connected ENC
Clients

ENC Client Any Internet Proxy 1080 TCP All Communications
through proxy

ENC Client Any Internet Proxy 80 TCP All Communications
through proxy

Ports Used by Quarantine of AMT Asset
CA Client Automation supports the Intel Advanced Management Technology (AMT). In this context an AMT quarantine
policy is introduced, which is a circuit breaker feature adding a filter for incoming and outgoing network traffic on AMT
devices.

The quarantine policy provides a new management state for the AMT-enabled asset. We can temporarily lock down this
asset while performing advanced management on CA Client Automation. The quarantine policy closes all normal inbound
and outbound traffic, except for the ports used by AMT devices and CA Client Automation for communication, that is, the
Intel AMT asset in quarantine can be fully managed by CA Client Automation.

The quarantine policy affects ports as follows:

• AMT Send/Receive ARP traffic from AMT computer (port 67)
• AMT Send/Receive data traffic on AMT ports (ports 16992-16995)
• CA Client Automation Send/Receive on port 4104

CA Client Automation Send/Receive on port 4105
CA Client Automation Send/Receive on port 4728

• Support port for DHCP Service where port 53 is open for Receive.
• Support port for DNS Service where port 63 is open for Send/Receive.
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MDB Port Usage
The default ports used for MDB communications are as follows:

• Oracle: 1521
• Microsoft SQL Server: 1433

A database administrator can change the port assignments at the database site.

Software Delivery Procedures for Installation
The installer in CA Client Automation provides a set of predefined Software Delivery (SD) procedures for the installation
packages.

Important Notes on the Uninstall Procedure

Before using the Software Delivery (SD) agent Uninstall procedure please note the following:

• The SD agent plug-in Uninstall procedure must be sequenced as the last one in the job container, because it is the SD
agent plug-in that performs the package uninstallation jobs.

• As the Data Transport Service (DTS) agent plug-in is a separate package on Windows, uninstalling the SD agent does
not implicitly uninstall the DTS agent. The DTS agent must be uninstalled through a separate job, but this job can be
incorporated in the same job container.

Install Procedures

Following are the various Software Delivery procedures for the installation packages:

CA DSM Agent + AM, RC, SD Plugin(s) Linux (Intel) ENU

This installation package has the following software delivery procedures predefined:

• Install
• Uninstall all of CA DSM

CA DSM Agent + Asset Management Plugin Linux (Intel) ENU

This installation package has the following software delivery procedures predefined:

• Install
• Uninstall all of CA DSM
• Uninstall only asset management plugin

CA DSM Agent + Basic Inventory Plugin Linux (Intel) ENU

This installation package has the following software delivery procedures predefined:

• Install
• Uninstall all of CA DSM

CA DMPrimer Linux (Intel) ENU

This installation package has the following software delivery procedures predefined:

• Install
• Uninstall Standalone Desktop Management Primer
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SMPackager (Linux)

This installation package has the following software delivery procedures predefined:

• Install Package
• Reinstall Package
• Uninstall Package

CA DSM Remove Legacy Agent Linux (Intel) ENU

This installation package has the following software delivery procedures predefined:

• Remove all
• Remove AM
• Remove SD

CA DSM Agent + Remote Control Plugin Linux (Intel) ENU

This installation package has the following software delivery procedures predefined:

• Centrally Managed Host Only
• Standalone Agent
• Uninstall all of CA DSM
• Uninstall only Remote Control plugin

CA DSM Agent + Software Delivery Plugin Linux (Intel) ENU

This installation package includes the Data Transport plugin.

This installation package has the following software delivery procedures predefined:

• Install
• Scan SM Installer installations
• Scan SWD
• Scan SWD: Linux software
• SM Installer: Disable trace
• SM Installer: Enable trace
• SM Installer: Get all traces
• SM Installer: Get latest trace
• Uninstall all of CA DSM
• Uninstall only Software Delivery plugin

CA DSM Scalability Server Linux (Intel) ENU

This installation package has the following software delivery procedures predefined:
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• Disable Boot Server share
• Disable MSILIB share
• Disable NFS share
• Disable Samba share
• Disable SDLIB share
• Enable Boot Server share
• Enable MSILIB share
• Enable NFS share
• Enable Samba share
• Enable SDLIB share
• Install
• Synchronize CCS Calendar
• Synchronize Software Job Records
• Synchronize Software Staging Library
• Uninstall all of CA DSM
• Uninstall only Scalability Server + Agents

CA DSM Agent + AM, RC, SD Plugin(s) Win32

This installation package has the following software delivery procedures predefined:

• Install
• Uninstall

CA DSM Agent + Asset Management Plugin

This installation package has the following software delivery procedures predefined:

• Detect
• Install
• Local Repair
• Uninstall
• Verify

CA DSM Agent + Basic Inventory Plugin

This installation package has the following software delivery procedures predefined:

• Detect
• Install
• Local Repair
• Uninstall
• Verify

CA DSM Agent + Data Transport Plugin

This installation package has the following software delivery procedures predefined:
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• Detect
• Install
• Local Repair
• Uninstall
• Verify

CA DSM Agent + Remote Control Plugin

This installation package has the following software delivery procedures predefined:

• Centrally Managed Complete Agent
• Centrally Managed Host Only
• Detect
• Local Repair
• Standalone Agent
• Uninstall
• Verify

CA DSM Agent + Software Delivery Plugin

This installation package does not include the Data Transport plug-in.

This installation package has the following software delivery procedures predefined:

• Catalog: Add
• Catalog: Remove
• Detect
• Diagnostics: Get configuration and version information (dsmdiag information)
• Install
• Local Repair
• Scan MSI (scans local MSI database about installed packages)
• Scan SM Installer installations (scans SXP packages installed on the agent)
• Scan SWD (scans SD proprietary agent db about installed packages)

NOTE

Scan SWD option exists, but is obsolete and non functional. Alternatively you can use Asset Management to
discover the software.

• SM Installer: Disable trace
• SM Installer: Enable trace
• SM Installer: Get all traces
• SM Installer: Get history
• SM Installer: Get latest trace
• SM Installer: Get user history
• SM Installer: Get user trace
• Uninstall
• Verify

CA DSM Constant Access (Intel AMT)

This installation package has the following software delivery procedures predefined:
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• Install
• Uninstall

CA DSM Explorer

This installation package has the following software delivery (SD)-related procedures predefined:

• Detect
• Install
• Install (without Reporter)
• Install AM
• Install AM (without Reporter)
• Install AM + RC
• Install AM + RC (without Reporter)
• Install AM + SD
• Install AM + SD (without Reporter)
• Install RC
• Install RC (without Reporter)
• Install SD
• Install SD (without Reporter)
• Install SD + RC
• Install SD + RC (without Reporter)
• Local Repair
• Uninstall
• Verify

CA DSM Manager

This installation package has the following software delivery procedure predefined:

• Detect

CA DSM Scalability Server

The Scalability Server installation package depends on the "CA DSM Agent + Data Transport plugin" package.

The Scalability Server package has the following software delivery procedures predefined:
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• Detect
• Disable Boot Server share
• Disable MSILIB share
• Disable SDLIB share
• Enable Boot Server share
• Enable MSILIB share
• Enable SDLIB share
• Install
• Local Repair
• Synchronize CCS Calendar
• Synchronize Software Job Records
• Synchronize Software Staging Library
• Uninstall
• Verify
• Uninstall SS+Agents(SD+RC+AM+DTS)

CA DSM Secure Socket Adapter

This installation package has the following software delivery procedures predefined:

• Install
• Uninstall

CA DSM Remove Legacy Agent Win32

This installation package has the following software delivery procedures predefined:

• Remove AM
• Remove RC
• Remove SD
• Remove all

Current Certificates Provided by CA Client Automation
CA Client Automation provides common and application-specific certificates that are listed following. For information on
how to work with and customize certificates see "How to Introduce Your Own X.509 Certificates into the Install Image" and
"Installation of Application-specific Certificates".

Common Certificates

Following are the common DSM certificates:

Default DSM Root Certificate

DN:

CN=DSM Root,O=Computer Associates,C=US

URI:

x509cert://dsm r11/CN=DSM Root,O=Computer Associates,C=US
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Default Basic Host Identity Certificate

DN:

CN=Generic Host Identity,O=Computer Associates,C=US

URI:

x509cert://DSM r11/CN=Generic Host Identity,O=Computer Associates,C=US

Tag:

dsmcommon

Usage:

Basic host identity provision.

Where:

All nodes in the enterprise.

Application-specific Certificates

The application-specific certificates are used for object-level security authorization in the Management Database (MDB). If
you create new certificates, which do not use the default names, you must ensure that you update cfcert.ini with the new
URIs before the Manager installation or you must create new security profiles with the rights and privileges afforded to the
default security profiles.

Please refer to the description of the [Tags] section of the cfcert.ini file.

Directory Synchronization Certificate

DN:

CN=DSM Directory Synchronisation,O=Computer Associates,C=US

URI:

x509cert://dsm r11/CN=DSM Directory Synchronisation,O=Computer Associates,C=US

Tag:

dsm_cmdir_eng

Usage:

To allow the directory synchronization engine job to authenticate to a Manager.

Common Server Registration Certificate

DN:

CN=DSM Common Server Registration,O=Computer Associates,C=US

URI:

x509cert://dsm r11/CN=DSM Common Server Registration,O=Computer Associates,C=US

Tag:

dsm_csvr_reg

Usage:

Scalability server and manager registration to authenticate to a manager.
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Configuration and State Management Certificate

DN:

CN=Configuration and State Management,O=Computer Associates,C=US

URI:

x509cert://dsm r11/CN=Configuration and State Management,O=Computer Associates,C=US

Tag:

csm

Usage:

Authentication of the CSM agent controller.

Software Delivery Agent Mover Certificate

DN:

CN=DSM r11 Agent Mover,O=Computer Associates,C=US

URI:

x509cert://dsm r11/CN=DSM r11 Agent Mover,O=Computer Associates,C=US

Tag:

dsmagtmv

Usage:

Unicenter Software Delivery agent mover.

Where:

Manager nodes.

Software Delivery Catalog Certificate

DN:

CN=DSM r11 Software Delivery Catalog,O=Computer Associates,C=US

• URI:
x509cert://dsm r11/CN=DSM r11 Software Delivery Catalog,O=Computer Associates,C=US

• Tag:
dsmsdcat

• Usage:
Software Delivery Catalog.

• Where:
Manager nodes, Agent nodes (Windows only).

NOTE

Software Delivery Catalog certificate has Write (W) permission on Computers and User Profiles. The certificate
is present on all Domain Managers and remote Engines.
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• Do not change the computer and user profile class permissions of a certificate on the Domain Manager or
any of its remote Engines.

• Do not delete either the default or a user specified software delivery catalog certificate with the same
dsmsdcat tag.

Enterprise Access Certificate

DN:

CN=Enterprise Access,O=Computer Associates,C=US

URI:

x509cert://dsm r11/CN=Enterprise Access,O=Computer Associates,C=US

Tag:

ent_access

Usage:

Enterprise password access.

Domain Access Certificate

DN:

CN=Domain Access,O=Computer Associates,C=US

URI:

x509cert://dsm r11/CN=Domain Access,O=Computer Associates,C=US

Tag:

dom_access

Usage:

Domain password access.

Reporter Access Certificate

DN:

CN=Reporter Access,O=Computer Associates,C=US

URI:

x509cert://dsm r11/CN=Reporter Access,O=Computer Associates,C=US

Tag:

rep_access

Usage:

Reporter password access.

Security Area Support Use Cases
This section covers the most important use cases of area support from the user’s perspective, and describes how area
support functions. 
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For basic information about security area support and area permissions, see the Security Area Support and Area
Permissions sections.

The descriptions of the use cases follow all the same structure, as follows:

• Scenario:
Gives a brief explanation of the user scenario. It describes what a user wants to do.

• Pre-Condition(s):
Defines what objects are defined before the user is doing the action described in the Action(s) section.

• Action(s):
Describes what a user is doing.

• Post-Condition(s):
Defines the properties of the objects involved in the scenario after a user has done the previous action.

Security Area Support for Security Profiles
The security area support for security profiles follows these rules:

• For the Everyone profile it is not allowed to enable or disable area support. Access to any area is denied.
• For the Distributor profile you need full access on the area support security class to enable or disable area support.

Use Case Installing CA Client Automation
Scenario:

A user wants to install CA Client Automation.

Pre-Condition:

No previous version of CA Client Automation is installed on the computer.

Action:

The user installs CA Client Automation.

Post-Conditions:

• Default built-in profiles are installed.
• Area support is disabled (global settings).
• Default area permissions are set to "show all areas."
• The Everyone profile has no access to any area.
• The Administrator profile has full access to all areas and cannot be changed.
• There are no predefined area definitions installed.

Use Case Upgrading an Existing Installation
Scenario:

A user wants to upgrade an existing installation .

• Pre-Condition:
The user has CA Client Automation installed.

• Action:
The user starts the DSM MDB installation for upgrading the MDB.

• Post-Conditions:
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– The MDB Schema is changed or upgraded.
– Area support is disabled after the installation.
– The area_aces are created for all existing secured objects where the value is set as specified in the default settings

for the area code.

NOTE
After upgrade all objects are visible in all areas. This is the default configuration.

 

 

Use Cases Security Profiles
Contents

The following important user scenarios regarding security profiles are considered in the context of security area support:

• Creating a security profile
• Changing area settings for a security profile
• Deleting a security profile

Use Case Creating a Security Profile

Scenario:

An administrator wants to create a new security profile.

Pre-Condition:

The security profile does not exist.

Action:

The administrator creates the new security profile where one or more area codes are assigned.

Post-Conditions:

• The security profile is created. 
• All security class-level permissions are created for the new security profile.
• The object-level permission is calculated for all existing secured objects. The permissions are calculated for the

existing secured objects (including the groups). Object permissions are derived from the class-level permissions.
• The area permissions are created and derived from area permissions assigned to the security profile.

Use Case Changing Area Settings for a Security Profile

Scenario:

An administrator wants to change the area code assigned for a security profile.

Pre-Condition:

The security profile exists and one or more areas are assigned to the profile.

Action:

The administrator changes the area code for a security profile from the old area code to the new one.

Post-Condition:

The area_aces of secured objects are not changed.
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Use Case Deleting a Security Profile

Scenario:

An administrator wants to delete a security profile.

Pre-Condition:

The security profile exists and one or more areas are assigned to the profile.

Action:

The administrator deletes the security profile.

Post-Conditions:

• The security profile is deleted.
• All permissions information regarding the secured objects and the deleted security profile are also deleted.

Use Cases Computers
Contents

The following important user scenarios regarding computers are considered in the context of security area support:

• Creating a computer manually
• New DSM agent was detected

Use Case Creating a Computer Object Manually

Scenario:

A user wants to create a new computer object.

Pre-Condition:

The user is a member of one or more security profiles.

Action:

The user creates the new computer object using the DSM Explorer or the DSM command line utility.

Post-Conditions:

• The new computer object is created.
• The area_ace is derived from the security profile and is assigned to the computer object. If the user is a member of

more than one security profile, the area_ace of all relevant security profiles are OR'ed and assigned to the secured
object.

Use Case A New DSM Agent Was Detected

Scenario:

A DSM agent was deployed and runs the very first time.

Pre-Condition:

There is no object in the MDB for the new asset.

Action:

No user action. The DSM engine detects the new agent and creates the asset object (inserts into
ca_discovered_hardware).
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Post-Conditions:

• A new secured object is created.
• The area permissions are assigned as defined on a global level (global configuration parameter).

Use Cases Asset Groups
Contents

The following important user scenarios regarding asset groups are considered in the context of security area support:

• Creating an asset group
• Add a computer to an asset group
• Remove a computer from an asset group
• Changing area permission of an asset group
• Disabling Inheritance and reverting

Use Case Creating an Asset Group

Scenario:

A user wants to create a new asset group where the user is member of only one security profile.

• Pre-Condition:
A group with the same name does not already exist.

• Action:
The user creates the new asset group.

• Post-Conditions:
– The new group is created.
– A group_ace is created based on the class level permissions for groups.
– An object_ace is created based on the class level permissions for the groups.
– The area_ace is picked up from the security profile where the creation user belongs to. If the creation user is

unknown the default area_ace is assigned.

NOTE
The same is valid for Scalability Server groups and domain groups.

Use Case Add a Computer to an Asset Group

Scenario:

A user wants to add a computer to the group where the user is member of only one security profile.

• Pre-Conditions:
– The asset group exists.
– The computer exists.

• Action:
The user adds a computer to a group; inheritance is enabled for the group.

• Post-Conditions:
– The computer is linked to the group.
– If it is not an inheritance group, then nothing is done. If it is an inheritance group, then the object_ace is calculated

based on the object_ace of the parent group.
– The area-code is set as follows:
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• If the computer is only a member of only one asset group, the area_ace is the same as the area_ace of the asset
group.

• If the computer is a member of multiple asset groups, the area_aces of the parent groups are combined and
assigned to the secured object.

• Variants:
If the area permission of the computer is set to creation_user level or global default level before adding to the group,
then the area permission is set to the area permissions of the group.
If the area permission of the computer is set to object_level before adding to the group, then the area permissions are
not set to group level. The user must use the REVERT function to re-calculate the area permissions to conform to the
group.
Area permissions must not change if a permission inheritance is disabled.

NOTE

The same is valid if there is a dynamic group and the group evaluation is done by the engine. In this case the
engine links the member to the group.

Use Case Remove a Computer from an Asset Group

Scenario:

A user wants to remove a computer from an asset group where the user is member of one or more security profiles.

• Pre-Conditions:
– The asset group exists.
– The computer exists.
– The computer is member of only one asset group.

• Action:
The user unlinks the computer from the asset group; inheritance is enabled for the group.

• Post-Conditions:
– The computer is unlinked from the group.
– Area permissions are not updated.
– The security level is set to object level.

• Variants:
If the computer is member of more than one asset group and the security level is set on group level, then the area
permissions are calculated again (based on the remaining group assignment) and updated.
If the area permission is set on object level the area permission is not updated.

NOTE
After removing the computer from the asset group the user can use the REVERT function to bring the area
permissions of the computer to the creation user level.

Use Case Changing Area Permission of an Asset Group

Scenario:

A user wants to change the area permissions of an existing asset group.

• Pre-Conditions:
– The user is linked to one or more security profiles.
– The asset group exists where permission inheritance is enabled.

• Action:
The user uses the Change Permission dialog and links and unlinks one or more areas to the existing group.

• Post-Conditions:
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– The area_ace of the existing group is changed.
– If it is an inheritance group, the area_ace of the members are updated.

NOTE
Enabling and disabling permission inheritance does not modify the area permissions.

Use Case Disabling Inheritance and Reverting

Scenario:

A user wants to disable the inheritance of an asset group and perform a reverting on asset level.

• Pre-Conditions:
– An asset group exists where permission inheritance is enabled.
– A computer is linked to the asset group where area permissions are set to object level at link time.

• Action:
The user sets permission inheritance of the asset group to disabled and performs a "revert"  for the computer object.

• Post-Condition:
The object permissions of the computer are reverted to creation user.

NOTE
Enabling and disabling permission inheritance does not modify the area permissions.

Use Cases Queries
Contents

The following important user scenarios regarding queries are considered in the context of security area support:

• Creating a query
• Running a query
• Running a query in context of Unicenter Software Delivery

Use Case Creating a Query

Scenario:

A user wants to create a new query.

Pre-Condition:

The user is member of only one security profile.

Action:

The user creates the new query.

Post-Conditions:

• The new query is created.
• The area_ace of the query is derived from the profile of the creation user of the query.
• The new query includes an additional 'where' condition to make sure the query returns only objects where the creation

user has access (same area_ace as assigned to the query itself).
• The object_ace is created based on the class level ace of the security class for queries.

Use Case Running a Query

Scenario:
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A user wants to create a dynamic computer group; the group needs to be evaluated by the engine.

Pre-Condition:

None.

Action:

A user creates a dynamic group; parent group is 'All Computers'.

The user who created the query is different from the user who creates the group.

Post-Conditions:

The evaluation of the group is done by the engine based on the following rules:

• The query is executed.
• Add only those computers as group members that fall in the same area as the user who created the group.

Use Case Running a Query in Context of Unicenter Software Delivery

Scenario:

A query is evaluated as part of a Unicenter Software Delivery procedure prerequisite. The evaluation is done by the Task
Manager of Unicenter Software Delivery.

Pre-Condition:

A procedure with a prerequisite is used for installation on a target computer and the global area setting is turned on.

Action:

The Task Manager calls the query evaluation API, passing in the user from the Unicenter Software Delivery activity object.

Post-Condition:

The query is evaluated in the same context as the user who created the job in the GUI. This means that the query returns
only objects in the same area as the user who created the job. If the job was created by a background process where no
user context was available then the query evaluation will return all objects as if area support was not enabled.

Use Cases Software Packages
Contents

The following important user scenario regarding software packages is considered in the context of security area support:

• Creating a software package

Use Case Creating a Software Package

Scenario:

A user wants to create a new software package.

Pre-Condition:

The software package did not exist.

Action:

The user creates the software package using the CA CA Client Automation GUI.

Post-Conditions:
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• The software package is created.
• Area permissions are created and the software package is linked to the same areas as the user who created the

object.

Use Cases Software Procedures
Contents

The following important user scenario regarding software procedures is considered in the context of security area support:

• Creating a software procedure

Use Case Creating a Software Procedure

Scenario:

A user wants to create a new software procedure.

Pre-Condition:

The software procedure did not exist.

Action:

The user creates the software procedure using the CA CA Client Automation GUI.

Post-Condition:

The procedure “inherits” the same area permissions as the software package it is included in.

Use Cases Software Groups
Contents

The following important user scenario regarding software groups is considered in the context of security area support:

• Creating a software group

Use Case Creating a Software Group

Scenario:

A user wants to create a new software group.

Pre-Condition:

The user is a member of one or more security profiles.

Action:

The user creates the new software group using the DSM Explorer (a new node below Software Package Library).

Post-Conditions:

• The new software group is created.
• The area_ace of the software group is derived from the profile of the creation user of the query.
• The objects_ace is created based on the class level ace of the security class for asset jobs.
• A group_ace is also created based on the class level ace of the security profile.
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Use Cases Software Policies
Contents

The following important user scenario regarding software policies is considered in the context of security area support:

• Creating a software policy

Use Case Creating a Software Policy

Scenario:

A user wants to create a new software policy.

Pre-Condition:

The user is a member of one or more security profiles.

Action:

The user creates the new software policy using the DSM Explorer or the CA CA Client Automation command line.

Post-Conditions:

• The new software policy is created.
• The software policy is assigned to an Asset Group.
• The object_ace is derived from the class select ace.
• The area permissions of the software policy are derived from the profile of the creation user of the policy.

Use Cases Software Jobs
Contents

The following important user scenario regarding software jobs is considered in the context of security area support:

• Creating a software job

Use Case Creating a Software Job

Scenario:

A user wants to create a new software job.

Pre-Condition:

The user is a member of one or more security profiles.

Action:

The user creates the new software job using the DSM Explorer or the DSM command line.

Post-Conditions:

• The new software job is created.
• Object permissions are derived from the class select ace
• The area permissions of the software job are derived from the profile of the creation user of the job.

Use Cases Asset Jobs
Contents
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The following important user scenario regarding asset jobs is considered in the context of security area support:

• Creating an asset job

Use Case Creating an Asset Job

Scenario:

A user wants to create a new asset job.

Pre-Condition:

The user is a member of only one security profile.

Action:

The user creates the new asset job. The asset job can be of any job type like messages, command, and so on.

Post-Conditions:

• The new asset job is created.
• The area_ace of the asset job is derived from the profile of the creation user of the query.
• The objects_ace is created based on the class level ace of the security class for asset jobs.

Use Cases Engine Tasks
Contents

The following important user scenario regarding engine tasks is considered in the context of security area support:

• Creating an engine task

Use Case Creating an Engine Task

Scenario:

A user wants to create a new engine task.

Pre-Condition:

The user is a member of only one security profile.

Action:

The user creates the new engine task.

Post-Conditions:

• The new engine task is created.
• The area permission of the engine task is derived from the profile of the creation user of the engine task.
• The objects permissions are created based on the class level permission of the security class for asset jobs.

Use Cases Managing Areas
Contents

The following important user scenarios regarding managing areas are considered in the context of security area support:
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• First time enabling area code support
• Disabling area code support
• Re-enabling area code support
• Changing the default area permissions
• Adding a new area
• Deleting an area

Use Case First Time Enabling Area Code Support

Scenario:

An administrator wants to enable the area code for all security profiles and it was disabled in the past.

• Pre-Conditions:
– The area code support is disabled and the CA CA Client Automation product has been used already.
– Secured objects and profiles were created while area support was disabled.

• Action:
The administrator enables the area code support.

• Post-Conditions:
– The area code support is enabled in the MDB.
– The area codes of all profiles are set to default area code as defined when the security profile was created.
– The area codes for the existing secured objects are set to the area codes as defined for the security profile.

NOTE
This means that an administrator must assign one or more area codes to the security profile explicitly after the
first time enabling area code support.

Use Case Disabling Area Code Support

Scenario:

An administrator wants to disable the area codes for all security profiles.

Pre-Condition:

The area codes are set correct in the MDB.

Action:

The administrator disables the area code support.

Post-Conditions:

• The flag in the MDB is set to disable the area code.
• The area code itself is neither deleted nor changed.

Use Case Re-enabling Area Code Support

Scenario:

An administrator wants to enable the area code for all security profiles again.

Pre-Condition:

The area codes are set correct in the MDB but the area code support is set to DISABLED.

Action:

The administrator enables the area code support.
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Post-Conditions:

• The flag in the MDB is set to enable the area code..
• The area code itself is the same as before the area code support was disabled.

Use Case Changing the Default Area Permissions

Scenario:

A user wants to change the default area permissions.

Pre-Condition:

The user has CA CA Client Automation installed.

Action:

The user changes the default permissions.

Post-Conditions:

• The default area permissions as stored in the MDB are changed.
• All area permissions where the security level is set to 'default value' are also changed.

Use Case Adding a New Area

Scenario:

A user wants to create a new area definition.

Pre-Condition:

The user is member of a security profile. The security class to control area support
(SEC_CLSID_COM_CONTROL_AREA) allows at least creating a new area.

Action:

The user creates the new area definition.

Post-Condition:

The new area is created.

Use Case Deleting an Area

Scenario:

A user wants to delete an area definition.

Pre-Condition:

The user is member of a security profile. The security class to control area support
(SEC_CLSID_COM_CONTROL_AREA) allows at least deleting an area.

Action:

The user deletes the area definition manually.

Post-Conditions:

• The area is deleted.
• Area permissions are updated that the area does no longer exist.
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Use Case Take Ownership
Take ownership will not change the area permission of any object.

CAF Scheduled Jobs
Contents

The complete rules for specifying scheduled jobs that run in the Common Application Framework (CAF) are described
following. These jobs cover the running of caf commands at regular or random intervals. For example, there is a standard
job which runs the Asset Management agent once a day.

CAF Standard Jobs and Parameters

CAF is installed with a collection of standard jobs (see CAF Policy Group in the Configuration Policy section of the DSM
Explorer Help for details).

A job is described by a set of parameters stored in the configuration store (comstore) under the key:

itrm/common/caf/scheduler/name_of_job

The scheduler itself can be enabled or disabled by setting the “enabled” parameter in the above key.

The parameters of a job are as follows:

• desc
Defines the job description; this appears in trace logs.

• enabled
Indicates whether a job is enabled. Valid values are: 1=job is enabled, 0=job is not enabled and will not run.

• type
Specifies the type of job. This determines the time frame in which the job repeats and can be one of these values:
– day

Runs the job every few days at a given hour and minute.
– hour

Runs the job every few hours at a given minute of the hour.
– minute

Runs the job every few minutes.
You can also specify these additional keywords:
– now

Executes the job now and at the scheduled intervals thereafter. The word “now” in this context means “when caf
starts up”.
If the randomnowtime parameter is set, the job executes within a random number of seconds up to the value of
randomnowtime. This is used to ensure that computers that start up together do not all fire their jobs at the same
time.

– random
Executes the job at the specified time plus a random number of minutes up to the value of the randomminutes
parameter. This is used in jobs which involve contacting servers. This helps to spread the load on servers by
partially randomizing the time at which agents make contact.

– random_hour
Specifies running the job at a random hour within the day. Used with daily schedules.

– random_minute
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Specifies running the job at a random minute within the hour (which may also be random). Used with daily and
hourly schedules.

• excludeDays
Specifies the names of the days to be excluded from the schedule: monday, tuesday, and so on. Separate each day by
spaces. For example, the setting “monday wednesday” prevents the job from running on Monday and Wednesday.

• excludeHours
Specifies the numbers of the hours to be excluded from schedule using a 24-hour clock. Separate each hour by
spaces. For example, the setting “1 15” prevents the job from running at 1:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.

• hour
Specifies the hour at which the job starts using the 24-hour clock. This is used with daily schedules only.

• minute
Specifies the minute in the hour at which the job starts. This is used with daily and hourly schedules.

• repeat
Repeats every time unit defined by the “type” property. For example, if type is “hour” then “repeat” specifies the number
of hours between jobs.

• randomnowtime
Specifies a number of seconds. When CAF starts up, a job marked as “now” will run at a random time within this
number of seconds.

• randomminutes
Specifies a number of minutes. The job runs at the specified time plus a random time up to the value of this parameter.

• cmd
Specifies the caf command for executing this job. This is the same as the command line with the exception that the
host, user, and password options cannot be used.

CAF Scheduled Jobs Examples

Example: Run the amagent plugin every hour on the hour

type="hour", repeat=1, minute=0, cmd="start amagent"

Example: Run the amagent every day at 2:30 p.m.

type="day", repeat=1, hour=14, minute=30, cmd=" start amagent"

Example: Run the amagent when CAF starts up and thereafter every day at a random time between 1:00 a.m. and
2:30 a.m. except on a weekend

type="day now random", hour=1, minute=0, randomminutes=90, excludedays="saturday sunday", cmd=" start amagent"

FIPS 140-2 Compliance
This section details the use of cryptography in CA Client Automation, especially the compliance level with the FIPS 140-2
publication standards.

The FIPS 140-2 is a security standard that specifies the security requirements for a cryptographic module used within
a security system. It is a standard provided by NIST to evaluate and accredit the operation of cryptographic modules
through the Cryptographic Module Verification Program (CMVP). The CMVP is run by NIST-approved test laboratories to
test and validate cryptographic modules. The modules are tested against the derived test requirements of the FIPS 140-2
standard.

For each security function that is validated and approved for use in FIPS 140-2 accredited mode, an individual certificate
under the Cryptographic Algorithm Validation Program (CAVP) is recorded in the FIPS 140-2 approval certificate for the
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module. The approval certificate lists all security functions that the module provides -- both approved and non-approved,
and details the functions that can be used in the FIPS 140-2 approved mode of operation.

Each approved module publishes an associated security policy document that details how the module must be operated in
order to be compliant with the FIPS 140-2 standard.

NOTE
Only cryptographic modules can be certified as FIPS 140-2 accredited and approved; applications cannot be,
though they can use FIPS 140-2 approved modules in their approved modes of operation.

References
For more information about Cryptographic Module Verification Program, go to the NIST website:

http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/STM/cmvp/

You can view the validated modules at the following URL along with links to their relevant security policies:

http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/STM/cmvp/validation.html

You can find information related to the certificate numbers referenced in this appendix in the above URL.

Supported FIPS Modes
CA Client Automation can operate in one of the following modes:

• FIPS-Preferred
In FIPS-preferred mode, CA Client Automation prefers to use FIPS 140-2 approved security functions; however,
when it communicates with legacy CA Client Automation components it uses legacy security functions. In this mode,
the embedded cryptographic modules are not operated in FIPS 140-2 accredited modes as they require the use of
non-approved security functions, such as MD5. When operating in FIPS-preferred mode CA Client Automation can
communicate and inter-operate with the previous releases of CA Client Automation.

• FIPS-Only
In FIPS-only mode, CA Client Automation uses only FIPS 140-2 approved security functions. There is some non-
cryptographic use of non-approved security functions, as detailed in the sections below, but these are not provided
by any embedded cryptographic module when in a FIPS 140-2 approved mode of operation. In this mode, CA Client
Automation can only inter-operate with the components that are FIPS-compliant, either in FIPS-preferred or FIPS-only
mode.

NOTE
This appendix focuses on the cryptographic use when CA Client Automation is operating in FIPS-only mode.

Cryptographic Module - RSA Crypto
CA Client Automation directly uses and embeds the following cryptographic modules:

• RSA Crypto-C ME Version 2.1; CMVP certificate #828

Following is the extract from the security policy of this cryptographic module:

"This Cryptographic Module is classified as a multi-chip standalone module for FIPS 140-2 purposes. As such, the
module must be tested upon a particular operating system and computer platform. The cryptographic boundary thus
includes the Cryptographic Module running on selected platforms running selected operating systems while configured
in "single user" mode. The Cryptographic Module was validated as meeting all FIPS 140-2 level 1 security requirements,
including cryptographic key management and operating system requirements. The Cryptographic Module is packaged as
a dynamically loaded module or shared library file which contains all the module's executable code. Additionally, the RSA
BSAFE Crypto-C ME toolkit relies on the physical security provided by the host PC in which it runs."
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Cryptographic Security Functions
The following table provides the cryptographic algorithms from the RSA Crypto-C module that CA Client Automation uses
for various security functions:

Security Function Crypto Algorithm Validation Certificate Number Comments
Asymmetric encryption and
decryption

RSA encrypt or decrypt Non-approved Allowed in FIPS 140-2 mode for
key transport

Symmetric encryption and
decryption

AES CBC 490 FIPS PUB 197 - Advanced
Encryption Standard

Triple-DES 510 FIPS PUB 46-3 - Data
Encryption Standards
FIPS SP 800-67 -
Recommendation for the Triple
Data Encryption Algorithm
(TDEA) Block Cipher
ANSI X9.52 - TDEA approved
modes of operation

Hash functions SHA-1 560 FIPS PUB 180-3 - Secure Hash
Standard

SHA-256 560 FIPS PUB 180-3 - Secure Hash
Standard

SHA-512 560 FIPS PUB 180-3 - Secure Hash
Standard

Random number generation PRNG 270 FIPS PUB 186-2 - Digital
Signature Standard
For more information, see
Appendix 3: Random Number
Generation For The DSA in
the FIPS PUB 186-2 Digital
Signature Standard document.

Asymmetric key Establishment TLS 1.0 Not Applicable Allowed by the FIPS 140-2
Implementation Guidance
document with FIPS approved
cipher suites

SSH v2 Not Applicable Allowed by the FIPS 140-2
Implementation Guidance
document with FIPS approved
cipher suites

Component-Specific Cryptographic Use
This section lists the component-specific cryptographic usage when CA Client Automation is operating in the FIPS-only
mode:

• Inter-node Communications [Session Messaging]
The session messaging component uses the TLS v1.0 protocol for inter-node communications. The chosen cipher
suite will be selected by negotiation between the communicating nodes.
In some instances, the session messaging component uses the Key Transport Recipient Information structure as
specified in the Cryptographic Message Syntax version 3 (CMS3) as specified in RFC3369.

• Stream-based Networking
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The stream-based networking component utilizes the TLS v1.0 protocol for inter-node communications. The chosen
cipher suite will be selected by negotiation between the communicating nodes.

• Remote Control - Local Address Book
The remote control Local Address Book entries are protected by the 3TDES algorithm in CBC mode with randomized
IV.

• Desktop Migration Manager [DMM]
DMM uses the TLS v1.0 protocol for communication and the AES algorithm with 192 bit keys in CBC mode with
randomized IV.

• ENC
As the ENC functionality provided in CA Client Automation is currently Windows only, it is tightly integrated with the
Microsoft SCHANNEL provider; the Microsoft Certificate Store, and therefore the underlying Microsoft Cryptographic
provider (RSAENH). For more information about the FIPS status of the Microsoft cryptographic providers, see FIPS-
certified Windows Operating Environments.

• OSIM and Software Delivery
OSIM and software delivery use symmetric encryption provided by the AES algorithm in CBC mode with randomized
IV and structured using the Cryptographic Message Syntax version 3 (CMS3) as specified in RFC3369.

• Common Object Manager, Common Engine, SMS Extractor
The Common Object Manager, Common Engine, and SMS Extractor components use the 3TDES algorithm in CBC
mode with randomized IV.

• Platform Virtualization - ESX Module
The ESX module uses the TLS v1.0 protocol for communication with remote VMware ESX nodes.

• DTS
The DTS programs use symmetric encryption provided by either the AES or 3TDES algorithms, with varying key sizes,
but all using CBC mode with randomized IVs.

• CCS
CA Client Automation can make use of CA Common Services, which can optionally be installed. For a detailed
description of the FIPS compliance level of CA Common Services, review "Appendix B FIPS 140-2 Encryption" of the
CA NSM Administration Guide provided in the CA Bookshelf.

FIPS-Compliance of Components External to CA Client Automation
Contents

There are many other uses of cryptography within a machine, external to the CA Client Automation applications.

Windows Operating Environments

The Microsoft Enhanced Cryptographic Service Provider [RSAENH CSP] is FIPS-140 certified on various Windows
operating environments. For a list of these FIPS-certified operating environments, see http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/
library/cc750357.aspx. This link also details how to enable the local security policy to use FIPS-compliant cryptography.
You must configure the local security policy (System cryptography: Use FIPS compliant algorithms for encryption,
hashing, and signing) for ENC to be FIPS-compliant.

Note: You must carefully consider the impact of operating in FIPS-only mode of operation that is, allowing only FIPS-
compliant encryption. For more information, see FIPS 140-2 Support.

SQL Server

Microsoft SQL Server, from version 2005 SP1, is FIPS-compliant. For more information about how to configure SQL
Server to operate in FIPS-compliant mode, see Microsoft Knowledge Base entry 920955 in http://support.microsoft.com/
kb/.
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Other Components

CA Client Automation is a suite of applications and component modules that provides a business solution. As a software
package, CA Client Automation also utilizes components and services from other CA groups and third-party providers.
Unless otherwise mentioned, none of these components and/or services implement or expose cryptographic capabilities
directly to CA Client Automation and, therefore, their compliance with FIPS 140-2 certified cryptographic modules is not
documented. Refer to supporting documentation from the component providers for any FIPS 140-2 related information.

Additionally, cryptographic operations within operating systems is within the remit of the operating system vendors. Refer
to any FIPS 140-2 related documentation from the vendors for FIPS 140 and Common Criteria support, including level of
compliance and/or any supported configuration required.

NOTE
For the most up-to-date list of components shipped with CA Client Automation, see Compatibility Matrix.

Non-approved Use of Security Functions
In some cases, CA Client Automation makes use of security functions that are not allowed by the FIPS 140-2 publication.
These do not impact the 'normal' operation of CA Client Automation in the FIPS-only mode.

• Asset Management Agent - Software Signature Scanner
When a software signature contains an "md5" attribute value for a <file> tag, the signature scanner uses a private
implementation of MD5 code. The scanner checks whether the MD5 digest of any file found on the agent computer
matches the "md5" attribute before it returns a positive result for that signature. MD5 is not used for any cryptographic
purposes in the software signature scanner.

• Installation
During CA Client Automation installation, PKCS#12-based files can be used for certificate and key installation. These
files are encrypted using a key derived in a password-based key derivation function (PBKD), such as PBKDF2 from
the PKCS#5 v2.0 standard. During installation, these files are extracted and protected using non password-based
techniques.

NOTE
Password-based key derivation (password based key establishment) is explicitly disallowed for the purposes
of asymmetric key agreement as specified in section 7.1 of the FIPS 140-2 Implementation Guidance
document.

Accessibility Features
CA Technologies are committed to ensuring that all customers, regardless of the ability, can successfully use its products
and supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks. This section outlines the accessibility features that are
part of CA Client Automation.

Product Enhancements

CA Client Automation offers accessibility enhancements in the following areas:

• Display
• Sound
• Keyboard
• Mouse

NOTE
The following information applies to Windows-based and Macintosh-based applications. Java applications run
on many host operating systems, some of which already have assistive technologies available to them. For
these existing assistive technologies to provide access to programs written in JPL, they need a bridge between
themselves in their native environments and the Java Accessibility support that is available from within the
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Java virtual machine (VM). This bridge has one end in the Java VM and the other on the native platform, so it
is slightly different for each platform it bridges to. Sun is developing both the JPL and the Win32 sides of this
bridge.

• Display
To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:
– Font style, color, and size of items

You can select font color, size, and other visual combinations.
– Screen resolution

You can change the pixel count to enlarge objects on the screen.
– Cursor width and blink rate

You can make the cursor easier to find or minimize its blinking.
– Icon size

You can enlarge icons for visibility or can reduce icons for increased screen space.
– High contrast schemes

You can select color combinations that are easier to see.

NOTE

• If you want to enable the separated user interface for operating systems before Windows Vista instead of
using the in-process GUI, apply the The Software Delivery, Agent, Always display GUI for logged on user
configuration policy.

• To enable the assistive technologies (AT) to read the text from the SD job check window in operating
systems before Windows Vista, apply the Software Delivery, Agent, Always display GUI for logged on
user configuration policy to the agent.

• Sound
Use sound as a visual alternative or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the following
options:
– Volume

You can turn the computer sound up or down.
– Text-to-Speech

You can hear command options and text read aloud.
– Warnings

You can display visual warnings.
– Notices

You can get aural or visual cues when accessibility features are turned on or off.
– Schemes

You can associate computer sounds with specific system events.
– Captions

You can display captions for speech and sounds.
• Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:
– Repeat Rate

You can set how quickly a character repeats when a key is struck.
– Tones

You can hear tones when pressing certain keys.
– Sticky Keys

You can type with one hand or finger select alternative keyboard layouts.
• Keyboard Shortcuts
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The following table lists the keyboard shortcuts that CA Client Automation supports:

Keyboard Description

Ctrl+X Cut

Ctrl+C Copy

Ctrl+K Find Next

Ctrl+F Find and Replace

Ctrl+V Paste

Ctrl+S Save

Ctrl+Shift+S Save All

Ctrl+D Delete Line

Ctrl+Right Next Word

Ctrl+Down Scroll Line Down

End Line End

 

NOTE
A hot key, F6, is added in this feature pack to enhance product accessibility. With this addition, navigation
between panes of the Software Delivery Catalog and the Remote Control viewer is easier.

• Mouse
You can use the following options to make your mouse faster and easier to use:
– Click Speed

You can select how fast to click the mouse button to make a selection.
– Click Lock

You can highlight or drag without holding down the mouse button.
– Reverse Action

You can reverse the functions that are controlled by the left and right mouse keys.
– Blink Rate

You can select how fast the cursor blinks or if it blinks at all.
– Pointer Options

You can do the following:
• Hide the pointer while typing
• Show the location of the pointer
• Set the speed that the pointer moves on the screen
• Select the size and color of the pointer, for increased visibility
• Move the pointer to a default location in a dialog

Truncated Text in the Remote Control Viewer

When you change display settings to High Contrast in the Remote Control viewer, some text can be truncated. Alternate
(ALT) text is provided as a workaround.

Link List Contents May Change Depending on Focus

For the Remote Control viewer, all links are not displayed in the Links List window with Ins+F7. Link list contents can
change depending on the focus because there are two HTML views on the Remote Control viewer page.
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The links of the HTML view having focus appear in the Links List window. Use the F6 hot key to switch between HMTL
views. This hotkey is useful for the screen reader for reading out information that is displayed on the screen, as the screen
reader behavior depends on the focus on HTML view. As there are two HTML views on the Remote Control viewer page,
the screen reader reads the HTML view having focus.

Using the JAWS Screen Reader in the Remote Control Viewer and Replayer

A problem exists with the JAWS® Screen Reading Software when reading windows composed of more than one HTML
view. After continued use, keyboard navigation and link activation can become unpredictable.

To improve consistency, we recommend that you disable the "as Web Page" option in the Remote Control viewer or
replayer using the View, Current menu. Also, hide the Tutorial Bar whenever it is not in use.

You can also experience better results with the Remote Control viewer by disabling the Virtual PC Cursor using the JAWS
+Z key combination.

Remote Sessions Limitation

In the case of the Remote Control viewer, the screen reader and any changes to the display settings do not work for
remote sessions.

High-Contrast Mode Features

In high-contrast mode, the Remote Control viewer automatically makes some visual changes to enhance the visibility of
the user interface. If high-contrast mode is enabled or disabled dynamically while the Remote Control viewer is in use,
refresh the GUI. For example, switch to a different node, or display the high-contrast changes.

NOTE
To refresh the Remote Control Viewer Tutorial page, you can click any link in the tutorial.

Troubleshooting CA Client Automation Implementation
This section includes the following troubleshooting information:

CIC Connection Release Error
The CA Content Import Client (CIC) can sometimes fail to release its connection to the Oracle MDB resulting in the
following error in the CIC log:

[CCMain] WARN  [com.ca.sccc.dbm.CCDBManager] - Failed to uninitialize MDB connection pool for domain 'xxx'

Content Download Fails on Oracle MDB
Symptom:

The Content Download Job on Oracle MDB fails after a fresh installation on the Domain Manager/Enterprise Manager,
with the following errors in the CIC logs.

ORA-00604: error occurred at recursive SQL level

ORA-01000: maximum open cursors exceeded

Solution:

This occurs during the execution of the Content Import Client, if the number of open cursors is exceeding the maximum
limit as defined on the Oracle database.

You can modify the upper limit for open cursors from default 50 to a higher value.
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Execute the following on the oracle MDB:

ALTER SYSTEM SET open_cursors = 1000 SCOPE=BOTH; 

This sets the upper limit of open cursors to 1000.

NOTE
Upper limit allows to open the cursors as CIC requires and closes after it terminates.

DSM Engine Crashes When the Database is Stopped

Symptom:

When I stop the database for maintenance, for example, to take a backup, the engine processes sometimes crash.

Solution:

Verify that you have stopped all the engine processes before you stop the database for maintenance.

NOTE
If an engine process crashes during the database maintenance, restart the engine process after you restart the
database.

Prerequisites for SXP Packager on Windows 8 and 8.1
If you tried creating packages using SXP Packager on the computer, verify that.NET framework 3.5 is installed and
enabled on the Windows 8 or Windows Server 2012 computer using the following steps:

• Windows 8 and 8.1:
Click Control Panel, Programs, and Features, Turn Windows features on or off. For more information, see http://
msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh506443.aspx.

• Windows Server 2012 and Windows Server 2012 R2:
Install .NET Framework 3.5 using the Add Roles and Features Wizard. For more information, see http://
technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh83180.aspx.

 

Opening the Exported Reports
The exported files are in Unicode format. To view the files in an application that does not support Unicode, change the
encoding to ANSI before opening the file.

Alert Collector Fails to Connect to the Specified Manager
Symptom:

During the Alert Collector installation, when I run the Alert Collector status command, the Alert Collector shows the
following message:

Unable to connect to the specified manager.

Solution:

When you install the Alert collector on a standalone server that is configured to connect to either the EM or DM, and
fails to connect to the Manager. The alert collector connects to the Manager the first time to determine the Manager type
(whether EM or DM). When an invalid role is specified, the Manager type is used to validate the specified role and switch
to the default role.
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Verify whether the CAF runs and works on the stand-alone server and the Manager. Alert Collector fetches the required
info and works properly. This status message is displayed when the manager of the alert collector is changed and alert
collector is relaunched. The same steps apply to fix the issue.

Alert Collector Fails to Connect to the Database
Symptom

On uploading the alerts to the alert collector, I do not see the uploaded alerts in WAC. Using the AlertCollector status
command shows the following message:

Unable to establish a connection to the database.

Solution

Ensure that the alert collector on a standalone server connects with the database. Verify the database server connectivity
or install the associated 32-bit DB client tools (such as SQL or Oracle clients) on the system.

 

DSM Explorer does not Display Prompt Window in Meeting Mode Connection
Symptom:

When I open DSM Explorer in a Domain Manager, right click the agent, and establish a meeting mode connection, the
application does not display the prompt window.

Solution:

Verify that the libatk-1.0.so.0 package is installed on the Agent.

Issues with Changing the Boot Server Configuration from tftp to Share Access
Mode in Cluster Setup
Symptom:

When I change the Boot Server configuration from tftp to Share access mode in Cluster setup, I get the following error:

ERROR: trying to create camenu shareERROR: trying to create sxpsetup share

Solution:

You can set Share access mode as boot server configuration without any errors in CA Client Automation application
cluster by configuring a remote Scalability Server.

Problem with Size Details of CA Client Automation and CIC Components on the
Add/Remove Programs
Symptom:

After I install or upgrade to CA Client Automation Release 12.9; Control Panel, Add/Remove Programs does not
display the size estimate of CA Client Automation, Content Import Client (CIC), Patch Manager, and other CA Client
Automation components.

Solution:

Obtaining and displaying the size in Control Panel, Add/Remove Programs is a property of Windows OS and not of
InstallShield. This behavior occurs due to a change in the functionality with how Microsoft calculates the estimated size
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on Windows. Size of each installed component is estimated using the OS algorithm. This algorithm can vary in different
versions of windows; impacting the display of CA ITCM size estimates.

To populate the size estimates, you can perform the following steps:

Follow these steps:

Microsoft exclusively uses EstimatedSize registry key to populate the estimated size value in Add/Remove Programs. To
populate the size estimates, you can manually edit EstimatedSize registry key in HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE
\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall\{PRODUCT_CODE}. See Microsoft documentation for more information.

Error and Delay in Connecting to Technical Support
Symptom:

When I try to access the technical support page from the CA Client Automation about screens, I see a script error after
some delay.

Solution:

Press Yes and the technical support page appears after some delay. Note this delay is specific to Internet Explorer 7 only.

SE-Linux Support for CA Client Automation Components
Linux systems, with the SE-Linux security system enabled, require specific SE-Linux settings for the following CA Client
Automation components:

• DSM Web Services and Web Console
Installation of the CA Client Automation Web Services and Web Console is successful on systems with SE-Linux set to
the enforcing mode. However, to work with these components, switch to the permissive mode in the following manner:

Follow these steps:

• Open the file '/etc/selinux/config' in a text editor.
• Change the flag SELINUX=enforcing to SELINUX=permissive.
• Reboot the system.

Junk Text Appears on the Japanese Installer UI
Valid on Japanese Linux

Symptom:

When I launch the installer in Japanese on Linux, the text is shown as junk on the UI.

Solution:

Launch the product installer in command line mode or use silent installation using the response file.

Issue with the Strings at Command Prompt
Valid on Windows and Linux

Symptom:

When I run commands in a localized environment, I see issues with the strings at Command Prompt.

Solution:

To fix the command prompt strings issue, do the following changes:
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• (For Windows)

This problem occurs when the default code page of the environment is not supported.

For example, when default code page for German and French is 850; Command Prompt strings appear erratically.
Note that, for German and French, CA Client Automation supports code page 1252. You can reset the code page at the
environment settings by running the following command:

chcp 1252

• (For Linux)

You can reset the Language parameter in the the following way:

Navigate to the cd\etc\sysconfig folder, open i18n.

1. Modify the Lang parameter in the following way:
Example:
(For German) Lang=de_DE.UTF-8
(For French) Lang=fr_FR.UTF-8

Error While Loading Shared Libraries on a Newer 64-bit Linux OS
Symptom:

Some of the DSM features (such as cfSysTray, remote control connection, dsm properties) do not work properly on newer
64-bit Linux operating systems. For example, when I run cfSystray, the following error message appears:

[root@hostname]# cfsysTray show cfSysTray: error while loading shared libraries: libgtk-x11-2.0.so.0: wrong ELF
class: ELFCLASS64.

Solution:

DSM is a 32-bit application and requires 32-bit version OS libraries. DSM commands failed because the 64-bit Linux
operating system does not include 32-bit OS libraries. By default, these libraries are not installed on the newer 64-bit
Linux operating systems.

To install the required libraries, see Broadcom Support or contact your system administrator.

Agent Installation on Solaris Fails with an Error
Symptom:

The agent installation on Solaris 10 failed with the following error in the log file:

ld.so.1: setup: fatal: libCstd.so.1: version `SUNW_1.4.2' not found (required by file /opt/CA/DSM/capki/
setup)ld.so.1: setup: fatal: libCstd.so.1: open failed: No such file or directory Killed/opt/CA/DSM/capki/setup
install caller=CAITCM verbose env=all failed with return code = 13711:43:58 !!  Script executed with error:
137Script or command "capki/pkiInst" failed with exit code 137.Reason:The script or command encountered
a problem.Action: Find further details in the installation log file /opt/CA/SharedComponents/installer/log/ca-
dsm.log.

Solution:

The agent installation on Solaris 10 failed because the libCstd library version is incompatible. To resolve this problem,
install the Solaris OS patch 119964-12 or later.
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Remote Control Secure Mode Not Supported On Some Latest Platforms

Symptom:

Remote Control on Windows 8 and above, SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 12.x, SuSE Linux Enterprise Desktop 12.x,
and Redhat Linux Enterprise Server 7.x does not support Secure control mode.

Solution:

A solution is in progress and planned for our next major release.

Unable to Connect to MDB
Symptom:

While I install CIC, Installer stops with the following error message:

Unable to Connect to MDB. Please check MDB credentials.

Solution:

Ensure that MDB credentials comply to the password policies. CIC supports alpha-numeric characters and the following
special characters in MDB password:

• SQL
~ ! # $ * ( ) _ + - { } [ ] ? / @

Oracle

# $ _

• Reset the MDB password and Installer runs successfully.

For more information about MS-SQL and Oracle database password policy, visit the respective company websites.

 

 

DSM Manager Fails to Start after CAM Upgrade
When installing CA Client Automation, CA Message Queuing (CAM) is typically upgraded during the installation process.
If the DSM Manager fails to start because it cannot connect to CAM, stop the version of CAM that is currently running or
reboot after the CA Client Automation installation.

Logs in Temp Folder are Deleted
Symptom:

When I install CA Client Automation on the computer where Remote Desktop Services are configured, the logs in the
temp folder are deleted after the user logs off or when the machine is restarted.

Solution:

Do the following:

• Navigate to Remote Desktop Services, Remote Desktop Session Host, Do not delete temp folder upon exit of the
computer.
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– If the status is set to Enabled, temporary folders per session of the user are retained when the user logs off from a
session.

– If the status is set to Disabled, temporary folders are deleted when a user logs off, even if the administrator specifies
otherwise in the Remote Desktop Session Host Configuration tool.

– If the status is set to Not Configured, Remote Desktop Services deletes the temporary folders from the remote
computer at log-off, unless specified otherwise by the server administrator.

NOTE
The path to Remote Desktop Services varies from OS to OS version.

MDB Installer Hangs if ORACLE_HOME Variable or ca_itrm Password Is Set
Incorrectly
 

If the ORACLE_HOME environment variable is set incorrectly, the MDB installer hangs during an unattended install,
reinstall, or upgrade. Either set the ORACLE_HOME variable correctly or remove the value in this environment variable.
The value for ORACLE_HOME is then picked up from the response file.

If you have entered an incorrect ca_itrm password during a reinstall or upgrade (either interactive or unattended), the
MDB installer hangs. Verify that the correct ca_itrm password is entered.

Named Instance and Port ID Installation Error
An installation error can occur on Microsoft SQL Server due to the named instance and port ID properties. Verify that you
specify the correct port ID.

Response File Contains Unused Entries
The generated response file and the install.rsp template contain the following Microsoft SQL entries:
ITRM_DBSQLPORT=1433 and ITRM_SQLADMINUSER=sa. These entries are unused and ignored by the MDB installer.

Synchronization Error from SQL MDB to Oracle MDB Target

Symptom:

When I perform synchronization from a source with MDB on SQL server to a target with MDB on Oracle 11g, the following
error is displayed in the engine logs for ITCM R12.5 SP1:

RecImpl_Ado |RecImpl_Ado.cpp |001371|ERROR | FieldLng encounters an undefined VT type =5 for 14

RecImpl_Ado |RecImpl_Ado.cpp |001373|ERROR | FieldLng encounters an undefined VT type =0

Solution:

Apply the testfix RO43621. Follow the instructions the testfix readme.

Synchronization Error on a Target MDB on Oracle
Symptom:

When I perform synchronization with a target MDB that is on Oracle, the following error message is displayed in the
engine log file:

ERROR  | ERROR:OCIStmtExecute() failed
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Solution:

Apply the testfix RO43619. Follow the instructions the testfix readme.

To resolve this, you should apply the patch number RO43619. For more information on how to apply the patch, refer to
Solution Document for RO43619 on CA Support Site.

Unified Logon from Web Console Fails
Symptom:

When I access the Unified Logon feature of Web Console from a supported browser on Windows 2008 and above, log in
fails and prompts me to perform an explicit logon.

Solution:

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the Domain Controller is on windows 2008 or above with the following local policy setting:
– Network access: Sharing and security model for local accounts: Classic
– Network access: LAN manager authentication level: Send LM and NTLM Responses
– Network security: Verify that the minimum session security for NTLM SSP based (including secure RPC) clients is

set to 'no minimum'
2. Verify that the Domain Manager is on windows 2008 or above and set the local policy as given in step 1.
3. Verify that the Registry of the Domain manager is on windows 2008 or above and disable the loopback check box:

a. Click Start, Run.
b. Type regedit. Click OK.
c. In Registry Editor, locate and click the following registry key: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM

\CurrentControlSet\Control\Lsa
d. Right-click LSA and point to New. Click DWORD Value.
e. Type DisableLoopbackCheck. Press ENTER.
f. Right-click DisableLoopbackCheck. Click Modify.
g. In the Value data box, type 1. Click OK.

4. Verify the settings of the browser (IE or Firefox) on the User’s computer.

NOTE
For more information about browser settings for unified logon, see Configure Browser Settings for Unified
Logon topic in the Web Console Help.

5. If the browser is on the server class machine, follow the local policy settings given in step 1.

 

High CPU Utilization after DSM Manager Upgrade
Symptom:

After upgrading DSM Manager to the current release, CPU utilization becomes high due to old crypto modules running
with tomcat 7 and JRE 1.7.

Solution:

This problem occurs when you upgrade CA Client Automation only with DSM Manager and not upgrading the Patch
Manager. Upgrade the Patch Manager to the current CA Client Automation release.
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Infrastructure Deployment Fails if a Windows 2012 Virtual Machine is Involved
Symptom:

infrastructure deployment fails if one of the following in a Windows 2012 virtual computer.

• Domain Manager
• Scalability Server
• Target Computer

Solution:

Follow the VMware Knowledge Base entry: Possible data corruption after a Windows 2012 virtual machine network
transfer (2058692).

Unable to Collect Hardware Inventory using Oracle 12.1.0.1 32bit Windows Client
Symptom:

When CA Client Automation is installed with MDB on Oracle Server 12c and Oracle 12.1.0.1 32bit Windows client is used
to connect to database, the hardware is not collected on Domain Manager or replicated Enterprise Manager.

Solution:

This happens if oraodm12.dll file is not available in the Oracle client location.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the file oraodm12.dll from Oracle Support site.
2. Copy the file to the following location:

<12.1_ORACLE_CLIENT_Location>\bin\

For more information refer the document ID 1593348.1 on Oracle support site.

Command Prompt does not execute certain commands if User Account Control
is set to Always Notify
Symptom
The following commands from command prompt are not executed, When the User Account Control is set to "Always
Notify", some of the commands from command prompt are not executed.

For example, when I run the commands such as caf stop or caf start the following error message is shown:

No privilege for attempted operation.
The command failed.
You must be an administrator to perform this command.

Solution

This happens because User Account Control (UAC) does not automatically grant administrative rights to local users. To
successfully execute these commands, run the command prompt with the Run as Administrator option.
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Locally Managed Configuration Parameter Changes Not Honored by ENC
Gateway
Symptom

When I change the locally managed configuration parameter on ENC Gateway Server, the changes are not honored.

Solution

Change the parameters type as centrally managed and apply them through a policy or follow the mentioned procedure.

1. Change the configuration properties manually in server.properties file at <Install_Path>\DSM\ENC\Tomcat
\webapps\encServer\WEB-INF\classes\config.

2. Restart the encserver plug-in by using the following commands:
– Caf stop encserver
– Caf start encserver

Legacy ENC Gateway Server Not Functional When Configuration is Updated
Symptom

Legacy ENC Gateway Server and the related legacy ENC Clients do not participate in ENC communication when ENC
Gateway Server configurations are updated.

Solution

Restart the ENC Gateway components manually by executing the following commands:

• Caf stop encserver
• Caf start encserver

ENC Gateway Server Hangs While Processing the Requests
Symptom:

ENC Gateway Server hangs while processing large number of incoming requests because of insufficient number of
internal and connection threads. The internal threads handle the incoming requests and connection threads pass the
messages to ENC Gateway Manager.

Solution:

Configure the following parameters to increase the number of thread count. 

Follow these steps:

1. Go to server.properties file under the path, ..DSM\ENC\Tomcat\webapps\encServer\WEB-INF\classes\config.
2. Locate the following parameters and increase the default value within the specified range:

– MaximumConnectionPool
This configuration parameter specifies the maximum number of connections from ENC Gateway Server to ENC
Gateway Manager.
Default: 3
Value Range: 3-32

– NumberOfReaderWorkton
This configuration parameter specifies the maximum number of channels or worktons for ENC Gateway Server.
Default: 32
Value Range: 16-128
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Unable to Launch Setup.exe from Network Share
Symptom:

When you double click Setup.exe from a network share on Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008, the installer wizard
does not function.

Solution:

Use physical DVD to install the product using the Setup.exe file. You can also map the network shared DVD content to a
network drive and launch Setup.exe from the command prompt.

Delay CAF Start When Windows System Has APIPA Address
Symptom

CAF starts using the APIPA address and uses this address for all the communications. This type of communication is not
valid.

Solution

To enable the CAF delay start when CAF finds an APIPA address, change the configuration parameters.  Do the following
steps:

1. Select Configuration Policy, DSM, Common Components, CAF, and General.
2. Change the configuration parameters:

–   CAF: APIPA Delay: Delay in seconds for each APIPA Retry.
– CAF: APIPA Retry: Number of tries to check for APIPA address.

Error While Loading Shared Libraries on 64 Bit Linux Operating Systems
Symptom

Some of the DSM features like cfSysTray, Remote Control connection, and DSM properties might not work properly
because of the missing 32-bit libraries on the newer 64-bit Linux operating systems.

For example, if cfSysTray is run, the following error message is displayed:

[root@hostname]# cfsysTray show 

cfSysTray: error while loading shared libraries: libgtk-x11-2.0.so.0: wrong ELF class: ELFCLASS64.

Solution

DSM is a 32-bit application and requires 32-bit version OS libraries. These libraries might not have installed on the newer
64-bit Linux operating systems by default.

Execute the following commands to install the required libraries or you can contact your system administrator.

For Redhat Linux 6.x or Oracle Enterprise Linux 6.x:

yum install libgtk-
x11-2.0.so.0
yum install
 libXtst.so.6
yum install gtk2-engines.i686

For Redhat Linux 7.x or Oracle Enterprise Linux 7.x:
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yum install libgtk-
x11-2.0.so.0
yum install
 libXtst.so.6
yum install libpk-gtk-
module.so
yum install libcanberra-gtk-
module.so
yum install
 libadwaita.so
ln -s /usr/lib/libpango-1.0.so.0 /usr/lib/libpangox-1.0.so.0

For SuSE Linux:

zypper install libgtk-
x11-2.0.so.0
zypper install
 libpangox-1.0.so.0
zypper install
 libgthread-2.0.so.0
zypper install gtk2-engine-oxygen-32bit

For Kubuntu:

apt-get install ia32-libs-
gtk
apt-get install libc6-
i386
apt-get install lib32stdc+
+
apt-get install libgtk2.0-0

The prerequisites for Kubuntu 14.04, Kubuntu 16.04, SLES 12, and SLES 15 before installing the Agent are as follows:

For Kubuntu 14.04 and 16.04 32-bit:

• apt-get install libpango1.0-0

For Kubuntu 14.04 and 16.04 64-bit:

• apt-get install libc6-i386
• apt-get install lib32stdc++6
• apt-get install libgtk2.0-0:i386
• apt-get install libpangoxft-1.0-0:i386
• apt-get install libpangox-1.0-0:i386
• apt-get install libxtst6:i386

For SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 12 (SLES12):

• zypper install libgtk-x11-2.0.so.0
• ln -s /usr/lib/libpango-1.0.so.0 /usr/lib/libpangox-1.0.so.0
• zypper install libgthread-2.0.so.0
• zypper install libXtst6-32bit
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For SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 15 (SLES15):

• Install net-tools-deprecated
• Install insserv-compat 
• Install libncurses5

Unable to Access CA Client Automation Web Services from PAM
Symptom

You are unable to access CA Client Automation Web services from PAM because the system where CA Client Automation
server is installed does not have internet connection.

PAM tries to invoke web service methods in CA Client Automation While integrating PAM with CA Client Automation. PAM
uses CA Client Automation wsdl using the mentioned URL and tries to invoke a soap method in CA Client Automation:

http://<itcm server>/UDSM_R11_webservice/wsdl/?wsdl

If CA Client Automation server is in an environment with no internet access, invoking a soap method in CA Client
Automation fails because of the following line in CA Client Automation wsdl file:

<import namespace="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/" schemaLocation=http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/

encoding/">

Where, schemaLocation is a location on internet.

So, if CA Client Automation system has no internet connection, processing of this line fails and other applications would
not receive any response from CA Client Automation.

Solution

Follow these steps for CA Client Automation web services to function typically even on servers without internet
connection.

1. Manually download the XSD file that is mentioned in the schemaLocation from http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/
encoding/ to a system which has internet connection.

2. Save the file with an extension 'xsd' in the same folder where wsdl file is located. The default location is C:\Program
Files (x86)\CA\DSM\webservices\wsdl. Provide a name to the file, for example, ‘SchemaEncoding.xsd’.

3. Edit both webserviceapi.wsdl and webserviceapi_utf8.wsdl files and change the line from
<import namespace="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/" schemaLocation="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/

soap/encoding/"/>

to
<import namespace=http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/" schemaLocation="SchemaEncoding.xsd"/>

4. Save both wsdl files and restart tomcat.

CA Client Automation Upgrade Fails with Error Code 60
Symptom

CA Client Automation upgrade using DM Deploy or SD Deploy fails with error code 60 due to dependency check violation.
This violation occurs when Manager components like Web Admin Console, Web Services, or Packager are installed on
the computer.

Solution

Use DVD to upgrade CA Client Automation on the computers with Manager components installed.
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Scalability Server Registration Fails with Exit Code 104 Error
Symptom

Scalability Server registration fails with the Exit code 104: Failed to register one or more server components error
while executing the following command:

cserver register -a

Solution

Verify the TRC_CSERVER_X.log for the following error:

110509-09:29:39.5910434L|000792|00001734|cserver |co_capi |co_xml_utils.cpp |000153|DETAIL

 | ProcessReplySingle error <211, ADO Version 2.8 - ExecuteCommandPointer -COM Error:

 ErrorCode:-2147217900,WordErrorCode:3092, IDispatch error #3092, Error 9008: host_uuid for discoverehardware

 not unique: , Microsoft OLE DB Provider for SQL Server, (null)> 110509-09:29:39.5911655L|000792|

00001734|cserver |cmRegister|ccoRegister.cpp |001492|ERROR | intRegisterServer: CreateObject

 failed, error=211 110509-09:29:39.5912404L|000792|00001734|cserver |cmRegister |ccoRegister.cpp

 |001501|DETAIL | intRegisterServer: End for with rc = 2 11 110509-09:29:39.5913171L|000792|

00001734|cserver |cmRegister |ccoRegister.cpp |000410|NOTIFY | RegisterServer: end with rc = 211

 110509-09:29:39.5942256L|000792|00001734|cserver |srvreg.cpp | |000000|ERROR | Failed to register server

 (99): mgr=cadtm.kfs.local,engine=ErrorCode:-2147217900,WordErrorCode:3092, IDispatch error #3092, Error 9008:

 host_uuid for discovered hardware not unique: , Microsoft OLE DB Provider for SQL Server, (null)>

If you find out an error that is similar to the mentioned error, the HostUUID key on the Scalability Server is not unique.

Follow these steps to correct the error:

1. Run CAF STOP.
2. Delete the HostUUID key in the registry under the following paths:

– On a 32-bit OS
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\HostUUID

– On a 64-bit OS
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\ComputerAssociates\HostUUID

– On Linux, delete the following file:
/etc/cadmuuid

3. Run CAF START.
4. Execute the following command to configure Scalability Server for reporting to the Domain Manager:

cserver config -h <Domain manager FQDN name>

5. Execute the following command to register Scalability Server to the Domain Manager:
cserver register -a: registration of SS to DM

No Primer Transport Error While Deploying Agents
Symptom

While deploying Agents through the Infrastructure Deployment Wizard, the job status displays No Primer transport error.

Solution

The primer package transfer to the target starts the Agent Deployment process. Once the transfer is complete, Agents are
installed and are in control of the actual CA Client Automation agent plug-ins deployment.

If the primer package transfer fails with an "no primer transport" error, the list of possible causes are as follows:
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• Ping and NSLookup to the target (hostname and IP address) is not working
• Remote registry service is disabled on the target system
• Windows installer service is disabled on the target system
• Agent is uninstalled from this system and some files are left from the previous installation
• Deployment Server might have two NICS enabled and Agent Deployment process is using the wrong NIC
• Firewall problem exists or ports are not opened bi-bidirectionally

– CAM: 4104 UDP, 4105 TCP
– Port Multiplexer: 4728 TCP
– CA Connection Broker Service: 7163 TCP
– Echo: 7 TCP
– File Share ports: 135 TCP, 445 TCP, and UDP

• C$ and admin$ shares are disabled or the target user credentials that are supplied in the deployment wizard does not
allow to be written to.

• Some Antivirus policy that prevents anything to be written to the Admin$ share
• Verify that the installation drive exists. Some environments require to install on drive D: to keep C: for the system. But

if the drive does not exist, the install modules are copied to the admin$ share but cannot be installed on the specified
drive D. As CAM and DMPrimer cannot be installed, there is no way to send feedback to the Domain Manager. The
affected options are set on the "Agent Configuration" of the Deployment Wizard and are "Advanced Options" for the
DMPrimer installation and "additional Windows install options" for the package installation.

If all the listed possibilities are not one of the causes, create a policy and apply the policy to Domain Manager:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Default Computer Policy, DSM, Manager, and
Infrastructure Deployment.

2. Set the configurations AlwaysDeploy=1 and AlwaysDeployPrimer=1.

CAF Start Fails with "Failed to connect: A required subsystem failed to start"
Error
Symptom:

After a fresh installation of DSM, sometimes the initial startup of the CAF Service fails with the following error:

Error: "Failed to connect: A required subsystem failed to start"

When you execute CAF START command, you can see the mentioned output:

Starting caf service... 
Waiting for service to confirm startup... 
Connecting to caf process... 
CA DSM r12 Common Application Framework 12.x.x.xxxx 
Starting all DSM services... 
Session messaging server (smserver)...Worker process did not send a ready message -
 continuing anyway. 
Connecting to session messaging server...

[0] Retrying connection... 
... 
[9] Retrying connection... 
Failed to connect: A required subsystem failed to start. Please check logs for details.
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: SmInitialize The command failed. 
c:\Program Files\ca\dsm\bin\CAF.exe exited on <hostname> with error code 1.

Solution:

If the environment variable 'PATH' is not updated properly with the DSM Agent path, this error generally occurs.

Execute the command 'Set' and check if the following output is listed:

CAI_CAFT=C:\Program Files\CA\SC\CAM 

CAI_MSQ=C:\Program Files\CA\SC\CAM 

CAI_MSQ_NOWV=y 

CASHCOMP=C:\Program Files\CA\SharedComponents\

The 'PATH' variable must have the following defined for proper functioning of the DSM Agent:

C:\Program Files\CA\SC\CAWIN\

C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\bin

C:\Program Files\CA\SC\CAM\bin

NOTE

The output of 'PATH' shown contains the path information that is required for CA DSM Agents only. The output
you would see on your systems might differ from the output shown here. The information shown is just for
reference.

How to Configure and Authenticate ExternalDirectories
As a desktop support analyst, you use external directories for authentication. Using the external directories in the DSM
Explorer, you can do the following tasks:

• Authenticate users, including native mode Active Directory users.
• Authorize users by mapping security profiles to entities in the directory.
• Define Query Groups with targets matching computers or users held in a container on a directory.
• Target the deployment of agents.
• Produce reports using a hierarchy obtained from a directory.

To authenticate using external directories, perform the following steps:

1. Add a Directory to the Repository
2. (Optional) Import a Certificate (LDAPS only)
3. Verify the Configured Directory
4. Authenticate the Configured Directory
5. Verify the Directory Authentication

Supported External Directories

CA Client Automation supports the following directories:

• Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
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• Microsoft Active Directory

See Compatibility Matrix for an updated list of the supported directory integration services.

Verify the Prerequisites

To authenticate using an external directory, verify the following prerequisites:

• Verify you have access permissions to configure an external directory.
• Ensure you have working knowledge of Directory Integration capability.

Add a Directory to the Repository

To authenticate users and authorize users by mapping security profiles to entities in the directory, add the external
directory to the repository first.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Control Panel, Directory Integration, Add Directory to access the Add Directory Wizard, Click Next.
The Introduction/Directory Name page appears.

2. Specify the directory name to identify the directory when connecting to Active Directory in Directory Name.
3. Select the type of directory using one of the Directory Type options. The following options are available:

– Active Directory
– LDAP
Default: Active Directory.

4. Click Next to go to the Server Details page.

Specify Directory Server Details

Use the Server Details wizard page to specify the name of the directory server holding the directory you are adding and
the port number to which you are connecting.

NOTE
For external directories that use Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), the certificate that the Lightweight Directory
Access Protocol (LDAP) server uses must be valid and certifiable through the Microsoft Windows certificate
authority chain. Previous versions of Windows gave the LDAP developer the opportunity to verify certificates;
however, Windows 2003 SSL enforces this for you.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the name of the name of the server supporting the directory in the Server Name field.
2. Enter the directory service's port number in the Port field.

The directory client always attempts to create a secure encrypted connection to the directory using the port specified
here. Some directories support port 389 for secure and insecure communications. Some directories also support port
636 as a secure-only channel. Your directory administrator can tell you which port to use. 
For the port specified, a secure channel is used if one is available; otherwise, if the port specified allows insecure
communication, this is used. (If insecure communication is not acceptable, the directory import is rejected with a
corresponding error message when you click Finish.)

NOTE
Common configuration policies for directories -- in particular, the Enable LDAP simple authentication policy --
can have an impact on whether authentication can take place over an insecure communication channel.

3. Click Next to go to the Directory Binding page.

NOTE
If after adding an LDAP directory, the specified access port is changed, the original security authority is not
removed correctly and the security authority list may contain an invalid security authority. This has no functional
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impact on CA Client Automation, but the original security authority is listed as valid in security dialogs. Removing
the extraneous security authority requires a tool from Technical Support. Contact your support representative
and request the cfspsetpass utility.

Specify Directory Binding Information

Use the Directory Binding wizard page to specify whether you want to access the directory anonymously or with user
credentials.

Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Select the Use Anonymous Binding option. By default, this option is not selected (False).

NOTE
If selected, you may have limited or no access to the directory.

2. Enter the user name and password in the appropriate fields.
3. (Optional) Select the Use Secure Protocol (LDAPS) option. If you select this option, the secure LDAPS protocol is

used instead of LDAP. However, ensure that LDAPS is supported by the directory you are configuring.

NOTE
This field appears only if you are configuring an Active Directory or LDAP directory.

4. Click Next to go to the Base Directory Node page.

 

Specify the Base Directory Node Details

Use the Base Directory Node wizard page to specify the root node from which directory browsing starts.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Base Directory Node field, enter the Distinguished Name (DN) of the root object for browsing the current
directory.

NOTE
Try to use the lowest possible Base DN in the directory hierarchy as possible to ensure that searches are
more efficient. Your directory administrator can tell you the best value to use.

2. Click Next to go to the Choose Schema Mapping page.

Choose Schema Mapping Attributes

Use the Choose Schema Mapping wizard page to specify the schema mapping for your directory. You can either select a
predefined, common schema map or define one of your own.

Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Select the Define New Mapping option if you want to use your own schema mapping. 
This option lets you define a mapping of the attribute names associated with data objects (such as users, computers,
and groups) in your external directory to those attribute names used by corresponding DSM objects.

2. Select a predefined schema map using one of the Schema Maps options. Valid options are Active Directory and eTrust
Directory. 
Default:Active Directory

3. Click Next to go to the Refine/Define Schema Mapping page.

Refine/Define Schema Mapping Details

The Refine/Define Schema Mapping wizard page lets you define a new schema map or refine the specified schema.
Schema of the directory defines the names and types of the attributes. Schema mapping translates a directory
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objects attributes, or properties, as defined by that directory schema to a common schema used by other DSM-based
applications.

NOTE
A number of predefined schema maps are provided for the most popular schemata, including hard-coded maps
for the WinNT and UnixL providers.

Follow these steps:

1. When creating a new schema, enter a unique name for the schema map in the Schema Name field. Otherwise, this
field displays the name of the existing schema selected.
The appropriate mapping table appears, displaying the names and types of the attributes in the specified directory
schema.

2. (Optional) To change the default value of a DSM attribute, click that attribute in the mapping table.
The Attribute Mapping dialog appears.

3. (Optional) Change the value of one or more DSM attributes, and click OK.
The Attribute Mapping dialog closes, returning you to the wizard page.

4. Click Next to go to the Finish page.

See Schema Mapping for more information on schema.

Review Configuration Options and Add the Directory

The Finish wizard page summarizes the configuration settings and options you have selected for the directory. Click Finish
to complete the process of adding the specified directory to the repository, or click Back to change any of the settings and
options.

The external directory is now configured.

(Optional) Import a Certificate (LDAPS only)

When using LDAPS to secure access to a defined LDAP or OpenLDAP directory, the Windows server must be able
to trust the certificate from the LDAPS server. If the certificate is not from a trusted certificate authority, then you must
manually import the certificate to the certificate store to complete the configuration process for your new directory.

NOTE
For detailed information about the wizards and dialogs in the following procedure, see the Microsoft
documentation for x.509 certificates.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate ..\CA\DSM\bin\itrm_dsm_r11_root.der and double-click this file. 
The Import Certificate dialog appears.

2. Click Install Certificate.
The Certificate Import Wizard appears.

3. Click Next.
The Certificate Store wizard page appears.

4. Select the Place All Certificates in the Following Store option.
5. Click Browse.

The Select Certificate Store dialog appears.
6. Select the Show Physical Stores option.
7. Do one of the following:

– If the certificate is self-signed, expand Trusted Root Certification Authorities and select Local Computer.
– If the certificate is not self-signed, expand Third-Party Root Certification Authorities and select Local Computer.
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WARNING
This step is essential. The certificate must be added to the physical store: otherwise, the current user's
store will be used and the certificate will not be available to the local system account used by CA Client
Automation.

8. Click OK.
The dialog closes, and you are returned to the wizard.

9. Click Next and Finish.
The import was successful message appears.

10. Click OK.
The specified certificate was added to the certificate store.

NOTE
You can also use the encUtilCmd certimport command to perform the same operation.

Verify the Configured Directory

After you add and configure the directory, you can verify whether the Configured directory is added to DSM Explorer.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Control Panel, Directory Integration, Configured Directories node.
The name and descriptions of all the configured external directories in the current domain is displayed. The description
column displays an LDAP URL for each of your Active Directory configured directories, if any.

The external directory is now configured.

(Optional) Update the Directory

You can also update the directory properties.

1. (Optional) Update a configured directory using Properties of a configured directory.
Update Directory dialog with the following tabs appears.

Update Directory Settings Tab

The Settings tab contains the main configuration options for directories.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Directory Name
Specifies the directory or directory server name as follows:
– Specifies the name used to identify the directory when connecting to Active Directory. It should be a name that the

directory itself can resolve to a directory server.
– Specifies the name of the directory server when connecting to a stand-alone directory (that is, not a distributed

directory like Active Directory) using LDAP. The name should be the full DNS name of the server that will be used
for directory access and authorization.

Example: An Active Directory domain HQDirectory.com is hosted on machine FAKE_MACHINE. When configuring this
directory for integration, you could specify HQDirectory.com in this field, as Active Directory can successfully resolve
HQDirectory.com to FAKE_MACHINE.

• Directory Type
Specifies the type of directory. Valid options are Active Directory and LDAP. By default, the directory type that was
specified when the directory was added is selected.

• Directory Server
Specifies the name of the server supporting the directory.

• Port
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Specifies the directory service's port number. The directory client always attempts to create a secure encrypted
connection to the directory using the port specified here. Some directories support port 389 for secure and insecure
communications. Some directories also support port 636 as a secure-only channel. Your directory administrator can tell
you which port to use. 
For the port specified, a secure channel is used if one is available; otherwise, if the port specified allows insecure
communication, this is used. (If insecure communication is not acceptable, the directory import is rejected with a
corresponding error message when you click Finish.)

NOTE
Common configuration policies for directories -- in particular, the Enable LDAP simple authentication policy --
can have an impact on whether authentication can take place over an insecure communication channel. For
more information, see the Configuration Policy section of the DSM Explorer Help.

Default: 389 (for LDAP directories)
• Base DN

Specifies the Distinguished Name (DN) of the root object for browsing the current directory. Ask your directory
administrator for the best value to use.

NOTE
Because many directory searches may be performed from this base node, think carefully about the efficiency
and accuracy of the searches that will be performed. Try to use a Base DN as low in the directory hierarchy
as possible, as this will ensure that searches are more efficient.

• Information
Displays tips for selecting options or entering information in fields or dialogs.

Update Directory Security Tab

The Security tab provides security options for connecting to the directory.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Anonymous Binding
Specifies whether to use anonymous binding. By default, the value that was specified when the directory was added is
selected.

• User
Specifies the user's name if anonymous binding is not selected.

• Password
Specifies the password of the specified user if anonymous binding is not selected.

• Information
Displays tips for selecting options or entering information in fields or dialogs.

Update Directory Schema Tab

The Schema tab provides configuration options for mapping directory attributes to the CA Client Automation schema.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Schema
Indicates the schema to be used. A number of predefined schema maps are provided for the most popular schema,
including hard-coded maps for the WinNT and UnixL providers. Choose one from the drop-down list.

• Information
Displays tips for selecting options or entering information in fields or dialogs.
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Authenticate Using the Configured Directory

Authentication identifies members of a trusted computing base, based on the credentials provided. Add the external
directories as a security authority for DSM authorization operations. CA Client Automation authenticates a security object
to the external directory and uses the authenticated identity or group memberships for subsequent authorization calls.

Add a Security Profile

Creating a security profile means mapping a new one to either a user account or group provided by the current security
providers. You can select the users or groups who can access the system and add them to a security profile.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Security Profiles from the Security menu.
The Security Profiles dialog appears.

NOTE
You must have sufficient access rights to open this dialog; otherwise, a security error message is displayed.
Administrators have these access rights by default.

2. Click Add.
The Add Security Profiles dialog appears.

3. Select the security authority from the Available Directories tree, browse and click the required security principal.
You can view the selected security authority and principal in the Container Identifier and Names fields, respectively.

4. Double-click a principal in the tree, or click Add to List.
The security principals shown in the Names field are added to the List of security profiles.
To add more profiles, repeat the last two steps on the Add Security Profiles dialog.

5. Click OK.
The selected user account or group is mapped to the security profile and the Class Permissions dialog is displayed.

NOTE
If you have added more than one security principal, the Class Permissions dialog is not displayed. You must
select the profile in the Security Profiles dialog, and click Class Permissions.

6. In the Class Permissions dialog, select the object class to which you want to assign the rights.

NOTE
You can select multiple object classes and specify the class permissions for all of them. For continuous
selection, press the Shift key and then click the objects; for random selection, press the Ctrl key and then
click the objects.

7. Select the permission in the Class access drop-down list, and click OK.
The given permissions are assigned to the new security profile.

The Add Security Profiles dialog displays a list of available security authorities: Windows NT domains, UNIX
authentication targets, external directories such as X.509 certificate subsystem.

The manager stores the list of available security authorities. When running in a Windows NT domain environment, the
manager node will automatically calculate all explicit domain trusts available. You can see the list of available security
authorities from the Add Security Profiles dialog.

In some cases you may wish to use an implicitly trusted domain when creating security profiles - a domain that is not in
the directly calculated list.

The Security Profiles dialog allows you to add and remove authorities, but only within the Windows NT name-space
(winnt).

• To add an implicitly trusted domain, click Add and enter the domain name in the new dialog.
• To remove an implicitly trusted domain, highlight the domain you wish to remove and click Remove.
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NOTE
Conferring trust is enforced by the operating system. You cannot add a domain and have the manager trust this
domain unless the underlying operating system already trusts the domain in question.

Predefined Access Types

The following example shows the results of various access rights on the Computer object class:

Class Access Resulting Permission
View Displays all computers under the All Computers folder.
Read Lets you view the properties of the computers.
Manage Lets you deploy a software package or run a job on a computer.
Change Lets you add a new computer or delete a computer.
Full Control Gives you full control on the computers.

 

Verify the Directory Authentication

To help ensure that the directory integration is successful, verify the directory authentication by logging into CA Client
Automation.

Follow these steps: on DSM Explorer

1. Specify the User Name and Password.
Defines the user name to log in. 
Default: DN format.

WARNING
Important! When you want to use UID or SN formats for authentication, configure the value of configuration
policy appropriately. For more information, see Modify the Policy to Use a Different Username Format.

2. Select the security authority from the following list:
– Security Provider

Specifies the security provider. As CA Client Automation uses the external directories, operating system user
account and groups for granting access rights, the operating system acts as the security provider. Select the
appropriate security provider, and the corresponding windows domain or directory appears.

– Windows Domain (Windows) / Directory (ldap)
Select the domain or the computer in which you have the user account. The configured directory that can access
CA Client Automation appears in the drop-down list.

3. Click Log in
Logs in to the system if the login credentials are correct.

Follow these steps: on Web Console Access

1. Select the Manager Name from the Web Console drop-down.
2. Specify the User Name and Password.

Defines the user name to log in. You can use DN format.

WARNING
When you want to use UID or SN format for authentication, configure the value of configuration policy
appropriately. For more information, see Modify the Policy to Use a Different Username Format.

3. Select the security authority from the following list:
– Security Provider
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Specifies the security provider. As CA Client Automation uses the external directories, operating system user
account and groups for granting access rights, the operating system acts as the security provider. Select the
appropriate security provider, and the corresponding windows domain or directory appears.

– Windows Domain (Windows) / Directory (ldap)
Select the domain or the computer in which you have the user account. The configured directory that can access
CA Client Automation appears in the drop-down list.

4. Click Log in
Logs in to the system if the login credentials are correct.

Note: The administrator on the domain manager authenticates the user with access rights to the configured directory.

Modify the Policy to Use a Different Username Format

Configure the value of configuration policy only when you are not using the DN format for authentication. Use the Setting
Properties dialog to modify configuration policies to suit your specific requirements and environment.

NOTE
Before you can modify a policy, you must unseal it.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Configuration, Configuration Policy, Default Computer Policy, DSM, Common Components, Security,
Providers, Components, ldap.

2. Right-click Oracle ldap: Shortname Type  in the pane and select Setting Properties from the context menu.
Alternatively, click Setting Properties in the Tasks portlet.
The Setting Properties dialog opens.

3. In the Value field, select one of the following values to suit your needs:
– sn

Specifies the Short name for Oracle ldap.
– uid

Specifies the unique id for Oracle ldap.
4. Click OK. 

The new value specifies whether the user name supplied for authentication is sn or uid.

NOTE
The sn must be unique for active directory-based ldap.

Understand the Schema Mapping Attributes

A schema map is a mapping of the attribute names associated with data objects (such as users, computers, and groups)
in an external directory to those attribute names used by corresponding DSM objects. The fixed and standard set of DSM
attribute names is used for querying directories and for formulating complex queries and reports.

Three predefined, common schema mappings are provided in CA Client Automation. You also have the option to create
your own custom schema based on the predefined schema set.

DSM Attribute Names

The following table lists the standard set of attribute names, with brief descriptions, used by DSM-based applications for
querying directories:

Attribute Name Description
objectClass The class of the objects
dc The domain controller
o Organization
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ou Organizational unit
c Country
l Location
userDn User's distinguished name
userCn User's common name
userSn User's surname
givenName User's given name
displayName Display name
userName User name
userID User identifier
userPassword User password
memberOf The names/distinguished names of the groups in which a user is a

member
directReports The names/distinguished names of the people who report to this

user
streetAddress Street address
postalCode Postal code
company Company
department Department
email Email address
telephoneNumber Telephone number
jobTitle Job title
userDescription A description of the user
assetDn Computer's distinguished name
assetCn Computer's common name
assetName Computer's name
dnsHostName DNS host name
operatingSystem Operating system
operatingSystemServicePack OS service pack
operatingSystemVersion OS version
assetDescription A description of the computer
groupDn Group's distinguished name
groupCn Group's common name
groupName Group's name
groupMembers The names/distinguished names of users who are members of the

group
groupDescription A description of the group.

 

Additionally, the DSM schema map contains fields that are not attribute names. They are the names of the object classes
that DSM-based applications use:

• The GUI uses computerMap, groupMap, and userMap to determine the type of nodes to display.
• The directory synchronization job uses userMap and computerMap.
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The DSM schema map contains the following fields:

• computerMap 
Maps to the objectClass name representing a computer in the configured directory.

• groupMap
Maps to the objectClass name representing a group in the configured directory.

• userMap
Maps to the objectClass name representing a user in the configured directory.

• containerMap
Maps to the class name for container.

Active Directory Schema

The following table shows the Active Directory attribute names mapping to the DSM schema:

DSM Attribute Name Active Directory Attribute Name
objectClass objectClass
dc dc
c c
l l
userCn cn
userSn sn
givenName givenName
userName name
displayName displayName
userID name
userPassword userPassword
memberOf memberOf
directReports directReports
streetAddress streetAddress
postalCode postalCode
company company
department department
email mail
telephoneNumber telephoneNumber
jobTitle title
userDescription description
assetCn cn
assetName name
dnsHostName dnsHostName
operatingSystem operatingSystem
operatingSystemServicePack operatingSystemServicePack
operatingSystemVersion operatingSystemVersion
assetDescription description
groupCn cn
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groupName name
groupMembers member
groupDescription description
containerMap container
groupMap group
userMap user
computerMap computer
uniqueUserFields 1 -
uniqueUserFields 5

-

uniqueComputerFields 1 - uniqueComputerFields 5 -
userDn* distinguishedName
groupDn* distinguishedName
assetDn* distinguishedName
o* o
ou* ou

NOTE
* The mapping for these attributes is fixed and cannot be changed. However, you can use these DSM attribute
names in queries.

Oracle Directory Schema

The following table shows the Oracle Directory attribute names mapping to the DSM schema:

DSM Attribute Name Oracle Attribute Name
objectClass objectClass
dc dc
c c
l l
userCn cn
userSn Sn
givenName givenName
userName name
displayName displayName
userID name
userPassword userPassword
memberOf -
directReports -
streetAddress streetAddress
postalCode postalCode
company company
department departmentNumber
email mail
telephoneNumber telephoneNumber
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jobTitle title
userDescription description
assetCn cn
assetName name
dnsHostName host
operatingSystem operatingSystem
operatingSystemServicePack operatingSystemServicePack
operatingSystemVersion operatingSystemVersion
assetDescription description
groupCn cn
groupName name
groupMembers member
groupDescription description
containerMap container
groupMap groupOfUniqueNames
userMap inetOrgPerson
computerMap computer
uniqueUserFields 1 -
uniqueUserFields 5

-

uniqueComputerFields 1 -
uniqueComputerFields 5

-

NOTE
The mapping for these attributes is fixed and cannot be changed. However, you can use these DSM attribute
names in queries.

eTrust Directory Schema

The following table shows the eTrust Directory attribute names mapping to the DSM schema:

DSM Attribute Name eTrust Directory Attribute Name
objectClass objectClass
dc dc
c c
l l
userCn cn
userSn sn
givenName givenName
userName name
displayName displayName
userID name
userPassword userPassword
memberOf -
directReports -
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streetAddress streetAddress
postalCode postalCode
company company
department departmentNumber
email mail
telephoneNumber telephoneNumber
jobTitle title
userDescription description
assetCn cn
assetName name
dnsHostName host
operatingSystem operatingSystem
operatingSystemServicePack operatingSystemServicePack
operatingSystemVersion operatingSystemVersion
assetDescription description
groupCn cn
groupName name
groupMembers member
groupDescription description
containerMap container
groupMap groupOfNames
userMap inetOrgPerson
computerMap device
uniqueUserFields 1 -
uniqueUserFields 5

-

uniqueComputerFields 1 -
uniqueComputerFields 5

-

userDn* dn
groupDn* dn
assetDn* dn
o* o

NOTE
*: The mapping for these attributes is fixed and cannot be changed. However, you can use these DSM attribute
names in queries.

Directory Integration in CA Client Automation

For the detailed list of supported Directory Services, see Compatibility Matrix.
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Administrating
The following sections provide technical assistance for the administrator to perform tasks:

Asset Management Administration
CA Client Automation provides sophisticated IT Asset Management functionality that is designed to manage
heterogeneous environments. CA Client Automation enables the IT departments to reduce service costs by enforcing
standards and policies on their hardware and software asset configurations.

This article provides technical assistance for the administrator to perform the following tasks:

• Configure the common configuration policies for Asset Management-specific settings
• Create software signatures, export software signatures, and import software signatures
• Schedule jobs and collect tasks
• Create queries
• Define policies
• Create and configure collection modules
• Configure files for collection
• Configure Asset Collector, Agent Bridge, and Asset Converter to collect inventory data from various sources
• Integrate Intel AMT with CA Client Automation
• Run inventory on a virtual host and collect inventory information (when a virtual host inventory collect task has been

configured and enabled for that virtual host)

Overview and Features

Asset Management provides the following system management functions that help you to manage assets in the most
complex IT environments. The robust management database (MDB) can identify and deploy the agents to all the IT assets
in your network environment using the built-in deployment wizard.

After the agents are deployed, you can perform the following tasks on the computer assets:

• Hardware Inventory
The detailed inventory information such as serial numbers of the hard disks, CPU information, RAM, internal and
peripheral disk drives, OS versions and service packs, network settings, and power settings are detected and reported.
Hardware inventory is collected based on the inventory detection modules that are configured on the agents. 
These modules let you do the following actions:
– Collect the System Management BIOS (SMBIOS) inventory by default.
– Customize and create new modules for discovering specific hardware and network information about the assets.
– Scan the target computers for compliance with the FDCC checklists.
– Support Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) standard for collecting inventory and configuration

information.
– Track changes to the assets and maintains a history with the date and time of change and the previous and current

values.
• Software Inventory 

Software Inventory detects the software applications, regular or virtual, installed on the managed assets and reports
detailed and accurate information. Asset Management can collect the software inventory using one of the following
methods:
– Software Signature
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The agent computers are scanned by using the signature database. The signature database with predefined
signatures packaged with Asset Management gives you (IT administrators) a quick overview of which applications
are installed where, right after installation. You can also create software signatures for the software specific to
your business and download new and updated signatures over the too from a central CA maintained database.
By default, these updated signatures are automatically downloaded once a day by the Default Software Contents
Download job.

– Intellisigs
An Intellisig is a script that detects software that is installed on agent computers. Intellisigs provides the most
flexible and accurate way to detect software that is compared to the heuristic and software signature scanning.
Intellisigs extracts the software definition information from a defined source that the software manufacturer provides.
The source can be a text file, database, registry, or binary file. For example, dsmver - f <output file> is the command
that provides version information about CA Client Automation. Unless the manufacturer changes the way version
information is stored for the product, Intellisigs can detect the future versions of the product also.

– Heuristic Scanning
The Windows Add or Remove Program database, MSI database, and shortcuts in the desktop and Start menu are
scanned for the installed applications. On Linux/UNIX agents, heuristic scanning is performed on the PIF, PKG, and
RPM databases.

• Polite Scan
The process priorities for the signature scan and the Asset Management agent are specified. The hard drive load is
minimized during the signature scan.

NOTE
Polite scan can be configured on Linux or UNIX systems only. On Windows agents, by default, polite scan is
optimized to minimum impact with fast execution and minimum CPU time.

• Software Usage Monitoring 
The control over the usage of a specific application is allowed. The software usage agent can do the following:
– Monitor usage patterns and reallocate any unused software eliminating the need for purchasing a new license for a

user who needs it.
– Categorize applications into suites and ensure accurate license tracking.
– Manage applications even if the assets are offline by logging usage information locally.
– Prevent the users from accessing the application when the number of licenses exceed the given license count.
– Put users in a queue when the number of licenses exceed and allow access when a user closes the application.

• Network Inventory
The general inventory module also scans the network configuration such as the TCP/IPv4, TCP/IPv6, WINS, and DNS
configuration on the managed assets.

• Queries
You can query the database for specific information that you need. You can query the job or can collect task status and
search for inventories or assets matching specified criteria. You can also create a policy that is based on a query.

• Policy-based Management
Asset Management manages the assets that are connected to it by enforcing certain policies. These policies let you
focus on critical data when certain threshold values are exceeded. You can create query-based and event-based
policies and can specify the action, when a policy is violated or the event has occurred. You can take advantage of the
predefined event-based policies too.

• Asset Collector
The hardware and software inventory information from well-formed inventory files is collected. You can also track
the origin and trustworthiness of this inventory. You can create inventory information for various sources such as
proprietary devices that are not currently supported by CA Client Automation, Mainframe computers, and so on.

• CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SCCM
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The CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SCCM is a component that connects to a Microsoft System Center Configuration
Manager (SCCM) and extracts information, including hardware and software inventory, about the computers that are
stored in its database.

• Virtual Host Inventory
The inventory data on virtual hosts from a CA Client Automation agent on a remote system is collected and reported.

• Non-Resident Inventory
A simple way to inventory a system without having to deploy the CA Client Automation agent to it is provided.

• Robust Reporting
Asset Management uses the DSM Reporter for creating various asset-related reports. These reports help in taking
management decisions. Using the Query Designer, you can evaluate the data and can specify the fields to be shown in
the reports. You can print these reports or export to another application such as a CSV file or HTML file. 
You can generate the reports manually at any time or can schedule them to be generated at a specific time using the
DSM Reporter GUI. The system engine generates the scheduled reports at the specified time.

Benefits of Using Asset Management

Asset Management provides various management tools that let you monitor, automate, and maintain your systems
management functions in several ways and thus reduces costs. These tools also provide knowledge of what assets are
deployed, and delivers full-featured asset tracking capabilities through automated discovery, hardware and software
inventory, configuration management, software usage monitoring, software license management, and extensive cross-
platform reporting.

Asset Management Architecture
This article presents an overview of Asset Management architecture:
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Figure 12: Asset management architecture

The scalable multi-tier architecture of CA Client Automation can accommodate any size organization, large, or small. The
architecture is robust, as all asset information is managed at each Domain Manager. If asset information is replicated to
the Enterprise Manager, the assets can be managed from the Enterprise Manager according to the standard replication
rule.

Enterprise Manager
Contents

The Enterprise Manager lets you synchronize and concentrate data from all its connected domains. In distributed
installations, the headquarters can maintain an overview of the subsidiaries.

The Enterprise Manager helps you perform the following tasks:

• Access multiple domains and their data from the Enterprise Manager. For example, you can access the inventory, user
information, jobs, and alarm definitions of all the connected domains.

• Perform consolidated actions that apply to either selected or all the connected domains. For example, you can
configure policies that you want to apply on selected or all the domains.

• Prepare reports that include the data from the Domain Managers that are connected to the Enterprise Manager.

NOTE
You can have only one Enterprise Manager in an environment.
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Enterprise Manager Components

The Enterprise Manager contains components that manage, control, collect, distribute, process, maintain, and retain data
that is used by Asset Management.

The components of the Enterprise Manager are as follows:

• Enterprise DSM Explorer
An enterprise management interface for scheduling requests and actions, making queries, and establishing policies.

• Enterprise DSM Reporter
A reporting tool to create reports using replicated data or targeted domains.

• Enterprise Engine
An enterprise engine that performs the Contents Download job and maintains query-based groups or policies at the
enterprise level.

• Enterprise Database
A database for storing information about the assets (computers and users) that the Engine collects from the connected
domains.

Enterprise DSM Explorer Access

• From an overview window, you can access the Enterprise Manager and all the Domain Managers.
• The Enterprise Explorer can open windows for working with a particular Domain Manager. You can drag-and-drop

objects between Domain Manager and the Enterprise Manager.
• The Enterprise Manager and several Domain Managers can be open simultaneously. Once a Manager has been

opened for a particular work session on the DSM Explorer, do not open again.
• The Enterprise Explorer window lets you configure how to connect to each domain database, and to the Enterprise

Manager.

The Domain DSM Explorer directly or Enterprise DSM Explorer indirectly controls all agents and users that are attached to
Asset Management.

Enterprise Engine

The Enterprise Engine performs the following functions:

• The Contents Download job is performed
• The query-based groups or policies at the enterprise level are maintained
• The query results to DSM Explorer are sent 
• The report templates are scheduled

NOTE
You can run the Engine on the same computer as the DSM Explorer. However, we recommend running the
Engine on a separate computer to improve the response time when making queries and processing inventory
data that is updated from multiple domains.

Domain Manager
Contents

The Domain Manager runs on a server class computer on the network and performs the following tasks:
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• The configuration information of the managed assets in the domain is maintained.
• The security for Asset Management users who can connect to the Domain Manager and the extent of permissions they

have on each object is configured.
• The Scalability Server is communicated to push the jobs and collect tasks that are scheduled on the assets.
• The hardware and software inventory that is collected from each agent computer is stored.
• The software usage information is maintained.
• The engine is triggered to collect data that is stored in the Scalability Server.
• The database is queried and the policies are applied.
• A powerful reporting tool is provided.
• A system is inventoried without having an Agent installed on the system (Non-Resident Inventory).

Domain Manager Components

The Asset Management domain consists of the following components, which are used to organize and manage
information for the Domain Manager:

• Group
The assets that are defined as a collection, primarily for configuration and scheduling. A managed asset can belong to
one or more groups.

• Dynamic Group
The assets that fulfill the defined criteria and are found dynamically by making queries of the domain database. For
any query, one or more dynamic groups can be defined directly from the DSM Explorer.

• Scalability Sector
Scalability Sector is the domain space for system transactions. You can create this server for each network operating
system, protocol, topology, or segment.

• Asset
Asset is the smallest component. Asset can be a single computer or a user.

BDSM--Storage Areas

By default, Asset Management uses two storage areas to store inventory data. These areas are the domain database and
the Scalability Server.

• Domain Database
The data that is collected by the Asset Management agent is stored. The Engine retrieves the data from the Scalability
Server and updates the domain database. The DSM Explorer uses the domain database for storage and retrieval of
inventory and configuration data from the assets. The database can be located locally or on a remote system.

• Scalability Server
The data that is collected by the uptime agent temporarily in a hard drive is stored. Scalability Server is a temporary
storage area linking the domain database and the agents. The management transactions that are scheduled on
computers and users is stored, and data on the results of such transactions that the agent executes is retained. To
meet the requirements of your network, you can have a Scalability Server that is based on network operating systems,
transport protocols, or the geography of your enterprise.

Engine

The Engine in the Domain Manager performs the following tasks:

• The data processing tasks for the Domain Manager are performed. For example, the Engine can update the domain
database with the status of actions, or can query against the domain database to find data.

• The Contents Download job of software definitions is performed.
• The replication (pull and push) of the objects between the domain it serves and the enterprise is performed. If domain

is a member of an enterprise, this replication is applicable.
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The Engine is a CAF plug-in and is started automatically at startup time. The Engine is scheduled to run always.

Scalability Server

The Scalability Server provides a point of buffering and resilience between end systems (Agents) and the Manager and
performs the following functions:

• The Domain Manager is communicated to get the jobs and tasks scheduled for the managed assets.
• The job and scheduling configurations to the assets is provided.
• The inventory information that is collected from the Agents is stored.

There might be many Agents to be managed, too many for a single Manager to handle and also expensive as each Agent
needs a database client to provide data to the database. In distributed environments, the Scalability Server is inserted to
handle huge amounts of Agents in geographical segmentation. The network overloading is avoided with traffic to and from
the Manager as the servers act as intermediaries and relay information to and from the Manager.

The Scalability Server has a collection of directories and files that are known as sectors, in which Agent data files are
stored. When the Agent collects data, Scalability Server stores the data for processing by the DSM engine. The Engine
collects the information from Scalability Servers and updates the domain database.

 

Agent
The Agent resides on the managed asset and performs the tasks that are scheduled for a computer or user. The Agent
can perform many tasks, such as hardware and software inventory scanning, software distribution jobs, and remote
control activities.

The agent performs the following functions:

• Checks the Scalability Server for jobs and collect tasks that are scheduled on the computer where the agent resides.
• Runs the jobs and collect tasks.
• Saves the collected data in the collect area of Scalability Server.

You can deploy the Agents by running either the product installation wizard (from DVD or a share) or the Deployment
wizard. Deploy the Agent on the computers that the Asset Management system manages. You can use the deployment
wizard to deploy the Agents that are based on any of the following criteria:

• Computers in a domain
• Computers within an IP address range
• Specific computers
• Computers in an LDAP directory (including Active Directory).

After the Agent is deployed, the asset appears in the list of managed assets. Computers in this list are ready to run the
asset jobs and collect tasks. The information that is collected can be extended by using Management Information Format
(MIF).

Types of Agents

Contents

The four types of Asset Management Agents are as follows:
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• Windows Agents
• Linux Agents
• Solaris, HP-UX, AIX, and MAC OS X Agents
• Docked Device Proxy Agents for Palm and Windows CE Devices

Windows Asset Management Agents

The Windows Agents contain control programs for computers running under various operating systems. For the supported
operated systems, see Compatibility Matrix.

NOTE
A control program starts whenever you start a managed asset or log in to the asset.

The agent software has two parts:

• One part starts when the managed computer starts the network operating system to get system-related data
• Other part starts when a user logs in to the network to get user-related data

Linux/UNIX Agents

The Linux/UNIX Agents contain control programs for computers running on Linux and UNIX operating systems.

NOTE
A control program starts whenever you start a managed asset or log in to the asset.

The Agent software has two parts:

• One part starts when the managed computer starts the network operating system to get system-related data
• Other part starts when a user logs in to the network to get user-related data

Docked Device Proxy Agents for Palm and Windows CE Devices

With Asset Management, you can perform inventory, distribute software, and schedule various tasks using mobile
devices. These jobs can be executed when the mobile device user temporarily returns to the computer of the user to
exchange or synchronize information between the mobile device and the computer. The mobile device is hooked up
through a “cradle” connected to the serial port of the computer.

The platform that Asset Management Agent software supports is the Microsoft Windows CE or Pocket PC series of
devices running under the Windows CE operating system.

NOTE
Install the Microsoft Activesync component before enabling docking device support on a host PC. Also,
inform the Microsoft Activesync component of the changes to the PATH environment variable done during the
installation of CA Client Automation. After CA Client Automation installation, log out and log in again to set the
required environment variable.

Start the CA Asset Management Agent

When the Asset Management Agent is started, the collect tasks and asset jobs that are configured on the agent
computer run.

You can start the Asset Management Agent in one of the following ways:

• Automatically - In the case of Express Installation, the Agent is configured to run once a day at midnight. You can
change this interval by a custom installation, and specifying the time interval or the specific hours for running of the
Agent.

• Manually - Use one of the following methods:
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– Right-click the computer asset in the DSM Explorer and select Asset Jobs, Activate Job Check.
– Run "caf start amagent" on the local computer with sufficient privileges.

NOTE
The Asset Management Agent starts scanning at the scheduled time and collects information with Local System
Account (Windows) or root (Linux/UNIX). When a user logs in, the Agent starts collecting the user-related data
such as network connections and user template inventory.

Agent Working Directory

On Windows computers, the working directory of Agent is available in the following paths:

• ...\Agent\units\00000001 folder has the data that is collected by Agent with the Local System Account.
• ...\Agent\units\00000003 and all the folders with odd numbers have the data that is collected by Agent from the login of

a user. Asset Management creates a folder for each user on the computer.
• ...\Agent\units\00000002 and all the folders with even numbers are used by Software Delivery.

On Linux and UNIX computers, the working directory of Agent is available in /opt/CA/DSM/Agent/AM/data/transfer folder.
However, the install path might be customized.

DSM Explorer for Asset Management
Contents

The DSM Explorer is the Graphical User Interface (GUI) for Asset Management that organizes the objects into appropriate
categories and displays them in a tree structure. From the DSM Explorer, you can perform the following tasks:

• View and manage information in the database
• Query the database
• Schedule and view jobs to be executed on a computer, user, or group of computers or users, such as:

– Hardware and software inventory
– Software usage and configuration control
– Message display
– Forced program execution
– Software upgrade

• Set up policies
• Perform auditing functions
• Control computers, users, and agents
• Create software definitions

CA Asset Management Objects in the DSM Explorer

You can view and configure the Asset Management objects from many places in the DSM Explorer window.

Asset Management lets you create and configure the objects at the following levels:

• Group Level
Objects that are created at the group level are automatically linked to the member assets. If you disable or enable an
object at the group level, the object is enabled or disabled for all the member assets also. Objects that are disabled at
the group level can be enabled only at the group level.

• Computer Level
Objects that are created at the computer level are linked to the respective computers.

• User Level
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Objects that are created at the user level are linked to the respective users.
• Domain Level

Objects that are created at the domain level can be linked to any asset or group. At the domain level, you can see all
the objects that are created in the domain including those objects at the group and asset level.

CA Asset Management Security Objects Classes

Asset Management security object classes deal with the access rights to the Asset Management objects. All Asset
Management users need appropriate access rights to these object classes to log in and perform various functions in the
DSM Explorer:
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• Asset Group
• Computer
• Health Monitoring Alert
• Security Profile
• Class Permissions
• Security Area
• Database Credentials
• User Account
• User Profile
• External Asset
• Software Category
• Software Definition
• Software Group
• Software Package
• Procedure Group
• Procedure
• OS Installation Image
• Software Job Container
• Software Job
• Asset Job
• Common Query
• Policy - Query Based
• Policy - Event Based
• Control Panel Access
• Engine
• Engine Task
• Inventory Task
• Software Discovery Task
• Software Usage Task
• Template Task
• Virtual Host Inventory Task
• Deployment Job
• Domain Group
• Domain
• Scalability Server Group
• Scalability Server
• Manager
• Report Template
• Report Scheduling
• Policy - Configuration Computer
• Policy - Software Based
• Configured Directory
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Common Application Framework (CAF)
Each of the DSM components uses the Common Application Framework (CAF). CAF is a cross-platform service controller
that provides a single point of control for all DSM components.

CAF dynamically provides DSM services as required using an extensible plug-in model. Each CAF plug-in is a program
that provides Agent, Scalability Server, or Manager functionality. A CAF plug-in can also be an extension of CAF itself and
provide some common service, for example, registration with Scalability Servers or system event detection.

Normally, CAF starts all plug-ins automatically at boot time. CAF can also start and stop plug-ins on demand from the
command line and at particular times and regular intervals using its scheduler. For information about CAF scheduled jobs,
see CAF Scheduled Jobs. CAF also queries plug-ins for status information and routes messages from other plug-ins.

WARNING
On Windows, CAF is installed by default to log in as the Local System account. If for security reasons you want
to change this Net Logon property, change the property after the installation using the Computer Management,
Services console from the Windows control panel. However, changing to an account with reduced privileges
might result in unexpected behavior or reduced functionality of CA Client Automation.

 

 

CA Message Queuing (CAM)
The CA Message Queuing Service (CAM) is a component that CA products use as a lightweight messaging service
providing high performance, low resource utilization, reliable, scalable application-to-application messaging. The Asset
Management agent uses CAM for communicating with Scalability Server. By default, CAM uses UDP port 4104 for
communication.

Comstore.xml
The comstore.xml file stores all the configuration data for all the CA Client Automation components. Each Agent has a
copy of this file with its own configuration data after installation.

You can modify these configurations using the common configuration policy settings. After any updates, comstore.xml is
converted to comstore.enc. Subsequent CCNF operations update comstore.enc only.

To decrypt the comstore, use the following command:

ccnfcmda -cmd GetConfigStore -fi filename.xml

WARNING
Entering incorrect values in the comstore.xml has adverse impact on the CA Client Automation components
functionality.

Implementing Asset Management
This article discusses the implementation conditions before installing Asset Management in large organizations. A large
organization in this case is considered a site with more than 500 computers. Asset Management lets you manage large
computer networks by distributing the storage and processing of data across different components and servers.

CA Client Automation has a common architecture for all the plug-ins (Asset Management, Software Delivery, and Remote
Control). The following graphic shows the CA Client Automation architecture:
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Figure 13: Implementation model

 

 

Selection of Servers
Contents

As Asset Management lets you distribute its software and database components across multiple servers, select the
servers in your network that are suitable to use for implementation.

Selection Criteria

The two criteria for selecting the servers for Asset Management implementation are as follows:

• Ensure that the servers can support many concurrent users without seriously degrading server performance.
• Ensure that the servers have enough disk space for storage of Asset Management specific files and database

information.

Impact on Network Performance

By configuring the Asset Management system with more than one Scalability Server, you can minimize the Asset
Management traffic. Ensure that WAN segments traverse in a mixed LAN/WAN environment having at least one
Scalability Server available on the local LAN segment, which is seen from each Agent.
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Engines

You can introduce several Engines into the Asset Management system to facilitate the collection of data from many
Scalability Servers into the domain database. Such Engines can be set up with different configurations to match the
precise need for having up-to-date data in the domain database.

Agents

Install the Asset Management Agent in either of the following ways:

• Using the Deploy CA Client Automation Agents or Scalability Server Wizard
• Using the CA Client Automation Installation DVD

Configure each Agent to connect to the relevant Scalability Server. The Agent stores data locally in the Agent working
directory. The detected computer or user data is compared with the previous scan results stored locally, and transfers only
the difference to the Scalability Server (less than 20 KB).

Storage Areas

To avoid unnecessary bottlenecks that can arise with directly sending the data from the Agent to the domain database,
you can divide storage into two different areas.

Instead of connecting to the Domain database, each managed asset connects to a Scalability Server and copies the data
in a compressed ASCII text format. The Engine then picks up the ASCII text file from the collect area of Scalability Server
and processes the same. The file is put into the database structure of the domain database.

Agents connect to the Scalability Server to access management transactions and to report hardware data, software
data, and their status information. The Engine connects to the Scalability Server to update data to and from the domain
database and to get status information about scheduled and completed actions.

Practical Considerations
Contents

Be familiar with the preceding sections before reading the following information aboutass installation, use, and
maintenance of an Asset Management system in a multiple or large site environment. 

Planning the Installation

Before you install Asset Management, consider these questions:

• How many sites are present?
• What are the server names and types at the sites, both remote and main?
• What are the speeds of the different WAN links?
• Which protocols are transmitted through the WAN links?
• Would sufficient bandwidth be available for users during office hours or should Asset Management be configured to

use the WAN links only at night?
• Where would the DSM Explorer users be placed -- at the main site only or also at remote sites?

Selecting the Best Possible Main Site

The optimum choice for the main site in a large organization is the site where most of your DSM Explorer users are
placed. Ensure that the domain database resides at this location.

Select a site where most support and management activities are carried out. Frequently, this is also the site with most
of the Asset Management agents. The reason for this recommendation is that most database access takes place from
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the DSM Explorer to the domain database and from the Engines to the domain database. The Engines are placed in a
room that is designed for technical equipment, and close to the IS department.

Number of Scalability Servers

Before you decide on the number of Scalability Servers, consider the following points:

• Number of computers and users (assets) per Scalability Server
• Number of sites
• Number of files that the server can handle per directory (dependent on network operating system)
• Licensing procedure on the servers (dependent on network operating system)

Computers Per Scalability Server

If you are using only Asset Management, you can handle 1000 computers per Scalability Server. The Asset Management
Agent uses CA Message Queuing (CAM) to communicate with the Scalability Server.

Scalability Servers Per Site

At least one scalability server is required per site, as Agents do not connect through WAN links. If Agents are connected
through the WAN link, unnecessary delay is caused when running the Agent.

Files Per Directory

If you do not exceed some files in a directory, some network operating systems ensure high performance on the server
only.

More files are not present in one directory than the number of computers and users in a given server. The sole exception
is the collect directory, but as the number of files in the directory is temporary, a concern is not posed.

Licensing on Servers

Connection licenses some servers. In an environment of this kind, you can have at least one Scalability Server per login
server. Ensure that you do not exceed the number of licenses on any server any time.

Implementation Scenario
A medium-sized fresh-food manufacturer has few employees, with four major offices that are spread across North
America. Three of their offices are in the United States (Boston, New York, and Portland, Oregon) and one is in the
Canadian city of Vancouver. About 75 to 100 employees work in each of these offices. The company also has a smaller
satellite office in Austin, Texas, that joined the company through a recent acquisition. About 20 to 30 people work in the
Austin office.

The main branch that is located in New York serves as the company headquarters. The Enterprise Manager in the
headquarters, enabling central management of all aspects of the business and monitoring of all the branches.

Although the four offices are geographically distant, they fall into two distinct regions. The Boston and New York offices
are both in the Northeast region of America, while the Portland and Vancouver offices are both in the Northwest. So,
one Scalability Server and one Domain Manager was placed in each region. The two Scalability Servers and Domain
Managers manage the daily tasks of both of their respective branches.

Each region would have its own domain administrator for the deployment of the Asset Management Agent on
the computers in their network, security profiles creation, and for access permissions of the DSM Explorer. The
domain administrator also oversees the effective utilization of the IT assets. The administrator is also responsible for
troubleshooting problems using the DSM Explorer on the regional Domain Manager.
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The administrator or any other user with appropriate rights would implement Asset Management specific configurations to
suite your business requirement:

• Create and configure the collection modules to collect the more hardware inventory.
• Create more software signatures for Asset Management discovery.
• Enforce policies and have complete control on all the connected Agents. For example, the administrator can create a

policy to verify the successful execution of a job on all the Agents and report any failure through email or through CA
SDM tickets.

The only remaining question is, what do you do about Austin? Austin does not fall neatly into either region. Should those
employees use the Scalability Server on the west coast, or the east coast? Or should Austin have its own Scalability
Server, Domain Manager, and domain administrator?

The deciding factor is the number of users who are connecting to the Scalability Server. As there are only about 30
employees in the Austin office, having a Scalability Server is not required. Instead, the Austin employees can send their
data to the Scalability Server that has the fewest users.

If required another Scalability Server can be added, either in Austin, or in one of the two main regions. As CA Client
Automation is scalable, more Scalability Servers and Domain Managers can be added as required. The scalable multi-tier
architecture of CA Client Automation can accommodate any size organization, large, or small. The architecture is robust,
as all asset inventory information is managed at each Domain Manager location.

Enterprise Manager controls the entire architecture that replicates the data from and to the Domain Managers. Jobs and
policies can be pushed to run on all the computers in the domain.

Configuring Asset Management
You can configure various settings for Asset Management to optimize and improve the Asset Management agent
performance. Domain Manager maintains and controls these settings which you can configure using the DSM Explorer
window.

The articles under this topic discuss the various Asset Management objects that you can configure according to your
business requirement for Agent functionality enhancement.

• Grouping Assets
• Configuring the Common Configuration Policy for Asset Management specific settings

– Configure Integration to emailing System
– Configure Integration to Service Desk

• Collection Modules
– Inventory Detection Modules
– Inventory Template Modules

• Creating Custom Software Signatures
• Configure files for backup
• Configure and schedule collect tasks

Grouping Assets
An asset group lets you logically group your computers and users into a group. All Computers, All User Accounts, and All
User Profiles are the default groups for computers, users, and user profiles, respectively. By grouping your assets into an
asset group, you can do the following tasks:
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• Query a group member
• Push certain jobs or tasks specific to the group
• View the computers in the group that had violated policies
• Specify group level permissions. For example, if you have various departments in your organization, you can probably

group the assets that are based on the department code and give full permissions to the Department Manager for the
group.

An asset group can be one of the following type:

• Static Groups
Static group contains members who are manually added or removed from the group.

• Dynamic Groups
Dynamic group contains members who are dynamically added or removed based on the query result. Dynamic groups
are based on a query.

Polite Scan
Contents

Polite scan lets you set process priorities for your software scan and the Asset Management Agent. Polite scan minimizes
the hard drive load during the file scan and reduces the I/O time that is consumed by the software scanner.

For Windows Agents, polite scan is implemented for the best performance.

For Linux/UNIX Agents, polite scan can be configured either during the installation or by modifying the comstore.xml file
after installation.

NOTE
Do not use an editor to modify the comstore.xml file.

Configure Polite Scan After Installation

Configure the polite scan to specify the priorities for the signature scan and the Agent. Based on the priority set, the Agent
can run at any priority level.

NOTE
Polite scan can be configured only on UNIX or Linux Agents.

To configure the polite scan after installation

1. Execute the following command:
caf stop

The caf process stops.
2. Set the priority level of the Agent using the following command:

ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps /itrm/uam/prio_value -pn Client -v Value

The value can range between -20 and 19:
– -20

Agent runs with high priority.
– 19

Agent runs with low priority.
– 0

Agent runs with default or normal priority.
3. Start the caf process using the following command:

caf start

The Agent runs with the configured priority.
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How to Create a Custom Software Signature
This article helps an administrator in creating custom software signature.

A software signature definition identifies a software application with attributes such as main executable file name, other
associated files, size range, version range, creation, and modification dates of the software. You can create a custom
signature when a predefined signature is not available for software, for example, software that is uniquely used by your
enterprise.

You can create software definitions for a product, release, patch, suite, suite component, or virtual application image. You
can also add new software releases and patches to an existing product. The following steps define the custom software
signature creation process:

1. Understand the Types of Signatures
2. Create a Product
3. Create a Suite, Release, or Patch

a. Specify Software Recognition Parameters from the User Interface
b. Import Software Recognition Parameters from an XML file

4. Organize Software Definitions and Verify Custom Signature Definition

Understand the Types of Signatures

A Software Signature defines the attributes of a software application, such as the main executable file name, other
associated files, size range, version range, creation, and modification dates of the software. All these attributes of a
software signature uniquely identify a software application. Software signatures in Asset Management are created as
software definitions. You can create software definitions for a product, release, patch, suite, suite component, or virtual
application image. By default, Asset Management provides predefined software signatures covering the most widely used
software in the IT industry.

NOTE
You cannot modify the predefined or CA provided signatures.

You can also create new software signatures for discovering the licensed software that you use or you can add new
releases or patches to the existing product definitions. Creating the software definitions at the domain level displays the
discovered software information at the domain level only. However, when you create the definitions at the enterprise level,
the discovered software information is shown and is usable at both the enterprise and domain levels.

Specify the software recognition parameters manually from the user interface or import XML file to create a Suite,
Release, and, Patch.

• Specify Software Recognition Parameters from the User Interface
• Import Software Recognition Parameters from an XML File

You can create the following type of definitions:

• Product
Product defines the basis for a software definition. This container component comprises releases and suites. For
example, Microsoft Outlook 2000 is a product. A product definition has only the version information.

• Release
Release includes a specific release of a software. Release definitions can be created only for products. For example,
Microsoft Outlook 2000 SP2 is a release.

• Patch
Patch includes the fixes for a release. Patches can be created only for releases. For example, Q303833 is a patch for
Microsoft Outlook 2000 SP2 release.

• Suite
Software suite comprises various individual and integrated products. For example, Microsoft Office
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A suite definition can be created only for the products.
• Suite Component

Suite component includes the individual product in the suite such as Microsoft Word. This definition can be created
only for the suites.

• Virtual Application Images
Virtual application images define the basis for a virtual application image software definition.

NOTE
CA does not provide software definitions for recognizing virtual application images in the Content Download
service. The DSM administrator has to create these virtual application image definitions.

Agent scans the computer for the software signature specifications and verifies that all the specifications are met. Once
the specifications are met, the software is recognized.

Create a Product

Products are the basis for a definition. Create a product before you can add releases or suites.

To create a new product

1. Navigate to the Domain, Software, Definitions, and Categories folder in the DSM Explorer.
The existing categories in the domain appear.

2. Select an existing category or click New Category in the Tasks section to create one.
The existing definitions in the category appear.

3. Right-click the Category and select New Product.
The Create New Product dialog appears.

4. Enter the product name and version, and click OK.
A message appears asking whether you want to create a release for the product.
a. Click Yes.

The Create New Release dialog appears. You can specify the new release details.
b. Click No.

The product is added to the category.

NOTE
Create either a release or patch for the signature specifications.

Create a Suite, Release, or Patch

Specify the software recognition parameters manually from the user interface or import the XML file to create a Suite,
Release, and, Patch.

• Specify Software Recognition Parameters from the User Interface
• Import Software Recognition Parameters from an XML File

Specify Software Recognition Parameters from the User Interface

You can create a Release, Patch, or a Suite from the user interface as shown in the following steps:

• Create a Release
• Create a Patch
• Create a Suite

Create a Release

A release includes the software definition. The parameters are defined for uniquely identifying the release. Signature
scanner uses release definitions while scanning the agent computers.
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To create a new release

1. Navigate to the Domain, Software, Definitions, and Categories folder in the DSM Explorer.
The existing categories in the domain appear.

2. Select an existing category or click New Category in the Tasks section to create one.
The existing definitions in the category appear.

3. Right-click the product to which you want to add the release and select New Release.
The Create New Release dialog appears

4. Specify the new release details in the General, Recognition, and Exclude Options tabs. Click OK.
A new release is created under the product.

Create a Patch

If you want to track the patch-level inventory data, create the patches.

To create a new patch

1. Navigate to the Domain, Software, Definitions, Categories folder in the DSM Explorer.
The existing categories in the domain appear.

2. Select an existing category or click New Category in the Tasks section to create one.
The existing definitions in the category appear.

3. Double-click the product.
The existing releases and suites in the product are displayed.

4. Right-click a release to which you want to add the patch and select New Patch.
The Create New Patch dialog appears.

5. Specify the details of a new patch in General, Recognition, and Exclude Options tabs. Click OK.
A new patch is created under the release.

Create a Suite

Suites include the suite definitions. When the signature scanner scans the Agent computers, suite and suite component
inventory is returned. For example, you can view the number of Microsoft Office installations in your domain and also the
number of Microsoft Word installations.

To create a new suite

1. Navigate to the Domain, Software, Definitions, and Categories folder in the DSM Explorer.
The existing categories in the domain appear.

2. Select an existing category or click New Category in the Tasks section to create one
The existing definitions in the category appear.

3. Right-click the product to which you want to add the suite. Select New Suite.
The Create New Suite dialog appears.

4. Specify the new suite details in the General, Recognition, and Exclude Options tabs. Click OK.
A new suite is created under the product.

Import Software Recognition Parameters from an XML File

You can now import the signature definitions from an XML file. This import feature supports creating complex signatures.
You can provide multiple registry and package information per signature through this XML file.

This new option enables the users for the following tasks:
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• Simplify the complex custom signature creation process.
• Reduce time to add custom signatures with flexibility.
• Add the nested groups using package, registry, or file xml tags in the signature.
• Use the existing CA-provided signature definitions as a reference for creating custom signatures.
• View the signature definition in XML for a specific CA-provided signature release, patch, or suite in Recognition tab in

the DSM explorer.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Domain, Software, Definitions, and Categories folder in the DSM Explorer.
The existing categories in the domain appear.

2. Select an existing category or click New Category in the Tasks section to create one
The existing definitions in the category appear.

3. Create a new software definition (such as Release, Suite, or Patch) or right-click the existing one.
The new Suite, Release, or Patch dialog appears.

4. Go to the Recognition tab and select the check box to provide recognition parameters as XML text.
5. Add the XML file text in one of the following options:

– Browse
Import the XML file.

– XML Text Area
Copy and paste the XML content in the XML text area.

6. (Optional) Preview the XML content and click OK to complete the custom signature.
The release and signature are created and associated to the product.

NOTE
When a few CA-provided software definitions have more than one signature, only Windows signature
parameters are displayed. Ensure that the input signature XML is a valid XML format.

For more information about the XML Tags, Key Attributes, and Sample Signatures, see Software Signature XML
Reference Information.

Organize Software Definitions and Verify Custom Signature Definitions

Organize Software Definitions by Categories

You can categorize and organize your software definitions for easy retrieval per the definition types, manufacturer, and
category.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Software, Definitions, and Categories under the Domain Manager.
The existing categories are displayed in the right pane.

2. Click New Category in the Tasks section.
The New Software Category dialog appears.

NOTE
You can also use the existing categories.

3. Specify the category name and other details in this dialog. Click OK.
A new category is added.

4. Right-click the category and select Organize Category.
The Organize Category dialog appears.

5.  Specify conditions to filter the software definitions. Add the software definitions to the Selected Definitions. Click OK.
The selected definitions are added to the category.
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Add Product Components

Add the following related components to organize the product:

• Suites and releases to a product
• Patches to a release
• Suite components to a suite

The components that are created under a parent definition are automatically added to that definition. If you want to add
these components to other definitions, add the product components accordingly.

To add the product components

1. Right-click a product, release, or suite. Select Organize Product.
The Organize Product dialog appears.

2. Filter the related components that you want to add to the software definition. Add to the Selected Definitions, and
click OK.
The selected components are organized under the definition.

Enable or Disable Scan for a Definition

By default, all the software definitions are enabled for signature scanning. If you do not want the signature scanner to scan
that release or patch, disable scan for a definition.

To enable or disable scan for a definition

Method 1:

1. Navigate to Domain, Software, Definitions, Categories, and All Definitions. Select the required definition.
The details about the selected definition appear.

2. Verify the Enable for Discovery column. This column can have either of the following values:
– Yes

Scanning is enabled for the definition.
– No

Scanning is disabled for the definition.
3. Right-click the definition and select Enable Scan or Disable Scan as applicable.

A confirmation message appears.
a. Click Yes.

The scan for all the linked definitions is enabled or disabled. For example, for a product, clicking Yes disables or
enables the scan for the linked releases, suites, and patches.

b. Click No.
The scan only for the selected definition is enabled or disabled.

Method 2:

1. Navigate to Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers,  Computer,  Software, and Discovered.
The software that is discovered in the selected computer appears.

2. Right-click the software that you no longer want to scan, and select Disable Scan.
The selected software immediately disappears from the list of discovered software. The Enable for Discovery column
under the All Definitions folder is set to No.

NOTE
Using Method 2, you can only disable the scan for a definition. To enable the scan, follow the steps in Method 1.

Verify the Custom Signature Definitions

After a successful signature scan, go to Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers,  Computer,  Software, and
the discovered section. Verify the custom software signature definition in the discovered software list.
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The custom software signature is now complete.

Software Signature XML Reference Information

A software signature identifies the installed software on the Agents that are registered with CA Client Automation server.
A signature is an XML template which includes general system information, file contents, properties, and registry contents
(on Windows) or package information (on UNIX) of installed software.

The conceptual information about Signature XML tags, Key Attributes, and Sample Signatures is as follows:

• Signature XML Tags
• Key Attributes and Nesting
• Sample Signatures

Signature XML Tags

A Software Signature uses the following XML tags to collect signature data in XML format:

• Registry Tag:
The Windows Registry Key or Values can be parsed. For example,
<group type="and"> 

<registry name="HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\eTrustAntivirus\CurrentVersion\Version"

 match=" 7.1" />

<registry name="HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\eTrustAntivirus\CurrentVersion\Build"

 match="501" /> </group>

• File Tag
The file name, version, size, modified date, path can be parsed. The contents of the file can also be scanned.
– path

The presence of a file using the values such as %systemroot% and %windir% on Windows is verified. Wildcard *
searches the entire file system. For example:
• <file name="named.conf" path="*" />

The entire file system is verified.
• <file name="Reader\acrord32.exe" path="*"/>

The acrord32.exe file is verified at the partial path reader.
• <file name="openssl" path="bin:/usr/bin:/usr/local/bin">

The path taking the absolute value is verified.
• match

The content of the file is parsed. If the file contains the same data as defined in the match criteria, returns true.
Example: <file name="Ouactrl.ocx" match="2\.0\.0\.0" path="*" />

• minversion and maxversion
The file version information is verified only on Windows. False is always returned on UNIX.
If the file version number is greater than or equal to the value specified, the minversion attribute returns true.
If the file version number is less than or equal to the value specified, the maxversion attribute returns true.

NOTE
The version number is of the form W.X.Y.Z, where W, X, Y, and Z are 16-bit numeric values. Combining
minversion and maxversion can provide a great deal of flexibility in verifying version ranges.

• Sysinfo Tag
The following Operating System information is parsed:
– osname

For UNIX, the name that is derived from the output of uname -s
For Windows versions, the osname is always Windows.
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Example: <sysinfo osname=”HP-UX”/>
– osversion

For UNIX, the information to be matched is the equivalent of the output from uname -v.
For Windows, this information is the Microsoft supplied Service Pack string (for example Service Pack 3).
Example: <sysinfo osversion=”.*Version 6\.3.*”/>

– osrelease
For UNIX, this information is the equivalent of the output from uname -r
For Windows, this information is “NT 4.0”, “2000” or “XP”
Example: <sysinfo osrelease=”2\.4\.*/>

– platform
For UNIX, the information to be matched is the equivalent of the output from uname -m.
For Windows, the string to match is always “x86”.
Example: <sysinfo platform=”sun4.*”/>

– processor
For Solaris, the information to be matched is the equivalent of the output from uname -p.
For HP-UX, the processor is identified as pa-riscX.Y or unknown, where X. Y is one of 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, or 2.0.
For Windows, the string to match is always unknown.
For AIX, the processor is identified as one of RS1, RSC, RS2, 601, 603, 604, 620, 630, A35, RS64II, RS64III,
POWER4, mpc7450, and POWER5, or unknown.
Linux always lists the processor as unknown.
Example: <sysinfo processor=”sparc”/>

• Package Tag
The package information from the installed program database is queried.
– Windows

This information is available in the following uninstall registry section:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall

NOTE
Display Name is the value of name in Package tag and Display Version is the value of version in Package
tag.

– Linux
This information is available in the RPM database.
rpm - qa lists the packages that are installed on the computer. You can use the package name rpm - qi to list the
details of the package on SuSe.

– HP-UX
This information is available in the system package database.
swlist lists the packages that are installed on the computer.

– IBM AIX
This information is available in the system package database.
lslpp -l lists the packages that are installed on the computer.

– Sun Solaris
This information is available in the system package database.
pkginfo - l lists the packages that are installed on the computer. For example:
<package name="ca-unicenter-servicedesk"/> <package name="ca-unicenter-servicedesk" version="11.2.0.0"/>

When version and release are specified, ensure both the details match.

Key Attributes and Nesting

The key attributes for collecting the signature data of installed software are as follows:

• Registry (for Windows alone)
Registry data can be collected from any of the registry hives, but HKLM or Software is used usually. For example:
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– The signature of iGateway contains the following registry identifier: <registry name="HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\iGateway\Version" match="4.0.060220" />

NOTE
You can find all the Add/Remove Program entries in one of the following registry locations:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall

– If the VLC Media Player 2.1.3 is installed, the corresponding information in the Add/Remove Program maps to the
following registry location:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall\VLC media player

The signature of VLC Media Player 2.1.3 contains the registry identifier.
• <package name=" VLC media player 2.1.3" version="2.1.3"/>

• Unique Files and their Attributes
The installation drops the software files with the following attributes are uniquely identified:
– File Version

The properties window of the .exe file is as shown. For example,
<file name="igateway.exe" path ="*" minversion="4.0.60220.0" maxversion="4.0.60220.0"/>

– File Date
The data is shown under Modified in properties window of the .exe file.

– File Size
The data is shown in the properties window of the .exe file. For example,
<file name="igateway.exe" path ="*" minfilesize="98304" maxfilesize="98304"
minmodified="2006-02-20T00:00:00Z" maxmodified="2006-02-20T23:59:59Z"/>

• Configuration files
These files contain the version information that the parser can read. The parser reads the contents of the file
looking for the data that is provided in the match criteria. For example, <file name="igateway.conf" path="*"
match="4.0.060220" />

NOTE
Creating signatures using configuration files is useful to create Unix signatures where you do not have file
version and registry.

• Usage of the arch="64" tag in the XML
32-bit applications use the HKLM\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node key on a 64-bit Windows OS, and are equivalent but
separate to "HKLM\SOFTWARE". Typically 64-bit binary files register themselves to HKLM\SOFTWARE. 32-bit binary
files write their information under HKLM\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node. Similarly, 32-bit applications see %SystemRoot
%\Syswow64 as %SystemRoot%\System32. You can find two Program Files directories, both visible to both 32-bit and
64-bit applications. The directory that stores the 32-bit files is called Program Files (x86) to differentiate between the
two, while the 64-bit maintains the traditional Program Files name without any additional qualifier.

WARNING
By default the CA Client Automation Agent treats the registry or file path as 32 bit in the absence of the
arch="64" tag. The arch="64" tag applies to the registry and file name tags only. So ensure that you use the
appropriate registry keys depending on the architecture of application.

Example: <registry name="HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\JavaSoft\Java Runtime Environment\1.6.0"
arch="64" /> Or <file name="bin\java.exe" match="1.6.0-b105" path="*" arch="64" />

• Nesting/Grouping
Multiple registry key values and file attributes are grouped. You can group more than one data item or tag to confirm
the presence of the required installed software, using the following logical conditions with the group Tag:
– Nesting with AND

All the items and groups under the AND group are evaluated to TRUE.
Example:
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<group type="and">

<registry name="HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall\Mozilla Firefox

 (2.0.0.3)"/> 

<file name="firefox.exe" minversion="1.8.20070.30919" maxversion="1.8.20070.30919" path="*"/> 

</group>

– Nesting with OR
At least one of the items or groups under the OR Group is evaluated to TRUE.
Example:
<group type="or"> 

<group type="and"> 

<file name="sw3eng.exe" path="*" minversion="3.0.1.73"/> 

<file name="EngineApplet.exe" path="*" minversion="3.0.1.73"/> 

</group> 

<group type="and"> 

<file name="LGClient.exe" path="*" minversion="3.0.1.73"/> 

<file name="LGWorkspace.exe" path="*" minversion="3.01.73"/> 

</group> 

</group>

– Nesting with NOT
If the item or group underneath evaluates to TRUE, the group is evaluated to FALSE.
Example:
<group type="and" > 

<sysinfo osname="AIX" /> 

<file name="LDS-em-client.jar" minfilesize="183308" maxfilesize="183308" path="*" /> 

<group type="not" > 

<file name="LDS-descriptions.jar" path="*" /> 

</group> 

</group>

Sample Signatures

To create custom signatures, see the following sample signatures.

Reading file version:

Assignment Wizard Exe 1.0

<file name="ABTRep\BIN\assgnwiz.exe" path="*" minversion="1.0" maxversion="1.0" />

Reading information using the Package Name Tag:

IBM Java 2 Runtime Environment v1.4.1 x86 32

<package name = "IBM 32-bit Runtime Environment for Java 2, v1.4.1" />

Checking for existence of registry key:

InCtrl5

<registry name="HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall\InCtrl5" />

Signature within one group with “AND” condition with file name and package name tags:

Quest Software Toad for Oracle 10.6

<group type="and">

<package name = "Toad for Oracle 10.6" />

<file name="TOAD.exe" minversion="10.6" maxversion="10.6" path="*" />
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</group>

Signature with one “AND” group using package name and sysinfo osname tags:

IBM Directory Client SDK 4.1 [AIX]

<group type="and"> 

<sysinfo osname="AIX" /> 

<package name="ldap.client.adt" version="4.1.0.0" /> 

</group>

Signature using the filename tag with file date attributes

Project Bridge Modeler 4.03.21

<file name="ABTRep\BIN\Pbm.exe" minmodified="1998-10-11T00:00:00Z" maxmodified="1998-10-13T23:59:59Z"

 path="*" />

Signature with one “AND” group using registry name and package name tags:

FedEx Ship Manager API 8.50.002

<group type="and">

<package name="FedEx Ship Manager API" />

<registry name="HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\FedEx\FedEx Ship Manager API\8.50.002" />

</group>

Signature with one “AND” group using registry name, file name (reading file version) and package name tags:

SAPIEN Technologies PrimalScript 2011

<group type="and">

<package name="PrimalScript 2011" version="6.0.*" />

<registry name="HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\SAPIEN Technologies, Inc.\PrimalScript\2011\" />

<file name="PrimalScript 2011\PrimalScript.exe" path="*" minversion="6.0" maxversion="6.0" />

</group>

Signature with one “AND” group using registry name, file name (verifying file existence) and package name tags:

X1 Desktop Search Professional 6.7

<group type="and">

<package name="X1 Professional Client" version="6.7" />

<registry name="HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\X1 Desktop Search" />

<file name="X1.exe" path="*" />

</group>

Signature with one “AND” group using sysinfo osname, file name (verifying file existence) and package name
tags:

RHEL4-iproute 2.6.9-4.el4 x86 32

<group type="and"> 

<sysinfo osname="Linux" /> 

<package name = "iproute" version="2.6.9" release="4.el4" /> 

<file name="/etc/redhat-release"/> 

</group>

Signature with nested groups (an “OR” and “NOT” condition inside an “AND”) using package name (using wild
cards), registry name and file name (reading file versions/verifying file existence/reading file content):

IBM Lotus Notes Client 8.5.1
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<group type="and">

<group type="or">

<package name = "Lotus Notes 8.5.1" version="8.51.*" />

<registry name="HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Lotus\Notes\Version" match="080501" />

</group> 

<file name="notes.exe" minversion="8.5.10" maxversion="8.5.10" path="*" />

<group type="not">

<file name="notes.ini" match="FaultRecovery_Build=Release 8.5.1 FP1" path="*" />

</group>

</group>

Signature with one “AND” group using registry name and file name (verifying file existence by partial path
specification/Reading file content):

IBM Lotus Workforce Management 6.1

<group type="and"> 

<registry name = "HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall\IBM Lotus Workforce

 Management" />  

<file name="Web-App_6.1.0\Packages\lwm.builders.base.pkg" path="*"  />

<file name=".com.zerog.registry.xml" path="*" match="Web-App_6.1.0\\Packages\\lwm.builders.checklist.pkg" />

</group>

Signature with one “AND” group using the sysinfo platform and filename tags with file size attributes:

Adobe Reader 7.0.9 PowerPC

<group type="and"> 

<sysinfo platform="Power Macintosh" /> 

<file name="MacOS/Adobe Reader" minfilesize="9140" maxfilesize="9140" path="*" /> 

</group>

Signature with one “AND” group using the packagename and filename tags with file size/file date attributes:

CA AllFusion Erwin Data Modeler r7

<group type="and"> 

<package name="CA AllFusion ERwin Data Modeler r7" /> 

<file name="ERwin.exe" minfilesize="3883008" maxfilesize="3883008" path="*" /> 

<file name="ERwin.exe" minmodified="2007-05-21T00:00:00Z" maxmodified="2007-05-21T23:59:59Z" path="*" /> 

</group>

Signature with nested groups(two “OR” conditions inside an “AND”) using registry name with wild card and file
name (reading file versions):

Microsoft Office Project 2007 Standard Edition x86 32 EN

<group type ="and">

<registry name="HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Office\12.0\Project" />

<group type="or">

<registry name="HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall

\{90120000-00B4-0409-0000-0000000FF1CE}" />

<registry name="HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall

\{91120000-00B4-0409-0000-0000000FF1CE}" />

</group>

<group type="or">

<registry name="HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall

\{90120000-003A-0000-0000-0000000FF1CE}\DisplayVersion" match="12.0.4518.*" />
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<registry name="HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall

\{91120000-003A-0000-0000-0000000FF1CE}\DisplayVersion" match="12.0.4518.*" />

</group>

<file name="OFFICE12\WINPROJ.EXE" minversion="12.0" maxversion="12.0" path="*" />

</group>

Intellisigs
An Intellisig is composed of the following components:

• A script that is written in dmscript
• Any number of ancillary files containing data, operating system-dependent scripts like shell scripts, or other dmscripts
• Metadata describing the Intellisig, name, version, timeout, and triggers

These components are stored in the MDB and are distributed to Scalability Servers and Agents. An Intellisig runs under
the control of dmscript, that the software scanner launches. CA Asset Management Agent launches the scanner.
The output of the script is an XML file as <Intellisig-uuid>.xml. The format of this file follows the ISO19970-2 standard
for software ID tags. ISO19970-2 is an international standard that helps software products to store information about
themselves. Products like CA Client Automation read this information and software scanner converts to regular CA Asset
Management inventory format.
The Domain Manager sends the current set of software Intellisigs to Scalability Servers, which in turn, sends them to
the Agents. When the CA Asset Management Agent runs, configuration with a software collection task is verified. If
configured, the software scanner is started, which in turn, run each available Intellisig. For each Intellisig, any available
triggers are evaluated to verify whether the script has to run. If the trigger is true, dmscript is run with the appropriate
arguments. When complete, the Agent collects the output XML file, converts the file to inventory format, and uploads the
file to the Server and back to the Domain Manager. After the file is stored in the MDB, the results are available in DSM
Explorer. If configured, the Agent performs traditional signature and heuristic scans too.
To see working Intellisigs, use the DSM explorer to view the contents of the standard Intellisigs that CA provides, and
download from the content server. You can use Intellisigs as models for developing your own Intellisigs.

Overview

A traditional signature only looks for the files of specific version and size that are part of a release or patch. An Intellisig
can embody as much intelligence and flexibility as required. This intelligence and flexibility allows an Intellisig to detect
more items than a single signature can. For example, a single Intellisig can detect Microsoft Office products of all
versions, as opposed to a large set of signatures, one for each possible item that could be in Microsoft Office.
Dmscript is a portable scripting language and processor that is delivered with CA Client Automation. The dmscript
language has been extended with functions to deliver the output in a standard simple format.

To write an Intellisig, perform the following tasks:

1. Analyze the Software Identification Information
2. Code the Intellisig
3. Test the Intellisig
4. Release the Intellisig for production use

The outputs of an Intellisig are as follows:

• Several product definitions, for example, Microsoft Windows 
You do not have to create products in the MDB before they can be recognized. An Intellisig creates the definitions as it
runs. This feature allows the discovery of new products.

• Several release definitions of the products, for example, Windows 7 Ultimate 32-bit ENU
• Several patch definitions applying to the releases

These fixes are published and applied to installations. For example, KB123456
• One or more instances of an installed release or patch
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This output appears in DSM Explorer under the Discovered Software and Software Definitions nodes.

Intellisigs -- Software Detection through Scripts

An Intellisig is a script that detects software installed on agent computers. Intellisigs provide the most flexible and
accurate way to detect software compared to the heuristic and software signature scanning. Intellisigs extract the software
definition information from a defined source that the software manufacturer provides. The source can be a text file,
database, registry, or binary file. For example, dsmver - f <output file> is the command that outputs version information
about CA Client Automation. Unless the manufacturer changes the way version information is stored for the product,
Intellisigs can detect the future versions of the product also. While software signature scanning requires signatures for
every version of a product, release, and patch, a single Intellisig can detect releases and patches of multiple software
products. For example, you can create an Intellisig to detect all versions of Microsoft Office products, including past and
future versions.

NOTE
You can use Intellisigs to detect software on various platforms.

The following Intellisig types are available:

• CA Intellisigs
Includes Intellisigs that CA provides. Similar to the CA-provided software signatures, the CA-provided Intellisigs are
downloaded as part of the Content Download job.

• Custom Intellisigs
Includes Intellisigs that you create, based on your requirement. You create these Intellisigs and import them using
DSM Explorer.For more information about custom intellisigs, see the Asset Management Administration Guide.

NOTE
Intellisigs do not support software usage (metering), both offline and online.

DSM Reporter does not support Intellisigs reports.

 

Discovering Software Using Intellisigs

Contents

As a Desktop Support Analyst, you want to discover software on target computers so that you get an inventory of software
installed on the target computers.

Verify the Execution of Content Download Job

The Default Software Contents Download job downloads the Intellisigs that CA provides. Verify that this job has been
executed at least once from the time you installed this release. The successful completion of the job ensures that the CA-
provided Intellisigs are downloaded to your Domain Manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Engines, All Engines, and System Engine.
The Engine log and Task List is displayed on the right pane.

2. Verify that the Status of the Default Software Contents Download job displays OK and it was Last Executed after you
installed this release.
If either of these conditions is false, you can either run the job immediately or wait until the next scheduled time of the
job. If both the conditions are satisfied, you can view the downloaded Intellisig definitions.
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NOTE
If you want to create and use custom Intellisigs, see Creating Custom Intellisigs.

View Intellisig Definitions

An Intellisig includes a master definition and several detected definitions. A master definition is the first-level object
that contains the Intellisig details such as name, creation details, target platform, and the script details. The detected
definitions include the product, release, and patch definitions that are created only after the Intellisig detects them on a
target computer. After you download Intellisigs, you can only view the master Intellisig definitions and their details. The
detected definitions are available only after the Intellisigs collect task detects the software on a target computer. To view
the Intellisig definitions, click Software, Definitions, and Intellisigs in DSM Explorer.

Enable or Disable the Scan of an Intellisig Definition

By default, all the Intellisigs are enabled for software scanning. If you temporarily do not want the software scanner to
scan an Intellisig, you can disable the scan of the Intellisig. You can enable the scan later when you want the scanner to
discover an Intellisig again.

NOTE
You can disable only at the Intellisig level, not at the product, release, or patch definition level.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Software, Definitions, and Intellisigs.
All the Intellisigs are displayed in the right pane.

2. Right-click the Intellisig that you want to disable and select Disable Scan. Click Yes to confirm.
When the collect task runs next time, the disabled Intellisigs are not sent to the Agent. After the collect task runs, if
there are any discovered records from the previous scan, the records are hidden on the All Computers, computer
name, Software, and Discovered node. However, the detected product, release, or patch definitions are not removed
from Software, Definitions, Intellisigs

Configure the Collect Task for Software Inventory

To collect software inventory using Intellsigs, configure the collect task to include Intellisig scanning.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to All Computers,  group or computer name , and Configuration. 

NOTE
Collect tasks that are configured at the group-level are applicable for all the computers in the group.

2. Right-click Collect Tasks and select New.
3. Select Software Discovery in the Select new Collect Task type dialog. Click OK.
4. Specify a name for the collect task and click the Methods tab.
5. Select the Method as Signature Scanning and click Configure Scanner.
6. Select Intellisig scan and click OK.

NOTE
You can select both Signature scan and Intellisig scan as part of the same collect task. Such a selection is
applicable when you have some definitions as signatures and some as Intellisigs. When both the scanners
detect the same software, the software is listed twice in the discovered software list. However, the list
provides the discovery source that specifies whether the signature or Intellisig scan collected the software.

The collect task is configured. When the collect task runs next time, the Agent runs the Intellisig script and collects
Intellisigs inventory.
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WARNING
If you are using CA Patch Manager for applying security patches on your target computers, verify that you
have configured signature scanning also on target computers. Configuring only Intellisig prevents CA Patch
Manager from working properly.

View Discovered Software

You can view the discovered software to see the software that Intellisigs discovered on Agent computers. The discovered
Intellisigs are available from the following locations in DSM Explorer:

• Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer Name, Software, Discovered
• Software, Definitions, Intellisigs, Intellisig Name, Detected Product, Detected Release, Discovered Installations
• Software, Definitions, Intellisigs, Intellisig Name, Detected Product, Detected Release, Detected Patch, Discovered

Installations
• Software, Definitions, Categories, Detected Product, Detected Release, Discovered Installations
• Software, Definitions, Categories, Detected Product, Detected Release, Detected Patch, Discovered Installations
• Software, Definitions, Manufacturers, Detected Product, Detected Release, Discovered Installations
• Software, Definitions, Manufacturers, Detected Product, Detected Release, Detected Patch, Discovered Installations

Moving Intellisigs Between Managers

Contents

As a Desktop Support Analyst, you can move custom Intellisigs between Managers to create them manually in each
Manager. You can export the Intellisigs from the source Manager and can import them into the target Manager.

Export Intellisigs

Export the Intellisigs to either modify or move the Intellisig from a Domain Manager to Enterprise Manager or to another
Domain Manager. You can export all the Intellisigs, specific Intellisigs, or specific versions of an Intellisig. You can also use
the CLI for exporting Intellisigs. For more information about the CLI, see intellisigcmd export -- Export Intellisigs.

NOTE
You can export only at the Intellisig level, not at the product, release, or patch definitions level.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Software, Definitions, and follow one of these steps depending on whether you want to export all the
Intellisigs, specific Intellisigs, or specific versions of an Intellisig:
All Intellisigs
– Right-click the Intellisigs node and select Export.
Specific Intellisigs
– Click the Intellisigs node and select the Intellisigs that you want to export in the right pane. Right-click the

selection and select Export.
Specific Versions of an Intellisig
– Click the Intellisigs node and right-click the Intellisig and select Properties. Click the Versions tab, select the

versions that you want to export. Click Export on the Intellisig Properties dialog.
The Intellisig Export dialog lists the Intellisigs that you selected.

2. Specify whether you want to export the Intellisig as a compressed file or uncompressed folder. If necessary, click
Browse to modify the location.
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NOTE
We recommend using uncompressed format while modifying the Intellisigs and compressed format while
moving the Intellisigs between Managers.

3. Click OK.
The selected Intellisigs are exported and placed in the location you specified.

Import Intellisigs

Import the Intellisigs to either update the Intellisig after modifications or move the Intellisig from a Domain Manager
to Enterprise Manager or to another Domain Manager. You can also use the CLI for exporting Intellisigs. For more
information about the CLI, see intellisigcmd import -- Import Intellisigs.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Software, Definitions, and right-click the Intellisigs node. Select Import.
The Intellisigs Import dialog opens.

2. Click Browse and select the zip or xml file of the Intellisig that you want to import.
3. Select the Import Mode to specify whether you want to replace the existing definition, merge only new changes, or

merge all the changes.
4. If you do not want to modify active Intellisig versions, clear the Update active Intellisig version during the import

option. Click OK.
The import process begins.

NOTE
Export the Intellisig in zip format through the corresponding zip (from the export zip options of Intellisig only). Do
not use any third-party compression (zip) utility.

Import Intellisigs to a Manager Not Connected to the Internet

If Intellisigs is not connected to the Internet, you can still import the Intellisigs to a Manager, if you have one Manager that
is connected to the Internet where you download the Intellisigs from the CA content server.

For more information, see content utility under the Intellisig feature.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the command-line tool contentutility.exe.

NOTE
Provide a .xml parameter file or specify the parameters directly on the command line to run the tool.
When you run the tool with no parameters, an xml file is created in the CA\DSM\bin directory named
content_utility.xml. You can specify a combination of CA-provided, custom-created, ca_intellisig, and
custom_intellisig parameters to determine the exported or imported software definitions.

2. Specify values for the following parameters:
– ca_intellisig

This parameter specifies whether to include CA-defined Intellisigs in the export or import.
– custom_intellisig

This parameter specifies whether to include custom-defined Intellisigs in the export or import.
– intellisig_detail

This parameter specifies whether to include scripts and triggers that are associated with an Intellisig during an
export or import. If this parameter set to no, the master definition is exported or imported but the details are omitted.
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Creating Custom Intellisigs

As a developer, you can create custom Intellisigs for any software that you use for which a CA-provided Intellisig is not
available.

Follow the procedures explained in the preceeding pages to create a custom Intellisig:

1. Plan an Intellisig 
2.  Write an Intellisig 
3.  Test the Intellisig
4.  Release the Intellisig

 

 

Plan an Intellisig

Intellisig Design

Intellisigs provide a mechanism to detect current and future releases of products. 

• We recommend keeping the number of Intellisig definitions low, each covering more than only a single product. A good
practice is to create one Intellisig for each vendor and to create an Intellisig per vendor and per software category for
large vendors. For example: IBM - Database Software, Microsoft - Database Software, Microsoft - Office Software,
Apache - Office Software, and CA - Management Software
Verify that you keep the category names synchronized for all Intellisigs for better usability.

• An Intellisig contains a main script and can contain several data files, which themselves can be scripts. You can use
the data files as script-holders for product detection for neat design and operating at the vendor or category level.
The main script, which is vendor-specific, invokes all the other (data) scripts. These scripts, in turn, detect individual
products. To extend the capability of an Intellisig, create a version of the vendor-specific Intellisig, adding new, or
updated existing scripts rather than adding a complete new Intellisig. Versions are embedded chains within a single
Intellisig, hence, they do not clutter the user interface. Keep the list of the top-level Intellisigs as short as possible.

• Software that is detected heuristically or using traditional signatures uses a one-to-one relationship between software
products and releases. With Intellisigs, you can control this behavior because you create both the detected products
and releases. The best practice is to create a one-to-many relationship between detected products and releases for
the following three reasons:
a. A product can have multiple releases.
b. The amount of data that is required when using one-to-one relationships is high as compared to one-to-many.
c. Most importantly, CA DSM feeds CA Software Compliance Manager (SCM) with detection information. SCM works

around DSM products, not releases. Create detected products that are based on how they are licensed. You can
ensure that an SCM-licensable product is matched to a single DSM-detected product. You can also achieve a
granular detection at the release (and patch) level and a meaningful detection at the product level.

•  The name, version label, and location within the detection hierarchy of an Intellisig identifies Intellisig-created
products, releases, and patches (detected software definitions). An empty version label is allowed and treated as a
separate version (the empty version). Even if Intellisig detected software definitions, and CA-provided, custom, and
heuristic software definitions have the same name and version, both are distinct. In addition, different Intellisigs can
create different definitions with the same name and version.

• Use the DMscript functions and provide software names and versions for each.
• A manufacturer can be provided when creating a detected definition. UUID or name can provide this information. The

manufacturer UUID must be that of an existing manufacturer. If the manufacturer UUID does not exist, the detected
definition has an empty manufacturer. The manufacturer name can be either that of an existing manufacturer or that of
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a new one. For the latter, the manufacturer is created and the detected definition is assigned. An existing manufacturer
can be either CA-provided, custom-created, or heuristic software discovery created.

• A detected definition can also be assigned to a category. UUID or name can provide this information. If UUID provides
the information, ensure that the category exists. If the name provides the information, the category is created if it does
not exist. An existing category can be either CA-provided or custom-created.

A best practice for Intellisig behavior is mentioned, using three different products: Microsoft Windows, Microsoft Office,
and Microsoft SQL Server.

Name a Product

Verify that the product reflects the licensable entity. The best practice for naming is as follows (optional in square
brackets):

• Name: "<Manufacturer> <Product> [<Edition>] [<Architecture>] [<Language>]" - When applicable, add the edition. If
the licensing depends on architecture or language, include the licensing in the name. If necessary verify to include this
information, to minimize the number of products created.

• Version Label: "<major>[.<minor>]" - A version is distinguished from the other versions.

Example:

• Name: "Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate"
Version Label: "6.1"
Use both the major and minor versions to distinguish the version from Windows Vista (6.0) and Windows 8 (6.2). If
necessary, remove 7 from the name.

• Name: "Microsoft Office 2010 Professional Plus"
Version Label: "14"
Use only the major version because two releases of Office are distinguished from each other. If necessary, remove
2010 from the name.

• Name: "Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 Enterprise"
Version Label: "10.5"
Use both the major and minor version to distinguish the version from other versions. If necessary, remove 2008 R2
from the name.

If the following optional properties are available, insert the optional properties into dedicated columns in the database:
VersionNumber, Language, Bitness, Architecture, Manufacturer, Category, and Description.

Name a Release

Verify that the release captures as much information about the detected software as possible and the information is linked
to a product. The best practice for naming is as follows (optional in square brackets):

• Name: "<Manufacturer> <Product>[<Edition>] [<Architecture>] [<Language>]"
• Version Label: "<major>.<minor>.<minor’>.<minor’’> [<release/service pack>]" - Include as many details as possible.

Each Architecture and Language has a separate release record but all are linked to the same product.

Example:

• Name: "Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate x64 en-US"
Version Label: "6.1.7601 Service Pack 1 Build 7601"

• Name: 'Microsoft Office 2010 Professional Plus x64 en-US"
Version Label: "14.0.6112.5000 Service Pack 1"

• Name: "Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 Enterprise x64 en-US"
Version Label: "10.50.1617.0 Service Pack 1"

If the following optional properties are available, insert the optional properties into dedicated columns in the database:
VersionNumber, Language, Bitness, Architecture, Manufacturer, Category, and Description.
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Name an Instance of a Release

The release instance is the actual detection record that links a release to a computer and forms part of the software
inventory. A computer can have multiple instances of the same release installed. An installation can have more properties
which are specific to the instance.

Example:

• Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate instance:
InstallPath: C:\Windows
Origin=Forward Inc
TrustLevel=5

• Microsoft Office 2010 Professional Plus instance:
InstallPath: C:\Program Files\Office
ProductGUID: FBD367D1-642F-47CF-B79B-9BE48FB34007
CustomData: Product-ID=02257-210-8656854-49625
Origin=Forward Inc
TrustLevel=5

• Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 Enterprise instance 1: 
InstallPath: C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL10_50.MSSQLSERVER
Label: MSSQLSERVER
CustomData: CPU=2/8/16; RAM=32-GB;
Origin=Forward Inc
TrustLevel=5

• Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 Enterprise instance 2: 
InstallPath: C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL10_50.SQLEXPRESS
Label: EXPRESS
CustomData: CPU=2/8/16; RAM=32-GB;
Origin=Forward Inc
TrustLevel=5

If the following optional properties are available, insert the optional properties into dedicated columns in the database:
Label, InstallPath, SerialNumber, ProductGUID, LastAccessed, Origin, TrustLevel, and CustomData.

The CustomData property is used to collect instance-specific information that affects licensing. The size is limited to 255
characters. This property can hold information about the number of processors, cores or threads, and memory. CA Client
Automation does not use the collected custom data but the data can be used in field-developed solutions.

Name a Patch

Verify that the patch captures as much information about the detected software as possible and that it is linked to a
release. The DSM Patch Manager does not use the patches that Intellisigs detects.

Example:

Name: "KB971033 x64 en-US"
Version label: ""

If the following optional properties are available, insert the optional properties into dedicated columns in the
database: VersionNumber, Language, Bitness, Architecture, Manufacturer, Category and, Description

Name an Instance of a Patch

The patch instance is the actual detection record that links a patch to a computer and forms part of the software inventory.
A computer can have multiple instances of the same release installed. Each of those release instances can either have
or not have the patch that is installed. Therefore, create one patch instance for each release instance. A patch can have
more properties that are specific to the instance. 
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If the following optional properties are available, insert the optional properties into dedicated columns in the database:
Label, InstallPath, SerialNumber, ProductGUID, LastAccessed, Origin, TrustLevel, and CustomData.

Example:

KB971033 x64 en-US instance:

Origin=Forward Inc
TrustLevel=5

Sample Intellisigs and the Folder Structure

Two sample Intellisigs are provided in DSM path\Intellisigs folder.

• For Windows: 00000000-A0A0-AAAA-0000-AAAA0000AAAA
• For Unix: 00000000-B0B0-BBBB-0000-BBBB0000BBBB

Sample.xml contains the metadata to import these samples into your MDB. Run the following command in the Intellisigs
directory:

intellisigcmd import file=sample.xml

Each sample Intellisig has the following folder structure: 
uuid of intellisig\version id\scriptfile.dms

NOTE
Place any more Intellisig data files in the same location.

Analyze the Software Identification Information

As with traditional signatures, determine the product structure to reflect in the script and the output. Determine the
following points:

• Product naming, for example, Microsoft Office
• Determine how releases of the product are structured and named.

– Verify if there are 32-bit and 64-bit releases.
– Verify if there are multiple languages.
– Verify if there are different releases for different platforms, for example, Office for Windows and Office for Mac.

• Verify if the patches are individual binaries or installable packages that are registered with the OS.
• Verify if the product provides an ISO19770-2 SWID file that can be read to provide the information that is required.

After determining the product structure and the naming convention, decide on the granularity of the Intellisig. You can
decide on the number of separate Intellisigs to cover the product. The product might be large, for example, Microsoft
Office. If the script required to detect each product is large, plan on multiple scripts per sub-product. These scripts are
easier to maintain than a large script that performs all the tasks. If the product is small, for example, 7-zip, a single script
suffices.

Finally, determine the method of detection. An Intellisig examines resources on the system to detect what is installed.
The detection includes specific files, registry keys, configuration files, and settings. At one level, Intellisigs can emulate a
traditional signature and look for specific information. At another level, Intellisigs can analyze the computer and can detect
all possible products from all manufacturers, even if those products are unknown to the Intellisig (similar to a heuristic
scan). An ideal Intellisig can operate between these two levels. At a minimum, verify that any version and configuration of
a product, past and future, can be detected (as opposed to specific existing versions).

Write an Intellisig

A custom Intellisig requires a metadata file and a script. Keep the files in a specific folder structure.
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Write the Metadata File

The metadata file is a .xml file that contains information about the Intellisig. The Domain Manager and Software Scanning
Agent use this file to manage Intellisig as a unit. This file also contains definitions of the triggers. The Agent evaluates
these rules to determine whether to run the script to minimize the runtime of the Agent.

Example:

<eso_fingerprints version="1.0.0">

    <preferences>

        <ignore dllcache="true" />

        <ignore spuninstall="true" />

        <ignore internetcache="true" />

        <ignore cookies="true" />

        <ignore nortontrash="true" />

        <ignore sysbackup="true" />

        <ignore SDLib="true" />

    </preferences>

    <technologies dateupdateint="1320340565" dateupdate="05/12/11 11:28:05" >

        <technology id="11111111-B1B1-BBBB-1111-BBBB11110000"

                       name="Trigger Test Unix Single File And" version="1.0.0"

                    descr="Intellisig only run if file trigger detected (trigger_file.txt)"

                    swtype="17" srctype="6" iscript="intellisig-trigger-test.dms" os="Unix">

              <additional_files>

                  <data name="Trigger_Test_Unix.txt"/>

                  <data name="Trigger_Test2_Unix.txt"/>

              </additional_files>

              <group type="and">

                  <file name="trigger_file.txt" path="*" />

              </group>

</technology>

    </technologies>

</eso_fingerprints>

• ID 
The UUID of the Intellisig is specified. This ID can be generated using the Intellisig command-line tool,
intellisigcmd.exe genuuid.

• iscript 
The name of the Intellisig script file is specified.

• Additional_files 
A list of optional files that the script requires is specified.

• Group 
An optional trigger is defined.

Write the Script

Ensure that you can write programs using dmscript for writing the Intellisig script.

An Intellisig script performs the following tasks:
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• Arguments are initialized, collected, and arguments are verified.
• The output file is created.
• The intended products, releases, patches, and installed instances are searched, and the required items of information

about each are collected.
• The appropriate dmscript functions are invoked to copy this information to the output file in the correct order.
• Errors are reported
• Errors are cleaned up and terminated.

On Windows, you can use the dmsedit utility to develop the script. This utility is an integrated editor and debugger for
developing and running scripts. This method provides all the regular debug features of breakpoints, stepping through
code, and examining variables.

WARNING
Do not use the print statement on Windows because the script is not interactive. On Windows, the result
appears in an unscrollable dialog and appears only for 10 seconds. On UNIX, the output is stdout.

Use a text editor and a command-line window to develop the script. You can use the dmstrace function for tracing
the diagnostic information to the trace log.

Write Scripts That Detect Multiple Products

The dmscript language supports the #include directive which lets you include scripts to execute functions. We recommend
the following approach to write scripts:

1. Write a script for each product you intend to detect and add each as an ancillary file to the Intellisig definition. These
scripts detect and register the detected product, release, patch, and their discovered instances. Verify that these
scripts do not initialize any Intellisig or finalize the code.

2. Write a main script that initializes and finalizes the Intellisig and add to the Intellisig definition. Use the #include
directive in the main script to include the ancillary files and run the exposed detection function in each as part of the
main script execution.

Example:

The ancillary file windows.dms defines the function DetectWindows(…).

The ancillary file office.dms defines the function DetectOffice(…).

The ancillary file sql.dms defines the function DetectSql(…).

The main script main.dms appears as follows:

#include windows.dms

#include office.dms

#include sql.dms

• DoInitialization(…)
The REM function in main.dms that parses args is specified and OpenDetectedSoftwareOutputFiles is invoked. Other
initialization tasks are also performed.

• DetectWindows(…)
The REM function in windows.dms is specified.

• DetectOffice(…)
The REM function in office.dms is specified.

• DetectSql(…)
The REM function in sql.dms is specified.

• DoFinalization(…)
The REM function in main.dms is specified that calls CloseDetectedSoftwareOutputFiles and performs other cleanup
tasks.
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Write Help for the Custom Intellisig

You can write help for the Intellisigs that you create and provide more details in a separate web page. The details help the
Intellisig users to know more about the Intellisig. The help is displayed on the Intellisig properties page in DSM Explorer.

Follow these steps:

1. View the help file for one of the CA-provided Intellisigs.
a. Open DSM Explorer and navigate to Software, Definitions.
b. Right-click a CA-provided Intellisig and click Properties.
c. Click the Details tab on the Intellisig Properties dialog.
d. Click the "?" button.

A web page displays extra information about the Intellisig.
2. Create a .html help file for your custom Intellisig based on a CA-provided Intellisig.
3. Save the help file with the Intellisig name as the file name.
4. Host the help files on a web server.

After you host the help files, configure the URL in the default configuration policy.
5. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, and Configuration Policy. Unseal Default Configuration Policy.
6. Navigate to DSM, Administration Console.
7. Double-click the customIntellisigsURL parameter and specify the value as c:\webinfo\%name%.html in the Setting

Properties dialog.
The help file is associated with the corresponding Intellisig based on the HTML file name and the URL you configured.
When you test the Intellisig, you can test the help also.

NOTE
The caIntellisigsURL parameter specifies the help file details for CA-provided Intellisigs.

8. Repeat step 1 for your custom Intellisig to view the corresponding help file.

Initialization

The scanner launches dmscript in the same directory as the script file with the following arguments:

dmscript <scriptfile> -I <uuid of Intellisig> -v <version of Intellisig> -n <name of Intellisig>  -t

 <trigger_info>

• trigger_info 
An optional string contains information about the trigger that runs the Intellisig. If necessary, a script can use this string
as hints in its discovery process.

Ensure that the script collects and verifies that these arguments are present. If arguments are missing, report an error and
exit. The values of arguments are available from the argv function.

Example:

dim sUuid as string

dim sISVersion as String

dim sISName as String

dim X as Integer 

for X=0 to argc()

    if ( argv(X)="-i") then

        sUuid = argv(X+1)

    endif

    if ( argv(X)="-v") then

        sISVersion=argv(X+1)

    endif

    if ( argv(X)="-n") then
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        sISName = argv(X+1)

    endif

next X

if sUuid = "" then

    LogDetectedSoftwareError ("00404","Param1=missing argument uuid to script ")

    exit

endif

Trace and Report Errors

Dmscript provides a method of tracing information to the log file, TRC_DMSCRIPTINTERPRETER_0.log. The log file is
useful for debugging during development and troubleshooting after the Intellisig release.

Use the LogDetectedSoftwareError function to report errors back to the Manager. This function writes errors in a standard
format to a file named <uuid>.err. This file is automatically uploaded to the Domain Manager. Errors are also copied to
the trace log file. DSM Explorer displays the messages in the job status dialog after converting the messages to the local
language.

NOTE
Though this function lets you specify English text directly, use localized error messages. If necessary, edit the
statmod.<lang> file on the manager or explorer to add your own messages.

Create the Output File

Open the output file using the OpenDetectedSoftwareOutputFiles function.

Example:

if OpenDetectedSoftwareOutputFiles (sUuid,sISVersion,sISName) <> CASWDETECT_OK then

    exit

endif

This function creates a file that is named <uuid>.xml, which contains the results.

Search for Items

Searching for items depends on the details of the product. You can use the following functions:

Detect Files and Directories

To detect if a file exists, use the ExistFile function. To detect a directory, use the ExistDirectory function.

Example:

ProgramFiles = EnvGetString("ProgramFiles")

if ExistDirectory (ProgramFiles + "\Microsoft Office") then

...found MS Office...

if ExistFile (ProgramFiles + "\Microsoft Office\Office14\EXCEL.EXE") then

... found excel...

Read the Registry

Use the following functions:

• RegOpenKey
This function reads the registry.

• RegQueryValue
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This function reads a value.
• RegEnumKeys

This function enumerates keys.
• RegEnumVariable

This function enumerates variables.
• RegCloseKey

This function closes a key.

NOTE
dmscript is a 32-bit program, so Windows applies a registry redirection to certain keys such as HKLM
\SOFTWARE. To read the registry parts that are reserved for 64-bit programs, invoke setmode64(1). This action
turns redirection off. This function also applies to certain parts of the file system such as \windows\system32.

Read the Environment

To read the content of an environment variable on Windows or UNIX, use the EnvGetString function.

Example:

path = EnvGetString("PATH")

...now search the path for a target directory..

You can also enumerate all environment variables using the EnvGetFirst and EnvGetNext functions.

Read Configuration Files

Use the following functions:

• To read an .ini style file, use the ReadIniEntry function.
• To read a plain text file, open the file using the OpenFile function then read using ReadFile. You can use the new

GetToken function to parse lines of text.
• To read an XML or binary file, write a custom DLL or external program and call it from the script. You can read the

output of the program using the OpenFile function.

NOTE
The custom binary cannot be included in the Intellsig definition.

Run Programs

The dmscript cannot accomplish some tasks or there are tasks in which running an existing shell script or external
program is simpler. In such cases, use the Execute function.

Example:

To get the system version on Windows, use the following command:

Execute ("cmd.exe /c ver > dms.tmp", True, 0)

The output is available in dms.tmp.

Read the List of Installed Programs

On Windows, run one of the following commands, from Microsoft, SysInternals:

wmic product

psinfo -accepteula -s

Redirect the output to a file and then read the output.
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Detect Running Programs

Dmscript cannot detect running programs directly but can spawn system commands which can detect these programs and
then read their output.

Example:

(Unix)"

execute ("ps  - ef | grep myprogram > /tmp/dms.tmp") 

(Windows)

execute ("cmd.exe /c tasklist /nh /fi ""imagename eq powerpnt.exe"" > dms.tmp",true,0) 

...now read the contents of dms.tmp...

Create the Output

Follow the hierarchy of the products, releases, patches, and instances in a script:

• A product has several releases.
• A release has several patches.
• A release has several instances (or installed copies of the software).
• A patch has several instances (or installed copies of the patch).

Specify a product first, then the releases, patches, and instances. When creating the subsidiary items, specify also the
parent name and version. Dmscript remembers the created hierarchy and verifies that the parents of items exist and
are valid. If parents of items are invalid or do not exist, an error is returned. Several specific functions exist for creating
products. These functions have the following general format:

CreateDetectedSoftwareXXXX (name, version, [parentname, parentversion,...] OptionalProperties)

Create a Product

To create a product, use the following code:

CreateDetectedSoftwareProduct (ProductName as String, 

                               ProductVersionLabel as String, 

                               OptionalProperties as String) as integer

Example:

CreateDetectedSoftwareProduct("Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate", "6.1", "VersionNumber=6.1 | Language=en-

us | Bitness=64 | Architecture=x64 | Manufacturer=Microsoft Corporation | Category=Operating Systems |

 Description=The Microsoft Windows 7 Product | ")

In this example, the values are defined but in a real script the values are determined as part of the detection process.

Create a Release

To create a release of a product, use the following code:

CreateDetectedSoftwareRelease (ProductName as String, 

                               ProductVersionLabel as String, 

                               ReleaseName as String, 

                               ReleaseVersionLabel as String, 

                               OptionalProperties as String) as integer

Example:
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CreateDetectedSoftwareRelease("Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate", "6.1", "Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate

 x64 64 en-us", "6.1.7600", "VersionNumber=6.1.7600 |Language=en-us | Bitness=64 |Architecture=x64 |

 Manufacturer=Microsoft Corporation | Category=Operating Systems | Description=The Microsoft Windows 7 Release

 | ")

Create a Patch

To create a patch, use the following code:

CreateDetectedSoftwarePatch (ProductName as String, 

                             ProductVersionLabel as String, 

                             ReleaseName as String, 

                             ReleaseVersionLabel as String, 

                             PatchName as String, 

                             PatchVersionLabel as String, 

                             OptionalProperties as String) as integer

Example:

CreateDetectedSoftwarePatch("Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate", "6.1", "Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate x64

 64 en-us", "6.1.7600", "KB971033 x64 64 en-us", "Language=en-us | Bitness=64 | Architecture=x64 |

 Manufacturer=Microsoft Corporation | Category=Operating Systems | Description=The Microsoft Windows 7

 Activation Checker Update | ")

Create an Instance

To create an installed instance of a release, use the following code:

CreateDetectedSoftwareReleaseInstance (ProductName as String, 

                                       ProductVersionLabel as String, 

                                       ReleaseName as String, 

                                       ReleaseVersionLabel as String,                          

                                       OptionalProperties as String) as integer

To create an installed instance of a patch:

CreateDetectedSoftwarePatchInstance (ProductName as String, 

                                     ProductVersionLabel as String, 

                                     ReleaseName as String, 

                                     ReleaseVersionLabel as String, 

                                     PatchName as String, 

                                     PatchVersionLabel as String, 

                                     OptionalProperties as String) as integer

Example:

CreateDetectedSoftwareReleaseInstance("Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate", "6.1", "Microsoft Windows 7

 Ultimate x64 64 en-us", "6.1.7600", "Origin=Forward Inc | TrustLevel=5 | InstallPath=C:\Windows |

 SerialNumber=1234-567-890414-86668 | LastAccessed=2011-11-29T12:30 | ")

CreateDetectedSoftwarePatchInstance("Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate", "6.1", "Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate x64

 64 en-us", "6.1.7600", "KB971033 x64 64 en-us", "", "Origin=Forward Inc | TrustLevel=5 | ")

NOTE
Replace the value in the Origin parameter to reflect your organization name.
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Close the Output File

After releasing the resources that your script uses, invoke CloseDetectedSoftwareOutputFiles.

Test and Release the Intellisig

Test the Intellisig

Test your script offline on few computers before you release it. You can correct the script before you apply the script on all
the computers in your organization. You can run a script from the command-line and then examine the following files for
the results:

• If any compilation errors are present, the errors are generated in the trace log file. You can also view these errors in
dmsedit and stdout on Unix.

• Any errors that the script raises are stored in <uuid>.err and also the trace log file.
• The discovered software results are stored in <uuid>.xml.

Do not specify a UUID on the command-line while testing. Any string works and is used to name the output files. Only the
Agent requires the UUID, which searches for files that are named using this string. We recommended using a UUID.

Verify that you have computers, operating systems, and software installed that you want to detect. If you do not have
the prerequisites, create the appropriate file, registry, and configuration entries that are present to simulate the installed
software. You can obtain trial versions from the vendors.

Verify the testing of the script on all the target operating systems.

For the second level of testing, create a small DSM environment using spare computers or virtual machines. Ensure
that these computers have an MDB, a Domain Manager, and a Scalability Server on one computer and the Asset
Management Agent that is installed on one of the target operating computers. Import the Intellisig using DSM explorer and
run an Intellisig-based software detection task. Verify that the expected results appear.

Release the Intellisig

An Intellisig that CA Client Automation produces is delivered to customers using the content download job. If the Intellisig
is custom created, export using DSM Explorer from the test Manager and then import into the production Enterprise or
Domain Manager.

Intellisig Triggers

Contents

You can run an Intellisig script only when specific conditions or triggers are met. This restriction enables the designing of
efficient Intellisigs. Each Intellisig does not require to search a file system for specific files. You can instruct the scanner to
scan for specific files, registry entries, services, or installed packages, and the Intellisig script runs under these conditions.
The scanner only performs the file system search once, irrespective of the number of file criteria specified.

NOTE
These triggers are defined similarly as the traditional signature definitions. Experience in creating traditional
signatures using these criteria is a prerequisite.

Trigger Criteria Types

The types of triggers that can be associated with an Intellisig are as follows:

• File
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This trigger supports verification of file presence, criteria for search paths, filename content patterns, file creation, date
ranges modification, file size ranges, MD5 hash values, and permissions.

• Registry
This trigger supports verification of registry entries on specific keys, pattern matching of values, 32-bit, and 64-bit hive
checks.

• Package
This trigger verifies an installed package, specifying version, and release. On Windows, this option verifies the Add/
Remove programs database. On UNIX, the installation database of the platform is verified.

• Service
This trigger searches for an installed service or daemon.

• Sysinfo
This trigger supports verification of attributes such as the platform, processor, OS release, OS name, and OS version.

Logical Hierarchy of Triggers

You can specify multiple trigger criteria on an Intellisig, and group the triggers with logical AND, OR, and NOT operators.
The logical operators are defined as groups with a type. The type being either and, or, or not, which defines how the
results from items that are contained within the group are combined. A group (except not groups) can contain any number
of extra trigger criteria, including more groups. A group of type not can only contain a single item, although this single item
could be another group.

Excluded Directories

You can specify to exclude directories while defining an Intellisig trigger. The directories that are listed in the exclude
directories are excluded when the signature scanner searches the file system for the files that are

specified in file trigger criteria.

XML Format

When writing a trigger, specify criteria using XML.

Include a top-level group in each trigger. Each group contains a type. The type is either and, or, or not. The type defines
the logical operation that is applied to the criteria contained in the group.

<group type="and">

...<other citeria>...

</group>

File Criteria

File criteria are defined with the <file> tag. The file tag supports the following attributes:

• name
This attribute specifies the file to search for.

• path
This attribute specifies the path for search.

• match
This attribute scans the specified file for a match of the specified pattern.

• md5
This attribute compares the MD5 hash of the file with the specified value.

• minversion
This attribute compares the specified file version with the provided value.

• maxversion
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This attribute compares the specified file version with the provided value.
• mincreation

This attribute compares the creation date of the specified file with the provided value.
• maxcreation

This attribute compares the creation date of the specified file with the provided value.
• minmodified

This attribute compares the modification date of the specified file with the provided value.
• maxmodified

This attribute compares the modification date of the specified file with the provided value.
• minfilesize

This attribute compares the size of the specified file with the provided value.
• maxfilesize

This attribute compares the size of the specified file with the provided value.
• permsmustexclude

This attribute excludes permissions.
• permsmustinclude

This attribute includes permissions.
• rootowner

This attribute specifies the root owner of the file.
• daclallow

This attribute allows ACL.
• dacldeny

This attribute denies ACL.
• arch

This attribute specifies the binary file architecture on a Windows platform.

Example:

<group type="and">

<file name="msword.exe" path="*" />

</group>

Registry Criteria

Registry criteria are specified with the <registry> tag. The registry tag supports the following attributes:

• name
This attribute specifies the registry key to search for.

• match
This attribute specifies the pattern to match against the searched registry key.

• daclallow
This attribute allows ACL.

• dacldeny
This attribute denies ACL.

• arch
This attribute specifies the behavior on a 64-bit system. The supported values are 32, or 64, and any. On a 64-bit
Windows computer, specifying 64 only searches the 64-bit hive for the specified key. Specifying 32 only searches the
32-bit hive on a 64-bit computer. This value is ignored on a 32-bit computer. If the architecture is not specified, the 32
behavior is the default behavior.

Example:

<group type="and">
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<registry name="HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Adobe\Adobe Acrobat\6.0\Language\UI" match="ENU" /> 

</group>

Package Criteria

Package criteria are specified with the <package> tag. The package tag supports the following attributes:

• name
This attribute specifies the name of the installed product to search for.

• version
This attribute specifies the version of the installed product to search for.

Example:

<group type="and">

<package name="DameWare Mini Remote Control" version="6.0.*" /> 

Service Criteria

Service criteria are specified with the <service> tag. The service tag supports the following attributes:

• name
This attribute specifies the name of the installed service to search for.

• path
This attribute specifies the (UNIX only) path to the installed service.

Example:

<group type="and">

<service name="SNMP"/>

</group>

SysInfo Criteria

Sysinfo criteria is specified with the <sysinfo> tag. The sysinfo tag supports the following attributes:

• platform
This attribute specifies whether the platform is x86 or x64 on Windows.

• processor
This attribute identifies the processor.

• osrelease
This attribute identifies the OS release.

• osname
This attribute identifies the OS name.

• osversion
This attribute identifies the OS version.

Example:

<group type="and">

<sysinfo osname="Windows" />

</group>
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Trigger Parameter When an Intellisig Is Launched

File Trigger Example -t parameter examples
file <group type=”and”>

<file name=”file1.test” path=”*” />
</group>
<group type=”not”>
<file name=”file1.test” path=”*” />
</group>

Positive trigger:
-t “file:c:\file1.test”
NOT trigger:
-t “!file:file1.test”
For the NOT trigger, a full path cannot be
provided.

registry <group type="and”>
<registry name="HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
\SOFTWARE\iSigTest\T1" match="V1"/>
</group>
<group type="not”>
<registry name="HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
\SOFTWARE\iSigTest\T1" match="V1"/>
</group>

Positive trigger:
-t "registry:HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
\SOFTWARE\iSigTest\T1"
NOT trigger:
-t "!registry:HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
\SOFTWARE\iSigTest\T1"

service <group type="and">
<service name="DNS Client"/>
</group>
<group type="not">
<service name="DNS Client"/>
</group>

Positive trigger:
-t "service:DNS Client"
NOT trigger
-t "!service:DNS"

sysinfo <group type="and">
<sysinfo osname="windows"
platform="x86"/>
</group>
<group type="not">
<sysinfo osname="windows"
platform="x86"/>
</group>

Positive trigger:
-t "sysinfo:osname=Windows;platform=x86"
NOT trigger:
-t "!sysinfo:osname=Linux;platform=x86"

package <group type="and">
<package name="CA DSM Explorer"/>
</group>
<group type="not">
<package name="CA DSM Explorer"/>
</group>

Positive trigger:
-t "package:CA DSM Explorer"
 
NOT trigger:
-t "!package:CA DSM Explorer EXTRA123"

Modifying a Custom Intellisig

Contents

Follow these steps to modify the custom Intellisigs for updating the script, triggers, or data files in the Intellisig:

1. Export Intellisigs
2. Modify a Custom Intellisig
3. Import Intellisigs
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Export Intellisigs

Export the Intellisigs to either modify or move the Intellisig from a Domain Manager to Enterprise Manager or to another
Domain Manager. You can export all the Intellisigs, specific Intellisigs, or specific versions of an Intellisig. You can also use
the CLI for exporting Intellisigs. For more information about the CLI, see intellisigcmd export -- Export Intellisigs.

NOTE
You can export only at the Intellisig level, not at the product, release, or patch definitions level.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Software, Definitions, and follow one of the mentioned steps depending on whether you want to export
all the Intellisigs, specific Intellisigs, or specific versions of an Intellisig:
All Intellisigs
– Right-click the Intellisigs node and select Export.
Specific Intellisigs
– Click the Intellisigs node and select the Intellisigs that you want to export in the right pane. Right-click the selection

and select Export.
Specific Versions of an Intellisig
– Click the Intellisigs node and right-click the Intellisig and select Properties. Click the Versions tab, select the

versions that you want to export. Click Export on the Intellisig Properties dialog.
The Intellisig Export dialog lists the Intellisigs that you selected.

2. Specify whether you want to export the Intellisig as a compressed file or uncompressed folder. If necessary, click
Browse to modify the location.

NOTE
We recommend using uncompressed format while modifying the Intellisigs and compressed format while
moving the Intellisigs between Managers.

3. Click OK.
The selected Intellisigs are exported and placed in the specified location.

Modify a Custom Intellisig

You can modify an Intellisig to update the script, triggers, or data files.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that you have exported the Intellisig.
2. Open the exported Intellisig archive file or folder and update the files according to your requirement. For more

information about customizing Intellisigs, see Creating Custom Intellisigs.
3. If you want to import the files in zip format, save and compress the modified files.

Import Intellisigs

Import the Intellisigs to either update the Intellisig after modifications or move the Intellisig from a Domain Manager
to Enterprise Manager or to another Domain Manager. You can also use the CLI for exporting Intellisigs. For more
information about the CLI, see intellisigcmd import -- Import Intellisigs.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Software, Definitions, and right-click the Intellisigs node. Select Import.
The Intellisigs Import dialog opens.

2. Click Browse and select the zip or xml file of the Intellisig that you want to import.
3. Select the Import Mode to specify whether you want to replace the existing definition, merge only new changes, or

merge the file.
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4. If you do not want to modify active Intellisig versions, clear the Update active Intellisig version during the import option.
Click OK.
The import process begins.

NOTE
Export the Intellisig in zip format through corresponding zip (from the export zip options of Intellisig only). Do not
use any third-party compression (zip) utility.

Reconciling Intellisig Data with Other CA Products

Detected Intellisig software definitions and their discovered software instances are synchronized from a CA Client
Automation source to a target MDB for integration with other CA products.

Synchronize Intellisig Definitions with a Remote Database

 If the target MDB supports Intellisigs, the detected Intellisig software definitions and their discovered software instances
are added to the synchronization configuration once the synchronization task is created. If the synchronization task
already exists, the configuration is updated when the task next runs.

This condition is applicable for both CA-provided and custom Intellisigs.

The master Intellisig definition of the detected software definitions is created during the first phase of synchronization
while running the content utility.

Detected software definitions are matched with any existing definitions at the target (originating from other MDB sources).

If necessary, the links of detected software definitions to manufacturers and categories are replicated to the target MDB
with the created manufacturers and categories. Any previous category membership that Intellisig had created are deleted.
But any category membership that is created manually are preserved.

On deleting the synchronization job and selecting cleanup, the discovered software that originated from the source MDB is
deleted. The detected software definitions and master Intellisigs without details are also deleted for the last source MDB.

Replicating Intellisigs

Contents

You can create and replicate your custom Intellisig definitions on the Enterprise Manager. You do not have to define the
definitions separately on each Domain Manager.

(Optional) Modify Replication Settings for Intellisig Definitions

You can modify the default replication settings that are defined in the replication task.

Follow these steps:

1. Open DSM Explorer. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, and  Policy name.  Right-
click the policy and select Unseal.

2. Navigate to Manager, Engines under the configuration policy.
3. Specify values for the following configuration policy parameters:

– Ignore replicated Intellisig if they are locally defined
If the Intellisig definition was previously created locally at a Domain Manager, behavior of the replication is
controlled. If you set this parameter to true, the master definition and details from the Enterprise Manager are not
replicated. Otherwise, the definition from the Enterprise Manager updates the master definition at the Domain
Manager. The domain_uuid is changed to that of the source. The existing definition at the Domain Manager is
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updated. Any existing details of the master at the Domain Manager are deleted. The Intellisig details from the
Enterprise Manager are replicated to the Domain Manager.
Default: False

– Convert replicated Intellisigs on unlinking
The default behavior is overridden deleting all replicated master Intellisig definitions and their details at the Domain
Manager on unlinking. If you set this parameter to true, on unlinking, any replicated master Intellisig definition, and
details are converted at the Domain Manager as belonging to the Domain Manager. The domain_uuid is changed
from the Enterprise Manager to the Domain Manager.
Default: False

– Leave replicated software definitions
This parameter specifies whether the replicated heuristic and Intellisig detected software definitions are retained at
the Enterprise Manager when the Domain Managers have removed the definitions. If this parameter is set to False,
the definitions are deleted at the Enterprise Manager when the last Domain Manager reports as deleted.
Default: False

– Leave unreferenced software definitions on collection
This parameter specifies whether heuristic software definitions are left undeleted at the Domain Manager, on an
engine collect, when their last discovered software instance is deleted.
Default: False

4. Save and the seal the policy. Apply the policy on computers that host the DSM Engine, which runs the replication
tasks.

Using Intellisigs in an Enterprise Manager Setup

An Enterprise Manager replicates detected software definitions and discovered software records when a Domain Manager
is linked to the Enterprise Manager . After the replication process, you can view, query, report, and synchronize the
information from a single location.
Consider the following points when you use Intellisigs in an Enterprise Manager setup:

• Custom-created Intellisig definitions and their details are replicated from the Enterprise Manager to a Domain Manager.
• CA-defined Intellisig definitions and their details are not replicated from the Enterprise Manager to a Domain Manager.
• Products, releases, and patches that Intellisigs detects are replicated from a Domain Manager to the Enterprise

Manager.
• If an Intellisig definition does not exist at the Enterprise Manager, the definition is created.
• Manufacturers and categories of the definitions that Intellisigs detects are created as follows:

– For a detected software definition, an Intellisig script detects the manufacturer of the definition and links to a
category. These relationships are collected in the domain MDB and replicated to the Enterprise Manager. If the
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replication finds a matching manufacturer or category in the Enterprise Manager with the same UUID at the Domain
Manager, this process is simple.

– If a manufacturer or category of the same UUID does not exist at the Enterprise Manager and CA provides the
manufacturer or category at the Domain Manager, a manufacturer or category of the same name and UUID are
created at the Enterprise Manager with the source type as CA.

– If a manufacturer or category of the same UUID does not exist at the Enterprise Manager and CA provides the
manufacturer or category at the Domain Manager, the replication searches for a manufacturer of category of the
same name.

– If a manufacturer or category of the same name is found in the Enterprise Manager, it is used to link with the
detected definition.

– If a manufacturer or category of the same name is not found, a new manufacturer or category is created and used
to link with the detected definition.

– The source type of a new manufacturer or category is either CA Intellisig or custom Intellisig, depending on the
source type of the Intellisig. The source type is not replicated to any domains.

– If categories and manufacturers of a detected software definition that Intellisigs previously reported have changed,
they are unlinked from the detected software definitions on the Domain Manager. Categories and manufacturers
that are linked manually remain unchanged.

• Discovered software releases and patches that Intellisigs detects are replicated from a Domain Manager to the
Enterprise Manager.

• Heuristic and detected Intellisig definitions are deleted when no discovered software records are linked to the
Enterprise Manager or Domain Manager, provided the Leave replicated software definitions configuration policy is
set to is false. For more information about the policy, see Modify Replication of Intellisig Definitions from Enterprise
Manager

• If the software exists at the Domain Manager, any software definition category membership is replicated from the
Enterprise Manager to the Domain Manager.

DMScript Extensions

Contents

Creating Software Definitions and Detection Records

When you create custom Intellisigs, call the DMScript functions within your namedscript for reporting software records that
are detected on the Agent computer. DMScript provides built-in functions that write detected software records to an output
file.

NOTE
DMScript is a scripting language that provides a common method of executing commands on Agents.

Ensure that the Intellisig script calls the functions in the following order:

1. OpenDetectedSoftwareOutputFiles
2. CreateDetectedSoftwareProduct
3. CreateDetectedSoftwareRelease
4. CreateDetectedSoftwarePatch
5. CreateDetectedSoftwareReleaseInstance
6. CloseDetectedSoftwareOutputFiles

Hierarchy of Intellisig Objects

Understanding the Intellisig objects hierarchy while creating custom Intellisigs. Ensure that the objects exist in a particular
hierarchy. Each object has a parent, create the parent beforehand. The hierarchy is as follows:
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• An Intellisig contains information to detect several products.
• A product, for example, Microsoft Office, has several releases like Office 2003 and Office 2010.
• A release has several patches that contains fixes.
• A computer has several instances of a release or patch installed.
• Products, releases, and patches are created as software definitions and instances are created as discovered software.
• When an object is created, DMscript checks for the parent object availability. For example, if a release is created, then

DMScript verifies whether the parent product exists. This verification ensures that proper relationships are created
between the related product, release, patch, and instances.

Fixed and Variable Parameters

The functions for creating detected software output files provide a way for future extensions through fixed parameters
and variable parameters acceptance. While fixed parameters are mandatory, variable parameters are optional. Variable
parameters typically include the properties that are associated with the Intellisig and provide a method for adding more
properties. The functions can be expanded in future to add variable parameters without impacting existing scripts.

The following guidelines are applicable for specifying and using fixed and variable parameters:

• Fixed parameters are mandatory and require values explicitly.
• Variable parameters are optional and specified in the OptionalProperties parameter. The OptionalProperties parameter

is a string and can contain any number of property name and value pairs using the following format:
property=value | property=value |...

• Use the | character to separate the property name and value pairs. Spaces before and after the | character are not
significant.

• Unknown properties in the OptionalProperties generate warnings but do not stop the script. This behavior lets the
Agents of varying releases to process Intellisig scripts that are sent from the Domain Manager. If a script uses a
property that is unknown to a particular version of DMScript, the property is ignored but a warning is written to the
DMScript trace log.

• Unknown values in the optional parameters raise a warning but the value is passed on to the Engine to interpret or
ignore. For example, the value of the bitness parameter can only be 32 or 64 but if you pass 16, the script does not fail.

Supported Architectures

The list of architecture names that you can pass to the DMscript functions that write the detected records to the software
detection output file is as follows:

• AMD64
• ARM
• Alpha
• Big Endian MIPS
• HP Precision
• IA64
• IBM S/390
• Little Endian MIPS
• Motorola 680x0
• PA_RISC
• PowerPC
• SPARC
• s390x
• x64
• x86
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Error Codes and Optional Properties

The LogDetectedSoftwareError method accepts the error messages in a specific format. The error messages are
localizable strings that are generated when an Intellisig execution error exists at the Agent. The error messages are
then sent to the Domain Manager and displayed as a status comment against the software inventory collect task in DSM
Explorer.

Example: LogDetectedSoftwareError

LogDetectedSoftwareError("ISE:00400","PARAM5=Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate x64 64 en-us|

PARAM6=VersionNumber=6.1.7600 |VersionLabel=6.1.7600 |Language=en-us |Bitness=64 |Architecture=x64 |

Manufacturer=Microsoft Corporation|Category=Operating Systems |Description=The Microsoft Windows 7 Product|

PARAM7=SWDETECT_BADARGS");

The Intellisig scanner automatically raises the following error messages to report issues that are related to launching an
Intellisig:

Error Code Error Text
ISE:00302 The Intellisig that is named %1$t, version %2$t, UUID %3$t, is

missing the mandatory parameter %4$t.
ISE:00303 Intellisig named %1$t, version %2$t, UUID %3$t, script file %4$t

did not produce an output file.
ISE:00304 The execution of Intellisig named %1$t, version %2$t, UUID

%3$t, script file %4$t has exceeded the allowable timeout (%5$t
seconds).

ISE:00305 Intellisig named %1$t, version %2$t, UUID %3$t, script file %4$t
could not be found.

ISE:00306 Intellisig named %1$t, version %2$t, uuid %3$t, script file %4$t,
caused an internal error while attempting to start an Intellisig

ISE:00307 The dmscript intepreter reported an error parsing the Intellisig that
is named %1$t, version %2$t, uuid %3$t, script file %4$t

ISE:00405 Intellisig %1$t version %2$t, UUID %3$t, script %4$t, %5$t was
invoked to create "%6$t" with an unknown parent "%7$t".

ISE:00406 Intellisig %1$t version %2$t, UUID %3$t, script %4$t, %5$t was
invoked to create "%6$t" with a parent "%7$t" of the wrong type.

ISE:00407 Intellisig %1$t version %2$t, UUID %3$t, script %4$t, %5$t was
invoked to create an instance with a parent "%6$t"of the wrong
type.

ISE:00411 Intellisig %1$t version %2$t, UUID %3$t, script %4$t, %5$t was
invoked with mandatory property "%6$t" set to blank.

ISE:00412 Intellisig %1$t version %2$t, UUID %3$t, script %4$t, the last
accessed property was specified with an invalid value: %5$t: in
the format: yyyy-mm-dd:hh:mm.

You can raise the following error messages to handle issues related to creating an Intellisig:

Error Code Error Text Function Syntax
ISE:00400 Intellisig %1$t version %2$t, UUID

%3$t, script %4$t, Failed to create
software product. The parameters were
ProductName:%5$t OptionalProperties:
%6$t. Return Code: %7$t

LogDetectedSoftwareError
("ISE:00400", "PARAM5=ProductName|
PARAM6=OptionalProperties|
PARAM7=ReturnCode")
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ISE:00401 Intellisig %1$t version %2$t,
UUID %1$t, script %4$t, Failed
to create Software Release. The
parameters were ProducName: %5$t
ReleaseNameProductRelease: %6$t
OptionalProperties: %7$t. Return Code :
%8$t

LogDetectedSoftwareError
("ISE:00401", "PARAM5=ProductName|
PARAM6=ReleaseName|
PARAM7=OptionalProperties|
PARAM8=ReturnCode")

ISE:00402 Intellisig %1$t version %2$t, UUID
%3$t, script %4$t, Failed to create
Software Patch. The parameters were
ReleaseName: %5$t PatchName: %6$t
OptionalProperties: %7$t. Return Code:
%8$t

LogDetectedSoftwareError ("ISE:00402",
"PARAM5=
ReleaseName|PARAM6=PatchName|
PARAM7=OptionalProperties|
PARAM8=ReturnCode")

ISE:00403 Intellisig %1$t version %2$t, UUID
%3$t, script %4$t, Failed to create
Software Instance. The parameters were
PatchName: %5$t OptionalProperties:
%6$t. Return Code: %7$t

LogDetectedSoftwareError ("ISE:00403",
"PARAM5=
PatchName|PARAM6=OptionalProperties|
PARAM7=ReturnCode")

ISE:00404 Intellisig %1$t version %2$t, UUID %3$t,
script %4$t, produced the following error:
%5$t
You can specify any custom error text in
PARAM5.

LogDetectedSoftwareError ("ISE:00404",
"PARAM5="An unexpected error has
occurred")

Additional Information on Intellisig

Contents

Certificate Used for Integrity Checking of Intellisig

CA Client Automation associates an encrypted hash with each script in the database for maintaining the integrity of an
Intellisig. The Agent verifies the hashes and then executes each Intellisig. If a hash fails verification, the Agent declines to
run the Intellisig. The Agent sends a message to the GUI. The message indicates the verification error and the details of
the specific Intellisig that failed the integrity verifications.

NOTE
The hash is encrypted using the certificate x509cert://dsm r11/cn=manager signer, o=computer associates,
c=us tagged with ManagerSigner. If you use custom x509 certificates, Intellisig automatically use the custom
certificate for encryption.

Detect Software on a 64-bit OS Using Both 32-bit and 64-bit Registry

You can specify the architecture value of a registry while creating custom traditional signatures in DSM Explorer for both
registry and file entries. The specified value verifies that a binary is built for the specified Windows architecture.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to DSM Explorer, Software, Definitions,  software category , Release of software category ,
Properties, Recognition, Advanced, and Registry.

2. Select one of the following values in the Architecture drop-down box for a 64-bit OS:
– 32

A search in the 32-bit registry hives is triggered.
– 64

A search in the 64-bit registry hives is triggered.
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NOTE
If you change the OS group type to UNIX, the Architecture drop-down box is disabled.

Set Default Timeout for Intellisig

The default timeout of Intellisig ensures that faulty Intellisig do not run indefinitely on a computer. You can define a default
timeout value for all the Intellisig scripts. The value can be defined for the scripts that are executed on a computer or for
a specific Intellisig. You can apply a longer default time to Agents where the load is high. For example, database servers,
and where Intellisig require extra time to complete. For desktop computers, where the load is low, you can configure a
lower timeout value.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to DSM, Agent, and Asset Management.
2. Define a value for the following parameter:

– IntellisigDefaultExecutionTimeout
This parameter specifies the default timeout value in minutes.
Default: 5

NOTE
When you create an Intellisig, set timeout value to default. This action ensures that the Agent applies the
configured default timeout. If the Intellisig has a timeout value greater than zero, the specified value is enforced
when the Intellisig is run.

intellisigcmd - Command Line Tool

intellisigcmd is a command-line tool for Intellisig. This tool has the following format:

intellisigcmd <cmd> param1=value1 param2=value2 ... [<DB_Credentials>]

• cmd
This argument specifies the import, export, or genuuid command.

• DB_credentials
This argument specifies the database credentials of the MDB. By default, the credentials are retrieved from the
comstore.
Use the following sample format to specify the DB credentials:
– Example: SQLServer DB Credentials
dbvendor=mssql dbhost=myhost dbname=mdb dbuser=ca_itrm dbpassword=mypwd dbinstance=inst

dbvendor=oracle dbhost=myhost dbname=orcl dbuser=ca_itrm dbpassword=mypwd dbinstance=1521

– Example: Oracle DB Credentials

intellisigcmd export -- Export Intellisig

The intellisigcmd export command lets you export Intellisig. You can either use the DSM Explorer or the command to
export Intellisig.

Command format:

intellisigcmd export file=<export name> [type=xml|zip] [platform=all|windows|unix]

• export name
This argument specifies the name of the Intellisig XML or zip file that you want to export. If you do not provide the file
extension, and the type is xml, the command creates a folder with the given name.

• type
This argument specifies whether you want to export an XML or zip file. If you do not include the type parameter, the
command assumes the export type depending on the export file extension.
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Valid values: Xml, zip
• platform

This argument specifies the platform for determining which Intellisig is exported.
Valid values: All, Windows, and Unix
Default: All

intellisigcmd import -- Import Intellisig

The intellisigcmd import command lets you import Intellisig. You can either use the DSM Explorer or the command.

Command format:

intellisigcmd import [file=<import source>] [type=xml|zip] [mode=replace|mergenew|mergeall] [updateactive=yes|

no] [delete=yes|no]

• import source
This argument specifies the name of the XML or zip file to which you want to import the Intellisig. If you do not provide
the file extension, the command assumes the file extension depending on the type.

NOTE
To import to an XML file, ensure the supporting directories and the XML file exist in the same folder.

• type
This argument specifies whether you want to import as XML or zip files. If you do not include this parameter, the
command assumes the import type depending on the import file extension.
Valid values: Xml, zip

• mode
This argument specifies the import mode. Following import modes are supported:
Default: mergenew
– replace

This mode replaces existing definitions with the definition being imported. Existing definitions are lost.
– mergenew

This mode appends new Intellisig versions to the definitions on the Manager. Existing definitions are not modified.
– mergeall

This mode appends new Intellisig versions and updates the existing definitions that are included in the import file.
Intellisig versions that are undefined in the import files are not modified.

• updateactive
This argument specifies whether active Intellisig versions can be updated during the import.
Valid values: Yes, Y, true, 1 or No, N, false, 0
Default: Yes

• delete
This argument specifies whether you want to delete Intellisig before the import. If you do not include the delete switch,
none of the Intellisig is deleted before import.
Default: No

intellisigcmd genuuid -- Generate UUIDs

The intellisigcmd genuuid command lets you generate unique UUIDs which you can use when creating custom Intellisig.

Command format:

intellisigcmd genuuid [num=<count>]

• num
This argument specifies the number of UUIDs to be generated. If you do not specify this parameter, a single UUID is
generated. Otherwise, <count> UUIDs are generated.
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Valid Values: 1 to 1000

Virtual Application Images
Asset Management supports discovery and inventory of applications that are virtualized with Microsoft App-V (formerly
SoftGrid) and VMware ThinApp.

Capturing the application data using the Microsoft App-V Sequencer or VMware ThinApp Setup virtualizes an application.
The application is condensed into a virtual application image. More than one application can be virtualized into the same
image, for example, in the case of suite products or applications that are tightly integrated.

NOTE
The new software signatures pushed down by Scalability Server for detecting virtual application images are
specially tagged, such that legacy agents ignore the images. Therefore, Agents process the software signatures
and inventory virtual applications correctly.

Unlike a regular application, which is always installed locally, a virtual application can be installed in several ways:

• Streamed
The virtual application image is not copied to the computer of end user. The virtual applications within the image
are advertised to the user, for example, on the Start menu or desktop. When the user opens the streamed virtual
application, the required application data is streamed over the network on-demand.

• Standalone
The virtual application image is staged locally on the hard disk of user. The virtual applications within the image
are advertised to the user. When the user opens the standalone virtual application, the required application data is
streamed directly from the local hard disk.

• Staged
The virtual application image is installed locally on the hard disk of user, but the virtual applications within the
image are not advertised to the end user. This type of installation is typically found on a server for other streamed
installations. The applications within the virtual application image are not available to the local users of the computer.

Asset Management can discover and inventory all three types of virtual application installation. The virtual application
images that themselves are also reported. Virtual application images can be streamed or staged.

Asset Management can discover virtual applications irrespective of the deployment using Software Delivery functionality,
proprietary reaming solutions, or on-demand distribution methods.

Streaming the Applications with VMware ThinApp

VMware ThinApp does not use a proprietary streaming server for network distribution of virtual applications. Instead,
applications are streamed directly from network shares on an on-demand basis.
If a shortcut to the application on the share is available on desktop or Start menu of the user, Asset Management treats
ThinApp virtual applications as being streamed. Merely placing ThinApp virtual applications on a share that a specific
computer accesses does not enable detection of the streamed application.
Support for detecting streamed ThinApp applications is not enabled by default, but can be enabled using the Signature
Scanner configuration in the Collect Tasks section under Control Panel in the DSM Explorer.

Detection of ThinApp Packages in Non-Domain Environments

The detection of streaming ThinApp packages is intermittent in a non-domain environment. Unless the per-user scan is
run at a time that a user is authenticated with the server share, the scan cannot detect the contents of the share.
Typically, the scan runs immediately after log in (user has not been authenticated with the Scalability Server yet), and
while the full signature scan is run, which might occur only infrequently and might not occur when the user is logged on.
We recommend using Domain or Active Directory environments for streaming ThinApp applications and deploying
ThinApp virtual application packages.
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Discovery Strategies

Contents

As with inventory of regular applications, Asset Management has two strategies to discover and inventory virtual
applications:

• Signature Scanner
• Heuristic Scanner

Signature Scanning for Virtual Applications

The Signature Scanner supports application virtualization from the virtual application images discovery, for example, a
ThinApp executable or App-V.sft file, available on the Agent systems.

In the MDB, virtual application images are associated with software releases and patches that the image is known to
contain. This information is used to provide a full inventory of both the virtual application images and virtual applications
that are contained within them.

Because the end user creates virtual application images, the CA Content team cannot provide software definitions for
recognizing virtual application images. Therefore, the DSM administrator has to create these virtual application image
definitions. This process is automatic when a virtual application package is registered with the software delivery library.
Recognition information for virtual application image definitions can also be automatically discovered when manually
creating a custom definition.

Association of a virtual application image with its contents is an important manual task. When a virtual application image
definition is created, the definition is placed in an unsealed state, and the content of the image is undefined. Associate the
image with the regular releases through copying and pasting from the existing CA provided or custom-created software
definitions. Wherever possible, use a CA provided software definition, as you can query for instances of a particular
application regardless of the installation type.

Once the known software has been associated with the virtual application image, the image definition can be sealed. This
action instantly updates the software inventory to reflect the new association between image and releases. Any computer
with a discovered instance of the image displays the discovered virtual releases in its inventory.

If you want to modify the contents, the virtual application image definition can be unsealed again. When unsealed, the
existing associations between image and releases remain active until the image definition is re-sealed or the changes are
discarded.

Example - Using ThinApp to Create a Virtual Application Image and Software Definition

The DSM administrator uses ThinApp to create a virtual application image of Microsoft Office.

If the virtual application is deployed using Software Delivery, the Virtual Application Package Registration Wizard is used. 

After registration, the administrator is prompted to create a virtual application image definition. If the Software Delivery
library is not used, the administrator could use the Create New Virtual Application Image Definition dialog to register the
virtual application image.

The DSM administrator chooses a suitable name for the image definition, such as “Microsoft-TA."

Next, the administrator browses the Software Definitions tree node to find the CA provided definitions for Microsoft Word
and Microsoft Excel. Using copy-and-paste, these existing release definitions are associated with the newly created
virtual application image definition. Once all the known contents have been associated with the virtual application image
definition, the DSM administrator seals the image.

The software inventory for a system with the package provisioned would now contain a staged virtual application image
of “Microsoft-TA,” and standalone virtual releases of Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel. The virtual releases are special
instances of existing releases that you can query and report on beside regular instances of the same applications.
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Scanning ThinApp Patches and Upgrades

Add a new main container for ThinApp patches and upgrades to work. Do not replace the original.exe. When the original
is run, newer containers are searched and the newest one is used instead, completely disregarding its own contents.

For example, given the following ThinApp packages:

• winrar.exe (the original ThinApp package)
• winrar.001 (an upgrade ThinApp package)

If present, when winrar.exe is run this package runs instead.
• winrar.002 (another upgrade ThinApp package)

This package would be chosen over winrar.exe and winrar.001.

Since the original ThinApp package always runs the latest upgrade (unless the upgrade packages are removed from that
directory), the signature scan only detects the latest version of the ThinApp package.

Discovery of Unknown Virtual Application Images

As the end user packages the virtual applications, most virtual applications in an environment are known to the DSM
administrator. So appropriate software definitions can be created. However, images can be missed, or introduced from a
foreign source.

The Signature Scanner can report virtual application images that are discovered but do not match any known software
definitions. This capability is disabled by default, enable this capability in the Signature Scanner configuration, which is
accessible from the Collect Tasks node in the DSM Explorer.

Unknown virtual application images are reported in the Agent, Software, Unknown subnode under each computer that is
listed in the DSM Explorer. The virtualization technology of the package is reported. If DSM administrator determines the
discovered unknown virtual application image, a virtual application image definition for the image can be automatically
created. If not, the DSM administrator can take corrective action to investigate the unknown package further.

Heuristic Scanning for Virtual Applications

The Heuristic Scanner can be configured to identify virtual application images and the virtual applications that are
contained within them. The Heuristic Scanner automatically associates the virtual applications with the virtual application
images that contain them.

You can select the virtual application technologies to detect in the Heuristic Scanner configuration dialog. Querying the
App-V Client detects the Microsoft App-V applications. ThinApp Virtual Applications are detected during the Start menu
and Desktop scan. If ThinApp heuristic detection is enabled, enable the Start menu and Desktop scans.

Limitations of the Heuristic Scanner

• The Heuristic Scanner takes the software at face value, and reports the software as such. Therefore, intentionally
modifying the external appearance of a virtual application image can deceive the scanner.

• The Heuristic Scanner creates software definitions for the discovered software. These instances of software cannot be
correlated with regular instances of software in reports and queries.

• The Heuristic Scanner cannot detect streamed ThinApp virtual applications.

We recommend using the Signature Scanner to inventory virtual application images, unless you already use the Heuristic
Scanner as the primary source of software inventory in your enterprise.

Content Utility
Contents
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The Content Utility tool lets you share software definitions between independent CA Client Automation installations. The
new and updated software definitions that CA Technologies provides are downloaded to an online Domain or Enterprise
Manager which has access to the Internet. Import definitions into all the offline Domain (or Enterprise) Managers.

The exported definitions are saved as text files that installations share, which is either not part of the same network or run
in an offline environment.

You can export the software definitions to files on a shared network location or a portable media, such as a USB device,
and then import into the offline installations.

The utility works with both CA Technologies provided and custom-created software definitions and is available as a
command-line utility.

Run the Content Utility

The Content Utility is a command-line tool that functions as described in the configuration file, content_utility.xml.

To run the Content Utility, specify the following command in the command prompt:

Contentutility.exe

Configure the Content Utility

When the Content Utility runs for the first time, a configuration file that is named content_utility.xml is generated in the
Installation path\CA\DSM\bin folder. Configure this file to set the following parameters:

• Specify whether you want to export or import, or both. If you select both, the import starts only after the export is
complete.

• Specify whether to include ca_intellisig, custom_intellisig, and intellisig_detail in the export or import.
• Specify whether you want to process the CA Provided or Custom Created definitions, or both.
• Specify the export and import server names.

The look after content_utility.xml is run for the first time is as follows:

<contentutility_configuration>

 <general>

  <datadirectory>default</datadirectory>

 </general>

 <export>

  <manager>

   <hostname>machine001.ca.com</hostname> 

     <enabled>yes</enabled> 

     <ca_provided>no</ca_provided> 

    <custom_created>yes</custom_created> 

     <ca_intellisig>no</ca_intellisig> 

     <custom_intellisig>yes</custom_intellisig> 

     <intellisig_detail>yes</intellisig_detail>

  </manager>

 </export>

 <import>

  <manager>

   <hostname>machine101.ca.com</hostname> 

     <enabled>yes</enabled> 

     <ca_provided>no</ca_provided> 

     <custom_created>yes</custom_created> 

     <ca_intellisig>no</ca_intellisig> 

     <custom_intellisig>yes</custom_intellisig> 
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     <intellisig_detail>yes</intellisig_detail>

  </manager>

 </import>

</contentutility_configuration>

• General Section
This section has the following tag:
– datadirectory

This parameter defines the location of the export and import files. The default path is C:\Documents and Settings\All
Users\Application Data\CA\software_definitions.

• Export Section
In this section, you can specify the following parameters for exporting the files:
– hostname

This parameter defines the DSM Manager name where you want to export the files.
– ca_provided

This parameter defines whether the CA Provided definitions are exported.
– custom_created

This parameter defines whether the custom software definitions are exported.
– enabled

This parameter specifies whether to export files.
– ca_intellisig

This parameter specifies whether to export CA Intellisig.
– custom_intellisig

This parameter specifies whether to export Custom Intellisig.
– intellisig_detail

This parameter specifies whether to export the Intellisig Details.
• Import Section

In this section, you can specify the following parameters for importing the files:
– hostname

This parameter defines the DSM Manager name where you want to import the files.
– ca_provided

This parameter defines whether to import CA Provided definitions.
– custom_created

This parameter defines whether to import the custom software definitions.
– enabled

This parameter specifies whether to import files.
– ca_intellisig

This parameter specifies whether to import CA Intellisig.
– custom_intellisig

This parameter specifies whether to import the Custom Intellisig.
– intellisig_detail

This parameter specifies whether to import Intellisig Detail.

Content Utility Log Files

The content utility generates a set of log files from which you can determine the status or result of the export or import.
The following log files are located under ...\DSM\logs:

• ContentUtility.log
This file contains the information that the content utility generates because the time it started.

• ContentUtility[hostname].log
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This file contains the actions that are performed on the host system.
• .out and .err files

This file contains the information that is generated during import that is overwritten with the last import data. These files
are available in the data directory for each processed table.

Collection Modules of Asset Management
Asset Management consists two types of collection modules:

• Inventory Detection Module: This module contains the specifications for collecting the hardware inventory information.
• Inventory Template Module: This module defines the information to be collected from a .MIF file

These modules are available under Control Panel, Configuration, and Collection Modules in the DSM Explorer.

NOTE
The templates that are scheduled for a user are executed when a particular user logs in to the asset. The
templates that are scheduled for a computer are executed with the Local System account (Windows) or root
(Linux/UNIX) depending on their scheduled settings.

Inventory Detection Modules of Asset Management

Contents

Asset Management provides a set of predefined detection modules that collect inventory information like general,
performance, printer, WBEM, user account, and user environment inventories.

The specifications for collecting the inventory information are as follows:

• An executable file that has the code for collecting the values. This file can be different based on the operating system
of the Agent. Asset Management invokes the appropriate file that is based on the operating system of the asset.

• A configuration tool that you can launch and select the items that you want to inventory.
• Manually provide the configuration information.

Configure Inventory Detection Module

By configuring the existing inventory detection modules, you can collect extra inventory information. A best example is
configuring the WBEM Inventory module. This module collects the hardware inventory information from the Windows
assets. You can configure or create a new module that is based on this module and collect extra inventory information.

WARNING
Be careful while enabling extra inventory data. Configuring a lot of information can cause heavy load on the
asset and considerably reduce the network performance as the collected, transferred, and imported data can be
huge.

To configure the WBEM inventory module

1. Double-click the WBEM inventory module.
The Properties for WBEM Inventory dialog appears.

2. Click Launch in the Configuration tab.
The WMI Configuration window appears.

3. Select the inventory items that you want to add to the module and click OK.
The inventory detection module is configured with the additional inventory items. You can add the WBEM module to
any of the collect tasks so that the assets running the collect task returns the additional inventory items.
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View or Modify Inventory Detection Modules

By default, the detection modules define the executables from which the inventory information is collected. If you have any
source for collecting such inventory, you can modify the executable file name that is associated with a detection module.
You can also launch the configuration tool to collect extra inventory information and specify the platforms on which the
module is supposed to run.

To view or modify an inventory detection module, double-click the module. The
Properties for Detection Module dialog appear. Modify the settings in this dialog as you require.

Inventory Template Modules of Asset Management

Inventory Template Modules define specific inventory information for collection from the MIF files. You can configure these
modules to prompt the logged-in user for input. The Agent populates the information to a MIF file.

Asset Management provides a default template, User Template, that collects company and user information. The User
Template is linked to all the users in the All User Accounts group. Configure this template module to prompt the user for
input.

This template uses the NCUSER.MIF file to store and retrieve the company and user information. This file is available
under C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Agent\units\00000003\uam folder.

You can also create new templates to collect information for specific devices like printers, terminals, bridges, and routers.
The template prompts the user for input at the scheduled time for the attributes being collected. You can create templates
using the built-in Template Editor and can configure the template for the required users and computers.

NOTE
The templates that are configured for a user are executed when the particular user logs in (from anywhere in the
domain). The templates that are configured for a computer are executed using the Local System account. The
templates are available only for Windows Agents.

Configure User Template Inventory

You can configure the User Template inventory module or any other user-defined module to specify the attributes that you
want to collect and configure while prompting the user for input.

To configure the User Template inventory module

1. Navigate to Collection Modules, Inventory Template Modules.
The existing templates in the domain are displayed.

2. Right-click the User Template module and click Properties.
The Properties for User Template dialog appears.

3. Click Template Editor.
The Template Editor dialog appears displaying the attributes being collected in a tree structure.

NOTE
Once the values for these attributes are collected, the tree structure is replicated under the Inventory,
Additional folder of the user.

4. Select any attribute and click Edit attribute.
The Edit attribute dialog appears.

5. Select Prompt End User or Prompt End User and Force Answer in the Access field. Click OK.
6. Repeat Steps 4 and 5 for the attributes that you want to prompt for value.

When the Agent runs next time, the user is prompted for input.
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Create New Template

Contents

You can create templates to collect user-defined inventory information.

To create a new template

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Collection Modules, and Inventory Template Modules folder.
The existing template modules are displayed in the right pane.

2. Click New in the Tasks section.
The Create new Template dialog appears.

3. Enter the name of the module and click Template Editor.
The Create Template dialog appears.

4. Enter the name of the template, specify the frequency of prompting the user for inputs. Click OK.
The Template Editor dialog appears.

5. Add groups and create attributes under each group.

NOTE
Ensure that you select the appropriate value in the Access field of each attribute. These group and attributes
appear have same structure when collected from the Agent computers.

6. Click OK.
A new template is created with the given specifications.

NOTE
You can enable the new template in any of the existing template inventories collect tasks or can create a new
collect task.

NOTE
The data that are entered for this module is available under the Computer and User Groups, All Computers,
Computer, Inventory, Additional, Template folder once it is collected.

Create New Template General Tab

Use the General tab to specify the general information about the template:

This tab contains the following fields:

• Name
This field defines the name of the new template.

• Description
This field describes the template briefly.

• Template Editor
This field opens the Create Template dialog where you can specify whether you want to prompt the user for input.

Create New Template Advanced Tab

Use the Advanced tab to specify the template file name.

NOTE
Do not change the default values.

This tab contains the following field:

• File Name
This field specifies the name of the template file, where the collected template information is saved. A template file
describes manageable attributes of a component in .MIF file format. This file is present in the local Asset Management
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Agent directory (typically, C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Agent\units\00000001 or \00000003) after the Asset Management
Agent software has been executed on an agent computer.

Create Template Dialog

The Create Template dialog lets you specify how frequently you want the user to update the information.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Name
The Component Name is displayed. This component could be a printer, network component, or something entirely
different (for example, Borrowed Equipment or Office Materials). The component name is the group header in
the template editor. After the template has been executed, the name you have entered in this field appears under
the Inventory/Additional folder of the related computer.

• Description
This field describes the header components.

• Attribute Updating
This field schedules all the attributes that prompt the user for information.

• Prompt Questions
This field specifies the frequency in which the user updates this information.
Default: Never
The available options follow:
– Never

This option displays the input box without displaying the text message. When you do not want to show any text
message, select this option.

– Once
This option displays the input box and the text message only the first time the template collect task is executed.

– Once a Month
This option displays the input box and the text message on the specified day of the month.

NOTE
Enable the Template collect task for that day.

– Periodically
This field displays the input box and the text message as scheduled. You can specify the number of days after
which the module has to collect the information.

NOTE

Enable the Template collect task for that day.
– Always

This field displays the input box and the text message every time the template collect task is executed.
• Show Text Before Prompting

This field defines the text to be shown before you prompt the user to update the information.
• OK

This field opens the Template Editor where you can create a structure for your template.

Template Editor Dialog

You can add groups and attributes for the template that you are creating. A group name can be asset numbers and
attribute names.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• New Group
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This field displays the Create new group dialog. Specify a name for the new group and a short description, and click
OK when you have completed your entry. You can create any number of groups and sub-groups.
After the template has been executed, the name you provide here appears under the Inventory/Additional/Template
name/group name.

• Delete Group
This field deletes an existing group. Select a group and click Delete Group. Confirm the deletion when prompted.

• Edit Group
This field opens the Edit Group dialog where you can edit the properties of the group.

• New Attribute
This field adds a new attribute to the template. Select a group in the tree structure of the left pane, to place your
attribute in the appropriate group. For more information, see Create New Attribute..

• Delete Attribute
This field deletes an existing attribute. Select an attribute and click Delete Attribute. Confirm the deletion when
prompted.

• Edit Attribute
This field opens the Edit Attribute window, where you can edit the information for the attribute.

Create New Attribute Dialog

You can create attributes for adding to a template group.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Attribute Name
This field defines the name of the attribute.
After the template has been executed, the name you provide here appears under the Inventory/Additional/template
name/group name/attribute name (in the right pane only).The value that is provided for this attribute also appears.

• Description
This field describes the attribute briefly.

• Type
This field specifies the data type compliant with the data that you plan to provide in this field.
– Integer

Integer data type, such as 64 bits
– String

String data type, such as 256 characters (maximum length)
– User Defined

Define several user-defined values for the attribute in the User-Defined Type section. When the user is prompted for
a value in the Agent computer, the values that are specified in this field appear in a drop-down list.

• Access
This field specifies the access type for this new attribute, such as Prompt End User or Make available.
– Read-Only

The value is read-only. The value is predefined at the time of creating the attribute. The user is not prompted for any
value. This is the standard DMI-specification access type for template file Attributes.

– Make Available
You can edit the value.

– Prompt End User
The user is prompted on the Agent computer for providing a value for the attribute.

– Prompt End User and Force Answer
The user is prompted for a value and forces an answer. When you select this access type, the Asset Management
Agent displays an input box that lets the user provide a value for the attribute, and proceeds only when a value is
provided.

• User Defined Type
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This field activates the Add and Remove buttons in this section when you select User Defined in the Type field.
• Value

This field specifies a list of values for the user-defined data type. Click the Add and Remove buttons to add and
remove the values. When you are prompted to provide a value, select from the values that appear in a drop-down list.
You can click the sort button next to the Value field to sort the values in ascending or descending order.
If you have selected Integer or String as the type, you can specify the default value in this field. When prompted, you
can retain the default value or can change it. For example, if you know that you want to keep all your new components
in one group, you can provide this group as a default value and it appears in the template file automatically.

View or Modify Existing Inventory Templates

You can modify a template to add, edit, or remove groups, and attributes.

To view or modify a template

1. Navigate to the Control Panel, Configuration, Collection Modules, and Inventory Template Modules folder.
The existing templates are displayed in the right pane.

2. Double-click the template that you want to view or edit.
The Properties dialog for the selected template appears.

3. Click Template Editor.
The Template Editor dialog appears displaying the group and attributes that are defined in the template.

4. Click Edit Group or Edit Attribute to modify the groups or attributes of the template respectively, and click OK.
The changes to the template module are saved.

Configure a Template for an Asset

To collect the inventory that is configured on a template inventory, configure the template for the asset. Use one of the
following methods:

Method 1:

1. Navigate to the Control Panel, Configuration, and Collection Modules. Click Inventory Template Modules.
All the available templates are shown in the right pane.

2. Drag and link the required template module to the asset or group for collecting information.
The selected template module is configured on the asset. The configured template is placed in the Computer User
Groups, All Computers,  Asset Name , Configuration, and Collect Tasks folder.

Method 2:

1. Navigate to the required asset and click Configuration folder.
2. Right-click Collect Tasks and click New from the context menu.

The Select new collect task type dialog appears.
3. Select Template Inventory and click OK.
4. Click the Templates tab and select the templates for execution on the asset. Click OK.

The selected template module is configured on the asset.

Device Compliance Scanner

Device Compliance Scanner (DCS) automates the evaluation of the target computers that are based on checklists that
the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) has created using the Secure Content Automation Protocol
(SCAP).

The FDCC checklists that NIST released during this product release is installed when you install DCS. The scanner can
also verify compliance on any other valid SCAP data stream, including any older or newer FDCC checklists. You can
configure the scanner for compliance verification on extra or custom checklists.
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Bundled Checklists 

The following checklists are bundled:

• Windows XP checklist
• Windows Vista checklist
• Windows XP Firewall checklist
• Windows Vista Firewall checklist
• IE7 checklist

For more information about these checklists, go to http://nvd.nist.gov/fdcc/index.cfm.

NOTE
If the checklists are valid SCAP data streams, the scanner can also process extra checklists.

How Checklists Are Distributed

Contents

When DCS scans an Agent computer, ensure that the SCAP checklists are present on the Agent computer. The following
process explains the automatic distribution of checklists to the Agent computers and the related actions:

1. When DCS is installed on the Domain Manager, the CA Client Automation installer copies the bundled FDCC
checklists to the ITCM_installpath\SCAP_Checklists directory on the Domain Manager.

NOTE
If you have custom or updated checklists, manually copy the checklists to a new directory under
SCAP_Checklists directory.

2. The DSM Engine runs the Default SCAP Checklist Processing Job for the following tasks:
– Monitor the SCAP_Checklists directory in the Domain Manager for new or updated checklists
– Package the new or updated checklists in compressed archive files. Digitally sign the checklists to prevent data

tampering and save under the \Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\CA\scap_checklists directory.
– Update the MDB with the new and updated checklists.
– Create or update inventory detection modules for new or updated checklists respectively.

3. The DSM Engines run the Engine collect task to push the compressed archive files of the new or updated checklists to
the Scalability Servers.

4. The Agent runs the hardware inventory collect task that is configured to scan the checklists, pulls the required
compressed archive files of the new or updated checklists from the Scalability Server, and stores them on the Agent
computer.

5. The Agent verifies the signature on the compressed archive files. If Agent is unable to verify the signature, a log entry
is added to the TRC_AMAGENT*.log file. 
If the signature verification failed because of a change in the DSM basic host identity certificate, redistribute the
checklist files.

NOTE
To distribute the checklist files to Scalability Servers, set the Distribute SCAP checklists to Scalability
Servers configuration policy to True. You can find this configuration under Configuration Policy, Default
Computer Policy, DSM, Manager, and Engines in the DSM Explorer tree.

Basic Host Identity Certificate for Signing the Compressed Checklists

The digital signature of the compressed checklist files is created using the DSM basic host identity certificate, also
referred to as dsmcommon. The generated signature is sent with the compressed checklist file to the Scalability Server,
from where the Asset Management Agent retrieves the checklist files when running a DCS scan. If the signature
verification is successful, Agent verifies the signature on the compressed checklist files and proceeds with the scan.
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Redistribute the Checklists When the Certificate Changes

If the basic host identity certificate changes after the checklist has been signed and distributed, the signature
verification on the Agent fails and the configured DCS inventory module does not run. To resolve this issue, alter the
version of the checklist for redistribution with a newly generated signature to the Scalability Server and the CA Asset
Management Agent computer.

To redistribute the checklists when the certificate changes

1. Open the  checklist_xccdf.xml file on the Domain Manager and locate the <version> tag.
2. Change the version number to enable the redistribution of the checklist.

NOTE
Specify an earlier version number for reducing the chances of a version number conflict when a new
checklist is released.

3. Save the XCCDF file.
4. Open the DSM Explorer and run the Default SCAP Checklist Processing Job so that the modified checklist is

compressed and signed. 
The checklist is now ready for redistribution to the Scalability Server.

How DCS Works

DCS is implemented as a CA Asset Management inventory detection module. You can configure this inventory detection
module as part of a hardware inventory collect task. The following process helps you understand how the scanner works
and the user actions for the working of the scanner:

1. CA Client Automation automatically creates inventory detection modules for all the checklists that are placed
under ITCM_Installpath\SCAP_Checklists folder.

2. Configure one or more hardware inventories collect tasks to schedule the scan and collect the results from the FDCC
inventory detection modules. You can create a new collect task or can modify the existing one to schedule the scan.

3. When the collect task runs at the Agent computer, the scanner starts the scan that is based on the checklists available
on the Agent computer. Each checklist has an SCAP data stream. An SCAP data stream consists of the following files:
– An eXtensible Configuration Checklist Description Format (XCCDF) file that defines a set of rules
– One or more Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language (OVAL) files that specify how to verify for compliance,

using the rules that are defined in the XCCDF file
– (Optional) A Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) dictionary file that specifies how to verify whether the target

computer has the required operating environment or applications. If the checklist is for Windows XP, the CPE
dictionary file specifies how to verify whether the target computer has Windows XP.

4. The scanner parses the rules in the XCCDF file and invokes an OVAL interpreter to evaluate the OVAL definitions that
are referenced in the SCAP data stream.

5. The interpreter produces OVAL result files that contain the values for each OVAL definition.
6. The scanner then reads the result files and determines the outcome of compliance verification for each rule in the

checklist and produces the following files:
– XCCDF-compliant test result file in the XML format
– Asset Management inventory file

NOTE
All the result files are stored in a subdirectory under the working directory of Asset Management Agent.

7. The information in the inventory file is stored in the management database (MDB), and the results of the scan are
displayed in the DSM Explorer and Web Console. You can create queries and reports that are based on this inventory
information.
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Collection of Result Files from the Agent Computer

The scanner stores the XCCDF and OVAL result files on the Agent computer by default. You can configure the FDCC
inventory detection modules to enable the collection of result files from the Agent computer to the Scalability Server.
When the Engine runs the collect task next time, the result files from the Scalability Server are collected and stored on the
Domain Manager. Storing the result files on the Domain Manager helps you manage them centrally and retrieve the files
quickly when required.

NOTE
The result files are signed with a digital signature to prevent data tampering between the Agent and the
Manager. If the Manager is unable to verify the signature, an event is raised and logged in the default event log.

Configure the Scanner

Contents

Follow the steps to configure the scanner for inventory.

Modify Windows Firewall Settings

Modify firewall settings on FDCC-compliant Windows XP and Windows 7 computers to ensure that CA Client Automation
functions properly.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Start, Run, and provide gpedit.msc at the Run prompt.
2. In the Local Group Policy Editor window, locate the policies under Computer Configuration, Administrative

Templates, Network, Network Connections, Windows Firewall, and Standard Profile path.
3. Change the Windows Firewall: Do not allow exceptions policy setting to Disabled.

– Change the Windows Firewall: Allow local port exceptions policy setting to Enabled. Add the following ports to the
exception ports on the firewall:
• TCP port 4105
• UDP port 4104
• TCP port 4728

The internal communication mechanisms use the ports that are described here. Unless these ports are accessible,
CA Client Automation cannot operate. Without access Agents are unable to contact their manager or report inventory
or status. Also, control messages cannot be passed from Manager to the Agent. Communications over these ports is
securely encrypted and managed by CA Client Automation.

Configure the Collection of Test Result Files

Typically, the FDCC inventory detection modules do not require any configuration, other than the configuration to collect
test result files. The XCCDF and OVAL test result files are stored in a sub-directory under the working directory of CA
Asset Management Agent. To collect these files after the scan and store the files centrally in the Domain Manager,
configure the DCS inventory detection modules to enable the automatic collection of the result files.

NOTE
To configure other parameters in the inventory detection module, see the description of each parameter in the
section.

To configure the collection of test result files

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, and Inventory Detection Modules.
The new DCS inventory detection modules appear with the other inventory detection modules.

2. Double-click the inventory detection module that you want to configure.
The Properties for Module Name  dialog appears.
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3. Click the Launch button on the Configuration tab.
The SCAP Configuration dialog appears with the default configuration.

4. Select the following check boxes in the General tab:
– Collect XCCDF Result File
– Collect OVAL Result Files

NOTE
The OVAL test result files are often around 10 MB. If you do not have specific reasons for storing the files on
the Domain Manager, you can collect only the XCCDF result files.

5. Click OK.
When the collect task runs again, the Engine collects the test result files and stores on the Domain Manager.

NOTE
The result files are signed with a digital signature to prevent data tampering between the Agent and the
Manager. If the Manager is unable to verify the signature, an event is raised and logged in the default event log.

 

Modify the Result File Location

When you configure the collection of SCAP result files from the Agent, the result files are stored under the
ITCM_installpath\SCAP_Result_Files directory in the Domain Manager. If necessary, you can modify the result file
location.

To modify the result file location, change the configuration policy setting SCAP Result File Location under Default
Computer Policy, DSM, Manager, and Asset Management. When the collect task runs next time, the Engine collects
the test result files and stores in the directory specified.

Configure Hardware Inventory Collect Tasks to Collect DCS Inventory

To schedule the FDCC checklist scan and collect the test results, configure a hardware inventory collect task.

NOTE
If you have multiple hardware inventory collect tasks, decide whether you want to schedule the checklist scan
on all them or only on a selected few. For example, if you have grouped all your Windows Vista computers and
created a specific collect task for the group, you can configure the collect task for WinVista, VistaFirewall, and
IE7 checklists. However, even if you configure the checklists on all computers, the scanner scans only those
computers that meet the OS requirement.

To configure the hardware inventory collect task

1. In the DSM Explorer, navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Collect Tasks, and Hardware Inventory.
The existing hardware inventory collect tasks appear.

2. Right-click the collect task that you want to configure and select Properties.
The Properties for Collect Task Name  dialog appears.

3. Click the Detection Modules tab. Select the DCS inventory detection modules, and click OK.
The changes are saved. When the collect task runs next time, the scan results for the configured checklists are
collected.

(Optional) Create Inventory Detection Modules for SCAP Inventory

CA Client Automation automatically creates inventory detection modules for all the FDCC checklists that are placed
under the SCAP_Checklists folder. When you copy a new version of an existing checklist to a new folder under
SCAP_Checklists folder, the existing inventory detection module for the checklist is updated with the information from the
latest version. In rare circumstances, you might use different versions of a checklist for scanning. In this case, manually
create inventory detection modules for the versions that are not currently configured for use. For example, if an inventory
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detection module is configured to scan the highest version always, you can create inventory detection modules for any
older checklist version.

To create inventory detection modules

1. In the DSM Explorer, navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Collection Modules, and Inventory Detection
Modules.
The existing detection modules appear in the right pane.

2. Right-click Inventory Detection Modules folder and click New from the Context menu.
The Create New Inventory Module dialog appears.

3. In the General tab, specify the inventory module name. Specify a name that represents the checklist name.
4. In the Configuration tab, specify the configuration for SCAP inventory detection. The sample configuration for FDCC

IE7 checklist is as follows:
[SCAP]

SCAPPath=FDCC-Major-Version-1.2.1.0\ie7

XCCDFFile=fdcc-ie7-xccdf.xml

XCCDFID=fdcc-ie-7

XCCDFVersion=v1.2.1.0

XCCDFVersionOptions=v1.2.1.0Profileoptions=`v1.2.1.0;Federal Desktop Core Configuration version 1.2.1.0;

 CPEDictionary=fdcc-ie7-cpe-dictionary.xml

CollectXCCDFResultFile=false

CollectOVALResultFiles=false

OvaldiPath=ovaldi-ca

InvComponent=$SCAP$FDCC IE7

5. In the Platforms tab, select Windows 32 bit, click Win32 generic, and then provide amiscap.exe in the text field next
to the option button.

6. Click OK.
The inventory detection module for the configured checklist is created and appears under the Inventory Detection
Modules folder. Configure one or more hardware inventories collect tasks to include the new inventory detection
modules.

Additional SCAP Data Streams

Contents

In addition to the checklists bundled with this release, the scanner can scan any valid SCAP data stream. The additional
SCAP data stream can be a new or an updated FDCC checklist, a custom checklist, or an SCAP data from any source.

How to Configure Additional SCAP Data Streams

CA Client Automation can distribute more SCAP data streams to the target agent computer automatically. Configuring
more SCAP data streams for automatic distribution involves the following tasks:

1. Configuring the Hardware Inventory Collect Task

Copy the SCAP Data Stream to the Domain Manager

Ensure that the checklist files (SCAP data stream) that you want DCS to scan is available in a specific directory in the
Domain Manager. The DSM Engine verifies this directory for new or updated checklists when the Default SCAP Checklist
Processing Job is run.

Copy the SCAP data stream to a new directory under the ITCM_installpath\SCAP_Checklists directory in the Domain
Manager.
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NOTE
Place all the files belonging to an SCAP data stream or checklist in a directory under the SCAP_Checklists
directory.

Export the SCAP Configuration

You can export the configuration information from the SCAP Configuration dialog to a .CFG file. You can use this file to
import the configuration information into the SCAP Configuration dialog when creating inventory detection modules for the
custom or extra SCAP data streams.

To export the SCAP configuration

1. Double-click the DCS inventory detection module, the SCAP configuration of which you want to export.
The Properties for Module Name dialog appears.

2. In the Configuration tab, ensure that the gui_am_scapcfg.exe configuration tool is used.
3. Click Launch.

The SCAP Configuration dialog appears with the existing configuration.
4. From the System Menu icon in the top-left corner of the dialog, select Export Configuration.

The Save As dialog appears.
5. Specify the file name and click Save.

The configuration is exported to a file in the location you specified.

Import an SCAP Configuration

When you are creating inventory detection modules, you can import information from an SCAP configuration file into the
SCAP Configuration dialog. Importing the SCAP configuration fills in the configuration details in the respective fields in the
SCAP Configuration dialog.

To import an SCAP Configuration

1. In the SCAP Configuration dialog of the new inventory module, select Import Configuration from the System Menu
icon in the top-left corner of the dialog.
The Select File to Import dialog appears.

2. Select a valid SCAP configuration file, and click Open.
The configuration information is imported into the respective fields in the SCAP Configuration dialog.
The content of a sample SCAP Configuration file is as follows:
[SCAP]

SCAPPath=FDCC-Major-Version-1.2.1.0\ie7

XCCDFFile=fdcc-ie7-xccdf.xml

XCCDFID=fdcc-ie-7

CPEDictionary=fdcc-ie7-cpe-dictionary.xml

InvComponent=$SCAP$FDCC IE7

CollectXCCDFResultFile=false

CollectOVALResultFiles=false

OvaldiPath=ovaldi-ca

Working with the Scanned Results

Contents

The following sections describe what you can do with the scan results.

Results Reported by the Scanner

After the compliance verification, the scanner reports the following results for each rule in the XCCDF file:
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• Pass
The computer has passed the compliance verification for the selected rule.

• Fail
The computer has failed the compliance verification for the selected rule.

• Error
An error occurs while performing the compliance verification for the selected rule.

• Not Checked
The rule does not contain a check that is defined, making it impossible for the scanner to perform a compliance
verification for it.

• Unknown
The characteristics being evaluated cannot be found or the characteristics can be found but collected object flag is "not
collected".

• Not Applicable
The rule is not applicable to the operating environment installed on the agent computer.

View Scan Results

You can view the scan results to see whether an Agent computer passed or failed the compliance verification. The results
display against each rule in the XCCDF file. The DSM Explorer and the Web Console present the scan results in an easy-
to-read format. You can also open the XCCDF and OVAL test result files to view the scan results.

To view the scan results from the result files

Navigate to the following directory to view the XCCDF and OVAL test result files:

• agent working directory\SCAP_Result_Files on the Agent computer
• If you have configured the collection of test result files, ITCM_installpath\SCAP_Result_Files on the Domain Manager 

NOTE
The paths that are mentioned are the default locations of the test result files.

To view the scan results from the GUI

1. Navigate to Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer Name, Inventory, SCAP, and  Inventory
Component Name .

NOTE
Inventory Component Name is the value that you specified for the Inventory Node Name field in the SCAP
Configuration dialog while creating the inventory detection module.

The scan results for the selected inventory component are displayed in various sub-nodes.

Queries and Reports

You can create queries or reports that are based on the results that DCS produces, as you do with any other inventory
data. 

Predefined Report Templates

The DSM Reporter provides the following predefined report templates for DCS scan results:

• SCAP Scan Summary
The summary of the scan results for each computer in the Domain Manager is reported.

• Flat Score
The flat score results for each computer in the Domain Manager are reported.

• Rule Results Overview
The scan result for all the rules in a checklist for a particular computer is reported.
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This report invokes a run-time query that lets you filter the computers for which you want to view the rule results
overview.

• Patch Results Overview
The scan result for all the patches in a checklist for a particular computer is reported. This report invokes a run-time
query that lets you filter the computers for which you want to view the patch results overview.

• SCAP Input Files Information
The details of the input files (SCAP data stream) used in a particular computer for DCS scan is reported. This report
invokes a run-time query that lets you filter the computers for which you want to view the input files information.

• SCAP Output Files Information
The details of the result files that DCS scan produces on a particular computer is reported. This report invokes a run-
time query that lets you filter the computers for which you want to view the output files information.

DCS Log Files

DCS logs are added to the following log files on the Agent computer:

• TRC_UAM_*.log
This file contains the logs that are related to compression and decompression of the checklist files, creation and
verification of the signatures for the checklist files, and the actual checklist processing.

• TRC_AMAGENT*.log
This file contains the logs that are related to compression and decompression of the checklist files, creation and
verification of the signatures for the checklist files, and the actual checklist processing.

• TRC_AMRAPI*.log
This file contains the logs that are related to the transfer of checklist files and result files to and from the Agent.

On the Manager, DCS scanner logs are added to the following file:

• TRC_AMSCAP_FTPLUGIN*.log
This file contains the logs that are related to the transfer of XCCDF result files, OVAL result files, and compressed
checklist files to and from the DSM Engine.

The log files are available under ITCM_installpath\logs directory. Apart from these logs, the scanner also saves the output
of running the OVAL interpreter for each OVAL file in an ovalfilename-ovaldi-stdout.txt file under the checklist output
directory on the Agent computer.

File Collection in Asset Management
Contents

Asset Management lets you centrally manage system configuration files on your network. You can backup the
configuration files on the managed assets and maintain various versions of the configuration files in the database. You
can push back to a previous version of the file.

NOTE
File Collection is available only for Windows Agents.

You can configure the name and number of configuration files backup copies like AUTOEXEC.BAT, CONFIG.SYS,
WIN.INI, SYSTEM.INI, or NET.CFG. You can also define specific sets of backup files at the group level, so that you
can accommodate the requirements of different network groups and users. You do not have to spend hours configuring
backups on a user-by-user basis. Whenever the Asset Management Agent runs, verification is done for configuration file
modification. If the configuration file is modified, the DSM Explorer is updated with the previous and current file contents.

Configuring file collection at the computer level is more efficient than at the user level due to the following reasons:
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• The Agent uses the credentials of Local System Account for collecting the files. These user accounts have full access
rights to all the files. If you configure file collection at the user level, the user credentials are used to collect the files. If
the user does not have permissions for accessing the file, the file collection fails.

• Configuring file collection at the user level is not useful as the computer maintains the file system. The copies of the file
do not exist for each user.

• If you configure file collection at the user level, you can find multiple copies of the same file for each user. The
database performance is hit severely.

NOTE
Be careful with the number of configuration files and the maximum revisions you want to backup because these
factors have an impact on the database, and performance of the asset and the Domain Manager.

Access the File Collection Folder in the DSM Explorer

You can access the file collection folder to configure files for backup and to view the revisions of the backed-up files.

To access the File Collection folder in the DSM Explorer

1. Navigate to the following paths in the DSM Explorer depending on the level at which you want to view or configure the
file collection:
– Group Level
– Computer Group

Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers, Group Details.
– User Account Group

Domain, Computers and Users, All User Accounts, Group Details.
– User Created Group

Domain, Computers and Users, Group, Group Details.

NOTE
If you do not want a specific asset to have this configuration, you can disable the configuration at the asset
level.

2. Navigate to the Software, File Collection folder except at the domain level.
The files that are configured for backup are displayed in the right pane. Files that are configured at the group level are
automatically configured for back-up on the member assets. If you do not want the files to be collected from a specific
asset, you can disable such file collection.

NOTE
Configuring file collection at the user level is not useful because the file is maintained at the computer level. The
copies of the file do not exist for each user.

View Files Configured for Backup

Configuration file for an asset displays the following information:

• The files that are configured for backup
• The date and time of the file last modification
• The number of revisions that are available in the database
• Maximum number of revisions, where revision 1 indicates the current version.

To view the files that are configured for backup, navigate to the File Collection folder at the group or asset level. Double-
click a configuration file to view the backup revisions available.

Configure a File for Backup

To backup a file on the Agent computer, configure the file in the Domain Manager. Once the file is configured, Asset
Management Agent backs up this file whenever modification is done.
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NOTE
File scan cannot retrieve files from directories for which the user is denied access to.

To configure a file for backup

1. Navigate to the Computers and Users, All Computers,  Computer , Software, and File Collection folder.
The files that are configured for backup appear in the right pane.

2. Click Configure in the Tasks section.
The Select files to collect dialog appears.

3. Select the files that you want to configure and click OK.
The selected files are marked for backup and are displayed in the right pane.

NOTE
If the Agent is configured to File scan a network drive on a Windows agent computer, install the Agent to run
under the same user account that maps the network drive.

Add New File Collection Definition

If the file that you want to back up or collect is not available in the list of files that are defined for backup, you can add a
new file collection definition.

To add a new file that you want to back up

1. Navigate to the Control Panel, Configuration, and File Collection folder.
The existing file collection definitions appear.

2. Click New in the Tasks section.
The Add File Collection Definition dialog opens.

3. Fill in the required information, and click OK.
The selected file is added to the list of files.

Modify the File Collection Definition

You can modify a file collection definition for changing any settings. To modify a file collection definition, right-click the
configuration file and select Properties. The Configuration File Properties dialog appears. Change the required settings
and click OK.

View Configuration File Backup Versions and Push-back

If the files were modified from the last run of the Agent, the configuration files are collected from the asset, and a revision
is recorded in the DSM Explorer. You can push-back any of the revisions to revert to the previous versions.

To view configuration file backup versions

1. Navigate to File Collection at the asset level.
The right pane displays the files that are configured for backup.

2. Double-click a configuration file.
The right pane displays the backup revisions available for the file. Revision number 1 indicates the current version of
the file.

3. Right-click a revision and select Edit and push-back.
The Edit contents to push back to Agent window appears where you can modify the contents.

4. Click OK.
The selected revision is pushed to the asset.
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Managing Configuration File Backups

Asset Management uses the following process to manage the configuration file backups:

1. When a file is initially configured for backup, the Agent collects the file contents and is saved in the working directory
of Agent on the asset.

2. Every time the computer or user logs into the network, the Agent verifies the changes between the last saved and
current version of the file. As this verification is done locally on the asset, this process is fast.

3. If there is a difference, the Agent repeats Step 1.

Define an Event Policy

Defining an event-based policy can track the changes in the configuration files. You can configure this policy, for example,
to display a message to the user or send an email to an authorized person when a user tries to modify the configuration
file.

To define an event policy

Method 1

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, and File Collection.
The right pane displays all the files that are configured for backup.

2. Right-click a configuration file in the right pane and select Define Event Policy.
The Policy Designer dialog appears.

3. Select the file to be monitored in the File Collection section and add the actions when the file is modified and click OK.
The specified actions are taken when a user modifies the selected configuration file.

Method 2

1. Navigate to Policies, Event Based, and Asset File Collection.
The right pane displays the policies in the asset file collection category.

2. Right-click Asset File Collection and select New.
The Policy Designer dialog appears.

3. Select the file to be monitored in the File Collection section and add the actions when the file is modified and click
OK.
The specified actions are taken when a user modifies the selected configuration file.

Collect Tasks in Asset Management
A collect task collects data from the assets. Collect tasks can be created at the asset, group, and domain level. Tasks
created at the asset level are linked to the respective assets, and those at the group level are linked to all the member
assets in the group. At the domain level, you can view all the tasks in the domain, create new tasks, and link them to any
group or asset. You can create and link any number of collect tasks to a particular asset or group.

Asset management provides the following predefined collect tasks that are linked to the All Computers group and all its
member assets:

• Inventory Configuration
Collects the hardware inventory information from the assets. By default, it collects the information given in the General,
Microsoft License, and Protection modules and displays it under the Inventory folder of the asset in the DSM Explorer.

• Software Inventory Configuration
Collects the software inventory information from the assets. By default, it performs a signature scanning on all the
assets and displays it under the Software, Discovered folder of the assets in the DSM Explorer. After the installation of
CA Client Automation, the asset management agent starts collecting the software inventory information on the assets
based on the defined software signatures.

• User Template Configuration
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Collects the company and user specific information. This task is automatically configured for all the assets in the All
Computers group. By default, it collects the information given in the User Template module and displays it under the
Inventory folder of the asset in the DSM Explorer.

Apart from these predefined collect tasks, you can also create new collect tasks of the following types:

• File Scan
• Hardware Inventory
• Software Discovery
• Software Usage
• Template Inventory
• Virtual Host Inventory

NOTE
For more information about each of these collect tasks, see the Asset Management section of the DSM Explorer
Help.

Access the Collect Tasks Folder in the DSM Explorer

You can create, configure, link, disable, check the status, and schedule the collect tasks in the Collect Tasks folder.

To access the Collect Tasks folder

1. Navigate to the following paths in the DSM Explorer depending on the level at which you want to view or configure the
asset jobs:
– Group Level
– Computer Group

Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers, Group Details.
– User Account Group

Domain, Computers and Users, All User Accounts, Group Details.
– User Created Group

Domain, Computers and Users, Group, Group Details.
– Computer Level

Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer
– User LevelDomain, Computers and Users, All User Accounts, UserAccount.Domain Level

Domain, Control Panel
2. From the above paths, navigate to the Configuration, Collect Tasks folder.

The collect tasks created at the group level are automatically linked to the member assets of the group. You can,
however, disable the execution of such collect tasks at the asset level. Double-click a collect task to view the member
assets on which the task is linked and their respective task status.

NOTE
You can link the tasks created at all these levels to any managed asset or group with the exception of the virtual
host inventory collect task. A virtual host inventory collect task can be created only for an asset or agent that
has the AM remote agent (AMRemoteAgent) installed, and it can be linked only to other agents of the same OS
class. For example, a virtual host inventory collect task created for a Windows agent can be linked only to other
Windows agents.

Engine Collect Task

Engine collect tasks collect the information from the Scalability Servers and update the database. The engine collect tasks
are available under the Control Panel, Engines, Engine Tasks, Collect Tasks folder. You can configure an engine collect
task to perform the following functions:
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• Audit
Collects the audit data generated by the Software Usage collect task for which you have enabled auditing.

• Backup
Collects the files configured under File Collection.

• Content Distribution
Distributes new content from the domain manager to the Scalability Server so that target computers can retrieve the
content.

• Hardware Inventory
Collects the inventory information generated by the Hardware Inventory and Template Inventory collect tasks.

• Software Discovery
Collects the inventory information generated by the Software Discovery and File Scan collect tasks.

• Software Usage
Collects the information generated by the Software Usage collect tasks.

• Status
Collects the status time stamps from the Asset Jobs and Collect Tasks.

Hardware Inventory

The hardware inventory collect task gets information about the hardware deployed on each of the computers in your
enterprise. Effective asset management is not only critical for controlling equipment costs and ensuring that users have
access to the necessary equipment; it is also an aid in performing LAN and WAN troubleshooting.

The hardware inventory collect task can collect both physical data such as the type of hard disk and RAM, and logical
data such as the partitions in the hard disk. Asset management provides a set of predefined inventory detection modules
that collect hardware inventory from various sources. You can modify these modules to collect additional inventories or
create new modules.

NOTE
For more details about the inventory detection modules, see the Asset Management section of the DSM
Explorer Help.

How the Unicenter Asset Management Agent Collects Hardware Inventory

To configure and schedule hardware inventory, you must first understand the actions taken by the asset management
agent to collect the inventory from the agent computers. Understanding this process will help you to troubleshoot the
inventory collection process, and also schedule hardware inventory based on how often you want to collect the inventory
and the impact of collecting the inventory at such intervals.

The Agent performs the following actions to collect the hardware inventory:

• At the scheduled time, the agent executes each collect task configured for the asset.
• Runs the appropriate executable for collecting the information under each detection module and saves it in a specific

file, for example, the general inventory information is saved as ig40.inv on the agent.
• Saves the full scan files and compares these files with the previous files. It then sends the delta values to the

Scalability Server. It does not store the delta values locally. The information sent to the Scalability Server is stored as
i## file and if previous delta values have not been collected, the version number of the file is incremented like i01, i02,
and so on. For more information on how the delta values are collected, see the Collecting Delta Values.

• The agent first saves this file in the Agent Working Directory and then puts it in the Scalability Server's collect area (...
\ServerDB\Sector\Collect or …/Server/Sector/COLLECT in case of Linux/UNIX platforms). The agent repeats this step
every time it collects the data.
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NOTE
If the Agent runs more than once before the Engine collects the data, it creates an inventory file for each run.
For example, the general inventory information will be collected with the extension i01, i02 and so on. So, 24
files will be created starting from i00 to i23.

• When the Engine triggers the engine collect task, it collects all the files from the Scalability Server, processes them,
and stores the content in the database. Once processed, the Engine deletes the files from the Scalability Server's
collect area.

• New or modified inventory module configurations, including their scheduling settings, are updated on the Scalability
Server through the collect task. The agent accepts the new or updated inventory information.

Three objects are involved in this process -- agent, collect task, and engine collect task. Each of these objects has
independent scheduling options. When the scheduling for any of these objects differs, you should consider the following:

The execution of the collect task depends on the agent's run.

• Collect tasks have their own scheduling options. By default, tasks are scheduled to run always.
• The update to the database depends on the scheduling of the engine collect task.

The following example explains this scenario. The following scheduling options are specified for the three objects:

• Agent - every one hour
• Inventory collect task - Always run Job
• Engine collect task - Once a day

In this case, the agent runs after every one hour and immediately executes the collect task. However, the engine can
collect the information only once a day. So, the database is updated only once a day though the agent collects the
information 24 times a day. Note that this is an undesirable scenario. To have an optimum implementation, you can
schedule the collect task and engine collect task to execute at the same time. This ensures that all the collected data is
updated in the database.

Create, Configure, and Schedule Hardware Inventory Collect Task

Contents

The default Inventory Configuration collect task collects the general and performance inventories. If you want to collect
additional inventory or restrict the inventory collected by the default collect task for a particular group or asset, you can
create a new collect task, configure the required modules, and schedule the task on the assets or groups.

To create, configure, and schedule a hardware inventory collect task

1. Navigate to the Collect Tasks folder at the asset or group level and click New.
The Select New Collect Task Type dialog appears.

2. Select the collect task type and click OK.
The Schedule new Collect Task dialog appears.

3. Enter a unique name for the collect task and click Set Scheduling.
The Scheduling Options dialog appears.

4. Specify the scheduling options and click OK.
The Scheduling Options dialog closes and the Schedule new Collect Task dialog appears.

5. Click the Detection Modules tab and select the required inventory detection modules. 
The collect task is configured with the selected modules.

NOTE
For more information about what each inventory detection module collects, see the Asset Management
section of the DSM Explorer Help.
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Computer Inventory

The hardware inventory collect task retrieves the hardware inventory information and displays it under the Inventory folder
(such as System, Operating System, System Devices, Network, File Systems, External Devices, and so on) in the DSM
Explorer. The amount of information available under the Inventory folder varies depending on whether asset management
is installed or not. Thus, the structure of the hardware inventory information depends on the modules that are used for
collecting the information. Based on these modules, the collected information can be categorized under the following
categories:

• Basic Hardware Inventory
Includes the basic hardware inventory collected by the common agent. As only the basic hardware inventory module
is used in this case, only a subset of the information is collected and shown. The common agent is automatically
deployed on the computers in the DSM domain. This inventory is collected regardless of whether asset management is
installed or not. 
For example, the following screenshot shows the information available if the basic hardware inventory module is used:

• Detection Modules Inventory
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Includes the inventory information that is collected based on the configured detection modules. These inventories
are collected only if you have installed asset management. By default, the General Inventory, Microsoft License
Information, Performance Inventory, and Protection Inventory options are selected. 
For example, the following screenshot shows the information available if the asset management inventory is used:
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• Additional Inventory
Includes the information collected through various modules other than the General Inventory module. This folder also
includes the system performance and template inventories. These inventories are collected only if you have installed
asset management. 
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For example, the following screenshot shows the additional inventory information available for other optional modules:

Collecting Delta Values

Contents

When collecting the hardware and software inventory information from the computers, the asset management agent
reports only the differential (delta) values by comparing the previous scan results and the current scan results. The
Agent first collects the entire inventory and then compares the results with the previous scan results (available in the bak
directory). It creates a DIF file and saves the difference. This DIF file is placed in the collect area of the Scalability Server
which is then processed by the engine for updating the database. This reduces network traffic and improves the engine
performance as there are fewer records to be moved over the network and processed by the Engine.

By default, the Agent sends only the delta values. However, you can instruct the agent to send all the collected values to
the Scalability Server. This is called re-collecting the inventory.

Recollect Inventory

You can configure the Agent to send full inventory instead of sending delta values. This default behavior of the Agent can
be modified by the following methods:

Method 1:

To do this from the Domain Manager

1. Navigate to the Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers folder.
The right pane displays all the computers connected to the domain.

2. Right-click the computer on which you want to recollect the inventory, and select Asset Jobs, Activate Job Check.
The Asset Job Check dialog appears.

3. Select the Re-Collect option with either or both of the other re-scan options, and click OK.
The Agent runs on the target computer and collects all the inventory information.

Method 2:

To do this from the Agent

1. Specify the following command in the command line:
caf start amagent args /RESCAN_SOFTWARE /RESCAN_INVENTORY /COLLECT
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The Agent runs on the target computer, collects both software and hardware inventory information and saves the same
in the Scalability Server's collect area.

NOTE

If you want to collect either of them and not both, remove the re-scan argument for the inventory you do not
want to recollect. For example, to recollect only the software inventory, specify the following command:

caf start amagent args /RESCAN_SOFTWARE /COLLECT

 
 

View Hardware Inventory Information

The hardware inventory information lets you know what hardware resources you own, and where they are in your
organization.

To view the hardware inventory information

1. Navigate to the following folders depending on the level at which you want to view the information:
– Computer Level

Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer
– User Level

Domain, Computers and Users, All User Accounts, UserAccount.
2. Navigate to the Inventory folder.

At the computer level, you can view the computer related inventory such as CPU, RAM and at the user level, you can
view the information collected from the user such as, template data.

Software Discovery

The software discovery collect task collects the software installed on the assets. It lets you keep track of any unlicensed
software installations and take corrective actions. It can also detect software packages on both Linux and Windows-based
assets by scanning the file system and comparing software signatures as well as by querying operating system-specific
package registration information.

The software discovery collect task can collect the software information using one of the following methods:

• Heuristic Scanning
• Software Signature (default)

• Heuristic Scanning
Scans local software databases like Registry and MSI on the agent computer. You can also choose to scan the
desktop and Start menu for application shortcuts.

NOTE
Choosing desktop and Start menu shortcuts is space- and time-consuming and may not be accurate, as you
may have shortcuts on the desktop and Start menu even after you uninstall the product.

The Linux/UNIX systems do not require any heuristic scan configuration. By default, heuristic scanning on the Linux/
UNIX platforms scans the RPM, PKG, and PIF databases.

NOTE
By default, Heuristic Scanning results are not replicated on the Enterprise Manager. But, you can configure
them through the DSM Explorer. To enable or disable the replication, navigate to the Software, Discovered
node and select Replicate Heuristic to Enterprise from the context menu of the Discovered node. The
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modified configuration is applicable to all the computers in this group. For more information, see the
Implementation Guide.

• Software Signature
Scans the hard disk of the agent computer for the executable files and then matches the files with the signatures
available in the database. Software signatures are specified as software definitions in the DSM Explorer. The Default
Software Contents Download job under the Engine Tasks downloads the latest signatures once a day from the CA
Online Content Service. In addition, you can create new software definitions and enable them for scanning. Creating
the software definitions at the domain level displays the discovered software information at the domain level only.
However, if you create it at the enterprise level, the discovered software information is shown both at the domain and
enterprise level.

• Intellisigs
Extracts the software definition information from a defined source that the software manufacturer provides. The source
can be a text file, database, registry, or binary file. For example, dsmver - f <output file> is the command that outputs
version information about CA Client Automation. Unless the manufacturer changes the way version information is
stored for the product, Intellisigs can detect the future versions of the product also.

 

How the Unicenter Asset Management Agent Collects Software Inventory

The asset management agent uses different processes to collect the software inventory information depending on the
method of scanning. Understanding this process helps you to troubleshoot the software inventory collection process and
also schedule and configure software inventory at an interval that best suits your organization.

Heuristic Scanning

• At the scheduled time, the asset management agent scans the selected sources for the installed software on Windows
agents. On Linux/UNIX, it searches the RPM, PKG, and PIF databases.

Signature Scanning

• At the scheduled time, the asset management agent scans the hard disk of the asset for the executable files and then
matches the files with the signatures available in the database.

The Agent performs the following actions for both the methods after collecting installed software information:

• Creates the amapp.dat file if it uses heuristic software inventory scan. This file contains the software detected by
heuristic scanning. However, if it uses software signature scanning, it creates the amsoft.xml file. This file contains the
software detected by signature scanning.

• Compares the results collected from both the scans with the previous scan results, and sends the delta values to the
scalability server where delta values are stored in w## files.

• When the engine triggers the engine collect task, it collects all the files from the scalability server, processes them, and
stores the content in the database. Once processed, the engine deletes the files from the scalability server's collect
area.

Three objects are involved in this process - agent, inventory collect task, and engine collect task. Each of these objects
has independent scheduling options. When the scheduling for any of these objects differs, you should consider the
following:

• The execution of the inventory collect task depends on the Agent's run.
• Inventory collect tasks have their own scheduling options. By default, tasks are scheduled to run always.
• The update to the database depends on the scheduling of the engine collect task. Conversely, the engine collect task

also updates the information from the database to the Scalability Server: new or modified agent collection module
configurations and job scheduling options. Software signatures for the Software Signature scans are also updated by
the engine collect task.

The following example explains this scenario. The following scheduling options are specified for the three objects:
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• Agent - Every one hour
• Inventory collect task - Always run Job
• Engine collect task - Once a day

In this case, the Agent runs after every one hour and immediately executes the collect task. However, the engine can
collect the information only once a day. So, the database is updated only once a day though the agent collects the
information 24 times a day. Note that this is an undesirable scenario. To have an optimum implementation, you can
schedule the collect task and engine collect task to execute at the same time. This ensures that all the collected data is
updated in the database.

Create, Configure, and Schedule Software Discovery Collect Task

The default Software Inventory Configuration collect task is configured to perform the signature scanning. If you want to
collect heuristic scanning results or the unknown software information for a particular group or asset, you can create a
new collect task, configure it, and schedule the task on the assets or groups.

To create, configure, and schedule a software discovery collect task

1. Navigate to the Collect Tasks folder at the asset or group level and click New.
The Select New Collect Task Type dialog appears.

2. Select the collect task type and click OK.
The Schedule New Collect Task dialog appears.

3. Enter a unique name for the collect task and click Set Scheduling.
The Scheduling Options dialog appears.

4. Specify the scheduling options and click OK.
The Scheduling Options dialog closes and the Schedule new Collect Task dialog appears.

5. In the Methods tab, select one of the following:
– Heuristic Scanning

Enables heuristic scanning. Click Configure Scanner to include or exclude the sources to be scanned. Valid options
are:
• Add/Remove Programs database
• MSI (Microsoft Software Installer)
• Shortcuts - Desktop
• Shortcuts - Start menu
• VMware ThinApp Virtual Application Images
• Microsoft App-V Virtual Application Images

– Signature Scanning
Enables signature scanning. Click Configure Scanner to include or exclude the sources to be scanned. Valid
options are:
• Intellisig Scan
• Signature Scan
• Report Unknown Executable Files
• Report Unknown Virtual Application Images
• Report Streamed VMware ThinApp Virtual Applications

The asset management agent performs different actions to collect the information under these two methods.

Export Discovered Software Information

The Discovered Software report displays additional details such as the installation path and the number of installations.
You can export this report to a csv file and save it in your hard disk.
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To view and export the discovered software information

1. Navigate to the Discovered folder in the DSM Explorer.
The discovered software are displayed in the right pane. This information is available only if the software inventory
collect task runs successfully.

2. Select the discovered software for which you want to view the report and right-click the selection.
The context menu appears.

3. Click Details.
The Software Report for Computer dialog appears.

4. Click Export.
5. Specify the csv file name and path in the Enter output file dialog and click OK.

The report is exported to a csv file.

View the Discovered Software

The software inventory information lets you know the software installed on the assets.

To view the software inventory information

1. Navigate to the following folders depending on the level at which you want to view the information:
a. Group Level

• Computer Group
Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers, Group Details.

• User Account Group
Domain, Computers and Users, All User Accounts, Group Details.

• User Created Group
Domain, Computers and Users, Group, Group Details.

b. Computer Level
Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer.

c. User Level
Domain, Computers and Users, All User Accounts, UserAccount.

2. Navigate to the Software, Discovered folder.
The discovered software are displayed in the right pane.

Collecting Unknown Software

Contents

By default, a software discovery collect task performs a signature scan and retrieves only the registered applications --
software that matches the signatures. However, you can also configure it to retrieve unknown applications, regular and
virtual -- software information that does not match any signatures.

The asset management agent collects either all the executable files on the hard disk of the asset or, if enabled, all of the
virtual packages that do not match any of the software definitions and displays them appropriately in the following folders:

• All the registered applications are displayed under the Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers, {Group Details},
Computer, Software, Discovered folder.

• All the unknown regular and virtual applications are displayed under the Domain, Computers and Users, All
Computers, {Group Details}, Computer, Software, Unknown folder.

NOTE
The collection of unknown software information is supported only with signature scanning.
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Register Unknown Applications

You can register unknown applications to keep track of unlicensed and illegal software installations on assets, and to
register any legal software so that when the agent runs next time, the software is detected as a registered application.

To register an unknown application

1. Navigate to the Unknown folder in the DSM Explorer.
2. Right-click the application you want to register and select Register.

The Create new Release dialog appears.
3. Verify the details in the General, Recognition, and Exclude Options tab and click OK.

The application is registered as a software signature and is listed under the Domain, Software, Definitions, Categories,
All Definitions folder.

Collecting Agent Inventory Dates

The information collected by the asset management agent includes the delivery date and creation date of the software
signature file used by the asset management software scanner. The System Status pane displays these inventory items
for an asset. The names of the items are:

• Software Signature File Creation Date
Identifies the date and time when the signature file was created by the Engine and was ready for distribution to the
Scalability Servers.

• Software Signature File Delivery Date
Identifies the date and time when the signature file was delivered to the target computer.

You can include these inventory items as part of query definitions in CA Client Automation.

NOTE
The signature creation date is not available until the engine has created a signature that has been downloaded
by the Agent. This action does not occur if content distribution has been disabled in the collect task.

Delete Heuristic Software Definitions and Discovered Inventory

You can delete heuristic software definitions and their corresponding discovered inventory.

To delete heuristic software definitions and discovered inventory

1. Navigate to the following folder for each domain manager in DSM Explorer: Software, Definitions, Categories, All
Definitions (or other category node).
The right pane displays all software definitions.

2. Select the definitions to be deleted and right-click.
A context menu appears.

3. Click Delete.
CA Client Automation deletes the definitions and corresponding inventory items.

NOTE
You can also disable all heuristic scanning if you no longer want to collect heuristic software data. To do so,
disable the heuristic scan collect tasks on the Enterprise and Domain Managers. For more information on
how to disable heuristic scan collect tasks, see the Disable a Collect Task, Unlink a Collect Task from an
Asset, and Delete a Collect Task procedures.

File Scan

Contents
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The file scan collect task collects the individual files and directory structures on the hard disk of the assets and displays it
in the File Explorer of DSM Explorer.

Create, Configure, and Schedule a File Scan

File scan collect tasks collect the folder and drive information from the Agent computer's hard disk and displays it under
File Explorer

To create, configure, and schedule a file scan

1. Navigate to the Collect Tasks folder at the asset or group level and click New.
The Select New Collect Task Type dialog appears.

2. Select the collect task type and click OK.
The Schedule New Collect Task dialog appears.

3. Enter a unique name for the collect task and click Set Scheduling.
The Scheduling Options dialog appears.

4. Specify the scheduling options and click OK.
The Scheduling Options dialog closes and the Schedule new Collect Task dialog appears.

5. Select the Windows Settings tab and select the file types, folders, or drives you want to scan on a windows agent.
6. Select the Unix Settings tab and select the file types, folders, or drives you want to scan on a Unix/Linux agents and

click OK.

NOTE
File scan cannot retrieve files from directories for which the user is denied access to. On Windows, if the
asset management agent is configured to file scan a network drive, the agent must be installed to run under
the same user account that maps the network drive.

File Explorer

The File Explorer displays all the files and directories collected by the file scan collect task. The look and feel of the File
Explorer is similar to the Windows Explorer. You can create files and directories, copy files from the network share on the
domain computer to the File Explorer of the asset, and delete files and directories. These actions are not performed on the
asset immediately, instead an auto script job is created and executed during the next run of the Agent.

The File Explorer displays only the filename, directories, size, date, and attributes; you cannot see the contents of files on
the remote computer.

Template Inventory

Contents

The template inventory collect task collects the data configured in the inventory template modules. Templates are used
to collect information that is not part of the hardware or software inventories. You can create and modify templates in the
Control Panel, Configuration, Collection Modules, Inventory Template Modules folder.

At the scheduled time, the Agent prompts the user for input and transfers the data to the Scalability Server from where the
Engine imports to the database. This information is displayed under All User Accounts, User, Inventory, Additional folder.

The default User Template module is linked to the All Computers group. However, it does not prompt the user for input.
You have to configure the module for prompting the user.

NOTE
For more information about creating and configuring the inventory template modules, see the DSM Explorer
Help.
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Create, Configure, and Schedule Template Inventory

You can create and configure a template inventory collect task to collect the inventory information configured in the
selected template detection modules.

To create and configure a template inventory collect task

1. Navigate to the Collect Tasks folder at the asset or group level and click New.
The Select New Collect Task Type dialog appears.

2. Select the collect task type and click OK.
The Schedule New Collect Task dialog appears.

3. Enter a unique name for the collect task and click Set Scheduling.
The Scheduling Options dialog appears.

4. Specify the scheduling options and click OK.
The Scheduling Options dialog closes and the Schedule new Collect Task dialog appears.

5. Select the Template Modules tab, select the template modules you want to collect the inventory from and click OK.
The template inventory collect task is saved with the above settings.

Software Usage

The software usage collect task offers the software licensing administration feature which can be used to do the following:

• Monitor which software packages and applications installed in your organization are being used by what assets
• Measure the usage frequency of any application, whether it is executed from a server or local disk
• Police the number of copies of software products that are running on the computers in your enterprise to comply with

license agreements and to save upgrades to new software as the users are easily identified
• Detect any application that has been started and stopped on the computer (software audit)
• Prevent the use of unauthorized software, including prohibiting users from installing software on their own and

ensuring that a company uses only the admissible number of licenses
• Instead of defining what software cannot be used, a system administrator can define which applications are allowed

and no other applications will then be executable on the desktop.

WARNING
This configuration must be done very carefully as the user will not be able to run any other application
than the specified ones. You must test your configuration in a test environment before applying it on a live
environment.

 
You can select the applications you want to monitor, specify the number of available licenses per application, and
indicate the action to be taken if the specified number is exceeded. You can specify the following actions:

• No action (Monitor only)
• Show a warning
• Prevent the application from starting

You can monitor the whole site, a particular group of assets, or a single asset. You can set up the software usage collect
task to distinguish between the software packages installed on local drives and on network drives.

Though you can configure software usage collect task both at the computer and user level, configuring it at the computer
level lets the software usage agent run as a service using the Local System account. This ensures that the agent is
running always, regardless of which user has logged in.

NOTE
The software usage feature is available for all the software signature definitions defined in the database.
However, for virtual applications, software usage and auditing are not supported.
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Enable Usage Monitoring

You must enable usage monitoring to track the software licenses allocated to, and used by the computers in the DSM
domain. By default, usage monitoring is disabled.

You can enable software usage monitoring in two ways:

• By adding the software definitions to the software usage collect task.
• By enabling the software usage monitoring for the discovered software in the Discovered Software pane.

To enable software usage monitoring in the Discovered Software pane, right-click the software you want to monitor in
the Discovered Software pane of the asset or group, and select Enable Usage Monitoring. A new software usage collect
task is created and linked to the asset or group. In this case, the Online Usage is disabled by default. If a software usage
collect task already exists, the new definitions are added to the same task.

Software Usage Components

Contents

The software usage feature uses the following components:

• Software Usage Server
The software usage server resides on the Scalability Server. It performs the following functions:
– Tracks and saves the online utilization data of the monitored applications.
– Keeps track of the audit information and the licenses available for each application.
– When an Agent requests for access to an application, the server checks the available licenses for the requested

application and grants the access if a license is available and reduces the number of available license by 1. If not, it
instructs the Agent to perform the actions specified in the software usage collect task.

– Maintains a queue. When the number of licenses exceed, the server puts further requests in the queue and
manages this queue by releasing the licenses once the existing users close the application.

NOTE
The software usage server can distinguish different versions of the same application, for example, Microsoft
Word 97 and Microsoft Word 2000.

• Software Usage Agent
The software usage agent resides on all the assets managed by asset management and is started whenever the asset
management agent starts.
– For online software usage, the agent performs the following functions:

NOTE
Online software usage is not supported on UNIX/Linux agents. In order to prevent malfunction of the UNIX
software usage agent, the Online Metering option needs to be disabled for UNIX/Linux software usage
tasks. This can be verified and adjusted using the DSM Explorer user interface. Navigate as follows:
Computers and Users, All Computers, Group Details, Configuration, Collect Tasks, Software Usage. Open
the Properties dialog for the Software Usage tasks, and on the Online tab, ensure that the Enable Online
Software Usage option is disabled.

– For offline software usage, the Agent performs the following functions:
• Monitors the application usage, the start and stop time of the monitored applications and whether they are

started and stopped normally. The Agent ignores multiple instances on one computer.
• Saves the data in the asset management agent's working directory, just like any other collected data.

NOTE
The software definitions must be unique. If you create two or more identical software definitions and
configure the software usage agent to monitor them, only the first definition added to the software usage
collect task is reported as started.
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Full Utilization Data

From the DSM Explorer, you can create queries on the software usage data. You can query both online and offline
software usage data. You can create advanced queries, reports, or graphs such as usage statistics or alarms on
thresholds - based on this data.

Offline Utilization

In the case of offline utilization, the start and stop of the monitored applications are logged locally on the Agent's working
directory on the computer asset. When the asset management agent runs next time, the engine updates this information
in the database. You can view the list of applications from the Offline Utilization View window.

You can also create reports based on the offline utilization data.

NOTE
If the offline utilization data is not displayed in the DSM Explorer, stop the running application and then start the
asset management agent.

Online Utilization

In the case of online utilization, the software usage agent continuously monitors when an application is started or stopped
and sends this information to the software usage server that resides on the Scalability Server. Hence, at any point of time
you can see the actual number of used licenses in the Online Utilization window in both tabular and graphical form. This
information is stored in the file system of the Scalability Server for a maximum of three days, but not in the database. You
can import the data into the database. The software usage agent communicates directly with the software usage server to
know whether a license is available for the requested application or not.

NOTE
Online usage counts the licenses across the domain. Multiple instances of the same release on the agent are
ignored and the count per machine is always 0 or 1.

Online utilization is helpful when you want to prevent the use of the application when the number of licenses exceed and
inform the user who is trying to access the application. You can configure online utilization with the following options:

• No action (Monitor only)
Produces only the usage start and stop entries.

• Display warning message
Produces the usage start and stop entries, checks the licenses in use, and displays a warning message when the
number of licenses exceed.

• Prevent execution, and display prevent message
Produces the usage start and stop entries, checks the licenses in use, and prevents the execution of the application
when the number of licenses exceed. You can put these users in queue and allow access when licenses are available.

NOTE
Online utilization is supported only on Windows agents.

Import Online Utilization Data into the Database

The online utilization data is stored in the file system of the Scalability Server for a maximum of three days only. If you
want this data for future reports, you can import the data from the Scalability Server and export it to the database.

To import online utilization data into the database

1. Right-click the asset or group from which you want to import the utilization data, and select View.
The Offline Utilization window appears.

2. Click the Data menu and select Online Utilization.
The Online Utilization window appears.

3. Click the Data menu again and select Import to DB.
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NOTE
The Import to DB option is available only if you are in the Online Utilization window.

The online utilization data in the Scalability Server is imported and saved in the database.

Queuing

When all the available licenses for an application are being used, you have the option of entering a queue. This queue
works in the FIFO (First-In First-Out) principle: the first user in the queue obtains the next available license, and so on.
This option is valid only if you have selected the prevent execution option.

Queued users will receive a notification when a license for their application becomes available. If they choose to use
the application at that time, the application will be launched when they click Yes in the dialog. If the user did not respond
within a time limit, the license will be released and given to the next user in queue.

Detecting Inactivity

You can configure the software usage agent to close any application which is inactive for a defined period of time, to free
up used licenses. This can be configured in the software usage collect task.

NOTE
Monitoring application inactivity is valid only when you want to track online software usage and when you
configure software usage for users. Only software usage for users can monitor the inactivity of the application
but only if the application and the software usage agent run under the same account. With software usage for
computers, you cannot monitor the application inactivity.

Auditing

Auditing registers any application that has been started and stopped on the computer without specifying the applications
to monitor. The Software Usage feature includes the function of auditing executable files, DLL files, and Windows
Services.

NOTE
UNIX Agents support auditing on executables only.

The Audit functionality is designed to run with the software usage agent. You must add one application, and then enable
Auditing in the software usage collect task.

NOTE
Enabling Audit for all computers will generate a huge amount of network and database traffic. It must be used
mainly by single assets or asset groups, for detecting new or illegal applications.

Time-stamp Synchronizing

A date and time synchronization scheme, independent of the network operating system, is built into the software usage
agent to increase the correctness of the time stamps on the data received. This feature is only available when using online
utilization. It uses time on the software usage server.

View Utilization Information

The DSM Explorer presents the usage information in various formats that helps you analyze the data easily.

To view the utilization information

1. Navigate to Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers/All User Accounts, Computer/User Account, Software,
Usage folder.
The right pane displays all the applications configured for software usage monitoring.
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2. Select an application in the right pane and click View in the Tasks section.
The Online/Offline Utilization window appears.
– The dotted horizontal line shows when the approved number of licenses (configurable) was exceeded.
– From the menu bar, choose Data to find the view you want to activate. The views are Graph, Statistics, and Detail.
– Statistics presents detailed information on the assets using the selected application in the specified time range.
– A report on the selected application is given in the list for the time period selected in the graph.

How to Mark Time Intervals on X-axis of Graph View

While in the Graph View, you can view data for a specific time for closer inspection:

1. To view data for a specific time, select a specific point in the graph area with the left mouse button. This will display an
x-axis (vertical line).

2. To view specific data at the selected point, click and hold the left mouse button and drag the cursor to mark the time
interval; then release the mouse button.

3. Click the Zoom icon to view the data in the marked time interval.

Software Usage Limitations

Software Usage for Windows is subject to the following limitations:

• No usage information for DOS-based applications.
• Unicode is not supported.
• Software usage is supported on Terminal Server Console sessions, but not over Terminal Services sessions. When

several instances of an application are running simultaneously, software usage counts only the first instance of the
application.

• Software usage running on a Terminal Server requires that the Terminal Services service is running.

Network Time

Most networks have a utility program that can set the time of the computer to that of the network (File Server). In some
cases, it may be a good idea to run this utility in the log in script. This should ensure that the time of all computers is set
correctly -- provided that the time of the network (File Server) is correct.

Software Usage Server

The software usage server is responsible for the following actions:

• Managing licensing information as all software usage agents report to the server.
• Managing queued users and assigning licenses to them, as they become available.
• Maintaining license queuing information on applications configured for online software usage monitoring.
• Reporting license information, by request, to the DSM Explorer.

This server can run as a service on any platform that supports Scalability Server.

NOTE
When the software usage configuration is changed, the software usage server is updated by the new
configuration. The server then resets any information about currently used licenses and queues. As a result,
when an Agent requests for an application next time, the license count is shown as 1.

Access Levels for Software Usage and License

The access levels of the assets define their privileges with regard to the assignment of free licenses.

• Power Unit
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Includes the assets that will always be able to launch the application.
• VIP Unit

Includes the assets that are always preferred with the assignment of free licenses.
• Ordinary Users

Includes the assets that have the lowest priority with regard to the assignment of free licenses. The assets that are not
added as Power or VIP Units have the ordinary access.

Assign Access Levels to an Asset

The software usage server allocates the licenses based on the access level of the assets. You can assign appropriate
access levels to the computers and users based on the priority that you set, for example, you can assign Power Unit
access to those computers or users whose access to the application is very critical. You can assign different access levels
to different applications.

To assign access levels to an asset

1. Right-click the computer or user for which you want to assign the access level and select Software Rights.
The Software Rights for asset dialog appears.

2. Select the application for which you want to assign the rights, select the access level you want to assign to the asset,
and click Add.
The application is added under the asset name with the given access level.

3. Repeat Step 2 to assign the asset access levels to more applications and click OK.
The access levels are assigned to the asset.

How Licensing Information Is Shared Across the Enterprise

Offline Utilization enables several software usage servers to share license information with each other across the
enterprise. To configure the software usage collect task to enable this feature, you must first understand how the licensing
information is shared by these servers:

1. The Scalability Servers have the offline utilization data of all the connected assets in a file system.
2. This file is replicated by each domain replication job.
3. The engine collect job updates the usage information on the database
4. Whenever an asset requests access to an application, the software usage agent checks the database for availability of

license and allows access to the application accordingly.

Create, Configure, and Schedule a Software Usage Collect Task

The software usage collect task collects the software usage information from the agent computers. You can configure a
software usage collect task to limit the software usage based on the available licenses, enable auditing, set the inactivity
parameter, and specify the warning and prevent messages.

To create, configure, and schedule a software usage collect task

1. Navigate to the Collect Tasks folder at the asset or group level and click New.
The Select New Collect Task Type dialog appears.

2. Select the collect task type and click OK.
The Schedule New Collect Task dialog appears.

3. Enter a unique name for the collect task and click Set Scheduling.
The Scheduling Options dialog appears.

4. Specify the scheduling options and click OK.
The Scheduling Options dialog closes and the Schedule new Collect Task dialog appears.

5. Select the Applications tab and click Add.
The Add Application for Monitoring dialog appears.
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6. Select the application you want to monitor, specify the number of available licenses, define the inactivity period, and
select the action to be executed when the license is exceeded and click OK.
The Add Application for Monitoring dialog closes and the Schedule new Collect Task dialog appears.

7. Enable or disable online software usage in the Online tab, select the operating systems the agent should run on in
the Platforms tab, enable or disable auditing in the Auditing tab, specify the prevent and warning messages in the
Advanced tab, and click OK.
The software usage collect task is created with the given configurations and scheduling options.

View Software Usage Information

Software usage displays a list of monitored applications that have been used by the assets and its start and stop time.

To view software usage information

1. Navigate to the following paths in the DSM Explorer depending on the level at which you want to view the information:
– Group Level
– Computer Group

Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers, Group Details.
– User Account Group

Domain, Computers and Users, All User Accounts, Group Details.
– User Created Group

Domain, Computers and Users, Group, Group Details.
– Computer Level

Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer
– User Level

Domain, Computers and Users, All User Accounts, UserAccount.
2. Navigate to the Software, Usage folder.

The software usage information available in the selected group, computer, or user is displayed in the right pane.

Virtual Host Inventory

Contents

CA Client Automation supports platform virtualization, which is the encapsulation of computers or operating systems
wherein their physical characteristics are hidden from users and they emulate the computing platform at run time.

We use the following terms to describe the support for virtual host inventory in this document:

• A guest is the generic term for a virtual machine such as a VMware VM, Solaris domain and [non-global] zone, AIX
logical partition, HP-UX nPar and virtual partition.

• One or more guests are handled by a virtual host, that is, software in the form of an application or a hypervisor.
Examples are ESX Server and Sun System Controller.

• A remote agent is an additional part of an CA Client Automation asset management agent that accesses a virtual host
from another computer. This is typically done because CA Client Automation software cannot be installed on the virtual
host.

The virtual host inventory collect task can be configured in the DSM Explorer for those Windows, Linux, and UNIX
computers and agents that have the AM remote agent installed, allowing asset management to gather information about
the virtual hosts in your enterprise. Depending on the capabilities of the virtual host, it can collect data such as host type,
name of the virtual machine, serial number, and memory size.
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NOTE
The virtual host inventory collect task can only be created for a specific asset. Unlike the other types of collect
tasks, the virtual host inventory collect task cannot be created for or linked to a user account. Navigate to the
relevant asset to create this collect task.

How to Create Virtual Host Inventory Collect Tasks

You can create and configure virtual host inventory collect tasks to detect and collect detailed information from
virtualization servers about one or more virtual hosts.

To create a new virtual host inventory collect task, the DSM administrator uses the Select New Collect Task type dialog
and performs the following steps:

1. Create the new collect task, choosing the Virtual Host Inventory option, and set its scheduling options.
2. Configure remote inventory collection.
3. Add virtualization servers.

Configure Remote Inventory Collection

Use the Virtualization Servers tab page to add, remove, and view the properties of virtualization servers you want to
configure for remote inventory collection.

To add a virtualization server to the collect task

1. On the Virtualization Servers tab page, click Add.
The Add the Virtualization Server to Configure dialog appears.

2. Select a Virtualization Server type and enter the appropriate details. (See Add Virtualization Servers for more detailed
information.)
You can add up to five virtualization servers per collect task. If the same agent must collect data from more than five
virtualization servers, you can define additional collect tasks for the same agent.If you want to add more than five
virtualization servers per collect task, follow these steps:
a. Close DSM explorer.
b. Run the following command:

ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps itrm/ammanager/hosttypesconfig -pn maxhostcountpertask -v <MAX
number of hosts per task> -manager

c. Run the DSM explorer to complete configuration.
3. Click OK.

You are returned to the Virtualization Servers tab page.
4. If the information in the list view is correct, click OK.

You are returned to the Select New Collect Task type dialog.
5. Click OK.

The RVI configuration information is transferred to the specified agent computer at the next scheduled run time.

Add Virtualization Servers

Use the Add the Virtualization Server to the configure dialog to select a virtualization server type and add one or more
virtualization servers.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a virtualization server type from the Type drop-down list. Valid types are:
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– HP
– IBM
– Sun
– VMware vSphere Hypervisor (ESX/ESXi)
– VMware vCenter Server
– Citrix XenServer
– Microsoft Hyper-V

2. Enter the virtualization server name or IP address in the Host Name field.
3. Enter the Web Service user name in the Username field.
4. Depending on the specified virtualization server type and the OS type of the agent computer, enter the following

information. Required fields are listed in the table that follows this procedure.
5. Verify that the Enabled for remote inventory collection option is selected (default setting).
6. (VMware vCenter Server and Citrix XenServer) Click the Filter tab to specify filtering options before going to the next

step.
7. Click OK.

You are returned to the Virtualization Servers tab page.
8. Click OK.

The new virtual host inventory collect task is added to the Collect Tasks folder.

The following table indicates which fields are required based on the specified virtualization server type and the OS type of
the agent computer:

Target/Remote Agent Host Windows Agent Host Linux/UNIX Agent Host
HP Integrity Virtual Host Password or SSH key location (Optional) SSH key location
IBM Hardware Management Console
(HMC)

Host Serial
Password or SSH key location

Host Serial
(Optional) SSH key location

Sun System Controller Password or SSH key location Password or SSH key location
VMware vSphere Hypervisor (ESX, ESXi) Password

Web Service URL
Password
Web Service URL

VMware vCenter Server Password
Web Service URL

Password
Web Service URL

Citrix XenServer Password
Web Service URL

Password
Web Service URL

Microsoft Hyper-V Password Host Name

Viewing Remote Agents and Virtual Hosts

Virtualization inventory appears in the DSM Explorer under the All Computers node with new and updated nodes as
follows:

Release 12.5 Nodes Release 12.8 Nodes
Configuration Virtualization/VMware ESX Configuration
Supported Features Virtualization/VMware ESX Configuration/Supported Features
Virtualization/Datastores Virtualization/VMware ESX Datastores
Virtualization/Service Console Virtualization/VMware ESX Service Console

This node is available only for ESX, not ESXi.

Note:

Collect Tasks.
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N/A Virtualization/VMware Virtual Machines
N/A Virtualization/Citrix XenServer Configuration
N/A Virtualization/Citrix XenServer Virtual Machines
N/A Virtualization/Citrix XenServer Storage Repositories
N/A Virtualization/Microsoft Hyper-V Configuration
N/A Virtualization/Microsoft Hyper-V Virtual Machines

Viewing Remote Agents and Virtual Hosts

Virtualization inventory appears in the DSM Explorer under the All Computers node with new and updated nodes as
follows:

Release 12.5 Nodes Release 12.8 Nodes
Configuration Virtualization/VMware ESX Configuration
Supported Features Virtualization/VMware ESX Configuration/Supported Features
Virtualization/Datastores Virtualization/VMware ESX Datastores
Virtualization/Service Console Virtualization/VMware ESX Service Console

This node is available only for ESX, not ESXi.
N/A Virtualization/VMware Virtual Machines
N/A Virtualization/Citrix XenServer Configuration
N/A Virtualization/Citrix XenServer Virtual Machines
N/A Virtualization/Citrix XenServer Storage Repositories
N/A Virtualization/Microsoft Hyper-V Configuration
N/A Virtualization/Microsoft Hyper-V Virtual Machines

In CA Client Automation, you can search for and view all discovered AM remote agents that collect inventory for
virtualization servers, virtual hosts, and guests. Using the Query Designer, the query results are listed under All
Computers from where you can configure an agent for collection.

View All Remote Agents

When a remote agent is installed in CA Client Automation, it is registered as a new agent component named AM remote
agent, which represents the collecting entity. The AM remote agent appears in the Agent components list when viewing
the agent properties of a computer.

NOTE
The AM virtual agent (AMVirtualAgent) now represents the collected entity in this release. The AM virtual agent
serves to indicate that the virtual host contains no real agents, but rather only a virtual agent.

You can create a custom computer query based on agent components to view all remote agents. The query results list all
agents that have the AM remote agent installed.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click Queries in the DSM Explorer and select New from the context menu.
The Select Target dialog appears.

2. Select Computers and click OK.
The Query Designer dialog appears.

3. Click General Information, Computer.
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The Select Field dialog appears.
4. Select Agent Component from the list view, and then select AMRemoteAgent from the Component drop-down list in

the Arguments group.
5. (Optional) Select the Version option and then select a version number from the corresponding drop-down list.
6. Click OK.

You are returned to the Query Designer.
7. (Optional) Click Preview to run the query.

The results are displayed in the Query Preview pane.
8. Click Close.

You are returned to the Query Designer.
9. Click OK.

The Save Query dialog appears.
10. Enter a name for your query and Click OK to save it.

The query is created with the specified name and added to the Queries, Computers subfolder.
11. (Optional) Right-click on a discovered agent in the Query pane and select Navigate To from the context menu.

You are taken to the agent node under All Computers where you can opt to configure the agent for remote virtual host
inventory collection.

View All Virtual Hosts

Virtual hosts appear as normal nodes under All Computers along with all the other computers.

If you want to view only virtual hosts, you can create a custom computer query based on the class ID of the computer.

To view only virtual hosts

1. Right-click Queries in the DSM Explorer and select New from the context menu.
The Select Target dialog appears.

2. Select Computers and click OK.
The Query Designer dialog appears.

3. Click General Information, Computer.
The Select Field dialog appears.

4. Select Classification, Class or subclass from the list view.
5. Select the appropriate class from the Classification drop-down list in the Arguments group box.

Relevant options are as follows:

Class Subclass

Unclassified RTOS

Sun RTOS

Virtual Host Machine HP Chassis

IBM Server

Hypervisor VMware ESX

VMware ESX Server 3.5

VMware ESX Server 4.0

Sun eXtended System Control Facility (XSCF)
6. Click OK.

You are returned to the Query Designer.
7. Click OK.

The Save Query dialog appears.
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8. Enter a name for your query and Click OK to save it.
9. The query is created with the specified name and added to the Queries, Computers sub folder.
10. Select Run Query from the Tasks portlet.

The results are displayed under the All Computers pane.

NOTE
Since there is no agent component installed for virtual hosts, no jobs or configuration can be applied to them.
Hence, the asset context menu is disabled.

Related Computers/Related Host Computers View

You can view the relationships between computers, including the relationships between virtualization platforms. Selecting
a server, for example, a VMware ESX server, under All Computers displays the managed guest machines as related
computers in the Related Computers pane.

Likewise, selecting a managed guest, for example, a VMware guest computer, under All Computers displays its related
host server under the Related Host Computers pane.

NOTE
Only managed guests, that is, those with a DSM agent installed on them, have nodes under All Computers.
Unmanaged guests do not appear in the Related Computers pane.

Link the Existing Collect Tasks

If you want to perform the same collect task on various assets, you can create the collect task once and link it to all other
assets. You can link the collect task created at the domain level, group level, and asset level.

NOTE
A collect task created at the domain level can be dragged and dropped on to the target assets.

To link an existing collect task to an asset

1. Navigate to Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer, Jobs, Asset Jobs.
All the collect tasks linked to the computer appear.

2. Click Link Existing Collect Task in the Tasks section.
The Select Collect Tasks dialog appears.

3. Select the collect tasks to be linked and click OK.
The selected collect tasks are linked to the asset.

NOTE
A virtual host inventory collect task can be created only for an asset or agent that has the AM Remote Agent
installed, and it can be linked only to other agents of the same OS class. For example, a virtual host inventory
collect task created for a Windows agent can be linked only to other Windows agents.

Un-link a Collect Task from an Asset

You can un-link a collect task that you no longer want to execute on an asset or an asset group.

To unlink a collect task, right-click the collect task and select Unlink from the context menu.

NOTE
Unlinking a collect task from the asset does not delete the collect task from the domain.
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Check the Status of a Collect Task

The inventory information displayed in the DSM Explorer depends on whether the collect task has run successfully or not.

To check the status of a collect task at the asset level

1. Navigate to the Collect Tasks folder.
2. Right-click a collect task and select Status.

The Module Status dialog appears with the status details of the collect task.

NOTE
For more details about the status and status comments, press F1.

Disable the Collect Task

When you create a collect task, you enable scanning automatically. You can disable scanning on agents, groups, and user
accounts by disabling the collect task.

To disable a collect task

1. Navigate to the following folder in DSM Explorer: Computers and Users, All Computers.
2. Open the Group Details folder to disable the collect task on all agents on the domain, or open an agent folder to

disable the collect task for an individual agent.
3. Open the Configuration folder and click Collect Tasks.

The right pane displays the collect tasks that apply to the group or agent.
4. Click a collect task to select it and right-click.

A context menu appears.
5. Select Disable.

The collect task is disabled for the individual agent (if you selected an agent) or for all agents in the group (if you
selected Group Details).

Delete the Collect Task

You can delete a collect task that you no longer use.

To delete a collect task

1. Navigate to the Control Panel, Configuration, Collect Tasks folder.
The various collect task types are displayed in the right pane.

2. Double-click the collect task type of the task.
All the collect tasks available under the type are displayed.

3. Right-click the task that you want to delete and select Delete.
The Confirm Delete message appears.

4. Click Yes.
The task is unlinked from all the linked assets and groups and deleted from the database.

Configuring the Collect Task to Control Content Distribution

Contents

You can control when content is distributed from the Domain Manager down to the Scalability Server and managed
Agents. An engine collect task performs this distribution of content. You can configure this collect task to distribute content
automatically to the Scalability Server if it detects new content on the Domain Manager. You can also configure the engine
collect task to exclude automatic content distribution.
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Configure Engine Collect Task to Exclude Automatic Distribution

You can configure the functions that a collect task performs from the CA Client Automation DSM Explorer GUI.

To configure an engine collect task to exclude automatic distribution

1. Launch the DSM Explorer and navigate to the Engine Tasks, Collect node using the following path:
Domain, Control Panel, Engines, Engine Tasks, Collect
The collect tasks that have been configured on the selected Domain Manager appear.

2. Right-click the collect task you want to configure and select the Properties option.
The Properties dialog displays the properties of the collect task.

3. Click the Collect tab.
4. Select Content Distribution in the Selected Tasks list and click the left arrow button.

Content Distribution moves to the Available Tasks list and is excluded from the collect task.
5. (Optional) Move tasks from the Available Tasks list to the Selected Tasks list by selecting them and clicking the right

arrow button.
The Selected Tasks list displays the functions to be included in the collect task.

6. (Optional) Move tasks from the Selected Tasks list to the Available Tasks list by selecting them and clicking the left
arrow button.
The Available Tasks list displays the functions to be excluded from the collect task.

7. Click OK to confirm the changes.
8. Select Yes when prompted to re-initialize the status of all engines linked to this task.

The collect task is configured and the Content Distribution function is not included.

On-Demand Content Distribution

If you have configured your engine collect task to exclude content distribution, there may be times when you do want to
distribute the current content from the engine to the Scalability Server. To make this distribution possible, you can use the
CADSMCMD command line utility to request content distribution from the MDB to the Scalability Server.

To perform an on-demand distribution of content, use the following CADSMCMD command options:

cadsmcmd scalabilityServer action=collectSector name=<servername> CONTENTDISTRIBUTION

This command forces a content distribution to occur from the MDB to the specified Scalability Server, regardless of the
default collect job configuration.

NOTE
For more information, see the CLI Reference Guide.

Platform Virtualization

Remote Virtualization Inventory

The AM remote agent collects the following RVI data from the virtual hosts:

• Hardware inventory of the virtualization server that hosts virtual machines or manages such systems
• Software patch information for the virtualization server (if available)
• Virtualization information, such as data centers, clusters, and resource pools
• Hardware information for each virtual machine (VM), such as the guest name, UUID, power state

This information is collected for a VM regardless of its state -- powered on, suspended, powered off. However, certain
information is only available when the VM is powered on and the virtualization tools have been installed.
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NOTE
The RVI agent cannot collect certain BIOS inventory attributes from Linux virtual machines that run on Microsoft
Hyper-V and XenServer servers. Furthermore, there is no support for inventory collection from Microsoft System
Center Virtual Machine Manager (SCVMM).

Waking Virtual Machines

Contents

As a Desktop Support Analyst, you can power up a single or group of virtual machines that are in suspended or sleep
mode from a remote computer. CA Client Automation supports virtual WOL (vWOL) to wake up virtual machines.

1. Verify Prerequisites
2. Enable or Disable Virtual WOL for Computers or Groups
3. View Virtual WOL Status of Computers
4. View Virtual Machines that are Powered Off
5. Wake a Virtual Machine

Virtual Environment Scenario

A typical virtual environment includes a Domain Manager, an AM remote agent computer, and various virtualization server
types containing DSM agent and scalability virtual machines as shown in the following illustration:

The DSM domain manager manages all computers, and the AM remote agent computer collects details about the VMs for
both RVI and virtual WOL operations.

In this scenario, you can perform the virtual WOL using the following methods:

• Send a software delivery job to a virtual machine
The job container is sent to the appropriate Scalability Server, which wakes up a VM using the WOL functionality of
CAF API.

• Use the DSM Explorer on the Domain Manager to wake a particular VM
For more information, see Wake a Virtual Machine Using DSM Explorer.

• Use remote control to connect to a VM by waking it first
• Remote control wakes up a VM when you click Power Up on the Connection Settings, Advanced tab. Also, you can

connect to a sleep mode VM. You are prompted with a message whether to wake up and connect to the VM.
• Send a request to the OSIM boot server to wake a virtual machine as part of the OS installation job

You can configure the Wake-On-LAN option in the Setup OS Installation dialog during the activation of OS installation.

How CA Client Automation Wakes a Virtual Machine
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The method for waking a virtual machine differs from the method that is used to wake a physical computer. Each platform
virtualization vendor provides their own SDK for WOL operations. As the AM remote agent already uses these SDKs to
collect inventory, the agent can perform virtual WOLs using the new generic SendWOL method. CA Client Automation
uses the following process to wake virtual machines.

• When a virtual machine registers with the DSM domain manager, the Domain Manager does not initially know that it is
a virtual machine. The WOL protocol type is changed from "nw" to "vm" only when the AM remote agent next runs and
sends the required relationship information between the virtual machine and its host. This action also disables WOL on
the virtual machine (the default setting for virtual machines).

• The AM remote agent gathers the following inventory information about VMs from their virtualization servers and
reports this information to the DSM domain manager and MDB:

NOTE
The RVI agent cannot collect certain BIOS inventory attributes from Linux virtual machines that are running on
Microsoft Hyper-V and XenServer servers, Virtual WOL is not supported on such Linux virtual machines.

FQDN of the parent virtualization server of the VM for waking up.

• Platform virtualization type (VMware ESXi, Microsoft Hyper-V, and so on)
• Login credentials for the virtualization server
• Vendor-specific identifying string for the VM

NOTE
Typically, the string is a virtual GUID but it could be a system ID or serial number.

The AM remote agent stores this information in a simple flat file named rvidb.txt under the folder CA\DSM\Agent\units
\00000001\uam\rvi. This file can be accessed to add and retrieve information about a virtualization server given its
URL. To avoid unlimited growth of this file, all aged virtualization servers and their respective lists of VMs are deleted
automatically after one year.

When the Domain Manager receives a vWOL request, it delegates the request to a Scalability Server. The Scalability
Server in turn delegates it to the AM remote agent computer. The AM remote agent computer then wakes the virtual
machine.

Verify Prerequisites

The following prerequisites are required for virtual WOL to work:

• Verify that the AM remote agent (RVI agent) is installed on a physical computer or on a virtual machine. Virtual WOLs
are always performed from the computer that runs the AM remote agent.

NOTE
The RVI agent cannot collect certain BIOS inventory attributes from Linux virtual machines that are running on
Microsoft Hyper-V and XenServer servers, Virtual WOL is not supported on such Linux virtual machines.

• Verify that the Scalability Server is able to communicate to the AM remote agent computer. Virtual WOL requests are
routed from the Scalability Server to the AM remote agent.

• Verify that the AM remote agent has discovered and collected virtualization data from the VMs that you want to wake.
The AM remote agent collects virtualization data through the inventory collection task. Until the inventory collection
happens, a WOL operation assumes that the target computer is physical and not virtual. The inventory collection takes
time depending on the number of VMs to be discovered and registered.

NOTE
Virtual WOL is not supported on guests running on the free version of VMware ESXi as the free version restricts
API access to the host.

Enable or Disable Virtual WOL for Computers or Groups
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Virtual WOL is enabled by default on all the virtual machines. When a virtualization server hosts numerous VMs, but lacks
the resources to run them at the same time, you can disable virtual WOL on its VMs. You can enable it back when you
want to power up computers remotely.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the computer or group and select Power up, Disable.
The virtual WOL is disabled on the computer. The computer or group is added to the do not wake group.

2. Right-click the computer or group and verify that the Power up, Power up is dimmed.
This action verifies that the virtual WOL is disabled.

View Virtual WOL Status of Computers

You can view the virtual WOL status of a computer to know whether you can power it up using CA Client Automation. You
can view the status in one of the following nodes in DSM Explorer:

• Power on enabled under the Agent Status portlet on the homepage tab of the virtual machine
• Can be powered up option on the Computer Properties dialog

NOTE
This option is available only for DSM components that can perform a bulk wakeup, such as software delivery
and DTS. The Can be powered up option is not applicable for remote control.

• Power Up option under Computers, General, Computer in the Add Argument dialog in Query Designer for computer-
based queries

View Virtual Machines that are Powered Off

You must know whether a virtual machine is powered on or off before you wake it up. You only want to wake up those
that are powered off. To view the power on status of virtual machines on a particular virtualization server, navigate to All
Computers, Virtualization server, Inventory, Virtualization, Server Virtual Machines. View the State column on the right
pane.

Wake a Virtual Machine Using the CLI

You can wake a virtual machine using the CLI. For example, when you want to wake multiple virtual machines using a
batch script. The following command wakes a virtual machine:

caf sendwol [user username password password] vm vGUID guid vsvr url rviagent fqdn

• username and password
Specifies the credentials of an administrative user on the AM remote agent computer. When you use the same
computer credential that you are executing the CLI, you can skip the parameters.

• vm
Specifies that virtual WOL must be performed.

• vGUID
Specifies the ID of the virtual machine as known to the host. The ID can be a virtual GUID, system ID, or serial number
depending on the platform virtualization server type.

• vsvr
Specifies the URL of the virtual server host of the current virtual machine.

• rviagent
Specifies the FQDN of the AM remote agent that discovered the virtual machine.

Virtual WOL Example

This example performs virtual WOL on a virtual machine:

caf sendwol user root password secret vm vsvr https://virt.acme.com/sdk vguid 123456 rviagent rvi3.acme.com

NOTE
For more detailed information about CAF commands, type caf <command> /? at the command prompt.
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Wake a Virtual Machine Using DSM Explorer

You can wake a virtual machine from the DSM Explorer. Right-click the virtual machines that you want to wake and select
the Power up option. This action sends the virtual WOL request for the computer. Connect to the virtual machine to see
whether the virtual machine is woken up.

 

Collecting Virtual Hosts Inventory from Virtualization Servers

As a Desktop Support Analyst, you can collect the RVI (Remote Virtualization Inventory) data from multiple virtual hosts.
A virtual host is a virtualization server that hosts numerous virtual machines. Collecting the inventory on virtual hosts
identifies the relationship between the virtual host and the related virtual machines. When you register a virtual machine,
the domain manager does not identify it as a virtual machine.

The inventory collection process identifies the virtual machines as virtual by adding additional properties to the computer.
Additionally, the RVI data includes hardware and software patch information about the server. The data also includes the
virtualization information and hardware information of each of the virtual machines.

 

Deploy AM Remote Agent

To collect RVI data from virtual hosts, deploy the AM remote agent on a physical or virtual computer. You can deploy the
AM remote agent on multiple computers depending on the number of hosts and virtual machines you want to manage.

Follow these steps:

1. Open DSM Explorer and navigate to Control Panel, Deployment, Infrastructure Deployment Wizard.
2. Follow the instructions in the wizard for deploying the agent and select one of the CA DSM Agent AM RVI plug-in

packages.
3. Complete the wizard to begin deployment.

The deployment begins on the target computer.
4. Click Control Panel, Deployment, Deployment Job Status.

The status of the deployment job is displayed.

Download the RVI Inventory Collection DLL

To collect RVI inventory from the AM Remote agents for XenServer, you must download the inventory collection DLL
manually from a third-party FTP download site.

Follow these steps:

1. Open http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/07400_4 and do one of the following depending on the AM remote agent platform:
Windows:
Copy \WindowsProductFiles_x86\libxenserver.dll to DSM_install_path\bin on the AM remote agent computer.
Linux:
Copy \LinuxProductFiles_x86\libxenserver.so to target/opt/CA/SharedComponents/lib on the AM remote agent
computer.
The AM remote agent is configured to collect RVI inventory.

View AM Remote Agents and Virtual Hosts

Only AM remote agents can collect virtual host inventory data. You must know the AM remote agents and virtual hosts in
your environment so that you can decide the virtual hosts you want to assign to each AM remote agent. For example, you
have nine virtual hosts and want to assign three hosts per AM remote agent. You can view all the AM remote agents and
hosts available and can decide the hosts that you want to assign to each AM remote agent.
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Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Queries node in DSM Explorer and select New.
The Select Target dialog opens.

2. Select Computers and click OK.
The Query Designer dialog opens.

3. Navigate to Insert Argument, General Information from the Query and select Computer.
The Select Field dialog opens.

4. Do the following steps depending on whether you want to view remote agents or virtual hosts:
a. View All Remote Agents

a. Select Agent Component from the list view, and then select AMRemoteAgent from the Component drop-down
list in the Arguments group.

b. (Optional) Select the version number from the Version drop-down list.

NOTE
Alternatively, you can use the Assets with the AM Remote Agent Component query to view all remote AM
agents.

b. View All Virtual Hosts
a. Navigate to Classification, Class or Subclass from the list view.
b. Select the appropriate server name from the Classification drop-down list in the Arguments group.

NOTE
If you do not see the server name in the list, click <more..> at the end of the list. Increase the Result limit
to a higher number if you still do not see the server name in the Search possible value dialog.

5. Click OK.
You are returned to the Query Designer dialog.

6. Click Preview.
The query returns the list of remote agents or virtual hosts that are based on your criteria.

Configure Virtual Host Inventory Collect Task

You can configure the virtual host inventory collect task to collect RVI data from virtualization servers.

NOTE
You must have installed Tools on the Hypervisors to collect the complete guest operating system inventory.
Also, note that RVI data cannot be collected from Linux virtual machines that are running on Microsoft Hyper-V
servers.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the DSM Explorer and navigate to Computers and Users, All Computers, AM remote agent, Configuration,
Collect Tasks.

2. Right-click Collect Tasks and select New.
The Select new Collect Task type dialog opens.

3. Select Virtual Host Inventory and click OK.

NOTE
The Virtual Host Inventory type is available only for assets that have the AM Remote Agent installed.

The Schedule New Collect Task dialog opens.
4. Enter the name of the collect task in the General tab and click Set Scheduling. Specify the scheduling options for the

collect task and click OK.
5. Click Add from the Virtualization Servers tab.

The Add the Virtual Host to Configure dialog opens.
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NOTE
You can add only five virtualization servers to a collect task. If the same agent must collect data from more
than five virtualization servers, you can define additional collect tasks for the same agent.

6. Select the virtualization server type, enter the necessary information in the following fields for the selected
virtualization server type, and click OK.

NOTE
Some of the fields are disabled, if the information is not applicable for the selected server type.

7. (Optional) Click the Filter tab and select the hosts belonging to a specific data center or cluster. Perform this step
only when you want to limit the hosts from which the inventory is collected. For more information, see Limit the Virtual
Hosts to be Inventoried.

NOTE
The Filter tab is displayed only for VMware vCenter Server and Citrix XenServer.

The filter is added to the collect task.
8. Click OK.

The collect task runs at the agent computer at the next scheduled run time and collects the RVI data from the selected
servers.

NOTE
You can link the virtual host inventory collect task only to other agents of the same OS class. For example,
a virtual host inventory collect task that is created for a Windows agent can be linked only to other Windows
agents.

Limit the Virtual Hosts to be Inventoried

By default, the collect task inventories all the virtual hosts of a selected virtualization server. However, if you do not want
to inventory all the hosts, you can limit the inventory collection to fewer virtual hosts. You can set the filters either while
creating a collect task or later by modifying an existing collect task.

NOTE
You can set the filters only for VMware vCenter Server and Citrix XenServer.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the DSM Explorer and navigate to Computers and Users, All Computers, AM remote agent, Configuration,
Collect Tasks.
A list of configured and scheduled inventory collection tasks are displayed.

2. Right-click the task for which you want to set the filters and select Properties.
The Properties dialog opens.

3. Select the host from the Virtualization Servers tab and click Properties.
The Update Virtual Host Configuration Settings dialog opens.

4. Click the Filter tab and specify the filter at the data center, cluster, and host level for VMware vCenter Server. You can
specify the filter only at the host level for Citrix XenServer.

NOTE
You can use the asterisk (*) and percent (%) wild characters for all names used in the filter.

5. Click OK.
The filters are set to the collect task. The collect task collects RVI data only from the selected hosts.

View all Virtual Machines Connected to a Virtualization Server

After the AM remote agent collects inventory, you can view the relationships between the hosts and virtual machines.
Select the virtualization server under All Computers. The homepage tab on the right pane displays the managed guests in
the Related Computers view under the Environment portlet.
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For example, if the VMware ESX - 790-1g2-i2duo node is selected, a VMware managed guest is displayed in the Related
Computers view.

Similarly, selecting the same managed VMware guest under All Computers displays its related host server, VMware ESX -
790-1g2-i2duo, in the Related Host Computers view on the home page of the asset.

NOTE
Only managed guests, that is, those guests with a DSM agent installed on them, are displayed in the Related
computers view.

Configuration Policies

Asset Management Agent Policy Group

A new policy subgroup, Asset Management, is added under the Agent policy group for remote virtual inventory and the
display of legacy VMware ESX virtualization inventory.

You can modify the policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

The Asset Management policy group contains the following policy:

• RVI Legacy Inventory
Specifies whether VMware ESX virtualization inventory appears in the DSM Explorer in its legacy Release 12.5
location under All Computers and in its new location.
If set to True, legacy VMware ESX virtualization inventory is displayed in both places in the DSM Explorer tree. If
False, legacy VMware ESX virtualization inventory is displayed only in the current release location.
The following table indicates legacy and current locations for VMware ESX inventory:

Release 12.5 Nodes Current Nodes
Configuration Virtualization/VMware ESX Configuration
Supported Features Virtualization/VMware ESX Configuration/Supported Features
Virtualization/Datastores Virtualization/VMware ESX Datastores
Virtualization/Service Console Virtualization/VMware ESX Service Console

This node is available only for VMware ESX, not VMware ESXi.

Default: False, <locally managed>

Asset Management Administration Console Policy Group

Contents

A new policy subgroup, Asset Management, is added under the Administration Console policy group for specifying the
Web Service URL when creating a virtual host inventory collect task.

You can modify the policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

The Asset Management policy group contains the following policy:

• RVI Edit URL
Specifies whether the Web Service URL can be manually entered or edited in the virtual host inventory collect task.
The Web Service URL field is automatically populated in the collect task, that is based on the host name regardless of
the value set for this policy.
If True, the Web Service URL field is enabled and you can edit the URL.

NOTE
If you make subsequent changes to the Host Name field, update the Web Service URL field.
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If False, you cannot edit the Web Service URL and the field is disabled.
Default: False, <locally managed>

Queries and Reports

Queries

When creating a query in the Query Designer, you now have additional arguments for reporting on virtualization servers
and virtual hosts. You can also use the following predefined queries:

• Asset is a Virtual Machine - Citrix XenServer
• Asset is a Virtual Machine - Microsoft Hyper-V
• Asset is a Virtual Machine - VMware ESX

Reports

The following reports are added to DSM Reporter for the extended platform virtualization support:

• All Citrix XenServer Hosts and Citrix XenServer Virtual Machines
• All Hyper-V Hosts and Hyper-V Virtual Machines

Once a report template is run and inventory is collected, these reports list all virtualization servers and their corresponding
virtual machines.

Implementing GreenIT Remediation
Contents

As a desktop support analyst, you can configure the power settings and power schemes in your organization to ensure
optimal power consumption. Using CA Client Automation to define and push a configuration policy to computers to
automatically power down during a specified time (for example, after work hours, over the weekend, or on a holiday. Also,
you can monitor the current power scheme and define a standard Windows power scheme implementation across your
organization.

Perform the following tasks to implement GreenIT remediation:

Verify Prerequisites

Review the following prerequisites before you implement GreenIT remediation:

• Verify that a DSM Agent is installed on the target computers. You can install a DSM agent as part of CA Client
Automation, CA IT Inventory Manager, or ecoDesktop.

Configure Automatic Power Save on Computers

You can configure automatic Powersave on specific computers or a group of computers. Automatic Powersave helps save
energy by powering down the computers automatically during specified time such as after work hours, weekends, and
holidays.

Follow these steps:

1. Open DSM Explorer and navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, configuration policy.
– Configuration policy name

Specifies the name of the policy that is applied to the computers or group for which you are defining the automatic
Powersave settings.

2. Right-click the configuration policy and click Unseal.
3. Navigate to DSM, Common Components, CAF, GreenIT Powersave.
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4. Set GreenIT: Powersave to Enabled.
5. Navigate to DSM, Common Components, CAF, Shutdown, Power Management Calendar, Time Ranges.

The Power Management Calendar dialog appears.
6. Specify the required values for the given parameters.

– Hours
Specifies the hours for the automatic Powersave action. Unlike with the Software Delivery shutdown feature, for
automatic Powersave, only the start time of the time range is used to schedule a Powersave job. This means that
the start time of the time range is the time when the automatic Powersave action is triggered. Even if specified, the
end time of the time range does not affect the GreenIT Automatic Powersave feature.

In the Type field, select one of the following values:
– Normal Weekdays

Specifies the weekdays on which the Powersave action is executed.
– Special Dates

Specifies dates in the yyyy-mm-dd format. Zeros in the date indicate that the setting is applicable for every year,
month, or day.
Example
If the specified date is 2012-00-08, the job is executed on eighth day of every month of 2012. If the specified date is
00-08-00, the job is executed on all days of every August.

– Date Ranges
Includes each day between the start date and end date.
Example
If the specified date range is 2012-05-01 to 2012-05-11, the job is executed on all days from 1st to 11th May 2012.

The criterion for the automatic Powersave action is defined.
7. Copy this configuration policy to the target computers or computer groups.

At the scheduled time, CA Client Automation displays a start timer message for the automatic shutdown, hibernate,
sleep, or turnoff. Based on users actions, such as Shutdown now, Hibernate now, Sleep now, or Turn off Displaynow,
Defer, or Cancel, computers are powered down. If there is no response from the user, the scheduled action is performed
automatically at the end-of-countdown timeout.

Example:

If you specify the automatic Powersave time from 6.00pm to 9.00am every day. The users that are logged on to the
computers are alerted at 6.00pm about the scheduled powerdown for the computer. They can click any one of the
following options:

• Shutdown now or Hibernate now or Sleep now or Turn off Display now
Applies the Powersave action immediately. On a computer resume from the Powersave state (such as Shutdown,
Hibernate, Turn off Display, or Sleep), Powersave is initiated again according to the next defined Powersave schedule.

• Defer
Defers the Powersave action for some time. You can specify the time to defer and the maximum number of times users
can click Defer, after which the Powersave action is applied.

• Cancel
Cancels the Powersave action. The timer and pop-up dialog are canceled. Powersave is initiated again according to
the next defined Powersave schedule.

If there is no response from the user at the end of a countdown timeout, the Powersave action is applied automatically.
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Inventory Updates for GreenIT Remediation

Inventory Node Field Description
General Inventory, Power Settings, Power
Policy

AC - Processor Throttle
DC - Processor Throttle

CPU throttling or processor throttling is the
process when the CPU attempts to prevent
damage due to overheating. If the CPU
temperature exceeds the specified limits,
the system throttles down the CPU for cool
down. This process takes place when the
computer is idle or when no critical tasks
are executed on it. The CPU switches to a
lower frequency for optimal consumption of
energy and to ensure minimal noise from
the fans.

Impact of GreenIT Remediation on Software Delivery

The Power Management Calendar in Software Delivery enables an administrator to define a time window when specified
hardware is set to powerdown. GreenIT Powersave utilizes the same calendar for defining the Powersave settings. When
both the features are enabled, the time schedules that are configured for one feature are applied to the other feature.

When a GreenIT Powersave action such as Suspend or Shutdown is initiated, the software delivery agent does not run
as long as the Powersave dialog appears to the user. After Powersave is complete, the software delivery agent uses the
WOL feature to start the computer and run software delivery jobs.

NOTE
Software delivery takes place even while the Turn off display dialog appears to the user or when the Turn off
Display operation is in progress.

When the GreenIT Powersave job initiates during the software delivery, automatic Powersave actions wait until the
completion of software delivery or until the timeout expiry. This behavior does not hold true for powesave action Turn off
display.

Use the following configuration parameters to define whether CA Client Automation-initiated Powersave and user-initiated
power actions are allowed when a software delivery job is in progress:

• CAF: Allow Powersave action
Specifies whether to allow any CA Client Automation-initiated Powersave action (excluding turn off display) when a
software delivery job is in progress. This parameter does not control the actions that a user initiates from the Start
menu. This parameter also specifies whether to prevent sleep or hibernate actions that are initiated by Windows power
schema while a software delivery job is in progress.

• Reboot: Allow application logoff and reboot
Specifies whether to allow any logoff, reboot, or shutdown actions (including user-initiated actions but excluding sleep,
hibernate and turn off display actions) when a software delivery job is in progress.

Both the parameters are set to False by default. In this state, these parameters do not allow either CA Client Automation-
initiated Powersave actions (such as shutdown, hibernate, or sleep) or a user-initiated shutdown action, when a software
delivery job is in progress. We recommend that you set both parameters to the same value to ensure consistent behavior.
You can set both the parameters to True and software delivery jobs that are either in progress or are waiting for an input
from the user are aborted, and a reboot, logoff, or shutdown is performed.

You can configure the postponement timeout for CA Client Automation-initiated Powersave actions by using the following
configuration parameter available at DSM, Common Components, CAF, General:

• CAF: Maximum power action postponement timeout
Specifies the maximum time value for which CAF waits for the plug-in to complete before implementing a Powersave
action.
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The default value is set to 7200 sec. If set to 0, postponement timeout is not allowed.

Alternatively, you can postpone CA Client Automation-initiated Powersave actions when a software delivery job is in
progress.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to DSM, Common Components, CAF, General, Postpone CAF power action.
2. Set the CAF Plugin: Software Delivery Agent parameter to Enabled.

NOTE
For Asset Management, you can set the CAF Plugin: Asset Management Agent parameter to Enabled. Enabling
this parameter postpones the CA Client Automation-initiated Powersave actions when an asset management job
is in progress.

Customizing Asset Management
You can customize asset jobs, queries, policies, and so on to suit your business needs and add more control over your
environment.

Management Information Format Files
Contents

The Management Information Format (.MIF) files are used to describe a hardware or software component data. MIF
files are used by asset management system to report the system configuration information. In asset management each
scheduled inventory, templates, configuration files and external asset definitions consists of a mif file.

The .MIF file is a text file, which is installed and presented to the Service Layer for inclusion in the MIF database. You
can modify a .MIF file with a text editor, although component providers are encouraged to automate this process. The
Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF) has designed the specifications for .MIF files in the Desktop Management
Interface (DMI) specification.

Asset management uses the .MIF files to register and store information locally on the agent working directories.

Usage of MIF Files in Unicenter Asset Management

Asset management uses .MIF files to register and store information in the agent working directories. These .MIF files are
built according to DMI specification. In asset management, certain extensions to the .MIF files are made to be able to
prompt the user to fill in information for these .MIF files. An example is to let the user choose certain values. Every .MIF
file placed in the local computer and local user directory is processed by the agent. The information in all these .MIF files
is sent to the Scalability Server (and to the domain database by the Engine).

Asset management uses the MIF files in the following cases:

• To collect template inventories (Windows agents only)
• To collect external asset information (External Asset Recognition)

How MIF files Are used in Template Inventory

Template inventory modules let you collect customized inventory information from a MIF file; information which is not
collected by any of the inventory detection modules. Asset management uses the following process to store and retrieve
the information from the MIF files. By understanding these actions, you can choose how to best configure the MIF files as
per your requirements:
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• The asset management agent creates a MIF file for each template inventory when executing a template inventory
collect task to store the collected inventory information.

• The agent software processes every MIF file placed in the local computer or user directory. Asset management uses a
compression algorithm to reduce the size of these .MIF files and thus speeds up the file transmission. The compressed
files have the same file name as the MIF files but have the extension .MNV and are stored in the BAK directory of the
computer or user.

NOTE
The Agent processes only the .MIF files that fulfill the DMI specification.

• If the Agent runs for the first time or if the BAK directory is deleted, the Agent sends the full inventory to the Scalability
Server. You can also manually send a notification for collecting full inventory. In all the other cases, only differential
value is sent. The BAK directory contains the information with which the Agent compares the current inventory values
with the previous scan values.

• The differences between current and previously collected inventory values are sent to the Scalability Server which is
available under ...\ServerDB\SECTOR\COLLECT.

• The Engine collects this information from the collect area and updates the domain database accordingly.

How MIF Files Are Used in External Asset Recognition

Asset management requires the following objects for recognizing external assets:

• An external asset definition
• A MIF file that has the asset information.

Asset management can recognize the external assets in your enterprise. An external asset is any asset other than
computers and users for example, a printer. Understanding this process, helps you in configuring the MIF files for
recognizing the external assets.

• The external asset definition contains a recognition item to identify the appropriate MIF file that resides in the
Scalability Server's collect area.

• The Engine collects each MIF file in the collect area (...\ServerDB\SECTOR\COLLECT on windows and or / ServerDB/
SECTOR/COLLECT on Linux).

• Checks whether the recognition item in any of the external asset definition matches the values in the MIF file
– If a match is found, the engine collects the information configured in the external asset definition, creates a new

external asset with the given name and deletes the file from the collect area.
– If not, the engine just deletes the MIF file.

NOTE
On the Linux or UNIX Scalability Server, the MIF file must have the file extension in uppercase, for
example, my_printer.MIF; otherwise, the MIF file will not be processed.

• Creates the All External Assets node if it does not exist and creates a new external asset entry under it.

Create External Asset Definition

External asset definitions define how to recognize an external asset. Once defined, the engine can recognize the asset
and collect inventory from the asset.

To configure the external assets

1. Navigate to the Domain, Control Panel, Configuration, External Asset Recognition folder.
The existing external asset definitions are displayed.

2. Click New.
The Create new External Asset Class Definition dialog appears.
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NOTE
For more details about the fields in this dialog, press F1.

1. Click Open MIF Browser.
The Select MIF Item dialog appears with the items in the selected MIF file.

2. Drag the relevant items to the Create new External Asset Class Definition dialog and click OK.
The external asset definition is created under the External Asset Recognition folder.

3. Copy the MIF file that has the external asset information to the collect area (...\ServerDB\SECTOR\COLLECT on
Windows or / ServerDB/SECTOR/COLLECT on Linux).

NOTE
On Linux or UNIX Scalability Server, the MIF file must have the file extension in uppercase, for example,
my_printer.MIF; otherwise, the MIF file will not be processed.

The Engine collects this file and processes it. When it finds the recognition item in the MIF file, it creates a new
external asset and places it under the All External Assets folder.

Jobs of Asset Management
A job directs Agents or Engines to perform specific actions. You can, for example, use jobs to run a command or script,
collect the inventory information, and pop a message on the asset. You can schedule these jobs to run at a specific time.
Asset management categorizes jobs into the following:

• Asset Jobs; those that are performed by the Agent on the assets. Hence, an asset job is executed only if it is linked to
an asset.

• Engine Tasks; those that are performed by the Engine. Hence, an engine job is executed only if it is linked to an
engine.

Asset Jobs in DSM Explorer

Contents

An asset job directs Agents to perform specific actions on a computer or when a user logs in. You can, for example, use
asset jobs to run a script or command, and display a message.

Jobs can be created at the asset, group, and domain level. Jobs created at the asset level are linked to the respective
assets, and those at the group level are linked to all the member assets in the group. At the domain level, you can view
all the jobs in the domain, create new jobs, and link it any group or asset. You can create and link any number of jobs to a
particular asset or group.

Append the following path to the Domain name in the address bar of the DSM Explorer window. In the following paths,

• Computer refers to the name of the computer in the domain.
• User refers to the name of the user in the domain.
• Asset/User Level

Assets - Domain/Computers and Users/All Computers/Computer/Jobs/Asset Jobs
Users - Domain/Computers and Users/All User Accounts/user/Jobs/Asset Jobs

• Group Level
All Computers Group - Domain/Computers and Users/All Computers/{Group Details}/Jobs/Asset Jobs
All Users Group - Domain/Computers and Users/All User Accounts/{Group Details}/Jobs/Asset Jobs
User Defined Groups - Domain/Computers and Users/Group Name/{Group Details}/Jobs/Asset Jobs

• Domain Level
Domain/Jobs

An existing job can be linked to any group or computer. Hence, the folder under which a job is created is irrelevant.
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Navigate to the asset jobs folder to see the available jobs and their scheduling options.

NOTE
For more information about job types and creating and editing jobs, see the Asset Management section of the
DSM Explorer Help.

Access the Asset Jobs Folder in the DSM Explorer

You can create, configure, link, and schedule the assets jobs in the Asset Jobs folder.

To access the Asset Jobs folder in the DSM Explorer

1. Navigate to the following paths in the DSM Explorer depending on the level at which you want to view or configure the
asset jobs:
– Group Level
– Computer Group

Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers, Group Details.
– User Account Group

Domain, Computers and Users, All User Accounts, Group Details.
– User Created Group

Domain, Computers and Users, Group, Group Details.
– Computer Level

Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer
– User LevelDomain, Computers and Users, All User Accounts, UserAccount.Domain Level

Domain
2. From the above paths, navigate to the Jobs, Asset Jobs folder.

Jobs created at the group level are automatically linked to the member assets of the group. You can, however, disable
the execution of such jobs at the asset level. Jobs linked to user are executed when the user logs in.

NOTE
You can link the asset jobs created at all these levels to any managed asset or group.

Job Types

You must select a job type when you create a new job. Each type of job requires different parameters for executing the
job. The following asset jobs are available:

• Message Job (Windows only)
• Command Job
• Synchronization Job (Windows only)
• External Utility Job
• Secure Configuration Files Job (Windows only)
• Script Job

Message Job

Message jobs can display a message on the asset or when a user logs in. You can see the job status to know when the
message was displayed.

When a message job is assigned to a user and the same user logs on to more than one session, the message job can be
displayed in any one of the user sessions.

NOTE
This job is applicable only for Windows agents.
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Command Job

Command Jobs enable you to execute a command file (for example, a batch file or a UNIX shell script) on the selected
asset or group. All normal native command-language commands can be used in this file.

Synchronization Job

Use the Directory Synchronization Job to synchronize two directories on an asset. Synchronization involves comparing
the contents of the target directory and the source directory, and making the content of the former identical to the latter.

NOTE
This job can be linked only to the computer assets and is applicable only for Windows agents.

In Step 3 of the New Job wizard, specify the directories:

• Source
Indicates the directory to be compared against (the image).

• Target
Indicates the directory to be examined for differences (reflection of the image).

NOTE
The use of UNC path is supported. Syntax: \\servername\sharename

In Step 4 of the New Job wizard, specify the following:

• Whether subdirectories should also be examined for differences.
• Whether files on the Target that are nonexistent on the Source should be deleted.
• Whether attributes should be ignored when comparing, to prevent making Target file attributes equal to Source file

attributes.
• Whether attributes should be ignored when copying, in which case the job will try to overwrite Target files that are write

protected.
• Whether to cancel the job, when the size difference between the two directories exceeds the specified size in KB. This

parameter is provided to prevent accidental copying of a large number of KB over the network.

Example: Printer File Synchronization

This is an example of how to update the printer files of users that are on the local hard disk of the users. To make it easier,
you need to update only, say, N:\PRINTERS with the latest printer files. You can then use directory synchronization to
equate the directories C:\WINDOWS\PRINTERS and N:\PRINTERS. The printer files located on the hard disk are now
made equal to the printer files on the network drive N. The directory is thereafter examined for differences each time the
computer starts on the network.

Source: N:\PRINTERS

Target: C:\WINDOWS\PRINTERS

Enabled: Include Subdirectories; Delete unknown files; Ignore file attributes on compare; Ignore file

 attributes on copy.

Example: Portable Computer File Update

If there are portable computers on your network, you can synchronize a sub-directory on the portable computer’s hard
disk with a personal network drive on the server. This permits automatic transfer to the network of portable computer files
that were created while the portable computer was not connected to the network.

The Directory Synchronization Job ensures absolute conformity between two directories. It ensures that the attributes are
also equal. Files on the target that are not found on the source will be deleted, if so specified. Directories not found on the
target will be created.
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In some cases, you do not want all files and subdirectories in a directory to be synchronized. (For example, in an Agent
Software directory, you do not want the PROTOCOL.INI and the HOST files to be equal throughout your network.) In this
case, you should specify the files and directories, which should not be synchronized.

Example: File Exclusion

This is an example of how to exclude files from synchronization. Assume that the local C:\PW directory is synchronized
with a default network directory F:\PWDEFAUL. As a system manager, you know that the PROTOCOL.ini file and all the
*.TPL files of that directory must be excluded from synchronization, because those files contain unique values for each
individual computer. (The directory BAK is also excluded).

Source: F:\PWDEFAUL

Target: C:\PW

Enabled: Include Subdirectories; Delete Files on Target if Unknown on Source.

Specified: Files not to be synchronized: *.TPL, PROTOCOL.INI, (DIR) BAK

External Utility Job

External utility jobs execute an external utility. This type of job can be used to execute a script written for a management
tool other than asset management.

Script Job

Script jobs can execute scripts on assets. You can either write the script directly or open a saved script from a file.

Secure Configuration Files Job

A Secure Configuration Files Job ensures that the specified system or configuration file is always equal to the content
(secure file) specified in this job.

When the Agent runs, it checks whether the configuration file is modified. If yes, it copies the secure file to the asset and
overwrites the modified file.

NOTE
This job is applicable only for Windows agents. On UNIX or Linux, you can create a DSM script to copy files onto
a share.

Change Job Execution Order

Jobs are executed in the same order in which it was created. However, you can change this order if the execution of one
job depends on the execution of another.

NOTE
You can do this only at the group and asset level.

To change the job execution order

1. Navigate to the Asset Jobs folder.
2. Right-click the job for which you want to change the order and select Reorder.

A sub menu appears.
3. Select any of the following menu items:

– Move Up
Moves the job one level up. If you want to move ahead more than one job, click this menu item till you reach the
position.

– Move Down
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Moves the job one level down. If you want to move down more than one job, click this menu item till you reach the
position.

– Move First
Moves the job to the first position.

– Most Last
Moves the job to the last position.

– Set Position
Moves the job to the specified position. You can use this option for example, when you want to move ahead or
below of more than 5 jobs.

– Clear Job Order
Clears the existing order of the jobs and reorders them alphabetically.

The jobs are reordered based on the selected menu item.

Scheduling Jobs

Jobs can be scheduled to execute once, a specified number of times, or continuously. When you set up a job, for
example, you can schedule the action to execute in different ways:

• Repeatedly
• At a specific date and time, or after a period of time
• Based on day-of-the-week dependencies
• Based on the execution of another job, or the existence of a file, or an end-user decision to execute the action now or

later

NOTE
By default, jobs are scheduled to run always. This means, the jobs are executed whenever the asset
management agent starts on the asset. In other words, the execution of asset jobs is dependent on the agent
run. For example, if the asset management agent is scheduled to run once a day and the asset job is scheduled
to run only on Thursday, the job will be executed when the agent starts on Thursday.

You can specify the scheduling options in two ways:

• At the time of creating the job, the New Job Wizard has a Set Scheduling button that lets you specify the scheduling
options.

• After creating the job, you can right-click the job and select Scheduling from the context menu.

In both the cases, the Scheduling Options dialog appears where you can define the following:

• Scheduling
Specifies the frequency of a job.

• Conditions
Specifies various conditions for the job. You can schedule the job to run within a time and date range or on specific
days in the week.

• Dependency
Specifies that the execution of a job is dependent on the successful completion of another job or the existence of
another file. You can specify the maximum number of simultaneous executions of an action per scalability server and
thus distribute the network load over a period of time using the job concurrency limit.

• Pre-Job
Specifies a condition that should be checked before running the job:
– Enable prompts for the end-users allowing them to cancel execution of a job.
– Enable a force execution after a certain number of executions.
– Map a network drive, which may be necessary for the job to run.

• Post-Job
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Specifies the actions to be performed after the job is completed. You can schedule a restart of the computer or the
automatic deletion of a job after completion.

• Miscellaneous
Specifies that the job can be run without any user interaction.

Note: For more details about Scheduling and Scheduling Options dialog, see the DSM Explorer Help.

Reinitializing Job

Once you make any modifications to a job, the Reinitialize Job message box appears. You can choose any of the
following to reinitialize the status of the job to Waiting:

• Yes
Reinitializes the status of the job on all the assets connected to the job.

• No
Reinitializes the status of the job on selected asset or group.

View Job Status

The job status lets you know whether the job was successfully completed or is waiting or completed with errors.

To view the job status

1. Navigate to Asset Jobs.
The right pane displays all the asset jobs linked to the selected asset or group.

2. Right-click the job and select Status.
The Action Status dialog appears displaying more details about the status such as the status text and the date and
time of last execution of the job and so on.

Enable or Disable Jobs

You can temporarily disable the jobs that you do not want to execute on an asset or group. The jobs disabled at the group
level, can be enabled only at the group level. Similarly, jobs disabled at the asset level can be enabled only at the asset
level.

To enable or disable jobs

1. Navigate to Asset Jobs.
The right pane displays all the asset jobs linked to the selected asset or group.

2. Right-click the job and select Disable or Enable.
The job is disabled or enabled and the status changes accordingly.

Querying
Contents

Querying is a crucial advantage of using a database. You can query the database to search for assets that meets the
specified criteria. You can use a query for creating dynamic groups. The members of the dynamic group change according
to the results of the query. You can also create a policy based on a query and apply the policy on the resulting objects.
Asset management also provides predefined queries that perform basic and advanced querying of the database. You can
use the Query Designer tool to create complex queries easily.
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Create a New Query

You can create a query when you need to get a list of assets that meet certain criteria. You can use these queries to
create dynamic groups and query-based policies.

To create a new query

1. Right-click Queries in the DSM Explorer and select New from the context menu.
The Select Target dialog appears.

2. Select the object on which you want to create the query and click OK.
The Query Designer dialog appears.

3. Insert the arguments required to create the new query and click OK.
The query is created with the given name and displayed under the appropriate folder in the Queries folder.

Example: Create a Query to display all the assets that have completed the Check C: drive using default option job
Successfully.

1. Right-click Queries and select New from the context menu.
The Select Target dialog appears.

2. Select Computers and click OK.
The Query Designer dialog appears.

3. Click Jobs, Asset Jobs
The Select Field dialog appears.

4. Select Job Status, Current Status.
5. In the Job field, select Check C: drive using default option, and select OK from the Status field.
6. Click OK, and enter a unique name for the query.

The new query is created under the Queries, Computers folder.
7. Select the query, and click Quick Preview.

All the assets that have successfully completed the Check C: drive using default option job appear.

Query Designer

The query designer gives you an easy way to query the database. You do not need to know the database fields if you are
using this tool.

The Query Designer tool lets you create or modify a query. Using this tool, you can query information about computer
and users, jobs, policies, software, inventory and external directories. You can also query the database fields and create
advanced queries. The left pane of the Query Designer dialog lists these items: Insert Argument with all the available
arguments, Boolean Operators, Remove Argument, a preview function and a view SQL statement option.

NOTE
Although the user can now be registered with the Asset Collector, as can an associated trust and origin, the
Query Designer does not allow user queries to be created with trust level and origin as conditions.

The right pane of the Query Designer dialog shows the arguments as you add them to the new query.

• Insert Argument
– General Information

Lists discovered hardware and software properties.
– Inventory

Lists discovered inventory.
– Software

Queries Software Packages, Discovered Software, Software Usage and File Contents.
– Jobs

Queries Asset Jobs and Collect Tasks.
– Policies
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Queries the Query Based and Event Based policies.
– Directory Query

Browses an organizational asset to query any member, or select any user to query its direct reports.

NOTE
To create a directory query, a directory object must be available under Control Panel, Directory Integration,
Configured Directories folder.

– Advanced Argument
Queries the asset management tables in the database for a specific query. Select the arguments in the Add
Advanced Argument dialog.

– Link Query
Opens the Select Query dialog where you can link an existing query and add the query as an argument.

– Boolean Operators
Specifies the following operators that Query Designer uses to test for the validity of some condition and return a
Boolean value of TRUE or FALSE.

– AND
Combines two Boolean expressions and returns TRUE when both of the expressions are TRUE.

– OR
Combines two conditions and returns TRUE when either expression is TRUE. When more than one logical operator
is used in a statement, OR operators are evaluated after AND operators.

– NOT
Reverses the value of any Boolean expression.

– ( )
Changes the order of evaluation.

• Remove Argument
Removes the argument selected on the right pane from the Query Designer.

• Preview
Runs the query and opens the Query Preview dialog to display the query result.

• View SQL
Shows the SQL Query statement in the SQL View dialog. You cannot modify the SQL statement on this dialog.

Run a Query

After a query is designed, you can run the query to view the results.

To run a query

1. Select the query you want to execute.
2. Click Run Query in the Tasks section.

The query is executed and the results are displayed in the Query Preview dialog.

NOTE

The query execution times out after every 5 minutes with a message that allows you to either continue or cancel
the query execution. At any time during the execution, you can press the Esc key to cancel the execution.

Queries submitted to the engine run automatically.

Preview a Query

You can preview the query results even while you are designing the query in the Query Designer dialog. This helps you
to know if the query is producing the desired output. You can also view the SQL version of the query by clicking the View
SQL icon.
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To preview the query results in the Query Designer dialog, create a new query in the Query Designer dialog and click
Preview in the left pane. The Query Preview dialog appears showing the results of the query.

NOTE
The query execution times out after every 5 minutes with a message that allows you to either continue or cancel
the query execution. At any time during the execution, you can press the Esc key to cancel the execution.

If you want to view the results of a query that has been applied to a dynamic group or a policy, or if you want to query your
domain for the latest information, you must complete the following:

• Submit the query to an Engine.
• Ensure that the Engine has processed the query.

WARNING
The Query Designer gives you both flexibility and responsibility. An erroneous query can cause the engine to
crash. Always test the query using the Preview option before applying it to a dynamic group or a policy.

Save a Query Result

You can save the resulting records of a query for future reference.

To save a query result

1. Right-click the query and select Run Query.
The Query Preview dialog appears with the result.

2. Click Save and specify the name of the query result.
The query result is saved with the given name and is displayed under the selected query.

Delete a Query

You can delete a query that you no longer use.

To delete an existing query

1. Right-click the query and select Delete from the context menu.
A confirmation dialog appears.

2. Click Yes.
The deletion is confirmed and the query is deleted from the database.

Import or Export Query Definition

You can import a saved query and execute it in the DSM Explorer. You must save the query in a .cmsobj file. To import a
query definition, navigate to the Queries folder, right-click the folder and select Import Definition.

To export a query created in the DSM Explorer to a .cmsobj file, navigate to the Queries folder and right-click the query
you want to export and select Export Definition.

NOTE
Exporting queries in .qry format is not a valid option in CA Client Automation r12.5 and above. However,
importing query definitions in the old .qry format is still supported. One way to convert from .qry to .cmsobj
format is to import queries in the old format and export them in .cmsobj format. A batch script would be useful if
you have many query definitions to convert.

Policies in Asset Management
Contents

You can define the policies in the Policy Designer dialog. When you define the policy, consider the following factors:
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• Linked Query
• Actions to perform
• Event that invokes the policy
• Header and description of policy

Create a Query Based Policy

Query based policies are evaluated whenever the associated query is run.

To create a query based policy

1. Navigate to the Policies folder.
2. Click New in the Tasks section.

The Policy Designer dialog appears.
3. Specify the necessary details in the following sections:

– General
Specifies general information about the policy such as name, severity, and the dependent query.

– Evaluation
Specifies the options for evaluating the policy. You can either evaluate the policy when Collect task processing is
done or designate the engine for policy evaluation at the specified interval.

– Service Desk
Enables the CA SDM integration. You can select the problem types and choose to a raise service ticket whenever
the policy is violated.

NOTE
This section is enabled only if you have set the Service Desk integration to True in the Default Computer
Policy. By default, it is set to False.

– Add Action
Specifies the action type to be triggered by the policy.

NOTE
For more details about the Policy Designer dialog, see the DSM Explorer Help.

Create an Event Based Policy

You can define new event based policies under the following categories:

• Asset File Collection
• Asset Inventory
• Asset Software
• Asset Software Usage

NOTE
For more details about these categories, see the Event Based Policy topic in the Asset Management section of
the DSM Explorer Help.

To create an event based policy

1. Navigate to the Policies, Event Based folder.
2. Right-click any of the folder specified above list and select New.

The Policy Designer dialog appears.
3. Specify the details in the following sections:

– General
Defines the name, assigns severity, and enables history tracking for the policy.

– Service Desk
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Enables the CA SDM integration. You can select the problem types and choose to a raise service ticket whenever
the policy is violated.

NOTE
This section is enabled only if you have set the Service Desk integration to True in the Default Computer
Policy. By default, it is set to False.

– Add Action
Specifies the action type to be triggered by the policy.

Based on the event category selected, any of the following section is displayed in this dialog:
– Asset File Collection: File Collection

Specifies the file to be monitored. Policies in this category are triggered when the selected file is modified.
– Asset Inventory: Inventory Item

Specifies the inventory item to be monitored by the policy. Policies in this category are triggered when the value of
the selected inventory item changes.

– Asset Software: Application
Specifies the software application to be monitored and the events to be tracked by the policy. This type of policy is
triggered when the selected event occurs on the selected application.

– Asset Software Usage: Application
Specifies the application to be monitored for software usage. You can select the various usage events to be tracked
such as, Execution was prevented, Started normally, stopped abnormally and so on. This type of policy is triggered
when the selected usage event occurs on the selected application.

The policy is created with the given specifications.

NOTE
For more details about the Policy Designer dialog, see the DSM Explorer Help.

Defining a Policy

You can define the policies in the Policy Designer dialog. When you define the policy, consider the following factors:

• Linked Query
• Actions to perform
• Event that invokes the policy
• Header and description of policy

Contents

Create a Query Based Policy

Query based policies are evaluated whenever the associated query is run.

To create a query based policy

1. Navigate to the Policies folder.
2. Click New in the Tasks section.

The Policy Designer dialog appears.
3. Specify the necessary details in the following sections:

– General
Specifies general information about the policy such as name, severity, and the dependant query.

– Evaluation
Specifies the options for evaluating the policy. You can either evaluate the policy when Collect task processing is
done or designate the engine for policy evaluation at the specified interval.

– Service Desk
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Enables the CA SDM integration. You can select the problem types and choose to a raise service ticket whenever
the policy is violated.

NOTE
This section is enabled only if you have set the Service Desk integration to True in the Default Computer
Policy. By default, it is set to False.

– Add Action
Specifies the action type to be triggered by the policy.

NOTE
For more details about the Policy Designer dialog, see the DSM Explorer Help.

Create an Event Based Policy

You can define new event based policies under the following categories:

• Asset File Collection
• Asset Inventory
• Asset Software
• Asset Software Usage

NOTE
For more details about these categories, see the Event Based Policy topic in the Asset Management section of
the DSM Explorer Help.

To create an event based policy

1. Navigate to the Policies, Event Based folder.
2. Right-click any of the folder specified above list and select New.

The Policy Designer dialog appears.
3. Specify the details in the following sections:

– General
Defines the name, assigns severity, and enables history tracking for the policy.

– Service Desk
Enables the CA SDM integration. You can select the problem types and choose to a raise service ticket whenever
the policy is violated.

NOTE
This section is enabled only if you have set the Service Desk integration to True in the Default Computer
Policy. By default, it is set to False.

– Add Action
Specifies the action type to be triggered by the policy.

Based on the event category selected, any of the following section is displayed in this dialog:
– Asset File Collection: File Collection

Specifies the file to be monitored. Policies in this category are triggered when the selected file is modified.
– Asset Inventory: Inventory Item

Specifies the inventory item to be monitored by the policy. Policies in this category are triggered when the value of
the selected inventory item changes.

– Asset Software: Application
Specifies the software application to be monitored and the events to be tracked by the policy. This type of policy is
triggered when the selected event occurs on the selected application.

– Asset Software Usage: Application
Specifies the application to be monitored for software usage. You can select the various usage events to be tracked
such as, Execution was prevented, Started normally, stopped abnormally and so on. This type of policy is triggered
when the selected usage event occurs on the selected application.
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The policy is created with the given specifications.

NOTE
For more details about the Policy Designer dialog, see the DSM Explorer Help.

Adding Actions to a Policy

Policy actions define the actions to be taken when a policy is violated. For example, you might want a message to be
sent to any users when they reach a certain threshold in storage space. You can also execute the policy actions when the
asset no longer violates the policy.

• Notification
An alarm is displayed on the DSM Explorer. You can construct message texts as with Event Log.

• Message
A Display Message Job is created on the agent. You can construct message texts as with Event Log.

• Schedule Job 
A specified job is scheduled to be executed on a violating asset. The job runs the next time the agent runs.

• Launch Application 
A selected application runs on the engine when an asset triggers a policy.

• Add to Group 
The asset is added to a specified domain group.

• Generate Text File 
Text is appended to the TXT file containing the message text that the engine generates when the policy occurs. You
can construct message texts as with Event Log.

• Send Mail 
An MAPI email is sent to the specified recipients. You can construct message texts as with Event Log.

NOTE
Ensure that the mail client is running for any email policies to work.

• Delete Asset
The asset is removed from the system.

• System Event Log 
Policy notification is logged in the System Event Log. You can construct a message text to appear in the policy
notification. For example, $NAME$::$TYPE$ displays the specific Asset Name, and Asset Type as found in the
database, in the Message Text. This text is contained in the text file of a notification, which the Engine triggers when
the policy occurs.

• Unicenter Event Log
The policy notification is logged in the CA Event Console. You can access the event console from Tools, Unicenter,
and Event Console menu in the DSM Explorer.

NOTE
The Engine generates the log entry on the computer on which it is installed.

• AMT Command
The Intel AMT remote commands are run on the Intel AMT assets when the policy is violated. These commands let
you control the Intel AMT assets.

• SNMP Trap 
An SNMP Trap  is triggered. You can construct message texts as with Event Log. SNMP traps are used in combination
with CA Enterprise Management enabling integration between the CA products.

NOTE
Install the SNMP functionality on the asset which is typically a Windows component. 

Also enable the following settings for CCS event management or CA NSM:
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– Ensure that you have enabled the SNMP Trap Server Activated option in CA Enterprise Management as specified
in the following illustration. Restart the computer for the option work properly.

– If you are using a configuration file, ensure that you enable the event manager to use the specified file.
– In the configuration file, ensure that you enable the OID that CAITCM SNMPTRAP.EXE utility uses. 

# CAITCM SNMP traps

*:*:*:*:1.3.6.1.4.1.791.*         allow  # Enable AM Policy traps

Evaluation of a Policy

Policy evaluation determines when and how the policy will be triggered.

Query based policies get evaluated in the following situations:

Manually -- you can right-click a policy and select Evaluate Now.

• Automatically -- you can specify the evaluation option in Evaluation section of the Policy Designer dialog. You can
either evaluate the policy when the collect task processing is done or designate the engine to perform the policy
evaluation at the specified interval.

Event based policies get evaluated whenever the specified event occurs.

NOTE
For more information about Policy Designer dialog, see the Asset Management section of the DSM Explorer
Help.

Predefined Query Based Policies

Asset management provides the following predefined query based policies. By default, these policies do not have any
actions associated with it. You can define the actions you want to perform when an asset violates or no longer violates the
policy.

• Assets with Virtual Application Images for which the Definition is Unsealed
Evaluates the computers with discovered virtual application images for which the virtual application image definitions
are unsealed.

• Asset low on resources (Performance rated 75% used)
Evaluates the computers with the daytime system performance over 75%.

• Users with AM Job Status Error
Evaluates whenever the asset jobs fail in a user login with the status as Error.

• Assets with AM Job Status Error
Evaluates whenever the asset jobs fail on the computers with the status as Error.

• Memory decreased
Evaluates whenever the memory on the assets has decreased from the previous scan value.

The predefined policies for the event based policies are available in the following categories. As with the query based
policies, you can also define actions for these event based policies.

NOTE
You cannot create or delete the policies in these categories.

• Asset Job Linking
Evaluates whenever the assets link or unlink a job.

• Asset Jobs
Evaluates whenever the asset jobs are created, modified, or deleted.

• Assets
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Evaluates whenever the assets are created, modified, changes the file ID, sector or asset DNA, or registers relation.
• Collect Tasks

Evaluates whenever the collect tasks are created, modified, or deleted.
• File Collection Definition

Evaluates whenever the file collection are created, modified, or deleted.
• Inventory Detection Modules

Evaluates whenever the inventory detection modules are created, modified, or deleted.
• Inventory Template Modules

Evaluates whenever the inventory template modules are created, modified, or deleted.
• Policies

Evaluates whenever the policies are created, modified, or deleted.
• Queries

Evaluates whenever the queries are created, modified, or deleted.
• Query Result

Evaluates whenever the query results are created or deleted.
• Software Definition

Evaluates whenever the software definitions are created, modified, or deleted.

Severity of a Policy

The type of policy indicates the severity of a policy. Depending on the significance or severity of the policy, you can assign
a severity in the General section of the Policy Designer dialog. When a computer violates the policy, the icon to the left of
the computer in the DSM Explorer changes based on the severity of the policy.

• Alarm
Indicates a critical situation and requires immediate action. The computer icon changes to Red when a computer
violates a policy with this severity.

• Warning
Indicates a potential problem. This type of policy is identical for advanced notification. The computer icon changes to
Yellow when a computer violates a policy with this severity.

• Message
Indicates that it is only for information. This is the default type. The computer icon changes to Blue when a computer
violates a policy with this severity.

Event Log of Notifications

An event log records policy notifications. You can construct a message text with built-in variables to appear in the policy
notification.

For example, $NAME$, $TYPE$ displays the name of the asset that has violated the policy and its type.

This text is contained in the text file of a notification, which is triggered by the Engine when the policy occurs.

NOTE
For more information about the notification actions, see the Asset Management section of the DSM Explorer
Help.

Handle Duplicate Network Addresses

There are two stages to creating a policy set off by duplicate network addresses.
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• Setup of a query that catches nonunique network addresses
• Setup of a policy that acts on that query

To set up a query

1. Navigate to Queries.
2. Right-click the Queries folder and select New.

The Select Target dialog appears.
3. Select Computers and click OK.

The Query Designer dialog appears.
4. Select Inventory, Discovered Inventory

The Add Argument dialog appears.
5. Navigate through the tree view as per the illustration below and click OK.

6. Enter the Query a name, and click OK.

You have to create a policy based on the above query.

To setup a policy

1. Navigate to Policies.
2. Right-click Query Based Policy and select New.

The Policy Designer dialog appears.
3. Select the above query from the list of Queries.
4. Add the required actions to the policy and click OK.
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This policy is triggered whenever a user tries to specify a duplicate IP address in the network and performs the actions
specified.

Track Installation and Uninstallation of Applications on the Agent Computers

You can create an event based policy to trigger an action when applications are installed or uninstalled on the asset
management agent computers.

NOTE
If you want to track both installation and uninstallation, you must create two different policies.

NOTE
The Asset software policy gets triggered only if the software is installed or uninstalled using software jobs and
the software has a related software definition in CA Client Automation.

To track the installation or uninstallation of applications

1. Navigate to Policies, Event Based, Asset Software folder.
2. Click New in the Tasks section.

The Policy Designer dialog appears.
3. Click Application.

The Software pane appears.
4. Select the event (installation or uninstallation) on which the actions must be performed.
5. Select one of the following options:

– Track all applications 
Tracks the installation or uninstallation of all the applications.

– Track specific application
Tracks the installation or uninstallation of a specific application. You can select the application you want to track
from the drop-down list.

6. Add the actions that you want to perform when the policy is triggered.
7. Click OK.

The policy is saved.

Integration with CA Service Desk Manager

Contents

Asset management integrates with CA SDM to automatically raise service desk tickets whenever a policy is violated.
You can also create Ad Hoc service desk tickets in the context of a managed computer asset. The DSM administrator is
enabled to launch the CA SDM web browser, so that tickets associated with software policies can be viewed immediately.
Similarly, the Service Desk Analyst is enabled to launch the DSM Explorer and the Web Console to locate the violated
policies.

As a prerequisite for enabling the integration, you must have enabled the Service Desk Integration in the common
configuration policy.

The following features are implemented:

• Problem Types
Asset management populates the problem types from the CA SDM database and displays in the Service Desk section
of the Policy Designer dialog. You can select any of these problem types when creating a policy. Asset management
assigns this problem type when creating a ticket in CA SDM.

• Duplicate Ticket Handling
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CA SDM has a duplicate ticket handling policy to decide whether to open a new issue for each policy violation or
just append to the activity log of the same issue. You can also configure a combination of both so that a new issue is
opened for example, every day.

• Closure of Tickets
Asset management does not support automatic closure of service desk tickets. You have to close the tickets from the
Service Desk GUI.

NOTE
For more information about CA SDM integration, see the Implementation Guide.

Configure Integration to Service Desk

Asset management integrates with CA SDM for automatically raising service tickets when an asset violates a policy. To
configure this integration to Service Desk, follow these steps::

1. Navigate to Domain, Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Default Configuration Policy, DSM, Service
Desk Integration, default.
The right pane displays the policy settings relating to service desk integration.

2. Double-click the following policy settings to change the values:

NOTE
You can change these values only if you unseal the Default Configuration Policy by right-clicking the policy and
selecting Un-Seal.

Enabled

Indicates whether CA SDM integration is enabled.

Default: False

• Identifier Field
Defines a reserved field in MDB for querying all tickets being created by a specified asset or software distribution.

NOTE
Instead of the default, you may want to reserve one of the string# fields that CA SDM provides for user-
specific purposes.

Default: summary
• Logon Password

Specifies the logon password for CA SDM Web Services.
• Logon Service Aware Policy

Specifies the name of the policy to log into if Type of Logon to Service Desk is set to notmanaged. If left blank, the
default Service Desk policy is used.

NOTE
A PKCS#12 certificate includes a policy description that will always override this value.

Default: MANAGED_ASSET_EVENTS
• Logon User Name

Defines the user account for the logon to CA SDM Web Services.
Default: System_MA_User

• Service Desk Endpoint
Specifies the URL to CA SDM Web Services. Replace myhost with the appropriate server address for your installation.
Note that port 8080 is the default port.
Default:  http//myhost:8080/axis/services/USD_R11_WebService.

• Throttling
Indicates whether networking and CPU throttling are enabled.
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Default: False
• Timeout

Specifies the timeout interval for calls to CA SDM Web Services. Valid values are: 0 = infinite, positive integers =
seconds, and negative integers = milliseconds.
Example: A value of 200 means a call will time out after 200 seconds, but a value of -200 means it will time out after
200 milliseconds.
Default: 120

• Type of Logon to Service Desk
Indicates how logon to CA SDM Web Services is controlled. Valid values are: managed (by PKCS#12 certificate) and
notmanaged (by user account and password).
Default: managed

The integration to the Service Desk is configured as per the settings specified in the above fields.

NOTE
You must restart the DSM Explorer GUI for the integration to take effect.

WARNING
This section is intended for the administrators only. Entering incorrect information may result in the product not
working properly. Hence, it is recommended that you create a new policy and modify the same.

Configure Service Desk Integration for a Policy

Asset management can automatically raise a CA SDM ticket when a managed asset violates a policy. When a policy
violation occurs, the CA SDM can do one of the following:

• Create a new ticket for the policy violation.
• Append to the activity log if a ticket is already created for the same policy violation.

NOTE
CA SDM makes the decision based on the duplicate ticket handling policy. If you want to create a new ticket
each time a policy is violated, contact the CA SDM Administrator.

To configure Service Desk Integration for a policy

1. Right-click the policy and select Properties.
The Policy Designer dialog appears.

2. Click Service Desk in the left pane
The Service Desk section appears.

NOTE
The Create Service Desk ticket option is available only if you have enabled the CA Service Desk integration.
For more information, see Service Desk Integration Policy Group under Configuration Policy in the DSM
Explorer Help.

3. Select the Enable Service Desk Integration check box and the problem type to be assigned in CA SDM for the policy
violation; specify the comment to be included as the description in the service desk issue, and click OK.
The policy is saved. This policy will create a ticket when any managed asset violates the policy or will append to the
activity log.

Create a Service Desk Ticket

You can manually create a service desk ticket in the context of computer assets from the DSM Explorer. For example, you
can create a service desk ticket for a computer that has either violated policies or has failed jobs.

To create a service desk ticket

1. Right-click a computer asset, and select Create Service Desk ticket from the context menu.
The CA Service Desk Create New Ticket window appears with the selected asset name in the Asset field.
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NOTE
The Create Service Desk ticket option is available only if you have enabled the CA Service Desk integration.
For more information, see Service Desk Integration Policy Group under Configuration Policy in the DSM
Explorer Help.

2. Specify the other required fields in CA Service Desk and click OK.
A service desk ticket is raised.

NOTE
For more information about creating tickets in CA Service Desk, see the CA Service Desk Implementation
Guide.

Create Service Desk Ticket for a Failed Job

Asset management integrates with CA SDM only through policies. So, if you want to automatically raise a ticket for a
failed job, you must do the following:

• Create query that retrieves the failed jobs
• Create a policy based on the query. This policy can be configured to create a ticket for a failed job.

To create a query to retrieve the failed jobs

1. Right-click the Queries folder and select New.
The Select Target dialog appears.

2. Select Computers and click OK.
The Query Designer dialog appears.

3. In the Insert Argument section, select Jobs, Asset Jobs.
The Select Field dialog appears.

4. Expand the tree and select Job Status.
5. Select the job to be queried in the Job field, select the Status as Error and click OK.

The Select Field dialog closes.
6. Click OK in the Query Designer dialog.

The Save Query dialog appears.
7. Enter the name of the query and click OK.

The query is saved with the given name and is displayed under the Queries, Computers folder.

To create a policy based on the above query

1. Right-click the Policies, Query Based folder and select New.
The Policy Designer dialog appears.

2. Specify the policy name, policy severity and select the above query from the list of queries in the General section.
3. Click the Service Desk section and enable the service desk integration, select the problem type and specify the

description or comment and click OK.
The policy is saved. This policy checks whether the selected job is failed on any managed computer. If yes, it creates a
service desk ticket for the policy violation.

DuplicateTicketing Policy

CA SDM implements duplicate handling based on the policy that each ticket relates to. The CA SDM administrator can
configure the following behavior based on the problem type:

• Ignore the Duplicate Ticket
Ignores and discards the duplicate tickets when more than one ticket is created for the same policy.

• Create a new ticket
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Creates a new ticket each time a policy is violated
• Append the existing ticket with a log comment

Appends the log comment in the first ticket with the description in the second one. When a policy is first violated, CA
SDM creates a ticket for the policy violation and for the subsequent occurrences it just appends a log comment to the
first ticket.

• Create a child ticket
Creates a child ticket if a ticket for the policy violation is already available.

NOTE
Each time a managed asset violates or no longer violates a policy, a service desk ticket is created for that asset.
However, if a policy is re-evaluated and the violation state of the asset is unchanged, no new ticket is created.

Enable or Disable the Policies

You can disable a policy when you do not want the policy to get triggered for a while and enable it when you want to apply
the policy again.

To disable or enable a policy

1. Navigate to the Policies folder.
2. Select the appropriate folder - Query Based or Event Based under it.

The policies available under the category are displayed.
3. Right-click the policy you want to disable or enable and click Disable or Enable.

NOTE
The policy is disabled or enabled accordingly.

Delete the Policies

When you no longer want to trigger a policy, you can delete it from the database.

To delete a policy

1. Navigate to the Policies folder.
2. Select the appropriate folder - Query Based or Event Based under it.

Lists all the policies available under the category.
3. Right-click the policy you want to delete and select Delete.

A confirmation message appears.
4. Click OK.

The policy is deleted from the database.

Asset Collector
Using the Asset Collector, you can create inventory information for the following sources, for example:

• Proprietary devices that are not currently supported by CA Client Automation
• Mainframe computers
• Computers with operating systems that are not currently supported by CA Client Automation
• Computers on which you do not want to install the agent
• Users

The Asset Collector allows you to capture details of assets, users and their associated inventory that cannot currently be
accomplished with the DSM infrastructure. You can also track the origin and trustworthiness of this inventory, giving you
greater control and management over your assets.
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The traditional approach of collecting inventory data from a device has been to create a custom DSM agent that runs on
specific target hardware. To date, our DSM agents collect asset information from traditional sources. The Asset Collector
is a component that collects the hardware and software inventory information from well-formed inventory files. Due to the
simple and flexible architecture of the Asset Collector, you are able to create inventory information for any device or user.
This produces a significant reduction in cost.

NOTE
The Asset Collector is enhanced to enable processing of assets and inventory from various tenants or
organizations. For more information, see the Asset Collector Release Notes available on the CA support site
(http://ca.com/support).

Prerequisites for Asset Collector

The Asset Collector CAF plug-in is automatically installed with a scalability server on a Windows platform.

However, the asset collector plug-in is not enabled or running by default.

To enable the plug-in you have to run the following command:

caf enable assetcollector

The plug-in is then visible in a caf status.

Start the asset collector plug-in with the following command:

caf start assetcollector

How the Asset Collector Works

The following steps are performed to collect inventory information from the inventory files:

1. You place all of the inventory files in a particular folder and configure the relevant common configuration policy to
specify the location of the folder.
If not specified using the configuration policy, the following folders are created:
– A collection folder is created at the DSM Install Path\AssetCollectorCollect
– An output folder is created at DSM Install Path\AssetCollectorOutput
– A Delta working folder will be created at DSM Install Path\AssetCollectorBAK

NOTE
We recommend that this folder is well protected using your operating system security, so that only authorized
users can create, modify, or delete the inventory files.

2. The Asset Collector monitors the folders that you configured in the configuration policy for new inventory files.
3. When a new inventory file is detected, the file is parsed to extract the asset, and/or user inventory information.
4. If the inventory information is already processed, the Asset Collector compares the previous and the current versions

and sends only the differential inventory to the Scalability Server; otherwise, full inventory is sent to the Scalability
Server.

5. The Scalability Server processes the information and forwards it to its DSM Manager for storage in the Management
Database (MDB).

Inventory File Types

The Asset Collector processes files with the following extensions:

1. .xiu = xml inventory unsigned files.
2. .xis = xml inventory signed files.
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3. Both of these file types are standard text files containing XML.

Differencing

Differencing in the Asset Collector is the process of establishing the differences in separate versions of the same file.

When an inventory file is provided (if differencing is enabled), the previous version of the file that was processed is
compared to the current inventory. Only the differences are delivered to the scalability server. This enables an optimized
modification of the data to be performed in the MDB.

Origin and Trust Level

Origin and Trust Level are new fields introduced with the Asset Collector. You use them to define the source and
trustworthiness of an asset. You can define these fields in the inventory file or within the Asset Collector's configuration
and then view the new columns in the GUI.

• Origin
Defines the source from which the asset or user is collected and the information is displayed in the DSM Explorer. The
source can be a CA Client Automation agent or an Asset Collector. For the Asset Collector, you can specify the origin
of a collected asset\user either in the inventory file, or in the Asset Collector configuration policy. Typical values for
origin can be User Keyed, SMS Extract, and Legacy. Assets collected by the CA Client Automation agents have the
origin as CA.

• Trust Level
Defines the trustworthiness of an asset or user and displays the information in the DSM Explorer. Trust level is
displayed as a range of 1 to 5 stars, 5 being the most trustworthy. For Asset Collector, you can configure the trust
level in the inventory file or in the Asset Collector configuration policy. As the inventory information collected by the
Asset Collector is initiated by a manual process, the reliability of the information may be low. Consequently, the
information collected by the Asset Collector has the trust level of 3 by default. The information collected by the CA
Client Automation agents has the trust level of 5.

Schema Changes for Origin and Trust Level

To store the origin and trust level information of the assets or users, the following schema changes have been made to
asset tables:

Table Name Column Name Column Datatype Column Null Option Column Comment
inv_root_map trustlevel integer not null Defines the trust level for

a component discovered
on an asset/user.
Default: 5

inv_root_map origin nvarchar(64) not null Defines the origin
information for a
component discovered
on an asset/user.

ca_agent  trustlevel integer not null Defines the trust level of
an asset/user.
Default: 5

ca_agent origin nvarchar(64) not null Defines the origin of an
asset/user.
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ca_discovered_hardware external_host_key nvarchar(64) not null Defines the key
generated or passed by
the Asset Collector.

ca_discovered_software trustlevel integer  Defines the trust level of
discovered software of an
asset/user.
Default: 5

ca_discovered_software origin nvarchar(64) not null Defines the origin of
discovered software of an
asset/user.

Reconciliation

Reconciliation is the process that is applied if an agent is installed onto an asset that was being reported through the
Asset Collector. The Asset Collector information is overwritten with the information from the agent. Any subsequent
inventory from the Asset Collector is ignored.

The Asset Collector cannot be used to append inventory information to a currently reported asset.

NOTE
For reconciliation to work the asset registered by the Asset Collector has to be using the same Media Access
Control (MAC) address and host name as the computer.

Reconciliation also occurs for user objects that are created using the Asset Collector. The User is registered using a URI
as its key. If a user with the same URI is registered via a DSM Agent, it overwrites the collected information, and any
subsequent Asset Collector inventory for this URI is ignored.

Host Keys

Before an Agent registers an asset with the MDB, a UUID is required. The UUID is typically created on the agent
computer and stored on the agent computer for future use.

However, because the inventory file is supplied at the server, the Asset Collector uses a unique host key (host_key) in
place of the UUID. This can be defined in the inventory file (host_key) or if it is not specified, it is automatically created for
the asset. To facilitate the reconciliation process when an agent is installed on the asset, the collected asset data must
include at least the MAC address and host name of the asset being registered.

When the Asset Collector generates a host key for an asset, it writes this key back into the inventory file of the asset. The
Asset Collector also maintains a list of host names, MAC address pairs, and their associated host keys, which allows the
same key to be used if the inventory file is again delivered without a host key.

The list of host keys is written to storage so that it is available the next time the Asset Collector is started. This list can
be purged of outdated entries at a configurable interval using a configuration policy, and the age of the data that will be
purged is also configurable.

User URIs

User Objects also have a unique identifier. The user’s unique identifier is the URI field that is specified in the inventory file.
This means that if the URI in an inventory file is changed and the inventory file resubmitted to the Asset Collector, a new
user object will be created. You will have to manually delete the original user object.
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Asset Collector Configuration

Contents

You can configure the Asset Collector using configuration policies. A new Asset Collector sub node and policy group
folder have been added to the DSM Explorer tree under Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Default
Computer Policy, DSM, Scalability Server.

NOTE
For detailed information about Asset Collector configuration policies, see the Configuration Policy section of the
DSM Explorer Help.

NOTE
The Asset Collector collection, output, and delta working folders should not be configured to point to the same
folders. The Asset Collector service closes and raises a system event if they point to the same folders when the
Server starts.

Configure the Asset Collector

You can customize, or configure, the Asset Collector for your specific environment.

To configure the Asset Collector

1. From the DSM Explorer, navigate to the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy node.
2. Right click on Configuration Policy and select New Policy.

The New Configuration Policy dialog appears.
3. Enter a Name and Description and click OK.

The new configuration policy appears in the tree view.
4. Click on the new configuration policy node you have just created to expand it.
5. Click on DSM, Scalability Server, Asset Collector.

All of the Asset Collector policies appear on the Asset Collector pane.
6. Double-click the appropriate setting, for example, Collection Folders.

The Setting Properties dialog appears.
7. Set the value for the setting.
8. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 as necessary.
9. Click OK.
10. Right-click on the policy node and select Seal from the menu.
11. Drag-and-drop the policy onto the Scalability Server in the All Computers folder.

This applies the policy to the Scalability Server you want to configure with this policy.

The Asset Collector is configured for your environment.

NOTE
Before you can modify a policy, you must unseal it. For more information, see the Configuration Policy section of
the DSM Explorer Help.

Configuration Scenario

The following scenario is typical for generating inventory from a manually created inventory file. It includes the following
configuration options:
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• Define the collection folder.
• Specify the origin and trust level.
• Define the working and output folders.
• Indicate whether the collection folder's child folders are scanned for new inventory files.
• Specify the name of the server.
• Indicate whether digitally signed files only are processed.

Configure the Asset Collector for a Typical Environment

Use the following procedure to configure the Asset Collector for a typical environment.

To configure the Asset Collector for a typical environment

1. Navigate to the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy node.
2. Right-click on Configuration Policy and select New Policy.

The New Configuration Policy dialog appears.
3. Enter a Name and Description and click OK.

The new configuration policy appears in the tree view.
4. Click DSM, Scalability Server, Asset Collector.

All of the Asset Collector policies appear on the Asset Collector pane.
5. For Steps 4-11, double-click the relevant policy, modify or accept the default value in the corresponding Setting

Properties dialog as specified, and click OK.
6. Leave the value for the Collection Folders policy blank.

By default, the AssetCollectorCollect collection folder is created in the DSM installation directory.
7. Accept the default value, XML File, for the Default Origin policy.

This value is left unchanged in this scenario, as the inventory that will be generated is from a manually created
inventory file.

NOTE
If, however, you had an automated task creating the inventory files, you could change this value to reflect
this. For example, suppose you have a tool that lets you create inventory files based on handheld devices in
your enterprise. If this tool delivers its inventory file output to the AssetCollectorCollect collection folder, then
you could specify the default origin as "Handheld Inventory Collector." The default origin and trust level are
only used when the inventory file does not contain an entry for origin or trust.

8. Accept the default value, 3, for the Default Trust Level policy.
Because the source of the inventory is a manually created inventory file, the inventory entered could become outdated
easily. A trust level of 5 is not used because of the reasons stated (data could become invalid).

NOTE
The DSM administrator determines what trust level is used.

9. Leave the value for the Delta Working Folder policy blank.
By default, the AssetCollectorBAK working folder is created in the DSM installation directory.

10. Leave the value for the Output Folder policy blank.
By default, the AssetCollectorOutput output folder is created in the DSM installation directory.

11. Set the Recursive policy to True.
A value of True specifies that the selected collection folder can be scanned for sub folders with new inventory files.

NOTE
This setting is not effective if the collection folder does not have any sub folders.

12. Accept the default server, localhost, for the Server Name policy.
This policy specifies the name of the server to which inventory files are uploaded and registered. In most cases, the
Asset Collector is installed on a Scalability Server, so that the inventory can be delivered to the local machine.

13. Set the Signed Files Only policy to False.
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A value of False indicates that all files, digitally signed and unsigned, are processed. A value of True indicates that the
Asset Collector only processes files that have valid and trusted digital signatures.

14. Right-click on the policy node and select Seal from the menu.

NOTE
For more information about sealing and unsealing policies, see the Configuration Policy section of the DSM
Explorer Help.

15. Drag-and-drop the policy onto the target computer in the All Computers folder.
This applies the policy to the target computer you want to configure with this policy.
The Asset Collector is configured for this scenario.

Tenancy Collection

Contents

Tenancy lets you manage the asset information collected from various sources within the same MDB. The collected asset
information is imported into the MDB in such a way that the tenancy membership of the asset is maintained and managed
within the same MDB.

CA Client Automation is not multi-tenant capable. CA Client Automation, however, can collect external inventory files and
store any tenant information which can be used by other multi-tenant capable CA Products.

Asset Collector uses the collection folders to receive inventory files. You can configure the collection folders to associate
tenants with individual collection folders.

The tenancies are defined in the ca_tenant MDB table. Defining a tenancy on a collection folder lets the engine populate
a new column named tenant_id on the ca_asset table in the MDB. The column tenant_number from the ca_tenant table is
used to configure the Asset Collector.

NOTE
CA Client Automation cannot populate the ca_tenant table, although other CA products such as CA SDM or CA
IT Asset Manager can populate it. So, when you define tenants with CA SDM or some other CA product, specify
a tenancy number for each tenant. Asset Collector uses this tenancy number to differentiate between tenants.

Enable the Database for Tenancy Collection

By default, the CA Client Automation database is not configured to perform tenancy collection. You must enable a number
of database triggers for the MDB to maintain the tenancy columns in the database.

Execute the following statement to enable the triggers:

For Oracle database:

execute sp_enableTenantTriggers(1);

commit;

NOTE
You must execute the command as mdbadmin and not the ca_itrm user on Oracle.

For Microsoft SQL Server database:

exec sp_enableTenantTriggers 1

NOTE
You must execute the command in the MDB namespace.

 

You can change your session to MDB namespace by executing the following command:
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use mdb;

Configure Tenancy Collection

You can manage the asset information collected from various sources within the same MDB by configuring the Asset
Collector configuration folders.

You can configure the Asset Collector configuration folders by specifying:

• Tenancy for each collection folder
• Collection folders without specifying tenants
• Multiple collection folders for a single tenant

NOTE
You cannot configure one collection folder for multiple tenants.

To configure collection folders for tenancy collection

1. Open DSM Explorer, navigate to the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy node.
2. Right-click a sealed policy and select Un-Seal.

The policy is unsealed.
3. Expand the unsealed policy, and navigate to DSM, Scalability Server, Asset Collector.

The Asset Collector policies appear on the Asset Collector pane.
4. Double-click Collection Folders.

The Modify Setting dialog appears.
5. For each row, define a collection folder and click OK.

NOTE
The tenancy number column is optional. A value specified in this column has to match with an entry in the
ca_tenancy column of the ca_tenancy table in the MDB.

6. Right-click the policy node and select Seal from the menu.
The policy is sealed.

7. Drag-and-drop the policy onto the Scalability Server in the All Computers folder.
The policy is applied to the Scalability Server.

Rules for Processing Inventory Files

You can specify rules for processing the inventory files collected from multiple tenants. The rules can be based on one of
the two attributes (trust level and collection time) of the inventory files.

There are two modes of operation:

• Trust Enabled Mode (TRUE)
Processes the inventory file based on the trust level.
An inventory file with trust level equal to or greater than the trust level of the previous inventory file propagates to the
Scalability Server.

• Trust Disabled Mode (FALSE)
Processes the inventory file based on the collect time.
An inventory file with collect time higher than the collect time of the previous inventory file propagates to the Scalability
Server.

To prevent resubmission of inventory records taken on the same day, define the same day window configuration in
seconds so that any inventory file having a collection time within the same day window is not processed.

If you set the same day window to zero, the check is not performed, and all inventories with a subsequent collection time
are processed.
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NOTE
If you do not want to define processing rules for every tenant, you can define default-processing rules for the
following configurations:

• Every tenant that does not have any rule configured
• Inventory files without a tenancy number in the collection folder

Configure Rules for Processing Inventory Files

You can specify rules for processing the inventory files collected from multiple tenants. To accept or reject an inventory
file, configure rules based on trust level or collection time.

To configure rules for processing inventory files

1. Open DSM Explorer, navigate to the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy node.
2. Right-click a sealed policy and select Un-Seal.

The policy is unsealed.
3. Expand the unsealed policy, and navigate to DSM, Scalability Server, Asset Collector.

The Asset Collector policies appear on the Asset Collector pane.
4. Double-click Processing Rules.

The Modify Setting dialog appears.
5. Complete the fields in the dialog. 

The following fields are not self-explanatory: 
– Tenant Number

Specifies the tenant number. 
The tenant number here must match a tenant number defined in the collection folders table, and hence the
tenant_number column of the ca_tenant table.

– Trust Mode
Specifies if trust mode or collection time is used to process the inventory files. Set the value to TRUE to use trust
level or FALSE to use collection time to process the inventory files.

– Same Day Window
Specifies the collection time window in seconds. Any inventory file that has a collection time within the same day
window is not processed. 
To disable same day window, set the value to zero.

NOTE
You must define only one set of processing rules for each tenant.

Click OK.
6. Right-click the policy node and select Seal from the menu.

The policy is sealed.
7. Drag-and-drop the policy onto the Scalability Server in the All Computers folder.

The policy is applied to the Scalability Server.

NOTE
If you do not want to define processing rules for each tenant, or if you have configuration folders without a tenant
number, define the following processing rules in the Asset Collector configuration section:

• Processing Rules: Default Trust Mode
• Processing Rules: Default Same Day Window

Defining the default rules results in the same behavior as the tenant processing rules, but are applied when the tenant
specified does not have a rule defined, or the asset submitted does not have a tenant associated.
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Map Origin to Trust Level

Using the Origin to Trust level mapping, you can define a trust level for an asset from a particular origin. Defining a trust
level is useful when you are collecting inventory information from multiple origins. The mapping is used when the collected
asset file does not have a trust level defined.

To configure origin to trust level mapping

1. Open DSM Explorer, navigate to the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy node.
2. Right-click a sealed policy and select Un-Seal.

The policy is unsealed.
3. Expand the unsealed policy, and navigate to DSM, Scalability Server, Asset Collector.

The Asset Collector policies appear on the Asset Collector pane.
4. Double-click Origin to Trust Mapping.

The Modify Setting dialog appears.
5. For each origin, define a trust level.

NOTE
Do not define multiple trust levels for the same origin. However, you can use the same trust level for multiple
origins.

Click OK.
6. Right-click the policy node and select Seal from the menu.

The policy is sealed.
7. Drag-and-drop the policy onto the Scalability Server in the All Computers folder.

The policy is applied to the Scalability Server.

Configure Tenant Number

You can specify a tenant number if you have other CA products like CA SDM which require tenant classification for a CA
Client Automation agent. You can associate a tenant with a CA Client Automation Agent by specifying a tenant number in
the configuration policy of the Scalability Server.

A Scalability Server can support only a single tenant. If you want to collect agents for different tenants, you must use a
different Scalability Server for each tenant.

The tenant number is defined in the ca_tenant table by CA SDM or CA IT Asset Manager.

You must configure the tenant number that will be used for assets that are registered through a Scalability Server and is
applied only when tenant number is not provided by the Asset Collector.

To configure a tenant number on the Scalability Server

1. Open DSM Explorer, navigate to the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy node.
2. Right-click a sealed policy and select Un-Seal.

The policy is unsealed.
3. Expand the unsealed policy, and navigate to DSM, Scalability Server, Common Server.

The Common Server policies appear on the Common Server pane.
4. Double-click Tenant Number.

The Setting Properties dialog appears.
5. Enter a tenant number and click OK.

NOTE
The tenant number that is applied must match a tenant number in the ca_tenant table.

6. Right-click the policy node and select Seal from the menu.
The policy is sealed.

7. Drag-and-drop the policy onto the Scalability Server in the All Computers folder.
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The policy is applied to the Scalability Server.

Reject Inventory Files Having a Future Collect Time

You can configure the Asset Collector to accept only the inventory files that have a valid time stamp in the xml inventory
unsigned files (.xiu), and reject inventory files that have a collect time in the future. You can configure same day tolerance
to define future date to assist processing of inventory files from different time zones.

To configure rejection of inventory files having a future collect time

1. Open DSM Explorer, navigate to the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy node.
2. Right-click a sealed policy and select Un-Seal.

The policy is unsealed.
3. Expand the unsealed policy, and navigate to DSM, Scalability Server, Asset Collector.

The Asset Collector policies appear on the Asset Collector pane.
4. Modify the following configuration parameters:

– Collect Time: Allow inventory without a collect time
Specifies whether inventory files without a collect time are allowed.
Set the value to TRUE to allow inventory files without a collect time in the xml.

– Collect Time: Future Date Tolerance
Defines the tolerance in seconds that is applied to the current time to define a future date. 
Any inventory file having a collect time in the future will be checked against the future data.

– Collect Time: Reject Future Files
Specifies whether to reject inventory files with collection time exceeding future date. 
Set the value to TRUE to reject files that have collection time beyond the future date tolerance.

5. Right-click the policy node and select Seal from the menu.
The policy is sealed.

6. Drag-and-drop the policy onto the Scalability Server in the All Computers folder.
The policy is applied to the Scalability Server.

Configure Post-Processing Actions

When the Asset Collector processes inventory files, the following results are possible:

• Inventory file is accepted
• Inventory file is rejected
• Inventory file contains an error

Asset Collector lets you define post-processing actions on above events.

If the inventory file is rejected or it contains an error, you can configure Asset Collector to delete the file, copy the file to
the output folder, or rename the file with a .error extension.

If the inventory file is accepted, you can configure Asset Collector to delete the file or copy the file to the output folder.

To configure post processing actions

1. Open DSM Explorer, navigate to the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy node.
2. Right-click a sealed policy and select Un-Seal.

The policy is unsealed.
3. Expand the unsealed policy, and navigate to DSM, Scalability Server, Asset Collector.

The Asset Collector policies appear on the Asset Collector pane.
4. Modify the following configuration parameters:

– Inventory File Rejected
Specifies the action on the rejected inventory file. 
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Set the value of the parameter to 0, 1, or 2 to delete the file, move the file to the output folder, or rename the file
with a .error extension respectively.

– Inventory File Processed
Specifies the action on the processed inventory file.
Set the value of the parameter to 0 or 1 to delete the file, or to move the file to the output folder respectively.

– Inventory File Error
Specifies the action on the inventory file that contains an error.
Set the value of the parameter to 0, 1, or 2 to delete the file, move the file to the output folder, or rename the file
with a .error extension respectively.

5. Right-click the policy node and select Seal from the menu.
The policy is sealed.

6. Drag-and-drop the policy onto the Scalability Server in the All Computers folder.
 The policy is applied to the Scalability Server.

Configure Asset Collector MDB Audits

You can generate audit information in the MDB for enhanced traceability and reporting.

You can configure the Asset Collector to generate audit records. These records are written into
the CA_AC_AUDIT_LOG table in the MDB.

Configure Asset Collector Auditing

Asset Collector maintains an internal cache of audit events and sends them to the Scalability Server when certain
thresholds in terms of size or age are reached.

You can customize the threshold values to match your environment.

To configure Asset Collector auditing

1. Open DSM Explorer, navigate to the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy node.
2. Right-click a sealed policy and select Un-Seal.

The policy is unsealed.
3. Expand the unsealed policy.

The policy expands.
4. Navigate to DSM, Scalability Server, Asset Collector.

The Asset Collector policies appear on the Asset Collector pane.
5. Modify the following configuration parameters to match your environment:

– Audit Log: Max Age
Defines the maximum age in seconds that the audit log queue must reach before it sends the audit log to the
Scalability Server for inclusion in the MDB.

– Audit Log: Wait Period
Defines the polling period in seconds. The polling period is used to check the audit log queue and age by the audit
component.

– Audit Log: Max Queue Size
Defines the maximum number of items allowed in the audit log queue before it is sent to the Scalability Server for
inclusion in the MDB.

6. Right-click the policy node and select Seal from the menu.
The policy is sealed.

7. Drag-and-drop the policy onto the Scalability Server in the All Computers folder.
The policy is applied to the Scalability Server.
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Configure Asset Collector Auditing Events

You can configure the events that generate an audit record from the configuration section of the Asset Collector.

To configure Asset Collector auditing events

1. Open DSM Explorer, navigate to the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy node.
2. Right-click a sealed policy and select Un-Seal.

The policy is unsealed.
3. Expand the unsealed policy.

The policy expands.
4. Navigate to DSM, Scalability Server, Asset Collector, Events.

The configurable audit events appear.
5. Configure the audit events to match your requirement as follows:

– Audit Accepted Assets
Specifies if an audit record is created for each successfully processed inventory file.

– Audit Reject Collect Time Future Time
Specifies if an audit record is created when an inventory file is rejected because the collect time specified in the file
appears to be a time in the future.

– Audit Reject Collect Time Older
Specifies if an audit record is created when an inventory file is rejected because the collect time in the inventory file
is older than a previous submission for the same asset.

– Audit Reject Collect Time Same Day
Specifies if an audit record is created when an inventory file is rejected because its collection time falls within the
same day window of a previously processed asset.

– Audit Reject Missing Values
Specifies if an audit record is created when an inventory file is rejected because a key value in the file is missing.

6. Right-click the policy node and select Seal from the menu.
The policy is sealed.

7. Drag-and-drop the policy onto the Scalability Server in the All Computers folder.
The policy is applied to the Scalability Server.

Asset Collector Collection Audit Table

The Asset Collector collection audit items are written to the CA_AC_AUDIT_LOG table. This table has the following
columns:

Name Description
Asset Name Defines the host name of the asset.
MAC Address Defines the MAC address if available.
Scalability Server Defines the Scalability Server that the Asset Collector reports to.
Origin Defines the origin of the asset.
Tenant Number Specifies the tenant identifier of the asset.
State Specifies if the asset is accepted (0) or rejected (1).
Event Code Specifies the Event Code for asset rejection.
Details Indicates the reason for asset rejection.
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The Event Code column of the CA_AC_AUDIT_LOG table shows the following possible event codes:

Event Code Reason Description
0 Not applicable Specifies that the asset is accepted. The

value is set to zero for asset accepted
events.

1 Older collection time Specifies that the asset is rejected because
of a lower collection time than the last
accepted inventory file for the same asset.

2 Lower trust level Specifies that the asset is rejected because
of a lower trust level than the last accepted
inventory file for the same asset having
trust mode enabled.

3 Same day as last submission Specifies that the asset is rejected because
its collection time falls within the same day
tolerance of the last accepted inventory file
for the same asset.

4 Future collect time Specifies that the asset is rejected because
its collection time represents a time in the
future.

5 Missing values Specifies that the asset is rejected because
some key data fields are missing.

Audit Table Management

You can manage the size of the CA_AC_AUDIT_LOG table by purging the old records. You can purge old records by
configuring values in the configuration section of Asset Collector.

To configure purging of old records

1. Open DSM Explorer, navigate to the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy node.
2. Right-click a sealed policy and select Un-Seal.

The policy is unsealed.
3. Expand the unsealed policy, and navigate to DSM, Scalability Server, Asset Collector.

The Asset Collector policies appear on the Asset Collector pane.
4. Modify the following parameters:

– Audit Purge Interval
Specifies the time in days before the audit records are purged.
To prevent purging, set the value to zero.

– Audit Purge Max Age
Specifies the age in days, after which the audit records are purged.

5. Right-click the policy node and select Seal from the menu.
The policy is sealed.

6. Drag-and-drop the policy onto the domain manager in the All Computers folder.
The policy is applied to the domain manager.

Security of Collection Folders

Contents

This section contains security-related topics that you need to consider while using the Asset Collector.
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Protect the Collection Folders

The Asset Collector collects the inventory files from the folders configured in the Collection Folders policy. We recommend
that you secure these folders using operating system security so that only authorized users have the rights to create,
modify, or delete the files from the folders.

Digitally Signed Inventory Files

The Asset Collector can use a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) signing process to ensure that the creator of the file is
trustworthy.

How the Digitally Signed Inventory Files Are Verified

The following process explains how the digitally signed inventory files are handled.

1. The Administrator creates certificates and installs certificates on a machine where inventory files will be signed and
public keys on the Asset Collector where the signature will be verified.

2. The inventory file is signed using the invsign.exe tool.
For more information, see invSign -- Sign, Verify, or Unsign an Inventory File.

3. The inventory file is delivered to the Asset Collector Collection folder where the asset collector will validate the
signature using the previously installed public key.

WARNING
Do not modify a signed file as it corrupts the binary information that makes up the signature.

The following illustration depicts this process:
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Figure 14: signature creation and verification

cacertutil create -- Create a Certificate

The cacertutil create command creates a certificate.

This command has the following format:

cacertutil create -o:filename  - op:passphrase  - s:subject -od:filename

-o:filename

Specify the output filename of the certificate.

• -op:passphrase
Specify a passphrase to encrypt the certificate.

• -s:subject
Specify the subject name to whom the certificate is issued.

• -od:filename
Create a DER encoded file with just the public certificate.

Example: Create a Certificate
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This example creates two files AssetCollectorCert.p12 and AssetCollectorCert.der. The .der file contains only the public
part of the certificate and must be copied on to the Asset Collector computer where the signature is to be verified.

cacertutil create  - o:c:\AssetCollectorCert.p12 -op:password -s:"CN=AssetCollector,O=Computer

 Associates,c=US" -od:c:\AssetCollectorCert.der

cacertutil import -- Import a Certificate

The cacertutil import command imports a certificate into the CA Client Automation comstore.

WARNING
This has to be done on the computer where the administrator plans to perform the signing of the inventory files
and must be done before the signing.

This command has the following format:

cacertutil import  - i:filename -ip:passphrase  -t: tag

-i:filename

Specify the filename of the certificate to be imported.

Important parameters:

• -ip:passphrase
Specify the passphrase and store encrypted in comstore.

• -t:tag
Specify a tag name.

NOTE
Use the same tag name specified in the - t parameter on the computers that verify and sign the inventory files.

Example: Import a Certificate

cacertutil import  - i:C:\AssetCollectorCert.p12  - ip:password  - t:AssetCollector

cacertutil import -- Import the Public Key

The cacertutil import command imports the public key on the Asset Collector server to the CA Client Automation
comstore.

This command has the following format:

cacertutil import -i :filename -t:tag -it:certificatetype

-i:filename

Specify the filename of the certificate to be imported.

Important parameters:

• -it:type

Specify the type of certificate to be imported. Valid options are X509V3 or PKCS#12.

Default is PKCS#12.

• -t:tag
Specify a tag name.

Example: Import the Public Key

cacertutil import  - i:C:\AssetCollectorCert.der  - t:AssetCollector  - it:x509v3
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invSign -- Sign, Verify, or Unsign an Inventory File

The invsign command is used to sign, verify, or unsign an inventory file.

WARNING
The invsign command accepts files with the following extensions: .xiu files for signing, and .xis files for
unsigning. The .xiu file is renamed to .xis after successfully signing and the .xis file is renamed to .xiu on a
successful unsign.

This command has the following format:

invsign command  xiu or xis file [certificate tag]

• Command
Includes one of the following commands:
– Sign

Signs the inventory file with the given certificate tag. The signature contains a binary stream of data that is
appended to end of the inventory file.

WARNING
Opening a signed inventory file adds unexpected characters at the end of the file. Therefore, do not open
or attempt to modify a signed inventory file as it may invalidate the signature and cause the file to be
rejected by the Asset Collector.

NOTE
The private keys must have already been imported into the certificate store using the tag name given
with the sign command. Also, to sign an inventory file, a certificate must be installed in comstore of the
computer where you are signing.

– Verify
Verifies the signature in the inventory file.

NOTE
The public keys must be available under the same tag name as provided during the signing process.

– Unsign
Removes the signature from the inventory file.

• Inventory File
Defines the name of the inventory file that you want to sign, verify, or unsign.

• Certificate Tag
(Mandatory for sign command). Defines the certificate tag that you want to assign while signing the inventory file.

NOTE
A certificate tag is an identifier for a unique certificate. Each certificate is assigned a certificate tag.The
Certificate tag is required only with the sign command.

Example: invSign Command

invsign sign Server1.xiu AssetCollector

invSign verify Server1.xis

invSign unsign Server1.xis

You can specify multiple files for signing, un-signing and verifying with the invsign command line.

The format of a multi-file sign is:

Invsign sign file1.xiu file2.xiu file3.xiu [certificate tag]

You can also use wild cards:

Invsign sign f*.xiu [certificate tag]
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Or you can use a combination of both:

Invsign sign f*.xiu newComputer.xiu [certificate tag]

WARNING
You can specify multiple files and wild cards with unsign and verify commands also. With these commands the
CertificateName should not be supplied.

Viewing the Origin and Trust Level

Contents

You can view the origin and trust level of an asset, software inventory and hardware inventory, and user.

Origin and Trust Level of an Asset

You can view the origin and trust level of an asset from the following locations in the DSM Explorer:

• The Trust Level and Origin appear in the Status pane of the Homepage of the asset.

• The Trust Level and Origin also appear in the computer group pane.

Origin and Trust Level of the Hardware Inventory

You can view the origin and trust level of the hardware inventory from the following locations in the DSM Explorer:

• You can select any inventory item to see its Origin and Trust Level in the Information pane of the Inventory folder.

• The Origin and Trust Level columns in the right pane of the additional inventory folders. These columns are hidden by
default. You can enable them by right-clicking the column header and selecting Origin and Trust Level.

Origin and Trust Level of the Software Inventory

You can view the origin and trust level of the software inventory by right-clicking the software in the Discovered Software
pane and selecting Details. This opens the Software report displaying the origin and trust level of the selected software.

NOTE
You can also select multiple software items in the Discovered Software pane.

Origin and Trust Level of a User

You can view the origin and trust level of a user from the following locations in the DSM Explorer:

• The Trust Level and Origin appear in the Status pane of the Homepage of the user.

• The Trust Level and Origin also appear in the All User Accounts pane.

Query Designer Dialog

The Query Designer dialog lets you query the origin and trust level of an asset.

Clicking Origin opens the Select Field dialog where you specify the origin and trust level parameters for querying.

NOTE
You cannot create queries with User Trust Level and Origin in this release.
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Creating the Inventory File

You can create the inventory file to be processed by the Asset Collector.

Inventory File Format

The Asset Collector attempts to process any file with the extension .xiu and .xis files.

• .xiu = xml inventory unsigned files.
• .xis = xml inventory signed files.

WARNING
These files are still text files containing xml.

The invsign tool will also only accept .xiu files for signing, and .xis files for unsigning.

The inventory file has a general header section, hardware section, and software section, as shown in the following
example:

<asset translator="ACBsFmt" version="1_0">

<asset>

 <general>    </general>

 <hardware>   </hardware>

 <software>   </software>

 <user>

    <general>    </general>

  <hardware>   </hardware>

  <software>   </software>

 </user>

</asset>

As shown in this layout, the xiu file can also contain an optional <user> section, which itself can contain hardware and
software sections.

WARNING
The first line tells the Asset Collector how to parse this file and must not be omitted.

General Section

The general section contains the entries for the inventory item. The items allowed in the header section are determined
by the type of item being described. Some header item should only be provided in an <asset> <general> section, others
only in <user> <general> sections. There are also some attributes that can be provided in either a user or asset general
section.

A user can be delivered alone or with a computer. If a user is delivered with a computer, the user is linked to the computer.
This relationship is visible in the DSM Explorer.

Name Description Header
vendor string optional asset
serial_number string optional asset
asset_tag string optional asset
host_name not fully qualified, required asset
host_key string optional key will be generated if not

supplied
asset
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class_id Platform name as a string or a number
 
See the detailed list of platform names in
the "Platform Names and IDs" appendix.

asset

Network_id
 

Optional
 
Supports multiple network interfaces in the
registration section of the XIU file.

asset

default_address required asset
default_mac required asset
default_hostname required asset
default_subnet_mask optional asset
collect_time time in seconds, optional asset
trustlevel integer between 1 and 5, optional asset
origin string optional asset
fileid Max length 36 user
URI required user
user_name required user
domain_name N/A user
previous_uri N/A user
r_usage_list N/A user
r_name N/A user
r_proc_os_id N/A user
r_ip_address N/A user
user_item_1 N/A common
user_item_2 N/A common
user_item_3 N/A common
user_item_4 N/A common
r_computer N/A common
collect_time N/A common
trustlevel Int 1 to 5 common
origin String 64 char max common

NOTE
If the MAC address is not available, you can specify the UUID of the asset.

Example: User Only

The format for a user only in the file is as follows:

<asset>

   <user>

    <general>     </general>

    <hardware>    </hardware>

    <software>    </software>

   </user>

</asset>
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The hardware and software section are optional in both the asset and user sections of the file.

Example: User and Asset

The format for a user delivered with an asset is as follows:

<asset>

   <general>     </general>

   <hardware>    </hardware>

   <software>    </software>

   <user>

    <general> </general>

    <hardware></hardware>

    <software> </software>

   </user>

</asset>

Example: General section

The following is a code example for the General Section.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?> 

<asset translator="ACBsFmt" version="1_0">

   <general>

    <host_name>machine1</host_name>

    <default_hostname>machine1.domain.com</default_hostname>

    <default_address>150.120.13.119</default_address>

    <default_mac>00:0D:56:CB:C1:ED</default_mac>

    <class_id>21</class_id>

    <network_id>

      <mac_address>mac</mac_address>

      <ip_address>ip</ip_address>

      <dns_name>name</dns_name>

      <subnet_mask></subnet_mask>

    

     </network_id>

    <host_key>70669be2-1fed-4201-9777-d7137486dcab</host_key>

    <origin>User Keyed</origin>

   </general>

   </asset>

NOTE
Default_hostname, default_address, default_subnet_mask are the required entries. The network_id section
is optional. You can include multiple network_id sections. The default_hostname, default_subnet_mask,
default_mac, are used in the default_XXX fields, in the common_asset_report. Additional network_id sections
are populated into the registration message.

 

The following illustration shows how the general section inventory looks when viewed in the DSM Explorer.
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In the preceding illustration, note the following:

• Machine1 is unavailable because it has been reported through the Asset Collector, and so is not a fully functional
agent.

• As the inventory file in the preceding example did not include the trustlevel tag, the default trust level 3 is assigned to
machine1.

• The Origin column of machine1 displays User Keyed as given in the XML file in the preceding example.

Hardware Section

The Hardware section contains the entries for General Inventory and Additional Inventory. The General Inventory section
can have only those inventory groups and attributes that are collected by the CA Client Automation agents. If you want
to add any user-defined groups and attributes, you must create them outside the GeneralInventory group tag. The user-
defined groups and attributes appear under the Inventory, Additional folder in the DSM Explorer.

The hardware section has the following tags:

• group name
Defines the group name under which the inventory items are created.

• attribute name
Defines the name, type, and subtype of the inventory item.

Example: Hardware Section (Attribute and Value)

The following code is an example of the hardware section.

<hardware>

<group name="GeneralInventory">

   <group name="System">

    <attribute name="Total Memory" type="int64" subtype="byte">2147483648</attribute>

    <attribute name="Model" type="string">OptiPlex GX270</attribute>

    <attribute name="Type" type="string">Desktop</attribute>

    <attribute name="No of Processors" type="int32" subtype="normal">1</attribute>

    <attribute name="No of COM ports" type="int32" subtype="normal">2</attribute>

    <attribute name="No of Printer ports" type="int32" subtype="normal">1</attribute>

    <attribute name="No of USB ports" type="int32" subtype="normal">2</attribute>

    <attribute name="No of Video ports" type="int32" subtype="normal">1</attribute>

    <attribute name="Vendor" type="string">Dell Computer Corporation</attribute>

    <attribute name="Serial Number" type="string">50ZQ21J</attribute>

    <attribute name="Asset Tag" type="string">N/A</attribute>

    <attribute name="System ID" type="string">44454C4C-3000-105A-8051-B5C04F32314A</attribute>

   </group>

</group>
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</hardware>

The following illustration shows the GUI results of the above code.

 

The following illustration shows the GUI results of the above code.

General Inventory Groups and Attributes

Within Asset Inventory, each group in the inventory file is represented by a group tag. The top-most group name
can either be GeneralInventory or AdditionalInformation. If you want a particular inventory group to be under the
GeneralInventory group, you must use the group names given in the following list. Groups created outside the
GeneralInventory group are added under the Additional node and will not have any icons associated with them in the DSM
Explorer. User inventory can use any string for group names, although note that User inventory groups are all represented
by the same icon.

Following is the list of valid group names for use in an Assets Inventory under the GeneralInventory group:
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• GeneralInventory
• System
• Mainboard
• Processors
• OperatingSystem
• Memory
• Keyboard
• SoundAdapters
• Monitor
• DisplayAdapter
• NetworkAdapters
• Network
• SystemBios
• IOPorts
• Country
• Identification
• TCPIP
• Controllers
• Disk
• HostInformation
• CronQueue
• Status
• FileSystems
• FixedDrives
• SwapDevices
• LocalFileSystem
• SystemSlots
• SystemDevices
• FloppyControllers
• DisplaySettings
• Installation
• RegionalSettings
• SystemUpdates
• Network
• IDEControllers
• USBControllers
• SCSIControllers
• IOPorts
• VideoAdapters
• SystemBios
• DNS
• WINS
• Storage
• FixedDrives
• FloppyDrives
• CDROMDrives
• Partitions
• LogicalVolumes
• InputDevices
• PointingDevices
• PowerSettings
• PowerPolicy
• ACAdapter
• SystemStatus
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User Defined Group

This section lets you create a user-defined group containing various attributes, under the Additional folder of the machine
inventory. Example: User-Defined Group

The following code shows an example of a user-defined group.

<hardware> <group name="Biometrics"> <group name="Retina Scanner">   <attribute name="Manufacturer"

 type="string">Eye Ball UK Inc.</attribute>   <attribute name="Model" type="string">EyeReader 1.0</attribute> 

  </group>  </group></hardware>

 

 

Types and Sub-types

The following table includes the valid types and sub-types that you can specify for the attributes:

NOTE
The sub-types determine how a value is displayed in the GUI.

Type Subtype Description
Boolean Boolean values can be displayed based on the following sub-types:

TrueFalse True or False
YesNo Yes or No
OnOff On or Off
SupportedUnsupported Supported or Not Supported
ActiveNotactive Active or Not Active
OkError OK or Error
PresentNotpresent Present or Not Present
int32 & int64 Numerical values can be displayed based on the following sub-types:

separation Thousands separated, that is, 1,000,000
normal No separation
K Number is divided by 1024 before display
M Number is divided by 1024^2 before display
G Number is divided by 1024^3 before display
T Number is divided by 1024^4 before display
kilo Divided by 1000 before display
mega Divided by 1e6 before display
giga Divided by 1e9 before display
milli Multiplied by 1e3 before display
micro Multiplied by 1e6 before display
nano Multiplied by 1e9 before display
hex Numbers shown as hex
time Displayed as a date-time
timeInterval Displayed as a duration
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bytes GUI decides to display as KB, MB, GB or
TB

Float Float values can be displayed based on the following sub-types:

Auto Auto format
placesXX Show to XX decimal places
String No sub-types for string

Add New Groups

You can add groups under the GeneralInventory and AdditionalInventory tags in the Hardware section and group the
related inventory attributes.

The syntax for a creating a group and an attribute is as follows:

<group name="user defined name">

   <attribute name="attribute name"

    type="type"

    subtype="subtype">

    value

   </attribute>

</group>

NOTE
Multiple attributes can be contained in a group, and a group can contain multiple groups.

Software Section

The Software section contains the entries for software inventory.

The software inventory file follows a simpler format, as groups are not required.

NOTE
The values GUID, Path and Filename are not mandatory.

<software> 

   <package name="Advanced Network Diagramming"> 

    <attribute name="Ver">6.0.1000</attribute> 

    <attribute name="Pub">Visio Corporation</attribute> 

    <attribute name="Method">msi</attribute> 

    <attribute name="GUID">{325C4969-4808-4A87-9547-F58620C444CA}</attribute> 

    <attribute name="Path">C:\Program Files\ANP</attribute>

    <attribute name="Filename">ANP.exe</attribute>

   </package> 

</software>

Sample XIU File

The Asset Collector includes a sample XIU file with the valid group and attributes tags. You can modify this XIU file to
include your inventory values.

The sample XIU file, SampleInventoryFile.xiu, is available in the installation path\bin folder.
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Restrictions and Limitations

This section describes the restrictions and limitations in the current version of the Asset Collector.

• Supported Platforms
The Asset Collector is supported on all the same platforms as Scalability Server, with the exception of Linux\UNIX.

• WAC
Query and search using user trust level and origin is not available.

How to Integrate CA Mobile Device Management with CA Client Automation

CA Client Automation Integration for CA Mobile Device Management Asset Information

Contents:

CA Client Automation seamlessly integrates CA Mobile Device Management (CA MDM) and extracts information about
the mobile devices stored in its database. The integration with MDM empowers IT administrators to holistically view and
collect inventory of any end points and applications used to access enterprise systems and services. The integration
supports Android, BlackBerry, iOS, Windows Phone and the conventional Win 32 (Laptops/Desktops/Servers) devices.

The CA Client Automation integration for MDM also allows the other products that the CA Client Automation integrates,
to access the MDM Data. For example, CA Client Automation integrates the products CA Service Desk Manager, CA IT
Asset Management and by default these products accesses the MDM Data.

MDM Server do not support software as a service (SAAS) enabled authentication due to security restriction. The solution
can be used only on premise where MDM Server and CA Client Automation both are in the same network.

How CA Client Automation Integration for MDM Works

CA Client Automation Integration for MDM collects the asset information from the MDM server and transforms into
multiple XML files. Once these files have been processed by CA Client Automation, the assets from the MDM database
appear in the CA MDB, as discovered hardware assets alongside the assets found by the native DSM agents. CA Client
Automation treats the collected software inventory as Heuristic Software.

The following are the components involved in CA Client Automation Integration for MDM:

• MDM Server
This is the CA MDM server that contains the MDM asset information to be collected by CA Client Automation.

• CA Client Automation Integration for MDM
This is the integration solution that connects to the MDM Server and collects the assets data for transforming into the
XML files.

• CA Client Automation Asset Collector
Asset Collector processes the XML files for extracting inventory information and passing it to the Engine.

• CA Client Automation Engine
This is the CA Client Automation Engine that invokes the CA Client Automation Integration for MDM solution. The
engine also processes the inventory information collected from Asset Collector and inserts into CA Client Automation
MDB.

• CA Client Automation MDB
Includes MDM asset information the alongside the inventory information collected by the native DSM agents.
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Prerequisites and Recommendations

Following are the prerequisites for setting-up the integration environment:

1. .Net Framework 4.5 or higher is installed on the computer where the engine is installed.
2. Verify and ensure that Asset Collector is enabled and running. To enable and start the Asset Collector run the following

commands:
3. caf enable assetcollector

a. caf start assetcollector
4. Make a note of the MDM server name and user credentials. The user specified while creating CA MDM Asset

Integration Engine Task must be able to access the MDM server. Create CA MDM Asset Integration Engine Task.
5. Output folder or path to be used for generated asset XIU files, can be configured as the path for Asset Collector to

directly pick-up the asset files. Or you can set the specified output-path value to an existing collector folder for Asset
Collector. It can be network path (UNC path) in case of remote Asset Collector is being used. For more information
please see the section “Customize XIU_Config_Settings Files”

6. It is recommended not to use Run Always scheduling for CA MDM Asset Integration Engine task , considering the high
amount of disk space utilization, usage of memory and CPU cycles resulting slow performance and the impact on the
other tasks.

Create CA MDM Asset Integration Engine Task

To configure the CA Client Automation for CA MDM Asset Integration, you need to first create an engine task.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the DSM Explorer and navigate to Control Panel, Engines, Engine Tasks.
2. Select New from the Tasks area of the information pane.

The New Task Wizard for engine tasks appears.
3. Select CA MDM Asset Integration from the Task type drop-down list, and click Next.
4. Specify a name and description for the current task, and click Next.

NOTE
The name must be unique and cannot be empty. The description is optional.

5. Specify the following MDM server details that will be used to extract MDM asset information and click Next.
– Server

Enter the host name or address of the MDM server from which to extract the information.
– Username

Enter the user name to connect to the MDM server.
– Password

Enter the password to use when connecting to the MDM server.
– Get Tenant List

Click to get the list of available tenants from MDM server.
– Tenant Name

Select a tenant name from the drop-down list. Valid options include:
• <tenant name>

Specifies the name of the respective tenant.
• All

Specifies all the tenants in the list.
• Test Connection 

Click to determine if the server details currently specified allow a connection to an MDM server to be established.
6. On the Scheduling screen, click Set Scheduling to edit the scheduling options and run the task at specified time.

Default: Run Once a Day
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WARNING
It is recommended not to use Run Always, considering the high usage of memory and CPU cycles resulting
slow performance and the impact on the other tasks.

7. Click Finish.

The task created is listed under All Engine Tasks node.

Link CA MDM Asset Integration Task to Engine

Once the CA MDM Asset Integration task is created, it must then be linked to an engine or an engine instance in order to
be run.

Follow these steps:

There are several ways of linking the task to an engine. Do one of the following:

• Drag and drop the CA MDM Asset Integration task onto the appropriate engine in the tree view of the DSM Explorer.
• Navigate to the engine in the tree view and click Link Existing Task in the information pane. Then select the CA MDM

Asset Integration task in the dialog that appears.
• Navigate to the engine in the tree view and click Add New Task. The Create New Task wizard appears, allowing the

creation, configuration, and linking of the task all to be accomplished in one step.

Once linked, the engine performs the task, the next time it comes up in its task list, and the scheduling configuration
allows it to run.

View and Monitor the CA MDM Asset Integration Task

The status of the task is shown in the engine's task list. It can have the following values:

• Waiting
The engine has not yet run the task.

• Active
The task is currently running.

• OK
The task has been run and an “OK” status was returned.

• ERROR
The task has been run and an “ERROR” status was returned.

The task list also shows the time, when (if ever) the task was last executed.

While an MDM task is running, the engine console shows the summary of the respective task. Following is an example of
MDM task summary:

11/25/2014 2:45:12 AM #=========================================================#

11/25/2014 2:45:12 AM Total MDM Assets Processed Failure : 0

11/25/2014 2:45:12 AM Total MDM Assets Processed Successfully: 15

11/25/2014 2:45:12 AM Total MDM Assets Processed: 15

11/25/2014 2:45:12 AM Total MDM Assets Found: 15

11/25/2014 2:45:12 AM Time taken in the process completion for XIU file generation (in Seconds): 14

11/25/2014 2:45:12 AM Exits processing of MDM Assets, End Time: 11/25/2014 2:45:12 AM

11/25/2014 2:45:12 AM Start processing of MDM Assets, Start Time: 11/25/2014 2:44:57 AM

11/25/2014 2:45:12 AM #===================== Summary Report ====================#

11/25/2014 2:45:12 AM MDM Integration Task Executed Successfully

11/25/2014 2:44:57 AM Performing Job:MDM-Integration-Engine-Task1
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CA MDM Asset Information in the CA MDB

Once an XIU file produced by the CA Client Automation for MDM Asset Integration solution is picked up by CA Client
Automation, the computer it represents appears in the DSM Explorer GUI alongside the other discovered hardware
assets.

Diagnostics and Tracing

The common DSM tracing system is used to record detailed information while a CA Client Automation Integration for
MDM Asset Integration task is being run. The following are the trace files used:

• TRC_<engine name>
Includes the tracing information related to CA MDM Asset Integration engine task. For more information about Log
configuration, refer to CA Client Automation general tracing and logging.

• TRC_MDM_MDMDataIn
Includes the tracing information related to CA Client Automation Integration for MDM Asset Information solution. For
more information about MDM Integration Solution log configuration, see the topic, Configuring Log File for CA MDM
Asset Integration for CA Client Automation.

If you notice that the assets are not available in DSM Explorer, refer the following log files to identify the problem:

• TRC_MDM_MDMDataIn
Includes the tracing information related to CA MDM Integration Solution for connection authentication, collection of
device asset data, and XIU files generation.

• TRC_<linked task_engine name>.log
Includes the tracing information related to CA MDM Asset Integration Engine Task execution.

• TRC_ASSETCOLLECTOR_0.log
Includes the tracing information related to generated XIU files for processing by Asset Collector.

• TRC_SYSTEMENGINE_0.log
Includes the tracing information related to System Engine that processes the inventory information collected from
Asset Collector and insert into MDB.

Configuring CA Client Automation Integration for MDM

Contents

The CA MDM Asset Integration solution involves a utility to import MDM Asset Data which is invoked by CA MDM Asset
Integration Engine task. This utility uses MDM Web Services APIs and connects using HTTP/HTTPS. It fetches Asset
data from MDM Server and generates Asset Collector compatible XIU files and places in the configured location. By
default the configuration files are available at the below path:

CA\DSM\Bin\resources\config

CA Client Automation Integration for MDM is fully configurable and Extendable. You can configure and extend the XML
files as necessary to accommodate new devices, schema changes, add and delete inventory fields, nodes, tables and
inventory mapping changes.

Following are the types of XML files that CA Client Automation Asset Integration for MDM uses for generating asset
inventory:

• XIU_Config_Settings_<Device>
Includes the configuration to process and generate asset XIU file for each supported device type.

• MDM_Config_Settings
Includes the configuration related to supported MDM devices and input path for other configuration files.

• <Device>_DataKeySet
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Includes the dataset key information based on MDM database schemas for each supported device type.
• XIU_Schema_<Device>

Includes the data mapping information between MDM Inventory items and CA Client Automation inventory items for
each supported device type.

WARNING
To modify MDM_Config_Settings, <Device>_DataKeySet, XIU_Schema_<Device> files, you are expected to
have prior knowledge of data architecture of CA Client Automation and CA Mobile Device Management. For any
additional help required to modify these files, contact CA Services.

 

Customize MDM_Config_Settings Files

You can modify the MDM_Config_Settings file to configure the device types for asset collection from MDM Server.

Follow these steps:

Find the following code line for each of the device type and set the parameter "enabled" to true or false as required:

<device type="<device number>" name="<device type>" datakeyfilename="<device type>_DataKeySet.xml"

 xiumappingfilename="XIU_Schema_<device type>.xml" xiuconfigfilename="XIU_Config_Settings_<device type>.xml"

 enabled="<true>"/>

• enabled="<true>"
Enables the importing of asset inventory for the corresponding device.

• enabled="<false>"
Disables the importing of asset inventory for the corresponding device.

Customize DataKeySet Files

You can find the following DataKeySet files based on the devices supported:

• Android_DataKeySet
• BlackBerry_DataKeySet
• Ios_DataKeySet
• Win32_DataKeySet
• WinPhone_DataKeySet

Customize XIU_Schema Files

You can find the following XIU Schema Mapping files based on the devices supported:XIU_Schema_Android.

• XIU_Schema_BlackBerry
• XIU_Schema_Ios
• XIU_Schema_Win32
• XIU_Schema_WinPhone

Customize XIU_Config_Settings Files

You can modify the XIU_Config_Setting file for each device type, to configure the general settings that are recommended
to customize the inventory collection based on your environment settings. You can find the following XIU Configuration
Settings files based on the devices supported:
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• XIU_Config_Settings
• XIU_Config_Settings_Android
• XIU_Config_Settings_BlackBerry
• XIU_Config_Settings_Ios
• XIU_Config_Settings_Win32
• XIU_Config_Settings_WinPhone

You can configure the following settings for each device type as necessary:

• <output-settings>
Includes Output Settings for the generated asset XIU files.
– output-path value

Specifies the output folder or path to be used for generated asset XIU files
Default: C:\Import\MDM\Data\
You can configure the path for Asset Collector to directly pick-up the asset files. Or you can set the output-path
value to an existing collector folder for Asset Collector.

NOTE
Also supports the Windows network path (UNC path) . For example, \\<hostname or IP>\Import\MDM\Data
\

– output-filename value
Specifies the name of the generated Asset XIU File. You can replace the default value with your desired value to
name the file.
Default: Asset

– output-filename host_key
Specifies the appending value for the generated XIU File name. True indicates to append the given value and False
indicates not append any value.
Default:  true
Examples:
• If the value is set to True, the file name can be Asset_<host_key>.xiu, where <host_key> is the unique identifier

of the corresponding device.
• If the value is set to False, the file name can be Asset.xiu.

– multi-tenant-support enabled
Specifies whether or not the multi-tenant support is enabled. True indicates enabled and False indicates disabled.
Default: false
If you set the value to True the generated asset XIU files are placed in the tenant specific folder as configured in the
output-path value. If the tenant folder does not exist, then a new folder is created.
Examples:
• If value is set to True, where the tenant is ABC, and the output-path is C:\Import\MDM\Data\ then a new folder

ABC is created and the asset XIU file is placed in the ABC folder under the path C:\Import\MDM\Data\ABC.
• If the value is set to True, where the tenant is ABC, and the output-path is C:\Import\MDM\Data\XXX then the

asset XIU file is placed in the XXX folder.
• <processing-info>

Includes Processing Settings for the generated asset XIU files.
– origin value

Specifies the origin of the collected asset.
Default: CA MDM

– trust-level
Specifies the trust worthiness of an asset. Trust level is displayed with a range of 1 to 5, 5 being the most trust
worthy.
Default: 4
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Configuring Log File for CA Client Automation Integration for MDM

The CA Client Automation Integration for MDM uses Apache log4net for logging capability. You can configure
MDMDataIn_Log4net.config file for common log file generation settings such as log levels, maximum number of log files
backup, maximum file size.

The default path for MDMDataIn_Log4net.config file is CA\DSM\Bin.

• By default the generated log file name is TRC_MDM_MDM DataIn.log under the path CA\DSM\logs
\TRC_MDM_MDMDataIn.log

• If there are multiple log files, the file name is appended with incremental number.
For example, TRC_MDM_MDMDataIn.log, TRC_MDM_MDMDataIn.log.1, TRC_MDM_MDMDataIn.log.2 and so on.

The following is an example MDMDataIn_Log4net.config file:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>

<log4net>

<root>

<! -- 

OFF - nothing gets logged (cannot be called)

          FATAL

          ERROR

          WARN

          INFO

          DEBUG

          ALL - everything gets logged (cannot be called)

     -->

      <level value="Error" />

      <appender-ref ref="LogFileAppender" />

</root>

<appender name="LogFileAppender" type="log4net.Appender.RollingFileAppender" >

       <file value="../logs/TRC_MDM_MDMDataIn.log"/>

       <appendToFile value="true" />

       <rollingStyle value="Size" />

       <maxSizeRollBackups value="10" />

       <maximumFileSize value="5MB" />

       <staticLogFileName value="true" />

       <layout type="log4net.Layout.PatternLayout">

          <conversionPattern value="%date [%thread] %level %logger - %message%newline%exception" /> 

</layout>

</appender>

</log4net>

Known Issues and Troubleshooting in Asset Management

Contents

 

CA MDM Asset Integration Engine Task Shows the Status as Error

Symptom:

When I run the CA MDM Asset Integration Engine Task the engine task shows the status as error and the asset
information is not collected.
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Solution:

This may happen if the time difference more than five minutes between the MDM Server and the server on which the
engine is running. Ensure that the time difference between the two computers is less than five minutes.

Agent Bridge
The Agent Bridge is a CA Client Automation enhancement that provides backwards compatibility for extended and legacy
agents based on the current version of CA Client Automation. You can gather information that is obtained from mobile
agents and then distribute jobs, modules, templates, and configurations to those agents.

NOTE
The Agent Bridge is supported on Microsoft Windows only.

NOTE
The Agent platforms that the Agent Bridge supports in this release are Windows Mobile 6.1 (ARM-based,
including StrongARM, XScale), Windows Mobile 6 (Classic, Standard, Professional) (ARM-based, including
StrongARM, XScale, TI OMAP), and Windows Mobile 5 (ARM-based, including StrongARM, XScale).

Major Components

The Agent Bridge consists of the following components:

• Common legacy server component and its process components handle communication for the Agent Bridge,
configuration, and Agent registration.

• CA Asset Management components provide server support for extended and legacy Asset Management agents.
• CA Software Delivery components provide server support for extended and legacy software delivery agents.

 

UUID Generator for Agent Bridge

A UUID generator allows Agent Bridge to generate an agent UUID for a legacy agent if one has not been reported.
Additionally, a new configuration policy has been added to control the UUID generation behavior.

 

NOTE

You should always use the latest Agents possible for your operating environment.

To check the certification status of a legacy agent, see Compatibility Matrix.

Limitations for Agent Bridge

As the current release of CA Client Automation is a new generation of asset management, software delivery, and remote
control, there are certain new features and functions that were not in the previous versions of these components and,
therefore, will not work with legacy agents. Agent Bridge support does not include the following DSM features:

• Asset job checks
• Performance module extraction
• Configuration policies
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NOTE
The Configuration Policy tree node is suppressed for legacy agents, and the Activate Job Check option is
likewise disabled for legacy agents.

• Instant diagnostics
• DMDeploy functionality
• Software file scan based on signatures

Due to the changes in technology in this release of CA Client Automation, there are also some existing Unicenter Asset
Management 4.0 and Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0 features that are not supported on legacy agents in this release of
CA Client Automation using Agent Bridge. These unsupported features are as follows:

• Online metering for asset management legacy agents

NOTE
Offline metering, however, is supported.

• Software file scan based on application definitions
• Docking devices based on Unicenter Asset Management 4.0 and Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0 legacy agents
• Software Catalog for software delivery legacy agents
• Auto-installations of software delivery legacy agents

Supporting Windows Mobile agents, the Agent Bridge reads formatted legacy data files and translates them into formatted
data inventory files to be collected by the DSM engine. It translates as much data as possible; and as a result, duplicate
subnodes like General Inventory may sometimes be displayed in the DSM Explorer due to slight differences between
various operating environments and different versions of legacy agents. Also, certain properties like Serial Number, Asset
Tag, and Disc Serial Number will be empty under the Computer Properties node for some computers because these
assets do not get collected in legacy agents.

Known Issues in Agent Bridge

Currently, the following issues have been identified for Agent Bridge.

Activate Job Check

The Activate Job Check on the software delivery legacy Agent might fail in the following situation:

1. During package deployment the option, Jobs will be triggered by Scalability Server, is not selected, and
2. Once the job container is created and is in the Active state, you select either the Activate Job Check option from the

DSM Explorer or run sdacmd jobcheck on the Agent machine.

The result is that the status of the job remains in the Active state.

The workaround for this problem is to run sdjexec.exe on a Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0 Agent machine. The status of
the job will then be displayed as successful in the DSM Explorer.

Windows Mobile 5.0 Devices

When a Unicenter Asset Management 4.0 SP1 C2 Agent is installed first, followed by a Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0
SP1 C3 Agent, on a Windows Mobile 5.0 device pointing to Agent Bridge, the version number of the Unicenter Asset
Management agent shown in the DSM Explorer might be incorrect.

Also, when a Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0 SP1 C3 Agent is installed first, followed by a Unicenter Asset Management
4.0 SP1 C2 Agent, on a Windows Mobile 5.0 device pointing to Agent Bridge, the Unicenter Asset Management 4.0 SP1
C2 Agent might not get reported.

NOTE
See the "Troubleshooting" chapter for more diagnostic tips.
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Agent Registration

The CA Client Automation Agent registers with the MDB by providing the following information:

• Host name
• Host Universal Unique Identifier (UUID)
• Operating system class ID
• IP address
• MAC address
• Usage list string

With Agent Bridge, the host UUID is provided by the legacy agent, and the legacy agent is registered to the CA Client
Automation system using the Agent Bridge. The agent registration method used by CA Client Automation and Agent
Bridge maps the legacy information to that in CA Client Automation. For example, an asset management 8-byte file ID is
mapped to a CA Client Automation formatted, 32-byte alphanumeric host UUID. The host UUID that is generated for a
legacy agent is common to both asset management and asset management agents, and is stored in the common usage
file.

If a legacy agent does not provide a unique host UUID and the UUID generator is not enabled, it is not registered by the
Agent Bridge, and the agent is treated as an invalid agent.

If the UUID generator is enabled, the correct procedures for registering asset management and software delivery legacy
agents are as follows:

To register legacy agents, some of which may not report their own UUIDs

• If both the asset management and software delivery agents do not report host UUIDs, then you can register the asset
management and software delivery agents in any order. However, you need to give time between the registrations of
the two agents, typically, at least five (5) minutes apart.

• If the asset management agent does not report a host UUID but the software delivery agent does, then you should
always register the software delivery agent first. Then after five (5) minutes register the asset management agent.

• If the software delivery agent does not report a host UUID but the asset management agent does, then you should
always register the asset management agent first. Then after five (5) minutes register the software delivery agent.

In general, the majority of Unicenter Asset Management 4.0 agents and Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0 agents report
host UUIDs when registering with the server.

Asset Management Agents

The registration of all legacy Unicenter Asset Management 4.0 agents is supported by Agent Bridge in CA Client
Automation.

Mobile PDA agents require the application of patch T434066 before they can work with Agent Bridge. This patch can also
be obtained from CA Online Support at http://ca.com/support.

Software Delivery Agents

The registration of all legacy Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0 agents is supported by the agent registration method used
by CA Client Automation and Agent Bridge.

AM Agent Bridge

Contents

The Agent Bridge legacy sector server support for asset management agents (AM Agent Bridge) is a self-contained
module, amLrss.exe, that is part of the CA Client Automation asset management Scalability Server. It is configurable
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by policy, and can be started and stopped as part of the CA Client Automation Common Application Framework (CAF)
service.

AM Agent Bridge also includes the following modules that are part of the asset management Scalability Server:

• Mobile sector server (amss.exe)
Controls data communication between the legacy sector server and mobile PDA agents. The process is started upon
the start up of the amLrss legacy sector server, and it is stopped if amLrss is stopped.

• Bridge translation module (amBridge.exe)
Translates the data between the legacy sector server database and the CA Client Automation sector database. The
process is started by amLrss at a scheduled interval, which is configurable by policy.

Supported Operating Environments and CA Asset Management Agents

The CA Client Automation media includes an agent for Windows Mobile 5.0, 6.0, and 6.1. This agent requires the use of
the legacy Agent Bridge. No other agents are supported with the legacy Agent Bridge.

NOTE
You should always use the latest asset management agent possible for your operating environment. To check
for the latest version, see the Compatibility Matrix.

Local and Domain Users

If the Enable Legacy User Support configuration policy is enabled, Agent Bridge handles legacy user accounts the same
way as they were handled in CA Asset Management 4.0, that is, there is no difference between local users and domain
users, and no domain information about the user's account is passed to CA Client Automation Release 12.8. However, the
prefix LEGACY_USER_ACCOUNT is used as the Domain name for all asset management legacy users' accounts.

Configuration

You can configure the AM Agent Bridge for legacy agents using configuration policies. The Asset Management policy
group folder and policies can be found the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Default Computer Policy,
DSM, Scalability Server subnode.

Additionally, the Backwards Compatibility folder and policy can be found under the Configuration Policy, Default Computer
Policy, DSM, Scalability Server\Common server sub node.

Note: For detailed information about AM Agent Bridge configuration policies, see the Configuration Policy section of the
DSM Explorer Help.

Event Messages for AM Agent Bridge

Following are the AM Agent Bridge event messages:

• "The configuration of AM Agent Bridge has changed."

NOTE
Whenever a configuration policy is modified by the user, event messages are sent to both the OS event log
and the DSM event log.

• "AM Agent Bridge has started successfully."
• "AM Agent Bridge has stopped successfully."
• "AM Agent Bridge failed to start."
• "AM Agent Bridge failed to stop."

How to Collect Legacy Data

Software and hardware inventory data is collected using inventory modules and collect tasks.
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The following is the approach for collecting the inventory data of the legacy agents involved:

• CA Asset Management 4.0 Extended and Legacy Agents
For CA Asset Management 4.0 extended and legacy agents, existing CA Client Automation inventory modules in the
DSM Explorer can be used.

Inventory Detection Modules

The contents of the legacy agent inventory files can be collected using the engine inventory detection modules. The
results are displayed in the DSM Explorer under the All Computers, computername, Inventory, Additional node. The
Additional node is dynamic and may contain any or all the following sub nodes depending on the type of legacy agent
registered: General Inventory, Hardware, Serial Number and Model (WMI), Services, Software Inventory, Software
Delivery Information, User Inventory, User Information, User Template, and WBEM inventory.

The Agent Bridge reads CA Asset Management 4.0 formatted data files and translates them into formatted data inventory
files to be collected by the DSM engine.

Using Existing Inventory Modules

The following table lists the detection modules that are listed for both CA Client Automation and CA Asset Management
4.0 systems. The CA Client Automation module names are translated to CA Asset Management 4.0 module names using
an Agent Bridge translation module:

Inventory Module Name Purpose OS Name CA Client Automation
Release 12.8 Name

UAM 4.0 Name

General Inventory
Advanced (4.0)

 Windows 95/98/Me amadvinv9x.exe IG40W95.EXE

 Windows CE N/A IG40WCE.EXE

By default, the CA Client Automation Release 12.8 General Inventory module is translated to CA Asset Management 4.0
formatting.

Creating Inventory Modules

Inventory detection modules for CA Asset Management 4.0 legacy agents can be created using the DSM Explorer and
distributed to the legacy agents.

In the following table, the inventory modules are specific only to the legacy agents; they are not applicable for CA Client
Automation Release 12.8 DSM agents.

Inventory Module Name Purpose OS Name UAM 4.0/3.2 Name
General Inventory (3.2 Agents)
 

OS-specific Windows 95/98/Me IGENW95.EXE

 Windows CE IGENWCE.EXE

Offline Metering

Offline metering, or offline software usage as it is called in CA Client Automation Release 12.8, can be reported by the
Agent Bridge, but only for legacy agents. This feature allows CA Client Automation to monitor applications with existing
software packages and applications or user-defined software.

For user-defined software, the offline metering feature is the same as that in CA Asset Management 4.0, wherein you
define a new software package, including version and module information, and usage is passed forwards to the legacy
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agent to be monitored. The metering inventory file is then collected by the Agent Bridge, and the usage of the user-
defined software can be viewed in the DSM Explorer.

For existing software packages and applications that are based on signature scan information in CA Client Automation
Release 12.8, the legacy agent monitors software without matching the version information. This means that if you select
a software package with a specific version number from the software list in the DSM Explorer, software usage detected by
the legacy agent will not exactly match the versions as defined by the Software Usage module that you have selected.

For example, if you select Adobe Acrobat 5.0 x86 32 EN for offline software usage monitoring, the legacy agent returns
the usage data of any version of Adobe Acrobat regardless of the version numbers provided. This is because the legacy
agent lacks version detection functionality.

SD Agent Bridge

For information on the software delivery agents (SD Agent Bridge), see the Software Delivery Administration Guide.

Integrating Intel AMT with CA Client Automation
Contents

The Intel® Active Management Technology (Intel AMT) functionality for CA Client Automation lets you manage Intel AMT-
enabled assets from within the DSM Explorer user interface. It deals with the integration and usage of the Intel AMT
assets in the DSM Explorer. Using this functionality, you can perform the following tasks:

• Provide access to the Intel AMT assets by creating integration points in the DSM Explorer user interface.
• Provide policy-based management for the Intel AMT assets.
• Use various Intel AMT commands to control and perform different actions on the Intel AMT assets.

Configure the Intel AMT Asset

Before running any Intel AMT command on the Intel AMT asset, you need to configure the Intel AMT asset. Configuring
the Intel AMT asset requires you to provision it from the DSM Domain Manager so that the asset is ready to run the Intel
AMT commands.

NOTE
The asset will not run any Intel AMT command If you do not provision the asset from the DSM Domain Manager.

A provisioning toolkit is installed with the DSM Domain Manager in C:\Program Files\CA\SC\ConstantAccess
\caprovision.exe. Use the caprovision.exe file from the DSM Domain Manager to provision the Intel AMT asset.

Run caprovision.exe

Run caprovision.exe (caprovision provision hostname adminusername adminpasswd userid userpasswd) before you
perform any action on the Intel AMT asset.

To run the caprovision.exe file, enter the following command:

caprovision -c command -h hostname -os hostOSName -u adminUser -p adminPassword [-usern userName] [-userP

 userPassword] [-certn certificateName] [-certP certificatePassword] [-i]

• -c command
Defines the operation to be performed of the Intel AMT asset. Supported operations/commands are provision,
unprovision, getprovisioneddata, isdeviceprovisioned. Mandatory only if -i option is not used. The provision option
enables the device to work with various commands; that is, it sets the user, password, and tag in the AMT device
memory. The unprovision option removes the device from the provision state; that is, it removes the user, password,
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and tag from the device memory. The getprovisioneddata option lists the provision data for the named device. The
isdeviceprovisioned option tells you if a named device has been provisioned.

• -h hostname
Defines the host name of the Intel AMT asset. Mandatory only if -i option is not used.

• -u adminUser
Defines the user name for the administrator. Mandatory only if -i option is not used.

• -p adminPassword
Defines the password for the administrator. Mandatory only if -i option is not used.

• -os hostOSName
Defines the name of the operating system on the Intel AMT asset. Mandatory only if -i option is not used.

• -usern userName
Defines the name for the new user. User name is randomly generated if this option is not used and -i option is absent.

• -userp userPassword
Defines the password for the new user. Password is randomly generated automatically if this option is not used and -i
option is absent.

• -i
Defines the interactive mode. It also prompts the user for the parameters which were not provided at the command
line.

Validate the Intel AMT Asset Configuration

After configuring the Intel AMT asset, you can validate whether the asset has been configured properly.

To validate the Intel AMT asset configuration

1. Browse the Intel AMT asset on port number 16992 using the following URL:
http://<hostname>:16992 

The log in page appears.
2. Provide valid user credentials.

If the user credentials are valid and the asset is configured properly, the Index page with details of the Intel AMT asset
appears.

You can now use the DSM Explorer to perform various operations on the Intel AMT asset.

Intel AMT Status

In CA Client Automation, the Intel AMT status is represented in different states for an Intel AMT asset. The following table
includes all of the options available for the Intel AMT status:

State Description
Unknown CA Client Automation currently does not know about the Intel AMT

status for this asset. You must click the refresh icon to query for
the actual state.

Not Supported Asset does not have the Intel AMT chipset, and also does not
support Intel AMT.

Not Provisioned Asset has the Intel AMT chipset; but, currently it is not provisioned
to be managed through Intel AMT.

Not Enabled Asset has the Intel AMT chipset, but management through Intel
AMT is not enabled.

Enabled Asset has the Intel AMT chipset, and is enabled to be managed
through Intel AMT.
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Quarantined Asset has the Intel AMT chipset, and is currently quarantined. All
network traffic except DSM is blocked.

View the Status of an Intel AMT Asset

View the status of an Intel AMT asset in the Agent Status section under the Status portlet. You can take appropriate
actions after analyzing the status of the asset.

To view the status of an Intel AMT asset

1. Navigate to Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers,  Computer .
The Homepage tab appears.

2. Go to the Agent Status section under the Status portlet.
3. View the AMT Status value to know the status of the Intel AMT asset.

NOTE
By default, the status is Unknown. You must click the refresh icon displayed next to the AMT Status value to
display the current status of the Intel AMT asset.

Browse an Intel AMT Asset

You can browse an Intel AMT asset and view the inventory information. However, only a remote (read-only) status of the
asset is enabled.

To browse an Intel AMT asset

1. Navigate to Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer.
The Homepage tab appears.

2. Click the AMT Browser tab.

NOTE
This tab is available only if Intel AMT is enabled on the asset.

The Log On page appears.
3. Click the Log On button and enter the user credentials.

The System Status page appears displaying information such as IP address, System ID, and so on.

Click any link in the left pane to view the corresponding information.

Put an Intel AMT Asset in Quarantine

When an Intel AMT-enabled asset enters the quarantine mode, a filter is applied to enforce a policy for the incoming and
outgoing network traffic on the Intel AMT asset. Any Intel AMT asset that enters the quarantine mode will have only AMT
and DSM ports open; therefore, no network access is allowed for any user, application, or internet application. However,
DSM administrators can execute agents and perform DSM-related management of the Intel AMT asset.

To put an Intel AMT asset in quarantine

1. Navigate to Domain, Computers and Users, All computers, Computer.
The Homepage tab appears.

2. Go to the Quick Launch portlet.
3. Click the Quarantine Asset link under the Actions section.

NOTE
The Quarantine Asset link is available only if Intel AMT is enabled on the asset.

A confirmation message appears.
4. Click Yes.
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The Intel AMT asset is successfully put under quarantine.

After the Intel AMT asset is successfully put under quarantine, the Quarantine Asset link changes to the Release
Quarantine link. Click the Release Quarantine link whenever you want to release the Intel AMT asset from quarantine.

Use AMT Command Policy Action

You can create a policy to manage Intel AMT assets. While creating a policy, use the AMT Command policy action to run
Intel AMT commands on the Intel AMT assets. Whenever this policy is violated, specified command is executed on the
Intel AMT asset. The drop down list on the Configure Policy Actions page displays all the available Intel AMT remote
commands.

Virtual Hosts
CA Client Automation supports platform virtualization, which is the encapsulation of computers or operating systems
wherein their physical characteristics are hidden from users and they emulate the computing platform at run time.

In the previous release, support was provided by the Partitioned UNIX Server agent. In this release, the functionality of
the Partitioned UNIX Server agent has been fully integrated with the new AM remote agent, and this agent can now be
configured exclusively in the DSM Explorer to collect information for virtual hosts.

The AM remote agent runs on virtual host computers and performs the following tasks:

• Running the virtual host inventory collect task. This collect task creates an inventory file that spawns the inventory tree
of the DSM Explorer.

• Registering the virtual host computers as asset management units.
• Maintaining the relationship of each virtual host computer to all the managed guest computers it contains.

The collected information shows up in the DSM Explorer inventory tree and reflects the specific properties of a virtual
host. HP, IBM, Sun, and VMware ESX servers are presented as computer units. A computer unit shows up for each of the
managed guest computers.

The virtual host and its associated managed guest computers are reported as related computers, and you can easily
navigate between both.

The additional AM remote agent can be installed on any AIX, HP, Linux, Solaris SPARC and x86, and Windows agent
machine.

Each managed guest machine is shown as a separate computer in the DSM Explorer tree view.

Supported Virtualization Server Platforms

For the detailed list of supported platforms for the inventory on virtual hosts, refer to Compatibility Matrix.

Content Update from the CA Website

The implementation of the AM remote agent requires an up-to-date content of the MDB database from the CA website.
A computer with a DSM Domain Manager and DSM Explorer must have access to the Internet to download the content.
From the DSM Explorer, set the Software Contents Download configuration policy (Domain, Control Panel, Configuration,
Configuration Policy, Default Computer Policy, DSM, Manager, Software Contents Download). The Contents Download
Port policy is set to 443 (new installation) or 5250 (upgrades).

NOTE
For more information, see the Software Contents Download Policy Group section in the DSM Explorer Help.
Alternatively, you can use the utility, ContentUtility.exe, to download the content. For more information on the
utility, see the "Configuring Asset Management" chapter in this guide.
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Solaris SPARC

On Solaris SPARC, the module produces partition information about Sun Enterprise/Sun Fire systems that support
domains.

A domain is a part of a large hardware configuration comprising of several distinct computers that combines CPU boards,
memory, disk arrays, and other available resources. Thus, a domain can be considered as a separate encapsulated
environment operating as a distinct computer.

The system controller (SC) and the eXtended System Controller Facility (XSCF) perform functions:

• Manage the allocation of hardware resources for each domain.
• Record and maintain the configurations and status of the domains hosted on a Sun server rack.

The following illustration represents the hardware arrangement that the AM remote agent supports for the Sun domains:

Figure 15: Sun domain
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Information Collected for Each System Controller

The following table includes the information collected for each system controller:

The domains that it is hosting, which
includes

The host server that it is controlling,
which includes

The system controller itself, which
includes

• The host name for each domain
• The IP address for each domain
• The state (active, inactive) for each

domain
• The MAC address (except XSCF)
• The host UUID

The amount of installed memory • The host name and IP address of the
system controller

• The amount of memory available to it
• The operating system revision level

Installation

Contents

The AM remote agent is an additional part of the asset management agent installation on a UNIX server that can be
partitioned.

You must install this agent on the Solaris domain and direct it to the system controller through SSH.

WARNING
Configure the system controller on the same network as the rest of the CA Client Automation installation.

Prerequisites for Accessing the M3000/M4000/M5000/M8000/M9000 eXtended System Control Facility

The SSH service on the eXtended System Control Facility (XSCF) is disabled by default. You must perform the following
prerequisites for accessing the XSCF:

• Add an XSCF user account
• Create a password for an XSCF user
• Assign privileges to an XSCF user
• Enable SSH
• Reboot the XSCF
• Generate a host public key for the SSH service
• Install an SSH userpublic key

Add an XSCF User Account

To add an XSCF user account

1. Log in to the XSCF console with useradm privileges.
2. Use the "adduser username" command to add a user:

XSCF> adduser uamuser

3. Use the "showuser" command to verify that the "uamuser" has been added.

Create a Password for an XSCF User

To create a password

1. Log in to the XSCF console with useradm privileges.
2. Use the “password username” command to set the password for the user:

XSCF> password uamuser

3. Enter the password when prompted and then re-enter the password.
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Assign Privileges to an XSCF User

To assign privileges

1. Log in to the XSCF console with useradm privileges.
2. Use the “setprivileges user privileges” command to assign privileges for the user.

XSCF> setprivileges uamuser platadm

3. Use the "showuser -p" command to confirm the privilege of the "uamuser".

NOTE
The platadm privilege is required to display the version of the installed XSCF Firmware.

Enable SSH

To enable SSH, log in to the XSCF console with platadm privileges and use the “setssh”command:

XSCF> setssh  - c enable

Reboot the XSCF

Rebooting the XSCF is required for the changes in the above SSH setting to take effect.

To reboot the XSCF, enter the following command from the XSCF console:

XSCF> rebootxscf

Generate a Host Public Key for the SSH Service

A host public key is required for the SSH service.

To generate a host public key

1. Log in to the XSCF console with platadm privileges.
2. Type the setssh command as follows:

XSCF> setssh  - c genhostkey

3. Generate the host key by resetting the XSCF. (See Reboot the XSCF.)

Install an SSH User Public Key

The SSH keys must be generated on the AM remote agent system and installed on the XSCF. You must perform the
following prerequisites for accessing the XSCF:

1. Use the ssh-keygen command to set up the SSH keys on the AM remote agent machine. Once the SSH keys are set
up, the agent uses SSH and accesses the XSCF to collect the relevant inventory information.

NOTE
The SSH package is not installed by default on Solaris 8 or later; you can download it from the http://
www.openssh.org/ site.

2. As a root user, run ssh-keygen on the agent machine.
This generates two keys -- a private key and a public key. These keys are stored in ~/.ssh/ id_rsa and ~/.ssh/
id_rsa.pub.

3. Use setssh to add the contents of the public key file (~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub) to the intended asset management user,
uamuser, on the XSCF. Then copy-and-paste the user public key, which was made in Step 2. After pressing the Enter
key, press the “Ctrl” and “D” keys to complete the installation.
XSCF> setssh  - c addpubkey  - u uamuser

4. Use the showssh command to confirm the uamuser public key has been installed on the XSCF:
XSCF> showssh  - c pubkey  - u uamuser
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Now you can use SSH to log in to the system controller without being prompted for a password.

Prerequisites for Accessing the E4800/4900/6800/6900 System Controller

The SSH service on the system controller is disabled by default. You must perform the following prerequisites for
accessing the system controller:

• Enable SSH
• Enable remote access to the system controller
• Reboot the system controller
• Validate all modifications

Enable Remote Access to the System Controller

To enable remote access to the system controller, select "ssh" as follows:

Connection type (ssh, telnet, none) [none]: ssh

Enable SSH

Use the "setupplatform -p network" command to enable SSH from the platform shell as follows:

schostname:SC> setupplatform -p network

Network Configuration

Is the system controller on a network? [yes]:

Use DHCP or static network settings? [static]:

Hostname [schostname]:

IP Address [xx.x.xx.xx]:

Netmask [xxx.xxx.xxx.x]:

Gateway [xx.x.xx.x]:

DNS Domain [xxxx.xxx.xxx]:

Primary DNS Server [xxx.xxx.xxx.xx]:

Secondary DNS Server [xxx.xxx.xx.x]:

Reboot the System Controller

Rebooting the system controller is required for the changes in the above network settings to take effect.

Idle connection timeout (in minutes; 0 means no timeout) [0]:

To reboot the system controller, enter the following command from the platform shell:

schostname:SC> reboot -y

Validate All Modifications

After rebooting the system controller, use the "showplatform" command to validate that all the modifications are
implemented.

Prerequisites for Accessing the E10K/12K/15K System Controller

The SSH keys must be generated on both the system controller and its domains. You must perform the following
prerequisites for accessing the system controller:

1. Use the "ssh-keygen" command to set up the SSH keys on the system controller and the domain systems. Once
the SSH keys are set up, the agent uses SSH and accesses the system controller to collect the relevant inventory
information.
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NOTE
The SSH package is not installed by default on Solaris 8 or later; you can download it from the http://
www.openssh.org/ site.

2. As a root user, run ssh-keygen on the domain.
This generates two keys -- a private key and a public key. These keys are stored in ~/.ssh/ id_rsa and ~/.ssh/
id_rsa.pub.

3. Add the contents of the public key file (~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub) into the intended asset management user, ~/.ssh/
authorized_keys, on the system controller.
Now you can use SSH to log in to the system controller without being prompted for a password.

Accessing the System Controller

The system controller does not allow the installation of any third-party software on it. Thus, you need to access the system
controller remotely to find out the domains it is managing, their configuration, or their current status. To facilitate remote
access to the system controller, SSH must be enabled on the system controller. The asset management agent uses SSH
to access the system controller and then collects the inventory information.

Test the Virtual Host Inventory Manually

You can test the virtual host inventory manually and verify that the correct information has been collected.

NOTE
Running the inventory collection module manually is for testing or diagnostic purposes. In some situations,
diagnostic messages are displayed on the screen, which does not affect the inventory collection and is not
harmful.

To test the virtual host inventory manually

1. Create a virtual host inventory collect task using the DSM Explorer.
2. Enter the following command in the Solaris domain where the asset management agent is installed:

caf start amagent

NOTE
Starting the amagent will automatically start the AM remote agent and the registration process.

The system controller inventory is written to the following location:
$CA_ITRM_BASEDIR/Agent/AM/data/transfer_vm/12amvminvux.inv

3. Check the information in the inventory file against the output from various commands specific to the system controller.

NOTE
For more information, see the Sun Fire Midrange System Controller Command Reference Manual (http://
docs.sun.com/source/) and the Sun SPARC Enterprise M3000/M4000/M5000/M8000/M9000 Servers
Administration Guide (http://dlc.sun.com/pdf).

HP UX

On HP systems, partitioning is covered under two major categories - software partitioning and hardware partitioning. The
following illustration shows the partitioning under both software partitioning and hardware partitioning:
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• nPartitions (nPars), which is a hard partitioning, enables the users to create partitions at the hardware level.
Each nPartition runs its own OS image, and applications running in one partition are completely isolated from the
applications running in other hard partitions. Thus, each partition works as if it is a separate physical server.

• Virtual Partitions (vPars), which is a soft partitioning, enables the users to create multiple virtual systems within
a server or nPartition. Each virtual system is isolated from the other virtual system and has its own OS instance,
resources, applications, and users.

• HP Integrity Virtual Machines (Integrity VM), which is a soft partitioning, provides the ability to create multiple virtual
machines on HP Itanium server or nPartition. Each virtual machine runs its own separate "guest" operating system
instance, applications, and users in a fully isolated environment. The Itanium server allocates its physical resources to
different virtual machines, which it hosts, as and when required.

HP Integrity Virtual Machines

Contents

The AM remote agent collects and reports information for HP Itanium server running HP-UX 11i v2 (May 2005) or later.
The virtual machines functionality is provided by application-level software, and each virtual machine can run guests with
different operating systems such as HP-UX 11i v2, HP-UX 11i v3, Windows Server 2003, and Red Hat 4 in version 3.0.
The following information is collected for HP Itanium server:

• The virtual machines that it is hosting, which includes:
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– The host name for each virtual machine.
– The IP address for each virtual machine.
– The operating system installed on each virtual machine.
– The state (active, inactive) for each virtual machine.
– The VM guest's serial number and UUID.

• The operating system revision level.
• The physical devices attached to it such as CD, DVD.
• The amount of memory available to it.
• The disk space used out of the total available.
• The host name and IP address of the host.
• The network hardware (card type and configuration, MAC address).

Installation

The AM remote agent is installed in addition to the standard asset management agent.

For HP Integrity Virtual Machines, you need to install this agent on the agent machine (AIX, HP, Linux, Solais, or
Windows) and direct it to the VM Host through SSH.

Prerequisites for Accessing the Integrity VM Host (BAR)

The SSH keys must be generated on both the VM Host and the VM Guest systems. You must perform the following
prerequisites for accessing the VM Host:

• The HP-UX Distributed Systems Administration Utilities (DSAU) tools can be used to set up the SSH keys on the VM
Host and the VM Guest systems, which is installed by default on HP-UX 11.23 (0512 release) or later.

• The “/opt/dsau/bin/csshsetup $VMHostName” command is used to set up the SSH keys between VM Host and the VM
Guest systems. Once the SSH keys are set up, the agent uses SSH and accesses the VM Host to collect the relevant
inventory information.

Accessing the Integrity VM Host

It is not recommended that you install any application software on the VM Host. You need to access the VM Host remotely
to find out the virtual machines it is managing, their configuration, or their current status. To facilitate remote access to
the VM Host, you must generate the SSH keys on both the VM Host and the VM Guest systems. The asset management
agent uses SSH to access the VM Host to collect the relevant inventory information.

Configuration

To configure the Integrity VM Host, create a virtual host inventory collect task using the DSM Explorer.

Test the Virtual Host Inventory Manually

You can test the virtual host inventory manually and verify that the correct information has been collected.

NOTE
Running the inventory collection module manually is for testing or diagnostic purposes. In some situations,
diagnostic messages are displayed on the screen, which does not affect the inventory collection and is not
harmful.

To test the virtual host inventory manually

1. Create a virtual host inventory collect task using the DSM Explorer.
2. Enter the following command in the VM Guest system where the asset management agent is installed:

caf start amagent
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NOTE
Starting the amagent will automatically start the AM remote agent and the registration process.

The VM Host inventory is written to the following location:
$CA_ITRM_BASEDIR/Agent/AM/data/transfer_vm/12amvminvux.inv

3. Check the information in the inventory file against the output from various commands specific to the VM Host.

NOTE
For more information, see the HP Integrity Virtual Machines: Installation, Configuration, and Administration
(http://docs.hp.com/).

HP nPartitions and Virtual Partitions

Contents

The AM remote agent produces nPar and vPar details on HP servers running HP-UX 11i or later. The agent can access
the nPar and vPar systems, obtain and register their inventory information.

Information Collected for HP Chassis and nPartitions

For HP Chassis and nPartitions, the following information is collected for the Chassis and its nPartitions:

• The name of the server
• The serial number of the server
• The model name of the server
• The vendor of the server
• The Hard or Soft partitions information
• The amount of memory available
• The total number of processor of the server

The following information is not collected for the Chassis and its nPartitions:

• The MAC address of the server
• The IP address of the server
• Detailed processor information
• The storage information of the server

Relationship Between nPar and vPar Systems

In the HP-UX nPar system, there can be multiple nPars. Each nPar identifies the other nPar by its partition ID and partition
name. All of these nPars share the same serial number.

The nPar does not have any information about:

• The host name of the other nPars
• Any vPar system it owns

NOTE
One nPar system can have multiple vPars.

Similarly, for the vPar system, each vPar identifies the other vPar by its partition name. All of these vPars share the same
serial number with their parent nPar.

The vPar knows about:

• The nPar it belongs to
• The other vPars this nPar owns, and their partition name
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However, the vPar does not have information about the host name of the other vPars. The other vPar systems identify
themselves with the partition name.

Displaying the nPar and vPar Relationship in the DSM Explorer GUI

The relationship between nPar and vPar is displayed generically as Related Computers in the DSM Explorer user
interface. Displaying the relationship as Related Computers ignores the parent-child pattern and provides a simple way of
representing the relationship.

Installation

You must install the AM remote agent on every nPar and vPar to collect and report the inventory information. This
installation does not require the configuration of the virtual host inventory collect task.

NOTE
It is recommended that you install the agent on every nPar and vPar only if you have sufficient resources
available on the nPar and vPar systems.

Test the Chassis Inventory Module Manually

You can test the Chassis inventory module manually and verify that the correct information has been collected.

Note: Running the inventory collection module manually is for testing or diagnostic purposes. In some situations,
diagnostic messages are displayed on the screen, which does not affect the inventory collection and is not harmful.

To test the Chassis inventory module manually

1. Enter the following commands in the nPar (or vPar) system where the asset management agent is installed:
cd $CA_ITRM_BASEDIR/Agent/AM/plugin

./amvminvhp 0

The Chassis inventory is written to the following location:
$CA_ITRM_BASEDIR/Agent/AM/data/transfer_vm/amvminvux.inv

2. Check the information in the inventory file against the output from various commands specific to nPar and vPar.

After the Chassis inventory file is created, you can manually run the AM remote agent using one of the following methods:

Method 1:

cd $CA_ITRM_BASEDIR/Agent/AM/plugin

./amVMAgent register

• Method 2:
caf start amagent

NOTE
Starting the amagent will automatically start the AM remote agent and the registration process.

Test the nPar Inventory Module Manually

You can test the nPar inventory module manually and verify that the correct information has been collected.

Note: Running the inventory collection module manually is for testing or diagnostic purposes. In some situations,
diagnostic messages are displayed on the screen, which does not affect the inventory collection and is not harmful.

To test the nPar inventory module manually

1. Enter the following commands in the nPar (or vPar) system where the asset management agent is installed:
cd $CA_ITRM_BASEDIR/Agent/AM/plugin

./amvminvhp 1
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The nPar inventory is written to the following location:
$CA_ITRM_BASEDIR/Agent/AM/data/transfer_vm/amvminvux.inv

2. Check the information in the inventory file against the output from various commands specific to nPar and vPar.

After the nPar inventory file is created, you can manually run the AM remote agent using one of the following methods:

Method 1:

cd $CA_ITRM_BASEDIR/Agent/AM/plugin

./amVMAgent register

• Method 2:
caf start amagent

NOTE
Starting the amagent will automatically start the AM remote agent and the registration process.
Collecting the nPar inventory after the Chassis inventory collection overwrites the Chassis information in
$CA_ITRM_BASEDIR/Agent/AM/data/transfer_vm/amvminvux.inv.

AIX

Contents

On AIX, the module produces logical partition (LPAR) information running AIX 5.3 or higher on IBM eServer pSeries
systems and IBM System p5 systems, where the IBM Hardware Management Console (HMC) is used to configure and
manage the LPARs and the server system.

A logical partition is the division of the processors, memory, and storage of a computer into multiple sets of resources,
such that a set of resources can be operated independently with its own operating system instance and applications. The
number of logical partitions that can be created depends on the processor model and resources available in the system.

The Hardware Management Console (HMC) provides a standard user interface for configuring, managing, and monitoring
the logical partitions on the IBM eServer pSeries systems and IBM System p5 systems. The HMC consists of a 32-bit
Intel-based desktop PC running AIX or Linux with a DVD-RAM drive. The following illustration shows the relationship
between the LPAR, its server, and the HMC:
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Figure 16: BDSM r12_CMS-AIX Relationship

 

NOTE
The versions of the HMC that the AM remote agent supports are v2.0 to v7.0.

Information Collected for Each IBM Server

The following information is collected for the IBM server:

• The logical partitions that it is hosting, which includes the following information:
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– The partition name for each logical partition
– The partition ID for each logical partition
– The state (active, inactive) for each logical partition
– The name of the server that the logical partition resides on

• The number of IO devices
• The number of processors
• The amount of memory available
• The serial number
• The name of the server
• The model name of the server
• The vendor of the server

The information that is not collected for the IBM server is as follows:

• The MAC address of the server
• The IP address of the server
• Detailed processor information about the server
• The storage information about the server

Installation

For the IBM server, the AM remote agent is installed in addition to the Asset Management agent.

Install this agent on the agent system (AIX, HP, Linux, Solaris, or Windows) and direct it to the HMC through Secure Shell
(SSH).

IBM Hardware Management Console (HMC) Configuration Script

The Agent uses a trusted SSH key relationship and a special "uamuser" user account to connect to an IBM HMC. The
need to divulge the HMC administrator password to the agent is avoided.

For UNIX and Linux agents, a shell-script that is named as UAMhmcConfig you through the steps to set up the agent. If
you are accessing an IBM HMC from a Windows agent, the configuration steps are described later in this section.

Prerequisites

The two prerequisites to enable the UAMhmcConfig script and the Asset Management agent to run remote commands on
the HMC are as follows:

• Enable the "Enable/Disable remote command execution" option on the HMC. Use the HMC system management
environment and examining the settings under HMC Maintenance, System Configuration to verify the same.

• SSH must be installed on the agent system where the script is to be run.

NOTE
SSH is supplied with the AIX operating system but not installed by default. For Windows agents, the Plink
(PuTTY Link) utility is installed with the agent, providing an SSH command-line interface. See the Configuring
Plink on a Windows Remote Agent Host section for details. The commands for configuring the Windows
agent that is described later in this section might also work with any other SSH command tool that you might
already have.

Linux and UNIX Agent Configuration

The UAMhmcConfig script sets up the requirements for the inventory process to remotely access the HMC. A CA Asset
Management user account (uamuser) is created on the HMC and the agent uses this account to collect the inventory
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information. The script also creates SSH keys to enable remote command access to the HMC without password
prompting.

The UAMhmcConfig script that can be found in the default installation directory (/opt/CA/DSM/Agent/AM/scripts),
must be run under the root user account before the Asset Management agent is to be run. Run the script only once
in a single agent system with the AM remote agent installed to enable HMC access for the agent. However, running
the UAMhmcConfig script in more than one agent system ensures that the overall server inventory is still likely to be
produced, even if the agent system in which the script has been run suddenly becomes unavailable.

If the UAMhmcConfig script is not run before the Asset Management agent is invoked, the agent will not be able to report
on the overall server inventory, such as total resource usage and free resources available on the server.

Once the script is started, you are asked for the following information:

• The host name of the HMC that is used to manage the server.
• The name and password of an existing user account on the HMC, which can be used to create the uamuser account.

This existing account must at least have the role of "User Administrator".
• The password for the uamuser account that is created.

The script verifies whether the uamuser account already exists on the HMC and only creates the account if necessary.
During this verification, a message might appear that states that the authenticity of the HMC cannot be established
and asks you whether you want to continue connecting. This message usually means that the host name of the HMC
you entered does not have an entry in the $HOME/.ssh/known_hosts file. Answering yes to this question automatically
updates the known_hosts file, so you will not see this message in the future.

Once the uamuser account is available, the Asset Management agent public/private key pair is created. The key files
reside in $HOME/.ssh and are named uamkey and uamkey.pub for the private and public keys respectively. To enable
the Asset Management agent to run remote commands under the uamuser account, on the HMC, place the public key in
the uamuser authorized_keys2 file. The UAMhmcConfig script picks the uamuser authorized_keys2 file, places the Asset
Management agent public key in the file, and copies the authorized_keys2 file back again. During this procedure, you are
prompted for the uamuser password, which you entered during the account creation phase.

NOTE
When configuring the virtual host inventory collect task, at the Add Virtual Hosts step enter
“$ROOT_HOME/.ssh/uamkey” in the SSH key location field for the IBM HMC.

Uninstallation

Before uninstalling the Asset Management agent, call the script UAMhmcDeconfig (usually under the
$CA_ITRM_BASEDIR/Agent/AM/scripts path) to undo the configuration on the HMC. If the script is not called before the
uninstallation, the “uamuser” user is left in the HMC computer. While on the agent computer, the SSH key for this uamuser
is left in $ROOT_HOME/.ssh/uamkey.

Windows Agent Configuration

Configuration of a Windows agent on IBM HMC requires performing the following steps:

• Create an uamuser account on the HMC.
• Establish a trusted key relationship between the Windows agent and HMC using the uamuser account.

Creating the trusted key relationship requires changing an HMC file by editing it on the Windows agent host. An SCP
utility is necessary to transfer the file between the hosts. PSCP client is a suitable utility to do the same, which is another
utility from PuTTY/Plink. PSCP can be obtained from the PuTTY/Plink website, www.chiark.greenend.org.uk.

To create a ‘uamuser’ account

1. Log in to the HMC as an administrator (or use an SSH command run as an administrative user).
2. Add a user called "uamuser" to the HMC using one of the following commands:

 777
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For HMC version 4 or greater, enter:
mkhmcusr -u uamuser -a hmcoperator -d UAM user

For older HMC versions, enter:
mkhmcusr -u uamuser -a sysadmin -d UAM user

To use Plink to perform this step, enter:
"C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Agent\units\00000001\uam\plink"  - ssh hmc-admin-user@hmc-host mkhmcusr -u

 uamuser -a hmcoperator -d UAM user

The hmc-admin-user variable represents the name of the HMC administrative user with rights to create new users, and
hmc-host represents the host name or IP address of the HMC to which you need the Windows agent to connect.

To establish a trusted key relationship between the Windows agent and HMC

1. Generate a public/private SSH key pair, for example, by using PuTTYgen or another SSH tool.
2. Use an empty passphrase for the private key.
3. Install the public key into the authorized key file for the uamuser on the HMC.

a. Copy the key file from the HMC server to the Windows Asset Management agent host to edit it using an SCP
client. For example, with PSCP the command line is as follows:
pscp  - scp uamuser@hmc-host:/home/uamuser/.ssh/authorized_keys2 C:\Temp\authorized_keys2

b. Edit the C:\Temp\authorized_keys2 file (to continue our example). Append to this file a line containing the public
key generated.

WARNING
Keep the file in Unix format; do not convert to DOS.

c. Upload the modified file to the HMC server, using the following command, for example:
pscp  - scp C:\Temp\authorized_keys2 uamuser@hmc-host:/home/uamuser/.ssh/authorized_keys2

4. Save the private key in a safe location (for example, “C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Agent\uamkey.txt”).
5. Specify this key file in the collect task dialog where it prompts for the “SSH Key Location”.

Uninstallation

Before removing the Windows agent, or if you want to revoke the trusted relationship between the Windows agent and an
IBM HMC, perform the following steps:

• Revoke the trusted key relationship between the Windows agent and the IBM HMC.
• Remove the uamuser user account on the IBM HMC.

To revoke the trusted key relationship

1. Log in to the HMC as an administrative user.
2. Edit the /home/uamuser/.ssh/authorized_keys2 file. Remove the public key inserted during configuration.
3. Save the file.
4. Remove the private key file that is stored on the Windows agent computer that was created during the configuration

steps described earlier.

To remove the uamuser user account

1. Log in to the HMC as an administrative user.
2. Run the following command:

rmhmcusr -u uamuser

To use Plink to perform this command from the Windows computer, run the following command:
"C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Agent\units\00000001\uam\plink"  - ssh hmc-admin-user@hmc-host rmhmcusr -u

 uamuser 
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Test the Virtual Host Inventory Manually

You can test the virtual host inventory manually and can verify that the correct information has been collected.

NOTE
Running the inventory collection module manually is for testing or diagnostic purposes. In some situations,
diagnostic messages are displayed on the screen, which does not affect the inventory collection and is not
harmful.

To test the virtual host inventory manually

1. Create a virtual host inventory collect task using the DSM Explorer.
2. Enter the following command in the agent system where the Asset Management agent is installed:

caf start amagent

NOTE
Starting the amagent automatically starts the AM remote agent and the registration process.

The HMC inventory is written to the following location:
$CA_ITRM_BASEDIR/Agent/AM/data/transfer_vm/12amvminvux.inv

3. Verify the information in the inventory file against the output from various commands specific to the HMC.

VMware ESX

Contents

VMware ESX is a data center virtualization platform. The VMware ESX server does not run on top of a third-party
operating system, but contains its own kernel called the vmkernel. Multiple virtual machines can run on a single VMware
ESX server. A virtual machine is a tightly isolated software container that can run its own operating systems and
applications as if it were a physical computer. A virtual machine behaves exactly like a physical computer and contains it
own virtual (that is, software-based) CPU, RAM, hard disk and network interface card (NIC).

VMware ESX Server 3.5 and 4.0 are supported by the AM remote agent.

Collection of Inventory from VMware ESX Servers

CA Client Automation provides a method to collect inventory from VMware ESX servers.

• Install and configure the asset management Remote Virtualization Inventory add-on to the asset management agent,
which will collect the properties of the whole computer. The disk, memory, and other system properties reported by
this agent will describe the state of the whole computer’s hardware. In order to distinguish this inventory from the data
returned by an agent that might have been installed on the VMware service console, this agent will report the inventory
using the service console’s host name prefixed with “VMware ESX - ”.

Information Collected for VMware ESX Servers

The information collected by the AM remote agent is similar to that collected by the local agent; however, there are
differences in the type of information that can be collected by the AM remote agent, and this is dependent on the
capabilities of the VMware programming interface.

The AM remote agent will report VMware ESX supported features as well as configuration information. This information is
not reported by the local agent. The AM remote agent inventory collection, however, does not currently report information
such as the host input devices.

NOTE
The collection of some Virtual Machine properties by the AM remote agent requires that VMware tools be
installed and running on the Virtual Machines. The status of VMware tools can be determined by the Tools
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Status column for Virtual Machine properties. The properties that require VMware tools are Host Name, IP
Address, Tools Version, Guest Family, Total Disk Space, Total Free Space, and Label.

VMware ESX Security and Authentication

CA Client Automation's AM remote agent only supports VMware ESX servers running in secure HTTP mode. VMware
recommends that secure HTTP (HTTPS, the default configuration) be used for production deployment. For this reason,
the AM remote agent connects only to ESX hosts where the default, recommended configuration of secure HTTP is used.

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) is used as the connection protocol between the DSM agent and the ESX host machine.
However, because the identity of an ESX host machine is not known in advance, there is no authentication between the
DSM agent and ESX host. Certificates will not be used to authenticate an ESX host.

Configuration

To configure inventory collection for VMware ESX hosts, create a virtual host inventory collect task using the DSM
Explorer.

VMware ESX Parameters

To access the VMware ESX Web Service, you must supply the logon credentials for an ESX host machine. The
credentials must be for a user of a VMware ESX host who has the VMware system role of Administrator or Read-only.

• Hostname
Specifies the name of the ESX host for which asset management inventory is to be collected. An IP address can also
be supplied.

• Web Service Username
Specifies the name of a VMware ESX user who has the VMware system role of Administrator or Read-only.

• Web Service Password
Requires the password corresponding to the specified Web Service Username.

• Web Service URL
Indicates the Web Service URL, which takes the following form:
https://ESXHostFQDNservername/sdk

ESXHostFQDNservername represents the fully qualified host name of the ESX server. Alternatively, an IP address can
be given instead of the host name.

ESX inventory collection is done using the Web Service (SOAP) engine. By default, the Web Service runs on port 443 as
a secure web service that can be accessed using SSL over HTTPS.

Installation

The AM remote agent is installed as an additional package to the asset management agent. The AM remote agent
package is available for Windows or Linux.

Test the Virtual Host Inventory Manually

You can test the virtual host inventory manually and verify that the correct information has been collected.

NOTE
Running the inventory collection module manually is for testing or diagnostic purposes. In some situations,
diagnostic messages are displayed on the screen, which does not affect the inventory collection and is not
harmful.

To test the virtual host inventory manually

1. Create a virtual host inventory collect task using the DSM Explorer.
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2. Enter the following command on the Windows or Linux computer where the AM remote agent is installed:
caf start amagent

NOTE
Starting the amagent will automatically start the AM remote agent and the registration process.

The ESX host inventory is written to the following location:
$CA_ITRM_BASEDIR/Agent/AM/data/transfer_vm/12amvminvux.inv

3. Check the information in the inventory file against that in the VMware Virtual Infrastructure Client or Managed Object
Browser.

Viewing Virtual Host Inventory

Contents

Collected inventory information for virtual host computers is displayed like any other inventory information in the tree view
of the DSM Explorer.

The inventory reflects the specific properties of a virtual host, and Sun, IBM, HP, and VMware ESX servers are presented
as computer units.

A computer unit appears for each of the managed guest computers. The virtual host unit and its associated guests are
reported as related computers, and you can easily navigate between both.

NOTE
The number of processors displayed in the DSM Explorer (under the Inventory, System, Processors node) for
the inventory data of the system controller computer includes only the powered up processors. The powered off
processors are not counted in this case.

Relationships Between a Virtual Host and Guests

Virtual host and guest computers register as asset management units and are displayed in the tree view of the DSM
Explorer. In the Homepage tab, click the unit hyperlink available under Related Computers to see the virtual host with
which the managed guest has relations.

Creation of the Relationship Between a Virtual Host and Its Guests

The relationship between a virtual host and its guests is created when the virtual host is registered to the domain
manager. The domain manager creates the relationship between the virtual host and all of its known guests (such as HP-
UX nPars and vPars, IBM LPAR, and Sun domains) in the domain. The relationship between guests that are registered
after the virtual host has been registered is not created until the next virtual host registration process.

NOTE
For HP-UX nPar, HP-UX vPar, and IBM LPAR, there is no parent-child relationship between the virtual host and
its guest system.

How the AM Remote Agent Is Displayed in the Computer Properties Dialog

As the AM remote agent is not actually installed on the HMC, the system controller, and the VM Host system, it is
displayed as "Asset Management Virtual Agent" on the Agent tab of the Computer Properties dialog instead of the more
standard "Asset Management Agent." The Agent tab also displays other agent-related information such as agent name,
registration, and so on.

To view agent information

1. Right-click the computer and select Properties.
The Computer Properties dialog opens.
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2. Click the Agent tab.
For an AM remote agent, the Components column displays Asset Management Virtual Agent as its description.

Configuring Plink on a Windows Remote Agent Host
The CA Client Automation AM remote agent installs and uses Plink (PuTTY Link) as an SSH client to communicate with
most types of remote hosts. However, the first time that Plink connects as a given user to a new target it displays the
host key and, as a security measure, interactively asks if the host is legitimate. Obviously, the AM remote agent does not
support such interactivity with a user, so you must first reassure Plink before gathering inventory.

Since Plink saves the remote host’s key in the registry, you can generate such a registry entry for a convenient log in user
and then save the same key under the LocalSystem account that the asset management agent runs as.

To generate a registry entry and save the host key under the LocalSystem account

1. If it has not been done already, generate a public and private SSH key pair using PuTTYgen, for example, and install
the public key on the remote target.

2. As a normal login user, run Plink in a command window to the remote host(s) for which inventory is to be gathered,
using something like the following:
"C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Agent\units\00000001\uam\plink"  - ssh  - i "private_key_file" root@target ls

The variable private_key_file is the absolute path of the file, and target is the remote host name. Adjust the Plink path
if CA Client Automation is installed at some other location.

3. If PuTTY says that the server’s host key is not cached in the registry and asks if you want to add the key, respond
affirmatively. The command (ls in this example) should now run successfully. If not, check the SSH key files and repeat
if necessary.

4. Search for the cached key in the registry using regedit or some other registry editor. Look under
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\SimonTatham\putty\SshHostKeys. Export this key to a temporary file.

5. Edit the export file by replacing all occurrences of HKEY_CURRENT_USER by the LocalSystem SID, HKEY_USERS
\S-1-5-18. Save the edited file.

6. In regedit, import the edited file.
7. Check that the HKEY_USERS\S-1-5-18\Software\SimonTatham\putty\SshHostKeys key contains an entry for the

remote host.

Plink must be configured for each remote host for which the AM remote agent gathers inventory; so connect to all remote
hosts in order to generate host keys, and then run the above export-import procedure once.

If you suspect that Plink may not be configured correctly for the LocalSystem account, run the asset management agent
(“caf start amagent”), wait for all AM processes to finish, and then examine the trace file, TRC_UAM_amvminvux_*.log.
Search for “The server's host key is not cached in the registry.” If you find such an error, Plink is not correctly configured.
Also, if you see the "Access denied" error in the trace file, this usually means a problem with the credentials used to
access the remote host, for example, an incorrect password or SSH key.

NOTE
For detailed information about Plink, refer to the PuTTY/Plink manual on the following website: http://
www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/docs.html

Non Resident Inventory
The Non Resident Inventory (NRI) solution provides a simple way to inventory a Windows, Linux, or UNIX computer
without having to deploy the CA Client Automation agent (DSM agent) to it.

The NRI solution is based on existing CA Client Automation inventory components, and it provides the same robust
discovery capability that the installed agent-based discovery does, but works on computer systems without any CA
software installed prior to or after the inventory scan has been performed.
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Three different levels of discovery capabilities are provided, with each level accessible through the installed NRI web-
site that you should visit in order to inventory your systems. The NRI agent can, however, also be executed through login
scripts.

The NRI solution is customizable and offers you the capability of creating your own levels or packages to suit your needs.

Requirements

Non Resident Inventory requires the following components to be already installed:

• Web Administration Console (WAC)
• DSM Web Service
• Scalability Server
• CA Asset Collector

Launching NRI Elective Inventory

Contents

The NRI Elective Inventory web page is immediately accessible to all users who have access to the hosting web server.

WARNING
The received inventory folder and the Asset Collector folders must be fully accessible by the Internet Guest
Account, which must be set up manually by the user. See the Configuring the NRI Web Service section to better
understand which folders to modify.

To navigate to the NRI web page, enter the following URL in a supported web-browser.

http://webserver-hostname/wac/jsp/ei/ei.jsp

The NRI web page is based on the CA Client Automation WAC system and offers a simple view of the defined inventory
levels or packages.

To start the inventory, select one of the offered packages from the Quick Start portlet by simply clicking the image or the
link. (See NRI Agent Packages for more information about what each package collects and does.)

Each link points to a named version of the NRI Primer executable. When the web browser asks if you want to “run” or
“save” the file, select Run. The NRI Primer is downloaded and executed. The progress of the inventory scan request is
displayed. The time used to download the necessary detection modules and perform the actual inventory depends on the
current load of the NRI hosting web server. For the Advanced Inventory Scan option especially, the number of files on
the installed hard-drives can affect the time. The scan can take anything from one (1) minute to more than 30 minutes to
complete. The scan process will utilize a significant part of the computer's resources but can be used normally throughout
the scan. A message dialog declares when the scan is done.

Launch NRI from Linux or UNIX Computer

You cannot launch NRI on Linux or UNIX from the NRI website. NRI on these operating environments is designed to run
with minimum requirements. The distribution of the NRI agent and analysis of the collected result is done manually.

To launch NRI from a Linux or UNIX computer

1. From the command shell, go to:
<dvd_root>/ProductFiles_x86/nriagent/nriagent.tar

NOTE
The nriagent.tar file is located under the platform specific folder. You can also copy it to any shared location
and launch the NRI.
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2. Extract the file to any location using the command:
tar  - xf nriagent.tar

The files are extracted to the folder nriagent.
3. To register a computer, run the script:

./cmnriagent  - script register.ini

An inventory file is created to register the computer.
4. NRI allows you to perform two types of inventory:

– Basic hardware inventory and heuristic software scan
– Full hardware inventory and software signature scan.
To perform a basic hardware inventory and heuristic software scan, run the script:
./cmnriagent  - script basic.ini

To perform a full hardware inventory and software signature scan, run the script:
./cmnriagent  - script adv.ini

NOTE
To use additional inventory modules, create a customized .ini file and copy it to the nriagent folder.

The inventory starts and an inventory report is created in the nriagent folder and is named after the generated host
UUID on the computer, for example, 12FDBEBA-572D-4408-BFC8-E7922AD4A998.xiu.

5. Copy the inventory report to one of the AssetCollectorCollect folders belonging to a running Asset Collector.
The Asset Collector detects the new inventory file and extracts the asset inventory information.

NRI Agent Packages

A predefined set of NRI agent packages is created when a scan is requested. A package contains the NRI agent
executable, needed libraries, and inventory detection modules with their needed libraries. All files are placed into one
folder, meaning that various packages share common libraries. The default package location is ...\DSM\Web Console
\webapps\wac\jsp\ei\wl\windows\packages, for example, C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Web Console\webapps\wac\jsp\ei\wl
\windows\packages.

The following three packages are created:

• Basic Scan
Executes the basic inventory scanner and the heuristic scanner.

• Advanced Scan
Executes the general inventory scanner and software signature scanner.

• Register Asset
Registers assets simply and quickly. No hardware inventory or software information is reported.

Reported Information

Although the NRI agent uses the standard DSM agent components, there could potentially be less inventory reported by
the NRI agent than by the DSM agent. The reason is that in some of the use cases mentioned above the NRI agent is
likely to be executed by a user with a standard domain user account, and this will typically have less privilege than the
Local System account (or optionally an administrator account) under which the regular DSM agent runs. Based upon the
privileges under which it is being executed, the NRI agent collects as much information as it can.

The NRI agent uses three techniques to obtain the hardware inventory information:

• Calling standard Windows API functions
• Reading registry keys
• Installing and running a device driver to collect SMBIOS inventory data. The most detailed hardware inventory

information is collected via this SMBIOS mechanism. Once the SMBIOS data is collected, the device driver is removed
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leaving no lasting impact on the configuration of the inventoried system. As installing a device driver requires privilege,
the detailed SMBIOS data cannot be collected unless the NRI agent is run as a privileged user.

• The NRI agent collects three different memory values:
– OS Reported Memory

This value is equal to the amount of memory that is reported by the operating system to be available after devices
such as video adapters have taken their share.

– Physical Memory
This value is equal to the memory mounted on the main board.

– Total Memory
This value equals the upper value of the two above values.

NOTE
Physical Memory is not reported if the NRI agent is executed in the context of a restricted user.

If the NRI agent is executed through a Remote Desktop connection, some values can be reported that are different to the
actual values.

For heuristic-based software scanning, the NRI agent obtains details of the software installed by examining the:

• Windows MSI database to obtain details of installed MSI packages
• Windows Add/Remove Software list

For signature-based software scanning, the detection of installed software relies upon software content signatures being
available to the NRI agent. As supplied, the NRI agent is shipped with the latest available content signatures; however, the
DSM administrator can update this with newer content definitions by the simple replacement of a single signature content
file.

If the NRI agent is executed by a restricted user, the amount of reported software inventory can vary from what is
reported by a user with administrative rights. For heuristic software, only applications available to the user are reported.
For a signature scan, some signatures can be prohibited from checking if an application is installed due to file access
restrictions.

The default packages return a trust level of 5, if the user is an administrator. If the user is restricted, the trust level is
returned as 3. During reporting on the collected inventory it is important to note the reported trust level.

If an asset has previously been inventoried by a full DSM agent, then the NRI inventory will overwrite that inventory if the
inventory has been collected by an administrator (trust level 5). NRI inventory generated by a non- administrative user will
not overwrite inventory that was collected by a DSM agent.

For a list of reported inventory information that can be expected, see List of Inventory Items Reported.

Update the Signature Database

The Advanced Scan package offers software detection through the CA Client Automation software signature scanner. The
signature scanner uses a signature database to recognize the installed software. During installation of the Non Resident
Inventory solution a version of the signature database file is also installed.

The CA Client Automation system automatically downloads new signatures to the core CA Client Automation system
for use with the real CA Client Automation agent and beyond, custom created ones might be added as well. However,
the Non Resident Inventory solution is not included in these automatic updates, so you have to perform these updates
manually.

To manually update the signature database used by the Advanced Scan package

1. Open a file explorer on the server hosting the solution.
2. Navigate to the ...DSM\ServerDB\SECTOR\SSFW folder.

The folder contains a list of W0000xxx.zml files.
3. Locate the .ZML file with the highest number, for example, W0000084.zml.
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4. Copy the file to Web Console\webapps\wac\jsp\ei\wl\windows\packages.
5. Navigate to Web Console\webapps\wac\jsp\ei\wl\windows\packages.
6. Remove file named w0000001.zml.
7. Rename the copied file to w0000001.zml.

Limit the Number of Primer Scripts

There are two options for limiting the number of offered packages from the Elective Inventory web page. The web page is
dynamically built based on the available primer scripts

Primer scripts are placed in the ...DSM\Web Console\webapps\wac\jsp\ei\wl\scripts folder on the web server hosting the
NRI solution. The file names reveal the purpose of each script.

Note: For more information, see the NRI Primer Script File section.

To remove any option from the web page

1. Remove the file from the scripts folder or change the extension of the file to something other than “.wlscr”.
2. After removing or renaming the file, restart the CA Client Automation Tomcat service from a command prompt,

entering the following commands:
caf stop tomcat

caf start tomcat 

WARNING
The Web Admin Console, as well as the NRI web page, becomes inaccessible, and currently logged-on
users' sessions will expire while the Tomcat service is stopped.

Alternatively, it is possible to limit the listed scripts to a single script by specifying the name of the script file as part of URL,
for example,

1. http://webserver-hostname/wac/jsp/ei/ei.jsp?script=2adv

This example limits the list to only the Advanced Inventory Scan package.

Customizing the Web Page

The NRI Elective Inventory web site can be customized to adhere to your organization's standards.

The main page for the NRI solution is “ei.jsp”, which is located in the ...\DSM\Web Console\webapps\wac\jsp\ei folder.

WARNING
Do not change or overwrite any of the server side scripting tags in the file. Server-side code is encapsulated in a
“<%” starting tag, and a “%>” ending tag.

Images currently used by the web page are located in the ...\DSM\Web Console\webapps\wac\jsp\ei\images folder. The
CA logo file is called “circleca.png” and can be substituted with a logo matching your organization. Alternatively, a new
logo file can be placed in this folder. You must change the reference in the “ei.jsp” file to point to the new logo.

Labels displayed on the page are externalized to the file named “i18n_ei.properties” located in the ...\DSM\Web Console
\webapps\wac\WEB-INF\classes\com\ca\wac\ei\i18n folder.

For each change to take effect a restart of the Tomcat service is necessary. Run the following commands to restart the
Tomcat service:

caf stop tomcat

caf start tomcat

NOTE
Before making changes to the web site ensure to back up your files.
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Exclude Specific Directories from Software Signature Scanning

To exclude specific directories from the software signature scanning, create a configuration file that is named as
Signature_IgnoreDirs.ini, where the current NRI configuration files are existing.

After creating Signature_IgnoreDirs.ini file, list all the directories to be excluded from scanning.

NOTE

This feature is implemented only for Linux.

For example:

If you do not want to scan "/test1" and /test2" folder, create a file that is named as Signature_IgnoreDirs.ini and mention
these two directories for exclusion.  

Configuring the NRI Web Service

Contents

The NRI Primer uses the new NRI Web Service to download and upload files from the hosting web server. The NRI Web
Service is configurable through a CA Client Automation common configuration policy that can be modified and applied
from the DSM Explorer. (See the Configuration Policy section of the DSM Explorer Help for additional information about
configuration policies.)

The policies specific to the NRI Web Service are found under the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy,
Default Computer Policy, DSM, Web Services, Non Resident Inventory subnode in the DSM Explorer tree.

Non Resident Inventory Policy Group

The Non Resident Inventory policy group lets you view or edit the existing configuration policy parameters that control
the behavior of the NRI Web Service. You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the
Setting Properties dialog.

• Copy files to Asset Collector
Specifies whether or not the NRI Web Service should copy the received inventory reports to the local Asset Collector. If
enabled, the files are placed in the first configured collection folder of the Asset Collector. Valid values are as follows: 1
= enabled and 0 = disabled.
Default: 1

WARNING
If the collection folder is different from the default collection folder (that is, AssetCollectorCollect relative to
the DSMROOT folder, c:\program files\ca\dsm), then this folder must be fully accessible by the Internet Guest
Account, which must be set up manually by the user.

• Delete files after copy to Asset Collector
Specifies whether or not the NRI Web Service removes the files from the received inventory folder after it has copied
them to the Asset Collector folder. This policy is only acknowledged if the Copy files to Asset Collector policy is set to
1. Valid values are as follows: 1 = enabled and 0 = disabled.
Default: 0

• Enabled
Indicates whether or not the NRI Web Service should accept a file download or inventory upload request. Valid values
are as follows: 1 = enabled and 0 = disabled.
Default: 1

• Folder where received files are placed
Specifies where the NRI Web Service should place the received inventory reports. Unless the folder is fully qualified, it
is placed relative to the DSMROOT folder, for example, c:\program files\ca\dsm.
Default: NRIReceivedReports
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WARNING
If the default value is changed to a different folder, then this folder must be fully accessible by the Internet
Guest Account, which must be set up manually by the user.

Running the NRI Agent from a Login Script

As an alternative to using the Elective Inventory web page, you can execute the NRI agent directly, for example, using a
login script or even a USB memory stick.

The NRI agent executable, cmNriAgent.exe, is located in the ...\DSM\Web Console\webapps\wac\jsp\ei\wl\windows folder
along with all the necessary inventory modules and supporting libraries.

In the same folder there are also three script files corresponding to the three primer scripts and options offered on the
Elective Inventory page. To execute the NRI agent using one of the scripts, run the following command from a command
prompt:

cmNriAgent.exe  - script .\basic.ini

This command executes the NRI agent and creates an inventory report named after the generated host UUID on the
computer, for example, 12FDBEBA-572D-4408-BFC8-E7922AD4A998.xiu.

This file can then be copied manually at any time to one of the collection folders belonging to a running Asset Collector.

NOTE
For more information, see the CA Asset Collector section.

The NRI agent can also be configured to direct the output directly to the Asset Collector folder by using the “-o” argument
on the command line. For more information about the capabilities of the NRI agent, see the next section.

It is equally easy to run the NRI agent using a USB memory stick. Simply copy all the files from ...\DSM\Web Console
\webapps\wac\jsp\ei\wl\windows to the USB stick. Then call the NRI agent as follows, preferably specifying that the output
be sent to a subfolder on the memory stick:

cmNriAgent.exe  - script .\basic.ini  - o .\reports

NOTE
The NRI agent expects the output folder to exist and will fail if one does not.

The NRI Agent

Contents

The core component of the Non Resident Inventory solution is the new NRI agent. The agent knows the internal workings
of the existing CA Client Automation inventory detection modules, and is able to convert their output to an Asset Collector
recognized XML file.

The NRI agent is executed manually and is controlled from the command line or through a script file or a combination of
both.

Command Line

The following table lists the command line switches that the NRI agent recognizes:

Command Description
-o “<output path>” Specifies the location where the agent should put the inventory

XML file.
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-origin “wished origin” Specifies the origin of the asset. See the Asset Collector
documentation for more information on origin.

-trustlevel <trustlevel> Specifies the trust level of the asset. The trust level can be a
number between 1 and 5. See the Asset Collector documentation
for more information on trust level.

-file “[set the File Name variable]” The output file is by default named using the generated host
UUID. This can be overridden through this parameter.

-nohw Do not collect hardware inventory.
-nosw Do not collect software inventory.
-script <script file> Location of script file.

 

Script File

The Agent can be executed and instructed on what to do through a script file. The script exposes some of the options that
are offered on the command line. If options are specified on the command line as well as in the script file, the command
line specification takes precedence.

NOTE
If you want to modify the default configuration script files, they are located in the ...\DSM\Web Console\webapps
\wac\jsp\ei\wl\scripts folder. Their respective file names are 1basic.wlscr, 2adv.wlscr, and 3register.wlscr.

The script file must always have a General section:

[General]

OutputFolder=.\

OutputFile=

Origin=CA Elective Inventory

Trustlevel=5

TrustlevelRestrictedUser=3

KeepHostkey=Yes

ProcessPriority=0-3

The following table includes the parameters available in the General section:

Parameter Description
OutputFolder Specifies the location where the agent should put the inventory

XML file.
OutputFile Specifies the output file. By default, the output file is named using

the generated host UUID. This can be overridden through this
parameter.

Origin Specifies the origin of the asset. See the Asset Collector
documentation for more information on origin.

Trustlevel Specifies the trust level of the asset. The trust level can be a
number between 1 and 5. See the Asset Collector documentation
for more information on trust level.

TrustLevelRestrictedUser Specifies the trust level of the user if the NRI agent is executed by
a restricted user. Restricted users do not have the same access
to information as administrators, hence the reported information
cannot be considered as trustworthy.
If this item is not specified the “trustlevel” value is used.
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KeepHostkey
(optional)

If specified and the value is Yes, the agent leaves the generated
hostkey in the registry. If the value is No, the key is removed.
Default is Yes.
The hostkey should be kept if there are plans to push the real CA
Client Automation agents later. The CA Client Automation agent
then reuses the hostkey, making it easier to consolidate it with the
elective scanned agent.

ProcessPriority (optional) This can be used to control the priority of the sub-processes
launched by the CA Client Automation agent. The default value is
0 which is “idle”, meaning that sub-processes only use the CPU
which is not consumed by other processes.
Possible values are:
0 = Idle (default)
1 = low
2 = normal
3 = high
The actual prioritization is controlled by the OS.

 

Script File Inventory Section

To specify which inventory detection modules to execute, an Inventory section must be added to the script file. If the
section is omitted, the agent executes the basic inventory scanner by default.

Example: Inventory Section

[Inventory]

Method=0/1/2

ScanRestrictedUser=0/1

AdditionalModules=1

Module1Binary=vistainv.exe

Module1Commandline=-o inv.out

Module1Outputfile=inv.out

Module1Cleanup=inv.out,tmp.bak

TemplateModules=1

Template1=user_information.tpl

The following table includes the parameters available in the Inventory section:

Parameter Description
Method Specifies one of the default inventory modules. The value can be

one of the following:
0 = None of the default modules are executed.
1 = Runs the basic inventory module. Creates about 4KB of
information.
2 = Runs the full general inventory module. Creates about 30KB of
information.

ScanRestrictedUser Indicates if hardware inventory scanning should be performed for
restricted users.
0 = No. Restricted users are not scanned.
1 = Yes (default)
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AdditionalModules Specifies the number of additional modules to execute. The
agent will iterate from 1 to the number of modules specified
and read the module information from the ModuleXBinary,
ModuleXCommandLine, ModuleXOutputfile, and ModuleXCleanup
items.

ModuleXBinary Specifies the file name for inventory module.
ModuleXCommandline Specifies the command line to be used to execute the inventory

module.
ModuleXOutputfile Specifies the name of the file in which the inventory module stores

the information.
ModuleXCleanup Specifies a comma-separated list of files that the agent should

delete after module execution. Files can be specified with a path.
TemplateModules Specifies the number of inventory template modules to prompt the

user for.
Note: In order to run template inventory through NRI Elective
Inventory, you must add the following files to the download section
of the NRI Primer script file:
amtplw32.exe, amtext.enu and amm2iw32.exe.

TemplateX Specifies the file name of template file. The template file is in
MIF format, and can be created either by the DSM Explorer or
by manually launching the gui_am_tpledit.exe from the CA Client
Automation installation.

 

Script File Software Section

Control of software inventory scanning is done in the Software section of the script file.

Example: Software Section

[Software]

Method=0/1/2

ScanRestrictedUser=0/1

The following table includes the parameters available in the Software section:

Parameter Description
Method Specifies which software scanning method to use. The value can

be one of the following:
0 = No software scan is performed.
1 = Runs the heuristic scanner which scans the MSI and Add/
Remove database.
2 = Runs the Signature Scanner which uses the CA provided
signature database to recognize software.

ScanRestrictedUser Indicates if software inventory scanning should be performed for
restricted users.
0 = No. Restricted users are not scanned.
1 = Yes (default)

The NRI Primer

Contents
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The NRI Primer is the binary that is linked to and from the Web Console web pages which host the NRI solution. The Web
Launcher can, however, be executed directly from a disk or network share if desired.

For the NRI Primer supported operating systems, see Supportability Matrix

The NRI solution’s main responsibilities are to execute the NRI agent and to facilitate a way to communicate between the
inventoried computer and the CA Client Automation Domain Manager over the intranet or Internet. The communication is
done using a new set of web service methods.

Script File

The Web Launcher is controlled through a script file. The script file includes information about which files to download and
execute, as well as information on how to download and upload files and to which server. The script file is in INI file format
and contains three sections: General, Advanced, and Platforms.

Script File General Section

The General section contains information which can be used by the Web Console to form the link and to determine if the
script contains support for the operating system of the hosting web browser.

Example: General Section

[General]

Title=Basic Inventory Scan

Description=Select this to perform a basic and fast inventory of your computer.

Image=nri_basic_scan.gif

The following table includes the parameters available in the General section:

Parameter Description
Title This is solely for display purposes and can be used to form the link

in the WAC.
Description A general description.
Image Specifies the file name for the image used in the Web Console

page. Image is picked from the common "images" folder of
the Web Console installation. If no image is specified, the
nricustom.gif is used.

Script File Advanced Section

The Advanced section currently contains only the following item.

Example: Advanced Section

[Advanced]

KeepWorkArea=0/1

The following table includes the parameters available in the Advanced section:

Parameter Description
KeepWorkArea Default value is 0. If the value is set to 1, the NRI Primer does not

remove all downloaded files. Generated inventory files are not
deleted as well.
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Script File Platforms Section

The Platforms section lists which platforms the script supports. There are currently four main platforms defined, as listed
below. If the value is Yes, the script is supported for the language. If the value is No or a platform is not listed, then the
platform is not supported.

Example: Platforms Section

[Platforms]

Windows=Yes

Linux=Yes

Unix=No

Mac=No

Script File Download Primer <Platform> Section

For each supported platform the script file may contain a Download Primer <Platform> section. This section lists some
primer-specific files that must be downloaded for the primer to work.

Example: Download Primer <Platform> Section

[Download_Primer_Windows]

Files=2

File1=def_inf.exe

File2=zlib1.dll

The following table includes the parameters available in the Download Primer <Platform> section:

Parameter Description
Files Specifies the number of files to download.
FileX Specifies the name of the file to download.

NOTE
The files listed in the example above are the files necessary to decompress files that have been compressed.

Script File Download <Platform> Section

For each supported platform the script file contains a Download <Platform> section. This section describes for the
Web Launcher what and how to download files for the specified platform. The following is an example for the Windows
platform.

Example: Download <Platform> Section

[Download_Windows]

Method=webservice

Executable=cmNriAgent.exe

CommandLine=-script .\adv.ini

Files=2

File1=basic_heuristic.exe

File2=w0000001.zml,w0000001.xml

The following table includes the parameters available in the Download <Platform> section:

Parameter Description
Method Defines the method to use to download the files. Currently only

"webservice" is supported.
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Executable Defines the name of the executable the primer should execute
when all files are downloaded.

CommandLine Specifies the command line to use when executing Executable.
Files Indicates the number of files to download.
FileX Specifies the name of the file to download. Specify uncompressed

name after the comma.
Note: For more information, see Compressing and
Uncompressing Files for Download.

Compressing and Uncompressing Files for Download

Some files will be fairly large and could take a considerable time to download. For this reason it is possible to compress
and uncompress files. To compress files, the def_inf.exe tool must be used. To have the NRI Primer uncompress files after
downloading, the compressed name and uncompressed name must both be specified on the "FileX" line, separated by a
comma.

Example

File2=w0000001.zml,w0000001.xml

In this example, the file "w0000001.zml" is downloaded by the NRI Primer and then expanded to a file named
"w0000001.xml". Both files are removed when cleaning the work area.

Configure the Additional Inventory Modules for the NRI Agent

This section provides information on how you can configure your own NRI inventory collection modules.

Prerequisites for NRI

Before you start configuring the NRI inventory collection modules, make sure that you complete the following tasks:

• Understand the structure and usage of the script file related to the Non Resident Inventory.

NOTE
For more information, see the Script File section.

• Prepare the binaries that you plan to use for the creation of the inventory collection module for the NRI agent. The
output format of the inventory files generated by these modules must be asset management compliant.

The complete procedure has been explained with the help of different examples. First example explains how you can
configure a template inventory collection module for the NRI agent, second example explains how you can configure a
user information collection module for the NRI agent, and third example explains how you can configure a .wlscr file to
include a localized language. Each example provides information on how to achieve that task.

Create the Template Inventory Collection Module

Contents

You can create the template inventory collection module for the NRI agent. The steps involved in this process are as
follows:

1. Creating the template file for the NRI agent.
2. Creating the INI file.
3. Creating the .wlscr script file.
4. Copying the files to the appropriate folders.
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5. Restarting the Tomcat service.
6. Accessing the NRI web page.
7. Running the new module.

Create a Template File for the NRI Agent

Create a template file that is to be used in the NRI agent. For this example, the content of the template file is taken from
asset management and the format of the file is the same as the AM template file. The name of the template file in this
example is template.tpl.

The template.tpl file is created with the following content:

//

// A MIF File Created with the Asset Management system

//

Start Component

 Name = "User Template"

 UpdateType = "Never"

 UpdateMsg = ""

 LastUpdated = ""

 Description = "Basic Template for Users"

 Start Group

  Name = "User Information"

  Id = 1

  Class = "NETCON|User Information|1.0"

  Description = ""

  Start Attribute

   Name = "User Name"

   Id = 1

   Storage = Specific

   Type = String(32)

   Access = Write-Only

  End Attribute

  Start Attribute

   Name = "First Name"

   Id = 2

   Storage = Specific

   Type = String(64)

   Access = Write-Only

  End Attribute

  Start Attribute

   Name = "Last Name"

   Id = 3

   Storage = Specific

   Type = String(64)

   Access = Write-Only

  End Attribute

  Start Attribute

   Name = "Address"

   Id = 4

   Storage = Specific

   Type = String(128)

   Access = Write-Only

  End Attribute
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  Start Attribute

   Name = "ZipCode"

   Id = 5

   Storage = Specific

   Type = String(32)

   Access = Write-Only

  End Attribute

  Start Attribute

   Name = "City"

   Id = 6

   Storage = Specific

   Type = String(128)

   Access = Write-Only

  End Attribute

  Start Attribute

   Name = "Country"

   Id = 7

   Storage = Specific

   Type = String(64)

   Access = Write-Only

  End Attribute

  Start Attribute

   Name = "Home Phone"

   Id = 8

   Storage = Specific

   Type = String(32)

   Access = Write-Only

  End Attribute

 End Group

 Start Group

  Name = "Company Information"

  Id = 2

  Class = "NETCON|Company Information|1.0"

  Description = ""

  Start Attribute

   Name = "Department"

   Id = 1

   Storage = Specific

   Type = String(64)

   Access = Write-Only

  End Attribute

  Start Attribute

   Name = "Phone"

   Id = 2

   Storage = Specific

   Type = String(32)

   Access = Write-Only

  End Attribute

 End Group

 Start Group

  Name = "Additional Information"

  Id = 3

  Class = "NE TCON|Additional Information|1.0"
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  Description = ""

  Start Attribute

   Name = "Additional Text"

   Id = 1

   Storage = Specific

   Type = String(256)

   Access = Write-Only

  End Attribute

  Start Attribute

   Name = "Default Workstation"

   Id = 2

   Storage = Specific

   Type = String(64)

   Access = Write-Only

  End Attribute

 End Group

End Component

Create an INI File

For this example, the INI file (tpl.ini) has been created by copying the content of the basic.ini file. The basic.ini is available
in the folder ..\DSM\Web Console\webapps\wac\jsp\ei\wl\windows\packages.

The content of the tpl.ini file is as follows:

[General]

OutputFolder=.\

OutputFile=

Origin=CA NRI (Tpl Scan)

Trustlevel=5

TrustlevelRestrictedUser=3

KeepHostkey=Yes

[Inventory]

Method=1

ScanRestrictedUser=1

AdditionalModules=0

TemplateModules=1

Template1=template.tpl

[Software]

Method=1

ScanRestrictedUser=1

The value for the option "TemplateModules" has been changed to 1 (this value was 0 in the basic.ini file.) The value 1
implies that there is only one template file.

The "TemplateModules" option is followed by the option Template1. This option represents the name of the template file.
So we have the line as:

Template1=template.tpl

If you have more than one template to add, the content of the INI file will include additional options as follows:

TemplateModules=3

Template1=template.tpl

Template2=mytemplate2.tpl

Template3=mytemplate3.tpl
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Create a .wlscr Script File

After creating the tpl.ini file, create the .wlscr script file for this template inventory collection module. The name of
the .wlscr file for this example is tpl.wlscr.

See the content of the tpl.wlscr file below to note that you need to change the following options based on your
requirements:

• Title
• Description
• CommandLine parameters with -origin description
• Number of files to be downloaded
• File name list - You must have the list of the binaries name to put in this script file so that the primer knows which file to

download to the target computer. In this example, 5 new files have been added:
– tpl.ini
– template.tpl
– amm2iw32.exe
– amtplw32.exe
– amtext.enu

WARNING
The difficulty in this process is to obtain the number of binaries that can be used to perform this task and the
command line that is used to run this module. This requires the expertise of a user who understands the asset
management agent functionality so as to define which module to produce which inventory data. The above
binaries are distributed with the asset management agent installation.

The content of the .wlscr file is as follows:

[General]

Title=Template Test

Description=Select this to perform a fast scan of hardware and software on your computer.

Image=nri_basic_scan.gif

[Advanced]

KeepWorkArea=0

[Platforms]

Windows=Yes

Linux=No

Unix=No

Mac=No

[Download_Windows]

Method=webservice

Executable=cmNriAgent.exe

CommandLine=-script .\tpl.ini -origin "CA Elective Inventory (Basic Scan+Template)"

Files=20

File1=cmNriAgent.exe

File2=tpl.ini

File3=cainf.dll

File4=cawinexf.dll

File5=cfUtilities.dll

File6=msvcp71.dll

File7=msvcr71.dll

File8=cfTrace.dll

File9=cfTrace.ini

File10=amappw32.exe

File11=cfbasichwwnt.exe
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File12=cfXMLParser.dll

File13=cfOSServices.dll

File14=cfig40wnt.sys

File15=cfigw32.sys

File16=cfigw64.sys

File17=template.tpl

File18=amm2iw32.exe

File19=amtplw32.exe

File20=amtext.enu

After all the files are created, go to the folder ..\DSM\Web Console\webapps\wac\jsp\ei\wl\scripts. Count the existing
number of script files in that folder and increment the count by 1. Include this new number to the name of the tpl.wlscr file.
For example, if the folder contains 3 script files, you must name the next file as 4tpl.wlsc.

Copy the Files to the Appropriate Folder

Copy the other files to the ..\DSM\Web Console\webapps\wac\jsp\ei\wl\windows\packages folder.

In this example, you need to copy the following files to the folder:

• tpl.ini
• template.tpl
• amm2iw32.exe
• amtplw32.exe
• amtext.enu

Restart the Tomcat Service

Restart the Tomcat service by using the following commands:

caf stop tomcat

caf start tomcat

Access the NRI Web Page

Enter the following URL to navigate to the NRI web page:

http://<webserver-hostname>/wac/jsp/ei/ei.jsp 

You can see that the new inventory collection module is added to the list.

Run the New Module

Click the new module to run it.The template information is collected and added to the inventory data set.

Create the Additional Inventory Collection Module

Contents

In this example, a user account inventory collection module is created for the NRI agent.

The procedure to create the additional inventory collection module is very similar to the creation of the template inventory
collection module.
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WARNING
Before you start, make sure that you have obtained all necessary binaries that are to be used for this inventory
module. You also need to find out the execution of the command line of these modules if you run them from the
command prompt. You also need to know the parameters to pass, the output files that are generated, and so on.

The steps involved in this process are as follows:

1. Creation of the INI file
2. Creation of the .wlscr file
3. Follow Steps 4-7 as explained in the Create the Template Inventory Collection Module section.

Create an INI file

The binary "amusernt.exe" is used with the additional DLLs. Using the basic inventory file list along with this additional
binary will make this inventory binary work. The command line to call this binary is as follows:

amusernt.ext invdata.inv 

Based on the above information, the ini file of this additional inventory collection module is created. The file is named as
addmod.ini in this example.

See the content of the file below to notice that you need to change the following options in the ini file based on your
requirements:

• Origin
• AdditionalModules: enter the value as 1. That means you have one additional module to run. If you have more than

one additional module to add, enter the appropriate number.
• With the AdditionalModules field as non zero value, you need to add the following additional fields based on the

basic.ini file:
– Module1Bianry=
– Module1Commandline=
– Module1Outputfile=
– Module1cleanup=

NOTE
If the value in the AdditionalModules field is 2, the second set of module information would be as follows:

• Module2Binary=xxxx.exe
– Module2Commonline=.\xxxx xxxxx
– Module2Outputfile=.\xxxx.txt
– Module2Cleanup=.\xxxx.txt

The content of the file is as follows:

[General]

OutputFolder=.\

OutputFile=

Origin=CA NRI (User Account Scan)

Trustlevel=5

TrustlevelRestrictedUser=3

KeepHostkey=Yes

[Inventory]

Method=1

ScanRestrictedUser=1

AdditionalModules=1

Module1Binary=amusersnt.exe

Module1Commandline=.\users.inv
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Module1Outputfile=.\users.inv

Module1cleanup=.\users.inv

TemplateModules=0

[Software]

Method=1

ScanRestrictedUser=1

Creation of the .wlscr File

The following is an example of the .wlscr file to be used in this example. The file has been named as 5addmod.wlscr. You
can change the Title and Description of the file as described below. Additionally, you also need to look at the highlighted
fields to see if these fields require any change:

[General]

Title= Additional Module Test

Description=Select this to perform a fast scan of hardware and software on your computer plus user account

 inventory

Image=nri_basic_scan.gif

[Platforms]

Windows=Yes

Linux=No

Unix=No

Mac=No

[Download_Windows]

Method=webservice

Executable=cmNriAgent.exe

CommandLine=-script .\addmod.ini -origin "CA Elective Inventory (Basic Scan+User module)"

Files=17

File1=cmNriAgent.exe

File2=addmod.ini

File3=cainf.dll

File4=cawinexf.dll

File5=cfUtilities.dll

File6=msvcp71.dll

File7=msvcr71.dll

File8=cfTrace.dll

File9=cfTrace.ini

File10=amappw32.exe

File11=cfbasichwwnt.exe

File12=cfXMLParser.dll

File13=cfOSServices.dll

File14=cfig40wnt.sys

File15=cfigw32.sys

File16=cfigw64.sys

File17=amusersnt.exe

Follow Steps 4-7 (already explained in the above section) to complete the process.

Configure the Localized wlscr Files

You can modify your own version of the .wlscr file to have a localized language to be included in the file. The NRI
inventory options are then displayed in the localized language when the NRI link is accessed.
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To configure the localized .wlscr files

1. Open the .wlscr file, for example, 5addmod.wlscr.
The file opens.

2. Modify the section [General] in this file to add your own language. For example, the German language name and the
description has been added to the 5addmod.wlscr file as follows:
[General]

Title= Additional Module Test

Description=Select this to perform a fast scan of hardware and software on your computer plus user account

 inventory

Image=nri_basic_scan.gif

Title_DE=xxxxxx

Description_DE=xxxxx........

The information is displayed if you have installed the DSM server on a computer with German operating system.

NOTE
The following are the language tokens that are to be used for other localized languages:

3. Save the file and close it.
All the settings are saved.

4. Restart the Tomcat service by using the following commands:
Caf stop tomcat

Caf start tomcat

The Tomcat service is started.
5. Enter the URL to access the NRI web page.

Your own version of the localized language for the NRI inventory options is displayed.

DSM Reporter
The DSM Reporter tool extracts inventory information from the database. Using the Query Designer, the user is able to
evaluate this data and specify which fields are provided on the reports. The information extracted can be filtered, sorted,
summarized, and viewed immediately in the GUI, and can be utilized for report printouts or exporting to other applications
(for example as CSV file or HTML file). Reports are displayed hierarchically in an Explorer-like tree view, and a number
of predefined result sets can be kept for each report as auto history. In order to prevent a result set from getting deleted
when obsolete, the user can choose to save it.

Report generation can be user initiated or scheduled. Scheduling of reports is done in the Reporter GUI. The Engine will
then initiate the report generation itself, according to the scheduling properties.

NOTE
Make sure that you give enough time to import all the report templates into the database when you launch the
DSM Reporter for the first time after installation. However, if anything goes wrong while importing the report
templates, as a workaround, open the registry editor and delete the sub key in HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\Unicenter ITRM\Reporter\Library. After deleting the sub key, launch the DSM
Reporter again.

The following graphic shows how the DSM Reporter is embedded in the asset management environment:
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Note: For more information about the predefined reports and DSM Reporter, see the DSM Reporter Help.

Features

Using the Reporter, you can create reports based on the following categories:

• Computers
Includes reports for computer specific information such as manufacturer information, service level, summary, user
relation, virtual machine reports and so on.

• DSM Infrastructure
Includes reports for the engine information and information on all managed assets in the domain.

• Hardware
Includes reports for the hardware information.

• Network
Includes reports for the network information.

• Policies
Include reports for the policy related information.

• Unmanaged Assets
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Includes reports for the unmanaged assets.
• Users

Includes reports for the user specific information.

Using these types of data, you can create sophisticated reports with little effort. You can create reports based solely on,
for example Software Inventory or you can mix data of all seven kinds. Thus, for example, you could find all computers
that have the Netscape Navigator program installed, and then have the report display the names of the people who
use these computers. The Reporter lets you query the database for the various data gathered by the agent from each
computer in the domain.

The Reporter features include for example:

• Integrated explorer-like handling of Report Templates and Results, featuring user definable unlimited folder and
template structure

• Results can be viewed immediately in the GUI
• Results can be exported to files in various formats
• Reporting on general asset properties, software properties, properties for executed jobs and modules
• Reporting on current inventory values as well as most recent, previously collected values
• Reporting on non-specific logical inventory groups, like All Processors and All Local Drives
• Point-and-click filter editor with color syntax hi-lighting. Default filters for Report Templates as well as individual filtering

of each result set
• Creation of SQL scripts for running a report
• Printing of HTML reports that can be customized

Start the DSM Reporter

You can start the DSM Reporter in one of the following ways:

• From Windows, click Start, Programs, CA, IT Client Manager, DSM Reporter
• From the DSM Explorer menu bar, click Tools, DSM Reporter

Using the Reporter window you can view reports, browse for report templates and scheduled reports, and create new
report templates. Click either of the items in the Information window in the right pane or expand the appropriate Contents
item.

Selecting a node in the tree view displays corresponding information or sub items in the Reporter pane. Using property
sheets, you can add new items and edit the existing ones. On the other hand, all essential information is displayed directly
in the DSM Explorer, so that opening property sheets or dialogs is generally not necessary for viewing data. HTML views
provide the user with a quick overview, even for complex report definitions.

Specify Reporter Preferences

Reporter preferences define the settings for administrators and all users. You can customize the reporter preferences to
present the report the way you want it.

To specify reporter preferences

1. Click Tools, Preferences from the menu bar.
The Preferences window appears.

2. Click the administrator tab and specify the settings for the administrator:
– Information Section

Defines whether you want to display the tips in the report's information pane or use old style message boxes. Tips
are marked with a yellow bulb icon.

– Run Report Section
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Defines the user's personal preferences regarding the appropriate actions to take place after running a report.
– Results Section

Defines the report viewing settings.
3. Click the Global Settings tab and specify settings that affect all users of the DSM Reporter and can only be changed

by the Administrator.
– Auto Results Section

Specifies the number of auto-history result sets to be kept under Results in the Contents tree. Older results are
deleted permanently from the database. With respect to the user interface, the administrator even may choose to
delete folders that still contain files.

– Scheduled results to keep by default Section,
Specifies the number of scheduled results to be kept by default.

– Restrictions Section
Specifies that only administrators can reset statistics and that only administrators can edit result count for
scheduling.

– User Interface Section
Allows the deletion of non-empty folders, performance of a consistency check and so on.

– Enterprise Section
Lets you include the domain name in the new and imported templates when the reporter runs in at the Enterprise
Manager.

NOTE
For more information about the Preferences dialog, see the DSM Reporter Help.

Working with the Reporter

Contents

The basic tree structure of the DSM Reporter consists primarily of folders and report templates. The structure is similar
to a file structure. You can create and organize folders and report templates, to suit your needs. The structure also holds
items representing primary properties for report templates and scheduled reports, and items representing existing result
sets.

Create New Report Template

Report templates contain the definitions for a report. Once created, you can either run these reports or schedule it to run
at specific times.

To create a new report template

1. Right-click the appropriate folder under the Report Templates folder and select New Report Template.
The Report Template Type dialog appears.

2. Select the type of the report template and click OK.
Based on the selected report type, the New report type dialog appears.

NOTE
For more information about the Report Template Type dialog and the New report type dialog, see the DSM
Reporter Help.

Run a Report

To run a report immediately and add to the report’s Results set, right-click the report and select Run Report.
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Export Report Templates

You can also export report templates from one domain to another domain in an enterprise to reuse the report templates.

To export reports from the selected folder (including sub folders)

1. Right-click any folder under the Report Templates folder and select Export All Report Templates.
The Export Report Template dialog appears.

2. Specify the destination folder and select the Export templates from sub-folders recursively check box and click OK.
The report templates available in the selected folder and all its sub-folders are exported to the destination folder.

NOTE
You can also export a particular report to a file, by right-clicking the report and selecting Export, Report
Definition.

Import Report Templates

You can reuse the report templates created in a domain by exporting and importing it in some other domain.

To import a report template

1. Right-click the Report Templates folder and select Import Report Template
A search dialog is opened.

2. Browse for the appropriate report definition file (.rep) and click Open.
The Template Report is shown immediately under the Report Templates folder and in the information pane as well.

Schedule a Report

You can schedule a report to run at a specific time.

To schedule a report

1. Right-click the report and select Schedule Report.
The Properties dialog of the report appears.

2. Click Set Scheduling in the Scheduling tab.
The Scheduling Properties dialog appears.

3. Specify the scheduling options and click OK.
The report is scheduled to run at the specified time.

Exporting SQL Scripts

The Reporter generates the SQL script for the purpose of exporting it, and the option is only available if all fields and
options of the report template support it. The fields that require local processing cannot be expressed in SQL, and
templates containing such fields cannot be exported as SQL scripts.

You can export the SQL scripts to the clipboard or to a file. Right-click the report and select Export, Export SQL script to
clipboard or Export SQL script to a file respectively.

Report Output Options

The basic format of a reporter result set consists of two tables in the database: one containing rows of objects, for
example, assets, and columns corresponding to the fields included in the report, and one supplying meta data for the
result set, such as the full names of included inventory items and more. The later is referred to as the “map-table,”
whereas the first mentioned is considered the actual result table.
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Viewing Results in the GUI

Any result set can be viewed entirely in the GUI simply by selecting it in the tree view. The Information pane shows all
assets matching the criteria of the report definition. The Information column views common result information and provides
the ability of filtering the result (can be toggled on or off to compare the full result set with the subset defined by the filter)
or viewing the legend of a field.

Preview and Print Results

Result sets can be previewed in HTML view and also printed. The print result is based on the HTML generation, which
can be customized by the user. Customization includes table generation properties, sorting and more. Furthermore, the
user can access and modify the Cascading Style Sheet, which defines most default formatting options for the HTML
generation.

NOTE
You need to run the report to preview or print its result.

To preview and print the results, right-click the result and select Print. The HTML report is displayed as a preview in a
separate window. This window has the following buttons.

• Print
Opens the Microsoft Windows Print dialog.

• Page Setup
Opens the Microsoft Windows Page Setup dialog for specifying the page properties.

• Options
Gives access to any available layout and customization option for the result.

• Close
Closes the current window.

Exporting Results

Built-in export modules for various CSV and HTML formats make it easy to export the results for use in external tools.
All exports can be customized from the GUI, and individual customization is saved with each scheduled report, to make
publishing of scheduled reports very flexible. To export the results, right-click the result and select Export, the required
export format.

CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SCCM
The CA Asset Converter for Microsoft® SCCM is a component that connects to a Microsoft System Center Configuration
Manager (SCCM) and extracts information, including hardware and software inventory, about the computers stored in its
database.

CA Asset Converter adapts this information into a form resembling as closely as possible the information that would
have been collected by a native DSM asset management agent. The information is then written into a collection of XML
files in the format that is required by CA Asset Collector. Once these files have been picked up by CA Asset Collector,
the computers from the Microsoft SCCM database appear in the CA MDB as discovered hardware assets alongside
those found by the native DSM agents. The associated hardware and software inventory information is also stored and
structured in the same way.

CA Asset Converter can be configured to collect only hardware inventory, only software inventory, or no inventory
information at all. In the latter case, only the computer names and a few basic attributes will be extracted.

The CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SCCM engine task is available on Windows only and is certified against Microsoft
Systems Center Configuration Manager (SCCM).

This engine task is created, configured, assigned, scheduled, and run in the same way as existing DSM engine tasks.
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WARNING
Licensing Information. CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SCCM is a separately licensed component. Contact
your CA representative to purchase the required license before using this component. Such unlicensed product
component may be used for a 30-day trial period. After this period has expired, you must purchase a license to
continue using this component. Failure to do so will violate the license agreement.

NOTE
The CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SCCM is installed as part of the installation of the DSM engine on a
Windows system. However, you can configure it to deliver its output to an instance of the Asset Collector other
than the one with which it is installed.

Create a CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SCCM Engine Task

To configure the CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SCCM, you need to first create an engine task.

NOTE
A CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SCCM engine task cannot be assigned to an engine that is running on the
same computer as the Microsoft SCCM site server from which it is meant to extract data.

To create a CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SCCM engine task

1. Open the DSM Explorer and navigate to Control Panel, Engines, Engine Tasks.
2. Select New from the Tasks area of the information pane.

The New Task Wizard for engine tasks appears.
3. Select CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SCCM from the Task type drop-down list.
4. Click Next.

The remaining screens are identical to the Properties dialog of an existing CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SCCM
task and are described in the next section.

Task Properties

Contents

A CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SCCM task is configured either during its creation in the New Task Wizard or, for an
existing task, through its Properties dialog. In either case, the configuration GUI is the same except that you navigate
between the pages using the Next and Back buttons whereas the Properties dialog has tabs.

Description

The first page, which is common to all engine tasks of any type, allows you to specify a name and description for the
current task. The name must be unique and nonempty. The description is optional.

Configure the SCCM Server Option

The SCCM Server tab is used to provide information about the SCCM Site server that will be the target for the extraction.

Use this procedure to configure the SCCM server option.

To configure the SCCM Server option

1. In the Server field, enter the host name or address of the SCCM Site server from which to extract information.
2. In the Site ID field enter the site ID of the SCCM installation to contact.

Each SCCM Site installation has a three-letter site ID. It is possible to install several SCCM sites on the same server
as long as they have different site IDs, and, in such cases, this field must be used to specify which site the Asset
Converter task connects to.
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When only one SCCM site is present on the server, this field should be left empty, as the Asset Converter
automatically chooses the only available site ID.

3. In the Username field, enter the domainname/username to use when connecting to the SCCM Site server. If left
empty, the current user context of the engine performing the task is used.

4. In the Password field, enter the password to use when connecting to the SCCM Site server. If left empty, the current
user context of the engine performing the task is used.
The user specified must be able to access (remotely) the SCCM WMI classes on the server machine.

5. Click the Test Connection button to determine if the server details currently specified allow a connection to an SCCM
site to be established.

6. Click Next.

A successful result here does not guarantee the same outcome from the task once it is performed by an Engine, as it
could then be running on a different machine and in a different user context. The test performed when you click on the
Test Connection button in the Create New Task dialog is performed on the machine running the GUI and in the context
of the user running the GUI. When the actual SCCM Converter task is run it is done on the engine machine and in the
context of the user account used by the engine (the local system account by default). This means that a successful test
does not guarantee a successful connection when the task is actually run. You can eliminate the potential differences
by making sure you include the domain name in the Username field of the configuration (in this format: domainname
\username). If this is not done it will default to the domain of the current user which for a default engine amounts to the
local users of the engine machine. If possible the test should also be performed on a machine which has the exact same
access to the SCCM installation as the engine machine meant to perform the conversion.

Configure the Collect Options

The Collect Options tab contains options to independently enable or disable the collection of hardware or software
information.

To configure the Collect Options

1. Choose and select from options like Collect Inventory Information, Collect Software Information, Collect Users,
and Specify collection scope.

2. Click Next.

By default this information is collected from all computers in the SCCM installation with an SCCM client installed.

It is possible to limit the scope of the extraction to one specified collection of computers from the SCCM site. To do this,
select the Specify collection scope check box and enter the name of the SCCM collection to extract in the Collection field.

Configure the Delivery Location

The Delivery Location tab specifies where the XML files produced by the CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SCCM task are
to be placed. This would typically be the collection folder of an Asset Collector installation.

Use the following procedure to configure the Delivery Location.

To Configure the Delivery Location

1. Select an option from the following options:
– Use Local Asset Collector

Specifies that the files are written to the collection folder of the Asset Collector running on the same computer as
the CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SCCM task. This is the default setting.

NOTE
If the computer has no Asset Collector installed, the CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SCCM task will fail.

– Store to local or network folder
Specifies that the files are placed in the specified local or network folder.

2. Click Next.
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Scheduling

The CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SCCM task uses the same scheduling dialog as all other engine tasks. As a full
extraction of SCCM data may be time consuming and may create load on the SCCM database server, it is recommended
that the task be scheduled at a time when the server is most likely to be idle.

Task Management

You can run the CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SCCM task and review its status.

Run a Task

Once the task has been created and configured, it must then be linked to an engine in order to be run.

To run a CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SCCM task

There are several ways of doing this:

• Drag and drop the SCCM task onto the appropriate engine in the tree view of the DSM Explorer.
• Navigate to the engine in the tree view and click Link Existing Task in the information pane. Then select the CA Asset

Converter for Microsoft SCCM task in the dialog that appears.
• Navigate to the engine in the tree view and click Add New Task. The Create New Task wizard appears, allowing the

creation, configuration, and linking of the task all to be accomplished in one step.

Once linked, the engine will perform the task the next time it comes up in its task list and the scheduling configuration
allows it to be run.

Task Status

The status of the task is shown in the engine's task list. It can have the following values:

• Waiting
The engine has not yet run the task.

• Active
The task is currently running.

• OK
The task has been run and an “OK” status was returned.

• ERROR
The task has been run and an “ERROR” status was returned.

The task list also shows the time when (if ever) the task was last executed.

SCCM Converted Data in the CA MDB

Once an XML file produced by the CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SCCM has been picked up by an Asset Collector, the
computer it represents will appear in the DSM GUI alongside the other discovered hardware assets.

Diagnostics and Tracing

The common DSM tracing system is used to record detailed information while a CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SCCM
task is being run. If the appropriate configuration step has been performed, the trace file used is TRC_SMSEX.log.
Otherwise, it is directed to the TRC_UAM.log file where it may be interspersed with information from other DSM
components.
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Command Line Utility am_sms_ex.exe

The executable performing the actual SCCM extraction work, am_sms_ex.exe, may be launched manually for testing or
debugging purposes.

The available command line parameters are:

• /s:<servername>
Specifies the name or address of the SCCM Site server from which to extract. Defaults to localhost when not supplied.

• /u:<username>
Specifies the user name to use when connecting to the server. Defaults to current user.

• /pp:<password>
Specifies the password to use (in plain text). Only used when a user name has also been given.

• /c:<site id>
Identifies the site ID of the SCCM installation to contact. Only required if the server contains more than one SCCM
installation.

• /d:<output directory>
Indicates the directory in which to place any XML files that are produced.

• /collect_sw
Extracts software information.

• /collect_hw
Extracts hardware information.

• /collect_users
Extracts the last logged on user for each computer as a related asset.

Using the System Engine
Contents

The system engine is the central component in the architecture and acts as a primary communication point between the
servers and the database. The system engine is available at two levels and performs different functions at each level:

• System Engine - Enterprise Manager
The system engine in the Enterprise Manager performs the data processing. This Engine can do the following:
– Schedule report templates to get data from the enterprise database or domain databases.
– Execute queries, SQL Scripts and external utilities.
– Execute the Default Software Contents Download Job for updating the Enterprise Manager's Software Definition list.

• System Engine - Domain Manager
The system engine in the Domain Manager performs the following tasks:
– Schedule report templates to get data from the domain database
– Data collection
– Data distribution
– Data replication from and to the Enterprise Manager
– Execute queries, SQL Scripts and external utilities
– Execute the Default Software Contents Download Job for updating the Domain Manager's Software Definition list.

This engine usually runs on a dedicated Windows computer. However, it can also run on the Domain Manager. Running
the engine on a dedicated computer improves the response time of the Domain Manager when queries are made, and
when inventory updated from many computers is processed.

NOTE
Refresh the GUI manually or set the registry key to update the status for real-time engine status.
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Create an Engine Instance

You can create multiple instances of engines on the same computer. On the Domain Manager computer, the main engine
is called SystemEngine; while on a remotely installed system, it is called computername_Engine. You can right-click any
such engine and create its new instance. The new instance will reside on the same computer.

Having additional engine instances is useful in the cases where:

• The re-scheduling interval of tasks is too large due to the number of scheduled engine tasks.
• The tasks that might take a long time to finish and would exclude other tasks from being processed in a reasonable

time period.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click System Engine under the Control Panel folder, select Create new instance and enter a unique name for the
engine in the text field, and click OK.
The newly created engine appears under the All Engines folder.

NOTE
The new instance runs on the same computer as the selected engine. To distribute engines on the other
computers, you need to install a new engine on the chosen computer using the CA Client Automation
installer.

Configure Engine

You can configure an engine to have optimum utilization and to improve the performance of the engine.

To configure the engine

1. Navigate to the Control Panel, Engines, All Engines folder.
The existing engines in the domain are displayed under the folder.

2. Right-click the engine and select Properties.
The Properties for Engine_Name dialog appears.

3. Click the Advanced tab and specify the following settings:
– Number of files the engine will collect during one collect cycle

Specifies the number of files you want the engine to collect during one collect cycle. By default this number is set
to 10000. This means, the engine will collect 10000 files during one collect cycle and then let the engine tasks in
queue to execute before it starts the next cycle. The next collect cycle begins after the interval specified in the field
below.
Default: 10000

– Time Interval in seconds between Engine Tasks
Specifies the time interval in seconds between the engine task runs. By default this interval is set to 60 seconds.
This means, the engine collects the data from the Scalability Server every 1 minute. If you have any engine task
that runs for a long time, change this interval to accommodate the engine task execution.
Default:  60

Engine Log

The engine or engine instance logs all its actions in a log file. You can view this log file to learn when the engine collected
data from the Scalability Server or to troubleshoot any engine-related problems. A brief overview of this log is available in
the SystemEngine pane. The complete engine log is available in C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Logs\SystemEngine.log for
the system engine and <engine name>.log, respectively, for other engines.

By default, the auto refresh is disabled. When you enable auto refresh, set appropriate value (in seconds) to refresh UI.

[HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\ComputerAssociates\EGC3.0N\RefreshRates\cDispEngine]
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Stop and Start the Engine

The Domain Manager runs the engine automatically at the startup time. You can however, stop and start the engine at any
time to perform all the tasks in the task list again.

To stop and start the engine

1. Navigate to the Control Panel, Engines, All Engines, SystemEngine folder.
The right pane displays the engine status and the tasks list.

2. Click Stop Engine in the Tasks section.
The engine is stopped. If the engine is running any task at this time, it completes the task before stopping the engine.

3. Click Start Engine in the Tasks section.
The engine starts and performs the tasks in the task list.

NOTE
Only the users who have administrative privileges on the computer that is running the Engine can start or
stop the Engine remotely.

Job Performance

The system engine executes the following jobs on the Domain Manager:

• Predefined tasks
• Engine tasks

Predefined Engine Tasks

The predefined tasks are linked to the engine and run immediately after starting the engine. The following predefined
tasks are available:

• Default Software Contents Download Job
Downloads new software signatures from the CA Online Content Service to the database. After the software content
download is complete, you must be sure to restart the DSM Explorer and the AM manager, respectively. Otherwise, the
downloaded software will not be reflected in the DSM Explorer GUI.
To restart the AM Manager, use the following command:
caf stop ammanager

caf start ammanager 

WARNING
Do not run CAF Stop while the software signatures are being downloaded. The download process updates
many important tables in the database which needs to be consistent. So, if you kill the process, data can
become inconsistent. The download process is a java executable, so check for java.exe in the process list
and check that the job ‘Default Software Contents Download Job’ is not running by navigating to the System
Engine in the Control Panel.

• Engine Collect Task
Executes the engine collect task to collect the inventory information such as hardware, software, usage, and so on.

NOTE
Modifying, unlinking, or deleting the predefined engine tasks can impact some of the functionalities in the CA
Client Automation system.

Engine Tasks

You can link the engine tasks to the engine. Once linked, the engine adds the tasks to the task list and performs them in
an order.

The following engine tasks are available:
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• Collect Task
Instructs the engine to collect the inventory information from the Scalability Server.

• Query Task
Instructs the engine to run a query and return the results to the DSM Explorer.

• SQL Script Task
Instructs the engine to run an SQL Script.

• External Utility Task
Instructs the engine to run an external utility.

NOTE
Make sure that the external utility does not stop responding, for example, waiting for any user interaction.
Such a situation would cause the engine to stop processing all other tasks linked to it.

• Database Synchronization Task
Instructs the engine to synchronize CA Client Automation assets and inventory data that are collected in a Microsoft
SQL server (on Windows) of the DSM domain or Enterprise Manager with the accordant data in the remote SQL server
(on Windows) or Oracle DBMS (on Solaris).

• CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SCCM task
Instructs the engine to connect to a System Center Configuration Manager (SCCM) and extract information, including
hardware and software inventory, about the computers stored in its database.

• CA Repository Extraction
Extracts package metadata from the repository and lets you view the Debian package details on DSM Web
Console. For more information please see Extract Package Metadata from the Repository in the Software Delivery
Administration Guide.

• Scheduled Report Task
Instructs the engine to run a scheduled report.

Replication Job

When a Domain Manager is connected to an Enterprise Manager, the CA Client Automation automatically creates the
upload replication and the download replication tasks. The CA Client Automation links the two replication tasks to the
system engine in the Domain Manager. The Engine runs the download replication job immediately, followed by the upload
replication job to replicate the data in both the directions between the Domain Manager and the Enterprise Manager. The
upload replication task occurs in two stages:

• Delete the data from the Enterprise Manager (upload-delete stage).
• Update the data into the Enterprise Manager (upload-update stage).

Similarly the download replication task involves deleting data from the Domain Manager (the download-delete stage) and
updating data into the Domain Manager (the download-update stage).

The tasks have the following names by default:

• <host-name> Upload Replication
• <host-name> Download Replication

NOTE

• The replication tasks are created on the Domain Manager only.
• Before you run the replication job, ensure that the Domain Manager and the Enterprise Manager are at the

same patch level.

By default, the replication job is scheduled to run always. You can change the job properties to schedule it differently. If the
domain data is not replicated on the Enterprise Manager, verify the status of the replication and engine collect tasks at the
Domain Manager. When the status of both jobs is OK, run the following commands at the Domain Manager:

caf stop engine
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caf start engine

Diagnostics and Troubleshooting in Asset Management
The following are the different troubleshooting actions that can help you solve problems when using asset management.

Log File Collection Tool dsminfo
CA Technologies provides the dsmInfo tool, which collects diagnostic information from systems that have CA Client
Automation installed. The data collected is compressed into a single file that contains log files, system information,
directory structures, and registry and environment information. This diagnostic tool is available in the CA Client
Automation product installation media under the DiagnosticTools folder.

If a problem with CA Client Automation is reproducible, then run the following command to change the trace level to
DETAIL:

cftrace -c set -l DETAIL

Reproduce the problem and collect the diagnostic information with the dsmInfo tool.

NOTE

NOTE
For more information about this tool, see the DSMInfoReadMe.txt file available under the DiagnosticTools folder
in the product installation media.The dsmInfo tool produces ".7z" files by default. These files provide better
compression than zip files, so uploading to CA Technologies is easier.

Troubleshooting the Errors Reported
Following are some of the ways to resolve the errors reported by the scan:

• In the DSM Explorer, navigate to Computer Name, Inventory, SCAP, Checklist Name, Status. The Status attribute
in the right pane displays the reason why the scan resulted in an error. This attribute can reveal errors such as,
benchmark not being applicable to the operating environment, errors in XCCDF file, or OVAL file.

• You can investigate the rule errors by examining the output from the OVAL interpreter, which contains the results of
each OVAL definition used by the checklist. To investigate the rule errors, do one of the following:
– View the MachineName-fdcc-checklistname-oval-ovaldi-stdout.txt file under the agent working

directory\SCAP_Result_Files directory.
– View the MachineName-fdcc-checklistname-oval-ovaldi-stdout.txt file under the

ITCM_installpath\SCAP_Result_Files\checklistname\version_number directory on the domain manager if you have
configured the collection of OVAL test result files.

• You can set the trace level to detail using the following command and investigate the Asset Management log files for
any errors generated by the scan:
cftrace -c set -f UAM -l DETAIL

Check the log files generated by the scanner for more details.

AM Manager Crashes When MDB Goes Down
The AM manager can crash if the database or database listener is not active.

Duplicate Entries Created by Asset Collector
Symptom:
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When I reload the same asset with a different MAC address, the Asset Collector creates duplicate entries for agents. The
same behavior applies to the NRI assets.

Solution:

Duplicates entries are created because data is processed based on external_host_key and host_uuid. A new verification
has been provided for the serial number to help ensure that duplicate entries are not created.

Do the following:

Run the following command to create the parameter and set the parameter value to 1:

ccnfcmda -cmd setparametervalue -ps /itrm/manager/engine -pn AssetMatchOnUniqueSerialNumber  - v  1

This change allows a unique search for the serial number, in addition to the existing search for the hostuuid (hostname
and MAC).

No Error Occurred But Error Event Logged
Symptom:

Create and and register OSIM images work successfully, but sdmpcworker logs event "File not found".

Solution:

You may ignore this log entry: The Microsoft loader tries to load fonts even when they are not required. The Microsoft
loader then works without this font file, but the boot server logs the attempt to read the file with tftp.

The Inventory Attribute Hostname Shows Incorrect Values for Citrix XenServer Virtual
Machines
Symptom:

When I collect the virtualization inventory for a Citrix XenServer platform using RVI Agent plug-in, the inventory attribute
hostname under the node Virtualization, Citrix XenServer Virtual Machines shows incorrect values for some of the guest
Virtual Machines.

Solution:

This problem happens if reverse IP lookup in the DNS table returns an incorrect hostname value or no value at all. To get
the correct inventory data, ensure that IP and Hostnames are updated correctly in the DNS Server.

No New Host UUID for Microsoft Hyper-V Clone
NOTE
When using VM to VM cloning in Microsoft Hyper-V, it is not possible for the DSM agent to identify that it has
been cloned. Therefore, it cannot generate a new host UUID. The reason is that the UUID source is Microsoft
Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) and not BIOS, the default source for CA Client Automation. For
Microsoft Hyper-V, the UUID is accessible only from the hypervisor WMI and not the guest.

NOTE
This problem does not occur when cloning from a template.

To ensure that the clones are represented as new virtual machines, follow these steps:

1. Stop CAF.
2. Delete the HOSTUUID key from the registry: HKLM\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\HostUUID
3. Change the host name and reboot.
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Asset Management does not Collect Inventory Data on VM of Citrix XenServer
The Asset Management agent does not collect inventory data for the following subinventory nodes when the agent runs
on a virtual machine of Citrix XenServer:

• Inventory, System, Memory
• Inventory, System, I/O Ports
• Inventory, System, System Slots
• Inventory, System, COM Ports
• Inventory, Power Settings, AC Adapter
• Inventory, Power Settings, Battery

vDisk Record Is Not Found in the DSM Explorer
The vDisk record is not found in the DSM explorer, due to the following reasons:

• Connecting to the provisioning server fails to fetch the vDisk information.
• The system times on the vDisk and the provisioning server are not in sync.
• Connecting to the provisioning server via the proxy is not supported.

In all the cases, CAF shuts down.

To fix, perform the following steps:

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the vDisk with administrator privileges.
2. Verify the personality data provisioning services information.
3. Troubleshoot the connection to the provisioning server.

On success, CAF starts and the vDisk registration happens.

Processor Throttle Displays a Different Value in CA Client Automation
The inventory item Processor Throttle displays a different value in CA Client Automation when compared to the output of
the powercfg.exe utility. This value is read using a 64-bit version of powerprof.dll.

This value matches the output of the powercfg.exe utility available in the ..\windows\SysWOW64 folder on the Windows
platform. The 32-bit version of the same powercfg.exe utility available at the
..\ windows\system32 folder displays a different output.

Citrix XenServer Guest Virtual Machines Are not Shown in Virtualization Inventory
Symptom:

When I collect the virtualization inventory for a Citrix XenServer platform using RVI Agent plug-in, some of the guest
Virtual Machines are not shown under Inventory, Virtualization, Citrix XenServer Virtual Machines.

Solution:

A solution to this problem is being worked-out. For more information, see support.ca.com to check if the solution is
available.

Tenant ID Not Updated When an Asset Moves to New Tenant
When an asset moves to a new tenant, the tenant ID is not updated. The workaround is to delete the asset first and then
reregister it with the new tenant.
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Content Download Fails
Symptom:

If I download content when a CIC process runs in the background and another instance is launched by the engine, a
detached CIC instance occurs.

Solution:

Do the following:

1. Terminate the wrapper.exe process.
2. Terminate java.exe that is used by CIC.
3. Delete anchor files and loc files if any from C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\SC\CIC\bin.
4. Initiate the content download job again from Engine tasks.

Software Job History Behavior after the Uninstall Job
When the time period specified in the Job history cleanup time setting elapses, the software job history of an agent is
cleaned up. The cleanup task runs daily at the time specified in the configuration policy Start Time. Based on the Job
history cleanup time setting, the cleanup task checks every day for install jobs that are older than the number of hours
specified in the configuration policy. The default period is 4320 hours or 180 days.

The cleanup task attempts to remove all the procedures of a package together. This means that the task searches for the
uninstall job history of the package before deleting the install job history. So, even if the install job history is more than
180 days, the task cannot remove the job history until the uninstall job history is available. After you deploy the uninstall
procedure, the software job history contains the uninstall job too. When the cleanup task runs at the next scheduled time,
it looks for the install jobs that are older than the time specified in the configuration policy and have the corresponding
uninstall job in the history. When a match is found, the complete job history of the package (including the install, activate,
and uninstall procedures) is deleted from the software job history of the agent. This results in the removal of the history
soon after uninstallation.

With the Release 12.9 and above, the comstore setting is changed such that the software job history is deleted when the
uninstall job exceeds the time specified in the configuration policy. For example, if you have set the Job history cleanup
time parameter to 10 days, the complete job history of the package upto ten days, from the time the uninstall procedure
was installed on the computer, is deleted.

Erratic Communication Between CAM Servers
Contents

Symptom:

You are experiencing intermittent or ongoing problems with the distribution or collection of data in your asset management
environment and have verified that the affected components are active and able to communicate with each other. One
example of this problem may be the failure of an otherwise fully functioning asset management agent to return inventory
information.

Solution:

If you have determined that the product components are properly running and active, and have ensured that two-way
communication is possible, use the camping command to determine if this communication problem is due to the level of
network protocol support in the environment.

Always try to use User Datagram Protocol (UDP) as the preferred/default connection protocol. The only exceptions to this
rule are when it is determined that one of the following has occurred:
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• There is a restriction on the use of UDP within your network
• There is a restriction on the maximum size of UDP packets within your network, which in turn impacts CAM's ability

to send messages greater than this size. To determine whether there is a packet size restriction, use the camping -
s option, progressively specifying larger and larger UDP packets until such time as you either verify that there is no
realistic limit or you determine that there is a limit.

If you determine that there is a size restriction, specify smaller increments to try to establish the exact maximum size that
can be supported.

Next, establish whether the maximum size you have determined actually is reached by CAM. You can do this by
examining the CAM trace logs covering a typical transfer (or series of transfers). Look for lines like the following in the
CAM trace logs:

send_message(10.1.1.14) called 

Seq 41, Fd (Sec 0), from uxkul01/CAIFTRANS, to NTAOC04/CAIFTRANS, len 8198, data ><, created 43434, life 60,

 notify: yes, src 10.7.1.1, dst 10.1.1.14

In this example, len 8198 in the second line refers to the size of the message packet that CAM is trying to send (in this
case 8198 bytes). You can then establish the largest packet size that CAM has by looking for this field in all the messages
that have been sent by CAM. If this exceeds the size of the maximum UDP packet (as determined in the previous step
through the use of the camping -s switch), consider increasing or removing the UDP packet size restriction.

If the asset management inventory collection failed, it is possible that the size of that inventory collection (which, for an
initial collection, may be large) may have exceeded the maximum size for UDP packets in your network.

In some cases, an intermediate router has a smaller MTU size restriction than either the originating or destination point. If
that intermediate router fails to send the proper ICMP response to the sending host, indicating that condition, it is known
as a black hole router. If you experience problems with dropped packets that are similar in size, this may be your problem.

Check the Microsoft knowledge base for more information on the following topics:

• How to Troubleshoot Black Hole Router Issues (159211)
• Default MTU Size for Different Network Topology (140375)

File Transfer Time Out

Symptom:

After you have selected the most appropriate network protocol, you still find that transfers are timing out.

Solution:

Transfers may be timing out for two reasons:

• The remote machine to which the transfer is taking place is too busy to be able to service all its incoming connections
within the time allotted for the transfer. In this situation, consider staggering the transfers to the remote machine so that
it has time to service them all in the allotted time.

• The connection bandwidth is not high enough to allow for the complete transfer of the file/data within the time allotted
for the transfer. You can establish whether this is the case by looking in the CAM trace logs at how many messages
CAM is able to send to the remote machine over the period of a second. Using the packet size, as established
previously, together with the number of messages processed every second, you can then extrapolate this to establish
an approximate maximum file/data size that CAM is capable of transmitting within the allotted time frame. If this is
smaller than the size of the file/data that needs to be sent then the bandwidth is not sufficient, given the time allowed.
In this situation, you need to either improve the connection bandwidth or approach the support personnel for the
application that initiated the transfer to establish whether/how the transfer time can be extended.
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Unable to Deploy CA Asset Management Agent to Windows XP SP2 Computers
Symptom:

When I deploy the asset management agent on Windows XP SP2 computers, it results in delivery failure and shows the
status as no primer transport.

Solution:

The local security policy and the firewall on the Windows XP SP2 computers prevent access to the system. Before
deploying the asset management agent, you must change the local security policy and specify the firewall settings.

To change the local security policy

1. Open Windows Control Panel, Administrative Tools, Local Security Policy.
The Local Security Settings window appears.

2. Navigate to Local Policies, Security Options and double-click Network Access: Sharing and security model for local
users. Change the security setting to Classic - local users authenticate as themselves and click OK.
The Local Security Policy is changed.

You must open the UDP ports for CAM communication, by changing the firewall settings.

To change the firewall settings

1. Open Windows Control Panel, Windows Firewall
The Windows Firewall dialog appears.

2. Select File and Printer Sharing in the Exceptions tab, add one UDP port for 4104 and one UDP/TCP port for 7 and
click OK.

Existing Query on a Recreated Group Fails
Symptom:

When I delete a group and recreate it with the same name, the queries dependent on the group does not produce any
result.

Solution:

When you create a group, a new UUID is assigned to the group. The Query Designer uses this UUID (not the group
name) to query the database. Hence, if you delete a group and recreate it with the same name, the UUIDs of both groups
differ, due to which the query fails. You can edit the query and select the group name again to view the correct results.

NOTE
This symptom is also applicable if you are querying the scalability server for the linked assets. If you delete a
server and register it again, the queries dependent on the server does not produce any result. Follow the same
solution.

Software Contents Download Job Fails
Contents

The Default Software Contents Download job can fail in the following circumstances:

• Missing proxy server details
• Network problem - Unknown error occurred attempting evmUpdate1_0 .RC:-6
• Unicenter Patch Management Installation
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Missing Proxy Server Details

Symptom:

If the DSM installation resides behind a proxy server, the automatic software contents download job may fail due to
missing proxy customization.

Solution:

The proxy server details must be updated in the Common Configuration Policy before the software content download job
connects to the server.

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy in the DSM Explorer
The existing configuration policies appear.

2. Select the policy you want to modify and navigate to DSM, Manager, Software Contents Download.
The Software Content Download configurations appear.

3. Add the proxy details such as the server name, port, user and password.
4. Seal the configuration.

Contents download can connects through the proxy server and complete the software download.

Unknown error occurred attempting evmUpdate1_0 .RC -6

Symptom:

The Default Software Contents Download job may fail due to network problems. This is indicated by the entry - Unknown
error occurred attempting evmUpdate1_0 .RC:-6 in the cic.log file.

NOTE
The cic.log file is available in the CIC’s log directory (Program Files\CA\SC\CIC\logs.)

Solution:

The subsequent downloads will be successful and the download should complete without any error.

Unicenter Patch Management Installation

Symptom

Software content download job fails.

Solution

Before installing CA Client Automation, ensure that Unicenter Patch Management is not already installed.

No VM Host or System Controller Displayed in the DSM Explorer
Symptom:

I cannot find the 12amvminvux.inv file under the $CA_ITRM_BASEDIR/Agent/AM/data/transfer_vm directory (UNIX) after
amagent has completed. (The relevant Windows directory is ..\Agent\units\00000001\uam\transfer_vm.)

Solution:

You must enable the specific virtual host in the virtual host inventory collect task.

No Related Computers Displayed for the Virtual Host
Symptom:

I do not see related computers for the virtual host although amagent has completed successfully.
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Solution:

You must run amagent again to upload the latest inventory to the DSM manager.

Lack of Discovered Software
The generation of a zero-sized Windows signature file under All Users\Application Data\CA\eso_fingerprints can cause
the signature scan to fail. Such a zero-sized file is possibly due to a conflict of concurrent processes. The workaround is to
get the signature files regenerated by either deleting the zero-sized file or adding a new software definition.

Number of Processors Reported in Dual-Core HP-UX Computers
Symptom:

I find that the number of processors reported under Inventory, System is not the same as reported by the HP-UX System
Administration Manager (SAM).

Solution:

If the computer is running with Dual-Core processors, SAM shows two processors for each physical processor. In such a
case, the attribute “Number of Cores (per processor)” under Inventory, System must be taken into account.

Number of Processors Reported in SUN System Controller
Symptom:

I find that the number of processors reported under Inventory, System (SUN E4800/4900/6800/6900 System) is not the
same as reported by the "showboards -p cpu" command.

Solution:

If the "Description" for the system board is "No board power", the number of processors on this board is not counted.

Installed and Displayed Versions of amVMAgent Are Not the Same
Symptom:

When I compare the installed version of amVMAgent with the version that is displayed in the DSM Explorer user interface,
I find that the versions are not the same.

Solution:

If you use amVMAgent (of different version) to do the registration manually by placing the inventory file amvminvux.inv
into the $CA_ITRM_BASEDIR/Agent/AM/data/transfer_vm folder, the version number of the virtual agent that is registered
using this method will be the same as amVMAgent on that computer.

The Platform Is Displayed as Unclassified in the Overview Page
Symptom:

The platform is displayed as "Unclassified" in the Overview page.

Solution:

Enable the default engine job "Default Software Contents Download Job" in the DSM Explorer GUI (Control Panel,
Engines, System Engine) and check that this job is enabled and no error has occurred. If the job execution is displayed as
an error, make sure that this system is able to connect to the internet to allow the update to be downloaded from the CA
website.
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No Relationship Between a Virtual Host and Its Guests
Symptom:

I registered a virtual host and later on I registered a new guest system (such as HP-UX vPar). After registration of the
guest system, I do not see the relationship between this guest system and its related virtual host. What went wrong?

Solution:

By default, the relationship between a virtual host and its guest system is created only when the virtual host is registered.
If any guest system is registered afterwards, no relationship will be established.

You can manually start the asset management agent on the agent machine with the configured virtual host inventory
collect task, or wait until the next scheduled asset management agent process.

An Inventory File Has an Error Tag
Symptom:

One of my inventory files has an error tag.

Solution:

If there is a problem processing an inventory file, the file will be renamed, appending ".error" to the end of the filename.
For details of what has caused the error, you should consult the application event log.

Load Distribution
Symptom:

I am not sure how to distribute the load.

Solution:

If you have multiple Scalability Servers with Asset Collectors, you can distribute the load by evenly distributing your
inventory files between the available collectors.

Finding Errors
Symptom:

I am not sure where to look for errors.

Solution:

If an error is detected in an inventory file, the file has the extension .error appended to its filename. You can look into the
application events console to determine what the error detected is.

Some examples of errors are:

Badly formatted xml

• String values that are too long
• Integer values that contain strings
• Integer values that are outside set limits

Limits to How Many Inventory Files the Asset Collector Can Process
Symptom:
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I do not know the how many inventory files the Asset Collector can process.

Solution:

The limit to the number of files that can be processed is only limited by the available disk space. The hostuuid cache
grows with each new asset provided. Storage space is the only limiting factor.

Trust Level and Origin Fields Do Not Appear in the DSM Explorer
Symptom:

I cannot see the Trust and Origin fields in the DSM Explorer.

Solution:

There are three possible reasons for this:

Your DSM Explorer is connecting to a manager that does not have the Asset Collector changes installed. In this scenario
the DSM Explorer does not display these columns

• Your DSM Explorer installation has not been updated to include the Asset Collector changes
• Both of the above

Trust and Origin Fields in the DSM Explorer Do Not Appear When I Connect to Another
Domain
Symptom:

I can only see the Trust and Origin fields in the DSM Explorer when I connect to one domain but not another.

Solution:

This is probably caused by only one of the domains having the Asset Collector changes applied. Remember that the MDB
changes and components changes (installation) have to be applied separately.

Backup
Symptom:

I want to backup for a disaster recovery.

Solution:

Add the Host UUID \ Mac Address cache file to your current disaster recovery plan. The name of this file is specified in
your active configuration policy. The default name is machostcache.xml.

Asset Collection from Floppy Drives
Symptom:

I want to specify a floppy drive as a collection point for the Asset Collector, but file notification change mechanism works
when I insert a floppy disk.

Solution:

To force the Asset Collector to recollect from a floppy disk, stop and start the Asset Collector CAF plugin with the following
command:

caf stop assetcollector

caf start assetcollector
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Collect from Network Drives
Symptom:

I cannot collect from network drives.

Solution:

By default the asset collector runs as the Local System account user. You will not have access to the network drives of
your computer. You have to configure the Asset collector CAF plugin to run as a different user.

To enable the Asset Collector to collect from network drives

1. Configure the AssetCollector to allow running as a different user.
caf setprop assetcollector setcreds 1

2. Specify the credentials to use.
caf setcreds assetcollector user <username> password <password>

3. Stop and start asset collector to start using new user.
caf stop assetcollector

caf start assetcollector

To reverse this configuration, use the following command:

caf setcreds assetcollector user "" password ""

Unprocessed Files
Symptom:

The files in the collection folder are not being processed. They are not being moved to the output folder as expected.

Solution:

Check that the asset collector is running. This can be done by issuing a caf status, or caf status assetcollector command.

If the Asset Collector is not running, start it with caf start assetcollector.

Check that the collection folder the asset collector is monitoring is the folder where you are placing your file. From the
DSM explorer you can request a configuration report from a computer to see the configuration policy in use.

It could be that the services that the Asset Collector communicates with to register and upload inventory is not running.
The asset collector relies on the Common Server plugin for registration, and the asset management server for inventory
upload. You should see messages regarding failure to register or upload in your event log, if this is the case. Once the
services are restarted, the Asset Collector should upload the inventory on it's next attempt, this could be up to 5 minutes
after the dependent services are started.

You may have configured the Asset Collector to report inventory to an invalid scalability server. Check this in the active
configuration.

Many Errors in the Application Event Log
Symptom:

I am seeing lots of Error events generated in the Application Event Log when the Asset Collector cannot register an asset
or upload inventory data.

Solution:

When the Asset Collector cannot register or upload an inventory file, the file is queued to be retried. The Asset Collector
will attempt to retry the registration after 5 seconds. If this registration cannot be performed, the time delay is increased
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to 10 seconds, and then 20 seconds, this repeated to a maximum delay of 5 minutes. An event will be raised on each of
these failed attempts. So when the caf plug-ins that the asset collector relies on return to service it could be 5 minutes
before any inventory files are processed by the Asset Collector.

SCCM Converter Engine Task Fails
Symptom:

An SCCM Converter engine task fails with a Could not connect to SCCM site message even though doing a Test
connection in the Create New Task dialog reports a success.

Solution:

The test performed when you click on the Test Connection button in the Create New Task dialog is performed on the
machine running the GUI and in the context of the user running the GUI. When the actual SCCM Converter task is run
it is done on the engine machine and in the context of the user account used by the engine (the local system account
by default). This means that a successful test does not guarantee a successful connection when the task is actually run.
You can eliminate the potential differences by making sure you include the domain name in the Username field of the
configuration (in this format: domainname\username).

If this is not done it will default to the domain of the current user which for a default engine amounts to the local users of
the engine machine. If possible the test should also be performed on a machine which has the exact same access to the
SCCM installation as the engine machine meant to perform the conversion.

Missing Inventory Information
Symptom:

Assets in the computer groups are showing but the detailed inventory information is missing.

Solution:

If the scalability server the Asset Collector is configured to send inventory to does not have an asset management server
installed, then the inventory information will not be available for the registered assets. You will see the Asset in your
computer groups, but the detailed inventory information will be missing. Only use scalability servers that have the asset
management server plug-in available and running.

How Do I Know Agent Bridge Is Running
Symptom:

I need to verify that Agent Bridge is indeed running. How do I do this?

Solution:

To verify that the AM Agent Bridge is running, open the Windows Task Manager and check the Processes tab for two
processes: amLrss.exe and amss.exe. If these are listed, the AM Agent Bridge is enabled and running.

As for the SD Agent Bridge, which is fully integrated with the software delivery scalability server, if the software delivery
scalability server is running, SD Agent Bridge is running.

Cannot Register My Legacy Agent
Symptom:

I cannot register my legacy agent with CA Client Automation after enabling the Agent Bridge.

Solution:
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After enabling your Agent Bridge configuration policies, you have to wait for several minutes before you can register your
legacy agent.

USD Agent Overwritten by UAM Agent on My PDA
Symptom:

I have a PDA device with a USD 4.0 agent installed and pointed to Agent Bridge. It was registered successfully with
Unicenter DSM. Later on, I installed a UAM 4.0 agent to the device as well, pointed it to the same Agent Bridge, and
registered it. However, my USD agent then got overwritten by my UAM agent with a different name. What happened to my
USD agent?

Solution:

Existing UAM and USD 4.0 PDA device agents have the ability to be given a specific agent name during the installation of
the UAM and USD PDA device agent software. This name is used for the registration of the PDA device. If the UAM agent
is given a name that differs from the USD name, then this causes the UAM and USD PDA agents to overwrite each other
with their own names during the registration process.

To solve the problem, both UAM and USD agents must be given the same name during the installation of the agent
software on the device, so that both UAM and USD agents share the same agent name in the Unicenter DSM system.

Why Do I Get Duplicate Agent Names
Symptom:

I registered a Unicenter Asset Management 3.2 agent first, then immediately registered a Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0
agent. After a few minutes I saw two agents displayed in the DSM Explorer with the same name, one for Unicenter Asset
Management and one for Unicenter Software Delivery.

Solution:

With the UUID generator enabled, the Unicenter Asset Management agent has generated a host UUID via Agent Bridge,
but the Unicenter Software Delivery agent has received a host UUID from the agent computer itself. If both agents are
registered within a very short time frame, then there is the possibility that duplicate agent names would be generated, one
for Unicenter Asset Management and one for Unicenter Software Delivery.

In this situation, you have to manually remove the Unicenter Asset Management agent by deleting it from DSM Explorer.
To avoid this problem from happening again, follow these registration rules:

To register legacy agents, some of which may not report their own UUIDs

• If both the Unicenter Asset Management and Unicenter Software Delivery agents do not report host UUIDs, then you
can register the Unicenter Asset Management and Unicenter Software Delivery agents in any order. However, you
need to give time between the registrations of the two agents, typically, at least five (5) minutes apart.

• If the Unicenter Asset Management agent does not report a host UUID but the Unicenter Software Delivery agent
does, then you should always register the Unicenter Software Delivery agent first. Then after five (5) minutes register
the Unicenter Asset Management agent.

• If the Unicenter Software Delivery agent does not report a host UUID but the Unicenter Asset Management agent
does, then you should always register the Unicenter Asset Management agent first. Then after five (5) minutes register
the Unicenter Software Delivery agent.

In general, the majority of Unicenter Asset Management 4.0 agents and Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0 agents report
host UUIDs when registering with the server.
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How Can I Display the Agent Bridge Log Files
Symptom:

I cannot see the log files for the Agent Bridge components in the ..DSM\logs directory. How can I display these log files?

Solution:

After you run the command line script, AgentBridge.dms, you should restart the CAF service to ensure that all trace file
entries are registered properly to the system. If after starting CAF, you still cannot see the Agent Bridge log files, contact
CA Support Online at http://support.ca.com for further assistance.

Unable to Locate Log File
Symptom:

I am trying to locate the amss.log file without success. Where can I find this log file?

Solution:

The name of the log file for the AM Agent Bridge mobile sector server module, amss.exe, is TRC_AMSS.LOG, not
amss.log. It can be found in the ..DSM\logs directory.

Note that there are two other new log files for the AM Agent Bridge:

• TRC_AMBRIDGE.LOG
Log file for the AM Agent Bridge translation module, amBridge.exe.

• TRC_AMLRSS.LOG
Log file for the AM Agent Bridge sector server module, amLrss.exe.

Only One Hardware Module Is Executed
Symptom:

I only see that one of my hardware inventory modules has been executed. All of the others reflect a "waiting" state. What
went wrong with Agent Bridge?

Solution:

On Microsoft Windows, only the very first hardware inventory module is executed by an agent and the rest are ignored.
This behavior is by design in Unicenter Asset Management 4.0 agents. To work around this limitation, place all of the
hardware inventory collect tasks into one module and assign it to the computer. In this case, all inventory tasks will be
executed by an agent.

Missing Solaris Non Global Zones Inventory
Symptom:

I cannot see any inventory related to Solaris non-global zones.

Solution:

You must install the asset management agent on the global zone. There is no need to configure a virtual host inventory
collect task, because information about the non-global zones, resource pools, and processor sets is collected by default
by the agent.

The non-global zones inventory is reported under Virtualization, Zones in the DSM Explorer. The resource pools inventory
is reported under Virtualization, Resource Pools, Resource Pools, and the processor sets information is reported under
Virtualization, Resource Pools, Processor Sets.
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Script Compilation Errors in an Intellisig
Symptom:

A particular Intellisig always shows script compilation errors.

Solution:

Verify that the version of dmscript.exe on the target computer is not below R12.5.1010. An updated version is required
because Intellisig scripts use new features of dmscript that were not available before R12.5.1010.

Intellisig fails to Execute even when Collect Task Runs Successfully
Symptom:

A particular Intellisig does not execute even though the Collect Task runs successfully.

Solution:

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Software, Definitions, Intellisigs.
2. Verify that the Intellisig you want to execute has Enable for Discovery set to Yes. If not, right-click and select Enable

Scan.
3. Right-click on the Intellisig, select Properties and view the Versions tab. Verify that the correct Intellisig version has

Active set to Yes. If no versions are active, the Intellisig does not run.

Check Execution of Intellisgs
Symptom:

I want to verify whether Intellisig is executing correctly.

Solution:

If any errors are generated while running software inventory, you can view the errors in the System Status portal on the
DSM Explorer main page.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Computer, Configuration, and Collect Tasks.
If software inventory is configured on that asset, Software Inventory Configuration is displayed as one of the collection
tasks.

2. Right-click the task and select Status to see detailed error information about the software inventory execution.

You can view the state of software inventory execution on individual computers.

 

 

Execution of Intellisigs on Target Computers Times Out
`Symptom:

The execution of some Intellisigs on some target computers always times out.

Solution:
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Intellisigs are designed to run as background processes, to help ensure that that there is minimum impact on the
performance of the target computer when the scripts are running. Because of this reason, it is possible that some long
running scripts on highly loaded computers take a longer time to execute. In such cases, Intellisigs exceed the available
execution timeout.

You can control the available execution timeout using configuration policies. You can find the configuration policy value
that controls the default Intellisig execution timeout value at the following location:

Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Agent, Asset Management, Intellisig Default
Execution Timeout.

With CA Client Automation Configuration policies, you can define the timeout value to a different period in different
policies. You can apply different policies to different computers, or groups of computers. In this way, you can modify the
configuration value only on the policies that are active on the computers where the Intellisig timeout is detected.

 

Review of Intellisig Scripts that Run on Agents
Symptom:

I want to review the Intellisig scripts that run on agents.

Solution:

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to DSM explorer, Software, Definitions, Intellisigs.
2. Right-click on the Intellisig you want to review.
3. Click the Version tab and then select the Intellisig version you want to review.

NOTE
An Intellisig can have a number of versions, but only one version is active at a time. It is the active version
that is executed on your agent computers.

4. Select the version you want to review and click the Properties button.
A dialog displays detailed information of the Intellisig.

5. Click the Script tab to view the name of the Intellisig script.
6. Click the Preview button to view the contents of the file.

Export of Intellisig Definitions by the Domain Manager
Symptom:

I want to confirm that the latest Intellisig definitions have been exported by the Manager.

Solution:

Intellisig definitions are exported by the CA Client Automation engine to XML and DAT files in the folder
%ALLUSERSPROFILE%\Application Data\CA\eso_fingerprints. Intellisig definitions for Windows are available in
Xnnnnnnn.xml and Xnnnnnnn.dat files, and for UNIX in Mnnnnnnn.xml and Mnnnnnnn.dat, where nnnnnnn is a number
which increments whenever there is a change to the definitions.

The XML files contains a list of the Intellisig definitions, the name of the main script file, and any triggers and additional
files.

The DAT files contain the main script and any additional files. It is in a compressed format and can be uncompressed for
example, by using 7-Zip. You can compare the contents of the XML and DAT files with the Intellisig definitions that you
see in the DSM Explorer.
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Modification of Engine-Managed Policy Parameter does not Change its Behavior
Symptom:

I have changed an engine-managed policy parameter but the behavior has not changed.

Solution:

Verify that the machine on which the engine is running has received the updated configuration policy. You can do this from
the DSM Explorer by navigating to All Computers, Computer, Configuration Policy, Request Configuration Report, View
Configuration report. Verify that the policy parameter has the required value.

After the policy parameter has changed on the computer, the CA Client Automation engine on that computer gets
notified of the change and re-reads the parameter. You can check this in the detailed engine log, by looking for
CONFIGURATION_CHANGED. To help ensure that the new configuration is retrieved, you can restart the engine
process.

Note: Verify that the Convert replicated Intellisgs on unlinking parameter is effective on the computer where the operation
is initiated. This computer is usually the enterprise manager.

 

Replicated Intellisig Definition does not Replicate after Manual Deletion
Symptom:

I have manually deleted a replicated Intellisig definition on my Domain Manager. The Intellisig definition did not replicate
again from the enterprise manager.

Solution:

Replication works on a delta mechanism depending on what has been created, updated, or deleted from an MDB. If
you manually delete a replicated object (for example, a replicated Intellisig definition at a domain manager), it is not re-
replicated unless there is a change to it at the enterprise manager.

Management Information Format Files Reference
The following sections discuss the various conventions, definitions, and statements involved in using .MIF files.

Lexical Conventions
Contents

The MIF uses either the International Standards Organization document ISO 8859-1 (Latin Alphabet No. 1) or the
Unicode 1.1 Specification for its character sets. If a Unicode MIF is provided, the first octet of the .MIF file must be 0xFE
(hexadecimal) and the second must be 0xFF. Otherwise, the Service Layer treats the file as an ISO8859-1 MIF.

There are four classes of tokens: keywords, integer constants, strings (literals), and separators. Two keywords, “start” and
“end,” are scope keywords, which are only useful when followed by another keyword. Blanks, tabs, new lines, carriage
returns, and comments (collectively known as "white space") as described following are ignored except when they serve
as separate tokens. White space is required to separate adjacent keywords and constants.

MIF is case-insensitive in all situations, except for literal strings where characters surrounded by double quotes are case-
sensitive.

Literal strings separated by white space are concatenated and stored as one literal string.
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Comments

Comments can be placed throughout the file, and are ignored. The start of a comment is denoted by two consecutive
forward slashes (//). The comment continues through the end of the line.

Keywords

A .MIF file structure uses the following keywords:

Component, Group, Attribute, Table, Path, enum, Name, Description, ID, Type, Class, Key, Value, Access, Storage,
Language, Start, End, Unsupported, Counter, Counter64, Gauge, Octetstring, Displaystring, String, Integer, Int, Date,
Integer64, Int64, Win16, Win32, DOS, Macros, Os2, UNIX, Read-only, Readwrite, Write-only, Direct-interface, Common,
Specific

Data Types

Data types describe the storage requirements and some semantics. MIF supports the data types listed in the following
table:

Data Type Description
integer or int 32-bit signed integer; no semantics known.
integer64 or int64 signed integer; no semantics known.
gauge 32-bit unsigned integer that can decrease or increase.
counter 32-bit unsigned integer that never decreases.
counter64 64-bit unsigned integer that never decreases.
string (n) or displaystring(n) Displayable string of n octets.
octetstring(n) String of n octets, not necessarily displayable.
date 28-octet displayable string.

Counter

A counter increases to its maximum value (232-1 or 264-1) and rolls over to zero at its maximum value. An automobile
odometer is an example of a counter.

Gauge

A gauge can increase or decrease, but when it reaches its maximum value (which is 232-1) it continues to report the
maximum value, until the value decreases below the maximum. An automobile speedometer is an example of a gauge.

String

For the string types, the value n represents the maximum number of octets in the string. The actual number of octets in
use can be shorter than this maximum value. Strings are stored with their length in the first four octets (which are not
counted in n); they do not need to be zero-terminated as in the C/C++ programming languages. String lengths represent
the number of octets in the string, not the number of characters.

Date

A Date in the MIF file should have the following format:

yyyymmddHHMMSS.uuuuuu+ooo

where,
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yyyy is the year, mm is the month number, dd is the day of the month, HHMMSS are the hours, minutes, and seconds,
respectively, uuuuuu is the number of microseconds, and +ooo is the offset from UTC in minutes. If east of UTC, the
number is preceded by a plus (+) sign; if west, by a minus (-) sign. While this is only 25 octets the date is stored as a 28-
octet field for memory alignment reasons, and the last three octets are zero ("\0").

For example, Friday 6 February 2004 at 1:30:15 PM EDT would be represented as: 20040206133015.000000-300

Values must be zero-padded, if necessary, like 06 in the example previously shown. If a value is not supplied for a field,
each character in the field must be replaced with asterisk (*) characters.

Constants

Integer values can be specified as in the C/C++ programming languages. The following table provides information on the
syntax and base:

Syntax Base
Nnn decimal
Onnn octal
Oxnnn or OXnnn hexadecimal

n is a digit in the proper base.

NOTE
MIF does not support floating-point values.

Literals

Literals (strings) are character sequences surrounded by double quotes. Adjacent double-quote characters (besides white
space) indicate multi-part literals, which are treated as one string.

For example:

"This is an example" " of a multi-part" " literal string."

The literal Escape character is the backslash (\). It is used as in the C/C++ programming languages, to enter the
characters listed in the following table:

Sequence Character
\a Alert (ring terminal bell)
\b Backspace
\f Form feed
\n New line
\r Carriage return
\t Horizontal tab
\v Vertical tab
\\ Backslash
\" Double quote
\xhh Bit pattern, hexadecimal
\ooo Bit pattern, octal

If the character following a backslash is not one of the sequences previously shown, the backslash is ignored.
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For the octal bit pattern, ooo can be one, two, or three octal digits (from \0 to \377) when the MIF is specified in ISO8859-1
format, and from one to six octal digits (from \0 to \177777) when the MIF is in Unicode format.

For the hexadecimal bit pattern, hh can be one or two hex digits (from \x0 to \xff) when the MIF is specified in ISO8859-1
format, and from one to four hexdigits (from \x0 to \xffff) when the MIF is in Unicode format.

Block Scope

The keywords "start" and "end" delimit the scope of a definition block. An associated keyword must follow both start and
end. The keywords and their scope are listed in the following table:

Block Within Description
Component .MIF file Defines a component. All other blocks exist

within this scope. There can be only one
component definition per .MIF file.

Path Component Associates a symbolic string with operating
system specific path names. Zero or more
path definitions may exist in the MIF,
usually at the top of the file before any
groups.

Group Component Defines a collection of attributes,
sometimes used as a template row for
a table. At least one group is required
per .MIF file (the ComponentID group,
defined following).

Attribute Group Defines a unit of managed data. All
attributes "exist" in the scope of a group
definition. A group must contain at least one
attribute.

Table Component Defines one or more instances of a group
using a previously defined group. Optional.

Enum Component or Attribute Defines a list of integer-to-string mappings.
Named enumerations can be defined
at the component level, while unnamed
enumerations can be defined in the scope
of an attribute definition. Optional, but while
many enum definitions can exist at the
component level, only one can be defined
per attribute.

Following is an example of a .MIF file structure. For readability, only one of each block is given. Each level is indented for
readability:

start component

 start path

 end path

 start enum

 end enum

 start group

  start attribute

   start enum

   end enum

  end attribute

 end group
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 start table

 end table

end component

Language Statement
The language statement describes the native (human) language of the .MIF file. This optional statement, if provided,
appears before the start component statement. The syntax is as follows, with language string being a text string that
identifies the language, dialect as territory, and character encoding:

language = "language string"

The format of the language string is as follows, where language-code is one of the two-letter codes defined in ISO 639,
territory-code is one of the two letter codes defined in ISO 3166, and encoding is either ISO8859-1 or Unicode.

language-code|territory-code|encoding

For example, the following language string indicates French Canadian, with ISO8859-1 (8-bit) encoding:

"fr|CA|iso8859-1"

If any fields are not supplied, they are omitted, but the two vertical bars must appear in the string. The default language
string is

"en|US|iso8859-1".

The encoding field is ignored in the .MIF file, because the first two bytes of the file determine the encoding. However, the
encoding field is used when communicating through .MIF files.

Since users can edit the .MIF file to translate the literal strings to a different language, they can change the language
string also. The language statement can appear only once per .MIF file.

Samples of the codes defined in the two ISO standards are found at the end of this chapter.

NOTE
.MIF files that have been localized, that is, translated, should translate only literal strings. For example, names,
descriptions and enumeration literals, and any comments in the MIF. Do not localize class strings or language
names. Keywords must not be localized.

Common Statements
Contents

The following three statements can be used in the scope of most definitions, as noted. Definition-specific statements are
described when the definition is described.

Name Statement

The name statement assigns a relatively short string to the definition. This name is displayed to users and must be less
than 256 characters. A sample of the syntax is:

name = "name string"

In the name statement, the .MIF file provider defines the name string. However, users can edit the .MIF file and change
the name. The name statement can appear only once per definition. Names are not required to be unique except for
enumeration and path names, which must be unique among other enum (and path) names in a component.
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Description Statement

The optional description statement gives more information about the element being defined. It provides a description of
the element and displays it to the users. A sample of the syntax is:

description = "description string"

In the description statement, the .MIF file provider defines the description string. However, users can edit the .MIF file
and change the description. The description statement is used in the component, group, and attribute definitions. The
description statement can appear only once per definition.

ID Statement

The ID statement assigns a unique numeric identifier for the definition. Each type of definition that is required to have
an ID must have a unique ID in its scope. IDs are used for naming items at the API level, and for mapping to network
management protocols. The syntax is:

id = n

In the ID statement, the .MIF file provider defines n. The value of n must be a non-zero 32-bit unsigned integer and must
be unique in the scope of the containing definition. For example, all attributes in a group must have different IDs, but it is
not necessary for attribute IDs to be unique across groups. Since components and management applications use these
IDs for communication, users cannot change them.

The id statement is required in the attribute and table definitions. It is optional in the group definition. It is not used in the
component, path, and enum definitions. The Service Layer assigns IDs to the components at installation time. The id
statement can appear only once per definition.

Component Definition
The component definition has the following syntax:

start component

 name = "component name"

 [description = "description string"]

 (component definition goes here)

end component

Only one component definition can appear in a .MIF file.

Path Definition
Path definitions relocate the files used for active management of the component.

A path definition has the following statements in the order given below:

• start path
• name statement defining a symbolic name

NOTE
The symbolic name can be assigned a value later in the attribute definition indicating whether it should be
retrieved or set by invoking the callable function.

• number of lines equating operating system identifiers to the path of the callable program
• end path
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The operating system identifiers are DOS, MacOS, OS2, UNIX, win16, and win32. This is case-insensitive. When the
code provides the component instrumentation that connects to the Service Layer (SL), use the keyword direct-interface.
Contrarily, if the SL starts the code at request time, specify the path name of the callable program.

Example: Path Definition

start path

 name = "Performance Info Instrumentation Code"

 win16 = "C:\\someplace\\wincode.dll"

 os2 = direct-interface

 dos = "C:\\someplace\\doscode.com"

 unix = "/someplace/unixcode"

end path

Many path definitions may appear in the component definition; one for each callable function. The path name must be
unique among all other path names in a component definition.

See the sample MIF (at the end of this chapter) for examples on the use of the symbols defined in the path definition.

Enum Definition
Enumerated lists let strings be associated with signed 32-bit integers. They are defined in the component scope or in the
scope of individual attributes. Component instrumentation uses these enumerations to pass integers through the DMI, so
that management applications can display the corresponding text string in the user's native language.

The syntax of enumerated lists is:

start enum

 name = "enum name"

 vvv = "string literal for vvv"

 [xxx = "string literal for xxx"]

end enum

• enum name
Specifies a unique enumeration list name in this component.

• Integer values vvv and xxx
Specifies the lowest and highest numbers. This can be listed in any order. It is not necessary to have every number,
which is represented between the lowest and highest, listed. However, each value must be unique in this enumeration
definition.

Many enum definitions can appear in the component definition; one for each enumeration list. Enumerations do not have
ID or description statements.

Group Definition
Contents

A group is a collection of one or more attributes. Groups let component providers arrange attributes into logical sets.
Groups can also be used to represent arrays (tables) of attributes. The use of groups lets logical subsets in a component
be standardized across vendors.

The syntax of a group definition is:

start group

 name = "group name"

 class = "class string"

 [id = nnn]
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 [description = "description string"]

 [key = nnn[,mm]...]

 (attribute definitions go here)

end group

The ID statement, if provided, must have a value unique among other groups in the component. Specifying a group
ID without a key means that this group definition defines a group. If both id and key are provided, the group definition
represents a table managed by the component instrumentation code. Any subsequent table definitions (defined following)
in the component definition cannot use this group definition as a template.

If the key statement is provided and the id statement is not provided, the group definition represents a template row in a
to-be-defined table, and the value statements (defined following) refer to default values in the row. A table definition may
follow to populate the table based on the template. For more information, see the section on table definition. The following
table describes the possibilities:

Key? ID? Result
No No Error
No Yes Scalar group. Not table. Id is group's ID.
Yes No Template. Table definitions may follow.
Yes Yes Table. Id is table's ID. Can be used as

template later.

Many groups can be defined in the component.

Class Statement

The mandatory class statement identifies the source of the group and the group version. All groups using the same class
string must share the same attribute definitions in the group, including attribute type, access, storage (defined following)
and IDs. The attribute name, description, and value may be different, however. Class statement assists management
applications in determining the semantics of the group's attributes.

The class statement syntax is:

class = "class string"

By convention, class string is encoded as

"defining body|specific name|version"

• Defining Body
Specifies the name of the organization defining the group. For example,"DMTF", "IEEE", "Acme Computer"

• Specific Name
Indicates the contents of the group. For example, "Server Stats", "Toaster Controls".

• Version
Indicates the version of the group definition. For example, "1", "A", "FIRST ONE EVER".

Essentially, the class string is an opaque string, and any convention can be used. However, since applications and
Service Layers may rely on this convention for obtaining information through the List Component command, component
providers are encouraged to use this convention.

It is an error to specify the same class string for two groups, if the group definitions are different. Management applications
can count on identical group definitions for identical class strings.

NOTE
"DMTF|Sample|1.0" is not the same as "DMTF | Sample | 1.0" as one has spaces around the vertical bars and
the other does not.
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Implementations that provide a subset of the attributes defined by a class can just omit the definitions for the unsupported
attributes. A better method is to use the unsupported keyword in the attribute definition (defined following). Management
applications must be sufficiently robust to deal with subsets of a class.

Only one class statement is allowed per group.

Key Statement

Key statements define attribute IDs that are used as the index into the table. When the attributes in a group define a row
in a table, the group definition must contain a key statement. Attributes acting as keys can be of any data type. Keys
always identify no more than one instance of a group (row of a table).

The key statement syntax is:

key = n[,m]

• n
Specifies the attribute ID that acts as the key for this table. If multiple attributes are used to index a table, they
should be specified as comma-separated integers. When management applications send requests or component
instrumentations send results, key values must be sent in the order that they are listed in the key statement.

Only one key statement is allowed per group.

Attribute Definition
Contents

An attribute is an item of data related to a component. Attributes are defined in the scope of a group. The syntax of the
attribute definition is:

start attribute

 name = "attribute name"

 id = nnn

 [description = "description string"]

 type = datatype

 [access = method]

 [storage = storagetype]

 [value = [v | * "name" | "enum string"]] 

end attribute

The required id statement must have a value that is unique among all other attributes in the group. Groups must have at
least one attribute definition. Many attribute definitions can appear in the group definition.

Type Statement

The mandatory type statement in the attribute definition describes the storage and semantic characteristics of the attribute
being defined. The syntax is:

type = datatype

Datatype is usually one of the data types previously defined.

A data type may be an enumeration; stored and treated as a signed 32-bit integer. Enumerations that have been
previously defined (at the component level) can be referenced by name, as if they were a type, for example: type =
"Color." Enumerations may also be constructed "in line":

type = start enum

 (enum definition
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 end enum

In this case, the enumeration does not need a name, since it cannot be referred to outside the scope of this attribute
definition. Any name given is ignored.

Only one type statement can appear in the attribute definition.

Access Statement

The optional access statement determines whether the attribute value can be read or written.

The syntax is:

access = method

• Method
Specifies whether the access is read-only, read-write, or write-only. If the access statement is not specified, the default
access is read-only. Attributes marked as keys cannot be write-only. Only one access statement can appear in the
attribute definition.

Storage Statement

The optional storage statement provides a hint to management applications to assist in optimizing storage requirements.

The syntax is:

storage = where

• Where
Specifies the storage area. It can be common or specific. Common signifies that the value of this attribute is typically
limited to a small set of possibilities. An example of common can be the clock speed of a CPU. Specific signifies that
the value of this attribute is probably not a good candidate for optimization, because there can be many different
values. An example of a specific attribute would be a component's serial number.

NOTE
If the storage statement is not specified, the default storage is specific. Only one storage statement can appear
in the attribute definition.

Value Statement

The value statement provides a value or value access mechanism.

The syntax is:

value = v

value = "enumeration value"

value = * "Name"

value = unsupported

• v
Specifies that the attribute is read-only, which never change. For example, the manufacturer of a component, or for
read-write attributes, which the Service Layer can handle, as opposed to the component instrumentation. Specifying
v for write-only attributes is prohibited. The value v must be specified in the correct data type for the attribute; for
example, dates and literal strings must be specified in double quotes.

• "enumeration value"
Specifies that the value is an enumeration string which the Service Layer maps to an integer. This value is enclosed
within double quotes. The mapping must have been previously defined in an enum definition in this component or
attribute definition, and the attribute's type must be an enumeration. Specifying an enumeration value for write-only
attributes is prohibited.
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NOTE
Specifying an integer for an enumeration is acceptable.

• * "Name"
Indicates the symbolic name of the component instrumentation code to invoke to read or write the attribute at runtime.
The symbolic name must have been previously defined in a path definition in this component definition. The value *
"Name" has a name with an asterisk (*) before it and surrounded by double quotes.

The value unsupported (reserved keyword) can be put in to tell the Service Layer that this attribute is not supported by this
component.

The value statement is required except when table templates are defined, when it is optional. If a value is provided in a
template, it becomes the default value when populating the table. If it is not provided, there is no default value.

Example: Example of a group with two attributes

Start Group

 Name = "Software Template"

 Class = "DMTF|Software Example|1"

 Key = 1 // key on Product Name

 Start Attribute

  ID = 1

  Name = "Product Name"

  Description = "The name of the product"

  Storage = Common

  Type = String(64)

 End Attribute

 Start Attribute

  ID = 2

  Name = "Product Version"

  Description = "The product's version number"

  Type = String(32)

  Value = ""

 End Attribute

End Group

In this example, the group is acting as a template, as there is no group ID but a key is specified. The default value for the
version is an empty string. There is no default for the product name.

Populating Tables
An array of group instances construct a table. The instances are rows of the table. Often, defining the group with a key
is sufficient for defining the table, as the values of the attributes in each row are provided by the component. However,
sometimes it is useful to provide the table's values in the .MIF file itself to define values in an attribute definition.

The table population mechanism separates the definition of the group from the data in the group. It uses a previously
defined group as a template to store values into the MIF database.

The syntax to populate tables is as follows:

start table

 name = "table name"

 id = nnn

 class = "class string"

 { v1[,v2 ...] }

 [ { vn[,vm ...] } ]

end table
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A name statement must describe this table. The required id statement specifies an integer value unique across all other
groups and tables in this component. The required class statement identifies the previously defined group that is being
used as a template.

In a table row, the values are provided as previously shown, separated by commas and surrounded by the curly braces
"{" and "}". The list of values is provided left-to-right in attribute-ID order; the value of the attribute with the lowest ID
appearing first. If a value in the list is omitted, the corresponding attribute value, if defined in the template, is used as the
"default" value. Omitting an attribute’s value when no default value is provided in the template is prohibited. Rows with too
few commas are treated as rows with the requisite number of trailing commas, so the values specified in the template are
used for the remaining attributes in the row.

Example: Populating a table using the group previously defined

start table

 Name = "Software Table"

 Class = "DMTF|Software Example|1"

 Id = 42

 {"Circus", "4.0a"}

 {"Disk Blaster", "2.0c"}

 {"Oleo", "3.0"}

 {"Presenter", "1.2"}

end table

In this example, the resulting table has four rows. The value statements in the group definition are used as default values
during row population and not as a row themselves.

To populate rows without providing unique values for the combination of attributes that comprise the key is incorrect.
Service Layers must reject a MIF that does not provide unique keys during row population.

A table definition must come after the group definition to which it refers. The group must have been specified with a key
statement, and without an ID statement. More than one table can be created from a single template, but each table must
have a different ID.

ComponentID Group
Every MIF file must contain a standard group with ID 1. This group offers baselevel identification of the component and
represents the minimum amount of information, which a component vendor must provide. An attribute, which is not
supported or has no meaning for a given component must give the keyword unsupported as its value.

The ComponentID. "DMTF|ComponentID|1.0" is the class string. The attributes in the group are all read-only. Their
definitions are mentioned in the following table:

Integer Name ID Type Storage Description
"Manufacturer" 1 String(64) Common Organization producing

this component.
"Product" 2 String(64) Common Name of this component

or product.
"Version" 3 String(64) Specific Version string for this

component.
"Serial Number" 4 String(64) Specific Serial number for this

component.
"Installation" 5 Date Specific Time and date of the last

install of the component
on this system.
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"Verify" 6 Integer Common Verification level for this
component.

Asking for the value of the "Verify" attribute causes the component instrumentation to perform checks to verify that
the component is still in the system and working properly. One of the values mentioned in the following table must be
returned:

Value Meaning
0 Error occurred, verify status code
1 Component does not exist.
2 Verify not supported
4 Component exists, functionality untested.
5 Component exists, functionality unknown.
6 Component exists, functionality no good.
7 Component exists, functionality good.

MIF File Example
Contents

The following is a .MIF file example:

Start Component

// A double slash indicates that the line contains comments,

// and should be ignored...

// First we name and describe the component...

  Name = "AM Windows 95 PC information"

  Description = "This MIF file contains basic hardware inventory for an AM Windows 95 Computer"

  // Then we list the groups...

     Start Group

 // First we name the group....

 // Every group within the component must be

 // assigned a unique ID and a class...

 // and optionally a description

    Name = "Processors"

     Id = 1

    Class = "AM|Processors|001"

    Description = "Describes the processors present in the system"

     // Then we list the groups attributes...

       Start Attribute

  // First we name the attribute....

  // Every attribute within the group must be

  // assigned a unique ID and optionally a description

   Name = "Main processor type"

   Id = 1

   Description = "The type of processor currently in the system"

   // Specify the attribute type (A string)...

   Type = String(64)

   // ...and the attribute value...

   Value = "Pentium"

  // End of attribute...
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  End Attribute

  // Describe a new attribute within the group...

  Start Attribute

   Name = "Main processor speed"

   Id = 2

   Description = "Maximum speed (in MHz) of this processor"

   Type = Integer

   Value = 90

  End Attribute

  Start Attribute

   Name = "Main processor vendor ID"

   Id = 3

   Description = "This is the Vendor ID returned by the processor in response to the CPUID instruction"

   Type = String(64)

   Value = "GenuineIntel"

  End Attribute

  // Continue until no more attributes in the group...

  // End of group...

     End Group

     // Describe a new group within the component...

     Start Group

 Name = "Operating system"

 Id = 2

 Class = "AM|OSsystem|001"

 Description = "Describes the operating system running on this system"

 Start Attribute

  Name = "Operating system"

  Id = 1

  Description = "Specifies the operating system"

  Type = String(64)

  Value = "Windows 95"

 End Attribute

 Start Attribute

  Name = "Operating system Major version"

  Id = 2

  Description = "Specifies the major version of the operating system"

  Type = Integer

  Value = 4

 End Attribute

 Start Attribute

  Name = "Operating system Minor version"

  Id = 3

  Description = "Specifies the minor version of the operating system"

  Type = Integer

  Value = 0

 End Attribute

     End Group

// Continue until no more groups in component..

// End of Component...

End Component
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Unicenter Asset Management Compressed Text File

The following is the asset management compressed text file for the .MIF file.

000101[Unicenter Asset Management Windows 95 PC information]

000201[Unicenter Asset Management Windows 95 PC information|Processors]

00010500Main processor type|Pentium

00020201Main processor speed|90

00030500Main processor vendor ID|GenuineIntel

000301[Unicenter Asset Management Windows 95 PC information|Operating system]

00010500Operating system|Windows 95

00020201Operating system Major version|4

00030201Operating system Minor version|0

Inventory Matrix
Contents

List of Inventory Items Reported

The Basic Scan reports a subset of the inventory reported by the Advanced Scan, and the Advanced Scan can be
expected to report the items listed in the following table, logically grouped, at a minimum.

The following legends should be considered if the NRI agent is executed by restricted users:

* Item which is not reported by restricted users.

** Item which will be more elaborate or informative when reported by an administrator user.

*** Item with a value that may be influenced through remote desktop connection.

Inventory Items Basic Scan Advanced Scan
\System x x
Total Memory** x x
Physical Memory* x x
OS Reported Memory x x
Model* x x
Type* x x
No. of Processors x x
No. of COM ports* x
No. of Printer Ports x
No. of USB Ports* x
No. of Video Ports* x
Wake-up Type* x
Vendor* x x
Serial Number* x x
Asset Tag x x
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System ID* x x

\ System \ System Bios* x
Vendor x
SM Bios Version x
Version x
ROM Size x
Date x

\System \ I/O Ports* x
Internal Designator x
Internal Connector Type x
External Designator x
External Connector Type x
External Port Type x

\ System \ Processors x x
VendorID x x
Vendor x x
Model x x
Speed x x
Max. Speed* x
Type x
Serial Number x
Asset Tag* x
Socket Designation* x
L2 Cache* x
Hyper-Threading x
64-bit Support x
Core Count x x

\ System \ System Slots x
Name x
Bus Type x
Current Usage x
Speed x
Bus Width x
Characteristics x

\ System \ COM Ports x
Model x
Vendor x
Driver Provider x
Driver x
Driver Version x
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Location x
Status Text x
Status x

\ System \ Memory x
Memory Bank x
Size x
Type x
Serial Number x
Location x
Memory Form x
Use x
Frequency x

\ System \ Mainboard x
Vendor x
Version x
No. of Memory Banks x
No. of Used Memory Banks x
No. of Free Memory Banks x
BIOS ROM Size x
No. of CPU Sockets x
No. of Used CPU Sockets x
Model x
No. of Free CPU Sockets x
Serial Number x

\ System Devices x x
No. of Sound Adapters x
No. of Video Adapters x
No. of Network Adapters x x
No. of IDE Controllers x
No. of USB Controllers x
No. of Floppy Controllers x
No. of SCSI Controllers x
No. of PCI Controllers x

\ System Devices \ Sound Adapters x
Model x
Vendor x
Driver Provider x
Driver x
Driver Version x
Location x
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Status Text x
Status x

\ System Devices \ Video Adaptors x x
Model x x
Vendor x
Driver Provider x
Driver x
Driver Version x
Location x
Status Text x
Status x
Chip Type x
Bios String x
Memory Size x
X Resolution x
Y Resolution x
Refresh Frequency*** x
Color Depth x

\ System Devices \ Network Adapters x x
Model x x
Vendor x
Driver Provider x
Driver x
Driver Version x
Location x
Status Text x
Status x
MAC Address x x
Speed x
Description x x
Adapter Type x
Device Name x

\ System Devices \ IDE Controllers x
Model x
Vendor x
Driver Provider x
Driver x
Driver Version x
Location x
Status Text x
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Status x

\ System Devices \ USB Controllers x
Model x
Vendor x
Driver Provider x
Driver x
Driver Version x
Location x
Status Text x
Status x

\ System Devices \ Floppy Controllers x
Model x
Vendor x
Driver Provider x
Driver x
Driver Version x
Location x
Status Text x
Status x

\ System Devices \ SCSI Controllers x
Model x
Vendor x
Driver Provider x
Driver x
Driver Version x
Location x
Status Text x
Status x

\ System Devices \ PCI Controllers x
Vendor x
Model x
Revision x

\ Operating System x x
Version x x
Vendor
Release
Service Pack x x
Operating System x x
Language x x
Local Language x
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Virtual Machine x x
Windows Update Count x
Platform Type x

\ Operating System \ Regional Settings x
Country Code x
Country Name x
Currency Style x
Currency Symbol x
Data Separator x
Date Format x
Date Separator x
Decimal Separator x
Language x
Measurement System x
Significant Digits in Currency x
Thousands Separator x
Time Format x
Time Separator x

\ Operating System \ Display Settings x
Adapter Name x
Resolution x
Horizontal Resolution x
Vertical Resolution x
Display Frequency*** x
Color Depth x

\ Operating System \ Installation x
Version x
Major Version x
Minor Version x
Service Pack x
Build Number x
Name x
Vendor x
Product ID x
Product Key x
Organization x
Licensee x
System Path x
Install Date x
Language x
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Hyper V Enable x
Hyper V Capable x

\ Operating System \ System Updates x
Update x
Description x
Installed By x
Installed Date x
Type x
Uninstall Program x

\ Operating System \ Cron Queue x
UserName x
Entry Index x
Minute x
Hour x
Day of Month x
Month x
Day of Week x
Command x

\ Operating System \ Installed Patches x
Name x

\ Operating System \ Swap Devices x
Size x
Free x
Device x

\ Network
Computer Name x x
Computer Description x
IP Address x x
Host Name x x
Domain Name x x
IPv4 Enabled x x
IPv6 Enabled x x

\ Network \ TCP/IP x x
IP Address x x
Subnet Mask x
MAC Address x
Domain Name Server x
Network Adaptor x x
Driver x
Driver Version x
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Driver Provider x
Host Name x x
Domain x x
Default Gateway x
DHCP x
DHCP Server x
Lease Obtained x
Lease Expires x
WINS* x
Primary WINS Server* x
Secondary WINS Server* x
Device Name x

\ Network \ DNS x
Server x
Sequence x
Domain x
Server Name x
Host x

\ Network \ WINS x
Network Adapter x
Secondary WINS Server x
Primary WINS Server x

\ Network \TCP/IPv6 \ IPv6 Addresses x x
IPv6 Address x x
Zone ID x
MAC Address x
Domain x x
DHCP x
Device Name x
Prefix Origin x
Suffix Origin x
Valid Lifetime x
Preferred Lifetime x
Lease Lifetime x
DAD State x
Type x
Network Adapter x x
Primary DNS Server x
DHCPv6 Server x
Tunnel Type x
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Default Gateway x
WINS Server x
Host Name x
Prefix Length x

\ Network \ TCP/IPv6 \ DNS x
Server x
Zone ID x
Sequence x

\ Network \ TCP/IPv6 \ Gateways x
Address x
Zone ID
Note: The IPv6 inventory does not include
any information about gateways on
Windows XP and Windows 2003 Server.
It provides gateways information only
on Windows Vista and later versions of
Windows.

x

\ Storage x x
No. of Fixed Drives x x
No. of Floppy Drives x
No. of CD-ROM Drives x
Total Disk Space x

\ Storage \ Fixed Drives x
Model x
Vendor x
Driver Provider x
Driver x
Driver Version
Location** x
Status Text x
Status x
Serial Number* x
Firmware Version* x
Target ID* x
Interface x
Device x
Size* x
Cache Size* x
Cylinder* x
Tracks Per Cylinder* x
Sectors per Track* x
Bytes Per Sector* x
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\ Storage \ Floppy Drives x
Model x
Vendor x
Driver Provider x
Driver x
Driver Version x
Location x
Status Text x
Status x
Device x

\ Storage \ CD-ROM Drives x
Model x
Vendor** x
Driver Provider x
Driver x
Driver Version x
Location x
Status Text x
Status x
Serial Number* x
Firmware Revision* x
Target ID* x
Interface x
Device x
DVD Drive* x

\ File System x x
No. of Logical Volumes x
No. of Local File Systems x
No. of Partitions x

\ File System \ Local File Systems x x
Name x x
Size x x
Used x x
Free x x
Used % x x
Type x x
File System x
Volume Label x
Mount Point x
Device x
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Serial Number x

\ File System \ Logical Volumes x
Name x
Volume Size x
Volume Used x
Volume Free x
Volume Used % x
File System x
Drive Model x
Drive Device x
Volume Device x

\ File System \ Partitions x
Bootable Device x
Drive Device x
File System x
Partition Number x
Partition Type x
Recognized Partition x
Size x
Start Offset (Byte) x
Volume Device x

\ Input Devices
Keyboard x
Pointing Device x

\ Input Devices \ Keyboard x
Model x
Vendor x
Driver Provider x
Driver x
Driver Version x
Location x
Status Text x
Status x

\ Input Devices \ Pointing Devices x
Model x
Vendor x
Driver Provider x
Driver x
Driver Version x
Location x
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Status Text x
Status x
No. of Buttons x
Left Handed x
Type x
Wheel*** x
Button Swapped x

\ External Devices x
No. of Monitors x
No. of Printers x
Default Printer x

\ External Devices \ Monitor x
Model x
Vendor x
Driver Provider x
Driver x
Driver Version x
Location x
Status Text x
Status x
Max. Resolution x
Serial Number x
Production Year x
Production Week x

\ External Devices \ Local Printer x
Model x
Location x
Comment x
Default Printer x
Port x

\ Power Settings x
Support Hibernation x
UPS Present x

\ Power Settings \AC Adapter x
AC Power x
Driver x
Driver Provider x
Driver Version x
Location x
Model x
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Status x
Status Text x
Vendor x

\ Power Settings \ Power Policy x
AC - Hard Disk Timeout x
AC - Hibernate Timeout x
AC - Monitor Timeout x
AC - Sleep Timeout x
Power Scheme Name x
Support Hibernation x

\ Power Settings \ Power Policy \ AC
Policy

x

Display Dimming x
Dynamic Throttle x
Fan Throttle Tolerance % x
Forced Throttle % x
Hard Disk Spindown Timeout x
Idle Sensitivity % x
Idle Timeout x
Max Sleep x
Min Sleep x
Min Throttle % x
Optimize For Power x
Reduced Latency Sleep x
Suspend to Hibernate timeout x
Video Timeout x
Win Logon Flags x
Broadcast Capacity Resolution (only shown
if a battery is present)

x

Lid Closed (only shown if a Lid is present,
that is, it is a laptop)

x

On Lid Open (only shown if a Lid is present) x

\ Power Settings \ Power Policy \ AC
Policy \ Power Button Pressed
(Also for \ Power Settings \ Power Policy
\ AC Policy \ Sleep Button Pressed,
\ Power Settings \ Power Policy \ AC
Policy \ On Enter Idle State, and \ Power
Settings \ Power Policy \ AC Policy \
Over Throttled)

x

Action x
EventCode : Clears a user power button
press

x
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EventCode : Response to a user power
button press

x

EventCode : Shutdown/Off x
EventCode : Specifies a program to be
executed

x

EventCode : User notified using sound x
EventCode : User notified using the UI x
Flags : Disable all wake events x
Flags : Force critical suspension x
Flags : Lightest first x
Flags : Lock console x
Flags : Override apps x
Flags : Query allowed x
Flags : UI allowed x

\ System Status x x
Boot Time x
Hardware Scan x x
Up Time x
DSM agent user account x x
DSM agent user privileged x x
No. of Current users x
FIPS Mode x
Software Signature File Creation Date x
Software Signature File Delivery Date x

\ System Status\ Agent Software x
DSM agent user privileged x
DSM agent user account x
Vendor x
Version x
Build x
Basedir x

\ System Status\ Agent Software \
Inventory Module

x

Description x
File Size x
Version x
File Date x
Build x
File x

\ System Status\ Logged in users x
User Identification x
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Login at x
Login from x
User Name x

Inventory File Properties
Contents

DCS creates an inventory file for each inventory detection module that you configured in the collect task that is linked to
the agent computer. The inventory file is available in the agent's working directory. It contains one component (top-level
group), the name of which is taken from the inventory detection module configuration.

The following sections describe the tables, groups, and the attributes in the inventory file.

Status (Group)

The Status group contains the following information about the overall status of the compliance check:

Attribute Type Description
Check completed boolean Specifies if the check completed is

successful or not
Status string Specifies the reasons if the check is not

completed

Status/Input Files (Table)

The Status/Input Files table contains the following information about the SCAP data stream files that are processed:

Attribute Type Description
Name string Specifies the file name of the input SCAP

data stream
Type string Specifies if the input file is an XCCDF or

OVAL file
Location string Specifies the location of the input file
Timestamp string Specifies the date and time when the input

file was created
Size int64 Specifies the size of the input file in bytes

Status/Output Files (Table)

The Status/Output Files contains the following information about the output files that the scanner produces:

NOTE
This table does not include the inventory file.

Attribute Type Description
Name string Specifies the output file name
Type string Specifies if the output file is an XCCDF or

OVAL file
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Location string Specifies the location of the output file
Timestamp string Specifies the date and time when the output

file was created
Size int64 Specifies the size of the output file in bytes

General (Group)

The General group contains the following information about the benchmark and the test:

Attribute Type Description
ID string Specifies a unique ID for the test result

reported in a particular inventory file
Profile string Optional. Specifies the ID of the profile

applied during the benchmark application
Start time string Specifies the time when the benchmark

application or compliance check started
End time string Specifies when the check ended. Both start

and end times are given as strings in the
format used for XCCDF files

Benchmark Ref int64 Specifies a reference (filename or link) to
the used XCCDF file

Title string Optional
Remark string Optional
Organization string Optional. Specifies the organization that is

responsible for the results
Organization_2,
Organization_3...

string Optional. Specifies additional organizations.
If the additional organizations are
hierarchical then they must appear in high-
to-low order

General/Identity (Optional Group)

The General/Identity optional group contains the following information about the user account used for the test:

Attribute Type Description
Name string Specifies the name of the identity (user

account) of the benchmark
Privileged bool Specifies if the identity was privileged

(administrator)
Authenticated bool Specifies if the identity was authenticated
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Target (Group)

The Target group contains the following information about the target computer where scanner performed the benchmark
test:

Attribute Type Description
Name string Specifies the name of the target computer

on which the benchmark test was applied
Address string Optional. Specifies the network address of

the target computer
Address 2, 3,... string Optional. Specifies additional network

addresses

Target/Facts (Optional Table)

The Target/Facts optional table contains the following information about the target computer:

Attribute Type Description
Name string Specifies the name of the fact (a URL)
Type string Specifies the "number", "string" or

"boolean"
Value string Specifies the value

Set Values (Table)

The Set Values table contains the following information about the values used for the value objects during the test:

Attribute Type Description
ID string Specifies the ID of the used value
Value string Specifies the used value

Rule Results/<rule id> (Group)

Attribute Type Description
Idref string Specifies the name of the fact (a URL)
Role string
Time string Specifies the time when the result was

generated
Severity string
Version string
Weight double Specifies the weight of the result in the

weighted scoring models
Result string Specifies the result such as, "pass",

"fail", "error", "unknown", "notchecked" or
"notapplicable"
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Rule Results/<rule id>/Idents (Optional Table)

Attribute Type Description
System string Specifies a URL identifying the naming

system
Name string Specifies the name of the identifier in the

naming system

Scores (Table)

Attribute Type Description
Model string Specifies the URL of the scoring model
Score double Specifies the achieved score
Maximum double Specifies the possible maximum score

Platform Names and IDs
The following table includes the platforms that can be specified in the class_id tag in the general section of the inventory
file. The class IDs can be specified as a numeric value or using the string value.

NOTE
For the list of supported operating systems, refer to the Compatibility Matrix.

Class ID (Platform ID) Platform Name
0 Unclassified
2 Windows
3 Windows Server 2003
4 Windows Server 2003 Web Edition
5 Windows Server 2003 Enterprise Edition
6 Windows Server 2003 Datacenter Edition
7 Windows 2000
8 Windows 2000 Professional
9 Windows 2000 Advanced Server
10 Windows 2000 DC Server
11 Windows 2000 Server
12 Windows 9x
13 Windows 95
14 Windows 98
15 Windows 98 SE
16 Windows ME
17 Windows NT
18 Windows NT Workstation 3.51
19 Windows NT workstation 4.0
20 Windows NT Server 4.0
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21 Windows NT Server 4.0 Enterprise
22 Windows XP
23 Windows XP Home
24 Windows XP Professional
25 Windows XP Media Center Edition
26 Windows XP Tablet PC Edition
27 Windows XP Professional x64 Edition
28 Windows 3x
29 Windows 3.0
30 Windows 3.1
31 Windows 3.11
32 Windows CE
33 Windows CE 2.00
34 Windows CE 2.01
35 Windows CE 2.11
36 Windows CE 3.00
37 Windows Mobile 2003
38 Palm OS
39 Symbian
40 Unix
41 DG_UX
42 Tru64
43 HP Tru64 4
44 DEC 3.0
45 DEC 3.2
46 DEC 4.0
47 HP Tru64 5
48 FUJIUxp
49 HPUnix
50 HPUX 9
51 HPUX 10
52 HPUX 11
53 ICLUnix
54 Linux
74 NCRUnix
75 NCR SV
76 NCR SV 2x
77 NCR SV 3x
78 NCR SST
79 NCR SST S4
80 NCR SST S4I
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81 AIX
82 AIX 3.2
83 AIX 4.1
84 AIX 4.2
85 AIX 4.3
86 AIX 5.0
87 AIX 5.1
88 AIX 5.2
89 Unixware
90 Unixware 2.0
91 Unixware 2.1
92 Unixware 7.x
93 SCO OpenServer 3.2
94 SCO OpenServer 5.2
95 Sinix
96 Sinix 5.42
97 Sinix 5.43
98 Sinix 5.44
99 Sinix 5.45
100 Irix
101 Irix 6.2
102 Irix 6.3
103 Irix 6.4
104 Irix 6.5
105 Dynix
106 Dynix 4.2.x
107 Dynix 4.4.x
108 Solaris
109 Solaris 2.3
110 Solaris 2.4
111 Solaris 2.5
112 Solaris 2.6
113 Solaris 7
114 Solaris 8
115 Solaris 9
116 SunOS 4.1.4
117 OS/2
118 AS400
119 OS390
120 DOS
121 Macintosh
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122 Macintosh 10.0
123 Macintosh 10.1
124 Macintosh 10.2
125 Macintosh 10.3
126 Macintosh 10.4
127 Netware
128 OpenVMS
129 OpenVMS 5.5
130 OpenVMS 6.0
131 OpenVMS 6.1
132 OpenVMS 6.2
133 OpenVMS 7.0
134 OpenVMS 7.1
135 OpenVMS 7.2
136 Windows NT Server 3.51
137 Windows XP Embedded
138 Windows Server 2003 Standard Edition
139 Windows Small Business Server 2003
140 Windows Server 2003 Enterprise x64 Edition
141 Windows Server 2003 Enterprise 64-Bit Itanium Edition
201 Caldera/SCO Linux
202 Caldera Linux 3.0
203 Caldera Linux 3.1
204 SCO Linux 4.0
205 Connectiva
206 Connectiva Linux 8
207 Connectiva Linux 9
208 Connectiva Linux 10
209 Debian GNU/Linux
210 Debian GNU/Linux 2.0
211 Debian GNU/Linux 2.1
212 Debian GNU/Linux 2.2
213 Debian GNU/Linux 3.0
214 Fedora
215 Fedora Core 1
216 Fedora Core 2
217 Miracle Linux
218 Miracle Linux 2.1
219 Miracle Linux 3.0
220 Red Flag Linux
221 Red Flag Linux 3.0
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222 Red Flag Linux 3.2
223 Red Flag Linux 4.0
224 Red Flag Linux 4.1
225 RedHat Linux
226 Red Hat Linux 7.0
227 Red Hat Linux 7.1
228 Red Hat Linux 7.2
229 Red Hat Linux 7.3
230 Red Hat Linux 8.0
231 Red Hat Enterprise Linux ES 2.1
232 Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS 2.1
233 Red Hat Enterprise Linux WS 2.1
234 Red Hat Enterprise Linux ES 3
235 Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS 3
236 Red Hat Enterprise Linux WS 3
237 Red Hat Enterprise Linux ES 4.0
238 Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS 4.0
239 Red Hat Enterprise Linux WS 4.0
240 Red Hat Desktop
241 Sun Java Desktop System
242 Sun Java Desktop System 2003
243 Sun Java Desktop System 2
244 SuSE Linux
245 SuSE Linux 7.0
246 SuSE Linux 7.1
247 SuSE Linux 7.3
248 SuSE Linux 8.0
249 SuSE Linux 8.1
250 SuSE Linux 8.2
251 SuSE Linux Professional 9
252 SuSE Linux Professional 9.1
253 SuSE Linux Personal 9
254 SuSE Linux Personal 9.1
255 SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 7
256 SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 8
257 SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 9
258 SuSE Standard Server 8
259 SuSE Desktop 1
260 SuSE Desktop 2
261 Turbo Linux
262 TurboLinux Server 8
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263 TurboLinux Workstation 8
264 TurboLinux Enterprise 8
265 TurboLinux 10
266 Xandros Desktop OS
267 Xandros Desktop 1.0
268 Xandros Desktop 1.1
269 Xandros Desktop 2.0
270 OpenVMS 7.3
271 Unixware 7.1.4
272 SCO OpenServer
273 SCO OpenServer 5.7
274 SCO Unix
275 Nokia AdminSuite
276 Nokia AdminSuite 1.0
277 OpenVMS 8.0
278 OpenVMS 8.2
279 Solaris 10
280 AIX 5.3
281 NCR MP-RAS 3.02
282 HPUX 11.10
283 HPUX 11.22
284 HPUX 11.23
285 HPUX 11.00
286 HP Tru64 5.1
287 HP Tru64 5.0
288 HP Tru64 4.0F
289 HP Tru64 4.0G
290 HPUX 10.00
291 HPUX 10.10
292 HPUX 10.20
293 HPUX 10.30
294 HPUX 11.20
296 AIX 5
297 Windows Vista
298 Windows Vista Business
299 Windows Vista Enterprise
300 Windows Vista Home Premium
301 Windows Vista Home Basic
302 Windows Vista Ultimate
303 Windows Vista Business x64 Edition
304 Windows Vista Enterprise x64 Edition
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305 Windows Vista Home Premium x64 Edition
306 Windows Vista Home Basic x64 Edition
307 Windows Vista Ultimate x64 Edition
308 Windows Mobile
309 Windows Mobile 5.0
2001 _3COM
2002 Acer
2003 Adaptec
2004 Alcatel
2005 Altos
2006 Apple
2007 Asante
2008 ATT
2009 Avaya
2010 Banyan
2011 Bay
2012 Belkin
2013 Breeze
2014 Brocade
2015 Cabletron
2016 Chaparral
2017 Ciprico
2018 Crossroads
2019 Chipcom
2020 Cisco
2021 Compaq
2022 DEC
2023 Dell
2024 Digital
2025 EMC
2026 Emulex
2027 Epson
2028 Ericcson
2029 EthAirNet
2030 Exabyte
2031 Extreme
2032 Fore
2033 Foundry
2034 Fujitsu
2035 Gadzoox
2036 Gateway
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2037 Gator
2038 Hitachi
2039 ICL
2040 Intel
2041 Intergraph
2042 IPX
2043 HP
2044 IBM
2045 JNI
2046 KarlNet
2047 LSILogic
2048 Linksys
2049 McDATA
2050 Micom
2051 Motorola
2052 MultiNet
2053 NBase
2054 NCD
2055 NCR
2056 NEC
2057 NetApps
2058 NetBotz
2059 NetGear
2060 NetJet
2061 NetQue
2062 NetWorth
2063 Nokia
2064 Nortel
2065 Novell
2066 Orinoco
2067 Palm
2068 Pathlight
2069 Qlogic
2070 RoamAbout
2071 SCO
2072 Samsung
2073 Siemens
2074 Silicon Graphics
2075 SMC
2076 StorageTek
2077 Sun
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2078 Symbol
2079 SynOptics
2080 Tandberg
2081 Tandem
2082 Tektronix
2083 Telebit
2084 Toshiba
2085 Troika
2086 Unisys
2087 Vitalink
2088 Vixel
2089 Xerox
2090 Xiotech
2091 Xircom
2092 Xylan
2093 Xylogics
2094 Xyplex
2095 Wellfleet
2096 Brocade 2400
2097 Brocade 3200
2098 Brocade 3500
2099 Brocade 12000
2100 Dell Axim
2101 Dell Latitude
2102 Dell Optiplex
2103 EMC Clariion
2104 EMC Symmetrix
2105 Siemens optiPoint
2106 Dell Optiplex GL110
2107 Dell Optiplex GLX270
2108 Bay Bridge
2109 Bay Hub
2110 Bay Switch
2111 HP Printer
2112 HP Switch
2113 HP Bridge
2114 HP Computer
2115 HP Server
2116 _3COM Switch
2117 HP PC
2118 Brocade Switch
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2119 Alcatel IP Phone
2120 Dell Switch
2121 Cisco Router
2122 Cisco Switch
2123 Enterasys
2124 Enterasys Router
2125 Enterasys Switch
2126 IBM Router
2127 IBM Switch
2128 IBM MSS
2129 IBM 8265
2130 IBM 8271
2131 IBM 8371
2132 Foundry Switch
2133 Dell Computer
2134 Cisco Fabric Switch
2135 Adaptec HBA
2136 AMCC
2137 AMCC HBA
2138 Chaparral Bridge
2139 CNT
2140 CNT Switch
2141 Crossroads Bridge
2142 Emulex HBA
2143 Emulex Hub
2144 Gadzoox Switch
2145 Gadzoox Hub
2146 HP HBA
2147 IBM HBA
2148 LSILogic HBA
2149 McDATA Director
2150 McDATA Switch
2151 McDATA EFC Manager
2152 Pathlight Bridge
2153 Qlogic HBA
2154 Qlogic Switch
2155 Vixel Switch
2156 Vixel Hub
2157 Cisco Access Point
2158 Intel Access Point
2159 Symbol Access Point
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2160 Compaq Access Point
2161 Belkin Access Point
2162 NetGear Access Point
2163 Linksys Access Point
2164 RoamAbout Access Point
2165 KarlNet Access Point
2166 SMC Access Point
2167 Orinoco Access Point
2168 BreezeCOM Access Point
2169 EthAirNet Access Point
2170 Avaya Access Point
2171 Ericcson Access Point
2172 _3COM Access Point
2173 Nortel Access Point
2174 Ascend
2175 Kyocera
2176 Lexmark
2177 Sato
2178 Ascend Router
2179 Epson Printer
2180 Kyocera Printer
2181 Lexmark Printer
2182 Sato Printer
3001 Computer
3002 Networking Device
3003 Printer
3004 Storage Device
3005 Telecom Device
3006 Desktop
3007 Laptop
3008 Mainframe
3009 Minicomputer
3010 Server
3011 Bridge
3012 Hub
3013 Network Adapter
3014 Modem
3015 Router
3016 Switch
3017 Bubble Jet Printer
3018 Dot Matrix Printer
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3019 Laser Printer
3020 Line Printer
3021 Microfiche
3022 Plotter
3023 Tape Subsystem
3024 Disk Subsystem
3025 Phone
3026 Telco Hub
3027 Telco Circuit
3028 Telco Router
3029 Network Interface Card
3030 Host Bus Adapter
3031 iSCSI Adapter
3032 Wireless Network Card
3033 SAN Switch
3034 Ethernet Switch
3035 Inkjet
3036 Tape Drive
3037 Tape Enclosure
3038 Disk Drive
3039 Disk Enclosure
3040 IP Phone
3041 Optical Disk Subsystem
3042 WORM Enclosure
3044 Tape
3045 Tape Subsystem Component
3046 Disk Subsystem Component
3047 Optical Disk Subsystem Component
3048 Robotic Arm
3049 Optical Disk
3050 CD-ROM Drive
3051 DVD Drive
4001 Virtual Machine
4002 Virtual Node
4003 VMware Session
4004 MS Virtual Server
4005 Cluster Node
4006 Logical Partition
4007 HP Hard Partition
5001 x86
5002 Itanium (64-bit)
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5003 Windows Server
5004 Windows Workstation
5005 Mobile
5006 Windows Server 64-Bit
5007 Windows NT Server 3.x
5008 Windows NT Server 4.0 or later
5009 Windows 9x Editions
5010 Windows NT Workstation 4.0 or later
5011 Windows CE or later
5013 Windows Server 2003 64-Bit or later
5014 Windows NT Server 4.0 Editions
5015 Windows 2000 Server or later
5016 Windows NT Workstation 4.0 Editions
5017 Windows 2000 Workstation or later
5018 Windows CE 2x
5019 Windows CE 3x
5020 Windows Server 2003 64-Bit
5021 Windows 2000 Server Editions
5022 Windows Server 2003 or later
5023 Windows 2000 Workstation Editions
5024 Windows XP or later
5025 Windows Server 2003 Editions
5026 Windows Server 2003 (x64)
5027 Windows XP Editions
5028 Windows XP (64-bit)
5029 Macintosh 10.x or later
5030 HP Tru64 DEC
5031 HP Tru64 4.0x or later
5032 HP Tru64 4.0x
5033 HP Tru64 5.0 or later
5034 HP Tru64 5.0x
5035 HP Tru64 5.1 or later
5036 HP Tru64 5.1x
5037 HPUX 10.x or later
5038 HPUX 10.x
5039 HPUX 11.x or later
5040 HPUX 11.x
5042 AIX 5.x or later
5043 AIX 5.x
5044 NCR SST S4 or later
5045 NCR SST S4x
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5046 NCR MP-RAS 3.x or later
5047 NCR MP-RAS 3.x
5048 Netware 5.1 SP1
5049 Netware 6.5 SP3
5050 Netware 5.1 SP3
5051 Netware 6.5
5052 Netware 5.1
5053 Netware 5.1 SP7
5054 Netware 5.1 SP6
5055 Netware 6.5 SP1.1
5056 Netware 6.5 SP2
5057 Netware 5.1 SP2
5058 Netware 5.1 SP4
5059 Netware 5.1 SP8
5060 Netware 5.1 SP5
5061 Red Hat Linux 9.0
5062 ONS
5063 IOS
5064 OSF/1
5065 Netware 6.5 SP4
5066 Netware 6.5 SP5
5067 z/OS
5068 Windows Vista Editions
5069 Windows Vista (64-bit)
5082 SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 10
5083 SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 10.1
5084 SuSE Linux Enterprise Desktop 10
5085 SuSE Linux Enterprise Desktop 10.1
5088 Windows Server 2003 Standard x64 Edition
5089 Windows Server 2003 Datacenter x64 Edition
5090 Unixware 7.1.3
5091 Macintosh 10.5
5092 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5
5093 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Desktop 5
5094 Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 Advanced Platform
5095 Solaris Domain Partition
5096 Sun Servers
5097 Sun Fire E25K
5098 Sun Fire E20K
5099 Sun Fire 15K
5100 Sun Fire 12K
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5101 Sun Enterprise 10000
5102 Sun Enterprise 6500
5103 Sun Enterprise 5500
5104 Sun Enterprise 4500
5105 Sun Enterprise 3500
5106 Windows Embedded for POS
5107 Windows Embedded for Point of Service Version 1
5108 Windows Embedded
5109 Windows Embedded for Point of Service
5110 Windows Embedded for Point of Service 1.0
5111 HPUX 11.11
5112 HPUX 11.31
5114 RTOS
5115 Sun RTOS
5116 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5.1
5117 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Desktop 5.1
5118 Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.1 Advanced Platform
5119 Windows Server 2008
5120 Windows Server 2008 Standard Edition
5121 Windows Server 2008 Standard x64 Edition
5122 Windows Server 2008 Enterprise Edition
5123 Windows Server 2008 Enterprise x64 Edition
5124 Windows Server 2008 Datacenter Edition
5125 Windows Server 2008 Datacenter x64 Edition
5126 Windows Web Server 2008
5127 Windows Web Server 2008 x64 Edition
5128 Windows Storage Server 2008
5129 Windows Storage Server 2008 x64 Edition
5130 Windows Small Business Server 2008
5131 Windows Essential Business Server 2008
5132 Windows Server 2008 IA-64 Edition
5133 Windows Server 2008 IA-64 or later
5134 Windows Server 2008 or later
5135 Windows Server 2008 Editions (32bit)
5136 Windows Server 2008 (x64)
5137 Windows Mobile 6.0
5138 AIX 6
5139 AIX 6.1
5140 AIX 6.x or later
5141 AIX 6.x
5142 RIM
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5143 RIM OS
5144 Hypervisor
5145 Microsoft Hyper-V
5146 VMware ESX
5147 VMware ESXi
5148 Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V
5149 VMWare ESX Server 3.5
5150 VMWare ESXi 3.5
5153 Virtual Host Machine
5154 HP Chassis
5155 IBM Server
5156 Windows 7
5157 Windows 7 Enterprise
5158 Windows 7 Enterprise x64 Edition
5159 Windows 7 Home Premium
5160 Windows 7 Home Premium x64 Edition
5161 Windows 7 Professional
5162 Windows 7 Professional x64 Edition
5163 Windows 7 Starter
5164 Windows 7 Home Basic
5165 Windows 7 Home Basic x64 Edition
5166 Windows 7 Ultimate
5167 Windows 7 Ultimate x64 Edition
5168 Macintosh 10.6
5169 SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11
5188 Windows Server 2008 R2
5189 Windows Server 2008 R2 Datacenter x64 Edition
5190 Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise x64 Edition
5191 Windows Server 2008 R2 IA-64 Edition
5192 Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard x64 Edition
5193 Windows Server 2008 Server Core Standard Edition
5194 Windows Server 2008 Server Core Standard x64 Edition
5195 Windows Server 2008 R2 Server Core Standard x64 Edition
5196 Windows Server 2008 Server Core Enterprise Edition
5197 Windows Server 2008 Server Core Enterprise x64 Edition
5198 Windows Server 2008 R2 Server Core Enterprise x64 Edition
5199 Windows Server 2008 Server Core Datacenter Edition
5200 Windows Server 2008 Server Core Datacenter x64 Edition
5201 Windows Server 2008 R2 Server Core Datacenter x64 Edition
5202 Windows Web Server 2008 R2 x64 Edition
5203 Windows Web Server 2008 Server Core Edition
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5204 Windows Web Server 2008 Server Core x64 Edition
5205 SuSE Linux Enterprise Desktop 11
5206 Windows Web Server 2008 R2 Server Core x64 Edition
5210 Windows Server 2008 Server Core Installation
5211 Windows Server 2008 (x64) Server Core Installation
5212 Windows Server 2008 R2 or later
5213 Windows Server 2008 R2 Server Core Installation
5214 Windows Vista or later
5215 Windows 7 or later
5216 Windows 7 Editions
5217 Windows Vista (x64) or later
5218 Windows 7 (x64) or later
5219 Windows 7 (64-bit)
5220 openSUSE
5221 openSUSE 11.0
5222 openSUSE 11.1
5223 Sun eXtended System Control Facility (XSCF)
5224 Windows Mobile 6.1
5226 VMWare ESX Server 4.0
5229 Windows Embedded POSReady 2009
5230 Windows Storage Server 2008 Standard Edition
5231 Windows Storage Server 2008 Basic Edition
5232 Windows Storage Server 2008 Enterprise Edition
5233 Windows Storage Server 2008 Workgroup Edition
5234 Windows Storage Server 2008 Standard X64 Edition
5235 Windows Storage Server 2008 Basic X64 Edition
5236 Windows Storage Server 2008 Enterprise X64 Edition
5237 Windows Storage Server 2008 Workgroup X64 Edition
5238 VMWare ESX Server 4.1
5239 Windows Mobile 6.5
5240 VMware ESXi 4.0
5241 VMware ESXi 4.1
5242 Citrix XenServer
5243 Citrix XenServer 4.0
5244 Citrix XenServer 4.1
5245 Citrix XenServer 5.0
5246 Citrix XenServer 5.5
5247 Citrix XenServer 5.6
5248 Windows Server 2008 R2 Hyper-V
5249 Hyper-V Server 2008
5250 Hyper-V Server 2008 R2
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5251 Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.4 Advanced Platform
5252 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Desktop 5.4
5253 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5.4
5254 Windows Embedded Standard 7 Edition
5255 Windows Embedded Standard 7 X64 Edition
5256 AIX 7
5257 AIX 7.1
5258 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.0 x86
5259 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.0 x86_64
5260 Debian GNU/Linux 5.0
5261 Debian GNU/Linux 6.0
5262 Debian GNU/Linux 7.0
5263 Ubuntu Linux
5264 Ubuntu Linux 10.04
5265 Ubuntu Linux 10.10
5266 Ubuntu Linux 11.04
5267 Ubuntu Linux 11.10
5268 Ubuntu Linux 12.04
5269 Macintosh 10.7
5270 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.1 x86
5271 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.1 x86_64
5272 openSUSE 11.2 x86
5273 openSUSE 11.2 x86_64
5274 openSUSE 11.3 x86
5275 openSUSE 11.3 x86_64
5276 openSUSE 11.4 x86
5277 openSUSE 11.4 x86_64
5278 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.2 x86
5279 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.2 x86_64
5280 Debian GNU/Linux 1.1
5281 Debian GNU/Linux 1.2
5282 Debian GNU/Linux 1.3
5283 Debian GNU/Linux 3.1
5284 Debian GNU/Linux 4.0
5285 Ubuntu Linux 4.10
5286 Ubuntu Linux 5.04
5287 Ubuntu Linux 5.10
5288 Ubuntu Linux 6.06
5289 Ubuntu Linux 6.10
5290 Ubuntu Linux 7.04
5291 Ubuntu Linux 7.10
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5292 Ubuntu Linux 8.04
5293 Ubuntu Linux 8.10
5294 Ubuntu Linux 9.04
5295 Ubuntu Linux 9.10
5296 Windows CE 6.00
5297 Windows CE 5.00
5298 Windows CE .NET 4.0
5299 Windows CE .NET 4.1
5300 Windows CE .NET 4.2
5301 Oracle Linux
5302 Oracle Enterprise Linux Server 5 x86
5303 Oracle Enterprise Linux Server 5 x86_64
5304 Oracle Linux Server 6 x86
5305 Oracle Linux Server 6 x86_64
5307 Windows Storage Server 2008 R2
5308 Windows Storage Server 2008 R2 Essentials x64 Edition
5309 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.3 x86
5310 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.3 x86_64
5311 Windows Embedded POSReady 7
5312 Windows 8
5313 Windows 8 Pro x86
5314 Windows 8 Pro x64
5315 Windows 8 Enterprise x86
5316 Windows 8 Enterprise x64
5317 Windows Embedded standard 8 x86
5318 Windows Embedded standard 8 x64
5319 Windows 8 x86
5320 Windows 8 x64
5321 Windows Server 2012
5322 Windows Server 2012 Foundation x64
5323 Windows Server 2012 Essentials x64
5324 Windows Server 2012 Standard x64
5325 Windows Server 2012 Datacenter x64
5326 Windows 8 or later
5327 Windows 8 Editions
5328 Windows 8 (x64) or later
5329 Windows 8 (64-bit)
5330 Windows Server 2012 or later
5331 Windows Storage Server 2012
5332 Windows Storage Server 2012 Workgroup x64
5333 Windows Storage Server 2012 Standard x64
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5334 Solaris 11
5335 AIX 7.x or later
5336 AIX 7.x
5337 Macintosh 10.8
5338 VMware ESXi 5.1
5339 Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.5 Advanced Platform
5340 Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.6 Advanced Platform
5341 Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.7 Advanced Platform
5342 Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.8 Advanced Platform
5343 Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.9 Advanced Platform
5344 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Desktop 5.5
5345 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Desktop 5.6
5346 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Desktop 5.7
5347 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Desktop 5.8
5348 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Desktop 5.9
5349 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5.5
5350 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5.6
5351 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5.7
5352 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5.8
5353 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5.9
5354 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.4 x86
5355 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.4 x86_64
5356 Hyper-V Server 2012
5357 Windows Server 2012 Hyper-V
5358 Android
5359 Android 2.2
5360 Android 2.3
5361 Android 3.0
5362 Android 4.0
5363 iOS 6.1.1
5364 iOS 6.1.3
5365 iOS 6.1
5366 iOS 6.0.1
5367 iOS 6.0.2
5368 iOS 5.1
5369 iOS 5
5370 BlackBerry OS
5371 BlackBerry OS 7.0
5372 BlackBerry OS 6.0
5373 BlackBerry OS 5.0
5374 Windows Phone
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5375 Windows Phone 8.0
5376 Android 4.1
5377 Android 4.2
5378 BlackBerry 10.0
5379 BlackBerry 10.1
5380 iOS 6.0
5381 iOS 6.1.2
5382 iOS 6.1.4
5383 Macintosh 10.9
5384 Windows 8.1
5385 Windows 8.1 Enterprise x64
5386 Windows 8.1 Enterprise x86
5387 Windows 8.1 Pro x64
5388 Windows 8.1 Pro x86
5389 Windows 8.1 x64
5390 Windows 8.1 x86
5391 Windows Embedded 8.1 Standard x64
5392 Windows Embedded 8.1 Standard x86
5393 Windows Server 2012 R2
5394 Windows Server 2012 R2 Datacenter x64
5395 Windows Server 2012 R2 Essentials x64
5396 Windows Server 2012 R2 Standard x64
5397 openSUSE 12.1 x86
5398 openSUSE 12.1 x86_64
5399 openSUSE 12.2 x86
5400 openSUSE 12.2 x86_64
5401 openSUSE 12.3 x86
5402 openSUSE 12.3 x86_64
5403 Citrix XenServer 6.0
5404 Citrix XenServer 6.1
5405 Windows Server 2012 R2 Foundation x64
5406 Windows Server 2012 Server Core Datacenter x64
5407 Windows Server 2012 Server Core Standard x64
5408 Windows Server 2012 R2 Server Core Datacenter x64
5409 Windows Server 2012 R2 Server Core Standard x64
5410 Hyper-V Server 2012 R2
5411 Windows Server 2012 R2 Hyper-V
5412 Windows Storage Server 2012 R2
5413 Windows Storage Server 2012 R2 Standard x64
5414 Windows Storage Server 2012 R2 Workgroup x64
5415 Windows Server 2012 R2 or later
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5416 Windows Server 2012 R2 Server Core Installation
5417 Windows Storage Server 2012 R2 or later
5418 Windows 8.1 or later
5419 Windows 8.1 Editions
5420 Windows 8.1 (x64) or later
5421 Windows 8.1 (64-bit)
5422 Windows Server 2012 Server Core Installation
5423 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.5 x86
5424 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.5 x86_64
5425 openSUSE 13.1 x86
5426 openSUSE 13.1 x86_64
5427 VMware ESXi 5.5
5428 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 7.0 x86_64
5429 Windows Embedded POSReady 7 x64
5430 Oracle Linux Server 7 x86_64
5431 Android 4.3
5432 Android 4.4
5433 iOS 5.0.1
5434 iOS 5.1.1
5435 iOS 6.1.5
5436 iOS 6.1.6
5437 iOS 7.0
5438 iOS 7.0.1
5439 iOS 7.0.2
5440 iOS 7.0.3
5441 iOS 7.0.4
5442 iOS 7.0.5
5443 iOS 7.0.6
5444 iOS 7.1
5445 iOS 7.1.1
5446 iOS 7.1.2
5447 iOS 8.0
5448 Windows Embedded Compact 7.0
5449 Windows Embedded Compact 2013
5450 Windows Phone 8.1
5451 Macintosh 10.10
5452 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5.10 x86
5453 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5.11 x86
5456 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5.10 x86_64
5457 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5.11 x86_64
5458 Ubuntu Linux 14.04 x86_64
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5459 Ubuntu Linux 14.04 x86
5460 openSUSE 13.2 x86
5461 openSUSE 13.2 x86_64
5462 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.6 x86
5463 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.6 x86_64
5464      Windows 10
5465      Windows 10 Enterprise x86
5466      Windows 10 Enterprise x64
5467      Windows 10 Pro x86
5468      Windows 10 Pro x64
5469      Windows 10 Home x86
5470      Windows 10 Home x64
5471      Windows 10 Enterprise 2015 LTSB x86
5472      Windows 10 Enterprise 2015 LTSB x64
5473      Windows 10 or later
5474      Windows 10 Editions
5475      Windows 10 (x64) or later
5476      Windows 10 (64-bit)
5477 SuSE Linux Enterprise Desktop 12 
5478 SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12
5479      Windows 10 Education x64
5480      Windows 10 Education x86
5481      Windows 10 Education N x64
5482      Windows 10 Education N x86
5483      Windows 10 Enterprise 2015 LTSB N x64
5484      Windows 10 Enterprise 2015 LTSB N x86
5485      Windows 10 Enterprise N x64
5486      Windows 10 Enterprise N x86
5487      Windows 10 Pro N x64
5488      Windows 10 Pro N x86

 

 

SCAP Configuration Parameters
This section describes the SCAP configuration parameters that you need to specify while configuring an FDCC inventory
detection module. You can specify the following parameters in the text field provided on the Configuration tab of the
Create New Inventory Module dialog:

• SCAPPath
Specifies the path to the SCAP data stream directory on the agent computer. This path must match the SCAP data
stream directory on the domain manager. For example, for the IE7 checklist, specify FDCC-Major-Version-1.2.1.0\ie7.
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When the checklist is distributed to the agent computer, a similar directory structure is created under the
ITCM_installpath\Agent\units\00000001\UAM\ SCAP_Content directory on the agent computer.

• XCCDFFile
Specifies the name of the XCCDF file in the SCAP data stream that determines the compliance benchmark.

NOTE
This file must be present in the location specified in the SCAPPath parameter.

• XCCDFID
Specifies the ID given against the Benchmark tag in the XCCDF file. For example, the benchmark ID for Windows XP
checklist is FDCC-Windows-XP.

• XCCDF Version
(Optional) Specifies the version of the checklist to use if there are several versions with the same XCCDFID.

• XCCDFVersionOptions
Lists the versions of the checklist that are currently available for distribution. The DSM Engine uses this parameter
to populate the XCCDF Version field in the SCAP Configuration dialog. This parameter is available for all the SCAP
inventory modules that the DSM Engine creates.

WARNING
Do not include this parameter when you are manually creating an inventory module for a checklist. Adding or
modifying this parameter can lead to invalid configuration settings and may result in empty scan results for
the checklist.

• ProfileOptions
Lists the valid profiles for each version of the checklist that are currently available for distribution. The DSM Engine
uses this parameter to populate the XCCDF Profile field in the SCAP Configuration dialog. This parameter is available
for all the SCAP inventory modules that the DSM Engine creates. However, when you create an inventory module for a
checklist, do not include this parameter as this can display invalid profile names in the SCAP Configuration dialog.

WARNING
Do not include this parameter when you are manually creating an inventory module for a checklist. Adding or
modifying this parameter can lead to invalid configuration settings and may result in empty scan results for
the checklist.

• CPEDictionary
(Optional) Defines the name of the CPE dictionary file. If the SCAP data stream contains a dictionary file, specify the
file name against this parameter; otherwise, you can omit this parameter.

NOTE
This file must be present in the location specified in the SCAPPath parameter.

• InvComponent
Defines the component name to use in the inventory file produced by the scanner. This value is used as the top-level
group name in the inventory file and hence also appears as the inventory component name under the Inventory, SCAP
category in the DSM Explorer.

• CollectXCCDFResultFile
Configures the collection of the XCCDF result file for the checklist. Select this option to let the scanner securely copy
the XCCDF result file from the Asset Management agent's working directory to the domain manager after every
checklist scan.
Default: false

• CollectOVALResultFiles
Configures the collection of OVAL result files for the checklist from the Asset Management agent's working directory to
the domain manager.
Default: false

• XCCDFProfile
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Specifies the title of the XCCDF profile to be applied for the compliance check. Leaving the value of this parameter
empty applies no profile, and thus uses all the settings inthe XCCDF file.

• OutputPath
Defines the directory in which the OVAL and XCCDF result files are to be placed. You can either specify an
absolute path or a path relative to the SCAP_Result_Files directory, which is under the Asset Management
agent's working directory. If this field is empty, the files are stored under the default path, which is agent working
directory\SCAP_Result_Files\Data Stream Path.

NOTE
The user account that runs the scan must have write access to the directory specified in this field.

• OvaldiPath
Defines the directory on the agent computer that contains the Ovaldi interpreter. You can specify either an absolute
path or a path relative to the bin directory of the agent installation. The OVAL interpreter shipped with this release
of CA Client Automation is installed under the ITCM_installpath\bin\ovaldi-CA directory. If your SCAP data stream
requires an OVAL interpreter other than the one shipped with this release, ensure to distribute the OVAL interpreter to
all the agent computers and specify the path in this field.
Default:  ITCM_installpath\ovaldi-CA

• Organization
(Optional) Defines the name of the organization that you want the <organization> tag to contain in the XCCDF result
file. Specify the organization name and click Add to List.

NOTE
You can add any number organizations and move them in the order that you want. The values are
hierarchical with the highest level appearing first.

WARNING
Do not include this parameter when you are manually creating an inventory module for a checklist. Adding or
modifying this parameter can lead to invalid configuration settings and may result in empty scan results for the
checklist.

CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SCCM Inventory Mapping

Configure SCCM Asset Collect Time
Currently Collect Time is mapped to Last Run SCCM Agent value. To enable Collect Time mapping as current time for
SCCM assets, follow the procedure:

• Add the mentioned comstore parameter (locally managed CCNF parameter):
– Parameter path: itrm/manager/engine
– Parameter name: EnableCurrentTimeAsCollectTimeForSCCM
– Parameter value: 1

• To create this parameter, execute the mentioned command:
ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps itrm/manager/engine -pn EnableCurrentTimeAsCollectTimeForSCCM -v 1

NOTE
Ensure that you have the required privileges to write to comstore or alter default configuration policy to
execute the mentioned command from command prompt.
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Mapping of Microsoft SCCM Hardware Asset Inventory to CA Client Automation Asset
Management Hardware Inventory
The following table delineates the hardware inventory data collected by the CA Asset Converter for Microsoft® SCCM and
its corresponding attribute mapping in CA Client Automation asset management.

AM Inventory Groups AM Inventory Attributes SCCM Inventory Attributes
$System$ Model SMS_G_System_COMPUTER_SYSTEM.M

odel
 Total Memory SMS_G_System_X86_PC_MEMORY.Tota

lPhysicalMemory
 Vendor SMS_G_System_COMPUTER_SYSTEM.M

anufacturer
 Type SMS_System_COMPUTER_SYSTEM.Sys

temRole
 Asset Tag SMS_System_COMPUTER_SYSTEM.SMB

IOSAssetTag
 Domain SMS_System_COMPUTER_SYSTEM.Res

ourceDomainORWorkgroup
 Last Logon User Domain SMS_System_COMPUTER_SYSTEM.Last

LogonUserDomain
 Last Logon User Name SMS_System_COMPUTER_SYSTEM.Last

LogonUserName
 Originating SMS Site Server From job engine configuration
 Serial Number SMS_G_System_SYSTEM_ENCLOSURE.

SerialNumber
$System$|$System Bios$ Version Version

SMS_G_System_PC_BIOS.Version
 Vendor SMS_G_System_PC_BIOS.Manufacturer
$System$|$Processors$ VendorID SMS_G_System_PROCESSOR.Manufact

urer
 Model (based on)

SMS_G_System_PROCESSOR.ProcessorId
 Speed SMS_G_System_PROCESSOR.CurrentCl

ockSpeed
 Max Speed SMS_G_System_PROCESSOR.MaxClock

Speed
 Socket Designation SMS_G_System_PROCESSOR.SocketDe

signation
$Network$ Computer Name SMS_R_System.Name
 Domain Name SMS_R_System.ResourceDomainORWork

group
 IP Address SMS_G_System_NETWORK_ADAPTER_

CONFIGURATION.IPAddress
$Network$|$TCP/IP$ IP Address SMS_G_System_NETWORK_ADAPTER_

CONFIGURATION.IPAddress
 Subnet Mask SMS_G_System_NETWORK_ADAPTER_

CONFIGURATION.IPSubnet
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 Default Gateway SMS_G_System_NETWORK_ADAPTER_
CONFIGURATION.DefaultIPGateway

 DHCP SMS_G_System_NETWORK_ADAPTER_
CONFIGURATION.DHCPEnabled

 DHCP Server SMS_G_System_NETWORK_ADAPTER_
CONFIGURATION.DHCPServer

$System Devices$|$Sound Adapter$ Model SMS_G_System_SOUND_DEVICE.Name
 Vendor SMS_G_System_SOUND_DEVICE.Manuf

acturer
 Status SMS_G_System_SOUND_DEVICE.Status
$System Devices$|$Video Adapters$ Model SMS_G_System_VIDEO_CONTROLLER.

Name
 Driver SMS_G_System_VIDEO_CONTROLLER.I

nstalledDisplayDrivers
 Driver Version SMS_G_System_VIDEO_CONTROLLER.D

riverVersion
 Chip Type SMS_G_System_VIDEO_CONTROLLER.V

ideoProcessor
 X Resolution SMS_G_System_VIDEO_CONTROLLER.C

urrentHorizontalResolution
 Y Resolution SMS_G_System_VIDEO_CONTROLLER.C

urrentVerticalResolution
 Refresh Frequency SMS_G_System_VIDEO_CONTROLLER.C

urrentRefreshRate
 Memory Size SMS_G_System_VIDEO_CONTROLLER.A

dapterRAM
$System Devices$$Network Adapters$ Model SMS_G_System_NETWORK_ADAPTER.N

ame
 Vendor SMS_G_System_NETWORK_ADAPTER.M

anufacturer
 MAC Address SMS_G_System_NETWORK_ADAPTER.M

ACAddress
 Description SMS_G_System_NETWORK_ADAPTER.D

escription
 Adapter Type SMS_G_System_NETWORK_ADAPTER.A

dapterType
$System Devices$|$IDE Controllers$ Model SMS_G_System_IDE_CONTROLLER.Nam

e
 Vendor SMS_G_System_IDE_CONTROLLER.Man

ufacturer
 Status SMS_G_System_IDE_CONTROLLER.Sta

tus
$System Devices$|$USB Controllers$ Model SMS_G_System_USB_CONTROLLER.Na

me
$Operating System$ Operating System SMS_G_System_OPERATING_SYSTEM.

Caption
 Service Pack SMS_G_System_OPERATING_SYSTEM.

CSDVersion
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 Version (based on)
SMS_G_System_OPERATING_SYSTEM.Version

$Operating System$|$Installation$ Name SMS_G_System_OPERATING_SYSTEM.
Caption

 Vendor SMS_G_System_OPERATING_SYSTEM.
Manufacturer

 System Path SMS_G_System_OPERATING_SYSTEM.
WindowsDirectory

 Install Date SMS_G_System_OPERATING_SYSTEM.I
nstallDate

 Version (based on)
SMS_G_System_OPERATING_SYSTEM.Version

 Major Version (based on)
SMS_G_System_OPERATING_SYSTEM.Version

 Minor Version (based on)
SMS_G_System_OPERATING_SYSTEM.Version

 Build Number (based on)
SMS_G_System_OPERATING_SYSTEM.Version

$File Systems$|$Local File Systems$ Name SMS_G_System_LOGICAL_DISK.Name
 Size SMS_G_System_LOGICAL_DISK.Size
 Used Calculated from Size and Free
 Free SMS_G_System_LOGICAL_DISK.FreeSp

ace
 Used % Calculated from Size and Free
 Type SMS_G_System_LOGICAL_DISK.DriveTy

pe
 File System SMS_G_System_LOGICAL_DISK.FileSyst

em
 Volume Label SMS_G_System_LOGICAL_DISK.Volume

Name
 Mount Point SMS_G_System_LOGICAL_DISK.Name
$Storage$ Total Disk Space Calculated from fixed drives

(SMS_G_SYSTEM_DISK) Size
$Storage$|$Fixed Drives$ Device SMS_G_System_DISK.DeviceID
 Size SMS_G_System_DISK.Size
$System Status$ Last Run SCCM Agent SCCM last run agent date and time

 

 

 

Mapping of Microsoft SCCM Software Asset Inventory to CA Client Automation Asset
Management Software Inventory
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AM Inventory Groups AM Inventory Attributes SCCM Inventory Attributes
  The software information is all based on

instances of the WMI classes.
For 32 bit applications:
• SMS_G_System_ADD_REMOVE_PROGRAMS
For 64 bit applications:
• SMS_G_System_ADD_REMOVE_PROGRAMS_64

Discovered Software Name SMS_G_System_ADD_REMOVE_PROGRAMS.DisplayName
SMS_G_System_ADD_REMOVE_PROGRAMS_64.DisplayName

 Version SMS
_G_System_ADD_REMOVE_PROGRAMS.Version
SMS_G_System_ADD_REMOVE_PROGRAMS_64.Version 

 Publisher SMS_G_System_ADD_REMOVE_PROGRAMS.Publisher
SMS_G_System_ADD_REMOVE_PROGRAMS_64.Publisher 

Implementation of SCAP Standards
Contents

The Device Compliance Scanner (DCS) in CA ITCM scans target computers for compliance with the FDCC checklist. This
chapter describes the implementation of SCAP standards.

SCAP

The DCS is built around Security Content Automation Protocol (SCAP). SCAP is a suite of selected open standards that
enumerate software flaws, security-related configuration issues, and product names. The suite also measures systems to
determine the presence of vulnerabilities, and provides mechanisms to rank (score) the results of these measurements to
evaluate the impact of the discovered security issues.

CA ITCM implements compliance checking of any SCAP 1.1 data stream written in the XML formats leveraged by the
SCAP standard: XCCDF, CCE, CVE, CPE, CVSS, and OVAL. DCS is implemented as an asset management inventory
module. DCS is distributed to all the agents, which then performs the compliance check at the scheduled time and
produces the output files required by the specifications. The DCS scanner uses the XCCDF and OVAL assessment
protocols to determine what items to check and how to check them. The scanner also uses the CPE, CCE, CVSS, and
CVE reference protocols to verify that all rules are accurately and appropriately reflected in the system. The DCS scanner
reports the results to the central management database for inspection, reporting, and querying. The result files are
generated for each file in the input SCAP data stream and are stored on the agent computer and domain manager (if
configured) for verification.

CVE

The Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) standard is a list or dictionary that provides standard identifiers for
publicly known information security vulnerabilities and software flaws. The compliance check results produced by CA
ITCM include the relevant CVE ID references in the output for every rule checked, provided such references are included
in the checklist definition itself. The CVE information is stored in the patch result XML file generated by the scanner and is
available in the agent's working directory for inspection and verification.

In SCAP data streams, OVAL content meant for the detection of applications, patches, or vulnerabilities can contain
CVE ID references identifying the exact element in the CVE list. The FDCC checklists for Windows XP and IE7 contain
separate OVAL files dedicated to this purpose and include CVE IDs.
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When processing these SCAP data streams, the generated OVAL result files also include the CVE ID references for each
OVAL definition. Additionally, the inventory data presented for the target computer in the DSM Explorer contain a Detailed
patch results group where every OVAL definition meant for detecting patches or vulnerabilities has its own subgroup. This
subgroup contains a CVE References table wherever the OVAL definition has such references defined in the SCAP data
stream itself. Each CVE reference contains the CVE URL and NVD URL. The DSM Explorer allows browsing directly to
these URLs.

CCE

Common Configuration Enumeration (CCE) provides unique identifiers to system configuration issues to facilitate fast
and accurate correlation of configuration data across multiple information sources and tools. For example, you can use
CCE Identifiers to associate checks in configuration assessment tools with statements in configuration best-practice
documents.

In an SCAP data stream, references to CCE IDs can be present in either the XCCDF file or in OVAL files. In the XCCDF
file, the CCE reference takes the form of <ident> tags listing CCE IDs associated with each rule in the list. If the CCE IDs
are present in the XCCDF file, DCS includes these references for each rule result. This information is available both in
the generated XCCDF result file and in the inventory data sent to the database. In the DSM Explorer, the CCE reference
information is available under Inventory, SCAP, Checklist Name, Rule Results, Rule Name, Idents.

The OVAL files can contain CCE IDs associated with each OVAL definition that are contained in <reference> tags. If such
references are present, they are included in the OVAL result files generated while processing the OVAL definitions.

CCE references and results are also available with the set of result files under the name <machine>-<checklist>-xccdf-
CCE-result.txt.

All the FDCC checklists packaged with CA ITCM include CCE ID references both in the XCCDF files and the OVAL files.
The name and location of the output files can be viewed from the DSM Explorer under the Inventory, SCAP, Checklist
Inventory Component, Status group.

CPE

Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) is a structured naming scheme for information technology systems, platforms, and
packages. Based upon the generic syntax for Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI), CPE includes a formal name format, a
language for describing complex platforms, a method for checking names against a system, and a description format for
binding text and tests to a name.

An SCAP data stream can optionally include a CPE dictionary that maps CPE names to OVAL definitions that test for
the presence of the OS or application identified by that CPE name. DCS uses this dictionary when the XCCDF file from
the data stream contains <platform> tags, which indicate that the XCCDF file requires the presence of the specified CPE
name. All the packaged FDCC checklists contain CPE dictionary files and their reference in the XCCDF files. The XCCDF
results files contain the CPE names in the <platform> tags to indicate a successful platform test for the entire checklist.
The name and location of the output files can be viewed from the DSM Explorer under the Inventory, SCAP, Checklist
Inventory Component, Status group.

CVSS

The Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) standard provides an open framework for communicating the
characteristics and impacts of IT vulnerabilities. Its quantitative model helps ensure repeatable accurate measurement
while enabling users to see the underlying vulnerability characteristics that were used to generate the scores. Thus, CVSS
is well suited as a standard measurement system for industries, organizations, and governments that need accurate and
consistent vulnerability impact scores. Two common uses of CVSS are prioritization of vulnerability remediation activities
and calculation of the severity of vulnerabilities discovered on computers. The National Vulnerability Database (NVD)
provides CVSS scores for almost all known vulnerabilities.

For every patch or vulnerability, CVE ID references are provided in the DSM Explorer. The DSM Explorer also provides
detailed patch results that contain the CVE URL and the NVD URL. The user can use the URL to visit the National
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Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) web page for the corresponding CVE ID's entry in the NVD. This database
entry includes the CVSS score and additional information about the vulnerability. The CVE reference details are available
under the Inventory, SCAP, Checklist Inventory Component, Detailed patch results group.

XCCDF

eXtensible Configuration Checklist Description Format (XCCDF) is a specification language for writing security checklists,
benchmarks, and related kinds of documents. An XCCDF document represents a structured collection of security
configuration rules for some set of target systems. The specification is designed to support information interchange,
document generation, organizational and situational customization, automated compliance testing, and compliance
scoring.

DCS reads the XCCDF file and scans the target computers based on the rules given in the XCCDF file. The scanner
generates an inventory file that contains the results for each rule in the XCCDF file. The XCCDF output file is stored in the
agent's working directory on each agent computer. The results for each rule and the final scores are displayed in the DSM
Explorer under Inventory, SCAP, Checklist Inventory Component, Rule Results.

You can view the name and location of the XCCDF files and generated result files in the DSM Explorer under Inventory,
SCAP, Checklist Inventory Component, Status group.

OVAL

CA ITCM implements the Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language (OVAL) standard. OVAL is an international,
information security, community standard used to promote open and publicly available security content. Its goal is to
standardize the transfer of this information across the entire spectrum of security tools and services.

Checklist rule definitions in XCCDF files typically use references to OVAL definitions in OVAL files as the way to indicate
how to check a target computer for compliance with the rule. Similarly, CPE names listed in the CPE dictionary also use
references to OVAL definitions to specify how to check for the presence of a piece of software indicated by the name. All
of the bundled DCS SCAP data streams contain at least one OVAL file for each of these purposes.

For each evaluated OVAL file, the OVAL interpreter produces an OVAL results file in the agent's working directory. You
can view the name and location of all the OVAL files and generated result files in the DSM Explorer under Inventory,
SCAP, Checklist Inventory Component, Status group.

Asset Management - Glossary of Terms

Application

An application is a piece of software. For example, Microsoft Word.

Application Virtualization

Application virtualization is the encapsulation of an application, separating the application from the underlying operating
system on which the application is executed. At run time, the application is tricked into acting as if the application is
directly interfacing with the original operating system and all the managed resources, but in reality it is not.

Centrally Managed Environment

A centrally managed environment is one where the remote control domain manager controls the host settings through
computer policies, global address book (GAB) items, licensing of the host agent on the domain, and user permissions.
This setting is default for CA Client Automation.
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Centrally Managed Host Environment

A centrally managed host environment is one where either a remote control enterprise or domain manager is responsible
for the configuration of the hosts and the authentication of viewer connections. The address book that users use to find
hosts is also managed.

Common Configuration Enumeration (CCE)

Common Configuration Enumeration (CCE) is one of the SCAP standards. This standard contains identifiers and
dictionary for system configuration issues related to security. A rule definition in an SCAP data stream can contain
references to one or more CCE identifiers, indicating that the rule is a representation of a specific CCE configuration
guidance statement or configuration control. For more information, go to http://cce.mitre.org/.

Common Platform Enumeration (CPE)

Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) is one of the SCAP standards. This standard contains identifiers and dictionary
for platform or product naming. For example, some elements in XCCDF files can be restricted for only applying to certain
platforms. This restriction is done using CPE identifiers. For more information, go to http://cpe.mitre.org/.

Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)

Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) is a dictionary of common names (CVE Identifiers) for publicly known
information security vulnerabilities. These identifiers make data sharing across separate network security databases and
tools easier. CVE is one of the components used in SCAP. See http://cve.mitre.org/ for details.

Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS)

Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) is one of the SCAP standards. CVSS contains standards for conveying
and scoring the impact of vulnerabilities. For more information, go to http://www.first.org/cvss/index.html.

Configuration View

A configuration view is a customized Windows-only user interface that lets you edit configuration policies that are related
to specific components or functionality. Configuration views summarize the relevant policies for a component or function
independent of where they are located in the hierarchy and the DSM Explorer tree.

Connectors

Connectors are the links from products that consume connector data to external products, or domain managers. Each
connector retrieves information from the domain manager and transmits the information through the connector framework
to the consuming product for visualization and analysis. Connectors can also enact inbound operations on data in the
source domain manager, such as object creation. Connectors use a unified connector framework to enable integration
with the multiple consuming products.

Desktop Recompose

Desktop recompose is the process of assigning a new golden template to the virtual desktop. Maintain operating systems
and applications during their lifetime to fix problems or to provide new features with new versions. Hot fixes or service
packs resolve these issues. For linked clones, the master image or golden template has to be updated. Once the updates
are completed, the linked clone is recomposed and becomes active. During the recompose operation, the related linked
clones are linked to this new golden template and are refreshed.
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Desktop Refresh

Desktop refresh is the process of resetting the virtual desktop to the original state. Linked clones track changes to the
virtual system with the clone. To control the storage allocations with the clone, VMware View offers the refresh operation
that resets the clone to the baseline and releases all deltas provided for tracking changes. All information that is stored
to the system drive from the creation or last refresh of the clone is lost. Unlike desktop recompose, the same golden
template remains used as before the refresh operation.

eXtensible Configuration Checklist Description Format (XCCDF)

eXtensible Configuration Checklist Description Format (XCCDF) is a specification language for writing security checklists,
benchmarks, and related kinds of documents. An XCCDF document represents a structured collection of security
configuration rules for some set of target computers. The specification is designed to support information interchange,
document generation, organizational and situational tailoring, automated compliance testing, and compliance scoring. For
more information, go to http://nvd.nist.gov/xccdf.cfm.

Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS)

Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) is a security standard that NIST issues and approves. FIPS specifies
the security requirements that a cryptographic module used within a security system protecting sensitive but unclassified
information must satisfy.

FIPS-Certified Cryptography Module

FIPS-certified cryptography module refers to the RSA CryptoC BSAFE module, which is FIPS 140-2 certified.

FIPS-Compliant Cryptography

FIPS-compliant cryptography refers to the use of FIPS 140-2 certified modules, FIPS-approved, and FIPS-allowed
techniques and algorithms for cryptography.

FIPS-Only

FIPS-only is a mode of operation for CA Client Automation wherein only FIPS-compliant cryptography is allowed. In this
mode, CA Client Automation is not backward compatible with the previous releases of CA Client Automation.

FIPS-Preferred

FIPS-preferred is a mode of operation for CA Client Automation wherein bulk of cryptographic operations are FIPS-
compliant, leaving few encryptions in legacy format. In this mode, CA Client Automation is backward-compatible with the
previous releases of CA Client Automation.

Golden Template

In CA Client Automation terminology, the golden template is the virtual system from which virtual desktops are cloned.

Guest

A guest in generic platform virtualization terminology is the virtual system and the guest operating system.

Guest Operating System

The guest operating system is the operating system running inside a virtual system.
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Health Monitoring

Health Monitoring (HM) functionality lets you configure alerts, set threshold values, and monitor the overall health of the
CA Client Automation infrastructure.

Host

A host in generic platform virtualization terminology is the physical system, the host operating system, and the hypervisor.

Host Cluster

The host cluster is the aggregate computing and memory resources of a group of hosts sharing some or all the same
network and storage.

Host Operating System

The host operating system is the operating system running on a physical system.

Hosted Virtual Environment

A hosted virtual environment is the virtualization software that runs on top of a host operating system, that is, the physical
system, host OS, and the hypervisor.

Hypervisor

The hypervisor is the virtualization software layer simulating physical hardware on the behalf of the guest operating
system. This term is synonymous with the Virtual system Monitor (VMM).

Instance Software State Database

The instance software state database is a part of the software state database containing the history of all software jobs
that the agent executes running on a non-golden template system, that is, any clones of the golden template.

Linked Clones

In VMware View, linked clones of a master or golden image only refer to the master or golden image but do not include it.
Changes to the system during user sessions are not stored to the master image but are kept in delta files with the clone.

Location Awareness

Location Awareness lets DSM Agent on a computer detect the location of the computer.

Master Target Device

In Citrix xendesktop, a master target device is the base desktop with the OS and required set of applications from which a
vDisk is generated.

Master vDisk

In Citrix xendesktop, a master vDisk is the initial vDisk generated from the golden template system.

MITRE

The MITRE Corporation is a not-for-profit organization that is chartered to work in the public interest. MITRE offers the
interpreters, source code, schemas, and data files at no cost so that individuals and organizations can build and expand
upon them. Ovaldi is one such interpreter that is freely available.
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National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is a non-regulatory federal agency within the U.S. Department of
Commerce. The mission of NIST is to promote U.S. innovation and industrial competitiveness by advancing measurement
science, standards, and technology in ways that enhance economic security and improve our quality of life. The United
States (U.S.) National Vulnerability Database (NVD), operated by the NIST, provides a repository and data feeds of
content that use the SCAP standards. NIST is also the repository for certain official SCAP standards data. Thus, NIST
defines open standards within the SCAP context and defines the mappings between the SCAP enumeration standards.

Native Virtual Environment

A native virtual environment is the virtualization software that runs directly on the physical system, becoming or acting
as a host operating system (often minimal), that is, the physical system and the hypervisor. A synonymous term is "bare
metal environment."

Non-linked Clones

In VMware View, non-linked clones, or full clones, are full copies of a master or golden image. The clone includes a copy
of the image and all changes to the system during user sessions are stored to this copy.

Non-Persistent Clones

Non persistent clones are virtual desktops from the non-persistent pool of the VMware View user data that are transient
out-of-the-box. Once a user logs off, the clone is refreshed and all user data at the system disk are lost.

Non-Persistent Linked Clone Virtual Desktop

A non-persistent linked clone virtual desktop is a virtual system that is refreshed every time that the user logs in, with no
persistence for custom installed applications and personalization.

Offline Patching

Offline Patching lets you export the patch content and patch files remotely and import to the CA Client Automation
environment using CA Patch Manager without accessing Internet.

Offline RAC

Offline RAC is a reinstall after crash (RAC) task that the agent drives. Virtual desktops are recomposed frequently, that is,
whenever the golden template is updated and the disk is reset, any changes to the virtual desktop because the previous
reset is effectively voided. For virtual desktops, the agent and not the manager is responsible for the creation of the
RAC job container. When the disk reset occurs, the agent initiates an Offline RAC to restore any software that has been
deployed to the agent.

Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language (OVAL)

Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language (OVAL) is one of the SCAP standards. OVAL contains standard XML for
testing procedures for security-related software flaws, configuration issues, and patches and for reporting the results of
the tests. All the rule checks in the checklists take the form of references to OVAL definitions contained in OVAL files from
the SCAP data stream. For more information, go to http://oval.mitre.org/.

Ovaldi

Ovaldi is an OVAL Interpreter developed by the MITRE Corporation. Ovaldi is a freely available reference implementation
that is created to show how information can be collected from a computer for testing to evaluate and carry out the OVAL
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definitions for that platform, and to report the results of the tests. The interpreter demonstrates the usability of OVAL
Definitions and ensures correct syntax and adherence to the OVAL Schemas.

Package Format

The package format is a property of a software package. Formats include regular and virtual.

Package Type

The package type is a property of a software package. Current types include Generic, MSI, SXP, PIF, and PKG. Package
type is not used or altered for supporting virtual application packages.

Partition

A partition is an isolated instance of a host operating system. Partitions do not usually use guest operating systems
because they all share operating system of the host.

Partitioned Virtual Environment

A partitioned virtual environment is one where multiple instances of the host operating system can run in isolation on the
same physical system. This environment is not strictly a virtualization technology, but is used to solve the same type of
problems.

Persistent Clones

Persistent clones are virtual desktops from the persistent pool that survive as they are after the user has logged off until
they are refreshed or recomposed. VMware View offers out-of the box separate devices for system and user data with
the persistent clones. Information that is stored to the user data device survives any refresh or recompose action while
changes to the system disk are lost.

Persistent Linked Clone Virtual Desktop

A persistent linked clone virtual desktop is a virtual system that is dedicated to a specific user, and the user can request
specific software to be added and customize settings. At each login, the customized environment of the user is restored.
This customization persists until the virtual desktop is refreshed or recomposed. At that point, all the software products
that are installed on system drive are lost.

Persistent Non Linked Clone Virtual Desktop

A persistent non-linked clone virtual desktop is a virtual system that is dedicated to a specific user and is presented to that
user with each login with their custom installed applications, user settings, data, and so on.

Platform Virtualization

Platform virtualization is the encapsulation of computers or operating systems, hiding their physical characteristics from
users and emulating the computing platform at run time.

Provisioned Application

A provisioned application is an application (regular or virtual) that has been made available for execution on a target
computer. Do not install the application locally to treat as provisioned.
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Regular Application

A regular application is application software that has not been virtualized and can be installed and executed in a traditional
fashion. When talking about releases, patches, and suites, regular applications are implied.

Replication

Replication is an engine task to perform the data replication from Domain Manager to Enterprise Manager and Enterprise
Manager to Domain Manager.

Sandbox

A sandbox is an application run-time environment that isolates the application from operating system of the computer and
resources and also from other applications on the computer. The degree of isolation is set to allow the application some
access to the operating system resources, such as the documents folder.

Scalability Server

A scalability server is the central server to enable geographical scalability for management tasks. Scalability Server is a
distributed process that is the primary interface for agents.

SCAP Data Stream

SCAP data stream consists of the security checklist data represented in automated XML formats, vulnerability and product
name-related enumerations, and mappings between the enumerations. An SCAP data stream consists of the XML
following files:

• An XCCDF file
• One or more OVAL files
• (Optional) A CPE dictionary file

Schema Map

A schema map is a mapping of the attribute names that are associated with data objects, such as users, computers, and
groups, which are used in an external directory to those attribute names used by corresponding CA Client Automation
objects. The fixed and standard set of DSM attribute names is used for querying directories and for formulating complex
queries and reports.

Security Content Automation Protocol (SCAP)

The Security Content Automation Protocol (SCAP) is a method for using the standards such as XCCDF, CCE, CVE,
CVSS, CPE, and OVAL to enable automated vulnerability management, measurement, and policy compliance evaluation
(FISMA compliance). SCAP is a suite of selected open standards that enumerate software flaws, security-related
configuration issues, and product names; measure systems to determine the presence of vulnerabilities; and provide
mechanisms to rank (score) the results of these measurements to evaluate the impact of the discovered security issues.
SCAP defines how these standards are combined. The National Vulnerability Database provides a repository and data
feeds of content that use the SCAP standards. For more information, go to http://nvd.nist.gov/.

Software Signature

A software signature defines the attributes of a software application. For example, the main executable file name, other
associated files, size range, version range, creation, and modification dates of the software. All these attributes of a
software signature uniquely identify a software application. Software signatures in Asset Management are created as
software definitions. You can create software definitions for a product, release, patch, suite, suite component, or virtual
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application image. By default, Asset Management provides predefined software signatures covering the most widely used
software in the IT industry.

Software Type

The software type is a property of a software definition. Current types include a suite, product, release, patch, and virtual
application image.

Staged Virtual Application Image

A staged virtual application image is a virtual application image that has been discovered in the file system of a computer.

Stand-alone Environment

A stand-alone environment is one where the users of the host and viewer computers locally manage all settings,
properties, and licensing of the CA Client Automation remote control component. A Stand-alone Agent installation sets the
stand-alone environment. Call the RC agent setup directly to install the same manually.

Standalone Virtual Application

A standalone virtual application is a virtual application that has been provisioned in a way where the virtual application
image used as the source resides on the system to which the virtual application has been provisioned.

Streamed Virtual Application

A streamed virtual application is a virtual application that has been provisioned in a way where the virtual application
image used as the source resides on a remote system. The remote system is different from the system to which the virtual
application has been provisioned.

Streamed Virtual Application Image

A streamed virtual application image is a virtual application image that has been discovered to be accessible through
the network from a computer. If the virtual applications residing inside the image have been provisioned, the discovery of
streamed virtual application images is only possible.

vDisk

In Citrix xendesktop, a vDisk, or virtual disk, is basically an image file with the OS and the required set of applications.

Virtual Application (VA)

A virtual application is software that has been virtualized.

Virtual Application Image

A virtual application image contains one or more virtual applications stored inside a file, possibly with a set of supporting
metadata files.

Virtual Application Image Definition

A virtual application image definition describes the "footprint" for discovering a virtual application image. To discover an
image containing one or more included virtual applications (stored inside), ensure that the regular software signatures are
associated with the virtual application image definition.
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Virtual Application Package (VAP)

A virtual application image that is packaged inside one or more software delivery packages is referred to as a virtual
application package. These packages are used to provision computers with virtual applications.

Virtual Application Staging Package

A virtual application staging package is a virtual application package that is used to stage the virtual application image.

Virtual Application Standalone Package

A virtual application standalone package is a virtual application package that is used to provision a virtual application in
standalone mode.

Virtual Application Streaming Package

A virtual application streaming package is a virtual application package that is used to provision a virtual application in
streaming mode.

Virtual Disk

A virtual disk is a set of files that forms a file system that appears as a physical disk to the guest operating system.

Virtual Image

A virtual image is a file or set of files containing the complete definition of a virtual system, including the hardware
specifications and virtual disks. A virtual image is the host file system representation of a guest. A virtual image can be
online or offline depending on the running state of the virtual system it captures.

Virtual Machine (VM)

A virtual machine is an isolated virtualized environment simulating a physical system. The virtual machine does by
definition not include the guest operating system.

Virtual Patch

A virtual patch is the virtual equivalent of a regular patch and has the same basic meaning. The term is used when
reporting software inventory for virtual applications (not virtual application images).

Virtual Release

A virtual release is the virtual equivalent of the regular release and has the same basic meaning. The term is used when
reporting software inventory for virtual applications (not virtual application images). A provisioned virtual application can
use either a staged or streamed virtual application image as source. The virtual applications that are contained within the
virtual application image can themselves be seen as staged but not yet provisioned.

XCCDF Profile

An XCCDF profile is a policy that is applied to the target computer or compared to the configuration of the target
computer. The XCCDF file for each SCAP data stream defines the list of profiles supported. Ensure that the XCCDF file
contains at least one XCCDF profile, which specifies the rules to be used for checking a particular type of system. You can
create separate XCCDF profiles for each applicable operational environment in which a system might be deployed.
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Data Transport Service Administration
Data Transport Service (DTS) is a comprehensive transport service network that lets you transfer data across platforms
and transport protocols. Using DTS, you can perform the following list of operations:

• Create, schedule, and initiate data transfers
• Monitor and control active data transfers
• Create logical groupings of machines on the network to manage data transfers from multiple end systems
• Optimize network performance by establishing transmission settings to control how machines send and receive data

transfers
• Remotely administer the DTS network

NOTE
The term Windows refers to the Microsoft Windows operating system. For the detailed list of supported platforms
refer to Compatibility Matrix.

Benefits and Features
DTS is supplied with and used by CA client solutions, such as CA Client Automation. These client solutions install DTS
automatically with a predetermined configuration, or they may let you customize your configuration of DTS during the
installation process. The features of DTS are enhanced when you install the CA Common Services (CCS) components,
WorldView and Event Management.

For the instructions on using a CA solution specifically designed to work with DTS, see the solution's documentation and
online help. Generally, the solution's online help describes how to use the solution after you install and configure DTS
on all desired machines in your network. Even if DTS is installed automatically when you install the solution, you may
need to configure DTS on some machines in your network. For example, to create links between machines, configure the
protocols used by a machine or set other machine-related properties.

NOTE
For more information, see the Configuration Policy section of the DSM Explorer Help.

The benefits and features of DTS are grouped into the following categories:

1. Network Administration
Data Transport Service can be used to schedule, initiate, monitor, and control data transfers without any network
administration being performed. However, if needed, network administrators can perform network administration tasks,
such as establishing customized network topologies and optimizing network performance.

2. Integration with CA Common Services
Data Transport Service provides more functionality by integrating with the WorldView and Event Management
components of CCS.

NOTE
WorldView is only supported on Windows with an MS-SQL database. For more information about supported
databases and operating environments, see the Implementation Guide.

3. Data Transfer
Data Transport Service enables the administrator to create and initiate data transfers across various platforms and
transfer protocols. Data transfers can be activated immediately or scheduled for a later date and time.

The benefits and features of DTS are available through interfaces:

• Graphical user interface for network administration (Administration Client Interface)
• Graphical user interface for configuring policies for DTS agents in CA Client Automation
• Client application program interface (API)
• Command-line interface
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Network Administration
Contents

Network administrators perform network administration tasks, like establishing customized network topologies and
optimizing network performance. You can use DTS to schedule, initiate, monitor, and control data transfers with or without
any network administration.

NOTE
Network administrators, who install and maintain DTS network components or install and maintain the CA client
solution that includes DTS, should be familiar or possess a general knowledge of CCS and the operating system
conventions of the computers on which you are installing and administering agents.

Administrators can use the results of the DTS registration process, which locates all DTS manager and agent components
on the network, to establish a particular network topology. You can use this topology to create customized transfer routes
through the network.

DTS administrators can also establish transmission settings to control how various DTS machines send and receive data
transfers. You can use these transmission settings to optimize network performance by establishing the maximum size of
parcels to transfer, the time to wait between parcel sends, and the maximum number of concurrent processes permitted.

Also, administrators can remotely configure the runtime parameters for legacy Data Transport Service r1, r2, and r 3
agents and manager components (NOS, TOS, and SOS). You can configure all of the administrative features previously
described using CA Common Services. These features are also configurable through the DTS client API.

In CA Client Automation, DTS agent and manager components are controlled by configuration policies that are set up
using the DSM Explorer.

Command Line Interface

DTS provides a command line interface for network administrators to schedule and initiate transfers, and to start, stop,
and display the status of DTS components. CA solutions that work with DTS provide an additional command line interface,
the Data Transport Service Command Line Interface (DTSCLI), for initiating, monitoring, or controlling data transfers from
the command line.

dtscli Command

The dtscli command lets you do the following:

• Create transfers, transfer jobs, and schedules
• Delete transfers, transfer jobs, and schedules
• Retrieve the status of transfers, transfer jobs, and schedules
• Add, insert, and remove transfers from transfer jobs
• Activate, suspend, resume, abort, and reset transfer jobs
• Adjust the priority of a transfer job
• Add, insert, and remove transfer jobs from schedules
• Enable and disable schedules
• Perform agent-to-agent transfers
• Perform managed transfers

The dtscli command includes functions like HTTP transfers (Internet downloads), creating and manipulating transfer jobs
and schedules, and accepting input from a command file.

NOTE
In CA Client Automation, dtacli is superseded by dtscli. Although dtacli is still provided, we recommend that you
migrate to dtscli.
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Self Discovery

DTS automatically adds the DTS agents and managers to the Management Database (MDB) as they send a notification
message to the TOS when they start. This process is called Self Discovery. By default, all agents and managers are
configured to notify the TOS when they start, for example, after a restart or after a new computer starts for the first time.
Also, agents notify the TOS when their addresses change, which is most common with roaming agents, like laptop
computers or agents that use a DHCP address. The TOS passes the message to the NOS.

When the NOS receives a notification message from an agent or manager (either directly or forwarded by the TOS),
the NOS checks the MDB to see if that agent or manager is already in the repository. If not, the NOS adds the agent or
manager to the repository.

Self Discovery is disabled by default in CA Client Automation. To enable this process, change the value of the Self
discovery configuration policy in the Network Object Server (NOS) policy group.

Dynamic Containers and Dynamic Routing

Dynamic containers let machines route in a dynamic environment. Dynamic containers are Data Transport classes that
you create and manage in WorldView, as part of the MDB. When you create a dynamic container, you specify a range
of addresses or a subnet. All agents whose IP addresses are in this range become members of the dynamic container.
By constructing links between machines and dynamic containers, it is then possible to define paths between machines
based on the machine's IP address. When a machine's IP address changes such that it becomes a member of a different
dynamic container, then the path to that machine also changes.

NOTE
DTS WorldView dynamic container membership only supports IPv4 address ranges.

Error Messages

Whenever a managed DTS transfer fails, the error message is passed to the TOS. Applications using DTS can query the
TOS for the error message and display it to their users. External filters can provide detailed error information, which aids
in the identification and correction of problems.

Support for Transferring Large Files

DTS does not have file size restrictions, but the file system of the operating system may have such restrictions. Most
legacy operating systems imposed a limit of approximately 2 GB on the largest file that their file systems could store. More
recent operating systems have overcome this limitation, and DTS can transfer files or directories larger than 4 GB on such
systems.

NOTE
For more information about file system specifications for large file support, refer to the documentation for your
operating system.

PIF Installation Packages for UNIX

DTS UNIX installation programs use the product interchange format (PIF) format, the CA standard for packaging and
installing software solutions on UNIX systems. Developers create PIF installation packages using a CA utility called the
Software Manager Installer for UNIX, hereafter called the PIF Installer. The PIF Installer is also provided as part of the
CA solution's PIF installation package. When you run the PIF installation package, the PIF Installer lets you install and
remove the solution easily and efficiently on the target UNIX computers.

NOTE
For more information, see the PIF Packager and Installer Administration Guide.
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Data Transport Service Architecture
DTS is a flexible service in terms of how to configure the different components in your network. Before you configure
your DTS network, understand the role that each component plays. The central component of DTS, the Data Transport
manager, operates as a distributed server. Applications connect to the Data Transfer manager to perform or schedule data
transfers. Any computer that involves the transfer of actual data must have the DTS agent installed.

NOTE
In CA Client Automation, communications, auditing, tracing, event management, compression, encryption, are
handled by common components in the Common Application Framework (CAF).

NOTE
The previous releases for DTS that are upgraded to Unicenter DSM r11.1 do not integrate with CA Common
Services. This means that any DTS advanced network configuration set up with a previous version of CA
Common Services are not available in r11.1. If, however, a previous release is upgraded to Unicenter or CA
Client Automation, this does not apply, that is, the existing network configuration is available.

NOTE
Installing CA Client Automation r12 on top of CCS r3.0 is successful; however, any DTS data that has been
configured in CCS will no longer be available.

The following comprise the Data Transport Service architecture:

• DTS Manager
• DTS Agent
• DTS Client API
• DTS Browser
• DTS Security

DTS Security
Security exists at several levels in the DTS architecture:

1. Data Transport Manager (DTS Manager)
You can activate security for each of the DTS manager components (TOS, NOS, and SOS) and for the DTS agent.
When you activate security (the security mode parameter for the computer is set to "fail"), agents connecting to a
server or agent must supply a valid user and password of an existing user that is registered on the computer you are
connecting to.

2. Data Transport Agent (DTS Agent)
When you activate security for an agent, any data transfers involving the agent must contain valid user and password
combinations for the initiator and the responder computers.

3. Data
Encryption provides data security. The data is encrypted before transmission and unencrypted when it reaches its
destination. You can use either parcel or file encryption filters.

DTS Browser
If you have installed a CA solution that provides a transfer GUI for DTS, the browser lets you use that transfer GUI
to create transfers by browsing and selecting drives, directories, and files on remote computers, instead of manually
entering path names on the command line or in a file. For more information about how to use the features that the browser
provides, see online help for the transfer GUI of the CA solution that you use to supplement DTS.

NOTE
In all earlier releases of DTS, the browser was named the Data Object Agent. The AS/400, OS/2, and OpenVMS
components still use the term Data Object Agent rather than Browser or Browser Agent.
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DTS Client API
The DTS client API consists of a library of functions that provide a programming interface to the various DTS functions.
These functions include data transfer and scheduling, error logging and recovery, and network configuration information
and monitoring facilities.

The client API is situated at the user application level and communicates with the DTS servers through a communications
link, using a protocol such as TCP/IP. When the client API receives application requests, it forwards those requests to the
DTS servers, and returns responses to the calling application.

Using the client API, applications can perform the following:

• Connect and disconnect from object servers
• Create and delete objects (instantiate and destroy)
• View and configure objects (get and set properties)
• Call functions (methods) associated with the objects
• Query the object repositories for objects that match certain selection criteria

The client API also provides a number of administration functions for viewing and updating both manager and agent run-
time parameters.

DTS Agent
Contents

The DTS agent is responsible for carrying out the physical transfer of data, which it does at the request of the TOS.
The DTS agent supports multiple communication protocols, including TCP/IP, UDP/IP, PPP, SNA, SPX, Broadcast, and
Multicast, using the CLI.

NOTE
DTS does not support the latest version of PPP communication protocol, PPPv6.

During any given data transfer, an agent takes on two personality characteristics which define its role (and responsibilities)
during the transfer cycle. These characteristics dictate that the agent acts as either an initiator or a responder, and as
either a sender or a receiver.

Initiator

If the agent is an initiator, the TOS directly instructs the agent to carry out the data transfer. The initiator agent is
responsible for initiating the connection to the other agent (the responder) and for informing the TOS of transfer progress
and status changes.

Responder

If the agent is a responder, then an initiator agent (and not the TOS) has connected to it and has told it what to do.

Sender and Receiver Tasks

For the actual physical task of transferring data, the agent's job is straightforward. As a sender, the agent must read and
process the source data and then send it to the receiver agent. As a receiver, the agent must receive data from the sender
agent and then process and must write the data out to the destination location.

NOTE
An initiator agent is usually a sender and a responder agent is usually a receiver, however, it can be the reverse.

A typical case where the initiator agent is the sender and the responder agent is the receiver is illustrated in the following
diagram:
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The case where the initiator agent is the receiver while the responder agent is the sender is illustrated here:
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Filters

The filter mechanism lets the agent read, process, and write data. Filters for files and parcels can read textual data and
binary data, respectively, compress data, encrypt data, write binary data, decompress data, unencrypt data.

Agents read and send data from one to another in chunks that are known as parcels. A parcel is the amount of raw data
a sender agent reads before it applies any parcel filters and before it sends the data across the network to the receiver
agent. The default parcel size is approximately 500 KB. So, for example, the process of transferring 10 MB of data
involves the reading and sending of 20 parcels.

You can create your own filters and corresponding filter objects for use during transfers, or you can use several predefined
file and parcel filters.

Valid DTSCLI file filters include the following types:
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• Directory filters
• Encryption filters
• File attribute filters

When adding the file filters, parcel filters can also be needed. To transfer a directory, file filters must be added to the dtscli
command. If you try to transfer a directory without adding the directory filter, you get the following error message:

"Failed to open input data <c:\dtstemp> error=<Permission denied>".

Valid DTSCLI parcel filters include the following types:

• Binary (default) or text
• Compress
• Encrypt

The two main parcel filters that are used are either binary or text. Use the text filter if transferring text files between two
different types of computers (Windows and UNIX, for example). This ensures that the text format is preserved; otherwise,
always use binary filters.

 

NOTE

Binary and text filters are mutually exclusive: A transfer can either be text or binary but not both.

Filters usually work in pairs. The write filter must reverse an action that is performed by the read filter. Filters are applied in
the following order:

• File Read -- Works on a file when reading the source data
• Parcel Read -- Works on a buffer of data when reading the source data
• Parcel Write -- Works on a buffer of data when writing the destination data
• File Write -- Works on a file when writing the destination data

Read the filters of the same type (file or parcel) are applied in the same order that they are specified on the command line.
Write the filters of the same type are applied in the reverse order that they are specified on the command line.

DTS also supports external file and parcel filters.

Example: Transfer a Directory

• The following example transfers a directory using a short format for the directory filter:

dtscli -agent ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp 

   "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp" 

   "f_filters=dir"

• This example performs the same operation but uses a long format:

dtscli -agent "ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp" 

   "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp" 

   "f_filters=DIRTREE_READ:DIRTREE_WRITE"

   "p_filters=binary"

Example: Transfer a File as Text

• The following example transfers the file from Gold to Silver using the text filter and a short format:

dtscli -agent "ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp\file.src" 

   "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp\file.dest" 

   "p_filters=text"

• This example performs the same operation but uses a long format:
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dtscli -agent "ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp\file.src" 

   "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp\file.dest" 

   "p_filters=TEXT_READ:TEXT_WRITE"

NOTE
Only use text filters for transferring text files.

NOTE
For detailed information, see the DTSCLI Command Reference Guide.

DTS Manager
Contents

The DTS network environment comprises multiple domains, each consisting of a DTS manager. The DTS manager
consists of the following manager components, each of which plays a unique role:

• Network Object Server (NOS)
• Transfer Object Server (TOS)
• Schedule Object Server (SOS)

NOTE
The Transfer Object Server (TOS), Network Object Server (NOS), and Schedule Object Server are commonly
referred to as object servers, DTS servers, and servers throughout the documentation. However, in formal DSM
terminology, they are DTS managers.

Network Object Server

The Network Object Server (NOS) manages the DTS machine and machine group information that is stored in
WorldView™, part of the MDB. You can define complex routing topologies through the network using the properties of
information that is stored in objects. Also, the TOS uses the NOS to establish routing topologies and optimal transfer
paths throughout the DTS network.

You do not generally manipulate objects that are stored in the MDB through the client API. Typically, you use WorldView to
configure and manage DTS network objects.

The DTS uses four-phase optimization to ensure your data transfers in the most efficient manner. The NOS is responsible
for carrying out Phases 1 and 2 of the optimization process, which is Network Route Analysis and Transfer Property
Resolution, respectively.

NOS Classes

The classes that the NOS maintains are the following:

• Machine Class (DTMachine)
A machine object represents any computer that is part of a DTS domain, or, any machine where you have installed
a DTS server, agent, or both. Machine objects define properties associated with the actual computer, like name and
description, and properties defining transmission settings to use during data transfer. If a computer has more than one
communications interface, the machine object may reference one or more interface objects. DTMachine is a virtual,
extended superclass with real subclasses of host, workstation, and unclassified TCP. So, when using DTMachine, you
do not need to know whether a specific computer is classified as a host, workstation, or unclassified TCP object.
The MDB does not provide or contain the DTMachine class. The NOS provides the DTMachine. DTMachine exists
to ease the use of objects in the MDB that represent computers, and to extend those objects such that they contain
many DTS service-specific properties. The properties of machine objects affect how a data transfer is performed, and
you can modify these properties to meet your needs. For example, you can modify the appropriate property to limit the
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rate of data transfers out of a machine, specify the protocols available on the machine, or indicate that a machine is
available for receiving a broadcast data transfer.

• Machine Group Class (DTMachineGroup)
A machine group object consists of a logical grouping of computers, other machine group objects, or both. You can
establish these objects. Machine group objects let users and administrators create their own unique, logical, view of a
DTS domain. Machine group objects are independent of the defined network topology and do not affect transfer routes
through the network.

• Machine Container Class (DTContainer)
A machine container object defines a common set of transfer properties for a number of machine objects. These
properties include the protocol and other communication settings the computers use during a data transfer.
Administrators can use machine container objects to establish properties for a group of machine objects, by placing the
machine objects into a container object and then setting the properties of the machine container object.

• Dynamic Container Class (DTDynamicContainer)
The Dynamic container class (DTDynamicContainer) functions much like the DTContainer class but has an additional
property: a range of addresses or a subnet that defines the members of the container. All agents whose IP address is
in this range become members of the dynamic container.
Dynamic containers let users create routes between machines and a dynamic container. A dynamic container stores
objects whose addresses change over time, for example, machines that use DHCP or dial-up connections. When
you view DTS objects in WorldView, if the DTS object you select is a dynamic container, then Class field shows
DTDynamicContainer and a second tab (Membership) appears next to the Object Details tab. That tab lets you view
and modify the individual addresses and address ranges belonging to the dynamic container.

NOTE
DTS WorldView dynamic container membership only supports IPv4 address ranges.

• Link Class (DTLink)
A link object defines a DTS communications link between two different machine or machine container objects. DTS
administrators define these links that identify source and destination computers, with a common set of transfer
properties associated with the link. Links define fixed data transfer routes through the enterprise.

• Interface Class (DTInterface)
An interface object defines a physical interface associated with a particular computer. You can associate specific
protocol characteristics with the interface. By assigning a priority property to the interface, users can specify the order
for evaluating the interfaces when determining the route and properties to use for a transfer. Interfaces associated with
the responding computer are sequentially compared to those of the initiating computer until an interface with matching
characteristics is found.

Transfer Object Server

The Transfer Object Server (TOS) is responsible for initiating, controlling, and monitoring all user requested data transfers,
and accepting and processing requests from the client API. When the TOS activates a data transfer, it sends a message
to the initiating DTS agent, telling it to transfer the data. The TOS is then responsible for processing progress and status
messages that are returned from the initiating agent.

The TOS optimizes those requests by making the most efficient use of network resources, it manages hops (intermediate
nodes), fanouts, and broadcasts. The TOS uses any available network topology information that it obtains from the NOS,
and instructs the DTS agent on the sending machine to perform the data transfer. The TOS also lets applications monitor
and control the transfers that are submitted.

You can connect to the TOS through the client API and can create filter objects, transfer objects, and can transfer group
objects. You set object properties to define your data transfer requirements. You can then call the transfer group objects
ACTIVATE method to perform the transfers you have defined. The TOS stores all these objects persistently in its own
local object repository that is named the Transfer Object Repository (TOR).

NOTE
It is possible to perform agent-to-agent transfers without the TOS, using the DTS command-line interface.
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The TOS directly accesses the MDB from its TOR and uses NOS to get information from WorldView, also part of the MDB.
It uses the network object properties that are returned from the NOS to make decisions about the best way to transfer
your data.

DTS uses the four-phase optimization for transferring your data in the most efficient way. The TOS is responsible for
carrying out Phases 3 and 4 of the optimization process, Duplicate Transfer Resolution, and Transfer Mechanism
Selection, respectively.

TOS Classes

The classes that the TOS maintains are the following:

• Transfer Class (DTTransfer)
A transfer object defines how to perform a data transfer. It encapsulates all the information required to carry out the
transport of the specified data from one location to another. It also provides properties and methods that let the user
monitor and control the data transfer. Transfer objects contain references to filter objects and machines. When a
transfer object is created, the TOS uses the properties from the default transfer object for the new transfer. This lets
you set the minimum amount of properties that allow the transfer to run. These properties are input (source data),
output (destination data), initiator (source machine), and responder (destination machine).

• Transfer Group Class (DTTransferGroup)
A transfer group object consists of a user-defined group of transfer objects. You can either activate these transfers
sequentially or as a group (which takes full advantage of the activation algorithms in the TOS). The transfer objects
cannot be activated, aborted, suspended, resumed, or reset individually. These methods can be performed on transfer
group objects only.

• Filter Class (DTFilter)
Filter objects define some operation to perform on the data to be transferred. This operation works either on the file
(file based) or on buffers of data (parcel based) when the transfer is activated. Filter objects are associated with a
transfer object and represent the actual filters or filtering that is applied to the data before, during, or after the data
is either read or written, or both. These filters can include text reading, data encryption, and data compression. The
properties of the filter objects determine the type of filtering used.

Schedule Object Server

The Schedule Object Server (SOS) is used to establish and control scheduling requests that determine when transfer
occurs. This schedule information is maintained in the form of schedule objects that are held in the Schedule Object
Server's local repository. The Schedule Object Server monitors these objects and instructs the Transfer Object Server to
activate the transfer group(s) referenced by the schedule objects when the specified date and time expire. You can access
scheduling features through the client API.

NOTE
In Client Automation, the SOS is disabled by default. To enable it, enter the caf enable dtssos command from a
command-line window or from the Windows Start menu's Run option. For more information, type <command> /?
at the command prompt.

Implementation
The information details about setting up a centralized DTS network. The actual implementation is performed by CA Client
Automation, with DTS agent and manager components that are installed automatically in the appropriate places.

Typical Configuration
In a typical configuration, you can install the DTS manager components -- the TOS, NOS, and SOS -- on a Windows
Server machine with a DTS agent. All machines that involve data transfer activities must have a DTS agent installed.
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All DTS functions, which include transfer schedules, resolution of transfer routes, and initiation of the actual data transfers,
are performed on the same machine. A single TOS, NOS, and SOS can perform these functions for your entire enterprise.

This type of setup allows for the most centralized way of controlling the DTS network.

The following models can aid in determining how the DTS architecture can best be implemented to suit your needs:

• Implementation model
• Object model

Other Possible Configurations
You can install the manager components on different machines in your network if you do not require all of the capabilities
of the manager components on a single machine, or if circumstances are such that it is more beneficial for you not to have
them on a single machine.

For example, if your site plans to initiate a heavy load of transfers, you can install the TOS on a separate machine other
than the NOS and SOS to ease the load imposed on a single machine. If necessary, all three servers can be installed on
separate machines.

NOTE
The configuration options that are actually offered may also depend on the CA client solution that installs DTS.

Implementation Model
The implementation model shows how the product is implemented and how the service is provided on a high level:

• The client API tells the DTS manager what to do.
• The manager works out how to do it and then tells the DTS agent what to do.
• The agent does what it has been told and then tells the manager that the task is finished.
• The manager tells the client API that the task is completed.

The following diagram illustrates how the DTS architecture implements both client/server and manager/agent
methodologies. Together, these methodologies ensure that the implementation possibilities are flexible and scalable. In
this illustration, the manager doubles as the server end of the client/server solution:
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Figure 17: Implementation Model

Applications that want to use DTS call the functions that are contained in the DTS client API, which instructs the DTS
manager to carry out the requested task. The DTS manager (DTM) includes three separate servers (NOS, TOS, and
SOS). Each type of server has a specific role to play no matter how many instances are implemented.

To understand how the DTS components interact to perform a data transfer, consider the following diagram:
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Figure 18: DTS Components_Implementation

If a user has scheduled a transfer for a particular date and time. When that date and time arrive, the SOS recognizes
that a transfer must occur, and tells the TOS to carry out the transfer. The TOS, upon receiving this request, instructs the
initiating agent to transfer the data.

To achieve the levels of functionality, management, control, and flexibility that a mission-critical, enterprise-wide data
transport solution demands, DTS uses a well structured object model. By creating instances of objects, setting properties,
and calling methods, you can take full advantage of the powerful features of DTS.

Object Model
The object model explains how DTS is object-oriented (OO). Object-oriented means that to use the services available, you
create objects (instantiate), configure them (set properties), and call functions (methods) associated with those objects.
The DTS object model consists of a set of object classes that reference and interact with one another. To use DTS, ensure
that you can do the following:

• Connect to an object server
• Create (instantiate) objects of the appropriate classes
• Set the properties of the objects to requisite values
• Call object methods

A brief description of each of the classes that DTS supports follows:

• DTContainer
Overrides DTS properties for a list of DTMachine objects. You can treat several DTMachine objects as a single entity
using DTContainers, when it comes to DTS network topology administration and configuration. This object contains a
full set of DTS properties and references to one or more DTMachine objects.

• DTDynamicContainer
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Contains the same properties as the DTContainer class but also has an additional property: a range of addresses or
a subnet that defines the members of the container. All agents whose IP address is in this range become members of
the dynamic container. Dynamic containers let a user create routes between machines and a dynamic container.

• DTFilter
Specifies how to read or write data, and any processing to perform on the data before or after the transfer. For
instance, you can use filters like binary read, compression, decompression, binary write, and so forth.

• DTInterface
Represents a communications interface on a computer.

• DTLink
Represents a direct DTS communications link between one DTMachine (or DTContainer) and another. The link object
creates specific routes through the DTS enterprise.
Each object server (Network, Transfer and Schedule) maintains objects of particular classes specific to the function of
the server. Local object repositories (databases) store these objects persistently; one repository exists for each object
server.

• DTMachine
Defines a computer in the enterprise. If the computer has multiple communications interfaces fitted and available for
DTS to use, then this object references one or more DTInterface objects.

• DTMachineGroup
Represents a logical grouping of computers. This object references DTMachine objects or other DTMachineGroup
objects.

• DTSchedule
Specifies when a transfer should occur. This object references one or more DTTransferGroup objects. This object may
also reference one or more calendars.

• DTTransfer
Defines a single data transfer from one computer to another. Among other things, this object contains references to
DTFilter objects.

• DTTransferGroup
Defines a group of transfers that are to be controlled together. It references one or more DTTransfer objects.

NOTE
The NOS uses the MDB as its persistent object store. DTS utilizes the network information already stored in the
MDB.

Referential Links Between Various Objects
The following diagram illustrates the referential links between the various object classes and which object classes are
maintained by each of the servers:
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Figure 19: Referential Links Between Objects

 

DTS Scenario
To know how you initiate a data transfer, how you use the object model, and the role each of the individual DTS
components plays, a typical DTS scenario follows:
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Figure 20: DTS Scenario

If a DTS administrator wants to perform a set of data transfers at 10:00 p.m. each week night. A large binary data file
residing on a Linux server machine must be transferred to numerous Windows XP computers, which are spread across
three separate local area networks (LANs). Each LAN has a departmental file server connected to it. The central server
connects to the LANs through a comparatively low-bandwidth-wide area network (WAN). The departmental servers run
Windows 2003 and Linux operating systems. Also, because of its sensitive nature, the data file is encrypted during its
transfer.

As shown in the previous diagram, only the client API is installed on the DTS user computer (1). The DTS manager
is installed on a separate Windows 2003 computer (2) and the DTS agent is installed on the central server (3), the
departmental servers (4, 5 and 6) and all of the end systems, for a total of 300 end systems, if there are 100 end systems
on each LAN.

The Windows 2003 manager machine (2) can also have CA Common Services installed; if so, it is responsible for all
network, data transfer, and scheduling tasks.

The Data Transfer Problem

The problems encountered by today's business world often require solutions that involve the transfer of large volumes of
critical information (data). This information can be gathered from one system and transported to many others (distribution),
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or it can be gathered from multiple systems and then sent to one (collection). With the added complexity of an ever-
increasing number of users, often separated by thousands of miles, the ability to quickly and efficiently transfer data from
one location to another becomes a difficult problem to solve.

The problem is further compounded by a corporation's enterprise, which often consists of a mixture of different computers,
running different operating systems, connected through different communications links.

The task of collecting and distributing information can pose problems when you must distribute data across multiple
platforms and protocols over complicated networks. Some of the more traditional problems associated with data transfer
include:

• Incompatibility between platforms
Transferring data stored in different formats on different platforms can often pose a problem. Difficulties arise when
data cannot be transferred from one platform to another or if the integrity of the data is lost due to the incompatibilities
between platforms.

• Network performance
The distribution of large amounts of data across a network can often impact other network users by swamping the
network with data.

• Inefficient routing
The inability to determine the optimum route by which to transfer data through a large and often complex network can
lead to inefficiency, resulting in lost time and effort.

• Unreliability
Mission-critical data must get through. Transfers must complete successfully, and users must be aware of the success
of those transfers. Data transfer products must be reliable and informative…most are not.

The Data Transfer Resolution

DTS is a comprehensive service that does the following:

• Integrates with CA solutions like CA Client Automation, so that you can take the CA client solution out of the box,
install it, and it works!

• Provides cross-platform support. Due to its structured, yet practical architecture, porting DTS to new platforms and new
operating systems is a simple task.

NOTE
In CA Client Automation all DTS manager components (TOS, NOS, and SOS) run on Windows Servers only;
managers are not supported on UNIX/Linux.

• Provides multi-protocol support. The DTS architecture positions the entire product above the communications protocol
layer. So, the product is not dependent on any particular protocol or network technology. DTS is easily expanded to
take advantage of new protocols and technologies as they become available.

• Runs over TCP, SNA, UDP, SPX, and PPP. DTS also takes advantage of both the Broadcast and Multicast network
technologies to get the best out of your network.

NOTE
DTS does not support the latest version of PPP communication protocol, PPPv6.
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• Leverages the power of CA Common Services with which it is closely integrated. WorldView, Event Management,
Workload Management, Agent Technology, and the MDB are all used by DTS to provide a world-class data transport
solution.

• Provides scheduling capability. Simple or complex schedules are created and configured through the API.
• Provides transfer monitoring and control capabilities. Progress and status of all data transfers occurring in an

enterprise can be monitored. Data transfers can be aborted or suspended at will. If a transfer is suspended (or if it
fails), it can be resumed later.

• Provides service management facilities. Run-time parameters of all service components are altered dynamically,
service components monitored, and log files viewed.

• Can be centralized or distributed; you choose! It can even be a combination of both.
• Uses client/server technology to provide a true network based interface. For example, you can use DTS to transfer

data between any computers in your enterprise.
• Implements multiple-level security. User and password authentication are activated at the client, server, manager, and

agent levels. Data can also be encrypted using a variety of algorithms.
• Contains an optimization engine that ensures that DTS makes the best use of your network. It works out optimal routes

across your enterprise, resolves transmission settings, and decides on the best transfer mechanism to use from the
specification of the data you want to transfer.

• Has a user-extensible architecture. DTS provides a fully functional SDK, and the ability to create your own agent filters.
Together, these features enable you to have complete control over how you extend DTS.

Solving the Problem

In preparing for a data transfer, you should look at what you need to accomplish: What data do you need to transfer,
where does it need to be transferred, and how and when should that transfer occur? Once you answer these questions,
you can identify what DTS objects you must create to satisfy these needs.

This process, in overview, is quite straightforward. First, you must configure, or model, your DTS network. Second, you
must create all necessary transfers, schedules, and so on.

Modeling the Network

Contents

Modeling the network involves creating logical links among the network computers to satisfy your data transport
requirements. By default, when DTS is installed, it assumes that all computers are connected directly to one another. So,
your first task is to model the network to satisfy your logical requirements.

Consider the sample scenario. By default, as far as Data Transport is concerned, the central server has a direct
connection to all of the end systems. However, if you instruct DTS to transfer the data file from the central server to all of
the end systems, by default, it would carry out a fanout transfer. The optimization engine realizes the source data file for
all of the transfers is identical, so it only needs to read the data once.

Using DTS, you can carry out some simple network configuration (build a model of your Data Transport network), and
tweak some object properties to let DTS take advantage of some of its advanced transfer technology. You can model our
Data Transport network requirements using WorldView.

You want to stop DTS from transferring data directly from the central server to the end systems and instead transfer it
through the department servers. Thus, you must hardwire a route from the central server through the department servers
to the end systems. You can do this by adding Data Transport links to the network model.

First, create three links among the central server and each of the department servers. Then create three Data Transport
machine container objects, one for each LAN. Place all computers that connect to the LANs (except the department
servers) in their respective containers.
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Next, you must create links from each of the departmental servers to their appropriate machine container object. Lastly,
you want to make DTS take advantage of the point-to-many transfer mechanism when it transmits the data from the
department servers out to the end systems on the local LANs; and since you are transmitting to computers connected to
the same IP subnet, DTS uses the Broadcast (BCAST) protocol.

With DTS there are many ways to achieve the same result. However, it is easier to set the point-to-many protocol property
of the department server to container link to BCAST and set the point-to-many network address to the broadcast address
appropriate to the subnet. You can do this in WorldView, by right-clicking the link and selecting Open DTS Details from the
context menu.

Choosing Open DTS Details lets you modify the following properties:

• Maximum parcel size
• Throttle factor
• Point-to-point protocol and parameters
• Fanout protocol and parameters
• Point-to-many protocol and parameters

Maximum Parcel Size

DTS transfers data in manageable chunks named parcels. The size of the parcel affects many things, including the
following:

• Overall transfer performance
The bigger the parcel size, the faster the transfer.

• System resources the agent uses
The bigger the parcel size, the more memory an agent uses (since it has at least one parcel of data in memory at any
given time during a transfer).

• Checkpoint restart
After each parcel transfers, it is tagged as part of the automated checkpoint and restart feature. If a failure occurs
during the transfer process, DTS can restart the transfer from the last successful parcel transfer.

• System or network speed
When transferring files between agents running on slower systems or over slower networks, transfers can be
suspended or can fail with the message "Connection failed to address|hostname." This condition can be due to
timeouts while processing large parcels of data. If this situation occurs, we recommend reducing the maximum parcel
size value for transfers to slower systems.

Throttle Factor

Throttling lets you regulate the amount of network bandwidth that is used when carrying out data transfers by specifying a
delay interval between parcel sends. The throttle factor property specifies the value of the delay. Valid values range from
0 to 100. The default is 0. Each increase in throttle factor increases the delay interval by 50 milliseconds. For instance, a
throttle factor value of 20 represents a one-second delay between parcel sends.

Modifying DTS Object Properties

When DTS is installed, and if CA Common Services is already installed, the Open DTS Details menu command is added
to the context menu of WorldView for all Managed Objects. The Open DTS Details command lets you view read-only
properties and modify DTS properties that are associated with the object that you right-clicked. The object could be a link,
an interface, a machine, or a machine container.

Modifying Individual Object Properties

When you select Open DTS Details, the Object Details notebook appears, letting you modify the following properties:
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• Maximum parcel size
• Throttle factor
• Point-to-point
• Fanout
• Point-to-many

NOTE
The Name, UUID, Class, Label, Description, and Address properties are read-only properties (information only).

By modifying these properties, administrators control how DTS performs data transfers, and thus they can configure the
DTS network topology for optimum performance.

NOTE
Leaving a property value blank indicates that the property is undefined, and its default value is used.

Creating Transfer Objects

To encrypt a binary file during transport, read the data using a binary or text filter, apply an encryption filter, transfer the
data, apply a decryption filter, and then write the data out using a binary or text filter. You could create your own filter
objects in the Transfer Object Repository, but for convenience, DTS comes complete with many predefined filter objects
for commonly applied data processing operations, so you can use those instead of creating our own.

Next, create transfer objects that define the data file transfer from the Solaris central server to each of the end systems.
Create and configure one transfer object for each end system. These transfer objects must be the same except for the
name of the receiving computer. Each transfer object must also reference the appropriate filter objects for binary read,
encryption, decryption, and binary write.

You can create a transfer group object (also called a transfer job) and can add all the previously created transfer objects
to it. Next, create a calendar that specifies that you can activate transfers every weekday.

Last, create a schedule object and set its time property to 22:00. Also reference the transfer group object that is previously
created and the calendar, and enable the schedule object.

A DTS administrator or user can do all of the previously mentioned tasks for creating, scheduling, and activating the
transfer by using the following:

• DTS dtscli command.
• DTS client API.

NOTE
For detailed information, see the DTSCLI Command Reference Guide.

Configuring Data Transport Service
Contents

DTS agents and managers in CA Client Automation are managed by configuration policies. A configuration policy is a set
of parameters that govern how a particular component behaves. Configuration policies in CA Client Automation can be
viewed and modified from the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Default Computer Policy, DSM node in
the DSM Explorer tree.

Viewing Configuration Policies

WARNING
It is not possible to configure the runtime parameters for CA Client Automation DTS agents and managers from
the dialogs in the WorldView component of CA Common Services, as this would break the policy that has been
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set up in the DSM Explorer. The DTS WorldView Administration Client dialogs are provided for the configuration
of Data Transport Service r1, r2, and r3 components only.

Configuration policy settings for the DTS components are located in the Data Transport Service (DTS) policy group under
the Default Computer Policy, DSM node and appear on the Data Transport Service (DTS) pane.

These settings are propagated to the various Notebook pages and dialogs in the DTS WorldView Administration Client,
which is accessible from the WorldView component of CA Common Services.

The Data Transport Service (DTS) policy group contains the following policy group folders:

• Audit
• Data Browser Agent Plugin
• Data Transport Agent Plugin
• Macro
• Network Object Server
• Schedule Object Server
• Transfer Object Server

For example, if you double-click the Data Transport Agent Plugin node, the Data Transport Agent Plugin pane displays the
individual policies in that policy group, such as Agent auditing mode, Concurrency, Discreet mode, Heartbeat timeout.

Modifying Configuration Policies

You can modify the DTS configuration policies.

To change a policy setting

1. Double-click the specific policy, for example, Discreet mode.
The Settings Properties dialog appears, enabling you to modify its value.

2. In the Value field, change the value according to your needs, and click OK.

NOTE
For detailed information about the DTS configuration policies and about working with configuration policies --
sealing and unsealing policies, modifying policies, creating new policies, and so on -- see the Configuration
Policy section of the DSM Explorer Help.

Customizing Data Transport Service
You can customize your DTS installation by doing the following:

• Creating customized network topologies specifically for your enterprise
• Customizing messages and audit levels
• Using calendars to start and stop transfers based on time-based routing

Creating a Network Topology
The framework for a Data Transport Service network is created when the Install Network Business Process Views and
Data Transport Auto Discovery processes are performed. It includes three Business Process Views: DTS Managers
Configuration, DTS Agents Configuration, and DTS Administration. The Data Transport objects -- DTS managers and DTS
agents -- are visually depicted in these views and become eligible for object management through the WorldView 2D Map
and 3D Map.

You can define the machines in your network, the network topology among the machines in this network, and the
communication routes to follow when transferring data between its machines. Establishing a network topology for your
Data Transport Network lets you define a strict hierarchical network structure, by which the Data Transport Service
determines the routes to use for transfers between the machines of your network.
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Defined machine and network properties, which are set using the DTS Administration Client interface and stored in the
MDB, are responsible for establishing the hierarchical and network-related relationships between the machines of your
network. These relationships enforce the route used to complete transfers through and between the machines of your
network.

Machine and network properties can be set at the machine, interface, machine container, and link levels. If multiple
sets of properties are encountered when attempting to resolve a route through the network, then the transfer property
precedence is followed to determine the machine and network properties having the most influence over the transfer.
Once determined, the transfer inherits these property values and the route is resolved.

Machines included in your network topology that are not defined in a hierarchy comprised of one or a number of links are
assumed to have point-to-point connectivity to all other machines in your network.

Consider the following domain network topology:

This example defines a network topology among the machines of a CA Client Automation domain. Hierarchies of
machines, together with machines that are not a part of any defined hierarchy, exist in the same network topology.

When considering the relationships established among the machines due to the defined network topology, you can
conclude the following:

• Machines A, B and the machines of the Machine Container (C, D and E) comprise a hierarchy.
• Machines F, G and H and machines I, J and K are also examples of separate established hierarchies.
• Machines C, D and E are members of a Machine Container; you can define common transfer properties for these

machines once at the container level, yet apply them to all the machines of the container. Defined Machine Container
properties take precedence over the individual machine properties.

• No defined routes exist between Machines C, D and E; similarly, no defined route exists between Machines B and G.
When you initiate a transfer between these machines, point-to-point, TCP/IP connectivity is assumed.

• A route from Machine A to Machine E is resolved into two routes: one from Machine A to Machine B and a second
from Machine B to Machine E.

NOTE
For more information, see the CA WorldView documentation for Business Process Views.
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Changing Audit Levels
Contents

You can enable or disable auditing for the DTS agent, TOS, NOS, or SOS by setting the appropriate configuration policy
for auditing in the DSM Explorer. If you enable auditing, auditing messages are issued by the specified component when
the events that trigger them occur. If you disable auditing, auditing messages are not issued by the component when the
events that trigger them occur. The auditing messages (whether customized or not) are ignored but are not deleted. You
can enable them again, when desired.

NOTE
Before you can modify a policy, you must unseal it first. For more information, see the Configuration Policy
section of the DSM Explorer Help.

Enable/Disable Agent Auditing

You can enable or disable auditing for the DTS agent by setting the appropriate configuration policy for auditing in the
DSM Explorer.

To turn agent auditing on or off

1. Navigate to the Data Transport Service (DTS) subnode under the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy,
Default Computer Policy, DSM node.

2. Click the Data Transport Agent Plugin policy group subnode.
All of the policies for the DTS agent appear in the Data Transport Agent Plugin pane (right pane).

3. Double-click the Auditing mode policy on this pane.
The Setting Properties dialog appears.

4. Set the Value field to True or False as appropriate. (The default is True.)
5. Click OK.

The agent auditing function is enabled or disabled as specified.

Enable/Disable TOS Auditing

You can enable or disable auditing for the TOS by setting the appropriate configuration policy for auditing in the DSM
Explorer.

To turn TOS auditing on or off

1. Navigate to the Data Transport Service (DTS) subnode under the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy,
Default Computer Policy, DSM node.

2. Click the Transfer Object Server policy group subnode.
All of the policies for the Transfer Object Server display on the Transfer Object Server pane.

3. Double-click Manager auditing policy on this pane.
The Setting Properties dialog appears.

4. Set the Value field for the level of auditing detail offered by the manager, that is, the DTS Transfer Object Server. Valid
values are as follows:
– 0 - Disabled

Specifies no audit messages, that is, auditing is disabled.
– 1 - Minimal

Specifies server messages only.
– 2 - Standard

Specifies server, transfer job, and transfer fail messages.
– 3 - Extended

Species all audit messages.
Default: 1
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5. Click OK.
The TOS auditing function is enabled or disabled as specified.

Enable/Disable NOS Auditing

You can enable or disable auditing for the NOS by setting the appropriate configuration policy for auditing in the DSM
Explorer.

To turn NOS auditing on or off

1. Navigate to the Data Transport Service (DTS) subnode under the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy,
Default Computer Policy, DSM node.

2. Click the Network Object Server policy group subnode.
All of the policies for the Network Object Server appear on the Network Object Server pane.

3. Double-click the Manager auditing mode policy on this pane.
The Setting Properties dialog appears.

4. Set the Value field to True or False as appropriate. (The default is True.)
5. Click OK.

The NOS auditing function is enabled or disabled as specified.

Enable/Disable SOS Auditing

You can enable or disable auditing for the SOS by setting the appropriate configuration policy for auditing in the DSM
Explorer.

To turn SOS auditing on or off

1. Navigate to the Data Transport Service (DTS) subnode under the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy,
Default Computer Policy, DSM node.

2. Click the Schedule Object Server policy group subnode.
All of the policies for the Schedule Object Server appear on the Schedule Object Server pane.

3. Double-click the Manager auditing mode policy on this pane.
The Setting Properties dialog appears.

4. Set the Value field to True or False as appropriate. (The default is True.)
5. Click OK.

The SOS auditing function is enabled or disabled as specified.

Customizing Audit Messages
Contents

Data Transport Service administrators can customize messages for common events, such as the failure of a DTS agent
or Transfer Object Server or a transfer job aborting. Any message that you customize replaces the corresponding default
message that Data Transport Service issues under the same conditions.

For example, before customization, if the Network Object Server fails during normal operation, Data Transport Service
sends the event to the Common Application Framework (CAF), which forwards a default "Network Object Server failure"
message to the Network Object Server log file and the console. However, if you customize the NOS_FAILURE policy
with an audit token in the Audit policy group in the DSM Explorer, then Data Transport Service sends your customized
message instead of the default message to the console.

Thus, customized messages provide administrators with increased flexibility for handling errors. For example, if the
Network Object Server resides on a machine at your site that is known to occasionally freeze and needs to be restarted,
you might add that fact to the text of your customized message.
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The messages you can customize are restricted to the audit tokens available in the DSM Explorer. The audit tokens apply
to transfers, transfer jobs, and the servers and agents.

NOTE
Audit messages and macros are supplied with Data Transport Service r2 and r3. Also, you cannot customize
other messages issued by Data Transport Service, including those regarding the protocols, filters, encryption, or
operating system used in the transfer.

Audit Log Files

In CA Client Automation, both the managers and the agents use the common event component. This means that there
is no dtaaudit.log, as in previous releases. All auditing messages are directed to the Windows application log or to a
specified file, but this behavior is controlled by the CA Client Automation event component.

Audit Tokens

Each audit token defines a message to write to the CA Client Automation event component, which directs it to the
application log and the agent auditing log file when a specific event occurs, such as the start or completion of a transfer
job. You can customize the message (called the audit value) for each token to contain free text and macros that are
expanded when the token is issued, that is, when the message is issued by the Data Transport Server or Data Transport
Agent.

For example, the following audit tokens represent the events for which you can customize the messages the DTS agent.
The audit value is the macro plus free text, if any, that you specify for each of these events.

DTA_ABORT=${DT} ${TT} Transfer from ${XF} to ${XT} aborted.

DTA_COMPLETE=${DT} ${TT} Transfer from ${XF} to ${XT} completed.

DTA_FAIL=${DT} ${TT} Transfer from ${XF} to ${XT} failed; error message=${XX}.

DTA_START=${DT} ${TT} Transfer from ${XF} to ${XT} started.

DTA_SUSPEND=${DT} ${TT} Transfer from ${XF} to ${XT} suspended.

DTA_RESUME=${DT} ${TT} Transfer from ${XF} to ${XT} resumed.

AUDIT_START=${DT} ${TT} Audit file started.

AUDIT_END=${DT} ${TT} Audit file stopped.

The first group of audit tokens (DTA_ABORT ... DTA_RESUME) are issued when a transfer that specifies this agent as the
initiator or responder aborts, completes, fails, starts, is suspended, or is resumed after a suspension.

These messages supply transfer-specific information to the initiating DTS agent. They can be very useful, because
transfer-related messages from the TOS are not displayed on the agent machine unless the TOS and agent reside on the
same machine.

The last two audit tokens (AUDIT_START and AUDIT_END) are issued when auditing is turned on or off.

The ${DT} and ${TT} macros used in each audit message are the short forms of ${DateStandard} and ${TimeStandard},
respectively. These macros display the date and time in the standard C library format for this DTS agent computer.

Customize Audit Tokens

You can customize audit tokens in CA Client Automation.

To customize the value of any of the audit tokens

1. Navigate to the Data Transport Service (DTS) subnode under the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy,
Default Computer Policy, DSM node in the DSM Explorer.

2. Click the Audit policy group subnode.
All of the DTS auditing policies appear on the Audit pane (right pane).

3. Double-click the appropriate policy, for example, DTA_ABORT.
The Setting Properties dialog appears.
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4. Edit the default text for the audit token associated with the selected policy.
5. Click OK.

The selected audit token is customized.

The predefined audit value for the transfer-related audit tokens (DTA_ABORT ... DTA_RESUME) includes the following:

• Brief free text ("Transfer from...to...event") that describes what happens to the transfer, for example, it starts, aborts, or
fails.

• The {XF} macro, the short form for {TransferFrom}, identifies the sending machine in the transfer.
• The {XT} macro, the short form for {TransferTo}, identifies the receiving machine in the transfer.

The DTA_FAIL message includes the following additional phrase:

...error message=${XX}.

The {XX} macro, the short form for {TransferExit}, specifies the reason the transfer failed. This macro displays the default
message number and text for the error.

The predefined audit value for the AUDIT_START and AUDIT_END audit tokens includes the following:

• Brief free text that describes the event ("Audit file started [or stopped]...at...").
• The ${DT} and ${TT} macros, explained above.

When you customize these messages, we recommend that you retain the predefined text and macros. (The exception
is the format you choose for the date and time.) By doing so, you retain important information and can easily locate the
message in the DTS section of the DSM Messages Help, which contains possible reasons and corrective actions (if
applicable) for the event. When you retain these tokens, your customization adds site-specific or company-specific value
to the message, but does not remove any value.

NOTE
For more information, see the Configuration Policy section of the DSM Explorer Help.

Macros

For Data Transport Service, a macro is a set of characters that represents one or more variables or actions. You can use
some macros in the audit value for any Data Transport Service server or Data Transport Agent, while other macros apply
only to the servers, only to a specific server (such as the Transfer Object Server), or only to an agent. Expansion macros
are a special class of macros that you define yourself. (The macros you can customize are restricted to those available in
the DSM Explorer.)

Using macros significantly extends Data Transport Service and other CA solutions that work with it, such as Advantage
Data Transport. You can specify macros for any field that can be processed as an argument or can become part of a data
transfer.

Typically, you use macros for two major purposes:

• To customize the messages that are displayed on the console and written to audit log files when certain events occur
involving a Data Transport Service server or Data Transport Agent.

• To help systematically alter the names of input files (when they are sent) and output files (when they are received) in
data transfers.

NOTE
For detailed information, see the DTSCLI Command Reference Guide.

Customize Macros

When customizing audit values for messages, you can specify free text and one or more macros. Some macros apply to
all DTS components, while other macros apply only to the servers, only to a specific server (such as the TOS), or only to
the DTS agent.
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To customize a macro, for example, the month and day values for the global macro modifier

1. Navigate to the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Default Computer Policy, DSM, Data Transport
Service (DTS) node.

2. Click the Macro policy group subnode.
All of the policies for customizing expansion macros appear on the Macro pane.

3. Double-click the appropriate macro.
The Setting Properties dialog appears.

4. Edit the default value for the expansion macro.
5. Click OK.

The selected macro is customized.

NOTE
For more information, see the Configuration Policy section of the DSM Explorer Help.

Optimizing a Data Transfer
You must activate a transfer group for DTS to transfer data. When you activate a transfer group, the DTS optimization
engine finds out the best way to achieve the data transfer. The optimization process occurs in four phases.

Phase 1 Network Route Analysis
Phase 1 of the transfer optimization includes the DTS network topology analysis to determine if the data should transfer
directly between two machines or through one or more others (multi-hop). DTS uses the following rules to determine how
to establish transfer routes through the network:

• If there is a link between source and destination machine objects.
• If the source machine object is a member of a machine container object, and there is a link defined from the source

machine container object to the destination machine object.
• If the destination machine object is a member of a machine container object, and there is a link defined from the

source machine object to the destination machine container object.
• If the source machine object is a member of a machine container object and the destination machine object is a

member of a machine container object, and there is a link defined from the source machine container object to the
destination machine container object.

• If there is no direct link between the two machines or machine container objects they are part of, then DTS examines
intervening links and machine objects to determine whether there is a multi-hop route defined through the network
between the two machines. If a multi-hop route is defined, it is used. If more than one multi-hop route is defined, the
one with the smallest metric is used. If two or more optimal routes are found, the first one is used.

• If there is no defined route and neither the source nor destination machine objects are part of a defined topology, then
the route is resolved to a direct connection from the source machine object to the destination machine object.

Phase 2 Transfer Property Resolution
Contents

Phase 2 of the transfer optimization process includes transfer property resolution. These transfer properties determine the
data transmission settings to use. Data transport properties are associated with all network objects, including link objects,
machine container objects, interface objects, and machine objects. To establish the priority of the properties to use for
data transfers, DTS examines these properties in the following order:

1. Link object properties
2. Machine container object properties
3. Interface object properties
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4. Machine object properties
5. Default network communication properties

If there is an undefined (blank) property for an object, DTS checks the next object. So, for example, if the max_parcel_size
property for a link is left blank, DTS checks the max_parcel_size property for the container object.

Some properties are GET (view-only) properties, and others are SET/GET (configurable) properties.

Link Object Properties

If a link exists between machine objects, machine container objects, or both, then the property values of that link are used.
For example, if a transfer is initiated between Machines A and D, the properties of the link between Machines A and B
are consulted to determine how the first half of the multi-hop transfer is to occur, and the properties of the link between
Machines B and D, for the second half of the transfer.

If there is no link between the machine objects or machine container objects included in the transfer, then the properties of
the machine container object are consulted next.

Machine Container Object Properties

Machine container objects let administrators establish network properties for a group of machine objects. If, for instance,
a transfer is initiated between machine objects not joined by a link and the properties of those machine objects are set
through a machine container object, then the properties of that machine container object are consulted to determine how
the transfer is to occur.

If neither a link nor a machine container object exist, then interface objects, and its properties, are next.

Interface Object Properties

Interface objects usually define a physical interface associated with a particular machine. Specific protocol characteristics
are associated with the interface. By assigning a priority property to the interface, you can specify the order in which the
interfaces are evaluated when determining the point-to-point protocol to use for a transfer. Interfaces associated with
the responding machine are compared to those of the initiating machine until an interface with a matching point-to-point
protocol is found.

Machines may have more than one interface associated with them. The appropriate interface is determined in order
of ascending priority, depending on a match for the point-to-point protocol parameter for the initiator and responder
machines.

For instance, a priority value of 1 (the highest) indicates that the interface is evaluated first. A value of 0 (the default)
indicates an unassigned priority, in which case the interface is evaluated last.

When evaluating interfaces, the interfaces associated with the responding machine are compared to those associated
with the initiating machine until an interface with a matching point-to-point protocol is found. So, the responding machine
determines the protocol regardless of whether the responding machine is receiving or sending the data. (The responding
machine sends the data when the initiating machine pulls it.)

Consider the case where a machine pulls data from another machine. In this scenario, the machine pulling (and receiving)
the data is the initiator, while the machine sending the data is the responder. Regardless of data direction, the interfaces
associated with the responding machine are evaluated against those of the initiating machine until a matching point-to-
point protocol is found.

Communication Settings

If an appropriate interface cannot be found, then the communication settings of the individual machine objects are used to
determine how the transfer is carried out. When a transfer initiates, properties of the initiating machine object determine
the throttle factor to use, while the properties of the responding machine object determine the protocol. The parcel size is
determined by the lower parcel size of the two computers in the transfer.
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Depending on the settings of the machine object's network properties and the configuration of the links, you can use
intermediate computers during the transfer. The initiating and responding computers, and subsequently the network
properties referenced, change during the course of the transfer.

Phase 3 Duplicate Transfer Resolution
Phase 3 of the transfer optimization process includes the resolution of any duplicate transfers. This simple process checks
the transfers in the activated transfer group to make sure that none are identical. If there are any identical transfers, they
are collapsed into a single transfer. This is the case when a number of transfers are expanded into multi hops that all
pass through a single, intermediate machine. The first half of the hop is usually resolved down to a single transfer. Two
transfers are considered identical if the following is the same:

• Input data
• Initiating machine
• Output data
• Responding machine
• Initiator and responder security tokens (the user and password)
• All filters
• Positions in a hop sequence

NOTE
A point-to-point transfer at the end of a hop sequence can never be considered a duplicate for one in the
middle of a hop sequence.

Phase 4 Transfer Mechanism Selection
Contents

The final phase of the transfer optimization process, Phase 4, includes the selection of an appropriate transfer
mechanism.

DTS supports three data transfer mechanisms.

• Point-to-point
• Fanout
• Point-to-many

The default is the point-to-point mechanism. DTS automatically decides which mechanism to use, by the specification of
the active transfers and the configuration of the network.

When activating multiple transfers through a transfer group, use of the point-to-point mechanism involves multiple reads,
multiple sends (across the network), and multiple writes for each parcel of data processed. However, fanout results in a
single read, with multiple sends and multiple writes.

The most efficient mechanism is point-to-many, which means a single read, a single send, and multiple writes. However,
it is not possible to use fanout or point-to-many unless the transfer objects involved have certain property values in
common.

Transfer Resource Utilization

Note the following considerations when choosing transfer mechanisms:

• Broadcast is less resource-intensive than fanout.
• Fanout is less resource-intensive than point-to-point.
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For a one-to-many transfer, if the parameters for broadcast are supplied (and if the transfer is not resolved to an existing
transfer held in the TOS, by the duplicate transfer resolution process), then broadcast is selected preferentially to fanout,
and fanout preferentially to point-to-point. This preferential ordering of protocols is independent of the precedence rules
governing parameter value selection.

Relationship Between Broadcasts and Link or Container Properties

If you define broadcast parameters on a container, but not on a link to that container, it does not prevent the use of the
broadcast protocol.

Point-to-Point Transfers

Point-to-point transfers are those in which data is sent from a single initiator computer to a single responder computer.
This type of transfer is the simplest, because data is only being sent once to a single destination. Point-to-point transfers
include the following properties:

• Point-to-Point Protocol
Specifies the communications protocol to use during the point-to-point transfer.

• Point-to-Point Address
Specifies the address to use for a point-to-point transfer to this machine.

• Point-to-Point Parameters
Specifies any point-to-point protocol-specific parameters to take into account when performing a point-to-point data
transfer to this machine.

NOTE
For detailed information, see the DTSCLI Command Reference Guide.

Fanout Transfers

Fanout transfers are those in which data is sent to multiple responding machines using a direct point-to-point
communications protocol. The fanout transfer mechanism is used across any network. Point-to-point communication
links are established with all of the end systems. The source data is then read once and sent many times through each
link. This can increase efficiency considerably where read I/O is slow or slow/CPU bound read filtering is specified (for
example, compression or encryption).

NOTE
You can only use the fanout transfer mechanism if the input and initiator machine for all transfer objects in the
transfer group are identical.

NOTE
Fanout transfers include the following properties:

• Fanout Protocol
Specifies the communications protocol to use during the fanout transfer.

• Fanout Address
Specifies the address to use when a fanout data transfer is sent to this machine.

• Fanout Parameters
Specifies special parameters that are to be supplied to the protocol. Fanout is a transfer mechanism that transfers data
by reading the data once and then sending it multiple times, once to each of the target responders.

NOTE
For detailed information, see the DTSCLI Command Reference Guide.
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Fanout Transfer Criteria

You can combine two or more point-to-point transfers activated at the same time (that is, in the same transfer group) into a
fanout transfer if the following are the same:

• Input data
• Output data
• Initiating machine
• Initiator security tokens (the initiator user and password) for each transfer
• Responder security tokens (the responder user and password) for each transfer
• Read parcel and read file filters
• Parcel size

Point-to-Many Transfers

Point-to-many transfers are those where data is sent to multiple responding machines using a point-to-many protocol,
such as BCAST (IP Broadcast) or MCAST (IP Multicast). You can only use the point-to-many transfer mechanism on IP-
based networks since the mechanism uses the features of the BCAST and MCAST protocols (which use UDP).

WARNING
DTS supports IPv4 broadcast and IPv4/IPv6 multicast addressing. The BCAST point-to-many protocol is only for
use with IPv4 addresses. If you want to perform a broadcast-type transfer over an IPv6 network, use the MCAST
protocol with the relevant IPv6 multicast address.

NOTE
You can only use the point-to-many transfer mechanism if the input, initiator machine, and output for all transfer
objects in the transfer group are identical.

Point-to-many transfers include the following properties:

• Point-to-Many Protocol
Specifies the communications protocol to use during the point-to-many transfer.

• Point-to-Many Network Address
Identifies the primary network address to use when sending data transfers by way of a point-to-many protocol, like
broadcast or multicast, to this machine.

• Point-to-Many Parameters
Specifies special parameters to supply to the protocol. Point-to-many is a transfer mechanism that transfers data by
reading the data once and sending the data once to all target responders at once.

NOTE
For detailed information, see the DTSCLI Command Reference Guide.

Point-to-Many Transfer Criteria

You can combine two or more point-to-point transfers activated at the same time (that is, in the same transfer group) into a
point-to-many transfer if the following are the same:

• Input data
• Output data
• Initiating machine
• Initiator security tokens (the initiator user and password) for each transfer
• Responder security tokens (the responder user and password) for each transfer
• All filters
• Point-to-many protocol properties (are BCAST or MCAST)
• Point-to-many network address properties and are not empty
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Configure Network Routes for Transferring Software Package Delivery
The Software Delivery registered packages need to be transferred from one machine to another for distribution,
deployment, or staging jobs. Package transfer from one machine to another uses the following technologies:

1. Data Transport Service (DTS)
2. File Transfer Pug-in.

When a SD Package is transferred between the following nodes, only DTS technology is used:

1. Enterprise Manager to Domain Manager
2. Domain Manager to Enterprise Manager
3. Domain Manager to Scalability Server
4. Domain Manager to DTS Agent with DTS as download method

The given DTS transfer combinations are on wide-area network (WAN) and customers may want to define special network
routes for package transfer. CA Client Automation earlier used Worldview CCS component like 2D map for achieving the
same functionality. From the current release, CA Client Automation will have in-house capability of defining the routes
between two machines or set of machines when using DTS technology for transfer along with extended route properties.

Consider a use case when a network administrator wants to distribute a package from Enterprise Manager to the Domain
Managers in different geographical locations. The package will generally be transferred from one continent to others.
As a network administrator or CA Client Automation administrator, you would like to configure the routing nodes for the
packages to be transferred from enterprise manager to each of the domain manager, which will otherwise be a point to
point transfer. In addition to the routes, you may also like to configure properties such as best route, alternative routes,
protocols, throttle size, maximum parcel size and so on.

For customizing the transfer routes, you must configure them first in CA Client Automation. Configure the domain
manager or enterprise manager to follow specific routes and properties.

Follow these steps:

Only on Enterprise Manager and Domain Manager:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, and the configuration policy applied on the manager machine.
2. Navigate to Data Transport Service (DTS), Transfer Object Server and set the parameter “Use CCNF Hop links” to

true.
3. Restart a DTS component to pick up these new settings using the following commands:

a. Caf stop dtstos
b. Caf start dtstos
c. caf stop dtsnos
d. caf start dtsnos

Define the details of the network paths that CA Client Automation might use in transfer of the packages. DTS Manager
uses this information for the network routes and properties.

Setting-up Links in CA Client Automation

You can configure the network paths by setting up the links using DSM Explorer.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, and Configuration Views.
2. Select the DTS Hop Node configuration node and then the policy which is applied on the manager machine. Unseal

the policy if required.
The following tabs appear:
– Hop Node links
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Defines the link between the machines or a group of machines defined in the container tab. Combination of the
links makes a route from a source machine to destination machine. The Administrator has the provision of defining
the machine label defined in CA Client Automation or choosing the container defined in the container tab. Each
entry in this tab also provides the link properties.
The Administrator can create the following links/routes:
• Machine to Machine
• Machine to Container
• Container to Machine
• Container to Container

– Containers
Defines a logical grouping of the machines by aliasing the computer groups defined in CA Client Automation along
with the network properties associated with the group. These properties are common to all the machines defined in
the group and will be considered, only if the link-level properties are not defined.

NOTE
Henceforth “Group Of Machines” will be referred to as Container or DT Containers in this document.

3. In the Hop node links sections, create a link between two machines or container and set the following parameters:
– Source

Specifies the source machine/container of the link in question. For a single machine, machine label name is the
only allowed value. Label name is a property of every computer or target in the CA Client Automation.
For a set of machines, configure the DT Container under the container tab, that will be populated in the drop-down
list for the user selection.

– Destination
Specifies the destination machine/container of the link in question. For a single machine, only label names are
allowed as the values. Label name is a property of every computer or target in the CA Client Automation.
For a set of machines, configure the DT Container which is auto populated in the drop-down list.

– Link Metric
Defines the priority of this link. Lesser the value, more is the priority. The addition of the link metric values for a
particular route defines the best route, second best route and so on. For setting up the alternative routes, refer to
Data Transfers, Alternative Routing section in DTS Administration Guide.

NOTE
If multiple links are defined from same source to destination, then the first link will be considered,
irrespective of the link Metric value.

– Link Throttle
Defines the delay between the parcels sent out. For an increment by 1, the delay of 50 milli-seconds is added. If set
to zero, there is no delay between each parcel transfer.

– Maximum Parcel Size
Specifies the maximum parcel size in bytes for this link.

– Point-to-Point Protocol and Properties
Specifies the protocol that is used in point-to-point transfer. Only TCP is supported in this case. User can pass
additional protocol specific parameters for the point-to-point transfer.
DTS manager decides which protocol to use based on the details of the transfer. For more details, refer to
Optimized Data Transfer, Phase 4: Transfer Mechanism Selection section in DTS Administration guide.

– Fan-out Protocol and Properties
Specifies the protocol that is used in Fan-out transfer. Only TCP is supported in this case. User can set additional
protocol specific properties in the adjacent field.

– Point-to-Many Protocol, Address, and Properties
Specifies the protocol used in case of point-to-many protocols. Currently, multi-cast and broadcast are supported.

– Calendar
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Defines the calendar name that is associated with this link. CCS Calendars and the new DSM Calendars of CA
Client Automation are supported. The new DTS implementation always searches for the calendars in the local host
calendar server.

4. Repeat the steps in point 3 for configuring all the links in your network.
5. When all the links are configured, DTS automatically picks up the best route and transfers the package accordingly.

It can also try the alternative routes depending on the configuration policy defined at Configuration Policy, DSM,
Software Delivery, File Transfer, DTS: Alternative routes.

Using Computer Groups in Defining Routes/Links

You can use the computer groups to define the links using DSM Explorer:

NOTE

1. CA Client Auto computer groups can be associated with the source and destination for a link.
2. To add a particular computer group as part of the hop links, create the data transport container (DT

Container) of the same.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, and Configuration Views.
2. Select the DTS Hop Node configuration node and then the policy which is applied on the manager machine. Unseal

the policy, if required.
3. Go to the Container tab and set the following properties of the computer group:

– Container Name
Specifies the user-defined unique container name of the data transport container.

– Computer Group Name
Specifies the field associated with the computer group name defined in CA Client Automation. The name of the
group should be same as it appears in GUI.
If you change the name of the group, change this parameter accordingly.

– Link Throttle
Defines the delay between the parcels sent out. For an increment by 1, the delay of 50 milli-second is added. If set
to zero, there is no delay between each parcel transfer.

– Maximum Parcel Size
Specifies the maximum parcel size in bytes for this Container.

– Point-to-Point Protocol and Properties
Specifies the protocol that is used in point-to-point transfer. Only TCP is supported in this case. User can pass
additional protocol specific parameters for the point-to-point transfer.
DTS manager decides which protocol to use based on the details of the transfer. For more details, refer to
Optimized Data Transfer, Phase 4: Transfer Mechanism Selection section in DTS Administration guide.

– Fan-out Protocol and properties
Specifies the protocol that is used in Fan-out transfer. Only TCP is supported in this case. You can set additional
properties in the adjacent field.

– Point-to-Many Protocol, Address, and Properties
Specifies the protocol used in case of point-to-many protocols. Currently, multi-cast and broadcast are supported.

– Calendar
Defines the calendar name that is associated with this link. CCS Calendars and the new DSM Calendars are
supported. The new DTS implementation always searches for the calendars in the localhost calendar server.

NOTE
The properties defined at container level are considered only if the link level properties are missing.
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Configure Alternative Routes

If you want to use the alternative routes, then configure them in the configuration policy of the manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, and configuration policy which is applied on manager machine.
2. Navigate to Software Delivery, file transfer and change the parameter “DTS: Alternative routes”. By default, this is set

to zero. Zero means only the best route will be tried. If set to 1, first alternative route after the best route will be tried, if
the best route is down. If set to 2, then up to two alternative routes based on the order of the priority will be considered
after the best route is tried.

Facts and Limitations

If the computer groups mentioned in the Container is a dynamic query-based group, it will not be evaluated automatically
before transfer. User must associate engine tasks for running the queries periodically.

Container names/ Computer groups are not supported for intermediate or hop nodes. If set, they are ignored.

Link-level properties have higher precedence over the container level properties.

Restart TOS when the “Use CCNF Hop links” parameter changes. The behavior is undefined or Software Delivery jobs
may fail.

If two hop links are defined between same source and destinations, then the first link is considered even if it has higher
link metric value.

2D-Map fails to connect to DTS repository when the “Use CCNF Hop links” is set to true. It gives the below error when we
try to open the DTS details of an object.

Failed to retrieve properties from Common Object R.

If the Computer label name is duplicated in CA Client Automation “All Computers” list and the same label is used as a hop
node under the Hop link tab, then DTS Manager can pick any of the matching entry for hopping.

Setting-up Links in CA Client Automation
You can configure the network paths by setting up the links using DSM Explorer.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, and Configuration Views.
2. Select the DTS Hop Node configuration node and then the policy which is applied on the manager machine. Unseal

the policy if required.
The following tabs appear:
– Hop Node links

Defines the link between the machines or a group of machines defined in the container tab. Combination of the
links makes a route from a source machine to destination machine. The Administrator has the provision of defining
the machine label defined in CA Client Automation or choosing the container defined in the container tab. Each
entry in this tab also provides the link properties.
The Administrator can create the following links/routes:
• Machine to Machine
• Machine to Container
• Container to Machine
• Container to Container

– Containers
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Defines a logical grouping of the machines by aliasing the computer groups defined in CA Client Automation along
with the network properties associated with the group. These properties are common to all the machines defined in
the group and will be considered, only if the link-level properties are not defined.

NOTE
Henceforth “Group Of Machines” will be referred to as Container or DT Containers in this document.

3. In the Hop node links sections, create a link between two machines or container and set the following parameters:
– Source

Specifies the source machine/container of the link in question. For a single machine, machine label name is the
only allowed value. Label name is a property of every computer or target in the CA Client Automation.
For a set of machines, configure the DT Container under the container tab, that will be populated in the drop-down
list for the user selection.

– Destination
Specifies the destination machine/container of the link in question. For a single machine, only label names are
allowed as the values. Label name is a property of every computer or target in the CA Client Automation.
For a set of machines, configure the DT Container which is auto populated in the drop-down list.

– Link Metric
Defines the priority of this link. Lesser the value, more is the priority. The addition of the link metric values for a
particular route defines the best route, second best route and so on. For setting up the alternative routes, refer to
Data Transfers, Alternative Routing section in DTS Administration Guide.

NOTE
If multiple links are defined from same source to destination, then the first link will be considered,
irrespective of the link Metric value.

– Link Throttle
Defines the delay between the parcels sent out. For an increment by 1, the delay of 50 milli-seconds is added. If set
to zero, there is no delay between each parcel transfer.

– Maximum Parcel Size
Specifies the maximum parcel size in bytes for this link.

– Point-to-Point Protocol and Properties
Specifies the protocol that is used in point-to-point transfer. Only TCP is supported in this case. User can pass
additional protocol specific parameters for the point-to-point transfer.
DTS manager decides which protocol to use based on the details of the transfer. For more details, refer to
Optimized Data Transfer, Phase 4: Transfer Mechanism Selection section in DTS Administration guide.

– Fan-out Protocol and Properties
Specifies the protocol that is used in Fan-out transfer. Only TCP is supported in this case. User can set additional
protocol specific properties in the adjacent field.

– Point-to-Many Protocol, Address, and Properties
Specifies the protocol used in case of point-to-many protocols. Currently, multi-cast and broadcast are supported.

– Calendar
Defines the calendar name that is associated with this link. CCS Calendars and the new DSM Calendars of CA
Client Automation are supported. The new DTS implementation always searches for the calendars in the local host
calendar server.

4. Repeat the steps in point 3 for configuring all the links in your network.
5. When all the links are configured, DTS automatically picks up the best route and transfers the package accordingly.

It can also try the alternative routes depending on the configuration policy defined at Configuration Policy, DSM,
Software Delivery, File Transfer, DTS: Alternative routes.

Using Computer Groups in Defining Routes/Links
You can use the computer groups to define the links using DSM Explorer:
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NOTE

1. CA Client Auto computer groups can be associated with the source and destination for a link.
2. To add a particular computer group as part of the hop links, create the data transport container (DT Container) of the

same.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, and Configuration Views.
2. Select the DTS Hop Node configuration node and then the policy which is applied on the manager machine. Unseal

the policy, if required.
3. Go to the Container tab and set the following properties of the computer group:

– Container Name
Specifies the user-defined unique container name of the data transport container.

– Computer Group Name
Specifies the field associated with the computer group name defined in CA Client Automation. The name of the
group should be same as it appears in GUI.
If you change the name of the group, change this parameter accordingly.

– Link Throttle
Defines the delay between the parcels sent out. For an increment by 1, the delay of 50 milli-second is added. If set
to zero, there is no delay between each parcel transfer.

– Maximum Parcel Size
Specifies the maximum parcel size in bytes for this Container.

– Point-to-Point Protocol and Properties
Specifies the protocol that is used in point-to-point transfer. Only TCP is supported in this case. User can pass
additional protocol specific parameters for the point-to-point transfer.
DTS manager decides which protocol to use based on the details of the transfer. For more details, refer to
Optimized Data Transfer, Phase 4: Transfer Mechanism Selection section in DTS Administration guide.

– Fan-out Protocol and properties
Specifies the protocol that is used in Fan-out transfer. Only TCP is supported in this case. You can set additional
properties in the adjacent field.

– Point-to-Many Protocol, Address, and Properties
Specifies the protocol used in case of point-to-many protocols. Currently, multi-cast and broadcast are supported.

– Calendar
Defines the calendar name that is associated with this link. CCS Calendars and the new DSM Calendars are
supported. The new DTS implementation always searches for the calendars in the localhost calendar server.

NOTE
The properties defined at container level are considered only if the link level properties are missing.

Configure Alternative Routes
If you want to use the alternative routes, then configure them in the configuration policy of the manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, and configuration policy which is applied on manager machine.
2. Navigate to Software Delivery, file transfer and change the parameter “DTS: Alternative routes”. By default, this is set

to zero. Zero means only the best route will be tried. If set to 1, first alternative route after the best route will be tried, if
the best route is down. If set to 2, then up to two alternative routes based on the order of the priority will be considered
after the best route is tried.
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Facts and Limitations
If the computer groups mentioned in the Container is a dynamic query-based group, it will not be evaluated automatically
before transfer. User must associate engine tasks for running the queries periodically.

Container names/ Computer groups are not supported for intermediate or hop nodes. If set, they are ignored.

Link-level properties have higher precedence over the container level properties.

Restart TOS when the “Use CCNF Hop links” parameter changes. The behavior is undefined or Software Delivery jobs
may fail.

If two hop links are defined between same source and destinations, then the first link is considered even if it has higher
link metric value.

2D-Map fails to connect to DTS repository when the “Use CCNF Hop links” is set to true. It gives the below error when we
try to open the DTS details of an object.

Failed to retrieve properties from Common Object Repository.

If the Computer label name is duplicated in CA Client Automation “All Computers” list and the same label is used as a hop
node under the Hop link tab, then DTS Manager can pick any of the matching entry for hopping.

Transfer Protocols and Mechanisms
This chapter presents an overview of the data transfer protocols and mechanisms of Data Transport Service.

Protocol Wrapper Interface
DTS supports many different communications protocols and data transfer mechanisms. A thin interface layer, known
as the protocol wrapper interface (PWI), isolates DTS from underlying communications protocols. PWI calls underlying
protocol wrapper functions that call the appropriate protocol-specific functions. The protocol wrapper code used in the
DTS ensures reliability.

 

TCP
TCP protocol is inherently robust, reliable, and reasonably efficient. TCP is the best choice of communication if you have a
slow, unreliable network, or perhaps noisy communications lines. DTS uses the default protocol, TCP.

UDP
The UDP protocol is fast, but unreliable; data packets can get lost and for the most part, UDP protocol does not care.
UDP is a good choice if you have a good, clean, reliable, high performance network. The DTS protocol wrapper ensures
that your data is reliably transferred, by re-sending lost packets of data. The use of UDP on a busy network can end up
causing more problems than it solves since data packets are continually being re-sent.

IP Broadcast or BCAST
Contents

BCAST or IP broadcast is a protocol that lets an initiator send a single packet of data to multiple end systems
simultaneously. The packet of data is sent to all connected computers on a particular IP subnet.
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You cannot broadcast across subnets or across a WAN. DTS uses broadcast when you are sending the same source
data from a single computer to the same destination location on those multiple end systems on the same local subnet.
Broadcast is an efficient way of transferring data, particularly when the number of end systems is large.

WARNING
DTS supports IPv4 broadcast and IPv4/IPv6 multicast addressing. The BCAST point-to-many protocol is only for
use with IPv4 addresses. If you want to perform a broadcast-type transfer over an IPv6 network, use the MCAST
protocol with the relevant IPv6 multicast address.

Calculate a Broadcast Address

You can use the following logic algorithm to calculate a computer's broadcast address:

Broadcast address = (sub_net_mask AND IP_address)

OR (NOT(sub_net_mask)) 

To calculate a broadcast address

1. Translate the subnet mask and distributing system's IP address into their binary equivalents.
For example, an IP address of 172.16.29.156 and a subnet mask of 255.255.0.0 would be expressed as follows:
IP address = 10101100.00010000.00011101.10011100

sub_net_mask = 11111111.11111111.00000000.00000000

Using AND, the concatenated result is as follows:
10101100.00010000.00000000.00000000

2. Perform a binary OR with the inverse of the subnet mask. This provides you with the broadcast address for the
network to which the broadcast computer belongs, along with the appropriate subnet mask.
Using the IP address and subnet mask from Step 1, this is expressed as follows:
sub_net_Mask AND IP_address =

10101100.00010000.00000000.00000000 (171.16.0.0)

    NOT (sub_net_mask)=

00000000.00000000.11111111.11111111 (0.0.255.255)

Using OR, together we get the following broadcast address:
172.16.11111111.11111111 = (172.16.255.255)

IP Multicast or MCAST
Contents

IP multicast is a relatively new network technology, similar in function to broadcast, except that the end systems can
be anywhere on the network. Before data is transferred, end systems join a multicast group. Data sent to the multicast
address corresponding to the group is received by all members of the multicast group. A multicast address identifies a
multicast group. Valid multicast addresses that you can use for DTS fall in the range 224.0.1.0 to 238.255.255.255 (Global
Scope Addresses).

NOTE
The legacy hardware (for example, routers) may not support multicast.

DTS uses dynamic multicast groups that are removed after the transfer completes and are no longer required. Certain
companies or products may already be officially registered to use multicast addresses near the bottom of the range;
therefore, it is best to pick multicast addresses near the top of the range.

WARNING
DTS supports IPv4 broadcast and IPv4/IPv6 multicast addressing. The BCAST point-to-many protocol is only for
use with IPv4 addresses. If you want to perform a broadcast-type transfer over an IPv6 network, use the MCAST
protocol with the relevant IPv6 multicast address.
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Reserved and Registered Multicast Addresses

The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) maintains a list of registered IP multicast groups, which are listed in the
following table:

Address Reserved for
224.0.0.0 The base address; cannot be assigned to any group.
224.0.0.1 to 224.0.0.255 Local Scope Addresses; used for routing protocols and other low-

level topology discovery or maintenance protocols. Multicasts in
this range are never forwarded off the local network, regardless
of TTL. Multicast routers should not forward a multicast datagram
with a destination address in this range, regardless of its TTL.

224.0.1.0 to 238.255.255.255 Global Scope Addresses; used for multicast group addresses.
Some of the well-known groups include the following:
All systems on this subnet (224.0.0.1)
All routers on this subnet (224.0.0.2)
All DVMRP routers (224.0.0.4)
All OSPF routers (224.0.0.5)
IETF-1-Audio (224.0.1.11)
IETF-1- Video (224.0.1.12)
AUDIONEWS (224.0.1.7)
MUSIC- SERVICE (224.0.1.16)

239.0.0.0 to 239.255.255.255 Administratively Scoped Addresses; used for private domains for
local site applications, not Internet-wide applications.

 

UDP Operation and Limitations

Multicast does not provide guaranteed delivery; it uses UDP to send its packets, which is less reliable than TCP. UDP is
a simple, unreliable datagram protocol that supports the SOCK_DGRAM abstraction for the Internet protocol family. It is
layered directly above the Protocol (IP). UDP sockets are connectionless and are typically used with the sendto, sendmsg,
recvfrom, and recvmsg system calls. The following are some of the disadvantages and limitations of using multicast and
UDP:

• UDP packets can be lost or discarded in several ways, including a failure of the underlying communication mechanism.
• UDP implements a checksum over the data portion of the packet. If the checksum of a received packet is in error, the

packet is dropped without notifying the sender.
• UDP sockets store a limited queue of received packets. Thus, datagrams received outside of these limits are discarded

without notification.
• UDP receives and processes Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) error messages in response to UDP packets

with the following limitations:
– ICMP “source quench” messages are ignored.
– ICMP “destination unreachable,” “time exceeded,” and “parameter problem” messages disconnect the socket from

its peer. So, later attempts to send packets using the same socket return an error.
• UDP does not guarantee that packets are delivered in the order they are sent.
• UDP may generate duplicate packets during the communication process.
• The application using UDP must verify delivery of a UDP packet. Guaranteed delivery is a key feature of DTS. The

DTS agents on the initiator and responder work together to ensure proper delivery of data, even UDP packets.
• UDP packets are given low priority on a routed network. If a network is busy and needs to drop packets, the UDP

packets are dropped first. When the router in a DTS environment drops a packet, the responding agent notifies the
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initiator that data was dropped and requests a resend. The initiator then resends the packet. This constant need for
resends causes more network traffic, which causes more dropped packets.

• If a router sends multicast packets to all subnets more than once, network traffic increases drastically. Any multicast
message is sent to all subnets. The routers have no way of knowing which subnets have responders to this data;
therefore, the data is sent to all subnets.

Recommendations for Multicast Groups

For guaranteed delivery, we recommend keeping multicast and broadcast groups to a maximum of 50 computers per
group. A reliable network can meet the demand of a multicast or broadcast transfer if the number of computers per group
is below 50. However, if these groups are larger than 50, the network drops more UDP packets, therefore causing more
retries. As the retry count increases, network efficiency decreases.

Network Configuration for Multicast

By default, networks disable multicast. The network administrator must ensure that multicast is enabled throughout the
network. Specifically, the network administrator must enable multicast on all of the routers and switches between the
initiating and responding DTS agent machines that are part of any multicast transfer.

NOTE
Not all routers and switches support multicast. Switches must be level two or higher to support multicast.

Platform Limitations for Multicast

Some platforms do not support multicast. Multicast support is the function of the protocol stack and the network interface
on each platform. You must enable multicast, configure, or do both on some protocol stacks or network cards. For details
and prerequisites, see the appropriate platform documentation.

Multicast Web Links

For more detailed information about how to configure and test a network for multicast, see the multicast information on the
following Internet sources. You can also search the Internet for additional articles.

• The multicast how-to information on the Linux Documentation Project web site, http:\\www.tldp.org. This site is for
Linux, but much of the multicast information applies to all platforms that use multicast.

• The Multicast Working Group web site, http:\\multicast.internet2.edu.
• The Multicast Home Page web site of the University of Southern California, http:\\netweb.usc.edu/multicast.

Using Multiple Delivery Methods

DTS supports several delivery methods and protocols; you should review all of them to determine which one or which
combination is best for your environment. In most DTS networks, there are usually better alternatives to using multicast
alone.

Most network configurations include a combination of point-to-point, fanout, broadcast, and multicast transfers.

You want to add as little traffic as possible to the network, while transferring the data to all of the desktops around the
world. To accomplish this goal, you can use WorldView 2D Map to configure the computers and links in our network. Our
goal is to use the most efficient delivery method for each type of transfer (global or local) in this scenario.

Configure the Servers to Use Fanout for Cross-Continent Transfers

You can configure servers to use a fanout transfer. In our multicast example, you may want to perform a fanout from
the z/OS mainframe in the data center to the server on each of the continents because the satellite link is unreliable. A
fanout reads data once and writes it to each server once, which provides a much lower chance of failure than multiple
simultaneous transfers.
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To configure the servers for fanout

1. Open the DTS Business Process View in your WorldView 2D Map.
2. Drill-down into the Networking Administration and Monitoring folder.
3. Create a DT Container and place all the servers in it.
4. Select the container, right-click, and select Open DTS Details from the context menu.

The Object Details dialog appears.
5. Select TCP from the drop-down list in the Fanout Protocol field. Ensure that all other fields are blank, and click OK.

DTS is configured to use fanout each time it needs to send or receive transfers involving any machine in the container.

Using Broadcast for Local Transfers

Broadcast is the best method for server-to-desktop transfers because these transfers use a local network with no routers.
When you configure DTS, specify broadcast for transfers that send data from the server to all of the desktops.

Create Containers and Links for Desktops

You can create containers and links for your DTS network.

To create containers and links for desktops

1. Open the DTS Business Process View in your WorldView 2D Map.
2. Drill-down into the Networking Administration and Monitoring folder.
3. Create multiple DT Containers called United States Desktops, Europe Desktops, Asia Desktops, and South America

Desktops.
4. In each container, place the desktops that belong to that region.
5. Create separate DT Links on the 2D Map connecting each of the continent containers to the server for that continent.

For example, create a link connecting the United States Server to the United States Desktop DT Container, and create
a link connecting the Europe Server to the Europe Desktop DT Container.

6. Configure the newly created DT Links, as follows:
a. Select each link, right-click, and select Open DTS Details from the context menu.
b. The Object Details dialog appears.
c. Select broadcast from the drop-down list in Point-to-Many Protocol.
d. Enter the broadcast address in Net Addr.
e. Enter the subnet mask of the link in Parameters.
f. Ensure that all other fields are blank.
g. Click OK to exit the dialog.

NOTE
Repeat these steps for each link. Be sure to specify broadcast and the proper network address and network
mask value.

Diagnostics and Troubleshooting in DTS
The following are the different troubleshooting actions that can help you solve problems when using asset management.

Log File Collection Tool dsminfo
CA Technologies provides the dsmInfo tool, which collects diagnostic information from systems that have CA Client
Automation installed. The data collected is compressed into a single file that contains log files, system information,
directory structures, and registry and environment information. This diagnostic tool is available in the CA Client
Automation product installation media under the DiagnosticTools folder.
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If a problem with CA Client Automation is reproducible, then run the following command to change the trace level to
DETAIL:

cftrace -c set -l DETAIL

Reproduce the problem and collect the diagnostic information with the dsmInfo tool.

NOTE

NOTE
For more information about this tool, see the DSMInfoReadMe.txt file available under the DiagnosticTools folder
in the product installation media.The dsmInfo tool produces ".7z" files by default. These files provide better
compression than zip files, so uploading to CA Technologies is easier.

CAM Communication Not Working
Symptom:

I am experiencing a communications problem between my responder and initiator computers during DTS file transfers.

Solution:

Ensure that CA Message Queuing (CAM) has an open path through the network, by entering the following command:

camping hostname | IP address

Execute this command from the responder and initiator to verify two-way communications. If the transfer involves a TOS,
run the camping command between the TOS machine and the initiator (in both directions).

CAM is used for communications between the TOS and the DTS agent, but not among any of the DTS servers (TOS,
NOS, and SOS). Therefore, use the camping command only for testing communications between a TOS and its agents.

Multicast Transfer Fails - Windows
Symptom:

How can I troubleshoot a multicast transfer error on Windows?

Solution:

Windows provides a utility, mrinfo, which helps with multicast troubleshooting. For instructions for using mrinfo, see your
Microsoft Windows documentation and online help.

NOTE
UNIX and Microsoft Utilities Note: Most diagnostic and configuration utilities are hardware-specific. The UNIX
or Microsoft utility discussed here is provided with certain versions of the corresponding operating system.
For further information and support regarding utilities for computers, routers, switches, and networks, see the
vendor's online help and documentation.

Multicast Transfer Fails - UNIX
Symptom:

How can I troubleshoot a multicast transfer error on UNIX computers?

Solution:

The UNIX utility, mtrace, helps with multicast troubleshooting. For specific information about the features of this utility and
instructions for using it, see the documentation and online help for the specific UNIX platform and release you are using.
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The mtrace utility prints the multicast path from a source to a receiver. mtrace uses a tracing feature of multicast routers
classified as mrouted. You can access this feature through an extension to the Internet Group Management Protocol
(IGMP). The mtrace utility runs a hop-by-hop trace query along the reverse path from the receiver to the source. It collects
hop addresses, packet counts, and routing error conditions, and returns the results to the requestor.

For the exact syntax, see the man page for the specific UNIX platform and release you are using. Your syntax is similar to
the following example.

Example

mtrace [ -g gateway ] [ -i if_addr ] [ -l ] [ -M ] [ -m max_hops ] 

        [ -n ] [ -p ] [ -q nqueries ] [ -r resp_dest ] [ -s ] [ -S stat_int ] 

        [ -t ttl ] [ -v ] [ -w waittime ] source [ receiver ] [ group ] 

The only required parameter is the source host name or address.

NOTE
UNIX and Microsoft Utilities Note: Most diagnostic and configuration utilities are hardware-specific. The UNIX
or Microsoft utility discussed here is provided with certain versions of the corresponding operating system.
For further information and support regarding utilities for computers, routers, switches, and networks, see the
vendor's online help and documentation.

Business Process Views Installation Fails
Symptom:

My installation of Business Process Views failed with both repository errors and SQL errors.

Solution:

For non-English sites, the decimal symbol can cause problems when installing or upgrading Business Process Views. The
following solutions apply to computers on which both CA Client Automation and Data Transport Service are installed. After
changing the decimal symbol to a period or changing any other location-specific settings (as instructed below), run the
dtsbpv program again and then check to see that the Data Transport 3D icons were installed correctly.

Windows

If your enterprise uses a comma (,) instead of a period (.) as the decimal symbol, when you run the Install Network
Business Views program on your computer, Data Transport 3D icons are not added to the objects and classes in the
MDB, and SQL errors occur. To fix these problems on Windows computers, select Start, Settings, Control Panel, and then
select Regional Settings. In the Regional Settings dialog, set the Decimal Symbol to a period (.).

Linux (or Linux/UNIX)

If your enterprise uses a comma (,) instead of a period (.) as the decimal symbol, when you run the program to install
Network Business Views on your computer, repository errors and SQL errors may occur. For instructions to change the
decimal symbol to a period, or to change any other location-specific settings, see your operating system documentation.

Dial-up Support Not Working
Symptom:

How do I use DTS with a modem and dial-up provider service?

Solution:

DTS uses point-to-point protocol to establish an IP connection through a dial-up link. TCP is then used over the point-to-
point link. This mechanism requires that a point-to-point provider service be available on both the initiator and responder
computers.
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Commands
Contents

This appendix provides summary information about the DTS transfer-related CLI commands.

dtacli and dtscli Commands

The following table contains brief descriptions of the dtacli and dtscli commands:

Command Description
dtacli Use the dtacli command for comprehensive point-to-many or

point-to-point transfers, including the transfers directly between
agents without a Transfer Object Server or Network Object Server
involved.

dtscli The dtscli command performs all the tasks that dtacli can, plus
it includes other functions such as HTTP transfers (Internet
downloads), creating and manipulating transfer jobs and
schedules, and accepting input from a command file.

 

dtscli Command -- Manage Data Transfers

The dtscli command manages data transfers, transfer jobs, and schedules. The DTSCLI collects related arguments
together in groups because of the large number of the command line arguments. Arguments are specified left-to-right on
the command line and are interpreted in terms of the most recently specified argument group.

This command has the following format:

dtscli [-tos params]

   [-sos params]

   [-transfer params]

   [-job params]

   [-schedule params]

   [-mode mode]

   [-log params]

   [-c comments-string]

   [@filename]

dtscli [-agent params]

   [-log params]

   [-c comments-string]

   [@filename]

dtscli -help [group [argument]] 

dtscli -version

• -tos
This optional parameter specifies the location of the Transfer Object Server (TOS) and any user credentials that are
needed to connect to it.

• -sos
This optional parameter specifies the location of the Schedule Object Server (SOS) and any user credentials that are
needed to connect to it.

• -transfer
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This optional parameter creates, deletes, and retrieves the status of the transfer objects.
• -job

This optional parameter creates, deletes, and invokes other methods on the transfer job objects.
• -schedule

This optional parameter creates, deletes, and invokes other methods on schedule objects.
• -mode

This optional parameter specifies the object lifetime mode, controlling whether transfers created by the DTSCLI are
activated after creation and, if so, whether they are deleted after the transfer completes.

• -log
This optional parameter specifies whether transfers are to be activated synchronously or asynchronously, and what
level of logging is required.

• -c
This optional parameter specifies a comment string.
Default: None

• @filename
This optional parameter specifies the full path name of the command file to be read and used as input.

• -agent
This optional parameter performs agent-to-agent transfers.

• -help
This optional parameter displays help for the dtscli command-line interface.

• -version
This optional parameter displays version information for the dtscli command-line interface.

Example: Create Basic Transfer Operation

The following example creates a transfer object, a transfer job object, adds the transfer to the transfer job, executes the
transfer job, and deletes the transfer object and the transfer job object. The ipath and rpath arguments specify the full path
of the file on the initiator and responder, respectively. This example assumes that the TOS is on the local system, and
both the TOS and the two DTS agents are operating in quiet mode.

dtscli -transfer ipath=jupiter::c:\data\03105.dat

   rpath=neptune::c:\data\jupiter\03105.dat

Support for External Filters
Contents

As mentioned earlier in this guide, DTS supports external parcel filters and external file filters.

In earlier releases of DTS, the OUTPUT= parameter for external filters lets you specify whether your external filter created
no output at all or an output file. DTS extends this parameter, letting your external filter create an output directory, also.

application

An application is a piece of software, for example, Microsoft Word.

application virtualization

Application virtualization is the encapsulation of an application, separating it from the underlying operating system on
which it is executed. At runtime the application is tricked into acting as if it were directly interfacing with the original
operating system and all the resources managed by it, but in reality it is not.
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centrally managed environment

A centrally managed environment is one where the remote control domain manager controls the host settings through
computer policies, global address book (GAB) items, licensing of the host agent on the domain, and user permissions.
This is the default setting for CA Client Automation.

centrally managed host environment

A centrally managed host environment is one where either a remote control enterprise or domain manager is responsible
for the configuration of the hosts and the authentication of viewer connections. It also manages the address book that
users use to find hosts.

configuration view

A configuration view is a customized Windows-only user interface that lets you edit configuration policies that are related
to specific components or functionality. Configuration views summarize the relevant policies for a component or function
independent of where they are actually located in the hierarchy and the DSM Explorer tree.

Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS)

Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) is a security standard that is issued and approved by NIST. It specifies
the security requirements that must be satisfied by a cryptographic module utilized within a security system protecting
sensitive but unclassified information.

FIPS-certified cryptography module

FIPS-certified cryptography module refer to RSA CryptoC BSAFE module, which is FIPS 140-2 certified.

FIPS-Compliant Cryptography

FIPS-compliant cryptography refers to the use of FIPS 140-2 certified modules, FIPS-approved, and FIPS-allowed
techniques and algorithms for cryptography.

FIPS-only

FIPS-only is a mode of operation for CA Client Automation wherein only FIPS-compliant cryptography is allowed. In this
mode, CA Client Automation is not backward compatible with the previous releases of CA Client Automation.

FIPS-preferred

FIPS-preferred is a mode of operation for CA Client Automation wherein bulk of cryptographic operations are FIPS-
compliant, leaving few encryptions in legacy format. In this mode, CA Client Automation is backward-compatible with the
previous releases of CA Client Automation.

guest

A guest in generic platform virtualization terminology is the virtual machine and the guest operating system.

guest operating system

The guest operating system is the operating system running inside a virtual machine.

host

A host in generic platform virtualization terminology is the physical machine, the host operating system, and the
hypervisor.
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host cluster

The host cluster is the aggregate computing and memory resources of a group of hosts sharing some or all of the same
network and storage.

host operating system

The host operating system is the operating system running on a physical machine.

hosted virtual environment

A hosted virtual environment is the virtualization software that runs on top of a host operating system, that is, the physical
machine, host OS, and the hypervisor.

hypervisor

The hypervisor is the virtualization software layer simulating physical hardware on behalf of the guest operating system.
This term is synonymous with Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM).

health monitoring

Health Monitoring (HM) functionality lets you configure alerts, set threshold values, and monitor the overall health of the
CA Client Automation infrastructure.

native virtual environment

A native virtual environment is the virtualization software that runs directly on the physical machine, becoming or acting
as a host operating system (often minimal), that is, the physical machine and the hypervisor. A synonymous term is "bare
metal environment."

package format

The package format is a property of a software package. Formats include regular and virtual.

package type

The package type is a property of a software package. Current types include Generic, MSI, SXP, PIF, and PKG. Package
type is not used or altered for the purpose of supporting virtual application packages.

partition

A partition is an isolated instance of a host operating system. Partitions do not usually use guest operating systems
because they all share the host’s operating system.

partitioned virtual environment

A partitioned virtual environment is one where multiple instances of the host operating system can run in isolation on the
same physical machine. This is not strictly a virtualization technology, but is used to solve the same type of problems.

platform virtualization

Platform virtualization is the encapsulation of computers or operating systems, hiding their physical characteristics from
users and emulating the computing platform at runtime.
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provisioned application

A provisioned application is an application (regular or virtual) that has been made available for execution on a target
computer. The application need not be "installed" locally in order to treat it as provisioned.

regular application

A regular application is application software that has not been virtualized and can be installed and executed in a traditional
fashion. When talking about releases, patches, and suites, regular applications are implied.

sandbox

A sandbox is an application runtime environment that isolates the application from the computer's operating system and
resources and also from other applications on the computer. The degree of isolation is usually set to allow the application
some access to the operating system resources, such as the documents folder.

scalability server

A scalability server is the central server to enable geographical scalability for management tasks. It is a distributed
process that is the primary interface for agents.

schema map

A schema map is a mapping of the attribute names associated with data objects, such as users, computers, and groups,
used in an external directory to those attribute names used by corresponding CA Client Automation objects. The fixed and
standard set of DSM attribute names is used for querying directories and for formulating complex queries and reports.

software signature

A software signature defines the attributes of a software application, such as the main executable file name, other
associated files, size range, version range, creation, and modification dates of the software. All these attributes of a
software signature uniquely identify a software application. Software signatures in asset management are created as
software definitions. You can create software definitions for a product, release, patch, suite, suite component, or virtual
application image. By default, asset management provides predefined software signatures covering the most widely used
software in the IT industry.

software type

The software type is a property of a software definition. Current types include suite, product, release, patch, and virtual
application image.

staged virtual application image

A staged virtual application image is a virtual application image that has been discovered in the file system of a computer.

stand-alone environment

A stand-alone environment is one where the users of the host and viewer computers locally manage all settings,
properties, and licensing of the CA Client Automation remote control component. It is set by a Standalone Agent
installation. To install it manually, the RC agent setup needs to be called directly.

standalone virtual application

A standalone virtual application is a virtual application that has been provisioned in a way where the virtual application
image used as the source resides on the system to which it has been provisioned.
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streamed virtual application

A streamed virtual application is a virtual application that has been provisioned in a way where the virtual application
image used as the source resides on a remote system that is different from the system to which it has been provisioned.

streamed virtual application image

A streamed virtual application image is a virtual application image that has been discovered to be accessible through
the network from a computer. Discovery of streamed virtual application images will usually only be possible if the virtual
applications residing inside of the image have been provisioned.

virtual application (VA)

A virtual application is software that has been virtualized.

virtual application image

A virtual application image contains one or more virtual applications stored inside a file, possibly with a set of supporting
metadata files.

virtual application image definition

A virtual application image definition describes the "footprint" for discovering a virtual application image. To discover an
image containing one or more included virtual applications (stored inside), regular software signatures must be associated
with the virtual application image definition.

virtual application package (VAP)

A virtual application image packaged inside of one or more software delivery packages is referred to as a virtual
application package. These packages are used to provision computers with virtual applications.

virtual application staging package

A virtual application staging package is a virtual application package used to stage the virtual application image.

virtual application standalone package

A virtual application standalone package is a virtual application package used to provision a virtual application in
standalone mode.

virtual application streaming package

A virtual application streaming package is a virtual application package used to provision a virtual application in streaming
mode.

virtual disk

A virtual disk is a set of files that forms a file system that appears as a physical disk to the guest operating system.

virtual image

A virtual image is a file or set of of files containing the complete definition of a virtual machine, including its hardware
specifications and virtual disks. It is the host’s file system representation of a guest. A virtual image can be online or offline
depending on the running state of the virtual machine it captures.
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virtual machine (VM)

A virtual machine is an isolated virtualized environment simulating a physical machine. The virtual machine does by
definition not include the guest operating system.

virtual patch

A virtual patch is the virtual equivalent of a regular patch and has the same basic meaning. The term is used when
reporting software inventory for virtual applications (not virtual application images).

virtual release

A virtual release is the virtual equivalent of the regular release and has the same basic meaning. The term is used
when reporting software inventory for virtual applications (not virtual application images). Note that a provisioned virtual
application can use either a staged or streamed virtual application image as source. The virtual applications contained
within the virtual application image can themselves be seen as staged but not yet provisioned.

XCCDF profile

An XCCDF profile is a policy that is applied to the target computer or compared to the configuration of the target
computer. The XCCDF file for each SCAP data stream defines the list of profiles supported. The XCCDF file must have
at least one XCCDF profile, which specifies the rules to be used for checking a particular type of system. You can create
separate XCCDF profiles for each applicable operational environment in which a system may be deployed.

Common Configuration Enumeration (CCE)

Common Configuration Enumeration (CCE) is one of the SCAP standards. It contains Standard identifiers and dictionary
for system configuration issues related to security. A rule definition in an SCAP data stream can contain references to one
or more CCE identifiers, indicating that the rule is a representation of a specific CCE configuration guidance statement or
configuration control. For more information, go to http://cce.mitre.org/.

Common Platform Enumeration (CPE)

Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) is one of the SCAP standards. It contains standard identifiers and dictionary
for platform or product naming. For example, some elements in XCCDF files can be restricted to only apply to certain
platforms and this is done using CPE identifiers. For more information, go to http://cpe.mitre.org/.

Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)

Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) is a dictionary of common names (that is, CVE Identifiers) for publicly
known information security vulnerabilities. These identifiers make it easier to share data across separate network security
databases and tools. CVE is one of the components used in SCAP. See http://cve.mitre.org/ for details.

Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS)

Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) is one of the SCAP standards. It contains standards for conveying and
scoring the impact of vulnerabilities. For more information, go to http://www.first.org/cvss/index.html.

eXtensible Configuration Checklist Description Format (XCCDF)

eXtensible Configuration Checklist Description Format (XCCDF) is a specification language for writing security checklists,
benchmarks, and related kinds of documents. An XCCDF document represents a structured collection of security
configuration rules for some set of target computers. The specification is designed to support information interchange,
document generation, organizational and situational tailoring, automated compliance testing, and compliance scoring. For
more information, go to http://nvd.nist.gov/xccdf.cfm.
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MITRE

The MITRE Corporation is a not-for-profit organization chartered to work in the public interest. MITRE offers the
interpreters, source code, schemas, and data files at no cost so that individuals and organizations can build and expand
upon them. Ovaldi is one such interpreter that is freely available.

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is a non-regulatory federal agency within the U.S. Department
of Commerce. NIST's mission is to promote U.S. innovation and industrial competitiveness by advancing measurement
science, standards, and technology in ways that enhance economic security and improve our quality of life. The United
States (U.S.) National Vulnerability Database (NVD), operated by the NIST, provides a repository and data feeds of
content that utilize the SCAP standards. It is also the repository for certain official SCAP standards data. Thus, NIST
defines open standards within the SCAP context and defines the mappings between the SCAP enumeration standards.

Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language (OVAL)

Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language (OVAL) is one of the SCAP standards. It contains standard XML for testing
procedures for security related software flaws, configuration issues, and patches as well as for reporting the results of the
tests. All the rule checks in the checklists take the form of references to OVAL definitions contained in OVAL files from the
SCAP data stream. For more information, go to http://oval.mitre.org/.

Ovaldi

Ovaldi is an OVAL Interpreter developed by the MITRE Corporation. It is a freely available reference implementation
created to show how information can be collected from a computer for testing to evaluate and carry out the OVAL
definitions for that platform, and to report the results of the tests. The interpreter demonstrates the usability of OVAL
Definitions and ensures correct syntax and adherence to the OVAL Schemas.

SCAP data stream

SCAP data stream consists of security checklist data represented in automated XML formats, vulnerability and product
name related enumerations, and mappings between the enumerations. An SCAP data stream consists of the XML
following files:

• An XCCDF file
• One or more OVAL files
• (Optional) A CPE dictionary file

Security Content Automation Protocol (SCAP)

The Security Content Automation Protocol (SCAP), pronounced "S Cap", is a method for using the standards such as
XCCDF, CCE, CVE, CVSS, CPE, and OVAL to enable automated vulnerability management, measurement, and policy
compliance evaluation (e.g., FISMA compliance). More specifically, SCAP is a suite of selected open standards that
enumerate software flaws, security related configuration issues, and product names; measure systems to determine
the presence of vulnerabilities; and provide mechanisms to rank (score) the results of these measurements in order
to evaluate the impact of the discovered security issues. SCAP defines how these standards are combined. The
National Vulnerability Database provides a repository and data feeds of content that use the SCAP standards. For more
information, go to http://nvd.nist.gov/.

connectors

connectors are the links from products that consume connector data to external products, or domain managers. Each
connector retrieves information from its domain manager and transmits the information through the connector framework
to the consuming product for visualization and analysis. Connectors can also enact inbound operations on data in the
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source domain manager, such as object creation. connectors use a unified connector framework to enable integration with
multiple consuming products.

desktop recompose

Desktop recompose is the process of assigning a new golden template to the virtual desktop. Operating systems and
applications have to be maintained during their lifetime to fix problems resolved by hot fixes or service packs or to provide
new features by new versions. For linked clones, this means the master image, or golden template, has to be updated.
Once the updates are completed, the linked clone is recomposed and becomes active. During the recompose operation
the related linked clones are linked to this new golden template and are refreshed.

desktop refresh

Desktop refresh is the process of resetting the virtual desktop to its original state. Linked clones track changes to the
virtual machine with the clone. To control the storage allocations with the clone, VMware View offers the refresh operation
that resets the clone to its baseline and releases all deltas provided for tracking changes. This means that all information
stored to the system drive since the creation of clone or its last refresh or recompose is lost. Unlike desktop recompose,
the same golden template continues to be used as before the refresh operation.

golden template

In CA Client Automation terminology, the golden template is the virtual machine from which virtual desktops are cloned.

instance software state database

The instance software state database is a part of the software state database that contains the history of all software jobs
executed by the agent running on a non-golden template system, that is, any clones of the golden template.

linked clones

In VMware View, linked clones of a master or golden image only refer to the master or golden image but do not include it.
Changes to the system during user sessions are not stored to the master image but are kept in delta files with the clone.

location awareness

Location Awareness lets DSM Agent on a computer detect the location of the computer.

master target device

In Citrix XenDesktop, a master target device is the base desktop with the OS and required set of applications from which a
vDisk is generated.

master vDisk

In Citrix XenDesktop, a master vDisk is the initial vDisk generated from the golden template machine.

non-linked clones

In VMware View, non-linked clones, or full clones, are full copies of a master or golden image. The clone includes a copy
of the image and all changes to the system during user sessions are stored to this copy.

nonpersistent clones

Nonpersistent clones are virtual desktops from the nonpersistent pool of VMware View user data that are transient out-of-
the-box. Once a user logs off, the clone is refreshed and all user data at the system disk are lost.
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nonpersistent linked clone virtual desktop

A nonpersistent linked clone virtual desktop is a virtual machine that is refreshed or recomposed every time the user logs
on, with no persistence for custom installed applications, personalization, and so on.

offline patching

Offline Patching  lets you export the patch content and patch files remotely and import to the CA Client Automation
environment using CA Patch Manager without accessing Internet.

Offline RAC

Offline RAC is a reinstall after crash (RAC) task that is driven by the agent rather than by the manager. Virtual desktops
are recomposed frequently, that is, whenever the golden template is updated and the disk is reset, any changes to the
virtual desktop since the previous reset are effectively voided. For virtual desktops, the agent and not the manager is
responsible for the creation of the RAC job container. When the disk reset occurs, the agent initiates an Offline RAC to
restore any software that has been deployed to the agent.

persistent clones

Persistent clones are virtual desktops from the persistent pool that survive as they are after the user has logged off until
they are refreshed or recomposed. VMware View offers out-of the box separate devices for system and user data with the
persistent clones. Information stored to the user data device survives any refresh or recompose action while changes to
the system disk are lost.

persistent linked clone virtual desktop

A persistent linked clone virtual desktop is a virtual machine that is dedicated to a specific user, and the user can request
specific software to be added, customize settings, and so on. At each logon the user’s customized environment is
restored. This persists until the virtual desktop is refreshed or recomposed. At that point, all the software products installed
on system drive are lost.

persistent non-linked clone virtual desktop

A persistent non-linked clone virtual desktop is a virtual machine that is dedicated to a specific user and is presented to
that user at each logon with their custom installed applications, user settings, data, and so on.

Replication

Replication is an engine task to perform the data replication from Domain Manager to Enterprise Manager and Enterprise
Manager to Domain Manager.

vDisk

In Citrix XenDesktop, a vDisk, or virtual disk, is basically an image file with the OS and the required set of applications.

DTS and CA Common Services Integration
Contents

DTS does not require CA Common Services (CCS); however, without this solution, DTS is limited to functions that do not
require or use CCS. DTS provides additional functionality by integrating with the WorldView component of CCS, which is
optionally installed when you install a CA client solution that includes DTS.
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The existing installations of a CCS component satisfy these requirements. For best results, we recommend that you install
the most recent release of any CCS component that you use, or intend to use, from the CA Common Services files that
are supplied by the installation program of your CA client solution.

NOTE
You cannot use the features of CCS if you do not install CA Common Services on at least one computer in your
DTS network.

WARNING

When upgrading CCS by installing either Unicenter DSM or CA Client Automation current release, and if
discovery has previously been done under CCS r3.0 using short names (for example, executing the dscvone
-n command), subsequent discovery must be carried out with the 'remove suffix' option enabled. Unless this
is done, previously discovered objects and any DTS link that is established to them in the 2D map is lost. The
reason is that when the CCS component is upgraded to current release, it will automatically re-discover the
network and create TCP/IP objects with Fully Qualified Domain Names in place of the original ones.

Ensure that you enable ‘remove suffix’ option for dscvrbe (classic discovery) after Unicenter DSM or CA Client
Automation is installed, using the -3 option, as follows:

dscvrbe -3 <suffix to remove>

Example:

dscvrbe -3

NOTE
The ‘remove suffix’ option does not exist for Continuous Discovery in CCS 11.2.

NOTE
For detailed information about all upgrades, see the "Upgrading and Migration Considerations" chapter in the
Implementation Guide.

WorldView

If you install CA Common Services on your network, DTS is closely integrated with it. CA Common Services provides
WorldView, Enterprise Discovery, Business Process Views™, 2D Map, ObjectView, MDB, and other components, which
in turn provide DTS with important features like routing, containers, dynamic containers, links, throttling, and several
protocols for data transfers.

You can administer DTS using WorldView and the following features that are installed with DTS:

• Several Business Process Views in WorldView
• Context menus to include DTS-specific options
• Several DTS server-specific forms (usually through context menus)

WorldView provides the following features, all of which DTS can use to view and manage your network resources:

• Business Process Views
During the DTS Auto Discovery process, a DTS Business Process View is automatically created in the WorldView
Managed Objects folder, which contains the discovered DTS managers and agents. The DTS administrators can
use this Business Process View to establish a DTS network topology. In that topology, you can configure customized
transfer routes. The DTS Business Process View can be used to simplify the maintenance of a large network of
machines that are involved in DTS activities.

• Real World Interface
The Real World Interface lets management applications display 2D graphical representations of the resources they
manage and the relationships between those resources.

• 2D Maps
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The two-dimensional animation, used by the Real World Interface, provides administrators with a realistic view of their
enterprise. This view helps administrators to more easily resolve problems by letting them travel through the enterprise
and monitor the status of their resources. Also, the 2D Maps come with built-in geographic maps, through which you
can view managed resources by location.
The DTS administrators use the 2D Maps to display and monitor their DTS resources and to establish their network
topology.

• Enterprise Discovery
The WorldView Enterprise Discovery process detects or discovers network entities and resources and then populates
the MDB with objects representing those entities and their relationships. The Real World Interface displays these
objects and the entities they represent, monitor, and control.

• DTS Interfaces to WorldView
The DTS Admin Client dialogs are accessible through context menus for objects in WorldView, and DTS Auto
Discovery is available from the context menus of the DTS Business Process Views.

Installing and Upgrading Business Process Views

Typically, when you install Data Transport Service on an existing computer running CA Client Automation, the installation
process automatically executes the dtsbpv program. The dtsbpv program automatically decides whether the DTS
Business Process Views you must install, upgrade, or both install and upgrade. The program then automatically performs
the required installation, upgrade, or both of the Business Process Views on that computer.

In other words, the dtsbpv program adds to or upgrades the Data Transport Service classes and objects that are stored in
the MDB. Normally, the installation or upgrade of these Business Process Views occurs automatically, without user input,
during the Data Transport Service installation process.

Post-Installation Tasks

On rare occasions, however, the dtsbpv program does not run successfully during the Data Transport Service installation.

If you are not certain whether the dtsbpv program completed successfully or if you know that the program failed, run it
manually. Also, even if the initial installation of the Business Process Views was successful, you can reinstall them again
later, if necessary. For example, you can reinstall the Business Process Views to re-initialize the Data Transport Service
NOS classes.

NOTE
Running the dtsbpv program item clears any previously established Data Transport Service classes and objects
and replaces them with an empty Data Transport Service framework.

NOTE
Run the dtsbpv program only on the computer on which CA Client Automation and the Data Transport Service
Network Object Server (NOS) component have been installed.

Running dtsbpv from the Command Line

To run the dtsbpv program from the command line, enter the following command:

dtsbpv

Uninstalling and Reinstalling Business Process Views

If you want to uninstall (dtsbpv -u) and reinstall your Data Transport Service Business Process Views on a computer, enter
the following commands from the command line:

dtsbpv -u

dtsbpv
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Enterprise Management

DTS uses many Enterprise Management functions, including Event Management and CCS calendars.

Event Management

Event Management provides for automated handling of messages and events. The Event Management console provides
a window into the Enterprise Management GUI that monitors system events as they occur. DTS events, like starting and
stopping the DTS servers, requesting a transfer to a machine object that cannot be located, DTS failures, and security
validation failures, are also monitored. Any messages the DTS events generate are automatically sent to the Event
Management console where they are identified by a specific prefix.

Depending on your sites requirements, you can configure Event Management to process event messages on individual
servers or to redirect them to a central server or other Event Management servers. You can collect related messages
network-wide and can display them on a single console or can send them to multiple locations as needed.

Through Event Management, you can identify specific messages important to your operation, and then specify the action
to perform when they occur. You can enhance the messages to track source, or to customize them to your sites needs.

NOTE
In CA Client Automation, DTS uses Event Management but not directly. DTS is integrated with the Common
Application Framework (CAF) to which events are passed, and CAF passes the events to Event Management.

CCS Calendars

The DTS implementation of Event Management includes CCS calendars, which the Enterprise Management component
supplies. CCS calendars let the SOS schedule recurring transfers. Without calendars, DTS could schedule only one-time
(single-occurrence) transfers.

Calendars provide a way to create schedules containing time and date information by which you can initiate various jobs
or functions. DTS uses calendars to create complex schedules for data transfers. You can use these schedules to initiate
transfers at a future date or time, to create regularly scheduled transfers, and to prevent transfers from occurring at a
particular time.

NOTE
You can access scheduling features through the client API.

Data Transfers
Contents

Using the features of DTS, you can create and initiate data transfers across various platforms and transfer protocols. You
can activate these transfers immediately or schedule them to occur later.

You can monitor active data transfers to view their status. Among the details you can monitor are: the percentage of the
transfer that is completed and the total number of parcels transferred. Also, you can suspend, abort, or resume active data
transfers, if they were previously suspended.

For DTS, the data transfer features discussed here are available to you through the client API. DTS serves as the
underlying service of CA solutions, such as CA Client Automation. These applications provide access to the data transfer
functions through their own GUIs for transferring data.

Consult your CA account representative for information about CA applications that provide a GUI to DTS.

Alternative Routing

If a transfer succeeds through the most efficient route, then no alternative route is tried. However, if the most efficient route
fails, the alternative routes are tried for a pre-specified number of times, or until the transfer completes or fails.
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The DTS network administrators assign efficiency of each possible route based on their observation of network
performance.

Discreet Transfers

Discreet transfers are transfers that are sent or received in the background when the sending and receiving computers
are not heavily loaded. From the load, the DTS agent determines when to send the transfer and calculates the optimal
transfer rate, so the discreet transfer has a minimal impact on the computers performance and the users productivity.

The rate at which a discreet transfer progresses is determined automatically and dynamically by the DTS agent. The DTS
agent monitors the load (both CPU usage and the machine's network usage) on the sending and receiving computers.
When a computer is loaded lightly, the DTS agent uses the spare resources. However, if the load increases, the agent
relinquishes resources, giving priority to other tasks the computer is performing. This way, discreet mode optimizes the
computer’s performance while performing transfers.

Maximum Number of Transfers per Job for Fanout, Broadcast, or Multicast

You can specify the maximum number of transfers permitted in each transfer job generated when you activate a fanout,
broadcast, or multicast. If the fanout, broadcast, or multicast generates more transfers than this maximum value, DTS
automatically creates as many additional transfer jobs as necessary to hold all the transfers generated by the fanout,
broadcast, or multicast.

NOTE
For detailed information, see the DTSCLI Command Reference Guide.

Staging Directory Configuration

DTS automatically cleans, or deletes, the staging files of successful transfers. For failed and aborted transfers, DTS uses
the StagingFileLifetime parameter to determine if and when to delete the staging files of such transfers.

NOTE
For detailed information, see the Data Transport Service WorldView Administration Client Help.

Auditing

DTS administrators can customize audit messages for common events, like the failure of a DTS agent or TOS or an
aborted transfer job. Any message that you customize replaces the corresponding default message that DTS would issue
under the same conditions to the CA Client Automation common event component.

For example, before customization, DTS sends a default "Transfer Object Server failure" message to the TOS log file and
to CA Client Automation if TOS fails during normal operation. However, if you customize the TOS_FAIL= audit token, then
DTS sends your customized message instead of the default message to the CA Client Automation.

Customized messages provide administrators with increased flexibility for monitoring and handling errors. For example,
if a transfer fails or is suspended, the TOS can be configured to output the source, destination, and the text of your
customized message.

NOTE
In CA Client Automation, communications, auditing, tracing, event management, compression, encryption,
are handled by common components in the Common Application Framework (CAF). For an overview, see the
Implementation Guide.

Handling of DHCP and Modem Connections

Notification parameters are provided for DTS agents that connect to their TOS using dial-up machines or DHCP. The
notification parameters let these agents, which can be connected to the network infrequently or for short time periods,
select for outstanding transfers as soon as they connect to a TOS.
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HTTP Protocol Support

The HTTP protocol is the most common protocol for transferring data from World Wide Web servers to browsers. A DTS
user can create, maintain, and perform transfers to receive data from an HTTP server or its proxy server, even if the
server does not have a DTS agent installed. DTS thus supports downloading files from the Internet.

NOTE
For more information, see the Data Transport Service WorldView Administration Client Help.

Protocol Selection

You can configure the DTS agents to load only the protocols you specify upon startup instead of all protocols DTS
supports. This results the slave agents to load the protocols that perform the transfer.

External Protocols

You can use external protocols that are installed on the selected computer but not supplied by DTS. You can write
protocol libraries for unsupported protocols.

Software Delivery Administration
Contents

The Software Delivery (SD) component within CA Client Automation accelerates and automates the deployment of
software and other digital content to resources across the extended enterprise. The SD component comprises flexible
tools to build, distribute, install, and manage software packages and operating systems on target computers from
anywhere to anywhere.

The software delivery functions enable the management of software on all computers belonging to interconnected or
autonomous networks, and let you attain full control over the operation and performance of software installed on the
computers connected to your network. The SD management capabilities allow installation, configuration, verification,
and removal of software throughout your business environment in a controlled and standardized way, providing a broad
platform and protocol coverage for software administration throughout the enterprise.

Using SD functions and tools, you can be sure that software is installed correctly and on time, ensuring that your
distributed computing services are dependable and provide a better service to your users.

This guide describes the software delivery concepts and procedures that let you administer the controlled distribution and
management of software at your site. Although this guide specifically addresses the concerns of the system administrator,
it benefits anyone who wants to understand how SD functionality solves the problem of managing the distribution and
installation of software packages across a system of networked computers.

Software Delivery as Part of CA Client Automation

The software delivery functionality shares core pieces of the CA Client Automation infrastructure, for example, database,
communications, process control, and event management. This concept provides numerous benefits including simplified
administration, unmatched capability, improved performance across all functionality areas, and consistent data and
terminology.

Use of Data Transport Service Functionality

Data Transport Service (DTS) controls the flow of data transfers in the software delivery environment. DTS supports point-
to-point and point-to-many data transfers including Broadcast, Multicast, and Fanout (which results in a single read with
multiple sends and multiple writes). You can also optimize network performance by throttling parcel sends and restricting
parcel size.
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Through the integration of Data Transport Service with the software delivery functionality, you can halt, resume, and
terminate data transfers from the software delivery dialogs. For more information, see"Integration with Data Transport
Service".

Software Delivery Functions
The software delivery (SD) functionality within CA ITCM comprises flexible services to configure the different components
in your network. Before you configure your software distribution environment, you need to understand the roles that the
SD functions play.

Selecting Software Delivery Components
The software delivery functions you select and how you structure them, depends on how your organization is configured
and how you want to control the distribution of software across that organization.

The minimal required implementation includes a standalone domain manager and agents. Additional scalability servers
can be deployed, if management of remote networks is required or greater deployment concurrency is needed. Additional
domain managers can be used, if even greater scalability or domain autonomy is required. If more than one domain
manager is used, an enterprise manager can be deployed to allow for centralized management of the entire software
delivery network.

SoftwarePackage Library
The Software Package Library is the location where all software is registered and stored. Software that is not registered
cannot be managed.

Software Package Libraries can reside on enterprise managers, domain managers, and scalability servers. The Software
Package Library stores all programs to be distributed to target computers regardless of the program's intended operating
system, provided the manager can read the program's installation media.

For example, to register a Linux program on a manager on Windows, you must load the Linux program onto a media the
computer hosting the manager on Windows can read.

DomainManager
The domain manager is the only mandatory management tier. It supports management of individual agents and scalability
servers and groups of those. The domain manager is responsible for the following tasks:

• Maintain configuration information of the CA ITCM domain
• Configure the security for administrators who can connect to the domain manager and the extent of permissions they

have on each object class
• Trigger the engine to collect data stored in the scalability server
• Evaluate and build job containers and send them to scalability servers
• Receive job container results from the scalability servers and agents
• Evaluate dynamic computer groups
• Evaluate software policies
• Evaluate and build operating system deployments
• Replicate objects between itself and its enterprise manager

The operating system environments currently supported by the domain manager are listed in the Compatibility Matrix.
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EnterpriseManager
The enterprise manager is an optional management tier that allows for central management of multiple domain managers
and groups of agents and scalability servers. The enterprise manager is responsible for the following tasks:

• Provide visibility and control of the entire enterprise, where multiple CA ITCM domains have been implemented
• Maintain configuration information of the enterprise
• Configure the security for administrators who can connect to the enterprise manager and the extent of permissions

they have on each object class
• Communicate with a domain manager to push jobs and collect results of those jobs

The operating system environments currently supported by the enterprise manager are listed in the Certification Matrix
available at CA Support.

scalabilityServer

collectSector -- Collect Sector Information at Scalability Server

Using this action, you schedule a request for collecting the sector information at the specified scalability server.

It has the following syntax:

scalabilityServer action=collectSector

   name=name_of_scalability_server

   [COLLECTALL]

• name
Specifies the name of the scalability server from which the sector information is collected.

• COLLECTALL
(Optional) This option drives the amount of data collected from the sector. 
If not coded only the information about common computers and users is collected. 
If coded the entire available sector information - including asset management inventory data - is collected.

• The action works asynchronously. It returns as soon as the request is scheduled. It does not wait for any engine to
complete this task.

• The name of the scalability server has to be unique; otherwise the action will fail.
• The addressed asset management manager automatically determines the engine responsible for processing this

request from the name of the scalability server.
• The action is provided for a domain manager only. When launched for an enterprise manager it is rejected with error.

Software Delivery Agent
The software delivery (SD) agent is mandatory on a target computer, if that computer should be managed by software
delivery functions. The SD agent provides software installation services and basic hardware inventory. The Windows
agent also supports user profile management.

The SD agent supports the following:

• Agents for Linux and UNIX
• Docked device proxy agents
• PC agents

SD agents can be deployed by using the deployment mechanisms provided by CA ITCM, by using the CA ITCM
installation DVD, or previous versions of the software delivery component (migration).
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The operating system environments currently supported by the SD agent are listed in the Certification Matrix available at
CA Support.

The software delivery component supports Windows Vista and above as an agent operating system environment. Due to
restrictions in Windows Vista in context of running user interfaces from within a Windows service, the SD agent has been
redesigned. The SD agent is able to detect, if it runs on a Windows Vista or Microsoft Server 2008 operating environment
and act appropriately. In a non-Windows Vista operating environment, the SD agent runs as in previous releases.

Software Delivery Agent Bridge
The Software Delivery Agent Bridge (SD Agent Bridge) provides backwards compatibility for extended and legacy
Unicenter Software Delivery (SD) agents and includes a common legacy server component and its process components
and specific software delivery components

The SD Agent Bridge support for extended and legacy Unicenter SD agents is fully integrated with the scalability server. It
is configurable by policy, and starts and stops as a software delivery scalability server thread.

For detailed information, in particular installation and configuration considerations, see Use of SD Agent Bridge,

Docking Devices
The term "docking device" in the software delivery (SD) context is a computer type used to describe a mobile device that
is connected to the SD infrastructure through a "desktop companion". The docking device represents the mobile device,
although its address is that of its desktop companion.

The mobile device is connected to the desktop companion in some way (for example, through an attachment to the serial
port.) The desktop companion is equipped with an SD agent.

Job Check is initiated on the desktop companion when the device is connected to the SD agent. This makes the mobile
device (represented by a docking device icon), a member of the All Computers and Users group on the domain manager
to which the SD agent is connected.

NOTE
Any software that is going to be installed on a docking device must first be registered in the Software Package
Library. This software is typically third-party software.

Jobs that are targeted for the mobile device are executed as long as the device is connected to its SD agent. If the
device is moved to another location, from where it is connected to a SD agent computer that belongs to the same domain
manager as the previous SD agent, then any pending jobs are executed at that connection time, provided the user is also
configured at this other desktop computer.

The proxy agent platforms currently supported are listed in the Certification Matrix available at CA Support.

For a description on how to enable a docking device on Windows, see the section How to Enable a Docking Device on
Windows in the Installation of CA ITCM, Implementation Guide.

Software Delivery Catalog
The Catalog is an optional user interface for placing software requests with the domain manager. With the Catalog, users
can install software deemed optional by the administrator on their own systems using the software delivery network and its
configuration.
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Logon Shield for Windows Operating Environments
The Logon Shield ensures that the system can perform installations or updates of applications, without being disturbed
by users logging on during the installation or update process. In other words, the Logon Shield, when activated, prevents
users from logging on to a Windows operating system.

As Microsoft has changed the underlying technology for the Windows Vista operating system, the Logon shield feature
has been aligned to meet the Windows Vista requirements. In pre-Windows Vista environments the logon shield works
based on Microsoft's Graphical Identification and Authentication (GINA) concept, whereas in Windows Vista operating
environments it works on the concept of credential provider filtering. On the target systems, the user interface of the logon
shield differs slightly in Windows Vista and non-Windows Vista operating environments.

The Logon Shield can be enabled and configured using the Logon Shield configuration view on the DSM Explorer. The
Logon Shield can also be enabled implicitly when setting up a software distribution job.

NOTE
When the Logon Shield is activated for the first time on pre-Windows Vista systems, a system reboot is initiated
before executing the first job that uses Logon Shield protection.

Software Packager
Contents

The Software Management Packager (Packager) lets you package software and data into products, using a CA
Technologies-specific packaging format, to make them available for installation on target computers.

The Packager is available for Windows, Linux, and UNIX operating environments.

The current operating system environment types and versions supported by the Packager are listed in the Certification
Matrix available at CA Support.

Packager for Windows

The Packager for Windows resides on a separate dedicated Packaging Computer. Only the operating system and the
Packager must be installed on the Packaging Computer.

During the packaging process, the product to be packaged is installed on the individual operating system of this
Packaging Computer. You can specify product files, installation parameters, and other necessary changes. The Packager
records this and all other information required for a successful later installation of the software package and generates an
installable software image.

The installable product (image) is packaged in the SXP packaging format.

WARNING
The software image can be installed only on target computers that run the same operating system type as the
Packaging Computer during the packaging process.

Packager for Linux and UNIX

The Packager for Linux and UNIX software does not require a separate computer for packaging, it can be run on any
Linux or UNIX computer.

During the packaging process the product to be packaged, including all files and parameters, is defined in a prototype file.
This can be done using the Packager GUI or through the command line. The installable product (image) is built from this
prototype file.

The packaging format of the product is called PIF (product interchange format).
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Desktop Management Script Generator and Editor
The Desktop Management Script Generator is a tool that lets you record configuration changes for an installed product,
for example, registry modifications. The Script Generator takes a snapshot of the computer and builds an image and
installation script. This script can then be registered in the Software Package Library and installed on target computers
that have the script interpreter installed. The Desktop Management Script Generator is not suitable for complex product
installations.

You can use the Desktop Management Script Editor to write, syntax-check, debug, and run scripts.

Implementation of Software Delivery
For a more complete understanding of the software delivery functionality and components, this chapter presents an
implementation model and a scenario for managing the installation and removal of software.

Configuring the Manager Hierarchy
Contents

If you need centralized management and the number of managed systems does not exceed the recommended limits, as
determined by the size of a domain manager, a single domain is recommended.

If you need centralized management and the number of managed systems exceeds the recommended limits, as
determined by the size of a domain manager, an enterprise with multiple domains is recommended.

There may be other reasons for choosing an enterprise approach, even if a single domain is suitable for managing all
managed systems. There may be requirements for administrators of individual sites to have full control over the managed
systems within that site. In this case, a domain per site may be suitable. However, a degree of local autonomy may also
be achieved using the security mechanisms in CA ITCM to split ownership of agents and other objects in the management
database of a domain manager between multiple administrators.

In most scenarios, it is useful to install the enterprise manager when multiple domains are being used. Enterprise
reporting is one benefit. Even if management of agents is performed strictly by the domain administrators, it may be
valuable to produce enterprise-wide reporting on all agents and software in the enterprise. An additional advantage of the
enterprise is the integration between CA ITCM and other CA Technologies software, such as CA Service Desk Manager
and Unicenter Asset Portfolio Management. Many companies prefer to have a centralized help desk or procurement
function even though administration of managed systems is distributed between site administrators using multiple
domains. In such scenarios, we recommend that you use an enterprise solution to achieve maximal benefit from the inter-
product integration. Note that if a single domain is deemed sufficient, inter-product integration is also available at domain
level.

The following configuration options are available when designing your distribution structure:

• A domain manager with a local administrator
• An enterprise manager with local administrators
• An enterprise manager without local administrators

Domain Implementation

In a domain implementation, the domain manager controls the distribution of software to one or more agents. The domain
manager and the computers networked to that manager comprise a domain. Typically, in a domain implementation,
agents are based at the same site and connected to the manager over a local area network (LAN), as shown in the
following illustration:
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When the domain manager functions without an enterprise manager, it is referred to as an autonomous (stand-alone)
domain manager.

• Advantages of an Autonomous Domain Manager
Using an autonomous domain manager works well when all managed computers are connected to the same logical
network and the total number of participating computers is within the limit permitted, as determined by the size of the
manager. In such a situation, this setup avoids unnecessary infrastructure and hardware, while preserving the benefits
of manageability and uniformity offered by the software delivery functionality.

• Disadvantages of an Autonomous Domain Manager
If your organization has more than one domain, using an autonomous domain structure at each site bypasses the
centralized control offered by having an enterprise manager connected to several domains. Domain managers cannot
use software delivery functionality to distribute software to each other.

Enterprise with Local Administrators Implementation

This system configuration consists of an enterprise manager and several domain managers (domains), where each
domain manager can be administered by its own local administrator.

The following illustration shows a sample scenario of an enterprise implementation with local administrators:
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In this implementation scenario the enterprise manager attached to several domain managers provides centralized control
over a large system of multiple LANs connected by a WAN.

The enterprise administrator distributes software to the domain managers, and each local administrator installs and
maintains these items on the computers in their domain. This way, local administrators provide an additional level of
software installation and maintenance control over individual domains.

• Advantages of an enterprise with local administrators
This system configuration has a centralized control, yet also allows domain managers to customize the distribution
process to individual computers and thus operate independently of the enterprise manager.

• Disadvantages of an enterprise with local administrators
As the local administrator can distribute software without intervention by the enterprise administrator, this structure
decreases centralized control. The enterprise administrator does, however, retain all monitoring capability and can
send orders to remove unauthorized software.

Enterprise without Local Administrators Implementation

This system configuration consists of an enterprise manager and several domain managers (domains), where the domain
managers are administered solely by the enterprise administrator from the enterprise manager.

The following illustration shows a sample scenario of an enterprise implementation without local administrators:
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In this implementation scenario the enterprise manager attached to several domain managers provides centralized control
over a large system of multiple LANs connected by a WAN.

The enterprise administrator distributes software to the domain managers, manages the software in the domain libraries,
and is able to install and maintain software on the target computers. This way, the implementation of an enterprise
manager with several domains and no local administrators provides completely centralized control over the software
installed on computers at the domains.

• Advantages of an enterprise without local administrators
This system configuration provides for centralized control over all domain managers and target computers from a
single location and eliminates the need for intervention by local administrators at each domain manager.

• Disadvantages of an enterprise without local administrators
This system configuration makes no provision for customization and variation at the domain managers.

Use of Scalability Servers
Scalability servers improve scalability and performance. The domain manager is bundled with a scalability server;
additional scalability servers are optional.

To avoid unnecessary network traffic over the WAN, scalability servers are deployed to each remote location or site in
the network. By also using the software libraries of the scalability servers for permanent storage of software packages,
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only control data needs to be transferred across the WAN. The initial deployment of the software packages to the remote
libraries can be done over the WAN, but local registration is also supported if the WAN links are very slow.

Geographical dispersion is one of the main reasons for using scalability servers, but other factors should be considered
when planning the software delivery network, including the delivery window and library access methods:

• Delivery window:
The delivery window is defined by the maximum accepted time to deliver and execute a particular software package to
all managed systems. The delivery window is defined by the software delivery user and not by CA Technologies.

• Library access methods:
Consider which library access method is to be used by the agents. Different access methods expose the scalability
server and network to different loads. The scalability server can be configured by how many concurrent software jobs
are allowed.

Software Delivery Enhancements for Interactive Software Deployment on Windows Vista or
Later
When you deploy a software package to a Windows agent, the installation program starts in the SYSTEM context.

In Windows versions before Vista, all of the services ran in Session 0 and applications started in the SYSTEM context.
This posed a security risk. In Windows Vista and later versions, the operating system isolates services in Session 0
and runs applications in other user sessions. Services are protected from attacks that originate in the application code.
Windows Vista and later adds an Interactive Services Detection service, that detects, if running, whether any application
must show a user interface, then displays the Interactive Service Detection dialog to switch to Session 0 and continue. For
more information about the Interactive Services Detection service, see the Microsoft documentation.

In Windows Vista and later, the Interactive Services Detection design change created an issue for interactive software
installations that require user input.

If the software being deployed has the following characteristics, the installation remains in Session 0 awaiting user input:

• The software is interactive
• The software is not session-aware
• The Interactive Service Detection service is turned-off

As no input UI is displayed, the Software Delivery job times-out.

The Software Delivery agent has supported this scenario since CA ITCM r12 SP1 by turning on the Interactive Services
Detection service, allowing user input, then turning off the service before exiting.

To ensure the ability to install interactive software even if the software is not session-aware and to completely remove the
dependency on the Interactive Services Detection service, CA ITCM now provides an option to specify that a software
package being registered or deployed is interactive and requires user interaction on the agent computer.

To use this functionality, the administrator selects the Enable user interaction (Win LH Only) option in the procedure
options when registering a software package or in the job settings when deploying a package. The agent starts the
software installer in user sessions that are currently logged in and active, and also starts in the SYSTEM context.

NOTE
This feature helps you to install interactive applications, however, compromises the isolation feature that
Microsoft provides to increase security. Use this feature carefully.

For software packages that were sealed before DM upgrade, an available option lets you enable user interaction (even in
sealed state) as long as you do not select the Prevent user from being logged on while the job executes option.

If no users are logged in, the SD Agent waits for a user to login, then runs the job.

This feature uses the following configuration parameters in specific situations related to Logon Shield and restart/logoff.
These parameters reside under DSM > Software Delivery > Agent:
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• Interactive Jobs: Launch in user session on Longhorn OS family
Specifies the session in which the job runs on agents that run Windows Vista and later versions.
Values:

• TRUE: Based on the Enable user interaction (WinLH only) job property, the job runs in the logged-on user session.
This parameter is only applicable for jobs deployed to machine agents. This parameter has no effect on jobs deployed
to user profiles and for non-interactive jobs.
– FALSE: The job runs in session 0.
Default: TRUE
Limits:

• This parameter only applies to jobs that are deployed to machine agents.
– This parameter has no effect on non-interactive jobs or jobs that are deployed to user profiles.

• Interactive Jobs: Ignore Logon Shield mode in case of conflict on Longhorn OS Family
Specifies the SD Agent behavior when the Logon Shield status is Wait until user logs off before job executes or Force
user to log off before job executes and Enable user interaction (WinLH only) job property is TRUE.
Values:

• TRUE: The job property suppresses the Logon Shield behavior.
– FALSE: A conflict is detected and jobs will fail with an appropriate error message.
Default: FALSE

• Interactive jobs: Postpone remaining jobs in no linkage container on Longhorn OS family
Specifies the following actions:
Values:

• TRUE: Postpone all jobs after the first job with the option Enable user interaction (WinLH only) set.
– FALSE: Postpone the interactive jobs in the container and run all non-interactive jobs.
Default: TRUE
Limits: This parameter applies when there are no users logged on to the computer and Interactive Jobs: Run in user
session on Longhorn OS family is TRUE.

Configuring Software Delivery
Contents

You can configure the software delivery functionality after installation.

Generally, components like managers, scalability servers, and agents are managed by configuration policies. A
configuration policy is a set of parameters that govern how a particular component behaves.

Software Delivery Policy Group

The software delivery policy group lets you view or edit the existing policy properties for software delivery management.

The software delivery policy group contains the following folders:

• Agent
• File compression
• File transfer
• Manager
• Scalability server
• Shared
• Software management
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Modifying Configuration Policies

Configuration policies can be viewed and modified from the DSM Explorer using the Control Panel, Configuration,
Configuration Policy, Default Computer Policy, DSM node.

To change a configuration policy setting, double-click the specific policy. The Setting Properties dialog appears and lets
you modify the configuration policy.

For detailed information on how to configure or modify software delivery configuration policies, see the Configuration
Policy section in the DSM Explorer Help.

Software Job Configuration

In the Control Panel, the Configuration folder contains the subfolder Software Job Management where you can configure
the Job Cleanup, Job Handling, and Reinstall After Crash (RAC) tasks.

If you right-click a target computer or a group, you can select and configure further job properties like job execution
calendar, download method, and RAC policy. You can specify configuration settings by selecting Properties from the
context menu.

Scalability Server Configuration

A scalability server consists of a number of system processes that run in the background. A scalability server can be
started and stopped by the administrator, and its configuration can be changed.

You configure the scalability server using the configuration feature from the manager's DSM Explorer or through the
Application Framework (CAF) command line, for example:

cserver config -h new_manager

NOTE
If CA Common Services (CCS) is installed, moving the domain manager of a scalability server will also
reconfigure CCS to point to the new manager computer. To ensure that CCS values are not changed when re-
registering the server, use the cserver command with the "-i" option instead of "-h".

Agent Scheduling

Each of the DSM components uses the Common Application Framework (CAF). CAF is a cross-platform service controller
that provides a single point of control for all DSM components.

CAF dynamically provides DSM services as required using an extensible plug-in model. Each CAF plug-in is a program
that provides Agent, Scalability Server, or Manager functionality. A CAF plug-in can also be an extension of CAF itself and
provide some common service, for example, registration with Scalability Servers or system event detection.

Normally, CAF starts all plug-ins automatically at boot time. CAF can also start and stop plug-ins on demand from
the command line and at particular times and regular intervals using its scheduler. For a description of how to specify
scheduled jobs that run in CAF, see CAF Scheduled Jobs.

CAF is also able to query plug-ins for status information and route messages from other plug-ins.

WARNING
On Windows, CAF is installed by default to log on as the Local System account. If for security reasons you need
to change this Net Logon property, you must do this after the installation using the Computer Management,
Services console from the Windows control panel. However, changing to an account with reduced privileges
may result in unexpected behavior or reduced functionality of CA Client Automation.
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Logon Shield Configuration

The Logon Shield configuration is controlled by the common configuration component. A customized user interface, called
the Logon Shield configuration view, lets you set and modify the data in a configuration policy.

When starting the Logon Shield configuration view from the DSM Explorer, the Logon Shield configuration dialog is
displayed.

You can select the mode of operation for the Logon Shield, which determines the log on conditions under which Software
Delivery jobs (SD jobs) are executed and the installation status of the Logon Shield.

The modes of operation for the Logon Shield include:

• Logon Shield not installed
Indicates, that in a Windows Vista operating environment, the Logon Shield credential provider and filter COM modules
are unregistered. In a non-Windows Vista environment, the sxpgina.dll is uninstalled.

• No restriction on job execution
Determines that the Logon Shield is not activated when an SD job executes.

• Force user to log off before job executes
Determines that the user is forced to log off when an SD job is waiting to be executed. The Logon Shield is activated
during job execution.

• Apply job-defined condition
Determines that the option "Prevent user from being logged on when job executes", which has been selected by
the administrator during set-up of the SD job, is applied. When the Apply job-defined condition mode of operation is
selected, the user is forced to log off when the job is waiting to be executed and the Logon Shield is activated during
job execution.

• Wait until user logs off before job executes
Determines that the user is not asked to log off when an SD job is pending. However, the job is executed only after the
user has logged off. The Logon Shield is active during job execution.

• Wait until user logs on before job executes
Specifies that pending SD jobs are executed only when a user is logged on.

To avoid a permanent blocking of a system in case of malfunction, you can specify a period of time after which the system
will be unblocked. The maximum blocking time defines the maximum time, in minutes, for which logon will be prevented.
This parameter has already been remotely managed in previous releases.

In Windows Vista and newer operating environments, we strongly recommend that you run the Logon Shield with specific
Windows security options. The Logon Shield applies the Windows security options every time it is activated, provided
Apply Windows security options is set to Enabled in the Logon Shield configuration dialog. The Apply Windows security
options feature of the Logon Shield does not apply to pre-Windows Vista operating environments.

To select the specific Windows security options click the Settings button on the Logon Shield configuration dialog. The
Windows security options dialog opens where you can enable (or disable) the following Windows policies:

• Disable Ctrl+Alt+Del
This Windows policy determines whether pressing Ctrl+Alt+Del is required before a user can log on. If this policy is
disabled, any user must press Ctrl+Alt+Del before logging on to Windows.
We strongly recommend to disable this policy when using the Logon Shield.

• Shutdown without log on
This Windows policy determines whether a computer can be shut down without having to log on to Windows. If this
policy is disabled, any user must log on to Windows before shutting down the computer.
We strongly recommend to disable this policy when using the Logon Shield.
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Enabling the Logon Shield Implicitly

Apart from enabling and configuring the Logon Shield explicitly using the Logon Shield configuration view on the DSM
Explorer, the Logon Shield can be enabled implicitly when setting up a software distribution job. Select the Prevent user
from being logged-on while job executes (WinNT only) option on the Procedure Options tab of the Setup jobs dialog.

WARNING
Enabling the Logon Shield implicitly works only as long as the Logon Shield's mode of operation has the value
Apply job-defined condition or the Mode of operation parameter is locally managed. Note that the Mode of
operation parameter is locally managed per default.

Using Software Delivery
This chapter describes the software delivery functionality in detail and how to make the best use of it.

Computer and User Profiles
Contents

Computers and user profiles have DSM agents installed on them, and these agents are connected to the domain manager
over a network. A user profile is an instance of a local account or domain account on a specific computer.

Defining Computers

A computer on which the software delivery (SD) agent is installed, is automatically registered to the domain manager and
is included in the list of computers on the DSM Explorer. Use the Deploy Agent function of CA ITCM to automatically push
out the agent to computers in the network.

You can define computers manually, which means that new computers can be registered and assigned software
beforehand. When the SD agent is installed on the computer, it can immediately receive software, which minimizes the
startup time for new computers. When you define a computer manually, you provide general information (such as host
name, network address, operating system, scalability server name) about the new computer using the New Computer
preregistration Wizard. You can also define a job calendar to determine the days, dates, and times when jobs can be
executed on that computer (Computer Properties).

Defining User Profiles

User profiles are login accounts on computers running a Windows operating environment. They are identified as the name
of the machine plus the user account name. User profiles can be targets for software package deployments and allow
installing software for a particular user rather than all users, which is the case when delivering to a computer.

User profiles are defined when a computer registers with the domain manager. Registration is not enabled by default. To
do so, create a configuration policy with the DSM/Agent/common agent/software delivery/Supported unit types parameter
set to Computer+User Profile.

Static and Dynamic Computer Groups
Contents

Static and dynamic groups are collections of assets. Static groups are created manually, whilst dynamic groups are
updated from the results of queries. All these asset groups are shared between all products in CA ITCM.

Defining Computer Groups

Individual computers can be made part of a computer group to allow for easier distribution of software packages to a
number of computers. These groups can be assigned based on criteria such as similar attributes, uses, or domains.
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Computer groups are typically defined at the enterprise manager, if the enterprise tier is used, and then replicated to the
domain manager. Groups may of course also be defined at domains.

You can create a new computer group using the New Group dialog. The options available on the New Group dialog
specify if the group is query enabled, that is, a dynamic group.

Dynamic Computer Groups

To define a dynamic group you can use a predefined query or create a new one. The software delivery functions make
use of queries for computers and user profiles.

For details of how to use the query designer, see the software delivery online help.

Linking, Unlinking, and Moving Computers and Computer Groups

Computers and computer groups can be linked to another static computer group. You can use drag-and-drop or copy-and-
paste features to link a computer from a defined static computer group to another static computer group.

You cannot insert a copied computer into a computer group at a level at which it is already a member, but you can insert
the copied computer at another level in a nested computer group.

You can use the Remove from Group process to break a previously established link. If, for example, you remove a
computer from a static computer group, then the selected computer disappears from the computer group.

Removing from group is not the same as deleting. When you delete a computer from a computer group, then the selected
computer is permanently removed from the CA ITCM database, not only from the group.

Computers and computer groups can also be moved to other computer groups. When you move a computer or computer
group to another group, it becomes a member of that group, and ceases to be a member of the previous group. System
folders cannot be manipulated; for example, you cannot move a computer from the All Computers folder.

Using Queries
Software delivery uses the common query feature of CA ITCM for querying the database and for defining the procedure
prerequisites. You can define these queries using the Query Designer dialog. For more information on general query
design, see the Asset Management Administration Guide.

In some cases, software delivery uses the queries created in Software Delivery 4.0 and in other cases, it creates queries
that follow the Software Delivery 4.0 query format. These queries differ from the queries created by the CA ITCM Query
Designer. For more information on Software Delivery 4.0 queries, see the Appendix Importing Software Delivery 4.0 Query
Strings.

Using the Software Package Library
Before a software program (software package) can be distributed using software delivery (SD) functions, it needs to be
defined to the Software Package Library on the enterprise or domain manager through the registration process.

During the registration process, information about the software item, such as its name, version, source, and installation
procedures are defined to the database.

In this section, you will read how to
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• Prepare programs for registration in the Software Package Library
• Register software programs
• Register virtual application packages
• Define startup procedures and customized scripts, known as item procedures, to install, activate, configure and

remove a program
• Add new item procedures to a program that is already registered in the Software Package Library
• Use automatic registration to register SD packages in additional SD networks
• Create software groups to bundle individual software products
• Create catalog groups to make software available to a particular group of users through the Software Catalog

Registration Process Overview

Contents

The registration process identifies and stores a program as an item in a domain or enterprise manager library. Library
items can be initially registered in one of these libraries before distribution to target computers. The following graphic
depicts the registration of an item in a local library.

The procedure for registering a program is the same for enterprise and domain managers but you must keep the following
in mind:

• Software that is registered only in a domain manager's library cannot be distributed to other domain manager's libraries
or to the enterprise manager.

• Software that is registered only in the enterprise manager's library cannot be installed on a domain until the item is
delivered to the domain manager using a distribution container.

• Depending on the type of item you are defining, the registration process can take several progressive steps.
– Identify the program (name, version, vendor, comments).
– Identify the source and copy the item into the Software Package Library.
– Identify the item procedures used to install or maintain the program.
– Save the registration, that is, seal the software item.

• After a program has been registered, it is ready for distribution.

Types of Packages for Registration

The software packages that you can register in the Software Package Library include the following types:

• Software packages that are provided with CA Client Automation
• Virtual application packages created from Microsoft App-V or VMware ThinApp virtual application images
• Software Management products in the standard packaging formats PKG and RPM (Red Hat Package Manager), as

well as in the CA Technologies-specific packaging formats, SXP (for Windows) and PIF (for Linux and UNIX), that are
created using CA Technologies's Software Management Packagers

• MSI packages that are generated in the Microsoft Installer packaging format (refer to Registering MSI Packages in the
Software Package Library)

• Windows CE and Palm packages for Windows CE and Palm devices. (refer to Registering Windows CE and Palm
Packages in the Software Package Library).

Example for a Registration

Suppose you have received the following new software products:
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• MemoPlus, a Windows NT Technology-based word processing package to be used by members of the administrative
support staff to construct memos, letters, and so on

• MasterCalc, a Linux-based accounting program that is targeted for the accounting group at the JUPITER domain

Before you can distribute these programs to the domains and departments, you need to register them and their associated
installation procedures in the enterprise manager's Software Package Library (or the domain manager's library, if you are
not using an enterprise manager).

Because the files for MasterCalc reside on a tape device, the necessary files must first be extracted and converted to an
installable format, such as a hard disk directory, without using software delivery functionality. You must then create the
necessary item procedure files and register the program into the Software Package Library from the directory. The item
procedures are registered as embedded, added, or external item procedures.

Notes on Registering Software Packages

The following list provides relevant notes concerning the registration of software packages:

• Before registering a software package in the Software Package Library, you need to know the following:
– Source

Storage medium where the package is located, such as CD/DVD, disk, or directory.
– Name and Version

Package name such as MemoPlus 3.0
– Item Procedures

Procedures (executables, batch files, command files, or scripts) that are used to install, configure, activate, or
remove the program. Each of these must be registered as an item procedure.

• When you register a software package as a new version, you can use the Send delta distribution function, from an
enterprise manager down to domain managers. The Send delta distribution function effects that not the complete
package is sent to a domain manager that already has the previous version of the package registered. This function
is useful, for example, when the software package is exported from the packaging environment and imported into the
production environment.

• To register packages to the Software Package Library the user account must have write access to the domain's library
path (..\SD\ASM\LIBRARY).

• When storing software packages in the Software Package Library, CA Client Automation uses path names that contain
a UUID (40 characters), instead of an Object ID (12 characters) as used in pre-r11 releases. The implication of this is
that the registration of a pre-r11 package, where the path name length in the Software Package Library was near the
maximum, imposed by the operating system, may fail.

Note on Registration Information

The registration information, reginfo, for a software item registered in a Software Package Library is never changed.
However, observe the following.

If you change any of the information listed following, after registering a software package at the enterprise manager,
the modified information will be distributed, along with the original reginfo, when you distribute the software package for
registration at domain managers:

• Comment for the software item
• Comment for a procedure in the software item
• Default selected procedure for jobs (checkbox setting)
• Catalog enabled (checkbox setting)
• Exclude from Reinstall After Crash (RAC) (checkbox setting)

Making changes to the listed information on the enterprise manager, and distributing the software package in this state,
may result in software packages on the domain manager, that differ from the original distribution of the software package.
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Copy Registered Items for Automatic Registration

Once an item has been registered in the Software Package Library, both the item and the registration information can
be copied for automatic registration in another library. This can be useful, if you have multiple managers or if you have
software delivery functionality installed at different sites that are not networked.

Preparing Programs for Registration

Contents

Before you register a software product in the Software Package Library, review the procedures supplied with the product.
The following sections describe further considerations.

Identify a Program and its Source

To begin the program registration process, the software program first needs to be identified. Once identified, the next step
is to copy it into the enterprise or domain manager's Software Package Library. To do this, you need to define its source
(either disks, directories, or CD-ROM).

Because installation files are only copied to, and not actually installed in the Software Package Library, you can register
any Windows, Linux, WinCE, or Palm software program on any manager, regardless of its operating system. The only
restriction is that the program's media be readable by the manager.

Locate Source Files

The files are supplied from the Software Package Library and not from the product media (for example, DVD or CD-ROM).
You may need to change the source file location maintained in the current installation procedure so that it points to a
library subdirectory. For more information, see Library Tree Structure.

Other Procedures

In addition to installations, you can write procedures to activate, uninstall, or configure a product installation. You can add
entirely new, fully customized, installation procedures.

If an installation fails, you can also recover the failed installation at the target computers.

Customize Existing Procedures

Other than any required modifications, you can optionally customize installation files to produce automated and semi-
automated installations.

Perform Windows Installer Tasks

The software delivery functionality includes a tool, called sd_msiexe.exe, that you can use to perform Windows Installer
tasks. It is similar to the Microsoft Windows Installer tool msiexec.exe, in that the Windows Installer uses a command
line tool. The command line tool sd_msiexe.exe uses the same command line options as msiexec.exe and has been
optimized for software delivery purposes.

NOTE
If you intend to make minor modifications to existing procedures or create new procedures, make sure that you
are familiar with the directory tree structure used by the software delivery functionality.

NOTE
For a description of the command line options of the Microsoft Windows Installer tool, msiexec.exe, see the
appropriate Microsoft Help and Support web page.
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Library Tree Structure

When an item is added to the Software Package Library, its files are stored in a directory structure based on the type of
media from which it was copied. If the program is copied from multiple data carriers (for example, CD-ROMs), a typical
directory structure is formed.

Each data carrier is stored as a volume under the program directory. The first volume is called 1.VOL, the second 2.VOL,
and so on.

NOTE
The importance of volumes has decreased over the years as most packages nowadays fit onto a single
installation medium.

If the program is copied from a single data carrier or directory, it is considered a single volume source and is distributed.

In both single or multiple data carrier scenarios, item procedures that are identified at the time the product is originally
registered (also known as embedded item procedures) typically appear in subdirectories under the main volumes, unless
the procedure is included in the root directory of the original install data carrier or directory.

NOTE
Different media types cannot be combined into the same source.

Required Installation File Modifications

Contents

When installing from diskettes or CD-ROMs, the installation programs sometimes fetch data from information files located
on the first installation diskette. This file contains the media's identification information. During the installation process,
these programs normally check the current directory for all necessary install files. If the program consists of two or more
diskettes or CD-ROMs, which you have copied into a single directory prior to registration, you do not need to make any
modifications. If there are multiple media and you have registered each media individually, you need to modify the volume
labels of the install information file (*.INS or *.INF) to point to the files in the Software Package Library structure. For
example, if the volume labels are given in numerical order ("VOL_LABL1", "VOL_LABL2", and so on.), they should be
changed to \1.VOL "VOL_LABL1", \2.VOL "VOL_LABL2", and so on. The modified *.INS or *.INF file should then be
registered along with the installation program as an added item procedure after the initial library item is registered. For
more information on registering added item procedures, see Defining Added Item Procedures.

Linux and UNIX Installation Modifications

Modifications made to Linux or UNIX programs depend on which Linux or UNIX environment and release level you are
using. In general, you should:

1. Decide which installation program you are going to use to install the product. This determines which command is used
to perform the installation.

NOTE
Remember that the files to be installed are found in the temporary directory structure described previously
and not on the installation media. You must create an installation script that issues this command.

2. Verify that the installation process does not require user input at the target computer. If so, your installation script
needs to contain answers to those questions. The manner in which you provide these answers depends on the system
in use.

3. Register the script as an item procedure for the program.

Optional Customization Tools

Contents
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Customized procedures consist of additional site-written files that

• Modify the Linux or UNIX installation script using the appropriate installation program
• Include replies to some or all installation questions to produce an automated or semi-automated installation procedure
• Initiate a remote activation of the product
• Alter the target computer's configuration files
• Uninstall the product at a later date

WARNING
Test each procedure before registration and distribution.

Modify Existing Procedures

You can

• Modify the Linux/UNIX installation script as described under the topic "Required Installation File Modifications"
• Modify the Installer response file
• Modify the response file for IBM CID-enabled products

Create New Procedures

Use the script language to

• Create a script file with the .dms extension using a text editor (for details of the script language, see the CA ITCM
Script Editor online help).

• Create own executables (using, for example, C/C++)
• Copy any other installation program or script

Library Items

The Software Package Library contains different types of software items, as listed following:

• Open
A software item is open while being registered and until the registration process is terminated by sealing the software
item.

• Closed/Sealed
A software item is closed when having been sealed. When a software item is registered as a software delivery
package, it is automatically sealed.

• Programs
Programs can be registered with item procedures used to install, activate, configure, or remove the application. Item
procedures can be registered along with the program or subsequent to registration.

• Detected
Detected software is already installed on a computer but not registered in the enterprise manager's or domain
manager's library. These items are actually placeholders in the Software Package Library and do not contain any
actual programs.

Program Registration on Scalability Servers

Scalability servers contain a permanent Software Package Library (called Staging Library). To add library items from
a domain manager to a downstream scalability server, you can select a library item or software group, and copy and
paste or drag and drop it onto the scalability server. If you are connected to an enterprise manager, you can schedule a
distribution that delivers library items to the library of a scalability server that is downstream of the domain manager to
which the distribution is sent. Again, copy-and-paste or drag-and-drop can be used.
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The Staging Wizard is an enhanced easy-to-use method of delivering software to scalability servers; for example, it
enables you to select software from more than one software group. The wizard can be launched in context of library items,
scalability servers and software jobs; for example, right-click a scalability server and select Software Job, Stage Software
Packages to launch the wizard. On the enterprise manager you can also select domains to where the library items are first
distributed before they are relayed to the selected scalability server groups.

Programs can also be registered and unregistered in the Staging Library from the command line. Using the command
sd_sscmd aregsw, you can add software to a Staging Library that is not included in the domain manager's Software
Package Library folder. This software will not become visible in the Staging Library of the domain manager's DSM
Explorer even if the procedure Synchronize Software Staging Library is started.

Before using the permanent Staging Libraries, you must do the following:

• Store all products from the domain manager's Software Package Library into the Staging Library.
• Assign products and target computers using the Install function.

To track the contents of the Staging Library, there is a file, library.dct, in the LIBRARY folder, in which each registered item
is entered.

Registering Virtual Applications

You can import virtual applications into the Software Package Library and register them at the enterprise or domain
management tier. The following sections provide an overview of application virtualization and supply details on the overall
packaging process and procedures:

• Application Virtualization
• Virtual Application Image Content and Format
• How Virtual Application Packaging Works
• Virtual Application Packages
• Create a Virtual Application Software Package
• Create a Virtual Application Software Package Update
• Virtual Application Infrastructure Package Templates
• Create Infrastructure Software Packages for Microsoft App-V
• Create Infrastructure Software Packages for VMware ThinApp

Application Virtualization

Application virtualization is a software technology that facilitates the deployment and management of applications by
separating them from the underlying operating system on which they would normally run. You do not install a virtual
application in the traditional manner, although you execute it as if you did. At runtime, the application acts as if it is directly
interfacing with the original operating system and all the resources managed by the operating system. In reality, the
application is running in an environment ("bubble") that is isolated from the operating system.

Virtual applications can run directly from a local hard drive on a target computer, or they can be streamed from a remote
server. With streaming, the virtual application is stored on the server. A “sandbox” is created on the server or the target
computer for each user of a streamed virtual application. The sandbox contains all sub-folders, configuration files, and
application-specific registry entries that are needed to run the application. After the user closes the virtual application,
the application is removed from the computer’s memory. Only small configuration files and a link to start the application
remain. However, the sandbox containing all user-specific settings is still available on the server or the target computer for
the next time that the user wants to run the application.

Virtual applications are regular applications captured into a virtual application image. This image contains all files and
configuration data necessary to run an application, as well as all installation information that would normally be used
during application installation. The creation of a virtual application image is done by means of tools that the vendor of the
virtualization technology supplies. These vendor tools can generate a virtual application image from a regular application.
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CA ITCM manages the virtual application life cycle after the virtual application image has been created with one of the
vendor tools. The image can be imported into the Software Delivery Library as a standard software package and deployed
to target computers through the standard CA ITCM deployment methods. The package can also be updated, upgraded,
and retired through the standard CA ITCM methods.

Virtual Application Image Content and Format

You create a virtual application image from a regular application by using the tools provided by your application
virtualization vendor. CA Client Automation supports Microsoft Application Virtualization (Microsoft App-V) and VMware
ThinApp. Create the virtual application images with one of these tools before you can use CA Client Automation to
package, deploy, and manage virtual applications.

NOTE
For information about creating virtual application images, see the vendor documentation for your application
virtualization product.

• Microsoft App-V
Virtual application image preparation (sequencing) results in few files, including the following files:
– XML-based Open Software Description files (.osd)
– Icon files (.ico)
– A file that stores the complete application code of the virtualized application (.sft)
– An XML-based manifest file (.xml)
– A project file (.sprj)

NOTE
Ensure that the End User on the target computer does not start the virtual application by double-clicking
the .osd file. If the user does so, the communications with the streaming server might not function
properly. Start the application by using the desktop shortcut or the Start menu.

• VMware ThinApp
Virtual application image preparation (capturing) results in few files and folders, including the following files and folders:
– A bin folder that contains a single executable file. For program suites, several executable files are required for the

user interface. In this case, the bin folder contains a .dat file holding the entire virtual package and small executable
files that provide access to the virtual package.

– A configuration file (.ini)

How Virtual Application Packaging Works

Contents

You can create a standard software delivery package from a virtual application image by using the Virtual Application
Package Registration Wizard. The virtual application image must already be available before you use the Wizard to create
the software delivery package. The image must be accessible from the computer where CA ITCM is running. This Wizard
also allows you to create update packages for virtual applications that were previously converted to software delivery
packages.

The process to create and import virtual application packages uses the following general steps:

1. The administrator opens the Virtual Application Package Registration Wizard and locates a virtual application image.
Images must be available on or accessible to the computer running CA ITCM.

2. The administrator browses the virtual application image. This step allows the administrator to verify that the selected
image is a valid virtual application image. The Wizard analyzes the virtual image and extracts the information needed
to create the Software Delivery packages.
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NOTE
The package name is based on the virtual application name and is limited to 20 characters (for example,
my_productname_is_20-TA-SG). If there is a duplicate product name, the administrator must modify the
current package name to create the package.

3. (Optional) If the virtual application image represents an update to a virtual application, the administrator identifies the
Staging package that was originally created for the virtual application.

4. The administrator reviews the summary of the virtual application package just created and finishes the Wizard.
5. The Virtual Application Package Registration Wizard creates three software packages for each virtual application

image:
– Standalone

This package is used to install and execute the virtual application locally on the target computer.
– Streaming

This package is used to downstream the virtual application from a streaming server and execute it on the local
computer.

– Staging
This package provides access to the virtual application for both standalone and streaming modes of package
delivery. This package contains the virtual application image.

NOTE
For more information on the types of virtual application packages, see the description in the Virtual
Application Packages section.

6. The Wizard begins the process of importing the virtual application packages into the Software Delivery Library by
determining if the package names are already listed in the Library.
a. If the package names are already in the Library, an error message appears stating that the package names are not

unique. The packages are not imported.
b. If the package names are not already in the Library, the Wizard imports the three packages: Staging, Standalone,

and Streaming.
c. If the packages are update packages, they are imported and registered with higher version numbers. Two

packages only are created for updates: Staging and Standalone.
7. The administrator creates the definitions for the new virtual application packages. The descriptions of Virtual

Application Discovery and Inventory provide more information about creating definitions for virtual application
packages.

After a virtual application package is included in the Software Delivery Library, the administrator can then deploy it and
manage it using standard Software Delivery methods.

Virtual Application Packages

The software delivery software packaging process for virtual applications (through the Virtual Application Package
Registration Wizard) creates three software packages for the first packaging of a virtual application:

• Standalone
This package installs and executes the virtual application locally on the target computer. The Standalone package
contains procedures and, for Microsoft App-V, configuration files. It also contains a dependency to the Staging
package, which holds the virtual application image. Therefore, the Staging package is installed on the target computer
before the Standalone package is installed.
This package creates all shortcuts and file associations (as created by the original installation). The Standalone
package does not contain the application bulk data. The bulk data is stored in the Staging package and installed on the
target computer as a dependency to the Standalone package.
This package is named using the following format:
application name - vendor tool abbreviation - SA
Example: DeveloperStudio - AV - SA (Microsoft App-V) or DeveloperStudio - TA - SA (VMware ThinApp)

• Streaming
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This package consists of procedures, tools, and configuration files. It creates shortcuts and file associations on the
target computer. The shortcuts on the target computer allow the launch of the application from the scalability server,
which acts as the streaming server. The virtual application image is not part of the Streaming package, which implies
that the application image is not staged on the target computer. Instead, the application image needs to be staged on
the scalability server. The administrator must verify that the Staging package is installed on the scalability server first in
order for the Streaming package to work.

NOTE
The Streaming package is not created when a virtual application is imported as an update to an existing
virtual application package. The Streaming package does not need to be updated because the included
shortcuts are already pointing to the Staging package (which is updated).

This package is named using the following format:
application name - vendor tool abbreviation - SM
Example: DeveloperStudio - AV - SM (Microsoft App-V) or DeveloperStudio - TA - SM (VMware ThinApp)

• Staging
This package provides access to the virtual application for both standalone and streaming modes of package delivery.
The Staging package contains the bulk data, that is, the virtual application image. For standalone delivery, the image
is staged locally on the target computer. For streaming delivery, contents from the image are streamed to the target
computer. As specific parts of the application are requested by the user, those parts are streamed to the target
computer from the scalability server (which acts as the streaming server).

NOTE
The Staging package is installed automatically (as a dependent package) when you install a Standalone
package on a target computer. However, if you uninstall a Standalone package, the corresponding Staging
package is not uninstalled automatically. You need to schedule an uninstall job to remove the Staging
package.

This package is named using the following format:
application name - vendor tool abbreviation - SG
Example: DeveloperStudio - AV - SG (Microsoft App-V) or DeveloperStudio - TA - SG (VMware ThinApp)

Updates to Virtual Applications

When packaging virtual application updates, the software delivery packaging process creates two software packages
only: Standalone and Staging. The Streaming package is not created, since this package includes just the client links to
the Staging package and the virtual application. These links are not affected by application updates. The Standalone and
Staging packages for updates are registered with a version number that is higher than the original packages.

Update packages have the same name that was used for the former packages, with a higher version number. While the
version number is not part of the package name (it is stored internally), it is displayed as a suffix to the package name
when shown in the DSM Explorer, Software Delivery Library.

Downgrades to Virtual Applications

You can also downgrade a virtual application package. A downgrade is similar to an update. You need to create the
virtual application image (which includes the application) with the target version for the downgrade. The packaging of
a downgrade is similar to the packaging of an update. The Standalone and Staging packages only are created. The
downgraded packages have the same name that was used for the former packages, with a higher version number (similar
to update packages).

Create a Virtual Application Software Package

The Virtual Application Package Registration Wizard lets you create a virtual application package and import it into the
Software Package Library.
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To create a virtual application software package

1. Verify that a virtual application image has been created for the application you want to package. The image should be
located on or accessible from the same computer where CA ITCM is running.

2. Navigate to the Software Package Library folder in DSM Explorer where you want to create the package.
3. Right-click the folder and select Import, Virtual Application Package.

The Virtual Application Package Registration Wizard opens.
4. Proceed through the Wizard pages selecting the virtual application image.

The Wizard creates three virtual application packages: Standalone, Streaming, and Staging. The packages are placed
under the Software Package Library folder where you launched the Wizard.

Create a Virtual Application Software Package Update

The Virtual Application Package Registration Wizard lets you create a virtual application package update and import it into
the Software Package Library.

To create a virtual application software package update

1. Verify that an updated virtual application image has been created for the update application you want to package. The
image should be located on or accessible from the same computer where CA ITCM is running.

NOTE
For Microsoft App-V, you must create the updated virtual application image using the Active Upgrade method
of the App-V sequencer. For more information about the Active Upgrade method, see the Microsoft App-V
product documentation. You can also access the Microsoft web site (http://www.microsoft.com) and search
the Microsoft TechNet information for the "Methods for Upgrading or Updating Virtualized Applications"
article.

2. Navigate to the Software Package Library folder in DSM Explorer where you want to create the package update.
3. Right-click the folder and select Import, Virtual Application Package.

The Virtual Application Package Registration Wizard opens.
4. Proceed through the Wizard pages and select the updated virtual application.

The Wizard asks you to select the Staging package for your updated virtual application.
5. Select the former Staging package (latest version) that was created for the original virtual application.

The Wizard creates two virtual application packages: Standalone and Staging. The packages are placed under the
Software Package Library folder where you launched the Wizard.

NOTE
You can also downgrade a virtual application package. A downgrade is similar to an update. You need to create
the virtual application image (which includes the application) with the target version for the downgrade. The
packaging of a downgrade is similar to the packaging of an update. The Standalone and Staging packages only
are created. The downgraded packages have the same name that was used for the former packages, with a
higher version number (similar to update packages).

Virtual Application Infrastructure Package Templates

CA ITCM lets you create virtual application software packages from Microsoft Application Virtualization (Microsoft App-
V) images or VMware ThinApp images. However, before you can deploy and run these virtual application packages, you
must install specific vendor infrastructure software on the servers and target computers where you want to deploy the
virtual applications. The infrastructure software contains vendor tools and modules that allow the virtual application to be
installed and run.

NOTE
For more information on vendor infrastructure software requirements, see the descriptions of Preparing a
Target Computer for Deployment of a Microsoft App-V Virtual Application and Preparing a Target Computer for
Deployment of a VMware ThinApp Virtual Application.
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You can use CA-provided templates to create vendor infrastructure software packages. The following templates are
available for your use:

• Microsoft App-V Virtualization Desktop Client (App-V Client for standard desktops)
• Microsoft App-V Virtual Client for Remote Desktop Services (App-V Client for Terminal Servers)
• Microsoft App-V Server
• VMware ThinApp

You need to insert the appropriate vendor software modules into these templates. The packages you create with the
templates are standard software delivery software packages. You can register the infrastructure software packages in the
Software Package Library.

The file structure in the infrastructure package template is the same as the structure found in a standard Software Delivery
software package - a root folder, the “reginfo” folder, and additional folders and/or files.

• reginfo subfolder
The templates contain all information needed to register the package in the Software Package Library and link it to
other dependent infrastructure packages.

• Additional folders and files
The templates include installation modules for the software packages. For infrastructure packages, you must copy
these modules from the vendor’s installation media.

The template assists you with identifying the installation modules that you need to copy into its subfolders. In each
template, there is an image file that lists the vendor files that are required. For example, the template for Microsoft App-V
Desktop Client includes a “client_files.JPG” file. This file indicates that three files are needed:

• AppVirtReadme.htm
• Setup.exe
• Setup.msi

NOTE
The infrastructure package templates are provided for your convenience. However, you may choose to install
the vendor infrastructure software on your own. If you do so, ensure that the software is installed on all servers
and target computers where you want to deploy virtual applications and that required permission keys are set in
the registry.

In addition to the infrastructure package templates, the CA ITCM DVD kit includes the following package: Microsoft
Application Error Reporting 11.0.6558.0. You can deploy this error reporting package with the client and server packages.
For more information about this package, see the Microsoft product documentation.

Create Infrastructure Software Packages for Microsoft App-V

You can create Microsoft App-V infrastructure software packages using CA-provided templates. The packages you create
with the templates are standard software delivery packages.

NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have the following products available: Microsoft System Center Application
Virtualization Streaming Server, Microsoft Application Virtualization Desktop Client, and Microsoft Application
Virtualization Client for Remote Desktop Services. The following procedure describes how to create packages
for the server and both types of clients.

To create infrastructure software packages for Microsoft App-V

1. Access the following folder on the CA ITCM installation media:
examples\AV_Templates\Microsoft AppV packages

2. Copy the Microsoft AppV packages folder (and the entire tree structure below it) to your local machine (for example, to
D:\AppV-Packages).
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3. Open the image file “server_files.JPG” in the 1.vol subfolder and view the Microsoft product files that are required:
Microsoft AppV packages\Infrastructure Package for AppV Server\1.vol

4. Copy the required files (as shown in “server_files.JPG”) from the Microsoft System Center Application Virtualization
Streaming Server installation media to the following subfolder:
Microsoft AppV packages\Infrastructure Package for AppV Server\1.vol

5. Remove the file “server_files.JPG” from the following subfolder:
Microsoft AppV packages\Infrastructure Package for AppV Server\1.vol

6. Open the image file “client_files.JPG” in the Desktop Client template and view the Microsoft product files that are
required:
Microsoft AppV packages\Microsoft Application Virtualization Desktop Client

7. Copy the required files (as shown in “client_files.JPG”) from the Microsoft Application Virtualization Desktop Client
installation media to the template:
Microsoft AppV packages\Microsoft Application Virtualization Desktop Client

8. Remove the file “client_files.JPG” from the Desktop Client template:
Microsoft AppV packages\Microsoft Application Virtualization Desktop Client

9. Open the image file “client_files.JPG” in the Desktop Client for Remote Desktop Services template and view the
Microsoft product files that are required:
Microsoft AppV packages\Microsoft Application Virtualization Desktop Client for Remote Desktop Services

10. Copy the required files (as shown in “client_files.JPG”) from the Microsoft Application Virtualization Desktop Client for
Remote Desktop Services installation media to the template:
Microsoft AppV packages\Microsoft Application Virtualization Desktop Client for Remote Desktop Services

11. Remove the file “client_files.JPG” from the Desktop Client for Remote Desktop Services template:
Microsoft AppV packages\Microsoft Application Virtualization Desktop Client for Remote Desktop Services

12. Copy the required files (as shown in “files.JPG”) from the Microsoft Application Error Reporting installation media to
the template:
Microsoft AppV packages\Microsoft Application Error Reporting

13. Remove the file “files.JPG” from the Application Error Reporting template:
Microsoft AppV packages\Microsoft Application Error Reporting\1.vol

14. Open the image file “files.JPG” in the Application Error Reporting template and view the Microsoft product files that are
required:
Microsoft AppV packages\Microsoft Application Error Reporting\1.vol

15. Select all folders under the AppV packages folder (for example, D:\AppV-Packages) in Windows Explorer and drag
and drop them into the Software Package Library in the EGC GUI.
Microsoft App-V infrastructure software packages are created and registered in the Software Package Library. You
need to deploy the following packages on target computers.
– The infrastructure package for the server is named using the following format:

Infrastructure Package for AppV Server

– The infrastructure package for the standard desktop computer is named using the following format:
Infrastructure Package for AppV Client

– The infrastructure package for the terminal server is named using the following format:
Infrastructure Package for AppV Client for Remote Desktop Services

Create Infrastructure Software Packages for VMware ThinApp

You can create VMware ThinApp infrastructure software packages using CA-provided templates. The packages you
create with the templates are standard software delivery software packages.

NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have already installed the following product: VMware ThinApp.
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To create infrastructure software packages for VMware ThinApp

1. Access the following folder on the CA ITCM installation media:
examples\AV_Templates\VMWare ThinApp packages\Infrastructure Package for ThinApp Client

2. Copy the Infrastructure Package for ThinApp Client folder to your local machine.

NOTE
The location on your local machine must be accessible to the Virtual Application Package Registration
Wizard.

3. Open the image file “vmware_file.JPG” from the following subfolder and view the VMware product file that is required:
Infrastructure Package for ThinApp Client\1.vol

4. Copy the Thinreg.exe executable file from the VMware ThinApp installation media to the following subfolder:
Infrastructure Package for ThinApp Client\1.vol

5. Remove the file “vmware_file.JPG” from the following subfolder:
Infrastructure Package for ThinApp Client\1.vol

6. Select the Infrastructure Package for ThinApp Client folder in Windows Explorer and drag and drop it into the Software
Package Library in the EGC GUI.

7. The infrastructure packages are named using the following format:
Infrastructure Package for ThinApp Client

The VMware ThinApp infrastructure software package is now registered as a standard software delivery package in
the Software Package Library.

Registering MSI Packages in the Software Package Library

The Microsoft Windows Installer (MSI) is an installer service, on the agent side, that manages the installation of
applications on Windows platforms. These applications must be encapsulated in a package, called MSI package. The MSI
package consists of an MSI file (*.msi) and any external source files that are pointed to by this file. The package contains
all of the information needed by the Microsoft Windows Installer to run the user interface and to install or uninstall the
application.

The MSI file (*.msi) contains an installation database, a summary information stream, and data streams for various parts
of the installation. The logic and data necessary for an installation are maintained in a relational database, also in the MSI
file. In addition, the MSI file can also contain one or more transforms, internal source files, and external source files or
cabinet files required by the installation.

A transform is a collection of changes applied to an installation. The Installer can add or replace data in the installation
database by applying a transform to a base installation package. For instance, a transform can change the text in an
application interface from one language to another. Transforms are specified by one or more transform files (.mst). The
Installer can only apply transforms during an installation.

A cabinet file is a single file, usually with a .cab extension, that stores compressed files in a file library.

The Microsoft Windows Installer organizes installations based on the concept of components and features. Components
are pieces of the application or product that is to be installed. These are usually hidden from the user. Features are
presented to the users, and are typically determined by the application's functionality from the user's perspective.

MSI packages can be registered in the Software Package Library using the Register MSI Package wizard. Using
this wizard, you can choose to register the MSI package, use an administrative installation, or perform and use an
administrative installation. The wizard guides you through the registration process, where you can, for example, add
procedures, and properties. You can also specify separate paths for the MSI package and the MSI file.

You may later receive an MSI patch package from one of your software vendors. For information on how to add these
patch packages to administrative or local installations, see Registering and Installing a MSI Patch Package.
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You can distribute registered MSI packages offline to target computers, using a data carrier like CD. The combined use
of a registered procedure and a data carrier can be of value, if you want to create an administrative installation not only
on the domain manager but also on its downstream scalability servers to reduce bandwidth requirements. For instructions
on how to create an offline administrative install procedure for use with a CD, see Using an Offline Administrative Install
Procedure with a CD.

NOTE
Because some products may update system files or make changes to the Windows registry, an installation may
fail when an installation job is sent to a User Profile that has inadequate access rights.

Using Windows Installer with Elevated Privileges

For the Windows Installer to run with elevated privileges, use the System Group Policy Editor (gpedit.msc and the Active
Directory) to enable 'Always install with elevated privileges for the Windows Installer'. Both the Computer and User
configurations must be changed.

If you enable 'Always install with elevated privileges for the Windows Installer' in this way, it overrides any CA ITCM
settings, as CA ITCM never lowers Windows Installer privileges. It only raises them.

If you do not want to enable 'Always install with elevated privileges for the Windows Installer', you still have the option of
working with two other CA ITCM tools:

• If you do not check the box 'Do not install with elevated privileges', the property 'sdprop_installelevated' is set for all
install, uninstall, and configure procedures that are registered for the current software item. In other words, the property
is set for all procedures registered with the item except for Administrative install, Remove admin install, Detect, and
Verify.

• If you check the box 'Do not install with elevated privileges', you still have the option of installing with elevated
privileges by setting the property 'sdprop_installelevated' for the appropriate install, uninstall, and configure procedures
that are registered for the current software item. You can do this by not sealing the item and using Properties for the
procedures in which you are interested after registration. Select the Embedded File tab first and then select the MSI
Properties tab, on which you can add or remove MSI properties.

Unattended Distribution of Microsoft Windows Installer

The Microsoft Windows Installer (MSI) engine is a part of Windows operating environments. Crucial for the installations to
run is that the Windows Installer is present on the target computer. Computers running Windows operating systems need
to get the Windows Installer service installed.

Registering and Installing a MSI Patch Package

Contents

The Microsoft Windows Installer uses a patch package, which has a .msp file extension, to patch administrative
installations or local installations.

Patching Administrative Installations

If you have used the Register MSI Package method, when you registered the software that you now want to patch,
proceed in the following way to patch an administrative installation using Network install procedures.

1. Select the MSI item to be patched in the Software Package Library.
2. Right-click the Procedures folder and select New, Added procedure with new files in the context menu.
3. On the General tab, provide a name for the procedure. The task should be Configure, the OS should be Windows 32-

bit.
4. On the Added Files tab, browse to the .msp file. The type should be set to MSI file.
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5. On the bottom three tabs that open for MSI files, you should select MSI method to be Patch Administrative Installation
on the General tab.
The package field states $msi\… $msi expands to the path of the directory, into which an Administrative Installation of
the current item once was made.

6. Provide the name of the MSI file, which was used when originally registering the package.
7. Click OK to finish registering the patch procedure.

NOTE
If you selected Use an administrative installation or Perform and use an administrative installation when
registering the MSI package to be patched, you should use the browse button to the right of the Package field to
point to the actual MSI file of the administrative installation.

NOTE
Finally, execute the new configure procedure on the software delivery manager to apply the patch to the
administrative installation

Patching Actual Installations

Since a patch now has been applied to the administrative installation for your MSI package, all new installation orders sent
to targets using any of the Network Install procedures (which always use an administrative installation) uses the updated
install package.

For existing installations, you need to run an Apply patch procedure to install the latest files from the patch. To run the
patch, follow these steps:

1. Select the MSI item for which the procedure is to be created in the Software Package Library (the MSI file, which was
used when originally registering the package).

2. Right-click the Procedures folder and select New, Added procedure with new files in the context menu.
3. On the General tab, provide a name for the procedure. The task should be Configure, the OS should be Windows 32-

bit. On the Added Files tab, browse to the .msp file. The type should be set to MSI file. On the General tab for MSI
files, select MSI method to be Patch Installation.
There is no package field this time.

4. Click OK to finish registering the patch procedure.

You can now use this procedure to update the targets with the old MSI package installed.

Patching Local Installations

If you selected the Register MSI Package method at the registration of the MSI package that is to be patched, and intend
to use the local install procedures that are registered in this case, you should proceed in the following way to create the
patch procedure.

NOTE
In this case, there is no way to patch the product in the Software Package Library. Packages using local install
procedures need to get a patch applied afterwards to be updated to the latest version.

1. Select the MSI item for which the procedure is to be created, in the Software Package Library.
2. Right-click the Procedures folder and select New, Added procedure with new files in the context menu.
3. On the General tab, provide a name for the procedure. The task should be Configure, the OS should be Windows 32-

bit.
4. On the Added Files tab, browse to the .msp file. The type should be set to MSI file.
5. On the bottom three tabs that open for MSI files, you should select MSI method to be Patch Installation, on the

General tab.
There is no package field this time.

6. Click OK to finish registering the patch procedure.
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You can now use this procedure to update the targets. For targets with the old MSI packages installed, it is enough
to execute the new configure procedure. For new installations, both the local install procedure and the new configure
procedure must be executed.

Use of an Existing Administrative Installation as Source for a Software Item

During registration of an MSI package you can optionally select either Use an administrative installation, or Perform and
use an administrative installation.

This is useful, for example, if you already have a number of existing administrative installations in your environment and
want to manage those using software delivery functionality without having to reinstall them or even register their source
into the software library. However, you will not be able to distribute the files associated with these items to downstream
domain managers or scalability servers as the source is defined as external. All procedures will refer to the original
location of the administrative installation. Not even by choosing the MSI library as location for the external administrative
installation, will you be able to distribute the files associated with the item to downstream scalability servers. The only
supported way of distributing source as part of the item to downstream servers is if it is truly registered or embedded into
the Software Package Library.

Use of an Offline Administrative Install Procedure with a CD

To create an offline distribution administrative install procedure for a registered MSI package

1. Locate the MSI item in the Software Package Library
2. Find the registered package procedure CD install
3. Right-click the procedure and select New based on
4. Select Administrative Install as MSI method in the External file / General tab
5. Save the procedure

You can now drag and drop the created procedure on the targets. The target computers prompt for the CD and perform
the administrative installation.

The combined use of a registered procedure and a CD can be of value if you need to create an administrative installation
on the domain manager and on its downstream scalability servers as it can reduce bandwidth requirements.

NOTE
To create the administrative installations on the scalability servers, use the first method offered by the MSI
package registration wizard, Register MSI package to the Software Package Library, when registering the MSI
item in the Software Package Library. Check the box Enable installation from CD-ROM, on the CD options
dialog.

When the item has been registered in the Software Package Library, select the Administrative Install procedure and use
drag-and-drop to the scalability servers.

Registering Windows CE and Palm Packages in the Software Library

Windows CE and Palm packages can be registered in the Software Package Library using individual dialogs, the Register
WinCE Package dialog and the Register Palm Package dialog. Using these dialogs, you can register and file new
software items, when the registration information is on the source medium.

The instructions and data that are required to install a Windows CE application are contained in either a Windows CE
cabinet (.cab) or Windows CE Application Manager (.ini) file.

The instructions and data that are required to install a Palm package are contained in a .prc file.
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Package Consistency Check

Package consistency checking provides protection of packages against becoming corrupted. In effect, this means that if
files are added, removed, or replaced with files of a different size in a package, and consistency checking is enabled on
the package, then the software delivery functions refuse to distribute it and an error message is returned.

You can enable or disable package consistency check through the DSM Explorer, opening the Properties page of the
software package in question. By default, the package consistency check feature is enabled when importing and creating
new packages.

A checksum refers to the number of files, their names and size, but it does not involve the actual contents of the files.

The checksum is updated, when the following applies:

• An update is made to the package (like adding files)
• Registering new software packages
• Restoring software packages
• Auto-registering software
• Sealing a software package

The checksum is verified against the previously calculated checksum in the following cases:

• When enabling consistency checking
• When setting up new delivery environments
• Prior to execution of a nonexternal procedure on the agent

Notes on Checksum Calculation:

• Checksum control is also enabled by default when registering products through the command line.
• If a job has been set up for many targets, and a checksum error is detected during job distribution, all jobs that are not

yet successfully completed will end with error. For example, the job for the first target computer executes OK, but when
the job is to be delivered to the next computer, the software delivery manager detects a checksum error. Then the jobs
for the next, and all subsequent target computers, will fail unless the checksum error is corrected.

• No checksum calculation is made on an software delivery agent unless it executes a job.

Defining Catalog Groups

Catalog groups assemble software items to make them available to particular groups of users through the Catalog user
interface. You can create catalog groups in the Catalog folder, which is a predefined directory in the Software Package
Library, by copying or dragging and dropping a computer group or user group on the Catalog node. After software has
been moved or linked into a catalog group, an association is set up between a specific computer group and the catalog
group. The catalog group is automatically created with the same name as the computer group.

The Publish in Catalog wizard is an enhanced easy-to-use method to publish software to users; for example, it enables
you to select software from more than one software group. The wizard can be launched in context of library items and
computer groups. For example, right-click a Computer Group and select Software Job, Publish software in Catalog…
to launch the wizard. When a user, who belongs to one or more computer groups, and therefore to one or more catalog
groups, logs on, a software delivery function determines what software is available for those catalog groups. This software
is then displayed through the Catalog interface.

For example, if user 1 belongs to catalog group A, then user 1 sees all software available for catalog group A, as well as
the software that has been linked into the Catalog folder. If user 2 belongs to catalog groups A and B, then user 2 sees all
software available for catalog groups A and B, as well as the software that has been linked into the Catalog folder. If user
3 does not belong to any catalog group, then user 3 sees only the software that has been linked into the Catalog folder, if
any has been linked.
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If you drag and drop, or copy and link software into the Catalog folder, this software is available to all Catalog users. Users
can also see the software installed on their computers.

NOTE
Only software packages with at least one catalog-enabled procedure are visible through the Catalog GUI.

Linking Catalog-Enabled Procedures

You can specify that auto-registered software containing Catalog-enabled procedures be linked into the Catalog folder
while being registered in the Software Package Library by setting the Software Library: Automatically add Software
Packages to Catalog folder policy to True (Configuration Policy, Default Computer Policy, DSM, software delivery,
Manager policy group).

This will apply in the following cases:

• The software is distributed from the enterprise manager to a domain manager.
• The software is registered from the DSM Explorer, using either of the following methods:

Register SD Package, Paste Folders to register SD Packages, Register SD Package as new version, and Converting
detected software to registered.

• The software is registered using the command line.

Viewing Library Item Data

You can view additional information on programs that have already been registered in the Enterprise or Domain Libraries.
The information displayed is that, which was provided when the program was originally registered. This includes the name
and version of the program, and optionally, who filed it, when it was registered, who the vendor is, and any comments the
administrator may have added during registration.

Unseal Software Item

The normal state of a software item (program) in the Software Package Library is sealed, also referred to as closed. In the
sealed state a program can be distributed, installed, and exported.

Under certain circumstances, you can unseal a sealed software item for editing. Unsealing a software item is not possible
when the program is installed, delivered, or distributed. For more information, see the DSM Explorer online help.

NOTE
To unseal the software item right-click the item in the Software Package Library and select Unseal from the
context menu.

NOTE
Displaying software items is controlled by the security component of CA ITCM, You must have the following
access rights to view or work with software items:

• View permission to see a software item in the library
• Read permission to select a software item
• Write permission to seal or unseal a software item

Archiving and Restoring a Software Item

You can archive software items by using the software delivery archive option. Using this option, you can archive a closed
software item from the Software Package Library. When an item is archived, its icon changes to indicate that it has been
archived. Each archived item has the same structure as on the source media (for example, DVD). When a software item
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is archived, its Source directory is removed, because all files previously residing there are moved to the specified archive
location.

After a software item has been archived, it can later be restored using the software delivery restore function. If the
software item is still in the same location in which it was archived, then the restore process starts immediately. If it is not,
you receive an error message indicating that there is no registration information (reginfo) found at the original archive
location.

NOTE
If the files have been moved, for example, to a tape, you must first retrieve the files and then put them back to a
known location before executing the Restore operation.

NOTE
After a software item has been restored, its icon returns to what it was originally, before the item was archived.
The software item's Source directory is also restored.

Notes on Virus Checking

An administrator running the DSM Explorer on a Windows NT Technology system - either installed locally with the
manager or stand alone on a remote computer - can use eTrust Antivirus, if it has been installed on the manager.

All library items, a single library item, a library item volume, a library item volume file, or a fetched item file can be
scanned.

An administrator running the DSM Explorer on Windows NT Technology with eTrust Antivirus installed, can do the same
scanning on the Windows NT Technology enterprise and domain manager.

NOTE
The remote DSM Explorer cannot use a NOS-less connection to the manager; the library has to be shared on
the network.

NOTE
The manager checks if eTrust Antivirus, InocuLAN, or cavscan is present. If one of them is found, it is used.
If none is found, a search is made for inocmd32, which is then used, if found. The integration with inocmd32
enables automatic virus scan when jobs are created.

A manual virus check of software delivery library packages and fetched item files can be performed from the DSM
Explorer by right-clicking a folder or object and selecting Scan Viruses on the context menu. If InocuLAN or eTrust
Antivirus is used, you may need to check the Include Subdirectory check box in the InocuLAN or eTrust Antivirus Shell
Scanner dialog before starting the scan.

If inocmd32 is used, the scan starts and opens a DOS box, which is initially empty. When the scan has executed, the
result is presented in that DOS box. Close the box after reading the result.

Software and Procedures
This section describes how you define item procedures and introduces software and procedure groups:

• Defining Embedded Item Procedures
• Defining Added Item Procedures
• Software and Procedure Groups

Defining Embedded Item Procedures

Contents
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Item procedures are the means by which a program is installed, activated, configured, and uninstalled. There can be
embedded item procedures or added item procedures. Embedded item procedures are registered automatically at the
same time as the program. Added item procedures are registered separately, after the item is registered. For more
information on added item procedures, see Defining Added Item Procedures.

Embedded item procedures are marked Original Delivery in the Created column of the Procedures detail display.

Item procedures identify the following:

• Operating system under which the item procedure executes
• Procedure type, such as command file, executable file, SWD file, MSI file, SXP file, PKG file, PIF file, RPM file, IPS

file, Palm file, or WinCE file
• Startup procedure name, such as SETUP.EXE
• If the procedure is an external procedure (in other words, it already exists on a target computer, or somewhere

accessible from the target computer), external procedures provides the means to refer to programs not registered to
the Software Package Library, that is, present in an absolute path on each agent but still manage their execution using
the product.

• Type of task being performed by the procedure, such as INSTALL, ACTIVATE, UNINSTALL, or CONFIGURE
• Parameters to be used when starting the procedure
• Additional files needed for the procedure to perform
• Whether the item is to be enabled for the Software Catalog

You can use the item procedures that are delivered with the program (such as SETUP.EXE), or you can create your own
customized procedures using batch or command files. For example, you may want to create a customized install for all
Windows computers that have disabled mouse devices.

Exclude Item Procedures from Reinstall After Crash

If you do not want an item procedure to execute as part of the Reinstall After Crash (RAC) process, you can select the
Exclude from RAC option in the Properties dialog of the actual procedure. This option can be changed, even for sealed
software items, and so enables the administrator to exclude obsolete packages from RAC. For more information see RAC
Configuration.

The following item procedures have the Exclude from RAC option set:

• All activate procedures on the software delivery agent:
The three scan procedures (Scan MSI, Scan SWD, and Scan SM Installer installations) and the SM Installer activate
procedures.

• The following configure procedure on the software delivery agent:
Network Repair

• The following activate procedures on the scalability server:
– Synchronize Software Staging Library
– Synchronize Software Job Records
– Synchronize CCS Calendar
– Enable SDLIB share
– Disable SDLIB share
– Enable MSILIB share
– Disable MSILIB share
– Enable Boot Server share
– Disable Boot Server share

• All reinstall procedures for all packaging formats.
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Item Procedures in Batch Programs

You can ensure that the job for which the procedure is to be used, does not end with OK status, if the batch script has
failed by performing conditional processing in batch programs.

In Windows, you can use the built-in IF with ERRORLEVEL, EXIST, or string comparison, followed by a specified
command to make your batch script end with an error code and exit, making the software delivery functions aware of the
error.

For example, the following item procedure command file copies the file, myfile.txt, to the root of the hard disk, if the file
exists in the source directory. If it does not, the procedure file ends with an error code.

@echo off

copy myfile.txt C:\*.*

IF ERRORLEVEL 1 EXIT

If the file, myfile.txt, is not found, the job ends with error code SDM228001.

For information about performing conditional processing in batch programs, see the platform-specific documentation. In
Windows, you can open a command prompt, type help if, or help exit to find more information.

Item Procedure Task Types

The tasks performed by an item procedure fall into one of four categories of which Install is the most common.

The other tasks are Activate, Configure, and Uninstall, which are also called noninstall tasks.

• ACTIVATE
Triggers the product to run. For example, an ACTIVATE task can be used to remotely trigger the start of a backup or
archive program. You should identify an item procedure as an ACTIVATE task if it does not fall under any of the other
three categories or if it performs a combination of any or all of the other three tasks.

• CONFIGURE
Reconfigures an existing installation.

• INSTALL
Installs the product.

• UNINSTALL
Removes the installation.

NOTE
ACTIVATE, CONFIGURE, and UNINSTALL procedures can be performed only on computers on which
the item has already been installed, that is, installed using any of the procedures of type INSTALL. Most
packages contain only an INSTALL and an UNINSTALL procedure. CONFIGURE, and customized INSTALL
and ACTIVATE tasks can be created by registering site-written scripts, command, or batch files. For more
information on customized item procedures, see Optional Customization Tools.

NOTE
Unlike other software delivery agents, NOS-less agents do not have access to the manager's local library.
Therefore, the software delivery component cannot determine which item procedures are necessary for
noninstall task types, and the whole library item is transmitted to the agent. In the case of a large library item,
this process may be time and resource consuming. Use external procedures to avoid delivering the package.

Defining Added Item Procedures

Contents

If you have written an item procedure before registering a program, you can include it during the registration as an
embedded item procedure; however, most customized procedures are defined as added item procedures.
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Added item procedures are created and registered in the Software Package Library after registration of the program they
concern. They can be created from scratch or they can be copied from existing item procedures.

Added item procedures are not automatically delivered from the enterprise manager to the domain managers along
with the software product. However, when you are adding a registration order for a software item containing added item
procedures to a distribution container, you can use software delivery functionality to try to automatically add registration
orders for associated item procedures to the distribution container. You can also determine that registration orders are
created only for selected procedures. If a failure occurs during automatic generation of a registration order for one of the
added item procedures, you can decide to continue with automatic generation of registration orders for the remaining
procedures.

Added procedures can only be registered to the enterprise and domain manager libraries. They cannot be registered to
scalability server libraries. This is important as when added procedures with new files are scheduled to be installed on
agents connecting through remote scalability servers the entire original software item and the added files will be delivered
from the domain manager's library rather than reusing any files registered to the scalability server. Take this into account
before deciding on using added procedures.

The alternative to added procedures is creation of new independent software items that can be stored in the scalability
server libraries.

Copying Existing Item Procedures

You can copy existing item procedures to create a new item procedure, if the new item procedure is the same type (such
as CMD or EXE files) as an existing item procedure. In this case, the existing item procedure is used as a model, and you
can change everything except the type of procedure and the program.

Linking, Unlinking, and Adding New Item Procedures

Item procedures can be linked or unlinked, and new procedures added, into Procedure Groups. When a procedure is
dragged to a procedure group, the resulting shortcut menu lets you link the procedure to the targeted procedure group.

Procedures can also be unlinked from the procedure group of which they are a part. When a procedure is unlinked from a
procedure group, it disappears from that group.

The order in the procedure group is of importance (see the order number column in the GUI) and can be changed
afterwards, using a context menu.

Defining Procedure Dependencies

Procedure dependencies allow for prerequisite procedures to be defined for library items. This can be useful when
a procedure requires one or more other procedures to have already been successfully executed before the current
procedure can be executed.

If you select a procedure with dependencies from the Software Package Library, the dependencies are listed in the
Procedure Dependencies folder in the right pane. Only installation procedures can be dependent procedures. When a
job is to be executed using the parent procedure in the folder, a software delivery function checks whether the dependent
prerequisite procedures have been executed. If they have not, then those procedures are executed first, in the order they
are listed in the Procedure Dependencies folder.

NOTE
Uninstallation of dependent prerequisite procedures does not automatically cause the uninstallation of the
depending procedures.

NOTE
Procedures can have more than one level of dependency. For instance, a procedure in the Procedure
Dependencies folder can also have a procedure dependency. When the job container is evaluated, all of these
dependencies are addressed. Jobs are then generated, which can in turn generate other jobs.
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Special Agent Procedures

In addition to the installation procedures used to install various types of software, the software delivery agents also contain
a number of specialized procedures. These include:

• Microsoft Installer (MSI) related procedure
• Software detection (SWD) related procedure
• Software Management Installer options

Microsoft Installer Related Procedure

For Windows NT Technology agents, the Microsoft Installer (MSI)-related procedure, Scan MSI, scans the software
installed by the Microsoft Installer.

Software Detection (SWD) Related Procedure

The Scan SWD procedure scans for software using software detection scripts for software delivery agents on Windows
NT Technology, Linux, and UNIX.

Software Management Installer Options

The following Software Management-related procedures are available for Windows and Linux/UNIX agents, unless
otherwise noted.

• SM Installer: Enable Trace
Enables the Software Management Installer's trace facility.

• SM Installer: Disable Trace
Disables the Software Management Installer's trace facility.

• SM Installer: Get all traces
Gets all the Software Management Installer traces.

• SM Installer: Get latest trace
Gets the latest Software Management Installer trace.

• SM Installer: Get history
(Not available for Linux and UNIX agents)
Gets Software Management Installer's history of install and uninstall operations.

• SM Installer: Get user trace
Gets the latest Software Management Installer user trace.

• SM Installer: Get user history
Gets Software Management Installer's history of user-specific install and uninstall operations.

• Scan SM Installer installations
Scans for software installed by the Software Management agent installer and reports back to the domain manager.

Software Catalog Procedures

The Software Catalog is available through the CA DSM Agent + Software Delivery Plugin installation package.

The installation package contains the following installation procedures:

• Catalog: Add
Installs the catalog to an agent system.

• Catalog: Remove
Removes the catalog installation from an agent system.
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Scalability Server Procedures

The scalability server procedures include configure and activate procedures.

The following are scalability server configure procedures:

• Disable Boot Server share
Disables the Boot Server share access.

• Disable MSILIB share
Prevents the MSI library from being accessed by agents.

• Disable SDLIB share
Prevents the software staging library from being directly accessed by MS NOS agents.

• Enable Boot Server share
Enables the Boot Server share access.

• Enable MSILIB share
Enables the MSI library to be accessed by agents.

• Enable SDLIB share
Enables the software staging library to be directly accessed by MS NOS agents.

The following are scalability server activate procedures:

• Synchronize CCS Calendar
Synchronizes the CCS calendars on the scalability server and the manager after updating the calendar on the
manager.

• Synchronize Software Job Records
Run only after a catastrophic manager failure to restore any lost job results and synchronize the contents of delivered
items with the software staging library.

• Synchronize Software Staging Library
Synchronizes the contents of delivered items with the software staging library.

Software and Procedure Groups

Software groups are used to bundle software packages in the Software Package Library. Each software group can contain
individual software packages, install procedure groups, or other software groups, each of which can be a part of one or
more software groups. For instance, a software package called Word Processing can be part of the “Office Software”
software group and part of the “Popular Software” software group also.

The Software Package Library initially contains three predefined software groups, including All Software, DSM Software
Packages, and Catalog. The All Software group contains all registered software packages. The DSM Software Packages
group contains all auto-registered DSM packages. The Catalog folder is initially empty. However, catalog groups can later
be added. For more information on catalog groups, see Defining Catalog Groups.

Using a software group provides a quick and easy means of installing a number of individual software packages. For
instance, the Office Software group may contain a word processing package, a drawing package, and a spreadsheet
package. These packages can be installed together as part of the Office Software installation.

Procedure groups contain links to individual software packages and are used when defining installation jobs.

The procedure group contains the procedures used for installation of the software packages. The procedures in a
procedure group can be ordered.

Renewing and Recovering Failed Installations
If an installation order has failed for one or more target computers, you can clean up the failed job using an uninstall
procedure registered for that library item.
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You can renew a failed installation rather than recover it if:

• Job execution has failed for one or more target computers, and
• No other computers are waiting to be activated.

NOTE
When renewing a job container the property "Ignore cascading install of dependent packages" is automatically
checked and disabled for edit. The reason for this is to make sure the renewed job container includes the
exact same jobs as the failed job container. If the original job container failed because of a missing procedure
dependency, the renewal of that job container will ignore the procedure dependency and attempt to install
the depending software package. This will only happen if the procedure is physically missing. If the cascaded
procedure exists and simply fails to install, a renewal will include it.

Delivery and Staging of Software
After a software package has been registered in the library on the enterprise or domain manager, you can distribute it to
other networked computers by creating and sending an order. Orders sent from the enterprise are bundled into containers,
which may or may not contain other orders. Orders originating from a domain manager are sent in job containers to the
targeted computer or computer groups.

NOTE
If CA Technologies's virus scan software is installed on the enterprise or domain manager, CA ITCM
automatically scans the contents of a distribution container on an enterprise manager when a distribution is sent.
It also automatically scans the contents of a job container on a domain manager when a distribution is received.
When a job container is set up, the contents of the job container are automatically scanned.

Orders

There are several different types of orders for software delivery purposes, including:

• Library Item Registration orders
Distribute registered items and item procedures from the Software Package Library on the enterprise manager to the
domain manager libraries. The item registration orders include the library item and its registration information files.
To be distributed from a domain manager, software programs must be registered in the Software Package Library
on the domain manager. You can also create new versions of software packages and make use of the delta delivery
mechanism; that is, only distribute the files that are different from the previously distributed version.

• Installation and Removal orders
Install or uninstall a program on a computer or computer group.

• Fetch Item orders
Retrieve a specific file or files from the domain managers to a designated place on the enterprise manager.

• Library Item Deregistration orders
Deregister and delete items from a domain manager's Software Package Library or computer groups. When a program
is deregistered and deleted, all associated item procedures (both embedded and added) are deregistered as well.
Items from the Software Package Library on a domain manager can only be deregistered and deleted, if they were
initially distributed from the enterprise manager, and have not been installed on a computer at the domain.

• Activation orders
Initiate the program itself. For example, an activation order can be used to trigger the start of an archive program on a
remote computer.

• Configuration orders
Initiate changes in the configuration files on a remote computer. Configuration type tasks are defined as item
procedures.

• Software Policy orders
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Register and deregister software policies on domain managers.
• Library maintenance orders

Purge software and set as archived on the domain managers' libraries; for example, software not frequently used. This
is useful to preserve disk space. The software can be restored on demand.

The order flow from the Enterprise Manager to the Domain Manager is performed by using distribution containers. The
order flow from the Domain Manager to the target computers is performed by using job containers.

Once jobs are delivered to the target computer, the software delivery (SD) manager or the SD agent can initiate job
execution on the target computer.

Orders can include a trigger so that the SD manager initiates job execution. In the absence of a trigger, the agent uses
Job Check to contact the manager and initiate job execution. Orders are queued until Job Check checks for held orders.
The frequency, with which that check occurs depends on the Job Check options available to the operating system under
which the targeted computer is running.

Item procedures carry orders to install, uninstall, activate, and configure items on target computers. When an order is
received and activated, it proceeds as if the item procedure was initiated directly on that computer.

Orders Sent from the Domain Manager

Orders are sent from the domain manager to the target computers using a job container. The domain managers can target
both individual computers and computer groups.

All orders sent from a domain manager can be distributed using either of two methods:

• A simplified method that uses default settings
• A customized method from which you can define job options and flags

Reinstall procedures are useful when managing software. For more information, see Reinstallation Procedures.

You can attach a job execution calendar to a specific computer or computer group, or to the All Computers / All User
Profiles groups. The calendar is attached by right-clicking the computer or group icon, and selecting Software Jobs, Job
execution calendar, Attach. It can later be detached in a similar manner. The calendar definitions of the days, dates, and
times when processes can be performed are then used to control the execution of software jobs.

You can also use a job delivery calendar. On the Job Options tab you can specify for each job whether you want to use a
job delivery calendar. This calendar serves to control deliveries using Data Transport Service.

Configuration orders are similar to activation orders; both require that the associated library item already be installed. This
is also a prerequisite for uninstall orders.

Setting Up Job Containers on the Domain Manager

Jobs can be added to a job container to allow for a number of jobs to be grouped together. Job containers are implicitly
created when setting up jobs for computers or computer groups. There are several ways to create a job container:

• Drag and drop library items (software, software group, procedure or procedure group) on a computer or computer
group.
By using the left mouse button during the drag operation, the job is set up immediately using default settings. By using
the right mouse button, a small popup menu is displayed on drop, allowing you to use customized options.

• Copy library items to the clipboard and use the paste operation on the computer or computer group.
• Use the Deploy Software wizard.
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The wizard can be launched in context of a library item, computer, or computer group, and from the software jobs
folder.

• Clone the installations on a target computer by selecting Software Jobs, New, Software Deployment job based on
Targets Installation.

• Create a new job container, using an existing job container or software policy as template, by right clicking and
selecting New, Software Deployment Job based on.

By using the customized method, you can assign a name to the job container, and establish job linkage options for the
container. With the job linkage options, you can specify if jobs in the container are run independently of one another (no
linkage), or if upon failure of one job, the remaining jobs for that target are aborted (batch).

NOTE
The batch behavior can be customized using the 'Enable Transaction' property of the job container. If this
property is checked, all jobs in the job container, regardless of software procedure type, for a target which has
at least one failed job will be set to error during evaluation at the domain manager. If the 'Enable Transaction'
property is not checked, all jobs after the failed job will set to error during evaluation at the domain manager, but
any successfully set up jobs before the failed job will be allowed to run.

NOTE
Regardless of a job container linkage, procedures of type SXP, PKG, PIF, RPM, or MSI are, if possible, rolled
back on execution failure. If the job container linkage is batch and the 'Enable Transaction' property of the job
container is set, then entire chains of consecutive jobs of procedures of types SXP, PKG, and RPM will be
treated as a single atomic operation by the agent. On failure, the entire chain will automatically get rolled back,
if possible. Note that if the job container only contains procedures of types SXP, PKG, PIF, and RPM, the entire
container forms one single chain. However, it is possible to mix SXP, PKG, PIF, and RPM procedures with other
procedure types, like MSI or generic. In this case, multiple chains may be formed within a single job container,
but only the active chain will be considered for complete rollback on failure. In addition, the execution order set
by the manager for jobs within the job container may not be honored by the agent for procedures of types SXP,
PKG, PIF, and RPM. The Software Management component of the software delivery (SD) agent sorts the jobs
in an order suiting it best. This means, if the job order on the SD manager is A, B, C for three jobs, it may very
well be executed in the order B, C, A on the SD agent. Furthermore, if the 'Enable Transaction' property of the
job container is not set and, for example, job B fails, Software Management does not stop, but tries to execute
jobs C and A, too.

NOTE
Job execution can also be synchronized, meaning that a job is only activated when the previously contained job
has completed successfully, that is, all target computers have executed the job successfully.

NOTE
For job containers with batch or synchronized job linkage, the automatic cascade of dependent packages can be
disabled. For job containers with no linkage, the automatic cascade of dependent packages is always disabled.

If you click Set as default, you can save the settings in the Registry of the computer you are currently using. If there is
more than one person connecting to the same SD manager, and each is using Set as Default, then each user has unique
settings in a personal user registry.

Specifying Job Options

The Jobs tab on the Setup jobs dialogs lets you specify options for the individual jobs. The options can be applied to one
or more of the jobs (operates on the jobs selected in the list). You can also manipulate the order in which the jobs execute
and remove undesired jobs, using the buttons on the right hand side of the job list.
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Job Execution Permission

The job execution permission feature allows administrators to enable or disable the execution of any software delivery or
asset management jobs on a target computer. The job execution permission feature can be activated or deactivated either
on the target computer or remotely from the DSM Explorer.

Job execution permission on a target computer is controlled through the Restrict job execution configuration policy, which
indicates whether a software or asset job is disabled on the target computer.

If the management policy allows (that is, if the Restrict job execution configuration policy is locally managed on the
target computer), an administrator on a target computer may locally enable or disable asset jobs and software jobs from
running on the target computer. This can be set using the "Restrict Agent Jobs" check box on the General tab of the DSM
Properties, Common Agent dialog of the system tray.

As an alternative to this method the following command can be used from the command line:

caf restrictjobs [1 | 0]

Specifying 1 in the caf restrictjobs command disables jobs from executing on the target computer, specifying 0 enables job
execution. Specifying neither 1 nor 0 displays the current setting.

Prioritization of Software Jobs

The software delivery functionality allows the user to prioritize software jobs to achieve a dynamic and quicker deployment
of software packages, for example, patches, to end systems.

With this job prioritization feature, software packages are processed by their current priority rather than pushing them to
systems in the order they were scheduled. The priority basically controls in which order jobs are built and executed; the
higher the priority the more urgent the delivery.

The priority does not guarantee execution order. Even though jobs with higher priority are handled more often the original
activation time is honored and a job of lower priority may be executed before jobs of higher priority, if the delivery process
for the lower priority jobs has completed before the high priority job.

Priorities are set when setting up software policies or job containers (on the domain or enterprise manager) or distribution
containers (on the enterprise manager). Priority 1 is the highest, 5 is the default, and 10 is the lowest priority.

Job Execution on System Shutdown

When updating, for example, kernel drivers on a Linux scalability server, a reboot is required. Since these types of
managers are rebooted only occasionally, you need to schedule jobs for execution, while the computer is going to
shutdown.

By checking the Run at shutdown (UNIX only) box in the Job Properties, Procedure Options tab, a type of job is created
that is postponed on the target computer until the system is shut down.

If the box is checked, the Jobs will be triggered by Scalability Server box is automatically dimmed and not selectable,
since these two options are mutually exclusive.

The box is set by default, if the Run at shutdown (UNIX only) box is checked on the Options tab of the procedure used for
the job.

NOTE
Do not check the for the jobs targeted at non-UNIX computers. In such a case, the job never runs but times out.

Jobs for execution on shutdown must not be combined with standard jobs in the same container, since this postpones all
jobs of the container.
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Enabling Checking of Software Based Policies

The configuration policy, DSM/software delivery/ Manager/Check template policies, enables checks of software policies
when evaluating a job container.

For example, a software policy has a job assigned that ensures that the Software Catalog is not installed for the members
of the group associated with the software policy. Then, a job that installs the Software Catalog will fail in the evaluation
step for all targets that also belong to the given software policy.

If the Check template policies parameter is set to True, every job being set up fails in the evaluation step of the job
container, if the target is also a member of a template group that has been assigned contradicting jobs.

For example, software policy X has a job assigned that uninstalls an application. If a job is being set up to install the same
application, it fails for all computers that are members of the group associated with software policy X.

This task can be controlled from the DSM Explorer through Tasks, Policy, Job Policy.

Disabling Implicit Deliveries to Scalability Servers

Jobs through scalability servers will implicitly deliver software from the domain manager if not present in the scalability
server's library. To maintain a better control of the deliveries in the network, you can turn off implicit deliveries. If turned off,
jobs will fail if the required software is not present in the scalability server's library.

This task can be controlled in the tree view by navigating to Control Panel, Configuration, Software Job Management, or
Job Handling.

Using Scalability Server Libraries for Deliveries to Agents

Data Transport Service transfers are initiated by the Data Transport Service agent on the scalability server. The software
is extracted from the scalability server library. If the job uses an added procedure with new files (since a scalability server
library does not maintain such added procedures) or the software package is not registered with the scalability server
library, the domain manager library remains as the source for the transfers.

A transfer that fails causes all agents in the job depending on that transfer to fail. If the transfer completes with errors, or
the job is deleted, Data Transport Service cleans up all staging areas.

This function only covers Data Transport Service deliveries to agents only. Any other download method, like internal NOS
or NOS-less, is not covered by this function.

Reinstallation Procedures

Reinstalling SXP software on a target computer was a rather inconvenient procedure in the past, since you had first to
uninstall the software before installing it again. In addition, there always was a period of time when the software was not
available on the target computer. The reason was that it was not possible to have an uninstallation job and an installation
job in the same job container.

Software Management packages registered with the sd_registerproduct command are provided with an additional reinstall
configuration procedure, which is able to repair an existing product installation.

For Palm and Windows CE packages registered in the Software Package Library using individual Register commands
from the DSM Explorer, a reinstall procedure is always created together with an install procedure.

You can easily select a reinstallation procedure from the DSM Explorer.

Empty Jobs and Job Containers

There are a number of situations that a job is set up but there are no target computers to receive that job. Or, a job was
set up for a group that has no Execute permissions. This resulted, in the first case, in an empty job which was marked OK,
or, in the second case, in a job container with no jobs.
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The software delivery system behavior is as follows:

• If it can be determined when the job is set up that there are no target computers, an error is returned immediately.
• If no jobs could be set up, the job container is deleted.
• If the background evaluation of a job container results in no targets for the job, the job is marked by a warning symbol.

This can happen under the following circumstances:
– A job container with ACTIVATE, CONFIGURE, or UNINSTALL procedures has been set up with target computer

groups or computers as targets. When the container is evaluated, it is found that none of the target computers has
an installation of the item to which the item procedure belongs.

– A job container has been set up using any procedure, with target computer groups as targets. When the container
is evaluated, it is found out that the software delivery agent is not installed at all on the machine (for example, the
asset management agent only has been installed on the target computers.)

In these cases, a new job message states why no targets were found, for example, "No target computers found in
evaluation step" or "No target installations found in evaluation step".

Synchronize Software Job Records Procedure

The scalability server job procedure "Synchronize Software Job Records" is available for both Windows and Linux
operating environments. The procedure is of type activate.

Run this procedure only after a catastrophic manager failure to restore any lost job results and synchronize the contents of
delivered items with the staging library.

The procedure should only be run on all downstream scalability servers and on the domain manager machine itself, after
a domain manager machine has been restored after a crash. The procedure ensures that possible lost job results are
restored to the manager and that the staging library content is synchronized for the scalability servers.

Optimization of SXP Software Package Procedure Prerequisite Evaluation

This performance improvement concerns the evaluation of procedure prerequisites in SXP software packages as of
Unicenter Desktop and Server Management (Unicenter DSM) r11.2.

Only SXP packages that are created using the Software Management Packager for Windows, or using the CLI, or are
migrated from a pre-r11 manager, that is, Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0 SP1, are capable of delivering the optimization.

The improved procedure prerequisite evaluation is not backwards compatible with earlier versions of Unicenter DSM r11.
Therefore, it is switched off by default and must be enabled before any SXP packages containing procedure prerequisites
are registered in the Software Package Library.

Enabling the improved evaluation mechanism works only if all CA ITCM managers in the enterprise are at the minimum
release r11.2. Enabling the mechanism on a manager of an earlier Unicenter DSM r11 release has no effect.

Exporting SXP packages that contain procedure prerequisites from an r11.2 manager with the improved evaluation
mechanism enabled to an r11.2 manager with this mechanism disabled works and delivers the optimization. Exporting into
the other direction works but does not deliver the optimization.

Exporting packages that contain procedure prerequisites from an r11.2 manager with the improved evaluation mechanism
enabled to a pre-r11.2 manager will produce internal process errors in CA ITCM. This includes the scenario where the
enterprise manager is at release r11.2 but some or all linked domain managers are still at a pre-r11.2 release.

Exporting packages that contain procedure prerequisites from a pre-r11.2 manager (that is, at Unicenter DSM releases
r11.0 or r11.1) and importing into r11.2 works but does not deliver the optimization.

Migrating or importing SXP packages that contain procedure prerequisites from a pre-r11 manager (that is, Unicenter
Software Delivery 4.0 SP1) into r11.2 works but delivers the optimization only if the mechanism is enabled before the
migration is started.
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Registered packages containing nonoptimized procedure prerequisites can only get optimized by deleting them from
the Software Package Library and recreating or remigrating them after the improved evaluation mechanism has been
enabled.

To enable the improved procedure prerequisite evaluation use the following command:

ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -psitrm/usd/shared 

    -pnBuildQuerySQLWithParameters -v1

To disable the improved procedure prerequisite evaluation use the following command:

ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -psitrm/usd/shared 

    -pnBuildQuerySQLWithParameters -v0

Wake-on-LAN Control when Initiated by Job Check

Currently, any software delivery (SD) job sends Wake-on-LAN packets to wake up the target computer.

The SD scalability server configuration parameter Jobcheck: Disable Wake-on-LAN controls the behavior of Wake-on-
LAN with the SD job check initiation. If this configuration parameter is set to True, no Wake-on-LAN signature is set in the
job check trigger message.

The default value of this configuration parameter is False.

Note on Sending a Job to a Computer Running Apple Mac OS X

If a software delivery (SD) job is sent to a sleeping computer running Apple Mac OS X, the computer first gets woken up,
but the SD job itself is not started. This is because the computer running Mac OS X is still waking up when it receives the
trigger to perform the SD job.

However, the SD scalability server or manager will trigger the computer running Mac OS X again after 10 minutes
because the SD job is still active.

Activating the Item Procedure

After an order has been detected, the program identified by the item procedure is initiated. A Job Check dialog appears for
Windows target computers if the administrator selected the Prompt user option on the installation order. If the user clicks
Run, the installation begins immediately. If the user clicks Postpone, he can specify how much to postpone the execution.
If the user clicks Abort, the order is canceled and no further prompts are issued.

• Agent Users
Additionally, if the administrator checks Boot before, as well as Prompt user, when defining a job order for a Windows
target computer, a Reboot dialog prompts the Agent user.
The Agent user must indicate, before the job executes, if the reboot should be done now or postponed.
If the administrator checks Boot after (as well as Prompt user) when defining a job order for a Windows target
computer, the previous dialog prompts the Agent user after the job has been executed.

• Administrators
For a job order with the Boot option that is to be executed on the domain manager, the Administrator is first warned
that other jobs may fail.
If the warning is ignored and the administrator clicks Yes, the previous Job Check prompt appears asking when the
reboot is to be performed.

After the order has been received and accepted, the degree of user interaction required is determined by the item
procedure. If the item procedure prompts for target directories, those prompts are conveyed to the user.
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NOTE
The domain manager is not allowed to be targeted with a combination of the 'Reboot' and 'Job will be Triggered
by Server' options, as booting the scalability server at the specified job start time can lead to unexpected results.

Triggering an Immediate Check for Queued Jobs

The Start Job Check link in the System Tray triggers an immediate check for queued software delivery (SD) jobs. On
Windows a Job Check dialog appears.

If the SD agent detects a queued job, installation is initiated.

NOTE
The job option, "Jobs will be triggered by scalability server," is enabled for SD jobs by default. That means that
the scalability server activates the job at the scheduled time. If that option is disabled, the user on the target
computer is supposed to run the Job Check manually.

Pre- and Post-Job Check Processing

The pre- and post-Job Check processing features make it possible to run external executables before or after a software
delivery (SD) job. You can specify an executable that should run before the actual SD job is processed and an executable
that should run after the SD job, or the last SD job in a job chain, has run.

These executables are specified through the agent policies 'Jobcheck: Pre-command' and 'Jobcheck: Post-command", as
follows:

• Jobcheck: Pre-command
Specifies an executable that runs before an SD job or before the first SD job in a batch is processed. An example is
switching off an antivirus realtime monitor for the duration of a job container.
Default: empty

• Jobcheck: Post-command
Specifies an executable that runs after an SD job or after the last SD job in a batch is processed.
Default: empty

The Post-command is only run, if a Pre-command is also specified!

Pre- and post-Job Check processing takes place regardless of the job linkage setting (batch job, synchronized, or no
linkage) for a Job container tab.

NOTE

• If more than one job is run for a specific computer or user target, first the pre-Job Check executable is run, then all
jobs, and finally the post-Job Check executable. If an intervening reboot or logoff takes place during job execution, the
SD agent will run the post-Job Check executable, execute the reboot or logoff, then run the pre-Job Check executable,
and continue with job execution.

• If Restart machine or Logoff user is specified as an SD procedure option to take place before job execution, no pre- or
post-Job Check processing is done, until the first job in the job chain is to start executing.
If Restart machine or Logoff user is specified as an SD procedure option to take place after execution of a job or after
the last job in a chain, this does not cause any pre- or post-Job Check executables to run.

• Pre- and post-Job Check processing only takes place, if Job Check detects a waiting SD job. Job Check does not
automatically start pre- and post-Job Check processing.

Separated Delivery or Staging and Job Activation

If you create a job container when setting up jobs, a different dialog is displayed. For example, if you drag and drop a job
onto a computer or computer group and select Schedule jobs, a dialog is displayed.
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It is possible to define separate delivery and activation times, which allows you to separate the delivery of software and
the staging of jobs to the staging area on the scalability server or the target computers (if DTS NOS-less computers) from
the actual activation time of the job.

The activation time reflects the earliest possible activation time. If the delivery or staging exceeds the activation time, the
activation is postponed accordingly for the affected target computers.

The delivery time is set on each job. By default, the delivery time is set to the activation time for all jobs.

Synchronized job containers perform delivery and activation for each job processed, that is, the delivery of a job does not
start before the previous job has successfully completed.

NOTE
From a domain manager you can also choose the Schedule delivery to a Staging Library option when you drag
and drop a job onto a scalability server or scalability server group. This option displays another dialog that lets
you add items to the library of a downstream scalability server.

Viewing Current Installations

CA Client Automation maintains a record of all current product installations. This record can be viewed from the
perspective of the number of products installed on a particular computer or from the perspective of the number of
computers on which a particular program has been installed. Examples of each view follow.

The Installed Packages folder contains a list of all software packages that is installed or detected for the computer or
user.

The Installations folder lists all computers and users where the software package is installed.

 

Download Options

The download options apply to all agent operating environments currently supported by CA ITCM, unless otherwise noted.

The current agent operating system versions are listed in in the Certification Matrix available at CA Support.

• DTS - NOS-less
This download method, which does not apply to Windows CE agents, makes use of Data Transport Service for
downloading to NOS-less agents from their associated domain manager.
On Windows, the CA DSM Agent + Data Transport Plugin needs to be installed on the target before you can use this
download method.
On Linux and UNIX, the CA DSM Agent + Data Transport Plugin is installed together with the CA DSM Agent +
Software Delivery Plugin.
If you no longer need the DTS - NOS-less configuration, you can remove the DTS agent plug-in from the target using
an uninstall job, unless you need the DTS agent plugin.

• Internal - NOS-less
This procedure makes use of software delivery-internal protocols for downloading to NOS-less agents from their
associated domain manager or scalability server.

• Internal - NOS
This procedure makes use of the Microsoft Network or NFS for agent access to files on the domain manager or
scalability server, that is, network shares.
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Configuration of Download Method

The default download method for a computer is defined in the MDB on the manager. The computer properties dialog can
be used to set the download method for individual computers. In addition, the in-context pop-up menu for computers and
computer groups allow for setting the download method for multiple computers in one go.

The download method stored in the MDB is used during software deployment. Each software job will honor the download
method the target computer is configured to use at the time the job container is sealed and evaluated. Changing the
download method of a computer after a job container has been sealed and evaluated will not be honored by the software
jobs. Obviously, consecutive job containers will honor the new download method.

The default download method for a computer can also be configured from the agent. The agent command line interface
(sd_acmd SetDownloadMethod) provides the means to set the download method in the MDB. After a successful job check
and scalability server/domain manager information exchange the new value will appear in the MDB.

NOTE
The manager will only allow the download method to be set to DTS, if both the Software Delivery and Data
Transport Service agent components are registered for that agent in the MDB.

In addition to the command line method, the advanced tab in the DSM software delivery properties dialog of the CAF
system tray provides a graphical way of modifying the default download method for a computer. By modifying the row
named “Software Delivery: Request a specific Network Operating System”, the default download method MDB update
sequence is triggered.

Do not confuse the row named “Software Delivery: Request a specific Network Operating System” with the row “Software
Delivery: Network Operating System”. The latter modifies only the local configuration store of the agent with the purpose
of forcing the agent to use NOS-less download methods, even if the scalability server provides network shares. Setting it
to, for example, MS, does not guarantee the use of shares and it may get overridden by the default download method or
the scalability servers capabilities and configuration. The default download method of DTS cannot be overridden by the
agent.

Optimizing the Creation of Compressed Job Files

The following configuration policy parameters control the creation of compressed files:

• DSM/software delivery/shared/NOS-less attached
• DSM/software delivery/shared/NOS-less on the fly
• NOS-less attached

The 'NOS-less attached' parameter is used by domain manager and scalability server and defines support for NOS-
less agents connected to the scalability server or manager.
If set to Yes (which is the default), it forces the creation of a compressed package needed by NOS-less targets. 
If set to No, set the parameter "Neighbour Aware Software Distribution: Enable agent collaboration for software
deployment" also to False to ensure that the Server attempts to determine the need of this file.
If set to No, the scalability server or manager attempts to determine the need of this file (used in conjunction with the
'NOS-less on the fly' parameter).

• NOS-less on the fly
The 'NOS-less on the fly' parameter defines support for NOS-less agents connected to the manager.
If set to False, no compressed files will be created, if the above 'NOS-less attached' parameter is set to No.
If set to True, and the 'NOS-less attached' parameter is set to No at the same time, you can optimize CPU and disk
usage as in this case the compressed file is created only if needed.
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Use of Symbolic Links

The software delivery (SD) functionality provides an option to use symbolic links (also known as junction points in
Windows NT Technology) on domain managers or scalability servers running Windows NT Technology or Linux. The SD
system checks by itself, if it is possible to use symbolic links.

The advantage with using symbolic links is that they are very fast. The SD manager does not have to perform any
unnecessary copying of data which consumes both I/O bandwidth and CPU time, and disk space is not wasted.

The restrictions for the use of symbolic links are the following:

• The use of symbolic links only works in versions of Linux that support this feature.
• On Windows NT Technology, the use of symbolic links only works with the file system type NTFS5. No versions of FAT

support this option.
• The packages are not allowed to write into the ACTIVATE area folders. Doing so would affect the original source of the

packages. If any package writes into the ACTIVATE area, this feature has to be disabled by setting the DSM/software
delivery/shared/Use symbolic links configuration policy to False.

NOTE
You must have sufficient authority (user rights) on the computer when trying to use symbolic links, for example,
Administrator or Backup Operator.

Exporting a Library Image

You can use the Export Library Image function to export software packages for so-called offline software delivery, using
the agent's command line (sd_acmd) to execute container order files (COF). Multiple files can be exported simultaneously
by selecting them in the right pane of the DSM Explorer.

If multiple files are selected, the structure at the target directory is as follows:

Item 1

:

Item n

library.dct

The library.dct file contains the information about the names, versions, and types of the items.

Each exported software item has the same structure as in the Software Package Library.

NOTE
An installation source associated with external procedures is not exported into the location specified. Only an
embedded source will be exported. During execution of external procedures, the absolute paths defined in these
procedures will be used by the software delivery agent.

Offline Agent Operation

The software delivery (SD) functionality comprises offline distribution possibilities for Windows and Linux agents that
let you install and uninstall software packages for target computers that are offline of the domain manager or scalability
server and update the software inventory the next time the target computer comes online.

The offline distribution features can be particularly useful in case of communication breakdown (that is, no connection
between agents and the manager) or for Laptops that seldom dock.

Software packages exported from the Software Package Library can be installed and uninstalled using the "Agent
Administrative Commands" interface, sd_acmd, which is part of the Windows and Linux agents. A Job Container Order file
(COF), containing paths to packages to install or uninstall, is given to the command line interface.
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The SD agent service executes the Job Container, and manages necessary log offs and reboots. The execution is either
of the type no linkage or in batch form with an option to rollback SXP, PIF, and PKG packages in case of failure.

The job linkage option synchronized is not supported in this context.

You can use a batch file (.bat) to set up execution of more than one COF, with multiple calls to sd_acmd
ExecuteContainer. The container files should be executed in the same order as specified in the batch file.

Optionally, you can use sd_acmd WaitContainers after sd_acmd ExecuteContainer calls (in batch files) to wait for all
pending or running jobs to finish.

NOTE
During execution, feedback is given through an output result file and optionally through message dialogs.
Information about jobs executed by sd_acmd is stored in a local log file on the target computer for tracking
purposes.

The offline software inventory for the SD agent is updated and next time the agent contacts the scalability server the
inventory is uploaded.

A template file, template.cof, is present in the CONF directory.

NOTE
There is a special offline feature where you can place an offline container named Runonce.cof in the %sdroot%
\ASM\CONF directory and have it run once before the agent connects to the scalability server.

For details on the three sd_acmd commands that are used in handling COF files, ExecuteContainer, SecureContainer,
and WaitContainers, see the References guide, which is part of the CA ITCM online documentation set.

NOTE
You cannot execute unsecured Job Container Order Files. Use the sd_acmd command SecureContainer to
secure the COF. If the container is secured with the optional p (password) parameter, the same password must
be supplied on the command line when executing the container.

You cannot execute a modified secured job container order file. To resecure a COF, set the entry secured=1 to secured=0,
and reenter user account (Library section) and passwords (Library and Container sections) in the COF.

In a Windows NT Technology environment, everyone can secure containers. To be able to successfully execute an SD
offline job using sd_acmd ExecuteContainer, sufficient security privileges are needed. By default, only users assigned
local or global administrative rights are privileged to run the SD offline jobs.

Optionally, users who are members of the Windows NT Technology local group SDOFFLIN, or global domain group
SDOFFLIN, are privileged to run SD offline jobs.

The local group SDOFFLIN is created on all Windows NT Technology computers when installing SD functionality.
Administrators can create the global domain group SDOFFLIN, and add users to these groups, to enable the users to run
SD offline jobs.

UNIX has NIS, which acts similarly to domain user validation in Windows NT Technology. The NIS user group for offline
jobs is also called SDOFFLIN.

Restrictions

There is no support for $msi macro expansion. Hence, you cannot use job container order files to create MSI
administrative installations or network installations based on administrative installations (using the $msi macro). There
is no support for added procedures. Only procedures created before the software package was sealed are possible to
execute with job container order files.

There is no support for scheduling of containers or for renewing them. Only one Job Container Order File (COF) can be
executed at any given time. If an order is placed during the execution of another order, a queuing of the second sd_acmd
takes place.
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The sd_acmd execution fails with an exit code indicating the error, if Job Check is currently running. On the other
hand, Job Check cannot be run while sd_acmd is executing. The software delivery (SD) functionality handles this
synchronization lockout internally.

There is no support for Prompt user functionality or for expanding $cl macros to scalability server time; these macros
expand to local agent time. There is no support for NOS-less configuration or for NFS protocol connection to the SD
manager.

In a Windows NT Technology environment, the COF Executor only supports execution in the System context. This implies
the need to provide a user account and password when accessing a network share, which is not a NULL-session share
(the account should be one with the necessary access rights to the share).

Specific UNIX Restrictions

LogonShield and reboot logoff are not supported in UNIX environments.

Distributing Orders from the Enterprise Manager

Orders are distributed from the enterprise manager to the domains using a distribution container, which is basically a to-do
list sent from the enterprise to the domains. A distribution container includes one or more orders. There is no limit to the
number of orders that can be included in a single container. Distribution containers can include orders to perform any of
the following actions:

• Register an item or item procedure in a domain Software Package Library
• Install or uninstall a program
• Activate or cancel an activation order
• Deregister and remove programs
• Fetch items (files) from the domain
• Register or deregister a software policy on the domain
• Archive (purge) and restore library items

These actions occur in the order in which they are listed in the distribution container. When orders are sent from the
enterprise to a domain manager, they are processed automatically at the domain, without intervention by the local
administrator, if one exists.

Prerequisite to Setup a Distribution Order

As soon as a domain is linked to an enterprise manager, all its computers and scalability servers are replicated to the
enterprise manager.

Before you can distribute a delivery or staging order to a domain manager you will need to create a static or dynamic
computer group or a scalability server group, which is automatically replicated to the domains.

Individual computers and computer groups cannot be targeted from the enterprise manager. All targeting must be
performed using Computer and User Groups.

Defining Delivery Distribution Orders

To define delivery distribution orders open the Deploy Software Package wizard by right-clicking either the computer group
or a software package and follow the steps in the wizard.

Defining Deployment Distribution Orders

Open the Deploy Software Package wizard by right-clicking either the computer group or a software package and follow
the steps in the wizard.
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It is also possible to drag and drop (and copy/paste) library items onto computer groups. The advantage of using the
wizard is that it allows you to specify which domains to distribute the container to and to automatically include registration
orders of the software. The drag-and-drop approach only creates a distribution container which has to be sent to the
domains in an additional step.

Defining Staging Distribution Orders

Open the Stage Software Package Wizard by right-clicking either the Scalability Server group or a software package and
follow the steps in the wizard.

It is also possible to drag and drop (and copy/paste) library items onto scalability server groups. The advantage of
using the wizard is that it allows you to specify which domains to distribute the container to and to automatically include
registration orders of the software.

Defining Software Policy on Enterprise

When you run the Create Software Policy Wizard on the enterprise manager you can specify domains to where the policy
should be distributed. You also have the option to include registration orders of the software packages referred.

Software policies that are created on the enterprise manager and then distributed to the domain can be linked with locally
created and managed domain asset groups.

Monitoring Distribution Status

After an installation order has been distributed, you can monitor its progress by checking either status:

• Job status -- if the order was delivered from a domain manager
• Distribution status -- if the order was distributed from the enterprise manager

On the enterprise manager, you can find information about a distribution in the DSM Explorer from the Jobs/Software
Distributions folder. This folder displays the current status and distribution time of all distributed containers. The
distribution status for a particular library item can be viewed in the Software Package Library branch of the DSM Explorer.

Software Policies Settings

Using the Create Software Policy wizard you can define which Software should be installed automatically on members of
a computer group.

In the advanced software policy settings dialog you can establish whether the group is to be enabled for automatic
evaluation of group conformance. This lets you determine how jobs are executed on those computers that do not fulfill all
the conditions of group membership. Jobs can be automatically set up or set up and activated for members that do not
conform.

You can set job linkage options to specify if jobs are run independently, or if on failure of one job, the remaining jobs for
that target are aborted. Job execution can also be synchronized, meaning that a job is only activated when the previously
contained job has completed.

For an alternative template group evaluation mechanism, see Ad Hoc Evaluation.

The Evaluation tab on the New Software Policy dialog covers both scheduled and ad hoc evaluation settings.

Scheduled Evaluation

Using the options on the Evaluation tab of the New Software Policy dialog, evaluation schedules can be established.
Computer group membership can be evaluated on a specified schedule, or dynamically, meaning that the group is
evaluated every time it is used.
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You can also use a CA Common Services (CCS) calendar to determine the days, dates, and times during which group
membership evaluation is allowed.

For details of an alternative template group evaluation mechanism, see Ad Hoc Evaluation.

Adhoc Evaluation

When new computers are introduced or existing computers are reimaged, it is important to get them as quickly as possible
into the desired state, that jobs are set up for those target computers according to their software policy.

The evaluation mechanism runs not only on a scheduled basis but also at target registration time (called "adhoc"). Newly
registered targets are evaluated when they get registered, without having to consider all other registered targets in
the database. Using this approach, the scheduled evaluation frequency can be reduced to avoid the heavy evaluation
operations during business hours.

Two general mechanisms exist for introducing new managed computers into CA ITCM: preregistration and regular
registration.

• Preregistration
Preregistration is performed using any of the CA ITCM user interfaces, for example, the DSM Explorer. Preregistration
is also performed by Operating System Installation Management (OSIM) as part of computer reimaging.

• Regular registration
Regular registration is performed by the engine during collection from the scalability servers.

The main difference between the two mechanisms is in the collected inventory, or the lack of it in the case of
preregistration. This fact has an impact on the results of query evaluation and effectively on computer membership of
dynamic computer groups. Software policies are associated with computer groups and may as part of evaluation trigger
the evaluation of the associated computer group. The lack of collected inventory for preregistered computers may have
an impact on their membership in dynamic groups, and the evaluation of software policies may therefore not target
the preregistered computers. To address this, the configuration policy DSM/software delivery/Manager/Delay agent
preregistration actions can be used to postpone the evaluation of software policies for preregistered computers until the
first regular registration is performed by the engine.

Configuration Aspects

A configuration policy parameter, DSM/Software Delivery/Manager/Computer evaluation policy, controls whether the entire
on demand functionality must be switched on or off for all groups, thus overriding the individual group configurations. By
default, the entire on demand functionality is switched on.

When Agents are locked through moving, roaming, or reinstall after crash operations and are scheduled for on demand
evaluation, the evaluation attempt is aborted and a new attempt is made later. You can control the delay time using the
configuration parameter ‘Software policy evaluation: Ad-Hoc task evaluation delay time locked targets’ with a default delay
time of 30 minutes for the next evaluation attempt

This parameter lets you better control the evaluation behavior than through the configuration parameter ‘Software policy
evaluation: Ad-Hoc task evaluation delay time’, which has a default delay time of 10 minutes.

Target Evaluation

During registration, targets are marked to be scheduled for evaluation. The configuration policy, DSM/software delivery/
Manager/Computer evaluation task computer count limit, controls how many targets can be evaluated in one go.

For software policy evaluations observe the following:
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• Activation and configuration type jobs may be assigned to rerun every time the scheduled evaluation is performed.
This is not enforced during ad hoc evaluation.

• If the check box “Do not regenerate jobs for the members that have earlier failed for this policy” is checked, new job
containers for exception members are not set up, if a failed job container exists from a previous activation ordered by
the evaluation. If the previous job container has been deleted manually, reevaluation of the template will set up jobs as
appropriate.

Relation to Moving Targets and Reinstall After Crash

Targets involved in ongoing move or RAC operations are excluded from the ad hoc (and scheduled or unscheduled)
evaluation, until the other operations have completed. The reason is, that any moved or RAC records may satisfy the
conditions made by the Software Policy.

If some targets are not evaluated due to ongoing move or RAC operations, the evaluation task remains, until the other
operations have completed and the targets have been evaluated.

Rerunning Installation Procedures Using Software Policies

Through job templates defined in software policies, you can specify "Remove existing installation records and rerun the
selected procedure" that, on Policy evaluation removes existing installation records and reruns the installation procedure
regardless of whether the software is already recorded as being installed.

For example, if software has been uninstalled manually without using the software catalog, this change is not reflected
in the Software Delivery job history in the MDB. With this feature you can rerun the installation procedure even if the
Software Delivery job history indicates that the software is already installed.

WARNING
Use this feature with great care. If set up wrongly, jobs may be scheduled to run each time the software policy
is evaluated, potentially causing an undesired load on the infrastructure! Also, the software policy reruns the
specified procedure not taking into account whether that procedure is suitable for rerunning or not. The decision
if the use of the rerun feature with any particular installation procedure is appropriate is left to the user!

Delivering Virtual Applications
After a virtual application software package has been registered in the Software Package Library on the enterprise or
domain manager, you can distribute it to other networked computers using the standard software delivery methods.
However, there are some requirements and processes that are unique to virtual application package delivery. The
following sections provide details about these requirements and processes:

• How Virtual Application Deployment Works
• Preparing a Target Computer for Deployment of a Microsoft App-V Virtual Application Package
• Preparing a Target Computer for Deployment of a VMware ThinApp Virtual Application Package
• Deploy a Virtual Application Software Package
• Deploy a Virtual Application Software Package Update
• Roaming and Virtual Application Deployment
• How Roaming Works with Virtual Applications

How to Deploy Virtual Application

Contents

After the virtual application package that you created with the Virtual Application Package Registration Wizard is included
in the Software Package Library, you can then deploy it and manage it using standard software delivery methods. Virtual
application packages can be registered on the enterprise (EP) management tier or the domain management tier. A virtual
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application package should not be registered on both the EP and domain management tiers. If you register a virtual
application package on the EP management tier, it can then be distributed to the domain management tiers and lower
levels.

Virtual application package deployment goes through the following general stages:

1. The administrator verifies that vendor infrastructure software is installed on target computers.

NOTE
You may need to reboot the target server after installing the Microsoft System Center Application
Virtualization Streaming Server. The Streaming Server set-up process initiates this reboot.

2. The administrator creates software jobs to deploy the virtual application packages to target computers. The
administrator can create software jobs for virtual application packages using the same methods used to create
software jobs for regular application packages.

3. The administrator deploys the virtual application Staging package to the scalability server. The scalability server also
functions as the streaming server.

NOTE
If the target computer roams to a new scalability server, the new server must have the Staging package
installed as well. For more information on roaming, see the Software Delivery Administration Guide.

4. The administrator deploys the Standalone and Streaming packages from the domain manager to the target computers.
The administrator can also stage packages on the scalability server before deployment to target computers. The
administrator can use standard software delivery deployment methods to deploy virtual application packages to target
computers.

NOTE
For more information about virtual application deployment, see the Software Delivery Administration Guide.

Preparing a Target Computer for Deployment of a Microsoft App-V Virtual Application

Before you can deploy a Microsoft App-V virtual application package to a target computer, you need to verify that the
target computer is ready for the virtual application. The following sections explain the preparation of the target computers.

Dependencies -- The following table identifies the dependencies for virtual application packages created from Microsoft
App-V images.

Package Type Dependencies

Server Staging Microsoft System Center Application Virtualization Streaming
Server

Client Standalone or Streaming Microsoft Application Virtualization Desktop Client
Microsoft SML Parser 6.0
Microsoft Visual C++ 2005 SP1

Client Standalone or Streaming for Remote Desktop Services Microsoft Application Virtualization Desktop Client
Microsoft SML Parser 6.0
Microsoft Visual C++ 2005 SP1

The infrastructure components must be available on the target servers and clients in order for the virtual application to
work. You can use your own local procedures to make these components available on the target computers, or you can
use CA Client Automation to create Software Delivery packages for the infrastructure components of Microsoft App-V.
These infrastructure packages can then be imported into the Software Package Library using existing software delivery
methods. (For more information on creating these infrastructure packages, see the Software Delivery Administration
Guide.)
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Server configuration for streaming communications -- For virtual applications that are streamed to target computers,
the target computer must recognize the name of the streaming server. The DSM scalability server acts as the App-V
streaming server. Therefore, the App-V streaming server must be installed on the DSM scalability server.

The Microsoft App-V streaming server uses two protocols for streaming communications: RTSP (not secured) and RTSPS
(secured). The default protocol and port for the Microsoft App-V streaming server are RTSP and port 554. If you want
to use the secured RTSPS protocol with port 322, you must configure the streaming server. If you are using the CA-
provided infrastructure package templates, you must configure the streaming server before including it in the template. For
information about configuring the Microsoft App-V streaming server, see the Microsoft product documentation.

Client configuration for streaming communications -- The default protocol and port for the Microsoft App-V client are
RTSP (not secured) and port 554. If you want to use the secured RTSPS protocol with port 322 (for example, to match
the streaming server configuration), you can set the Deploy Virtual Applications Policy Group accordingly and apply
it to the agents. (See the description of the Deploy Virtual Applications Policy Group.) Then, if a new Microsoft App-V
virtual application package is registered and deployed with the default protocol and port, the agent replaces the default
settings with the protocol and port specified in the policy. For an existing application installation on the target computer,
you must deploy the Streaming package again using the procedure "reinstall", which is part of the Streaming package.
This procedure uses the new protocol and port when the user launches the application. Also, the shortcuts on the target
computer are updated the next time the user logs onto the computer.

NOTE

You can deploy virtual application packages on target scalability servers and target computers running the
Windows operating system, but not UNIX or Linux operating systems.
The Microsoft App-V sequencer does not support Windows 2000. Thus, Windows 2000 cannot be supported as
a client for running AppV virtual applications.
Microsoft Application Virtualization Desktop Client Version 4.51 does not support 64-bit Windows operating
systems. Thus, computers with 64-bit Windows systems cannot be supported for running App-V virtual
applications (Standalone and Streaming packages).

Authorization -- The end user on the target computer needs authorization to access a virtual application, which is located
on a network drive on the scalability server. Authorization can be achieved by a trusted connection between the target
computer and the server. If a trusted connection does not exist, the end user will be prompted for a user name and
password.

NOTE
For more information about virtual application deployment, see the Software Delivery Administration Guide.

Preparing a Target Computer for Deployment of a VMware ThinApp Virtual Application

Before you can deploy a VMware ThinApp virtual application package to a target computer, you need to verify that the
target computer is ready for the virtual application. The following sections explain the preparation of the target computers.

Dependencies -- The following table identifies the dependencies for virtual application packages created from VMware
ThinApp images.

Package Type Dependencies

Server Staging No dependencies

Client Standalone or Client Streaming ThinReg.exe utility

ThinApp virtual application Staging packages for the server do not need any prerequisites. However, the Standalone and
Streaming packages that deploy ThinApp packages to target computers call the ThinReg.exe utility.

WARNING
The ThinReg.exe utility must be found in the PATH environment on the target computer. If it is not, the
deployment of the virtual application package on the target computer is not successful.
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You can use your own local procedures to make the ThinReg.exe utility available on the target computers, or you can use
CA Client Automation to create a software delivery package for the ThinReg.exe utility. This infrastructure package can
then be imported into the Software Package Library using existing software delivery methods. (For more information on
creating these infrastructure packages, see the Software Delivery Administration Guide.)

NOTE
You can deploy virtual application packages on target scalability servers and target computers running the
Windows operating system, but not UNIX or Linux operating systems.

Authorization -- The end user on the target computer needs authorization to access a virtual application, which is located
on a network drive on the scalability server. Authorization can be achieved by a trusted connection between the target
computer and the server. If a trusted connection does not exist, the end user will be prompted for a user name and
password.

NOTE
For more information about virtual application deployment, see the Software Delivery Administration Guide.

Deploy a Virtual Application Software Package

You can use the following overall procedure, along with the standard software delivery deployment methods, to deploy a
virtual application package.

To deploy a virtual application software package

1. Verify that the target servers and clients are ready for deployment of virtual applications.

NOTE

Vendor infrastructure software must be installed on the target servers and clients. You can complete this
step using your own local procedures or you can use the infrastructure package templates provided with
CA Client Automation. See the following descriptions for more information: Preparing a Target Computer for
Deployment of a Microsoft App-V Virtual Application and Preparing a Target Computer for Deployment of a
VMware ThinApp Virtual Application.

You may need to reboot the target server after installing the Microsoft System Center Application
Virtualization Streaming Server. The Streaming Server set-up process initiates this reboot. 

2. Verify that there are three software packages - Staging (SG), Standalone (SA), and Streaming (SM) - in the Software
Package Library for the virtual application that you want to deploy.

3. Deploy the Staging package to all required scalability servers (servers connected to target computers where a
streamed virtual application is deployed).
You should deploy any infrastructure packages first.

NOTE
After you install a Microsoft App-V Staging package on a scalability server, there may be a delay (possibly up
to 30 minutes) before the package becomes available for use. If the end user launches an App-V Streaming
virtual application before the Staging package is available, an error message appears.

4. Deploy a Standalone or a Streaming package to each target computer.
You should deploy any infrastructure packages first.
The virtual application software packages are installed.

NOTE

When you uninstall a Standalone virtual application, uninstall the SA package first from the target computer and
then uninstall the SG package. For a Streaming virtual application, uninstall the SM package on the client first
and then uninstall the SG package on the server.
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The end user on the target computer should not start a Microsoft App-V virtual application by double-clicking on
the .osd file. If the user does so, the communications with the streaming server may not function properly. The
user should start the application by using the desktop shortcut or the Start menu.

Deploy a Virtual Application Software Package Update

You can use the following overall procedure, along with the standard software delivery deployment methods, to deploy a
virtual application package update.

To deploy a virtual application software package update

1. Verify that the target servers and clients are ready for deployment of virtual applications.

NOTE

Vendor infrastructure software must be installed on the target servers and clients. You can complete this
step using your own local procedures or you can use the infrastructure package templates provided with
CA Client Automation. See the following descriptions for more information: Preparing a Target Computer for
Deployment of a Microsoft App-V Virtual Application and Preparing a Target Computer for Deployment of a
VMware ThinApp Virtual Application.

You may need to reboot the target server after installing the Microsoft System Center Application
Virtualization Streaming Server. The Streaming Server set-up process initiates this reboot.

2. Verify that there are two software packages - Staging (SG) and Standalone (SA) - in the Software Package Library for
the virtual application update that you want to deploy.

NOTE
Staging and Standalone packages only are needed for virtual application updates. The Streaming package
contains only links to the Staging package and the virtual application. These links do not need to be updated.

3. Deploy the Staging package to all required scalability servers (servers connected to target computers where a
streamed virtual application is deployed).

4. Deploy the Standalone package to each target computer where it is required.
The virtual application software package updates are installed.

Roaming and Virtual Application Deployment

Contents

A target computer is said to be roaming when it moves from one location to another within the enterprise network. As a
result of the move, the target computer may need to connect to a new scalability server. This move may happen because
the user is working in a new office, and the user’s computer needs to connect to the local scalability server instead of the
original scalability server. Also, if there are organizational changes in the enterprise that affect the structure of the network,
some target computers may be assigned to different scalability servers.

For target computers that run virtual applications in streaming mode, the scalability server also functions as the streaming
server. With streamed virtual applications, the applications must be staged on the scalability server connected to the
target computer in order for the applications to run on the target computer. Thus, if a target computer moves to a new
location and a new scalability server, the new scalability server may also become the new streaming server. The Staging
packages for all virtual applications that are streamed to the target computer must be installed on the new scalability
server before the new server can function as a streaming server. See the description of Virtual Application Packages for
more information on the types of virtual application packages.

To avoid problems with running streamed virtual applications on a roaming target computer, the CA ITCM agent on the
target computer performs some checks before changing the computer’s streaming server. These checks do not affect the
switch to the new scalability server. The target computer does roam to the new scalability server. The checks determine
whether the new scalability server also functions as the streaming server. If the result of the checks is successful,
the streaming server is changed to the new scalability server. If the result of the checks is not successful, the original
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scalability server continues to function as the streaming server. See the description of How Roaming Works with Virtual
Applications for more information.

NOTE

• Roaming does not affect the deployment of Standalone virtual application packages or the preparation of scalability
servers for streaming mode operation.

• You can turn roaming off by setting common configuration policy parameters. If you do so, the original scalability server
is always kept as the streaming server. See the DSM Explorer Help for more information about configuration policies
and the Deploy Virtual Applications policy group in particular.

How Roaming Works with Virtual Applications

Virtual applications that are streamed to a target computer need to have their corresponding Staging packages installed
on the scalability (streaming) server connected to the target computer. If a target computer roams (moves) to a new
location and a new scalability server, the Staging packages for all streamed virtual applications must be installed on the
new scalability server before the applications can run on the target computer.

To avoid problems with running streamed virtual applications on roaming computers, the CA ITCM agent on the target
computer performs some checks before changing the computer’s streaming server. These checks do not affect the switch
to the new scalability server. The target computer does roam to the new scalability server. The checks determine whether
the new scalability server also functions as the streaming server. If the result of the checks is successful, the streaming
server is changed to the new scalability server. If the result of the checks is not successful, the original scalability server
continues to function as the streaming server.

Different checks and procedures are performed depending on the technology that was used to create the virtual
applications. In the case of VMware ThinApp, for example, the check for roaming is carried out with the user login. These
checks are run each time the user logs into the target computer.

NOTE
For Microsoft App-V virtual applications streamed to roaming computers, the switch to the new streaming server
needs to be performed by reinstalling the streamed virtual application packages on the target computer.

The following sections describe the process of checking a new scalability server for VMware ThinApp and Microsoft App-V
virtual applications.

VMware ThinApp

1. CA ITCM checks if the scalability server has changed when the user logs into the target computer.
2. CA ITCM connects to the new scalability server if it has changed.
3. CA ITCM searches the new scalability server for the Staging package that corresponds to each virtual application that

is deployed on the target computer.
a. CA ITCM uses the new scalability server as a streaming server for all applications that have corresponding Staging

packages on the new server.
b. CA ITCM uses the original scalability server as a streaming server for all applications that do not have

corresponding Staging packages on the new server.

Microsoft App-V

In the case of roaming, the switch to the new streaming server needs to be performed by reinstalling the streamed virtual
application packages on the target computer.

No further checks are performed for Microsoft App-V, since the technology does not currently permit them.

NOTE
As a best practice, deploy the Staging package for each virtual application on all scalability servers (running the
Windows operating system) in your network.

1. CA ITCM allows adoption to a new scalability server in case it has changed.
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2. CA ITCM connects to the new scalability server if it has changed.
3. CA ITCM uses the new scalability server as a streaming server for all virtual applications that are deployed on the

target computer.

Software Package Catalog
Contents

The Software Catalog is an easy-to-use software delivery tool that lets you manage software on your computer from a
library provided by the administrator.

The administrator creates packages of software products that are licensed within the company and places them in the
Software Catalog library. You can place an order for this package using the Software Catalog. The software is delivered to
your computer, installed, and made ready to use with little or no additional input.

The Software Catalog lets you perform the following tasks:

• Add software
• Customize software
• Remove software
• Check the status of the software order

WARNING
The Software Catalog is available only for Windows operating environments and requires the software delivery
agent plug-in.

Accessing and Viewing the Software Catalog

The administrator can fill the catalog folder in the Software Package Library with registered software from the other
folders. Normally this software is for the use of all desktop users.

The administrator can restrict software to special computers or users by using the context menu option Software Jobs,
Publish software in Catalog for computer or user groups and select dedicated software in the wizard dialog.

The administrator can also copy and paste Computer, User or Software Groups to the Catalog folder and configure them
or register software directly into it.

NOTE
Software is only visible in the Software Catalog at client side, if it contains at least one Catalog-enabled
installation procedure.

Configuring the Software Catalog for the Desktop User

The administrator is responsible for distributing the Software Catalog to a number of agents and needs to set up a library
of software and make it available in the Software Catalog.

If the agent is configured to register User Profiles, the Software Catalog offers the user to install software for their own
personal usage. A typical scenario for this feature is when a computer is shared among several users.

Disable Job Check

The Job Check icon in the Software Order Status screen enables the desktop user to initiate a software delivery process,
if the software package has been staged and is ready to be delivered. This always happens automatically, but not
necessarily immediately.
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The administrator can disable the Job Check icon by setting the DSM/software delivery/Agent/HideJobCheckIcons
parameter in the configuration store (comstore). If this paremeter is set, the Job Check icon does not appear in the
Software Order Status screen. For the change to take effect, you must restart the Software Catalog.

Specify the Type of Installation

Most software packages can typically be installed in only one way; however, depending on the company, the administrator
may decide to package the same software program in a number of different ways. For example, the marketing department
wants a word processor with a lot of extra clipart and fonts, whereas the accounting department only wants the bare
bones installation. These types of installations are left at the discretion of the administrator.

The administrator may have a default type of installation, and this can be specified when registering the software package
using software delivery functions. If there is a default type, the user can choose the default type of installation in the Select
Type of Installation step or must explicitly select another type of installation.

User Parameters and the Software Catalog

You cannot enable procedures that use the $up macro for use from the Software Catalog. This is because the Software
Catalog dialogs provide no means for the desktop user to enter a user parameter.

Installation of the Software Catalog

Currently, there is one kind of installation, the default installation. If you perform the express agent installation, the Catalog
is selected by default.

Performing a custom installation and selecting Software Delivery as functionality and Agent as feature, you can use the
Software Delivery button in the Configure Agent screen. The default selection is Install Software Catalog.

The Software Catalog can be installed additionally to a software delivery agent through the Software Package Library. In
the DSM Explorer, open the package CA DSM Agent + Software Delivery Plug-in in the Software Package Library and
drag and drop the procedure 'Catalog: Add' onto the target computer.

NOTE
To use the Software Catalog, Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 or newer is required.

Adding Software from the Software Catalog

Using the Add Software wizard you can order software to be delivered to your computer or, if the User Agent is enabled
on your computer, personal account (user profile).

The Add Software task consists of the following steps:

• Choose Software to Order
Select one software package to install on your computer or account. Only software is listed that you are allowed to
install from the Catalog library.

• Select Type of Installation
Most software packages can typically be installed in only one way; however, the administrator may have decided to
provide different ways to install the software package you are ordering.

• Confirm Order
The software package and installation type you selected are listed and you can confirm the order with Order Now.
Optionally, you can specify to be notified before the delivery starts.

NOTE
If you choose a software package that has already been installed on the local computer using the chosen
installation type (item procedure), you will be notified. If you proceed with the order, the software will be
reinstalled as opposed to installed, which is useful if your computer has been reinstalled with a fresh copy of
the operating system, but the software delivery function still has its old installation records.
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Finally, an acknowledgement dialog confirms that your order is in progress and lets you select to monitor the order status.

For detailed information on each of the steps, see the Software Catalog online help.

Maintaining Computers
This section provides information about:

• Moving computers between domain managers in different domains or in the same domain (roaming)
• Reinstall After Crash (RAC)

Moving Computers

CA ITCM supports movement of agents or the targets of an agent, such as user profiles, user accounts, and docking
devices, and their job history between domain managers. This functionality has become crucial with increasingly mobile
environments. Computers are relocated between offices that belong to different domains and are managed by different
domain managers. Often the computers are not reinstalled between the moves, and the history (for example, the records
of the installation, activation and configuration jobs) of the computer residing on the previous domain manager is still valid.

The move function primarily focuses on permanent moves between domain managers rather than frequent roams of
mobile workers, when they stay with the management by the same domain manager.

Moving Computers Between Domains

This section provides information about the following features for moving computers between domains:

• Permanent Move and Prerequisites
• Scope of the Move Operation
• Permanent Move Operation
• Role of the Scalability Servers
• Connecting for the Move and Moving Target Records
• Moving Scalability Server Records
• Moving and Reinstalling After Crash
• Status of Move Operation in DSM Explorer Interface
• Canceling a Move Operation
• Restrictions of Move Functionality
• MSI Support for Moving or Roaming Targets

Permanent Move and Prerequisites

A permanent move means that:

• The new domain manager manages the agent and all targets (that is, user profiles and user accounts) handled by the
agent.

• Any successful job records for installed software stored on the previous domain manager are imported to the new
domain manager.

• The agent and its targets are deleted from the previous domain manager, as they no longer are managed by it.

Prerequisites for a successful move operation are:
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• All domain managers between which moves are to be supported must have a communications link between them,
because communication failures will cause the registration of new agents to report a previous domain manager to fail
(these agents will stay locked by the move operation until they become obsolete).

• All managers' UTC times (Coordinated Universal Time) should be synchronized in order for the record age comparison
to work as designed. Different time zones have been considered. If the manager UTC times are not synchronized, the
age of the records cannot be correctly determined. This will lead to unexpected moves.

• All software delivery components should have the same version. Contact CA Technologies Technical Support for
technical assistance and instructions for older software delivery agent versions.

Scope of the Move Operation

A move operation includes the movement of all (successful) installation records and corresponding successful activation
and configuration records. The installation history of successfully uninstalled software is not moved, and failed activation
or configuration records are not moved, because they are not relevant to describe the current status of an agent. The
move operation moves only the currently logged in user profile. This ensures that inactive users are not stored in the MDB
forever. If the computer has multiple user profiles, you can move the required profiles by logging into each user account
that you want to move.

NOTE
A move can be seen as a rather resource consuming operation, including connecting to the previous domain
manager, enumerating all job records, and updating the job history for the target. In the case of a massive move
operation covering at least many hundreds of computers, we recommend that multiple targets be moved from
the same previous domain manager at the same time, because one connection can be shared for all the moves.

When the agent is reconfigured, it is imperative that the installation records for the agent are moved from the previous to
the new domain manager for continued successful management of that particular agent.

A scalability server is not directly involved in permanent moves between domain managers. However, the moving agent
can connect to the domain manager through a scalability server, and the scalability server itself can move to a new
domain manager.

If a scalability server is moved, every delivery record is also moved. Even though the scalability server objects themselves
are moved with their corresponding installation, activation, configuration, and delivery records, the targets connecting
through that scalability server are moved on the next successful connection. This means that there can be a considerable
time delay between the move of the scalability server and the targets connecting through that scalability server.

A move operation is a transaction. This means, that any failures during a move, like software exceptions or
communication errors, will rollback the move operation. A new attempt will be made the next time the computer move
operation is run.

For More information about agents and scalability servers move operations, refer to ITCM Implementation Guide.

Permanent Move Operation

It is important that the UTC times of all managers and scalability servers, which are involved in a move operation, are
synchronized in order for record age comparison to work. Consideration has been taken to different time zones.

It is assumed that software on the computer being moved is left intact during the move. If any software is manually
removed or added during the move, it is imperative that any changes are also recorded at the new domain manager,
which now manages the computer, for example, by manually deleting install records for software, which was manually
removed.

Every time an software delivery (SD) agent connects to a manager or scalability server, a message is passed to the
agent. The message contains information about the address of the domain manager managing the agent and the
current scalability server's UTC time. The agent stores the domain manager address locally. When the agent detects a
change in the domain manager address between two consecutive connections, the previous domain manager address is
remembered for each of the targets handled by the SD agent (for example the user profiles)
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The previous domain manager address is passed up the SD infrastructure to the new domain manager, which attempts to
perform the move operation.

This activity is repeated for each of the targets handled by the agent and every time the agent moves to a new domain
manager.

The agent is using the passed scalability server UTC time in calculating its reference counter, which is a sort of timestamp
of every connection. The reference counter is passed up the infrastructure to the domain manager. It is used to determine
which of two compared target records are more recent during a move operation.

Since the SD manager time cannot always be trusted, the SD agent performs a sanity check by comparing it with its
previous reference counter. If the current scalability server UTC time indicates that the previous reference counter should
be increased, the UTC time is used to calculate the new reference counter.

However, if the current manager UTC time indicates that the reference counter should be decreased, the SD agent
discards this UTC time, and just increments the previous reference counter to ensure that a greater value is used for each
connection to the scalability server.

For newly installed SD agents, the reference counter is always initialized using the current scalability server UTC time.

Role of the Scalability Servers

A scalability server is responsible for passing the previous domain manager address on behalf of the target to the domain
manager. If a target is removed from the domain manager due to a move or remove operation, it will be removed from the
scalability server as well.

If a scalability server is moved from one domain manager to another domain manager, make sure that the agents of this
scalability server register with the new manager before moving one of the agents; otherwise, the move of the agent will
fail. You can register the agents manually using the command, caf register, or wait until the agents automatically register
with the new domain manager according to the schedule.

Connecting for the Move and Moving Target Records

On a successful connection between the two domain managers, the previous domain manager is queried for the
existence of a record of the currently processed target (for example, the user account and user profile), as follows:

• If the previous domain manager does not hold a record for the target, the move is ignored.
• If the previous domain manager holds a record for the target, a comparison of the reference counters of the two

target records is performed. If the previous domain manager stores a newer reference counter, the move is aborted.
Otherwise, the move operation continues.

• The attributes of the target on the previous domain manager are not moved, since the ones that were currently
reported are assumed to be more up to date.

• If the target record on the previous domain manager is locked by a move operation, a check is made to find out if the
two domain managers are waiting to move records between each other. If this is the case, the target with the highest
(that is, latest) reference counter is assumed to be valid and the move operation continues, if the current domain
manager holds the record. If the move operation on the previous domain manager is waiting to move records from a
third domain manager, the move operation is postponed until the other move is completed.

Next, the previous domain manager is inquired for its current time. The returned time is compared with the time of the
current domain manager, and the time deviation (time zone) is determined. For every installation record associated
with the target on the previous domain manager, a new record is created on the current domain manager, maintaining
its completion date and time by applying the calculated time deviation. Any successful activation and configuration
records associated with a moved installation record are also moved. Software items not registered in the current domain
manager's Software Package Library are marked as detected. The output file is not moved due to performance reasons.

After a successful move of all the records, the target record on the previous domain manager is deleted together with all
associated installation, activation, configuration, and un-installation records.
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After a move has been successfully performed and completed, the target is unlocked.

NOTE
The move operation is a transaction. If an error occurs during the move, the whole operation is rolled back to be
reattempted the next time the computer move operation is run.

Moving Scalability Server Records

If the target being moved is a scalability server, it will follow the same logic as for regular targets, with one addition: any
successful scalability server delivery records are moved as well.

If the delivery records are associated with software not registered in the new domain manager's Software Package
Library, they will be ignored. However, registering the software in the new domain manager's Software Package Library
and then running the scalability server synchronization procedure can recreate them.

Moving targets connecting through a moved scalability server is not part of the scalability server move operation. All
targets connecting through the moved scalability server will eventually register to the new domain manager through
the scalability server, and move from the previous domain manager using the conventional auto registration and move
mechanisms.

Scalability Server and Agent Move Operation

If a scalability server is moved from one domain manager to another domain manager, make sure that the agents of this
scalability server register with the new manager before moving one of the agents; otherwise, the move of the agent will
fail.

Also, if you move a scalability server from one domain manager to another domain manager, make sure that the agents of
this scalability server register with the new manager before using of the Software Catalog on individual agents connected
to that scalability server; otherwise, using the catalog will fail.

You can register the agents manually using the "caf register" command or wait until the agents automatically register with
the new domain manager according to the schedule.

Moving and Reinstalling After Crash

If a target is moving and the new domain manager detects the occurrence of a reinstall after crash (RAC), the move
operation will take precedence over the reinstall functionality. After a successful move, the RAC operation is invoked to
reinstall all moved job records.

Reinstall after crash is initiated if the UUID (Universal Unique Identifier) changes after the target has registered to the new
domain manager, but before the move operation is completed.

NOTE
If the target is reinstalled during the physical move (that is, before the move operation has been initiated), no
move of job records will occur, because the software delivery (SD) agent holds the previous domain manager
address, and this information is lost after a reinstall of the agent or operating system.

If a target has moved to a new domain manager, and RAC is detected for the target on the previous domain manager, the
move operation will be postponed until the remote RAC has completed.

For example, the SD agent was connected to a scalability server downstream of the previous domain manager before
it moved to the current domain manager. The target has executed all RAC jobs, but the scalability server has still not
reported the RAC results to its domain manager. When the scalability server has reported the RAC results to its domain
manager, the move of records between the two domain managers takes place.

Status of Move Operation in DSM Explorer Interface
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The DSM Explorer GUI shows the progress of the move operations. The Status column shows the status of the Move
operation, for example, choose All Computers and have a look at the right-hand pane.

Canceling a Move Operation

A move may be impossible, for example, if the previous domain manager has been lost because of a hardware crash.
After the software delivery agents have been reconfigured to connect to a new domain manager, the name of the previous
domain manager is still reported to the new one, and a move is scheduled. To handle these scenarios, you can select one
or more targets, right-click, and select Abort move operation, which leads to loss of the job history for the affected targets.

Restrictions of Move Functionality

Moves between different versions of domain managers may be not supported, if great changes in the API protocol
have been incorporated between two versions of the software delivery functionality. Also, moves from legacy Unicenter
Software Delivery 4.0 Local Servers are not supported.

No job output files are moved due to performance considerations.

The move of computers is supported for automatically registering target computers.

Target computers registered manually, using the DSM Explorer, do not support a move from a previous domain manager
at registration time with the current domain manager

The move operation handles upgrades, but if the agent system is reimaged between the moves, no automatic move
operation can be performed, since all information about the previous domain manager is lost with the new operating
system image. The same applies, if the agent is uninstalled and later reinstalled.

The move functionality is not intended for frequently roaming agents, but rather solves the problem of infrequent
permanent moves of agents between different domain managers. Therefore, it will not scale in a scenario of hundreds or
thousands of roaming agents every day.

The move functionality does not include automatic move of target computers between Boot Servers.

MSI Support for Moving or Roaming Targets

When a computer roams or moves, MSI-based applications may lose the network install image location. Access to this
install image is crucial for “advertised” products and products using "self healing" and "install on demand."

An MSI based product contains a SOURCELIST in the Registry where multiple source paths may be specified. This
source list is updated whenever a roam or move is detected, and an installed product is found in MSILIB on the new
scalability server. The update is controlled by the software delivery agent policy "MSI source update".

Moving Computers in the Same Domain - Roaming

CA Client Automation supports the software delivery agents to move between scalability servers, connecting to the same
domain manager. After collecting the outstanding job results, the records of SD agent on the previous scalability server
are destroyed. As the targets do not change the domain manager, there is no need to move the job history.

Roaming Jobs

A job is considered roaming as soon as the job has been ordered to scalability server A, and the software delivery (SD)
agent registers through scalability server B.

The SD agent roams from scalability server A to scalability server B. The SD agent is automatically registered with
scalability server A. A number of jobs have been set up to the agent and are staged in the file database on scalability
server A. Then the agent is registered through scalability server B.

When scalability server B reports its new agent to its domain manager, the domain manager triggers the scalability server
A. Scalability server A reports the job results for the agent, and the domain manager realizes that this agent has roamed
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to scalability server B. All jobs that have not yet executed are reset and scalability server B is triggered. Scalability server
B picks up the reset jobs.

The software delivery function internally handles the name of the manager that receives the jobs, and ensures that the
batch is not broken. The new SD manager does not pick up any job, unless the old manager reports the results or the
administrator removes jobs, or timed out. During this time new jobs are not allowed to set up to the roaming agent.

Reinstall After Crash

The software delivery (SD) functionality can restore the state of computers by automatically invoking the reinstall after
crash (RAC) feature. This happens when the SD agent reports a new operating system installation. All software that was
present earlier will be reinstalled and configured according to the computer's job history stored in the database. During
RAC the computer is locked and no other jobs can be initiated.

Generic RAC is accomplished by creating a job container based on the current job history for a target computer. In its
nature, it is very similar to creating a job container from a template.

Generic RAC is a function that can be used for all package types (for example, SD, SXP, and MSI items), and is available
for operating environments that support the UUID mechanism, that is, all Linux/UNIX and all Windows 32-bit and 64-bit
operating environments. Generic RAC can be used to configure and activate procedures.

NOTE
Software versions that are no longer used but still registered can be excluded from RAC by checking the
Exclude from RAC option on the installation procedure.

RAC Configuration

Contents

How the domain manager handles RAC depends on the value of the RAC Policy and RAC Automation parameters in the
configuration store (comstore).

You can set the RAC Automation parameter through the Control Panel in the DSM Explorer, by invoking the Reinstall After
Crash dialog in the Configuration\Software Job Management subfolder.

If the RAC Policy is selected, when a new operating system has been installed, the software delivery (SD) agent notifies
the domain manager. The domain manager sets the state of the computer to Reinstall After Crash and locks the computer.
All installation records in the Jobs folder for the SD agent are marked as uninstalled.

The domain manager does one of the following:

• Takes no further action, except unlocking the computer again (disabled RAC automation).
• Creates an RAC job container for the SD agent, fills the container with orders to execute all previously successfully

executed jobs and leaves the container unsealed (deferred RAC automation). The container can be reviewed and
modified, since it has to be activated manually.

• Creates an RAC job container for the SD agent, fills it with orders to execute all jobs that were previously successfully
executed, seals and activates the job container (automatic RAC automation).

If a Windows computer has user profile agents, the computer profile and each user profile agent will be handled
separately. Each SD agent will have its installation records deleted separately and get its own job container, if any are to
be generated.

Procedure Option Exclude From RAC

If you do not want an item procedure to execute as part of the Reinstall After Crash (RAC) process, you can set the
Exclude from RAC option for that procedure. The purpose of this option is to automatically exclude certain procedures
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from a RAC container. You find more information on the Exclude from RAC option in the section "Exclude Item Procedures
from Reinstall After Crash (RAC)".

Configure Individual RAC Policies for Computers

You can define an individual Reinstall After Crash (RAC) setting for a computer. This individual setting overrides the RAC
policy that is defined on the domain manager the computer connects to.

To define an individual RAC setting for a computer

1. Right-click the computer in the tree view of the DSM Explorer on the manager.
The context menu appears.

2. Select Properties in the context menu.
The Properties dialog appears.

3. Select the Software Delivery tab, and change the value in the RAC Policy entry field.
The default value is Common, which means that the common policy for the domain manager is used.

NOTE
If the Common RAC Policy is set to Disabled, individual RAC settings for computers have no effect.

RAC Job Container

Contents

When a target computer reports that it has had a new operating system (OS) installation (visible by a change in the
HostUUID), all old successful installation and delivery records will be marked with "*Removed by RAC" in the job history of
the target computer.

NOTE
If the configuration policy "DSM/software delivery/Manager/RAC" is set to False, existing records remain
untouched and no RAC job container is created.

Then, depending on the current RAC policy configuration setting, a job container will automatically be created or not by
a domain manager. All old successful jobs associated with the installation and delivery records previously mentioned are
included in the container that will appear in the list of job containers, with its name prefixed by RAC. The name of the job
container follows the scheme:

RAC: computer_name [ current_date current_time]

All RAC containers are tagged with the UUID of the actual computer at the time it got the new OS installation. This
ensures that only RAC containers with an up-to-date UUID will be performed. Jobs in an RAC container with an old UUID
will fail and set in error state: RAC container obsolete. This situation may occur if the software delivery agent is reinstalled
with a new operating system, before a previously generated RAC container has finished executing.

New installations and jobs, generated off-line and reported along with the new OS installation (that is, using the new
UUID), are not included in the RAC container. Old and new installations for targets are separated, by recording the UUID
for each job. All job records generated off-line are tagged with the UUID.

The restriction in previous software delivery versions to prohibit execution of activate and configure procedures, unless
bound to an existing installation for the current target, has been weakened to let an RAC container carry out all jobs,
based on the job history of the job target, in one attempt.

To regenerate as much as possible of the target, the default values used for an RAC job container are:

• Batch job execution
• Enable transaction is not set
• Ignore cascading install of dependent packages is not set
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NOTE
Batch linkage can be changed to synchronized for an unsealed job container.

When creating the RAC container, the completion time of the computer jobs (job history) is used to establish the initial
order of the jobs. Deliveries are always placed first. As long as the job container is unsealed, jobs can be deleted or
repositioned. More jobs can also be added to the container.

If a job cannot be set up, since the software to use is archived, the job is set in warning state and the job container is left
unsealed.

Jobs that had not finished executing before RAC was initiated are set in error state. They are not included in the RAC
container and cannot be renewed, since they are tagged with the old UUID. After the RAC process has finished, check
whether they should be set up again.

When a RAC job container has been created for a target, the target is locked until the container has completed
successfully, or has been deleted. While the target is locked, the computer name is displayed in red text in the DSM
Explorer tree.

During this time, it is not possible to deliver, execute, or delete any other jobs to the target computer. Any jobs that are set
up fails with the error status as "Job is not allowed: Computer locked by RAC".

During the time the target computer is locked, template jobs for the actual target are set up and added to the Exceptions
folder. However, when activated they will fail if the lock still remains. Jobs requested from the enterprise manager are set
to error, if activated when the target computer is locked. Installation and job records cannot be deleted during the time the
target computer is locked.

In situations where an RAC container fails, the standard renew function is accessible. If a job fails because it cannot
execute on the new OS installation, that job can be deleted from the RAC container, before it is renewed.

If a complete renew with a new operating system is required, the RAC container should be deleted and a new OS
installation be initiated.

If the selected RAC policy states that no RAC automation shall take place or if no jobs were set up, the target computer is
unlocked as soon as its installation register has been cleaned up.

Job History with Retained Job Order Data

The job order option, User parameters, is retained in computer jobs. For other options, the default values are used.

Procedure options are inherited from the procedure used. Job options are as configured by the administrator. The
following Job option values are the default:

• Jobs will be triggered by Scalability Server=Yes
• Use delivery calendar=No

There are two parameters, JobTimeout, and StoreInSSLibrary, in the RAC section of the configuration store that can also
be used to control job timeout and whether packages should be stored in the library.

Included or Omitted Jobs in a RAC Job Container

Jobs are always included in a RAC job container, if they involve the following:

• Detected software, if the software has been converted to a real software item (registered), and has a default install
procedure.

• Delivery records for a scalability server.

The following jobs are omitted from a RAC job container:
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• Jobs referring to uninstalled software and procedures marked with Exclude from RAC.
• Jobs set up by an activation or configuration procedure, if their associated installation procedure is marked with

Exclude from RAC.

Relation to Move Operation

Information about the relation between RAC and move operations can be found under "Moving and Reinstalling After
Crash".

RAC Restrictions

Only target computers with the UUID mechanism are subject for reinstall after crash (RAC), that is, all 32-bit and 64-bit
Windows operating environments and all Linux/UNIX platforms are covered. However, docking devices are excluded from
RAC, since they report the UUID of the hosting computer.

RAC on target computers configured using DTS download will fall back to internal NOS-less download. One reason is that
packages sent out are staged on the target computer, the disk of which will be overwritten when the operating system is
reinstalled. Another reason is that DTS is not bundled with the software delivery agent but sent out as a job.

RAC on a scalability server (including its library) is only possible, if the scalability server is installed from the very
beginning. That is, it is not possible to restore the scalability server from an agent installation, since then any delivery
records will be marked as removed. Only the part of the library known by the domain manager is restored.

No synchronization is available between RAC for computer and user profile targets. For example, if a user profile job is
depending on a computer job, there is no mechanism except using procedure prerequisites.

The job history order will be retained with one exception. For scalability servers, delivery jobs are set up first, then all other
jobs. However, the order between deliveries, as well as between the other type of jobs, will be kept.

How to Create Custom Administrator Message
Contents

You can use software delivery to create, define, and associate a text message to a job container, individual jobs (activities
within a job container), or both at the time of creating a job container. You can also add the text message for a procedure
of a software package.

The message is displayed to the end users during the execution of the associated job container and its jobs. You can
use these messages to convey appropriate information to the end users, for example, you can provide the following
information in the message:

• Inform end users about the purpose of the task that is being performed on the target computers.
• Inform end users about any specific actions that you (as an administrator) want to perform on the target computers

before or after the task.
• Inform end users about any specific actions that they (end users) must perform before or after the task.
• Include hyperlinks in the messages to direct end users to the appropriate resources for more information.

Specify a Custom Administrator Message

In the DSM Explorer, the option to associate a custom administrator message to a job container and a job is available
from multiple locations. The following are the scenarios where you can add a custom administrator message:

• Creating a software deployment job
• Editing any software jobs folder
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NOTE
This task is applicable only for the containers that are in the unsealed state.

• Creating a software-based policy
• Editing any software-based policy

NOTE
This task is applicable only for the containers that are in the unsealed state.

• Setting up a job order
• Creating a software deployment distribution job (Enterprise)
• Creating a software-based policy (Enterprise)

Follow the standard steps for performing these tasks. The only additional information that you need to provide for the
custom administrator message is to enter the message text in the User Message field on the appropriate tabs, such as
Jobs, Job Container. Additionally, note that if you enable the Use comment as user message check box on the Procedure
tab, the comment information of the Procedure tab is displayed as a default value in the User Message field of the Job
tab; when the procedure (or the package including that procedure) is deployed while creating the deployment job.

NOTE
The User Message field is not available if the individual jobs are intended for the staging purposes and a job
container includes only staging jobs (also includes the Staging wizard). You cannot add a custom administrator
message in such cases.

The following example procedure explains how you can add a custom administrator message for a new software
deployment job. After you create the job, apply the job to a target computer or group of computers.

Example: Specify a Custom Administrator Message for a New Software Deployment Job

While creating a software deployment job, you can add a custom administrator message. You can include the appropriate
information in the custom administrator message. The same information is displayed to the end user at the time when the
job is scheduled to run on the target computer.

To specify a custom administrator message for a new software deployment job

1. Navigate to the Domain, Jobs, Software Jobs folder in the DSM Explorer.
A list of all the jobs appears.

2. Right-click the Software Jobs folder, and select New, Software Deployment Job from the context menu.
The Deploy Software Package wizard opens.

3. Follow the instructions in the wizard to create a software deployment job.
4. Select the Open the advanced job settings dialog when the Finish button is pressed option on the Finish screen of the

wizard.
5. Click Finish.

The Setup Jobs dialog opens.
6. Enter the appropriate message text in the User Message field on the Job Container tab and the Job tab.

NOTE
The Job tab is available under the Jobs tab.

7. Click OK.
The custom administrator message is added for the software deployment job.

Customize the Font Face, Style, Color, and Size of Custom Administrator Messages

You can customize the font face, size, style, and color of the custom administrator messages based on your requirements.
To do the customization, open the agent.txt file and make necessary updates in the [USER_MESSAGE] section of the file.
The agent.txt file is available under the location ..\Program Files\CA\DSM\SD\NLS.

A sample [USER_MESSAGE] section is given below:
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[USER_MESSAGE]

; Font face to be used, default is Tahoma

  1 = Tahoma

; Font Size. Specifies the character height. The dialog is not resized due to this setting

  2 = 10

; Font Style. We have to set B for Bold, I for Italics, U for Underline. The dialog is not resized due to this

 setting

 3 = B

; Following 3 values are for RGB, these values can be used to set the color of the user message

; Value for R

  4 = 0

; Value for G

  5 = 50

; Value for B

  6 = 175

Display of the Custom Administrator Message to the End Users

The DSM Software Delivery Job Check dialog displays the custom administrator message to the end users. The job
container message is displayed at the top of the dialog and the job message is displayed at the bottom. In the case of
multiple jobs, click the appropriate job to know the associated job message.

Change the Security Settings for the Embedded Network Share Path

If you include a network share path in the job container message or the job message, you must change the local security
settings for the network share path to work properly.

To change the security settings for the embedded network share path

1. Run secpol.msc from the command prompt.
The Local Security Settings window appears.

2. Navigate to Security Settings, Local Policies, Security Options.
A list of security settings appears in the right pane.

3. Double-click the Network access: Shares that can be accessed anonymously setting.
The Network access: Shares that can be accessed anonymously dialog appears.

4. Add the name of the shared folder in the Local Policy setting tab, and click OK.
5. Double-click the Network access: Restrict anonymous access to Named pipes or shares.

The Network access: Restrict anonymous access to Named pipes or shares dialog appears.
6. Select the Disabled option, and click OK.

The local security settings for the embedded network share path are changed.

How to Move the OSIM Job Information
Contents

The software delivery functionality lets you transfer the OSIM job information while moving a target computer from one
domain manager to another. All the information about completed, planned, and activated OSIM jobs is preserved and
moved as part of any standard SD computer move operation. You do not need to perform any manual steps to export
or import the information across different domain managers. You can automatically transfer the complete OSIM job
information along with the SD installation records while performing any normal computer move operation.
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Configure the OSIM Move Configuration Policies

To move the OSIM job information during a computer move operation, configure the OSIM move configuration policies.
Using these policies, you can control the overall behavior of transferring the OSIM job information from a previous domain
manager to a current domain manager. You must apply these policies on the domain manager to which the agents are
being moved. The values of these policies on the previous domain manager do not influence the behavior of moving
the OSIM job information to the current domain manager. Thus, the OSIM move policies applied on the current domain
manager define the transfer behavior of the OSIM job information, and not the policies applied on the previous domain
manager.

To configure the OSIM move configuration policies

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Software Delivery, Manager.
A list of configuration policies appears.

2. Double-click the following policies, and specify appropriate values in the Setting Properties dialog:
– Computer move: OSIM Move enabled

Specifies whether to move the OSIM job information along with the installation records from a previous domain
manager during an SD computer move operation. You can set the parameter value to True or False. Setting the
parameter value to True always attempts to move the OSIM job information and the installation records from the
previous domain manager. However, setting the value to False disables transfer of the OSIM job information, and
attempts to move only the installation records.
Default: True

– Computer move: OSIM Move Postpone codes
Specifies whether to move the installation records from a previous domain manager after initiating transfer of the
OSIM job information. If transfer of the OSIM job information fails with an error code that is present in the error
codes list specified for this setting, the transfer of the OSIM job information and the installation records is postponed
until the next computer move attempt is made. However, if the transfer of the OSIM job information succeeds
or fails with an error code not included in the list specified for this setting, the process of moving the installation
records is initiated.

NOTE
The error codes list is a comma-separated list and can include the following error codes:

1,2,3,4,5,6,8,9,12,13,45,107,207,211,214.
Default: 1,2,3,4,5,6,8,12,13,45,211

3. Click OK.
The OSIM move configuration policies are configured.

Diagnosing an Error during a Computer Move Operation

The event log lists the reasons for the failure of a computer move operation. You must check the event log to know why
the computer move operation has failed. If you find that the computer move operation has failed because of the failure
of the OSIM move operation, you can configure the Computer move: OSIM Move Postpone codes configuration policy
parameter accordingly.

For example, consider the following sequence of steps to detect and analyze an error that occurs during a computer move
operation. In this example, the OSIM job movement fails with an error code 5:

1. Make sure that the Computer move: OSIM move enabled configuration policy is enabled on the computer.
2. Make sure that the list of error codes defined for the Computer move: postpone codes configuration policy is as

follows:
1,2,3,4,5,6,8,12,13,45,211.

3. Attempt a computer move operation for a target computer from domain manager 1 (DM1) to domain manager 2 (DM2).
This attempt tries to initiate the movement of the OSIM job records for the target computer. In this example, transfer of
the OSIM job records fails with the error code 5.
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4. Check that the error code 5 is present in the list already defined for the Computer move: postpone codes configuration
policy. In this example, the error code 5 is available in the list, so the SD move (movement of the installation records)
is postponed and the computer move operation fails.

5. Open the event viewer (Windows event console) and check the reason for this failure. If you find that this error is not
going to be corrected on subsequent retries, you can remove the error code 5 from the list. Any further failure with the
error code 5 does not postpone the SD move operation.

Error Codes

The following table includes the OSIM job error codes, error codes description, and possible solution:

Error Code Error Description Suggested Solution

0 Success Not Applicable

1 The resource file for the OsimMove
program could not be opened.

This is probably an installation problem.
Check the installation and start the
operation again.

2 Missing or invalid command line arguments. This is probably an error in the calling
program. Contact CA Technical Support.

3 The session with the OSIM Manager could
not be established.

This seems to be a temporary problem. Try
again later.

4 Unknown command specified on command
line. Only “export” and “import” commands
are supported.

This is probably an error in the calling
program. Contact CA Technical Support.

5 Job data output file not specified or the file
could not be created.

This might be a temporary problem (disk
full). Try again later.

6 Job data input file not specified or the file
could not be loaded.

The job data file does not exist or is
corrupted. This might be a temporary
problem. Try again later.

7 A specified computer name or UUID
was not found in the database (export
operation).

This could be a temporary database
problem. Try again later.

8 The specified name or UUID list file could
not be opened.

This might be a temporary problem. Try
again later.

9 A computer was specified by name for
export, but its host UUID is unknown.

This is probably an error in the calling
program. Contact CA Technical Support.

12 The file compress component could
not be initialized or there was an error
compressing or uncompressing the job file.

This could be an installation problem. If
the error occurs on import, the job data
file might be corrupt. Check the compress
component and then retry the operation.

13 The result file could not be created or
opened.

This could be a temporary problem (disk
full). Try again later.

45 Movement of the OSIM job records
not supported by the previous domain
manager.

Upgrade the previous domain manager
from where the movement of OSIM jobs is
attempted.

107 A specified computer name or UUID
was not found in the database (export
operation).

This could be a temporary database
problem. Try again later.
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207 A specified computer name or UUID
was not found in the database (import
operation).

The specified computer is not registered
with the new domain manager. Register the
computer and retry.

211 The required OS image for a job was not
found in the database.

A required OS image is not registered in
the new domain manager. Register the OS
image in the new domain manager with
the same name as it was in the previous
domain manager.

214 A specified host UUID was not found in the
job data file.

This is probably an error in the calling
program. Contact CA Technical Support.

How to Optimize the Manager Concurrency
Contents

Software delivery optimizes the process of handling multiple tasks by improving the Task Manager and Installation
Manager concurrency. Software delivery provides configuration policies that let the Task Manager and Installation
Manager run in concurrent mode to handle multiple tasks at the same. This multiprocessing approach that concurrent
mode provides helps you optimize manager concurrency, and consequently performance of the software delivery engine.

NOTE
The Task Manager and Installation Manager are components of the domain manager.

Concurrent Mode and Non-Concurrent Mode

The concurrency behavior of the Task Manager and Installation Manager is independent of each other. You can run the
Task Manager, Installation Manager, or both in concurrent or non-concurrent mode, depending on your requirements.
The Task Manager and Installation Manager behave differently in these two modes. However, for optimal performance,
you must run both the manager components (Task Manager and Installation Manager) in concurrent mode. Before you
configure these two manager components to run in concurrent mode to optimize manager concurrency, make sure you
understand how the two manager components behave in both the modes.

You can run the Task Manager and Installation Manager in concurrent or non-concurrent mode only on the domain
manager. On the enterprise manager, only non-concurrent mode is available.

NOTE
After you change the concurrency setting for the Task Manager or Installation Manager, make sure that you
restart the appropriate plug-in to reflect the changes.

Concurrent Mode

In concurrent mode, the Task Manager and Installation Manager create additional manager processes. These two
manager components are split into multiple separate processes with each process dedicated to perform a specific set
of tasks on the domain manager. Each process works independent of the other process. The tasks are assigned to the
appropriate process based on the type of the task a process is supposed to handle. As a result, the Task Manager and
Installation Manager can cater to several tasks at the same time when run in concurrent mode.

Task Manager Processes in Concurrent Mode

The Task Manager creates two additional manager processes in concurrent mode, Policy Manager and Replication
Manager. These additional processes run as CAF plug-ins. As a result, a total of three independent Task Manager plug-
ins run in parallel. Each individual plug-in is dedicated to handle a specific set of tasks independent of the other plug-in.
The tasks are prioritized for each plug-in, and the priority of a task belonging to one plug-in does not have any relationship
with the priority of a task belonging to the other plug-in. For example, priority of a policy task does not affect the priority
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of a job container task because these two tasks belong to two separate plug-ins and follow the priority specified in their
specific plug-in.

The following are the three Task Manager plug-ins that run in concurrent mode:

• Task Manager (TM)
Handles the Maintenance, Data Transport Monitor, and job container tasks. The log file for the Task Manager process
in concurrent mode is TRC_USD_TASKMAN.log.

• Policy Manager (PM)
Handles the Scheduled Policy Evaluation and Ad-hoc Policy Evaluation tasks. The log file for the Policy Manager
process in concurrent mode is TRC_USD_POLMAN.log.

• Replication Manager (RM)
Handles the Distribution Receiver, Distribution Acknowledgement, and Computer Mover tasks. The log file for the
Replication Manager process in concurrent mode is TRC_USD_REPMAN.log.

NOTE
The System Delivery Engine represents the Task Manager, Policy Manager, and Replication Manager plug-
ins combined together in the case of concurrent mode and only the Task Manager plug-in in the case of non-
concurrent mode.

Installation Manager Processes in Concurrent Mode

In concurrent mode, the Installation Manager creates an additional manager process, Notification Manager. As a result, a
total of two independent plug-ins run in parallel as CAF plug-ins.

The following are the two Installation Manager plug-ins that run in concurrent mode:

• Installation Manager (IM)
Handles the update of the job status messages and software records in the database. The log file for the Installation
Manager process in concurrent mode is TRC_USD_INSTMAN.log.

• Notification Manager (NM)
Handles the notifications and the actions occurring as a result of the notifications. The log file for the Notification
Manager process in concurrent mode is TRC_USD_NOTMAN.log.

Non-Concurrent Mode

In non-concurrent mode, the Task Manager and Installation Manager run as single processes, and perform the tasks as
follows:

• The Task Manager handles one task at a time and processes the tasks in a sequential manner based on the priority.
The log file for the Task Manager process in non-concurrent mode is TRC_USD_TASKMAN.log.

• The Installation Manager alternates between handling notifications and updating the database with the job status from
the agent. The log file for the Installation Manager process in non-concurrent mode is TRC_USD_INSTMAN.log.

Configure the Task Manager and the Installation Manager Concurrency

Configure the common configuration policies for the Task Manager and the Installation Manager to enable the concurrent
mode for these two manager components.

NOTE
These policies are applicable only for the domain manager.

To configure the Task Manager and the Installation Manager concurrency

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Software Delivery, Manager.
A list of configuration policies appears.

2. Double-click the following policies, and enter appropriate values in the Setting Properties dialog:
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– Manager Concurrency: Task Manager Concurrency enabled
Controls the Task Manager concurrency behavior. You can set the parameter value to True or False. When set
to False, the Task Manager runs as a single process and performs the tasks in a sequential manner. When set
to True, the Task Manager creates additional manager processes, Policy Manager and Replication Manager, to
perform the policy evaluation tasks and the replication tasks. For optimizing manager concurrency, set the value to
True.
Default: True

– Manager Concurrency: Installation Manager Concurrency enabled
Controls the Installation Manager concurrency behavior. You can set the parameter value to True or False. When
set to False, the Installation Manager runs as a single process and performs the notification processing and the
database updates alternately. When set to True, the Installation Manager creates an additional manager process,
Notification Manager, to handle notifications and messages related to the notifications. For optimizing manager
concurrency, set the value to True.
Default: True

3. Click OK.
The concurrency behavior for the Task Manager and the Installation Manager is enabled.

Configure the Cache Cleanup Interval for the Concurrent Processes

NOTE
You can configure the common configuration policies to control the intervals at which you want to perform
the cache cleanup for the concurrent processes. The intervals specify the time in minutes after which you
plan to perform the cache cleanup for the concurrent processes. You can specify different values for different
processes.

To configure the cache cleanup interval for the concurrent processes

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Software Delivery, Manager.
A list of configuration policies appears.

2. Double-click the following policies, and enter appropriate values in the Setting Properties dialog:
– Internal: Installation Manager cache cleanup interval

Controls the frequency at which you want to perform the cache cleanup for the Installation Manager.
Default: 5
Limits: 0 to 10080

– Internal: Notification Manager cache cleanup interval
Controls the frequency at which you want to perform the cache cleanup for the Notification Manager.
Default: 60
Limits: 0 to 10080

– Internal: Policy Manager cache cleanup interval
Controls the frequency at which you want to perform the cache cleanup for the Policy Manager.
Default: 60
Limits: 0 to 10080

– Internal: Replication Manager cache cleanup interval
Controls the frequency at which you want to perform the cache cleanup for the Replication Manager.
Default: 60
Limits: 0 to 10080

– Internal: Task Manager cache cleanup interval
Controls the frequency at which you want to perform the cache cleanup for the Task Manager.
Default: 30
Limits: 0 to 10080

3. Click OK.
The cache cleanup interval is configured for the concurrent processes.
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Confirm the Concurrency Status of the Task Manager

To confirm whether the Task Manager is running in concurrent mode or non-concurrent mode, you need to run the caf
status command on the domain manager to check the status.

If the caf status command displays the Task Manager (sdmgr_tm), Policy Manager(sdmgr_pm) and Replication Manager
(sdmgr_rm) plug-ins in the running state, it implies that the Task Manager is running in concurrent mode.

You can also view the concurrency status of the Task Manager in the DSM Explorer by looking at the status of the System
Delivery Engine.

View the Status of System Delivery Engine

You can use the Information portlet available on the System Delivery Engine page to view the status of the System
Delivery Engine. The same status represents the current concurrency status of the Task Manager.

To view the status of the System Delivery Engine

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Engine, All Engines, System Delivery Engine.
The System Delivery Engine page opens.

2. View the message in the Information portlet.
The Information portlet displays the status of the System Delivery Engine.

NOTE
Typically, the information is displayed in the portlet within a minute of selecting the System Delivery Engine
node; however, in some cases, it might take some time depending on the load on the System Delivery
Engine.

Confirm the Concurrency Status of the Installation Manager

The DSM Explorer user interface does not display information about the concurrency status of the Installation Manager. To
confirm whether the Installation Manager is running in concurrent mode or non-concurrent mode, you need to run the caf
status command on the domain manager to check the status.

If the caf status command displays the Installation Manager (sdmgr_im) and Notification Manager (sdmgr_nm) plug-ins in
the running state, it implies that the Installation Manager is running in concurrent mode.

How to Configure Encryption and Throttling for NOS-less Software Package Transfers
Contents

Software delivery lets you configure encryption and throttling for NOS-less software package transfers. Appropriate
configuration and application of the encryption and throttling parameters help ensure optimal utilization of the network
resources. Using these configurations, you can control the transfer of NOS-less software packages from a scalability
server to a software delivery agent for executing software jobs.

Encryption for Internal NOS-less File Transfers

Software delivery lets you enable or disable encryption for NOS-less software package transfers, for example, you
can disable encryption for the software packages that are sent between a scalability server and an agent. The ability
to configure encryption helps you deal with situations where the network performance becomes an issue because of
the encrypted NOS-less software package transfers. In such cases, you can disable encryption for NOS-less software
package transfers and let the network hardware cache the data. So, you use the network hardware to cache the data
being transferred over the network without compromising on the network performance.
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Configure Encryption for NOS-less Software Package Transfers

To enable or disable encryption for NOS-less software package transfers in software delivery, configure the encryption
configuration policy in the DSM Explorer. After you configure the policy, apply the policy to the software delivery agent.

Any other software delivery agent reporting to the same scalability server can specify a different value for encryption. For
example, you can enable encryption for NOS-less software package transfers on one software delivery agent and disable
it on the other software delivery agent reporting to the same scalability server.

To configure encryption for NOS-less software package transfers

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Software Delivery, File Transfer.
A list of configuration policies appears.

2. Double-click the following policy, and specify appropriate value in the Setting Properties dialog:
– Internal NOS-less download: Encryption

Specifies whether to use encryption for NOS-less software package transfers. You can set the parameter value to
Yes or No. Setting the value to Yes enables encryption for NOS-less software package transfers. However, setting
the value to No does not use encryption for NOS-less software package transfers.

NOTE
When encryption is disabled for NOS-less software downloads, software delivery stops handling the
security of the software packages and scripts transferred across the network. So, make sure that you use
some other means to protect any sensitive information. However, other NOS-less transfers in software
delivery initiated through API-server or -calls follow the default configuration (encryption is enabled) of the
File Transfer Server plug-in.

Default: Yes
3. Click OK.

The Internal NOS-less download: Encryption configuration policy is configured.

Throttling for Internal NOS-less File Transfers

Software delivery lets you configure throttling for NOS-less transfers related to software packages. You can control SD-
specific throttling as required, and let software packages use different or less throttling value than the rest of the NOS-less
transfers. The ability to define higher or lower throttling for NOS-less software package transfers helps you manage the
network traffic appropriately.

Configure Throttling for NOS-less Software Package Transfers

To specify throttling for NOS-less software package transfers in software delivery, configure the SD-specific throttling
configuration policy in the DSM Explorer. After you configure the policy, apply the policy to the software delivery agent.

Any other software delivery agent reporting to the same scalability server can specify a different value for throttling. For
example, you can specify one throttling value for NOS-less software package transfers on one software delivery agent
and a different value on the other software delivery agent reporting to the same scalability server.

To configure throttling for NOS-less software package transfers

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Software Delivery, File Transfer.
A list of the configuration policies appears.

2. Double-click the following policy, and specify appropriate value in the Setting Properties dialog:
– Internal NOS-less download: Throttling

Specifies the bandwidth limitation of each internal NOS-less software package download. If the value is set to
Default, internal NOS-less downloads for software packages between a scalability server and an agent follow the
default throttling value of the File Transfer Server plug-in. If a value other than Default is used, internal NOS-less
downloads for software packages override the default throttling value and use the configured value. Valid values are
Default, Unlimited, 4 Mb, 2 Mb, 1 Mb, 512 Kb, 256 Kb, 128 Kb, 64 Kb, and 32 Kb.
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Default: Default
3. Click OK.

The Internal NOS-less download: Throttling configuration policy parameter is configured.

How to Optimize the Database Updates
Contents

Software delivery lets you configure the scalability server and the Installation Manager to achieve better performance
with respect to database updates. By configuring the scalability server and the Installation Manager appropriately, you
can collect, transfer, and commit multiple individual messages in bulk in one single database transaction. This ability
to perform one large transaction, in place of several individual transactions one by one, helps optimize the database
updates.

The messages that are considered for optimization are the job status messages and the software records. The job status
messages include the job in-progress messages and the job completion messages. The software records include the
software detection records and the software job records.

NOTE
The Installation Manager is one of the components of the domain manager.

Behavior of SS Based on Stage Check and Bulk Update Configurations

Based on the configurations of the stage check and the bulk update modes, the scalability server can run in one of
the following ways at a time. Only the first and the third scenarios let the scalability server send the messages to the
Installation Manager in bulk.

• Scalability server using only the bulk update mode (bulk update mode enabled, stage check mode disabled)
• Scalability server using only the stage check mode (bulk update mode disabled, stage check mode enabled)
• Scalability server using both the modes (bulk update mode enabled, stage check mode enabled)
• Scalability server using neither of the two modes (bulk update mode disabled, stage check mode disabled)

Make sure that before you configure the scalability server to send the messages in bulk, you understand how the
scalability server handles messages in these different scenarios.

How SS Handles Messages -- Bulk Update Enabled, Stage Check Disabled

To optimize database updates, you must run the scalability server in the bulk update mode. When you configure the
scalability server to run only in the bulk update mode, the scalability server handles the messages in the following manner:

NOTE
In this scenario, where the bulk update mode is enabled and the stage check mode is disabled, the stage
check functionality checks only for the unregistered units; it does not send the cached messages. The cached
messages (if any) for the registered units are sent during the bulk update.

1. Scalability server caches the messages that it receives from the agent for a specified period (bulk update interval).
2. Scalability server sends the cached messages in bulk to the Installation Manager when one of the following conditions

is met:
– When the scheduled time to perform the bulk update has come, that is, at the completion of the bulk update interval
– When you manually force the bulk update to take place by running the bulkupdate command (sd_sscmd

bulkupdate)

NOTE
For more information on the sd_sscmd bulkupdate command, see the bulkupdate section in the Software
Delivery CLI Reference Guide.
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How SS Handles Messages -- Bulk Update Disabled, Stage Check Enabled

When you configure the scalability server to run in the stage check mode, the scalability server handles the messages in
the following manner:

1. Scalability server caches the messages that it receives from the agents for a specified period (stage check interval).
2. Scalability server sends the messages to the Installation Manager only when one of the following conditions is met:

– When the scheduled time to perform the stage check has come, that is, at the completion of the stage check
interval

– When you manually force the stage check to take place by running the stagecheck command (sd_sscmd
stagecheck)

NOTE
For more information on the sd_sscmd stagecheck command, see the stagecheck section in the Software
Delivery CLI Reference Guide.

However, the scalability server does not send the messages to the Installation Manager in bulk; instead, it sends the
individual messages to the Installation Manager one by one.

As the scalability server does not send the messages in bulk, this scenario does not optimize the database updates.

How SS Handles Messages -- Bulk Update Enabled, Stage Check Enabled

When you configure the scalability server to run in both the modes, the stage check interval takes precedence over the
bulk update interval, but the messages are sent in bulk. For example, if you configure the scalability server to perform
stage check after every 60 minutes and bulk update after every 10 minutes, the scalability server sends the messages to
the Installation Manager in bulk after every 60 minutes. The scalability server ignores the bulk update interval.

In this scenario, the scalability server handles the messages in the following manner:

1. Scalability server caches the messages that it receives from the agents for a specified period (stage check interval).
The scalability server ignores the bulk update interval.

2. Scalability server sends the messages to the Installation Manager when one of the following conditions is met:
– When the scheduled time to perform the stage check has come, that is, at the completion of the stage check

interval
– When you manually force the stage check to take place by running the stagecheck command (sd_sscmd

stagecheck)

NOTE
For more information on the sd_sscmd stagecheck command, see the stagecheck section in the Software
Delivery CLI Reference Guide.

– When you manually force the bulk update to take place by running the bulkupdate command (sd_sscmd
bulkupdate)

NOTE
For more information on the sd_sscmd bulkupdate command, see the bulkupdate section in the Software
Delivery CLI Reference Guide.

3. Scalability server sends the messages in bulk in the form of a single message, containing various submessages, to the
Installation Manager.

As the scalability server sends the messages to the Installation Manager in bulk, this scenario optimizes the database
updates.
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How SS Handles Messages -- Bulk Update Disabled, Stage Check Disabled

When you do not enable either of the two modes for the scalability server, the scalability server handles the messages in
the following manner:

1. Scalability server does not cache the messages that it receives from the agent.
2. Scalability server sends the messages to the Installation Manager as and when it receives from the agent.

As the scalability server does not send the messages to the Installation Manager in bulk, this scenario does not optimize
database updates.

How to Optimize Database Transactions

Optimizing database transactions is a two-step process that involves running the scalability server in the bulk update
mode and configuring the Installation Manager to perform optimized transactions. The scalability server sends multiple
individual messages in the form of a single message to the Installation Manager, and the Installation Manager commits
multiple records in one shared database transaction.

Therefore, to achieve performance improvement in terms of database transactions by updating the job status messages
and the software records in bulk, make sure that you configure the scalability server and the Installation Manager as
follows:

1. Configure the bulk update configuration policies for the scalability server to run the scalability server in the bulk update
mode.

2. Configure the optimized transaction configuration policies for the Installation Manager to use the optimized
transactions on the Installation Manager.

Configure Bulk Update Configuration Policies for SS

You can configure the bulk update configuration policies for the scalability server. These policies let you enable the bulk
update mode, provide information about the time period between two bulk updates and about the maximum number
of messages you want to include in a single message. Optimal configuration of these policies plays an important role
in achieving performance improvement on the Installation Manager, especially in a scenario where multiple scalability
servers are involved. So, make sure that you apply these polices to all the appropriate scalability servers to enable them
to send messages in bulk.

To configure the bulk update configuration policies

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Software Delivery, Scalability
Server.
A list of configuration policies appears.

2. Double-click the following policies, and enter appropriate information in the Setting Properties dialog:
– Bulk Update: Run in bulk update mode

Specifies whether to run the scalability server in the bulk update mode. You can set the value to True or False.
Setting the value to True enables the bulk update mode. The scalability server caches all the job status messages
and the software records until the scheduled time, or until the manual execution of the sd_sscmd bulkupdate
command.
Default: True

NOTE
If you enable the bulk update mode, that is, set the value to True, you might experience some delay (up to
the maximum wait time) while updating the job status or software record messages. The reason is that the
scalability server caches the messages for the bulk update.

– Bulk Update: Wait between bulk updates
Specifies the time in minutes between two bulk updates. This policy is applicable only when the Bulk Update: Run
in bulk update mode policy is set to True, that is, the bulk update mode is enabled.
Default: 5
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Limits: 1 to 360
– Bulk Update: Maximum units for which detection/job records will be sent in a message

Specifies the maximum number of units for which you want to include the software detection records and software
job records in the body of a single message. For example, the default value 50 implies that software detection
records and software job records for 50 units are included in a single message. This policy is applicable only when
the Bulk Update: Run in bulk update mode policy is set to True, that is, the bulk update mode is enabled.
Default: 50
Limits: 5 to 500

– Bulk Update: Maximum number of job results in a message
Specifies the maximum number of job result messages (in-progress and completion) you want to include in the
body of a single message. For example, the default value 300 implies that 300 job result messages are included
in a single message. This policy is applicable only when the Bulk Update: Run in bulk update mode policy is set to
True, that is, the bulk update mode is enabled.
Default: 300
Limits: 50 to 5000

3. Click OK.
The bulk update policies are configured.

Configure Optimized Transaction Configuration Policies for IM

You can configure the optimized transaction policies for the Installation Manager. The configuration lets the Installation
Manager update the database with few large transactions instead of multiple single transactions. The Installation Manager
accepts the bulk message, processes each submessage included in the bulk message, and updates the database in one
transaction. You must apply these policies to the domain manager.

To configure the optimized transaction configuration policy

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Software Delivery, Manager.
A list of configuration policies appears.

2. Double-click the following policies, and enter appropriate information in the Setting Properties dialog:
– Optimized Transaction: Enabled

Specifies whether to use the optimized transaction on the Installation Manager to update the job status messages
and the software records in bulk. When set to True, the Installation Manager processes and completes the
database update of the job status messages and the software records in bulk. When set to False, the Installation
Manager processes and completes the database update of each message individually. For optimizing database
updates, set the value to True.
Default: True

– Optimized Transaction: Minimum Lock Percent
Specifies the minimum percentage of job container and job locks to acquire before the Installation Manager
can process the job status messages in bulk. The policy is applicable only for the bulk database updates of the
job status messages. While processing the job status messages in bulk, if the Installation Manager gets less
than 100% of locks but more than the minimum percentage of locks, the Installation Manager processes all the
messages for which it has received the locks, and sends the remaining messages back to the Installation Manager
queue. However, if the Installation Manager does not get the minimum percentage of locks, it sends all the received
job status messages back to the Installation Manager queue for update in the next try.
Default: 50
Limits: 1 to 100

NOTE
We recommend that you change the value of the Minimum Lock Percent policy only when you see a
message about the unavailability of sufficient locks in the Installation Manager log.

3. Click OK.
The optimized transaction policies are configured.
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Shut Down a Computer after Last Software Delivery Job
Contents

Software delivery lets you shut down a target computer after completion of the last software delivery job. SD provides the
shutdown-related job and calendar options. A combination of the job and calendar options controls the shutdown behavior
of the target computer. You can use these options to decide when to shut down a computer, whether to shut it down or
not, or how to define non-conflicting time ranges within which it is appropriate to shut down. This functionality helps ensure
that the target computers use power in an optimal manner and support the defined Green IT policies of the organization.

How to Use the Shutdown Functionality

To use the shutdown functionality, the first step is to define a value for the Shutdown Behavior configuration policy.
This value controls the overall shutdown behavior of the computer. After you define the value for the policy, perform the
appropriate step based on the defined value:

NOTE
The value "0" signifies that shutdown must not be performed.

• When only the job option controls the shutdown behavior, set the Boot Level after execution property to the Shutdown
machine after last job option while submitting an SD job.

• When only the calendar option controls the shutdown behavior, define appropriate time ranges.
• When either the job or the calendar option controls the shutdown behavior, either set the Boot Level after execution

property or define time ranges.
• When both the job and the calendar options control the shutdown behavior, set the Boot Level after execution property

and also define time ranges.
• (Optional) When you want to control the politeness of an initiated shutdown, configure the polite shutdown

configuration policy parameters.

The shutdown functionality is closely linked to the process of pushing an SD job to a target computer. The configured
Shutdown Behavior policy is not activated until an SD job is pushed to the computer. When you push an SD job to the
computer, the job evaluates the value assigned to the Shutdown Behavior policy. It then takes the appropriate action --
shut down or do not shut down -- after completion of the last SD job. If you do not push an SD job, the value assigned to
the policy parameter does not perform any action.

NOTE
Shutdown of a domain manager is not allowed, that is, you cannot shut down a domain manager either by using
the job option or by using the power management calendar setting.

Power Management Calendar

A power management calendar is a user-defined configuration policy. You can create a calendar-specific configuration
policy, seal it, and apply it to the target computer (or group of computers) like any other standard configuration policy. This
policy when applied to the computer becomes the power management calendar that governs the shutdown behavior for
that computer.

The calendar consists of a set of time ranges. Each time range can be one of the following types:

• Special Dates
Lets you define a policy based on some specific dates.

• Normal Weekdays
Lets you define a policy that is applicable to a chosen set of days (Sunday through Saturday).

• Date Ranges
Lets you define a policy based on some specific date range. You need to specify the start date and the end date to
define a date range.
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These time ranges are used to define rules based on the normal weekdays, some special dates, or some specific date
ranges. Therefore, by using the calendar, you can determine when it is appropriate to keep a computer powered on or
powered off.

The time ranges defined in the power management calendar are activated only when an SD job is pushed to the
computer. For example, you configure the Shutdown Behavior configuration policy to use the calendar option (option 2),
and define a time range to shut down a computer on March 26, 2009. But, no job is pushed to the computer on March 26,
2009. In this case, the power management calendar does not apply the defined time range, as no job has been pushed,
and the computer is not shut down.

In the DSM Explorer, the power management calendar is represented as a configuration view.

Non-Conflicting Time Ranges

Make sure that you define only non-conflicting time ranges in the power management calendar configuration policy. The
non-conflicting time ranges help you create a power management calendar where you can determine the result of each
time range without any ambiguity.

The following example scenarios let you understand the various types of conflicting time ranges:

• Scenario of two conflicting time ranges where both the ranges are defined for the Normal Weekdays type
In this scenario, one Normal Weekdays time range has been defined to enable shutdown on all Saturdays and
Sundays, and another to disable shutdown on all Saturdays. Such Normal Weekdays time ranges are conflicting in
nature and must not be defined. The shutdown behavior is undefined in this type of scenario.

• Scenario of two conflicting time ranges where both the ranges are defined for the Special Dates type
In this scenario, one Special Dates time range has been defined to disable shutdown on July 15, 2009, and another to
enable shutdown on the same date. Such Special Dates time ranges are conflicting in nature and must not be defined.
The shutdown behavior is undefined in this type of scenario.

• Scenario of two conflicting time ranges where both the ranges are defined for the Date Ranges type
In this scenario, one Date Ranges time range has been defined to disable shutdown from October 1, 2009 to October
15, 2009, and another to enable shutdown from October 10, 2009 to October 15, 2009. Such Date Ranges time ranges
are conflicting in nature and must not be defined. The shutdown behavior is undefined in this type of scenario.

• Scenario of two conflicting time ranges where one range is defined for the Special Dates (or Date Ranges) type and
other for the Normal Weekdays type
In this scenario, the Normal Weekdays time range is defined to disable shutdown on all Wednesdays, and the Special
Dates time range is defined to enable shutdown on June 17, 2009 (Wednesday). In this case, the Special Dates time
range takes precedence over the Normal Weekdays time range, and enables shutdown on that particular date.

• Scenario of two conflicting time ranges where one range is defined for the Date Ranges type and other for the Special
Dates type
In this scenario, the Date Ranges time range is defined to disable shutdown from September 20, 2009 to September
30, 2009, and the Special Dates time range is defined to enable shutdown on September 21, 2009. Such time ranges
are conflicting in nature and must not be defined. The shutdown behavior is undefined in this scenario.

Configure the Shutdown Behavior Policy

To shut down the computer after completion of the last SD job, configure the Shutdown Behavior policy. You can specify a
value for this policy while creating a configuration policy. Once the configuration policy is created, you can seal the policy
and apply it to the target computer like any other configuration policy.

To configure the Shutdown Behavior policy

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Common Components, CAF,
Shutdown.
A list of all the shutdown policies appears.

2. Double-click the Shutdown Behavior policy.
The Setting Properties dialog opens.
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3. Enter one of the following values in the Value field depending on your requirements:
– 0

Specifies that the computer must not be shut down after completion of the last SD job. This is the default value for
this configuration policy.

– 1
Shuts down the computer if the Boot Level after execution property is set to the Shutdown machine after last job
option. The parameter ignores the power management calendar setting in this case.

– 2
Shuts down the computer based on the power management calendar settings of the target computer. The
parameter ignores the Boot Level after execution property if the property is set to the shutdown option.

– 3
Shuts down the computer based on the Boot Level after execution property or the calendar option. It uses either
of the two options to decide whether to shut down the computer. It will always shut down the computer if the
value of the Boot Level after execution property is set to the Shutdown machine after last job option or the power
management calendar indicates that a shutdown must be performed.

– 4
Shuts down the computer based on the Boot Level after execution property and the calendar options. It uses both
the options to decide whether to shut down the computer. It will shut down the computer only if the Boot Level
after execution property is set to the Shutdown machine after last job option and the power management calendar
indicates that a shutdown must be performed.

4. Click OK.
The Shutdown Behavior policy is configured.

Define a Time Range

Use the options available in the Power Management Calendar configuration view to define meaningful sets of non-
conflicting time ranges in a configuration policy. Once you create the policy, you can seal it and apply it to the target
computer.

To define a time range

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Common Components, CAF,
Shutdown, Power Management Calendar.

2. Click the Time Ranges folder.
The Power Management Calendar configuration view opens.

3. Click New to create a time range.
4. Enter appropriate information in the following fields:

– Name
Defines the name of the time range.

– State
Specifies whether the time range entry is in the shutdown enabled or shutdown disabled mode.

– Type
Specifies the type of the time range. The Normal Weekdays option applies to normal weeks and covers Sunday
through Saturday. The Special Dates option applies to a specific date. The Date Ranges option applies to all the
days defined in a specific date range; start and end dates are also included.

– Hours
Specifies the list of hours included in the time range. Valid input formats are as follows:
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• You can use a single entry to specify a 30-minute period, for example, entering a value of 22:30 denotes a 22:30
to 22:59 time period. Also, make sure that the minute component in a time entry is 00 or 30. So, for example, a
time range of 8:00 - 11:30 is valid, but 8:10 - 11:15 is not.

• You can specify one or more ranges like 09:00 - 11:30 in this field. So, entering 09:00 - 11:30 indicates a 09:00 to
11:30 time period. Also, make sure that you use a space to separate multiple time ranges such as 09:00 - 12:00
13:00 - 18:00.

• You can add a range 00:00 - 00:00 to denote a full 24-hour period.
– Days

Specifies the days of the week in the time range. This parameter is applicable only when the time range type is set
to Normal Weekdays. This value can be any combination from Sunday to Saturday, for example, Sunday - Tuesday
or Monday - Friday.

– Date
Specifies the special date value. This parameter is applicable only when the time range type is set to Special Dates.
The valid format for entering the date is yyyy-mm-dd (year, month, and date). For example, for Boxing Day 2008, a
holiday celebrated in the United Kingdom, Canada, and elsewhere, enter 2008-12-26.
You can also use “00” as a wild-card match to cover all months in a year or all days in a month, and “0000” to cover
all years. For example, entering 2009-00-01 implies that the shutdown is enabled or disabled, as per the power
management calendar, on the first day of every month for the year 2009.

– FromDate
Specifies the start date of the specified date range. This parameter is applicable only when the time range type is
set to Date Ranges. Enter the date in the yyyy-mm-dd (year-month-date) format.

– ToDate
Specifies the end date of the specified date range. This parameter is applicable only when the time range type is
set to Date Ranges. Enter the date in the yyyy-mm-dd (year-month-date) format.

5. Click Check to perform immediate validation of the data entered without committing the data.

NOTE
If you do not provide the data in the correct format, an error message is displayed when you click the Apply
button in the next step to add the time range.

6. Click Apply.
The time range is added to the power management calendar. To add additional time ranges, repeat Steps 3 through 6.

NOTE
Click Default to delete all the defined time ranges in the policy being edited and revert to the default settings.
And, if you want to remove a specific time range entry from the list, select the time range and click Remove.

7. Click OK.
The configuration view closes and saves the current changes.

After all the time ranges are added, seal the policy and apply it to the target computers. You have successfully enforced
the power management calendar on the target computers.

Specify the Boot Level after Execution Property

You can set the Boot Level after execution property to the Shutdown machine after last job option while performing the
following tasks, so as to reflect the property in the job options of an SD job:

• While creating a software package in the Software Package Library of SD
When you are creating a procedure for a software package, you can set the property in the Options tab. So, the
property is applicable whenever the software package is deployed using this procedure.

• While creating a software policy
When you are creating a software policy, you can configure each software package that is included in the policy to
have the Shutdown machine after last job option set in the job options (Jobs, Procedure Options tab).

• While setting up a job order
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When you are setting up jobs that are distributed to the domain managers from the enterprise manager, you can
configure each individual package to have the Boot Level after execution property set to the Shutdown machine after
last job option (Jobs, Procedure Options tab).

• While creating a software deployment job
When you are creating an ad-hoc SD job, you can set the Boot Level after execution property to the Shutdown
machine after last job option (Jobs, Procedure Options tab).

The following example procedure explains how you can specify this option for a new software policy:

Example: Specify the Shutdown Job Option for a New Software Policy

You can set the Boot Level after execution property to the Shutdown machine after last job option while creating a
software policy.

To specify the shutdown job option for a new software policy

1. Navigate to the Policies, Software Based folder.
A list of all the software policies appears.

2. Right-click the Software Based folder, and select New Software Policy from the context menu.
The Create Software Policy wizard opens.

3. Follow the instructions in the wizard to create a software policy.
4. Select the Open the advanced Software Policy settings dialog when the Finish button is pressed option on the Finish

screen of the wizard.
5. Click Finish.

The New Software Policy dialog opens.
6. Click the Jobs tab, and then click Procedure Options.

All the procedure options appear.
7. Select the Shutdown machine after last job option from the Boot level after execution drop-down list.
8. Click OK.

The software policy shuts down the computer when execution of the last SD job is completed.

Configure the Polite Shutdown Policies

oftware delivery allows the polite shutdown of a target computer. The polite shutdown policies control the politeness of an
initiated shutdown.

To configure the polite shutdown policies

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Common Components, CAF,
Shutdown.
A list of all the policies in the Shutdown policy group appears.

2. Double-click the appropriate policies, and enter values in the Setting Properties dialog:
– Shutdown: Forced Shutdown

Specifies that the Shutdown routine forces programs to shut down if the value is set to True.
Default: False

– Shutdown: Number of Shutdown postpones
Specifies the number of times the shutdown prompt can be postponed.
Default: 5

– Shutdown: Polite Shutdown
Specifies that a requested shutdown is not initiated automatically if the value is set to True. Instead, a message
appears and prompts the user to save all the work. The message does not include a timer and waits for the user’s
response. The shutdown initiates only when the user closes the message. The Shutdown routine uses this policy.
Default: False

– Shutdown: Prompt Timeout
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Specifies the timeout period in seconds for the Shutdown dialog. If the timeout period is empty (not set), the initial
timeout is 5 minutes, and every consecutive postponement is 5 minutes in duration. If the timeout period is set to
some value, both the initial timeout and the consecutive postponements use the specified value.
Default: 300

3. Click OK.
The polite shutdown policies are configured.

Use of SD Agent Bridge
The SD Agent Bridge feature provides backwards compatibility for extended and legacy SD agents based on Unicenter
DSM r11.2 C1. You can gather information obtained from mobile agents and then distribute jobs, modules, templates, and
configurations to those agents.

The SD Agent Bridge is fully integrated in CA ITCM since r11.2 C3.

NOTE
The Agent Bridge is supported on Microsoft Windows only.

Note: The agent platforms supported by the Agent Bridge in this release are Windows Mobile 6.1 (ARM-based, including
StrongARM, XScale), Windows Mobile 6 (Classic, Standard, Professional) (ARM-based, including StrongARM, XScale, TI
OMAP), and Windows Mobile 5 (ARM-based, including StrongARM, XScale).

Major Components

The SD Agent Bridge consists of the following components:

• Common legacy server component and its process components
Handles communication for the Agent Bridge, configuration, and agent registration.

• Software delivery components
Provide server support for extended and legacy software delivery agents.

Generating UUID for Agent Bridge

A UUID generator allows Agent Bridge to generate an agent UUID for a legacy agent if one has not been reported.
Additionally, a new configuration policy has been added to control the UUID generation behavior.

 

NOTE

You should always use the latest Agents possible for your operating environment.

To check the certification status of a legacy agent, see Compatibility Matrix.

SD Agent Bridge Limitations

As CA ITCM is a new generation of asset management, software delivery, and remote control functionality, there are
certain new features and functions that were not in the previous versions of these components and, therefore, will not
work with legacy agents. SD Agent Bridge support does not include the following CA ITCM features:

• Performance module extraction
• Configuration policies
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NOTE
The Configuration Policy tree node is suppressed for legacy agents, and the Activate Job Check option is
likewise disabled for legacy agents.

• Instant diagnostics
• DMDeploy functionality

Due to the changes in technology in CA ITCM, there are also some existing Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0 features that
are not supported on legacy agents in CA ITCM using Agent Bridge. These unsupported features are as follows:

• Docking devices based on Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0 legacy agents
• Software Catalog for software delivery legacy agents
• Auto-installations of software delivery legacy agents

Known Issues with SD Agent Bridge

Currently, the following issues have been identified for SD Agent Bridge.

Active Job Check

The Active Job Check on the Unicenter Software Delivery legacy agent might fail in the following situation:

1. During package deployment the option, Jobs will be triggered by scalability server, is not selected.
2. And once the job container is created and is in the Active state, you select either the Active Job Check option from the

DSM Explorer or run sdacmd jobcheck on the agent machine.

The result is that the status of the job remains in the Active state.

The workaround for this problem is to run sdjexec.exe on a Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0 agent machine, or asminst on
a Unicenter Software Delivery 3.x or 2.0 agent machine. The status of the job will then be displayed as successful in the
DSM Explorer.

Windows Mobile 5.0 Devices

When a Unicenter Asset Management 4.0 SP1 C2 agent is installed first, followed by a Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0
SP1 C3 agent, on a Windows Mobile 5.0 device pointing to Agent Bridge, the version number of the Unicenter Asset
Management agent shown in the DSM Explorer might be incorrect.

Also, when a Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0 SP1 C3 agent is installed first, followed by a Unicenter Asset Management
4.0 SP1 C2 agent, on a Windows Mobile 5.0 device pointing to Agent Bridge, the Unicenter Asset Management 4.0 SP1
C2 agent might not get reported.

Agent Registration with MDB

The CA Client Automation Agent registers with the MDB by providing the following information:

• Host name
• Host Universal Unique Identifier (UUID)
• Operating system class ID
• IP address
• MAC address
• Usage list string

With Agent Bridge, the host UUID is provided by the legacy agent, and the legacy agent is registered to the CA Client
Automation system using the Agent Bridge. The agent registration method used by CA Client Automation and Agent
Bridge maps the legacy information to that in CA Client Automation. For example, an asset management 8-byte file ID is
mapped to a CA Client Automation formatted, 32-byte alphanumeric host UUID. The host UUID that is generated for a
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legacy agent is common to both asset management and asset management agents, and is stored in the common usage
file.

If a legacy agent does not provide a unique host UUID and the UUID generator is not enabled, it is not registered by the
Agent Bridge, and the agent is treated as an invalid agent.

If the UUID generator is enabled, the correct procedures for registering asset management and software delivery legacy
agents are as follows:

To register legacy agents, some of which may not report their own UUIDs

• If both the asset management and software delivery agents do not report host UUIDs, then you can register the asset
management and software delivery agents in any order. However, you need to give time between the registrations of
the two agents, typically, at least five (5) minutes apart.

• If the asset management agent does not report a host UUID but the software delivery agent does, then you should
always register the software delivery agent first. Then after five (5) minutes register the asset management agent.

• If the software delivery agent does not report a host UUID but the asset management agent does, then you should
always register the asset management agent first. Then after five (5) minutes register the software delivery agent.

In general, the majority of Unicenter Asset Management 4.0 agents and Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0 agents report
host UUIDs when registering with the server.

Asset Management Agents

The registration of all legacy Unicenter Asset Management 4.0 agents is supported by Agent Bridge in CA Client
Automation.

Mobile PDA agents require the application of patch T434066 before they can work with Agent Bridge. This patch can also
be obtained from CA Online Support at http://ca.com/support.

Software Delivery Agents

The registration of all legacy Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0 agents is supported by the agent registration method used
by CA Client Automation and Agent Bridge.

Agent Migration Considerations

When migrating legacy agents to CA ITCM using Agent Bridge, keep in mind the following limitations:

• After a migrated agent has performed a "reinstall after crash" (RAC), a new migration for the same agent creates a
new unit rather than updating the existing agent.

• If you already have a migrated Unicenter Software Delivery (SD) legacy agent in your CA ITCM environment, then
installing a Unicenter Asset Management 4.0 legacy agent or CA ITCM asset management agent afterwards results
in the status of the migrated legacy SD agent being overwritten. The SD status will be changed from "Locked by
Migration" to "Not Installed." Therefore, do not use this method to migrate and register legacy agent data. Instead, use
the DSM migration tool.

SD Agent Bridge Prerequisites

The SD Agent Bridge does not necessarily have to be installed on the same computer as the domain manager. However,
it must be installed on the same computer as the software delivery scalability server, and this is handled automatically by
the installation procedure.

Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0 SP1 agents may need to have one of the following test or cumulative fixes applied,
depending on the operating environment and language:

• English (ENU)
QO77129 Windows NT - USD 4.0 SP1C3 CD1
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T18C930 4.0 SP1 Fix for Novell Netware (NW)
QO77130 Windows NT-4.0 SP1 C3 FIX FOR NT & NW
QO77876 4.0 SP1 C3 FIX FOR LINUX
QO77874 4.0 SP1 C3 FIX FOR HP-UX
QO77877 4.0 SP1 C3 FIX FOR SOLARIS
QO77869 4.0 SP1 C3 FIX FOR AIX
QO77878 4.0 SP1 C3 FIX FOR SOLARIS Intel

• German (DEU)
QO81439 T1B1339 Windows CD1
QO81451 T1B1359 Windows CD2
QO81456 T1B1340 AIX
QO81457 T1B1341 HP-UX
QO81458 T1B1342 Sun Solaris

• French (FRA)
T1B1344 Windows CD1
T1B1360 Windows CD2
T1B1345 AIX
T1B1346 HP-UX
T1B1347 Sun Solaris

• Japanese (JPN)
QO83580 T1B1373

These fixes can be obtained from Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

Supported Operating Environments and SD Agents

The CA ITCM media includes an agent for Windows Mobile 5.0, 6.0, and 6.1. This agent requires the use of the legacy
Agent Bridge. No other agents are supported with the legacy Agent Bridge.

NOTE
You should always use the latest software delivery agent possible for your operating environment. To check for
the latest version, see the software delivery Certification Matrix available on the CA Support Online web site,
http://support.ca.com.

SD Agent Bridge Configuration

Contents

Like all other CA ITCM plug-ins, the SD Agent Bridge is configurable.

Therefore, use the policy group folders under the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Default Computer
Policy, DSM, software delivery, Scalability Server subnode in the DSM Explorer tree to configure SD Agent Bridge.

Backwards Compatibility Support Policy Group

The Backwards Compatibility Support policy group lets you view or edit Agent Bridge support policies for Unicenter
Software Delivery legacy and extended agents. You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to
display the Setting Properties dialog.

This policy group contains the following policy group folder:

1. Communication

The Backwards Compatibility Support policy group also contains the following policies:

• Backwards compatibility support: Enable
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Enables Agent Bridge scalability server support for Unicenter Software Delivery legacy agents and Windows CE
agents, if set to True. If False, this policy disables server support for Unicenter Software Delivery legacy and extended
agents.

NOTE
Enabling SD Agent Bridge support does not mean that the AM Agent Bridge support is automatically
enabled. For more information, see the Enable Agent Bridge configuration policy in Asset Management
Policy Group.

Default: False
• Backwards compatibility support: Use the SDOUTPUT share

Enables support for a new writable share, SDOUTPUT, under SDLIBRARY$ on the server, if set to True. If False,
this policy disables support for the new writable share, SDOUTPUT. This server policy should be set to True if legacy
agents prior to Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0 are connected to the server and using the NOS connection method
for software delivery library access. This policy allows job output files to be written directly to the SDOUTPUT library
share.
Default: False

Communication Policy Group

The Communication policy group governs CA-SD communication protocols for Unicenter Software Delivery extended and
legacy agents.

The Communication policy group contains the following policies:

• Backwards compatibility support: Agent connect port
Specifies the port for the server to listen for legacy Unicenter Software Delivery agent connection requests.
Default: 4721

• Backwards compatibility support: FileTransferBlockSize
Specifies the size of file transfer blocks in kilobytes (KB). If you are running on fast networks, increasing the size
generally improves performance.
Limits: 4 - 32
Default: 4

• Backwards compatibility support: Max Connections
Indicates the maximum number of network connections allowed to and from this computer.
Default: 550

• Backwards compatibility support: Max Peers
Indicates the maximum number of allowed network application peers for this computer.
Default: 200

• Backwards compatibility support: SysRcvTimeout
Specifies the common system receive timeout interval in seconds.

NOTE
If -1 is specified, the timeout is indefinite.

Default: -1
• Backwards compatibility support: Trigger port

Specifies the port number of the trigger process (TRIGGER).
Default: 4725

• Backwards compatibility support: WaitCCTimeout
Specifies the wait timeout interval in seconds for connection confirmations.

NOTE
If -1 is specified, the timeout is indefinite.

Limits: 1 - 1000
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Default: 120
• Backwards compatibility support: WaitCRTimeout

Specifies the wait timeout interval in seconds for connection requests.

NOTE
If -1 is specified, the timeout is indefinite.

Limits: 1 - 1000
Default: 120

Wake-on-LAN Server Configuration

You can set up advanced Wake-on-LAN server configuration for the legacy agents. These configuration policies are
locally managed and need to be set on the servers by modifying comstore locally.

Example: Specifying Remote Subnet Masks and Sending Wake-on-LAN Broadcasts

[itrm/usd/SUBNETMASKS]

;   This section is related to the following one.

[itrm/usd/CUSTOMBROADCAST]

;   This section defines the TCP/IP subnet masks to use when sending

;   out the Wake-on-LAN broadcasts. By default, broadcasts are sent

;   on the network on which a machine resides. For the local network, the subnet

;   is automatically retrieved from the machine's configuration. 

;   However, if a remote network is using subnets, you will need to specify 

;   its subnet mask here.

;

;   Example: 

;   100.0.0.0   = 255.255.255.0

This is done, for example, by running the following command on the server:

ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps itrm/usd/SUBNETMASKS -pn 100.0.0.0 -v 255.255.255.0

To remove this setting, run:

ccnfcmda -cmd DeleteParameter -ps itrm/usd/SUBNETMASKS -pn 100.0.0.0

[itrm/usd/CUSTOMBROADCAST]

;   This section is related to the one above, [itrm/usd/SUBNETMASKS], and

;   contains three parameters, DisableBroadcast, NoBroadcast, and

;   CustomBroadcast.

DisableBroadcast=

;   If DisableBroadcast=1, Wake-on-LAN broadcasts are disabled.

;   If DisableBroadcast=0, Wake-on-LAN broadcasts are enabled.

For example:

ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps itrm/usd/CUSTOMBROADCAST  -pn DisableBroadcast -v 1

NoBroadcast=

;   If NoBroadcast=1, a direct broadcast will be sent to a specific IP-address

;   (preceding the Trigger message). Then broadcast is not allowed.

;   If NoBroadcast=0, a direct Wake-on-LAN broadcast to a specific

;   IP-address is disabled.

CustomBroadcast=

;   If CustomBroadcast =0, Wake-on-LAN broadcasts to non-standard

;   subnets is disabled. Then standard broadcast using the

;   [SUBNETMASKS] entry is made.
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;   If CustomBroadcast =1, a Wake-on-LAN broadcast will be sent to

;   non-standard (custom) subnets.

;   Example:

;   If you have a subnet with subnet mask 255.255.255.224 (32 addresses

;   on this subnet), then 31,63,95... are values corresponding to broadcast

;   addresses xxx.xxx.xxx.31, xxx.xxx.xxx.63, xxx.xxx.xxx.95, ... 

;   Append this list at the end.

;

"ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps itrm/usd/CUSTOMBROADCAST  -pn  NoBroadcast  - v 0"

"ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps itrm/usd/CUSTOMBROADCAST  -pn  CustomBroadcast  - v 1"

"ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps itrm/usd/CUSTOMBROADCAST  -pn  xxx.xxx.xxx.0  - v

 31,63,95,127,159,191,223,255"

;

;   When Software Delivery sends a job to the IP address xxx.xxx.xxx.69, a

;   Wake-on-LAN broadcast xxx.xxx.xxx.95 should be sent.

How to Add Legacy Software to the Software Package Library

The following ways are available to add legacy Unicenter Software Delivery software to the Software Package Library:

• Exporting from a legacy Local Server
• Importing from the original legacy CD ROM

The following scenarios demonstrate how to add legacy Unicenter Software Delivery software to the Software Package
Library.

Scenario 1 -- Exporting legacy agent software from a Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0 Local Server:

1. From a Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0 Local Server, navigate to the Software Delivery, software library node, and
locate the legacy agent software you want to add.

2. Right-click the software package and then click Export, Software package.
The Export Software Package dialog appears.

3. Enter the directory path and name where you want to store the software package.
Enter the path where to copy the software package or click Browse to browse through the Explorer.

4. Click OK.
5. From the DSM Explorer, right-click the DSM Software Packages node and then click Import, Software package.

The Import Software Package dialog appears.
6. Select the legacy agent software package from the directory specified in Step 3, and click OK.

The legacy agent software is added to the Software Package Library.

Scenario 2 -- Importing legacy software from an original Unicenter Software Delivery CD ROM:

1. Insert the Unicenter Software Delivery CD.
2. From the DSM Explorer, right-click the DSM Software Packages node and then click Import, Software package.

The Import Software Packages dialog appears.
3. Select the legacy agent software package.
4. Click OK.

The legacy agent software is added to the Software Package Library.

NOTE
When importing the software, you may get a message like, “The software you are registering exists as a
detected package. Do you want to replace it with the real one?” Click Yes. (This is the case when an agent
using this agent software already has connected and has been registered to the DSM system.)
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Download Method Error Messages in Context of SD Agent Bridge

In context of the SD Agent Bridge feature, the following error messages may occur with the software delivery download
method:

• SDM001043
Download method can not be set on a computer with a legacy agent.

• SDM001044
One or more computers with legacy agents was found. Download method could not be set for these computers.

Installing Wrapper Packages from External Repositories
This chapter describes the installation of wrapper packages from external repositories using software delivery functionality
in detail.

Sample DSM Architecture with External Debian Repositories

Forward Inc is a mid-sized banking organization that deployed CA Client Automation to manage its physical and virtual
infrastructure. Forward Inc is headquartered in New York and has branch offices in US and India. Each country has a data
center and has several branch offices.

The current CA Client Automation implementation looks like the following:

• The DSM enterprise manager is located in the headquarters.
• A DSM domain manager is located in the data center of each country.
• A scalability server is located in major cities serving various neighboring branches.

Forward Inc has a few thousand computers that are on Debian OS and requires the ability to deploy Debian software
packages from CA Client Automation. The master Debian repository is located in the headquarters. The company wants
to create and deploy wrapper packages on each domain manager so that deployment is faster. Here is how they do it:

• Added the external Debian repository as the master repository to the enterprise manager
• Created a mirror of the master Debian repository in each data center
• Associated the mirrors in each data center as the master repository to the respective domain managers so that

wrapper packages can be created from the mirror on the data center. Wrapper packages that are applicable to the
entire organization is created at the enterprise manager and distributed to the domain managers.

• Created mirrors on the scalability servers from the mirror on the data center, by configuring the respective domain
managers

How to Deploy Packages from External Debian Repositories

The following process describes how you configure CA ITCM to deploy packages from Debian repositories:

1. Add the external Debian repository details in CA ITCM
2. Set up mirror repositories
3. Set up HTTP and FTP shares on repository servers
4. Deploy Debian packages using software delivery

Configuring External Debian Repositories in CA Client Automation

Contents
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As a desktop support analyst, you configure the external Debian repository details in CA Client Automation. This
configuration lets you browse the repository from CA Client Automation, create mirrors of the repository, and deploy
Debian packages using software delivery.

Perform the following tasks to configure external Debian repositories in CA Client Automation:

1. Define the External Debian Repository Details in CA Client Automation
2. Extract Package Metadata from the Repository
3. Browse the Debian Repository from Web Console

Define the External Debian Repository Details in CA Client Automation

Define the details of the external Debian repository that CA Client Automation must connect to. CA Client Automation
uses this information to browse the repository, create mirrors, and deploy software packages.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy.
2. Right-click Default Configuration Policy and select Unseal.

NOTE
The changed configuration policy must be applied to all the target computers. Hence, select the Default
Configuration Policy.

The policy becomes editable.
3. Navigate to DSM, Software Delivery, Shared, External Repository, Debian and select Repositories on the right pane.
4. Provide the following details for each repository that you want CA Client Automation to connect to, in the Repositories

table:
– Repository Name

Specifies a unique repository name. You can specify any name but verify that the name is unique across the
Repositories table.

– Repository Relation
Specifies whether the repository is a master, mirror, or mirror template.
• Master

Specifies that the repository is a master. A master repository is used while creating wrapper packages. CA Client
Automation cannot deploy native Debian packages directly. Create wrapper packages that include references to
the native Debian packages and then deploy the wrapper packages.
Following guidelines apply for master repositories:

• Add at least one master repository to create and deploy Debian wrapper packages.
• You can add multiple master repositories; however, you can create wrapper packages only from the first

(alphabetically) available master.
• You can configure different master repositories at the enterprise manager and domain manager level. A

master repository can be an external Debian repository or another mirror repository that acts as a master for
creating wrapper packages. For example, you have an external Debian repository co-located with the enterprise
manager. You created mirrors of this repository on a Linux computer that is co-located with each of your domain
managers. You can configure these mirrors as the master for the respective domain managers so that you can
create wrapper packages from the mirrors co-located with your domain managers.

• Mirror
Specifies that the repository is a mirror that is created from a master or another mirror.

• Mirror-Template
Specifies that the mirror is only a template and not a physical repository. The mirror template is only a
placeholder for multiple mirror repositories that have the same configuration. When you have numerous mirrors,
you can create one mirror template per parent instead of creating a row each for all the mirrors. Mirror templates
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are used for software deployment and repository extraction but not for mirror synchronization. The host name of
the computers hosting the mirrors is dynamically replaced at run time.

– Repository Type
Specifies the repository type.

– Repository Method
Specifies the transfer protocol that is used for transferring the packages from the repository to the target computers.
Select HTTP, FTP depending on what you have configured. For more information about this configuration, see
Setting Up FTP and HTTP Share for Software Packages and OS Images.

NOTE
If the repository is a master and you want to browse the repository and create wrapper packages from it,
configure the repository as an FTP share.

– Hostname
Specifies the host name of the computer that hosts the repository. For mirror template repositories, do not specify
the host name because the host name is dynamically provided at run time. Even if you specify, the host name is
ignored for mirror templates.

– Root
Specifies the root node of the repository.

5. Repeat step 4 to add more repositories.
6. Save and seal the policy. Verify that the policy is applied on all the target computers.

The repositories information is updated on all target computers.

Extract Package Metadata from the Repository

Extracting package metadata from the repository lets you view the Debian package details on DSM Web Console.

Note: The following steps apply for extracting the package metadata from both master and mirror repositories.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Engines, All Engines, SystemEngine from DSM Explorer.
The engine log is displayed.

2. Right-click the SystemEngine and select Add New Task.
The New Task Wizard opens.

3. Follow the instructions and perform the following steps in the wizard:
a. Select the task type as CA Repository Extraction, and enter a task name and description. Click Next.

NOTE
Ensure that you disable the system firewall to execute the task successfully.

b. Provide the following details:

NOTE
As the repository server is on Linux, values provided in the following Distribution and Components Name
fields must be case-sensitive; they must match the case in the repository server. For example, if the
repository server location for ftp://172.16.0.12/ubuntu/dists/lucid/main/binary-i386/, the distribution name
must be specified as lucid and not as Lucid or LUCID.

c. Specify scheduling options.
4. Click Finish on the last page.

The System Engine creates the task and executes it at the schedule time. You can monitor the task by clicking the
SystemEngine and review the status in the Task List section on the right pane.
Note: You can also browse the repository from Web Console while the engine task is still in progress. The Web
Console displays the distributions and packages as and when they are extracted from the repository.
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Browse the Debian Repository from Web Console

You can browse the contents of a Debian repository in Web Console to know what packages are present in the repository.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to DSM Web Console.
2. Navigate to Console, Software, External Repositories, repository.

A list of distributions in the selected repository is displayed. The Synchronization Status column shows the status of
the repository extraction task. You can also click View under the Synchronization Log column to view the progress of
metadata extraction and errors that are encountered, if any.
Note: If you open the repository before the extraction task completes, it is possible that you do not see all the
distributions in the list.

3. Click a distribution.
A list of Debian packages in the distribution is displayed.

Deploy Debian Packages Using Software Delivery

Contents

As a desktop support analyst, you can deploy Debian software packages on target Kubuntu computers using software
delivery. Software deployment through software delivery lets you send software packages to any managed Debian
computer and deploy them. The native Debian packages are not physically stored in CA Client Automation; they are
stored in the Debian master and mirror repositories. Hence deployment of Debian packages is different from the regular
SD packages.

Perform the following tasks to deploy Debian packages using software delivery:

Manage Sources.List from CA Client Automation

The Debian computers maintain a file named sources.list that contains the details of repositories, distributions, and
components from which the packages can be obtained. To deploy Debian packages through software delivery, you must
manage the sources.list from CA Client Automation.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Policy Name, DSM, Software Delivery, Shared,
External Repositories, Debian, and double-click Sources on the right pane.

NOTE
This configuration policy change must be applied to computers or group of computers that use a particular
source repository. For example, you have a master repository and five mirror repositories. The mirror
repositories are located in different offices for faster download. You want the computers in these offices to
connect to the mirrors in the respective locations. In this case, you create five configuration policies. You
then open each of them and configure the sources table with the mirror repository details for that location,
and apply the policy to all the computers in that location.

2. Provide the following details in the Sources table:

NOTE
When the policy is applied on target computers with at least one row in the sources.list table, CA Client
Automation renames the original sources.list as sources.list.original.CADSM. It then creates a sources.list
file and adds the information from the Sources table.

3. (Optional) Add additional repositories, if the target computers have more than one source repository that they will
connect to.
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4. (For Dynamic Repository Assignment only) Navigate back to External Debian Repository, Debian, and double-click
Dynamic Repository Host. Specify the repository host name.

NOTE
You can also define this parameter in the Default Configuration Policy of the domain managers. This action is
helpful when the target computer moves from one manager to another. The target can automatically connect
to the default repository host name configured for the new manager, without any additional configuration.

5. Save and seal the policy. Apply the policy on the target computers to which the configuration applies.
The configuration policy is pushed to the target computers.

6. Navigate to All Computers, Computer Name, Configuration, Configuration Policy and verify that the policy has been
applied and activated.

7. (Optional) Log in to one of the target computers and verify that the sources.list file contains the sources you
configured.
The repository details are added to the sources.list file.

Create a Debian Wrapper Package

A Debian wrapper package includes references to native Debian software packages stored in an external Debian
repository. You cannot directly deploy a native Debian software package using CA Client Automation; you need wrapper
packages.

NOTE
Though you can add multiple master and mirror repositories to the Repositories table, you can create wrapper
packages only from the first (alphabetically) available master repository, whose package metadata has been
extracted. For more information, see Extract Package Metadata from the Repository.

You can create a Debian wrapper package in one the following ways:

• Create a Debian wrapper package.
• Create a Debian wrapper package based on an existing wrapper package. The new wrapper package contains

references to Debian packages and debconf parameters from the source wrapper package.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to DSM Web Console.
2. Navigate to Software, Packages and click the software package group under which you want to create the wrapper

package.
A list of packages in the group is displayed.

3. Click New Debian Wrapper Package in the Actions panel.

NOTE
If you want to create a wrapper package based on an existing wrapper package, click New Based On on the
Actions panel.

The New Debian Wrapper Package wizard opens.
4. Follow the instructions in the wizard to specify the pre-install actions, include Debian packages, configure Debconfig

parameters, and specify post-install actions.
5. Click Finish on the last page.

The new Debian wrapper package is added to the list of registered software packages.

NOTE
If you want to edit the wrapper package, unseal it first and then click Edit on the Actions panel.

Deploy a Debian Wrapper Package

Deploying a Debian wrapper package on target computers sends a software job to the agent. The job then installs the
software on the target computers at the scheduled time.
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Verify the following prerequisites before you start the deployment:

• Verify that HTTP or FTP access is configured on computers hosting the repository. For more information about
configuring the access, see Setting Up HTTP and FTP Share for Software Packages and OS Images.

• Verify that you have applied this patch on the target computer

Follow these steps to deploy a package from Web Console:

1. Open the Web Console and navigate to Express Action.
2. Click Install Software.
3. Follow the instructions in the wizard and Click Finish on the last page.

Follow these steps to deploy a package from DSM Explorer:

1. Open DSM Explorer and navigate to Computers and Users, All Computers and find the target computer on which you
want to deploy the package.

2. Right-click the target computer and select Software Jobs, Deploy Software Package.
The Deploy Software Package Wizard appears.

3. Follow the instructions in the wizard and click Finish on the last page.

The software job is sent to selected computers. At the scheduled time, the jobs download the Debian packages from the
Debian repository that is defined in sources.list on the target computer and run the installer.

Debian Software Deployment Considerations

If you first install a version of a wrapper package on a target computer, and you later install another version of the same
wrapper package on the same computer, the first version is uninstalled and all the packages in the second version
installed.

If a native Debian package is part of more than one Debian wrapper package, and you deploy such Debian wrapper
packages on the same target computer, the Debian package is installed or updated in both the deployment jobs. During
the uninstallation procedure of one of the Debian Wrapper packages, the Debian packages that are uninstalled are
checked. If they are referred in another Debian wrapper package, the uninstallation job completes without uninstalling the
shared Debian package.

View the Configuration of Package Resource List

You can view the configuration of sources.list at the following inventory location:

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Computers and Users, All Computers, debian computer, Inventory, System Status, Package Resource
List.
The Package Resource List configuration is viewed.

Verify Deployment

Verify the deployment to help ensure that the wrapper package is deployed successfully on the target computer.

NOTE
The Debian software installer does not return the success or failure message to CA Client Automation. The
status of the SD job only reflects the status of wrapper package deployment and not of the actual Debian
software package.

Follow these steps:

1. Open DSM Explorer and navigate to Computers and Users, All Computers and find the target computer on which you
deployed the package.

2. Right-click the computer and select Jobs, Software Jobs.
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The status of the job is displayed.
3. Double-click the respective job when the status changes to SW Installed and click the Job output tab.

The job output, and success or failure messages are displayed.

Setting Up Debian Mirror Repositories

Contents

As a desktop support analyst, you can set up mirrors of a Debian repository to help ensure easy access and faster
download of the packages at the target computers. 

Perform the following tasks to set up Debian mirror repositories:

1. Verify Prerequisites
2. Install CA DSM Agent Add-on for Debian Mirror
3. Define the Parent Repository Details
4. Define the Mirror Synchronization Details
5. Schedule the Mirror Synchronization
6. Verify Mirror Synchronization

Verify Prerequisites

Verify the following prerequisites to help ensure that the mirror and synchronization work properly:

• Identify the computers on which you want to create the mirror repository.

NOTE
Only Linux variants are supported for mirrors. For example, you can host the mirror repository on a Linux
scalability server.

• Install DSM agent on the identified computers.
• Install the debmirror utility on the identified computers. For more information about installing debmirror, see Install

debmirror Utility.
• Expose the location and the directory where you want to create the mirror repository, as both HTTP and FTP shares.

For more information about setting up HTTP and FTP shares on the mirror, see Setting Up HTTP and FTP Share for
Software Packages and OS Images.

Install CA DSM Agent Add-on for Debian Mirror

Install the add-on package on computers that host the mirror repository. The add-on enables the computer for mirror
synchronization.

WARNING
Mirror synchronization fails if you do not install the add-on package.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Software, Software Package Library, DSM Software Packages in DSM Explorer.
2. Right-click the package CA DSM Agent add-on for Debian Mirror 1.0 and select Deploy.
3. Follow the instructions in the wizard. Specify the following information in the wizard:

– Select the computers on which you plan to host the mirror repository.
4. Click Finish on the last page.

A software job is created for each computer that you selected.
5. Monitor the job status in All Computers, computer_name, Jobs, Software Jobs.

When the job is completed, the job status changes to SW Installed.
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Define the Parent Repository Details

Define the details of the parent repository for the mirror. A parent repository can be a master repository or a mirror
repository because you can create a mirror from a master repository or from another mirror repository. You can define
multiple mirrors of a parent repository depending on the network traffic, load, and sites you want to support. For example,
if you decide to have two mirrors at each site and you have five different office sites, you need ten mirrors of the parent
repository.

Note: The steps are the same as defining the external repository, except that you need to define whether the parent is a
master or mirror.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy.
2. Right-click Default Configuration Policy and select Unseal.

NOTE
The changed configuration policy must be applied to all the target computers. Hence, select the Default
Configuration Policy.

The policy becomes editable.
3. Navigate to DSM, Software Delivery, Shared, External Repository, Debian and select Repositories on the right pane.
4. Provide the following details for each repository that you want CA ITCM to connect to, in the Repositories table:

– Repository Name
Specifies a unique repository name. You can specify any name but verify that the name is unique across the
Repositories table.

– Repository Relation
Specifies whether the repository is a master, mirror, or mirror template.
• Master

Specifies that the repository is a master. A master repository is used while creating wrapper packages. CA ITCM
cannot deploy native Debian packages directly. Create wrapper packages that include references to the native
Debian packages and then deploy the wrapper packages.
Following guidelines apply for master repositories:

• Add at least one master repository to create and deploy Debian wrapper packages.
• You can add multiple master repositories; however, you can create wrapper packages only from the first

(alphabetically) available master.
• You can configure different master repositories at the enterprise manager and domain manager level. A

master repository can be an external Debian repository or another mirror repository that acts as a master for
creating wrapper packages. For example, you have an external Debian repository co-located with the enterprise
manager. You created mirrors of this repository on a Linux computer that is co-located with each of your domain
managers. You can configure these mirrors as the master for the respective domain managers so that you can
create wrapper packages from the mirrors co-located with your domain managers.

• Mirror
Specifies that the repository is a mirror that is created from a master or another mirror.

• Mirror-Template
Specifies that the mirror is only a template and not a physical repository. The mirror template is only a
placeholder for multiple mirror repositories that have the same configuration. When you have numerous mirrors,
you can create one mirror template per parent instead of creating a row each for all the mirrors. Mirror templates
are used for software deployment and repository extraction but not for mirror synchronization. The host name of
the computers hosting the mirrors is dynamically replaced at run time.

– Repository Type
Specifies the repository type.

– Repository Method
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Specifies the transfer protocol that is used for transferring the packages from the repository to the target computers.
Select HTTP, FTP depending on what you have configured. For more information about this configuration, see
Setting Up FTP and HTTP Share for Software Packages and OS Images.

NOTE
If the repository is a master and you want to browse the repository and create wrapper packages from it,
configure the repository as an FTP share.

– Hostname
Specifies the host name of the computer that hosts the repository. For mirror template repositories, do not specify
the host name because the host name is dynamically provided at run time. Even if you specify, the host name is
ignored for mirror templates.

– Root
Specifies the root node of the repository.

5. Repeat step 4 to add more repositories.
6. Save and seal the policy. Verify that the policy is applied on all the target computers.

The parent repositories information is updated on all target computers.

Define the Mirror Synchronization Details

The synchronization job requires that you define the mirror synchronization details for each mirror repository. The job uses
these details to synchronize the mirrors.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration. Right-click Configuration Policy and select New Policy.
You need a new policy for mirror synchronization so that you can apply the synchronization details only to the
computers that host the mirrors.

2. Navigate to DSM, Software Delivery, Shared, External Repositories, Debian and double-click Mirror Synchronization.
3. Provide the following details for mirroring a repository in the mirror synchronization table:

– Parent Repository name
Specifies the parent repository you want to mirror.

NOTE
Verify that the parent repository name you specify in this field exactly matches the name specified
in the Default Configuration Policy, DSM, Software Delivery, Shared, External Repositories, Debian,
Repositories configuration table. If the names do not match, the synchronization job fails at run time.

– Distributions
Specifies the list of the distributions from the selected repository that must be mirrored. You can specify more than
one value by separating each value with a space.

– Components
Specifies the list of the components from the selected repository that must be mirrored. You can specify more than
one value by separating each value with a space.

– Architectures
Specifies the list of the architectures from the selected repository that must be mirrored. You can specify more than
one value by separating each value with a space.

– Location
Specifies the location where you want to create the mirror repository.

NOTE
Verify that this location is exposed as both HTTP and FTP shares. For more information about setting up
HTTP and FTP shares, see Setting Up HTTP and FTP Share for Software Packages and OS Images.

– Additional Arguments
Specifies the additional arguments that are used while launching the debmirror utility.

– Status
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Specifies whether you want to synchronize the mirror or not. If you are not using a mirror repository actively, you
can disable the synchronization without deleting the mirror.

4. Save and seal the policy. Apply the policy to computers that host the mirror repository.
The mirror synchronization details are defined and the configuration is applied on the mirror computers.

Schedule the Mirror Synchronization

Schedule the mirror synchronization to automatically synchronize the mirror with its parent repository at the scheduled
time. The mirror repository is created when the synchronization job runs successfully for the first time after you have
defined the mirror synchronization details.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration Policy.
2. Right-click the configuration policy that you applied on computers hosting mirrors and select Unseal.
3. Navigate to DSM, Common Components, CAF, Scheduler, Run Mirrorsync from DSM Explorer.
4. Select CAF Scheduler : Enabled and set the value to true.
5. Configure the other parameters under the Run Mirrorsync node to specify the mirror synchronization schedule. For

more information about the scheduling parameter, press F1.
6. Seal and apply the policy on computers that host the mirror repositories.

The mirror synchronization is scheduled. At the scheduled time, the CAF Scheduler synchronizes the mirror with the
parent repository.

Verify Mirror Synchronization

After the mirror synchronization job is executed, follow these steps to verify whether mirror synchronization was
successful and CA ITCM is able to connect to the mirrors.

1. View the Status of Last Mirror Synchronization
2. Extract Package Metadata from the Repository
3. View Debian Packages from Web Console

View the Status of Last Mirror Synchronization

You can view the status of the last synchronization to verify whether the mirror synchronization was successful.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the engine logs to ensure that the inventory collect task ran at least once from the time the mirror was last
synchronized.

2. Navigate to Computers and Users, All Computers, mirror computer, Inventory, System Status, External Repositories.
The External Repositories page appears.

3. View the value of the following parameter to know the status:
– Last Sync Result

Specifies the result of last mirror synchronization. A successful synchronization returns 0 and a failure returns a
non-zero value.
If the synchronization failed, follow these steps:
a. Deploy the FetchMirrorLog procedure in the CA DSM Agent add-on for Debian Mirror 1.0 package on the

computer that failed the synchronization.
b. Verify the job status under All Computers, computer name, Jobs, Software Jobs.
c. Right-click the FetchMirrorLog procedure job, select Properties and click the Job Output tab.

The mirror synchronization log is displayed.
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Extract Package Metadata from the Repository

Extracting package metadata from the repository lets you view the Debian package details on DSM Web Console.

Note: The following steps apply for extracting the package metadata from both master and mirror repositories.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Engines, All Engines, SystemEngine from DSM Explorer.
The engine log is displayed.

2. Right-click the SystemEngine and select Add New Task.
The New Task Wizard opens.

3. Follow the instructions and perform the following steps in the wizard:
a. Select the task type as CA Repository Extraction, and enter a task name and description. Click Next.

NOTE
Ensure that you disable the system firewall to execute the task successfully.

b. Provide the following details:

NOTE
As the repository server is on Linux, values provided in the following Distribution and Components Name
fields must be case-sensitive; they must match the case in the repository server. For example, if the
repository server location for ftp://172.16.0.12/ubuntu/dists/lucid/main/binary-i386/, the distribution name
must be specified as lucid and not as Lucid or LUCID.

c. Specify scheduling options.
4. Click Finish on the last page.

The System Engine creates the task and executes it at the schedule time. You can monitor the task by clicking the
SystemEngine and review the status in the Task List section on the right pane.
Note: You can also browse the repository from Web Console while the engine task is still in progress. The Web
Console displays the distributions and packages as and when they are extracted from the repository.

Browse the Debian Repository from Web Console

You can browse the contents of a Debian repository in Web Console to know what packages are present in the repository.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to DSM Web Console.
2. Navigate to Console, Software, External Repositories, repository.

A list of distributions in the selected repository is displayed. The Synchronization Status column shows the status of
the repository extraction task. You can also click View under the Synchronization Log column to view the progress of
metadata extraction and errors that are encountered, if any.

NOTE
If you open the repository before the extraction task completes, it is possible that you do not see all the
distributions in the list.

3. Click a distribution.
A list of Debian packages in the distribution is displayed.

Setting Up FTP or HTTP Share for Software Packages and OS Images

For Kubuntu deployments, you are required to set up FTP or HTTP share to store software packages and OS images.

See Setting Up FTP or HTTP Share for Software Packages and OS Images section in OSIM Administration Guide for
more information.
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Configuration Parameters for Managing Debian Packages

CA ITCM delivers new configuration parameters to manage Debian packages. Navigate to DSM, Software Delivery, Agent
to use these parameters.

• Debian Job Check: Job execution timeout
• Debian Repository: APT commands logging level
• Debian Repository: Autoremove packages
• Debian Repository: Execution of Post-Actions
• Debian Repository: Execution of Pre-Actions
• Debian Uninstall Behavior: Reinstall the packages

For more information about a parameter description, see the configuration policy description in DSM Explorer.

Install the debmirror Utility

Contents

The debmirror utility synchronizes a Debian mirror repository from the parent repository. Install the debmirror utility on
computers hosting the mirror repository to be able to synchronize the mirrors.

Install debmirror on Ubuntu OS

Execute the following command to install the debmirror utility on Ubuntu OS:

sudo apt-get install debmirror

On successful execution of the command, the debmirror utility is installed.

Install debmirror on RedHat or SUSE

This section describes how you can set up a Debian mirror on RedHat or SUSE computers. As DSM scalability servers
are not supported on Debian, you can set up mirrors of the Debian system on RedHat or SUSE computers.

Verify Prerequisites

Verify the following prerequisites before you set up a Debian mirror:

• Perl 5.14 or later is installed on the target computer.
• The master server from which the repository is going to be mirrored is already configured. For example, if debmirror

uses the HTTP download method, configure the master server to expose a virtual directory of the repository. Similar
configurations are required for FTP, if used.

Download Perl Scripts for using Debmirror

Debmirror is a perl script that mirrors Debian repositories on RedHat or SUSE computers. Debmirror requires certain perl
modules to be present.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the following perl modules are present:
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– LockFile::Simple;
– Compress::Zlib;
– Digest::MD5;
– Digest::SHA;
– Net::INET6Glue;
– LWP::UserAgent
Few of the perl modules come with default installation. If the modules are not available, install the modules using one
of the following approaches:

Approach 1: Using the cpanminus tool

Install cpanminus tool that downloads perl modules. Do one of the following actions to install the cpanminus tool:

Run the cpan App::cpanminus command.

• Run the RPM package for cpanminus, which can be downloaded from the following location:
http://rpmfind.net/linux/rpm2html/search.php?query=cpanminus

Run the following command to install the required perl modules:

cpan m <module-name>

Examples:

To install LockFile::Simple module, run the cpanm LockFile::Simple command.

To install Net::INET6Glue module, run the cpanm Net::INET6Glue command.

The command downloads the perl modules from Internet and installs the modules. This command automatically resolves
dependencies.

Verify that the Perl modules are installed.

Approach2: Using the src packages

Download the perl module package tar from http://www.cpan.org/modules/index.html.

1. Extract the tar.
2. Run the perl MakeFile.PL command. This command generates a makefile.
3. Run the make command.
4. Run the make install command.

NOTE
Ensure that you resolve the dependencies manually. For example, Net::INET6Glue depends on the Socket6
module. Verify that you install Socket6 before installing Net::INET6Glue. You can find the dependencies at
the following location:

http://deps.cpantesters.org/
5. Verify that the Perl modules are installed.

NOTE
For Approach 1 and Approach 2, verify that gcc is installed on the RedHat or SUSE computers.

Approach3: Using the rpm sources

Search for the following perl modules on the Internet and install the modules using YUM:

perl-Compress-Zlib-1.42-1.fc6
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• perl-Digest-SHA1-2.11-1.2.1.i386.rpm
• perl-LockFile-Simple-0.206-1.el5.rf.noarch.rpm
• perl-Digest-MD5-M4p-0.01-1.2.el5.rf.i386.rpm

NOTE
If you do not find the libnet-inet6glue-perl module on the Internet, download the source files and build the
binaries manually using approach 2.

Verify that the Perl modules are installed.

Install debmirror

Install the debmirror utility on computers hosting the mirror repository to be able to create mirrors of the master Debian
repository.

Follow these steps:

1. Get the latest debmirror (currently debmirror_2.14ubuntu1.tar.gz) src from http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/pool/
universe/d/debmirror/.

2. Extract the tar file and copy the debmirror perl script to "/usr/bin" location on the RHEL/SUSE computer.
3. Run the debmirror command.

Neighbor Aware Software Distribution
Neighbor Aware Software Distribution (NASD) is a CA ITCM feature that enables an agent to act as a Collaborating Agent
for peer-enabled software Distribution. The Collaborating Agents are configured to retain the software packages that
the Neighbor Aware Agents can download. Some agents in a subnet can be configured as Collaborating Agents which
connect to the scalability server and can download the software package.

The NASD feature speeds up the software distribution as the collaborating agents can serve other agents even if the
limit of maximum simultaneous executions on Scalability Server has been reached. If Scalability Server and agents are
in different subnets, then the network bandwidth is reduced as the number of direct downloads from Scalability Server
across subnets are reduced. As the Neighbor Aware Agents download the software package from the Collaborating
Agents in a local subnet network, the software distribution is fast across the subnet.

NOTE

The NASD feature is supported only for agents which are configured for NOS-less download.

1. The NASD feature is not supported for the agents that register with the Scalability Server using IPv6 address either in
the pure IPv6 or Dual Environment. All agents that are registered with IPv6 address are treated as Normal Agents.

Understanding NASD Architecture
The architecture for NASD is described as follows:
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The components of the NASD architecture are as follows:

• Collaborating Agents
Collaborating Agents are of two types:
– Collaborating Agents that directly connect the Scalability Server, download and store the packages. These agents

store and share the packages with other Collaborating and Neighbor Aware Agents.
– Collaborating Agents that connect to other Collaborating Agents to download and store the package. These

Collaborating Agents obtain the software packages which are stored and shared with Neighbor Aware Agents.
• Neighbor Aware Agents

Neighbor Aware Agents connect to Collaborating Agents to download the software package. When the package is
executed, these agents delete the package.

• Normal Agents
Normal Agents download the software package directly from the Scalability Server.
If the agent collaboration feature is not turned ON, then all agents are treated as Normal Agents. They follow the
standard software distribution process by connecting directly to the Scalability Server to download the software
package. Normal Agents delete the software package after execution.

NOTE
Note:
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All agents, Collaborating, Neighbor Aware, and Agents always connect to the Scalability Server to get the instructions on
which packages they require to download.

How Neighbor Aware Software Distribution Works
The Neighbor Aware Software Distribution works as follows depending on the policies that are configured for the
Scalability Server and the agents.

1. The administrator enables the NASD feature at Scalability Server level. The administrator also identifies the agents
that would act as Collaborating Agents and applies agent-related configuration policy.

2. When a job is deployed to the targets, the collaborating agents connect to the scalability server first. Only the
configured number of agents connect to the Scalability Server and download the package and the remaining can
download the package from the Scalability Server or the above collaborative agents. Whichever Collaborating Agents
first connect to the Scalability Server download the software package.

3. The Collaborating Agents, which download the package from the Scalability Server, execute and retain the package
for the Neighbor Aware Agents to download.

4. The Neighbor Aware Agents connect to the Collaborating Agents and download the package. After executing the
package, they delete the package.

5. Normal agents connect to the Scalability Server to download the software package. They do not participate in
collaborative distribution and delete the package after execution.

How to enable Neighbor Aware Software Distribution
Contents

As an administrator, your responsibility includes configuring the Scalability Server and agent policies for implementing
NASD. You can identify the group of computers that can serve as Collaborating Agents for software distribution. When
you enable agent collaboration on the Scalability Server, the Neighbor Aware Agents in the group can download software
packages from the Collaborating Agents or Scalability Server depending on the policy configuration.

Configure Scalability Server Policy

Follow these steps:

1. Open DSM Explorer and navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Default Computer
Policy, DSM, Software Delivery, Scalability Server, and click Neighbor Aware Software Distribution.
The NASD policies for Scalability Server appear.

2. Double-click each policy and configure the following policies as appropriate:
– Exclusion list

Defines a list/range of agent IP addresses to be excluded from collaboration. This list can include agents from other
subnet, agents connected Wireless, ENC and VPN.
These agents do not participate in Neighbor Aware Software Distribution and directly connect to the Scalability
Server for downloading software packages.

– Enable Agent Collaboration for Software Deployment
Enables the NASD feature at Scalability Server level.
• Value set to True

Setting the value to true allows only the configured number of Collaborating Agents to connect to the Scalability
Server and download the software package.

• Value set to False
If the value is set to False, then all the agents follow the standard software distribution process.

Default: False
– Max Agents in a Subnet that can download from SS Directly
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Defines the maximum number of agents in a subnet that can download the packages from Scalability Server. This
setting is applicable for each job container.
Only the defined number of Collaborating Agents, which first connect to the Scalability Server in the subnet, can
download the software package directly from the Scalability Server.
Default: 5

– Package Download Policy
Determines how the agent would download package from other Collaborating Agents.
• Value set to 0

Collaborating Agents and Neighbor Aware Agents cannot connect to other subnet to download the software
package. They must download from the Collaborating Agents in the same subnet. If Scalability Server is in the
same subnet, then they can download from Scalability Server also.

• Value set to 1
Collaborating Agents and Neighbor Aware Agents can connect to the Collaborating Agents in the same subnet
as well as other subnets on which the package is available, including the Scalability Server to download
the software package. The agents would choose the nearest subnet, if they cannot get the package from
collaborating agents within the same subnet.

Default: 1

NOTE
Irrespective of the policy value, if IntelliRollup patches are not available at Collaborating Agents, the
patches are downloaded from Scalability Server.

The Scalability Server is now configured for NASD.

Configure Agent Policy

Follow these steps:

1. Open DSM Explorer and navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Default Computer Policy,
DSM, Software Delivery, Agent, and then click Neighbor Aware Software Distribution.
The NASD policies for agents appear.

2. Double-click each policy and configure as appropriate:
– Enable Agent Collaboration

Specifies the agent as a Collaborating Agent. Packages that are downloaded on this agent are used by Neighbor
Aware Agents.
• Value set to True

Configures the agent as Collaborating Agent which can connect to the Scalability Server to download and store
the software package making it available for the Neighbor Aware Agents.

• Value Set to False
Agent either acts as a Neighbor Aware Agent or Normal Agent depending on the Agent collaboration feature
configured at Scalability Server.

Default: False
– Maximum Number of Concurrent File Transfers

Specifies the maximum number of concurrent file transfers the Collaborating Agent can support.
The configured number of simultaneous Collaborating and Neighbor Aware Agents can connect to the
Collaborating Agents to download software package.
Default: 3

– Package Cleanup Policy
Defines the package clean-up policy on Collaborating Agents.
• After Configured time

The package is deleted after configured Package Clean-up Time days.
• On startup
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The cached packages are cleaned on the next start of SD agent. Running Caf register command also starts the
SD agent.

Default: After Configured time
– Package Max Age

Specifies the number of days the downloaded packages can be kept on the Collaborating Agent for Neighbor
Aware Agents to download. The packages are retained and deleted after the configured time period.
Default: 7

The agent policy is now configured for NASD.

NASD Implementation Scenario
Consider a Head office having the Domain Manager and the Scalability Server, and there are three branch offices, BO1,
and BO2. The branch offices are spread across different geographic locations with each Branch office having around 100
machines.

Suppose if we want to deliver a patch to the branch office BO1. The Administrator performs the following steps for
delivering the package:

1. First, stage the package on Scalability Server.
2. Identify two Agent machines to act as Collaborating Agents, Agent1 and Agent2.
3. Enable the collaboration policy on the Scalability Server and couple of agents in the BO1.
4. Deploy the package to the BO1.

Initially the package will be downloaded to the Collaborating Agents Agent1, and Agent2.
The remaining 98 neighboring agents will contact the two collaborative agents and download the package instead of
the 98 agents connecting the Scalability Server at the Head office.

Thus, we are reducing the number of Scalability Servers in the network.

NOTE
The administrator can add more number of Collaborating Agents depending on timelines at which the patch is
required to be applied.

If there are 10 Collaborating Agents in the subnet, then initially five Collaborating Agents of the BO1 will connect to
Scalability Server and download the package, as per the default policy. The remaining five collaborative agents will
download the package from the earlier five collaborative agents which have already downloaded the package. And all the
10 collaborative agents will deliver the package to the remaining 90 agents. Thus increasing the number of Collaborating
Agents speeds up the package delivery.

Earlier all the 100 agents used to connect over the WAN and download and install the package. And now with the
Collaboration feature enabled, only two Collaborating Agents are connecting over the WAN to the Scalability Server at the
Head office and remaining 98 agents are downloading the package from the above two Collaborating Agents. This saves
the bandwidth and ensures a smart and rapid package delivery.

View NASD-related Details
Various NASD-related details such as inventory, Package Source, and Agent Collaboration Info can be viewed using the
DSM Explorer. These details can be used for report generation and analytical purposes.

• Package Source
The Package Source column displays NASD-related details such as the name of the agent from which the software
package was download. This value is populated only if agent collaboration feature is turned ON. The Package Source
details are available per target and application level.

• For target level, Package Source can be viewed at Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer Name, Software,
Installed Packages.
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– For application level, Package source can be viewed at Jobs, Software Jobs, Job Container Name, Job Name/
Computer Name.

• Agent Collaboration Info
The Agent Collaboration Info node located at Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer Name, Inventory,
System Status Node in DSM Explorer displays whether the agent is a Collaborating Agent. This detail provides the
number of Collaborating Agents available in a subnet.

• Cached Packages
The Cached Packages node under the Collaboration Info node displays the list of packages that are cached on the
collaborating agent. These cached packages can be used for later deployments.

FAQs for NASD
Contents

What are the criteria for selecting a Collaborative Agent?

Hardware consideration

The Collaborating Agents machine should have good amount of free space as the packages will get stored on the agent.

Availability

High availability of the agent is the second important criteria. Ideally, those machines which will be up and running during
the period of deployment should be selected as Collaborating Agents.

When should the Package Download Policy be set to 1 on the Scalability Server?

When the Collaborating agent or a Neighbor Aware Agent request Scalability Server for a list of agents on which a
particular package is available, Scalability Server checks the package download policy. If the package download policy is
set to 1, it means that neighboring agents can download the package from the nearest Collaborating Agents in the same
subnet. If they are unable to reach the collaborating agent in the same subnet, then they can also download from other
subnet which is nearer.

This method should preferably be used as the package will be delivered to the neighboring agents even though if the
Collaboration agent is in the same subnet or different subnet. If the collaborative agent is down or busy serving the other
Neighbor Aware agents, then the Neighbor Aware agents can connect to Collaborating gents in the other subnet and
download the package.

When should the Package Download Policy be set to 0 on the Scalability Server?

Collaborating Agent or a Neighbor Aware Agent request Scalability Server for a list of agents on which a particular
package is available. Scalability Server checks the package download policy. If the package download policy is set to
0, then the neighboring agents can download the package from any collaborating agent in the same subnet or from the
Scalability server, if Scalability Server is in the same subnet of the requesting agent. The Neighboring agents should
download the package from the same subnet or the job will be postponed.

If we configure the Package Download Policy download method 0, then administrator has to identify the different subnets
in the network, and accordingly ensure that collaborative agents are existing and are available in each and every subnet.

Integration with Data Transport Service
Data Transport Service (DTS) is a data transfer management tool that lets you control the flow of data transfers in your
software delivery environment. Using DTS, you can establish a data transport network topology that consists of machine
objects and define preferred routes for data transport.
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For further information about DTS functionality and settings see the Data Transport Service Administration Guide that is
available as part of the online documentation for CA ITCM.

Using DTS with Software Delivery
Contents

Data Transport Service (DTS) can be used to facilitate the transfer of software delivery objects between enterprise
manager and domain manager, domain manager and scalability server, domain manager and agents, and scalability
server and agents.

The performance of the managed DTS file transfers has been improved by redesigning internal mechanisms and
minimizing the number of processes launched.

This redesign benefits all managed file transfers between the enterprise manager and domain manager, the domain
manager and scalability server, the domain manager and agent, and the scalability server and agent, as well as the
deregistration of software packages from the software library of the scalability servers.

If you perform an upgrade of CA ITCM, all file transfers must be completed. If file transfers are active during an actual
upgrade of a manager, they are lost.

DTS between Managers and Scalability Servers

Data Transport Service (DTS) is integrated with software delivery (SD) functionality so that you can optimize the SD usage
of your network to your requirements. This is achieved through the definition of a network topology that consists of your
managers and any intermediate scalability servers. The fanout role of the scalability servers, resulting in a single read
with multiple sends and multiple writes, can be handled through DTS. It can also use point-to-many, which means a single
read, a single send, and multiple writes can be performed. However, for fanout or point-to-many to work, the transfer
objects involved must have certain property values in common. Hierarchical relationships can be established between the
managers that determine how data is distributed.

DTS provides a finely tunable, unlimited fanout hierarchy. Using the enhanced fanout and routing capabilities of DTS
helps you build efficient networks.

DTS between Domain Managers and Agents

Data Transport Service (DTS) can be installed on software delivery (SD) agents to enhance the connection possibilities
between these agents and the domain manager.

Once DTS has been installed on an SD agent, NOS-less DTS download can be used. The SD manager supports mix and
match. It can simultaneously use the SD built-in file transfer to SD agents without DTS installed, and DTS file transfer to
agents with DTS installed.

The integration of software delivery functionality with DTS provides the following benefits:

• State-of-the-art multicast and broadcasting technology to reduce network congestion.
• Mobile users using intermittent connections to a corporate network can rely on the automated checkpoint and restart

capabilities of DTS to ensure the integrity of the data they receive.
• Secure information transfer capabilities to enhance data integrity.

DTS Components Installed with Software Delivery
Contents

The following sections list the Data Transport Service components that are installed when you install software delivery
functionality.
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DTS Components on Windows

Data Transport Service (DTS) components are automatically installed on the enterprise manager, domain managers, and
scalability servers on Windows, however, on the agents a different behavior applies, as follows:

• Enterprise Manager:
DTS Network Object Server (NOS), Transfer Object Server (TOS), Schedule Object Server (SOS) and DTS agent are
installed.

• Domain Manager:
DTS Network Object Server (NOS), Transfer Object Server (TOS), Schedule Object Server (SOS), and DTS agent are
installed.

• Scalability Server:
DTS agent is installed.

• Agent:
On Windows, the DTS functionality is not contained in the software delivery agent plug-in, but in a separate installation
package. That means, if you need the DTS functionality, for example, to use the DTS download method for a specific
agent, you must deploy the separate DTS installation package to that agent.

NOTE
As the DTS agent is installed through a separate installation package, you need to remove it separately when
you uninstall the software delivery agent.

DTS Components on Linux and UNIX

Data Transport Service (DTS) is automatically installed on the Linux or UNIX enterprise manager, domain managers,
scalability servers, and agents:

• Enterprise Manager:
DTS Network Object Server (NOS), Transfer Object Server (TOS), Schedule Object Server (SOS), and DTS agent are
installed.

• Domain Manager:
DTS Network Object Server (NOS), Transfer Object Server (TOS), Schedule Object Server (SOS) and DTS agent are
installed.

• Scalability Server:
DTS agent is installed.

• Agent:
DTS agent is installed.

NOTE
The behavior of Data Transport Service is controlled by settings in a configuration policy.

Enabling and Disabling DTS
To enable or disable the DTS NOS-less download method for agents, simply right-click one or multiple agents or a group
of agents in the DSM Explorer and select or deselect Software Jobs, Download Method, DTS - NOS-less. As a result
of this, the software delivery (SD) functions will not use this particular download method when pushing software to be
installed by the SD agent.

Another method for changing the download type from the agent is as follows: Use the command "sd_acmd
SetDownloadMethod <DTS | NONE | NOS>" or set it from the advanced software delivery Properties on the agent
computer (Software Delivery: Request a specific Network Operating System (NOS)).

It is not possible to disable the use of DTS between managers and scalability servers, as it is the only supported transport
between those parts of the SD network.
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DTS Method of Operation
When jobs are set up to agents connecting with scalability servers, the domain manager first checks if the package in
question already has been stored in the Software Package Library of the scalability server. If this is the case, the copy is
sent to the agent using Data Transport Service (DTS). If the package is not available in the Software Package Library on
the scalability server, the package is transferred from the Software Package Library on the domain manager. Once the
DTS file transfers of the software packages are completed, the job orders are sent to the scalability server for the agents
execution. Once the job has completed, the files downloaded for the job are deleted.

How to Configure Network Routes for Transferring Software Package Delivery
The Software Delivery registered packages need to be transferred from one machine to another for distribution,
deployment, or staging jobs. Package transfer from one machine to another uses the following technologies:

1. Data Transport Service (DTS)
2. File Transfer Pug-in.

When a SD Package is transferred between the following nodes, only DTS technology is used:

1. Enterprise Manager to Domain Manager
2. Domain Manager to Enterprise Manager
3. Domain Manager to Scalability Server
4. Domain Manager to DTS Agent with DTS as download method

The given DTS transfer combinations are on wide-area network (WAN) and customers may want to define special network
routes for package transfer. CA Client Automation earlier used Worldview CCS component like 2D map for achieving the
same functionality. From the current release, CA Client Automation will have in-house capability of defining the routes
between two machines or set of machines when using DTS technology for transfer along with extended route properties.

Consider a use case when a network administrator wants to distribute a package from Enterprise Manager to the Domain
Managers in different geographical locations. The package will generally be transferred from one continent to others.
As a network administrator or CA Client Automation administrator, you would like to configure the routing nodes for the
packages to be transferred from enterprise manager to each of the domain manager, which will otherwise be a point to
point transfer. In addition to the routes, you may also like to configure properties such as best route, alternative routes,
protocols, throttle size, maximum parcel size and so on.

For customizing the transfer routes, you must configure them first in CA Client Automation. Configure the domain
manager or enterprise manager to follow specific routes and properties.

Follow these steps:

Only on Enterprise Manager and Domain Manager:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, and the configuration policy applied on the manager machine.
2. Navigate to Data Transport Service (DTS), Transfer Object Server and set the parameter “Use CCNF Hop links” to

true.
3. Restart a DTS component to pick up these new settings using the following commands:

a. Caf stop dtstos
b. Caf start dtstos
c. caf stop dtsnos
d. caf start dtsnos

Define the details of the network paths that CA Client Automation might use in transfer of the packages. DTS Manager
uses this information for the network routes and properties.
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Setting-up Links in CA Client Automation

You can configure the network paths by setting up the links using DSM Explorer.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, and Configuration Views.
2. Select the DTS Hop Node configuration node and then the policy which is applied on the manager machine. Unseal

the policy if required.
The following tabs appear:
– Hop Node links

Defines the link between the machines or a group of machines defined in the container tab. Combination of the
links makes a route from a source machine to destination machine. The Administrator has the provision of defining
the machine label defined in CA Client Automation or choosing the container defined in the container tab. Each
entry in this tab also provides the link properties.
The Administrator can create the following links/routes:
• Machine to Machine
• Machine to Container
• Container to Machine
• Container to Container

– Containers
Defines a logical grouping of the machines by aliasing the computer groups defined in CA Client Automation along
with the network properties associated with the group. These properties are common to all the machines defined in
the group and will be considered, only if the link-level properties are not defined.

NOTE
Henceforth “Group Of Machines” will be referred to as Container or DT Containers in this document.

3. In the Hop node links sections, create a link between two machines or container and set the following parameters:
– Source

Specifies the source machine/container of the link in question. For a single machine, machine label name is the
only allowed value. Label name is a property of every computer or target in the CA Client Automation.
For a set of machines, configure the DT Container under the container tab, that will be populated in the drop-down
list for the user selection.

– Destination
Specifies the destination machine/container of the link in question. For a single machine, only label names are
allowed as the values. Label name is a property of every computer or target in the CA Client Automation.
For a set of machines, configure the DT Container which is auto populated in the drop-down list.

– Link Metric
Defines the priority of this link. Lesser the value, more is the priority. The addition of the link metric values for a
particular route defines the best route, second best route and so on. For setting up the alternative routes, refer to
Data Transfers, Alternative Routing section in DTS Administration Guide.

NOTE
If multiple links are defined from same source to destination, then the first link will be considered,
irrespective of the link Metric value.

– Link Throttle
Defines the delay between the parcels sent out. For an increment by 1, the delay of 50 milli-seconds is added. If set
to zero, there is no delay between each parcel transfer.

– Maximum Parcel Size
Specifies the maximum parcel size in bytes for this link.

– Point-to-Point Protocol and Properties
Specifies the protocol that is used in point-to-point transfer. Only TCP is supported in this case. User can pass
additional protocol specific parameters for the point-to-point transfer.
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DTS manager decides which protocol to use based on the details of the transfer. For more details, refer to
Optimized Data Transfer, Phase 4: Transfer Mechanism Selection section in DTS Administration guide.

– Fan-out Protocol and Properties
Specifies the protocol that is used in Fan-out transfer. Only TCP is supported in this case. User can set additional
protocol specific properties in the adjacent field.

– Point-to-Many Protocol, Address, and Properties
Specifies the protocol used in case of point-to-many protocols. Currently, multi-cast and broadcast are supported.

– Calendar
Defines the calendar name that is associated with this link. CCS Calendars and the new DSM Calendars of CA
Client Automation are supported. The new DTS implementation always searches for the calendars in the local host
calendar server.

4. Repeat the steps in point 3 for configuring all the links in your network.
5. When all the links are configured, DTS automatically picks up the best route and transfers the package accordingly.

It can also try the alternative routes depending on the configuration policy defined at Configuration Policy, DSM,
Software Delivery, File Transfer, DTS: Alternative routes.

Using Computer Groups in Defining Routes/Links

You can use the computer groups to define the links using DSM Explorer:

NOTE

1. CA Client Auto computer groups can be associated with the source and destination for a link.
2. To add a particular computer group as part of the hop links, create the data transport container (DT

Container) of the same.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, and Configuration Views.
2. Select the DTS Hop Node configuration node and then the policy which is applied on the manager machine. Unseal

the policy, if required.
3. Go to the Container tab and set the following properties of the computer group:

– Container Name
Specifies the user-defined unique container name of the data transport container.

– Computer Group Name
Specifies the field associated with the computer group name defined in CA Client Automation. The name of the
group should be same as it appears in GUI.
If you change the name of the group, change this parameter accordingly.

– Link Throttle
Defines the delay between the parcels sent out. For an increment by 1, the delay of 50 milli-second is added. If set
to zero, there is no delay between each parcel transfer.

– Maximum Parcel Size
Specifies the maximum parcel size in bytes for this Container.

– Point-to-Point Protocol and Properties
Specifies the protocol that is used in point-to-point transfer. Only TCP is supported in this case. User can pass
additional protocol specific parameters for the point-to-point transfer.
DTS manager decides which protocol to use based on the details of the transfer. For more details, refer to
Optimized Data Transfer, Phase 4: Transfer Mechanism Selection section in DTS Administration guide.

– Fan-out Protocol and properties
Specifies the protocol that is used in Fan-out transfer. Only TCP is supported in this case. You can set additional
properties in the adjacent field.

– Point-to-Many Protocol, Address, and Properties
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Specifies the protocol used in case of point-to-many protocols. Currently, multi-cast and broadcast are supported.
– Calendar

Defines the calendar name that is associated with this link. CCS Calendars and the new DSM Calendars are
supported. The new DTS implementation always searches for the calendars in the localhost calendar server.

NOTE
The properties defined at container level are considered only if the link level properties are missing.

Configure Alternative Routes

If you want to use the alternative routes, then configure them in the configuration policy of the manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, and configuration policy which is applied on manager machine.
2. Navigate to Software Delivery, file transfer and change the parameter “DTS: Alternative routes”. By default, this is set

to zero. Zero means only the best route will be tried. If set to 1, first alternative route after the best route will be tried, if
the best route is down. If set to 2, then up to two alternative routes based on the order of the priority will be considered
after the best route is tried.

Facts and Limitations

If the computer groups mentioned in the Container is a dynamic query-based group, it will not be evaluated automatically
before transfer. User must associate engine tasks for running the queries periodically.

Container names/ Computer groups are not supported for intermediate or hop nodes. If set, they are ignored.

Link-level properties have higher precedence over the container level properties.

Restart TOS when the “Use CCNF Hop links” parameter changes. The behavior is undefined or Software Delivery jobs
may fail.

If two hop links are defined between same source and destinations, then the first link is considered even if it has higher
link metric value.

2D-Map fails to connect to DTS repository when the “Use CCNF Hop links” is set to true. It gives the below error when we
try to open the DTS details of an object.

Failed to retrieve properties from Common Object R.

If the Computer label name is duplicated in CA Client Automation “All Computers” list and the same label is used as a hop
node under the Hop link tab, then DTS Manager can pick any of the matching entry for hopping.

How to Define a DSM Calendar
Use the DSM Calendar to define the schedule for software delivery and software job execution. DSM Calendar can be
used in all places where CCS Calendar is used.

NOTE

• If you have calendars with the same name in the CCS Calendar and the DSM Calendar, the CCS Calendar is
given the priority.

• The DSM Calendar will be considered only if the software delivery download method on the agent is set to
DTS NOS-less.

Follow these steps:

1. Open DSM Explorer and navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, configuration policy name.
2. Right-click the configuration policy and click Unseal.
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3. Navigate to DSM, Common Components, Calendars.
The DSM Calendars definition dialog opens.

4. Navigate to the Calendar Ranges tab.
5. Specify the required values for the given parameters.

– Name
Specifies the name of the Calendar Range. It allows the following character types:
• Alphabet
• Numeric
• Alphanumeric
• _ (Underscore)
• Combination of alphabet and _ (Underscore)
• Combination of numeric and _ (Underscore)
• Combination of alphanumeric and _ (underscore)

– Type
Specifies the type of Calendar Range. The available values are:
• All Sundays - All Saturdays: Defines all the corresponding weekdays in the calendar.
• All Weekdays: Defines Monday to Friday of a week.
• All Weekends: Defines Saturday and Sunday of a week.
• Special Date: Defines a specific date. On selecting enables the date field.
• Date Range: Defines all the days between From Date and To Date. When you select this field, it enables the

From Date and To Date fields.
– Date

Defines the specific date for the type of Special Date. This field is active only if the calendar range type is "Special
Date". Enter the date in YYYY-MM-DD format. Enter 0 (zero) to specify all the years, all the months, or all the
dates. For example, 2014-00-10 indicates 10th of every month in the year 2014.

– From Date
Defines the start date for the type of Date Range. Enter the date in YYYY-MM-DD format.

– To Date
Defines the end date for the type of Date Range. Enter the date in YYYY-MM-DD format.

– Time Ranges
Specifies the time range. Enter the time range in HH:MM format. You can enter only 30 minutes interval i.e. 00 or
30 in the MM value. Specify 00:00-00:00 to define the 24 hours time range. You can define multiple time ranges.
Use space between each time range to specify multiple time ranges. For example, 09:00 11:00 14:00 20:00 22:00.
Use - (hyphen) to specify the start and end time of the time range. For example, 09:00-09:30 specifies the time
range from 09:00 to 09:29.

– Status
Specifies whether to select Included or Excluded for the selected calendar range. The Included option specifies that
the calendar is active for the duration that you have set. The Excluded option specifies that the calendar is inactive
for the duration that you have set.

6. Navigate to the Calendar tab.
7. Specify the required values for the given parameters.

– Calendar Name
Specifies the name of the Calendar. You can use the following character types:
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• Alphabet
• Numeric
• Alphanumeric
• _ (Underscore)
• Combination of alphabets and _ (Underscore)
• Combination of numeric and _ (Underscore)
• Combination of alphanumeric and _ (underscore)

– Fixed Year
Specifies whether to use the fixed year or not for the calendar. Select "Yes" to specify the fixed year. To specify the
fixed year, enter a year from 2014 through 2099 in the YYYY format. Enter "0000" to specify all the years from 2014
to 2099.
Default: No

– Calendar Ranges
Select from the available calendar ranges to associate with the calendar. You must select at least one calendar
range to create a calendar. You can also select multiple calendar ranges.

8. Apply the configuration policy to the domain manager (DM) and the remote scalability server (SS).

NOTE
Define the calendar in only one policy, either the Default Computer Policy or any of the custom policies. If
you define the calendar in multiple policies, there may be errors while creating or deleting the calendars.
Also, ensure that the policy is applied on those DM and remote SS to which the agents report. As a best
practice, define the calendars in Default Computer Policy so that they are automatically distributed to all the
DM and SS.

        The DSM Calendar is successfully defined.

Attach a Calendar

The DSM Calendar can be attached in the following two ways:

Job Execution Calendar

You can attach a job execution calendar to a specific computer, computer group, All Computers, or User Profiles. The
calendar is attached by right-clicking the computer or group icon, and selecting Software Jobs, Job execution calendar,
Attach. It can later be detached in a similar manner. The software job then follows the parameters defined in the DSM
Calendar to execute the job deployment.

Job Delivery Calendar

You can also use a job delivery calendar while deploying software jobs. On the Job Options tab, you can specify whether
you want to use a job delivery calendar for each job. The role of this calendar is to control job deliveries using Data
Transport Service.

The DSM Calendar must meet the following criteria to be active at any given time of the day:

• It should contain at least one Included range for the particular time of the day.
• It should not contain any Excluded range for that specific time of the day. If the calendar contains even one Excluded

range for that particular time of the day, the calendar will not be active for that specific duration.

Diagnostics and Troubleshooting Software Delivery
Some of the most common questions encountered with software delivery functionality and components are considered in
this chapter; and details about how to resolve potential problems are provided. Read this information before contacting CA
Technologies's Technical Support.
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Identify Build Number of CA Client Automation
To identify the build number of the installed CA Client Automation components run the following command from the DOS
command prompt:

dsmver

Check the Application Framework Plug-ins
If you encounter software delivery problems, you should first check if all services are up and running. For this purpose run
the "caf status" command.

Following is an example for a manager system:

caf status

Querying caf for status information...

CA DSM r12 Common Application Framework 12.xx.xx.xx

Showing running DSM services...

[1]  Asset Management manager (ammanager)

[2]  Asset Management performance agent (ampmagent)

[3]  Asset Management server (amrss)

[4]  Asset Management usage server (amms)

[5]  Certificate exchange plugin (cfcertex)

[6]  Common Server (cserver)

[7]  Common object manager (cmobjectmanager)

[8]  Configuration agent (ccnfagent)

[9]  Configuration and State Management agent (ccsmagt)

[10] Configuration and State Management agent controller (ccsmact)

[11] Configuration and State Management database api server (ccsmapi)

[12] Configuration and State Management server (ccsmsvr)

[13] DSM Service Locator plugin (cfsvclocator)

[14] Data Transport network object server (dtsnos)

[15] Data Transport schedule object server (dtssos)

[16] Data Transport transfer agent (dtsagent)

[17] Data Transport transfer object server (dtstos)

[18] Deployment Manager (dmdeploy)

[19] Engine (SystemEngine)

[20] Event notification plugin (cfnotify)

[21] File transfer server (cfftplugin) (transfers job output)

[22] Notification Server (cfnotsrvd)

[23] Port multiplexer (pmux)

[24] Registration plugin (cfregister)

[25] Remote Control host agent (rchost)

[26] Remote Control manager (rcmanager)

[27] Remote Control server (rcserver)

[28] Session messaging server (smserver)

[29] Software Delivery boot server (sdmpcserver)

[30] Software Delivery manager: api server (sdmgr_api_0)

[31] Software Delivery manager: dialog manager (sdmgr_dm)

[32] Software Delivery manager: file transfer (sdmgr_ft)

[33] Software Delivery manager: installation manager (sdmgr_im)

[34] Software Delivery manager: task manager (sdmgr_tm)

[35] Software Delivery server (sdserver)

[36] Software Delivery manager: notification manager (sdmgr_nm)
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[37] Software Delivery manager: policy  manager (sdmgr_pm)

[38] Software Delivery manager : replication manager (sdmgr_rm)

[39] External Process Manager (cfprocessmanager)

[40] tomcat server (tomcat)

The CAF services in bold are software delivery-specific.

If you find a service to be down, you may start it explicitly, for example:

caf start sdserver

In this case, you should check the log file to find out why the service terminated.

RAL Extraction Task Hangs
When the firewall is enabled on the computer that runs the RAL extraction task, add java.exe file to the firewall exception
list.

For example, if CA ITCM is installed in a default location, add the following path to the firewall exception list:

C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\SC\JRE\1.7.0_17\bin\java.exe

Software Deployment Jobs Occasionally Hang on Citrix XenDesktop Streamed Virtual
Machines
Symptom:

When I create a software deployment job container with 15 or more jobs and deploy the container to 15 or more
machines, the software deployment job hangs on some machines. The job is not completed. caf status sdagent displays
cfPluginWorkerProcess is waiting for Messages.

Solution:

Override the default value and assign an appropriate value to the Software Delivery configuration setting, Scalability
Server: "Concurrency: Maximum number of simultaneously executing agents on Scalability Server." This action ensures
that the number of agents that are connected to the Scalability Server and executing jobs is optimally managed.

Use a value 10 for the above configuration parameter for a deployment job container with 15 jobs each on all 15
computers.

NOTE
The default value is 25 and the optimal value for this setting is dependent on external factors like network
latency, memory and CPU resources available. If the jobs still hang, reduce the value further.

Log File CollectionTool dsminfo
CA Technologies provides the dsmInfo tool, which collects diagnostic information from systems that have CA Client
Automation installed. The data collected is compressed into a single file that contains log files, system information,
directory structures, and registry and environment information. This diagnostic tool is available in the CA Client
Automation product installation media under the DiagnosticTools folder.

If a problem with CA Client Automation is reproducible, then run the following command to change the trace level to
DETAIL:

cftrace -c set -l DETAIL

Reproduce the problem and collect the diagnostic information with the dsmInfo tool.
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NOTE

NOTE
For more information about this tool, see the DSMInfoReadMe.txt file available under the DiagnosticTools folder
in the product installation media.The dsmInfo tool produces ".7z" files by default. These files provide better
compression than zip files, so uploading to CA Technologies is easier.

Log Files for CAF Services
The common application framework (CAF) services log their activities into log files. The degree of detail depends on the
trace level, which can be customized. The log files support you in analyzing problems.

The trace level is set to ERROR by default. If you need to get more trace information you may want to set the trace level,
for example, for software delivery functionality or Data Transport Service to DETAIL by running the cftrace command as
follows:

cftrace -c set -f USD -l DETAIL -s 30000

or

cftrace -c set -f DTS -l DETAIL -s 30000

The -s option sets the log file size to 30,000 KByte size. The default size is 2,000 KByte, which might be too small for
the DETAIL trace level. (The trace file will be overwritten, when the size limit and the number of configured trace files is
reached.)

NOTE
For the list of trace settings run the cftrace command as follows:

cftrace list

On Windows, the log files for all CAF services are located at install_dir\logs (Default: c:\Program Files\CA\DSM\logs).

Log files created during installation of CA ITCM are located under your user temp folder. Usually, the environment variable
%temp% points to this directory.

On Linux, the log files for all CAF services are located at $CA_ITRM_BASEDIR/logs (Default: /opt/CA/DSM/logs).

Log files created during installation of CA ITCM are located under /opt/CA/installer/log.

Software Delivery Log Files
Software delivery-specific activities are logged in the following trace files (n is the number of the file):

• Manager:

File Name Description/Comment
TRC_USD_APISERVER_i_n.log  i is the SD API Server instance number
TRC_USD_DIALOGM_n.log Not Applicable
TRC_USD_INSTMAN_n.log Not Applicable
TRC_USD_MPCWORKER_n.log Not Applicable
TRC_USD_SDAGENT_n.log Not Applicable
TRC_USD_SDMGRFT_n.log Not Applicable
TRC_USD_SDMSIEXE_n.log Windows only
TRC_USD_SDSERVER_n.log On domain manager only
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TRC_USD_SSCMD_n.log On domain manager only
TRC_USD_SXP_n.log Not Applicable
TRC_USD_TASKMAN_n.log Not Applicable
TRC_MIGRATION_USD_n.log Migration log file

• Scalability Server:

File Name Description/Comment
TRC_USD_SDSERVER_n.log Not Applicable
TRC_USD_SXP_n.log Not Applicable
TRC_USD_SSCMD_n.log Not Applicable
TRC_USD_SDAGENT_n.log Not Applicable
TRC_USD_SDMSIEXE_n.log Windows only
TRC_USD_MPCWORKER_n.log OSIM Boot Server

• Agent:

File Name Description/Comment
TRC_USD_SDAGENT_n.log Not Applicable
TRC_USD_SDMSIEXE_n.log Windows only
TRC_USD_SXP_n.log Not Applicable

Data Transport Service Log Files
If you encounter problems when running Data Transport Service (DTS) transfers, there are some log files that you can
check in error situations. You can also use the trace facilities.

The following DTS log files are created (n is the number of the file):

• Manager:

File Name Description/Comment
TRC_DtsTos_n.log DTS Transfer Object Server log file
TRC_DtsNos_n.log DTS Network Object Server log file
TRC_DtsSos_n.log DTS Schedule Object Server log file
TRC_DTS_n.log SDDTSFT log file
TRC_DtsAgent_n.log DTS Master Agent log file
TRC_DtsAgentm_n.log DTS Slave Agent log files; m is the

number of the DTS slave agents
TRC_DtsBrowser.log DTS browser log file

• Scalability Server and Agent:

File Name Description/Comment
TRC_DtsAgent_n.log DTS Master Agent log file
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TRC_DtsAgentm_n.log DTS Slave Agent log files;  m is the number of the DTS slave
agents

• Setting up DTS Transfer:

The following log files are created by software delivery functions that set up DTS transfers.

File Name Description/Comment
TRC_USD_DTSFT_n.log For deliveries to Staging Libraries

Registration of Large Software Packages in the DSM Explorer Takes a Long Time
Symptom:

When I register a large software package in the DSM Explorer, the package registration takes a long time to register the
package, and the DSM Explorer session does not let me perform any other task during that period.

Solution:

While registering a large software package in the DSM Explorer, the package registration might take some time depending
on the package size, server hardware configuration, remote or local DSM Explorer, and load on the server. If you want to
perform any other task in the DSM Explorer when the DSM Explorer is busy performing a resource-intensive operation
(such as registration of a large software package, listing numerous job containers, and so on), you can open a new DSM
Explorer session and perform the required task.

Migrated Query Produces Different Results
With the attribute 'Type' (in the attributes group 'Target') and its values 'Machine' and 'Staging Server', queries behave
differently in Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0 and CA ITCM. The reason is that in version 4.0 the agent on the Local
Server was of the type 'Machine', whereas in CA ITCM the agent on the domain manager is of the type 'Staging Server'.

In Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0, a query "Target.Type='Machine'" would return all agents (no Staging Servers),
including the Local Server's own agent. When this query is migrated to CA ITCM, it will return only standalone agents, that
is, agents that have no scalability server or domain manager on the same machine.

In Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0, a query "Target.Type='Staging Server'" would return all Staging Servers. When this
query is migrated to CA ITCM, it will also return the domain manager, as its agent is considered to be a Staging Server.

Software Catalog and Scalability Server Move
The Software Catalog gets the network address of the domain manager to connect to from the configuration storage
(comstore) using the following configuration parameter:

itrm/agent/units/./currentmanageraddress

This parameter is populated every time the agent registers with its scalability server.

If the scalability server is moved to a new domain manager, that is, registered with a new domain manager and
deregistered from the original domain manager, all agents which connect through that scalability server will have this
parameter set to the address of the original manager until the agents register with the scalability server again.

As a consequence, the Software Catalog will not work properly until the agent reregistration has occurred and the above
mentioned configuration parameter has been correctly populated.
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How Do I Know SD Agent Bridge Is Running
Symptom:

I need to verify that SD Agent Bridge is indeed running. How do I do this?

Solution:

The SD Agent Bridge is fully integrated with the software delivery scalability server. If the software delivery scalability
server is running and the SD server policy "Backward compatibility support" is enabled, SD Agent Bridge is running.

Task Manager Fails to Run in Concurrent Mode
Symptom:

I have configured the Task Manager to run in concurrent mode, but it is still running in non-concurrent mode.

Solution:

The reason for the Task Manager to run in non-concurrent mode despite configuring it to run in concurrent mode is that
the Task Manager is unable to start the Policy Manager and Replication Manager. You must restart the Task Manager
plug-in (sdmgr_tm ) to run the Task Manager in concurrent mode.

To restart the Task Manager using the DSM Explorer, click the Stop Engine link in the Tasks portlet (Control Panel,
Engine, All Engines, System Delivery Engine) and then click the Start Engine link to restart the Task Manager. You can
also use the CAF command to restart the Task Manager. You can see the detailed information about this failure in the
TRC_USD_TASKMAN.log file.

However, if this issue occurs repeatedly, contact CA Technical Support.

Installation Manager Fails to Run in Concurrent Mode
Symptom:

I have configured the Installation Manager to run in concurrent mode, but it is still running in non-concurrent mode.

Solution:

The reason for the Installation Manager to run in non-concurrent mode despite configuring it to run in the concurrent mode
is that the Installation Manager is unable to start the Notification Manager. You must restart the Installation Manager plug-
in (sdmgr_im ) to run the Installation Manager in concurrent mode. You need to use the CAF command to restart the
Installation Manager. You can see the detailed information about this failure in the TRC_USD_INSTMAN.log file.

However, if this issue occurs repeatedly, contact CA Technical Support.

apt Commands Used for Deployment
To deploy the wrapper packages, CA ITCM uses the following apt commands:

• Installing the wrapper package:
apt-get -y install <Pk1> <PK2> <PK3>

• Reinstalling the wrapper package:
apt-get --reinstall -y install <Pk1> <PK2> <PK3>

• Uninstalling the wrapper package:
apt-get -y purge <Pk1> <PK2> <PK3>

To deploy the add-on procedures in the CA DSM Agent Add-on for Debian Mirror package on the repository clients, CA
ITCM uses the following commands:
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• AutoRemove dependencies:
apt-get -y autoremove

• Clean local cache:
apt-get clean

• Update cache:
apt-get update

• Upgrade Debian packages:
apt-get -y upgrade

Purging RAL Records from MDB
To purge obsolete RAL records in MDB, invoke the RAL Purge command. This command works component-wise and
purges the components listed in the command. It can also purge distribution and repository server details under the
following conditions:

• When a distribution is empty after purging of components is complete
• When a repository server has no distributions after purging of distributions is complete.

For example, the Lenny distribution has two components, testing and main, which are extracted by the RAL engine task.
To remove the records in the testing component, remove or disable synchronization engine tasks using DSM Explorer and
invoke the purge command manually at the %RALHOME% folder as follows:

java -jar ral.jar -purge ftp://testing-i25361/debian/ lenny testing MASTER DEBIAN "Enterprise Debian

 Repository" 

This command has the following format:

java -jar ral.jar -purge -uri uri -distribution distribution -component component -type type -format format -

name repository name -desc description -log log path

• URI
Specifies the URI of the Debian repository server.
Example:
RAL.jar -purge - uri ftp://testing-i25361/debian/ -distribution lenny - component testing - type MASTER - format
DEBIAN - desc "Enterprise Debian Repository"

• Distribution
Specifies the distribution that contains the component that you want to delete. You can use this parameter only if the
format is DEBIAN.

• Component
Specifies the component that you want to delete. Use commas to separate multiple components.

• Type
Specifies the type of the repository as Master repository or Mirror.

• Format
Specifies the repository format.
Valid value: DEBIAN

• Name
Specifies the repository server name of the component that you want to delete. The name must match the repository
name in the Repositories configuration table.

• Desc
(Optional) Specifies the repository description as entered in the Repositories configuration table.

• Log
(Optional) Specifies the log file path. If you do no specify the path, a log file is created in <DSM Install Path>\logs
folder. The log file for purge operation would be RAL_purge_log.log.
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WARNING
Verify that no synchronization engine tasks run during the purge operation. Also, verify that no users browse or
create wrapper packages during the purge operation.

Cannot Start CA Software Delivery Agent on HP-UX System
Symptom:

I have successfully installed a CA Software Delivery 4.0 SP1 agent in an HP-UX 11.11 operating environment running CA
Client Automation with Agent Bridge enabled, but the sdpgm start command fails.

Solution:

The libcawinext.sl is missing from the shared components library path. Add a link to libcawinext.sl for including the same
in SHLIB_PATH and LD_LIBRARY_PATH:

cd /opt/CA/SharedComponents/lib

ln -s /opt/CA/SharedComponents/cawin/lib/libcawinext.sl.0 libcawinext.sl

SHLIB_PATH=/opt/CA/UnicenterSoftwareDelivery/usd/lib:

    /opt/CA/SharedComponents/lib:

    /opt/CA/SharedComponents/lib

Now you can start the CA Software Delivery agent.

RAC Container Job Fails
Symptom:

I reinstalled my legacy agent after a crash, and received an "Already installed" message when I ran the RAC container
job.

Solution:

When a legacy agent is reinstalled after crashing (RAC), the execution of the jobs in the automatically-created RAC
container may fail with the “Already installed” message. In this case, delete the RAC job container; the agent automatically
becomes operational.

Virtual Application Software Package Deployment Fails
Symptom:

When I attempt to deploy a virtual application software package, the deployment fails and I receive the following error
message: "ERROR (number) Install package_name failed.” What do I do now?

Solution:

To troubleshoot an error while deploying a virtual application software package, perform the following steps:

1. Navigate to the Computers and Users, All Computers, computer_name, Jobs, Software Jobs folder.
The right pane displays the available software delivery jobs.

2. Select the job that failed, right-click, and select Properties.
The Job Properties dialog appears.

3. View the Status Message on the Computer Job tab.
4. Open the Job Output tab and view the trace information.

NOTE
There is no trace information shown if the deployment is successful.

5. Scroll down to the Starting postprograms section.
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This section displays information related to virtual application package installation.
6. View the postprogram return code. The following list includes all return codes and their meanings:

– -1
Indicates an internal error with wrong or incomplete parameters (install script not executed).
– 0
Indicates successful termination (no error).
– 1
Indicates that the process could not find the DSM installation (files, directories, registry keys, or environment were not
found).
– 2
Indicates that the process could not create or remove files or folders.
– 3
Indicates that the process could not find required files for the package (for example, .sft files for Microsoft App-V
packages).
– 4
Indicates that the creation or removal of net shares failed.
– 5
Indicates that the process could not restart App-V services.
– 6
Indicates that the execution of sftmime.exe (App-V) or ThinReg.exe (VMware ThinApp) failed. These required tools
create or remove links (icons) on the desktop and entries in the Start > Programs menu.
– 7
Indicates that the process failed to connect to the ThinApp streaming server.

7. View the command line that caused the deployment failure in the Action output of installation section of the trace
information. Scroll right to view the command line parameters and return code.

8. Determine the cause of the error and fix the problem.
9. Redeploy the virtual application software package.

Network Installation of MSI Package Fails
Symptom:

When I perform a network installation of an MSI package on Windows Server 2008, the installation fails with an error
"1619: This installation package could not be opened". How do I fix this problem?

Solution:

The network installation of an MSI package fails with the error code “1619: This installation package could not be opened”
when both the scalability server and the agent are installed on Windows Server 2008, Windows Vista SP2, or Windows 7
operating environments and are part of a WORKGROUP rather than a domain.

To perform a successful network installation of an MSI package, disable SMB2.0 and restart the scalability server.

To disable SMB2.0 on the scalability server, do the following:

1. Open Registry Editor and navigate to HKLM,System, CurrentControlSet, Services, LanmanServer, Parameters.
2. Create a DWORD Value and name it smb2
3. To disable SMB2.0,set the value of smb2 to 0.

NOTE
To enable SMB2.0, set the value to 1.

4. Restart the scalability server
SMB2.0 is disabled on the scalability server.
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SD Agent Does not Start after a CAF Restart
Valid on Windows and UNIX

Symptom:

When you start CAF, the SD agent does not initiate automatically. Hence, the SD job check does not run on CAF restart.

Solution:

Do the following:

• On the CAF Scheduler, change the default value of the random now time field to 0 seconds.
• Verify that the default value of the CAF: Enable registration on start-up configuration policy is true.

NOTE
On UNIX, CAF register does not run all the plug-ins. Use the CAF register all command to run all the plug-ins.

Variables in debconf Parameters are not Preseeded
During deployment, the software delivery agent preseeds the debconf parameters with the values you specify during the
creation of wrapper packages. The agent does not preseed debconf parameters when you assign them variables such as
${choices}.

Perform the following steps to preseed a variable with known values:

1. Navigate to DSM Explorer, Computer, Software, Software Package Library, All Software, Debian wrapper package,
Source, New Volume, debWrpMetadata.wdp.

2. Double-click and edit the wdp file as required.

Installation of Debian Wrapper Package Fails
Symptom:

When I install a Debian Wrapper package, installation fails with the following error:

WARNING: The following packages cannot be authenticated!

Solution:

Perform one of the following steps:

• Create a configuration file for APT commands to allow unauthenticated packages to be installed. On the agent
computer, add the following text in one of the APT configuration files or create a new file under /etc/apt/apt.conf.d:
APT {

   Get {

 AllowUnauthenticated "true";

   };

}

• Import the public key to the agent computer using the apt-key add command. For a large-scale import of the key,
create a software delivery package.

Debian Wrapper Package Fails to Install
Symptom:
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I installed a Debian wrapper package but the package failed to install.

Solution:

Do the following:

• Verify that the package size or hash is not changed from the index file.
• Verify that the package is present in the repositories mentioned in sources.list.
• Verify that all package dependency is fulfilled.
• Verify that runtime errors do not appear during installation.

SD Job Hangs and the Message Is Not Displayed
Symptom:

When I deploy the Interactive DM Script SD package, the SD job check hangs and the message box is not displayed.

Solution:

You can fix this in any one of the following ways:

Editing itemproc.dat of SD Package:

If a DM script is pushed to an agent as part of SD job, which has an interactive window, add w_dms flag to the procedure
options of the package.

Open the itemproc.dat file in the package and identify the procedures that are interactive.

1. Go to [ItemprocX] section (where X is the number of the procedure which is interactive).
2. Modify the Parameters key and append the value -w_dms at the end.

Using Procedure Properties from DSM Explorer:

In the install procedure of the package which is interactive, right click the procedure name, navigate to Properties,
Embedded File tab, Parameters.

1. Add -w_dms.

SD job is successful and the message box is displayed.

Windows Interactive Services Detection Locks the Agent
Valid only on Windows

Symptom:

When I deploy an interactive software package using the Windows Interactive Services Detection, the agent is locked
when the session is idle for more than one minute.

Solution:

This behavior is due to the limitation of Windows Vista and above Operating Systems. To continue with the deployment,
login again and select the session 0.

DebWrap Package Type is Missing in DSM Reporter
The software package type for Debian wrapper packages is identified by numerical 10 instead of DebWrap as the
package type.
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Abort Command Fails during Reinstallation of VDI Components
Symptom:

When I use the command line to abort a reinstallation of the VDI compoenents, the abort process does not initiate.

Solution:

You cannot initiate multiples instances of the SD agent at the same time. Abort the reinstallation by using the Abort button
on the agent dialog box.

CCS Calender Fails To Open With The ODBC Error
Symptom:

If the CA Client Automation is installed on the non-default drive, the CCS calender fails to open with the ODBC error.

Solution:

To resolve this, you should apply the patch number RO76474. For more information on how to apply the patch, refer to
Solution Document for RO76474 on CA Support Site. After applying this patch, the calenders open without any error.

Non-UTF-8 Locale Support and Localization
Contents

UTF-8 and MBCS Encoding

UTF-8 (8-bit Unicode Transformation Format) is a way of encoding characters so that every possible character can
be represented using a variable number of bytes. On UNIX, it is treated like any other multi-byte character set and is
backwards compatible with the ASCII character set.

CA ITCM code on Linux and UNIX is generally operating in a UTF-8 locale. This causes problems interfacing with the
operating system, if the operating system is using a non-UTF-8 locale. All code that interfaces with the operating system,
such as file names, command line parameters, and so on is converting in between the system MBCS locale and UTF-8.

A multi-byte character set (MBCS) uses 1 or 2 bytes per character and is used for character sets that contain large
numbers of different characters (for example, Asian language character sets).

Localization and UTF-8 Encoding

The only way that localization can work out fully is if all the involved computers use UTF-8 encoding or the exact same
locale. This applies to the whole chain, from the manager to the scalability server down to the agent. It is thus preferable
to use UTF-8 everywhere. Not doing so and sending out jobs containing files and directories that contain National
Language Characters (NLCs), can result in failed jobs.

On Linux versions that do not support the CIFS file system, the Samba protocol may not work correctly when trying to
access files and directories that contain NLCs. This means that jobs, that succeed in mounting the file shares, may fail
because they cannot access files and directories that contain NLCs. The software delivery functions automatically detect,
if CIFS is available and use it whenever possible.

SuSE 9 ES and RedHat 4 support CIFS, but SuSE 9 Pro and RedHat 3.x do not.

Non-UTF-8 Locale Support Feature

The non-UTF-8 locale support feature provides internal utilities that help to solve National Language Character (NLC)
problems with localization on Linux and UNIX.

National Language Characters are characters that are special to a certain locale.
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Scalability Server Considerations

The following list provides considerations of individual scalability server use cases:

• On a scalability server, when having a non-UTF-8 system and using Samba, it is vital that it is configured correctly
(note that YaST2 in SuSE does not do this correctly). It is very important that the setting “unix charset” is set correctly
(in the “global” section of smb.conf). A good value may be "iso8859 - 15" which works well on western locales. If you
forget this setting, all the files are shown. However, if a directory name contains National Language Characters (NLCs),
you are able to see it and go down into it, but you are not able to see any of the files that it contains. From the user
perspective, the jobs will fail. After changing any such setting, make sure to reload Samba.

• By design, if a Linux scalability server is configured to use NFS and Samba, the agents will use Samba. On the
scalability server, use the commands “sd_sscmd addshare” or “sd_sscmd removeshare” to set this up properly.

• Samba and NFS pose different problems when it comes to file and directory names. Samba has an internal
mechanism that maps the file and directory names for us, if we tell Samba that we (as an agent) are using UTF-8 (or
non UTF-8). The name mapping will be performed discretely. NFS, however, has no such mechanism, and this can
cause problems when connecting for instance a non UTF-8 agent to a UTF-8 scalability server (or conversely) and
trying to access file and directory names that contain NLCs. Unfortunately, there is no way around this (except to use
Samba instead of NFS).

• On a scalability server, where Samba file share is used, it may be a good idea to set up the library access (sd_sscmd
libraryaccess …) properly in order for access to the Samba file share to work for Linux agents using CIFS.
This problem is related to the Samba security configuration setting. When the agents try to mount the share on the
scalability server using CIFS, they only succeed in mounting it as guest user (which is the default when no library
access has been provided), if the Samba scalability server is configured to use shared-level security.
If however, the Samba scalability server is configured to use another security type, like user-level security, the
mounting with CIFS as anonymous user will not work since it requires an explicit user, along with the correct password.
Furthermore, the user must have been added to the Samba user file with the smbpasswd -a command.
The reason to enforce the use of CIFS (mount -t cifs) if possible is that it handles NLCs in a much better way than the
usual SMB (smbmount).
We suggest that administrators configure their scalability servers as follows:
– sd_sscmd libraryaccess …

This sets up the credentials for software delivery that are used when sending jobs to agents.
– smbpasswd -a …

This sets up the credentials in Samba itself.
– Open smb.conf using an editor and remove (or comment out) the line “guest ok = Yes” on the shares “sdlibrary” and

“sdmsilib”. Also, for security reasons, the security setting (in the global section), should not be set to "share" (which
is the default) but to “user” (or better) instead. Refer to the manl page of smb.conf for the exact meaning of all the
Samba scalability server settings.

– Reload Samba, as follows:
/etc/init.d/smb reload
The new settings are activated.

NOTE
If this configuration step is not done, the jobs will likely function anyway since the fallback solution, the
Internal NOS-less transport mechanism, steps in. Internal NOS-less may not be as efficient as using Internal
NOS, but it will work.

Linux systems that seem to work out-of-the-box include SuSE 9 ES; Linux systems that do not work out-of-the-box
include RedHat 3 ES and RedHat 4 ES.

Importing Software Delivery 4.0 Query Strings
Contents
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Overview

CA ITCM uses Software Delivery 4.0 formatted query strings in the following areas to support backward-compatibility:

• Command Line Interface
The command to create computer groups accepts Software Delivery 4.0 formatted query string to create a dynamic
group.

• Software Packages
Importing software packages containing procedure prerequisites created in Software Delivery 4.0 accepts formatted
query strings.

• Software Packager
The CA ITCM Software Packager uses Software Delivery 4.0 formatted query strings to create procedure prerequisites
for software packages it creates.

NOTE
All the above areas create custom queries in the CA ITCM query subsystem because of certain query import
limitations. In addition, queries that have been migrated from version 4.0 to Unicenter DSM r11.x using the
migration tools are imported as custom queries.

Query Import Limitations

Software Delivery uses queries in a number of places to automate the management of assets. Starting with Unicenter
DSM release 11, a new query mechanism that is common to all the DSM components replaces the 4.0 query sub
system. The new SQL-based query mechanism gives performance improvements over the code-based legacy evaluation
mechanism. Also, starting with Unicenter DSM r11, a new basic hardware inventory mechanism that is common to all
of DSM replaces the inventory module of Software Delivery 4.0. The new basic hardware inventory module offers more
accurate inventory. However, some of the Software Delivery version 4.0 attributes are not collected by the CA ITCM
inventory module.

These changes have the following high-level impact on the query import:

• Query Attributes
When you import a 4.0 formatted query string into CA ITCM, it is not possible to map all the query attributes to
equivalent CA ITCM attributes. CA ITCM will import invalid queries with empty expressions marked as invalid for
informational purposes. You must modify these queries before performing an import.

• Computer Users
The CA ITCM query subsystem recognizes computers and user profiles as individual target types for queries. This
means that a query can return either a set of computers or a set of user profiles but not both. In version 4.0, computers
and user profiles were represented by one target type allowing a query to return both computers and user profiles.
When you import a version 4.0 formatted query string into CA ITCM, the ability to return both computers and user
profiles is maintained through the creation of a custom query. Custom queries are pure SQL statements that are not
directly compatible with the query building functionality of the Query Designer. Therefore, you need to modify the
custom queries using the Edit SQL feature of the Query Designer rather than using the Insert Argument feature.

• Wildcard Characters
CA ITCM uses SQL wildcards; the LIKE operator replaces the MATCH operator in Software Delivery 4.0 and all other
wildcard characters are mapped to the SQL equivalents where possible. However, some of the wildcard characters
such as '?', '+' and '|' have no equivalent in SQL; the 'set negation' [^ ….] is not supported and produces an invalid
query.

• Attribute Values
Some attribute values have changed in CA ITCM. In many cases, a simple mapping is possible to convert the version
4.0 values embedded in queries to the new values. In other cases, this is not possible because the number of values
used in CA ITCM and version 4.0 may not match; in some cases an '=' or '<>' operator can be replaced with LIKE and
some wildcards added to the literal. In this case, operators other than '=' or '<>' produce an invalid query.
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This limitation specifically applies to the Target attribute group with the attribute values such as Machine, Staging
Server, Domain, and UserId. It also applies to the Name attribute of attribute groups SDAttr_OS2, SDAttr_WinNT,
SDAttr_WinCE, SDAttr_unix, SDAttr_Win9X, SDAttr_Netware, and SDAttr_VMS.
In the case of the attribute Type (in the Target attribute group) with the values 'Machine' and 'Staging Server', queries
behave differently in Software Delivery version 4.0 and CA ITCM. The reason for this is, in version 4.0 the agent on
the Local Server was of the type 'Machine' whereas in CA ITCM the agent on the domain manager is of type 'Staging
Server'.

• Query Results
In Software Delivery 4.0, a query "Target.Type='Machine'" returns all agents (no Staging Servers) including the Local
Server's agent. When this query is imported to CA ITCM, it returns only standalone agents (agents that have no
scalability server or domain manager on the same machine).
In Software Delivery 4.0, a query "Target.Type='Staging Server'" returns all Staging Servers. When this query is
imported to CA ITCM, it also returns the domain manager, as its agent is considered to be a Staging Server.

Import of Expressions Containing OS Security or Directory Lookups

When you import a Software Delivery version 4.0 formatted query string that contains NTGroup source or the Directory
source, authorities are added to the URI strings. These are machines names for the local authorities used with NTGroup
and directory authorities used with Directory. These authorities may be incorrect in the new environment where you are
using the Manager. In this case, you can edit the query after import and change the authority name.

To change the authority name, open the Properties dialog of the query, right-click the SQL fragment, and select Edit SQL.
Replace the authority name with the correct one.

Import of Expressions Using IN and NOT IN Operators

The IN/NOT IN operations of Software Delivery version 4.0 involve using a plug-in to provide a set of values instead of
the single literal used for the other operations. The Software Delivery version 4.0 plug-in sources and their equivalent
functionalities in CA ITCM are as follows:

• SDGroup
• NTGroup
• AMOQuery
• DirectoryService

The SDGroup plug-in functionality is provided by standard CA ITCM queries that use computer group definitions.

NTGroup is implemented using the Directory services feature of CA ITCM queries. The allowed attribute group is Target
and the allowed attributes in that group are User and UserId.

For IN/NOT IN tests against sets produced by Directory Services enquiries, the allowed attribute group is Target and the
allowed attributes in that group are User, UserId, Name, Server, and Machine.

For IN/NOT IN tests against sets produced using the Software Delivery version 4.0 query integration with Asset
Management, the allowed attribute group is Target and the allowed attributes in that group are User, UserId, Name,
Server, and Machine.

Import of Expressions Not Using IN and NOT IN Operators

The following table lists the supported and unsupported attributes in each attribute group that do not contain expressions
using IN or NOT IN operators; the unsupported attributes will not be imported successfully:
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Import of Expressions Not Using IN and NOT IN Operators

The following table lists the supported and unsupported attributes in each attribute group that do not contain expressions
using IN or NOT IN operators; the unsupported attributes will not be imported successfully:

Attribute group Supported Attribute Unsupported Attribute
SDAttr_AgentConfig Not Applicable Status
SDAttr_AgentConfig LibraryAccess Not Applicable
SDAttr_AgentConfig Not Applicable PalmSupport
SDAttr_AgentConfig Not Applicable WinCESupport
SDAttr_AgentConfig Not Applicable NokiaSupport
SDAttr_AgentConfig Not Applicable UserAgent
SDAttr_AgentConfig Not Applicable LogonShield
SDAttr_AgentConfig Not Applicable LogoffPolicy
SDAttr_AgentConfig Not Applicable operationalMode
SDAttr_LogonShield Not Applicable Status
SDAttr_LastUpdated Date Not Applicable
SDAttr_LastUpdated Not Applicable Time
SDAttr_Win3x Not Applicable Name
SDAttr_Win3x Not Applicable Version
SDAttr_Win3x Not Applicable StartupFreeMem
SDAttr_Win3x Not Applicable Mode
SDAttr_Win3x Not Applicable Locale
SDAttr_Win3x Not Applicable ANSI_CP
SDAttr_Win3x Not Applicable OEM_CP
SDAttr_OS2 Name Not Applicable
SDAttr_OS2 Version Not Applicable
SDAttr_OS2 Not Applicable StartingFreeMemory
SDAttr_WinNT Name Not Applicable
SDAttr_WinNT Version Not Applicable
SDAttr_WinNT Not Applicable StartupFreeMem
SDAttr_WinNT Not Applicable Locale
SDAttr_WinNT Not Applicable ANSI_CP
SDAttr_WinNT Not Applicable OEM_CP
SDAttr_WinNT Not Applicable Build
SDAttr_WinNT ServicePack Not Applicable
SDAttr_WinNT Not Applicable Type
SDAttr_WinCE Name Not Applicable
SDAttr_WinCE Version Not Applicable
SDAttr_WinCE Not Applicable StartupFreeMem
SDAttr_WinCE Not Applicable Locale
SDAttr_WinCE Not Applicable ANSI_CP
SDAttr_WinCE Not Applicable OEM_CP
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SDAttr_WinCE Not Applicable Build
SDAttr_WinCE Not Applicable ServicePack
SDAttr_WinCE Not Applicable Type
SDAttr_WinCE Not Applicable DeviceName
SDAttr_WinCE Not Applicable OriginalDeviceName
SDAttr_WinCE Not Applicable ProxyName
SDAttr_Unix Name Not Applicable
SDAttr_Unix Not Applicable Version
SDAttr_Unix Not Applicable Locale
SDAttr_Unix Not Applicable ANSI_CP
SDAttr_Unix Not Applicable OEM_CP
SDAttr_Unix PhysicalMem Not Applicable
SDAttr_Win9x Name Not Applicable
SDAttr_Win9x Version Not Applicable
SDAttr_Win9x Not Applicable LoggedOnUser
SDAttr_Win9x Not Applicable StartupFreeMem
SDAttr_Win9x Not Applicable Locale
SDAttr_Win9x Not Applicable ANSI_CP
SDAttr_Win9x Not Applicable OEM_CP
SDAttr_Win9x Not Applicable Build
SDAttr_Win9x ServicePack Not Applicable
SDAttr_Netware Name Not Applicable
SDAttr_Netware Version Not Applicable
SDAttr_Netware Not Applicable MachineName
SDAttr_Netware Not Applicable NetworkNumber
SDAttr_Netware Not Applicable NodeAddress
SDAttr_Netware Not Applicable Locale
SDAttr_Netware Not Applicable ANSI_CP
SDAttr_Netware Not Applicable OEM_CP
SDAttr_VMS Name Not Applicable
SDAttr_VMS Version Not Applicable
SDAttr_VMS Memory Not Applicable
SDAttr_NokiaAdminSuite Not Applicable Name
SDAttr_NokiaAdminSuite Not Applicable Version
SDAttr_NokiaAdminSuite Not Applicable DeviceType
SDAttr_NokiaAdminSuite Not Applicable EPOCCommandVersion
SDAttr_NokiaAdminSuite Not Applicable LogFile
SDAttr_PCSystem Not Applicable Model
SDAttr_PCSystem Not Applicable SerialNumber
SDAttr_PCSystem Not Applicable BaseMemory
SDAttr_PCSystem ExtendedMemory Not Applicable
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SDAttr_PCSystem Not Applicable BiosOEMName
SDAttr_PCSystem Not Applicable BiosRevision
SDAttr_PCSystem Not Applicable BiosDate
SDAttr_PCSystem Processor Not Applicable
SDAttr_PCSystem Not Applicable ProcessorDesc
SDAttr_PCSystem Not Applicable BusType
SDAttr_PCSystem Not Applicable DMAController
SDAttr_PCSystem ProcessorCount Not Applicable
SDAttr_PCSystem ProcessorSpeed Not Applicable
SDAttr_PCSystem Not Applicable MainBatteryStatus
SDAttr_PCSystem Not Applicable BackupBatteryStatus
SDAttr_PCSystem Not Applicable PowerSource
SDAttr_Unix_Processor Not Applicable Type
SDAttr_Unix_Processor Not Applicable SubType
SDAttr_Unix_Processor Not Applicable Description
SDAttr_Unix_Processor ProcessorCount Not Applicable
SDAttr_PhoneUnit Not Applicable Not Applicable
SDAttr_PCFloppy Drive Not Applicable
SDAttr_PCFloppy Not Applicable Capacity
SDAttr_PCFloppy Not Applicable Format
SDAttr_PCDisk Drive Not Applicable
SDAttr_PCDisk Size Not Applicable
SDAttr_PCDisk Available Not Applicable
SDAttr_PCDisk Not Applicable Name
SDAttr_PCDisk Not Applicable Type
SDAttr_PCMappedDrive Not Applicable Drive
SDAttr_PCCDROM Drive Not Applicable
SDAttr_PCDisplay Not Applicable DisplayAttached
SDAttr_PCDisplay Not Applicable SerialNumber
SDAttr_PCDisplay Not Applicable AdapterString
SDAttr_PCDisplay Not Applicable AdapterRam
SDAttr_PCDisplay Not Applicable AdapterBiosType
SDAttr_PCDisplay Not Applicable AdapterBiosDate
SDAttr_PCDisplay Not Applicable Resolution
SDAttr_PCDisplay Not Applicable Width
SDAttr_PCDisplay Not Applicable Height
SDAttr_PCDisplay AdapterType Not Applicable
SDAttr_PCKeyboard Not Applicable Type
SDAttr_PCKeyboard Not Applicable SerialNumber
SDAttr_PCSerialPorts Not Applicable NumberOf
SDAttr_PCParallelPorts Not Applicable NumberOf
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SDAttr_PCMouse Not Applicable PointingDevice
SDAttr_PCMouse Not Applicable SerialNumber
SDAttr_MSNOS Not Applicable Name
SDAttr_MSNOS Not Applicable Version
SDAttr_MSNOS Computername Not Applicable
SDAttr_MSNOS IPAddress Not Applicable
SDAttr_MSNOS Not Applicable LoggedOnUser
SDAttr_MSNOS Not Applicable LoggedOnDomain
SDAttr_NovellNOS Not Applicable Name
SDAttr_NovellNOS Not Applicable VersionShell
SDAttr_NovellNOS Not Applicable NetworkNumber
SDAttr_NovellNOS Not Applicable NodeAddress
SDAttr_NovellNOS Not Applicable LoggedOnUser
SDAttr_IBMNOS Not Applicable Name
SDAttr_IBMNOS Not Applicable Version
SDAttr_IBMNOS Not Applicable Computername
SDAttr_IBMNOS Not Applicable LoggedOnUser
SDAttr_IBMNOS Not Applicable LoggedOnDomain
SDAttr_Win9xNOS Not Applicable Name
SDAttr_Win9xNOS Not Applicable LoggedOnDomain
SDAttr_PCNetworkAdapter Not Applicable Number
SDAttr_PCNetworkAdapter Not Applicable Type
SDAttr_PCNetworkAdapter Not Applicable Manufacturer
SDAttr_PCNetworkAdapter Not Applicable IDBytes
SDAttr_PCNetworkAdapter Name Not Applicable
SDAttr_Win9xNetworkAdapter Not Applicable Number
SDAttr_UnixNetworkAdapter Name Not Applicable
SDAttr_UnixNetworkAdapter Not Applicable Description
SDAttr_PCOtherAdapter Not Applicable Name
SDAttr_UnixVolume Number Not Applicable
SDAttr_UnixVolume Capacity Not Applicable
SDAttr_UnixVolume Available Not Applicable
SDAttr_UnixVolume Label Not Applicable
SDAttr_UnixVolume Not Applicable FileSystem
SDAttr_VMSVolume Number Not Applicable
SDAttr_VMSVolume Capacity Not Applicable
SDAttr_VMSVolume Available Not Applicable
SDAttr_VMSVolume Label Not Applicable
SDAttr_VMSVolume Not Applicable FileSystem
SDAttr_NFSLink Not Applicable RemoteName
SDAttr_NFSLink Not Applicable Capacity
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SDAttr_NFSLink Not Applicable Available
SDAttr_NFSLink Not Applicable LinkName
SDAttr_VMSNFSLink Not Applicable RemoteName
SDAttr_VMSNFSLink Not Applicable Capacity
SDAttr_VMSNFSLink Not Applicable Available
SDAttr_VMSNFSLink Not Applicable LinkName
SDAttr_Win9xProtocol Not Applicable Name
SDAttr_Win9xProtocol Address Not Applicable
SDAttr_MacAddress MACAddress Not Applicable
Installation ItemName Not Applicable
Installation ItemVersion Not Applicable
Installation ItemProcedure Not Applicable
Installation State Not Applicable
Installation Date Not Applicable
Installation Not Applicable Time
Installation Not Applicable OrderedBy
StagingLibrary ItemName Not Applicable
StagingLibrary ItemVersion Not Applicable
StagingLibrary State Not Applicable
StagingLibrary Date Not Applicable
StagingLibrary Not Applicable Time
StagingLibrary Not Applicable OrderedBy
Target Name Not Applicable
Target Type Not Applicable
Target Address Not Applicable
Target OS Not Applicable
Target Registration date Not Applicable
Target Not Applicable RegistrationTime
Target ChangedDate Not Applicable
Target Not Applicable ChangedTime
Target User Not Applicable
Target Phone Not Applicable
Target Location Not Applicable
Target ViaStagingServer Not Applicable
Target StagingServer Not Applicable
Target Comment Not Applicable
Target Calendar Not Applicable
Target DownloadMethod Not Applicable
Target SoftwareManagementSystem Not Applicable
Target Not Applicable CoreName
Target Server Not Applicable
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Target Machine Not Applicable
Target Domain Not Applicable
Target UserId Not Applicable
Target UUID Not Applicable
Target PreviousLocalServer Not Applicable
Target RACPolicy Not Applicable
Target Not Applicable Obsolete
SDAttr_DownloadMethod Method Not Applicable
SDAttr_AgentConfig LibraryAccess Not Applicable

Packager and Installer for Windows
Contents

Software Management Packager and Installer

CA Technologies Software Management solution consists of two main components:

• The Packager: These products must be registered in the SoftwarePackage Library. You distribute from the
SoftwarePackage Library and install them on target computers in your network. The Packager packages software and
data into products.

• The Installer:  Install on the target computers, where it provides facilities for an unattended installation and removal of
software products.

Product Packaging on Windows

You install the product to be packaged on the reference system of the Packaging Computer. The Packager automatically
records this reference installation in several archive files. This reference is used for a later installation of the product on
target computers.

The reference system on the Packaging Computer includes the file system, installed services, and the registry of the
Packaging Computer. You can also specify files, installation parameters, and other necessary changes to customize the
product.

The Packager records all the information that is required for a later product installation on a target computer in a product
in the SXP packaging format (SXP product). The Packager also provides all relevant files, directories, or information that
is generated automatically during product packaging in a compressed format in the filesn.cmp and ufilesn.cmp archive
files. The ufilesn.cmp file contains user-specific information.

To avoid large CMP archive file sizes, the Packager creates multiple CMP archive files of limited size and suffixes the
names of these files with a sequence number. For example, files1.cmp, files2.cmp, and so on.

You can create SXP products for Windows only on a Packaging Computer that runs a higher version of Microsoft
Windows NT operating system.

With the Packager, you can create 64-bit application packages, provided the Packager runs on a 64-bit operating system.
The 64-bit SXP product that is created can be installed only in a 64-bit operating environment.

Once you have created an SXP product, you can optionally convert it to an MSI product. A product in the Microsoft
Installer (MSI) format is an MSI product.
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NOTE
MSI products that have been converted in a 64-bit operating environment have the platform type set to “x64”.
These products cannot be installed on target computers running a 32-bit operating system. The installations are
not possible even if a 32-bit operating system is specified as a “Target OS” in the info.sxp archive file.

Packaging Computer Restrictions

Only the operating system software with service packs and the Packager for Windows must be installed on the Packaging
Computer. If you require an application other than the operating system on the Packaging Computer, install that
application on both the Packaging Computer and the target computers.

Violations of this rule can corrupt the installation of the SXP product on a target computer.

Before You Use Packager and Installer for Windows

Before you start creating and installing the SXP products, you must have knowledge about the following tasks:

• Configure the reference system of the Packager for Windows.
• Use the Packager for Windows to generate SXP products.

For information about these tasks, study the Reference System Configuration and Using the Packager for Windows
chapters, respectively.

If you are an advanced user, read the following topics:

• SXP Product Version Registration
• How the Installer Installs Products
• Installation of Converted MSI Products
• VIew the Results of Installation Jobs
• Trace Feature

Reference System Configuration
Contents

About the Reference System on the Packaging Computer

The environment on the Packaging Computer is known as the reference system. The reference system is used during the
packaging process on Windows to install the product to be packaged.

The reference system includes the file system, installed services, and the registry of the Packaging Computer. You can
configure the reference system to customize the product, that is, you can specify files, installation parameters, and can
make other changes.

Aspects of Reference Installation Recording

Usually of product packaging, the automatic recording using the default settings of the reference installation on the
Packaging Computer meets all the needs. This method of packaging monitors all changes within the registry and the file
system. The factory settings after installation of the Packager accommodate most of the recording tasks.

In the following cases, adapt the settings to the environment of a particular recording.

• Reference system performance
The more comprehensive the data on the reference system, the longer it takes to verify for changes. So it can be
useful to exclude certain drives from the verification, local drives that are not used for installation and network drives.

• Changes not directly related to the installed product
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On every computer, files and registry entries are changed continuously during runtime without relation to any software
installation. For example, updates of the pagefile and temporarily stored internet files
By default, these changes are not recorded. A list of excluded files is kept in the Packager and if necessary it can be
extended.
The files automatically extend the list of excluded files. The files change while a reference installation is not in
progress. Most of these files are log files. To recognize most of these files, we recommend that you terminate the
Packager. Reboot the system after the Packager has been started for the first time and the Backup Files have been
created.
In general, do not record any directories in which temporary files are created (such as the c:\temp).

• Protection of current system files
To ensure that the reference system remains consistent, system files are backed up, such as when a product
introduces a different version of a Dynamic Link Library (DLL) file. When the product being created is installed, the
original DLL file is overwritten. The file is restored after the packaging process has completed. Otherwise, permanent
changes are made to the reference system. By default, the Packager for Windows backs up the entire Windows
directory.
This behavior can be switched off, if the Packager is used with a virtual server. In this case, the Packager system can
be restored by switching back to a virtual server snapshot.

• Partial changes made to INI and ASCII files
If the product being created makes partial changes to existing ASCII files on the Packaging Computer, only those
partial changes must be reproduced when the product is distributed and installed on a target computer.
These ASCII files must be identified so that the reference system can handle them as special cases. Otherwise, under
normal circumstances, the entire ASCII file would be added to the packaged version, and the file of the same name on
the target computer would be replaced.
All INI files are monitored for partial changes.

Reference System Settings
Contents

You can modify the reference system settings of the Packager by using the Configure Reference System dialog available
from the File menu. Set the options on this dialog to maintain the reference system.

The tabs on the Configure Reference System dialog let you modify the following reference system settings:

• Paths to scan
• Paths to exclude
• Keys to scan
• Keys to exclude
• Expandable registry values
• ASCII files
• Defaults
• Backup files
• Product files filter

When you click OK on the Configure Reference System dialog, all changes on all tabs are applied. When you click Apply,
only the values for the current tab are saved if they have been modified. After you click Apply, you cannot cancel the
changes by clicking Cancel.

For some tabs, you can set a recursive option, represented by a folder symbol with the letter r. Gray folder symbols
indicate defaults that cannot be changed. Yellow folder symbols contain either defaults or values that you have already
set. If necessary, the values can be changed again.
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Paths to Scan

Specify the paths that you want to be scanned on the Paths to scan tab of the Configure Reference System dialog.

Specify a path to scan tab, so that the changes made to the path during the reference installation get recorded. The path
is not reset to its original state after the reference installation has completed.

During a reference installation, the Packager records the following items:

• Files and directories that are added when the product is installed (extra files).
• Files and directories that are deleted when the product is installed (deleted files).
• Files that are modified when the product is installed (modified files), based on size and date.

You can specify either an entire drive or a specific path. If you specify a path, only that path is verified. For example, if you
specify a c:, the entire c: drive is verified. If you specify c:\win, the c:\win directory and all subdirectories are verified.

To add another directory to the path list, use the Browse button. You can also enter the directory name directly in the Path
field. Removing a folder from the path list does not affect the Paths to exclude tab.

To add or remove special folders from the paths list, use the Special Folder dialog. Removing a special folder from the
path list automatically adds it to the list of available folders. Adding a special folder to the path list removes the folder from
the list of available folders.

In general, more, and modified files and directories are copied completely to the product. The exception is ASCII files.
For each ASCII file, you can specify only the changes to the file are recorded. By default, changes to any file with the .ini
extension are always recorded in this way.

For deleted files and directories, the Packager records the deletion of marked files or directories on the target computer
during the product installation.

If the following requirements are met, the existing files or directories that are deleted or modified on the reference system
of the Packaging Computer during the product installation are restored:

• The files and directories are removed during the reference installation at the time indicated by the Packager dialogs.
• The files or directories were specified in the Backup Files tab and, therefore, were backed up.

Keys to Scan

Specify the keys to be scanned on the Keys to scan tab of the Configure Reference System dialog.

During a reference installation, the Packager records the following items:

• Registry keys and values that are added when the product is installed (extra keys).
• Registry keys and values that are deleted when the product is installed (deleted keys).
• Registry values that are modified when the product is installed (modified values).

Specify a key on the Keys to scan tab for the changes that are made to the key during the reference installation to be
recorded. The key is not reset to its original state after the reference installation has completed.

During a reference installation, only these areas of the registry are verified. A key entry is interpreted recursively.

You can use only the two preset main keys. Do not specify other keys because all other keys are subkeys of these two
keys.

If keys and values are deleted from the registry during the product installation, the Packager reverses the changes at the
end of the packaging process. So by this process the reference system does not change.

Keys to Exclude

During a reference installation, the Packager does not verify or record changes in the registry that is made to the areas
(roots and keys) specified on the Keys to exclude tab of the Configure Reference System dialog.
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If you specify a key on the Keys to exclude tab, changes made to the key during the reference installation are not
recorded. So the key is not reset to its original state after the reference installation has completed.

The registry areas to be excluded are dynamic areas that Windows modify at run time. This dynamic modification at run
time corrupts the reference installation if the keys for these registry areas are not excluded from the packaging process.
By default, these registry keys are excluded from the packaging process, through the Keys to exclude tab.

Normally, you do not need to enter any keys on this dialog, because of the default settings. Sometimes you have to
exclude extra keys, such as keys belonging to products that were not installed by the Packager for Windows or installed in
the future. To exclude the proper keys for these purposes, learn how the registry works.

Browse the registry to select a registry key to be excluded in addition to the areas excluded by default.

If you select the Recursively option, all keys and values under this key are also excluded from the verification.

Paths to Exclude

Use the Paths to exclude tab to specify drives and paths that are not verified for changes during a reference installation.

If you specify a path on the Paths to exclude tab, changes made to the path during the reference installation are not
recorded. However, the path is reset to its original state after the reference installation has completed.

Gray folder symbols indicate defaults that cannot be changed. If necessary, yellow folder symbols contain either defaults
or values that can be changed.

In the Path field, you enter the name of the path to be excluded.

If you select the Recursively option, all subdirectories of all paths you specify are excluded.

In the File mask field, you enter the name of a file or a file group to be excluded.

The following table includes examples of file masks:

Path File Mask
C:\ cmos.ram
C:\ pagefile.sys
C:\ boot.ini
C:\tmp trace.*
C:\test *.*

NOTE
Some of the examples are default entries set by the Packager; they cannot be modified.

Expandable Registry Values

The Expandable registry values tab lets you expand or overwrite values in the registry. You can use this tab to predefine
which registry values can be expanded. Some of the values to be entered here are preset by the reference system, as
shown in the following example:

[HKEY_LOCAL_SERVER]\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\Session Manager\Environment\Path

Any data that is recorded in values that are specified here is prefixed or appended to the value on the target system.

Values that are specified on this tab must be in the range that is defined by the Keys to scan tab and Keys to exclude tab.

The values that you specify must be of the REG_SZ (string) type, REG_EXPAND_SZ (expand string) type, or
REG_MULTI_SZ.
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If the registry values you specify on the Expandable Registry Values tab are expanded during a reference installation, the
Packager records whether the original registry value was appended or prefixed.

You can identify the type of expansion (append or prefix) in the sreg.sxp or ureg.sxp file.

Partial Changes for ASCII Files

Use the ASCII files tab to specify ASCII files to monitor for partial changes. If a product being created makes partial
changes to the existing ASCII files on the Packaging Computer, only those partial changes are reproduced. The changes
are reproduced only when the product is distributed and installed on a target computer.

Enter the path names of these ASCII files on the ASCII files tab to prevent the entire file from being added to the
packaged version. Otherwise, the ASCII file of the same name on the target computer is replaced.

You can add non existing ASCII files to the list.

The Packager records changes for ASCII files that are specified on this tab in script files. These script files are referred
to in the ascnnnn.ini file, which also contains the complete path of the ASCII file. These changes are reproduced on the
target computer in the ASCII file of the same name during the product installation on a target computer. If the product is
uninstalled from the target computer, the changes to these ASCII files are canceled.

Restoring Default Settings

You can use the Defaults tab to reset all the reference system settings to their factory settings.

When the Packager is installed, it sets default values for all tabs on the Configure Reference System dialog. When you
create a product or configure the reference system, you can change the values on those tabs.

Using the Defaults tab of the Configure Reference System dialog, you can restore these values to their factory settings.
The default settings apply to all products you later create.

Backup Files

The Backup files tab lets you select paths and files to protect by creating backups. The Backup tab is not displayed when
the reference system reset phase is disabled (see Reference System Reset).

The first time the Packager is used, the drives, paths, and files specified on the Backup files tab that are backed up
automatically. By this process, the files are later restored.

If you select the Recursively option, all subdirectories are also backed up in the archive.

If you change this tab and click Apply or OK, the changes are automatically incorporated in the backup archive. The
Update Reference System dialog automatically appears.

ASCII Files Considerations

Do not enter the files that are specified on the ASCII files tab. The reference system automatically backs up and restores
these files.

Managing Product Files Using a Filter

Use the Product files filter tab to perform actions for a certain set of product files by specifying a product file mask.

For example, you can assign or delete file options for all files in the same group, that is, for all files with the same file
extension. You can also remove a set of product files that are selected through a product file mask.
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Reference System Reset
During the packaging process, the product installation on the reference system of the Packaging Computer is recorded.
After package creation has completed, the reference system is by default reset to its original state.

In the Tools, Options menu of the Packager main menu, you can enable or disable resetting the reference system. By
default, this option, named Enable Reset Reference System, is selected.

If the Enable Reset Reference System option is not selected (reset is disabled), all products that are installed on the
reference system during package creation remain and gets accumulated.

Disabling the reference system reset on the Packaging Computer is useful when the Packager is installed on a virtual
server. In this case the reference system is reset quickly by using a virtual snapshot.

NOTE
When the reset is disabled, the Packager needs no backup files of the reference system. All backup-related
tasks and GUI items are removed from user interface of the Packager. For example, the Backup files tab in the
Configure Reference System dialog.

Reference System Update
To protect the reference system from permanent changes that are caused by reference installations, the files of the
reference system are backed up.

If you want to replace backed up files or paths with updated versions, you can use this function to update the reference
system.

If you are working with a reference installation and installed a service pack on the reference system, that service pack
must also be installed on the target computers to ensure consistency.

Select either of the following methods for updating the reference system. Both methods require the Packager for Windows
to be started first, and both generate a complete backup of all files.

• Include new, deleted, and modified system files
To ensure new, deleted, and modified system files are included in the update, select File, Backup System Files from
the Packager main menu. The resulting process completely updates the reference system.

• Include additional files
To include more files in the update, select File, Configure Reference System from the Packager main menu. On the
Configure Reference System dialog, select the Backup files tab and make your changes. When you click Apply or OK,
the update is activated. The Packager automatically stores the list of backed up files (from the Backup files tab).

NOTE
As long as the backup is not created, the Packager reminds you to save your reference system.

File Options
Contents

During a reference installation, two installation or removal options apply to the recorded files:

• Version-dependent installation
• Reference counter-dependent uninstallation

You can assign one or both of these options to each individual file. Use the Product Files Filter tab on the Configure
Reference System dialog to assign these options to groups of files that have the same path name and file extension.

The following icons represent the options on the Configure Reference System dialog:
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This icon indicates version-dependent installation of the files.

This icon indicates reference counter-dependent uninstallation of the files.

This icon indicates that both options apply to the files.

Version-Dependent Installation

This option ensures that a previously installed file version on the target computer is overwritten only if it is older than the
file to be installed. For this mechanism to work the file must have a version ID assigned. The Installer checks the internal
version ID of the file during installation of the product on the target computer.

All product files with an internal version ID are automatically assigned the version-dependent installation option. All .dll
and .exe files generally have a version ID.

To specify the Version-dependent installation option, select the appropriate file path name on the Product Files Filter tab of
the Configure Reference System dialog. Click the version-dependency button.

Reference Counter-Dependent Uninstallation

The reference counter dependent uninstallation option controls the multiple use of a file. When you apply this file option,
a counter (reference counter) on the target computer is updated upon file installation and removal. If it does not already
exist, the reference counter is created. The counter increases 1 each time the file is installed and decreases 1 each
time the file is removed. If the counter resets to zero during uninstallation, the Installer deletes this file and the reference
counter only.

For example, if a DLL file such as vbxxx.dll is part of an application program, this file is installed for the first time when you
install the application program. If you install any other application program that contains the same DLL file (vbxxx.dll), the
reference counter for the file is incremented. When you remove any of the application programs that use the same DLL
file, the reference counter is decremented. Normally, the file is deleted. But while using the reference counter option, the
file is retained to ensure that the other application programs that need vbxxx.dll are able to run.

The reference counter-dependent uninstallation file option is effective only, if it is specified for all products on the target
computer that use this file. We recommend that you apply this option.

To select the reference counter-dependent uninstallation option, select the appropriate file path name on the Product Files
Filter tab of the Configure Reference System dialog and click the reference counter-dependency button.

WARNING
Apply the reference counter-dependent uninstallation option only for files that are used by several application
programs when necessary. The unnecessary counters increase the registry size and slow down installation. If it
is applied to all products installed on the target computer that contain this file, this option is effective.

Product Archive Configuration
The Packager for Windows manages products in a product archive. The product archive is organized hierarchically and is
mapped to a directory tree. You can configure the root of this tree by selecting File, Open Product Archive.

On the appearing Open Product Archive dialog, you can enter the directory name of the new product archive you want to
create. You can also enter the name of an existing product archive that you want to modify.
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The default directory for the product archive of the reference system is known as SxpArchive. This drive is where the
Packager directory is installed:

Drive_of_Packager_directory\SxpArchive

WARNING
Do not create the product archive under the Packager directory, because it is deleted, if the Packager is
uninstalled.

Product Archive on a Network Share
When the product archive resides on a network share and the Packager is rebooted, the Packager cannot access the
product archive on some Windows platforms. Even if DSM Explorer reestablishes the network connection, the Packager
cannot access the product archive.

In this case, the Packager provides a user and password dialog so that you get access to the product archive again.

Using the Packager for Windows
Contents

Use the Packager for Windows to create, modify, and register regular products, such as packaged software or data and
parameter products. Both types of products are created in the SXP packaging format and are referred to as SXP products.
After an SXP product has been registered in the Software Package Library, it can be distributed and installed on target
computers.

Product Archive Window

When you start the Packager for Windows, the first window that is displayed is the Product Archive window.

The Product Archive window has an extended menu bar and toolbar and contains three panes, which display the following
information:

• Archive tree
• General information
• Archive files

The archive tree pane on the left side of the window displays all SXP products in a tree view that are contained in the
product archive. The first level of the tree represents the entire archive. The second level represents all products (product
level). The third level represents all versions (version level) of a product.

The general information pane on the top right displays the archive name and information about the currently selected SXP
product such as subject, version, predecessor, and size.

The archive files pane on the lower right lists all SXP files, script files, and compressed archive files (CMP files) for the
selected product version. If the version has subdirectories, only the archive files that are contained in the currently active
subdirectory are displayed.

Product Versions

Product versions are either complete or delta versions. A complete version does not have a predecessor. A delta version
is an update, not a complete product. A delta version depends on a predecessor of the same product. This predecessor
must have a lower version number than the delta version updating it.
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Packaging Methods

In Windows environments, software and data can be packaged using the automatic or manual method with manual SXP
file creation.

• Automatic Method
The automatic method is based on a reference installation on the dedicated Packaging Computer, which lets you
install software on the Packaging Computer using original installation program of the software, such as setup.exe. This
method automatically generates an SXP product and provides quick results.
When you perform the reference installation, you install the product on the Packaging Computer as if you were going
to use it on that computer. All changes that are made by the product installation are recorded by the Packager in the
SXP product. Any other manual changes, such as copying files, are also recorded.
For more information, see How to Package Products Using the Automatic Method.

• Manual Method
The manual method is designed primarily for products to install on the target computer in unattended mode with their
original setup programs. These products must supply a response file with their setup program to enable unattended
installation. For more information, see How to Package Products Using the Manual Method.

Package Programs that Write Hardware Configuration Data

Some programs write hardware configuration data into the application's binary files. Generally, this information cannot be
modified on the target computer.

Follow these steps:

• Package the program on a reference system that has the same hardware configuration as the target computer.
• Use the manual method of packaging, in which the original setup is executed on the target computer.

How to Package Products Using the Automatic Method
Use the automatic method to generate an SXP product. This method automatically creates most of the SXP archive files
for a product. Most of the required entries exist in those archive files. If you create entries manually in the appropriate SXP
archive files after the initial product has been generated, some features of the Packager and Installer for Windows can be
used.

Follow these steps:

1. Prepare to create a product version.
2. Determine which type of product to create.
3. Create a product version, a combined or delta product, or a delta version.
4. Specify enhancements to the automatic method, if necessary.

After you have created your products, test them before registering them in the Software Package Library.

Prepare to Create a Product Version

Contents

Assign a product name and version in the product archive before you generate a product and register it. The product
name and version is used to manage the product through software delivery functions.

Products are created using the Create Product Version dialog, where you enter the name and the version for the product.
Optionally, you can specify the product name and version from the vendor by editing the info.sxp.

The Create Product Version dialog is the first in a series of dialogs for the packaging process. You can cancel the
packaging process from any of these dialogs by clicking Cancel. If you cancel the packaging process, the Packaging
Computer is automatically reset to the state it was in before you began creating the product version.
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Select the Packaging Method

Follow these steps:

• If you want to create a product, or trying to create a product for the first time, then use the standard mode (automatic
method). This method uses the reference installation and presents an absolute minimum of dialogs for required input.

• If you are an experienced user and want to change or enhance the configuration of the product or, for example, create
delta and combined products, then use the custom mode (manual method). This method also uses the reference
installation but provides additional dialogs to perform your tasks.

• If you want to create a product manually based on templates of SXP archive files, select the custom mode (manual
method).

You select the packaging method on the Create Product Version dialog, which is the first in a series of dialogs for the
packaging process.

Configure and Update the Reference System

When you use the automatic method, the Packager records all system changes resulting from the installation of the
product. Therefore, the configuration of the reference system is important.

If you are creating the first product on the Packaging Computer and click OK on the Create Product Version dialog, the
Packager automatically updates the reference system and displays the Updating Reference System message. This
process can take several minutes, depending on the processing speed and the number of files on the computer.

To view the current reference system configuration and make any necessary changes, click the Configure Reference
System button to open the Configure Reference System dialog.

System State Backup

Before the Packager begins the reference installation, it backs up the configured reference system (all files and
configuration data), including ASCII files that are to have only partial changes made. The system state backup function is
not performed when the reference system reset phase is disabled (see Reference System Reset).

When the backup is running, the Packager displays the processing status message:

Saving System State

Determine Which Type of Product to Create

Contents

Depending on the option you select from the Create Product Version dialog, create any of the following product types:

• Product
• Delta product
• Delta version
• Combined product

Product

A product is an application that runs independently and can be installed individually.

If any of the following points are true, you can create a product:
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• The product that you are packaging can be installed independently and can run independently. The product does not
require any software other than the operating system. This product has no dependencies.

• The product that you are packaging requires a previously packaged product for proper operation but not for installation.
This product has dependencies.
For example, suppose that you have defined client parameters and created a parameter product. Install the parameter
product on the target computers before the actual program can be properly run. Therefore define a dependency for the
packaged product on the parameter product.
Another example is a desktop publishing program that requires specific fonts and printer drivers to produce the correct
output. These fonts and printer drivers are not essential at installation time. But later you can install on the computers
of users and define as dependencies. Dependencies are defined in the info.sxp archive file, after the initial packaging
process has completed.

• The product package requires that you do not install certain software on the target computer. This product has
incompatible dependency.
Specifying incompatible dependencies can be useful to account for incompatibilities between specific products, hard
disk restrictions of a company, or other company policies.
To use the incompatible dependency feature, enter a product name and version that is preceded by the exclamation
point (!) operator in the #InternalDependence# section of the info.sxp archive file. The specified product must not be
installed on the target computer if you want to install the product you packaged.

Delta Product

A delta product is a complete product that requires one or several previously packaged products prior installation on the
target computer. A delta product always has a different name than the products it depends on.

For example, suppose that you want to package an emulation program that can be installed on the Packaging Computer
only if an SNA layer program has already been installed. However, you do not want to package and distribute the SNA
layer together with the emulation program, because you want to be able to update each product independently.

In this case, you are creating a delta product for the emulation program. First you install the SNA layer program. Then
you select the delta mode. The Packager for Windows records only the changes from the emulation program into the
emulation product. The Packager does not record the changes from the SNA layer program.

If the prerequisite product has not been installed on the target computer when the Installer attempts to install the delta
product, the Installer cancels the installation of the delta product and displays an error message.

Delta Version

A delta version is only an update. Delta version is not a complete product. For a delta version to be installed correctly, a
previous version of the same product named a predecessor must already be installed on the target computer.

If the predecessor product has not been installed on the target computer when the Installer attempts to install the delta
version, the Installer automatically installs the predecessor first and then all delta versions.

A delta version can be created in two ways. The situation determines which procedure to use:

• You know exactly which files need to be updated or added to enable the newer version of the product to run. This may
be the case, if you are a software developer, or if the software supplier has given you precise instructions. In this case,
follow the instructions in Create Product Version.

• You do not know which files have been modified from the last version. There are too many files to track, or you want
to change only the registry and not the file system. In this case, follow the instructions for creating a delta version in
Create a Combined or Delta Product or a Delta Version.
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Combined Product

A combined product is a product that usually consists of two or more previously recorded products or delta products, such
as all previous delta versions. A new product can also be installed, for example, when an update for an already packaged
product is published

These products are packaged together so that they can be installed together on the target computers. The products can
be one or more previously archived products and they can be either executable programs or data.

For example, two or more operating system service packs that were packaged separately and must be installed
individually can be considered combined products.

Create Product Version

Contents

When you create a product version (with or without dependencies) or a delta version, follow these steps:

1. Install the predecessor (if creating a delta version)
2. Install the software
3. Use the software
4. Make a list of file system changes (Custom Mode)
5. Specify install and delete options for files and directories (Custom Mode)
6. Specify enhancements to the automatic method (optional)

WARNING
If you know which files to update or add for the newer version of the product to run, use this process to create a
delta version only.

Install the Software

After you click Continue on the Create Product Version dialog, the Installing Software dialog appears and the reference
installation begins. All changes that are made to the reference system are incorporated in the archive product. The
changes include beginning with the Installing Software dialog to Using the Software dialog.

During the reference installation, you are asked to log out and on again, or to restart the computer. In such situations,
when the system restarts, the Packager for Windows ensures that the packaging process resumes from the exact point at
which it was interrupted.

WARNING
If you are packaging an MSI product, ensure that all desired features of the MSI product are installed on the
Packaging Computer before packaging the MSI product. No feature must be installed with the Installed on
First Use option. This complete installation is necessary. During the default installation of an MSI product, for
example, Microsoft Office, some of its features are only published and not installed, and therefore cannot be
packaged in the SXP product. To install the desired features completely, click the MSI Custom Installation. In the
features tree, select the option to install all features on the local drive.

Use the Software

After you have completed the reference installation, close all windows except the Packager window. Click Continue on the
Installing Software dialog. The Using the Software dialog appears.

You are prompted to start and close the software programs that you have installed. This action is necessary because
many applications create their entries in the registry only when they are started for the first time. If these registry entries
are not recorded now with the reference installation, you cannot delete them later when the product is uninstalled on the
target computer.
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If you want the changes that are made by the programs at initial startup to be recorded, start and close these programs.

Before you click Continue on the Using the Software dialog, you can still change the product you are installing. For
example, you can add or remove files. You can also insert parameters in product-specific files as described in the topic
Specify Enhancements to the Automatic Method.

When you click Continue, the Analyzing System dialog appears, and the Packager begins comparing the last saved
system state before the reference installation with the current system state after the installation. The differences between
these two states comprise the data from which the SXP archive files are created.

List of File System Changes

After all system information has been compared and the changes have been recorded, the Analyzing System dialog
closes, and the List of File System Changes dialog appears.

All files that have been created or modified during the reference installation are displayed on the Common files and
directories tab or the User files and directories tab.

The List of File System Changes dialog displays files that have been changed in the Paths to Scan area and also in the
Paths to Exclude area of the Configure Reference System dialog. You include files to the product or remove files.

Common Files and Directories

The following screenshot shows a sample Common files and directories tab:

The settings on the Common files and directories tab of the List of File System Changes dialog are applied to the product
in the files.sxp and dirs.sxp archive files.
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User Files and Directories

You can configure the user-specific files in the same way as the common product files, using the version-dependency
button and the reference counter-dependency button. In addition, two options are available for user-specific product files,
as follows:

• Install file only when file does not exist
This option protects user-specific files against overwriting by newly installed software. For example, if a user has
already created a dictionary for office applications and a more recent office application installation is necessary, this
option ensures that the dictionary file of the user is not overwritten by the default dictionary of Application.

• Do not remove file during uninstall
This option helps the user to keep a user-specific file on the target computer even if the application to which it belongs
is uninstalled. Example of a user-specific file is a dictionary. The dictionary file is also useful for other applications that
remain on the target computer.

The following screenshot shows a sample User Files and Directories tab:

The settings on the User files and directories tab of the List of File System Changes dialog are applied to the product in
the ufiles.sxp and udirs.sxp archive files.

Specify Install and Delete Options for Files

On the List of File System Changes, you can specify install and delete options for each file on the target computer:
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• Select the check box next to the version-dependency button to assign the version-dependent installation option.
• Select the check box next to the reference counter-dependency button to assign the reference counter-dependent

uninstallation option.

Specify Install and Delete Options for Directories

New directories that are created during the reference installation, except user-specific directories, are displayed on the
List of File System Changes dialog.

Root Directories

Root directories are new folders that are not sub folders of another new folder. The Installer on the target computer installs
the product in the specified root directories.

A root directory is specified in the SXP archive files by the internal parameter SxpRootDirn, where n is the number of the
root directory.

Example 1

After the packaging process a parameter is specified for the root directory on the target computer:

SxpRootDir1=E:\GraphicWorkshop

Example 2

The ProductXRoot parameter is a client parameter that must be configured individually for the target computer.

SxpRootDir1=$(ProductXRoot)

 

Options for Deleting Directories

Directory delete options are assigned to each directory. A different symbol represents each delete option. You can
individually change the delete option for each directory.

Clear the delete folder symbol (directory is not deleted) for each multi-use directory and all its higher-level directories. A
multi-use directory is a directory that is used by two or more applications.

Create a Combined or Delta Product or a Delta Version

Contents

To create a combined or delta product or a delta version perform the following steps:

1. Select the Custom mode using reference installation method on the Create Product Version dialog.
2. Specify a parameter set (optional).
3. Install previously created products.
4. Select the product type to create a combined or delta product or a delta version.

These steps define the standard method to create a delta version. If you use this method, you do not have to know the
changes that have been made till the last version.

Specify a Parameter Set

If a product to be installed in the step "Install previously created products" uses client specified parameters, one of the
following methods substitute these external parameters:
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• The default parameter set is used. The default parameter set is defined for every product in the product archive file
sxpparam.ini. Use the function Check Parameters in the Product Archive to create this file.

• An individual parameter set is defined for the packaging system. You can edit this set using the Client Parameters
editor for the computer object Packager. These entries take precedence over the default set defined in sxpparam.ini.

The temporary file param.ini is recreated every time by the Packager and cannot be used for substituting parameters
manually. Use the Client Parameter editor for the Packager PC instead.

Install Previously Created Products

After you click Custom mode using reference installation on the Create Product Version dialog, the Install Previously
Created Products dialog appears. This dialog lets you install the previously archived products that are required to create a
combined product, a delta product, or a delta version on your reference system.

If you select an archived version of a delta product, the Packager automatically installs the selected version. All
predecessor versions and the product on which it is based is included.

WARNING
Manual entries in the SXP archive files of the archived products are not included in the product to be packaged.
For example, details on user rights, pre- or post-programs, and so on.

Select a version from the list and click Install. You can install any of the versions listed. Before continuing, account for
any dependencies the version has on any other products that are included in the list. For example, the version you want
to install requires a software product that is named XYZ 5000 as an installation prerequisite. So verify that XYZ 5000 is
installed on the reference system before continuing.

If system is changed during the installation of the archive version, you are asked to log out and on again. You are also
asked to restart the computer sometimes. In this situation, the Packager for Windows ensures that when the system
restarts, it resumes the packaging process from the exact point at which it was stopped.

WARNING
When previously archived products are installed, the original.sxp archive file is not evaluated. The pre- and post-
programs are also not executed and an installation with the original setup file is not performed.

Select Type of Product to Create

After the archived products have been installed, the Product Type dialog appears. The dialog prompts you to select
whether you want to create a combined product or a delta product.

• Combined product
If you select Combined product, the Installing Software dialog appears. The products that you are going to install now
are packaged in one SXP product. The package consists of the already installed archived product versions.

• Delta product
In delta products the Analyzing System dialog field is shown, while the Packager is comparing the system state before
the reference installation with the current system state after the installation of the archived versions. This data is used
later on to reset to the initial state.
The Packager now backs up the configured reference system a second time. The difference from this second backup
is later used for creating the SXP archive files. During this time, the system displays the processing status message:
Saving System State

The Installing Software dialog appears to install the complete product. The system is analyzed again, comparing the
previous and the current system state.

Finally the Specify Install and Delete Options for Directories dialog appears. Click Continue to complete the reference
installation. When the reference system reset phase is enabled (see Reference System Reset), all changes to the
reference system are reverted.

You can register the product to the Software Package Library or can convert the product into an MSI product.
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Specify Enhancements to the Automatic Method

Contents

When you are creating a product, a combined product, a delta product, or a delta version, you can modify the archive files
after you have finished the packaging process.

If you discover that the reference system settings do not meet your needs, you can reconfigure the reference system and
create the product again.

Edit Archive Files

To open and edit an archive file, double-click the icon of the archive file in the Product Archive window, or right-click the
icon and select Edit Archive Files from the context menu.

When you double-click the icon of an archive file in the Product Archive window, an archive file editor window appears
displaying the contents of the file.

You can select the section you want to edit from the Section list box, if available. The current parameters are listed under
Contents. For some archive files you must add or edit the content directly in the input area. When the editor window
is open, the Packager main menu is adapted and provides editing functions for the archive file on the Edit menu and
functions for saving and closing the archive file on the File menu.

A short syntax description of the section entries can be found in the footer of the editor window. If you want more detailed
information about the structure and syntax of the archive file, open the Packager's online help and click the file name in
the Archive Files Overview help topic.

If you double-click a CMP archive file (filesn.cmp or ufilesn.cmp), the built-in CMP Editor launches and provides all
functions you need to modify the compressed files. To edit the CMP archive files, use the CMP Editor only, because this
ensures the correct handling of special characters independent of the used codepage.

The majority of SXP files are created automatically and assigned data by the reference installation. Therefore, it is not
necessary to edit all SXP archive files and all sections of the SXP archive files.

The following topics provide basic descriptions for manual entries you can generate.

• Dependency Specification
• Use of Pre- and Post-Programs
• ASCII File Modification
• Use of Registry and Desktop
• Parameter Creation

 

Dependency Specification

Any dependency that exists between archive products must be entered in the info.sxp file.

Internal dependencies are product dependencies on the same target computer.

External dependencies refer to products that are installed on another computer, such as client-server applications.

Use of Pre- and Post-Programs

To use the functionality of pre- and post-programs, you must create the actions.sxp file manually, using the Create archive
file method. You can add the pre- and post-programs to the product with the Import archive file method.

If you use parameters in the pre- and post-programs, list the files containing parameters in the #ReplaceParams# or
#ReplaceParamsUNICODE# sections.
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ASCII File Modification

The reference installation creates an SXP archive file, ascnnnn.sxp, for every ASCII file that is specified during the
configuration of the reference system, and that is changed during the reference installation.

Two scripts, named ascnnnn.ins and ascnnnn.dei, are created. These scripts modify the ASCII file during installation and
removal of the product, respectively.

The only exceptions are the autoexec.bat and config.sys files. A different procedure applies for these files.

How to Handle Registry and Desktop Changes

If a product makes user-specific or group-specific entries in the registry or modifies the desktop, the ureg.sxp and
ulinks.sxp archive files are created automatically with the reference installation.

By default, entries are created in these files, making the product accessible for all users of the target computer. Edit the
ureg.sxp and ulinks.sxp archive files to restrict one or more users from accessing the product on the target computer.

If you start operating system programs, such as notepad.exe, during the reference installation, these programs change
the registry. These registry changes are recorded in the ureg.sxp file. Delete these entries in the ureg.sxp archive file
before completing the SXP product version.

Manually create the permis.sxp archive file to restrict access rights for files and keys in the registry.

Parameter Creation

Parameters can be used in archive files. You can specify either internal or external parameters. The values that are
specified internally by the packaged program or the operating system replace the internal parameters. The values replace
the external parameters. The values are specified externally in files that are created during the installation of an SXP
parameter product on the target computer.

The values in the following sequence replace each parameter:

1. The Installer checks for the parameter in the internal parameters.
2. If the parameter is not found there, the Installer checks the external parameters. The external parameters are located

in special parameter files.
3. If the parameter is not found there, the Installer checks the default parameter set in the package.

The sequence in which the parameter files are searched corresponds to the sequence in which these files are specified in
the configuration file of the Installer.

The Installer checks the following archive files to see if they contain parameters and replaces the parameter values
automatically:

• All SXP archive files
• All scripts that are specified in original.sxp and ascnnnn.sxp files.
• All archive files that are specified in the #ReplaceParams# section of the files.sxp file. These archive files must be

stored in the files.cmp file.
• All files that are specified in the #ReplaceParams# and #ReplaceParamsUNICODE# sections of the actions.sxp file.

These files must not be stored in the files.cmp file.

Replacing SXP Parameters in UNICODE Files

To replace SXP parameters in UNICODE files external to the SXP package, specify the UNICODE file names in the
#ReplaceParamsUNICODE# section of the files.sxp archive file.

To edit the files.sxp archive file, double-click the files.sxp icon in the Packager GUI. The files.sxp editor opens where you
can select the #ReplaceParamsUNICODE# section from the Section drop-down list.
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Create and Use Scripts to Modify Text Files

You can write script files that contain instructions for modifying text files. The Packager uses the scripts to adapt ASCII
files for specific target computers.

In your scripts, you can use parameters as variables for values specific to a target computer.

To write a script for use with a product, use the Packager scripting language. You can find the description of the Packager
scripting language in the Software Management Packager Help.

How to Package Products Using the Manual Method
Contents

The manual method for packaging products is designed primarily for products that are installed in unattended mode on the
target computer, using their original setup programs. Such a product must supply a response file with its setup program to
enable unattended installation.

After the product has been distributed to a target computer and the installation has begun, the Installer executes the
original setup of the product or installation program. The manual method requires detailed knowledge of how to respond to
the prompts of the installation program. This method also requires how the response file is structured.

The process of creating a product with the manual method includes the following tasks:

1. Create a product version and select Custom mode, Create templates to be edited manually.
2. Specify the archive files to be created.
3. Perform additional tasks to create archive files.

After you have packaged the products, you can register them in the Software Package Library.

Create a Product Version and Select Custom Mode Using Templates

Use the Create Product Version dialog to specify the name and version of the product and select a packaging method.

To select the packaging method

1. Click Custom mode
2. Click Create Templates to be Edited Manually

The Create Templates for Archive Files dialog appears.
3. Select the SXP archive files that you want to create and include in the product.

Specify Archive Files to Create

The manual method creates empty files that must be populated after the initial packaging process has completed. You can
complete these files using the editor of the Packager. To start the editor, right-click the archive file and select Edit Archive
Files.

All SXP archive files can also be created manually after the packaging process has completed, using the main Product
Archive window.

Perform Additional Tasks to Create Archive Files

Up to this point, you have only created empty archive files. The following tasks complete the archive file creation:

• Copy the original installation media
• Write a script to modify the response file locally
• Modify the original.sxp file
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Copy the Original Installation Media

Create a subdirectory under the version directory and copy the original installation media (DVD) into it.

Write a Script to Modify the Response File Locally

Optionally, you can write a script to modify the response file locally during installation on the target computer.

The script must contain parameters that allow the response file to be modified for each target computer. Copy the script
into the version directory, or a subdirectory, on the Packaging Computer.

To write a script for use with a product, use the Packager scripting language. You can find the description of the Packager
scripting language in the Software Management Packager Help.

Modify the Original.sxp File

In the original.sxp file, modify the #ResponseFiles#, #ScriptFiles#, and #Actions# sections, as follows:

• #ResponseFiles# and #ScriptFiles# sections
In the #ResponseFiles# section, enter the path name of the response files you are using. In the #ScriptFiles# section,
enter the path name of the script file that modifies the response file.
If you are using more than one response file, list the path names of the script files in the #ScriptFiles# section. List
the path names in the same sequence as the path names of the associated response files that are listed in the
#ResponseFiles# section.
All path names must begin with the internal $(SxpSrvRelDir) parameter. On the target computer, this parameter
contains the path name for the archive files.

• #Actions# section
Enter the installation and removal instructions for the product. Specify the path name of the original setup program for
unattended installation and removal, as shown in the following example:
Install = $(SxpSrvRelDir)\setup.exe  - s  - SMS

Uninstall = $(SxpSrvRelDir)\setup.exe -uninstall

Prerequisites for SXP Packager on Windows 8
If you tried creating packages using SXP Packager on the computer, verify that.NET framework 3.5 is installed and
enabled on the Windows 8 or Windows Server 2012 computer using the following steps:

• Windows 8:
Click Control Panel, Programs, and Features, Turn Windows features on or off. For more information, see http://
msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh506443.aspx.

• Windows Server 2012:
Install .NET Framework 3.5 using the Add Roles and Features Wizard. For more information, see http://
technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh83180.aspx.

Product Deletion
You can delete a product, including all its versions, or you can delete a specific version of a product.

When you delete a product or version, you remove it from the product archive on the Packaging Computer. This deletion
does not remove the product or version from the target computer or from the Software Package Library.
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SXP Product Conversion to MSI Product
After you have completed packaging an SXP product using the automatic method, you can optionally convert it to a
software product in the Microsoft Installer (MSI) packaging format. The converted MSI product is stored in the product
archive with the same version number expanded by .msi.

Converted MSI products are registered in the Software Package Library and installed on target computers, as SXP
products.

During the SXP to MSI conversion, all files are added to a single .cab file in the MSI package. The maximum size of a
single .cab file is 2 GB. The SXP to MSI Converter cannot convert SXP packages larger than 2 GB.

During installation of an MSI product the Microsoft Installer sets properties. Default values for the properties are
predefined in the MSI product in the Property table. Each package contains a minimum set of properties. Some of these
properties are reserved and must not be changed, for instance, ProductCode. You can customize some properties, for
instance, REBOOTPROMPT.

When converting an SXP product to an MSI product, SXP parameters are mapped to MSI properties. For each external
(client) parameter that is found in the SXP product, a public property with a default value is created in the property table.
The values are taken from the sxpparam.ini file, if an appropriate entry exists. Otherwise, the property value is set to
Undefined, and the user must specify a default value. Some internal parameters are not automatically mapped to MSI
properties and therefore the user has to edit it.

Because the MSI format does not support all SXP features, there are restrictions for the SXP to MSI conversion. For
example, in SXP formatted files any user-specific item can be configured for installation for one or multiple users or
groups. The flexible assignment of users and groups is provided. Because MSI does not support this behavior, any user-
specific object is installed for all users.

Any problems during conversion, such as restrictions detected, are listed in the file Comment.txt, which is created in the
MSI product directory. In the terminating message, the user is informed about the entries in the Comment.txt.

SXP Product Version Registration
After you have packaged software or data, register the SXP product in the Software Package Library of a manager
system. You can browse for an available manager system on the Register a Version of a Product dialog.

You can select the security provider from the drop-down list on the Register a Version of a Product dialog.

When you register a version, all files and subdirectories in the version directory you select on the Packaging Computer are
transferred to the Software Package Library and made available for distribution.

WARNING
Ensure that you have the permission to register software in the Software Package Library.

Installation of Converted MSI Products
Converted MSI products are registered in the Software Package Library and installed on target computers similarly to
other MSI products. However, it is required that the Software Delivery agent must be installed on the target computer,
before a converted MSI product can be installed.

 Consider the following points while installing converted MSI products:
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• Converted MSI products must be installed on the server agent only. They are then available for all users of that target
computer.

• Converted MSI products can be advertised, provided a non user-specific link exists in the product. When a user
triggers the installation of an advertised MSI product, the product is installed for all users.

• During the installation of an MSI package, the Microsoft Installer sets properties. Default values for the properties are
predefined in the MSI package in the Property table. If a parameter product is installed on the server, these default
values are overwritten by the client parameter values set on this target server.

• During the installation or removal of converted MSI packages, the Windows Installer logging is active. The output is
provided in the job output file. In addition, the trace mechanism of SXP Installer is used.

• The installed MSI product has no entry in the Add/Remove Programs option of the Windows Control Panel. The
product can be managed only through software delivery functions, and not by single users from their desktops.

Parameter Archive
Contents

All client parameters (computer-specific parameter settings) are stored in four .ini files that are collectively known as the
parameter archive.

Client Parameters

Client parameters are SXP products. They are created and saved on the Packaging Computer and then registered in the
Software Package Library and distributed to the target computers.

Client parameters customize installations. They are wildcards or placeholders for values that identify a specific target
computer. Examples include the IP address and the installation path for a specific target computer. During the installation
on a target computer, client parameters are replaced by the values defined in both internal and external parameters.
These values can also be retrieved from environment variables and registry keys.

Client parameters, whether they are defined for an individual computer or a group of computers, are always defined for
computers and not for users.

You can edit client parameters using the client parameter editor.

Internal Parameters

Internal parameters are reserved parameters that are generated automatically by the Packager during the packaging
process. All internal parameters have the reserved prefix Sxp in their names.

SxpRootDir is a special internal parameter. It generates the installation paths of a product. This parameter is specified in
the info.sxp archive file. If necessary, you can change the installation paths defined in this file.

All other internal parameters are assigned values during installation on the target computers. These other parameters
cannot be changed or edited. They represent the Windows programs folder, the windows directory, or any other well
known Windows path.

External Parameters

External parameters are defined after the initial packaging process has completed.

External parameters are optional but can be useful in customized installations. If you want to use external parameters,
package and register them before distributing them to the target computers.

If you are specifying an external parameter, never start its name with the letters Sxp, as this prefix is reserved for the
names of internal parameters.
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Many administrators work with one parameter product that stores the parameters of all products. However, you can define
several different versions of parameter products, if needed.

NOTE
If an SXP product has an internal dependency on a parameter product, the parameter product must be installed
on the target computers before the SXP product is installed.

Enter and Edit Client Parameters

You can use the following methods to enter parameters for all target computers:

• Enter all required parameters under the default icon. To do this, select the default object in the right pane, and then
create the individual entries, using either of the following ways:
– From the Packager main menu, select Edit, Parameter, Add
– Right-click the default object to display the shortcut menu and select Add parameter.

• Move PC objects into the same group when you want to set the same parameter settings for all of them at one time.
After you move the PCs to the same group, you can set the necessary group parameters (see Group Objects).

• Move PCs that have or will have PC-specific parameters to the bottom of the archive tree. Select and set the values for
each one individually (see PC Objects).

You must specify parameters for the default object before you specify them for the Group objects or PC objects.
Therefore, you must first specify the type, range of values, default value, and description for each parameter in the default
object. You can then specify parameter values for either Group objects or PC objects.

Information about naming standards can be found under Parameter Names.

If a large number of parameters need to be entered, you can use tools for automatic parameter generation.

Parameter Names

Parameter names should be unique on each target computer. For example, when assigning a parameter for the
installation directory of a product being installed, specify a name such as productname.InstallDir, not simply InstallDir.

However, if you want a new parameter value distributed to the target computer to overwrite the previous value, you should
use the same parameter name.

To reference these parameter values in archive files and scripts, you must enter them in the following format:

$(parametername)

Automatic Parameter Generation

Entering parameters manually is not practical for a large number of target computers. Instead, you can generate the
parameter files automatically with popular third-party software tools, such as Perl and AWK. Doing so lets you group the
PCs as you select and enter client parameters for all PCs in the group at once.

Client Parameters Window

To edit client parameters, select Edit, Client parameters from the Packager main menu. The Client Parameters window
appears, where you can define all parameters, for any SXP product, with values specific to each individual PC in your
system (PC-specific values). All of the parameters contain default values, from the default object, that can optionally be
overwritten with either group-specific values or computer-specific values.

The Client Parameters window consists of two panes.
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• The left pane shows all client parameters and the default object the client parameters belong to in a tree structure.
• The right pane displays the parameters of the default object, when you click it in the left pane. The group objects and

PC objects appear below the default object. These objects contain all parameters of the default object, although some
values differ from the default values.

The following icons are used in the left pane of the Client Parameters window:

Indicates the default object (yellow symbol). The default object contains all parameters. Initially, there are no parameters;
you must create them.

Indicates a group object (red symbol). A group object contains parameters for a specific group of target computers that
deviate from the default object.

Initially, there are no group objects; you must create them. When you create a group object, it inherits all default
parameters. You can change the parameter values, but not their type or length.

Indicates a PC object (green symbol). A PC object contains parameters for a specific target computer that deviate from
either the default object, the PC group to which the computer belongs, or both. Each target computer that requires
individual parameters requires its own entry.

Initially, the PC object Admin represents the Packager. When you create a PC object, it inherits all parameters from the
group object or default object from which it was created. You can change the values of the parameters, but not their type
or length.

The following icons are used in the right pane of the Client Parameters window:

Indicates a default parameter value.

Indicates a group-specific parameter value.

Indicates a PC-specific parameter value.

You must first assign default values, and then, if needed, assign either group-specific or computer-specific deviations from
the defaults. Group-specific values take precedence over default values, and computer-specific values take precedence
over both default values and group-specific values.

Default Object

The default object is located at the top level of the tree and contains all parameters. Right-click the default object to
display the three shortcut menu options:

• Add Group
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Creates a group object that inherits the default values.
• Add PC

Creates a PC object that inherits the parameter values of the closest object hierarchically in the tree (default or group).
• Create parameter product

Passes on the client parameters as an SXP product in the product archive.

To administer default parameters

1. Select the default object in the left pane.
2. Select a specific parameter in the right pane
3. Right-click the parameter and select one of the following options from the context menu:

– Add parameter
Creates a parameter in the default object.

– Edit parameter
Modifies the values, range, and the description of a parameter.

– Delete parameter
Deletes a parameter from the default object.

– Create parameter product
Passes the client parameters as an SXP product in the product archive.

You must first assign default values, and then, if needed, assign either group-specific or computer-specific deviations from
the defaults. Group-specific values take precedence over default values, and computer-specific values take precedence
over both default values and group-specific values.

WARNING
If you delete a parameter from the default section, that parameter is no longer available for any new group or PC
objects. In addition, the deleted parameter is removed from any existing group and PC objects.

Group Objects

The group object contains all parameters for a group of PCs and is located at the second level of the tree. Create group
objects when you want to assign parameter values for the group that are different than the default values. Generally,
create the group first and add the PC objects to it. Then, modify the necessary parameter values for the group.

To create a group object

1. Select the default object.
2. Right-click the default object and select Add Group from the shortcut menu.

To administer a computer group

1. Select the group object in the left pane
2. Right-click the group object and select one of the following options from the shortcut menu:

– Delete Group
Deletes a group object from the second level of the tree.

– Add PC
Creates a PC object in the third level of the tree.

– Create parameter product
Passes the client parameters as an SXP product in the product archive.

WARNING
Each computer that you create can belong to only one group.

To administer parameters for a group

1. Select the group object in the left pane.
2. Select a specific parameter in the right pane.
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3. Right-click this parameter and select one of the following options from the shortcut menu.
– Edit parameter

Modifies the parameter value within the defined range of values. The values also apply for lower-level PCs, if you
have not set a different value for this parameter.

– Create parameter product
Passes the client parameters as an SXP product in the product archive.

Group-specific values take precedence over default values, and computer-specific values take precedence over both
default values and group-specific values.

PC Objects

PC objects contain all parameters, some of which may deviate from the parameters of the closest object hierarchically
(default or group). A PC object can be located either directly below the default object or at the third level of the tree.

To create a PC object

1. Select the default object
2. Right-click the default object and select Add PC from the shortcut menu.
3. Name the PC object according to your site standards.
4. Right-click the PC object to display two shortcut options:

– Delete PC
Removes a PC object from the second or third level of the tree.

– Create parameter product
Passes the client parameters as an SXP product in the product archive.

To administer parameters for a PC object

1. Select the PC object in the left pane.
2. Right-click the PC object and select one of the following options from the shortcut menu:

– Edit parameter
Modifies the parameter value for the selected PC within the value range.

– Create parameter product
Passes the client parameters as an SXP product in the product archive.

To move a PC object from one group to another

1. Select the PC object in the left pane.
2. Drag and drop the PC object onto a group object.

All parameter values for the group are applied to any PC you move to the group, except for PC-specific parameter values.

Client Parameter Files and Parameter Format

The client parameters are stored in the following ini files:

• default.ini
• group.ini
• pc.ini
• tree.ini

To reference the parameters in scripts and archive files, use the following format for the parameters:

$(parametername)
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default.ini File

The default.ini file contains one section named [default]. This section specifies the name and type of each client
parameter, and a default, range of values, and description. Three types of parameters are supported:

• Numeric Entries (n)
Use the following structure for numeric entries:
parametername=n,default,minimumvalue,maximumvalue,

description

• Alphanumeric Entries (a)
Use the following structure for alphanumeric entries:
parametername=a,default,stringlength,description

• List Entries (l)
Use the following structure for list entries:
parametername=l,default,numberoflistelements,

listelement1,listelement2,...,

listelementn,description

A sample default.ini file follows:

[default]

parameter1=n,5,0,10,Parameter1 numeric

parameter4=l,stockcontrol,4,clearing,stockcontrol,purchase,orders,Parameter4 selection list

parameter3=a,controlling 66,6,Parameter3 alphanumeric

parameter2=n,33,0,100,Parameter2 numeric

group.ini File

The group.ini file contains several sections. Each section must be named the same as the PC group to which its
parameters apply. Each section contains only the parameters that differ from the default parameter values in the default.ini
file.

The entries in the group.ini file consist of the name and value of the parameter only because the type and range of a
parameter cannot be changed.

A sample group.ini file follows:

[group1]

parameter4=clearing

[group2]

parameter3=payroll99

[group3]

parameter1=9

pc.ini File

The pc.ini file contains the deviations for each PC from its PC group, or from the default object if the PC is not assigned to
a PC group.

If there is no section for a PC in this file, the defaults for its PC group file (in the group.ini file) apply automatically. If the
PC is not assigned to a PC group, the defaults from the default.ini file apply automatically.

Each PC that has at least one parameter different from the default receives its own section in this file. Each section has
the same name as the PC to which its parameters apply.

[pc0_1]

parameter2=48
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parameter3=08/15

[pc1_1]

parameter3=1xyz

[pc2_1]

parameter1=8

[pc2_2]

parameter4=purchase

tree.ini File

The tree.ini file specifies the names of each PC group and its members. Each section is named for a PC group. The
individual PCs in a group are listed in the section named for their group.

In addition, the tree.ini file contains a section named [default], which lists PCs that do not belong to any group.

A sample tree.ini file follows:

[default]

pc0_1

[group1]

pc1_1

[group2]

pc2_1

pc2_2

Parameter Products

Parameter products contain packaged parameters, while regular products contain packaged executable software or data.
The following characteristics apply to parameter products:

• All parameters are always stored and distributed together, rather than individual parameters from specific objects.
• The client parameters are stored in the product archive. They are not automatically registered.
• The parameter product must be registered in the Software Package Library before being installed on the target

computers.

WARNING
You should always distribute and install the parameter product before you distribute the product itself.

Client Parameter Registration
After you have created the parameter product, register it in the Software Package Library. When you register the
parameter product, it is copied from the Packaging Computer to the Software Package Library and made available for
distribution to the target computers.

Parameter products are stored in the product archive. The procedure for registering parameter products is the same as
that one used to register regular products.

Using the Installer for Windows
Contents

About the Installer for Windows

The Installer for Windows (Installer) is a software management component that resides on the Windows target computers
in the network. You install it on the target computers as part of the software delivery agent functionality.
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The Installer receives, installs, and removes SXP products. The Installer lets you easily upgrade and downgrade installed
software products, without the need to uninstall or remove older products manually before upgrading or downgrading. The
Installer automatically uninstalls the installed product, before the new product version is installed on the target computer.

The Installer for Windows consists of two main components, the Installer function and the Logon function.

• Installer function
The Installer function checks for pending installation or uninstallation jobs from a manager, and executes them.
However, the Installer cannot directly execute the user-defined settings, for example, from the ureg.sxp and ulinks.sxp
files. Instead, it prepares these files for execution by the Logon function.

• Logon function
The Logon function implements the treatment of user-defined settings for the installed products. The Logon function is
started automatically when the user logs in. Many settings are processed only if the user is logged in.
The Logon function can also be configured to interact directly with the Installer. The settings can be processed
immediately for the current user.

How the Installer Installs Products
Contents

When the Installer detects and executes an installation job, it creates a local archive for every product that will be
installed. In the local archive, the Installer stores selected product data, such as all SXP archive files. A local product
archive is deleted only if the associated product is removed.

The process used by the Installer to install a product is divided into several steps. Not all steps are executed for all
products. Which steps are executed depends on the type of SXP archive files included with the product.

For each step, an SXP file is transferred to the local archive, and then processed by the Installer. The Installer replaces all
of the parameters used in the SXP archive files with values that are valid for the target computer.

Therefore, each step is the result of the Installer’s processing a specific SXP file. If no SXP file was created during the
packaging process for an individual product, the corresponding step is omitted when the product is installed on the target
computer.

SXP files containing user-specific data are only prepared for the Logon function, which performs the actual user profile
update when the Installer has finished or at the next log in.

The installation process includes the following steps:

1. Check info.sxp (Product)
2. Check actions.sxp (Pre-programs)
3. Check gina.sxp
4. Check uactions.sxp
5. Check original.sxp (Original setup)
6. Check dirs.sxp and udirs.sxp (Directories)
7. Check files.sxp and ufiles.sxp (Product files)
8. Check gac.sxp
9. Check sreg.sxp, ureg.sxp, sregdel.sxp, and uregdel.sxp (Registry)
10. Check ascnnnn.sxp (ASCII files)
11. Check ininnnn.sxp and uininnnn.sxp (.ini files)
12. Check desktop.sxp (Desktop)
13. Check services.sxp (Services) (Windows NT only)
14. Check links.sxp and ulinks.sxp (Links)
15. Check permis.sxp (Permissions) (Windows NT only)
16. Check actions.sxp (Post-programs)
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The proceeding after installation is considered under Proceeding on Successful and Unsuccessful Installations.

Check info.sxp (Product)

In this step, the Installer checks the info.sxp file and performs the following actions:

• Check whether the product can be used on the system.
• Check for dependencies on other products (internal and external).
• Remove the SxpRootDirn parameter (root directory n) from the file for later use and sets it to the correct value
• Establish the reset level. If a reset level was specified in the info.sxp file, for a specific product being installed, the

Installer uses it. Otherwise, the Installer uses the reset level set in the Program section of the sxpengxx.ini file.

NOTE
If the installation fails, the changes that can be canceled depend on the value of the reset level.

Check actions.sxp (Pre-Programs)

In this step, the Installer checks the actions.sxp file and executes the pre-programs in sequence (#InsPreActions#
section).

Check gina.sxp

In this step, the Installer checks the gina.sxp information and installs and configures the GINA-related files.

Check uactions.sxp

In this step, the Installer prepares the uactions.sxp information for the Logon function.

Check original.sxp (Original Setup)

In this step, the Installer checks the original.sxp file and performs the following actions:

• Copy the response file (#ResponseFiles# section) to the local archive.
• Modify the response file, using the appropriate script (RFilen = SFilen).
• Execute the original setup program.

Check dirs.sxp and udirs.sxp (Directories)

In this step, the Installer checks the dirs.sxp file and performs the following actions:

• Edit the #InsDelDirs# section, and deletes the corresponding directories and files from the target computer.
• Edit #InsDelDirsWithSubs# section, and deletes the corresponding directories with subdirectories and files from the

target computer.
• Edit the #InsAddDirs# section, and creates the corresponding directories on the target computer.
• Edit the #InsSetDirAttr# section, and sets the corresponding directory attributes on the target computer.

The Installer also prepares the udirs.sxp information for the Logon function.

Check files.sxp and ufiles.sxp (Product Files)

In this step, the Installer checks the files.sxp file and performs the following actions:
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• Edit the #InsDelFiles# section, and deletes the corresponding files from the target computer.
• Mark files that cannot be deleted now, and deletes them at the next boot.
• Edit the #CmpArchiveFiles# section, and unpacks the corresponding files from the files.cmp archive file.
• Install or ignore each version-dependent file in the product being installed, according to the version-dependent

installation setting specified for the file. It also updates the reference counter-dependent uninstall setting for the file, if
applicable.

• Mark files that cannot be overwritten now, and overwrites them at the next boot.
• Edit the #ReplaceParams# section, and replaces the corresponding parameters in unpacked files.

The Installer also prepares the ufiles.sxp information for the Logon function.

Check gac.sxp (Global Assembly Cache)

In this step, the Installer checks the gac.sxp file (GAC = Global Assembly Cache), which contains sections that specify
assemblies to install or remove.

Assemblies specified in the #CreateAssemblyn# section of the gac.sxp are installed in the GAC, if they were not yet
installed, and the Installer creates a reference to the current product. If a reference already exists (that is, the assembly
was already installed), only a new reference is created. If the reference entries are missing in a #CreateAssemblyn#
section, the assembly is installed without a reference.

The Installer removes an assembly specified in the #DeleteAssemblyn# section of the gac.sxp from the GAC, provided the
last reference will be deleted. Otherwise only the reference to the current product is deleted.

 

Check sregdel.sxp, sreg.sxp, uregdel.sxp, and ureg.sxp (Registry)

In this step, the Installer checks the sregdel.sxp and sreg.sxp files and modifies the registry accordingly. The Installer also
creates new keys and sets values for both new and existing keys.

The Installer also prepares the uregdel.sxp and ureg.sxp information for the Logon function.

Check ascnnnn.sxp (ASCII Files)

In this step, the Installer checks the #ScriptFiles# section in the ascnnnn.sxp file for installation scripts (ascnnnn.ins) that
modify ASCII files. If any are found, the Installer executes each script found for each SXP archive file in the installation job
being executed. By default, all changes are appended at the end of the ASCII file.

Check ininnnn.sxp and uininnnn.sxp (.ini Files)

In this step, the Installer checks the ininnnn.sxp file and performs the following actions:

• Edit the #InsDelEntries# section of the ininnnn.sxp file, and delete or modify the corresponding entries in the ini files.
• Edit the #InsAddEntries# section of the ininnnn.sxp file, and creates or modifies the corresponding entries in the ini

files.
• Edit the #InsDelSections# section of the ininnnn.sxp file, and deletes the corresponding sections from the ini files.

In the list, the term ini file refers to all .ini files that were included in the reference installation for the product.

The Installer also prepares the uininnnn.sxp information for the Logon function.

Check desktop.sxp (Desktop)

In this step, the Installer checks the (legacy) desktop.sxp file and performs the following actions:
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• Create the folder (new shells only).
• Edit the #InsFolders# section.
• Create the links (new shells only).
• Edit the #InsLinkn# section.
• Create the icons.
• Edit the #InsItemn# section.

Check services.sxp (Services)

(Windows NT only)

In this step, the Installer checks the services.sxp file and performs the following actions:

• Stop services
• Delete services
• Create services
• Start services

Check links.sxp and ulinks.sxp (Links)

In this step, the Installer checks the links.sxp file and modifies the desktop accordingly.

The Installer also prepares the ulinks.sxp information for the Logon function.

Check permis.sxp (Permissions)

(Windows NT only)

In this step, the Installer checks the permis.sxp file and performs the following actions:

• Edit the #Permisn# section.
• Install the Access ACEs and the Denied ACEs.

Check actions.sxp (Post-Programs)

In this step, the Installer checks the actions.sxp file and executes the post-programs specified in the #InsPostActions#
section, in the order in which they are specified.

Proceeding on Successful and Unsuccessful Installations

If the installation succeeds, the user of the target computer may be able to use the newly installed application immediately,
or he may need to log out and on again before using the new application. This depends on the software installed and the
Installer configuration.

If the installation fails the Installer cancels the changes made, according to the current reset level. System data is
recorded and stored in the backup directory during installation, if a reset is needed.

For more information, see Configure Updates to Be Activated Immediately.

How the Installer Uninstalls Products
Contents

The process used by the Installer to uninstall a product, is divided into several steps. Not all steps are executed for all
products. Which steps are executed depends on the type of SXP archive files included with the product.
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For each step, the Installer refers to the SXP file that was transferred to the local archive at installation time. Therefore,
each step is the result of the Installer processing a specific SXP file. If no SXP file was created during the packaging
process for an individual product or parameter product, the corresponding step is omitted when the product is uninstalled
on the target computer.

SXP files containing user-specific data are only prepared for the Logon function, which performs the actual user profile
update when the Installer has finished or at the next log in.

The uninstallation process includes the following steps:

1. Check actions.sxp (Pre-programs)
2. Check gina.sxp
3. Check services.sxp (Services) (Windows NT only)
4. Check original.sxp (Original setup)
5. Check ascnnnn.sxp (ASCII files)
6. Check uininnnn.sxp (.ini files)
7. Check ulinks.sxp (Links)
8. Check gac.sxp (Global Assembly Cache)
9. Check links.sxp (Links)
10. Check ininnnn.sxp (.ini files)
11. Check ufiles.sxp (Product files)
12. Check files.sxp (Product files)
13. Check udirs.sxp (Directories)
14. Check dirs.sxp (Directories)
15. Check sreg.sxp (Registry)
16. Check desktop.sxp (Desktops)
17. Check uactions.sxp (Post-programs)
18. Check actions.sxp (Post-programs)

The proceeding in case of an unsuccessful product removal is considered under Unsuccessful Product Removals.

Check actions.sxp (Pre-Programs)

In this step, the Installer checks the actions.sxp file and executes the pre-programs in the order in which they are listed.

Check gina.sxp

In this step, the Installer checks the gina.sxp information and removes the GINA.

Check services.sxp (Services)

(Windows NT only)

In this step, the Installer checks the services.sxp file and performs the following actions:

• Stop services
• Delete services
• Create services
• Start services

Check original.sxp (Original Setup)

In this step, the Installer checks the original.sxp file and executes the original setup program of the product that was
packaged.
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Check ascnnnn.sxp (ASCII Files)

In this step, the Installer checks the #ScriptFiles# section in the ascnnnn.sxp file for uninstall scripts (ascnnnn.dei) that
modify ASCII files. If any are found, the Installer executes each script found for each SXP archive file in the installation job
being executed. By default, all changes are appended at the end of the ASCII file.

However, if an uninstall script specifies lines to be removed, the Installer does not remove those lines if they are also used
by another product installed on the target computer.

Check uininnnn.sxp

In this step, the Installer checks the uininnnn.sxp file and performs the following actions for every SXP archive file in the
uninstall job:

• Edit the #DeiAddEntries# section, taking into account whether the lines to be removed are also used by other products.
• Edit the #DeiDelSections# section, and delete the corresponding entries from the ini files.
• Edit the #DeiDelEntries# section, and delete or modify the corresponding entries in the ini files.
• Edit the #DeiAddEntries# section, and create or modify the corresponding entries in the ini files.

In the list, the term ini file refers to all .ini files that were included in the reference installation for the product.

Entries used by other installed products are not removed.

Check ulinks.sxp (Links)

In this step, the Installer prepares the ulinks.sxp information for the Logon function.

Check gac.sxp

In this step, the Installer checks the gac.sxp file (GAC = Global Assembly Cache), which contains sections that specify
assemblies to remove.

The Installer removes an assembly specified in the #DeleteAssemblyn# section of the gac.sxp from the GAC, provided the
last reference will be deleted. Otherwise only the reference to the current product is deleted.

Check links.sxp (Links)

In this step, the Installer checks the links.sxp file and modifies the desktop accordingly.

Check ininnnn.sxp (.ini Files)

In this step, the Installer checks the ininnnn.sxp file and performs the following actions for every SXP archive file in the
uninstall job:

• Edit the #DeiAddEntries# section, taking into account whether the lines to be removed are also used by other products.
• Edit the #DeiDelSections# section, and delete the corresponding entries from the ini files.
• Edit the #DeiDelEntries# section, and delete or modify the corresponding entries in the ini files.
• Edit the #DeiAddEntries# section, and create or modify the corresponding entries in the ini files.

In the list, the term ini file refers to all .ini files that were included in the reference installation for the product.

Entries used by other installed products are not removed.

Check ufiles.sxp (Product Files)

In this step, the Installer checks the ufiles.sxp file and performs the following actions:
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• Edit #FilesInArchives# section, and delete the corresponding files from the target computer.
• Mark files that cannot be deleted now, and delete them at the next reboot.

Check files.sxp (Product Files)

In this step, the Installer checks the files.sxp file and performs the following actions:

• Edit #FilesInArchives# section, and delete the corresponding files from the target computer.
• Mark files that cannot be deleted now, and cannot delete them at the next reboot.

Check udirs.sxp (Directories)

In this step, the Installer checks the udirs.sxp file and performs the following actions:

• Edit the #DeiDelDirs# section, and delete the corresponding directories from the target computer.
• Edit the #DeiDelDirsWithSubs# section, and delete the corresponding directories and subdirectories from the target

computer.
• Edit the #DeiAddDirs# section, and create the corresponding directories on the target computer.

Check dirs.sxp (Directories)

In this step, the Installer checks the dirs.sxp file and performs the following actions:

• Edit the #DeiDelDirs# section, and delete the corresponding directories from the target computer.
• Edit the #DeiDelDirsWithSubs# section, and delete the corresponding directories and subdirectories from the target

computer.
• Edit the #DeiAddDirs# section, and create the corresponding directories on the target computer.

Check sreg.sxp (Registry)

In this step, the Installer checks the sreg.sxp file and modifies the registry, deleting keys and key values, or changing key
values. The Installer does not delete keys or values that are used by other products on the target computer.

Check desktop.sxp (Desktops)

In this step, the Installer checks the desktop.sxp file and performs the following actions:

• For new shells only, edit the #DeiLinks# section and delete the links named in that section.
• For new shells only, edit the #DeiFolders# section and delete the folders named in that section.
• Edit the #InsItemn# section and perform the following actions:

– Remove icons from the Windows Explorer
– Buffer statements in a file in the backup directory; after uninstallation is completed, this file is copied to the individual

user files in the user's directory

Check uactions.sxp (Post-Programs)

In this step, the Installer checks the uactions.sxp file and executes the user-specific post-programs, in the order in which
they are listed in that file.

Check actions.sxp (Post-Programs)

In this step, the Installer checks the actions.sxp file and executes the post-programs, in the order in which they are listed
in that file.
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Unsuccessful Product Removals

If any errors occur during product removal, the Installer notes them but continues the uninstallation process and removes
as much of the product as possible. If you receive any error messages, select the error log to help determine whether you
need to delete or change files manually, to complete uninstalling the product.

For more information, see Configure Updates to Be Activated Immediately.

Configure Updates to Be Activated Immediately
For each user defined on a Windows NT computer, Windows NT stores user-defined data for the desktop and registry in
the profile of the user. Whenever a user logs in to the computer, the Logon function checks this data. This function resets
the profile for the user making any necessary updates.

Use the Show=32 parameter to specify that sxplogxx.exe has to activate immediately after updates are made to the
profile.

So, the user is not required to log out and on again to activate these updates.

Boot Procedure and Boot Levels
After the Installer has processed its jobs (install, uninstall and update), a system start (boot or logoff/logon) is initiated.
 When a respective boot level has been set or when a system restart is necessary (for example, because of locked files),
the system start is initiated. The system start can take different forms depending on the boot level and the condition of the
system.

The reference installation automatically sets the installation boot level, however, it can be modified manually. You can
set boot levels for installation and uninstallation separately. If an uninstallation boot level is not specified, the value of the
installation boot level is used.

If a logoff/logon or reboot is necessary to install the product, the Installer can change the boot level to a higher value.

Optionally, you can specify or change a boot level for a product in the info.sxp archive file. You have the possibilities to
force a reboot or logon/logoff after the product is installed.

The following table provides information about the boot level, the initiating entity, and the corresponding action:

Boot Level Action Comment
0 Target driven If circumstances during the installation

or removal of the product on the target
computer require a reboot, the Installer
initiates this reboot.
For example, when a file to be replaced is
locked on the target computer.
 Default, when the Packaging Computer
has not been rebooted during the reference
installation.

1 Logoff required This level requires a user to log out and
on to activate changes to the Windows
desktop and registry.

3 Restart after batch Automatically initiates a system reboot at
the end of the transaction.
Default, when the Packaging Computer
has been rebooted during the reference
installation.
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4 Restart after job This level initiates a system reboot
immediately after the end of the installation
or removal of the product.

For boot levels 1 and 3, the following condition applies:

In a transaction with several installation and uninstallation jobs, the uninstallation jobs are executed first. The highest
uninstallation boot level that occurs is recorded. The necessary system boot is performed at the end of all the
uninstallation jobs. Then, the same procedure is applied to all installation jobs (using the highest installation boot level).

The boot level 2 no longer applies with this Packager version. If an older package that contains the boot level 2 entry is
being edited, the boot level is internally set to "1 -- Logoff required".

Modification Rules for autoexec.bat
Contents

The Installer follows specific modification rules for the autoexec.bat file during installation and uninstallation jobs on target
computers.

How autoexec.bat Is Modified at Installation

When the autoexec.bat file is prepared for installation on the target computer, all entries in the ascnnnn.sxp file are copied
to the autoexec.bat file. The entries copied are the ones not present in the autoexec.bat file

This copy process does not apply to lines that contain one of the following commands: LH, LOADHIGH, or SET.

The Installer processes lines that include these commands as follows:

• LH and LOADHIGH
In a program call, the LH, and LOADHIGH commands are not evaluated. For example, if the autoexec.bat file contains
the program call LH C:\DRIVER.EXE 1024 and the ascnnnn.sxp file contains the entry C:\DRIVER.EXE, the C:
\DRIVER.EXE entry from ascnnnn.sxp is added to autoexec.bat.

• SET
You can optionally use the SET command in the autoexec.bat file to assign a value to a variable. However, if both
the autoexec.bat file and the ascnnnn.sxp file specify two different settings for the same variable, the setting in the
ascnnnn.sxp file is used.
For example, if the autoexec.bat file specifies SET TEST=5 and the ascnnnn.sxp file specifies TEST=10, when the
program is installed, the TEST=10 setting is used.
However, there is one exception:
The following variable assignment is added to the autoexec.bat file as an extension to the variable value:
(variablename=%variablevalue%value)

This statement never overwrites any previous variable settings.
The variable value extension is entered at the end of the file. Note this value in case the new path must be used before
the startup process reaches the end of the autoexec.bat file. For example, for a command. At system startup, the
autoexec.bat file is evaluated sequentially.
Each extension of the PATH variable that is performed by the installation job is entered as an extension in the
installation file.
For example, an application extends the following line:
PATH=C:\DOS;C:\WIN;

By adding C:\TEST, the entry in the ascnnnn.sxp file becomes
PATH= %PATH%C:TEST

The previous entry would extend the PATH variable by C:\TEST during installation. The previous entry does not
overwrite any part of the existing entry.
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How autoexec.bat Is Modified at Removal

When an uninstallation job is executed, all entries in the ascnnnn.sxp file of the application to be uninstalled are removed
from the autoexec.bat file. If another application installed on the target computer does not require the entries, they are
removed .

The Installer processes as follows lines that contain one of the commands LH, LOADHIGH, or SET:

• LH and LOADHIGH
The Installer compares program calls with the lines containing the LH and LOADHIGH commands. The LH and
LOADHIGH commands are ignored in the comparison. For example, if the autoexec.bat file contains the LH C:
\DRIVER.EXE program call, and the ascnnnn.sxp file also contains the C:\DRIVER.EXE entry, the line is deleted if no
other application on the target computer needs the DRIVER.EXE program.

• SET
You can optionally use the SET command in the autoexec.bat file to assign a value to a variable. If you do so, and if
the entry you specify is to be deleted by the uninstall job, the entry is deleted only if the variable named in the SET
command is not used by another program on the target computer.

Modification Rules for config.sys
Contents

The Installer follows specific modification rules for the config.sys file during installation and uninstallation jobs on target
computers.

How config.sys Is Modified at Installation

If the entries are not already present in the ascnnnn.sxp file of the application, all entries installed are copied to the target
computer's config.sys file.

This procedure does not apply to lines that contain one of the following commands: BUFFERS, STACKS, FILES, FCBS,
LASTDRIVE, DEVICE, DEVICEHIGH, INSTALL, or SET.

The Installer processes lines that include these commands as follows:

• BUFFERS, STACKS, FILES, or FCBS
If the ascnnnn.sxp file contains an entry with a BUFFERS, STACKS, FILES, or FCBS command, the Installer
compares the entry from the ascnnnn.sxp file and the entry from the config.sys file, and uses the higher value as a new
entry.
For example, a BUFFERS=50 installation entry overwrites a BUFFERS=30 entry, but not a BUFFERS=60 entry. If
there are more than two values (as with STACKS), the highest combined value is used. For example, from STACKS
9,30 and STACKS 5,35, the Installer uses STACKS 9,35.

• LASTDRIVE
The LASTDRIVE command is handled similarly. A LASTDRIVE=F entry in the installation file overwrites a
LASTDRIVE=D entry in the config.sys file, but not a LASTDRIVE=G entry.

• DEVICE and DEVICEHIGH
The DEVICE and DEVICEHIGH commands are used to load drivers. The Installer defines the file name of the driver,
such as EMM386.EXE, and compares it with both the installation entry and the current entry in the config.sys file. If
the two driver names are the same, the config.sys entry is overwritten by the installation entry, even if the full path
names are different. For example, the DEVICE=C:\DOS\EMM386.EXE installation entry overwrites the config.sys
DEVICEHIGH=D:\WIN\EMM386.EXE entry.

WARNING
When the DEVICE and DEVICEHIGH commands are compared, only the driver name is considered; the
exact command specified (DEVICE or DEVICEHIGH) is not important.

• INSTALL
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The modification rule for the INSTALL command corresponds to DEVICE and DEVICEHIGH.
• SET

You can optionally use the SET command in the config.sys file to assign a value to a variable, using the same rules as
used for the autoexec.bat file.

How config.sys Is Modified at Removal

When an uninstallation job is executed, all entries in the ascnnnn.sxp file of the application to be uninstalled are removed
from the target computer’s config.sys file. If any other application that is installed on the target computer does not require
the entries, they can be removed.

This Installer processes as follows lines that contain one of these commands, BUFFERS, STACKS, FILES, FCBS,
LASTDRIVE, DEVICE, DEVICEHIGH, INSTALL, and SET:

• BUFFERS, STACKS, FILES, and FCBS
If the ascnnnn.sxp file contains an entry with a BUFFERS, STACKS, FILES, or FCBS command, the Installer checks
whether another application installed on the target computer needs the entry:
– If no, the entry is deleted.
– If yes, the next highest entry is used for the other applications.
For example, if the config.sys file contains BUFFERS=50 and the installation file also contains BUFFERS=50; and if
two other applications have the entries BUFFERS=40 and BUFFERS=30, BUFFERS=40 replaces BUFFERS=50.

• LASTDRIVE
The LASTDRIVE command is handled the same way as the BUFFERS, STACKS, FILES, and FCBS commands.

• DEVICE and DEVICEHIGH
The DEVICE and DEVICEHIGH commands are used to load drivers. The Installer defines the file name of the driver,
such as EMM386.EXE, and compares with the driver names used by the other installed applications. If another
application is using this driver, the line in the config.sys file is not deleted.

WARNING
When the DEVICE and DEVICEHIGH commands are compared, only the driver name is considered. The
exact command specified (DEVICE or DEVICEHIGH) is not important.

• INSTALL
The modification rule for the INSTALL command corresponds to the modification rule for the DEVICE and
DEVICEHIGH commands.

• SET
You can optionally use the SET command, in the config.sys file, to assign a value to a variable. If you do so, and if the
the uninstall job deletes the entry you specify, it is deleted only if another program on the target computer does not use
the variable named in the SET command.

Modification Rules for win.ini and system.ini

The Installer follows specific modification rules for the win.ini and system.ini files when performing installation and
uninstallation jobs on target computers.

How win.ini and system.ini are Modified at Installation

When the win.ini and system.ini files are modified for installation on the target computer, all entries in the ascnnnn.sxp file
are copied to the specified sections in the .ini files. Entries in the .ini files are overwritten by any matching entries in
the ascnnnn.sxp file.

The following exceptions apply:

• Load and run entries
The load and run entries in the [windows] section of the win.ini file are only extended by installation entries. 
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For example, suppose the win.ini file contains the following entry:
load=c:\tools\fun.exe

The installation entry is:
load=c:\dark\dark.exe

Then the new extended entry in the win.ini file becomes:
load=c:\tools\fun.exe c:\dark\dark.exe

• [386Enh] section
All drivers with device= are entered in the system.ini file in the [386Enh] section. No existing device= entries are
overwritten in the [386Enh] section; instead, existing entries are added.

How win.ini and system.ini are Modified at Removal

All entries that are contained in the ascnnnn.sxp file of the application to be uninstalled are removed from the config.sys
file if they are not needed by other applications that are installed on the target computer.

The following exceptions apply:

• Load and run entries
The load and run entries in the [windows] section of the win.ini file do not have a corresponding entry in the installation
file; therefore, they are not removed.

• [386Enh] section 
The drivers (entry: device=) are deleted that were written to the [386Enh] section in the system.ini file by the
application that is being removed.

Diagnostics and Troubleshooting for Packager and Installer for Windows
If you encounter errors while using the Packager and Installer for Windows, the Trace feature, available for Packager and
Installer, and the output of installations on the target computer help you obtain detailed diagnostic information.

View the Results of Installation Jobs

To obtain detailed diagnostic information about software installation jobs, you can view the output of the installation jobs
on the target computers.

Follow these steps:

1. Expand Jobs, Software Jobs, All Software Jobs on the Explorer tree of your domain manager.
The All Software Jobs node displays a list of all scheduled and completed job containers on this domain.

2. Double-click a job container on that list.
The list of target computers to which the job container was sent is displayed in the right pane.

3. Double-click a target computer on that list.
The jobs for that target computer are displayed in the right pane.

4. Right-click a job and select Properties from the context menu.
The Job Container Target Job Properties dialog opens, displaying tabs with details about the selected job:
– Computer Job

Provides status and error information in the Status Message field, if the installation job has failed. If errors occurred
when the job was executed, the error messages are displayed here (for example, SXP000290 - Product cannot be
used for this system).
Click the Status Help button to search for more details about reason and solution for an error message, for
example, SXP000290.

– Delivery Trace
Displays the trace information that is provided by the Data Transport Service (DTS) component.

– Job output
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Displays the output that is provided by the Software Management Installer on the target computer. If the trace
feature was turned on when the job was executed, the Job output tab provides trace information. If the trace feature
was turned off when the job was executed, the output tab has fewer details, and, for jobs with no errors, it can be
empty.

Trace Features

You can activate tracing for the Packager, the Installer, or both. Tracing for the Installer can be activated on any number of
target computers.

• Packager Trace

For diagnostic purposes, you can optionally record the activities of the Packager in a trace file, named trace.txt, on
the Packaging Computer. The trace file is available in the trace subdirectory of the Packager installation directory. If
necessary, the Packager creates backup files named trace.ba0, trace.ba1, and so on. The trace.txt file always contains
the recent information.

To enable the trace for the Packager, select Tools, Options from the Packager main menu and select Enable Trace on
the appearing Options dialog. To disable the Packager trace, clear the Enable Trace check box on the Options dialog.
Protocol and Error messages are always written into the trace files, even if the trace feature is not enabled.

• Installer Trace
For diagnostic purposes, you can specify that the activities of the Installer must be recorded in a trace file on the target
computer.
To specify this for the target computer you want to trace, select the agent configuration procedure 'SM Installer: Enable
Trace' from the Properties menu of the software delivery agent plug-in in the DSM Explorer.
To transfer the trace file contents to the output file of the job, use the agent activate procedures 'SM Installer: Get
Latest Trace' or 'SM Installer: Get All Traces'.
Trace information is also created for the installation of user-specific items. To query this information, use the agent
activate procedure 'SM Installer: Get User Trace'.
Instead of using a trace, you can query user-specific history by issuing the agent activate procedure 'SM Installer: Get
User History'.
The same mechanism is used to record activities of the Microsoft Installer (MSI) during installation of converted MSI
products. This MSI trace consists of up to three parts:
– Contents of SxpOutputFile
– Current property/parameter settings
– Trace messages

Log File Collection Tool dsminfo

CA Technologies provide the dsmInfo tool, which collects diagnostic information from systems that have CA Client
Automation installed. The data collected is compressed into a single file that contains log files, system information,
directory structures, and registry and environment information. This diagnostic tool is available in the CA ITCM product
installation media under the DiagnosticTools folder.

If a problem with CA ITCM is reproducible, then run the following command to change the trace level to DETAIL:

cftrace -c set -l DETAIL

Reproduce the problem and collect the diagnostic information with the dsmInfo tool.

NOTE

NOTE
For more information about this tool, see the DSMInfoReadMe.txt file available under the DiagnosticTools folder
in the product installation media. The dsmInfo tool produces ".7z" files by default. These files provide better
compression than zip files, so uploading to CA Technologies is easier.
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Remote Control Administration
CA Client Automation provides a state-of-the-art remote control product, Remote Control, designed for centralized
enterprise management. Users can view and control Windows, Linux, or Apple Mac OS X (Intel) host agents that are
installed on computers anywhere on the network from the local computers of the users. The remote control managers and
scalability servers are available only for Windows operating environments.

Remote Control can be used in various situations, from the small privately held company with an owner who wants to
work from home to large enterprises with computers located around the world. Remote Control is also valuable for help
desk technicians, who can investigate and solve problems without having to pay a site visit, and for classroom training or
meetings.

This guide provides technical assistance for the enterprise administrator, who can configure remote control computer
policies and can manage user access rights and permissions. You can configure Remote Control administration using a
two-tier hierarchy that permits a Domain Manager to inherit policies and remote control permissions from the Enterprise
Manager.

lobal policies and remote control permissions can be defined and easily propagated to the entire organization from
a single enterprise manager. This propagation can be done on a geographic basis, for example, with the enterprise
manager in North America and domain managers in North America, South America, Europe, and Asia.

The remote control manager provides the host with information that defines Remote Control security. The agent reports
events and status information to the domain manager, and it can also receive commands. The enterprise manager,
domain managers, and scalability servers are administered using the DSM Explorer.

Understanding Remote Control Architecture
Contents

This chapter presents an overview of the architecture of Remote Control. This chapter also includes brief descriptions of
its various components and some features.

Architectural Overview

The following graphic illustrates the basic components comprising the architecture of Remote Control:
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Figure 21: RC Components

Managers

An Enterprise Manager is an optional top management tier. The Enterprise Manager provides a single point of
management for a group of CA Client Automation domains. Enterprise Manager also allows setting of configurations
and policies on groups of objects that are located in one or more domains. Only one enterprise must exist in a CA Client
Automation solutions environment.

The enterprise manager runs on a server-class computer on the network and performs the following functions:

• Configuration of the host agents
• User authentication and permissions, enabling validation of user credentials during the connection process and

enforcement of permissions

Once an enterprise administrator configures the enterprise manager, you can see CA Client Automation components in
the DSM Explorer tree under Control Panel, Manager. To view the properties of a manager, right-click the manager and
click Properties in the context menu.
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A Domain Manager is the central point of management for the other CA Client Automation solution components, including
scalability servers and agents. The Domain Manager has the mentioned functions for the enterprise manager. Domain
Manager also handles logging of application and security events arising from the operation of the host agent.

You can add a domain manager to the enterprise from the Control Panel, Domains, All Domains node.

Scalability Server

The scalability server is a CA Client Automation component which resides between the agents and the domain manager
for the following purposes:

• Collect registration information from agents and pass it to the manager
• Distribute configuration policy from the manager to the agents
• Store agent data

When you have to manage many agents, CA Client Automation distributes the groups of agents to multiple servers. The
servers then act as intermediaries and relay information to and from the manager.

The scalability server has a collection of directories and files with agent data files. When the agent collects data, it is
stored in the server for processing by the DSM engine. The engine collects information from servers and places it into
the database of the domain manager. A similar communication takes place when the configuration policy of an agent is
modified in the DSM Explorer.

Host

When Remote Control host agents are deployed to target computers in an environment, the computers can be controlled
remotely. The Remote Control host runs on the computer that you want to control using the Remote Control viewer
component. The viewer connects to the host and establishes a session. The host responds to the keyboard and mouse
input that is sent from the viewer. The host sends a live image of its desktop to the viewer.

You can use the Infrastructure Deployment Wizard to deploy CA Client Automation agents, including host agents, and
scalability servers in your enterprise. The wizard guides you step-by-step through the process.

Viewer

The Remote Control viewer provides the means to view and control a remote computer. The Viewer lets you connect
to a host computer and control its desktop, using your own mouse and keyboard. You can transfer files to and from the
remote computer. You can also view and control multiple hosts simultaneously. The extent of access, however, is subject
to centrally managed user permissions that the remote control manager imposes. This process helps to maintain security.

The Remote Control viewer is available from the DSM Explorer or as a stand-alone from the Windows Start menu. If
the viewer component is installed with the host, it is also available from the Remote Control Host icon in the taskbar, or
system tray.

NOTE
You can also launch a web version of the viewer, the RC Web Viewer interface, by double-clicking
RCViewer.html in the Program Files\CA\DSM\bin folder.

Global Address Book

The remote control manager creates the address books which are a  part of the global address book (GAB). Users
computer's and protocol information is downloaded to the global address book on the Viewer pane. The global address
book is downloaded from the remote control manager. The GAB is filtered to contain only the computers to which the user
of the viewer has inherited access permissions from the parent address book group. Only the administrator of the remote
control manager can edit the address books.
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NOTE
Port numbers are entered automatically in the global address book but manually in the local address book. If a
computer changes its primary network address, the host sends the change to the manager so it can update the
GAB.

The global address book is available from the Viewer root node. You can define the global address book user using the
Global Address Book Properties dialog. The dialog is available in the DSM Explorer.

Local Address Book

The local address book (LAB) is your personal address book. It contains information about each computer in a customized
collection of books that you define. You manage computers by creating an address book hierarchy. You add, delete, and
search for computers using the Local Address Book pane in the Remote Control viewer.

You can also import and export local address books using the rcUtilCmd command-line tool. An address book is stored
in an XML file. An imported address book either merges its data into an existing local address book or replaces the local
address book.

NOTE
The content of encrypted fields in an address book is locked to the local computer, enabling the content of the
address books to be shared between users without compromising security.

Replayer

The Remote Control replayer component lets you play back previously recorded host sessions. The Replayer is installed
during the CA Client Automation installation process and is available from the Remote Control viewer. The replayer can
also be launched from the Windows Explorer by double-clicking a replayer *.urc file.

NOTE
You can also launch a web version of the replayer, the RC Web Replayer interface, by double-clicking
RCReplay.html in the Program Files\CA\DSM\bin folder.

Tools

The following command-line tools are provided to assist you with various Remote Control administrative tasks:

1. gui_rcLaunch
This tool launches the Remote Control viewer when you specify an address, user credentials, and various options. It
can also handle legacy hosts and launch the replayer.

NOTE
The gui_rcLaunch command is not supported in Linux. For more information, see the Remote Control Viewer
and the Remote Control Replayer sections of the DSM Explorer Help.

2. rcUtilCmd
This tool enables you to export and import local address books.

NOTE
In Linux and Mac OS X, this program is only used internally by Remote Control.

3. rcReplayExport
This tool converts Remote Control proprietary *.urc files into common video formats.

Implementing Remote Control
For a complete understanding of the Remote Control component of CA Client Automation, this chapter presents two
streamlined implementation models and scenarios for remotely managing assets.
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Centrally Managed Remote Control Configuration
Contents

A centrally managed environment is one where the Remote Control enterprise manager controls the host settings through
configuration policies, global address book (GAB), licensing of the host agent on the domain, and user permissions. This
is the default setting for CA Client Automation.

Typically, a centrally managed Remote Control configuration is used for large enterprises with many assets and multiple
divisions or regional centers, as illustrated in the following diagram:

Figure 22: CA Client Automation Architecture

Scenario

The scalable two-tier architecture of Remote Control can accommodate any large enterprise. The architecture is robust
because all asset information is managed at each domain manager location and replicated to the enterprise manager.

This implementation model reflects the typical small to mid-size enterprise with multiple divisions or regional offices. A
good example is a small, growing community bank with branches in three neighboring but rural towns. The main branch
is located in the largest town, and it also serves as the bank's headquarters. The DSM server and enterprise manager are
located here, enabling central management of all aspects of the business and monitoring of all bank branches.

There are two bank branches in each of the two other towns. Physically, the two branches in each town are much closer
in distance than are the two neighboring towns, so a decision is made to locate a single scalability server and domain
manager in each town. The two scalability servers and domain managers manage the day-to-day tasks of both of their
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respective branches. In reality each domain manager manages more than two PCs or workstations with host agents
installed. Typically, a bank has five or six teller stations, several loan officers, and a manager, perhaps even an assistant
manager.

Obviously, this scenario is quite simple. In a very large enterprise, with hundreds or thousands of agents, you may have
some centrally managed agents that are configured to use local security. You also may have some stand-alone remote
control units. Many large enterprises also use Wake-on-LAN technology and even smart card authentication.

Users

The IT administrator in our scenario has the overall responsibility of defining security requirements and managing all IT
assets. The Remote Control component provides centralized, policy-based management and extensive security features
that streamline administration across the enterprise. It enables IT administrators to access, control, view, manage, and
modify remote computers.

The IT technician is responsible for the day-to-day management and maintenance of a subset of an enterprise's IT assets.
Whereas the IT administrator is able to connect to all IT assets, IT technicians are only able to connect to those IT assets
in their area of responsibility. Remote Control determines access through configuration of agent policy and the use of
address books.

Lastly, the host user can decide whether a remote connection is allowed if the appropriate policy is enabled.

Wake-on-LAN

CA Client Automation has Wake-on-LAN (WOL) functionality to power up and connect to remote host computers that
are switched off, for example, those located in different time zones. The Wake-on-LAN feature is available for single
computers, a selection of computers, and computer groups.

NOTE
To power up the switched off computers, ensure that the agents exist in the same subnet.

From the DSM Explorer, you can perform the following actions:

• Wake up a single PC and establish a connection to the PC
• Wake up an entire group of PCs (for example, a remote office location anywhere in the world) and remotely control

multiple computers.

From the Remote Control viewer, you can wake up a single PC in the global address book, start it, and control it. The
remote control configuration policy, Register WOL information, must be enabled to remotely power up computers that
support WOL from the global address book (this is the default setting). Otherwise, WOL is only available from the DSM
Explorer.

Power up a Remote Computer

You can power up and can connect to a remote computer from the Remote Control viewer.

To power up a remote computer

1. Double-click a computer in the global address book, My Favorites folder, or Recently Used folder.
Alternatively, right-click a computer and click Open.
The Connection Settings dialog appears.

2. Specify a connection type, address, and user name in the corresponding fields in the Connect tab.
3. Click the Advanced tab and click Power Up.

NOTE
If the Power Up button is not visible in the viewer, then WOL information is unregistered in the GAB.
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If Wake-on-LAN information is available for the specified computer, Remote Control attempts to connect you to the
host computer using the Wake-on-LAN (WOL) feature. A typical Connection Status message is displayed during this
process.

NOTE
If you click Connect instead of Power Up, and the connection fails, the viewer determines the reason for the
connection failure. If the connection failed as the host could not be contacted, even though the IP address/
DNS name was valid, the Connection Status message lets you click the following link, which provides the
same functionality as Power Up: "Click here to attempt to turn on the computer remotely, and connect again."

Queries

An essential task for any system containing a database is the ability to retrieve information from the database at any time.
This process is named querying. Queries can, for example, be used as basis for the creation of the following:

• Groups of assets and their maintenance
• Policies
• Reports using the DSM Reporter

CA Client Automation provides many predefined queries, including Assets with Remote Control Installed. You can access
from the All Queries subfolder or the Software, All Software by Computer Associates subfolder.

You can create a new query by selecting the category and clicking New in the Tasks portlet.

Stand-alone Remote Control Configuration
Contents

A stand-alone environment is one where the users of the host and viewer computers manage all settings, properties, and
licensing of Remote Control. A Standalone Remote Control Agent installation sets the environment. To install it manually,
a separate installation wizard, setup_rc, has to be invoked directly.

Typically, a stand-alone Remote Control configuration is used for smaller organizations with fewer assets.

Scenario

This implementation model reflects the typical small, self-contained company with limited assets. A good example is a
retail establishment, such as a video rental store or a book store. The business owner is the IT administrator, president,
chief financial officer, and human resources director. The number of PCs or workstations with host agents installed
is small, limited to a few cash register stations, PCs for the bookkeeper and order clerk, and perhaps a laptop for the
business owner.

Users

Again, the IT administrator in our scenario has the overall responsibility of defining security requirements and managing
all IT assets. Access is determined through configuration of agent policy and the use of a local address book. The IT
administrator can also deploy stand-alone hosts with preconfigured users and import address books and permissions.

If the appropriate policy is enabled, the host user can decide whether a remote connection is allowed.

How to Deploy Stand-Alone Hosts with Preconfigured Users

On Windows only, you can deploy Remote Control stand-alone hosts with preconfigured users for the Unified Security and
Local Security (proprietary) security providers using the Microsoft Installer (MSI).
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To configure your installation image to define preconfigured users for these security providers, modify the following files on
the installation media:

• [Path]\Program Files\CA\DSM\bin\rcLocalSecurityConfig.xml
This file configures the Local Security provider that is used by default on Windows.

• [Path]\Program Files\CA\DSM\bin\rcNTSecurityConfig.xml
This file configures the Unified Security provider for Windows.

The XML configuration files are compressed on the installation media and cannot be edited directly. Therefore, to deploy
stand-alone hosts with preconfigured users, follow the steps:

1. Extract the relevant XML file.
2. Modify the defaultusers parameter in the XML file by adding preconfigured users.
3. Deploy the host agents from the extracted image.

Extract XML Files

You can perform an MSI Administrative install to extract the XML configuration files from the installation media.

To extract the XML files

1. Open a command-line window.
2. Change the directory to the WindowsProductFiles_x86\AgentRC folder on the installation DVD.
3. Execute the following command:

MSIExec /a AgtRC.msi

An installation wizard appears.
4. Enter a suitable location for the extracted files.
5. Click Finish.

The XML files that you have to edit are extracted to [Path]\Program Files\CA\DSM\bin for Windows XP, Windows Vista,
Windows Server 2003, and Windows Server 2008 configuration files.

Modify the defaultusers Parameter in the XML File

Adding preconfigured users for a provider requires modifying the defaultusers parameter in the common paramsection of
the extracted XML file.

To modify the XML file on the installation image

1. Locate the common paramsection.
This code block is a copy of the Security configuration file for Windows (rcNTSecurityConfig.xml):
<configuration>

<allusers>

<paramsection name="itrm">

<paramsection name="rc">

<paramsection name="security">

<paramsection name="providers">

<paramsection name="common">

<attribute name="managed">local</attribute>

<parameter name="defaultusers" value="{winnt:SID=S-1-5-32-544}">

<parameterinfo name="pi_defaultusers">

<attribute name="flags">1</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Security: List of default users</attribute>

<attribute name="type">string</attribute>

</parameterinfo>

</parameter>

<parameter name="dll" value="rcCommonSecurity">
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<parameterinfo name="pi_dll">

<attribute name="flags">1</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Security: Shared library providing common security functionality.</attribute>

<attribute name="type">string</attribute>

</parameterinfo>

</parameter>

<parameter name="displayname" value="Unified">

<parameterinfo name="pi_displayname">

<attribute name="flags">1</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Security: Display name of this security provider</attribute>

<attribute name="type">string</attribute>

</parameterinfo>

</parameter>

</paramsection>

</configuration>

2. Modify the default value for the defaultusers parameter. The entry has to be a comma-separated list of user names, or
NT User Security Identifiers, as shown in the previous example. Do not include a space after the comma.
When done, you can install Remote Control. The default users are automatically created when the host is installed.

Example: Preconfigure Users "one", "two", and "three" on the Local Computer and the Domain Account,
"helpdesk"

<configuration>

<allusers>

<paramsection name="itrm">

<paramsection name="rc">

<paramsection name="security">

<paramsection name="providers">

<paramsection name="common">

<attribute name="managed">local</attribute>

<parameter name="defaultusers" value="winnt:[DOMAIN]/helpdesk,one,two,three">

<parameterinfo name="pi_defaultusers">

<attribute name="flags">1</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Security: Shared library providing common security functionality.</attribute>

<attribute name="type">string</attribute>

</parameterinfo>

<parameter name="dll" value="rcCommonSecurity"><parameterinfo name="pi_dll">

<attribute name="flags">1</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Security: Name of dll providing NT security.</attribute>

<attribute name="type">string</attribute>

</parameter>

<parameter name="displayname" value="Unified">

<parameterinfo name="pi_displayname">

<attribute name="flags">1</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Security: Display name of this security provider</attribute>

<attribute name="type">string</attribute>

</parameterinfo>

</parameter>

</paramsection>

</configuration>

The Local Security provider supports the same comma-separated list of users. When creating the local security provider
users, the user name is also used for the user’s password. The system owner is responsible to modify these passwords
after installation to ensure that the system is secure.
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Deploy the Stand-alone Hosts

You can deploy the stand-alone host agents from the extracted image by double-clicking AgtRC.msi.

Importing and Exporting Local Address Books
Contents

The Remote Control viewer views or controls a local address book (LAB) that contains details about computers. LAB can
also optionally contain details about login credentials. The Import/Export feature, rcUtilCmd.exe, permits you to share the
content of a local address book between users, without compromising security.

More specifically, the local address book consists of an XML file which is tied to a particular user. If the file is renamed
or relocated, the LAB becomes inaccessible. The rcUtilCmd.exe makes the necessary modifications to the file so that
it can be used in its new location. The login credentials in the XML file are encrypted using a unique key. The key is
unique to the user who is logged on at the time. If an address book is exported to another user, these details cannot
be decrypted. The details appear blank as rcUtilCmd.exe does not permit these details to be transferred. An imported
address book merges its data into an existing local address book. If necessary, you can replace the local address book
with the imported book.

rcUtilCmd -- Export a Local Address Book

The export command lets you export a local address book.

The command has the following syntax:

export [exportedbook]

• exportedbook
Specifies the name of the file to be exported. This file is the local address book of the currently logged on user. The
default is exportedbook.

The rcUtilCmd.exe program creates the default file, rcExportedLAB.xml, in the current working directory.

rcUtilCmd Command -- Import an Exported Address Book into the Local Address Book

The import command lets you import an exported address book.

The command has the following syntax:

import [-i exportedbook] [-r] [addressBookName] [addressBookDescription]

• exportedbook
Specifies the same name that is used for the previously exported address book.

NOTE
You can specify the name without the .xml suffix.

• -r
Specifies that the computers already existing in the destination address book is replaced; otherwise, the replacement
definition is ignored.

• addressBookName
Specifies the name of a new address book to create or add to the local address book.

• addressBookDescription
Specifies the description of the new address book.

The rcUtilCmd.exe program reads exportedbook and attempts to add its content to addressBookName, creating it if
necessary. If addressBookName is not supplied, the content is added to a group with the name "Imported Address Book"
at the root of local address book.
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NOTE
Where the imported book contains nested books, this structure is maintained in the destination local address
book. The nested content is imported.

NOTE
The import is always into the local address book of the currently logged on user.

Smart Card Authentication
Contents

A digital certificate can be stored on a smart card that includes name of the user, organization, and other identification
information. Such smart cards are used to secure mission-critical applications, such as email, web server access, network
access, and system login.

CA Client Automation supports smart card readers. Remote Control can now redirect smart card authentication when the
user of a Remote Control viewer attempts to log in to the operating system of a remote host computer using their local
smart card.

If necessary, a new smart card device is silently installed on the host computer. Thereafter, this device is always visible
from the Device Manager of the system, even when a session is not connected.

The name of the device does not indicate which viewer is attached. Even after the virtual smart card device has been
installed, it is hidden from smart card applications until the viewer user connects their smart card reader for the first
time. Therefore, the reader does not appear in the standard smart card insertion UI until the Remote Control viewer has
activated it for the first time. The device remains visible until the computer is rebooted or the device is manually removed.

Connect to a Remote Computer Using a Smart Card

On Windows, you can connect to a remote computer from the Remote Control viewer using a smart card.

NOTE
The remote host computer must support smart card redirection. Its Enable smart card redirection configuration
policy must be set to True.

To connect to a smart card reader

1. Access the Remote Control viewer.
2. Connect to a specific remote host computer.
3. Click Connect Smart Card in the Sessions context menu or click the Smart Card toolbar button.

If only one reader is installed, it is selected automatically. If more than one smart card reader is installed, the Select a
Smart Card reader to connect dialog appears.

4. Select a smart card reader to connect to the remote host computer.
To indicate that the smart card reader is connected, the viewer GUI changes slightly. The Disconnect Smart Card
menu option is enabled and the corresponding toolbar button is depressed (checked state).

5. Insert your smart card once the smart card reader is connected.
Applications on the host computer receive the insertion event in the same way they would if a smart card was inserted
locally.

Disconnect from a Smart Card Reader

To disconnect from a smart card reader, click Disconnect Smart Card in the Sessions context menu or click the depressed
Smart Card toolbar button.

The smart card device is disconnected immediately, but the device driver is not removed and the device is not hidden. To
applications using the smart card reader, the virtual device appears as a reader with no card inserted.
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Configuring Remote Control
You can configure stand-alone and centrally managed environments before installation to ensure optimum settings for
your environment.

A user’s access and associated permissions in the enterprise are managed through address book settings in the
DSM Explorer. Create an address book that includes the computers for which you want to grant access using the Add
Users task from the Remote Control Permissions pane. Once you add the users or groups that you want to access the
computers, you can further control the access by setting permissions for the users or group.

NOTE
This chapter is for advanced users of Remote Control. Entering incorrect information results in the product not
working properly.

Configuring in a Centrally Managed Environment
Contents

Accessing or controlling the remote machines in Remote Control is managed using user permissions. User permissions
are configured for groups of computers, not individual computers, through address books. For each address book, the
administrator can specify which operations the individual users can perform on the computers in the group (for example,
View, Chat, Send Files). By default, an address book inherits its parent’s permissions, but you can add to or modify the
permissions.

Configure the Global Address Book

You can create and configure a global address book (GAB) using the Address Book Properties dialog.

To create a new global address book group

1. Right-click the Remote Control Permissions node under the Group Details subnode of the appropriate Computer group
in the DSM Explorer.
A context menu appears.

2. Click Properties.
The Address Book Properties dialog appears.

3. Select the Global Address Book Root Group option.
The root group and its members are added to the global address book.

4. (Optional) Select the Inherit Remote Control Permissions from Parent Group option.
5. (Optional) Select the Override Remote Control Permissions on Derived Groups option.
6. Click OK.

The new global address book group is created.
Any subsequent changes to the asset group -- adding a computer or removing one -- are reflected in the global
address book.
All of the user permissions defined in the global address book root are displayed in the Root Address Book
Permissions pane. Each asset group that is part of the global address book inherits these permissions by default.

Add Users and User Permissions

Remote control sessions are managed with user permissions and address books. Therefore, you must add users and
user permissions for each user account or asset group.

To add a new user permission to an address book group

1. Right-click the Remote Control Permissions node under Group Details and click Add User.
Alternatively, click Add User Permission in the Tasks portlet of the Remote Control Permissions pane.
The Add User Permission dialog appears.
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2. Select a security authority from the available directories.

NOTE
You can add users/groups of ADS, LDAP, and NDS directories, if they are configured.

3. Browse for security principals, that is, users or groups, and select one or more.
The selected security principal (for example, Administrators) is added to the Names list and a description of the
security principal's permissions appears in the Description field.

4. Click Add to add the selected users to the list of security principals.
5. Click OK.

The selected users have access to all of the computers in the specified computer group.

NOTE
The first time you add a user and assign permissions, you are in effect creating a new global address book
group.

Configure Host Remote Control Permissions

You, as an administrator, can define or modify the type of remote control operations that a user can perform on computers
in the current asset group. For example, you may want one user group to have exclusive and secure control permissions
for all host computers and other user groups to have more limited control, such as a corporate training user group with
shared control and chat permissions only. If users attempt to connect with invalid permissions, the session will be rejected
and added to a list of rejected sessions in the Rejected Sessions pane that you can view.

To configure the type of remote control operations that a specified user can perform

1. Right-click the user in the Remote Control Permissions pane, and click Properties.
The User Remote Control Permissions dialog appears.

2. Review the permissions -- such as View, Exclusive Control, Shared Control, Chat, Send Files, Record, and so on --
that are currently allowed.

3. (Optional) Select a permission, modify its value, and click Change.
The value of the selected permission is changed.

4. Click OK.
The specified user's remote control permissions are configured.

Purge Rejected Sessions

You can automatically purge rejected sessions In the Rejected Sessions pane using the Age of rejected sessions to purge
policy. This policy enables you to configure a separate purging value for rejected sessions as compared to the value used
for purging closed sessions, thereby customizing session retention to match your corporate policy.

To purge rejected remote control sessions

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Default Computer Policy, DSM, Remote Control,
Manager in the DSM Explorer tree.
The remote control manager policies are displayed in the right pane.

2. Double-click the Age of rejected sessions to purge policy.
The Setting Properties dialog appears.

3. In the Value field, change the value according to your needs. The default setting is 86400 seconds.
This purge action occurs during a scheduled session purge, and the Next session purge policy controls the regularity
of the session purges.

NOTE
The Value field in this dialog is enabled only if you unseal the policy first.

4. Double-click the Next session purge policy.
The Setting Properties dialog appears again.

5. Optionally, change the default value and click OK.
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The changes are saved.

NOTE
Changing these values does not require restarting the management server.

6. Seal the policy for it to be applied to the manager.

Configuring in a Stand-alone Environment
Contents

In the Remote Control stand-alone environment, access control is configured by defining permissions on each remote
control host within the organization. To configure the users who connect to the host and to set the type of security that is
used in a stand-alone environment, use the Users tab of the DSM Properties - Remote Control dialog. The Users tab also
lets you add and delete users, view their properties, and assign permissions. Changes are applied immediately.

NOTE
The Users tab is only available from the DSM Properties - Remote Control dialog in a centrally managed agent
environment when the Centralized security configuration policy is set to False. For more information, see the
Configuration Policy section of the DSM Explorer Help.

Add Users

Use the Users tab to add and delete users and view their properties. Changes are applied immediately.

To add a new user

1. From the Users tab in the DSM Properties - Remote Control dialog, click the Current Security Provider field and select
one of the following options:
– Local

This option permits you to create a user name and password for any user you want to add.
– Unified

This option permits you to select a user from a list of local and domain users who are previously established by the
administrator of the local network.

2. Click Add.
Remote Control displays the dialog applicable to the type of security provider you selected:
– Local

This option displays the Create New User dialog. Go to Step 4 to continue.
– Unified

This option displays the Add Users dialog with a listing of domains. Go to Step 7 to continue.
3. Enter the user name, the full name of the user, and any noteworthy information in the User Details fields.
4. Enter a password and confirm the password in the Password fields.
5. Click Create.

The user description appears in the list view of the Users tab. Go to Step 10 to continue.
6. Explore domains and locate the user or groups of users that you want to add.

NOTE
Each time that you expand the DSM Explorer tree, a message appears requesting you to wait for the user
information. The listing is produced almost immediately.

7. Select the user or group of users you want to add.
The Add button is enabled.

8. Click Add.
The user or group of users you selected appears in the Users to be added list.

9. Verify your selection and, if correct, click OK.
The Users tab appears with your selection in the list.
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10. Click OK.
The user or group of users is added. The user information remains in the Users tab until the user is deleted.

Configure Host Remote Control Permissions

In a stand-alone environment, you can assign permissions to authorized users, defining the user activities on the host. For
example, send and receive files, access the Chat feature, and so on.

To configure user permissions

1. From the Users tab on the DSM Properties - Remote Control dialog, select the user for whom you have to set up
permissions.
Once selected, Remote Control enables the following buttons: Properties, Permissions, and Delete.

NOTE
Be sure to click the User Name part of the description to enable these buttons.

2. Click Permissions.
The Permissions of dialog displays the following columns so you can view or configure permissions for your user, that
is, define what the user can do:
– Permission

Lists available functions for which you can assign permissions.
– Description

Provides a brief description of the function that is displayed on that line.

NOTE
The Permissions of dialog is also available from the My Computer, Properties dialog in a stand-alone
environment.

3. Configure permissions by selecting or clearing the check box for each desired function, and click OK.
The Permissions of dialog closes and you are returned to the Users tab of the DSM Properties - Remote Control
dialog.

4. Click OK.
The permission settings are saved and the DSM Properties - Remote Control dialog closes.

NOTE
In a stand-alone environment, a user can be granted permissions to only one computer, that is, the host. Also,
in centrally managed and stand-alone environments, these permissions are overridden by the options set for the
host feature configuration.

Customizing Remote Control
You can customize the locally managed properties and security before installation to ensure optimum settings for your
environment. Typically, customization is only necessary in a stand-alone environment. The settings that control the
properties, security, and policy are stored in XML files (see Extract XML Files). You can edit the files during an MSI
Administrative install.

NOTE
This chapter is for advanced users of Remote Control. Entering incorrect information in any of the customization
procedures result in the product not working properly.

Control the Visibility of Viewer and Host Properties
You can control the visibility of each property on the Advanced tab in the Viewer Properties dialog and the DSM Properties
- Advanced tab.
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To control the visibility of a property

1. Access the appropriate XML file, rcViewerConfig.xml, or rcHostConfig.xml.
2. Change the value of the flags attribute for the relevant parameter. Valid values for the flags attribute are:

– 0 - 1
If set to either of these values, the property does not appear in the Advanced tab.

– 2 - 7
Indicate reserved values.

– 8 - 9
If set to either of these values, the property appears in the Advanced tab.

– 9 - 15
Indicate reserved values.

Example: Hide Compression Property

To prevent overriding the default compression strength setting of the viewer. For example, if you want to hide
the existence of this property. To remove this property from the Advanced tab, set the flags attribute for the
compressionstrength parameter to 0 or 1 in the rcViewerConfig.xml file:

<configuration>

<allusers>

<paramsection name="itrm">

<paramsection name="rc">

<paramsection name="viewer">

<paramsection name="managed">

<parameter name="manageripaddress" value=""><parameterinfo name="pi_manageripaddress">

<attribute name="flags">17</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Viewer: IP address of the viewer's management server.</attribute>

<attribute name="type">string</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

</paramsection>

</paramsection>

.

.

</paramsection>

      </paramsection>

      </paramsection>

            </paramsection>

   </allusers>

.

.

.

<user>

<paramsection name="itrm">

<paramsection name="rc">

<attribute name="managed">local</attribute>

.

.

.

<paramsection name="general">

<parameter name="migrated" value="no"><parameterinfo name="pi_migrated">

<attribute name="flags">1</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Viewer: Have the rcViewer settings from RC6 been migrated</attribute>
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<attribute name="type">string</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

<parameter name="defaultConnectionType" value="2"><parameterinfo name="pi_filter">

<attribute name="count">7</attribute>

<attribute name="string0">View</attribute>

<attribute name="string1">Stealth</attribute>

<attribute name="string2">Shared</attribute>

<attribute name="string3">Classroom</attribute>

<attribute name="string4">Exclusive</attribute>

<attribute name="string5">Secure</attribute>

<attribute name="string6">Meeting</attribute>

<attribute name="flags">9</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Viewer: The default connection type to be used by the viewer.</attribute>

<attribute name="type">enum</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

<parameter name="computername" value=""><parameterinfo name="pi_computername">

<attribute name="flags">9</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Viewer: Optional name for this computer: defaults to netbios name</attribute>

<attribute name="type">string</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

<parameter name="usealternatesmoothing" value="0"><parameterinfo name="pi_usealternatesmoothing">

<attribute name="max">1</attribute>

<attribute name="min">0</attribute>

<attribute name="flags">1</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Viewer: Uses an alternate smoothing method when shrinking the view.</attribute>

<attribute name="type">bool</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

<parameter name="smoothwhenshrinking" value="1"><parameterinfo name="pi_smoothwhenshrinking">

<attribute name="max">1</attribute>

<attribute name="min">0</attribute>

<attribute name="flags">1</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Viewer: Uses a smoothing filter when shrinking the view in shrink/scale to fit mode.</

attribute>

<attribute name="type">bool</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

<parameter name="smoothwhenmagnifying" value="1"><parameterinfo name="pi_smoothwhenmagnifying">

<attribute name="max">1</attribute>

<attribute name="min">0</attribute>

<attribute name="flags">1</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Viewer: Uses a smoothing filter when stretching the view in scale to fit mode.</

attribute>

<attribute name="type">bool</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

<parameter name="showsessiontoolbar" value="1"><parameterinfo name="pi_showsessiontoolbar">

<attribute name="max">1</attribute>

<attribute name="min">0</attribute>

<attribute name="flags">1</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Viewer: Display the session toolbar during a viewer session.</attribute>

<attribute name="type">bool</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

<parameter name="bandwidthlimiter" value="0"><parameterinfo name="pi_bandwidthlimiter">

<attribute name="count">9</attribute>

<attribute name="string0">Unlimited</attribute>
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<attribute name="string1">4Mbit</attribute>

<attribute name="string2">2Mbit</attribute>

<attribute name="string3">1Mbit</attribute>

<attribute name="string4">512Kbit</attribute>

<attribute name="string5">256Kbit</attribute>

<attribute name="string6">128Kbit</attribute>

<attribute name="string7">64Kbit</attribute>

<attribute name="string8">32Kbit</attribute>

<attribute name="flags">9</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Viewer: Limits the maximum network bandwidth usage of sessions.</attribute>

<attribute name="type">enum</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

<parameter name="compressionstrength" value="2"><parameterinfo name="pi_compressionstrength">

<attribute name="count">5</attribute>

<attribute name="string0">No Compression</attribute>

<attribute name="string1">Light Compression</attribute>

<attribute name="string2">Medium Compression</attribute>

<attribute name="string3">Heavy Compression</attribute>

<attribute name="string4">Extra Compression</attribute>

<attribute name="flags">1</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Viewer: Viewer data compression strength.</attribute>

<attribute name="type">enum</attribute>

</parameterinfo>

</parameter>

.

.

.

</parameterinfo></parameter>

</paramsection>

</paramsection>

</paramsection>

</paramsection>

</user>

</configuration>

Control the Ability to View and Manage Properties
You can control the display of the common configuration policies that are available for centrally managed environments
in the Remote Control policy group pane. You can access from the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy,
Default Computer Policy, DSM node in the DSM Explorer tree.

In some companies, it makes sense to simplify the policy view because you do not want to manage some properties. For
example, Remote Control offers many categories of events, and a company does not want to track some of these events.

Do not manage a property by setting the relevant configuration policy to "locally managed" in the DSM Explorer. Instead,
one way to control access to a property is to comment out the property in the XML file using "<!--" and "-->" in the
appropriate section, as shown in the following example. Change only on a manager.

Example: Exclude the Host Has Stopped Listening Event

To exclude the general event within agent policy for “A host has stopped listening for connections,” wrap the appropriate
section in the rcHostEventsConfig.xml file with the left arrow, exclamation mark, double dash characters (<!--) and double
dash, right arrow characters (-->):
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NOTE
We recommend commenting out the setting rather than removing the entry.

<configuration>

<allusers>

<paramsection name="itrm">

<paramsection name="rc">

<paramsection name="events">

<paramsection name="hostlogs">

<parameter name="sendeventstomanager" value="1">

<parameterinfo name="pi_sendeventstomanager">

<attribute name="max">1</attribute>

<attribute name="min">0</attribute>

<attribute name="flags">1</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Events (Host): Send events to the management server.</attribute>

<attribute name="type">bool</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

</paramsection>

<paramsection name="general">

<parameter name="hostunlocked" value="0">

<parameterinfo name="pi_hostunlocked">

<attribute name="max">1</attribute>

<attribute name="min">0</attribute>

<attribute name="flags">9</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Events (Host): Raise event "A host has been unlocked".</attribute>

<attribute name="type">bool</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

<parameter name="hostlocked" value="0">

<parameterinfo name="pi_hostlocked">

<attribute name="max">1</attribute>

<attribute name="min">0</attribute>

<attribute name="flags">9</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Events (Host): Raise event "A host has been locked".</attribute>

<attribute name="type">bool</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

<parameter name="hostrebooting" value="0">

<parameterinfo name="pi_hostrebooting">

<attribute name="max">1</attribute>

<attribute name="min">0</attribute>

<attribute name="flags">9</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Events (Host): Raise event "A host has initiated a reboot".</attribute>

<attribute name="type">bool</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

<!-- <parameter name="hostnotlistening" value="0"> -->

<!-- <parameterinfo name="pi_hostnotlistening"> -->

<!-- <attribute name="max">1</attribute> -->

<!-- <attribute name="min">0</attribute> -->

<!-- <attribute name="flags">9</attribute> -->

<!-- <attribute name="desc">Events (Host): Raise event "A host has stopped listening for connections".</

attribute> -->

<!-- <attribute name="type">bool</attribute> -->

<!-- </parameterinfo></parameter> -->

<parameter name="hostlistening" value="0">
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<parameterinfo name="pi_hostlistening">

<attribute name="max">1</attribute>

<attribute name="min">0</attribute>

<attribute name="flags">9</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Events (Host): Raise event "A host has started listening for connections".</attribute>

<attribute name="type">bool</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

<parameter name="hoststopped" value="0">

<parameterinfo name="pi_hoststopped">

<attribute name="max">1</attribute>

<attribute name="min">0</attribute>

<attribute name="flags">9</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Events (Host): Raise event "A host has shutdown".</attribute>

<attribute name="type">bool</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

<parameter name="hoststarted" value="0">

<parameterinfo name="pi_hoststarted">

<attribute name="max">1</attribute>

<attribute name="min">0</attribute>

<attribute name="flags">9</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Events (Host): Raise event "A host has started up".</attribute>

<attribute name="type">bool</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

<parameter name="error" value="1">

<parameterinfo name="pi_error">

<attribute name="max">1</attribute>

<attribute name="min">0</attribute>

<attribute name="flags">9</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Events (Host): Raise event "A host error has occurred".</attribute>

<attribute name="type">bool</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

<parameter name="remotecontrolsessionstopped" value="0">

<parameterinfo name="pi_remotecontrolsessionstopped">

<attribute name="max">1</attribute>

<attribute name="min">0</attribute>

<attribute name="flags">9</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Events (Host): Raise event "A remote control session has stopped".</attribute>

<attribute name="type">bool</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

<parameter name="remotecontrolsessionstarted" value="0">

<parameterinfo name="pi_remotecontrolsessionstarted">

<attribute name="max">1</attribute>

<attribute name="min">0</attribute>

<attribute name="flags">9</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Events (Host): Raise event "A remote control session has started".</attribute>

<attribute name="type">bool</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

</paramsection>

<paramsection name="security">

<parameter name="securityvalidatepermissionsfailed" value="1">

<parameterinfo name="pi_securityvalidatepermissionsfailed">

<attribute name="max">1</attribute>

<attribute name="min">0</attribute>
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<attribute name="flags">9</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Events (Host): Raise event "A viewer user's request is denied".</attribute>

<attribute name="type">bool</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

<parameter name="securityvalidateuserfailed" value="1">

<parameterinfo name="pi_securityvalidateuserfailed">

<attribute name="max">1</attribute>

<attribute name="min">0</attribute>

<attribute name="flags">9</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Events (Host): Raise event "A host-viewer login has failed".</attribute>

<attribute name="type">bool</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

</paramsection>

</paramsection>

</paramsection>

</paramsection>

</allusers>

</configuration>

Control Default Values
You can control the default values of locally managed agent and manager policies in Remote Control.

To control the default value, adjust the value setting for each property in the associated XML file. When adjusting type=int
properties, ensure the value falls between the Min and Max settings.

Example: Enable Fail Safe Security in Managed Mode

If the management server goes offline, Remote Control can connect to agents. By default, this value is set to provide
optimum security. To permit help desk technicians to connect to a host when the management server goes offline, adjust
the enablefailsafe parameter value to 1 (True) in the rcHostConfig.xml file.

The default values for stand-alone agents are:

<configuration>

<allusers>

<paramsection name="itrm">

<paramsection name="rc">

<paramsection name="host">

.

.

.

<paramsection name="managed">

<parameter name="deferals" value="1">

<parameterinfo name="pi_deferals">

<attribute name="max">10</attribute>

<attribute name="min">0</attribute>

<attribute name="flags">24</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Host: Number of deferrals possible when rebooting.</attribute>

<attribute name="type">int</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

<parameter name="defertime" value="300">

<parameterinfo name="pi_defertime">

<attribute name="max">3600</attribute>

<attribute name="min">0</attribute>
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<attribute name="flags">24</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Host: Time that a reboot can be deferred (sec).</attribute>

<attribute name="type">int</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

<parameter name="checkaddressinterval" value="300">

<parameterinfo name="pi_checkaddressinterval">

<attribute name="max">3000</attribute>

<attribute name="min">0</attribute>

<attribute name="flags">25</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Host: Time period between checks for changes of the host's listening addresses and

 protocols (sec).</attribute>

<attribute name="type">int</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

<parameter name="registerconnectioninterval" value="30">

<parameterinfo name="pi_registerconnectioninterval">

<attribute name="max">3000</attribute>

<attribute name="min">0</attribute>

<attribute name="flags">25</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Host: Time period (sec) between attempts to register a host with the management

 server.</attribute>

<attribute name="type">int</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

<parameter name="refreshregistercomputer" value="86400">

<parameterinfo name="pi_refreshregistercomputer">

<attribute name="max">200000</attribute>

<attribute name="min">0</attribute>

<attribute name="flags">25</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Host: Time period (sec) between attempts to refresh the registration of a host with the

 management server.</attribute>

<attribute name="type">int</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

<parameter name="enablesecuritycache" value="0">

<parameterinfo name="pi_enablesecuritycache">

<attribute name="max">1</attribute>

<attribute name="min">0</attribute>

<attribute name="flags">25</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Host: Enable security caching in managed mode.</attribute>

<attribute name="type">bool</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

<parameter name="enablefailsafe" value="1">

<parameterinfo name="pi_enablefailsafe">

<attribute name="max">1</attribute>

<attribute name="min">0</attribute>

<attribute name="flags">25</attribute>

<attribute name="desc">Host: Enable fail safe security in managed mode if connection to manager fails.</

attribute>

<attribute name="type">bool</attribute>

</parameterinfo></parameter>

</paramsection>

</paramsection>

</paramsection>

</paramsection>

</allusers>
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</configuration>

Localizing the Remote Control Dialogs
Remote Control is available in French, German, and Japanese -- plus Korean, Simplified Chinese, and Spanish for
agents. You can also localize it for any other language. The text to be localized is stored in resource files (.dll files), web
pages (.htm files), images (.gif), and plain text files.

Many of these files have the ISO language code that is embedded in the file names or are stored in folders that are
named after the language. For example, the strings of the host are stored in rcHostViewer.enu. Common language codes
are enu: English (US), fr: French, de: German, it: Italian, no: Norwegian, sp: Spanish, and se: Swedish.

Text Files

The text files containing strings that can be localized are in the Remote Control installation folder and have these names:

• rcHostViewer.enu
Strings for the host agent and viewer

• rcManager.enu
Strings for the management server

• rcHostConfig.xml
Strings for the property descriptions and values

The first two files have the same format as a Windows .ini file. The files are divided into sections that are prefixed with
[sectionname] followed by a set of lines in "id=string" format. The identifier (id) is simply a name by which the various
programs refer to a string. Never change these identifiers, only the string contents.

For example, the start of the section for the host in rcHostViewer.enu looks like this:

#--------------------------------------------------------------------

# The host agent

[rcHost]

IDS_TIMERERROR="Failed to start timer"

IDS_GETADDRESSESTIMERFAILED="Failed to start the timer for checking listening addresses."

IDS_RC="<urc>"

IDS_OK="success"

IDS_SERVICEINSTALLED="Service installed successfully"

IDS_SERVICEINSTALLFAILED="Failed to install service"

IDS_SERVICESTATUSFAILED="Failed to get service status"

IDS_SERVICESTOPPED="Service is stopped"

IDS_SERVICESTARTING="Service is starting"

IDS_SERVICESTOPING="Service is stopping"

IDS_SERVICERUNNING="Service is running"

IDS_SERVICECONTINUING="Service is continuing"

IDS_SERVICEPAUSEPENDING="Service pause is pending "

IDS_SERVICEPAUSED="Service is paused"

IDS_SERVICEUNKNOWN="Service status is unknown"

IDS_SVCSTARTFAILED="Unable to start service"

IDS_SVCSTARTING="Service %1$t is starting"

IDS_SVCSTARTED="Service started"

IDS_SVCSTOPFAILED="Unable to stop service"

IDS_SVCSTOPPING="Service %1$t is stopping"

#--------------------------------------------------------------------
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The strings are quoted. Also, the last example contains the special marker string, "%1$t", which is used by the host to
programmatically insert the name of the host service. Some strings may have more than one of these markers. In this
case, they are sequentially numbered, for example, "%2$t, %3$t". Some languages require a different word order than
English, so these numbers are used to place the inserted strings in the correct position.

Tools Required

Editing the relevant resource information requires the following tools:

• For .dll files, a resource editor such as that built into many programming environments like Visual C
• For .htm files, an HTML editor such as Microsoft FrontPage or a plain text editor like Notepad
• For text files, a text editor such as Notepad
• For .gif files, an image editor such as Jasc Paint Shop Pro

How to Localize Remote Control Dialogs

Contents

To produce localized Remote Control files, use one of the following methods:

• Method 1
Make copies of all English resource files and rename them to include the appropriate language code. These copies are
then localized. Some additional configuration is also necessary to use the new files. The advantage of this is that the
English version remains available if necessary. The disadvantage is that more work that is involved.

• Method 2
Translate the English (en) versions of these files and Remote Control automatically uses them. Typically, Remote
Control searches for files matching your local language and, if it cannot find them, falls back to English. In this case,
the English files are used and contain your translations. The advantage of this scheme is that it is simple, but the
English version is not available.

The following sections assume that Method 1 is being used to produce localized files.

Changing the Text of Dialog of the Host Agent

Translating dialog of the host involves editing the following resources:

• Host Agent Dialogs
For the typical confirmation, restart, and message dialogs, the host agent reads its strings from the [rcHost] section in
rcHostViewer.enu. This section is edited as described previously.

• Host Property Dialog
The property dialog of the host reads its strings from the [rcPropDialog] section of rcHostViewer.enu and from the
property descriptions that are embedded in the XML files.
The dialogs that themselves are read from rcPropDialog_en.dll. These dialogs have embedded text strings, so you
must use a resource editor to change the text strings.

• Host Events
The host also optionally reports events to the Windows event log and uses rcEvent.dll to store the event messages.
The text strings can be edited in the rcEvents.enu file.

Changing the Text of Dialog of the Viewer

Translating the viewer is more difficult than the host because there are more resources to edit. As the viewer uses the
EGC framework, both the basic framework and the viewer plug-in must be localized. A basic overview for the plug-in only
is provided here.
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Translate the EGC-Based Viewer

The EGC-based viewer obtains its resources from several places:

• Dialogs, web pages, and images are stored in gui_rcview.dll.
Make a copy of this file including the country code, for example, gui_rcview_se.dll.

• The Viewer Properties dialog is stored in rcPropDialog_en.dll.
Copy this file with a new name using your country code, for example, rcPropDialog_se.dll. Then use a resource editor
to edit the strings on the dialogs that can be localized.

• The viewer reads strings from the [rcPlugin] section of rcHostViewer.enu for message dialogs.

Configure EGC to use the new gui_rcview.dll file. Create the following registry entries (assuming the Swedish locale, SE):

#--------------------------------------------------------------------

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\EGC3.0N\Locale\SE]

"HelpFile"="C:\\Program Files\\CA\\SC\\EGC\\egc30enu.chm"

"ResourceDLL"="C:\\Program Files\\CA\\SC\\EGC\\egc30Nres.enu"

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\EGC3.0N\Plugins\ITRMRC_DSMVIEW\Locale\SE]

"HelpFile"="C:\\Program Files\\CA\\DSM\\help\\gui_rcview_help_enu.chm"

"MessageHelpFile"="C:\\Program Files\\CA\\DSM\\help\\gui_rcview_msg_enu.chm"

"ResourceDLL"="C:\\Program Files\\CA\\DSM\\bin\\gui_rcview_se.dll"

#--------------------------------------------------------------------

A simple way of doing this is to export the existing English entries to a text file. Edit the entries using Notepad, and then
import back to the registry.

This example assumes that Remote Control is installed in the default location on the C drive. English help files are still
used, because you cannot localize these files.

Change the Text of Dialog of the Replayer

The Remote Control replayer uses similar resources to those of the viewer except that the resources are stored in
gui_rcreplay.dll.

To configure EGC to use them, create these registry entries (this example assumes Swedish):

#--------------------------------------------------------------------

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\EGC3.0N\Plugins\ITRMRC_DSMREPLAY\Locale\SE]

"HelpFile"="C:\\Program Files\\CA\\DSM\\help\\gui_rcreplay_help_enu.chm"

"MessageHelpFile"="C:\\Program Files\\CA\\DSM\\help\\gui_rcreplay_msg_enu.chm"

"ResourceDLL"="C:\\Program Files\\CA\\DSM\\bin\\gui_rcreplay_se.dll"

#--------------------------------------------------------------------

Changing the Text of the Help Files

The help files have a .chm extension (compiled HTML) and, as mentioned earlier, cannot be edited.

Exporting Recording Files to Video
Contents

You can convert Remote Control proprietary *.urc files into common video formats (AVI and WMV), using the Replay
Export tool, rcReplayExport.exe. Such recordings can be played when Remote Control is not installed. They can be
played on many media player applications and on some DVD players. For example, if you want to compile a library of
recordings for helpdesk purposes that detail complicated tasks that users perform. Users can download and watch these
recordings without the need for the Remote Control replayer.
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Prerequisites

To export WMV format files,  install the Windows Media Format runtime application, if it is not already present. This
application is available on the installation media, in the WindowsProductFiles_x86\WindowsMedia\wmfdist.exe folder.

Conversion Considerations

The Replay Export tool converts the *.urc files into an uncompressed video stream, which is then fed into a specified
video codec for compression. The tool is designed to allow conversions of recording files to video without altering any of
the default configuration options. However, conversion to video files is a complicated process. We only recommend this
conversion for experienced users. An array of configuration options is also available to tune the conversion process and
get the best results.

The .urc recording file format is tailored to record screen activity accurately and provide excellent quality, with a small file
size. Converting the files to video usually results in a perceptible loss in quality, which is coupled with an increase in file
size. However, some recordings where the screen activity is complicated benefit from conversion.

Video compression is a slow and CPU intensive operation. This operation takes several minutes to convert a short
recording to video. Therefore, test the conversion on short recordings at first to ensure that the conversion is optimal.

The AVI file format lets you store uncompressed video. The uncompressed video files are large (typically at least 1 GB per
minute), and therefore not recommended.

NOTE
As you can now play back *.urc recording files directly in the Windows Media Player without loss in quality, as
long as the Remote Control replayer application is installed, consider whether this is the best solution for your
needs.

Conversion Formats

The main parameters of recording conversion are file format and video compression codec. The file format essentially
defines a container for the compressed video data, while the compression codec defines how the video data is
compressed. Each file format only supports certain compression codecs. The Replay Export tool supports the AVI and
Windows Media Video (WMV) formats. The AVI format supports more compression codecs, but the more modern WMV
format is better suited for streaming media downloads.

The Replay Export tool does not install any video compression codecs. The Replay Export tool utilizes the video
compression codecs that are installed on your computer to compress the video data. Install suitable codecs to perform
video conversion. Windows Media compression codecs are already installed by default with Windows Media Player or
DirectX. Windows Media compression codecs provide good compression performance. However, if you want to also install
third-party video codecs, such as XviD ©xvid.org and DivX®. Once installed, the Replay Export tool automatically detects
the available codecs. The Replay Export tool selects the most suitable one for the specified file format as the default
setting. If you select a different codec from the Video Compression Codec drop-down list, select a common compression
codec that is widely installed.

To play back the converted video, a user must have installed a media player capable of decoding your selected video
compression format. Therefore, it is advisable that you select a codec that is likely to be installed on the computers of
your target audience. In the case of Windows Media codecs, for instance, while the Windows Media 9 codec may provide
the best conversion results, users with older versions of Windows Media Player may be unable to play back converted
video without upgrading or downloading more codec packs. However, many player applications are now able to download
codecs over the Internet automatically, as required.

Configuring the Compression Codec

Each compression codec provides its own codec-specific configuration dialog, which the codec provider has to document.
Therefore, it is beyond the scope of this guide and the online help to describe detailed codec configuration.
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In general, the most important factor to consider in video conversion is the bit rate. As a rule, the higher the bit rate, the
better the video quality, but the file size also increases accordingly. Many codecs support both Constant and Variable
bit rate encodings. CBR encoding is better suited for streaming downloads, where the download bandwidth is known in
advance. VBR encoding varies the encoding bit rate to match the level of screen activity. So the result is smaller video
files, with no reduction in quality.

VBR encoding works by assessing the level of video activity during the recording to determine what bit rate to use.
However, this assessment is not tuned to detect activity typical of screen-capture video. Therefore, the quality of some
recording conversions suffer when using VBR encoding.

For best conversion results, we recommend trying several codecs and comparing the quality and file size.

Access the Replay Export Tool

Multiple methods for accessing the Replay Export tool exist.

To access the Replay Export tool, choose one of these methods

• Right-click a recently recorded or replayed session and click Quick Export.
Quick Export automatically starts the conversion process using default encoding options and requires no further input.

• Right-click a recently recorded or replayed session and click Export to Video.
Export to Video invokes the Export Options dialog, enabling you to view or modify the default encoding options before
starting the conversion process.

• Double-click rcReplayExport.exe in the Windows Explorer.
• Use the command-line interface.

For example, the following command converts all the recording files in the current folder to Windows Media Video
format. The best available codec and default encoding options is used:
rcReplayExport /WMV *.urc

rcReplayExport Command -- Set Export Options

The following syntax lists the command-line parameter options for the replay export tool:

rcReplayExport [/WMV [/BR bitrate] [/Q quality] [/VBR] | /AVI [/CODEC codec]]  [/QUIET] [/IDLE] [ input file

 [...]] 

• /WMV
Specifies encoding to WMV format.

• /BR bitrate
Defines the bit rate for encoding in kilobits per second (must be >= 28kbps).

• /Q quality
Defines the quality value, which ranges from1 through 100.

• /VBR
Specifies variable bit rate mode.

• /AVI
Specifies encoding to AVI format with codec default options.

• /CODEC codec
Specifies the video codec to use.

• /QUIET
Specifies that the progress dialog not be displayed.

• /IDLE
Indicates that conversion is performed during idle processor time.

NOTE
A list of input files can be specified at the end of the command line. The list contains the wildcards "*" and "?".
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NOTE
If either /WMV or /AVI is specified, the Export Options dialog does not appear.

Examples

This example opens the Replay Export dialog. The dialog is ready to convert all of the recording files in the current folder:

rcReplayExport *.urc

This example converts all the recording files in the current folder to Windows Media Video format, using the best available
codec and default encoding options:

rcReplayExport /WMV *.urc

This example converts the test1.urc and test2.urc files to test1.avi and test2.avi, using the Microsoft MPEG-4 Codec V3
compression codec:

rcReplayExport /AVI /CODEC "Microsoft MPEG-4 Codec V3" test1.urc test2.urc

Diagnostics and Troubleshooting in Remote Control
This chapter includes information about diagnostic tools and several tips for troubleshooting Remote Control problems:

LogFile Collection Tool dsminfo
CA Technologies provides the dsmInfo tool, which collects diagnostic information from systems that have CA Client
Automation installed. The data collected is compressed into a single file that contains log files, system information,
directory structures, and registry and environment information. This diagnostic tool is available in the CA Client
Automation product installation media under the DiagnosticTools folder.

If a problem with CA Client Automation is reproducible, then run the following command to change the trace level to
DETAIL:

cftrace -c set -l DETAIL

Reproduce the problem and collect the diagnostic information with the dsmInfo tool.

NOTE

NOTE
For more information about this tool, see the DSMInfoReadMe.txt file available under the DiagnosticTools folder
in the product installation media.The dsmInfo tool produces ".7z" files by default. These files provide better
compression than zip files, so uploading to CA Technologies is easier.

Connection Problems
Contents

Problem areas for network connections can include those involving physical network connectivity, primary network
address configuration, and Remote Control host configuration.

Network Connection Fails

Symptom:

I am having trouble connecting to the network.

Solution:
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Use the ping command to detect basic network problems.

Examples

To test the local TCP/IP stack, for example, enter the following command in a command line window:

ping 127.0.0.1

If you get a response, then the networking software on your computer is working.

To test the connection to a remote computer, enter the following command:

ping address of remote host

IP Address Fails

Symptom:

Whenever I enter the IP address for my computer, I get an error message.

Solution:

The network adapter may not have an IP address, or the wrong address for your computer is registered to your DNS
server.

To test whether either one of these conditions exists, do the following:

1. In a command line window, enter the following command:
ipconfig

Your local IP address displays.
2. Enter hostname.

Your computer's name displays.
3. To test whether DNS has the correct name for your computer, enter the following command:

ping hostname

This step echoes the IP address that DNS thinks matches your hostname. If it differs from what ipconfig returned, then
there is a mismatch.

4. To fix a mismatched IP address, enter the following command:
ipconfig /renew

Remote Control Host Status Unknown

Symptom:

How do I determine the current status of my Remote Control host?

Solution:

The Remote Control host program runs under the control of the Common Application Framework (CAF). You can use CAF
to determine whether the remote host computer is running by entering the following command:

caf status rchost host remote computer address

Logon Problems
Contents

Logon problems typically result from invalid credentials or the lack of user permissions or incorrect permissions.
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Credentials Are Invalid

Symptom:

Whenever I enter my user name and password, I get an error message telling me that this information is invalid.

Solution:

Remote Control uses two methods to validate your credentials. In centrally managed installations with the Centralized
security policy disabled, or stand-alone installations, the host matches the credentials you enter in the viewer component
to a local or domain account on the remote computer. In a centrally managed installation with the Centralized security
policy enabled (the default configuration), the same process applies but it is done from the computer on which the
manager runs.

NOTE
For more information about the Centralized security configuration policy, see the Configuration Policy section of
the DSM Explorer Help.

If Remote Control rejects your credentials and you are sure you entered them correctly, check them independently by
logging on to the host computer using the following command:

net use \\host computer name\c$ /user:username password

Connection Permissions Lacking

Symptom:

My credentials were accepted, but I get a message telling me that I lack permissions.

Solution:

If your credentials are accepted but you do not appear to be a valid user, then contact your system administrator, who will
assign the correct permissions for your account on the remote host computer.

Reboot Buttons Disabled
Symptom:

Sometimes when Remote Control notifies me that a reboot is pending, I am not able to postpone or cancel the reboot
because the buttons are disabled.

Solution:

When Remote Control reboots a computer after a disconnect, a countdown dialog appears which tells you that a reboot is
pending. This dialog also has three useful buttons: Reboot Now, Defer, and Cancel. In some circumstances these buttons
are disabled.

This happens when more than one user is logged onto the machine, typically using Microsoft Remote Desktop
Connection. The reason is that one user cannot be allowed to reboot the machine at random, because that will affect all
other users without warning.

Global Address Book Not Fetched
Symptom:

I moved my scalability server to a new domain manager, and subsequently I cannot fetch the global address book from
the new manager.

Solution:
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The Remote Control viewer gets the network address of the domain manager from which to fetch the global address book
from comstore, using the parameter “itrm/agent/units/currentmanageraddress”. This parameter is populated every time the
agent registers with its scalability server.

If the scalability server is moved to a new domain manager, that is, registered with a new domain manager and
deregistered from the original domain manager, all agents that connect through that scalability server still have this
parameter set to the address of the original manager. You need to reregister the agents with the scalability server,
because the viewer‘s global address book will not download properly until the agent re-registration has occurred and the
above comstore parameter has been correctly populated.

Remote Control Session Fails on a RHEL 5 Agent
Symptom:

When I initiate a secure mode remote control session on an RHEL 5 agent, the following error is displayed:

Esc is already running, but is not responding. To open a new window, you must first close the existing ESC process, or
restart the system.

Solution:

Run the following command:

yum remove esc

Diagnostic Tools
The following diagnostic tools are available in CA Client Automation.

• Event Log
On Windows, you can view the application event log in the Settings, Control Panel, Administrative Tools, Event Viewer,
Application folder. Events are placed there by the Remote Control host, and they may indicate the problem.
On Linux, you can look at the system log.

• Trace Log
CA Client Automation components write tracing information to files in the following folder:

c:\\Program Files\CA\DSM\logs

The drive may be different on your computer. You can open the TRC_RCHOST.log to see if there are any error traces.

Remote Control of VDI System
Symptom

You observe an erratic or slow mouse movement while you take remote control of a VDI system that is running VMware
View release 5.1 or above, and you are connected using PCOIP protocol. So the desired actions are not performed with
the unusual mouse movement.

Solution

To disable these erratic or slow mouse movements, apply the following registry change in your VDI Golden image or
directly on the View Desktop:
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NOTE
This procedure modifies the Windows registry. Before any registry modification, ensure that you have a current
and valid backup of the registry and the virtual machine. For more information about backing up and restoring
the registry, see Microsoft Knowledge Base article 136393.

1. In the View desktop, click Start, and Run. Type regedit, and click OK. 
The Registry Editor window opens.

2. Go to HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Policies\Teradici\PCoIP\pcoip_admin_defaults.
3. Set pcoip.disable_cursor_jumping to 1.

NOTE
If the value does not exist, right-click and then select New, and DWORD (32-bit) Value. Create the
pcoip.disable_cursor_jumping value and set to 1.

Remote Control XML Files
Each CA Client Automation component that needs specific initialization will be installed with an XML file. The XML files
store the details of the entries that will be generated in the underlying configuration component. 

The following table lists the Remote Control configuration XML files that exist in the Program Files\CA\DSM\bin directory
on the installation media or in the application directory after installation:

File Comment
rcCAMConfig.xml Do not change defaults unless directed by CA Technical Support.
rcCommonConfig.xml Do not change defaults unless directed by CA Technical Support.
rcHostConfig.xml Host-specific settings.
rcHostEventsConfig.xml Host event messages.
rcHostUnmanagedConfig.xml Stand-alone host-specific settings.
rcLocalSecurityConfig.xml Local Security provider settings.
rcManagementConfig.xml Manager and Manager policy settings.
rcManagementEventsConfig.xml Manager and Manager policy event settings.
rcNTSecurityConfig.xml Unified Provider settings (Windows and DSM X.509 certificates).
rcProtocolsConfig.xml TCP protocol settings.
rcRegister.xml Enterprise registration settings for hosts.
rcSecurityConfig.xml Host security configuration settings.
rcUnixSecurityConfig.xml Unified Provider settings (Linux and DSM X.509 certificates).
rcViewerConfig.xml Viewer-specific settings.

OS Installation Management Administration
This section contains information about OS Installation Management (OSIM). The information is directed to administrators
who design and maintain the unattended installation of operating systems for new and existing computers in their
networks.

The installation of an operating system is the first step to bring up a system. Computers must have their operating
systems installed after a crash caused by hardware faults or by virus attacks. In large enterprises, network administrators
want to install or repair computer software without involving a technician. OSIM facilitates these tasks.

OSIM requires computers to have a preboot execution environment (PXE), so that a basic and faultless image of an
operating system can be installed.
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The three main steps in the initial OS installation are:

1. Pre-OS installation (for example, hard disk partitioning, system identification)
2. Installation of the OS
3. Post-OS installation (for example, domain integration, agent installation)

Additional steps can complete the installation.

Not all systems have the same hardware, network integration, and service agents. OSIM provides boot parameters that
you can use to minimize the number of procedures required to install an OS that meets the requirements of your specific
environment. OSIM also provides you with a default set of parameters for all commonly used procedures and allows you
to add parameters for more flexibility. In addition to this, OSIM enables you to manage and modify all boot parameters and
configurations.

NOTE
OSIM supports deployment of an OS to the target booting in UEFI and Legacy BIOS mode. 

Single OSIM Solution (Same Boot Image, OS Image, and Boot Server) provides OS deployment for both targets as
mentioned:

• EFI PXE targets

• Legacy BIOS PXE targets

In case of ImageX, captured BIOS native images can be deployed only with BIOS enabled systems. The captured UEFI
native images can be deployed only with UEFI enabled systems. This deployment cannot be interchanged.

OS Installation Management Architecture

This chapter describes the architecture of OS Installation Management (OSIM).

The following picture shows the OSIM architecture.
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Figure 23: OS Installation Management Architrecture

• Domain Manager
The Domain Manager is the central site of the OS Installation Management. The Domain Manager contains all
information about target computers, boot servers, and boot OS images. It initiates and controls all the actions in the OS
installation network. The information is kept in a database named Management Data Base (MDB). The front ends in
the distributed networks are the Scalability Servers, including the boot servers.

• DSM Explorer
The DSM Explorer is the Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the Domain Manager. The DSM Explorer offers a
comprehensive set of methods to drive and control the entire OS installation management network.

• Image Prepare System
The Image Prepare System (IPS) is used to build the images and register them at the Domain Manager. The OS
Installation Management differentiates between OS images and boot images. An OS image includes all OS files
needed for the unattended OS installation at the target. A boot image is used to prepare a target for the OS installation
and initiate the OS installation. Both types of images can be built on an Image Prepare System, and the images can be
customized by adding boot parameters, default values, or procedures.

• Boot Server
The OS installation works with Boot Servers that can be set up in the network. "Boot servers" are a functionality of
Scalability Servers. The Boot Server (BS) stages the images for all the attached PXE targets together with the boot
parameters and the installation request for the different target systems. The Boot Server includes a PXE and a Trivial
File Transfer Protocol (TFTP) service, which respond to PXE-boot requests from targets.
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NOTE
The Scalability Server provides a point of buffering (staging) and resilience between end systems (agents)
and a Domain Manager. The Scalability Server provides for massive scalability. Rather than having all the
individually managed end systems (agents) communicating directly with a single Domain Manager, the load
can be shared across multiple Scalability Servers.

For example, software packages can be staged on a Scalability Server before downloading to end systems,
and inventory can be stored at the Scalability Server before being uploaded to the Domain Manager.

Supported Operating Systems

For the list of supported versions, see Compatibility Matrix.

How to Use OSIM
This chapter describes the common tasks that are required to install operating systems on target computers that have
OSIM installed:

• Install a Domain Manager (Including a Boot Server)
• Create and Register OSIM OS and Boot Images with the OS- Image Prepare System

– Using Linux-Based Boot Image
– Using Windows PE
– Using ImageX

• Viewing OSIM Images in the DSM Explorer
• Make Your Target Computer PXE Enabled
• Make the New PXE Computer Managed
• Manage OS Installations
• Multiple Boot Servers
• Work with MS Shares or with TFTP

Install OSIM
Contents

Use one of the following procedures to install OSIM:

• Express Manager Setup (Windows only)
• Custom Setup

Install OSIM using the Express Installation Setup on a Windows server

1. Start the CA Client Automation setup from the installation medium. Follow the installation wizard until you reach the
Select Product Functionality installer window.

2. Select Software Delivery and click Next.

NOTE
This step entails the installation of the OSIM plug-in at the Domain Manager.

The Select Installation Method window opens.
3. Select Express Installation Setup.

The Domain Manager, the Image Prepare System, and a boot server is installed.

NOTE
The Image Prepare System is running on Windows only.
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To install OSIM using Custom Installation

1. Start the CA Client Automation setup from the installation medium. Follow the installation wizard until you reach the
Select Product Functionality installer window.

2. Select Software Delivery and click Next.

NOTE
This step entails the installation of the OSIM plug-in at the Domain Manager.

The Select Installation Method window opens.
3. Select Custom Installation.

The Select Components and Features window opens.
4. From the components and features list, select the following options:

a. Select Explorer for a comfortable and GUI-based handling of images, target computers, and boot servers.
b. Select Packaging Tools, Image Prepare System.

NOTE
Do not select any of the other packaging tools.

c. Select Scalability Server.
The installation of a Scalability Server entails the installation of a boot server.

d. If you need share access, click the Boot Server tab of the Configure Scalability Server window to specify the
boot server configuration details.
In the boot server configuration window, click Enable support for Windows network shares.
The boot server creates read-only network shares using the SMB protocol.
If not, TFTP access is used (default method).

NOTE
Ghost and ImageX images require share access.

Disable or Enable the Boot Server Process

When you install a CA Client Automation Domain Manager or Scalability Server, OSIM boot server is also installed by
default on the same computer. If you do not want the computer to act as a boot server, you can disable the boot server
process. You can enable the same when required.

• To deactivate and disable the boot server process, execute the following commands:
caf stop sdmpcserver

caf disable sdmpcserver

• To enable and activate the boot server process, execute the following commands:
caf enable sdmpcserver

caf start sdmpcserver

NOTE
Execute the command at the boot server.

TFTP and Share Access

Boot servers do not provide share access to boot and OS images after a default installation. Target computers access
the OS and boot images on the boot server through a special secure TFTP protocol. However, some OSIM OS types like
ImageX images need share access. Also, the installation of large OS images like Windows Vista and Windows 2008 are
faster from shares.

To switch a boot server from a tftp to share access, execute the following command on the boot server:

sdbsswitch -s 

To switch a boot server from share to tftp access, execute the following command on the boot server:
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sdbsswitch -t 

Support for IPv6

OSIM relies on PXE, which in turn relies on IPv4. Therefore, using OSIM requires a network infrastructure supporting
IPv4 too. This refers to routers and network services such as DHCP, DNS, and WINS. Ensure that the boot server also
supports IPv4. All other systems, including the operating systems that are installed using OSIM, are not required to
support IPv4.

Upgrade Considerations
Contents

Update the OS and boot images to use the latest image templates after you upgrade the OS Image Prepare System,
domain manager, and boot servers. Ensure that the images are FIPS-compliant.

NOTE

An updated OS image is FIPS-compliant, but only if the Software Delivery agent has been installed on the
target, the installation of the image at a target computer becomes FIPS-compliant.

Verify that the Software Delivery agent is available in the staging library of all boot servers involved. OSIM
automatically installs the latest version of the Software Delivery agent on the targets.

WARNING
When you upgrade or apply a patch, ensure that the impacted OS image is updated to be compatible with
the new CA Client Automation release. When you update an existing OS image, ensure that the value of the
changed boot parameter, if any, has the new value after the Update OS Image wizard is completed. If not,
change the value manually to new one that OS Image supports.

 

Updating Customized Files

If you have customized the pre-installation files, post-installation files, or auto-answer files in the existing OS or boot
image templates, update the customized files using one of the following methods:

• Merge the custom changes to the files in the new template and then update the existing images.
• Update the existing images with the current template and then merge the custom changes to the updated image in

the image store. The custom files have "-save" appended to the original file names in the updated image. In this case,
manually merge the custom changes to each updated image.

WARNING
While updating the images, you might lose the customized parameter definitions if they have been updated or
deleted in the new template.

Update OS Images

Update the existing OS images with the new template files to be compatible with the new release of CA Client Automation.
The template files control the OS installation process on the target computers. You can update the OS images either
from the command line or using the wizard. If you are updating multiple OS images using a batch script, you can use the
command line.

NOTE
If you have deployed the same boot or OS images on multiple boot servers, update the image and create a
corresponding update SD package on the Image Prepare System first. You can then deploy the updated SD
package to all the other boot servers in the domain using a Software Delivery job.
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NOTE
If the Domain Manager is operating in the FIPS-only mode, deployment of Windows 2000 operating system
using OSIM is not supported as it requires a DOS boot image; DOS boot images are not FIPS-compliant.

To update an OS image from the command line

1. (Optional) Verify that you have merged the custom changes, if any, to the new template files.
2. Execute the following command:

CreateOSImage -i <imagename> -e

The command updates the existing image with the new template.
3. Follow these steps to include more device drivers to the OS image:

a. Copy the new or updated device driver files to the OS image store.
The OS image is updated with the device driver files that has to be deployed when installing the OS.

b. Edit the <image store>\<image name>\osinfo.ini file of the image and specify the list of files you want to add or
delete in the [update] section of osinfo.ini file.
This step ensures that the additional files are deployed on the target systems.

4. Execute the following command to update the OS image on the domain manager:
registerOSImage  - i <image name> -s <manager> -e  

The command updates the image on the domain manager specified with the -s parameter.
5. Execute the following command if you need an SD package for updating the OS image on a remote boot server:

registerOSImage  - i <image name> -s <manager> -e  - l 

The command creates an SD package with the updated OS image. The updated package has "-update" appended to
the original package name. The updated package can be used to update the OS image on remote boot servers using
an SD job with the "upgrade" procedure.

6. Execute the following command to update the parameter definitions of the image:

WARNING
If the parameter definitions are updated or deleted in the new template, you might lose the customized
parameter definitions.

registerOSImage  - i <image name> -s <manager> -e  - b

The command updates the parameter definitions of the OS image in the MDB. The updates include changes to the
default values, new, updated, or deleted parameter definitions.
The OS image is now updated in the domain manager and in the boot servers.

To update an OS image using the wizard

1. (Optional) Verify that you have merged the custom changes, if any, to the new template files.
2. Navigate to Software, Boot and OS Image Library, Image Prepare System, and Update OS Image in the DSM

Explorer.
The Update OS Image wizard appears.

3. Follow the instructions in the wizard to update the OS image.
The OS image is updated and registered with the domain manager based on the options you have selected. Deploy
the updated SD package on the other boot servers that stage the OS image that you updated.

Update Boot Images

Update the existing boot images with the new template files to be compatible with the new release of CA Client
Automation. The template files initialize the OS installation process on target computers. You can update the boot images
either from the command line or using the wizard. If you are updating multiple boot images using a batch script, you can
use the command line.
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NOTE
If you have deployed the same boot or OS images on multiple boot servers, first update the image and create
a corresponding update SD package on the Image Prepare System. You can then deploy the updated SD
package to all the other boot servers in the domain using a Software Delivery job.

WARNING
DOS boot images are not FIPS-compliant and hence do not work in the FIPS-only mode.

To update a boot image from the command line

1. (Optional) Verify that you have merged the custom changes, if any, to the new template files.
2. Execute one of the following commands depending on the boot OS type:

– For WinPE20, WinPE30, WinPE20x64, or WinPE30x64
CreateBTImages  - i <image name> -e

– For WinPE40 and WinPE40x64
CreateBTImages -i <image name> -c <winpepath> -e

This command updates the existing image with the new template.
3. Execute the following command to register the boot image:

RegisterBTImages  - i <image name> -s <manager> -e -b 

The command updates boot image data in the MDB.
4. Execute the following command to update the parameter definitions of the image:

RegisterBTImages  - i <image name> -s <manager> [ - v <new version no>]  - e -l

The command creates an SD package for the updated boot image and updates the boot image on the boot server.
The updated package has "-update" appended to the original package name. You can stage the updated package on
remote boot servers using an OS installation job.
The boot image is now updated and is registered with the Domain Manager with the updated SD package.

To update a boot image using the wizard

1. (Optional) Verify that you have merged the custom changes, if any, to the new template files.
2. Navigate to Software, Boot and OS Image Library, Image Prepare System, and Update Boot Image in the DSM

Explorer.
The Update Boot Image wizard appears.

3. Follow the instructions in the wizard to update the boot image.
The boot image is updated and registered with Domain Manager with the updated SD package.

Update Existing Winpe40x64 based Boot Images

You can update the existing Winpe40x64 based boot images to support OS deployment on UEFI and Legacy BIOS
targets.
Use the following methods for updating the boot images:

• Update boot image Image prepare system wizard
• CreateBTImages/ RegisterBTImages utilities

NOTE
You cannot use the existing GETIMAGEX64 based OSImages to capture the UEFI based targets without
updating the image with the latest templates.

 

Update Boot Images using DSM Explorer

Update the existing Winpe40x64 based boot image with the new template files to deploy OS for UEFI targets.
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Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Verify that you have merged the custom changes, if any, to the new template files.
2. Navigate to Software, Boot and OS Image Library, Image Prepare System, and Update Boot Image in the DSM

Explorer.
The Update Boot Image wizard appears.

3. Follow the instructions in the wizard to update the Boot image. 

The Boot image is updated and registered with Domain Manager based on the options you have selected. Deploy the
updated SD package on the other boot servers that stage the Boot image that you updated.

Update Boot Images using CLI 

If you are updating multiple boot images using a batch script, use the command line.

NOTE
If you have deployed the same Boot image on multiple boot servers, first update the image and create a
corresponding update SD package on the Image Prepare System. You can then deploy the updated SD
package to all the other boot servers in the domain using a Software Delivery job. 

Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Verify that you have merged the custom changes, if any, to the new template files.
2. Execute the following command:

CreateBTimages -i <imagename> -e -n pxeboot.n12,bootx64.efi

The command updates the existing image with the new templates.

NOTE
Specify the –n option to take the new boot loader files.

3. Execute the following command to update the Boot image on Domain Manager:
RegisterBTImages -i <image name> {-s <manager>} [-i <imagenames>[-u <user> -p <password> -d <domain>] -e  

The command updates the image on the Domain Manager specified with the -s parameter.

NOTE
Upgrade the boot server to new release for deploying to Legacy BIOS or UEFI targets using the updated boot
image or newly created boot image.

Using the DSM Explorer for OSIM Tasks
The Image Prepare System (IPS) GUI substantially facilitates completing the OSIM tasks with wizards, guiding you
through the following processes:

• Creating boot images
• Creating OS images
• Importing boot images to CA Client Automation
• Importing OS images CA Client Automation
• Creating and managing OS installations

The IPS GUI is part of the DSM Explorer. In the DSM Explorer, you manage the Boot and OS Image Library, both on the
local system and on the boot servers.

• Boot and OS Image Library
– Boot Images

Boot images that are registered in the domain.
– OS Images
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OS images that are registered in the domain.
– Image Prepare System

Create, customize, and register boot and OS images.
For images which are available as CA Client Automation software package, browse the Software Package Library of
the DSM Explorer.
The following sub sections are available in section Image Prepare System:
– Local Boot Images

All boot images that are created on the local Image Prepare System.
– Local OS Images

All OS images that are created on the local Image Prepare System.
– Wizards

Wizards to create and register boot an OS image.
• Boot and OS Image Staging Library

The list of all boot images on boot servers is shown in the Scalability Section. For each Scalability Server which also
acts as a boot server there is a folder Boot and OS Image Staging Library with subsections Boot Images and OS
Images.

• OS Installations
The list of all OS installations of the PXE computers that are connected to a boot server.
New PXE enabled computers that are introduced to the network of boot server are automatically added to the list.

Create OS and Boot Images Using the Image Prepare System

You need OSIM boot and OS images to install an operating system on new computers or computers that have stopped
functioning due to critical and irreversible failure.

To create the boot image, use the Create Boot Images wizard.

Before you can use the boot image with the Domain Manager, register it with the Register Boot Images wizard.

With the Create OS Image wizard, you build an OSIM OS image that contains helper programs, configurations scripts,
and setup files for a specific operating system.

The Create OS Image wizard displays the supported platforms and image types for OSIM. Furthermore, they are listed in
this guide in the Image Prepare System section.

Within the DSM Explorer, add or modify boot parameters that are used by OSIM OS images for installation on a target
computer or to have greater control over the delivered setup files and configuration scripts.

Before you can use an OSIM OS image with the Domain Manager, it must be registered with Register OS Image wizard.

NOTE
Instead of creating and registering images with wizard assistance in the DSM Explorer, you can also use the
underlying commands directly. They are documented in detail in the Image Prepare System section.

Create OSIM Boot Images

The boot image is essential to the OSIM process. The boot image drives the unattended operating system installation on
the target computer.

The default boot images that are created with the Image Prepare System typically meet the requirements of all supported
OS images and target computers. For licensing reasons, the user has to build these default images.

For the list of boot images that are used for each operating system, see the Supportability Matrix.

The prerequisites for boot image creation are described in the following sections:
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• Windows PE-based boot images
Using Windows PE

• DOS-based boot images

Introduce OSIM Boot Images to the Domain Manager

Ensure that the boot images are introduced to Domain Manager before OSIM uses them.

To introduce OSIM Boot Images to the Domain Manager, register the images by either using the Register Boot Images
wizard of the DSM Explorer or the registerBTImages command directly.

• Execute the command:
registerBTImages  - i linuxpex64.2 -s myDomainManager

The command registers the boot images at the OS Installation Manager, myDomainManager, and creates a software
package that is named BootImages with the version number 11.1.0/00 at the associated Domain Manager.

• If the name and version of images has to be modified, execute the command:
registerBTImages  - i linuxpex64.2 -s myDomainManager -n mybootimagename -v 1.1/11

The boot images are now ready for deployment through CA Client Automation and for application in OS Installation
Manager.

• If Unified Logon is not used, remote Windows Domain Managers might need a user name, domain, and password to
allow registration of boot images. To enable automatic logon and authentication, use:
registerBTImages  - i linuxpex64.2 -s myDomainManager -u administrator -p password -d winnt://

myDomainManager.xx.com

Images Flagged as Non FIPS-Compliant

When CA Client Automation is operating in FIPS-only mode, boot and OS images created with the earlier versions of CA
Client Automation show the image type as Not FIPS-Compliant in DSM Explorer, as these images are not FIPS-compliant.
These images have a "X" icon to indicate that the images can no longer be used. You cannot use these images to set up
OS installations and you cannot edit the image parameters or the OS installation parameters for these images. You must
update such images to FIPS-compliant format to use them in FIPS-only mode.

Create OS Images

Contents

To create OS images, use the CreateOSImage command.

Use CreateOSImage -x option for a list of already created OS images that are available in the Image Prepare System.

The path to the OS images in the image store is also listed. This parameter is useful when you want to make manual
adjustments to an OS image. For example, the following command creates a Windows 8 image from the Windows 8 DVD:

createOSImage  -I myxpsp2  -o WINDOWS8  -k <product key>

The following command creates a Windows 8 image from a Windows 8 directory structure:

createOSImage  -i myxpsp2  -o WINDOWS8  -k <product key> -s d:\i386

Add OSIM Parameters to Created Images

OSIM OS images have various parameters to control the installation process. Default OSIM OS Images have all
parameters for a successful installation.
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To have extended control over the installation procedure, you can add more parameters to images that have already been
created. OS images must be modified to add parameters before being registered with the Domain Manager. If the OS
image has already been registered, remove the image from the manager, modify, and re-register the image.

When an OS image is created using the wizard or CreateOSimage command, it is, by default, which is stored in a
directory named Image Store.

NOTE
You cannot remove an image from the Domain Manager as long as the image is assigned to target computers.

When adding parameters, ascertain the following points:

• CreateOSImage and RegisterOSImage look for parameters only in files that are listed in the [parameterfile] section in
osinfo.ini.

• CreateOSImage -x shows all created images and their location.
• CreateOSImage -p <imagename> shows the properties of one image including the files with parameter in it.
• If you insert a parameter $parametername$ in one of the files without defining the parameter in default.ini,

RegisterOSImage takes over the new parameter with default properties (type=string, max length= 255, default value =
“”, comment = file where it was found).

• You can define parameter type, default values, comments in the default.ini of each OS image. The locations of the
default.ini files are under the paths listed with CreateOSImage -x.

• You can verify your parameter changes with RegisterOSImage -i <name> -t. This command also extends default.ini
with default definitions of new parameters not yet defined.

Example Add OSIM OS Image Parameters

WARNING
Only administrators with a good understanding of .inf and default files should change parameters or should add
new ones.

For example, you create an OS image that is named myImage and you want to add parameters setting the Language
variable of the regional settings in the auto answer file of the OSIM OS image, myImage.inf.

The parameter that should drive this variable is named "localeID" and its default value should be 1033.

To add a parameter to the image

1. Load …\ManagedPC\CAMENU\myImage.inf into an UTF-8 enabled editor, for example, Notepad. The CAMENU
directory is in parallel to the IMAGES directory.

NOTE
See createosimage -x for the exact path to the myImage directory.

2. Go to the [RegionalSettings] section in myImage.inf.
3. If there is already a value for Language, change it to the following:

Language=$localeID$

Otherwise, add this line to the section.
4. Save the file and close the editor.
5. Load …\ManagedPC\IMAGES\myImage\default.ini into a UTF-8 enabled editor, for example, Notepad.

See createosimage -x for the exact path to myImage.
6. Go to the [Default] section, and insert the following line in this section:

localeID=1033 

7. Add the following new section at the end of the file:
[localeID]

 Type=MapListExt

 MaxLength=128

 Comment=Language/locale to be installed
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 Trans=yes

 item=5124 Chinese_Macau

 item=1030 Danish

 item=1033 English US

 item=2057 English UK

 item=1036 French Standard

For details about the parameters, types, and attributes, see Default.ini Parameters.
8. Save the file and close the editor.

Extend the Image with Special Drivers

Older operating systems do not include device drivers for new computer hardware. If unsuitable drivers for the network
adapter are used, network access does not work. In this case, the agent cannot connect to the manager and the
installation seems to hang.

If the OS does not have sufficient drivers, ask your hardware vendor for the correct device driver that is suitable for your
OS image. Introduce the driver into the OS image on the Image Prepare System before you register and distribute the
image.

For the most recent list of supported versions, see the Supportability Matrix.

Extend createOSImage with New OS Image Types

The IPS has a set of OS image templates. These templates can be viewed using the CreateOSImage command. All
available images are defined in the Template.ini, which controls the CreateOSImage command.

You should be familiar with the process of creating image types and installation templates before you attempt to create
them.

You can add a new image type by adding a [ostype] section including the keys for specification. See the key descriptions
following.

Template files in the os-template\camenu\<ostype>.xx and in the os-template\images\<ostype> also belong to an OS
type. The assignment is defined in the template.ini file.

For more information, see Template.ini.

Introduce OSIM OS Images to the Domain Manager

To introduce OSIM OS Images to the Domain Manager, the images must be registered by using the registerOSImages
command. For example:

registerOSImage  - i myOSimageName -s myDomainManager

For complete information about the registerOSImage command, see RegisterOSImage.

Register OSIM Images to Another Domain Manager

Contents

To register OSIM images to other Domain Managers, use one of the following methods:

• Use remote registration to a remote Domain Manager
• Export an SD package from the Domain Manager and import it into remote Domain Manager
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Remote Registration from Image Prepare System to Remote Domain Manager

To register an OS image to another Domain Manager, use remote registration from Image Prepare System to the remote
Domain Manager:

registerOSImage 

 -i image 

 -s "remote domain manager" 

 -u user

 -p -password

 -d security_provider://"remote domain manager"

Export / Import Images

To register an OSIM image (boot image or OS image) with the help of exporting or importing SD packages:

1. Export the OS SD package to a directory.
2. Transfer the directory to the remote site.
3. Import the OS SD package or Boot Image SD package at the remote site using the wizard or one of the following

commands:
registerOSImage -w directory -s domain_manager

registerBTImages -w directory -s domain_manager

Viewing OSIM Images in the DSM Explorer

Contents

You can see the created and registered images in the All Software folder in the Software Package Library.

All images that are created and registered at the Image Prepare System are displayed in the All Boot and OS Images sub
folder of the Software folder.

When you select an image, all its parameters are displayed. If applicable, you can edit the default values or can reset
them to their default settings.

You can change or reset the default values with the DSM Explorer as long as the image is not assigned to a target
computer.

Detected and Registered Images

The boot server looks for OS and boot images that are stored in their image library and reports the images to the OSIM
domain manager. If the boot server and Image Prepare System reside on the same system, the images that have been
created but have not been registered are displayed as "detected" images in the All Boot and OS Images folder in DSM
Explorer.

After registration with RegisterOSImage, the detected image can be used for OS installation orders.

PXE-enabled Target Computers

Enable Network Startup in Legacy BIOS

Network Boot is done through the PXE protocol. All computers provide Legacy BIOS settings for the boot of the computer.
Typically, the network adapter on the main logic board and the Legacy BIOS also provide the Network Boot option. To use
the computer with OSIM, Network Boot is the first boot device. 
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Old computers without an onboard network adapter need a network card with support for Network Boot. These cards
typically have separate configuration tools.

Reboot the Computer to Broadcast a PXE Request

When a computer starts up, it broadcasts a PXE request in the subnetwork.

Boot servers watch for PXE requests from target computers. If a boot server detects a preconfigured number of retries
from a target, it answers the target request. This procedure applies to all boot servers in the subnetwork. The target uses
the first answer that is received and connects to the boot server that sent it.

The following information gets displayed on the Legacy BIOS target:

• The MAC address of the target (Client MAC ADDR)
• The IP address and network mask the target that is sent from the DHCP server
• The IP address of the DHCP server
• The PROXY IP which is the IP address of the selected OSIM boot server
• The IP address of the default gateway that is sent from the DHCP server
• The message that an OSIM boot server was selected (CA-Unicenter ManagedPC Boot Server)

The following screenshot shows the information that is displayed on the target for Legacy BIOS:

The following information gets displayed on the UEFI target:

• The Server IP which is the IP address of the selected OSIM boot server
• Network boot program (NBP) file name
• The Station IP which is the Initial IP of the target

The following screenshot shows the information that is displayed on the target for UEFI:
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Legacy BIOS and UEFI Enabled Targets

UEFI support is available only for Windows targets and is enabled only with the WinPE40x64 (WinPe 4.0 64-bit version)
type boot image. Only 64-bit OS images are supported for an UEFI target. For Imaging (ImageX) a UEFI target, only 64-
bit ImageX (GETIMAGE64) is supported.

Manage a New PXE Computer

Contents

You can add OSIM OS installation support to a DSM managed computer either manually or automatically.

Manually Add OSIM Support Before the Target Is Detected by a Boot Server

The OS Installation method for a target computer starts an OSIM wizard that adds an OS installation order (Planned or
Activated) to the target.

Select a boot server in one of the dialogs.

If you do not know to which subnetwork and boot server the target is reported, select any of the boot servers.

The target is moved automatically after another boot server reports the target for the first time.

NOTE
In this case, one target boot is required to catch up the target and another boot to start the OS installation. If the
other boot server does not have the required OS image in its image store, the OS installation order fails.

To start the OSIM wizard

1. Navigate to Computers and Users and All Computers in DSM Explorer.
2. Right-click the target computer that you want to manage, and click OS Installation.

Predefined PXE Computer Plugged in Later

Right-click All Computers and in the context menu that appears, select New Computer. A wizard is displayed; follow the
instructions in the wizard.

Ensure that you are aware of the MAC address of the computer. OSIM can identify the computer by the MAC address,
when it starts and connects to the network. The following screenshot shows an example MAC address that is specified for
a new computer in the New Computer preregistration Wizard:
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Select an OSIM OS image from the list. If the image covers more than one software delivery type, select the appropriate
delivery type from the drop-down list as shown in the following screenshot:
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Select a boot server as shown in the following screenshot:

NOTE
If another boot server picks up the target, the target is automatically moved to that other boot server.

NOTE
If the OS image is not available in the image store of the responsible boot server which is activated, OS
installations might fail.
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NOTE
If you do not select the setup OS installation later (edit Boot Parameter first) in the following dialogs, the OS
installation order becomes active immediately.

Automatically OSIM Support After Target Is Detected by a Boot Server

Make a computer PXE-enabled (Network Boot) and restart the computer.

After that, a boot server picks up the computer and is reported to the Domain Manager.

In the DSM Explorer, the computer is displayed with its MAC address in All Computers, Group Details, and OS
Installations. The state of that computer is "unmanaged".

To make this computer OSIM-managed, right-click the MAC address and select "Manage (unmanaged)".

If you select an OSIM OS image from the drop-down list, the following dialog assists you in creating a planned OS
installation.
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The OS installation can be activated, and when the target is restarted, the installation starts.

UEFI Boot Sequence
For UEFI enabled targets, Windows modifies the UEFI firmware boot sequence after successful deployment of Windows
OS. The Windows Boot Manager is placed as the first boot device so that in next reboot, the system is directly booted
from the hard disk used for last OS installation.

Retain UEFI Boot Sequence by Enabling CCNF Parameter

In case of Windows deployed through OSIM, UEFI Firmware Boot Sequence is retained and Windows is prevented to set
Windows Boot Manager as a first boot device after successful OS deployment. OSIM sets the Windows Boot Manager
as the last boot device after successful OS deployment. So reinstallation through OSIM is possible without any manual
intervention, that is, setting up EFI Network as a first boot device in boot sequence for PXE booting.

This functionality can be achieved by setting boot server common configuration parameter  Retain UEFI Boot Sequence
.

If RetainUEFIBootSequence is not set, reinstallation through OSIM requires manual setting of the EFI network as a first
boot device in UEFI firmware boot sequence.
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Retain UEFI Boot Sequence After OSIM UEFI Deployment by Using SD Package

You can define SD package including the mentioned sample script as a procedure which sets Windows Boot Manager
(bootmgr) as the last boot device in UEFI firmware boot sequence:

 Rem -- Retaining Boot order in case of UEFI and set Windows Boot Manager (bootmgr) in
 the last for Boot Config Data stored under EFI partition --
 Dim sLogFile as String
Dim iRetCode as Boolean
 Dim ResponseFileName as string
Dim FD as Integer
Dim S as String
  
 REM WriteLine()
REM Writes a line to the response file (if defined) or to stdout
function WriteLine(Line as string) as boolean
Dim ResponseFileHandle as integer
Dim Result as boolean
 if ResponseFileName = "" then
 Result = Print(Line)
else
 Result = FALSE
 ResponseFileHandle = OpenFile(ResponseFileName, O_APPEND, O_TEXT)
 if ResponseFileHandle >= 0 then
 Result = WriteFile(ResponseFileHandle, Line)
 Result = Result and CloseFile(ResponseFileHandle)
 endif
endif
WriteLine = Result
end function
 ResponseFileName = "c:\SetUEFINetworkBoot.txt"
deleteFile(ResponseFileName)
 Rem -- This script executes the procedures for setting up the Windows UEFI Firmware
 boot sequence --
Execute("cmd /c echo This script executes the procedures for setting up the Windows
 Firmware Boot sequence >> c:\SetUEFINetworkBoot.txt 2>&1",TRUE)
Execute("cmd /c date /T >> c:\SetUEFINetworkBoot.txt 2>&1",TRUE)
Execute("cmd /c time /T >> c:\SetUEFINetworkBoot.txt 2>&1",TRUE)
Execute("cmd /c echo Start >> c:\SetUEFINetworkBoot.txt 2>&1",TRUE)
 SetMode64 (TRUE)
 Rem -- Retaining boot sequence and setting the Windows Boot Manager 'WBM' (bootmgr) as
 a last Boot Device in EFI Firmware Boot Manager 'FBM' -- 
WriteLine ("Retaining boot sequence and setting the Windows Boot Manager 'WBM' (bootmgr)
 as a last Boot Device in EFI Firmware Boot Manager 'FBM'")
WriteLine ("Executing" + " " + ENVGETSTRING("SystemRoot") + "\System32\bcdedit.exe" +
 " /set {fwbootmgr} displayorder {bootmgr} /addlast")
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iRetCode = Execute(ENVGETSTRING("SystemRoot") + "\System32\bcdedit.exe" + " /set
 {fwbootmgr} displayorder {bootmgr} /addlast >> c:\SetUEFINetworkBoot.txt 2>&1", true,
 0)
Rem Execute("cmd /c echo bcdedit returned %ERRORLEVEL% >> c:\SetUEFINetworkBoot.txt
 2>&1",TRUE)
WriteLine ("Return Code: " + str(iRetCode))
 
if (iRetcode = 0) THEN
 WriteLine("Success")
else
 WriteLine("Failure")
endif
 Execute("cmd /c echo Finish >> c:\SetUEFINetworkBoot.txt 2>&1",TRUE)
Execute("cmd /c date /T >> c:\SetUEFINetworkBoot.txt 2>&1",TRUE)
Execute("cmd /c time /T >> c:\SetUEFINetworkBoot.txt 2>&1",TRUE)
 FD=OpenFile(ResponseFileName, O_READ)
if (FD = -1) Then
 SetStatus(19)
endif
 while (not(EOF(FD)))
 readFile(FD,S)
 Print(S)
wend
 SetStatus (iRetCode)
 

NOTE
If you are running this SD package on Legacy BIOS target, there is no impact on that target because UEFI
Firmware Boot Manager is not available on Legacy BIOS system.

Managing OS Installations
Use one of the following methods to assign an operating system image to a named PXE computer:

• Copy/Paste
• Drag/Drop
• Manage

For example, copy the OS image myghost2 and paste it on the computer abcde.

1. Select an image from Software, All Boot and OS Images. For example, myghost2
2. Right-click and select Copy.
3. Select OS Installation Parameters for the target computer in Computers and Users, All Computers. For example,

abcde. Right-click and select Paste, OS Image to Install.

A new planned OS installation is created on the target computer. You can view the installation parameters in the OS
installation Parameters node under the target computer in DSM Explorer. You can change parameters before activating
the OS installation.
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Boot Parameters

Contents

You can add or modify boot parameters of OSIM OS images to have greater control over the delivered setup files and
configuration scripts. You can modify the boot parameters at OS Image or OS Installation level. Modifying the boot
parameters at the OS Image level, sets the modified value as the default value for all deployments that are based on the
OS image. If you modify the boot parameters at the OS Installation level, the modified values are only set for the target
computer.

Boot Parameter Settings

The following section details the boot parameters for OS images:

• OSUser
This parameter specifies the user name that is created during installation. OSIM uses a non-privileged user name but
not a root account. Verify that you do not use reserved user names, such as root and wheel.
Default: osimuser

• OSPasswd
This parameter specifies the password that is associated with the OSUser.
Default: default

NOTE
For VMware ESXi, RH5XPE, and RHEL6 the default password is 123Default-.

• HostName
This parameter specifies the host name for the installed system.
The HostName is set with the same name as the Host Name entered in the New Computer Preregistration wizard. 
To enable OSIM on a computer where the given HostName is not OSIM-compliant, change the HostName by selecting
the computer in the DSM Explorer, right-clicking Properties, and selecting the OSIM tab. 
Enable the computer for OSIM and type in a correct, OSIM-compliant host name.
For example, change "Mein schöner + großer Computer" to "MeinSchoenerGrosserComputer". 
The Host Name can be changed later in the OS Installation parameters, but only as long as no DSM agent has
reported the computer to the DSM manager. 
The installation of a VMware ESXi Server does not register the host name in DNS. The host name is only defined
locally on the ESX Server. For remote access, such as by the VMware vSphere-client, use the assigned IP address
instead. For VMware ESXi, it works only when the value of bootproto is "static". If you need a custom host name:
– Specify the value for NetProtocol as Static
– Specify appropriate values for the following parameters:

• NetDefGateway
• NetIPAddress
• NetSubNetMask

• OSImageNFS
The parameter presetting is the name of the NFS share as specified during the creation of the OS image. You can
change the value before initiating the OS installation.

• BootServerNFS
If the OS Image uses a central NFS share, this parameter defines the name or IP address of the server providing the
NFS share. If the value is empty, the assigned boot server is assumed to be the NFS server.

NOTE
If you specify a name for a VMware ESXi installation, ensure that the name is a full qualified name (FQN).

• Interface
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This parameter specifies the name of the network device and defaults to vmnic0. For VMware ESXi this parameter
(vmnic0, vmnic1 …) refers to the up-link device for the virtual switch that is created for the service console. This
parameter (eth0, eth1 …) specifies an Ethernet device for the installation.

• NetProtocol
This parameter specifies whether to use static or DHCP enabled IP address. When you want to use static IP address,
change the default setting from DHCP to static.
The following boot parameters need special consideration when static IP addresses are used.
– NetIPAddress

This parameter defines the IP address of the computer to be installed.
– NetDefGateway

This parameter designates the default gateway as an IP address.
– NetSubMask

This parameter specifies the subnet mask for the installed system. Default: 255.255.255.0
– DNSServer

This parameter designates the primary name server as an IP address. The IP address of a secondary name server
can be added with a preceding comma.

• DNSSuffix
This parameter defines a search list for the host name lookup. Use spaces for separating multiple suffixes.

• BootSpecial
This parameter defines the name of the boot image.
For Windows installation, the value of this parameter can be a 32-bit or 64-bit WinPE image. Default: WinPE 3.0 (AIK
2.0) 64-bit
OS installations like VMware ESXi, RHEL, Citrix XenServer, and Kubuntu require Linux-based boot image.

NOTE
If the job inherited the name of a WinPE boot image from previous Windows installations, set this parameter.

• InstallDrive
(For Linux-based boot image only) This parameter specifies the install device name. The user specifies this boot
parameter to determine the local disk for OS installation. The default value is empty and the first available local disk is
used for OS Installation.

• InstallAgent (yes|no) 
This boot parameter is used by the OS image and the OSIM manager to determine whether to install a DSM agent and
to use the agent registration to signal completion of the OS installation. 
Default: Yes
For Hypervisors (VMware ESXi, Citrix Xenserver, and Microsoft Hyper V), set this parameter to No. The installation
status does not change to current (completed) as native DSM agents are unavailable.
– If the value is yes, OSIM installs a DSM agent on the target. The state of the OS installation becomes Current after

the DSM agent is installed successfully.
– If the value is no, OSIM does not install the DSM agent and the state of the OS installation becomes Current after

the first start from a hard disk after a sequence of Network Boots.
• SignalCompletion

This parameter signals the completion of the OS installation in addition to the InstallAgent parameter.
When the SignalCompletion parameter is set to Yes, the completion of OS installation sends a TFTP-based signal
to the host boot server. The host boot server signals OS installation completion and changes configuration state to
"current". 
CA Client Automation agent installation is not supported on hypervisors like VMware ESXi, Citrix XenServer, and
Microsoft Hyper V. Hence, InstallAgent parameter is set to No by default for these operating systems.
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The following table describes the SignalCompletion and InstallAgent settings for the four use cases:

InstallAgent Value SignalCompletion Value Status of the OS Installation Job

Yes Yes Job is marked as current after successful
OS installation.

Yes No Job is marked as current on the
OS that has agent support in CA
Client Automation. For other OS like
hypervisors, the job remains in installing
state.

No Yes Job is marked as current after the
successful OS installation.

No No Job is marked as current after the Boot
Image downloaded.

• Domain, DomainPasswd, DomainUser 
If the parameters are set with values for a domain, the OS installation adds the target to the given domain. OSIM uses
the DomainUser and the DomainPasswds parameters to get access to the domain controller.

• VLANID
An optional VLAN ID can be passed though to configuration. The integer value is from 0 through 4095. This parameter
is applicable for ESXi.

• ProductId
This boot parameter specifies the ESXi license key as used during installation. If not set (or set to 000-000000), then
ESXi is installed in evaluation mode.

• CleanupOSIMFiles
If set as Yes, all OSIM-related files will be deleted after the installation of the Operating System. If set as No, some
OSIM-related files will remain on the target system.
Default: Yes

Kubuntu OS image

The following boot parameters require special consideration for Kubuntu OS image:

• OSImageShare
This parameter specifies the exported shared directory name from where the OS files are accessed for the OS
installation.

• Country and Language
This parameter specifies the country and language for OS installation. The installer uses these two parameters to
determine the language of the OS. If the combination does not form a valid locale, the installer automatically selects
a locale that is valid for the selected language. For example, Country=Germany and Language=German causes the
installer to install the OS in German. For a list of supported locale, see the Ubuntu documentation.

• Keyboard
This parameter specifies the keyboard layout, which is independent of the country and language setting.

• ServerHostProtocol
This parameter specifies the protocol that the installer uses to access the boot server and Ubuntu repository for
configurations and packages. Use either FTP or HTTP.

NOTE
Verify that you use the same method for OS deployment as the server you have configured on the boot
server. For example, if you have configured an FTP server on the boot server, during the deployment of
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OS to the boot server, the SD agent creates an FTP share. If you then create an OSIM job using the HTTP
method, deployment fails with the error "Failed to retrieve preconfiguration file".

• ServerHostXTP
This parameter specifies the name or IP address of the server providing the Ubuntu FTP or HTTP accessible
repository.
Default: IP address of the boot server

NOTE
Verify that you have exposed the mirror repository share with the protocol you have selected. For example,
if you select FTP here but you have only configured HTTP access to the share, the installation displays a
warning message: “Bad archive mirror.”

• ServerHostRoot
This parameter specifies name of the root entry of the repository for Kubuntu images
Example: /ubuntu

Citrix XenServer Boot Parameters

The following boot parameters require special consideration for Citrix Xenserver:

• GuestDisk
(Available for XenServer Deployment) The name of storage device to store the guests. This parameter supports
multiple formats like logical name sda, sdb, or SANID or WWID or disk/by-id/scsi-SANID or disk/by-id/scsi-WWID. 

WARNING
In a target with both local and remote (SAN) disks, supply of the logical names like sda, sdb might not be
persistent for OS installation.

• InstallBase
(Available for XenServer Deployment) The name of the folder where the installer must look for the packages. Use
'packages.main' for default installation. If Linux support is required, ensure packages.linux is copied to the parent folder
and select the empty folder name.

• InstallGuestOnPrimary
(Available for XenServer Deployment) This parameter specifies whether a guest storage repository is created on the
disk where the control domain is specified or not.

SAN ID Parameter

The SANID boot parameter is added to the OS images to identify a specific target that is related to a particular SAN
logical unit number (LUN) or Disk. This provision ensures that the specified LUN or Disk is explicitly selected. SANID boot
parameter holds the identifier value that is associated with the specified Disk or LUN like World Wide Name (WWN) or
World Wide Identifier (WWID) based on Network Address Authority (NAA) format.

The supported formats (with example values) for SANID are:

value

   naa.60a9800064762f34694a6e3651697759

   60a9800064762f34694a6e3651697759

For backward compatibility, support for the SANID value in the attribute=value format is available as shown:

TargetLUN=naa.60a9800064762f34694a6e3651697759

The support for providing the SANID parameter using EUI format is dropped from this release.

NOTE
When the SANID value is empty, the installation scripts use the first available local disk for the installation per
the existing behavior. Ensure that this disk is the first disk in the Legacy BIOS boot sequence.
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Activate the OS Installation

Contents

Activate the OS installation by right-clicking the system entry and selecting Activate Installation (planned) from the context
menu. The Setup OS Installation dialog appears, providing date, time, and installation options.

Wake-On-LAN in Boot Server Network Segments

Waking up a target computer can be selected for each OS installation request.

If Wake-On-LAN is selected, the responsible boot server wakes up the target computer when the activation time is
reached and after the OS installation order is scheduled on the boot server.

To wake up a target the boot server needs information about the IP subnet of target computer. The boot server collects
subnet information from the reports the Agents send to the Scalability Server.

If a target is in an IP subnet remote to the boot server, ensure at least one Agent that is connected to that subnet already
has registered to the Scalability Server the boot server is running on.

NOTE
A target computer has to be enabled for Wake-On-LAN. This setting can be enabled in the Legacy BIOS power
management settings. For more information about enabling Wake-On-LAN, see the documentation for your
computer.

Logoff User and Restart

To start an installation, restart the target computer. If a computer cannot be restarted, you can force a restart with the OS
Installation option.

If Logoff User and Reboot is selected, the target computer starts a logoff and restart procedure at the given activation
time. The installed agent starts the target computer.

If a user is logged on to the target computer, the agent raises a message and a five-minute countdown starts.

Each time the user clicks the Postpone button, the countdown restarts with a duration of 30 minutes.

Wait for Boot Server Assignment

If the target is not assigned to a boot server, the activation of the OS installation waits until a boot server picks up
the target and reports to the Domain Manager.

Wait for Boot and OS Image Availability

If the target is assigned to a boot server, the activation of the OS installation waits until the required OS and Boot image is
available on the boot server.

States of the OS Installation Job

After activation, the OS installation job changes its state from planned to activated.

• At the activation time, the job is sent to the Boot server and the state becomes pending.
• When the target started the installation, (it loads the first boot image) the job state becomes installing.
• Depending on the $InstallAgent$ job parameter, the OS install job becomes the state current after the DSM agent

registered successful to the manager.

Jobs can be stopped or aborted depending on the state pending or installing.
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Delete an OSIM-Managed Computer from OS Installation Management

OS Installation Management now presents a method to remove a computer from the OSIM database. This method also
replaces the former method to delete an unmanaged or ADS managed computer:Delete (unnamed / ADS managed).

To delete an OSIM-managed computer from OS installation management

1. Navigate to Computers and Users, All Computers, {Group Details}, OS Installations.
The right pane shows all the managed and unmanaged computers in the All Computers group.

2. Right-click the computer that you want to remove and click Delete from OS Installation Management.
When the operation completes successfully, the selected computer is removed from the list of OS installations.

Re-install the Current OS

Depending on the planning status of the affected system, you can reinstall the system in different ways.

To verify the situation, open All Computers, <computername>, and OS Installation Parameters. The assigned
configurations and their states appear.

As you review the status of the affected system, determine which of the following scenarios best fits your situation and
follow the steps that are provided:

• A current configuration is assigned to the affected computer but no scheduled or planned configuration exists.
To reinstall the current configuration, follow these steps:
a. Right-click the system entry and select Reinstall (Current) from the context menu that appears.
b. Click OK on the Setup and Activation Time window to start the reinstallation immediately.

• A scheduled configuration is assigned to the computer.
You can proceed with the scheduled configuration, which you can accelerate by switching the activation time to
Immediately, or you can reinstall the current configuration.

The steps for each option follow.

To accelerate the scheduled configuration in Activated status where an activation time is set too far in the future

1. Right-click the configuration entry and select Stop Installation (Activated/Pending) from the context menu.
2. Wait until the scheduled configuration reports a Stopped status (shows the (Stopped) icon).
3. Right-click the configuration entry and select Renew Installation (Failed/Stopped) from the context menu.
4. Click OK in the Setup OS Installation window to schedule the installation request for immediate execution.

Use Groups to Make Handling Easier

The OS Installation can be part of a DSM group:

1. Create a DSM group and copy DSM computers into the group.
You can use this group to change OS installations. You can also create a dynamic group by associating a query to the
group. For example, if you want to use a group of computers where the OS image winxp1 is installed, define a query
and name it. The query is then assigned to the group. To create a dynamic group, follow these steps:
a. Click the Query tab on the New Group dialog.
b. Select the query you want to associate with the group and click OK.

The new group is added under the Computers and Users node. The new group does not have any computer
associated with it.

c. Right-click the new group and click Evaluate Now.
The new group is associated with the computers resulting from the selected query.

2. Select the OS Installations folder under the new group.
3. On the right pane, select all the computers, right-click, and select Edit to change the selected parameter.
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The Edit OS Installation Parameter dialog appears, which lets you edit the selected parameters.

Using the Command Line Interface

CADSMCMD is the command-line interface that lets you automate processes that drive CA Client Automation. The
following list shows the OSIM-related cadsmcmd commands and the corresponding tasks:

• targetcomputer -- Managing Target Computers
– create -- Create Target Computer
– delete -- Delete Target Computer
– list -- List Targetcomputer
– modify -- Modify Target Computers
– showAttr -- Show Attributes of Target Computer
– activateOS -- Activate OS Installation Order
– cancelOS -- Cancel OS Installation Order
– deletePlannedOS -- Delete Planned OS Installation Order
– deleteScheduledOS -- Delete Scheduled OS Installation Order
– modifyInstallParameter -- Modify Install Parameters of OS Installation Orders
– modifyOS -- Assign OS Image to Target
– reactivateOS -- Reactivate Stopped / Failed OS Installation Order
– reinstallOS -- Re-install Operating System
– removeFromOsim -- Remove Targets from OSIM
– showInstallParameter -- Show Install Parameters of OS Installation Orders

• bootserver -- Managing OSIM Boot Servers
– assignTargets -- Assign Targets to Boot Server
– list -- List Boot Servers
– listImages -- List Images at Boot Server
– listTargets -- List Targets Registered at Boot Server

• image -- Managing OS Images
– assignToTargets -- Assign OS Images to Targets
– delete -- Delete Images from the OSIM Database
– list -- List Images Registered at OSIM Manager
– listConfigs -- List Targets and Configurations of OS Images
– listDeployed -- List Boot Servers where OSIM Image Is Deployed / Removed
– modify -- Modify OSIM Image
– deploy -- Deploy OSIM Images to Boot Servers
– remove -- Remove OSIM Images from Boot Servers

• managedcomputer -- Manage Computer Configurations
– listConfigs -- List Computer Configurations
– reportCurrentConfig -- Report Current Computer Configuration
– requestConfigReport -- Request a Configuration Report

Example CADSMCMD Commands for Making Unmanaged Targets Managed

You can manage your OS installation either through DSM Explorer or through a CLI. The following cadsmcmd command
allows unmanaged but named target computers to become managed by the OS Installation Manager:

cadsmcmd targetComputer action=setupOS
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Assume a new PXE-enabled system that is installed with an agent has been registered at the related OS Installation
Manager and the associated domain manager as D-PB-0103, but the system is still unmanaged by the OS Installation
Manager. Enter the following command to assign the OS image WinXP as a planned OS installation to the target
computer so that it gets managed by the OS Installation Manager:

cadsmcmd targetComputer action=setupOS name=D-PB0103 OSImage=WinXP 

Use CANET Utility to Encrypt and Decrypt Custom Passwords Using Passphrase

The CANET utility helps encrypt and decrypt the Custom Passwords by using the passphrase provided in the Boot
Parameters of the OSIM job. The CANET utility has been enhanced to encrypt and decrypt the password of a user using a
passphrase. This section explains the following topics:

How to Encrypt and Decrypt Using Passphrase from Command Prompt

NOTE

• The passphrase provided here is case insensitive.
• If a passphrase provided has multiple space-separated-words, ensure that the passphrase is provided using

double quotes.
Example: canet crypt  thisPassword /F /Pass “Multi word Pass Phrase”

Run the following command to encrypt passwords using command prompt:  

Linux:

canet crypt <password> [-F ]  [ -pass <passphrase> ]

Windows:

canet crypt <password> [/F ]  [ /pass <passphrase> ]

Run the following command to decrypt passwords using command prompt:  

Linux:

canet decrypt <Encrypted password> [-F ]  [ -pass <passphrase> ]

Windows:

canet decrypt <Encrypted password> [/F ]  [ /pass <passphrase> ]
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How to Encrypt a Custom Password Boot Parameter Specified in OSIM Job

1. Change the configuration policy parameter CustomPasswordPassPhrase in the section DSM/Scalability Server/OSIM/
ManagedPC/Server, and apply the policy to the required scalability servers.

2. Update the definition files of the corresponding OS Images on the Image Prepare System machines to have
CustomPassword Boot parameters.

NOTE

Ensure to have the Boot Parameter name starting with CustomPassword.

Ensure to set the value of the parameter CleanupOSIMFiles to No.

Example:

CustomPassword_1234, CustomPasswordMyPWD, CustomPassword-Hello etc.
Add the Parameter as follows:
CustomPasswordThisisMySQLPWD=

[CustomPasswordThisisMySQLPWD]
Trans=yes
Type=Pwd
UserEncrypt=yes
MaxLength=64
Comment=Encrypted CustomPassword that will be sent to the Target. Encryption
 of CustomPassword is done using the CustomPasswordPassPhrase provided in the
 configuration policy.

3. Create Boot Image or update any existing Boot Image, which is being used for OS deployment that contains custom
passwords.

4. Create the OS Image or update the existing OS Images, and deploy the image to the targets.  
Specialized encrypted custom passwords (by using passphrase) are generated in the parameter file (canpc.dat).
Example:
if the boot parameter name is CustomPasswordThisisMySQLPWD, the encrypted password parameter name would be
EncryptedCustomPasswordThisisMySQLPWD.
 

NOTE

If you are deploying a Linux OS Image, the following additional step needs to be performed before
creating the OS Image or update the existing OS Image.
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a. The canpc.dat file, which holds the specialize encrypted custom password will not be available on Linux target by

default. To get canpc.dat file on Linux target, update the custom script file (custom.cmd) for Linux OS Image with
the following command:

/tmp/osim/sdmpcimg -m TFTP -t #MPCPATH#/images/$OSImage$/$OSImage$/OSIM-targets/
$~MACAddress$/canpc.dat" /tmp/osim/canpc.dat $~ServerIP$

NOTE

Do not specify any value for “$OSImage$”, $~MACAddress$, and $~ServerIP$. These values are
replaced by OSIM based on the boot parameters supplied during the OS deployment.
The custom.cmd can be found in “CA\DSM\osimips\os-template\images\<Linux OS Image> \” directory.
Example: - “CA\DSM\osimips\os-template\images\RHEL6\.”

Sample script:

(

/tmp/osim/sdmpcimg -m TFTP -
t
 
#MPCPATH#/images/$OSImage$/$OSImage$/OSIM-targets/
$~MACAddress$/canpc.dat" /tmp/osim/canpc.dat $~ServerIP
$
/tmp/osim/sdmpcimg -u '#MPCSIGNAL#MACAddress=$~MACAddress$#BMSConfigId=
$BMSConfigId$#ClientIP=$~ClientIP$#Status=200 OK' /var/log/osim_installer.log
 $~ServerIP$
/tmp/osim/sdmpcimg -u '#MPCPATH#/images/$OSImage$/$OSImage$/OSIM-targets/
$~MACAddress$/postXinst.log' /var/log/osim_installer.log $~ServerIP$
) >>/var/log/osim_installer.log 2>&1

b. The canet utility, which decrypts the specialized encrypted custom password will not be available on Kubuntu OS
target by default. To get the canet file on Kubuntu target, do the following steps: 
a. a. Copy files canet, sdmpcfre, and linuxcbb.caz from “CA\DSM\osimips\os-template\updates\linuxpex64\ca-

osim” directory to the “CA\DSM\osimips\os-template\images\<Kubuntu OS Image>\” directory.
b. Update the custom script file (custom.cmd) for the Linux OS Image with the following command:

/tmp/osim/sdmpcimg -m TFTP -t #MPCPATH#/images/$OSImage$/$OSImage$/IMAGESUP/
canet /tmp/osim/canet $~ServerIP$
chmod 755 /tmp/osim/canet
/tmp/osim/sdmpcimg -m TFTP -t #MPCPATH#/images/$OSImage$/$OSImage$/IMAGESUP/
sdmpcfre $~ServerIP$
chmod 755 /tmp/osim/sdmpcfre
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/tmp/osim/sdmpcimg -m TFTP -t #MPCPATH#/images/$OSImage$/$OSImage$/IMAGESUP/
linuxcbb.caz /tmp/osim/linuxcbb.caz $~ServerIP$
chmod 644 /tmp/osim/linuxcbb.caz
/tmp/osim/sdmpcfre -u /tmp/osim/linuxcbb.caz /tmp/osim/cbb

NOTE

Do not specify any value for “$OSImage$” and $~ServerIP$ because these values are replaced
by OSIM based on the boot parameters supplied during the OS deployment.

The custom.cmd can be found in “CA\DSM\osimips\os-template\images\<Kubuntu OS Image>\”
directory. Example: - “CA\DSM\osimips\os-template\images\K1404x64\”). 

Sample script:

(
wget $ServerHostProtocol$://$~ServerIP$/$OSImageShare$/IMAGESUP/sdmpcimg.mp3
if [ -e /tmp/osim/sdmpcimg.mp3 ]; then
mv sdmpcimg.mp3 sdmpcimg
chmod +x sdmpcimg
 
 
# Blocksize of 65464 caused many timeout errors!
cat >/tmp/osim/sdmpcimg.ini <<EOF
[TFTP]
blocksize=8192
EOF
 

/tmp/osim/sdmpcimg -m TFTP -t #MPCPATH#/images/$OSImage
$/$OSImage$/IMAGESUP/canet /tmp/osim/canet $~ServerIP
$

chmod 755 /tmp/
osim/canet

/tmp/osim/sdmpcimg -m TFTP -t #MPCPATH#/images/$OSImage$/
$OSImage$/IMAGESUP/sdmpcfre /tmp/osim/sdmpcfre $~ServerIP
$

chmod 755 /tmp/
osim/sdmpcfre

/tmp/osim/sdmpcimg -m TFTP -t #MPCPATH#/images/$OSImage$/
$OSImage$/IMAGESUP/linuxcbb.caz /tmp/osim/linuxcbb.caz $~ServerIP
$

chmod 644 /tmp/
osim/linuxcbb.caz
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/tmp/osim/sdmpcfre -u /tmp/osim/linuxcbb.caz /tmp/osim/
cbb
 
# set the BINL info into the environment
BINL=`/tmp/osim/sdmpcimg -l $~ServerIP$`
[ -n '$BINL' ] && export $BINL) >>/var/log/osim_installer.log 2>&1

How to Decrypt a Boot Parameter Custom Password Provided in OSIM Job

You can decrypt the Custom Password provided in the OSIM Job on the target machine by using the canet.exe utility
with CustomPassworPassphrase specified in configuration policy parameter  CustomPasswordPassPhrase in the section
DSM/Scalability Server/OSIM/ManagedPC/Server.

If Custom Password boot parameter is specified as CustomPasswordThisisMySQLPWD, then the encrypted custom
password will be stored as follows in canpc.dat.

$EncryptedCustomPasswordThisisMySQLPWD
$=?.vDGLRkfnEOQydTOZdxW/1FyHfpEoCU7q6ALC0mGLsJIuBQgVNTB73ziP.cQTp0ZfSBMw5FyReIJEau2SLbZ/
aTGD53fe1Esmckxo4duPpVUcV1rUAkxDNA0UqOdOtdEACasHuhoQzpkB5yWXcBTGeaWRVXSu6o1M6T8vuEEccpjWNzqquNqyARDsP43MNNuD6/
Zr4zO67PMrt22lyt7gIRDGPIBk8DlRE9eXgOxXNTDJ4JH3opFOUvZxH30GNEcFQ8t2wQxuVdSvPNqsB3heCrLVB4

NOTE

All custom passwords used in OSIM are encrypted by FIPS-compliant mechanism. So, decryption works only by
specifying the FIPS Flag (F).

Linux:

On the target machine, the EncryptedCustomPassword is available in :/tmp/osim/canpc.dat and canet utility available in
the /tmp/osim folder.

If Boot Parameter Install Agent is set as “no," do the following steps to set up the execution environment before using
canet:

1. Go to the directory “/tmp/osim.
2. Run the following commands to set the environment variable that is required to set the path of CAPKI Libraries:

export CAPKIHOME=/tmp/osim/cbb

 

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/tmp/osim/cbb:${LD_LIBRARY_PATH}

Example to decrypt the EncryptedCustomPassword:

canet decrypt 
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?.vDGLRkfnEOQydTOZdxW/1FyHfpEoCU7q6ALC0mGLsJIuBQgVNTB73ziP.cQTp0ZfSBMw5FyReIJEau2SLbZ/
aTGD53fe1Esmckxo4duPpVUcV1rUAkxDNA0UqOdOtdEACasHuhoQzpkB5yWXcBTGeaWRVXSu6o1M6T8vuEEccpjWNzqquNqyARDsP43MNNuD6/
Zr4zO67PMrt22lyt7gIRDGPIBk8DlRE9eXgOxXNTDJ4JH3opFOUvZxH30GNEcFQ8t2wQxuVdSvPNqsB3heCrLVB4
 -F -pass <Passphrase>

Windows:

On the target machine, the EncryptedCustomPassword is available in :C:\canpc.dat and canet.exe utility available in the c:
\ca-osim folder.

Example to decrypt the EncryptedCustomPassword:

canet decrypt 
?.vDGLRkfnEOQydTOZdxW/1FyHfpEoCU7q6ALC0mGLsJIuBQgVNTB73ziP.cQTp0ZfSBMw5FyReIJEau2SLbZ/
aTGD53fe1Esmckxo4duPpVUcV1rUAkxDNA0UqOdOtdEACasHuhoQzpkB5yWXcBTGeaWRVXSu6o1M6T8vuEEccpjWNzqquNqyARDsP43MNNuD6/
Zr4zO67PMrt22lyt7gIRDGPIBk8DlRE9eXgOxXNTDJ4JH3opFOUvZxH30GNEcFQ8t2wQxuVdSvPNqsB3heCrLVB4
 /F /pass <Passphrase>

 

 

OSIM Boot Server

Multiple Boot Servers

This section describes having more than one boot server in a domain and how to use this feature.

Manage Additional Boot Servers

You can now install extra boot servers in a domain using the following alternatives:

• Install from installation media
• Install with Software Delivery

To install an additional boot server from the installation media

1. As the boot server is part of a Scalability Server, install a Scalability Server.
2. Select between access with or without shares.

For more information, see Install OSIM.

To install an additional boot server with Software Delivery

1. If the boot server system has a DSM agent that is already installed, use the DSM Explorer and install the Scalability
Server package.
Select Scalability Server from the Software Package Library and drag it on the new boot server system in All
Computers folder.

2. When the boot server has been installed successfully, it reports itself to the OSIM plug-in of the manager.
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NOTE
The default installation prepares the boot server for TFTP access. The boot server is enabled and active after
the installation.

Multiple Boot Servers in an IP Subnetwork

With a new Scalability Server, a boot server is also installed. The new boot server does not take responsibility for target
computers that are already assigned to another boot server in the subnetwork. Each boot server is responsible for a
specified set of target computers only. The DSM Manager determines the set of target computers.

All boot servers observe PXE requests in their subnetwork, but they immediately reply only to requests of systems
belonging to their own set of target computers. Requests from other systems are answered only after some retries and
after a certain amount of time. The number of retries and the time to wait can be configured. More than one boot server
might send such a default response.

A target system receiving one or more default responses selects one of the replying boot servers and establishes a
connection. This usually is the boot server that replied first.

This boot server fetches a new target (not yet assigned to a boot server).

A target that is already assigned to a different boot server is reassigned to the new boot server. If there is an activated or
pending installation order for the target and the required OS image is not available at the new boot server, the installation
order is canceled.

To configure policy parameters to change the behavior of a boot server concerning other boot servers in the IP
subnetwork, refer Configure Boot Server Behavior with Common Configuration.

Make Boot and OS Images Available on Boot Servers

Use an Image Prepare System on a Boot Server System

Installing an IPS on a remote boot server and using the createosimage command to create an OS image locally is
possible. IPS and the boot server share the image library. If the OS image has the same name as an already registered
OS image, the OS image is accepted as present on the boot server.

To create local boot images, use createbtimages.

• Distribute Registered Images Using a Software Delivery Job
Registerosimage and registerbtimages can create a Software Delivery package of the OS / boot image in the Software
Package Library. These images have an install procedure, “Add to boot server,” that makes the OS / boot image
available in the image share of the destination boot server. Look in the Software Job | Job output tab for the installation
state and log.

• Boot Server View in the DSM Explorer
You can see the OS and boot images available in the image library of the boot server and the targets that the boot
server is responsible for in the DSM Explorer under the Control Panel node.

Boot Server on Windows Domain Controller

A Boot Server offering Share Access regularly changes the password of the user account canonprv. As canonprv refers to
the same user account on all Domain Controllers inside a domain, changing the password on a Domain Controller would
affect the share access of OSIM target machines to all other Boot Servers running on Domain Controllers in the same
domain.

If a Boot Server is installed on a Windows Domain Controller, the automatic password update is disabled.

For security reasons, change the password of canonprv regularly while using share access. You can change password
depending on your network environment by one of the following methods:
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• If you are running a Boot Server on only one Domain Controller inside a domain, you can enable automatic password
changing by applying a configuration policy to the Boot Server with Password change at Windows DC set to True (1).
The parameter is located in the DSM, Scalability Server, osim, ManagedPC, and Server node path.

• If you are running a Boot Server on more than one Domain Controller inside the same domain, you can configure the
Boot Servers to use a password that the user has manually set.
a. Create a separate configuration policy for each domain.
b. Go to parameter section in the DSM, Scalability Server, osim, ManagedPC, and Server node path.
c. Change the setting of Canonprv's password parameter to Centrally Managed via its context menu.
d. Set the value of Canonprv's password parameter to the password you set for the domain account canonprv.
e. Set the value of Password change interval parameter to 0.
f. Seal the policy and apply it to all Boot Servers in the domain.

NOTE
Update the policy each time you manually update canonprv's password.

NOTE
When using DOS-based boot images to access shares at a Windows 2003 Active Directory domain controller,
disable digital SMB signing.

NOTE
Open the Default Domain Controller Security Settings and set Local Policies/Security Options/Microsoft
network server: Digitally sign communications (always) to Disabled.

Use Boot Servers with or without MS Shares

The setup of the scalability server provides a boot server property sheet where the user can enable share access. If share
access is disabled, shares are not created.

The boot server setup installs a switch tool as sdbsswitch, that can be used to change the boot server access method
later.

The sdbsswitch tool creates or removes the OSIM shares and adjusts the OS images in the image store according to the
access method:

• sdbsswitch -t switches from share to tftp access.
• sdbsswitch -s switches from tftp to share access.
• sdbsswitch -l shows the current configuration of the boot server.

NOTE
All OSIM images (except Ghost and ImageX images) are prepared to work with both share and tftp access.

NOTE
OSIM LINUX images always use NFS shares. Ensure that the NFS share contains the LINUX CD image. The
sdbsswitch command does not remove or create NFS shares.

Summary

• Installing an OS on a target is faster from a share because the setup installs directly from the share.
• OSIM shares are read-only for a special OSIM user. If your enterprise policy does not allow shares, the tftp download

method is required.
• OSIM has implemented a special extended tftp protocol controlled by the OSIM boot server. In the case of tftp, all

needed data are downloaded to the target before the installation starts.
• Unless the boot server and the Image Prepare System are not on the same system, sdbsswitch -t creates one

<image>.caz file for every image and removes the directory tree.
sdbsswitch -s creates the directory tree and removes <image>.caz.
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sdbsswitch

The command sdbsswitch enables the boot server share or TFTP access.

Syntax

sdbsswitch -OPTION

• OPTION
Valid values are as follows:
– -L

This value displays the current boot server configuration.
– -S

This value enables share access for the boot server.
– -T

This value enables TFTP access for the boot server.

Configure the Boot Server and the DHCP Server to Co-exist on the Same System

Both the DHCP server and the boot server listen at the UDP port 67. If you have installed the DHCP server and the boot
server on the same system, ensure to either disable the boot server at the time of installing the Manager or Scalability
Server, or configure the boot server to stop listening at port 67. Configure the DHCP server so that a booting PXE client
can be notified of a listening boot server on the network.

To configure the boot server to stop listening at port 67

1. Create a configuration policy for the boot server. If a policy does not exist, modify the following policy settings in DSM,
Scalability Server, OSIM, ManagedPC, and Server path:
– Set Enable DHCP proxy to False (0).
– Set Use answer control list to 0.

2. Apply the policy to the boot server that co-exists with the DHCP server.

To configure the DHCP server

Configure the DHCP server by adding option 60 (class identifier) to the responses that the DHCP server sends to PXE
clients. Depending on the operating system on which DHCP server is installed, perform the following steps:

Windows

1. Open DHCP Configuration and Management, right-click the server, and select Set Predefined Options.
2. Add option 60 to the defined options list with the value as PXEClient.

Linux

1. Set the value of vendor-class-identifier option to PXEClient.

As described in the Preboot Execution Environment (PXE) Specification Version 2.1 (1999 by Intel Corporation), the PXE
clients contact the boot server on the DHCP server system using UDP port 4011 to get boot instructions. The OSIM Boot
Server is enabled to serve the PXE clients. There is no dynamic OSIM boot server assignment in this case. The OSIM
boot server does not serve PXE clients that have been served by a different DHCP server, unless forwarded to the Boot
Server using option 43.

NOTE
With PXE 2.x clients, it is still possible to assign a different boot server via DHCP option 43 (encapsulated
vendor-specific options) as described in Tech Document TEC381737.
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Move an OSIM- managed Computer to a Boot Server Manually Using the Explorer

This method enables the user to attach an OSIM managed computer to a boot server. The function can be used to attach
a boot server for the first time and to move the computer to another boot server (Move to Boot Server...).

Afterwards a dialog displays a list of all available boot servers of the domain together with the boot server properties. The
current attached boot server is selected initially.

After selecting another boot server and pressing the OK button, the computer move is in progress in Details portlet of the
computer.

The move process typically takes only a few seconds. When the computer properties are reloaded next time as a result of
a refresh, ensure that the process is complete.

You can also select multiple computers to move them all together to a boot server.

Configure Boot Server Behavior with Common Configuration

The following configuration policy parameters in DSM, ScalabilityServer, OSIM, ManagedPC, and Server node path
change the behavior of a boot server with respect to other boot servers in the IP subnetwork:

• Use ACL
This parameter indicates whether the boot server uses an Answer Control List (ACL). Valid values are:
– 0

If Use ACL is set to 0, the boot server is the only boot server in its IP subnetwork. The boot server answers all PXE
requests immediately.

– 1
If Use ACL is set to 1, the boot server answers PXE requests of assigned targets only, that is, the boot server uses
an ACL.
PXE requests from other target machines are answered only after some retries has been seen and after a certain
amount of time has elapsed after the first request.

– 2
If Use ACL is set to 2, the boot server answers PXE requests of assigned targets only, that is, the boot server uses
an ACL. The boot server does not answer to unknown targets.
Default: 1

• Discovery retries before answer
This parameter indicates the number of retries before a boot server sends a default reply to the PXE request of a
target not assigned to it.
Limits: 1-4
Default: 3

NOTE
Only if Use ACL is 1, this parameter is evaluated.

• Discovery timeout before answer
This parameter indicates the number of seconds to wait before a boot server sends a default reply to the PXE request
of a target not assigned to it.
Limits: 3-56
Default: 10

NOTE

Only if Use ACL is 1, this parameter is evaluated.
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The following table shows corresponding DiscoveryRetriesBeforeAnswer and DiscoveryTimeoutBeforeAnswer
values:

DiscoveryRetriesBeforeAnswer DiscoveryTimeoutBeforeAnswer
1 2
2 8
3 20
4 40

Any of the boot servers in an IP subnetwork can take responsibility for a PXE target. Therefore, we recommended you to
store the needed OS and boot images on any of the boot servers in the subnetwork.

Linux, ESXi and Citrix Images Deployment and Staging

For Windows Boot Server, deployment and staging of the Linux, ESXi, and Citrix images is supported only with Server
Class Operating System such as Windows Server 2008, 2008 R2, 2012, and 2012 R2.

Thus Boot Server that is installed on Desktop OS such as Windows7, Windows 8, and Windows 8.1 does not support
OSIM deployment of Linux, VMware, and Citrix OS images. This OSIM deployment is not supported because NFS server
is unavailable on Windows Desktop OS. For more information, see Microsoft Windows Documentation.

Extended Boot Server Property Page

Contents

The boot server property page displays various details about the boot server:
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The screen shot displays all known boot server properties. Any GUI-unknown properties are displayed as reported by the
boot server. For example, property name and value are not localized.

Boot Server State

The Boot Server State together with the displayed icon reflects the state of the “sdmpcserver” plug-in and the boot server
accessibility within the network.
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• active
The boot server is accessible in the network and answering PXE request.

• failed
A boot server error is reported.

• not responding
The boot server is not accessible in the network.

• not running (stopped)
The sdmpcserver plug-in on boot server is stopped,

• not running (disabled)
The sdmpcserver plug-in on the boot server is disabled.

Boot Server State Shown in Scalability Server Portlet

Any Boot Server State except “active” is also displayed in the Scalability Server portlet:

This portlet also shows details about a possible boot server error:
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Boot Server Property Tab Error Details

On the property page, error details are displayed below the property list:
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Boot Server (sdmpcserver) State
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ADS Server State

The ADS server name and the ADS Server State, except “active”, are also displayed in the Scalability Server portlet:

Boot Server Access Method

NFS

Role
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Using Microsoft ADS
Contents

OSIM Boot Server and Microsoft ADS Controller

Alternatively an ADS (Automated Deployment Services) server can manage PXE targets.

NOTE
Do not install Microsoft ADS Controller on OSIM Boot Server or on any DHCP server that is replying to OSIM
PXE target systems; otherwise one of the boot servers might not serve PXE targets.

If the ADS server is configured in the OSIM boot server, the OSIM boot server asks the ADS server before it answers PXE
requests of a special target. If the ADS server is responsible for the target, the OSIM boot server does not reply to PXE
requests from the target.

Specifically, if a connection cannot be established to the ADS server, the configured OSIM boot server only replies to PXE
requests from target computers that are assigned to the OSIM boot server and not yet ADS managed.

Otherwise, if the target computer is already ADS managed, the configured OSIM boot server does not reply. If the target
computer is not ADS managed, it follows the useACL settings.

NOTE
ADSDload settings determines the precise meaning of "ADS managed".

If the customer adds PXE targets to the ADS server, the configured OSIM boot server is notified from the ADS server.
As the boot server reports the ADS managed targets to the DSM Scalability Server, these targets are marked as ADS
managed in the MDB database. The Domain Manager removes all OS installation jobs of that target and also the current
OS installation is removed. The Domain Manager does not provide methods to create OSIM OS installation jobs for the
target as long as the target is marked as ADS managed.

If the customer removes the PXE target from the ADS server, the configured OSIM boot server is notified from the ADS
server. The boot server reports the target as no longer ADS managed to the Domain Manager.

Use the OSIM tab of the Computer Properties dialog to enable the computer for OSIM again.

NOTE
Configure ADS to use MAC addresses as device identifiers (default).

Automated Deployment Services (ADS)

Microsoft Automated Deployment Services (ADS) is a deployment framework that is used for remote and automatic
deployment of operating systems in the Microsoft® Windows® 2000 Server and Microsoft Windows Server 2003 families.
ADS is also used to configure, maintain, and manage servers.

ADS provides a remote deployment infrastructure that consists of tools and technologies that can install an operating
system on a "bare metal" server or can reprovision an existing server with a different OS image.

The high-level tasks that ADS can perform are as follows:

• Prepare the server to be in the ADS environment.
• Capture an image of the operating system from the existing system.
• Deploy the image to a target system.

Configure the ADS Server in the OSIM Boot Server

When ADS has been installed and set up on a Windows 2003 server, enable the ADS connection for the Scalability
Server by changing the configuration of the OSIM, ManagedPC, Server policies.
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Define and Distribute Configuration

Define a configuration policy on the Domain Manager of the Scalability Server and distribute the configuration using
a configuration job. The ADS-related configuration policies are available under the DSM, Scalability Server, OSIM,
ManagedPC, Server node.

Establish Boot Server - ADS Communication

Set the following parameters to allow the boot server to communicate with ADS:

• ADSUse
Set this parameter to 1, or true.

• ADSProvider
The IP address or host name of the system that contains the MicrosoftADS namespace.

• ADSUserId
The ID of the user, a member of the Administrators group on the ADS Controller and who has been granted full
permissions to the \\ADSProvider\ROOT\MicrosftADS namespace.
If the user is not the “Administrator,” then set access rights of a new user by following these procedures:
a. First create a new user from Computer Management. Select Properties by right-clicking the WMI Control to

configure WMI.
b. Select the MicrosoftADS namespace and click the Security tab.

The WMI Control Properties dialog appears.
c. Add rights for the new user and click OK.

• ADSPassword
The password to log in to the ADS controller for the given ID.

• ADSDomain
The domain to use to authenticate the user when connecting to the controller. If the user to be authenticated has been
defined on the ADS controller, this parameter can be left blank.

• ADSAuthenticationType
The type of authentication to use when connecting to the ADS controller. This value can be set to either ntlmdomain or
Kerberos.

Configure Microsoft ADS

Follow these steps to configure Microsoft ADS:

1. Follow the ADS documentation on managing devices the ADS controller controls.
2. Whenever a device is modified in the ADS database, the Scalability Server receives notification and reports the

changes to the OSIM manager.
3. If devices already exist in the ADS database, these devices are not automatically visible to the OSIM manager until

they make a PXE request.

Using the Image Prepare System
Installing an operating system requires creating images of the system you want to install, an OS image and boot images.
The OS Installation environment offers an Image Prepare System (IPS) that lets you build such images with specific
commands.

You can install the IPS separately from the OS Installation Manager or on the same system as the OS Installation
Manager.

The IPS provides commands that introduce the operating system and boot images to the OS Installation Manager and to
CA Client Automation. The only way to introduce OS images in OSIM is by using these commands.
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The IPS commands are available at the GUI of the DSM Explorer where Wizards guide you step by step through the
creation and registration of boot and OS images. You can use the commands directly at the DOS Command Prompt and
can integrate them into your own programs.

This section is the reference of the command-line interface of the IPS commands. At the GUI, all necessary information is
given within the Wizards.

NOTE
Ensure that you have the administrator privileges to run the IPS commands at the command-line interface.

CreateBTImages--Manage Boot Images
Valid on Windows

The Image Prepare System command createBTImages provides the following functionality:

• Creates boot images
createBTImages -i imagename ...

• Lists the boot images available at the Image Prepare System
createBTImages -x

• Deletes the specified boot images
createBTImages -d imagename 

If you do not set the -x or -d flags, the createBTImages command creates a boot image.

The command has the following format:

CreateBTImages 

   {-x | -d <imagename> | -i <imagename> -o <type> | -i <imagename> -e}

   [-s <winpeimgpath>]

   [-c <winpepath>]

   [-t <driverpath>]

   [-n <loader>] or [-n <biosloader,uefiloader>]

   [-m <linuxpepath>]

Where:

-x

List of all created boot images

-d <imagename>

Deletes boot images (<imagename>[<extension>])

-i <imagename>

Creates boot images (<imagename>[<extension>]).

Without ext it creates for DOS: .2 (disk partition image) and .3 (OS install image). It creates for WinPE, WinPE2, WinPE3
only .2

Default: osinstal.2 and osinstal.3 or winpe.2, winpe2.2, winpe3.2, winpex64.2, winpe264.2, winpe364.2

-o <type>

Specifies the Boot Image platform.

Possible platforms are:
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• – WINPE20 = Windows PE 2.0
– WINPE20x64 = Windows PE 2.0 x64
– WINPE30 = Windows PE 3.0
– WINPE30x64 = Windows PE 3.0 x64
– WINPE40 = Windows PE 4.0
– WINPE40x64 = Windows PE 4.0 x64
– LINUXPEx64 = Linux-based customized CentOS 6.3 x64 boot image

-e

Deletes an existing boot image and creates a image with the same name and type.

For WinPE20, WinPE30, WinPE20x64, and WinPE30x64:

CreateBTImages  - i <image name> -e 

For WINPE40 and WINPE40x64:

CreateBTImages -i <image name> -c <winpepath> -e

image name

Specifies the name of an existing image that you want to delete and recreate.

winpepath

Specifies the path to Windows ADK or Windows AIK. 

-s <winpeimgpath>

Specifies the temporary directory to prepare WinPE image files

(winpe.iso, winpe.wim)

Default: Temporary directory in <image store>\bttemp\<type>\

-c <winpepath>

Specifies the source path of the Windows AIK directory or the Windows ADK depending on the version of Windows PE.

• WinPE 2.0 and WinPE 3.0: Install path of the Windows AIK 1.1 and 2.0 respectively. Download the Windows AIK
(WAIK) DVD from the Microsoft web site and install Windows AIK from the DVD. By default, the install directory is c:
\program files\Windows AIK.

• WinPE 4.0: Install path of the Windows ADK 8.0.Download the Windows ADK DVD form the Microsoft web site and
install Windows ADK from the DVD.By Default,the install directory is C:\Program Files (x86)\Windows Kits\8.0.

-t <driverpath>

Specifies the path to more drivers (*.inf, *.sys) for a WinPE image. For WinPE20, WinPE30, WinPE20x64, and
WinPE30x64, you can store the drivers in subdirectories under the given driver path. Driver files are added to the driver
directory of the boot image template in the image prepare system. The drivers are then inserted in any new boot image
that is based on the type and template files. By default, this switch adds the drivers that already exist in the boot image
template.

-n <loader> or -n <biosloader,uefiloader>

Specifies the name of the WinPE network loader. 

For WINPE20, WINPE20x64, WINPE30, WINPE30x64, and WINPE40 boot image type, default is pxeboot.n12.
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For WINPE40x64 boot image type, default is pxeboot.n12, and bootx64.efi. Specify the custom value in -
n<biosloader,uefiloader> format.

-m <linuxpepath>

Specifies the path to the customized Linux boot files.

CreateOSImage--Managing OS images
Valid on Windows

The Image Prepare System command createOSImage provides the following functionality:

• Create an OS image:
createOSImage -i imagename -o OStype ...

• List all the OS images available at the Image Prepare System:
createOSImage -x

• Delete a specified OS image from the Image Prepare System:
createOSImage -d imagename

• Show detailed information about a specified OS image:
createOSImage -p imagename

• Create a .caz file of the image directory to test the image with TFTP download:
createOSImage -z imagename

This command has the following format:

CreateOSImage {-i<imagename> -o<OStype> | -x | -d<imagename> | -p<imagename> | -z<imagename> | -i<imagename> -

e}

[-s <OSpath>] [-t <driverpath>] [-l <locale>] [-k <Prod.Key>] [-r <resp. file>] [-a <image>] [-g <imgtools>]

 [-n <path to language packs>] [-h <path to hotfixes>]

-i<imagename>

Creates an OS Image.The image name can consist of [a-z, A-Z, 0-9, -, _] with a maximum of 32 characters.

-x

Lists all created OS images.

-o<ostype>

Specifies the operating system type of the image. For more information about the supported OS and their verisons, see
Compatibility Matrix.

-d<imagename>

Deletes the OS image.

-p<imagename>

Lists the information of the OS image.

-z<imagename>

Creates one image file for non share download also to the tree.

-e

Updates the specified image with the current templates. For more information, see Updating OS Images.

-s<OSpath>
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Specifies the path to the operating system files such as winnt.exe and setup.exe.

Default: CD drive

-t<driverpath>

Specifies a path to extra drivers (for example, *.inf, *.sys). The drivers are added to the OSIM OS image. The drivers are
recognized during the hardware search of the OS installation on the target. This option cannot be used with the -a option
that specifies an existing OS image. Instead, add the drivers to the existing OS image.

You can use the -t option with the -e option to update the drivers of an existing OS image:

createOSImage  - i <imagename> -e  - t <driverpath>

You can create an SD update package that includes the updated drivers using the following command:

registerOSImage  - i <imagename> -e  - s <manager> -l

-l<locale>

Specifies the code page that is used to map the boot parameter during OS setup

Default: ENU Latin

• – THA = Thai, JPN = Japanese, CHS = Chinese (PRC, Singapore),
– KOR = Korean, CHT = Chinese (Taiwan, Hong Kong SAR, PRC),
– ENU = Latin (US, Western Europe), HEB = Hebrew,
– ROM = East European (Romania, Hungary, Poland, Czech Rep ...)

-k<Prod.Key>

Specifies the product key of the OS.

Default: 000-0000000

-r<resp. file>

Specifies the path to an own response file that should be used.

Default: Image Prepare System provided template

-a<image>

For Windows, specifies an existing image which provides the image files for installation. Such an image has only its own
control files in CAMENU.

For LINUX, - a gives an external NFS share name including the LINUX packages normally on a central NFS server. The
created LINUX image includes the setup files only. See chapter LINUX OS images.

-g<imgtools>

Applicable only for GETIMAGE image type

Specifies the path to the imaging tools such as imagex.exe that is used to capture a model computer. You can specify
multiple paths, which are separated by a semicolon.

NOTE
If Microsoft Windows AIK is installed on the Image Prepare System, do not specify the path to imagex.exe.

-n<path to language packs>

Applicable only for Windows 7 and higher versions

Specifies the path to language packs. Microsoft provides language packs on separate DVDs. The DVDs contain
subdirectories for every language. Use this parameter to prepare an OSIM Windows image to install multiple languages.
You can specify the language of the target OS installation in the OS installation job. The language packs, in the path that
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is specified with this parameter, are copied to the OSIM OS image store and is used to install the correct language at the
target computer. The language of the target OS depends on the OS installation job parameter setting and the available
language pack. The fall back language is ENU.

NOTE
Alternatively, you can manually copy the respective language packs from DVDs to the Windows OS image in the
image store at <OSIM-image store>\images\<imagename>\<imagename>\oeminst\langpacks.

-h<path to hotfixes>

Applicable only for Windows images

Specifies the path to OS hotfixes. The hotfixes in the path that is specified with this parameter are copied to the OSIM OS
image store and is applied on the target computer as a post-installation procedure.

NOTE
Alternatively, you can manually copy the hotfixes to the OS image in the image store at <OSIM-image store>
\images\<imagename>\<imagename>\oeminst\hotfixes.

RegisterBTImages--Registering Boot Images
Valid on Windows

The Image Prepare System command registerBTImages provides the following functionality:

• registerBTImages -s servername
Registers a boot image at a server.

• registerBTImages -s servername -b
Registers a boot image only at the OS Installation Manager.

• registerBTImages -s servername -l
Registers a boot image SD package only at the Domain Manager.

• RegisterBTImages -w directory
Registers from a specified directory including an exported boot image SD package.

NOTE
RegisterBTImages cannot be started more than once concurrently on the same IPS.

The command has the following format:

RegisterBTImages {-s <manager>} [-i <imagenames> | -w <directory> ] [-b] [-l] [-e] [-n <name>] [-v <version>]

 [-c <comment>] [-u <user> -p <password> -d <domain>]

-s<manager>

Specifies the name of the DSM-Manager to register the boot images.

-i<imagenames>

List of the boot image files, which are separated by semicolon.

Default: osinstal.2;osinstal.3

-w<directory>

Register from directory including the exported Boot image-SD package.

-b

Register only parameter definitions of the BOOT images.

-l
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Register only the Boot images in the SD software library. You can register a Boot image without specifying the -b or -
l option. In this case, parameter definitions of the image are registered before the Boot image is registered in the SD
software library. If the SD registration fails or is aborted, parameter registration of the image is in effect. Specify the -l
option to register the image again.

-e

Registers a boot image update package. The default SD package name is extended with - upgrade.

-n<name>

SD product name of the Boot images in the Software Library.

Default: Name of the Boot Image

-v<version>

Specifies the SD product version of the Boot images.

Default: 12.0/00

-c<comment>

Specifies the comment that appears in the SD product.

Default: BsmBtImg <name>

-u<user>

Specifies the remote DSM-Manager user.

-p<password>

Specifies the password of the user.

-d<domain>

Specifies the remote DSM-Manager domain, for example:

winnt://manager

RegisterOSImage--Registering OS images
Valid on Windows

The Image Prepare System command registerOSImage provides the following functionality:

• registerOSImage -s managername -i imagename
Registers an OS image from the Image Prepare System with the addressed OS Installation Manager and its
associated Domain Manager.

• registerOSImage -s managername -i imagename -b
Registers only parameter definitions of the image with the addressed manager.

• registerOSImage -s managername -i imagename -l
Registers only the operating system to the addressed manager.

• registerOSImage -i imagename -t
Checks an OS image for correct OS Installation Manager parameter usage.

• registerOSImage -w directory
Registers from the specified directory including the exported OS SD package.

NOTE
Though RegisterOSImage can be started more than once on the same IPS. The registration of the same OS
Image to different domain managers concurrently is not allowed.
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The command has the following format:

RegisterOSImage -s <manager> -i <imagename> | -w <directory> [-b] [-l] [-t] [-e] [-n <name>]

   [-v <version>] [-c <comment>] [-u <user> -p <password> -d <domain>]

-s<manager>

Specifies the name of the DSM-Manager to register the OS image.

-i<imagename>

Specifies the name of OS image directory (see CreateOSImage).

-w<directory>

Register from directory including the exported OS-SD package.

-b

Register only parameter definitions of the OS image.

-l

Register only the OS image in the Software Package library. You can register an OS image without specifying the -b
or -l option. In this case, parameter definitions of the image are registered before the OS image is registered in the SD
software library. If the SD registration fails or is aborted, parameter registration of the image is still in effect. Specify the -l
option to register the image again.

-t

Only test the OS image parameter description.

-e

Registers an OS image update package. The default SD package name is extended with - upgrade.

-n<name>

Specifies the SD product name of the OS image in the Software Library.

Default: <imagename>

-v<version>

Specifies the SD product version of the OS image.

Default: 12.0/0

-c<comment>

Specifies the comment that appears in the SD product.

Default: BsmOsImg <name>

-u<user>

Specifies the remote DSM-Manager user.

-p<password>

Specifies the password of the user.

-d<domain>

Specifies the remote DSM-Manager domain, for example,

winnt://manager 
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OS Image Detailed Information

OS and boot images have their own description file, osinfo.ini, that contains detailed information about the images. The
following sections describe the contents of the description file for OS and boot images.

OS Image

An OS image description file osinfo.ini is stored in the OSIM OS image store with the image. You can either open the file
or view contents using the following command:

createosimage -p <imagename>

The osinfo.ini file contains the following sections:

• images section
• parameter section
• camenu section
• parameterfile section
• update section

images

The images section provides the following information:

locale=

The code page to use during the OS setup is specified.

"Language identifiers" shows a list of valid keys.

Default: ENU

OSIM imageflags=

The features or properties of the OS image are defined. The value of this property can contain a comma-separated list of
keywords.

NOTE
The keywords are case-sensitive.

The following table provides the list of keywords that you can use with this parameter:

Keyword Definition
F140-2 The image can accept parameters in FIPS-compliant encryption

only
PeTftp The image supports installation using a WinPE-based boot image

in TFTP mode.
PeLm The image supports installation using a WinPE-based boot image

in share mode.
Pe2Lm The image supports installation using a WinPE20, WinPE30, or

WinPE40 based boot image in share mode.
Pe64Tftp The image supports installation using a WinPEx64 based boot

image in TFTP mode.
Pe64Lm The image supports installation using a WinPEx64 based boot

image in share mode.
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Lnx64LmT The image supports Linux-based boot image using TFTP in share
mode.

imagename=

The name of the OS image is specified.

productid=

The product key of the operating system is specified.

Default: 000-0000000

osplatform=

The name of the operating system is specified.

imagetime=

The date and time of creation of the image is specified.

sharename=

The name of the share where the image is stored is specified. The share is at MANAGEDPC\images relative to the
installation directory of CA\DSM\server\SDBS\var.

usedshare=

If the OS image uses the image of another OS image, this entry refers to the share for this base image and is at
MANAGEDPC\images. If the OS image uses an installation image of its own, the entry carries the same value as the entry
sharename.

ostype=

The type of operating system that is associated with the OS image is identified.

Sdotype=<number>

A list of numbers that are separated by commas is specified alternatively.

A list of Software Delivery OS types to determine compatibility with Software Delivery distribution packages is specified.

Createshare=MS, MSNFS

The type of shares the images uses is specified. MS means Microsoft shares, MSNFS means Microsoft shares and NFS
shares.

createzip=<name of the zip file>

If createzip is set with a name of a zip file, the OS image is prepared to install from a TFTP boot server. In For a TFTP
boot server, the zip file is downloaded to the target instead of installing from a Microsoft share. Because Linux CD and
DVD images are large, Linux CDs are not transferred in a zip file to the target. The target accesses Linux CDs always
from an NFS share.
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parameter

The parameter section provides the following information:

default=

This parameter refers to the default file that describes the operating system parameters. This file is typically called
default.ini and is at the share that the sharename specifies.

camenu

The camenu section specifies files that control the OS installation process of this OS image. The files are at
MANAGEDPC\CAMENU relative to the installation directory of the Boot Server / IPS image store.

batfilename=

If the boot server is using shares, the main installation script or batch file is identified, that starts from the DOS boot image
and prepares and launches the installation.

tftpfilename=

If the boot server is using tftp, the main installation script is identified that starts from the DOS boot image and prepares
and launches the installation.

responsefile=

The name of the auto-answer file that contains all the information that is needed for an unattended installation of the
related operating system is specified. This file is compliant with the "Answer File Parameters for Unattended Installation of
Windows (2003, 2000, XP, ME, 98)" of Microsoft or Linux unattended installation.

partition=

The file that defines the partitions of the hard disk is specified.

parameterfile

The files that contain OS installation parameters are identified. If you have defined the parameters in some other files, add
the path to those files under this section.

When the RegisterOSImage command executes, the given files for extra parameter definitions are searched, the
parameters found to the default.ini file are added, and are registered with the OS installation manager.

If a parameter already exists in the default.ini file, RegisterOSImage tries to register the parameter using the following
command:

Registerosimage  - i <image name> -t

The new parameters get a default definition in default.ini. To modify the new parameters, edit the default.ini file. If you
have edited the default.ini file, execute the following command to add or update the parameter definitions to the MDB:

Registerosimage  - i <image name> -s <manager> -b  [-e]

file1=

The name of the first file containing OS Installation Manager parameters is defined. The name is relative to the image
store directory of the Boot Server or IPS.

The default location of the image store is \Program Files\CA\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc.
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filex=

The name of the last file containing OS Installation Manager parameters is defined. The name is relative to the
MANAGEDPC directory of the Boot Server / IPS image store.

update

The update section lists the files that IPS must add or delete from the OS image to migrate the image to the new template.
This information is used to create an update SD package for an OS image.

addfile<n>=

The name of a new file that IPS must add at the time of updating the OS image to a new image template is specified. The
path is relative to the image store directory of the Boot Server or IPS.

The default location of the image store is \Program Files\CA\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc.

Example: addfile parameter

 

addfile1=camenu\file.inf

addfile2=images\myimage\myimage\oeminst\driver\extdrv.sys

 

delfile<n>=

The name of the file that IPS must delete at the time of updating an OS image to a new image template is specified.

installed

This section includes the information that product installations use while installing the OS image.

sdproductname<n>=<

The name of the product is specified.

sdproductversion<n>

The version of the product is specified.

Boot Image

The description file for a boot image is stored in the <image store>\images\dosboot\undi\<boot_image_name>.

The description file for a boot image contains a [BootImage] section with the following parameters:

• Imageflags
The features or properties of the boot image are defined. The value of this property can contain a comma-separated
list of keywords.

NOTE
The keywords are case-sensitive.
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The following table provides the list of keywords that you can use with this parameter:

Keyword Definition

F140-2 The image can accept parameters in FIPS-compliant
encryption only

PeTftp The image is WinPE-based and supports installation through
TFTP mode

PeLm The image is WinPE-based and supports installation through
share mode

Pe2Lm The image is WinPE20, WinPE30, or WinPE40 based and
supports installation through share mode

Pe64Tftp The image is WinPEx64-based and supports installation
through TFTP mode

Pe64Lm The image is WinPEx64-based and supports installation
through share mode

Lnx64LmT The image is LINUXPEx64-based and uses TFTP in share
mode.

• Boottype
The type of the boot image is specified. The valid values are as follows:
– WINPE20 = Windows PE 2.0
– WINPE20x64 = Windows PE 2.0 x64
– WINPE30 = Windows PE 3.0
– WINPE30x64 = Windows PE 3.0 x64
– WINPE40 = Windows PE 4.0
– WINPE40x64 = Windows PE 4.0 x64
– LINUXPEx64 = Linux-based customized CentOS 6.3 x64 boot image

• Bootimagedir
The directory that contains boot image files is specified.

• Bootloader
The network loader for the boot image is specified, which is stored in the directory in Bootimagedir.

• Switchfile
If the specified file is downloaded from Bootimagedir, the boot server must switch to the next boot image, that is,
boothd, or boothd.efi.

Sample winpe2.2 file:

[BootImage]

Imageflags

Boottype=WinPE2

Bootimagedir=winpe2.2

Bootloader=pxeboot.n12

Switchfile=winpe.wim

Sample winpe40x64.2 file:

[BootImage]

Imageflags

Boottype=WinPE40x64

Bootimagedir=winpe464.2
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Bootloader=pxeboot.n12,bootx64.efi

Switchfile=boot.wim

Default.ini

The default.ini describes the OS Installation Manager parameters that are used in an OS image and the default settings
for these parameters. The file is a UTF-8 coded file, so edit with UTF-8 enabled editors only e.g. Notepad. The file has
an .ini file structure. The file shows the following sections:

• Locale Section
• Default Section
• Reserved Section
• Parameter Sections
• locale

The code page 3 indicates that this file is a UTF-8 file.
• default

This section contains the default settings for the parameters. The entries use the following format:

parameterName >= defaultValue

• reserved
This section lists some names that should not be used as OS Installation Manager parameter names. The entries of
the section use the following format:
name=parameter

Default.Ini Parameters

The default.ini parameter sections have the following structure:

[parametername] Type={ Text|Pwd|IP|Num|BootImage|OSImage|Mac|MapList|MapListExt|TextList| TextListExt}

The remaining entries of a parameter definition section and their ranges depend on the parameter type (Type=).

Text Parameter

Provides any simple text string. The length of the string can be limited by the MaxLength attribute. The following
parameter attributes are valid for this parameter type:

Attribute Meaning Range
MaxLength Maximum length of the strings to be

assigned
1 to 255 characters

Comment Comment on the parameter any string
Trans Drives the inheritance of parameter settings {yes|no}
UpdateDefault Overwrites the default value when updating

the image
{yes|no}
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Password Parameter

Provides an encoded password. The password can be limited to MaxLength characters. A password is always related to a
user ID. The following parameter attributes are valid for this parameter type:

Attribute Meaning Range
MaxLength Maximum length of the password to be

assigned
1 to 255 characters

Comment Comment on the parameter any string
Trans Drives the inheritance of parameter settings {yes|no}
UpdateDefault Overwrites the default value when updating

the image
{yes|no}

IP Parameter

Specifies an IP address of the format a.b.c.d where each a...d represents an integer value between 0 and 255. The
following parameter attributes are valid for this parameter type:

Attribute Meaning Range
MaxLength Maximum length of the IP address 17 characters
Comment Comment on the parameter any string
Trans Drives the inheritance of parameter settings {yes|no}
UpdateDefault Overwrites the default value when updating

the image
{yes|no}

Numeric Parameter

Specifies a numeric value. The range of the value is given by the attributes MaxValue, which specifies the maximum, and
MinValue, which specifies the minimum. Ensure that the value of MinValue is less than or equal to the value of MaxValue.
The following parameter attributes are valid for this parameter type:

Attribute Meaning Range
MaxValue Maximum of the value assigned -2147483648 to 2147483647
MinValue Minimum of the value assigned -2147483648 to 2147483647 and MinValue

<= MaxValue
Comment Comment on the parameter any string
Trans Drives the inheritance of parameter settings {yes|no}
UpdateDefault Overwrites the default value when updating

the image
{yes|no}

Boot Image Parameter

Attribute Meaning Range
MaxLength Maximum length of the boot image name 1 to 32 characters
Comment Comment on the parameter any string
Trans Drives the inheritance of parameter settings {yes|no}
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UpdateDefault Overwrites the default value when updating
the image

{yes|no}

OS Image Parameter

Specifies the name of an operating system image. The following parameter attributes are valid for this parameter type:

Attribute Meaning Range
MaxLength Maximum length of the operating system

image name
1 to 10 characters

Comment Comment on the parameter any string
Trans Drives the inheritance of parameter settings {yes|no}
UpdateDefault Overwrites the default value when updating

the image
{yes|no}

Mac Parameter

Specifies a MAC address of the format ab.cd.ef.gh.ij.kl, where each a...l represents a hexadecimal digit (0-9, a-f). The
following parameter attributes are valid for this parameter type:

Attribute Meaning Range
MaxLength Maximum length of the IP address 12 characters
Comment Comment on the parameter any string
Trans Drives the inheritance of parameter settings {yes|no}
UpdateDefault Overwrites the default value when updating

the image
{yes|no}

Mapping List / Mapping List Extended Parameter

Specifies a list of item=<string1> <string2>. String2 is shown in the editor only, when string1 has been assigned a value.

The parameter editor can extend parameters of type MapListExt, but not of type MapList.

When assigning a value to a parameter, it can only be a string that is appearing in the list.

The following parameter attributes are valid for these parameter types:

Attribute Meaning Range
MaxLength Maximum length of a list entry 1 to 255 characters
Comment Comment on the parameter any string
Trans Drives the inheritance of parameter settings {yes|no}
UpdateDefault Overwrites the default value when updating

the image
{yes|no}

Item Specifies a list item. This attribute can
occur more than once.

"string1" "string2"
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Text List / Extended Text List Parameter

TextListExt specifies a list of item=<string>; that is, it is the same as a TextList parameter, but the list can be extended with
the parameter editor later on.

The following parameter attributes are valid for this parameter type:

Attribute Meaning Range
MaxLength Maximum length of a list entry 1 to 255 characters
Comment Comment on the parameter any string
Trans Drives the inheritance of parameter settings {yes|no}
UpdateDefault Overwrites the default value when updating

the image
{yes|no}

Item Specifies a list item. This attribute can
occur more than once.

any string

UpdateDefault

The RegisterOSImage command provides an option to overwrite the default values of the parameters in the database. For
the overwrite operation to be successful, you must set the UpdateDefault attribute of the parameter to Yes; Otherwise, the
default value are not overwritten. The following RegisterOS command overwrites the default values:

RegisterOSImage  - i <image_name> -s <manager> -e [-b]

Trans Attribute

Drives the parameters settings when an operating system image is assigned to a target. When an operating system image
has a predecessor image (Current or Scheduled configuration) for the target in question, a parameter of the new image
also occurs in the old image, and both parameters are of the same type, then the parameter of the new image inherits the
parameter setting from the predecessor configuration provided that the Trans attribute of the parameter at the new image
has been set to yes. In any other case, the parameter of the new image is set to its default, if there is any, or it remains
unset.

Example: Add OSIM OS Image Parameters

Explanation of localeID in default.ini

The parameter created is an Extendable Map List (Type=MapListExt). The item values have a maximum length of 128
bytes (MaxLength=128). When the OSIM OS image is assigned to a target computer, the value of this parameter can be
inherited from the scheduled configuration or the current configuration (Trans=yes).

The example contains entries for Chinese Macau, Danish, English US, English UK, and French Standard.

If you did not define special properties of [localeID] in the default.ini, registerosimage will add default properties:

[localeID]

 Type=Text

 MaxLength=255

 Trans=yes

 Comment=CAMENU\xxxx

Using this specification, the parameter presents a text field (Type=Text) of size 255 (MaxLength=255). It can also inherit
values from predecessor configurations (Trans=yes). The comment specifies the location of the file where the parameter
has first been detected.
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NOTE
Do not omit the dollar characters ($) before and after the parameter name. They are mandatory.

Template.ini
The IPS comes with a set of OS image templates you can see during the usage of createosimage. All available images
are defined in the Template.ini, which controls the createosimage command.

Creating image types and new installation templates are for experienced users only.

New types can be added by adding an [ostype] section, including the keys for specification. See the key descriptions as
mentioned.

Template files in os-template\camenu\<ostype>.xx and in os-template\images\<ostype> also belong to an OS type.
The assignment is defined in the template.ini file.

• [<ostype>]
Section that specifies the template of the OS type.

• typecomment = <string>
The string is only shown in the usage of createosimage as comment of the type.

• imagetemplates = <ostype>
Name of the directory which contains the template files under \images.

• identfile = <file>
Specifies a file that must be in available on the CD image to verify whether it is the correct CD. This specification is
used if the OS is on one CD, like most Windows operating systems, and morethanonecd is not set.
Identfile can also be used in the <copysection> to identify more CDs.
Default: Empty (no verification is done)

• cdrootpath = <directory>
Default subdirectory on CD1 where the source root of the OS files is found.
Cdrootpath is also used to find the file <identfile> on CD1 when specified in the [<ostype>] section. 
If the -s <OSpath> option is given, cdrootpath has no effect.
If a <copysection> is specified for CDs, the <copysection> entries are used to copy the directories from the CD or to
find the <identfile>. Cdrootpath does not extend the specified copy paths or <identfile> from the <copysection>.
Default: ”.”

• ossubpath = <directory>
Specifies a destination subpath of <imagename>\<imagename>\<subpath> for template files from os-template\images
\<ostype>.
The OS files are copied in that <subpath> directory, too.
If a <copysection> is specified for CDs, the <copysection> entries are used to copy the directories from CD. Ossubpath
does not extend the specified copy paths from the <copysection>.
Default: No additional subdirectory

• batfile = <file>
Name of the DOS installation script for installation using MS SHARE to create camenu\<imagename>.bat. <file> is the
name of a template file in os-template\camenu.

• tftpfile = <file>
Name of the DOS installation script for installation using TFTP to create camenu\<imagename>.ftp. <file> is the name
of a template file in os-template\camenu.

• createzip = <yes,no>
If this entry is set to yes, the -z option of createosimage also creates a <imagename>.caz file from the OS data. The
files are stored in the managedpc\images\<imagename>\<imagename> directory.

• parameterdefinition = <file>
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Name of the file that contains the template of default parameter definitions that are used for default.ini. <file> is the
name of a template file in os-template\camenu.

• responsefile = <file>
Name of the unattended response file template to create camenu\<imagename>.inf. <file> is the name of a template
file in os-template\camenu.

• fileswithparameter = <file>
Name of the template list of files, including parameters that can be changed with the DSM Explorer. The template is
used to create the osinfo.ini file. <file> is the name of a template file in os-template\camenu.

• partitionfile = <file>
Name of the disk partition schema to create camenu\<imagename>.par. <file> is the name of a template file in os-
template\camenu.

• stringtosubstitute = <string>
The <imagename> in camenu\<imagename>.bat and camenu\<imagename>.ftp that replaces the string.

• imagefileextension = <string>
Name of an image file extension, for example, [set the File Name variable].gho, to find the image file below the -s
<OSpath>.

• destdriverpath = <string>
Name of the folder on the target system where the drivers are stored.
Examples: $oem$\driver

• sdostype= <internal number>
As it is possible to predefine a DSM PXE target, activating an OS installation and SD install jobs, the DSM manager
knows what SD type the assigned OS is.
Example: 12

• createshare = <string>
Specifies that a share is created on the IPS and on a boot server. Valid values are as follows:
– MS=MS-share
– NFS=NFS-share
– MSNFS=both
– MSW=writable MS-share

Default: MS
• finaljobstate = <0|1> (0=current;1=stopped)

Defines the final job state after boothd or registration of the DSM agent.
• writabledir = <drirectory>

If createshare=MSW (getimagexxx), the write-enabled image share for canonprv is defined.
• NOopt... = <0|1> (0=visible,default; 1=skipped)

Skips or shows the corresponding IPS wizard page. For example, if you specify NOoptProdKey =1, the Product
Key page in the New OS Image wizard is skipped. You can use the following parameters to skip the wizard pages:
NOoptOSPath, NOoptShare, NOoptProdKey, NOoptLocale, NOoptRespFile, NOoptDriver.

• imgtoolcopyN = <imgtoolsubdirectory>:<file1>[><file1renamed>];[<file2>[><file2renamed>]] ...
Defines the imaging tool files that you want to add to the image.

• sysprepcopyN = <OStype>@<sysprepsubdirectory>[:<file1>;[<file2>]] ...
Defines the sysprep files that you want to add to the image.

• imageflags = <list of image flags>
Defines the image flags for checking the boot image compatibility with the OS image. Possible values are F140-2,
PeTftp, PeLm, Pe2Lm, Pe64Tftp, Pe64Lm, Lnx64LmT

• batfileWpe = <file>
Defines the name of the WinPE installation script for installations using a share to create camenu\<imagename>.cmd

• tftpfileWpe = <file>
Defines the name of the WinPE installation script for installations using TFTP to create camenu\<imagename>.ftw

• partitionfileWpe= <file> or <file1,file2>
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Defines the name of the disk partition template to create from WinPE camenu\<imagename>.wp1 or WinPE camenu
\<imagename>.wp2.

• copyfrompath=<copysection>
Defines the name of a <copysection> that defines the files and directories to copy from a source path containing the
Linux distribution files. See createosimage -i<name> -o<type> -s <OSpath>.

The following keys describe the number of CDs required to copy all files and directories into the OSIM OS-image:

• morethanonecd = <number>
Defines the number of CD's to copy. Each CD has a key cd1,cd2,cd3 that points to a special <copysection> that lists
all files, directories to copy.

• cd1,cd2...cdn = <copysection>
Specifies the name of the copy section.

The following entries are used with the -a <sharename> option. That means the install files must be copied from CD
described in the CD100 section must be copied in the OS image because it includes installation procedures, but the
other OS files from the Linux CDs are on a central NFS Server on an NFS share (createosimage -i <name> -o <type> -a
<sharename>).

• copytemplatesalways = <yes|no>
Specifies whether the templates <imagetemplates> should be copied in the <imagename>\<imagename>.
If this value is set to yes, createosimages -i <name> -o <type> -a <sharename> copies the OS-specific template files
into the image even if the OS files itself on another share.
Createosimages -i <name> -o <type> -a <sharename> can also copy files from the Linux CD to this minimum image.
Usually, these are typically the Linux loader and other files that are needed in the DOS phase.

• morethanonealwayscd = <number>
Defines the number of CD's to copy even if the -a switch is used. Morethanonealwayscd is only checked if
copytemplatesalways = yes. All CDs are defined in one or more <copysection>. With morethanonealwayscd,
createosimage looks for keys starting with cd100,cd101,cd102=<copysection>.

• cd100,cd101...cd10n = <copysection>
Specifies the name of the copy sections.

• [<copysection>] =
This section describes the directories or files to be copied from this CD.

• <cddirectory>=<imagedirectory>
Copies cddirectory to imagedirectory (or <cdfile>=<imagefile> copies cdfile to imagefile). You can use wildcard
characters such as * and ?.
The source path must start from CDROOT but without the drive name, for example, d:\
The destination path is relative to the shared directory of the image.
Append the source file to an existing destination file:
<cdfile> => <imagefile>

Read the source file from an existing image instead of reading from the CD:
< <sourcefile> = <destinationfile>

Read the complete CD, DVD into an iso file:
DVD:: = <file.iso> 

Extract a specified package file from the rpm package on CD, DVD to the destination:
RPM::<source package file.rpm> = <destination file name>

The list of supported OS types is specified in the template.ini. For a complete list, see the Usage of CreateOSImage.

NOTE
If the IPS is also a Boot Server, CreateOSImage creates an OS image share. If the IPS system provides an NFS
service, CreateOSImage also creates an NFS share depending on the “createshare” parameter.
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Register Operating System Data of External Images
In addition to the CA OS images created with the createosimage command, external OS images can be registered to the
Domain Manager. The manager however, does not verify whether the image is on the target boot server.

NOTE
External OS image names are not restricted to 32 characters (8.3 notation).

NOTE
Ensure either an internally stored OS image or an external OS image is registered in the Management Database
(MDB) before an operating system installation job is created for a target computer.

To provide an operating system description and register in the MDB

1. Create a directory with the OS image name, for example, win8ent, as follows:
mkdir DSM-installdisk:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\images\win8ent

2. Copy default.ini and osinfo.ini from the DSM-installdisk:\Program Files\CA\DSM\osimips\os-template\images
\os-image\ directory into the following directory:
DSM-installdisk:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\images\<image name>

3. Open the default.ini file from the following location using an editor:
DSM-installdisk:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\images\<image name>\default.ini

4. Change the OSImage assignment as follows:
OSImage=win8ent

5. Open the osinfo.ini file at the same location using an editor:
DSM-installdisk:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\images\<image name>\osinfo.ini

6. Change the imagename assignment as follows:
imagename=win8ent

7. Register the operating system data in the MDB using the registerosimage command as follows:
registerosimage -b -i win8ent -s domain_manager_name

The operating system data of the external image, win8ent, is now registered to the MDB of Domain Manager.

Language Identifiers
The language identifier specifies the code page to use during the operating system setup. Valid values are as follows:

• CHS
Chinese (PRC, Singapore)

• CHT
Chinese (Taiwan, Hong Kong SAR, PRC)

• ENU
Latin (North America, Western Europe). This is the default value.

• HEB
Hebrew

• JPN
Japanese

• KOR
Korean

• ROM
East European (Romania, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia, Czech Rep.)

• THA
Thai
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Define Disk Partitions for WinPE-based Windows Images
A WinPE-based OS image has its own disk partition file named <imagename>.wp1 in Microsoft diskpart format. The disk
partition file is created in the camenu directory of the image store. You can specify which disk partition to use, for installing
the OS image on the target computer.

To define the disk partition for WinPE-based OS installations

1. Deploy the OS image on the target computer in DSM Explorer.
An OS Installation job is created under All Computers, {Group Details}, and OS Installations.

2. Select the OS installation job to which you want to specify the disk partition.
OS installation parameters appear in the right pane.

3. Double-click the WinPEPartition parameter.
The Edit OS Installation Parameter dialog opens.

4. Select one the following values:
– Use default partition file

This value creates only one active primary c: partition on disk 0 of the target computer.
– Use special partition file <imagename>.wp1 for Legacy BIOS from CAMENU

This value creates the hard disk partitions as defined in the ".wp1" file for legacy BIOS target computer.
– Use special partition file <imagename>.wp2 for UEFI from CAMENU

This value creates the hard disk partitions as defined in the ".wp2" file for UEFI target computer.
When OS installation job executes at the target computer, the operating system is installed on the disk partition you
specified in the WinPEParitition parameter.

NOTE
If the boot parameter CreateNewPartitions is set to true, OSIM ignores the SANID boot parameter because
it uses the existing available partition (C drive) created by previous windows installation for new OS
Installation. Supplying SANID with boot parameter WinPEPartition with value Use special partition file
<imagename>.wp1 for Legacy BIOS from CAMENU or Use special partition file <imagename>.wp2 for
UEFI from CAMENU, forces OSIM to ignore parameter WinPEPartition value. If SANID is specified, OSIM
identifies the disk needed to be used for OS installation and ignores the supplied external partition file for OS
deployment.

OSIM Images Using ImageX
OSIM supports the following images created using ImageX:

• For the list of supported operating systeMicrosoft for ImageX-based images, see the Compatibility Matrix.
• ImageX-based images

You can create ImageX images in two different ways:

1. By using an OSIM support image and an OSIM WinPE 2.0 image
2. In a manual way using a WinPE 2.0 boot CD

Requirements

• Image Prepare System with Boot Server on the same system
• ImageX requires Microsoft Windows AIK installed on the Image Prepare System

Imaging Solutions for BIOS and UEFI Native OS Deployment 

The captured BIOS native images can be deployed only with BIOS enabled systems. The captured UEFI native images
can be deployed only with UEFI enabled systems. This deployment cannot be interchanged.
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Steps to Create an ImageX OSIM OS Image Using an OSIM Support OS Image
This section describes the steps to create an ImageX OSIM OS image using an OSIM support OS image.

First, a functional overview is given, then the major steps are presented:

• Step 1: Create a Support-OS-Image
• Step 2: Back up your model PC (Add Sysprep Files to the OS Image Structure)
• Step 3: Prepare and Capture ImageX
• Step 4: Restore the OS Image on the Model Computer
• Step 5: Create and Register the Golden Image as OSIM OS Image

You have information about how to add drivers to the Windows-based OSIM OS Image and a description of the new
alternative partition definition file. The following diagram depicts the steps to create an OSIM OS image using an OSIM
support OS image:

Figure 24: Create an ImageX OSIM Image

Support OS Functional Overview

A support operating system makes easier preparing and capturing of ImageX images from a PXE-enabled model
computer. This procedure is carried out by executing an OSIM job and using an OSIM Windows PE20 or Windows PE30
or WindowsPE40 boot image.

See Supportability Matrix for latest operating system support.

Only if Image Prepare System, Boot Server, and DSM Explorer are on the same computer, you can create and use the
supported OS types. Configure the Boot Server for Share Access using the sdbsswitch command.

• Use the command sdbsswitch - l to find out the current configuration.
• Use the command sdbsswitch - s to switch the boot server to share mode.

For the list of GETIMAGE supported operating system, see the Supportability Matrix.

The GETIMAGE-support-operating system provides an OS-share with directories for the imaging tools like ImageX, and it
provides directories for the different OS-specific sysprep-programs.
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The share also has a writable subdirectory for the images to capture.

Step 1 - Create a Support-OS-Image

Contents

To create a support image of the GETIMAGE type, use the IPS commands with the following parameters:

createosimage  - i <imagename> -o <support_OS_type> [-g <imgtools>]

If you want to use only ImageX to capture a model computer and Microsoft Windows AIK or Windows ADK is installed on
the IPS, do not provide the -g option. The ImageX files are copied automatically into the GETIMAGE-structure.

To register the support image, use the following command:

registerosimage -b  - i <imagename> OS -s <manager>

 

ImageX in the GETIMAGE-Structure

If Windows AIK or Windows ADK is not installed or you have not provided the path to the imaging tool during the creation
of support OS image, copy the required files to the GETIMAGE-structure manually.

• If you are using ImageX with Winpe20 or Winpe30, copy the ImageX-files.
- imagex.exe

- intlcfg.exe

- wimfltr.inf

- wimfltr.sys

- wimgapi.dll

From the Windows AIK installation directory
C:\Program Files\Windows AIK\Tools\x86\ 

To the OSIM image store:
<OSIM-image store>\<imagename>\<imagename>\imagex\

• If you are using Imagex with Winpe40 or Winpe40x64, copy the Imagex-files:

- dism.exe
- dismapi.dll
- dismcore.dll
- dismcoreps.dll
- dismprov.dll
- imagex.exe
- logprovider.dll
- Microsoft.Dism.Powershell.dll
- readme.txt
- wimgapi.dll
- wimmount.sys
- wimprovider.dll
- wimserv.exe
- ImagingProvider.dll

From the Windows ADK installation directory: 
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Winpe40: C:\Program Files (x86)\Windows Kits\8.0\Assessment and Deployment Kit\Deployment Tools\x86\DISM

\ Winpe40x64: C:\Program Files (x86)\Windows Kits\8.0\Assessment and Deployment Kit\Deployment Tools

\amd64\DISM\ 

 
To the OSIM image store: 

Winpe40: <OSIM-image store>\<imagename>\<imagename>\imagex\

 

Winpe40x64: <OSIM-image store>\<imagename>\<imagename>\imagex\

GETIMAGE64

This release provides the following new GETIMAGE type to support 64-bit version of WinPE 4.0.

• GETIMAGEX64
Captures Windows 7x64, 8x64, 8.1x64, Windows Server 2008x64, 2008 R2, 2012, 2012 R2 OS images.

• ImageX
This release provides the following new ImageX types to support 64-bit version of WinPE 4.0.

• IMAGEX64-WIN7
Supports Windows 7x64, and Windows 7 SP1x64 OS images.

• IMAGEX64-WIN8
Supports Windows 8x64 and Windows 8.1x64 OS images.

• IMAGEX64-W2008/R2
Supports Windows Server 2008x64 and 2008 R2.

• IMAGEX64- W2012/R2
Supports Windows Server 2012, 2012R2.

Step 2 - Backup your model PC

The prepare (sysprep Step3) process modifies OS installation on the model computer so that the operating system is not
rebooted anymore. You can back up the model computer to restore the same and boot into the operating system after you
capture the image.

To back up an image, run OSIM backup job to capture OS image using the specified imaging tool.

To create OSIM install jobs to backup an image:

1. Create an OS installation job for the model computer in DSM Explorer.
2. Set the value of following OS installation parameters: 

Parameter Description

OSImage Specify "getimg" depending on the support OS type.

BootSpecial Specify the required boot image.

ImagexImage Specify the name of the image file to create.

CreateImage Specify "backupImageX"

BackupPolicy Specify the backup policy for the job.
3. Activate the job (use Wake-On-LAN for automatic boot). 

The following events occur:
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– The model computer boots WinPE boot image again and executes the getimage.cmd script from the camenu share.
– The getimage.cmd command shares the getimage-11 share, depending on the OS type you selected. The images

subdirectory is prepared to hold all images. The getimage.cmd command looks for a subdirectory with the name of
the model computer under the images folder. If the subdirectory does not exist, getimage.cmd creates the directory.
All images from a model computer are stored in the subdirectory with the model computer name.

– getimage.cmd looks for subdirectory having image name ($ImageXImage$) under the model computer
subdirectory. If this directory exists, it extents the name to $ImageXImage$n (n=1-5) and tries to create a new
subdirectory again. If the directory creation is successful, getimage.cmd stores the new image in the subdirectory.
The success of directory creation depends on the BackupPolicy that you have set. If the BackupPolicy is set to
write images and wrap around: 
• getimage.cmd overwrites the oldest image when the defined number of images already exists.
•  getimage.cmd aborts with an error message when the directory name already exists.

– getimage.cmd copies the ImageX client to the new image directory, executes ImageX to capture c: partition of the
model computer, and stores the images as a .wim file in the following path:
\\<OSIM-image store>\<imagename>\<imagename>\images\<computername>\

<$ImageXImage$n>\<$ImageXImage$n>.wim

NOTE

If the C: partition does not exist on the model computer, the getimage.cmd command terminates after
writing to the error to the log file.

4. Finally the model computer shuts down and the OSIM job status in DSM Explorer is set to Stop.

Backup Policy

Backup policy defines the backup strategy for the BackupImageX jobs for one target computer. You can define the backup
policy using the $BackupPolicy$ parameter. Backup jobs create a new image directory with the name of the image as
specified in the $ImageXImage$ parameter. You can configure the backup policy to specify the number of backup images
that you want to store for one target computer, and the action that is required when the number of backup images exceed
the configured value.

Following are the valid values for the $backuppolicy$ parameter:

• write up to 5 images, do not wrap around [0]
Specifies that every backup job using the same image name creates an image directory by appending 1 through 5 to
the directory name. After creating $ImageXImage$5, the backup job fails.

• write 1 image and overwrite [1]
Specifies that every backup job using the same image name overwrites the existing image.

• write 2 images and wrap around [2]
Specifies that backup jobs using the same image name create up to two images and then overwrite the oldest.

• write 3 images and wrap around [3]
Specifies that backup jobs using the same image name create up to three images and then overwrite the oldest.

• write 4 images and wrap around [4]
Specifies that backup jobs using the same image name create up to four images and then overwrite the oldest.

• write 5 images and wrap around [5]
Specifies that backup jobs using the same image name create up to five images and then overwrite the oldest.

NOTE

Choosing a wrap around action overwrites the oldest of the images when the number of backups exceed
configured value.

The first backup image directory gets the name from the $ImageXImage$ parameter.

The succeeding image directories get the name from $ImageXImage$ with a trailing number (1-4).
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Log Files of the Getimage Support OS Job

Getimage.cmd creates for each getimage job one logfile on the IPS/boot server in

\\<OSIM-image store>\<imagename>\<imagename>\images\<computername>\

<$ImageXImage$n>\osim-getimage.log

The log file contains information about the prepare phase that is executed from runonce (osimsysprep.cmd) and
information about the backupImageX phase that is executed from getimage.cmd.

Step3 - Prepare and Capture ImageX Images

Follow these steps for every new ImageX image.

Install the Model Computer

Your model computer can be installed from CD, DVD, or using OSIM.

NOTE
Do not install any CA agents, because this is part of the OSIM ImageX installation.

If you install the model computer using OSIM, set the OSIM job parameter

installAgent=no

BitLocker=no

Create OSIM Install Jobs to Prepare an Image (Step 3a)

To create OSIM install jobs to prepare images:

1. Create a getimage OS installation job for the model computer in DSM Explorer.
2. Set the value of following OS installation parameters:

Parameter Description

OSImage Specify "getimage" depending on the support OS type.

BootSpecial Specify the required boot image.

SysprepVersion Specify the name of the directory that contains sysprep files

CreateImage Specify "prepare"
3. Activate the OSIM job and boot the model computer.

The model computer boots into WinPE boot image. The job execution script <image>.cmd copies the sysprep files
from \\<OSIM-image store>\<imagename>\<imagename>\sysprep\$SysprepVersion$ to the hard disk of the model
computer. It also copies the OSIM prepare script “osimsysprep.cmd” and the driver registry file and adds execution of
the script to the registry (runonce) of the Model computer OS.
Finally the script reboots the target into the OS of the Model computer.

NOTE
Do not install DSM agent on the Model PC. An installed DSM agent cannot be removed from the getimage
(prepare) function.

4. When the model computer is up again, login as an administrator.
Runonce launches osimsysprep.cmd. Osimsysprep.cmd removes OSIM files from previous OS installations, adds the
OSIM driver path to the registry and executes sysprep.
Sysprep shuts down the model computer.
On the DSM Manager, the prepare job is stopped.
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Create OSIM Install Jobs to Capture an Image (Step 3b)

Run another OSIM backup job to capture the OS image using the specified imaging tool.

To create OSIM install jobs to capture an image

1. Set the value of following OS installation parameters:

Parameter Description

OSImage Specify "getimage" depending on the support OS type.

BootSpecial Specify the required boot image.

ImagexImage Specify the name of the image file to create

CreateImage Specify "backupImageX"

BackupPolicy Specify the backup policy for the job.
2. Activate the job again (use Wake-On-LAN for automatic boot).

getimage.cmd copies the ImageX client to the new image directory, executes ImageX to capture c: partition of the
model computer, and stores the images as a .wim file in the following path:
\\<OSIM-image store>\<imagename>\<imagename>\images\<computername>\ <$ImageXImage$n>\<$ImageXImage$n>.wim

After the image is captured successfully, OSIM job status in DSM Explorer is set to Stop. You can now create and
register the OSIM OS master image for OS deployment. If you have taken a backup of the model computer, you can
restore it now.

Step 4 - Restore the OS Image on the Model Computer

Contents

To restore the OS image on the model computer

1. Set value of the following OS installation job parameters:

Parameter Description

OSImage Specify "getimage" depending on the support OS type.

BootSpecial Specify the required boot image.

ImagexImage Specify the name of the backup image file to restore

CreateImage Specify "restoreImageX"

RestorePolicy Specify the restore policy for the job.
2. Activate the job (use Wake-On-LAN for automatic boot).

The job restores the OS image on the active partition of the model computer. After the image is restored, the model
computer reboots and the status of the job is set to Stop in DSM Explorer. You can view the log file at <OSIM-
imagestore>\images\<imagename>\<imagename>\images\<computername>\<$ImageXImage$n>\osim-
restore.log

NOTE
If there is no active partition on the model computer, the job creates an active partition using the <OSIM-
image store>\images\<imagename>\<imagename>\images\<name_of_model_PC>\ $ImageXImage>\
$ImageXImage$.wp1 diskpart file, and installs the image in this new partition.
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Restore Policy

Restore policy defines the restore strategy for the RestoreImageX job for one target computer. You can configure the
restore policy to specify the backup image that you want to restore on the target computer.

Following are the valid values for the $restorepolicy$ parameter:

• Take the backupimage as named in $ImageXImage$" [0]
The backup image with name equivalent to the value of $ImageXImage$ parameter restores on the target computer.

• Take the newest backupimage with the base name $ImageXImage$" [1]
The latest backup image with the base name equivalent to the value of $ImageXImage$ parameter restores on the
target computer. If you have more than one backup image, the backup image can have a trailing number.

• Take the second newest backupimage with the base name $ImageXImage$" [2]
The next-to-last backup image with the base name equivalent to the value of $ImageXImage$ parameter restores on
the target computer. If you have more than one backup image, the backup image can have a trailing number.

Step 5 - Create and Register the Golden Image as OSIM OS Image

After a successful prepare and capture step, you can create and register the golden image for multiple deployment.

To create and register the captured image as an OSIM OS image, use the following two commands:

1. Use the IPS command createOSImage to create an OSIM OS image:
createOSImage -i <OSIM image name> -o IMAGEX-WIN7

 -s \\<OSIM-image store>\<imagename>\<imagename>\images\<computername>\<$ImageXImage$n> 

[-k <product-key>]

2. Then register the image to Domain Manager:
registerOSImage -i <OSIM image name> -s <name of the manager> [-b]

Now the new OS image can be used for target installation with OSIM.

Add drivers to the Windows based OSIM OS Image

The OSIM- ImageX images of Windows OS provide a directory “driver” for more PNP drivers which is recognized in the
(mini) setup of the operating system on the target.

The driver directories are prepared in the new ImageX images in the IPS image store.

Required drivers can be inserted on the IPS either by copying the files into the driver directory of the OSIM OS image or
by using the command:

        createosimage  ........  - t <path to driver> .....

Drivers also can be added to an OSIM OS SD package in the Software Package Library using the DSM Explorer.

If a boot server is configured for share mode, the driver can be copied in the related directories in the boot server image
store.

The following driver directories are prepared in the OSIM images, where <path to image> stands for the path that is listed
by createosimage - x.

<path to image>\<type IMAGEX-OSName>\oeminst\driver[\subdirs]

The additional drivers are recognized in the hardware-analyzing phase, so ensure that the drivers are plug-and-play ones.

Extra Windows Vista, Windows 2008, and higher version drivers are inserted in the WindowsPE-mode of the installation.

Ensure that Windows Vista, Windows 2008, and higher version drivers are also plug-and-play drivers and are certified for
these Windows OS. You can store these Windows OS drivers in a directory under \oeminst\driver.
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Steps to Create an ImageX OSIM OS Image Manually Using a WinPE Boot CD

The use of the Sysprep command and the capturing of images require manual steps. 

Installation of the Model Computer

The following diagram shows the steps involved in creating an ImageX OSIM OS image manually using a WinePE Boot
CD:

Figure 25: Create ImageX OSIM OS image manually using a WIN PE Boot CD

Install the Model Computer from the OS setup medium. Do not install any CA Agents because this is part of the OSIM
ImageX installation.

Create an Image Prepare System (IPS) Share to Write the Image Files to the IPS

To create an Image Prepare System (IPS) Share to Write the Image Files to the IPS:

1. Create Write-enabled share, for example, “imgshare” on the IPS.
This share can be used for imaging of all targets.

2. Create for each template target a directory with the name of the target, for example,
mkdir \\imgshare\mytarget
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If you plan to capture and hold more than one image from one target, create subdirectories for every single image.
3. Copy the ImageX and its files into the directory that will hold the image file

(<name>.wim

Create a Bootable Windows PE RAM Disk on CD ROM

Read the Microsoft documentation for more details, for example, "Booting Windows PE".

Create the Images

To create the Windows Vista, Windows 2008, Windows 7, Windows 2008r2, Windows 8, Windows 2012 ImageX
images, Windows 8.1, Windows 2012 r2 ImageX images, proceed as follows:

1. Install the operating system (Windows 2008r2, Windows 8, Windows 2012, Windows Vista, Windows 2008, Windows
7) for the model computer and add all service packs needed for the installation.

NOTE
The system drive for the installation should be drive C: and the file system type should be NTFS. It is
recommended not to install any further applications. Because OSIM will also install a DSM Software Delivery
agent, this should be left to Software Delivery.

2. When the installation of the model computer is complete, apply sysprep there: 
– Create the directory C:\sysprep
– Copy the files sysprep.exe and setupcl.exe into this directory.

NOTE
The files can be extracted from the cab file

SUPPORT\TOOLS\DEPLOY.CAB 

NOTE
on the OS installation CD. (This step is not necessary for Windows Vista and Windows 2008: Just call:

c:\windows\system32\sysprep\sysprep.exe)

NOTE
There are small differences between Windows Vista, Windows 2008, Windows 7, Windows 2008r2, Windows
8, Windows 2012.Please consult the sysprep-documentation .

Service packs could include new versions of sysprep, which must be used when the service pack has been
applied.

(This step is not necessary for Windows Vista because it includes already:

c:\windows\system32\sysprep\sysprep.exe)

3. Run sysprep on the model computer.
– For Windows Vista and Windows 7, Windows 2008r2, Windows 8, Windows 2012: 

Open Start, Run and execute.
Then:
cd c:\windows\system32\sysprep

and call
sysprep.exe /oobe /generalize /quiet /shutdown

WARNING
After system shutdown, do not restart the computer from hard disk!

4. Insert the bootable Windows PE CD and boot the target from CD.
5. Mount the IPS share, for example:
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"net use v: \\IPS-system\mytarget

and change to the target subdirectory. 
Execute the ImageX client.

6. Provide an ImageX image of the system partition, for example,
winxpsp2.wim 

in the target subdirectory on the share.
 

NOTE
If you use the ImageX tools to provision Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2 and additional language packages
are required to be added to the installation, then the boot image used must be derived from the version 2 AIK
SDK (WinPE 3.0). If a WinPE 2.0 image is used, the language pack install fails because there is no pkgmgr.exe
available on WinPE 2.0 boot images.

NOTE
Enabling BitLocker drive encryption during OSIM provisioning is not supported on Windows Server 2008
editions. The BitLocker option appears (with no value) during OS image creation due to definition files that are
common with Windows 7 imaging.

Create and Register the Captured Image as OSIM OS Image

To build an ImageX based OSIM OS image, proceed as follows:

1. On the IPS launch the command prompt using the Start button and enter the following command: 
Example for Windows 8 named win8ent:
createOSImage -i win8ent -o IMAGEX-WIN8 -s C:\imgshare\mytarget 

[-k productkey]

When the command completes successfully, the image is stored in the MANAGEDPC\IMAGES-directory, relative to
the installation directory of CA\DSM. 
The files
– win8ent.wp1
– win8ent.inf
– win8ent.cmd
(see “alternative partition definition file”) are stored at MANAGEDPC\CAMENU.

2. The OS image Prepare System provides a default installation of ImageX-based Windows Vista, Windows 2008,
Windows 7, Windows 2008r2, Windows 8, Windows 2012 according to the prototype installation, and includes a
default set of parameters which can be modified at the OSIM manager.

3. The OS image provided will work with the default Windows PE 40 boot image of this new DSM version.
4. Then register the Image to the domain manager

registerOSImage -i win8ent -s <name of the manager> [-b]

Now the new OS- Image can be used for target installation with OSIM

New Alternative Partition Definition File

The default partition schema included in the WinPE boot images may not fit to the schema of the ImageX-.wim file.
Therefore an alternative partition description can be used.

A new partition control file <imagename>.wp1 will be created with new ImageX images. The file is located in the camenu
directory\share and contains Microsoft diskpart instructions.

New WinPE boot images look for a <imagename>.wp1 file first. If this file is available in camenu, the partition schema will
be used instead of the default schema included in the WinPE image.

You can modify the <imagename>.wp1 according to the Microsoft diskpart documentation.
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Changing the Auto Answer Files with Windows System Image Manager

The auto answer files of the Windows VISTA, Windows 2008 or Higher Versions OS types can be modified with the
Microsoft Windows System Image Manager.

After creating the OSIM OS image with “createOSImage” and before it is registered with “registerOSImage”, the auto
answer file can be modified.

The auto answer files of the created OSIM OS images are stored in the OS image store in

C:\program files\CA\DSM\server\SDBS\var\managedpc\camenu\<imagename>.inf

It is possible to extend the OSIM auto answer file in accordance with the Microsoft specification.

For more information on how to add additional OS installation parameters $parameter$, see Add OSIM Parameters to
Created Images.

Deploy OS to UEFI Enabled Target

How to Deploy OS Images to UEFI Targets

CA Client Automation OSIM functionality is enhanced to deploy Windows Operating systems that use the Winpe40x64
based boot image to Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI) targets. UEFI boot functionality in OSIM utilizes PXE
protocol to boot over network and process further for automated OS deployment.

As a system administrator, you can create a Winpe40x64 based boot image and can use the same image to deploy the
Windows Operating system for both BIOS and UEFI targets in an unattended mode.

The following steps describe how to create the Bootimage and OSimage and deploy for both BIOS and UEFI targets:

Create and Register a Boot Image Using DSM Explorer

Follow these steps to create a boot image:

1. Navigate to Software, Boot and OS Image Library, Image Prepare System, Wizards, and New Boot Image.
The wizard displays the introduction content. Click Next.

2. Select the WINPE40x64 option from the list of Image types. Click Next. 
3. Enter a name for the boot image in the Image Name field. Click Next.
4. Browse and select the folder that contains the Windows ADK Installation. Click Next.
5. Verify the Default Windows PE Boot Loader File. If necessary, change the boot loader files by using Special Windows

PE Boot Loader File option.

NOTE
By default, pxeboot.n12 and bootx64.efi are used as boot loader files for BIOS and UEFI mode target
respectively.

Click Next.
6. Review the summary of the specified details. Click Finish.

The Command Execution page shows that the boot image is successfully created. 

Follow these steps to register the boot image:

1. Verify availability of the created boot image under Software, Boot and OS Image Library, Image Prepare System,
and Local Boot Images. Verify the Boot Loader column value. Ensure that the image consists both BIOS and UEFI
boot loader files that was specified during boot image creation.

2. Right-click the boot image and click Register Boot Image in Connected Domain, and Data and Software Package.
The Command Execution page shows that the boot image is successfully registered.
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3. Verify the availability of the boot image in the Boot Images folder under Boot and OS Image Library.
You can now create and register the OS image.

Create and Register a Boot Image Using CLI 

Follow these steps:

1. Execute one of the following commands to create a boot image:
a. If you want to use the default boot loader files, execute the following command:

CreateBTimages -i winpe464 -o WINPE40X64 [-c "C:\Program Files(x86)\Windows Kits\8.0"]

b. If you want to use the custom boot loader files, execute the following command:
CreateBTimages -i winpe464 -o WINPE40X64 [-c "C:\Program Files(x86)\Windows Kits\8.0"]  -n

 pxeboot.n12,bootx64.efi

2. Follow these steps:
a. Execute the following command to register the boot image:

RegisterBTImages {-s <manager>} [-i <imagenames>[-u <user> -p <password> -d <domain>]

Capturing and Deploying ImageX OSIM Images to UEFI Targets

You can create and activate the OS deployment job for either BIOS or UEFI target, once the new WINPE40x64 based
Boot, and OS images are ready. Depending on boot mode of the target, boot server sends the respective boot loader file
and performs the unattended installation of OS.

NOTE
The deployment of UEFI enabled target is supported only with WINPE40x64 images.

UEFI-based Model PC has Unified Extensible Firmware Interface System Partition (ESP), and at least one partition that
contains an operating system. In addition, all GUID-Partition Table (GPT) disks include a Microsoft Reserved Partition
(MSR). This partition is used by Windows to store metadata outside of the Windows volume. The MSR partition exists
between the ESP and the Windows operating system partitions.

As an administrator, create new OS images or update the existing images for new templates of GETIMAGEX64 type to
capture image for UEFI targets using ImageX.

Follow these steps to capture and deploy ImageX OSIM images to UEFI targets:

1. Once the images are created or updated, use the images to create and activate OS deployment job. This OS
Deployment job captures Model PC using OS image of GETIMAGEX64 type that captures ESP partition and Windows
partition.
The Model PC image is captured. 

2. Create the corresponding Imagex64 OSimage using the captured image.
3. Create and active the OS deployment that applies the captured image on the destination computer.

NOTE
Ensure that the partition structure of ESP and MSR of the Model PC and destination computer matches in
partition sizes and types.

Add drivers to the Windows based OS Image
The OSIM- ImageX images of Windows OS provide a directory “driver” for more PNP drivers which is recognized in the
(mini) setup of the operating system on the target.

The driver directories are prepared in the new ImageX images in the IPS image store.

Required drivers can be inserted on the IPS either by copying the files into the driver directory of the OSIM OS image or
by using the command:
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        createosimage  ........  - t <path to driver> .....

Drivers also can be added to an OSIM OS SD package in the Software Package Library using the DSM Explorer.

If a boot server is configured for share mode, the driver can be copied in the related directories in the boot server image
store.

The following driver directories are prepared in the OSIM images, where <path to image> stands for the path that is listed
by createosimage - x.

<path to image>\<type IMAGEX-OSName>\oeminst\driver[\subdirs]

The additional drivers are recognized in the hardware-analyzing phase, so ensure that the drivers are plug-and-play ones.

Extra Windows Vista, Windows 2008, and higher version drivers are inserted in the WindowsPE-mode of the installation.

Ensure that Windows Vista, Windows 2008, and higher version drivers are also plug-and-play drivers and are certified for
these Windows OS. You can store these Windows OS drivers in a directory under \oeminst\driver.

WinPE Boot Images Support

Boot Image Considerations

The DSM Explorer and the command-line interface, cadsmcmd, provide integrated functions to handle CA Client
Automation computers as OSIM PXE targets and launch OS installations to these targets.

• The boot image name parameters can be set at an operating system installation request.
• Register boot images Domain Manager before they can be assigned from the DSM Explorer or command-line

interface.
• You can select one of the registered boot images for each operating system installation request.
• The IPS provides Win32 tools for finding the boot server, loading files and images from the boot server, and tools to

handle boot parameters within the WindowsPE based OS installation.

NOTE
Prepare WinPE boot images on the Image Prepare System. If not installed, upgrade the installation with
Packaging Tools or OS Image Prepare System. The Image Prepare System is installed in \Program Files\CA
\DSM\osimips.

Creating Windows PE Images

This section describes how to create and use Windows PE images using one of the following methods:

• Image Prepare System (IPS) commands
• Manual steps

Creating Windows PE Images with the Command CreateBtImages

This section describes how to create Windows PE images with the IPS command createBtImages. We recommend using
the latest WinPE boot images.

Creating Windows PE 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 (32-bit) with CreateBtImages

To create a Windows PE 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 32-bit ready to use with RegisterBtImages -i name - s domain_manager:

1. Install Windows AIK, or Windows ADK on the IPS box that is based on the type of boot image.
2. Open a command prompt window and enter the following command:

WinPE 2.0
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Createbtimages -i winpe2.2  - o WINPE20 [ - c  "c:\program files\Windows AIK"]  [-t path to additional

 driver]

WinPE 3.0
Createbtimages -i winpe3.2  - o WINPE30 [ - c  "c:\program files\Windows AIK"]  [-t path to additional

 driver]

WinPE 4.0
Createbtimages -i winpe4.2  - o WINPE40 [ - c  "C:\Program Files\Windows Kits\8.0"]  [-t path to

 additional driver]

NOTE
WinPE 4.0 uses Windows Assesment and Development Kit (ADK). So ensure that the path is ADK install path,
for example “C:\Program Files\Windows Kits\8.0”.

OSIM Creating Windows PE 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 (64-bit) with CreateBtImages

To create a Windows PE 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 64-bit ready to use with RegisterBtImages -i name - s domain_manager:

1. Install Windows AIK, or Windows ADK on the IPS box that is based on the type of the boot image.
2. Open a command prompt window and enter the following command:

WinPE 2.0 x64
Createbtimages  - i winpe264.2  - o WINPE20X64 [ - c  "c:\program files\Windows AIK"]  [-t path to

 additional driver]

WinPE 3.0 x64
Createbtimages  - i winpe364.2  - o WINPE30X64 [ - c  "c:\program files\Windows AIK"]  [-t path to

 additional driver]

WinPE 4.0 x64
Createbtimages -i winpe464.2  - o WINPE40X64 [ - c  "C:\Program Files\Windows Kits\8.0"]  [-t path to

 additional driver]

NOTE
WinPE 4.0 uses Windows Assesment and Development Kit (ADK). As a result, the path is the ADK install path.
For example, “C:\Program Files\Windows Kits\8.0”.

CreateBtImages Options for Windows PE

The following CreateBtImages options are specific to Windows PE:

• -t <Path to additional drivers>
Specifies the path to additional drivers (*.inf, *.sys) for a WinPE image. For WinPE20, WinPE30, WinPE40,
WinPE20x64, WinPE30x64, and WinPE40x64 you can store the driver files in sub directories below the given driver
path. The additional driver files are added to the driver directory of the boot image template in the image prepare
system. The drivers are then inserted in any new boot image that is based on the same type and template. 
Default: Adds the drivers that already exist in the boot image template

• -c <Path to Windows AIK or Windows ADK installation>
For WinPE 20 and WinPE30, download the Windows AIK (WAIK) 1.1 or Windows AIK (WAIK) 1.1 DVD respectively
from the Microsoft download sites and install Windows AIK from the DVD. The install directory, which is typically “c:
\program files\Windows AIK,” must be given here.
Default: Path to the installed Windows AIK
For WinPE 40, download the Windows Assessment and Deployment Kit (ADK) from the Microsoft download sites, and
install it on your local Image Prepare System (IPS). The value of this parameter is the Windows ADK install path, for
example “C:\Program Files\Windows Kits\8.0”.

• -s <Temporary destination directory for the WinPE OSIM image> 
Temporary directory for files that are needed to create the WinPE image on the IPS. The directory must be empty.
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Default: Directory in image store

OSIM Tools for Windows PE

For WinPE images, OSIM provides certain tools that you can use to communicate with the boot server and to manage the
OSIM parameters. The tools are available in the Image Prepare System templates. The tools are inserted automatically
with the CreateBTImages command so that you can modify an OSIM WinPE image with custom actions.

osimrun.cmd script

The OS Installation Management starts the script within the created WinPE, finds the boot server, prepares the hard disk,
loads, and executes the operating system setup script from the boot server.

NOTE
This script is customizable.

osimdisk.txt

This file contains the default partition schema for hard disk of legacy BIOS enabled target, and is the input for the
Microsoft diskpart partition tool.

For more information, refer to the diskpart documentation.

osimdisk_uefi.txt

This file contains the default partition schema for hard disk of UEFI enabled target, and is the input for the Microsoft
diskpart partition tool.

For more information, refer to the diskpart documentation.

sdmpcimg Command (32bit and 64bit Version)

Valid on win32

The sdmpcimg.exe command provides options for the WinPE image support. These options include the following:

• Finding the CA boot server the target is assigned to.
• Retrieving all OS Installation Management parameters for this target from the boot server.
• Downloading a file using Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP) from the boot server.

This command has the following format:

sdmpcimg [-m tftp] -[lptvz] ...

• l
Get binl information about local interfaces and boot server.

• p 
Download parameter file that is found in binl packet from boot server:
-p [file/directory to download parameters to] [server ip] [server port]

NOTE
If [file/directory to download parameters to] is not provided, then the parameter file is downloaded to the
current directory.

• t
Get a file from the tftp server:
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  -t <file to download> [local file/directory to download to] [server ip] [server port]

• v 
Print version information.

• z 
Download caz file from server:
 -z <caz file to download> [directory to download to] [server ip] [server port]

If [file/directory to download to] is not provided, the file is downloaded to current directory. 
If [server ip] is not provided, the IP address from the binl packet is used.
If [server port] is not provided, a connection is made to the default tftp port.

BDSM--OSIM--sdmpcimg Example Find the Boot Server

Example: Find the Boot Server

This example finds the CA boot server where the target is assigned to:

sdmpcimg  - l

The command provides the following boot server information as standard output:

• DHCP server
• Network mask
• Default router
• Boot server
• Parameter file name

BDSM--OSIM--sdmpcimg Example Get All OSIM Parameters

Example: Get All OSIM Parameters for This Target

The following example gets all OSIM parameters from the boot server and writes them in the form $parametername
$=value into the parameter.dat file in the local c: directory:

sdmpcimg  - m TFTP  - p c:\parameter.dat

The following example gets all OSIM parameters from the boot server and writes them in the form $parametername
$=value to standard output:

sdmpcimg  - m TFTP  - p !

BDSM--OSIM-sdmpcimg Example Download File Using TFTP

Example: Download File Using TFTP

This example downloads a file that is named file01, using TFTP from the boot server, to the target file file02 in the local c:
directory:

sdmpcimg  - m TFTP  - t #MPCPATH#/images/dosboot/winxpx86.2/file01 c:\file02

The boot server replaces #MPCPATH# with the path to the image store.

Configure TFTP Blocksize to Improve File Transmission Time

By default, the sdmpcimg command requests1456 data bytes per TFTP packet (blocksize) when initiating a TFTP
connection. You can configure the requested TFTP blocksize to improve the transmission time of large files. The
requested blocksize is defined in an initialization file sdmpcimg.ini which resides in the same folder as the sdmpcimg
binary.

NOTE
Applicable only to Windows PE 2 or Windows PE 3 boot images.
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To configure TFTP blockize

1. Open the initialization file smdpcimg.ini located in the following folder in the Image Prepare System server:
– 32-bit: ITCM_installpath\osimips\os-template\updates\winpe20\i386\ca-osim
– 64-bit: ITCM_installpath\osimips\os-template\updates\winpe20x64\amd64\ca-osim.

2. Increase the blocksize value. Acceptable numbers are from 8 to 65464.
Increasing the number significantly reduces the transmission time of large files.

3. Save the file.
4. Create a boot image or update an existing boot image. For more information about updating boot images, see Update

Boot Images.
The updated initialization file is included in the boot image. By default, the boot server accepts the TFTP blocksize that
sdmpcimg requests. However, you can configure the boot server to limit the effective TFTP block size. 
Follow these steps:
a. Open configuration policy that is assigned to the boot server in DSM Explorer.
b. Navigate to DSM, Scalability Server, OSIM, ManagedPC, Server, and reduce the TFTP-specific blocksize limit

policy according to the value that is specified in the smdpcimg.ini file.
The policy limits the number of TFTP data bytes per packet for connections that sdmpcimg initializes.

preplace Command--Substitute OSIM Parameters in Text Mode Files

Use the preplace.exe command to substitute OSIM parameters in text mode files. This command also applies to WinPE
images.

NOTE
Different versions are present for win32 and amd64.

This command has the following format:

preplace -i parameter_file1 [ ... -i parameter_filen] file1 [... filem]

Where:

• -i parameter_file1 [ ... -i parameter_filen] 
Specifies a list of files containing the OSIM parameters. The list elements are separated by spaces.

• file1 [... filen]
Specifies a list of files in which the parameters should be substituted. The files in the list are separated by
spaces. In all files that are listed, each parameter value of $parametername$ is replaced with the value from the
file parameter_file.

Example: Substitute OSIM Parameters

The following command sequence gets the Windows 8 installation script windows8.cmd and auto answer file
windows8.inf, and the target-specific parameters from the boot server. The preplace command substitutes the OSIM
parameters in both the installation script and the auto answer file, before the Windows 8 installation script is executed.

sdmpcimg  - m TFTP  - t #MPCPATH#/camenu/windows8.inf c:\windows8.inf

sdmpcimg  - m TFTP  - t #MPCPATH#/camenu/windows8.cmd c:\windows8.cmd

sdmpcimg  - m TFTP  - p c:\parameter.dat

preplace  - i c:\parameter.dat c:\windows8.inf c:\windows8.cmd

C:\windows8.cmd

canet Command-Get Access to OSIM Shares on the Boot Server

Use the canet.exe command for the following actions:

• Encrypt the password of a user.
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canet crypt [ user ] password [ /X ]

• Change the password of a user.
canet user user encrypted_password [ /PWExpires:{Yes|No} ]

• Change the administrator password.
canet administrator encrypted_password [ /PWExpires:{Yes|No} ]

• Add workstation to a domain.
canet JoinDomain domain [ MachineObjectOU=full_LDAP_path_of_OU> ] [ user [ encrypted_password ]] 

• Connect to a shared disk resource on a boot server as user canonprv.
canet use [device] \\computer\share [ encrypted_password [ /USER:[domain\]canonprv ] ]

NOTE
Different versions are present for win32 and amd64.

Example: Use canet to Get Access to the Operating System Image on a Boot Server Share

This excerpt from a sample Windows 8 installation script, windows8.cmd, shows how to use canet to get access to an
operating system image on a boot server:

...

canet use s: \\$BootServer$\windows8 $LogonPasswd$ /USER:$BootServer$\canonprv

s:

cd \

i386\winnt32.exe /tempdrive:c /syspart:c: /noreboot /unattended:c:\windows8.inf

...

Before you execute this installation script from WinPE, substitute the OSIM parameters.

decodDat.exe Command--Create a Parameter File with Localized Parameter Values

This decodDat command creates a parameter file with localized parameter values. It searches the input files for
parameters with names that end with "_UTF8$". When found, their values are converted to the given locale. "_UTF8"
is removed from their names and the resulting parameter is written to the output file. "?" replaces the non-convertible
characters.

Different versions are present for win32 and amd64.

This command has the following format:

decoddat [-v] [-l locale] [-d charmaps_directory] [-u] -o output_file input_file

• -v
If present, the copyright and version information is written to stdout.

• -l locale
Name of the locale.
Default: ENU

• -d charmaps_directory.
Name of the charmaps directory.
Default: CAWIN

• -u
If present, a parameter $OSPasswdUxSV$ is generated from $OSPasswd$.

• -o output_file input_file
Name of the output file and the input file.

Example

decodDat -l ENU -d m:\DOSmaps -o c:\canpcloc.dat c:canpcext.dat
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Internal Boot Server Structure of WinPE Boot Images
The boot image directory, UNDI, can include description files of boot images, like winpe.

Nevertheless, a sequence of multiple boot images is possible. For example, winpe2.2, winpe2.3, winpe2.4 , boothd.

A description file defines a link to the real WinPE2.2 boot image directory, which can contain multiple files.

Template of the Description File for winpe40.2

[BootImage]

;Type of bootimage

Boottype=WINPE40 

;Directory containing the bootimage files must be the same as the name of this image description file

Bootimagedir=$BootImageDir$

;Network loader for the bootimage which is stored in "Bootimagedir" -> bootonce

Bootloader=$BootLoader$

;The Boot Server switches to the next bootimage winpex86.3,boothd if this file from "Bootimagedir" is

 downloaded -> runonce

Switchfile=$ISO-File$

;Imageflages for checking compatibility

imageflags=F140-2,PeLm,PeTftp,Pe2Lm

Example: Contents of the Description File for updated boot image winpe40x64.2 for UEFI and legacy BIOS target

[BootImage]

;Type of bootimage

Boottype=WINPE40x64 

;Directory containing the bootimage files must be the same as the name of this image description file

Bootimagedir=winpe464.2

;Network loader for the bootimage which is stored in "Bootimagedir" -> bootonce

Bootloader=pxeboot.n12,bootx64.efi

;The Boot Server switches to the next bootimage i.e. boothd or boothd.efi if this file is downloaded from

 "sources" folder "Bootimagedir" -> runonce

Switchfile=boot.wim

imageflags=F140-2,Pe64Tftp,Pe64Lm 

Enhanced Flexibility with WinPE Boot Images
Microsoft provides various versions of Windows PE. Check the Microsoft documentation to find the correct Windows PE
version for your operating system.

Windows OSIM OS Images
Contents

SAN Deployment Support for Windows Server

SAN Deployment Supports for Windows Server 2012 and Windows Server 2012R2.

Windows Server OS can be deployed in a SAN environment by using OSIM. The WWN or WWID based on NAA
addressing scheme identifies the target SAN disk for OS deployment.

Boot parameter SAN ID is available to specify WWN or WWID of Disk. The SANID boot parameter is added to the
Windows Server OS images to identify a specific target that is related to a particular SAN logical unit number (LUN)
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or Disk. This provision ensures that the specified LUN or Disk is explicitly selected. SANID boot parameter holds the
identifier value that is associated with the specified Disk or LUN like World Wide Name (WWN) or World Wide Identifier
(WWID) based on Network Address Authority (NAA) format.

The supported formats, with example values, for SANID are as follows:

naa.60a9800064762f34694a6e3651697759

60a9800064762f34694a6e3651697759

For backward compatibility, support for the SANID value in the attribute=value format is available as follows:

TargetLUN=naa.60a9800064762f34694a6e3651697759

If boot parameter “CreateNewPartitions” is set to true, SANID boot parameter is ignored, because this parameter uses any
existing available partition (C drive) created by previous windows installation for new OS Installation.

Supplying boot parameter SANID with boot parameter WinPEPartition with value Use special partition file
W2012.wp1 from CAMENU, forces OSIM to ignore parameter WinPEPartition value.

If SANID is specified, OSIM identifies the disk to be used for OS installation and the supplied external partition file is
ignored for OS deployment.

Windows Key-Less Installation

Key-less Installation is supported for Windows 8, 8.1, Server 2012, and 2012 R2.

Windows can be deployed without specifying the Product Key through OSIM. Later, Windows can be activated by using
either supplying valid Product key, Volume License Key, or by using Volume Licensing Server.

In an Enterprise, customer might deploy multiple Windows OS with leave Product ID or Key Field empty. Later these
Windows OS can be activated by using Volume Licensing Server.

This feature is specific to particular editions. Like in Windows 8 or 8.1, Enterprise and ProVL edition can be installed
without the supplied Product Key. Windows can be activated later by using Volume License mechanism or specifying the
valid Product Key. Key-less installation does not hold true for all Windows OS Editions. For information, refer to MSDN or
Windows Installation documentations.

Volume Licensing (VL) Image Installation for Windows

Volume Licensing (VL) Image Installation is supported for the following operating systems:

• Windows 7 Professional Edition
• Windows 7 SP1 Professional Edition
• Windows Server 2008 R2
• Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1
• Windows 8 Professional Edition
• Windows 8.1 Professional Edition
• Windows Server 2012
• Windows Server 2012 R2

Windows OS Edition with Volume Licensing Image can be deployed through OSIM.

Windows releases an image type such as Windows 8.1 Pro VL (x64) which is Volume Licensing Image of Windows 8.1
Pro 64-bit Edition. To use VL image of Windows OS Edition, verify Boot parameter "WindowsType" value.

Unsigned Drivers Support for Windows

CA Client Automation supports the installation of unsigned drivers to Windows PE boot images and ImageX Windows OS
images. This support is available on the following platforms:
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• Windows 7
• Windows 7 SP1
• Windows 2008 R2
• Windows 8.0
• Windows 2012
• Windows 8.1
• Windows 2012 R2

With the earlier releases, creation of a 64-bit WinPE image with unsinged drivers would fail. The ImageX deployments
would either prompt the user for acceptance or result in a failure, which is based on the OS settings that are related to
driver signing requirements.

Boot Image Support

The boot image templates of WinPE30x64 and WinPE40x64 are extended to support unsigned drivers while creating the
corresponding boot images. If you are upgrading, you can include any unsigned drivers in the existing boot images using
Update Boot Image wizard from the IPS UI. You can also include the unsigned drivers using command-line interface.

NOTE
The 32-bit boot images do not need any additional changes for supporting unsigned drivers.

OS ImageX Support

The GETIMAGE-WIN8 and GETIMAGEX64 operating system types are extended to support the unsigned drivers for
ImageX OS deployments. These types use Windows ADK 8.0 for creating OS images. To include unsigned drivers in the
corresponding ImageX OS images, ensure that the ADK version associated with those operating systems is ADK 8.0 or
earlier.

For example, the ImageX images that are created from WIM files using GETIMAGEX64, can only include unsigned drivers
for ImageX deployment of the following operating systems:

• Windows 7
• Windows 7 SP1
• Windows 2008 x64
• Windows 2008 R2
• Windows 8
• Windows 8 .1
• Windows Server 2012
• Windows Server 2012 R2

You can use the same getimagex64 OS to deploy ImageX of Windows 8.1 and 2012 R2, by copying all the DISM binaries
from the Windows ADK 8.1 install location and replace the existing ones in the "imagex" folder of the created getimagex64
OS. That is, copy the binaries from %programfiles%\Windows Kits\8.1\Assessment and Deployment Kit\Deployment Tools
\amd64\DISM to

<DSMInstallDir>\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\images\<OSImageName>\<OSImageName>\imagex folder.

Alternately, you can also copy the DISM binaries to the OS image folder of the Windows 8.1 and 2012 R2 IMAGEX
images.

The default path for IMAGEX images is:

<DSMInstallDir>\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\images\<OSImageName>\<OSImageName>.

If you are using GETIMAGE-WIN8, then copy the DISM binaries from the X86 folder. Typically following is the default
path:
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%programfiles%\Windows Kits\8.1\Assessment and Deployment Kit\Deployment Tools\x86\DISM

In upgrade, the existing images of GETIMAGE-WIN8, GETIMAGX64, and their corresponding ImageX types cannot be
updated using IPS tools to support the unsigned drivers installation.

1. If unsigned driver support for IMAGEX deployments is needed until Windows 8 and Windows 2012, then copy
the following DISM binaries from ADK8 installation folder to %programfiles%\Windows Kits\8.1\Assessment and
Deployment Kit\Deployment Tools\<OSArch>\DISM.
– imagingprovider.dll
– folderprovider.dll
– vhdprovider.dll
– compatprovider.dll
– ssshim.dll

2. If we intend to support windows 8.1 and 2012 R2 too, then copy DISM binaries from ADK 8.1 as mentioned earlier.

Logging and Troubleshooting

The installation process of Windows OS writes post installation file back to the boot server which possibly helps to detect
the post installation problems. The file is available in the OSIM-targets folder in the used OS image of the image store on
the boot server. A folder representing the target computers MAC address contains this file:

• postXinst.log
This file contains a log of the OSIM post-installation process (OS customization, Agent Installation, and Signaling) on
the target computer.

Linux-Based Boot Image
As a system administrator, you can use a Linux-based boot image to deploy Linux operating systems and Hypervisors like
VMware ESXi and Citrix Xen Server in an unattended mode.

Using the new Linux-based boot image, you create and deploy OS images. See Supported Operating Systems for the list
of Operating Systems supported.

Perform the following steps to create and deploy the OS images using Linux-based boot image:

Verify the Prerequisites

CA Client Automation provides a new Linux-based boot image that is based on CentOS 6.3 64-bit OS. Verify that you
have access to the media with a customized version of this Linux-based boot image.

NOTE
You can create, update, and register the boot and OS images using the corresponding Image Prepare System
wizards in DSM Explorer or the CLI. Ensure that you have administrator privileges on the IPS installed
computers.

On Windows Vista and above such as Windows 7, Windows Server 2008, and higher, where the user is not the built-in
administrator, ensure that the user is part of the local administrators group. Run the tools using Run as administrator in an
elevated mode.

Create and Register a Boot Image

You can create a Boot image by using the corresponding wizards in DSM Explorer or the corresponding commands from
the Command Line Interface (CLI).

For more information, see Create and Register a Boot Image using DSM Explorer.
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Create and Register a Boot Image Using DSM Explorer

Perform the following steps:

1. Navigate to Software, Boot and OS Image Library, Image Prepare System, Wizards, and New Boot Image.
The wizard displays the introduction content. Click Next.

2. Select the LINUXPEx64 option from the list of Image types. Click Next.
3. Enter a name for the boot image in the Image Name field. Click Next.
4. Browse and select the folder that contains the customized Centos 6.3 x64 boot files. These files are provided on a

DVD separate from the product DVD. Click Next.
5. Review the summary of the details you have specified. Click Finish.

The New Boot Image: The Command Execution page shows that the boot image is successfully created.

You can now register the boot image.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the new boot image is available under Software, Boot and OS Image Library, Image Prepare System,
and Local Boot Images.

2. Right-click the boot image and click Register Boot Image in Connected Domain, Data and Software Package.
Register Boot Image: The Command Execution page shows that the boot image is successfully registered.

3. Verify that the boot image is available in the Boot Images folder of the Boot and OS Image Library.

You can proceed to create and register the OS image.

Create and Register a Boot Image Using CLI

You can create and register a boot image using CLI.

Follow these steps:

Execute one of the following commands to create a boot image:

• If the DVD with the customized CentOS 6.3 x64 boot image is inserted on the Image Prepare System, execute the
following command:
CreateBTImages -i <Image Name> -o LINUXPEx64   

• If the DVD content is extracted to a folder on the Image Prepare System, execute the following command:
CreateBTImages -i <Image Name> -o LINUXPEx64  -m  <Path to the Customized CentOS image>

Where, - m specifies the location of the folder where the extracted customized CentOS boot files exist. For example, the
DVD is extracted to C: drive, the path is C:\linuxpe\x86_64.

Follow these steps:

Execute the following command to register the boot image:

RegisterBTImages {-s <manager>} [-i <imagenames>[-u <user> -p <password> -d <domain>]

(Optional) Add Additional Drivers to the Boot Image

Add drivers to the boot image when the Linux boot image does not contain the drivers that are required for the target
hardware. A Linux-based system is required for the same. CentOS 6.3x64 is the preferred OS.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the customized Linux boot image files available on a boot image DVD. Copy the initrd.img (RAMDISK
image) and unpack it by executing the following commands:
# mkdir initrd

# cd initrd
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# gzip  - dc ../initrd.img | cpio  - idv

2. Copy .ko files to the appropriate directory under /lib/modules/2.6.../kernel/drivers/
When more drivers (for example, myscsidriver.ko) are added for the SCSI disk, copy the myscsidriver.ko files to the
appropriate /lib/modules/ 2.6.32-279.el6.x86_64/kernel/drivers/scsi directory of the initrd image.
# cp myscsidriver.ko  /lib/modules/2.6.../kernel/drivers/scsi/

3. Create a backup of the existing initrd.img.
#mv  ../initrd.img  ../initrd.bak

4. Create initrd.img by repacking files and directories into the initrd.img it by executing the following commands:
# find.| cpio -H newc -o > ../initrd.cpio

#gzip ../initrd.cpio

#mv../initrd.cpio.gz ../initrd.img

NOTE
When you create initrd.img, use a separate directory to create initrd.cpio and initrd.img. If you use the same
directory that contains all the unpacked files, cpio attempts to create initrd.cpio recursively (packing again and
again). This creation might fail due to lack of sufficient space on the hard disk.

(Optional) Update Existing WinPE-based Linux OS Images

You can update the existing Linux OS images that use WinPE as the boot image to use the new Linux-based boot image
for deployment. See the Compatibility Matrix available on support.ca.com for the list of Operating Systems supported.

Use the following methods for updating the OS images:

• Update OS image Image prepare system wizard
• CreateOSImage/RegisterOSImage utilities

The existing OS images are updated with new scripts and utilities that are required to work with the new Linux-based boot
image and sets up the OS image to use this new boot image.

With the new boot image support, administrators do not have to copy syslinux manually in the OS Image.

Update OS Images Using DSM Explorer

Update the existing WinPE-based Linux OS images with the new template files to be able to use the new Linux-based
boot image.

Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Verify that you have merged the custom changes, if any, to the new template files.
2. Navigate to Software, Boot and OS Image Library, Image Prepare System, and Update OS Image in the DSM

Explorer.
The Update OS Image wizard appears.

3. Follow the instructions in the wizard to update the OS image.
The OS image is updated and registered with Domain Manager based on the options you have selected. Deploy the
updated SD package on the other boot servers that stage the OS image that you updated.

Update OS Images Using CLI

If you are updating multiple OS images using a batch script, use the command line.

NOTE
If you have deployed the same OS image on multiple boot servers, update the image and create a
corresponding update SD package on the Image Prepare System first. You can then deploy the updated SD
package to all the other boot servers in the domain using a software delivery job.
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Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Verify that you have merged the custom changes, if any, to the new template files.
2. Execute the following command:

CreatOSImage -i <imagename> -e

The command updates the existing image with the new templates.
3. Execute the following command to update the OS image on Domain Manager:

registerOSImage  - i <image name> -s <manager> -e  

The command updates the image on domain manager that is specified with -s parameter.
4. If you want an SD package for updating the OS image on a remote boot server, execute the following command:

registerOSImage  - i <image name> -s <manager> -e  - l 

The command creates an SD package with the updated OS image. The updated package has "-update" appended to
the original package name. The updated package can be used to update the OS image on remote boot servers using
an SD job with the Update Image on Boot Server procedure.
Execute the following command to update the parameter definitions of the image:

WARNING
If the parameter definitions have been updated or deleted in the new template, you might lose the
customized parameter definitions.

registerOSImage  - i <image name> -s <manager> -e  - b

The command updates the parameter definitions of the OS image in the MDB. The updates include changes to the
default values, new, updated, or deleted parameter definitions.

The OS image is now updated in the domain manager and in the boot servers.

Create and Register an OS Image

You can create an OS image by using the corresponding wizards in DSM Explorer or the corresponding commands from
the CLI.

Create and Register an OS Image Using DSM Explorer

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the required OS DVD is inserted and readable in a local optical device (CD or DVD).
2. Select New OS Image from the Image Prepare System Wizards folder. Click Next.
3. Select the required OS from the list of operating systems. Click Next.
4. Enter a name for the OS image. Click Next.
5. Click Finish to initiate the copy of the installation files into the Image Prepare System and boot server store.

The image is created and is available to the Image Prepare System.
You can now register the OS image.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the DSM Explorer and navigate to Software, Boot and OS Image Library, Image Prepare System, Wizards,
and Register OS Image.

2. Follow the instructions in the wizard and register the OS image with the domain.

NOTE
When registering, select the option to stage the SD deployment image for distribution to one or more boot
servers using Software Delivery.
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Create and Register an OS Image Using CLI

Create an OS Image:

Execute the following command to create a new OS Image:

createosimage -i <image Name> -o <OS Type> -s <OSpath>

The following example creates a RedHat x64 OS image RH55x64 and reads the installation files from a folder.

createosimage -i RH55x64 -o RH5XPE -s f:\redhat_55_x65_files

Register this image with the DSM domain to be made available for deployment. Use the OS image registration wizard or
the command line to register the image. When registering, you can opt to create an SD deployment image for distribution
to one or more boot-servers using Software Delivery.

Register the OS Image:

Execute the following command to register the boot image:

RegisterOSImage -s <manager> -i <imagename> | -w <directory> [-b] [-l] [-t] [-e] [-n <name>]

[-v <version>] [-c <comment>] [-u <user> -p <password> -d <domain>]

Deploy an OS Using Linux-Based Boot Image

To perform an unattended installation of the OS, activate the OS deployment on the target computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to DSM Explorer, Computers and Users, All Computers and find the target computer on which you want
to deploy the OS.

2. Right-click the computer and select OS Installation.
The OS Installation wizard opens.

3. Follow the instructions in the wizard and click Finish on the last page.
An OS deployment job is created and the deployment status is displayed in the Computers and Users, All
Computers, Group Details, and OS Installations node.

OS is deployed using the Linux-based boot image.

NOTE
system that the disk (either local or remote) used for OS deployment is the first disk in the boot sequence among
all the available bootable disks (disks holding any bootable OS or bootable media).

CA Client Automation supports the installation of RHEL 5.x and 6.x OS on the first local disk only. Ensure that this disk is
the first one in the BIOS boot sequence.

Deploy an OS to a SAN Target

In a SAN environment, this task involves assigning a Disk Identifier (SANID) to the OS image so that it can identify the
SAN disk on which deployment is planned.

Understand the SANID Boot Parameter

The SANID boot parameter is added to the OS images to identify a specific target that is related to a particular SAN
logical unit number (LUN) or Disk. This provision ensures that the specified LUN or Disk is explicitly selected. SANID boot
parameter holds the identifier value that is associated with the specified Disk or LUN like World Wide Name (WWN) or
World Wide Identifier (WWID) based on Network Address Authority (NAA) format.

The supported formats (with example values) for SANID are:

value
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   naa.60a9800064762f34694a6e3651697759

   60a9800064762f34694a6e3651697759

For backward compatibility, support for the SANID value in the attribute=value format is available as shown:

TargetLUN=naa.60a9800064762f34694a6e3651697759

The support for providing the SANID parameter using EUI format is dropped from this release.

When the SANID value is empty, the installation scripts use the first available local disk for the installation per the existing
behavior. Ensure that this disk is the first one in the BIOS boot sequence.

Verify the OS Deployment

After the OS deployment is started, system administrator can verify the status of the job from the job status.

Parameters that influence the Job Status:

The job status depends on the following two parameters:

• InstallAgent
• SignalCompletion

SignalCompletion signals the completion of the OS installation in addition to the InstallAgent parameter.

CA Client Automation agent installation is not supported on VMware ESXi, and Citrix XenServer hypervisors. Hence,
InstallAgent parameter is set to No by default for these operating systems.

The SignalCompletion and InstallAgent parameters have the following use cases:

InstallAgent Value SignalCompletion Value Status of the OS Installation Job
Yes Yes Job is marked as current after successful

OS installation.
Yes No Job is marked as current on the OS that

has agent support in CA Client Automation.
For other OS like hypervisors, the job
remains in installing state.

No Yes Job is marked as current after the
successful OS installation.

No No Job is marked as current after the Boot
Image downloaded.

Logging and Troubleshooting

The installation process of OS writes some files back to the boot server which possibly helps to detect installation
problems. The files are available in the OSIM-targets folder in the used OS image of the image store on the boot server. A
folder representing the target computers MAC address contains these files:

• canpc.dat
This file lists all boot parameters that are defined for the OS installation process.

• setup.bat
This file defines the boot parameter replaced script that is executed in the Linux PE boot phase.

• ks.cfg /xens61.xml/autoinst.xml/preseed.cfg
This file defines the boot parameters (auto answer file for unattained installation) which Linux PE boot phase replaces.
The native OS installation uses these boot parameters.

• Ks.cfg for RHEL and ESXi
xen<OSVersion>.xml like xen61.xml for XenServer
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autoinst.xml for SUSE and OpenSUSE
Preseed.cfg for Kubuntu

• preinst.log
This file contains a log of the OSIM pre-installation process (Linux PE boot phase) on the target computer.

• postXinst.log
This file contains a log of the OSIM post-installation process (OS customization, Agent Installation, and Signaling) on
the target computer.

• syslinux.cfg/ boot.cfg
This file indicates the boot-loader configuration file to specify the location of the auto-answer file for the unattained
installation.

• custom.cmd/xensfail.sh/xenspost.sh
This file indicates post-install script to execute for OS customization Agent Installation and Signaling.

Support for Kubuntu OS and Debian Repositories

WARNING
Kubuntu OS Images are supported with Linux-Based Boot Image only. We recommend using Linux-Based Boot
Image instead of DOSX boot image.

CA Client Automation lets you implement the unattended installation of Kubuntu operating systems on target computers
using the OSIM functionality.

Perform the following tasks to deploy Kubuntu OS using OSIM:

1. Create and Register LinuxPE Boot Image
2. Create an OS Image
3. Register the OS Image
4. Verify Prerequisites before Activation
5. Activate OS Deployment on the Target Computer

Deploying Kubuntu OS Using OSIM
Contents

Create and Register LinuxPE Boot Image

Before you can deploy an OS, boot the target computer using the boot image. Ensure that you have supported boot
images for each OS. For a complete list of boot images for each supported OS, see the Compatibility Matrix.

Create and Register a Boot Image

You can create a Boot image by using the corresponding wizards in DSM Explorer or the corresponding commands from
the Command Line Interface (CLI).

For more information, see Create and Register a Boot Image using DSM Explorer and Create and Register a Boot Image
using CLI.

Create and Register a Boot Image using DSM Explorer

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Software, Boot and OS Image Library, Image Prepare System, Wizards, and New Boot Image.
The wizard displays the introduction content. Click Next.
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2. Select the LINUXPEx64 option from the list of Image types. Click Next.
3. Enter a name for the boot image in the Image Name field. Click Next.
4. Browse and select the folder that contains the customized Centos 6.3 x64 boot files, which are provided on a DVD

separate from the product DVD. Click Next.
5. Review the summary of the details you have specified. Click Finish.

The New Boot Image: The Command Execution page shows that the boot image is successfully created.

You can now register the boot image.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the new boot image is available under Software, Boot and OS Image Library, Image Prepare System,
and Local Boot Images.

2. Right-click the boot image and click Register Boot Image in Connected Domain, Data and Software Package.
Register Boot Image: The Command Execution page shows that the boot image is successfully registered.

3. Verify that the boot image is available in the Boot Images folder of the Boot and OS Image Library.

You can proceed to create and register the OS image.

Create and Register a Boot Image using CLI

You can create and register a boot image using CLI.

Follow these steps:

Execute one of the following commands to create a boot image:

• Execute the following command if the DVD with the customized CentOS 6.3 x64 boot image, is inserted on the Image
Prepare System:
CreateBTImages -i <Image Name> -o LINUXPEx64   

• the following command if the DVD content is extracted to a folder on the Image Prepare System:
CreateBTImages -i <Image Name> -o LINUXPEx64  -m  <Path to the Customized CentOS image>

Where, - m specifies the location of the folder where the extracted customized CentOS boot files exist. For example, the
DVD is extracted to C: drive, the path is C:\linuxpe\x86_64

Follow these steps:

Execute the following command to register the boot image:

RegisterBTImages {-s <manager>} [-i <imagenames>[-u <user> -p <password> -d <domain>]

Create an OS Image

An OS image includes the operating system installation files that are required for the unattended installation of the OS at
the target computers. Create an OS image for the OS that you want to deploy using OSIM. You can create OS images
using one of the following methods:

• Create an OS image using the wizard
• Create an OS image using the command line

Verify Prerequisites

Verify that the Ubuntu media is accessible to the Image Prepare System when creating an OS image.

Verify that the Ubuntu Alternate CD image is used, and not the Live CD.
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Create an OS Image Using the Wizard

You can create an operating system image using the New OS Image Wizard.

Follow these steps:

1. Open DSM Explorer and navigate to Software, Boot and OS Image Library, Image Prepare System, Wizards, and
New OS Image.
The Introduction page appears.

2. Click Next.
The Operating System page appears.

3. Select one of the following image types depending upon the version of Kubuntu you want to use and click Next:
– Kubuntu 10.04 x86 LTS(CD) is for KUBUNTU-10.04-x86.
– Kubuntu 12.04 x64 LTS(CD) is for KUBUNTU-12.04-x64.
– Kubuntu 12.04 x86 LTS(CD) is for KUBUNTU-12.04-x86.
The Image Name page appears.

4. Specify a name for the OS image and click Next.
The Source page appears.

5. Specify the location of Kubuntu installation files by doing the following tasks:
a. Select the OS installation files from the OS image files on local or network drive or the CD/DVD Drive.
b. Click Next.

6. Follow the instructions in the wizard and click Finish.
The Kubuntu installation files are copied onto the IPS and the boot server store is initiated. When the files are copied,
the status is displayed on the last page of the wizard.

Create and Register a Boot Image using DSM Explorer

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Software, Boot and OS Image Library, Image Prepare System, Wizards, and New Boot Image.
The wizard displays the introduction content. Click Next.

2. Select the LINUXPEx64 option from the list of Image types. Click Next.
3. Enter a name for the boot image in the Image Name field. Click Next.
4. Browse and select the folder that contains the customized Centos 6.3 x64 boot files, which are provided on a DVD

separate from the product DVD. Click Next.
5. Review the summary of the details you have specified. Click Finish.

The New Boot Image: The Command Execution page shows that the boot image is successfully created.

You can now register the boot image.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the new boot image is available under Software, Boot and OS Image Library, Image Prepare System,
and Local Boot Images.

2. Right click the boot image and click Register Boot Image in Connected Domain, Data and Software Package.
Register Boot Image: The Command Execution page shows that the boot image is successfully registered.

3. Verify that the boot image is available in the Boot Images folder of the Boot and OS Image Library.

You can proceed to create and register the OS image.

Create an OS Image Using Command Line

The OS image creation through the command line is more flexible than the OS image creation through the wizard. For
example, you can specify an alternative location for the installation files.

Example: Command for Kubuntu OS Images
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The following example creates a Kubuntu OS image that is named kubuntu1 with an OS type as KUBUNTU-10.04-x86:

createosimage  - i kubuntu1  - o KUBUNTU-10.04-x86

Register the OS Image

After the image is created locally on the IPS, register the OS image with the DSM domain to make it available for
deployment.

You can register OS images using one of the following methods:

• Register an OS Image Using the Wizard
• Register an OS Image Using the Command Line

Register an OS Image Using the Wizard

Follow these steps:

1. Open the DSM Explorer and navigate to Software, Boot and OS Image Library, Image Prepare System, Wizards,
and Register OS Image.

2. Follow the instructions in the wizard and register the OS image with the domain.

NOTE
When registering, select the option to stage the SD deployment image for distribution to one or more boot
servers using Software Delivery.

Register an OS Image Using the Command Line

Example: Command to register an OS image

The following example registers an OS image from the Image Prepare System with the associated Domain Manager:

registerOSImage -s managername -i imagename

 

Verify Prerequisites Before Activation

Verify the following prerequisites before activating OS installation:

• Verify that the boot and repository servers are configured for HTTP and FTP access. For more information, see Setting
Up HTTP and FTP Share for Software Packages and OS Images.

• Verify that the system clock on the target computer is set to UTC, if you want the OS time to be in a specific time zone.
If the system clock is based on the local time, the OS time is also set to local time during installation.

NOTE
Alternatively, you can change the time setting in the preseed file before deploying the OS image. Locate the
d-i clock-setup/utc boolean true setting and change true to false. You can find the preseed file at the following
location:

DSM Installation Directory\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\images\Image Name\Image Name\IMAGESUP
Example:
E:\CA\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\images\K1204x64\K1204x64\IMAGESUP

Activate OS Deployment on the Target Computer

To perform an unattended installation of the OS, activate the OS deployment on the target computer.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open DSM Explorer and navigate to Computers and Users, All Computers and find the target computer on which
you want to deploy the OS.

2. Right-click the computer and select OS Installation.
The OS Installation wizard opens.

3. Follow the instructions in the wizard and click Finish on the last page.
An OS deployment job is created and the deployment status is displayed in the Computers and Users, All
Computers, Group Details, and OS Installations node.

Kubuntu OS Installation Limitations and Issues

The following notes and issues apply for OS installation on Kubuntu using OSIM:

• Shortly after the installer starts executing on the target computer, the console screen will stop showing any progress
and shows a solid blue screen. This stays like this for several minutes before the installation continues to display
progress. The netboot installer appears to be processing the downloaded file information to build up a final download
list which includes numerous processings of files and MD5 hashes. When run in a VM environment, you can see that
the processor is highly utilized in this phase. For a physical computer, wait for the installer to resume as nothing can
be done during this phase. To verify that the computer has not locked up (hardware type fault), use the Alt+Fn keys
to switch between virtual consoles; the installer runs on Alt+F1 and the syslog output is shown on the console Alt+F4.
Alt+F2 and F3 allow for an interactive shell during installation, but there are no process monitoring tools, such as top,
available in this environment.

• Verify that the alternate CD is used when the identfile is not detected on the inserted CD.
• The Ubuntu Live CD cannot be used for OSIM as a netboot capable kernel and initramfs are required which is only

provided on the alternate and netboot ISO.
• Deployment of Kubuntu requires manual configuration of FTP/HTTP servers.
• OSIM allows the default username to be changed to "root" (or any other system reserved names such as wheel). The

installation fails if system reserved names are specified.

OS Installation Verification, Logging, and Troubleshooting

For information about verifying the OS deployment, see the Verify the OS Deployment. For information about OS
installation logging and troubleshooting, see the Logging and Troubleshooting.

Setting Up FTP and HTTP Share for Software Packages and OS Images
Contents

As a desktop support analyst, you are required to set up FTP or HTTP share to store software packages and OS images.
Expose the location that contains packages and OS images as FTP or HTTP share on the following servers:

• For OS images, configure the boot server and repository servers (master and mirror).

NOTE
If the boot and repository servers co-exist on the same computer, configure only one computer.

• For software packages, configure only the repository servers.

Perform the following tasks to set up FTP or HTTP share on boot servers:

1. Verify FTP and HTTP Server Requirements for Boot Server
2. Verify Prerequisites for HTTP Share
3. Configure FTP and HTTP Shares for Linux Boot Server
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Perform the following tasks to set up FTP and HTTP share on repository servers:

1. Configure FTP Settings
2. Configure HTTP Settings

Configure the Boot Server

Before you deploy the OS image, configure the boot server for HTTP or FTP share.

Verify FTP or HTTP Server Requirements for Boot Server

Ensure that the boot server has the following configuration for HTTP or FTP shares, depending on their operating
environment.

For more information about setting up HTTP or FTP shares, see the operating system documentation.

Windows:

• IIS 6 and IIS 7.5 for HTTP share
• FTP 6 and FTP 7.5, but not FTP 7.0, as FTP 7.0 has no management tools except for WMI.
• IIS 7.5 for FTP

NOTE
Windows 2008 ships with IIS 7.0 and FTP 7.0. As FTP 7.0 is not supported, upgrade to FTP 7.5 by
upgrading IIS to 7.5.

NOTE
Verify that the HTTP or FTP server on Windows are configured to have a default website. OSIM uses the default
website to expose virtual directories for storing configuration and netboot files for OS installation.

Linux:

• Any HTTP server that serves a folder hierarchy that is mounted through a symbolic link. For example, Apache 2
• Any FTP server that serves a folder hierarchy that is mounted through a file system bind point. For example, vsftpd

NOTE
The configuration files for the OS image installation are read from the HTTP or FTP servers that are located with
the boot server, even if the repository is configured to use a central mirror.

Verify Prerequisites for FTP or HTTP Share

Verify the following prerequisites before you configure the FTP or HTTP share on Microsoft IIS or standard Linux HTTP
server type.

Configure HTTP Share on Microsoft IIS

• Verify that the servers are configured to support the correct MIME types for all packages in the mirror, as IIS only
supports known file types.

• Verify that files in the URL are accessible by Browser. Try accessing a file in the default web site using the browser. For
example, http://hostname/test.txt.

Configure FTP Share on Microsoft IIS

• Verify that anonymous access is allowed on the default FTP site. Using an FTP client, log in as an anonymous user
using an email address as the password and verify that the top-level folder is accessible.

Linux HTTP Server

• Verify that the http server is running on the boot server. You can verify the status by executing the following command:
#ps  - ef | grep http* 
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Verify that files under the Http Document Root are accessible by Browser URL. Try accessing a file in the Http Document
Root using the browser. For example, http://hostname/test.txt

• If you are not able to access the symbolic link under Http Document Root using the browser, verify the http
configuration for disabled symbolic link configuration. The following example shows how you can edit or add lines in
the http configuration file for Apache:
<Directory "$Document_Root">

Options Indexes MultiViews FollowSymLinks

AllowOverride None

Order allow,deny

Allow from all

</Directory>

Linux FTP Server

• Verify that the FTP server is running on the boot server.
• Verify that the FTP Server is enabled with anonymous access.

Configure FTP or HTTP Share for Linux Boot Server

If the boot server is on Linux, configure the FTP or HTTP settings before you activate the OS installation.

NOTE
Windows boot servers do not require any specific configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Open DSM Explorer and navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, and Configuration Policy. Select and unseal the
policy that is applied on the boot server.

2. Navigate to DSM, Scalability Server, OSIM, ManagedPC, and Server. Specify the value for the following parameters
depending on whether you want to configure HTTP, FTP, or both:
– Linux FTP anonymous root value

This parameter specifies the path where OSIM images are linked or mounted when shared through FTP URL.
Default: /var/ftp

– Linux HTTP document root value
This parameter specifies the base path where OSIM images are linked or mounted when shared through HTTP
URL.
Default: /var/www

3. Save and seal the policy. Apply the policy on the boot server.
The boot server is configured to use the base path you specified for HTTP or FTP.

Configure the Repository Servers

The repository servers contain native Debian software packages and OS installation files. Configure the repository servers
(master and mirror) for HTTP or FTP access before deploying software or OS using CA Client Automation.

You can use any FTP or HTTP server that your operating system supports.

Configure FTP Settings

Configure the FTP settings on the repository servers to ensure that the FTP share is accessible for OS installations and
software deployments.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the FTP server, vsftpd for example, is installed on the repository server.
2. Open the configuration file, /etc/vsftpd.conf for vsftpd, and verify that the following entries have the given values:
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anonymous_enable=yes

anon_root=FTP_ROOT 

3. Execute the following command:
mkdir FTP_ROOT/ubuntu

4. Append the following line to the conf file /etc/fstab and save the file:
Mirror_location FTP_ROOT/ubuntu none ro,user,bind 0 0 

NOTE
Mirror_location is the path that you specified for the mirror in the mirror synchronization table.

Example:
/var/spool/debmirror /var/ftp/ubuntu none ro,user,bind 0 0 

5. Execute the following command to export the repository to the FTP share:
mount -a

The command exports the repository at the /var/spool/debmirror directory to the /var/ftp/ubuntu share.
6. Log in as an anonymous user and access the FTP share.

If the access is successful, it implies that the FTP settings are configured correctly.

Configure HTTP Settings

Configure the HTTP settings on the repository servers to ensure that the HTTP share is accessible for OS installations
and software deployments.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the repository server. Export the repository to the HTTP share by executing the following command:
ln  - s Mirror_Location HTTP_DOC_ROOT/ubuntu

NOTE
Mirror_location is the path that you specified for the mirror in the mirror synchronization table.

Example:
ln  - s /var/spool/debmirror /var/www/ubuntu 

The command exports the repository at the /var/spool/debmirror directory to the /var/www/ubuntu share.
2. Access the share from a browser on the local or remote computer using the following URL:

http://hostname/ubuntu

If the access is successful, it implies that the HTTP settings are configured correctly.

Support for Kubuntu 14.04
OSIM uses Ubuntu 14.04 MinimalCD or netboot minimal image (mini.iso) for deployment of Kubuntu 14.04 LTS. Provide
this mini.iso as an OS image while creating the OS image for OSIM deployment.

To deploy Kubuntu 14.04 LTS, use the following images:

• For 64-bit, use amd64 mini.iso
• For 32-bit, use i386 mini.iso.

You can download MinimalCD from the following links: 

• Last officially released image available on Ubuntu community site:
– https://help.ubuntu.com/community/Installation/MinimalCD
– http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/dists/trusty/main/installer-amd64/current/images/netboot/mini.iso
– http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/dists/trusty/main/installer-i386/current/images/netboot/mini.iso

• Latest released image available on Ubuntu archive site:
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– http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/dists/trusty-updates/main/installer-i386/current/images/utopic-netboot/mini.iso
– http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/dists/trusty-updates/main/installer-amd64/current/images/utopic-netboot/mini.iso

NOTE

Only Ubuntu 14.04 MinimalCD (mini.iso) supports the OSIM deployment of Kubuntu 14.04 LTS. So supplying
the conventional live CD image does not work. Alternate CD image is not available for Ubuntu 14.04 LTS.

To create and sync repositories for Ubuntu 14.04 LTS (Trusty) including KDE desktop (Kubuntu 14.04 LTS), execute the
following debmirror utility command.

debmirror --nosource -m --passive --host=in.archive.ubuntu.com --root=ubuntu --method=http --progress

 --dist=trusty,trusty-security,trusty-updates,trusty-backports --section=main,restricted,main/debian-

installer,restricted/debian-installer,universe,multiverse --arch=amd64,i386 /var/spool/debmirror --ignore-

release-gpg

LINUX OSIM OS Images

RedHat, SUSE, Oracle Enterprise Linux OS Images

This section describes requirements for RedHat, SuSE, and Oracle Enterprise Linux OS images:

• The earlier Linux installations which the CA Client Automation OSIM supports work with DOS osinstal.2,3 boot images.
• The new Linux installations which the CA Client Automation OSIM supports work only with the Linux-based

(customized CentOS 6.3 x64) boot image.
• Linux installations load the setup files from the Boot Server using an NFS share or TFTP.
• The Linux packages are read from an NFS share. 

The NFS share is on the boot server but can alternatively be on a central NFS server.
Depending on the preferred solution, the boot server or the central NFS server needs NFS running. On Windows, the
“NFS Services” can provide the NFS server functionality.

• Install “NFS Services” on the server before creating or distributing the images.
• If the customer wants to have the Linux files and the NFS share on boot servers instead of the central NFS server, use

CreateOSImage or the wizard without the - a option to create the LINUX image.
CreateOSImage then inserts all files from the Linux CDs into the new OS-image. It also creates an NFS share with the
sufficient access rights. 
RegisterOSImage then builds a Software Delivery package with the complete OS-image files. When distributing this
Software Delivery package to a boot server, the installation procedure copies all Linux files to the boot server and the
installation creates a NFS share.

• An external NFS server (which is not the Boot Server) can also be used.

Requirements for RedHat, SUSE, and Oracle Enterprise Linux OS Images

The requirements for RedHat, SuSE, and Oracle Enterprise Linux OS Images are as follows:

• An OSIM Image Prepare System (IPS)
• A Boot Server with an embedded NFS server or an additional external NFS server
• CDs or DVDs of the operating system (RedHat Enterprise Linux or SUSE Linux Enterprise Server)
• OSIM boot images such as Linux-based boot image (CentOS 6.3 x64) based on OS Installation version.

NOTE
The OSIM IPS does not create new LINUX kernels to include special LINUX drivers. If the installation of the
LINUX distribution requires a modified LINUX boot kernel, build the kernel outside OSIM, on a LINUX system
and then add it to the OSIM image.
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For RHEL6 OS Image Creation

When you use the Local or Network folder option in the OS image creation, ensure that the accessed folder has the
following steps:

• RHEL6 ISO image is copied in to the folder and renamed to cd1.iso
• Copy the images folder from the RHEL6 ISO in to this folder
• Create a directory that is named Packages and copy the file Red_Hat_Enterprise_Linux-Release_Notes-6-en-

US-3-7.el6.noarch.rpm from the Packages folder in the ISO.
The version of the RPM package changes with RHEL6 updates

• Copy the .discinfo file from the ISO image in this folder
The directory structure is in the following format:
SharedFolder\cd1.iso 
SharedFolder \images
SharedFolder \ Packages\ Red_Hat_Enterprise_Linux-Release_Notes-6-en-US-3-7.el6.noarch.rpm
SharedFolder \.discinfo

Installing Linux from an External NFS Server
Contents

An external NFS server in the network providing an NFS share must contain the merged CDs or DVDs of the Linux
distribution. Preparation of such a share is not part of OSIM.

For different LINUX distributions, the merged directory can look different. If you are not sure how that works, let
createOSImge or the wizard create a complete image and copy the contents to the external NFS server. Consult the
documentation of your LINUX distribution.

For example, OS which is delivered on five CDs, the files and directories from the five CDs are merged into one directory
that becomes then the NFS share.

The files needs to be merged into the following structure:

susenfs  

(This directory becomes the NFS share)

-Boot 

-Dosutils

-Media.1

-Media.2

-Media.3

-Media.4

-Media.5

-Suse

    -I586

    -I686

    -Noach

    -Setup

NOTE
The susenfs share and the directories must get read access rights for ANONYMOUS USER.

To tell CreateOSImage that the created OS-image should use an external NFS share and not to copy all files from the
CDs into the OS-image, call this command:

CreateOSImage -i<imagename> -o<OS-type> -a <NFS-share-name>.
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But even using the - a option, CreateOSImage needs CD1 or " - s <path>" to copy some installation programs from the
Linux distribution into the OSIM OS-image.

The given value " - a <image>" is set into the OSImageNFS boot parameter. The parameter OSImageNFS, as well as the
address of the NFS Server, BootServerNFS, can be changed later in the DSM Explorer.

BootServerNFS must be set with the address or name of the NFS server providing the OSImageNFS.

Installing RHEL6 OS Images from an External NFS Server

For deploying Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 by using Centralized NFS Server, create the following folders and files under
NFS Share folder:

• RHEL6 ISO image is copied in to the NFS share folder and renamed to cd1.iso
• Create a folder named images and copy the files install.img and product.img from RHEL6 ISO in this folder. The

directory structure is in the following format:
NFSShare\cd1.iso 
NFSShare\images\ install.img
NFSShare\images\ product.img

Installing SUSE OS Images from an External NFS Server

The installation of all SUSE OS images is supported using only the extracted folders of ISO image for External NFS
Server.

Installing Oracle Enterprize Linux Images from an External NFS Server

For deploying Oracle Enterprise Linux (OEL) by using Centralized NFS Server, the following folders and files list are
required to be created under NFS Share folder.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy OEL OS DVD ISO image to the Centralize NFS share folder and rename it to "cd1.iso".
2. Extract the folder "image" from OEL OS DVD ISO image and copy it to the Centralize NFS share folder.

Auto Answer Files for Customized OS Images
OSIM uses the Kickstart or AutoYaST installation methods to install Red Hat and SuSE OS images. The auto answer files
that OSIM provides are available as templates for frequently used installations. You can use OS installation parameters to
customize the auto answer files to suit your requirements.

OSIM also has post procedures to configure the target installations and to install the DSM Agent. You can use the OS
installation parameters in the post procedures also. One OSIM image usage for various installations becomes possible.

Methods for Creating and Installing the OSIM OS Images
You can create and install OSIM OS Images for RedHat, SUSE, and Oracle Enterprise Linux depending on whether you
want to keep all the files in the boot server or use an external NFS server to store the packages.
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How to Create and Install the OS Images with all Files on the Boot Server
The following steps describe the process for creating and installing the OSIM OS image with all the files on the boot
server. If you have an external NFS server, see How to Create and Install an OS Image with Package on an External NFS
Server.

1. Create the complete Linux OSIM OS image on the Image Prepare System, including all setup files, the boot kernel,
and all packages.

2. The Image Prepare System creates a NFS share on the boot server, sets the appropriate access rights in the image
store, and updates the OSIM job parameter OSImageNFS=<name of NFS share> with the new share name.

3. Register the Linux OSIM OS image as a software delivery package if you have additional remote boot servers. The
LINUX OSIM OS image can be delivered through a software delivery job to additional remote boot servers.

4. The software delivery job prepares the NFS share that includes all packages and setup files on the remote boot server.
5. The boot server sets the job parameter BootServerNFS=<name or IP address of NFS server> to its own name when a

target executes the OS install job.

How to Create and Install an OS Image with Package on an External NFS Server
The following steps describe the process for creating and installing the OSIM OS image with the package on an external
NFS server:

1. Create the Linux OSIM OS image on the Image Prepare System that includes only the setup files and the control files.
This image can install the package from an external NFS server, which is not managed by OSIM.

2. Create a share on the NFS server and grant appropriate access rights.
3. Specify the name of the NFS server in the OSIM job parameter BootServerNFS=<name or IP address of the central

NFS server>. The name of the NFS share will be taken from the createOSImage command and preset in the job
parameter OSImageNFS=<name of NFS share>.

Create OSIM OS Images with all Files on the Boot Server
An OS image includes the operating system files required for the unattended installation of the OS at the target
computers. Creating the OS image is the first step in automating the unattended installation of operating systems.

Depending on whether you want to create the OS Image from the CDs/DVD, or from a directory structure, execute one of
the following commands:

CDs or DVDs

•
• For RedHat Enterprise Linux

CreateOSImage -I <name> -o RHEL6

•
• For SuSe Linux Enterprise Server

CreateOSImage -I <name> -o SUSE11-DVD

The command reads the setup files from DVD1 and copies the complete DVD as ISO file to the image store. In case of
DVDs, insert the first DVD.

Directory Structure

•
• For RedHat Enterprise Linux

CreateOSImage -I <name> -o RHEL6 -s < distribution files path>
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–
– Distribution files path

Specifies the path to the directory that includes at least all .iso files of the DVD, the directory images\pxeboot\*, and
the rpm package Server\syslinux*.rpm from DVD1. For example, the directory should contain the following files:
•
• \images\pxeboot\*
•
• \server\syslinux*.rpm
•
• \.discinfo
•
• \cd1.iso
•
• \cd2.iso
•
• \cd3.iso
•
• \cd4.iso
•
• \cd5.iso

•
• For SuSe Linux Enterprise Server

CreateOSImage -I <name> -o SUSE11-DVD -s <distribution files path>

–
– Distribution files path

Specifies the path to the directory that includes at least all .iso files of the DVD, the directory boot\*, and the rpm
package suse\i586\syslinux*.rpm (for 32-bit) or suse\x86_64\syslinux*.rpm (for 64-bit), from DVD1. For example, the
directory should contain the following files:
•
• \boot\*
•
• \suse\i586\syslinux*.rpm or suse\x86_64\syslinux*.rpm
•
• \cd1.iso
•
• \cd2.iso
•
• \cd3.iso
•
• \cd4.iso

Create OSIM OS Images which Installs Packages From an External NFS Server
Contents

1. Verify that the Linux distribution is available in ISO format. Rename the original ISO image file names in the distribution
to cd1.iso, cd2.iso, ..., cd<n>.iso.
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2. Create a share on the external NFS server and copy the ISO images from the OS DVD. The NFS share must contain
at least all .iso files of the distribution, from cd1.iso to cd<n>.iso.

3. For the user "anonymous logon", grant read access to the shared directory and the .iso files in that directory on the
NFS share. For more information, see the section Set Access Rights to External NFS RHEL6 and SUSE11 Shares.

4. Depending on whether you want to create the OS Image from the DVDs, or from a directory structure, execute one of
the following commands:

CDs or DVDs

• For RedHat Enterprise Linux
CreateOSImage -I <name> -o RHEL6 -a <NFS share name>

• For SuSe Linux Enterprise Server
CreateOSImage -I <name> -o SUSE11-DVD -a <NFS share name>

– NFS share name
Specifies the name for the external NFS share.

The command reads the setup files from DVD1 and stores the files on the Image Prepare System / Boot Server.

Directory Structure

• For RedHat Enterprise Linux
CreateOSImage -I <name> -o RHEL6 -s < distribution files path> -a <NFS share name>

– Distribution files path
Specifies the path to the directory that includes at least the directory images\pxeboot\.discinfo and the rpm package
Server\syslinux*.rpm from DVD1.

• For SuSe Linux Enterprise Server
CreateOSImage -I <name> -o SUSE11-DVD -s < distribution files path> -a <NFS share name>

– Distribution files path
Specifies the path to the directory that includes at least the setup files boot\* and the rpm package suse
\i586\syslinux*.rpm (for 32-bit) or suse\x86_64\syslinux*.rpm (for 64-bit) from DVD1.

– NFS share Name
Specifies the name for the external NFS share.

Merging the Files from SUSE DVDs

Before creating the SUSE OS images, merge the files into a specific structure. The structure varies depending on the
version of SUSE and the architecture.

NOTE
After merging the files, copy the parent SUSE folder to the NFS share.

SUSE 11 32-bit OS images

suse

• boot
• docu
• media.1
• media.2
• suse
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– i585
– i686
– nosrc
– noarch
– setup
– src

SUSE 11 64-bit OS Images

suse

• boot
• docu
• media.1
• media.2
• suse

– i586
– noarch
– setup
– x86_64
– nosrc

Creation of SUSE OS Images

The NFS share must contain the merged DVDs of the Linux distribution for SUSE versions 11, which is delivered on
several DVDs.

Follow these steps:

1. Merge the files and directories from the DVDs into one directory called suse. When merging the DVDs, start from the
last DVD so that DVD1 is the last to be merged. For more information about the folder structure, see Merging the Files
from SUSE DVDs.

2. Copy the suse directory to the NFS share.

Set Access Rights to External NFS RHEL6 and SUSE11 Shares
You must set specific access rights to the NFS share created on the external NFS server so that the target computer can
access the image stored in the NFS share. Perform the following procedures based on whether your NFS server is on
Windows or Linux.

To set the access rights on Windows NFS server running Microsoft UNIX services for Windows

1. Right-click the folder that you want to share on the NFS server, and click Properties.
2. Set the access rights as shown in the following illustration:
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3. Click the Security tab and set the NTFS file system access rights.

To set the access rights on Linux NFS server

1. Ensure that the NFS service is running using the following command:
Use /usr/sbin/showmount -e 127.0.0.1 

This command checks whether the NFS server is active.
2. Configure the NFS share in /etc/exports. The entry looks like this:

/home/osim/redhat6-dvd *(ro,all_squash,async).

OS Installation Verification, Logging, and Troubleshooting
For information about verifying the OS deployment, see the Verify the OS Deployment. For information about OS
installation logging and troubleshooting, see the Logging and Troubleshooting.

How to Deploy Citrix XenServer Using OSIM
Contents

CA ITCM helps you to implement unattended installation of Citrix XenServer operating systems on target computers using
the OSIM functionality. As a Desktop Support Analyst, you deploy Citrix XenServer on new computers or those computers
that have stopped functioning due to critical or irreversible failure.
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Supported XenServer Versions and ISO Images

NOTE
For the list of supported Citrix XenServer versions, see the Compatibility Matrix.

Verify Prerequisites

Ensure that you have working knowledge of Citrix XenServer Installation and CA Client Automation OSIM functionality.

Create and Register a Boot Image

You can create a Boot image by using the corresponding wizards in DSM Explorer or the corresponding commands from
the Command Line Interface (CLI).

For more information, see Create and Register a Boot Image using DSM Explorer.

Create an OS Image

An OS image includes the operating system installation files that are required for the unattended installation of the OS at
the target computers. Create an OS image for the OS that you want to deploy using OSIM. You can create OS images
using one of the following methods:

• Create an OS Image Using the Wizard
• Create an OS Image Using Command Line

For the OS images, the install source files can be configured for sharing from a central NFS server or the boot server.
Verify that the appropriate permissions are set to allow unauthenticated read-only access.

Create an OS Image Using the Wizard

You can create an operating system image using the New OS Image Wizard. OS image creation from the wizard is
straightforward though not as flexible as the command line.

Follow these steps:

1. Open DSM Explorer and navigate to Software, Boot and OS Image Library, Image Prepare System, Wizards, New OS
Image.
The Introduction page appears.

2. Click Next.
The Operating System page appears.
Select the image types depending upon the version of XenServer you want to use.

3. Click Next.
The Image Name page appears.

4. Specify a name for the OS image and click Next.
The Source page appears.

5. Specify the location of XenServer installation files by doing one of the following tasks:
– Select the Install Linux from a central NFS Server option, if the XenServer installation files are stored centrally on

an NFS Server. Specify the name of the share after selecting the option.
– Clear the Install Linux from a central NFS Server option, when the XenServer installation files are stored locally on

the NFS server that coexists with the boot server. Specify the files location from CD/DVD Drive or Local folder.

NOTE
Verify that the Citrix XenServer CD is inserted and readable in a local optical device CD/DVD. The device
can be a physical media or an ISO 9660 image that is mounted through a virtual device.

Click Next.
The Code Page appears.
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6. Follow the instructions in the wizard and click Finish.
The XenServer installation files are copied into the IPS and the boot server store is initiated. When the files are copied,
the status is displayed in the last page of the wizard.

Create an OS Image Using Command Line

The OS image creation through the command line is more flexible than the OS image creation through the wizard. For
example, you can specify an alternative location for the installation files.

To create a Citrix XenServer OS image using command line, execute the following command:

CreateOSImage {-i<imagename> -o<OStype> | -x | -d<imagename> | -p<imagename> | -z<imagename> | -i<imagename>

 -e} [-s <OSpath>] [-t <driverpath>] [-l <locale>] [-k <Prod.Key>] [-r <resp. file>] [-a <image>] [-g

 <imgtools>] [-n <path to language packs>] [-h <path to hotfixes>]

NOTE
For more information about the parameters, see the OS Installation Management Administration Guide.

Example: Command for Citrix XenServer OS Images

The following examples create new Citrix XenServer 6.0 and 6.1 OS images that are named xens60 and xens61
respectively. The commands read the installation files from specified folders, and copy all installation files to the IPS target
(does not use a central NFS share):

createosimage -i xens60 -o XENS-6.0-CD -s f:\xens-60-files

createosimage -i xens61 -o XENS-6.X-CD -s f:\xens-61-files

Register the OS Image

After the image is created locally on the IPS, register the OS image with the DSM domain to make it available for
deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following steps to register the OS image:
– Use the wizard:

a. Open the DSM Explorer and navigate to Software, Boot and OS Image Library, Image Prepare System,
Wizards, Register OS Image.

b. Follow the instructions in the wizard and register the OS image with the domain.

NOTE
When registering, you can opt to create an SD deployment image for distribution to one or more boot
servers using Software Delivery.

– Execute the following command:
RegisterOSImage -s <manager> -i <imagename> | -w <directory> [-b] [-l] [-t] [-e] [-n <name>] [-v

 <version>] [-c <comment>] [-u <user> -p <password> -d <domain>]

NOTE
RegisterOSImage can be started more than once on the same IPS, but it does not allow the registration of
the same OS Image to different domain managers concurrently.

Example: Registers and Selects an OS Image
The following example registers an OS image from the Image Prepare System with the addressed OS Installation
Manager and its associated domain manager:
registerOSImage -s managername -i imagename
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NOTE
For more information about the command, parameters, and examples, see the OS Installation
Management Administration Guide.

After the successful execution of the command, the OS image is registered with the domain manager.

Activate OS Deployment on the Target Computer

To perform an unattended installation of the OS, activate the OS deployment on the target computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Open DSM Explorer and navigate to Computers and Users, All Computers and find the target computer on which you
want to deploy the OS.

2. Right-click the computer and select OS Installation.
The OS Installation wizard opens.

3. Follow the instructions in the wizard and click Finish on the last page.
An OS deployment job is created and the deployment status is displayed in the UI. You can access the UI from
Computers and Users, All Computers, Group Details, and OS Installations.

OS Installation Verification, Logging, and Troubleshooting

For information about verifying the OS deployment, see the Verify the OS Deployment. For information about OS
installation logging and troubleshooting, see the Logging and Troubleshooting.

OSIM OS Images for VMWare
Contents

Creating an OS Image

You can use two different methods to create an OS image for VMware ESX on the Image Prepare System and installed
from a boot server.

• Copy the VMware ESXI DVD(CD) manually into an NFS share.
The created OS image for VMware ESXi contains only files that are required to start the Linux boot kernel and to
control the OS installation process.

• Use the VMware ESXi software packages that are embedded inside the OS image.
The OS image contains the entire DVD(CD) contents.

You can create an OS image on the Image Prepare System either with a command-line utility from a command prompt
window or by using the DSM Explorer.

Create OS Image Command:

This command requires the type (-o option) and the name (-i option) of the OS image to be created. The new introduced
types for VMware ESXi are:

createosimage  - o VMWARE-ESXi51  - i esxi51

Boot Server

A boot server hosting an OS image of VMware ESX must have activated the NFS service. On a Windows boot server,
install the Microsoft Windows Services for Unix and start the Server for NFS.
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Steps and Considerations

Use complex passwords when setting a password for ESX. See VMware password requirements and restrictions.
If you do not use a complex password, then the root password is not correctly set to the desired value and the active value
is the string default. The OSIM install log records the failure to set a password, but does not fail the job as a whole.

Installation on Cisco UCS Systems and other systems with multiple disks. The default OSIM ESX installation deletes all
partitions from the first detected hard disk only. If the target hardware contains two or more disks and the ESX installation
detects that any VMFS partitions are present, then the installation aborts. This behavior by the installer ensures that any
virtual machines are not destroyed.
If it is required to provision ESX servers that already have existing VMFS partitions on non-primary disks, then modify the
kickstart file such as ks.cfg, to add the overwitevmfs switch to the clearpart command, as follows:

clearpart --overwritevmfs  - -firstdisk

The ESXi host hypervisor environment does not support installation and/or operation of the native DSM agents. Use the
AM RVI module for discovery of ESXi instances. Installation of a native DSM agent is supported on a guest running as
ESXI virtual machines, dependent on the installed operating system and version.

OS Installation Verification, Logging, and Troubleshooting

For information about verifying the OS deployment, see the Verify the OS Deployment. For information about OS
installation logging and troubleshooting, see the Logging and Troubleshooting.

Troubleshooting in OSIM

LogFileCollectionTool dsminfo
CA Technologies provides the dsmInfo tool, which collects diagnostic information from systems that have CA Client
Automation installed. The data collected is compressed into a single file that contains log files, system information,
directory structures, and registry and environment information. This diagnostic tool is available in the CA Client
Automation product installation media under the DiagnosticTools folder.

If a problem with CA Client Automation is reproducible, then run the following command to change the trace level to
DETAIL:

cftrace -c set -l DETAIL

Reproduce the problem and collect the diagnostic information with the dsmInfo tool.

NOTE

NOTE
For more information about this tool, see the DSMInfoReadMe.txt file available under the DiagnosticTools folder
in the product installation media.The dsmInfo tool produces ".7z" files by default. These files provide better
compression than zip files, so uploading to CA Technologies is easier.

Server with Multiple NIC Cards
Symptom:

The DSM Domain Manager is running on a server with multiple NIC cards, each configured for different subnets. Does
one need a scalability server on those different subnets?

Solution:
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An OSIM boot server always serves all subnets it is directly attached to by NICs. This also holds for the boot server on a
domain manager. So in case of a multiple NIC domain manager additional scalability server are not necessary for those
subnets addressed by the multiple NICs. Additional boot servers or a forwarding of DHCP requests is only needed for
those subnets not directly attached to the domain manager.

Operating System Deployment Fails on VMware Virtual Machine Targets

Symptom:

When I use VMware virtual machine with SCSI Controller type VMware Paravirtual (PVSCSI) as a target for OS
Deployment, OS deployment fails with the following error message:

No Local disk attached to the system

Solution:

Do one of the following based on your Operating System deployment:

For Citrix Xen Server:

Select a type other than PVSCSI as a SCSI Controller.

For Red Hat Enterprise Linux, Oracle Enterprise Linux, SUSE Linux Enterprise, and Kubuntu:

Select appropriate drive name as Install Drive parameter, for example, sda, sdb.

Wrong Sysprep Version Windows 7 with OSIM Getimage Prepare Phase
Symptom:

When I create a GETIMAGE for Windows 7 and run the prepare phase. WinPE boots but fails with the following error:

Wrong sysprep version windows 7

Solution:

This behavior is due to a hidden partition on the HD prior to the C:\ which is often created by bitlocker or a vendor’s build
CD. The getimage runs a script to detect the first partition and then looks for the sysprep version to ensure it is correct.
When there is a hidden partition the script looks here instead of on the c: and thus cannot find sysprep.

Build the template without the hidden partition. The simplest way to ensure this is to build the template via OSIM using
a standard image. The OSIM process runs diskpart which will remove all the partitions and install the OS to a single
partition. As we do not recommend imbedding the agent in the image you should select Installagent=no while building the
template PC in this manner.

Boot Server Linux Additional Requirements
Symptom:

When I use Samba shares there is the following error message “ERROR: Failed to initialize locking database“ in the ca-
dsm.log file.

Solution:

If the boot server is installed on a Linux computer with custom setup, it is possible to enable share access. The Linux boot
server then looks for SAMBA in order to create OSIM shares.

In this case, enable SAMBA on your Linux system before starting the boot server installation.

Samba must be configured to use share security and encrypted passwords.
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With some older SAMBA versions, the SAMBA configuration program produces the ERROR message “ERROR: Failed to
initialize locking database“ in the ca-dsm.log file.

Please ignore this message, because SAMBA normally is configured properly.

OSIM Linux Boot Server and Samba Netbios Names
Symptom:

I have a problem with the generated SAMBA NETBIOS names.

Solution:

If a Linux boot server uses the share access method, the SAMBA NETBIOS-Name is generated from the computer name.
In this case, the computer name may not exceed 15 characters.

Boot Server Share Access Restrictions on Windows Server 2008
Symptom:

Accessing the boot server's DOS share from the OSIM client fails with an "Access Denied" error message or results in
"Error 93".

Solution:

You need to configure the security settings of the boot server share.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Control Panel, navigate to Administrative Tools, Local Security Policy, Security Settings, Local Policies,
Security Options.
The security settings pertaining to the local security policy appear.

2. Ensure that the following policies have the required settings as given below:
– Microsoft Network server: Digitally sign communication (always) is disabled.
– Network security: Do not store LAN Manager hash value on next password change is disabled.

NOTE
You must restart the boot server after changing this configuration.

– Network security: LAN Manager Authentication level is set to one of the following values:
• Send LM & NTLM responses
• Send LM & NTLM - use NTLMv2 session security if negotiated
• Sent NTLM response only
• Send NTLMv2 response only

Remote Boot Server Does Not Provide Software Delivery Agent Packages
Symptom:

The OSIM targets remain in the "installing" state though no DSM agents are installed. My boot server does not provide
required Agents for automatic installation with OSIM.

Solution:

By default, a remote scalability server does not provide agents for automatic installation with OSIM. Use the DSM explorer
for staging the Agent package from the All Software Library to the remote scalability or boot server.

For Windows OSIM targets stage the package "CA DSM Agent + Software Delivery plugin <version>.
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For LINUX OSIM targets stage the package "CA DSM Agent + Software Delivery plugin Linux(intel) [ENU] <version>.

Credentials Needed for Registerosimage and Registerbtimages
Symptom:

Cannot launch the commands RegisterOSImage and RegisterBtImages.

Solution:

RegisterOSImage and RegisterBtImages need credentials to log into the domain manager. The default is your login user.
If this user does not have the rights to register OS boot images, please use the -u <user> -p <password> -d <domain>
parameters.

If you are not sure whether you are logged in with an authorized user, enter the same credentials as in the DSM Explorer
for the connection to the manager.

OS Installation Fails While Downloading Installer Components

Symptom:

The OS installation on the target computer fails at the Download Installer Components screen with the following error:

No Kernel Modules were found. This is probably due to a mismatch between the kernel used by this version of

 the installer and kernel version available in the archive.

If you are synchronizing a distribution with a name that ends in -updates, the debmirror utility skips the synchronization of
the debian-installer component. This issue occurs due to a bug in the debmirror utility.

Solution:

To resolve this issue, edit the debmirror perl script to remove ‘.*-updates’ from function ‘di_skip_dist’. This workaround is
applicable for debmirror 2.10 and 2.12 versions."

OS Installation Completes but Status Remains in Installing
Symptom:

Though OS installation on the target computer completes, the status of OS installation remains in Installing. This problem
can occur due to a known network configuration issue with the Kubuntu OS.

Solution:

Open the preseed.cfg file under DSM Installation Directory\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\images\Image Name\Image
Name\IMAGESUP and add the following code at the end of the file:

$InstallAgentComment$ sed -i -e 's/iface eth[0-9] inet6 auto/# Replaced by OSIM # &/' /target/etc/network/

interfaces; \

The code comments out the detected IPv6 SLAAC addresses from interfaces so that NetworkManager can manage the
interface, and the IPv4 and IPv6 stacks upon the reboot.

OSIM Installation of XenServer Fails
When the boot server runs on a Microsoft Windows server, depending on the OS version, it is possible that the NFS
server requires configuration changes. Perform the following steps to ensure successful OSIM installation of XenServer:

Windows Server 2008 and 2008 R2
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Modify the NFS services as described in the following CA Support Knowledge Base entry:

• http://support.microsoft.com/kb/977517/en-us

Files Added to OS Images Must Not Be Read-only
Symptom:

When I add MSI installers, drivers, and the like, to my OSIM OS image, the image will not be created.

Solution:

If you add files to OSIM OS images like MSI installers, drivers, service packs, and the like, you must make sure that these
files are not read-only. Otherwise the image cannot be created.

Problem with Size Details of CA Client Automation and CIC Components in the Add/Remove
Programs
Symptom:

After I install or upgrade to CA ITCM Release 12.9; Control Panel, Add/Remove Programs does not display the size
estimate of CA ITCM, Content Import Client (CIC), Patch Manager, and other CA ITCM components.

Solution:

Obtaining and displaying the size in Control Panel, Add/Remove Programs is a property of Windows OS and not of
InstallShield. This behavior occurs due to a change in the functionality with how Microsoft calculates the estimated size
on Windows. Size of each installed component is estimated using the OS algorithm. This algorithm can vary in different
versions of windows; impacting the display of CA ITCM size estimates.

To populate the size estimates, you can perform the following steps:

Follow these steps:

Microsoft exclusively uses EstimatedSize registry key to populate the estimated size value in Add/Remove Programs. To
populate the size estimates, you can manually edit EstimatedSize registry key in HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE
\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall\{PRODUCT_CODE}. See Microsoft documentation for more information.

Boot Sequence for OSIM Deployment
For OSIM, boot sequence is an important factor. If you deploy an OS into a system which contains multiple disks (either
local or remote, or both local and remote), then, the disk being used for the OS deployment must be the first disk in the
boot sequence among all the available bootable disks (disks holding any bootable OS or bootable media).

HostUUID Must Be Removed on ImageX Images
Symptom:

If the image contains the DSM Agent (not recommended!), the registry of an ImageX image contains the DSM
HostUUID-key. Multiple systems installed from this image will get the same HostUUID. This will cause management
problems.

Solution:

Remove the HostUUID key from the registry for any ImageX image containing a CA ITCM object that includes the CA
ITCM agent or the Data Transport Service agent.

The key to be removed is found in the following location:
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HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\HostUUID.

OS User Must Not Be Administrator or Guest
Symptom:

When I install an OS image with OSUser parameter "administrator" or "guest" the installation does not succeed on
Windows 2000, Windows XP, and Windows Server 2003.

Solution:

The installation of Windows 2000 and Windows XP/Windows Server 2003 does not accept an OSUser parameter set to
"administrator" or "guest".

The OSUser parameter is used to personalize the operating system software with Name and Organization and is
restricted by Microsoft.

DSM Explorer Can Change the Password Values in OS image Defaults
Symptom:

When I install OS images the default password is used which is not desired.

Solution:

In DSM Explorer, you can change the Password Values in OS image Defaults

If a domain password has been changed, it is possible to use the new password for all new OS installations.

All OS parameter values of the pwd (password) can be changed in the default parameter values in the DSM Explorer,
even if the OS Image is assigned to computers.

If the default password is changed in an already assigned OS image, the new password will be used immediately in all
affected configurations except the configurations where the default password is overwritten with a computer specific
password.

NOTE
If the new default password was changed after a configuration became pending, the new password will not be
downloaded to the boot server in order to become the new password for the pending OS installation.

OS Installation Cannot Detect NFS Server
Symptom:

OS installation does not detect the NFS server.

Solution:

If the OS installation can not detect the NFS server, the IP address has to be used for the parameter “BootServerNFS” .

The parameter “OSImageNFS” must be set with the NFS share name providing the Linux image on the NFS server.

If the LINUX setup ends with access denied, check the NFS share access rights. ANONYMOUS USER must have read
access. Check also the file, directory access rights of the shared files, directories. ANONYMOUS USER must have read
access.

Do Not Use Unicode Multi-language Characters in the Workgroup Parameter
Symptom:
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OS image deployment over Samba fails if boot parameters contain Japanese characters.

Solution:

Do not use Unicode Multilanguage characters in the Workgroup parameter. The DOS MSclient from Microsoft does not
accept Unicode characters in the Workgroup parameter. If you use Unicode characters in the Workgroup boot parameter,
the boot server shares cannot be opened from the DOS boot image running on the target computer.

TimeZone Parameter Truncates Values
Symptom:

When I am using an OS image, for example, a Vista image, I noticed that the OS parameter TimeZone is truncating
values.

Solution:

This happens if the Timezone parameter contains blank values.

For a Vista image, change the setting of the TimeZone parameter to "\"W. Europe Standard Time\"" or "\"W. Europe
Standard Time\" UK time"

Example: Modify OSIM install parameter TimeZone

This example shows how to change the parameter TimeZone for a Vista image.

cadsmcmd targetcomputer action=modifyInstallParameter 

   name=computer name

   paramname=TimeZone paramvalue="\"W. Europe Standard Time\""

NOTE
If the parameter is a map list or extended map list, use the format "<key> <comment>". The key and the
comment are separated by a blank, and the comment is optional. And if the key contains blanks, enclose it in
quotes.

Boot Server or DHCP Server Not Functioning Properly
Symptom:

If you have the DHCP server and the boot server on the same system, one of the servers may stop functioning properly.
This is because both the DHCP server and the boot server listen at UDP port 67.

Solution:

If you have installed the DHCP server and the boot server on the same machine, ensure to either disable the boot server
at the time of installing the manager or scalability server, or configure the boot server to stop listening at port 67. You must
also configure the DHCP server so that a booting PXE client can be notified that there is a listening boot server on the
network.

To configure the boot server to stop listening at port 67

1. Create a configuration policy for the boot server, if one does not exist, and modify the following policy settings under
DSM, Scalability Server, OSIM, ManagedPC, Server:
– Set "Enable DHCP proxy" to "False"
– Set "Use answer control list" to 0

2. Apply the policy to the boot server that co-exists with the DHCP server.

To configure the DHCP server
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Configure the DHCP server by adding option 60 (class identifier) to the responses that the DHCP server sends to PXE
clients. Depending on the operating system on which DHCP server is installed, perform the following steps:

Windows

1. Open DHCP Configuration and Management, right-click the server, and select Set Predefined Options.
2. Add option 60 to the defined options list with the value as "PXEClient".

Linux

1. Set the value of "vendor-class-identifier" option to "PXEClient"

As described in the Preboot Execution Environment (PXE) Specification Version 2.1 (1999 by Intel Corporation), the PXE
clients will now contact the boot server on the DHCP server's system using UDP port 4011 to get boot instructions. This
enables the OSIM Boot Server to serve the PXE clients. There is no dynamic OSIM boot server assignment in this case.
The OSIM boot server will not serve PXE clients that have been served by a different DHCP server, unless forwarded to
the Boot Server using option 43.

NOTE
With PXE 2.x clients, it is still possible to assign a different boot server via DHCP option 43 (encapsulated
vendor-specific options) as described in Tech Document TEC381737.

DHCP Server Does Not Provide Boot Server Information
Symptom:

The DHCP server is not providing the boot server information.

Solution:

This happens if your boot server is not located on the DHCP server.

With PXE 2.x clients, you can assign a different boot server using the DHCP option 43 (encapsulated vendor-specific
options). The DHCP server must be configured to provide additional boot server information in the DHCP offer using
option 60 and option 43:

• Option 60: vendor-class-identifier
• Option 43: with the suboptions 6,8,9,10,71

After the PXE client has received an IP address from the DHCP server, the PXE client must send a DHCP Request to the
specified boot server (in option 43:Suboption 8: PXE boot servers) to get the boot image file name.

Example: DHCP Offer

    Option 53: DHCP Message Type = DHCP Offer 

    Option 54: Server Identifier = 192.168.111.131 

    Option 60: Vendor class identifier = "PXEClient" 

    Option 97: UUID/GUID-based Client Identifier (17 bytes) 

    Option 43: Vendor-Specific Information (PXEClient) 

        Suboption 6: PXE discovery control = 2 

        Suboption 8: PXE boot servers (7 bytes) 

        Suboption 9: PXE boot menu (38 bytes) 

        Suboption 10: PXE menu prompt (24 bytes) 

        Suboption 71: PXE boot item (4 bytes) 

        End PXEClient option 

    End Option 

    option 43 in detail: 

    2b 55 06 01 02 08 07 00 07 01 c0 a8 6f 83 09   +U..........o.. 

    26 00 07 23 43 41 2d 55 6e 69 63 65 6e 74 65 72  &..#CA-Unicenter 
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    20 4d 61 6e 61 67 65 64 50 43 20 42 6f 6f 74 20   ManagedPC Boot 

    53 65 72 76 65 72 00 0a 18 00 50 72 65 73 73 20  Server....Press 

    46 38 20 74 6f 20 76 69 65 77 20 6d 65 6e 75 00  F8 to view menu. 

    2e 47 04 00 08 00 00 ff                          .G...... 

In the above example, c0 a8 6f 83 is the IP address of the OSIM boot server.

NOTE

• The detail of option 43 above shows the complete hex string of the option.
• When defining the value for option 43, do not include the first 2 bytes (2b 55) as these are added by the DHCP server.

(2b is the descriptor for option 43 and 55 is the length).
• Ensure that the DHCP offer should not contain option 67: boot file name
• Option 60 is not a standard option and must be manually added using netsh.exe

To add DHCP option 60 to DHCP server (Windows 2000 or later)

1. Open the command prompt.
2. Type netsh.
3. Type dhcp.
4. Type server \\servername or server ip_address

A command prompt with the title dhcp server appears.
5. Type the following commands for PXE support:

add optiondef 60 PXEClient STRING 0 comment=option added

optionvalue 60 STRING PXEClient 

6. Type the following command to confirm that everything has been set correctly:
show optionvalue all

PXE-32 TFTP Open Time-out
Symptom:

OS installation fails immediately after completing the DHCP or PXE phase with an error message "PXE-32: TFTP open
time-out" at the target computer. This problem occurs if the network did not support the packet size requested by the PXE
firmware on the target or the MTU size is reduced due to tunneling. IP packets exceeding the MTU size of the network
are transmitted in several fragments. Fragmentation is handled by the network layer and typically transparent to the
application. Some PXE firmware implementations and also the TFTP client used in DOS boot images do not support
fragmentation. Therefore, the effective packet size must be restricted by the boot server in those cases.

Windows PE based boot images can handle fragmentation and as a rule are not affected by a reduction of the MTU size.

Solution:

Restrict the effective TFTP blocksize used by the boot server using the configuration policy.

NOTE
From Release 12.5, the OSIM target program, sdmpcimg, used by Windows PE boot images requests specific
TFTP packets, which are not affected by the configuration parameter TFTP blocksize limit. The parameter
TFTP specific blocksize limit can be used to limit the effective blocksize for specific TFTP packets. For more
information, see sdmpcimg Command (32bit and 64bit Version).

To restrict the TFTP blocksize

1. Open the configuration policy that is assigned to the boot server.
2. Navigate to DSM, Scalability Server, OSIM, ManagedPC, Server, and change the TFTP blocksize limit to a suitable

value. For example, if the firmware requests 1456 TFTP data bytes, it may be sufficient to set the TFTP blocksize limit
to 1350.
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NOTE
CA ITCM r11.x or r12 Windows PE boot images do not support a TFTP blocksize < 1024.

OSIM Samba Shares not Enabled during Boot Server Installation
Symptom:

Sometimes OSIM Samba shares are not enabled on Linux Operating system even the option "Disable use of windows
network shares" is deselected during the installation.

Solution:

Use the following commands to enable Samba shares after the boot server installation:

• Use the following command to switch to the tfpt mode:
sdbsswitch -t 

• Use the following command to switch back to the share method that creates the required changes in the Samba
configuration file,:
sddbswitch -s

Unattended Installation of SLES 11SP1 with DHCP
Symptom:

When I configure an unattended install of SLES 11SP1 to use DHCP address allocation without an explicitly stated
domain name entry in the autoinst.xml file, then the installer discards any supplied host name and selects a randomly
generated hostname, similar to linux-6dyj.

Solution:

To allow for a fixed hostname with the DHCP assigned address, modify the OS image-specific autoinst.xml file to include a
default domain in the networking/dns section, as follows:

<networking>

  <dns>

    <dhcp_hostname config:type="boolean" >false</dhcp_hostname>

    <dhcp_resolv config:type="boolean" >true</dhcp_resolv>

    <hostname>$HostName$</hostname>

    <domain>forward.inc.local</domain>

  </dns>

</networking>

You can find the autoinst.xml file at the following location:
DSM_Install_Folder\server\SDBS\var\managedpc\images\IMAGE_NAME\IMAGE_NAME\suse

Change the Configuration to Suit the Microsoft NFS Server
OSIM requires that the boot server hosting XenServer installation files must be exported through NFS services. Based on
the OS version, change the configuration to suit the NFS server when the boot server is running on the Microsoft Windows
Server.

• Windows Server 2008 and 2008 R2
For detailed instructions on how to modify the NFS services, see Microsoft documentation KB entry:977517
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Windows Detects Error while Installing Boot Image
Valid on Windows 8 and later, Windows 2012, Windows 2012 R2

Symptom:

When I install a Windows boot image, I get the following error message on a “Windows Setup” message box during OS
installation:

Windows could not parse or process the unattend answer file for pass [specialize]. The settings specified in
the answer file cannot be applied. The error was detected while processing settings for component {Microsoft-
Windows-Shell-Setup].

Solution:

This happens for one of the following two reasons:

1. Primary reason is incorrect value for "Windows TypeWindowsType" and "ProductId" boot parameters:
For installation, "ProductId" is the valid Windows product key corresponding to the supplied "WindowsType". We
support key-less installation for the Specific Editions of Windows Images such as Volume licensing image and
Enterprise image. Key-less installation does not hold true for all Windows Images. For more information, see section
“Windows Key-less Installation” Chapter 9 Windows OSIM OS Images.

2. Secondary reason is incorrect value for boot parameters such as "HostName", "TimeZone", and "OSUser".

To avoid this error, provide the correct value for the above mentioned boot parameters.

Windows OS Deployment Fails on UEFI Enabled Target with Multiple Disks
Symptom:

• When one of the disks already has an EFI partition (ESP), Windows OS deployment fails for multiple disks. 
• You want to deploy multiple Windows OS to multiple disks available on UEFI enabled target.
• You have a Windows installed computer booting in UEFI mode. Later you added a second hard disk to the computer

and started a Windows deployment in UEFI mode on newly added disk.

NOTE
Microsoft applies this limitation. For details, see KB article number 2879602.

Solution 

You can deploy multiple Windows OS on UEFI target having multiple hard disks by using WinPEPartition boot parameter
which supplies custom partitioning scheme or user-defined partitioning scheme. The same parameter can be used for
implementing the workaround suggested by Microsoft in the mentioned KB article.  

For details, see Define Disk Partitions for WinPE-based Windows Images.

Sample partition script (wp2) to be passed through WinPEPartition parameter:

Assume that you have UEFI enabled target with two disks, where one of the disks (second disk) already has a Windows
OS installed in UEFI mode.

rem ++++ UEFI Custom Partitioning

rem ++++ Input for diskpart. Only used with WinPE.

rem ++++ if the job parameter "WinPEPartition" specifies this file, 

rem ++++ it will be used from WinPE instead of osimdisk.txt included in the WinPE boot image.

rem ++++ 

rem ++++ Remove the letter C assignment from virtual devices.

rem ++++ select volume 0

rem ++++ remove noerr

rem ++++ select volume 1
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rem ++++ remove noerr

select disk 0

clean

convert gpt

create partition primary size=20000

select partition 1

assign letter=C

create partition primary

format quick fs=ntfs label="Data Disk"

exit 

OSIM Events
Contents

The following sections provide tables that list all events generated by the domain manager (OSIM part) for operating
system installation jobs, targets, and boot server, and by the OSIM boot server.

The mapping of event ID and event meaning is done in the file ..\CA\DSM\bin\ccsmevosim.enu on the domain manager.

Manager Events

The following table lists all events generated by the domain manager (OSIM part) for operating system installation jobs,
targets, and boot server.

Event ID Event Meaning
2000 OSIM Manager started
2001 OSIM Manager stopped
2002 New boot server xxx

2003 New target computer with MAC address xxx reported by boot
server yyy

2004 Target computer xxx attached to boot server yyy

2005 Target computer xxx detached from boot server yyy

2006 Image xxx attached to boot server yyy

2007 Image xxx detached from boot server yyy

2010 OSIM job xxx activated
2011 OSIM job xxx sent to boot server yyy

2012 OSIM job xxx cancel request sent to boot server yyy

2013 OSIM job xxx cancelled
2014 OSIM job xxx terminated with status yyy

2015 OSIM job xxx succeeded
2016 OSIM job xxx pending
2017 OSIM job xxx installing
2019 OSIM job xxx terminated with error yyy

2021 OSIM job xxx terminated with error: the boot configuration is not
linked to a target computer

2022 OSIM job xxx terminated with error: the boot configuration is linked
to more than one target computer.
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2023 OSIM job xxx terminated with error: no activation time found
2024 OSIM job xxx terminated with error: the boot configuration is not

linked to any OS image.
2025 OSIM job xxx terminated with error: the boot configuration is linked

to more than one OS image
2026 OSIM job xxx terminated with error: the OS image yyy has no

parameter values
2027 OSIM job xxx terminated with error: the value for parameter yyy

was not found in the database
2028 OSIM job xxx terminated with error: the target computer is not

assigned to any boot server
2029 OSIM job xxx terminated with error: the target computer is

assigned to more than one boot server
2030 OSIM job xxx terminated with error: the boot server yyy has no

host object
2031 OSIM job xxx terminated with error: communications problem:

error sending message to boot server
2032 OSIM job xxx terminated with error: job timeout, no reply from boot

server.
2033 OSIM job xxx terminated with error: the boot server did not accept

the installation or job cancellation order
2034 OSIM job xxx terminated with error: the required OS image is not

available on boot server yyy

2035 OSIM job xxx terminated with error: the required boot disk image
yyy is not available on the boot server

2036 OSIM job xxx terminated with error: the job was forcibly aborted
on user request. The installation was already started, the state of
target system is unknown

2037 OSIM job xxx terminated with error: the 'InstallCounter' parameter
is missing.

2038 OSIM job xxx terminated with error: the installation was aborted by
the target computer. The previous installation is probably intact.

Boot Server Events

The following table lists all events generated by the OSIM boot server.

Event ID Event Meaning
101 Boot Server started
102 Boot Server stopped
120 TFTP: File xxx Source yyy

301 MAIN: Init Error - Failed to establish TCP/IP environment - xxx

302 MAIN: Init Error - Failed to get host information - xxx

303 MAIN: Init Error - Failed to open Configuration section xxx. Error
yyy

304 MAIN: Init Error - Failed to read Configuration value xxx. Error yyy

307 MAIN: Init Error - begin thread failed - xxx
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309 REP: Init Error - Failed to open FCOR xxx

310 MAIN: Init Error - No valid/active interfaces were found
702 TFTP: File xxx Source yyy Socket Error - zzz

703 TFTP: File xxx Source yyy File open Error - zzz

708 TFTP: File xxx Source yyy Illegal request
709 TFTP: File xxx Source yyy File not found
710 TFTP: File xxx Source yyy No prior BINL request
803 ADS: Query xxx failed. Result code yyy

804 ADS: Failed to get Event Nofication. Result code xxx

806 ADS: Lost connection to the ADS provider. Result code xxx

901 Unable to read Configuration value xxx. Error yyy
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Using
Understand how to perform tasks from the following sections:

 

Desktop Management Script Editor
The Desktop Management Script Editor provides an environment to write, edit, syntax-check, debug, and run Desktop
Management scripts.

Run the Desktop Management Script Editor

Follow these steps:

1. Select Start, All Programs, CA, IT Client Manager, and click DMS Script Editor-Debugger.

Menu Bar

File Menu

The File menu provides the following options:

• New 
This option opens an untitled window. You can enter a new script in this window.

• Open
This option opens an existing script or text file. You can specify read-only for the file. You can also connect to a
network share.

• Save
This option saves the active script file.

• Save as
This option saves a script file under a different file name.

• Save all
This option saves all script files.

• Exit
This option exits the Script Editor.

Edit Menu

The Edit menu provides the following options:

• Cut 
This option cuts the selected text.

• Copy
This option copies the selected text.

• Paste
This option pastes the selected text.

• Clear
This option clears the screen.

• Find
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This option finds a string.
• Find Next

This option finds the next occurrence of the string.
• Replace

This option replaces one string with another string.
• Select all

This option selects all inputs.

Debug Menu

The Debug menu provides the following functions:

• Run
This option runs the entire script and displays any program result.

• Step Over
This option runs the script one line at a time.

• Trace Into
This option runs a function one line at a time.

• Run to Cursor
This option runs the script to the line where the cursor is placed.

• Set Next Statement
This option causes the interpreter locate and execute the next statement.

• Add Watch
This option lets you add a specific variable to the Watch list.

• Evaluate
This option lets you evaluate an expression.

NOTE
The Modify field has not yet been implemented.

• Terminate
This option terminates the execution of the script.

Options Menu

The CMS Options menu bar provides the following functions:

• Arguments
This option selects the Unit Type Asset Management: Workstation, User, Engine, Not specified (for software delivery),
and lets you enter the run arguments for the selected Unit Type.

• Targets
This option selects the target platform for the script.

NOTE
This option is specific to asset management.

• Watches
This option watches the variables that you have added as the script runs. You can edit the Watch list.

Windows Menu

This Windows menu has the following options:

• Cascade
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This option arranges all open windows with one window on top of another. Only the title bar of each window is
displayed.

• Tile
This option displays all open windows adjacently.

• Arrange Icons
This option arranges the icons for the minimized windows.

• Close all
This option closes all script file windows after prompting you to save any unsaved script files.

Function Keys and Shortcuts

Keys Shortcuts
File.Exit Alt+F4
Edit.Clear Ctrl+Del
Edit.Find Ctrl+F
Edit.Find Next F3
Edit.Replace Ctrl+H
Debug.Run Ctrl+F9
Debug.Step Over F8
Debug.Trace into F7
Debug.Run to Cursor F4
Debug.Add Watch Ctrl+F5
Debug.Evaluate Ctrl+F7
Debut.Terminate Ctrl+F2
Window.Cascade Shift+F5
Window.Tile Shift+F4

Create a Script

Follow these steps:

1. Click Start, All Programs, CA, IT Client Manager, DMS Script Editor - Debugger.
2. Select File, New.
3. Enter the script text, and click File, Save As and enter a name for the script file.

NOTE
The extension of script files is optional. Preferred suffixes are .dms or .DMScript. The scripting language is
not case-sensitive. The contents of character strings are case-sensitive (for example, the strings "ABCD",
"Abcd", and "abcd" are different).

Run a Script

Follow these steps:

1. Click Start, All Programs, CA, IT Client Manager, DMS Script Editor - Debugger.
2. Select File, Open, and select a script.
3. Select Debug, and click Run.
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Edit a Script

Follow these steps:

1. Click Start, All Programs, CA, IT Client Manager, DMS Script Editor - Debugger.
2. Select File, Open, and select an existing script.

NOTE
You can specify read-only for the file. You can also connect to a network share drive.

3. Edit the script and click File, Save.

Watch and Edit Script Variables

Follow these steps:

1. Select Options, Watches.
2. Select Debug, Add Watch.
3. In the Add Variable to Watch List window, enter a variable to the Watch list and click OK.

Specify Arguments for Scripts

Follow these steps:

1. Select Options, Arguments.
2. Select the unit type.

– For asset management, select Workstation, User, or Engine.
Depending on the selection, the DMScript Interpreter initializes the asset management script constants UnitName,
UnitArea, and UnitFile.

– For software delivery, select Not specified, the default value.
Selecting one of these values terminates the DMScript Interpreter session and starts a new session with new
parameters.

3. Enter the arguments in the Arguments field, and click OK.

NOTE
To retrieve the arguments that you pass, use the functions argc() and argv().

Specify the Target Platform for a Script

NOTE
This topic is valid for Asset Management only.

The DMS Editor can run with the DMS Interpreter for Microsoft Windows or with asset management script interpreters for
other platforms. You can select the target platform that you want to use.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Options, Targets.
2. Select the platform and click OK.

If the platform is not supported, the Script Editor displays a message stating that it was unable to load the script
interpreter. 
If the platform is supported, the Script Editor terminates the current session. To start the script interpreter of the new
platform, provide the Script Editor with the interpreter and its full runtime environment. The executable file of the
interpreter must be in the same location as the executable file of the Script Editor.

Example Preprocessor Commands
#IF WIN16 OR WIN32
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#DEFINE WINDOWS

#INCLUDE windows.ncs

#ELSEIF OS2

#DEFINE IBMOS2

#INCLUDE os2.ncs

#ENDIF

#IF WIN32

REM update windows registry

...

#ELSE

REM update INI file

...

#ENDIF

Example Scripts

Asset Management

The following example scripts are available on the CA Client Automation product installation DVD under Examples
\dmscript\UAM.

• EDIT_REG.NCS
This script gets computer name and logged-in user in Microsoft Windows.

• EXHUSER.NCS
This script extracts first name and last name from a .csv file and inserts the same in a .mif file. This file is created from
the exchange Tmanager in the Export feature.

• HOTFIX.NCS
This script reads all hot fixes that are installed on the computer and stores the results in a MIF table.

• IE.NCS
This script checks if Internet Explorer is installed, and installs, if not.

• INOCU.NCS
This script runs Inoculan and tests C:\.

• NETSCAPE.NCS
This script installs Netscape Navigator on Windows 95 computers.

• OFFICE95.NCS
This script installs Microsoft Office 95.

• OFFICE97.NCS
This script installs Microsoft Office 97.

• OUTLOK97.NCS
This script installs Microsoft Outlook 97.

• OUTLOOK.NCS
This script installs Outlook, without checking for errors.

• SETUS295.NCS
This script gets the user name from regedit and puts it in a batch file.

• SQLVER.NCS
This script gets the Microsoft SQL Server Edition and stores it in the MSSQL.MIF

• SWINV.NCS
This script reads the Add/Remove and MIF database and stores data in a MIF table.

• TESTOS.NCS
This script tests for different operating systems

• UPDATE.NCS
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This script updates the Asset Management Agent from v. 3.0 to v. 3.1.
• USERINFO.NCS

This script checks whether it is the primary user. If Yes, prompts the user for answers (first name, last name, and so
on).

• SWINV.NCS
This script collects software inventory from the Add/Remove Program list.

• SWINVMSI.NCS
This script collects software inventory from MSI registry.

• USERMIF.NCS
This script gets the WS area and name and stores in the ius_gen.mif.

Script Language

The following example scripts are available on the CA Client Automation product installation DVD under \Examples
\dmscript\script_language:

• 2LINES.NCS
This script writes a message on two lines.

• ADDSTR.NCS
This script adds ">" "<" to a text string.

• APIMSG.NCS
This script shows how to use an API call from the script language. The standard message box is called.

• COPYTREE.NCS
This script copies a tree from a network drive to a local disk.

• CREATELK.NCS
This script creates a group and an icon where the application has an argument.

• DELREG.NCS
This script shows how to correct a string in the registry.

• EDIT_INI.NCS
This script sets a test_var variable to an input value in the file \windowsdir\win.ini.

• GET_DRV.NCS
This script returns the next free drive.

• LAB1.NCS
Message-box test that checks if answer is YES or NO.

• NCEDIT.NCS
This script gives all the functionality from NCEDIT to script.

• REGWRITE.NCS
This script fills in data in the Registry database.

Desktop Management Script Generator
The Desktop Management Script Generator is a graphical user interface for generating scripts. The Generator takes
a snapshot to build an image and an installation script. You can edit or use the image and the installation script as a
reference. By running the scripts, you can easily install a software packet or execute a command on an agent system in
your network.

NOTE
Define some configuration information (for example, defaults, paths, or keys to exclude) before you generate a
script.
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The Desktop Management Script Generator is not suitable for complex product installations. For example, the installation
of services, user-specific items like files, registry entries, or icons, are not supported. For complex product installations,
modify the script file manually or use the Software Management Packager.

Run the Desktop Management Script Generator

Follow these steps:

1. Click Windows Start menu, Programs, CA, IT Client Manager, and select DMS Generator.

NOTE
A Release dialog appears when there is an error during registration of the script. Check your settings in the
Register a Version dialog.

Desktop Management Script Generator Main Windowab
The main window provides the following functions:

• The File menu:
– Enable Trace / Disable Trace

This option records the actions of the Desktop Management Script Generator in a trace file (trace.txt) for diagnostic
purposes.

– Exit
This option closes the program.

• Script Name
(Required) Defines the name of the software package.
Limit: 42 characters.

• Version
(Required) Defines the version of the software package.
Limit: 42 characters.

• Supplier
Defines supplier details.

• Comment
Defines any additional comments.

• Generate Rollback Script
Specifies whether to generate a rollback script on the target computer during product installation.

• Generate Installation Log
Specifies whether to log the installation process in a file. For software delivery and asset management, this file is
located in different directories, as follows:
– Software delivery: The location of the log file is reported in the output file of the job.
– Asset management: The location must be specified before you start the Script Generator.

• Configure
Opens the Configure Reference System dialog.

• Generate
Lets you record and generate the script. Click OK after you finish the last step to record. The script is stored as file
install.dms in the SDO_Script subdirectory.

• Edit
Lets you debug the script.

• Register
Lets you register the installation script in the library. Option is disabled for asset management.

• Remove
Removes the script and image.

• Rollback Path (Asset Management only)
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Defines the path for storing the rollback script.
• Log Path (Asset Management only)

Defines the path for storing the log files.
• Destination Path (Asset Management only)

Defines the path name for the script on the target computer.

NOTE
Define the Rollback Path, Log Path, and the Destination Path before you record and generate a script.

How You Work with Scripts
You can install a software packet or can execute a command on an agent system in your network.

Follow these steps:

1. Configure the scan areas.
The default values must match. The values are scanned during the packaging process, such as paths and registry
entries.

2. Generate the scripts.
When you generate software installation scripts, the reference system is scanned twice - before and after installation.
The script generating function does the following tasks:
– The current system state is saved.
– You are asked to perform the steps to be recorded in scripts.
– The system state for the changes to the former state is analyzed. All the changes are assigned to the software

product that has been installed.
– The product files are generated.
– The product information is converted to scripts.

3. If necessary, edit the scripts.
If you use asset management, script generation is now complete. The script is copied to the path on the target
computer that is specified in the Destination Path field in the Main Window.

4. Register the script.

NOTE
Software Delivery can distribute only registered scripts.

5. To remove the files and directories that are created during script generating process, click Remove.

NOTE
The product that has been installed during the script generation process remains installed on the reference
system.

The Configure Reference System Dialog
Contents

Apart from the default tabs, you can set a Recursive option on a few tabs. A folder symbol with the letter "r" represents the
Recursive option.

During product installation on the packaging computer, the Script Generator records all changes to the reference system.
To protect the reference system from unwanted changes while a product is packaged, configure the reference system
once before packaging the first product.

All files and directories that are generated during the packaging process are transferred from the reference system to the
Software Library on the specified software delivery server. After a successful transfer, all files and directories are removed
from the reference system.
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Paths to Scan Tab

The Paths to Scan tab defines which file system areas belong to the reference system.

• Remove
This option removes the current selection from the list.

• Edit
This option makes the current selection available for editing.

• Special Folder
This option displays the Special Folder Selection dialog where you can add or remove folders to/from the Available
Special Folders list.

• Show Special Folders
This option displays the Special Folders.

• Add
This option adds the directory path to the list of Paths to scan.

• Change
This option changes the value in the field.

• Path
This option defines the path name indicating the files to scan.
You can add any other directory to the path list. Removing a nonspecial folder from the path list does not affect the
Paths to exclude tab.
– Examples

Enter C: to verify the entire C drive.
Enter C:\WINNT to verify the Windows NT directory and all of its subdirectories.

Add Special Folders

You want to add folders to the list of paths to include in the reference system.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Special Folders.
2. Select the folders from the Available Special Folders list, and click the >> button.

Remove Special Folders

You want to remove folders from the list of paths to include in the reference system.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Special Folders.
2. Select the folders from the Special Folders list on the right side, and click the << button.

Browse

To specify the directory path or browse for a directory using the Browse button.

NOTE

This page is also applicable to the Paths to Exclude tab.

 

Paths to Exclude Tab

The Paths to Exclude tab specifies paths not to verify for changes during the reference installation of a product.

• Remove
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Removes the current selection from the list.
• Edit

Makes the current selection available for editing.
• Special Folder

Lets you add or remove special folders from the path list.
• Show Special Folders

Opens the Special Folder Selection window.
• Add

Adds the path to the list of paths to exclude.
– The Unavailable folders indicate paths that cannot be changed.
– The Yellow folders contain defaults or values that can be changed.

• Change
Changes the value in the field.

• Path
Defines the path name, and optionally a file mask to indicate which files to exclude.

• File Path
Displays a value that you can change or a value to add to the list.

• Recursive
Specifies the subdirectories of specified paths to be excluded.

• File Mask
Defines a value that you can change or a value to add.

Keys to Scan Tab

The Keys to Scan tab specifies the registry keys to scan. During a reference installation, the Script Generator records the
changes in the registry of the areas specified on the Keys to Scan tab.

The Script Generator detects the following:

• New keys
• New values
• Modified values
• Deleted keys
• Deleted values

NOTE
Use the two preset main keys only. You do not need to specify other keys, because all other keys are subkeys of
these two keys.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Remove
Removes the current selection from the list.

• Edit
Makes the current selection available for editing.

• Add
Adds the key to the list of keys to scan.

• Change
Changes the value in the field.

• Root
Defines the key to indicate which keys to scan.

• Key
Defines a value that you can change or add to the list.
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Searching for a Registry Key

A green folder symbol indicates those registry keys that are already specified on the Keys to Scan tab. A yellow folder
symbol indicates those registry keys that are available for selection.

When selected, the key appears in the Key field on the Keys to scan tab. Click Add to add the registry key to the scan
area.

Keys to Exclude Tab

The Keys to Exclude tab specifies the registry areas not to verify for changes when the product is packaged.

NOTE
If you specify a key on the Keys to exclude tab, changes made to the key during the reference installation will
not be recorded.

Areas that are predefined by default cannot be changed; therefore, the corresponding folder cannot be removed.

The Keys to Exclude tab contains the following items:

• Remove
Removes the current selection from the list.

• Edit
Makes the current selection available for editing.

• Add
Adds the key to the list of keys to exclude.

• Change
Changes the value in the field.

• Root
Defines a value that you can change or add to the list.

• Key
Defines a value that you can change or add to the list.

ASCII Files Tab

The ASCII files tab specifies ASCII files to monitor for modification. If partial changes are made to the existing ASCII files
during product packaging, then the changes are reproduced during product installation on a target computer.

The changes to the ASCII files are canceled when the product is uninstalled from the target computer.

Fields

The ASCII Files tab contains the following fields:

• Remove
Removes the current selection from the list.

• Edit
Makes the current selection available for editing.

• Add
Adds the path to the list of paths to scan

• Change
Changes the value in the field.

• File path
Displays a value that you can change or a value to add to the list.
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Defaults Tab

The Defaults tab dialog reverts to the default settings for the reference system. Depending on the system, many defaults
are not defined until a reference installation is performed.

The Defaults tab contains the following check boxes:

• Paths to Scan
• Paths to Exclude
• Keys to Scan
• Keys to Exclude
• ASCII Files
• All

Selecting a check box and clicking Set reverts the setting to default.

Register a Version of a Product Dialog
Contents

If you use software delivery, register the script in the library network distribution. Use the Register a Version dialog for
registering the script in the library.

The dialog has the following check boxes:

• Seal
Disables package editing.

NOTE
Software delivery can distribute only sealed packages.

• Include in Catalog
Registers the software in the Software Catalog. Agent users can then download that software from their local library
through a graphical user interface.
The dialog has the following fields:
– Manager

Required. Specifies the name of the SD Manager.
– User

Required. Specifies the name of a user with permission for registering software packages.
– Security Provider, Authority/Domain

Specifies the security provider, authority, or domain for registering the version of the product.
– Password

Required. Specifies the user password.
– Left Arrows

Hides the User, Domain, and Password fields.
– Right Arrows

Displays the User, Domain, and Password fields.

The dialog has the following buttons:

• Register
Registers the script.

• Cancel
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Closes the window without registering the script.
• Help

Displays the Desktop Management Script Generator help.

 

Release error

The Release error dialog displays information about the error that occurred during script registration. The content of the
message describes the error.

Check your settings in the Register a Version of a Product dialog.

Analyzing System
The Analyzing System dialog appears while comparing the last saved system state with the current system state occurs.
The differences between these two states make up the data from which the SXP archive files are created.

This dialog lets you specify a path in the file system. Select the directory in the file system tree and click OK.

Searching for a Path
This dialog lets you specify a path in the file system.

Select the directory in the file system tree, and click OK.

Select a Server
All scalability servers in the network are listed in the combo box.

Select a scalability server and click OK.

Notes on Configuring the Reference System
Consider the following factors when you configure the reference system:

• Performance
The greater the volume of data in the reference system, the longer the duration to check for changes. You can exclude
certain drives from the checking process.

• Changes that do not directly affect the installed product
The reference system itself causes modifications to the file system during the creation of products when it generates
scripts.

• Overwriting of system files
To create a script, the DMS Generator searches for the changes in the system during a software installation. The
DMS Generator does not remove the software after generating the script. Normally, uninstalling the software does
not replace system DLLs. To maintain the consistency of the system as a reference system, restore these DLLs to its
original versions so that an update of these DLLs can be detected during later script generator process.
To restore the system DLLs, create backups of the system files. To update protected system files, restore the system
by using system images.

• Partial modification of INI and ASCII filesIf partial changes are made to existing ASCII files during product
packaging, then the changes are reproduced during the product installation on the target computer. Identify these
files to the reference system so the reference system can treat them differently. Otherwise, the complete file and any
modifications are added to the created version by default. As a consequence, the existing file of the same name on the
target computer would be replaced, instead of the changes being copied.
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Desktop Management Script Interpreter
Send Output to a Trace File
The Desktop Management Script Interpreter (DMSCRIPT.EXE) is a Windows application. Run the application and send
the output to a file for examining the files trace information.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Start, Run.
2. Enter the dmscript command, adding the name of the script and any other arguments.
3. Press Enter.

The interpreter creates a trace file.

How the Interpreter Window becomes Visible
The execution of the first Print(), ClearScreen(), ProgressText(), or ProgressBar() makes the main window of the DMScript
Interpreter visible.

If you start dmscript without the - w_dms flag and any redirection, the interpreter starts without displaying a window.

NOTE
Valid only on Windows.

dmscript.cnf File - Configure Search Paths
The interpreter evaluates a configuration file, dmscript.cnf, in the following location:

1. UNIX
<install directory>/dmscript/configuration

2. Windows
The path to the configuration file (without the filename) is stored in the registry at HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\Unicenter ITRM\DMScript\DMSInterpreter\dmscriptConfigure.

The dmscript.cnf file has an INI file structure that contains a [DMSCRIPT] section. The DMSCRIPT section contains
one defined entry, DMSI_INCLUDE, which defines the search path for includes. The search path is a list of directories
separated by semicolons (;).

Search Paths

The script interpreter uses the script with an absolute path name. If the path name exists, the script is interpreted.

The relative access path is searched relative to the current directory. If not found, the file is searched relative to the
directories mentioned in the environment variable PATH. If this fails too, Error 14 -- Cannot open script file- is launched.

DMScript Tracing
The DMScript script interpreter and the DMScript editor use the same tracing functionality as CA DSM. The log files
TRC_DMSINTERPRETER_#.log and TRC_DMSEDITOR_# .log are in the following file locations:

1. Windows
<install directory>\logs

2. UNIX
<install directory>/logs
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dmscript Flags
A flag is not case-sensitive and does not need a space before related information.

NOTE
On the Windows systems, you can replace the - (hyphen) with a / (slash). Thus -w_dms has the same meaning
as /w_dms.

The interpreter flags are as follows:

• -e error_file
Records error messages in the file error_file. On Windows, you can use the flag /e instead.
– Example for Windows

dmscript /e c:\errorreport.txt testscript.dms 

• -d environment_variables
Indicates that the environment variables coded are stored to the temporary environment of the script execution. The
variables are of the form variable_name=value. For each environment variable, a separate -d environment_variables
must be coded. Instead of -d, /d could be coded.
– Example for Windows

dmscript /d firstname=var1 /dname=var2

• > file_name
Redirects the provided output into the file file_name.

NOTE
If you use command line, use an escape character for the right arrow character. The script interpreter
interprets the line and not the command-line interpreter.

– Example for Windows
dmscript "> d:\temp\protocol.txt

 
• -o_dms: file_name

Redirects the provided output into the file file_name. Instead of -o_dms, /o_dms could be coded.
For example,
dmscript -o_dms: d:\temp\protocol.txt

• -l_dms: locale
Reserved.

• -script
Passes the content of the argument line following this flag as arguments to the script. From this point, the interpreter
no longer triggers flags to be interpreted.

• -u: unitType
Specifies the value of the asset management constant, unitType.

• -w_dms
Shows the interpreter window from the start of the interpreter. The error messages or the final message are shown in
separate message boxes during the termination phase of the interpreter.

NOTE
This flag applies to Windows only.

• -w_nofinw
Disables the final message box with OK prompt . Use this flag only when the –w_dms flag is used and is optional.

NOTE

This flag applies to Windows only.
• -dms_trace_compile
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Provides an interface trace of the compile phase and writes to the log file. Use this flag only for Level 1 or Level 2
Support.

• -dms_trace_run
Provides an interface trace of the run phase and writes to the log file. Set this flag only for Level 1 or Level 2 Support.

• -dms_verbose
Writes status information to the status line during the processing of a script (Windows only).

• -dms_include
Expands or replaces the include search path as defined in the dmscript.cnf temporarily for the runtime of the
interpreter.
The flag has the following syntax:
-dms_include: {[+;]search path| <search path>;+}

After the dms_include: you can insert some blank spaces.
– <search path>

The search path replaces the search path of dmscript.cnf.+;<search path>
The <search path> appends the search path of dmscript.cnf.

– <search path>;+
The <search path> expands the search path of dmscript.cnf, which precedes the first one.

– <search path>
A list of directories with semicolons as separators.

NOTE
The include-flag modifies the include paths for the runtime of an interpreter only. To change the entries
permanently, use a normal editor.

• -i_dms: <Asset Management configuration file>
On a Windows platform, replace the dash (-) with a slash (/). After the i_dms: there can be spaces but they are not
necessary.
The specified file is taken as the asset management configuration file to determine the value of the asset management
constants of the interpreter. If the file name includes a relative path, the file is relative to the current directory; otherwise
it exists in the specified absolute location.
If the specified file is not found, asset management constants are unavailable for this interpreter run.
– Example: dmscript flags

dmscript.exe -t.dms -i_dms: c:\TestConfig\test_1.ini

The file c:\TestConfig\test_1.ini determines the asset management constants.

End-of-Line Indicator
In a script file, the interpreter accepts a linefeed or carriage return/linefeed as the end-of-line indicator. You can write a
script on a UNIX system and run it on a Windows system or do the opposite.

File and Path Name Delimiters
In file and path names, you can use a slash (/) or backslash (\) as a delimiter. The interpreter converts the delimiters in file
and path names correctly as appropriate for the platform.

How the Script Search Works
The script interpreter uses the following process to search the files:

1. If the script has an absolute path name, the script is interpreted.
2. If the script has relative access path, the path is searched relative to the current directory. If the path is not found, the

file is searched relative to the directories mentioned in the environment variable PATH.
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3. If Step 2 fails, the path does not exist. Error 14 Cannot open script file appears.

Symbian OS Restrictions
The following constants are not available when using DMS on Symbian OS:

COMPRESSED

COMPUTERFILEID

CSIDL_ADMINTOOLS

CSIDL_ALTSTARTUP

CSIDL_APPDATA

CSIDL_BITBUCKET

CSIDL_COMMON_ADMINTOOLS

CSIDL_COMMON_ALTSTARTUP

CSIDL_COMMON_APPDATA

CSIDL_COMMON_DESKTOPDIRECTORY

CSIDL_COMMON_DOCUMENTS

CSIDL_COMMON_FAVORITES

CSIDL_COMMON_FILES_DIR

CSIDL_COMMON_PROGRAMS

CSIDL_COMMON_STARTMENU

CSIDL_COMMON_STARTUP

CSIDL_COMMON_TEMPLATES

CSIDL_CONNECTIONS

CSIDL_CONTROLS

CSIDL_COOKIES

CSIDL_DESKTOP

CSIDL_DESKTOPDIRECTORY

CSIDL_DRIVES

CSIDL_FAVORITES

CSIDL_FONTS

CSIDL_HISTORY

CSIDL_INTERNET

CSIDL_INTERNET_CACHE

CSIDL_LOCAL_APPDATA

CSIDL_MYPICTURES

CSIDL_NETHOOD

CSIDL_NETWORK

CSIDL_PERSONAL

CSIDL_PRINTERS

CSIDL_PRINTHOOD

CSIDL_PROFILE

CSIDL_PROGRAM_FILES

CSIDL_PROGRAM_FILES_COMMON

CSIDL_PROGRAM_FILES_COMMONX86

CSIDL_PROGRAM_FILES_DIR

CSIDL_PROGRAM_FILESX86

CSIDL_PROGRAMS

CSIDL_RECENT

CSIDL_SENDTO

CSIDL_STARTMENU

CSIDL_STARTUP

CSIDL_SYSTEM
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CSIDL_SYSTEMX86

CSIDL_TEMPLATES

CSIDL_WINDOWS

HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT

HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG

HKEY_CURRENT_USER

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE

HKEY_USERS

HOTKEYF_ALT

HOTKEYF_CONTROL

HOTKEYF_CONTROL

HOTKEYF_EXT

HOTKEYF_SHIFT

OFFLINE

REG_BINARY

REG_BYTE_ARRAY

REG_DWORD

REG_DWORD_BIG_ENDIAN

REG_DWORD_LITTLE_ENDIAN

REG_EXPAND_SZ

REG_INTEGER

REG_LINK

REG_MULTI_SZ

REG_NODATA

REG_NONE

REG_STRING

REG_SZ

REG_UNSUPPORTED

S_IRGRP

S_IROTH

S_IRUSR

S_ISGID

S_ISUID

S_ISVTX

S_IWGRP

S_IWOTH

S_IWUSR

S_IXGRP

S_IXOTH

S_IXUSR

SECTORSERVICE

TEMPORARY

UNITFILEID

USERFILEID

WINDIR

WINDOWSDIR

WINSYSDIR

WORKSTATIONFILEID

Not all the Desktop Management Scripting (DMS) constants are implemented on every device type. If a function is not
implemented, the script interpreter returns an OEM-specific return code.

The following functions are not available when using DMS on a Symbian Operating System:
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AddItem

ClearScreen/ClrScr

CopyLink

CreateGroup

CreateLink

DeleteGroup

DeleteIniEntry

DeleteIniSection

DeleteItem

EnvExport

EnvGetFirst

EnvGetNext

EnvGetString

EnvImport

EnvSetString

GetSpecialDir

InputBox 

Is_Blk

Is_Chr

Is_Fifo

Is_G_R

Is_G_W

Is_G_X

Is_O_R

Is_O_W

Is_O_X

Is_SGID

Is_SUID

Is_U_R

Is_U_W

Is_U_X

MessageBox/MsgBox

NetGetMap

NetMap

NetUnMap

Print

ProgressBar

ProgressText

ReadIniEntry

ReadIniSection

RegCloseKey

RegCreateKey

RegDeleteKey

RegDeleteValue

RegDeleteVariable

RegENumKey

RegENumVariable

RegOpenKey

RegQueryValue

RegQueryVariable

RegSetValue

RegSetVariable

RemoveLink
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SetDrive

WriteIniEntry

WriteIniSection

Windows CE 3.0 Restrictions
The following constants are not available when using DMS on Windows CE:

CSIDL_ADMINTOOLS

CSIDL_ALTSTARTUP

CSIDL_APPDATA

CSIDL_COMMON_ADMINTOOLS

CSIDL_COMMON_ALTSTARTUP

CSIDL_COMMON_APPDATA

CSIDL_COMMON_DESKTOPDIRECTORY

CSIDL_COMMON_DOCUMENTS

CSIDL_COMMON_FAVORITES

CSIDL_COMMON_FILES_DIR

CSIDL_COMMON_PROGRAMS

CSIDL_COMMON_STARTMENU

CSIDL_COMMON_STARTUP

CSIDL_COMMON_TEMPLATES

CSIDL_CONNECTIONS

CSIDL_COOKIES

CSIDL_HISTORY

CSIDL_INTERNET

CSIDL_INTERNET_CACHE

CSIDL_LOCAL_APPDATA

CSIDL_MYPICTURES

CSIDL_PRINTHOOD

CSIDL_PROFILE

CSIDL_PROGRAM_FILES

CSIDL_PROGRAM_FILES_COMMON

CSIDL_PROGRAM_FILES_COMMONX86

CSIDL_PROGRAM_FILES_DIR

CSIDL_PROGRAM_FILESX86

CSIDL_SYSTEM

CSIDL_SYSTEMX86

CSIDL_WINDOWS

HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG

HOTKEYF_ALT

HOTKEYF_CONTROL

HOTKEYF_EXT

HOTKEYF_SHIFT

WINDIR

WINDOWSDIR

WINSYSDIR

Not all the other constants are implemented on every device type. If a function is not implemented, the device returns an
OEM-specific return code.

The following functions are not available when using DMS on Windows CE:
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ADDITEM

CHDIR

CREATEGROUP

CREATELINK

DELETEGROUP

DELETEINIENTRY

DELETEINISECTION

DELETEITEM

ENVEXPORT

ENVGETFIRST

ENVGETNEXT

ENVGETSTRING

ENVIMPORT

ENVSETSTRING

GETDIR

GETDIRECTORY

GETDRIVE

GETLONGFILENAME

GETSHORTFILENAME

PROGRESSTEXT

READINIENTRY

READINISECTION

REMOVELINK

REMOVELINKADDITEM

SETDIRECTORY

SETDRIVE

SETLOCALPATH

WRITEINIENTRY

WRITEINISECTION

Desktop Management Predefined String Constants
The Desktop Management Scripting language includes the following predefined string constants:

• TRUE
Specifies a Boolean value of true.

• FALSE
Specifies Boolean value of false.

• PARAMCNT
Specifies the number of arguments with which the script was invoked.

• NEWLINE$
Specifies a New line.

• OSVERSION
Specifies the operating system version.

• OSSYSTEM
Specifies the name of the operating system.

• WINDIR
Specifies the location of the windows directory (Windows only).

• WINDOWSDIR
Specifies the Location of the windows directory (Windows only).

• Time$
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Specifies the string representation of current system time.
– Format
hh:mm:ss

• Date$
Specifies the string representation of current system date.
– Format
mm/dd/yy

• DateLoc$
Specifies the string representation of current system date in the localized format.

• Now$
Specifies the combination of Time$ and Date$.
– Format
mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss

• NowLoc$
Specifies the date and time in the localized format.

• Time
Specifies the current system time.
– Format
Type SysTime

 Hour as Integer

 Minute as Integer

 Second as Integer

End Type

• Date
Specifies the current system date.
– Format
Type SysDate

 Year as Integer

 Month as Integer

 Day as Integer

 DayOfWeek as Integer

EndType

• Now
Specifies the current system date and time.
– Format
Type DateTime

 Year as Integer

 Month as Integer

 Day as Integer

 DayOfWeek as Integer

 Hour as Integer

 Minute as Integer

 Second as Integer

EndType

• OSTYPE
Specifies a decimal number identifying the operating system.

• OSSTRING
Specifies a string identifying the operating system.

• SCRIPTVERSION
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Specifies a string identifying the version of the script interpreter.
• WINSYSDIR

Specifies the system directory of the Windows system.

Retrieving Asset Management Constants
To let DMScript Interpreter know the values of the asset management constants, it must evaluate an .ini file. The file
NCC31COM.DAT that was used in former versions on Windows is now obsolete.

When the asset management calls DMScript Interpreter, the .ini file is temporarily created and passed to dmscript with the
flag .

The .ini file can be explicitly generated on Windows systems by calling the command amagentsvc.exe (located in the bin
directory) with one of the following flags:

• /computerscriptvars=[set the File Name variable]
• /userscriptvars=[set the File Name variable]

The flag determines the Unit Type. You can use a dash (-) instead of the slash (/) at the start of the flag.

If the filename contains spaces, use quotation marks at the start and end of the entire flag:

"/computerscriptvars=c:\program files\..."

The generated file can be used for test purposes then by passing it to DMScript Interpreter with the flag "-i_dms".

The file is temporarily generated by DMScript Interpreter on Windows in case an asset management constant is used in
the script but no file has been passed with the flag "-i_dms".

NOTE

The .ini file interface is a CA DSM internal interface. Do not let your scripts rely on the existence of the file or
read or interpret its contents directly. Use the .ini file only for test purposes.

Operating Systems with Decimal and Hexadecimal Values
The following table lists the decimal and hexadecimal values of OSTYPE (Predefined Constants). For the latest list of
supported operating systems, refer to the Supported Operating Environments section of the Readme.

NOTE
DMS does not distinguish between the different systems of the Windows 32 line. Whether it is a Win NT 4.0 or a
Win 2000 system can be determined by evaluating OSVERSION.

Decimal Number Hexadecimal Number Operating System
327680 050000 32-bit Windows
459537 070311 HPUX 11.11, 700
459538 070312 HPUX 11.11, 800
459552 070320 HPUX 11.23, IA64
459553 070321 HPUX 11.23, 700
459554 070322 HPUX 11.23, 800
459568 070330 HPUX 11.31, IA64
459569 070331 HPUX 11.31, 700
459570 070332 HPUX 11.31, 800
525825 080601 Solaris 8, Sparc
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525826 080602 Solaris 8, Intel
526081 080701 Solaris 9, Sparc
526082 080702 Solaris 9, Intel
526337 080801 Solaris 10, Sparc
526338 080802 Solaris 10, Intel
590594 090302 AIX 5.1, RS/6000
590595 090303 AIX 5.2, RS/6000
590596 090304 AIX 5.3, RS/6000
590850 090402 AIX 6.1, RS/6000
983297 0F0101 SCO Open server, Intel
1573121 180101 Win CE 2.00, MIPS
1573122 180102 Win CE 2.00, SH3
1573377 180201 Win CE 2.01, MIPS
1573378 180202 Win CE 2.01, SH3
1573633 180301 Win CE 2.11, ARM
1573634 180302 Win CE 2.11, MIPS
1573635 180303 Win CE 2.11, SH3
1573636 180304 Win CE 2.11, SH4
1573889 180401 Win CE 3.00, ARM
1573890 180402 Win CE 3.00, MIPS
1573891 180403 Win CE 3.00, SH3
1573892 180404 Win CE 3.00, SH4
1574145 180501 Win CE 3.00, PPC2002, ARM
1769472 1B0000 Macintosh OSX

Declare Types
Follow these steps:

Type ExampleType

 Hour as Integer

 Minute as Integer

 Second as Integer

End Type

You can now use the type to declare a variable:

Dim timestamp as ExampleType

NOTE
ExampleType is the same as the predefined type, SysTime.

Types cannot be cascaded. Types can be built over basic types like CHAR, INTEGER or arrays of basic types.

Complex data types declared by another TYPE declaration are not valid.

Example: Declaring types

Correct Example
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TYPE T1

 A as Integer

 B as Char

END TYPE

TYPE T2

 C[25] as Integer

 D[25] as Integer

END TYPE

TYPE T1

 A as Integer

 B as Char

END TYPE

TYPE T2

 C as T1

 D as T1

END TYPE

Wrong Example

TYPE T1

 A as Integer

 B as Char

END TYPE

TYPE T2

 C as T1

 D as T1

END TYPE

Character Strings
A character string is a sequence of alphanumeric characters that must be on one line in the program and enclosed by
quotation marks (" ").

NOTE
To write a quotation mark in the string, use two quotation marks.

Example: Character strings

MyString="This is a character string."

MyString="Press the ""Enter"" key."

Declare Functions
This command declares a function for BYREF.

The FUNCTION command format is as follows:

FUNCTION function name ([BYREF] arg_1 As type_1, ..., [BYREF]arg_n As type_n) as type_r

1. type_1 … type:nSpecifies a basic type or a structure, and defines the return value.
2. arg1 ... arg_nSpecifies arrays.
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The return value type_r is either a basic type or a structure and defines the type of the return value. Arrays as return
values are not supported

NOTE

  If you use BYREF, the call is by reference; otherwise, the call is by value.

To return a value, the value must be assigned to the function name function_name in the body of the function.

Example: Declaring functions

Function square ( I as integer) as integer

Square = I * I

End Function

UNIX File Attributes
The following table lists the values that are defined for UNIX:

Key Value Meaning
S_IXOTH 1 Execute by others
S_IWOTH 2 Write by others
S_IROTH 4 Read by others
S_IXGRP 8 Execute by group
S_IWGRP 16 Write by group
S_IRGRP 32 Read by group
S_IXUSR 64 Execute by owner
S_IWUSR 128 Write by owner
S_IRUSR 256 Read by owner
S_ISVTX 512 Sticky bit
S_ISGID 1024 Set group ID on execution
S_ISUID 2048 Set user ID on execution

Asset Management Scripting Language Predefined String Constants
The availability of the following predefined string constants depends on their initialization by Asset Management.

• DomainName
This parameter specifies the domain name.

• LocalPath
This parameter holds the local unit directory depending on the unit type (<unittype>).

• Ossystem
This parameter specifies the operating system.

• Osversion
This parameter holds the OS version.

• ScriptVersion
This parameter holds the version of the script interpreter.

• SectorName
This parameter holds the Sector name.

• SectorPath
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This parameter holds the path to the sector database.
• SectorService

This parameter holds the Network Service on which the sector database resides.
• SharedPath

This parameter holds the name of the directory in which the Asset Management agent software resides.
• UnitArea

This parameter holds the name of the area server to which the unit is attached.
• UnitFileID

This parameter holds the computer or user file ID depending on the unit type (<unittype>).
• UnitName

This parameter holds the unit name depending on the unit type (<unit-type>).
• UserArea

This parameter holds the name of the area server to which user is attached.
• UserFileID

This parameter holds the user file ID.
• UserName

This parameter holds the name of the user on which script is running.
• UserPath

This parameter holds the local user directory. For example, n:\clientus or "%ProgramFiles%\CA\DSM\Agent\units
\00000003\uam"

• UnitTypeName
This parameter contains the computer, user, or engine depending on the unit type.

• WindowsDir
This parameter holds the path to the Windows directory and holds an empty string when Windows is not installed on
the computer.

• ComputerArea
This parameter holds the name of the area server to which the computer is attached.

• ComputerFileID
This parameter holds the computer file ID.

• ComputerName
This parameter holds the name of the computer on which the script is running.

• ComputerPath
This parameter holds the local computer directory. For example, c:\clientws\ or "%ProgramFiles%\CA\DSM\Agent\units
\00000001\uam"

• Time$
This parameter holds a string representation of the current system time.
– Format

hh:mm:ss

• Date$
This parameter holds a string representation of the current system date. 
– Format

mm/dd/yyyy

• Now$
This parameter holds a string representation of the current system date and time. 
– Format

mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss

• Time
This parameter holds a SysTime structure containing the system time.
– Structure
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Type SysTime

Hour as Integer

Minute as Integer

Second as Integer

End Type

• Date
This parameter holds a SysDate structure containing the system date.
– Structure

Type SysDate

Year as Integer

Month as Integer 

Day as Integer

DayOfWeek as Integer

End Type

• Now
This parameter holds a DateTime structure containing the system date and time.
– Structure

Type DateTime

Year as Integer

Month as Integer

Day as Integer

DayOfWeek as Integer

Hour as Integer

Minute as Integer

Second as Integer

End Type

Constants - General Information

Although the identifiers listed previously are said to be constants, some of them have different values depending on the
unit type running the script.

Example: Asset Management Scripting Language Predefined String Constants

The predefined string constant LocalPath points to c:\clientws (for example) when the script is being run as a computer
job. When the script is being run as a user (group) job, LocalPath points instead to c:\clientus (for example).

WindowsDir Constant

When accessed for the first time, the Script Interpreter locates and stores the path of the Windows directory in the
constant.

The path ends with a backslash (\).

Software Management Packager
Software Packager for Windows
This chapter provides general information about the Software Management Packager and Installer that package and
install software products for Windows operating environments.

Software Management Overview
Software Management helps you install, configure, and remove software in a complex environment in a controlled and
standardized manner. Software Management is based on two components:
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• Packager
Packages software and data into a product to register it in the software package library of the manager system, and to
install it on target computers in your network.

• Installer
Lets a target computer receive, install, and remove product packages unattended. Therefore, each target computer in
the network has the Installer.

From the DSM Explorer on the manager system you can control the installation of products on target computers in your
network, send uninstall orders, check the status of an order, and view log information.

Packager
The Software Management Packager for Windows (Packager) packages software or data into products, which can be
registered in the software package library, and then installed on target computers in your network.

The Packager is installed separately on a dedicated Windows-based computer, called the Packaging Computer. The only
software (except the Packager) that must be installed on this Packaging Computer is the operating system.

• Packaging Format
For all supported Windows platforms, the Packager packages software, data, or parameters in the SXP format.
Packages in the SXP format are called SXP products. If they contain parameters they are also called parameter
products. SXP products can be converted into MSI products in the Microsoft Installer (MSI) packaging format.

• Packaging Methods
You can package products using one of two methods:
– Automatic Method

The automatic method to package software products provides two modes of processing, the Standard mode, which
requires only minimum settings, and the Custom mode, which provides enhanced configuration possibilities for
experienced users.
Generally, when using the automatic method, you install the software product to be packaged on the Packaging
Computer, running the original installation program, such as setup.exe. After the installation completes, the
Packager records the changes on the computer system and generates the SXP product. Then, the Packager sets
the reference system of the Packaging Computer, which consists of the file system, the installed services, and the
registry, back to its original state.

– Manual Method
The manual method is mainly used when packaging products to be installed in unattended mode, with their original
setup programs, on the target computer. The manual method creates empty archive files, in which you must enter
specifications. The manual method generates an SXP product that contains the original product data and additional
SXP files. To apply this method, the product to be packaged must meet the following requirements:
• The product must supply a response file with its setup program, to enable unattended installation.
• The original setup program must be able to run unattended.
The manual method requires detailed knowledge of both the Packager and Installer software along with the
software to be installed. When the package is installed on target computers, the application's original setup program
is invoked.

• Packaging Storage Methods
– Software and data is stored in the product archive.
– Parameters are stored in parameter archive files (.ini format) created by the Packager.

Installer
The Software Management Installer for Windows (Installer) is part of the software delivery agent functionality installed on
the target computer. The Installer handles the SXP products to be installed on, or removed from the target computer.

The Installer searches the following sources for product files:
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• The local directory, configured in the configuration policy.
• The local DVD/CD drive.
• The local activate directory.
• The share access to the Software Package Library.

The automatic configuration of the Windows desktop and the adaptation of configuration files can be included in the install
or uninstall process. Individual data can also be automatically updated.

The result of the install or uninstall procedures is reported to the manager system that sent the install or uninstall order to
the target computer. You can view the results at the Explorer on the manager system.

Packager and Installer Environment
The Packager resides on a dedicated Packaging Computer within a network domain. The domain consists of a domain
manager, one or more Packaging Computers, scalability servers, and a great number of networked target computers.
Scalability servers are installed between the domain manager and the agents to improve network communications.

When you have finished packaging software, data, or parameters, on the Packaging Computer, you register the packaged
product in the Software Package Library on the manager system. From the manager's Explorer you create and distribute
orders to install the products on target computers in the network.

The Installer resides on a target computer, where it installs and removes software in response to an installation or
uninstallation order from the manager system. Software Delivery agent functionality must be installed on all target
computers where you want to install and manage software.

The Packager and Installer are 32-bit programs that can run on 64-bit Windows operating environments. Due to the
file system and registry redirection performed by the operating systems, the Packager and Installer can handle 32-
bit applications only. To support 64-bit applications, the Packager and Installer switch off the file system and registry
redirection.

Packager and Installer Features
The Packager and Installer for Windows lest you perform the following functions:

• Configure and package products or data to be installed on target computers.
• Store the products or data in the central Software Package Library.
• Assign software configurations to each individual target computer in the network.
• Perform unattended installation and removal of Windows applications on target computers. This feature includes:

– Updating the registry
– Installing and removing program groups and icons
– Installing program files that match the exact version of the program that you are installing
– Safely removing program files that are no longer needed during the uninstall process
– Executing pre and post install tasks related to the installation or removal process
– Activating fallback mechanisms, if an installation fails

• Perform unattended installation and removal of software and data on multiple target computers in your network.
• Mandatory installation (dependencies on other products on the same or different PCs)
• Package products using the automatic method that lets you:
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– Register products on the manager system through a single transfer of volume data, which lowers your transmission
costs.

– Create, distribute, and install delta versions rather than complete products, resulting in lower data volumes and
lower transmission costs.

– Manage several different versions of various products when using the Packager.
– Customize installations with specific desktop and rights.
– Define individual and group configurations.
– Automatically reset the target computer to its original state, if the installation fails.
– Adapt products to different target computers using parameters and scripts.
– Execute install and uninstall jobs, even if no user is logged on to the computer.
– Provide users that are created retrospectively on a Windows NT Technology target computer (that is, after the

computer has been receiving and installing packages) automatically with all software products intended for the work
group to which the users belong.

Installation and Configuration Tasks Before Packaging
Contents

This chapter provides information on installation and configuration before packaging products for Windows operating
environments.

Installation and Configuration Tasks

Before you can package products, you must install and configure the packaging-related software.

• Installation Tasks
You must install the following packaging-related software on the computers in your network:
– Packager software on the Packaging Computer
– Software Delivery agent functionality on the target computers in your network
The target computers and the Packaging Computer must have the same operating system, including service pack
levels.

• Configuration Tasks
After installing the necessary software, you must perform the following configuration tasks:
– Ensure the Compatibility Requirements are met.
– Configure the reference system of the Packaging Computer.
– Specify the home or root directory of the product archive.

After you have completed these installation and configuration tasks, you are ready to package products and install them
on target computers in your network.

Compatibility Considerations for Packager and Target Computers

You can create SXP products for Windows only on a Packaging Computer that runs a Microsoft Windows operating
system later than Windows NT.

The operating system of the Packaging Computer and the target computer must be exactly the same version, including
service pack levels. For example, if you have Windows Vista and Windows NT target computers in your network, you
need two separate Packaging Computers.

With the Packager you can create 64-bit application packages, provided the Packager runs on a 64-bit operating system.
The 64-bit SXP product created can be installed only in a 64-bit operating environment.
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NOTE
MSI products that have been converted in a 64-bit operating environment have the platform type set to “x64” and
cannot be installed on target computers running a 32-bit operating system, even if a 32-bit operating system is
specified as a “Target OS” in the info.sxp archive file.

Reference System Configuration

To configure the reference system use the following tabs on the Configure Reference System dialog:

• Paths to scan
• Paths to exclude
• Keys to scan
• Keys to exclude
• Expandable registry values
• ASCII files
• Defaults
• Backup files
• Product files filter

On any tab, clicking Apply saves any values changed and clicking OK immediately implements the changes.

After you click Apply or OK, it is no longer possible to reverse the changes made by clicking Cancel.

On some tabs, the Recursive option can be set. The Recursive option is represented by a folder symbol with the letter r,
meaning that the specifications you enter apply to the specified path and all its subdirectories.

NOTE
When the reset reference system phase has been disabled, the Backup files tab does not appear on the
Configure Reference System dialog.

Choose Product Archive

Using the Open Product Archive dialog from the Packager's File menu you can choose the product archive to use.

The Archive directory field displays the last used product archive path.

You can confirm this path by clicking OK or select a new archive directory using the Browse button.

WARNING
We recommend that you back up the product archive regularly or create the product archive on a manager
system that is backed up regularly.

Packaging and Distributing Products
Contents

This chapter describes how to package and distribute software products for Windows operating environments.

Packaging and Distributing SXP and MSI Products

Follow these steps:

1. Define the product as described in Create a Product Version, using the automatic method or the manual method of
packaging.

2. Package software or data on the Packaging Computer.
3. (Optional) Convert this SXP product to the Microsoft Installer (MSI) format by selecting Tools, Convert into MSI, from

the Packager main menu.
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4. (Optional) Create a parameter product (or use an existing one) to be installed on the target computers.
A parameter product consists of packaged client parameters you define for one target computer, a group of target
computers, or all target computers.

5. Register the packaged product in the Software Package Library on the manager system.
6. Distribute the product from the Software Package Library to target computers throughout your network using software

delivery features.

Type of Product to Create

Contents

You can create any of the following product types:

• Product
• Delta Product
• Delta Version
• Combined Product

Considerations Before Creating a Product

Before creating a product check that one of the following conditions is true:

• The product you are packaging can be installed independently and can run independently without any other software
except the operating system. Then finish executing the steps in Using the Automatic Method (Standard or Custom
mode). This is a product with no dependencies.

• A previously packaged product is required for the proper operation, but not the installation, of the product you are
packaging. Then finish executing the steps in Using the Automatic Method. This is a product with dependencies. To
specify one or more dependencies for the newly packaged product, you must define the dependencies in the info.sxp
archive file, after the initial packaging process is complete.
A very important example is a parameter product. If you have defined client parameters and created a parameter
product, and the program needs other than the default values preset in the package, you must always install the
parameter product first on the target computers before the actual program can run properly. Therefore, you must define
a dependency for the packaged product on the parameter product in the info.sxp file.
Another example is a desktop publishing program that requires specific fonts and printer drivers to produce the correct
output. Although the fonts and printer drivers are not essential at installation time, they must be installed on the users'
computers later and they must be defined as dependencies in the info.sxp file.

• The product you are packaging requires that certain software is not installed on the target computer. Then finish
executing the steps Using the Automatic Method.
When you create a product with a dependency, you can use the negative dependency feature. That means you enter
a product name and version preceded by the ! operator in the InternalDependence section of the info.sxp archive
file. Consequently, that product must not be installed on the target computer if you want to install the package you
have just finished packaging. This is a very useful feature to account for incompatibilities between specific products, a
company's hard disk restrictions, or other company policies.
In contrast, if you want to specify a (positive) dependency, you can also choose to create a delta product instead of
specifying a positive dependency.

Delta Product

You create a delta product, if one or more previously packaged products are required for the correct installation of the
product you are packaging.
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Follow these steps:

1. From the Install Previously Created Products dialog install the previously archived product, that is, the product required
for the proper installation of the product you are packaging.

2. When prompted for the type of product to generate, select Delta product.
3. Install the actual product you are packaging and finish executing the steps described under Using the Automatic

Method.

Example:

Suppose you want to package an emulation program to be installed on the Packaging Computer only if an SNA layer
program is installed. However, you do not want to package and distribute the SNA layer together with the emulation
program because you want to be able to update each product independently.

First, you install the SNA layer program from the product archive. When prompted which type of product to generate,
select delta product and then install the emulation program. You are creating a delta product for the emulation program.
The Packager records into the emulation package only the changes from the emulation program, and not the changes
from the SNA layer program.

Installation Consideration:

The installer aborts installation and displays error, if required base product is not installed on the target computer
andyou try to install a delta product. You must enter the dependency on another product manually in the section
InternalDependence in the info.sxp archive file.

Creating a Delta Version

If you are upgrading a previously packaged product you must create a delta version. Which steps you must follow
depends on the following scenarios:

Scenario 1

You know exactly which files have to be updated or added in order for the newer version of the product to run.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Continue on the Install Previously Created Products dialog, and copy the new files to the Packaging Computer.
2. Finish executing the steps in Using the Automatic Method (Custom mode).
3. Edit the info.sxp file, and enter a nonzero predecessor version.

Scenario 2

You do not know which files have been modified since the last version, there are too many files to track, or you want to
change only the registry (and not the file system).

Follow these steps:

1. From the Install Previously Created Products dialog, install the predecessor version of the product.
2. When prompted for the type of product to generate, select Delta product.
3. Install the updated version of the product you are packaging.
4. Finish executing the steps in Using the Automatic Method (Custom mode). As in scenario 1, you are packaging a delta

version.

If you attempt to install a delta version on a target computer on which the predecessor is not installed, the Installer
automatically installs the predecessor first, before installing the delta version.

Combined Product Creation

You create a combined product, if you want to package two or more products to be installed together on the target
computer. A combined product is one package that includes two or more products or delta products, such as all previous
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delta versions. For example, two or more operating system service packs that were packaged separately and must be
installed individually.

Follow these steps:

• Choose the name of an existing product or specify a new name for any combined product that you create.
• Use the Automatic Method (Custom mode) to create the combined product.
• Install all archived products or versions you require, from the Install Previously Created Products dialog.
• Select Combined product when prompted for the type of product.
• Finish executing the steps on Using the Automatic Method (Custom mode).

All archived and new products that you have installed are included in the combined product that you are packaging.

Using the Automatic Method

Contents

The automatic method of packaging performs a reference installation of the product, on the reference system on the
Packaging Computer, and records all changes made to the reference system during this installation.

Entry to the Add/Remove Programs option od the Windows COntrol Panel is not recorded during the reference
installation. The software is managed by Software Delivery, and not by single users from their desktops.

After the reference installation is completed, the reference system is reset to its original state. However, this is not
possible, if the installed product modifies the files that are subject to Windows File Protection. In this case, the product
remains on the computer, that is, the reference system changes.

When using the automatic method of packaging software products you can choose between two modes:

• The Standard mode, which requires minimum settings.
• The Custom mode, which provides enhanced configuration possibilities for experienced users.

Use the Standard Mode of the Automatic Method of Packaging

The standard mode of the automatic method of packaging requires only a minimum of settings.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Archive heading to create a new product, or click a product to create a new version of an existing product.
2. Click the Create Product Version icon in the toolbar.

The Create Product Version dialog opens.
3. In the Create Product Version dialog, enter the name (if necessary) and the version number of the new product or

product version. For the product name, you can enter a maximum of 32 characters.
4. Select the Standard mode check box, and click Continue.

The Installing Software dialog displays.
5. Install the product you are packaging, according to both the instructions on that dialog and the instructions for the

product being packaged.
If required by the newly installed product, and if prompted by the Using the Software dialog, start and end the newly
installed product to set the proper registry entries for its programs.

6. Click Continue.
The Congratulations dialog appears.

7. Register the package in the Software Package Library or convert it into an MSI package.
The reference system is reset, and all changes during reference installation are removed.

8. (Optional) specify enhancements to the packaged product.
For example, if you are installing a product with dependencies, you must specify the dependencies.
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Use the Custom Mode of the Automatic Method of Packaging

The custom mode of the automatic method of packaging provides enhanced configuration possibilities for experienced
users.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Product archive tree window, click the Archive heading to create a new product, or right-click a product to create
a new version of an existing product.

2. Click the Create Product Version icon on the toolbar.
The Create Product Version dialog opens

3. Enter the name (if necessary) and the version number of the new product or product version in the Create Product
Version dialog. For the product name, you can enter a maximum of 32 characters.

4. Select the Custom mode check box and Use reference installation check box.
5. Open the Install Previously Created Products dialog.
6. Do one of the following:

– To create a product with or without dependencies or a delta version, click Continue
– To create a delta version, delta product, or a combined product, click Install Archived Products

NOTE
The delta version is listed twice in this step because it can be created both ways.

The Installing Archived Versions dialog displays.
7. When prompted, select the previously archived version of the product you are packaging and click Install.

The version you select will be installed. You can install two or more archived versions. If the archived versions
have any dependencies, you must account for them before installing the archived version. If necessary, cancel this
procedure and account for the dependencies, and then install the archived version.

8. When you are finished installing archived products, click OK.
The Selecting Product Type dialog appears.

9. Select delta or combined product.
The Installing Software dialog displays.

10. Install the product you are packaging, according to both the instructions on that dialog and the instructions for the
product being packaged.
If required by the newly installed product, and if prompted by the Using the Software dialog, start and end the newly
installed product to set the proper registry entries for its programs.

11. Click Continue.
The Packager starts analyzing the file system, and displays the List of File System Changes dialog.

12. Choose whether the files will be installed observing a file version or if reference counters will be adjusted.
The reference system is restored to its initial state.
The Congratulations dialog appears.

13. Register the package in the software package library or convert it into an MSI package.
The reference system is reset, and all changes during reference installation are removed.

14. (Optional) Specify enhancements to the packaged product.
For example, if you are installing a product with dependencies, you must specify the dependencies.

Using the Manual Method

The manual method of packaging is intended for products that must be installed using the original product setup. The
original data is accepted in unmodified form and a response file for unattended installation must be supplied. The Installer
on the target computer installs the product by invoking the product's original setup program. After finishing the packaging
process, register the product in the Software Package Library, from where it can be distributed, and installed unattended
on target computers.
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Follow these steps:

1. In the Product archive tree window, click the Archive to create a new product, or click a product to create a new
version of an existing product.

2. Click the Create Product Version icon on the toolbar.
3. Select Edit, Product version, Create from the Packager main menu.

The Create Product Version dialog opens.
4. (Optional) Enter the name and the version number of the new product.

For the product name, you can enter a maximum of 32 characters.
5. Check Custom mode and Create templates to be edited manually, and click Continue.

The Create Templates for Archive Files dialog opens.
6. Select all required files and enter a number of files to be created.

The Packager creates empty archive files. You must manually enter the actual product data.
7. Click Continue.

NOTE
The original.sxp archive file is important for products to be installed on a target computer using their original
setup program.

8. Create a subdirectory under the version directory and copy the original installation media into the subdirectory.
9. Save the response file for unattended installation in the version directory, or a subdirectory.
10. (Optional) Create a script to modify the response file when the package is installed on the target computer.

This script must contain parameters that assist in modifying the response file for specific target computers. Import the
script into the version directory, or one of its subdirectories.

11. Enter the names of the response file and the script for modifying the response file in the appropriate sections of the
original.sxp file.

12. You must specify absolute path names. The specification must start with the internal "$(SxpSrvRelDir)" parameter (->
parameters). This parameter specifies the path name of the archive files.

13. Enter the installation and removal statements for the product in the appropriate sections of the original.sxp file. The
following restrictions apply:
– Maximum Path Length is 64 characters.
– Avoid following special characters in directory and file names:

 blanks  umlauts  $  \  /  ;  F  ´  "  *  ?  [ ]  #  { }  &

14. Register the packaged product, as described in Packaging and Distributing SXP and MSI Products.

Conversion of SXP Products to MSI Products

Contents

Once you package an SXP product you can optionally convert it to an MSI product, that is, a software product in the
Microsoft Installer (MSI) packaging format. Right-click the version of the SXP product and select Convert into MSI. The
converted product is called MSI product, and is stored in the product archive with the same version number expanded
by .msi.

MSI products are registered in the Software Package Library and installed on target computers like SXP products.
However, the Software Delivery agent must be installed on the target computer before you install a converted MSI
product.

All the users of the target computer can access a converted MSI product. The installed MSI product is not listed in
the Add/Remove Programs option of the Windows Control Panel. You can manage the product only through Software
Delivery.

Default values for the properties are predefined in the MSI package in the Property table. Each package contains a
minimum set of properties.
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When converting an SXP product to an MSI product, SXP parameters are mapped to MSI properties. For each external
(client) parameter found in the SXP product a public property with a default value is created in the Property table.
The values are taken from the sxpparam.ini file, if an appropriate entry exists. Otherwise, the property value is set to
Undefined, and the user must specify a default value. The following internal parameters are not automatically mapped to
MSI properties, and must be edited by the user:

• SxpScriptDir
• SxpLocRelDir
• SxpEngineDir
• SxpProduct
• SxpVersion
• SxpPrevGina.

These parameters can be defined as an MSI property manually.

NOTE
MSI products that have been converted in a 64-bit operating environment have the platform type set to “x64” and
cannot be installed on target computers running a 32-bit operating system, even if a 32-bit operating system is
specified as a “Target OS” in the info.sxp archive file.

Check Properties

This function, available from the Packager's Tools menu, checks a selected MSI product for undefined properties. If at
least one undefined property is found, an MSI property editor is started to set properties.

Basic Steps for Packaging and Distributing Parameter Products
With the Packager you can package software, data, or parameters that are registered to the software package library and
then distributed to and installed on one or more target computers.

Before you can distribute products, you must install and configure the SXP Installer software on all relevant target
computers in your network.

Follow these steps:

1. Create all desired client parameters.
You can define client parameters for the Default object, Group objects, and PC objects, depending on your needs.

2. Select Edit, Client Parameters from the Packager main menu.
3. The Client Parameters dialog opens.
4. Select Edit, Parameter, Create Parameter Product.
5. The Create Parameter Product dialog opens.
6. Enter the name and version number of the parameter product, and click OK.

Using the settings in the parameter archive, the Packager generates a parameter product.
To view the newly created product and version in the Product archive dialog, select Window, Product Archive, and find
the new product details in the archive tree on the left pane.

7. Distribute the parameter product to the target computers.

Archive Files Overview
Contents

Archive files govern the installation and uninstallation of a packaged product (software, data, or parameters). The archive
files contain version-specific product information. Together with other files, the archive files form a product version that
resides in a version directory of the product archive.
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In general, archive files have the file extension .sxp, and therefore are also called SXP archive files. Archive files that
contain information in a compressed format have the file extension .cmp, and are called CMP files.The mandatory info.sxp
archive file is most important and contains critical information for the product, such as the version, predecessor, root
directories, and dependencies.

All other archive files are optional. Some archive files are created automatically during the packaging process. If an
archive file is not created automatically, you can create the file manually, except info.sxp.

You can find different types of the archive files, which a separate archive file icon identifies. The icon without an image
represents other archive files.

Information in the archive files is structured in sections. The first sections in all archive files are the Sign section and the
sections which are generated automatically and must not be changed.

Double-click the corresponding archive file icon in the Archive file window to edit all archive files manually. In all archive
files, parameters are automatically replaced.

NOTE
If the files contain language-specific characters, we recommend using the Packager editor to avoid spoiling the
character encoding.

The following table provides an overview of the archive files.

Archive file Name Description
actions.sxp This file specifies the pre-programs and post-programs for

installation and uninstallation of the product, and specifies files for
parameters replacement. Create these files manually.

ascnnnn.sxp This file specifies modifications for an ASCII file and is generated
automatically.

check.sxp This file is reserved for internal use.
dirs.sxp This file specifies the directories to be created and removed and is

generated automatically.
files.sxp This file specifies information about the product files and a

reference to the files.cmp archive file in which the files are stored
in compressed format. These files are generated automatically.

filesn.cmp Compressed archive files (CMP files) that contain the product files
in compressed form and that the reference installation generates.
If the size of one CMP file would exceed 2 GB or a defined
number of files for the CMP file is reached, multiple CMP files are
created (n=1, 2, ...)

gac.sxp This file contains changes that are made to the Global Assembly
Cache (GAC) during a reference installation.

gina.sxp (Windows NT Technology only)
This file specifies information about graphical identification and
authentication (GINA).
The file is generated automatically.
Do not modify these files.

info.sxp This file specifies general information about a product. This file is
required and cannot be generated manually.

ininnnn.sxp This file specifies modifications for an ini file and is generated
automatically.

links.sxp This file specifies the common shortcuts (links) that are to be
added, deleted, or modified during installation or uninstallation of a
product.
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original.sxp This file specifies settings for installing and uninstalling products
on the target computer by using the original setup and uninstall
files. Create the original.sxp file manually.

permis.sxp (Windows NT Technology only)
Use the permis.sxp file to set access rights for the objects (files,
directories, and registry keys) of the product, for specific users
or groups, on NTFS partitions only. Create the permis.sxp file
manually.

services.sxp (Windows NT Technology only)
This file specifies the services that are to be installed or
uninstalled and is generated automatically.

sreg.sxp This file specifies system-specific modifications to the registry and
is generated automatically.

sregdel.sxp This file specifies system-specific registry keys or values that are
to be deleted during installation of a product and is generated
automatically.

uactions.sxp This file specifies programs belonging to a product, which are
supposed to run in a certain user environment. Generate this file
manually.

udirs.sxp This file specifies information for the user-specific directories of a
generated product and is generated automatically.

ufiles.sxp This file specifies information for the user-specific files of a
generated product and is generated automatically.

ufilesn.cmp Compressed archive files (CMP file) that contain the user-specific
files in compressed form. The reference installation generates the
files. If the size of one CMP file would exceed 2 GB or a defined
number of files for the CMP file is reached, multiple CMP files are
created (n=1, 2, ...)

uininnnn.sxp This file specifies modifications to user-specific ini files (*.ini) and
is generated automatically.

ulinks.sxp This file specifies the user-specific shortcuts (links) to be added,
deleted, or modified during installation or uninstallation of a
product. This file is generated automatically.

ureg.sxp This file specifies user-specific modifications to the registry and is
generated automatically.

uregdel.sxp This file specifies user-specific registry keys or values to be
deleted during installation of a product, and is generated
automatically.

other Archive files that belong to a version of a product but do not need
a structure that the Packager specifies. These files can be text
files or binary files.

desktop.sxp This archive file is obsolete and is accepted with existing Windows
3.1x and Windows NT 3.51 products.
Desktop.sxp specifies desktop modifications for the product.

Handling of Large CMP Archive Files

The Packager cannot create CMP archive files (files.cmp and ufiles.cmp) greater than 2 GB and the CMP Editor handles
the same. The Packager creates multiple CMP archive files of limited size.

The Packager starts to create a new CMP archive file when the predefined filesize or number of files is reached. The
maximum archive filesize is 1 GB and can hold maximum of 5000 archive files.
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You can set other maximum values in the following registry key:

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\ComputerAssociates\SxpPackager\Automatic

Create or change the values for the entries CmpArchiveMaxSize and CmpArchiveMaxFiles (of type REG_DWORD).

• CmpArchiveMaxSize
The maximum size in bytes is indicated when the Packager creates a CMP archive file

• CmpArchiveMaxFiles
The maximum number of files is indicated when the Packager creates a CMP archive file.

The file names of the CMP files that the Packager creates are enhanced with a sequence number. For example,
files1.cmp, files2.cmp, and so on. These file names are added to the CmpArchives section of the files.sxp or ufiles.sxp,
respectively.

Creating and Maintaining Archive Files

The following options are available to create and maintain archive files:

• Create Archive Files
An archive file is created in the current version directory or in a subdirectory of the version directory.

WARNING
Always create SXP archive files directly in the version directory. Otherwise, the Installer treats the files as the
simple product files.

• Edit Archive Files
The editor of the Packager is started lets you edit an archive file.

WARNING
If the selected archive file contains language-specific characters, we recommend using the Packager editor
to avoid spoiling the character encoding.

• Delete Archive Files
The selected archive files are deleted. Except the info.sxp file, all archive files in the archive file window can be
deleted.

• Import Files
The existing archive files are imported. You can import an entire directory (including all subdirectories) or individual
archive file. The Import Files option is useful, for example, when you are manually creating a product.

Follow these steps:

• Right-click in the archive files pane of the Product Archive window and select Create Archive Files from the context
menu. A list of the available archive files displays where you can select the archive file to create.

• Right-click the archive file icon in the archive files pane of the Product Archive window and select Edit Archive Files
from the context menu. From a drop-down list, you can select the archive file section you want to edit.

• Right-click a selected archive file icon, select Delete Archive Files from the context menu, and confirm the deletion.
Press and hold Ctrl key to select multiple files.

• Right-click in the archive files pane of the Product Archive window and select Import Files from the context menu. The
appearing Importing Archive Files dialog lets you browse for the directory or specify individual archive files to import.

Parameters and Parameter Products Overview
Parameters are placeholders in archive files. When installing the product, the Installer replaces placeholders with target
computer-specific values.

Parameters are placeholders in archive files. When installing the product, the Installer assigns target computer-specific
values to the parameters. There are two types of parameters that supply these values:
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• Internal parameter
Specified internally either by the product being packaged or the target operating system.

• External parameter
Used to customize the installation. External parameters are usually called client parameters.

The following archive files can contain parameters:

• All SXP archive files (*.sxp)
• All Packager scripts specified in the original.sxp and ascnnnn.sxp archive files
• All product files specified in the ReplaceParams section of files.sxp
• All product files specified in the ReplaceParams section of actions.sxp

Every package created with the Software Management Packager contains default values for the client parameters used.
If a product requires customized values for its parameters, an accompanying parameter product must be installed on the
target computer before the product is installed.

All parameters are indicated by a Dollar sign ($) followed by the parameter name in braces.

Example: $(SxpWinDir)

If an SXP product contains a string of the previously mentioned form $(…), either within path names or in configuration
files, this string must be preceded by a further Dollar sign ($). When the Installer detects a string of the form $(…), it
automatically assumes that this is a parameter and tries to resolve the parameter by its value.

Internal Parameters

Contents

Internal parameters are reserved and cannot be re-defined as client parameters. The internal parameters are calculated
with API functions or determined from the program or SXP archive files. All internal parameters have the prefix Sxp.

The internal parameters can be grouped into the following categories:

• Software Delivery-specific Parameters
• Package-specific Parameters
• Parameters for Environment Variables
• Parameters for System-specific Special Folders
• User-specific Parameters
• Parameters for User-specific Special Folders

Software Delivery-specific Parameters

The following is an overview of Software Delivery (SD)-specific parameters used in SXP products:

• $(SxpLocRelDir)
Specifies the directory where the Installer records information on the installed product (Local version directory).

• $(SxpSrvRelDir)
Specifies the directory where the Installer finds the archive files for an install order (Server version directory). This
directory is required, for example, if the setup call must be specified in order to install a product using the original setup
function (original.sxp, Actions section, Install=...).

• $(SxpEngineDir)
Specifies the directory in which the Installer was installed.

• $(SxpProduct)
Specifies the archive name of the SXP product.

• $(SxpVersion)
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Specifies the version of the SXP product.
• $(SxpOutputFile)

Specifies a file containing information that is copied to the result file of the job. It can be used to report output of actions
executed by the Installer.

• $(SxpAsmRootDir)
Specifies the root directory of the SD agent.

Package-specific Parameters

The following is an overview of package-specific parameters used in SXP products:

• $(SxpRootDirn)
nth root directory. Specifies the parameter supplied by the reference system in the automatic method, which is
assigned in the info.sxp file. It is used in all SXP archive files, in which the product files and directories are described
(files.sxp, dirs.sxp, files.cmp).
You can change the installation paths, if you intend to parameterize. For example, replace the hardcoded path name in
the first line following with the parameter, as shown in the second line:
SxpRootDir1=C:\APP

SxpRootDir1=$(Product_a_InsPath)

• $(SxpRootDirShortn)
Specifies the abbreviated form of the SxpRootDirn directory (8.3 format).

• $(SxpRFilen)
nth response file. Specifies the parameter used in the original.sxp archive file. The value of the parameter is set by the
Rfilen=value statement in the original.sxp file.

Common System-specific Parameters

The following is an overview of common system-specific parameters used in SXP products:

• $(SxpWinDir)
Specifies the Windows directory (on the target computer).

• $(SxpWinSysDir)
Specifies the Windows system directory for 32-bit programs (on the target computer).

• $(SxpWinSysDir64)
Specifies the Windows system directory for 64-bit programs (on the target computer).

• $(SxpWinProgDir)
Specifies the Windows program directory for 32-bit programs (on the target computer, for example, C:\Program Files).

• $(SxpWinProgDir64)
Specifies the Windows program directory for 64-bit programs (on the target computer, for example, C:\Program Files).

• $(SxpWinComFilesDir)
Reserved Microsoft directory for reused files for 32-bit programs (Common Files under Program Files).

• $(SxpWinComFilesDir64)
Reserved Microsoft directory for reused files for 64-bit programs (Common Files under Program Files).

• $(SxpWinDirShort)
Specifies the abbreviated form of the Windows directory (on the target computer) (8.3 format).

• $(SxpWinSysDirShort)
Specifies the abbreviated form of the Windows system directory (8.3 format).

• $(SxpWinProgDirShort)
Specifies the abbreviated form of the Windows program directory (8.3 format).

• $(SxpWinComFilesDirShort)
Specifies the abbreviated form of the Reserved Microsoft directory for reused files (8.3 format).

• $(SxpFontsDir)
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Specifies the Windows fonts directory.

Parameters for Environment Variables

In the SXP package, system-specific environment variables %ENVVAR% can be used as SXP variables $(%ENVVAR%).

Example: %PATH% is used as $(%PATH%).

Parameters for System-specific Special Folders

The following table lists the names of the SXP parameters in the left column and the identifiers of the Special Folders
in the right column. The identifiers are also found in the Special Folder Selection dialog of the Packager; except the last
four entries in the table (marked with an asterisk (*)), which are not available for selection in the Special Folder Selection
dialog.

SXP parameter Special Folder
SxpBitBucketDir BITBUCKET
SxpCommonAdminToolsDir COMMON_ADMINTOOLS
SxpCommonAltStartupDir COMMON_ALTSTARTUP
SxpCommonProfileAppsDir COMMON_APPDATA
SxpDesktopDir COMMON_DESKTOPDIRECTORY
SxpCommonDocumentsDir COMMON_DOCUMENTS
SxpCommonFavoritesDir COMMON_FAVORITES
SxpProgramsDir COMMON_PROGRAMS
SxpStartMenuDir COMMON_STARTMENU
SxpStartupDir COMMON_STARTUP
SxpCommonTemplatesDir COMMON_TEMPLATES
SxpControlsDir CONTROLS
SxpDrivesDir DRIVES
SxpFontsDir FONTS
SxpInternetDir INTERNET
SxpNetworkDir NETWORK
SxpPrintersDir PRINTERS
SxpProgramFilesDir *
SxpProgramFilesCommonDir *
SxpSystemDir *
SxpWindowsDir *
Additionally, all short path versions of the above SXP parameters
in the format:
SxpxxxxxDirShort

NA

User-specific Parameters

User-specific SXP parameters are for use in user-specific SXP files only (that is, files with names structured like
uxxxxx.sxp).

• $(SxpHomeDir)
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Specifies the user's home directory.
• $(SxpHomeDirShort)

Specifies the abbreviated form of the user's home directory (8.3 format).

SXP Parameters for User-specific Special Folders

User-specific SXP parameters are for use in user-specific SXP files only, that is, files with names structured like
uxxxxx.sxp.

The following table lists the names of the SXP parameters in the left column and the identifiers of the Special Folders in
the right column. The identifiers are also found in the Special Folder Selection dialog of the Packager.

SXP parameter Special Folder
SxpAdminToolsDir ADMINTOOLS
SxpAltStartupDir ALTSTARTUP
SxpProfileAppsDir APPDATA
SxpCookiesDir COOKIES
SxpUsrDesktopDir DESKTOPDIRECTORY
SxpFavoritesDir FAVORITES
SxpHistoryDir HISTORY
SxpInternetCacheDir INTERNET_CACHE
SxpLocalAppDataDir LOCAL_APPDATA
SxpMyPicturesDir MYPICTURES
SxpNetDir NETHOOD
SxpPersonalDir PERSONAL
SxpPrintDir PRINTHOOD
SxpProfileDir PROFILE
SxpUsrProgramsDir PROGRAMS
SxpRecentDir RECENT
SxpSendToDir SENDTO
SxpUsrStartMenuDir STARTMENU
SxpUsrStartupDir STARTUP
SxpTemplatesDir TEMPLATES
SxpHomeDir USER_DIRECTORY
Additionally, all short path versions of the above SXP parameters
in the format:
SxpxxxxxDirShort

NA

Client Parameters

Client parameters, also called external parameters, are specific to target computers. They are recorded by the Packager
for each target computer, and distributed to the target computers. Client parameters specify the actual values used to
replace the parameters in archive files.

You can create, add, delete, or edit client parameters through the Client Parameters window. To open the Client
Parameters window, select Edit, Client Parameters from the Packager main menu.
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The Client Parameters window has two panes:

• The left pane displays the hierarchical structure of the client parameter archive tree.
• The right pane displays the client parameters of the object selected in the archive tree.

Create Default Parameters

Initially, there are no parameters; you must create them and set their default values before you can define parameters for
computer groups (group parameters) or individual target computers (individual parameters).

To create a parameter you can use the Packager graphical user interface (GUI) or use editors or other tools on the
Packaging Computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Choose Edit, Client Parameters from the Packager main menu.
The Client Parameters window appears.

2. Select the yellow Default icon on the left pane

NOTE
You cannot be using a PC group object or individual PC object.

3. Right-click in the right pane and select Add Parameter from the context menu.
4. Enter a parameter name, specify the value range, the default value, and optional description for the parameter.
5. Click OK.

The default parameter is created.

For instructions to create computer groups or individual target computers and assign new parameter values to them, see
Modifying Default Parameters for Computer Groups and Individual Computers.

Modifying Default Parameters for Computer Groups and Individual Computers

Before modifying default parameter values for computer groups and individual computers, you must create the desired
parameters and assign their default values, as described in Creating Default Parameters.

After creating default parameters, you can specify new parameter values for computer groups and individual computers.
However, you cannot create new parameters; you can only modify values for existing parameters, for the selected
computer groups and individual computers only.

Under the Default object on the left pane of the Client parameters dialog, you create an object for either a computer group
or an individual PC. If there are two or more PCs to which you want to assign the same, nondefault parameter value,
create a computer group for these PCs and assign the desired value.

If there is only one PC to which you want to assign a nondefault parameter value, create the PC object directly under the
Default object, without assigning it to a group, and specify the desired value for the parameter.

Creating Objects for PC Groups and Customizing Parameter Values

Follow these steps:

• Right-click the Default object, select Add Group from the object menu.

To change a parameter value for a group:

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Group object on the left pane
2. Right-click a specific parameter on the right pane.
3. Select Change parameter to modify the parameter value.

Creating Objects for Individual PCs and Customizing Parameter Values
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Follow these steps:

• Right-click the Default or a Group object, and select Add PC from the object menu.

NOTE
Name the PC object according to your site standards and at the direction of both your LAN administrator
and the software distribution tool administrator. This step ensures that parameter products can be installed
successfully on target computers in your LAN.

To change a parameter value for a PC object:

Follow these steps:

1. Select the PC object on the left pane.
2. Right-click a parameter on the right pane.
3. Select Change parameter to modify the parameter value.

WARNING
Ensure that computers that are not listed under either PC objects or Group objects are assigned the default
values.

Maintaining Parameter Values

You can add or delete a client parameter only if you have selected the Default object in the Client Parameters archive
tree, and if the right-hand Client Parameters window is open.

You can edit a client parameter only in the following situations:

• The Default object is selected in the client parameters archive tree, and the right-hand Client Parameters window is
open.

• A Group or a PC object is selected in the client parameters archive tree.

You create a parameter product when you are ready to package, register, and distribute the current parameter files.

Follow these steps:

• To add a client parameter, right-click Client Parameters window, and select Add Parameter from the context menu.
• To delete a client parameter, right-click the parameter in the right-hand Client Parameters window, and select Delete

Parameter from the context menu.
• To edit a client parameter, right-click the relevant parameter in the right-hand Client Parameters window, and select

Edit Parameter from the context menu.
• To create a client parameter, right-click in the Client Parameters window, and select Create Parameter Product from

the context menu.

Using Client Parameters to Access System-specific Registry Entries

Contents

Assigning local registry values to client parameters provides access to nearly all important system and application
configuration information. Any local registry value under the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE root may be assigned to
parameters of type Alphanumeric, using the following placeholder format:

&HKLM\subkey\name

• subkey
Specifies a sub key of HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE

• name
Specifies a registry value name. The current registry value is evaluated when the installation starts. If the value is not
available the installation fails.
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The value data of a registry value of type DWORD will be transformed into an ASCII string. All other types of registry
values will be taken as a string. For example, for multi-string values only the first string is used.

Example:

Assumed any SXP archive file of a package requires the target computer name. Define an alphanumeric parameter,
ComputerName, and assign as default value:w

&HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\ComputerName\ComputerName\ComputerName

During installation of the package, throughout the archive files, the variable $(ComputerName) is replaced with the local
computer name.

Check Parameters

To ensure that all external parameters used in a package can be resolved during installation, a set of these parameters
together with their default values is part of the product package. The external parameters can be resolved even if they are
not defined through any parameter product installed on the target computer.

Check Parameters scans the archive files of the selected SXP product version and creates the file sxpparam.ini, which
contains all external parameters used. The default values for these parameters are automatically fetched from the current
parameter archive. If a parameter has not been defined yet, the SXP default values dialog pops up to edit undefined
parameters.

The Check Parameters function is automatically executed when a product is registered.

Packager Scripts

To write a Packager script for use with packaged products, you must use the Packager scripting language. Generally,
scripts are executed when the product is installed or removed and are evaluated on a line-by-line basis.

Script files contain instructions for modifying text files. The Packager uses scripts that you write to adapt ASCII files for
specific target computers. In your scripts, you can use parameters as variables for target computer-specific values.

When you install a product that uses a script file, the Installer first replaces the parameters in the script file with the target
computer-specific values, and then applies the script to the specific ASCII file it was created for.

Parameter Substitution

While installing the base products, the parameters are replaced by their values. However, you can substitute the values
again during the package creation process. For all the selected entries in the dialog, the values are substituted by their
parameters.

NOTE
As short strings can cause a lot of substitutions, entries with values less than 5 characters are not checked
initially. Additionally, if two or more entries have the same value, the result is undefined.

This dialog includes the following columns:

• Parameter
Indicates the name of the parameter.

• Value
Indicates the value of the parameter.

Packager Scripting Language
Contents
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Scripts in the Packager Environment

Scripts are files containing instructions for modifying text files and used by the Packager for adapting ASCII files for
target computers. Parameters can be used as variables in the scripts for target computer-specific values. The software
management installer replaces these parameters with the target computer-specific values before applying the script to an
ASCII file.

In an SXP product, you can specify scripts in the following archive files:

• original.sxp
A product installed on the target computer using the original setup contains a response file that contains data required
for the unattended installation of the product. A script is used to adapt the response file for the specific target computer.
For example, the script sets the installation path of the product in the response file to a value appropriate for this target
computer.
You specify the script in the #ScriptFiles# section of the original.sxp archive file; the response file used by the script
must be specified in the #ResponseFiles# section.

• ascnnnn.sxp
In this archive file you specify a script that should be applied to the text file specified in the #info#section when the
product is installed. Accordingly, a s ipt can be specified for uninstallation. The text file can be a file included with the
product, but can also be a file that already exists on the target computer. Consequently, scripts can also be used to
modify files that already exist on the target computer and thus to prepare the target computer for the installation of a
product.

A script can be contained in a product and distributed with the product. It is also possible to not link the scripts directly to a
product but, for example, make them available on a shared resource. The advantage of this is that scripts can be changed
independently of the product. The disadvantage, however, is that it may be not possible to make the scripts available on
the shared resource using software management mechanisms.

If the scripts have to be provided independent of the product data, they must be placed in a directory that is common to all
products on the target computer. This directory can be configured in the #Directories# section of the sxpengnn.ini file. The
path of a script must then be specified in the original.sxp and ascnnnn.sxp archive files using the SxpScriptDir parameter.

Syntax and Semantics of the Packager Scripting Language

Contents

A script for use by the Packager for Windows comprises instructions in a Packager-specific scripting language. In general,
these scripts are evaluated on a line-by-line basis.

The features of the Packager scripting language are as follows:

• Comments and Blank Lines
• Keywords
• Parameter Evaluation
• Flow Control
• File Editing
• Ending Script Editing

Comments and Blank Lines

Lines that begin with a # character, are comments and ignored when the script is evaluated. To improve legilibility, blank
lines can be inserted in the script, if needed. Blank lines are also ignored during script evaluation.
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Keywords

Every script line begins with a keyword that is used to describe a command.

The following table lists the supported commands (keywords):

Keyword Function
if
else
elseif
endif

Flow control

exit Termination
setpos
insert
append
delete
modify

File editing

 

Parameter Evaluation

Parameters are introduced by a dollar sign. If dollar sign ($), is required in the text, you must use two $ signs in
succession.

The name of the parameter follows the dollar sign in round brackets. The parameter name can be a predefined name (for
example, $(ERROR)) or a freely defined name.

Before a command is executed, the parameter names contained in the command are replaced by the corresponding
values. If the name does not exist in the list of variables, it is replaced with a blank string. Parameter substitution is also
carried out within strings enclosed in quotation marks.

Flow Control

Editing a script can be controlled by inserting an if command with the result that some lines are only edited under special
circumstances.

Conditions that may be queried include content, existence, or modification of a parameter.

The condition is formulated following the if or elseif keyword. The following table lists the possible queries:

Query The query is true if
exist Par1 the parameter Par1 exists
equal Par1 Par2 parameters Par1 and Par2 match
greater Par1 Par2 parameter Par1 is larger than parameter Par2
Par1 == Par2 parameters Par1 and Par2 match
Par1 > Par2 parameter Par1 is larger than parameter Par2
Par1 < Par2 parameter Par2 is larger than parameter Par1
not condition the condition is not fulfilled

Any strings (constants) or real parameters can be used for Par1 and Par2. Uppercase and lowercase are not
differentiated when comparing Par1 and Par2. A larger than or smaller than comparison is possible with numeric values;
nonnumeric values are interpreted as zero.
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The commands used for flow control and their syntax are as follows:

• if condition
The subsequent lines of the script are executed only, if the condition is fulfilled. The if commands can be nested. Every
if command must be followed by an endif command later in the script.

• else
The subsequent lines of the script are executed only, if all of the conditions of the associated if and elseif conditions
are not fulfilled. No text must follow the else keyword.

• elseif condition
The subsequent lines of the script are executed only, if the condition is fulfilled and the conditions of all preceding if
and elseif conditions were not fulfilled.

• endif
Terminates conditional editing. No text must follow the endif keyword.

File Editing

The modification of configuration files generally refers to specific positions within the file. The area to be modified can be
specified directly with the modification command or indirectly using the setpos command. Modification commands with
local positioning do not influence the positioning set with a setpos command.

The positioning works similar to the way text is selected in Microsoft Word, that is, a specific range can be selected with a
start and end point. In line-based files, the entire line (at most) can be selected.

If the start and end point of the selection are the same, only one position is selected and not a range. In this scenario, the
insert, append, and modify functions have the same effect; the delete function still has no effect.

An example of selecting a range is given with the setpos command description below.

NOTE
Case sensitivity does not apply for ASCII characters in the range 0x40 to0x7f ("A" to "z"). Country-specific ASCII
characters in the right-hand character table between 0x80 and 0xff (for example, umlauts) are in all probability
case-sensitive.

You can use wildcards * and ? for positioning. They are interpreted in the same way as with the UNIX shell.

The commands used for file editing and their syntax are as follows:

• setpos position
Selects a file area for further editing. Subsequent editing commands can modify the selected area, if they do not
include local positioning. The position parameter is interpreted as a search string that is used to calculate the area in
the file to be selected.
The following table lists the possible position parameters:

Position Parameter Marked Area
block A block of lines
noblock All lines in a file
line An individual line
text A part of a line
next line The next line
next text The next part of a line

A block is identified by a start and an end line. When the block is edited, this means what is inside the block; in other
words, text is inserted before the end of the line with an append command and after the start of a line with the insert
command. A delete command deletes the lines within the block, although the start and end lines are not affected.
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If a block or a line is selected, the insert and append commands insert new lines into the file. On the other hand, if part of
an area was selected, even if it covers the entire line (text "*"), text is inserted or added within the line.

If the entire file contents are selected with the noblock parameter and this is followed by an insert command, text is
inserted at the beginning of the file. If an append command is then issued, text is appended at the end of the file.

Example for selecting an area:

setpos block "rem Start printerconfiguration" "rem end printer*"

...

• insert [position] value The new value is inserted before the currently selected position. If no position is specified
explicitly, the newly inserted area is selected following the command.
Example: insert "new text"

• append [position] value
The new value can be inserted following the currently selected position. If no position is specified explicitly, the newly
inserted area is selected following the command.
Example: append "appended text"

NOTE
The insertion of a blank line has the following effect:

append " "

• modify [position] value
The selected area is replaced with the new value. If the area specified by the position parameter does not exist, no
new value is inserted. If no position is specified explicitly, the newly inserted area is selected following the command.
The modify command cannot be applied to fully selected blocks in text files.

• delete [position]
The selected area is deleted from the file. The next line is selected following the command.

• replace [position] value
Every occurrence of the area selected by the position parameter is replaced with the new value.

NOTE
The replace command is reserved for future enhancements. In the current implementation, the replace
command is rejected with an error message.

Ending Script Editing

The command used to terminate editing and its syntax is as follows:

• exit
Terminates editing of the script at this point. No text must follow the exit keyword.

Frequently Asked Questions
Contents

The topics in this section provide answers to frequently asked questions.

Some Fonts are not Present on the Target Computer after Installing Word 97

Symptom:

I receive an error message stating that some fonts cannot be found on the target computer after installing an SXP product
containing fonts.

Solution:
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Use the Sxpfonts.exe to activate fonts on Windows NT/2000/XP and Windows 9x/Me when installing or uninstalling fonts
with the Software Management Installer.

Follow these steps:

1. Add an actions.sxp archive file and the sxpfonts.exe utility to the package.
2. For each new font, enter three lines in the actions.sxp. See the description of the actions.sxp file for an example for

sxpfonts.
Use the sxpfonts.exe utility as follows:
sxpfonts.exe command path

– Command
Enter an install or an uninstall command preceded by a hyphen:
-i Install fonts
-d Deinstall fonts

– Path
Absolute font path

The exit codes of the sxpfonts.exe utility are as follows:
0 = Ok
1 = Invalid command line
2 = Add font resource failed
3 = Remove font resource failed

About Variables, Parameters, and Client Parameters

Symptom:

What are the purposes and differences of variables, parameters, and client parameters?

Solution:

Variables, parameters, and client parameters are all variables. Parameters and client parameters are simply more specific
terms for describing the Packager-specific variables that you must know.

• In general computing terminology, variables are frequently used in programs to represent a value that changes for
different users, computers, or conditions. This value is used to control the operation of a particular function or program.

• In packaging terminology, the variables that you should know are called parameters. There are two kinds of
parameters: internal and external.
Internal parameters are generated automatically by the Packager during the packaging process.
The user defines external parameters usually called client parameters, after the initial packaging process is completed.
These parameters customize installations. They are wildcards or placeholders for values that identify a specific target
computer. Examples are the IP address and the installation path for a specific target computer. Client parameters
serve as a substitute. During the installation on a target computer, they are replaced by the values defined in either
internal or external parameters.

The general term parameter is used to identify both client parameters and variables, because the functionality discussed
describes both terms.

Client Parameters and Packager Scripts are Required

Symptom:

Why Do I Require Client Parameters and Packager Scripts?

Solution:
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You can use client parameters and scripts (written in the Packager script language) to enable flexible control of product
installation or uninstallation on the target computers. Client parameters and scripts make possible both high-performance
and a high degree of customization. You can use parameters for the following purposes:

• To standardize different types of target computers, including consultant workstation, point-of-sale system, information
system, and computer groups.

• For system parameters, such as IP address, system name, and port names.
• To control the Installer software within the archive files. For example, you can specify installation paths, dependency

definitions, and registry entries.
• For interactive control of scripts.
• To make general product-specific files more flexible, for example, by using batch files and PERL scripts.
• As a source of information to enable target computer-specific response files to be created from general product

response files.

How Client Parameters are Stored

Symptom:

Tell me how and where client parameters are stored.

Solution:

On the Packaging Computer, all client parameters are stored in four INI files that are collectively known as the parameter
archive. These files are default.ini, group.ini, pc.ini, and tree.ini. The information in these files is mirrored in the objects on
the Parameter archive dialog. No client parameters are created automatically. You create and edit parameters by creating
and editing the objects on that dialog. On the target computer, the parameters are stored in the param.ini file.

How the Installer Finds Parameters

Symptom:

How does the Installer find the parameters?

Solution:

On the target computer, the Installer evaluates the ParamFiles section of the Installer configuration file (sxpengxx.ini).
This section specifies the file names and path names of the parameter files to be used by the Installer and the section
where the Installer finds the parameters for the particular target computer. Ensure this section is filled in and processed
automatically when you create, package, distribute, and install parameters using the Packager and Installer.

Sample sxpengxx.ini and param.ini files for a target computer follow:

• Sxpeng32.ini
[ParamFiles]

C:\installationpath_of_Installer\param.ini=APM10

The param.ini file contains the names of the parameters to be used and their values. The values must not contain
further variables or parameters, such as environment variables, because they cannot be resolved.

• Param.ini
[APM10]

ServerName=MyServer

How Parameters Reach the Target Computers

Symptom:

How do the parameters reach the target computers?

Solution:
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The parameters are distributed to a target computer as a parameter product in the same way as a product (packaged
software or data). That is, you package, register, and distribute the product, as described in Basic Steps for Packaging
and Distributing Parameter Products.

How to Establish a Connection between Parameter Products and Regular Products

Symptom:

How must I proceed to establish a connection between parameter products and regular products?

Solution:

First, recall that a product means packaged software or data, while parameter product means packaged parameters.

You can optionally specify dependencies for and on the parameter product because the parameter files are packaged in a
parameter product. Thus, you can specify that another product is dependent on the parameter product.

How to Discover the Version of a Parameter Set

Symptom:

How can I discover the version of a parameter set?

Solution:

When you create a new version of a parameter product, the Packager displays the current version number. The version
number is incremented automatically each time you package a new version of the parameter product.

To create a new version, Select Edit, Parameter, Create parameter product from the Client parameters dialog. The Create
Parameter Product dialog displays, enabling the file name to be entered. Accept the default name and version or enter
new values.

Packager Scripts are Useful

Symptom:

What are Packager scripts and when do I use them?

Solution:

The Packager includes its own special script language to allow simple modifications to be performed in text files. Scripts
are useful for performing the following tasks:

• Making changes in configuration files at specific locations, such as autoexec.bat and config.sys
• Adapting product response files
• Modifying ASCII user files

How And Where Parameter Descriptions are Stored

Symptom:

How and where are the parameter descriptions stored?

Solution:

There are four files that store parameter settings:

• tree.ini
Describes the tree or hierarchy of computer groups and individual PCs. This file illustrates the PC groups and PC
objects defined in the left pane of the Client parameters dialog.

• default.ini
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Contains the default parameter names, values, types, and the ranges of values allowed. When you select the Default
object on the left pane of the Client parameters dialog, these settings are displayed on the right pane.

• groups.ini
Contains nondefault parameter values you defined for PC groups. When you select a PC group object on the left pane
of the Client parameters dialog, these settings are displayed on the right pane.

• pc.ini
Contains nondefault parameter values you defined for individual PCs. When you select an individual PC object on the
left pane of the Client parameters dialog, these settings are displayed on the right pane.

Packager Scripts to use with ASCII Files

Symptom:

Should I use a Packager script to change ASCII files?

Solution:

To change ASCII files during installation of a product on the Packaging Computer you normally do not need a script. The
Packager provides special scripts that make these changes. There are always two scripts for each ASCII file:

• ascnnnn.ins for the installation of the file
• ascnnnn.dei for the uninstallation of the file

However, if you want to adapt a product configuration file or change other files in addition to the changes already specified
in the ascnnnn.sxp files, you can use the script language to specify these changes. For details, see Packager Scripts and
Script Language.

Non-TOC Topics
Contents

Register Product Version

When you register a product version, all files and subdirectories from the version directory of the product archive are
transferred to the Software Package Library on the manager system, and the product is made available for distribution to
target computers. To register the product, you must have the appropriate permission set on the manager system.

Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following in the product archive window:
– Right-click the desired version in the left pane, and select Register Product from the shortcut menu.
– Select the desired version in the left pane, and click the Register Version icon

on the toolbar.
– Select the desired version in the left pane, and choose Tools, Register Product from the Packager main menu.
The Register a Version of a Product dialog opens. In the dialog the name and version number of the product are
displayed.

2. Enter the name of the manager system that contains the Software Package Library you want to register the product
version in and your user credentials (user name, security provider, authority/domain, password),
Click the double arrowhead button

to hide, and
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to display the User, Security Provider, Authority/Domain, and Password fields.
3. Click Register.

Options

On the Options dialog you can choose one or more of the following options:

• Enable Trace
• Enable Autostart
• Enable Reset Reference System

Select the appropriate check box to choose the option.

Clear the check box to deselect the option.

Enable Trace option

For diagnostic purposes, you can optionally record the activities of the Packager in a trace file, called trace.txt, on
the Packaging Computer. The trace file is available in the trace subdirectory of the Packager installation directory. If
necessary, the Packager creates backup files called trace.ba0, trace.ba1, and so on. The trace.txt file always contains the
recent information.

Enable Autostart option

If the Autostart option is selected in the Options dialog, the Packager starts automatically after each system start.

Enable Reset Reference System option

During the packaging process, the product installation on the reference system of the Packaging Computer is recorded.
After package creation has completed, the reference system is by default reset to its original state.

In the Tools, Options menu of the Packager main menu, you have the option to enable or disable resetting the reference
system. By default, this option, called Enable Reset Reference System, is selected.

If the Enable Reset Reference System option is not selected (reset is disabled), all products that are installed on the
reference system during package creation will remain there and are cumulated.

Disabling the reference system reset on the Packaging Computer can be of use when the Packager is installed on a
virtual machine. In this case the reference system can be reset quickly by using a virtual snapshot.

NOTE
When reset is disabled, the Packager needs no backup files of the reference system. Consequently, all backup-
related tasks and GUI items, for example, the Backup files tab in the Configure Reference System dialog, are
removed from the Packager's user interface.

Tools

Align Product Version

Opens the Align Product Version dialog.

Check Parameters

Scans the archive files of the selected SXP product version

Check Properties
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Checks the selected MSI product for undefined properties. If at least one undefined property is found, an MSI property
editor is started to set or change properties.

Convert into MSI

Initiates the conversion of an SXP product_product into the Microsoft Installer (MSI) format. The converted product is
called MSI product, and is stored in the product archive with the same version number as the SXP product, expanded
by .msi.

Register Product

Opens the Register Product Version dialog.

Options ,,,

Opens the Options dialog.

Congratulations after SXP Package Creation

After successful creation of an SXP package you have the option to register the SXP package in the Software Package
Library.

Alternatively, you can first convert the SXP package into the MSI packaging format (for the Microsoft Installer) and then
register the converted MSI product in the Software Package Library.

List of File System Changes

When using the automatic method (Custom mode), the List of File System Changes dialog appears after the Using the
Software dialog processes are completed.

All files created or modified, and all directories created by the automatic method display in the list box. On one tab you
can find all common files and directories, on the other tab all user-specific files and directories. User-specific files and
directories are all files and directories under the home directory of a user or user profile. A digit in a green box, located
next to the directory name indicates root directories. The digit refers to the number of the root directory.

A root directory is specified within the SXP archive files by the internal SxpRootDirn parameter, where n is the number of a
root directory. For details, see info.sxp.

You can choose between viewing only directories, only files, or both, by activating the appropriate button. The same way,
you can sort the list entries by directory, by type, or by items to be packaged.

File Options

You can assign options to each file, using the appropriate check boxes on the right-most side. These options are:

Version-dependent installation  (1.0 button)

•
Reference counter-dependent uninstallation (±1 button)

•
Install file only when file does not exist (for user-specific files only)
This option protects user-specific files against overwriting by newly installed software.
For example, if a user has already created his or her own dictionary for office applications and a more recent office
application is to be installed, this option ensures that the user’s dictionary file is not overwritten by the application's
default dictionary.

•
Do not remove file during uninstallation (for user-specific files only)
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This option helps the user to keep a user-specific file (for example, dictionary as described under

) on the target computer, even if the application to which it belongs is uninstalled.
You can use Packager filters to assign the same option (1.0, ±1, or both) to all files in a group, that is, files with the
same extension in the same directory (Product files filters tab on the Configure Reference System dialog.)

Delete Options for Directories

You can assign delete options to each directory, by checking a combination of the appropriate check boxes on the right-
most side. The following table lists the applicable combinations:

Checked Options Meaning
The directory is fully deleted, including any files, subdirectories,
and files created by the user following installation.
Select this combination only if you are certain that other
applications have not stored files at this location.

The directory and subdirectories are deleted if they do not contain
any files (default for root directories).

The directory is deleted if it is empty (default for subdirectories of
root directories).

None The directory is not deleted.

Each multi-use directory and all of its higher-level directories must have none of the boxes checked (directory is not
deleted). (A multi-use directory is used by two or more applications.)

The information on directories specified on this dialog is recorded in the dirs.sxp or udirs.sxp (user-specific) archive files.

The information on files specified on this dialog is recorded in the archive files files.sxp and ufiles.sxp (user-specific), and
in the compressed archive files files.cmp and ufiles.cmp (user-specific).

Finish

When you are finished with all options on the List of File System Changes dialog, click Continue.

Reference Counter-dependent Uninstallation

The reference counter-dependent uninstallation option controls the multiple use of a file. When you apply this file option,
a counter (reference counter) on the target computer is updated upon file installation and removal. If it does not already
exist, the reference counter is created. The counter is incremented by 1 each time the file is installed and decremented by
1 each time the file is removed. The Installer deletes this file (and the reference counter) only, if the counter resets to zero
during uninstallation.

For example, if a DLL file such as vbxxx.dll is part of an application program, this DLL file is installed for the first time
when you install the application program. If you install any other application program that contains the same DLL file
(vbxxx.dll), the reference counter for the file is incremented. When you remove any of the application programs that use
the same DLL file, the reference counter is decremented. Normally, the file is deleted, however, when using the reference
counter option, the file is retained to ensure that the other application programs that need vbxxx.dll are able to run.

The reference counter-dependent uninstallation file option is effective only, if it is specified for all products on the target
computer that use this file. We recommend that you apply this option .

To choose the reference counter-dependent uninstallation option, select the appropriate file path name on the Product
Files Filter tab of the Configure Reference System dialog and click the reference counter-dependency button.
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WARNING
Apply the reference counter-dependent uninstallation option only for files that are used by several application
programs and only when absolutely necessary! Unnecessary counters increase the registry size and slow
down installation. Moreover, this file option is effective only, if it is applied to all products installed on the target
computer that contain this file.

Version-Dependent Installation

The version-dependent file installation option ensures that a previously installed version of a file on the target computer
is overwritten only, if it is older than the file to be installed. For this mechanism to work the file must have a version ID
assigned. The Installer checks the internal version ID of the file during installation of the product on the target computer.

All product files with an internal version ID are automatically assigned the version-dependent installation option. All .dll
and .exe files generally have a version ID.

To specify the version-dependent installation option, select the appropriate file path name on the Product Files Filter tab of
the Configure Reference System dialog and click the version-dependency button.

Information about the Product

On the Product tab you provide product information for the selected product version. This information is stored in the
Product section of the Info.sxp archive file.

• Optional descriptive name
Indicates Name and Version of the product. Name is the product name and description, maximum 47 characters.
Version is the product version (the original manufacturer's product version, informal).

• Product type
Specifies the type of the product:
– Complete -- Indicates a full product.
– Delta -- Indicates a delta version for an already installed product.

• Target operating systems
Specifies the target operating systems on which the product can be installed.
The left list box shows all available operating systems SXP products can be delivered to and installed on.
The right list box shows the operating systems, for which the SXP product is currently allowed. You can move entries
from the left to the right box, and conversely, using the double-arrowhead buttons.
If you check the 64 bit only check box, all 32-bit operating systems are removed from both list boxes. When you
uncheck the check box again, all 32-bit operating systems are added to the Available OS box only.
When the Allow future OS check box is checked, the SXP product can also be installed on future versions of the
operating system family without modifications.

• Product based behavior on the target system
Describes the behavior of the Installer on the target computer during installation and removal of the SXP product and
in the case the installation fails.
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Installation Bootlevel and Deinstallation Bootlevel:

Boot Level Action Comment

0 Target driven If circumstances during installation or
removal of the product on the target
computer require a reboot (for example,
when a file to be replaced is locked
on the target computer), the Installer
initiates this reboot.Default, when
the Packaging Computer has not
been rebooted during the reference
installation.

1 Logoff required Requires a user to log off and on to
activate changes to the Windows
desktop and registry.

3 Restart after batch Automatically initiates a system reboot
at the end of the transaction.Default,
when the Packaging Computer has
been rebooted during the reference
installation.

4 Restart after job Initiates a system reboot immediately
after the end of the installation or
removal of the product.

For boot levels 1 and 3 the following applies: In a transaction with several installation and uninstallation jobs, the
uninstallation jobs are executed first. The highest deinstallation boot level that occurs is recorded and the necessary
system boot is performed at the end of all uninstallation jobs. If no deinstallation boot level exists, the installation boot
level is used. Then the same procedure is applied to all installation jobs (using the highest installation boot level).
The boot level 2 no longer applies with this Packager version. If an older package that contains the boot level 2 entry is
being edited, the boot level is internally set to "1—Logoff required".
Resetlevel:Defines the action to perform if the installation of the SXP product fails. 
If this parameter is assigned, it overwrites the reset level pre-configured for the Installer. Products that use the reset
level must be generated with the automatic method of packaging.
By default, the reset level is not set and no ResetLevel entry exists in the Product section of the info.sxp archive file.
In this case, the settings on the target computer define the reset behavior (target driven). If you want to overwrite this
standard setting on the target computer, you must enter a reset level manually in the Product section of the info.sxp
or use the info.sxp editor (double-click the info.sxp icon on the Packager main window) and set the reset level on the
Product tab.
The following table lists the permitted reset levels:

Reset Level Action Comment
No entry in info.sxp Target driven - recommended The settings on the target computer define

the reset behavior.
0 No rollback No reset.
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1 Limited rollback Specifies a limited reset. The product is
uninstalled, but previously existing files on
the target computer that were deleted or
modified by the installation are not restored.
Exception: Even if an installation fails and
reset level 1 is invoked, an INI or ASCII file
that was modified through an ininnnn.sxp or
ascnnnn.sxp archive file is always reset to
its original content.
The following changes are not canceled by
reset level 1:
Files specified in files.sxp in the InsDelFiles
section remain deleted.
If an installation fails in some way and a
reset is invoked, the files specified in the
FilesInArchives section of the files.sxp
archive file are not restored, if these files
previously existed on the target computer
from an earlier version. Examples include
DLL files in the system directory.
Consequently, some files of the new
version of the product remain on the target
computer.

2 Complete rollback Specifies a complete reset. Reset level
2 is more extensive than reset level 1.
Previously existing files on the target
computer that were deleted by the
installation are restored.

Configuring the Packaging Process

When you use the automatic method (Custom mode) of packaging, a list of files that will be included in the new product
archive is generated after the reference installation is completed.

For each of these files, you can define install and delete options on the List of File System Changes dialog. To simplify this
process, you can preconfigure file filters. To configure these file filters, select File, Configure Reference System, Product
files filter.

You can specify two options simultaneously:

Version-dependent installation (1.0 button)

Reference counter-dependent uninstallation (±1 button)

The preconfigured filter mechanism works only, if the options have been specified for the file in every product on the target
computer that contains the file. That is, all products installed on the target computer must have been created with the
options.

To reset the default setting for the preconfigured filters, select the Product files filter box on the Defaults tab of the
Configure Reference System dialog.

Locale Section of an SXP Archive File

To support different character sets, each archive file contains the Locale section. The Locale section indicates the code
page the archive file is written in.
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This section must not be changed and therefore is not displayed by the archive file editor.

The Locale section is generated automatically with the Codepage value being set to 3, which indicates UTF-8 format.
The SrcCodepage entry is currently created only in context of INI files in UNICODE format, when the Packager records
changes of such a file. The Installer also creates and executes the INI files as UNICODE files.

The structure of the Locale section is as follows:

#Locale# mandatory
Codepage=Code_page  
SrcCodepage=Code_page_source optional

• Codepage
Indicates the code page used to write the archive file. Currently the value is set to 3, indicating UTF-8 format.

• SrcCodepage
(Used only for INI files in UNICODE format)
Indicates the code page of the source file. Currently the value is set to 0, indicating UNICODE format.

Edit Archive Files

Edit the current archive file in this area.

Structure and syntax details of the current archive file and its sections are described under Archive Files Overview.

When you click the close button in the upper right corner, you are asked if you want to save the changes you made.

ASCII files

If partial changes are made to existing ASCII files on the Packaging Computer during product packaging, only these
partial changes are reproduced in the ASCII file of the same name when the product is installed on the target computer.

The ASCII files tab on the Configure Reference System dialog specifies the ASCII files to be monitored for modification.
The Packager finds the changes and records them in an ascnnnn.sxp archive file.

Backup files

The Backup files tab on the Configure Reference System dialog specifies all file system areas or path names to store in
special backup archives. As a result, you are able to restore the original reference system as soon as a product has been
packaged.

Set the recursive option, if you want to include in the backup all of the subdirectories of the path names you specify.

If you make changes on this tab and then click Apply or OK, the Backup System Files dialog appears. The modifications
you specified are automatically entered in the backup archive.

WARNING
If you do not protect a file or path by specifying it on the Backup files tab, the file or path can be changed or
deleted permanently by the reference installation!

You should very precisely define the areas to be backed up, and include only essential areas; otherwise, the size of the
archives increases considerably, thereby increasing the time required to perform the backup and restore operations.

Files specified under the ASCII files tab do not need to be entered here. The Packager backs them up and restores them
automatically.

The files are backed up only once when using the Packager for the first time, or on demand by selecting File, Backup
System Files.
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Reference System Defaults

The reference system is preset with default values when the Packager is installed, but might have been reconfigured as
you work with it. To revert to the default factory settings for the reference system, use the Defaults tab on the Configure
Reference System dialog. You can restore defaults for all tabs or for selected tabs by checking the appropriate check box.

Expandable Registry Values

The Expandable Registry Values tab on the Configure Reference System dialog specifies the registry values to expand
during reference installations.

Some registry values are predefined by the reference system. For example:

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE]\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\Session Manager\Environment\Path

The values displayed in the first box of the Expandable Registry values tab must be defined on the Keys to scan tab.
Values specified in this tab must be in the range defined by the Keys to scan tab and Keys to exclude tab.

In contrast to the Keys to scan tab, however, you can use the Expandable Registry values tab to treat registry values
differently, with regard to expanding and overwriting.

You can enter values of the following types only:

• – REG_SZ (string)
– REG_EXPAND_SZ (expand string)
– REG_MULTI_SZ.

If the registry values you specify on the Expandable Registry Values tab are expanded during a reference installation, the
Packager will record whether the original registry value was appended or prefixed.

Keys to Exclude

The Keys to exclude tab on the Configure Reference System dialog specifies the registry areas that should not be
checked for changes when the product is being packaged.

WARNING
If you specify a key on the Keys to exclude tab, changes made to the key during the reference installation will
not be recorded!

The registry areas to exclude are dynamic areas, modified by Windows at runtime. Unless the keys for these registry
areas are excluded from the packaging process, this dynamic modification may corrupt the reference installation. By
default, these registry keys are excluded from the packaging process, through the Keys to exclude tab.

The default settings preclude the need to enter any keys on this dialog. You can exclude additional keys, for example,
keys belonging to products not installed by the Packager, or products that can be installed in the future. A working
knowledge of the registry is necessary to exclude the proper keys for these purposes.

To browse the registry to select a registry key to exclude, select the root from the Root field, then click the browse button
(...) next to the Key field.

All keys and values under the selected Key to exclude are excluded from the check, if you select the Recursively option.

Areas that are pre-defined by default cannot be changed; therefore, the folder is unavailable (grayed out).

Keys to scan

The Keys to scan tab on the Configure Reference System dialog specifies the registry keys to scan. During the reference
installation of a product, the Packager checks for changes, and records changes in the registry of those areas specified on
the Keys to scan tab.
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If you do not specify a key on the Keys to scan tab, then changes made to the key during the reference installation will not
be recorded, and, therefore, the key will not be reset to its original state after the reference installation is completed.

A key entry is interpreted recursively, which means, the Packager checks for changes below the specified key.

Specifying default keys on the Keys to scan tab is sufficient for most products.

The Packager detects:

• New keys
• New values
• Modified values
• Deleted keys
• Deleted values

Use the two preset main keys only. You do not need to specify other keys, because all other keys are sub keys of these
two keys.

Paths to exclude

The Paths to exclude tab on the Configure Reference System dialog specifies paths that should not be checked for
changes during the reference installation of a product. Dimmed folders indicate paths that cannot be changed. Yellow
folders contain either defaults or values you have set that can be changed.

Specify the path name. Optionally specify a file mask to indicate which files to exclude.

Set the Recursive option to exclude all subdirectories of specified paths, if so desired.

Add or remove special folders from the list using the Special Folder dialog.

Paths to scan

During a reference installation, the Packager records the following files and directories:

• Files and directories added when the product is installed
• Files and directories deleted when the product is installed
• Files modified when the product is installed, based on size and date

During the packaging process, the Packager checks only those areas that are specified on the Paths to scan tab of the
Configure Reference System dialog for changes, when you use the automatic method of packaging. On the Paths to scan
tab, you can specify an entire drive or a specific path. If you specify a path, only that path is checked. A path name is
interpreted recursively, meaning that the Packager checks for changes in the specified path and all of its subdirectories.
For example, if you specify c:, the entire c: drive is checked. If you specify c:\winnt, the c:\winnt directory and all of its
subdirectories are checked. User-specific data entries show a face on the icon.

To add any other directory to the path list, use the Browse button (...) or enter the directory name directly into the Path
field. Note that removing a folder from the path list does not affect the Paths to exclude tab.

The Special Folder dialog lets you add or remove special folders from the path list. Removing a special folder from the
path list automatically adds it to the list of available folders. Adding a special folder to the path list removes the folder from
the list of available folders.

In general, additional and modified files and directories are copied completely to the product. The exception is ASCII files.
For each ASCII file, you can specify that only the changes to the file are recorded. By default, changes to any file with
a .ini extension are always recorded in this way.

Files and directories marked for deletion are deleted on the target computer when the product is installed.

If existing files or directories are deleted or modified on the Packaging Computer's reference system while the product is
being installed, they can be restored only in the following cases.
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• If the files and directories are removed during reference installation at the time scheduled for software installation
• If the files or directories were specified on the Backup files tab, and therefore were backed up

WARNING
If you do not specify a path on the Paths to scan tab, then changes made to the path during the reference
installation are not recorded, and the path is not reset to its original state after the reference installation has
completed.

Product Files Filter

The Product Files Filter tab on the Configure Reference System dialog lets you manage file options, version-dependent
install, reference counter-dependent uninstall, or both, for all files in a group, that is, for all files with the same file
extension in a directory.

Select a product file mask, click Edit, and check the desired file option button. Click Change to change the file option
assignment in the displayed file list.

To remove selected product files from the displayed file list, select a product file mask and click Remove.

Actions.sxp Archive File

The actions.sxp archive file specifies pre-programs and post-programs for the installation and uninstallation of the product
on the target computer. All pre-programs and post-programs are optional. If used, the actions.sxp archive file must be
created manually

The file contains the following sections:

• InsPreActions
Specifies the pre-programs for the installation.

• InsPreErrActions
Specifies the programs that are executed if the installation is faulty. These programs cancel the changes made by the
pre-programs.

• InsPostActions
Specifies the post-programs for the installation.

• InsPostErrActions
Specifies the programs that are executed if the uninstallation is faulty. These programs cancel the changes made by
the post-programs.

• DeiPreActions
Specifies the pre-programs for the uninstallation.

• DeiPostActions
Enables post-programs to be called during uninstallation.

• ReplaceParams
Replaces parameters for all files listed in this section.

NOTE

 Both 64-bit and 32-bit programs can be launched from the actions.sxp archive file.

The structure of the actions.sxp archive file is described in Structure of the Actions.sxp File.

Structure of the Actions.sxp File

The structure of the actions.sxp archive file is as follows:
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#InsPreActions# optional
Entries for this section  
#InsPreErrActions# optional
Entries for this section  
#InsPostActions# optional
Entries for this section  
#InsPostErrActions# optional
Entries for this section  
#DeiPreActions# optional
Entries for this section  
#DeiPostActions# optional
Entries for this section  
#ReplaceParams# optional
Entries for this section  

InsPreActions, InsPostActions, DeiPreActions, and DeiPostActions Sections of Actions.sxp

Program_call_1[,return_code[,timeout]] optional
:  
Program_call_m[,return_code[,timeout]] optional

WARNING
All programs listed in the sections must be available at the time of execution!

• Program_call
Specifies the program path with parameters. This program call is executed in the phase of the section from which it is
called. Only *.exe, *.com, and *.bat files can be called. The sequence of calls is 1-m.
Always specify the full path name and file extension of the program to be called. Since the path may contain Blanks
(spaces), enclose it in quotation marks!
If the program call is created using the internal $(SxpSrvRelDir) parameter, the path in the DeiPreActions and
DeiPostActions sections must not contain Blanks (spaces).
If the executed program asynchronously starts other programs and termniates, these spawned programs are not
monitored.

• return_code
Specifies the return value, if the program runs successfully. This value is compared to the actual return value. A
negative comparison causes an error in the process.
If this value is not specified, the comparison cannot be made.

• timeout
Specifies the number of minutes that can elapse before the started program is terminated. If the program continues
running past the timeout period, the Installer tries to stop the program, cancels the installation, and displays an
appropriate error message.
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InsPreErrActions and InsPostErrActions Sections of Actions.sxp

 

Program_call_1[,timeout] optional
:  
Program_call_m[,timeout] optional

• Program_call
Specifies the program path with parameters. This program call is executed in the phase of the section from which it is
called. Only *.exe, *.com, and *.bat files can be called. The sequence of calls is 1-m.
Always specify the full path name and file extension of the program to be called. Since the path may contain Blanks
(spaces), enclose it in quotation marks!
If the program call is created using the internal $(SxpSrvRelDir) parameter, the path in the DeiPreActions and
DeiPostActions sections must not contain Blanks (spaces).
If the executed program asynchronously starts other programs and termniates, these spawned programs are not
monitored.

• timeout
Specifies the number of minutes that can elapse before the started program is terminated. If the program continues
running past the timeout period, the Installer tries to stop the program, cancels the installation, and displays an
appropriate error message.

ReplaceParams Section of Actions.sxp

 

File_path_1 optional
:  
File_path_m optional

• File_path
Specifies the absolute file path.

NOTE
Files listed in this section, which are located in the Software Package Library (that is, their path name starts with
$(SxpSrvRelDir),) are copied to the local archive and then changed in the local archive.

NOTE
Files that contain parameter and are compressed in the files.cmp archive, must be referred to in the
ReplaceParams section of files.sxp.

Ascnnnn.sxp Archive File

This archive file contains information for modifying an ASCII file. It is essential that the ASCII file be specified when
configuring the reference system. Remember that nnnn is the variable for an incremented number, and that each modified
ASCII file is documented in a separate ascnnnn.sxp file, beginning with asc0001.sxp. File attributes are also recorded.

If you manually create an ascnnnn.sxp file or delete automatically created files, ensure that these files are numbered in
continuous ascending order. If necessary, rename them to meet this requirement.

The ascnnnn.sxp archive file contains the following sections:

• Info
Specifies the file path of the ASCII files.

• InsLines
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Specifies the lines to be inserted in the ASCII file specified in Info. It can be applied to the autoexec.bat and config.sys
files only.
This section is created by the automatic method, because the files autoexec.bat and config.sys are specified by default
in the configuration of the reference system.

• ScriptFiles
Specifies the scripts for modifying all other ASCII files that were specified when configuring the reference system.

For further information and an example see Structure of the Ascnnnn.sxp File and Example How to Use Ascnnnn.sxp.

Structure of the Ascnnnn.sxp File

The structure of the ascnnnnn.sxp archive file is as follows:

 

#Info# optional
Entries for this section  
  
#InsLines# optional
Entries for this section  
  
#ScriptFiles# optional
Entries for this section  
  

Info Section of the Ascnnnn.sxp File

This section specifies the file path and attributes for the ASCII file, which is to be modified by means of this ascnnnn.sxp
file.

The Info section can have the following entries:

Path=File_path

Attributes=Attribute_value

InsLines Section of the Ascnnnn.sxp File

The InsLines section is created automatically during the reference installation of a product.

The InsLines section can have the following entries:

Line_1 optional
:  
Line_n optional

• Line
Specifies the lines that are to be inserted in the ASCII file specified in the Info section of the ascnnnn.sxp archive file.

ScriptFiles Section of the Ascnnnn.sxp File

The Scripts section of the ascnnnn.sxp archive file describes scripts for modifying all other ASCII files (besides
autoexec.bat and config.sys) that are specified when the reference system of the Packaging Computer was configured.
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For details about these specifications see the ASCII Files tab in the Configure Reference System dialog under File,
Settings.

For a description of the Packager-specific scripting language see Packager Scripting Language.

For each ASCII file listed on the ASCII Files tab, the Packager creates the following:

• An ascnnnn.sxp file.
• A script ascnnnn.ins, for modifying the ASCII file during installation of the product.
• A script ascnnnn.dei, for modifying the ASCII file during uninstallation of the product.

The Packager automatically enters the names of these scripts in the ScriptFiles section. In the ascnnnn.ins and
ascnnnn.dei scripts, you can use parameters.

The ScriptFiles section can have the following entries:

 

Install=ascnnnn.ins optional
:  
Deinstall=ascnnnn.dei optional
:  

• Install
Specifies a script to be executed when the SXP product is installed on the target computer.

• Deinstall
Specifies a script to be executed when the SXP product is removed from the target computer.

Modifications to the ASCII files described in ascnnnn.ins and ascnnnn.dei must correspond precisely. For example,
suppose you want to use an insert command to insert a line in an ASCII file after the installation of a packaged product
and then use a delete command to delete the same line after uninstallation. The line to be deleted in ascnnnn.dei must be
an exact match for the line that was inserted from ascnnnn.ins; otherwise, this line will not be deleted from the ASCII file
when the product is uninstalled.

Paths and Parameters

You can create the ScriptFiles section manually, if necessary. You must specify the scripts with their absolute paths. You
can use parameters in path specifications. Usually, the script is enclosed with the product, for example, in the version
directory. When the script is enclosed with the product, you can specify the path using the internal $(SxpSrvRelDir)
parameter.

You can use scripts to modify any ASCII files. The automatically generated scripts are very basic scripts that may need to
be modified. Any recorded changes are appended to the ASCII file on the target computer.

NOTE

• – When an uninstall routine is called, $(SxpSrvRelDir) is converted to the path name of the source of the
installation files; however, these files are only available temporarily. Therefore, during installation of the
product, the uninstall routine is copied to the target computer's $(SxpLocRelDir) and will be invoked later,
during uninstallation of the product.

– If you want to use additional files (such as related.dll or response files) that reside in the directory
$(SxpSrvRelDir) or its subdirectories, then you must create a post-program batch file to copy these files to
the directory $(SxpLocRelDir) or its appropriate subdirectories.

– When the program is defined using the internal parameter $(SxpSrvRelDir), the path must not contain a
blank.
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Example How to Use Ascnnnn.sxp

This example illustrates how an ascnnnn.sxp file and its script files work together:

• asc0001.sxp specifies the script files asc0001.ins and asc0001.dei.
• asc0001.ins appends an IP address to the services file on the target computer after the installation of product XYZ.
• asc0001.dei deletes that IP address after the uninstallation of product XYZ.

asc0001.sxp

#Sign#

ArchiveName=asc0001

Release=1000

SXP=1.0

#Info#

Path=$(SxpWinSysDir)\drivers\etc\services

Attributes=32

#ScriptFiles#

Install=$(SxpSrvRelDir)\asc0001.ins

Deinstall=$(SxpSrvRelDir)\asc0001.dei

asc0001.ins

delete line "$(trap)          162/udp    snmp"

append noblock "tec-trap-service   162/udp  "

append noblock "$(trap)         13333/udp    snmp"

The parameters to be used must already be known on the target computer. Therefore, the parameter product containing
the definition of these parameters must be already distributed and installed on the target computer.

asc0001.dei

append noblock "$(trap)         162/udp    snmp"

delete line "tec-trap-service   162/udp  "

delete line "$(trap)         13333/udp    snmp"

The lines to be deleted must be specified (with respect to number of blanks, use of tabulators, and so on) exactly as in
asc0001.ins, otherwise they will not be found.

Dirs.sxp Archive File

The dirs.sxp file specifies the directories to be created and removed during installation of the product on the target
computer. It is generated automatically during the reference installation. Directory attributes are recorded. The dirs.sxp file
contains the following sections:

• InsAddDirs
Contains directories to be created during installation.

• InsDelDirs
Contains directories to be deleted during installation. Installations performed using the automatic method make no
entries in this section.

• InsDelDirsWithSubs
Contains directories and subdirectories to be deleted during installation. The automatic method enters directories that
were deleted during the reference installation. Subdirectories are deleted automatically.

• DeiAddDirs
Specifies the directories to be created during uninstallation of the product. During the reference installation, the
Packager fills in this section based on the uninstall options set.

• DeiDelDirs
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Specifies the directories to be deleted during uninstallation of the product. During the reference installation, the
Packager fills in this section and the flags based on the uninstall options set.

• DeiDelDirsWithSubs
Specifies the directories and subdirectories to be deleted during uninstallation of the product. During the reference
installation, the Packager fills in this section and the flags based on the uninstall options set.

• InsSetDirAttr
Specifies attribute information for directories. During the reference installation, the Packager fills in this section, one
entry for each directory created.

• DeiSetDirAttr
Specifies attribute information for directories to be set when the product is uninstalled.

For further information and an example see Structure of the Dirs.sxp Archive File and Example of Dirs.sxp Archive File.

Structure of the Dirs.sxp Archive File

The dirs.sxp archive file has the following structure:

 

#InsAddDirs# optional
Entries for this section  
  
#InsDelDirs# optional
Entries for this section  
  
#InsDelDirsWithSubs# optional
Entries for this section  
  
#DeiAddDirs# optional
Entries for this section  
  
#DeiDelDirs# optional
Entries for this section  
  
#DeiDelDirsWithSubs# optional
Entries for this section  
  
#InsSetDirAttr# optional
Entries for this section  
  
#DeiSetDirAttr# optional
Entries for this section  
  

The directory path in the file structure given above refers to the absolute directory path.
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InsAddDirs Section of Dirs.sxp

The InsAddDirs section can have the following entries:

Directory_path_1 optional
:  
Directory_path_m optional
  

These directories are created during installation.

• Directory_path
Specifies the absolute directory path. To build this path, the user-specific internal parameters (SxpHomeDir,
SxpUsrProgramsDir, SxpProfileAppsDir, and so on), as well as the instance directory, must be used.

InsDelDirs Section of Dirs.sxp

The InsDelDirs section can have the following entries:

 

Flag_1,Directory_path_1 optional
:  
Flag_m,Directory_path_m optional
  

This section contains directories that are to be deleted during installation (depending on the flag). The automatic method
makes no entry in the InsAddDirs section.

• Flag
Specifies the removal of a directory.
– N

The directory is deleted only if it does not contain any subdirectories or files.
– D

The directory and all its files are deleted only if the directory has no subdirectories.
• Directory_path

Specifies the absolute directory path. To build this path, the user-specific internal parameters (SxpHomeDir,
SxpUsrProgramsDir, SxpProfileAppsDir, and so on), as well as the instance directory, must be used.

InsDelDirsWithSubs Section of Dirs.sxp

The InsDelDirsWithSubs section can have the following entries:

 

Flag_1,Directory_path_1 optional
:  
Flag_m,Directory_path_m optional
  

The InsDelDirsWithSubs section specifies directories and subdirectories to be deleted during installation.

• Flag
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Specifies the removal of a directory.
Default: N
– N

The directory is deleted only if it does not contain any subdirectories or files.
– D

The directory and all its files are deleted only if the directory has no subdirectories.
• Directory_path

Specifies the absolute directory path. To build this path, the user-specific internal parameters (SxpHomeDir,
SxpUsrProgramsDir, SxpProfileAppsDir, and so on), as well as the instance directory, must be used.

DeiAddDirs Section of Dirs.sxp

The DeiAddDirs section can have the following entries:

 

Directory_path_1 optional
:  
Directory_path_m optional
  

The DeiAddDirs section specifies the path names of the directories to be created during uninstallation of the product. The
Packager generates the assignment to this section based on the uninstall options set.

• Directory_path
Specifies the absolute directory path. To build this path, the user-specific internal parameters (SxpHomeDir,
SxpUsrProgramsDir, SxpProfileAppsDir, and so on), as well as the instance directory, must be used.

DeiDelDirs Section of Dirs.sxp

The DeiDelDirs section can have the following entries:

 

Flag_1,Directory_path_1 optional
:  
Flag_m,Directory_path_m optional
  

The DeiDelDirs section contains directories to be deleted during uninstallation of the product. The automatic method
generates the assignment to this section based on the uninstall options set.

• Flag
Specifies the removal of a directory.
Default: N
– N

The directory is deleted only if it does not contain any subdirectories or files.
– D

The directory and all its files are deleted only if the directory has no subdirectories.
• Directory_path

Specifies the absolute directory path. To build this path, the user-specific internal parameters (SxpHomeDir,
SxpUsrProgramsDir, SxpProfileAppsDir, and so on), as well as the instance directory, must be used.
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DeiDelDirsWithSubs Section of Dirs.sxp

The DeiDelDirsWithSubs section can have the following entries:

 

Flag_1,Directory_path_1 optional
:  
Flag_m,Directory_path_m optional
  

The DeiDelDirsWithSubs section contains directories that are to be deleted along with their subdirectories during
uninstallation of the product. During the reference installation, the Packager fills in this section and the flags, based on the
uninstall options set.

• Flag
Specifies the removal of a directory.
Default: N
– N

The directory is deleted only if it does not contain any subdirectories or files.
– D

The directory and all its files are deleted only if the directory has no subdirectories.
• Directory_path

Specifies the absolute directory path. To build this path, the user-specific internal parameters (SxpHomeDir,
SxpUsrProgramsDir, SxpProfileAppsDir, and so on), as well as the instance directory, must be used.

InsSetDirAttr Section of Dirs.sxp

The InsSetDirAttr section can have the following entries:

 

attribute_1,directory_path_1 optional
:  
attribute_m,directory_path_m optional
  

The InsSetDirAttr section contains file attribute information for directories, which is applied when the product is installed.

• attribute
Specifies the File attribute.
During the reference installation, the Packager automatically records the attribute information for each directory
created. Note that only the R (Read-only), H (Hidden), and S (System) file attributes are automatically recorded. For
each directory, one entry is generated in the InsSetDirAttr section.

• Directory_path
Specifies the absolute directory path. To build this path, the user-specific internal parameters (SxpHomeDir,
SxpUsrProgramsDir, SxpProfileAppsDir, and so on), as well as the instance directory, must be used.

DeiSetDirAttr Section of Dirs.sxp

The DeiSetDirAttr section can have the following entries:
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attribute_1,directory_path_1 optional
:  
attribute_m,directory_path_m optional
  

The DeiSetDirAttr section contains file attribute information for directories, which is applied when the product is
uninstalled.

• attribute
Specifies the File attribute.
During the reference installation, the Packager automatically records the attribute information for each directory
created. Note that only the R (Read-only), H (Hidden), and S (System) file attributes are automatically recorded. For
each directory, one entry is generated in the InsSetDirAttr section.

• Directory_path
Specifies the absolute directory path. To build this path, the user-specific internal parameters (SxpHomeDir,
SxpUsrProgramsDir, SxpProfileAppsDir, and so on), as well as the instance directory, must be used.

Example of a Dirs.sxp Archive File

Following is an example how directories can be specified for an SXP product:

#Sign#

ArchiveName=ie5

Release=1000

SXP=1.0

#InsAddDirs#

$(SxpRootDir1)

$(SxpRootDir1)\Microsoft Shared

$(SxpRootDir1)\Services

$(SxpRootDir1)\System

$(SxpRootDir2)

$(SxpRootDir2)\Connection Wizard

$(SxpRootDir2)\Setup

$(SxpRootDir2)\Uninstall Information

$(SxpWinProgDir)

#DeiDelDirs#

N,$(SxpRootDir2)\Uninstall Information

N,$(SxpRootDir2)\Setup

N,$(SxpRootDir2)\Connection Wizard

N,$(SxpRootDir1)\System

N,$(SxpRootDir1)\Services

N,$(SxpRootDir1)\Microsoft Shared

#DeiDelDirsWithSubs#

N,$(SxpRootDir2)

N,$(SxpRootDir1)

#InsSetDirAttr#

0x00000001,$(SxpRootDir1)
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Files.sxp Archive File

The files.sxp file specifies information about the product files and a reference to the cmp archive file in which the files are
stored in compressed format. It is generated automatically during the reference installation.

The files.sxp file contains the following sections:

• CmpArchives
Specifies the CMP (compressed) archive files. The reference installation automatically generates a files.cmp (all
product files) and a ufiles.cmp (user-specific files) archive files.

• FilesInArchives
Specifies the file paths of the files in the cmp archive files.

• InsDelFiles
Specifies the files to be deleted during installation.

• ReplaceParams
Specifies the files in the cmp archives in which parameters are used. You must enter the product files manually in this
section. During the installation, the parameters in the files named above are replaced by their target computer-specific
values.
The parameters in the files entered here are replaced by the appropriate target computer values during installation.
The file path must refer to the target file.

If you want to change properties of a file, like FAT attributes or installation options, edit the CMP file.

For further information and examples see Structure of the Files.sxp File, Example of Files.sxp, and Example of How to
Use Files.sxp.

Structure of the Files.sxp File

The files.sxp archive file has the following structure:

#CmpArchives# optional
Entries for this section  
  
#FilesInArchives# optional
Entries for this section  
  
#InsDelFiles# optional
Entries for this section  
  
#ReplaceParams# optional
Entries for this section  
  

CmpArchives Section of Files.sxp

The CmpArchives section lists the CMP files (*.cmp). The reference installation automatically generates a files.cmp (all
product files) archive file.

The CmpArchives section can have the following entries:

Archive_file_name_1 optional
:  
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Archive_file_name_1 optional
  

• Archive_file_name
Specifies the name of the compressed archive file, which must be in the same directory as the product files.

FilesInArchives Section of Files.sxp

The FilesInArchives section can have the following entries:

File_path_1 optional
:  
File_path_m optional
  

Specifies the file paths of all files in the CMP File.

• File_path
Specifies the absolute file path. To build this path, the user-specific internal parameters (SxpHomeDir,
SxpUsrProgramsDir, SxpProfileAppsDir, and so on), as well as the instance directory must be used.

InsDelFiles Section of Files.sxp

The InsDelFiles section can have the following entries:

DFlag_1,File_path_1 optional
:  
DFlag_m,File_path_m optional
  

• DFlag
(Optional)
Indicates if the file and its reference counter (if there is one) are deleted. If this DFlag is not set or does not exist, the
file and its reference counter (if there is one) are deleted.
– 0x00000000

The file and its reference counter (if there is one) are deleted.
– 0x00000010

Reference counters are considered, that is, the reference counter for the file referenced by file path (if there is a
reference counter) is decreased, and the file will only be deleted if the reference counter is 0 or does not exist.
Default: 0x00000000

• File_path
Specifies the absolute path of the file to which the DFlag is applied.

ReplaceParams Section of Files.sxp

The ReplaceParams section can have the following entries:

File_path_1 optional
:  
File_path_n optional
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• File_path
Specifies the file path of the configuration files in the CMP File in which parameters are used. During installation, the
parameters in the files entered in this section are replaced by their target computer-specific values. The file path must
refer to the target file.
If a file uses a parameter, you must specify the path name to that file in the FilesInArchives section.
For example, if the file named $(SxpRootDir1)\templates\file1.cnf uses a parameter, you must enter the following in the
FilesInArchives section:
$(SxpRootDir1)\templates\file1.cnf

ReplaceParamsUNICODE Section of Files.sxp

The ReplaceParamsUNICODE section can have the following entries:

File_path_1 optional
:  
File_path_n optional
  

• File_path
Specifies the file path of the UNICODE configuration files in the CMP File in which parameters are used. During
installation, the parameters in the UNICODE files entered in this section are replaced by their target computer-specific
values. The file path must refer to the target file.
If a file uses a parameter, you must specify the path name to that file in the FilesInArchives section.
For example, if the file named $(SxpRootDir1)\templates\file1.cnf uses a parameter, you must enter the following in the
FilesInArchives section:
$(SxpRootDir1)\templates\file1.cnf

Example of Files.sxp

Following is an example of a files.sxp archive file:

#Sign#

ArchiveName=40agent

Release=1000

SXP=1.0

#ReplaceParams#

$(SxpRootDir2)\SD\ASM\CONF\ASM.CNF

#CmpArchives#

files.cmp

#FilesInArchives#

$(SxpRootDir2)\BIN\Catocfge.exe

$(SxpRootDir2)\SD\ASM\CONF\ASM.CNF

$(SxpRootDir2)\SD\ASM\CONF\COMPATTR.CNF

Examples how to use Files.sxp

To parameterize an SXP product, you must edit both the product archive and the parameter archive.

Edit the Product Archive
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If the product you are packaging contains any kind of configuration file, such as *.cnf, that you intend to parameterize,
you must edit the files.sxp file after you install the product on the Packaging Computer. In this example, you edit the
organization.cnf file in order to parameterize it and adapt it for use at your site.

1. Start packaging the product and continue until you have installed the product as part of the packaging process. If you
are using the automatic method, you should stop at the Installing a Version dialog, after you have installed the product,
but before you click Continue.

2. Edit the file (that is, organization.cnf) using a text editor such as Notepad.
In the organization.cnf file, replace the keyword, Sales Department, with the parameter, $(Department).

3. Finish the packaging process.
4. Edit the files.sxp file: In the ReplaceParams section, add the path name of the modified configuration file, for example,

$(SxpRootDir1)\organization.cnf.
The Installer checks all listed product files for parameters.
Alternatively, after packaging, you can use the CMP Editor to edit the packaged product, whose files are compressed
in files.cmp. Using the CMP Editor is the only method to edit the files.cmp file.

Edit the Parameter Archive - General Steps

The following general steps ensure that the parameters you entered can be replaced by real values on the target
computers:

1. Create the desired client parameters, for example Department. The parameter names must match the parameter
names used in the SXP package.

2. Create groups and PCs. The PC names must match the names of the target computers. For instructions, see
Modifying Default Parameters for Computer Groups and Individual Computerspar_gruppe.

3. Define the default values for these parameters. If required, define the group-specific and PC-specific values also.
4. Create a parameter product. To create a parameter product, select Edit, Parameter, create parameter product from the

Client Parameters dialog. On the Create Parameter Product dialog, enter the name and version number you want to
assign to the parameter product and click OK.

5. Register the parameter product to the Software Package Library.
6. Distribute the parameter product to the target computers.

Edit the Parameter Archive - Specific Steps for this Example

The following steps are the same as the general steps shown above, except that they have been modified for this
example. Follow these steps to ensure that the parameters you entered can be replaced by real values on the target
computers:

1. In this example, the value human-resources is assigned to the Department parameter. Create the parameter
Department with a default value. Add group icons called dep-h-resources and dep-financials.

2. In these groups, create PC icons with the same names as the target computers. (These names must match the name
entry in the Identity section of the SxpEngxx.ini file.)

3. In the dep-h-resources group, change the value of Department to human-resources. In the dep-financials group,
change the value of Department to financials.

4. Create a parameter product.
5. Register the parameter product.
6. Distribute to the target computers.

During installation on the target computer, the Installer resolves the parameter Department in the organization.cnf file. For
all target computers in the dep-h-resources group, the parameters are replaced with the value human-resources. For all
target computers in the dep-financials group, the parameters are replaced with the value financials.

Organization.cnf File before Installation

The contents of organization.cnf file after installation follows. The contents vary according to the group to which the target
computer was assigned:
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Product file on the Target Computer Assigned to Department: $(Department)

(Files.sxp File:)

#Sign#

ArchiveName=ReplPar

Release=1000

SXP=1.0

#ReplaceParams#

$(SxpRootDir1)\Organization.cnf

#CmpArchives#

files.cmp

#FilesInArchives#

$(SxpRootDir1)\Organization.cnf

Organization.cnf File after Installation

For PCs that are assigned to the dep-h-resources group:

Product file on the target computer assigned to department: human-resources

For PCs that are assigned to the dep-financials group:

Product file on the target computer assigned to department: financials.

Gac.sxp Archive File

The Global Assembly Cache (GAC) is a directory containing Shared Assemblies and is located in the file system under
%Windows%\Assembly. The GAC stores global components and can keep multiple versions of an individual file (even
with the same file name). The GAC is also known as Fusion.

The location of the GAC is specified in the registry under HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Fusion.

The Global Assembly Cache (GAC) is automatically installed with the .NET runtime system. The assemblies in the GAC
have their own reference counting. To correctly handle this references counting, all changes in the GAC are recorded and
installed using the Fusion API.

The Packager stores changes made to the GAC in the gac.sxp archive file.

The gac.sxp archive file can contain any number of the following sections:

• CreateAssemblyn
• DeleteAssemblyn

n is the sequence number of the archive file (1, 2, 3, and so on).

An example follows that shows how a gac.sxp archive file containing one CreateAssembly and one DeleteAssembly
section looks like:

#Sign#

ArchiveName=gac_xmpl

Release=4002

SXP=1.0

#Locale#

Codepage=3

#CreateAssembly1#

AsmDisplayName=MyAsm, Version=1.0.2879.30837, Culture=GER, PublicKeyToken=316630fb36ca936c

AsmFile=$(SxpWinDir)\assembly\GAC\MyAsm\1.0.2879.30837_GER_316630fb36ca936c\MyAsm.dll

Ref.Size=32

Ref.Flags=0
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Ref.guidScheme=Data1=2ec93463 Data2=b0c3 Data3=45e1 Data4=8364327e96aea856

Ref.Identifier=SXP

Ref.NonCanonicalData=Created by SXP Installer

#DeleteAssembly1#

AsmDisplayName=MyAsm, Version=1.0.2879.30837, Culture=GER, PublicKeyToken=316630fb36ca936c

AsmFile=$(SxpWinDir)\assembly\GAC\MyAsm\1.0.2879.30837_GER_316630fb36ca936c\MyAsm.dll

Ref.Size=32

Ref.Flags=0

Ref.guidScheme=Data1=2ec93463 Data2=b0c3 Data3=45e1 Data4=8364327e96aea856

Ref.Identifier=Test

Ref.NonCanonicalData=MyReferenz

The AsmDisplayName and AsmFile entries are mandatory.

The Ref.xxx entries are optional and specify a reference to install. An assembly is only removed from the GAC when
all references are deleted. This means that the SXP Installer removes an assembly from the GAC, only if the assembly
specified in the DeleteAssemblyn section deletes the last reference. Otherwise, only the reference is deleted. Accordingly,
the SXP Installer installs the reference only when the assembly in a CreateAssemblyn section is already installed.

If the reference entries are missing in a CreateAssemblyn section, the assembly is installed without a reference.

Assemblies that are installed by the Microsoft Installer (MSI) have a special GUID scheme
(FUSION_REFCOUNT_MSI_GUID defined in fusion.h). Only the Microsoft Installer can use this GUID scheme when
installing assemblies. Therefore, the SXP Installer changes the GUID scheme before it performs an installation. The SXP
Installer substitutes the MSI GUID scheme with the OPAQUE GUID scheme and changes the Identifier from MSI to SXP.

The registry key HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Fusion, where the Fusion API stores information about the
assemblies, is excluded from the registry scan performed by the SXP Packager.

During the uninstallation of an SXP package, assemblies deleted during the installation of the package are not restored.

Gina.sxp Archive File

The gina.sxp archive file is created automatically, if a product that you generate using the automatic method, replaces the
current Windows system file msgina.dll but still needs to use it together with its own gina.dll.

The Packager then stores the reference to the original msgina.dll in this sxp file.

WARNING
If you create a software package using the manual method, you must also create the gina.sxp file manually and
enter the reference to the msgina.dll in the Chain section.

Example of a Gina.sxp archive file:

#Sign#

ArchiveName=40solomo

Release=7900

SXP=1.0

#Chain#

KeyName=SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\NTGuard\Scanner Settings

ValueName=OldGina

Info.sxp Archive File

The info.sxp file specifies general information about a product. This file is required. It is generated automatically.

The info.sxp file contains the following sections:

• Product
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Contains information specific to the archived product.
• RootDirs

Contains information about the home or root directory.
• InternalDependence

Indicates dependencies on other products on the target computer.
• ExternalDependence

Indicates dependencies on other products on other systems.
• Description

Contains descriptive text or comments of any length.

For further information see Structure of the Info.sxp Archive File.

Structure of the info.sxp Archive File

The info.sxp archive file has the following structure:

#Product# mandatory
Entries for this section  
  
#RootDirs# optional
Entries for this section  
  
#InternalDependence# optional
Entries for this section  
  
#ExternalDependence# optional
Entries for this section  
  
#Description# optional
Entries for this section  

Product Section of Info.sxp

The Product section contains the following entries with information about the product:

ArchiveName=archive_name mandatory
LongName=product_name mandatory
Version=product_version mandatory
Release=archive_version mandatory
PreRelease=predecessor mandatory
Systems=system_id mandatory
SystemsDos=0  
SystemsWin9x=0  
SystemsWinNT=system_id  
CreateDate=creation_date optional
CreateBy=creator optional
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BootLevel=boot_level optional
DeinstBootLevel=boot_level optional
ResetLevel=reset_level optional
OSVersion=operating_system_version optional
AdminVersion=packager_version optional
DataUnitSizeVector=dataunitsize_target optional
VarCode reserved for internal use

• ArchiveName
Specifies the name of the package as it appears in the Packager's product archive (maximum 32 bytes).

• LongName
Indicates the product name and description, maximum 47 characters.

• Version
Indicates the product version (original manufacturer's product version; informal)

• Release
Indicates the product package version (1000 - 9999); the version number specified when the product was packaged.

• PreRelease
Indicates the previous product package version (0000 - 9998). If this entry is 0000, it refers to a "complete" product If
the entry is between 1000 and 9998, it refers to an update for a previous version.

• Systems
This is a legacy entry, which is used by older Installer versions only.
Specifies the operating systems on which the product can be installed.
Each operating system is assigned a unique decimal value as shown in the list following. The parameter value
(system_id) assigned to Systems is derived from the sum of the values of the permitted operating systems. For
example, the entry Systems=768 specifies that the product can be installed on target computers running Windows XP
or Windows 2003 (256 + 512 = 768).

8 Windows NT
16 Windows 2000
2048 Windows Server 2000
256 Windows XP
4096 Windows XP x64
512 Windows Server 2003
8192 Windows Server 2003 x64
1024 Windows Vista
16384 Windows Vista x64
32768 Windows Server 2008
65536 Windows Server 2008 x64

• – SystemsDos
Not supported. This entry is always set to 0 by the Packager.

– SystemsWin9x
Not supported. This entry is always set to 0 by the Packager.

– SystemsWinNT
Specifies the operating systems with Platform ID 2 (NT) on which the product can be installed.
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Each operating system is assigned a unique decimal value as shown in the list below. Additionally, the value 1 is
used to indicate, that the product can also be installed on all successor operating systems with the same platform
ID.
The parameter value (system_id) assigned to SystemsWinNT is derived from the sum of the values of the permitted
operating systems. For example, the entry SystemsWinNT=5889 specifies that the product can be installed on
target computers running the 64-bit operating systems Windows XP x64, Windows Server 2003 x64, Windows Vista
x64, Windows Server 2008 x64, or any predecessor of these operating systems (256 + 512 + 1024 + 4096 + 1 =
5889).

1 "Future operating systems", this means, all successors with the
same platform ID

4 Windows NT
8 Windows 2000
128 Windows Server 2000
16 Windows XP
256 Windows XP x64
32 Windows Server 2003
512 Windows Server 2003 x64
64 Windows Vista
1024 Windows Vista x64
2048 Windows Server 2008
4096 Windows Server 2008 x64

• – CreateDate
Specifies the date on which the product was created.

– CreateBy
Specifies the name of the person who packaged the SXP product.

– BootLevel and DeinstBootLevel
BootLevel specifies the behavior during installation of the SXP product (installation boot level).
DeinstBootLevel specifies the behavior during uninstallation of the SXP product (deinstallation boot level).
The installation boot level is set automatically by the reference installation, however, it can be modified manually.
You can set boot levels for installation and deinstallation separately. If a deinstallation boot level is not specified, the
value of the installation boot level is used.
The Installer can change the boot level to a higher value, if a logoff/logon or reboot is necessary to install the
product.

Boot Level Action Comment

0 Target driven If circumstances during installation
or removal of the product on the
target computer require a reboot (for
example, when a file to be replaced
is locked on the target computer), the
Installer initiates this reboot.Default,
when the Packaging Computer has not
been rebooted during the reference
installation.
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1 Logoff required Requires a user to log off and on to
activate changes to the Windows
desktop and registry.

3 Restart after batch Automatically initiates a system reboot
at the end of the transaction.Default,
when the Packaging Computer has
been rebooted during the reference
installation.

4 Restart after job Initiates a system reboot immediately
after the end of the installation or
removal of the product.

For boot levels 1 and 3 the following applies: In a transaction with several installation and uninstallation jobs, the
uninstallation jobs are executed first. The highest deinstallation boot level that occurs is recorded and the necessary
system boot is performed at the end of all uninstallation jobs. If no deinstallation boot level exists, the installation
boot level is used. Then the same procedure is applied to all installation jobs (using the highest installation boot
level).
The boot level 2 no longer applies with this Packager version. If an older package that contains the boot level 2
entry is being edited, the boot level is internally set to "1—Logoff required".
• Packager Sets Boot Level:

By default the Packager sets boot level 0. However, if the setup program reboots or the Restart button was
selected during reference installation, the Packager changes this value to boot level 3.

– • Installer Changes Boot Level:
When the Installer installs a product with boot level 0 and the files to be replaced are locked by an active
process, the Installer automatically changes to boot level 3.

• Manual Modification of Boot Level:
You can manually change the boot level by:
• Choosing to reboot during the reference installation, if you are creating a product.
• Using the info.sxp editor (by double-clicking the info.sxp icon on the Packager main window) and changing the

boot level settings on the Product tab.
• Editing the boot level entries in the Product section of the info.sxp file manually.

– ResetLevel
Defines the action to perform if the installation of the SXP product fails.
If this parameter is assigned, it overwrites the reset level pre-configured for the Installer. Products that use the reset
level must be generated with the automatic method of packaging.
By default, the reset level is not set and no ResetLevel entry exists in the Product section of the info.sxp archive file.
In this case, the settings on the target computer define the reset behavior (target driven). If you want to overwrite
this standard setting on the target computer, you must enter a reset level manually in the Product section of the
info.sxp or use the info.sxp editor (double-click the info.sxp icon on the Packager main window) and set the reset
level on the Product tab.
The following table lists the permitted reset levels:

Reset Level Action Comment
No entry in info.sxp Target driven - recommended The settings on the target computer define

the reset behavior.
0 No rollback No reset.
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1 Limited rollback Specifies a limited reset. The product is
uninstalled, but previously existing files on
the target computer that were deleted or
modified by the installation are not restored.
Exception: Even if an installation fails and
reset level 1 is invoked, an INI or ASCII file
that was modified through an ininnnn.sxp or
ascnnnn.sxp archive file is always reset to
its original content.
The following changes are not canceled by
reset level 1:
• – Files specified in files.sxp in the

InsDelFiles section remain deleted.
– If an installation fails in some way

and a reset is invoked, the files
specified in the FilesInArchives
section of the files.sxp archive
file are not restored, if these files
previously existed on the target
computer from an earlier version.
Examples include DLL files in the
system directory. Consequently,
some files of the new version of
the product remain on the target
computer.

2 Complete rollback Specifies a complete reset. Reset level
2 is more extensive than reset level 1.
Previously existing files on the target
computer that were deleted by the
installation are restored.

OSVersion

Specifies the operating system under which the product was packaged.

• – AdminVersion
Specifies the Packager version used to package the product.

– DataUnitSizeVector
Specifies the data unit size (32-bit and/or 64-bit) that the operating environment on the target computer must have.
An SXP package is only delivered and installed on a target computer when the data unit size of the target computer
is specified through DataUnitSizeVector.
An SXP product packaged in a 64-bit operating environment can only be installed on target computers running a
64-bit operating environment, even if a 32-bit operating environment has been specified as target operating system
in info.sxp.
dataunitsize_target can have the following decimal values:
32 (for 32-bit data unit size only)
64 (for 64-bit data unit size only)
96 (for both 32-bit and 64-bit data unit sizes)
Default: 96
To ensure backward compatibility, the Installer installs all SXP packages that do not have the DataUnitSizeVector
entry.

RootDirs Section of info.sxp

The RootDirs section of the info.sxp archive file can have the following entries:
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SxpRootDir1=First_root_directory optional
:  
SxpRootDirn=nth_root_directory optional
  

• SxpRootDirn
Specifies the root directory number n of the product.

• nth_root_directory
Specifies the directory path. This is initially generated by the reference installation as an absolute path. Instead of the
absolute path, you can optionally enter a client parameter manually. The Installer initially determines the value of the
client parameter locally. Therefore, you can set root directories individually.

Example: Using a parameter to specify the directory path

SxpRootDir1=$(LocalMSOfficePath)

A client parameter, LocalMSOfficePath, is defined for a product, such as Microsoft Office 2000, which indicates the valid
root directory on the target computer. On target computer1, the parameter could have the value E:\Office2000 and on
target computer2 the value D:\Applications\Office2000.

InternalDependence Section of info.sxp

InternalDependence section of the info.sxp archive file can have the following entries:

Archive_name_1 operator_1 version_1 optional
:  
Archive_name_n operator_n version_n optional
  

The InternalDependence section describes dependencies on other products on the target computer. In this section, you
can make any number of entries describing dependencies. All entries in this section are optional.

• Archive_name
Specifies the name of the package as it appears in the Packager's product archive (maximum 32 bytes). Note, that on
DOS and Windows 3.x only up to eight bytes are supported.

• OperatorSpecifies, in connection with a version number, when to install the product. The following operators are
permitted:

= Installation, when this version of the product is installed.

> Installation, when a later version of the product is installed.

< Installation, when an earlier version of the product is installed.

>= Installation, when this version or a later version of the product
is installed.

<= Installation, when this version or an earlier version of the
product is installed.

! Each of the above operators can be negated by prefixing it
with an exclamation point (!).
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When the exclamation point (!) is used as operator, a condition is regarded as true, even if the product is not installed
on the target computer. Use the exclamation point (!) operator if the installation is not to be performed when the two
versions are compared.
Example: prod_a !<= 2000 specifies that the product is not installed if version 1000 to 2000 of prod_a is installed on
the target computers. If prod_a is not installed or if the version is > 2000, the new product is installed.
The operator must be enclosed in blanks (spaces)!

• Version
Indicates the version of a product with dependencies (range: 1000 - 9999).
  Example: Specifies that an MS Office program can only be installed on Windows NT 4.0 or newer

#InternalDependence#

Word >= 7000

PPoint >= 5000

An Excel product can be installed only if the products Word and PPoint are already installed with the specified or a newer
version on the target computer, that is, only on Windows NT 4.0 or newer. The Excel product is created as a delta product
(using the automatic method) based on previously generated products Word (Version 7000) and PPoint (Version 5000).

ExternalDependence Section of info.sxp

The ExternalDependence section of the info.sxp archive file can have the following entries:

Target_computer_1,Archive_name_1 operator_1 version_1 optional
:  
Target_computer_1,Archive_name_n operator_n version_n optional
  

The ExternalDependence section describes dependencies of the product on other products on other (“external”) target
computers. In this section, you can create multiple entries specifying dependencies. All entries in this section are optional.

• Target_computer
Indicates the name of the other “external” target computer containing the required product. The name of the target
computer has the following criteria:
– FQDN name is not supported.
– If the target display name is changed, then display name is mentioned instead of the actual hostname.

• Archive_name
Specifies the name of the package as it appears in the Packager's product archive (maximum 32 bytes).

• OperatorSpecifies, in connection with a version number, when to install the product. The following operators are
permitted:

= Installation, when this version of the product is installed.

> Installation, when a later version of the product is installed.

< Installation, when an earlier version of the product is installed.

>= Installation, when this version or a later version of the product
is installed.

<= Installation, when this version or an earlier version of the
product is installed.

! Each of the above operators can be negated by prefixing it
with an exclamation point (!).
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When the exclamation point (!) is used as operator, a condition is regarded as true, even if the product is not installed
on the target computer. Use the exclamation point (!) operator if the installation is not to be performed when the two
versions are compared.
Example: prod_a !<= 2000 specifies that the product is not installed if version 1000 to 2000 of prod_a is installed on
the target computers. If prod_a is not installed or if the version is > 2000, the new product is installed.
The operator must be enclosed in blanks (spaces)!

• Version
Specifies the version of a product with dependencies (range: 1000 - 9999).

NOTE
In products that have been migrated from an earlier Software Delivery version, an additional parameter may
appear in entries before “Target_computer“, separated by a comma. This parameter is obsolete and is no longer
evaluated.

Example: Specify that a client component is installed only when a server component of version 1000 is installed
on the application server

In a client-server application, the client component, Xclient, should be installed only when the accompanying server
component, Xserver, of version 1000 is installed on the application server with the unique name ApplsServer1.

As a prerequisite to install the client component Xclient as an SXP product on the target computer, the server component
Xserver must have been installed also as an SXP product on the target computer ApplsServer1.

To specify this dependency, insert the following line in the info.sxp archive file of the Xclient product:

#ExternalDependence#

ApplsServer1,Xserver = 1000

Description Section of info.sxp

The Description section of the info.sxp archive file can contain the following entries:

Line_1 optional
:  
Line_n optional
  

In the Description section you can enter multiple lines containing descriptive text and comments. The first 127 bytes are
used as comment in the CA ITCM Explorer.

All entries in this section are optional.

If you want to describe any parameter used, avoid using the form $(parameter). Otherwise, the Installer will automatically
replace the parameter string. We recommend either using $$(parameter) or substituting the $, for example, §(parameter).

Ininnnn.sxp Archive File

An archive file ininnnn.sxp is automatically created for each ini file packaged using the automatic method, in other words,
for all ini files located in the path specified on the Paths to Scan tab. All the sections in this SXP file are automatically
generated by the automatic method. File attributes are also recorded.

If you manually create an ininnnn.sxp file or delete automatically created files, note that these files must be numbered in
ascending sequential order, beginning with ini0001.sxp.

The file contains the following sections:
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• Info
Specifies the path name of the corresponding ini file.

• InsDelSections
Specifies sections of the ini file (specified in the Info section) that are deleted during installation. The automatic method
does not enter anything in this section.

• InsDelEntries
Specifies entries deleted during installation.

• InsAddEntries
Specifies entries inserted during installation.

• DeiDelSections
Specifies sections of the ini file (specified in the Info section) that are deleted during uninstallation of the product.

• DeiDelEntries
Specifies entries deleted during uninstallation of the product.

• DeiAddEntries
Specifies entries inserted during uninstallation of the product. The automatic method does not enter anything in this
section.

Any INI files on the Packaging Computer that do not follow Microsoft Windows standards for INI files are completely
packaged in the files.cmp file. In other words, instead of only the changes to the INI file being recorded during the
reference installation and applied to the same INI file on the target computer, the INI file on the target computer is
completely replaced with the INI file from the Packaging Computer.

For further information and an example see Structure of the Ininnnn.sxp File and Example of How to Use Ini0001.sxp.

Structure of the Ininnnn.sxp File

The structure of the ininnnnn.sxp archive file is as follows:

#Info#  
Entries for this section  
  
#InsDelSections# optional
Entries for this section  
  
#InsDelEntries# optional

Entries for this section  

  
#InsAddEntries# optional
Entries for this section  
  
#DeiDelSections# optional
Entries for this section  
  
#DeiAddEntries# optional
Entries for this section  
  
#DeiDelEntries# optional
Entries for this section  
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The following parameter applies to all sections of the ininnnn.sxp archive file:

• Separator
Specifies the separator between the substrings of individual values in an entry. Any character may be used as
separator.
The separator is evaluated only in extended entries (Flag=X). If the separator is omitted, it is preset to empty space.
Example where the separator is the comma (,):
run=c:\win\start,c:\winchk\winchk.exe

Info Section of the Ininnnn.sxp File

This section specifies the file path and attributes for the INI file.

The Info section can have the following entries:

Path=File_path

 
Attributes=Attribute_value

 

InsDelSections Section of the Ininnnn.sxp File

The InsDelSections section specifies the sections of the INI file that are to be deleted during installation. The reference
installation does not enter anything in this section.

NOTE
The section names of the INI file must be specified in square brackets [ ], for example, [Sound, Setting].

The InsDelSections section can have the following entries:

[Section_1] optional
:  
[Section_1] optional
  

InsDelEntries Section of the Ininnnn.sxp File

The InsDelEntries section specifies the entries of the INI file that are to be deleted during installation. You must specify a
delete flag for each entry that you add to this section.

NOTE
The section name of the INI file must be specified in square brackets [ ], for example, [Sound, Setting].

The InsDelEntries section can have the following entries:

Flag_1,Separator_1, [Section], Entry_1 optional
:  
Flag_n,Separator_n, [Section], Entry_n optional
  

• Flag
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Specifies the deletion action:
– N

Normal entry. Deletes this entry from the section.
– M

Multiple entry. Deletes all entries corresponding to the entry name you specify from the section.
– X

Extended entry. Deletes the specified substring from the entry. The separator indicates the substring.

InsAddEntries Section of the Ininnnn.sxp File

The InsAddEntries section specifies the entries of the INI file that are to be inserted during installation. You must specify
an insert flag for each entry that you add to this section.

NOTE
The section name of the INI file must be specified in square brackets [ ], for example, [Sound, Setting].

The InsAddEntries section can have the following entries:

Flag_1,Separator_1, [Section], Entry_1 optional
:  
Flag_n,Separator_n, [Section], Entry_n optional
  

• Flag
Specifies the insertion action:
– N

Normal entry. Inserts this entry in the section.
– M

Multiple entry. Inserts this entry in the section. If this entry already exists, the new entry is also added, if the values
are different.

– X
Extended entry. Inserts this entry in the section. If this entry already exists, the value of the entry is extended to
include the specified value. The specified separator separates the values.

DeiDelSections Section of the Ininnnn.sxp File

The DeiDelSections section specifies the sections of the INI file that are to be deleted during uninstallation of the product.

NOTE
The section names of the INI file must be specified in square brackets [ ], for example, [Sound, Setting].

The DeiDelSections section can have the following entries:

[Section_1] optional
:  
[Section_1] optional
  

DeiDelEntries Section of the Ininnnn.sxp File

The DeiDelEntries section specifies the entries of the INI file that are to be deleted during uninstallation. You must specify
a delete flag for each entry that you add to this section.
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NOTE
The section name of the INI file must be specified in square brackets [ ], for example, [Sound, Setting].

The DeiDelEntries section can have the following entries:

Flag_1,Separator_1, [Section], Entry_1 optional
:  
Flag_n,Separator_n, [Section], Entry_n optional
  

• Flag
Specifies the deletion action:
– N

Normal entry. Deletes this entry from the section.
– M

Multiple entry. Deletes all entries corresponding to the entry name you specify from the section.
– X

Extended entry. Deletes the specified substring from the entry. The separator indicates the substring.

DeiAddEntries Section of the Ininnnn.sxp File

The DeiAddEntries section specifies the entries of the INI file that are to be inserted during uninstallation. You must
specify an insert flag for each entry that you add to this section.

NOTE
The section name of the INI file must be specified in square brackets [ ], for example, [Sound, Setting].

The DeiAddEntries section can have the following entries:

Flag_1,Separator_1, [Section], Entry_1 optional
:  
Flag_n,Separator_n, [Section], Entry_n optional
  

• Flag
Specifies the insertion action:
– N

Normal entry. Inserts this entry in the section.
– M

Multiple entry. Inserts this entry in the section. If this entry already exists, the new entry is also added, if the values
are different.

– X
Extended entry. Inserts this entry in the section. If this entry already exists, the value of the entry is extended to
include the specified value. The specified separator separates the values.

Example How to Use Ini0001.sxp

This example includes the InsDelSections, InsDelEntries, and InsAddEntries sections. The Hidden attribute is set for the
Ini file.

$(SxpRootDir1)\sample.ini File:

[DeleteSection]
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Any entry=One entry is as good as another

[DeleteEntries]

Entry3=anything

Entry1=something else

Entry2=something else&anything&anything else

Entry3=whatever

[InsertEntries]

NormalEntry=100

MultipleEntry=first value

ExtendedEntry=one three four

Ini0001.sxp File:

#Sign#

ArchiveName=test1

Release=2222

#Info#

Path=$(SxpRootDir1)\sample.ini

SXP=1.0

Attributes=34

#InsDelEntries#

N,,[DeleteEntries],Entry1

X,&,[DeleteEntries],Entry2=anything

M,,[DeleteEntries],Entry3

#InsDelSections#

[DeleteSection]

#InsAddEntries#

N,,[InsertEntries],NormalEntry=222

M,,[InsertEntries],MultipleEntry=second value

X, ,[InsertEntries],ExtendedEntry=two

Sample.ini File following Installation of Test1:

[DeleteEntries]

Entry2=something else&anything else

[InsertEntries]

NormalEntry=222

MultipleEntry=second value

MultipleEntry=first value

ExtendedEntry=one three four two

Links.sxp Archive File

The links.sxp and ulinks.sxp archive files describe the links (that means shortcuts) to be installed, modified, or deleted
within the Windows Explorer. Links that are found in common folders will be written to links.sxp. Links that are found in
user-specific folders will be written into ulinks.sxp.

The file contains the following sections:

• InsAddLinkn
Specifies links to be added during installation.

• InsAddWILinkn
Reserved for internal use. Do not edit!

• InsAddWILinkExn
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Reserved for internal use. Do not edit!
• InsChgLinkn

Specifies links to be changed during installation.
• InsDelLinkn

Specifies links to be deleted during installation.
• DeiAddLinkn

Specifies links to be added during uninstallation.
• DeiChgLinkn

Specifies links to be changed during uninstallation.
• DeiDelLinkn

Specifies links to be deleted during uninstallation.

These sections are optional and may occur several times each. The number n is used to distinguish between sections of
the same name. A section defines a link.

The structure of the links.sxp archive file is described in Structure of the Links.sxp File.

An example can be found under Example of Links.sxp.

Structure of Links.sxp

The links.sxp archive file has the following structure:

#InsAddLink1# optional
Entries for this section  
:  
#InsAddLinkn# optional
Entries for this section  
#InsChgLink1# optional
Entries for this section  
:  
#InsChgLinkn# optional
Entries for this section  
#InsDelLink1# optional
Entries for this section  
:  
#InsDelLinkn# optional
Entries for this section  
#DeiAddLink1# optional
Entries for this section  
:  
#DeiAddLinkn# optional
Entries for this section  
#DeiChgLink1# optional
Entries for this section  
:  
#DeiChgLinkn# optional
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Entries for this section  
#DeiDelLink1# optional
Entries for this section  
:  
#DeiDelLinkn# optional
Entries for this section  

InsAddLink, InsChgLink, DeiAddLink, and DeiChgLink Sections of Links.sxp

The InsAddLink, InsChgLink, DeiAddLink, and DeiChgLink sections of the links.sxp archive file can have the following
entries:

LnkPath=Link_name mandatory
Path=Program_path mandatory
Arguments=Call_arguments  
Symbol=Item_path, Item_index  
WorkDir=Working_directory  
Description=Description  
Hotkey=Hotkey  
Show=Display_options  

• LnkPath
Specifies the complete path of the link file.

• Path
Specifies the complete path of the file to which the link file is linked.

• Arguments
Lists arguments of the program to which a link is to be established.

• Symbol
Specifies item path and index.

• WorkDir
Indicates the working directory of the application.

• Description
Describes the link.

• HotKey
Specifies the Hotkey used for starting the application.

• Show
Specifies display options, as follows:
– 1

The application starts with the window in its original size and position. The window is activated.
– 3

The application starts with the window maximized. The window is activated.
– 7

The application starts with the window minimized. The window is not activated.
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InsDelLink and DeiDelLink Sections of Links.sxp

The InsDelLink and DeiDelLink sections of the links.sxp archive file must have the following entry:

LnkPath=Link_name mandatory

• LnkPath
Specifies the complete path of the link file.

Example of Links.sxp

Following is an example of a links.sxp archive file:

#InsAddLink1#

LnkPath=$(SxpRootDir1)\Readme.lnk

Path=$(SxpWinProgDir)\Winamp\readme.txt

Arguments=

Symbol=,0

WorkDir=$(SxpWinProgDir)\Winamp

Description=

Hotkey=0

Show=1

#DeiDelLink1#

LnkPath=$(SxpRootDir1)\Readme.lnk

Original.sxp Archive File

The original.sxp file specifies settings for installing and removing a packaged product on the target computer by running
its original setup.exe or uninstall.exe program. Because the installation and uninstallation process is to run without user
interaction, you must specify one or more response files to answer the questions asked by the setup or uninstallation
program.

You must create the original.sxp file manually.

The original.sxp archive file contains the following sections:

• ResponseFiles
Contains path names for the response files.

• ScriptFiles
Specifies scripts that modify response files.

• Actions
Contains program calls for installation and uninstallation. The program call under Install is executed during installation,
and the program call under Deinstall is executed during uninstallation of the product. If the installation is incorrect, the
program specified through ErrInstall is executed.

NOTE
Both 64-bit and 32-bit programs can be launched from the original.sxp archive file.

For further information and an example see Structure of the Original.sxp File and Example of How to Use Original.sxp.

Structure of the Original.sxp File

The structure of the original.sxp archive file is as follows:

#ResponseFiles# optional
Entries for this section  
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#ScriptFiles# optional
Entries for this section  
  
#Actions# optional
Entries for this section  
  

WARNING
The absolute path names you specify for all program calls must begin with the internal $(SxpSrvRelDir)
parameter. These path names must not contain any blanks.

ResponseFiles Section of Original.sxp

The ResponseFiles section specifies the absolute file paths of the response files. The entries enables the Installer to
process client parameters included in the response files.

The ResponseFiles section can have the following entries:

Rfile1=response_file_1 optional
:  
Rfilen=response_file_n optional
  

• RFilen
Specifies the absolute file path of the nth response file.

Example

The Microsoft Office product can be installed unattended, if you provide a response file, such as MySetup.stf, as a
parameter when Setup is called. This response file contains information such as the root directory in which the product is
to be installed, and must be included with the product.

You can write a script that modifies the response file for a specific target computer.

If you copy the response file directly into the version directory, you must insert the following lines in the ResponseFiles
section:

#ResponseFiles#

Rfile1="$(SxpSrvRelDir)\MySetup.stf"

On the target computer, the internal $(SxpSrvRelDir) parameter refers to the path on the manager where the product to be
installed is stored.

After being modified by the associated script file, the response file is saved by the Installer in a temporary directory. The
path of this locally modified file is supplied by the internal $(SxpRFile1) parameter.

ScriptFiles Section of Original.sxp

The ScriptFiles section contains the absolute file paths of the scripts that modify the corresponding response files. SFilen
modifies RFilen. For example, SFile1 modifies RFile1.

For a description of the Packager-specific scripting language see Packager Scripting Language.
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The ScriptFiles section can have the following entries:

Sfile1=script_file_1 optional
:  
Sfilen=script_file_n optional
  

• Sfilen
Specifies the nth script file. This entry contains the absolute file path of the script and modifies the nth response file.

Example

The Microsoft Office product can be installed unattended, if you provide a response file, such as MySetup.stf, as a
parameter when Setup is called (see the description in the ResponseFiles section of the original.sxp file).

To adapt this response file for a specific target computer, you can write a script in the internal script language, that
modifies the response file prior to installation on the target computer. For example, the script file could change the root
directory for Microsoft Office specified in MySetup.stf.

You can save the script in the MyScript.scr file and copy this file to the version directory of the product. Then insert the
following lines in original.sxp:

#ScriptFiles#

Sfile1="$(SxpSrvRelDir)\MyScript.scr"

The script is used on the target computer for the file entered in the ResponseFiles section of original.sxp in the line
starting with 'Rfile1='.

The Installer saves the response file that is modified by the associated script in a temporary directory. The path of this
locally modified file is supplied by the internal $(SxpRFile1) parameter.

Actions Section of Original.sxp

The Actions section contains program calls for installation and uninstallation (removal).

The Actions section can have the following entries:

Install=Program_call[,Return_code[,Timeout]]
 
ErrInstall=Program_call

 
Deinstall=Program_call[,Return_code[,Timeout]]
 

NOTE
You can enter only one program call per line. To call more than one program, enter these programs in the
corresponding section of actions.sxp.

• Install
Specifies the program call that is executed during product installation.
If you define an Install action, then you must also define a Deinstall action. The Deinstall action can be a dummy action
such as the following:
cmd.exe /c echo deinstall

• ErrInstall
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Specifies the program call that is executed if the product installation is faulty.
• Deinstall

Specifies the program call that is executed during product uninstallation.

NOTE

• When an uninstall routine is called, $(SxpSrvRelDir) is resolved with the path name to the source of the
installation files, which are only available temporarily. Therefore, the Deinstall routine is copied to the
target computer $(SxpLocRelDir) and invoked as required.

• If the uninstallation requires additional files, such as DLL or response files, that reside in the
$(SxpSrvRelDir) directory or its subdirectories, you must use the post-program batch file to copy these
files to the $(SxpLocRelDir) directory or the appropriate subdirectories on the target computer.

• If the Actions section contains a Deinstall= entry and the program is called using the internal parameter
$(SxpSrvRelDir), then the program path must not contain any blanks.

• Program_call
Specifies the absolute program path for the program call (including file name extension *.exe, *.bat, *.com). Since the
path may contain Blanks (spaces), you need to enclose it in quotation marks!

• Return_code
Specifies the expected return code for a successful installation or uninstallation. This value is compared with the actual
return code from the installation (or uninstallation) program of the product being installed (or uninstalled).
If the expected return code is not identical to the actual return code, the Installer aborts the job and reports an error.
If you do not specify the return code, the Installer will not be able to compare the actual and expected return codes and
therefore is not able to report errors during the execution of the Install and Deinstall commands.
You should always specify the return code, because the Installer assumes that the installation or uninstallation is
successful if the timeout expires and no return code was specified.

• Timeout
Indicates the number of minutes that can elapse without the started program terminating. If the program continues
running, an attempt is made to stop this program. The stop process results in a procedure error.
Default: 60.
You should always use this parameter together with the return code parameter (described above) to help detect faulty
installations or uninstallations.

Example How to Use Original.sxp

The Microsoft Office product can be installed in unattended mode, if you provide proper options and a response file as a
parameter when Setup is called.

The Installer stores the modified response file (Rfile1 in the ResponseFiles section of original.sxp) in a temporary
directory. The path of this modified file is supplied by the internal $(SxpRFile1) parameter.

Let us assume you copied the contents of the installation CD for Microsoft Office to the MSOFF_CD subdirectory of the
version directory and created a MSOInsPath client parameter for the root directory of the product.

Insert the following lines in the Actions section of the original.sxp file:

#Actions#

Install="$(SxpSrvRelDir)\MSOFF_CD\setup.exe" /t $(SxpRFile1) /q1

Deinstall="$(MSOInsPath)\office\setup\acme.exe" /w offpro.stf /u /q1

Even if uninstallation is not required, enter a dummy entry in the Actions section, to ensure that it contains at least one
entry. Otherwise, the Installer reports an error code when the product is installed on any target computer. A sample
dummy entry follows:

Deinstall="$(SxpWinDir)\cmd.exe" /c echo deinstall

Specifying Calling Commands for Windows NT Technology
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For Windows NT Technology to invoke any operating system commands, such as copy or del, in a pre-program or post-
program, you must enter a line like the following in the Actions section of the original.sxp file:

"$(SxpWinDir)\cmd.exe" /c copy c:\temp\*.tmp

Sample Program Call

A sample install program call will look like this:

Install="setup.exe",0,20

Permis.sxp Archive File

(Windows NT Technology only)

The permis.sxp archive file can be used to set access rights for the objects of a product (that is, files, directories, and
registry keys), for specific users or groups, on NTFS partitions. Other files, directories, and registry keys of the target
computer can also be edited. Changed access rights are kept, that is, they are not reset when deinstalling the product.

You must create the permis.sxp file manually.

To process the permis.sxp file, the Installer requires that the user who installs the product on the target computer must
have administrator rights.

The permis.sxp archive file contains the following sections:

• Permisn
Contains one or more sections named Permis1 to Permisn. These sections assign access rights for the product files,
directories, and registry keys to each user defined on the target computer.
You create a new Permisn section when you want to use different entries for the keywords 'type,' 'object,' or 'file
masks.' The Permisn sections must be numbered sequentially in ascending numeric order.

For further information and examples see Structure of the Permis.sxp File and Example How to Use Permis.sxp.

Structure of the Permis.sxp File

The structure of the permis.sxp archive file is as follows:

#Permis1# optional
Entries for this section  
:  
#Permisn# optional
Entries for this section  
  

Permis Sections of Permis.sxp

In the Permisn sections you set the access rights for an object. Each object is specified by the entries Type, Object, and
(optional) FileMask.

Each of the Permisn sections can have the following entries:

Type=Type  
Object=Object  
FileMask=File_mask optional
AddToACL=Value optional
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Aace1=Account_name_1,Access_mask_1 optional
:  
Aacen=Account_name_n,Access_mask_n optional
Dace1=Account_name_1 optional
:  
Dacen=Account_name_n optional
  

• Type
Specifies the type of the object. The value of type can be one of the following:

File A file
Dir A directory with files
RDir A directory with files and subdirectories
Key A key
RKey A key and subkeys

• Object
Specifies the object including its path name. The type of the object determines the structure of the object. The types
and associated structures are listed following:

File A file path
Dir A directory path
RDir A directory path
Key A root_key\key structure
RKey A root_key\key structure

• File_mask
Specifies a file mask. All files corresponding to this file_mask are assigned the access rights. The file_mask can be
specified only if the object type is Dir or RDir. You can specify file extensions only, such as *.doc. No path details can
be specified.

• AddToACL
Specifies how to deal with the current access control list (ACL).
– yes

The access control elements (AAce and Dace) should be added to the object's access control list.
– Any other value and default

The access control elements (AAce and Dace) should replace the object's access control list.
• Aacen

Sets the access right (Allowed ACE) for the account_name specified in the line to the specified access mask.
• Dacen

Denies access (Denied ACE) for the account_name specified in the line. Note that deny entries take priority over allow
entries. Use them very carefully!

• Account_name
Specifies the user or group name.
The account_name can be qualified by a domain prefix, such as domain\account. domain is the name of the Windows
domain this system is part of or of a trusted domain.
If account_name is not qualified, it is mapped to the local account of the same name. If this local account does not
exist, account_name is mapped to the domain account or any trusted domain account of the same name.
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Examples:

MyAccount The given account name
MySystem The name of the local system
MyDomain The system is part of this Windows domain

If MyAccount is an account defined on the local system, the access control is set for this account. If MyAccount is not an
account of the local system, but it is an account of MyDomain, the access control is set for MyDomain\MyAccount.

There are several well-known security identifiers that map to predefined accounts, which are however localized.
For example, on an U.S. English system, the account of the local group of administrators is Administrators, whereas on a
German system it is called Administratoren.

These accounts can be specified independent of their localization as follows:

• – \MyDomain\RIDAlias
Usd for a predefined Windows domain-specific account. MyDomain is the Windows domain the system is part of.
The domain-related RIDAlias can have one of the values listed under List of RIDAlias Values. Note that only a
subset of these accounts may exist on a single system.

– \SIDAlias
Used for a predefined built-in account or special account. SIDAlias can have one of the values listed under List of
SIDAliassidalias Values.
Hint: You can use parameters when defining an account. For example, define the PrimaryDomain parameter as
follows:
PrimaryDomain=&HKLM\software\microsoft\windows nt\CurrentVersion\Winlogon\CachePrimaryDomain

– \$(PrimaryDomain)\Domain Users
Will be resolved to the predefined global domain users account of the Windows domain the target computer is a
part of.

– \$(%COMPUTERNAME%)\Administrator
Will be resolved to the target computer’s predefined local administrator account.

– Access_mask
Specifies the access in hexadecimal format (eight positions). The critical values for the access masks are:

10000000 Full access
20000000 Execute access
40000000 Write access
80000000 Read access
00010000 Permission to delete
00020000 Permission to read the Access Control List (ACL)
00040000 Permission to read and write to the Access Control List (ACL)
00080000 Permission to change the owner name

For example, C0000000 specifies Read and Write access.

• Key
Specifies the name of key in the format SubKey1\ ...\SubKeyn

• Root key
Specifies the root keys predefined by Windows NT Technology. You can assign the following root keys:
– HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT
– HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
– HKEY_USERS
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Example How to Use Permis.sxp

For this example we assume that the system is part of the Windows domain called MyDomain. TrustedDomain is
assumed to be a trusted domain of MyDomain.

Used accounts that have to be created first include:

• The MyProductUsers group of MyDomain:
MyDomain\MyProductUsers

• The MyRestrictedUsers group of MyDomain:
MyDomain\MyRestrictedUsers

• The Unwanted user of TrustedDomain:
TrustedDomain\Unwanted

• Files and directories to be created include:

$(SxpRootDir1)\bin\ReadMe.txt

$(SxpRootDir1)\bin\NOTEPAD.EXE

$(SxpRootDir1)\MyLogfile.log

$(SxpRootDir1)\withoutextension

• Registry keys and values to be created include:

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\MyCompany]

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\MyCompany\MyProduct]

"Entry"="any"

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\MyCompany\MyProduct\MySubkey]

"SubkeyEntry"=dword:00000000

Step 1: Replace the current access control list:

Grant full access for members of the local Administrators group on the root directory of the product, all its subdirectories
and files. Grant read, write, and execute access for all members of the MyProductUsers group.

Note that all other permissions are removed.

#Permis1#

Type=RDir

FileMask=*.*

Object=$(SxpRootDir1)

AddToACL=yes

Aace1=\Administrators,10000000

Aace2=MyDomain\MyProductUsers,E0000000

Step 2: Add to the current access control list

Grant read and execute permission on the $(SxpRootDir1)\bin directory and all its executables for everyone, except the
members of the MyDomain\MyRestrictedUsers group and the TrustedDomain\Unwanted user.

Note that deny entries takes priority over allow entries.

#Permis2#

Type=Dir

Object=$(SxpRootDir1)\bin

FileMask=*.exe

AddToACL=yes

Aace1=\Everyone,A0000000

Dace1=MyDomain\MyRestrictedUsers

Dace2=TrustedDomain\Unwanted
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Step 3: Add to the current access control list

Grant full access for everyone on the $(SxpRootDir1)\MyLogfile.log file. Deny access for the TrustedDomain\Unwanted
user.

#Permis3#

Type=File

Object=$(SxpRootDir1)\MyLogfile.log

AddToACL=yes

Aace1=\Everyone,10000000

Dace1=TrustedDomain\Unwanted

Step 4: Replace the current access control list

Grant full access for members of the local Administrators group and the local system account on the
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\MyCompany\MyProduct registry key and all its subkeys.

Note that all other permissions are removed.

#Permis4#

Type=RKey

Object=HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\MyCompany\MyProduct

Aace1=\Administrators,10000000

Aace2=\Local System\,10000000

Step 5: Add to the current access control list

Grant read and write access for members of the Windows domain users group of the primary domain (MyDomain) and for
the domain users group of the trusted domain (TrustedDomain) on the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\MyCompany
\MyProduct\MySubkey registry key. Deny access for the TrustedDomain\Unwanted user.

A Windows domain-related predefined account, like domain users, can be used only with the primary domain. For
example, it is not possible to set permissions for the global group of domain users of TrustedDomain by using the
predefined account. However, you can use the localized name, TrustedDomain\domain users, instead.

#Permis5#

Type=Key

Object=HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\MyCompany\MyProduct\MySubkey

AddToACL=yes

Aace1=\MyDomain\Domain Users,C0000000

Aace2=TrustedDomain\Domain Users,C0000000

Dace1=TrustedDomain\Unwanted

Services.sxp Archive File

The services.sxp archive file controls the installation and uninstallation of services. Services are programs that run
unnoticed in the background, such as virus scanners. Services can be started under a particular service account, only if
they receive the proper access rights. You can define the account and password for such services in the services.sxp file.

The services.sxp archive file can contain the following sections:

• InsCreateServicen
This section is created by the Packager for every service to be installed by the Installer during installation.

• InsStartService
Specifies the names of all services that are to be started by the Installer during installation.
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WARNING

 To edit the InsStartService section correctly, you must have expert system knowledge of the platform on
which the target computer is running.

• InsStopService
Specifies the names of all services that are to be stopped by the Installer during installation.
 

WARNING

 To edit the InsStopService section correctly, you must have expert system knowledge of the platform on
which the target computer is running.

• InsDelService
Specifies the names of all services that are to be uninstalled by the Installer during installation.

• DeiStartService
Specifies the names of all services that are to be started by the Installer during uninstallation of the product.
You must ensure that the binary file for the service (.exe file) still exists on the target computer under the same name
and the same path.

• DeiStopService
Specifies the names of all services that are to be stopped by the Installer during uninstallation of the product.

• DeiDelService
Specifies the names of all services that are to be uninstalled by the Installer during uninstallation of the product.

For further information and an example see Structure of the Services.sxp File and Example of Services.sxp.

Structure of the Services.sxp File

The structure of the services.sxp archive file is as follows:

#InsCreateService1# optional
Entries for this section  
:  
#nsCreateServicen# optional
Entries for this section  
  
#InsStartService# optional
Entries for this section  
  
#InsStopService#  
Entries for this section  
  
#InsDelService#  
Entries for this section  
  
#DeiStopService# optional
Entries for this section  
  
#DeiDelService# optional
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Entries for this section  
  
#DeiStartService# optional
Entries for this section  
  

 

InsCreateService Section of the Services.sxp File

The InsCreateService sections can have the following entries:

ServiceName=Service_name optional
DisplayName=Display_name optional
ServiceType=Service_type optional
StartType=Start_type optional
ErrorControl=Error_control optional
BinaryPathName=Binary_path optional
LoadOrderGroup=Load_order_group optional
TagId=Tag_id optional
Dependencies=Service_name_1[,Service_name_n] optional
ServiceStartName=Account reserved
Password=Encrypted_password reserved

• ServiceName
Specifies the name of the service.

• DisplayName
Specifies the name of the service to be displayed under Services in the Control Panel in the Settings menu.

• ServiceType
Specifies the type of service. Valid values are:

 

1 (SERVICE_KERNEL_DRIVER)
Describes a driver service.

2 (SERVICE_FILE_SYSTEM_DRIVER)
Describes a driver service for file systems.

16 (SERVICE_WIN32_OWN_PROCESS)
Describes a 32-bit service with its own process.

32 (SERVICE_WIN32_SHARE_PROCESS)
Describes a 32-bit service that shares a process with other
services.

 If you specify 16 or 32 as type of service, you can combine that
specification with the SERVICE_INTERACTIVE_PROCESS
specification, by adding the value 256 to 16 or 32 (for example,
ServiceType=272 is a valid entry in the InsCreateService section.)
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256 (SERVICE_INTERACTIVE_PROCESS)
Indicates that a 32-bit service is enabled to interact with the
desktop.

  

• StartType
Specifies when the service should be started. Valid values are:

 

0 (SERVICE_BOOT_START)
Describes a device driver that was started by the boot loader. This
value is valid for device drivers only.

1 (SERVICE_SYSTEM_START)
Describes a device driver that was started by the IoInitSystem
function. This value is valid for driver services only.

2 (SERVICE_AUTO_START)
Describes a service that is started automatically by the service
control manager during system startup.

3 (SERVICE_DEMAND_START)
Describes a service that is started automatically by the service
control manager if a process invokes the StartService function.

4 (SERVICE_DISABLED)
Describes a service that can no longer be started.

• ErrorControl
Specifies the reaction to an error during startup. Valid values are:

 

0 (SERVICE_ERROR_IGNORE)
Specifies that the boot loader logs the error but the start process is
continued nonetheless.

1 (SERVICE_ERROR_NORMAL)
Specifies that the boot loader logs the error and outputs an
error message as a pop-up, but the start process is continued
nonetheless.

2 (SERVICE_ERROR_SEVERE)
Specifies that the boot loader logs the error and the start process
is continued when the last functional configuration is started.
Otherwise, the system is restarted with the last functional
configuration.

3 (SERVICE_ERROR_CRITICAL)
Specifies that the boot loader logs the error, if possible, and the
start process aborts when the last functional configuration is
started. Otherwise, the system is restarted with the last functional
configuration.

• BinaryPathName
Specifies the name and path of the service's binary file.

• LoadOrderGroup
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Specifies the name of the load order group to which the service belongs.
• TagId

Indicates the position in the load order group
• Dependencies

Specifies the names of services or load order groups that must be started before the service.
• ServiceStartName

Reserved for future use.
• Password

Reserved for future use.

InsStartService Section of the Services.sxp File

This section is recorded by the reference installation. The section can be deactivated by inserting comment symbols (;) at
the beginning of the line.

The activation of start of services on a running operating system should be used very carefully. The services in question
will be started automatically after restarting the target computer.

The InsStartService section can have the following entries:

ServiceName1=Service_name_1 optional
:  
ServiceNamen=Service_name_n optional
  

• ServiceName
Specifies the name of the service.

DeiStopService Section of the Services.sxp File

This section is recorded by the reference installation. The section can be deactivated by inserting comment symbols (;) at
the beginning of the line.

The activation of stop of services on a running operating system should be used very carefully. The services in question
will be stopped automatically after restarting the target computer.

The DeiStopService section can have the following entries:

Service_name_1 optional
:  
Service_name_n optional
  

• Service_name
Specifies the name of the service.

InsStopService, InsDelService, DeiStopService, DeiDelService, DeiStartService Sections of the Services.sxp File

Each of these sections can have the following entries:

Service_name_1 optional
:  
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Service_name_n optional
  

• Service_name
Specifies the name of the service.

Example of Services.sxp

Following is an example of a services.sxp archive file:

#Sign#

ArchiveName=ie5

Release=1000

SXP=1.0

#InsStartService#

ServiceName1=ProtectedStorage

#InsCreateService1#

ServiceName=ProtectedStorage

DisplayName=Protected Storage

ServiceType=272

StartType=2

ErrorControl=1

BinaryPathName=$(SxpWinSysDir)\pstores.exe

LoadOrderGroup=

TagId=0

Dependencies=RpcSs

ServiceStartName=LocalSystem

Password=

#DeiStopService#

ProtectedStorage

#DeiDelService#

ProtectedStorage

Sreg.sxp Archive File

The sreg.sxp archive file specifies system-specific modifications to the registry in the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE tree. The
sreg.sxp file is generated automatically.

For detailed information about the contents of the sreg.sxp file see Structure of the Sreg.sxp File.

Structure of the Sreg.sxp File

The structure of the sreg.sxp archive file is as follows:

[Root_key_1\Key_1]
Value_name_1=Data_1
:
Value_name_m=Data_m
:
:
:
[Root_key_n\Key_n]
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Value_name_1=Data_1

:
Value_name_m=Data_m

 

• Root_key
Specifies the root key assigned by Windows. Valid root key specifications are:
– HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT
– HKEY_CURRENT_USER
– HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
– HKEY_USERS

• Key
Specifies the name of a key in the following format:
SubKey_1\.....\SubKey_n

• Value_name
Specifies the name of a value. The name of the value must be enclosed in quotation marks. The assignment of the
default value for the key is predefined as follows:
@="data"

• Data
The data which is specified at this location in the sreg.sxp file can be of the following types:

 

string Character string
dword dword: 8 hex characters
binary hex: 2 hex characters,2 hex characters,...
expand string hex(2): character string.
 The registry values, that are specified in the Expandable Registry

Values tab, are interpreted as expandable values. This means,
that the Packager only records the expanded part. When the
Packager finds the value types REG_SZ and REG_EXPAND_SZ,
it assumes that the strings are partial strings, which are separated
by means of a separator sign. This separator sign must be entered
in the tab when specifying the registry value. For the value type
REG_MULTI_SZ, you do not have to specify a separator because
this value is a string array.

multi string Hex(7): 2 hex characters,2 hex characters,...
multi string prepend Hex(94): The registry value must be expanded by the part

specified in sreg.sxp. This part must come first. The source type of
this registry value is REG_MULTI_SZ.

multi string append Hex(95): The registry value must be expanded by the part
specified in sreg.sxp. This part must be appended. The source
type of this registry value is REG_MULTI_SZ.

string append Hex(96): The registry value must be expanded by the part
specified in sreg.sxp. This part must be appended. The values
must be separated by a separator sign. The source type of this
registry value is REG_SZ.
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string prepend Hex(97): The registry value must be expanded by the part
specified in sreg.sxp. This part must come first. The values must
be separated by a separator sign. The source type of this registry
value is REG_SZ.

expand string append Hex(98): The registry value must be expanded by the part
specified in sreg.sxp. This part must be appended. The values
must be separated by a separator sign. The source type of this
registry value is REG_EXPAND_SZ.

expand string prepend Hex(99): The registry value must be expanded by the part
specified in sreg.sxp. This part must come first. The values must
be separated by a separator sign. The source type of this registry
value is REG_EXPAND_SZ.

(Hex character means a hexadecimal character in the range 0 - F.)

If the value relates to a number of consecutive lines, the previous line is terminated with the character string ,\ (comma
and backslash).

If you change any keys on the Expandable Registry Values tab during the reference installation, the following entries will
be created:

• – string append
– string prepend
– expand string append
– expand string prepend

Sregdel.sxp Archive File

The sregdel.sxp file specifies registry keys or values that are deleted during the installation of a certain product on a target
computer so that these items can be restored as soon as the product is uninstalled from the target computer.

For details and an example of the sregdel.sxp archive file see Structure of the Sregdel.sxp File, Parameters of the
Sregdel.sxp Archive File and Example of Sregdel.sxp.

Structure of the Sregdel.sxp Archive File

The structure of the sregdel.sxp archive file is as follows:

RFlag_1,Flag_1,[Root_Key1\Key_1]
RFlag_11,Flag_11,Value_name_1=Data_1 or
RFlag_11,Flag_11,Value_name_1

:
RFlag_1m,Flag_1m,Value_name_m=Data_m or
RFlag_1m,Flag_1m,Value_name_m

:
RFlag_n,Flag_n, [Root_Key_n\Key_n]
RFlag_n1,Flag_n1,Value_name_1=Data_1 or
RFlag_n1,Flag_n1,Value_name_1

:
RFlag_nm,Flag_nm,Value_name_m=Data_m or
RFlag_nm,Flag_nm,Value_name_m
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For detailed information and an example see Parameters of the Sregdel.sxp Archive File and Example of Sregdel.sxp.

Parameters of the Sregdel.sxp Archive File

The following parameters apply to sregdel.sxp:

• RFlag
Indicates a restore flag
Default: 0x00000000
0x00000010Reference counters are considered. At installation time, the reference counter for this key or value is
decreased. The key/value is only deleted, if the reference counter is 0 or does not exist.
At uninstallation time, the reference counter for this key/value is increased (if it exists).

• 0x00000020
The value or key is saved on installation and restored on uninstallation.
Important! In case of a key just the key name is saved. Any subkeys or values will not be restored unless they are
explicitly listed in the sregdel.sxp.

• 0x00000040
The value is only restored (using the value saved on installation), if it does not exist during uninstallation. This flag is
only valid, if 0x00000020 is also set.

• Flag
Indicates a delete flag
Key n N or D as follows.

N Deletes key and subkeys if the key and the subkeys are empty.
D Deletes key, all values in the key, as well as the subkeys. The

specified key is deleted completely.
- Key not deleted; it is just used to specify the following values.

• Root_keyIndicates the root key assigned by Windows.
The following root keys are permitted:
– HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT
– HKEY_CURRENT_USER
– HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
– HKEY_USERS

• Key_n
Specifies the key, N or D, as follows:

N Deletes key and subkeys if the key and the subkeys are empty.
D Deletes key, all values in the key as well as the subkeys.

The specified key is deleted completely.
- Key not deleted, it is just used to specify the following values.

• Key
 Specifies a key name in the form SubKey 1\...\SubKey n

• Value_name_nSpecifies the delete action, N or X, as follows.
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N Deletes key and subkeys if the key and the subkeys are empty.
x Deletes the substring given through the Data parameter from

the registry entry referred to by Value_name. This flag is only
applicable to registry entries of type hex(7) and hex(96) to
hex(99).

• Value_nameSpecifies the name of the value. The assignment of the default value for the key is pre-defined as follows:
@=data

• Data
 (Only valid if the delete action is specified as X.)
Specifies the type of data. The following types of data can be specified here:

multi string hex(7): 2 hex characters,2 hex characters,...

multi string prepend hex(94): The registry value must be expanded by the part
specified in sreg.sxp. This part must come first. The source
type of this registry value is REG_MULTI_SZ.

multi string append hex(95): The registry value must be expanded by the part
specified in sreg.sxp. This part must be appended. The source
type of this registry value is REG_MULTI_SZ.

string append hex(96): The registry value must be expanded by the part
specified in sreg.sxp. This part must be appended. The values
must be separated by a separator sign. The source type of this
registry value is REG_SZ.

string prepend hex(97): The registry value must be expanded by the part
specified in sreg.sxp. This part must come first. The values
must be separated by a separator sign. The source type of this
registry value is REG_SZ.

expand string append hex(98): The registry value must be expanded by the part
specified in sreg.sxp. This part must be appended. The values
must be separated by a separator sign. The source type of this
registry value is REG_EXPAND_SZ.

expand string prepend hex(99): The registry value must be expanded by the part
specified in sreg.sxp. This part must come first. The values
must be separated by a separator sign. The source type of this
registry value is REG_EXPAND_SZ.

If the value relates to a number of consecutive lines, the previous line is terminated with the following character
sequence: ,\

• Hex character
 Is a character with values 0 - F

• Separator
Indicates a separator character for substrings

Example of Sregdel.sxpKey

Following is an example of an sregdel.sxp archive file:

#Sign#

ArchiveName=ie5
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Release=1000

SXP=1.0

0x00000000,N,[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\RenameFiles\WordPadAttribSet]

0x00000000,N,"@"

0x00000000,N,"mswd6_32.wpc"

0x00000000,N,"write32.wpc"

....

0x00000000,-,[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\testkey]

0x00000000,N,"MultiStringEntry"=hex(95):"alpha"

0x00000000,N,"StringEntry1"=hex(96), :"beta"

0x00000000,N,"StringEntry2"=hex(96),!:"gamma"

In the last two lines, the character between (96) and : specifies the separator:

• – In the line ending with "beta", it is the BLANK (space).
– In the line ending with "gamma", it is the exclamation mark (!).

The Packager always sets 95 for multi-string values and 96 for strings. If you want a different setting, you must modify this
setting manually.

Uactions.sxp Archive File

The uactions.sxp archive file lets you define programs belonging to a product, which are supposed to run under a certain
user. It is possible to run a program only once for a user (at installation or uninstallation time) or regularly at every logon of
the user.

The file contains the following sections:

• InsUserActionsn
These sections refer to programs that are to be run once after installing a product.

• RepeatUserActionsn
These sections refer to programs that are to be run at every logon of the user.

• DeiUserActionsn
These sections refer to programs that are to be run once after uninstalling a product.

The structure of the uactions.sxp archive file is described in Structure of the Uactions.sxp File.

Structure of the Uactions.sxp File

The structure of the uactions.sxp archive file is as follows:

#InsUserActions1# optional
Entries for this section  
:  
#InsUserActionsn# optional
Entries for this section  
  
#RepeatUserActions1# optional
Entries for this section  
:  
#RepeatUserActionsn# optional
Entries for this section  
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#DeiUserActions1# optional
Entries for this section  
:  
#DeiUserActionsn# optional
Entries for this section  
:  
:  

InsUserActions, RepeatUserActions, and DeiUserActions Sections of Uactions.sxp

The InsUserActions, RepeatUserActions, and DeiUserActions sections can have the following entries:

Program_call_1 optional
:  
Program_call_m optional
Account1=AFlag_1[,Account_name_1]  
:  
Accountn=AFlag_n[,Account_name_n]  

WARNING
All programs listed in the sections must be available at the time of execution!

• Program_call
Specifies a program path with parameters. Only *.exe, *.com, and *.bat files can be called.
The sequence is 1-m. Since the path may contain Blanks (spaces), enclose it in quotation marks!

• AFlag
Specifies the account flag. AFlag can have one of the values A, G, S, or U.
All account flags refer to the start of a program. Each group of programs has a group of accounts. For these accounts
only, the programs are executed.

• Account_name
Indicates the user or group name.

Udirs.sxp Archive File

This archive file contains information on the user-specific directories of a generated product. For all user-specific
directories which are being created during reference installation (these are all directories under the home directory of
a user or a user profile), the archive file udirs.sxp will be created automatically. The file udirs.sxp may later be edited
manually in order to specify which user-specific directory is to be installed for which user.

The default setting is: For all users

The file contains the following sections:

• InsAddDirsn
The directories listed here are created during installation.

• DeiDelDirsn
These directories are removed during uninstallation if certain conditions are met. Using so-called flags can specify
these conditions.

• DeiDelDirsWithSubsn
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These directories and their subdirectories are removed during uninstallation if certain conditions are met. Using so-
called flags can specify these conditions.

• InsSetDirAttrn
Specifies attribute information for directories to be set during product installation.

For details and an example of the udirs.sxp archive file see Structure of the Udirs.sxp File and Example of Udirs.sxp.

Structure of the Udirs.sxp File

The structure of the udirs.sxp archive file is as follows:

#InsAddDirs1# optional
Entries for this section optional
:  
#InsAddDirsn# optional
:  
#DeiDelDirs1# optional
Entries for this section optional
:  
#DeiDelDirsn# optional
:  
#DeiDelDirsWithSubs1# optional
Entries for this section optional
:  
#DeiDelDirsWithSubsn# optional
:  
#InsSetDirAttr1# optional
Entries for this section optional
:  
#InsSetDirAttrn# optional
:  

 

InsAddDirs Section of Udirs.sxp

The InsAddDirs section can have the following entries:

Directory_path_1 optional
:  
Directory_path_m optional
Create1=AFlag_1[,Account_name_1] optional
:  
Createn=AFlag_n[,Account_name_n] optional
  

These directories are created during installation.
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• Directory_path
Specifies the absolute directory path. To build this path, the user-specific internal parameters (SxpHomeDir,
SxpUsrProgramsDir, SxpProfileAppsDir, and so on), as well as the instance directory, must be used.

• AFlag
Specifies the account flag. AFlag can have one of the values A, G, S, or U. Default setting is Create1=S, Create2=A.

• Account_name
Indicates the user or group name.

DeiDelDirs Section of Udirs.sxp

The DeiDelDirs section can have the following entries:

Flag_1,Directory_path_1 optional
:  
Flag_m,Directory_path_m optional
Delete1=AFlag_1[,Account_name_1] optional
:  
Deleten=AFlag_n[,Account_name_n] optional
  

The DeiDelDirs section specifies directories that are removed during uninstallation of the product, if certain conditions are
met. These conditions are specified through the Flag parameter.

The recording procedure generates the reference to the DeiDelDirsn section and the flags depending on the uninstallation
options specified.

• Flag
Specifies the removal of a directory.
– N

The directory is deleted only if it does not contain any subdirectories or files.
– D

The directory and all its files are deleted only if the directory has no subdirectories.
• AFlag

Specifies the account flag. AFlag can have one of the values A, G, S, or U. Default setting is Delete1=S, Delete2=A.
• Account_name

Indicates the user or group name.

DeiDelDirsWithSubs Section of Udirs.sxp

The DeiDelDirsWithSubs sections can have the following entries:

Flag_1,Directory_path_1 optional
:  
Flag_m,Directory_path_m optional
Delete1=AFlag_1[,Account_name_1] optional
:  
Deleten=AFlag_n[,Account_name_n] optional
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The DeiDelDirsWithSubs section specifies directories and their subdirectories that are removed during uninstallation of the
product, if certain conditions are met. These conditions are specified through the Flag parameter.

The recording procedure generates the reference to the DeiDelDirsWithSubs section and the flags depending on the
uninstallation options specified.

• Flag
Specifies the removal of a directory.
– N

The directory is deleted only if it does not contain any subdirectories or files.
– D

The directory and all its files are deleted only if the directory has no subdirectories.
• Directory_pathSpecifies the absolute directory path. To build this path, the user-specific internal parameters

(SxpHomeDir, SxpUsrProgramsDir, SxpProfileAppsDir, and so on), as well as the instance directory, must be used.
• AFlag

Specifies the account flag. AFlag can have one of the values A, G, S, or U. Default setting is Delete1=S, Delete2=A.
• Account_name

Indicates the user or group name.

InsSetDirAttr Sections of Udirs.sxp

The InsSetDirAttr section can have the following entries:

attribute_1,directory_path_1 optional
:  
attribute_m,directory_path_m optional
Create1=AFlag_1[,Account_name_1] optional
:  
Createn=AFlag_n[,Account_name_n] optional
  

The InsSetDirAttr section contains file attribute information for directories, which is applied when the product is installed.

• attribute
Specifies the File attribute.
During the reference installation, the Packager automatically records the attribute information for each directory
created. Note that only the R (Read-only), H (Hidden), and S (System) file attributes are automatically recorded. For
each directory, one entry is generated in the InsSetDirAttr section.

• Directory_path
Specifies the absolute directory path. To build this path, the user-specific internal parameters (SxpHomeDir,
SxpUsrProgramsDir, SxpProfileAppsDir, and so on), as well as the instance directory, must be used.

• AFlag
Specifies the account flag. AFlag can have one of the values A, G, S, or U. Default setting is Create1=S, Create2=A.

• Account_name
Indicates the user or group name.

Example of Udirs.sxp

Following is an example of a udirs.sxp archive file:

#Sign#

ArchiveName=WinAmp
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Release=2600

SXP=1.0

#InsAddDirs1#

$(SxpUsrProgramsDir)\1\Winamp

Create1=S

Create2=A

#DeiDelDirsWithSubs1#

N,$(SxpUsrProgramsDir)\1\Winamp

Delete1=S

Delete2=A

Ufiles.sxp Archive File

This archive file contains information on the user-specific files of a generated product. For every user-specific file that has
been created during reference installation (these are all files in the home directory of a user or a user profile) the archive
file ufiles.sxp is created automatically. The file ufiles.sxp can be edited manually to specify which user-specific file to install
for which user.

The default setting is: For all users

The file contains the following sections:

• CmpArchives
Specifies cmp archive files (*.cmp). During product generation, the CMP File ufiles.cmp is generated for user-specific
files.

• FilesInArchivesn
Specifies file paths in the CMP File.

• ReplaceParams
Specifies product files where parameters can be used. It is possible to use parameters in the files belonging to a
product. Internal user-specific parameters and parameters for user-specific special folders cannot be used here.

The structure of the ufiles.sxp archive file is described in Structure of the Ufiles.sxp File; an example can be found under
Example of Ufiles.sxp.

If you want to change properties of a file, for example, FAT attributes or installation options, edit the CMP file using the
built-in CMP Editor.

Structure of the Ufiles.sxp File

The ufiles.sxp archive file has the following structure:

#CmpArchives# optional
Entries for this section  
#FilesInArchives1# optional
Entries for this section  
:  
#FilesInArchivesn# optional
Entries for this section  
#ReplaceParams# optional
Entries for this section  
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CmpArchives Section of Ufiles.sxp

The CmpArchives section lists the CMP files (*.cmp). During product generation, the CMP File ufiles.cmp is generated for
user-specific files.

The CmpArchives section can have the following entries:

Archive_file_name_1 optional
:  
Archive_file_name_1 optional

• Archive_file_name
Specifies the name of the compressed archive file, which must be in the same directory as the product files.

FilesInArchives Sections of Ufiles.sxp

The FilesInArchives section can have the following entries:

OFlag,File_path_1 optional
:  
OFlag,File_path_m optional
Create1=AFlag_1[,Account_name_1] optional
:  
Createn=AFlag_n[,Account_name_n] optional

• OFlag
Specifies a flag that can have the following values or a combination of them:
0x00000004  File is only to be installed if it does not yet exist.
0x00000008  File is not to be deleted during uninstallation.
Example:
To preserve a user file during reinstall, set this flag to 0x0000000C.

• File_path
Specifies the absolute file path. To build this path, the user-specific internal parameters (SxpHomeDir,
SxpUsrProgramsDir, SxpProfileAppsDir, and so on), as well as the instance directory must be used.

NOTE
If you edit the ufiles.cmp file using the CMP Editor, all modified files will be written to the section
FilesInArchives in the ufiles.sxp. You must then copy these entries to the corresponding FilesInArchivesn
section for each user.

• AFlag
Specifies the account flag. AFlag can have one of the values A, G, S, or U. Default setting is Create1=S, Create2=A.

• Account_name
Indicates the user or group name.

ReplaceParams Section of Ufiles.sxp

It is possible to use parameters in the files belonging to a product. These product files must be entered manually in this
section.
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The ReplaceParams section can have the following entries:

File_path_1 optional
:  
File_path_n optional
  

• File_path
Specifies the absolute file path. To build this path, the user-specific internal parameters (SxpHomeDir,
SxpUsrProgramsDir, SxpProfileAppsDir, and so on), as well as the instance directory must be used.

NOTE
If you edit the ufiles.cmp file using the CMP Editor, all modified files will be written to the section
FilesInArchives in the ufiles.sxp. You must then copy these entries to the corresponding FilesInArchivesn
section for each user.

Example of Ufiles.sxp

Following is an example of a ufiles.sxp archive file:

#Sign#

ArchiveName=UserFile

Release=1001

SXP=1.0

#FilesInArchives1#

0x00000000,$(SxpProfileAppsDir)\1\user.txt

0x00000000,$(SxpWinProgDir)\1\i_sub.dll

Create1=S

Create2=A

0x00000000,$(SxpProfileAppsDir)\2\user.txt

Create1=U,UserTest

#CmpArchives#

ufiles.cmp

#FilesInArchives#

$(SxpProfileAppsDir)\1\user.txt

Uininnnn.sxp Archive Files

The uininnnn.sxp archive files contain information about the user-specific ini files (*.ini). For all user-specific ini files being
created during reference installation (these are all ini files under the home directory of a user or a user profile), an archive
file uininnnn.sxp is created automatically. The file uininnnn.sxp can later be edited manually to specify which user-specific
ini file to install for which user.

The default setting is: For all users

NOTE
If you create uininnnn.sxp files manually or delete automatically created files please note that these files must be
numbered in continuous ascending order!

The file contains the following sections:

• Info
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Specifies the file path of the user-specific ini file, which is to be modified.
• InsDelSections1, InsDelSectionsn

Specifies sections of the ini file that are deleted during installation.
• InsDelEntries1, InsDelEntriesn

(Optional.) Contain entries of the ini file, which are deleted during installation if certain conditions are met. Using so-
called flags can specify these conditions.

• InsAddEntries1, InsAddEntriesn
(Optional.) Contain entries of the ini file, which are added during installation if certain conditions are met. Using so-
called flags can specify these conditions.

• DeiDelSections1, DeiDelSectionsn
Specifies sections of the ini file that are deleted during uninstallation.

• DeiDelEntries1, DeiDelEntriesn
(Optional.) Contain entries of the ini file, which are deleted during uninstallation if certain conditions are met. Using so-
called flags can specify these conditions.

• DeiAddEntries1, DeiAddEntriesn
(Optional.) Contain entries of the ini file, which are added during uninstallation if certain conditions are met. Using so-
called flags can specify these conditions.

For detailed information about the entries of the uininnnn.sxp archive files see Structure of the Uininnnn.sxp Files.

Structure of the Uininnnn.sxp Files

The structure of the uininnnn.sxp archive files is as follows:

#Info#  
Entries for this section  
:  
#InsDelSections1# optional
Entries for this section optional
:  
#InsDelSectionsn# optional
:  
#InsDelEntries1# optional
Entries for this section optional
:  
#InsDelEntriesn# optional
:  
#InsAddEntries1# optional
Entries for this section optional
:  
#InsAddEntriesn# optional
:  
#DeiDelSections1# optional
Entries for this section optional
:  
#DeiDelSectionsn# optional
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:  
#DeiDelEntries1# optional
Entries for this section optional
:  
#DeiDelEntriesn# optional
:  
#DeiAddEntries1# optional
Entries for this section optional
:  
#DeiAddEntriesn# optional
:  

Info Section of the Uininnnn.sxp Files

The Info section has the following entries:

#Info#

Path=File_path

Attributes=Attribute_value

This section specifies the file path and attributes of the user-specific ini file.

InsDelSections Sections of Uininnnn.sxp

The InsDelSectionsn sections can have the following entries:

#InsDelSections1# optional
Section_1 optional
:  
Section_m optional
Delete1=AFlag_1[,Account_name_1] optional
:  
Deleten=AFlag_n[,Account_name_n] optional
:  

The sections specified in the InsDelSections sections are deleted during installation of the product.

• Account_nameIndicates the user or group name.
• AFlag

Indicates the account flag. AFlag can have one of the following values: A, G, S, U. Default setting is Delete1=S,
Delete2=A.

InsDelEntriesn Sections of Uininnnn.sxp Files

The InsDelEntries sections can have the following entries:

#InsDelEntries1# optional
Flag_1,Separator_1,Section_1,Entry_1 optional
:  
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Flag_m,Separator_m,Section_m,Entry_m optional
Delete1=AFlag_1[,Account_name_1] optional
:  
Deleten=AFlag_n[,Account_name_n] optional
:  

• Flag
Specifies one of the following flags:
– N (Normal entry)

Indicates that this entry of the section will be added or deleted, depending on the context.
– M (Multiple entry)

Specifies that all entries matching the entry specification in this section are added or deleted, depending on the
context.

– X (Extended entry)
Specifies that this entry of the section is modified by adding or deleting (depending on the context) a partial string
from the value. The separator marks the partial string.

• Separator
Is an arbitrary character, which is valid for an extended entry (flag=X) only, and serves as a separator between the
partial strings of (individual) values of an entry. Default is Blank.
Example: The Separator is the comma (,).run=c:\win\start,c:\winchk\winchk.exe

• Account_name
Indicates the user or group name.

• AFlag
Indicates the account flag. AFlag can have one of the following values: A, G, S, U. Default setting is: Delete1=S,
Delete2=A.

InsAddEntriesn Sections of Uininnnn.sxp

The InsAddEntries sections can have the following entries:

#InsAddEntries1# optional
Flag_1,Separator_1,Section_1,Entry_1 optional
:  
Flag_m,Separator_m,Section_m,Entry_m optional
Create1=AFlag_1[,Account_name_1] optional
:  
Createn=AFlag_n[,Account_name_n] optional
:  

• Flag
Specifies one of the following flags:
– N (Normal entry)

Indicates that this entry of the section will be added or deleted, depending on the context.
– M (Multiple entry)

Specifies that all entries matching the entry specification in this section are added or deleted, depending on the
context.

– X (Extended entry)
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Specifies that this entry of the section is modified by adding or deleting (depending on the context) a partial string
from the value. The separator marks the partial string.

• Separator
Is an arbitrary character, which is valid for an extended entry (flag=X) only, and serves as a separator between the
partial strings of (individual) values of an entry. Default is Blank.
Example: The Separator is the comma (,).run=c:\win\start,c:\winchk\winchk.exe

• Account_name
• Indicates the user or group name.
• AFlag

Indicates the account flag. AFlag can have one of the following values: A, G, S, U. Default setting is Create1=S,
Create2=A.

DeiDelSectionsn Sections of Uininnnn.sxp Files

The DeiDelSections sections can have the following entries:

#DeiDelSections1# optional
Section_1 optional
:  
Section_m optional
Delete1=AFlag_1[,Account_name_1] optional
:  
Deleten=AFlag_n[,Account_name_n] optional
:  

The sections specified in the DeiDelSections sections are deleted during uninstallation of the product.

• Account_nameIndicates the user or group name.
• AFlag

Specifies the account flag. AFlag can have one of the following values: A, G, S, U. Default setting is: Delete1=S,
Delete2=A.

DeiDelEntries Sections of Uininnnn.sxp Files

The DeiDelEntries sections can have the following entries:

#DeiDelEntries1# optional
Flag_1,Separator_1,Section_1,Entry_1 optional
  
Flag_m,Separator_m,Section_m,Entry_m optional
Delete1=AFlag_1[,Account_name_1] optional
:  
Deleten=AFlag_n[,Account_name_n] optional
:  

• FlagSpecifies one of the following flags:
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– N (Normal entry)Indicates that this entry of the section will be added or deleted, depending on the context.
– M (Multiple entry)Specifies that all entries matching the entry specification in this section are added or deleted,

depending on the context.
– X (Extended entry)Specifies that this entry of the section is modified by adding or deleting (depending on the

context) a partial string from the value. The separator marks the partial string.
• Section

Specifies the name of section enclosed in square brackets ([ ]).
• SeparatorIs an arbitrary character, which is valid for an extended entry (flag=X) only, and serves as a separator

between the partial strings of (individual) values of an entry. Default is Blank.
Example: The Separator is the comma (,).run=c:\win\start,c:\winchk\winchk.exe

• Account_nameIndicates the user or group name.
• AFlag

Specifies the account flag. AFlag can have one of the following values: A, G, S, U. Default setting is: Delete1=S,
Delete2=A.

DeiAddEntries Sections of Uininnnn.sxp Files

The DeiAddEntries sections can have the following entries:

#DeiAddEntries1# optional
Flag_1,Separator_1,Section_1,Entry_1 optional
  
Flag_m,Separator_m,Section_m,Entry_m optional
Create1=AFlag_1[,Account_name_1] optional
:  
Createn=AFlag_n[,Account_name_n] optional
:  

The DeiAddEntries sections contain the entries, which are added during uninstallation of the product.

• Flag
Specifies one of the following flags:
– N (Normal entry)Indicates that this entry of the section will be added or deleted, depending on the context.
– M (Multiple entry)Specifies that all entries matching the entry specification in this section are added or deleted,

depending on the context.
– X (Extended entry)Specifies that this entry of the section is modified by adding or deleting (depending on the

context) a partial string from the value. The separator marks the partial string.
• Section

Specifies the name of a section enclosed in square brackets ([ ]).
• Separator

Is an arbitrary character, which is valid for an extended entry (flag=X) only, and serves as a separator between the
partial strings of (individual) values of an entry. Default is Blank.
Example: The Separator is the comma (,).
run=c:\win\start,c:\winchk\winchk.exe

• AFlag
Specifies the account flag. AFlag can have one of the values A, G, S, or U. Default setting is Create1=S, Create2=A.

• Account_name
Indicates the user or group name.
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Ulinks.sxp Archive File

The ulinks.sxp and links.sxp archive files describe the links (that is, shortcuts) to be installed, modified or deleted within
the Windows Explorer. Links that are found in user-specific folders are written to ulinks.sxp. Links that are found in
common folders are written into links.sxp.

The file contains the following sections:

• InsAddLinkn
Specifies links to be added during installation.

• InsAddWILinkn
Reserved for internal use. Do not edit!

• InsAddWILinkExn
Reserved for internal use. Do not edit!

• InsChgLinkn
Specifies links to be changed during installation.

• InsDelLinkn
Specifies links to be deleted during installation.

• DeiAddLinkn
Specifies links to be added during uninstallation.

• DeiChgLinkn
Specifies links to be changed during uninstallation.

• DeiDelLinkn
Specifies links to be deleted during uninstallation.

These sections are optional and may occur several times each. A section defines a link. The number n is used to
distinguish between sections of the same name.

The structure of the ulinks.sxp archive file is described in Structure of the Ulinks.sxp File.

An example can be found under Example of Ulinks.sxp.

Structure of the Ulinks.sxp File

The ulinks.sxp archive file has the following structure:

#InsAddLink1# optional
Entries for this section  
:  
#InsAddLinkn# optional
Entries for this section  
#InsChgLink1# optional
Entries for this section  
:  
#InsChgLinkn# optional
Entries for this section  
#InsDelLink1# optional
Entries for this section  
:  
#InsDelLinkn# optional
Entries for this section  
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#DeiAddLink1# optional
Entries for this section  
:  
#DeiAddLinkn# optional
Entries for this section  
#DeiChgLink1# optional
Entries for this section  
:  
#DeiChgLinkn# optional
Entries for this section  
#DeiDelLink1# optional
Entries for this section  
:  
#DeiDelLinkn# optional
Entries for this section  

 

InsAddLink, InsChgLink, DeiAddLink, and DeiChgLink Sections

The InsAddLink, InsChgLink, DeiAddLink, and DeiChgLink sections of the ulinks.sxp archive file can have the following
entries:

LnkPath=Link_name mandatory
Path=Program_path mandatory
Arguments=Call_arguments  
Symbol=Item_path, Item_index  
WorkDir=Working_directory  
Description=Description  
HotKey=Hotkey  
Show=Display_options  
Create1=AFlag_n[,Account_name_n] mandatory
:  
Createn=AFlag_n[,Account_name_n] mandatory

• LnkPath
Specifies the complete path of the link file.

• Path
Specifies the complete path of the file to which the link file is linked.

• Arguments
Lists arguments of the program to which a link is to be established.

• Symbol
Specifies item path and index.

• WorkDir
Indicates the working directory of the application.

• Description
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Describes the link.
• HotKey

Specifies the Hotkey used for starting the application.
• Show

Specifies display options, as follows:
– 1

The application starts with the window in its original size and position. The window is activated.
– 3

The application starts with the window maximized. The window is activated.
– 7

The application starts with the window minimized. The window is not activated.
• Createn

Indicates users for whom the link is created.
• AFlag

Specifies the account flag. AFlag can have one of the values A, G, S, or U. Default setting is Create1=S, Create2=A.
• Account_name

Indicates the user or group name.

InsDelLink and DeiDelLink Sections of Ulinks.sxp

The InsDelLink and DeiDelLink sections of the ulinks.sxp archive file must have the following entries:

LnkPath=Link_name mandatory
Create1=AFlag_n[,Account_name_n] mandatory
:  
Createn=AFlag_n[,Account_name_n] mandatory

• LnkPath
Specifies the complete path of the link file.

• Createn
Indicates users for whom the link is created.

• AFlag
Specifies the account flag. AFlag can have one of the values A, G, S, or U. Default setting is Create1=S, Create2=A.

• Account_name
Indicates the user or group name.

Example of Ulinks.sxp

Following is an example of a ulinks.sxp archive file:

#InsAddLink1#

LnkPath=$(SxpUsrDesktopDir)\WINAMP.LNK

Path=$(SxpWinProgDir)\Winamp\Winamp.exe

Arguments=

Symbol=$(SxpWinProgDir)\Winamp\Winamp.exe,0

WorkDir=

Description=

Hotkey=0

Show=1

Create1=A

Create2=S
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#DeiDelLink1#

LnkPath=$(SxpUsrDesktopDir)\WINAMP.LNK

Create1=A

Create2=S

Ureg.sxp Archive File

The ureg.sxp file specifies user-specific modifications to the registry in the HKEY_CURRENT_USER tree. The ureg.sxp
file is generated automatically by the reference installation (automatic method.)

The user-specific modifications are performed by the Installer’s logon service while the user is logging on. If the user is
already logged on, the modifications are performed immediately after the installation, if the Show parameter is set to 32 in
the Installer’s SxpEngxx.ini configuration file.

If the product is valid for and packaged for Windows NT, the following entry in the ureg.sxp file is generated as the default:

Create1=A

This entry specifies that the entries are valid for all users. You can change or extend the Create entries manually.

The ureg.sxp file has the same format as the sreg.sxp file. User-specific information, specified within a key, has been
added to this file.

For detailed information about the contents of the ureg.sxp file see Structure of the Ureg.sxp File.

Structure of the Ureg.sxp File

The structure of the ureg.sxp archive file is as follows:

[Root_key_1\Key_1]
Value_name_1=Data_1
:
Value_name_m=Data_m
Create1=AFlag_1[,account_name_1]
:
Createn=AFlag_n[,account_name_n]
 

• Root_key
Specifies the root key determined by Windows. The permitted root key specification is:
– HKEY_CURRENT_USER

• Key
Specifies the name of a key in the following format:
SubKey_1\.....\SubKey_n

• Value_name
Specifies the name of a value. The assignment of the default value for the key is predefined as follows:
@Data

• Data
The data which is specified at this location in the ureg.sxp file can be of the following types:
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string Character string
dword dword: 8 hex characters
binary hex: 2 hex characters,2 hex characters,...
expand string hex(2): character string.
 The registry values, that are specified in the Expandable Registry

Values tab, are interpreted as expandable values. This means,
that the Packager only records the expanded part. When the
Packager finds the value types REG_SZ and REG_EXPAND_SZ,
it assumes that the strings are partial strings, which are separated
by means of a separator sign. This separator sign must be entered
in the tab when specifying the registry value. For the value type
REG_MULTI_SZ, you do not have to specify a separator because
this value is a string array.

multi string Hex(7): 2 hex characters,2 hex characters,...
multi string prepend Hex(94): The registry value must be expanded by the part

specified in ureg.sxp. This part must come first. The source type of
this registry value is REG_MULTI_SZ.

multi string append Hex(95): The registry value must be expanded by the part
specified in ureg.sxp. This part must be appended. The source
type of this registry value is REG_MULTI_SZ.

string append Hex(96): The registry value must be expanded by the part
specified in ureg.sxp. This part must be appended. The values
must be separated by a separator sign. The source type of this
registry value is REG_SZ.

string prepend Hex(97): The registry value must be expanded by the part
specified in ureg.sxp. This part must come first. The values must
be separated by a separator sign. The source type of this registry
value is REG_SZ.

expand string append Hex(98): The registry value must be expanded by the part
specified in ureg.sxp. This part must be appended. The values
must be separated by a separator sign. The source type of this
registry value is REG_EXPAND_SZ.

expand string prepend Hex(99): The registry value must be expanded by the part
specified in ureg.sxp. This part must come first. The values must
be separated by a separator sign. The source type of this registry
value is REG_EXPAND_SZ.

  

(Hex character means a hexadecimal character in the range 0 - F.)

If the value relates to a number of consecutive lines, the previous line is terminated with the character string ,\ (comma
and backslash).

• Createn
Specifies a user or group the entries are valid for.

• AFlag
Specifies the account flag. AFlag can have one of the values A, G, S, or U. Default setting is Create1=S, Create2=A.

• Account_name
Indicates the user or group name.
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Uregdel.sxp Archive File

The uregdel.sxp file specifies user-specific registry keys or values that are deleted during the installation of a certain
product on a target computer.

The archive file uregdel.sxp has the same structure as sregdel.sxp, except that each subkey is followed by one or more
Create entries. These Create entries define the accounts for which the registry entry or key is to be deleted. For the
description of these Create entries see Ureg.sxp Archive file.

NOTE
RFlag is ignored, that means that user-specific registry keys and values that have been deleted are not restored
during uninstallation.

        For details about the parameters used in uregdel.sxp and an example see Structure of the Uregdel. sxp File and
Example of Uregdel.sxp.

Structure of the Uregdel.sxp File

The structure of the uregdel.sxp archive file is as follows:

RFlag_1,Flag_1,[Root_key1\Key_1]

RFlag_11,Flag_11,Value_name_1=Data_1 or

RFlag_11,Flag_11,Value_name_1

:
RFlag_1m,Flag_1m,Value_name_m=Data_m or

RFlag_1m,Flag_1m,Value_name_m

 
Create1=AFlag_1[,Account_name_1]

:

Createn=AFlag_n[,Account_name_n]

:
:
RFlag_n,Flag_n,[Root_key_n\Key_n]

RFlag_n1,Flag_n1,Value_name_1=Data_1 or

RFlag_n1,Flag_n1,Value_name_1

:
RFlag_nm,Flag_nm,Value_name_m=Data_m or

RFlag_nm,Flag_nm,Value_name_m

 
Create1=AFlag_1[,Account_name_1]

:
Createn=AFlag_n[,Account_name_n]

Parameters of the Uregdel.sxp Archive File

The following parameters apply to uregdel.sxp:

• RFlag
Indicates a restore flagdefault: 0x00000000
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– 0x00000010Reference counters are considered. At installation time, the reference counter for this key or value is
decreased. The key/value is only deleted, if the reference counter is 0 or does not exist.
At uninstallation time, the reference counter for this key/value is increased (if it exists).

– 0x00000020The value or key is saved on installation and restored on uninstallation.Important! In case of a key
just the key name is saved. Any subkeys or values will not be restored unless they are explicitly listed in the
sregdel.sxp.

– 0x00000040The value is only restored (using the value saved on installation), if it does not exist during
uninstallation. This flag is only valid, if 0x00000020 is also set.

• Flag
Indicates a delete flag

• Root_keyIndicates the root key assigned by Windows.
The following root keys are permitted:
– HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT
– HKEY_CURRENT_USER
– HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
– HKEY_USERS

• Key_n
Specifies the key, N or D, as follows:

 

N Deletes key and subkeys if the key and the subkeys are empty.
D Deletes key, all values in the key as well as the subkeys.

The specified key is deleted completely.
- Key not deleted, it is just used to specify the following values.

• Key
Specifies the key name in the form SubKey 1\...\SubKey n

• Value_name_  n  Specifies the delete action, N or X, as follows.

N Deletes registry entry referred to by Value Name

X Deletes the substring given through the Data parameter from
the registry entry referred to by Value_name. This flag is only
applicable to registry entries of type hex(7) and hex(96) to
hex(99).

• Value_name
 Specifies the name of the value. The assignment of the default value for the key is pre-defined as follows:
@=data

• Data(Only valid if the delete action is specified as X.)
Specifies the type of data. The following types of data can be specified here:

multi string hex(7): 2 hex characters,2 hex characters,...

multi string prepend hex(94): The registry value must be expanded by the part
specified in sreg.sxp. This part must come first. The source
type of this registry value is REG_MULTI_SZ.

multi string append hex(95): The registry value must be expanded by the part
specified in sreg.sxp. This part must be appended. The source
type of this registry value is REG_MULTI_SZ.
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string append hex(96): The registry value must be expanded by the part
specified in sreg.sxp. This part must be appended. The values
must be separated by a separator sign. The source type of this
registry value is REG_SZ.

string prepend hex(97): The registry value must be expanded by the part
specified in sreg.sxp. This part must come first. The values
must be separated by a separator sign. The source type of this
registry value is REG_SZ.

expand string append hex(98): The registry value must be expanded by the part
specified in sreg.sxp. This part must be appended. The values
must be separated by a separator sign. The source type of this
registry value is REG_EXPAND_SZ.

expand string prepend hex(99): The registry value must be expanded by the part
specified in sreg.sxp. This part must come first. The values
must be separated by a separator sign. The source type of this
registry value is REG_EXPAND_SZ.

• Hex character
 Is a character with values 0 - F

• Separator
Indicates a separator character for substrings

• Createn
Specifies for which operating environment the product entries are valid. If the product is permitted for Windows
NT/2000/XP, the following entry is generated as the default:
Create1=A

This entry specifies that the entries are valid for all users.
You can change or extend the Createn entries manually.

Example of Uregdel.sxp

Following is an example of a uregdel.sxp archive file:

#Sign#

ArchiveName=regtest

Release=1002

SXP=1.0

0x00000000,N,HKEY_CURRENT_USER\\Network\\H

0x00000000,N,"RemotePath"

0x00000000,N,"UserName"

0x00000000,N,"ProviderName"

0x00000000,N,"ProviderType"

0x00000000,N,"ConnectionType"

Create1=S

Create2=A

0x00000000,-,HKEY_CURRENT_USER\\Software\\TestKey

0x00000000,N,"ustr"=hex(96),,:"two"

0x00000000,N,"uMultiStr"hex(95):"before"

Create1=S

Create2=A
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Other Archive Files

Unlike the .sxp archive files, other archive files are files that belong to a version of a product but do not need a structure
specified by the Packager. These files can be text or binary files.

They are located directly in the version directory or in one of the subdirectories. The Packager provides an editor for text
files, which is the same one used to edit the general archive files.

These other archive files include the scripts that accompany the version or the original files of a product to be installed
with its original setup on the target computer.

Desktop.sxp Archive File

The desktop.sxp file is obsolete!

For detailed information about the contents of the desktop.sxp archive file see Structure of the Desktop.sxp File.

Sign Section of an SXP Archive File

Each SXP archive file starts with the Sign section, which contains general information about the archive file. The Sign
section is generated automatically. This section is not displayed by the archive file editor and must not be changed.

If an SXP archive file is copied from another product or another version, it will be adapted to the name and version of the
current product when it is registered to the Software Package Library.

The structure of the Sign section and the possible entries are as follows:

#Sign# mandatory
ArchiveName=Archive_name  
Release=Archive_version  
SXP=File_format_version  

• ArchiveName
Specifies the name of the SXP package. This name will appear in the Packager's product archive. The archive name
can consist of 32 bytes.

• Release
Specifies the version of the SXP package. This version number will appear in the Packager's product archive.
Archive_version is a value in the range 1000 - 9999.

• SXP
Specifies the version of the SXP archive file format. Currently only version 1.0 is available.

Example of a Sign section:

#Sign#

ArchiveName=40agent

Release=1000

SXP=1.0

Edit Client Parameters

You can add, delete, or edit client parameters using the Client Parameters dialog which opens when you select Edit,
Client Parameters from the Packager main menu. You can modify the defaults to create specific values for all computers,
PC groups, and individual PCs. The parameters you define, including their values, types, and ranges, are stored in the
Parameter archive.

To install client parameters on a target computer, you must package the parameter files, independently of any product you
have packaged. The packaged parameter files are called a parameter product.
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The parameters, their values, types, and ranges are stored in the following files:

• default.ini -- Contains the general defaults for the PCs and PC groups
• group.ini -- Stores the parameters for any PC groups that contain deviations from the defaults in the default.ini file
• pc.ini -- Contains the parameter deviations between each PC and its PC group

– tree.ini -- Contains the assignment of PCs to PC groups

Client Parameters Archive Tree

The Client Parameters archive tree mirrors the structure of the parameter archive. The parameter archive consists of
all defined client parameters. Client parameters can be inserted, deleted, or modified at root level. The value range of a
parameter and the preset value are defined here.

The groups of PCs are located at the next level, as are the PCs that do not belong to any group. The groups and PCs
automatically inherit all of the client parameters at root level, including their defaults. The inherited parameter values can
be modified individually at this level for a group or a PC.

In conclusion, the last level contains the PCs that are allocated to a group. All PCs in a group automatically inherit the
parameters with the group values. The value of a parameter for an individual PC can be set differently than for a group.

If an object is selected in the Client Parameters archive tree (in a group, a PC, or the default object), the parameters for
this object are displayed in the right pane of the Client Parameters window.

NOTE
You close the Client Parameters window by clicking the smaller Close button (in the second row) in the upper
right corner.

Client Parameters

The client parameters of the objects selected in the Client Parameters archive tree are shown in the right pane of the
Client Parameters window.

The following list describes the buttons that display in front of each client parameter:

•

This parameter has the default value.
•

The value of this parameter is set individually for the group.
•

The value of this parameter is set individually for the PC.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click in the Client Parameters window and select Add Parameter, Edit Parameter, Delete Parameter or Create
Parameter from the context menu.
A dialog appears.

2. Enter parameter values.
3. Select appropriate action to complete.

NOTE
You close the Client Parameters window by clicking the smaller Close button (in the second row) in the upper
right corner.
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Add Parameter

You can add a parameter by entering its name and type. We recommend that you assign the parameter name on a
product-specific basis. For example, do not specify InsDir, but ProductA.InsDir. Such naming conventions allow you to
distinguish between the individual parameters, and reduce the risk of a parameter being overwritten by a parameter with
the same (simple) name.

• Parameter name
Specifies the unique name for the parameter.

• Parameter type
Specifies the type of the parameter. The following types of parameters are supported:
– Numeric
– Alphanumeric
– Selection list

The list contains a range of alphanumeric parameter values.

When you click OK on this dialog, further parameter type-specific dialogs open where you enter the definitions for the
parameter.

All groups and PCs in the archive automatically accept the added parameters with their default values.

Edit the Definition for a Numeric Parameter

This dialog lets you modify the description, the default value, and the minimum and maximum value for the selected
numeric parameter.

To change either of these values, overwrite the content of the appropriate input field and click OK.

NOTE
Only integers are allowed as numeric values.

These modifications can be evaluated only at the root level of the client parameters archive tree (Default).

If the default value of a parameter is changed, the modification automatically affects the groups and PCs that have
accepted this parameter, including its default.

Edit the Definition for an Alphanumeric Parameter

This dialog lets you modify the description, the default value, and the maximum length, that is, the maximum number of
characters, for the selected alphanumeric parameter.

To change either of these values, overwrite the content of the appropriate input field. After you have completed your
changes, and click OK.

These modifications can be evaluated only at the root level of the client parameters archive tree (Default).

If the default value of a parameter is changed, the modification automatically affects the groups and PCs that have
accepted this parameter, including its default.

Edit the Definition for a Selection List

This dialog lets you add, change, or remove elements from the selection list, or change the default value for the selection
list.

These modifications can be performed only at the root level of the client parameters archive tree (Default).

If the default value of a parameter is changed, the modification automatically affects the groups and PCs that have
accepted this parameter, including its default.

To change the description of the parameter, overwrite the contents of the Description field.
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To add a value to the selection list

1. Enter the desired value in the one-line input field in the List elements area.
2. Click Add.

To change an existing value of the selection list

1. Select the element in the List elements area.
2. Click Edit.

The selected value appears in the one-line input field in the List elements area.
3. Edit the value.
4. Click Change.

To change the default value for the selection list

1. Select a value other than the current default value in the List elements area.
2. Click Set to default.

The selected value appears in the Default value field.

To remove an existing element from the selection list

1. Select the element in the List elements area.
2. Click Remove.

After clicking OK, the new settings are displayed in the Client Parameters window. The selection list is shown as a
comma-separated list in the Range column.

NOTE
If an element of the selection list contains a comma (,), this comma is preceded by a doublequote in the Range
column.

Convert into MSI

Converts the selected SXP product version into an MSI product (for the Microsoft Installer).

Check Parameters

To ensure that all external parameters used in a package can be resolved during installation, a set of these parameters
together with their default values is part of the product package. The external parameters can be resolved even if they are
not defined through any parameter product installed on the target computer.

Check Parameters scans the archive files of the selected SXP product version and creates the file sxpparam.ini, which
contains all external parameters used. The default values for these parameters are automatically fetched from the current
parameter archive. If a parameter has not been defined yet, the SXP default values dialog pops up to edit undefined
parameters.

The Check Parameters function is automatically executed when a product is registered.

Check Properties

This function, available from the Packager's Tools menu, checks a selected MSI product for undefined properties. If at
least one undefined property is found, an MSI property editor is started to set properties.

Create Directory

You can create subdirectories in the current version directory or in another subdirectory.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the name of the subdirectory in the input field
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2. Click Create.

Product archive

The Packager manages the software products in the product archive. When you start the Packager, the product archive
window appears. The product archive is organized on a hierarchical basis and is represented by an archive tree. The
location of the archive tree home directory is configurable.

Product Archive Window

When no product version has yet been created, the Packager immediately offers the Create Product Version dialog box
after being started. The archive tree window is empty, except for the Archive icon.

If the product archive already contains products, and you want to create a new product version, select File, Create
Product Version from the Packager main menu.

The created objects can be edited and displayed in the Product archive window. These objects include the following:

• Products
Open a product by double-clicking its icon in the archive tree window.

• Versions
Open a version by double-clicking its icon in the archive tree window.

• Subdirectories of the version directory (optional)
Open the subdirectory of a version directory by double-clicking its icon in the archive tree window.

• Archive files
Open an archive file by double-clicking its icon in the archive file window.

NOTE
Context menus display when you right-click any of the folders (Archive, product, version, or subdirectory) in the
product archive tree.

Product Archive Tree

The product archive tree mirrors the structure of the product archive. The product names are located at the first level of
the tree.

The Packager can manage several versions of a product. For every version an individual version directory is created in
the product directory. This version directory contains the archive files for that version.

Further subdirectories may be created for a version directory, or a subdirectory.

You can choose if only SXP products, only MSI products, or all products should be displayed in the product archive tree,
Select the appropriate option under View in the Packager main menu.

Information on Root Directories

For the selected product version, you can edit information on the root directories, which is stored in the RootDirs section of
the Info.sxp archive file.

An example for an entry line is:

SxpRootDir1=$(LocalMSOfficePath)

Information on Product Dependencies

For the selected product version, you can edit information on internal and external product dependencies, which is stored
in the InternalDependence and ExternalDependence sections of the Info.sxp archive file.
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• InternalDependence
Indicates dependencies on other products on the target computer.

• ExternalDependence
Indicates dependencies on other products on other computers.

Description of the Product

Created by

Indicates the name of the person who packaged the product.

• Creation date
Indicates the date when the product was created.

• Created on
Indicates the operating system on which the product was packaged.

• Created with
Indicates the Packager version used to package the product.

• Descriptive text
Provides a text area where you can write and edit any descriptive text and comments for the selected product version.
This text is stored in the Description section of the Info.sxp archive file. The first 127 bytes are used as comment in the
SXP Product Explorer.

WARNING
If you want to describe any used parameter avoid using the form: $(parameter). If you use this form, the Installer
automatically replaces the parameter string. We recommend to use either $$(parameter) or substitute the Dollar
sign ($), for example, with the Section sign (§), and type: §(parameter).

Minimum Set of Properties in an MSI Package

The minimum set of properties created for converted MSI packages is listed in the following table. Some of the properties
are reserved and must not be modified.

Property Description
ProductLanguage Specifies the language the Installer should use for any strings in

the user interface that are not authored into the database. This
property must be a numeric language identifier (LANGID).

Manufacturer Indicates the name of the manufacturer for the product. It is
advertised as a product property. It is initialized with the Created
By value of the info.sxp.

ARPHELPLINK Indicates the Internet address for technical support. Product
maintenance applets display this value.

PROMPTROLLBACKCOST Specifies the action the installer takes if rollback installation
capabilities are enabled and there is insufficient disk space to
complete the installation:
D = Disable rollback and continue without asking user.
F = Fail with the out-of-disk-space error prompt.

REBOOTPROMPT If set to Suppress (or S) specifies that any reboot performed by
the Windows Installer happens automatically without interaction
from the user. Setting this property does not initiate a reboot if one
is not needed; it only suppresses the display of any prompts for
reboots to the user.
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_SXPROOTDIR1
:
_SXPROOTDIRn

Generates an associated property for each SxpRootDirn listed in
info.sxp.

ProductCode reserved
ProductName reserved
ProductVersion reserved
ARPSYSTEMCOMPONENT reserved
INSTALLLEVEL reserved
ARPNOREMOVE reserved
SxpMsiUSName reserved

Is only created if a user-specific subpackage exists.

Manual Supplements to the Automatic Method

The automatic method creates most of the SXP archive files for a product, and the majority of required entries in those
archive files, automatically. However, some features of the Packager and Installer can be used only if you create entries
manually in the appropriate SXP archive files, after you generate the initial product. You can open and edit the archive
files from the product archive window.

The following list contains a general description of the entries that you can create manually. More detailed information can
be found in the descriptions of the individual SXP archive files.

• Dependencies between Archive Products
The dependencies discussed here do not apply to updates (delta versions) or predecessors.
You must specify the dependency of an archive product on another archive product in the info.sxp file. There are two
types of dependencies:
– Internal Dependency

The product to be installed requires, that one or more other products must already be installed on the same target
computer.

– External Dependency
The product to be installed requires, that one or more other products are already installed on another computer.

• Pre- and Post-install tasks
To use the functions of pre- and post-install tasks, you must manually create the actions.sxp file. To create this file,
right-click an empty place in the archive file window, in the Product archive. Choose the Create archive file option, and
select actions.sxp from the displayed list of archive files.
To add the pre-and post-install tasks to the product, right-click an empty place in the archive file window, in the Product
archive. Choose the Import archive file option, and browse for the file to import. See Importing Archive Files.

• Modifying ASCII Files using Scripts
When you use the automatic method of packaging, the Packager creates an ascnnnn.sxp archive file for each ASCII
file that was specially labeled during the configuration of the reference system, if the installation causes any changes in
this file.
In addition, the Packager creates two scripts (ascnnnn.ins and ascnnnn.dei) to modify the ASCII file during the
installation or removal of the product. Such scripts are created for each ASCII file specified during configuration of the
reference system ASCII files tab), except for the autoexec.bat and config.sys files. These files are treated differently, as
described in Structure of the Ascnnnn.sxp Archive File.
By default, all these modifications are appended to the ASCII file on the target computer.
When you use the manual method, you can manually create and fill in an SXP archive file, such as ascnnnn.sxp as
follows. Right-click an empty place in the archive file window, in the Product archive. Choose the Create archive file
option, and select the desired file from the displayed list of archive files. For important instructions, see ascnnnn.sxp.

• User- and Group-specific Entries for Registry, Desktop, Files and Directories
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When you are using the automatic method, and a product makes user- or group-specific entries in the registry,
modifies the desktop, or adds user-specific files and directories, the following SXP Archive files are created
automatically:
ureg.sxp, ulinks.sxp, ufiles.sxp, udirs.sxp, and uininnnn.sxp.
Default entries are created in these files, allowing the product to be accessed by all target computer users. To
restrict one or more users from accessing the product, you must edit these files manually after the product has been
packaged.

• User- and Group-specific Entries for Access Rights
If you want to restrict the access rights for files and directories (NTFS only) or Registry keys for specific users or
groups, you must manually create and fill in the permis.sxp archive file.

• Using Parameters
To specify values used for only a specific target computer or group of target computers, such as the product root
directory, you can use parameters to specify variables for entries in all archive files.
Normally, you enter parameters manually in SXP archive files and scripts. However, you can also use parameters
in other archive files within .cmp files, and in actions. If you do so, you must specify the path name of the file in the
ReplaceParams section of the files.sxp or actions.sxp archive file. See How Client Parameters are Stored.
If you want to use environment variables, you need to reference them using the syntax as follows:
$(%environment_variable%) 

You can also use registry entries, as described in Using Client Parameters to Access System-specific Registry Values.

Reference System

When you install a product using the automatic method of packaging, several changes are made to the reference
system on the Packaging Computer: that is, to its file system, installed services, and registry. The Packager checks
for and records all changes made to the reference system. Normally, you configure the reference system once before
packaging the first product. This protects the reference system from unwanted changes when a product is packaged. It
also increases the efficiency of the packaging process.

You must account for the following factors when you configure the reference system:

• Performance
The greater the volume of data in the reference system the longer the time required to check for changes. Therefore, it
can be useful to exclude certain drives from the checking process.

• Changes that do not directly affect the installed product
The reference system itself causes modifications to the file system during the creation of products when it generates
SXP archive files. These changes must be excluded when you use the automatic method.

• Overwriting of system files
To maintain the consistency of the reference system, you can create backups of system files. If, for example, a
product includes another version of a system DLL (for example, if the original DLL is overwritten during the installation
of the product), it must be possible to restore this DLL after the product has been installed and the package has
been created; otherwise, the reference system will have been permanently modified. If the backed up files are to be
permanently replaced later, you can do so through the Backup System Files dialog.

• Partial modification of ASCII files
If partial changes are made to existing ASCII files on the Packaging Computer during product packaging, only
these partial changes are reproduced in the ASCII file of the same name when the product is installed on the target
computer.
These ASCII files must be identified so that the reference system can treat them differently. Otherwise, the complete
ASCII file (including the modifications) is added to the product by default and the existing ASCII file of the same name
on the target computer is completely replaced. The path names of the ASCII files to be monitored by the Packager
for partial changes, are entered on the ASCII files tab of the Configure reference system dialog. You can specify
nonexisting ASCII files.
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Importing Archive Files

The Importing Archive Files dialog lets you select existing archive files that you want to import into the current version
directory or subdirectory.

You have the following options:

• Import an entire directory; if the Recursively option is selected, all subdirectories are also imported.
• Import individual files from the directory specified in the left pane by selecting the files (and deselecting all others) in

the right pane of this dialog, or by defining a suitable filter in the Filter box.

Packager archives

With the Packager you create and manage archive files of the software products and parameters to install on target
computers. The Packager includes two types of archives:

• Product archive
Used to store software products.

• Parameter archive
Used to store client parameters.

Recording of FAT File Attributes

When packaging a product, the Packager automatically records the FAT file attributes for all files and directories of the
product. The FAT file attributes include:

• – System (S)
– Hidden (H)
– Read-only (R), .

You can modify directory attributes by editing the dirs.sxp or udirs.sxp archive file.

The file attributes System (S), Hidden (H), and Read-only (R) can be modified by editing the files.sxp archive file, using
the CMP Editor.

Files and directories are not recorded, if only their attributes have been changed.

List of RIAD Alias Values

Only a subset of these accounts may exist on a single system.

For a detailed description of the terms used refer to the Microsoft MSDN documentation.

• Administrator
A user account for the system administrator. This account is the first account created during operating system
installation. The account cannot be deleted or locked out. It is a member of the Administrators group and cannot
be removed from that group. Note that the local administrator of a system that is part of a Windows domain can be
addressed by the expression.
\$(%COMPUTERNAME%)\Administrator

• Guest
A user account for people who do not have individual accounts. This user account does not require a password. By
default, the Guest account is disabled. Note that the local guest account of a system that is part of a Windows domain
can be addressed by the expression
\$(%COMPUTERNAME%)\Guest

• Domain Admins
A global group whose members are authorized to administer the Windows domain. By default, the Domain Admins
group is a member of the Administrators group on all computers that have joined a domain, including the domain
controllers. Domain Admins is the default owner of any object that is created in the domain's Active Directory by
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any member of the group. If members of the group create other objects, such as files, the default owner is the
Administrators group.

• Domain Users
A global group that, by default, includes all user accounts in a Windows domain. When you create a user account in a
domain, it is added to this group automatically.

• Domain Guests
A global group that, by default, has only one member, the Windows domain's built-in Guest account.

• Schema Admins
A group that exists only in the root domain of an Active Directory forest of Windows domains. It is a universal group if
the domain is in native mode, a global group if the domain is in mixed mode. The group is authorized to make schema
changes in Active Directory. By default, the only member of the group is the Administrator account for the forest root
domain.

• Enterprise Admins
A group that exists only in the root domain of an Active Directory forest of Windows domains. It is a universal group if
the domain is in native mode, a global group if the domain is in mixed mode. The group is authorized to make forest-
wide changes in Active Directory, such as adding child domains. By default, the only member of the group is the
Administrator account for the forest root domain.

• Policy Admins
A global group that is authorized to create new Group Policy objects in Active Directory. By default, the only member
of the group is Administrator. The default owner of a new Group Policy object is usually the user who created it. If
the user is a member of Administrators or Domain Admins, all objects created by the user are owned by the group.
Owners have full control of the objects they own.

List of SIAD Alias Values

For a detailed description of the terms used, refer to the Microsoft MSDN documentation.

• Everyone
A group that includes all users, even anonymous users and guests. Membership is controlled by the operating system.

• Creator Owner
A placeholder in an inheritable access control entry (ACE). When the ACE is inherited, the system replaces this SID
with the SID for the object's current owner.

• Creator Group
A placeholder in an inheritable ACE. When the ACE is inherited, the system replaces this SID with the SID for the
primary group of the object's current owner. The primary group is used only by the POSIX subsystem.

• Creator Owner Server
SID not used in Windows 2000.

• Creator Group Server
SID not used in Windows 2000.

• Dialup
A group that implicitly includes all users who are logged on to the system through a dial-up connection. Membership is
controlled by the operating system.

• Network
A group that implicitly includes all users who are logged on through a network connection. Membership is controlled by
the operating system.

• Batch
A group that implicitly includes all users who have logged on through a batch queue facility such as task scheduler
jobs. Membership is controlled by the operating system.

• Interactive
A group that includes all users who have logged on interactively. Membership is controlled by the operating system.

• Service
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A group that includes all security principals that have logged on as a service. Membership is controlled by the
operating system.

• Anonymous
A user who has logged on anonymously.

• Proxy
SID not used in Windows 2000.

• SelfA placeholder in an ACE on a user, group, or computer object in Active Directory. When you grant permissions
to Principal Self, you grant them to the security principal represented by the object. During an access check, the
operating system replaces the SID for Principal Self with the SID for the security principal represented by the object.

• Authenticated Users
A group that includes all users whose identities were authenticated when they logged on. Membership is controlled by
the operating system.

• Terminal Server Users
A group that includes all users who have logged on to a Terminal Services server. Membership is controlled by the
operating system.

• Local System
A service account that is used by the operating system.

• Administrators
A built-in group. After the initial installation of the operating system, the only member of the group is the Administrator
account. When a computer joins a Windows domain, the Domain Admins group is added to the Administrators group.
When a manager becomes a domain controller, the Enterprise Admins group also is added to the Administrators
group. The Administrators group has built-in capabilties that give its members full control over the system. The group is
the default owner of any object that is created by a member of the group.

• Users
A built-in group. After the initial installation of the operating system, the only member is the Authenticated Users group.
When a computer joins a Windows domain, the Domain Users group is added to the Users group on the computer.
Users can perform tasks such as running applications, using local and network printers, shutting down the computer,
and locking the computer. Users can install applications that only they are allowed to use if the installation program of
the application supports per-user installation.

• Guests
A built-in group. By default, the only member is the Guest account. The Guests group allows occasional or one-time
users to log on with limited privileges to a computer's built-in Guest account.

• Power Users
A built-in group. By default, the group has no members. This group does not exist on domain controllers. Power Users
can create local users and groups; modify and delete accounts that they have created; and remove users from the
Power Users, Users, and Guests groups. Power Users also can install most applications; create, manage, and delete
local printers; and create and delete file shares.

• Account Operators
A built-in group that exists only on domain controllers. By default, the group has no members. By default, Account
Operators have permission to create, modify, and delete accounts for users, groups, and computers in all containers
and organizational units (OUs) of Active Directory except the Builtin container and the Domain Controllers OU.
Account Operators do not have permission to modify the Administrators and Domain Admins groups, nor do they have
permission to modify the accounts for members of those groups.

• Server Operators
A built-in group that exists only on domain controllers. By default, the group has no members. Server Operators can
log on to a manager interactively; create and delete network shares; start and stop services; back up and restore files;
format the hard disk of the computer; and shut down the computer.

• Print Operators
A built-in group that exists only on domain controllers. By default, the only member is the Domain Users group. Print
Operators can manage printers and document queues.

• Backup Operators
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A built-in group. By default, the group has no members. Backup Operators can back up and restore all files on a
computer, regardless of the permissions that protect those files. Backup Operators also can log on to the computer and
shut it down.

• Replicators
Not used in Windows 2000. In Windows NT domains, it is a built-in group used by the File Replication service on
domain controllers

Product Version Information

When you select a product version in the archive tree window, information about the version is shown in the upper-right
pane of the product archive.

Create Templates for Archive Files Dialog

When you are packaging a product using the manual method, the Create Templates for Archive Files dialog asks you to
select the SXP archive files to create. For a detailed description of each file, see SXP archive files. For the ascnnnn.sxp,
ininnnn.sxp and uininnnn.sxp files you can specify the number of files to create.

When you click Continue, the archive files are created and are displayed in the archive files window.

Installing a Version

The actual reference installation begins now, which means that all changes to the reference system performed while this
dialog is active are recorded in the packaged product.

When you are installing an MSI product during the reference installation, you must ensure that all features (and their
subfeatures) of the MSI product are completely installed and stored on the hard disk of the Packaging Computer.
Advertised features cannot be captured by the Packager. Use the install option "Complete" when installing the MSI
product, or, if you use the "Custom" install option to select single features to install, choose the Run all from My Computer
installation method for each feature selected. No feature must be installed with the Installed on First Use option!.

During installation, you may be requested to log off and on again or to reboot the system. Such requests appear only
if certain changes are performed on the system during installation. If you must log off or reboot, the loader module
automatically re-starts the Packager at the point where it was stopped.

The Using the Software dialog appears if you click Continue, after you finish installing the product using the automatic
method.

Using the Software

The Using the Software dialog displays when you use the automatic method (Custom or Standard mode), and click
Continue from the Installing Software dialog.

The Using the Software dialog prompts you to start and stop the software programs you have just installed once before
the reference system creates the archive files. (Many applications create their entries in the registry only when they are
started for the first time.) If these registry entries are not recorded now with the reference installation, they cannot be
deleted later when the product is removed on the target computer.

Before you record the changes made by the programs at the initial startup, you must start and close the software
programs you have just installed.

Before you click Continue to start recording, you can make additional changes to the product you are installing. Optionally,
you can:

• Add or delete files and directories or modify the reference system manually.
• Insert parameters in product-specific files (as desccribed under Manual Supplements to the Automatic Method). You

can also specify these supplements later after you finish the packaging process.
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When you are ready to record the installation data, click Continue.

When the Analyzing System process is finished, and you are using the Automatic Method in the Custom mode, the List of
File System Changes dialog appears.

Analyzing System

The Analyzing System dialog appears while the Packager compares the last saved system state (before the reference
installation) with the current system state (after the reference installation). The differences between these two states make
up the data from which the SXP archive files are created. Analyzing the system can take several minutes.

Install Previously Created Products

When you use the automatic method (custom mode) the Install Previously Created Products dialog appears. This dialog
allows you to install the previously archived products, which are required to create the combined or delta product on your
reference system.

If you select an archived version of a delta product, the Packager automatically installs all required files, including the
version you selected and the product on which it is based.

• Account for Dependencies Before Installing the Archived Version
Select the desired version from the list on this dialog, and then click the Install button. You can install any of the
versions listed; however, before continuing, you must account for any dependencies of the version on any other
products that may or may not be included in the list. For example, if the version you want to install requires a software
product named XYZ 5000 as an installation prerequisite, before continuing you must make sure XYZ 5000 is installed
on your Packaging Computer.
During this installation of the archive version, you may be asked to log off and on again or to restart the computer if
changes have been made to the system. In such situations, the Packager ensures that when the system restarts, you
can resume the packaging process exactly where you stopped.

WARNING
The actions.sxp, original.sxp and permis.sxp archive files are not evaluated during installation of an archive
version. The pre- and post-install tasks are not executed, and the installation is not performed using the
original setup program.

• Resolving Parameters of Previously Archived Products
When previously archived products are installed, their parameters are evaluated. Parameterized installation paths
are installed under the SxpCuDir directory if the parameters cannot be evaluated. For example, the $(ProductXRoot)
parameter is not resolved, rather the product X is installed under the SxpCuDir\$(ProductXRoot) directory on the
reference system. Consequently, the newly installed archive product may not be able to run on the Packaging
Computer.
If it is required that the archived product be able to run on the Packaging Computer, do one of the following:
– Install a product package that does not have parameters.
– Specify the required parameters in the [Admin] section of the param.ini file in the Packager installation directory.

This specification ensures that the parameters will be resolved and replaced as required during the packaging
process.

• Finishing
After all archived products are installed, the Product Type dialog appears, prompting you to choose to create either a
delta product or a combined product.

Product Type

When you are using the automatic method (Custom mode), the Product Type dialog appears after all archived products
have been installed from the Install Previously Created Products dialog. This dialog prompts you to choose to create a
delta product or a combined product.
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When archived products are installed with the automatic method, manual entries in the SXP archive files of the archived
products must be re-applied to the product being packaged. Such manual entries include details of user rights, pre- and
post-install tasks, and any other changes made with a text editor.

• Saving System State (Delta Products Only)
When creating a delta product, the Packager backs up the configured reference system (all files and configuration
data) a second time, so that only the differences from this second backup are used later for creating the SXP archive
files. During this time, the system displays the processing status message, Saving system state.

If you are packaging a delta product, review the following section, Considerations for Delta Products Only, before
completing that dialog.

• Considerations for Delta Products Only
Carefully consider the following points before completing the Information about the Version dialog:
– If you are packaging a delta product, you must enter the version number of the predecessor on this dialog. Four

zeros (0000) for the predecessor version number specify a (complete) product.
– A delta product is not required to have a predecessor. A product can be considered a delta product because it has

dependencies, that is, the product is packaged with dependencies on other products included by the reference
installation. Therefore, you must manually enter these dependencies in the InternalDependence section of the
info.sxp file.

Align Product Version

Align Product Version resets all headers of the SXP archive files for the specified version, to the name and version of the
current product, in case the SXP files were copied from another product, or the headers were modified manually.

Align Product Version also checks, whether SXP files start with binary data, which has to be removed.

Delete a Product or Version

Using the Delete Product/Version dialog from the Packager's File menu you delete the selected product or version of a
product, including all archive files.

If you click the Delete button, the selected product or version is immediately removed from the product archive. All related
versions of the product are also deleted.

Selecting Special Folders

Folders available for selection are listed in the left-hand pane of the Special folder selection dialog. Special folders already
selected are displayed in the right-hand pane.

Select a folder and use the two-arrow buttons (>> or <<) to move the folders between available folders and special
folders.

See: Parameters for System-specific Special Folders and Parameters for User-specific Special Folders

Backup System Files

The Backup System Files dialog updates system files on the Packaging Computer.

By creating backups of specific system files, the reference system is protected against permanent changes resulting from
the installation of products. However, if you want to permanently replace a backed up system file with a new version, for
example, after installing a service pack, you can update the reference system by using the Backup System Files dialog.

Select File, Backup System Files, and click Backup to create backup.
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Searching for a Registry Key

Lets you browse for registry keys. A green folder symbol indicates those registry keys that are already specified on the
Keys to Scan tab. A yellow folder symbol indicates those registry keys that are available for selection.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a registry key
2. Click OK

The selected key appears in the Key field on the Keys to scan tab.
3. Click Add

The registry key is added to the scan area.

Product Version

Create

Opens the Create Product Version dialog.

Delete

Opens the Delete Product/Version dialog.

Format

Enables you to select a font for editing in the archive files. This menu item is only available when an archive file is
selected.

Change to Next Archive File

Switches to the next open archive file in the editor, or returns to the product archive window if there are no more archive
files available.

Searching for a path

To specify a path in the file system, follow these steps:

1. Select the desired directory in the file system tree
2. Click OK

Searching for a file

To specify a file in the file system, follow these steps:

1. In the left pane, select the directory where the file is located.
2. In the right pane, select the file. You can select more than one file, or define a filter. In this case, all files in the directory

that match the filter are selected.

Edit the Value of a Parameter

This dialog lets you modify the value of a parameter individually for the group or PC object selected in the Client
Parameters archive tree. You can choose a new value from within the specified range of values.

If desired, you can reset the parameter to its default value, or to the group value if you are editing a PC parameter.

Group-Specific modification of client parameter values

This function sets the value of a client parameter for the selected group of target computers.
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The new value applies to all PCs in the group that have not had a PC-specific value assigned for this parameter.

Add and Delete a Group

When you create a new group of target computers in the Client Parameters archive, it automatically inherits all client
parameters and their default values from the default group. You can change any of those values, within the permitted
range of values, by editing the parameters at group level.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Default and select Edit, Group, Add from the menu bar to add a group.
2. Enter the name of the new group in the field provided and click OK.
3. Select a group in the client parameters archive tree and select Edit, Group, Delete from the menu bar to delete a

group.
4. Click OK.

Add and Delete a PC Object

For each target computer that will have unique parameter values you must create a PC object for the computer in the
Client Parameters archive tree.

You can create the PC object directly beneath the root of the archive tree, or in a specific group in the Client Parameters
archive. In the first case, the PC object inherits all client parameters with the default values. In the second case, the PC
object inherits all client parameters with the values set for the specific group.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Default, or the desired group object in the Client Parameters archive, and select Edit, PC, Add from the menu
bar.

2. Enter the name of the new PC in the field provided, and click OK.
3. Click the PC in the Client Parameters archive, and select Edit, PC, Delete from the menu bar.
4. Click OK.

PC-Specific modification of client parameter values

This function sets the value of a client parameter for the selected target computer only.

Specify Client Parameter Archive

Opens the Parameter Archive dialog.

Specify Client Parameter Product Name

Opens the Create Parameter Product dialog.

Parameter Archive

The Parameter Archive dialog lets you specify the path of the parameter archive.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Browse
Another window opens.

2. Specify an existing path in the file system, or enter a path name in the input field.
If you enter the name of a directory that does not exist, it is created.
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Specify Property Values

In the Property column all properties are listed in alphabetical order. All parameters of the SXP product are taken over as
properties. Note that the SXPROOTDIR parameter is displayed with a leading underscore.

The Value column displays the current default values of the parameters. These default values are used to install the MSI
product on the target computer. In the case you have installed a parameter product on the target computer before, the
values of the parameter product are of higher priority, and will overwrite these default property values.

To edit a property value, double-click it. Edit the desired property values, and click OK.

Specify Parameter Default Values

In order to ensure that all external parameters used in a package can be resolved during installation, even if they are not
defined through any parameter product installed on the target computer, a set of these parameters together with their
default values is part of the SXP product. The Check Parameters function detects undefined external parameters.

All currently undefined external parameters are listed.

To edit the default value, double-click the value of the parameter. Double-clicking the name of the parameter starts the
editor, with the file where the parameter has been found first. The parameter type is Alphanumeric.

Packager Scripts

Packager scripts contain statements for modifying text files. Generally, scripts are executed when the product is installed
or removed.

Scripts are used to adapt SXP products for specific target computers. In the scripts, parameters can be used as
placeholders for target computer-specific values. The Installer replaces these parameters with the client-specific values
before applying the script to a text file.

For an SXP product, you can specify names of scripts in the ScriptFiles sections of the two archive files, original.sxp and
ascnnnn.sxp.

• original.sxp
A product to be installed unattended on the target computer, using the original setup function, must have a response
file. You can create a script to adapt the response file to the target computer, for example, to set the installation path of
the product in the response file to a value valid for this PC.
If you use a script, you must specify the response file on which the script is to work in the ResponseFiles section of the
original.sxp file.

• ascnnnn.sxp
When a product is being installed, the script specified in the ScriptFiles section of ascnnnn.sxp will be executed on the
text file specified in the Info section of the same ascnnnn.sxp archive file.
Similarly, you can specify a script for removing the product. The text file on which the script is executed can be either a
file that accompanies the product, or a file that already exists on the target computer. Thus, scripts can also be used to
modify existing text files, and consequently to prepare the target computer for the installation of a product.

A script can be contained in a product and distributed with it. However, you can also share a script for two or more
products, and modify the script independently of any product.

Edit Archive Files

An internal archive file editor lets you modify or change contents of the archive file. We strongly recommend that you use
this internal editor when editing archive files. Manually editing archive files is necessary when you are creating archive
files using the manual method of packaging.

The editor presents the archive file in sections. Therefore, select the section you want to edit from the drop-down list box.

• CmpArchives
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Lists all compressed archive files of the product in the Contents field. When you double-click one of the .cmp files
listed, the CMP Editor opens this file and modifies its contents.

• FilesInArchives
Lists all files in all archive files of the product.

• InsDelFiles
Lets you enter file names that should be deleted during product installation.

• ReplaceParams
Lets you enter names of files where parameters are replaced during product installation.

NOTE
Most SXP archive files are automatically created by the automatic method of packaging. Therefore, it makes no
sense to edit all SXP archive files. For further information, see Manual supplements to automatic method.

Delete Archive Files

With the exception of info.sxp, all archive files in the archive file window can be deleted.

Follow these steps:

1. Open Archive files window of the Packager main window:
2. Right-click the archive file icon to delete, and select Delete archive file from the context menu.
3. Confirm the deletion when prompted.

Create a Product Version

Follow these steps:

1. In the Product archive tree window, click the Archive heading, click the Create Product Version icon

in the toolbar.
The Create Product Version dialog opens.

2. Enter the name and the version number of the new product.
3. For the name, you can enter a maximum of 32 characters. The version number is a four-digit decimal number.
4. (Optional) To create the product by the automatic method, check Standard mode (minimal user interaction), or Custom

mode and Use reference installation.
5. (Optional) To create the product by the manual method, check Custom mode and Create templates to be edited

manually.
6. If you choose Custom mode and Use reference installation, you can click the Configure Reference System button to

display the Configure Reference System dialog.
7. Click Continue.

To create a new version for an existing product

1. In the Product archive tree window, select the product, click the Create Product Version icon

in the toolbar.
The Create Product Version dialog opens.

2. By default, the subsequent version number of the product displays in the Create Product Version dialog. Alternatively,
you can enter another version number greater than each of the existing version numbers of the product.

3. (Optional) If you want to create the product by the automatic method, check Standard mode (minimal user interaction),
or Custom mode and Use reference installation.

4. (Optional) If you want to create the product by the manual method, check Custom mode and Create templates to be
edited manually.
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5. If you choose Custom mode and Use reference installation, you can click the Configure Reference System button to
display the Configure Reference System dialog.

6. Click Continue.

Configure Reference System Button

Clicking the Configure Reference System button displays the Configure Reference System dialog, which lets you view the
current configuration of the monitored reference system and make any changes. This is your last opportunity to change
the reference system for the product being packaged.

The reference system is not relevant when you use the manual method since you must manually enter all required data in
the SXP archive files. The manual method is primarily intended for products that are to be installed on the target computer
using their original setup program. However, the manual method can be used for all products, which means that you can
even use the manual method to package products that have already been packaged with the automatic method. Note that
you still need to manually enter all required data in the SXP archive files, however.

Backup System Files

If you use the Packager to create a product for the first time, the Packager automatically updates the reference system
and displays the Backup System Files message.

This process can take several minutes, depending on the processing speed and the amount of files on the computer.
In the course of this update, all files belonging to the clean reference system are backed up to enable the Packager to
restore the computer's original state after an automatic package recording.

The files to be saved are listed in the Backup files tab. This process must be re-initiated when the reference system has
changed permanently; for example, by applying Service Packs.

Account Flags

All account flags relate to the creation of items like a key, shortcut, folder, or value.

Possible values of an account flag (AFlag) are as follows:

• A (All)
(Windows NT Technology only)
The item is valid for all users. An account name is not specified.

• C (Common)
(Windows NT Technology only)
The itemis valid for all users (desktops). An account name does not need to be specified. In contrast to the All flag,
the shortcuts and folders are stored on the common desktop and not on the user desktop. The C flag is set by default
when you use the automatic method.

• G (Group)
(Windows NT Technology only)
The itemis valid for all desktop users who belong to the group specified by the Account Name parameter. The account
name must be specified.

• S (Single)
(Windows 9x/Me only)
There is only one desktop user for whom the item is valid. No account name needs to be specified. The reference
installation sets the S flag as default.

• U (User)
(Windows NT Technology only)
The item is valid for the user specified by the Account Name parameter. The account name must be specified.
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File Attributes

A file attribute is a hexadecimal value of the format 0xnnnnnnnn. The value may be combined from multiple attributes from
the list below.

0x00000001 FAT file attribute Read-only (R).

0x00000002 FAT file attribute Hidden (H)

0x00000004 FAT file attribute System (S)

0x00000020 FAT file attribute Archive

0x00000080 FAT file attribute Normal

0x00000100 File attribute Temporary

0x00002000 File attribute Not content indexed (Windows 2000 NTFS)

Example: File attribute 0x00000005

This is the sum of the file attributes "System" (0x00000004) and "Read-only" (0x00000001)

Instance Directory

To be able to work with different instances of a file (that is, several files having the same name but different contents), the
absolute file paths entered in the ufiles.sxp, ufiles.cmp, and udirs.sxp archive files are extended by a so-called instance
directory:

The Packager's recording procedure defines a recorded user-specific file to be the first instance of this file. The absolute
path of this file then gets the subdirectory 1 assigned.

Example illustrating the creation of an instance directory by the recording procedure:

SxpHomeDir:

D:\USERS\HUGO

Recorded user-specific file:

D:\USERS\HUGO\dictionaries\german.dic

Resulting file path in ufiles.sxp, ufiles.cmp, udirs.sxp:

$(SxpHomeDir)\1\dictionaries\german.dic

Packaging Programs that Write Hardware Configuration Data

Some software programs write hardware configuration data into the binary files of the application. Generally, this
information cannot be modified on the target computer.

If you are going to package such a program, choose one of the following options:

• Package the program on a reference system with the same hardware configuration as the target computer.
• Use the manual method of packaging.

Archives on the Packaging Computer

The Packaging Computer is a separate computer system, on which the Software Packager for Windows is installed. The
Packaging Computer must be a Windows NT Technology computer.

Only the following software must be installed on the Packaging Computer:
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• Operating system.
• Software Packager software.

When you install the Packager software, a special API component is automatically installed on the Packaging Computer,
to enable communication between the Packager and the manager system.

The Packager uses two archives located on the Packaging Computer:

• Product Archive
The product archive is used to store and manage packaged products. The product archive is organized hierarchically,
and is mapped to a directory tree. The product directories are located at the first level. The Packager is able to
manage several versions of a product. For each product version a subdirectory is created in the product directory. This
subdirectory is called the version directory.
The archive files are stored in the SXP format and define the interface between the Packager and Installer
components. The archive files consist of:
– Compressed product files
– Installation, removal, and configuration specifications for a product version
– All other files to be distributed with the version, such as scripts or the original product files, which can be installed in

unattended mode with their original setup.
• Parameter Archive

On the Packaging Computer, all client parameters are stored in several .ini files collectively called the parameter
archive. The information in the .ini files is mirrored in the objects on the Parameter archive window, where you create
and modify parameters by creating and editing the objects on that window. On the target computer the parameters are
stored in the param.ini file.

NOTE
The Software Delivery agent functionality is not installed on the Packaging Computer.

Software Management Features

Software Management enables you to install, configure and remove software throughout a complex environment in a
controlled and standardized way, and to maintain large infrastructures. Networks with various Windows PCs and Windows
NT Technology servers are optimally integrated and offer special features such as:

• Unattended installation and removal of products.
• Easy administration, delivery, and maintenance of different archive versions: products, delta products and combined

products.
• Defining installation requirements.
• Preparing software for registration and installation, quickly and easily, by using the automatic method of packaging.
• Reducing transmission costs through single transfer of volume data, that is the packaged software, from the Packaging

Computer to the manager system during registration.
• Custom installations of software packages on PCs running Windows NT Technology, even when users are logged off.
• Defining PC and group configurations to best match your software distribution needs.
• Automatical reset of the computer to its previous system state in the case of faulty installations on a target computer.
• Users created retrospectively on a Windows NT Technology computer (after the computer has been receiving and

installing packages) automatically receive all software products intended for the group to which the users belong.

Create Parameter Product

When you have defined all desired client parameters, you create a parameter product to register and distribute the current
parameter files. After you create the parameter product, you must register it in the Software Package Library on the
manager or scalability server to which your Packaging Computer is connected.
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Follow these steps:

1. Enter the desired name and version of the parameter product
2. Click OK.

Product Distribution

Any product must be registered in the software package library on a manager before you can distribute it to target
computers.

Products registered in the software package library on an enterprise manager can be distributed to computer groups
only, while products registered in the software package library on a domain manager can be distributed to both computer
groups and individual target computers.

If your Packaging Computer is coupled to an enterprise manager, this procedure of sending packages from the enterprise
manager to the domain manager lets you distribute install and uninstall orders to individual target computers. If permitted
by your site standards, you can couple your Packaging Computer to the appropriate domain manager rather than the
enterprise manager.

Automatic Method

In this packaging mode, the Packager on the dedicated Packaging Computer will be used to monitor changes applied
to the packaging system by either running a setup or manual changes. The detected changes will be packaged as a
software package in the SXP format.

To retain the integrity of the packaging system and to preserve the identical environment for all subsequent recordings
the Packager takes care to roll back applied changes after the package creation. For the file system, this is performed by
removing added files and restoring changed files by use of a set of backup files. This set of backup files is created the first
time the Packager is started based on the settings listed under Backup Files. This set is also called Ground.

If the menu item Update Reference System is used, the creation of the backup set is also initiated. Depending on the
amount of data to be saved, and the performance of the system, this step may take 10 to 20 minutes.

The Packager cannot access files that are locked by programs. Log files are typical items of this category. To avoid
unnecessary messages concerning locked files, the Packager will add those identified files automatically to an ignore list.
These files will no longer be monitored for changes.

After the backup set has been created, an initial state of the file system is recorded. This means, that information like
file size, creation date, directory contents, INI files, links, and so on, is put aside. This recorded first system state is the
reference for subsequent installs.

Since a system restart will change some file dates, and create new log files or add performance data, we recommend
to boot the system once the first system state has been created. The next time the Packager is used in for reference
installation, the current system state is compared to the first system state, and any interim changes are automatically
added to the list of ignored files. The members of this list are ignored for package creation, because this is dynamic data
and independent of the monitored setup. These changes are also not rolled back.

When changes have been applied to the settings, which describe the monitored reference system, the affected
components of the first system state are recreated again.

When an SXP package is going to be created, a product name and version has to be chosen first. Next the system will
compare the current state and the saved first system state. Any interim changes are added to the list of ignored files. The
current state of the registry is recorded and saved.

Now the setup program, which shall be monitored, can be launched. Setup will apply all necessary changes to the system.
Additionally, the user can modify the system. Special care has to be taken to start and use the program. This will create
additional files and registry entries, or launch new services.
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When continuing the packaging process, the new system state is compared to the saved first system state. Identified
changes will become part of the new package, and the compressed archive is created. Based on the package contents
the changes to the packaging system are rolled back. If needed, system files are replaced with saved copies from the
backup set. Because some restore procedures can be carried out during system restart only, the Packager may notify
about the need to restart the system.

Files that could not be added to the backup set of saved system files are listed in:

\PackagerInstallDirectory\ground\FilesNotInGround.log

Files that could not be added to the product's archives are listed in:

\PackagerInstallDirectory\files.log

\PackagerInstallDirectory\ufiles.log

Files that could not be restored to the previous state because they are not in a backup set are listed in:

\PackagerInstallDirectory\restore.log

Most Important Changes in the Packager Behavior

Setting: "Paths to exclude" is no longer observed for backup set Ground.

First system state is now recorded only once, or on demand, instead of every time.

Locked files are now excluded automatically, instead of manually.

Files changed during end of last recording and new recording are excluded automatically, avoiding locked file situations.

Even excluded paths are monitored for changes and restored. Formerly, accidentally changes were not detected nor
cured.

All ignored files are displayed on the Paths to exclude tab. These entries are grayed out, and cannot be edited.

Parameters in SXP Packages

A parameter is a variable in archive files and scripts. The Installer replaces these variables with target computer-specific
values when the product is installed.

Parameters can be used to standardize target computers, such as a consultant workstation or a point-of-sale system, or to
replace computer parameters, such as an IP address or a host name. To enter and manage parameters, use the Product
Archive window on the Packager GUI.

Each SXP package generated with the Software Management Packager contains a file, sxpparam.ini, which contains
default values for all external (client) parameters used in the product. This ensures that the product can be installed
without any parameter product being installed on the target computer before.

Parameter Files in SXP Packages

Parameter files contain external parameters (client parameters). Parameter files are also known as .ini files. Parameter
files that have been packaged are called a parameter product.

The following parameter files are currently used in SXP packages:

• default.ini
Contains the general defaults for all PC groups and individual PCs. In the [default] section of this file, all client
parameters are entered, along with their type, default value, range of values, and description. There are three types of
parameters: numeric, alphanumeric, and selection list.

• group.ini
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Stores the parameters for any PC groups that deviate from the defaults in the default.ini file. Each section in this file
has the same name as the PC group to which its parameters apply.

• pc.ini
Contains the parameter deviations between each PC and the PC group to which it belongs.

• tree.ini
Contains the assignment of individual PCs to PC groups. This file includes a section named for each group. The
section includes the names of all PCs in the group.

Software Packager - Glossary of Terms
Contents

actions.sxp

The actions.sxp archive file specifies the pre- and post-install tasks for installation and removal of products on target
computers. You must create the actions.sxp file manually if you want to include pre- and post-install tasks in the packaged
product.

ADMINTOOLS

ADMINTOOLS specifies the file system directory used to store administrative tools for an individual user. The Microsoft
Management Console will save customized consoles to this directory, and it will roam with the user. (From Version 5.0)

ALTSTARTUP

ALTSTARTUP specifies the file system directory corresponding to the user's nonlocalized Startup program group.

APPDATA

APPDATA specifies the file system directory serving as a common repository for application-specific data. A typical path is
C:\Documents and Settings\username\Application Data.

CSIDL_APPDATA is supported by the redistributable ShFolder.dll for systems not having the Internet Explorer 4.0
integrated Shell installed. (From Version 4.71)

Archive file (Definition)

An archive file contains information about a packaged product. You can create archive files automatically or manually
when you package a product.

archive name

The archive name is the name you assign to the product when you package it. With this name the packaged product
appears in the product archive. The archive name must be unique; no other application must use this name. The archive
name of a product is usually not the same as the original name of the product assigned by its manufacturer. The archive
name can be a maximum of 32 characters.

 

archive version

When you package a product, you must assign both a name and a version number to the product. The archive version is
the version of the product as it appears in the product archive. If needed, you can package several versions of the same
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product. The archive version is the same as the version ID of a product. The archive version of a product is usually not the
same as the original version number assigned to the application by the manufacturer.

ascnnnn.sxp

Each of the ascnnnn.sxp archive files contains modifications for a specific ASCII file. The ascnnnn.sxp files are
automatically created and numbered (asc0001, asc0002, and so on.) for all ASCII files you included when packaging the
product. You can also create ascnnnn.sxp files manually. The files must be named sequentially, in ascending order.

BITBUCKET

BITBUCKET specifies a virtual folder containing the objects in the user's Recycle Bin.

Change of version (Definition)

Changing the version means removing a previous version and immediately installing the next version of a product.

client parameter

To specify target computer-specific modifications for the installation of a product on the target computer, for example, a
special installation directory, you can use client parameters, also called parameters, for short.

CMP file

A CMP file contains all product files relevant for installation or uninstallation of the product, in a compressed form. It is
generated by the reference installation. A CMP File can be modified with the CMP Editor only. This editor is automatically
installed with the Software Management Packager for Windows, in the installation directory of the Packager.

COMMON_ADMINTOOLS

COMMON_ADMINTOOLS specifies the file system directory containing administrative tools for all users of the computer.
(From Version 5.0)

COMMON_ALTSTARTUP

COMMON_ALTSTARTUP specifies the file system directory corresponding to the nonlocalized Startup program group for
all users. Valid only for Windows NT systems.

COMMON_APPDATA

COMMON_APPDATA specifies the location of application data for all users. A typical path is C:\Documents and Settings
\All Users\Application Data. (From Version 5.0)

COMMON_DESKTOPDIRECTORY

COMMON_DESKTOPDIRECTORY specifies the file system directory containing files and folders that appear on the
desktop for all users. A typical path is C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Desktop. Valid only for Windows NT systems.

COMMON_DOCUMENTS

COMMON_DOCUMENTS specifies the file system directory containing documents common to all users. Typical paths are
C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Documents. Valid for Windows NT systems with Shfolder.dll installed.
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COMMON_FAVORITES

COMMON_FAVORITES specifies the file system directory serving as a common repository for all users' favorite items.
Valid only for Windows NT systems.

COMMON_PROGRAMS

COMMON_PROGRAMS specifies the file system directory containing the directories for the common program groups that
appear on the Start menu for all users. A typical path is C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Start Menu\Programs. Valid
only for Windows NT systems.

COMMON_STARTMENU

COMMON_STARTMENU specifies the file system directory containing the programs and folders that appear on the Start
menu for all users. A typical path is C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Start Menu. Valid only for Windows NT systems.

COMMON_STARTUP

COMMON_STARTUP specifies the file system directory containing the programs that appear in the Startup folder for all
users. A typical path is C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Start Menu\Programs\Startup. Valid only for Windows NT
systems.

COMMON_TEMPLATES

COMMON_TEMPLATES specifies the file system directory containing the templates available to all users. A typical path
is C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Templates. Valid only for Windows NT systems.

CONTROLS

CONTROLS specifies a virtual folder containing icons for the Control Panel applications.

COOKIES

COOKIES specifies the file system directory serving as a common repository for Internet cookies. A typical path is C:
\Documents and Settings\username\Cookies.

default.ini

The default.ini file stores the defaults of parameters for PCs and PC groups, specifying a type, a default, a range of
values, and a description. Three parameter types are supported: numeric parameters, alphanumeric parameters, and
selection lists.

DESKTOP

DESKTOP specifies a virtual folder that is the root of the namespace (Windows Desktop).

desktop.sxp

The desktop.sxp archive file is used only for Windows NT 3.51 and Windows for Workgroups (WfW). It controls the
installation and removal of groups and items, folders and shortcuts on the desktop. In the case of Windows NT computers,
these specifications can relate to groups and users, that is, the desktop modifications can be limited to specific user
desktops.
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DESKTOPDIRECTORY

DESKTOPDIRECTORY specifies the file system directory used to physically store file objects on the desktop. (Note that
this is not the desktop folder itself.) A typical path is C:\Documents and Settings\username\Desktop

dirs.sxp

The dirs.sxp archive file contains information about product directories to create or remove.

DRIVES

DRIVES specifies a virtual folder containing everything on the local computer: storage devices, printers, and Control Panel
(My Computer). The folder may also contain mapped network drives.

FAVORITES

FAVORITES specifies the file system directory serving as a common repository for the user's favorite items. A typical path
is C:\Documents and Settings\username\Favorites

files.sxp

The files.sxp archive file contains information about the product files. Files.sxp also references the CMP archive file, which
stores the packaged product in a compressed format.

FONTS

FONTS specifies a virtual folder containing fonts. A typical path is C:\WINNT\Fonts

group.ini

The group.ini file specifies those parameters only that differ from the default parameter values in the default.ini file. The
group.ini file contains a separate section for each PC group that has nondefault parameter values. The entries in these
sections specify the parameter name and parameter value only, because type and range of a parameter cannot be
changed.

HISTORY

HISTORY specifies the file system directory serving as a common repository for Internet history items.

home directory

In a hierarchical tree structure the top-level directory is called the home directory, or root directory. You can create other
directories and subdirectories below the home directory.

ininnnn.sxp

Each ininnnn.sxp archive file contains modifications for a specific .ini file. The .ini file must have been specified when
the reference system was configured. If you use the automatic method for packaging, all sections and their entries
are generated automatically. nnnn indicates the number of the file. The files must be named sequentially, with nnnn in
ascending order.

INTERNET

INTERNET specifies a virtual folder representing the Internet.
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INTERNET_CACHE

INTERNET_CACHE specifies the file system directory serving as a common repository for temporary Internet files. A
typical path is C:\Documents and Settings\username\Temporary Internet Files. (From Version 4.72)

links.sxp

The links.sxp archive file specifies the links, that is, shortcuts, to install, modify or delete within the Windows Explorer.
Links found in common folders are written to links.sxp.

Links found in user-specific folders are written to the ulinks.sxp archive file.

LOCAL_APPDATA

LOCAL_APPDATA specifies the file system directory serving as a data repository for local (nonroaming) applications. A
typical path is C:\Documents and Settings\username\Local Settings\Application Data. (From Version 5.0)

MYPICTURES

MYPICTURES specifies the My Pictures folder. A typical path is C:\Documents and Settings\username\My Documents\My
Pictures. (From Version 5.0)

NETHOOD

NETHOOD specifies a file system folder containing the link objects that may exist in the My Network Places virtual folder.
It is not the same as CSIDL_NETWORK, which represents the network namespace root. A typical path is C:\Documents
and Settings\username\NetHood

NETWORK

NETWORK specifies a virtual folder representing the root of the network namespace hierarchy (Network neighborhood).

Orca editor

The orca editor is a Microsoft Installer (MSI) database editor, and can be used to set or change undefined MSI properties,
which may appear, for example, during SXP to MSI conversion, when the original product contains external SXP
parameters. The orca editor can be downloaded from the Microsoft web site.

original.sxp

The original.sxp archive file specifies settings for installing a product on and removing a product from a target computer by
using its original setup and uninstall files. The original.sxp archive file must be created manually.

Other archive file (definition)

Archive files that belong to a version of a product but do not need a structure specified by the Packager. These files can
be text files or binary files.

Packaging Computer

The Packaging Computer is the dedicated computer on which the Software Management Packager for Windows is
installed. Only the operating system and the Packager software must be installed on the Packaging Computer!
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packaging format for Windows products

The Software Management Packager for Windows packages software products in a fixed special format, which
guarantees their integrity during distribution and installation on target computers. The fixed packaging format also enables
the total management of software installation and removal on target computers.

The Packager creates Windows products in the SXP format; which are called SXP products.

You can convert SXP products to products in the Microsoft Installer packaging format (MSI products).

 

parameter product

Packaged parameter files are called a parameter product. The parameter files contain external parameters (client
parameters). A parameter product is generated automatically when you package the parameter files on the packaging
computer. The term parameter product distinguishes packaged parameters from packaged software or data, which are
usually called SXP products.

 

pc.ini

The pc.ini file contains the deviations for each PC from its PC group or from the default object, if the PC is not assigned to
a PC group. If there is no section for a PC in this file, then the defaults for its PC group file (group.ini) apply automatically.
If the PC is not assigned to a PC group, then the defaults from the default.ini file apply automatically.

Each PC that has at least one parameter different from the default has its own section in this file. Each section has the
same name as the PC to which its parameters apply.

permis.sxp

(For Windows NT Technology only.) The permis.sxp archive file sets access rights for the product objects (files,
directories, and registry keys), for specific users or groups, on NTFS partitions only. The permis.sxp file must be created
manually.

PERSONAL

PERSONAL specifies the file system directory serving as a common repository for documents. A typical path is C:
\Documents and Settings\username\My Documents. This should be distinguished from the virtual My Documents folder in
the namespace. For a description how to access that virtual folder refer to the Microsoft’s File System documentation.

post-install task

Post-install tasks can be appended to a product when it is being packaged. The post-install tasks are distributed with the
product to the target computers, and executed on the target computers after the product is installed.

Pre-install task (Definition)

You can specify pre-install tasks for a product when packaging it. The pre-install task is distributed with the product, and
executed on the target computer prior to the installation of the product.

predecessor

Predecessor indicates the version of a product that is required for a delta version to be installed successfully. The
delta version requires the predecessor for installation on the Packaging Computer and on the target computers. The
predecessor must have the same product name as the delta version, but must have a lower version number.
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PRINTERS

PRINTERS specifies a virtual folder containing installed printers.

PRINTHOOD

PRINTHOOD specifies the file system directory containing the link objects that may exist in the Printers virtual folder. A
typical path is C:\Documents and Settings\username\PrintHood

product archive

The product archive is a hierarchically organized structure where the Packager manages the generated products. The
product archive consists of product directories, version directories, subdirectories, and archive files.The product archive is
located on the Packaging Computer and stores the products independent from the Software Package Library.

product directory

The product directory is a directory at the first level of the product archive. The name of the product directory is the same
as the product name. In the product directory, the different versions of a product are stored in version directories.

PROFILE

PROFILE specifies the user's profile folder. (From Version 5.0)

PROGRAMS

PROGRAMS specifies the file system directory containing the user's program groups (which are also file system
directories). A typical path is C:\Documents and Settings\username\Start Menu\Programs

RECENT

RECENT specifies the file system directory containing the user's most recently used documents. A typical path is C:
\Documents and Settings\username\Recent. To create a shortcut in this folder, use SHAddToRecentDocs. In addition to
creating the shortcut, this function updates the Shell's list of recent documents, and adds the shortcut to the Documents
submenu of the Start menu.

reference installation

When you install a product using the automatic method on the Packaging Computer, you are performing a reference
installation. Parts of the Packaging Computer are used as a reference system. Changes to the reference system are
recorded and included in the product.

reference system

Reference system is the short name for the file system, installed services, and registry of the Packaging Computer. When
you install a product using the automatic method during the packaging process (called reference installation), changes to
the reference system are recorded and included in the product. After the packaging process is complete, the reference
system is reset to its original state.

registration

After you package a product, you register it in the Software Package Library on the manager system. Only registered
products can be installed on target computers.
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response file (Definition)

A response file provides answers to questions asked by the interactive setup program during product installation, and so
enables you to install the product in unattended mode on the target computer.

root directory

The root directory is the highest level directory of a hierarchical tree structure. Other directories and subdirectories can be
created below the root directory. The root directory is also called home directory.

script

In context of product packaging, a script, or script file, contains statements for modifying text files. Scripts are used to
adapt packaged products for specific computers.

SENDTO

SENDTO specifies the file system directory containing Send To menu items. An example for a path is C:\Documents and
Settings\username\SendTo

services.sxp

For Windows NT Technology only. Specifies the services that are to be installed or uninstalled. It is generated
automatically.

Software Package Library

The Software Package Library is the storage location on a manager system for packaged software products, from where
the products can be distributed through the network, and installed on target computers.

sreg.sxp

The sreg.sxp archive file defines system-specific registry keys or values, and is generated automatically by the Packager.

sregdel.sxp

The sregdel.sxp archive file defines system-specific registry keys or values, which are deleted during the installation of a
certain product on a target computer, so these items can be restored as soon as the product is removed from the target
computer.

STARTMENU

STARTMENU specifies the file system directory containing Start menu items. A typical path is C:\Documents and Settings
\username\Start Menu

STARTUP

STARTUP specifies the file system directory corresponding to the user's Startup program group. The system starts these
programs whenever any user logs onto Windows NT. A typical path is C:\Documents and Settings\username\Start Menu
\Programs\Startup

SXP archive (Definition)

The SXP archive is the directory for storing SXP products on the Packaging Computer.
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SXP archive file

SXP archive file means any archive file with the file extension .sxp, for example, files.sxp.

SXP product

An SXP product contains software, data, or parameters, packaged with the Software Packager for Windows. An SXP
product is uniquely defined by its name and version. SXP products can be created manually or automatically and are
managed in the product archive.

An SXP product can have one the types product, delta product, delta version, or combined product. An SXP product
containing parameters only is also called parameter product, for distinction.

SYSTEM

SYSTEM specifies the System folder. A typical path is C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32 (From Version 5.0)

target computer

A target computer receives and installs products you send through install orders from your manager system. You can also
create and send uninstall orders to remove products from a target computer. Instead of a single target computer you can
address groups of target computers.

To allow installation and uninstallation of products, the Software Delivery agent must be installed on each target computer.

TEMPLATES

TEMPLATES specifies the file system directory serving as a common repository for document templates.

tree.ini

The tree.ini file specifies the names of each PC group and its members. Each section in this file is named for a PC group.
The individual PCs in a group are listed in the section named for their group. In addition, the tree.ini file contains a section
named [default], which lists PCs that do not belong to any group.

uactions.sxp

The uactions.sxp archive file specifies programs belonging to a product, which are supposed to run under a certain user.
It is possible to run a program only once for a user (at installation or uninstallation time) or regularly at every logon of the
user.

udirs.sxp

The udirs.sxp archive file contains information on the user-specific directories of a generated product. For all user-specific
directories created during reference installation (these are all directories under the home directory of a user or a user
profile), the udirs.sxp archive file is created automatically. The udirs.sxp archive file can be edited manually to specify
which user-specific directory to install for which user.

ufiles.sxp

The ufiles.sxp archive file contains information on the user-specific files of a generated product. For every user-specific
file created during reference installation (these are all files in the home directory of a user or a user profile) the archive file
ufiles.sxp is created automatically. The ufiles.sxp archive file can be edited manually to specify which user-specific file to
install for which user.
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uininnnn.sxp

Each of the uininnnn.sxp archive files contains information on the user-specific .ini files (*.ini). For all user-specific .ini files
created during reference installation, that is, all ini files under the home directory of a user or a user profile, an archive file
uininnnn.sxp is created automatically. nnnn is a sequentially incremented four-digit number.

Each uininnnn.sxp file can be edited manually to specify which user-specific ini file to install for which user.

ulinks.sxp

The ulinks.sxp archive file describes the links, that is, shortcuts, to install, modify or delete within the Windows Explorer.
Links found in user-specific folders are written to ulinks.sxp.

(Links found in common folders are written to the links.sxp archive file.)

uninstall

To uninstall means to remove a product from a target computer. During the uninstall process, the installation directory of
the product, and all its files and subdirectories are removed.

update product

An update product is a newer version of an existing product. An update product totally replaces the previous version of
the product. The update product is installed on target computers immediately after the previous version of the product is
removed.

An update product is a complete product and does not require another product.

ureg.sxp

The ureg.sxp archive file defines user-specific registry keys or values and is generated automatically by the Packager.

uregdel.sxp

The uregdel.sxp archive file defines user-specific registry keys or values, which are deleted during the installation of a
certain product on a target computer, so these items can be restored as soon as the product is removed from the target
computer.

USER_DIRECTORY

USER_DIRECTORY specifies the file system directory used as root directory for all other user-specific folders. A typical
path is C:\Documents and Settings\username.

Version control (Definition)

The Installer can perform version control when installing a product, as follows: If a file included in the product already
exists on the target computer, the Installer will replace that file only if the file from the product is more recent than the
existing file. To use version control, you must specify version control for each desired file during packaging of the product,
and the desired files must have an internal version ID.

version directory

The version directory is a directory at the second level of the product archive. The version directory contains the archive
files for a specific version of a product. These archive files can be subdivided into subdirectories.
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Version ID (Definition)

The version ID (or: version number) of a product consists of four decimal digits. If you need to enter the version number
(for example, on the Packager GUI), you must use the format xxxx. However, you may find the version number displayed
on the Packager GUI in the output format x.x/xx.

The version ID is the same as the archive version.

version

The version of a product is a unique identifier that must be specified, together with the product name, each time you
package a product. You can create several versions of the same product. In the product archive, the product version
consists of its archive files plus any subdirectories and additional files.

WINDOWS

WINDOWS specifies the Windows directory or SYSROOT. Corresponds to the %windir% or %SYSTEMROOT%
environment variables. A typical path is C:\WINNT (From Version 5.0)

Software Packager for Linux and UNIX
The CA Software Management Packager for Linux and UNIX (Packager) is used to define, configure, and package
software products. CA Technologies provides a standard for packaging software for Linux and UNIX systems, the Product
Interchange Format (PIF). The result of the packaging process is called a PIF package. PIF packages can be created for
and installed on all Linux and UNIX platforms supported by the Software Management component. All Packager functions
are available through the Java graphical user interface (Java GUI) and the command line interface (CLI).

The complete package is defined in a prototype file. The package definition includes, for example, package name and
version, platform, language, install parameters, and path names. The prototype file is easily generated or modified using
the Packager GUI, but it can also be generated and modified using CLI commands.

Main Features of the Packager and Installer for UNIX and Linux
The Packager and Installer for Linux and UNIX products provides the following features:
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• The Packager is designed as a workbench where you can easily access packages and their components with a single
click.

• The Packager provides standard templates for prototype files and installation dialogs that you can use as a framework
to build your individual PIF package or installation dialogs.

• The Packager lets you create self-installing PIF packages, which include the Installer, so that no installation tool is
required on the target computer.

• The Packager lets you create PIF packages that is installed by a nominated non-root user (non privileged installation).
• The Packager lets you create patch packages so that there is a way to fix applications without republishing or

distributing the entire package. Changes are reversed if the patch installation is rolled back. Updating or removing a
product removes all installed patches for that package.

• The Packager contains an installation dialog editor that provides you with a work surface, a toolbox, and drag-and-drop
features to design the layout of installation dialogs. A Test dialog function lets you preview the installation dialog being
created.

• The Installer installs PIF packages on a target computer, unattended, or dialog-driven. The Installer also provides
features to install UNIX and Linux products in packaging formats other than PIF. For example, PKG and RPM formats,
and to manage any installed UNIX or Linux product on the target computer.

• The Installer presents installation dialogs in graphical mode when the target computer has Java Runtime Environment
(JRE) 1.4 installed; otherwise installation dialogs are in the character-oriented VT100 mode.

• The installer supports to create and use installation dialog in multiple languages.
• The Installer can perform parameter based unattended package installations.
• The Installer automatically resolves all dependencies that are defined in the PIF package and its components. The

Installer ensures that all dependent products are installed on the target computer before the PIF package is installed.
• When a PIF package is being removed the Installer automatically tries to remove all unused dependant packages. The

Installer examines several layers if needed, but checks and removes only those packages that were delivered with the
PIF package.

• The Installer manages shared files. Changed package files (for example, configuration files) are left unchanged after a
package update installation.

• You can maintain multiple versions of the package on the target computer. Using a package property you can enable
PIF package to install multiple version of the package. At installation time, the Installer creates individual names for
each new instance of the main package. You can update and remove specific instances of the same package version.

• Within a PIF package you can specify alias names of other PIF or RPM packages (virtual packages), whose
functionality or services are covered by this PIF package. The alias names can include the previous name of this
package, During installation the dependency check evaluates the list of alias names and resolves dependencies to
these packages.

Quick Steps to Create a PIF Package
You can create and store a Linux or UNIX software package in the PIF packaging format (PIF package).

Follow these steps:

1. Click the New icon on the toolbar.
2. Specify the desired package name.

A prototype file is created internally, which contains default settings and properties for the PIF package. This prototype
file is used to build the final PIF package.

3. Save the prototype file in a target directory.
4. Click the Build icon on the toolbar.

The PIF package is generated using the default settings in the prototype file. The PIF package is stored in the same
directory as the prototype file.

You can distribute and install the PIF package on the target computer using the installer.
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Software Management
The Software Management component is a set of tools and functions to define and package software products, configure
and customize them to your needs, and install and manage the products on target computers in your network. The main
components of Software Management are the Packager and the Installer.

With the Packager, you package software and data in packages that can be registered in a software package library on a
manager system and then distributed to target computers in your network. The packager also lets you create self-installing
packages that are independent of any distribution and installation tool on the target computer. The Installer provides
flexible features for an unattended or dialog-driven installation, and for maintenance and removal of software products on
the target computers.

Create a PIF Package
You can create a new prototype file with information about the product to package.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the New icon on the toolbar.
The New package dialog appears.

2. Enter information about the PIF package, as follows:
– Package name

Indicates the name of the PIF package, according to the UNIX naming conventions, up to a maximum of 128
characters.

– Package version
Indicates the version of the PIF package in the format M.m.b.r, where M (major), m (minor), b (build), and r
(revision) are numeric values in the range from 0 - 99,999. Each of the values entered can consist of a maximum of
5 digits, for example, 10 or 00010.

– Package platform
Indicates the UNIX or Linux platform specifying the hardware and operating system on which the PIF package can
be installed. When you select Any, the package can be installed on all supported UNIX and Linux platforms.

– Template
Indicates the template used as a framework for the creation of an individual package setup. A template is formatted
as a prototype file.

3. Click New.
The new prototype file is created in the Packager's package library and the package is displayed in the project pane.

NOTE
If the package creation fails, the error message is displayed in a separate tab of the Output panel. This error
message tab remains visible till a new build job is started; thus, allowing you to switch between patches without
loosing the error information.

PIF Package Creation Wizard
The PIF Package Creation Wizard guides you to create and build a PIF package.

Follow these steps:

• Click the wizard icon in the Packager's toolbar.
• Follow the instructions of the PIF Package Creation Wizard.

The PIF package appears in the Project pane of the Packager GUI.
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Dialog Properties Box
The Dialog properties box displays the properties of a dialog element selected in the workbox and lets you enter or
change property values.

In the Dialog properties box, you can also choose any of the dialog elements currently defined for the installation dialog
from a drop-down list to view or change their individual properties. For example, to change the title of the dialog, choose
Dialog properties from the drop-down list.

Button Properties

A button defines the dialog that is shown next and lets you assign default parameter settings. For example, to present
different types of installation, such as Typical, Minimal, and User-specific, in the installation dialog, you add three buttons
to the installation dialog and assign the default parameters for each type of installation.

The following properties can be set:

• Ctrl name
Indicates the name of a dialog element. Control names within the dialog editor are predefined by the GUI. There is no
need to change these names. However, if for some reason you want to change the name, you can do so for a selected
element by changing the value in this field.

• Action
Indicates the type of action that is performed when the button is clicked. This property can have one of the following
values:
– Numerical value: 0

Action performed: Cancel installation.
– Numerical value: 1

Action performed: Install package.
– Numerical value: 2

Action performed Next dialog. Show the next dialog.
– Numerical value: 3

Action performed: Remove package.
– Numerical value: 4

Action performed: Show previous dialog.
– Numerical value: 5

Action performed: Dynamic dialog. Determine next installation dialog dynamically by evaluating a script.
– Numerical value: 6

Action performed: End installation and start a user script.
– Numerical value: 7

Action performed: Go to another installation dialog and take origin of that dialog.
– Numerical value: 8

Action performed: Start script and continue. The current dialog is closed, the specified script is executed, and the
initial dialog is started again.

– Numerical value: 9
Action performed: Execute script. The specified script is executed and the result is shown in the specified result
pane, which can be a progress area or text area.

• Next dialog
Specifies the name of the dialog that is shown when the button is clicked.

• Script (when Dynamic dialog was chosen as action to be performed)
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Specifies the name of a script that is executed when the button is clicked. Select a script from the drop-down list
or click the browse button (...) to browse for a script. The script file must have been added to the pre-installation
component.

• Icon file
Specifies the file name of an icon that appears on the button. The icon file must have been added to the pre-installation
component.

• Parameter list
Specifies a set of value assignments in the following format:
$PARAM1=value_1,$PARAM2=value_2,...,$PARAMn=value_n

When the button is clicked, the values are assigned to the parameters.
• Label

Specifies the text that appears on the button. The text must not contain any control character, such as CR (carriage
return) or LF (line feed). Within the text, you can use the ampersand (&) character to define a shortcut. The ampersand
character precedes that character, which you can use as a shortcut. For example, if you write Ne&xt as the button text,
the small letter x is the defined shortcut. By default, the first character of the text string serves as the shortcut.

• Font
Defines the font to be used for displaying the text. Clicking the browse icon (...) displays the Font Chooser dialog
where you can add or change font specifications.

• Enabled
Controls that the element is activated (or deactivated) by default. If you want to disable a specific field that is only
activated on a specific event, you can use this property.

Check Box Properties

A check box can have the values True (the check box is checked) or False (the check box is cleared), that is, an item
from the installation dialog can be selected (True) or not (False). Check boxes are used, for example, to select optional
components to install or to configure product properties.

The following properties can be set:

• Ctrl name
Indicates the name of a dialog element. Control names within the dialog editor are predefined by the GUI. There is no
need to change these names. However, if for some reason you want to change the name, you can do so for a selected
element by changing the value in this field.

• Parameter
Indicates the name of the parameter that contains the check box value. The parameter name starts with the dollar sign
($), and consists of a maximum of 64 characters, including the dollar sign. The following characters are not allowed
within a parameter name:
.   ;   :   \t   \n   \\   \"  /

• Value
Indicates the default value of the check box. Choose true or false from the drop-down list. If true is chosen, the check
box will contain a check mark. False provides an empty check box on the installation dialog.

• Parameter list
Indicates the set of value assignments in the following format:
$PARAM1=value_1,$PARAM2=value_2, ..., $PARAMn=value_n.
When the check box is checked, the values are assigned to the parameters.

• Disabled list
Indicates the set of value assignments in the following format:
$PARAM1=value_1,$PARAM2=value_2, ..., $PARAMn=value_n.
When the check box is cleared, the values are assigned to the parameters.

• Label
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Describes the text shown next to the check box. The text string can consist of a maximum of 1024 characters.
• Action Script

Indicates the script that is executed when the check box is selected. Choose a script from the drop-down list or click
the browse button to browse for a script.

• Info text
Displays additional information when the mouse is placed over the check box.

• Font
Defines the font to be used for displaying the text. Clicking the browse icon displays the Font Chooser dialog where
you can add or change font specifications.

• Enabled
Controls that the element is activated (or deactivated) by default. If you want to disable a specific field that is only
activated on a specific event, you can use this property.

Dialog Properties

Dialog properties specify the appearance of an installation dialog. You can define the following attributes:

• Name
Indicates the name of the dialog. This name is used to address the installation dialog, for example, in the navigation
button properties.

• Label
Describes the text that appears in the header line of the dialog.

• Script
Indicates the script that is executed when the user exits the installation dialog. Select a script from the drop-down list or
click the browse button (...) to browse for a script.
The script file must have been added to the pre-installation component.
For example, a dialog verification script can be specified that verifies all values entered in the dialog. The entered
values are passed as shell parameters to this script. If one of the entered values is not correct, the script must return a
value from 1 to 255, which refers to an error text in the Resource section of the prototype file.

• Presentation
Indicates the type of presentation of the installation dialog, that is, for which task the dialog is used. Select one of the
presentation types from the drop-down list.

• West graphic, North graphic, Center graphic, South graphic, East graphic
Indicates the names of the graphic files that you want to position at specific locations in the installation dialog (using
the points of a compass). Only graphics files in GIF format are supported. Select a graphic file from the drop-down list
or browse for a file. The drop-down list shows only GIF files that have been added to the pre-installation component.
Select None from the drop-down list if you do not want a graphic at a specific location in the dialog.

• Focus field
Indicates the name of the input field or navigation button that gets the focus when the dialog is started. You can select
from all input fields and navigation buttons defined in the dialog. Select a field from the drop-down list.

File Area Properties

A file area displays the contents of a file contained in the product. A file area is used to display large text files like the end-
user license agreement, a help topic, or the readme. Additionally, the contents of some internal administrative files can
be displayed using a file area, for example, a summary of all parameter values used in the product. Navigation within the
texts and scrolling are possible.

Within the installation dialog window, the file area uses the remainder of the window that is not used by other dialog
elements.

You can set the following properties:
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• Ctrl name
Indicates the name of a dialog element. Control names within the dialog editor are predefined by the GUI. There is no
need to change these names. However, if for some reason you want to change the name, you can do so for a selected
element by changing the value in this field.

• File name
Indicates the name of the product file. Select a file from the drop-down list or click the browse button (...) to browse
for a file. The file must have been added to the pre-installation component, because it is presented before the product
installation.

• Switch button
Describes the button or navigation button that is enabled the first time the file area has scrolled to the end.

• Font
Defines the font to be used for displaying the text. Clicking the browse icon displays the Font Chooser dialog where
you can add or change font specifications.

Installation Directory Properties

The installation directory field specifies the installation path for the PIF package or one of its components. When a Java
installation dialog is being created, a browse button (...) to start a directory selection dialog is automatically added.
The text string entered in the installation directory field is assigned to a parameter, which is then passed through the
installation process. That is, a parameter must be defined that stores the directory. The parameter must match the product
installation directory parameter or the component installation directory parameter. You can specify a script that validates
the content of the input field.

You can set the following properties:

• Ctrl name
Indicates the name of a dialog element. Control names within the dialog editor are predefined by the GUI. There is no
need to change these names. However, if for some reason you want to change the name, you can do so for a selected
element by changing the value in this field.

• Parameter
Describes the name of the parameter that contains the installation directory of the product or one of its components.
The parameter name starts with the dollar character ($) and consists of a maximum of 64 characters, including the
dollar sign. The following characters are not allowed within a parameter name:
.   ;   :   \t   \n   \\   \"   /

• Value
Indicates the default value of the installation directory. This value is shown the first time the installation directory field is
presented on an installation dialog.

• Parameter type
Indicates the type of the parameter - Standard or Command.

• Script
Validation script. This script is executed when the user exits the installation dialog. If the validation script detects an
error it must return a value from 1 to 255, which refers to an error message defined in the Resource section of the
prototype file. The validation script file must have been added to the pre-installation component.

• Font
Defines the font to be used for displaying the text. Clicking the browse icon displays the Font Chooser dialog where
you can add or change font specifications.

• Enabled
Controls that the element is activated (or deactivated) by default. If you want to disable a specific field that is only
activated on a specific event, you can use this property.
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Label Properties

A label specifies text in the installation dialog. The text usually leads input fields, such as installation directory
specifications or check boxes. On the installation dialog, the label text does not exceed a single line, that is, it is not
wrapped within the dialog window.

You can set the following property:

• Ctrl name
Indicates the name of a dialog element. Control names within the dialog editor are predefined by the GUI. There is no
need to change these names. However, if for some reason you want to change the name, you can do so for a selected
element by changing the value in this field.

• Label
Indicates the label text. The text string can consist of a maximum of 1024 characters.

• Font
Defines the font to be used for displaying the text. Clicking the browse icon displays the Font Chooser dialog where
you can add or change font specifications.

Navigation Button Properties

The navigation button specifies the next installation dialog to appear and can initiate different actions. A navigation button
appears at the bottom of the installation dialog.

You can set the following properties:

• Ctrl name
Indicates the name of a dialog element. Control names within the dialog editor are predefined by the GUI. There is no
need to change these names. However, if for some reason you want to change the name, you can do so for a selected
element by changing the value in this field.

• Action
Indicates the action that is invoked when the navigation button is clicked. Select one of the following actions:
– Cancel

Aborts the installation
– Install

Installs the product
– Next dialog

Starts the next dialog
– Remove

Removes the installed product
– Previous dialog

Returns to the previous dialog
– Dynamic dialog

Determines the name of the next dialog by executing a shell script, and starts that dialog
• Next dialog (when Next dialog was chosen as Action)

Indicates the name of the dialog that is shown when the navigation button is selected.
• Script (when Dynamic dialog was chosen as Action)

Indicates the name of the script that detects the next dialog. Select a script from the drop-down list or click the browse
button (...) to browse for a script. The script file must have been added to the pre-installation component.
For example, a dialog validation script can be specified that verifies all values entered in the dialog. The values entered
are passed as shell parameters to this script. If one of the entered values is not correct, the script must return a value
from 1 to 255, which refers to an error text in the Resource section of the prototype file.

• Icon file
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Indicates the icon that appears in the button. The icon file must have been added to the pre installation component.
• Label

Describes the text that appears in the button.
• Font

Defines the font to be used for displaying the text. Clicking the browse icon displays the Font Chooser dialog where
you can add or change font specifications.

• Enabled
Controls that the element is activated (or deactivated) by default. If you want to disable a specific field that is only
activated on a specific event, you can use this property.

Password Field Properties

The password information entered in the password field is not visible, it is masked with the asterisk (*).

You can set the following properties:

• Ctrl name
Indicates the name of a dialog element. Control names within the dialog editor are predefined by the GUI. There is no
need to change these names. However, if for some reason you want to change the name, you can do so for a selected
element by changing the value in this field.

• Parameter
Indicates the name of the parameter that contains the default password value. The parameter name starts with the
dollar sign ($), and consists of a maximum of 64 characters, including the dollar sign. The following characters are not
allowed within a parameter name:
.   ;   :   \t   \n   \\   \"   /

• Value
Indicates the default value displayed in the password input field on the installation dialog.

• Parameter type
Indicates the type of the parameter - Standard or Command.

• Script
Indicates the script that is executed when the user exits the installation dialog. Select a script from the drop-down list
or click the browse button (...) to browse for the script. The script file must have been added to the pre-installation
component.
For example, you can specify a password verification script. If the verification fails, the script must return a value from 1
to 255, which refers to a text in the Resource section of the prototype file.

• Font
Defines the font to be used for displaying the text. Clicking the browse icon displays the Font Chooser dialog where
you can add or change font specifications.

• Enabled
Controls that the element is activated (or deactivated) by default. If you want to disable a specific field that is only
activated on a specific event, you can use this property.

Progress Bar Properties

The progress bar shows the progress of the installation of a product or a component.

You can drag and drop the progress bar icon from the toolbox to the work area only if you have specified that you are
creating a progress dialog, that is, the Presentation field in the Dialog properties is set to Progress.

You can set the following property for the progress bar:

• Ctrl name
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Indicates the name of a dialog element. Control names within the dialog editor are predefined by the GUI. There is no
need to change these names. However, if for some reason you want to change the name, you can do so for a selected
element by changing the value in this field.

• Type
Indicates the type of information displayed (product or component installation progress). Choose one of the types from
the drop-down list.

• Show Percentage
Indicates the percentage completion for the progress bar.

• Font
Defines the font to be used for displaying the text. Clicking the browse icon displays the Font Chooser dialog where
you can add or change font specifications.

Progress Label Properties

The progress label usually leads a progress bar and informs the user about the current install action (for example, install,
backup, remove), or the name of the file or component currently being installed.

You can drag and drop the progress label icon from the toolbox to the work area only if you have specified that you are
creating a progress dialog, that is, the Presentation field in the Dialog properties is set to Progress.

You can set the following property for the progress label:

• Ctrl name
Indicates the name of a dialog element. Control names within the dialog editor are predefined by the GUI. There is no
need to change these names. However, if for some reason you want to change the name, you can do so for a selected
element by changing the value in this field.

• Type
Indicates the type of information displayed. Choose one of the following types from the drop-down list.
– Action

Indicates the current install action.
– Component

Indicates the name of the component being installed.
– File

Indicates the name of the file being installed.
• Font

Defines the font to be used for displaying the text. Clicking the browse icon displays the Font Chooser dialog where
you can add or change font specifications.

Text Area Properties

A text area displays any text in an installation dialog. The text can exceed one line and is automatically wrapped within the
dialog window.

We do not recommend using a text area and a text field in the same line of an installation dialog.

You can set the following properties for a text area:

• Ctrl name
Indicates the name of a dialog element. Control names within the dialog editor are predefined by the GUI. There is no
need to change these names. However, if for some reason you want to change the name, you can do so for a selected
element by changing the value in this field.

• Label
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Indicates the text that appears in the text area.
• Font

Defines the font to be used for displaying the text. Clicking the browse icon displays the Font Chooser dialog where
you can add or change font specifications.

Text Field Properties

A text field is the standard input field for installation dialogs. The text entered is assigned to a parameter, which is then
passed through the installation process. Therefore, the parameter must be defined as a property of the text field. You can
specify a script that validates the content of the input field.

We do not recommend using a text field and a text area in the same line of an installation dialog.

You can set the following properties for a text field:

• Ctrl name
Indicates the name of a dialog element. Control names within the dialog editor are predefined by the GUI. There is no
need to change these names. However, if for some reason you want to change the name, you can do so for a selected
element by changing the value in this field.

• Parameter
Indicates the name of the parameter that contains the text. The parameter name starts with the dollar sign ($), and
consists of a maximum of 64 characters, including the dollar sign. The following characters are not allowed within a
parameter name:
.   ;   :   \t   \n   \\   \"   /

• Value
Indicates the default value for the text field. This value is shown the first time the text field is presented on an
installation dialog.

• Parameter type
Indicates the type of the parameter - Standard or Command.

• Script
Indicates the validation script. This script is executed when the user exits the installation dialog. Select a script from the
drop-down list or click the browse button (...) to browse for a script. The script file must have been added to the pre-
installation component. If the validation script detects an error it must return a value from 1 to 255, which refers to an
error message defined in the Resource section of the prototype file.

Example: Script that verifies the allowed input values Yes and No

## --------------------------------------------------------------

## example  validation script

## allowed values: "Yes" or "No"

## --------------------------------------------------------------

## empty field is not allowed

[ != "$1" ] && { exit 100; }

## check allowed values

[ "$1" != "Yes" -a "$1" != "No" ] && { exit 101; }

## validation ok

exit 0 

• Font
Defines the font to be used for displaying the text. Clicking the browse icon displays the Font Chooser dialog where
you can add or change font specifications.

• Enabled
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Controls that the element is activated (or deactivated) by default. If you want to disable a specific field that is only
activated on a specific event, you can use this property.

Progress Area Properties

A progress area display the progress of script execution using output text from the script.

NOTE
Long text lines are not wrapped within the dialog window, but you can scroll up and down. The progress area is
reset whenever a new script is invoked.

This function is not available for RPM packages.

You can set the following properties:

• Ctrl name
Indicates the name of a dialog element. Control names within the dialog editor are predefined by the GUI. There is no
need to change these names. However, if for some reason you want to change the name, you can do so for a selected
element by changing the value in this field.

• Font
Defines the font to be used for displaying the text. Clicking the browse icon displays the Font Chooser dialog where
you can add or change font specifications.

Combo Box Properties

A combo box or a list box is provided on the installation dialog, depending on the Input enabled specification. Both types
of boxes provide a list of selectable values, but in the combo box, the user can alternatively enter another value.

You can set the following properties:

• Ctrl name
Indicates the name of a dialog element. Control names within the dialog editor are predefined by the GUI. There is no
need to change these names. However, if for some reason you want to change the name, you can do so for a selected
element by changing the value in this field.

• Value parameter
Name of a parameter that contains the list of selectable values.

• List of values
Indicates the list of selectable values in the following format (without any spaces):
value_1,value_2, ...,value_n

• Result parameter
Indicates the name of a parameter that contains the value selected from the list of selectable values.

• Default value
Indicates the value that appears as default value in the combo box or list box. The default value is automatically added
to the list of selectable values.

• Validation Script
Indicates the input validation script. Choose a script from the drop-down list or click the browse button to browse for a
script.

• Action Script
Indicates the script that is executed when the combo box is selected. Choose a script from the drop-down list or click
the browse button to browse for a script.

• Font
Defines the font to be used for displaying the text. Clicking the browse icon displays the Font Chooser dialog where
you can add or change font specifications.

• Input enabled
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Specifies the combo box or list box type. If this check box is checked, a combo box is created on the installation dialog.
If this check box is cleared, a list box is created.

• Enabled
Controls that the element is activated (or deactivated) by default. If you want to disable a specific field that is only
activated on a specific event, you can use this property.

Radio Button Properties

A radio button lets you switch between two or more values, as follows:

• Ctrl name
Indicates the name of a dialog element. Control names within the dialog editor are predefined by the GUI. There is no
need to change these names. However, if for some reason you want to change the name, you can do so for a selected
element by changing the value in this field.

• Selected
Indicates the default value of the radio button. If this box is checked, the radio button is selected by default on the
installation dialog. If this box is cleared, the radio button appears as not selected. Within a group only one radio button
can be selected.

• Group
Describes the name of a group that organizes the radio buttons.

• Parameter list
Indicates the set of value assignments in the following format (without any spaces):
$PARAM1=value_1,$PARAM2=value_2, ..., $PARAMn=value_n
When the radio button is selected, the values are assigned to the parameters.

• Label
Describes the text shown next to the radio button.

• Action Script
Indicates the script that is executed when the radio button is selected. Choose a script from the drop-down list or click
the browse button to browse for a script.

• Font
Defines the font to be used for displaying the text. Clicking the browse icon displays the Font Chooser dialog where
you can add or change font specifications.

• Enabled
Controls that the element is activated (or deactivated) by default. If you want to disable a specific field that is only
activated on a specific event, you can use this property.

Image Properties

The image icon lets you add an image file to the installation dialog.

• Ctrl name
Indicates the name of a dialog element. Control names within the dialog editor are predefined by the GUI. There is no
need to change these names. However, if for some reason you want to change the name, you can do so for a selected
element by changing the value in this field.

• File name
Displays the name of the image file used.

Check Box Tree Properties

A check box tree is a hierarchical tree structure of check boxes, for example, to list product components for selection. Use
the Check Box Tree icon from the tool bar to define the structure of a check box tree in an installation dialog.
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• Ctrl name
Indicates the name of a dialog element. Control names within the dialog editor are predefined by the GUI. There is no
need to change these names. However, if for some reason you want to change the name, you can do so for a selected
element by changing the value in this field.

• Text area
Displays information about the selected component.

File Selection Properties

The file selection button lets you select a file for the PIF package.

You can set the following properties:

• Ctrl name
Indicates the name of a dialog element. Control names within the dialog editor are predefined by the GUI. There is no
need to change these names. However, if for some reason you want to change the name, you can do so for a selected
element by changing the value in this field.

• Parameter
Describes the name of the parameter that contains the files. The parameter name starts with the dollar character ($)
and consists of a maximum of 64 characters, including the dollar sign. The following characters are not allowed within
a parameter name:
. ; : \t \n \\ \" /

• Value
Indicates the default value of the file. This value is shown the first time the file selection field is presented on an
installation dialog.

• Parameter type
Indicates the type of the parameter - Standard or Command.

• Script
Validation script. This script is executed when the user exits the installation dialog. If the validation script detects an
error, it must return a value from 1 to 255, which refers to an error message defined in the Resource section of the
prototype file. The validation script file must have been added to the pre-installation component.

• Font
Defines the font to be used for displaying the text. Clicking the browse icon displays the Font Chooser dialog where
you can add or change font specifications.

• Enabled
Controls that the element is activated (or deactivated) by default. If you want to disable a specific field that is only
activated on a specific event, you can use this property.

Manage PIF Package Components
A component is a logical part of a package and contains package files, directories and symbolic links. The component
type determines the installation behavior of the component.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the package in the project pane.
2. Select the Components tab in the subproject pane.

The components of the package are listed in the subproject pane.
3. Right-click within this list and select Add, Copy or Rename from the context menu.

The Package component dialog appears.
4. Complete the required form fields.

Additional form fields populate.
5. Modify the populated fields as required.
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– <fte>
– Component type

Describes the type of component. Select one of the component types from the following list:
• Standard -- A standard component is any component other than one of the special components mentioned

following. A standard component contains items to be processed during the main part of the PIF package
installation. Usually, the package files are contained in this type of component.

• Pre install -- A pre-installation component hosts all resources used before the PIF package installation, for
example, pre-installation scripts, graphics used for installation dialogs, and text resource files used by pre-
install scripts. You can define several pre-installation components with the same name but different languages.
Therefore, you can choose a language from the drop-down list.

• Language specific -- A language-specific component contains language-specific files, such as manual pages,
help files, and language-specific graphic files. A language-specific component is installed when the system
locale $LANG matches the language identifier of the component. For example, a language-specific component
with the language identifier ENU is installed on a target computer where $LANG is set to "en_US" or "en". You
can define several language-specific components with the same name but different languages. Therefore, you
can choose a language from the drop-down list.

• Platform specific -- A platform-specific component contains platform-specific files.
For example, a shared library on HPUX has the file extension .sl. On other UNIX platforms the extension is .so.
Therefore, you can add two platform-specific components to the PIF package. The first stores the HP library with
the extension .sl, the second component stores the library with the extension .so.
You can define several platform-specific components with the same name but different platforms. Therefore, you
can select a platform from the drop-down list.

6. Modify the form fields as required.
7. Click Add, Copy or Rename.

The change to the component reflects in the package.

Add Components to a PIF Package

Contents

A component is a logical part of a package and contains package files, directories, and symbolic links. The component
type determines the installation behavior of the component.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the package in the project pane.
2. Select the Components tab in the subproject pane.

The components of the package are listed in the subproject pane.
3. Right-click within this list and select Add from the context menu.

The Package component dialog appears.
4. Enter information about the component on the General tab:

– Name
This field gives the name of the component.

– Component type
Select one of the component types from the following list:
• Standard: A standard component is any component other than one of the special components mentioned.

A standard component contains items to be processed during the main part of the PIF package installation.
Usually, the package files are contained in this type of component.

• Pre install: A preparing for an installation component hosts all resources used before the PIF package
installation, for example, preparing for installation scripts, graphics used for installation dialogs, and text resource
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files used by preparing for installation scripts. You can define several preparing for installation components with
the same name but different languages. Therefore, you can select a language from the drop-down list.

• Language specific: A language-specific component contains language-specific files, such as manual pages,
help files, and language-specific graphic files. A language-specific component is installed when the system
locale $LANG matches the language identifier of the component. For example, a language-specific component
with the language identifier ENU is installed on a target computer where $LANG is set to "en-US" or "en". You
can define several language-specific components with the same name but different languages. Therefore, you
can select a language from the drop-down list.

• Platform specific: A platform-specific component contains platform-specific files.
For example, a shared library on HP-UX has .sl file extension. On other UNIX platforms, the extension is .so.
Therefore, you can add two platform-specific components to the PIF package. The first stores the HP library
with .sl extension, the second component stores the library with the .so extension. You can define several
platform-specific components with the same name but different platforms. Therefore, you can select a platform
from the drop-down list.

5. Click Add.
The component is added to the package. A new entry is displayed in the components list.

Components Properties Pane

The Components properties pane is displayed in the upper right area of the Packager GUI whenever a component is
selected or added.

The Components properties pane consists of the following tabs:

• General
This tab displays common component information such as the component name and type. In the Name text box,
review the component name. As the component type, you can select one of Standards, Pre installation, Language
specific, and Platform specific. Apart from type Standard, you can select another language or platform, respectively, for
the component from a drop-down list.

NOTE
If you want to rename a component, see the Rename a Component section explained earlier.

• Advanced
You can enter a specific version for the component, add a component-specific installation path, and select another
default installation behavior from a drop-down list.

• Procedures
You can add, modify, or remove a procedure, that is, an executable file (script) to configure the package.

• File list
This tab is presented when the component is selected. This tab displays a table containing all files, links, directories,
and disk space reservations for files of the component.

Copy a Component

You can make a copy of an existing component of a PIF package.

To copy a component of a PIF package

1. Select the package in the project pane.
2. Select the Components tab in the subproject pane.

The components of the package are listed in the subproject pane.
3. Right-click a component and select Copy from the context menu.

The Copy component dialog appears.
4. Enter the name for the component copy.
5. Click Copy.
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The component copy is added to the package. A new entry is displayed in the components list.

Rename a Component

You can rename a component of a PIF package.

To rename a component of a PIF package

1. Select the package in the project pane.
2. Select the Components tab in the subproject pane.

The components of the package are listed in the subproject pane.
3. Right-click a component and select Rename from the context menu.

The Rename dialog appears.
4. Enter a new name for the component.
5. Click Rename.

The renamed component is displayed in the components list.

Add New Font Specifications
In the Fonts tab, you can add, change, and remove font specifications based on your requirements. You can display the
Font Chooser dialog from the context menu of the Fonts tab and enter font specifications in the dialog.

To add new font specifications

1. Select the package in the project pane.
2. Select the Fonts tab in the subproject pane.
3. Right-click within the tab area and select Add from the context menu.

The Font Chooser dialog appears.
4. Enter values for the following parameters:

– Font name
Indicates the name for the font you are specifying.

– Font type, Font size
Specifies font type and size.

– Effects
Specifies Bold, Italic, or both.

– Color
Specifies the font color, available from the drop-down list.

You can see a preview of the specified font in the Preview area.
5. Click Add to add the font to the PIF package.

The new font appears in the Fonts tab of the Packager GUI.

NOTE
Fonts can also be defined in the dialog editor. Each dialog control that displays text includes the Font drop-down
list in its properties dialog. Click the browse icon (next to the Font drop-down list) to display the Font Chooser
dialog where you can specify font specifications.

To change the font specifications

1. Double-click the font name in the Fonts tab.
The Font Chooser dialog appears.

2. Make appropriate changes in the dialog.
3. Click Change when you complete the modification.

The font specifications are changed for the selected font.
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Insert Directory Structure
You can insert an existing complete directory structure including subdirectories and all files in the PIF package in a single
step.

To insert an existing complete directory structure

1. Select the component where you want to insert the directory.
The file list of the component is displayed in the work pane.

2. If you want to insert the directory as a subdirectory of an existing directory of the component, select this directory now
in the file list.

3. Right-click in the file list and select Insert from the context menu.
The Select files/directories dialog appears and displays existing directories and files.

4. Browse the directory tree, using the Look in drop-down list or by double-clicking a directory displayed, to select one
directory, and click Choose.
The complete directory structure is added to the component.

Add New Directories
You can create a new directory and add it as directory or subdirectory to a component of your PIF package being created.

To add a new directory

1. Select the package on the project pane.
2. Select the component to add the directory.
3. If you want to add the new directory as a subdirectory to an existing directory of the component, select this existing

directory in the file list.
4. Right-click in the file list or the selected existing directory, and select New directory from the context menu.

The Add/change directory dialog appears.
5. Enter the following information about the directory on the General tab:

– Name
Gives the name of the directory.

– Owner
Gives the UNIX name of the owner of the new directory. A unique parameter identifies the owner ID. To see this
parameter, click the two-right-arrows button (>>).

– Group
Gives the UNIX name of the group that is assigned to the directory. A unique parameter identifies the group ID. To
see this parameter, click the two-right-arrows button (>>).

6. Click Add.
The new directory appears in the file list. Default access right properties are automatically assigned to the directory.

Manage Files
You can add a new file, insert, edit, and rename an existing file name in a directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the package on the project pane.
2. Select the component from the Components tab.
3. Select this directory in the File list on the work pane.
4. Right-click within the File list and select New, Insert, Edit, or Rename from the context menu.

The files/directories dialog appears and displays a list of existing files and directories.
5. Browse the directory tree, using the Look in drop-down list.
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6. Complete the required form fields.
Additional form fields populate.

7. Modify the populated fields as required.
8. Save the file changes.
9. Exit the editor.

Manage Space
You can reserve disk space for a virtual file which is not installed during installation, however, its required disk space is
considered by the disk space check program.

Follow these steps: to reserve disk space for a virtual file

1. Right-click the File list tab.
2. select Reserve space from the context menu.

The Add/change reserved space dialog appears.
3. Enter a name for the disk space to reserve (like for a file name) as a character string with a maximum of 255

characters.
4. Specify the required disk space for the file in bytes.
5. Click Add.

The name and size of the reserved disk space are saved and appear in the file list.

Follow these steps: to change a disk space reservation

1. Double-click a reserved space entry on the File list tab.
The Add/change reserved space dialog appears.

2. Enter a new name and/or a new size in bytes for the selected disk space reservation.
3. Click Change.

The changed values are saved and appear in the file list.

Click Cancel to abort either action and return to the file list.

Create and Modify a Check Box Tree
You can add a check box tree to a selected installation dialog or modify an existing check box tree.

To create a check box tree

1. Drag and drop the check box tree icon from the toolbox to the desired location in the workbox.
2. Click the check box tree icon in the workbox.

An empty area opens where you create and edit your check box tree.
3. Right-click in this area and select Add Checkbox from the context menu.

The Input dialog appears.
4. Enter the name of the check box and click OK.

The check box appears in the editing area; the name of the check box appears as descriptive text next to the check
box.

To create more check boxes at the same level or substructure

1. Right-click an existing check box and select Add Checkbox or Add Child Checkbox from the context menu.
The Input dialog appears.

2. Enter the name of the check box and click OK.
The check box appears at the desired level.

To move check boxes within the tree
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• Select and drag the checkbox to move it to the same level.
• Press CTRL key and drag to move the checkbox as child of another checkbox.

To change the name (that is, the description) of a check box, right-click the check box and select Rename from the context
menu. Enter the new name in the appearing Input dialog.

To remove a check box (and its substructure) from the check box tree right-click the check box and select Delete from the
context menu.

Add Symbolic Links
You can add symbolic links to a component of your PIF package being created or change the properties of the selected
link.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the package.
2. Select the component from the Components tab.
3. Select a file, directory, or symbolic link from the file table.
4. Right-click in the file list and select Add link from the context menu.

The Add/change symbolic link dialog appears.
5. Specify the following properties of the link:

– Link Name
Describes the name of the symbolic link.

– Source File
Indicates the selected directory, file, or link to which the link will target.

– Owner
Indicates the UNIX name of the owner of the new link. A unique parameter identifies the owner ID. To view this
parameter, click the two-right-arrows button (>>).

– Group
Indicates the UNIX name of the group assigned to the link. A unique parameter identifies the group ID. To see this
parameter, click the two-right-arrows button (>>).

6. Click Add.
The symbolic link is added to the component. On the GUI, the new link is displayed in the file list.

Package Configuration Using Scripts
The PIF packaging format supports the execution of scripts containing procedures before and after package installation.
These scripts can be defined for both the package and its components. The script file names must be specified in one of
the components of the package.

Bourne-compatible shell scripts are assumed for execution. You can use other scripting languages, such as Perl, but then
you need to specify the script interpreter.

Scripts use parameters to interchange information with the installation process. The following types of parameters are
distinguished:

• Internal parameters
Parameters set by the Installer and passed to the scripts.

• User-defined parameters
Parameters defined by user-written installation scripts or provided through a response file or an installation dialog.

The following internal parameters are used:

• PIF_BACKUP
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Controls backup creation prior to updating or reinstalling an existing product version.
• PIF_CHANGECONTROL_dialogelement

Controls whether a dialog element is grayed out if it is not used.
• PIF_CHANGEPARAM_parameter

Controls whether the specified parameter can be edited using dialog elements. If PIF_CHANGEPARAM_parameter
has the value 1 (True), dialog elements that alter the specified parameter are enabled. If the value is 0 (False), the
specified parameter is not accessible.

• PIF_CONTROL_NAME
Specifies the name of the field that was active (had the focus) before a script was called. Based on this information
the script can behave differently depending on the field from where it was called. This internal parameter is passed to
any validation script within a PIF dialog, that is, field validation script, action script, dialog validation script, and dynamic
dialog detection script.

• PIF_DIALOG_LANGUAGE
Specifies the language to use for the product installation. The value of this parameter is a 2 or 3 bytes language
identifier, for example, ENU.

• PIF_DIALOG_MODE
Indicates the installation dialog type. Possible values are:
JAVA, VT100, and NONE.

• PIF_DIALOG_NAME
Specifies the name of the dialog corresponding to the selected button.

• PIF_INSTALL_JOB
Identifies the install job. Possible values are:
INSTALL, REINSTALL, UPDATE, and REMOVE.

• PIF_INSTALL_MODE
Specifies the install mode. Possible values are:
ATTENDED, UNATTENDED, and ASK.

• PIF_INSTALL_PATH
Specifies the installation path of the PIF package.

• PIF_LOCALE
Indicates the locale where the PIF package is to be installed.

• PIF_LOG_FILE
Specifies the name of a log file.

• PIF_MAINPRODUCT_DIR
Specifies the installation path of the main package.

• PIF_PREINSTALL_DIR
Specifies the name of the temporary folder where the pre-installation components are extracted.

• PIF_PRODUCT_NAME
Specifies the name of the PIF package.

• PIF_PRODUCT_PLATFORM
Indicates the operating environment of the PIF package.

• PIF_PRODUCT_VERSION
Specifies the version of the PIF package.

• PIF_RESPONSE_FILE
Specifies the name of the response file used to provide parameter values.

• PIF_RETAIN_CONFIGURATION
Controls the removal of configuration files.

• PIF_SUPPLIER
Specifies the name of the vendor of the PIF package.
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Add and Change Internal Procedures
Internal procedures are script files used to configure and interchange information with the package installation process.
Internal procedures are part of the package; the script files must be defined in the file list of a component with execute
permission.

You can add the internal procedure to a specific component or to all components in a package.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the package or component of the package.
2. Select the Procedures tab in the work pane.
3. Right-click in the procedures list and select Add internal procedure from the context menu.

The Internal procedure dialog appears.
4. Enter properties for the internal procedure, as follows:

– Execution Time
Specifies the time that the script is executed.

– Procedure File
Indicates the name of the script file. Only executable files that are defined in the file list of one of the components
are displayed in this list.

– OptionsIf your script allows control by command, switches to configure the script execution, allows you to enter
these switches here. These switches are added to the script during script execution.

– InterpreterDescribes the name of an interpreter for the shell script, if the default interpreter, the UNIX shell, is not
used. Specify the fully qualified path name of the interpreter program.

5. Click Add. 
The new procedure appears in the procedures list.

To change the properties of an internal procedure

1. Select the package or component of the package.
2. Select the procedure to change on the Procedures tab in the work area.
3. Right-click the selected procedure and choose Properties from the context menu.

The Internal procedure dialog appears.
4. Change the execution time, the procedure file, the options, or the Interpreter.
5. Click Change.

The modified properties are applied to the internal procedure.

Add and Change Package Parameters
Package parameters configure the package installation. They exchange information between scripts and the installation
process.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the package in the project pane.
2. Select a parameter set on the Parameter tab in the subproject pane.
3. Right-click in the parameter list in the work pane and select Add from the context menu.

The Add/change parameter dialog appears.
4. Specify the following properties:

– Parameter
Indicates the name of the parameter. The parameter name must start with the dollar sign ($) and consists of a
maximum of 64 characters, including the dollar sign. The following characters are not allowed within a parameter
name:
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.   ;   :   \t   \n   \\   \"   /
– Parameter type

Indicates the type of the parameter. Select one of the following types from the drop-down list:
• Standard -- The value assigned to the parameter is static, or a combination of static values and texts.
• Command -- The parameter value is dynamically evaluated at product installation time. The value is retrieved

from the result of the command (standard output channel).
– Value

Specifies a value (static or combined) or a command, depending on the parameter type.
– Comment

Specifies a comment about the parameter. This comment will appear in a response file in the line above the
parameter entry.

5. Click Add.
The new parameter appears in the parameter list, but is not added to the package (prototype file) until you save the
package.

To change a package parameter

1. Select the package in the project pane.
2. Select the parameter set on the Parameter tab in the subproject pane.
3. Select the parameter to modify in the parameter list in the work pane.
4. Right-click the selected parameter and choose Properties from the context menu.

The Add/change parameter dialog appears.
5. Modify the parameter details as required on the General tab.
6. Modify the parameter access control on the Advanced tab by selecting one of the following buttons:

– Private
Specifies that the parameter is valid only for the selected package. Private parameters can be modified by
package-specific installation scripts only.

– Published
Specifies that the parameter is valid for the package and all its required packages. In the required packages the
access is restricted to read-only. Published parameters can be modified by the main package only.

– Global
Specifies that the parameter is valid for all package installations. Once set a global parameter cannot be changed
again unless all packages using this parameter are removed. A global parameter can be removed only if no other
user references it.

7. Click Change.
The changes made to the parameters are visible in the parameter list, but they are not saved in the prototype file until
you save the package.

Installation Dialog Editor Usage
Contents

The Packager GUI provides an installation dialog editor and tools and features that allow you to modify standard
installation dialogs to fit your needs or create new installation dialogs. The installation dialog editor lets you drag and
drop dialog elements from a toolbox into a work area and customize the dialog elements through properties boxes. The
installation dialog editor consists of the following three parts:

• Toolbox
• Dialog panel
• Properties panel

The installation dialog editor opens when you perform one of the following:
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• Select an existing dialog on the Dialogs tabs in the subproject pane
• Right-click on the Dialogs tab and select Add from the context menu to add a new dialog. The Adds a new dialog

dialog appears. Specify the properties of the new dialog and click Add.

Whenever you want to see the current layout of a selected dialog, for example, during dialog creation, click the Test dialog
icon on the toolbar of the Packager GUI.

Java Dialog Specifics

You can define the following Java dialog specific attributes:

• Java frame header
Specifies a text that appears as frame header in Java GUI windows.
Default: CA Software Management Installer.

• Splash screen
Specifies a graphic in GIF format that appears as the first screen when the installation is started in attended mode, that
is, before any dialog of the interview phase.

• Splash screen init text
Specifies a text string that appears in the left bottom edge on the splash screen, with a spacing of ten pixels from each
border.

Workbox

The workbox is the work surface of the installation dialog editor. It represents the general layout of an installation dialog.

• Header area
Contains the title of the installation dialog. This title is defined in the Label field in the Dialog properties box.

• Input area
Indicates the main area of the installation dialog. All dialog elements except the navigation button can be moved from
the toolbox into this area using the drag-and-drop feature. Within the input area, all dialog elements can be moved
using the drag-and-drop feature.

• Navigation area
Lets you define navigation buttons only. Navigation buttons are used to navigate between installation dialogs.

To view the current layout of the installation dialog being built, click the Test dialog icon on the toolbar.

Toolbox

The toolbox contains all types of dialog elements that can be presented in an installation dialog.

Additionally, the toolbox provides the Dialog language drop-down list and the Input order check box.

• The Dialog language drop-down list lets you select the language for the installation dialogs being created.
• The Input order check box lets you specify the order in which the input fields of an installation dialog should be

processed during the installation of the PIF package. For more information, see the Specify the Input Order for the
Fields section.

The available dialog elements are listed below. You can drag and drop the symbols from the toolbox to the desired
position in the workbox.

•

Label
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Describes another dialog element. Usually, a label leads a text field in an installation dialog. A label cannot span more
than one line.

•

Text area
Presents texts, which may span more than one line.

•

Text field
Receives user input. The input is assigned to a parameter and so made available for scripts. You can specify a shell
script that validates the input data.

•

Progress bar
Visualizes the progress of a product installation. You can drag and drop the progress bar icon only if the Presentation
field in the dialog properties is set to Progress.

•

Password field
Specifies a password input field. You can specify a shell script that validates the input data.

•

Check box
Represents the logical values True (the check box is checked) or False (the check box is cleared) and can be used to
select an item on the installation dialog (True) or unselect an item (False).

•

Navigation button
Specifies the next installation dialog to appear and lets you initiate different actions. You can drag and drop navigation
buttons only into the navigation area at the bottom of the workbox.

•

Progress label
Shows information about the installation progress that changes during the installation process, for example, file
names or component names. You can drag and drop the progress label icon only if the Presentation field in the dialog
properties is set to Progress.

•

Button
Starts new dialogs and sets specific parameter values, for example, in a dialog to select standard, minimum or user-
defined installation.

•

Installation directory
Specifies the installation path for the product or a component of the product.

•

File area
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Shows the contents of a file, which must be provided by the pre-installation component, for example, an end-user
license agreement file.

•

Progress area
Shows the progress of a script execution.

•

Combo box
Provides a combo box or a list box. Both types of boxes display a list of selectable values, but the combo box allows
you to enter another value. For example, in case of a multi-language product, can be used to offer the available
language versions for selection.

•

Radio button
Lets you switch between two or more values.

•

Check box tree
Lets you create a hierarchical tree structure of check boxes, for example, to list package components for selection.

•

File Selection
Lets you select the files.

•

Image
Lets you display images within the wizard grid. Images can be shown with their original size or they can be scaled to a
well-defined size.

Working in the Installation Dialog Editor

The following topics help you understand how to work in the installation dialog editor and perform various tasks:

• Add, Change or Remove element
• Specifying the input order for the fields
• Placing the navigation buttons in a dialog

Add, Change, or Remove an Element to a Dialog

Follow these steps:

1. Select an element in the toolbox.
2. Drag and drop the element from the toolbox to the appropriate area of the dialog to add an element.
3. Modify element properties in the properties dialog of the selected element to change an element.
4. Right-click and select Remove from the context menu to remove an element.

Specify the Input Order for the Fields

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Input order check box in the installation dialog editor’s toolbox.
Blue boxes appear for the input fields in the dialog creation area.
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2. Click the input fields (blue boxes) one-by-one to specify the input sequence.
When this installation dialog is called during a later installation of the PIF package, the input fields in this dialog are
processed in the specified order.

Place a Navigation Button in a Dialog

While placing a navigation button in a dialog, make sure that you place it in the last line of the dialog. The navigation
buttons work only if they are placed in the last line of the dialog.

Specify the Input Order for the Fields
You can specify the order in which the input fields of an installation dialog should be processed during the installation of
the PIF package.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Input order check box in the installation dialog editor’s toolbox.
Blue boxes appear for the input fields in the dialog creation area.

2. Click the input fields one-by-one to specify the input sequence.
When this installation dialog is called during a later installation of the PIF package, the input fields in this dialog are
processed in the specified order.

Add a Graphic File to the Installation Dialog
You can add a graphic file to the installation dialog by following the instructions in the Add a graphic file wizard.

Follow these steps:

• Drag and drop the image icon from the toolbox to the installation dialog.
The Add a graphic file wizard launches and guides you through all necessary steps to add an image to the dialog.

• Exit the wizard.
The graphic file is added to the dialog.

Build a Package
After completing the settings in the prototype file and saving the package (prototype file), you must build the PIF package
so that you can later register it in a software library.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the package in the project pane.
2. Click the Build icon on the toolbar.

The Build package dialog appears.
3. You can specify the following build options:

– Self installing
If selected, indicates that a self-installing PIF package (including the Installer) is automatically built.
The following options appear:
• Separate installer and product: Select this check box to define that PIF and installer are separated.
• Select SDK: Select the appropriate option from this drop-down list.
• JRE Directory: Specify an optional JRE that is added to the package. This JRE is incorporated in the self-

installing PIF package. As a result, graphical dialogs during the package installation can be displayed on a
graphical terminal at the target computer, even if no JRE is installed on the target computer.

– Strip
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If selected, indicates that all symbolic information is removed from all binary files of the PIF package. This will
reduce the size of the PIF package.

– Overwrite existing
Indicates the existing PIF package with the same name is overwritten.

4. Click Build.
The Save in dialog appears where you can specify the location to store the PIF package. By default, the PIF package
is stored in a directory referenced by $SDPcker/productlib.

After the PIF package is built, the Media tab contains a corresponding product entry.

Register a Package
After a PIF package has been successfully built, you must register it in the Software Package Library on a manager
system ("register to library") or to a folder on the local disk ("register to disk").

Follow these steps:

1. Select the package in the project pane.
2. Select the PIF file (*.@pif) of the package on the Media tab in the subproject pane.
3. Right-click the selected entry on the Media tab, choose Register, and then "to library" or "to disk" from the context

menu.
An appropriate registration dialog appears.

4. Enter the following properties when registering to library:
– Manager

Indicates the node name of the manager system where the software package library resides. It lists all used
managers.

– User
Indicates the UNIX user name under which the product is registered. This user must have permissions to register
packages in the software package library.

– Password
Indicates the user-specific password.

– Security Provider, Domain
Indicates the domain name if a domain controller is used.

– Response files
Indicates the files that contain parameter settings to configure the package installation. Separate multiple files by
commas without spaces.
Example: respf1,respf2,respf3

5. Click Register.
The registration process starts.
A reginfo structure is created in the current product folder on disk. This reginfo structure can be written to a disk and
distributed and registered in the Software Package Library using software delivery methods, including drag-and-drop
functionality.

Copy a package
Copying a package means copying an existing prototype file. That is, copying a package is useful to create a new version
of the package or change the package platform.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the package in the project pane
2. Right-click the selected package entry.
3. Select Copy from the context menu.
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The Copy package dialog appears.
4. Enter the following properties:

– Package name
Indicates the name of the new package.
Default: Copy_Of_<selected_package_name>

– Package version
Indicates the version of the new package.

– Package platform
Indicates the platform identifier of the new package.

5. Click Copy.
The new package or package version is added to the project pane.

NOTE
You have to build and register the new package.

Unload Packages
Unloading a PIF package removes it from the Packager workbench (project pane) but not from the disk. You can import
the package from the product library (productlib) when needed. You can unload one or more packages at the same time.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the packages in the project pane.
2. Right-click a selected package and choose Unload from the context menu.

A dialog box appears asking you if you really want to unload the selected package.
3. Click Yes to confirm package unload.

Import Packages
Importing PIF packages means importing one or more existing PIF prototype files (xxx@prm) or an already built PIF
package (xxx@pif).

Follow these steps:

1. Select Import from the File menu or right-click in the project pane and select Import from the context menu.
The Choose a file dialog appears.

2. Browse and select one or more prototype files (*.@prm) or PIF package (*.@pif).

NOTE
Only valid files are accepted for import.

3. Click Open.
4. Specify the location of the folder where you want the imported PIF package to be extracted.
5. Click Import.

The imported packages appear in the project pane, and you can modify the imported PIF package.

Create a Delta Package
A delta package contains only those files that differ between two versions of the same PIF package. These two versions
are called preversion and resulting version. The delta package is installed on the target computer to update an existing
PIF package.

To create a delta package two versions of the same PIF package must exist.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select the resulting version of the PIF package in the project pane.
2. Select the PIF file (*.@pif) of the resulting version of the package on the Media tab in the subproject pane.
3. Right-click the selected entry and select Delta from the context menu.

The Build delta package dialog appears.
4. Select the preversion from the drop-down list.
5. Click Build.

The delta package is built in the same folder as the resulting version of the package. The name of the corresponding
delta package PIF file is displayed in the media table.
Default Name Format: prodname.platform.preversion-resultingversion.@pif

Create a Patch for a PIF Package
You can provide patches to update existing PIF packages. A patch for a PIF package is created, built, distributed, and
installed like a "normal" PIF package.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click a package in the Project pane and select New patch from the context menu.
The Create a new patch product wizard launches.

2. Complete the required form fields.
Additional form fields populate.

3. Modify the populated fields as required.
4. Save and Exit the wizard.

The PIF patch product appears in the Project pane of the Packager GUI, and you can modify it like any other "normal"
PIF package listed in the Project pane.

Change File and Directory Properties
Follow these steps:

1. Select the package in the project pane.
2. Select a component on the Components tab in the subproject pane.
3. Select the files and directories to change on the File list tab in the work area.
4. Right-click the selected files or directories and choose Properties from the context menu.

The Change properties dialog appears.
5. Complete the required form fields.

Additional form fields populate.
6. Modify the populated fields as required.
7. Click Change.

The changes are applied to the properties.

Define Dependencies
The installation of a PIF package can depend on the presence or absence of another product or product version on the
target computer. Such a dependency can exist between the PIF package to install and another UNIX product in the PIF,
PKG, or RPM packaging format.

Dependencies of PIF packages can be one of the following types:

• Mandatory dependencyA product prod1 is mandatory dependent on product prod2, when prod2 must be installed on
the target computer before product prod1 is installed. If prod2 is not installed, the Installer automatically searches for it,
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using a specific algorithm, and installs it if found. If the Installer cannot find prod2, the installation is aborted. Prod2 is
called required product.

• Incompatible dependencyA product prod1 is incompatible dependent on product prod2, when prod2 must not
be installed on the target computer when product prod1 is installed. If prod2 is installed, the installation of prod1 is
aborted.

• Optional dependencyA product prod1 is optional dependent on a product prod2, when prod2 is not mandatory
required before prod1 is installed. Prod2 is installed on the target computer only on user demand. If a previous version
of prod2 already exists on the target computer, it is updated to the new version.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the package on the project pane.
2. Select the Dependencies tab.

A list of the currently required products appears in the subproject pane.
3. Right-click in this list and select Add from the context menu.

The Product dependency dialog appears.
4. Specify properties of the required product as follows:

– Product name
Indicates the name of the required product, that is, the product to which the dependency exists. Type the name or
click the browse button (...) to browse for the product and import its name automatically.

– Product version
Indicates the version of the required product.

– Dependency type
Indicates the type of dependency between the products.

– Operator
Indicates the version operator that supplements the entered product version and specifies the dependency to
a range of product versions, for example, to all product versions equal to or newer as (>=) the entered product
version. Select an operator from the drop-down list.

– Installation behavior
(For dependency type Optional only.) Determines whether the required product is installed always (install) or only
on demand (do not install).

5. Click Add.
The dependency definition is added to the prototype file. The new dependency is displayed on the Dependencies tab.

Add and Change External Components
External components are used to share commonly used files between multiple packages, for example, shared libraries.
These commonly used files are packaged in a separate PIF package, which is only referred to by the original PIF
package. During installation, external components are added as standard components to the PIF package. Therefore, the
PIF package and external PIF package, which contains the external component must exist on the target computer in the
same folder.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the package on the project pane.
2. Select the External Components tab
3. Right-click in the external components list and select Add from the context menu.

The External component dialog appears.
4. Set the following properties:

– External PIF package
Indicates the name of the PIF package containing the external component.
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Name Format: prodname.platformID.@pif

– Component name
Indicates the name of the external component.

– Version
Indicates the version of the external component.
Default: Version of the external PIF package.

– Operator
Indicates the version operator that supplements the entered component version. Specifies the dependency to a
range of component versions, for example, to all component versions equal to or newer as (>=) the entered version.

– Installation time
Specifies whether the external component is installed before or after the product.

5. Click Add.
The external component is added to the product and appears in the external components list.

To change properties of an external component

1. Select an entry on the External components tab.
2. Right-click the entry and select Properties from the context menu.

The External component dialog appears.
3. Modify the properties values.
4. Click Change.

The modified properties values are applied to the external component.

Add and Change External Procedures
Follow these steps:

1. Select the package or component of a package.
2. Select the Procedures tab in the work pane.
3. Right-click in the procedures list and select Add external procedure from the context menu.

The External procedure dialog appears
4. Enter properties for the external procedure, as follows:

– Execution TimeSpecifies the time that the script is executed.
Choose one of the following available values from the drop-down list:
• pre installation -- The script is executed before the package installation.
• post installation -- The script is executed after the package installation.
• pre remove -- The script is executed before the package is removed. If the script exits with a nonzero exit value,

the component is not removed from the system, but the uninstallation process continues.
• post remove -- The script is executed after the package has been removed.

– CommandIndicates the command to execute. You can specify command switches to configure the command
execution, for example, date +'%H%M'

– Interpreter
Describes the name of an interpreter for the shell script, if the default interpreter, the UNIX shell, is not used.
Specify the fully qualified path name of the interpreter program.

5. Click Add.
The new procedure is displayed in the procedures list.

To change properties of an external procedure

1. Select the package in the project pane.
2. Select the procedure to change on the Procedures tab in the work area.
3. Right-click the selected procedure and choose Properties from the context menu.
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The External procedure dialog appears.
4. Modify the external procedure properties.
5. Click Change.

The modified properties values are applied to the external procedure. Click within the Procedures tab to see the values
changed.

Add a Dialog
Follow these steps:

1. Select the package in the project pane.
2. Right-click within the dialog list on the Dialogs tab in the subproject pane and select Add from the context menu.

The Add a new dialog dialog appears.
3. Specify the following properties:

– Dialog
Indicates the name of the new installation dialog. The name can consist of 1 to 32 characters.

– Template
Indicates the standard template for a certain type of dialog, providing a set of predefined dialog elements. Choose a
template from the drop-down list.

4. Click Add.
The name of the new dialog appears on the Dialogs tab. The installation dialog editor opens in the GUI work area and
displays the Workbox, Toolbox, and Properties box to modify and enhance the new dialog.

Copy a Dialog
You can copy existing installation dialogs and change them to meet your needs.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the package in the project pane.
2. Select the dialog to copy on the Dialogs tab in the subproject pane.
3. Right-click the selected dialog and select Copy from the context menu.

The Copy dialog dialog appears.
4. Specify the following property:

– Dialog
Indicates the name of the new dialog. The name can consist of 1 to 32 characters.

5. Click Copy.
The name of the new dialog appears on the Dialogs tab. The installation dialog editor opens in the GUI work area and
displays the Workbox, Toolbox, and Properties box to modify and enhance the new dialog.

Change the Dialog Size
You can change the general size of all installation dialogs of a package, but you cannot change the size of a single dialog.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the package in the project pane.
2. Select the Dialogs tab in the subproject pane.

The Java dialog specific dialog opens in the GUI work area and displays the current values for the width and height of
the installation dialogs for this package (in number of pixels). If the Java dialog specific dialog does not appear, click
another tab in the subproject pane, and then click the Dialogs tab again.

3. Click in the Width field and change the current value for the width of the installation dialogs (in number of pixels).
4. Click in the Height field and change the current value for the height of the installation dialogs (in number of pixels).
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The new dialog size is applied to all installation dialogs of this package. VT100 dialogs do not evaluate the width and
height parameters because the complete terminal size is used.

Copy and Change a Dialog Resource
To provide texts in different languages for multilingual setups, it is useful to copy and change existing dialog resources.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the package in the project pane.
2. Select a language entry on the Dialog resources tab in the subproject pane.
3. Right-click a resource and select Copy or Change from the context menu.

A dialog appears.
4. Change the dialog properties as required.
5. Click Copy or Add.

The new dialog resource appears on the Dialog resources tab in the subproject pane.

Add and Change Error Texts
You can modify existing texts for error messages of a PIF package or you can add a new error text to the Resource
section of the prototype file.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the package on the project pane.
2. Select the according language entry on the Dialog resources tab.
3. Do one of the following:

– To add new error text, right-click in the Dialog texts table in the GUI work pane and select Add error text from the
context menu.

– To change existing error text, select and right-click the entry in the Dialog texts table in the GUI work pane, and
select Change from the context menu.

The Add/change text dialog appears and displays the text number, that is, the reference number of the text in the
dialog resources.

4. In the Text input box, type the new error text or edit the existing error text.
5. Click Add.

The new or changed error text is added to the Resource section in the prototype file.

Copy Package Parameters
To alter package parameters for another operating system platform, it can be appropriate to copy and modify an existing
parameter set.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a package in the project pane.
2. Select the parameter set to copy on the Parameter tab in the subproject pane.
3. Right-click the selected parameter set and select Copy from the context menu.

The Parameters dialog appears.
4. Select the platform identifier for the new parameter set.
5. Click Copy.

The new parameter set is added to the prototype file and displayed on the Parameter tab.
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Set or Change Packager Properties
You can set and change some Packager properties when they change or the current ones are not valid any more.

Follow these steps:

1. Choose Edit, Properties from the Packager GUI menu bar.
The Properties dialog appears and shows the following tabs:

2. Select an editor and editor options.
3. Select the Logging check box to log changes.

NOTE
If you have switched logging on, you must specify the log file name and path in the Logging field, or browse
for the log file using the browse button (...).

NOTE

You can also view the log file by clicking the View log file button.
4. Select the required build increment options.
5. Click OK.

The changes are applied to the Packager properties.

Troubleshooting
Contents

Errors when using the UNIX Packager may be caused by a GUI startup problem or a problem when building the PIF
product.

Packager for Linux and UNIX GUI Fails to Start

Symptom:

The Packager for Linux and UNIX GUI does not start.

Solution:

Check the following:

• Is the X11 graphical system configured?
X11 is a graphical application providing a windowing system designed for client/server architecture. The X11 server is
the system where your application starts. The X11 client presents the X11 graphical application. The client and server
can run on the same system, for example, on a local console.
On the server side, access for the X11 client must be configured as follows:
a. Enter the following command to register your local system with X11:

"xhost +client_name"
b. Set the $DISPLAY variable to the X11 client's node name, as follows:

DISPLAY=client_name:0; export DISPLAY
On the client side, X11 client software must be installed and activated.

• Is the correct Java Runtime Environment (JRE) available?
JRE Version 1.4 is a prerequisite for running the Packager GUI. JRE can be obtained from one of the service sites of
the hardware manufacturer or from Sun Microsystems.

PIF Product is not Being Built

Symptom:

The PIF product build fails.
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Solution:

If the PIF product is not being built, it may contain inconsistent data.

When any inconsistency is detected during the build process, the Packager does not build the PIF product and displays a
detailed error message in the GUI output pane. Fix the inconsistency accordingly.

Remote Control Host
The Remote Control host runs on computers with the following operating systems:

• Windows
• Linux
• Apple Mac OS X (Intel)

You can control the computers using the Remote Control viewer component. The viewer connects to the host and
establishes a session. The host responds to the keyboard and mouse from the viewer and sends a video image of its
desktop to the viewer. The viewer user can use the host computer from a remote location.

NOTE
The term Windows refers to the Microsoft Windows operating system, including Windows XP, Windows Vista,
Windows 7, Windows Server 2003, and Windows Server 2008. Unless designated, Windows refers to any
supported Microsoft Windows operating system.

NOTE
For more information, see the Remote Control Viewer Help.

Configure the TCP Options
The TCP tab provides configuration information about how Internet Protocol (IP/TCP) functions during a remote
connection.

NOTE
The domain manager controls the ability of the user to set or modify the settings in a centrally managed
environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Enabled check box to specify the TCP network protocol and activate the fields.

NOTE
You must have administrator permissions to change the network settings.

You can view the port number that Remote Control uses to communicate with the viewers. By default, TCP is the
common listening port that is used by all the DSM components. Check with your system administrator when you
establish connections through firewalls and proxy servers.

NOTE
See the Remote Control Viewer Help for configuring a host to listen on one port and to have the viewer
connect to a remote host on a different port.

2. Click OK.
The TCP options are configured.

Deciding on a Security Mode
The following security modes are available for Remote Control:

• Remote Control Local Security
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Implemented in the environments where centralized control is unavailable, for example, when the network connection
links are not on all the time.

• Remote Control Unified Security
Implemented for users who want to assign access rights to local user and group accounts, Windows domain accounts,
and CA ITCM X.509 certificates from Remote Control on every host.

• Remote Control NT Centralized Security
Implemented for domain administrators who want to assign the rights to individual, group, and domain users.

• Remote Control Directory Security
Implemented for administrators who want to use access rights that are defined in the Microsoft Active Directory or
Novell Directory Services.

NOTE
For complete information about security, see the Implementation Guide and the DSM Explorer Help.

Local Security and Passwords
On a stand-alone host using local security, the initial password for the DEFAULT user is DEFAULT. The host user can
change this password and remove the DEFAULT user if necessary.

Change the Master Password
In a stand-alone environment, you can change the master password that was last set for the current security provider.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Users tab in the DSM Properties - Remote Control dialog, click the Properties button next to the Current
Security Provider field.

2. Click the Change Password button.
3. Enter the old and new passwords and confirm the new password in the fields provided.

NOTE
Passwords cannot be fewer than six characters. You can combine letters, numbers, and characters that are
used in punctuation.

4. Click OK, OK.
The master password is changed, and you are returned to the Users tab of the DSM Properties - Remote Control
dialog.

Set the Master Password
In a stand-alone environment, you can set a master password for any of the available security providers.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Properties button next to the Current Security Provider field in the Users tab in the DSM Properties - Remote
Control dialog.

2. Click the Enable Master Password check box to enable the master password.
3. Enter a new password and confirm the new password in the fields provided.

NOTE
Passwords must be at least six characters. You can combine letters, numbers, and characters that are used
in punctuation.

4. Click OK, OK.

NOTE
If you want to change the master password, see Change the Master Password.
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Lock Host Capability
The Lock/Unlock Host option is a security feature that lets the host user or domain manager to lock down the host. If
a host user or central administrator locks a computer to prevent the remote control access, the locked state remains
preserved under all circumstances, including CAF service shutdown/restart, reboot, and log out or log in.

NOTE
The Lock/Unlock Host option is not visible in the context menu of the host icon. You can enable it by setting the
Enable Lock host configuration policy.

The Lock Host capability enables you to do the following actions:

• Disconnects all viewers (both normal and stealth view)
• Places the host into locked mode to reject any further connections
• Changes the icon of the host to the locked state indicated with a red x

NOTE
When the host is in a locked state, it can continue to receive commands and can be unlocked from the
domain manager.

If the manager locks the host, the host user cannot unlock the host but must wait for the manager.

If the Enable Lock host configuration policy is enabled, you can lock or unlock the host computer. Right-click the icon of
the host that is located in the taskbar and then click Lock Host or Unlock Host.

NOTE
For more information about remote control configuration policies, see the Configuration Policy section of the
DSM Explorer Help.

Support for Multiple Monitor
The Remote Control can use a computer with two or more monitors. The image on all monitors is transmitted to the
viewer, which provides a window that can be scrolled sideways to see all monitors. The remote system appears as an
extra wide, single monitor.

Linux: To use multiple monitors, your computer must be running with PanoramiX/Xinerama enabled.

NOTE
For more information, see the Remote Control Viewer Help.

Start and Stop the Host
The Remote Control host runs as a service in the CA ITCM DSM Framework Service. On Windows, this runs as a normal
Windows service. On Linux and Mac OS X, it runs as a background process or daemon.

Enter the following commands from the command prompt to control the start and stop of the remote control host service:

• Enter the following command to Start the host:
caf start rcHost

• Enter the following command to Stop the host:
caf stop rcHost

Accept Connection Notification
You receive a message asking permission before the remote control session can become active.

Click Yes to accept or No to reject the connection.
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NOTE
If the DSM Explorer is running when a Remote Control connection is accepted in hosts that have Windows 2000
installed, some of the pages that are shown in the right pane of the DSM Explorer appear blank on both the host
and viewer. Install Microsoft DirectX 9.0 or later on the host computer.

Host Permissions
Assign the permissions to authorized users to do the following tasks:

• Access and control the host
• Send and receive files
• access the Chat feature

Follow these steps:

1. Go to DSM Properties - Remote Control and click the Users tab.
2. Click Permissions.

Or

1. Go to My Computer, Properties dialog in a stand-alone environment.

NOTE

In a stand-alone environment, a user can be granted permissions to only one computer, that is, the host.
These permissions are overwritten by the host access permissions options.

Set Up User Permissions
Set up the user permissions after you add a user to a stand-alone host.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to DSM Properties - Remote Control dialog.
2. Click the Users tab and select a user.

The following buttons are enabled:
– Properties
– Permissions
– Delete

NOTE
Ensure that you click the User Name to enable the buttons.

3. Click Permissions and select or clear the check boxes of the permissions as you require.
4. Click OK and click OK again.

The permission settings are saved and the DSM Properties - Remote Control dialog closes.

Assign User Permissions
Define the user permissions in a stand-alone environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the My Computer tree node in the Remote Control viewer, and click Properties.
2. Click the Users tab.
3. In the User Name list, select a user for whom you want to assign permissions.
4. Click Permissions and select or clear the check boxes of the permissions as you require.
5. Click OK.
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The dialog closes, and the permissions are applied immediately.

View User Permissions
You can view user permissions at any time.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the user from the Users tab.
Once selected, Remote Control enables the following buttons: Properties, Permissions, and Delete. The Properties
button is active only if the current security provider is Remote Control Local Security.

NOTE
Ensure that you click the User Name to enable the buttons.

2. Click Permissions and view the permissions.
Cick OK and OK again.
The DSM Properties - Remote Control dialog closes.

Modify User Permissions
In a stand-alone environment, you can modify permissions for a user, redefining what the user can do on the host.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the My Computer tree node in the Remote Control viewer, and click Properties.
2. Click the Users tab.
3. Select a user from the User Name list and click Permissions.
4. Click Permissions and modify the permissions as you require.
5. Click OK.

The permissions are modified.

Add New Users
If you are working in a stand-alone environment, set up users that can connect to your computer. The procedures and
dialogs vary according to the type of security provider you select.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to DSM Properties - Remote Control and click the Users tab.
2. Click the Current Security Provider field and select one of the following options:

– Local
Permits you to create a user name and password for any user you want to add.

– Unified
Permits you to select a user from a list of local and domain users that the local network administrator establishes.

3. Click Add.
Remote Control displays the dialog applicable to the type of security provider you selected:
– Local

Displays the Create New User dialog. Go to Step 4 to continue.
– Unified

Displays the Add Users dialog with a listing of domains. Go to Step 7 to continue.
4. Enter the user name, the full name of the user, and any noteworthy information in the User Details fields.
5. Enter a password and confirm the password in the Password fields.
6. Click Create.
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The user details appear in the list view of the Users tab. Go to Step 11 to continue.
7. Explore the domains and locate the user or groups of users that you want to add.
8. Select the user or group of users you want to add.

The Add button is enabled.
9. Click Add.

The user or group of users you selected appears in the Users to be added list.
10. Verify your selection and, click OK.

The Users tab appears with your selection in the list.
11. Click OK.

The added user or group is saved. Information remains listed in the Users tab until it is deleted.

NOTE
After you add a user, assign user permissions.

View User Properties
You can view user properties from the My Computer node in the Remote Control viewer or from the context menu options
of the host icon.

Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following steps:
– Right-click the My Computer tree node, and click Properties.

NOTE
Ensure that the Remote Control viewer component is installed to access My Computer.

– Right-click the host icon in the taskbar, and click Properties.
The DSM Properties - Remote Control dialog appears. You can view user properties only if the security provider is set
to Local in this dialog.

2. Click Users, select a user in the User Name list whose properties you want to view.
3. Click Properties.

Remote Control displays the properties for the user you selected.

NOTE
If you have the authority, you can modify certain fields in this dialog. For example, you can change the user
password.

Change a User Password
In a stand-alone environment, you can change the password for the user you created in the Local mode only.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Users tab in the DSM Properties - Remote Control dialog.
2. Select Local from the Current Security Provider drop-down list.
3. Click the Users tab and select a user.

The following buttons are enabled:
– Properties
– Permissions
– Delete

NOTE
Ensure that you click the User Name to enable the buttons.

4. Click Properties, Change Password.
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5. Enter the old and new passwords and confirm the new password in the fields provided.
6. Click OK.
7. Click Modify to implement the change.
8. Click OK

The new password is saved, and the DSM Properties - Remote Control dialog closes.

Delete Users
You can delete users in a stand-alone environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the My Computer tree node, and click Properties.
The DSM Properties - Remote Control dialog appears.

2. Click the Users tab.
3. Select the user you want to delete from the User name list.
4. Click Delete.

The user is deleted.

Uninstall Remote Control
To uninstall Remote Control, use the Windows Control Panel, Add/Remove Programs applet. The Add/Remove Programs
applet contains buttons for removing an application (Remove) and modifying an application (Change).

Follow these steps:

1. Select CA ITCM Agent and Remote Control application.
A maintenance-type dialog opens.

2. Click Remove and follow the wizard instructions.
Remote Control is uninstalled.

Software Catalog
The Software Catalog consists of a number of wizards that guide you through each of the tasks you want to perform.

The wizards provide you with the following options:

• Initiate software installations on your computer
• Customize the installations
• View the status of your orders
• Remove the installations

The Software Catalog displays the software items that are installed on your computer, either using the Software Catalog
or the local administrator. The catalog displays the software items that you can install or customize.

For the software that is not available in your Software Catalog, you cannot affect or execute the orders set up by the local
administrator on your computer.

The Software Catalog consists of four wizards:

• Add Software Wizard
• Customize Software Wizard
• Remove Software Wizard
• Show Order Status

To achieve your tasks, simply follow the wizards' guidance.
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NOTE

The first stage of each wizard is an introduction to the task. To skip this step, select "Always start this Wizard on
Stage 2". Click Back to go to step 1.

Add Software Wizard
Contents

Order software for your account or machine.

Add Software Step 1 of 5

Step 1 of 5

To add software to your account or for your machine, you have to place an "order" with the Software Catalog. After the
Software Catalog has received and processed your order, the software will be delivered to your computer and made ready
to use with little or no further interaction from you.

Add Software Step 2 of 5

Step 2 of 5

Choose software: Decide what to install

You see a list of all the software that you can install with the Software Catalog.

Software that is already installed on your computer is marked with the Already Installed icon:

You may have to make a selection:

• Order software for my computer
• Order software for my account

If not, the software will be installed for your computer.

Add Software Step 3 of 5

Step 3 of 5

Select type of installation: Decide how you want the software installed

Some software requires you to log off or to reboot. Then you will see the following icons next to the installation procedure
name:

Reboot required before, during, or after delivery.

Logoff required before, during, or after delivery

Add Software Step 4 of 5

Step 4 of 5
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Confirm order: Decide if you want to be notified and confirm your order

• You will see a summary of your order.
• You can decide whether you want to be notified before delivery starts.
• It is also possible to schedule the installation. You can choose to have the software installed as soon as possible, or

set a date and time for the install.

Confirm your order by clicking Finish.

Add Software Step 5 of 5

Step 5 of 5

The order has been placed with the Software Catalog.

You can continue working as normal.

To monitor the order, you can use the Show Order Status Wizard.

Remove Software Wizard
Contents

Remove software from your account or machine.

You can easily remove software that is no longer needed with the help of the Remove Software wizard.

It goes without saying that only software which had been added with the Software Catalog can be removed with the
Software Catalog.

Remove Software Step 1 of 5

Stage 1 of 5: Introduction

Overview of the removal process

Start with the initial selection:

• Remove software from my computer
• Remove software from my account

Remove Software Step 2 of 5

Stage 2 of 5: Select software to remove

A list of software that you can remove is displayed.

Select the items that you want to remove.

Remove Software Step 3 of 5

Stage 3 of 5: Select remove procedure

Some remove procedures require you to log off or to reboot your computer.

Where this is necessary you will see the corresponding icons next to the remove procedure name:
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Reboot required while or before the software is being removed.

Log off required while or before the software is being removed.

Remove Software Step 4 of 5

Stage 4 of 5: Confirm remove

You can decide if you want to be notified before removal starts.

Then confirm your order by clicking Order Now.

Remove Software Step 5 of 5

Step 5 of 5

The Software Catalog will remove the software you requested.

In the meantime, you can continue working as normal.

To monitor the progress of your order, use the Show Order Status Wizard.

Customize Software Wizard
Contents

Customize software that has previously been delivered.

The Customize Software wizard makes it easier to customize the software you use to do your job.

Not all software can be customized by the Software Catalog. However, you can see which software can be customized by
proceeding to stages 2 and 3 of the Customize Software wizard.

Customize Software Step 1 of 5

Stage 1 of 5: Introduction

Overview of the customization process

You have to select which software you want to customize:

• Software for your computer
• Software for your account

Customize Software Step 2 of 5

Stage 2 of 5: Select software to customize

Only software which you can customize is displayed

Select the software from the list.
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Customize Software Step 3 of 5

Stage 3 of 5: Decide how to customize

Some customization requires you to log off or to reboot. Then you will see the following icons next to the installation
procedure name:

Reboot required before, during, or after customization.

Logoff required before, during, or after customization.

Customize Software Step 4 of 5

Stage 4 of 5: Decide on notification and confirm order

Decide here if you want a notification before customization starts.

Confirm your order by clicking Order Now.

Customize Software Step 5 of 5

Stage 5 of 5

The Software Catalog is processing your customization request.

In the meantime, you can continue working as normal.

To monitor the progress of your order, use the Show Order Status Wizard.

Show Order Status Wizard
Contents

Track the status of your orders.

The Show Order Status wizard lets you view the status of your software orders. You can also see the history of all your
orders.

Show Order Status

Stage 1 of 2: Introduction

Overview of the order status process.

Click Next to view your order history.

Show Order Status

Stage 2 of 2: Software Order Status

You can view the following information in this step:

Order History for your Computer

• Software Ordered and Delivered to your Computer
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There are four selections available for order history:

• Today
Only orders of today is displayed.

• Last Week
All orders placed during the last week is displayed.

• Last Month
All orders placed during the last month is displayed.

• Beginning
All orders placed since the Software Catalog was installed is displayed.

If you do not make a selection, "Beginning" will be used.

The following icons will be displayed in the order history section:

The order is in progress

Job check: Allows you to initiate a software delivery

Enables you to reorder the customization

The order executed successfully

The order failed

#####

Track the status of your orders.

The Show Order Status wizard lets you view the status of your software orders. You can also see the history of all your
orders.

Software Delivery Agent Properties
Contents

Advanced Tab

The Advanced tab displays advanced properties of the agents that are installed on the host computer. If no details exist or
the properties are hidden, the DSM Properties dialog does not display the Advanced tab.

NOTE

 For detailed information about each property, see the Asset Management, Software Delivery, or Remote Control
section of the DSM Explorer Help.
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User Data

Enables you to add a user or modify information about the current user of the software delivery agent.

BDSM--r12_CMS SD Agent - User Defined Note

In the software delivery agent, a user profile is a manageable unit that can run jobs in the security context of the user.
When the user profile is enabled, the entered data from the system tray applies to the currently logged-on user profile
only.

However, you can add data for the computer from the command-line prompt as follows:

sd_acmd userinfo user=username location=location phone=phone comment=comment target=

For more information about using sd_acmd, see the Software Delivery CLI Reference Guide.

To send the data to the server, use the command:

caf register

For more information about the caf command, see the Implementation Guide.

DSM Explorer
The DSM Explorer is the unified administrative console that provides a combined interface to view, interact, and control
the features of CA IT Client Manager based applications and component plug-ins. The purpose of the tree structure in the
left pane of the DSM Explorer window is to display your organization's assets and asset tracking features.

Your assets are grouped logically in system-generated feature-specific groups under the Computer and Users folder. You
can also aggregate and create more groups to arrange the assets in your organization to suit your specific requirements.

The DSM Explorer tree is dynamic, based on the component plug-ins or applications installed. The DSM Explorer displays
the following asset, configuration, and management features:

• Software
Enables you to track, maintain, and catalogue software.

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• Jobs
Enables you to automate execution of specific software or asset related actions.

• Queries
Enables you to generate reports and create the criteria to group assets.

• Policies
Enables you to define and activate policies.

• Remote Control
Enables you to track and log remote control sessions.

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• Control Panel
Enables you to configure and manage the DSM infrastructure.

The DSM Explorer displays information from the MDB (a database with a unified structure for the storage of management
data from multiple CA products) and schedule actions for a computer, a user account, a user profile, a group of
computers, a group of user profiles or a group of user accounts.
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Domain and Enterprise Concept
A DSM implementation architecture can have up to two management tiers: the upper level is known as the enterprise, the
lower level is known as the domain.

Agents can be configured to report asset information to a domain manager. The domain manager can be used to monitor
the relationship between components, including scalability servers and agents.

In a sufficiently large organization, where several domain managers exist, a single point of management for these
domains, an enterprise manager, can be installed. An enterprise manager can be used to collectively manage assets that
span multiple DSM domains.

Each manager, domain or enterprise, stores information about assets in its scope in the CA management database
(MDB). The MDB provides a unified structure to store information across CA products and platforms.

• Domain MDB
This is the domain data repository for all assets.
All management constructs such as Queries, Policies, or Groups, as well as all asset-related information like inventory
or job definitions, are stored within the MDB.

• Enterprise MDB
The enterprise MDB is an centralized repository above the domain level. A subset of data is replicated from domain
MDBs up to the enterprise MDB, as well as down from the enterprise MDB to the various domain MDBs

Enterprise-level administrators will find a Domains folder under the Control Panel node within the DSM Explorer. This
contains all the domains that have been linked to the enterprise.

WARNING
Default policies can generally be changed at the top level of a manager hierarchy. However, when a domain
manager is linked to an enterprise manager, the default policy can no longer be changed: The default policy
will always be replicated from the enterprise manager. Therefore, if a default policy is locally changed, it will be
overwritten when a domain is linked to an enterprise.

Tutorials
Tutorials are available, covering several common work areas, in the right-hand pane of the DSM Explorer to assist you.

Select View, Tutorial Bar from the main menu to toggle the tutorial view.

Customize Information Pane Dialog
The information pane, visible on the right-hand side of the DSM Explorer, consists of several portlets. These portlets
display additional information like useful links, tips to work with the objects selected, and other tasks that can be
accomplished in this pane. You can use the Customize Information Pane dialog to customize the layout of the portlets on
this pane.

This dialog has the following buttons that enable you to customize the appearance of portlets in the information pane.

• Move Up
Moves the selected portlet up in the order of appearance in the information pane.

• Move Down
Moves the selected portlet down in the order of appearance in the information pane.

• Show
Enables the portlet and shows it in the information pane.

• Hide
Disables the portlet and hides it in the information pane.

• Check boxes
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Select the check box of a portlet to show it in the information pane. You can use this as an alternative to the Show/Hide
buttons.

NOTE
Press the Ctrl key to select more than one portlet at a time.

Common Security
Common Security provides robust, generic and unified security for all the CA Client Automation products. Access to CA
Client Automation is controlled by security profiles. These security profiles determine the users and groups who can
access the system. You can map any operating system group or user to a security profile, which means that any operating
system user or group can be granted access rights to CA Client Automation. In addition, you can specify permissions
to restrict the access that security profile members have to selected folders or objects within CA Client Automation. You
can then link the security profiles and the objects to one or more security areas. This restricts user access to only those
objects that are linked to an authorized security area.

NOTE
Use of security areas is not mandatory. By default, security area support is turned off.

Users who do not have an associated security profile can be authorized to access CA Client Automation. These users
belong to the Everyone profile. By default, this profile has No Access for all classes that is, the user cannot even connect
to the domain. Authorized administrators can change the permissions of this profile, for example, to Read, for all classes.

CA Client Automation Security
Security in CA Client Automation has the following levels:

• Authentication
Authentication identifies members of trusted computing authorities that are based on the credentials provided. Trusted
computing authorities for CA Client Automation include the following accounts:
– winnt -- Local Windows user accounts or Windows domain accounts
– unixl -- Local UNIX user accounts unixl.
– External security principals such as LDAP or NDS
These security principals are mapped to the security profiles to grant the access permissions. You can also authorize
users from trusted Windows domains to access CA Client Automation. The administrators of the enterprise manager
can access the domain manager with the same account name and password, even if they are in different Windows
domains, and trust relationships have been established.
For example, if the DSM domain manager SRVDMGR01 is in the Windows domain DM01 that has a trust relationship
with another Windows domain DM02, the users and groups in both the security authorities can be granted access
rights to CA Client Automation.
On Windows, CA Client Automation supports Microsoft Unified Logon. Every time that you open the DSM Explorer,
the DSM domain manager gets connected using the credentials of the currently logged in user. You can log in as a
different user.

NOTE
The term Windows refers to the Microsoft Windows operating system, including Windows XP, Windows Vista,
Windows 7, Windows Server 2003, and Windows Server 2008. Unless designated, Windows refers to any
supported Microsoft Windows operating system.

You can grant access rights to a user or group in the Security Profiles dialog.

• Authorization
Authorization (also known as permissions) controls the rights and privileges associated with an authenticated entity,
typically, the logged-in user. You can define authorization at the class, group, object, and area levels.
– Class Permissions
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The access permissions for a class are specified. Permissions that are specified at this level are applicable to all
the objects in this class. For example, the permissions that are given in the Computer class are applicable to all the
computers in the domain.

– Group Permissions
The access permissions for a computer or user group are specified. Permissions that are specified at this level
override the class permissions.

– Object Permissions
The access permissions for an object are specified. Permissions that are specified at this level override the group
permissions.

– Area Permissions
The access permissions for an area are specified. Permissions that are specified at this level control the access
rights to the member objects and users of the area.

NOTE
You can authorize only those users or groups who have access rights to the CA Client Automation system.

CA Client Automation Login Dialog
The CA Client Automation Login Dialog lets you specify the login credentials to access the CA Client Automation system.

• User Name
Defines the user name to login. Enter the user name which has the access rights. You must specify your user name
even if you are the member of a group that has access rights.

• Password
Defines the password for the given user name.

• Windows Domain (Windows) / Security Authority (Linux)
Lists the security authorities that can access CA Client Automation. Select the domain or the computer in which you
have the user account.

• Security Provider
Specifies the security provider. As CA Client Automation uses the operating system user account and groups for
granting access rights, the operating system acts as the security provider. The following security providers are
supported:
winnt for Microsoft Windows machines

Unix for Unix and Linux machines

• Log in
Logs in to the system if the login credentials are correct. Otherwise, it displays the Login Dialog again.

NOTE
The administrator on the domain manager grants the access rights to the system. If you are not able to login to
CA Client Automation, contact your administrator.

Disable Unified Logon and Prompt the Login Dialog
The DSM Explorer, by default, connects to the default manager using the current Windows login credentials (unified
logon). You can, however, set the startup parameters to display the login dialog always or to change the connection
defaults.

To disable unified logon and display the Login dialog

1. Right-click the DSM Explorer shortcut in the Windows Start menu and select Properties.
The DSM Explorer Properties dialog appears.

2. Select the Shortcut tab and append the following parameters to the Target field:
dsmgui.exe [user:user01 [authority:winnt://DM01 [password:secret]] ] [manager:DMMGR01.abc.com]
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NOTE
The order of the parameters is not important.

– userDefines the user name that should be preset in the Login dialog. Leaving this parameter blank, for example,
entering user: disables unified logon and displays the Login dialog.

WARNING

This parameter must be specified to display the Login dialog. All the other parameters are optional.
– authority

Defines the security provider and authority that should be preset in the Login dialog. This parameter must be
specified in the URI format for example, winnt://DM01. The user parameter is mandatory if you specify the authority;
otherwise, authority is ignored if the user parameter is missing.

– password
Defines the password for the user. If the password matches with the user and authority parameters, DSM Explorer
connects to the default manager else, the Login dialog is displayed.

– manager
Defines the manager name that you want to connect to. If not specified, the DSM Explorer connects to the default
manager with the credentials given in the user, authority and password parameters.

3. Click OK.
The changes to the shortcut are saved.

4. Double-click the DSM Explorer shortcut.
The Login dialog appears with the preset values.

Examples with possible parameters combinations

The following examples describe various parameter combinations and the resulting output:

Example 1:

DSMGUI.EXE manager:DMMGR01.abc.com

Connects to the specified manager using unified logon. If unified logon fails, the Login dialog appears with the preset
values.

Example 2:

DSMGUI.EXE manager:DMMGR01.abc.com user:Paul

Connects to the specified manager. The Login dialog is displayed. Paul is preset in the User Name, and default security
provider and authority are displayed.

Example 3:

DSMGUI.EXE manager:DMMGR01.abc.com user:Paul authority:unixl://DMMGR01.abc.com

Connects to the specified manager. The Login dialog is displayed. Paul, unixl, and DMMGR01.abc.com are preset in the
User Name, Security Provider, and Security Authority fields in the Login dialog.

Example 4:

DSMGUI.EXE manager:DMMGR01.abc.com user:Paul authority:unixl://DMMGR01.abc.com password:secret

If the password is correct, the DSM Explorer connects to DMMGR01.abc.com.

Login as a Different User
If you are already connected to CA Client Automation and want to login as a different user, follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Domain in the DSM Explorer and select Disconnect from the context menu.
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Disconnects the current user from the domain.
2. Right-click the Domain again in the DSM Explorer window and select Connect as.

The Login Dialog appears.

CA Client Automation Security Classes
Contents

CA Client Automation security classes are categorized based on the functionality of the objects. Throughout this online
help, the terms Object Class and Class are used interchangeably to denote a security class. Class permissions are
applicable to all the objects of the class.

Computers and Users

The Computers and Users category comprises all the objects in the Computers and Users folder.

NOTE

 Any profile that wants access to the following folders must have at least Read (VR) permission to the folders.

• Asset Group
Includes access permissions for all the folders under the Computers and Users folder. The All Computers, All User
Accounts and All User Profiles folders are members of this object class. For example, if you want to view all the
computers in the DSM domain, you need to give access permissions to the Asset Group object first and then specify
the permissions for the Computer object.

• Computer
Includes access permissions for the computers under the All Computers folder. Access permissions to this object lets
you view the list of computers in the DSM domain, add new computers, delete the computers, and so on.

• External Assets
Includes access permissions for the external assets under the All External Assets folder. Access permissions to this
object lets you view the list of external assets in the DSM domain, add new external assets, delete, and so on.

NOTE
The All External Assets folder and the External Assets subfolder under the Queries node are not available in the
DSM Explorer until you create an external asset definition and restart the DSM Explorer. For more information,
see How MIF Files Are Used in External Asset Recognition in the Asset Management Administration Guide.

• User Profile
Includes access permissions for the user profiles under the All User Profiles folder. Access permissions to this object
lets you view the list of user profiles and perform various actions on the All User Profiles folder.

• User Account
Includes access permissions for the user accounts under the All User Accounts folder. Access permissions to this
object lets you view the list of user accounts and perform various actions on the All User Accounts folder.

Software

The Software category comprises all the objects that are related to Software and Software folder.

NOTE

Any profile that wants access to the following folders must have at least Read (VR) permission to the folders.

• Software Definition
Includes access permissions for the product definitions under the Definitions folder.

• Software Category
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Includes access permissions for the software categories under the Categories folder.
• Software Package

Includes access permissions for all the software available under Software Package Library folder.
• Software Group

Includes all the folders under the Software Package Library folder. The All Software, Catalog and Software Delivery
folders are members of this object class. So, if you need to view the software in the DSM domain, then you need to
give access rights to the Software Group object first and then specify the rights for the Software Package library object.

• Procedure
Includes access permissions for the procedures within Software Packages.

• Procedure Group
Includes access permissions for the procedure groups under the Software Package Library folder.

• OS Installation Image
Includes access permissions for the images under the All Boot and OS Images folder.

Jobs

The Jobs category comprises all the objects that are related to Jobs and Jobs folder.

NOTE

Any profile that wants access to the following folders must have at least Read (VR) permission to the folders.

• Asset Job
Includes access permissions for all the Jobs under the Jobs, Asset Jobs folder.

• Software Job
Includes access permissions for all the Jobs under the All Computer, Computer, Jobs, Software Jobs folder.

• Software Job Container
Includes access permissions for the jobs under the Jobs, Software Jobs folder.

Queries and Policies

The Queries and Policies category comprises all the objects that are related to Queries and Policies folder.

NOTE

Any profile that wants access to the following folders must have at least Read (VR) permission to the folders.

• Common Query
Includes access permissions for the queries under the Queries folder.

• Policy - Query Based
Includes access permissions for the policies under the Policy, Query Based folder.

• Policy - Event Based
Includes access permissions for the policies under the Policy, Event Based folder.

• Policy - Software Based
Includes access permissions for the policies under the Policy, Software Based folder.

Control Panel

This category comprises all objects that are related to the Control Panel folder.

NOTE

 Any profile that wants access to the following folders must have at least Read (VR) permission to the folders.

• Control Panel Access
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Includes access permissions to the Control Panel folder. This folder is hidden for the users who do not have the View
rights.

• Deployment Job
Includes access permissions to perform a deployment job. The deployment wizard is available under Control Panel,
Deployment. A user needs Create rights to this object class to run the wizard.

• Configured Directory
Includes access permissions to add the configured directories. The add directory wizard is available under Control
Panel, Directory Integration, Add Directory. A user needs Create rights to this object class to run the wizard.

• Domain
In the domain manager, it includes access permissions to the domain in the root of the DSM Explorer. In the enterprise
manager, it includes the domain object available under Control Panel, Domains folder.

NOTE
Any profile that wants access to the domain manager needs at least Read (VR) right to this object.

• Domain Group
Includes access permissions for the domain groups under the Control Panel, Domains folder on an enterprise
manager.

• Scalability Server
Includes access permissions for the scalability servers under the Scalability Servers folder.

• Scalability Server Group
Includes access permissions for the scalability server groups under the Scalability Servers folder.

• Engine
Includes access permissions for the engine under the Engines, All Engines folder.

• Engine Task
Includes access permissions for the jobs under the Control Panel, Engines, Engine Tasks folder.

• Manager
Includes access permissions for the domain manager under the Manager folder.

• Inventory Task
Includes access permissions for the Inventory Configuration module under Control Panel, Configuration, Collect Tasks,
All Collect Tasks folder

• Software Discovery Task
Includes access permissions for the Software Inventory Configuration module under Control Panel, Configuration,
Collect Tasks, All Collect Tasks folder

• Software Usage Task
Includes access permissions for the Software Usage module under Control Panel, Configuration, Collect Tasks, All
Collect Tasks folder

• Template Task
Includes access permissions for the User Template Configuration module under Control Panel, Configuration, Collect
Tasks folder

• Policy Configuration Computers
Includes access permissions for all the computer policy configurations.

Others

The Others category contains the objects that are not placed in any of the folders in DSM Explorer.

• Security Profile
Includes access permissions for the Security Profiles dialog and lets you add, re-map and delete security profiles.

• Security Area
Includes access permissions for the Security Areas dialog and lets you manage security areas.

• Class Permissions
Includes access permissions for the Class Permissions dialog and lets you modify the class access.
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NOTE
To change class permissions, you need the Change Permissions (P) right.

• Report Template
Includes access permissions for the Report Templates available in the DSM Reporter application.

• Report Scheduling
Includes access permissions for the Scheduled Reports available in the DSM Reporter application.

• Database Credentials
Includes access permissions to retrieve or change the password of the DB user ca_itrm.

Security Profiles
Contents

A security profile represents an operating system user account or group in the domain manager (local profiles) or in its
network domain (domain profile). You can also create security profiles for users in the trusted domains. Every user should
have a valid security profile to log in to the system. If new users are added to a managed group, they automatically inherit
the access rights given to the group and can immediately log in to the system.

A user can be a member of multiple profiles. However, each profile can be mapped to only one user or group. For
example, a user who is a member of a group can have two profiles - one mapped to the user account and the other
mapped to the group. In this case, the user will have the UNION of permissions in both profiles.

If a user is a member of more than one security profile, the effective permission for that user is a UNION of the permission
of each of the individual permissions defined for each security profile (like OR'ing all permissions).

If you want to deny access for a user of an individual security profile, you must remove that user from the security profile.

Further, you can link a security profile to a security area to restrict the user or group to access only those objects that are
linked to the security area of the profile.

CA Client Automation creates predefined security profiles and lets you create as many profiles as you want, using the
Security Profiles dialog.

NOTE
It is recommended that at least one of these profiles has Full Control access rights to the CA Client Automation
system.

Predefined Security Profiles

CA Client Automation creates the following pre-defined security profiles at the time of installation and uses them internally
for various purposes:

• Owner
Specifies the owner of an object who is a member of this profile. For example, if you are allowed to create an object,
say an Asset Group, you are the owner of the group if you create a new one. By default, this profile has Class
Permissions Full Control for all object classes. All the system-created objects have the ownership as Unassigned.
However, any authorized user can take ownership of the objects. You can see the ownership of an object in both the
Object Permissions and Class Permissions dialog.

• Everyone
Specifies the members of this profile. If an unmanaged user logs into CA Client Automation, the class permissions
specified in this profile is applicable to that user. This profile has Class Permissions of No Access for all object classes.
Hence, the member of this profile cannot even browse anything. The administrator can specify permissions as required
for example, Read, for all classes.

• Distributions
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Specifies the profile that belongs to enterprise administrator who initiates distributions to this domain manager.
• Administrators

Specifies the profile that belongs to local Windows administrators group on the manager. It has Full Control for all
object classes.

• x509cert Profiles
Specifies the access rights that the predefined certificates must have to enable the DSM component to perform its job
out of the box. The following profiles are available under this security authority:

WARNING
Do not modify these certificate profiles for any reason because it may cause certain DSM components to fail.
If you have modified any of these profiles inadvertently, reset them to have their default permissions.

• Agent Mover
Allows one domain manager to authenticate with another domain manager during the agent move operation.

• Common Server Registration
Allows the scalability server and manager registration to authenticate to a manager.

• Directory Synchronization
 Allows the directory synchronization engine job to authenticate to a DSM manager.

• Configuration and State Management
Provides authentication for the CSM agent controller

• Software Delivery Catalog
Used to authenticate the SD catalog with the manager.

• Domain Access
Allows access to the domain password. The engine at the domain manager uses this certificate to access the domain
password.

• Enterprise Access
Allows access to the enterprise password. The engines at the domain and enterprise tier use this certificate to access
the domain password.

• Reporter Access
Allows access to domain and enterprise passwords. The DSM Reporter uses this certificate. You can regenerate this
certificate without affecting the certificates used by the engines. 

Security Profiles Dialog

The Security Profiles dialog lets you view, add, delete, and re-map the security profiles and specify class permissions for
each object class. You can also enable or disable security area support for the security profiles. Click the column heading
in this dialog to sort it alphabetically.

This dialog contains the following fields and buttons:

• Display built-in certificate-based profiles
Displays the built-in certificate profiles such as the x509 certificate profiles, when selected.
Default: Not selected

• Security Profile Name
Lists the security profiles that are added to the security system and authorized to access the system. Double-clicking a
security profile opens its Class Permissions dialog.

• Type
Displays the type of the security profile, which can be one of the following:
– Built-in Profiles

Includes the predefined profiles that are automatically created at the time of installation.
– Local Profiles

Includes the profiles that have any operating system user or group in the domain manager.
– Domain Profiles
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Includes the profiles that have any operating system user or group in the domain of the domain manager or any of
its trusted domains.

When you sort on the Type field, it is done in the order shown: Built-in Profiles, Local Profiles, Domain Profiles.
• Area Support

Indicates whether the area support on each profile is enabled, disabled or not applicable (marked by a "-"). You can
click the Security Areas button in this dialog to enable or disable area support for the selected security profile.

• Owner
Displays the name of the user who created or took ownership of the profile. The user who adds a profile is its owner.
Any authorized user can take ownership of a profile.

• Description
Displays a brief description of the security profile.

• Add
Opens the Add Security Profile dialog. Clicking this button lets you add a user account or group to the security system
and grant access rights.

• Delete
Deletes the selected security profile.

• Re-Map
Opens the Re-map Security Profile dialog that lets you map an existing security profile to a different user account or
group.

• Take Ownership
Assigns the ownership of the selected security profile to the currently logged-in user.

WARNING
This action is irreversible even if you cancel the dialog.

• Security Areas
Opens the Security Area Linkages dialog that lets you enable or disable the security area support and define the
security area links for the selected profiles.

• Class Permissions
Opens the Class Permissions dialog that lets you change the access rights for the selected profile.

Add Security Profiles

Creating a security profile means mapping a new one to either a user account or group provided by the current security
providers. You can select the users or groups who can access the system and add them to a security profile.

To add security profiles

1. Select Security Profiles from the Security menu.
The Security Profiles dialog appears.

NOTE
You must have the access rights to open this dialog; otherwise, a security error message is displayed.
Administrators (on Windows) and root (on UNIX) have these access rights by default.

2. Click Add.
The Add Security Profiles dialog appears.

3. Select the security authority from the Available Directories tree, browse and click the required security principal.
You can view the selected security authority and principal in the Container Identifier and Names fields, respectively.

4. Double-click a principal in the tree, or click Add to List.
The security principals shown in the Names field are added to the List of security profiles.
To add more profiles, repeat the last two steps on the Add Security Profiles dialog.

5. Click OK.
The selected user account or group is mapped to the security profile and the Class Permissions dialog is displayed.
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NOTE
If you have added more than one security principal, the Class Permissions dialog is not displayed. You must
select the profile in the Security Profiles dialog, and click Class Permissions.

6. In the Class Permissions dialog, select the object class to which you want to assign the rights.

NOTE
You can select multiple object classes and specify the class permissions for all of them. For continuous
selection, press the Shift key and then click the objects; for random selection, press the Ctrl key and then
click the objects.

7. Select the permission in the Class access drop-down list, and click OK.
The given permissions are assigned to the new security profile.

Add an Implicitly Trusted Domain

In some cases, you may want to use an implicitly trusted domain when creating security profiles that is, a domain that
is not in the directly calculated list. To enable this type of domain, the Security Profiles dialog lets you add and remove
authorities, but only within the Windows NT name-space (winnt).

To add an implicitly trusted domain

1. Select Security Profiles from the Security menu.
The Security Profiles dialog appears.

NOTE
You must have the access rights to open this dialog; otherwise, a security error message is displayed.
Administrators (on Windows) and root (on UNIX) have these access rights by default.

2. Click Add.
The Add Security Profiles dialog appears.

3. Click Add.
The Add Implicitly Trusted Authority dialog appears.

4. Enter the name of the implicitly trusted domain and click OK.
The specified domain is added to the list of available authorities.

NOTE
Adding a domain to the authorities list does not confer trust to that domain; this is enforced by the operating
system. You cannot add a domain to this list and have the manager trust this domain unless the underlying
operating system already trusts the domain in question.

Add Security Profiles Dialog

The Add Security Profiles dialog lets you add any number of users and groups to the security system at one time. For
each user you add, a unique profile is created. This dialog displays a list of available security authorities: Windows NT
domains, UNIX authentication targets, external directories such as NDS and LDAP, and the X.509 certificate subsystem.

This list of available security authorities is stored in the DSM manager. When running in a Windows NT domain
environment, the DSM manager node automatically calculates all explicit domain trusts available and also lets you add
an implicitly trusted domain. All these domains are displayed in the list of available security authorities in the Add Security
Profiles dialog.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Select a security authority and browse for principalsDisplays the security authorities in a tree structure. All the
users, groups, and computers in each security authority are grouped under the respective folders. Expand a security
authority and select a user, group, or computer (security principal).
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WARNING

When creating certificate profiles for the purpose of replacing an existing predefined certificate, you must
grant the same level of access as the certificate being replaced. Otherwise, system components may not work
properly.

 

• Add
Opens the Add Implicitly Trusted Authority dialog that lets you add an implicitly trusted domain to the Available
Directories list. The Add button gets enabled only if you have selected Available Directories.

• Remove
Removes the selected domain from the Available Directories list.

• Container identifier
Displays the selected security authority.

• Names
Displays the name of the security principal that you selected in the Available Directories tree. If a security authority
has a huge number of users and groups, it takes a long time to browse for the principals. In this case, you can select
the security authority in the tree and enter the security principal name in this field. When you enter multiple principals,
separate each by a semicolon.

• Add to list
Checks for the existence of the security principals given in the Names field and adds only those security principals that
are available in the selected security authority.

NOTE
Clicking this button does not create a security profile. It only adds the security principals to the list.

• List of security principals
Lists the security principals that are added to the list.

• Remove from list
Removes the selected security principal from the list.

• OK
Creates a security profile for each security principal in the list and opens the Class Permissions dialog.

NOTE
If you have added more than one security principal, the Class Permissions dialog is not displayed. You must
select the profile in the Security Profiles dialog, and click Class Permissions.

Modify Security Profiles

You can modify an existing security profile to remap it to another security principal. In this case, the existing permissions
at the class, object and group level remain the same. Remapping a profile is helpful when you want a user to take over the
permissions of another user.

To modify a security profile

1. Select the profile to be modified in the Security Profiles dialog and click Re-map.
The Re-map Security Profile dialog appears.

NOTE
You must have the access rights to open this dialog; otherwise, a security error message is displayed.
Administrators (on Windows) and root (on UNIX) have these access rights by default.

2. Make the necessary changes, and click OK.
The modified profiles are saved to the database.
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Re-map Security Profile Dialog

The Re-map Security Profile dialog lets you remap an existing security profile to a different security principal. This dialog
is similar to the Add Security Profile dialog.

NOTE
You can add only one security principal in this dialog.

Specify Access Rights to Security Profiles

The Security Profiles object class encapsulates the permissions for the security profiles. Access rights to this object class
are necessary to open the Security Profiles dialog, add, delete, remap, and take ownership of security profiles. In short, it
lets you perform any action in the Security Profiles dialog.

To grant access rights to security profiles

1. Select Security Profiles from the Security menu.
The Security Profiles dialog appears with a list of existing security profiles.

2. Select the profile that needs access to the Security Profiles object class and click Class Permissions.
The Class Permissions dialog appears, displaying the current access rights.

3. Select the Security Profiles object class.
The existing access rights are displayed in the Class access drop-down list.

4. Select the required access type, and click OK.
The access rights are saved to the selected security profile.

Security Areas
Contents

Security area is an optional feature that is suitable for large implementations with thousands of objects managed by
different users.

A security area can be a geographical, organizational, or topological division. Defining security areas is helpful if you want
to restrict users' access to only the objects linked to their security area by enforcing object level security. A security area
can be linked to one or more profiles and one or more objects. A user can access an object, if at least one security area
linked to the object is also linked to at least one security profile of the user.

The following conditions must also be fulfilled before the area permission of the user is evaluated:

• The user must have object access (View or Read) to the object.
• The security area support on the domain manager must be enabled.
• All security profiles the user is member of, must be enabled for security area support.

If the first condition is not fulfilled, the object access for the user is denied regardless of the second and third condition. If
the second or third condition is not fulfilled, the user will not be restricted based on the area permissions and be allowed to
access all the objects.

NOTE
All the objects are accessible to the users who are members of security area disabled security profiles. We
recommend that the administrator ensures that all security profiles are enabled for security area support.

Example: Security Area

The following example explains the security areas concept and how the area permissions affect a user's permissions:

User U1 is a member of the security profiles P1 and P2.

User U2 is a member of the Administrators profile.
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User U3 is a member of the security profile P3.

The security profiles P1, P2, and P3 are enabled for security area support. The Administrators profile is disabled for
security area support, so no restrictions apply for the administrator and to objects created by the administrator.

Profile P1 is linked to security area A1.

Profile P2 is linked to security area A2.

Profile P3 is linked to security area A3.

Objects created by U1 are initially linked to security areas A1 and A2. This means, these objects are visible for U1 and U2
but not for U3.

Objects created by U2 are initially linked to all security areas. This means, these objects are visible for all users.

Objects created by user U3 are initially linked to security area A3. This means, these objects are visible for user U2 and
U3 but not for user U1.

NOTE

• Security Area support is not available on DSM Enterprise Manager.
• The “Distributions” profile is the only built-in profile that can be enabled for security area support. All other

built-in profiles are disabled for security area support.
• Objects belonging to the Procedure and Software Job classes cannot be linked to any security area within

the DSM Explorer. They are automatically linked to the areas of their parent containers, Software Package
and Software Job Container respectively.

New Security Area Dialog

The New Security Area dialog lets you create a security area.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Name
Defines a unique name for the security area.

• Description
Defines the description for the security area.

• OK
Opens the Security Profiles Linkages dialog that lists the security profiles suitable for security area support. 
 

NOTE

By default, a new area is unlinked to all the supported profiles.

Security Areas Dialog

The Security Areas dialog lets you turn on or off the security area support globally on the domain manager. Using this
dialog, you can create, modify, and delete areas, link security profiles to selected security areas, and take ownership of
the selected areas.

This dialog contains the following fields and buttons:

• Security Area support
Indicates whether security area support is turned on or off on the domain manager. You can create and link security
areas without turning on this option; however, the changes will take effect in your security system only if you turn on
this option.
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NOTE
By default, security area support is turned off in the domain managers.

• List of Security Areas
Lists the security areas in the domain manager. The check boxes next to the security area names define the default
security areas. The selected security areas are automatically linked to the objects created by the system. You can
clear the check box against a security area if you do not want it to be linked to the system objects. The system objects
are hidden from the users who are linked to the unchecked areas only.

NOTE
By turning on and off the security area support and changing the default security areas, you are changing the
global settings that affect the security system as a whole.

• Add
Opens the New Security Area dialog that lets you create a new security area.

• Delete
Displays the Confirm Delete message. Clicking Yes, deletes the selected security areas and automatically unlinks from
the related security profiles and objects.

• Properties
Opens the Security Area Properties dialog that lets you modify the name and description of the selected area. This
button is enabled when you select only one area.

• Take Ownership
Assigns the ownership of the selected security areas to the currently logged-in user.

WARNING
This action is irreversible even if you cancel the dialog.

• Security Profiles
Opens the Security Profile Linkages dialog that lets you link or unlink the security profiles with the selected security
areas.

Security Profile Linkages Dialog

The Security Profile Linkages dialog lets you link or unlink the security profiles with the selected security areas.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Security Area
Displays the name of the selected security area. If you have selected multiple areas, this field displays the number of
areas selected, for example, Multiple Areas (4).

• List of Security Profiles
Lists the security profiles suitable for security area support. Select the check box before any profile to enable the
security area support. The Linkages column can have the following values based on the linkage status of the selected
areas in relation to each security profile:
– Linked

Indicates that the security profile is linked to all the selected security areas.
– Unlinked

Indicates that the security profile is not linked to any of the selected areas.
– Different

Indicates that the profiles have a mixed linkage status that is, profiles are linked to at least one and unlinked from at
least one security area. This status is possible only when you select multiple areas.

NOTE
An asterisk (*) before the linkage status indicates the status change after the dialog is displayed.

• Link
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Links the selected security profiles to the selected areas. This button is enabled if the linkage status of at least one of
the selected security profiles is Unlinked or Different.

• Unlink
Unlinks the selected security profiles from the selected areas. This button is enabled if the linkage status of at least
one of the selected security profiles is Linked or Different.

• Reset
Resets the linkage status to the previously saved value. This button is enabled if the linkage status of at least one of
the selected security areas is changed after the dialog is displayed. A changed linkage status has a leading asterisk
(*).

Security Area Linkages Dialog (Security Profiles)

The Security Area Linkages dialog lets you enable the security area support for one or more profiles, and link or unlink the
security profiles with the security areas.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Security Profile
Displays the name of the selected security profile. If you have selected multiple profiles, this field displays the number
of profiles selected, for example, Multiple Profiles (4).

• Enable Security Area support for this profile
Enables or disables the security area support for the selected security profiles. This check box is grayed if the different
profiles have different Enable state. You can select or clear the grayed check box to enable or disable the security
support for all the selected security profiles or you can leave it unchanged. 

• List of Security Areas
Lists all the security areas and their linkage status in relation to the selected security profiles. The Linkages column
can have the following values based on the linkage status of the selected profiles in relation to each security area:
– Linked

Indicates that the security area is linked to all the selected security profiles.
– Unlinked

Indicates that the security area is not linked to any of the selected security profiles.
– Different

Indicates that the area has a mixed linkage status that is, linked to at least one and unlinked from at least one
security profile. This status is possible only when you select multiple profiles.

NOTE
An asterisk (*) before the linkage status indicates the status change after the dialog is displayed.

• Link
Links the selected security areas to the selected security profiles. This button is enabled if the linkage status of at least
one of the selected security areas is Unlinked or Different.

• Unlink
Unlinks the selected security areas from the selected security profiles. This button is enabled if the linkage status of at
least one of the selected security areas is Linked or Different.

• Reset
Resets the linkage status to the previously saved value. This button is enabled if the linkage status of at least one of
the selected security areas is changed after the dialog is displayed. A changed linkage status has a leading asterisk
(*).

Security Area Linkages Dialog (Secured Objects)

The Security Area Linkages dialog for secured objects lets you link or unlink the objects with the security areas.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Object Name
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Displays the name of the selected object. If you have selected multiple objects, this field displays the number of objects
selected, for example, Multiple Objects (4).

• Security Level
Indicates the origin of the security area linkages given in the List of Security Areas field. This field can have the
following values:
– Creation User

Indicates that the object was created by a user. In this case, the object linkages are derived from the profile linkages
of the creation user.

– Global Setting
Indicates that the object was created by the system. The linkages are set to the default security areas specified in
the Security Areas dialog.

– Group
Indicates that the linkages are derived from the area linkages defined for a security group of which the object is a
member.

– Object
Indicates that the linkages were individually set for the selected object.

– Multiple
Indicates that selected objects have different security levels. This value is possible only if you have selected multiple
objects.

• Revert
Reverts to the original security level. This button is enabled when the security level is Object.

• List of Security Areas
Lists all the security areas and their linkage status in relation to the selected object. The Linkages column can have the
following values based on the linkage status of the selected objects in relation to each security area:
– Linked

Indicates that the security area is linked to all the selected objects.
– Unlinked

Indicates that the security area is not linked to any of the selected objects.
– Different

Indicates that the area has a mixed linkage status that is, linked to at least one and unlinked from at least one
object. This status is possible only when you select multiple profiles.

NOTE
An asterisk (*) before the linkage status indicates the status change after the dialog is displayed.

• Link
Links the selected security areas to the selected objects. This button is enabled if the linkage status of at least one of
the selected security areas is Unlinked or Different.

• Unlink
Unlinks the selected security areas from the selected objects. This button is enabled if the linkage status of at least one
of the selected security areas is Linked or Different.

• Reset
Resets the linkage status to the previously saved value. This button is enabled if the linkage status of at least one of
the selected security areas is changed after the dialog is displayed. A changed linkage status has a leading asterisk
(*).

Specify Access Rights to Security Areas

The Security Areas object class encapsulates the permissions for the security areas. Access rights to this object class are
necessary to view, link, and unlink the security areas with the security profiles and objects.

To grant access rights to the security areas

1. Select Security Profiles from the Security menu.
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The Security Profiles dialog appears.
2. Select the profile that needs access to the Security Area object class, and click Class Permissions.

The Class Permissions dialog appears displaying the current access rights.
3. Select the Security Area object class.

The existing access rights are displayed in the Class access drop-down list.
4. Select the required access type, and click OK.

The given access rights are saved to the selected security profile. Each permission on the security area has the
following effect:
– View (V)

Lists the security areas in the domain. When granting the View (V) permissions for the security area, you must also
do the following:
• Grant the Write (W) permissions to the Security Profile object to enable or disable the area support for a profile

and link or unlink an area to or from a security profile.
• Grant the Change Permission (P) for a secured object to link or unlink an area to or from a secured object.

– Create (C)
Lets you add a new security area.

– Delete (D)
Lets you delete a security area.

– Write (W)
Lets you change the properties of a security area.

– Change Permission (P)
Lets you change the Global Settings, like turning on or off the security area support for the domain manager.

Class Permissions
Contents

Class Permissions are the access rights that you specify for the DSM classes which are valid for all the objects of the
class. For each security profile, specify the class permissions. By default, when you create a security profile, No Access
is set for all the object classes. Security profiles with appropriate class permissions give you access rights to CA Client
Automation. You can specify these access rights in the Class Permissions dialog.

Class permissions are applicable globally to all the objects in a class. If you want to restrict the users to a specific object
or folder in the DSM Explorer or grant extended access rights, use the Object Permissions dialog or the Security Group
Permissions dialog, respectively.

For example, the class permissions on the Computer object class are applicable to all the computers under the All
Computers folder. However, if you want to restrict or give extended rights to a user on a particular computer, then you can
specify that in the Object Permissions dialog.

Identify the Class of an Object

If you want to grant access rights to a particular folder, recognize its object class.

To identify the class of an object

1. Right-click the object or folder, and click Permissions.
The Object Permissions dialog or Security Groups Permissions dialog appears.

2. View the name of the object class in the Object Class field.
You can specify the class permissions for this object class in the Class Permissions dialog.

NOTE
Class permissions are applicable to all objects in the class.
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Class Permissions Dialog

The Class Permissions dialog displays the classes and their respective access types for the selected security profile. Use
this dialog to specify the access permissions for a security profile. When you add a security profile, this dialog appears
automatically.

NOTE
Class permissions are applicable to all objects in the class.

In the order of precedence, object permissions precede over group permissions, which precede over class permissions.
That means setting class permissions do not replace individually specified object and group members permissions. This
dialog contains the following fields:

• Security Profile
This parameter displays the name of the selected security profile.

• Select a category of Security Object Classes to display
This parameter shows the categories of classes. Default is All. Select a category from the drop-down list to view the
classes in that category.

• List of Security Object Classes
This parameter displays the classes that are based on the selected category.

• Check Box
This parameter specifies whether the changes must be saved. When you change the access type, this check box gets
selected automatically. To restore the previous value, clear the check box.

NOTE
Do not manually select this check box. This does not change the access permissions.

Object ClassDisplays the object class name. This field is sorted alphabetically.
• Owner

This parameter displays the name of the user who has ownership of the object class. When the system is the owner,
the ownership appears as Unassigned.

• Class Permissions
This parameter displays the existing access permissions.

• Take Ownership
This parameter assigns the ownership of the selected object classes to the currently logged-in user.

WARNING
This action is irreversible even if you cancel the dialog.

• Class access
This parameter lets you change the class permission for the selected object classes. This drop-down list gets activated
only when you click an object class. Selecting Special access from this drop-down list opens the Special Access
dialog.

NOTE
If your selection in the Special Access dialog corresponds to one of the predefined values (for example View and
Read), you can see the predefined value set as the Class Access. Otherwise, you see Special Access (without
dots) as the selected value. To access the original Special Access dialog again, select Special Access (with
dots).

Predefined Access Types

Access Types denote the permissions to access an object or folder. The access type takes one of the following values:

• View
This option defines the permissions to view (V).

• Read
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This option defines the permissions to view and read (VR).
• Manage

This option defines the permissions to view, read, and execute (VRX).
• Change

This option defines the permissions to view, read, write, execute, and delete (VRWXD).
• Full Control

This option defines the permissions to create, view, read, write, execute, delete, change permissions, and take
ownership (CVRWXDPO).

• Special Access
This option defines customized combination of rights. When you select this option, the Special Access dialog appears
listing all the rights.

• No Access
This option blocks the user from accessing the objects in the object class.

NOTE
Do not assign this value to the group Owner or Creator. It could block access to the application.

Example:

The following example shows the results of various access rights on the Computer object class:

Class Access Resulting Permission
View Displays all computers under the All Computers folder.
Read Lets you view the properties of the computers.
Manage Lets you deploy a software package or run a job on a computer.
Change Lets you add a new computer or delete a computer.
Full Control Gives you full control on the computers.

 

eXecute Permissions

Unlike the other permissions, an eXecute permission is specific to each object class. The following table shows the result
of this permission on various object classes:

Object Class Resulting Permission
Asset Group Apply Configuration Policy

Delete Applied Configuration
Evaluate dynamic group
Deploy Software Package

Computer Request Configuration Settings Report
Apply Configuration Policy
Delete Applied Configuration
Deploy Software Package
Schedule OS Installation
Deploy Software Package

Common Query Run Query
Policy - Query Based Evaluate a Query based Policy
Report Template Run a report template
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Special Access Dialog - Class Permissions

The Special Access dialog for class permissions lets you specify a different combination of rights other than the
predefined access types. Not all combinations are applicable in all cases. For example, granting Write permissions does
not have a meaning without View permissions.

The check boxes in this dialog appear as selected, based on the existing permissions for the selected object class. You
can also select multiple object classes, and then click Special Access, in which case, the check boxes can have the
following states:

• Checked
This state indicates that permissions are defined for all selected object classes.

• Unchecked
This state indicates that permissions are not defined for any of the selected object classes.

• Grayed Out
This state indicates that permissions are defined for at least one of the selected object classes, but not for all.

This dialog contains the following check boxes:

• Create (C)
This box allows creation of folders or objects.

• View (V)
This box allows the presentation of folders or objects in the DSM Explorer and viewing the properties of the folders or
objects.

• Read (R)
This box allows viewing the contents of a folder or object. You can expand the folder or object to view its contents.

• Write (W)
This box allows changing the folder or object properties, link and unlink items, or change the object sub item
properties.

• Execute (X)
This box allows 'execution' on the folder (for example, install on computer group), or on the object (for example, install
on computer).

• Delete (D)
This box allows deletion of a folder or object or any sub items.

• Change Permissions (P)
This box allows changing the folder's or object's permissions.

• Take Ownership (O)
This box allows taking ownership of the folder or the object.

NOTE
If your selection in the Special Access dialog corresponds to one of the predefined values (for example View and
Read), you can see the predefined value set as the Class Access. Otherwise, you see Special Access (without
dots) as the selected value. To access the original Special Access dialog again, select Special Access (with
dots).

Specify Access Rights to Class Permissions

Access rights to class permissions object class are necessary to open the dialog and modify the permissions on various
object classes.

To grant access rights to class permissions object class

1. Choose Security Profiles from the Security menu.
The Security Profiles dialog appears with a list of existing security profiles.
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2. Select the profile that needs access to the class permissions, and click Class Permissions.
The Class Permissions dialog appears, displaying the current access rights.

3. Select the Class Permissions object class.
The existing access rights are displayed in the Class access drop-down list.

4. Select the required access type.

NOTE
You can undo a change by clearing the check box.

5. Click OK.
The access rights are saved to the selected security profile.

Security Group Permissions Dialog

The Security Group Permissions Dialog lets you specify the group or folder level permissions.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Object Name
This parameter displays the name of the selected group. If you have selected more than one group, the field states
Multiple Objects.

• Object Class
This parameter displays the object class name.

• Owner
This parameter displays the name of the user who has ownership of the group. When the system is the owner, the
ownership appears as Unassigned. If you have selected more than one group with any of them having a different
owner, the owner appears as Multiple Owners.

• User Permissions
This parameter displays the access rights of the currently logged in user, on the selected object.

• Display built-in certificate-based profiles
This parameter displays the built-in certificate profiles such as the x509 certificate profiles, when selected.
Default: Not selected

• Security Areas
This parameter opens the Security Area Linkages dialog that lets you define the security area linkages for the selected
groups.

• Take Ownership
This parameter assigns the ownership of the selected groups to the currently logged-in user.

WARNING
This action is irreversible even if you cancel the dialog.

• Check Box
This parameter specifies whether the changes must be saved. When you change the access type, this check box gets
selected automatically. To restore the previous value, clear the check box.

NOTE
Do not manually select this check box, the access permissions are not changed.

• Security Profile Name
This parameter lists the security profiles that are added to the security system and authorized to access. Press Ctrl+a
to select all profiles in this dialog.

• Type
This parameter displays the types of security profile:
– Built-in Profiles

This type includes the predefined profiles that are automatically created at the time of installation.
– Local Profiles
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This type includes the profiles that have any operating system user or group in the domain manager.
– Domain Profiles

This type includes the profiles that have any operating system user or group in the domain of the domain manager
or any of its trusted domains.

When you sort on the Type field, it is done in the order shown: Built-in Profiles, Local Profiles, Domain Profiles
• Object Permissions

This parameter displays the access rights that each profile has on the selected group.
• Member Permissions

This parameter displays the access rights that each profile has on the sub-groups and members of the selected group.
• Object Access

This parameter changes the object permission that is specified for the current group.
• Member Access

This parameter changes the member permissions that are specified for the sub-groups and members of the selected
group.

NOTE
Selecting Default overrides the member permissions with the class permissions.

Default Class Permissions for Certificate Profiles

The certificate profiles specify the access rights to enable the DSM components to perform their job out of the box. Do not
modify these access rights in any case. If you modify it accidentally, restore the default access rights.

The following table lists the default class permissions for each certificate profile:

Security Profile Security Class Class Permissions
DSM directory synchronization engine
x509cert://dsm r11/cn=dsm directory
synchronisation,o=computer
associates,c=us

Configured Directory
Asset Group
Computer
User Account

Full Control
Special Access (RW)
Special Access (RW)
Special Access (RW)
No Access for all other classes

DSM Registration
x509cert://dsm r11/cn=dsm common server
registration,o=computer associates,c=us

Class Permissions
Computer
User Account
Scalability Server Group
Scalability Server
Manager
Engine Task
Engine
Domain Group
Domain
Asset Job
Asset Group

Special Access (CVR)
Special Access (CVRWXD)
Special Access (CVRWXD)
Special Access (CVRWXD)
Special Access (CVRWXD)
Special Access (CVRWXD)
Special Access (CVRWXD)
Special Access (CVRWXD)
Special Access (CVRWXD)
Special Access (CVRWXD)
Special Access (CVRWXD)
Special Access (CVRWXD)
No Access for all other classes.

Authentication of the CSM agent
controller
x509cert://dsm r11/cn=configuration
and state management,o=computer
associates,c=us

Computer
Asset Group
Policy - Configuration Computer
OS Installation Image

Full Control
Special Access (CVRW)
Full Control
Full Control
No Access for all other classes.
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Domain database password access
x509cert://dsm r11/cn=domain
access,o=computer associates,c=us

Database Credentials Read (VR)

Enterprise database password access
x509cert://dsm r11/cn=enterprise
access,o=computer associates,c=us

Database Credentials Read (VR)

Reporter database password access
x509cert://dsm r11/cn=reporter
access,o=computer associates,c=us

Database Credentials Read (VR)

DSM Agent Mover Certificate
x509cert://dsm r11/cn=dsm r11 agent
mover,o=computer associates,c=us

Software Job Container
Software Job
User Profile
Computer
Asset Group
Software Package
Software Group
Procedure Group
Procedure
Domain

Special Access (VRWD)
Special Access (VRWD)
Special Access (VRD)
Special Access (VRD)
Special Access (VRD)
Read (VR)
Read (VR)
Read (VR)
Read (VR)
Read (VR)
No Access for all other classes.

DSM Software Delivery Catalog
Certificate
x509cert://dsm r11/cn=dsm r11
software delivery catalog,o=computer
associates,c=us

Software Job Container
Software Job
User Profile
Computer
Asset Group
Software Package
Software Group
Procedure Group
Procedure
Domain

Special Access (CVRWXD)
Special Access (CVRWXD)
Manage (VRX)
Manage (VRX)
Manage (VRX)
Read (VR)
Read (VR)
Read (VR)
Manage (VRX)
Read (VR)
Full Control for all other classes

 

 

Object Permissions
Contents

Setting object permissions is helpful when you want to restrict or grant access rights on a particular object say, a
computer, a job, and so on. By default, all the objects inherit the permissions set for their respective security class.

For example, the class permissions on the Computer object class is applicable to all the computers under the All
Computers folder. However, if you want to restrict or give extended rights to a user on a particular computer, you can
specify that in the Object Permissions dialog.

Object Permissions Dialog

The Object Permissions dialog displays the existing object permissions for all the security profiles.

This dialog contains the following fields:
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• Object Name
Displays the name of the selected object. If you have selected more than one object, this field states Multiple Objects.

• Object Class
Displays the object class name.

• Owner
Displays the name of the user who has ownership of the object. When the system is the owner, the ownership appears
as Unassigned. If you have selected more than one object with any of them having a different owner, the owner appear
as Multiple Owners.

• User Permissions
Displays the access rights of the currently logged in user, on the selected object.

• Security Areas
Opens the Security Area Linkages dialog that lets you define the security area linkages for the selected objects.

• Take Ownership
Assigns the ownership of the selected objects in the List of Security Profiles list view to the currently logged-in user.

WARNING
This action is irreversible even if you cancel the dialog.

• Display built-in certificate-based profiles
Displays the built-in certificate profiles such as the x509 certificate profiles, when selected.
Default: Not selected

• Check Box
Specifies whether the changes must be saved. When you change the access type, this check box gets selected
automatically. To restore the previous value, clear the check box.

NOTE
Do not manually select this check box. This does not change the access permissions.

• Security Profile Name
Lists the security profiles that are added to the security system and authorized to access. Press Ctrl+a to select all
profiles in this dialog.

• Type
Displays the type of the security profile, which can be one of the following:
– Built-in Profiles

Includes the predefined profiles that are automatically created at the time of installation.
– Local Profiles

Includes the profiles that have any operating system user or group in the domain manager.
– Domain Profiles

Includes the profiles that have any operating system user or group in the domain of the domain manager or any of
its trusted domains.

When you sort on the Type field, it is done in the order shown: Built-in Profiles, Local Profiles, Domain Profiles.
• Object Permissions

Displays the object permission that each user or group has on the selected object.
• Object Access

Changes the access permissions for the selected security profile. This drop-down list is activated only when you click
on a security profile. The permissions modified in this dialog takes precedence over the Class and Group member
Permissions. Selecting Special access in this drop-down opens the Special Access dialog with all values set (with the
default VRWXDPO).
Default: Class Default, meaning the object inherits the permissions set for the object class.

NOTE
If your selection in the Special Access dialog corresponds to one of the predefined values (for example View and
Read), you can see the predefined value set as the Class Access. Otherwise, you see Special Access (without
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dots) as the selected value. To access the original Special Access dialog again, select Special Access (with
dots).

Special Access Dialog - Object Permissions

The Special Access dialog for object permissions is similar to the Special Access Dialog of the class permissions. The
only difference is that the latter contains an additional Create right.

Specify Object Permissions

You can specify object permissions for each object, such as a computer, a user, a job, and so on. By default, an object
inherits the class permissions from its object class.

Note: Object permissions takes precedence over class and group permissions.

To specify object permissions

1. Select the objects and do one of the following:
– Select Permissions from the Security menu.
– Right-click the object and select Permissions from the context menu.
The Object Permissions dialog appears.

NOTE
You can select multiple object classes and specify the class permissions for all of them. For continuous
selection, press the Shift key and then click the objects; for random selection, press the Ctrl key and then
click the objects.

2. Select the required access type from the Object access drop-down list and click OK.
The members of the profile can access with the rights granted to them. 
To specify different combinations of rights, select Special access in the object access drop-down list.

Permissions Menu

This Permissions menu option can be accessed from two locations:

• From the Security menu, select Permissions.
• Right-click any object or folder and select Permissions.

Clicking Permissions opens the Object Permissions dialog where you can specify the object access for the currently
selected folder or object.

NOTE
The permissions given in the Object Permissions dialog override those given in the Class Permissions dialog.

Cumulative Permissions
Permissions are always cumulative for the mapped security profiles as explained in the following statements and
examples:

• If a user is a member of more than one security group, the rights of each group is OR'ed together to determine the
user's access rights.
For example, if a user is a member of two groups and one of the groups has Write access for an object and the other
Read access, the user will have Write access.

• Object level permissions override group level permissions, which in turn override class level permissions.

Examples:
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• To expand any folder, for example to list the computers in a group, you must have Read rights for that folder.
• To create an object, you must have the Create rights on the object.

If the created object should be placed in a folder, you must also have Read and Write rights for the folder.
• The Paste and Link operations require Write rights on the current folder or object (for example, when pasting files and

folders).
• The Move operation requires Write rights on two folders or objects, both the source and destination.

DSM Tree Permissions
The following table shows the minimum access type required to take action on a folder or object in the DSM tree.

Object / Folder Minimum Access Type Actions Allowed on Object/Folder
DSM Root Object (enterprise or domain) Read Expand the object and view its permissions

and properties.
Computers and Users (Folder) Read

Write
Execute

Expand the folder.
Link any computer or user to this folder.
Seal the folder.

Computer Object Write Link the computer to any group and access
the Job Calendar (attach or detach) of the
computer object.

User Object Write Link the user to any group.

Distribution Permissions

Below some information is collected to clarify the access rights needed for an enterprise Administrator when sending
distribution orders to a domain.

Class Permission Description
Create class permission This class permission is needed for object class Software when

sending for example an order to register software. By default, the
security group Distributions has Full Control as class permission
for every SD object class.

Write permission This permission is needed when sending for example an order to
link an object into a folder.

Delete permission This permission is needed when sending for example an order to
unregister software or a computer group.

Read and Execute These permissions are needed on the root object (own area) of
the area, to which a distributed fetch item order is directed.

Security Scenario - Software Delivery
The following scenario gives you a better understanding of the security concept.

Scenario:

You want to allow a user to create software and have full permissions to edit and distribute this software for a specific
group of computers. At the same time, you want to deny these permissions to other users.

You can create more than one user group, thus creating independent islands of subadministrators.
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Open the Security Profiles dialog. Do not make changes to the Everyone and Owner/creator groups, and you can reserve
the Administrators group for users with more overall privilege. So for this scenario you should define some new security
profiles.

To implement the above scenario

1. Create a new security profile, USER1 (a user account), that will have restricted usage.

Object Class Class Permissions Comments

Software Package Special Accrss (C) Creates the software package. No other
rights are required as yo are the owner of
the software package after you create it.

Procedure Special Access (C) Creates a procedure.

Software Job Special Access (C) Creates a software job on the target
computer.

Software Job Container Special Access (CVRW) Creates, writes, and views the job
container. This is available under the
Jobs, Software Jobs, All Software Jobs
folder.

All Other Object Classes No Access Restricts the user from accessing other
objects.

2. Set the class permissions for this profile as shown in the following table, using the Administrator group:
3. Navigate to the asset group on which you want to distribute the software and set the group permissions for this profile

as follows:
– Object access: Manage (VRX)
– Members access: Manage (VRX)

NOTE
The specific asset group must be a security group with the Members inherit permissions option.

4. Set Read (VR) permissions for the Domain (node), Computer and Users, and Software Package Library objects in the
Object Permissions dialog.

Jobs that the user creates are visible to the user.

Set up another similar security profile, USER2. USER2 will not have access to USER1's computer, software groups, and
jobs, and conversely.

If USER1 looks at the installations on the computers in Special, the ordered installations will be visible. Also, the Software
Delivery software installed on these computers is visible to USER1 here, but nowhere else.

Root Node
In the tree view of the Explorer GUI, the host name of the computer on which the MDB resides usually serves as the name
of the first (root) node. The computer name is suffixed by the word Domain or Enterprise, which indicates whether the
console is connected to a DSM domain manager or DSM enterprise manager.

NOTE
CA Client Automation supports the renaming of enterprise managers and domain managers through the
DSM Explorer using the Enterprise Properties or Domain Properties dialog, respectively. The Name, Contact
Information, and Description fields can be edited at the root level, and their values are replicated between
enterprise and domain managers. However, CA Client Automation does not support the renaming of scalability
servers.
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The DSM Explorer tree view contains the following nodes:

Computers and Users

• Software
• Jobs
• Queries
• Policies
• Remote Control
• Control Panel (Only shown if DSM infrastructure is checked in the View menu)
• Search Results (Only shown if a search has been executed)

The information pane on the right provides you with an overview of the system and is divided into the following portlets:

• System Status
Displays information about the domain or enterprise in the System Status area of the Domain information pane.
Clicking the Configure button in the upper-right corner of this portlet lets you navigate to the configuration mode.
– System Messages

Displays messages about license information for plug-ins.
– Statistics

Displays information about managed computers and users.
– FIPS-140

Displays the FIPS mode of the manager. Following are the possible values:
• FIPS-Only -- Refers to the mode that uses only the FIPS-compliant techniques for cryptography.
• FIPS-Preferred -- Refers to the mode that provides backward-compatibility with the previous releases of CA

Client Automation. In this mode, the DSM components prefer to use FIPS-compliant cryptography. However,
when they communicate with the components of previous releases, they may use security functions that are not
FIPS-compliant.

• FIPS-Preferred (Ready for FIPS-Only) -- Refers to an interim mode which indicates that the conversion utility
has been successfully executed on the manager and the manager is ready to move to FIPS-only mode. You
must modify the FIPS configuration policy to completely switch to the FIPS-Only mode. For more information,
see the Implementation Guide. In this mode, the manager rejects requests from r11.x or r12 clients (DSM
Explorer and CLI).

• FIPS-Preferred (Re-run Conversion for FIPS-Only) -- Refers to an interim mode which indicates that the
conversion utility has failed with errors. The manager will remain in this mode until you fix the errors and run the
utility successfully on the manager. In this mode, the manager rejects requests from r11.x or r12 clients (DSM
Explorer and CLI).

• FIPS Not Supported -- Refers to the mode that does not support FIPS-compliant cryptography. Components
belonging to the previous releases of CA Client Automation remain in this mode until they are upgraded. You see
this mode when you connect the DSM Explorer to a r11.x or r12 manager.

– User Identity
Displays the user account name for the currently logged in user.

– Violated Policies
Displays the total number and a list of policy violations, including list of systems which have inactive ITM or HIPS
agents.

– Failed Jobs
Displays the total number and a list of jobs that have failed.

– Software Licenses Exceeded
Displays the number of discovered installations in excess of the number of approved licenses for specific software.
Note: The information about unlicensed software under System Status is available only if the asset management
functionality is installed.

– Current Tasks
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Displays the tasks currently scheduled or in progress.
• Frequently used

Shows the DSM Explorer tree view nodes that you have used frequently. You can navigate to an item in this list at any
time simply by clicking on it.

• Quick Start
Launches basic features such as creation of a query, search facility, generation of reports, or deployment of software
packages.
Clicking the Configure button in the upper-right corner of this portlet lets you navigate to the configuration mode.

Enterprise Properties Dialog - Root Node
Contents

The Enterprise Properties dialog lets you view and edit enterprise properties at the root level.

It contains the following tabs:

• Enterprise
• Database
• License Status

Properties Dialog - Enterprise Tab

The Enterprise tab contains information about the DSM enterprise you have selected to browse.

Note: This tab is only available when connected to an enterprise manager.

This tab has the following fields:

• Name
Specifies the name of the enterprise.

• Created
Displays the date when the enterprise was created.

• Changed
Displays the date when the enterprise was last modified.

• Contact information
Specifies ownership information about the enterprise.

• Description
Describes the enterprise.

NOTE
The Name, Contact information, and Description fields can be modified at the root level, and this information is
replicated between enterprise and domain managers.

Properties Dialog - Database Tab

The Database tab contains information about the DSM domain or enterprise you have selected to browse.

This tab has the following fields:

• Name
Identifies the name of the database used to store data.

• Hostname
Identifies the name of the DSM server that is hosting the database.

• Instance
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Identifies information about the instance of the database.
• Type

Identifies the type of database used to store information about the DSM domain or enterprise.

Properties Dialog - License Status Tab

The License Status tab contains information regarding license ownership and usage for the CA ITCM software itself. The
table includes data about the installed licenses, including product name, number, usage of licenses for each, and the
overall status of the licenses.

Domain Properties Dialog - Root Node
Contents

The Domain Properties dialog lets you view and edit domain properties at the root level of a domain.

It contains the following tabs:

• Domain
• Database
• Enterprise
• License Status

Properties Dialog - Domain Tab (Root Node)

The Domain tab contains information about the domain you have selected to browse.

This tab has the following fields:

• Name
Specifies the name of the domain.

• Created
Displays the date when the domain was created.

• Changed
Displays the date when the domain was last modified.

• Contact information
Displays ownership information about the domain.

• Description
Displays a brief information about the domain.

NOTE
The Name, Contact information, and Description fields can be modified at the root level.

Properties Dialog - Database Tab

The Database tab contains information about the DSM domain or enterprise you have selected to browse.

This tab has the following fields:

• Name
Identifies the name of the database used to store data.

• Hostname
Identifies the name of the DSM server that is hosting the database.

• Instance
Identifies information about the instance of the database.

• Type
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Identifies the type of database used to store information about the DSM domain or enterprise.

Properties Dialog - Enterprise Tab

The Enterprise tab contains information about the DSM enterprise to which the domain belongs.

Note: This tab is only available if the domain is linked to an enterprise domain.

This tab has the following read-only fields:

• Name
Displays the name of the enterprise.

• Created
Displays the date when the enterprise was created.

• Changed
Displays the date when the enterprise was last modified.

• Contact information
Displays ownership information about the enterprise.

• Description
Displays a brief description of the enterprise.

Properties Dialog - License Status Tab

The License Status tab contains information regarding license ownership and usage for the CA ITCM software itself. The
table includes data about the installed licenses, including product name, number, usage of licenses for each, and the
overall status of the licenses.

Computers and Users Folder
The Computers and Users folder displays all the system and user-created groups.

These groups appear as separate nodes in the Computers and Users folder.

DSM Explorer Search
You can use the DSM Explorer search functionality to search for computers, user accounts, and so on. The search is
performed based on the search criteria you enter in the search field of the Search for category name portlet. If you do
not provide any search criteria in the search field (that is, leave the field blank), the DSM Explorer search functionality
considers the blank field as a wildcard (*) expression and displays all the items belonging to the searched category. For
example, while searching for the computers, if you do not specify any search criteria in the Computer Name field on the
Search for computers portlet (select Search Computers from the context menu of the Computers and Users node), the
DSM Explorer search displays all the computers.

Groups
A group is a collection of assets within the scope of a manager. Groups are created to classify, organize, and meaningfully
aggregate your assets. The DSM Explorer enables you to work with three types of group:

• System groups
• Static groups

Members are manually added or removed from the group.
• Dynamic groups

Members are dynamically added or removed based on the result of a query.
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System Groups

System-created groups are predefined by the manager. Groups like All Computers, All User Accounts, and All User
Profiles are available by default. The icons of all the system groups appear with a gray background.

User-Defined Groups

Contents

You can create two types of user-defined groups -- static or dynamic.

• Static Groups
Identifies asset groups whose membership, unless modified manually, never changes. A static group contains only
those assets that you have added.

• Dynamic Groups
Identifies asset groups that depend on a user-specified query to display members. The assets in a dynamic group fulfill
the defined criteria (query) and are found dynamically by executing the query against the MDB.

Create a Static Group

You can create new static groups to organize your assets, including computers, user accounts, and user profiles.

To create a static group

1. Right-click the Computers and Users folder and select New Group.
The New Group dialog appears.

2. Specify the name and description of the new group in the General tab.
3. Verify that the Associated Query field on the Query tab page is set to the default value of None.
4. Click OK.

A new static group is created and added under the Computers and Users folder.

Create a Dynamic Group

You can create new dynamic groups to organize your assets, including computers, user accounts, and user profiles.

To create a dynamic group

1. Right-click the Computers and Users folder and select New Group.
The New Group dialog appears.

2. Specify the name and description of the new group in the General tab.
3. Click the Query tab and select a query from the Associated Query drop-down list.

The members of the group will be added and removed from the group based on the results of the selected query.
4. Click OK.

A new dynamic group is created and added under the Computers and Users folder.

New Group Dialog

The New Group dialog is used to create a new group of assets.

This dialog contains the following tabs:

• Group
• Query
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New Group Dialog -- Group Tab

The Group tab in the New Group dialog is used to create a new group of assets.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Name
Defines a name that describes the members that this group is likely to contain.

• Created
Identifies the date and time when the group was created.

• Created By
Identifies the name of the user who is creating the new group.

• Changed
Identifies the date and time when the group was changed. At the time of group creation, this value is set to the creation
date.

• Changed By
Identifies the name of the user who has modified the group.

• Type
Identifies the group type.

• Description
Defines the new group.

• Members inherit permissions
Specifies that the members of the selected group inherit the group permissions.

NOTE
At the time of creation, the Created by and Changed by fields display the name of the currently logged-in user.
Also, the Members inherit permissions field may not be available in all Group tabs.

New Group Dialog -- Query Tab

The Query tab in the New Group dialog lets you select the query to be associated with the dynamic group so that,
whenever there is a change in the query result, the group's membership can also change dynamically.

The tab contains the following fields:

• Evaluated
Displays the date and time when the group was last evaluated with the query results. When you create a new group,
this field shows Never.

• Associated Query
Specifies the query you want to associate with the group. By default, this is set as None. When the default is None, a
static group is created; but if you select a query from the drop-down list, a dynamic group is created.
Default: None

• Evaluated By
Specifies the engine that must evaluate the dynamic group.

• Evaluation Period
Defines the frequency (in minutes) for evaluating the dynamic group with the query results.

View or Modify an Existing Group

Use the Group Properties dialog to view or modify the properties of an existing group.

To view or modify the properties of an existing group

1. Click the group node you want to view or modify and then click the Properties icon on the standard toolbar.
The Group Properties dialog for the selected group appears.
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2. View or modify the properties and click OK.
The group is modified.

Add Assets to a Group

For static groups, you need to add the member assets manually. An asset can be a member of many groups.

To add an asset to a static group

1. Locate and click the asset you want to add.
2. Drag it to the target group.

The asset is added to the target group.

Remove Assets from a Group

Use this procedure when you want to remove assets from a group.

To remove assets from a group

1. Right-click the asset.
2. Click Remove from Group.

The asset is removed from the group.

Deleting Dynamic Groups

When deleting dynamic groups you must make sure that evaluation of the group has completed before attempting a
delete.

All Computers
All the managed computers in the domain are listed under the All Computers group.

Settings specific to the group itself are also available under this node in the tree.

All Computers Pane

The All Computers pane shows all of the computers that are managed by this domain manager.

By default, this pane contains the following fields:

• Name
Lists all names of the computers that are managed by this domain manager.

• OS
Shows the operating system of the computer.

• AM Status
Shows the computer's asset management agent plug-in status.

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• SD Status
Shows the computer's software delivery agent plug-in status.
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NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• RC Status
Shows the computer's remote control agent plug-in status.

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• Backup
Shows backup status information.

• Protection Status
Shows the overall status information for the monitored agents. This is a combination of states for each product status
(AV/ASP/HIPS).

• ASp Status
Shows status information for the monitored Anti Spyware agent.

• AV Status
Shows status information for the monitored Anti Virus agent.

• HIPS Status
Shows status information for the monitored HIPS agent.

• Scalability Server
Shows status information for the scalability server.

You can toggle the view of other fields by right-clicking the column heading and selecting the desired field:

• Type
Lists the available asset types.

• Agent Restrictions
Lists any agent restrictions. Valid restrictions are as follows:
– None
– Jobs blocked (centrally)
– Jobs blocked (locally)

• Agent Name
Identifies the agent name.

• Domain
Identifies the manager of the computer.

• Host UUID
Identifies the host UUID.

• Serial Number
Identifies the system serial number.

• Network Address
Identifies the primary address of the computer on the network.

• Host Name
Identifies the host name of the computer.

• IP Address
Displays the IP address of the computer.

• MAC Address
Identifies the MAC address of the computer.

• Created
Identifies the date and time when the computer was brought into the scope of the manager.

• Changed
Identifies the date and time when details about the computer were modified.

• Agent Last Run
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Identifies the date and time when the agent was last run.
• Agent Registered

Indicates whether the agent was registered.

Right-clicking a computer in the tree view opens its context menu. The menu options are as follows:

• Explore From
Shows the selected computer in a separate window.

• Copy
Copies a computer so that the computer can be pasted into, for example, a group.

• Paste
Applies previously copied objects to this computer. Specific operations are displayed in the Paste sub-menu

• Make Group
Opens the New Group dialog where you can create a new group of computers.

• Delete
Opens the Confirm Delete dialog where you confirm the deletion of the computer.

• Permissions
Opens the Object Permissions dialog.

• Properties
Opens the Computer Properties dialog that provides you with detailed information about the selected computer.

Group Details

Contents

The Group Details node provides access to settings that apply to the current group of computers, user accounts, or user
profiles. This folder is dynamic and displays the following features based on the type of group and components installed:

• Jobs
• Software
• Remote Control Permissions
• OS Installations
• Configuration
• History

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

Jobs Folder

The Jobs folder lists all jobs defined for the current group.

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

The Tasks section in the right-hand pane contains the following links:

• New Asset Job
Opens the New Job Wizard which allows you to create a new job.

• Link Asset Job
Opens the Select Asset Jobs dialog, which lets you select the modules you want to add and deploy to any asset of this
group.
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Asset Jobs Pane

The Asset Jobs pane displays all the asset jobs linked to the current asset or group. In this pane, you can create, link,
disable, unlink, schedule, and reorder the asset jobs.

This pane contains the following columns:

• Job
Displays the name of each asset job.

• Order
Displays the order in which the jobs are executed. By default, the jobs are sequenced in the same order in which you
link them. However, you can also reorder them to meet your requirements.

• Status
Indicates whether an asset job is enabled or disabled.

• OK
Indicates the completion of an asset job by percentage (0% = not started, 100% = completed).

• Waiting
Indicates whether an asset job is in a wait state (100% = yes).

• Error
Indicates whether an asset job is in an error state (100% = yes)

• Linked At
Displays the name of the computer where the job was linked.

• Disabled At
Displays the name of the computer where the job was disabled. If you have disabled the job in the selected computer,
this field shows the selected computer name.

Context Menu Options

The context menu for a job contains the following items.

NOTE
Some of these menu items are also available in the Tasks section.

• Reorder
Opens a submenu where you can reorder your jobs. You can move a job up and down and as first or last. You can also
set a position for a specific job. The jobs are executed in the same order as they appear in this pane. Reordering the
jobs is important if the execution of one job depends on the execution of another.

• New
Opens the Create New Job wizard that lets you create a new job for the asset or group.

• Disable/Enable
Disables or enables the job on the selected asset or group. Select this option when you want to temporarily enable or
disable the job on the asset or group.

• Unlink
Unlinks the job from the selected asset or group. You can select this option when you no longer want to perform the job
on the asset or group.

• Status
Opens the Action Status dialog showing detailed information about the status of the job.

• Scheduling
Opens the Scheduling Options dialog where you can configure the scheduling for the selected job.

• Properties
Opens the Job Properties dialog for the selected job.
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Software Folder

The Software folder lists all software-related items associated with the current group, and its corresponding Software pane
provides the following option in the Tasks portlet:

• File Search
Opens the File Search dialog.

The Software folder contains the following subfolders:

• Discovered
Shows all software that has been detected on all computers in the group.

• File Collection
Shows files that have been configured to be collected for members of the group. The Tasks portlet in the
corresponding File Collection pane has the following option:
– Configure

Opens the Select Files to Collect dialog.
• Software Policies

Shows a list of software policies. The Tasks portlet in the corresponding Software Policies pane has the following
option:
– New Software Policy

Launches the Create Software Policy Wizard.
• Unknown

Shows executables that are not matched against any of the software definitions. Additionally, if the signature scanner
is configured to detect unknown virtual application images, unknown virtual application images are also displayed.

• Usage
Shows tracked software usage.

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

Remote Control Permissions

The Remote Control Permissions folder lists users who have permissions defined to control access to the computers in
this group using remote control.

The Tasks section in the right-hand pane contains the following links:

• Properties
Opens the Address Book Properties dialog box where you can configure the remote control properties.

• Add User Permissions
Opens the Add User Permission dialog.

OS Installations

The OS Installations folder lists all OS installations of all PXE enabled computers.

The Tasks section in the right-hand pane contains the following links:

• View Basic/Advanced
Toggles between the different views.

• View Details
Changes to Details view based on boot parameters.

Configuration Folder

The Configuration folder lists all configuration items associated with an asset or group.
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The Configuration folder has the following subfolders:

• Collect Tasks
Allows you to configure and schedule Collect Tasks for inventory collection, software discovery, control, virtual host
inventory, and usage.
The Tasks portlet in the Collect Tasks pane contains the following links:
– New

Opens the Select new Collect Task type dialog, where you can create a new collect task.
– Link Existing Collect Tasks

Opens the Select Collect Tasks dialog.
• Configuration Policy

Shows the active and scheduled policies in the right-hand pane, and also displays the current configuration status.

Computer Name Pane

The Computer Name pane can contain a large amount of information about an asset.

This pane contains the following tabs:

• Homepage
• Inventory
• AMT Browser

NOTE
Available only if Intel® Active Management Technology (Intel AMT) is enabled on an asset.

• Software

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• Instant Diagnostics
• Remote Control

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• Details

Homepage Tab

The Homepage tab provides inventory and configuration information about the selected asset.

This tab page contains the following four portlets:

• Overview
Provides comprehensive inventory and configuration information.
– Inventory

The Inventory section displays information like the name of the computer or virtual host, serial number, operating
system, and so forth. Only basic inventory information is displayed, unless you install the asset management agent
which makes more advanced inventory information available.

– Configuration mode
The Configuration section is shown only if you have selected the boxes available under Configuration in the
Overview (configuration mode) pane. Click the configure icon to open the pane. It provides you with general
configuration information like the software download method or the reinstallation after crash (RAC) policy used.

• Status
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Displays status information such as policy violations that have occurred on this computer, jobs that have been
executed on this computer, but failed, application names that have been prevented from being launched, and the agent
status. You can customize the information to be displayed by using the Status (configuration mode).

NOTE
The violated policies counter is incremented for the query based policy violations only.

• Environment
Displays the list of users associated with the selected computer.

• Quick Launch
Lets you quickly power up computers, take control of a remote computer, deploy software packages, start signature
updates, restart protection processes, quarantine Intel AMT-enabled assets, or execute external applications, such
as Trace Route, Event Viewer, and Ping Computer. You can customize the items to be displayed by using the Quick
Launch (configuration mode).

NOTE
Click the Configure icon in the upper-right corner of the appropriate portlet to configure the details shown in that
portlet.

Configuration Mode Overview

The configuration mode lets you select the entries that you want to be displayed in the Overview pane.

Clicking the configure icon in the upper-right corner of the Overview portlet switches the portlet to configuration mode.

When finished, click the button again to end the Overview configuration mode.

Configure Overview Dialog

The Configure Overview dialog displays the inventory items displayed in the Overview portlet. It lets you add or remove
the items to be displayed in the Overview portlet.

This dialog contains the following buttons:

• Add
Opens the Add Items dialog that displays all the inventory items.

• Remove
Removes the selected items from the Overview portlet.

Configuration Mode Status

The configuration mode lets you select the entries that you want to be displayed in the Status portlet, for example:

• Policies that have been violated
• Erroneous asset jobs or asset modules
• A list of applications prevented

Clicking the configure icon in the upper-right corner of the Status portlet switches the portlet to configuration mode.

When finished, click the icon again to end the Status configuration mode.

• Violated Policies
Select or clear the check box next to the List Violated Query Policy and Software Policies fields to include or exclude
them from being displayed.
Enter configuration mode by clicking the Configure icon to specify the maximum number of items from each source.

• Failed Jobs
You can select or clear the List Erroneous Asset Jobs, List Erroneous Collect Modules, OS Image Installations, and the
Software Jobs fields.
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NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

Enter configuration mode by clicking the Configure icon to specify the maximum number of items from each source.

• Prevented Application Execution
You can select or clear the List Prevented Applications field.
Enter the configuration mode by clicking the Configure icon to specify the maximum number of items from each
source.

• Agent Status
Shows the status of various agents, including Intel AMT, asset management (AM), remote control (RC), software
delivery (SD), and Protection agents.
Protection status refers to status information for the different Anti-Virus, Anti-Spyware and HIPS monitored agents.

Environment

The Environment portlet shows a list of related user accounts.

Clicking the icon in the upper-right corner of the Environment portlet opens the Manage Relations dialog.

Manage Relations Dialog

The Manage Relations dialog lets you manually register and maintain the relations between assets. You can view the
name of the related assets, number of times the relationship was registered and the date and time of last login.

When you right-click an asset in the Manage Relations dialog, the following options are available from the context menu:

• Clear Counter
Clears the relation counter.

• Delete Relations
Deletes the relation from the Manage Relations dialog and from the Environment section in the Computer Overview
portal.

• Add Relations
Opens the Add Relations dialog. Because the agent provides relation information, you can add a relationship to an
"agentless" asset by selecting this option for example, you can add an external asset.

• Sort "Related Assets" overview by number of registrations
Sorts the related assets by the number of registrations (relation counter) in the Computer Overview portal. By default,
the relations are sorted by the registration date. Select this option to sort the relations by count instead of registration
date.

 

Add Relations Dialog

The Add Relations dialog lets you add a relationship between two assets. You can relate any type of asset to another
asset. For example, you can relate a computer to a computer, computer to a user account, external asset to a computer.

NOTE
The only combination not supported in this is relating a user account to another user account.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Type
Specifies the type of asset you want to relate such as, a computer, user account or an external asset.

• Asset List
Lists all the assets of the selected type that you can relate. This list does not include the assets that are already related
to the selected asset.
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Configuration Mode Quick Launch

Contents

The configuration mode lets you select the entries that you want to be displayed in the Quick Launch portlet, for example,
various external applications.

To select entries for the Quick Launch portlet

1. Click the configure icon in the upper-right corner of the Quick Launch portlet.
You are switched to configuration mode.

2. Select any of the following options:
– Activate Asset Job check
– Update Signatures/Versions
– Restart missing Protection Services
– Power up Computer
– Take Control
– Deploy software packages
– Quarantine Asset (Intel AMT)

3. (Optional) To specify external applications, click the External application configure icon to open the Configure External
Applications dialog, where you can set up available external applications for this unit type.

4. When you are finished, click the Quick Launch configure icon to end configuration mode.

Configure External Applications Dialog

Use this dialog to specify the external applications that can be started from the selected unit. For example, the computer
unit can have these external applications linked, Ping Computer, Trace Route, Event Viewer, or Internet Explorer.

• External applications
Lists the applications currently selected ordered by name, file name, and parameters.

• Add
Opens the Add application dialog used to add additional applications to the list.

• Delete
Deletes a selected application from the list. The application is removed immediately. You are not prompted for
confirmation.

• Properties
Opens the Properties window of the selected application.

Add an Application

Use the Add Application procedure to define the external application you want to add to the list of external applications.

To add an application

1. Click the configure icon in the upper-right corner of the Quick Launch portlet.
The portlet switches to configuration mode.

2. Click the configure icon in the upper-right corner of the External Applications area.
The Configure External Applications dialog opens.

3. Click the Add button.
The Add Application dialog opens.

4. Enter the name for the new application. This name is shown in the computer overview under External Applications.
5. Enter the file name for the executable file for the new application. Use the Browse button to locate the executable.

NOTE
If you enter http:// in the file name field, the Embed View option becomes active.
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6. Enter the parameter for the new application.
7. Select the Embed view check box to embed the web pages in the Explorer. This option is enabled only if you have

specified an URL (starting http://) in the Filename field.
8. Select the Supported Platforms supported by the selected application. This eliminates the possibility of an external

application appearing in the overview of a computer running an operating system that is not supported.
Default: All

9. Click OK.
Your changes are saved and the external application is added to the list.

10. Click OK to return to the Quick Launch configuration mode.

Power Up Computer Wake-on-LAN

The Power Up Computers option lets you use Wake-on-LAN functionality to wake up, start, and control the following:

• A single PC from the remote control viewer

NOTE
For more information, see the Remote Control Administration Guide.

• An entire group of PCs, for example, in a remote office location anywhere in the world

WARNING
To be able to power up a computer using Wake-on-LAN, the computer hardware must support it and Wake-on-
LAN must be enabled in the computer’s BIOS settings. See the manufacturer's guidelines.

Wake-on-LAN Requirements

1. Wake-on-LAN-enabled Ethernet LAN adapter card
2. Wake-on-LAN-enabled Motherboard
3. Wake-on-LAN option must be enabled in the BIOS Power Management

Powering Up Computers

Use this procedure to power up computers using the Wake-on-LAN feature.

To power up computers

1. Right-click a computer or group of computers.
2. Select Power Up Computers from the context menu.

A wake-on-LAN message is sent.

NOTE
For information about powering up a single computer from the remote control viewer, see the Remote Control
Administration guide.

How Power Up Requests Are Handled

The power up request is handled by the common manager's wake-up function. The common manager is passed a list of
computers and groups. Groups are enumerated by the manager to find all the computers belonging to them, including
those computers which are members of nested subgroups. Based on this list, the manager retrieves the network details of
each computer, which is either in the list or which is a member of one of the groups in the list (either directly or indirectly).

The network details that the manager retrieves from the MDB include the following:

• MAC address
• IP address
• Subnet mask
• Scalability server of each target computer
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The first three are passed to a CAF API function, which sends the wake-up datagram.

Waking Virtual Machines (Virtual WOL)

As a Desktop Support Analyst, you can power up a single or group of virtual machines that are in suspended or sleep
mode from a remote computer. CA Client Automation supports virtual WOL (vWOL) to wake up virtual machines.

Virtual Environment Scenario

A typical virtual environment includes a domain manager, an AM remote agent computer, and various virtualization server
types containing DSM agent and scalability virtual machines as shown in the following illustration:
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The DSM domain manager manages all computers, and the AM remote agent computer collects details about the VMs for
both RVI and virtual WOL operations.

In this scenario, you can perform the virtual WOL using the following methods:

• Send a software delivery job to a virtual machine
The job container is sent to the appropriate scalability server, which wakes up a VM using the WOL functionality of
CAF API.

• Use the DSM Explorer on the domain manager to wake a particular VM
For more information, see Wake a Virtual Machine Using DSM Explorer.

• Use remote control to connect to a VM by waking it first
• Remote control wakes up a VM when you click Power Up on the Connection Settings, Advanced tab. Also, you can

connect to a sleep mode VM. You are prompted with a message whether to wake up and connect to the VM.
• Send a request to the OSIM boot server to wake a virtual machine as part of the OS installation job

You can configure the Wake-On-LAN option in the Setup OS Installation dialog during the activation of OS installation.

How CA Client Automation Wakes a Virtual Machine

The method for waking a virtual machine differs from the method that is used to wake a physical computer. Each platform
virtualization vendor provides their own SDK for WOL operations. As the AM remote agent already uses these SDKs to
collect inventory, the agent can perform virtual WOLs using the new generic SendWOL method. CA Client Automation
uses the following process to wake virtual machines.

• When a virtual machine registers with the DSM domain manager, the domain manager does not initially know that it is
a virtual machine. The WOL protocol type is changed from "nw" to "vm" only when the AM remote agent next runs and
sends the required relationship information between the virtual machine and its host. This action also disables WOL on
the virtual machine (the default setting for virtual machines).

• The AM remote agent gathers the following inventory information about VMs from their virtualization servers and
reports this information to the DSM domain manager and MDB:

NOTE
The RVI agent cannot collect certain BIOS inventory attributes from Linux virtual machines that are running
on Microsoft Hyper-V and XenServer servers, Virtual WOL is not supported on such Linux virtual machines.

• The AM remote agent stores this information in a simple flat file named rvidb.txt under the folder CA\DSM\Agent\units
\00000001\uam\rvi. This file can be accessed to add and retrieve information about a virtualization server given its
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URL. To avoid unlimited growth of this file, all aged virtualization servers and their respective lists of VMs are deleted
automatically after one year.

• When the domain manager receives a vWOL request, it delegates the request to a scalability server. The scalability
server in turn delegates it to the AM remote agent computer. The AM remote agent computer then wakes the virtual
machine.

Verify Prerequisites

The following prerequisites are required for virtual WOL to work:

• Verify that the AM remote agent (RVI agent) is installed on a physical computer or on a virtual machine. Virtual WOLs
are always performed from the computer that runs the AM remote agent.

Note: The RVI agent cannot collect certain BIOS inventory attributes from Linux virtual machines that are running on
Microsoft Hyper-V and XenServer servers, Virtual WOL is not supported on such Linux virtual machines.

• Verify that the scalability server is able to communicate to the AM remote agent computer. Virtual WOL requests are
routed from the scalability server to the AM remote agent.

• Verify that the AM remote agent has discovered and collected virtualization data from the VMs that you want to wake.
The AM remote agent collects virtualization data through the inventory collection task. Until the inventory collection
happens, a WOL operation assumes that the target computer is physical and not virtual. The inventory collection takes
time depending on the number of VMs to be discovered and registered.

NOTE
Virtual WOL is not supported on guests running on the free version of VMware ESXi as the free version restricts
API access to the host.

Enable or Disable Virtual WOL for Computers or Groups

Virtual WOL is enabled by default on all the virtual machines. When a virtualization server hosts numerous VMs, but lacks
the resources to run them at the same time, you can disable virtual WOL on its VMs. You can enable it back when you
want to power up computers remotely.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the computer or group and select Power up, Disable.
The virtual WOL is disabled on the computer. The computer or group is added to the "Do not wake" group.

2. Right-click the computer or group and verify that the Power up, Power up is dimmed.
This action verifies that the virtual WOL is disabled.

View Virtual WOL Status of Computers

You can view the virtual WOL status of a computer to know whether you can power it up using CA Client Automation. You
can view the status in one of the following nodes in DSM Explorer:

• Power on enabled under the Agent Status portlet on the homepage tab of the virtual machine
• Can be powered up option on the Computer Properties dialog

NOTE
This option is available only for DSM components that can perform a bulk wakeup, such as software delivery
and DTS. The Can be powered up option is not applicable for remote control.

• Power Up option under Computers, General, Computer in the Add Argument dialog in Query Designer for computer-
based queries
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View Virtual Machines that are Powered Off

You must know whether a virtual machine is powered on or off before you wake it up. You only want to wake up those
that are powered off. To view the power on status of virtual machines on a particular virtualization server, navigate to All
Computers, Virtualization server, Inventory, Virtualization, Server Virtual Machines. View the State column on the right
pane.

Wake a Virtual Machine Using the CLI

You can wake a virtual machine using the CLI. For example, when you want to wake multiple virtual machines using a
batch script. The following command wakes a virtual machine:

caf sendwol [user username password password] vm vGUID guid vsvr url rviagent fqdn

• username and password
Specifies the credentials of an administrative user on the AM remote agent computer. When you use the same
computer credential that you are executing the CLI, you can skip the parameters.

• vm
Specifies that virtual WOL must be performed.

• vGUID
Specifies the ID of the virtual machine as known to the host. The ID can be a virtual GUID, system ID, or serial number
depending on the platform virtualization server type.

• vsvr
Specifies the URL of the virtual server host of the current virtual machine.

• rviagent
Specifies the FQDN of the AM remote agent that discovered the virtual machine.

Virtual WOL Example

This example performs virtual WOL on a virtual machine:

caf sendwol user root password secret vm vsvr https://virt.acme.com/sdk vguid 123456 rviagent rvi3.acme.com

NOTE
For more detailed information about CAF commands, type caf <command> /? at the command prompt.

Wake a Virtual Machine Using DSM Explorer

You can wake a virtual machine from the DSM Explorer. Right-click the virtual machines that you want to wake and select
the Power up option. This action sends the virtual WOL request for the computer. Connect to the virtual machine to see
whether the virtual machine is woken up.

 

Inventory Tab

The Inventory tab displays all of the basic inventory information -- such as processors, memory, OS, network, Cron queue,
installed patches, and so on -- in a one-page report-like format. You can enable additional inventory modules to view more
detailed information in this overview.

AMT Browser Tab

CA Client Automation supports Intel AMT functionality, which lets you manage Intel AMT-enabled assets from within the
DSM Explorer using the AMT Browser tab.
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After logging on to the AMT Browser tab page, you can click on any of the following links to view relevant asset
information: System Status, Hardware Information, Event Log, Remote Control, Network Settings, User Accounts, and
Update Firmware.

NOTE
For more information about managing Intel AMT-enabled assets, see the Asset Management Administration
Guide.

Software Tab

The Software tab displays the applications discovered on the current computer. The extent of information shown in this
overview depends on the collect module you have specified under Configuration, Collect Tasks.

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

WARNING
The asset management agent searches the entire hard disk for the given executable file. Even if the file is in the
recycle bin on the computer asset, it is discovered as an installed application. Make sure to completely remove
the executable files from the hard disk when you are uninstalling the product.

Instant Diagnostics Tab

The Instant Diagnostics tab lets you instantly retrieve diagnostic information along with status and version information
about components, Windows Services, and miscellaneous components such as protocols running on the selected agent
computer.

When you select this tab, the diagnosing task runs and retrieves the diagnostic information from the agent computer. This
information is retrieved with the currently logged in user credentials. If the user does not have valid credentials on the
agent computer or is in a different domain or active directory, the Windows Services information is not retrieved. To get
this information, the logged in user must have valid credentials, for example, as a member of the Administrators group.

Details Tab

Contents

The Details tab shows the following links:

• User Profiles
• Member of Groups
• Inventory
• Jobs
• Software

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• Configuration
• Remote Control
• History

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

User Profiles

This User Profiles folder lists all of the user profiles associated with the computer or user.
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A user profile is a record of the personal settings, options and preferences of a user on a computer. These preferences
may relate to personalized settings of a user, or settings that have been determined by the operating system based on
usage patterns.

Member of Groups

The Member of Groups folder shows all groups that the current unit (computer/user/computer user, or group) is a member
of.

A unit can be a member of several groups, and groups can have members from several areas. Using drag-and-drop joins
the unit to other groups; clicking the Configure link opens the Configure Membership window, where you can choose
among all the available groups.

Group Membership

The Group Membership pane displays all groups upwards in the group hierarchy.

• Show Properties
Opens the Group Properties dialog that shows the properties of the selected group.

Inventory

The Inventory folder shows the collected inventory and allows you to configure what to collect.

NOTE

Origin and Trust level fields are shown if Asset Collector is installed. For more information, see the Asset
Collector Help.

 

Jobs Folder

NOTE
The Jobs folder lists all jobs defined for the selected asset.

The Tasks section in the right-hand pane contains the following links:

• New Asset Job
Opens the New Job Wizard which allows you to create a new job.

• Link Asset Job
Opens the Select Asset Jobs dialog, which lets you select the modules you want to add and deploy to this asset.

Jobs Folder Asset Jobs

The Asset Jobs folder lists the asset jobs linked to the currently selected asset. This linking can be direct or through one of
the groups of which this asset is a member.

Jobs Folder Software Jobs

The Software Jobs folder keeps a history of all software job execution records for the Computer or User.

Software

The Software folder contains the following software-related items associated with the current asset:
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• Discovered
• File Collection
• File Explorer
• Installed Packages
• Unknown
• Usage

Configuration Folder

The Configuration folder lists all configuration items associated with an asset or group.

The Configuration folder has the following subfolders:

• Collect Tasks
Allows you to configure and schedule Collect Tasks for inventory collection, software discovery, control, virtual host
inventory, and usage.
The Tasks portlet in the Collect Tasks pane contains the following links:
– New

Opens the Select new Collect Task type dialog, where you can create a new collect task.
– Link Existing Collect Tasks

Opens the Select Collect Tasks dialog.
• Configuration Policy

Shows the active and scheduled policies in the right-hand pane, and also displays the current configuration status.

Configuration of Assets

Assets primarily inherit group-level settings. To configure an asset, use the items under the Configuration folder to
configure infrastructure components.

This configuration is applied only to the particular asset. Any changes made to these settings overrides the settings made
at the group level.

Remote Control

Use the Remote Control node to take control over a remote computer running a Windows, Linux, or Mac OS X (Intel) host.
Before using this option, you must establish a connection with the host.

Remote Control permits a Windows computer running the viewer to connect to and control a remote computer running
the Remote Control host. For example, using the Shared Control mode, the keyboard and mouse on each computer are
active, permitting shared control of the host computer. The keyboard, screen display, and mouse on both computers act
as one, with the exception of the Secure Control and Exclusive Control modes.

For more information, see the Remote Control Management Help.

History - Asset Pane

The History - Asset pane lets keep track of changes made to assets in the domain manager.

• Date
Shows the date and time when the event occurred.

• Event Title
Shows the type of event that occurred on the selected asset.

• Event Area
Shows the area affected by the event.

• Event
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Shows the event name.
• Object 1

Shows the primary object involved in the event. For example, if you have linked a job to an asset, object 1 shows the
asset name and object 2 shows the job name.

• Object 2
Shows the secondary object involved in the event.

NOTE
The name of the asset for which you are viewing history is shown in bold.

• User
Shows the name of the user who triggered the current event. If the user name field shows ENGINE, an engine has
triggered the event.

• Old Value
Shows the previous value if it has been changed since the last scan. For example, if the amount of memory has
changed on a computer, the new and old values are shown.

• New Value
Shows the new value if it has changed since the previous scan.

Right-click the History item in the tree view and select Clear History to delete history information for the current asset.

 

Computer Properties Dialog

Contents

The Computer Properties dialog contains the following tabs:

• Computer
• Agent
• User Defined
• OS Installation Management
• Software Delivery

NOTE
Certain properties like Serial Number, Asset Tag, and Disc Serial Number will be empty in the Computer
Properties dialog for some computers because not all inventory data is collected by the Agent Bridge component
for legacy agents. For more information about Agent Bridge, see the Asset Management Administration Guide.

Computer Properties Computer Tab

The Computer tab provides general information about the agent computer.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Name
Identifies the name of the computer.

• Domain
Identifies the manager of the computer.

• Operating System
Identifies the operating system installed on the computer.

• Created
Identifies the date and time when the computer was brought into the scope of the manager.

• Changed
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Identifies the date and time when details about the computer were modified.
• Host Name

Identifies the host name of the computer.
• Network address

Defines the fully qualified domain name of the computer in the following format:
machinename.domainname

Example:
Following is the network address of a computer named DSM in the Mycompany.com domain
DSM.Mycompany.com

• Host UUID
Identifies the host UUID.

• MAC Address
Identifies the MAC address of the computer.

• Serial Number
Identifies the system serial number.

• Disc Serial Number
Identifies the serial number of the hard disk.

• Asset Tag
Identifies the asset tag attached to the computer.

Computer Properties Agent Tab

The Agent tab contains agent-related information for DSM agents.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Agent name
Identifies the agent name.

• Registered
Identifies the date and time when the agent was registered.

• Last run
Identifies the date and time when the agent was last run.

• Last IP-address
Identifies the last IP address of the agent. If the agent is configured through DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol), each time the DHCP Server is restarted, a new IP address is assigned to all the systems connected to the
server. This field displays the last IP address of the agent.

• Server host name
Identifies the host name of the scalability server that this agent reports to.

• Agent restrictions
Shows the agent restrictions, if any. Valid restrictions are as follows:
– None
– Jobs blocked (centrally)
– Jobs blocked (locally)

• Trust level
Indicates the trust level that is sent to the server by the asset. Valid values are 1 - 5, with 1 being the least trustworthy
and 5 the most trustworthy.

• Origin
Indicates the source, or origin, of the asset.

• Components
Identifies the various agent plug-ins deployed and running on the computer.

• Version
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Identifies the version numbers of the various agent plug-ins.
• Description

Provides a brief computer description.

Computer Properties Agent Tab (External)

The Agent tab contains agent-related information for external agents when the Asset Collector component is installed.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Agent name
Identifies the agent name.

• Registered
Identifies the date and time when the agent was registered.

• Last run
Identifies the date and time when the agent was last run.

• Last IP-address
Identifies the last IP address of the agent. If the agent is configured through DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol), each time the DHCP Server is restarted, a new IP address is assigned to all the systems connected to the
server. This field displays the last IP address of the agent.

• Server host name
Identifies the host name of the scalability server that this agent reports to.

• Agent restrictions
Shows the agent restrictions, if any. Valid restrictions are as follows:
– None
– Jobs blocked (centrally)
– Jobs blocked (locally)

• Trust level
Identifies the trust level of an asset. Trust level is displayed as a range of 1 to 5 stars, 5 being the most trustworthy

• Origin
Identifies the source from which the asset is collected.

• Description
Provides a brief computer description.

Computer Properties User Defined Tab

The User Defined tab lets you specify additional information about user-defined properties.

Use the User data fields to associate any kind of information with the current asset. These fields can be referred to in
queries and reports.

NOTE
In the software delivery agent, a user profile is a manageable unit that can run jobs in the security context of the
user. When the user profile is enabled, the data you enter using the System Tray applies to the currently logged-
on user profile, not the computer. You can add data for the computer, however, from the command line window
using the following command:

sd_acmd userinfo user=username location=location phone=phone comment=comment target=

For more information on sd_acmd, see the Software Delivery CLI Reference Guide.

To send the data to the server, use the command:

caf register

For more information about the caf command, type <command> /? at the command prompt.
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Computer Properties OS Installation Management Tab

The OS Installation Management tab displays information about OS Installation Management.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Enable this computer for OS Installation Management
Enables this computer for OS Installation Management If the check box is selected. If the check box is not selected,
you can select it.

• Name
Identifies the name of the computer.

• Host Name
Identifies the DNS name of the host.

• MAC Address
Identifies the MAC address of the computer. If the MAC address is not shown, you have to enter it here.

• OS Image
Displays the name of the operating system image. If <None> is displayed, you can assign an image later.

• Boot Server
Specifies the name of the boot server.

WARNING
If the computer is not yet managed by OS Installation Management, you must specify the Name, the Host Name,
and the MACAddress of the computer.

Software Delivery Tab

The Software Delivery tab displays fields that control the software delivery specific aspects of a computer or a user profile:

• Status
Operational / Locked by RAC / Locked by Move / Locked by Roam / Locked by Migration / Locked by RAC & Move /
Locked by RAC & Roam

• Download method
Internal - NOS
Internal - NOS-less
DTS NOS-less

• Job Calendar
Name of the job calendar used.

• RAC Policy
– Common

The common policy will be used for this computer.
– Automatic

A RAC job container will be created and activated, starting the delivery of job orders to the computer.
– Deferred

A RAC job container will be created. It can be reviewed and modified, since it has to be activated manually.
– Disabled

RAC is disabled on this computer. No job container is set up for this computer. However, its installation records in
the installations folder on the manager will be marked as removed.
For more information see, Modify the Reinstall After Crash (RAC) Policy (Wipe and Reload Migration Only)

• Software Managed system
This box should be checked if the computer is a software managed system (that means, it is only using software
installed by CA ITCM, and this software was registered into the software package library using CA's Software
Management Packager.).
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If you try to install software not created and registered by that Packager on such a computer, the job will fail with an
error code stating that the "Procedure is not allowed to run on the target system because it is marked as Software
Managed".

Asset Context Menu Options

Contents

Various menu options are available on asset context menus for all of the individual assets listed under the All Computers,
All User Profiles, and All User Accounts groups.

The asset context menus contain the following options:

• Explore From
Opens the selected asset in a separate window.

• Copy
Copies the selected asset and lets you paste it in another folder.

• Paste
Pastes various objects like Configuration Policies, OS Image, Software Package, and so on. You should first copy the
object and then paste it in the asset.

• Make Group
Opens the New Group dialog where you can create a new group of assets based on those selected.

• Delete
Deletes the asset after you confirm the deletion.

• Power Up Computers
Sends a wake-on-LAN message to the computer and powers up the computer only if the Wake-on-LAN (WOL) feature
is enabled.

NOTE
For detailed information about WOL functionality in the DSM Explorer and Remote Control, see the DSM
Explorer Help and the Remote Control Administration Guide.

• Change Scalability Server
Opens Change Scalability Server window where you can select an alternative scalability server within the respective
domain.

• Instant Diagnostics
Runs the diagnosing task and displays the diagnostic information file in the Internet Explorer.

• Create Service Desk Ticket
Opens the CA Service Desk Manager Create New Ticket window in the browser and automatically fills in the Asset
field with the selected asset name.

NOTE

The Create Service Desk ticket option is available only if you have enabled the CA Service Desk integration. For
more information, see Service Desk Integration Policy Group under Configuration Policy in the DSM Explorer
Help.

 

• Asset Jobs

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

The Asset Jobs option provides access to the following sub-options:

• New
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Opens the New Job Wizard that guides you through the creation of a new job.
• Link Existing Job

Opens the Select Asset Jobs dialog where you can select jobs that you want to add and deploy to the current unit.
• Activate Job Check

Opens the Asset Job Check dialog where you can select the options the asset management agent uses to perform its
currently scheduled asset jobs and modules.

The following menu item is available only if you have installed the OSIM plug-in:

• OS Installation

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

Runs the OS Installation wizard that guides you through the steps required to setup a new OS installation on selected
computers.

The following menu items are available only if you have installed the remote control plug-in:

• Remote Control

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

This menu has the following menu options that are related to remote control:

• Effective Settings
Opens the Select User dialog and, in turn, the Effective Remote Control Permissions dialog, which displays the
effective permissions for the selected user on this computer.

• Connection Addresses
Opens the Connection Addresses dialog for modifying the addresses of a remote computer. (Only available at the
domain manager level.)

• Action
Lets you send special commands to the remote computer. Valid options are: Lock, Unlock, and Reboot. (Only available
at the domain manager level.)

• Take Control
Opens the Connection Settings dialog, letting you take control of that asset and start a remote control session using
the remote control viewer component.

NOTE
For more information, see the Remote Control Viewer Help.

The following menu items are available only if you have installed the software delivery plug-in.

• Software Jobs
This menu has the following sub-menus that are related to software delivery:
– Deploy Software Package

Runs the Deploy Software Package wizard.
– Activate Job Check

Runs the software delivery job check.
– Job Execution Calendar

Attaches or detaches a CCS job calendar.
– Download Method

Selects the download method.
– RAC Policy

Selects the Reinstall After Crash (RAC) Policy.
– New
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Runs the Deploy Software Package wizard and Create Software Policy wizard that let you deploy and create
software policies on target installations.

• Permissions
Opens the Object Permissions dialog.

• Software Rights
Opens the Software Rights for asset dialog.

• Properties
Opens the Properties dialog of the selected unit. The tabs available on the Properties dialog depend on the asset type
(Computer, User Account, or User Profile).

Create a Service Desk Ticket

You can manually create a service desk ticket in the context of computer assets from the DSM Explorer. For example, you
can create a service desk ticket for a computer that has either violated policies or has failed jobs.

To create a service desk ticket

1. Right-click a computer asset, and select Create Service Desk ticket from the context menu.
The CA Service Desk Create New Ticket window appears with the selected asset name in the Asset field.

NOTE

The Create Service Desk ticket option is available only if you have enabled the CA Service Desk integration.
For more information, see Service Desk Integration Policy Group under Configuration Policy in the DSM
Explorer Help.

 
 

2. Specify the other required fields in CA Service Desk and click OK.
A service desk ticket is raised.

NOTE

For more information about creating tickets in CA Service Desk, see the CA Service Desk Implementation
Guide.

Link Existing Job

Use this procedure to add a job to a group of assets, that is, computers or user accounts.

To link a job to an asset group

In the Select Asset Jobs dialog, select the job you want to link and click OK.

NOTE
Press the Shift key to select multiple jobs at once.

The job is added to your asset group.

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

Run the Asset Job Check

You can choose the options available on the Asset Job Check dialog for running the job check. When you select the
options, the asset management agent starts immediately to run the collect tasks and jobs configured on the asset.

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.
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To run the asset job check

1. Right-click the computer on which you want to run the asset job, and select Asset Job, Asset Job Check.
The Asset Job Check dialog appears.

2. Select the Rescan Hardware Inventory check box to run the hardware inventory collect tasks configured on the asset.
3. Select the Rescan Software Inventory check box to run the software discovery collect tasks configured on the asset.
4. Select the Re-collect check box to collect and send all the inventory information. By default, after collecting the

inventory information, the agent sends only the differential values, that is, the values that have changed since the
previous scan. This reduces network traffic. However, if you want the agent to send all the information, select this
option.

5. Click OK.
The agent runs on the asset to perform the configured jobs.

Software Rights Dialog - Group

Use the Group dialog to select the applications that you want the current asset to have Power rights or VIP Unit rights to.

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• Application
Specifies the application, which the asset can access as Power or VIP Unit.

• Access Level
Selects the level of access to the applications added to the group.
The Power and VIP Units are used by the license management scheme, that dictates how units are assigned licenses,
put on hold in a license queue when no licenses are currently available, or both.
– Power Unit

Launches an application and therefore does not have entries created in the software usage-site directory.
– VIP Unit

Places the VIP unit in a queue by the license management scheme, if there are no licenses available. To manage
VIP units, files corresponding to the users are created in the application-software usage directories. When a user
obtains a license, a special license file is created in the directory, and correspondingly when the user is queued for a
license, a special queue file is.

• Add
Adds the application to the list of applications. The application is marked with the access level.

• Delete
Deletes the selected application from the list of applications under the asset name. The application is removed from
the list.

Software Rights Dialog -- Asset

Use the Asset dialog to select the applications that you want the current asset to have Power rights or VIP Unit rights to.

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• Application
Selects the application which the asset can access as Power or VIP Unit.

• Access Level
Selects the level of access to the applications added to the group.
The Power and VIP Units are used by the license management scheme that dictates how units are assigned licenses
or put on hold in a license queue when no licenses are currently available or both.
– Power Unit
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Launches an application and therefore does not have entries created in the software usage-site directory.
– VIP Unit

Places the VIP unit in a queue, if there are no licenses available. To manage VIP units, files corresponding to the
users are created in the application-software usage directories. When a user obtains a license, a special license file
is created in the directory, and correspondingly when the user is queued for a license, a special queue file is.

• Add
Adds the selected application to the list of applications. The application is marked with the access level.

• Delete
Deletes the selected application from the list of applications. The application is removed from the list.

History - Group Folder

Shows information about the history of all assets within the group. This is similar to the History pane of the assets.

System Created Groups

System-created groups are predefined by the manager. Groups like All Computers, All User Accounts, and All User
Profiles are available by default. The icons of all the system groups appear with a gray background.

New Computer Preregistration Wizard

Contents

The New Computer Preregistration Wizard lets you add computers to the scope of the domain. In a domain, the DSM
Explorer identifies only those computers that have DSM component agents installed. Using this wizard, you can add a
computer that does not have a DSM agent. For special purposes such as testing or planning, you can use the wizard to
add dummy computers into the scope of the system.

Preregistration Wizard - Network Identification Page

This Network Identification page displays network-related information about the computer that must be added to the DSM
Explorer.

• Host Name
Defines the name of the computer.

• Network Address
Defines the primary address of the computer on the network.

• Use OS Installation Management to setup a new operating system
Defines if you want OS Installation Management to install an operating system on the computer being registered.

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• Operating system
Defines the date and time when the agent was installed on the computer.

• MAC address
Defines the MAC address of the computer.

• Serial number
Defines the system serial number.

• Asset tag
Defines the asset tag attached to the computer.
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Preregistration Wizard - Operating System Image Page

The Operating System Image page appears if you have checked the Use OS Installation Management to setup a new
operating system check box in the previous page of the wizard. This page defines which operating system is installed on
the registered computer.

• Select an OS Image to specify the new operating system
Defines the image that is used to deploy a new operating system on the registered computer.

• Operating System
Defines the exact name of the operating system that is deployed.

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

New Computer Preregistration Wizard - Scalability Server and Agent Selection Page

This page defines the behavior of the registered computer.

• Server
Defines the scalability server that the registered computer is assigned to.

• Components
Defines the components that are installed on the registered computer.

• Description
Defines in brief, information about scalability and agent selection for the registered computer.

Preregistration Wizard - User Defined Data Page

The User-Defined Data page lets you to insert information about the computer. This information is visible to various agents
and components that access the computer for vital information.

• User data 1 - 5
Defines 5 user-defined strings of information about the computer. These fields can also be populated by agents.

Preregistration Wizard - Finish Page

This Finish page is displayed when you provide all the information required to pre-register a computer. You can view
the information supplied to the system and modify this information by clicking the Back button. Click the Finish button to
complete the pre-registration process.

• I want to run this wizard again to preregister another computer
Specifies if you want the pre-registration wizard to appear again after you click the Finish button. This option is useful
when you want to continue pre-registering more computers.

All Legacy Computers
Contents

The All Legacy Computers folder contains all computers for which data has been migrated (using the migration jobs) from
Unicenter Asset Management r4.0, Unicenter Software Delivery r4.0, and Unicenter Remote Control r6.0 databases to the
CA Client Automation MDB. The computers in the group have still not reported into the system, so it is not known whether
they have actually been upgraded to run CA Client Automation agent software. All that is known is that they were known
in the old database and they are not known in the new database.

NOTE
The Agent Bridge component reads formatted legacy data files and translates them into DSM formatted data
inventory files to be collected by the DSM engine. It translates as much data as possible; and as a result,
duplicate subnodes like General Inventory may sometimes be displayed in the DSM Explorer due to slight
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differences between various operating environments and different versions of legacy agents. Also, certain
properties like Serial Number, Asset Tag, and Disc Serial Number will be empty under the Computer Properties
node for some computers because not all inventory data is collected by the Agent Bridge component for legacy
agents. For more information about Agent Bridge, see the Asset Management Administration Guide.

All Legacy Computers Pane

The All Legacy Computers pane shows all of the legacy computers, that is, those assets for which data has been migrated
but whose CA Client Automation upgrade status is unknown.

By default, this pane contains the following fields:

• Name
Lists all names of the computers that are managed by this domain manager.

• OS
Shows the operating system of the computer.

• AM Status
Shows the computer's asset management agent plug-in status.

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• SD Status
Shows the computer's software delivery agent plug-in status.

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• RC Status
Shows the computer's remote control agent plug-in status.

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• Scalability Server
Shows the scalability server.

All External Assets Folder
Contents

All the external assets in the domain are displayed under the All External Assets folder. Like any other asset, you can
group the external assets, query, and create reports. Information specific to each asset is displayed under the appropriate
folder.

NOTE
The All External Assets folder and the External Assets subfolder under the Queries node are not available in the
DSM Explorer until you create an external asset definition and restart the DSM Explorer. For more information,
see How MIF Files Are Used in External Asset Recognition in the Asset Management Administration Guide.

External Asset

Each external asset keeps track of the inventory and a history of changes made to the inventory values. You can relate
any asset to the external assets.
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External Asset Properties External Asset Tab

The External Asset tab displays general information about the external asset.

This dialog has the following fields.

• Name
Identifies the name of the external asset.

• Domain
Identifies the domain manager of the external asset.

• Class
Identifies the class name specified in the External Asset Class Definition of the external asset.

• Created
Identifies the date and time when the external asset data was created.

• Changed
Identifies the date and time when the external asset data was last changed.

• Network address
Identifies the primary address of the external asset on the network.

• MAC Address
Identifies the MAC address of the external asset.

External Asset Properties User-Defined Tab

The User Defined tab lets you specify additional information about user-defined properties.

Use the User data fields to associate any kind of information with the current asset. These fields can be referred to in
queries and reports.

NOTE

In the software delivery agent, a user profile is a manageable unit that can run jobs in the security context of the
user. When the user profile is enabled, the data you enter using the System Tray applies to the currently logged-
on user profile, not the computer. You can add data for the computer, however, from the command line window
using the following command:

sd_acmd userinfo user=username location=location phone=phone comment=comment target=

For more information on sd_acmd, see the Software Delivery CLI Reference Guide.

To send the data to the server, use the command:

caf register

For more information about the caf command, type <command> /? at the command prompt.

History - External Asset Folder

The History folder shows information about changes made to the external asset. This is similar to the History pane of the
assets.

All User Accounts Folder
Contents

The All User Accounts folder lists all user accounts on the network that connect to the domain. Information specific to all
user accounts is displayed under the appropriate folder.
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NOTE
The user accounts of a target computer appear in the All User Accounts folder of the DSM Explorer after the first
logon following the installation of the agent on the target computer.

All User Accounts Context Menu

The All User Accounts folder has the following context menu options:

• Explore From
Opens the selected tree view node in a separate window.

• Permissions
Opens the Object Permissions dialog.

• Software Rights
Opens the Software Rights dialog.

• Properties
Shows the Group Properties dialog.

User Account

The user account includes information about inventory, jobs, or policies associated a user account. A user account could
be specific to a particular computer (a local user account) or managed by a Windows Domain or Directory controller (a
domain account).

User Account Properties User Account Tab

The User Account tab identifies general information about a user account.

• Name
Identifies the full name of the user account.

• Domain
Identifies the DSM domain in which the computer is managed.

• Created
Identifies the date and time when the user account was brought into the scope of the manager.

• Changed
Identifies the date and time when details about the user account were modified.

User Account Properties Agent Tab

The Agent tab contains agent-related information.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Agent Name
Identifies the agent name.

• Registered
Identifies the date and time when the agent was registered.

• Last Run
Identifies the date and time when the agent was last run.

• Last IP Address
Identifies the last IP address of the agent. If the agent is configured through DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol), each time the DHCP Server is restarted, a new IP address is assigned to all the systems connected to the
server. This field displays the last IP address of the agent.

• Server Host Name
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Identifies the host name of the scalability server that this agent reports to.
• Agent Restrictions

Shows the agent restrictions, if any. Valid restrictions are as follows:
– None
– Jobs blocked (centrally)
– Jobs blocked (locally)

• Components and Version
Identifies the various agent plug-ins that support this user account.

• Description
Provides a brief computer description.

User Account Properties User Defined Tab

The User Defined tab lets you specify additional information about user-defined properties.

Use the User data fields to associate any kind of information with the current asset. These fields can be referred to in
queries and reports.

All User Profiles
Contents

The All User Profiles folder displays all the user profiles known to the current domain, regardless of group and area
relationship. A user profile represents an instance of a user account on a specific computer.

Information specific to all user profiles is displayed under their respective folders.

User Profile Properties User Profile Tab

The User Profile tab displays general information about the user profile and the computer on which it is located.

• Name
Identifies the name of the computer.

• Domain
Identifies the domain to which the computer is associated.

• Operating System
Identifies the operating system installed on the computer.

• Created
Identifies the date and time when the user profile was created.

• Changed
Identifies the date and time when the user profile details were changed.

• Host Name
Identifies the host name of the computer.

• DNS name
Identifies the DNS name of the computer on the network.

• Host UUID
Identifies the host UUID.

• MAC Address
Identifies the MAC address of the computer.

• Serial Number
Identifies the serial number of the computer as defined by the manufacturer.

• Disk Serial Number
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Identifies the serial number of the hard disk.
• Asset Tag

Identifies the unique asset tag that may be used to identify a computer.

User Profile Properties Agent Tab

The Agent tab contains agent-related information.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Agent Name
Identifies the agent name.

• Registered
Identifies the date and time when the agent was registered.

• Last Run
Identifies the date and time when the agent was last run.

• Last IP Address
Identifies the last IP address of the agent. If the agent is configured through DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol), each time the DHCP Server is restarted, a new IP address is assigned to all the systems connected to the
server. This field displays the last IP address of the agent.

• Server Host Name
Identifies the host name of the scalability server that this agent reports to.

• Agent Restrictions
Shows the agent restrictions, if any. Valid restrictions are as follows:
– None
– Jobs blocked (centrally)
– Jobs blocked (locally)

• Components and Version
Identifies the various agent plug-ins that support this user profile.

• Description
Provides a brief computer description.

User Profile Properties User Defined Tab

The User Defined tab lets you specify additional information about user-defined properties.

Use the User data fields to associate any kind of information with the current asset. These fields can be referred to in
queries and reports.

NOTE

In the software delivery agent, a user profile is a manageable unit that can run jobs in the security context of the
user. When the user profile is enabled, the data you enter using the System Tray applies to the currently logged-
on user profile, not the computer. You can add data for the computer, however, from the command line window
using the following command:

sd_acmd userinfo user=username location=location phone=phone comment=comment target=

For more information on sd_acmd, see the Software Delivery CLI Reference Guide.

To send the data to the server, use the command:

caf register

For more information about the caf command, type <command> /? at the command prompt.
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User Profile Properties Software Delivery Tab

The Software Delivery tab displays fields that control the software delivery specific aspects of a computer or a user profile:

• Status
Displays the current status of an asset. Valid values are: Operational / Locked by RAC / Locked by Move / Locked by
Roam / Locked by Migration / Locked by RAC & Move / Locked by RAC & Roam.

• Download method
Specifies the download method for the currently supported operating environment. Valid values are as follows:
– Internal - Network Operating System (NOS)

Windows: Makes use of MS Network for agent access to files on the domain manager.
UNIX: Makes use of a UNIX server that uses Samba shares.

– Internal - NOS-less
Makes use of SD internal protocols for download to NOS-less agents from their associated domain manager.

– DTS NOS-less
Makes use of DTS for download to NOS-less agents from their associated domain manager.

• Job Calendar
Specifies the name of the CCS calendar associated with a job.

• RAC Policy
The Reinstall After Crash (RAC) policy specifies how the software delivery domain manager handles notification that a
new operating system has been installed. Valid values are as follows:
– Common
The common policy will be used for this computer.
– Automatic
A RAC job container will be created and activated, starting the delivery of job orders to the computer.
– Deferred
A RAC job container will be created. It can be reviewed and modified, since it has to be activated manually.
– Disabled
RAC is disabled on this computer. No job container is set up for this computer. However, its installation records in the
installations folder on the manager will be marked as removed.

• Software Managed System
This box should be checked if the computer is a software managed system (that means, it is only using software
installed by CA ITCM, and this software was registered into the software package library using CA's Software
Management Packager.).
If you try to install software not created and registered by that Packager on such a computer, the job will fail with an
error code stating that the "Procedure is not allowed to run on the target system because it is marked as Software
Managed".

Software Folder
From the Software folder you can maintain all the software known to the current DSM domain.

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

The Software folder contains the following subfolders:

• Definitions
• Software Package Library
• Boot and OS Image Library
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Definitions Folder
Downloaded or manually registered software definitions in this domain are maintained in the Definitions folder.

Software definitions can be assigned to categories,Intellisig,manufacturers, or virtual application images.

Categories Folder

Contents

The Categories folder and corresponding pane display all the predefined and user-defined categories. A category denotes
a classification of a software definition based on its utility and purpose.

Software definitions can be categorized as follows:

• All Definitions
• Uncategorized
• Category Object (user-defined)

All Definitions

The All Definitions folder contains all the software definitions known to this domain.

The All Definitions pane shows more detailed information about the individual software definitions such as name, type,
description, manufacturer, and version information.

Double-click any definition item in the list to expand it in the tree view.

Right-click a software definition under All Categories to open its context menu:

• Enable Scan
Enables heuristic or signature scanning.

• Disable Scan
Disables heuristic or signature scanning.

• Explore From
Opens the selected software definition in a separate folder.

• Copy
Copies the selected software definition to the clipboard and lets you paste it in a different folder.

• New Release
Opens the Create new Release dialog.

• New Suite
Opens the Create new Suite dialog.

• Organize Product
Opens the Organize Product dialog.

• Delete
Deletes the selected software definition. Also deletes all discovered software records for this definition.

• Permissions
Opens the Object Permissions dialog.

• Properties
Opens the Properties dialog for this software definition.

softwaredefinition

The softwaredefinition pane displays information about an individual software definition for a specific software product, for
example, CA eTrust AntiVirus or Windows Media Player.
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Uncategorized

The Uncategorized folder contains all software definitions that do not belong to any category.

The Uncategorized pane shows more detailed information about the individual software definitions such as name, type,
description, manufacturer, version information, and so on.

Double-click any definition item in the list to expand it in the tree view.

Category Object

A Category folder maintains software definitions. This folder contains a group of user-defined software definitions that
achieve a common purpose. When you group definitions in categories, you can easily track and find information about
frequently-used software definitions.

For example, you can create a category named Parsers to group software, such as XML parsers.

New Software Category Dialog Software Category Tab

The Software Category tab allows you to view and enter information about a software category. This tab has the following
fields:

• Name
Defines the name of the software category.

• Created
Identifies the date and time when the software category was created.

• Created by
Identifies the creator of the software category

• Changed
Identifies the date and time when the software category details were changed.

• Changed by
Identifies the person or process that changed the details of the software category.

Create New Product Dialog

Use this dialog to specify the general information about the definitions, such as the name and version.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Name
Defines a unique name for the definition

• Version
Defines the version of the definition.
Example: V1.0.

• Query Version
Defines the query version of the definition.
Example: 1.0.0.0

• Manufacturer
Specifies the manufacturer of the definition. If the manufacturer you are looking for is not in the list, you can create a
manufacturer in the Manufacturers folder.

• Description
Describes the product.
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Manufacturers Folder

Contents

The Manufacturers folder and corresponding pane display all software definitions in the domain categorized according to
their manufacturers.

manufacturer

The manufacturer pane displays information about all of the software definitions related to a specific manufacturer, for
example, CA or Apple Computer, Inc.

 

New Software Manufacturer Dialog

The New Software Manufacturer dialog lets you create a new manufacturer and specify the related information. Whenever
you purchase software from a new vendor, you may specify the manufacturer details in this dialog.

• Name
Defines the name of the manufacturer.

• Created
Displays the date and time when the manufacturer record was created.

• Created By
Displays the name of the user who created the record.

• Changed
Displays the date and time when the record has been changed. At the time of creation, this value is set to the creation
date.

• Changed By
Displays the name of the user who has modified the record.

• Type
Displays Vendor.

• Web Address
Defines the internet address of the manufacturer.

• BBS
Specifies the BBS (Bulletin Board System) address of the manufacturer.

• Manufacturer is inactive
Displays whether a manufacturer is active or inactive. Inactive manufacturers do not appear when you create a new
product.

• Description
Defines a description.

NOTE

At the time of creation, the Created by and Changed by fields display the name of the currently logged-in user.

Virtual Application Images Folder

Contents

The Virtual Application Images folder and corresponding pane contain all the predefined and user-defined software
definitions for virtual application images.
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To create a new virtual application image definition, choose New Virtual Application Image from the folder's context menu.
New virtual application image definitions can also be created when registering a virtual application image to a software
delivery library.

NOTE
Discovered virtual application images are treated like any other discovered software and replicated from domain
to enterprise. For the enterprise to be aware of a virtual application image, the custom software definition for the
virtual application image must be defined at the enterprise level.

To modify a virtual application image definition, right-click on the software definition and select Properties. You can change
general properties like Name, or in the case of signature-based asset scanning, you can modify the detection parameters.
Discovered software inventory will be immediately updated when the virtual application image definition is changed.

To delete a virtual application image definition, right-click on the software definition and select Delete. This action only
deletes the virtual application image definition and does not affect the other software definitions associated with it.

Virtual Application Image Pane

The Virtual Application Image pane displays the contents of the selected virtual application image definition.

A virtual application image typically includes one or more virtual applications stored inside a file, possibly with a set of
supporting metadata files. A virtual application image definition, on the other hand, describes the "footprint" for discovering
such a virtual application image.

To discover the virtual applications included in an image, one or more regular software signatures related to the included
applications must be associated manually with the relevant virtual application image definition.

Associating regular software signatures with a virtual application image definition is finalized by sealing it. This enables the
DSM manager to display the applications that are included in the discovered virtual application image as discovered as
well.

In the case of sealed virtual application image definitions, the Virtual Application Image pane also displays the Discovered
Installations folder containing any computers on which the selected virtual application image has been detected. The
corresponding pane displays the name of the asset, platform, installation type, and the date of the last agent execution.

Sealed and Unsealed Virtual Application Images Definitions

Virtual application image definitions can be either in a sealed or unsealed state.

• Sealed  
In a sealed state, the contents of the virtual application image definition cannot be edited.
Once sealed, all included software is displayed in a flat list in the Virtual Application Image pane for the selected
virtual application image. These associated software definitions will be displayed in the Discovered Software node of
computers on which the virtual application image has been discovered.
Additionally, the Discovered Installations folder is visible and it contains any computers on which this image definition
has been detected.
To unseal an image, choose Unseal from the virtual application image definition’s context menu.

• Unsealed  
In an unsealed state, software definitions for releases and patches can be edited. Additional software definitions can
be associated with the virtual application image by using either drag-and-drop or copy-and-paste. However, these
associated software definitions are not displayed in the agent's Discovered node until the definition is sealed.
To remove a patch or release association with the virtual application image definition, choose Unlink from the context
menu of the selected release or patch. Unlinking only removes the association with that particular virtual application
image; it does not delete the software definition.
While the virtual application image definition is unsealed, asset detection uses the image’s previous sealed state when
determining discovered software based on this definition.
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To return to a sealed state, choose either Seal or Discard Changes from the virtual application image definition's
context menu. Seal uses the unsealed state's changes to become the new sealed state, whereas Discard Changes
returns the definition to its original sealed state with no changes. Once sealed, discovered software is immediately
updated.

Example: Using the Unseal, Unlink, Seal, and Discard Changes Commands

Given that sealed Image A contains release B and patch C, then:

• Choosing Unseal on Image A displays both release B and patch C.
• Choosing Unlink on patch C removes it from the unsealed display.
• Dragging-and-dropping another release, for example, release D, from software definitions onto the image adds this to

the unsealed state.
The unsealed state now shows release B and release D.

• During this time if an asset scan is done and Image A is found, it still reports that image A contains release B and
patch C.

• If Seal is chosen from Image A's context menu, then the new sealed state will become release B and release D.
• If Discard is chosen from Image A's context menu, then the sealed state reverts to the original sealed definition, that is,

release B and patch C.

How to Create a New Virtual Application Image

A virtual application image definition specifies the signature used to detect a virtual application image on computers in a
network and defines what software it contains.

To create a new virtual application image definition manually, the DSM administrator uses the Create New Virtual
Application Image Definition dialog and performs the following steps:

1. Specify general information about the virtual application image.
2. Specify information used to identify the virtual application image when it is discovered on an agent.

For App-V packages, the recognition signature must specify the main .sft file and optionally the file size range and
package GUID.
For ThinApp packages, the recognition signature must identify the main ThinApp data container file and optionally
the file size range and last date modified range. Since ThinApp application shortcuts to the main container are
executables, they need to be added to the Related Executables list box, so that they are not detected and labeled as
unknown software.

3. Specify approved licensing information for the virtual application image.
4. Define the contents of the newly created virtual application image definition by associating existing release definitions

with it.
5. Seal the virtual application image.

NOTE
When virtual application packages are created in software delivery or imported into the software delivery library,
the Create New Virtual Application Image Definition dialog is automatically invoked, allowing the creation of the
corresponding software definition. For information about creating and deploying virtual application packages,
see the Software Delivery Administration Guide and the Software Delivery Help.

Specify General Virtual Application Image Information

Use the General tab page of the Create New Virtual Application Image Definition dialog to specify general information
about a new virtual application image definition.

To specify general information

1. Specify a unique name for the virtual application image in the Name field.
2. Specify a version number for the virtual application image in the Version field, for example, V1.0.
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3. Specify the query version of the virtual application image in the Query Version field, for example, 1.0.0.0.
4. (Optional) Enter a description of the virtual application image definition.

NOTE
The Manufacturer field is unused.

Specify Recognition Information

Use the Recognition tab page to specify recognition parameters, or software signatures, used to identify the virtual
application image when it is discovered on an agent. The asset management agent uses these parameters for discovering
and monitoring virtual applications.

To specify recognition parameters automatically

1. Click Detect to automatically populate the recognition parameters.
A standard Browse for Folders dialog appears.

2. Select a directory folder containing the virtual application image or a file used by the virtual application image in the
case of VMware ThinApp images.

3. Click OK.
The Recognition tab page is populated with the relevant parameters.

4. Modify the recognition parameters as required.

To specify recognition parameters manually

1. Enter the main file name of the virtual application image in the Filename field.
For VMware ThinApp images, this will normally be a .dat or .exe file. If the VMware ThinApp application contains more
than one file, you must enter the file name of the main data container, which is easily recognized as largest file in the
set.
For Microsoft App-V (formerly SoftGrid) images, this will normally be a .sft file.

2. Select an image type from the Image Type drop-down list. CA Client Automation currently supports the following virtual
application image types: ThinApp and App-V.

3. (Optional) Select the Match File Size Range option, and then enter the minimum and maximum file sizes in bytes of
the main image file entered in Step 1 in the appropriate fields.
Only if a discovered image's file size falls within this range will it be recognized as this virtual application image
definition.

4. (Optional - ThinApp only) Select the Match Last Modified Date/Time Range option, and then enter the earliest and
latest last modified dates and times of the ThinApp image file entered in Step 1.
Only if a discovered image's last modified dates and times falls within this range will it be recognized as this virtual
application image definition.

5. (Optional - ThinApp only) In the Related Executables list view, enter all files related to the specified ThinApp image
that should be excluded from being potentially listed as "Unknown" when discovered during the asset scan. For
example, enter all shortcut .exe files for the ThinApp package.

NOTE
Each file should be entered on a separate line. Pressing the Enter key moves the cursor to the next line.

6. (Optional - App-V only) Select the Package GUID option, and then enter the App-V's package GUID in the following
format where X can be any hexadecimal character (0-9, A-F): XXXXXXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXXXXXXXXXX
You can obtain this value from the MS App-V Sequencer. To ensure accurate signature matching, CA recommends
that you specify this value.

7. (Optional - App-V only) Select the Version GUID option, and then enter the App-V's current version GUID in
the following format where X can be any hexadecimal character (0-9, A-F): XXXXXXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-
XXXXXXXXXXXX
You can obtain this value from the MS App-V Sequencer. To distinguish between versions of streamed App-V
packages, the version GUID must be entered.
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NOTE
When streaming App-V packages to clients, the package GUID is used to identify which package to download.
The latest package version available at the App-V streaming server is streamed to the client. Until the App-V
package has been accessed by the client, the exact version of the package that will be streamed cannot be
determined. In this case, the original package version will be detected, based on the file name in the package
URL. Once the package is accessed by the client for the first time, the precise package version will be detected.
If the package is deleted from the App-V client cache, the version information is lost until the package is
accessed again. For this reason, CA recommends that you do not fundamentally change the contents of App-
V packages between minor package updates. For example, when upgrading to a completely new version of
packaged software, we recommend you create a new App-V package rather than updating an existing package.

Specify Approved Licenses

Use the Approved Licenses tab page to specify approved licensing information for the virtual application image.

To specify the number of approved licenses

1. Specify the number of approved or purchased licenses using the Approved Licenses control.
2. Click OK.

The virtual application image definition is added to the Virtual Applications Images node and corresponding pane.

 

Define the Contents of the Virtual Application Image Definition

To define the contents of an unsealed virtual application image definition, either copy-and-paste or drag-and-drop software
definitions for regular applications, releases, and patches from the Software, Definitions, Categories, All Definitions pane.

Seal a Virtual Application Image Definition

A virtual application image definition should be sealed to prevent unintentional changes to its contents. Only a sealed
definition with its associated software signature is displayed under the agent's Discovered node.

To seal a virtual application image definition

1. Right-click an image in the Virtual Application Images pane.
A context menu appears.

2. Select Seal from the context menu, or click Seal in the Tasks portlet of the Virtual Application Images pane.
The virtual application image definition is sealed.

NOTE
Discard Changes can also be used to seal a virtual application image definition, returning the definition to its
original sealed state with no changes.

Unseal a Virtual Application Image Definition

You must unseal a virtual application image definition before you can modify its contents.

To unseal a virtual application image definition

1. Right-click a sealed virtual application image definition in the Virtual Application Images pane.
A context menu opens.

2. Select Unseal from the context menu, or click Unseal in the Tasks portlet of the Virtual Application Images pane.
The virtual application image definition is unsealed.
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Intellisigs -- Software Detection through Scripts

An Intellisig is a script that detects software installed on agent computers. Intellisigs provide the most flexible and
accurate way to detect software compared to the heuristic and software signature scanning. Intellisigs extract the software
definition information from a defined source that the software manufacturer provides. The source can be a text file,
database, registry, or binary file. For example, dsmver - f <output file> is the command that outputs version information
about CA Client Automation. Unless the manufacturer changes the way version information is stored for the product,
Intellisigs can detect the future versions of the product also. While software signature scanning requires signatures for
every version of a product, release, and patch, a single Intellisig can detect releases and patches of multiple software
products. For example, you can create an Intellisig to detect all versions of Microsoft Office products, including past and
future versions.

NOTE
You can use Intellisigs to detect software on various platforms.

The following Intellisig types are available:

• CA Intellisigs
Includes Intellisigs that CA provides. Similar to the CA-provided software signatures, the CA-provided Intellisigs are
downloaded as part of the Content Download job.

• Custom Intellisigs
Includes Intellisigs that you create, based on your requirement. You create these Intellisigs and import them using
DSM Explorer.For more information about custom intellisigs, see the Asset Management Administration Guide.

NOTE
Intellisigs do not support software usage (metering), both offline and online.

DSM Reporter does not support Intellisigs reports.

 

Software Package Library
The Software Package Library is an archive for software packages, regular and virtual, that are to be installed for
computers and users in the network.

NOTE
DSM Explorer does not distinguish between virtual application software packages created from Microsoft App-
V images and those created from VMware ThinApp images. They are both identified as virtual application
packages.

Software packages are categorized using the following subfolders:

• All Software
• Catalog
• CA Software Packages
• DSM Software Packages
• All Patch Rollups

Jobs Folder Tasks
The Jobs folder gives you a list of all Jobs defined for an asset.

Jobs direct agents or engines to perform specific actions. You can execute various types of jobs on agents and define as
many jobs as are required in each job type. After you create a job, you need to link it to a specific unit or group of units on
which you want to execute the job.
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The Jobs folder is used to create new jobs, view all the jobs available in the domain, view the units executing each job,
and view the job status.

NOTE
The Jobs folder is available in three places in the root of the left pane, under each asset, and under each group.

• Software Jobs

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

These job categories appear as subfolders under the Jobs folder. Each of these categories has different type of jobs that
can be performed. These job types appear as subfolders under the respective categories.

The organization of the jobs folder lets you view the jobs with respect to each job category and job type. The All Asset
Jobs folder under the job categories displays all the jobs under the category.

Queries Folder
An essential part of any system containing a database is the ability to retrieve information from the database at any time.
This process is called querying.

Queries can, for example, be used as basis for creating the following:

• Groups of assets and their maintenance
• Policies
• Reports using the DSM Reporter

The Queries folder includes a large number of predefined queries categorized in the following subfolders:

• All Queries
Lists all the predefined and user-defined queries in this DSM domain.

• Computers
Lists queries that return lists of computers in the domain that fulfill the criteria specified in the query.

• User Accounts
Lists queries that return lists of users in the domain that fulfill the criteria specified in the query.

• Unmanaged Assets
Lists queries that return lists of assets in the domain that are not managed by CA Client Automation.

• External Assets
Lists queries that return lists of external assets in the domain.

NOTE
The All External Assets folder and the External Assets subfolder under the Queries node are not available in the
DSM Explorer until you create an external asset definition and restart the DSM Explorer. For more information,
see How MIF Files Are Used in External Asset Recognition in the Asset Management Administration Guide.

• OSIM Computers
Lists queries that return lists of assets that are related to a boot server or lists OSIM configurations.

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• User Profiles
Lists queries that return lists of user profiles in the domain that fulfill the criteria specified in the query.

• My Queries
Lists all user-defined queries.

• All Managed Assets
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Lists queries that return a variety of information about assets, such as registration information, obsolete computers,
and so on. These lists can be organized in folders.

• Asset Security
Lists queries that return security-specific information for assets.

• Common Queries
Lists predefined queries that return commonly used information, such as Windows OS version numbers, assets with IP
address changes, and so on.

• Hardware
Lists queries that return hardware-specific information such as vendor, memory, power settings, monitors, and so on.

• Operating System
Lists queries that return operating system-specific information and operating system hardware requirements.

• Software
Lists queries that return assets running games from known game vendors, Internet Explorer, Microsoft Office suites,
and others.

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• System Performance
Lists queries that return assets providing a performance summary report or graded daytime system performance on
assets.

Create a New Query
You can create a query when you need to get a list of assets that meet certain criteria. You can use these queries to
create dynamic groups and query-based policies.

To create a new query

1. Right-click Queries in the DSM Explorer and select New from the context menu.
The Select Target dialog appears.

2. Select the object on which you want to create the query and click OK.
The Query Designer dialog appears.

3. Insert the arguments required to create the new query and click OK.
The query is created with the given name and displayed under the appropriate folder in the Queries folder.

Example: Create a Query to Display All the Assets That Have Completed the CA eTrust Virus Scanner - Force
Signature Update Job Successfully

1. Right-click Queries and select New from the context menu.
The Select Target dialog appears.

2. Select Computers and click OK.
The Query Designer dialog appears.

3. Click Jobs, Asset Jobs
The Select Field dialog appears.

4. Select Job Status, Current Status.
5. In the Job field, select CA eTrust Virus Scanner - Force Signature Update, and in the Status field, click OK.
6. Click OK, and enter a unique name for the query.

The new query is created under the Queries, Computers folder.
7. Select the query, and click Quick Preview.

All the assets that have successfully completed the CA eTrust Virus Scanner - Force Signature Update job appear.
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Select Target Dialog

Use the Select Target dialog to target your queries against hardware items or users.

This dialog contains the following target items:

• Computers
Creates queries that return a list of computers.

• User Accounts
Creates queries that return a list of User Accounts.

• Unmanaged Assets
Creates queries on assets not yet managed by CA Client Automation.

• User Profiles
Creates queries on user profiles.

• External Assets
Creates queries based on external assets.

NOTE
This item is available only if an external asset definition has been previously configured. For more
information, see How MIF Files Are Used in External Asset Recognition in the Asset Management
Administration Guide.

• OSIM Computers
Creates queries based on assets that are related to a boot server or based on OSIM configurations.

Query Designer Dialog

The Query Designer tool lets you create or modify a query. Using this tool, you can query information about computer
and users, jobs, policies, software, inventory and external directories. You can also query the database fields and create
advanced queries. The left pane of the Query Designer dialog lists these items: Insert Argument with all the available
arguments, Boolean Operators, Remove Argument, a preview function and a view SQL statement option.

NOTE
Although the user can now be registered with the Asset Collector, as can an associated trust and origin, the
Query Designer does not allow user queries to be created with trust level and origin as conditions.

The right pane of the Query Designer dialog shows the arguments as you add them to the new query.

• Insert Argument
– General Information

Lists discovered hardware and software properties.
– Inventory

Lists discovered inventory.
– Software

Queries Software Packages, Discovered Software, Software Usage and File Contents.
– Jobs

Queries Asset Jobs and Collect Tasks.
– Policies

Queries the Query Based and Event Based policies.
– Directory Query

Browses an organizational asset to query any member, or select any user to query its direct reports.
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NOTE
To create a directory query, a directory object must be available under Control Panel, Directory Integration,
Configured Directories folder.

– Advanced Argument
Queries the asset management tables in the database for a specific query. Select the arguments in the Add
Advanced Argument dialog.

– Link Query
Opens the Select Query dialog where you can link an existing query and add the query as an argument.

– Boolean Operators
Specifies the following operators that Query Designer uses to test for the validity of some condition and return a
Boolean value of TRUE or FALSE.
• AND

Combines two Boolean expressions and returns TRUE when both of the expressions are TRUE.
• OR

Combines two conditions and returns TRUE when either expression is TRUE. When more than one logical
operator is used in a statement, OR operators are evaluated after AND operators.

• NOT
Reverses the value of any Boolean expression.

• ( )
Changes the order of evaluation.

• Remove Argument
Removes the argument selected on the right pane from the Query Designer.

• Preview
Runs the query and opens the Query Preview dialog to display the query result.

• View SQL
Shows the SQL Query statement in the SQL View dialog. You cannot modify the SQL statement on this dialog.

Add Advanced Argument Dialog

Contents

The Add Advanced Argument dialog lets you query the asset management database fields directly. To create this type of
query, you must be familiar with the asset management database, tables and field values.

• Pseudo Text
Defines any text that is used as an identifier for the argument in the Query Designer dialog.

• Table
Specifies all the asset management tables that you can query. You can either select the table you want to query or
select Any to query all the tables.

NOTE
When you select Any, you must specify the where clause manually by editing the SQL statement.

• Table Item
Specifies the items in the selected table.

NOTE
If you have selected Any in the Table field, this field is disabled.

• Additional Where Clause
Specifies the conditions you want to apply. You can select the macros and fields that you want to add to the condition
from the Select Macro and Select Field drop-down lists.
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NOTE
Do not begin this clause with "Where."

• Select Macro
Specifies the date macros. You can add these macros to the Additional Where clause by clicking the Up arrow button
next to this field.

• Select Field
Specifies the field on which you want to specify the condition.

Database Table File Collection

The File Collection table, BCKFILE, stores the configuration files information.

This table contains the following columns:

• AUTO_REP_VERSION
Includes the automatic increment counter used by the replication engine for comparing the values before and after the
update.

• BCKID
Includes the Backup ID of the file.

• BDOMID
Includes the backup definition DOMAIN ID.

• BKDATE
Includes the date when backup file was last modified.

• BKFILE
Includes the contents (text) of the file.

• BKNR
Includes the chunk number of backup file. Multiple rows are created to contain files larger than BKFILE max size.

• BKVER
Includes the backup version.
Default: 1

• OBJECT_DOMAIN_UUID
Includes the object domain UUID used for replication.

• OBJECT_TYPE
Includes the type of object.
Example: ca_discovered_hardware=1, ca_discovered_user=2.

• OBJECT_UUID
Includes the object UUID. This column has a foreign key to either ca_discovered_hardware or ca_discovered_user
depending on the object_type.

Database Table Discovered Software

The Discovered Software table, ca_discovered_software, stores the detected software information.

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

This table contains the following columns:

• ASSET_SOURCE_UUID
Includes the computer UUID in which the software is detected.

• AUTO_REP_VERSION
Includes the automatic increment counter used by the replication engine for comparing the values before and after the
update.

• COVERED_BY_NF
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Indicates whether software installation is covered by a non-finite license. Valid values are as follows: 1 = True and 0 or
NULL = False.

• CREATION_DATE
Includes the date when the software was detected.

• CREATION_USER
Includes the URI of the user who created the detected software entry. In most of the cases, this is equal to ENGINE.

• DEF_SOURCE_TYPE_ID
Includes the default source type ID for the source of the record (foreign key to ca_source_type).

• DELETE_TIME
Includes the time when the detected software was deleted.

• DIS_SOURCE_TYPE_ID
Includes the type ID of the discovery source.

• DIS_SW_UUID
Includes the detected software UUID.

• EXCLUDE_REGISTRATION
Indicates that the software is under the Common Object Registration API (CORA) maintenance.

• INSTALL_PATH
Includes the Installation path of the detected software.

• IS_IGNORED_BY_VULN_IMPACT
Indicates that the software must be ignored during the security vulnerability impact/risk assessment of the asset by
eVM.

• IS_MANAGED_BY_SERVICE
Indicates whether the software was reported by the agent or added by the user. Detected software managed by the
inventory agent can be removed or updated by the agent. Similarly, those added by the user can be removed by the
user only.

• LABEL
Includes the name of the software installation. For example, if SQL Server is found on a computer, this field could
contain the instance name of the installation, 'Engfran Ltd Sales'.

• LAST_ACCESSED
Includes the last accessed date.

• LAST_UPDATE_DATE
Includes the last updated date.

• LAST_UPDATE_USER
Includes the user who has last updated the detected software.

• LICENSE_BLOCK_ID
Includes the ID of the license block.

• LICENSE_ID
Includes the license ID.

• LICENSE_INSTANCE
Indicates the incremental order in which software installations are covered by a license.
Note: This column is currently unused.

• LICENSE_UUID
Includes the license UUID.

• ORIGIN
Identifies the source of the detected software.

• PRODUCT_GUID
Includes the vendor installation product identifier.

• SERIAL_NUMBER
Includes the attributes of the asset.

• SW_DEF_UUID
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Includes the software definition UUID.
• TRUST_LEVEL

Indicates the trust level of the detected software.
• VERSION_NUMBER

Includes the software version detected.

-Database View Discovered Virtual Application Images

The Discovered Software database view, ca_v_discovered_software, displays the same data that is available in the
Discovered Software database table plus the following columns specific to virtualized applications:

• NAME
Indicates the name of the discovered software.

• Software_format
Indicates the format of the discovered software. Valid values are as follows:
0 = Regular application
1 = Virtual application image
2 = Virtualized application.

• SOFTWARE_TYPE_ID
Indicates the specific software subtype. Valid values are as follows:
0 = Undefined
1 = Patch
2 = Release
3 = Suite
4 = Configuration Settings
5 = Service
6 = Product
7 = Operating System
8 = Virtual Machine
9 = Patch Roll Up
10 = User Defined Patch
11 = SD Installable Patch
12 = Product Family
13 = Undefined
14 = Undefined

• vapp_props
Displays the properties of the discovered virtual application image as reported by the agent.

• VIRTUAL_PACKAGE_NAME
Identifies the name of the virtual application image that contains the discovered virtual application, where
Software_format= 1. Anything other than 1, the value will be NULL.

• VIRTUAL_PACKAGE_UUID
Includes the software definition UUID for the virtual application image, where INSTALLATION_TYPE = 1. Where
INSTALLATION_TYPE = 0, this will be NULL.

Database Table Job Status

The Job Status table, STATJOB, stores the job status information.

This table has the following columns:

• AUTO_REP_VERSION
Includes the automatic increment counter used by the replication engine for comparing the values before and after the
update.

• JDOMID
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Includes the job domain ID.
• JOBID

Includes the Job ID
• OBJECT_DOMAIN_UUID

Includes the object domain UUID used for replication.
• OBJECT_TYPE

Includes the type of object.
Example: ca_discovered_hardware=1, ca_discovered_user=2.

• OBJECT_UUID
Includes the object UUID. This column has a foreign key to either ca_discovered_hardware or ca_discovered_user
depending on the object_type.

• STATUS
Includes the job status.

• STCOUNT
Includes the number of times the job has been executed.

• STDATE
Includes the date of last status update.

• STELAPSE
Includes the elapsed time for the last execution of the job (in seconds).

• STFLAG
Indicates whether status text is required.
Example: 0=None,1=More

• STQCOUNT
Includes the number of times the job has been cancelled.

• STREV
Includes the revisions number

• STTEXT
Includes the status text. This column can contain up to 127 characters.

Database Table Module Status

The Module Status table, STATMOD, stores the collect task status information.

This table contains the following columns:

• AUTO_REP_VERSION
Includes the automatic increment counter used by the replication engine for comparing the values before and after the
update.

• MDOMID
Includes the module domain ID.

• MOID
Includes the module ID.

• OBJECT_DOMAIN_UUID
Includes the object domain UUID used for replication.

• OBJECT_TYPE
Includes the type of object.
Example: ca_discovered_hardware=1, ca_discovered_user=2.

• OBJECT_UUID
Object UUID. Foreign key to either ca_discovered_hardware or ca_discovered_user depending on object_type.

• STATUS
Includes the collect task status.

• STCOUNT
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Includes the number of times the collect task has been executed.
• STDATE

Includes the date of last status update.
• STELAPSE

Includes the elapsed time for the last execution of the collect task (in seconds).
• STFLAG

Indicates whether status text is required.
Example: 0=None, 1=More

• STQCOUNT
Includes the number of times the collect task has been cancelled.

• STREV
Includes the revisions number

• STTEXT
Includes the status text. This column can contain up to 127 characters.

Database Table Policy Status

The Policy Status table, POLILOG, stores the policy status information.

This table contains the following columns:

• AUTO_REP_VERSION
Includes the automatic increment counter used by the replication engine for comparing the values before and after the
update.

• OBJECT_DOMAIN_UUID
Includes the object domain UUID used for replication.

• OBJECT_TYPE
Includes the type of object.
Example: ca_discovered_hardware=1, ca_discovered_user=2.

• OBJECT_UUID
Object UUID. Foreign key to either ca_discovered_hardware or ca_discovered_user depending on object_type.

• PDOMID
Includes the policy domain ID

• POLDATE
Includes the date and time when an asset was added to the policy's member list. Assets that comply with the policy are
added to the policy's member list.

• POLID
Includes the policy ID.

• POLSEV
Includes the policy severity.

Database Table Software Usage

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

The Software Usage table, INFOHIS, stores information about the offline software usage.

This table contains the following columns:

• ACID
Includes the Action ID.
Example:
MHISAC_PREVENTED = 0
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MHISAC_NORMAL_NORMAL = 1
MHISAC_WARNING_NORMAL = 2
MHISAC_NORMAL_ABNORMAL = 3
MHISAC_WARNING_ABNORMAL = 4
MHISAC_QUEUED_GRANTED = 5 (The number of minutes the user was in queue for this application.)
MHISAC_NORMAL_INACTIVITY = 6, (Started normal, Inactivity stop.)
MHISAC_WARNING_INACTIVITY = 7 (Started with warning, Inactivity stop.)

• APFLAG
Indicates whether the software usage entry was collected by the engine or by importing online data.

• DOMAIN_UUID
Includes the UUID of the domain instance.

• ENDDATE
Includes the date when the application was last stopped

• ENDTIME
Includes the time when application was last stopped

• ENDTOTAL
Includes the total of ENDTIME, seconds since 1970.1.1.

• OBJECT_TYPE
Includes the type of object.
Example: ca_discovered_hardware=1, ca_discovered_user=2.

• OBJECT_UUID
Object UUID. Foreign key to either ca_discovered_hardware or ca_discovered_user depending on object_type.

• STDATE
Includes the start date when application was launched

• STTIME
Includes the start time when application was launched

• STTOAL
Includes the start date and time

• SW_DEF_UUID
Includes the software definition UUID of the monitored application.

• SW_DOMAIN_UUID
Includes the software domain UUID of the monitored application.

Operators

You can select the logical operator that meets the requirements for the new query. Different operators are available for
different information items.

• =
Equal to. In text items, the search text must be equal to the text.

• !=
Not equal to. In text items, the search text must not be equal to the text.

• >=
Equal to or more than. In text items, the search text must be the first part of the text.

• <=
Equal to or less than. Only numeric and date items.

• >
More than. Only numeric and date items.

• <
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Less than. Only numeric and date items.
• Days Older

Number of days older. This operator is applicable only on date fields. Specify an absolute number, for example, 5. This
retrieves the objects where the operand is older than the specified number of days. For example, you can get all the
computers created 5 days before by applying this operator on the Creation Date field of the computer.

• LIKE
Match expression. Used for free-text search. Using wildcard characters makes the LIKE operator more flexible than
using the = operator.

• IN
The IN operator works on the string fields and matches the field to a set of attribute values returned by a directory
search. Selecting the IN operator enables the Define button. Click Define to specify the filters and attributes you want
to search in the Define Directory Search dialog.

Select Field Dialog

Contents

The Select Field dialog lets you select the database fields that you want to include in your query. Depending on the query
to be created, various arguments may apply.

This dialog contains the following list view, group box, and fields:

• (Fields List)
Lists the fields, such as Classification, Relationship, System Identification, Agent Component, Agent Restrictions, and
so on relevant to the argument type that you have selected in the Query Designer dialog.

• (Arguments)
Displays the following fields in the Arguments group box.
– Field Name

Displays the field that you have selected in the Fields list.
– Operator

Specifies the operator valid for the selected field name. The operators listed in this drop-down depend on the field
type. For example, the text fields have the operators such as Like, In, and =.

– Value
Specifies the value you want to query. You can specify wildcard expressions for text fields using the Like operators.
By default, a maximum of 100 values are displayed in this drop-down list. If you want to see more values, select
<more..> from the list to open the Search Possible Values dialog.

Search Possible Values Dialog

The Search Possible Values dialog displays all the possible values for the selected field in the Select Field dialog.

This dialog has the following fields:

• Value filter
Specifies the filter condition. You can select the operator in this field and specify the criteria in the adjacent field. You
can perform a wildcard search on the text fields and use the relational operators on numeric fields.

• Result Limit
Defines the number of records shown in the Value List list box.
Default: 100

• Value List
Lists the possible values after applying the filter condition and result limit for the selected field in the Select Field
dialog. You can double-click any item to add it to the drop-down on the Select Field dialog.
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Define Directory Search Dialog

Use the Define Directory Search dialog to specify the directory attributes you want to search. The attributes returned by
the directory search are then matched against the field values.

WARNING
If a directory query string contains any LDAP-reserved characters, such as !, &, ), (, and so on, then this query
text is interpreted as an operator when queries are performed on external configured directories. Consequently,
query processing fails because this operator is seen at an invalid point in the query filter.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Base DN
Defines the base DN to be searched such as the following:
DC=ca,DC=com 

It defines the location in the directory from which to begin searching. The base DN is matched against the configured
directories (using the Add Directory wizard). If no configured directories are found, the search fails. Specify the entire
DN, for example:
winnt://domain/base DN 

Another example is:
ldap://directory name/base DN

 
– Filters

Defines the filter to narrow the scope of search.
The list of filter operators:

Filter Operator Description

= Equal

<= Less than or equal to

>= Greater than or equal to

& AND

| OR

! NOT

The query syntax is in prefix notation.

Example 1:

X AND Y 

would be expressed as

(&(X)(Y))

Example 2:

X OR Y 

would be expressed as

(|(X)(Y))

For more efficient queries, use indexed attributes as the first attribute in the search filter. See the examples below.

• Attributes
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Defines the attributes to be returned and matched against this field. For example:
userCn,email,givenName

• Scope
A search scope defines how deep to search within the search base.
Selecting One-level searches objects immediately subordinate to the base object.
Selecting Sub-tree level searches the entire subtree of which the base distinguished name is the topmost object.

• Search ResultLists the values that match the conditions specified in the preceding fields.
If an attribute contains multiple values, for example, directReports or memberOf, a new row is added for each value.

Examples: Filtering

If you want to search for all of the users who have first names of Bill AND last names of either Smith OR Adams, the filter
is similar to the following:

(&(&(objectClass=user)(givenName=Bill)(|(sn=Smith)(sn=Adams)))) 

The "!" sign (the NOT operator) can be applied to a single term, as in the following example:

(&(&(objectClass=user)(&(sn=Adams)(!givenName=Bill)(!givenName=Mary)))) 

The above filter finds users who have the surname Adams whose given name is neither Bill nor Mary.

Queries also support asterisk wildcards. The following search returns all of the users who have surnames that start with
the letter J:

(&(objectClass=user)(sn=j*)) 

The searches are not case sensitive, and you can search by using leading and trailing asterisks (*string*) to find
substrings in the middle of a value. Such searches take much longer to complete. When possible, use either a leading or
trailing wildcard character, but not both.

You can use a wildcard by itself to test for the existence or absence of a given attribute. If you want to find all of the users
who do not have an email address, you can find them by using the following query:

(&(objectClass=user)(!email=*)) 

The escape character in a query is the backslash (\). This is a reserved character, along with * ( ) and NUL. To search for
reserved characters as part of an attribute value, you must precede the reserved characters with the escape character
and one of the following numeric codes for each reserved character:

Character Escape sequence
* 2a
( 28
) 29
\ 5c

For example, if you want to search for all of the users whose display names end in a closed parenthesis character, use the
following search:

(&(objectClass=user)(displayName=*\29)) 

Add Argument Dialog

The Add Argument dialog displays the inventory and template information that you can query.

• Operator
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Specifies an operator for the argument. In addition to the relational operators, you can select the following operators.
These operators compare the previous value of the selected inventory and its current value.
– Increased

Returns true if the value has increased from the previous scan by the specified number.
– Decreased

Returns true if the value has decreased from the previous scan by the specified number.
– Changed

Returns true if the value has changed from the previous scan.
– Doubles

Returns true if the value has doubled since the previous scan.

Add Argument Dialog - Software Packages

The Add Argument -- Software Packages dialog lets you query deployed and staged software on all of the agent
computers.

This dialog has the following fields:

• (Query Criteria)
Displays the software package query criteria for either deployed or staged packages.
Click Deployment to view and specify the following query criteria for deployment software packages: SW Name, SW
Procedure, and SW Version.
Click Staging to view and specify the following query criteria for staged software packages: SW Name and SW
Package.

• Package Name
Specifies the name of the software package to be queried, for example, CA Client Automation Manager.

• Package Version
Specifies the version number of the software package, for example, 12.0.0.3888 for CA Client Automation Manager.

• Status (Deployment)
Specifies the status of the deployment software package. Valid statuses for deployment packages are as follows:
– Deployed

Returns targets where the specified software package is successfully deployed.
– Deploying or Deployed

Returns targets where the specified software package is being deployed or successfully deployed.
– Deploying

Returns targets where the specified software package is being deployed.
– Deployment failed

Returns targets where the specified software package is not successfully deployed and has failed deploying.
Default: Deployed

• Status (Staging)
Specifies the status of the staged software package. Valid statuses for staged software packages are as follows:
– Staged

Returns targets where the specified software package is successfully staged.
– Staging or Staged

Returns targets where the specified software package is being staged or successfully staged.
– Staging

Returns targets where the specified software package is being staged.
– Staging failed

Returns targets where the specified software package is not successfully staged and has failed staging.
Default: Staged

• Procedure
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– Deployment only: Specifies the software procedure to be used for querying. Use the drop-down list to select the
relevant procedure.

• Ordered By
Specifies the user ID of the person who ordered the software package.

• Creation Time
Specifies the creation timestamp of the relevant deployment or staging job.

• Package Created
Specifies the creation timestamp of the software package.

• Package Supplier
Specifies the supplier of the software package.

• Package Comment
Specifies any comment or descriptive text associated with the software package.

Add Argument Dialog - Discovered Software

The Add Argument -- Discovered Software dialog lets you query the discovered software on all the agent computers. You
can either search for a registered application by selecting the appropriate software definition or search for an unknown
application by using wildcard expressions.

First, you must select one of the following options:

• Discovered Software
Specifies the software product, release, patch, category, or manufacturer to query. Software definitions in the domain
are available from the following groups:
– Categories

Lists the software definitions grouped by categories.
– Manufacturers

Lists the software definitions grouped by manufacturers.
– Virtual Application Images

Lists the software definitions grouped by virtual application images.
• Existing File

Specifies the executable file name for the application to be searched. The agent searches the explorer of the agent
computers for the given application file. This checks only the file name.
Running a query with this option is time-consuming and resource-intensive.

NOTE
This option searches only those agent computers that have configured the File Scan collect task at the
computer level or at the group level, and collected the files and folders.

The Add Argument -- Discovered Software dialog displays the following fields depending on whether you choose the
Discovered Software or Existing File option:

• Operator
(Existing File only) Displays the operator to be applied for the selected expressions. The Like operator lets you specify
the search text using wildcard characters.

NOTE
The Like operator is case-sensitive.

• Value
(Existing File only) Specifies the application file name to be searched. The value can include wildcard characters.

• Version
(Discovered Software only) Specifies the release version of the registered application. This option is enabled only
when a product is selected.

• Software Provisioning
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(Discovered Software only) The following fields in this group box are available depending on whether you have
selected a virtual application image or a release or patch.
– As a Virtual Application

Provides options for querying virtual applications:
• Installed

Specifies that the search include regularly installed applications. This is the default setting.
• Streamed Virtual Application

Specifies that the search include streamed virtual applications, that is, those virtual applications whose source
resides on a remote system different from the current system.

• Staged Virtual Application
Specifies that the search include staged virtual applications, that is, those residing in the file system of the
current computer.

• Standalone Virtual Application
Specifies that the search include standalone virtual applications, that is, those virtual applications whose source
resides on the current system.

– As a Virtual Application Image
Provides options for querying virtual application images:
• Streamed Virtual Application Image

Specifies that the search include streamed virtual application images, that is, those virtual application images
whose source resides on a remote system different from the current system.

• Staged Virtual Application Image
Specifies that the search include staged virtual application images, that is, those residing in the file system of the
current computer.

Add Argument Dialog - Software Usage

The Add Argument -- Software Usage dialog for software usage lets you query the software usage information.

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

This dialog has the following fields:

• Software Definition
Displays the software definitions in the domain. Click Categories to view the definitions grouped by Categories. Click
Manufacturers to view the definitions grouped by manufacturers.

For any of the following fields, you can select ignore if you do not want to query the field:

• Action
Specifies the action to be queried.

• Start Time
Defines the start date and time for observing the usage information.

• Stop Time
Defines the stop date and time for observing the usage information.

Add Argument Dialog - File Contents

The Add Argument -- File Contents dialog for file contents lets you select the configuration file or file group you want to
query.

This dialog has the following fields:

• Configuration Files
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Displays the configuration file groups and files in the domain. Click the file group to view the configuration files under it.
You can search all the files under a group or search a particular file for the given value.

• Operator
Displays the Like operator that you can use for performing wildcard search.

• Value
Defines the text you want to search in the configuration file or file group. As the entire configuration file is searched for
the given value, the value needs to have a wildcard character. Specifying a value without a wildcard character returns
true only if the entire file contents match the given value.
For example, if you are searching for the word Timeout in the config.sys file, you need to give the value as Timeout*.

Add Policy Argument Dialog

The Add Policy Argument dialog lets you select a query based policy or an event-based policy that you want to query.

This dialog has the following fields:

• Select Policy
Displays either the query-based or the event-based policies in the domain, depending on the policy type selected in the
Query Designer dialog. Select a query-based policy to view the assets that have violated the policy, or select an event-
based policy to view the assets that have triggered the policy.

• Violation or Event should have occurred within the past...Days
Displays the violation or event that occurred within the specified number of days. If you want to view all the violations
or event triggers, clear this option.

Add Directory Argument Dialog

The Add Directory Argument dialog lets you browse the configured directories and query any of the objects in the
directories.

• External Directories
Displays all the configured directories in a tree structure. Expand External Directories to view all the directories in the
domain. Expand the individual directories to view the objects under them.

• Object URI
Displays the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) for the selected object.

• Attribute Filter
Displays the attributes that you can query for the selected object. Double-clicking any attribute opens the Set Attribute
Filter dialog, where you can specify the filter value.

WARNING
If a directory query string contains any LDAP-reserved characters, such as !, &, ), (, and so on, then this
query text is interpreted as an operator when queries are performed on external configured directories.
Consequently, query processing fails because this operator is seen at an invalid point in the query filter.

Select Query Dialog

The Select Query dialog lists the existing queries that you can link and add as an argument to another query.

NOTE
You can link only the queries targeted against the Computers and User Accounts objects.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Query List
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Lists the name of the existing queries targeted against the Computers and User Accounts objects and their respective
targets.

• Link Method
Specifies the method used for linking the queries. You can configure the link method with the following options only
when you are linking the computer queries with user account queries; in all other cases, the Query Designer uses the
default link method.
– default

Matches all the registered relations between the users and the computer.
– Owner by usage

Matches the registered relations based on the number of times a given user has been registered as a user of the
computer, and returns the most used computer.

– Most recent user
Matches the registered relations depending on when the relation was registered and returns the most recently used
computer.

All Queries
Contents

The All Queries pane lists all the queries in the domain and lets you create, manage, and submit queries to the engine.

Tasks Section

The Tasks section contains the following links:

• New
Opens the Select Target dialog and lets you create a new query.

• Import definition
Imports a query definition that you have saved elsewhere in the domain.

Query Pane

The Query pane appears when you select a query from the Query folder.

This pane contains the following sections and fields:

• Tasks Section
Specifies one of the following tasks for the selected query:
– Run Query

Runs the query immediately. This task is the same as preview in the Query Designer.
– Submit to Engine

Submits the query to a chosen engine. This query runs in accord with the engine schedule.
– Export

Opens the Enter Output File dialog, letting you export a query definition.
– Properties

Opens the query in the Query Designer dialog, where you can modify the criteria of the query.
• Details Section

Shows the criteria the query is based on.
• Result Set

Displays the name of the saved result from the query. Double-clicking the result name lets you view the date and time
the query was submitted to the engine. You can also delete the result file from the query.

• Execution Date
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Shows the status of the query. If the engine has processed the query, the date of execution is shown. If the engine has
not processed the query, the field shows Pending.

• Result Set Context Menu Options
Right-clicking a result set selects either of the available options:
– Delete

Deletes the selected result set after delete confirmation
– Rename

Renames the selected result set.

Quick Preview Pane

The Quick Preview pane runs the selected query and displays the result. You can view the asset name, platform, and the
last execution date on the agent. By default, this pane displays the first 100 items in the result set. You can modify this
limit by clicking Set Preview Limit in the Tasks section to access the Set Preview Limit dialog. The Information section
displays the total number of objects returned by the query preview and the evaluation time.

My Queries
This pane lists the queries created or owned by the currently logged-in user.

Edit an SQL Statement
In the Query Designer dialog, you can view and modify the SQL statement of a query after creating it.

To edit an SQL statement

1. Create a new query.
2. Right-click the query in the Query Designer dialog and select Edit SQL.

The SQL statement for the query appears.
3. Edit the SQL statement and click OK.

The modified SQL statement is saved.

Query Asset Jobs/Collect Tasks
You can create a query to learn the status of asset jobs and collect tasks.

To create an asset job status query

1. Right-click the Queries folder and select New.
The Select Target dialog appears

2. Select the target group of the query and click OK
The Query Designer dialog appears.

3. Click Jobs, Asset Jobs/Collect Tasks
The Select Field dialog appears.

4. Expand Jobs Status and select Current Status
5. Select the Job the status of which you want to query and select the status to be queried.
6. Click OK.

A New Query is created under the selected target group.
7. Right-click the query and click Run Query.

The status of the job appears in the selected target group appears.
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Create New Folder
Creating folders to organize your queries helps you to categorize your queries.

To create a new folder

1. Select the Queries folder in the tree view.
2. In the Tasks section, click New Folder.

The Create New Folder dialog opens.
3. Enter the Name of the new folder and click OK.

The new folder appears under the Queries folder.

Preview a Query
You can preview the query results even while you are designing the query in the Query Designer dialog. This helps you
to know if the query is producing the desired output. You can also view the SQL version of the query by clicking the View
SQL icon.

To preview the query results in the Query Designer dialog, create a new query in the Query Designer dialog and click
Preview in the left pane. The Query Preview dialog appears showing the results of the query.

NOTE

 The query execution times out after every 5 minutes with a message that allows you to either continue or cancel
the query execution. At any time during the execution, you can press the Esc key to cancel the execution.

If you want to view the results of a query that has been applied to a dynamic group or a policy, or if you want to query your
domain for the latest information, you must complete the following:

• Submit the query to an engine.
• Ensure that the engine has processed the query.

WARNING
The Query Designer gives you both flexibility and responsibility. An erroneous query can cause the engine to
crash. Always test the query using the Preview option before applying it to a dynamic group or a policy!

Submit Query to Engine
Contents

To apply a query to a dynamic group or a policy, the query must be submitted to an engine running in the Domain.

To submit a query to an engine

1. Select the query you want to submit from the list of queries.
2. Click Submit to Engine in the Tasks section.

The Submit Query Wizard appears.
3. Follow the instructions given in the wizard to submit the engine.

Submit Query Name

You can enter a name for the saved result in the Name field. This name is linked to the query so that you can view the
result whenever the Engine processes the query.

To view the saved result, double-click the query in the query list or click the plus (+) sign in front of the query. The saved
result is shown as an item underneath the query.
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Submit Query Select Engine

The Engine field displays all the engines available in the domain. Select the Engine that should process the query. An
engine with a green icon is active and running. An engine with a red icon is currently not running.

Run a Query
After a query is designed, you can run the query to view the results.

To run a query

1. Select the query you want to execute.
2. Click Run Query in the Tasks section.

The query is executed and the results are displayed in the Query Preview dialog.

NOTE
The query execution times out after every 5 minutes with a message that allows you to either continue or cancel
the query execution. At any time during the execution, you can press the Esc key to cancel the execution.

NOTE

Queries submitted to the engine run automatically.

View Saved Query Result
Use this procedure when you want to view the result of a saved query.

To view a saved query result

1. Click the required query.
The saved results for the selected query are shown on the right pane.

2. Select the result you want to view in the Resultset field and double-click the result name.
All the assets that fulfill the query requirements appear.

Delete a Query
You can delete a query that you no longer use.

To delete an existing query

1. Right-click the query and select Delete from the context menu.
A confirmation dialog appears.

2. Click Yes.
The deletion is confirmed and the query is deleted from the database.

Rename a Query
Use this procedure to rename an existing query.

To rename any of the existing queries

1. Right-click the query in the tree view and select Rename from the context menu.
The query name becomes editable.

2. Enter the new name and press Enter.
The new name of the query appears.
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Wizards
Contents

The following wizards let you generate queries:

• Group Assets on a collected value
• Obsolete Assets
• Unmanaged Computers
• Upgrade Computers

Group Assets on a Collected Value Wizard

The Group Assets on a Collected Value wizard lets you combine all the assets into groups based on a specified inventory
item. In the first step, the wizard creates a query for each possible value of the selected inventory item. Then -- based on
the result of that query -- a dynamic group is created, containing all the assets fulfilling the criteria.

Example: List the service packs

• Component
General Inventory

• Group
Operating System

• Item
Service Pack

All the available service packs are shown in the field. The wizard creates a group for each of the service packs that are
listed.

For detailed descriptions of the individual steps, click Next to follow the instructions given in the wizard.

Obsolete Assets Wizard

The Obsolete Assets wizard helps to track old, unused computers and users that no longer report to the system. Detecting
obsolete assets that can save unnecessary costs on service and leasing contracts.

For a detailed description of the individual steps, click Next to follow the instructions given in the wizard.

Unmanaged Computers Wizard

The Continuous Discovery component lets you create a query to find unmanaged computers.

For a detailed description, read the introductory text and click Next to follow the instructions given in the wizard.

Upgrade Computers Wizard

Based on a predefined profile, the Upgrade Computers wizard determines which computers in your organization must be
upgraded.

You create a profile that conforms to your company standards, and the wizard compares this profile against the computers
contained in the database. Then the wizard generates a report listing all the computers that need an upgrade.

NOTE
This task applies only to the main applications and heuristic applications. Additional queries must be created
manually.
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Policies
The Policies pane gives you a list of all the Policies defined in the domain. There are three types of policies:

• Query Based.
• Event Based.
• Software Based.

The following details are available for Query Based policies:

• Actions
Displays the following action information:
– Action Type

Specifies the current actions that are selected for this policy. Depending on the type of policy selected, different
actions will be available.

– Order
Displays the order in which the actions will take place.

– Execute On
Displays the date on which the action occurs.

– Action Summary
Displays the actual contents of the actions.

• Violators
Displays the following violation information:
– Name

Displays the name of the violating asset.
– Platform

Displays the platform the violating asset is based on.
– Violating Date

Displays the date of the violating asset.

The following details are available for Event Based policies:

• Actions
Displays the following action information:
– Action Type

Displays the current actions that are selected for this policy. Depending on the type of policy selected, different
actions will be available.

– Order
Displays the order in which the actions will take place.

– Action Summary
Displays the actual contents of the actions.

• History
Displays the following history information:
– Date
– Asset
– Job
– User

The following details are available for Software Based policies:

• Jobs
Displays details about a software job, including Name, Created, and Order details.

• Violators
Displays the Name and Type of violating asset.
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Control Panel
Using the Control Panel, you can configure and manage system components. Expand the Control Panel folder in the DSM
Explorer tree to show the individual infrastructure components:

• Deployment
• Directory Integration
• Scalability Servers
• Engines
• Manager Context Menu
• Domains (only in an Enterprise Manager Explorer)
• Configuration
• Configuration Policy

In the right-hand pane, you find a brief description of each Control Panel item and you can click them for immediate
launch.

Scalability Servers Folder
Contents

A scalability server provides the interface between agents and their domain manager. At its most basic level, the
scalability server allows the workload of managing individual agents to be distributed across several hosts. Rather than
having all agents communicating directly with a single manager, the load can be shared across multiple scalability servers.
For example, software packages are typically staged on a scalability server before downloading to end systems, and
inventory can be stored at the scalability server before being uploaded to the manager.

A scalability server consists of a number of system processes that run in the background without a visible user interface.

The Scalability Servers folder in the DSM Explorer tree shows the scalability servers organized into a containment tree
grouped into system and user-created groups.

Right-click the Scalability Servers folder to display the following context menu commands:

• Explore From
Opens a separate window that lets you explore all the units in this group.

• Paste
Pastes a scalability server or a group of scalability servers.

• New Group
Opens the New Group dialog where you can create a new server group.
After specifying the new group's attributes, they are shown immediately in the tree view and in the Scalability Servers
information pane.

• Properties
Opens the Group Properties dialog where you can view group specific and diagnostic information about the current
group of servers.

All Scalability Servers Folder

The All Scalability Servers folder includes all the scalability servers in the network that are registered with the domain
manager.

The scalability server folder has the following context menu options:

• Explore From
Opens a new window allowing you to view all the scalability servers in this group.

• Paste
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Stages a sealed software package on all scalability servers. You can choose whether to stage the package with default
or custom settings.

• Empty Progressive Tree
Removes all nodes in the tree view that have been added by double-clicking or pressing the Enter key on nodes in
virtual lists. This option is available only when there are nodes in the tree.

• Software Jobs
Opens the Stage Software Package Wizard. For more information, see the Software Delivery Help.

• Permissions
Opens the Object Permissions dialog.

• Properties
Opens the Group Properties dialog where you can view group-specific information about the current group of
scalability servers.

Group Properties Dialog (Scalability Server)

Right-clicking the Scalability Servers or All Scalability Servers node invokes the Group Properties dialog. The dialog's
Group tab displays information about a group of servers.

• Name
Defines a name that describes the members this group is likely to contain.

• Created
Identifies the date and time when the group was created.

• Created by
At the time of creation, displays the name of the currently logged-in user. Once the group is created, there is no value
in this field.

• Changed
Identifies the date and time when the group was modified. At the time of creation, this value is set to the creation date.

• Changed by
At the time of modification, displays the name of the currently logged-in user. Once the group is modified, there is no
value in this field.

• Type
Identifies the group type.

• Description
Describes the group.

Scalability Server Properties Dialog

The Scalability Server Properties dialog lets you set up and view properties of a server.

This dialog contains the following tabs:

• Scalability Server
• Computer
• Boot Server

Scalability Server Properties Dialog - Scalability Server Tab

The Scalability Server tab on the Scalability Servers Properties dialog displays information about the particular server.

This tab page includes the following fields:

• Name
Identifies the name of the computer.

• Host name
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Identifies the host name of the computer.
• Registered

Identifies the date and time when the scalability server was registered.
• Last collection

Identifies, in tabular format, the names and version of components (agents and plug-ins) installed.
• Description

Defines a brief note on information about the server.

Computer Properties Computer Tab

The Computer tab provides general information about the agent computer.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Name
Identifies the name of the computer.

• Domain
Identifies the manager of the computer.

• Operating System
Identifies the operating system installed on the computer.

• Created
Identifies the date and time when the computer was brought into the scope of the manager.

• Changed
Identifies the date and time when details about the computer were modified.

• Host Name
Identifies the host name of the computer.

• Network address
Defines the fully qualified domain name of the computer in the following format:
machinename.domainname

Example:
Following is the network address of a computer named DSM in the MyCompany.com domain
DSM.Mycompany.com

• Host UUID
Identifies the host UUID.

• MAC Address
Identifies the MAC address of the computer.

• Serial Number
Identifies the system serial number.

• Disc Serial Number
Identifies the serial number of the hard disk.

• Asset Tag
Identifies the asset tag attached to the computer.

How to Configure and Authenticate External Directories
As a desktop support analyst, you use external directories for authentication. Using the external directories in the DSM
Explorer, you can do the following tasks:
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• Authenticate users, including native mode Active Directory users.
• Authorize users by mapping security profiles to entities in the directory.
• Define Query Groups with targets matching computers or users held in a container on a directory.
• Target the deployment of agents.
• Produce reports using a hierarchy obtained from a directory.

Supported External Directories

CA Client Automation supports the following directories:

• Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
• Microsoft Active Directory
• Novell Directory Services (NDS)

See Supportability Matrix for an updated list of the supported directory integration services.

Verify the Prerequisites

To authenticate using an external directory, verify the following prerequisites:

• Verify you have access permissions to configure an external directory.
• Ensure you have working knowledge of Directory Integration capability.

To authenticate using external directories, perform the following steps:

Add a Directory to the Repository

To authenticate users and authorize users by mapping security profiles to entities in the directory, add the external
directory to the repository first.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Control Panel, Directory Integration, Add Directory to access the Add Directory Wizard, Click Next.
The Introduction/Directory Name page appears.

2. Specify the directory name to identify the directory when connecting to Active Directory in Directory Name.
3. Select the type of directory using one of the Directory Type options. The following options are available:

– Active Directory
– LDAP
– NDS
Default: Active Directory.

4. Click Next to go to the Server Details page.

Specify Directory Server Details

Use the Server Details wizard page to specify the name of the directory server holding the directory you are adding and
the port number to which you are connecting.

NOTE
For external directories that use Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), the certificate that the Lightweight Directory
Access Protocol (LDAP) server uses must be valid and certifiable through the Microsoft Windows certificate
authority chain.

Previous versions of Windows gave the LDAP developer the opportunity to verify certificates; however, Windows 2003
SSL enforces this for you.
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Follow these steps:

1. Enter the name of the name of the server supporting the directory in the Server Name field.
2. Enter the directory service's port number in the Port field.

The directory client always attempts to create a secure encrypted connection to the directory using the port specified
here. Some directories support port 389 for secure and insecure communications. Some directories also support port
636 as a secure-only channel. Your directory administrator can tell you which port to use. 
For the port specified, a secure channel is used if one is available; otherwise, if the port specified allows insecure
communication, this is used. (If insecure communication is not acceptable, the directory import is rejected with a
corresponding error message when you click Finish.)

NOTE
Common configuration policies for directories -- in particular, the Enable LDAP simple authentication policy --
can have an impact on whether authentication can take place over an insecure communication channel.

3. Click Next to go to the Directory Binding page.

NOTE
If, after adding an LDAP directory, the specified access port is changed, the original security authority is not
removed correctly and the security authority list may contain an invalid security authority. This has no functional
impact on CA Client Automation, but the original security authority is listed as valid in security dialogs. Removing
the extraneous security authority requires a tool from Technical Support. Contact your support representative
and request the cfspsetpass utility.

 Specify Directory Binding Information

Use the Directory Binding wizard page to specify whether you want to access the directory anonymously or with user
credentials.

Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Select the Use Anonymous Binding option. By default, this option is not selected (False).

NOTE
If selected, you may have limited or no access to the directory.

2. Enter the user name and password in the appropriate fields.
3. (Optional) Select the Use Secure Protocol (LDAPS) option. If you select this option, the secure LDAPS protocol is

used instead of LDAP. However, ensure that LDAPS is supported by the directory you are configuring.

NOTE
This field appears only if you are configuring an Active Directory or LDAP directory.

4. Click Next to go to the Base Directory Node page.

Specify the Base Directory Node Details

Use the Base Directory Node wizard page to specify the root node from which directory browsing starts.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Base Directory Node field, enter the Distinguished Name (DN) of the root object for browsing the current
directory.

NOTE
Try to use the lowest possible Base DN in the directory hierarchy as possible to ensure that searches are
more efficient. Your directory administrator can tell you the best value to use.

2. Click Next to go to the Choose Schema Mapping page.
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Choose Schema Mapping Attributes

Use the Choose Schema Mapping wizard page to specify the schema mapping for your directory. You can either select a
predefined, common schema map or define one of your own.

Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Select the Define New Mapping option if you want to use your own schema mapping. 
This option lets you define a mapping of the attribute names associated with data objects (such as users, computers,
and groups) in your external directory to those attribute names used by corresponding DSM objects.

2. Select a predefined schema map using one of the Schema Maps options. Valid options are Active Directory , eTrust
Directory, and NDS Directory. 
Default:Active Directory

3. Click Next to go to the Refine/Define Schema Mapping page.

Refine/Define Schema Mapping Details

The Refine/Define Schema Mapping wizard page lets you define a new schema map or refine the specified schema.
Schema of the directory defines the names and types of the attributes. Schema mapping translates a directory
objects attributes, or properties, as defined by that directory schema to a common schema used by other DSM-based
applications.

NOTE
A number of predefined schema maps are provided for the most popular schemata, including hard-coded maps
for the WinNT and UnixL providers.

Follow these steps:

1. When creating a new schema, enter a unique name for the schema map in the Schema Name field. Otherwise, this
field displays the name of the existing schema selected.
The appropriate mapping table appears, displaying the names and types of the attributes in the specified directory
schema.

2. (Optional) To change the default value of a DSM attribute, click that attribute in the mapping table.
The Attribute Mapping dialog appears.

3. (Optional) Change the value of one or more DSM attributes, and click OK.
The Attribute Mapping dialog closes, returning you to the wizard page.

4. Click Next to go to the Finish page.

See Schema Mapping for more information on schema.

Review Configuration Options and Add the Directory

The Finish wizard page summarizes the configuration settings and options you have selected for the directory. Click Finish
to complete the process of adding the specified directory to the repository, or click Back to change any of the settings and
options.

The external directory is now configured.

(Optional) Import a Certificate (LDAPS only)

When using LDAPS to secure access to a defined LDAP or OpenLDAP directory, the Windows server must be able
to trust the certificate from the LDAPS server. If the certificate is not from a trusted certificate authority, then you must
manually import the certificate to the certificate store to complete the configuration process for your new directory.

For detailed information about the wizards and dialogs in the following procedure, see the Microsoft documentation for
x.509 certificates.
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Follow these steps:

1. Locate ..\CA\DSM\bin\itrm_dsm_r11_root.der and double-click this file. 
The Import Certificate dialog appears.

2. Click Install Certificate.
The Certificate Import Wizard appears.

3. Click Next.
The Certificate Store wizard page appears.

4. Select the Place All Certificates in the Following Store option.
5. Click Browse.

The Select Certificate Store dialog appears.
6. Select the Show Physical Stores option.
7. Do one of the following:

– If the certificate is self-signed, expand Trusted Root Certification Authorities and select Local Computer.
– If the certificate is not self-signed, expand Third-Party Root Certification Authorities and select Local Computer.

WARNING
This step is essential. The certificate must be added to the physical store: otherwise, the current user's
store will be used and the certificate will not be available to the local system account used by CA Client
Automation.

8. Click OK.
The dialog closes, and you are returned to the wizard.

9. Click Next and Finish.
The import was successful message appears.

10. Click OK.
The specified certificate was added to the certificate store.

NOTE
You can also use the encUtilCmd certimport command to perform the same operation.

Verify the Configured Directory

After you add and configure the directory, you can verify whether the Configured directory is added to DSM Explorer.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Control Panel, Directory Integration, Configured Directories node.
The name and descriptions of all the configured external directories in the current domain is displayed. The description
column displays an LDAP URL for each of your Active Directory configured directories, if any.

The external directory is now configured.

(Optional) Update the Directory

You can also update the directory properties.

1. (Optional) Update a configured directory using Properties of a configured directory.
Update Directory dialog with the following tabs appears.

Update Directory Settings Tab

The Settings tab contains the main configuration options for directories.

This tab contains the following fields:
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• Directory Name
Specifies the directory, directory server, or NDS tree name as follows:
– Specifies the name used to identify the directory when connecting to Active Directory. It should be a name that the

directory itself can resolve to a directory server.
– Specifies the name of the directory server when connecting to a stand-alone directory (that is, not a distributed

directory like Active Directory) using LDAP. The name should be the full DNS name of the server that will be used
for directory access and authorization.

– Specifies the name of the NDS tree when connecting to Novell NDS.
Example: An Active Directory domain HQDirectory.com is hosted on machine FAKE_MACHINE. When configuring this
directory for integration, you could specify HQDirectory.com in this field, as Active Directory can successfully resolve
HQDirectory.com to FAKE_MACHINE.

• Directory Type
Specifies the type of directory. Valid options are Active Directory, LDAP, and NDS. By default, the directory type that
was specified when the directory was added is selected.

• Directory Server
Specifies the name of the server supporting the directory.

• Port
Specifies the directory service's port number. The directory client always attempts to create a secure encrypted
connection to the directory using the port specified here. Some directories support port 389 for secure and insecure
communications. Some directories also support port 636 as a secure-only channel. Your directory administrator can tell
you which port to use. 
For the port specified, a secure channel is used if one is available; otherwise, if the port specified allows insecure
communication, this is used. (If insecure communication is not acceptable, the directory import is rejected with a
corresponding error message when you click Finish.)

NOTE
Common configuration policies for directories -- in particular, the Enable LDAP simple authentication policy --
can have an impact on whether authentication can take place over an insecure communication channel. For
more information, see the Configuration Policy section of the DSM Explorer Help.

Default: 389 (for LDAP directories)
• Base DN

Specifies the Distinguished Name (DN) of the root object for browsing the current directory. Ask your directory
administrator for the best value to use.

NOTE
Because many directory searches may be performed from this base node, think carefully about the efficiency
and accuracy of the searches that will be performed. Try to use a Base DN as low in the directory hierarchy
as possible, as this will ensure that searches are more efficient.

• Information
Displays tips for selecting options or entering information in fields or dialogs.

Update Directory Security Tab

The Security tab provides security options for connecting to the directory.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Anonymous Binding
Specifies whether to use anonymous binding. By default, the value that was specified when the directory was added is
selected.

• User
Specifies the user's name if anonymous binding is not selected.

• Password
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Specifies the password of the specified user if anonymous binding is not selected.
• Information

Displays tips for selecting options or entering information in fields or dialogs.

Update Directory Schema Tab

The Schema tab provides configuration options for mapping directory attributes to the CA Client Automation schema.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Schema
Indicates the schema to be used. A number of predefined schema maps are provided for the most popular schema,
including hard-coded maps for the WinNT and UnixL providers. Choose one from the drop-down list.

• Information
Displays tips for selecting options or entering information in fields or dialogs.

Authenticate Using the Configured Directory

Authentication identifies members of a trusted computing base, based on the credentials provided. Add the external
directories as a security authority for DSM authorization operations. CA Client Automation authenticates a security object
to the external directory and uses the authenticated identity or group memberships for subsequent authorization calls.

For example, if you wish to allow a Linux DSM manager to authenticate Active Directory users using LDAP, then you
ensure that Active Directory is configured for the maximum security available. Use certificate services on the directory and
ensure that the Linux installation trusts the certification chain provided in the directories certificate.

Add a Security Profile

Creating a security profile means mapping a new one to either a user account or group provided by the current security
providers. You can select the users or groups who can access the system and add them to a security profile.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Security Profiles from the Security menu.
The Security Profiles dialog appears.

NOTE
You must have sufficient access rights to open this dialog; otherwise, a security error message is displayed.
Administrators have these access rights by default.

2. Click Add.
The Add Security Profiles dialog appears.

3. Select the security authority from the Available Directories tree, browse and click the required security principal.
You can view the selected security authority and principal in the Container Identifier and Names fields, respectively.

4. Double-click a principal in the tree, or click Add to List.
The security principals shown in the Names field are added to the List of security profiles.
To add more profiles, repeat the last two steps on the Add Security Profiles dialog.

5. Click OK.
The selected user account or group is mapped to the security profile and the Class Permissions dialog is displayed.

NOTE
If you have added more than one security principal, the Class Permissions dialog is not displayed. You must
select the profile in the Security Profiles dialog, and click Class Permissions.

6. In the Class Permissions dialog, select the object class to which you want to assign the rights.
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NOTE
You can select multiple object classes and specify the class permissions for all of them. For continuous
selection, press the Shift key and then click the objects; for random selection, press the Ctrl key and then
click the objects.

7. Select the permission in the Class access drop-down list, and click OK.
The given permissions are assigned to the new security profile.

The Add Security Profiles dialog displays a list of available security authorities: Windows NT domains, UNIX
authentication targets, external directories such as NDS and LDAP, and the X.509 certificate subsystem.

The manager stores the list of available security authorities. When running in a Windows NT domain environment, the
manager node will automatically calculate all explicit domain trusts available. You can see the list of available security
authorities from the Add Security Profiles dialog.

In some cases you may wish to use an implicitly trusted domain when creating security profiles - a domain that is not in
the directly calculated list.

The Security Profiles dialog allows you to add and remove authorities, but only within the Windows NT name-space
(winnt).

• To add an implicitly trusted domain, click Add and enter the domain name in the new dialog.
• To remove an implicitly trusted domain, highlight the domain you wish to remove and click Remove.

NOTE
Conferring trust is enforced by the operating system. You cannot add a domain and have the manager trust this
domain unless the underlying operating system already trusts the domain in question.

Predefined Access Types

The following example shows the results of various access rights on the Computer object class:

Class Access Resulting Permission
View Displays all computers under the All Computers folder.
Read Lets you view the properties of the computers.
Manage Lets you deploy a software package or run a job on a computer.
Change Lets you add a new computer or delete a computer.
Full Control Gives you full control on the computers.

Verify the Directory Authentication

To help ensure that the directory integration is successful, verify the directory authentication by logging into CA Client
Automation.

Follow these steps: on DSM Explorer

1. Specify the User Name and Password.
Defines the user name to log in. 
Default: DN format.

WARNING
When you want to use UID or SN formats for authentication, configure the value of configuration policy
appropriately. For more information, see Modify the Policy to Use a Different Username Format.

2. Select the security authority from the following list:
– Security Provider
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Specifies the security provider. As CA Client Automation uses the external directories, operating system user
account and groups for granting access rights, the operating system acts as the security provider. Select the
appropriate security provider, and the corresponding windows domain or directory appears.

– Windows Domain (Windows) / Directory (ldap)
Select the domain or the computer in which you have the user account. The configured directory that can access
CA Client Automation appears in the drop-down list.

3. Click Log in
Logs in to the system if the login credentials are correct.

Follow these steps: on Web Console Access

1. Select the Manager Name from the Web Console drop-down.
2. Specify the User Name and Password.

Defines the user name to log in. You can use DN format.

WARNING
When you want to use UID or SN format for authentication, configure the value of configuration policy
appropriately. For more information, see Modify the Policy to Use a Different Username Format.

3. Select the security authority from the following list:
– Security Provider

Specifies the security provider. As CA Client Automation uses the external directories, operating system user
account and groups for granting access rights, the operating system acts as the security provider. Select the
appropriate security provider, and the corresponding windows domain or directory appears.

– Windows Domain (Windows) / Directory (ldap)
Select the domain or the computer in which you have the user account. The configured directory that can access
CA Client Automation appears in the drop-down list.

4. Click Log in
Logs in to the system if the login credentials are correct.

NOTE
The administrator on the domain manager authenticates the user with access rights to the configured directory.

Modify the Policy to Use a Different Username Format

Configure the value of configuration policy only when you are not using the DN format for authentication. Use the Setting
Properties dialog to modify configuration policies to suit your specific requirements and environment.

NOTE
Before you can modify a policy, you must unseal it.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Configuration, Configuration Policy, Default Computer Policy, DSM, Common Components, Security,
Providers, Components, ldap.

2. Right-click Oracle ldap: Shortname Type  in the pane and select Setting Properties from the context menu.
Alternatively, click Setting Properties in the Tasks portlet.
The Setting Properties dialog opens.

3. In the Value field, select one of the following values to suit your needs:
– sn

Specifies the Short name for Oracle ldap.
– uid

Specifies the unique id for Oracle ldap.
4. Click OK. 

The new value specifies whether the user name supplied for authentication is sn or uid.
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NOTE
The sn must be unique for active directory-based ldap.

Understand the Schema Mapping Attributes

A schema map is a mapping of the attribute names associated with data objects (such as users, computers, and groups)
in an external directory to those attribute names used by corresponding DSM objects. The fixed and standard set of DSM
attribute names is used for querying directories and for formulating complex queries and reports.

Three predefined, common schema mappings are provided in CA Client Automation. You also have the option to create
your own custom schema based on the predefined schema set.

DSM Attribute Names

The following table lists the standard set of attribute names, with brief descriptions, used by DSM-based applications for
querying directories:

Attribute Name Description
objectClass The class of the objects
dc The domain controller
o Organization
ou Organizational unit
c Country
l Location
userDn User's distinguished name
userCn User's common name
userSn User's surname
givenName User's given name
displayName Display name
userName User name
userID User identifier
userPassword User password
memberOf The names/distinguished names of the groups in which a user is a

member
directReports The names/distinguished names of the people who report to this

user
streetAddress Street address
postalCode Postal code
company Company
department Department
email Email address
telephoneNumber Telephone number
jobTitle Job title
userDescription A description of the user
assetDn Computer's distinguished name
assetCn Computer's common name
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assetName Computer's name
dnsHostName DNS host name
operatingSystem Operating system
operatingSystemServicePack OS service pack
operatingSystemVersion OS version
assetDescription A description of the computer
groupDn Group's distinguished name
groupCn Group's common name
groupName Group's name
groupMembers The names/distinguished names of users who are members of the

group
groupDescription A description of the group.

 

Additionally, the DSM schema map contains fields that are not attribute names. They are the names of the object classes
that DSM-based applications use:

• The GUI uses computerMap, groupMap, and userMap to determine the type of nodes to display.
• The directory synchronization job uses userMap and computerMap.

The DSM schema map contains the following fields:

• computerMap 
Maps to the objectClass name representing a computer in the configured directory.

• groupMap
Maps to the objectClass name representing a group in the configured directory.

• userMap
Maps to the objectClass name representing a user in the configured directory.

• containerMap
Maps to the class name for container.

Active Directory Schema

The following table shows the Active Directory attribute names mapping to the DSM schema:

DSM Attribute Name Active Directory Attribute Name
objectClass objectClass
dc dc
c c
l l
userCn cn
userSn sn
givenName givenName
userName name
displayName displayName
userID name
userPassword userPassword
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memberOf memberOf
directReports directReports
streetAddress streetAddress
postalCode postalCode
company company
department department
email mail
telephoneNumber telephoneNumber
jobTitle title
userDescription description
assetCn cn
assetName name
dnsHostName dnsHostName
operatingSystem operatingSystem
operatingSystemServicePack operatingSystemServicePack
operatingSystemVersion operatingSystemVersion
assetDescription description
groupCn cn
groupName name
groupMembers member
groupDescription description
containerMap container
groupMap group
userMap user
computerMap computer
uniqueUserFields 1 -
uniqueUserFields 5

-

uniqueComputerFields 1 - uniqueComputerFields 5 -
userDn* distinguishedName
groupDn* distinguishedName
assetDn* distinguishedName
o* o
ou* ou

NOTE
The mapping for these attributes is fixed and cannot be changed. However, you can use these DSM attribute
names in queries.

Oracle Directory Schema

The following table shows the Oracle Directory attribute names mapping to the DSM schema:

DSM Attribute Name Oracle Attribute Name
objectClass objectClass
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dc dc
c c
l l
userCn cn
userSn Sn
givenName givenName
userName name
displayName displayName
userID name
userPassword userPassword
memberOf -
directReports -
streetAddress streetAddress
postalCode postalCode
company company
department departmentNumber
email mail
telephoneNumber telephoneNumber
jobTitle title
userDescription description
assetCn cn
assetName name
dnsHostName host
operatingSystem operatingSystem
operatingSystemServicePack operatingSystemServicePack
operatingSystemVersion operatingSystemVersion
assetDescription description
groupCn cn
groupName name
groupMembers member
groupDescription description
containerMap container
groupMap groupOfUniqueNames
userMap inetOrgPerson
computerMap computer
uniqueUserFields 1 -
uniqueUserFields 5

-

uniqueComputerFields 1 -
uniqueComputerFields 5

-

NOTE
The mapping for these attributes is fixed and cannot be changed. However, you can use these DSM attribute
names in queries.
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eTrust Directory Schema

The following table shows the eTrust Directory attribute names mapping to the DSM schema:

DSM Attribute Name eTrust Directory Attribute Name
objectClass objectClass
dc dc
c c
l l
userCn cn
userSn sn
givenName givenName
userName name
displayName displayName
userID name
userPassword userPassword
memberOf -
directReports -
streetAddress streetAddress
postalCode postalCode
company company
department departmentNumber
email mail
telephoneNumber telephoneNumber
jobTitle title
userDescription description
assetCn cn
assetName name
dnsHostName host
operatingSystem operatingSystem
operatingSystemServicePack operatingSystemServicePack
operatingSystemVersion operatingSystemVersion
assetDescription description
groupCn cn
groupName name
groupMembers member
groupDescription description
containerMap container
groupMap groupOfNames
userMap inetOrgPerson
computerMap device
uniqueUserFields 1 -
uniqueUserFields 5

-
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uniqueComputerFields 1 -
uniqueComputerFields 5

-

userDn* dn
groupDn* dn
assetDn* dn
o* o

NOTE
The mapping for these attributes is fixed and cannot be changed. However, you can use these DSM attribute
names in queries.

NDS Directory Schema

The following table shows the NDS attribute names mapping to the DSM schema:

DSM Attribute Name NDS Attribute Name
objectClass objectClass
dc dc
c c
l l
userCn cn
userSn Surname
givenName givenName
userName name
displayName displayName
userID name
userPassword userPassword
memberOf -
directReports -
streetAddress streetAddress
postalCode postalCode
company company
department departmentNumber
email mail
telephoneNumber telephoneNumber
jobTitle title
userDescription description
assetCn cn
assetName name
dnsHostName host
operatingSystem operatingSystem
operatingSystemServicePack operatingSystemServicePack
operatingSystemVersion operatingSystemVersion
assetDescription description
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groupCn cn
groupName name
groupMembers member
groupDescription description
containerMap container
groupMap group
userMap user
computerMap computer
uniqueComputerFields 1 -
uniqueComputerFields 5

-

uniqueUserFields 1 -
uniqueUserFields 5

-

userDn* dn
groupDn* dn
assetDn* dn
o* o
ou* ou

NOTE
The mapping for these attributes is fixed and cannot be changed. However, you can use these DSM attribute
names in queries.

Understand the Schema Mapping Attributes

A schema map is a mapping of the attribute names associated with data objects (such as users, computers, and groups)
in an external directory to those attribute names used by corresponding DSM objects. The fixed and standard set of DSM
attribute names is used for querying directories and for formulating complex queries and reports.

Three predefined, common schema mappings are provided in CA Client Automation. You also have the option to create
your own custom schema based on the predefined schema set.

Engines Folder
This section provides an overview of common engine functionality and configuration.

The tasks performed by the engine include the following:

• Updating databases with current information collected and provided by agents
• Querying the databases for any user-defined information about, for instance, computers or users
• Sending the query results to the DSM Explorer

The Engines Folder contains the following links:

• All Engines
Shows all engines on this domain.

• Engine Tasks
Opens the Engine Tasks subfolder where you can create, manage, and schedule engine tasks.

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.
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All Engines

When you work with engines under the Control Panel, you can view all linked tasks for a selected engine. You can also
add new tasks or link existing tasks to an engine, or use this item to stop or restart an engine.

All the engines defined for this domain are shown here.

The All Engines folder has the following features:

• System Delivery Engine
• SystemEngine

System Delivery Engine

The System Delivery Engine shows the list of currently available tasks and the progress of the running task.

SystemEngine

The SystemEngine pane shows the scheduled tasks due to run on the domain manager's main engine.

The Tasks pane has the following options:

• Start/Stop Engine
Toggles the activation of the engine.

• Activate Engine
Forces the engine to start the next scheduled tasks immediately.

• Add New Task
Opens the New Task Wizard where you can create a new task.

• Link Existing Task
Opens the Select Engine Task dialog where you can choose a task to deploy to the engine.

NOTE
For detailed information about engine trace settings and the engine logs, such as TRC_SystemEngine_#.log,
see the Implementation Guide.

Engine Tasks

The Engine Tasks pane shows all engine tasks and allows you to create, manage, and schedule engine tasks.

The Engine Tasks folder has the following subfolders:

• All Engine Tasks
Lists all defined Engine tasks.

• Collect Tasks
Lists all defined Engine Collect tasks.

• Query Tasks
Lists all defined Engine Query tasks.

• SQL Script Tasks
Lists all defined Engine SQL Script tasks.

• External Utility Tasks
Lists all defined Engine External Utility tasks.

• Scheduled Report Tasks
Lists all defined Engine Scheduled Report tasks.
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Manager Context Menu
Right-click any manager in the tree view to open the context menu.

The manager context menus contain the following options:

• Permissions
Opens the Object Permissions dialog where you can specify security profiles or take ownership of individual objects.

• Properties
Opens the Manager Properties dialog where you can view manager-specific and diagnostic information about the
current manager.

NOTE
In an enterprise console GUI, the Control Panel also includes the Domains context menu.

Managers in Domain Pane

The Managers in Domain pane shows the managers registered in this domain along with manager-related information,
such as host name, dates of creation and changing, and a description.

Object Permissions Dialog

The Object Permissions dialog displays the existing object permissions for all the security profiles.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Object Name
Displays the name of the selected object. If you have selected more than one object, this field states Multiple Objects.

• Object Class
Displays the object class name.

• Owner
Displays the name of the user who has ownership of the object. When the system is the owner, the ownership appears
as Unassigned. If you have selected more than one object with any of them having a different owner, the owner appear
as Multiple Owners.

• User Permissions
Displays the access rights of the currently logged in user, on the selected object.

• Security Areas
Opens the Security Area Linkages dialog that lets you define the security area linkages for the selected objects.

• Take Ownership
Assigns the ownership of the selected objects in the List of Security Profiles list view to the currently logged-in user.

WARNING
This action is irreversible even if you cancel the dialog.

• Display built-in certificate-based profiles
Displays the built-in certificate profiles such as the x509 certificate profiles, when selected.
Default: Not selected

• Check Box
Specifies whether the changes must be saved. When you change the access type, this check box gets selected
automatically. To restore the previous value, clear the check box.

NOTE
Do not manually select this check box. This does not change the access permissions.

• Security Profile Name
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Lists the security profiles that are added to the security system and authorized to access. Press Ctrl+a to select all
profiles in this dialog.

• Type
Displays the type of the security profile, which can be one of the following:
– Built-in Profiles

Includes the predefined profiles that are automatically created at the time of installation.
– Local Profiles

Includes the profiles that have any operating system user or group in the domain manager.
– Domain Profiles

Includes the profiles that have any operating system user or group in the domain of the domain manager or any of
its trusted domains.

When you sort on the Type field, it is done in the order shown: Built-in Profiles, Local Profiles, Domain Profiles.
• Object Permissions

Displays the object permission that each user or group has on the selected object.
• Object Access

Changes the access permissions for the selected security profile. This drop-down list is activated only when you click
on a security profile. The permissions modified in this dialog takes precedence over the Class and Group member
Permissions. Selecting Special access in this drop-down opens the Special Access dialog with all values set (with the
default VRWXDPO).
Default: Class Default, meaning the object inherits the permissions set for the object class.

NOTE
If your selection in the Special Access dialog corresponds to one of the predefined values (for example View and
Read), you can see the predefined value set as the Class Access. Otherwise, you see Special Access (without
dots) as the selected value. To access the original Special Access dialog again, select Special Access (with
dots).

Manager Properties Dialog

The Manager Properties dialog provides group-specific and diagnostic information about the current manager.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Name
Shows the manager name.

• Created
Displays the creation date and time of the manager.

• Changed
Displays the date and time the manager has been changed.

• Hostname
Displays the name of the computer that is hosting the manager.

• Components and Version
Shows the manager's plug-in components and version numbers in table format.

• Description
(Optional) Describes the group.

Configuration Folder
The Configuration folder lists all of the configuration-related items in the following subfolders:
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• Collect Tasks
• Collection Modules
• File Collection

NOTE
For information about collect tasks, collection modules, and file collection, see the Asset Management Help.

• Configuration Policy
• Configuration Views
• Configuration Jobs
• Software Job Management

NOTE
For information about software job management, see the Software Delivery Help.

• External Asset Recognition

NOTE
For information about external asset recognition, see the Asset Management Help.

NOTE
Available subfolders may vary depending on the products and components installed.

Configuration Policy

A configuration policy is a set of parameters that determines how a particular component behaves. It is a tool used to
automate routine maintenance and security tasks, and it makes possible centrally managed configurations of managers,
agents, and servers. A configuration policy is composed of settings that are grouped in nodes or folders in the DSM
Explorer.

As an administrator, you can control and enforce the configuration of such policies throughout your enterprise by applying
the default computer policy. You can also create customized policies and apply these policies to computers and groups
within your enterprise.

Configuration Policy Node

All configuration policies available in the domain are shown in the DSM Explorer tree under the Control Panel,
Configuration, Configuration Policy node. Upon installation a default policy with predefined settings is created under
the Default Computer Policy node. This policy and its settings act as a template for any new policies you create. You
can, however, change the default policy; if you do, any changes to the policy or its settings are also reflected in the new
policies.

NOTE

 The default computer policy is also used where no policy has been directly applied to a computer.

Configuration Nodes

The Configuration subnodes under any Computers and Users, Group Details node permit you to apply policies to assets
and groups. When this node is selected, the right pane of the DSM Explorer displays the active and scheduled policies
for this asset or group. The Active Policies portlet shows the policies that have been applied to an asset. This section also
indicates when policies are in conflict. Conflicting policy is also flagged in an event log.

Any number of policies can be applied to an asset or group using either the drag-and-drop method or the Copy and Paste,
Configuration Policies context menu options. In either case, the Schedule Policies dialog is invoked. Once scheduled for
activation, all the policy applications are displayed in the Scheduled Policies portlet of the right pane. Additionally, you can
use the New Configuration Job Wizard to assign a configuration policy to a group.
The policy object is protected by common security. You can define which users have permission to modify, create, or
delete a policy. The Object Permissions dialog lets you define the owners and permissions of the object.
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NOTE

For more information about common security and permissions, see the Common Security section of the DSM
Explorer Help.

 

 

Maintaining IT Assets Using Configuration Policies

Contents

As your system collects a large amount of valuable data for IT administration, it may exceed certain threshold values or
cause events to occur. In such cases, by assigning configuration policies to computers and groups, you can maintain
your IT assets and take action on critical data or on potential problems, such as low free-disk space, installation of
nonapproved software applications, or hardware components being added or removed without authorization. Be aware of
the following considerations when analyzing your policy needs and configuring plug-in components.

• Configuration Policy Settings
• Sealed and Unsealed Policies
• Setting Parameter Values

Configuration Policy Settings

A configuration policy is composed of settings that define the configuration of a component, for example, an agent or a
scalability server. Some examples of an agent policy are as follows:

• Defining the address of the manager to which the agent reports
• Setting communication timeout values

An example of a server policy is purging the event log every month.

Settings in gray have not been set. In this case, default settings are used. Settings can be switched between centrally
managed and locally managed by using either the context menu or the Tasks portlet. Locally managed settings are
indicated by the crossed-out table icon with a section reference mark.

Sealed and Unsealed Policies

Policies can be either sealed or unsealed. An unsealed policy can be modified when applied to an asset or a group; the
last sealed version is applied. A sealed policy is read-only. If the policy is unsealed, you can change the values defined
in the one of the default policy groups by drilling down to the required value and clicking the Properties toolbar button or
right-clicking and using a context menu option. A change to the default value is applied wherever a specific policy has not
been applied after the policy has been resealed.

NOTE

When a policy is sealed, only the parameters that are changed will be visible in the DSM Explorer tree.

Be aware of the following ownership conditions when modifying policies:

• If a policy is unsealed by one user, other users viewing the policies will still see the policy as sealed.
• If you try to unseal a policy that another user has already unsealed, you get the following message:

"This policy is already being edited by username. Please contact this user to arrange for the policy to be re-sealed. If
this is not possible, and you have to modify the policy, any changes can be rejected, and you can un-seal the policy.
Do you want to discard the changes that have been made by the other user?"
If you click Yes, the other user's changes are discarded and you get ownership of the unsealed policy.
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WARNING

Important! Do this only as a last resort.
• If you have a policy unsealed and another user forcibly unseals the policy, you get the following message:

"The policy policyname has been forcibly unsealed by username. Any changes you have made since unsealing the
policy have been lost. The policies will now be reloaded."
The policies are then reloaded to show their updated states.

NOTE

You can discard any changes you have made during an editing session by right-clicking the policy and clicking
Discard Changes in the context menu that appears.

Setting Parameter Values

You can create new policy objects and assign values to any number of the parameters that exist in the policy. A
configuration policy parameter can be one of the following:

• An integer with a predefined range
• A string with a minimum length (not always enforced) or a maximum length
• A Boolean value
• An enumeration (a value from a list of available values)
• A table structure

When a new policy is created, all the values in the policy are undefined. You can set parameter values within this new
policy object by right-clicking on the parameter and clicking Modify or by double-clicking on a parameter. This invokes the
Setting Properties dialog, which lets you modify the value of the selected parameter. For tables, the Modify Settings dialog
appears instead.

 

 

Configuration Policy Node - Group

The Configuration Policy node for any of the Computers and Users, Group Details subnodes in the DSM Explorer tree
defines the configuration policies that have been applied to the specified group. The active and scheduled policies for a
group appear in the corresponding Configuration Policy pane.

Configuration Policy Node - Asset

Contents

The Configuration Policy node for any asset under the Computers and Users node in the DSM Explorer tree lets you
specify, apply, and schedule policies for the current asset. The active and scheduled policies for an asset appear in the
corresponding Configuration Policy pane, where you can edit scheduled policies before activation.

The Active Policies portlet lists the policies that are active on the selected computer. The Scheduled Policies portlet shows
all of the policy configurations that have been scheduled.

An asset's current configuration status is displayed at the bottom of the Configuration Policy pane. Valid status values are
as follows:

• New
The computer has not yet registered with the common configuration (CCNF) manager.

• Active
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All assigned configuration policies were successfully applied.
• Waiting

A configuration job was sent to the target but there has been no reply yet.
• Scheduled

A configuration job is scheduled for this computer. The activation time may not have been reached or the manager
may be busy processing other jobs.

• Error
A configuration job for this computer has failed. If the job was created manually, the error condition should be checked
and resolved.

• Not reachable
The server tried to send a message to the target but failed. The message will be sent again after some time or when
the target contacts the server.

• Outdated
This computer is marked for an update of its configuration settings.

Right-clicking the Configuration Policy node invokes a context menu with the following menu commands:

• Remove all directly applied policies
Removes the listed policies from the current asset.
A message tells you that the policies are being removed and that it may take a short time until the new configuration
becomes active. Click OK to confirm.

• Request configuration report
Requests more detailed configuration information about this asset.

• View configuration report
Shows you the settings used for the current computer in the Reported Settings dialog.

Show Computer Configuration Information

The configuration of assets is policy-driven, and you can view an asset's configuration policies.

Follow these steps:

1. In the DSM Explorer tree view, navigate to the computer for which you want to show configuration information.
2. Click Configuration to display all the policy information for this computer in the Configuration pane.

Apply Configuration Policy to an Asset

After you create and seal a policy, apply it to an asset (a computer or group).

Follow these steps: (To an Asset)

1. Navigate to the Configuration Policy folder under the Control Panel node in the tree view.
2. Right-click the policy to apply, and select Copy from the context menu.
3. In the tree view, navigate to the asset, right-click it, and select Paste from the context menu.

The policy is applied to the asset.

Follow these steps: (To Multiple Assets or Groups)

1. Select the assets or groups in the tree view.
2. Right-click the highlighted targets and select Paste from the context menu.

Another context menu appears.
3. Click Configuration Policies.

The Schedule Policies dialog opens.
4. Schedule the policy to be activated.
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NOTE

When you apply policies to a single asset or group, the feature enables the Customize and Preview button.
The feature disables the button if you paste a policy to multiple assets or groups.

5. Click OK to apply the policy to the multiple assets or groups.

Schedule a Policy

Use the Schedule Policies dialog to schedule the activation time for a configuration policy. If you are applying policies to a
single asset, you can also preview and customize the settings.

Configuration policies are listed under the Scheduled Policies portlet. They are moved to the Active Policies portlet of the
Configuration Policy pane after activation.

Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Click Apply Policies at Next Possible Occurrence to activate the current configuration immediately.
2. Specify the day, month, and year to schedule activation of the configuration policy. Note that the date is initialized with

the current DSM Explorer box date, which may differ from the current date of the connected manager.
3. Specify the exact time for the specified date of activation. Note that the time is initialized with the current DSM Explorer

box time, which may differ from the current time of the connected manager.
4. (Optional) Click the Customize and Preview button to invoke the Customize and Preview Settings dialog, which lets

you preview and customize policy settings that are to be applied to a single asset.
5. Click OK.

The configuration policy is scheduled for activation by the manager at the specified date and time.

Customize Configuration Settings

You can customize configuration settings to your specific requirements and combine them with default configurations. Use
the Customize and Preview Settings dialog to view or modify the effective configuration settings for a computer.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Schedule Policies dialog, click Customize and Preview.
The Effective Settings dialog appears.

2. Expand the left pane tree view to select a parameter section.
3. Select the setting you want to personalize in the list view to the right, and click Customize.

The Setting Properties dialog opens.
4. Modify the value and click OK.

The new value is shown in the value column in the list view.

NOTE

To reset the value to the original value, click Use Effective.
5. Click OK in the Effective Settings dialog to confirm the modification.

The Setting Properties dialog closes and the new value is saved in the database. In addition, a Personalized Settings
icon is added under Scheduled Policies.

Cancel a Scheduled Configuration

Scheduled configurations are listed in the Scheduled Policies portlet. To cancel a scheduled configuration, click the X
button.

The configuration is removed from this section.
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Request a Configuration Report

You can request a report from the system for more detailed information about an asset's configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. In the DSM Explorer tree view, navigate to the computer for which you want to request a configuration report.
2. Click Configuration.

The Configuration pane appears.
3. Right-click Configuration Policy and click Request configuration report.

Remove All Configurations

Configurations that have been assigned to a target asset can be removed.

Follow these steps:

1. In the tree view, navigate to the asset from which you want the configurations to be removed.
2. Click Configuration and then Configuration Policy to display the policy information of this asset in the Configuration

pane.
The Active Policies portlet in the Configuration pane shows the configurations that are currently activated on this asset.

3. Click Remove All.
An informational message dialog opens.

4. Click OK.
The policies are removed from the Active Policies portlet.

Configuration Policy Node - Control Panel

Contents

The Configuration Policy node and corresponding pane contain the DSM default computer policy and any user-defined
policies. When you define a new configuration policy based on the default policy, a new configuration policy node is added
to this section of the DSM Explorer tree. Its policy groups are displayed correspondingly in the right pane, which is titled
with the specified configuration policy name. You can also copy an existing configuration policy and add it to the DSM
Explorer tree.

View the Properties of a Configuration Policy

Use the Configuration Policy Properties dialog to view the properties of an existing configuration policy. This dialog
displays the following information: policy name and description.

NOTE

The New Configuration Policy dialog is identical to this one, except the Name and Description fields are enabled
so that you can create a new configuration policy.

Create a New Policy

In addition to using the default policy, you can create new policies based on your specific requirements.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Configuration Policy node and select New Policy, or click Create New Policy in the Tasks portlet of the
right pane.The New Configuration Policy dialog opens.
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NOTE

Note: The New Configuration Policy dialog is identical to the Configuration Policy Properties dialog, except
the Name and Description fields are enabled, so that you can create a new configuration policy.

2. Enter the name of the new policy in the Name field.
3. (Optional) Enter a description for the new policy in the Description field.
4. Click OK.

The new policy is listed in the tree view and in the Configuration Policy pane.

NOTE

The default values for a newly created policy are inherited from the default policy.

Copy a Configuration Policy

In addition to creating new policies, you can copy existing policies based on your specific requirements.

 Follow these steps:

1. Expand the Configuration Policy node to display the available policies.
2. Right-click the policy you want to duplicate and click Copy.

NOTE

The policy you are copying must be sealed.
3. Right-click the Configuration Policy node and click Paste.
4. A duplicate policy is created with the name "Copy of <old name>."

If a policy named "Copy of <old name>" already exists, the duplicate policy name is "Copy of <old name>(2)."

Customize and Preview Configuration Policy Settings

Use the Customize and Preview Settings dialog to preview and optionally customize the policy configuration settings that
are going to be applied to the target computers.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate the configuration policy folders in the tree view and select a policy group folder.
The following information is displayed:
– Name

Displays the policy names within the selected policy group folder.
– Value

Displays the value of the selected configuration policy.
– Derived Policy

Displays the origin of a setting, that is, the source of inheritance for a defined policy.
– Applied To

Displays the name of the parent item to which the policy is applied.
– Description

Displays a full description of the selected policy.
– Information

Displays tips for selecting options or entering information in fields or dialogs.
2. (Optional) Click Customize to override the effective configuration setting, and redefine the policy setting.
3. (Optional) Click Use Effective to remove a customized configuration policy setting.
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Modify a Policy Using the Setting Properties Dialog

Use the Setting Properties dialog to modify configuration policies to suit your specific requirements and environment.
Settings that are displayed in gray have not been set. Unmanaged settings are indicated by the crossed-out table icon
with a section reference mark.

NOTE

Before you can modify a policy, you must unseal it.

Follow these steps: For example, to change the value of the default TCP port

1. Expand the following tree view items in the given order:
– Configuration
– Configuration Policy
– Default Computer Policy
– DSM
– Common Components
– Networking
– Protocols

2. Click TCP.
The TCP settings, their values, and their descriptions are shown in the TCP pane.

3. Right-click Port in the TCP pane and choose Setting Properties from the context menu.
Alternatively, click Setting Properties in the Tasks portlet or double-click Port.
The Setting Properties dialog opens.

4. In the Value field, change the value according to your needs. A value may be a string, number, or Boolean entry,
depending on the type of parameter. This parameter expects an integer value.

5. Click OK.
The new value is immediately shown in the list of settings and in the Details section.

NOTE

You can discard any changes you have made during an editing session by right-clicking the policy and clicking
Discard Changes in the context menu that appears.

Modify Settings (Tables)

Use the Modify Settings dialog to modify the policy settings for table structures, such as DTS share definitions.

NOTE

1. The Data Transport Service (DTS) is not available for some CA component plug-ins and applications.
2. Before you modify a policy, you must unseal it.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click a parameter and choose Setting Properties from the context menu.
If the policy has a table structure, the Modify Settings dialog appears and displays the policy name, description, and
the rows and values currently defined to the configuration policy.

2. Click Modify to change the existing values of the table structure.
Alternatively, double-click a table entry to change its value.

3. (Optional) Click Add Row to add a new row to the current table structure.
4. (Optional) Select a row and click Delete Row to delete the selected row.
5. Click OK.

Your changes to the table structure are saved.
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Configuration Policy Setting Status

The status of a configuration policy setting can be set to Centrally Managed (managed) or Locally Managed (unmanaged).
The chosen setting allows administrative control over configuration policy.

Centrally Managed

Controls the behavior of plug-in components. Managers push a Centrally Managed setting onto a remote computer.

This setting is indicated by a table icon with a section reference mark.

Locally Managed

Allows remote users to be able to control this setting. A Locally Managed setting is one that is configurable on the remote
computer.

This setting is indicated by the crossed-out table icon with a section reference mark.

Change Configuration Policy Setting to Locally Managed

You can change a centrally managed policy setting to an un-managed (Locally Managed) policy setting to enable users to
control their own configuration policy, as shown in the following example.

Follow these steps:

1. Expand the following tree view nodes in this order:
– Configuration
– Configuration Policy
– Default Computer Policy
– DSM
– Agent
– Common Configuration

2. Click Common Configuration.
All the setting names, values, and descriptions are shown in the common configuration pane.

3. Select Message expiration.
In the Tasks portlet, click Make Locally Managed.
Alternatively, right-click and select Setting, Locally Managed from the context menu.
The Message expiration setting status is set to Locally Managed.

Change Configuration Policy Setting to Centrally Managed

You can change an unmanaged (Locally Managed) policy setting to a centrally managed policy setting to have
administrative control over configuration policy, as shown in the following example.

Follow these steps:

1. Expand the following tree view nodes in this order:
– Configuration
– Configuration Policy
– Default Computer Policy
– DSM
– Agent
– Common Configuration

2. Click Common Configuration.
All the setting names, values, and descriptions are shown in the common configuration pane.

3. Select Message expiration.
In the Tasks portlet, click Make Centrally Managed.
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Alternatively, right-click and select Setting, Centrally Managed from the context menu.
The Message expiration setting status is set to Centrally Managed and its value is displayed.

Reset a Value to Default

For user-defined policies only, you can remove the current value from a setting at any time and reset it to the default
value.

Follow these steps:

1. Unseal the policy and navigate through the tree view to select the specific setting.
2. In the Tasks portlet, click Use Default Value.

Alternatively, right-click the setting and select Use Default Value from the context menu.
The value of the setting is reset to its original default value.

3. Seal the policy.

NOTE

This applies only to user-defined policy values, not to the default policy.

Seal a Policy

A policy must be sealed before you can assign the configuration to an asset. An unsealed configuration is indicated by a
computer icon with a section reference mark:

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click an unsealed policy in the tree view or in the Configuration Policy pane.
A context menu appears.

2. Select Seal from the context menu, or click Seal in the Tasks portlet of the Configuration Policy pane.
The policy is sealed and marked with a padlock icon.

Unseal a Policy

You must unseal a policy before you can modify its configuration settings. A sealed policy is marked by a padlock icon: 

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click a sealed policy in the tree view or in the Configuration Policy pane.
A context menu opens.

2. Select Un-Seal from the context menu, or click Unseal in the Tasks portlet of the Configuration Policy pane.
The policy is unsealed and marked with a computer icon with a section reference mark.

Policy Updates

If an existing policy has already been distributed and is later updated, the update will be automatically propagated to all
the targets.

Delete a Policy

If you do not need a policy any longer, you can delete it.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the policy in the tree view or in the Configuration Policy pane.The context menu opens.
2. Select Delete from the context menu, or click Delete Policy in the Tasks portlet of the Configuration Policy pane.

A standard Confirm Deletion dialog appears.
3. Click OK.
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The policy is removed from the policy list and deleted permanently.

NOTE

Deleting a policy automatically removes it from the assets to which it is assigned.

Policy Updates

If an existing policy has already been distributed and is later updated, the update will be automatically propagated to all
the targets.

Reset a Value to Default

For user-defined policies only, you can remove the current value from a setting at any time and reset it to the default
value.

To reset a value to the default value

1. Unseal the policy and navigate through the tree view to select the specific setting.
2. In the Tasks portlet, click Use Default Value.

Alternatively, right-click the setting and select Use Default Value from the context menu.
The value of the setting is reset to its original default value.

3. Seal the policy.

NOTE

This applies only to user-defined policy values, not to the default policy.

 

Seal a Policy

A policy must be sealed before you can assign the configuration to an asset. An unsealed configuration is indicated by a
computer icon with a section reference mark:

To seal a policy

1. Right-click an unsealed policy in the tree view or in the Configuration Policy pane.A context menu appears.
2. Select Seal from the context menu, or click Seal in the Tasks portlet of the Configuration Policy pane.

The policy is sealed and marked with a padlock icon.

 

Unseal a Policy

You must unseal a policy before you can modify its configuration settings. A sealed policy is marked by a padlock icon:

To unseal a policy

1. Right-click a sealed policy in the tree view or in the Configuration Policy pane.A context menu opens.
2. Select Un-Seal from the context menu, or click Unseal in the Tasks portlet of the Configuration Policy pane.

The policy is unsealed and marked with a computer icon with a section reference mark.

Default Computer Policy Node

Default policy is applied to computer groups upon installation, and it is the template used when creating the first new
configuration policy. You can modify the DSM default policy and create new policies based on the default policy. User-
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defined policies are added as new policy nodes under the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy node in the
DSM Explorer tree at the same level as the Default Computer Policy node.

DSM Node

Upon installation a default policy with predefined settings is created under the Default Computer Policy, DSM node. This
policy and its settings act as a template for any new policies you create. You can, however, change the default policy; if
you do, any changes to the policy or its settings are also reflected in the new policies.

Configuration Parameter Nodes

The Configuration Policy node in the DSM Explorer tree contains configuration parameter subnodes. Because the
Configuration Policy node is dynamic, the Default Computer Policy, DSM node displays both common and plug-in specific
nodes depending on what DSM-based applications or component plug-ins are installed.

The following configuration parameter subnodes, or folders, contain configuration policies:

• Administration Console
• Agent
• Asset Maintenance System (AMS)
• Common Components
• Data Transport Service (DTS)*
• Manager
• Notification
• Remote Control*
• Scalability Server
• Service Desk Integration*
• Software Delivery*
• Web Services

* Indicates component-specific configuration policies.

Each corresponding pane contains the following fields:

• Information
Displays pane-specific tips for selecting options or entering information.

• Name
Displays the name for each policy.

• Value
Displays the value of each policy. A value may be a string, integer, or Boolean entry depending on the type of policy.

• Description
Displays the folder or property description for each policy group.

NOTE

Note: When a computer policy is centrally managed, the value entered is propagated to all computers
referencing the policy.

 

Administration Console Policy Group

Contents

The Administration Console policy group lets you view or edit the following policies for the DSM Explorer. You can modify
policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.
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The Administration Console policy group contains the following policies.

• Callback interval
Specifies the wait time interval in seconds for the callback function.
Default: 1

• Maximum batch size
Specifies the maximum number of objects that the DSM Explorer processes at a time.
Default: 3

• Session Messaging timeout
Specifies the wait time interval in seconds for session messaging to return a result.
Default: 300

• DSM Reporter: SQL Transaction isolation level
The SQL transaction isolation levels supported by DSM Reporter. The parameter is applicable only for Microsoft SQL
server database. Select a value to configure the isolation level:
Read committed
This option allows to generate the report, only after completion of database updates that are in progress. This reduces
the report execution time.
Read Uncommitted
This option allows to generate the report with the current snapshot, and avoids the database locks if any parallel
database updates are in progress. This makes the report execution faster compared to Read Committed mode. The
report uses the data snapshot when the report execution is started.

The Administration Console policy group also contains the following policy group folder:
Asset Management

Asset Management (Administration Console) Policy Group

The Asset Management policy group contains the following policy:

RVI Edit URL

Specifies whether the RVI agent URL can be manually entered or edited in the virtual host inventory collect task. If the
collect task is based on the host name, the RVI agent URL field is automatically populated in the collect task regardless of
the value set for this policy.

If True, the RVI agent URL field is enabled and you can edit the URL.

NOTE

If you make subsequent changes to the Host Name field, update the RVI agent URL field.

If False, you cannot edit the Web Service URL and the field is disabled.

Default: False, <locally managed>

Agent Policy Group

The Agent policy group lets you view or edit the existing policy properties for the common configuration agent.

• Register all logged on units
This policy controls the behavior of the "caf register all" feature and the automatic agent registration that occurs when a
network address change is detected.
– 1 (True): All known units are registered.
– 0 (False): Only currently logged-on units are registered.

Default: False
• Use the operating system name for this agent

This policy determines whether the host name is used for this Agent. 
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– 1 (True): The operating system name for the Agent is used. 
– 0 (False): You can specify any name you want in the Agent Name field of the DSM Common Agent Properties

dialog. You can distinguish sets of computers that have the same OS name.
Default: True

• Lock the host UUID of agent
This policy locks the Host UUID on the Agent. A hardware change usually results in the change of the Host UUID. If
you do not want to change the host UUID, you can lock the host UUID.
– 0 (False): Agent generates new Host UUID for hardware change.
– 1 (True): User can lock the Host UUID on the Agent and can apply policy to the appropriate computers or groups.

Default Value: 0

The Agent policy group also contains the following subfolders:

• Asset Management
• Common Agent
• Common Configuration
• Jobs

NOTE
Available categories and options vary depending on the products and components installed.

Asset Management Policy Group (Agent)

The Asset Management policy group contains the following policy:

 RVI Legacy Inventory

Specifies whether VMware ESX virtualization inventory appears in the DSM Explorer in its legacy location under All
Computers and in its new location.

If set to True, legacy VMware ESX virtualization inventory is displayed in both places in the DSM Explorer tree. If False,
legacy VMware ESX virtualization inventory is displayed only in the new location.

The following table indicates legacy and current locations for VMware ESX inventory:

Legacy 12.5 Nodes Current Nodes
Configuration Virtualization/VMware ESX Configuration
Supported Features Virtualization/VMware ESX Configuration/Supported Features
Virtualization/Datastores Virtualization/VMware ESX Datastores
Virtualization/Service Console Virtualization/VMware ESX Service Console

Note:  This node is available only for VMware ESX, not VMware
ESXi.

Default: False, <locally managed>

Intellisig Default Execution Timeout

Specifies the default execution timeout for each of the Intellisig scripts run on a computer. In special circumstances, an
Intellisig can be configured with its own timeout value. Specify the default timeout value in minutes.

Common Agent Policy Group

Contents
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The Common Agent policy group lets you view or edit the existing policy properties for the common agent. It contains the
following subfolders:

• Common
• Software Delivery
• Software Delivery Docking Devices

NOTE

Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

Common Policy Group (Common Agent)

The Common policy group contains the following policies. You can modify the policy parameter values by double-clicking
a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Location Awareness
Defines whether the agent uses location awareness system or not.
Default: <false>

• Scalability server address
Specifies the address of the scalability server to which this agent registers.
Default: <locally managed>

 

Common Configuration Policy Group (Agent)

The Common Configuration policy group contains the following common configuration agent and Configuration and State
Management (CSM) agent policies. You can modify policy parameter values using either the Common Configuration
configuration view or the Setting Properties dialog.

• Delta-report interval
Indicates the time in minutes to pass before the common configuration agent sends a delta report. If set to 0 (zero),
delta reports are not enabled.
Limits: 0–8409600
Default: 60

• Delta-report retry interval
Indicates the time in minutes to pass before the common configuration agent resends a delta report to a target
computer that has not replied.
Limits: 10–8409600
Default: 60

• Hello interval
Specifies the time in seconds between "heartbeat" messages from the CSM agent. Heartbeat messages are status
messages sent at regular intervals—in seconds—to the server to signal that an agent is functioning correctly.
Limits: 60–604800
Default: 43200, <locally managed>

• Hello message retry - stage one
Specifies the number of seconds between "heartbeat" messages from the CSM agent when it has not received a
message from the server. This value should be smaller than the value set for Hello message retry - stage two.
Limits: 60–86400
Default: 120, <locally managed>

• Hello message retry - stage two
Specifies the number of seconds between "heartbeat" messages from the CSM agent when it has not received a
message from the server and the agent is already running at the interval option specified for Hello message retry
deceleration. This value should be greater than the value set for Hello message retry - stage one.
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Limits: 60–86400
Default: 2700, <locally managed>

• Hello message retry deceleration
Specifies the number of seconds after startup when the CSM agent starts to use the Hello message retry - stage two
interval for "heartbeat" messages.
Limits: 60–86400
Default: 900, <locally managed>

• Message expiration
Specifies the lifetime in seconds for messages from the CSM agent to the CSM server.
Limits: 60–86400
Default: 3600, <locally managed>

• Plugin check interval
Specifies the time in seconds for activation of CSM agent plug-ins like Common Configuration and OSIM.
Limits: 60–3600
Default: 180, <locally managed>

• Poll interval
Specifies the time in seconds between server polls by the CSM agent. If set to 0 (zero), server polling is disabled. This
policy should be activated only if the agent is behind a NAT router.
Limits: 0–86400
Default: 0, <locally managed>

Jobs Policy Group

The Jobs policy group permits an administrator to block the execution of asset management and software delivery jobs.
You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

 

NOTE

Available categories and options might vary depending on the products and components installed.

 

Restrict job execution

Indicates whether asset management and software delivery jobs are disabled on the target agent. Valid values are True
and False.

NOTE

If this policy is locally managed, you can change the policy on the target agent using the DSM Properties -
Common Agent dialog, which is accessible from the system tray or by using the caf restrictjobs command. (For
more information, type/? at the command prompt.)

Default: False

Asset Maintenance System Policy Group

The Asset Maintenance System (AMS) policy group lets you view or edit the following policy for AMS. You can modify
policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• url
Specifies the URL for Asset Maintenance System (AMS) Web Services, for example, http://myhost/AMS/login.do.
Replace myhost with the name of the web server that hosts AMS.
Default: <locally managed>.

Common Components Policy Group
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The Common Components policy group lets you view or edit the existing policy properties for the various CA plug-in
components. It contains the following policy group folders:

• CAF
• Directories
• Docking Devices
• ENC Gateway
• Encryption
• Event Logging
• File Transfer Server
• Networking
• registration
• rebranding
• Security

 

CAF Policy Group

The CAF policy group lets you view or edit the existing computer policy properties for the Common Application Framework
(CAF). It contains the following subfolders:

• General
• Messenger
• Plugins
• Scheduler
• Shutdown
• System Tray
• Wake-On-LAN

General Policy Group - CAF

Contents

The General policy group specifies a number of miscellaneous CAF properties. You can modify policy parameter values
by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• CAF: Address change command
Specifies the script to run when CAF detects a network IP address change.
Default: empty

• CAF: Enable remote CLI commands
Allows an administrator to control remote access to CAF through its command line. 
Valid values are as follows:
– 0

Disallows remote access.
– 1

Disallows the following administrator commands: start, stop, and kill a plug-in.
– 2

Allows full access.
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NOTE

 When CAF is locked down, it will refuse CLI commands issued from a remote computer. It will always
accept commands typed on the local computer. When a command is refused, an explanatory message is
returned to the user.

Default: 2
• CAF: Reaper timeout

Indicates the time in seconds after which CAF decides that a process has to be ended. This policy is used when
CAF sends a message to a worker process along the connecting pipe and that worker has stopped for some reason,
potentially causing CAF to stop also. This occurs with the stop and full status commands. A value of 0 disables this
feature.
Default: 60

• CAF: Reboot command
Specifies the custom reboot program to use instead of the operating system API. This policy is typically used for
specialized hardware that requires customized actions to be performed before the reboot takes place. To revert to the
OS reboot API, clear the Reboot cmd value.
Default: emptyExample: "myshutdown -r -t 5"

• CAF: Shutdown command
Indicates the CLI command to execute when CAF shuts down. This command or script is executed after all plug-ins
except messaging and configuration have stopped.
Default: empty

• CAF: Startup command
Indicates the CLI command to execute when CAF starts up. This command or script is executed after messaging and
configuration have started but before any other plug-ins.
Default: empty

• CAF Dialog: bitmap filename
Specifies the path name of a bitmap file that is used to customize the reboot/logoff countdown dialog. The bitmap must
be 500 x 65 pixels in size.
Default: empty

• CAF Dialog: Enable dialog
Specifies whether a reboot/logoff countdown dialog is displayed. If this policy is set to True, the countdown dialog is
displayed, letting the user do one of the following:
– Defer, or postpone, the reboot/logoff a set number of times
– Cancel the reboot/logoff
– Reboot or log off immediately, whichever is appropriate

Depending on which buttons are enabled, focus is initially set in order of preference to Defer (or Postpone), Cancel,
and then Reboot Now or Logoff Now. When the Defer button is clicked, it becomes disabled if the maximum number
of deferrals has been reached, and focus is then set to Cancel, or if this button is also disabled, to Reboot Now or
Logoff Now.

NOTE

 All three buttons have accelerators, or "hot keys," in Windows and Linux. The current English hot
keys are:+c for Cancel,+d for Defer, and+n for Reboot Now/Logoff Now.If set to False, CAF reboots
immediately and no countdown takes place. A value of False is useful on specialized hardware that may
not allow user interaction with a dialog.

Default: True
• CAF Dialog: Hide dialog on defer

If a reboot or logoff is ordered by Software Delivery, Remote Control, or some other application or component, displays
a reboot/logoff dialog that provides a countdown and a Postpone button, permitting the user to defer the operation for
short time. If this policy is set to True, the dialog is hidden when the Postpone button is clicked.
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Default: False
• CAF Dialog: Reappearance time

If the CAF Dialog: Hide on defer policy is enabled, specifies the number of seconds before the reboot or logoff
operation begins, at which time the reboot/logoff countdown dialog reappears.
Default: 60

Postpone Computer Shutdown

You can let CAF postpone the scheduled shut down of a computer when DSM agents are running on the computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to DSM, Common Components, CAF, General, Postpone CAF Power Save.
2. Enable the following parameters:

– CAF Plugin: Software Delivery Agent parameter
– CAF Plugin: Asset Management Agent

Messenger Policy Group

The Messenger policy group contains the following policy for controlling how CAF uses session messaging. You can
modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• CAF: Use CAM-WorldView integration
If set to True, the underlying CAM protocol integrates with the WorldView component of CCS.
Default: False

plugins Policy Group

Contents

The Plugins policy group contains the following folders for CAF service-related policies that affect plug-ins:

• Asset Management agent
• CAF Service Locator
• Common Agent
• Remote Control host agent
• Software Delivery agent

Asset Management agent Policy Group

The Asset Management agent policy group includes the following policies for the Asset Management agent plug-in. You
can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Show in notification area
Specifies whether the notification icon for the specified agent is to be displayed in the system tray, allowing quick
access to that agent.
Default: True

 

CAF Service Locator Policy Group

The CAF Service Locator policy group controls the discovery processes for CAF services on the network. When running
in CAF server mode, the cfsvclocator component responds to discovery requests. When running in client mode, that is, in
the CAF command line interface (CLI) or some other application, it sends requests and collects responses from servers.

The CAF Service Locator policy group contains the following policy:
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• CAF Service Locator: Exclusion list
Specifies the list of services that a server will not report in response to a discovery request. Enter the service names
separated by spaces.
Default: empty

The CAF Service Locator policy group also contains the following policy group folders:

• Client
• Server

Client Policy Group (CAF Service Locator)

The Client policy group contains the following policy for the discovery client. You can modify policy parameter values by
double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• CAF Service Locator: Client port number
Indicates the UDP port number on which the discovery client listens for responses from servers.
Default: 3001

Server Policy Group (CAF Service Locator)

The Server policy group contains the following policy for the discovery server. You can modify policy parameter values by
double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• CAF Service Locator: Server port number
Indicates the UDP port number on which the discovery server listens for requests from clients.
Default: 3002

Common Agent Policy Group

The Common Agent policy group includes the following policies for the DSM common agent plug-in. You can modify policy
parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Show in notification area
Specifies whether the notification icon for the specified agent is to be displayed in the system tray, allowing quick
access to that agent.
Default: True

Remote Control host agent Policy Group

The Remote Control host agent policy group includes the following policies for the Remote Control host agent plug-in. You
can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Show in notification area
Specifies whether the notification icon for the specified agent is to be displayed in the system tray, allowing quick
access to that agent.
Default: True

Software Delivery agent Policy Group

The Software Delivery agent policy group includes the following policies for the Software Delivery agent plug-in. You can
modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Show in notification area
Specifies whether the notification icon for the specified agent is to be displayed in the system tray, allowing quick
access to that agent.
Default: True
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Scheduler Policy Group

Contents

The Scheduler policy group lets you view or edit the existing policy properties for the Common Application Framework
(CAF) scheduler. It also contains folders for scheduled jobs that CAF will run at the times specified. Each scheduled job
has the same properties but different values.

The Scheduler policy group contains the following policies:

• CAF Scheduler: enabled
Indicates whether the CAF scheduler is enabled. If True, jobs will run if they are individually enabled (see each job
folder). If False, no jobs will run.
Default: True

The Scheduler policy group also contains the following job folders:

• Refresh Location Aware
• Refresh Registration
• Run Mirrorsync
• Run the UAM agent
• Run the UAM agent in USD hint mode

 

NOTE

 Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

Refresh Registration Policy Group 

The Refresh Registration policy group folder contains a job that makes CAF register with the server at regular intervals.
You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

 

• CAF Scheduler: command line
Denotes the CAF command that performs this job.
Default: register

• CAF Scheduler: Days to exclude
Lists the days that are excluded from the schedule. Specify any combination of the following values: monday, tuesday,
wednesday, thursday, friday, saturday, and sunday. Multiple values are separated by spaces.
Default: empty

• CAF Scheduler: Enabled
Indicates whether the refresh registration job is enabled.
Default: True

• CAF Scheduler: Hour
For daily schedules, specifies the hour at which the job is scheduled to run. This policy is not used for hourly and
minute schedules.
Default: 12

• CAF Scheduler: Hours to exclude
Lists the hours that are excluded from the schedule. Specify hours using the 24-hour clock. Multiple values are
separated by spaces.
Default: empty

• CAF Scheduler: Minute
For daily schedules, specifies the minute past the hour at which the job is scheduled to run. This policy is not used for
minute jobs.
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Default: 0
• CAF Scheduler: Random minutes

Specifies the number of minutes to be added to a random_minute job. The job executes at the specified time plus a
random number of minutes up to the value set here. This policy allows a job to run at "fuzzy" regular intervals; that is, it
helps to spread the load on servers by partially randomizing the time at which agents make contact.
Default: 90

• CAF Scheduler: Random now time
Specifies the time in seconds within which a random_now job is initiated. The job executes within a random number of
seconds up to the value of Random now time. This policy ensures that computers that start up together do not all fire
their jobs at the same time.
Default: 0

• CAF Scheduler: Repeat
Indicates the time interval between repetitions of the job. This value depends on the job type. For example, if the type
is day, this value represents the number of days between jobs.
Default: 1

• CAF Scheduler: Type of Job
Specifies the type of schedule interval. Valid values are day, hour, and minute. You can also add the following optional
qualifiers:
– random

Runs the job with a random time added to the specified job time, up to the value of Random Minutes.
– random_hour

Runs at a random hour during the day.
– random_minute

Runs at a random minute during the hour.
– now

Starts the job immediately as well as after the specified job time.

NOTE

 Multiple values are separated by spaces.

Examples: This sample schedule runs the amagent every day at 2:30 p.m.:
type="day", repeat=1, hour=14, minute=30, cmd="start amagent" 

This sample schedule runs the amagent when CAF starts up and thereafter every day at a random time between
1:00 a.m. and 2:30 a.m. except on a weekend:
type="day now random", hour=1, minute=0, randomminutes=90, excludedays="Saturday Sunday", cmd="start

 amagent" 

Default: now day random

 

Schedule the Mirror Synchronization

Schedule the mirror synchronization to automatically synchronize the mirror with its parent repository at the scheduled
time. The mirror repository is created when the synchronization job runs successfully for the first time after you have
defined the mirror synchronization details.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration Policy.
2. Right-click the configuration policy that you applied on computers hosting mirrors and select Unseal.
3. Navigate to DSM, Common Components, CAF, Scheduler, Run Mirrorsync from DSM Explorer.
4. Select CAF Scheduler : Enabled and set the value to true.
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5. Configure the other parameters under the Run Mirrorsync node to specify the mirror synchronization schedule. For
more information about the scheduling parameter, press F1.

6. Seal and apply the policy on computers that host the mirror repositories.
The mirror synchronization is scheduled. At the scheduled time, the CAF Scheduler synchronizes the mirror with the
parent repository.

Run the UAM agent Policy Group

The Run the UAM agent policy group folder contains a job that runs the asset management agent at regular intervals. You
can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

NOTE

 Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• CAF Scheduler: command line
Denotes the CAF command that performs this job.

NOTE

 This command executes the amagent immediately but has no effect on the schedule interval. To change this
interval, you can create a new configuration job using the New Configuration Job Wizard.

Default: start amagent
• CAF Scheduler: Days to exclude

Lists the days that are excluded from the schedule. Specify any combination of the following values: monday, tuesday,
wednesday, thursday, friday, saturday, and sunday. Multiple values are separated by spaces.
Default: empty

• CAF Scheduler: Enabled
Indicates whether the asset management agent job is enabled.
Default: True

• CAF Scheduler: Hour
For daily schedules, specifies the hour at which the job is scheduled to run. This policy is not used for hourly and
minute schedules.
Default: 1

• CAF Scheduler: Hours to exclude
Lists the hours that are excluded from the schedule. Specify hours using the 24-hour clock. Multiple values are
separated by spaces.
Default: empty

• CAF Scheduler: Minute
For daily schedules, specifies the minute past the hour at which the job is scheduled to run. This policy is not used for
minute jobs.
Default: 0

• CAF Scheduler: Random minutes
Specifies the number of minutes to be added to a random_minute job. The job executes at the specified time plus a
random number of minutes up to the value set here. This policy allows a job to run at "fuzzy" regular intervals; that is, it
helps to spread the load on servers by partially randomizing the time at which agents make contact.
Default: 10

• CAF Scheduler: Random now time
Specifies the time in seconds within which a random_now job is initiated. The job executes within a random number of
seconds up to the value of Random now time. This policy ensures that computers that start up together do not all fire
their jobs at the same time.
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Default: 0
• CAF Scheduler: Repeat

Indicates the time interval between repetitions of the job. This value depends on the job type. For example, if the type
is day, this value represents the number of days between jobs.
Default: 1

• CAF Scheduler: Type of Job
Specifies the type of schedule interval. Valid values are day, hour, and minute. You can also add the following optional
qualifiers:
– random

Runs the job with a random time added to the specified job time, up to the value of Random Minutes.
– random_hour

Runs at a random hour during the day.
– random_minute

Runs at a random minute during the hour.
– now

Starts the job immediately as well as after the specified job time.
 

NOTE

 Multiple values are separated by spaces.

Examples: This sample schedule runs the amagent every day at 2:30 p.m.:
type="day", repeat=1, hour=14, minute=30, cmd="start amagent" 

This sample schedule runs the amagent when CAF starts up and thereafter every day at a random time between
1:00 a.m. and 2:30 a.m. except on a weekend:
type="day now random", hour=1, minute=0, randomminutes=90, excludedays="Saturday Sunday", cmd="start

 amagent"

Default: day

Run the UAM agent in USD hint mode Policy Group

The Run the UAM agent in USD hint mode policy group folder contains a job that runs the asset management agent in
USD hint mode at regular intervals. This job specifies that the asset management agent check for cues, or "hints," from
the software delivery agent plug-in that new software has been installed and that the asset management agent should
subsequently re-scan for software. Using the CAF Scheduler: Repeat policy, you can specify how often to check for a hint
from the USD agent plug-in.

You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

NOTE

 Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• CAF Scheduler: command line
Denotes the CAF command that performs this job.
Default: start amagent args -HINT

• CAF Scheduler: Days to exclude
Lists the days that are excluded from the schedule. Specify any combination of the following values: monday, tuesday,
wednesday, thursday, friday, saturday, and sunday. Multiple values are separated by spaces.
Default: empty

• CAF Scheduler: Enabled
Indicates whether the asset management agent in USD hint mode job is enabled.
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Default: True
• CAF Scheduler: Hour

For daily schedules, specifies the hour at which the job is scheduled to run. This policy is not used for hourly and
minute schedules.
Default: 0

• CAF Scheduler: Hours to exclude
Lists the hours that are excluded from the schedule. Specify hours using the 24-hour clock. Multiple values are
separated by spaces.
Default: empty

• CAF Scheduler: Minute
For daily schedules, specifies the minute past the hour at which the job is scheduled to run. This policy is not used for
minute jobs.
Default: 0

• CAF Scheduler: Random minutes
Specifies the number of minutes to be added to a random_minute job. The job executes at the specified time plus a
random number of minutes up to the value set here. This policy allows a job to run at "fuzzy" regular intervals; that is, it
helps to spread the load on servers by partially randomizing the time at which agents make contact.
Default: 10

• CAF Scheduler: Random now time
Specifies the time in seconds within which a random_now job is initiated. The job executes within a random number of
seconds up to the value of Random now time. This policy ensures that computers that start up together do not all fire
their jobs at the same time.
Default: 0

• CAF Scheduler: Repeat number
Indicates the time interval between repetitions of the job. This value depends on the job type. For example, if the type
is day, this value represents the number of days between jobs.
Default: 1

• CAF Scheduler: Type of Job
Specifies the type of schedule interval. Valid values are day, hour, and minute. You can also add the following optional
qualifiers:
– random

Runs the job with a random time added to the specified job time, up to the value of Random Minutes.
– random_hour

Runs at a random hour during the day.
– random_minute

Runs at a random minute during the hour.
– now

Starts the job immediately as well as after the specified job time.
 

NOTE

 Multiple values are separated by spaces.

Examples: This sample schedule runs the amagent every day at 2:30 p.m.:
type="day", repeat=1, hour=14, minute=30, cmd="start amagent" 

This sample schedule runs the amagent when CAF starts up and thereafter every day at a random time between
1:00 a.m. and 2:30 a.m. except on a weekend:
type="day now random", hour=1, minute=0, randomminutes=90, excludedays="Saturday Sunday", cmd="start

 amagent"

 Default: hour
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Run the USD agent Policy Group

The Run the USD agent policy group folder contains a job that runs the Software Delivery Agent at regular intervals. You
can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

NOTE

 Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• CAF Scheduler: command line
Denotes the CAF command that performs this job.

NOTE

 This command executes the sdagent immediately but has no effect on the schedule interval. To change this
interval, you can create a new configuration job using the New Configuration Job Wizard.

Default: start sdagent
• CAF Scheduler: Days to exclude

Lists the days that are excluded from the schedule. Specify any combination of the following values: monday, tuesday,
wednesday, thursday, friday, saturday, and sunday. Multiple values are separated by spaces.
Default: empty

• CAF Scheduler: Enabled
Indicates whether the asset management agent job is enabled.
Default: True

• CAF Scheduler: Hour
For daily schedules, specifies the hour at which the job is scheduled to run. This policy is not used for hourly and
minute schedules.
Default: empty

• CAF Scheduler: Hours to exclude
Lists the hours that are excluded from the schedule. Specify hours using the 24-hour clock. Multiple values are
separated by spaces.
Default: empty

• CAF Scheduler: Minute
For daily schedules, specifies the minute past the hour at which the job is scheduled to run. This policy is not used for
minute jobs.
Default: 0

• CAF Scheduler: Random minutes
Specifies the number of minutes to be added to a random_minute job. The job executes at the specified time plus a
random number of minutes up to the value set here. This policy allows a job to run at "fuzzy" regular intervals; that is, it
helps to spread the load on servers by partially randomizing the time at which agents make contact.
Default: 180

• CAF Scheduler: Random now time
Specifies the time in seconds within which a random_now job is initiated. The job executes within a random number of
seconds up to the value of Random now time. This policy ensures that computers that start up together do not all fire
their jobs at the same time.
Default: 0

• CAF Scheduler: Repeat
Indicates the time interval between repetitions of the job. This value depends on the job type. For example, if the type
is day, this value represents the number of days between jobs.
Default: 6

• CAF Scheduler: Type of Job
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Specifies the type of schedule interval. Valid values are day, hour, and minute. You can also add the following optional
qualifiers:
– random

Runs the job with a random time added to the specified job time, up to the value of Random Minutes.
– random_hour

Runs at a random hour during the day.
– random_minute

Runs at a random minute during the hour.
– now

Starts the job immediately as well as after the specified job time.
 

NOTE

 Multiple values are separated by spaces.

Examples: This sample schedule runs the sdagent every day at 2:30 p.m.:
type="day", repeat=1, hour=14, minute=30, cmd="start sdagent" 

This sample schedule runs the sdagent when CAF starts up and thereafter every day at a random time between
1:00 a.m. and 2:30 a.m. except on a weekend:
type="day now random", hour=1, minute=0, randomminutes=90, excludedays="Saturday Sunday", cmd="start

 amagent"

Default: random_hour

Shutdown Policy Group

Contents

The Shutdown policy group lets you view or edit the policy properties to control the shutdown behavior of the target
computers and the politeness of an initiated shutdown. It also enables you to control power management calendar
settings.

This policy group contains the following policy folder:

Power Management Calendar

The Shutdown policy group also contains the following policies:

• Shutdown: Forced Shutdown
Specifies that the shutdown routine forces programs to shut down if the value is set to True.
Default: False

• Shutdown: Number of Shutdown postpones
Specifies the number of times the shutdown prompt can be postponed.
Default: 5

• Shutdown: Polite Shutdown
Specifies that a requested shutdown is not initiated automatically if the value is set to True. Instead, a message
appears and prompts the user to save all the work. The message does not include a timer and waits for the response
from the user. The shutdown initiates only when the user closes the message. The shutdown routine uses this policy.
Default: False

• Shutdown: Prompt timeout
Specifies the timeout period in seconds for the Shutdown dialog. If the timeout period is empty (not set), the initial
timeout is 5 minutes, and every consecutive postponement is 5 minutes in duration. If the timeout period is set to some
value, both the initial timeout and the consecutive postponements use the specified value.
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Default: 300
• Shutdown: Shutdown Behavior

Controls the overall shutdown behavior of each target computer. This policy is centrally managed by default. It uses the
calendar options, job options, or both depending on the settings you define. It can take one of the following options:
– 0

Specifies that the computer must not be shut down after completion of the last SD job. This is the default value for
this configuration policy.

– 1
Shuts down the computer if the Boot Level after execution property is set to the Shutdown machine after last job
option. The parameter ignores the power management calendar setting in this case.

– 2
Shuts down the computer based on the power management calendar settings of the target computer. The
parameter ignores the Boot Level after execution property if the property is set to the shutdown option.

– 3
Shuts down the computer based on the Boot Level after execution property or the calendar option. It uses either
of the two options to decide whether to shut down the computer. It will always shut down the computer if the
value of the Boot Level after execution property is set to the Shutdown machine after last job option or the power
management calendar indicates that a shutdown must be performed.

– 4
Shuts down the computer based on the Boot Level after execution property and the calendar options. It uses both
the options to decide whether to shut down the computer. It will shut down the computer only if the Boot Level
after execution property is set to the Shutdown machine after last job option and the power management calendar
indicates that a shutdown must be performed.

Power Management Calendar Policy Group

The Power Management Calendar policy group folder provides access to the Time Ranges configuration view for setting
time ranges for the power management calendar. This policy group also contains the following policy:

• Default Shutdown Behavior
Specifies the default value for the power management calendar when the current date or time does not match with any
of the defined time ranges or when no time range is defined yet.
For example, consider a scenario where you set the Shutdown Behavior policy value to the calendar option 2
(controlled by calendar) immediately after installing the domain manager. But, you have not defined any time range yet
or no time range matches the current date or time. In this case, the calendar returns the current time as Disabled for
shutdown.
However, administrator can change the default value of the option to Enabled. This implies that when no time range is
defined or when the current date or time does not match with the defined time ranges, the calendar always returns the
current time as Enabled for shutdown.
Default: Disabled

Configure Automatic Powersave on Computers

You can configure automatic powersave on specific computers or a group of computers. Automatic powersave helps save
energy by powering down the computers automatically during specified time such as after work hours, weekends, and
holidays.

Follow these steps:

1. Open DSM Explorer and navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, configuration policy.
Configuration policy name specifies the name of the policy that is applied to the computers or group for which you are
defining the automatic power save settings.

2. Right-click the configuration policy and click Unseal.
3. Navigate to DSM, Common Components, CAF, GreenIT Powersave.
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4. Set GreenIT: Powersave feature to Enabled.
5. Navigate to DSM, Common Components, CAF, Shutdown, Power Management Calendar, Time Ranges.

The Power Management Calendar dialog appears.
6. Specify the required values for the given parameters.

– Hours
Specifies the hours for the automatic powersave action. Unlike with the Software Delivery shutdown feature, for
automatic powersave, only the start time of the time range is used to schedule a powersave job. This means that
the start time of the time range is the time when the automatic powersave action is triggered. Even if specified, the
end time of the time range does not affect the GreenIT Automatic Powersave feature.
In the Type field, select one of the following values:

– Normal Weekdays
Specifies the weekdays on which the powersave action is executed.

– Special Dates
Specifies dates in the yyyy-mm-dd format. Zeros in the date indicate that the setting is applicable for every year,
month, or day. 
Example
If the specified date is 2012-00-08, the job is executed on eighth day of every month of 2012. If the specified date is
00-08-00, the job is executed on all days of every August.

– Date Ranges
Includes each day between the start date and end date.
ExampleIf the specified date range is 2012-05-01 to 2012-05-11, the job is executed on all days from 1st to 11th
May 2012.
The criterion for the automatic powersave action is defined.

7. Specifies the hours for the automatic powersave action. Unlike with the Software Delivery shutdown feature, for
automatic powersave, only the start time of the time range is used to schedule a powersave job. This means that the
start time of the time range is the time when the automatic powersave action is triggered. Even if specified, the end
time of the time range does not affect the GreenIT Automatic Powersave feature.

8. Copy this configuration policy to the target computers or computer groups.

At the scheduled time, CA Client Automation displays a start timer message for the automatic shutdown, hibernate,
sleep, or turnoff. Based on users actions such as Do it now, defer, or cancel, computers are powered down. If there is no
response from the user, the scheduled action is performed automatically at the end-of-countdown timeout.

Example:

If you specify the automatic powersave time from 6.00pm to 9.00am every day. The users that are logged on to the
computers are alerted at 6.00pm about the scheduled powerdown for the computer. They can click any one of the
following options:

• Do it now
Applies the powersave action immediately. On a computer resume from the powersave state (such as Shutdown,
Hibernate, or Sleep), powersave is initiated again according to the next defined powersave schedule.

• Defer
Defers the powersave action for some time. You can specify the time to defer and the maximum number of times users
can click Defer, after which the powersave action is applied.

• Cancel
Cancels the powersave action. The timer and pop-up dialog are canceled. Powersave is initiated again according to
the next defined powersave schedule.

If there is no response from the user at the end of a countdown timeout, the powersave action is applied automatically.

System Tray Policy Group
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The System Tray policy group contains the following CAF policies. You can modify policy parameter values by double-
clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• System Tray: Display commands
Indicates whether the DSM Framework Service commands are displayed.
Default: True

• System Tray: Hidden
Indicates whether the system tray applet is hidden. If True, the system tray does not show any icons.Note: If you
modify the policy value, this change takes effect at the next login.
Default: False

• System Tray: Visible
Indicates whether the notification area icon is displayed. If True, only the DSM Service icon is hidden. The product-
specific plug-in icons are shown in the notification area as separate icons.
Default: True

NOTE

 To manually start the system tray, use one of the following commands: cfsystray or cfsystray show. For more
information, type <command> /? at the command prompt.

 

 

Wake-On-LAN Policy Group

The Wake-On-LAN policy group lets you set policies for remotely and automatically powering up physical computers
in your enterprise. You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties
dialog.

The Wake-On-LAN policy group contains the following policies:

• WOL: Broadcast
Indicates the type of wake-on-LAN (WOL) datagram used to wake physical computers. Valid values are Unicast,
Broadcast, and Broadcast + Unicast.
Default: Broadcast + Unicast

• Enable guest nets
Indicates whether WOL datagrams can be sent to guest networks in addition to the original network where the
computer is registered.
Default: False

• Guest net address 1 - Guest net address 5
If Enable guest nets is set to True, specifies the network address of each guest net. Up to five guest nets can be
specified.

• Guest net mask 1 - Guest net mask 5
If Enable guest nets is set to True, specifies the subnet mask of each guest net. Up to five net masks can be specified.

• WOL: Port
Specifies the UDP port to which WOL datagrams are to be sent.
Default: 7

Directories Policy Group

Contents

The Directories policy group contains the following policies for common component directories. You can modify policy
parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Report file location
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Specifies the file location path for the XML logs generated by the Default Directory Synchronization Job
(cmDirEngJob).

NOTE

 For more information about this job, see the Directory Integration section of the DSM Explorer Help.

Default: <locally managed>

The Directories policy group also contains the following policy group subfolder:

Options Policy Group

Options Policy Group (directories)

The Options policy group provides general options used by the directory providers that let you fine-tune directory access.
You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Enable encryption on Active Directory LDAP connections
Indicates whether Active Directory communications are encrypted when using the native security package. This policy
specifies whether Kerberos encryption should be used when communicating with an Active Directory domain controller
in Kerberos mode. Set this value to 0 (False) to leave communications unencrypted, or set to nonzero to encrypt the
communications.

NOTE

 When using Windows XP or higher, NTLM encryption can also be supported.

Default: <locally managed>
• Enable LDAP simple authentication

Allows simple authentication if set to 1. By default, all directory access is attempted in secure modes (Windows-
negotiated security, TLS or SSL). In certain circumstances, it may be desirable to allow access using plain-text
authentication. To allow plain-text authentication, set this value to nonzero.
Default: <locally managed>

• Enable signing on Active Directory LDAP connections
Indicates whether Active Directory communications are signed when using the native security package. This policy
specifies whether Kerberos signing should be used when communicating with an Active Directory domain controller
in Kerberos mode. Set this value to 0 to leave communications unsigned (default), or set to nonzero to sign the
communications.

NOTE

When using Windows XP or higher, NTLM signing can also be supported.

Default: <locally managed>
• Ignore validation of server side SSL certificates

Indicates whether TLS/SSL certificates are used for encryption only. When connecting to a directory using TLS or
SSL, the server-side certificate is usually validated to be from a trusted source; this operation is performed by the
operating system or the LDAP libraries. In some circumstances it may be desirable to only require the use of TLS/
SSL for encryption, and not for server-to-client authentication. Set to nonzero to bypass the verification of server-side
certificates, or set to 0 to allow the operating system to validate the certificate authenticity.
Default: <locally managed>

• Recurse Active Directory Groups
Indicates whether recursive Active Directory group membership is enabled. Active Directory allows nesting of groups
within other groups whereas other directories usually do not. When performing group membership queries against an
Active Directory implementation, this policy specifies whether the LDAP provider should recursively evaluate the group
membership of child groups. Set to 0 to disable group membership recursion, or set to a nonzero value to enable
recursive membership evaluation.
Default: <locally managed>
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Docking Devices Policy Group

The Docking Devices policy group includes the following policy. You can modify policy parameter values by double-
clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Docking Device: Docking device support
Indicates whether support for docking devices is enabled.
Default: False

ENC Gateway Policy Group

 

The ENC Gateway policy group lets you view or edit the existing computer policy properties for the extended network
connectivity (ENC) communication components and services. The ENC Gateway provides a virtual network environment.
You can create links among Enterprise Managers, Domain Managers, Scalability Servers, and Agents that operate behind
different firewalls.

You can modify values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog or the Modify Settings dialog,
where applicable. Use the ENC Authorization Rules configuration view to view or edit the policy parameter values in the
ENC Authorization Rules policy group.

The ENC Gateway policy group contains the following subfolders:

• ENC Authorization Rules
• ENC Client
• ENC Gateway and Client Auditing
• ENC Gateway Server
• Secure Socket Adaptor

ENC Authorization Rules

The ENC Authorization Rules policy group lets you view or edit the following policies for the ENC authorization
component. This component handles all authorization requests from the ENC Gateway Server or ENC Client. A database
of rules exist. The rules are evaluated to determine whether any action is permitted or denied. For example, when a client
wants to log in to a server, the server asks the authorization component. The component determines whether a client with
a certain IP address and name is allowed access. The component looks up the rules and replies either Yes or No.

The following verification are as follows:

• Realm Membership
The computer must be a member of a specified realm to be allowed to do anything. Realm membership is defined on
the Name Mapping tab page of the ENC Authorization Rules configuration view. The Realm Membership is invoked
immediately when you select the ENC Authorization Rules policy group.

• IP White List
Any computer with an IP address not in the IP Whitelist table is always denied access.

• Access Control List (ACL)
An access control list entry must allow a request. An ACL entry specifies who (computers, realms) can do what
(operations) and when (during specified time ranges). ACLs are defined on the Access Control and Time Ranges tab
pages of the ENC Authorization Rules configuration view.

ENC Client

The ENC Client policy group lets you view or edit the following policies for the ENC client service. You can modify policy
parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Address of ENC Gateway Server
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This configuration parameter specifies the IP address or fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of the ENC Gateway
Server with which to register. Clients must make their existence that is known to the rest of the ENC infrastructure to
be available for connections. For this purpose, Clients register with an ENC Gateway Server.
Default: empty, <locally managed>

• Address of HTTP Proxy Server
This configuration parameter specifies the address of an HTTP proxy server that the ENC Client uses to connect to
hosts outside of the local network.
Default: empty, <locally managed>

• Address of Socks proxy
This configuration parameter specifies the address of the SOCKS proxy that is used by the ENC Client to connect to
hosts outside of the local network.
Default: empty, <locally managed>

• Allowed HTTP Proxy authentication types
This configuration parameter defines the method that is used to send credentials to the HTTP proxy server for
httpConnect and httpProxy connection types. The values are as follows:
– None

No authentication
– Basic

Send plain text credentials. This only works if credentials are explicitly specified.

NOTE

This type is incompatible with the Authenticate with HTTP proxy as logged on user parameter.
– Secure

Credentials are sent using NT LAN Manager (NTLM). This option must be used when authenticating with the
credentials of the currently logged on user. The Secure mode is not supported for httpProxy connections. Only
httpConnect (HTTP Proxy SSL Tunnel) connections support Secure authentication.

– Both
The Secure method is tried first, then Basic.

NOTE

Since the Secure mode is not supported for HTTP proxy connections, only the Basic method is tried if this
connection type is specified.

Default: Secure, <locally managed>
• Allowed Socks Proxy authentication types

This configuration parameter defines the method that is used to send credentials to the SOCKS proxy server. This
parameter is used for the socks5Auth connection type, and can be one of the following values:
– None

No authentication
– Basic

Send plain text credentials. This only works if credentials are explicitly specified. This type is incompatible with
the Authenticate with SOCKS proxy as logged on user parameter.

– Secure
Credentials are sent using NT LAN Manager (NTLM). This option must be used when authenticating with the
credentials of the currently logged on user.

– Both
The Secure method is tried first, then Basic.
Default: Both, <locally managed>

• Authenticate with HTTP proxy as logged on user
If True, the client authenticates with the HTTP proxy server using the specified user ID and password of the currently
logged on user, if available. If the HTTP Proxy User Name and HTTP Proxy Password parameters are also set, this
option has no effect. HTTP Proxy User Name and HTTP Proxy Password parameters take precedence.
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If any user is not logged on to the system, authentication as the logged on user is not attempted. So if the only open
communication path to the ENC Gateway Server is through an authenticating HTTP proxy and the credentials are not
explicitly configured, ENC connectivity is only available when a user with appropriate access is logged on.

NOTE

When authenticating as the logged on user, only Secure authentication mode will be used.

Default: True, <locally managed>
• Authenticate with Socks proxy as logged on user

If True, the client authenticates with the SOCKS proxy server using the specified user ID and password of the
currently logged on user. This option has no effect if the Socks Proxy User Name and Socks Proxy Server Password
parameters are also set, as these parameters take precedence.
If any user is not logged on to the system, authentication as the logged on user is not attempted. So if the only open
communication path to the ENC Gateway Server is through an authenticating SOCKS proxy and the credentials have
not been explicitly configured, ENC connectivity is only available when a user with appropriate access is logged on.

NOTE

When authenticating as the logged on user, only Secure authentication mode is used.

Default: False, <locally managed>
• Automatically determine Socks proxy address

If True, the client uses the settings of the Internet Explorer to find the SOCKS proxy address. If the address of a
SOCKS proxy server has been explicitly configured, this setting is ignored.
Default: True, <locally managed>

• ENC Client Proxy Connection Order
This configuration parameter defines the order of connection types that will be tried when attempting to contact the
ENC Gateway Server and ENC Gateway Router. This policy parameter is a string containing 0 (zero) or more space-
separated tokens from the following list:
– socket

Direct socket connection to ENC Gateway Server/Router.
– socks4Anon

Socket connection via anonymous SOCKS4 proxy.
– socks5Auth

Socket connection via authenticating SOCKS5 proxy.
– socks5Anon

Socket connection via anonymous SOCKS5 proxy.
– httpConnect

Socket connection via HTTP Proxy SSL Tunnel.
– http

HTTP encapsulation direct to ENC Gateway Server/Router.
– httpProxy

HTTP encapsulation via HTTP Proxy.
For example, if you know that a direct socket is not available, you would not pass the socket token in as an option
in the connection order list. If unspecified (empty), the default is to try a socket connection, then http, implying the
following order: Socket socks4Anon socks5Auth socks5Anon httpConnect http httpProxy

NOTE

You can specify a SOCKS proxy server, which if specified, would be used for SOCKS connections.
You can also specify an HTTP proxy server, which if specified, will be used for HTTP connections.
Either, both, or none can be specified, but only one SOCKS and one HTTP proxy can be specified.
CA Client Automation does not support specifying more than one proxy of either type. If you do not
configure the address of an appropriate proxy server, and auto-discovery options are disabled, then the
listed connection types that require a configured proxy will not be attempted. Therefore, in the default
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configuration, SOCKS connections will never be attempted, despite the fact that three SOCKS connection
methods are chosen in the implicit default value for ENC Client Proxy Connection Order.

Default: empty, <locally managed>
– ENC Gateway Server HTTP Port

This configuration parameter specifies the HTTP port number of the ENC Gateway Server used by the ENC Client
to connect to using HTTP. A value of 0 (zero) indicates that an HTTP connection is not to be used.
Default: 80, <locally managed>

– ExcludeIfENC
Default: <locally managed>

– HTTP Proxy Discovery
If True, the ENC Client attempts to discover details about the Internet HTTP proxy using the settings for Internet
Explorer or WPAD (web proxy auto discovery).If an HTTP proxy server has been explicitly configured, this setting is
ignored, and the discovery is not performed.
Default: True, <locally managed>

– HTTP Proxy Password
This configuration parameter specifies the password of the HTTP proxy user. Note that this parameter is encrypted
and is not displayed in the Setting Properties dialog used for editing policies. The default value is blank, or empty,
which is displayed in the Setting Properties dialog as <encrypted>.
Default: <encrypted> , <locally managed>

– HTTP Proxy Port Number
This configuration parameter specifies the port number of the HTTP proxy server to which the ENC Client must
connect.
Default: 8080, <locally managed>

– HTTP Proxy User Name
This configuration parameter specifies the user name if the HTTP proxy requires authentication.
Default: empty, <locally managed>

– IncludeIfENC
Default: <locally managed>

– PmuxEmulateDSMProtocol
Default: <locally managed>

– Pmuxport
Default: <locally managed>

– Socks Proxy Port Number
This configuration parameter specifies the port number of the SOCKS proxy server to which the ENC Client must
connect.
Default: 1080, <locally managed>

– Socks Proxy Server Password
This configuration parameter specifies the password of the SOCKS proxy user. Note that this parameter is
encrypted and is not displayed in the Setting Properties dialog used for editing policies. The default value is blank,
or empty, which is displayed in the Setting Properties dialog as.
Default: <encrypted>, <locally managed>

– Socks Proxy User Name
This configuration parameter specifies the SOCKS proxy user name.
Default: empty, <locally managed>

– TCP Port of ENC Gateway Server
This configuration parameter specifies the TCP port number of the ENC Gateway Server used by the ENC Client to
connect to using a direct socket.
Default: 443, <locally managed>

– ENC connection mode
This configuration parameter specifies the mode in which the ENC Client connects to ENC Gateway Server.
Values: Persistent or Polling
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Default : Persistent
– ENC Client polling interval

This configuration parameter specifies the interval in seconds at which the ENC Client connects to ENC Gateway
Server to check for pending jobs, when configured in polling mode. The 1/4th of the provided value is used for
randomization. For example, if the value is 300, the next connection is established between 225 to 300 seconds.
Default: 300

– Idle timeout
This configuration parameter specifies the idle connectivity time in seconds between ENC Client and ENC Gateway
Server after which the connection can be broken.
Default: 90

– Connection retain period to ENC Server for direct manager connections
This configuration parameter specifies the time in seconds for which the ENC Client must retain connection with
ENC Gateway Server to allow CA Client Automation components like RC Viewer to directly connect to the Agent.
Default: 180

ENC Gateway Server and Client Auditing

The ENC Gateway and Client Auditing policy group lets you view or edit the policies for the ENC auditing feature, thereby
controlling what messages are generated in response to various events occurring in ENC.

The auditing feature provides a set of messages that describe various events that take place in the ENC Gateway and
ENC Client. This allows an administrator to keep track of connections, security violations, errors, and so on. By default,
these messages appear in the system event log.

The ENC Gateway and Client Auditing policy group contains the following policy:

• Audit enable state
This configuration parameter enables ENC auditing. Valid values are as follows:
– Disabled

None; no output of ENC audit messages.
– Enable All

Enable all messages and categories.
– Enabled by Category

Enable messages and categories individually by configuration.
Default: Enabled by Category,

This policy group also contains the following subfolders:

• Audit Categories
• Audit Messages

Audit Categories

The Audit Categories policy group lets you view or edit the policy for ENC audit message categories.

Audit messages are grouped into categories according to the topic of the message. This allows administrators to enable
or disable whole groups of messages. By default, all categories except Error are disabled so that the event log is not
overwhelmed with ENC messages. In general, you enable only the particular messages or categories that you need
to achieve some purpose. A typical example would be to monitor failed logons by enabling the Authentication and
Authorization categories. If there are many of these, it may indicate an attack from somewhere.

You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog. A parameter
exists for each category whose value is either True (enabled) or False (disabled).

The audit message categories are as follows:
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• (Audit) Authentication
This category contains messages that are related to the authentication of clients, servers, and systems.
Default: False, <locally managed>

• (Audit) Authorization
This category contains messages that are related to authorization operations carried out by the ENC Gateway.
Default: False, <locally managed>

• (Audit) Client messages
This category contains messages about the ENC Client. Some client-related messages appear in other categories
such as Error, Connection, or Authorization instead of this one.
Default: False, <locally managed>

• (Audit) Connection messages
This category contains messages that are related to connections made by the ENC Client or ENC Gateway.
Default: False, <locally managed>

• (Audit) Error messages
This category contains all error messages from all components. This category is enabled.
Default: True, <locally managed>

• (Audit) Listen
This category contains messages that are related to listen operations carried out by the ENC Client.
Default: False, <locally managed>

• (Audit) Name lookups
This category contains messages that are related to host name resolution operations carried out by the ENC Client or
ENC Gateway.
Default: False, <locally managed>

• (Audit) Registration
This category contains messages that are related to the registration and deregistration of ENC Clients and the ENC
Gateway.
Default: False, <locally managed>

• (Audit) Server messages
This category contains messages about the ENC Gateway that is not related to connection, authorization, or errors.
Default: False, <locally managed>

Audit Messages

The Audit Messages policy group lets you view or edit the policy for ENC audit messages. Each message can be enabled
or disabled. By default, all messages are enabled.

You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog. A parameter
exists for each message whose value is either True (enabled) or False (disabled).

Too many messages exist to list in the online help, but each message is described in the following way:

• The name of the message is its category followed by a short descriptive name, for example: (Registration) Client
registration from server denied.

• Each message has a full description. The descriptive text is not the full text of the message because that may contain
various parameters, such as system names that are inserted at runtime. Instead, it is a reduced form of the full
message.

NOTE
All messages are enabled. So the decision to actually generate the message depends on the category to which
it belongs. If both the category and the message are enabled, the messages are generated .

Example

Name: (Client) Client connected
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Category: client

Description: Audit event: The ENC Client has connected to ENC Gateway Server.

Value: enabled

ENC Gateway Server

The ENC Gateway Server policy group contains the following policies for the ENC Gateway Server. The policy settings
are copied to the server configuration file, server.properties, during installation. The settings are updated when the ENC
client service delivers a policy or when encUtilCmd is used to refresh server properties.

NOTE
If server.properties file is modified manually, new configuration takes effect only after the ENC Server restarts. 

You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Address of the parent ENC Gateway Server
This configuration parameter specifies the IP address or fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of the parent gateway
server.
For an ENC Gateway Manager, this parameter is empty. A manager does not register with anything.
For ENC Gateway Servers, this is the address of the ENC Gateway Manager. A server registers with a manager to
make itself and all its registered ENC Clients that are recognized to the ENC infrastructure. A router registers with a
server to make itself known to ENC and available for connections.
If this parameter is left blank for a server or router, that server or router is unable to register and is invisible to the ENC
infrastructure. Any clients that are registered with the server are also invisible.
Default: empty, <locally managed>

• ConnectionTimeout(s)
This configuration parameter specifies the maximum time period in seconds allowed for virtual client connections,
or end-point connections—client to router to client. This value is used by the router to ensure that both ends of the
connection respond to the server within this timeout period and that they are ready for data transfer. If for some reason
one peer is late to respond, then the other peer would be informed about this timeout and virtual connection would be
destroyed in the router server.
Default: 90, <locally managed>

• Enable manager role
This configuration parameter indicates whether the ENC Gateway Server has taken on the role of manager. Only one
manager exists in an ENC network, and all gateway servers register with it. The ENC Gateway Manager knows about
all clients and routers. A client tells this server that it wants to make a connection to another client. The ENC Gateway
Manager determines which ENC Gateway Router to use and tells each client to connect to it. This server is visible to
all clients and routers. There can be only one manager.
Default: False, <locally managed>

• Enable non-blocking socket support
This configuration parameter indicates whether non-blocking socket support or blocking socket support is enabled.
If True, non-blocking socket support is enabled, providing maximum scalability but IPv4 is only supported. If False,
blocking socket support is enabled instead, providing less scalability but IPv6 is too provided.
Default: True, <locally managed>

• Enable router role
This configuration parameter indicates whether the ENC Gateway Server has taken on the role of a router. The ENC
Gateway Router connects two clients and provides a virtual connection between two applications. Clients that want to
connect to each other connect to a router. The router relays data between the two Clients making a virtual connection.
Default: False, <locally managed>

• Enable server role
This configuration parameter indicates whether the ENC Gateway Server has taken on the role of a registration server.
The server accepts registrations from clients and reports them to the ENC Gateway Manager. This server is visible
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to all clients. The purpose of the server is to concentrate many connections from clients into one connection to the
manager. So the scalability to large numbers of computers is provided.
Default: False, <locally managed>

• Enable TCP_NODELAY
If True, enables TCP_NODELAY and disables the Nagle's algorithm. Typically, this value is changed only for
troubleshooting purposes.
Default: True, <locally managed>

• HTTP listening port
This configuration parameter specifies the port number that is used by the ENC Gateway Server to listen for HTTP
connections from clients. An ENC Gateway never connects to another ENC Gateway using HTTP.
Default: 80, <locally managed>

• Ping Timeout(s)
This configuration parameter specifies the maximum time in seconds allowed for each ENC Client to return their
pinged results. When one ENC Client wants to connect to another, each client is asked to ping the list of available
routers. ENC Client returns the results to the ENC Gateway Manager.
Default: 60, <locally managed>

• TCP listening port
This configuration parameter specifies the TCP port number that is used by an ENC Gateway to listen for client
connections.
Default: 443, <locally managed>

• TCP server connection port
This configuration parameter specifies the TCP port that is used to connect with other ENC Gateway Servers.
Default: 443, <locally managed>

• Polling ENC Client clean up time
This configuration parameter specifies the time (in number of poll intervals) by which an ENC Client must report to
ENC Gateway Server to avoid deleting its information from the ENC Gateway Server cache. For example, if ENC
Client Polling Interval is 120 seconds and the Polling ENC client clean up time is 3, then ENC Server does not remove
the ENC Client information for unreported period of 360 seconds (120 seconds*3).
Default: 5

• Enable ENC Server to ENC Manager non-persistent connection
This configuration parameter specifies whether the connection between ENC Gateway Server or ENC Router and ENC
Gateway Manager is persistent or non-persistent.
Values: True/False
Default: False

• ENC Server to ENC Manager disconnection check interval
This configuration parameter specifies the interval in minutes at which the ENC Gateway Server or ENC Router checks
for idle connectivity time with ENC Gateway Manager. The ENC Server to ENC Manager connection idle time out
parameter specifies the idle connectivity time. If the connection is idle for the specified time, the connection breaks and
is reestablished.
Default: 120

• ENC Server to ENC Manager connection idle time out
This configuration parameter specifies the period of inactivity in seconds to wait before the ENC Gateway Server
disconnects from ENC Gateway Manager.
Default: 30

Secure Socket Adaptor

The Secure Socket Adaptor policy group contains the following policies for the Secure Socket Adaptor (SSA). You can
modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Emulate DSM Pmux protocol
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If set to True in the global configuration, the connection broker listens on the port of the DSM port multiplexer (and
UNIX domain socket on UNIX/Linux platforms). Typically, this parameter is only changed for troubleshooting purposes.
If this value is changed, the SSA port multiplexer is restarted.
Default: True, <locally managed>

• Exclude SSA provider list
This configuration parameter lists the SSA providers to be excluded if the connection address uses ENC. The values in
the list are separated by semicolon. Typically, this parameter is only changed for troubleshooting purposes. If this value
is changed, the SSA port multiplexer is restarted.
Default: empty, <locally managed>

• Include SSA provider list
This configuration parameter lists the SSA providers to be included if the connection address uses ENC. The values
in the list are separated by semicolon. The provider that is usefully be included is SSL. For example, where ENC
provides its own security, SSL is excluded. Alternatively, if ENC does not provide any security of its own, the SSL
is included, but not used on communications within the local network. Typically, this parameter is only changed for
troubleshooting purposes. If this value is changed, the SSA port multiplexer is restarted.
Default: empty, <locally managed>

General

• Enable certificate revocation check
This configuration parameter specifies whether the certificate revocation check is performed to ensure the validity of
the certificate.
Values: True/False
Default: False

• Use network based resources for revocation check
This configuration parameter specifies whether the revocation check accesses any network-based resources.
Values: True/False
Default: True

Encryption Policy Group

Contents

The Encryption policy group lets you view or edit the existing computer policy properties for encryption algorithms for DSM
communication. It contains the following policy group folders:

• Cipher preferences
• Compatibility

Cipher preferences Policy Group

The Cipher preferences policy group specifies the list of preferred ciphers for encryption algorithms used for
communication. When a communication is established< the defined algorithms of both partners are considered and the
best matching one is chosen for the communication. To be able to communicate at all, both partners need to have at least
one matching encryption algorithm. Currently, an AES key or a Triple-DES key can be used for communication.

You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Cipher 0
Specifies the most preferred cipher, then Cipher 1...Cipher n in descending order. Valid values are as follows:
– AES-128

Indicates a symmetric key according to the Advanced Encryption Standard with a key length of 128 bits.
– AES-192
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Indicates a symmetric key according to the Advanced Encryption Standard with a key length of 192 bits.
– AES-256

Indicates a symmetric key according to the Advanced Encryption Standard with a key length of 256 bits.
– Triple-DES

Indicates a symmetric key according to the Data Encryption Standard with a key length of 168 bits.
Note: AES-128 is considered to be faster and safer than Triple-DES. Therefore, AES-128 is used by default for
communication with partners installed with CA Client Automation.
Default: AES-128

• Cipher 1
Specifies the second most preferred cipher, then Cipher 2...Cipher n in descending order. You can use Cipher 1 to
define an additional encryption algorithm for communication or to remove an algorithm from the list of supported
ciphers. Valid options are as follows:, AES-128, Triple-DES, AES-192, and AES-256.
Default: AES-256

• Cipher 2
Specifies the third preferred cipher in the list, then Cipher 3 in descending order. You can use Cipher 2 to define an
additional encryption algorithm for communication or to remove an algorithm from the list of supported ciphers. Valid
options are as follows:, AES-128, Triple-DES, AES-192, and AES-256.
Default: AES-192

• Cipher 3
Specifies the last preferred cipher in the list. You can use Cipher 3 to define an additional encryption algorithm for
communication or to remove an algorithm from the list of supported ciphers. Valid options are as follows:, AES-128,
Triple-DES, AES-192, and AES-256.
Default: Triple-DES

Compatibility Policy Group

The Compatibility policy group specifies backward compatibility support for pre-11.2 versions of DSM. You can modify
policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Enable pre-R11.2 compatibility
Specifies that backward compatibility support for pre-11.2 versions of DSM be enabled, if set to True. Backward
compatibility is necessary as long as there are any pre-11.2 partners with which to communicate. To enhance the
encryption algorithms used for communication, set this policy to False when there are no pre-11.2 installations left in
the whole DSM environment.
Default: False

Event Logging Policy Group

The Event Logging policy group contains the following event log policies. You can modify policy parameter values by
double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Event: Log file
This configuration parameter specifies the file name for event logs. If no file extension is specified, “.log” is appended
automatically. The rotated log files have file extension ".001," ".002," and so on.

NOTE

The Events.log file is by default that is created in the c:\Program Files\CA\DSM\logs path. You can change
the default path. However the log file is created only after restarting the Common Application Framework
(CAF), but not immediately.

Default: Events.log
• Event: Message file

This configuration parameter specifies the event message file that is defined to the Init() method. If none is provided,
cfEventMsg.txt is used by default.
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Default: cfEventMsg.txt
• Event: Source

This configuration parameter specifies the event source that is defined to the Init() method. If none is provided, DSM is
used by default.
Default: DSM

• Event Log: Backwards compatible event log
This configuration parameter indicates whether DSM log events are compatible with earlier versions of CA Software
Delivery and CA Asset Management.
Default: False

• Event Log: Event log facility
This configuration parameter specifies the UNIX syslog facility. Valid values are as follows:
– -1 = user
– 0..7 = local0..7

Default: -1
• Event Log: File destination

This configuration parameter specifies the event log destination. You can specify multiple destinations by adding flags
together. Valid values are as follows:
– 1 = Default
– 2 = OS log
– 4 = CCS event log
– 8 = File log

Default: 1
Example: To specify the OS and CCS event log destinations, specify a value of 6.

• Event Log: Maximum size of log files
This configuration parameter specifies the maximum size of event logs in kilobytes.
Default: 100

• Event Log: Number of log file rotations
This configuration parameter specifies the number of generations for file log rotation. A value of 0 indicates that no
rotation is to take place.
Default: 10

Event Categories

• Enable logging for common configuration changes
This configuration parameter specifies whether the event logging is enabled for common configuration changes. The
changes include creation and deletion of configuration policy, modification of existing policy, and application or removal
of configuration policy on targets. Apply this policy on the DSM Explorer (local/remote) systems to capture the events
that are related to configuration policy or parameter changes.
Values: True/False
Default: False

• Enable logging for security related changes
This configuration parameter specifies whether the event logging is enabled for security-related changes. The changes
include creation, deletion, modification of security profile, and modification of object level permissions. Apply this policy
on the Manager systems to capture the events that are related to security profiles.
Values: True/False
Default: False

Health Monitoring Events

• Event Log Destination Folder
This configuration parameter defines the folder location relative to the DSM install folder for the event log files. The
folder must exist on the agent.
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Default: HM
• Event Log File Name

This configuration parameter defines the file name to use for logging the health monitoring events
Default: hmevents_list.xml

File Transfer Server Policy Group

The File Transfer Server policy group lets you view or edit the existing computer policy properties for the File Transfer
Server component (cfftplugin). You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting
Properties dialog.

• Throttling
Specifies the bandwidth limitation of each file transfer connection in megabits or kilobits. This policy applies to the side
that is sending the data. Valid values are as follows:Unlimited4 Mb2 Mb1 Mb512 Kb256 Kb128 Kb64 Kb32 Kb
Default: Unlimited

Networking Policy Group

Contents

The Networking policy group lets you view or edit the existing computer policy properties for networking functionality. You
can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

This policy group contains the following subfolders:

• General
• Protocols

General Policy Group (Networking)

The General policy group contains the following policies for networking. You can modify policy parameter values by
double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Define precedence of DNS lookups
Specifies which IP address family should be requested first in cases where DNS resolution is performed directly. The
default is to ask for IPv4 A-type records and then IPv6 AAAA-type records. Enter the value as a comma delimited
string.
Default: ipv4,ipv6

• Define precedence of name resolution
Defines the order of name lookups using the primary routes of DNS and NETBIOS. Enter the value as a comma
delimited string.Note: This parameter is not currently used.
Default: dns,netbios

• Define precedence of resolved addresses
When resolving addresses, this centrally managed parameter specifies what precedence should be applied to each
address family. The default is to order IPv4 addresses before IPv6 addresses to maintain maximum interoperability.
Enter the value as a comma delimited string.

NOTE

 In a network where the majority of computers can only be reached by ipv6, it is recommended that the value
be changed to ipv6,ipv4.

Default: ipv4,ipv6
• Dispatch Pool: Maximum buffer count
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Specifies the maximum number of buffers that will be stored in the dispatch pool. The dispatch pool is used to reduce
the overhead of dynamic memory allocations when transmitting data over the network. Setting this value to a larger
count may reduce CPU usage marginally at the expense of increased memory usage.
Default: 64

• Dispatch Pool: Maximum buffer size
Specifies the maximum size in bytes of each buffer in the dispatch pool. The dispatch pool is used to reduce the
overhead of dynamic memory allocations when transmitting data over the network. Setting this value to a larger size
may reduce CPU usage marginally at the expense of increased memory usage.
Default: 8192

• Enable IPv4 resolution
Controls whether end nodes should return IPv4 addresses from the lower-level name resolution functions. This
parameter is only a placeholder in the current version of the software, and therefore end nodes will ignore the setting
and always support IPv4 resolution.
Default: True

• Enable IPv6 resolution
Controls whether end nodes should return IPv6 addresses from the lower-level name resolutions functions. The default
is True, allowing IPv6 addresses to be returned. If disabled (False), the resolver removes any IPv6 addresses from the
name resolution results.
Note: This parameter is honored by end nodes, as opposed to the mirror IPv4 control.
Default: True

• Keep-alive interval
Specifies the time in seconds between sending keep-alive messages. Keep-alive messages are sent when the network
connection is idle to prevent automatic disconnection.
Default: 60

• Maximum pending connections
Specifies the maximum number of concurrent connections pending encryption negotiation in order to guard against
“Denial of Service” attacks.
Default: 8

• Negotiation timeout
Specifies the maximum time in seconds within which a new connection must complete encryption negotiation. If
encryption negotiation does not complete in the allotted time, the connection is refused. This setting is used in
conjunction with the Maximum pending connections policy to guard against “Denial of Service” attacks.
Default: 10

• Periodic stream flushing
Indicates whether periodic stream flushing is enabled. Periodic stream flushing reduces the bandwidth usage slightly
at the expense of increased connection latency. If the connection speed is limited, enabling this setting may improve
performance.
Default: False

• Receive Pool: Maximum buffer count
Specifies the maximum number of buffers that will be stored in the receive pool. The receive pool is used to reduce the
overhead of dynamic memory allocations when receiving data from the network. Setting this value to a larger count
may reduce CPU usage marginally at the expense of increased memory usage.
Default: 50

• Receive Pool: Maximum buffer size
Specifies the maximum size in bytes of each buffer in the receive pool. The receive pool is used to reduce the
overhead of dynamic memory allocations when receiving data from the network. Setting this value to a larger size may
reduce CPU usage marginally at the expense of increased memory usage.
Default: 8192

• Use database for name resolution fallback
Controls which databases should be used when live name to address resolution fails. By default, if an address cannot
be resolved through the primary routes of DNS (or NETBIOS), then certain infrastructure nodes will try to query the
name to address lookup through a manager's MDB database or a server's database. The default fallback option
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should be left as is in most cases and only changed if requested by CA technical support personnel.Valid values are as
follows:1=All fallback modes enabled2=Use server DB fallback4=Use MDB fallback
Default: 1

• Use NETBIOS short name fallback
Indicates whether NETBIOS short names are used as a fallback if the fully-qualified name (FQN) lookup fails.
Default: True

• Use short name fallback
Indicates whether host short names are used as a fallback if the fully-qualified name (FQN) lookup fails. If this policy is
set to True, the domain portion of the FQN is stripped and lookup is attempted by the host name only. This is useful in
situations where DNS resolution is not reliable and use of WINS/NETBIOS resolution can be useful.
Default: True

Protocols Policy Group (Networking)

The Protocols policy group contains the default configuration for each of the protocols supported by CA Client Automation.
These settings, such as port numbers, may be overridden by application-specific protocol configuration. For example,
Remote Control listening protocols are configured with the properties found under DSM/remote control/protocols.

The Protocols policy group includes the following policy group folders:

• Port Multiplexer
• TCP
• UDP

Port Multiplexer Policy Group

The Port Multiplexer policy group lets you view or edit the existing computer policy properties for proxy multiplexers. You
can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Port Multiplexer port number
Specifies the port to which the port multiplexer connects and listens in on remote computers.If this value is changed,
the SSA port multiplexer will be restarted.
Default: 4728

TCP Policy Group

The TCP policy group contains the following Internet Protocol (IP/TCP) specific policies. You can modify policy parameter
values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

NOTE

 Windows 95/98/Me allow up to 100 concurrent TCP connections. When this default limit is reached, a WinSock
error is reported (10055 - WSAENOBUFS). If this limit is exceeded, the CA product may act unpredictably. For
further information, see the Microsoft Knowledge Base at http://support.microsoft.com.

• Connection timeout
Specifies the timeout interval in seconds for connections.
Default: 10

• Connection timeout when an ENC address is used
Specifies the timeout interval in seconds for ENC connections.
Default: 90

• Enabled
Indicates whether the TCP protocol is enabled.
Default: True

• Nagle
Indicates whether the Nagle algorithm is enabled.
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Default: True
• Port

Specifies the default TCP port. This is a virtual port that is connected by the port multiplexer to a real physical port.
Default: 3000

• Send timeout
Specifies the timeout interval in seconds for send operations.
Default: 60

UDP Policy Group

The UDP policy group contains the following User Datagram Protocol (UDP) policies. You can modify policy parameter
values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Connection timeout
Specifies the timeout interval in seconds for connections.
Default: 10

• Enabled
Indicates whether the UDP protocol is enabled.
Default: True

• Port
Specifies the default UDP port. This is a real physical port. UDP is not supported by the port multiplexer.
Default: 3001

• Send timeout
Specifies the timeout interval in seconds for send operations.
Default: 60

 

Security Policy Group

Contents

The Security policy group lets you view or edit the existing policy properties for the common component security
providers. It contains the following policy group subfolders:

• FIPS 140 Settings
• Providers

FIPS 140 Settings Policy Group

The FIPS 140 Settings policy group contains the following policies for switching the Federal Information Processing
Standard (FIPS). You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties
dialog.

• FIPS 140 Setting
Specifies the FIPS mode for CA Client Automation cryptography. You can select one of the following options:
– No compliance level set

Specifies that all CA Client Automation cryptography continues to use legacy encryption that is not compliant with
FIPS 140 standards.

– FIPS 140 approved security functions are preferred
Sets the FIPS mode to FIPS-preferred. In FIPS-preferred mode, the CA Client Automation components support
both FIPS-compliant cryptography and legacy cryptography to help ensure backward compatibility.

– Only FIPS 140 approved security functions are allowed
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Sets the FIPS mode to FIPS-only. In FIPS-only mode, CA Client Automation components support only FIPS-
compliant cryptography and do not support communication with pre-Release components that do not have FIPS
support.

• Change action
Specifies the action to take when you change the FIPS modes in the FIPS 140 Settings policy. You can select one of
the following options:
– Forcibly restart CAF and all ITCM components

Specifies that CAF and all CA Client Automation components be automatically restarted immediately after the policy
changes are applied on the target computers and then switch the FIPS mode.

– Switch FIPS mode on next restart of ITCM
Specifies that the FIPS mode be switched next time when CA Client Automation is restarted.

– Politely ask user to restart ITCM when ready
Specifies that the user be presented with a dialog seeking confirmation for restarting CA Client Automation and then
switch the FIPS mode only if the user confirms.

Providers Policy Group

The Providers policy group lets you view or edit the existing computer policy properties for security providers.

This policy group contains the following subfolders:

• Components
• Preference

Components Policy Group

The Components policy group lets you view or edit the existing computer policy properties for security components. It
contains the following subfolders:

• ldap
• nds
• unix
• winnt
• x509cert

ldap Policy Group

The ldap policy group contains the following policy for Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP). You can modify
policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Enable LDAP provider
Enables the security provider for LDAP, if set to True. If False, disables the security provider for LDAP.
Default: True

nds Policy Group

The nds policy group contains the following policy for Novell Directory Services (NDS). You can modify policy parameter
values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Enable NDS provider
Enables the security provider for NDS, if set to True. If False, disables the security provider for NDS.
Default: True
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unix Policy Group

The unix policy group contains the following policy for UNIX. You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a
policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Enable Unix provider
Enables the security provider for UNIX, if set to True. If False, disables the security provider for UNIX.
Default: True

winnt Policy Group

The winnt policy group contains the following policy for Windows NT. You can modify policy parameter values by double-
clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Enable WinNT provider
Enables the security provider for Windows NT, if set to True. If False, disables the security provider for Windows NT.
Default: True

x509cert Policy Group

The x509cert policy group contains the following policy for X.509 V3 certification. You can modify policy parameter values
by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Enable X.509 provider
Enables the security provider for X.509 V3 authentication certificates, if set to True. If False, disables the security
provider for X.509 V3 certificates.
Default: True 

Preference Policy Group

The Preference policy group contains the following policy for security provider preferences. You can modify policy
parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Provider order
Specifies the preference order for security provider usage. Altering this value affects the behavior of the system identity
and directory integration functionalities of this product. The specified value governs the order in which security is
ordinarily negotiated and will change the order in which configured external directories are evaluated for directory
integration.
Default: winnt,ldap,unix,nds,x509cert

 

Data Transport Service Policy Group

The Data Transport Service (DTS) policy group lets you view or edit the existing computer policy properties for DTS
security and management functions. These settings are propagated to the various Notebook pages and dialogs in the
DTS WorldView Administration Client, which is accessible from the WorldView component of CA Common Services
(CCS).

WARNING

The Common Object Repository (COR) has been replaced by the Management Database (CA MDB, or MDB) in
CA Client Automation.

 

The Data Transport Service (DTS) policy group contains the following policy group folders:
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• Audit
• Data Browser Agent Plugin
• Data Transport Agent Plugin
• Macro
• Network Object Server
• Schedule Object Server
• Transfer Object Server

Audit Policy Group

The Audit policy group contains the following DTS auditing policies. If the audit messages are empty, then the default
audit message is enforced by the agent. The default message is dependent upon the locale where the agent has been
installed; so, for example, if the German version of the agent has been installed, then the default audit message will be in
German. You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog. As
with all policies, the values set here override the default values used by the agent, regardless of locale.

• Agent started message
Indicates the message issued when auditing is started.
Default: ${DT} ${TT} DTS auditing started.

• Agent stopped message
Indicates the message issued when auditing is terminated.
Default: ${DT} ${TT} DTS auditing stopped.

• Agent: transfer abort message
Indicates the message issued when a transfer that specifies this agent as the initiator or responder aborts.
Default: ${DT} ${TT} Transfer ${XD} from ${XF} to ${XT} aborted.

• Agent: transfer complete message
Indicates the message issued when a transfer that specifies this agent as the initiator or responder completes
successfully.
Default: ${DT} ${TT} Transfer ${XD} from ${XF}::${XS} to ${XT}::{XK} completed.

• Agent: transfer fail message
Indicates the message issued when a transfer that specifies this agent as the initiator or responder fails.
Default: ${DT} ${TT} Transfer ${XD} from ${XF} to ${XT} failed; error message=${XX}.

• Agent: transfer resume message
Indicates the message issued when a transfer that specifies this agent as the initiator or responder resumes after
having been suspended.
Default: ${DT} ${TT} Transfer ${XD}from ${XF}::${XS} to ${XT}::{XK} resumed.

• Agent: transfer start message
Indicates the message issued when a transfer that specifies this agent as the initiator or responder starts.
Default: ${DT} ${TT} Transfer ${XD} from ${XF} to ${XT} started.

• Agent: transfer suspended message
Indicates the message issued when a transfer that specifies this agent as the initiator or responder is suspended.
Default: ${DT} ${TT} Transfer ${XD} from ${XF} to ${XT} suspended.

• NOS failed message
Indicates the message issued when the Network Object Server fails during normal operation, not during startup. If the
Network Object Server fails during startup, the default message, not the audit message, is displayed.
Default: empty

• NOS started message
Indicates the message issued when the Network Object Server starts.
Default: empty

• NOS stopped message
Indicates the message issued when the Network Object Server stops.
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Default: empty
• SOS failed message

Indicates the message issued when the Schedule Object Server fails during normal operation, not during startup. If the
Schedule Object Server fails during startup, the default message, not the audit message, is displayed.
Default: empty

• SOS started message
Indicates the message issued when the Schedule Object Server starts.
Default: empty

• SOS stopped message
Indicates the message issued when the Schedule Object Server stops.
Default: empty

• TOS failed message
Indicates the message issued when the Transfer Object Server fails during normal operation, not during startup. If the
Transfer Object Server fails during startup, the default message, not the audit message, is displayed.
Default: empty

• TOS started message
Indicates the message issued when the Transfer Object Server starts.
Default: empty

• TOS stopped message
Indicates the message issued when the Transfer Object Server stops.
Default: empty

• TOS: transfer aborted message
Indicates the message issued when a transfer aborts.
Default: empty

• TOS: transfer completed message
Indicates the message issued when a transfer completes successfully.
Default: empty

• TOS: transfer failed message
Indicates the message issued when a transfer fails.
Default: empty

• TOS: transfer job aborted message
Indicates the message issued when a transfer job aborts.
Default: empty

• TOS: transfer job completed message
Indicates the message issued when a transfer job completes successfully.
Default: empty

• TOS: transfer job failed message
Indicates the message issued when a transfer job fails.
Default: empty

• TOS: transfer job resumed message
Indicates the message issued when a transfer job resumes after having been suspended.
Default: empty

• TOS: transfer job started message
Indicates the message issued when a transfer job starts.
Default: empty

• TOS: transfer job suspended message
Indicates the message issued when a transfer job is suspended.
Default: empty

• TOS: transfer resumed message
Indicates the message issued when a transfer resumes after having been suspended.
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Default: empty
• TOS: transfer started message

Indicates the message issued when a transfer starts.
Default: empty

• TOS: transfer suspended message
Indicates the message issued when a transfer is suspended.
Default: empty

Data Browser Agent Plugin Policy Group

The Data Browser Agent Plugin policy group contains the following policies for configuring the DTS Browser, including
DTS shares. You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

NOTE

The DTS Browser used to be called the Data Objects Agent (DOBA).

• DTS Browser protocol parameters
Specifies the ports to listen for incoming transfer requests.
Default: RPORT=<8300> SPX_RPORT=<8301>

• DtsShares table
Defines the DTS Shares table, which allows aliases to be associated with directories.
Default: empty

• Enable DTS Shares
Enables DTS shares that are configured using the DTS Shares table, if True. You can add, delete, and edit shares in
this table.
Default: False

• Ignore CDROM drives
Specifies that CD-ROM drives not be browsed, if True.
Default: True

• Ignore mapped drives
Specifies that mapped drives not be browsed, if True.
Default: False

• Ignore removable drives
Specifies that removable drives not be browsed, if True.
Default: True

• Security mode
Determines whether incoming transfer requests must be authenticated. Responses to security violations are
dependent on the current security mode. Valid values are as follows:
– quiet

Disables security checking.
– warn

Enables security checking. If an invalid request is detected, the operation is permitted to continue. However, the
violation is recorded in the log file to indicate the occurrence.

– fail
Enables security checking. If an invalid request is detected, the operation is immediately aborted. When fail mode
is enabled, users are required to enter a valid user name and password before they are able to display or set the
runtime parameters for any of the DTS computers.

Default: fail

 

Data Transport Agent Plugin Policy Group
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The Data Transport Agent plugin (DTA), which is an agent component, can run in either a "master" role or "slave" role.
The Data Transport Agent Plugin policy group contains the following policies for the DTS agent and for any master and
slave ports. You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Agent auditing mode
Enables monitoring by the DTS agent, if True.
Default: True

• Communication protocol: Open connection timeout
Defines a connection-specific parameter. Change only if directed by Technical Support.
Limits: 1–1000
Default: 10

• Communication protocol: Receive initialization message timeout
Defines a connection-specific parameter. Change only if directed by Technical Support.
Limits: 1–1000
Default: 30

• Communication protocol: Receive Timeout
Defines a connection-specific parameter. Change only if directed by Technical Support.
Limits: 1–1000
Default: 80

• Communication protocol: Send initialization message timeout
Defines a connection-specific parameter. Change only if directed by Technical Support.
Limits: 1–1000
Default: 50

• Communication protocol: Timeout
Defines a connection-specific parameter. Change only if directed by Technical Support.
Limits: 1–1000
Default: 60

• Concurrency
Specifies the maximum number of slave processes that can run concurrently. You can set the concurrency value
higher to increase the maximum data throughput for data transfers across your network, or set it lower to decrease the
maximum data throughput. The optimal level varies for each computer, depending on the overall resources and load.
Note: Try to determine the best value for your system. A value that is too high or too low may contribute to system
overload on individual computers or data traffic jams or bottlenecks on the network.
Limits: 1–10000
Default: 10

• Concurrency to reserve for responders
Specifies the minimum portion of the concurrency value that is reserved exclusively for agents acting as responders.
Limits: 0–10000
Default: 1

• Discreet mode
Enables discreet mode for the agent on the specified computer, if True. Transfers performed in discreet mode are
called discreet transfers. Discreet transfers are sent and received in the background, using minimal bandwidth, when
the sending and receiving computers are not heavily loaded. Based on the load, the Data Transport Agent determines
when to send the transfer and calculates the optimal transfer rate, so that the discreet transfer has minimal impact on
the computer’s performance and the user’s productivity. If False, discreet mode is disabled and the agent performs the
transfer as quickly as possible.
Default: False

• Enable ADT trusted security
Configures the DTS agent for use with DTS trusted security for Advantage Data Transport, if True.
Default: False

• Fanout keep alive message timeout
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Specifies the timeout period in seconds of the keep alive messages sent between the initiator and responder agents
that are involved in a fanout.\
Limits: 1–1000
Default: 5

• Forced shutdown
Specifies that the agent slave processes not perform any transfers while the master shuts down idle slaves, if True.
Default: True

• Heartbeat interval
Specifies the regularity of heartbeat status messages from a slave to a master. Slave processes send status messages
to the master process at regular intervals—in seconds—to signal that they are functioning correctly. These messages
are known as heartbeats. For the master, this value specifies how often to expect heartbeat status messages from
slaves; and for slaves, it specifies how often to send heartbeat status messages.
Limits: 60–1200
Default: 60

• Heartbeat timeout
Specifies the number of seconds for a master process to wait for a heartbeat status message from a slave process
before the master process discards the slave process and assumes failure.
Note: This value should be at least three times the value for the Heartbeat interval policy.
Limits: 180–3600
Default: 255

• Hop file lifetime
Specifies the time in minutes that hop files remain in the agent's staging directory.
Limits: 60–20160
Default: 60

• Legacy messaging support
Enables scanning for incoming transfer requests on the legacy CA Message Queuing (CAM) queues, if True. This is
required for compatibility with earlier versions of DTS (r1, r2, and r3).
Default: False

• Master protocol parameters
Specifies the protocol parameters used by the master processes.
Default: RPORT=<8222> UDP_RPORT=<8223> BCAST_RPORT=<8224> MCAST_RPORT=<8225>
SPX_RPORT=<8226> CPIC_LUNAME_LISTEN=<DTA1>

• Security mode
Determines whether incoming transfer requests must be authenticated. Responses to security violations are
dependent on the current security mode. Valid values are as follows:
– quiet

Disables security checking.
– warn

Enables security checking. If an invalid request is detected, the operation is permitted to continue. However, the
violation is recorded in the log file to indicate the occurrence.

– fail
Enables security checking. If an invalid request is detected, the operation is immediately aborted. When fail mode
is enabled, users are required to enter a valid user name and password before they are able to display or set the
runtime parameters for any of the DTS computers.

Default: quiet
• Sequential connect

Specifies that the agent master processes respond sequentially to incoming responder connections, if True.
Default: True

• Slave lifetime timeout
Specifies the length of time in seconds that an inactive slave process idles before shutting down.
Limits: 300–3600
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Default: 600
• Slave protocol parameters

Specifies the protocol parameters used by the slave processes.
Default: RPORT=<ANY> UDP_RPORT=<ANY> BCAST_RPORT=<ANY> MCAST_RPORT=<ANY>
SPX_RPORT=<ANY> CPIC_LUNAME_LISTEN=<DTA1>

• Staging area quota
Specifies the maximum size in megabytes (MB) of the staging directory on the specified agent. The staging directory
stores the staging files of transfers that are in progress or that have failed or aborted.DTS checks the size of the
staging directory at regular intervals, according to the value set for the Staging area quota check interval policy. If the
size of the staging directory is greater than the Staging area quota value, then DTS deletes the oldest inactive staging
file. DTS continues to delete the next oldest staging files until the size of the staging directory is less than the Staging
area quota value.
Limits: 50–102400
Default: 1024

• Staging area quota check interval
Specifies the interval in minutes when Data Transport Service checks the size of the staging directory. If you specify 0,
DTS never checks the size of the staging directory.
Limits: 0–525600
Default: 0

• Staging directory location
Identifies the directory where staging files are stored. Staging files are temporary copies of the data being transferred.
Once the data transfer is complete, these temporary staging files are discarded. If no value is set, then the default
location is in a directory named staging, which is directly beneath the DTS installation directory.
Default: empty

• Staging file lifetime
Specifies the number of hours that a failed or aborted transfer must be inactive before its staging files are deleted.
DTS automatically deletes the staging files of successful transfers. However, it does not automatically delete the
staging files of failed or aborted transfers. Instead, DTS uses the Staging file lifetime policy to determine if and when to
delete the staging files of such transfers. The staging files of failed or aborted transfers are deleted when the specified
number of hours has passed after the transfer was activated.If you specify 0, Data Transport Service never deletes the
staging files of failed or aborted transfers.
Limits: 0–8760
Default: 168

• Supported protocols
Specifies the types of protocol supported by the agent. Valid values are as follows: TCP, LTCP, HTTP, SPX, UDP,
MCAST, BCAST, PPP, and CPIC.

NOTE

DTS does not support the latest version of PPP communication protocol, PPPv6.

All protocols are not supported on all operating systems.

Default: TCP,LTCP,HTTP,UDP,MCAST,BCAST,PPP

Macro Policy Group

The Macro policy group contains the following policies for customizing the three classes of expansion macros. If the
expansion macros are empty, then the default macro is enforced by the agent. The default macro is dependent upon the
locale where the agent has been installed; so, for example, if the German version of the agent has been installed, then the
default macro will be in German.

You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog. As with all
policies, the values set here override the default values used by the agent, regardless of locale.
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• Date format #0–Date format #9
Define the standard month/day/year formats, which may vary according to operating system and locale differences.
Accessed by the ${DateFormatn} or ${DFn} macro.
Default: empty

• Full name for the first day of the week
Defines the first day of the week using the complete (long day) name in the local language. For example, on English
systems Sunday is the first day of the week, but in other locales the first day of the week may be Monday. Used by the
${DateDayLong} and ${DDL} macros.
Default: empty

• Full name for the second day of the week
Defines the second day of the week using the complete name in the local language. Used by the ${DateDayLong} and
${DDL} macros.
Default: empty

• Full name for the third day of the week
Defines the third day of the week using the complete name in the local language. Used by the ${DateDayLong} and
${DDL} macros.
Default: empty

• Full name for the fourth day of the week
Defines the fourth day of the week using the complete name in the local language. Used by the ${DateDayLong} and
${DDL} macros.
Default: empty

• Full name for the fifth day of the week
Defines the fifth day of the week using the complete name in the local language. Used by the ${DateDayLong} and
${DDL} macros.
Default: empty

• Full name for the sixth day of the week
Defines the sixth day of the week using the complete name in the local language. Used by the ${DateDayLong} and
${DDL} macros.
Default: empty

• Full name for the seventh day of the week
Defines the last day of the week using the complete name in the local language. Used by the ${DateDayLong} and
${DDL} macros.
Default: empty

• Full name for the first month
Defines the first month of the calendar year using the complete (long month) name in the local language. For example,
on English systems January is the first day of the Gregorian calendar year. Other locales may use different types of
calendars, for example, a Chinese, Hebrew, Hindu, or Islamic calendar. Used by the ${DateMonthLong} and ${DML}
macros.
Default: empty

• Full name for the second month
Defines the second month of the calendar year using the complete name in the local language. Used by the
${DateMonthLong} and ${DML} macros.
Default: empty

• Full name for the third month
Defines the third month of the calendar year using the complete name in the local language. Used by the
${DateMonthLong} and ${DML} macros.
Default: empty

• Full name for the fourth month
Defines the fourth month of the calendar year using the complete name in the local language. Used by the
${DateMonthLong} and ${DML} macros.
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Default: empty
• Full name for the fifth month

Defines the fifth month of the calendar year using the complete name in the local language. Used by the
${DateMonthLong} and ${DML} macros.
Default: empty

• Full name for the sixth month
Defines the sixth month of the calendar year using the complete name in the local language. Used by the
${DateMonthLong} and ${DML} macros.
Default: empty

• Full name for the seventh month
Defines the seventh month of the calendar year using the complete name in the local language. Used by the
${DateMonthLong} and ${DML} macros.
Default: empty

• Full name for the eighth month
Defines the eighth month of the calendar year using the complete name in the local language. Used by the
${DateMonthLong} and ${DML} macros.
Default: empty

• Full name for the ninth month
Defines the ninth month of the calendar year using the complete name in the local language. Used by the
${DateMonthLong} and ${DML} macros.
Default: empty

• Full name for the tenth month
Defines the tenth month of the calendar year using the complete name in the local language. Used by the
${DateMonthLong} and ${DML} macros.
Default: empty

• Full name for the eleventh month
Defines the eleventh month of the calendar year using the complete name in the local language. Used by the
${DateMonthLong} and ${DML} macros.
Default: empty

• Full name for the twelfth month
Defines the twelfth month of the calendar year using the complete name in the local language. Used by the
${DateMonthLong} and ${DML} macros.
Default: empty

• Short name for the first day of the week
Defines the first day of the week using the abbreviated day name in the local language. Used by the ${DateDayShort}
and ${DDS} macros.
Default: empty

• Short name for the second day of the week
Defines the second day of the week using the abbreviated day name in the local language. Used by the
${DateDayShort} and ${DDS} macros.
Default: empty

• Short name for the third day of the week
Defines the third day of the week using the abbreviated day name in the local language. Used by the ${DateDayShort}
and ${DDS} macros.
Default: empty

• Short name for the fourth day of the week
Defines the fourth day of the week using the abbreviated day name in the local language. Used by the
${DateDayShort} and ${DDS} macros.
Default: empty

• Short name for the fifth day of the week
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Defines the fifth day of the week using the abbreviated day name in the local language. Used by the ${DateDayShort}
and ${DDS} macros.
Default: empty

• Short name for the sixth day of the week
Defines the sixth day of the week using the abbreviated day name in the local language. Used by the ${DateDayShort}
and ${DDS} macros.
Default: empty

• Short name for the seventh day of the week
Defines the last day of the week using the abbreviated day name in the local language. Used by the ${DateDayShort}
and ${DDS} macros.
Default: empty

• Short name for the first month
Defines the first month of the calendar year using the abbreviated month name in the local language. Used by the
${DateMonthShort} and ${DMS} macros.
Default: empty

• Short name for the second month
Defines the second month of the calendar year using the abbreviated month name in the local language. Used by the
${DateMonthShort} and ${DMS} macros.
Default: empty

• Short name for the third month
Defines the third month of the calendar year using the abbreviated month name in the local language. Used by the
${DateMonthShort} and ${DMS} macros.
Default: empty

• Short name for the fourth month
Defines the fourth month of the calendar year using the abbreviated month name in the local language. Used by the
${DateMonthShort} and ${DMS} macros.
Default: empty

• Short name for the fifth month
Defines the fifth month of the calendar year using the abbreviated month name in the local language. Used by the
${DateMonthShort} and ${DMS} macros.
Default: empty

• Short name for the sixth month
Defines the sixth month of the calendar year using the abbreviated month name in the local language. Used by the
${DateMonthShort} and ${DMS} macros.
Default: empty

• Short name for the seventh month
Defines the seventh month of the calendar year using the abbreviated month name in the local language. Used by the
${DateMonthShort} and ${DMS} macros.
Default: empty

• Short name for the eighth month
Defines the eighth month of the calendar year using the abbreviated month name in the local language. Used by the
${DateMonthShort} and ${DMS} macros.
Default: empty

• Short name for the ninth month
Defines the ninth month of the calendar year using the abbreviated month name in the local language. Used by the
${DateMonthShort} and ${DMS} macros.
Default: empty

• Short name for the tenth month
Defines the tenth month of the calendar year using the abbreviated month name in the local language. Used by the
${DateMonthShort} and ${DMS} macros.
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Default: empty
• Short name for the eleventh month

Defines the eleventh month of the calendar year using the abbreviated month name in the local language. Used by the
${DateMonthShort} and ${DMS} macros.
Default: empty

• Short name for the twelfth month
Defines the twelfth month of the calendar year using the abbreviated month name in the local language. Used by the
${DateMonthShort} and ${DMS} macros.
Default: empty

• Time format #0–Time format #9
Define the standard hour/minute/second formats, which may vary according to operating system and locale
differences. Accessed by the ${TimeFormatn} or ${TFn} macro.
Default: empty

• User defined #0–User defined #9
Indicate user-defined expansion macros. Accessed by the ${UserDefinedn} or ${UDn} macro.
Default: empty

Network Object Server Policy Group

The Network Object Server policy group contains the following policies for the DTS Network Object Server (NOS). You
can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

NOTE

 The Transfer Object Server (TOS), Network Object Server (NOS), and Schedule Object Server are commonly
referred to as object servers, DTS servers, and servers throughout the documentation. However, in formal DSM
terminology, they are DTS managers.

• Cache flush interval
Specifies the number of seconds after which the server process writes all unsaved object information to disk, that is,
the periodic flushing of the object cache. If 0 is specified, data is written to disk immediately after an update operation
is performed by the servers.
Limits: 0–10000000
Default: 60

• Cache size
Specifies the maximum number of objects that can be held in the server's memory cache. Caching can significantly
improve the performance of the server for which you are setting the cache size. It is most advantageous in situations
where repeated transfers between the same computers are common. Valid values are 0 and higher. A value of 0
disables caching; all object updates are immediately flushed to disk.

NOTE

When setting this policy, keep in mind the amount of memory that the server process consumes. Cache is
not preallocated and therefore grows to its maximum size as the server is used. The cache-size value simply
limits the cache to a maximum number of objects.

Limits: 0–10000000
Default: 1024

• CCS WorldView repository name
Identifies the CCS WorldView repository to be used by the Network Object Server.
Default: <locally managed>

• Dynamic container visualization
Specifies that the Network Object Server update the computers in the CA MDB, so that their membership in DTS
dynamic containers can be visualized.
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Default: True
• Enable CCS WorldView integration

Integrates the DTS Network Object Server with the WorldView component of CCS, if True.
Default: False

• Lookup object by address
Defines a NOS-specific route performance value. Change only if directed by Technical Support.
Default: False

• Legacy messaging support
Indicates whether to scan for incoming transfer requests on the legacy CAM queues. Required for compatibility with
earlier versions of DTS (r1–r3).
Default: False

• NOS auditing
Enables auditing by the domain manager, if True.
Default: True

• NOS protocol parameters
Specifies the port used to listen for legacy TCP requests.
Default: RPORT=<8196>

• Resolve common source
Defines a NOS-specific route performance value. Change only if directed by Technical Support.
Default: True

• Resolve duplicate machines
Defines a NOS-specific route performance value. Change only if directed by Technical Support.
Default: True

• Security mode
Determines whether incoming transfer requests must be authenticated. Responses to security violations are
dependent on the current security mode. Valid values are as follows:
– quiet

Disables security checking.
– warn

Enables security checking. If an invalid request is detected, the operation is permitted to continue. However, the
violation is recorded in the log file to indicate the occurrence.

– fail
Enables security checking. If an invalid request is detected, the operation is immediately aborted. When fail mode
is enabled, users are required to enter a valid user name and password before they are able to display or set the
runtime parameters for any of the DTS computers.

Default: quiet
• Self discovery: Create DTS Objects in WorldView

Creates DTS objects only in WorldView when DTS agents come online (notify), if True.
Default: True

• Self discovery: Create machines
Creates any new machine objects in WorldView during Self Discovery, if True. (This policy does nothing if the Self
discovery: Create DTS Objects in WorldView policy is not enabled.)
Default: False

• Update machines' IP addresses
Updates the IP addresses of computers in WorldView when computers notify the DTS manager, if True. (This policy
does nothing if the Self discovery: Create machines and Self discovery: Create DTS objects in WorldView policies are
not enabled.)\
Default: False

• Use first route
Defines a NOS-specific route performance value. Change only if directed by Technical Support.
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Default: True
• WorldView classes to load

Specifies the CCS WorldView classes to search through when looking for a route.
Default:Windows;WindowsXP;Windows_NetServer;WindowsNT;Windows9x;Windows2000;Windows2000_Server;WindowsNT_Server;Linux;HPServer;HPUnix;Novell;Solaris;Unix;GenericPC;ManagedPC;SunOS;AS400;DG_UX;IBM_390;OpenVMS;Macintosh;OS2;Unclassified_TCP;-
AMO_Workstation

 

Schedule Object Server Policy Group

The Schedule Object Server policy group contains the following policies for the DTS Schedule Object Server (SOS). You
can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

NOTE

The Transfer Object Server (TOS), Network Object Server (NOS), and Schedule Object Server are commonly
referred to as object servers, DTS servers, and servers throughout the documentation. However, in formal DSM
terminology, they are DTS managers.

• Cache flush interval
Specifies the number of seconds after which the server process writes all unsaved object information to disk, that is,
the periodic flushing of the object cache. If 0 is specified, data is written to disk immediately after an update operation
is performed by the servers.
Limits: 0–10000000
Default: 60

• Cache size
Specifies the maximum number of objects that can be held in the server's memory cache. Caching can significantly
improve the performance of the server for which you are setting the cache size. It is most advantageous in situations
where repeated transfers between the same computers are common. Valid values are 0 and higher. A value of 0
disables caching; all object updates are immediately flushed to disk.

NOTE

 When setting this policy, keep in mind the amount of memory that the server process consumes. Cache is
not preallocated and therefore grows to its maximum size as the server is used. The cache-size value simply
limits the cache to a maximum number of objects.

Limits: 0–10000000
Default: 1024

• Enable legacy manager communication
Indicates that this component must connect to a legacy manager component, if True.
Default: False

• Enable SOS auditing
Enables auditing by the domain manager, if True.
Default: True

• Incoming connection timeout
Specifies the number of seconds of client inactivity that must pass before the client is automatically disconnected by
the server.
Limits: 60–36000
Default: 300

• Maximum number of incoming connections
Specifies the maximum number of clients that can be connected at one time.
Limits: 1–1000

NOTE

 A limit lower than the one you specify here may be imposed by the operating system.
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Default: 64
• Security mode

Determines whether incoming transfer requests must be authenticated. Responses to security violations are
dependent on the current security mode. Valid values are as follows:
– quiet

Disables security checking.
– warn

Enables security checking. If an invalid request is detected, the operation is permitted to continue. However, the
violation is recorded in the log file to indicate the occurrence.

– fail
Enables security checking. If an invalid request is detected, the operation is immediately aborted. When fail mode
is enabled, users are required to enter a valid user name and password before they are able to display or set the
runtime parameters for any of the DTS computers.
Default: quiet

• SOS protocol parameters
Specifies the port used to listen for legacy TCP requests.
Default: RPORT=<8200>

• TOS network address
Specifies the DTS Transfer Object Server to which the Schedule Object Server connects. You can specify either the
name of the TOS or the network address. By default, this policy is set to the address of the computer on which the
SOS is installed.
Default: localhost

• TOS protocol parameters
Specifies the protocol parameters to use when connecting to a legacy DTS r1, r2, or r3 Transfer Object Server.
Default: IPORT=<8198>

Transfer Object Server Policy Group

The Transfer Object Server policy group contains the following policies for the DTS Transfer Object Server (TOS). You
can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

NOTE

 The Transfer Object Server (TOS), Network Object Server (NOS), and Schedule Object Server are commonly
referred to as object servers, DTS servers, and servers throughout the documentation. However, in formal DSM
terminology, they are DTS managers.

• Allow Interrupted transfers
Specifies that incomplete transfers change their state to Interrupted, so that they can be automatically resumed when
agents come online.
Default: True

• Automatically create machines in WorldView
Indicates whether an object is created in WorldView when a transfer successfully completes. If True and connected to
a NOS that is integrated with WorldView, this policy enables the auto creation of computer objects involved in transfer
requests that are not registered in the CA MDB (MDB). If such a computer is not found in the MDB, the Transfer
Object Server directs the Network Object Server to add the computer to the MDB, the Network Object Repository, and
subsequently to your DTS Business Process View.
Default: False

• Enable ADT trusted security
Enables ADT trusted security for this Transfer Object Server, if True. Trusted security applies only to DTS clients
using trusted security domains. In a trusted security domain, a DTS administrator defines trusted users and the DTS
agents to which they have trusted access. Trusted access means that these users can successfully activate transfers
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without specifying a user name or password for the DTS agents in the transfer, even if the agents have their security
mode set to fail.
Default: False

• Enable legacy manager communication
Indicates that this component must connect to a legacy manager component, if True.
Default: False

• Enable wakeup on LAN
Indicates whether a wake-on-LAN signal, or datagram, is sent to all computers involved in the transfer. If False, no
wake-on-LAN signal is sent.
Default: True

• Incoming connection timeout
Specifies the number of seconds of client inactivity that must pass before the client is automatically disconnected by
the server.
Limits: 60–36000
Default: 300

• Legacy messaging delivery period
Specifies the time in seconds that is allocated to the delivery of CAM messages.
Limits: 60–36000
Default: 300

• Legacy messaging support
Indicates whether to scan for incoming transfer requests on the legacy CAM queues. Required for compatibility with
earlier versions of DTS (r1–r3).
Default: False

• Legacy Secure mode
Enables legacy encryption of DTS control messages (Windows only), if True.
Default: False

• Maximum number of incoming connections
Specifies the maximum number of clients that can be connected at one time.

NOTE

 A limit lower than the one you specify here may be imposed by the operating system.

Limits: 1–1000
Default: 64

• Network location of the NOS
Identifies the DTS Network Object Server to which the Transfer Object Server connects. You can specify either the
name of the NOS or the network address. By default, this policy is set to the address of the computer on which the
TOS is installed. If set to None, the TOS does not connect to a Network Object Server at startup.

NOTE

 If you are not connected to a Network Object Server, you can do point-to-point transfers by specifying in the
runtime parameters the location information of the computers involved.

Default: localhost
• NOS connection timeout

Specifies the number of seconds to wait for the Network Object Server to connect successfully to another DTS
manager component to resolve network routing for a transfer request. When the specified time expires, the NOS is
timed out.
Limits: 5–120
Default: 20

• Process Interrupted transfers frequency
Specifies the interval in minutes that the Transfer Object Server waits before attempting to resume incomplete
transfers. If set to 0, this policy is disabled.
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Limits: 0–1000000
Default: 720
Example: If you set this policy to 60, the TOS checks all outstanding transfers to its agents every 60 minutes and
reactivates them.

• Route poll interval
Specifies the polling interval in seconds for the Network Object Server's outstanding route lookups.
Limits: 0–1000000
Default: 180

• Security mode
Determines whether incoming transfer requests must be authenticated. Responses to security violations are
dependent on the current security mode. Valid values are as follows:
– quiet

Disables security checking.
– warn

Enables security checking. If an invalid request is detected, the operation is permitted to continue. However, the
violation is recorded in the log file to indicate the occurrence.

– fail
Enables security checking. If an invalid request is detected, the operation is immediately aborted. When fail mode
is enabled, users are required to enter a valid user name and password before they are able to display or set the
runtime parameters for any of the DTS computers.
Default: quiet

• Self discovery: Enable self discovery support
Forwards agent notification messages to the NOS, if True, permitting it to create and update computers in the MDB.
Default: True

• Self discovery: Identify agent in MDB
Defines a TOS-specific parameter. Change only if directed by Technical Support.
Default: True

• Self discovery: Use IP address in MDB
Defines a TOS-specific parameter. Change only if directed by Technical Support.
Default: True

• TOS auditing mode
Specifies the level of auditing detail offered by the manager, that is, the DTS Transfer Object Server. Valid values are
as follows:
– 0 - Disabled

Specifies no audit messages, that is, auditing is disabled.
– 1 - Minimal

Specifies server messages only.
– 2 - Standard

Specifies server, transfer job, and transfer fail messages.
– 3 - Extended

Species all audit messages.
Default: 1

• TOS protocol parameters
Specifies the port used to listen for legacy TCP requests.
Default: RPORT=<8198>

• Transfer group size
Specifies the maximum number of transfers that will define a single Fanout, Broadcast, or Multicast group.
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WARNING

 DTS supports IPv4 broadcast and IPv4/IPv6 multicast addressing. The BCAST point-to-many protocol is
only for use with IPv4 addresses. If you want to perform a broadcast-type transfer over an IPv6 network, use
the MCAST protocol with the relevant IPv6 multicast address.

Limits: 2–1000
Default: 30

• Use CCNF Hop Links
Indicates that DTS uses CCNF View hop link properties, if true. If set to false, DTS uses CCS Worldview.
Default: True

 

Manager Policy Group

The Manager policy group lets you view or edit the existing policy properties for the common manager. It contains the
following policy group folders:

• Asset Collector
• Asset Management
• Common Configuration
• Engines
• Infrastructure Deployment
• Integration to emailing system
• Software Contents Download

 

Asset Collector Policy Group

The Asset Collector policy group lets you view or edit the existing configuration policy parameters for the Asset Collector
at the manager level. You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties
dialog.

This policy group contains the following policies:

• Audit Purge Interval
Specifies the frequency interval in days before the Asset Collector audit record table is purged.
Default: 30

• Audit Purge Maximum Age
Species the number of days after which the Asset Collector audit records will be deleted automatically.
Default: 180

Asset Management Policy Group

The Asset Management policy group lets you view or edit the following NIST SCAP support policies. You can modify
policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• SCAP Result File Location
Specifies the location of the storage folder for SCAP scanner result files. The default is to create a SCAP_Result_Files
directory under the CA Client Automation install location.

Common Configuration Policy Group
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The Common Configuration policy group contains the following policies for the common configuration manager. You can
modify policy parameter values using either the Common Configuration configuration view or the Setting Properties dialog.

• Configuration job check interval
Specifies the time in minutes after which the configuration queues are checked for jobs. Although the common
configuration manager is notification-driven, a check of the configuration queues is done at regular intervals. This
policy provides a fallback in case notifications get lost.
Limits: 10–1440
Default: 30

• Configuration message delayed retry interval
Specifies an interval in minutes after which a pending configuration job message is re-sent, even though the common
configuration manager typically does not send a message to a target for which a communication error has been
reported. This value should be greater than that for the Configuration message retry interval policy.
Limits: 1–172800
Default: 480

• Configuration message retry interval
Indicates the time in minutes to pass before the common configuration manager re-sends a configuration job to a
target computer that has not yet replied.
Limits: 1–172800
Default: 60

• Configuration message timeout
Indicates the time in minutes to pass before the common configuration manager stops attempting to resend a
configuration job to a target computer that has not yet replied.

NOTE

 If your system has been upgraded from Unicenter DSM r11.1 to r11.2, the r11.1 default of 10080 minutes (or
7 days) is retained.

Limits: 480–8409600
Default: 86400

• Database request timeout
Indicates the time in minutes to pass before the common configuration manager stops waiting for a reply from the
database.
Limits: 1–20
Default: 10

• Group and computer update check interval
Indicates the time in hours after which the common configuration manager checks for groups and computers that need
configuration updates. Although the common configuration manager is notification-driven, a check for groups and
computers that need a configuration update is done at regular intervals. This policy is a fallback in case notifications
get lost.
Limits: 1–24
Default: 24

• Initial replication delay
Indicates the time in seconds the common configuration manager waits before starting replication tasks for a new
domain. The common configuration enterprise manager receives notifications indicating the linking or unlinking of
a domain. However, when a notification is received, it still takes some time until the complete domain information is
available.
Limits: 60–3600
Default: 180

• Linked domains check interval
Indicates the time in minutes after which the common configuration manager checks for linked or unlinked domains.
The common configuration enterprise manager routinely checks at regular intervals for linked or unlinked domains.
This policy is a fallback in case a domain linked or unlinked notification gets lost.
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Limits: 5–1440
Default: 10

• Replication message retry interval
Indicates the time in minutes to pass before the common configuration enterprise manager re-sends a replication
message to a domain manager that has not yet replied.
Limits: 2–1440
Default: 10

• Task check delay
Indicates the time in seconds after which the common configuration manager tries again to check for tasks to be
processed after having encountered a database access problem.
Limits: 60–1800
Default: 60

• Time span for processing configurations
Specifies the maximum time in seconds that the common configuration manager spends setting up and activating
configurations. It is limited so that other tasks will not be deferred too long. When this time span has expired, the setup
or activation of new configurations is suspended until the next scheduled check.
Limits: 1–60
Default: 15

• Time span for processing incoming messages
Specifies the maximum time in seconds that the common configuration domain manager spends processing incoming
messages before checking for outbound jobs.
Limits: 3–300
Default: 20

• Time span for setting up full configuration report requests
Specifies the maximum time in seconds that the common configuration domain manager spends setting up full
configuration report requests. It is limited so that other tasks will not be deferred too long. When this time span has
expired, the setup of full configuration report requests is suspended until the next scheduled check.
Limits: 1–60
Default: 15

• Use client side cursor
Indicates the cursor location for CSM manager database requests. If True, the cursor location is set to "client side
cursor." A client side cursor can be used with a remote database to minimize the number of data transfers. If False, the
cursor location is set to "server side cursor."
Default: False

Engines Policy Group

The Engines policy group contains the following engine policies. You can modify policy parameter values by double-
clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Distribute SCAP checklists to Scalability Servers
Indicates whether compressed SCAP checklist files should be distributed to the scalability server as part of the engine
collect task. If True, the DSM engine can run the task to push the checklists to the scalability servers.
Default: False

• Use Trust Level for Inventory processing
Indicates whether a trust level value is used when inventory data is received by the engine for MDB processing. If
True, the engine compares the incoming trust level of inventory items with the trust level of inventory items already
stored in the database. If False, the engine collect job ignores the trust level and inserts the inventory data into the
database.

NOTE

 This parameter affects all engine instances running on the domain manager.
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Default: False
• Ignore replicated Intellisig if they are locally defined

Controls the behavior of the replication if the Intellisig definition was previously created locally at a domain manager.
If you set this parameter to true, the master definition and details from the enterprise manager are not replicated.
Otherwise, the master definition at the domain manager is updated by the definition from the enterprise manager.
Its domain_uuid is changed to that of the source. The existing definition at the domain manager is updated. Any
existing details of the master at the domain manager are deleted. The Intellisig details from the enterprise manager are
replicated to the domain manager.
Default: False

• Convert replicated Intellisigs on unlinking
Overrides the default behavior that deletes all replicated master Intellisig definitions and their details at the domain
manager on unlinking. If you set this parameter to true, on unlinking, any replicated master Intellisig definition and
details are converted at the domain manager as belonging to the domain manager. Namely, their domain_uuid is
changed from that of the enterprise manager to that of the domain manager.
Default: False

• Leave replicated software definitions
Specifies whether the replicated heuristic and Intellisig detected software definitions must be retained at the enterprise
manager when the domain managers have removed them. If set to False, they are deleted at the enterprise manager
when the last domain manager reports them as deleted.
Default: False

• Leave unreferenced collected software definitions
Specifies if heuristic software definitions must be left undeleted at the domain manager, on an engine collect, when
their last discovered software instance is deleted.
Default: False

Infrastructure Deployment Policy Group

The Infrastructure Deployment policy group contains the following policies for component deployment within the DSM
infrastructure. You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Always deploy packages
Indicates whether packages should always be deployed to target computers. This policy can be useful if you want
to roll back to particular software versions, for example. Typically, if the deployment scan indicates that a package
is already "Deployed" or "Newer," you are unable to re-deploy the same package, but a value of True overrides this
behavior.
Default: False

• Always deploy primer
Indicates whether a primer software package is always deployed and installed on a target. This policy is useful if the
primer installation on the target host has become corrupt or an upgrade of the primer is required. Valid values are True
and False.
Default: True

• Deploy primer from Scalability Server
Indicates the method by which the primer package is delivered to the target computer. Valid values are as follows:
– True = Scalability Server

Specifies that the primer package be deployed from a scalability server to the target computer if the deployment is
configured to deploy from a scalability server.

– False = Normal Deployment
Specifies that the primer package be deployed from the management server to the target computer.

NOTE

 A value of True allows better utilization of network bandwidth and faster deployments if there is a
scalability server that is geographically closer to the intended target computers.
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Default: True
• Deployment thread limit

Controls the maximum number of concurrent deployments to target computers that are running on the deployment
manager at any one time. This value can be increased or decreased depending on the current workload of the
deployment manager.
Default: 10

• Do not ping target during scan
Indicates whether DMDeploy is set to "ping" targets during a deployment scan. Some networks may be configured
through firewall settings and router configuration policy to stop attempts to check whether a computer is active on
a network. Setting this policy to True bypasses such checks and marks the computer as "Responding," allowing
deployment to continue.

NOTE

 This policy should be set to True if deploying to a Microsoft Windows Vista computer that returns a status of
"No Response" during the scan phase.

Default: False
• Job failure timeout interval

Specifies the number of minutes of inactivity until a machine state is set to Failed status. The deployment manager
expects confirmation from the target for both package delivery and installation. In some cases, package delivery
and installation can take a considerable amount of time, especially if running over large networks that have low
bandwidth to target computers that are very slow or heavily loaded. This policy allows the reset time to be increased
(or decreased) before a deployment is marked as Failed.

NOTE

 Marking the job as Failed on the manager does not affect any installation running on the target computer. If
the installation is in progress but completes after the job reset time, the job on the manager will be marked as
Failed but the installation continues as normal.

Default: 120
• Message Delivery timeout interval

Specifies the maximum length of time in minutes that the deployment manager waits for a response to any control
message sent to the DMPrimer during deployment. This value can be increased if deployment is taking place over a
slow network link.
Default: 2

• Primer install timeout interval
Specifies the maximum length of time in minutes to wait for a primer package to be installed on a target system. This
timeout period starts after the primer software has been transferred to the target computer. Increase this value if
deploying to very slow or heavily loaded target computers. If this timeout expires, the deployment manager assumes
that the installation on the target computer failed. However, if installation is actually still in progress, a subsequent
deployment attempt to the same target (after primer installation competes) continues successfully.

NOTE

 This policy is applicable when deploying to target computers running any operating system.

Limits: 1–500
Default: 10

• Scan Targets 'ping' timeout interval
Specifies the maximum number of seconds that the deployment manager waits for a response to a ping of a target
computer during the scan phase.
Default: 15

• SSH data packet size
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Specifies the size in bytes of a Secure Shell (SSH) data packet used when deploying the primer package. Reducing
the SSH data packet size increases the time taken to deliver the primer to the target system.

NOTE

 

Reduce this value if you are experiencing problems deploying the primer to UNIX/Linux systems, especially
if you are seeing a partial primer install image transfer to the /tmp/dmprimer directory when deploying the
primer package.

Some SFTP servers do not accept the default packet size, which results in an "SSH cannot perform SFTP"
status message. In this case, you must reduce the packet size. A value of 12288 typically allows successful
deployment.

Default: 24576
• Target connection attempts

Specifies the maximum number of times that the deployment manager should attempt to create a share to a Windows
target computer when deploying the primer software package. If you encounter network interruptions when carrying out
DSM package deployments, increase the value. There is a delay of a few seconds between each connection attempt.

NOTE

 This policy is only applicable when deploying to Windows targets.

Limits: 1–100
Default: 2

• Target share name
Specifies the share to which the primer software package is copied during deployment. By default the primer
installation package is copied to admin$ before being installed. If this is not required or wanted due to security reasons,
for example, then an alternative share location can be specified from which to run the primer installation.
Default: admin$

• Use host names
Indicates whether host names are preferred for deployment instead of IP addresses. This policy should be set to True
if you are running in a network environment where IP address to host name mappings could be affected by Dynamic
Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) considerations during the lifetime of the job. Valid values are True (use host
names) and False (use IP addresses).
Default: False

• Use IP addresses in CAM
Indicates whether CA Message Queuing (CAM) should disable translation of IP addresses to host names. This policy
should be set to True if messaging is likely to be affected by DHCP considerations during the lifetime of the job.
Default: False

Integration to emailing system Policy Group

Contents

The Integration to emailing system policy group lets you view or edit the existing computer policy properties for electronic
mail connections. It contains the following policy group folder:

smtp

smtp Policy Group

The smtp policy group contains the following Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) policies. You can modify policy
parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Enabled
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Indicates whether SMTP is enabled.
Default: True

• Mail from-Address
Specifies the mail address to be set in the From: mail header.
Default: AssetPolicyViolation

• Mail Server
Specifies the host name of the SMTP server.
Default: localhost

Software Contents Download Policy Group

The Software Contents Download policy group lets you view or edit the following policies for software signatures. You can
modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

NOTE

Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• Contents Download Port
Specifies the port number used to communicate with the CA contents server that holds software signatures. Valid
values are 443 (new installations) and 5250 (upgrades).
Default: <locally managed>

• Contents Download Server
Specifies the name of the CA contents server that holds the software signatures.
Default: contentupdate.ca.com

• Proxy Server
Specifies the name of your proxy server.
Default: empty

• Proxy Server Port
Specifies the port used by the proxy server.
Default: 0

• Proxy Server User
Identifies the name or ID of the user who has proxy server permissions.
Default: empty

• Proxy Server User Password
Specifies the password of the proxy server user.
Default: <encrypted>

Notification Policy Group

The Notification policy group lets you view and edit the following policies for notification events. You can modify policy
parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Send timeout (persistent)
Specifies the lifetime in seconds for delivery of notifications to persistent notification clients. Persistent notification
clients are processes that want notifications to accumulate while they are not running, so that they are available for
processing when the process restarts. After this point, it is assumed that the client application has been uninstalled or
the physical machine has been removed, and uncollected notifications are deleted.
Default: 604800 (1 week)

• Send timeout (transient)
Specifies the lifetime in seconds for delivery of notifications to transient notification clients. Transient notification clients
are processes that cannot receive notifications that are published while they are not running. After this point, it is
assumed that the client has shut down without canceling its subscriptions, and uncollected notifications are deleted.
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Default: 3600 (1 hour)
• Transaction timeout

Specifies the transaction timeout period in milliseconds for internal notifications, after which a notification node stops
waiting for a response to a request to establish or cancel a subscription.
Default: 60000 (1 minute)

 

Remote Control Policy Group

The Remote Control policy group lets you view or edit the existing computer policy properties for remote control
management, inheritance, and protection.

This policy group contains the following policy group folders:

• Event Logging
• File Transfer
• Host
• Manager
• Protocols

Click each policy group folder to view the policies. Each policy object within its policy group folder is derived from a parent
object. The settings in the policy object have the option either to specify the setting or to inherit the setting from the parent
policy. New policies can inherit from computer policies, global policies, or local policies.

The Remote Control policy group permits the administrator to configure or view the values associated with the policy
template that is applied to computers and/or computer groups referencing the policy. To edit a property in the policy list,
double-click the property description to display the Setting Properties dialog.

 

Remote Control Event Logging Policy Group

Contents

The Event Logging policy group lists all events that a host or domain manager can raise by event ID. For each event, a
value of True means that when the described event occurs the corresponding event is raised; a value of False means the
event is not raised. You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties
dialog.

The Event Logging policy group contains the following policy group folders:

• Connection Events
• Host Event Settings
• Host Events
• Manager Events
• Security Events

NOTE

The host-related settings specified here default to the DSM Properties - Remote Control dialog. For more
information about this dialog, see the Remote Control Host Help.
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Host Event Settings Policy Group

The Host Event Settings policy group controls event settings. The remote host is capable of reporting events to an event
log, and these settings provide information on where to report events. Setting the values for the following Host events and
Security events group policies controls the types of events reported.

You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Enable status events
Controls whether status update events should be sent to the manager. If True, status update events are sent to the
manager.
Default: True

• Send events to manager
Controls whether centrally managed hosts send events of any kind to their manager. If True, centrally managed hosts
send all events to the domain manager. This policy overrides settings for individual events.
Default: True

Connection Events Policy Group

The Connection Events policy group controls the types of connection events that are tracked while taking a remote control
session. These settings appear on the Advanced tab of the DSM Properties - Remote Control dialog. You can modify
policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Local Confirmation Failed
Indicates that the viewer has failed to connect and the confirmation is rejected by the host.
Default: True

• Connection Failed
Indicates an event that is raised when a request for a remote connection from a viewer to a host has failed.

• Default: True

Host Events Policy Group

The Host Events policy group controls the types of host events that are tracked when event logging is enabled. These
settings appear on the Advanced tab of the DSM Properties - Remote Control dialog. You can modify policy parameter
values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Error
Indicates whether a host error has occurred.
Default: True

• Host listening
Indicates that the host has entered a listening state. This means that it is active and ready to accept connections from
viewers.
Default: False

• Host locked
Indicates that the host has entered a locked state. This means that the user or the domain manager has issued a lock
command, which causes the host to close all connections and stop listening for connections.
Default: False

• Host not listening
Indicates that the host has stopped listening for connections. This can result from one of the following conditions:The
host is locked.The host is about to shut down.No network protocols were enabled or no protocols were started.
Default: False

• Host rebooting
Indicates that the host has asked the operating system to restart.
Default: False

• Host started
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Indicates that the host has entered a started state. This means that it has finished initialization and is ready for use. It
may not necessarily have signed on to its domain manager.
Default: False

• Host stopped
Indicates that the host has entered a stopped state. This event is raised as almost the last thing it does before
terminating.
Default: False

• Host unlocked
Indicates that the host has been unlocked. This means that the host has been sent an unlock command by either the
user or the domain manager. The host begins listening for connections again and is ready for use.
Default: False

• Remote control session started
Indicates that a viewer has connected successfully with a host, completed login, and has begun video transmission.
Default: False

• Remote control session stopped
Indicates that a viewer has terminated its session with a host and disconnected.
Default: False

Manager Events Policy Group

The following event policies appear in the Manager Events policy group and pane. You can modify policy parameter
values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

NOTE

 For each management event listed below, a value of True means that when the described event occurs the
corresponding event is raised; a value of False means the event is not raised.

• Address book created
An asset group has been marked as root group in the address book.
Default: False

• Address book flag removed
An asset group is no longer marked as an address book.
Default: False

• Address book: Add user
A new user has been added to an address book.
Default: False

• Address book: Change permissions
The permissions of an address book have been changed.
Default: False

• Address book: Remove user
A user has been removed from an address book.
Default: False

• Command failed on some hosts
A command failed on some of the hosts of a server.
Default: True

• Command not received on host
A server has failed to send a command to a host.
Default: True

• Command not sent
A server has failed to send a command to the target host(s) because of a database failure.
Default: True

• Command rejected by host
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A host rejected a command because it did not originate from its management server.
Default: True

• Command sent to all hosts
A server sent a command to all its hosts successfully.
Default: False

• Command sent to computer group
A server sent a command to a computer group.
Default: False

• Command sent to host
A server sent a command to a host.
Default: False

• Computer: Cannot add computer
A server has failed to add a computer.
Default: True

• Computer: New computer added
A new computer has been added to a server.
Default: False

• Management server failed to start
A management component has failed to initialize.
Default: True

• Management server started
A management server has started successfully.
Default: True

• Management server stopped
A management server has stopped successfully.
Default: True

Security Events Policy Group

The Security Events policy group controls the types of security events reported. They appear on the Advanced tab of the
DSM Properties - Remote Control dialog. You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display
the Setting Properties dialog.

• Security validate permissions failed
Indicates that a viewer has connected to a host with a correct user name and password but does not have permission
to perform the type of connection requested. This can happen if, for example, the viewer tries to connect in stealth
mode without permission or the user of the viewer is not present in the address book containing the host. In this case,
the user has no permissions at all. The connection is rejected.
Default: True

• Security validate user failed
Indicates that a viewer has connected to a host with an incorrect user name or password and has been rejected.
Default: True

• User manager security provider load failed
Indicates that the remote control manager failed to load a configured security provider.
Default: True

Remote Control File Transfer Policy Group

The following policies related to file transfers appear in the File Transfer policy group and pane. You can modify policy
parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Buffer size
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Specifies the size of the file transfer read buffer in bytes. Increasing this value improves file transfer performance at the
expense of Remote Control performance during file transfer operations.
Default: 32768

• Transfers allowed
Specifies the host login states under which file transfers are allowed. Valid values are as follows:
– Always allowed

Specifies that file transfers are allowed regardless of the host's login state.
– When logged on or locked

Specifies that file transfers are allowed when a user is locally logged on to the host computer, even if the desktop is
locked.

– Continue existing transfers when locked
Specifies that file transfers are allowed when a user is logged on to the host computer and the desktop is not
locked. However, if a transfer is in progress when the desktop is locked, it is allowed to continue. New transfers
cannot be initiated when the desktop is locked.

– Only when logged on
Specifies that file transfers are only allowed when a user is logged on to the host and the desktop is not locked.
Default: Continue existing transfers when locked

• User account
Indicates whether file transfers are subject to the permission restrictions of the locally logged on user, if any. If False,
the file transfer feature allows full access to all files on the local computer, but any mapped network drives on the host
computer will not be accessible through file transfer.If True, access still falls back to full local computer access when
no user is logged on; however, file transfers can be prohibited when no user is logged on using the Transfers allowed
policy.
Default: True

Host Policy Group

The Host policy group contains all the host policies. You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to
display the Setting Properties dialog.

The Host policy group contains the following policy group folders:

• General
• Managed
• Recording
• Video Capture

General Policy Group

You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog. The following
policies for the host appear in the General policy group and pane.

NOTE
For all policy settings that specify a time period, the units are seconds.
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• Abnormal disconnect action: This parameter specifies the action that the host takes after an abnormal disconnect
from a viewer. Default: Lock the workstation. Valid values are as follows:

• – Do nothing
– Reboot computer
– Logoff current user
– Forcibly reboot computer
– Forcibly logoff current user
– Lock the workstation

• Allow printer driver installation: This parameter indicates whether the Remote Control viewer is permitted to install
required printer drivers. If the printer redirection is enabled, printer drivers are automatically installed when a viewer
connects to a printer. Default: True

• Always disable screensaver: This parameter indicates whether the screen saver on the desktop of the host user is
always disabled. Default: False

• Always disable wallpaper: This parameter disables the wallpaper and any embedded web pages on the desktop of
the host user. You can set this parameter and other visual effects to True to improve performance. The performance
increases by decreasing the amount of video data that the host transmits. This setting overrides the corresponding
viewer setting. Default: False

• Always encrypt: This parameter encrypts all messages (keyboard or video) between the host and viewer regardless
of the viewer setting. Default: False

NOTE

If the target host is operating in FIPS‑preferred or FIPS‑only mode, this option has no effect. The data is
always encrypted using FIPS‑compliant cryptography.

• Always hide window contents when dragging: This parameter controls whether the host disables the visual effect
in which the contents of windows are displayed as the host user drags them around the desktop. You can set this
parameter and other visual effects to True to improve performance. The performance increases by decreasing the
amount of video data that the host transmits. This setting overrides the corresponding viewer setting. Default: False

• Animate connection icon: This parameter specifies that the host icon in the taskbar become animated when the host
is connected to the viewer. Default: <locally managed>

• Connection dialog text: This parameter names the fully qualified path of a plain-text file containing EULA or other
explanatory text. The text is displayed on the login confirmation dialog of the Host. This dialog appears when a viewer
connects to a host that is configured to request confirmation from the end user before a remote control session can be
established. The file that is referenced here must be present on the host computer. If the text file is on a network share,
a UNC network path can be specified. The permissions of the network share must permit read access to the end users
who confirm the connection request. Default: empty

• Defer reboot retries: This parameter specifies the number of times a user can postpone, or can defer, a manager-
initiated reboot. Default: 1

• Defer reboot time: This parameter specifies the amount of extra time that a user deferral can add to the wait time for
a manager-initiated reboot. Default: 300

• Enable chat: This parameter enables a chat session from a viewer if set to True and the viewer user also has this
permission. If False, then no chat session is permitted to the host regardless of the viewer user permissions. Default:
True

• Enable classroom: This parameter enables a classroom style connection from a viewer if set to True and the viewer
user also has this permission. If False, no classroom style connection is permitted to the host regardless of the viewer
user permissions. Classroom connections permit a "teacher" host to be connected to by a classroom of "pupil" viewers.
Only one viewer has control that can be passed from viewer to viewer by the host. Default: True

• Enable exclusive control: This parameter enables an exclusive connection from a viewer if set to True and the
viewer user also has this permission. If False, an exclusive connection is not permitted regardless of the viewer
user permissions. An exclusive connection means that only one viewer at a time can connect. The host mouse
and keyboard are disabled. Only the viewer user has control of the host computer.Windows: In Secure Control and
Exclusive Control modes, the Ctrl-Alt-Del key sequence cannot be blocked, because it is a low-level security feature
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of the operating system. The host user cannot interfere with remote control operations by repeatedly pressing Ctrl-Alt-
Del to switch to the login desktop or to open the Task Manager. However, after issuing a Ctrl-Alt-Del, the host user will
still not have keyboard or mouse control of the desktop.Linux: This option prevents other users from connecting when
there is a session in progress; the mouse and keyboard of the Host are not disabled. Default: True

• Enable lock: This parameter indicates whether the host user can lock the host. This policy setting is used during
security alerts to "lock down" remote control. If True, the host closes all connections and stops listening for more. In
a centrally managed installation, the domain manager can send the lock command even if this setting is False. This
policy setting controls only whether the host user can lock. Default: False

• Enable lock desktop: This parameter enables the viewer to lock the desktop of the host computer. This parameter
also applies to locks initiated by disconnections of any type, normal or abnormal, when the operating system supports
locking the workstation or desktop. If False, the host user can refuse lock requests.Linux: The disconnect and lock
actions lock only the operating systems that support this feature. For example, in the GNOME GUI environment on
Linux, it is not possible to lock the desktop of a root user.

NOTE
If either the Enable lock desktop or Enable logoff policy is set to False, the related normal and abnormal
disconnect options are also affected.

For example, the default abnormal disconnect action for a remote control session is to lock the desktop of the Host.
If you disable the lock feature of the host, the abnormal disconnect action does not lock the desktop of the Host. As a
result, the Disconnect and Lock option is not available in the viewer. Default: True

• Enable logoff: This parameter enables the viewer to log out the host computer. This parameter also applies to
log outs that the disconnections of any type, normal or abnormal initiate. If False, the host user can refuse log out
requests. Default: True

• Enable manual recording: This parameter enables users to manually record desktop activity independently of any
remote control sessions. Default: True

• Enable meeting: This parameter enables meeting mode remote control connections from any viewer, with or without
explicitly defined user permissions. With these requests, a connection confirmation dialog appears displaying the
user name of the viewer and computer name. The host user can then accept the connection or deny it. If the Require
meeting confirmation password policy is also set to True, then Remote Control prompts for the password of the
currently logged on user before permitting a meeting session to proceed. If False, a request by the viewer for a
meeting mode connection is rejected and a Security validate permissions failed event is raised. Default: True

• Enable printer redirection: This parameter indicates whether host printing can be directed to a printer of the Viewer.
Default: True

• Enable reboot: This parameter enables the host to reboot the host computer when requested by a viewer or domain
manager. This parameter also applies to the reboots initiated by disconnections of any type, normal or abnormal.
Default: False

• Enable secure control: This parameter enables a secure connection from a viewer user if set to True and the viewer
user also has this permission. If False, the host does not permit any secure connections from viewers regardless of the
viewer user permissions. Default: True
– Windows: In a secure mode connection, only one viewer at a time is permitted to connect. The host user cannot

use the host computer because the screen, mouse, and keyboard are all disabled. A secure control message
screen is displayed; this screen is configurable and displays a static HTML page.

– Windows: In Secure Control and Exclusive Control modes, the Ctrl-Alt-Del key sequence cannot be blocked,
because it is a low-level security feature of the operating system. The host user cannot interfere with remote control
operations by repeatedly pressing Ctrl-Alt-Del to switch to the login desktop or to open the Task Manager. However,
after issuing a Ctrl-Alt-Del, the host user will still not have keyboard or mouse control of the desktop.

NOTE

The secure control mode uses multiple-monitor operating system features with which some versions of
the Intel Display drivers are not fully compatible. If Remote Control detects a driver compatibility problem,
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it does not display the Secure Control Message, “Remote Control Session In Progress.” Instead, the host
screen becomes black. Using the latest display drivers from Intel resolves the problem.

– Linux: In a secure mode connection, a new login session with a hidden desktop is created that only the viewer can
see. Remote control connections to Linux hosts in this mode do not control the desktop of the currently logged on
user. Multiple concurrent secure control connections are supported, and each connection creates a separate hidden
desktop.

NOTE

The secure control feature in Linux requires the Virtual frame buffer X server (Xvfb) utility. If the utility is
not present, the secure control connections are refused. This utility can typically be installed from the
Linux installation media, if not already installed by default.Mac OS X: The secure control feature is not
supported.

• Enable shared control: This parameter enables a shared control connection from a viewer user if set to True and the
viewer user also has this permission. If False, the host does not permit any shared control connections from viewers
regardless of the viewer user permissions. In a shared mode connection, both the host and viewer user have control of
the host computer. Any number of viewers can connect. Default: True

• Enable smart card redirection: This parameter indicates whether the smart card redirection of user credentials from
a viewer to a remote host computer is enabled. Default: True

• Enable stealth view: This parameter enables a stealth view connection from the viewer user if set to True and
the user of the viewer also has this permission. If False, the host does not permit any stealth view connections
from viewers regardless of the viewer user permissions. In a stealth mode connection, the host retains control of
the host computer but is unaware that a connection has been made. Normally, the host icon changes to indicate
that a connection is in progress and the host menu shows the connections. Any number of viewers can connect.
Default: True

• Enable the reception of files from viewers: This parameter indicates whether the host can receive files from
viewer users. If False, the host does not receive any files that are sent from viewers. To receive files, the viewer user
permission, Send Files, must also be specified. Default: True

• Enable the sending of files to viewers: This parameter indicates whether the host can send files to viewers. If False,
the host does not send any files to viewers regardless of the viewer user permissions. To send files, the viewer user
permission, Receive Files, must also be specified. Default: True

• Enable view: This parameter enables a view-only connection from a viewer user if set to True and the user of the
viewer also has this permission. If False, the host does not permit any view-only connections from viewers regardless
of the viewer user permissions. In a view mode connection, the host retains control of the host computer and the
viewers can only see. Any number of viewers can connect. Default: True

• Host:. Always disable menu and window animationThis parameter controls whether the host disables the menu and
window animation effects that are provided by Windows. You can set this parameter and other visual effects to improve
performance by decreasing the amount of video data that the host transmits. This setting overrides the corresponding
viewer setting. Default: False

• Host: Always disable visual styles: This parameter controls whether the host disables the visual styles and effects
that Microsoft Windows provides. The animation effects that the common controls, the taskbar, and themes use
are included. You can set this and other visual effects to improve performance. The performance is increased by
decreasing the amount of video data that the host transmits. This setting overrides the corresponding viewer setting.
Default: False

• Inactivity timeout: This parameter specifies the inactivity timeout period in seconds, that is, the maximum time
a viewer can be connected to a host and can be inactive before a timeout occurs. Only controlled remote control
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sessions are subject to inactivity timeouts. The inactivity timer does not affect View-only sessions. If set to 0 (zero), the
inactivity timer is disabled. Default: 0

• Login timeout: This parameter specifies the login timeout period in seconds, that is, the maximum time a login from a
viewer to a host can take before a timeout occurs. This period includes the time that is taken to answer a confirmation
dialog (if Require local confirmation is set). Default: 120

• Normal disconnect action: This parameter specifies the action the host computer must take after a normal
disconnect from a viewer user. Default: Do nothing. Valid values are as follows:
– Do nothing
– Reboot computer
– Logoff current user
– Forcibly reboot computer
– Forcibly logoff current user
– Lock the workstation

• Override confirm at login: When the Require local confirmation host property is True and a viewer connects, the
host user is prompted to confirm the connection. However, if the Windows login window is visible, the host refuses
by default to connect because it assumes that nobody is available to confirm the connection. If Override confirm at
login is set to Allow, the local host user confirmation requirement is overridden and the host accepts the connection.
If Override confirm at login is set to Prompt, the connection confirmation dialog appears. If this setting is Deny, the
Require local confirmation setting remains valid. If a meeting mode connection is requested and the Windows login
window is visible, the local host user confirmation requirement is not overridden and the connection confirmation dialog
appears independent of the Override confirm at login setting. Default: Deny

• Require local confirmation: When a viewer connects regardless of the viewer user permissions, a local confirmation
from the host user is required. If False, the viewer user permissions control whether confirmation is required. This
feature can be used with Require local confirmation password. Default: False

• Require local confirmation password: This parameter indicates whether a local confirmation password is required.
When the Require local confirmation host property is True and a viewer connects, the host user is prompted to confirm
the connection by clicking Yes. However, if the Require local confirmation password property is also set to True
for increased security purposes, Remote Control prompts for the password of the currently logged on user before
permitting the connection to proceed. Default: False
– Require meeting confirmation password: This parameter indicates whether a meeting confirmation password

is required. The Remote Control prompts for the password of the host user before permitting a meeting session to
proceed in the following scenarios:
• The Enable meeting host property is set to True.
• The Require meeting confirmation password property is also set to True.
If more viewers join the meeting, the password of the Host is required only to confirm the first connection request. If
Require local confirmation is False, but the Require local confirmation password property is True, the confirmation is
password protected.
Default: True

• Secure Control Message URL: This parameter specifies the full URL of a static HTML page to be shown on the
host during secure control sessions. This setting is effective only if the Show HTML Secure Control Message policy is
enabled. The URL must point to a page that does not require scripts or active content to display correctly. If the page is
hosted on a web server, it must permit anonymous access. Leave this setting empty for a default message. Example:
http://myserver/rcmessage.html
Default: empty

• Show HTML Secure Control Message: This parameter enables the display of a static HTML page to be used for the
"Remote Control Session in Progress" message that is shown on the host computer during Remote Control secure
control connections.
Default: True

• Start locked:This parameter indicates whether the host always starts up in a locked state. This parameter is useful in
situations when the user wants to be able to decide whether someone can connect to the host computer. To enable the
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user to unlock, ensure that the Enable lock property is also set to True. If False, only a domain manager can unlock the
host. Default: False

• Time before logoff:When the host receives a log out request from the viewer when it disconnects, this policy setting
specifies the time in seconds to wait before the host logs out. A countdown dialog is displayed starting now. Limits: 1–
3000 Default: 30

• Time before reboot:When the host receives a reboot request from the domain manager or from a viewer when it
disconnects, this policy setting specifies the time in seconds to wait before the reboot takes place. A countdown dialog
is displayed starting now. Limits: 1–3000 Default: 30

• Use XDMCP for Secure Control login(Linux): This parameter specifies that X Display Manager Control Protocol
(XDMCP) be used to display the login screen for a remote control session in secure mode.

NOTE
Local XDMCP connections must be enabled in your display manager configuration before setting this option.

Default: False
• Record all sessions on viewer: This parameter specifies whether to automatically record all the RC Host sessions on

the Viewer side. This parameter overrides other recording parameters that are specified on the Viewer.
Values: True/False Default: False

• Enable receiving of clipboard data from viewers: This parameter specifies whether the clipboard data is received
from the RC Viewer.
Values: True/False Default: True

• Enable sending of clipboard data to viewers: This parameter specifies whether the clipboard data is sent to the RC
Viewer.
Values: True/False
Default: True

• SysTray Notification: The time in seconds that the 'Connection Established dialog box' text is displayed on the host
desktop. Limits: 0–60 Default:5

• Connection Established dialog box Text: The text to be displayed in the session connection dialog box. The
characters may also include the following variables: $Viewer_Name, $Vewer_IP, and $Vewer_User. Limits: 250
Characters

• Connection Ended Dialog box Text: The text to be displayed in the session terminated dialog box. The characters
may also include the following variables: $Viewer_Name , $Vewer_IP, $Vewer_User. Limits: 250 characters

• Connection Ended message box displayed: The host can configure the connection establishment and
connection ended messages. If the ConnectionEndedDlgBoxdisplayed value is 0, the default text is displayed.
If the ConnectionEndedDlgBoxdisplayed value is 1, the text configured in 'ConnectionEstbDlgBoxText' and
'ConnectionEndedDlgBoxText' is displayed.

Managed Policy Group

The following management policies for a host appear in the Managed policy group and pane. You can modify policy
parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Authenticate via server
Indicates whether host connections are authenticated using the Remote Control scalability server.
Default: True

• Centralized security
Determines how the host computer authenticates user credentials when a request is made to connect using Remote
Control.
If True, the host asks the manager to authenticate credentials using centrally managed user permissions. The
manager keeps details of remote control users and their permissions on a central database that is maintained by
the system administrator. The host computer also appears in the global address book (GAB) if the administrator has
applied any user permissions to the groups to which the host belongs. Furthermore, the DSM Properties - Remote
Control dialog does not show the Users tab because the local user is not allowed to administer users.
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If False, the host authenticates user credentials using a local list of users and permissions. This list is maintained by
the local user using the Users tab of the DSM Properties - Remote Control dialog and may contain both domain and
local users. The host computer does not appear in the global address book because security is not controlled by the
manager.
Default: True

• Enable fail safe
Controls whether the host can use a local security provider to validate user connections if it cannot contact its domain
manager. Typically, the manager performs validation of user names and passwords. If the host cannot contact its
domain manager when a viewer wants to connect, the host can load the local "Unified" security provider to validate. By
default, this permits anyone in the Administrators group to connect, or the "root" user on Linux/Mac OS X. This feature
can be used with Enable security cache.

NOTE

 In fail safe mode you must connect as an Administrator of the host computer, not with a local domain
manager account or as a normal domain user (unless that user is in the Administrators group defined to the
host computer).

Default: True
• Enable security cache

Controls whether the host can use the local security cache to validate user connections if it cannot contact its domain
manager. Typically, the manager performs validation of user names and passwords. The user's permissions from
successful validations are stored in a cache file so that if the host cannot contact its manager when a viewer wants
to connect, it can look in the cache and see if the user is present. If so, the user can be validated against the domain
controller and cached permissions.
Default: True

• Register WOL Information
Indicates whether Wake-on-LAN (WOL) information should be registered in the global address book (GAB). If True,
users of the Remote Control viewer can remotely power up computers that support WOL. If False, WOL is only
available from the DSM Explorer.
Default: True

Recording Policy Group

The Recording policy group contains all the policies for locally recording remote control sessions made to the current host.
This is independent of a viewer's recording of a session, enabling the host to force sessions to be recorded for auditing
purposes. In a centrally managed environment, the domain manager determines who can set or modify these values.

You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Backward compatible
Specifies that all host recordings be recorded in a format that is compatible with Unicenter DSM r11.2 and earlier, if
True.
Default: False

• Disconnect on failure
Specifies that the remote control session be disconnected if host recording fails, if True.
Default: False

• Dither recoded bitmaps
If True, specifies that bitmaps be dithered, that is, their colors blended, during the reduction process for host-side
recordings.
Default: False

• Enable session recording
Enables the recording of remote control sessions made to the current host according to user permissions, if True. 
If False, the other host-sided recording is disabled, and the other recording settings have no effect.
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Default: True
• Record all sessions

Specifies that all sessions should be recorded regardless of user permissions, if True. 
If False, the permissions of the connecting user are used to determine whether the session should be recorded.
Default: False

• Record fonts
Specifies how to record fonts in recording files generated by host-side recording. Valid options are as follows:
– Don't record fonts
– Record selected legacy fonts
– Record non-standard fonts
– Record all fonts (Large File)

Default: Record selected legacy fonts
• Record sessions separately

Specifies that concurrent sessions be recorded separately and saved in individual *.urc files, if True.
Default: True

• Record when logged on
Specifies that recording take place only when a user is logged on, if set to True. This means that screen activity that
takes place on the Windows login dialog is not recorded.
Default: True

• Recording bandwidth
Specifies the maximum recording bandwidth that a host-side recording will use. This limits the rate at which the host
screen data is recorded to the file. Host recording bandwidth settings are approximate.Valid maximum bandwidth
values are as follows:
– Unlimited
– 4MBIT
– 2MBIT
– 1MBIT
– 512KBIT
– 256KBIT
– 128KBIT
– 64KBIT
– 32KBIT

Default: Unlimited
• Recording colour reduction

Specifies that the color depth of bitmaps should be reduced for host-side recordings. Valid values are as follows:
– No colour reduction
– High Colour: 16 bits/pixel
– Low Colour: 8 bits/pixel
– Greyscale: 8 bits/pixel
– Greyscale: 4 bits/pixel
– Pseudo-grey: 3 bits/pixel
– Edge detection: 1 bits/pixel
– TV colour: 12 bits/pixel
– TV colour: 6 bits/pixel

Default: No colour reduction
• Recording path

Specifies the default path for saving recorded sessions. If empty, recording files are stored in the system-wide
Temporary folder by default.
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NOTE

 It is possible to record sessions to a remote network share, for example, a central file server, by specifying
a UNC path. However, you must ensure that the user account used to store the recording has sufficient
privileges to connect to the network share. Therefore, you should either record with the Logged on user
credentials option enabled or configure the network share to accept Null-session connections, because the
Service account credentials option does not have privileges on remote computers.

Default: empty
• User account

Specifies which user credentials will be used when saving the recording file. Valid values are as follows:
– Service account credentials

Specifies the credentials of the user account under which the Host service runs. By default, this is the LocalSystem
account on Windows and "root" on Linux.

– Logged on user credentials
Specifies the credentials of the currently logged on user, that is, a local user security profile.

NOTE

 The Logged on user credentials option can be selected only if the Record when logged on option is
enabled. If you want to record files to a network share on another computer, use the Logged on user
credentials option.

Default: Service account credentials

Video Capture Policy Group

The Video Capture policy group contains the following device bitmap and video capture driver policies. You can modify
policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

NOTE

Some other remote control products, including Microsoft NetMeeting, employ low-level video driver hooks
that are dynamically installed when required. Unfortunately, interference between these hooks can cause
interoperability issues. We therefore recommend that you do not connect using multiple remote control products
at the same time.

•  Enable Aggressive Caching
If True, specifies that the host automatically use a CPU and memory-intensive aggressive caching technique when the
available session bandwidth is low to further reduce the bandwidth requirements of Remote Control.
You may want to disable this behavior on computers with limited CPU or memory resources, for example, point-of-
sale terminals. However, Remote Control will automatically avoid using aggressive caching if 256MB or less of RAM is
installed.
Default: True

•  Enable device bitmaps
Enables device bitmaps if set to True. Device bitmaps increase the performance of viewer sessions, but they require
more memory on the viewer.
Default: True

•  Enable Enhanced Driver Capture
If True, specifies the use of the substantially enhanced video capture system in CA Client Automation r12 that
improves performance in low bandwidth environments. The performance of this capture system should be better than
the performance of the Unicenter DSM r11 video capture system in nearly all cases.
If False, reverts to the Unicenter DSM r11 video capture system in the unlikely event that remote control performance
for a specific application is degraded.
Default: True

•  Kernel buffer size
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Specifies the size, in bytes, of the kernel mode buffer used to store temporary data generated by the video capture
driver.
Default: 4194304

•  Load driver on start
Specifies that the Remote Control video drivers be loaded when the host is started and remain loaded until the host
stops. If False, Remote Control dynamically loads its video drivers when a remote control session starts and unloads
them when the session ends.
On Windows platforms, the act of loading the video drivers causes a slight screen flicker. To facilitate a completely
flicker-free connection for stealth mode connections on these platforms, enable this setting (True).
This setting can also be enabled to alleviate some DirectDraw/Direct3D related problems, such as Java applications
not being visible on the Remote Control viewer after connecting. However, loading the video drivers may prevent some
applications, such as DVD players, from working.
 

NOTE

 On Linux, the video driver is not dynamically loaded, so this setting has no effect.

Default: False
•  Maximum Cache Size

Limits the maximum amount of memory in megabytes that the host allocates for caching of bitmaps.Reducing this
value will reduce the maximum memory consumption of the host, when in session, at the expense of increasing
potential bandwidth requirements for the session.However, Remote Control automatically limits the size of the bitmap
cache if 256MB or less of RAM is installed.
Default: 64MB

•  Send system fonts
Specifies how the host is to send the following legacy system fonts to the viewer computer:
– MS Sans Serif
– MS Serif
– Courier
– Terminal
– 8514oem
– FixedSys
– System
– Small Fonts

NOTE

 TrueType and other third-party legacy fonts are not affected.

The host sends system font name and size information to the viewer. This information is very small and requires very
little network bandwidth. However, if the viewer computer does not have the font installed that the host is using, it cannot
exactly reproduce a view of the host's desktop from this information. Typically, this occurs if the host computer has
nonstandard system fonts installed, for example, a Hebrew command prompt font.

The Send system fonts setting can be used to make the host computer send bitmaps of the system font's characters
to the viewer computer. This permits the viewer to exactly reproduce a view of the host's desktop, even if it does not
have the same font installed. This bitmap font information is larger than the equivalent name and size information—
approximately 12 KB per font face and size. However, the host will send bitmaps for each font only once, when it is used
for the first time.

This setting can be overridden at the viewer computer by disabling the Embed Missing Fonts option on the Experience
tab in the Connection Settings dialog. For more information, see the Remote Control Viewer section of the DSM Explorer
Help.
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NOTE

 Microsoft Windows installs several language versions of each system font by default. Therefore, it is not usually
necessary to use this setting to enable support for viewer sessions between computers configured for different
languages.

Valid values are as follows:

None

Specifies that system font bitmaps not be sent.

Console Fonts

Specifies that console (that is, command prompt) fonts be sent as bitmaps.

All

Specifies that all system fonts be sent as bitmaps.

Default: None 

Suppress display flicker on connect

Indicates whether the host prevents the slight display flicker that can take place when a remote control session connects.
This setting does not affect stealth mode connections, which always try to suppress the display flicker.

For this setting to be effective on Windows, the Load driver on start policy must also be enabled.

Default: False

Video capture mode

Indicates the video capture mode for capturing screen changes. There are three methods of capturing screen changes,
DXGI capture, Driver capture and Polling capture. DXGI uses the Microsoft Desktop Duplication API to capture the
screen. Driver capture uses a low-level video driver to capture the changes to the screen image. Polling capture works by
periodically scanning the screen image for changes.

There are four video capture mode settings for the Remote Control host:

1. Auto In this mode, For Windows 8, Server 2012 and above the DXGI mode is used. For older Windows platforms
Driver capture is used if it is available. If the video capture driver cannot be installed for some reason, or the machine
resources are too limited to load the driver, Polling capture is used as a fallback.

2. Driver Driver capture is used exclusively. There is no fallback to Polling mode if the Driver mode is unavailable.
3. Polling Polling mode is used exclusively.Windows: See Notes on Secure Control in Polling capture mode on

Windows.
4. DXGI Desktop Duplication API is referred to as DXGI. It is a new video capture mechanism that uses Windows Display

Driver Model (WDDM).

Default: Auto

Note: Mac OS X Hosts do not have a Driver mode of video capture. They rely on a specially enhanced Polling capture
mode, which uses low-level OS support to accelerate video capture. Therefore, modifying this setting has no effect on this
platform. 
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Screen capture using the Microsoft Desktop Duplication API

The Remote-Control Host configuration policy “Video capture mode” is set to Auto, by default. This enables the Remoter
Control host process to use the DXGI method for Windows 8, Server 2012 and above. For older Windows platforms
the Remote-Control mirror driver is loaded, and upon failure, uses the polling mode.

Due to the changes made by Microsoft in the Windows 10 design, the OS loads the dual stack implementation of older
driver models as well as newer models. This results in a BSOD during 3D rendering software as the Remote-Control
drivers are loaded in the background.

The RC mirror drivers are automatically uninstalled after implementing CA Client Automation 14.0.3, on Microsoft 8 and
above, and Windows Server 2012 and above. 

 

Limitations of the Microsoft Desktop Duplication API

1. if you change the configuration policy 'Video capture mode' to 'Driver Mode', then the RCHost process re-installs the
mirror drivers. Restart the RCHost process using the following commands: caf stop rchost  caf start rchost

2. Selecting Driver Mode, may produce the following issues:
a. Poor performance of the RC session with driver mode.
b. Failures while using 3D rendering software.
c. High memory and CPU usage of the rcUtilCmd.exe process.
d. Blue Screens (BSOD) or Green Screens (GSOD).
e. Blank or black screens, upon successful connection to the remote host.

3. The Remote-Control secure mode is not possible even after moving to the replacement DXGAPI.
4. For some systems that have multiple graphics cards, the desktop duplication API initialization fails if the graphic card

does not support the WDDM 2.3 or higher. In such cases, a workaround is to disable the unsupported graphics card.
5. Select and rearrange displays is currently not supported. If the order of the screens on the RC Host are rearranged,

they appear in the RC viewer using the physical order. That means, the right-hand screen is in the left of the window
and vice versa.

Notes on Secure Control in Polling capture mode on Windows

Missing Application Windows

Some semi-transparent application windows, such as the Windows Vista Sidebar and the Microsoft Office Assistant, will
not be visible in a Secure Control session when using Polling capture mode. However, the vast majority of applications will
appear as normal.

Information Leakage

When Polling capture is enabled during a Secure Control session, the user of the host is presented with a "Remote
Control Session In Progress" message, which obscures the view of the desktop. However, some elements of the screen
may still present themselves to the user in certain circumstances:

• The position and shape of the Mouse cursor, as controlled by the remote user, will remain visible on the user’s
desktop.

• Some “always on top” application windows, such as the Task Manager window, may appear on the user’s screen,
above the “Remote Control Session In Progress” message for a fraction of a second after they are opened or selected.
However, during this time, the user will have no control over the visible application.

• After a Desktop switch occurs, such as if the user presses Ctrl-Alt-Del, or if the Windows Vista User Account Control
Permission dialog appears, the windows on the desktop may become visible for a fraction of a second, before being
hidden again behind the "Remote Control Session In Progress" message.
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If you are concerned about this possible information leakage in Secure Control mode, we recommend you select the
Driver video capture mode, as the default Auto video capture mode will fall back to Polling mode if the video driver is
unavailable.

Remote Control Manager Policy Group

The Manager policy group contains the following remote control manager policies. You can modify policy parameter
values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

NOTE

For all policy settings that specify a time period, the units are seconds.

• Age of rejected sessions to purge
Specifies the age of rejected sessions after which they are deleted automatically. This policy enables you to configure
a separate purging value for rejected sessions as compared to the value used for purging closed sessions, thereby
customizing session retention to match your corporate policy. This purge action occurs during a scheduled session
purge, and the Next session purge policy controls the regularity of the session purges.

NOTE

Changing the value does not require restarting the management server.

Default: 86400
• Age of sessions to purge

Specifies the age of closed sessions after which they are deleted automatically. This purge action occurs during a
scheduled session purge, and the Next session purge policy controls the regularity of the session purges.
Default: 86400

• Check permissions interval
Specifies the interval between which the address book permissions table is checked for obsolete users. For example, if
a user is removed from a Windows domain, all permissions associated with this user will also be removed.
Default: 86400

• Check session interval
Specifies the interval between which sessions at the domain manager are checked to determine whether the active
session is still active. For example, if this value is 3600 seconds, then every 3600 seconds all active sessions will be
checked, regardless of how long the session has already been active.
Default: 3600

• Inactive timeout
Specifies the time after which a computer becomes inactive. If there has been no registration or status change event
activity from a host in the seconds specified by the Inactive timeout policy setting, the host is contacted to determine
the current status. If the host cannot be contacted, it is switched to the unknown state.

NOTE

The host periodically re-registers with the domain manager to inform the domain manager that it is still alive.
The registration interval of the host is dictated by the common agent registration. For more information, see
the Registration refresh scheduled job policy in the Configuration Policy section of the DSM Explorer Help.

Remote Control does not depend on having this feature enabled, as it is only used as a visual feedback within the
DSM Explorer. In very large deployments (50,000 plus agents), where there are large numbers of host computers that
have not re-registered within the specified period and cannot be contacted, the overhead of performing the registration
checks and updating the status of the agents can be significant, resulting in very high CPU utilization for extended
periods of time. Therefore, if you enable this policy, set it to a value that is compatible with your environment.
All timeout settings are accurate to within 10%. If this value is zero (0), the host will never become inactive.

NOTE

Changing the value does not require restarting the management server.
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Limits: 0–1000000000
Default: 0

• Maximum number of sessions
Specifies the maximum number of sessions stored by the management server. If this value is reached, the oldest
sessions are discarded on the next session purge cycle. The session purge is controlled by the Next session purge
configuration value.
Default: 20000

• Next session purge
Specifies the interval in seconds between each session purge. During a session purge, all closed or rejected sessions
older than the value specified respectively in the Age of sessions to purge or Age of rejected sessions to purge policy
are deleted.

NOTE

Changing the value does not require restarting the management server.

Default: 3600
• Store computer descriptions in address books

Specifies that the remote control manager store the descriptions of remote computers in the address book, if True.
Default: False

 

Remote Control Protocols Policy Group

Contents

Remote Control requires access to the following port for network communications:

Port 4728 (TCP) for viewer and host remote control (used for both inbound and outbound)

The Protocols policy group lets you view or edit the existing computer policies for all network communication protocol
policies. You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

The Protocols policy group contains the following policy group folder:

TCP

TCP Policy Group (Remote Control)

The TCP policy group contains the following Internet Protocol (IP/TCP) specific policies. You can modify policy parameter
values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

NOTE

 Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• Enabled
Specifies the TCP network protocol and activates the fields on the TCP tab of the DSM Properties - Remote Control
dialog, if True.

NOTE

 Only users with administrator permissions can change the network settings.

Default: True
• Interface order

Specifies the presentation order and availability of any IP network adapters reported in the global address book
(GAB).The property is specified in the following format:
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[MAC Address of first adapter] [MAC Address of second adapter] -[MAC Address of adapter to remove from

 list] 

Adapters whose MAC addresses appear in this list are listed above other network adapters in Remote Control dialogs.
If a MAC address is prefixed by a minus (–) character, it is excluded from those dialogs. (This is useful when you want
to exclude servers attached to storage area networks (SANs) or private networks.)
Example: MAC address specification: 00:OD:CA:23:43:C3
Default: empty

• Locally managed interface order
Specifies whether the host user is permitted to change the presentation order and availability of any IP network
adapters reported in the global address book (GAB). Setting this property to True activates the Network Interfaces list
view on the TCP tab of the DSM Properties - Remote Control dialog.
Default: False

• Nagle
Specifies whether the Nagle algorithm should be used. If True, this algorithm permits the networking software, not
the Remote Control software, to wait for a short time if a small packet is sent in case more data can be appended to
it. Disabling the algorithm (False) is useful when handling short messages, such as mouse movements. The default
setting should be left as is unless there is a specific need.
Default: True

• Port
Specifies the private virtual port used by Remote Control. Do not change this value. To change the physical TCP port,
change the Port multiplexer port number configuration policy in the common networking policy group folder.
Default: 798

• Register FQDN in Global Address Book
Specifies that the computer's fully qualified domain name (FQDN) will be registered as the primary TCP address for
the host in the global address book (GAB). If your network contains computers whose addresses cannot be resolved
by name, you should disable this feature.
Default: True

 

Viewer Policy Group

The Viewer policy group contains all the viewer policies. You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a
policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Enable ENC on host
This configuration parameter enables and starts the ENC Client on the Host when the remote control session is
established.
Values: True/False
Default: False

• On-demand ENC Client connection time out
This configuration parameter specifies the interval in seconds for which the RC Viewer tries to establish a connection
to the Host.
Default: 180

• Polling ENC Client connection timeout
This configuration parameter specifies the interval in seconds for which the RC Viewer tries to reconnect to the Host.
Default: 600

NOTE

We recommend the value of Polling ENC Client connection timeout to be at least the double of ENC Client
polling interval.

• Path for mandatory recording of host sessions
This parameter specifies the location where the mandatory recording of the host sessions is saved.
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NOTE
If Record all sessions on Viewer is set as True and the Path for mandatory recording of host sessions
is not provided or invalid, the RC session gets disconnected automatically. For more information about
Record all sessions on Viewer, see General Policy Group (Host).

 

Scalability Server Policy Group

The Scalability Server policy group lets you view or edit the existing policy properties for the common server. It contains
the following policy:

• Agent Trigger Method
Controls whether agent triggers should be sent using an IP address or a fully qualified domain name (FQDN) address.
Typically, this method should be changed to FQDN in an extended network connectivity (ENC) environment. (For more
information about ENC, see the Implementation Guide.)
Valid values are as follows: 
– Trigger agents by IP address
– Trigger agents by FQDN address.

NOTE

 When a trigger is sent to an agent computer as a result of a pending job and the agent does not respond
within the time limit (default 10 minutes), the subsequent triggers to the agent computer will toggle
between the IP and FQDN methods.Note: The AM server will need to be restarted for any changes to take
effect.

Default: Trigger agents by IP address

The Scalability Server policy group also contains the following subfolders:

• Asset Collector
• Asset Management
• Common Configuration
• Common Server
• OSIM

NOTE

 Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

Scalability Server Asset Collector Policy Group

Contents

The Asset Collector policy group lets you view or edit the existing configuration policy parameters for the Asset Collector
at the scalability server level. You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting
Properties dialog.

This policy group contains the following policy group folder:

• Events

The Asset Collector policy group also contains the following policies:

• Audit Log: Max Age
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Defines the maximum age in seconds that the audit log queue must reach before it sends the audit log to the scalability
server for inclusion in the MDB.

• Audit Log: Max Queue Size
Defines the maximum number of items allowed in the audit log queue before it is sent to the scalability server for
inclusion in the MDB.

• Audit Log: Wait Period
Defines the polling period in seconds. The polling period is used to check the audit log queue and age by the audit
component.

• Collect Time: Allow inventory without a collect time
Specifies whether inventory files without a collect time are allowed.Set the value to TRUE to allow inventory files
without a collect time in the xml.

• Collect Time: Future Date Tolerance
Defines the tolerance in seconds that is applied to the current time to define future date. Any inventory file having a
collect time in the future will be checked against the future data.

• Collect Time: Reject Future Files
Specifies whether to reject inventory files with collection time exceeding future date. Set the value to TRUE to reject
files that have collection time beyond the future date tolerance.

• Collection Folders
Defines the list of source folders used for asset collection, with the folder names separated by semicolons. If left empty,
the Asset Collector creates a collection folder, named AssetCollectorCollect, in the installation folder.
Default: empty

• Collection Folders(Legacy)

NOTE

Use the Collection Folders(Legacy) configuration table only for asset collector having version r12 SP1 or
earlier.

Defines the list of source folders used for asset collection, with the folder names separated by semicolons.
• Default Origin

Specifies the default origin value that is sent to the server by the Asset Collector if no value is explicitly defined in the
inventory file. The origin of an asset/user defines the source from which the asset is collected. This is a free format
value that is limited to 64 alphanumeric characters.
Default: XML File

• Default Trust Level
Indicates the default trust level that is sent to the server by the Asset Collector if the user does not specify a value in
the inventory file. Valid values are 1–5, with 1 being the least trustworthy and 5 the most trustworthy.
Default: 3

• Delta Working Folder
Defines a working folder for differencing when the Generate Deltas Policy property is set to True. When using
differencing, the Asset Collector must store a backup of the last processed file, so that the next difference can be
calculated. If left empty, the Asset Collector creates a working folder, named AssetCollectorBAK, in the installation
folder.
Default: empty

• Generate Deltas
Indicates whether deltas are used by the Asset Collector.

NOTE

Delta processing is a more efficient way to populate the inventory database.If True, the Asset Collector
propagates the changes in inventory information to the scalability server. This option improves the
performance of the inventory registration but requires that previous inventory files be stored on the Asset
Collector server. Valid values are True and False.
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Default: True
• Inventory File Error

Specifies the action on the inventory file that contains an error.Set the value of the parameter to 0, 1, or 2 to delete the
file, move the file to the output folder, or rename the file with a .error extension respectively.

• Inventory File Processed
Specifies the action on the processed inventory file.Set the value of the parameter to 0 or 1 to delete the file, or to
move the file to the output folder.

• Inventory File Rejected
Specifies the action on the rejected inventory file.Set the value of the parameter to 0, 1, or 2 to delete the file, move the
file to the output folder, or rename the file with a .error extension respectively.

• Origin to Trust Mapping
Defines a trust level for an asset from a particular origin. Define a trust level when you are collecting inventory
information from multiple origins.

NOTE

 Use the origin to trust mapping when the asset file does not have a trust level defined.
• Output Folder

Specifies the name of the directory where the processed inventory file is copied after registration. If left empty, the
Asset Collector creates an output folder, named AssetCollectorOutput, in the installation folder.
Default: empty

• Processing Rules
Specifies the rules for processing the inventory files collected from multiple tenants.To accept or reject an inventory file,
configure rules based on trust or collection time.

• Processing Rules : Default Same Day Window
Specifies the collection time window in seconds. Any inventory file that has a collection time within the same day
window is not processed.

• Processing Rules : Default Trust Mode
Specifies if trust mode or collection time is used to process the inventory files. Set the value to TRUE to use trust level
or FALSE to use collection time to process the inventory files.

• Recursive folder monitoring
Indicates whether the children of the collection folders are recursed to monitor for file changes. Valid values are True
and False.
Default: True

• Scalability Server Name
Specifies the network name or address of the scalability server with which the Asset Collector registers inventory.
Default: localhost

• Signed Files Only
Indicates whether the Asset Collector processes only the files that have valid and trusted digital signatures. Valid
values are True and False.
Default: False

• Throttle Factor
Specifies the maximum number of inventory files that can be processed per minute. A value of 0 (zero) indicates no
throttling.
Limits: 0–10000
Default: 0

• UUID Cache filename
Specifies the name of the file that is used to store the MAC address/host key cache.
Default: machostcache.xml

• UUID Cache Purge Interval
Specifies the time in seconds before the MAC address/host key cache is purged. An interval of 0 (zero) stops the
purge process from occurring.
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Limits: 0–2147483647
Default: 0

• UUID Cache Purge Max Age
Specifies the maximum age in seconds of an entry in the MAC address/host key cache after which outdated entries
are deleted automatically.
Limits: 0–2147483647
Default: 31536000

• UUID store interval
Specifies the time in seconds between writing to the MAC address/host key cache and then to storage. The
recommended value is 1 day (86400 seconds). If your environment is changing frequently, a shorter interval may be
advisable. An interval of 0 (zero) means that the cache is only written to disk when the Asset Collector service stops.
Limits: 0–2147483647
Default: 86400

Events Policy Group

The Events policy group controls the types of Asset Collector events that are tracked when event logging is enabled. You
can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Audit Accepted Assets
Specifies if an audit record is created for each successfully processed inventory file.

• Audit Reject Collect Time Future Time
Specifies if an audit record is created when an inventory file is rejected because the collect time specified in the file
appears to be a time in the future.

• Audit Reject Collect Time Older
Specifies if an audit record is created when an inventory file is rejected because the collect time in the inventory file is
older than a previous submission for the same asset.

• Audit Reject Collect Time Same Day
Specifies if an audit record is created when an inventory file is rejected because its collection time falls within the same
day window of a previously processed asset.

• Audit Reject Missing Values
Specifies if an audit record is created when an inventory file is rejected because a key value in the file is missing.

• Audit Reject Trust Level
Specifies if an audit record is created when an inventory file is rejected because the trust level is lower than the
previously submitted inventory file of the asset.

• Event on Asset Registration
Specifies if the Asset Collector raises an event when it registers an asset with the scalability server. Valid options are
True and False.
Default: True

• Event on Configuration Reload
Specifies if the Asset Collector raises an event whenever the configuration values are reloaded. If set to True, a
modification of the configuration values pushed down from the manager, for example, can cause the configuration
values to be reloaded; in which case, the Asset Collector raises an event. Valid options are True and False.
Default: True

• Event on Inventory Registration
Specifies if the Asset Collector raises an event when it registers inventory with the scalability server. Valid options are
True and False.
Default: True

• Event on start actions
Specifies if the Asset Collector raises an event when it starts monitoring collection folders. Valid options are True and
False.
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Default: True
• Event on stop actions

Specifies if the Asset Collector raises an event when it stops monitoring collection folders. Valid options are True and
False.
Default: True

• Event on User Registration
Specifies if the Asset Collector raises an event when it registers a user with the scalability server. Valid options are
True and False.
Default: True

Scalability Server Asset Management Policy Group

The Asset Management policy group lets you view or edit the following Agent Bridge support policies for mobile PDA and
legacy agents. You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Agent Bridge Interval
Specifies the wait time interval in seconds between subsequent runs of the AM Agent Bridge.
Default: 60

• Enable Agent Bridge
Enables Agent Bridge scalability server support for mobile and legacy agents, if set to True. If False, this policy
disables Agent Bridge support for mobile and legacy agents.
This policy is set to False upon installation. If changed to True, then the AM Agent Bridge runs automatically upon
startup. Note that until this policy is set to True, the AM Agent Bridge server cannot be started manually.

NOTE

 Enabling AM Agent Bridge support does not mean that the SD Agent Bridge support is automatically
enabled. For more information, see the Backwards compatibility support: Enable configuration policy in the
Backwards Compatibility Support Policy Group topic.

Default: False
• Enable Legacy User Support

Enables the support of legacy user accounts in AM Agent Bridge, if set to True. If False, this policy disables AM Agent
Bridge support for legacy user accounts.
Default: False

 

Scalability Server Common Configuration Policy Group

The Common Configuration policy group contains the following policies for the common configuration scalability server.
You can modify policy parameter values using either the Common Configuration configuration view or the Setting
Properties dialog.

• Don't use agent hostname
Disables the use of agent hostnames for outbound messages if set to True. The CSM server will use the last known
agent IP address instead. Use this policy to disable hostnames in environments where a DNS is unreliable or does not
exist.
Default: False, <locally managed>

• Don't use agent IP address
Disables the fallback to address agents by their last known IP address if set to True. Use this policy to avoid using
agent IP addresses in environments where these are rapidly reassigned to some other host.
Default: False, <locally managed>

• Message expiration
Controls the hold time for messages that could not be delivered. If set to zero (0), messages are not stored. This policy
is intended to support agents behind a NAT router.
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Limits: 0–90000
Default: 0, <locally managed>

• Number of threads
Specifies the maximum number of threads for outbound messages to agents. The CSM server creates and deletes
these threads based on the message volume.
Limits: 2–1000
Default: 100, <locally managed>

Common Server Policy Group

Contents

The Common Server policy group contains the following policies. You can modify policy parameter values by double-
clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Engine name
Specifies the name of the engine.
Default: empty, <locally managed>

• Exclude SD library
Specifies whether a software signature scan should exclude the Software Delivery Library path. If True, the contents of
all Software Delivery Library packages are excluded, that is, ignored, during a software scan. If False, any packages
or executables found in the Software Delivery Library are included in the software scan and treated as if they were
staged.
Default: True

• Manager Host
Specifies the host name of the manager.
Default: localhost, <locally managed>

• Registration timeout
Specifies the time interval in seconds between registration attempts, for example, 300 seconds.
Default: 300, <locally managed>

• Worker threads
Specifies the number of worker threads.
Default: 1, <locally managed>

The Common Server policy group also contains the following policy group folder:

• Backwards Compatibility

Backwards Compatibility Policy Group

The Backwards Compatibility policy group lets you view or edit the following Agent Bridge support policy for agent UUID
generation for mobile PDA and legacy agents. You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking the policy to
display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Enable UUID Generator
Controls the agent UUID generation behavior of the Agent Bridge. If enabled (True), the Agent Bridge generates and
maintains a host UUID for any mobile agent or legacy agent that does not report one. The generated host UUID is
derived from the host name of the computer. If False, agent UUID generation is disabled.

NOTE

If the computer’s host name is changed, a new host UUID will be generated and a new computer will be
registered.

Default: False
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OSIM Policy Group

Contents

The OSIM policy group contains the following folder for OS Installation Management:

• ManagedPC

NOTE

Available categories and options might vary depending on the products and components installed.

ManagedPC Policy Group

The ManagedPC policy group contains the following folder:

• Server

NOTE

Available categories and options might vary depending on the products and components installed.

Server Policy Group (ManagedPC)

The Server policy group contains the following ManagedPC boot server policies. You can modify policy parameter values
by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

NOTE

Available categories and options might vary depending on the products and components installed.

• ADS authentication type
This value configures the ADS proxy service and specifies the type of authentication to be used when connecting to
the Microsoft Automated Deployment Services (ADS) provider. Valid values are ntlmdomain and Kerberos. By default,
Microsoft NTLM authentication and the NTLM domain of the current user are used.
Default: ntlmdomain

• ADS controller name
This value configures the ADS proxy service and specifies the system name where the ADS controller is located.
Default: empty

• ADS domain name
This value configures the ADS proxy service and specifies the name of the domain that is used for login authentication
to the ADS provider.
Default: empty

• ADS password
This value configures the ADS proxy service and specifies the encrypted password for login authentication to the ADS
provider.
Default: <encrypted>

• ADS query timeout latency
This value configures the ADS proxy service and specifies the time in seconds to wait between notifications from the
ADS controller.
Default: 5

• ADS user ID
This value configures the ADS proxy service and specifies the user ID for login authentication to the ADS provider.
Default: empty

• Back off time after TFTP sent
This value configures the TFTP service of the boot server and specifies the maximum number of milliseconds to back
off after sending a TFTP packet to a target computer. This allows more simultaneous downloads and quicker target
response on slower CPU server systems.
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Default: 0
• Canonprv's password

This value specifies the password for login authentication to the domain of boot server for the canonprv user.
Default: <encrypted>, <locally managed>

• Default OS install script
This value specifies the default OS installation script for not yet discovered targets that are called from the DOS boot
image.
Default: empty

• Definition policy of ADS targets
This value configures the ADS proxy service. If set to False, all target computers that are defined as devices in the
ADS database are assumed to be managed by ADS. If True, only target computers ADS has taken control of are
assumed to be ADS managed.
Default: False

• Disable PXE service at start
This value indicates whether the PXE process of the boot server is disabled after the next restart.

NOTE

The PXE process is not stopped. The normal way to disable the PXE server is to use the caf stop
sdmpcserver and caf disable sdmpcserver commands.

Default: True
• Enable ADS proxy function

This value configures the boot server to act as an ADS proxy to an ADS controller using the ADSpolicyname specified.

NOTE

If the Definition policy of ADS targets policy is False, all other ADS configuration policies have no effect.

Default: False
• Enable DHCP proxy

If this value is set as True, the boot server listens on port 67 and port 4011, respectively, for Dynamic Host
Configuration Protocol (DHCP) discover and request messages. If this value is set as False, the boot server listens
only on port 4011 for DHCP request messages.
Default: True

• Let PXE choose the boot sequence
This value determines the behavior of a PXE client system when receiving the order to boot locally (boothd). If this
value is set to 'True'(1), control is returned to the BIOS to proceed to the next device in the boot sequence. If this value
is set to 'False'(0), the client directly boots from the hard disk. This value is not applicable on target booting in UEFI
mode.

NOTE

The default BOOTDOS always tries to boot from hard disk. If this booting is not possible, the BIOS boot
sequence is tried.

Default: False
• Retain UEFI Boot Sequence

This value retains the UEFI Firmware Boot Sequence and prevents Windows to set it after successful OS deployment.
If this value is set to 'True'(1), Windows Boot Manager (bootmgr) is added as a last boot device in the boot sequence. If
this value is set to 'False'(0), Windows sets the Boot Sequence, that is, set Windows Boot Manager (bootmgr) as a first
boot device in the boot sequence.
Default: False

• Level to log TFTP file requests
This value specifies the level of detail for the debug log. Valid values range from 5 = All to 1 = Only Errors.
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NOTE

If the trace is active, the cftrace configuration substitutes the stand-alone debugging from the Debug level
value.

Default: 2
• Log TFTP file requests

This value indicates whether all TFTP file requests are reported to the event log.
Default: True

• Maximum thread pool size
This value specifies the maximum number of threads that the boot server can allocate.
Default: 55

• Number of digits in password
This value configures the password change service for the OSIM access user canonprv and specifies the minimum
number of digits (0–9) to be generated when generating a random password.

NOTE

If this value is larger than that is specified for the Password length policy, then this value is truncated to
Password length.

Limits: 0–128
Default: 5

• Number of discoveries before answer
This value specifies the number of PXE requests for replies from other boot servers before replying to an unknown
PXE target. 

NOTE

Only if the Use answer control list policy is set to 1 (True), this policy is used.

Default: 3
Limits: 1-10

• Number of lower case characters in password
This value configures the password change service for the OSIM access user canonprv and specifies the minimum
number of lowercase characters (a–z) to be generated when generating a random password.

NOTE

If this value is larger than that is specified for the Password length policy, then this value is truncated to
Password length.

Limits: 0-128
Default: 3

• Number of symbols in password
This value configures the password change service for the OSIM access user canonprv and specifies the minimum
number of special symbol characters to be generated when generating a random password. Valid symbol characters
are as follows:`~!@#$%^&*()_+-={}|[]\\:\";'<>?,./

NOTE

If this value is larger than that is specified for the Password length policy, then this value is truncated to
Password length

Limits: 0-128
Default: 3

• Number of upper case characters in password
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This value configures the password change service for the OSIM access user canonprv and specifies the minimum
number of uppercase characters (A–Z) to be generated when generating a random password.

NOTE

If this value is larger than that is specified for the Password length policy, then this value is truncated to
Password length.

Limits: 0-128
Default: 3

• Password change at Windows DC
This value indicates whether the boot server changes the password for canonprv when running on a Windows domain
controller, even if the Password change interval policy is not set to 0.
Default: False

• Password change interval
This value configures the password change service for the OSIM access user canonprv and specifies the time in days
between password changes.
Limits: 1-365
Default: 1

• Password length
This value configures the password change service for the OSIM access user canonprv and specifies the maximum
length of the password generated.
This policy requires you to adjust the appropriate subcategories to set minimum values. If any of the subcategory
values is larger than Password length, then each subcategory (Number of digits in password, Number of symbols in
password, and so on) contains an even number of characters that are based on the password length. Internally, for
example, if PW_length is 8 and PW_num_digits is 9, then PW_num_digits are 2, PW_num_upper_case_characters
are 2, and so on.

NOTE

If the number of signs of one of the subcategories (Number of digits in password, Number of symbols in
password, and so on) is left 0, and the total number of signs that are defined for all subcategories is less than
the requested password length specified in the Password length policy, then the password might contain
some non-specified characters that are calculated by an internal rule. For example, if PW_length is 14 and
PW_num_digits is 8, PW_num_lower_case_characters is 0, PW_num_upper_case_characters is 0, and
PW_num_symbols is 0, then PW_num_digits becomes 9; and all the rest of the categories become floor
(PW_length/4) and one of the categories becomes sub_category = sub_category + (PW_length modulo 4).

Limits: 8-128
Default: 14

• PING poll interval
This value configures the ping monitoring service and specifies the time interval for the boot server to ping all known
computers.
Default: 60

• PING poll iteration
This value configures the ping monitoring service and specifies the number of times to ping a target computer before it
is determined to be down.
Default: 120

• PING timeout
This value configures the ping monitoring service and specifies the maximum time in seconds to wait for a ping
response.
Default: 2

• Port to redirect TFTP requests
This value specifies the port to which TFTP requests should be redirected if another TFTP server is available. If set to
0 (zero), redirection is not enabled.
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Default: 0
• TFTP retries before timeout

This value configures the TFTP service of the boot server and specifies the maximum number of times to attempt to
send a packet to a target computer before timing out.
Default: 3

• TFTP timeout
This value configures the TFTP service of the boot server and specifies the maximum time in seconds to wait for a
packet from a target computer before timing out.
Default: 3

• Time to wait for discovery answer
This value specifies the time in seconds to wait for replies from other boot servers before replying to a PXE discovery
to an unknown PXE target.

NOTE

Only if the Use answer control list policy is set to 1, this policy is used.

Default: 10
• Unknown target boot image

If the boot server has not yet discovered the target computer booting from the network, this value specifies the boot
image to be loaded. This requires that the corresponding boot loader is specified in the Unknown target boot loader
policy. 
Default: empty

• Unknown target boot loader
If the boot server has not yet discovered the target computer booting from the network, this value specifies the boot
loader to be used. For UEFI this boots to next boot device available in EFI firmware boot sequence. 
Valid values are as follows:
– boothd

This value specifies booting from the hard disk instead of the boot image that is specified by the Unknown target
boot image policy.

– bootdos
This value specifies the DOS boot loader.

– <bootimagedir>\<loader>
This value specifies the boot loader.
Default: boothd

• Unmanaged target boot image
This value specifies when booting with the bootdos boot loader that is specified in the Unmanaged target boot loader
policy, the boot image that is specified in the Unmanaged target boot image policy is used.
Default: empty

• Unmanaged target boot loader
If the boot server knows the target computer booting from the network, this value specifies the default boot loader
to be used if no installation order is pending. For UEFI this boots to next boot device available in EFI firmware boot
sequence. 
Valid values are as follows:
– boothd

This value specifies booting from the hard disk instead of the boot image that is specified by the Unmanaged target
boot image policy.

– bootdos
This value specifies the DOS boot loader.

– <bootimagedir>\<loader>
This value specifies the boot loader.
Default: boothd

• Use answer control list
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This value indicates how the boot server handles all PXE requests. Valid values are as follows:
– 0

The boot server answers PXE requests from both known and unknown computers immediately.
– 1

Specifies that the boot server answer PXE requests from known computers immediately, using an Answer Control
List (ACL), but unknown computers only after a period of retries where no other boot server has answered the
request. If more than one boot server answers after a period of retries that are specified in the Discovery retries
before answer policy, the target chooses one of them.

– 2
The boot server answers PXE requests from known computers only, using an ACL.
Default: 1

Service Desk Integration Policy Group

Contents

The Service Desk Integration policy group lets you view or edit the existing policy properties for integration with CA
Service Desk Manager.

The Service Desk Integration policy group contains the following policy group subfolder:

• Default

Default Policy Group

The Default policy group lets you set the following default policies for CA Service Desk Manager integration. You can
modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

NOTE

Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• Enabled
Indicates whether CA Service Desk Manager integration is enabled.

NOTE

If you change this policy setting to True, you must restart the DSM Explorer GUI to complete the integration
process.

Default: False
• Identifier Field

Defines a reserved field in the MDB for querying all tickets being created by a specified asset or software distribution.

NOTE

Instead of the default, you may want to reserve one of the string# fields that CA Service Desk Manager
provides for user-specific purposes.

Default: summary
• Logon Password

Specifies the logon password for CA Service Desk Manager Web Services.
Default: <encrypted>

• Logon Service Aware Policy
Specifies the name of the policy to log into if the Type of logon to Service Desk policy is set to notmanaged. If left
empty, the default Service Desk policy is used.
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NOTE

A PKCS#12 certificate includes a policy description that will always override this value.

Default: MANAGED_ASSET_EVENTS
• Logon User Name

Defines the user account for the logon to CA Service Desk Manager Web Services.
Default: System_MA_User

• Service Desk Endpoint
Specifies the URL to CA Service Desk Manager Web Services. Replace myhost with the appropriate server address
for your installation. Note that port 8080 is the default port.
Default: http://myhost:8080/axis/services/USD_R11_WebService

• Throttling
Indicates whether networking and CPU throttling are enabled.
Default: False

• Timeout
Specifies the timeout interval for calls to CA Service Desk Manager Web Services. Valid values are as follows:
– 0 = infinite
– Positive integers = seconds
– Negative integers = milliseconds

Default: 120
Example: A value of 200 means a call will time out after 200 seconds, but a value of -200 means it will time out after
200 milliseconds.

• Type of Logon to Service Desk
Indicates how logon to CA Service Desk Manager Web Services is controlled. Valid values are as follows:
– managed
– Managed by PKCS#12 certificate.
– notmanaged
– Managed by user account and password.

Default: managed

Software Delivery Configuration Policies

The Software Delivery policy group lets you view or edit the existing policy properties for managing software delivery. It
contains the following policy group folders:

• Agent
• Deploy Virtual Applications
• File Compression
• File Transfer
• Manager
• Scalability Server
• Shared
• Software Management

Software Delivery Agent Policy Group

The Agent policy group lets you set the following policies for the Software Delivery agent. You can modify policy
parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Catalog: Hide Jobcheck icon
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Indicates whether the job check icon is displayed. If True, the job check icon is not displayed. If False, the job check
icon is displayed.
 

NOTE

If the administrator of the manager to which the Software Catalog is connected has a large number of catalog
clients and finds an overuse of the job check feature, this policy should be set to True for better control of the
number of connections initiated by end users.

Default: False
• Communication: Maximum number of initial retries (Unix)

Defines the number of connection attempts an agent will make to the scalability server. The operating system type of
the agent determines the parameter entry to be used.
Default: 3

• Communication: Maximum number of retries (Unix)
Defines the number of connection retries an agent will make to the scalability server. The operating system type of the
agent determines the parameter entry to be used.
Default: 3

• Communication: Maximum number of retries (Windows)
Defines the number of connection retries an agent will make to the scalability server. The operating system type of the
agent determines the parameter entry to be used.
Default: 3

• Communication: Maximum number of seconds to retry
Determines the maximum length of time in seconds an agent will attempt to contact its scalability server. This setting is
used together with the Communication: Maximum number of retries (UNIX) and Communication: Maximum number of
retries (Windows) policies.
Default: 1800

• Job Check: Disable quotes in macros
If True, the agent does not add quotation marks around macros that are expanded. This policy affects the $ip, $in, $iv,
$msi, $pf, $pn, $pp, $rf, and $sl macros.
Default: False

• Job Check: Disable window close
If True, the agent does not close its window when the X button in the upper-right corner is clicked.
Default: False

• Job Check: GUI mode
Controls whether the Software Job Check dialog is displayed in the context of the CAF Windows Service or whether a
second instance of the Software Job Check dialog is started in the context of the logged-on user to display a separated
user interface. The separated user interface is identical in appearance to the in-process user interface.
Valid values are as follows:
– Always use in-process GUI

Disables the separated user interface.
– Display GUI for logged-on user on Vista/Longhorn

Enables the separated user interface for Windows Vista and later versions of Microsoft operating systems.

NOTE

This policy applies only to Windows Vista and later versions of Microsoft operating systems.
– Always display GUI for logged-on user

Enables the separated user interface for operating systems released prior to Windows Vista. Windows Vista
behavior would remain the same.
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NOTE

This policy applies only to operating systems prior to Windows Vista.

Default: Display GUI for logged-on user on Vista/Longhorn
• Job Check: Job execution timeout

Specifies the number of minutes a job can be executing on a target computer. If the timer elapses, the job status is
listed as "Error due to job timeout" on the manager.
 

NOTE

This policy applies only to Microsoft Windows agents.

Limits: 30–600
Default: 360

• Job Check: Output file upload mode
Controls which output files are uploaded to the manager. Valid values are as follows:
– 0

Output files are always uploaded to the manager.
– 1

Only output files for failed jobs are uploaded.
– 2

No output files are uploaded.
Default: 0

• Job Check: Post-command
With the Job Check: Pre-command policy, controls pre- and post-job check processing, which makes it possible to run
external executables before and after the actual software delivery jobs are processed. The Job Check: Post-command
policy specifies an executable that will run after software delivery jobs or after the last software delivery job in a batch.
Default: empty

• Job Check: Pre-command
With the Job Check: Post-command policy, controls pre- and post-job check processing, which makes it possible to run
external executables before and after the actual software delivery jobs are processed. The Job Check: Pre-command
policy specifies an executable that will run before software delivery jobs or before the first software delivery job in a
batch. An example is switching off an antivirus realtime monitor for the duration of a job container.
Default: empty

• Job Check: Silent mode
Controls the visibility of the agent dialog. If True, the agent UI is not visible unless a prompt needs to be displayed. If
set to False, the agent UI is visible unless the flag /BG is specified on the command line or the macro $#BG is set for
the job.
Default: False

• Job Check: SWD delta mode
Controls the uploading of software detection records. If set to 0, software detection records for DSM software are
uploaded to the manager every time the job check is run. Any other setting activates the delta mode, causing only
changes to be sent except, for every nth job check where the whole list of installed DSM software will be sent.
Default: 10

• MSI: Scan system components
• Controls whether MSI system components should be detected or not. System components are not displayed in the

Windows Add/Remove Programs applet.
Default: True

• MSI: Source list update mode
Controls the updating of the MSI source list when agents change scalability servers. Valid values are as follows:
– 0
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Do not update the MSI source list for a product.
– 1

Add a new source to the list.
– 2

Clear the source list and add the new source to the list.

NOTE

This policy applies only to Microsoft Windows agents.

Default: 1
• MSI: Update source using product name

Specifies what information the agent should use when updating the MSI source list in the agent's registry. If False, CA
Client Automation compares the package name and version against SDName and SDVersion stored in msilib.dct on
the server. If True, CA Client Automation compares it against productName and Version instead.
Default: <locally managed>

• NOS: NOS-less switch allowed
Indicates whether the internal NOS-less delivery fallback is enabled. If set to True, the delivery automatically changes
from NOS to NOS-less, which can cause large jobs to fail if the agent has insufficient disk space.
Default: True

• Reboot: Allow application logoff and reboot
Indicates whether the agent prohibits logging off and rebooting while a job is active. If True, the agent allows logging off
and rebooting during job execution. If False, the agent prohibits logging off and rebooting while a job is active.
Default: False

• Reboot: Forced reboot
If True, the reboot routine forces programs to shut down. This policy is used by the logoff and reboot routines.
Default: False

• Reboot: Ignore reboot before logoff
Controls what happens when a user or application has attempted to both log off and reboot while a job is running. If
True, a logoff is initiated after the job has completed. If False, a reboot is initiated.
Default: False

• Reboot: Number of reboot postpones
Specifies the number of times the reboot prompt can be postponed.
Default: 10

• Reboot: Polite reboot
This policy is used by the logoff and reboot routines. If set to True, a requested logoff or shutdown is not initiated
automatically. Instead, a message is displayed prompting the user to save all work. The message does not have a
timer and can be closed only by the user. By closing the message, the shutdown is initiated.
Default: False

• Reboot: Prompt timeout
Specifies the timeout period in seconds for the reboot dialog. If empty (not set), the initial timeout is 30 minutes
and every consecutive postponement is 5 minutes in duration. If set, both the initial timeout and the consecutive
postponements use the specified value.
Default: 1800

• Signature Scan: Hint software scanner
Controls non-scheduled software scans. If set to ON, the asset management agent starts a non-scheduled software
signature scan in order to update detected software records in the MDB. The scan runs after the execution of the last
software job known to the agent.
Default: OFF

• Software Library access: Reserve mapped drive letter
Specifies the letter to be used when mapping a drive for MS NOS agents.
Default: empty

• Software Library access: Use mapped drive
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Indicates whether a drive for MS NOS agents should be mapped to either the scalability server's share or a UNC path.
By default, a drive is mapped (True). However, on certain platforms drive mapping may fail, requiring UNC paths to be
used. (See the readme file for more information.)
Default: True

• User Prompt: Prompt each job in batch
If True, each job set up in a batch container with prompt user enabled causes a prompt. If False, a batch container only
causes one prompt and that occurs before the first job is executed.
Default: False

• User Prompt: Timeout
Specifies the number of minutes to wait for a user to make a selection in the Job Check dialog preceding a job
execution. This policy is relevant if the Prompt user option was selected when defining the job order. If the timer
elapses, a new attempt to start the job is initiated by the scalability server; that is, the timer elapse has the same effect
as the user's clicking the Later button in the Job Check dialog.

NOTE

This policy applies only to Microsoft Windows agents.

Limits: 1–60
Default: 5

• User Prompt: Timeout action
Controls what happens if the User Prompt: Timeout policy times out. Valid values are as follows:
– -1 = Not Set

The default action is 1 (or 2 if the Execute if prompt times out option is set in the Job Setup dialog).
– 0 = Cancel

Cancels the job.
– 1 = Later

Postpones the job.
– 2 = Now

Runs the job.

NOTE

This policy applies only to Microsoft Windows agents.

Default: -1
• User Prompt: Timeout action when user is logged off

Controls what happens if the User Prompt: Timeout policy times out and no user is logged on to the computer. Valid
values are as follows:
– -1 = Not Set

The default action is taken from the User Prompt: Timeout action policy.
– 0 = Cancel

Cancels the job.
– 1 = Later

Postpones the job.
– 2 = Now

Runs the job.

NOTE

This policy applies only to Microsoft Windows agents.

Default: -1

Deploy Virtual Applications Policy Group
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The Deploy Virtual Applications policy group contains the following policies for deploying virtual applications to target
computers. You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Port Number
Indicates the port number used by the Microsoft Application Virtualization server. This parameter applies to Microsoft
App-V applications only.
Default: 554
Note: The administrator needs to ensure that the Microsoft App-V Streaming Server has been configured to support
the selected port number.

• Transport Protocol
Specifies whether the transport protocol for the target computer is secure or not secure. This parameter applies to
Microsoft App-V applications only.
Valid values are as follows:
– RTSP

Indicates that the transport protocol is not secure. The RTSP protocol uses port number 554 as a default.
– RTSPS

Indicates secure transport protocol. The RTSPS protocol uses port number 322 as a default.
Default: RTSP

NOTE

The administrator needs to ensure that the Microsoft App-V Streaming Server has been configured to
support the selected protocol.

• Type of Roaming
Specifies whether a roaming target computer uses a new scalability server as a streaming server. If YES, the
target computer uses the new scalability server as the streaming server. If NO, the target computer uses the former
scalability server as the streaming server at all times.
Default: YES

File Compression Policy Group

The File Compression policy group contains the following policies for file compression. You can modify policy parameter
values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

NOTE

This policy group applies to all Software Delivery servers. By default, CA file compression/expansion utilities are
used during the distribution of jobs and containers. If you want to define external file compression/expansion
utilities, you must provide a definition of the alternative methods, along with any pertinent parameters, here in
this section.

• Compression: Compress command
Identifies the compression command and its associated parameters. 
Supported macros are as follows:
– %c - Compressed file
– %e - Expanded tree
– %v - Seal (encryption) value
– %s - Seal option flag.

Example: compress.exe -rp -whs %s%v %c %e\*.*
Default: empty

• Compression: Expand command
Identifies the expansion command and associated parameters used to expand compressed files. 
Supported macros are as follows:
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– %c - Compressed file
– %e - Expanded tree
– %v - Seal (encryption) value
– %s - Seal option flag.

Example: expand.exe -d -o -Jhs %s%v %c %e
Default: empty

• Compression: Seal maximum length
Specifies the maximum length of the seal string handled by the compress and expand commands.
Default: 32

• Compression: Seal option flag
Identifies the optional seal flag required by the compress and expand commands.
Default: -s

 

Software Delivery File Transfer Policy Group

The File Transfer policy group lets you set the following policies for software delivery bulk transfers. You can modify policy
parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• DTS: Alternative routes
Indicates whether the use of alternative Data Transport Service (DTS) routes is enabled. Valid values are as follows:
– -1

Try all alternative routes.
– 0

No alternative routes.
– n> 0

n alternative routes will be tried.
Default: 0

• DTS: ClientID
Defines the client ID.
Default: CASD11

• DTS: Compress data files sent to Agent
Indicates whether compression is enabled. If False, compression is disabled when sending files to an agent.
Default: True

• DTS: Compress data files sent to Scalability Server
Indicates whether compression is enabled. If False, compression is disabled when sending files to a scalability server
library.
Default: True

• DTS: Default maximum parcel size
Specifies the amount of raw data a DTS initiator agent reads before it applies any parcel filters and before it sends
the data across the network to the responder agent. The unit value is in bytes. If set to 0, a default value of 512 KB is
used.

NOTE

In the case where CA Client Automation is integrated with CA Common Services (CCS), this parameter is
overridden by the corresponding parameter specified in the WorldView component of CCS.

Limits: 0–2147483647
Default: 0

• DTS: Default throttle factor
Specifies a delay interval between DTS parcel sends. A throttle value of 20 represents a one-second delay interval
between parcel sends.
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NOTE

In the case where CA Client Automation is integrated with CA Common Services (CCS), this parameter is
overridden by the corresponding parameter specified in the WorldView component of CCS.

Limits: 0–100
Default: 0

• DTS: External filter (Internal)
Specifies the external filter.
Default: sd_dtaflt

• DTS: Filter task 0 timeout
Specifies the timeout interval in minutes for DTS filter task 0.
Default: 10

• DTS: Filter task 1 timeout
Specifies the timeout interval in minutes for DTS filter task 1.
Default: 10

• DTS: Filter task 2 timeout
Specifies the timeout interval in minutes for DTS filter task 2.
Default: 10

• DTS: Filter task 3 timeout
Specifies the timeout interval in minutes for DTS filter task 3.
Default: 1440

• DTS: Filter task 4 timeout
Specifies the timeout interval in minutes for DTS filter task 4.
Default: 1440

• DTS: Filter task 5 timeout
Specifies the timeout interval in minutes for DTS filter task 5.
Default: 10

• DTS: Filter task 6 timeout
Specifies the timeout interval in minutes for DTS filter task 6.
Default: 10

• DTS: Filter task 7 timeout
Specifies the timeout interval in minutes for DTS filter task 7.
Default: 10

• DTS: Filter task 8 timeout
Specifies the timeout interval in minutes for DTS filter task 8.
Default: 10

• DTS: Filter task 9 timeout
Specifies the timeout interval in minutes for DTS filter task 9.
Default: 10

• DTS: Object description (Internal)
Specifies the object description.
Default: SD_DTPUSH

• DTS: Parcel filter 0–DTS: Parcel filter 9
Identify built-in DTS parcel filters. The filters, if specified, are applied in the order they are specified, starting with Parcel
filter 0, and applied on the receiving end in reverse order.
The syntax for each parcel filter is:
@<separator character> DTS read parcel filter name [parameter ....] <separator character> DTS write parcel

 filter name [parameter ... ]
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NOTE

The <separator character> should be chosen carefully; it needs to be distinctive from any other character
appearing in the DTS read parcel filter name or its parameters. A space or blank should not be used for this
character.

Default: empty
Example:
@? AES256_ENCRYPT ? AES256_DECRYPT

• DTS: Server API timeout
Specifies the API server timeout interval in milliseconds.
Default: 300000 (300 seconds)

• DTS: Server connect timeout
Specifies the server connection timeout interval in milliseconds.
Default: 300000 (300 seconds)

• DTS: Server password
Specifies the logon password for the server.
Default: empty

• DTS: Server protocol
Specifies the networking protocol for the server.
Default: TCP

• DTS: Server TOS Protocol parameters
Specifies the server TOS protocol parameters. When the DTSFT program defines a transfer to DTS, it normally sets
up the transfer using the default transfer properties determined by DTS. However, if you specify different values for the
following parameters, DTSFT will use these values to override the default values for the associated transfer properties.
Default: IPORT=<8198> RPORT=<ANY>

• DTS: Server user
Specifies the ID of the server user.
Default: empty

• DTS: Session retry interval
Specifies that the retry time interval for the DTS session be overridden. When the DTSFT program defines a transfer
to DTS, it normally sets up the transfer using the default transfer properties determined by DTS. However, a value
specified here will override the default values for the associated transfer properties.
Default: -1

• DTS: Session retry limit
Specifies that the retry time limit for the DTS session be overridden. When the DTSFT program defines a transfer
to DTS, it normally sets up the transfer using the default transfer properties determined by DTS. However, a value
specified here will override the default values for the associated transfer properties.
Default: -1

• DTS: Shutdown poll interval
Specifies the shutdown poll interval in seconds, controlling how often the DTS handling component checks for a
shutdown request.
Default: 1

• DTS: To agent monitor progress
Specifies whether the progress indicator for transfers is enabled. A non-zero value specifies that progress should be
monitored and files containing the value for the %Sent field be generated. If set to zero (0), the progress indicator is
disabled.
Default: 0

• DTS: TOS Server location
Specifies the location of the DTS TOS server if it is not located on the local computer.
Default: localhost

• File Transfer plugin: Maximum cancel threads
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Indicates the number of concurrent transfer job deletion threads to be executed by the file transfer plug-in (sdmgr_ft).

NOTE

There is no advantage in using more than one deletion thread at this time.

Default: 1
• File Transfer plugin: Maximum create threads

Indicates the number of concurrent transfer job creation threads to be executed by the sdmgr_ft plug-in.

NOTE

There is no advantage in using more than one creation thread at this time.

Default: 1
• File Transfer plugin: Maximum quick threads

Indicates the number of concurrent transfer job threads for simple actions to be executed by the sdmgr_ft plug-in.
 

NOTE

There is no advantage in using more than one simple action thread at this time.

Default: 1
• Internal NOS-less download: Encryption

Specifies whether to use encryption for NOS-less software package transfers. You can set the parameter value to
Yes or No. Setting the value to Yes enables encryption for NOS-less software package transfers. However, setting the
value to No does not use encryption for NOS-less software package transfers.

NOTE

When encryption is disabled for NOS-less software downloads, software delivery stops handling the security
of the software packages and scripts transferred across the network. So, make sure that you use some other
means to protect any sensitive information. However, other NOS-less transfers in software delivery initiated
through API-server or -calls follow the default configuration (encryption is enabled) of the File Transfer Server
plug-in.

Default: Yes
• Internal NOS-less download: Throttling

Specifies the bandwidth limitation of each internal NOS-less software package download. If the value is set to Default,
internal NOS-less downloads for software packages between a scalability server and an agent follow the default
throttling value of the File Transfer Server plug-in. If a value other than Default is used, internal NOS-less downloads
for software packages override the default throttling value and use the configured value. Valid values are Default,
Unlimited, 4 Mb, 2 Mb, 1 Mb, 512 Kb, 256 Kb, 128 Kb, 64 Kb, and 32 Kb.
Default: Default

• Recovery Journal: Cleanup interval
Specifies the cleanup interval in hours, controlling how often the DTS handling component processes the recovery
journals to discard obsolete entries.
Default: 24

• Recovery Journal: Maximum age
Specifies that sdmgr_ft journal entries older than the number of days indicated here be discarded. A value of 0 means
never discard.
Limits: >=0
Default: 0

• Recovery Journal: Maximum size
Indicates the maximum size in MB of the sdmgr_ft recovery journal at which point new entries will be logged to a new
journal.
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Default: 10
• Transmission: Receive filter

Defines the command with its parameters for providing a receive filter. Use %s for the file to be filtered and %d for the
resulting file.
Default: empty

• Transmission: Send filter
Defines the command with its parameters for providing a send filter. Use %s for the file to be filtered and %d for the
resulting file.
Default: empty

• Virus Scan: Scan enabled
Indicates whether virus scan is enabled. Valid values are True (enabled) and False (disabled).
Default: False

• Virus Scan: Scan timeout
Specifies the timeout interval in seconds for a virus scan.
Default: 600

Manager Policy Group - Software Delivery Configuration

Contents

The Manager policy group contains the following software delivery manager policies. You can modify policy parameter
values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Computer move: Installation record move mode
This parameter configures the movement of installation records. There is a possibility of records being present on
two Domain Managers from moves prior to an upgrade to CA Software Delivery 4.0, when move functionality was not
present in the product. In these cases, you have the choice of the following move methods:
– 0 = Merge

Installation records from the previous Domain Manager are merged with any existing records on the new Enterprise
Manager.

– 1 = Keep
Installation records found on the new Domain Manager are retained, and those found on the previous Domain
Manager are disregarded.

– 2 = Replace
Installation records found on the new Domain Manager are replaced with those found on the previous Domain
Manager.
Default: 2

• Computer move: Move enabled
This parameter controls the move functionality of a Domain Manager when one or more of its downstream computers
execute a move operation, initiated by having their server address changed. If this parameter is set to False, move
functionality is disabled and moves are not even attempted. If this parameter is set to True, move functionality is
enabled and the Domain Manager always attempts to move installation records from the previous Domain Manager.
Default: True

• Computer move: Ongoing job action
This parameter controls the handling of any ongoing jobs that are found on the previous Domain Manager when a
computer move is to be initiated. If this parameter is set to False, any ongoing jobs found on the previous Domain
Manager at the time of the computer move are not moved. Instead, another attempt is made the next time the
computer mover task is scheduled. If this parameter is set to True, all completed job records are moved, ignoring the
fact that ongoing jobs may exist on the previous Domain Manager. The records for ongoing options are destroyed.
Default: False

• Computer move: OSIM Move enabled
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This parameter specifies whether to move the OSIM job information along with the installation records from a previous
Domain Manager during an SD computer move operation. If this parameter is set to True, attempts are made to move
the OSIM job information and the installation records from the previous Domain Manager. If this parameter is set to
False, the transfer of the OSIM job information is disabled, and attempt is made to move only the installation records.
Default: True

• Computer move: OSIM Move Postpone codes
This parameter specifies whether to move the installation records from a previous Domain Manager after initiating
transfer of the OSIM job information. If the transfer of the OSIM job information fails with an error code that is present
in the error codes list specified for this setting, the transfer of the OSIM job information and the installation records
is postponed until the next computer move attempt is made. However, if the transfer of the OSIM job information
succeeds or fails with an error code not included in the list specified for this setting, the process of moving the
installation records is initiated.

NOTE

The error codes list is a comma-separated list and can include the error codes:
1,2,3,4,5,6,8,9,12,13,45,107,207,211,214.

Default: 1,2,3,4,5,6,8,12,13,45,211
• Computer move: Task time limit

This parameter specifies the total time in minutes that the computer mover task runs before giving up the processor to
other tasks. Valid values are non-negative integers.
Default: 15

• Computer move: Time between tasks
This parameter specifies the time in minutes between two runs of the computer mover task. This value is always
overridden when a new move is scheduled. Valid values are non-negative integers.
Default: 2

• Database: Database open timeout
This parameter specifies the CA MDB database timeout period in seconds. A value less than the default of 300 (5
minutes) is permissible, but larger values are not permissible.
Default: 300

• Dialog Manager: API Server maximum idle time
This parameter specifies the maximum number of minutes an API server is permitted to be idle before being shut down
automatically.
Default: 360

• Dialog Manager: API Server maximum idle time in bound mode
This parameter specifies the maximum number of seconds a session can be idle in bound mode before the API server
forces the session to be unbound. The API client is notified that the API server is unbound and automatically re-binds
to an API server upon the next API request.
Limits: 10-120
Default: 120

• Dialog Manager: API Server maximum pool level
This parameter specifies the maximum number of API servers in the API pool.
Default: 10

• Dialog Manager: API Server minimum pool level
This parameter specifies the minimum number of API servers in the API pool.
Default: 1

• Dialog Manager: Number of Catalog API request threads
This parameter specifies the maximum number of threads for handling SDCatalog API requests.
Default: 50

• Dialog Manager: Number of ordinary API request threads
This parameter specifies the number of threads for handling ordinary API requests.
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Default: 10
• Distribution: Container cleanup time

This parameter specifies the time in hours before a container cleanup job starts. After distribution, a container remains
in the list displayed in the Main - Distribution Jobs window for 168 hours (7days) by default.

NOTE

The analysis is done every four hours. Do not specify a value less than 4.

Default: 168
• Distribution: Fetched item cleanup time

This parameter specifies the time in hours that an item that is fetched from an area remains in the list in an Area-
Fetched Items window. 

NOTE

The analysis is done every four hours; do not specify a value less than 4.

Default: 336
• Distribution: Maximum acknowledgement time

This parameter defines the maximum time in minutes to send distribution acknowledgement files to the Enterprise
Manager from a Domain Manager. This time definition specifies how long the Task Manager attempts to send the
acknowledgement file to the Enterprise Manager, counted from the point when the corresponding container was
received, unpacked, and all orders executed.
Default: 120

• Distribution: Maximum connect time
This parameter indicates the maximum time in minutes for sending container files from the Enterprise Manager to
Domain Managers. This time period specifies how long the Task Manager attempts to send the file to the domains,
starting from the time when the corresponding container was activated, packed, and ready for shipment. After this
period of time, the areas are set to an error state.
Default: 120

• Distribution: Maximum distribution time
This parameter specifies the maximum distribution time in minutes for sending distribution files to Domain Managers
from the Enterprise Manager. This time period specifies how long the Task Manager attempts to send this file to the
domains.
Default: 360

• Distribution: Maximum DTS progress time
This parameter specifies the number of minutes to wait for a DTS file transfer to start. If the transfer does not start
within this interval, the DTS file transfer is abandoned. If this value is set to zero (0), the wait time is unlimited. Valid
values are all positive integers.
Default: 0

• Embedded SD: Skip license check
This parameter indicates whether license checking is skipped. If this parameter is set to True, no check for valid
licenses is performed; instead forced restrictions on non-CA packages are applied. If this parameter is set to False,
license checking is carried out. If no valid Software Delivery licenses are installed, the 30-day grace period is initiated.
You might use this 30-day period to trial the full Software Delivery functionality.
Default: True

• Event: Skip reboot event message
This parameter indicates whether the reboot event message is skipped each time an SXP installation initiates a system
reboot. If this parameter is set to True, this particular event message is turned off. If this parameter is set to False, an
event message is sent whenever the installation is interrupted by a reboot request.
Default: False

• Internal: Installation Manager cache cleanup interval
This parameter controls the frequency at which you want to perform the cache cleanup for the Installation Manager.
Default: 5
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Limits: 0-10080
• Internal: Notification Manager cache cleanup interval

This parameter controls the frequency at which you want to perform the cache cleanup for the Notification Manager.
Default: 60
Limits: 0-10080

• Internal: Policy Manager cache cleanup interval
This parameter controls the frequency at which you want to perform the cache cleanup for the Policy Manager.
Default: 60
Limits: 0-10080

• Internal: Process high priority messages from server
This parameter specifies the maximum number of high priority messages from servers to be processed in an sdmgr_im
processing cycle.
Default: 2

• Internal: Process normal priority messages from server
This parameter specifies the maximum number of normal priority messages from servers to be processed in an
sdmgr_im processing cycle.
Default: 1

• Internal: Process notifications
This parameter specifies the maximum number of notifications to process in an sdmgr_im processing cycle.
Default: 20

• Internal: Replication Manager cache cleanup interval
This parameter controls the frequency at which you want to perform the cache cleanup for the Replication Manager.
Default: 60
Limits: 0-10080

• Internal: Task Manager cache cleanup interval
This parameter controls the frequency at which you want to perform the cache cleanup for the Task Manager.
Default: 30
Limits: 0-10080

• Internal: Wait folder lock conflict time
This parameter specifies the maximum time in seconds that an API server waits to gain access to a folder object that
is currently occupied by another software delivery process. If the API server does not gain access within the specified
time, an error is returned and the actual request fails.
Default: 0

• Maintenance: Asset report end hour
With Maintenance: Asset report start hour, this parameter specifies a time period during which asset reporting is
enabled (Domain Manager to Enterprise Manager).
Example: Asset reporting is enabled between 9:00 PM and 11:00 PM, that is, Maintenance: Asset report start hour
= 21 and Maintenance: Asset report end hour = 23. At all other times asset reporting is disabled. This parameter is
useful on systems with large databases and many assets. On such configurations, asset reporting can take time and
delivery of jobs is disabled during that period.
Default: empty

• Maintenance: Asset report start hour
With the Maintenance: Asset report end hour policy, this parameter specifies a time period during which asset reporting
is enabled (Domain Manager to Enterprise Manager).
Default: empty

• Maintenance: Automatic computer scan interval
This parameter controls scanning for active computers in the LAN. If a value less than 0 is specified, the computer
scan task runs every time the Task Manager runs. If this parameter is set to 0, scanning is disabled. In all other cases,
scanning takes place every 10th time the computer scan task runs. Hence, scanning takes place approximately every
150-300 seconds. If a value greater than 0 is specified, this value (in minutes) determines the interval between the
times when the computer scan task runs.
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NOTE

The Task: Scan sleep time policy controls the length of the sleep intervals of Task Manager. The length of
the Task Manager activity intervals depends on the Software Delivery load.

This policy also controls two other functions:
– The time that a job that is ready remains in the list displayed in the Main - Jobs window.
– The time that a job that is ready remains in the list displayed in a Computer - Jobs window.

In both cases, the job lists are by default verified every 480th time the computer scan task runs.
Default: -1, <locally managed>

• Maintenance: Disable assets reporting
This parameter controls asset reporting. If this parameter is set to False, assets are reported to the Enterprise
Manager. If this parameter is set to True, asset reporting is disabled, which improves the performance of the Task
Manager on a heavily used Enterprise Manager.
Default: False

• Maintenance: Job cleanup interval
This parameter specifies in minutes how often the job cleanup task runs. A job removal depends on the value set for
the Maintenance: Job cleanup time policy.
Limits: 0-65536
Default: 60, <locally managed>

• Maintenance: Job cleanup time
This parameter specifies the number of hours that a job that has executed successfully is displayed in a job container.
Valid values are non-negative integers. The default is 240 hours (10 days), after which the job cleanup task runs.
Renewed jobs are not covered by this cleanup; they remain.

NOTE

If the parameter is set to 0, you cannot see directly the result of a successful job, because the job is deleted
immediately after execution.

Limits: 0-65536
Default: 240, <locally managed>

• Maintenance: Job history cleanup application remove limit
This parameter specifies a limit for the deletion of obsolete jobs. If this parameter is set to 0, all computer jobs that
satisfy the obsolete condition (Maintenance: Job history cleanup time timer has elapsed) are removed. If the policy
has a different positive integer value, a maximum of that number of computer jobs satisfying the obsolete condition are
deleted.
Default: 0

• Maintenance: Job history cleanup setting
This parameter specifies which records in OK or error state are cleaned up after the Job history cleanup time timer has
elapsed. Valid values are as follows:
– 0

Clean up all failed installation records for installed software and all records for software that is no longer installed or
delivered.

– 1
Clean up all non-installation records and all failed installation records for installed software, and all records for
software that is no longer installed or delivered.

– 2
Clean up all failed records for installed software and all records for software that is no longer installed or delivered.
Default: 2

• Maintenance: Job history cleanup time
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This parameter specifies the number of hours that a job that has executed is displayed in the Computer-Jobs folder.
Valid values are non-negative integers. The default is 4320 hours (180 days), after which the job history cleanup task
runs.

NOTE

After the time expires, neither installation jobs, if they refer to software that is still installed, nor delivery jobs,
which refer to software still present in the Scalability Server library (SSLib), are deleted.

Limits: 0-65536
Default: 4320, <locally managed>

• Maintenance: Job history output file cleanup frequency
This parameter controls how often an output file cleanup is performed. 
– 1

Runs every time the job history clean up runs (see Maintenance: Job history runtime).
– 2

Runs every second job history cleanup.
– 3

Runs every third job history cleanup, and so on.
Default: 1

• Maintenance: Job history output file cleanup time
This parameter specifies the number of days that a job output file is maintained. The default is 0, which means the
output file is maintained until the actual job is removed or, in the case of an installation or delivery record, never
removed. The file is not considered for removal until the actual job is about to be considered for cleanup.
Default: 0

• Maintenance: Job history output file remove limit
This parameter specifies a limit for the deletion of output files during a single cleanup. If set to 0, there is no limit.
Default: 0

• Maintenance: Job history run time
This parameter specifies the daily start time when the job history runs. The format is 24-hour HH:MM.
Examples: 02:00 for 2:00 a.m., 14:20 for 2:20 p.m.
Default: 02:00, <locally managed>

• Optimized Transaction: Enabled
This parameter specifies whether to use the optimized transaction on the Installation Manager to update the job status
messages and the software records in bulk. When this parameter is set to True, the Installation Manager processes
and completes the database update of the job status messages and the software records in bulk. When this parameter
is set to False, the Installation Manager processes and completes the database update of each message individually.
Default: True

• Optimized Transaction: Minimum Lock Percent

NOTE

We recommend you to change the value of the Minimum Lock Percent policy only when you see a message
about the unavailability of sufficient locks in the Installation Manager log.

This parameter specifies the minimum percentage of job container and job locks to acquire before the Installation
Manager can process the job status messages in bulk. The policy is applicable only for the bulk database updates of
the job status messages. While processing the job status messages in bulk, if the Installation Manager gets less than
100% of locks but more than the minimum percentage of locks, the Installation Manager processes all the messages
for which it has received the locks, and sends the remaining messages back to the Installation Manager queue.
However, if the Installation Manager does not get the minimum percentage of locks, it sends all the received job status
messages back to the Installation Manager queue for update in the next try.
Default: 50
Limits: 1-100

• RAC: Automation setting
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This parameter determines the behavior of a Domain Manager when it receives a report from an Agent that it has had
a new OS installation. Valid values are as follows:
– 0

All installation records are marked uninstalled for the Agent. No RAC automation is performed by the Software
Delivery Agent.

– 1
All installation records are marked uninstalled for the Agent. An unsealed RAC job container is created for the
Software Delivery Agent containing all successfully executed jobs.

– 2
All installation records are marked uninstalled for the Agent. A sealed and activated RAC job container is created for
the Agent containing all successfully executed jobs. 
Only if you have a clear picture of the list of successful installations for the computers and they do not involve
unnecessary installation chains, this option is recommended.
Default: 0

• RAC: Ignore cascading install of dependent packages
This parameter specifies whether the job linkage option, Ignore cascading install of dependent packages, should
be set when a RAC container is created. If this paramter is set to False, the jobs that are part of this job container
when it is being evaluated are automatically cascaded. If this parameter is set to True, the jobs are not automatically
cascaded.
Default: False

• RAC: Ignore Job Calendars on target computers
This parameter specifies whether the job option, Ignore job calendars on target computers, should be set when a RAC
container is created. If this parameter is set to False, calendars are not ignored at target computers. If this parameter is
set to True, calendars are ignored at target computers.
Default: True

• RAC: Job timeout
This parameter specifies the time period in hours that a RAC job order is valid after the date and time is set. When the
timeout has expired, the job order is not performed but remains visible in Software Delivery until it is removed. The
range for this policy is by default 3–168 hours (as defined by the Software Job options: Minimum activation time and
Software Job options: Maximum activation time policies). If, for example, the value is set to 1 hour, it is immediately
replaced by 3 hours by the Software Delivery system.
Default: 168

• RAC: Policy
This parameter determines the behavior of a Domain Manager when it receives a report from an Agent that it has had
a new OS installation. If this parameter is set to False, RAC is completely disabled and any old installation records are
kept intact. If this parameter is set to True, the RAC: Automation setting policy sets the behavior of RAC.
Default: True

• RAC: Store in Scalability Server library
This parameter specifies whether a delivery job to a Scalability Server library is automatically set up, unless the
delivery has already executed, when a RAC job is set up for an Agent downstream from the Scalability Server. If this
parameter is set to False, a delivery job is not set up. If this parameter is set to True, a delivery job is set up.
Default: False

• Software Job evaluation: Allow cross job container dependencies
This parameter indicates whether it is permissible for other job containers to target the same computer during a
computer job. To preserve the execution order of procedure dependencies, cascade every non-fulfilled dependency
as part of the same job container. If there are any other job containers targeting the same computer with any of the
procedures defined in the dependency list, a computer job fails during job container evaluation. After those computer
jobs have completed, a subsequent reevaluation of the failed job container succeeds.
If this parameter is set to True, a computer job does not fail in the scenario mentioned, but might lead to situations
where the execution order of procedure dependencies is not honored.
Default: False

• Software Job evaluation: Allow mixed batch job containers
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This parameter indicates whether the mixing of Software Managed (SM) products (SXP, PIF, PKG, and RPM) with
other procedure types in batch job containers is enabled. If this parameter is set to False, mixing is disallowed.

NOTE

This setting affects the Reinstall After Crash (RAC) behavior. If set to False, and RAC occurs for a system
which does have a mix of Software Managed (SM) products and other procedure types and a mix of those is
to be reinstalled, no RAC job container is created. Depending on the RAC policy, the installation history for
the system might get cleared.

Default: True
• Software Job evaluation: Check procedure prerequisites

This parameter indicates whether a prerequisite check for a container job is performed. If this parameter is set to
False, no prerequisite check is done.
Default: True

• Software Job evaluation: Check Software Policies
This parameter indicates whether checks of software policies during job container evaluations are enabled.
Example: If a software policy has a job assigned that ensures that the SD Catalog is not installed for the software
policy group members, then a job that installs the SD Catalog fails in the evaluation step for all targets that also belong
to the template group.
Default: False, <locally managed>

• Software Job evaluation: Fail implicit downgrade of SXP packages
This parameter specifies whether to fail a job involving an SXP package whose cascaded procedures result in an
implicit downgrade of the SXP package. If this parameter is set to True, the corresponding job is set to the failed
state and the implicit downgrade of the SXP package is not permitted. If this parameter is set to False, the implicit
downgrade is permitted.
Example: Consider an SXP package A 1.0/00 that depends on another SXP package B 1.0/00. The SXP package A
1.0/00 is then targeted to an Agent that has already installed a higher version of the SXP package B, say SXP package
B 2.0/00. If the configuration policy value is set to True, the implicit downgrade is not permitted and the corresponding
job is set to the failed state. However, if the value is set to False, the implicit downgrade of the SXP package B is
permitted on the Agent.

NOTE

This configuration setting is specific to the packages of type SXP.
• Software Job evaluation: Fail implicit DTS deliveries to Agents

This parameter enables an additional check for the need for DTS file transfers from the Domain Manager directly to
Agents connecting via Scalability Servers. If the specified software is already registered to the staging library of the
corresponding Scalability Server, the DTS transfer is allowed from there rather than from the software library of the
Domain Manager.
Default: False, <locally managed>

• Software Job evaluation: Fail implicit DTS deliveries to scalability servers
This parameter enables an additional check for the need of file transfers to Scalability Servers. If the Store Package in
the Scalability Server Library option is selected, the file transfer initiates automatically. If this option is not selected and
this policy is set to True, all jobs needing a file transfer to a Scalability Server fails in the evaluation step of a container.
Default: False

• Software Job evaluation: Treat detected as installed
This parameter indicates whether the manager verifies if a software item that has been detected as installed can be
reinstalled. If this parameter is set to True, a verification is performed. If False, that is, no verification, you can always
install the software item.
Default: True

• Software Job options: Disable job completion event
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This parameter indicates whether an event is sent for every job completion on an individual Agent. If this parameter is
set to True, job completion events are disabled. The performance of IM is improved on a heavily used manager. If this
parameter is set to False, job completion events are enabled.
Default: False

• Software Job options: Maximum activation time
This parameter specifies the maximum number of hours you can designate for the give-up time of an item procedure in
the Job Options dialog when setting up a job.
Default: 168, <locally managed>

• Software Job options: Minimum activation time
This parameter specifies the minimum number of hours you can designate for the give-up time of an item procedure in
the Job Options dialog when setting up a job.
Default: 3, <locally managed>

• Software Job options: Software Package already installed status
This parameter specifies how the main job status is to be displayed when the job succeeded on most computers but
one or more computers had the product already installed. If set to OK, the main job status displays success, even
though some of the computer jobs failed because they were already installed. Valid values are OK and NOK.
Default: OK, <locally managed>

• Software Job options: Software Package already registered status
This parameter specifies as how the registration status of an item from an Enterprise Manager is treated when the item
is already registered locally. If this parameter is set to OK, the main delivery status displays success even though some
of the registrations failed because they were not unique. Valid options are: OK and NOK.
Default: OK, <locally managed>

• Software Job options: Software Package already staged status
This parameter specifies as how the main stage job status is displayed when the software is successfully staged on
most servers, but one or more servers had the product already staged. If this parameter is set to OK, the main job
status displays success even though some of the server jobs failed because they were already staged.
Default: OK, <locally managed>

• Software Library: Automatically add Software Packages to Catalog folder
This parameter controls how software packages distributed from the Enterprise Manager are registered with the
Software Library at the Domain Manager. If this policy is set to True and the package to be registered contains at least
one Catalog-enabled procedure, the software package is automatically inserted into the Catalog folder for all users. If
False, this behavior is switched off.

NOTE

If you change a procedure to be Catalog-enabled for a previously registered package that is without any
Catalog-enabled procedures in the Software Library, that package is not automatically inserted in the Catalog
folder. You have have to insert the package manually.

Default: False
• Software Policy evaluation: Ad-Hoc Software Policy refresh time

This parameter specifies the computer evaluation refresh time interval in seconds.
Default: 60

• Software Policy evaluation: Ad-Hoc task evaluation delay time
This parameter specifies the time in minutes between the time of the last Agent creation or update and the actual
evaluation of the on-demand software policy evaluation.
Default: 2

• Software Policy evaluation: Ad-Hoc task evaluation delay time locked targets
This parameter specifies the Ad-Hoc task evaluation delay time in minutes for locked targets. When Agents are locked
by Move, Roam, or RAC, and are scheduled for on-demand software policy evaluation, the evaluation attempt is
aborted. A new attempt is made later based upon the value of this policy setting.
Default: 30

• Software Policy evaluation: Ad-Hoc task evaluation target limit
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This parameter configures how many pending targets force an on-demand evaluation to start. Valid values are non-
negative integers. If this parameter is set to 1, each pending target computer is assigned its own evaluation task.
Otherwise, each target registering within the 2-minute delay shares the evaluation task and postpones the activation of
the task for another two minutes, until these two minutes pass or the limit specified here is reached.
Default: 10

• Software Policy evaluation: Delay preregistered Agent actions
This parameter specifies when the Software Delivery system should invoke automated actions like the evaluation
of Ad-Hoc Software Policies for preregistered computers, including those computers created by the Operating
System Installation Management (OSIM) system. If this parameter is set to False, any automated actions take place
immediately after the computer has been preregistered, that is, before any real attributes and inventory have been
collected by the engine. If this parameter is set to True, the automated actions do not take place until the computer has
been registered by the engine as part of a collect task.
Default: False

• Software Policy evaluation: Do Ad-Hoc evaluation
This parameter switches the entire ad hoc, or on-demand, and functionality on or off for all groups. If this parameter is
set to False, all on-demand functionality is disabled, overriding the on-demand functionality of the individual groups. If
this parameter is set to True, on-demand functionality is enabled.
Default: True

• Software Policy evaluation: Job completion check
This parameter defines the condition for skipping target systems during template group evaluation for a specific
procedure if they were previously targeted by a job using the same procedure.
If this parameter is set to True and another active job targeting the system is found during target group evaluation, the
system is skipped if any of the systems targeted by that job has not completed execution. If this parameter is set to
False and another active job targeting the system is found during target group evaluation, the system is skipped only if
the execution of the active job for that particular target system has not yet completed.
Default: True
Example: If set to True and you seal a template with two targets and one of the targets is offline (Target A) and the
other target (Target B) fails during execution, a new container is not created for the failed jobs until either Target A
comes online to process the procedures, the job times out, or the active job container is deleted.

• Software Policy evaluation: Minimum time between evaluations
This parameter specifies the minimum time interval in seconds between evaluations of software policies.
Default: 0

• Software Policy evaluation: Perform full evaluation on Ad-Hoc
This parameter indicates whether a full evaluation should be performed when a Ad-Hoc group is sealed. If this
parameter is set to True, the full evaluation is performed. If this parameter is set to False, full evaluation is disabled.
Default: True

• Task: Acknowledgement task priority
This parameter specifies the priority of the acknowledgement task running on a Domain Manager. Valid values are 1–
10, with 1 as the highest priority.
Default: 5

• Task: Between tasks sleep time
This parameter specifies the number of seconds the task manager sleeps between each pair of tasks. Historically, a
value of 2 seconds was used on weak computers with a heavy load to prevent the Task Manager from stealing CPU
and I/O time.
Default: 0

• Task: Catalog-Job task priority
This parameter specifies the priority of a catalog job task running on a Domain Manager. Valid values are 1–10, with 1
as the highest priority.
Default: 5

• Task: Computer evaluation task priority
This parameter specifies the priority of the computer evaluation (ad hoc) task running on a Domain Manager. Valid
values are 1–10, with 1 as the highest priority.
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Default: 5
• Task: Computer move task priority

This parameter specifies the priority of the computer mover task running on a Domain Manager. Valid values are 1–10,
with 1 as the highest priority.
Default: 5

• Task: Data Transport Monitor task priority
This parameter specifies the priority of the file transfer monitor task running on a Domain Manager or an Enterprise
Manager. Valid values are 1–10, with 1 as the highest priority.
Default: 5

• Task: Delay time priority 1
This parameter specifies the minimum number of seconds a task of priority 1 has to wait until it is restarted before a
lower priority task in the same time slot. A value of -1 means infinite delay, which causes the task to be started at most
once in a time slot.
Default: 0

• Task: Delay time priority 2
This parameter specifies the minimum number of seconds a task of priority 2 has to wait until it is restarted before a
lower priority task in the same time slot. A value of -1 means infinite delay, which causes the task to be started at most
once in a time slot.
Default: 0

• Task: Delay time priority 3
This parameter specifies the minimum number of seconds a task of priority 3 has to wait until it is restarted before a
lower priority task in the same time slot. A value of -1 means infinite delay, which causes the task to be started at most
once in a time slot.
Default: 0

• Task: Delay time priority 4
This parameter specifies the minimum number of seconds a task of priority 4 has to wait until it is restarted before a
lower priority task in the same time slot. A value of -1 means infinite delay, which causes the task to be started at most
once in a time slot.
Default: 0

• Task: Delay time priority 5
This parameter specifies the minimum number of seconds a task of priority 5 has to wait until it is restarted before a
lower priority task in the same time slot. A value of -1 means infinite delay, which causes the task to be started at most
once in a time slot.
Default: -1

• Task: Delay time priority 6
This parameter specifies the minimum number of seconds a task of priority 6 has to wait until it is restarted before a
lower priority task in the same time slot. A value of -1 means infinite delay, which causes the task to be started at most
once in a time slot.
Default: -1

• Task: Delay time priority 7
This parameter specifies the minimum number of seconds a task of priority 7 has to wait until it is restarted before a
lower priority task in the same time slot. A value of -1 means infinite delay, which causes the task to be started at most
once in a time slot.
Default: -1

• Task: Delay time priority 8
This parameter specifies the minimum number of seconds a task of priority 8 has to wait until it is restarted before a
lower priority task in the same time slot. A value of -1 means infinite delay, which causes the task to be started at most
once in a time slot.
Default: -1

• Task: Delay time priority 9
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This parameter specifies the minimum number of seconds a task of priority 9 has to wait until it is restarted before a
lower priority task in the same time slot. A value of -1 means infinite delay, which causes the task to be started at most
once in a time slot.
Default: -1

• Task: Disable running state transition notifications
This parameter reduces the number of notifications about task state transitions if set to 1 (True).
Default: 0 (False)

• Task: Maintenance task priority
This parameter specifies the priority of the maintenance task running on a Domain Manager or an Enterprise Manager.
Valid values are 1–10.
Default: 5

• Task: RAC-Job task priority
This parameter specifies the priority of a RAC job task running on a Domain Manager. Valid values are 1–10.
Default: 5

• Task: Receive task priority
This parameter specifies the priority of the receive task running on a Domain Manager. Valid values are 1–10.
Default: 3

• Task: Scan sleep time
This parameter specifies the number of seconds the task manager sleeps between scans of the task list.
Default: 15

Manage the sources.list on the Target Computer

A sources.list file defines the list of distributions to search for a package on the target computer. The values in the
Repository Name must match match with the Repository Name in the Registration.

NOTE

• The specific distributions of native Debian packages that are installed on a target computers depends on the
contents of the sources.list file residing on the target computer.

• The apt command uses the sources.list file to locate the repository for packages that you want to install.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configurations Policy.
2. Create/edit a policy by navigating to DSM, Software Delivery, Shared, External Repositories, Debian, Sources.
3. Provide the following details in the common configurations for distribution information:

– Repository Name
Specifies the repository name.

NOTE

If you select dynamic under repository assignment, do not specify the repository name.
– Repository Assignment

Specifies the roam and move
• Dynamic

Specifies that the repository assignment name is available in another configuration parameters. When the
target computer roams/moves, the URI changes and the distribution remain the same. The management of the
assigned distributions is separated from the physical locations of the mirrors.
If the Repository Relation in Repository Table is MIRROR-Template, the host name is automatically obtained
from the Dynamic Repository Repo parameter. If the repository relation is Master or MIRROR the host name is
ignored.
Example: /itrm/usd/shared/extrepo/deb/<paramater Name>

• Static
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Specifies that the repository name is available in the repository name column of the common configurations
parameter.
If the repository relation in repository table is either Master or Mirror, the sources.list automatically displays the
values provided in the Repository table.

• SS
If the Repository Relation is MIRROR-Template, the hostname will be that of the SS of the agent. If the
repository relation is MASTER or MIRROR, the host name is ignored.

NOTE

Verify that the repository name is available in the common configuration parameters.

• – Distribution
Specifies the distribution.

– Components
Specifies the list of components.

NOTE

Separate the components with a space.
– Repository Format

Indicates the format of the Debian packages in the repository.
• Binary

This is equivalent to "deb" in sources.list i.e.deb <URI> <DISTRIBUTIONS> <COMPONENTS>
• Source

This is equivalent to "deb-src" in sources.list.
Location: /itrm/usd/shared/extrepo/deb/Sources

Software Delivery Scalability Server Policy Group

Contents

The Scalability Server policy group contains the following policies for software delivery Scalability Servers. You can modify
policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

This policy group contains the following policy folder:

• Backwards Compatibility

The Scalability Server policy group also contains the following policies:

• Bulk Update: Maximum number of job results in a message
This parameter specifies the maximum number of job result messages (in-progress and completion) that you want to
include in the body of a single message. For example, the default value 300 implies that 300 job result messages are
included in a single message. This policy is applicable only when the Bulk Update: Run in bulk update mode policy
is set to True, that is, the bulk update mode is enabled.
Default: 300
Limits: 50 to 5000

• Bulk Update: Maximum units for which detection/job records will be sent in a message
This parameter specifies the maximum number of units for which you want to include the software detection records
and software job records in the body of a single message. For example, the default value 50 implies that software
detection records and software job records for 50 units are included in a single message. This policy is applicable only
when the Bulk Update: Run in bulk update mode policy is set to True, that is, the bulk update mode is enabled.
Default: 50
Limits: 5 to 500

• Bulk Update: Run in bulk update mode
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This parameter specifies whether to run the Scalability Server in the bulk update mode. If this parameter is set to True,
the bulk update mode is enabled. The Scalability Server caches all the job status messages and the software records
until the scheduled time, or until the manual execution of the bulkupdate (sd_sscmd bulkupdate) command.
Default: False

NOTE

If you enable the bulk update mode, you might experience some delay (up to the maximum wait time) while
updating the job status or software record messages. The reason is that the Scalability Server caches the
messages for the bulk update.

• Bulk Update: Wait between bulk updates
This parameter specifies the time in minutes between two bulk updates. This policy is applicable only when the Bulk
Update: Run in bulk update mode policy is set to True, that is, the bulk update mode is enabled.
Default: 2
Limits: 1 to 360

• Calendar: Disable calendar control
If this parameter is set to True, the calendar is not verified when an agent job is scheduled for execution.
Default: False

• Communication: Data to manager retry timeout
This parameter specifies the numbers of hours before messages from the server to its manager are discarded. When
the message is discarded, it is resent to the manager, and an entry is added to the event manager system.
Default: 48

• Concurrency: Maximum number of simultaneously connected agents on Scalability Server
This parameter specifies the maximum number of simultaneously connected agents that might report data to the
server.
Default: 100

• Concurrency: Maximum number of simultaneously executing agents on Scalability Server
This parameter specifies the maximum number of simultaneously executing agents on the server that are allowed to
execute jobs. The minimum is 1.
Default: 25

• Event: Use extended set of events
If this parameter is set to True, the server is enabled to send events, reflecting agent job activity and registering and
deregistering software.
Default: False

• Internal: Prioritize status messages
This parameter indicates whether important status messages from the server to the manager are prioritized.
Default: True

• Job Check: Disable Wake-on-Lan
This parameter indicates whether Wake-on-LAN (WOL) functionality for physical computers, or virtual Wake-on-LAN
(vWOL) for virtual machines, is disabled. If this parameter is set to True, no WOL string is set in the job check trigger
message.
Default: False

• Job Check: Wait between JobCheck triggers
This parameter specifies the wait time interval in seconds before triggering a non-responding agent again. If a job has
not started within this time, the job check at the agent is triggered again to contact the server and start the job.
Default: 600

• Job Check: Wait between jobs that are user postponed
This parameter specifies the delay in minutes to wait between triggering jobs again under one of the following
conditions:
– Jobs that are postponed by default when the job is prompted to start
– Cancel is clicked during a NOS-less download.
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Default: 60
• Job Check: Wait between triggering jobs

This parameter specifies the interval in seconds to wait before triggering any agent to avoid triggering multiple agents
simultaneously (limited by the Concurrency: Maximum number of simultaneously executing agents on Scalability
Server policy). This policy is used to avoid congestion when jobs are queued for multiple agents.
Default: 0

• Software Job options: Order by container
From CA DSM r11 onward, software jobs in containers of type no linkage are always executed according to their
activation times regardless of container membership. To specify pre-r11 behavior, set this value to True.
Default: False

• Software Library access: Add export archive short name fallback library
If this parameter is set to True, an extra library section to the agent container file is added. This library accesses the
server SW export library without the fully qualified domain name (FQDN).
Default: False

• Software Library access: Use package consistency checks
This parameter enables consistent verification of the packages that the Scalability Servers deploy to agents. If this
parameter is set to False, consistency checking at the Scalability Server is disabled.
Default: True

• Stage Check: Run in stage check mode
This parameter indicates whether a Scalability Server runs in stage check mode. If set to True, job result reporting to
the upstream manager takes place only when the command, sd_sscmd stagecheck, is executed or when the Wait
between stage checks policy is also set to a value greater than zero (0).
Default: False

• Stage Check: Wait between stage checks
This parameter specifies the time in minutes between stage checks. If this parameter is set to zero (0), automatic stage
checks are not performed.
Default: 720

NOTE

Irrespective of whether the Stage Check: Run in stage check mode policy is enabled or disabled, a stage
check is performed regularly based on the interval (value greater than zero) specified in the Stage Check:
Wait between stage checks policy, and reports the availability of the unregistered units. The stage check
checks for the unregistered units at the scalability server and sends a query to the domain manager to
resolve the unregistered units. For the registered units, the stage check sends the information present in the
cachedAgData.xml file. 

• Status Display: Skip progress messages
If this parameter is set to True, agent job progress messages are not sent to the Manager. However, all job completion
messages are sent.
Default: False

• Status Display: Skip staged messages
If this parameter is set to True, job staged messages are not sent to the Manager.
Default: False

• Patch Rollup: Create Not Applicable Patch Records
If this parameter is set to True, job records are created for the patches that are part of the roll-up, but are not installed
as they are not applicable for the computer. If this parameter is set to False, job records for patches which are not
applicable for the computer are not created.
Default: False

• Patch Rollup: Create Already Installed Patch Records
If this parameter is set to True, job records are created for the patches that are part of the roll-up, but are already
installed on the computer. If set to False, job records for patches which are already installed on the computer are not
created.
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Default: True

Backwards Compatibility Support Policy Group

The Backwards Compatibility Support policy group lets you view or edit Agent Bridge support policies for CA legacy and
extended agents. You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties
dialog.

This policy group contains the following policy group folder:

• Communication

The Backwards Compatibility Support policy group also contains the following policies:

• Backwards compatibility support: Enable
If this parameter is set to True, Agent Bridge scalability server support is enabled for CA Software Delivery legacy
agents and Windows CE agents. If this parameter is set to False, this policy disables server support for CA Software
Delivery legacy and extended agents.

NOTE
Enabling SD Agent Bridge support does not mean that the AM Agent Bridge support is automatically
enabled. 

Default: False
• Backwards compatibility support: Use the SDOUTPUT share

If this parameter is set to True, support for a new writable share, SDOUTPUT, under SDLIBRARY$ on the server is
enabled. If this parameter is set to False, this policy disables support for the new writable share, SDOUTPUT. If legacy
agents before CA Software Delivery 4.0 are connected to the server and are using the NOS connection method for
software delivery library access, set this server policy to True. This policy allows job output files to be written directly to
the SDOUTPUT library share.
Default: False

Communication Policy Group

The Communication policy group governs CA-SD communication protocols for CA Software Delivery extended and legacy
agents.

The Communication policy group contains the following policies:

• Backwards compatibility support: Agent connect port
This parameter specifies the port for the server to listen for legacy CA Software Delivery agent connection requests.
Default: 4721

• Backwards compatibility support: FileTransferBlockSize
This parameter specifies the size of file transfer blocks in kilobytes (KB). If you are running on fast networks, increasing
the size generally improves performance.
Limits: 4–32
Default: 4

• Backwards compatibility support: Max Connections
This parameter indicates the maximum number of network connections that are allowed to and from this computer.
Default: 550

• Backwards compatibility support: Max Peers
This parameter indicates the maximum number of allowed network application peers for this computer.
Default: 200

• Backwards compatibility support: SysRcvTimeout
This parameter specifies the common system receive timeout interval in seconds.
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NOTE

If -1 is specified, the timeout is indefinite.

Default: -1
• Backwards compatibility support: Trigger port

This parameter specifies the port number of the trigger process (TRIGGER).
Default: 4725

• Backwards compatibility support: WaitCCTimeout
This parameter specifies the wait timeout interval in seconds for connection confirmations.

NOTE

If -1 is specified, the timeout is indefinite.

Limits: 1-1000
Default: 120

• Backwards compatibility support: WaitCRTimeout
This parameter specifies the wait timeout interval in seconds for connection requests.

NOTE

If -1 is specified, the timeout is indefinite.

Limits: 1-1000
Default: 120

Shared Policy Group

Contents

The Shared policy group includes the following policies for shared software delivery functionality. You can modify policy
parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Calendar: Job calendar default value
Indicates whether the postpone job calendar feature is enabled. If set to False, the calendar is disabled when the
calendar API returns, stating that no calendar is defined, the daemon is in error, or there is a process error. If set to
True, the calendar is enabled.
Default: False

• Codepage: File database default read codepage
If software delivery encounters files in the file database without a [Locale] section, it uses the value of this parameter
to select the codepage when reading the file. Valid values are as follows: 1 = system ANSI, 2 = system OEM, and 3 =
UTF8.
Default: 2

• Codepage: File database default write codepage
If software delivery encounters files in the file database without a [Locale] section, it uses the value of this parameter
to select the codepage when writing to the file. Valid values are as follows: 1 = system ANSI, 2 = system OEM, and 3 =
UTF8.
Default: 3

• Codepage: File database force write codepage
If software delivery encounters files in the file database with or without a [Locale] section, a value of True forces writing
the file with the specified write codepage.
Default: True

• Codepage: File transfer default read codepage
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If software delivery encounters file transfer order files without a [Locale] section, it uses the value of this parameter to
select the codepage when reading the file. Valid values are as follows: 1 = system ANSI, 2 = system OEM, and 3 =
UTF8.
Default: 2

• Codepage: File transfer default write codepage
If software delivery encounters file transfer order files without a [Locale] section, it uses the value of this parameter to
select the codepage when writing to the file. Valid values are as follows: 1 = system ANSI, 2 = system OEM, and 3 =
UTF8.
Default: 3

• Codepage: File transfer force write codepage
If software delivery encounters file transfer order files with or without a [Locale] section, a value of True forces writing
the file with the specified write codepage.
Default: True

• Codepage: Order file default read codepage
If software delivery encounters distribution order files without a [Locale] section, it uses the value of this parameter to
select the codepage when reading the file. Valid values are as follows: 1 = system ANSI, 2 = system OEM, and 3 =
UTF8.
Default: 2

• Codepage: Order file default write codepage
If software delivery encounters distribution order files without a [Locale] section, it uses the value of this parameter to
select the codepage when writing to the file. Valid values are as follows: 1 = system ANSI, 2 = system OEM, and 3 =
UTF8.
Default: 3

• Codepage: Order file force write codepage
If software delivery encounters distribution order files with or without a [Locale] section, a value of True forces writing
the file with the specified write codepage.
Default: True

• Codepage: Reginfo default read codepage
If software delivery encounters reginfo files without a [Locale] section, it uses the value of this parameter to select the
codepage when reading the file. Valid values are as follows: 1 = system ANSI, 2 = system OEM, and 3 = UTF8.
Default: 2

• Codepage: Reginfo default write codepage
If software delivery encounters reginfo files without a [Locale] section, it uses the value of this parameter to select the
codepage when writing to the file. Valid values are as follows: 1 = system ANSI, 2 = system OEM, and 3 = UTF8.
Default: 3

• Codepage: Reginfo force write codepage
If software delivery encounters reginfo files with or without a [Locale] section, a value of True forces writing the file with
the specified write codepage.
Default: True

• Codepage: Software Detection default read codepage
If software delivery encounters software detection files without a [Locale] section, it uses the value of this parameter
to select the codepage when reading the file. Valid values are as follows: 1 = system ANSI, 2 = system OEM, and 3 =
UTF8.
Default: 2

• Codepage: Software Detection default write codepage
If software delivery encounters software detection files without a [Locale] section, it uses the value of this parameter to
select the codepage when writing to the file. Valid values are as follows: 1 = system ANSI, 2 = system OEM, and 3 =
UTF8.
Default: 3

• Codepage: Software Detection force write codepage
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If software delivery encounters software detection files with or without a [Locale] section, a value of True forces writing
the file with the specified write codepage.
Default: True

• Distribution: Distribution seal
Specifies that a seal be placed on the files during distribution. The string is case-sensitive and may not be longer than
32 characters. Valid characters are: a–z, A–Z, and 0–9.

NOTE

The same seal string must be entered both at the enterprise manager and at all domain managers.

Default: empty
• Event: ASCII code of character to use when replacing space in events

Specifies which ASCII character to use when replacing space characters in parameters passed to events.

NOTE

Choose a value with care. For example, 00 is not good because it terminates strings.

Default: 20
• Event: Replace space characters in events

If True, enables replacement of space characters in parameters passed to events.
Default: False

• NOS: Network Operation System used
Specifies the Network Operation System (NOS) that this computer is currently running. Valid values are MS (Microsoft
Network), NFS (UNIX Network File system), and NONE (none). This setting impacts the way agents access shares on
scalability servers and how the DSM Explorer and CLI transfer files to remote software delivery managers.

NOTE

If the scalability server or manager does not expose shares, this policy should be set to NONE.

Default: NONE, <locally managed>
• NOS: NOS-less agents attached

Indicates whether the domain manager and the scalability server support NOS-less agents connected to the server. If
Yes, the server forces the creation of the compressed package needed by the NOS-less target computers. If No, the
server attempts to determine the need of this file.
Note: The NOS: NOS-less attached policy is used in conjunction with NOS: NOS-less on the fly.
Default: Yes

• NOS: NOS-less installation temporary directory
Specifies the installation path addressing the temporary directory for NOS-less installations.
Default: empty, <locally managed>

• NOS: NOS-less on the fly
Indicates whether the scalability server supports NOS-less agents connected to the server. Valid values are as follows:
– True

The server creates the compressed file, if needed, optimizing CPU and disk usage.
– False

The server does not create the compressed files.
Default: True

• NOS: Request a specific Network Operating System
Indicates whether a specific network operating system is requested.
Default: empty

• Software Library access: Password
Specifies a password to be used by agents when accessing the scalability server library share. If you do not want
to store the values in clear text in the configuration store, comstore.xml, use the sd_setcnf command locally on the
scalability servers to set the encrypted values, for example:
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sd_setcnf Shared ArchiveAccessUserID theDomain\theUser /e

Then:
sd_setcnf Shared ArchiveAccessPassword thePassword /e

The values are then stored in comstore.xml in encrypted form. Note that in order to do this locally, this policy must be
set to <locally managed>.
Default: empty, <locally managed>

• Software Library access: Use symbolic links
Indicates whether symbolic links, or junction points, are used on software delivery servers running Windows or UNIX.
In Windows, you must use file system type NTFS v5 (or later).
Default: True

• Software Library access: UserID
Specifies a user ID to be used by agents when accessing the scalability server library share. If you do not want to
store the values in clear text in comstore.xml, use the sd_setcnf command locally on the scalability servers to set the
encrypted values, for example:
sd_setcnf Shared ArchiveAccessUserID theDomain\theUser /e

Then:
sd_setcnf Shared ArchiveAccessPassword thePassword /e

The values are then stored in comstore.xml in encrypted form. Note that in order to do this locally, this policy must be
set to <locally managed>.
Default: empty, <locally managed>

• Time Zone: Local time deviation between EM-DM and DM-SS
Specifies both the local time deviation between enterprise and domain managers and the local time deviation between
a scalability server and its upstream domain manager.

NOTE

This value should be set in the configuration file for each scalability server.

Default: 0

External Repositories

Manage the sources.list on the Target Computer

A sources.list file defines the list of distributions to search for a package on the target computer. The values in the
Repository Name must match match with the Repository Name in the Registration.

NOTE

• The specific distributions of native Debian packages that are installed on a target computers depends on the
contents of the sources.list file residing on the target computer.

• The apt command uses the sources.list file to locate the repository for packages that you want to install.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configurations Policy.
2. Create/edit a policy by navigating to DSM, Software Delivery, Shared, External Repositories, Debian, Sources.
3. Provide the following details in the common configurations for distribution information:

– Repository Name
Specifies the repository name.

NOTE

Note: If you select dynamic under repository assignment, do not specify the repository name.
– Repository Assignment
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Specifies the roam and move.
• Dynamic

Specifies that the repository assignment name is available in another configuration parameters. When the
target computer roams/moves, the URI changes and the distribution remain the same. The management of the
assigned distributions is separated from the physical locations of the mirrors.
If the Repository Relation in Repository Table is MIRROR-Template, the host name is automatically obtained
from the Dynamic Repository Repo parameter. If the repository relation is Master or MIRROR the host name is
ignored.
Example: /itrm/usd/shared/extrepo/deb/<paramater Name>

• Static
Specifies that the repository name is available in the repository name column of the common configurations
parameter.
If the repository relation in repository table is either Master or Mirror, the sources.list automatically displays the
values provided in the Repository table.

• SS
If the Repository Relation is MIRROR-Template, the hostname will be that of the SS of the agent. If the
repository relation is MASTER or MIRROR, the host name is ignored.
Note: Verify that the repository name is available in the common configuration parameters.

• – Distribution
Specifies the distribution.

– Components
Specifies the list of components.

NOTE

Note: Separate the components with a space.
– Repository Format

Indicates the format of the Debian packages in the repository.
• Binary

This is equivalent to "deb" in sources.list i.e.deb <URI> <DISTRIBUTIONS> <COMPONENTS>
• Source

This is equivalent to "deb-src" in sources.list.
Location: /itrm/usd/shared/extrepo/deb/Sources

Define the External Debian Repository Details in CA Client Automation

Define the details of the external Debian repository that CA Client Automation must connect to. CA Client Automation
uses this information to browse the repository, create mirrors, and deploy software packages.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy.
2. Right-click Default Configuration Policy and select Unseal.

Note: The changed configuration policy must be applied to all the target computers. Hence, select the Default
Configuration Policy.
The policy becomes editable.

3. Navigate to DSM, Software Delivery, Shared, External Repository, Debian and select Repositories on the right pane.
4. Provide the following details for each repository that you want CA Client Automation to connect to, in the Repositories

table:
a. a. • Repository Name

Specifies a unique repository name. You can specify any name but verify that the name is unique across the
Repositories table.

• Repository Relation
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Specifies whether the repository is a master, mirror, or mirror template.
• Master

Specifies that the repository is a master. A master repository is used while creating wrapper packages.
CA Client Automation cannot deploy native Debian packages directly. Create wrapper packages that
include references to the native Debian packages and then deploy the wrapper packages.
Following guidelines apply for master repositories:
• Add at least one master repository to create and deploy Debian wrapper packages.
• You can add multiple master repositories; however, you can create wrapper packages only from the

first (alphabetically) available master.
• You can configure different master repositories at the enterprise manager and domain manager level.

A master repository can be an external Debian repository or another mirror repository that acts as
a master for creating wrapper packages. For example, you have an external Debian repository co-
located with the enterprise manager. You created mirrors of this repository on a Linux computer that
is co-located with each of your domain managers. You can configure these mirrors as the master for
the respective domain managers so that you can create wrapper packages from the mirrors co-located
with your domain managers.

– • • • Mirror
Specifies that the repository is a mirror that is created from a master or another mirror.

• Mirror-Template
Specifies that the mirror is only a template and not a physical repository. The mirror template is only a
placeholder for multiple mirror repositories that have the same configuration. When you have numerous
mirrors, you can create one mirror template per parent instead of creating a row each for all the
mirrors. Mirror templates are used for software deployment and repository extraction but not for mirror
synchronization. The host name of the computers hosting the mirrors is dynamically replaced at run time.

a. • • Repository Type
Specifies the repository type.

• Repository Method
Specifies the transfer protocol that is used for transferring the packages from the repository to the target
computers. Select HTTP, FTP depending on what you have configured. For more information about this
configuration, see Setting Up FTP and HTTP Share for Software Packages and OS Images.

NOTE

If the repository is a master and you want to browse the repository and create wrapper packages
from it, configure the repository as an FTP share.

• Hostname
Specifies the host name of the computer that hosts the repository. For mirror template repositories, do not
specify the host name because the host name is dynamically provided at run time. Even if you specify, the
host name is ignored for mirror templates.

• Root
Specifies the root node of the repository.

5. Repeat step 4 to add more repositories.
6. Save and seal the policy. Verify that the policy is applied on all the target computers.

The repositories information is updated on all target computers.

Define the Mirror Synchronization Details

The synchronization job requires that you define the mirror synchronization details for each mirror repository. The job uses
these details to synchronize the mirrors.
Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration. Right-click Configuration Policy and select New Policy.
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You need a new policy for mirror synchronization so that you can apply the synchronization details only to the
computers that host the mirrors.

2. Navigate to DSM, Software Delivery, Shared, External Repositories, Debian and double-click Mirror Synchronization.
3. Provide the following details for mirroring a repository in the mirror synchronization table:

– Parent Repository name
Specifies the parent repository you want to mirror.

NOTE

Verify that the parent repository name you specify in this field exactly matches the name specified
in the Default Configuration Policy, DSM, Software Delivery, Shared, External Repositories, Debian,
Repositories configuration table. If the names do not match, the synchronization job fails at run time.

– Distributions
Specifies the list of the distributions from the selected repository that must be mirrored. You can specify more than
one value by separating each value with a space.

– Components
Specifies the list of the components from the selected repository that must be mirrored. You can specify more than
one value by separating each value with a space.

– Architectures
Specifies the list of the architectures from the selected repository that must be mirrored. You can specify more than
one value by separating each value with a space.

– Location
Specifies the location where you want to create the mirror repository.

NOTE

Verify that this location is exposed as both HTTP and FTP shares. For more information about setting up
HTTP and FTP shares, see Setting Up HTTP and FTP Share for Software Packages and OS Images.

– Additional Arguments
Specifies the additional arguments that are used while launching the debmirror utility.

– Status
Specifies whether you want to synchronize the mirror or not. If you are not using a mirror repository actively, you
can disable the synchronization without deleting the mirror.

4. Save and seal the policy. Apply the policy to computers that host the mirror repository.
The mirror synchronization details are defined and the configuration is applied on the mirror computers.

Install CA DSM Agent Add-on for Debian Mirror

Install the add-on package on computers that host the mirror repository. The add-on enables the computer for mirror
synchronization.

WARNING

Mirror synchronization fails if you do not install the add-on package.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Software, Software Package Library, DSM Software Packages in DSM Explorer.
2. Right-click the package CA DSM Agent add-on for Debian Mirror 1.0 and select Deploy.
3. Follow the instructions in the wizard. Specify the following information in the wizard:

– Select the computers on which you plan to host the mirror repository.
4. Click Finish on the last page.

A software job is created for each computer that you selected.
5. Monitor the job status in All Computers, computer_name, Jobs, Software Jobs.

When the job is completed, the job status changes to SW Installed.
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Software Management Policy Group

Contents

The Software Management policy group lets you view or edit the existing configuration policies for the Software
Management Installer.

The Software Management policy group contains the following policy group folders:

• Directories
• Disk space requirements
• Error settings
• General
• Logon Shield
• Memory limits
• Modules to be traced
• Protocol settings
• Shell
• Trace settings
• User-specific SM Installer

Directories Policy Group (Software Management)

The Directories policy group contains the following policies for the names of important Software Management Installer
directories. You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Default SxpWinComFilesDir
Specifies the internal SxpWinComFilesDir parameter. This parameter is set to the specified value only if no other entry
exists in the registry.
Default: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\CommonFilesDir, <locally
managed>

• Default SxpWinProgDir
Specifies the internal SxpWinProgDir parameter. This parameter is set to the specified value only if no other entry
exists in the registry.
Default: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\ProgramFilesDir, <locally
managed>

• Script directory
Specifies the script directory. Scripts not distributed with the associated program can be placed in this directory.
Default: empty, <locally managed>

Disk space requirements Policy Group

The Disk space requirements policy group contains the following policy for the hard disk space on target computers. You
can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Minimum free diskspace
Specifies the minimum amount of free disk space required on the target computer to perform the installation.
Default: 5 MB, <locally managed>

Error settings Policy Group

The Error settings policy group contains the following policies for error-related information when the Software
Management Installer runs. You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting
Properties dialog.
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• Maximum number of entries
Specifies the highest possible error entry number, for example, 10. If the maximum value is exceeded, the number is
reset to 0.
Default: <locally managed>

General Policy Group (Software Management)

The General policy group contains the following policies for the Software Management Installer program. You can modify
policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Current SM Installer
Defines which version of the user-specific SM Installer process (sxplog32) is running in a side-by-side installation of
Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0 and CA Client Automation software delivery agents. Valid values are r11 and 40.
Default: r11, <locally managed>

• Evaluate domain group accounts
Indicates whether domain user groups should be evaluated. If True, the Installer will evaluate local and domain user
groups to which the user currently logged on belongs. If False, the Installer will only evaluate local groups to which the
user currently logged on belongs. For Windows this value is determined automatically.
Default: True, <locally managed>

• Execute actions visible
Indicates whether an action should be visible when executed. If False, the action is hidden during execution.
Default: False, <locally managed>

• Local archive check interval
Specifies the time in days after which the local archive is checked for obsolete entries. The Local archive check interval
and User data lifetime policies are related: User data lifetime specifies the overall time to keep the information, and
Local archive check interval specifies the interval to check.
Default: 300, <locally managed>

• Operating system restrictions
Defines how the Installer should check whether a package is allowed to be installed on an operating system. A
package contains information about which operating systems it may be installed on. If the information in the package is
more restrictive, it overwrites this configuration. Valid values are as follows:
– 1

A package must be installed only on the operating systems listed in the package.
– 0

Installation is also allowed on a successor operating system.
Default: 0, <locally managed>

• Parameter resolution options
Defines the source of information for resolving external parameters. Valid values are as follows:
– package defaults, registry and external parameter file
– registry and external parameter file
– package defaults and external parameter file
– external parameter file only

Default: <locally managed>
• Rollback level

Sets the reset option to be invoked when an error occurs during an installation. Valid values are as follows:
– 0

Do not reset.
– 1

Limited reset.
– 2

Full reset.
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Default: 2, <locally managed>
• Show options

The Show options for Installer dialogs are listed and explained below. Please note that combinations of different values
are possible. For example, if Show = 96, the value 96 is the sum of 64 and 32. You must add the different values.
Thus, the final entry is Show=nn, where nn is the sum of all the options you selected.
Valid values are as follows:
– 32

Enter program groups and symbols immediately. The logon function is activated directly. If this flag is not set, the
logon function terminates after the desktop has been updated.

– 64
No installation is permitted when any applications are active on the target computer. The user is allowed to cancel
the installation job. This setting is effective only on Windows 95/98/Me.

– 128
No installation is permitted when any applications are active on the target computer. The user is not allowed to
cancel the installation job. This setting is effective only on Windows 95/98/Me.
Default: 32, <locally managed>

• User data lifetime
Specifies the number of days to keep the user-specific session information (user registry, home directory, desktop,
etc.) relating to the removal of a product. This information is removed automatically if the user logs on before the
expiration period expires.
This setting helps to keep the computer user management functions up-to-date, and it applies to SXP packages
and MSI packages converted by the Packager. However, if the user does not log on before the expiration day, but
does log on afterwards, the user-specific session information relating to the uninstalled product cannot be removed,
even though the product itself was uninstalled long ago. In such cases, you should remove the obsolete user-specific
session information yourself, if you have the required knowledge, or ask your Windows administrator for help.
Default: 180, <locally managed>

Logon Shield Policy Group

The Logon Shield policy group specifies Logon Shield options for Microsoft Windows agents. You can modify policy
parameter values using either the Logon Shield configuration view or the Setting Properties dialog.

• Apply Windows security options
– Windows Vista only: If enabled, some Windows policy security options are controlled by Logon Shield. They are

set by Logon Shield in the scope of installing, activating, or uninstalling the Logon Shield.

NOTE

Note: If you prefer controlling these security options using Windows group policies, disable this policy.
Otherwise, both configuration systems would interfere with each other and cause unpredictable results.

Default: Enabled
• Disable Ctrl+Alt+Del

Indicates whether pressing CTRL+ALT+DEL is required before a user can log on. If this policy is enabled, a user is
required to press CTRL+ALT+DEL before logging on to Windows. For use with Logon Shield, it is highly recommended
that this policy be disabled.
Default: Disabled

• Hide fast user switching
Determines whether a user can use fast user switching. When this policy is enabled, it is not possible to switch users
without logging off. For use with Logon Shield, it is highly recommended that this policy be enabled.
Default: Enabled

• Maximum blocking time
Specifies a period of time after which the system will be unblocked. This policy defines the maximum time in minutes
for which logon will be prevented, thereby avoiding permanent blocking of a system.
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Default: 120, <locally managed>
• Mode of operation

Determines the log-on condition under which software delivery jobs are executed and the installation status of the
Logon Shield. Valid modes of operation are as follows:
– Logon Shield not installed

Indicates that the Logon Shield provider and -filter COM modules are unregistered on Windows Vista. On earlier
versions of Windows, the sxpgina.dll is uninstalled.

– No restriction on job execution
Indicates that Logon Shield is not activated when a software delivery job executes.

– Force user to log off before job executes
Forces the user to log off when a software delivery job is waiting to be executed. The Logon Shield is activated
during job execution.

– Apply job-defined condition
As a condition of a previously defined software delivery job, forces the user to log off when the job is waiting to be
executed.

– Wait until user logs off before job executes
Indicates that software delivery jobs are only executed when a user is logged off. However, the user is not asked to
log off when a software delivery job is pending. The Logon Shield is active during job execution.

– Wait until user logs on before job executes
Indicates that pending software delivery jobs are only executed when a user is logged on.
Default: Logon Shield not installed, <locally managed>

• Shutdown without log on
Determines whether a computer can be shut down without having to log on to Windows. When this policy is disabled,
users must be able to log on to the computer successfully and have the "Shut down the system" user right before they
can perform a system shutdown. For use with Logon Shield, it is highly recommended that this policy be disabled.
Default: Disabled

Memory limits Policy Group

The Memory limits policy group contains the following policies for the buffers used by the Software Management Installer
program. You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Buffersize for parameter file paths
Specifies the buffer size for the file paths of the parameter files.
Default: 1000, <locally managed>

• Buffersize for section names
Specifies the buffer size for the section names of the parameter files.
Default: 300, <locally managed>

Modules to be traced Policy Group

The Modules to be traced policy group contains the following policies for the modules used by the Software Management
Installer program. You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties
dialog.

• All
Specifies the SM Installer trace level. Valid values are as follows:
– error

Traces error only.
– test

Provides a full trace, being available locally and as job output.
– testlocal

Provides a full trace, but the information is not provided as job output.
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Default: error, <locally managed>

Protocol settings Policy Group

The Protocol settings policy group contains the following policies for log entries. You can modify policy parameter values
by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Directory
Specifies the name of the log directory. A log file is created in this directory for every install or uninstall under the name
PC Name.nnn, where PC Name is the name of the PC in the network and nnn is the log number. The log number is
incremented by 1 before a log file is created, and reset to 0 if the Maximum number of protocol files policy value is
exceeded, that is, if the previous log file is overwritten.
Default: empty, <locally managed>

• Maximum number of protocol files
Specifies the highest possible log number.
Default: 10, <locally managed>

Shell Policy Group

The Shell policy group contains the following policy for system entry. You can modify policy parameter values by double-
clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Shell name
Specifies the name of the shell: Explorer for Microsoft Windows. If the shell is not located in the Windows directory, the
full path can be specified. The shell name is established automatically during installation.
Default: Explorer, <locally managed>

Trace Settings Policy Group

The Trace settings policy group contains the following policies for the path of the trace file. You can modify policy
parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Maximum number of backup tracefiles
Specifies the maximum number of trace backup files kept on the target system.
Default: 10, <locally managed>

• Maximum number of tracefiles
Specifies the maximum number of trace files kept on the target system. This information can be retrieved using the
Agents activate procedure, “SM Installer: Get latest trace” or “SM Installer: Get all traces”
Default: 5, <locally managed>

User-specific SM Installer Policy Group

The User-specific SM Installer policy group contains the following policies for the SXP logon function. You can modify
policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Desktop refresh option
Indicates a parameter used for controlling the desktop of a target computer. It is often useful to check if the desktop is
still configured correctly every time a user logs on to the system and to clean up the desktop if it does not correspond
to the user's normal desktop layout. Valid values are as follows:
– True

Activates the Desktop refresh option. The user-specific desktop is checked for consistency and modified, if
necessary.

– False
Deactivates the Desktop refresh option. The user-specific desktop is not checked for consistency.
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Default: False, <locally managed>
• Dialog option

Controls the visibility of the dialog for the logon function while the user desktop is updated. If True, the dialog is
displayed, and if False, the dialog is not displayed.
Default: False, <locally managed>

• Shortcut directory 1
Defines user-specific directories, which are exclusively checked for orphan shortcuts. Any orphan shortcut is
temporarily removed.
The following restrictions apply:
– The parameters must be numbered continuously from 1...n.
– Any parameter can define a single path to be checked.
– These parameters can be used to limit the set of folders checked. If the parameter value (= the path) is empty, all

user-specific folders are checked.
– If the parameter value is a relative path, the path is assumed relative to the user's Start directory.
– If the parameter value is an absolute path, this path is checked. An absolute path is identified either by a leading

back slash (\) or by a colon (:) as a second character.
Default: empty, <locally managed>

• Shortcut directory 1 (including subdirectories)
Defines user-specific directories, including subdirectories, which are exclusively checked for orphan shortcuts. Any
orphan shortcut is temporarily removed.
The following restrictions apply:
– The parameters must be numbered continuously from 1...n.
– Any parameter can define a single path to be checked.
– These parameters can be used to limit the set of folders checked. If the parameter value (= the path) is empty, all

user-specific folders are checked.
– If the parameter value is a relative path, the path is assumed relative to the user's Start directory.
– If the parameter value is an absolute path, this path and its subdirectories are checked. An absolute path is

identified either by a leading back slash (\) or by a colon (:) as a second character.
Default: empty, <locally managed>

• Start user-specific SM-Installer
Starts SxpLog32.exe when a user logs on, if set to True. If False, SxpLog32.exe is not started when a user logs on.

NOTE

Never set the value to False if you use SXP or converted MSI packages.

Default: True, <locally managed>
• Tracefile path

Specifies the name of the trace file. The setup program defines the path.
Default: empty, <locally managed>

Web Services Policy Group

Contents

The Web Services policy group lets you view or edit the following policies for web services.

• Non Resident Inventory
The Web Services policy group also contains the following policies. You can modify policy parameter values by double-
clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• Garbage collection time out
This parameter specifies the time in seconds to wait before initiating garbage collection.
Limits: 200–300
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Default: 300
• Maximum number of clients

This parameter specifies the maximum number of concurrent clients that Web Services can support.
Limits: 1–100
Default: 100

• Session timeout
This parameter specifies the time in seconds to wait before timing out a Web Services session.
Limits: 600–1200
Default: 1200

• Unified login enabled
This parameter indicates whether a unified login is enabled for a Web Services session. Valid values are 0=False and
1=True.
Default: 0 (False)

Non-Resident Inventory Policy Group

The Non-Resident Inventory policy group lets you view or edit the existing configuration policy parameters that control
the behavior of the NRI Web Service. You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the
Setting Properties dialog.

• Copy files to Asset Collector
This parameter specifies whether the NRI Web Service has to copy the received inventory reports to the local Asset
Collector. If enabled, the files are placed in the first configured collection folder of the Asset Collector. 
– Valid values:

• 1: Enabled
• 0: Disabled
Default: 1 

WARNING
If the collection folder is different from the default collection folder (AssetCollectorCollect relative to the
DSMROOT folder, c:\program files\ca\dsm), manually set up the Internet Guest Account to access this
folder completely.

 
 

• Delete files after copy to Asset Collector
This parameter specifies whether the NRI Web Service removes the files from the received inventory folder after it has
copied them to the Asset Collector folder. This policy is only acknowledged if the Copy files to Asset Collector policy is
set to 1. 
– Valid values:

• 1: Enabled 
• 0: Disabled

– Default: 0

• Enabled
This parameter indicates whether the NRI Web Service has to accept a file download or inventory upload request. 
– Valid values:

• 1: Enabled
• 0: Disabled

– Default: 1
• Folder where received files are placed

This parameter specifies where the NRI Web Service has to place the received inventory reports. Unless the folder is
fully qualified, it is placed relative to the DSMROOT folder, for example, c:\program files\ca\dsm.
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Default: NRIReceivedReports

WARNING

If the default value is changed to a different folder, manually set up the Internet Guest Account to access this
folder completely.

Configuration Views Node

The Configuration Views node and corresponding pane display all configuration views defined to CA Client Automation.
A configuration view is a customized Windows-only user interface that lets you edit configuration policies that are related
to specific components or functionality. Because some configuration policies are common to multiple DSM components,
for example, the CAF scheduler, and other policies are dependent on other configuration policies, configuration views
summarize the relevant policies for a component or function independent of where they are actually located in the
hierarchy and the DSM Explorer tree.

The configuration views display the current settings and let you conveniently edit policies as a group, rather than editing
them individually using the Setting Properties dialog. Also, configuration views let you fall back to the "factory settings,"
that is, the DSM default settings, if necessary, if you adapted the default configuration policy previously.

In this version of CA Client Automation, the following configuration views are available:

• Common Configuration
• ENC Authorization Rules
• Logon Shield
• Power Management Calendar

NOTE

Configuration views are installed with the component to which they belong. For example, software delivery-
specific views like Logon Shield would be installed under the software delivery manager.

How to Use Configuration Views

Contents

Configuration views are dynamic depending on the complexity of the individual component or function. The parent dialog
may consist of a single page or multiple tab pages and may invoke one or more child dialogs wherein configuration
policies are logically grouped. For example, the Logon Shield configuration view consists of a single-page dialog with one
child dialog, whereas the Common Configuration configuration view consists of a main dialog with three tab pages—one
each for agent, server, and manager configuration policies—and invokes five child dialogs.

Configuration views also have a special feature—a common description field in each tab page or dialog. This field is used
to display detailed information about a parameter. Simply move your mouse pointer over the edit field of any parameter to
view detailed information about that parameter in the common description field.

If a configuration policy is sealed, the relevant configuration view only lets you view the current settings; you cannot edit
parameter values. The configuration policy must be unsealed before you can change settings.

NOTE

Configuration views are modal; only one view can be active at a time.

The basic steps for using a configuration view include the following:

1. Access a configuration view for a specific component or function.
2. View the current configuration policy settings.
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NOTE

A default value is indicated by a dot to the right of a field.
3. (Optional) Unseal the configuration policy if you want to be able to edit it.
4. (Optional) Edit parameter values to suit your specific requirements and environment.

Access a Configuration View and View Policies

Use one of the following methods for accessing configuration views for viewing and modifying policies:

• Navigate to the new Configuration Views tree node in the DSM Explorer, and double-click a configuration view in the
right pane to invoke the Select Policy dialog.

• Right-click a policy under the Configuration, Configuration Policy subnode and click Select a View to invoke the Select
Configuration View dialog.

NOTE

Clicking the ENC Authorization Rules tree node or double-clicking the ENC Authorization Rules policy group in
the right pane automatically invokes the ENC Authorization Rules configuration view.

Select a Policy

Use the Select Policy dialog to select a configuration policy to view or modify.

To select a policy

1. Click a policy in the Name column of the list view.
The list view displays all configuration policies defined to the enterprise, including the Default Computer Policy. It also
displays the policy type, Sealed or Unsealed, and a description.

2. (Optional) Click Unseal to modify a policy if its type is Sealed.
3. Click OK.

The relevant configuration view appears, displaying all policies specific to the selected configuration policy. If the
selected policy is sealed, you can only view its settings, and the configuration view's fields and controls are disabled.
If the policy is unsealed, all fields and controls are enabled, and the configuration view is ready to process policy
modifications.

Select a Configuration View

Use the Select Configuration View dialog to select the configuration view you want to use.

To select a view

1. Select the configuration view from the Name column of the list view, for example, Logon Shield.
2. Click OK.

The selected configuration view appears, displaying the policies specific to the relevant component.

NOTE

Views are modal; only one view can be active at a time.

Edit a Policy Using a Configuration View

As configuration views are dynamic, only the basic steps for editing policies using a configuration view are described here.
Settings that are displayed in gray are unmanaged, that is, configurable on a remote computer, or have not been set.

To edit policies using any configuration view

1. Select a policy to edit.
A description of the policy appears in the Description field.
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NOTE

For additional help with a policy, see the Configuration Parameter Nodes section of the DSM Explorer Help.
2. Change the parameter value by selecting a different value from a drop-down list or by entering a value in the edit field.

A value may be a string, number, or Boolean entry, depending on the type of parameter. A dot to the right of a field
indicates the current value is the default value, that is, the value is inherited from a default policy.

NOTE

The Use Default Value option sets the value back to the default value, and the Make Locally Managed option
lets the agent on the target system decide about these parameters.

3. Click the relevant button, for example, Job Control or Database in the Common Configuration configuration view, to
access a policy that is available in a child dialog.
The appropriate dialog appears.

4. Change one or more parameter values, and then click Save.
You are returned to the main dialog of the configuration view.

5. Click Clear to discard your changes and start over.
6. Click OK to save your changes.

The main dialog of the configuration view closes.
7. Reseal the policy.

How to Use the Common Configuration Configuration View

The Common Configuration configuration view lets you configure policies for the Common Configuration (CCNF)
component and the underlying Configuration and State Management (CSM) component.

This view consists of a main dialog, Common Configuration, with three tab pages—one each for agent, server, and
manager configuration policies—and invokes five child dialogs.

The basic steps for using the Common Configuration configuration view are as follows:

1. Configure the CSM and CCNF agents, including report, task scheduling, and communication settings.
2. Configure the CSM server, including agent address, message storage, and general settings.
3. Configure the CSM and CCNF managers, including job control, task scheduling, and database settings.

Configure the CSM/CCNF Agent

Use the CSM/CCNF Agent tab page to configure the common configuration agent and the CSM agent.

To configure the CSM and CCNF agents

1. Specify the Delta-report interval and the Delta-report retry interval.
2. Specify the Plugin check interval for task scheduling.
3. Click Server-specific.

The Communication Settings dialog appears.
4. Specify the Poll interval and Message expiration period.
5. Click Save.

You are returned to the Common Configuration dialog.
6. Click Alive messages.

The Alive Message Settings dialog appears.
7. Specify values for the following policies:

– Hello interval
– Hello message retry - stage one
– Hello message retry - stage two
– Hello message retry deceleration
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8. Click Save.
You are returned to the Common Configuration dialog.

9. Click OK.
Your agent settings are saved and applied to the configuration policy.

Configure the CSM Server

Use the CSM Server tab page to configure the CSM server.

To configure the CSM server

1. Specify whether or not the agent host name is to be used for the agent address.
2. Specify whether or not the agent IP address is to be used.
3. Specify the hold time for messages that cannot be delivered using the Message expiration field.
4. Specify the number of threads.
5. Click OK.

Your server settings are saved and applied to the configuration policy.

Configure the CSM/CCNF Manager

Use the CSM/CCNF Manager tab page to configure the common configuration manager and the CSM manager.

To configure the CSM and CCNF managers

1. Click Job control.
The Job Control dialog appears.

2. Specify the values for the following policies:
– Configuration message retry interval
– Configuration message delayed retry interval
– Configuration message timeout
– Replication message retry interval
– Initial replication delay

3. Click Save.
You are returned to the Common Configuration dialog.

4. Click Task scheduling.
The Task Scheduling dialog appears.

5. Specify the values for the following policies:
– Configuration job check interval
– Group and computer update check interval
– Linked domains check interval
– Time span for processing configurations
– Time span for processing incoming messages
– Time span for up full configuration report requests

6. Click Save.
You are returned to the Common Configuration dialog.

7. Click Database.
The Database dialog appears.

8. Specify the values for the following policies:
– Database request timeout
– Task check delay
– Use client side cursor

9. Click Save.
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You are returned to the Common Configuration dialog.
10. Click OK.

Your manager settings are saved and applied to the configuration policy.

How to Use the ENC Authorization Rules Configuration View

Contents

The ENC Authorization Rules configuration view lets you view or edit ENC tables and their associated contents. The
ENC Authorization component uses these tables to enforce permissions and access control for all communications and
operations in the ENC environment.

NOTE

Unlike other policy groups, there is no direct access to the underlying ENC authorization tables from the
configuration policy editor, that is, the dynamic Setting Properties and Modify Properties dialogs. Therefore, you
must use the ENC Authorization Rules configuration view, which handles inter-table dependencies and provides
pre-commit evaluation of the specified rules.

This view consists of a main dialog, ENC Authorization Rules, with five tab pages—one each for the configuration policies
associated with the following tables:

• Realms
This table defines the realms in use within the ENC infrastructure. The other tables cross-reference this table when
choosing a realm as a security principal or a secured object. The table accepts a name and a set of optional notes
about the realm entry.

• Name Mapping
This table defines the security objects (principals) that are mapped to given realms. Each individual entry can be
marked as enabled or disabled for operational purposes.
For name (URI) mapping, this table defines the authenticated objects that are mapped to a given realm. The type can
be either an Exact Match—the URI is fully specified—or a Pattern Match, where a regular expression is used to define
a pattern to match. In most cases, a pattern match is most applicable as the identity certificates should be issued to an
organization or organizational unit that can be unambiguously identified.

NOTE

ENC uses Perl Compatible Regular Expressions (PCRE) for the pattern matching functionality.
• Time Ranges

All Access Control Entries (ACEs) can be made active or inactive at a given time, date, or date range. In this table you
define the time ranges that suit your needs. A simple example would be for the working week, where you might define
a time range from 09:00-17:00, select Normal Weekdays, and then select Monday through Friday.
Another example may be that you want to lock down access on certain holidays or for maintenance. In this case,
you would select Special Dates and enter the year, month, and day. For each of these fields, the number 0 (zero)
represents a wild-card match, so 0/7/4 (Y/M/D) would match the 4th of July for all years.

• Access Control
This table defines the Timed Access Control Entries (TACEs) and is collectively known as the Timed Access Control
List (TACL). A TACE is the rule that controls access from a Security Principal to a Secured Object given one or more
specified operations (Events). Each entry can be individually enabled or disabled.
The security principal can be defined using an exact match of a URI for the most granular matching, a pattern matched
URI for slightly less granularity, or a predefined realm name for least granular control.
Similarly, the secured object can be an exact URI match, a pattern matched URI, or a predefined realm. The Time
Range field (cross-referenced to the Time Ranges table) defines when this rule is active. The Access Type field
determines whether this rule should be used for denying access or allowing access; deny type rules are checked
before explicit allow type rules.
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Finally, the Name field is used to name the rule. This can be a mnemonic name or anything you require, although it
should be unique in the list. This allows auditing of the rules application to be unambiguously recorded.

• IP Addresses
This table defines a white list of IP addresses or IP address ranges that are allowed to establish a transport connection
with the ENC Gateway infrastructure machines. The IP addresses can be literal, that is, fully specified (Exact Match) or
specified as a regular expression (Pattern Match) for IP address ranges.

The basic steps for using the ENC Authorization Rules configuration view are as follows:

1. Define the realms in use within your ENC infrastructure.
2. Specify the secured objects or security principals that are mapped to given realms.
3. Define time ranges for all Access Control Entries (ACEs).
4. Define the Timed Access Control List (TACL).
5. Define a white list of IP addresses or IP address ranges that are allowed to establish connections within your ENC

infrastructure.

If there are no authorization rules configured to allow a specified event to occur, then access will be denied for that event.
Note that initially no rules are defined, hence all access is denied.

Define a Realm

Use the Realms tab page to define the realms in use within your ENC infrastructure.

To add a realm to the Realms table

1. Enter the name of the realm in the Name field and click Add.
The realm is added to the Realms table.

2. (Optional) Select a realm in the Realms table and click Remove to remove it from the list.
3. (Optional) Add any relevant notes about the use or contents of the specified realm in the Note field.
4. (Optional) Click Local to set this realm's configuration policies to Locally Managed.
5. (Optional) Click Default to reset the realm's configuration policies to the original default values.
6. Click Check to perform immediate validation of the data entered without committing the data.
7. If cross-field or cross-table validation is successful, click Apply.
8. Click the Name Mapping tab.

Map Security Objects to a Realm

Use the Name Mapping tab page to specify the secured objects or security principals that are being mapped to a specified
realm.

To map security objects to a realm

1. Select Enabled from the State drop-down list. (The default is Disabled.)
URI to realm mapping is enabled.

2. Specify the source uniform identifier (URI) for a particular computer or user in the URI field. This field is not case
sensitive.
For example, comp8618.ca.com specifies a single URI and comp861[789]\.ca\.com specifies a range of URIs to be
mapped. (See the examples at the end of this procedure.)

3. Select the URI type from the URI Type drop-down list. Valid values are Exact Match (literal) and Pattern Match (regular
expression).
Default: Exact Match

4. Select a realm from the Realm drop-down list.
5. Click Add.

The URI and the URI type are added to the Name Mapping table.
6. (Optional) Select a URI in the Name Mapping table and click Remove to remove the URI from the list.
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7. (Optional) Click Local to set the name mapping configuration policies to Locally Managed.
8. (Optional) Click Default to reset the name mapping configuration policies to the original default values.
9. Click Check to perform immediate validation of the data entered without committing the data.
10. If cross-field or cross-table validation is successful, click Apply.
11. Click the Time Ranges tab.

Examples

URI URI Type Realm Description
comp8618.ca.com Exact Match myrealm Map a specific URI to myrealm.
comp861[789]\.ca\.com Pattern Match myrealm Map comp8617.ca.com,

comp8618.ca.com, and
comp8619.ca.com to myrealm.

Define Time Ranges for ACEs

Use the Time Ranges tab page to define time ranges for all Access Control Entries (ACEs).

To define time ranges for an ACE

1. Select Enabled from the State drop-down list, if it is not already selected by default.
Time ranges for ACEs are enabled.

2. Specify a name for the time range in the Name field.
3. Specify the time period using the Hours field.

A single entry refers to a 30-minute period, whereas a time range entry with two values is as specified. For example,
entering a value of 7:00 indicates a 7:00 to 7:30 time period, whereas entering 7:00 - 9:00 indicates a 7:00 to 9:00 time
period.
Time entries currently have a granularity of 30 minutes; you can only specify a time entry with "00" or "30" as the
minute component. So, for example, a time range of 8:00 - 11:30 is valid, but 8:10 - 11:15 is not. (See the examples at
the end of this procedure.)

4. Specify the time range by days by selecting a value from the Type drop-down list. Valid values are Normal Weekdays
and Special Dates.
Default: Normal Weekdays

5. For Normal Weekdays only, select the days of the week in the Days field.
This value can be any combination from Sunday to Saturday, for example, Sunday Tuesday or Monday - Friday. (See
the examples at the end of this procedure.)

6. For Special Dates only, enter the date using the Year, Month, and Day fields. For example, for Boxing Day 2008, a
holiday celebrated in the United Kingdom, Canada, and elsewhere, enter 2008, 12, and 26, respectively.
For each of these fields, the number 0 (zero) represents a wild-card match, so 0/7/4 (Y/M/D) would match the 4th of
July for all years. (See the examples at the end of this procedure.)

7. Click Add.
The time range is added to the Time Ranges table.

8. (Optional) Select a time range in the Time Ranges table and click Remove to remove it from the list.
9. (Optional) Click Local to set the time range configuration policies to Locally Managed.
10. (Optional) Click Default to reset the time range configuration policies to the original default values.
11. Click Check to perform immediate validation of the data entered without committing the data.
12. If cross-field or cross-table validation is successful, click Apply.
13. Click the Access Control tab.
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Examples

Hours Type Weekday Year Month Day Description
8:00 - 18:00 Normal

Weekdays
Monday - Friday Monday to Friday

8:00 to 18:00
9:00 10:00 Special Dates 2008 12 26 December 26,

2008 9:00 to
9:30 and 10:00 to
10:30

Define a TACL

Use the Access Control tab page to define a Timed Access Control List (TACL). Examples are provided at the end of the
following procedure.

To define a TACL

1. Select Enabled from the State drop-down list. (The default is Disabled.)
Time-based access control is enabled.

2. Specify a name for the TACL in the Name field.
3. Select a time range from the Time Range drop-down list to be associated with this TACL.
4. Select an access type from the Access Type drop-down list. Valid values are as follows: allow and deny.

Default: allow
5. In the Events field, select the applicable check boxes for those operations or events to which this TACL will be applied.

Valid options include the following: Authenticated Connection, Server Registration, Router Registration, Master Router
Registration, Server Client Registration, Manager Client Registration, Agent Connect, Agent Connect to Router, and
Name Lookup.
Note: For more information about ENC events, see the "Extended Network Connectivity (ENC) Gateway" chapter in
the Implementation Guide.

6. Specify values for the following policies in the Security Principal group box:
Match TypeSelect the type of security principal in the Timed Access Control Entry (TACE). Valid values are as follows:
Exact Match, Pattern Match, and Realm.Default: Pattern MatchRealmIf Realm is selected in the Match Type field,
select the realm associated with the specified security principal.URIIf Pattern Match or Exact Match is specified in the
Match Type field, specify the source URI. This field is not case sensitive.

7. Specify the values for the following policies in the Secured Object group box:
Match TypeSelect the type of object being secured. Valid values are as follows: Exact Match, Pattern Match, and
Realm.Default: Pattern MatchRealmIf Realm is selected in the Match Type field, select the realm associated with the
specified secured object.URIIf Pattern Match or Exact Match is specified in the Match Type field, specify the target
URI. This field is not case sensitive.

8. Click Add.
The TACL is added to the Access Control table.

9. (Optional) Select a TACL in the Access Control table and click Remove to remove it from the list.
10. (Optional) Click Local to set the access control configuration policies to Locally Managed.
11. (Optional) Click Default to reset the access control configuration policies to the original default values.
12. Click Check to perform immediate validation of the data entered without committing the data.
13. If cross-field or cross-table validation is successful, click Apply.
14. Click the IP Addresses tab.
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Examples

Access Type Events Security Principal
URI or Realm

Security Principal
Match Type

Secured Object
URI or Realm

Secured Object
Match Type

Description

allow Authenticated
Connection

Comp09 Exact Match Comp08 Exact Match Allow comp09
to connect to
comp08.

deny Authenticated
Connection

Hua0[123] Pattern Match Comp09 Exact Match Deny Hua01,
Hua02,
and Hua03
connection to
comp09.

deny AgentConnect
ManagerNameLookup

sunrealm Realm myrealm Realm Deny any node
in sunrealm to
access myrealm.

Define an IP Address White List

Use the IP Addresses tab page to define a white list of IP addresses or IP address ranges that are allowed to establish
connections within your ENC infrastructure. Examples are provided at the end of the following procedure.

To define an IP address white list

1. Select Enabled from the State drop-down list. (The default is Disabled.)

NOTE

Any items that are marked as disabled are ignored by the authorization subsystem, and the specified
address or addresses will not be able to contact the ENC infrastructure.

2. Specify the IP address for a particular computer or a range of IP addresses in the Address field.
3. Select an address type from the Address Type drop-down list. Valid values are Exact Match (literal) and Pattern Match

(regular expression).
Default: Exact Match

4. Click Add.
The IP address white list is added to the IP Addresses table.

5. (Optional) Select an IP address white list in the IP Addresses table and click Remove to remove it from the list.
6. (Optional) Click Local to set the IP address white list configuration policies to Locally Managed.
7. (Optional) Click Default to reset the IP address white list configuration policies to the original default values.
8. Click Check to perform immediate validation of the data entered without committing the data.
9. If cross-field or cross-table validation is successful, click Apply.
10. Click OK to commit all data entered on all tab pages in the ENC Authorization Rules Configuration dialog.

The ENC tables for the ENC Authorization component are configured for your ENC environment.

How to Use the Logon Shield Configuration View

Contents

The Logon Shield configuration view lets you configure policies for the Logon Shield component, which enables the
execution of software delivery jobs under certain log-on conditions.

This view consists of a main dialog, Logon Shield, and invokes a child dialog.
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The basic steps for using the Logon Shield configuration view are as follows:

1. Configure the mode of operation, which determines the log-on condition under which software delivery jobs are
executed and the installation status of the Logon Shield.

2. Configure the maximum blocking time to avoid the permanent blocking of your system.
3. Specify Windows security settings if the Apply Windows security options policy is enabled.

Configure the Logon Shield

Use the main dialog of the Logon Shield configuration view to configure the Logon Shield.

To configure the Logon Shield using the Logon Shield dialog

1. Select one of the following modes of operation:
– Logon Shield not installed

Indicates that the Logon Shield provider and -filter COM modules are unregistered on Windows Vista. On earlier
versions of Windows, the sxpgina.dll file is uninstalled.

– No restriction on job execution
Indicates that Logon Shield is not activated when a software delivery job executes.

– Force user to log off before job executes
Specifies that the user be forced to log off when a software delivery job is waiting to be executed. The Logon Shield
is activated during job execution.

– Apply job-defined condition
Indicates that a software delivery job with a pre-defined condition is to be applied. When setting up a job, the
administrator can select the Prevent user from being logged on when job executes option. When this mode of
operation is selected, the user is forced off when there is a pending software delivery job, and the Logon Shield is
activated during job execution.

– Wait until user logs off before job executes
Indicates that the user is not asked to log off when a software delivery job is pending. However, the job is only
executed after the user has logged off. The Logon Shield is active during job execution.

– Wait until user logs on before job executes
Indicates that pending software delivery jobs are only executed when a user is logged on.

2. Specify the maximum blocking time using the drop-down list.
3. Specify whether or not the Apply Windows security options policy is enabled.

Note: This parameter only applies to Windows Vista.
4. Click Settings if the value specified in Step 3 is Enabled.

The Windows Security options dialog appears.
5. Specify whether or not the Disable Ctrl+Alt+Del policy is enabled.

Note: It is strongly recommended that this Windows policy be disabled when using the Logon Shield.
6. Specify whether or not the Shutdown without log on policy is enabled.

Note: It is strongly recommended that this Windows policy be disabled when using the Logon Shield.
7. Specify whether or not the Hide fast user switching policy is enabled.

Note: It is strongly recommended that this Windows policy be enabled when using the Logon Shield.
8. Click OK.

You are returned to the Logon Shield dialog.
9. Click OK.

The Logon Shield is configured.

How to Use the Power Management Calendar Configuration View
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The Power Management Calendar configuration view lets you view or edit a table of time ranges. This view consists of a
single main dialog, Power Management Calendar, without any tabs.

The basic purpose of using the Power Management Calendar configuration view is to define time ranges to enable or
disable shutdown for the target computer at a given time, date, or date range.

Define a Time Range

Use the options available in the Power Management Calendar configuration view to define meaningful sets of non-
conflicting time ranges in a configuration policy. Once you create the policy, you can seal it and apply it to the target
computer.

To define a time range

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Views.
A list of all the configuration views appears.

2. Double-click Power Management Calendar.
The Select Policy dialog opens.

3. Double-click the appropriate policy name in the Name column.
The Power Management Calendar configuration view appears.

4. Click New in the Power Management Calendar configuration view to create a time range.
5. Enter appropriate information in the following fields:

– Name
Defines the name of the time range.

– State
Specifies whether the time range entry is in the shutdown enabled or shutdown disabled mode.

– Type
Specifies the type of the time range. The Normal Weekdays option applies to normal weeks and covers Sunday
through Saturday. The Special Dates option applies to a specific date. The Date Ranges option applies to all the
days defined in a specific date range; start and end dates are also included.

– Hours
Specifies the list of hours included in the time range. Valid input formats are as follows:
• You can use a single entry to specify a 30-minute period, for example, entering a value of 22:30 denotes a 22:30

to 22:59 time period. Also, make sure that the minute component in a time entry is 00 or 30. So, for example, a
time range of 8:00 - 11:30 is valid, but 8:10 - 11:15 is not.

• You can specify one or more ranges like 09:00 - 11:30 in this field. So, entering 09:00 - 11:30 indicates a 09:00 to
11:30 time period. Also, make sure that you use a space to separate multiple time ranges such as 09:00 - 12:00
13:00 - 18:00.

• You can add a range 00:00 - 00:00 to denote a full 24-hour period.
– Days

Specifies the days of the week in the time range. This parameter is applicable only when the time range type is set
to Normal Weekdays. This value can be any combination from Sunday to Saturday, for example, Sunday - Tuesday
or Monday - Friday.

– Date
Specifies the special date value. This parameter is applicable only when the time range type is set to Special Dates.
The valid format for entering the date is yyyy-mm-dd (year, month, and date). For example, for Boxing Day 2008, a
holiday celebrated in the United Kingdom, Canada, and elsewhere, enter 2008-12-26.
You can also use “00” as a wild-card match to cover all months in a year or all days in a month, and “0000” to cover
all years. For example, entering 2009-00-01 implies that the shutdown is enabled or disabled, as per the power
management calendar, on the first day of every month for the year 2009.

– FromDate
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Specifies the start date of the specified date range. This parameter is applicable only when the time range type is
set to Date Ranges. Enter the date in the yyyy-mm-dd (year-month-date) format.

– ToDate
Specifies the end date of the specified date range. This parameter is applicable only when the time range type is
set to Date Ranges. Enter the date in the yyyy-mm-dd (year-month-date) format.

6. Click Check to perform immediate validation of the data entered without committing the data.

NOTE

 If you do not provide the data in the correct format, an error message is displayed when you click the Apply
button in the next step to add the time range.

7. Click Apply.
The time range is added to the power management calendar. To add additional time ranges, repeat Steps 4 through 7.

NOTE

Click Default to delete all the defined time ranges in the policy being edited and revert to the default settings.
And, if you want to remove a specific time range entry from the list, select the time range and click Remove.

8. Click OK.
The configuration view closes and saves all the changes.

After all the time ranges are added, seal the policy and apply it to the target computers. You have successfully enforced
the power management calendar on the target computers.

 

Configuration Jobs Node

Contents

The Configuration Jobs node and corresponding pane let you view all of the configuration jobs that are in a scheduled or
error state. It also displays internal configuration jobs that the manager has created to apply policies to computers.

When you select a configuration job in the DSM Explorer, the Configuration Jobs pane displays the policies that will be
applied when the job is activated. You can right-click on a configuration job to perform any of the following actions:

• Reschedule
Changes the time when policies will be applied.

• View Errors
When a configuration job is in an error state, displays the associated errors in the Configuration Job Errors dialog.

• Delete
Deletes the configuration job. This is possible only if the activation time is not imminent.

The Computer Configuration Status pie chart in the Summary portlet gives you an overall view of the configuration status
of all computers within a domain. (This feature is not available for an enterprise manager.) It provides tallies for each of
the following states, as well as the total number of computers having a configuration state assigned:

• New
The computer has not yet registered with the common configuration (CCNF) manager.

• Active
All assigned configuration policies were successfully applied.

• Waiting
A configuration job was sent to the target but there has been no reply yet.

• Scheduled
A configuration job is scheduled for this computer. The activation time may not have been reached or the manager
may be busy processing other jobs.

• Error
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A configuration job for this computer has failed. If the job was created manually, the error condition should be checked
and resolved.

• Not reachable
The server tried to send a message to the target but failed. The message will be sent again after some time or when
the target contacts the server.

• Outdated
This computer is marked for an update of its configuration settings.

Status information is refreshed when the GUI is refreshed.

How to Create a New Configuration Job

Use the New Configuration Job Wizard to apply policies to computer groups as a scheduled job. It is a task-oriented
wizard that guides you through the process of specifying the settings for the configuration job.

NOTE

To apply policy to individual computers, use the drag-and-drop or copy and paste methods.

The basic steps for creating a new configuration job are as follows:

• Select a configuration policy to be applied to a computer group.
• Select the target computer group.
• Schedule the activation date and time for the job.

Select the Configuration Policy to Apply

The Configuration Policies wizard page lets you select the configuration policy that you want to apply to a target computer
group.

To select a policy

1. Choose one from the Configuration Policies list of sealed user-defined configuration policies.
If the policy you want to apply is not visible, check that it has been sealed.

NOTE

The Default Computer Policy is not available for application.
2. Click Next to go to the Select Target Group page.

Select the Target Group

The Select Target Group wizard page lets you select the target computer group to which you want to apply the specified
policy.

To specify a target group

1. Select one from the display of all assets defined to the All Computers branch of the DSM Explorer.
Expand the tree, if necessary, to locate a target group.

2. Click Next to go to the Application Schedule page.

NOTE

If you need to apply the policy only to an individual computer, click Cancel and drag-and-drop the policy on to
the specific computer.
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Schedule the Activation Time for the Job

The Application Schedule wizard page lets you schedule the activation time for the application of the configuration policy
to the specified target group. Configuration policies are listed under Scheduled Policies and are moved to the Active
Policies portlet of the Configuration Policy pane after activation.

To schedule the activation time for the configuration job

1. (Optional) Click Apply Policies at Next Possible Occurrence if you want to activate the specified configuration policy
immediately.

2. Otherwise, specify the day, month, and year in the Date field.
3. Specify the exact time for the specified date of activation in the Time field.
4. Click Finish.

The configuration job is created and scheduled for activation.

View Configuration Job Errors

The View Configuration dialog lets you view configuration job errors. To scroll through the list of errors, use the Previous
and Next buttons.

The Errors Code field displays the appropriate system error code, and the Error Details field displays detailed information
about the error, such as the conflicting policies and the relevant parameter.

Example: Policy 'XYZ' assigned to 'g2' conflicts with policy 'ABC' assigned to 'g2': parameter '/itrm/agent/cc/
DeltaReportRetry'

Target Did Not Receive Configuration Policy

Symptom:

I applied a configuration policy to a target computer, but the Active Policies portlet on the Configuration Policy pane does
not display an activation timestamp indicating that the policy was received.

Solution:

Before reapplying the policy, do the following:

1. Verify that the target computer is up and running by executing:
caf status 

2. Verify that the associated server is up and running by executing:
caf status 

3. Check the TRC_CSMAGENT log file on the target computer for any error entries.
The problem may be that the target or server name cannot be resolved, CAM has an invalid route to the server, or the
server is down.

Deployment
The Deployment node provides access to the Deployment Management component, which is part of the CA Client
Automation suite of applications. This component provides the ability to deploy software to many target systems without
the need to log on manually to each computer. Deployment enables you to transfer an installation image, run the
installation process, and monitor the results of the installation on each of the targets.

Deployment places the initial piece of software on remote targets and does not need any CA Client Automation software
to be installed on the target system.

You install Deployment as part of the CA Client Automation installation. Deployment has the following distinct
components:
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• Deployment manager (DMDeploy)
• Deployment client interfaces, such as the Infrastructure Deployment Wizard, which is available from the DSM Explorer,

and DMSweep

NOTE
See the "dmsweep--DSM Deployment Command Line Interface" chapter in the CA Client Automation CLI
Reference Guide.

You can also set common configuration policies for component deployment within the CA Client Automation infrastructure.
For more information, see the Configuration Policy section of the DSM Explorer Help.

NOTE

• Some operating systems, such as Windows XP, include a firewall feature which can prevent remote
connections from being established. These remote connections include the connections from other CA Client
Automation components, such as scalability servers. To allow CA Client Automation to work properly, the
firewall may have to be reconfigured. For more information, see the Implementation Guide.

• For a list of ports used by CA Client Automation that could be opened in the firewall to permit deployment,
see the Implementation Guide.

• SSHD configuration must be performed on UNIX and Linux target computers. For more information, see
the Implementation Guide.

How Deployment Works

The Deployment Management component lets you deploy CA Client Automation agent components and software to
target computers in your organization. This section describes the procedures for the Infrastructure Deployment Wizard; for
information about using the deployment manager (DMDeploy) directly, see the Implementation Guide.

To enable the deployment process, do the following:

1. Log on to the computer on which the DSM Explorer or CA Client Automation Web Console is installed. The DSM
Explorer contains the Infrastructure Deployment Wizard and other graphical user interface components.

NOTE
For more information about the CA Client Automation Web Console, see the Implementation Guide.

2. Use the Infrastructure Deployment Wizard to select what software packages to deploy and to configure the settings for
the deployment.
During the selection process, the Deployment component scans the target computers to determine the following:
– If a user name and a password are needed to access the target.
– If the component is already deployed, in which case CA Client Automation does not attempt to install the agent.
– If the agent can be deployed, in which case CA Client Automation prepares to copy the installation files to the target

computer.
3. After you complete the Infrastructure Deployment Wizard pages, click Finish.

The deployment job starts, and CA Client Automation copies the installation files to the target computer and installs the
agent.

You can view and change the status of your deployment jobs by logging on to the computer on which the DSM Explorer is
installed and using the Deployment Job Status pane to view or change the status of a job.

NOTE
If you require deployment via Telnet/FTP and will be using IPv6, then your FTP server cannot be based on any
Windows machine that is running IIS 6.0 or below, because FTP in IIS 6.0 does not support IPv6. The FTP
server can, however, be based on a Linux computer that is running a version of FTP that supports IPv6, for
example, vsftpd-1.2 or above. For more information about IIS 6.0 supported environments, see the Microsoft
web site at www.microsoft.com.
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Prerequisites

Before you start deploying the agents, you must have the CA Client Automation manager installed. The target computer
must be able to communicate with a manager.

The agent package that you are deploying must be available on the deployment manager or a scalability server. The
installation process determines which agent packages are available. Extra packages may be added to the deployment
library after installation using the dsmPush utility.

NOTE
For more information about the installation process and the dsmPush utility, see the Implementation Guide. For
details about system requirements for the CA Client Automation agent plug-ins, see the CA IT Client Manager
Readme file.

Running Deployment on Different Platforms

The DSM Explorer is available only on Windows platforms. However, you can run deployment commands from the
command prompt.

NOTE
For more information about deployment commands, see the "dmsweep--DSM Deployment Command Line
Interface" chapter in the CA Client Automation CLI Reference Guide.

Scanning Deployment Targets

The deployment manager scans or runs a detection mechanism on the target computer. The detection mechanism
identifies the following:

• If the target computers are responding
• If the packages are already installed

The scan can return one of the following values:

• Deployed
The same version of the package is installed on the target

• Deploying
Deployment of this package to the target has already started

• Machine Responding
The address specified is valid and the machine is running.

• No Response
The target address has a valid name that can be resolved by network name to address translation. Check that the
target computer is switched on.

• Package Newer
A newer version of the package is present on the target machine. Deployment will not be performed unless the Always
deploy packages policy is set to True.

• Package Older
An older version of the package is already installed on the target computer. Deployment will be performed.

• Package Staged
A version of the package is already staged on the target scalability server. The package will be re-staged if the user
continues with the staging job.

• Ready to Deploy
The address specified is valid and the machine is running

• Unknown
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The presence of the package on a target cannot be determined. Ensure that the device exists.

Security

The Deployment component offers the following security features:

• You need to be a privileged user to use the Deployment component. This is determined by granting access
permissions for deployment in the object level security (OLS). These permissions must be associated with your
security profile.

NOTE
For more information, see the Common Security section in the DSM Explorer Help and the Implementation
Guide.

• When creating a deployment job, you typically specify the user name (username) and password for the target
computer. The credentials specified should have the necessary privilege to perform an installation (that is,
Administrator or root).
However, after the first deployment of a package from a deployment manager to a particular target computer, a trust
relationship is established between the two, and for subsequent deployments you do not need to provide the user
credentials again for the target.

Deployment Jobs

A deployment job specifies how you install packages. The deployment job options let you specify the packages to install
and the computers on which to install them -- by domain, range of addresses, name, directory, target credentials file (*.tc),
or query. It also lets you specify non-default options to be passed down to the installation commands used to install the
packages, for example, installing agents into non-default folders on the target computers.

The deployment job scans the target computers to determine if deployment is possible. The following are typical
responses from the target computers:

• Needs credentials. You need to supply a privileged user name and password with access permissions for deploying a
package on the target.

• Not responding. The target computer name is valid but it cannot be detected on the network.
• Already deployed. The correct version of the package is already installed on the target computer.

How to Deploy Components

Contents

The Infrastructure Deployment Wizard lets you deploy CA Client Automation components to your environment using a
deployment job that sweeps your network. It is a task-oriented wizard that guides you through the process of creating a
job and specifying the settings for deploying one or more agents or a scalability server to target computers.

The basic steps for creating a deployment job are as follows:

1. Specify the deployment job name and type.
2. Select a DSM software package to deploy.
3. Specify deployment target criteria.
4. Scan the target computers to make sure that the software packages can be deployed on the targets.
5. Select the scanned computers on which to install the software package.
6. Specify additional agent configuration and installation details for the deployment payload when it is delivered.
7. Review the specified settings and deploy the software package.
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Specify a Deployment Job and Type

Use the Job Type wizard page to specify a deployment job name and to select a deployment job type.

To specify a deployment job name and type

1. Select one of the following job type options:
– Deploy software to target computers

Specifies that the deployment job is to install the software on remote target computers. If you select this option, you
can download the payload from the scalability server specified using a dialog on the next wizard page, Deployment
Payload.

– Stage software at Scalability Server
Specifies that the deployment job is to stage, that is, store without installing, the software package to an
intermediate location on a previously specified scalability server from where it can be deployed to target computers.
The role of the scalability server is to hold the package at a server that is geographically closer to the target
computers, thereby speeding up the deployment.
For example, if you were to deploy to many machines at the end of a slow network connection, it would be
quicker to stage the package once to a scalability server on the other end of the slow connection, and then create
deployment jobs that deploy from the scalability server.

2. (Optional) Enter the name of the deployment job.
This value should be an alphanumeric string of 100 or fewer characters. The string can contain spaces and symbols,
but cannot contain the less than (<) or greater than (>) characters. The default is the current timestamp, for example,
2008-01-09 19:48:21.

3. Click Next to go to the Deployment Payload page.

Select the Deployment Payload

A deployment payload is the data that is being distributed to the target machine. The Deployment Payload wizard page
lists the CA Client Automation software packages available from the deployment manager. Use this page to select a single
package to deploy.

To select a deployment payload

1. (Optional) Select the Transfer packages from Scalability Server check box.
This option lets you transfer packages from an intermediate location and to specify the scalability server to be used at
that location. If you select this option, follow all steps.
If you do not select this option, packages are transferred directly from the deployment manager. In this case, go
directly to Step 5.

2. Click the Configure button to invoke the Select Scalability Server Wizard.
3. Select the appropriate server and enter credentials for connecting to the scalability server.
4. Click OK.

The scalability server is configured, and you are returned to the Deployment Payload page.
5. (Optional) Click the Filter package list by operating system drop-down, select the operating system, and click Filter.

The packages available for the selected operating system are listed.
6. Select the package to be deployed from the list of available packages.
7. Click Next to go to the Deployment Targets page.

Select a Scalability Server

Use the Select Scalability Server Wizard to select a scalability server to be used for staging software packages for
deployment to target computers.

To select a scalability server

1. Select the Check packages on scalability server option. The Scalability Servers Found list view displays all scalability
servers known to the current domain. This is the default setting.
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(Optional) Clear the Check packages on scalability server check box if you want to select packages available from the
domain manager instead. For example, if you know that the scalability server is down or not available, clear this option
to be able to pick a package from those on the domain manager. Go to Step 3.

2. Select a scalability server.
After a short delay, the packages staged on the selected server are displayed in the lower pane of the wizard page.
Check that the payload you want to deploy is available on the selected scalability server.

NOTE
If you did not select the Check packages on scalability server option, the packages list is not populated.

3. Click Next.
4. Enter scalability server details.
5. Specify the credentials for the scalability server; you need to enter the user name and password.

NOTE
The specified credentials are not tested at this time. The credentials will not be used until the deployment is
started.

6. Click OK.
The scalability server is configured for staging deployment packages.

Specify Deployment Target Criteria

Use the Deployment Targets wizard page to specify deployment target criteria -- such as computers, domain, subnet,
directory, target credentials file, or query.

NOTE
In order to use Infrastructure Deployment in an IPv6 environment, the following conditions must be met first:

1. The two hotfix updates listed below must be applied to the DSM manager:
– http://support.microsoft.com/kb/947369/en-us
– http://support.microsoft.com/kb/950092/en-us

2. The hostname of the target machine must resolve to a global IPv6 address.
3. The Infrastructure Deployment configuration policy option, Use host names, must be set to True.
4. The following registry key needs to be set to 1 on the DSM manager:

HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Services\smb\Parameters\IPv6EnableOutboundGlobal (REG_DWORD)
If these conditions are not met in an IPv6 only network, then the DMPrimer package must be manually installed.
For more information, see the Manual Installation of the Infrastructure Deployment Primer Software section in the
Implementation Guide.

To select a target computer for deployment

1. From the Deployment Type drop-down list, select one of the following options:
– Deploy to specific computers

This is the default setting.
– Deploy to all computers in a specific domain
– Deploy to computers within an IPv4 address range

NOTE
An additional option is available in which you can enter a Windows domain, restricting the targets to only
those that are both in the specified IP range and in Windows domain.

– Deploy to computers within a directory
– Deploy to computers specified in a target credentials file
– Deploy to computers specified by a query
Various fields display depending on your selection.

2. If you select to deploy to specific computers, enter the host names or specify IPv4 or IPv6 addresses.
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3. If you select to deploy to all computers in a specific domain, enter the name of the Windows domain in the Computers
field.

4. If you select to deploy to an IPv4 address range, enter the following values:
– From

Specifies the start point of a range of IPv4 addresses.
– To

Specifies the end point of a range of IPv4 addresses.
– Deploy to members of this domain only

(Optional) Restricts the targets to only those that are both in the specified IP range and in the specified domain.
– (Domain)

Indicates the Windows domain if the Deploy to members of this domain only option is selected.

NOTE
IPv4 addresses are fully supported in CA Client Automation.

5. If you select to deploy to all computers in a directory, enter the URI of the directory or click Browse to invoke the
Browse Directories dialog.

6. If you select to deploy using a target credentials file (*.tc), enter the file name and full path or click Browse to invoke a
standard Open dialog.

NOTE
For more information, see the Implementation Guide.

7. If you select to deploy to assets using a query, you can select one of the following predefined queries:
– All Unmanaged Computers (Default)
– Unmanaged AIX Computers
– Unmanaged HP-UX Computers
– Unmanaged Linux Computers
– Unmanaged Solaris Computers
– Unmanaged Windows Computers
You can also use any other query that returns a list of computers as the target of a deployment job.

NOTE
For more information about queries, see the Queries section of the DSM Explorer Help.

8. Click Next to go to the Scan Targets page.

Browse Directories

Use the Browse Repositories dialog to browse a list of available directories defined to the entire domain and to choose the
directory that contains the target computers for payload deployment.

Scan Target Computers

Use the Scan Targets wizard page to scan the target computers to ensure that the software packages can be deployed
on the target computers. It identifies computers that are not responding, are already deployed, or require credentials for
deployment.

To scan target computers

1. Click Scan to start scanning the target computers. If the label on the button is Suspend, the scan is in progress.
The Discovered Computers list view displays computers by name, state, and address as they are detected during the
scan.

2. (Optional) To suspend the scan, click the button.
If you have suspended the scan, the label on the button changes to Resume.

3. (Optional) To resume the scan, click the button.
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4. When the scan is completed (or has been suspended), click Next to go to the Target Selection page.

Select Targets for Deployment

The Target Selection wizard page lists the computers found by the scan, letting you select the computers by name and
address on which to install the agents.

To add a computer to the list of target computers

1. Select the computer in the Discovered Computers list and click the right-arrow icon.
The computer is added to the Target Computers list.

2. (Optional) To select all the computers in the list and move them to the Target Computers list, click the double arrows
icon.

3. Specify user credentials for the target computer, if required. This is indicated by the appearance of the User
Credentials dialog when a computer with that criterion is added to the target list.

4. Click Next to go to the Agent Configuration page.

Specify User Credentials

Use the User Credentials dialog to specify user credentials for the discovered computer that you have selected as a target
computer for the deployment payload. Specified user credentials are required before deployment is possible.

To specify user credentials

1. Enter a valid user name for the target computer.
2. Enter the password of the specified user.

NOTE
This field can be left blank if the target computer has a blank password (not advised).

3. (Optional) Select the Use these credentials on all computers requiring credentials option to specify that the user
credentials be used for all of the selected target computers.

4. Click OK.

NOTE
The credentials are not tested at this point; invalid credentials will only be detected when the deployment is
active.

Configure the Agent

Use the Agent Configuration wizard page to specify additional configuration and installation details for the deployment
payload when it is delivered.

To configure the agent

1. Enter the IP address or fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of the scalability server with which the deployed agent will
register and connect.

2. (Optional) Specify additional Windows, UNIX, Linux, or Apple Mac OS X install options as appropriate using the
"Please enter any additional...install options" field.

NOTE
For more information about Windows and UNIX install options (also called properties) and their values, see
the sections on installation using the command line in the Implementation Guide.

3. (Optional) Click Advanced Options to specify additional parameters to be passed to the primer installation.
4. Click Next to go to the Summary page.

Example: Deploy Only Remote Control Host Agent
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When deploying the Remote Control Plugin package using the Infrastructure Deployment Wizard, both the Remote
Control host agent and the Remote Control viewer are installed by default. If you want to prevent the installation of the
viewer and deploy only the host agent, you need to enter the following parameters in the Please enter any additional
Windows install options field:

ADDLOCAL=Agent, AgtRC, AgtRCA

This example installs the common DSM agent, the Remote Control host, and the Remote Control protocols only.

Example: Specify an Explicit Installation Language

Agent deployments to target computers do not have a fixed language specified. Instead, the installation is carried out
in the system language of the target computer. To specify an explicit installation language when deploying to target
computers, enter one of the following parameters in the "Please enter any additional...install options" field, respectively:

DSM_LANGUAGE=lang (Windows)

/RDSM_LANGUAGE=lang (Linux)

• lang
Specifies the installation language. Valid values are as follows: enu (English), deu (German), fra (French), and jpn
(Japanese). The default is enu (English).

Review Options and Deploy the Job

The Summary wizard page displays the settings that you have selected for the deployment job.

To complete the deployment process

1. Select Start Deployment Immediately to start the deployment job immediately after completion of Step 2. This is the
default setting.
(Optional) If you want to start the deployment job at a later time, clear this check box, and the finalized job will be
placed into the Suspended state after Step 2. Then use the Activate context menu command when you are finally
ready to start the deployment job.

2. Click Finish to complete the process of deploying the specified job to the selected targets, or click Back to change any
of the settings and options, and then click Finish.
The new deployment job is added to the Deployment Job Status pane where it can be monitored and controlled.

Virtual Application Deployment

After a virtual application software package has been registered in the Software Package Library on the enterprise or
domain manager, you can distribute it to other networked computers using the standard software delivery methods.
However, there are some requirements and processes that are unique to virtual application package delivery. The
following sections provide details about these requirements and processes:

• How Virtual Application Deployment Works
• Preparing a Target Computer for Deployment of a Microsoft App-V Virtual Application Package
• Preparing a Target Computer for Deployment of a VMware ThinApp Virtual Application Package
• Deploy a Virtual Application Software Package
• Deploy a Virtual Application Software Package Update

How Virtual Application Deployment Works

Contents

After the virtual application package that you created with the Virtual Application Package Registration Wizard is included
in the Software Package Library, you can then deploy it and manage it using standard software delivery methods. Virtual
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application packages can be registered on the enterprise (EP) management tier or the domain management tier. A virtual
application package should not be registered on both the EP and domain management tiers. If you register a virtual
application package on the EP management tier, it can then be distributed to the domain management tiers and lower
levels.

Virtual application package deployment goes through the following general stages:

1. The administrator verifies that vendor infrastructure software is installed on target computers.

NOTE
You may need to reboot the target server after installing the Microsoft System Center Application
Virtualization Streaming Server. The Streaming Server set-up process initiates this reboot.

2. The administrator creates software jobs to deploy the virtual application packages to target computers. The
administrator can create software jobs for virtual application packages using the same methods used to create
software jobs for regular application packages.

3. The administrator deploys the virtual application Staging package to the scalability server. The scalability server also
functions as the streaming server.

NOTE
If the target computer roams to a new scalability server, the new server must have the Staging package
installed as well. For more information on roaming, see the Software Delivery Administration Guide.

4. The administrator deploys the Standalone and Streaming packages from the domain manager to the target computers.
The administrator can also stage packages on the scalability server before deployment to target computers. The
administrator can use standard software delivery deployment methods to deploy virtual application packages to target
computers.

NOTE
For more information about virtual application deployment, see the Software Delivery Administration Guide.

Preparing a Target Computer for Deployment of a Microsoft App-V Virtual Application

Before you can deploy a Microsoft App-V virtual application package to a target computer, you need to verify that the
target computer is ready for the virtual application. The following sections explain the preparation of the target computers.

Dependencies -- The following table identifies the dependencies for virtual application packages created from Microsoft
App-V images.

Package Type Dependencies
Server Staging Microsoft System Center Application Virtualization Streaming

Server
Client Standalone or Streaming Microsoft Application Virtualization Desktop Client

Microsoft SML Parser 6.0
Microsoft Visual C++ 2005 SP1

Client Standalone or Streaming for Remote Desktop Services Microsoft Application Virtualization Desktop Client
Microsoft SML Parser 6.0
Microsoft Visual C++ 2005 SP1

The infrastructure components must be available on the target servers and clients in order for the virtual application to
work. You can use your own local procedures to make these components available on the target computers, or you can
use CA Client Automation to create Software Delivery packages for the infrastructure components of Microsoft App-V.
These infrastructure packages can then be imported into the Software Package Library using existing software delivery
methods. (For more information on creating these infrastructure packages, see the Software Delivery Administration
Guide.)
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Server configuration for streaming communications -- For virtual applications that are streamed to target computers,
the target computer must recognize the name of the streaming server. The DSM scalability server acts as the App-V
streaming server. Therefore, the App-V streaming server must be installed on the DSM scalability server.

The Microsoft App-V streaming server uses two protocols for streaming communications: RTSP (not secured) and RTSPS
(secured). The default protocol and port for the Microsoft App-V streaming server are RTSP and port 554. If you want
to use the secured RTSPS protocol with port 322, you must configure the streaming server. If you are using the CA-
provided infrastructure package templates, you must configure the streaming server before including it in the template. For
information about configuring the Microsoft App-V streaming server, see the Microsoft product documentation.

Client configuration for streaming communications -- The default protocol and port for the Microsoft App-V client are
RTSP (not secured) and port 554. If you want to use the secured RTSPS protocol with port 322 (for example, to match
the streaming server configuration), you can set the Deploy Virtual Applications Policy Group accordingly and apply
it to the agents. (See the description of the Deploy Virtual Applications Policy Group.) Then, if a new Microsoft App-V
virtual application package is registered and deployed with the default protocol and port, the agent replaces the default
settings with the protocol and port specified in the policy. For an existing application installation on the target computer,
you must deploy the Streaming package again using the procedure "reinstall", which is part of the Streaming package.
This procedure uses the new protocol and port when the user launches the application. Also, the shortcuts on the target
computer are updated the next time the user logs onto the computer.

NOTE

You can deploy virtual application packages on target scalability servers and target computers running the
Windows operating system, but not UNIX or Linux operating systems.
The Microsoft App-V sequencer does not support Windows 2000. Thus, Windows 2000 cannot be supported as
a client for running AppV virtual applications.
Microsoft Application Virtualization Desktop Client Version 4.51 does not support 64-bit Windows operating
systems. Thus, computers with 64-bit Windows systems cannot be supported for running App-V virtual
applications (Standalone and Streaming packages).

Authorization -- The end user on the target computer needs authorization to access a virtual application, which is located
on a network drive on the scalability server. Authorization can be achieved by a trusted connection between the target
computer and the server. If a trusted connection does not exist, the end user will be prompted for a user name and
password.

NOTE
For more information about virtual application deployment, see the Software Delivery Administration Guide.

Preparing a Target Computer for Deployment of a VMware ThinApp Virtual Application

Before you can deploy a VMware ThinApp virtual application package to a target computer, you need to verify that the
target computer is ready for the virtual application. The following sections explain the preparation of the target computers.

Dependencies -- The following table identifies the dependencies for virtual application packages created from VMware
ThinApp images.

Package Type Dependencies
Server Staging No dependencies
Client Standalone or Client Streaming ThinReg.exe utility

ThinApp virtual application Staging packages for the server do not need any prerequisites. However, the Standalone and
Streaming packages that deploy ThinApp packages to target computers call the ThinReg.exe utility.

WARNING
The ThinReg.exe utility must be found in the PATH environment on the target computer. If it is not, the
deployment of the virtual application package on the target computer is not successful.
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You can use your own local procedures to make the ThinReg.exe utility available on the target computers, or you can use
CA Client Automation to create a software delivery package for the ThinReg.exe utility. This infrastructure package can
then be imported into the Software Package Library using existing software delivery methods. (For more information on
creating these infrastructure packages, see the Software Delivery Administration Guide.)

NOTE
You can deploy virtual application packages on target scalability servers and target computers running the
Windows operating system, but not UNIX or Linux operating systems.

Authorization -- The end user on the target computer needs authorization to access a virtual application, which is located
on a network drive on the scalability server. Authorization can be achieved by a trusted connection between the target
computer and the server. If a trusted connection does not exist, the end user will be prompted for a user name and
password.

NOTE
For more information about virtual application deployment, see the Software Delivery Administration Guide.

Deploy a Virtual Application Software Package

You can use the following overall procedure, along with the standard software delivery deployment methods, to deploy a
virtual application package.

To deploy a virtual application software package

1. Verify that the target servers and clients are ready for deployment of virtual applications.

NOTE

Vendor infrastructure software must be installed on the target servers and clients. You can complete this
step using your own local procedures or you can use the infrastructure package templates provided with
CA Client Automation. See the following descriptions for more information: Preparing a Target Computer for
Deployment of a Microsoft App-V Virtual Application and Preparing a Target Computer for Deployment of a
VMware ThinApp Virtual Application.

You may need to reboot the target server after installing the Microsoft System Center Application
Virtualization Streaming Server. The Streaming Server set-up process initiates this reboot. 

2. Verify that there are three software packages - Staging (SG), Standalone (SA), and Streaming (SM) - in the Software
Package Library for the virtual application that you want to deploy.

3. Deploy the Staging package to all required scalability servers (servers connected to target computers where a
streamed virtual application is deployed).
You should deploy any infrastructure packages first.

NOTE
After you install a Microsoft App-V Staging package on a scalability server, there may be a delay (possibly up
to 30 minutes) before the package becomes available for use. If the end user launches an App-V Streaming
virtual application before the Staging package is available, an error message appears.

4. Deploy a Standalone or a Streaming package to each target computer.
You should deploy any infrastructure packages first.
The virtual application software packages are installed.

NOTE

When you uninstall a Standalone virtual application, uninstall the SA package first from the target computer and
then uninstall the SG package. For a Streaming virtual application, uninstall the SM package on the client first
and then uninstall the SG package on the server.
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The end user on the target computer should not start a Microsoft App-V virtual application by double-clicking on
the .osd file. If the user does so, the communications with the streaming server may not function properly. The
user should start the application by using the desktop shortcut or the Start menu.

Deploy a Virtual Application Software Package Update

You can use the following overall procedure, along with the standard software delivery deployment methods, to deploy a
virtual application package update.

To deploy a virtual application software package update

1. Verify that the target servers and clients are ready for deployment of virtual applications.

NOTE

Vendor infrastructure software must be installed on the target servers and clients. You can complete this
step using your own local procedures or you can use the infrastructure package templates provided with
CA Client Automation. See the following descriptions for more information: Preparing a Target Computer for
Deployment of a Microsoft App-V Virtual Application and Preparing a Target Computer for Deployment of a
VMware ThinApp Virtual Application.

You may need to reboot the target server after installing the Microsoft System Center Application
Virtualization Streaming Server. The Streaming Server set-up process initiates this reboot.

2. Verify that there are two software packages - Staging (SG) and Standalone (SA) - in the Software Package Library for
the virtual application update that you want to deploy.

NOTE
Staging and Standalone packages only are needed for virtual application updates. The Streaming package
contains only links to the Staging package and the virtual application. These links do not need to be updated.

3. Deploy the Staging package to all required scalability servers (servers connected to target computers where a
streamed virtual application is deployed).

4. Deploy the Standalone package to each target computer where it is required.
The virtual application software package updates are installed.

Monitor and Control Agent Deployment Jobs

Contents

You can monitor and control the active deployment jobs using the Control Panel, Infrastructure Deployment, Deployment
Job Status node and its corresponding pane.

To display details about the computers involved with a deployment job, select the job in the Deployment Job Status pane.
If the deployment job has failed on a specific machine you can determine why and then reattempt the deployment. A pie
chart in the Information pane of this view provides an overview of the deployment progress.

You can suspend, cancel, or resume a deployment job. You can also discard a job that is complete or canceled.

Deployment Job Status Pane

The Deployment Job Status pane displays all deployment jobs on the currently selected server. A deployment job can
have one of the following statuses:

• Computer Status
Displays information about the status of the discovered computers using a pie chart control.

• Delivered
Indicates that the package has been transferred successfully to the target computer but is not yet installed.

• Delivery Failed
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Indicates that the package could not be delivered to target computer.

NOTE
The deployment may be reattempted if necessary. Possible causes of the failure include network failure or
insufficient disk space on the target computer.

• Deploying primer
Indicates that the primer is being transferred to, or installed on, the target. Deployment of software packages means
that a primer must be present on the target computer.

• Failed
Indicates that the package was transferred to, but could not be installed, on the target computer.

NOTE
Examine the payload installation log files for details about why the installation failed.

• Failed to install primer
Indicates that the primer installation failed. No other software can be deployed to the target computer.

NOTE
Examine the primer installation log file on the target computer for more information.

• Installed
Indicates that the package installation was completed successfully.

• Installing
Indicates that the package installation on the target computer is in progress.

• Posted
Indicates that the package is ready for transfer to the target computer.

• Primer installed
Indicates that the primer is installed on the target and further deployments are possible.

• Package Staged
Indicates that the package has been staged to the deployment package library on the target scalability server.

• Transferring
Indicates that the package is in transit to the target machine.

NOTE
If you stop the deployment manager, the list of deployment jobs is lost and can no longer be displayed. After you
stop the deployment manager, resubmit any active deployment jobs if you still need deployment.

Change the Status of a Deployment Job

A deployment job can have one of the following statuses:

• Suspended
• Ready
• Finished (Some failures)
• Complete (Finished with no failures)
• Active
• Aborted

To change the status of a deployment job

1. Right-click the job in the Deployment Job Status pane.
A context menu appears, displaying the following options:
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– Delete
– Activate
– Resume
– Suspend
– Abort

2. Click the appropriate option to change the status of the job.

NOTE
If you suspend a deployment job, and target computers within the job are currently actively deploying, these
deployments will continue. However, no new deployments occur within this job until you click Resume.

Delete a Job

You can discard, or delete, a deployment job that is complete or canceled.

To delete a deployment job

1. Right-click the job in the Deployment Job Status pane.
A context menu appears.

2. Click Delete.
The specified deployment job is fully deleted.

WARNING
Class permissions for the Deployment Job security class must be set to "RXD" in order to delete deployment
jobs. For information about security profiles and class permissions, see Common Security in the DSM Explorer
Help.

Continuous Discovery

Continuous Discovery is a CA Common Services (CCS) component that continually monitors network traffic and identifies
new hardware when it is connected to the network. In CA Client Automation, a specific module receives notifications from
CCS when new computers are detected. Using the Continuous Discovery Policy Wizard, which is accessed from the
Configure Continuous Discovery Deployment Policy node, you can define policies that automatically deploy CA Client
Automation software to these newly discovered computers on your network.

How to Use Continuous Discovery

Contents

You can use the Continuous Discovery Policy Wizard to detect new computers and to create policies that specify how to
deploy software on the discovered computers.

Deployment jobs triggered by the continuous discovery service are prefixed with the character string CD_.

The basic steps for detecting new computers and applying policies are as follows:

1. Specify a name for the continuous discovery policy.
2. Select the DSM software packages that you want to deploy.
3. Specify the IPv4 address range of the target computers to which the policy is to be applied.
4. Select the target platforms on which you want to install agents.
5. Specify the credentials of the privileged user who is to perform the deployment job.
6. Specify additional agent configuration details for the payload when it is delivered.
7. Review the specified settings and deploy the software package based on the specified policy.
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Specify the Policy Name

Use the Continuous Discovery Policy: Policy Name wizard page to specify a name for the continuous discovery policy you
are creating. The policy name identifies the policy if you need to change any of the details.

To specify a policy name

1. Enter an alphanumeric string of 100 or fewer characters in the Policy Name field.
The string can contain spaces and symbols, but cannot contain the less than (<) or greater than (>) characters.

2. Click Next to go to the Payload page.

Select the Deployment Payload

A deployment payload is the data that is being distributed to the target machine. The Continuous Discovery Policy:
Payload wizard page lists the packages available on the deployment manager. Use this page to select a single payload to
deploy.

To select a deployment payload

1. (Optional) Select the Transfer packages from Scalability Server check box.
This option lets you transfer packages from an intermediate location and to specify the scalability server to be used at
that location. If you select this option, follow all steps.
If you do not select this option, packages are transferred directly from the deployment manager. In this case, go
directly to Step 5.

2. Click the Configure button to invoke the Select Scalability Server Wizard.
3. Select the appropriate server and enter credentials for connecting to the scalability server.
4. Click OK.

The scalability server is configured, and you are returned to the Payload page.
5. Select the package to be deployed from the list of available packages.
6. Click Next to go to the Target Criteria page.

Specify Target Criteria

Use the Continuous Discovery Policy: Target Criteria wizard page to specify the IPv4 address range of the computers to
which the policy is to be applied.

To specify the target criteria

1. Enter the start point and end point of the IPv4 address range in the From and To fields, respectively.
2. Click Next to go to the Platforms page.

Specify Target Platforms

The Continuous Discovery Policy: Platforms wizard page lists the platforms that are available on which you can install the
agents.

To specify the target platforms

1. Select one or more platforms from the Available Platforms list and click the right-arrow icon.
The selected platform is added to the Target Platforms list.

2. (Optional) To remove all the platforms from the Target Platforms, use the double arrows icon.
3. Click Next to go to the Credentials page.

Specify Credentials for the Deployment Job

Use the Continuous Discovery Policy: Credentials wizard page to specify the user name and password of the privileged
user that is to perform the deployment job.
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To specify user credentials

1. Enter a valid user name for the privileged user.
2. Enter the password of the specified user.
3. Click Next to go to the Agent Configuration page.

Configure the Agent (Continuous Discovery)

Use the Continuous Discovery Policy: Agent Configuration wizard page to specify additional configuration details for the
payload when it is delivered to the target.

To configure the agent

1. Enter the IP address or fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of the scalability server with which the agent will register
and connect.

2. (Optional) Specify additional Windows, UNIX, Linux, or Apple Mac OS X install options as appropriate using the
"Please enter any additional...install options" field.

NOTE
For more information about Windows and UNIX install options (also called properties) and their values, see
the sections on installation using the command line in the Implementation Guide.

3. (Optional) Click Advanced Options to specify additional parameters to be passed to the primer installation.
4. Click Next to go to the Summary page.

Review Options and Create the Policy

The Continuous Discovery Policy: Summary wizard page displays the settings that you have selected for the continuous
discovery policy that specifies how to deploy software on the discovered computers.

Click Finish to complete the process of creating a deployment policy for discovered computers, or click Back to change
any of the settings and options, and then click Finish. The policy is added to the list view in the Continuous Discovery
Policies pane.

Continuous Discovery Policies Node

The Continuous Discovery Policies node when selected displays all the continuous discovery policies that are active in the
corresponding Continuous Discovery Policies pane.

Continuous Discovery Policies Pane

When you click on a single policy in the Continuous Discovery Policies pane, you can delete, edit, or change the state of
that policy using the context menu.

Diagnostics and Troubleshooting

Contents

This section includes information about diagnostic tools and several tips for troubleshooting deployment problems.

Unable to Deploy Package from Scalability Server

Symptom:

I set up a deployment job but it failed to execute successfully. I received the following error messages:
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• "Failed to obtain package from scalability server xyz/System error code 86"
• "Failed to obtain package from scalability server xyz/System error code 1326"

Solution:

These system error codes map to the following Windows OS error codes:

ERROR_INVALID_PASSWORD
86
0x56

The specified network password is not correct.

ERROR_LOGON_FAILURE
1326
0x52E

Logon failure: unknown user name or bad password.

In each case you need to verify the user name and password specified for accessing the scalability server.

Domains
A domain is identified as a collection of all the computers and users (assets) in the scope of control of the DSM Explorer.
All of these computers and users are contained in a single domain database.

• Domain Database
This is the domain data repository for all assets (computers and users).
The domain database is used to store data obtained from the execution of the agent software by the DSM Explorer
and the engine. The DSM Explorer uses the domain database for storage and retrieval of inventory and configuration
data from units.

In you operate on an enterprise level, a Domains folder is available under the Control Panel node, which includes all the
domains available in this enterprise.

All Domains Folder

The All Domains folder shows all the domains on the network that are currently members of the enterprise.

When you right-click any of the listed domains, the Enterprise Explorer connects to that domain displaying the same
options to view and manage the domain as if you were working on a Domain Explorer.

Domain Properties Dialog

The Domain Properties dialog lets you view domain properties at the domain level.

It contains the following tabs:

• Domain
• Database
• License Status

Properties Dialog - Domain Tab

The Domain tab contains information about the DSM domain you have selected to browse.

This tab has the following read-only fields:

• Name
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Displays the name of the domain.
• Created

Displays the date when the domain was created.
• Changed

Displays the date when the domain was last modified.
• Contact information

Displays ownership information about the domain.
• Description

Displays a brief information about the domain.

Properties Dialog - Database Tab

Contents

The Database tab contains information about the DSM domain you have selected to browse.

This tab has the following fields:

• Name
Identifies the name of the database used to store data.

• Hostname
Identifies the name of the DSM server that is hosting the database.

• Instance
Identifies information about the instance of the database.

• Type
Identifies the type of database used to store information about the DSM domain.

Properties Dialog - License Status Tab

The License Status tab contains information regarding license ownership and usage for the CA Client Automation
software itself. The table includes data about the installed licenses, including product name, number, usage of licenses for
each, and the overall status of the licenses.

Domain Group Folder

The Domain Groups folder contains DSM domains organized into a containment tree view grouped by systems and user-
created groups.

This folder is available only in enterprise installations.

Group Properties Dialog - Group Tab

The Group tab displays information about a group of domains.

• Name
Defines a name that describes the members this group is likely to contain.

• Created
Identifies date and time when the group was created.

• Created by
Identifies the name of the user who created the group.

• Changed
Identifies the date and time when the group was modified. At the time of creation, this value is set to the creation date.

• Changed by
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Identifies the name of the user who modified the group.
• Type

Identifies the group type.
• Description

Defines a description for the group.
• Members inherit permissions

Specifies if group members inherit permissions set for the group.

NOTE
The Members inherit permissions field may not be available in all Group tabs. For more information about
groups and the New Group dialog, see Groups under the Computers and Users Folder section of the DSM
Explorer Help.

Add a New Domain

You can add a new domain to the scope of an enterprise manager.

The following considerations apply when you are linking a domain manager to an enterprise manager:

• You can link only FIPS-only domain managers to a FIPS-only enterprise manager.
• When the FIPS mode of the domain manager or the enterprise manager is FIPS-Preferred (Ready for FIPS-Only) or

FIPS-Preferred (Re-run conversion for FIPS-Only), you cannot perform a link operation.
• If the enterprise manager is in FIPS-preferred mode, you can link FIPS-preferred or legacy domain managers to it.

To add a new domain to an enterprise

1. Right-click the Control Panel, Domains, All Domains in the Enterprise Manager node.
2. Select New Domain from the context menu that is displayed.

The New Domain Wizard appears. It is a task-oriented wizard that guides you through the process of adding, or
joining, an existing domain to the enterprise.

New Domain Wizard - Welcome

The New Domain Wizard - Welcome page lets you specify the domain that you want to add to the scope of an enterprise
manager.

The wizard page has the following field:

• Specify the name or address of a Domain Manager
Defines the computer name or IP address of the computer running the domain manager to be added to the enterprise
manager.

New Domain Wizard - Finish

The New Domain Wizard - Finish page prompts you to confirm and complete the process of adding a new domain to the
enterprise manager.

The wizard page has the following field:

• Domain
Identifies the name of the computer running a domain manager. The field is read-only. If the computer name is
incorrect, click the Back button to change the computer name.
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Remove a Domain from an Enterprise Manager

The enterprise manager can have many domains linked to it. In a large network, a domain may need to be removed if
the enterprise manager becomes unavailable or is uninstalled. Sometimes a domain may need to be unlinked from an
enterprise manager for operational reasons.

To remove a domain if the enterprise manager has become unavailable or has been uninstalled

1. Open a domain in a Domain Explorer window.
2. Right-click the domain name root node and select Remove from Enterprise from the context-menu.

A message is displayed confirming that the enterprise manager may not be available on the network or there is no link
to your domain manager.

3. Click OK.
The domain is removed from the enterprise manager.

To remove a domain from an enterprise manager

1. Expand the Enterprise node and right-click Control Panel, Domains, All Domains, domain name and select Remove
from Enterprise from the context menu.
A message to confirm the removal of the domain manager from the enterprise manager is displayed.

2. Click Yes.
The domain is removed from the enterprise manager.

Group Computers Based on Active Directory Integration and Sychronization
CA Client Automation populates computer groups that are based on queries into Active Directory organization units. This
functionality allows the computer group membership to reflect the Active Directory organizational units.

Prerequisites to group computers based on Active Directory integration and synchronization:

• Configure Directory Integration through the Add Directory Wizard in the Control Panel. For more information about
configuring Directory Integration, see How to Configure and Authenticate External Directories.

• Install the Agent software on the computers so that the software exists in the MDB.
• Ensure that the Directory Synchronization job has run successfully.

Once the prerequisites are met, follow these steps to populate the Computer Groups that are based on the organizational
units in the Active Directory:

1. Create Directory Queries for Organizational Units
2. Create Groups Based on Queries

Create Directory Queries for Organizational Units

Follow these steps to create directory queries for organizational units:

1. Right click Queries in the DSM Explorer and select New.
The Select Target dialog gets displayed.

2. Select Computers and click OK.
The Query Designer window gets displayed.

3. Click Directory Query.
The Add Directory Argument dialog gets displayed.

4. Expand the Directory and select the organization unit that you want to base your query on. If you expand the
organization unit, you see the content from the directory itself. 

5. Once the required organization unit is selected, click OK.
You can view the displayed query in the Query Designer page. Click Preview to obtain the results.

6. If you find the desired results with the Query, click OK. 
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You would be prompted to name the query. Once the query is named, the new query is saved to the All Queries
group.

Create Groups Based on Queries

1. Right click Computers and Users and select New Group.
2. Name the Group and select the Query tab.
3. On the Query tab, click the drop-down for Associated query and select the query that is created.
4. Click OK.
5. You can find a group that is created under Computers and Users. Once the Query is evaluated, the group is

populated with the computers that belong to this organization in Active Directory.

Search Results Pane
The Search Results pane provides you with a list of found objects that match the search criteria specified for the last
search operation. Its layout and features depend on the installed plug-ins and the currently selected tree node. For
example, it can display the name of a found object, its type, status, scalability server, and so on.

How to Configure and Monitor the CA Client Automation Infrastructure Health-
DSM

As an administrator, your responsibilities include managing the health of CA Client Automation components. The Health
Monitoring (HM) feature provides a health inspection mechanism to:

• Define CA Client Automation health conditions
• Monitor the infrastructure periodically
• Raise an alert when a defined condition is detected
• Notify the administrator by sending an email, raising an SNMP trap, and writing to Windows/CCS event logs.

Use the HM feature to improve the CA Client Automation availability and resiliency. For more information, see How to
Configure and Monitor CA Client Automation Infrastructure Health.

You can accomplish the following tasks:

• Configure Alerts
Configure the available alerts or define new alerts.

• Configure Alert Actions
Configure alert actions such as sending emails, raising SNMP traps, writing to the system, and writing to the CCS
event log.

• Manage Alerts
View, track, follow up, and clear alerts from WAC.

Verify the Prerequisites
Before you configure and monitor the HM alerts, ensure that you:

• Have a working knowledge of the CA Client Automation infrastructure.
• Understand the HM architecture and basics.
• Install the Alert Collector.
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Understand HM Architecture and Basics
The following diagram shows the components of the HM feature and how they interact to monitor the health of CA Client
Automation:

Figure 26: Health Alert Infrastructure

For more information about the HM basics, see

• Alerts and Alert Templates
• Health Monitoring Components
• External Process Manager

Alerts and Alert Templates

The HM feature monitors the following alert types:

• Parameterized Alerts (Alert Templates):
Supports additional parameters as part of the alert definition. You can customize alert properties such as the
monitoring frequency, threshold, and severity based on the values that are set for those parameters. Defining and
configuring the parameterized alerts is supported through Alert Templates.
An alert template provides a default definition of a parameterized alert with a list of supported parameters. Use the
template as the basis for one or more alerts with different parameter values and associated configurations.

• Non-parameterized or Plain Alerts (Alerts):
Supports no additional parameters. Use the alert properties as defined in the system.

The HM feature provides out-of-the-box alert templates and alerts. You can also base customized templates and alerts on
DM Script. For a list of Alerts and Alert Templates, see the user interface.

Health Monitoring Components

The HM feature introduces the following components:
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• HM Agent:

A persistent module that is installed with the common agent and resides on all the tiers of the CA Client Automation
infrastructure.

• Interprets the alert configuration on the agents, periodically monitors the occurrence of the alert conditions, and notifies
the administrator on detecting the health conditions.

NOTE
Alert monitoring is disabled by default. To enable health monitoring, apply a configuration policy.

• Provides the following command-line options for interaction:
hmagent start 

hmagent stop 

hmagent status 

Starts the HM agent.
Stops the HM agent.
Displays whether the agent is running and health monitoring is enabled.

• The HM agent is a service on Windows platforms and a daemon on Linux and UNIX platforms.
• Alert Collector:

Alert Collector comprises the following modules:

Web Module

Receives the alerts from the HM agent and copies them to a configured folder.

• Persistent Module
Monitors the configured folder and processes new alerts according to the configured alert collector role. For more
information, see Configure Alert Collector.

The alert collector has the following requirements:

• The alert collector is only supported on Windows.
• IIS installation is a prerequisite.
• Ensure that the ISAPI extensions and ISAPI filters available under the Application Development option are installed.
• Depending on the DB type to which the alert collector persists the alerts, 32-bit SQL or the Oracle client must be

installed.

The web module application hosts HM web services on IIS. This web service is independent of the existing CA Client
Automation web services functionality and runs in a separate application pool.

The administrator can start, stop, and query the status of the alert collector process from the supported command line.
Alert Collector supports the command line options similar to the HM agent.

• Alerts on WAC:
DSM Explorer displays a notification when new alerts are raised. The notification contains a hyperlink that launches
WAC and navigates to the Alerts page when the unified login is enabled for WAC. If the unified login is not enabled,
enter the appropriate user credentials to navigate to the alerts page.

External Process Manager

This plug-in (named cfProcessManager) manages external processes such as HM Agent and Alert Collector. The plug-in
functionality is similar to CAF, where CAF manages the CA Client Automation-conformant plug-ins but Process Manager
manages external processes that are not CAF plug-ins.

The external processes that cfProcessManager manages support the regular CAF plug-in properties such as
Maxinstances, Maxrestarts, Restartifdied, Enabled, and Maxrestarttime. The behavior of these properties is similar to that
of CAF plug-ins.
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The following additional properties are supported:

• Startwithcaf
Defines the process to start when CAF starts.
Default: Do not start with CAF.

• Stopwithcaf
Defines the process to stop when CAF stops.
Default: Do not stop with CAF.

• Commandline
Indicates Command line of the process.

• Startcmd
Defines the start command. Default: start.

• Stopcmd
Defines the stop command. Default: stop.

• Statuscmd
Defines the status command. Default: status.

NOTE
Restart cfProcessManager when you change the above settings.

A new /EXT option is introduced to work with the CAF start and stop commands.

Caf start /EXT

Starts all plug-ins and the enabled external processes that Process Manager manages.

• Caf stop /EXT
Stops all plug-ins and the enabled external processes that Process Manager manages.

The Caf status cfProcessManager command shows the status of the external processes.

Configure Alerts and Alert Templates
You can monitor the health of CA Client Automation components like DM, EM, SS, and Agent. Create an alert or alert
template specifying severity, threshold, and frequency values.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, DSM, Health Monitoring, and Alert Configuration.
2. Configure the following entities:

– Alerts
Configures the alert parameters such as frequency, threshold, severity of the predefined alerts, and create alerts
based on templates or create DM script-based alerts.

– Alert Templates
Configures the parameters of the pre-defined alert templates and create templates based on DM script.

An alert or alert template is now defined.

Configure Alerts

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, DSM, Health Monitoring, Alert Configuration, and
Alerts.

2. Select Add to create an alert that is based on a template or a script.
3. Specify suitable values for the following fields:
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– Alert Name
This parameter specifies the name of the alert.

– Template
This parameter specifies the alert template name from which the alert is derived.

NOTE
Select a template from the drop-down list to create a template-based alert. For example, Asset Jobs not
Updated.

– Script
This parameter specifies the script name for script-based alerts.

– Parameters
This parameter specifies the parameters suitable to the alert.

NOTE

When the alert is derived from a template, the template parameters are carried over from the template.
For example,

GROUPS=ComputerGroups;RequiredPercentage=MINPERCENT;IncludeLinkedAssetJobs=TRUE;IncludeLinkedGroupJobs=TRUE;assetJobNames=

% 

You can also specify parameters for script-based alerts.
– Message

This parameter defines the alert-related information that is evaluated when an alert condition is detected. This
evaluated information is passed as a part of the alert that HM Agent raises. For example,
Less than $PERCENTAGE of the computers reported the asset job results from within the computer group

 $GROUPS

– Severity
This parameter configures the severity of the alert from the drop-down list.

– Enable
This parameter specifies the state of the alert. When set to True, the HM agent monitors the alerts that are
otherwise excluded from monitoring.

– Detection Tiers
This parameter specifies the tiers on which the alert is detected. For example, EM, DM, SS, and Agent

NOTE
For predefined alerts, select the tiers from the supported list. For template-based alert, select a tier from
the template-supported ones.

– Frequency
This parameter specifies the interval at which the alert is monitored. You can specify the frequency in minutes,
hours, or days for each detected tier.

– Threshold
This parameter specifies the threshold value. This value indicates the minutes/hours/days an alert condition is
present, or the number of times an alert condition occurs before raising an alert.
For example, when you configure Agent not able to communicate to SS with a frequency of one hour and
a threshold of six hours on the Agent tier, the HM Agent checks every one hour to see if the agent is able to
communicate to the remote scalability server. On the failure to communicate for six hours, an alert is raised.

4. (Optional) Click Check to verify the values.
5. Click Apply and OK.

The alert is now configured.
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Create DM Script-based Alerts

You can create custom alerts based on DM Script. Deploy the script to Script Directory, which is configured at
Configuration Policy, DSM, Health Monitoring, Health Monitoring Agent, ScriptDir, on the agent machines before applying
the configuration related to these alerts.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, DSM, Health Monitoring, Alert Configuration, and
Alerts.

2. Select Add to create an alert based on a script and leave the template name field empty.
3. Specify the DM script name that is deployed to the agent machines.
4. Specify the parameters in the Parameters fields.
5. In the message field, add any text related to the alert (have parameters if needed).
6. Set other alert parameters and apply to the agents for monitoring.

DM Script Alert Example:

The following DM script reports the presence or absence of alert condition to the HM agent by invoking
hmAlertOPFormatter. For example,

'Do your alert condition checking here.

'...

' At bottom of your DM script, execute hmAlertOPFormatter

' to create the alert XML output.

dim ret as integer

ret = Exec("hmAlertOPFormatter.exe alertconditionexist=1 raisealertnow=1 ""param1=" + argv(1)  + ",param2=" +

 argv(2) + """ additionalinfo=this is some additional text for script with Args", true)

print "hmAlertOPFormatter.exe: " + str(ret)

To create an XML file for HM Agent to process when invoked for monitoring alerts, execute the following command in the
DM script:

hmAlertOPFormatter executable

   hmAlertOPFormatter.exe alertconditionexist=0|1 [raisealertnow=0|1]

 [PARAM1=data1,PARAM2=data2,..,PARAMX=datax] [additional info=Additional Info]

   alertconditionexist=0|1

Use value 0 when your DM script has not determined any alert condition. Use value 1 when your script has determined an
alert condition.

raisealertnow=0|1

PARAM1=data1,PARAM2=data2 .. PARAMX=datax  -  

additionalinfo=<Additional Info> 

(optional) the default value is 0. Use value 1 to raise the alert immediately.

(optional) These key value pairs indicate the parameters and values in the alert message. The sequence of key value
pairs is separated by a comma (,) where keys and values are separated by an equal sign (=).

(optional) This parameter is the last one on the command line. All the rest of the command line after equal sign (=) is
accumulated together as one field of resulting alert XML.

Configure Alert Templates

You can configure the alert templates.
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Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, DSM, Health Monitoring, Alert Configuration, and
Alert Templates.

2. Select Add to create a script-based alert template.
3. Specify suitable values for the following fields:

– Alert Name
This field specifies the template name.

– Template
This field configures the alert template name from which the alert is derived. 
Asset Jobs not Updated
Asset Inventory not Updated During Collection from SS

– Script
This field specifies the script name. Ensure that this name is same as the script file name passed to the HM agent
in ScriptDir.

– Parameters
This field specifies the parameters suitable to the template.

NOTE
Use name-value pairs that a semi-colon (;) separates for specifying multiple parameters, and comma (,) to
separate multiple values for one parameter. For example,
GROUPS=Group1,Group2;RequiredPercentage=80;IncludeLinkedAssetJobs=TRUE;IncludeLinkedGroupJobs=TRUE;assetJobNames=

% 

– Message
This field defines the alert-related information, that is evaluated when an alert condition is detected. For example,
Less than $PERCENTAGE of the computers reported the asset job results from within the computer group

 $GROUPS

– Severity
This field configures the severity for the template alert from the drop-down list.

– Detection Tiers
This field specifies the tiers on which the alert is detected. For example, EM, DM, SS, and Agent

– Default Frequency
This field specifies the default frequency for the template.

– Default Threshold
This field specifies the default threshold for the template.

4. (Optional) Click Check to verify the values.
5. Click Apply and OK.

The alert template is now configured.

Pre-defined Alert Templates

CA Client Automation provides the following alert templates out-of-the-box.

Asset Jobs not Updated

Asset Inventory not Updated During Collection from SS

 

Asset Jobs not Updated

If a specified percentage of Asset jobs for one or more computer groups is not updated, this template detects and alerts.

This template supports the following parameters:
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• groups=<comma separated list of groups of interest>;
This parameter specifies one or more computer group names separated by commas.

• requiredPercentage=<Required percentage>;
This parameter specifies the required percentage of the identified jobs within the specified groups that must be
successful to avoid the alert being raised.

• IncludeLinkedGroupJobs=[TRUE]|[FALSE];
– TRUE

Jobs are included that are linked to groups while identifying the jobs included for verification.
– FALSE

Jobs are ignored that are linked to groups while identifying the jobs for inclusion.
• IncludeLinkedAssetJobs=[TRUE]|[FALSE];

– TRUE
Jobs are included that are linked to assets while identifying the jobs included for verification.

– FALSE
Jobs are ignored that are linked to assets while identifying the jobs for inclusion.

NOTE
When you do not specify IncludeLinkedGroupJobs or IncludeLinkedAssetJobs in the parameter list, the default
behavior is to include the respective job link types.

Example for the parameters for Asset Jobs not updated:

GROUPS=Groups1,Group2;RequiredPercentage=80;IncludeLinkedAssetJobs=TRUE;IncludeLinkedGroupJobs=FALSE;assetJobNames=

% 

Asset Inventory not Updated During Collection from SS

If the inventory update is not successful from one or more Scalability Servers or Scalability Server groups in a specified
amount of time, this template detects and alerts.

This template supports the following parameters:

• Servers=<comma separated list of scalability server>;
This parameter specifies one or more servers separated by commas.

NOTE
Servers parameter requires the name of a server as listed in DSM Explorer, not the FQDN.

• ServerGroups=<comma separated list of scalability server groups>;
This parameter specifies one or more server groups separated by commas.

NOTE
Server Groups parameter requires the name of a group from All Scalability Servers, DSM Explorer, and
not from the All Computers and Users section. When you do not specify the parameters, all the Scalability
Servers are considered for evaluation.

Example for the parameters for Asset Inventory not updated during collection from SS:
Servers=Server1,Server2;ServerGroups=Group1,Group2

Configure Alert Collector
Configure Alert Collector in one of the following roles:

• Persist Alerts into MDB
Configures the alert collector to persist alerts into MDB.

• Persist Alerts into MDB and Take Configured Actions
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Configures the collector to persist the alerts into MDB and take configured actions such as sending mails, raising
SNMP trap, writing to Windows/CCS event log.

• Persist Alerts, Take Configured Actions, and Forward
Configures the collector to persist the alerts into MDB, take configured actions, and forward alerts to another alert
collector.

NOTE
You can filter the alerts that are forwarded based on the severity or detection tier. For example, only forward
High, Medium severity alerts raised on the DM.

• Forward
Configures the collector to forward the alerts to another alert collector.

NOTE
Alert Collector is not supported in a cluster environment.

For more information about Alert Collector Roles, see Install Alert Collector.

Set Alert Collector Properties

Configuring the alert collector involves configuring both the web module and the alert collector process.

Web Module Configuration:

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, DSM, Web Services, and Health Monitoring.
2. Specify suitable values for the following options:

– Alert Upload Folder
Specifies a folder on the alert collector machine where the alert info xml files are uploaded.
Default:  HMAlertUploads. This folder is relative to the CA Client Automation installation folder.
When you use non-default value, the user account, under which the web module runs, must have write permissions
for the folder.

NOTE
A network path for the folder location is not supported.

– Copy Files to Alert Collector
Specify value 1 to copy the uploaded files to the input folder of the alert collector.
Default: 1

– Delete Files after Copy to Alert Collector
Specify value 1 to delete the alert info xml files after copying to the alert collector input folder.
Default: 0

Web module is now configured.

Alert Collector Process Configuration:

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Policy Name, DSM, Health Monitoring, and Alert
Collector.

2. Specify suitable values for the following options:
– Alert Collector Role (Locally Managed)

Specifies the role in which the alert collector must run. This value is initially set during the installation. Post-
installation, change to a different role in one of the following ways:
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• Change the role parameter to centrally managed, set the role value, and apply to the alert collector machine.
• Use ccnfcmda CLI locally on the alert collector machine to set this value and restart the alert collector process.

– Alert Info Folder
Specifies a folder on the alert collector machine where the alert info xml files are uploaded.
Default: AlertCollectorInput. This folder is relative to the CA Client Automation installation folder.
When you use non-default value, the user account, under which the web module runs, must have write permissions
for the folder.

NOTE
A network path for the folder location is not supported.

– Manager (Locally Managed)
Configures the manager to which the alert collector must connect. This value is initially set during the installation.
Follow the Alert Collector Role (Locally Managed) procedure to change the manager post-installation.

– Output Folder
Configures the folder where alert info xml files are placed after processing by alert collector.
Default: AlertCollectorOutput. This folder is relative to the CA Client Automation installation folder.

– Alert Purge Maximum Age
Specifies the number of days after which the alerts are purged.
Default: 60 days

– Alerts Purge Interval
Specifies the interval at which the alerts that are older than the alert purge maximum age value are deleted.
Default: 10 days

Alert Collector process is now set.

Configure Alert Actions

Configure alert actions, apply to the alert collector(s) which are configured to take the following actions:

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Policy Name, DSM, Health Monitoring, Alert Collector,
Alert Actions, and Actions Configuration.
The alert actions dialog appears.

2. Select Add to create an action for one of the configured alerts.
3. Specify suitable values for the following items:

– Alert Name
Defines the alert name.

NOTE
You can select the alert from the list.

– Possible Actions
Specify the following actions as required:
• Send Email

Sends the alert information to the email address that is specified in To Address. When the address is not
specified, mail is sent to the recipient address, specified globally in SMTP Email configuration.

• Raise SNMP Trap
Raises SNMP traps to the IP address specified in SNMP server. When the server is not specified, traps are
raised to the SNMP server, specified globally in Alert Actions.

• Write to Windows Event Log
Writes the alert information to the windows event log.

• Write to CCS Event Log
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Writes the alert information to the CCS event log.
– To Address

Configures the email address where you send the alert information. You may specify multiple addresses separated
by semicolon.

– SNMP Server
Configures the SNMP server where the SNMP traps are raised.

4. Click Apply and OK
Actions for the alert are now configured.

NOTE
You can configure the global settings for SMTP Email and SNMP Server from Alert Actions.

SMTP Email Configuration

Configure SMTP Email with the following details:

• From Address
Defines the mail address to be sent in the mail header. For example,
Default: HealthMonitoringSystem

NOTE
Do not have spaces in From Address.

• Mail Server
Specifies the DNS name or IP Address of SMTP mail server.

• To Address
Defines the recipient mail address. You may specify multiple addresses separated by semi colon.

• Subject
Specifies the subject of the mail.
Default: Health Monitoring Alert
Configure SNMP server with the following details:

• SNMP Server
Configures the SNMP server where the SNMP traps are raised.

Specify the Alert Forwarding Details

Apply these settings for the alert collectors which are configured in a forwarding role.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Policy Name, DSM, Health Monitoring, Alert Collector,
Alert Forwarding.

2. Specify suitable values for the following items:
– Alert Collector Address

Defines the host name or IP address of the alert collector server to which the alerts are forwarded.
– Alert Forwarding: Alert Detected Tier

Specifies the tiers that are used as a filter while forwarding the alerts.
Default: DM

– Alert Forwarding: Alert Detected Severity
Specifies the alert severity that is used as a filter while forwarding the alerts.

– Alert Forwarding: Forward Pending Folder
Specifies the folder in which the alert info xml files, that failed to forward for the first time, are placed.

– Alert Forwarding: Forward Rejected Folder
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Specifies the folder in which the alert info xml files that are no longer forwarded are placed.
– Retry Interval

Specifies the time interval in minutes to re-forward the pending alerts.
– Use Https

Specifies the use of https or plain http for connecting to the server. When set to True, https is used. To configure
Alert Collector to connect through Https, see Configure Alert Upload Settings.

Alert forwarding details are now configured.

Forward Collector Settings

Configures the authentication details that are used for connecting to and authenticating the alert collector server to which
the alerts are forwarded.

For more information, see Configure Alert Collector Server Settings.

Proxy Server Settings

Configures the proxy server details that are used for connecting to the alert collector server for alert forwarding.

For more information, see Configure Proxy Settings

Configure Health Monitoring Agent
Modify the properties on Health Monitoring Agent.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Policy Name, DSM, Health Monitoring, Health
Monitoring Agent.

2. On the Setting Properties dialog, specify suitable values for the following items:
– Enable Health Monitoring

Specifies the state of Health Monitoring. Default: False
True
Enables health monitoring.
False
Disables health monitoring.

– Script Directory
Specifies the folder to which custom alert scripts must be copied. Default: scriptdir

NOTE
When an absolute path is not specified, the folder is taken relative to the HM folder under DSM installation
directory. Network paths are not supported.

– Script Output Directory
Defines the name of the folder to which the output of custom alert scripts are copied. Default: scriptoutputdir

NOTE
When an absolute path is not specified, the folder is taken relative to the HM folder under DSM installation
directory. Network paths are not suported.

– Script Timeout
Defines the time in seconds for the health monitoring agent to wait for script execution to complete. Default: 120
seconds

NOTE
When the script execution fails with time-out error; increase the time in seconds, and retry.

– Maximum Upload Retries
Defines the number of times alert information upload is reattempted. Default: 3

– Upload Retry Interval
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Defines the interval in seconds at which, the alert information upload is reattempted. Default: 5 seconds.
3. Click OK.

The health monitoring agent is now enabled.

You must also configure additional parameters for HM event logging. For more information on the configurations, see
Health Monitoring Events in Event Logging Policy Group.

 

Configure Alert Upload Settings

Configure the Alert Collector server details and apply on the Agent to enable the Health Monitoring Agent to upload the
detected alerts.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Policy Name, DSM, Web Services, Client,
and Health Monitoring.

2. Specify suitable values for the following options:
– Alert Collector Address

This parameter specifies the hostname or IP address of the Alert Collector server where the alerts are uploaded.

NOTE
For HM Agent on EM, configure the Alert Collector that is installed on the DM.

– Use Https
This parameter specifies the connection to the Alert Collector server through http or https.
Default: False
Values:
• True: https
• False: http
When the Alert Collector is configured for https, follow these steps on the Agent system:
a. Export CA Root Certificate in DER format from the web server (Alert Collector) system.
b. Copy the certificate to the Agent and import using the following command:

cacertutil import -i:<cert-file-path> -it:X509V3 -trust

When the HM Agent is connected to the Alert Collector through the proxy and the Alert Collector server is configured to
authenticate the client requests, see Configure Proxy Settings for information about the configurations.

Configure Alert Collector Server Settings

Configure the alert collector server settings details in the following way:

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Policy Name, DSM, Web Services, Client, Health
Monitoring, and Alert Collector Server Settings.

2. Specify suitable values for the following items:
– Authentication Method

Defines the value that determines the authentication method.
– Http Authentication Type

Defines the value that determines the type of http authentication.
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NOTE
Http offers the basic, digest, and NTLM authentication.

– Domain
Specifies the domain name of the server.

– Password
Defines the password to authenticate with the proxy.

– Username
Defines the username to authenticate with the server.

Alert collector server settings are now configured.

Configure Proxy Settings

Configure the proxy settings in the following way:

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Policy Name, DSM, Web Services, Client, Health
Monitoring, and Proxy Server Settings.

2. Specify suitable values for the following items:
– Proxy Password

Defines the password to authenticate with the proxy.
– Proxy User

Defines the user to authenticate with the server.
– Proxy Server Address

Defines the address of the proxy server.
– Proxy Server Port

Defines the port on which the proxy verifies for connection requests.
– Proxy Type

Defines the value that determines the type of proxy. The value None indicates the direct http connection.

Proxy settings are now configured.

NOTE
The HM agent supports only HTTP proxy. SOCKS proxy support is not available with this release.

Configure Health Monitoring Agent to Restart CAF

Follow the mentioned steps for configuring Health Monitoring Agent to start CAF when gets stopped:

1. In the DSM Explorer, navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, and Configuration Policy. Right-click the
Configuration Policy and select New Policy.

2. Provide a desired name to the policy.
3. Navigate to DSM, Health Monitoring, and Health Monitoring Agent.
4. Set the following policies to True:

– Enable Alert Remediation
– Enable Health Monitoring

5. Navigate to DSM, Health Monitoring, and Alert Configuration.
The Alert Configuration window appears.

6. Click Alerts tab and select CAF not working.
7. Set the Frequency for checking as desired.
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8. Select the hmStartCaf.dms script under Remediation. Click OK.
9. Right-click HealthMonitorCAF. Select Seal to seal the policy. Apply the policy to all the desired systems.

If CAF is stopped on a computer, the Health monitoring agent start CAF using the remediation script specified in Step 8.

Manage and Track the Status of Alerts from WAC
Alert Display

When a new alert is raised, you can see a notification in the system status portlet of the domain node in the DSM explorer.
This notification has a hyperlink which launches WAC and takes the user to the Alerts page when the unified login is
enabled. Apart from the hyperlink, see a count of the newly raised alerts.

To configure the unified login for WAC:

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to WAC Config.properties file 'DSM\Web Console\webapps\wac\WEB-INF\classes\com\ca\wac\config\'
2. Set the value of attemptUnifiedLogin to true.
3. Restart tomcat.

Caf stop tomcat

Caf start tomcat

The unified login for WAC is now configured.

You can configure the link of WAC for alert display.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Policy Name, DSM, Health Monitoring, Alert Display,
and WAC.

2. Configure the link to the WAC alerts page.
Default: http://localhost/wac?context_launch_class=DSMHMAlert
Note: Replace the localhost with wac machine hostname.

3. Manage and Track the Status of Alerts from WAC

Manage alerts from WAC by adding notes and updating its state to New, Follow-up or Cleared.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Alerts.
The alerts page is displayed.

2. Select an alert or multiple alerts and select Update or Delete.
The dialog opens.
– To update, change alert(s) status from the drop-down option:

• New
Specifies the alert as new.

• Follow-up
Specifies the alert for follow-up.

• Cleared
Specifies the alert state as cleared.

– To delete, select the alerts and confirm delete.

NOTE
You can select the delete all option to delete all the alerts.

3. Update Notes with useful information to track the status of the alert.

The alerts are now updated or deleted.
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NOTE
You can track, update, and delete the alerts from Domain Manager level only. All HM alerts on the Enterprise
Manager are read-only.

Alert Replication

Alert Replication helps with replication of alerts.

• When the updates to the alerts at the DM are replicated to the EM by the engine, new alerts are not created as part of
replication. The alerts are created at the EM only through alert forwarding at the DM with appropriate filters.

• Before the Engine replicates an alert to the EM, Engine checks if the alert exists. When an alert is not found, the
engine does not replicate the alert upwards. When an alert is deleted at the DM, the corresponding alert at the EM is
deleted.

• When a DM is unlinked from an EM, the following managed configuration policy parameter controls whether all the
alerts with domain_uuid of that DM are left at the EM or deleted. On such deletions, the engine does not re-replicate
alerts from the DM to the EM. This behavior is a limitation when the DM is re-linked to the EM.

To edit the parameter that controls the deletion of the alerts of a particular domain on unlinking the domain from the EM,
navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Default Computer Policy, DSM, Manager, Engines, Delete
replicated Alerts on unlinking. And set the value to True, on unlinking a DM, the replicated alerts from the DM are deleted
at the EM.

Failed to Set Server Address of Computer
Symptom:

When I try to change the scalability server of an agent, one the following error messages is displayed:

• Failed to set server address of computer.
• The Server Address of an Agent cannot be changed on a Scalability Server.

Solution:

Do the following:

1. Ensure that the agent and server are currently online.
2. Verify the credentials that you provided for the agent are correct.
3. Verify if the agent is on the same computer which also hosts a scalability server.

NOTE
You cannot change the scalability server of an agent, when the agent is on the same computer as the
scalability server.

How to Enable and Configure Location Awareness
Contents

As an administrator, your responsibility includes creating location awareness policy. You can configure the computer to
report to an appropriate scalability server when it detects a change in location. You can apply the location awareness
feature to a policy on the DSM Agents to allow the computer to evaluate the location awareness rules.

Follow these procedures:

1. Enable Location Awareness
2. (Optional) Configure Limit Subnet Scan
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3. Configure Locations
4. (Optional) Configure Scan Timeout
5. (Optional) Configure Script Timeout
6. (Optional) Configure Scheduler for Refresh Location Awareness
7. Apply the Location Awareness to Agents

Enable Location Awareness

The location awareness feature is not enabled by default for either a clean installation or an upgrade. By enabling the
location awareness policy, you can detect changes in the geographic location of an agent. When it detects a change, the
agent evaluates the rules and then connects to an appropriate scalability server.

WARNING
Before you enable the location awareness feature, disable any other location awareness solutions that are
present in the ITCM environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to DSM, Agent, Common Agent, Common, Location Awareness.
The following location awareness parameters are displayed.
– Enabled
– Limit Subnet Scan
– Locations
– Scan Timeout
– Script Timeout

2. Select Enabled, then click Setting Properties in the Tasks portlet.
The Setting Properties dialog opens.

3. Select True from the Value field, then click OK.
The feature is enabled in the policy. The policy becomes active only after you seal it and apply it to an agent..

NOTE

• If the agent is running on the same computer as a scalability server, the location awareness policy is always
disabled.

• If the Agent Scalability Server is marked as centrally managed, the location awareness functionality of the
agent cannot modify the value after rules evaluation.

(Optional) Configure Limit Subnet Scan

You can configure the Limit Subnet Scan to allow or prevent scanning the subnet to find scalability servers in other
domains.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the location awareness configuration policy.
The location awareness parameters are displayed in the right pane.

2. Double-click Limit Subnet Scan.
3. Click Setting Properties in the Tasks portlet.

The Setting Properties dialog opens.
4. Modify the Value field as appropriate for your environment.

Default: True
5. Click OK.

The Limit Subnet Scan parameter is configured.
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Configure Locations

Define the location rules to support changes in geographic location and let the agents connect to appropriate scalability
servers. The agents evaluate the rules that you create to determine which scalability server to connect.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Locations, then click Setting Properties in the Tasks portlet.
The Setting Properties dialog opens.

2. Click Add Row to configure the rules.
The feature adds a row with the following parameters to the current table structure:
– Location Name
– Priority
– Address Range
– Scalability Server
– Subnet Scan
– Script

3. Configure each parameter, then click OK.
The locations parameter settings are configured.

WARNING
The feature does not fully verify Address Range or validate the Server Name, Subnet Scan, and Script values.
Be careful when you set these parameters.

Configure Priority for Locations Rule

You can specify the priority with which the feature selects which location rules to process. The agent evaluates the rules,
and uses the specified priority to determine which rule to apply.

For example, you create two rules (Rule A and Rule B). Assume that you configure Rule A with priority 1 and Rule B with
priority 2. If you configure all other parameters with the same values for Rule A and Rule B, the agent finds two matches.
However, it applies Rule A because Rule A has the higher priority.

Follow these steps:

1. Double-click the new value under Priority.
The Setting Properties dialog opens.

2. Specify the priority for the location rule in the Value field, then click OK.
Highest Priority: 0
Lowest Priority: 99999
The priority of the location rule is configured.

Configure Address Range for Locations Rule

If the agent address matches the IP Address Range criteria, the location rule is included in the selection. The location
awareness feature supports both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses. When the agent matches multiple rules, the feature uses the
priority value of the rules to decide which server to use.

Follow these steps:

1. Double-click new value in the Address Range column.
The Setting Properties dialog opens.

2. Enter the address range in the Value field, then click OK.
Limits: The minimum value is 1 character.
If you use IPv4, you can specify the IP Address, IP wildcard, or IP Range in the address range column. For example:
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– IP address format: 192.168.1.1
– IP wildcard format: 192.168.1.*
– IP range format: 192.168.2.1-192.168.2.100
If you use IPv6, you can specify the various IPv6 address prefixes in the address range column. For example:
2001:DB8::/48Identifies the organization, site, subsite, and subnet.48 is the length of prefix in bits, maximum allowed
number of bits is 64.
Special address prefixes:
a. FE80::/64

Used to match a link-local prefix; that is, local subnet.
b. FEC0::/64 

Used to match a site-local prefix.
::/0
Used to match all IPv6 addresses.

Multicast group addresses:
a. FF02::1

Used to match all nodes on the local network segment (link-local).
b. FF05::1

Used to match all nodes on the site network (site-local).
c. FF08::1

Used to match all nodes on the organization network (organization-local).
The address range to the location rule is configured.

 

Configure Scalability Server for Locations Rule

The Scalability Server column values You can specifydefine the IP address FQDN (Fully Qualified Domain Name) of a
scalability server for the agent to connect to, using the Scalability Server column.

Follow these steps:

1. Double-click the new value under Scalability Server.
The Setting Properties dialog opens.

2. Enter the IP address or FQDN of the scalability server to which the agent that resides in the address range connects.
The scalability server to the location rule is configured.

NOTE
If you specify the Scalability Server, leave the Subnet Scan and Script columns empty. If you are not using the
Scalability Server, leave the Scalability Server column empty.

Configure Subnet Scan for Locations Rule

The subnet scan configuration defines the rule for scanning the specified subnet, and discovers any active scalability
servers on that subnet. The agent then evaluates the other rules and the estimated response times of the active servers to
select the best server. The location awareness feature supports both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses.

Follow these steps:

1. Double-click the new value in the Subnet Scan column.
The Setting Properties dialog opens.

2. Enter the subnet scan in the Value field, then click OK.
If you use IPv4, you can specify the IP Address, IP wildcard, or IP range in the Subnet Scan column.
If you use IPv6, you can specify the various IPv6 address prefixes in the Subnet Scan column.
The subnet scan for the location rule is configured.
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NOTE
If you specify the Subnet Scan, leave the Scalability Server and Script columns empty. If you are not using the
Subnet Scan, leave the Subnet Scan column empty.

Configure Script for Locations Rule

You can add a script to run on the agent and determine which scalability server to use. Your responsibility includes
delivering the script to the agent computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Double-click the new value in the Script column.
The Setting Properties dialog opens.

2. In the Value field, specify the name of the DM script, then click OK.

NOTE
You can specify the script location as an absolute or relative path. A relative path is relative to the ITCM
installation directory, which is typically at one of the following locations:

Windows:
C:\Program Files(x86)\CA\DSM
Unix, Linux:
/opt/CA/DSM
The feature passes the following parameters to the server selection script:
– -o <output file name>

Names the file where the script writes the name of the scalability server that it identifies.
– -x <error file name>

Names the file where the script writes any error information it generates.
– -a <matching address>

Identifies the address that matched, resulting in running this script.
The DM script is configured for the location rule.

NOTE
If you specify the script, leave the Scalability Server and Subnet Scan columns empty. If you are not using
Subnet Scan, leave the Subnet Scan column empty.

Example:

rem ---------------------------------------------------------------------

rem Simple location aware server identification script

rem This script writes a hard coded server name to the output file

rem ---------------------------------------------------------------------

dim sMatchingAddress as string

dim sOutputFileName as string

dim sErrorFileName as string

dim X as Integer 

FOR X=0 to argc()

 

 rem Read the output file from the provided parameters

    

 if ( argv(X)="-o") THEN

        sOutputFileName = argv(X+1)

        ENDIF
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 rem read the matching address from the provided parameters

    if ( argv(X)="-a") THEN

        sMatchingAddress = argv(X+1)

        ENDIF

 rem read the matching address from the provided parameters

 if ( argv(X)="-x") THEN

        sErrorFileName = argv(X+1)

        ENDIF

NEXT X

dim fHandle as integer

fHandle = OpenFile(sOutputFileName,O_WRITE) 

IF NOT(EOF(fHandle)) Then 

 WriteFile(fHandle,"sampleserver.ca.com")

 CloseFile(fHandle)

 exit

ENDIF

exit

(Optional) Configure Scan Timeout

If you use the Subnet Scan, the Scan Timeout configuration determines the maximum interval that the scan waits for a
scalability server to respond.

Follow these steps:

1. Double-click Configure Scan Timeout, then click Setting Properties in the Tasks portlet.
The Setting Properties dialog opens.

2. Modify the Value field as appropriate for your environment, then click OK.
Default: 30
The Configure Scan Timeout parameter is configured.

(Optional) Configure Script Timeout

The Script Timeout configuration determines the maximum interval during which to run the script. The scripts stop running
when the specified interval elapses.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Script Timeout, then click Setting Properties in the Tasks portlet.
The Setting Properties dialog opens.

2. Modify the Value field as appropriate for your environment, then click OK.
Values:
– 0: Infinite Timeout
– >0: Number of seconds to run the script before timeout
– Maximum allowed timeout value: 600 seconds (10 Minutes)
Default: 300
The Script Timeout parameter settings are configured.
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(Optional) Configure Scheduler for Refresh Location Awareness

The Refresh Location Aware policy group folder contains a job that registers the CAF with the server at regular intervals.
To change a policy parameter value, double-click a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• CAF Scheduler: command line
Defines the CAF command that performs this job.
Default: location aware

• CAF Scheduler: Days to exclude
Lists the days to exclude from the schedule. Specify any combination of the following values: monday, tuesday,
wednesday, thursday, friday, saturday, and sunday. Separate multiple values with spaces.
Default: empty

• CAF Scheduler: Enabled
Specifies whether to enable the refresh registration job.
Default: True

• CAF Scheduler: Hour
For daily schedules, defines the hour at which to run the job. This policy is not used for hourly and minute schedules.
Default: 12

• CAF Scheduler: Hours to exclude
Lists the hours to exclude from the schedule. Specify the hours, based on a 24-hour clock. Separate multiple values
with spaces.
Default: empty

• CAF Scheduler: Minute
For daily schedules, defines the minute after the hour at which to run the job. This policy is not used for minute jobs.
Default: 0

• CAF Scheduler: Random minutes
Defines how many minutes the feature adds to a random_minute job. The job runs at the specified time plus a random
number of minutes up to the specified value. The policy runs a job "fuzzy" regular intervals to spread the server load by
partially randomizing when the agents make contact.
Default: 90

• CAF Scheduler: Random now time
Defines the time (in seconds) within which to initiate a random_now job. The job runs within a random number of
seconds up to the specified value. This policy ensures that computers that start together do not initiate their jobs
simultaneously.
Default: 0

• CAF Scheduler: Repeat Number
Defines the interval between repetitions of the job. This value depends on the job type. For example, if the type is day,
this value represents the number of days between the job runs.
Default: 1

• CAF Scheduler: Type of Job
Specifies the type of schedule interval. The valid values are day, hour, and minute. You can also add the following
optional qualifiers:
– random

Runs the job with a random time added to the specified job time, up to the value of Random Minutes.
– random_hour

Runs at a random hour during the day.
– random_minute

Runs at a random minute during the hour.
– now

Starts the job immediately after the specified job time.
Separate multiple values with spaces.

Examples:
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Run the amagent job every day at 2:30 p.m.:

type="day", repeat=1, hour=14, minute=30, cmd="start amagent"

Run the amagent job when CAF starts and every day thereafter (except weekends) at a random time between 1:00 a.m.
and 2:30 a.m.:

type="day now random", hour=1, minute=0, randomminutes=90, excludedays="Saturday Sunday", cmd="start amagent"

Apply the Location Awareness to Agents

After you create and seal a policy, apply it to an asset (a computer or group).

Follow these steps: (To an Asset)

1. Navigate to the Configuration Policy folder under the Control Panel node in the tree view.
2. Right-click the policy to apply, and select Copy from the context menu.
3. In the tree view, navigate to the asset, right-click it, and select Paste from the context menu.

The policy is applied to the asset.

Follow these steps: (To Multiple Assets or Groups)

1. Select the assets or groups in the tree view.
2. Right-click the highlighted targets and select Paste from the context menu.

Another context menu appears.
3. Click Configuration Policies.

The Schedule Policies dialog opens.
4. Schedule the policy to be activated.

NOTE

When you apply policies to a single asset or group, the feature enables the Customize and Preview button.
The feature disables the button if you paste a policy to multiple assets or groups.

5. Click OK to apply the policy to the multiple assets or groups.

You have successfully enabled and configured the location awareness feature for the DSM agents.

Common Agent Properties
Contents

General Tab

The General tab displays the following information about the computer and agent:

• Computer Information
Groups details about the computer.
– Computer Name

Specifies the name of the computer.
– Current User

Specifies the user ID for the computer.
– Hide icon from the system tray

This option is not enabled.
– Restrict Agent jobs
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This option is enabled only if you are the manager or administrator and the Restrict job execution configuration
policy is not set to False. Selecting this check box means that asset management and software delivery agent jobs
do not run on the locally managed machine.

NOTE
For more information, see the Jobs Policy Group and Job Execution Permission articles.

• Agent Information
Groups details about the agent.
– Use Operating System Name

If selected, the name of this computer as it appears in the DSM Explorer is that name assigned to the operating
system. If unchecked, you can specify any name you want in the Agent Name field. This is useful to distinguish sets
of computers that have the same OS name.

– Agent Name
Allows you to change the name of this computer as it appears in the DSM Explorer. By default the operating system
name is used, but if the Use Operating System Name option is unchecked, you can specify any name here. This is
useful when sets of computers are imaged in the same way and all have the same OS name. This field allows you
to distinguish them.

– Registered to server
Specifies the name of the server for the agent.

Event Log Tab

Use the Event Log tab to specify or view details of the event log. The tab has the following items:

• Default Event Logging
Specifies that the DSM Explorer use the current settings.

• Send events to the System Events Log
Specifies that the events are recorded in the System Events Log.
If enabled, click View to display the System Events Log.

NOTE
For Apple Mac OS X, there are no View buttons available for this dialog.

• Send events to the CCS Event Log
Specifies that the events are recorded in the CCS Events Log.

• Send events to the local events log file (named below)
Specifies the name of the event log file to use.
If enabled, click Browse to select an existing file, and click View to examine the file.

• Maximum local event log file size (KB)
Specifies the size of the log file in kilobytes. The default setting is 100 KB.

Scheduling Tab

Use the Scheduling tab to create new schedules, or view or delete existing ones.

The tab has the following items:

• Enabled
Specifies whether scheduled jobs can be created, edited, or deleted. By default, this option is enabled.

• Description
Displays the description of the schedule.

• Schedule type
Specifies the type of schedule. This can be Daily, Hourly, or Weekly.

• Status
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Displays the current status of a scheduled job, either Enabled or Disabled.
• New

Click this button to create a schedule using the New Schedule and Advanced dialogs.
• View

Click this button to edit the selected schedule.
• Delete

Click this button to delete the selected schedule.

Create a Scheduled Job

Use the New Schedule dialog to create a scheduled job.

To create a scheduled job

1. Enter the name of the new scheduled job.
2. (Optional) Enter a description for the new scheduled job.
3. Enter the caf command, for example, "start amagent", to be executed as part of this scheduled job.
4. Select the Enabled option to enable the scheduled job.
5. From the Schedule type drop-down list, select the type of schedule. Valid options are Hourly, Daily, and Weekly.
6. Depending on the selected schedule type, select the appropriate additional schedule options:

– Hourly
Enter a value in the Every n hours field and select the days of the week that the job should run.
Example: If you enter 4 and select Sunday and Wednesday, the job will run every 4 hours only on Sundays and
Wednesdays.

– Daily
Enter a value in the Every n days field. The job will run every n days specified.

– Weekly
Choose one of the following schedule options:
• Enter a value in the Every n weeks field. The job will run every n weeks specified.
• Select the Every option and then select the days of the week that the job should run. The job will run once a day

on the chosen days.
7. In the Start time field, enter a time for the job to start.
8. (Optional) Click Advanced to specify more advanced start time options.
9. Click OK.

The new job is ready to run as scheduled.

Specify Advanced Scheduling Options

Use the Advanced dialog to specify advanced time spans for a scheduled job.

To specify advanced scheduling options

1. (Optional) Select the Run schedule at random hour of the day option to randomize the hour the job is started.

NOTE
This option is compatible with the Run schedule at random minute of the hour option.

2. (Optional) Select the Run schedule at random minute of the hour option to randomize the minute the job is started.

NOTE
This option is compatible with the Run schedule at random hour of the day option.

3. (Optional) Select the Run schedule immediately after created option to schedule the job to start immediately after the
scheduled job has been created.

NOTE
This option is not compatible with either the random minutes or random hours option.
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4. Specify the time spans in which the job is allowed to run by using the Left and Right arrow buttons to move time spans
between the Hours allowed and Hours ignored lists.

5. Click OK.
Advanced time spans are specified for the scheduled job

Advanced Tab

The Advanced tab displays advanced properties of the agents that are installed on the host computer. If no details exist or
the properties are hidden, the DSM Properties dialog does not display the Advanced tab.

Note: For detailed information about each property, see the Asset Management, Software Delivery, or Remote Control
section of the DSM Explorer Help.

Asset Management
Asset management provides a set of system management tools that you can use and configure to suit your network
environment. These tools let you collect inventory data, monitor, automate, and maintain your systems management
functions.

How to Start the Asset Management Agent
Contents

When the asset management agent is started, it runs the collect tasks and asset jobs configured on the agent computer.

You can start the asset management agent in one of the following ways:

• Automatically - In the case of Express Installation, the agent is configured to run once a day at 12:00 a.m. You can
change this interval by performing a custom installation, and specifying the time interval or the specific hours when you
need the agent to run.

• Manually - Use one of the following methods:
– Right-clicking the computer asset in the DSM Explorer and selecting Asset Jobs, Activate Job Check.
– Running "caf start amagent" on the local computer with sufficient privileges.

NOTE
The asset management agent starts the scan at the scheduled time and collects the information with Local
System Account (Windows) or root (Linux/UNIX). When a user logs on, the agent starts collecting the user-
related data such as network connections and user template inventory.

Change the Agent Run Interval after Installation

The asset management agent automatically runs at the scheduled time specified during installation.

To Change the Agent Run Interval after Installation

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Default Computer Policy, DSM, common components,
CAF, Scheduler, AM agent scheduled job.
The current scheduling is displayed in the right pane.

2. Double-click the value you want to change.
The Setting Properties dialog appears

NOTE
The Value field in this dialog is enabled only if you unseal the policy.

3. Change the value and click OK.
The changes are saved.
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Filters - AM Status
Contents

The AM Status filter option lets you filter the computers based on the status of the Asset Management agent. The agent
can have one of the following statuses:

• Alert
Displays the computers that have violated a policy with severity as Alert.

• Information
Displays the computers that have violated a policy with severity as Information.

• Warning
Displays the computers that have violated a policy with severity as Warning.

• Legacy
Displays the legacy computers.

• Operational
Displays the computers that are operational.

• Agentless
Displays the computers that are collected through the "External Asset" functionality.

• Not Installed
Displays the computers that do not have the AM Agent plug-in installed.

• Preregistered
Displays the computers that are preregistered through GUI.

Some examples on how to use these filters are as follows:

Example Search for Computers Violating a Policy

You can use the filter options to search for the computers violating a policy in your IT environment. You can analyze the
filtered data and take appropriate actions.

To search for computers violating a policy

1. Navigate to Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers.
The All Computers pane appears.

2. Select one of the following options from the AM Status drop-down list:
– Alert

Filters the computers that have violated a policy with severity as Alert. These computers have a red icon before the
computer name.

– Information
Filters the computers that have violated a policy with severity as Information. These computers have a blue icon
before the computer name.

– Warning
Filters the computers that have violated a policy with severity as Warning. These computers have a yellow icon
before the computer name.

3. Click OK.
A list of violated computers appears.

Example Search for Legacy Computers

You can use the filter options to search for the computers migrated from Unicenter Asset Management r4 but have not
installed the higher version (r11, r11.1, and so on) of the asset management agent.
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To search for legacy computers

1. Navigate to Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers.
The All Computers pane appears.

2. Select Legacy from the AM Status drop-down list.
3. Click OK.

A list of legacy computers appears.

Example Search for Operational Computers

You can use the filter options to search for the computers having asset management agent installed and are operational.
You can analyze the filtered data and take appropriate actions.

To search for operational computers

1. Navigate to Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers.
The All Computers pane appears.

2. Select Operational from the AM Status drop-down list.
3. Click OK.

A list of operational computers appears.

Collect Tasks
Contents

Collect tasks can collect various inventory information from the agents. You can configure and schedule tasks for
collecting hardware inventory, software discovery, template inventory, file scan, software usage, and virtual host inventory
on the assets or groups.

NOTE
The collect tasks available at the group level are automatically linked to the member assets. At the asset level,
you can only disable these tasks.

Append the following path to the domain name in the address bar of the DSM Explorer window:

• Asset/User Level
Assets - Domain/Computers and Users/All Computers/Computer/Configuration/Collect Tasks
Users - Domain/Computers and Users/All User Accounts/user/Configuration/Collect Tasks

• Group Level
Assets - Domain/Computers and Users/All Computers/{Group Details}/Configuration/Collect Tasks
Assets - Domain/Computers and Users/All User Accounts/{Group Details}/Configuration/Collect Tasks

• Domain Level
Domain/Control Panel/Configuration/Collect Tasks

Tasks created at the group level are automatically linked to the member assets, and those created at the asset level are
linked to the respective assets. If you need a generic task that can be linked to various assets and groups, create it at the
domain level.

Collect Tasks Folder

A collect task collects data from agent computers, such as hardware inventory, software discovery, and so on.

A collect task can be enabled or disabled. When enabled, the task has a predefined setup. You can, however, configure it
to suit your needs.
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NOTE
This folder categorizes all the collect tasks configured in the domain. You can drag any collect task in this folder
to an agent computer. This schedules the task on the agent.

• All Collect Tasks
Displays all the collect tasks configured in the domain.

• File Scan
Displays all the file scan tasks configured in the domain.

• Hardware Inventory
Displays all the hardware inventory tasks configured in the domain.

• Software Discovery
Displays all the software discovery tasks configured in the domain.

• Software Usage
Displays all the software usage tasks configured in the domain.

• Template Inventory
Displays all the template inventory tasks configured in the domain.

• Virtual Host Inventory
Displays all the virtual host inventory tasks configured in the domain.

Collect Tasks - Group Level

The Collect Tasks pane at the group level displays all the collect tasks linked to the group. These tasks are automatically
linked to all the member assets of the group. In this pane, you can create, link, or unlink the collect tasks from the group.

This pane contains the following columns:

• Name
Displays the name of the collect tasks.

• Type
Displays the type of the collect tasks.

• Status
Displays the status of the collect tasks.

• OK
Displays the percentage of member assets that have an OK status for the task.

• Waiting
Displays the percentage of member assets that have a Waiting status for the task.

• Error
Displays the percentage of member assets that have an Error status for the task.

• Linked At
Displays the group from which the collect task was linked.

• Disabled At
Displays the group in which the collect task was disabled.

Collect Tasks - Asset Level

The Collect Tasks pane at the asset level displays all the collect tasks linked to the asset and their current status. In this
pane, you can create, link and unlink the collect tasks from the asset.

NOTE
The collect tasks available at the group level are automatically linked to the member assets. At the asset level,
you can only disable these tasks.

This pane contains the following columns:

• Name
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Displays the name of the collect tasks linked to the asset.
• Type

Displays the collect task type.
• Status

Displays the status of the collect task.
• Last Executed

Displays the date and time when the task was last executed.
• Status Text

Displays the status text if any.
• Linked At

Displays the computer or group from which the task was linked.
• Disabled At

Displays the computer or group from which the task was disabled.
• Context Menu OptionsThe Context menu contains the following options, available when you right-click a collect task

at the group or asset level:

• New
Displays the Select new Collect Task Type dialog that lets you create a new collect task.

• Enable/Disable
Enables or disables the selected collect task. Select this option when you want to temporarily enable or disable the
task on the asset.

• Unlink
Unlinks the selected collect task from the asset. Select this option when you no longer want to perform the collect task
on the asset.

• Status
Displays the Module Status dialog.

• Scheduling
Opens the Scheduling Options dialog enabling you to configure the scheduling for the selected collect task.

• Properties
Opens the Properties for collect task dialog depending on the selected collect task type.

Status

Status

Displays the status of the job or task. An enabled job or task can have the following status:

• OK
Indicates that the job or task has executed without any errors.

• Waiting
Indicates that the job or task has never been executed. After the first run, the status is changed to OK or Error.

• Error
Indicates that the job or task is executed with errors.

NOTE
If a job or task is disabled, its status is shown as Disabled.

Defined Detection Modules

You can configure the following hardware inventory detection modules to collect the inventory for all or any of the agents
in the domain.

The following module is automatically configured on all the agents regardless of whether asset management is installed:

• Basic HW Inventory - Basic inventory collected by the common agent.
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The following modules are available only if you have the asset management agent installed. These modules can be
configured only on Windows agents:

• Printer Inventory (WMI)
• Serial Number and Model (WMI).
• Service Inventory
• WBEM Inventory (IWBEM)
• Protection Inventory
• Microsoft License Information Inventory
• FDCC Inventory

NOTE
This module is available only if you have selected Desktop Compliance Scanner (DCS) at the time of
installation.

The following modules can be configured on all the agents:

• General Inventory (ICHW). By default, this is configured on Windows and Linux/UNIX domains.
• User Account Inventory(UUI)
• Performance Inventory. By default, this is configured on Windows and Linux/UNIX domains.

The following modules can be configured only on UNIX/Linux agents:

• User Environment for UNIX

NOTE

: Depending on the operating system installed on the agent computer, the asset management agent launches
the executable file associated with each module to collect the inventory information. If a platform-related
executable file is not specified, nothing is executed.

Create a New Collect Task
Contents

Collect tasks gather hardware, software, template, and virtual host inventories. You can also configure a collect task to
collect file scan and software usage information. Use the Select new Collect Task type dialog to select the type of collect
task.

To create a new collect task

1. Navigate to the appropriate Collect Tasks folder.
2. Right-click the folder, and select New from the context menu.

The Select new Collect Task type dialog appears.
3. Select the type of collect task you want to perform:

– Hardware Inventory
– Software Discovery
– File Scan
– Software Usage

NOTE
Software usage collect tasks can only be created for a specific group or asset. Navigate to the group or
asset to create a software usage collect task.

– Template Inventory
– Virtual Host Inventory
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NOTE
Virtual host inventory collect tasks can only be created in the context of an asset having the AM remote
agent installed. Navigate to the appropriate asset to create a virtual host inventory collect task.

4. Click OK.
The Schedule New Collect Task dialog appears. Depending on the type selected, the appearance of subsequent
dialogs, tabs, and actions may vary.

5. In the General tab, specify the name of the collect task, and click Set Scheduling.
The Scheduling Options dialog appears.

6. Specify the scheduling options, and click OK.
7. Specify the required information in the other tabs and click OK.

A new collect task is created with the given name.

File Scan Collect Task

The file scan collect task scans the agent's hard disks for a specified set of files.

NOTE
Be careful when scheduling this task, as it is time and resource intensive.

Hardware Inventory Collect Task

The hardware inventory collect task detects and collects the hardware information on the agent computers.

Software Discovery Collect Task

The software discovery collect task collects the information regarding the software installed on the assets. The agent
scans the assets on a scheduled basis and collects only the information that has changed since the previous scan. It also
facilitates enhanced software inventory detection provided by the eVM software scanner.

You can create and configure the software discovery collect task from three locations:

• Control Panel, Configuration, Collect Tasks, Software Discovery
• All Computers, {Group Settings}, Configuration, Collect Tasks
• All Computers, Computer, Configuration, Collect Tasks

NOTE
On UNIX platforms, the inventory information that can be retrieved depends on parameters such as the platform
and the operating system version.

Discovering Software Using Intellisigs

As a desktop support analyst, you want to discover software on target computers so that you get an inventory of software
installed on the target computers.

Verify the Execution of Content Download Job

The Default Software Contents Download job downloads the Intellisigs that are provided by CA from the CA website.
Verify that this job has been executed at least once from the time you installed this release. The successful completion of
the job helps ensure that the CA-provided Intellisigs are downloaded to your domain manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Engines, All Engines, System Engine.
The engine log and Task List is displayed on the right pane.

2. Verify that the Status of the Default Software Contents Download job displays OK and it was Last Executed after you
installed this release.
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If either of these conditions is false, you can either run the job immediately or wait till the next scheduled time of the
job. If both the conditions are satisfied, you can view the downloaded Intellisig definitions.

View Intellisig Definitions

An Intellisig includes a master definition and several detected definitions. A master definition is the first-level object
that contains the Intellisig details such as name, creation details, target platform, and the script details. The detected
definitions include the product, release, and patch definitions that are created only after the Intellisig detects them on a
target computer. After you download Intellisigs, you can only view the master Intellisig definitions and their details. The
detected definitions are available only after the Intellisigs collect task detects the software on a target computer. To view
the Intellisig definitions, click Software, Definitions, Intellisigs in DSM Explorer.

Enable or Disable the Scan of an Intellisig Definition

By default, all the Intellisigs are enabled for software scanning. If you temporarily do not want the software scanner to
scan an Intellisig, you can disable the scan of the Intellisig. You can enable it later when you want the scanner to discover
it again.

NOTE

You can disable only at the Intellisig level, not at the product, release, or patch definition level.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Software, Definitions, Intellisigs.
All the Intellisigs are displayed in the right pane.

2. Right-click the Intellisig that you want to disable and select Disable Scan. Click Yes to confirm.
When the collect task runs next time, the disabled Intellisigs are not sent to the agent. After the collect task runs,
discovered records from previous scan if any, are hidden on the All Computers, computer name, Software, Discovered
node. However, the detected product, release, or patch definitions are not removed from Software, Definitions,
Intellisigs

Configure the Collect Task for Software Inventory

To collect software inventory using Intellsigs, you must configure the collect task to include Intellisig scanning.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to All Computers, group or computer name, Configuration.

NOTE

 Collect tasks configured at the group-level are applicable for all the computers in the group.

2. Right-click Collect Tasks and select New.
3. Select Software Discovery in the Select new Collect Task type dialog and click OK.
4. Specify a name for the collect task and click the Methods tab.
5. Select the Method as Signature Scanning and click Configure Scanner.
6. Select Intellisig scan and click OK.

NOTE
You can select both Signature scan and Intellisig scan as part of the same collect task. Such a selection is
applicable when you have some definitions as signatures and some as Intellisigs. When the same software
is detected by both the scanners, the software is listed twice in the discovered software list. However, the list
provides the discovery source that specifies whether the software was collected by the signature or Intellisig
scan.
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The collect task is configured. When the collect task runs next time, the agent runs the Intellisig scripts, and collects
Intellisigs inventory.

WARNING
CA Patch Manager needs signature scan to be enabled. If you are using CA Patch Manager for applying
security patches on your target computers, verify that you have configured signature scanning also on target
computers. Configuring only Intellisig prevents patch management from working properly.

View Discovered Software

You can view the discovered software to see the software discovered by Intellisigs on agent computers. The discovered
Intellisigs are available from the following locations in DSM Explorer:

• Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer Name, Software, Discovered
• Software, Definitions, Intellisigs, Intellisig Name, Detected Product, Detected Release, Discovered Installations
• Software, Definitions, Intellisigs, Intellisig Name, Detected Product, Detected Release, Detected Patch, Discovered

Installations
• Software, Definitions, Categories, Detected Product, Detected Release, Discovered Installations
• Software, Definitions, Categories, Detected Product, Detected Release, Detected Patch, Discovered Installations
• Software, Definitions, Manufacturers, Detected Product, Detected Release, Discovered Installations
• Software, Definitions, Manufacturers, Detected Product, Detected Release, Detected Patch, Discovered Installations

NOTE
For more information about software definitions, categories, and manufactures, see the DSM Explorer online
help.

Software Usage Collect Task

The software usage collect task lets you monitor and control the use of software within your enterprise.

Template Inventory Collect Task

The template inventory collect task lets you configure and schedule a template inventory to request manual input from
end-users.

NOTE
Template inventory applies to Windows agents only.

Virtual Host Inventory Collect Task

The virtual host inventory collect task detects and collects virtual host information on the agent computers.

File Scan Collect Task
Contents

The File Scan collect task scans the agent's disks for a specified set of files.

By default, file scan does not scan empty folders and non-executable files. If you want to include them, modify the settings
in the Windows Settings tab.

You can view the files collected by the File Scan under Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer,
Software, File Explorer.

NOTE
Be careful while scheduling this task, as it is time and resource intensive.
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Configure File Scan Task for Windows Agent

Use the Windows Settings tab to configure the file scan collect task for Windows agents.

To configure file scan collect task for Windows agent

1. Select the drives, files, and other important folders, which the file scan can collect, from the drop-down list. You can
also specify wildcard expressions to scan a particular type of file such as *.doc.

NOTE
File scan cannot retrieve files from directories for which the user is denied access to. If the asset
management agent is configured to file scan a network drive, the agent must be installed to run under the
same user account that maps the network drive.

2. Click Add to add the selected drives, files, and folders to the Source list.
The Source list displays the sources that the file scan should include or exclude while scanning.

3. Specify the appropriate actions for the selected source:
– Remove

Removes the selected item from the Source list and does not scan it any longer.
– Include

Includes the selected item for scanning. Selecting an item that is set to exclude, includes it in scanning.
– Exclude

Excludes the selected item from scanning. Selecting an item that is set to include, excludes it from scanning.
4. Select Ignore empty directories to ignore empty directories when performing the scan.
5. Select Ignore non executable files to ignore non-executable files such as *.txt, *.doc when performing the scan. Click

OK.

Configure File Scan Task for UNIX Environment

Use the UNIX Settings tab to configure the file scan collect task for agent computers running on UNIX environment.

To configure file scan collect task for UNIX environment

1. Select the folders that the file scan can collect from the drop-down list. You can also specify wildcard expressions to
scan a particular type of file such as *.doc.

NOTE
File scan cannot retrieve files from directories for which the user is denied access to.

2. Click Add to add the selected drives and files to the Source list.
The Source list displays the sources that the file scan should include or exclude while scanning.

3. Specify appropriate actions for the selected source:
– Remove

Removes the selected item from the Source list and does not scan it any longer.
– Include

Includes the selected item for scanning. Selecting an item that is set to exclude, includes it in scanning.
– Exclude

Excludes the selected item from scanning. Selecting an item that is set to include, excludes it from scanning.
4. Select the following check boxes as required, and click OK:

– Ignore empty directories
Ignores empty directories while scanning.

– Ignore non executable files
Ignores non-executable files such as *.txt, *.doc while scanning.

– Ignore network directories
Ignores the network directories on the agent computer while scanning.

– Ignore user login directories
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Ignores the user login directories while scanning, such as /usr/bin.

Hardware Inventory Collect Task
Contents

The hardware inventory collect task collects hardware-related information from the assets. The agent scans the assets on
a scheduled basis and collects only the information that has changed since the previous scan.

You can create and configure hardware inventory collect task from three locations:

• Control Panel, Configuration, Collect Tasks, Hardware Inventory
• All Computers, {Group Details}, Configuration, Collect Tasks
• All Computers, Computer, Configuration, Collect Tasks

NOTE
On UNIX platforms, the inventory information that can be retrieved depends on parameters such as the platform
and the operating system version.

Create Hardware Inventory Collect Tasks

You can create and configure hardware inventory collect task to collect hardware-related information.

To create hardware inventory collect tasks

1. Navigate to the appropriate Collect Tasks folder.
2. Right-click the folder and select New from the context menu.

The Select new Collect Task type dialog appears.
3. Select the Hardware Inventory option, and click OK.

The Schedule new Collect Task dialog appears.
4. Specify appropriate information in the following tabs:

– General
– Detection Modules

5. Click OK.

Specify General Settings for a Collect Task

Use the General tab to specify the general settings and the scheduling options for the collect task.

NOTE
The options on the General tab remain same for all the collect tasks.

To specify general settings for a collect task

1. Enter the name for the collect task in the Name field.
2. Click Set Scheduling to schedule the execution of the collect task.

The Scheduling Options dialog appears. This dialog includes the following tabs:
– Scheduling
– Conditions
– Dependency
– Pre-Job
– Miscellaneous

3. Specify appropriate information in the scheduling tabs.
4. Click OK.

The Schedule new Collect Task dialog appears.
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Select Detection Modules for Hardware Inventory Collect Task

Use the Detection Modules tab to select the inventory detection modules that you want to configure in the collect task.
When the agent runs, it collects the hardware information configured on these modules.

To select detection modules for hardware inventory collect task

1. Click the Detection Modules tab in the Select new Collect Task dialog.
The Inventory Modules list appears. This list includes the inventory detection modules available under the Control
Panel, Configuration, Collection Modules, Inventory Detection Modules folder.

2. Select the appropriate inventory detection modules for the hardware inventory collect task.
3. Click OK.

Create Legacy Agent Collect Tasks

For Unicenter Asset Management 3.2 extended and legacy agents, you need to create inventory tasks for automated
detection and collection of data that include the new inventory modules you just created.

To create a collect task for hardware inventory

1. Right-click Control Panel, Configuration, Collect Tasks in the DSM Explorer tree and then click New.
The Select New Collect Task Type dialog appears.

2. Click Hardware Inventory and then OK.
The Select New Collect Task Type dialog closes and the Schedule New Collect Task dialog appears.

3. Replace <enter name> with the name for the new task, for example, Legacy 3.2 General Inventory Task.
4. Click the Detection Modules tab, and select the inventory modules you want to add to this inventory task, like Legacy

3.2 Detailed Unix Software Inventory and Legacy 3.2 General Inventory, for example.
5. Click OK.

The new inventory task is added to the Hardware Inventory pane.
6. Assign this inventory task to either a legacy group or a legacy agent.

Software Discovery Collect Task
Contents

The software discovery collect task lets you collect the software inventory from the agent computers. The asset
management agent scans the computers and discovers the software based on either of the following methods:

NOTE
Configure Scanner option is enabled for Software inventory configuration task on Enterprise Manager. This
allows the option to check/uncheck options available for Signature inventory configuration tasks from Enterprise
Manager.

• Signature Scanning (Default) -- A software signature defines the attributes of a software application, such as the
main executable file name, other associated files, size range, version range, creation, and modification dates of the
software. All these attributes of a software signature uniquely identify a software application or virtual application
image.
Software signatures in asset management are created as software definitions. You can create software definitions
for a product, release, patch, suite, or virtual application image. By default, asset management provides pre-defined
software signatures covering the most widely used software in the IT industry.
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NOTE
The new signatures pushed down by the scalability server for detecting virtual application images are
specially tagged, such that they are ignored by legacy agents. Therefore, only Release 12.5 agents will
process the signatures and inventory virtual applications correctly.

• Heuristic Scanning -- This light-weight scanning method looks at sources on the agents such as the add/remove
database, the Windows Start menu items, or the MSI database, to quickly return a list of installed software.

By default, the configuration given under the All Computers, Group Details, Configuration, Collect Tasks folder is
applicable to all the computers. However, you can perform different types of scanning on different computers in the
domain by creating new collect tasks.

Create Software Discovery Collect Tasks

You can create and configure software discovery collect tasks to collect information on the installed software.

To create a software discovery collect task

1. Navigate to the appropriate Collect Tasks folder.
2. Right-click the folder and select New from the context menu.

The Select new Collect Task type dialog appears.
3. Select the Software Discovery option, and click OK.

The Schedule new Collect Task dialog appears.
4. Specify appropriate information in the following tabs:

– General
– Methods

5. Click OK.

Select Method for Software Discovery Collect Task

You can specify a method to be used for collecting software inventory based on your requirements.

To select method for software discovery collect task

1. Select the method that you want to use for collecting software inventory from the Method drop-down list. You can
choose one of the following methods:
– Signature Scanning

Scans the agent computer based on the software signatures. When you edit or modify a signature, it notifies
the engine to push the changes to the agent computers and perform a rescan. This is possible only if you have
scheduled the task to run always. However, rescan is not recommended if you have too many agent computers.

– Heuristic Scanning
Scans the agent computer based on pre-defined sources such as the add/remove database, Windows start menu
items, or MSI database, and so on.

NOTE

By default, heuristic scanning results are not replicated on the enterprise manager. But, you can
configure them through the DSM Explorer. To enable or disable the replication, navigate to the Software,
Discovered node and select Replicate Heuristic to Enterprise from the context menu of the Discovered
node. The modified configuration is applicable to all the computers in this group. For more information,
see the Implementation Guide.

2. Click Configure Scanner to open the Settings for Signature Scanner dialog or the Settings for Heuristic Scanning
dialog.
The appropriate dialog appears based on the selection in the Method drop-down list.

3. Specify settings for the selected method in the respective dialog, and click OK.
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Specify Settings for Heuristic Scanning

The Settings for Heuristic Scanning dialog displays the various sources the agent can scan for discovering the software
installed on the agent computers. You can choose the sources to be scanned so that the asset management agent scans
only those sources. By default, the Add/Remove Programs database and MSI are selected.

NOTE
Unknown virtual application images discovered by heuristic scanning are also displayed in the DSM Explorer
and software definitions can be created for them. (The heuristic scanner cannot detect streamed ThinApp virtual
applications.) However, the software contained within the virtual application image is taken at face value and
cannot be trusted. Therefore, CA recommends using the signature scanner to inventory virtual application
images unless you already use the heuristic scanner as the primary source of software inventory in your
enterprise. See the Asset Management Administration Guide for more information.

NOTE

By default, heuristic scanning results are not replicated on the enterprise manager. But, you can configure
them through the DSM Explorer. To enable or disable the replication, navigate to the Software, Discovered
node and select Replicate Heuristic to Enterprise from the context menu of the Discovered node. The modified
configuration is applicable to all the computers in this group. For more information, see the Implementation
Guide.

To specify settings for heuristic scanning

1. Select from the following options the sources you want to scan:
– Add/Remove Programs database

Scans the Windows Add/Remove Programs database for the installed applications.
– MSI (Microsoft Software Installer)

Scans the MSI database for the installed applications.
– Shortcuts - Desktop

Scans the shortcuts placed in the desktop of the currently logged-in user, if the relevant Collect task is assigned to
"User," or all users, if the relevant Collect task is assigned to "All Users."

NOTE
If you have uninstalled any software and the shortcut still remains in the desktop, selecting this check box
will detect it as installed software.

– Shortcuts - Start menu
Scans the Windows Start menu of the currently logged-in user.

NOTE
This option is not valid for ThinApp virtual application images.

– ThinApp Virtual Application Images
Scans the desktop and Start menu for shortcuts to ThinApp virtual application images.

NOTE
Streamed ThinApp applications cannot be detected using heuristic scanning.

– Microsoft App-V Virtual Application Images
Scans the Microsoft App-V Client for virtual application images.

2. Click OK.

NOTE
The agent attempts to correlate information from all sources, but you may get redundant entries if you select
more than one source.
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Specify Settings for Signature Scanning

The Settings for Signature Scanning dialog displays the various sources the agent can scan for unknown executable files
and virtual application images installed on the agent computers. You can choose the sources to be scanned so that the
asset management agent scans only those sources.

To specify settings for signature scanning

1. Select the Report unknown Executable Files option to enable detection and reporting of unknown executable (.exe)
files. This option is disabled by default.

NOTE
This option results in a search for all executable (.exe) files including those that are not defined under the
Software Definitions folder, and mostly impacts the engine and the database resources because of the extra
reading and storing efforts involved.

2. Select the Report unknown Virtual Application Images option to enable detection and reporting of unknown virtual
application images. This option is enabled by default.

3. If the Report unknown Virtual Application Images option is selected, select the VMware Thin App and Microsoft App-V
check boxes, respectively, to include "ThinApp" and "SoftGrid" virtual application images.

NOTE
This option results in an inspection of all executable (.exe) files on the agent, including those that are not
defined under the Software Definitions folder. This has an impact on the scanning speed at the agent, but a
lesser impact on the engine and the database resources because the result set is usually much smaller than
with the Unknown Executable Files option.

4. Click OK.

When the signature scanning is completed, you can view the unknown executable files and virtual application images
under the Computer, Software, Unknown folder.

Once detected, you can register such files or images as a Software Definition by right-clicking a file or virtual application
image in the list and selecting Create software definition. Then next time when you run the scan, this software is
automatically detected and removed from the Unknown list.

Software Usage Collect Task
Contents

The software usage collect task lets you track the usage of software licenses based on the settings given in the software
definitions.

NOTE
Starting with r11, software usage replaced the term metering.

When a computer in the DSM domain launches an application that is enabled for software usage monitoring, the software
usage agent checks for the available licenses. If a license is available, it reduces the number of available licenses by one.

If a license is not available, this task can do one of the following:

• Just monitor without any action
• Display a warning message
• Prevent the user from using that application
• Prevent the user from using that application and put the users in queue

NOTE
Because software usage modules can only be created for a specific group or asset, navigate to a group or asset
under All Computers to create the module.
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Create Software Usage Collect Tasks

You can create a software usage collect task to track the usage of software licenses based on the settings given in the
software definitions.

To create software usage collect tasks

1. Navigate to the appropriate Collect Tasks folder.
2. Right-click the folder, and select New from the context menu.

The Select new Collect Task type dialog appears.
3. Select the Software Usage option, and click OK.

The Schedule new Collect Task dialog appears
4. Specify appropriate information in the following tabs, for details click the link:

– General
– Applications
– Online
– Auditing
– Advanced

5. Click OK.

Specify Application for Software Usage Collect Task

You can add an application that you want to monitor for a software usage collect task by using the Applications tab. You
can also review the information, view application properties, and remove the application from the list.

To add an application for Software Usage Collect Task

1. Click the Add button to add the application.
The Add Application for Monitoring dialog appears where you can configure the application to be monitored.

2. Specify configuration settings for the application in the Add Application for Monitoring dialog, and click OK.
The Applications tab appears.

3. Review application-specific information in the following fields:
– Application

Lists the applications to be tracked for software usage.
– License

Lists the number of licenses available for the application.
– Action

Lists the action to be taken if no license is available.
4. Select Prevent use of all other applications to allow the use of only the applications listed in the applications list and

prevents the use of all other applications. Selecting this option does not kill the running applications. Similarly, the
processes started before the software usage agent are not killed when you restart the agent computer. By default, this
option is not selected. The Prevent use of all other applications is not supported on UNIX agents.

WARNING
Use this feature carefully. Selecting this option prevents use of all the essential applications also. For
example, it prevents opening Windows Explorer or Notepad also unless explicitly added to the Application
list.

5. (Optional) Click Properties to open the Update Application Settings dialog where you can change the properties of the
selected application.

NOTE
To remove an application from the list of monitored applications, you can click the Remove button.
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Configure Parameters for Monitored Application

Use the Add Application for Monitoring dialog to select an application to be monitored and set the parameters for tracking
the usage of that application.

To configure parameters for a monitored application

1. Select the release of the application that you want to monitor for software usage from the Application drop-down list.

NOTE
You can see only those releases of the applications (software definitions) for which you have specified the
software usage file name in the Recognition tab.

2. Specify the number of approved licenses for the application in the Licenses field. This number is important if you want
to track online software usage.

NOTE
If the number of approved licenses is greater than 0, you must select the Enable software usage on the
Online tab and enter the software usage server name.

3. Select the following options to register your application on a local drive, network drive, or both:
– Register application when executed on a
– Local drive

Registers the application when it is executed on a local drive and reduces the number of available licenses by 1.
– Network drive

Registers the application when it is executed on a network drive and reduces the number of available licenses by 1.
4. Monitor application inactivity by specifying relevant information in the following options. The following options are

meaningful, only if you have selected Prevent execution and display prevent message option in this tab.

NOTE
This option is valid only when you want to track online software usage and when you configure software
usage for users. Only software usage for users can monitor the inactivity of the application but only if the
application and the software usage agent run under the same account. With software usage for computers,
this option is not available.

5. Specify the actions you want to take when the license is exceeded. You can select one of the following actions:
– No action (Monitor only)

Indicates that no action is required. The software usage agent records only the application start and stop time.
– Display Warning Message

Indicates that a warning message be displayed. You can edit the warning message in the Advanced Tab of the
Schedule new collect task dialog.

– Prevent execution, and display prevent message
Indicates that the execution of the application be prevented and a prevent message be displayed. You can edit the
warning message in the Advanced Tab of the Schedule new collect task dialog. This option can be used with the
Put users in queue if there is no license available option in the Online tab to enable queuing.

6. Click OK.

Specify Parameters for Online Tracking

Use the Online tab to specify the parameters for tracking online usage of all the applications added in the collect task.

WARNING
Online software usage is not supported on UNIX or Linux agents.

1. Select Enable Online Software Usage to enable software usage tracking of all the applications added in the collect
task. Selecting this option lets you view the software usage, offline and online utilizations, and online queuing in the
Online Utilization View window. If you check this option, the software usage agent runs as a separate process on the
agent machine and continuously updates the domain manager with the latest information. If you clear this option, the
domain manager collects the usage information from the asset management agent only when the agent starts.
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NOTE
You must specify the Software Usage File Name in the Create New Product Dialog - Recognition Tab to
enable software usage tracking.

2. Select the name of the software usage server that stores the usage details, maintains queues, notifies the software
usage agent about the availability of the application, and so on from the Server drop-down list.

NOTE
If you have more than one server configured to be used as software usage server, consider that these
servers do not communicate with each other. The total number of licenses and the number of used licenses
are controlled independently.

3. Click Check Connection to check the connection to the selected software usage server. It also displays a message
whether the connection is OK.

4. Select Prevent applications from being started if the Software Usage Server is not available to prevent the usage of
the application by any user until the software usage server is available.

5. Select Put users in queue if there is no license available to put the users in queue when a license is not available. The
software usage server notifies the agents of the users in queue if a license is available. This option must be used with
the Prevent execution, and display prevent message option in the Add Application for Monitoring dialog.

6. Click OK.

Enable Auditing for Software Usage Collect Task

Use the Auditing tab to enable the auditing feature.

To enable auditing for software usage collect task

1. Select Enable Auditing to enable auditing and monitoring actions on the executables and libraries of the selected
applications. You can view the audited results in the Auditing window of the computer or group.

2. After selecting the Enable Auditing option, you can select the following options:
– Audit Executables

Audits the executables of the selected application.
– Audit DLLs

Audits the libraries of the selected application.

NOTE
Enabling auditing has an impact on the performance of the agent.

Specify Advanced Parameters for Software Usage Collect Task

Use the Advanced tab to specify the warning and prevent messages to be displayed when the licenses are not available.

To specify advanced parameters for software usage collect task

1. Enter the warning message you want to display in the Warning message field. This is applicable if you have selected
Display warning message in the Add Application for Monitoring dialog.

2. Enter the prevent message you want to display in the Prevent message field. This is applicable if you have selected
the Prevent execution message in the Add Application for Monitoring dialog.

3. Specify the snapshot frequency (seconds) in the Snapshot Frequency field. This is the interval for the Software Usage
agent to check for the running applications.

NOTE
The snapshot frequency impacts the performance of the agent computer. We recommend that you do not
specify a value lesser than the default value. However, you can increase the snapshot frequency.
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Template Inventory Collect Task
Contents

The template inventory collect task collects the inventory information configured in the selected user template.

By default, the User Template Configuration collect task is configured at the user level.

NOTE
Template inventory applies to Windows agents only.

Create Template Inventory Collect Tasks

You can create and configure template inventory collect task to collect information related to the selected user template.

To create template inventory collect tasks

1. Navigate to the appropriate Collect Tasks folder.
2. Right-click the folder, and select New from the context menu.

The Select new Collect Task type dialog appears.
3. Select the Template Inventory option, and click OK.

The Schedule new Collect Task dialog appears.
4. Specify appropriate information in the following tabs:

– General
– Template Modules

5. Click OK.

Select Modules for Template Inventory Collect Task

You can use the Template Modules tab to view and select the user-defined template modules.

To select modules for template inventory collect task

1. Select the templates you want to publish to the agent from the Template Modules list. This list includes all the template
modules created under the Domain, Control Panel, Configuration, Collection Modules, Inventory Template Modules
folder.

2. After selecting the template module, click Preview.
The MIF Explorer window appears and displays the template structure and the information collected by the template.
This is the structure you will see in the Inventory, Additional folder if this inventory is collected. Click the items in this
explorer to view the complete structure of the selected template.

3. Click Close.
The Schedule new Collect Task dialog appears.
Click OK.

Virtual Host Inventory Collect Task
Contents

The virtual host inventory collect task lets you configure inventory collection for all remote agents and virtual hosts from
the DSM Explorer GUI.

By default, the configuration given under the All Computers, Group Details, Configuration, Collect Tasks folder is
applicable to all the computers. However, you can perform different types of scanning on different computers in the
domain by creating new collect tasks.
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How to Create Virtual Host Inventory Collect Tasks

You can create and configure virtual host inventory collect tasks to detect and collect detailed information from
virtualization servers about one or more virtual hosts.

To create a new virtual host inventory collect task, the DSM administrator uses the Select New Collect Task type dialog
and performs the following steps:

1. Create the new collect task, choosing the Virtual Host Inventory option, and set its scheduling options.
2. Configure remote inventory collection.
3. Add virtualization servers.

Configure Remote Inventory Collection

Use the Virtualization Servers tab page to add, remove, and view the properties of virtualization servers you want to
configure for remote inventory collection.

To add a virtualization server to the collect task

1. On the Virtualization Servers tab page, click Add.
The Add the Virtualization Server to Configure dialog appears.

2. Select a Virtualization Server type and enter the appropriate details. (See Add Virtualization Servers for more detailed
information.)

NOTE
You can add up to five virtualization servers per collect task. If the same agent must collect data from more
than five virtualization servers, you can define additional collect tasks for the same agent.

3. Click OK.
You are returned to the Virtualization Servers tab page.

4. If the information in the list view is correct, click OK.
You are returned to the Select New Collect Task type dialog.

5. Click OK.
The RVI configuration information is transferred to the specified agent computer at the next scheduled runtime.

Add Virtualization Servers

Use the Add the Virtualization Server to the configure dialog to select a virtualization server type and add one or more
virtualization servers.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a virtualization server type from the Type drop-down list. Valid types are:
– HP
– IBM
– Sun
– VMware vSphere Hypervisor (ESX/ESXi)
– VMware vCenter Server
– Citrix XenServer
– Microsoft Hyper-V

2. Enter the virtualization server name or IP address in the Host Name field.
3. Enter the Web Service user name in the Username field.
4. Depending on the specified virtualization server type and the OS type of the agent computer, enter the following

information.

NOTE
Required fields are listed in the table that follows this procedure.
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– Password
Specifies the Web Service password of the specified user.

NOTE

Regarding passwords and SSH keys, only one or the other is required for authentication. We recommend
using SSH keys because they are more secure than plain text passwords.

– Host Serial
(IBM HMC) Specifies the host serial number.

– Web Service URL
Specifies the URL of the Web Service.
• VMware vSphere Hypervisor (ESX/ESXi) and VMware vCenter Server

The URL takes the following form:
https://ESXHostFQDNservername/sdk

• Citrix XenServer
The URL takes the following form:
https://XenMasterFQDNservername
The variable in each instance represents the fully qualified host name of the server. Alternatively, an IP address
can be given instead of the host name.
The default behavior for this field is for it to be auto-populated unless the RVI Edit URL configuration policy has
been changed. For more information about this policy, see Asset Management (Administration Console) Policy
Group.

– SSH key location
Specifies the location of the Secure Shell (SSH) *private* key. Provide an SSH key location for a Linux/UNIX host
only if the key is not in the default location.

NOTE

An empty passphrase must be provided when generating the SSH key.
5. Verify that the Enabled for remote inventory collection option is selected (default setting).
6. (VMware vCenter Server and Citrix XenServer) Click the Filter tab to specify filtering options before going to the next

step.
7. Click OK.

You are returned to the Virtualization Servers tab page.
8. Click OK.

The new virtual host inventory collect task is added to the Collect Tasks folder.

BDSM--Note re Plink/SSH and Required Fields Table

NOTE
For detailed information about what fields are required based on host type and OS type, see the Asset
Management Administration Guide. Also, the CA ITCM AM remote agent installs and uses Plink (PuTTY Link)
as an SSH client to communicate with most types of remote hosts. For more information, see the same guide.

Link Existing Collect Tasks
Contents

If you want to perform the same collect task on various assets, you can create the collect task once and link it to all other
assets. You can link the collect task created at the domain level, group level, and asset level.

NOTE
A collect task created at the domain level can be dragged and dropped on to the target assets.
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To link an existing collect task to an asset

1. Navigate to Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer, Jobs, Asset Jobs.
All the collect tasks linked to the computer appear.

2. Click Link Existing Collect Task in the Tasks section.
The Select Collect Tasks dialog appears.

3. Select the collect tasks to be linked and click OK.
The selected collect tasks are linked to the asset.

NOTE
A virtual host inventory collect task can be created only for an asset or agent that has the AM remote agent
(AMRemoteAgent) installed, and it can be linked only to other agents of the same OS class. For example, a
virtual host inventory collect task created for a Windows agent can be linked only to other Windows agents.

Select Collect Tasks Dialog

The Select Collect Tasks dialog lets you select an existing collect task and link it to a computer or group.

This dialog contains the following columns:

• Name
Lists the collect tasks that are not yet linked to selected asset or group.

NOTE
Press the Shift key to select multiple tasks all at once.

• Domain
Lists the domain in which each collect task is available.

Unlink a Collect Task from an Asset
You can unlink a collect task that you no longer want to execute on an asset or an asset group.

To unlink a collect task, right-click the collect task and select Unlink from the context menu.

NOTE
Unlinking a collect task from the asset does not delete the collect task from the domain.

Disable a Collect Task
When you create a collect task, you enable scanning automatically. You can disable scanning on agents, groups, and user
accounts by disabling the collect task.

To disable a collect task

1. Navigate to the following folder in DSM Explorer: Computers and Users, All Computers.
2. Open the Group Details folder to disable the collect task on all agents on the domain, or open an agent folder to

disable the collect task for an individual agent.
3. Open the Configuration folder and click Collect Tasks.

The right pane displays the collect tasks that apply to the group or agent.
4. Click a collect task to select it and right-click.

A context menu appears.
5. Select Disable.

The collect task is disabled for the individual agent (if you selected an agent) or for all agents in the group (if you
selected Group Details).
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Delete a Collect Task
You can delete a collect task that you no longer use.

To delete a collect task

1. Navigate to the Control Panel, Configuration, Collect Tasks folder.
The various collect task types are displayed in the right pane.

2. Double-click the collect task type of the task.
All the collect tasks available under the type are displayed.

3. Right-click the task that you want to delete and select Delete.
The Confirm Delete message appears.

4. Click Yes.
The task is unlinked from all the linked assets and groups and deleted from the database.

Collection Modules
Asset management provides various collection modules that you can configure to collect specific or additional inventory
information. Use the Inventory Detection Modules folder to customize the hardware inventory modules and the Inventory
Template Modules folder to create or modify the user-defined template modules.

NOTE
The asset management agent starts the scan at the scheduled time and collects the information with Local
System Account (Windows) or root (Linux/UNIX). When a user logs on, the agent starts collecting the user-
related data such as network connections and user template inventory.

Inventory Detection Modules
Contents

Asset management provides a set of predefined detection modules that collect basic and advanced inventory information
such as, general, performance, printer, WBEM, user account, and user environment inventories. Each inventory detection
module retrieves different types of inventory information.

The Inventory Detection Modules folder under Control Panel contains various inventory modules that you can configure
and execute on the assets. This is in addition to the basic inventory available under All Computers, current computer. You
can also define your own inventory detection modules in this folder. Double-click a module to view or change its properties
and configuration.

NOTE

 The inventory information for all these modules, except General Inventory module, is collected under Domain,
Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer, Inventory, Additional.

You can configure the following hardware inventory detection modules to collect the inventory for all or any of the agents
in the domain.

The following module is automatically configured on all the agents regardless of whether asset management is installed:

• Basic HW Inventory - Basic inventory collected by the common agent.

The following modules are available only if you have the asset management agent installed. These modules can be
configured only on Windows agents:
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• Printer Inventory (WMI)
• Serial Number and Model (WMI).
• Service Inventory
• WBEM Inventory (IWBEM)
• Protection Inventory
• Microsoft License Information Inventory
• FDCC Inventory

NOTE
This module is available only if you have selected Desktop Compliance Scanner (DCS) at the time of
installation.

The following modules can be configured on all the agents:

• General Inventory (ICHW). By default, this is configured on Windows and Linux/UNIX domains.
• User Account Inventory(UUI)
• Performance Inventory. By default, this is configured on Windows and Linux/UNIX domains.

The following modules can be configured only on UNIX/Linux agents:

• User Environment for UNIX

Note: Depending on the operating system installed on the agent computer, the asset management agent launches the
executable file associated with each module to collect the inventory information. If a platform-related executable file is not
specified, nothing is executed.

Create New Inventory Module

You can define new detection modules to collect hardware inventory information specific to your business needs and
collect them from the assets in your domain.

To create a new inventory detection module

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Collection Modules, Inventory Detection Modules folder.
The existing detection modules are displayed in the right pane.

2. Right-click Inventory Detection Modules folder and click New from the context menu or click New in the Tasks section.
The Create New Inventory Module dialog appears.

3. Specify the required information under the respective tabs, and click OK.
A new inventory module is created and displayed under the Inventory Detection Modules folder.

Create New Inventory Module General Tab

The General Tab contains the following field:

NOTE

Do not change any specifications in this tab for the existing modules unless you have specific requirements.

• Module Name
Defines the name of the inventory module.

Create New Inventory Module Configuration Tab

Use the Configuration tab to specify detection module configurations manually or with the help of configuration files.

NOTE

Do not change any specifications in this tab for the existing modules unless you have specific requirements.
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This tab contains the following field:

• Configuration Field
Displays the configuration file that will be executed together with the module. For user-defined inventory modules (and
some asset management modules) you can create a specified configuration file that will be executed together with the
module itself.

NOTE
Most of the predefined asset management inventory modules cannot be configured with this configuration
file method. The one exception is the User Account Inventory Module and WBEM Inventory Module can be
configured using this configuration field.

Create New Inventory Module Platforms Tab

Use this tab to define the operating systems (platforms) on which the module will run. You can specify the corresponding
executable for each enabled operating system (platform) in the text field next to the check box.

NOTE

Do not change any specifications in this tab for the existing modules unless you have specific requirements.

The following table provides a list of operating system specific executables that are available for the modules:

Platform Executable
Windows 32 bit
Win32 Generic xxxxW32.EXE

OS Specific
Windows XP xxxxWNT.EXE

Windows CE xxxxWCE.EXE

MAC OS xxxxMAC

UNIX/Linux xxxxUX

In the Executable, xxxx is the module ID for the chosen module.

NOTE

The executable specified must be available on the agent computer in one of the following paths:

• - <install path>\bin directory for (Windows) or
• - <install path>/Agent/AM/plugin directory for (UNIX/Linux)

Schedule Inventory Collect Task

The asset management agent runs the collect tasks at the scheduled time. By default, the tasks are scheduled to run
always. You can however, specify different scheduling options and frequency.

To schedule a collect task

1. Navigate to the computer on which you want to schedule the task and click Configuration, Collect Tasks.
The collect tasks configured in the computer appear.

2. Select the task you want to schedule and click Set Scheduling in the Tasks section.
The Scheduling Options dialog appears.

3. Specify the scheduling options and frequency, and click OK.
The task is scheduled to run at the given time.
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Modify Inventory Configuration

You can add additional inventory modules to your inventory configuration collect tasks by modifying the inventory
configuration.

To modify an existing inventory configuration, choose whether you want to modify for a single asset or a group of assets.

Asset Level:

To modify configuration at the asset level

1. Navigate to the computer and click Configuration, Collect Tasks
The existing collect tasks for the asset are listed in the right pane.

2. Double-click the collect task to be configured or right-click the collect task and click Properties on the context menu.
The Properties for Inventory Configuration dialog appears.

3. Click the Detection Modules tab.
All the available inventory modules are listed.

4. Select the inventory modules you want to enable on this asset and click OK.
The inventory information from the selected modules is collected from the assets.

Group Level:

Modifying the inventory configuration at the group level is similar to modifying at the asset level except for the first step.

1. Expand the group in the left pane, and click {Group Details}, Configuration, Collect Tasks.

FDCC Inventory Modules

FDCC inventory modules run Desktop Compliance Scanner (DCS) to scan target computers for compliance with FDCC
checklists. The scan results include the result for each rule in the XCCDF file, the rule weightage, the scores, and so on.
For more information about DCS and FDCC checklists, see the Asset Management Administration Guide.

SCAP Configuration Dialog General Tab

The SCAP Configuration dialog lets you view or configure the checklist information that you want the inventory detection
module to scan.

NOTE
You can either use this dialog to configure the checklists or enter the parameters manually in the text field
provided in the Configuration tab. For more information about the parameter names and their descriptions, see
the appendix in the Asset Management Administration Guide.

The General tab includes the following checklist-related details:

• XCCDF Id
Displays the unique ID of the checklist as specified in the XCCDF file. This field is read-only. It gets populated
automatically when the engine creates a new FDCC inventory module.

• XCCDF Version
Specifies the version of the checklist. If you have more than one version of the checklist in the ITCM_Installpath
\SCAP_Checklists folder, the drop-down lists all the available versions. Selecting the Use Highest option, uses the
highest version always. The scanner performs a string compare of different versions of a checklist to get the highest
version. For example, if there are two versions of a checklist v1.1 and 1.2, the scanner will treat v1.1 as the highest
version.

• XCCDF Profile
Defines the title of the XCCDF profile to be applied for the compliance check. A profile is a section in the XCCDF
file that defines various variables and settings in the file. An XCCDF file may contain one or more profiles. Selecting
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Default from the drop-down list lets the scanner use the first available profile in the XCCDF file. Selecting None applies
no profile, which means the default settings are used for all the values and rules in the XCCDF file.

• Collect XCCDF Result File
Configures the collection of the XCCDF result file for the checklist. Select this option to let the scanner securely copy
the XCCDF result file from the Asset Management agent's working directory to the domain manager after every
checklist scan.

• Collect OVAL Results Files
Configures the collection of OVAL result files for the checklist. Select this option to let the scanner securely copy
the OVAL test result files from the Asset Management agent's working directory to the domain manager after every
checklist scan.

SCAP Configuration Dialog Advanced Tab

NOTE
The Advanced tab in this dialog lets you specify the inventory node name for the selected checklist and the
organization details.

• Inventory Node Name
Defines the component name to use in the inventory file produced by the scanner. This value is used as the top-level
group name in the inventory file and hence also appears as the inventory component name under the Inventory, SCAP
category in the DSM Explorer.

• Organization
(Optional) Defines the name of the organization that you want the <organization> tag to contain in the XCCDF result
file. Specify the organization name and click Add to List.

NOTE
You can add any number organizations and move them in the order that you want. The values are
hierarchical with the highest level appearing first.

Service Inventory

The Service Inventory module detects Windows services-specific information, listing all services seen in the Services
applet in the Services entry with current state information (for example, Running), service type, startup type, and so on.

General Inventory Module

The General Inventory module detects a set of inventory items grouped together in one module, such as display adapter,
drives I/O ports, keyboard, memory, mouse, network adapter, network, operating system, processors, system Bios, and so
on.

Performance Inventory Module

The Performance Inventory module detects performance information such as average CPU utilization (covering three time
bands during the day), for example, average for working hours, average for evening, and average for overnight.

NOTE
This inventory is updated only once in 24 hours.

Printer Inventory Module

The Printer Inventory module detects printers connected to the current computer using Windows Management
Instrumentation (WMI).
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Protection Inventory Module

The Protection Inventory module collects information for eTrust ITM and CA HIPS agents installed on the client
computers. This module collects the protection inventory data whenever asset management inventory data is collected.

Microsoft License Information Inventory Module

The Microsoft License Information Inventory module collects information on volume licensing for a client computer. This
module correctly gathers and displays all of the expected license inventory.

Serial Number and Model Inventory Module

The Serial Number and Model Inventory module detects manufacturer serial number and model name of the current
computer using Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI).

User Account Inventory Module

The User Account Inventory module detects information on Windows Domain, Groups, Local User, and Profiles. On UNIX/
Linux, it detects users and group accounts.

User Environment for UNIX

The User Environment for Unix module detects user profile information such as home directory, language, and shell; term
and process information such as process name, process id, CPU time taken; and id information such as group, group
name and user id.

WBEM Inventory Module

The Web-Based Enterprise Management (WBEM), collects inventory information from Windows using Microsoft's WMI
(Windows Management Instrumentation) COM interface, which is WBEM compliant.

NOTE
You can either modify this module or create a new inventory module based on this module to collect additional
inventory information from Windows agents. However, you must be cautious, if you are configuring a lot of
inventory information; it may hamper the performance of the server and the agent computer because more
information needs to be transferred over the network from the agent to the scalability server and from the server
to the database.

Setting Up WBEM/WMI Inventory Module

Setting up WBEM/WMI Inventory modules requires a configuration file. This configuration file can be generated either
with the help of asset management WMI Configuration tool (gui_am_wmicfg.exe), found in the application Bin directory, or
manually in an editor such as Notepad.

The configuration file must have a configuration section [Config] with a version=2 key indicating that the file
contains the new WBEM/WMI configuration format. There is a section for every Namespace, the section is called
[Namespace=<namespace name with path>], example [Namespace=ROOT\CIMV2]. The namespace section contains
information about the enumeration mode, Include or Exclude, and a list of the classes to be included or excluded. You
can use '*' and '?' as wildcard characters.

Example: Inventory Configuration for a printer, based on WMI

[Config]
Version=2
Component=Printer Inventory (WMI)

[Namespace=ROOT\CIMV2]
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Enumeration=INCLUDE
Property=Win32_Printer.Caption
Property=Win32_Printer.Description
Property=Win32_Printer.DeviceID
Property=Win32_Printer.DriverName
Property=Win32_Printer.Location
Property=Win32_Printer.Name
Property=Win32_Printer.PortName
Property=Win32_Printer.PrinterState
Property=Win32_Printer.PrinterStatus
Property=Win32_Printer.ServerName
Property=Win32_Printer.ShareName
Property=Win32_Printer.Status
Property=Win32_Printer.StatusInfo

• Tool
Specifies the configuration tool to use to configure the selected inventory module. If this inventory module is a WMI
module, you can use the asset management WMI configuration tool (GUI_AM_WMICFG.EXE), found in the bin
directory.

NOTE
Enabling all options of the WMI inventory module causes a high load on the agent computer and generates a
huge amount of inventory data.

Create Legacy Inventory Modules

For Unicenter Asset Management 3.2 extended and legacy agents, you need to create inventory detection modules.

To create a new inventory detection module

1. Navigate to the Control Panel, Configuration, Collection Modules node and right-click Inventory Detection Modules.
A context menu appears.

2. Click New.
The Create New Inventory Module dialog appears.

3. Enter the name of the module in the Module Name field, for example, "Legacy 3.2 General Inventory."
4. Click Platforms, and enter the appropriate module names for each operating environment selected, for example.
5. Click OK.

The specified module is created and added to the Collection Modules pane.
6. Repeat Steps 1 - 5 to create as additional legacy agent inventory modules as required.

Inventory Template Modules
Contents

Templates let you collect and store additional user-defined inventory information. You can either specify a value for such
an inventory item or prompt the end-user to enter the value for the item. For example, you can create a new inventory item
for collecting the Cubicle Number of each computer in the domain. When the asset management agent runs for the first
time, you can prompt the user to enter the cubicle number and save the information.

Asset management provides a predefined template module - User Template - to collect the user, company and
workstation information. By default, this module is configured for all the users in the domain. However, it does not prompt
the user for information. You must modify the settings to prompt the users for the required attributes.

NOTE
Template inventory applies to Windows agents only.
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Create New Template

You can create templates to collect user-defined inventory information.

To create a new template

1. Navigate to the Control Panel, Configuration, Collection Modules, Inventory Template Modules folder.
The existing template modules are displayed in the right pane.

2. Click New in the Tasks section.
The Create new Template dialog appears.

3. Enter the name of the module and click Template Editor.
The Create Template dialog appears.

4. Enter the name of the template, specify how often you want to prompt the user for inputs, and click OK.
The Template Editor dialog appears.

5. Add groups and create attributes under each group.

NOTE
Ensure that you select the appropriate value in the Access field of each attribute.These groups and attributes
appear will have same structure when collected from the agent computers.

6. Click OK.
A new template is created with the given specifications.

You can enable the new template in any of the existing template inventory collect tasks or create a new collect task.

NOTE
Once collected the data entered for this module is available under the Computer and User Groups, All
Computers, Computer, Inventory, Additional, Template folder.

Create New Template General Tab

Use the General tab to specify the general information about the template:

This tab contains the following fields:

• Name
Defines the name of the new template.

• Description
Describes the template briefly.

• Template Editor
Opens the Create Template dialog where you can specify whether you want to prompt the user for input.

Create New Template Advanced Tab

Use the Advanced tab to specify the template file name.

NOTE
Typically, the default values are sufficient and need not be changed.

This tab contains the following field:

• File Name
Specifies the name of the template file, where the collected template information is saved. A template file describes a
component's manageable attributes in .MIF file format. This file will be present in the local asset management agent
directory (typically, C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Agent\units\00000001 or \00000003) after the asset management agent
software has been executed on an agent computer.
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Create Template Dialog

The Create Template dialog lets you specify how frequently you want the user to update the information.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Name

NOTE
Displays the Component Name. This could be a printer, network component, or something entirely different
(for example, Borrowed Equipment or Office Materials). The component name is the group header in the
template editor.

After the template has been executed, the name you have entered in this field appears under the related computer’s
Inventory/Additional folder.

• Description
Describes the header components.

• Attribute Updating
Schedules all the attributes that prompt the user for information.

• Prompt Questions
Specifies how often you would like this information to be updated by the user.
Default: Never
The available options follow:
– Never

Displays the input box without displaying the text message. When you do not want to show any text message,
select this option.

– Once
Displays the input box and the text message only the first time the template collect task is executed.

– Once a Month
Displays the input box and the text message on the specified day of the month.

NOTE
The Template collect task should be enabled for that day.

– Periodically
Displays the input box and the text message as scheduled. You can specify the number of days after which the
module should collect the information.
Note: The Template collect task should be enabled for that day.

– Always
Displays the input box and the text message every time the template collect task is executed.

• Show Text Before Prompting
Defines the text to be shown before you prompt the user to update the information.

• OK
Opens the Template Editor where you can create a structure for your template.

Template Editor Dialog

The Template Editor dialog lets you add groups and attributes for the template you are creating. A group name can be
asset numbers and attribute names. A group can be computer, monitor, printer, table, and chair. The values which the end
user enters for these attributes are the respective asset numbers for computer, monitor, table, and so on.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• New Group
Displays the Create new group dialog. Specify a name for the new group and a short description and click OK when
you have completed your entry. A group is created with the given name. Click this button to create any number of
groups and sub-groups.
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After the template has been executed, the name you enter here appears under Inventory/Additional/Template
name/group name.

• Delete Group
Deletes an existing group. Select a group and click Delete Group. Confirm the deletion when prompted.

• Edit Group
Opens the Edit Group dialog where you can edit the properties of the group.

• New Attribute
Adds a new attribute to the template. Select a group in the tree structure of the left pane, to place your attribute in the
appropriate group. See Create New Attribute.

• Delete Attribute
Deletes an existing attribute. Select an attribute and click Delete Attribute. Confirm the deletion when prompted.

• Edit Attribute
Opens the Edit Attribute window, where you can edit the information for the attribute.

Create New Attribute Dialog

Use the Create New Attribute dialog to create new attributes to be added to a template group.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Attribute Name
Defines the name of the attribute.
After the template has been executed, the name you enter here appears under Inventory/Additional/template name/
group name/attribute name (in the right pane only).The value entered for this attribute also appears.

• Description
Describes the attribute briefly.

• Type
Specifies the data type compliant with the data you plan to enter in this field.
– Integer

Indicates an Integer data type, such as 64 bits.
– String

Indicates a String data type, such as 256 characters (maximum length).
– User Defined

Lets you define a number of user-defined values for the attribute in the User Defined Type section. When the user is
prompted for a value in the agent computer, the values specified in this field appear in a drop-down list.

• Access
Specifies the access type for this new attribute, such as Prompt End User or Make available.
– Read-Only

Indicates that the value is read-only. The value is predefined at the time of creating the attribute. The user is not
prompted for any value. This is the standard DMI-specification access type for template file Attributes.

– Make Available
Makes the value editable.

– Prompt End User
Prompts user on the agent computer and lets the user enter a value for the attribute.

– Prompt End User and Force Answer
Prompts the user for a value and forces an answer. When you select this access type, the asset management agent
displays an input box that lets the user to enter a value for the attribute, and proceeds only when a value is entered.

• User Defined Type
Activates the Add and Remove buttons in this section when you select User Defined in the Type field.

• Value
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Specifies a list of values for the user defined data type. Click the Add and Remove buttons to add and remove the
values. When you are prompted to enter a value, select from the values that appear in a drop-down list. You can click
the sort button next to the Value field to sort the values in ascending or descending order.
If you have selected Integer or String as the type, you can specify the default value in this field. When prompted, you
can retain the default value or change it. For example, if you know that you want to keep all your new components in
one group, you can enter this group as a default value and it will appear in the template file automatically.

View or Modify Existing Inventory Templates

You can modify a template to add, edit, or remove groups and attributes.

To view or modify a template

1. Navigate to the Control Panel, Configuration, Collection Modules, Inventory Template Modules folder.
The existing templates are displayed in the right pane.

2. Double-click the template you want to view or edit.
The Properties dialog for the selected template appears.

3. Click Template Editor.
The Template Editor dialog appears displaying the group and attributes defined in the template.

4. Click Edit Group or Edit Attribute to modify the groups or attributes of the template respectively, and click OK.
The changes to the template module are saved.

Configure a Template for an Asset

To collect the inventory configured on a template inventory, you must configure it for the asset. Use one of the following
methods:

Method 1:

1. Navigate to the Control Panel, Configuration, Collection Modules and then click Inventory Template Modules.
All the available templates are shown in the right pane.

2. Link the required template module by dragging it to the asset or group you want to collect the information from.
The selected template module is configured on the asset. The configured template is placed in the Computer User
Groups, All Computers, Asset Name, Configuration, Collect Tasks folder.

Method 2:

1. Navigate to the required asset and click Configuration folder.
2. Right-click Collect Tasks and click New from the context menu.

The Select new collect task type dialog appears.
3. Select Template Inventory and click OK.
4. Click the Templates tab and select the template or templates that need to be executed on the asset and click OK.

The selected template module is configured on the asset.

SCAP Checklist
Contents

SCAP checklists are the benchmarks that provide detailed low-level guidance on setting the security configuration
of operating systems and applications. The SCAP Checklist pane displays all the checklists available in the
ITCM_Installpath\SCAP_Checklists folder along with their version numbers. Right-click a checklist and select Configure to
configure the same.
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Modify SCAP Configuration Parameters

The inventory detection modules and SCAP checklists are automatically created by the Default SCAP Checklist
Processing engine task. You can modify the configuration parameters such as, the collection of test result files, the
inventory node name, and the checklist version.

To modify SCAP configuration parameters

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Collection Modules, SCAP Checklist.
All the SCAP checklists available under SCAP_Checklists folder are displayed in the right pane.

2. Right-click a checklist and select Configure.
The SCAP Configuration dialog appears.

3. Modify the required information in the General and Advanced tabs, and Click OK.
The changes are saved. The changes take effect when the collect task runs next time.

Inventory Pane
Contents

The Inventory pane displays the hardware inventory information collected from the selected asset. This helps you
understand what resources you have and how they are allocated. The inventory information available in this pane
depends on the detection modules configured in the hardware inventory collect task of the asset.

This pane displays both basic and advanced inventory information. Basic inventory information is collected by a
lightweight agent that is installed on all the assets in the DSM domain. Advanced inventory information is collected by the
asset management agent that is explicitly installed on the assets. Hence, the information available in each of the following
categories depends on whether asset management is installed:

NOTE
Regardless of the language CA ITCM is running on, the inventory information will always be displayed in the
English language.

• System
• Operating System
• System Devices
• Network
• File System
• External Devices
• Input Devices
• Power Settings
• Storage
• System Status
• Virtualization
• Protection
• SCAP
• Additional (available only on domain manager)

NOTE
On UNIX platforms, the inventory information that can be retrieved depends on parameters such as the platform
and the operating system version.

System

The System pane displays information about the computer asset's CPU.
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NOTE
The inventory information available in this pane depends on whether asset management is installed.

This pane contains the following columns:

• Processors
Displays information about the processors such as model, speed, and vendor.

NOTE
The value of the processor attribute Serial Number is displayed only for the older versions of x86 systems
such as Pentium III or earlier. For later versions, it will display the value as "N/A."

• IO Ports
Displays the internal and external designators and the connector types for all the IO ports in the computer.

• Main Board
Displays the mother board information such as serial number, number of free memory banks, number of used CPU
sockets, ROM size, and so on.

• Memory
Displays the RAM information such as type, size, location, and so on.

• System Bios
Displays the BIOS information such as vendor, BIOS version, ROM size, and so on.

• System Slots
Displays the information about the slots in the system such as bus type, current usage, speed, and so on.

The following columns display the value for each of the preceding attributes:

• Attribute
Displays the scanned inventory item such as total memory and speed.

• Value
Shows the value of the items.

• Previous Value
Shows the last modified value.

• Date
Shows the date when the item was last modified.

NOTE
You can show or hide these columns.

Operating System

The Operating System pane displays information about the operating system installed on the computer asset.

NOTE
The inventory information available in this pane depends on whether asset management is installed.

This pane contains the following columns:

• Installation
Displays information about the operating system installation on the computer, such as the build number, service pack,
and install date.

• Display Settings
Displays the settings given in the windows display properties, such as the screen resolution, and adapter name.

• Regional Time Settings
Displays the regional time settings, such as the time format, date format, and country name.

• System Updates
Displays the system update information, such as the update number, installation date.

The following columns display the value for each of the preceding attributes:
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• Attribute
Displays the scanned inventory item such as total memory and speed.

• Value
Shows the value of the items.

• Previous Value
Shows the last modified value.

• Date
Shows the date when the item was last modified.

NOTE
You can show or hide these columns.

System Devices

The System Devices pane displays the information about the adapters and controllers installed on the computer asset.

NOTE
The inventory information available in this pane depends on whether asset management is installed.

This pane contains the following columns:

• Network Adapters
Displays attributes of detected network adapters.

• IDE Controllers
Displays information about detected IDE controllers.

• USB Controllers
Displays information about detected USB controllers.

• Video Adapters
Displays information about detected video adapters.

• Floppy Controllers
Displays attributes of detected floppy controllers.

The following columns display the value for each of the preceding attributes:

• Attribute
Displays the scanned inventory item such as total memory and speed.

• Value
Shows the value of the items.

• Previous Value
Shows the last modified value.

• Date
Shows the date when the item was last modified.

NOTE
You can show or hide these columns.

Network

The Network pane displays the information about the network configuration on the computer asset.

NOTE
The inventory information available in this pane depends on whether asset management is installed.

This pane contains the following columns:

• TCP/IP
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Displays information about the TCP/IP configuration for IPv4.
• DNS

Displays information about the DNS configuration for IPv4.
• WINS

Displays information about the WINS configuration.
• TCP/IPv6

Displays all the IPv6 information such as IPv6 addresses, Gateway address, Gateway name, and so on under the
DNS, IPv6 Addresses, and Gateways subnodes. These subnodes are included under the TCP/IPv6 node.
The IPv6 address format is different from the IPv4 address format. Each IPv6 address contains eight blocks of
four upper-case hexadecimal digits separated by a colon (':'). No leading zeros are omitted and no zero blocks are
removed. For example, 0123:4567:89AB:CDEF:0000:0123:4567:89AB is a valid IPv6 address format.

NOTE
The IPv6 inventory does not include any information about gateways on Windows XP and Windows 2003
Server. It provides gateways information only on Windows Vista and later versions of Windows.

The following columns display the value for each of the preceding attributes:

• Attribute
Displays the scanned inventory item such as total memory and speed.

• Value
Shows the value of the items.

• Previous Value
Shows the last modified value.

• Date
Shows the date when the item was last modified.

NOTE
You can show or hide these columns.

File System

The File System pane displays the file systems and partitions on the computer asset.

NOTE
The inventory information available in this pane depends on whether asset management is installed.

This pane contains the following columns:

• Local File System
Displays information about all local drives on the computer such as size, free space, type, or file system.

• Logical Volumes
Displays information about all the logical volumes on the computer such as volume size, volume free, or drive model.

• Partitions
Displays information about all of the partitions available, such as partition type, file system, size, or drive and volume
devices.
You can also see whether the partition is recognized. The Recognized Partition column displays True if the file system
for the partition is a known type of Windows NT. Otherwise, it displays False. For example, Linux partitions are
displayed as False.

• Network File System
Displays information on all the mapped network drives or printers connected to the computer such as size, free space,
type, or file system. This inventory information is collected by the General Inventory module which is by default linked
to the All Computers group and runs at the scheduled time.

The following columns display the value for each of the preceding attributes:
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• Attribute
Displays the scanned inventory item such as total memory and speed.

• Value
Shows the value of the items.

• Previous Value
Shows the last modified value.

• Date
Shows the date when the item was last modified.

NOTE
You can show or hide these columns.

Collect Mapped Network Drives Inventory

On Windows, the asset management agent uses the Local System Account to collect inventory. As this account does not
keep track of the mapped network drives of the users, the network file system data is not collected, in this case.

To collect the mapped network drives inventory, configure the General Inventory module at the All User Account group or
user level. When the agent runs in the user environment next time, it collects the network file system data.

External Devices

The External Devices pane displays the information about the external devices such as monitors and printers attached to
the computer asset.

NOTE
This inventory information is collected by the General Inventory module and is available only if you have
installed asset management.

This pane contains the following columns:

• Display
Displays the information about the computer monitor.

NOTE
The width and height of the display is shown as 0 in some cases, especially when the graphical driver does
not supply this information.

The following columns display the value for each of the preceding attributes:

• Attribute
Displays the scanned inventory item such as total memory and speed.

• Value
Shows the value of the items.

• Previous Value
Shows the last modified value.

• Date
Shows the date when the item was last modified.

NOTE
You can show or hide these columns.

Input Devices

The Input Devices pane displays the information about the input devices such as keyboards or pointing devices.
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NOTE
This inventory information is collected by the General Inventory module and is available only if you have
installed asset management.

This pane contains the following columns:

The following columns display the value for each of the preceding attributes:

• Attribute
Displays the scanned inventory item such as total memory and speed.

• Value
Shows the value of the items.

• Previous Value
Shows the last modified value.

• Date
Shows the date when the item was last modified.

NOTE
You can show or hide these columns.

Power Settings

The Power Settings pane displays the information about the power settings, such as support hibernation, and
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) presence, policies set for the power settings, and power management attributes for
Green IT Assessment.

This pane includes the following node:

• Power Policy
Includes the following power management attributes of the assets for Green IT Assessment. If the system has a
battery present, the DC settings are shown. There is a DC setting for each AC setting, for example, DC - Monitor
Timeout. If the attributes are not retrieved, the status is displayed as Unknown in the user interface.
– AC - Hard Disk Timeout
– AC - Hibernate Timeout
– AC - Monitor Timeout
– AC - Sleep Timeout
– Power Scheme Name

NOTE
Windows does not store the power scheme name along with the currently in use power scheme settings
on Windows versions earlier than Windows Vista and Windows 2008. On versions prior to Windows
Vista and Windows 2008, the power scheme name is stored on the user login, provided the user has a
permission to change the power scheme. If a privileged user logs in, changes the power scheme to one
with a different name, logs off, and then does not log on again before an asset scan is done, the power
scheme name that is stored will be incorrect.

The Power Policy node also includes the AC Policy group that contains the following parameters:
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• Display Dimming
• Dynamic Throttle
• Fan Throttle Tolerance
• Forced Throttle
• Hard Disk Spindown Timeout
• Idle Sensitivity
• Idle Timeout
• Max Sleep
• Min Sleep
• Min Throttle
• Optimize For Power
• Reduced Latency Sleep
• Suspend to Hibernate timeout
• Video Timeout
• Win Logon Flags
• Broadcast Capacity Resolution (only shown if a battery is present)
• Lid Closed (Group*) (only shown if a Lid is present, that is, it is a laptop)
• On Lid Open (only shown if a Lid is present)
• On Enter Idle State (Group*)
• Over Throttled (Group*)
• Power Button Pressed (Group*)
• Sleep Button Pressed (Group*)

And, groups within the AC Policy group contain the following items:

• Action
• EventCode : Clears a user power button press
• EventCode : Response to a user power button press
• EventCode : Shutdown/Off
• EventCode : Specifies a program to be executed
• EventCode : User notified using sound
• EventCode : User notified using the UI
• Flags : Disable all wake events
• Flags : Force critical suspension
• Flags : Lightest first
• Flags : Lock console
• Flags : Override apps
• Flags : Query allowed
• Flags : UI allowed

The parameter timeout value of 00:00:00 signifies Never, which means that the timeout will never occur. However, any
other time is the actual timeout value in the form of hh:mm:ss (hours:minutes:seconds), for example, 00:10:00 signifies 10
minutes timeout.

NOTE
This inventory information is collected by the General Inventory module and is available only if you have
installed asset management.

The following columns display the value for each of the preceding attributes:

• Attribute
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Displays the scanned inventory item such as total memory and speed.
• Value

Shows the value of the items.
• Previous Value

Shows the last modified value.
• Date

Shows the date when the item was last modified.

NOTE
You can show or hide these columns.

Storage

The Storage pane displays the information about the storage devices such as fixed drives, CD-Rom drives, and floppy
drives.

NOTE
This inventory information is collected by the General Inventory module and is available only if you have
installed asset management.

The following columns display the value for each of the preceding attributes:

• Attribute
Displays the scanned inventory item such as total memory and speed.

• Value
Shows the value of the items.

• Previous Value
Shows the last modified value.

• Date
Shows the date when the item was last modified.

NOTE
You can show or hide these columns.

System Status

NOTE
The System Status pane displays information about the current status of the system, including boot time, current
user, hardware scan, FIPS mode, and up time.

The following columns display the value for each of the preceding attributes:

• Attribute
Displays the scanned inventory item such as total memory and speed.

• Value
Shows the value of the items.

• Previous Value
Shows the last modified value.

• Date
Shows the date when the item was last modified.

NOTE
You can show or hide these columns.
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Virtualization
Contents

The Virtualization node and corresponding pane display information about discovered virtual machine guests and virtual
machines, which are listed in the Virtual Machine Guests and Virtual Machines subfolders, respectively. Note that the term
virtual machines is a generic term, not used just for VMware virtual machines.

NOTE
The availability of this node depends on whether the asset is a virtual host or not. Additionally, the inventory
information available in this pane depends on the host type: HP, IBM, Sun, or VMware.

For example, this pane contains the following columns for Sun virtual hosts:

• Information
Displays several portlets with additional information like useful links, tips to work with the objects selected, and other
tasks that can be accomplished in this pane. You can use the Customize Information Pane dialog to customize the
layout of the portlets on this pane.

• Host Name
Identifies the host name of the virtual machine.

• IP Address
Displays the IP address of the virtual machine.

• State
Displays the state of the virtual machine, for example, Active or Powered Off.

• Operating System
Shows the operating system of the virtual machine.

• MAC Address
Identifies the MAC address of the virtual machine.

• Host Identification
Displays the virtual host name or ID.

• Server
Displays the name of the server hosting the virtual machine.

Configure Virtual Host Inventory Collect Task

You can configure the virtual host inventory collect task to collect RVI data from virtualization servers.

NOTE

You must have installed Tools on the Hypervisors to collect the complete guest operating system inventory.
Also, note that RVI data cannot be collected from Linux virtual machines that are running on Microsoft Hyper-V
servers.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the DSM Explorer and navigate to Computers and Users, All Computers, AM remote agent, Configuration,
Collect Tasks.

2. Right-click Collect Tasks and select New.
The Select new Collect Task type dialog opens.

3. Select Virtual Host Inventory and click OK.

NOTE
The Virtual Host Inventory type is available only for assets that have the AMRemoteAgent installed.

The Schedule New Collect Task dialog opens.
4. Enter the name of the collect task in the General tab and click Set Scheduling. Specify the scheduling options for the

collect task and click OK.
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5. Click Add from the Virtualization Servers tab.
The Add the Virtual Host to Configure dialog opens.

NOTE
You can add only five virtualization servers to a collect task. If the same agent must collect data from more
than five virtualization servers, you can define additional collect tasks for the same agent.

– Host Name
Specifies the FQDN of the virtual host you want to inventory.

– User Name
Specifies the user name of any user on the virtual host. The AM remote agent uses this credential for logging in to
the system and collecting inventory.
Password
Specifies the password of the specified user.

NOTE

You can either use the password and SSH key for authentication. We recommend using SSH keys
because they are more secure than plain text passwords.

– Host Serial
(IBM HMC) Specifies the host serial number.

– Web Service URL
Specifies the URL of the Web Service.
The URL takes the following form for VMware vSphere Hypervisor (ESX/ESXi) and VMware vCenter Server:
https://ESXHostFQDNservername/sdkThe URL takes the following form Citrix XenServer
https://XenMasterFQDNservernameThe variable in each instance represents the fully qualified host name of the
server. Alternatively, an IP address can be given instead of the host name.
By default, this field is auto-populated unless you have changed the RVI Edit URL configuration policy. For more
information about this policy, see Asset Management (Administration Console) Policy Group.

– SSH key location
Specifies the location of the Secure Shell (SSH) private key. Provide an SSH key location for a Linux/UNIX host
only if the key is not in the default location.

NOTE

Provide an empty passphrase when generating the SSH key.
– Enabled for remote inventory collection

Specifies whether remote inventory collection is enabled. Verify that this option is selected.
6. Select the virtualization server type, enter the necessary information in the following fields for the selected

virtualization server type, and click OK.

NOTE
Some of the fields are disabled, if the information is not applicable for the selected server type.

7. (Optional) Click the Filter tab and select the hosts belonging to a specific data center or cluster. Perform this step
only when you want to limit the hosts from which the inventory is collected. For more information, see Limit the Virtual
Hosts to be Inventoried.

NOTE
The Filter tab is displayed only for VMware vCenter Server and Citrix XenServer.

The filter is added to the collect task.
8. Click OK.

The collect task runs at the agent computer at the next scheduled runtime and collects the RVI data from the selected
servers.
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NOTE
You can link the virtual host inventory collect task only to other agents of the same OS class. For example,
a virtual host inventory collect task that is created for a Windows agent can be linked only to other Windows
agents.

Limit the Virtual Hosts to be Inventoried

By default, the collect task inventories all the virtual hosts of a selected virtualization server. However, if you do not want
to inventory all the hosts, you can limit the inventory collection to fewer virtual hosts. You can set the filters either while
creating a collect task or later by modifying an existing collect task.

NOTE
You can set the filters only for VMware vCenter Server and Citrix XenServer.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the DSM Explorer and navigate to Computers and Users, All Computers, AM remote agent, Configuration,
Collect Tasks.
A list of configured and scheduled inventory collection tasks are displayed.

2. Right-click the task for which you want to set the filters and select Properties.
The Properties for collect task dialog opens.

3. Select the host from the Virtualization Servers tab and click Properties.
The Update Virtual Host Configuration Settings dialog opens.

4. Click the Filter tab and specify the filter at the data center, cluster, and host level for VMware vCenter Server. You can
specify the filter only at the host level for Citrix XenServer.

NOTE
You can use the asterisk (*) and percent (%) wild characters for all names used in the filter.

5. Click OK.
The filters are set to the collect task. The collect task collects RVI data only from the selected hosts.

View all Virtual Machines Connected to a Virtualization Server

After the AM remote agent collects inventory, you can view the relationships between the hosts and virtual machines.
Select the virtualization server under All Computers. The homepage tab on the right pane displays the managed guests in
the Related Computers view under the Environment portlet.Similarly, selecting the same managed VMware guest under
All Computers displays its related host server, VMware ESX - 790-1g2-i2duo, in the Related Host Computers view on the
home page of the asset.

NOTE
Only managed guests, that is, those guests with a DSM agent installed on them, are displayed in the Related
computers view.

Protection
Contents

The Protection pane provides an overview of the overall system status, status of all the monitored products, and specific
information for each monitored product.

NOTE
CA Anti-Spyware, CA Anti-Virus, and CA Intrusion Prevention constitute the monitored products.
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Protection Status

The protection status provides an overview about the current security status of each single computer. The protection
status can be Protected, Not Installed, or Not Protected, and it depends on the combination of the states of each product
status (CA Anti-Virus, CA Anti-Spyware, CA HIPS).

The following table lists different protection states:

Int Value State Description
3 Protected At least one protection application (CA

Anti-Virus/CA Anti-Spyware/CA HIPS) is
installed and all the individual states of the
installed products are "Operational."

0 Not Installed State of all 3 protection applications (CA
Anti-Virus/CA Anti-Spyware/CA HIPS) is
"Not Installed" or "Unknown" (no protection
data retrieved yet or agent object is
preregistered.)

1 Not Protected Protection data has been retrieved and at
least one of the individual states is different
from “Operational” and “Not Installed.”

NOTE
Administrators can use these states in queries to quickly find the unprotected systems in their IT environment.

View the Protection Inventory Information

You can view the protection monitor inventory to find detailed information about the monitored products.

To view the protection inventory

1. Navigate to Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer, Inventory.
The Inventory pane appears.

2. Expand the Inventory tree and select the Protection node.
The Protection pane appears listing the overall protection status and the status for each of the monitored products.

3. Click the following subnodes to view detailed product-specific information:
– CA Anti-Virus
– CA Anti-Spyware
– CA Intrusion Prevention
The appropriate pane appears listing the product-specific attributes such as Engine Version, Product Name, Product
Version, Signature Downloaded, Policies Downloaded, and so on.

Viewing the Status Information at Various Levels

You can view the eTrust ITM and CA HIPS information at various levels in the DSM Explorer. This information includes the
general status overview about the managed systems having eTrust ITM, CA HIPS, or both installed. It also includes the
product status for each monitored product.

You can view information at the following levels:

• Domain Level
• Group Level
• System Level
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View the Status Information at Domain Level

At the domain level, you can view various types of system status information, such as violated policies, failed jobs,
software licenses exceeded, and so on, right out of the box. For example, you may want to view a list of computers with
an inactive status for eTrust ITM or CA HIPS agents or resolve any unsealed virtual application packages detected in a
scan.

To view information at the domain level

1. Navigate to the domain in the DSM Explorer.
The domain Overview pane appears.

2. Select an item in the System Status portlet.

Examples

Select Violated Policies and locate Protection - CA Anti-Spyware - Status Inactive for a list of computers with an inactive
status for eTrust ITM. The list is displayed based on the predefined policies.

Select Violated Policies, locate Assets with Unsealed Virtual Application Images, and click the associated link to access
the computer with an unsealed software definition. Update and seal the unsealed virtual application image definition
accordingly.

NOTE
You can create custom policies and also configure the policies to be displayed on the Overview pane.

View the Status Information at Group Level

At group level, you can view the status information about the monitored agents - CA Anti-Virus, CA Anti-Spyware, CA
HIPS - and an overall status for the corresponding computers.

To view information at group level

1. Navigate to Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers.
A list of computers appears.

2. View the overall status for appropriate computers in the Protection Status column
3. View the monitored agents' status information in the appropriate columns, such as:

– AV Status
Displays CA Anti-Virus status.

– Asp Status
Displays CA Anti-Spyware status.

– HIPS Status
Displays CA HIPS status.

NOTE
By default, only the Protection Status column is displayed. The AV Status, Asp Status, and HIPS Status
columns must be made visible manually.

View the Status Information at System Level

At system level, you can view the overall status of a selected computer, and also the product states of CA Anti-Virus, CA
Anti-Spyware, or CA HIPS for that computer. You can find the appropriate status in the Overview area, the Agent Status
area, and the Instant Diagnostics tab.

To view information at system level

1. Navigate to Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer.
The Homepage pane appears.

2. View the overall protection status for the computer in the Agent Status area.
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3. View the status information for CA Anti-Virus, CA Anti-Spyware, or CA HIPS in the Overview area. For example, you
can display the information for the following fields:
– Anti-Virus Status

Displays Anti-Virus status
– Asp Status

Displays Anti-Spyware status
– HIPS Status

Displays HIPS status

NOTE
The CA Anti-Virus, CA Anti-Spyware, and CA HIPS status must be made visible manually by using the Add
to Overview functionality.

4. Click the Instant Diagnostics tab and see the overall status of the protection agent plug-in.

SCAP Inventory
The SCAP Inventory pane displays the scan results for the FDCC inventory detection modules that you have configured
for collection on the selected computer.

The scan results are available in the following sub-nodes:

• General
Provides information regarding the configuration used to perform the scan such as, the name of the XCCDF file
against which the scanner performed the compliance check, the profile used, and so on. This category also provides
details about the user account that performed the scan.

• Status
Provides information regarding the status of the scan. If the scan could not be completed, the status attribute indicates
the reason for failure. The scanner cannot complete the scan if the benchmark does not apply to the operating
environment on the agent computer or due to an error in the XCCDF file or one of the OVAL files. This category also
provides details about the SCAP data stream used as an input, and the results generated as output files.

• Summary
Provides a quick summary of the scan. This category indicates the number of rules the computer has passed or failed.
It also displays the number of rules that resulted in error, not applicable, not checked, and so on.

• Target
Displays the name of the target computer on which the compliance check was performed. This is typically the name of
the agent computer.

• Detailed patch results
Provides detailed information about each patch result. The details include the OVAL ID, result, and the CVE reference
information such as CVE ID, CVE URL, and the NVD URL. You can right-click a URL and select Browse to go to the
URL.

• Patch results overview
Provides an overview of all the patch results in a single pane. You can sort or filter any column.

• Rule Results
Lists all the results and the weight age against each rule in the XCCDF file. It also provides any reference information
defined for each rule.

• Rule Results Overview
Provides the results for all the rules in the checklist in a single pane. You can sort or filter any column.

• Scores
Provides the scores based on the scoring models defined in the XCCDF file. For FDCC checklists, the scoring models
are default and flat.

• Set Values
Lists the values used during the scan for each of the variables defined in the XCCDF file.
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Additional Inventory
Contents

The Additional Inventory pane displays the inventory information collected by the inventory detection modules and
templates. This pane includes all other components that are not part of the General Inventory.

The Additional inventory items are not replicated on the enterprise manager. So, the Additional Inventory folder will not be
available in the Enterprise DSM Explorer.

NOTE
You must have installed asset management to configure and collect the information under this category.

System Performance

The System Performance pane displays the information about basic machine utilization, including information about
minimum, maximum, and average CPU data usage covering three daily time bands. You must have enabled the
Performance Inventory module to collect this information.

NOTE
The system performance inventory is updated only once in 24 hours.

License Information

The License Information pane displays information about volume licensing for a client computer such as status of the
license, Volume Activation status, expiry of the activation, activation interval, renewal interval, version of the installation,
type of the installation, and so on.

Configure Additional Modules for an Existing Collect Task

The default Inventory Configuration collect task collects general inventory and performance inventory information and
displays it under the Inventory folder. You can configure the hardware inventory and template inventory collect tasks to
gather additional inventory and template information and display them in this folder.

To configure additional modules for an existing collect task

1. Navigate to the Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer, Configuration, Collect Tasks folder.
The collect tasks configured for the selected computer are displayed.

2. Right-click a hardware inventory collect task and select Properties.
The Properties for collect task name dialog appears.

3. Select the required modules in the Detection Modules tab and click OK.
The agent collects the configured inventory information during the next run and displays it under the Inventory,
Additional folder.

Configure Additional Modules for a New Collect Task

You can create a collect task and configure the additional inventory modules if you do not want to change the existing
collect tasks.

To configure additional modules for a new collect task

1. Navigate to the Computers and Users, All Computer, Computer, Configuration, Collect Tasks folder.
The collect tasks configured for the selected computer are displayed.

2. Click the New link in the Tasks section.
The Select new Collect Task type dialog appears.

3. Select Hardware Inventory and click OK.
The Schedule new Collect Task dialog appears.
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4. Select the required modules in the Detection Modules tab and click OK.
The agent collects the configured inventory information during the next run and displays it under the Inventory,
Additional folder.

Change Attribute Value
You can change the value assigned to an attribute of an inventory item and update the database with the new value.

To change the value of an attribute

1. Double-click the appropriate inventory attribute.
The Change Attribute Value dialog appears.

2. Modify the value for the following options, as required:
– Attribute

Lists all the attributes for the selected inventory item. Select the attribute for which you want to change the value.
– Value

Lists the values you can assign for the attribute. Enter the value you want to assign.
– Lock value and ignore changes reported by the agent

Locks the value for the selected attribute. This means that any value reported by the agent will be ignored. Select
this option, if you do not want the agent to overwrite the current value.

– Collected At
Displays the date and time when the value was last collected by the agent.

– Old Value
Displays the previous value assigned to the attribute.

– Do you wish to create a script job
Creates a script job to change the value in the computer asset. Select this check box only for the template
inventories.

3. Click OK.

NOTE
After closing this dialog, press F5 to see the changes.

Add Inventory Information to Overview
You can add the frequently used inventory information to the Computer Overview pane so that you can view the inventory
information instantly when you select the computer in the DSM Explorer tree view.

To add information to the computer overview

1. Navigate to the Inventory folder under any agent computer.
The inventory categories appear.

2. Select the inventory information you want to add and click the Add to Overview link in the Tasks section.
A message appears confirming the addition of the information.

NOTE
You can hold the Shift key to select multiple items and add all of them at once.

Example: Add Speed inventory to the Computer Overview

To add the Speed of the processor to the Computer Overview pane, select Inventory, System, Processors, and click
Speed in the right-pane. Click Add to Overview under the Tasks section.

Origin and Trust Level of the Hardware Inventory
You can view the origin and trust level of the hardware inventory from the following locations in the DSM Explorer:
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• The Information pane of the Inventory folder. You can select any inventory item to see its origin and trust level in the
information pane.

• The Origin and Trust Level columns in the right pane of the additional inventory folders. These columns are hidden by
default. You can enable them by right-clicking the column header and selecting Origin and Trust Level.

Show or Hide Inventory Columns
Each inventory category has various columns to show the value, previous value, date of collection and so on for each
inventory item.

To show or hide these columns

1. Right-click the Attribute header in the right pane and select More from the context menu.
The Choose Columns dialog appears.

2. Select or clear the columns that you want to show or hide and click OK.
The inventory pane displays the selected columns only.

Software Items Associated with Current Asset
The Software folder contains the following software-related items associated with the current asset:

• Discovered
• File Collection
• File Explorer
• Installed Packages
• Unknown
• Usage

Discovered Software
Contents

The Discovered node and its corresponding Discovered Software pane display the software that is discovered on the
selected asset or group.

You can use the Filters portlet to refine your view of the products, releases, patches, and virtual application images
discovered by heuristic scanning and signature scanning. In addition to selecting source filters, you can filter on software
type and, for virtual software, you can also filter on format availability.

NOTE

By default, heuristic scanning results are not replicated on the enterprise manager. But, you can configure
them through the DSM Explorer. To enable or disable the replication, navigate to the Software, Discovered
node and select Replicate Heuristic to Enterprise from the context menu of the Discovered node. The modified
configuration is applicable to all the computers in this group. For more information, see the Implementation
Guide.

This pane contains the following columns:

• Application
Displays the name of the regular application, virtual application, or virtual application image for which a software
definition exists and that has been discovered on the asset or group.

• Version
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Displays the version number of the application.
• Software type

Displays the type of software discovered. Valid types for all software definitions include Release, Patch, Product, Suite,
and Virtual Application Image.

NOTE
If the discovered software is virtualized, then the software type may be further refined as Staged Virtual
Release, Staged Virtual Application Image, Standalone Virtual Patch, and so on. If the same item has been
discovered installed in more than one way, for example, staged and streamed, each discovery is listed
separately.

At the group level, you can see the following extra columns:

• Installation
Displays the number of unique computers in the group where the software is available. If the software is available
multiple times on one computer, then the computer is only counted once.

• Licenses
Displays the number of approved or purchased licenses for the application. This count shows the number that is
supplied when you created the release or suite.

• Deviation
Displays the difference between the Installations and Licenses columns. If the number of installations is more than the
approved licenses, this column shows a negative number.
Depending on the deviation between the number of installations and approved licenses, the rows are displayed in the
following colors:
– Red

Indicates that your installations have exceeded the approved licenses.
– Green

Indicates that your installations and approved licenses are equal.
– Blue

Indicates that your installations are fewer than the approved licenses.

Filters

The Filters portlet lets you specify the source and software types of the applications you want to display.

The following groups of filters are available:

• Filter on Source
Indicates the following source options: CA Provided, Custom Created, and Heuristic.

• Filter on Type
Indicates the following software type options: Virtual Application Images, Releases, Virtual Releases, Patches, Virtual
Patches, and Suites

• Filter on the availability of virtual software
Indicates the following options for the installation format, or mode:
– Streamed

Specifies the display of virtual application images, releases, and patches whose source resides on a different
remote system, but is made available to users of the current system.

– Staged
Specifies the display of virtual application images, releases, and patches residing in the file system of the current
computer, but not made directly available to the users of the computer, for example, a server used for streaming the
application.

– Standalone
Specifies the display of virtual releases and patches whose source resides on the current system and is made
available to the users of the computer.
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View Software Report for the Discovered Software

You can view a report on the software that is selected in the Discovered Software pane. This report includes information
about the software name, asset name on which the software is installed, installation path, number of installations, and so
on. If you select multiple software, this report displays the details for all of them.

To view a software report for the discovered software

1. Navigate to Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer, Software, Discovered.
The Discovered Software pane displays all of the software that is detected for the selected computer.

2. Right-click the software for which you want to view a report, and select Details.
The Software Report for Computer dialog appears.

3. Review the following information in the report:
– Application

Displays the name of the application (regular or virtual) or virtual application image.
– Software type

Displays the type of software discovered. Valid types for all software definitions include Release, Patch, Product,
Suite, and Virtual Application Image. 

NOTE

 If the discovered software is virtualized, then the software type may be further refined as Staged Virtual
Release, Staged Virtual Application Image, Standalone Virtual Patch, and so on.

– Asset Name
Displays the name of the asset that has installed the selected software. When you generate this report at the
group level, the report display the name of member assets that have installed the software and the total number of
installations in the group.

– Path
Displays the installation path of the software on the asset.

– Number of Installations
Displays the number of installations of the software on the asset or asset group.

4. Click OK.

NOTE
If you want to export the report to CSV format, click the Export button, and specify the file name and location in
the Enter output file dialog to save it in your hard drive.

Enable or Disable Scan for a Definition

By default, all the software definitions are enabled for signature scanning. If you do not want the signature scanner to scan
that release or patch, you can disable a definition scan.

To enable or disable scan for a definition

Method 1:

1. Navigate to Domain, Software, Definitions, Categories, All Definitions and select the required definition.
The details about the selected definition appear.

2. Verify the Enable for Discovery column. This column can have either of the following values:
– Yes

Indicates that the scanning is enabled for the definition.
– No

Indicates that the scanning is disabled for the definition.
3. Right-click the definition and select Enable Scan or Disable Scan as applicable.

A confirmation message appears.
a. Click Yes.
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The scan for all the linked definitions is enabled or disabled. For example, for a product, clicking Yes disables or
enables the scan for the linked releases, suites, and patches.

b. Click No.
The scan only for the selected definition is enabled or disabled.

Method 2:

1. Navigate to Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer, Software, Discovered.
The software that is discovered in the selected computer appears.

2. Right-click the software that you no longer want to scan, and select Disable Scan.
The selected software immediately disappears from the list of discovered software, and the Enable for Discovery
column under the All Definitions folder is set to No.

NOTE
Using Method 2, you can only disable the scan for a definition. To enable the scan, follow the steps in Method 1.

Enable Usage Monitoring

You must enable usage monitoring to track the software licenses allocated to, and used by the computers in the DSM
domain. By default, usage monitoring is disabled.

You can enable software usage monitoring in two ways:

• By adding the software definitions to the software usage collect task.
• By enabling the software usage monitoring for the discovered software in the Discovered Software pane

To enable software usage monitoring in the Discovered Software pane, right-click the software that you want to monitor in
the Discovered Software pane of the asset or group, and select Enable Usage Monitoring. A new software usage collect
task is created and linked to the asset or group. In this case, the Online Usage is disabled by default. If a software usage
collect task already exists, the new definitions are added to the same task.

Delete Heuristic Software Definitions and Discovered Inventory

You can delete heuristic software definitions and their corresponding discovered inventory.

To delete heuristic software definitions and discovered inventory

1. Navigate to the following folder for each domain manager in DSM Explorer: Software, Definitions, Categories, All
Definitions (or other category node)
The right pane displays all software definitions.

2. Select the definitions to be deleted and right-click.
A context menu appears.

3. Click Delete.
CA Client Automation deletes the definitions and corresponding inventory items.

NOTE
You can also disable all heuristic scanning if you no longer want to collect heuristic software data. To do so,
disable the heuristic scan collect tasks on the enterprise and domain managers. For more information on
how to disable heuristic scan collect tasks, see the Disable a Collect Task, Unlink a Collect Task from an
Asset, and Delete a Collect Task procedures.

Identify and Cleanup Orphaned Discovered Software Records

You can identify and clean up orphaned discovered software records in the CA Client Automation MDB database.
Orphaned software records are the records in the discovered software table (ca_discovered_software), that do not
correspond with any Agent record in the Agent table (ca_agent).
Execute the following SQL query to detect whether your database has orphaned discovered software records:
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select count(*) from ca_discovered_software where asset_source_uuid not in (select object_uuid from ca_agent)

If the count returned is greater than 0, the result indicates that orphaned records exists which require cleanup.

Executing the Coracleanup utility disables two foreign key constraints in the MDB and never re-enables the constraints,
that result in orphaned software records:

Coracleanup utility executes the following statements:

ALTER TABLE ca_discovered_software NOCHECK CONSTRAINT [$ca_di_r000002c700000000]

ALTER TABLE ca_discovered_hardware NOCHECK CONSTRAINT [$ca_di_r000002ac00000000]

The first statement disables foreign key constraint ($ca_di_r000002c700000000), which protects the
ca_discovered_software table from receiving new records that do not properly match with a registered agent in the
database. With the constraint check disabled, the engine is allowed to insert any discovered software data not properly
matching with any asset into the database.
The second statement disables foreign key constraint ($ca_di_r000002ac00000000), which protects the
ca_discovered_hardware table from receiving new records that do not properly match with a CORA registration in the
database. With the constraint check disabled, the engine is allowed to register/insert a new computer record without first
ensuring the computer is properly registered with CORA.
Execute the following SQL query to verify whether either of these two constraints are disabled in your MDB database:

select * from sys.foreign_keys where is_disabled=1

Enable the database foreign key constraints that the Coracleanup utility has disabled. Execute the following commands
against the MDB database for CA Client Automation:

ALTER TABLE ca_discovered_software CHECK CONSTRAINT [$ca_di_r000002c700000000]

ALTER TABLE ca_discovered_hardware CHECK CONSTRAINT [$ca_di_r000002ac00000000]

Execute the following command against the MDB database to clean up the existing orphaned discovered software
records:

delete from ca_discovered_software where asset_source_uuid not in (select object_uuid from ca_agent)

Origin and Trust Level of the Software Inventory
You can view the origin and trust level of the software inventory by right-clicking the software in the Discovered Software
pane and selecting Details. This opens the Software report displaying the origin and trust level of the selected software.

 

NOTE

You can also select multiple software items in the Discovered Software pane.

 

 

 

 

File Explorer
Contents
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The File Explorer pane displays the results collected by the File Scan collect task. So, the data displayed in this pane
depends on the File Scan settings. The look and feel of the CA Client Automation file explorer is similar to the Windows
Explorer.

In the File Explorer pane, you can view the files and folders in the agent computer, and create or delete directories and
files. You can also view the file name, directory name, and their size, date, and attributes. However, you cannot view the
contents of the files.

When you create a new directory in the File Explorer, the directory name is shown in green within square brackets; the
removed directories are shown n gray.

You can also drag the files from a network drive to the File Explorer of a computer. If you have any file in the domain
manager that should be copied on to the computer asset, share that directory and map it to a network drive and then
perform a drag-and-drop operation.

NOTE
This is snapshot data and not live data. Any changes made in the computer take effect the next time when the
asset management agent runs.

The Tasks section of the File Explorer pane contains these options:

• File Search
Opens the File search dialog and lets you search the files in the File Explorer.

• Commit Changes
Saves the changes made in the File Explorer. When you create or delete a directory or add files in the File Explorer,
they are not reflected on the computer unless you commit the changes. Asset management automatically creates a
new asset job for updating the computer and links it to the computer. So, these changes are reflected only when this
job is run on the designated computer asset.

NOTE
You must start the agent twice when you edit and push back the file from DSM Explorer. You must start the
agent once to update the changes in the computer and a second time to report the changes to the manager.

Search for a File in the File Explorer

Use the File Search dialog to search for a file or a specific pattern of files in the File Explorer. You can search for a file
based on the name and location, modified date, and file size.

To search for a file in the File Explorer

1. Navigate to Domain, Computer and Users, Computer, Software, File Explorer.
The File Explorer pane appears.

2. Click File Search in the Task area.
The File Search dialog appears.

3. Enter appropriate information in the following tabs depending on your search criteria:
– Name & Location
– Date Modified
– Advanced

4. After specifying the information, click Find Now to start the search.

NOTE
You can click the Stop button to stop a running search.

The search results are displayed.

If you want to clear the current search options and results, click New Search and specify the new search criteria. You can
also export your search results to a CSV file by clicking the Export button.
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Search Files Based on the File Name and Location (BAR)

If you want to search for a file or a file pattern by using the name or location of the file, you can specify your search criteria
accordingly in the Name & Location tab in the File Search dialog.

To search files based on the file name and location

1. Enter the file name you want to search for in the Named field. Wildcards are also supported for the search function,
such as *.txt for a search of all .txt files.

NOTE
You can search only for the files and folders available in the DSM file explorer.

2. Enter the location for the folders (on a local drive or a mapped network drive) you want to search for in the Location
field. Or, click Browse to locate the appropriate folders.

3. (Optional) Select Include subfolders to include subfolders in the search.

NOTE
The file search option is not available in the Enterprise DSM Explorer.

Search Files Based on the Modified Date

If you want to search the files created or modified during a specific time, you can specify the search criteria in the Date
Modified tab in the File Search dialog.

To search files based on the modified date

1. Select the All Files option if you want to search all the files for the given search criteria, regardless of date and size.
This is the default option.

2. Select the Find all files created or modified option if you want to search the files created or modified during the
specified date range. You can select from the following options:
– between ... and

Searches only those files that are created or modified during the specified date range. Enter a start date and end
date.

– during the previous ... month
Searches only those files that are created or modified in the specified months, for example, previous 3 months.

– during the previous ... days
Searches only those files that are created or modified in the specified days, for example, previous 10 days.

Search Files Based on the File Size

If you want to search for a file based on the file size, you can specify the search criteria in the Advanced tab.

To search files based on the file size

1. Select At least or At most from the Size is drop-down list. This allows you to specify the minimum (At least) or
maximum (At most) size for the file.

2. Enter the amount of KB for the file size. For example, to search for files that are more than 1 MB, select At least in the
Size is drop-down list and enter 1024 in the KB field.

Unknown
Contents

The Unknown node and its corresponding Unknown Software pane display both executable files and virtual application
images on the computer that do not match any of the predefined or user-defined software definitions when performing a
signature scan.
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Once detected, you can register such files and virtual application images as software definitions by right-clicking a file
or virtual application image in the list and selecting Create software definition. Then the next time you run the scan, this
software is automatically detected and removed from the Unknown list.

NOTE
The signature scanner must be configured to detect unknown virtual application images.

Register Unknown Software

You can register unknown software files as valid software definitions, so that the next time you run the scan, this software
is automatically detected and removed from the Unknown list.

To register an unknown software file

1. Navigate to the Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer, Software, Unknown folder.
A list of unknown software files and virtual application images detected on the selected computer is displayed.

2. Right-click the software file you want to register and select Register.
The Create New Release dialog appears with preset values in the General and Recognition tabs.

3. Change the preset values if required and specify other properties for the release.
4. Click OK.

The Organize Product dialog appears.
5. Specify the search criteria for the product or suite to which you want to add this release and click Search.

The search result is displayed.
6. Select the product or suite and click Add.

NOTE
To select multiple items all at once, press the Shift key (continuous selection) or Ctrl key (random selection)
and click the items.

The selected products or suites are added to the Selected Definitions list.
7. Click OK.

The unknown software file is registered as a valid software definition and is added to all the products or suites in the
Selected Definitions list.

Register an Unknown Virtual Application Image

You can register unknown virtual application images as valid software definitions, so that the next time you run the scan,
this software is automatically detected and removed from the Unknown list.

To register an unknown virtual application image

1. Navigate to the Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer, Software, Unknown folder.
A list of unknown software files and virtual application images detected on the selected computer is displayed.

2. Right-click the virtual application image you want to register and select Create software definition.
The Create New Virtual Application Image Definition dialog appears with preset values in the General and Recognition
tabs.

3. Change the preset values if required and specify other properties for the release.
4. Click OK.

The new, unsealed software definition is added to the Virtual Application Images list under the Definitions node.
5. Define the contents of the newly created virtual application image definition by dragging-and-dropping existing release

definitions from the All Definitions node to it.
6. Seal the virtual application image definition.

The unknown virtual application image is registered as a valid software definition.
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Usage
Contents

The Usage pane displays the offline software usage information in an asset or group. You can view the start time and stop
time of all the monitored applications in this pane.

This pane contains the following offline usage information:

• Application
Shows the names of the applications being monitored for usage.

• Action
Shows the actions to be taken on the assets when the maximum number of used licenses is reached.

• Start Time
Displays the date and time when the application was opened on the asset.

• Stop Time
Displays the date and time when the application was closed on the asset.

• Computer
Displays the name of the computer that has used the application.

NOTE
This information is available only at the group level.

Right-click Usage in the tree view and select View from the context menu to open the Online / Offline Utilization window
where you can view the usage information.

Offline Utilization View Window

The Offline Utilization window lets you view usage information in different ways.

The Data menu in this window contains the following options:

• Offline utilization view
Opens the Offline Utilization window that displays the offline utilization information of the selected software.

• Online utilization view
Opens the Online Utilization window that displays the online utilization information of the selected software.

• Online Queuing
Opens the Queue application name window that displays the currently queued assets that have been prevented from
launching the application.

• Current Queue
Opens the Release of Application dialog that displays the assets in queue.

• Auditing
Displays all activities concerning the .dll and/or .exe files to be monitored are displayed.

• Import to DB
Imports the current utilization data into the domain database.

The View menu contains the following menu options:

• Graph view
Plots the usage information (for a defined period) on a graph.

• Statistics view
Provides detailed statistic information on the assets using the selected application in the specified time span.

• Detail view
Provides time-related information about the selected asset in list form.

The Filter menu contains the following menu options:
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• Action
Activates the actions that appear in the list that follows.

• Execution prevented
Shows those applications that have been prevented from execution.

• Started normally, Stopped normally
Shows those applications that have been started and stopped normally.

• Started with warning, Stopped normally
Shows those applications that have been started with a warning and stopped normally.

• Started normally, Software Usage agent stopped
Shows those applications that have been started normally and stopped by the Software Usage agent.

• Started with warning, Software Usage agent stopped
Shows those applications that have been started with a warning and stopped by the Software Usage agent.

• Time Span
Specifies the start time for view in the Start Time field and stop time for view in the Stop Time field.
Defaults: Start Time = today minus two whole days; Stop Time =today

Online Utilization View Window

Depending on the settings given in the Online tab of the software usage collect task, this view provides the online
information you required on the Schedule new Collect Task: Online tab of the selected application.

NOTE
For more detailed information about the differences between online and offline utilization, see the Asset
Management Administration Guide.

Online Queuing Window

Choose this menu option to open the Queue application name window that shows the currently queued assets that have
been prevented from launching the application.

Current Queue Window

Choose this menu option to open the Release of Application dialog that displays the assets in queue.

Auditing Window

Depending on the settings given in the Auditing tab, all activities concerning the .dll and/or .exe files to be monitored are
displayed. Only the applications that have been started and stopped on the computer asset are displayed in this window;
starting an application and running the asset management agent will not create any entry.

NOTE
You must select at least one application to be monitored for software usage in the Application tab to enable the
auditing option. Enabling the auditing option degrades the agent performance considerably.

Import to DB

The Import to DB menu option lets you import the current utilization data into the CA ITCM database.

NOTE
This option is available only in the Online Utilization View.

Graph View

The graph area provides a report on the selected application for a defined period.
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In the Graph the dotted horizontal line indicates when the permissible number of licenses was exceeded. This number is
configurable in the Add Application for Monitoring tab of the Properties for software usage collect task dialog.

• Time
Shows the time (x-axis) of the concurrent use of the selected application. The content of the field will be the time
corresponding to the position of the cursor. It will vary as the cursor is moved over the screen.

• Used
Shows the number of the concurrent users of the selected application.

Mark Time Interval in the Graph

You can mark the time interval in the Graph View to view the usage information for a particular period of time.

To mark a time interval in the graph, click the starting point in the graph area, drag, and release the mouse button at the
end point (date and time).

This marks the time interval using two vertical lines (y-axis) in the start and end points.

Statistics View

The Statistics view provides detailed statistic information on the assets using the selected application in the specified time
span.

This view has the following information:

• Usage
Specifies the maximum, minimum, and average number of concurrent uses of the selected application.

• Average
Shows the average number of times the selected application has been in use in the specified time span. For example,
if the Average value is 2.5, the application has been used two to three times in the specified time span.

NOTE
The Average value can serve as an indicator for the numbers of licenses needed in your company.

• Action Distribution
Counts the number of occurrences of the following events for the selected application:
– Execution was Prevented
– Started Normally, Stopped Normally
– Started With Warning, Stopped Normally
– Started Normally, Software Usage agent Stopped
– Started With Warning, Software Usage agent Stopped

• Miscellaneous
Counts the number of times the application was started and the total number of different users running the application.

Detail View

The Detail view provides a comprehensive report on the usage of the selected application.

This view has the following information:

• Asset
Lists the name of the assets that used the application.

• Start Time
Displays the time when the application was started in the asset.

• Stop Time
Displays the time when the application was stopped in the asset.

• Description
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Displays the description, for example, Software Usage Agent Stopped.

Software Folder for DSM Domain
From the Software folder you can maintain all the software known to the current DSM domain.

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

The Software folder contains the following subfolders:

• Definitions
• Software Package Library
• Boot and OS Image Library

Definitions

Downloaded or manually registered software definitions in this domain are maintained in the Definitions folder.

Software definitions can be assigned to categories, Intellisig, manufacturers, or virtual application images.

Categories Folder and Pane
The Categories folder and corresponding pane display all the predefined and user-defined categories. A category denotes
a classification of a software definition based on its utility and purpose.

Software definitions can be categorized as follows:

• All Definitions
• Uncategorized
• Category Object (user-defined)

Organize Category Dialog

The Organize Category dialog lets you add software definitions to a category. You can search the software definition types
such as product, release, patch, suite, and suite component and add it to the category. Use wildcards for searching the
title and version label.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Title
Defines the name of the software definition to be searched.

• Version Label
Defines the version of the software definition to be searched.

• Manufacturer
Specifies the name of the manufacturer. For example, to organize all the products from a manufacturer in one
category, select only the manufacturer name in this field and leave the title and version label blank.

• Type
Specifies the software definition type to be searched. For example, to organize all the suite components in the domain
in one category, select Suite Component in this field and Manufacturer as <All>.

• Category
Specifies whether the definitions must be a member or non-member of the selected category.

• Show only Discovered Software
Filters only those software definitions that are discovered by the asset management agent.

• Search
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Searches the selected software definition type for the given values.
• Search Result

Displays the title and version label of the resulting software definitions. You can select the items you want to add to the
category.

NOTE

To select multiple items all at once, press the Shift key (continuous selection) or Ctrl key (random selection)
and click the items.

• Add
Adds the selected items to the Selected Definitions section.

NOTE
Clicking this button does not add the items to the category.

• Add All
Adds all the items in the Search Results section to the Selected Definitions section.

• Selected Definitions
Displays the title and version label of all the added definitions. These definitions will be added to the category when
you click the OK button in this dialog.

• Remove
Removes the selected items from the Selected Definitions section.

NOTE

To select multiple items all at once, press the Shift key (continuous selection) or Ctrl key (random selection)
and click the items.

• Remove All
Removes all the items from the Selected Definitions section.

Organize Product Dialog

The Organize Product dialog lets you add the following:

• Suites and releases to a product
• Patches to a release
• Suite component to a suite

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Title
Defines the name of the software definition to be searched.

• Version Label
Defines the version of the software definition to be searched.

• Manufacturer
Specifies the manufacturer for the software definition.

• Type
Specifies the software definition type to be searched.

• Category
Specifies whether the definitions must be a member or non-member of the selected category.

• Show only Discovered Software
Filters only those software definitions that are discovered by the asset management agent.

• Search
Searches the selected software definition type for the given values.

• Search Result
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Displays the title and version label of the resulting software definitions. You can select the items you want to add to the
product, release, or suite.

NOTE

To select multiple items all at once, press the Shift key (continuous selection) or Ctrl key (random selection)
and click the items.

• Add
Adds the selected items to the Selected Definitions section.

NOTE
Clicking this button does not add the items to the product, release, or suite.

• Add All
Adds all the items in the Search Results section to the Selected Definitions section.

• Selected Definitions
Displays the title and version label of all the added definitions. These definitions are added to the category when you
click OK.

• Remove
Removes the selected items from the Selected Definitions section.

NOTE

To select multiple items all at once, press the Shift key (continuous selection) or Ctrl key (random selection)
and click the items.

• Remove All
Removes all the items from the Selected Definitions section.

Create New Product Dialog - General Tab

Use the General tab to specify the general information about the definitions such as the name and version.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Name
Defines a unique name for the definition

• Version
Defines the version of the definition.
Example: V1.0.

• Query Version
Defines the query version of the definition.
Example: 1.0.0.0

• Manufacturer
Specifies the manufacturer of the definition. If the manufacturer you are looking for is not in the list, you can create a
manufacturer in the Manufacturer folder.

• Description
Describes the product.

Create New Release/Suite/Patch Dialog General Tab

Use the General tab to specify the general information about the definitions such as the name and version.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Name
Defines a unique name for the definition

• Version
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Defines the version of the definition.
Example: V1.0.

• Query Version
Defines the query version of the definition.
Example: 1.0.0.0

• Manufacturer
Specifies the manufacturer of the definition. If the manufacturer you are looking for is not in the list, you can create a
manufacturer in the Manufacturer folder.

• Description
Describes the product.

Create New Release/Suite/Patch Dialog - Recognition Tab

The Recognition tab lets you specify the parameters for recognizing the application. The asset management agent and
the software usage agent use these parameters for discovering and monitoring the software application.

NOTE
You must specify at least the main executable file name for the definition to be recognized by asset
management.

• FileName
Defines the main executable file name of the definition. The asset management agent uses this file name to identify
the application. An application can have many executable files. For example, MS Word has many executables;
however, the main exe file name is winword.exe.

WARNING

The asset management agent searches the entire hard disk for the given executable file. Even if the file is in
the recycle bin on the computer asset, it is discovered as an installed application. Make sure to completely
remove the executable files from the hard disk when you are uninstalling the product.

NOTE

Specifying the file path in this field is not advisable as the software may be installed in a different location on
each computer.

• Usage FileName
Defines the file name you want track for software usage. If you want to track the usage of the main executable,
specify it here. The software usage agent searches the entire hard disk for the given executable file. So, even if the
executable file is in the recycle bin of the computer asset, it is discovered as an installed application. Hence, make
sure to completely remove the executable files from the hard disk when you are uninstalling the product.

NOTE

Specifying the file path in this field is not advisable as the software may be installed in a different location on
each computer.

• Usage Stop Filename
Defines the file name that should be used to stop the application properly. When the software usage server has no
more licenses to allow further users, it can stop the application when a user tries to access it. If the application has any
file that should be run to stop it properly, specify it in this field.

NOTE

Specifying the file path in this field is not advisable as the software may be installed in a different location on
each computer.

• Browse
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Browses the directory structure of the domain or enterprise manager and lets you select the file name for any of the
preceding fields. You must click the required field before clicking Browse.

• Size Range
Defines the size range for the main executable file name.

NOTE
The asset management and software usage agents detect only those files that are within the given range.

• Version Range
Defines the version range for the main executable file name. The software usage agent tracks the usage of only those
files that have an appropriate version resource.

NOTE
The asset management and software usage agents detect only those files that are within the given range.

• Associated Files
Specifies the associated files if any, that must exist to recognize the application. You can specify multiple files by
clicking Browse. The files can be of any type. You should select all the associated files at once.

• Creation Date
Defines the creation date range for the definition in dd-mm-yyyy format. The agents convert this date range to GMT
and then compare it with the GMT time when the main executable file was created.

NOTE
The asset management and software usage agents detect only those files that are within the given range.

• Modified Date
Defines the modified date range for the definition in dd-mm-yyyy format. The agents convert this date range to GMT
and then compare it with the GMT time when the main executable file was created.

• OS Group
Specifies the operating system on which the definition should be detected.

• Advanced
Opens the Advanced Recognition Parameters dialog where you can specify advanced recognition parameters.

Advanced Recognition Tab System Tab

Use the Systems tab to specify the operating system specific parameters for recognizing the definition.

A regular expression on this dialog refers to either the whole string or the string with special characters like *, %, and so
on.

NOTE

The regular expression must match the entire string.

This tab contains the following fields:

• OS Name
Specifies the operating system name. If you have selected Windows as the OS Group in the Recognition tab, this field
is disabled because the OS name for all Windows operating systems is Windows. You can edit this field for UNIX/
Linux.

• OS Version
Defines the operating system version.

Advanced Recognition Parameter Dialog Package Tab

Use the Package tab to specify the information to be taken from the installed programs database in each operating
system.

This tab contains the following fields:
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• Package Name
Defines the package name that should be checked in the installed programs database.

• Version
Defines the package version. If this field is blank, the agent only validates the package name.
You can get this information from different sources depending on the operating system:

• Linux -- RPM Database
– HP-UX and Solaris -- System Package database
– Windows -- Uninstall registry information.

Get Package Release in Windows

To get the package release number in Windows

1. Click Start, Run and enter regedit.exe.
The Registry Editor window opens.

2. Scan all the subkeys of HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall
3. Extract the version information from any of the following methods:

a. Extract the Version value and convert it to a string in X.Y.Z format where:
X is the most significant 8 bits.
Y the next 8 bits and.
Z the low order 16 bits in decimal format.

b. If Version is not found, extract the DWORD values VersionMajor and VersionMinor and create a string in the format
VersionMajor.VersionMinor or simply VersionMajor if VersionMinor is missing.

c. If the DWORD value is also not found extract the string versions of VersionMajor and VersionMinor and
concatenate them as VersionMajor.VersionMinor, or as simply VersionMajor if VersionMinor is undefined.

This forms the package release number.

Get Package Version in Windows

To specify the package version in the Package tab, you must know the package version to be recognized.

To get the package version in Windows

1. Click Start, Run and enter regedit.exe.
The Registry Editor window opens.

2. Scan all the subkeys of HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall
3. Extract the DisplayVersion string and use it for the version string to compare against. If the DisplayVersion is not

defined, set the version to be the same as the release string.
4. Add an entry in the package database with the key name as the package name.
5. Add another package entry in the database with that name as the package name if the DisplayName value is defined.
6. Add a package with that name if DisplayName is not defined, but QuietDisplayName is defined.

Advanced Recognition Parameter Dialog Registry Tab

Use the Registry tab to specify the parameters for matching the windows registry information.

NOTE
Use this parameter for the Windows operating systems only.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Key
Specifies the registry key that needs to be searched.
Example: HKEY_CURRENT_USER.

• Path
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Defines the path in the selected registry key that need to be searched.
Example: Software\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\Version

• Value
Defines the value that needs to be matched with the registry key or value.
Example: 5.\3*
Note: If you do not specify any value in this field, the asset management agent searches the specified path and returns
true if it finds either an existing key or an existing value.

Create New Release/Suite Dialog Exclude Options Tab

The Exclude Options tab lets you select the folders and files that must be ignored by the Unknown software scan with
regard to the selected software definition. You can specify this option for the releases, patches, and suites of the CA-
Provided and custom definitions.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Exclude Current Folder
Excludes all the executable files found in the folder where the recognized application executable is found.
Example
In C:\Program Files\ca\DSM\bin, dsmgui.exe is the main executable file. This folder contains other executable files. If
you do not want to detect these files as unknown files, select this option.

• Exclude Sub Folders
Excludes executable files found in the subfolder of the recognized application executable folder. This option is enabled
when you select Exclude Current Folder option.

• Additional Exclude Folder
Defines the specific folders that you want to exclude in the Unknown scan. These folders must be located under the
recognized application executable folder.

• Exclude Files
Defines the specific executable files that you want to exclude in the Unknown scan. Separate such files with a comma.

Create New Release/Suite/Virtual Application Image Definition Dialogs Approved Licenses Tab

Use the Approved Licenses tab to specify the number of approved or purchased licenses for the specified release, suite,
or virtual application image definition.

This tab contains the following field:

• Approved Licenses
Defines the number of approved licenses for the release, suite, or virtual application image. You can view the
difference between the number of installations and the approved licenses in the Discovered folder of a group. At the
domain level, you can view the applications that have more installation than the approved licenses.

Discovered Installations

The Discovered Installations folder and corresponding pane list the assets that have installed the selected release of
the product. When the asset management agent performs a signature scan on the computers and reports back the
discovered software, it updates the discovered installations for each release with the assets that have installed the
respective releases.

You can use the Filters portlet to refine your view of the discovered installations. Filtering options are as follows:

• All virtual and traditionally installed applications (default)
• Only assets that contain one or more virtual applications
• Only assets that contain one or more regular applications
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Enable or Disable Scan for a Definition

By default, all the software definitions are enabled for signature scanning. You can disable scan for a definition if you do
not want the signature scanner to scan that release or patch.

To enable or disable scan for a definition

Method 1:

1. Navigate to Domain, Software, Definitions, Categories, All Definitions and select the required definition.
The details about the selected definition appear.

2. Verify the Enable for Discovery column. This column can have either of the following values:
– Yes

Indicates that the scanning is enabled for the definition.
– No

Indicates that the scanning is disabled for the definition.
3. Right-click the definition and select Enable Scan or Disable Scan as applicable.

A confirmation message appears.
a. Click Yes.

This enables or disables the scan for all the linked definitions. For example, for a product, clicking Yes disables or
enables the scan for the linked releases, suites, and patches.

b. Click No.
This enables or disables the scan only for the selected definition.

Method 2:

1. Navigate to Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer, Software, Discovered.
The software discovered in the selected computer appears.

2. Right-click the software you no longer want to scan, and select Disable Scan.
The selected software immediately disappears from the list of discovered software, and the Enable for Discovery
column under the All Definitions folder is set to No.

NOTE
Using Method 2, you can only disable the scan for a definition. To enable the scan, follow the steps in Method 1.

Create new Suite component

Using the Create new Suite component dialog, you can create a new component of an existing suite of software
definitions. This tab is similar to the Create New Release Dialog: General Tab

Create new Suite component Recognition Tab

Use the Recognition tab to specify the recognition parameters for the new suite. This tab is similar to the Create New
Product dialog - Recognition Tab.

Create new Suite Dialog

The Create new Suite dialog is used to define which software definitions belong to a suite.

The description of this dialog is identical to the description of the Create New Release dialog.

Asset Jobs
Contents
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An asset job directs agents to perform specific actions on a computer or when a user logs in. You can, for example, use
asset jobs to run a script or command, and display a message.

Jobs can be created at the asset, group, and domain level. Jobs created at the asset level are linked to the respective
assets, and those at the group level are linked to all the member assets in the group. At the domain level, you can view
all the jobs in the domain, create new jobs, and link it any group or asset. You can create and link any number of jobs to a
particular asset or group.

The Asset Jobs folder displays all the asset jobs created in the domain. You can use this folder to create, manage, and
schedule asset jobs. These jobs can be linked to any asset or group in the domain. Asset management provides various
predefined command jobs that perform basic and crucial tasks such as virus scanning, checking the disk, and so on. You
can run and schedule these jobs on any computer.

NOTE
You can drag a job to an asset or group on which you want to execute the job.

Job Types

When you create a new job, start by selecting a job type. Each type of job requires the activation of a different set of data.

The following asset job types are available:

• Message Job
• Command Job
• Synchronization
• External Utility
• Secure Configuration File
• Script

Properties for Job Job Type Tab

The Job Type tab shows the job type of the selected job and its description.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Job Type
Displays the job type of the selected job. You cannot change the job type of a job.

• Job Type Description
Shows a short description about the current job.

Properties for Job Description Tab

Use the Description tab to specify the name and description of the job.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Job Name
Defines the name of the job. A default name for the job appears. We recommend that you change this to a name that
reflects the actual type and purpose of the job.

• Description
Describes the job.

Properties for Job Scheduling Tab

The Scheduling tab lets you view and modify the scheduling for the selected job.

This tab contains the following button:
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• Set Scheduling
Opens the Scheduling Options dialog where you can modify the job schedule.

Message Jobs

Message jobs are used to display a pop up message on the Windows agent computers.

When a message job is assigned to a user and the same user logs on to more than one session, the message job can be
displayed in any one of the user sessions.

This folder lists all message jobs defined in this domain.

NOTE
You can drag a job to an asset or group on which you want to execute the job.

Properties for Job Message Tab

You can specify the message to be displayed by using the following fields:

NOTE
Messages appear only on the Windows agent computers.

• Message Field
Defines the message that should appear on the asset.

• Button Caption
Defines the button caption to be displayed on the message box. By default, the message visible to the user has an OK
button. You can customize this to match your message.

NOTE

The ampersand (&) should be placed in front of the character you want as the shortcut. The character is
underscored (_) and the user can press the Alt key + character key.

Command Jobs

Command jobs are used to execute a DOS or Windows command file or a UNIX shell script on an agent computer.
The commands to use are identical to those you usually use for writing commands or script files. By default, asset
management provides various predefined command jobs that perform basic and crucial tasks such as, virus scanning,
checking the disk, and so on.

This folder lists all command jobs defined in this domain.

NOTE
You can drag a job to an asset or group on which you want to execute the job.

Properties for Job Command File Tab

You can load the command file (.cmd) to be executed by the job using the following fields:

• Text Area
Defines the contents of the loaded command file (.cmd).

• Load File
Opens the Load file to the Job Editor dialog. Locate the command file (text file) and click Open. The contents of this file
appear in the text area. If you have modified the file, you need to load it again to execute and display the modified text.

NOTE

Command file jobs are executed as batch files by the command interpreter. These are assumed to be in the
"oem" codepage of the agent machine. Hence, any character, for example a Euro sign that does not exist in
the oem codepage will be lost during conversion.
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Synchronization Jobs

Synchronization jobs are used to synchronize two directories on the agents by specifying the source where the image is
located and the target directory that should be synchronized with the image, and then setting up various options.

This folder lists all synchronization jobs defined in this domain.

To create a new synchronization job, click New in the Tasks section to open the New Job Wizard. This wizard guides you
through the creation of the new job.

NOTE
You can drag a job to an asset or group on which you want to execute the job.

Properties for Job Directories Tab

The directory synchronization job synchronizes two directories on a computer. Synchronization involves comparing the
source and target directories and ensuring that the contents of the former are identical to the latter.

• Source
Defines the directory to be compared against (the image)

• Target
Defines the directory to be examined for differences (reflection of the image).

NOTE
The use of UNC path is supported. Syntax:\\servername\sharename.

Properties for Job Options Tab

You can apply the following options while comparing and synchronizing the directories:

• Include Subdirectories
Includes the subdirectories of the source and target directories for comparison.

• Delete Unknown files
Deletes those files in the target directory that are not available in the source directory.

• Ignore File Attributes on Compare
Ignores the file attributes such as date created, modified, file permissions, and so on while comparing the directories.

• Ignore File Attributes on Copy
Ignores the file attributes while copying the files from source to target. When a file in the target directory differs from
the one in source directory -- for example, if the file size is different -- the synchronization job overwrites the file from
the source to target.

• Cancel overwrite if the difference in file size exceeds
Cancels the overwrite operation if the file size in the target directory exceeds a certain amount of KB. This prevents
accidental copying of a large number of KB over the network.

Properties for Job Exclude Tab

You can exclude certain files or subfolders in the target directory from being removed or overwritten when the directories
are synchronized.

• Name
Defines the name of the file or subdirectory that should be excluded. Specify only the file name and not the entire path.
The asset management agent searches for the file in the main and subdirectories of the target directory.

• Type
Specifies whether the type is a File or Directory.

• Update
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Updates the file name or type after either has been added to the list. Select the file or directory in the list and modify
the details in the Name and/or Type field, and click Update.

• Add
Adds the name and type of the file or subdirectory to the list of excluded files.

• Remove
Removes the selected file in the list.

External Utility Jobs

External utility jobs are used to run an application on an agent computer. You can specify various run options and
optionally create a text file to pass to the executable file using parameter options.

This folder lists all external utility jobs defined in this domain.

To deploy any of these jobs, select the job and drag-and-drop it to the appropriate asset or group.

NOTE
Ensure that the application exists on the agent computer.

Properties for Job Utility Tab

You can execute an external utility on the agent computers using the following fields:

• Executable
Specifies the executable file name of the external utility. When the file is not in the PATH of the agent, the full path
and file name must be specified. UNC paths are allowed. Use the Browse button to locate the executable. If you are
entering the path manually, consider that the syntax differs depending on the operating system of the agent such as,
the forward (/) and backward (\) slashes.

NOTE
The program with the specified executable must be available on all agents on which the external utility is to
be executed.

• Working Directory
Defines the working directory from where the external utility is executed.

• Parameters
Defines the start parameters if any, for the external utility. If you are creating a text file using the following field, you can
pass the text file name as a parameter.

• Create Text File
• File Name

Creates a temporary associated text file for the external utility executable on the agent computer. This option can be
used if the executable depends on an installation script, an INI file, or a batch file. The text file is deleted after the utility
has run. On Linux, UNIX, and Mac OS X agents, the behavior is the same, except that the file is retained after the
external program has finished execution; that is, it is not a temporary file.

Properties for Job Text File Tab

The Text File tab lets you enter the text file content.

This tab has the following field and a button:

• Text File Content
Defines the text file content that you want to send as a parameter to the executable. You can either type the content or
load the contents of a file. This field is enabled only if you have selected Create text file field in the Utility tab.

• Load File
Lets you browse for the text file and load the contents.
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Secure Configuration File Job

Secure Configuration File jobs are used to ensure that specified backup files are always equal to the content (secure file)
specified here. If the specified backup file is changed, it will be restored to the original content.

Whenever a computer starts on the network, the configuration file (for example, CONFIG.SYS) on the local agent is
compared with the secure file. If there is a difference between the two files, the secure file is copied to the computer and
the existing file is overwritten.

This folder lists all secure configuration file jobs defined in this domain.

To deploy any of these jobs, select it and drag and drop it to the appropriate asset or group.

To create a new secure configuration file job, click New in the Tasks section to open the New Job Wizard. This wizard
guides you through the creation of the new job.

Properties for Job File Tab

Use the File tab to select the configuration file to be secured. This tab contains the following field:

• Configuration File
Specifies the file you want to secure on the computer. You can select the file by clicking Browse.

Properties for Job Contents Tab

You can enter the text (content) of the selected configuration file. If the file is accidentally modified, asset management
agent automatically replaces the file contents with this text.

Script Job

Script jobs are used to execute a Desktop Management script on an agent computer.

You can copy a script to the clipboard, start the Desktop Management Script Editor, and paste the script to the job editor.

To deploy a job, select it and drag and drop it to the appropriate asset or group.

Properties for Job Script Tab

You can write the script to be executed by the Script Job using the following fields:

• Script
Defines the script to be executed by the agent. You can either type the script or load the contents of a script file.

• Load File
Lets you browse for the script file and load the contents.

My Asset Jobs

This pane lists the jobs created or owned by the currently logged-in user.

New Job Wizard

The New Job Wizard guides you through the creation of a new job.

• Task Type
Specifies the job type.

• Task Type Description
Shows a short description of the current job. Scroll down the list of job types and see the descriptions for each job.
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New Job Collect

The engine collect task instructs the engine to collect agent information from the specified Scalability Server. The engine
collects all inventory files from the Scalability Server and saves it in the domain database.

• Scalability Server
Specifies the scalability server from which the engine must collect the information.
Default: Domain name

• Available Tasks/Enabled Tasks
Specifies the collect tasks to be performed by the job. The following are selected by default: Audit, Backup, Hardware
Inventory, Software Inventory, Software Usage, and Status.

New Job Message

You can specify the message to be displayed by using the following fields:

NOTE
Messages appear only on the Windows agent computers.

• Message Field
Defines the message that should appear on the asset.

• Button Caption
Defines the button caption to be displayed on the message box. By default, the message visible to the user has an OK
button. You can customize this to match your message.

NOTE

The ampersand (&) should be placed in front of the character you want as the shortcut. The character is
underscored (_) and the user can press the Alt key + character key.

New Job Description

Use the Description tab to specify the name and description of the job.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Job Name
Defines the name of the job. A default name for the job appears. We recommend that you change this to a name that
reflects the actual type and purpose of the job.

• Description
Describes the job.

New Job Command File

You can load the command file (.cmd) to be executed by the job using the following fields:

• Text Area
Defines the contents of the loaded command file (.cmd).

• Load File
Opens the Load file to the Job Editor dialog. Locate the command file (text file) and click Open. The contents of this file
appear in the text area. If you have modified the file, you need to load it again to execute and display the modified text.
Note: Command file jobs are executed as batch files by the command interpreter. These are assumed to be in the
"oem" codepage of the agent machine. Hence, any character, for example a Euro sign that does not exist in the oem
codepage will be lost during conversion.

New Job External Utility

You can execute an external utility on the agent computers using the following fields:
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• Executable
Specifies the executable file name of the external utility. When the file is not in the PATH of the agent, the full path
and file name must be specified. UNC paths are allowed. Use the Browse button to locate the executable. If you are
entering the path manually, consider that the syntax differs depending on the operating system of the agent such as,
the forward (/) and backward (\) slashes.

NOTE
The program with the specified executable must be available on all agents on which the external utility is to
be executed.

• Working Directory
Defines the working directory from where the external utility is executed.

• Parameters
Defines the start parameters if any, for the external utility. If you are creating a text file using the following field, you can
pass the text file name as a parameter.

• Create Text File
• File Name

Creates a temporary associated text file for the external utility executable on the agent computer. This option can be
used if the executable depends on an installation script, an INI file, or a batch file. The text file is deleted after the utility
has run. On Linux, UNIX, and Mac OS X agents, the behavior is the same, except that the file is retained after the
external program has finished execution; that is, it is not a temporary file.

New Job Text File

This page is displayed only if you have selected Create text file in the previous page.

This page has the following field and a button:

• Text File Content
Defines the text file content that you want to send as a parameter to the executable. You can either type the content or
load the contents of a file.

• Load File
Lets you browse for the text file and load the contents.

New Job Script Job

You can write the script to be executed by the Script Job using the following fields:

• Script
Defines the script to be executed by the agent. You can either type the script or load the contents of a script file.

• Load File
Lets you browse for the script file and load the contents.

New Job Secure Configuration File

A secure configuration file job ensures that the specified configuration file always equals the content (secure file) specified
here.

Whenever a computer starts on the network, the configuration file (for example, CONFIG.SYS) on the local agent is
compared with the secure file. If there is a difference between the two files, the secure file is copied to the computer and
the existing file overwritten.

• Configuration File
Specifies the file you want to secure on the agent. Click the Browse button to select the file.
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New Job Contents

You can enter the text (content) of the selected configuration file. If the file is accidentally modified, asset management
agent automatically replaces the file contents with this text.

New Job Synchronization

The directory synchronization job synchronizes two directories on a computer. Synchronization involves comparing the
source and target directories and ensuring that the contents of the former are identical to the latter.

• Source
Defines the directory to be compared against (the image)

• Target
Defines the directory to be examined for differences (reflection of the image).

NOTE
The use of UNC path is supported. Syntax:\\servername\sharename.

Options

You can apply the following options while comparing and synchronizing the directories:

• Include Subdirectories
Includes the subdirectories of the source and target directories for comparison.

• Delete Unknown files
Deletes those files in the target directory that are not available in the source directory.

• Ignore File Attributes on Compare
Ignores the file attributes such as date created, modified, file permissions, and so on while comparing the directories.

• Ignore File Attributes on Copy
Ignores the file attributes while copying the files from source to target. When a file in the target directory differs from
the one in source directory -- for example, if the file size is different -- the synchronization job overwrites the file from
the source to target.

• Cancel overwrite if the difference in file size exceeds
Cancels the overwrite operation if the file size in the target directory exceeds a certain amount of KB. This prevents
accidental copying of a large number of KB over the network.

Exclude Options

You can exclude certain files or subfolders in the target directory from being removed or overwritten when the directories
are synchronized.

• Name
Defines the name of the file or subdirectory that should be excluded. Specify only the file name and not the entire path.
The asset management agent searches for the file in the main and subdirectories of the target directory.

• Type
Specifies whether the type is a File or Directory.

• Update
Updates the file name or type after either has been added to the list. Select the file or directory in the list and modify
the details in the Name and/or Type field, and click Update.

• Add
Adds the name and type of the file or subdirectory to the list of excluded files.

• Remove
Removes the selected file in the list.
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New Job Query

Query tasks let you execute a query on the engine.

The query tab lets you select the query to be run by the engine.

• Query
Lists all the queries available under the Queries folder.

New Job SQL Script

Use this tab to either enter SQL commands or load a SQL script you want to execute.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Text Area
Defines the SQL command or displays the contents of the loaded SQL script file.

• Load File
Opens the Load file to the Job Editor dialog. Locate the SQL script file and click Open. The contents of this file
appear in the text area. If you modify the SQL script file, you need to load it again to execute and display the modified
commands.

Scheduling Options Dialog

NOTE
The Scheduling Options dialog lets you specify various options for scheduling the jobs.

NOTE
Whenever the scheduling options for a job are changed, the Reinitialize Job message appears. The purpose of
this dialog is to confirm whether or not you want to reinitialize the status for all assets linked to the particular job.

Scheduling Options Dialog Scheduling Tab

Use the Scheduling tab to specify how frequently you want to execute the job.

This tab contains the following options:

• Run Only Once
Runs the job or collect task only the first time the asset management agent runs on the computers linked with the job.

• Always Run Job
Runs the job whenever the asset management agent executes on the computers linked with the job.
This is the default option.

• Other Scheduling. Run xx times
Runs the job or collect task the specified number of times (at most 99) on the computers linked with the job.
Default: 2.

NOTE
By default, all the collect tasks are scheduled to run always except for the software discovery collect tasks that
have the following scheduling options:

• Always Run Job
• Run Only Once a Day.

Scheduling Options Dialog Conditions Tab

The Conditions tab lets you specify various conditions, for example, you can specify the date range within which you want
the job or collect task to execute. This tab has the following fields:

Time / Date restrictions
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• Run only when within date range
– Start

Defines the first day the action is scheduled to take place.
– Stop

Defines the last day the action is scheduled to take place.
• Run only when within time range

– Start
Specifies the time before which the asset should not execute the action even if the agent is running.

– Stop
Specifies the time after which the asset should not execute the action. However, an asset that has already started
executing an action will complete.

NOTE
The syntax for Time is HH:MM:SS AM/PM

Day of the week dependency

• Run only on these days
Runs the job only on the selected day(s). Checking this option enables you to select one or several days.

• Periodic dependency
• Run only once a ...

Lets you select one of the following, when selected:
– Day

Executes the action once daily.
– Week

Executes the action once weekly.
– Month

Executes the action once monthly.
• After elapsed time

Lets you select one of the following options, depending on your selection.

NOTE
Use the slider next to this field by dragging it left or right to adjust the value for the following options.

• For Day
Executes the action after the selected time of the day or at the next possible time. If you select 15, action starts after
15:00 hours. If the computer is turned off before 15:00 hours, the action is executed during next startup, whenever that
may be.
Range: 0 to 23 hours.

• For Week
Executes the action after the scheduled day or at the next possible time, if the action could not be executed on the
scheduled day. For example, if the action is scheduled to execute on Wednesday, but could not execute on that day
(for example, user absent) it will execute the next time it is possible.
Range is Sunday to Saturday.

• For Month
Executes an action on a specific day of the month, for example, the 10th.
Range is 0 to 30.

NOTE
All of the Time/Date Restrictions can be enabled and thus combined.

Scheduling Options Dialog Dependency Tab

The Dependency tab lets you specify the factors based on which the job should execute at the scheduled time.
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This tab contains the following fields:

Job Dependency

• Run job only if the status of the job below is OK
Runs the job only if the status of the given job is OK. This option is useful when the job to be carried out is dependent
upon the successful completion of another job. You can select the latter from the list box, which lists all the jobs
defined in the domain.
Example: Assume that you are doing a software distribution job in stages as described here:
a. Copying all new files in a zip file (low network traffic).
b. Unzipping all files and placing them in the correct directories.
c. Making groups in Windows and creating icons.

If stage 1 fails, or if the user says No when prompted, stages 2 and 3 should not be executed.
• Job is attached to, and executed on related asset

Runs the job only on completion of the job on a related asset. This works in the following way:
– If the current job is attached to a workstation, for example, a Computer, the dependant job should first have been

executed on the linked user.
– If the current job is attached to a user, then the dependant job should first have been executed on the linked

computer.

File Dependency

• Run job only if...
Lets you select the following file dependency factors, when selected:
– The following file exists

Executes an action depending on the existence of the selected file. You can select the file by typing the path and file
name or by browsing in the File Text Field and Browse Button fields.

– The following file does not exist
Executes an action depending on the non-existence of the selected file. Enter the name of the non-existing file in
the File text field.

– File text field and Browse button
Defines the file name and path on which the job is dependent. You can either enter or browse for the existing file.
Clicking the Browse button opens the Select File dialog.

NOTE
Browsing is done on the manager, but the file you want to select as a dependency must exist on the agent
system. If the file does not exist on the manager, you must enter the file path name instead of browsing for it.

Job Concurrency Limit

• Allow only <n> execution at a time
Specifies the maximum number of simultaneous executions of an action per Scalability Server. If the agent belongs to
a large Scalability Server and all other agents must be updated, set a maximum number of simultaneous executions, to
distribute the network load over a period.

Scheduling Options Dialog Pre-Job Tab

Use the Pre-Job tab to specify the actions to be performed before executing the job.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Run job only if user approves
Displays a prompt on the computer before executing a job. This is supported only on Windows.

• Prompt
Defines the message text to be shown on the computer.

• OK
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Displays the Yes button in the message. You can customize this to match your message.
Default: &YES.

NOTE

The ampersand (&) should be placed in front of the character you want as the shortcut. The character is
underscored (_) and the user can press the Alt key + character key.

• Cancel
Displays the No button in the message box. You can customize this to match your message.
Default: &NO

NOTE

The ampersand (&) should be placed in front of the character you want as the shortcut. The character is
underscored (_) and the user can press the Alt key + character key.

• Auto-select after n seconds
Enables the default setting in combination with the time specified, when selected.

• Force execution after n cancellations
Forces the execution of the action after the specified number of cancellations. This ensures that the user can cancel an
action only a limited number of times.

• Force execution after date
Forces the execution of the action after a given date.

• Map network drive before job execution
Specifies any mapped network drive that you want to connect to before executing the job. You can use this feature
only for jobs created at the User Account level, as this requires access credentials.
This feature is supported only on Windows.

NOTE
The Map network drive before job execution functionality is not supported on Windows Vista agents.

• Drive
Specifies the drive letter to which the share will be mapped.

• Share
Specifies the name of the share.
Default: \\SERVER\SHARE

• Disconnect When Done
Disconnects the temporary drive connection after executing the job.

Scheduling Options Dialog Post-Job Tab

Use the Post-Job tab to specify the actions to be performed after executing the job. This condition is applicable only for
jobs.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Reboot after job
Reboots the windows agent computer after executing the job.

• Show message before rebooting
Displays a message before Windows restarts.

• Message timeout (sec)
Defines the number of seconds the message should be visible. Value 0 gives infinite timeout.

• Restart (if supported by OS)
Restarts the agent computer.
Limits: Windows only.

• Deletes job when succeeded
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Deletes the job from the database after successful execution.

NOTE
The job status is also deleted when the agent successfully completes the job.

Scheduling Options Dialog Miscellaneous Tab

Use the Miscellaneous tab to specify the parameters for unattended execution of the job.

This tab contains the following field:

Unattended

• This job is allowed to run unattended
Ensures that a job can be executed without any user interaction.

NOTE
Do not select this option for Message and Script jobs as they require user interaction.

Link Existing Job to an Asset

You can create a job once and link it to any asset in the DSM Explorer. You can link the jobs created at the domain, group,
and asset level to any asset in the domain.

NOTE
Jobs created at the domain level can be dragged and dropped on to the target assets or groups.

To link a job available at the asset level to another asset

1. Navigate to Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer, Jobs, Asset Jobs.
The asset jobs linked to the computer appear.

2. Click Link Existing Asset Job in the Tasks section.
The Select Asset Jobs dialog appears listing all the jobs in the domain that are not already linked to the asset.

3. Select the jobs you want to link, and click OK.

NOTE

To select multiple items all at once, press the Shift key (continuous selection) or Ctrl key (random selection)
and click the items.

The selected jobs are linked to the asset.

Link Existing Job to a Group of assets

Link an existing job to a group when you want to run a job on all the assets in the group.

To link a job to an asset group

1. Navigate to the required group under Computer and User Groups in the left pane, and click Group Settings.
2. Expand the Jobs folder and click Link Asset Job in the Tasks section.

The Select Asset Jobs dialog appears listing all the jobs in the domain that are not already linked to the current group.
3. Select the jobs you want to link, and click OK.

NOTE

To select multiple items all at once, press the Shift key (continuous selection) or Ctrl key (random selection)
and click the items.

The selected jobs are linked to the group.
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Origin and Trust Level of an Asset

You can view the origin and trust level of an asset from the following locations in the DSM Explorer:

• The home page of the asset; the Trust Level and Origin appear in the Status pane.
• The computer group pane.

Asset Jobs Pane

The Asset Jobs pane displays all the asset jobs linked to the current asset or group. In this pane, you can create, link,
disable, unlink, schedule, and reorder the asset jobs.

This pane contains the following columns:

• Job
Displays the name of the asset jobs.

• Order
Displays the order in which the jobs are executed. By default, the jobs are sequenced in the same order in which you
link them. However, you can also reorder them to meet your requirements.

• Status
Displays the Status of the jobs.

• Last Executed
Displays the date and time when the jobs were last executed.

• Status Text
Displays the status comment if any.

• Linked At
Displays the name of the computer where the job was linked.

• Disabled At
Displays the name of the computer where the job was disabled. If you have disabled the job in the selected computer,
this field shows the selected computer name.

• Context Menu OptionsThe Context Menu for a job contains the following menu items:

NOTE

Some of these menu items are also available in the Tasks section.

• Reorder
Opens a submenu where you can reorder your jobs. You can move a job up and down and as first or last. You can also
set a position for a specific job. The jobs are executed in the same order as they appear in this pane. Reordering the
jobs is important if the execution of one job depends on the execution of another.

• New
Opens the Create New Job wizard that lets you create a new job for the asset or group.

• Disable/Enable
Disables or enables the job on the selected asset or group. Select this option when you want to temporarily enable or
disable the job on the asset or group.

• Unlink
Unlinks the job from the selected asset or group. You can select this option when you no longer want to perform the job
on the asset or group.

• Status
Opens the Action Status dialog showing detailed information about the status of the job.

• Scheduling
Opens the Scheduling Options dialog where you can configure the scheduling for the selected job.

• Properties
Opens the Job Properties dialog for the selected job.
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Create a New Asset Job

You can create asset jobs to execute certain actions on the assets.

To create a new asset job

1. Navigate to the appropriate Jobs folder depending on the level where you want to create the job.
The existing jobs are displayed.

NOTE

The Jobs folder is available in three places in the root of the left pane, under each asset, and under each
group.

2. Click New in the Tasks section or right-click the folder and select New.
The New Job wizard appears.

3. Follow the instructions in the wizard.
A job is created and displayed under the selected job category folder and under the Domain, Jobs folder.

Edit an Existing Job

You can edit an existing job to modify the job properties or to change the scheduling options.

NOTE
You cannot edit the job types associated to a job.

To edit an existing job

1. Navigate to the appropriate Asset Jobs folder.
The existing jobs are displayed.

2. Right-click the job you want to edit and select Properties.
The Properties for Job dialog appears where you can change the properties of the job. Depending on the job type,
various tabs are available in the Properties dialog. For example, if you are editing a script job, you will see a Script tab,
where you can directly edit the script for the selected job.

View the Job Status

You can view the detailed status information of the selected job or task.

To view the job status

1. Navigate to the appropriate Asset Jobs folder.
The existing asset jobs are displayed.

2. Right-click the job and select Status.
The Action Status dialog appears.

3. Review the status information in the following fields:
– Job

Displays the name of the selected job or task.
– Asset

Displays the name of the computer to which the job is linked.
– Status

Displays the status of the job or task. An enabled job or task can have the following status:
• OK

Indicates that the job or task has executed without any errors.
• Waiting

Indicates that the job or task has never been executed. After the first run, the status is changed to OK or Error.
• Error

Indicates that the job or task is executed with errors.
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NOTE
If a job or task is disabled, its status is shown as Disabled

– Date
Displays the date when the job or task was last executed.

– Runs
Displays the total number of times a script or command job was actually run. This total includes both jobs that have
run successfully and those that resulted in an error status.

– Successful Runs
Displays the number of times a task was successfully run.

– Canceled
Displays the number of times the job or task was canceled.

– Elapsed Time
Displays the time elapsed during the last job or task execution.

– Status Comment
Displays the status comment for the job or task.

4. Click Close.

Run the Asset Job Check

You can choose the options available on the Asset Job Check dialog for running the job check. When you select the
options, the asset management agent starts immediately to run the collect tasks and jobs configured on the asset.

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

To run the asset job check

1. Right-click the computer on which you want to run the asset job, and select Asset Job, Asset Job Check.
The Asset Job Check dialog appears.

2. Select the Rescan Hardware Inventory check box to run the hardware inventory collect tasks configured on the asset.
3. Select the Rescan Software Inventory check box to run the software discovery collect tasks configured on the asset.
4. Select the Re-collect check box to collect and send all the inventory information. By default, after collecting the

inventory information, the agent sends only the differential values, that is, the values that have changed since the
previous scan. This reduces network traffic. However, if you want the agent to send all the information, select this
option.

5. Click OK.
The agent runs on the asset to perform the configured jobs.

Link a Job to an Asset

You can find the jobs that are not linked to the selected asset or group of assets, and then select the appropriate jobs to
be linked to the asset.

NOTE
This feature is not available for some CA component plug-ins and applications.

To link a job to an asset

1. Navigate to the appropriate Asset Jobs folder.
The Asset Jobs pane appears.

2. Click Link Existing Asset Job in the Tasks section.
The Select Asset Jobs dialog appears.

3. Select the asset jobs you want to link, and click OK.
Selected jobs are added to the Asset Jobs pane.
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NOTE
To select multiple items all at once, press the Shift key (continuous selection) or Ctrl key (random selection) and
click the items.

Unlink a Job from an Asset

You can unlink a job that you no longer want to execute on an asset or an asset group.

To unlink a job, right-click the job and select Unlink from the context menu.

NOTE
Unlinking a job from the asset does not delete the job from the domain.

External Asset Recognition
Contents

An External Asset is any asset in your organization other than computers and users, for example, Printers.

Asset management can keep track of such assets in addition to tracking computers and users. Each asset is identified by
its name and area. You can create new external asset class definitions, which asset management uses for tracking the
assets.

Like any other asset, you can group and query externals assets. However, agent functionality like Jobs, configuration, and
so on are not available.

Create New External Asset Class Definition Dialog

The Create New External Asset Class Definition dialog lets you create a new asset class definition that you want to add to
the list of assets. You can specify inventory information that the scalability server needs to collect from the MIF file of the
external asset.

NOTE

You can use the Select MIF Item dialog to drag the items to the editable fields on this dialog.

The MIF file should be copied to the scalability server collect area in the following path:

• For Windows -- C:\Program Files\ca\DSM\ServerDB\SECTOR\COLLECT
• For Linux -- /opt/CA/DSM/Server/serverdb/SECTOR/COLLECT

NOTE
On Linux, the MIF files must have the extension .MIF (case-sensitive).

• Class Name
Defines the class name for the new asset.

• Read Class Name from MIF File
Specifies that a value of an item in the MIF file must be used as the class name. If you change the value of that item in
the MIF file, the class name for the asset also changes automatically.

• Recognition Item
Defines an item that identifies the external asset in the MIF file. The engine uses this value to verify that a MIF file
found in the collect area belongs to this External Asset Definition. This can be any item in the MIF file.

• Name
Defines the name of the external asset in the MIF file.

• IP Address
Defines the IP address of the external asset in the MIF file.

• MAC Address
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Defines the MAC address of the external asset in the MIF file.
• Open MIF Browser

Opens the Select MIF Item dialog that lets you drag the items to the edit fields in the dialog.

Select MIF Item Dialog

The Select MIF Item dialog displays the contents of the selected MIF file in a tree view structure. You can drag any of
these items to the fields in Create New External Asset Class Definition dialog.

NOTE
On Linux, the MIF files must have the extension .MIF (case-sensitive).

This dialog contains the following field:

• MIF File
Displays the MIF file that is currently open. Click the ellipses (...) to select a different file.

Manage Asset Relations

You can manage relations between assets by providing information in the Manage Relations dialog. Clicking the icon in
the upper-right corner of the Environment portlet displays the Manage Relations dialog where you can perform operations
like add relations, sort related assets based on the number of registrations, and so on.

NOTE
For more information, see the DSM Explorer help.

Manage Relations Dialog

The Manage Relations dialog lets you manually register and maintain the relations between assets. You can view the
name of the related assets, number of times the relationship was registered and the date and time of last login.

When you right-click an asset in the Manage Relations dialog, the following options are available from the context menu:

• Clear Counter
Clears the relation counter.

• Delete Relations
Deletes the relation from the Manage Relations dialog and from the Environment section in the Computer Overview
portal.

• Add Relations
Opens the Add Relations dialog. Because the agent provides relation information, you can add a relationship to an
"agentless" asset by selecting this option for example, you can add an external asset.

• Sort "Related Assets" overview by number of registrations
Sorts the related assets by the number of registrations (relation counter) in the Computer Overview portal. By default,
the relations are sorted by the registration date. Select this option to sort the relations by count instead of registration
date.

Add Relations Dialog

The Add Relations dialog lets you add a relationship between two assets. You can relate any type of asset to another
asset. For example, you can relate a computer to a computer, computer to a user account, external asset to a computer.

NOTE
The only combination not supported in this is relating a user account to another user account.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Type
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Specifies the type of asset you want to relate such as, a computer, user account or an external asset.
• Asset List

Lists all the assets of the selected type that you can relate. This list does not include the assets that are already related
to the selected asset.

File Collection
Contents

The File Collection pane displays the files configured for backup on the selected asset or group. You can configure files
for backup at both group and asset levels. However, to view the history of changes made to the backed up files, you must
select a single asset.

NOTE
File Collection is available only for Windows agents.

Configure a File for Backup

To back up a file on an asset, you must first configure it for backup at the asset or group level. Once configured, the asset
management agent backs up this file whenever it is modified.

To configure a file for backup

1. Navigate to Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer, Software, File Collection folder.
The files configured for backup in the asset or group are listed.

2. Click Configure in the Tasks section.
The Select files to collect dialog appears listing the existing file definitions that you can back up.

3. Select the files you want to back up and click OK.
The selected files are marked for backup and appear in the right pane.

Select Files to Collect Dialog

The Select files to collect dialog displays the configuration files you can back up. You can view, select, and clear the files
to be backed up.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• File
Displays the files that are configured for backup. From the list, select the files you want to back up, or clear the files
you no longer want to back up. If the file that you are looking for is not in the list, add the file definition to the domain.

• Domain
Displays the domain in which the configuration file is available.

Edit and Push Back a File

From the DSM Explorer, you can remotely edit the files that you have configured for backup. CA Client Automation
provides a built-in editor to edit the backed up files. After editing the file, you can push back (save) the modified file to the
computer.

To Edit and push-back the file to the computer

1. Navigate to Computers and Users, All Computers, Computer, Software, File Collection folder.
The files configured for backup appear in the right pane.

2. Double-click the file you want to modify.
The revisions for the selected file appear.

3. Right-click the revision that you want to edit and push back to the asset and select Edit and push back.
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NOTE
You can edit and push back any revision.

The configuration file is opened in the DSM default editor. If you have chosen a different editor, the file is opened in
that editor.

4. Edit the file and click OK.
The Reboot Computer message appears.
– Click Yes if changes to the configuration file require a reboot.
– Click No if you do not want to reboot immediately.

NOTE
You must start the agent twice when you edit and push back the file from DSM Explorer. You must start the
agent once to update the changes in the computer and a second time to report the changes to the manager.

Choose a Different Editor

For editing the backed up files, you can either use the default editor or choose a different editor such as, notepad,
wordpad, and so on.

To use an editor other than the default DSM editor to edit your files

1. Navigate to the Control Panel, Configuration, File Collection folder.
The defined file collection definitions appear.

2. Right-click the file definition you want to open in a different editor, and select Properties.
The File Collection Properties dialog appears.

3. Select the Open with field, specify the complete path to the editor, and click OK.
The DSM Explorer uses the selected application to edit the selected file.

File Collection (Domain)

Old versions of configuration files are useful to have when you are troubleshooting a computer. Asset management can
back up configuration files in several versions. Such backup files are stored in the domain database and can be compared
with one another. You can also modify them and transfer new versions back to the agent computer.

You can configure the configuration file for both a group of assets and a single asset; however, if you want to view backed
up configuration files, you must view a single asset.

A list of all the files configured in the domain appears under Control Panel, Configuration, File Collection.

Add new file collection definition

If the file you want to back up or collect is not available in the list of files defined for backup, you can add a new file
collection definition.

To add a new file that you want to back up

1. Navigate to the Control Panel, Configuration, File Collection folder.
The existing file collection definitions appear.

2. Click New in the Tasks section.
The Add File Collection Definition dialog opens.

3. Fill in the required information, and click OK.
The selected file is added to the list of files.

Add File Collection Definition Dialog

Use the Add File Collection Definition dialog to specify the properties of the file you want to backup.
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This dialog contains the following fields:

• File Name
Defines the name of the configuration file you want to backup. Enter the complete path for the file. You can also enter a
relative path beginning with an environment variable, for example, %SYSTEMROOT%\path.

NOTE
The platform default variables differ depending on the OS version running. For example, the path to the
Windows directory in XP is given in the %SYSTEMROOT% and the %WINDIR% variable. Make sure the
selected configuration file is accessible.

• File Group
Specifies an existing file group or lets you enter a new file group name for the configuration file.

• Backup revisions
Defines the number of backup revisions you need for the current configuration file. By default, all the predefined
configuration files have three revisions. You can modify the configuration to collect more revisions.

• Open With
Defines the executable file name of the editor that you want to use for editing the files instead of the default editor.
Example: NOTEPAD.EXE. This opens the configuration file in the Notepad.

Modify the File Collection Definition

You can modify a file collection definition to change any of its settings. To modify a file collection definition, right-click the
configuration file and select Properties. The Configuration File Properties dialog appears. Change the required settings
and click OK.

Policy
A policy is a tool used to automate repetitive or time-consuming maintenance and security tasks.

As a large amount of asset information is collected, it is likely that certain threshold values are exceeded or events occur.
In such cases, policies help the administrator take action on critical data or on potential problems, such as low free disk
space, installation of non-approved software applications, or hardware components being added or removed without
authorization.

Policies can be assigned to users, computers, and groups.

The Policies folder provides these built-in policies:

• Query Based
• Event Based

NOTE

Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• Software Based

NOTE

Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

All the policies that are violated by the asset are displayed in the Home Page of the respective asset.

Wake-On-LAN Policy Group

The Wake-On-LAN policy group lets you set policies for remotely and automatically powering up computers in your
enterprise. You can modify policy parameter values by double-clicking a policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.

• WOL: Broadcast
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Indicates the type of wake-on-LAN (WOL) datagram used to wake physical computers. Valid values are Unicast,
Broadcast, and Broadcast + Unicast.
Default: Broadcast + Unicast

• WOL: Enable guest nets
Indicates whether WOL datagrams can be sent to guest networks in addition to the original network where the
computer is registered.
Default: False

• Guest net address 1 - Guest net address 5
If Enable guest nets is set to True, specifies the network address of each guest net. Up to five guest nets can be
specified.

• Guest net mask 1 - Guest net mask 5
If Enable guest nets is set to True, specifies the subnet mask of each guest net. Up to five net masks can be specified.

• WOL: Port
Specifies the UDP port to which WOL datagrams are to be sent.

Create New Policy

Policies let you check for violation of certain threshold limits. You can create policies based on queries, events, or
software.

To create a new policy

1. Navigate to the appropriate policy type folder under the Policies folder.
Example: Query Based folder.
The existing policies in that policy type are displayed in the right pane.

2. Click New in the Tasks section.
The Policy Designer dialog appears.

3. Specify the parameters for evaluating the policy, add the actions to be taken when the policy is violated, and click OK.

NOTE
For more information about dialogs and fields, press F1.

The new policy is created and is displayed under the selected folder.

Policy Macros

You can use the following macros while defining policy actions:

Generic Policy Macros

• Asset Name ($NAME$)
Refers to the name of the asset “violating/fulfilling” the policy.

• Asset Type ($TYPE$)
Refers to the type (computer, user) that is “violating/fulfilling” the policy.

• Server Name ($SERVERNAME$)
Refers to the name of the scalability server that the asset “violating/fulfilling” the policy belongs to.

• Domain Name ($DOMAIN$)
Refers to the name of the DSM Domain the asset belongs to that is “violating/fulfilling” the policy.

• Policy Name ($POLICY$)
Refers to the name of the policy the asset is “violating/fulfilling”.

• Date ($DATE$)
Refers to the date when the “violating/fulfilling” happens.

• Time ($TIME)
Refers to the time when the “violating/fulfilling” happens.
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Macros specific to Event Policies

• Asset ($PRIMARYOBJECT$)
Refers to the name of the asset.

• User ($USER$)
Refers to the name of the DSM system user who performed this event.

• Event Policy Name ($POLICY$)
Refers to the name of the event policy.

• Collected File ($SECONDARYOBJECT$)
Refers to the name of the collected file.

• Old Value ($OLDVALUE$)
Refers to the previous inventory value.

• New Value ($NEWVALUE$)
Refers to the new inventory value.

• Job ($SECONDARYOBJECT$)
Refers to the name of the job.

• Application ($SECONDARYOBJECT$)
Refers to the name of the software definition (application).

• Old File ID ($OLDVALUE$)
Refers to the previous UUID used in the scalability server by the asset.

• New File ID ($NEWVALUE$)
Refers to the new UUID used in the scalability server by the asset.

• Old Sector ($OLDVALUE$)
Refers to the name of the old scalability server (when moving).

• New Sector ($NEWVALUE$)
Refers to the name of the new scalability server (when moving).

• Related Asset ($SECONDARYOBJECT$)
Refers to the name of the related asset that relation is added/removed to/from.

• Module ($PRIMARYOBJECT$)
Refers to the name of the asset module (collect module).

• Inventory Detection Module ($PRIMARYOBJECT$)
Refers to the name of the inventory detection module.

• Inventory Template Module ($PRIMARYOBJECT$)
Refers to the name of the inventory template module.

• Policy ($PRIMARYOBJECT$)
Refers to the name of the policy.

• Query ($PRIMARYOBJECT$)
Refers to the name of the query.

• Query Result ($PRIMARYOBJECT$)
Refers to the name of the query result.

• Asset FQN ($HOSTNAME$)
Returns the Fully Qualified Name (FQN) of the asset.

• Domain Manager FQN ($DMHOSTNAME$)
Returns the Fully Qualified Name (FQN) of the domain manager.

Queries

Querying is a crucial advantage of using a database. You can query the database to search for assets that meet the
specified criteria. You can use a query to maintain membership of dynamic groups. The members of the dynamic group
change according to the results of the query. You can also create a policy based on a query and apply the policy on the
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resulting objects. Asset management also provides predefined queries that perform basic and advanced querying of the
database. You can use the Query Designer tool to create complex queries easily.

NOTE
For more information on queries, see the DSM Explorer Help.

Query Based
Contents

A query-based policy is created based on a DSM query.

Policy Evaluation

Query Based policies get evaluated in the following situations:

Manually -- Right-click a policy and select Evaluate Now.

• Automatically -- Specify the evaluation option in Evaluation item of the Policy Designer dialog.

Policy Violation

You can see the policy violators in two locations:

All the assets that have violated policy appear under the respective policy, Violators folder.

• Select a Computer in the DSM domain and see the Violated Policies section in the Home Page of the computer. If a
computer has violated a policy, the icon to the left of the computer changes based on the severity of the policy.

Context Menu Options

The following options are available when you right-click the Query Based folder:

• New
Opens the Policy Designer dialog, where you can create a new policy.

• New Folder
Opens the Create new folder dialog where you can create a new folder.

Policy Designer Dialog

The Policy Designer dialog lets you create or modify a policy. The left pane of the dialog lists the following policy
specifications needed to administer a policy:

• General
• Evaluation
• Service Desk
• Add Action

Policy Designer Dialog General

The General section lets you specify the policy name, policy severity, and the query for the policy.

This section contains the following fields:

• Policy Name
Defines the name of the policy.

• Policy Severity
Indicates the severity of a policy.
Default: Message
– Alarm
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This severity indicates that the policy needs more attention and has a severe impact when violated. An Alarm Policy
appears in the Alarm section of the Log Overview.

– Warning
This severity indicates that the policy is typical for advanced notification or for a potential problem. A Warning Policy
appears in the Warning section of the Log Overview.

– Message
This severity indicates that the policy is for informational purposes only. A Message Policy appears in the Message
section of the Log Overview.

• Query that Policy depends on
Specifies the query on which the policy is based. You can select an appropriate query from the drop-down list.

Policy Designer Dialog Service Desk

The Service Desk section lets you enable the CA Service Desk Manager integration. You can select the problem types
and choose to raise a service ticket whenever the problem occurs.

NOTE
This section is enabled only if you set the Service Desk integration to True in the Default Computer Policy. By
default, it is set to False.

The Service Desk section has the following fields:

• Enable Service Desk Integration
Enables service desk integration.

• Problem Type
Lists all the problem types in service desk. Select the problem type which needs to be handled by the policy.

• Add following description or comments...
Specifies the description of the service desk issue.

• Macro
Specifies the macro that you want to add to the notification message. You can add any number of macros to the
message.

• Add
Adds the selected macro to the message.

• Add Comment when asset no longer violates policy
Lets you enter the comments when the asset complies with the policy.

• Macro
Specifies the macro that you want to add to the notification message. You can add any number of macros to the
message.

• Add
Adds the selected macro to the message.

Policy Designer Dialog Evaluation

The Evaluation section lets you specify how you want the policy to be evaluated.

This section contains the following fields:

• Always evaluate Policy when a collect task is performed
Specifies whether the policy should be evaluated each time a collect task is performed. Hence, selecting this option is
useful whenever you want to get a current snapshot.

NOTE
This option is system resource-intensive. Select this option only for critical policies.

• Designate Engine to evaluate Policy
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Specifies whether the policy should be evaluated by the engine.
• Engine

Specifies the engine that evaluates the policy.
• Update interval

Defines the interval between each evaluation of the policy. The selected engine evaluates the policy at the specified
interval.

Policy Designer Dialog Add Action

Use the Add Action section to insert an action, view the action properties, or remove an action. Clicking each of the Add
Action items opens a separate dialog where you can set action-specific configurations.

The available policy actions are as follows:

• Notification
Displays a message on the Windows agent computers where the selected users are logged in.

• Message
Displays a message on the violated Windows agent computer. Unlike Notification, messages are not specific to users.

• Schedule Job
Schedules a job to be executed on the violated assets.

• Launch Application
Executes an application on the violated assets.

• Add to Group
Adds the violated asset to a group.

• Generate Text File
Appends text to a text file.

• Send Mail
Sends email to the specified recipients

• Delete Asset
Removes violated asset from the DSM domain.

NOTE
If one or more software delivery jobs are linked to an asset, the asset will not be removed until these jobs are
unlinked. See Unlink a Job from an Asset for more information.

• System Event Log
Logs the given information in the system event log.

• SNMP Trap
Triggers an SNMP Trap

• Context Menu Options
The following options appear when you right-click an action type in the right pane:

• Remove
Removes the inserted action from the policy.

• Properties
Displays the properties of the inserted action in a separate dialog.

Add Action Notification

You can specify a notification message to be displayed on the violated assets.

The Add Notification Action dialog contains the following fields and check box:

• Select Users that should receive notification
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Displays a list of user accounts that have previously been successfully authenticated with the DSM manager,
for example, by logging into the DSM Explorer or DSM Web Console. Select the users who should receive this
notification.

NOTE
Notifications are displayed only when a selected user is logged in. Otherwise, it is held up until the user logs
in.

• Specify message to send to Users
Describes the notification message.

• Macro
Specifies the macro that you want to add to the notification message. You can add any number of macros to the
message.

• Add
Adds the selected macro to the message.

• Perform action when Asset no longer violates Policy
Evaluates the policy as defined during policy creation.
When you select this check box, the following happens when an asset no longer complies with the policy:
– The asset is no longer displayed in the Violators list.
– The policy is removed from the violated policies list in the Home page of the asset and the domain home page.
– The asset icon changes to the default icon (when it does not violate another policy).
– The configured action will be initiated.

Add Action Message

You can display messages on the violated computers.

NOTE
Creating policies with agent actions requires the agent to run twice before the action will be executed on the
agent computer.

The Configure Policy Actions dialog for this policy contains the following fields and check box:

NOTE

Messages appear only on the Windows agent computers.

• Enter message
Defines the message that should appear on the violated computer.

• Macro
Specifies the macro that you want to add to the notification message. You can add any number of macros to the
message.

• Add
Adds the selected macro to the message.

• Perform action when Asset no longer violates Policy
Evaluates the policy as defined during policy creation.
When you select this check box, the following happens when an asset no longer complies with the policy:
– The asset is no longer displayed in the Violators list.
– The policy is removed from the violated policies list in the Home page of the asset and the domain home page.
– The asset icon changes to the default icon (when it does not violate another policy).
– The configured action will be initiated.
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Add Action Schedule Job

You can schedule a job to be executed when an asset violates the policy. The scheduled job will be run when the asset
management agent runs next time.

NOTE
Creating policies with agent actions requires the agent to run twice before the action will be executed on the
agent computer.

The Configure Policy Actions dialog has the following fields and check box:

• Job to execute
Lists all the asset jobs available in the domain. Select the job to be executed from the drop-down list.

• Clear Job status when rejoining
Clears the status of the job after executing it for the policy. When an asset violates the policy for the first time, the asset
job is linked to it. And, when the asset has executed the job, the job status is set to OK. If the asset is removed as a
violator, the job is still linked and the status is OK. However, if the asset violates the policy again at a later stage, the
job status is set to Waiting.

• Perform action when Asset no longer violates Policy
Evaluates the policy as defined during policy creation.
When you select this check box, the following happens when an asset no longer complies with the policy:
– The asset is no longer displayed in the Violators list.
– The policy is removed from the violated policies list in the Home page of the asset and the domain home page.
– The asset icon changes to the default icon (when it does not violate another policy).
– The configured action will be initiated.

Add Action Launch Application

You can launch an application when the policy is violated. The application will be launched on the engine evaluating the
policy.

The Configure Policy Actions dialog for this policy contains the following fields and check box:

• Application
Specifies the application to be launched. Click the Browse button (...) to open the Application Job dialog to select an
executable file.

• Launch Hidden
Runs the executable file and hides it from the user, when checked. That is, the launch of the application is hidden from
the user and the user cannot see the execution of the application.
Default: Disabled.

NOTE
Some applications do not support the Launch Hidden functionality.

• Perform action when Asset no longer violates Policy
Evaluates the policy as defined during policy creation.
When you select this check box, the following happens when an asset no longer complies with the policy:
– The asset is no longer displayed in the Violators list.
– The policy is removed from the violated policies list in the Home page of the asset and the domain home page.
– The asset icon changes to the default icon (when it does not violate another policy).
– The configured action will be initiated.

Add Action Add to Group

You can add the asset that is violating the policy to the specified group.

The Configure Policy Actions dialog for this policy contains the following fields and check box:
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• Group
Lists the existing group and lets you select the group to which the asset will be added to.

• Remove from group when policy is no longer met
Removes the asset from the group when the asset complies with the policy.

• Perform action when Asset no longer violates Policy
Evaluates the policy as defined during policy creation.
When you select this check box, the following happens when an asset no longer complies with the policy:
– The asset is no longer displayed in the Violators list.
– The policy is removed from the violated policies list in the Home page of the asset and the domain home page.
– The asset icon changes to the default icon (when it does not violate another policy).
– The configured action will be initiated.

Add Action Generate Text File

You can append text to the text file when the policy is violated. The text is appended to a text file on the engine evaluating
the policy. The text file is created if it does not exist.

The Configure Policy Actions dialog for this policy contains the following fields and check box:

• Text file name
Specifies the text file name. Click the Browse button (...) to open the Text Output Job dialog to select a text file. When
the policy is violated, the specified text is added to the file.

• Enter message
Defines the text to be appended to the text file.

• Macro
Specifies the macro that you want to add to the notification message. You can add any number of macros to the
message.

• Add
Adds the selected macro to the message.

• Perform action when Asset no longer violates Policy
Evaluates the policy as defined during policy creation.
When you select this check box, the following happens when an asset no longer complies with the policy:
– The asset is no longer displayed in the Violators list.
– The policy is removed from the violated policies list in the Home page of the asset and the domain home page.
– The asset icon changes to the default icon (when it does not violate another policy).
– The configured action will be initiated.

Add Action Send Mail

You can send SMTP emails when the policy violation occurs. The engine is enabled to send email when processing
policies.

NOTE
Configure a valid SMTP mail address and mail server using the configuration policies. The configuration policy
that configures the mail server must be applied to the DSM domain manager. When a policy evaluation is
configured using a remote engine, the configuration policy for the mail server also has to be applied to the
remote engine system.

The Configure Policy Actions dialog for this policy contains the following fields and check box:

• EMail address
Defines one or more email addresses of the recipients who will get an email notification when the policy is violated.
Use a semicolon (;) to separate email addresses.

• Enter message
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Defines the message text of the email.
• Macro

Specifies the macro that you want to add to the notification message. You can add any number of macros to the
message.

• Add
Adds the selected macro to the message.

• Perform action when Asset no longer violates Policy
Evaluates the policy as defined during policy creation.
When you select this check box, the following happens when an asset no longer complies with the policy:
– The asset is no longer displayed in the Violators list.
– The policy is removed from the violated policies list in the Home page of the asset and the domain home page.
– The asset icon changes to the default icon (when it does not violate another policy).
– The configured action will be initiated.

Add Action Delete Asset

You can remove the violated asset from the DSM domain.

The Configure Policy Actions dialog for this policy contains the following fields and check box:

• Perform action when Asset no longer violates Policy
Evaluates the policy as defined during policy creation.
When you select this check box, the following happens when an asset no longer complies with the policy:
– The asset is no longer displayed in the Violators list.
– The policy is removed from the violated policies list in the Home page of the asset and the domain home page.
– The asset icon changes to the default icon (when it does not violate another policy).
– The configured action will be initiated.

Add Action System Event Log

You can log policy notification in the System Event Log. The notification is logged on the engine evaluating the policy.

The Configure Policy Actions dialog for this policy contains the following fields and check box:

• Enter message
Defines the text to be logged in the System Event Log.

• Macro
Specifies the macro that you want to add to the notification message. You can add any number of macros to the
message.

• Add
Adds the selected macro to the message.

• Perform action when Asset no longer violates Policy
Evaluates the policy as defined during policy creation.
When you select this check box, the following happens when an asset no longer complies with the policy:
– The asset is no longer displayed in the Violators list.
– The policy is removed from the violated policies list in the Home page of the asset and the domain home page.
– The asset icon changes to the default icon (when it does not violate another policy).
– The configured action will be initiated.

Add Action Unicenter Event Log

You can log the policy notification in the Unicenter Event Console. You can access the event console from Tools,
Unicenter, Event Console menu in the DSM Explorer.
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NOTE
The Engine generates the log entry on the computer on which it is installed.

The Configure Policy Actions dialog for this policy contains the following fields and check box:

• Enter message
Defines the text to be logged in the Unicenter Event Log.

• Macro
Specifies the macro that you want to add to the notification message. You can add any number of macros to the
message.

• Add
Adds the selected macro to the message.

• Perform action when Asset no longer violates Policy
Evaluates the policy as defined during policy creation.
When you select this check box, the following happens when an asset no longer complies with the policy:
– The asset is no longer displayed in the Violators list.
– The policy is removed from the violated policies list in the Home page of the asset and the domain home page.
– The asset icon changes to the default icon (when it does not violate another policy).
– The configured action will be initiated.

Add Action SNMP Trap

Triggers the SNMP Trap. In this case, the Engine component validates the policy and traps are forwarded to Event
management.

Thus, trap-directed notification can result in substantial savings of network and agent resources.

The Configure Policy Actions dialog for this policy contains the following fields and check box:

• IP Address
Specifies the IP Address.

• Use IP Address above
Uses the IP Address given in the preceding field as default.

• Enter message
Defines the text you want to view in the policy notification.

• Macro
Specifies the macro that you want to add to the notification message. You can add any number of macros to the
message.

• Add
Adds the selected macro to the message.

• Perform action when Asset no longer violates Policy
Evaluates the policy as defined during policy creation.
When you select this check box, the following happens when an asset no longer complies with the policy:
– The asset is no longer displayed in the Violators list.
– The policy is removed from the violated policies list in the Home page of the asset and the domain home page.
– The asset icon changes to the default icon (when it does not violate another policy).
– The configured action will be initiated.

Add Action AMT Command

You can specify the Intel AMT remote commands that you want to execute on the Intel AMT assets when the policy is
violated. These commands let you control the Intel AMT assets.

The Configure Policy Actions dialog for this policy contains the following drop-down and check box:
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• Command
Lists all the commands and lets you select the command that you want to run on the Intel AMT asset. The available
commands are as follows:
– Power Down

Shuts down the Intel AMT asset.
– Power Up

Starts the Intel AMT asset.
– Quarantine Asset

Puts the Intel AMT asset in quarantine.
– Release Quarantine

Releases the Intel AMT asset from the port - reverse of quarantine.
• Perform action when Asset no longer violates Policy

Evaluates the policy as defined during policy creation.
When you select this check box, the following happens when an asset no longer complies with the policy:
– The asset is no longer displayed in the Violators list.
– The policy is removed from the violated policies list in the Home page of the asset and the domain home page.
– The asset icon changes to the default icon (when it does not violate another policy).
– The configured action will be initiated.

Create New Folder Dialog

The Create New Folder dialog lets you create new folder in the DSM Explorer.

This dialog contains the following field:

• Enter name for new folder
Defines a unique name for the new folder.

Query Based Policies Window
The Query Based Policies window displays all the query based policies in the DSM domain.

This window has the following columns:

• Name
Displays the name of the query based policies.

• Last Run Date
Displays the date and time when the policy was evaluated last.

• Context Menu Options
When you right-click a policy, you see the following options:
– Disable

Disables the policy. These policies are not executed until you enable them.
– Evaluate Now

Runs the query and evaluates the policy immediately.
– View Query

Displays the query in the Query Designer dialog.

Event Based
Contents

Event policies are based on the possible events arising on any DSM system, such as new assets or jobs, or modified jobs
or policies. Each of these events has a predefined policy which cannot be deleted.
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For some event areas, for instance, changed inventory values or installed software, custom policies can be created.

The Event Based folder consists of the following subfolders, which are empty by default. You can create new policies only
for these types of policies.

• Asset File Collection
• Asset Inventory
• Asset Software Usage
• Asset Software

The predefined event based policies shown in the following list cannot be created, copied, pasted, or deleted.

• Assets Job Linking
Evaluates whenever the assets link or unlink a job.

• Asset Jobs
Evaluates whenever the asset jobs are created, modified, or deleted.

• Assets
Evaluates whenever the assets are created, modified, change the file ID, change the asset DNA, or register relation.

NOTE
The Asset DNA changed policy implies that the attribute values for Asset Tag, System ID, and Serial No
are used as unchangeable attributes that enable the administrator to identify a system. The policy finds the
systems where one of the three attributes have been modified.

• Collect Tasks
Evaluates whenever the collect tasks are created, modified, or deleted.

• File Collection Definitions
Evaluates whenever the file collection are created, modified, or deleted.

• Inventory Detection Modules
Evaluates whenever the inventory detection modules are created, modified, or deleted.

• Inventory Template Modules
Evaluates whenever the inventory template modules are created, modified, or deleted.

• Policies
Evaluates whenever the policies are created, modified, or deleted.

• Queries
Evaluates whenever the queries are created, modified, or deleted.

• Query Result
Evaluates whenever the query results are created or deleted.

• Software Definitions
Evaluates whenever the software definitions are created, modified, or deleted.

Although, you cannot delete these policies, you can add actions to them.

NOTE
The following event based folders are not available at the enterprise manager. These events are neither
supported by the enterprise manager nor replicated from the domain managers:

• Asset File Collection
• Asset Inventory
• Asset Software
• Asset Software Usage
• Assets

The context menu options available for these policies follow:

• Disable/Enable
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Enables or disables the policy. You cannot edit a disabled policy.
• New

Opens the Policy Designer dialog to create a new policy.
• Rename

Makes the policy name editable.
• Permissions

Opens the Object Permissions dialog.
• Properties

Opens the Policy Designer dialog which displays the properties of the policy.

Some of these options can also be selected from the Tasks section.

Asset File Collection

Use this type of event based policy to trigger an action when a file configured for collection has been modified. You can
specify the configuration file and determine the actions to take when it is modified.

Policy Designer Dialog General

The General section lets you specify the policy name, policy severity, and the query for the policy.

This section contains the following fields:

• Policy Name
Defines the name of the policy.

• Policy Severity
Indicates the severity of a policy.
Default: Message
– Alarm

Indicates that the policy needs more attention and has a severe impact when violated. An Alarm Policy appears in
the Alarm section of the Log Overview.

– Warning
Indicates that the policy is typical for advanced notification or for a potential problem. A Warning Policy appears in
the Warning section of the Log Overview.

– Message
Indicates that the policy is for informational purposes only. A Message Policy appears in the Message section of the
Log Overview.

• Enable History Tracking
Records the event whenever it is triggered. You can view the policy history in the History folder of the respective policy
in the DSM Explorer.

• Keep History for
Keeps the history for the specified number of days. On the last day, it starts removing the records from first day. For
example, if you keep the history for 5 days, at the beginning of day 6, the day 1 records are removed.

Policy Designer Dialog File Collection

The File Collection section lets you add a configuration file to be monitored.

This section contains the following field:

• File Collection
Lists all the files available under the Control Panel, Configuration, File Collection folder. Whenever the selected file is
modified, this event policy is triggered and the specified action is executed.
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NOTE

If you have enabled history tracking, you can see the history of changes in the History folder of the respective
policy.

Asset Inventory

Use this type of event based policy to monitor specific inventory items. You can select the inventory item and determine
the actions to take when the item has been modified.

Policy Designer Dialog Inventory

The Inventory Item section lets you add the inventory item to be monitored.

This section contains the following field:

• Inventory
Lists all the inventory items in the domain including inventory template items. Select the inventory that you want to
monitor.

NOTE

If you have enabled history tracking, you can see the history of changes in the History folder of the respective
policy.

Asset Software Usage

Use this type of event based policy to monitor the usage of specific assets. You can select the asset to be monitored and
determine the actions to take when the specified event occurs.

Policy Designer Dialog Application

The Application section lets you add the application to be monitored.

This section contains the following fields:

• Select which software usage event to track
Lets you select the software usage event you want to track.

• Select Application
Lists all the applications (software definitions) available in the domain for which the software usage monitoring is
allowed. Select the application you want to monitor.

NOTE

If you have enabled history tracking, you can see the history of changes in the History folder of the respective
policy.

Asset Software

Use this type of event based policy if you want to be notified as soon as an application has been installed or removed. You
can select the application and determine the actions to take place.

Policy Designer Dialog Application

The Application section lets you add the application to be monitored for installation or uninstallation.

NOTE
The Asset software policy gets triggered only if the software is installed or uninstalled using software jobs and
the software has a related software definition in CA ITCM.
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This section contains the following fields:

• On which event shall the action be performed
Specifies whether the action should be performed when the application is installed or uninstalled.

• Track all applications
Tracks the installation or uninstallation of all the applications in the DSM domain.

• Track specific application
Tracks only the application selected in the Application drop-down list.

• Application
Lists all the applications (software definitions) in the DSM domain. Select the application you want to monitor.

Policy Context Menu Options
Regardless of the policy type, the options available in a policy context menu are as follows:

• Enable
To change a policy setting from disabled to enabled, select the policy setting in question and click Enable in the Tasks
section.
Alternatively, you can right-click the policy and select Enable from the context menu.

• Disable
To change a configuration policy status from enabled to disabled, select the policy and click Disable in the Tasks
section.
Alternatively, you can right-click the policy and select Disable from the context menu.

• Evaluate Now
Evaluates the selected policy instantly. Evaluation can only be selected for policies having the status Enabled.

• View Query
This option is only available on query based policies.
Opens the Query Designer dialog that includes the query that the current policy is based on. You can change the
arguments of the query.

• Copy
Lets you copy the policy to the clipboard and paste it, for example, in a different folder. The copied policy is assigned
the prefix Copy of ....

• New
Opens the Policy Designer dialog where you can create a new policy.

• Delete
Opens the Confirm Delete dialog that prompts you for delete confirmation.

• Rename
Makes the name of the selected policy editable.

• Permissions
Opens the Object permissions dialog which shows the access rights that each user or group has on the selected
object(s).

• Properties
Opens the Policy Designer dialog displaying the settings of this policy.

NOTE
Some of these options are also available in the Tasks section of the Policy pane.

Configure Service Desk Integration for a Policy
Asset management can automatically raise a CA Service Desk Manager ticket when a managed asset violates a policy.
When a policy violation occurs, the CA Service Desk Manager can do one of the following:
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• Create a new ticket for the policy violation.
• Append to the activity log if a ticket is already created for the same policy violation.

NOTE
CA Service Desk Manager makes the decision based on the duplicate ticket handling policy. If you want to
create a new ticket each time a policy is violated, contact the CA Service Desk Manager Administrator.

To configure Service Desk Integration for a policy

1. Right-click the policy and select Properties.
The Policy Designer dialog appears.

2. Click Service Desk in the left pane
The Service Desk section appears.

NOTE

The Create Service Desk ticket option is available only if you have enabled the CA Service Desk integration.
For more information, see Service Desk Integration Policy Group under Configuration Policy in the DSM
Explorer Help.

3. Select the Enable Service Desk Integration check box and the problem type to be assigned in CA Service Desk
Manager for the policy violation; specify the comment to be included as the description in the service desk issue, and
click OK.
The policy is saved. This policy will create a ticket when any managed asset violates the policy or will append to the
activity log.

Configure and Monitor the CA Client Automation Infrastructure Health
As an administrator, your responsibilities include managing the health of CA Client Automation components. The Health
Monitoring (HM) feature provides a health inspection mechanism to:

• Define CA Client Automation health conditions
• Monitor the infrastructure periodically
• Raise an alert when a defined condition is detected
• Notify the administrator by sending an email, raising an SNMP trap, and writing to Windows/CCS event logs.

Use the HM feature to improve the CA Client Automation availability and resiliency. The following Illustration summarizes
the HM process:
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You can accomplish the following tasks:

• Configure Alerts
Configure the available alerts or define new alerts.

• Configure Alert Actions
Configure alert actions such as sending emails, raising SNMP traps, writing to the system, and writing to the CCS
event log.

• Manage Alerts
View, track, follow up, and clear alerts from WAC.

Actions
Contents
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Once a policy has been created, the actions associated with this policy are displayed in the Actions pane. These actions
are triggered as soon as an asset violates a policy.

NOTE
Some of the actions take effect when the asset violates the policy, and some take place when the asset no
longer violates the policy.

The Actions pane contains the following columns:

• Action Type
Shows the current actions selected for this policy. Depending on the type of policy selected, different actions are
available.

• Order
Shows the order in which the actions must take place.

• Execute On
Indicates the reason for the action (for example, violation).

• Action Summary
Shows the actual contents of the actions.

Select Add Actions from the Tasks section to open the Add Action dialog and specify any additional actions.

New Action Dialog

The New Action dialog lets you select an action type that you want to add to the policy. The number of actions available
depends on the policy type.

This dialog has the following field:

• Action type
Specifies the action type to be added to the policy. From the drop-down list, select the action type and click OK.

Depending on the action type selected the Add Notification Action dialog or the appropriate Configure Policy Actions
dialog appears. Either dialog lets you specify an action to take effect on a violated policy.

Policy Violators
The Violators of Policy name pane shows the assets that have violated the policy.

• Name
Shows the name of the asset that violated the policy.

• Platform
Shows the operating system the violating asset is based on.

• Violating Date
Shows the date and time the policy violation occurred.

Context Menu Options

The following options are available when you right-click any of the policy violators:

• Navigate to
Navigates to the violated asset in the DSM Explorer tree view and shows the information in the right pane.

• Reset
Removes the violator from the list of violators.

• Properties
Opens the Properties for asset name dialog that shows basic asset information on the General tab and information
about the asset's rights on the Rights tab.
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NOTE
The Status section on a computer Home Page also displays the number of policies violated by the computer.
However, this section shows only query based policy violations.

Policy History
Contents

The Policy History pane displays the history information of the selected policy in log file format.

NOTE
You must have enabled history tracking for the policy to view the history details in this pane.

Depending on the selected policy, history information includes information about the following:

• Date
• Asset
• Configuration File
• User

Clear History

Clears the policy history. Right-click the History folder in the tree view and select Clear History from the context menu to
remove all history information from this policy.

Enable History Tracking for Policies

History tracking keeps track of the changes made to the policies. You can enable history tracking for the event based
policies only.

To enable history tracking

1. Right-click the Policy and select Properties.
The Policy Designer dialog appears.

2. On the right side of the dialog, check the Enable History Tracking check box, specify the number of days of history you
want to maintain and click OK.
History tracking is enabled. You can view the history in the History folder of the policy.

System Engine
Contents

The system engine performs the information processing and communicates with the database for updating the collected
values. It also performs the engine tasks linked to it. It collects the information from the scalability server, processes it,
and stores it in the database. The System Engine folder and corresponding pane display the tasks the engine is currently
running and the task list.

You can also do the following actions:

• Tasks Section / Context MenuTo perform the following tasks for a selected engine, click the appropriate link in the
Tasks section, or right-click an engine and select the options from the context menu:

• Stop Engine
• Stops the selected engine. If the engine is executing a task, it finishes the job before stopping.
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NOTE
Only the users who have administrative privileges on the computer that is running the engine can start or
stop the engine remotely.

• Start Engine
Starts the selected engine, and executes the linked jobs.

NOTE
Only the users who have administrative privileges on the computer that is running the engine can start or
stop the engine remotely.

• Add New Task
Opens the New Job Wizard dialog, where you can create a new engine task.

• Activate Engine
Instructs the engine to run the next task in the queue. The engine aborts the currently executing job and switches to
the next task.

• Link Existing Task
Opens the Select Engine Tasks dialog, where you can add any engine task created in your domain.

• Create new instance
Opens the Create new Engine instance dialog, where you can create a new instance of the engine that will run on
the same computer as the selected engine. This can be helpful, for example, to reduce the load of the default system
engine from jobs.

• Properties
Opens the Properties dialog of the selected engine.

• DetailsThis section provides you with information about engine activity.

• Engine Start Time
Shows the date and time when the engine was started after the last caf start. Format is MM-DD-YYYY HH:MM:SS.

• Engine Uptime
Shows how long the selected engine has been up and running. Format is HH:MM:SS.

• Engine log informationShows in the header if the engine is currently running a task, is idle, or is currently not
running. All engine logging information appear in this field.

• Task ListThe following fields are provided in the Task List section:

• Task
Lists the names of the current tasks. By default, the system engine runs the following tasks:
– Default Software Contents Download Job

Downloads new software signatures from CA Online Content Service to the domain database.

NOTE
The default software contents download job runs once each day between 12 a.m. and 6 a.m.

WARNING

Do not run CAF Stop while the software signatures are being downloaded. The download process
updates many important tables in the database which needs to be consistent. So, if you kill the process,
data can become inconsistent. The download process is a java executable, so check for java.exe in the
process list and check that the job ‘Default Software Contents Download Job’ is not running by navigating
to the System Engine in the Control Panel.

– Default Engine Collect Task
 Executes the default engine collect task configured under Control Panel, Engines, Engine Tasks, Collect Tasks
folder.

• Status
Shows the status of the current task, such as OK, Waiting, and Error. Click the text in the status field to open the Task
Status dialog.

• Last Executed
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Shows the date and time of the latest task execution.
• Actions

You can take the following actions on a task:
– Unlink Task

Unlinks the task from the engine. 
– Set as next Task

Sets the selected task as the next task to be processed by the engine. 
– Reinitialize Job

Informs the engine to process the job again. 

System Engine Properties General Tab

The General tab shows general information about the engine.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Domain
Displays the name of the domain to which the engine belongs.

• Name
Displays the engine name.

• Host Name
Displays the name of the computer where the engine is installed.

Select Engine Tasks Dialog

The Select Engine Tasks dialog displays the engine tasks that are not currently linked to any engine.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Name
Lists the name of the engine tasks.

• Domain
Lists the domain to which each task belongs to.

NOTE

To select multiple items all at once, press the Shift key (continuous selection) or Ctrl key (random selection)
and click the items.

System Engine Properties Advanced Tab

Use the Advanced tab to specify advanced engine settings.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Number of files the engine will collect during one collect cycle
Defines the number of files you want the engine to collect during one collect cycle.
Default: 10000

• Time Interval in seconds between Engine Tasks
Specifies the time interval in seconds between the engine task runs.
Default:  60

Create an Engine Instance

You can create multiple instances of engines on the same computer. On the domain manager computer, the main engine
is called SystemEngine; while on a remotely installed system, it is called computername_Engine. You can right-click any
such engine and create its new instance. The new instance will reside on the same computer.
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Having additional engine instances is useful in the cases where:

• The re-scheduling interval of tasks is too large due to the number of scheduled engine tasks.
• The tasks that might take a long time to finish and would exclude other tasks from being processed in a reasonable

time period.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click System Engine under the Control Panel folder, select Create new instance and enter a unique name for the
engine in the text field, and click OK.
The newly created engine appears under the All Engines folder.

NOTE
The new instance runs on the same computer as the selected engine. To distribute engines on the other
computers, you need to install a new engine on the chosen computer using the CA Client Automation
installer.

All Engine Tasks Pane
Engine tasks are specific tasks that only the engines can perform. You can link an engine task to multiple engines.
However, you must ensure that the tasks are scheduled to run at different times.

NOTE
Do not link the default engine tasks to any other engine.

All Engine Tasks

The All Engine Tasks pane displays all the engines tasks in the domain. It also lists the following predefined engine tasks
for which you can view and modify scheduling and other options:

• Default Directory Synchronization Job
Executes the directory synchronization job configured under Control Panel, Directory Integration, Directory
Synchronization folder. This job is scheduled to run once a day. You can modify this by right-clicking and selecting
Scheduling.

• Default Software Contents Download Job
Downloads new software signatures from CA Online Content Service to the domain database.

NOTE

The default software contents download job runs once each day between 12 a.m. and 6 a.m.

WARNING

Do not run CAF Stop while the software signatures are being downloaded. The download process updates
many important tables in the database which needs to be consistent. So, if you kill the process, data can
become inconsistent. The download process is a java executable, so check for java.exe in the process list
and check that the job ‘Default Software Contents Download Job’ is not running by navigating to the System
Engine in the Control Panel. By default, this job is scheduled to run once a day. You can right-click the job
and select Scheduling to change the scheduling for the job.

• Default SCAP Checklist Processing Job
Processes SCAP checklists located in the ITCM_installpath\SCAP_Checklists folder. If there are new or updated
checklists, this job creates a compressed archive of the checklist files, and creates or updates inventory detection
modules for the new or updated checklists. By default, this job runs once a day; you can, however, force the engine to
run this job when you have added or modified the checklists by clicking the -> button in the Engine Task List.

• Default Engine Collect Task
Executes the default engine collect task configured under Control Panel, Engines, Engine Tasks, Collect Tasks folder.
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NOTE

Do not link the default engine tasks to any other engine.

Tasks Section

• New
Opens the New Job wizard that lets you create an engine job.

Linked Object

A linked object can be an asset group for the asset jobs and collect tasks; can be an engine for the engine tasks. This
object indicates the engines or asset groups associated with the selected job or task. On the right pane, you can see
the status and the number of runs of the job or task. If the job or task is enabled in the asset group or engine, the status
shows OK; otherwise, it shows Disabled. You can right-click this object in the tree view to do one of the following:

• Disable/Enable
Disables or enables the job or task in the asset group or engine. If you select disable, the status of the task in the right
pane changes to Disabled.

• Unlink
Unlinks the job or task from the asset group or engine and removes the reference to the object from this location.

• Status
Opens the Action Status dialog displaying the status of the selected job or task, date and time of last run and the
number of runs.

Collect Tasks

Collect tasks collect various information such as, Backup, Hardware Inventory, Software Inventory, Audit and Status.

Asset management automatically creates a collect task for each scalability server in the domain. The engine collects
information from the scalability servers and displays it in the DSM Explorer. You can view the tasks configured in the
Collect tab of the properties window.

To view and modify the enabled tasks of a collect task, click Properties in the Tasks section of the information pane.

Properties for Task Collect Tab

Use the Collect tab to specify the servers related to this job and to enable the tasks the job is to perform for that server.

• Server
Specifies the server the engine is to collect from. The drop-down list displays servers found in the DSM system.

• Available Tasks
Network load during the day makes it necessary to divide collect tasks into separate tasks. You may want the Engine
to collect status information throughout the day, so you are aware of any failed jobs. Status information collection does
not slow the network during the day. You can set up the Engine to perform all other collect tasks at night, when network
load is not an issue. The following list contains the collect tasks:
– Audit

Collects all Audit information from the software usage agent and writes changes to the domain database.
– Backup

Collects backup files, for example, AUTOEXEC.BAT, WIN.INI, and PROTOCOL.INI, from the server.
– Content Distribution

Distributes new content from the domain manager to the scalability server so that target computers can retrieve the
content.

– Hardware Inventory
Collects all hardware inventory information and all MIF files, including all information generated by templates.

– Software Inventory
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Collects all software inventory information and writes changes to the domain database.
– Software Usage

Collects all software usage information and writes changes to the domain database.
– Status

Collects status information on all jobs, even if the Engine has not collected them.
• Enabled Tasks

Lists all the enabled tasks. By default all the tasks are enabled. To remove a particular task, select the task and click
the < button. To remove all the tasks, click the << button. Similarly, to enable a task, select the task and click the >
button. To enable all the tasks, click the >> button.

Query Tasks

This pane displays all the query tasks submitted to the engine. A query task runs a query on the engine and displays the
result under the selected query in the Queries folder. You can submit the queries in either of the following ways:

• In the Queries folder, select the query and click Submit to Engine.
• Click New in this folder and create a query task. Navigate to the System Engine, click Link Existing Job, and link this

task.

To view and modify the query associated to a query task, click Properties in the Tasks section of the information pane.

Properties for Task Query Tab

The query tab lets you select the query to be run by the engine.

• Query
Lists all the queries available under the Queries folder.

SQL Script Tasks

You can create an SQL Script task to execute an SQL script file or an SQL command. The engine executes these
command or scripts in the database. You can check the database to see if the commands are executed properly.

To view and modify the SQL script or the command, click Properties in the Tasks section of the information pane.

Properties for Task SQL Script Tab

Use this tab to either enter SQL commands or load a SQL script you want to execute.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Text Area
Defines the SQL command or displays the contents of the loaded SQL script file.

• Load File
Opens the Load file to the Job Editor dialog. Locate the SQL script file and click Open. The contents of this file
appear in the text area. If you modify the SQL script file, you need to load it again to execute and display the modified
commands.

External Utility Tasks

External utility tasks are used to run an external application on the system engine. You can specify various run options,
and optionally create a text file to pass to the executable file using parameter options.

This folder lists all external utility tasks defined in this domain.

To view and modify the external utility tasks, click Properties in the Tasks section of the information pane.
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Properties for Task Utility Tab

The Utility tab lets you specify the name and path of the external utility you want to run. An external utility can be, for
example, a script written for a management tool other than CA ITCM.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Executable
Specifies the executable for the external utility that must be executed by the engine. When the file is not in the PATH of
the agent, the full path and file name must be specified. UNC paths are allowed. Use the Browse button to locate the
executable.

NOTE
The program with the specified executable must be available on all agents on which the external utility is to
be executed.

• Working Dir
Defines the working directory where the external utility is to execute.
Example: c:\

• Parameters
Specifies the command line parameters if any, for the external utility.

• Create text file
– File name

Creates an associated text file for the external utility executable on the agent computer. This option can, for
example, be used if the executable depends on an installation script an .INI file or a batch file.

Properties for Task Text File Tab

The Text File tab lets you load the text file to be passed on to the external utility.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Text Area
Displays the contents of the loaded text file.

• Load File
Opens the Load file to the Job Editor dialog. Locate the text file and click Open. The content of this file is displayed in
the above text area. If you have modified the file, you need to load it again to execute and display the modified text.

Database Synchronization Task

The Database Synchronization task synchronizes CA ITCM assets and inventory data that are collected in a Microsoft
SQL Server (on Windows) of the DSM domain or enterprise manager with the accordant data in the remote SQL server
(on Windows) or Oracle DBMS (on Solaris).

The synchronization is initiated through an engine task that runs at a scheduled time. You create this engine task and
define the scheduling for the task using the engine task creation wizard through the DSM Explorer GUI. It is possible to
use a separate engine on a remote computer to perform the database synchronization.

To create the Database Synchronization task, navigate to Control Panel, Engines, All Engines, and right-click the engine
that should perform the Database Synchronization task. Then, select Add New Task from the context menu and follow the
instructions in the wizard.

Specify Connection Details for the Database Synchronization Task

You can initiate the synchronization of the CA ITCM assets and inventory data with an existing MDB on Oracle or SQL
Server by creating the Database Synchronization task. While creating the task, specify the credentials (connection
properties) for the target database on the Specify connection details for the external database dialog of the Create New
Task wizard.
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To specify connection details for the Database Synchronization task

1. Select the type of database where data must be synchronized from the Server Type drop-down list. You can select
Oracle (default) or SQL Server.

2. Enter the name of the computer that hosts the Oracle or SQL Server MDB in the Server Name field.
3. Enter information in the appropriate fields depending on the type of the target database selected:

– SID
Lets you enter the session ID of the Oracle MDB. This ID is used to identify the database on the Oracle Server. The
default value is orcl. This field is displayed when Oracle is selected as the target database.

– Instance
Lets you enter the database instance on the SQL Server. This field is displayed when SQL Server is selected as the
target database.

– Port
Lets you enter the port number for the Oracle MDB. This field is displayed when Oracle is selected as the target
database. The default value is 1521.

– DB Name
Lets you enter the database name for the SQL Server MDB. This field is displayed when SQL Server is selected as
the target database. The default value is mdb.

4. Enter the user name used when connecting to the target database in the Username field.
5. Enter the password of the user for the target database in the Password field.

You can immediately test the settings you made by clicking the Test Connection button. The DSM manager then tries to
open a connection to the target database. The result of this action is displayed next to the Test Connection button, for
example, Connection failed.

NOTE
When either source or target is planned for migration to other system, remove the existing database
synchronization task from source before migration. Ensure to select the option to delete the task and remove the
data. Once migration is completed, create a synchronization task on source. When the task is deleted, software
signatures copied from source to target as part of the synchronization are not deleted.

CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SMS/SCCM Task

The CA Asset Converter for Microsoft® SMS is a component that connects to a Microsoft Systems Management Server
(SMS) 2003 or System Center Configuration Manager (SCCM) 2007 and extracts information, including hardware and
software inventory, about the computers stored in its database.

CA Asset Converter adapts this information into a form resembling as closely as possible the information that would
have been collected by a native DSM asset management agent. The information is then written into a collection of XML
files in the format that is required by CA Asset Collector. Once these files have been picked up by CA Asset Collector,
the computers from the Microsoft SMS database appear in the CA MDB as discovered hardware assets alongside
those found by the native DSM agents. The associated hardware and software inventory information is also stored and
structured in the same way.

CA Asset Converter can be configured to collect only hardware inventory, only software inventory, or no inventory
information at all. In the latter case, only the computer names and a few basic attributes will be extracted.

The CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SMS engine task is available on Windows only and is certified against Microsoft
Systems Management Server (SMS) 2003 and Microsoft Systems Center Configuration Manager (SCCM) 2007.

This engine task is created, configured, assigned, scheduled, and run in the same way as existing DSM engine tasks.

WARNING
Licensing Information. CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SMS is a separately licensed component. Please
contact your CA representative to purchase the required license before using this component. Such unlicensed
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product component may be used for a 30-day trial period. After this period has expired, you must purchase a
license to continue using this component. Failure to do so will violate the license agreement.

NOTE
The CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SMS is installed as part of the installation of the DSM engine on a
Windows system. However, you can configure it to deliver its output to an instance of the Asset Collector other
than the one with which it is installed.

Create an Asset Converter Engine Task

To configure the CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SMS/SCCM, you need to first create an engine task.

To create an Asset Converter engine task

1. Open the DSM Explorer and navigate to Control Panel, Engines, Engine Tasks.
2. Select New from the Tasks area of the information pane.

The New Task Wizard for engine tasks appears.
3. Select CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SMS/SCCM from the Task type drop-down list.
4. Click Next and specify settings in the remaining pages.

Configure the SMS Server Option

The SMS Server tab is used to provide information about the SMS Site server that will be the target for the extraction.

Use this procedure to configure the SMS server option.

To configure the SMS Server option

1. In the Server field, enter the host name or address of the SMS Site server from which to extract information.
2. In the Site ID field enter the site ID of the SMS installation to contact.

Each SMS Site installation has a three-letter site ID. It is possible to install several SMS sites on the same server
as long as they have different site IDs, and, in such cases, this field must be used to specify which site the Asset
Converter task connects to.
When only one SMS site is present on the server, this field should be left empty, as the Asset Converter automatically
chooses the only available site ID.

3. In the Username field, enter the domainname/username to use when connecting to the SMS Site server. If left empty,
the current user context of the engine performing the task is used.

4. In the Password field, enter the password to use when connecting to the SMS Site server. If left empty, the current
user context of the engine performing the task is used.
The user specified must be able to access (remotely) the SMS WMI classes on the server machine.

5. Click the Test Connection button to determine if the server details currently specified allow a connection to an SMS site
to be established.

6. Click Next.

A successful result here does not guarantee the same outcome from the task once it is performed by an engine, as it
could then be running on a different machine and in a different user context. The test performed when you click on the
Test Connection button in the Create New Task dialog is performed on the machine running the GUI and in the context of
the user running the GUI. When the actual SMS Converter task is run it is done on the engine machine and in the context
of the user account used by the engine (the local system account by default). This means that a successful test does not
guarantee a successful connection when the task is actually run. You can eliminate the potential differences by making
sure you include the domain name in the Username field of the configuration (in this format: domainname\username). If
this is not done it will default to the domain of the current user which for a default engine amounts to the local users of the
engine machine. If possible the test should also be performed on a machine which has the exact same access to the SMS
installation as the engine machine meant to perform the conversion.

Configure the Collect Options
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The Collect Options tab contains options to independently enable or disable the collection of hardware or software
information.

To configure the Collect Options

1. Choose and select from the following options, Collect Inventory Information, Collect Software Information, Collect
Users, and Specify collection scope.

2. Click Next.

By default this information is collected from all computers in the SMS installation with an SMS client installed.

It is possible to limit the scope of the extraction to one specified collection of computers from the SMS site. To do this,
select the Specify collection scope check box and enter the name of the SMS collection to extract in the Collection field.

Configure the Delivery Location

The Delivery Location tab specifies where the XML files produced by the Asset Converter task are to be placed. This
would typically be the collection folder of an Asset Collector installation.

Use the following procedure to configure the Delivery Location.

To Configure the Delivery Location

1. Select an option from the following option buttons.
– Use Local Asset CollectorSpecifies that the files are written to the collection folder of the Asset Collector running

on the same machine as the CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SMS/SCCM task. This is the default setting.

NOTE

If the machine has no Asset Collector installed, the CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SMS/SCCM task will
fail.

– Store to local or network folderSpecifies that the files are placed in the specified local or network folder.
2. Click Next.

Scheduling

The CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SCCM task uses the same scheduling dialog as all other engine tasks. As a full
extraction of SCCM data may be time consuming and may create load on the SCCM database server, it is recommended
that the task be scheduled at a time when the server is most likely to be idle.

Task Status

The status of the task is shown in the engine's task list. It can have the following values:

• Waiting
The engine has not yet run the task.

• Active
The task is currently running.

• OK
The task has been run and an “OK” status was returned.

• ERROR
The task has been run and an “ERROR” status was returned.

The task list also shows the time when (if ever) the task was last executed.

SMS Converted Data in the CA MDB

Once an XML file produced by the Asset Converter has been picked up by an Asset Collector, the machine it represents
will appear in the DSM GUI alongside the other discovered hardware assets.
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Scheduled Report Tasks

The Scheduled Report Tasks folder displays all the scheduled reports in DSM reporter that are linked to an engine. You
can create or delete a schedule report task only in the DSM reporter.

Replication Job

When a domain manager is connected to an enterprise manager, the ITCM automatically creates the upload replication
and the download replication tasks. The ITCM links the two replication tasks to the system engine in the domain manager.
The engine runs the download replication job immediately, followed by the upload replication job to replicate the data in
both the directions between the domain manager and the enterprise manager. The upload replication task occurs in two
stages:

• Delete the data from the Enterprise Manager (upload-delete stage).
• Update the data into the Enterprise Manager (upload-update stage).

Similarly the download replication task involves deleting data from the Domain Manager (the download-delete stage) and
updating data into the Domain Manager (the download-update stage).

The tasks have the following names by default:

• <host-name> Upload Replication
• <host-name> Download Replication

NOTE

• The replication tasks are created on the Domain Manager only.
• Before you run the replication job, ensure that the domain manager and the enterprise manager are at the

same patch level.

By default, the replication job is scheduled to run always. You can change the job properties to schedule it differently.

NOTE
If the domain data is not replicated on the enterprise manager, verify the status of the replication and engine
collect tasks at the domain manager. When the status of both jobs is OK, run the following commands at the
domain manager:

caf stop engine

caf start engine

Enable or Disable the Replication of Additional Inventory Components

You can enable or disable the replication of additional inventory components to include or exclude them from replication.

To configure the replication of additional inventory components

1. In the DSM Domain Explorer, select any computer and navigate to the Inventory, Additional sub node. Right-click the
additional inventory component for which you want to enable or disable the replication.
The status of the Replicate to Enterprise… context menu of the component indicates whether the replication of the
component is enabled or disabled.

NOTE
Enabling a component for replication for one computer applies to all the computers having data available for
that component.

2. Click Replicate to Enterprise... to toggle the selection. For example, if the Replicate to Enterprise… in the context
menu of the component is already selected, clicking the option clears the check mark and disables replication of that
component.
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NOTE
Disabling a component for replication for one computer applies to all the computers having data available for
that component. When you remove a component from the replication schema, the replicated inventory data
will be deleted from the Enterprise.

Enable or Disable the Replication of Heuristic Detected Software

You can enable or disable the replication of software inventory discovered by heuristic scanning to include or exclude
them from replication.

To configure the replication of heuristic detected software

1. In the DSM Domain Explorer, select any computer and navigate to the Software, Discovered sub node. Right-click the
Discovered node.
The Replicate Heuristic to Enterprise... context menu appears. A check mark before the option indicates that the
replication is already enabled. 

NOTE

Enabling replication of heuristic software for one computer applies to all the computers having heuristic data.
2. Click the Replicate Heuristic to Enterprise to toggle the selection.

NOTE
Disabling replication of heuristic software for one computer applies to all the computers having heuristic data.
When you disable the replication of the heuristic detected software, the heuristic detected software for all
the computers will be deleted from the Enterprise. However, the heuristic software definitions created on the
Enterprise will not be deleted.

Link Engine Task to the Engine

The engine runs only those engine tasks that are linked to it. You can link only the engine tasks to the engine.

You can link an engine task in two methods:

Method 1

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Engines and click System Engine or any instance of system engine that should perform the
task.
The right pane shows the list of jobs being performed and the existing task list.

2. Click Link Existing Task in the Tasks section or right-click the engine and select Link Existing Task.
The Select Engine Tasks dialog appears.

3. Select the task to be linked and click OK.
The job is linked to the engine and added to the Engine Task list.

Method 2

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Engines and click Engine Tasks
All the engine tasks categorized into various folders are displayed.

2. Click the engine task to be linked and drag it to the System Engine or any instance of the engine that should perform
the task.
The job is linked to the engine and added to the Engine Task list.

Software Delivery
Welcome to the Software Delivery section of the DSM Explorer Help.
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If you are new to software delivery functionality, you should read the Software Delivery Administration information first.
Administration section gives you all the necessary information about the software delivery features of CA Client
Automation.

If you are already familiar with software delivery, you may want to exercise the tutorials in the DSM Explorer:

• Software Deployment Operations in the Computers and Users Section
– Deploy Software Packages
– Remove Software

• Software Package Operations in the Software Section
– Create a Software Package
– Import a MSI Package
– Group Software Packages

• Software Job Operations in the Jobs Section
– Create a Software Job (at the domain manager)
– Create a Software Distribution Job (at the enterprise manager)
– Monitor Software Jobs (at the domain manager)
– Monitor Software Distributions (at the enterprise manager)

• Software Deployment Operations in the Policies Section
– Create a Software Policy

• Software Deployment Operations in the Control Panel Section
– Stage Software Packages

Software Delivery Tasks
This section contains the information about the following tasks that you can perform using Software Delivery functionality:

 

Create Software Packages
To create a software package, to fill it with contents, and to define the installation procedures for the package, follow the
steps in the "Create Software Package" tutorial of the DSM Explorer.

NOTE
When you create software packages, make sure that you assign group rights to the users for all the files and
directories involved in the software package creation. For example, use the command "chmod -R +w /opt/CA/
Unicenter/DSM/sd/asm/library" or the corresponding command on Windows.

Register and Import Software Package
Enter the path to a directory where the software package registration information resides (reginfo directory) or use the
Browse button to walk through the Explorer folder tree to the directory.
Alternatively you can select the Source is on manager check-box

Package Path

Please enter the path to the PKG, PIF or RPM package.

• Path
Use the Browse button, to select the proper directory of the PKG, PIF or RPM package file(s). 
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– For PIF packages, by default a browse is made for *.@pif files.
– For RPM packages, by default a browse is made for *.rpm files.
– For PKG packages, by default a browse is made for * files.
In all three cases, you are allowed to change the pattern and you can expect a data stream file.

• Path for response files
Optionally, only for PIF and PKG, response files are possible, of any pattern. 
Use the browse button to select the proper path for the response files.
The response files will be used as input files for unattended installation of PKG or PIF packaged products. 
An individual install procedure is automatically created for each response file.

 

UNC-path

Universal/Uniform Naming Convention. A UNC-path describes the location of a volume, directory, or file.

The format for a UNC path is \\server\volume\directory\file and is not case-sensitive. For example:

\\Shared1_svr\Shared1\WGroups\Network\Orders.xls

NOTE

The UNC method started with the UNIX operating system. UNIX platforms use the forward-slash character as a
path separator. Many network services (ex. FTP) have their origins in the UNIX operating system, so they use
forward-slashes instead of the backslashes that DOS/Windows uses.

 

Palm Package Definition

Palm Package files

Use the Browse button, to the right of the Palm package file(s) field, to select the proper path to the Palm package file(s).

The path has to be the full UNC-path to the subdirectory, where the Palm package file is located.

Having selected Browse, you can select among a number of file types in the Open dialog:

All Palm file types. All of the following file types are then selectable:

• Palm application file (.prc file), a storage file which contains the instructions and data that are required to install an
application.

• Palm database file (.pdb file).
• Palm query applications file (.pqa file).
• Palm network configuration file (.pnc file).
• Palm network script file (.scp file).

You can select one type of file and then one file of that type.

For example, you select Puzzle.prc. The default name for the software item will then be Puzzle. You should provide a
version number as well. If you do not do that, SD supplies the version number 1.0 as default.

However, you can also select a number of files. The last selected, say x.prc, will then provide the default name, x, of the
package in the software library.

You can also register files of more than one file type simultaneously, say a .prc file and a .pdb file.

• Source is on managerCheck this box, if you are using the CA Client Automation Explorer on another computer than
the domain manager itself and you want to give the path to a local drive on the domain manager (as seen by the
manager). Otherwise, do not check the box. If this box is checked, the Browse button is grayed out.
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NOTE

 If you use this option, you cannot use UNC paths: You have to manually map a drive at the manager to
the actual location and use that path instead. For example, if the UNC path is \\Server\share\dir, map x: to \
\Server\share and then use the path x:\dir instead of the UNC path.

• Package registration info:
– Name

Name of the package.
– Version

Version information for the package.
– Vendor

This field is optional and you can enter for example name and address of the vendor. 
This field is not displayed in any tree views after registration. You can see it, if you select Properties in the context
menu for the item after registration.

– Comment
Enter a descriptive comment here.

– Seal package
To change the state of an open software item, you usually select the item, right-click and select Seal in the context
menu. 
By checking the Seal package box, the package will be automatically sealed when registered.

SXP Package Path

Use the Browse button to open the Explorer to select the path to the SXP package directory.

The directory should contain files with extension sxp. 
Response files are not especially catered for.

Select directory in the Choose Directory dialog:

To start copying, select "Choose". The file(s) in the selected directory will be copied, and the item will be registered in the
library with its procedures.

SXP packages are created on Windows packaging computers.

 

WIN CE Package Path

Files

Use the Browse button to select the proper path to the WinCE cabinet files, or the WinCE Application Manager files.

• Source is on managerCheck this box, if you are using the CA Client Automation Explorer on another computer than
the domain manager itself and you want to give the path to a local drive on the domain manager (as seen by the
manager). Otherwise, do not check the box. If this box is checked, the Browse button is grayed out.

NOTE

 If you use this option, you cannot use UNC paths: You have to manually map a drive at the manager to
the actual location and use that path instead. For example, if the UNC path is \\Server\share\dir, map x: to \
\Server\share and then use the path x:\dir instead of the UNC path.

• Seal packageBy checking the Seal package box, the package will be automatically sealed when registered.
This registration method should be selected, if upon registration you intend to send install orders, using the local
install procedures, to the appropriate agents. These procedures are the only ones that can be used (to perform a local
installation), until the Administrative installation procedure has been utilized.
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Register and Import Virtual Application Software Packages
You can import virtual applications into the Software Package Library and register them at the enterprise or domain
management tier. The following sections describe the virtual application software packaging process and procedures:

How Virtual Application Packaging Works

You can create a standard software delivery package from a virtual application image by using the Virtual Application
Package Registration Wizard. The virtual application image must be accessible from the computer where CA Client
Automation is running. The Wizard also allows you to create update packages for virtual applications that were previously
converted to software delivery packages.

The process to create and import virtual application packages uses the following general steps:

1. The administrator opens the Virtual Application Package Registration Wizard and locates a virtual application image.
2. The administrator browses the virtual application image and verifies that the selected image is a valid virtual

application image.
3. (Optional) If the virtual application image represents an update to a virtual application, the administrator identifies the

Staging package that was originally created for the virtual application.
4. The administrator reviews the summary of the virtual application package just created and finishes the Wizard.
5. The Virtual Application Package Registration Wizard creates three software packages for each virtual application

image:
– Standalone

This package is used to install and execute the virtual application locally on the target computer.
– Streaming

This package is used to downstream the virtual application from a streaming server and execute it on the local
computer.

– Staging
This package provides access to the virtual application for both standalone and streaming modes of package
delivery. This package contains the virtual application image.

NOTE
For more information about the types of virtual application packages, see the description in the Virtual
Application Packages section.

6. The Wizard begins the process of importing the virtual application packages into the Software Delivery Library by
determining if the package names are already listed in the library.
a. If the package names are already in the library, an error message appears and the packages are not imported.
b. If the package names are not already in the library, the Wizard imports the three packages: Staging, Standalone,

and Streaming.
c. If the packages are update packages, they are imported and registered with higher version numbers. Two

packages only are created for updates: Staging and Standalone.
7. The administrator creates the definitions for the new virtual application packages.

After a virtual application package is included in the Software Delivery Library, the administrator can then deploy it and
manage it using standard software delivery methods.

NOTE
For more information about virtual application packaging, see the Software Delivery Administration Guide.

Virtual Application Packages

The software delivery software packaging process for virtual applications (through the Virtual Application Package
Registration Wizard) creates three software packages for the first packaging of a virtual application:

• Standalone
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This package installs and executes the virtual application locally on the target computer. The Standalone package
contains procedures and, for Microsoft App-V, configuration files. It also contains a dependency to the Staging
package, which holds the virtual application image. Therefore, the Staging package is installed on the target computer
before the Standalone package is installed.
This package creates all shortcuts and file associations (as created by the original installation). The Standalone
package does not contain the application bulk data. The bulk data is stored in the Staging package and installed on the
target computer as a dependency to the Standalone package.
This package is named using the following format:
application name - vendor tool abbreviation - SA
Example: DeveloperStudio - AV - SA (Microsoft App-V) or DeveloperStudio - TA - SA (VMware ThinApp)

• Streaming
This package consists of procedures, tools, and configuration files. It creates shortcuts and file associations on the
target computer. The shortcuts on the target computer allow the launch of the application from the scalability server,
which acts as the streaming server. The virtual application image is not part of the Streaming package, which implies
that the application image is not staged on the target computer. Instead, the application image needs to be staged on
the scalability server. The administrator must verify that the Staging package is installed on the scalability server first in
order for the Streaming package to work.

NOTE
The Streaming package is not created when a virtual application is imported as an update to an existing
virtual application package. The Streaming package does not need to be updated because the included
shortcuts are already pointing to the Staging package (which is updated).

This package is named using the following format:
application name - vendor tool abbreviation - SM
Example: DeveloperStudio - AV - SM (Microsoft App-V) or DeveloperStudio - TA - SM (VMware ThinApp)

• Staging
This package provides access to the virtual application for both standalone and streaming modes of package delivery.
The Staging package contains the bulk data, that is, the virtual application image. For standalone delivery, the image
is staged locally on the target computer. For streaming delivery, contents from the image are streamed to the target
computer. As specific parts of the application are requested by the user, those parts are streamed to the target
computer from the scalability server (which acts as the streaming server).

NOTE
The Staging package is installed automatically (as a dependent package) when you install a Standalone
package on a target computer. However, if you uninstall a Standalone package, the corresponding Staging
package is not uninstalled automatically. You need to schedule an uninstall job to remove the Staging
package.

This package is named using the following format:
application name - vendor tool abbreviation - SG
Example: DeveloperStudio - AV - SG (Microsoft App-V) or DeveloperStudio - TA - SG (VMware ThinApp)

Updates to Virtual Applications

When packaging virtual application updates, the software delivery packaging process creates two software packages
only: Standalone and Staging. The Streaming package is not created, since this package includes just the client links to
the Staging package and the virtual application. These links are not affected by application updates. The Standalone and
Staging packages for updates are registered with a version number that is higher than the original packages.

Update packages have the same name that was used for the former packages, with a higher version number. While the
version number is not part of the package name (it is stored internally), it is displayed as a suffix to the package name
when shown in the DSM Explorer, Software Delivery Library.

Downgrades to Virtual Applications
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You can also downgrade a virtual application package. A downgrade is similar to an update. You need to create the
virtual application image (which includes the application) with the target version for the downgrade. The packaging of
a downgrade is similar to the packaging of an update. The Standalone and Staging packages only are created. The
downgraded packages have the same name that was used for the former packages, with a higher version number (similar
to update packages).

Create a Virtual Application Software Package

The Virtual Application Package Registration Wizard lets you create a virtual application package and import it into the
Software Package Library.

To create a virtual application software package

1. Verify that a virtual application image has been created for the application you want to package. The image should be
located on or accessible from the same computer where CA Client Automation is running.

2. Navigate to the Software Package Library folder in DSM Explorer where you want to create the package.
3. Right-click the folder and select Import, Virtual Application Package.

The Virtual Application Package Registration Wizard opens.
4. Proceed through the Wizard pages selecting the virtual application image.

The Wizard creates three virtual application packages: Standalone, Streaming, and Staging. The packages are placed
under the Software Package Library folder where you launched the Wizard.

Create a Virtual Application Software Package Update

The Virtual Application Package Registration Wizard lets you create a virtual application package update and import it into
the Software Package Library.

To create a virtual application software package update

1. Verify that an updated virtual application image has been created for the update application you want to package. The
image should be located on or accessible from the same computer where CA Client Automation is running.

NOTE
For Microsoft App-V, you must create the updated virtual application image using the Active Upgrade method
of the App-V sequencer. For more information about the Active Upgrade method, see the Microsoft App-V
product documentation. You can also access the Microsoft web site (http://www.microsoft.com) and search
the Microsoft TechNet information for the "Methods for Upgrading or Updating Virtualized Applications"
article.

2. Navigate to the Software Package Library folder in DSM Explorer where you want to create the package update.
3. Right-click the folder and select Import, Virtual Application Package.

The Virtual Application Package Registration Wizard opens.
4. Proceed through the Wizard pages and select the updated virtual application.

The Wizard asks you to select the Staging package for your updated virtual application.
5. Select the former Staging package (latest version) that was created for the original virtual application.

The Wizard creates two virtual application packages: Standalone and Staging. The packages are placed under the
Software Package Library folder where you launched the Wizard.

NOTE
You can also downgrade a virtual application package. A downgrade is similar to an update. You need to create
the virtual application image (which includes the application) with the target version for the downgrade. The
packaging of a downgrade is similar to the packaging of an update. The Standalone and Staging packages only
are created. The downgraded packages have the same name that was used for the former packages, with a
higher version number (similar to update packages).
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Register and Import Software Package as New Version
To register / import a software package as new version you have to enter information about the software package source:

• Software package sourceEnter the path to a directory where the software package registration information resides
(reginfo directory) or use the Browse button to walk through the Explorer folder tree to the directory.
Alternatively you can select the Source is on manager check-box

If you create a New Version of an existing software package, this version will be created as "Generic (Open)". To seal an
open package, see Seal a Software Package.

 

 

Export Software Package
Copy location

Enter the path where to copy the software package or click Browse button to browse through the explorer.

Target is on manager

Check this box, if you are using an Explorer on another computer than the manager itself and you want to give the path to
a local drive on the manager.

MSI Procedure Registration
Contents

To register a MSI Procedure you first have to select on of the following methods:

• Register MSI package for the software library (default)
• Use an administrative installation
• Perform and use an administrative installation

Then follow the wizard for the next steps:

• Start the registration
• MSI File Location
• Setup and Response File Locations

– CD Options
• Customize

– Add / remove Procedures
– MSI Procedure Method, Names, and Transforms
– MSI Features
– MSI Properties
– MSI User Interface and Logging Options
– Finish the registration

NOTE

For a better understanding of MSI Procedure registration, read the Registering MSI Packages in the Software
Library section in the Software Delivery Administration Guide.
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NOTE

If you want computers to do network installs of MSI packages on Software Delivery agents, you should make
an administrative install on the Software Delivery manager that is nearest upstream from the Software Delivery
agent, that is, on a Domain Manager or Scalability Server.

Register the MSI package to the software library

This registration method should be used if you want to store the MSI package and its contents in the software library. The
package can be installed directly to computers using the local installation procedures, or the package can be installed as a
network installation in 2 steps: first using the administrative installation procedure to create and administrative installation
on a network share, and then using the network / advertisement procedures to install on a computer.

Use Administrative Install

This registration method should be selected, if you have created an administrative installation outside software delivery
and you want to use it. During the registration, you have to point out the MSI-file using a UNC-path to an existing
administrative installation. The local install procedures will not be registered when this registration type is used and,
of course, the administrative install procedure will not be registered. However, the network install procedures will be
registered this time. 

NOTE

 If you run the Administrative Install procedure from an agent, make sure that the running machine / user profile
has write access to the MSLIB share.

Perform and Use an Administrative Installation

This registration method is a combination of the initial administrative installation, which is now handled by Software
Delivery, and the method Use an administrative installation.

MSI File Location

Path to the MSI file

Enter the path to the MSI package or select it from the drop down list.

Network path where to store the administrative installation

Enter the path to the administrative installation or select it from the drop down list.

Executable and Response File Location

The wizard has determined that the MSI file you are about to register, is a package created by Install Shield as a
"standard MSI type".

To successfully execute this package, both an executable (that will drive the setup) and a response file (that enables
unattended installations) are required.

• Executable file
Name and location of the executable file

• Response file
Name and location of the response file.

Add / Remove Procedures

Select the type, name, and description for the procedure to create. You may also specify transforms to be applied.

• Create procedure for the following method
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– Local install.
Delivers and performs a local installation

– Network install.
Performs an installation from an administrative installation

• Procedure name
Enter the procedure name here.

• Procedure description
Enter a procedure description here.

If the procedures will be based on one or more transforms, add the transforms in a semicolon separated list. You may also
browse for transforms.

• Advanced
If you select the Advanced button, another browse button will display to the right. Using this browse button you can
select an MSI .ini-file that the procedure will be based on. A window opens in which you can browse for the .ini-file you
want to use.
The Advanced button toggles the second browse button on and off.

The MSI .ini-file can contain the sections [MSI], [MST], [Options], and [Display]. The wizard will load the data from the file
and set the properties/options based on the data.

Transforms

A transform is a collection of changes applied to an installation. The Windows Installer can add or replace data in
the installation database (.msi file) by applying a transform to a base installation package (using the TRANSFORMS
property). For example, a transform can change all the text in an application's user interface from English to German.

The installer can only apply transforms during an installation.

The installer registers a list of transforms required by the product during the installation. The installer must apply these
transforms to the installation package for the product when installing the product. If a listed transform is unavailable, and if
the transform source resiliency cannot restore it, the installation will fail. A transform can modify information that is in any
persistent table in the installer database.

The changes in the installation database can be used to encapsulate various customizations of a base package required
by different groups of users. For example, in organizations where the sales and technical support departments require
different installations of a product, the product's base package can be made available to everyone at one administrative
installation point. The appropriate customizations are distributed to each group of users separately as transforms.
Administrators can apply multiple transforms on-the-fly during an installation to assign the most appropriate installation to
different users.

There are three types of transforms:

• Embedded transforms
These are stored inside the .msi file of the package. This way users are guaranteed that the transform is always
available when the installation package is available.
Alternatively, transforms may be provided to users as stand-alone .mst files.
Embedded transforms should be prefixed with a : symbol in the transforms list (for example, :mytransform.mst).

• Secured transforms
These are stored locally on the user's computer in a location where the user does not have write access (sometimes
necessary for security reasons). Secured transforms are cached in this location during the installation or advertisement
of the package. During subsequent installation-on-demand or maintenance installations of the package, the installer
uses the cached transforms.
The removal of the product, by any user, removes all secured transforms for that product from the user's computer.
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To specify secured transform storage, set the TransformsSecure policy, or pass the @ (at source) or | (full path)
symbol in the transforms list. At source means that the transform is at the root, that is, at the same place as the .msi
file.

• Unsecured transforms
Transforms that have not been secured, as described in Secured Transforms, are unsecured transforms by default.
The installer saves unsecured transforms in the Application Data folder in each user's profile when the package
is installed or advertised. This enables a user to maintain their customization of a product while moving between
computers. The transforms are saved in a location to which the user can have write access.

The TRANSFORMS property is a list of the transforms that the Windows Installer applies when installing the package.
The installer applies the transforms in the same order as they are listed in the property. Transforms can be specified by
their filename or full path. To specify multiple transforms, separate each file name or full path with a semicolon (;).

The installer requires the transforms listed in TRANSFORMS at every installation, advertisement, installation-on-demand,
or maintenance installation of the package. See also the Transforms property.

Transforms (.mst files) in the package root will be copied to the administrative installation location, when the administrative
installation is performed.

When a transform is applied, its effects may be displayed when you reach the Feature Selection dialog, by either adding
to, or subtracting from, the feature list.

Feature Selection

Select the installation state for the available features:

The features you can select, or omit, in this dialog depend very much on the software item, the .msi-file, that you started
with and the procedure you selected.

In this dialog it is possible to specify the MSI featues to be installed and their state. This is helpful when only a part of a
software package is to be installed and the software vendor does not supply a transform generator tool.

Properties

Select additional properties of the procedure:

Properties are values used during the installation process. The properties may be public or private. A property is specified
as Property=Value.

• Public Properties:
A public property name contains only capital letters. It can be set by the user to be passed on to the Windows Installer
setup process, for example, INSTALLDIR="c:\program files\my product".

• Private Properties:
Private properties are only used internally in the install package. It cannot be set by the user. The properties can be
standard Windows Installer properties or package specific properties.

The properties you may select among belong to either configuration properties, SD properties, or feature installation
options properties.

You may select one of the following:

• ADDEFAULT:
Belongs to feature installation options properties. This property has as value a list of features, delimited by commas,
that are to be installed in their default configuration.
The only software delivery-provided value is ALL, which means that all features are installed in their default
configuration.

• ADDLOCAL:
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Belongs to feature installation options properties. This property has as value a list of features, delimited by commas,
that are to be installed locally.
The Feature dialog adds feature indices for features to be added to run from the local hard disk.
The software delivery-provided value ALL means that all features are installed locally on disk.

• ADDSOURCE:
Belongs to feature installation options properties. This property has as value a list of features, delimited by commas,
that are to be installed to run from source.
The Feature dialog adds feature indices for features to be added to run from the source.
The software delivery-provided value ALL means that all features are to be installed to run from source.

• ADVERTISE:
Belongs to feature installation options properties. This property has as value a list of features, delimited by commas,
that are to be advertised.
The Feature dialog adds feature indices for features to be added to run advertised.
The software Delivery-provided value ALL means that all features are advertised.

• ALLUSERS:
Belongs to configuration properties. This property determines where the configuration information of the installed
application is stored.
The software delivery-provided values to select among are 1 and 2.
The interpretation of the selected value depends on if a machine or a user (local user, domain user) is the target, and,
in the user case, the presence of administrative privileges.
If a computer or a user with administrative privileges is the target, for both values (1, 2) the installation uses folders in
"All Users" profile.
If a user without administrative privileges is the target, 1 is invalid and 2 means that the per-user installation uses
folders in the user's personal profile.
If this property is not set (ALLUSERS=NULL), a per-user installation using folders in the user's personal profile is
performed.

• ARPNOMODIFY:
Belongs to configuration properties. If the value of this property is 1, then the Add/Remove functionality in Control
Panel used to modify the product is disabled.

• ARPNOREMOVE:
Belongs to configuration properties. If the value of this property is 1, then the Add/Remove functionality in Control
Panel used to remove the product is disabled.
For Windows 2000/XP, this property disables the Remove button for the product from the Add/Remove Programs in
Control Panel.
For earlier operating systems, this property has the effect of removing the product from the list of installed products on
the Add/Remove Programs in Control Panel.

• ARPSYSTEMCOMPONENT:
Belongs to configuration properties. If the value of this property is set to 1, using the command line or a transform, this
prevents the application from being displayed in the Add/Remove programs list.
For operating systems prior to Windows 2000/XP, this property has no effect.
If this functionality should be achieved for multiple platforms, use ARPNOREMOVE as well.

• DISABLEMEDIA:
Belongs to configuration properties. If the value of this property is 1, the installer is prevented from registering any
media source, such as a CD-ROM, as a valid source for the product.

• DISABLEROLLBACK:
Belongs to configuration properties. If the value of this property is 1, the installer is prevented from generating a
rollback script and saving deleted files during the installation.

• sdprop_installelevated:
This is a software delivery property. The only software delivery-provided value is 1, which means that software delivery
temporarily changes the Windows Installer policy to always install with elevated privileges, when using the procedure
for which this property is set.
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This property may be automatically set for the install, uninstall, and configure procedures registered for a software
item, if the box "Do not install with elevated privileges" is not checked at software item registration time.

• PIDKEY:
Belongs to user information properties. The property denotes the part of the Product ID that is entered by a user.
For example, Microsoft products use a licensing scheme, where a Product ID key can be entered as an MSI property
(register when installing).
There are three ways a software delivery administrator can enter this key value for a procedure that is to be used for
an unattended installation:
a. Register the MSI package without checking the Seal package box on the Customize dialog, and then add this

property for the install procedure that is to be used for the unattended installation before sealing the package in the
Software Library.

b. Register the MSI package as sealed, then unseal it and add the property as in 1.
c. Register the MSI package as sealed, then create a new procedure based on an existing one, add the property for

the new procedure as in 1. and use the new procedure for the unattended installation.
• PRODUCTLANGUAGE:

Belongs to installation status properties. The ProductLanguage property specifies the language the installer should use
for any strings in the user interface that are not authored in the database.
This property must be a numeric lanuage identifier (LANGID).
The operating system and the package must support the LANGID.
If a transform changes the language of the user interface in the database, it should also change the value of this
property to reflect the new language.

• REBOOT:
Belongs to configuration properties. This property suppresses certain prompts for reboot of the system. The property
may be used by an administrator with a series of installations to install several products at the same time with only one
reboot at the end.
The software delivery-provided values to select among are:
– Force:

always prompt for a reboot at the end of the installation
– Suppress:

suppress prompts for a reboot at the end of the installation until all jobs have finished.
– ReallySuppress:

suppress prompts for a reboot even if the reboot is required. This value should be used with caution.
• REBOOTPROMPT:

Belongs to configuration properties. If the value of this property is Suppress, this prevents the "Reboot now YES/
NO dialog" from appearing, even if the installation is performed with user interface turned on. However, the Software
Delivery reboot/postpone dialog will appear, since it is not affected by the Suppress setting.
The only software delivery-provided value is Suppress.

• REMOVE:
Belongs to feature installation options properties. The value of this property is a list of features, delimited by commas,
that are to be removed.
The Feature dialog adds feature indices for features to be removed.
The software delivery-provided value ALL means that all features are uninstalled.

• ROOTDRIVE:
Belongs to configuration properties. Specifies the default drive for the destination directory of the installation.
No software delivery-provided values are given.

• sdprop_macroexpand:
This is a software delivery property. It enables macros to be expanded before execution of the MSI package. The
property will not be passed on to the Windows installer engine.
The following parameter macros are included as values: $#bg and $#ec. You can define additional values.
Example (no spaces are allowed):
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If you set the value $#ec:0$#ec:1605$#bg of the sdprop_macroexpand property for an uninstall procedure, you will
make the procedure execute successfully and delete the installation record on software delivery, even if the user has
uninstalled the item.
1605 is an MSI return code for the case when an item is ordered to be uninstalled, but an installation cannot be found.

• SHORTFILENAMES:
Belongs to configuration properties. The setting of this property causes short file names to be used for the names of
target files, rather than long file names.
You may need to use this property for some administrative installations.
The only possible software delivery-provided value is 1.

• TARGETDIR
Belongs to component location properties. Provides the location into which the installation package is copied during an
administrative installation.
The value of the TARGETDIR property is typically set at the command line or through a user interface.
The only possible software delivery-provided value is $msi

• TRANSFORMS:
Belongs to configuration properties. Provides a list of the transforms, as specified by one or more transform files
(.MST), that the installer applies when installing the package. The installer applies the transforms in the same order as
they are listed in the property.
Transforms can be specified by their file name or full path. To specify multiple transforms, separate each file name or
full path with a semicolon (;).
By prefixing the filename with a colon (:), you can indicate that a transform file is embedded in a storage of the .msi file,
rather than as a stand-alone file.
The installer requires the transforms listed in TRANSFORMS at every installation, advertisement, installation-on-
demand, or maintenance installation of the package.
The default location of these files is in the same directory as the .MSI file. However, it is possible to specify a relative
path to the MSI-file or an absolute path or UNC path on the target system.

• USERLOGGEDON:
This is a software delivery property. The only software delivery-provided value is 1, which means that a user must be
logged on before the installation can be started.

• Special Software Delivery properties
If you are working with a package that is driven by an executable, for example, an InstallShield 7.x generated package,
click here to see the added special software delivery properties.

You would normally not want to use any of the ADDEFAULT, ADDLOCAL, ADDSOURCE, ADVERTISE or REMOVE
properties when using a transform, since the features selected in the transform will be overridden by the features specified
by the properties.

If you add a transform to a procedure of type "Local install", you manually have to remove the ADDLOCAL=ALL property.
The "Local install" procedure will always have the ADDLOCAL=ALL property set to ensure that no features will run from
source or being installed on demand.

NOTE
Microsoft installer properties, like ARPHELPLINK, INSTALLLEVEL, and PROMPTROLLBACKCOST, are
documented in the Microsoft Windows Installer Guide (Property Reference) available at msdn.microsoft.com.

MSI Value

The Windows Installer evaluates the following properties in the following order:
ADDLOCAL, REMOVE, ADDSOURCE, ADDDEFAULT, REINSTALL and ADVERTISE.

MSI Value Example

If the command line specifies: ADDLOCAL=ALL, ADDSOURCE = OfficeFeature, all the features are first set to run-local
and then OfficeFeature is set to run-from-source.
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On the other hand, if the command line is: ADDSOURCE=ALL, ADDLOCAL=OfficeFeature, first OfficeFeature is set to
run-local, and then when ADDSOURCE=ALL is evaluated, all features (including OfficeFeature) are reset to run-from-
source.

User interface and logging options

With this dialog you can select the desired user interface and logging level.

When you select the Finish button, the MSI Procedure Registration Wizard ends and returns to the Package Registration
Wizard, where the new procedure should be added to the list of procedures.

For details, see the description of User interface level and Log level.

User Interface (UI) Level

User Interface (UI) Level

The Windows Installer provides capability to author an internal user interface with multiple levels of UI functionality.

The behavior of the four levels (full UI, reduced UI, basic UI, and None) depends on the installation package.

The following table describes the functionality commonly ascribed to these levels.

• Full UI
Displays both the modal and modeless dialog boxes that have been authored into the internal UI. Displays the built-in
modal error-message boxes.
Modal dialog boxes require user input before the installation can continue, whereas a modeless dialog box does not
require user input for the installation to continue.

• Reduced UI
Displays the authored modeless dialog boxes. Does not display any authored modal dialog boxes. Displays built-in
modal error-message boxes.

• Basic UI
Displays the built-in modeless dialog boxes that show progress messages. Does not display any authored dialog
boxes.

• None
None means a silent installation. No user interface is displayed.

The following selections are offered. They are mutually exclusive, that is, only one can be selected at a time.

• No user interface (unattended)
• Selected by default
• No user interface, with modal completion dialog box
• Reduced user interface, with modal completion dialog box
• Basic user interface
• Basic user interface, with modal completion dialog box
• Basic user interface, with no modal dialog boxes
• Full user interface, with modal completion dialog box

Log Level

The flags below indicate which information to log. You may select, and thus set, one or more of the flags.
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• Status messages
• Non-fatal warnings
• All error messages (Selected by default)
• Start-up of actions
• Action specific records
• User requests
• Initial UI parameters
• Out-of-memory or fatal exit information
• Out-of-disk-space messages
• Terminal properties
• Verbose output

CD-Options

Select the options for a CD installation:

• Enable installation from CD-ROM
Check this box to allow for a CD-ROM installation

Specify the following two fields:

• CD Label
Provide a label for the CD.

• CD Location MSI
In case the CD stores many programs, provide the path to the MSI file you want to register in the form Sub1\Sub2.

• CD-ROM install only
If you check this box, the package is not stored in the software library.

Customize

The wizard displays the list of procedures to be added.

• To add procedures, click Add.
• To delete procedures, click Delete.
• To edit the list, click Edit.
• Select Seal package, if you the package has to be sealed.

Finish

Before you finish the wizard, please read the notes which explain why Software Delivery installs MSI packages with
elevated privileges. If you do not want this, please check the box "Do not install with elevated privileges" before clicking
the Finish button.

MSI Installation Access Rights

When you register and file an MSI-item, note that some products might update system files or make changes to the
Windows registry.

If a user has inadequate access rights, the installation might fail when sending an installation job to that user.

To have Windows Installer run with elevated privileges, use the System Policy Editor (poledit.exe for Windows NTand
9x) or the Group Policy Editor (gpedit.msc and the Active Directory for Windows 2000/XP) to enable "Always install with
elevated privileges" for the Windows Installer.

Note that both Computer and User Configurations must be changed.
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If you enable "Always install with elevated privileges" for the Windows Installer in this way, this will override any SD
settings (since SD never lowers Windows Installer privileges, only raises them).

If you do not want to enable the "Always install with elevated privileges" for the Windows Installer, you have the option of
working with other methods:

If you do not check the box "Do not install with elevated privileges", the property sdprop_installelevated will be set for all
install, uninstall and configure procedures that are registered for the current software item. More precisely: the property is
set for all procedures registered with the item except for Administrative install, Remove admin install, Detect and Verify.

If you check the box "Do not install with elevated privileges", you still have the option to install with elevated privileges,
by setting the property sdprop_installelevated for the appropriate install, uninstall and configure procedures that are
registered for the current software item. You do this by not sealing the item and using Properties for the procedure(s) of
interest after registration, where you first select the Embedded File tab and then select the MSI Properties tab, where you
can add or remove MSI properties.

If you register using the method Perform and use an administrative installation, the check box "Run admin install using full
UI" is displayed. Check this box, if you want the administrative installation, invoked by selecting Finish, to run using a full
user interface. This can be necessary, for example, if you register Office XP that needs the PIDKEY property to be set.

MSI Method

The values to select between depend on the procedure that was selected:

• Administrative install
Administrative install or Install

• Advertise
Advertise or Install

• Advertise all users
Advertise or Install

• Detect
No MSI method. This is an external procedure, referring to an SD file.

• Local Install
Administrative install or Install

• Local Re-install
Install or Repair

• Network Install
Advertise or Install

• Network Re-install
Install or Repair

• Remove admin install
Uninstall

• Uninstall
Uninstall
Uninstall will perform a complete or partial uninstallation.

• Verify
No MSI method. This is an external procedure, referring to an SD file.

• CD Install
Install or Advertise

• CD Re-install
Install or Repair
Repair will perform a selective local re-installation, specified in a list of repair options. It uses the package delivered by
SD.
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MSI Package Path

Enter the path to the MSI package or select it from the drop down list.

Select one or more of the following options:

• Seal packageBy checking the Seal package box, the package will be automatically sealed when registered.
This registration method should be selected, if upon registration you intend to send install orders, using the local
install procedures, to the appropriate agents. These procedures are the only ones that can be used (to perform a local
installation), until the Administrative installation procedure has been utilized.

• Administrative installationThis registration method should be selected, if you have created an administrative
installation outside CA Client Automation and you want to use it.

• Enable install from CD-ROMSpecify the following two fields:

• – CD Label
Provide a label for the CD.

– CD Location MSI
In case the CD stores many programs, provide the path to the MSI file you want to register in the form Sub1\Sub2.

– Do not store the package imageCheck this box if you do not want to store the program files in the library (the
Source folder will be empty), but only the necessary registration information from the .msi-file. Note that this check
box is not available if you chose Use an administrative installation or Perform and use an administrative installation
on the original dialog.

Feature Selection

The features you can select, or omit, in this dialog depend very much on the software item, the .msi-file, that you started
with and the procedure you selected.

In this dialog it is possible to specify the MSI features to be installed and their state. This is helpful when only a part of a
software package is to be installed and the software vendor does not supply a transform generator tool.

If you click on a downward-pointing arrow in the Features field, it will expand to show the following states:

• Will be installed on local hard drive
• Entire feature will be installed on local hard drive
• Will be installed to run from network / CD
• Entire feature will be installed to run from network / CD
• Feature will be installed when required (advertise)
• Entire feature will be unavailable
• Entire feature will be removed from an existing installation
• Restore default

Publish Software in Catalog
Contents

This wizard guides you in the process necessary to publish software packages to computers and users in this domain.

The result is a Catalog Group located beneath the Catalog folder in the Software Package Library.

The wizard will ask you to select which packages to publish and for which users and / or computers (linked group).

When you have entered a name for the catalog group, the wizard will take all the necessary steps to publish the software
in the catalog.
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Select the Packages

Select the packages you want to publish in the catalog.

Select Users / Computers

Select the users / computers for which you want to publish the software in the catalog.

Finish

Confirm your previous selections and name the catalog group by clicking the Finish button or use the Back button to go to
the previous step of the wizard.

Deploy Software Package
Contents

The wizard guides you through the steps needed to deploy software packages to computers attached to domains in this
enterprise.

The result is a software distribution used to track the progress of the distribution to the domains.

Select Software Packages and Procedures

Follow the instructions of the wizard to deploy software packages to computers attached to the domain.

Select from the list of software packages and procedures.

Domains Selection

Select the domains you want to include in the distribution.

NOTE
This step is only available on the Enterprise.

Select Targets

Select the targets to which the software will be deployed.

Finish

In this final step you have to confirm your selection and schedule the deployment.

• Decide if the software packages should be distributed and registered at the domains by marking the corresponding
check box.

• Schedule the deployment.
• Enter a job container name.
• Decide if you want to open the advanced job settings dialog when the Finish button is pressed.

Job Container Name

You can enter an arbitrary name in this field.

You can also choose one of two macros.

The default name (which you can change) given to the job container will be the name of the computer group concatenated
with the two macros, $date and $time.
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The $time macro expands to the time when the evaluation takes place and is given in the form hh:mm:ss.

The $date macro expands to the date when the evaluation takes place and is given in the form yy-mm-dd.

Create Deployment Software Job
Before you create a software job you have to create a software package.

Software Jobs are primarly used to deploy software packages to computers in the network, but can also be used to
configure, activate and remove installed software.

The mode of operation is determined by which software package procedure is selected; there are four different types of
procedures: Install, Configure, Activate and Uninstall.

Software Jobs are made up of Job Containers to allow more than one software package to be deployed or staged at the
same time. Job Containers are by default transactional so if a job fails, the remaining jobs will be aborted.

Software Jobs are also used to stage software packages on scalability servers. This helps you to reduce network traffic
when deploying packages to computers on diversed networks.

Follow these steps to create a Software Deployment Job:

1. Click on the Software Jobs folder
2. Click on the New Software Deployment Job action in the Tasks Portlet or right click on the Software Jobs folder and

select New > Software Deployment Job.
3. Follow the steps in the Deploy Software Package wizard and click Finish

NOTE
On the last page in the wizard there is an option to open the advanced job settings dialog when the Finish button
is pressed. In the job settings dialog you can specify various settings on the Job Container and the individual
Jobs. For example, logoff the user after job execution.

Create Software Staging Job
Follow these steps to create a Software Staging Job:

1. Click on the Software Jobs folder
2. Right click on the Software Jobs folder and select New > Software Staging Job.
3. Follow the steps in the Stage Software Package wizard and click Finish.

Monitor Software Jobs
Software Jobs are created by many different parties: domain administrators, enterprise administrators, end users, and by
the DSM system itself. To simplify day-to-day job management, jobs can be viewed by any of these four categories.

1. Click the All Software Jobs node to view all software jobs.
2. By default successfully completed jobs are displayed. Select Hide Successful Jobs in the Filter portlet to filter them

out.
3. The Summary portlet displays a pie-chart for the distribution of job status. By default the distribution is by job.
4. Click View by Target action in the Tasks portlet. The view changes to display distribution by target.
5. Select a job container to view its contents. In the target-oriented view the computers and their current status are

displayed.
6. Select one of the computers to view its contents. The list of jobs for this computer is displayed.
7. Select a job and click the Properties action in the Task portlet to view the details of the job for this computer.
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NOTE
If there are many jobs in the list, you can use the Software Job search function to find job containers containing
a specific software package and/or targeting a specific computer.

Remove Software
To be able to remove software you must have deployed a software package to a computer. The Software Package must
have an uninstall procedure.

Software can be removed from individual computers as follows:

1. Click on the All Computers folder
2. Double-click on the computer that has the software installed to expand it into the tree.
3. Click on the Details tab and then click on the Software item.
4. On the new screen click on the Installed Packages item to view all installed software.
5. Select the software in the list and click on the Uninstall action in the Tasks Portlet.
6. A popup menu appear where you select the uninstall procedure.
7. The Job Setup dialog appears. Click on OK to immediately run the uninstall job.

Software can be removed from multiple computers as follows:

Software can be removed from multiple computers as follows:

1. Click on the All Software folder under Software Library
2. Double-click on the software that has the installations to expand it into the tree.
3. Click on the Details tab and then click on the Installations item.
4. Select the computers in the list and click on the Uninstall action in the Tasks Portlet.
5. A popup menu appear where you select the uninstall procedure.
6. The Job Setup dialog appears. Click on OK to immediately run the uninstall job.

On the CA ITCM Enterprise installation records for computers are not available. You order an uninstallation to a Computer
Group with the help of the Infrastructure Deployment Wizard by selecting an uninstall procedure.

Another way to remove software on a computer is by using the deployment wizard:

1. Click on the All Computers folder
2. Select one or more computers in the right hand list. You may also select a Computer Group.
3. Click on the Deploy software package action in the Action Portlet or right click on the computers and select Software

Jobs > Deploy software packages.
4. Follow the steps in the Deploy Software Package wizard.
5. On the page where software packages are selected, expand the software and select the uninstall procedure.

Create Software Policy
Contents

To deploy a new software policy, follow the wizard's instructions!

The Create Software Policy wizard assists you in doing the following:

• Selecting the packages and procedures to use
• Selecting the domains to include in the distribution (optional)
• Selecting the target group to which you link this software policy.

Before you finish you can select the "Distribute and register software packages at the domains" box and the "Open the
advanced software policy settings dialog when the Finish button is pressed" box.
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Select Packages and Procedures

Select the packages and procedures to use for the software policy.

Domains Selection

Select the domains you want to include in the distribution.

NOTE
This step is only available on the Enterprise.

Target Group Selection

Select the target groups to which the software policy will be linked.

You may leave the software policy unlinked from any asset group: Check box "Do not link this Software Policy to a
Target Group".

(Feature available on both enterprise and domain)

NOTE
At the Domain, the Seal and Activate option will be grayed out if the policy is not linked to a target group.

At the Enterprise, the Seal and Distribute option remains to allow distribution of unlinked policies.

NOTE
Deregistration of a distributed enterprise Software Policy will not delete any linked asset group.

Create Software Policy Wizard Final Step

• Confirm your selection and specify a name for the software policy.
• If applicable, select the "Seal and activate Software Policy" option (at the domain level) or the "Seal and distribute

Software Policy" option (at the enterprise level).
• If the "Do not link this Software Policy to a Target Group" option has been selected in the previous step, this option will

not be available (grayed out) on domains. On the enterprise it will still be usable to allow the distribution of unlinked
policies from the enterprise.

• Select the "Open the advanced software policy settings dialog when the Finish button is pressed" option when
appropriate. Then the "New Software Policy" dialog will open.

Create Software Distribution
Software Distributions are used to distribute software packages, job orders, software policies, and so on to Domains.

Software Distributions are made up of Distribution Containers having one or more orders that will be executed on the
Domains. To mention the most commonly used:

• Software Registration orders are used to stage software on the Domain Software Libraries.
• Software Job orders are used to distribute Job Containers to Domains.
• Software Policy orders are used to distribute Software Policies to Domains.

To create a Software Deployment Distribution Job

1. Click on the Software Distributions folder
2. Click on the New Software Deployment Job action in the Tasks Portlet or right click on the Software Distributions folder

and select New > Software Deployment Job.
3. Follow the steps in the Deploy Software Package wizard and click Finish.

A Distribution Container is created containing software registration and software job orders.
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NOTE

The default choice is to distribute the orders to all Domains. You may optimize the distribution by selecting
certain Domains only.

On the last page in the wizard there is an option to distribute and register software packages at the Domains. If
you de-select this option, it is assumed the package is already available at the selected Domains.

Create Software Staging Distribution Job
To create a Software Staging Distribution Job

1. Click on the Software Distributions folder
2. Right click on the Software Distributions folder and select New, Software Staging Job.
3. Follow the steps in the Stage Software Package wizard and click Finish.

A Distribution Container is created containing software registration and software job orders.

NOTE

If you only want to distribute and stage the software to the domains you can omit selecting a scalability server.

On the last page in the wizard there is an option to distribute and register software packages at the domains. If
you de-select this option, it is assumed the package is already available at the selected domains.

Modify Software Policy
Follow these steps to modify a Software based Policy For more information, see Software Based Policies Folders:

1. Right click on the Software Policy and select Unseal to Disable/Edit.

2. Expand the Software Policy and click on the Jobs node.

3. Right click on a job and select Delete to remove a job from the Software Policy.

4. To add a new job, expand the Software Package Library node and select one or more Software Packages.

5. Drag and drop the Software Packages onto the Software Policy Jobs node.

6. Finally, re-seal the Software Policy by selecting Seal to Activate from the popup menu.

NOTE
On the CA Client Automation Enterprise the modified Software Policy must be re-distributed to the Domains:
Create a new Distribution Container and then drag and drop the policy on it. Finally, drag and drop the
Distribution Container on the Domains.

Stage Software Package Wizard
Contents

The Stage Software Package wizard will guide you when you stage software packages on domains and on scalability
servers attached to the enterprise.

The result is a software distribution which can be used to track the progress of the distribution to the domains.

The wizard has the following steps:
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• Select domains to include in the distribution
• Select scalability servers to the stage the software (optional).
• Schedule the staging
• Decide whether to distribute and register software packages at the domains.

If you check the box "Open the advanced job settings dialog when the Finish button is pressed", you will be taken to the
Setup Jobs dialog window.

Package Selection

Select the packages you want to stage.

Servers Selection

Select the servers to which you want to stage the software on.

Domain Selection

• Confirm your selection and schedule the staging.
• Optionally you check the box "Distribute and register software packages at the domains".
• If you want to specify more details, check the box "Open the advanced job settings dialog when the Finish button is

pressed."

NOTE
This step is only available on the Enterprise.

Confirm and Schedule

• Confirm your selections and schedule the staging.
• If you want to specify more details, please check the box "Open the advanced job settings dialog when the Finish

button is pressed".

Software Job Management
Contents

Software job management allows you to configure the management of software jobs at this domain.

Job Cleanup

Based on completion time, the job history is automatically cleaned up. This cleanup reduces the number of objects in the
database and speeds up the performance of database search. The Installation Jobs for software that is still installed and
Delivery Jobs for software that is still present in the Staging Library are not cleaned up.

Job history cleanup time: nnn days n hours Start at: nn: nn

The jobs cleanup task is run periodically using the mentioned cleanup interval. The job history cleanup is run every day at
the specified start time.

While administering CA Client Automation, you might face scenarios where software jobs hang or become corrupt.
If these scenarios occur, a manual cleanup is required. So the Software Delivery or Data Transport Service cleanup
procedure is required to correct these issues. 

Perform the mentioned steps for Domain manager and Scalability Server simultaneously. 
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Domain Manager

1. Delete or unseal any currently active Job Containers.
2. Stop CAF by executing the following command:

CAF STOP

3. Execute the following command:
cam change disabled

4. Execute the following command:
camclose

5. Execute the following command:
csampmux stop

6. Delete all the files and folders in the %sdroot%\asm\d folder.
7. Delete all the files and folders, except the scripts folder, lgzip folder, and scripts.zip, in %sdroot%\asm\library

\activate.

NOTE
If any active job containers are present, do not follow this step.

8. Delete all the files in the \CA\DSM\DTS\DTA\Staging folder.
9. Delete all the files in the \CA\DSM\DTS\DTA\Status folder.
10. Delete cfnotsrvd.dat file from the \ca\dsm\appdata folder.
11. Create a folder as CLEANSTART in the %SDROOT%\ASM\DATABASE\ftm_journals folder.
12. Execute the following command:

csampmux start

13. Execute the following command:
cam change auto

14. Execute the following command:
cam start -c -l

15. Execute the following command:
caf start

16. Confirm that the system has deleted the CLEANSTART folder that is created in Step 11.

Scalability Server

1. Stop CAF by executing the following command:
CAF STOP

2. Execute the following command:
cam change disabled

3. Execute the following command:
camclose

4. Execute the following command:
csampmux stop

5. Delete all the files and folders in the %sdroot%\asm\d folder.
6. Delete all the files and folders, except the scripts folder, lgzip folder, and scripts.zip, in %sdroot%\asm\library

\activate.

NOTE
If any active job containers are present, do not follow this step.

7. Delete all files in the \CA\DSM\DTS\DTA\Staging folder.
8. Delete all files in the \CA\DSM\DTS\DTA\Status folder.
9. Execute the following command:
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csampmux start

10. Execute the following command:
cam change auto

11. Execute the following command:
cam start -c -l

12. Execute the following command:
caf start

Job Handling

• Interpret "already installed" failures as successful
By default, delivering software to targets that already have the software that is installed marks the job as failed. By
setting the following flag, the job status "already installed" is not regarded as a failure. 
Min job time-out: 0 days 3 hours
Max job time-out: 7 days 0 hours
If the jobs have not started their execution within a certain time period, you can configure jobs to time out. The
following parameters set a limit to the range of possible time-out values that are defined when a job is set up.

• Fail implicit deliveries to scalability servers
Jobs using scalability servers implicitly deliver software from the manager when not present in the scalability server
staging library. To maintain a better control of the deliveries in the network, you can turn off implicit deliveries. If turned
off, jobs fail if the required software is not present in the staging library.

NOTE

This option is only available for NOS agents. For DTS agents, there is a different policy, Fail implicit DTS
agent deliveries. For more information, see Manager Policy Group.

• Check Software Policies
During the evaluation of a job container, software delivery can cross-check against all Software Policies to ensure that
no policies are violated. Any attempt to uninstall a software package that is assigned to be installed through a policy is
denied. Any attempt to install a software package that is assigned to be uninstalled through a policy is also denied. In
addition, for Software Management packages, any attempt to install a previous delta version is denied.

Re-install After Crash

Software delivery can restore the state of computers by automatically invoking the Re-install After Crash (RAC) feature.
The invoke occurs when a new OS installation is reported by the software delivery agent. All software that was present
earlier are re-installed and configured according to the computer job history that is stored in the database. During the
RAC, the computer is locked and no other jobs are allowed to be initiated.

The following options are available for RAC:

• Automatic - Create RAC Job Container and start the delivery
This option allows you to automate RAC completely. A RAC Job Container is created and delivered when a new OS
installation is reported.

• Deferred - Create RAC Job Container and wait for confirmation (default option)
This option allows you to review and modify the created RAC Job Container. The RAC Job Container has to be
activated manually.

• Disabled - Do not automate RAC
This option disables RAC automation. The computer installations are marked as removed when a new OS installation
is reported.

The mentioned setting reflects the common policy for all targets on this domain manager. You may override this policy for
individual targets in the properties dialog of target.
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Software versions that are no longer used but still registered can be excluded from RAC by checking the 'Exclude from
RAC' option on the installation procedure!

Custom Administrator Message
Contents

You can use software delivery to create, define, and associate a text message to a job container, individual jobs (activities
within a job container), or both at the time of creating a job container. You can also add the text message for a procedure
of a software package.

The message is displayed to the end users during the execution of the associated job container and its jobs. You can
use these messages to convey appropriate information to the end users, for example, you can provide the following
information in the message:

• Inform end users about the purpose of the task that is being performed on the target computers.
• Inform end users about any specific actions that you (as an administrator) want to perform on the target computers

before or after the task.
• Inform end users about any specific actions that they (end users) must perform before or after the task.
• Include hyperlinks in the messages to direct end users to the appropriate resources for more information.

Specify a Custom Administrator Message

In the DSM Explorer, the option to associate a custom administrator message to a job container and a job is available
from multiple locations. The following are the scenarios where you can add a custom administrator message:

• Creating a software deployment job
• Editing any software jobs folder

NOTE
This task is applicable only for the containers that are in the unsealed state.

• Creating a software-based policy
• Editing any software-based policy

NOTE
This task is applicable only for the containers that are in the unsealed state.

• Setting up a job order
• Creating a software deployment distribution job (Enterprise)
• Creating a software-based policy (Enterprise)

Follow the standard steps for performing these tasks. The only additional information that you need to provide for the
custom administrator message is to enter the message text in the User Message field on the appropriate tabs, such as
Jobs, Job Container. Additionally, note that if you enable the Use comment as user message check box on the Procedure
tab, the comment information of the Procedure tab is displayed as a default value in the User Message field of the Job
tab; when the procedure (or the package including that procedure) is deployed while creating the deployment job.

NOTE
The User Message field is not available if the individual jobs are intended for the staging purposes and a job
container includes only staging jobs (also includes the Staging wizard). You cannot add a custom administrator
message in such cases.

The following example procedure explains how you can add a custom administrator message for a new software
deployment job. After you create the job, apply the job to a target computer or group of computers.

Example: Specify a Custom Administrator Message for a New Software Deployment Job
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While creating a software deployment job, you can add a custom administrator message. You can include the appropriate
information in the custom administrator message. The same information is displayed to the end user at the time when the
job is scheduled to run on the target computer.

To specify a custom administrator message for a new software deployment job

1. Navigate to the Domain, Jobs, Software Jobs folder in the DSM Explorer.
A list of all the jobs appears.

2. Right-click the Software Jobs folder, and select New, Software Deployment Job from the context menu.
The Deploy Software Package wizard opens.

3. Follow the instructions in the wizard to create a software deployment job.
4. Select the Open the advanced job settings dialog when the Finish button is pressed option on the Finish screen of the

wizard.
5. Click Finish.

The Setup Jobs dialog opens.
6. Enter the appropriate message text in the User Message field on the Job Container tab and the Job tab.

NOTE
The Job tab is available under the Jobs tab.

7. Click OK.
The custom administrator message is added for the software deployment job.

Customize the Font Face, Style, Color, and Size of Custom Administrator Messages

You can customize the font face, size, style, and color of the custom administrator messages based on your requirements.
To do the customization, open the agent.txt file and make necessary updates in the [USER_MESSAGE] section of the file.
The agent.txt file is available under the location ..\Program Files\CA\DSM\SD\NLS.

A sample [USER_MESSAGE] section is given below:

[USER_MESSAGE]

; Font face to be used, default is Tahoma

  1 = Tahoma

; Font Size. Specifies the character height. The dialog is not resized due to this setting

  2 = 10

; Font Style. We have to set B for Bold, I for Italics, U for Underline. The dialog is not resized due to this

 setting

 3 = B

; Following 3 values are for RGB, these values can be used to set the color of the user message

; Value for R

  4 = 0

; Value for G

  5 = 50

; Value for B

  6 = 175

Display of the Custom Administrator Message to the End Users

The DSM Software Delivery Job Check dialog displays the custom administrator message to the end users. The job
container message is displayed at the top of the dialog and the job message is displayed at the bottom. In the case of
multiple jobs, click the appropriate job to know the associated job message.
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Change the Security Settings for the Embedded Network Share Path

If you include a network share path in the job container message or the job message, you must change the local security
settings for the network share path to work properly.

To change the security settings for the embedded network share path

1. Run secpol.msc from the command prompt.
The Local Security Settings window appears.

2. Navigate to Security Settings, Local Policies, Security Options.
A list of security settings appears in the right pane.

3. Double-click the Network access: Shares that can be accessed anonymously setting.
The Network access: Shares that can be accessed anonymously dialog appears.

4. Add the name of the shared folder in the Local Policy setting tab, and click OK.
5. Double-click the Network access: Restrict anonymous access to Named pipes or shares.

The Network access: Restrict anonymous access to Named pipes or shares dialog appears.
6. Select the Disabled option, and click OK.

The local security settings for the embedded network share path are changed.

Shut Down a Computer after Last SD Job
Contents

Software delivery lets you shut down a target computer after completion of the last software delivery job. SD provides the
shutdown-related job and calendar options. A combination of the job and calendar options controls the shutdown behavior
of the target computer. You can use these options to decide when to shut down a computer, whether to shut it down or
not, or how to define non-conflicting time ranges within which it is appropriate to shut down. This functionality helps ensure
that the target computers use power in an optimal manner and support the defined Green IT policies of the organization.

How to Use the Shutdown Functionality

To use the shutdown functionality, the first step is to define a value for the Shutdown Behavior configuration policy.
This value controls the overall shutdown behavior of the computer. After you define the value for the policy, perform the
appropriate step based on the defined value:

NOTE
The value "0" signifies that shutdown must not be performed.

• When only the job option controls the shutdown behavior, set the Boot Level after execution property to the Shutdown
machine after last job option while submitting an SD job.

• When only the calendar option controls the shutdown behavior, define appropriate time ranges.
• When either the job or the calendar option controls the shutdown behavior, either set the Boot Level after execution

property or define time ranges.
• When both the job and the calendar options control the shutdown behavior, set the Boot Level after execution property

and also define time ranges.
• (Optional) When you want to control the politeness of an initiated shutdown, configure the polite shutdown

configuration policy parameters.

The shutdown functionality is closely linked to the process of pushing an SD job to a target computer. The configured
Shutdown Behavior policy is not activated until an SD job is pushed to the computer. When you push an SD job to the
computer, the job evaluates the value assigned to the Shutdown Behavior policy. It then takes the appropriate action --
shut down or do not shut down -- after completion of the last SD job. If you do not push an SD job, the value assigned to
the policy parameter does not perform any action.
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NOTE
Shutdown of a domain manager is not allowed, that is, you cannot shut down a domain manager either by using
the job option or by using the power management calendar setting.

Power Management Calendar

A power management calendar is a user-defined configuration policy. You can create a calendar-specific configuration
policy, seal it, and apply it to the target computer (or group of computers) like any other standard configuration policy. This
policy when applied to the computer becomes the power management calendar that governs the shutdown behavior for
that computer.

The calendar consists of a set of time ranges. Each time range can be one of the following types:

• Special Dates
Lets you define a policy based on some specific dates.

• Normal Weekdays
Lets you define a policy that is applicable to a chosen set of days (Sunday through Saturday).

• Date Ranges
Lets you define a policy based on some specific date range. You need to specify the start date and the end date to
define a date range.

These time ranges are used to define rules based on the normal weekdays, some special dates, or some specific date
ranges. Therefore, by using the calendar, you can determine when it is appropriate to keep a computer powered on or
powered off.

The time ranges defined in the power management calendar are activated only when an SD job is pushed to the
computer. For example, you configure the Shutdown Behavior configuration policy to use the calendar option (option 2),
and define a time range to shut down a computer on March 26, 2009. But, no job is pushed to the computer on March 26,
2009. In this case, the power management calendar does not apply the defined time range, as no job has been pushed,
and the computer is not shut down.

In the DSM Explorer, the power management calendar is represented as a configuration view.

Non-Conflicting Time Ranges

Make sure that you define only non-conflicting time ranges in the power management calendar configuration policy. The
non-conflicting time ranges help you create a power management calendar where you can determine the result of each
time range without any ambiguity.

The following example scenarios let you understand the various types of conflicting time ranges:

• Scenario of two conflicting time ranges where both the ranges are defined for the Normal Weekdays type
In this scenario, one Normal Weekdays time range has been defined to enable shutdown on all Saturdays and
Sundays, and another to disable shutdown on all Saturdays. Such Normal Weekdays time ranges are conflicting in
nature and must not be defined. The shutdown behavior is undefined in this type of scenario.

• Scenario of two conflicting time ranges where both the ranges are defined for the Special Dates type
In this scenario, one Special Dates time range has been defined to disable shutdown on July 15, 2009, and another to
enable shutdown on the same date. Such Special Dates time ranges are conflicting in nature and must not be defined.
The shutdown behavior is undefined in this type of scenario.

• Scenario of two conflicting time ranges where both the ranges are defined for the Date Ranges type
In this scenario, one Date Ranges time range has been defined to disable shutdown from October 1, 2009 to October
15, 2009, and another to enable shutdown from October 10, 2009 to October 15, 2009. Such Date Ranges time ranges
are conflicting in nature and must not be defined. The shutdown behavior is undefined in this type of scenario.

• Scenario of two conflicting time ranges where one range is defined for the Special Dates (or Date Ranges) type and
other for the Normal Weekdays type
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In this scenario, the Normal Weekdays time range is defined to disable shutdown on all Wednesdays, and the Special
Dates time range is defined to enable shutdown on June 17, 2009 (Wednesday). In this case, the Special Dates time
range takes precedence over the Normal Weekdays time range, and enables shutdown on that particular date.

• Scenario of two conflicting time ranges where one range is defined for the Date Ranges type and other for the Special
Dates type
In this scenario, the Date Ranges time range is defined to disable shutdown from September 20, 2009 to September
30, 2009, and the Special Dates time range is defined to enable shutdown on September 21, 2009. Such time ranges
are conflicting in nature and must not be defined. The shutdown behavior is undefined in this scenario.

Configure the Shutdown Behavior Policy

To shut down the computer after completion of the last SD job, configure the Shutdown Behavior policy. You can specify a
value for this policy while creating a configuration policy. Once the configuration policy is created, you can seal the policy
and apply it to the target computer like any other configuration policy.

To configure the Shutdown Behavior policy

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Common Components, CAF,
Shutdown.
A list of all the shutdown policies appears.

2. Double-click the Shutdown Behavior policy.
The Setting Properties dialog opens.

3. Enter one of the following values in the Value field depending on your requirements:
– 0

Specifies that the computer must not be shut down after completion of the last SD job. This is the default value for
this configuration policy.

– 1
Shuts down the computer if the Boot Level after execution property is set to the Shutdown machine after last job
option. The parameter ignores the power management calendar setting in this case.

– 2
Shuts down the computer based on the power management calendar settings of the target computer. The
parameter ignores the Boot Level after execution property if the property is set to the shutdown option.

– 3
Shuts down the computer based on the Boot Level after execution property or the calendar option. It uses either
of the two options to decide whether to shut down the computer. It will always shut down the computer if the
value of the Boot Level after execution property is set to the Shutdown machine after last job option or the power
management calendar indicates that a shutdown must be performed.

– 4
Shuts down the computer based on the Boot Level after execution property and the calendar options. It uses both
the options to decide whether to shut down the computer. It will shut down the computer only if the Boot Level
after execution property is set to the Shutdown machine after last job option and the power management calendar
indicates that a shutdown must be performed.

4. Click OK.
The Shutdown Behavior policy is configured.

Define a Time Range

Use the options available in the Power Management Calendar configuration view to define meaningful sets of non-
conflicting time ranges in a configuration policy. Once you create the policy, you can seal it and apply it to the target
computer.
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To define a time range

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Common Components, CAF,
Shutdown, Power Management Calendar.

2. Click the Time Ranges folder.
The Power Management Calendar configuration view opens.

3. Click New to create a time range.
4. Enter appropriate information in the following fields:

– Name
Defines the name of the time range.

– State
Specifies whether the time range entry is in the shutdown enabled or shutdown disabled mode.

– Type
Specifies the type of the time range. The Normal Weekdays option applies to normal weeks and covers Sunday
through Saturday. The Special Dates option applies to a specific date. The Date Ranges option applies to all the
days defined in a specific date range; start and end dates are also included.

– Hours
Specifies the list of hours included in the time range. Valid input formats are as follows:
• You can use a single entry to specify a 30-minute period, for example, entering a value of 22:30 denotes a 22:30

to 22:59 time period. Also, make sure that the minute component in a time entry is 00 or 30. So, for example, a
time range of 8:00 - 11:30 is valid, but 8:10 - 11:15 is not.

• You can specify one or more ranges like 09:00 - 11:30 in this field. So, entering 09:00 - 11:30 indicates a 09:00 to
11:30 time period. Also, make sure that you use a space to separate multiple time ranges such as 09:00 - 12:00
13:00 - 18:00.

• You can add a range 00:00 - 00:00 to denote a full 24-hour period.
– Days

Specifies the days of the week in the time range. This parameter is applicable only when the time range type is set
to Normal Weekdays. This value can be any combination from Sunday to Saturday, for example, Sunday - Tuesday
or Monday - Friday.

– Date
Specifies the special date value. This parameter is applicable only when the time range type is set to Special Dates.
The valid format for entering the date is yyyy-mm-dd (year, month, and date). For example, for Boxing Day 2008, a
holiday celebrated in the United Kingdom, Canada, and elsewhere, enter 2008-12-26.
You can also use “00” as a wild-card match to cover all months in a year or all days in a month, and “0000” to cover
all years. For example, entering 2009-00-01 implies that the shutdown is enabled or disabled, as per the power
management calendar, on the first day of every month for the year 2009.

– FromDate
Specifies the start date of the specified date range. This parameter is applicable only when the time range type is
set to Date Ranges. Enter the date in the yyyy-mm-dd (year-month-date) format.

– ToDate
Specifies the end date of the specified date range. This parameter is applicable only when the time range type is
set to Date Ranges. Enter the date in the yyyy-mm-dd (year-month-date) format.

5. Click Check to perform immediate validation of the data entered without committing the data.

NOTE
If you do not provide the data in the correct format, an error message is displayed when you click the Apply
button in the next step to add the time range.

6. Click Apply.
The time range is added to the power management calendar. To add additional time ranges, repeat Steps 3 through 6.
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NOTE
Click Default to delete all the defined time ranges in the policy being edited and revert to the default settings.
And, if you want to remove a specific time range entry from the list, select the time range and click Remove.

7. Click OK.
The configuration view closes and saves the current changes.

After all the time ranges are added, seal the policy and apply it to the target computers. You have successfully enforced
the power management calendar on the target computers.

Specify the Boot Level after Execution Property

You can set the Boot Level after execution property to the Shutdown machine after last job option while performing the
following tasks, so as to reflect the property in the job options of an SD job:

• While creating a software package in the Software Package Library of SD
When you are creating a procedure for a software package, you can set the property in the Options tab. So, the
property is applicable whenever the software package is deployed using this procedure.

• While creating a software policy
When you are creating a software policy, you can configure each software package that is included in the policy to
have the Shutdown machine after last job option set in the job options (Jobs, Procedure Options tab).

• While setting up a job order
When you are setting up jobs that are distributed to the domain managers from the enterprise manager, you can
configure each individual package to have the Boot Level after execution property set to the Shutdown machine after
last job option (Jobs, Procedure Options tab).

• While creating a software deployment job
When you are creating an ad-hoc SD job, you can set the Boot Level after execution property to the Shutdown
machine after last job option (Jobs, Procedure Options tab).

The following example procedure explains how you can specify this option for a new software policy:

Example: Specify the Shutdown Job Option for a New Software Policy

You can set the Boot Level after execution property to the Shutdown machine after last job option while creating a
software policy.

To specify the shutdown job option for a new software policy

1. Navigate to the Policies, Software Based folder.
A list of all the software policies appears.

2. Right-click the Software Based folder, and select New Software Policy from the context menu.
The Create Software Policy wizard opens.

3. Follow the instructions in the wizard to create a software policy.
4. Select the Open the advanced Software Policy settings dialog when the Finish button is pressed option on the Finish

screen of the wizard.
5. Click Finish.

The New Software Policy dialog opens.
6. Click the Jobs tab, and then click Procedure Options.

All the procedure options appear.
7. Select the Shutdown machine after last job option from the Boot level after execution drop-down list.
8. Click OK.

The software policy shuts down the computer when execution of the last SD job is completed.
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Configure the Polite Shutdown Policies

oftware delivery allows the polite shutdown of a target computer. The polite shutdown policies control the politeness of an
initiated shutdown.

To configure the polite shutdown policies

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Common Components, CAF,
Shutdown.
A list of all the policies in the Shutdown policy group appears.

2. Double-click the appropriate policies, and enter values in the Setting Properties dialog:
– Shutdown: Forced Shutdown

Specifies that the Shutdown routine forces programs to shut down if the value is set to True.
Default: False

– Shutdown: Number of Shutdown postpones
Specifies the number of times the shutdown prompt can be postponed.
Default: 5

– Shutdown: Polite Shutdown
Specifies that a requested shutdown is not initiated automatically if the value is set to True. Instead, a message
appears and prompts the user to save all the work. The message does not include a timer and waits for the user’s
response. The shutdown initiates only when the user closes the message. The Shutdown routine uses this policy.
Default: False

– Shutdown: Prompt Timeout
Specifies the timeout period in seconds for the Shutdown dialog. If the timeout period is empty (not set), the initial
timeout is 5 minutes, and every consecutive postponement is 5 minutes in duration. If the timeout period is set to
some value, both the initial timeout and the consecutive postponements use the specified value.
Default: 300

3. Click OK.
The polite shutdown policies are configured.

Moving the OSIM Job Information
Contents

The software delivery functionality lets you transfer the OSIM job information while moving a target computer from one
domain manager to another. All the information about completed, planned, and activated OSIM jobs is preserved and
moved as part of any standard SD computer move operation. You do not need to perform any manual steps to export
or import the information across different domain managers. You can automatically transfer the complete OSIM job
information along with the SD installation records while performing any normal computer move operation.

Configure the OSIM Move Configuration Policies

To move the OSIM job information during a computer move operation, configure the OSIM move configuration policies.
Using these policies, you can control the overall behavior of transferring the OSIM job information from a previous domain
manager to a current domain manager. You must apply these policies on the domain manager to which the agents are
being moved. The values of these policies on the previous domain manager do not influence the behavior of moving
the OSIM job information to the current domain manager. Thus, the OSIM move policies applied on the current domain
manager define the transfer behavior of the OSIM job information, and not the policies applied on the previous domain
manager.

To configure the OSIM move configuration policies

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Software Delivery, Manager.
A list of configuration policies appears.

2. Double-click the following policies, and specify appropriate values in the Setting Properties dialog:
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– Computer move: OSIM Move enabled
Specifies whether to move the OSIM job information along with the installation records from a previous domain
manager during an SD computer move operation. You can set the parameter value to True or False. Setting the
parameter value to True always attempts to move the OSIM job information and the installation records from the
previous domain manager. However, setting the value to False disables transfer of the OSIM job information, and
attempts to move only the installation records.
Default: True

– Computer move: OSIM Move Postpone codes
Specifies whether to move the installation records from a previous domain manager after initiating transfer of the
OSIM job information. If transfer of the OSIM job information fails with an error code that is present in the error
codes list specified for this setting, the transfer of the OSIM job information and the installation records is postponed
until the next computer move attempt is made. However, if the transfer of the OSIM job information succeeds
or fails with an error code not included in the list specified for this setting, the process of moving the installation
records is initiated.

NOTE
The error codes list is a comma-separated list and can include the following error codes:

1,2,3,4,5,6,8,9,12,13,45,107,207,211,214.
Default: 1,2,3,4,5,6,8,12,13,45,211

3. Click OK.
The OSIM move configuration policies are configured.

Diagnosing an Error during a Computer Move Operation

The event log lists the reasons for the failure of a computer move operation. You must check the event log to know why
the computer move operation has failed. If you find that the computer move operation has failed because of the failure
of the OSIM move operation, you can configure the Computer move: OSIM Move Postpone codes configuration policy
parameter accordingly.

For example, consider the following sequence of steps to detect and analyze an error that occurs during a computer move
operation. In this example, the OSIM job movement fails with an error code 5:

1. Make sure that the Computer move: OSIM move enabled configuration policy is enabled on the computer.
2. Make sure that the list of error codes defined for the Computer move: postpone codes configuration policy is as

follows:
1,2,3,4,5,6,8,12,13,45,211.

3. Attempt a computer move operation for a target computer from domain manager 1 (DM1) to domain manager 2 (DM2).
This attempt tries to initiate the movement of the OSIM job records for the target computer. In this example, transfer of
the OSIM job records fails with the error code 5.

4. Check that the error code 5 is present in the list already defined for the Computer move: postpone codes configuration
policy. In this example, the error code 5 is available in the list, so the SD move (movement of the installation records)
is postponed and the computer move operation fails.

5. Open the event viewer (Windows event console) and check the reason for this failure. If you find that this error is not
going to be corrected on subsequent retries, you can remove the error code 5 from the list. Any further failure with the
error code 5 does not postpone the SD move operation.

Error Codes

The following table includes the OSIM job error codes, error codes description, and possible solution:

Error Code Error Description Suggested Solution
0 Success Not Applicable
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1 The resource file for the OsimMove
program could not be opened.

This is probably an installation problem.
Check the installation and start the
operation again.

2 Missing or invalid command line arguments. This is probably an error in the calling
program. Contact CA Technical Support.

3 The session with the OSIM Manager could
not be established.

This seems to be a temporary problem. Try
again later.

4 Unknown command specified on command
line. Only “export” and “import” commands
are supported.

This is probably an error in the calling
program. Contact CA Technical Support.

5 Job data output file not specified or the file
could not be created.

This might be a temporary problem (disk
full). Try again later.

6 Job data input file not specified or the file
could not be loaded.

The job data file does not exist or is
corrupted. This might be a temporary
problem. Try again later.

7 A specified computer name or UUID
was not found in the database (export
operation).

This could be a temporary database
problem. Try again later.

8 The specified name or UUID list file could
not be opened.

This might be a temporary problem. Try
again later.

9 A computer was specified by name for
export, but its host UUID is unknown.

This is probably an error in the calling
program. Contact CA Technical Support.

12 The file compress component could
not be initialized or there was an error
compressing or uncompressing the job file.

This could be an installation problem. If
the error occurs on import, the job data
file might be corrupt. Check the compress
component and then retry the operation.

13 The result file could not be created or
opened.

This could be a temporary problem (disk
full). Try again later.

45 Movement of the OSIM job records
not supported by the previous domain
manager.

Upgrade the previous domain manager
from where the movement of OSIM jobs is
attempted.

107 A specified computer name or UUID
was not found in the database (export
operation).

This could be a temporary database
problem. Try again later.

207 A specified computer name or UUID
was not found in the database (import
operation).

The specified computer is not registered
with the new domain manager. Register the
computer and retry.

211 The required OS image for a job was not
found in the database.

A required OS image is not registered in
the new domain manager. Register the OS
image in the new domain manager with
the same name as it was in the previous
domain manager.

214 A specified host UUID was not found in the
job data file.

This is probably an error in the calling
program. Contact CA Technical Support.

Optimization of Manager Concurrency
Contents

Software delivery optimizes the process of handling multiple tasks by improving the Task Manager and Installation
Manager concurrency. Software delivery provides configuration policies that let the Task Manager and Installation
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Manager run in concurrent mode to handle multiple tasks at the same. This multiprocessing approach that concurrent
mode provides helps you optimize manager concurrency, and consequently performance of the software delivery engine.

NOTE
The Task Manager and Installation Manager are components of the domain manager.

Concurrent Mode and Non-Concurrent Mode

The concurrency behavior of the Task Manager and Installation Manager is independent of each other. You can run the
Task Manager, Installation Manager, or both in concurrent or non-concurrent mode, depending on your requirements.
The Task Manager and Installation Manager behave differently in these two modes. However, for optimal performance,
you must run both the manager components (Task Manager and Installation Manager) in concurrent mode. Before you
configure these two manager components to run in concurrent mode to optimize manager concurrency, make sure you
understand how the two manager components behave in both the modes.

You can run the Task Manager and Installation Manager in concurrent or non-concurrent mode only on the domain
manager. On the enterprise manager, only non-concurrent mode is available.

NOTE
After you change the concurrency setting for the Task Manager or Installation Manager, make sure that you
restart the appropriate plug-in to reflect the changes.

Concurrent Mode

In concurrent mode, the Task Manager and Installation Manager create additional manager processes. These two
manager components are split into multiple separate processes with each process dedicated to perform a specific set
of tasks on the domain manager. Each process works independent of the other process. The tasks are assigned to the
appropriate process based on the type of the task a process is supposed to handle. As a result, the Task Manager and
Installation Manager can cater to several tasks at the same time when run in concurrent mode.

Task Manager Processes in Concurrent Mode

The Task Manager creates two additional manager processes in concurrent mode, Policy Manager and Replication
Manager. These additional processes run as CAF plug-ins. As a result, a total of three independent Task Manager plug-
ins run in parallel. Each individual plug-in is dedicated to handle a specific set of tasks independent of the other plug-in.
The tasks are prioritized for each plug-in, and the priority of a task belonging to one plug-in does not have any relationship
with the priority of a task belonging to the other plug-in. For example, priority of a policy task does not affect the priority
of a job container task because these two tasks belong to two separate plug-ins and follow the priority specified in their
specific plug-in.

The following are the three Task Manager plug-ins that run in concurrent mode:

• Task Manager (TM)
Handles the Maintenance, Data Transport Monitor, and job container tasks. The log file for the Task Manager process
in concurrent mode is TRC_USD_TASKMAN.log.

• Policy Manager (PM)
Handles the Scheduled Policy Evaluation and Ad-hoc Policy Evaluation tasks. The log file for the Policy Manager
process in concurrent mode is TRC_USD_POLMAN.log.

• Replication Manager (RM)
Handles the Distribution Receiver, Distribution Acknowledgement, and Computer Mover tasks. The log file for the
Replication Manager process in concurrent mode is TRC_USD_REPMAN.log.

NOTE
The System Delivery Engine represents the Task Manager, Policy Manager, and Replication Manager plug-
ins combined together in the case of concurrent mode and only the Task Manager plug-in in the case of non-
concurrent mode.
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Installation Manager Processes in Concurrent Mode

In concurrent mode, the Installation Manager creates an additional manager process, Notification Manager. As a result, a
total of two independent plug-ins run in parallel as CAF plug-ins.

The following are the two Installation Manager plug-ins that run in concurrent mode:

• Installation Manager (IM)
Handles the update of the job status messages and software records in the database. The log file for the Installation
Manager process in concurrent mode is TRC_USD_INSTMAN.log.

• Notification Manager (NM)
Handles the notifications and the actions occurring as a result of the notifications. The log file for the Notification
Manager process in concurrent mode is TRC_USD_NOTMAN.log.

Non-Concurrent Mode

In non-concurrent mode, the Task Manager and Installation Manager run as single processes, and perform the tasks as
follows:

• The Task Manager handles one task at a time and processes the tasks in a sequential manner based on the priority.
The log file for the Task Manager process in non-concurrent mode is TRC_USD_TASKMAN.log.

• The Installation Manager alternates between handling notifications and updating the database with the job status from
the agent. The log file for the Installation Manager process in non-concurrent mode is TRC_USD_INSTMAN.log.

Configure the Task Manager and the Installation Manager Concurrency

Configure the common configuration policies for the Task Manager and the Installation Manager to enable the concurrent
mode for these two manager components.

NOTE
These policies are applicable only for the domain manager.

To configure the Task Manager and the Installation Manager concurrency

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Software Delivery, Manager.
A list of configuration policies appears.

2. Double-click the following policies, and enter appropriate values in the Setting Properties dialog:
– Manager Concurrency: Task Manager Concurrency enabled

Controls the Task Manager concurrency behavior. You can set the parameter value to True or False. When set
to False, the Task Manager runs as a single process and performs the tasks in a sequential manner. When set
to True, the Task Manager creates additional manager processes, Policy Manager and Replication Manager, to
perform the policy evaluation tasks and the replication tasks. For optimizing manager concurrency, set the value to
True.
Default: True

– Manager Concurrency: Installation Manager Concurrency enabled
Controls the Installation Manager concurrency behavior. You can set the parameter value to True or False. When
set to False, the Installation Manager runs as a single process and performs the notification processing and the
database updates alternately. When set to True, the Installation Manager creates an additional manager process,
Notification Manager, to handle notifications and messages related to the notifications. For optimizing manager
concurrency, set the value to True.
Default: True

3. Click OK.
The concurrency behavior for the Task Manager and the Installation Manager is enabled.
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Configure the Cache Cleanup Interval for the Concurrent Processes

NOTE
You can configure the common configuration policies to control the intervals at which you want to perform
the cache cleanup for the concurrent processes. The intervals specify the time in minutes after which you
plan to perform the cache cleanup for the concurrent processes. You can specify different values for different
processes.

To configure the cache cleanup interval for the concurrent processes

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Software Delivery, Manager.
A list of configuration policies appears.

2. Double-click the following policies, and enter appropriate values in the Setting Properties dialog:
– Internal: Installation Manager cache cleanup interval

Controls the frequency at which you want to perform the cache cleanup for the Installation Manager.
Default: 5
Limits: 0 to 10080

– Internal: Notification Manager cache cleanup interval
Controls the frequency at which you want to perform the cache cleanup for the Notification Manager.
Default: 60
Limits: 0 to 10080

– Internal: Policy Manager cache cleanup interval
Controls the frequency at which you want to perform the cache cleanup for the Policy Manager.
Default: 60
Limits: 0 to 10080

– Internal: Replication Manager cache cleanup interval
Controls the frequency at which you want to perform the cache cleanup for the Replication Manager.
Default: 60
Limits: 0 to 10080

– Internal: Task Manager cache cleanup interval
Controls the frequency at which you want to perform the cache cleanup for the Task Manager.
Default: 30
Limits: 0 to 10080

3. Click OK.
The cache cleanup interval is configured for the concurrent processes.

Confirm the Concurrency Status of the Task Manager

To confirm whether the Task Manager is running in concurrent mode or non-concurrent mode, you need to run the caf
status command on the domain manager to check the status.

If the caf status command displays the Task Manager (sdmgr_tm), Policy Manager(sdmgr_pm) and Replication Manager
(sdmgr_rm) plug-ins in the running state, it implies that the Task Manager is running in concurrent mode.

You can also view the concurrency status of the Task Manager in the DSM Explorer by looking at the status of the System
Delivery Engine.

View the Status of System Delivery Engine

You can use the Information portlet available on the System Delivery Engine page to view the status of the System
Delivery Engine. The same status represents the current concurrency status of the Task Manager.

To view the status of the System Delivery Engine

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Engine, All Engines, System Delivery Engine.
The System Delivery Engine page opens.
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2. View the message in the Information portlet.
The Information portlet displays the status of the System Delivery Engine.

NOTE
Typically, the information is displayed in the portlet within a minute of selecting the System Delivery Engine
node; however, in some cases, it might take some time depending on the load on the System Delivery
Engine.

Confirm the Concurrency Status of the Installation Manager

The DSM Explorer user interface does not display information about the concurrency status of the Installation Manager. To
confirm whether the Installation Manager is running in concurrent mode or non-concurrent mode, you need to run the caf
status command on the domain manager to check the status.

If the caf status command displays the Installation Manager (sdmgr_im) and Notification Manager (sdmgr_nm) plug-ins in
the running state, it implies that the Installation Manager is running in concurrent mode.

Encryption and Throttling for NOS-less Software Package Transfers
Contents

Software delivery lets you configure encryption and throttling for NOS-less software package transfers. Appropriate
configuration and application of the encryption and throttling parameters help ensure optimal utilization of the network
resources. Using these configurations, you can control the transfer of NOS-less software packages from a scalability
server to a software delivery agent for executing software jobs.

Encryption for Internal NOS-less File Transfers

Software delivery lets you enable or disable encryption for NOS-less software package transfers, for example, you
can disable encryption for the software packages that are sent between a scalability server and an agent. The ability
to configure encryption helps you deal with situations where the network performance becomes an issue because of
the encrypted NOS-less software package transfers. In such cases, you can disable encryption for NOS-less software
package transfers and let the network hardware cache the data. So, you use the network hardware to cache the data
being transferred over the network without compromising on the network performance.

Configure Encryption for NOS-less Software Package Transfers

To enable or disable encryption for NOS-less software package transfers in software delivery, configure the encryption
configuration policy in the DSM Explorer. After you configure the policy, apply the policy to the software delivery agent.

Any other software delivery agent reporting to the same scalability server can specify a different value for encryption. For
example, you can enable encryption for NOS-less software package transfers on one software delivery agent and disable
it on the other software delivery agent reporting to the same scalability server.

To configure encryption for NOS-less software package transfers

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Software Delivery, File Transfer.
A list of configuration policies appears.

2. Double-click the following policy, and specify appropriate value in the Setting Properties dialog:
– Internal NOS-less download: Encryption

Specifies whether to use encryption for NOS-less software package transfers. You can set the parameter value to
Yes or No. Setting the value to Yes enables encryption for NOS-less software package transfers. However, setting
the value to No does not use encryption for NOS-less software package transfers.
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NOTE
When encryption is disabled for NOS-less software downloads, software delivery stops handling the
security of the software packages and scripts transferred across the network. So, make sure that you use
some other means to protect any sensitive information. However, other NOS-less transfers in software
delivery initiated through API-server or -calls follow the default configuration (encryption is enabled) of the
File Transfer Server plug-in.

Default: Yes
3. Click OK.

The Internal NOS-less download: Encryption configuration policy is configured.

Throttling for Internal NOS-less File Transfers

Software delivery lets you configure throttling for NOS-less transfers related to software packages. You can control SD-
specific throttling as required, and let software packages use different or less throttling value than the rest of the NOS-less
transfers. The ability to define higher or lower throttling for NOS-less software package transfers helps you manage the
network traffic appropriately.

Configure Throttling for NOS-less Software Package Transfers

To specify throttling for NOS-less software package transfers in software delivery, configure the SD-specific throttling
configuration policy in the DSM Explorer. After you configure the policy, apply the policy to the software delivery agent.

Any other software delivery agent reporting to the same scalability server can specify a different value for throttling. For
example, you can specify one throttling value for NOS-less software package transfers on one software delivery agent
and a different value on the other software delivery agent reporting to the same scalability server.

To configure throttling for NOS-less software package transfers

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Software Delivery, File Transfer.
A list of the configuration policies appears.

2. Double-click the following policy, and specify appropriate value in the Setting Properties dialog:
– Internal NOS-less download: Throttling

Specifies the bandwidth limitation of each internal NOS-less software package download. If the value is set to
Default, internal NOS-less downloads for software packages between a scalability server and an agent follow the
default throttling value of the File Transfer Server plug-in. If a value other than Default is used, internal NOS-less
downloads for software packages override the default throttling value and use the configured value. Valid values are
Default, Unlimited, 4 Mb, 2 Mb, 1 Mb, 512 Kb, 256 Kb, 128 Kb, 64 Kb, and 32 Kb.
Default: Default

3. Click OK.
The Internal NOS-less download: Throttling configuration policy parameter is configured.

Optimization of Database Updates
Contents

Software delivery lets you configure the scalability server and the Installation Manager to achieve better performance
with respect to database updates. By configuring the scalability server and the Installation Manager appropriately, you
can collect, transfer, and commit multiple individual messages in bulk in one single database transaction. This ability
to perform one large transaction, in place of several individual transactions one by one, helps optimize the database
updates.

The messages that are considered for optimization are the job status messages and the software records. The job status
messages include the job in-progress messages and the job completion messages. The software records include the
software detection records and the software job records.
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NOTE
The Installation Manager is one of the components of the domain manager.

Behavior of SS Based on Stage Check and Bulk Update Configurations

Based on the configurations of the stage check and the bulk update modes, the scalability server can run in one of
the following ways at a time. Only the first and the third scenarios let the scalability server send the messages to the
Installation Manager in bulk.

• Scalability server using only the bulk update mode (bulk update mode enabled, stage check mode disabled)
• Scalability server using only the stage check mode (bulk update mode disabled, stage check mode enabled)
• Scalability server using both the modes (bulk update mode enabled, stage check mode enabled)
• Scalability server using neither of the two modes (bulk update mode disabled, stage check mode disabled)

Make sure that before you configure the scalability server to send the messages in bulk, you understand how the
scalability server handles messages in these different scenarios.

How SS Handles Messages -- Bulk Update Enabled, Stage Check Disabled

To optimize database updates, you must run the scalability server in the bulk update mode. When you configure the
scalability server to run only in the bulk update mode, the scalability server handles the messages in the following manner:

NOTE
In this scenario, where the bulk update mode is enabled and the stage check mode is disabled, the stage
check functionality checks only for the unregistered units; it does not send the cached messages. The cached
messages (if any) for the registered units are sent during the bulk update.

1. Scalability server caches the messages that it receives from the agent for a specified period (bulk update interval).
2. Scalability server sends the cached messages in bulk to the Installation Manager when one of the following conditions

is met:
– When the scheduled time to perform the bulk update has come, that is, at the completion of the bulk update interval
– When you manually force the bulk update to take place by running the bulkupdate command (sd_sscmd

bulkupdate)

NOTE
For more information on the sd_sscmd bulkupdate command, see the bulkupdate section in the Software
Delivery CLI Reference Guide.

How SS Handles Messages -- Bulk Update Disabled, Stage Check Enabled

When you configure the scalability server to run in the stage check mode, the scalability server handles the messages in
the following manner:

1. Scalability server caches the messages that it receives from the agents for a specified period (stage check interval).
2. Scalability server sends the messages to the Installation Manager only when one of the following conditions is met:

– When the scheduled time to perform the stage check has come, that is, at the completion of the stage check
interval

– When you manually force the stage check to take place by running the stagecheck command (sd_sscmd
stagecheck)

NOTE
For more information on the sd_sscmd stagecheck command, see the stagecheck section in the Software
Delivery CLI Reference Guide.

However, the scalability server does not send the messages to the Installation Manager in bulk; instead, it sends the
individual messages to the Installation Manager one by one.
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As the scalability server does not send the messages in bulk, this scenario does not optimize the database updates.

How SS Handles Messages -- Bulk Update Enabled, Stage Check Enabled

When you configure the scalability server to run in both the modes, the stage check interval takes precedence over the
bulk update interval, but the messages are sent in bulk. For example, if you configure the scalability server to perform
stage check after every 60 minutes and bulk update after every 10 minutes, the scalability server sends the messages to
the Installation Manager in bulk after every 60 minutes. The scalability server ignores the bulk update interval.

In this scenario, the scalability server handles the messages in the following manner:

1. Scalability server caches the messages that it receives from the agents for a specified period (stage check interval).
The scalability server ignores the bulk update interval.

2. Scalability server sends the messages to the Installation Manager when one of the following conditions is met:
– When the scheduled time to perform the stage check has come, that is, at the completion of the stage check

interval
– When you manually force the stage check to take place by running the stagecheck command (sd_sscmd

stagecheck)

NOTE
For more information on the sd_sscmd stagecheck command, see the stagecheck section in the Software
Delivery CLI Reference Guide.

– When you manually force the bulk update to take place by running the bulkupdate command (sd_sscmd
bulkupdate)

NOTE
For more information on the sd_sscmd bulkupdate command, see the bulkupdate section in the Software
Delivery CLI Reference Guide.

3. Scalability server sends the messages in bulk in the form of a single message, containing various submessages, to the
Installation Manager.

As the scalability server sends the messages to the Installation Manager in bulk, this scenario optimizes the database
updates.

How SS Handles Messages -- Bulk Update Disabled, Stage Check Disabled

When you do not enable either of the two modes for the scalability server, the scalability server handles the messages in
the following manner:

1. Scalability server does not cache the messages that it receives from the agent.
2. Scalability server sends the messages to the Installation Manager as and when it receives from the agent.

As the scalability server does not send the messages to the Installation Manager in bulk, this scenario does not optimize
database updates.

How to Optimize Database Transactions

Optimizing database transactions is a two-step process that involves running the scalability server in the bulk update
mode and configuring the Installation Manager to perform optimized transactions. The scalability server sends multiple
individual messages in the form of a single message to the Installation Manager, and the Installation Manager commits
multiple records in one shared database transaction.
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Therefore, to achieve performance improvement in terms of database transactions by updating the job status messages
and the software records in bulk, make sure that you configure the scalability server and the Installation Manager as
follows:

1. Configure the bulk update configuration policies for the scalability server to run the scalability server in the bulk update
mode.

2. Configure the optimized transaction configuration policies for the Installation Manager to use the optimized
transactions on the Installation Manager.

Configure Bulk Update Configuration Policies for SS

You can configure the bulk update configuration policies for the scalability server. These policies let you enable the bulk
update mode, provide information about the time period between two bulk updates and about the maximum number
of messages you want to include in a single message. Optimal configuration of these policies plays an important role
in achieving performance improvement on the Installation Manager, especially in a scenario where multiple scalability
servers are involved. So, make sure that you apply these polices to all the appropriate scalability servers to enable them
to send messages in bulk.

To configure the bulk update configuration policies

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Software Delivery, Scalability
Server.
A list of configuration policies appears.

2. Double-click the following policies, and enter appropriate information in the Setting Properties dialog:
– Bulk Update: Run in bulk update mode

Specifies whether to run the scalability server in the bulk update mode. You can set the value to True or False.
Setting the value to True enables the bulk update mode. The scalability server caches all the job status messages
and the software records until the scheduled time, or until the manual execution of the sd_sscmd bulkupdate
command.
Default: True

NOTE
If you enable the bulk update mode, that is, set the value to True, you might experience some delay (up to
the maximum wait time) while updating the job status or software record messages. The reason is that the
scalability server caches the messages for the bulk update.

– Bulk Update: Wait between bulk updates
Specifies the time in minutes between two bulk updates. This policy is applicable only when the Bulk Update: Run
in bulk update mode policy is set to True, that is, the bulk update mode is enabled.
Default: 5
Limits: 1 to 360

– Bulk Update: Maximum units for which detection/job records will be sent in a message
Specifies the maximum number of units for which you want to include the software detection records and software
job records in the body of a single message. For example, the default value 50 implies that software detection
records and software job records for 50 units are included in a single message. This policy is applicable only when
the Bulk Update: Run in bulk update mode policy is set to True, that is, the bulk update mode is enabled.
Default: 50
Limits: 5 to 500

– Bulk Update: Maximum number of job results in a message
Specifies the maximum number of job result messages (in-progress and completion) you want to include in the
body of a single message. For example, the default value 300 implies that 300 job result messages are included
in a single message. This policy is applicable only when the Bulk Update: Run in bulk update mode policy is set to
True, that is, the bulk update mode is enabled.
Default: 300
Limits: 50 to 5000
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3. Click OK.
The bulk update policies are configured.

Configure Optimized Transaction Configuration Policies for IM

You can configure the optimized transaction policies for the Installation Manager. The configuration lets the Installation
Manager update the database with few large transactions instead of multiple single transactions. The Installation Manager
accepts the bulk message, processes each submessage included in the bulk message, and updates the database in one
transaction. You must apply these policies to the domain manager.

To configure the optimized transaction configuration policy

1. Navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Software Delivery, Manager.
A list of configuration policies appears.

2. Double-click the following policies, and enter appropriate information in the Setting Properties dialog:
– Optimized Transaction: Enabled

Specifies whether to use the optimized transaction on the Installation Manager to update the job status messages
and the software records in bulk. When set to True, the Installation Manager processes and completes the
database update of the job status messages and the software records in bulk. When set to False, the Installation
Manager processes and completes the database update of each message individually. For optimizing database
updates, set the value to True.
Default: True

– Optimized Transaction: Minimum Lock Percent
Specifies the minimum percentage of job container and job locks to acquire before the Installation Manager
can process the job status messages in bulk. The policy is applicable only for the bulk database updates of the
job status messages. While processing the job status messages in bulk, if the Installation Manager gets less
than 100% of locks but more than the minimum percentage of locks, the Installation Manager processes all the
messages for which it has received the locks, and sends the remaining messages back to the Installation Manager
queue. However, if the Installation Manager does not get the minimum percentage of locks, it sends all the received
job status messages back to the Installation Manager queue for update in the next try.
Default: 50
Limits: 1 to 100

NOTE
We recommend that you change the value of the Minimum Lock Percent policy only when you see a
message about the unavailability of sufficient locks in the Installation Manager log.

3. Click OK.
The optimized transaction policies are configured.

Search
Contents

CA Client Automation lets you search for items in the following categories:

• Discovered Units
• Jobs
• Software (both regular and virtual packages)
• Tasks

Select one of the items beneath the appropriate heading and specify the search request and to limit the search results.
Mostly you can use wild card characters in the search information entered.

The results are displayed in the folder Search Results.
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Search Results

The Search Results node contains the result of the last search operation.

Folders

Computers and Users
Contents

The following sections explain software delivery features of computers and computer groups.

• Important tasks in this area:
– For an introduction, try the Deploy Software Packages tutorial in the Tutorial Pane of the DSM Explorer.
– Remove Software

For an introduction, try the Remove Software tutorial in the Tutorial Pane of the DSM Explorer.

Software Delivery Tab

The Software Delivery tab displays fields that control the software delivery specific aspects of a computer or a user profile:

• Status:
Operational / Locked by RAC / Locked by Move / Locked by Roam / Locked by Migration / Locked by RAC & Move /
Locked by RAC & Roam

• Download method:
Internal - NOS
Internal - NOS-less
DTS NOS-less

• Job Calendar:
Name of the job calendar used.

• RAC Policy:
– Common

The common policy will be used for this computer.
– Automatic

A RAC job container will be created and activated, starting the delivery of job orders to the computer.
– Deferred

A RAC job container will be created. It can be reviewed and modified, since it has to be activated manually.
– Disabled

RAC is disabled on this computer. No job container is set up for this computer. However, its installation records in
the installations folder on the manager will be marked as removed.
For more information see, Modify the Reinstall After Crash (RAC) Policy (Wipe and Reload Migration Only)

• Software Managed system:
This box should be checked if the computer is a software managed system (that means, it is only using software
installed by CA Client Automation, and this software was registered into the software package library using CA's
Software Management Packager.).
If you try to install software not created and registered by that Packager on such a computer, the job will fail with an
error code stating that the "Procedure is not allowed to run on the target system because it is marked as Software
Managed".

DTS NOS-less

DTS push: Makes use of DTS for download to NOS-less agents from their associated domain manager.
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Internal NOS

For Windows:
Makes use of MS Network for agent access to files on the domain manager.
For Linux/Unix:
Makes use of a Linux/Unix server which uses Samba shares.

NOS-less Download

Makes use of SD internal protocols for download to NOS-less agents from their associated domain manager.

SoftwarePackageLibrary
Contents

Important Tasks

 

For an introduction, try the Create Software Package tutorial in the Tutorial Pane of the DSM Explorer.

Remove Software

For an introduction, try the Remove Software tutorial in the Tutorial Pane of the DSM Explorer.

New software group

For an introduction, try the Group Software Packages tutorial in the Tutorial Pane of the DSM Explorer.

New procedure group

New software package

Import software package

Import MSI Package

For an introduction, try the Import MSI Package tutorial in the Tutorial Pane of the DSM Explorer.

Search Software Path

Scan Viruses

Scan Viruses

Perform a virus scan for the item.

The action itself is carried out not by CA Client Automation, but by the virus checking program configured.

It may be the case that the virus scanner is using another name of the software (based on its UUID) than CA Client
Automation.

Seal

When registering a software item, it will be in the open, or unsealed, state until sealed, unless seal has been ordered
(even implicitly in some cases).

Before you install or distribute an item, you have to seal it, to make further changes impossible and to guarantee that it is
distributed in its original state.

If sealed, the item can still be copied, but no longer changed.
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Seal Package

By checking the Seal package box, the package will be automatically sealed when registered.
This registration method should be selected, if upon registration you intend to send install orders, using the local
install procedures, to the appropriate agents. These procedures are the only ones that can be used (to perform a local
installation), until the Administrative installation procedure has been utilized.

Change Definition of Sealed Item

If you want to change the definition of a sealed item, you first have to unseal it.

When a software package is in unsealed or open state, you can still change parts of its definition, for example, name,
version, vendor, and comment. You can also add more files to the source folder. Procedures can be edited or deleted, and
new ones can be registered, all of type Original Delivery.

Unseal Package

To change the state of a sealed software item, select the item, right-click and select Unseal on the context menu.
When you have executed the command, the software item will be unsealed and disabled and can be edited.

Unsealed Software Package

When a software package is in unsealed or open state, you can still change parts of its definition, for example, name,
version, vendor, and comment. You can also add more files to the source folder. Procedures can be edited or deleted, and
new ones can be registered, all of type Original Delivery.

Software Package Library Folder

Contents

The Software Package Library is an archive for software packages that are to be installed for computers and users in the
network.

Software Package Libraries All Software

"All Software" is a list of all registered software kept in the Software Package Library.

Permissions on All Software Folder

NOTE
Permissions on the All Software Folder helps to partition software packages using software groups.

DSM Software Packages

A Software Group is used to organize software in the Software Package Library.

Software groups which are system groups, like the DSM Software Packages group, cannot be modified.

Select one of the following actions:

• Cut / Copy
• Paste

Software / Groups
Folders to Import software packages
MSI-files to import MSI packages
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Palm application files to import Palm packages
• New

Software packages
Software groups
Procedure groups

• Import
Software package
MSI package
Palm package
WinCE package
SXP package (for Windows platforms)
PKG, PIF or RPM package (for Linux and UNIX platforms)
Virtual Application Package

• Deploy
Starts the Deploy Software Package wizard

• Publish in Catalog
Starts the Publish Software in Catalog wizard

• Stage
Starts the Stage Software Package wizard

• Delete
Not possible.

• Remove from Group
Removes an item from the software group.

• Permissions
Shows the permissions of the object.

• Properties
Shows the properties of the object.

All Patch Rollups

You can see a system defined group as All Patch Rollups which is a list of all registered IntelliRollups. This folder is
created once IntelliRollup is successfully accepted and registered for the first time.

This folder is associated with CA Patch Manager functionalities. For each IntelliRollup, a special software package of type
Rollup and group of type Patch Rollup is created. The patches that are part of the IntelliRollup are linked to the Patch
Rollup.

This package has two procedures as mentioned:

• Install: This procedure detects required, non applicable, and already installed patches on user system. The
procedure also sends a request for the required patches to the Scalability Server.

• Configure: This procedure ensures that rollup install information is written to the registry. Signature scan uses
this information to determine the installation status of rollup on the system. Only if all the required packages are
successfully installed on the system, this procedure is executed.

Restrictions are applied on the Patch Rollup:

• Options only like Copy, Make Group, Deploy, Stage, and Delete are allowed for IntelliRollup. Options available for
other custom groups are not allowed like creating software packages, pasting any software or group, and so on.

• Unseal and Delete actions are restricted for the packages linked to IntelliRollup.
• Deployment and staging options are not allowed for a Patch Rollup package.
• Any IntelliRollup cannot be combined with any other software package, group, or any other IntelliRollup for

deployment. 
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Software Package

Contents

A Software Package consists of a source image, procedures, and a registry of installation records.

You can build the source image by dragging-and-dropping files from the Windows Explorer on the Source folder.
Procedures are created by dragging-and-dropping image files on the Procedures folder.

• Tasks:
– Archive / Restore
– Create software definitions
– Deploy software package
– Export software package
– Export library image
– New software package version
– Import software package as new version
– Publish in catalog
– Scan viruses
– Stage
– Seal
– Unseal

• Features:
– Member of Groups
– Source
– Procedures
– Installations
– Staging Libraries (Domain Manager)
– Distributions (Enterprise Manager)

Software Package Definition

A software package consists of a source image, procedures, and a registry of installation records.

NOTE
A software is installed by clicking on the Deploy Software Package task in the Quick Start menu.

Archive Information about the Software Package

Contains archive information about the software package:

• Archived
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The date and time when the software item was archived.
• Archived by

The person that activated the archive.
• Archived at

Either Admin Client (if the check box Path is on Manager was not selected when archiving) or Manager (if the box was
checked).

• Archive path
The path supplied when the archive was initiated.

• Comment
The comment provided when the archive was initiated.

Archive/Restore Location

Item

Enter the path to the archive or restore location of the item. Use the Browse button to select the proper path to the
directory where you want to store or restore the item files.

When the archiving has finished, you can access the files in this directory and use for example tape backup to make a
final non-disk archive.

Path is on Manager

Check this box, if you are using an Explorer on another computer than the manager itself and you want to give the path
to a local drive on the manager (as seen by the manager). Otherwise, do not check the box. Checking the Path is on
Manager box in Windows environment disables the Browse button. That is not the case in Java environment.

Comment

In the Comment field you may enter information that will help you identify the item files, if you want to restore the files later
on.

You can enter characteristics of the final destination, not the intermediary destination pointed to by Path above (which is
saved and readable in the Archive tab entries Archived at and Archive path).

Purge Files Only

This option can be used for example if the software has already been archived, restored and you now want to make space
on the manager.

To use this option, the software should still reside on its archived location, or having been moved to for example tape.

Export Software Package

The Export Software Package dialog displays the following fields:

• Path
Use the Browse button to select the proper path to the directory where you want to store the files.

• Target is on ManagerCheck this box, if you are using an Explorer on another computer than the manager itself and
you want to give the path to a local drive on the manager.

Export Library Image

• PathEnter the path where to copy the library image or use the Browse button to select it.

• Target is on managerCheck this box, if you are using an Explorer on another computer than the manager itself and
you want to give the path to a local drive on the manager.
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Software Package Properties

Contents

Information about the software package, such as name, version, type, registration date.

You can check a box to perform checksum control of package consistency

• Name
The name of the software item should be given with alphanumeric characters.
You can give the item a name of your liking. It is advisable to choose a name that is not too long and such that you can
easily recognize it, when you work with the program later on.

• Version
The version of the software item should be given with alphanumeric characters.
Give the Item a unique version number of your choice. Since you yourself decide how to number the versions, it is
important to use a numbering scheme that makes it easy to distinguish the different versions of the item.

If you create a New Version of an existing software package, this version will be created as "Generic (Open)". To seal an
open package, see Seal.

• Package type
– "Generic (Open)"

the software item has not yet been sealed
– "Generic"

the software item has been sealed
– MSI (Open)

an open MSI item,
– "MSI"

a sealed MSI item
– "WinCE"

a sealed Windows CE package,
– "Palm"

a sealed Palm application
– "SM SXP"

a Software Management item.
– "Generic (Archived)"

the software item has been moved to an archive location,
– "SM SXP (Archived)"

an archived Software Management item
– "MSI (Archived)"

an archived MSI item,
– "WinCE (Archived)"

an archived WinCE item
– "Palm (Archived)"

an archived Palm application.
• Size

Size of the package
• Registered

Date and time when registration started
• Filed by

The Filed by field either states "System", if the software item is automatically registered in the SD library, or the
individual, for instance "Local Administrator", registering the item.

• Vendor
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This field is optional and you can enter for example name and address of the vendor.
This field is not displayed in any tree views after registration. You can see it, if you select Properties in the context
menu for the item after registration.

• Comment
This field is optional and you may enter any comment about the item that you want to make, for example about
characteristics of the item.
This field is not displayed in any tree views after registration. You can see it, if you select Properties in the context
menu for the item after registration.

• Checksum Control of Package Consistency
This field is optional. You may select it in order to enable integrity checking.
If this box is checked, and the package has been tampered with, you cannot distribute the software to any agents. The
manager will block its delivery, when it verifies the checksum and finds an error.
Note that the checksum refers to the number of files, their names and size. It does not involve the actual contents
of the files. If a job has been set up for many targets, job execution could (in principle) end differently. For example,
the job for the first computer executes OK (checksum verification was successful when this job was to be delivered),
but when the job is to be delivered to the next computer, the manager detects a checksum error. The job for the
second computer will then end in Error. And so will it for all following target computers, unless the checksum error is
corrected. If DTS is used to deliver the job to many targets (and the checksum control is successful), the package will
be sent to all of these targets which then execute the job independently.

Computer Job

Displays a computer job for a computer or a user profile with name, procedure, and task.

Installations

The Installations folder lists all computers and users where the software package has been installed.

Installation

Installation shows a computer or user where the software package has been installed.

Tasks:

• Schedule activate job
• Schedule configure job
• Schedule uninstall job
• Deploy software packages
• Paste software packages with default settings
• Paste software packages with custom settings
• Paste Job containers to clone with default settings
• Paste Job containers to clone with custom settings

NOTE
For more information on cloning job containers, see Setting Up Job Containers on the Domain Manager.

Computer Installation

Displays a software package installation for a computer or a user profile

Computer Installation Folder

Displays the installed software packages for a computer or a user profile.
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Software Group Properties

Information about the software group, such as name and type, latest registration and change dates, and a comment
assigned to this group.

• Name
Name of the software group

• Type
The type is Software Group.

• Registered
The date and time when the software group was registered. This information is automatically provided by the system.

• Changed
The date and time of the last change made for the software group.

• Linked Asset Group
Shows the linked Asset Group. This field is only applicable for Software Catalog groups.

• Comment
Enter a descriptive comment here.

Unsealed Software Package

Displays an unsealed software package.

When a software package is in unsealed or open state, you can still change parts of its definition, for example, name,
version, vendor, and comment. You can also add more files to the source folder. Procedures can be edited or deleted, and
new ones can be registered, all of type Original Delivery.

Detected Software Packages

This folder displays detected software packages, software packages previously unregistered.

A software package consists of a source image, procedures, and a registry of installation records.

NOTE
A software is installed by clicking on the Deploy Software Package task in the Quick Start menu.

Distributions (Only Enterprise)

The Distributions folder lists all domains where the software package has been delivered and registered or otherwise
detected.

Distributed Software Package

A Distributed Software Package is a record of a Software Package distributed and registered or otherwise detected at the
domain.

Distributed Software Package Properties

This dialog displays information about a distributed software package:

• Software
Name of the software

• Domain
Name of the domain

• Location
Name of the location

• Distributed
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Date and time when software was distributed or detected.
• Number of software package installations

– EAdm
Software ordered by enterprise administrator.

– LAdm
Software ordered by domain administrator

– Detected
Software detected by software detector.

Staging Libraries

The Staging Libraries node displays all scalability servers where the software is staged.

Software Package Staging Library Item

Displays an item in the Software Package Staging Libraries folder:

• Name of the item
• Completion time
• Ordered by
• Start time
• Creation time
• Type
• Status message
• Comment

Procedures

The Procedures folder contains all Install, Uninstall, Configure, and Activate procedures for the software package.

Select one of the following actions:

• Paste
Paste embedded file to register added Install procedure
Paste, embedded file to register added procedure

• New :
Added Procedure
Added Procedure with New Files
Added External Procedure

Procedure Parameters

Contents

Enter the parameters to be used to execute the item procedure. Use a space to separate the parameters.

These parameters are entered and used as any command line arguments for the item procedure.

See also Environment Variables in Parameters

You can also use redirection in the item procedure as well as redirection of command output.

Regarding parameters for third party products, see InstallShield parameters.
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• Parameter MacrosA number of parameter macros are supported (they are expanded when the item procedure is
activated) where appropriate to the environment.
The parameter macros are divided into the following groups:

• – Job related macros
– Target related macros
– Software item related macros
– Manager time related macros
– Software location related macros
– Reboot related Macros
– InstallShield parameters.

• Job Related Macros
• $rf

Creates a result file to view the output of a job.
1. If the application has a parameter to write output to a file, for example /F, then /F:$rf can be specified (if the syntax
for the command states /F:file).
2. If the application writes to stdout, you can redirect to the output file with >$rf. Refer to the last section on this page.
To view the output of a job, select a Job Target in the right pane, by expanding a job in the Jobs list. Right-click and
select Properties... in the context menu. In the Job Target Properties dialog that appears, select the Job output tab.
The result file will be displayed.

• $up
Selection of this macro enables setting User parameters in the Job Options tab.

• $joid
Expands to the job object identifier (this can be useful when creating unique keys).

• $#bg
Runs the job in the background.

• $#ec:xx
Overrides the usual exit code interpretation (where exit code=0 means OK, otherwise error). You can change this by
an explicit specification of the exit code interpretation. The specification can be done in either of the following four ways
(and the specifications can be concatenated).

• $#ec:a-b
where a denotes the start of the interval and b the stop.

• $#ec:a-
where a denotes the start of the interval (which is open upwards).

• $#ec:-b
where b denotes the stop of the interval (which is open downwards, that is, starting with 0).

• $#ec:b
where b denotes the specific exit code.
Example: 
$#ec:3010 $#ec:0-100. Here exit code 3010 and all codes in the interval 0 to 100 are interpreted as OK.

• Target Related Macros
• $cn

Selects the computer name and LAN id of the PC, the Item Procedure is executed in.
Expanded value:
ComputerName ComputerLanId.

• $hd
Supplies a string of fixed drive letters. Expanded value: CDE (string of drive letters).
$hd is not supported for UNIX item procedures.

• $()
In this macro you can, within the brackets, refer to a parameter, which is stored in the Software Delivery database on
the Software Delivery server, if the following actions have been taken:
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1. a parameter package has been created, using the Packager, and registered in the Library
2. the parameter package has been installed on the Software Delivery server, which is to evaluate the reference to the
parameter.
The contents between the brackets has the structure X/Y/parameter, where X=the packaging computer where the
parameter package was created and Y=the parameter package.
$() can also be used in queries and as user parameter when defining jobs.

• Software Item Related Macros
• $in

Expands to the item name.
• $iv

Expands to the item version.
• $ip

Expands to the item procedure source path (in the library). Useful when writing, for example, a batch file, which refers
to the root location of the source files.
This macro cannot be used from external procedures.

• $pn
Expands to the procedure name.

• $pf
Expands to the current procedure file (of the current MSI-package).

• $ioid
Expands to the item object identifier. This can be useful when creating unique keys.

• $pt
Expands to the item procedure mask type, that is, Install, Uninstall, Configure, and Activate.

• Manager Time Related Macros
• $cl

Selects the date and time registered on the manager's clock when activation took place.
Expanded value: hour minutes seconds year month day.

• $cl+nn
Selects the manager time and adds the specified number of minutes.
Expands the same as $cl.

• $cl-nn
Selects the manager time and subtracts the specified number of minutes.
Expands the same as $cl.

• Software Location related Macros
• $msi

Expands to the path of the directory, where MSILIB resides; the path used for MSI administrative installations.
This macro only applies to MSI-packages.
The relevant item procedure now handles the expansion to the MSI subdirectory, into which an Administrative
Installation of the current item once was made.

• $cd()
Used for example to provide a path to a file on a specific CD.
Usage: $cd(OfficeSw)\Subdir\msispy.msi, where OfficeSw is the CD label and Subdir is the directory on the CD, in
which the msi-file msispy.msi is located.

• Reboot Related MacrosThe following macros can be added to the command line of the procedure or as user
parameters for the job container, provided the command line of the procedure accepts user parameters, which is
enabled by the $up macro. During job evaluation and build, the manager looks for these macros. If they are found they
will be removed from the command line and transformed into job definition properties, which are sent to the agents.

• $rto:value
Defines the timeout in seconds for the shutdown dialog, where value is a numeric value greater than 0. If not set, the
value is defined by configuration policy. If set, both initial timeout and every consecutive postpone use the value.
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This macro is used by logoff and reboot routines.
Overrides policy: ITRM/USD/Agent/RebootPromptTO.

• $rrt:value
Defines the number of allowed postpones, where value is a numeric value equal to or greater than 0. If not set, the
value is defined by configuration policy.
This macro is used by logoff and reboot routines.
Overrides policy: ITRM/USD/Agent/RebootPromptRT.

• $rbp:value
Specifies if a message should be displayed to the user before reboot or logoff is initiated. The value is 0 or 1. If not set,
the value is defined by configuration policy. If set to 1, a requested reboot or logoff will not be initiated automatically.
Instead a message is displayed prompting the user to save all work. The message does not have a timer and can only
be closed by the user. By closing the message the shutdown is initiated.
This macro is used by logoff and reboot routines.
Overrides policy: ITRM/USD/Agent/PoliteReboot.

• $rbf:value
Specifies if shutdown should be forced, where value is 0 or 1. If not set, the value is defined by configuration policy. If
set to 1, the shutdown routine will force programs to shutdown.
This macro is used by logoff and reboot routines.
Overrides policy: ITRM/USD/Agent/ForcedReboot.

Example: The macros are used without using user parameters

Procedure command line: “setup.exe $rto:50 $rrt:0 $rbp:0 $rbf:1”

Example: The macros are used with the use of user parameters

Procedure command line: “setup.exe $up”

Job user parameters: “$rto:50 $rrt:0 $rbp:0 $rbf:1”

Logoff/Reboot after last job behavior:

Due to the boot option “Logoff/Reboot After Last” it may happen that more than one job may want to influence the boot
parameters used. Another scenario when this approach will be used is if the reboot parameters are specified for a job for
which no Logoff or Reboot is requested. In this case the rules are as follows:

• $rto: If more than one job carries the parameter the most restrictive will be used. This means the lowest timeout will be
used.

• $rrt: If more than one job carries the parameter, the most restrictive will be used. This means the lowest count will be
used.

• $rbp: If more than one job carries the parameter, the most restrictive will be used. This means that $rbp:0 will override
$rbp:1.

• $rbf: If more than one job carries the parameter, the most restrictive will be used. This means that $rbf:1 will override
$rbf:0.

Compatibility considerations:

The reboot override functionality requires CA Client Automation r11.2. If the manager is r11.2 but the scalability servers
or the agents are pre-r11.2, the reboot override functionality does not work and the default configuration is used by the
agent. If the manager is not r11.2, the macros will remain on the command line and eventually get passed as regular
parameters to the installer which is launched by the agent.

• InstallShield Parameters
• /SMS

Makes InstallShield setup.exe automatically wait for the installation to finish before exiting.
• /s
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Runs InstallShield Silent to execute a silent setup. A response file is needed.
• /f1"setup.iss"

Specifies an alternate location and name of the response file (.iss) file. A response file is created using the /r
parameter.

• /f2$rf
Specifies an alternate location and name of the log file that is created by InstallShield Silent.

• /verbose$rf
Provides more detailed information when a setup.exe error occurs.

• /uninst
Runs setup.exe as an uninstallation without reading the script.

• /m"filename.mif"
Causes setup to generate a Management Information Format (.mif) file automatically at the end of setup.

• /m1[serial number]
Tells setup to place the indicated serial number in the .mif file that is generated my the /m switch.

• /m2[locale string]
Specifies the language in which the setup runs. Here [language ID] is a numeric language ID of the form 0xnnnn or
simply nnnn.
The $ sign should only be used in the parameter macros mentioned above. Other parameters should not contain $.
On /fd and $sl\activate - refer to the sd_swdet command.

• Environment Variables in Parameters

It is possible to specify environment variables of the target machine in the parameters by adding a %-sign before and after
the variable name.

Example: %ASMROOT%\mydir\yourdir would expand to e.g. c:\tngsd\sd\\mydir\yourdir on the target machine.

• Redirection in the Item Procedure
An example, where redirection (>>) is used in the Item Procedure command file to get the computer name and LAN ID,
as well as server's clock, written into the result file:
 @echo Computer name: %3>>%1 

 @echo Computer alias: %2>>%1 

 @echo Time: %4-%5-%6 %7: %8: %9>>%1 

The procedure parameters are $rf $cn $cl, where %1 is connected with $rf, %2 and %3 with $cn and %4 - %9 with $cl.
• Redirection using the Item Procedure Parameters

Redirection of command output can also be used for example in the following way, >$rf, when targeting jobs for
Windows NT/2000/XP, UNIX and OS/2 computers. This type of redirection is not supported for Windows 95.
On UNIX and Windows NT/2000/XP, ">$rf", >"$rf" and >$rf all work. On Windows CE, just use ">$rf".
When a DM script is used, and the interpreter is launched from the command line, you have to escape the ">" from the
command line interpreter.

Parameter Macros

A number of parameter macros are supported (they are expanded when the item procedure is activated) where
appropriate to the environment.

The parameter macros are divided into the following groups:
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• Job related macros
• Target related macros
• Software item related macros
• Manager time related macros
• Software location related macros
• Reboot related Macros
• InstallShield parameters.
• Job Related Macros
• $rf

Creates a result file to view the output of a job.
1. If the application has a parameter to write output to a file, for example /F, then /F:$rf can be specified (if the syntax
for the command states /F:file).
2. If the application writes to stdout, you can redirect to the output file with >$rf. Refer to the last section on this page.
To view the output of a job, select a Job Target in the right pane, by expanding a job in the Jobs list. Right-click and
select Properties... in the context menu. In the Job Target Properties dialog that appears, select the Job output tab.
The result file will be displayed.

• $up
Selection of this macro enables setting User parameters in the Job Options tab.

• $joid
Expands to the job object identifier (this can be useful when creating unique keys).

• $#bg
Runs the job in the background.

• $#ec:xx
Overrides the usual exit code interpretation (where exit code=0 means OK, otherwise error). You can change this by
an explicit specification of the exit code interpretation. The specification can be done in either of the following four ways
(and the specifications can be concatenated).

• $#ec:a-b
where a denotes the start of the interval and b the stop.

• $#ec:a-
where a denotes the start of the interval (which is open upwards).

• $#ec:-b
where b denotes the stop of the interval (which is open downwards, that is, starting with 0).

• $#ec:b
where b denotes the specific exit code.

• Example:
$#ec:3010 $#ec:0-100. Here exit code 3010 and all codes in the interval 0 to 100 are interpreted as OK.

• Target Related Macros
• $cn

Selects the computer name and LAN id of the PC, the Item Procedure is executed in.
Expanded value:
ComputerName ComputerLanId.

• $hd
Supplies a string of fixed drive letters. Expanded value: CDE (string of drive letters).
$hd is not supported for UNIX item procedures.

• $()
In this macro you can, within the brackets, refer to a parameter, which is stored in the Software Delivery database on
the Software Delivery server, if the following actions have been taken:
1. a parameter package has been created, using the Packager, and registered in the Library
2. the parameter package has been installed on the Software Delivery server, which is to evaluate the reference to the
parameter.
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The contents between the brackets has the structure X/Y/parameter, where X=the packaging computer where the
parameter package was created and Y=the parameter package.
$() can also be used in queries and as user parameter when defining jobs.

• Software Item Related Macros
• $in

Expands to the item name.
• $iv

Expands to the item version.
• $ip

Expands to the item procedure source path (in the library). Useful when writing, for example, a batch file, which refers
to the root location of the source files.
This macro cannot be used from external procedures.

• $pn
Expands to the procedure name.

• $pf
Expands to the current procedure file (of the current MSI-package).

• $ioid
Expands to the item object identifier. This can be useful when creating unique keys.

• $pt
Expands to the item procedure mask type, that is, Install, Uninstall, Configure, and Activate.

• Manager Time Related Macros
• $cl

Selects the date and time registered on the manager's clock when activation took place.
Expanded value: hour minutes seconds year month day.

• $cl+nn
Selects the manager time and adds the specified number of minutes.
Expands the same as $cl.

• $cl-nn
Selects the manager time and subtracts the specified number of minutes.
Expands the same as $cl.

• Software Location related Macros
• $msi

Expands to the path of the directory, where MSILIB resides; the path used for MSI administrative installations.
This macro only applies to MSI-packages.
The relevant item procedure now handles the expansion to the MSI subdirectory, into which an Administrative
Installation of the current item once was made.

• $cd()
Used for example to provide a path to a file on a specific CD.
Usage: $cd(OfficeSw)\Subdir\msispy.msi, where OfficeSw is the CD label and Subdir is the directory on the CD, in
which the msi-file msispy.msi is located.

• Reboot Related MacrosThe following macros can be added to the command line of the procedure or as user
parameters for the job container, provided the command line of the procedure accepts user parameters, which is
enabled by the $up macro. During job evaluation and build, the manager looks for these macros. If they are found they
will be removed from the command line and transformed into job definition properties, which are sent to the agents.

• $rto:value
Defines the timeout in seconds for the shutdown dialog, where value is a numeric value greater than 0. If not set, the
value is defined by configuration policy. If set, both initial timeout and every consecutive postpone use the value.
This macro is used by logoff and reboot routines.
Overrides policy: ITRM/USD/Agent/RebootPromptTO.

• $rrt:value
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Defines the number of allowed postpones, where value is a numeric value equal to or greater than 0. If not set, the
value is defined by configuration policy.
This macro is used by logoff and reboot routines.
Overrides policy: ITRM/USD/Agent/RebootPromptRT.

• $rbp:value
Specifies if a message should be displayed to the user before reboot or logoff is initiated. The value is 0 or 1. If not set,
the value is defined by configuration policy. If set to 1, a requested reboot or logoff will not be initiated automatically.
Instead a message is displayed prompting the user to save all work. The message does not have a timer and can only
be closed by the user. By closing the message the shutdown is initiated.
This macro is used by logoff and reboot routines.
Overrides policy: ITRM/USD/Agent/PoliteReboot.

• $rbf:value
Specifies if shutdown should be forced, where value is 0 or 1. If not set, the value is defined by configuration policy. If
set to 1, the shutdown routine will force programs to shutdown.
This macro is used by logoff and reboot routines.
Overrides policy: ITRM/USD/Agent/ForcedReboot.

Example: The macros are used without using user parameters

Procedure command line: “setup.exe $rto:50 $rrt:0 $rbp:0 $rbf:1”

Example: The macros are used with the use of user parameters

Procedure command line: “setup.exe $up”

Job user parameters: “$rto:50 $rrt:0 $rbp:0 $rbf:1”

Logoff/Reboot after last job behavior:

Due to the boot option “Logoff/Reboot After Last” it may happen that more than one job may want to influence the boot
parameters used. Another scenario when this approach will be used is if the reboot parameters are specified for a job for
which no Logoff or Reboot is requested. In this case the rules are as follows:

• $rto: If more than one job carries the parameter the most restrictive will be used. This means the lowest timeout will be
used.

• $rrt: If more than one job carries the parameter, the most restrictive will be used. This means the lowest count will be
used.

• $rbp: If more than one job carries the parameter, the most restrictive will be used. This means that $rbp:0 will override
$rbp:1.

• $rbf: If more than one job carries the parameter, the most restrictive will be used. This means that $rbf:1 will override
$rbf:0.

Compatibility considerations:

The reboot override functionality requires CA Client Automation r11.2. If the manager is r11.2 but the scalability servers
or the agents are pre-r11.2, the reboot override functionality does not work and the default configuration is used by the
agent. If the manager is not r11.2, the macros will remain on the command line and eventually get passed as regular
parameters to the installer which is launched by the agent.

• InstallShield Parameters
• /SMS

Makes InstallShield setup.exe automatically wait for the installation to finish before exiting.
• /s

Runs InstallShield Silent to execute a silent setup. A response file is needed.
• /f1"setup.iss"
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Specifies an alternate location and name of the response file (.iss) file. A response file is created using the /r
parameter.

• /f2$rf
Specifies an alternate location and name of the log file that is created by InstallShield Silent.

• /verbose$rf
Provides more detailed information when a setup.exe error occurs.

• /uninst
Runs setup.exe as an uninstallation without reading the script.

• /m"filename.mif"
Causes setup to generate a Management Information Format (.mif) file automatically at the end of setup.

• /m1[serial number]
Tells setup to place the indicated serial number in the .mif file that is generated my the /m switch.

• /m2[locale string]
Specifies the language in which the setup runs. Here [language ID] is a numeric language ID of the form 0xnnnn or
simply nnnn.
The $ sign should only be used in the parameter macros mentioned above. Other parameters should not contain $.
On /fd and $sl\activate - refer to the sd_swdet command.

Job Related Macros

$rf

Creates a result file to view the output of a job.

1. If the application has a parameter to write output to a file, for example /F, then /F:$rf can be specified (if the syntax for
the command states /F:file).

2. If the application writes to stdout, you can redirect to the output file with >$rf. Refer to the last section on this page.

To view the output of a job, select a Job Target in the right pane, by expanding a job in the Jobs list. Right-click and select
Properties... in the context menu. In the Job Target Properties dialog that appears, select the Job output tab. The result file
will be displayed.

$up

Selection of this macro enables setting User parameters in the Job Options tab.

$joid

Expands to the job object identifier (this can be useful when creating unique keys).

$#bg

Runs the job in the background.

$#ec:xx

Overrides the usual exit code interpretation (where exit code=0 means OK, otherwise error). You can change this by an
explicit specification of the exit code interpretation. The specification can be done in either of the following four ways (and
the specifications can be concatenated).

$#ec:a-b

where a denotes the start of the interval and b the stop.

$#ec:a-

where a denotes the start of the interval (which is open upwards).

$#ec:-b
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where b denotes the stop of the interval (which is open downwards, that is, starting with 0).

$#ec:b

where b denotes the specific exit code.

Example:

$#ec:3010 $#ec:0-100. Here exit code 3010 and all codes in the interval 0 to 100 are interpreted as OK.

Target Related Macros

$cn

Selects the computer name and LAN id of the PC, the Item Procedure is executed in.

Expanded value:

ComputerName ComputerLanId.

$hd

Supplies a string of fixed drive letters. Expanded value: CDE (string of drive letters).

$hd is not supported for UNIX item procedures.

$()

In this macro you can, within the brackets, refer to a parameter, which is stored in the Software Delivery database on the
Software Delivery server, if the following actions have been taken:

1. a parameter package has been created, using the Packager, and registered in the Library

2. the parameter package has been installed on the Software Delivery server, which is to evaluate the reference to the
parameter.

The contents between the brackets has the structure X/Y/parameter, where X=the packaging computer where the
parameter package was created and Y=the parameter package.

$() can also be used in queries and as user parameter when defining jobs.

Software Item Related Macros

$in

Expands to the item name.

$iv

Expands to the item version.

$ip

Expands to the item procedure source path (in the library). Useful when writing, for example, a batch file, which refers to
the root location of the source files.

This macro cannot be used from external procedures.

$pn

Expands to the procedure name.

$pf

Expands to the current procedure file (of the current MSI-package).

$ioid
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Expands to the item object identifier. This can be useful when creating unique keys.

$pt

Expands to the item procedure mask type, that is, Install, Uninstall, Configure, and Activate.

Manager Time Related Macros

$cl

Selects the date and time registered on the manager's clock when activation took place.

Expanded value: hour minutes seconds year month day.

$cl+nn

Selects the manager time and adds the specified number of minutes.

Expands the same as $cl.

$cl-nn

Selects the manager time and subtracts the specified number of minutes.

Expands the same as $cl.

Software Location Related Macros

$msi

Expands to the path of the directory, where MSILIB resides; the path used for MSI administrative installations.

This macro only applies to MSI-packages.

The relevant item procedure now handles the expansion to the MSI subdirectory, into which an Administrative Installation
of the current item once was made.

$cd()

Used for example to provide a path to a file on a specific CD.

Usage: $cd(OfficeSw)\Subdir\msispy.msi, where OfficeSw is the CD label and Subdir is the directory on the CD, in which
the msi-file msispy.msi is located.

InstallShield Parameters

/SMS

Makes InstallShield setup.exe automatically wait for the installation to finish before exiting.

/s

Runs InstallShield Silent to execute a silent setup. A response file is needed.

/f1"setup.iss"

Specifies an alternate location and name of the response file (.iss) file. A response file is created using the /r parameter.

/f2$rf

Specifies an alternate location and name of the log file that is created by InstallShield Silent.

/verbose$rf

Provides more detailed information when a setup.exe error occurs.

/uninst
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Runs setup.exe as an uninstallation without reading the script.

/m"filename.mif"

Causes setup to generate a Management Information Format (.mif) file automatically at the end of setup.

/m1[serial number]

Tells setup to place the indicated serial number in the .mif file that is generated my the /m switch.

/m2[locale string]

Specifies the language in which the setup runs. Here [language ID] is a numeric language ID of the form 0xnnnn or simply
nnnn.

The $ sign should only be used in the parameter macros mentioned above. Other parameters should not contain $.

On /fd and $sl\activate - refer to the sd_swdet command.

Environment Variables In Parameters

It is possible to specify environment variables of the target machine in the parameters by adding a %-sign before and after
the variable name.

Example: %ASMROOT%\mydir\yourdir would expand to e.g. c:\tngsd\sd\\mydir\yourdir on the target machine.

• Redirection in the Item Procedure
An example, where redirection (>>) is used in the Item Procedure command file to get the computer name and LAN ID,
as well as server's clock, written into the result file:
 @echo Computer name: %3>>%1 

 @echo Computer alias: %2>>%1 

 @echo Time: %4-%5-%6 %7: %8: %9>>%1 

The procedure parameters are $rf $cn $cl, where %1 is connected with $rf, %2 and %3 with $cn and %4 - %9 with $cl.
• Redirection using the Item Procedure Parameters

Redirection of command output can also be used for example in the following way, >$rf, when targeting jobs for
Windows NT/2000/XP, UNIX and OS/2 computers. This type of redirection is not supported for Windows 95.
On UNIX and Windows NT/2000/XP, ">$rf", >"$rf" and >$rf all work. On Windows CE, just use ">$rf".
When a DM script is used, and the interpreter is launched from the command line, you have to escape the ">" from the
command line interpreter.

Redirection in the Item Procedure

An example, where redirection (>>) is used in the Item Procedure command file to get the computer name and LAN ID, as
well as server's clock, written into the result file:

 @echo Computer name: %3>>%1 

 @echo Computer alias: %2>>%1 

 @echo Time: %4-%5-%6 %7: %8: %9>>%1 

The procedure parameters are $rf $cn $cl, where %1 is connected with $rf, %2 and %3 with $cn and %4 - %9 with $cl.

Procedure

Contents

A Procedure describes the method by which a software is installed, uninstalled, configured, or activated on a target
system.
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Procedure Class

A Procedure belongs to one, or more, of the following four classes: Embedded, Added, External or Catalog Selectable.

Procedure Types

• executableexecutable file (.exe or .com)

• command
command file (.cmd or .bat)

• SWD
Software Detector script

• MSI
Microsoft Windows Installer package file

• NOKIANOKIA 9210 Communicator file.

NOTE

Nokia support is not available in CA Client Automation r11. The file type remains as deprecated to avoid
package migration problems.

• SXP
Software Delivery packaging format for Windows

• PKG
Software Delivery packaging format for UNIX

• PIF
Product Interchange File: Software Delivery packaging format for UNIX

• IPS
<adms> script file with the extension .ips

• PALM
PALM application file with the extension .prc

• WINCE
Windows CE cabinet file with the extension .cab

• RPM
Linux RedHat Package Manager packaging format

Procedure Task

The "Task" the procedure is to perform can be one of "Install", "Configure", "Uninstall" or "Activate". The last three can
only be performed on machines on which the item has already been installed.

• Install
Installs the current software package.

• Activate
Triggers the product to run. An Activate task can be used to remotely trigger the start of a backup or archive program.
Identify an procedure as an Activate task if it does not fall under any of the other three categories or if it performs a
combination of the other three tasks.

• Configure
Reconfigures an existing installation.

• Uninstall
Removes an existing installation by removing the files, directories, subdirectories and system file changes made during
the installation of the software package in question.

Configure, Uninstall and customized Install and Activate tasks can be created by registering in-house command or batch
files.
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NOTE
A software package cannot be installed twice on the same computer using the same procedure without being
uninstalled first. Once the package has been installed, procedures with other tasks can be run.

Embedded Procedure

Embedded Procedures are registered in the Software Package Library at the same time as the associated program itself.

If incorporated in a delivery package, they normally reside in the root directory of the first installation diskette.

You can create your own embedded procedures, as well. If you have written an procedure before registering a program,
you can include it during the registration.

Embedded File

Detailed information about the software procedure.

• File
Indicates the startup file name.

• Subpath
For an embedded program, the subpath points to the directory where the procedure program file is located, relative to
the selected software source volume. If the procedure program file is in the root directory of the selected volume, the
path consists of a backslash (\). If the procedure program file is located in a volume directory, the path is, for example,
subdir1 or subdir1\subdir2.

• Volume
Lets you select the volume of the library item source from which the procedure to be registered originates.

• Type
Specifies the type of file.
For more information, see Procedure Types.

• Parameters
Additional values that are used as input to a procedure when that procedure is executed. These parameters are
entered and used as any command-line parameters. Use a space to separate the parameters.
For more information, see Procedure Parameters

Added File(s)

Detailed information about the software procedure.

• File path
Specifies the name of the file that is called when the procedure is executed. The file name should not contain the dollar
sign ($).The procedure can consist of several files containing the instructions to be executed when the procedure is
called.

• Source path
Specifies the full path, excluding the file name, to the item procedure body. This is automatically determined when the
added program has been selected. For example, if the item procedure only consists of one file called item1.exe, which
is located on the C: hard disk drive in subdirectory subdir1\subdir2, then the source path will be C:\subdir1\subdir2\
(and the program path item1.exe).

• Source is on ManagerCheck this box, if you are using the CA ITCM Explorer on another computer than the domain
manager itself and you want to give the path to a local drive on the domain manager (as seen by the manager).
Otherwise, do not check the box. If this box is checked, the Browse button is grayed out. 

NOTE

If you use this option, you cannot use UNC paths: You have to manually map a drive at the manager to the
actual location and use that path instead. For example, if the UNC path is \\Server\share\dir, map x: to \
\Server\share and then use the path x:\dir instead of the UNC path.
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• Type
Specifies the type of file.

• Parameters
Additional values that are used as input to a procedure when that procedure is executed. These parameters are
entered and used as any command-line parameters. Use a space to separate the parameters.

External File

Detailed information about the software procedure.

• File
Identifies the script, executable, or command file that triggers the task (such as SETUP.EXE or INSTALL.CMD).
For more information, see Procedure Task

• Type
Identifies the type of file.
For more information, see Procedure Types

• Parameters
Additional values that are used as input to a procedure when that procedure is executed. These parameters are
entered and used as any command-line parameters. Use a space to separate the parameters.
For more information, see Procedure Parameters

External Procedure

If the current procedure is to be enabled for use when less data transfer between the domain manager and agent is
needed, select External Procedure.

Note that an external procedure refers to existing file(s) on the target machine(s).

NOTE
When you select such a procedure, you can state the file name with or without its full path. However, if you state
only the file name, the file must be situated in the path of the target machine. (For Windows NT/2000/XP, this
path is the combined System Environment path and User Environment path of the user account used when the
software delivery agent was installed on the target machine.)

NOTE
When the full path is not used, and there is more than one file on the target machine having the same file name,
the file that is found first via the path search is executed.

Procedure

General information about the software procedure.

• Name
Identifies the procedure.

• Task
Identifies the type of action being performed by the procedure. Valid options include: INSTALL, UNINSTALL,
ACTIVATE, and CONFIGURE.

• Runs on OS
Identifies the operating system under which the procedure functions. The available operating system platforms are
listed in the drop-down selection box.

• Registered
Specifies when the procedure was registered; "Original delivery" if the procedure is embedded.
Otherwise the date and time when the procedure was added will be displayed.

• Filed by
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Specifies who filed the procedure, for example Local Administrator.
• Comment

Provides additional information about the procedure. The comment appears in the Comment column of procedures
lists displayed on the screen.

NOTE
You can also use the comment as a default custom administrator message for the jobs by selecting the Use
comment as user message check box.

• Default Selected Procedure for Jobs
(If checked) Ensures that this procedure comes first in the procedure drop-down list when setting up a job.

• Catalog Enabled
(If checked) Specifies that the procedure is included in the Software Catalog and enabled for user selection.

• Exclude from RAC
(If checked) Specifies that this procedure is not executed as part of the Re-install after crash (RAC) process.

• Use comment as user message
(If checked) Specifies that the information entered in the Comment field is used as a default custom administrator
message for the jobs when the procedure (or the package including this procedure) is deployed while creating the
deployment job. The comment is automatically added to the User Message field available on the Job tab. You can
always modify this information in the User Message field, if required.

Runs on OS

This field specifies the OS versions for the Runs on OS procedure to be run.

• If the Runs on OS is set to Desktop class, the procedure runs on all operating systems of Windows Desktop and
Server versions which are higher than the Runs on OS set.

• If the Runs on OS is set to Server class, the procedure runs on all operating systems of Windows Server versions
which are higher than the Runs on OS set and this procedure does not run on other Desktop operating systems.

Procedure Group Membership

The Member of Groups folder displays all groups that this procedure group is a member of.

Procedure Dependencies

The Procedure Dependencies folder displays the installation procedures on which the procedure is depending on for
successful execution.

Drag and drop installation procedures from other software packages to add dependencies.

Select one of the following actions:

• Paste Procedure as dependent
If you drag and drop onto the Procedure dependencies folder, a context menu appears with the choice:
– Add procedure dependency
– Cancel

Procedure Dependencies Folder

If you select the Procedures folder of a software item, then expand that folder and finally select a single procedure, you
will see the Procedure Dependencies folder in the right pane.

Expanding the Procedure Dependencies folder, you will see the procedures that the selected procedure is dependent on
in the right pane.

Only installation procedures are valid for inclusion in this folder.
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What does this mean? The notion of cascading is relevant here.

If cascading is used, the procedure, under which the Procedure Dependencies folder resides, will for its own execution
depend on the successful execution of all procedures in its Procedure Dependencies folder (unless the check box
Ignore cascading install of dependent packages was selected when setting up the job(s), or if the No linkage option was
selected).

This means that when a job is to be executed, using the parent procedure of the folder as job procedure, a check is
made that the software item(s), having the Procedure Dependencies folder member(s) as install procedure(s), have been
installed by the successful execution of this/these procedure(s) beforehand.

If that is not the case, these procedures will be executed first (by new jobs being set up by the SD system), in the order
they are listed in the folder.

At job container evaluation time, a search is made by SD to unravel all these dependencies. Jobs can be generated,
and their generation in turn can generate other jobs. Each dependency generated set of jobs will precede the job that
generated them.

If there are any procedures in the folder, they are listed with four characteristics, in columns, in the right pane. These are:

• Name
The name of the procedure

• State
Indicates if the procedure is present in the library or not.

• Order
A number which denotes the order in which the procedures should be executed. See further moving procedures.

• Filed by
Specifies who filed the procedure, for example System.

If you use copy and paste, a context menu appears with the choice:

• Paste, Procedure as dependent

If you drag and drop onto the Procedure dependencies folder, a context menu appears with the choice:

• Add procedure dependency
• Cancel

Reposition Procedures

The procedures that are part of a Procedure Dependencies folder can be ordered.

The procedures that are part of a Procedure Group folder can likewise be ordered.

• Select a procedure in the right pane and make a right-click.
A context menu opens with the choices:
– Move up

Moves the procedure one step up
– Move down

Moves the procedure one step down
– Move first

Moves the procedure to the top of the list
– Move end

Moves the procedure to the bottom of the list
– Delete

Deletes the procedure
• Move One Step Up
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The procedure will be moved one step up in the list
• Move One Step Down

The procedure will be moved one step down in the list
• Move to the Top of the List

The procedure will be moved to the top of the list
• Move to the Bottom of the List

The procedure will be moved to the bottom of the list

Procedure Group

If you select the Software Package Library folder and expand it, you will at first not detect any Procedure group folder.

You will have to create such a folder by selecting Library, right-clicking and choosing New, Procedure group in the context
menu. Then, using copy and paste, or drag-and-drop, you have to populate the folder.

All types of procedures are valid for inclusion in this folder.

If you now select the Procedure Group folder, you will see the procedures that are members of this group in the right
pane.

If there are any procedures in the folder, they are listed with three characteristics, in columns, in the right pane. These are

• Procedure
The name of the procedure

• Software
The library item to which the current procedure belongs

• Order
A number which denotes the order in which the procedures should be executed.

If you select the folder, a context menu appears with the choice:

• Cut
• Copy
• Paste, Procedure
• Deploy
• Delete
• Remove from Group
• Permissions
• Properties

If you drag and drop onto the Procedure group folder, a context menu appears with the choice:

• Add procedure
• Cancel

Procedure Group General

Displays information about the procedure group:

• Name
Name of the procedure group

• Type
The type is Procedure Group.

• Registered
The date and time when the procedure group was registered. This information is automatically provided by the system.

• Changed
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The date and time of the last change made for the procedure group.
• Comment

Enter a descriptive comment here.

Procedure Group Item

If you select the Procedure Group folder, when it has been user created in the Software Library folder, you will see all the
members of the group in the right pane.

All types of procedures are valid for inclusion in this folder.

If you select an item in the folder, a context menu appears with the choices:

• Reposition
• Copy
• Remove from Group
• Permissions
• Properties

The individual procedures in the folder can be moved around (up, down, to the top or bottom) to change the order in which
they will be executed by software delivery.

Distributions (Added Procedures)

The Distributions folder lists all domains where the added procedure has been delivered and registered.

The Domain for a Distributed Software Package Procedure

This folder displays the domain to which the procedure has been distributed.

Member of Groups (Procedure)

The Member of Groups folder displays all groups that this procedure is a member of.

NOTE
Add memberships by dragging a group to the folder.

Select one of the following actions:

• Paste Link to Group
Use this command to insert a link from a group to the relevant group.

Source

Contents

The Source folder contains all image files for the Software package. The source is organized into volumes, however most
packages only have one volume.

Right-click the source, to create a new volume

• from files
• from directory
• from CD
• from diskette

The possibility to select source depends on from what type of medium your previous registration took place. You can only
register from the same type of medium.
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Volume

A volume contains files and directories of a software package. You can drag and drop directories and files from the
Windows Explorer and add them to the volume. You can also use the clipboard.

Volume Directory

A directory in a software package volume.

When you right-click a directory, you can select one of the following actions:

• Paste
Paste folders or files into the directory

• Scan Viruses
Perform a virus scan for the item.
The action itself is carried out not by CA Client Automation, but by the virus checking program configured.
It may be the case that the virus scanner is using another name of the software (based on its UUID) than CA Client
Automation.

NOTE
This feature is available when a CA virus scanner is installed. Otherwise it is grayed out in the dialog.

• Delete
Delete the directory. You can drag and drop directories and files from the Windows Explorer and add them to the
volume. You can also use the clipboard.

Volume File

A file within a directory of a software package volume. The columns contain information about the file, for example, name,
size, type, modification date, and attributes.

When you right-click a file, you can choose between the following actions:

• Open
Open the file.

• Copy
Copy the item to the clipboard.

• Scan Viruses
Perform a virus scan for the item.
The action itself is carried out not by CA Client Automation, but by the virus checking program configured.
It may be the case that the virus scanner is using another name of the software (based on its UUID) than CA Client
Automation.

NOTE
This feature is available when a CA virus scanner is installed. Otherwise it is grayed out in the dialog.

• Delete
Delete the file. You can drag and drop directories and files from the Windows Explorer and add them to the volume.
You can also use the clipboard.

Volume Property

Information about the Source Volume:

Displays Name of the source volume
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Create Volume

Name

Name of the source volume.

• Source Path
Enter the path or use Browse button to select it

• Source is on Manager
Check this box, if you are using the CA Client Automation Explorer on another computer than the domain manager
itself and you want to give the path to a local drive on the domain manager (as seen by the manager). Otherwise, do
not check the box. If this box is checked, the Browse button is grayed out. 

NOTE

If you use this option, you cannot use UNC paths. You have to manually map a drive at the manager to the
actual location and use that path instead. For example, if the UNC path is \\Server\share\dir, map x: to \
\Server\share and then use the path x:\dir instead of the UNC path.

Volume File Dialog

Select a file in the volume to

• open it
• copy it
• scan for viruses
• delete it

Copy Volume

Source

Displays the source directory of the volume.

• Target
Use the Browse button to select the proper path to the directory where you want to copy the volume.

• Target is on manager

Check this box, if you are using an Explorer on another computer than the manager itself and you want to give the path to
a local drive on the manager.

Copy Error

You are using a software delivery function that involves the copying of files to the Software Package Library. The copy
process is to handle the next file, or directory, but does not find it, or cannot access it.

You will encounter a dialog, where you have the option of continuing with the other files (Ignore button), thus bypassing
the missing file or subdirectory, or canceling the process (Abort button).

If you click the help button, the online Message Guide will display the message referred to in the dialog, with reason and
action.

Copy Next Volume

You have to enter the correct source path, otherwise the next volume cannot be copied.
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Member of Groups - Software Package

Contents

The Member of groups folder displays all groups that this software package is a member of.

You can add membership by dragging a group onto this folder.

Group Membership View

The Group membership view displays all groups upward in the group hierarchy.

NOTE
Add memberships by dragging a group to the folder.

Member of Groups (Software Group)

The Member of groups folder displays all groups that this software group is a member of.

Add membership by dragging a group to a folder.

Catalog

Contents

The Catalog is used to advertise software to users in the system through the Catalog user interface.

NOTE
Drag and drop software packages or software groups to the catalog to advertise software to all users in the
network. To advertise software to specific users, you create a new catalog.

Catalog Group

A catalog group enables you to publish software to a group of users using the software catalog application.

Relinking Catalog Groups

NOTE
When deleting a computer / user group that is linked to a software catalog group, the link is deleted and the
catalog can no longer be used. It can be relinked to another computer / user group then.

Software Jobs

Software Jobs Folders

The Software Jobs folder displays all software jobs for a computer or a user profile. This section includes the information
about the following:

Software Jobs

The Software Jobs node displays software deployment and staging jobs, categorized by job initiator.

• Main Tasks (Software Delivery-related):
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– Create Software Deployment Job
– Create Software Staging Job
– Search Software Jobs

Job

A job schedules an activation of a software package procedure.

Select the Show Properties task to open the Properties dialog and view more information on the selected job.

Activate Job

Use this command to activate the jobs in a job container in the situation when Seal and evaluate jobs has been selected
previously.
The end effect of selecting Seal and evaluate jobs and then Activate jobs in the job container context menu is the same as
if you had selected Seal and activate jobs directly.

Interaction with the Calendar

Interaction with the Calendar object of Unicenter Network and Systems Management (Unicenter NSM) or CA Common
Services (CCS) takes place at a number of occurrences:

• Job execution calendar
• Attach job execution calendar
• Detach job execution calendar

The Calendar is also used, for example, when setting up jobs (Use delivery calendar) and when defining a software policy
(Evaluation tab: CCS calendar).

NOTE
The DSM Explorer can display both the local calendar and the remote domain manager's calendar if you provide
the name of the remote domain manager to the EM Connection Manager component. For more information, see
the Unicenter NSM documentation.

Job Execution Calendar

Job Execution Calendar

Lets you attach or detach a calendar.

Attach

You can attach a Job Execution Calendar to a specific computer. You can also attach a calendar to a specific computer
group or to the All computers group

• Attaching a Calendar to a Specific Computer
You attach a Calendar to a specific computer by selecting the computer, right-clicking to invoke a context menu and
selecting Job Execution Calendar Attach.
This invokes the Attach Job Execution Calendar dialog.
You can also attach a calendar to a specific computer by selecting the computer, right-clicking to invoke a context
menu and selecting Properties. In the Computer Properties dialog, you can attach a calendar under the Job Calendar
tab.

• Attaching a Calendar to a Specific Computer Group
You can also attach a Calendar to a computer group by selecting the group, right-clicking to invoke a context menu
and selecting Job Execution Calendar Attach.
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You override calendar attachments for a group by attaching a specific calendar to a specific computer within the group.
• Attaching a Calendar to the All Computers Group

You can also attach a Calendar to the All computers group by selecting the group, right-clicking to invoke a context
menu and selecting Job Execution Calendar Attach.
You override calendar attachments for this group by attaching a specific calendar to a specific computer group.

NOTE
In any of the two cases, Attaching to a Specific Computer Group or Attaching to the All Computers Group, the
calendar is attached to the individual computers in the group not to the group itself. That is, if a computer without
a calendar becomes member of the group later on, it will not "inherit" the calendar of the group, but the calendar
will have to be attached separately (if desired).

Detach

Detach an already attached Job Execution Calendar from a specific computer by selecting the computer, right-clicking to
invoke a context menu and selecting Job Execution Calendar Detach .

In the same way you can detach an already attached Job Execution Calendar from a specific computer group or from the
All computers group.

Job Target

Displays the jobs of a target computer with:

• target name
• task
• start time
• state
• % sent
• status message
• completion time
• creation time
• ordered by
• type
• comment

Software Jobs Categories

Contents

Software jobs are divided in the following categories:

• All Software Jobs
• Domain Jobs
• Catalog Jobs
• Enterprise Jobs
• System Jobs

All Software Jobs

The All Software Jobs folder contains all scheduled and completed job containers of the domain.

You can switch the view to be target-oriented or job-oriented.

The following information columns can be displayed:
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• Name
Name of the job

• Priority
Priority of the job (Job Priority)

• Created
Date and Time of Creation

• Filed By
User that created the container.

• Progress
Percentage of execution progress

• OK / Error / Active / Waiting
Number of jobs in OK / Error / Active / Waiting state

Catalog Jobs

The Catalog Jobs folder contains all scheduled and completed job containers initiated by end users.

You can switch the view to be target-oriented or job-oriented.

Domain Jobs

The Domain Jobs node displays all scheduled and completed job containers initiated by the local administrators.

You can switch the view to be target-oriented or job-oriented.

Enterprise Jobs

The Enterprise Jobs folder contains all scheduled and completed job containers initiated by enterprise administrators.

You can switch the view to be target-oriented or job-oriented.

System Jobs

The System Jobs node displays all scheduled and completed job containers initiated by the system itself.

You can switch the view to be target-oriented or job-oriented.

Job Container

Contents

Displays all the jobs of the Job Container either in Target-oriented view or in Job-oriented view.

You can change the orientation in the Tasks Pane.

NOTE
Only the targets are displayed that are linked to the Security Areas of the user. However, the counters showing
number of targets for the Job Container will display the total number of targets.

Activate Job Container

Check this box if you want the job container to be activated as well.

Job Container Targets

Contents
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A Job Container Target lists all jobs scheduled for a target in the job container.

• For each job the following information can be displayed:
• Software
• Procedure
• Task
• Completion Time
• Order
• State
• Install Procedure
• Start Time
• Creation Time
• Ordered by
• Type
• Status Message
• % Sent
• Comment
• Tasks:
• Activate job check
• Navigate to target

Opens the Computer Name pane
• Renew failed jobs
• Delete

Deletes the job (if feasible)

Activate Job Check

The Job Check program starts, making the agent in the selected computer contact its domain manager to check if there
are any jobs waiting for it and to report changes in computer attributes.

Job Container Target Job

Shows the state of the selected target job.

Allows to

• reschedule jobs in waiting state
(if the job has been set up with the No Linkage option)

• renew failed jobs
• show properties of the job

Job Output

Displays the output trace produced by the procedure executing the job.

Delivery Trace

Displays the delivery trace produced by the Data Transport Service.

For more information, see Delivery Trace.
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Renewals Folder

The Renewals folder contains renewed job containers.

You can switch between a target-oriented and job-oriented view by selecting the View by Target or View by Job task.

Make a Copy of Fetched Item

Provide the following information to make a copy of the fetched item:

• Path
Use the Browse button to select the proper path to the directory where you want the copy of the fetched item to be
placed.

• Target is on Manager
Check this box if you are using the DSM Explorer on another computer than the manager itself and if you want to give
the path to a local drive on the manager.
Otherwise, do not check the box.

Distributed Procedures Folder

The Distributed Procedure folder lists all registrations of embedded and added procedures performed by distributions to
the Domain.

Distributed Procedures

The Distributed Procedures folder lists all registrations of embedded and added procedures performed by distributions to
the domain.

Output Trace

Displays the output trace produced by the procedure executing the job.

The output is the standard output, which is saved during the job. The output depends entirely upon the item procedure:
some generate no output at all, others create large amounts of data.

Listing Aborted

This folder shows that the listing was aborted.

No Sub Items

This node shows that the node above has no sub-nodes.

Software Distributions (Enterprise only)

Contents

The Software Distributions folder displays all scheduled and completed distributions of containers.

Distribution

A distribution is a container of orders that are executed at the domains.

Depending on the state of the distribution the context menu offers the following commands:
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• Halt distribution
• Resume distribution
• Renew distribution
• Terminate distribution
• Open Service Desk ticket
• Permissions

See in
• Properties: Properties of the distribution

Distribution Properties

This window displays information about the distribution container.

• Name
Displays the name of the distribution container.

• Created
Displays the date and time of creation.

• Status
Displays the status of the distribution container (Building / Waiting / OK)

• Priority
Displays the priority of the container.

• Domain status summary
Displays number of domains with OK / Error / Active / Waiting states
– OK

Number of domains that have received the container without errors
– Error

Number of domains that could not receive the container due to some problem or error or have been set to "Halted"
status.

– Active
Number of domains for which distribution is in progress.

– Waiting
Number of domains for which distribution has not yet started

Distribution Domain

A Distribution Domain reflects the status of a Distribution for the selected domain. It shows the reception status of the
individual orders.

Distributed Software Packages

The Distributed Software Packages folder contains all registrations of Software performed either by distributions to the
domains or otherwise detected at the domain.

Software Package Distributions

This folder displays the distributed domain for a software package.

Distribution Container (Enterprise only)

A Container contains orders that are executed at the domains.

Select one of the following actions:

• Paste
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Software to register
Software to deregister
Software to purge and mark as archived
Software to restore purged
Added procedures to register
Added procedures to deregister
Software policy to register
Software policy to deregister

• Add order
Fetch item
New job container
Cancel job container

• Set as defaultBy clicking the Set as default button, you save the settings in the Registry of the computer you are
currently using. 
If there are more people connecting to the same manager, each using Set as Default, each user will have the own
settings saved, in a personal user registry. 
The default settings only work for the job specific options. The procedure specific options use the default value from
the procedure options.

• Delete
Deletes the item

• Permissions
Opens the Permissions window displaying the object permissions.

• Properties
Opens the Distribution Properties window

 

NOTE

Software package and Software Policy registration orders are added by dropping these items on the container.
Software job orders are added by dropping Software directly on the Computer and User Groups.

The IntelliRollup package registration is performed on Domain Manager after all the individual packages are
registered, irrespective of the Job Order. The IntelliRollup de-registration is performed first, irrespective of the
Job Order.

 

New Job Container

New Job Container allows to create an empty job container and add a Register Job Container order to the distribution
container.

Cancel Job Container

To cancel a job container amounts to add a deregister job container order to the distribution container.

Distribution Container Setup (Enterprise)

Enter / displays information about the Distribution / Job Container

• Name
Enter a name or select from the drop-down list.

• Created
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Date and time of creation
• Status

Current status
• Priority

Priority of the job.
Highest: 1
Lowest: 10
Default: 5

NOTE

 For sealed Job Containers on the Domain Manager (not the Enterprise Manager) the priority may be
changed without unsealing the Job Container.

NOTE

Migrated Software Policies from Legacy servers and all existing tasks with containers and policies will be
assigned priority 5. This priority can be changed before sealing the policy. 
Unsealing and modifying the policies is possible.

• Job Linkage
Specifies the way of job execution:
– Batch job

For each target, all jobs in the container will be run as a single piece of work. If a job fails for any target, all
remaining jobs in the container for that target will be aborted. Batch jobs constitute a critical region; no other jobs
are allowed to come in between them. This is important because an unrelated job can cause problems with the
machine and cause the rollback to fail. This is also the reason why all batch jobs must have the same activation
time.

– Enable transaction (rollback)
This check box is only available if you have selected the Batch Job check box. When the Enable Transaction check
box is selected, jobs for SXP, PKG, and PIF packages can be automatically rolled-back in case of failure. Upon a
failure, all previous jobs in the container for that target are rolled back, if possible. If roll-back is not selected, the
agent will install as much as it can. If one job in the container fails, only that job will be rolled back; the remaining
jobs will not execute.

– Ignore cascading install of dependent packages
This parameter automatically cascades the jobs that you do not want to be part of this container (when the job
container is being evaluated) to be automatically cascaded. Jobs that are set up as part of the cascade originate
from the Procedure dependencies folder of each procedure that is part of the job container.
If No Linkage has been selected (since cascading is of no importance with the No linkage selection), this box is
grayed out.

NOTE
When renewing a job container, Ignore cascading install of dependent packages is automatically
checked and disabled for edit so that the renewed job container includes the exact same jobs as the failed
job container. If the original job container failed because of a missing procedure dependency, the renewal
of that job container ignores the procedure dependency and attempts to install the depending software
package. This happens if the procedure is physically missing. If the cascaded procedure exists and simply
fails to install, a renewal includes the same.

• Synchronized
The job is activated when the previous job in the container has completed correctly.

• No linkage
Jobs execute sequentially but independent from each other.

Domain Status Summary
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When you create a container, the status fields (Waiting, Active, Error and OK) are not filled.
Having been created but not being sent, the container status fields (Waiting, Active, Error and OK) are all set to 0.
As the container is sent, the fields will be set.

User Message

Defines the custom administrator message text to display to the end users.

Distributed Procedures Folder

The Distributed Procedures folder contains the procedures that have been distributed to the associated area along with
the distribution times.

Distribution Time

Setup Date and Time

• Send Time Calendar -
The calendar provided for setting up send date and time is initially set to current date and time, which means that the
distribution, or the job, will start immediately.
By default, the current date and time are provided.
Selecting the date dropdown opens a calendar, where you can choose another day in the current month or move to
another month.
The time is changed by clicking on the hour, minute or second values and increasing the value by using the upward-
pointing little arrow at the right-hand side of this field.
The downward-pointing little arrow decreases the selected value.

• Halt Time Calendar
The calendar provided for setting up halt date and time initially is set to current date and time, increased by
Max_Dist_Time (maximum time, in minutes, for one complete container distribution), the configuration parameter that
determines the amount of time after which the whole container will be set into error state.
If you set the halt time equal to the start time of the distribution, the distribution will halt immediately.
It is not accepted to set the halt date and time before current date and time. Nor can the date and time to halt a
distribution precede the send time. In such cases, an error message will be shown.
If the container is halted before the distribution has ended, you can resume it.
The Distribution can only be resumed when Distribution status is "Halted" or "Error" and you are using DTS (Data
Transport Services).
The difference between Resume and Renew is that when you use Renew, the distribution starts all over again for
areas, where status is not "OK".
With Resume, the distribution will either continue with the first parcel transfer that did not yet succeed or (in case 100%
has been sent) continue waiting for outstanding acknowledgements. The successful parcel transfers so far made in the
distribution will not be repeated.
The Distribution can only be renewed when Distribution status is "Halted" or "Error". You can set a new date and time
for the Distribution to be renewed. If, at renewal time, there are areas to which 100% has been transferred, container
processing at those areas might be repeated.

Added Procedure

Added Procedures are registered in the Software Package Library separately, after registration of the library item they
concern.

They are not automatically delivered from the enterprise to domains along with the software package they belong to, when
a library item is shipped in a container. In the same container, or in a following, you have to send the added procedure(s)
as well, for registration at the domains.

You can create your own added procedures, from scratch or by copying existing procedures.
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Distributed Procedure Source Folder

The source folder displays all image files for the distributed procedure. The source is organized into volumes, however
most packages only have one volume.

Distributed Procedures

This folder displays a Distributed Procedure - a registration of an embedded or added procedure performed by
distributions to the Domain.

Distributed Procedure

Each procedure in the distributed procedures folder is listed with its name and the date and time when it was distributed.

Procedures that are part of the selected library item (registered together with it as embedded item procedures) are marked
with "Original Delivery" instead of date and time.

Order

A Container / Distribution Order contains all necessary information to perform the order at the domain.

No Sub-Orders

This folder will be displayed if the order does not contain any sub-orders.

Distributed Procedure Properties

The properties of a distributed procedure are:

• Procedure
Name of the procedure

• Domain
Name of the domain to which the procedure was distributed

• Location
Location of the domain (if present in the Location field of the domain) to which the procedure was distributed.

• Distributed
Date and time when the procedure was distributed to the domain. If the procedure was distributed to the domain
together with its associated software item (being an embedded procedure), the field states "Original Delivery".

• Task
The task the procedure is to perform. Task can be one of "Install", "Configure", "Uninstall" or "Activate".
The last three can only be performed on machines on which the procedure has already been installed.

Fetched Item Directory

The Fetched Item Directory shows the files residing in it.

Fetched Item

A Fetched Item contains a list of files and folders fetched.

If you click the icon of a fetched item, it will expand to show its fetched item source folder(s).

If you right-click, a context menu appears with the choices:
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• Make a copy
• Delete
• Scan viruses
• Properties

Fetched Item Source Folder

The Fetched Item Source folder shows its directories and files in the right pane. The files are displayed in a multi-column
list.

Columns are:

• File name
• File size
• File type
• Date and time when the file was last modified
• File attributes

Fetched Items

The fetched items folder displays the items that have been fetched from the associated area. Apart from the fetched item
name column, there are three more columns in the right pane:

• Fetched Item
Name of the fetched item

• Comment
If one was entered when the fetch item order was created

• Received
Date and time when the fetched item was received

• Copied
No, if no copy has been made of the fetched item, Yes, if the context menu command Make a Copy has been used to
make a copy, in a selected directory, of the fetched files.

 

Fetched Item Dialog

This dialog displays information about a fetched item.

• Name
Specifies the name of the item to be fetched.

• State
Displays the state of the fetched item.
The values can be:
– Copied

if you have made a copy of the fetched item
– Not copied

if you have not made a copy of the fetched item
• Fetched

Displays the time when item was fetched.
• Fetch path

The path and file name in the domain manager for the items to be fetched..
• Comment

A comment to give any further information about the items to be fetched from the domain manager.
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Fetched Item File

Double-click a Fetched Item File to view its source folders.

Right-click a Fetched Item File to

• Make a copy
• Delete it
• Scan viruses
• To view its Properties

Service Desk (Distribution)

Specify the Service Desk integration details for a distribution container here:

• Open ticket if distribution fails
Tick the check box, if you want to use this feature.
By enabling this feature, a Service Desk Ticket is opened if the distribution container fails for a particular domain.

• Use the following Service Desk Problem Type:
Specify the name of the Service Desk Problem Type.

• Set as Default
Use the Set as Default option to enable this feature for all subsequent distribution containers that are being created
from this user profile.

Features and Functions

The following sections explain features and functions of Software Jobs.

Software Jobs Introduction

Contents

Software jobs are used to deploy software packages to computers in the network, configure, activate, and remove
installed software.

The selection of software package procedure determines the mode of operation.

The four different types of procedures are as follows:

• Install
• Configure
• Activate
• Uninstall

Software jobs are made of job containers to allow more than one software package to be deployed or staged
simultaneously.

Job containers are by default transactional. So if a job fails, the remaining jobs are aborted.

Software jobs are also used to stage software packages on Scalability Servers. So the network traffic is reduced while
deploying packages to computers on diverse networks.

Important tasks in this area are as follows:

• Create a Software Job
For an introduction, try the Create a Software Job tutorial in the Tutorial Pane of the DSM Explorer.

• Monitor Software Jobs
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For an introduction, try the Monitor Software Jobs tutorial in the Tutorial Pane of the DSM Explorer.

Software Already Installed

Occurs if a job is characterized by the same triple (software item, version, and install procedure) as an already
successfully executed job for the same target.

Information About the Computer Job

Software

Software item to be activated is shown with name and version.

• ProcedureName of the item procedure to be used for the job execution. (This item is missing for a delivery target.)

• Computer/UserName of the selected computer or user.

• Installation ProcedureName of the associated installation procedure. (This item is missing for a delivery job target).

• CreatedDate and time when the job was created.

• StartedDate and time when the job was started.

• CompletedDate and time when the job was completed.

• Ordered byUser that ordered the job.

• State
See Job Container Target States.

• SentThis field is empty, unless DTS transfers are used.

• Status messageIf the job was not successfully executed, detailed status, for example the cause of an error, is
provided in the Status Message field. By selecting the Status Help button, the online Message Guide opens, displaying
the current message, with reason and action.

• CommentThe comment written when the job was created, or by Catalog user.

Computer Job States

Depending on the type of job, whether the target system connects directly to the Domain Manager or through Scalability
Server and the download method the target system is configured to use, a number of states are used to visualize the
progress of the computer job.

There are three general types of jobs:

• Execution jobs
• Library delivery jobs
• Library removal jobs

Execution Jobs

Execution job is the common name for installation, activation, configuration and un-installation jobs.
For execution jobs the following states are used:

• SW Delivery Ordered
If the job requires a DTS file transfer either to a Scalability Server or to the target system, this and the following states
are only used.

• SW Delivering
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– SW Delivery Halted
– SW Delivering

• SW Delivery OK
If no DTS transfer is required, this is the first visible state for the computer job. The software package is available to the
agent at the Scalability Server it connects to.

• Job Execution Ordered
The Manager has sent the job to the Scalability Server and is waiting for confirmation.

• Execution Order Staged
The Scalability Server has received the job and confirmed.

• Job Executing
The job is being executed by the Agent.

• Job Execution OK
The job was executed successfully by the Agent.

• Job Execution Error
The job has failed for the reason specified in the Status Message.

• SW Already Installed
Used for installation jobs only and indicates that the software already is installed on the target system.

• SW Already Installed (NonSD)
If patches exist as part of an IntelliRollup package and are already installed on the target system, the job record state
is shown as “SW Already Installed (NonSD)”.

• Manipulation not allowed
Used for any type of job and indicates that the job is conflicting with another active job. For example, an attempt to run
a configuration job is done while the software in question is being uninstalled.

Library Delivery Jobs

For library delivery jobs the following states are used:

• SW Delivery Ordered
• SW Delivering
• SW Delivery Halted
• SW Delivery OK
• SW Delivery Error
• SW Already Delivered

Library Removal Jobs

For library removal jobs the following states are used:

• SW Removal Ordered
• SW Removing
• SW Removing OK
• SW Removing Error

Job Container Context Menu

Contents

View by Target

View by Job

New Software Deployment Job based on ...
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New Software Policy based on ...

Seal and activate jobs

Seal and evaluate jobs

Activate jobs

Unseal

Open Service Desk ticket

Halt DTS Deliveries

Resume DTS Deliveries

Renew failed jobs

Recover failed installations

Permissions

Properties

View by Target

This view of a job container shows the overall state for each target and counters for the number of successful, pending
and failed jobs per target.

View by Job

If you select this view, the right pane lists all coompleted and scheduled jobs that are part of the container.

In a detailed view, each job has entries in a number of columns which can be selected:

• Name
• State
• Created (date)
• Filed by
• OK (number of jobs in OK state)
• Error (number of jobs in Error state)
• Active (number of jobs in Active state)
• Waiting (number of jobs in Waiting state)
• Progress (percentage of completion)

Seal and evaluate job container

Check this box if you want the job container to be sealed and evaluated.

Job Output

Contents

Displays output trace produced by the procedure executing the job.

The output is the standard output, which is saved during the job. The output depends entirely upon the item procedure:
some generate no output at all, others create large amounts of data.
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Creation of and Information in the Output

To get this output, by creating a result file, you use the parameter macro $rf when creating an item procedure. See further
Procedure Parameters.

The output can contain information about problems encountered during the job, or it can be a report on some aspect of
the computer it was run in.

Job Priorities

Job priorities do not provide a mechanism to specify an absolute execution order of jobs. There is no guarantee that a job
with a higher priority will execute before another job of lower priority.

Imagine that two jobs are set up, one for a very large software package and one for a very small software package. If
these packages require DTS transfers it will take much longer to transfer the large package than the small package. When
the transfer of the small package is completed and the job activation time has been reached the job will execute even
though it has a lower priority than the job for the large package.

In general, all job containers which have reached their activation time and are available on the scalability server will be
considered for execution. Job prioritization affects the order in which those job containers are executed. Job containers
still being processed by the manager or in progress of being transferred will not be considered by the scalability server.

Jobs Tab

Contents

The Jobs tab displays the following information:

Job Order

The jobs are listed in the job container.
You can change the order using the arrow buttons at the right of the window.

The tabs Job, Procedure Options, and Job Options represent each job in the job container. The Job tab displays
general information about the job, whereas the other tabs provide more specific information.

Job

The Job tab displays the following information:

• Job Name
By default, a concatenation of the software item name and procedure is selected for setting up the job. If more than
one software item has been selected in the Job Order list, this field is empty.

• State
This parameter indicates the state of the job. For example, Waiting, Active, OK, or Error

• Type
This parameter indicates the type of the job. For example, Original or Cascade

• Software
This parameter indicates the name of the software item that is selected for setting up the job. If more than one software
item has been selected in the Job Order list, this field is empty.

• Deliver at
You can set the date and time for the job to be delivered. By default, the current date and time are provided. Selecting
the date drop-down opens a calendar. You can opt another day in the current month or move to another month in the
calendar. The time is changed by clicking the hour, minute, or second values. The value can be increased by using
the upward-pointing little arrow at the right-hand side of this field. The downward-pointing little arrow decreases the
selected value.
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NOTE
If you change the delivery time later to a time that is earlier than the delivery time, then the delivery time is
set to the same as the activation time.

• Activate at
You can set the date and time for the job activation. By default, the current date and time are also provided here. The
date and time are changed as Deliver at. 
On the correlation of these time settings, see Time Setting Rules.

• Procedure
This parameter indicates the procedure for the job. In a scroll box, you can select procedures of the appropriate task
type that is defined for the current software item.

• Install Procedure
When the task type is not install, the install procedure is referred for the job. In a scroll box, you can select the install
procedures that are defined for the current software item. The box can also contain an asterisk (*), which refers to any
of the installations that are made on the computer.

• Remove existing installation records and re-run the selected procedure
If you want to delete the existing installation records, check this box. This step prevents the job fail with "Already
Installed" status before the activation of the install process. This check box only applies to install jobs. By default, the
box is unchecked. If software already exists on the intended target and you are not sure of a re-install success, do not
check the box.

• Status Message
This parameter displays status messages after evaluation. Initially, this field is empty and thus not displayed.

• State counters
This parameter displays numerical values for each of the status fields, OK, Error, Active, and Waiting. Initially, these
fields are empty and thus not displayed.

• User Message
This parameter displays the message on the job check window for the end user during job execution. The User
Message is an extra option provided to the administrator where the desired messages are specified to the end user, as
to which package is installed on the system.

Procedure Options

This tab displays the procedure inherited options:

• Boot Level before execution
This parameter defines the rebooting of target computer before job activation and the reboot level. All the options
available in this list are supported on the Windows, Linux, and MAC agents.
Levels: None, Restart machine, Logoff user
This option is set to None by default for all job linkage settings on the Job container tab. Select one of the options from
the drop-down list.

NOTE
The option Logoff user does not prevent the user to re-login before the job is executed.

• Boot Level after execution
This parameter defines restart of the target computer after job activation and the level. This parameter also defines
whether to shut down the target computer after completion of the last SD job. All the options available in this list are
supported on the Windows, Linux, and MAC agents.
Levels: None, Restart machine, Logoff user, Restart machine after last job, Logoff user after last job, Shutdown
machine after last job
This option is set to None by default for all job linkage settings on the Job container tab. Select one of the options from
the drop-down list. 
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NOTE

The Shutdown machine after last job option always takes precedence over the Restart machine after last
job option. For example, consider a scenario where one job in a job container uses the Shutdown machine
after last job option and another job uses the Restart machine after last job option. In this case, the Shutdown
machine after last job option takes precedence over the Restart machine after last job option, and the target
computer shuts down after completion of the last job.

NOTE
Regarding Boot level: The selected level (booting job driven) is different from the boot level concept that
is used in the Software Management installer (booting installer driven). If any active DLL or active system
components are changed or deleted during installation, the Installer introduces a restart. The operating
system updates the corresponding components during restart. Regarding the latter case, a system start is
initiated after the Software Management installer has processed the jobs. The system start is initiated once a
respective boot level is set, or some locked files are present.

• Prompt user (Windows only)
This check box defines whether questions should be asked of the users at the target computers before and after the
activation. 
This option is not checked by default for all job linkage settings on the Job container tab. 
Before the job activation is started, the user is asked to confirm that it is to start, to run later, or not at all. If "Prompt
user" is not checked, the job activation always starts. 
After activation: At the conclusion of an item procedure activation, of a 16-bit Windows program in Windows NT/2000/
XP environment only, users are prompted to indicate if the item procedure completed successfully. If it did not
complete successfully, the user can specify the reason for the interrupt. Then the installation register lists this
installation as an error.

• Allow user to cancel the job
Check this box, if you want to use this feature. "Prompt user" must also be checked.

• Execute job if prompt times out
If Prompt user is selected, the check box for Execute if prompt times out is eligible.
If Execute is checked, the execution of the job, when the timeout elapses, could depend on the settings of the
parameters “UserPrompt: Timeout Action” and “UserPrompt: Timeout action when user is logged off” in the common
configuration. For example, if “UserPrompt: Timeout Action” is set to 0 on the target, the job is canceled at the target
when the prompt times out.
If “UserPrompt: Timeout action when user is logged off” is not set on the target, the checking of this box determines the
action. If the box is checked, the job executes and if it not checked, the job is postponed.
If Prompt user is not selected, the Execute check box is unavailable.

• Run jobs off-line from Scalability Servers
This check box defines whether the Job check program of the target computer should release communication with the
server during execution of the job. When the job has finished, the agent reconnects to the server to report job status.

• Run at shutdown (UNIX only)
The reason for this check box is that when updating, for example, kernel drivers on a UNIX manager, a reboot is
required. Because this kind of managers is rebooted only occasionally, a mechanism is necessary to schedule jobs for
execution, while the system is going to shut down.
This option is not checked by default for all job linkage settings on the Job container tab.
If this box is checked, the box Job triggered by server is automatically unavailable, because these two options are
mutually exclusive.
If the box Run at shutdown (UNIX only) is checked on the Options tab of Procedures, the box is set by default.
If the UNIX agent lacks the shutdown functionality, the job never runs and hence times out.
Do not check the box for jobs that are targeted at non-UNIX systems. In such a case, the job never runs but times out.
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Do not combine jobs for execution on shutdown with standard jobs within the same container, because this postpones
all jobs of the container.

• Prevent user from being logged on while job executes (Windows NT only)
This option prevents you from logging on while the Agent processes a job. This option is only supported for Windows
NT/2000/XP agents. When the user is already logged on, the Software Delivery agent proceeds with the scheduled
job when the user has been logged off. This option is not checked by default for all job linkage settings on the Job
container tab. In order for this function to be activated, execute the Enable per job procedure first, a Logon Shield
function. This execution prevents the user from disturbing applications that are currently updated or not installed. A
message is presented during attempts to log in. When the Logon Shield has been activated, a dialog informs the user
about the current state of the job. If the user hits CTRL+ALT+DEL, the dialog appears and continuously displays the
progress. The dialog disappears automatically after the job has ended. All progress messages can be configured.

• Enable user interaction (WinLH only)
This parameter specifies that a software package registered or deployed is interactive and requires user interaction on
the agent computer. The agent starts the software installer in user sessions that are currently logged in and active, and
also starts in the SYSTEM context.

NOTE
This option is available only on Enterprise Manager.

Job Options

This tab displays job-specific options.

• Jobs will be triggered by Scalability Server
If you check this box, the scalability server will initiate job execution and the job will be performed at the Scheduled at
date and time (in the Job - General tab), or as soon as possible after that.
– This option is checked by default for all job linkage settings on the Job container tab.
– If the box is not checked, jobs to target computers are executed, when the target computer contacts the scalability

server (at reboot or execution of Job check).

• Delivery / Activation times are relative to the Enterprise Manager time

If you do not check this box, then each Domain Manager executes the job at or after the scheduled date and time (Job -
General tab). Each domain manager considers this point as being given in its own local time system.

If you check this box - selecting universal time - the activation time that is specified is interpreted as universal time and the
time deviation that is configured on each domain manager is considered for converting the point that is received into the
own local time system.

This option is not checked by default for all job linkage settings on the Job container tab.

• Use delivery calendar
Delivery calendars are useful when setting up bulk deliveries to scalability servers and NOS-less target systems using
DTS to occur out-of-office hours. 
Hence, this setting is only applicable for agents that use the download option DTS push. If the job uses an external
procedure, this setting is not applicable. 
If you already use Job Execution calendars, it is recommended that you name another calendar here, a Job Delivery
Calendar, to control deliveries. Regardless of whether the option is used or not, manual halt or resume is possible
from the DSM Explorer, for the job container and for each individual job, to control the delivery to scalability servers
and NOS-less target systems. The selection for use of a CCS calendar is an option for each individual job in a job
container. The calendar works as ordinary CCS calendars, to control the days, dates, and times when delivery is
permitted. The time cells that are not set on in the CCS calendar thus define the exclusion intervals. 
If you try to define a calendar, the name of which is unknown to Unicenter, the following happens: 
– If you are defining the job as part of a job container, the job container is created, whereas this job is not created. 
– If you are redefining the job by using the Properties choice in the context menu, the job remains in its previous

state. 
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This option is not checked by default for any job linkage setting on the Job container tab.
• Ignore job calendars on target computer

If the target computer has a Job Execution Calendar attached, this calendar controls the days, dates, and times when
jobs can be performed. By checking this box, the job is executed regardless of the calendar settings.

• Resolve query groups
By checking this Job specific flag, you get true dynamic evaluation of the condition for a computer group. That
evaluation takes place when the Domain Manager sets up the job for execution. 
This option is not checked by default for all job linkage settings on the Job container tab.

• Store packages in the Scalability Server's staging library
By checking this Job specific flag, ensure that not only is the job setup. A delivery job to staging library of a scalability
server is also automatically set up, unless the delivery has already executed. 
Checking this option is relevant for jobs to all computers (that are not NOS-less) that are downstream of a scalability
server, and the scalability server itself. If the procedure is external, the option is without effect. That is, the job is
executed but the package is not registered in the staging library. The option is not checked by default for any job
linkage setting on the Job Container tab.

• User parameters
In this field, you can enter parameters for the job execution. If the macro $up is set for the procedure that is used while
setting up this job, entries in this field are used. The macro $up expands on an individual job basis. The parameters
can also be references $(Parameter Reference) to the parameters stored in the database. For example, you can pass
the package-specific MSI properties as user parameters.

NOTE
If a user parameter in the Job Options dialog contains spaces, enclose the parameter by quotation marks.

• Prompt during
If the Prompt user check box is selected, this parameter is applicable. If the user selects "Later", the parameter details
the number of days or hours for which the prompt is displayed. When the timeout has expired, the job is performed. If
you enable "Never" by selecting Allow user to cancel the job while setting up the job, the job is not performed.
Default: 1 day
Set this parameter to a value that does not exceed the timeout value for the job.

• Job timeout
This parameter specifies the number of days or hours for which the job activation order is valid. When the timeout has
expired, the job activation order is not performed. The job activation order is still visible until removed. 
Range: 3-168 hours
Default Value: 7 days (168 hours)

• Set as default
This parameter helps you to save the settings in the Registry of the computer you are currently using. 
If many people connect to the same manager using Set as Default, each user has own settings saved in a personal
user registry. 
The default settings are applicable only for the job-specific options. The procedure-specific options use the default
value from the procedure options.

Job Container Properties

Contents

The Job Container Properties window displays the information about the job container and the jobs it contains.

• Job Container Tab
This tab displays information about the job container.
– Name

This parameter displays name of the job container.
– Created
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This parameter displays date and time of creation of the job container.
– Priority

This parameter displays priority of the job.
Highest: 1
Lowest: 10
Default: 5

NOTE
For sealed Job Containers on the Domain Manager (not the Enterprise Manager) the priority may be
changed without unsealing the Job Container.

NOTE
Migrated Software Policies from Legacy servers and all existing tasks with containers and policies will be
assigned priority 5. This priority can be changed before sealing the policy. 

Unsealing and modifying the policies is possible.
– State

This parameter displays current state of the job container.
– Job Linkage

This parameter displays current job linkage features. In Web Admin Console, only the selected option from the
following job execution methods gets displayed.
The different methods of job execution:
• Batch job

For each target, all jobs in the container are run as a single piece of work. If a job fails for any target, all
remaining jobs in the container for that target are aborted. Batch jobs constitute a critical region; no other jobs
are allowed to come in between them. An unrelated job causes problems with the system and the rollback fails.
All batch jobs should have the same activation time.

• Synchronized
The job is activated when the previous job in the container has completed correctly.

• No linkage
Jobs execute sequentially but independent from each other.
Default: No linkage

– Enable transaction (rollback)
This check box is only available if you have selected the Batch Job check box. When the Enable Transaction
check box is selected, jobs for SXP, PKG, and PIF packages can be automatically rolled-back in case of failure. If
possible, upon a failure, all previous jobs in the container for that target are rolled back. If one job in the container
fails, only that job is rolled back; the remaining jobs do not execute.

– Ignore cascading install of dependent packages
This parameter automatically cascades the jobs that you do not want to be part of this container (when the job
container is being evaluated) to be automatically cascaded. Jobs that are set up as part of the cascade originate
from the Procedure dependencies folder of each procedure that is part of the job container.
If No linkage has been selected (since cascading is of no importance with the No linkage selection), this box is
grayed out.

NOTE
When renewing a job container, Ignore cascading install of dependent packages is automatically
checked and disabled for edit so that the renewed job container includes the exact same jobs as the failed
job container. If the original job container failed because of a missing procedure dependency, the renewal
of that job container ignores the procedure dependency and attempts to install the depending software
package. This happens if the procedure is physically missing. If the cascaded procedure exists and simply
fails to install, a renewal includes the same.

– State Counters
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This parameter displays the current state counters.
– User Message

This parameter defines the custom administrator message text to display to the end users.

Status Summary

When you create a container, the status fields (Waiting, Active, Error and OK) are not filled.
Having been created but not being sent, the container status fields (Waiting, Active, Error and OK) are all set to 0.
As the container is sent, the fields will be set.

Job Container Target Properties

Contents

The following information about the computer job will be displayed:

• Software:
Name of the target

• State:
Job Target State

• State Counters
Current state counters

Job Target State

"State" shows current state of the job target, or the job container target, and can be one of:

• "Waiting"
"Waiting" means that the job target is waiting to be executed. The job container will ordinarily transfer to Building and
then to Active state.

• "Ordered"
"Ordered" means that the associated job target is in Active state.
"Ordered" can be split into three sub-states, depending on what you want to achieve and the configuration of the
agent:
– Job Execution Ordered

if DTS is not used to the agent
– SW Delivery Ordered

if DTS is being used for transport to a NOS-less agent and a delivery has been asked for
– SW Removal Ordered

when a removal from a staging library has been ordered
• "Staged"

For job targets to be executed on SD agents downstream of a scalability server, the software (if not already in the
staging library) and the job order has been transferred to the scalability server.

• "Executing"
The job target is currently executing.
"Executing" can also be split into three substates, depending on exactly what job target is executing and the
configuration of the agent:
– Job Executing

if DTS is not used to the agent.
– SW Delivery Executing

if DTS is being used for transport to a NOS-less agent and a delivery is executed
– SW Removal Executing
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when a removal from a staging library is executed
For NOS-less agents, you can also see the percentage sent.

• "Halted"
Coupled to the use of DTS: Either a delivery job to a staging library has been halted, or the delivery 'sub-job', initiated
by checking the Store Package in the staging library box when defining an install (or another task type) of job, has
been halted.
This state can also occur if you select Halt for a job to a NOS-less agent using DTS.
After selecting Halt, there is a transitory state, Halt in progress, when a job target is transferring from active state to
halted state.

• "OK"
The job target has been executed and the result was OK.

• "Error"
Something went wrong during the job target execution.

• "Removing"
The job target or the job container target is being removed.

 

Job Container Target Tasks

Contents

Reschedule

Renew failed jobs

Activate Job Check

Properties

MonitorSoftware Jobs

Software Jobs are created by many different parties; Domain administrators, Enterprise Administrators, End Users and
by the CA ITCM system itself. To simplify the day to day job management, jobs can be viewed by any of these four
categories.

1. Click on the the All Software Jobs node to view all Software Jobs.
2. By default successfully completed jobs are displayed. Select the 'Hide Successful Jobs' in the Filter Portlet to filter

them out.
3. The Summary Portlet display a pie-chart for the distribution of job status. By default the distribution is by job.
4. Click on the View by Target action in the Tasks Portlet. The view changes to display distribution by target.
5. Click on a Job Container to view its contents. In the Target oriented view the computers and their current status are

displayed.
6. Click on one of the computers to view its contents. The list of jobs for this computer is displayed.
7. Select a job and click on the Properties action in the Task Portlet to view the details of the job for this computer.

If there are many jobs in the list you can use the Software Job search function to find Job Containers containing a specific
Software Package and/or targeting a specific computer.

Recover Failed Job or Job Container

Target View

In target view, the Recover operation is not supported.
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Job View

If an installation job has failed for one or more target computers and you want to cleanup the failed job at these target
computers, you can recover the job, using both the job container as a whole or an individual job in the container.

Expand Job containers and select the job container that failed in the left tree. Right-click and select Recover in the context
menu.

You can also expand the job container in the left tree, select the job that failed, right-click and choose Recover. If there are
no jobs that are possible no recover, you will be notified by a message.

In both cases, the Recover Job dialog appears, with a job container tab and three other tabs: job - general, procedure
options and job options.

Regarding the settings that can be changed in comparison with the original job (container), refer to recovering a job.

Select among the uninstall procedures that are defined for the software item.

After selection you click OK. Job cleanup will start executing for the computers, where the installation failed.

Regardless if you selected the whole container for a recover operation, or just an individual job, you will keep the old
container.

The name of a job container selected for recover operation will get a new name prefix.

If only part of the container, a job, is selected, the prefix mentioned above applies. A suffix [current date time] will be
applied as well.

A failed recover job cannot be recovered (you would then need a procedure to clean up a failed uninstall procedure).
However, you can renew such a job, or container.

Recover failed installations

If an installation job has failed for one or more target computers and you want to cleanup the failed job at these target
computers, you can recover the job, using both the job container as a whole or an individual job in the container if the job
container linkage mode was set to "No linkage"..

Renew failed jobs or job container

Target View

If you select Target View, it is possible to renew jobs for individual targets in a job container. It is required that all
scheduled jobs on these targets are completed (even if the job container is not completed).

A new job container will be created to reevaluate and activate the renewed jobs, in the Renewals folder.

Multiple computers can be renewed in one operation making them share the new job container. Naturally, it is also
possible to renew jobs for single computers.

Job View

If you have selected job view, and a job execution has failed for one or more computers, and there are not any job
computers that have not reached a final state, you can renew the activation, for the considered individual job in the
container.

As above, a new job container will be created to reevaluate and activate the renewed jobs.

Reschedule Job

You can reschedule a computer job, if the job activation time set up is still at a future moment of time, that is the job is still
in Waiting state (it has not gone to Active state).
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You will be able to specify a new activation time (but not change any of the settings controlled by the Job Options tab),
and job execution will resume.

With this dialog you may

• Setup date and time for the new schedule
• Reset to original time

Reschedule Target Job

You can reschedule a target job, if the job activation time set up is still at a future moment of time, that is the job is still in
Waiting state (it has not gone to Active state).\

NOTE

 Possible only, if the job has been set up with the No Linkage option)

You can proceed along two different lines when rescheduling a job.

Expand jobs and select the job of interest in the left tree. The job targets will be listed in the right pane. Select the
computer of interest, right-click and select Reschedule in the context menu.

The Reschedule Job dialog opens, where you can set up date and time for the job, using the same calendar as in setup
date and time.

You can also expand the jobs folder for a specific computer and select the job of interest in the right pane. Right-click and
select Reschedule in the context menu to open and complete the Reschedule computer job dialog in the same way as
above.

Software Delivery Halted

Coupled to the use of DTS: Either a delivery job to a staging library has been halted, or the delivery 'sub-job', initiated
by checking the Store Package in the staging library box when defining an install (or another task type) of job, has been
halted.

This state can also occur if you select Halt for a job to a NOS-less agent using DTS.

After selecting Halt, there is a transitory state, Halt in progress, when a job target is transferring from active state to halted
state.

Seal and Activate Jobs

Use this command to seal a job container, set up and activate the jobs in the container.
The same state of a job container will be reached by selecting the Set up and activate jobs for members not conforming to
the software policy options.

Seal and Evaluate Job

Use this command to seal a job container and evaluate the jobs in the container.

The same state of a job container will be reached by selecting the Set up jobs for members not conforming to the software
policies.

Unseal a Job Container

To change the state of a sealed job container, select the container, right-click and select Unseal on the context menu.
When you have executed the command, the job container will be unsealed.
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Service Desk (Job Container)

Specify the Service Desk integration details for a job container here:

• Open ticket on failure
Tick the check box, if you want to use this feature.
By enabling this feature, a Service Desk ticket is opened if the job container fails for a particular job target.

• Use the following Service Desk Problem Type:
Specify the name of the Service Desk Problem Type.

• Set as Default
Use the Set as Default option to enable this feature for all subsequent job containers that are being created from this
user profile.

Domain Distribution

Contents

Displays information about distribution to a domain

• Domain
Specifies the name of the domain.

• Location
Specifies the location of the domain.

• Status
Displays the status of the distribution:
Waiting / Active / Error / OK.

• Sent
Displays the time when the distribution has been sent.

• Status Data
Displays status data details.

• Status Help
Click this button to actualize status data.

Distribution Tasks

Depending on the state of the distribution the context menu offers the following commands:

• Halt distribution
• Resume distribution
• Renew distribution
• Terminate distribution
• Open Service Desk ticket
• Permissions
• Properties: Properties of the distribution

Halt Distribution

To halt an ongoing distribution, right-click and select Halt... in the context menu.

A distribution can only be halted when Distribution Status is "Waiting" or "Active".

Resume Distribution

To resume an ongoing distribution, right-click and select Resume... in the context menu.
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The distribution can only be resumed when distribution status is "Halted" or "Error" and you are using DTS (Data
Transport Service). You can set a new date and time for the distribution to be resumed.

The difference between Resume and Renew is that when you use Renew, the distribution starts all over again for areas,
where status is not "OK".

With Resume, the distribution will either continue with the first parcel transfer that did not yet succeed or (in case 100%
has been sent) continue waiting for outstanding acknowledgements. The successful parcel transfers so far made in the
distribution will not be repeated.

Resume of a halted distribution container that has sent 0% is grayed out in the context menu. You will have to renew it.

Renew Distribution

To renew a distribution, click the right mouse button and select Renew... in the context menu.

The distribution can only be renewed when distribution status is "Halted" or "Error". You can set a new date and time
for the distribution to be renewed. If, at renewal time, there are areas to which 100% has been transferred, container
processing at those areas might be repeated.

The Renew distribution dialog opens, with a general tab and a distribution time tab to set the send time and halt time.

Terminate Distribution

To terminate an ongoing distribution, right-click and select Terminate in the context menu.

The container is then removed from the enterprise manager.

Termination can only be done when the Distribution status is "OK", "Halted" or "Error". If, at termination time, there
are areas, to which 100% has been transferred, of status Active, the outcome at these areas will not be known at the
enterprise manager, since outstanding acknowledgements will not be handled.

Open Service Desk Ticket

Opens a Service Desk Ticket in case of failure.

Software Based Policies

Software Policy Properties Software Policy

Contents

Information about the software policy: name and linkage of the job container that is generated when the policy is
evaluated.

• Name
Enter a name for the software policy or select it from the drop-down list.

• Group
Name of the Asset Group linked to the software policy.

• Priority
Priority of the job.
Highest: 1
Lowest: 10
Default: 5
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NOTE

For sealed Job Containers on the Domain Manager (not the Enterprise Manager) the priority may be
changed without unsealing the Job Container.

NOTE

Migrated Software Policies from Legacy servers and all existing tasks with containers and policies will be
assigned priority 5. This priority can be changed before sealing the policy. 
Unsealing and modifying the policies is possible.

• Job Linkage
Specifies the way of job execution:
– Batch job

For each target, all jobs in the container will be run as a single piece of work. If a job fails for any target, all
remaining jobs in the container for that target will be aborted. Batch jobs constitute a critical region; no other jobs
are allowed to come in between them. This is important because an unrelated job can cause problems with the
machine and cause the rollback to fail. This is also the reason why all batch jobs must have the same activation
time.

– Enable transaction (rollback)
This check box is only available if you have selected the Batch Job check box. When the Enable Transaction check
box is selected, jobs for SXP, PKG, and PIF packages can be automatically rolled-back in case of failure. Upon a
failure, all previous jobs in the container for that target are rolled back, if possible. If roll-back is not selected, the
agent will install as much as it can. If one job in the container fails, only that job will be rolled back; the remaining
jobs will not execute.

– Ignore cascading install of dependent packages
This parameter automatically cascades the jobs that you do not want to be part of this container (when the job
container is being evaluated) to be automatically cascaded. Jobs that are set up as part of the cascade originate
from the Procedure dependencies folder of each procedure that is part of the job container.
If No Linkage has been selected (since cascading is of no importance with the No linkage selection), this box is
grayed out.

NOTE
When renewing a job container, Ignore cascading install of dependent packages is automatically
checked and disabled for edit so that the renewed job container includes the exact same jobs as the failed
job container. If the original job container failed because of a missing procedure dependency, the renewal
of that job container ignores the procedure dependency and attempts to install the depending software
package. This happens if the procedure is physically missing. If the cascaded procedure exists and simply
fails to install, a renewal includes the same.

– Synchronized
The job is activated when the previous job in the container has completed correctly.

– No linkage
Jobs execute sequentially but independent from each other.

• User Message
Defines the custom administrator message text to display to the end users.

Software Policy Properties Evaluation

With this dialog you provide the evaluation method for the software policy.

• Scheduled evaluation
If you select scheduled evaluation, you can set, and change, the Activation time, Evaluation period and CCS calendar.
The evaluation schedule enables automatic evaluation of the query and/or the policy for the current computer group.
The evaluation of the group is performed in the background on the manager.
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• Activation time
Specifies when the next evaluation will take place.

• Activation time is relative to the Enterprise Manager time
See job options.

• Update every ... hours
The minimum period, in hours, that must elapse between two successive evaluations.

The CCS calendar controls the times when scheduled evaluation is allowed. When the calendar is off, no evaluation will
take place.

• CCS calendar
The calendar you select controls the times when scheduled evaluation is allowed. If the calendar is off, no evaluation
will take place. If no calendar entry is set, evaluation is done according to the Update periodically setting.

• Ad-hoc target evaluation
Ad-hoc target evaluation is triggered when agents contact the manager to report inventory.
Evaluation of the reporting targets is performed as a background task.
If you mark the check box "Enable ad-hoc target evaluation for the group", you have to select one of the two alternative
ways of ad-hoc target evaluation:
– Only when new (or re-installed) targets report their inventory.
– Always when targets report their inventory.

Ad-hoc Target Evaluation

Ad-hoc target evaluation is triggered when agents contact the manager to report inventory.

Evaluation of the reporting targets is performed as a background task.

If you mark the check box "Enable ad-hoc target evaluation for the group", you have to select one of the two alternative
ways of ad-hoc target evaluation:

• Only when new (or re-installed) targets report their inventory.
• Always when targets report their inventory.

Scheduled Evaluation

If you select scheduled evaluation, you can set, and change, the Activation time, Evaluation period and CCS calendar.

The evaluation schedule enables automatic evaluation of the query and/or the policy for the current computer group. The
evaluation of the group is performed in the background on the manager.

• Activation time
Specifies when the next evaluation will take place.

• Activation time is relative to the Enterprise Manager time
See job options.

• Update every ... hours
The minimum period, in hours, that must elapse between two successive evaluations.

The CCS calendar controls the times when scheduled evaluation is allowed. When the calendar is off, no evaluation will
take place.

• CCS calendar
The calendar you select controls the times when scheduled evaluation is allowed. If the calendar is off, no evaluation
will take place. If no calendar entry is set, evaluation is done according to the Update periodically setting.

Software Policy Properties Automation Tab

Provides the degree of automation for the software policy.
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Degree of automation

Select one of the following alternatives:

• Perform a conformance check on the members in the group.
Select this option to make a conformance check for all members in the group. If any non-conforming members are
found, they are added to the Violators folder.

• Set-up jobs for members not conforming to the policy.
Select this option to make a conformance check for all members in the group and to set up, but not activate, jobs for
members not conforming to the policy conditions. The job container containing the jobs is not sealed.

• Set-up and activate jobs for members not conforming to the policy.
Select this option to make a conformance check for all members in the group, and to set up, as well as activate, jobs
for members not conforming to the template conditions. The job container containing the jobs is sealed and the jobs
will execute at the specified time.

You may also check the following options:

• Do not regenerate jobs for the members that have earlier failed for this policy.
• Evaluate dynamic groups during the evaluation of this policy.

Degree of Automation

Perform a conformance check

Select this option to make a conformance check for all members in the group. If any non-conforming members are found,
they are added to the Violators folder.

Set-up jobs for members not conforming to the policy.

Select this option to make a conformance check for all members in the group and to set up, but not activate, jobs for
members not conforming to the policy conditions. The job container containing the jobs is not sealed.

Set-up and activate jobs for members not conforming to the policy.

Select this option to make a conformance check for all members in the group, and to set up, as well as activate, jobs for
members not conforming to the policy conditions. The job container containing the jobs is sealed and the jobs will execute
at the specified time.

Do not regenerate jobs that have earlier failed for this template

This option is only applicable if you have selected either Set up jobs or Set up and activate jobs.

If checked, this box ensures that you will not enter a loop where jobs are automatically generated, go into error, are
regenerated, go into error, and so on. Instead the faulty jobs can be inspected and renewed.

In other words, new jobs for exception members will not be set up, if a failed job exists from a previous activation ordered
by the evaluation, under condition that the previous job container is available for renewal.

If the previous job container has been deleted manually, reevaluation of the template will set up jobs as appropriate.

Distributed Software Policy Properties

Information about Distributed Software Policy
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• Name of the distributed Software Policy
• Linked Group Name
• Domain Name
• Location
• Distributed
• Evaluated
• Violators
• Group members

Create a Software Policy

Follow these steps to create a Software based Policy:

1. Click on the Software Based folder beneath the Policies node.
2. Click on the New Software Policy action in the Tasks Portlet or right click on the Software Based node an select New

Software Policy.
3. Follow the steps in the Create Software Policy wizard and click Finish.

The Software Policy will be processed by the system and a Job Container will be created.

NOTE
On the CA ITCM Enterprise a Distribution Container will be created containing orders to register the Software
Packages and the Software Policy on the Domains.

Software Policy

Name

Specifies the name of the software policy.

Options

If this box is checked, the current group will replace any existing computer group, registered from the Enterprise, with the
same name in the target area(s).

Software Based Policies Folders

Contents

Software Based Policies Folder

A software based policy is used for automatic deployment of software on computers in the network.

Targets not conforming to the policy are registered as violators until the software has been deployed successfully.

Software Policy Folder

Information about a sealed and operational software policy is provided, such as jobs that have been assigned to this
policy, and targets that are not conforming with this policy (violators).

You can view additional information about the policy in the Details box, and by selecting the Show properties task.

Select one of the following actions:

• Activate Conformancy Task
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– Evaluate
– Setup Jobs
– Seal and activate jobs

• Seal to Activate
Use this command to seal a job container, set up and activate the jobs in the container. 
The same state of a job container will be reached by selecting the Set up and activate jobs for members not
conforming to the software policy options.

• Unseal to Disable / Edit
To change the state of a sealed software item, select the item, right-click and select Unseal on the context menu. 
When you have executed the command, the software item will be unsealed and disabled and can be edited.

• Unlink from Group
Use this command to break up the link previously set up between the Software Policy and the Asset Group.

• Show Properties

Software Policy Jobs Folder

The Jobs node displays all jobs assigned to this policy.

It is possible to change the order of jobs.

Violators Folder

The Violators node displays all targets that are not conforming to this policy according to the last evaluation.

NOTE
This action is valid only for domain managers.

Software Policy Violator Folder

A selected target that is not conforming to this policy according to the last evaluation.

Select the Navigate to task to navigate to the selected item in the tree.

Distributed Software Policies Folder

The Distributed Software Policies folder lists all registrations of software policies performed by distributions to the domain.

Distributed Software Policy Folder

This folder displays the software policies distributed to the domain.

Software Policy Distributions Folder

The Distributions folder displays all domains where the software policy has been delivered and registered.

Distributions Folder

The Distributions folder displays a domain to which the software policy has been delivered and registered.

Scalability Servers
Contents
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Software Staging Jobs

The folder displays all pending and completed software staging job records for the scalability server.

Scalability Server Software Job Item

A software job item in the Software Staging Jobs folder.

The following fields can be displayed:

• Name of the item
• Completion time
• State
• Ordered by

Staging Library Folder

The Staging Library is an archive for software packages that are to be delivered to computers and users on the Scalability
Server's network.

Software Package Staging Library Item

Displays an item in the Software Package Staging Libraries folder:

• Name of the item
• Completion time
• Ordered by
• Start time
• Creation time
• Type
• Status message
• Comment

System Delivery Engine Folder
The System Delivery Engine folder displays the progress of the software delivery task processing.

Detailed status of the engine is displayed in the Tasks pane.

NOTE
If there are more than 100 tasks, the list will be divided into pages. Page navigation links will appear beneath the
list.

Task Information

Displays detailed information about the task.

• Task
Displays the name of the task.

• Creation time
Displays the time when the task has been created.

• Activation time
Displays the time when the task has been activated.

• Status
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Displays information about the task status.
• Last event

Displays information about the last event occurred.
• Priority

Priority of the task (set in Job Priority)

OS Installation Management
The Main Tasks
Use the Tutorial to learn how to carry out the main tasks of OS Installation Management:

• OS Installation Operations
Assign an Operating System
Customize an OS Installation
Schedule an OS Installation

• Boot and OS Image Operations
Provide an OS Image
Provide a Boot Image
Deploy an Image

The setup of a new OS installation is supported by the OS Installation wizard.

OS Installation Wizard
Contents

To create an OS installation for computers using the OS Installation Wizard:

Select one or more computers of a computer group, right click and select "OS Installation..". from the context menu.

The OS Installation Wizard opens. Follow the Wizard's directions:

After a Welcome page the Wizard assists you in selecting an OS image, selecting a boot server to deploy the OS image,
and all further setup options. Eventually. the Wizard will confirm that you have completed all necessary steps to install a
new operating system when you have clicked the Finish button.

Welcome Page

The OS Installation wizard starts with a welcome message explaining its task and result.
The wizard guides you through the steps required to setup a new OS installation for the selected computers.
The result of the wizard is an Activated OS installation which will be initiated when a target computer is rebooted next
time.
Alternatively you can edit boot parameters before the activation of the OS installation and activate it yourself manually.

OS Image Selection

Specify the OS image for the OS installation.
The images are listed with name, type and operating system.

Boot Server Selection

Select the boot server responsible to deploy the OS image.
The image selected in the previous step should be installed on the selected boot server not later than activation time
specified in the next step.
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Otherwise the OS installation job will fail, unless you check the box "Wait for Boot and OS Image Availability" in the next
step.

Setup Options

You may either start the setup process by specifying
Setup date and time and further OS installation options or you can check the the box "Setup OS installation later" and edit
boot parameters first. Then you have to activate the OS installation yourself manually.

Setup Date and Time

Activation Time: Select date and select time or type it in directly.
This activation time is the time at which the OS installation manager starts to analyze and perform the installation request.
The default is the current time.

BDSM--OSIM--Wake-on-LAN Note

NOTE
If Wake-on-LAN is selected, the responsible boot server will wake up the target computer when the activation
time is reached and after the OS installation order is pending on the boot server.

BDSM--Wake-on-Lan network card note

NOTE
The Network Interface Card has to be configured for Wake-on-LAN.

Wait for Boot Server assignment

Check this option if the OSIM manager should wait until a Boot Server has been assigned.

If the target is not assigned to a boot server, the activation of the OS installation waits until the target is picked up by a
boot server and reported to the domain manager.

Logoff User and Reboot

If Logoff user and reboot is selected, the target computer starts a logoff and reboot procedure at the given activation time
in order to install the new operating system image after the system reboots.
The installed agent executes the reboot of the target computer. If a user is logged on to the target computer, the agent
raises a message and a 2 minutes countdown starts. This can be deferred to 30 minutes, up to 10 times.

Wait for Boot and OS Image availability

Check this option if the OSIM manager should wait until the necessary images are available at the Boot Server.
If the target is assigned to a boot server, the activation of the OS installation waits until the required boot and OS images
are available on the boot server.

Confirmation

You have successfully completed the steps to install a new operating system when you have clicked the Finish button.

The values which have selected will be shown:
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• OS Image name
• Boot Server name
• Activation Time
• Wake-on-LAN off/on
• Logoff user and reboot off/on
• Wait for Boot Server assignment off/on
• Wait for Boot and OS Image availability off/on

If you want to change any of these values, use the Back button.

OS Installation Management Tab
Contents

The OS Installation Management tab displays Information about OS Installation Management

• Enable this computer for OS Installation Management (checkbox)
If this checkbox is checked, the computer is enabled for OS Installation Management. If not, you can check it, to
enable the computer for OS Installation Management.

NOTE
You may disable the computer from OS Installation Management with "Delete from OS Installation
Management".

• Name
The name of the computer will be displayed. If not, you have to enter a valid computer name here.

• Host Name
The DNS name of the host will be displayed. If not, you have to enter a valid host name here.

• MAC Address
The MAC address of the computer will be displayed. If not, you have to enter a valid MAC address here.

• OS Image (current)
Displays the name of the OS image currently installed with OS Installation Management.

• Boot Server
Click the option "Assigned automatically" (recommended) or select the name of a boot server from the drop-down list.

Assign OS Image

Assign an OS image to an OSIM computer by

• Copy / Paste
• Drag / Drop
• Edit OS Image Boot Parameter

Assign the Boot Server automatically

By default, the new computer is not assigned to a specific boot server. The assignment will be done after the computer
has been rebooted. It will be attached to the first boot server which detects this new computer.

NOTE
For the exact assignment policies, please consult the .

This boot server will register it at the OS installation manager and complete its specifications.
If there are already boot servers in the domain, you can also select one of them. When the computer is registered later
from a different boot server, the assignment will be changed.
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Manage PXE-Enabled Computers
Contents

Assign OS Image

Assign an OS image to an OSIM computer by

• Copy / Paste
• Drag / Drop
• Edit OS Image Boot Parameter

Edit OS Installation Parameter
The Edit OS Installation Parameter dialog allows you to edit existing boot parameters.

NOTE
When CA Client Automation is operating in FIPS-only mode, you cannot edit the boot parameters of images that
are of the type Not FIPS-Compliant. The only allowed edit operation is to assign a FIPS-compliant OS image.

The upper part of the dialog window shows the fields Parameter Name and Parameter Value as well as the OK, Cancel,
and Help Button. The lower part shows the Parameter Description.

• Parameter Name
The Parameter Name field shows the name of the parameter being edited. You can choose a parameter other than the
one presented by clicking the down arrow at the right of the field and selecting the appropriate parameter from the list.

• Parameter ValueInput field. If feasible, a drop-down menu is offered.

• Parameter Type
The structure of the remaining upper part of the window depends on the type of parameter selected:
– Password
– Mapping List
– Text List
– Extended Mapping List
– Extended Text List
– Text
– Numeric
– Boot Image
– OS Image
– Others
– You cannot edit the BatchFile parameter.

NOTE
The down arrow at the right of the Parameter Name field is absent when you start the Edit OS Installation
Parameter Window for a specific boot parameter with a right-click from the core pane.

• Parameter Description
The lower part of the Edit OS Installation Parameter window contains a short parameter description as it was specified
during the associated operating system images build. Depending on the type of parameter, the description contains the
following information:
– Type

Specifies the parameter type
– Maximum Length
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Specifies the maximum character length of the parameter value
– Minimum Length

Specifies the minimum character length of the parameter value
– Maximum Value

Specifies the upper limit for a feasible parameter value
– Minimum Value

Specifies the lower limit for a feasible parameter value
– Default Value

Specifies the default value assigned for the selected parameter
– Comment

Specifies a comment on the parameter specified during the build of the associated operating system image

Schedule OS Installations
Contents

Initiate OS Installation

To run this tutorial you first need to assign an operating system to a computer you will use for this tutorial.

To initiate a computer's OS installation, follow these steps:

1. Click on the All Computers folder.
2. Double-click the computer to which you already have assigned an operating system in the right hand list.
3. Click on the OS Installation Parameters node beneath the computer.
4. To schedule a planned OS installation right-click the OS Installation Parameters node and choose Activate Installation.
5. In the Setup OS Installation dialog the current time is initialized. You may modify the setup time according to your

needs. To enforce the installation at the choosen time, further options can be selected. Click OK to initiate the OS
installation.

6. To activate OS installations for several computers navigate to OS Installations beneath the All Computers folder.

OS Installation Wizard

To initiate OS installations for individual computers, you can also use the OS Installation Wizard:

1. Click on the All Computers folder.
2. Select one or more computers in the right hand list.
3. Right-click the selection and choose OS Installation.
4. Follow the steps in the OS Installation Wizard and click Finish.
5. To monitor the installation process navigate to OS Installations beneath the All Computers folder.

Monitor OS Installation

During the OS installation process an OS installation runs through different states:

• Planned
A planned OS installation can be to fit the requirements.

• Activated
Once an OS installation is initiated its state changes to activated. Hence it is no longer possible to customize this OS
installation without suspending it.

• Pending
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When the activation time is exceeded, the state changes to pending. From now on, the next computer reboot will
launch the OS installation.

• Installing
The OS installation is launched on the target computer, the state changes to installing.

• Current
After the OS installation has been installed successfully, the state changes to current. The OS installation has achieved
its final state and can only be removed when the next OS installation becomes current.

To keep track of the OS installation process, simply define a refresh timer.

Suspend OS Installation

An initiated OS installation can be suspended when running on error or you can cancel it. The following states occur:

• Failed
Once an installation failed, an error message is displayed in the Details portlet which explains the reasons of the
error and possible actions to overcome it. You either have to edit the OS installation or to perform some other actions,
before you can resume the installation. For example, you may have to deploy a missing image.

• Cancel Pending
A stop request is in progress. Press Refresh to achieve the stopped state.

• Stopped
The OS installation has been stopped successfully.

To cancel an initiated OS installation, follow these steps:

1. Click on the All Computers folder and double-click the computer with the initiated OS installation in the right hand list.
2. Click on the OS Installation Parameters node beneath the computer.
3. Depending on the current state, you either have to stop an activated/pending OS installation or you have to abort an

installing OS installation.

Resume OS Installation

To resume a suspended or already installed OS installation, you can:

• Activate an OS Installation:
If you edited a suspended OS installation, you have to activate the planned OS installation afterwards.

• Renew an OS Installation:
A failed or stopped OS installation can be renewed immediately.

• Reinstall an OS Installation:
In case of a crashed system, you can reinstall the current OS installation.

You have to confirm the installation options, before the OS installation proceeds to the activated state.

You can also delete a planned or failed/stopped OS installation.

To resume an OS installation, follow these steps:

1. Click on the All Computers folder and double-click the computer with the initiated OS installation in the right hand list.
2. Click on the OS Installation Parameters node beneath the computer.
3. Depending on the current state you either have to activate a planned, to renew a failed/stopped or to reinstall a current

OS installation.

Computer Group OS Installations
Contents
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OS Installations

The OS Installations folder displays a list of the OS installations of all PXE enabled computers in the All Computers folder.

There are three different ways to display the OS installations

• Basic (default)
• Advanced
• Details

To change the view, select one of the others in the Tasks portlet or by using the View menu.

New PXE enabled computers introduced in the network are added automatically to this list when they have been identified
by a boot server.

For each OS installation, the Details list shows the following information:

• State icon and name of the computer
• State of the OS installation
• Change / activation date
• MAC address
• OS image name

More parameters can be selected to appear here.

Right-click an OS installation to open its context menu. Depending on the of the OS installation, the options are active
(selectable) or not (grayed out).

This folder shows all the OS installations for all PXE target computers.

• Double-click an entry to display the parameters of an OS installation.
• Select and right-click an entry to
• Reset to Default (planned)
• Install OS Image

You can copy/drag an OS image to any managed or unmanaged computer to edit its OS image.
• Replace MAC Address
• Reinstall (current)
• Renew Installation (failed / stopped)
• Activate Installation (planned)
• Stop Installation (activated / pending)
• Abort Installation (installing)
• Manage (Unmanaged)
• Delete from OS Installation Management
• Delete (Failed / Stopped)
• Delete (planned)

Computer Group OS Installations

The OS Installations folder displays a list of all OS installations of all PXE enabled computers in a computer group.

OS Installation Views
Contents

There are three different ways to display the OS installations
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• Basic (default)
• Advanced
• Details

To change the view, select one of the others in the Tasks portlet or by using the View menu.

New PXE enabled computers introduced in the network are added automatically to this list when they have been identified
by a boot server.

OS Installation Information

For each OS installation, the Details list shows the following information:

• State icon and name of the computer
• State of the OS installation
• Change / activation date
• MAC address
• OS image name

More parameters can be selected to appear here.

Right-click an OS installation to open its context menu. Depending on the of the OS installation, the options are active
(selectable) or not (grayed out).

Basic View

Displays the PXE enabled computers with the "most important" state of their OS installations. This is the default view.

Advanced View

Displays the computers with all states of their OS installations.

Details View

Displays the computers with all states of their OS installations. Additionally, selected boot parameters of the OS
installations can be displayed in additional columns.

OS Installation States
Contents

Activated

The OS installation is Scheduled for execution and is waiting for the manager to dispatch it according to its activation date
and time.

•

Pending
The Scheduled OS Installation has been dispatched for execution.
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•

Cancel Pending
A cancel was launched for a Scheduled OS Installation that is not yet completed by the manager.

•

Current
The associated OS Installation is the Current OS Installation installed at the target computer.

•

Failed
The Scheduled OS Installation has Failed. For more information about the error, select the computer from the tree
view. The error information appears in the information column.

•

Installing
The Scheduled OS installation is being installed now.

•

Planned
This OS installation is a Planned OS installation.

•

Stopped
The Scheduled OS installation has been suspended from further execution by a cancel request.

•

Unmanaged
The computer has been reported by the boot server but it is not managed yet. The name appears either as the MAC
address or as the software delivery name of the computer, if this is known to the manager.

•

ADS Managed
This computer is managed by Microsoft ADS, not with OS Installation Management.

Most Important State

If there are several OS installations of a computer, they are ordered with respect to their priority:
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• Priority 1
– OS Installations
– Activated
– Installing
– Cancel pending
– Stopped
– Failed

• Priority 2
OS Installations

• Priority 3
Current OS Installations

Planned OS Installation

An OS installation starts in the Planned core state. Therefore, it is called the Planned OS installation of the associated
target. In this state, the OS installation can be tailored to fit the requirements of its application. OS Installation Manager
allows only one OS installation in the planned core state.

Planned Column

The Planned column shows the parameter values for the Planned OS installation. The value of a parameter is presented
in the column at the same line as the parameter name in the Name column.

Scheduled Column

The Scheduled column shows the parameter values for the Scheduled OS installation. The value of a parameter is
presented in the column at the same line as the parameter name in the Name column. The headline of the column shows
the Current sub-status of the OS installation (the execution status of the request). The headline might show Activated,
Pending, Installing, Cancel Pending, Stopped, or Failed.

Current Column

The Current column shows the parameter values for the current OS installation.

OS Installation Parameters
The OS Installation Parameter folder shows a list of OS installation parameters and values for the operating system
installations of the computer.

The parameters and the default values are defined in the assigned OS image.

OS Installation Parameter
Displays name and details of OS installation parameter.

Right-click parameter: if feasible, you can edit the parameter value or reset it to default.

Edit OS Installation Parameters
Contents

The Edit OS Installation Parameter dialog allows you to edit existing boot parameters.
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NOTE
When CA Client Automation is operating in FIPS-only mode, you cannot edit the boot parameters of images that
are of the type Not FIPS-Compliant. The only allowed edit operation is to assign a FIPS-compliant OS image.

The upper part of the dialog window shows the fields Parameter Name and Parameter Value as well as the OK, Cancel,
and Help Button. The lower part shows the Parameter Description.

• Parameter Name
The Parameter Name field shows the name of the parameter being edited. You can choose a parameter other than the
one presented by clicking the down arrow at the right of the field and selecting the appropriate parameter from the list.

• Parameter Value
Input field. If feasible, a drop-down menu is offered.

• Parameter Type
The structure of the remaining upper part of the window depends on the type of parameter selected:
– Password
– Mapping List
– Text List
– Extended Mapping List
– Extended Text List
– Text
– Numeric
– Boot Image
– OS Image
– Others
– You cannot edit the BatchFile parameter.

NOTE
The down arrow at the right of the Parameter Name field is absent when you start the Edit OS Installation
Parameter Window for a specific boot parameter with a right-click from the core pane.

• Parameter Description
The lower part of the Edit OS Installation Parameter window contains a short parameter description as it was specified
during the associated operating system images build. Depending on the type of parameter, the description contains the
following information:
– Type

Specifies the parameter type
– Maximum Length

Specifies the maximum character length of the parameter value
– Minimum Length

Specifies the minimum character length of the parameter value
– Maximum Value

Specifies the upper limit for a feasible parameter value
– Minimum Value

Specifies the lower limit for a feasible parameter value
– Default Value

Specifies the default value assigned for the selected parameter
– Comment

Specifies a comment on the parameter specified during the build of the associated operating system image
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Parameter Name Field

The Parameter Name field shows the name of the parameter being edited. You can choose a parameter other than the
one presented by clicking the down arrow at the right of the field and selecting the appropriate parameter from the list.

Parameter Value

Input field. If feasible, a drop-down menu is offered.

Parameter Description

Parameter Description

The lower part of the Edit OS Installation Parameter window contains a short parameter description as it was specified
during the associated operating system images build. Depending on the type of parameter, the description contains the
following information:

• Type
Specifies the parameter type

• Maximum Length
Specifies the maximum character length of the parameter value

• Minimum Length
Specifies the minimum character length of the parameter value

• Maximum Value
Specifies the upper limit for a feasible parameter value

• Minimum Value
Specifies the lower limit for a feasible parameter value

• Default Value
Specifies the default value assigned for the selected parameter

• Comment
Specifies a comment on the parameter specified during the build of the associated operating system image

Parameter Types
For more information, see Edit OS Installation Parameter

Password

Text List or Extended Text List

Map List or Extended Map List

Text

Numeric

Boot Image

OS Image

Others
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Text Parameter

Provides any simple text string. The length of the string can be limited by the MaxLength attribute. The following
parameter attributes are valid for this parameter type:

Attribute Meaning Range
MaxLength Maximum length of the strings to be

assigned
1 to 255 characters

Comment Comment on the parameter any string
Trans Drives the inheritance of parameter settings {yes|no}
UpdateDefault Overwrites the default value when updating

the image
{yes|no}

Numeric Parameter

Specifies a numeric value. The range of the value is given by the attributes MaxValue, which specifies the maximum, and
MinValue, which specifies the minimum. The value of MinValue must be less than or equal to the value of MaxValue. The
following parameter attributes are valid for this parameter type:

Attribute Meaning Range
MaxValue Maximum of the value assigned -2147483648 to 2147483647
MinValue Minimum of the value assigned -2147483648 to 2147483647 and MinValue

<= MaxValue
Comment Comment on the parameter any string
Trans Drives the inheritance of parameter settings {yes|no}
UpdateDefault Overwrites the default value when updating

the image
{yes|no}

Password Parameter

Provides an encoded password. The password can be limited to MaxLength characters. A password is always related to a
user ID. The following parameter attributes are valid for this parameter type:

Attribute Meaning Range
MaxLength Maximum length of the password to be

assigned
1 to 255 characters

Comment Comment on the parameter any string
Trans Drives the inheritance of parameter settings {yes|no}
UpdateDefault Overwrites the default value when updating

the image
{yes|no}

Text List / Extended Text List Parameter

TextListExt specifies a list of item=<string>; that is, it is the same as a TextList parameter, but the list can be extended with
the parameter editor later on.
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The following parameter attributes are valid for this parameter type:

Attribute Meaning Range
MaxLength Maximum length of a list entry 1 to 255 characters
Comment Comment on the parameter any string
Trans Drives the inheritance of parameter settings {yes|no}
UpdateDefault Overwrites the default value when updating

the image
{yes|no}

Item Specifies a list item. This attribute can
occur more than once.

any string

Mapping List / Mapping List Extended Parameter

Specifies a list of item=<string1> <string2>. String2 is shown in the editor only, when string1 has been assigned a value.

The parameter editor can extend parameters of type MapListExt, but not of type MapList.

When assigning a value to a parameter, it can only be a string that is appearing in the list.

The following parameter attributes are valid for these parameter types:

Attribute Meaning Range
MaxLength Maximum length of a list entry 1 to 255 characters
Comment Comment on the parameter any string
Trans Drives the inheritance of parameter settings {yes|no}
UpdateDefault Overwrites the default value when updating

the image
{yes|no}

Item Specifies a list item. This attribute can
occur more than once.

"string1" "string2"

Boot Image Parameter

Attribute Meaning Range
MaxLength Maximum length of the boot image name 1 to 8 characters
Comment Comment on the parameter any string
Trans Drives the inheritance of parameter settings {yes|no}
UpdateDefault Overwrites the default value when updating

the image
{yes|no}

OS Image Parameter

Specifies the name of an operating system image. The following parameter attributes are valid for this parameter type:

Attribute Meaning Range
MaxLength Maximum length of the operating system

image name
1 to 10 characters

Comment Comment on the parameter any string
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Trans Drives the inheritance of parameter settings {yes|no}
UpdateDefault Overwrites the default value when updating

the image
{yes|no}

Selected OS Installation Parameters

Contents

Edit OS Installation Parameter BootNormal

Parameter Name:

BootNormal

Specifies the everyday boot or pre-boot image (normally boothd) for the boot processing that is not related to an OS
installation.

Parameter Type:

Text

Maximum length:

12

Default value:

boothd

Comment:

'boothd' or boot image for every normal system boot.

Edit OS Installation Parameter BootSpecial

Parameter Name:

BootSpecial

Specifies the boot image used to install this operating system image.

NOTE
If this parameter has the

icon,
it means that at least one of the boot images assigned to the different OS installations is not FIPS-compliant.
You can view the See Also portlet to view all the OS images associated with the selected image.

Parameter Type:

Text (BootImage)

Maximum length:

12

Default value:

osinstal.2

Comment:

'boothd' of first boot image for operating system installation ('osinstal.2')
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Edit OS Installation Parameter Domain

Parameter Name:

Domain

Specifies the name of the domain to which the target computer will be added with the installation of this operating system
image.

Parameter Type:

Text

Maximum length:

41

Default value:

n/a

Not available for Windows 98 and Windows ME

Edit OS Installation Parameter DomainPasswd

UserName

Name of the computer user

This field is disabled, but the value of the parameter DomainUser appears in the field.

Password

Type in password, associated to the user. The characters which you enter are not shown. Passwords are transported and
stored in encrypted format.

Confirm Password

Repeat the password input for confirmation. The characters you enter are not shown.

Parameter Type:

Password

Maximum Length:

25

Default Value:

n/a

Comment:

Password for DomainUser

not available for Windows 98 and Windows ME

Edit OS Installation Parameter DomainUser

Parameter Name:

DomainUser

Specifies the domain user that is used during the installation of the operating system image to register the target system
at the specified domain.
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Parameter Type:

Text

Maximum Length:

20

Default Value:

n/a

Comment:

UserId for administration of computer accounts.

NOTE
This parameter is not available for Windows 98 and Windows ME

Edit OS Installation Parameter HostName

Parameter Name:

HostName

Specifies the DNS name of the target system.

Parameter Type:

Text

Maximum Length:

63

Default Value:

n/a

Comment:

DNS computer name

Edit OS Installation Parameter MACAddress

Parameter Name:

MACAddress

Specifies the MAC address of the target system.

Parameter Value:

Edit the MAC Address in hex format.

Parameter Type:

MACAddress

Maximum Length:

17

Default Value:

n/a

Comment:
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MACAddress in hex format.

Edit OS Installation Parameter OSImage

Parameter Name:

OSImage

Specifies the name of this operating system image.

Note: If this parameter has the

icon, it means that at least one of the OS images assigned to the different OS installations is not FIPS-compliant. You can
view the See Also portlet to view all the OS images associated with the selected image.

Parameter Type:

OSImage

Maximum Length:

10

Default Value:

n/a

Comment:

Name of the operating system image

Edit OS Installation Parameter OS Password

Parameter Name:

OSPasswd

Specifies the password for the system administrator of this OS installation at the target system..

Parameter Type:

Password

Maximum Length:

25

Default Value:

Encrypted value of "default"

Comment:

administrator password

NOTE
Only for Windows NT / 2000 - not available for Windows 98 and Windows ME.

Edit OS Installation Parameter OSUser

Parameter Name:

OSUser

Specifies the user for whom the OS will be licensed.
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Parameter Type:

Text

Maximum Length:

40

Default Value:

n/a

Comment:

Complete user name for OS installation.

"administrator" is not allowed as parameter value!

Edit OS Installation Parameter ProductId

Parameter Name:

ProductId

Specifies the product identifier used for the OS installation at the target system.

Parameter Type:

Text

Maximum Length:

29

Default Value:

000-0000000

Comment:

Product ID for OS installation (registration)

Edit OS Installation Parameter SDOServername

Parameter Name:

SDOServerName

Specifies the name of a Unicenter Software Delivery Server.

Together with the OS installation a DSM agent will be installed that will register the target system at this server when it will
start.

The selected boot server (scalability server) will be shown in the value field. This value can be overwritten.

Parameter Type:

Text

Maximum Length:

20

Default Value:

n/a

Comment:
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Name of the assigned boot server.

Edit OS Installation Parameter Time Zone

Parameter Name:

TimeZone

Specifies the time zone of the computer.

Parameter Type:

TextListExt - for Windows 98 and NT, else MappingList

Maximum Length:

128

Default Value:

depending on OS

Comment:

Specifies the time zone that will be set during the installation of the OS at the target system.

Editing OS Installation Parameter Type Others

The upper part of the editor window consists of the fields

• Parameter Name

and

• Parameter Value

You can change the value that appears in the Parameter Value field by placing the cursor in the field and typing a new
value or by using copy and paste.

Reset to Default
This method opens the which allows you to reset boot parameters of planned installations to the default defined by the OS
image.

Replace MAC Address
Contents

You can cut/drag an unmanaged computer to a managed computer to replace the MAC address of the managed
computer.

The unmanaged computer will be deleted and the managed computer contains only a planned OS installation with the
new MAC address.

Assign OS Image

Assign an OS image to an OSIM computer by

• Copy / Paste
• Drag / Drop
• Edit OS Image Boot Parameter
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Schedule OS Installation
Contents

Reinstall (Current)

This method creates an Activated OS installation that reinstalls the Current OS installation.
The method launches the Setup OS Installation window that asks for the activation time.

NOTE

When a Scheduled configuration already exists, the method is disabled.

Renew Installation (Failed/Stopped)

This method renews a Stopped or Failed OS installation; that is, the OS installation is Activated again. The method
launches the that asks for the activation time.

Activate Installation (Planned)

This method activates the planned OS installation. That is, the OS installation is Scheduled for installation.

The method launches the Setup OS Installation window that asks for the activation time.

NOTE
When a Scheduled configuration already exists, the method is disabled.

Stop Installation (Activated/Pending)

This method suspends a Scheduled OS installation as long as the addressed target system has not yet started the
installation. The substate becomes "Cancel pending".
On successful completion, the Scheduled OS installation enters the Stopped substate.

Abort Installation (Installing)

To abort an installation means to stop an already installing OS installation regardless of the current status of the related
installation on the target computer.
Therefore, you should use great caution when taking this action. The result on the target system is unpredictable.

NOTE
 This method is for emergency cases only.

Setup OS Installation
Contents

The Setup OS Installation dialog allows to setup the date and time of the OS installation activation and to select further
OS installation options.

Setup date and time

Activation Time

Select date and select time or type it in directly.

This activation time is the time at which the OS installation manager starts to analyze and perform the installation request.
The default is the current time.
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OS Installations Options

Wake-on-LAN

NOTE
If Wake-on-LAN is selected, the responsible boot server will wake up the target computer when the activation
time is reached and after the OS installation order is pending on the boot server.

NOTE
A target computer has to be enabled for Wake-on-LAN. This can be done in the BIOS power management
settings. The target machine's network interface card has to be configured for accepting Wake-on-LAN. See the
documentation of your computer for more information.

Logoff User and Reboot

If Logoff user and reboot is selected, the target computer starts a logoff and reboot procedure at the given activation time
in order to install the new operating system image after the system reboots.
The installed agent executes the reboot of the target computer. If a user is logged on to the target computer, the agent
raises a message and a 2 minutes countdown starts. This can be deferred to 30 minutes, up to 10 times.

Wait for Boot Server assignment

Check this option if the OSIM manager should wait until a Boot Server has been assigned.

If the target is not assigned to a boot server, the activation of the OS installation waits until the target is picked up by a
boot server and reported to the domain manager.

Wait for Boot and OS Image availability

Check this option if the OSIM manager should wait until the necessary images are available at the Boot Server.
If the target is assigned to a boot server, the activation of the OS installation waits until the required boot and OS images
are available on the boot server.

Manage OS Installations
Contents

Manage Computer for OS Installations

Use the Manage PXE Computer dialog to determine basic management information for a target computer in OS
Installation Management.

Manage (Unmanaged)

To make an "unmanaged" computer - a computer which is not yet managed by OSIM - "managed", follow the procedure
described in "Automatically: OSIM Support After Target Is Detected by a Boot Server" in the OS Installation Management
Administration Guide.

Move to Boot Server

Move one or several OSIM managed computers to a / another boot server displayed in the list of all available boot servers
in the domain.
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Delete from OS Installation Management

Use this method to completely remove a computer from OSIM.

Delete (failed / stopped)

This method deletes a scheduled OS installation that is either stopped or failed. If this OS installation is the only one
assigned to the target computer, the target computer becomes unmanaged by the OS Installation Manager.

Delete (planned)

This method deletes a planned OS installation. If this OS installation is the only one assigned to the target computer, the
target computer becomes unmanaged by the OS Installation Manager.

Properties
Contents

Target Computer Information

Displays information about the target computer:

• Name
• State
• Created
• Host name
• Network address
• MAC address
• OS Image (current)
• Boot Image (current)
• Boot Server

OS Installation Information

Displays information about the OS Installation

• Name
• OS Installation State
• State changed (date)
• OS Image
• Boot Image
• [State message]

OS and Boot Image Library
Contents

This folder shows a list of all boot and OS images created and registered at the domain manager.

NOTE
Images at a boot server that are not yet or no longer registered at the manager will be shown as Detected
Images.

Images are also available in the Software Package Library, if they are registered as software packages.
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A boot image is either of type DOS or type WinPE. It defines the environment for the subsequent installation of an OS
image.

NOTE
For more detailed information, consult the OS Installation Management Administration Guide.

An OS image is used to set up the operating system of a target computer.

The folder displays available images with detailed information like the name of the image, type, locale (language), batch
file name, and comments.

You can customize the pane by showing or hiding columns or by reordering them.

NOTE
For more information, see the Explorer GUI Help.

If the Image Prepare System is installed on the machine running the DSM Explorer, the task portlet displays the Image
Prepare System commands, which allow you to create boot and OS images and to register them with the Software
Package Library.

For more information, please consult the OS Installation Management Administration Guide.

Detected Images

A detected image is an image which at least one boot server has detected and reported to the OS installation manager.
The image itself is available only to the reporting boot servers, not to the OS installation manager. Therefore it cannot be
referenced by operating system images that should be staged to other boot servers or installed at a target computer.

No actions are allowed for this object at the DSM Explorer.

The object will disappear from the list, when the image is removed from all boot servers that have reported it to the OS
installation manager, or when it becomes a regular image by being registered with the OS installation manager from an
Image Prepare System or by a registerBTimages or registerOSImage command.

Images Flagged as Not FIPS-Compliant

When CA Client Automation is operating in FIPS-only mode, boot and OS images created with the earlier versions of CA
Client Automation show the image type as Not FIPS-Compliant in DSM Explorer, as these images are not FIPS-compliant.
These images have a "X" icon to indicate that the images can no longer be used. You cannot use these images to set up
OS installations and you cannot edit the image parameters or the OS installation parameters for these images. You must
update such images to FIPS-compliant format to use them in FIPS-only mode. For more information about updating OS
and boot images, see the OS Installation Management Administration Guide.

Boot Image Folder
The Boot Images Folder shows a list of all boot images registered in the domain or detected by a boot server.

Boot images that are not yet registered appear as "detected" images.

Boot images are also available as Software Packages in the Software Package Library.

Boot Image

For each boot image, the following fields are shown:

• Name
Name of the image

• Type
Type of the image
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A boot image is either DOS or WinPE type.
If the image has not yet been registered, the image is labelled as "detected" only.

• Operating System
Long name of the operating system. For example, Windows PE 2.0

• Image Flags
Image flags defined for the image.

NOTE
This field is empty for images that are created with the earlier version of CA Client Automation.

• Registered/Changed
Date and time of registration of the image. If the image is modified, this field is updated to include the date and time
when the image is modified.

• Comment
Comment that appears in the SD product.
Default: BsmBtImg imagename

Assign Boot Image

Assign a Boot image to an OSIM computer by the following methods:

• Copy / Paste
• Drag / Drop

Delete Boot Image

The selected boot images are deleted from the local Image Prepare System.

NOTE

An Image Prepare System and a Boot Server installed on the same system share the boot image files. If you
delete a boot image, OSIM target computers that are assigned to this Boot Server cannot use this image any
longer.

OS Image Folder
The OS Images folder displays a list of OS images registered in the domain or detected by a boot server.

OS images not yet registered appear as "detected" images.

OS images are also available as software packages in the Software Package Library.

For each OS image the following information will be displayed:

• Name
Specifies the name of the image.

• Type
Specifies the type of the image with the "short name" of the operating system,for example, WXPP, W2008.
If the image is not yet registered, it is shown as "detected".

• Operating System
Specifies the "long name" of the operating system, for example, Windows XP Professional.

• Image Flags
Lists the image flags defined for the image. For more information about Image Flags, see the OS Installation
Management Administration Guide.
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NOTE

This field is empty for images that are created with the earlier version of CA Client Automation.

• Registered/Changed
Specifies the date and time of registration of the image; subsequently, if the image is modified, this field is updated to
include the date and time when the image is modified.

• Code Page
Specifies the name of the codepage, for example, "1252 - Western European"

• Comment
Specifies the comment that appears in the software delivery product.
Default: BsmOsImg imagename

• SD Package Name
Specifies the name of SD package.

OS Image

An OS image is used to setup the operating system on a target computer. This page displays the boot parameters defined
for the image. You can edit the boot parameters when an OS image is assigned to a target computer.

For each parameter the following information is shown:

• Name
Speficies the name of the parameter.

• Default Value
Displays the default value, if any.

• Type
Displays the parameter type.

• Comment
Displays a comment about the parameter.

Image Parameter

For each image parameter the following attributes and their values will be shown:

• Name
• Default Value
• Type
• Comment

If feasible, you can edit these attributes; double-click the parameter.

Edit Default Values

WARNING
Default values cannot be edited, if the image is already assigned to a target computer.

1. Expand the All Boot and OS Images folder and select the registered OS Image in the left hand tree. In the right hand
list all the parameters of the OS Image are displayed.

2. Select a parameter in the right hand list, e.g. "ProductId".
3. Right-click the parameter to open the Edit OS Installation Parameter dialog and change the parameter value. Click OK.

You can edit further default values repeating steps 2. and 3.
The OS Image is now ready to use.

Next steps:
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• Deploy an Image

Assign OS Image

Assign an OS image to an OSIM computer by

• Copy / Paste
• Drag / Drop
• Edit OS Image Boot Parameter

Deploy an Image

Boot and OS images must be deployed to scalability servers which also act as boot servers for PXE enabled target
computers.

Once registered, images are available as software packages in the Software Package Library.

To identify images among all software packages, configure the right hand list to make the Vendor column visible.

To display the images already deployed to a scalability server, follow these steps:

1. Click on the All Scalability Server folder beneath the Control Panel.
2. Doubleclick on the scalability server in the right hand list you are interested in.
3. Click on OS Image Library.

Please follow the instructions in the tutorial to deploy images to scalability servers.

Deploy Software Packages

Contents

Software packages can be deployed to individual computers using a wizard:

1. Click on the All Computers folder.
2. Select one or more computers in the right-hand list.
3. Click on the Deploy software package action in the Action portlet, or right-click on the computers and select Software

Jobs, Deploy software packages.
4. Follow the steps in the Deploy Software Package wizard and click Finish.

NOTE
In an enterprise, individual computers are not available as deployment targets but groups are available.

Deploy Software Package

The wizard guides you through the steps needed to deploy software packages to computers attached to domains in this
enterprise.

The result is a software distribution used to track the progress of the distribution to the domains.

Select Software Packages and Procedures

Follow the instructions of the wizard to deploy software packages to computers attached to the domain.

Select from the list of software packages and procedures.
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Select Targets

Select the targets to which the software will be deployed.

Finish

In this final step you have to confirm your selection and schedule the deployment.

• Decide if the software packages should be distributed and registered at the domains by marking the corresponding
check box.

• Schedule the deployment.
• Enter a job container name.
• Decide if you want to open the advanced job settings dialog when the Finish button is pressed.

Delete OS Image

The selected OS images will be deleted from the local Image Prepare System.

NOTE
An Image Prepare System and a Boot Server installed on the same machine share the OS image file. Hence, if
you delete an OS image, this image cannot be installed any longer by OSIM target computers assigned to this
Boot Server.

Boot / OS Image Properties Tab

This tab displays the properties of a boot or an OS image:

• Name of the image
• Type of the image
• OS Platform of the image
• Registered (date)
• Changed (date)
• Comment

You can add / modify a comment for the image.
• Code Page
• Batchfile name

Image Flags Tab

This tab displays the image flags defined for the registered boot or OS image. If you want to modify the image flags
assigned to an image, open the osinfo.ini file of the image and update the imageflags parameter. Images created with
the earlier version of CA Client Automation do not support image flags until you update the images. For more information
about updating the images and the imageflags parameter, see the OS Installation Management Administration Guide.

Boot Servers
Contents

Boot and OS Staging Image Library

This folder shows all the Boot and OS images registered in the image library of this boot server.
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OS Installations

This folder shows all the OS installations for the PXE target computers reporting to this boot server.

Boot Server Information

Displays information about the Boot Server:

• Name
• State of the Boot Server
• [State Message] in case of any boot server error.
• Further boot server properties are shown in a list view.

Image Prepare System
The Image Prepare System provides support to create and customize boot and OS images on your local computer.

It also provides methods to register boot and OS images in any domain of your enterprise.

The Image Prepare System is only available in the DSM Explorer if the Image Prepare System core component has been
installed on the local machine.

Main Tasks
Contents

Create a Boot Image

To create a boot image, navigate to Domain, Software, Boot and OS Image Library, Image Prepare System, Wizards, New
Boot Image.

The New Boot Image wizard informs you about all prerequisites and guides you step by step through the boot image
creation process.

For more background information, see CreateBTImages--Manage Boot Images in the OS Installation Management
Administration Guide.

Create an OS Image

To create an OS image, navigate to Domain, Software, Boot and OS Image Library, Image Prepare System, Wizards, New
OS Image.

The New OS Image wizard informs you about all prerequisites and guides you step by step through the OS image
creation process.

For more background information, see in the OS Installation Management Administration Guide.

Register a Boot Image

Before you can apply a boot image to a target computer you have to register it in the domain. To register a boot image,
navigate to Domain, Software, Boot and OS Image Library, Image Prepare System, Wizards, Register Boot Image.

The Register Boot Image wizard informs you about all prerequisites and guides you step by step through the boot image
registration process.

For more background information, see RegisterBTImages--Registering Boot Images in the OS Installation Management
Administration Guide.
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Register OS Image

Before you can apply an OS image to a target computer you have to register it in the domain. To register an OS image,
navigate to Domain, Software, Boot and OS Image Library, Image Prepare System, Wizards, Register OS Image.

The Register OS Image wizard assists you in registering an OS image created on the local Image Prepare System in any
domain of your enterprise.

For more background information, see RegisterOSImage--Registering Operating System Images in the OS Installation
Management Administration Guide.

Images Flagged as Not FIPS-Compliant
When CA Client Automation is operating in FIPS-only mode, boot and OS images created with the earlier versions of CA
Client Automation show the image type as Not FIPS-Compliant in DSM Explorer, as these images are not FIPS-compliant.
These images have a "X" icon to indicate that the images can no longer be used. You cannot use these images to set up
OS installations and you cannot edit the image parameters or the OS installation parameters for these images. You must
update such images to FIPS-compliant format to use them in FIPS-only mode.

Local Boot Images Folder
This folder shows a list of all boot images created on the local Image Prepare System and their attributes.

Tasks:

• Create a boot image
• Register a boot image

Local Boot Image
Contents

The attributes of a local boot image and their values will be shown here, for example:

• Name
• OSIM type
• Boot Image
• Boot Loader
• Operating System
• Image Flags
• Created/Changed
• Path to the images files on the local Image Prepare System

For more detailed information, see OS Installation Management Guide, section Image Prepare System

• Right-click the image to show its properties.

Register in Connected Domain

To register a boot image in the connected domain it is not required to run the complete Register Boot Image wizard.

The image will be registered using the credentials provided during DSM Explorer login.

Choose one the sub-menu options to register the boot image:
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• Data only
• Software package only
• Data and software package

Register Data Only

The boot image data (image name, image type, ...) are registered at the OSIM manager of the domain.

Register Software Package Only

The boot image files are registered as a software package with default properties in the Software Package Library of the
connected domain, ready for distribution to the boot servers.

Default package properties are:

• Software Package name:
<boot image name>

• Software Packager Version:
12.1.0/00

• Software Package Comment:
BsmBtImg "<boot image name>"

Register Data and Software Package

This option encompasses the features of Data only and Data and Software Package only.

Register Using the Wizard

The Register Boot Image wizard is called for the already selected boot image.

You can specify registration options as well as domain or user credentials.

For more information, see Register Boot Image Wizard.

Delete Boot Image

The selected boot images will be deleted from the local Image Prepare System.

Note: An Image Prepare System and a Boot Server installed on the same machine share the boot image files. Hence, if
you delete a boot image this image cannot be used any longer by OSIM target computers assigned to this Boot Server.

Boot Image Information

Displays information about the boot image:

• Name
• OSIM Type
• Operating System
• Created
• Changed
• Path to the images files on the local Image Prepare System
• Boot Image
• Boot Loader
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New Boot Image
The New Boot Image wizard allows you to create a new boot image on the local Image Prepare System.

For more information, see New Boot Image Wizard

Register Boot Image
Before you can apply a boot image to a target computer you have to register it to the domain.

The Register Boot Image wizard supports you registering a boot image created on the local Image Prepare System in any
domain of your enterprise.

For more information, see Register Boot Image Wizard.

Local OS Images Folder
This folder shows all OS images created on the local Image Prepare System and their attributes.

Tasks:

• Create OS image
• Register OS image

Local OS Image
Contents

The attributes of a local OS image and their values will be shown here:

• Name
• OSIM Type

NOTE
When CA Client Automation is in FIPS-only mode, the images that are not FIPS-compliant display the
type "Not FIPS-Compliant". You cannot use these images to set up OS installations. These images have a

icon
to indicate that the images can no longer be used.

• Operating System
• Image Flags
• Created/Changed
• Name of a possibly shared image
• Creation date of a possibly created TFTP download file (CAZ file)
• Product key
• Code page
• Path to the images files on the local Image Prepare System

Register in Connected Domain

To register an OS image in the connected domain it is not required to run the complete Register OS Image wizard.

The image will be registered using the credentials provided during DSM Explorer login.

Choose one of the sub-menu options to register the boot image:
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• Data only
• Software Package only
• Data and Software Package

Register Data Only

The OS image data like image name, image type, ..., as well as the boot parameters and their descriptions are registered
to the OSIM Manager of the domain.

Register Software Package Only

The OS image files are registered as a software package with default properties in the Software Package Library of the
connected domain, ready for distribution to the boot servers.

Default package properties are:

• Software Package Name
<OS image name>

• Software Package Version
11.1.0/00

• Software Package Comment
BsmOsImg "<Os image name>"

Register Data and Software Package

This option encompasses the features of Data only and Software Package only.

Register Using the Wizard

The Register OS Image wizard is called for the already selected OS image.

You can specify the registration options as well as domain or user credentials.

For more information, see Register OS Image Wizard.

Create TFTP Download File

In order to test your OS image with the TFTP download method, you can create a TFTP download file (CAZ file)
containing the complete image directory.

For more information, see ( -p option) and createzip section in the template.ini file (OS Installation Management
Administration Guide).

Verify Parameter Description

If you have added boot parameters to your OS image you should verify the parameter description before registering the
image in a domain.

For more information see Add OSIM Parameters to Created Images in the OS Installation Management Administration
Guide.

Delete OS Image

The selected OS images will be deleted from the local Image Prepare System.
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NOTE
An Image Prepare System and a Boot Server installed on the same machine share the OS image file. Hence, if
you delete an OS image, this image cannot be installed any longer by OSIM target computers assigned to this
Boot Server.

OS Image Properties

Displays information about the OS Image:

• Name
• OSIM Type
• Operating System
• Created
• Changed
• Path to the images files on the local Image Prepare System
• Name of a possibly shared image
• Creation date of a possibly created TFTP download file (CAZ file)
• Product key
• Code page

Image Flags Tab

This tab displays the image flags defined for the locally created boot or OS image. Images created with the earlier version
of CA Client Automation do not support image flags until you update the images. For more information about updating the
images and the imageflags parameter, see the OS Installation Management Administration Guide.

Run SysPrep for OS Type GETIMAGE

OSIM provides two support OS types -- GETIMAGE and GETIMAGE-WEPOS. Running SysPrep prepares a model
computer for multiple deployments using the support OS types. Before you can capture a model computer using either
Microsoft ImageX or Symantec Norton Ghost, you have to add the required Sysprep files to the OS image.

NOTE
You must ensure to add the correct version of Sysprep that correspond to the operating system running on the
model computer. For information on the version of Sysrep files to use, go to http://www.microsoft.com.

To add the Sysprep files

1. Navigate to Software, Boot and OS Image Library, Image Prepare System, Local OS Images.
The local OS images are listed in the right pane.

2. Right-click the image that is of type GETIMAGE or GETIMAGE-WEPOS, and select Properties.
The OS Image Properties dialog appears.

3. Click the Sysprep Integration tab.
The page lists the operating systems that support Sysprep integration and shows the Sysprerp integration state for
each operating system.

NOTE
The OS Embedded Sysprep integration do not require any action as they are already added to the OS.

4. Click Add Sysprep.
The Select Sysprep File dialog appears.

NOTE
Typically, the Sysprep files are available in the OS setup CD under support\tools folder.

5. Select the appropriate Sysprep file, normally deploy.cab and click Open. Alternatively, you can select sysprep.exe if
the Sysprep files have already been extracted.
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The required files are copied to the OS image for the selected OS. A success message appears if all the required files
are available and copied to OS image successfully. You are returned to the Sysprep Integration tab where you can see
the following changes:
– The Sysprep Integration State appears as Added
– The icon preceding the operating system turns green

NOTE
For more information about creating OS images, see the OS Installation Management Administration Guide.

Integrate an Imaging Tool

Before you can capture a model computer using an imaging tool, you must integrate the imaging tool with the OS image.
Integrating an imaging tool requires that you add certain files to the OS image.

NOTE
If Windows AIK is installed on the local Image Prepare System, Microsoft ImageX tool is automatically
integrated.

To integrate an imaging tool

1. Navigate to Software, Boot and OS Image Library, Image Prepare System, Local OS Images.
The local OS images are listed in the right pane.

2. Right-click the image that is of type GETIMAGE or GETIMAGE_WEPOS, select Properties.
The OS Image Properties dialog appears.

3. Click the Imaging Tool Integration tab.
The page lists the imaging tools and the integration state.

4. Select the imaging tool that you want to integrate and click Add Files.
Select Folder for Imaging Tool dialog appears.

5. Select the folder that contains the imaging tool software and click Open.
You are returned to the Imaging Tool Integration tab where you can see the following changes:
– The Imaging Tool Integration State appears as Added
– The icon preceding the imaging tool turns green
The imaging tool is integrated with the OS image.

NOTE
For more information about creating OS images, see the OS Installation Management Administration Guide.

View or Delete the Images Captured with a Support OS Image

You can view the images captured with a support OS image to decide whether to retain them or delete them.

To view or delete the images captured with a support OS image

1. Navigate to Software, Boot and OS Image Library, Image Prepare System, Local OS Images. 
The local OS images are listed in the right pane.

2. Right-click the image that is of type GETIMAGE, GETIMAGE-WEPOS, or GETIMAGE-WIN7 and select Properties. 
The Local OS Image Properties dialog appears.

3. Click the Captured Images tab. 
The page lists all the images captured and the associated model computers for the selected OS image.

4. (Optional) Select an image or model computer that you no longer require and click Delete.

NOTE
Deleting a model computer deletes all the associated images.

The selected image or model computer is deleted from the image store.
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New OS Image
The New OS Image wizard assists you in creating a new OS image on the local Image Prepare System.

For more information, see New OS Image Wizard

 

Register OS Image
Before you can apply an OS image to a target computer you have to register it in the domain. To register an OS image,
navigate to Domain, Software, Boot and OS Image Library, Image Prepare System, Wizards, Register OS Image.

The Register OS Image wizard assists you in registering an OS image created on the local Image Prepare System in any
domain of your enterprise.

For more background information, see RegisterOSImage--Registering Operating System Images in the OS Installation
Management Administration Guide.

Boot and OS Image Library
The Image Prepare System enhances the methods of the Boot and OS Image Library.

Boot Images Folder
Contents

The Image Prepare System enables several methods to register a local boot image in the connected domain:

• Copy a local boot image on the clipboard and paste into this folder.
• Drag a local boot image and drop it on this folder.
• Use the Register Local Boot Image method.

NOTE
Normally you can only select one boot image to perform the registration.

NOTE
Exception: You can select multiple boot images if the image names are equal regardless of the extension. For
example, you can select osinstal.2 and osinstal.3 to perform the registration.

The image will be registered using the credentials provided during DSM Explorer login. Each method lets you specify the
registration options to register a boot image in the domain:

• Register Data only
• Register Software Package only
• Register Data and Software Package

Copy / Paste a Local Boot Image

Once you have copied a local boot image to the clipboard, you can register it by right clicking the Boot Images folder and
selecting a registration option below the Paste Local Boot Image to Register menu.

If you select the Boot Images folder after copying a local boot image to the clipboard, the Paste menu of the main bar will
be enabled. This Paste operation registers the boot image data only!
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Drag / Drop a Local Boot Image

To register the boot image data only, you can use the left mouse button for the dragging a local boot image to the Boot
Images folder.

A drop menu with all registration options will be displayed when using the right mouse button for the drag operation
after the boot image is dropped on the Boot Images folder.

Register Local Boot Image

After selecting the required registration option, a dialog box is displayed which lists all boot images created on the local
Image Prepare System.

Choose an image and press the OK button to perform the registration process.

List of Images on Local Image Prepare System

Displays a list of images on Local Image Prepare System.

OS Images Folder
Contents

The Image Prepare System enables several methods to register a local OS image in the connected domain:

• Copy a local OS image to the clipboard and paste it into this folder.
• Drag a local OS image and drop it into this folder.
• Use the Register Local OS Image method

NOTE
You can only select one (1) OS image to perform the registration.

The image will be registered using the credentials provided during DSM Explorer log in.

Each method lets you specify the registration options to register an OS image in the domain;

• Register Data only
• Register Software Package only
• Register Data and Software Package

Copy / Paste a Local OS Image

Once you have copied a local OS image to the clipboard, you can register it by right clicking the OS Images folder and
selecting a registration option below the Paste Local OS Image to Register menu.

If you select the OS Images folder after copying a local OS image to the Clipboard, the Paste menu of the main bar will be
enabled.

This Paste operation registers the OS image data only!

Drag / Drop a Local OS Image

To register the OS image data only, you can use the left mouse button for dragging a local OS image to the OS Images
folder.

A drop menu with all registration options will be displayed when using the right mouse button for the drag operation after
the OS image is dropped on the OS Images folder.
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Register Local OS Image

After selecting the required registration option, a dialog box is displayed which lists all OS images created on the local
Image Prepare System.

Choose an image and click OK to perform the registration process.

List of Images on Local Image Prepare System

Displays a list of images on Local Image Prepare System.

Wizards Folder
Contents

The wizards guide you through the process of creating and registering boot and OS images.

During the process and when the process has finished, additional buttons are available to control the wizards' progress.

• Abort
Use this button to abort an already started process. Depending on the process phase abortion can be difficult. Click the
button again after a few seconds until a message box is displayed asking for the abortion.

• Continue
The button will be enabled if you have to insert a further CD when creating an OS image for Linux operating systems.

• Run Wizard
If you want to start the creation or registration process again, especially in case of errors, click the Run Wizard button.
You will be guided through the wizard steps and you can correct your previous settings before starting the process
again.

• OK
Clicking the OK button will leave the wizard and return to previously selected node in the DSM Explorer.

New Boot Image Wizard

The New Boot Image Wizard guides you through the process of creating a boot image in six easy steps.

It contains all necessary information to complete the task. If you need more details, please consult the OS Installation
Administration Guide.

The basic steps to create a new boot image are as follows:

1. Select the operating system of the image
2. Specify an image name
3. Specify the source location of needed software
4. Add optional software to the image
5. Review settings and start image creation

New OS Image Wizard

This wizard guides you through the process of creating an OS image. It contains all necessary information to complete the
task. 

The basic steps to create a new OS image are as follows:

1. Select the operating system of the image
2. Specify the image name
3. Specify the source location of the operating system files
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4. Specify the product key for Windows based images
5. Select the code page used to map the boot parameters on the target computer
6. Add optional software to the image
7. Review the settings and start the image creation.

Register Boot Image Wizard

This wizard guides you through the process of registering a boot image. It contains all necessary information to complete
the task.

The basic steps to register a boot image are as follows:

1. Select the image to register

NOTE
When CA Client Automation is in FIPS-only mode, the images that are not FIPS-compliant display the type
"Not FIPS-Compliant". You cannot use these images to set up OS installations. These images have an icon to
indicate that the images can no longer be used.

1. Select how to register the image in a domain
2. Specify the domain and the domain credentials
3. Review the settings and start the image registration

Add Item

The add item dialog lets you add new items to an assigned combo box:

• DSM Manager
• Security Authority
• User Name

After clicking the OK button the input is added to the assigned combo box and selected.

Register OS Image Wizard

This wizard guides you through the process of registering an OS image.

It contains all necessary information to complete the task. If you need more details, consult the OS Installation
Administration Guide.

The basic steps to register an OS Image are as follows:

1. Select the image to register.
2. Select how to register the image in a domain
3. Specify the domain and the domain credentials.
4. Review the settings and start the image registration

Add Item

The add item dialog lets you add new items to an assigned combo box:

• DSM Manager
• Security Authority
• User Name

After clicking the OK button the input is added to the assigned combo box and selected.
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Update Boot Image Wizard

The Update Boot Image wizard guides you through the process of updating a boot image. The wizard contains all
necessary information to complete the task. If you need more details, see the OS Installation Administration Guide.

The basic steps to update a boot image are as follows:

1. Select the boot image you want to update.
2. Specify whether you want to update only the local image, or only register the image in the domain, or do both.

Depending on your selection, the wizard takes you to different set of pages.
3. If you have opted to update the local image, you must provide the path to store the updated image and the path to

additional files such as Windows AIK installation directory, Windows PE Boot Loader file, device drivers, and so on.
4. If you have opted to register the image in the domain, you must select a registration option and then provide the

domain authentication details.
5. Review the settings and click Finish to start the image update.

Update OS Image Wizard

The Update OS Image wizard guides you through the process of updating an OS image. The wizard contains all
necessary information to complete the task. If you need more details, see the OS Installation Administration Guide.

The basic steps to update an OS image are as follows:

1. Select the OS image you want to update.
2. Specify whether you want to update only the local image, or only register the image in the domain, or do both.

Depending on your selection, the wizard takes you to different set of pages.
3. If you have opted to update the local image with additional software, you must provide the path to the source folder of

additional software such as device drivers, hotfixes, and language packs.
4. If you have opted to register the image in the domain, you must select a registration option and then provide the

domain authentication details.
5. Review the settings and click Finish to start the image update.

Remote Control Management
CA IT Client Manager enables an administrator to configure remote control computer policies and manage user access
rights and permissions. Its Remote Control component can be configured based on the selected security provider users
and groups, using a two-tier hierarchy that permits a domain manager to inherit policies and remote control permissions
from the enterprise manager. Global policies and remote control permissions can be defined and easily propagated to the
entire organization from a single enterprise manager.

The remote control manager provides the host on Windows, Linux, and Apple Mac OS X (Intel) with information that
defines Remote Control security. The agent then reports events and status information to the manager. The Remote
Control enterprise manager and domain managers are administered using the DSM Explorer.

For detailed information about working with managers, servers, and domains, see the DSM Explorer Help and the
Implementation Guide. For information about security, see the Common Security section of the DSM Explorer Help. For
information about creating remote control session reports, see the DSM Reporter Help.

NOTE
The term Windows refers to the Microsoft Windows operating system, including Windows XP, Windows Vista,
Windows 7, Windows Server 2003, and Windows Server 2008. Unless designated, Windows refers to any
supported Microsoft Windows operating system.
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Security in a Centrally Managed Environment
The domain manager sets the security mechanism used in a centrally managed environment. Remote Control managed
agents are authenticated by supplying the domain manager with the login credentials for validation against the security
provider. Authentication is controlled by the Enable security cache and Enable fail safe configuration policies. After a
user is validated, Remote Control checks the access privileges assigned to that user in the management database to
determine viewer settings for a remote control session.

With Windows, CA Client Automation uses Microsoft Unified Logon for access security. This means you can grant access
rights to any Windows user or group. You can also authorize users from trusted domains to access the system. The
administrators on the enterprise server can access the domain server with the same account name and password, even
if they are in different domains but have trust relationships. For example, if the domain manager SRVDMGR01 is in the
domain DM01, which has a trust relationship with another domain DM02, the users and groups in both security authorities
can be granted access rights to CA Client Automation.

Because CA Client Automation security is a thin layer around the native O/S security, it closely follows the domain model.
So the limitations with domain local groups apply to CA Client Automation as well. A domain local group can be used
only within the domain in which it exists. In our example, you cannot authenticate a local group in DM01 to be accessed
in DM02. However, this would work if you have authenticated the domain local group using a user and global group
combination from DM02 that had membership in the DM01 domain local group. Also, you can use only security groups
and not distribution groups because Windows does not generate security tokens for distribution groups.

Every time you open the DSM Explorer, it connects to the domain manager using the current Windows login credentials.
You can, however, log in as a different user. You can also grant access rights to a user or group using the Security Profiles
dialog.

NOTE
For detailed information about CA Client Automation security, see the DSM Explorer Help and the
Implementation Guide.

Security in a Stand-Alone Environment
If you are running Remote Control in a stand-alone environment, you can choose one of the available security modes.
Each of these security modes has distinct advantages:

• Remote Control Local Security
For users already familiar with the Version 5.x Remote Control Access Code Editor, the Remote Control Local Security
option offers a familiar methodology.
The Remote Control Local Security mode provides the following features:
– The ability to add and delete remote control user accounts. The accounts are held on the local computer and store

the user's name, password, and permissions.
– Enumeration of remote control users.
– The ability to edit the set of user permissions.
– The ability to protect the accounts from editing by means of a password.
– Validation of user names and passwords.

• Unified Security
For users who want to leverage existing users and groups from local machine accounts, Windows domains, and CA
Client Automation X.509 certificates, so that they only need to assign access rights, the Unified Security option is the
logical choice.
The Unified Security mode provides the following features:
– Enumeration of remote control users.
– The ability to edit the set of user permissions.
– The ability to protect the accounts from editing by means of a password.
– Validation of user names and passwords.
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NOTE
For information about the features of the Windows security system, see the relevant Microsoft Windows
documentation.

The DSM Properties - Remote Control dialog has a Users tab that shows the list of users for the currently selected
security provider. If the Remote Control Local Security mode is selected, the Users tab displays local users. These user
names can be anything and are not related to Local user accounts. If the Unified Security mode is selected, the Users tab
displays the names of locally defined users, domain users, or local and domain groups. Note that any account restrictions
(for example, time periods in which you can log in) also apply to Remote Control, since it uses the same validation
mechanisms.

NOTE
For more information about the DSM Properties - Remote Control dialog, see the Remote Control Host Help.

Remote Control Managers
In a centrally managed environment, a host agent connects to the Remote Control enterprise or domain manager, which
supplies critical information to the host agent. For example, it can validate viewer credentials, provide the host agent with
up-to-date configuration policy, and grant access rights to the host agent. The remote control manager provides a custom
address book to the currently logged on user. Event and security logs are also logged by this manager.

NOTE
For more information about working with CA Client Automation enterprise and domain managers, see the
Implementation Guide.

Managing Remote Control
Contents

Computer groups enable computers to be grouped together for the application of agent configuration policies. Therefore,
like other computer and user groups in CA IT Client Manager, those with remote control capabilities are managed in
the DSM Explorer using the Group Details management functions. These include setting group properties and security
permissions, defining configuration policies, creating address books, and setting user permissions for address books.

The basic steps for creating a group with remote control capabilities are as follows:

1. Create a new group under the Computers and Users node.
For example, you may want to create a group named Europe that contains certain remote host computers in your
European organization.

2. Set the group's properties and security permissions.

NOTE
For detailed information about creating groups and setting group properties and security permissions, see
the Computers and Users section and the Common Security section of the DSM Explorer Help.

3. Deploy Remote Control host agents to those computers that you want to access remotely.
For each computer the Computer Name pane displays Homepage, Inventory, Software, Instant Diagnostics, and
Details tabs. The Software tab page indicates whether a Remote Control host agent has been deployed and installed.

NOTE
For information about using the Infrastructure Deployment Wizard, see the Deployment section of the DSM
Explorer Help and the Implementation Guide. For detailed information about the Computer Name pane, see
Computers and Users in the DSM Explorer Help.

4. Drag-and-drop the remote control host computers from the All Computers pane to the new group.

NOTE
You can filter the display of computers in the All Computers pane by Remote Control agent status.
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5. Apply remote control-specific configuration policies using the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy,
Default Computer Policy, DSM, Remote Control node and pane.

NOTE
For more information about remote control policies, see the Configuration Policy section in the DSM Explorer
Help.

6. Set the group as a global address book root group using, for example, the Computers and Users, Europe, Group
Details, Remote Control Permissions pane.
The global address book is then made available to users of the Remote Control viewer. (Local address books can also
be created.)

NOTE
For more information, see the Remote Control Viewer Help.

7. Add user permissions for the group in the global address book.

Remote control sessions to the new computer group will now be possible by authorized users using either the DSM
Explorer or the Remote Control viewer.

Filters - RC Status

You can filter the display of computers by the status of the Remote Control host agent. Valid options are as follows:

• Not Installed
Indicates that the Remote Control agent has not been installed on the computer.

• Migrated
Indicates that the computer existed in the MDB of a previous version of Remote Control and has now been migrated to
the current version of Remote Control.

• Locked
Indicates that the Remote Control application on the computer has been locked. Active sessions have been terminated
and no new sessions can be started with the computer.

• Locked (Local Security)
Indicates that the Remote Control application on the computer manages its own security settings and has been locked.
Active sessions have been terminated and no new sessions can be started with the computer.

• Active Session
Indicates that the computer has an active session with a viewer.

• Active Session (Local Security)
Indicates that the computer manages its own security settings and has an active session with a viewer.

• Listening
Indicates that the computer is can accept a request for a remote control session.

• Listening (Local Security)
Indicates that the computer manages its own security settings and is able to accept a request for a remote control
session.

• Not Listening
Indicates that the computer cannot accept a request for a remote control session, but the agent can be configured.

• Not Listening (Local Security)
Indicates that the computer manages its own security settings and cannot accept a request for a remote control
session, but the agent can be configured.

• Stopped
Indicates that the computer has Remote Control installed but is not running.

• Stopped (Local Security)
Indicates that the computer has Remote Control installed and manages its own security settings, but remote control is
not running.
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NOTE
The default assumption is that all agents are centrally managed. However, if an option has the (Local Security)
label, the host is controlling its own security settings (that is, the Centralized security policy is set to False).

Configuration Policy for Remote Control Sessions

A configuration policy is a set of parameters that govern how a particular component behaves. The default policy, which
is used when no other configuration policy has been applied, can be viewed and modified from the Control Panel,
Configuration, Configuration Policy, Default Computer Policy, DSM node in the DSM Explorer tree.

Configuration policy settings for remote control sessions are located in the remote control folder under the Default
Computer Policy, DSM node. The Remote Control folder and pane let you view or edit the existing computer policy
properties for remote control management, inheritance, and protection. It contains the following policy group folders: Event
Logging, File Transfer, Host, Manager, and Protocols.

Configuration policy can also be applied either globally or locally. Specifically, configuration policy for remote control
sessions can be defined at the enterprise manager level and propagated to the domain managers and their local
computers. Global policy cannot be edited at any level other than at the enterprise or domain manager where it was
defined (where it will be local policy).

Local configuration policy for remote control sessions can be defined at the CA Client Automation domain level and
applied to local computers. Local policy can be edited through the Remote Control policy group and pane, where
administrators can derive new policies, delete policies, and copy derived policies between parent trees.

NOTE
For more information about remote control configuration policies, see the Configuration Policy section of the
DSM Explorer Help.

Default Policy

Default policy is applied to computer groups upon installation, and it is the template used when creating the first new
configuration policy. You can modify the default policy or create new policies within the Default Computer Policy folder in
the DSM Explorer tree. For Remote Control computer policies, use the Remote Control pane to view all remote control
configuration policy properties, as well as to modify the policy control for inheritance and protection of derived policies.

Create a New Policy

In addition to using the default policy, you can create new policies based on your specific requirements.

To create a new configuration policy

1. Right-click the Configuration Policy node and select New Policy, or click Create New Policy in the Tasks portlet of the
right pane.
The New Configuration Policy dialog opens.

NOTE
The New Configuration Policy dialog is identical to the Configuration Policy Properties dialog, except the
Name and Description fields are enabled, so that you can create a new configuration policy.

2. Enter the name of the new policy in the Name field.
3. (Optional) Enter a description for the new policy in the Description field.
4. Click OK.

The new policy is listed in the tree view and in the Configuration Policy pane.

NOTE
The default values for a newly created policy are inherited from the default policy.
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Apply Configuration Policies

To apply both global and local configuration policies to computers and computer groups in CA IT Client Manager, drag-
and-drop policies from the Default Computer Policy subnodes -- for example, common components, networking, or
remote control -- to the Configuration nodes of your computers or computer groups. Alternatively, use the Copy and Paste,
Configuration Policies context menu options.

Edit Policies

You can modify remote control configuration policies.

To edit a remote control configuration policy

1. Unseal the default policy. (A newly created policy will already be unsealed.)
2. Expand the policy node and click Remote Control.

The Remote Control pane appears with all the available policies organized in groups.
3. Select a policy group.

The individual policies of that group appear.
4. Double-click a field in the policy to display the Setting Properties dialog.
5. Make changes and click OK.

The changes will not be used by remote computers until the policy is sealed and applied to computers or computer
groups.

6. Reseal the policy.

NOTE
For more information about sealing and unsealing policies, see the DSM Explorer Help.

Delete a Policy

You can delete a configuration policy at any time.

To delete a configuration policy

1. Right-click the policy you want to delete.
2. Click Delete.

Alternatively, click the Delete toolbar button.

If the policy is in use, computers using this policy will have their configuration updated.

NOTE
Default computer configuration policies cannot be deleted.

Manage Address Books
Address books contain and maintain information about computers and computer groups to which users connect. An entry
in an address book displays the name of the remote host computer, the protocol used to connect, the address, and the
user's credentials if the address book is a local address book (LAB). In a centrally managed environment, address books
created by the system administrator are downloaded to Remote Control viewer users to populate the global address book
(GAB). Remote Control viewer users cannot modify the contents of the global address book.

You can set the Global Address Book Root Group property using the Remote Control Permissions, Properties option.
The computer group is added internally to the address books and all groups under it, as well as the computers in these
groups. All root groups and their members build the global address book. Address books created in the DSM Explorer are
downloaded to the Remote Control viewer component and populate the global address book.

In a multiple domain manager configuration, the domain manager maintains the domain address book, and the enterprise
manager maintains the enterprise address book. The enterprise address book is replicated down to the domain managers
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and is merged with the global address book at the domain manager. The global address books of two domain managers
are different; they consist of the enterprise part and their own domain part.

NOTE
For detailed information about importing address books and user permissions, see the Remote Control Viewer
and the Remote Control Administration.

Create New Address Books

You can create new address books and configure address book settings for asset groups using the Address Book
Properties dialog.

1. Right-click the Remote Control Permissions node under the Group Details subnode of the appropriate group in the
DSM Explorer.
The Remote Control context menu appears.

2. Click Properties.
The Address Book Properties dialog appears.

3. To create a root group in the global address book (GAB), select the Global Address Book Root Group option. (The
default setting is False.)
The GAB is a list of computers distributed to Remote Control viewers. All child asset groups below the root group are
included in the GAB.
The group and its members are added to the global address book.

4. (Optional) Select the Inherit Remote Control Permissions from Parent Group option if you want only the remote control
access permissions inherited from the parent asset group. Inherited permissions are visible in the asset group's list
view.
If not selected, the inheritance option for remote control permissions is disabled.
Default: True

5. (Optional) Select the Override Remote Control Permissions on Derived Groups option if you want the permissions of
the current asset group to override the permissions of derived, or child, asset groups in the Groups hierarchy of the
manager.
Default: False

6. Click OK.
The new address book is created.

Adding an Existing Computer to an Address Book

When computers are added to common asset groups, they are added to the DSM Explorer tree and become part of the
global address book if the group property option, Global Address Book Root Group, is set in the Address Book Properties
dialog for the group or one of its parent groups. Any subsequent changes to the asset group -- adding a computer or
removing one -- are reflected in the global address book.

Delete a Computer from an Address Book

You can remove a computer from an asset group using the Remove from Group context menu option. The computer is
removed from both the address book and the asset group.

Add a New User Permission

You can add user permissions to an address book.

1. Right-click the Remote Control Permissions node under Group Details.
2. Click Add User to invoke the Add User Permission dialog.
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Remove User Permissions from an Address Book

You can remove user permissions from an address book at any time.

1. Right-click the user.
2. Click Delete.

Alternatively, click the Delete toolbar button.

Delete an Address Book

You can delete a part of the address book tree when you clear the group property option, Root Group in Remote Control
Global Address, in the Address Book Properties dialog. The selected group and its member groups and computers are
then removed from the address books, but not from the asset group tree. If you remove a group that is also an address
book group, it is removed from both the asset group tree and the address books.

Remote Control Permissions Pane
From the various Group Details subnodes under the Computers and Users node, you can configure remote control
properties for asset groups by right-clicking Remote Control to access a context menu and using the Remote Control
Permissions pane. You also can add permissions for users to control remote control access to computers in the current
group using the Remote Control Permissions pane.

User Permissions
Contents

Access control in Remote Control is managed through user permissions. User permissions are configured for groups of
computers, not individual computers, through address books. For each address book, the administrator can specify which
operations the individual users can perform on the computers in the group (for example, View, Chat and Send Files). By
default, an address book inherits its parent’s permissions, but additional permissions can be added to it or permissions
can be modified.

Add User Permission Dialog

Use this dialog to define remote control user permissions for a user account or group.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Select a Security Authority and Browse for Principals
Displays the available security authorities. Select an authority from the directories tree and browse for principals.

• Security Principal Properties
The following fields specify the security principal properties:
– Container Identifier

Displays the container identifier of the item selected in the directories tree.
– Names

Lets you use the Add button to select security principals and add them to the Names list. Multiple names should be
separated by semicolons.

– Description
Identifies the user or group account selected as a security principal.

• List of Security Principals
Lists all security principals whose permissions are about to be added to the address book group.

This dialog contains the following buttons:

• Add
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Adds selected users to the list of security principals.
• Remove

Removes a selected security principal from the list.

User Remote Control Permissions Dialog

The User Remote Control Permissions dialog lets you define or modify the type of remote control operations that a user
can have on computers in the current asset group. For example, you may want one managerial user group to have
exclusive and secure control permissions for all host computers and another user group to have more limited control, such
as a corporate training user group with shared control and chat permissions only.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Users
Displays the name of the user or group selected for the address book.

• Permissions
– View

Permits the viewer to see the host computer but not control it.
Default: Allow

– Stealth View
Permits the viewer to see the host computer without the host acknowledging the connection. This is called passive
monitoring. The host screen does not change when a connection is made, but it may flicker when connecting or
disconnecting. To avoid flickering, set the Load driver on start policy to True.

NOTE
For more information about the Load driver on start policy, see the Video capture Policy Group topic in the
Configuration Policy section of the DSM Explorer Help.

Default: None
– Shared Control

Permits both the viewer and host to have control.
Default: Allow

– Classroom
Permits multiple viewers to a single host, with the ability of the host to pass or restrict control to any one of the
student viewers.
Default: Allow

– Exclusive Control
Disables the host's mouse and keyboard. Only the viewer can control the host's computer, and only one viewer at a
time can be connected.

NOTE
On Linux, this option prevents other users from connecting when there is a session in progress; the host's
mouse and keyboard are not disabled.

Default: Allow
– Secure Control

Windows: Gives the viewer control over the host computer similar to the exclusive control option, but also blanks
out the screen. In secure control mode, only one viewer can connect.
On Windows, a secure control message screen is displayed; this screen is configurable and displays a static HTML
page.

NOTE
The secure control mode uses multiple-monitor operating system features with which some versions
of the Intel Display drivers are not fully compatible. If Remote Control detects a driver compatibility
problem, it does not display a message as “Remote Control Session in Progress.” Instead, the host
screen becomes black. Using the latest display drivers from Intel resolves the problem.
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Linux: Creates a new login session with a hidden desktop that only the viewer can see. The remote control
connections to Linux hosts in this mode do not control the desktop of the currently logged on user. Multiple
concurrent secure control connections are supported, and each connection creates a separate hidden desktop.

NOTE
The secure control feature in Linux requires the Virtual frame buffer X server (Xvfb) utility, and secure
control connections are refused if it is not present. This utility can normally be installed from the Linux
installation media, if not already installed by default.Mac OS X: Secure Control mode is not supported.

Default: Allow
– Chat

Permits the remote user to activate the Chat feature.
Default: Allow

– Send Files
Permits access to the File Transfer feature. The remote user can only send files to your computer.
Default: Allow

– Receive Files
Permits access to the File Transfer feature. The remote user can only receive files from your computer.
Default: Allow

– Require Local Confirmation
Requires the host user to accept the connection before the viewer can connect to the host computer. After a user
tries to connect to the host, a message appears with the user name and type of remote control connection, asking
whether you want to accept the connection. If you click No, the viewer is disconnected and the viewer user is
informed.
Default: None

– Record
Permits the session to be recorded.
Default: Allow

– Record on Host
Permits the host computer to record all sessions initiated by the current user.
Default: None

• Information
Displays tips for selecting options or entering information in fields or dialogs.

This dialog contains the following button:

• Change
Changes the value of the selected permission.

View User Permissions

You can view a user's current, or effective, permissions on a specified computer.

To view a user's current permissions

1. Right-click a computer and then click Remote Control, Effective Settings.
The Select User dialog appears.

2. Select a user and click OK.
The Effective Remote Control Permissions dialog appears, displaying the effective permissions for the specified user
on that computer.

Select User Dialog

Use the Select User dialog to select a user for whom you want to view effective remote control permissions.
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This dialog contains the following fields:

• Select a Security Authority and Browse for Principals
Displays the available security authorities. Select an authority from the directories tree and browse for principals.

• Security Principal Properties
The following fields specify the security principal properties:
– Container Identifier

Displays the container identifier of the item selected in the directories tree.
– Names

Lets you use the Add button to select security principals and add them to the Names list.
– Description

Identifies the user or group account selected as a security principal.
• List of Security Principals

Lists all security principals whose permissions are about to be added to the address book group.

This dialog contains the following buttons:

• Add
Adds selected users to the list of security principals.

• Remove
Removes a selected security principal from the list.

• OK
Invokes the Effective Remote Control Permissions dialog.

Effective Remote Control Permissions Dialog

A computer can appear in more than one computer group, and the permissions of a user may differ in each computer
group. Therefore, use the Effective Remote Control Permissions dialog to view the permissions currently in effect for a
specified user on a particular computer.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• User
Displays the name of the user.

• Computer
Displays the name of the computer.

• Permissions
Displays a list of defined permissions for the selected user or group. This list includes the name of each permission (for
example, View, Classroom, Chat, Record, and so on), its state (checked or cleared), and a description.

Remote Control Sessions
Contents

After a computer is configured in an address book and user permissions are defined, you can start a remote control
session in the DSM Explorer by clicking the Remote Control node under an asset. The Connection Settings dialog
appears, letting you specify connection options for the selected computer before establishing a connection.

Alternatively, you can start a remote control session by right-clicking on an asset and clicking the Take Control context
menu command, or by clicking Take Control in the Quick Launch portlet on an asset's Homepage tab.

The remote control session displays in the right pane along with the Remote Control session toolbar.

NOTE
If this toolbar is not visible, click View, Show Session Toolbar menu command.
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The Remote Control session toolbar provides all of the functionality of the Remote Control viewer, including chat sessions,
clipboard, full-screen mode, printer redirection, smart card redirection, and so on. These same features are available from
the Remote Control node's context menu.

When the session is disconnected, the Connection Settings dialog reappears in the right pane below a status pane that
describes why the session was closed.

NOTE

The log statements of remote control session establishment and disconnection also includes User ID. This
inclusion helps to track the initiator and terminator of the remote control session.

 

Remote Control Node

An asset that is enabled for remote control functionality is indicated by the presence of a Remote Control subnode under
the Computers and Users, All Computers node. From the Remote Control subnode, you can take control of that asset and
start a remote control session using the Connection Settings dialog.

NOTE

On Windows 2000 hosts, if the DSM Explorer is running when a Remote Control connection is accepted, some
of the pages shown in the right pane of the DSM Explorer may appear blank on both the host and viewer. This
can be resolved by installing the latest version of Microsoft DirectX (currently 9.0c) on the host computer.

Remote Control Menu Options

Typically, context menu options vary depending on the item selected in the DSM Explorer tree. Remote Control-specific
menu options are as follows.

• Remote Control Permissions Node
The following menu options are available when you right-click the Remote Control subnode under the various
Computers and Users, Group Details nodes:
– Add User

Invokes the Add User Permission dialog.
– Properties

Invokes the Address Book Properties dialog.
• Assets

The following Remote Control-specific menu options are available when you right-click an asset under the various
Computers and Users, Group Details, Remote Control nodes.
– Effective Settings

Invokes the Select User dialog and, in turn, the Effective Remote Control Permissions dialog.
– Connection Addresses

Invokes the Connection Addresses dialog for modifying the addresses of a remote computer. (Only available at the
domain manager level.)

– Action
Lets you send special commands to the remote computer. Valid options are: Lock, Unlock, and Reboot. (Only
available at the domain manager level.)

– Take Control
Invokes the Connection Settings dialog, letting you take control of that asset and start a remote control session
using the Remote Control viewer component.
Alternatively, click Take Control in the Quick Launch portlet on an asset's Homepage tab.
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Connection Addresses Dialog

Use the Connection Addresses dialog to modify a connection address for a specified remote control computer.

This dialog contains the following fields:

• Protocol
Displays the network protocol type specified for a connection address.

• Name or Address
Specifies the computer name or the primary network address to be used to connect to a remote computer.

Reported

Indicates whether an address is reported by the host or not. If Yes, the reported address cannot be modified, as only user-
defined addresses can be modified.

Information

Displays tips for selecting options or entering information in fields or dialogs.

This dialog contains the following buttons:

• Add
Invokes the Protocol/Address dialog, which lets you add a new address for connecting to the remote computer. You
may enter more than one for each computer.

• Modify
Invokes the Protocol/Address dialog, which lets you change the existing details of a connection address for a remote
computer.

• Delete
Removes the address entry from the list of connections.

Connection Settings Dialog

Use the Connection Settings dialog to configure the connection to a remote computer. From this dialog you can view,
modify, and select a connection type, address, and user name. This dialog contains the following tabs with settings that
may be configured before connecting to a computer:

• Connect
• Experience
• Viewer
• Advanced

In the DSM Explorer you can access this dialog by selecting the Remote Control node under an asset.

In the Remote Control viewer, you can access this dialog by double-clicking a computer or right-clicking a computer and
clicking Open from any of the following locations:

• Global Address Book
• Local Address Book
• My Favorites
• Recently Used

NOTE

You can also access the Connection Settings dialog by clicking Connect in the Tasks portlet in the right pane or
by clicking Quick Connect in the Remote Control Tools menu.
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Specify Connection Settings

Use the Connect tab to specify login and password information required by the computer to which you want to connect.
You can also modify the user name and password from this tab.

To specify connection options

1. Select the connection type or mode from the Mode drop-down list before actually connecting with the host computer.
Valid modes are as follows:
– View

Permits the viewer to see the host computer but not control it.
– Stealth View

Permits the viewer to see the host computer without interfering with its display and performance and without the
host acknowledging the connection. This is called passive monitoring. The host screen does not change when
a connection is made, but it may flicker when connecting or disconnecting. To avoid flickering, set the Suppress
display flicker on connect policy to True. On Windows hosts, the Load driver on start policy must also be set to True
to avoid flickering.
Note: For more information about these policies, see the Video capture Policy Group topic in the Configuration
Policy section of the DSM Explorer Help.

– Shared Control
Permits both the viewer and host to have control.

– Classroom
Permits multiple viewers to a single host, giving the host the ability to pass or restrict control to any one of the
student viewers.

– Exclusive Control
Disables the host's mouse and keyboard. Only the viewer can control the host's computer, and only one viewer at a
time can be connected.
• Windows: In Secure Control and Exclusive Control modes, the Ctrl-Alt-Del key sequence cannot be blocked,

because it is a low-level security feature of the operating system. The host user cannot interfere with remote
control operations by repeatedly pressing Ctrl-Alt-Del to switch to the login desktop or to open the Task Manager.
However, after issuing a Ctrl-Alt-Del, the host user will still not have keyboard or mouse control of the desktop.

• Linux: This option prevents other users from connecting when there is a session in progress; the host's mouse
and keyboard are not disabled.

– Secure Control
• Windows: Gives the viewer control over the host computer similar to the exclusive control option, but also

blanks out the screen. In secure control mode, only one viewer can connect. A secure control message screen is
displayed; this screen is configurable and displays a static HTML page.

• Windows: In Secure Control and Exclusive Control modes, the Ctrl-Alt-Del key sequence cannot be blocked,
because it is a low-level security feature of the operating system. The host user cannot interfere with remote
control operations by repeatedly pressing Ctrl-Alt-Del to switch to the login desktop or to open the Task Manager.
However, after issuing a Ctrl-Alt-Del, the host user will still not have keyboard or mouse control of the desktop.

NOTE

The secure control mode uses multiple-monitor operating system features with which some versions
of the Intel Display drivers are not fully compatible. If Remote Control detects a driver compatibility
problem, it does not display the secure control message, “Secure Control Session in Progress.”
Instead, the host screen becomes black. Using the latest display drivers from Intel resolves the
problem.

• Linux: Creates a new login session with a hidden desktop that only the viewer can see. Note that remote control
connections to Linux hosts in this mode do not control the desktop of the currently logged on user. Multiple
concurrent secure control connections are supported, and each connection creates a separate hidden desktop.

• Mac OS X (Intel): The secure control feature is not supported.
Default: Shared Control
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2. Specify the network protocol of the computer to which you want to connect.
The list of available connection addresses is retrieved from the address book.
Choose a connection address from the Connection drop-down list, or select User Defined to manually enter a network
protocol and address. This field is only available when opening a computer from an address book.

3. In the Protocol field, specify the connection protocol to use when connecting. This field is available if User Defined is
selected in the Connection field or when connecting using the Quick Connect option.

4. Specify the primary network address of the computer to which you want to connect. Select the address from the drop-
down list. This field is available if User Defined is selected in the Connection field or when connecting using the Quick
Connect option.

5. Specify the address of the computer to which you want to connect in one of the following formats.
a. <address:portNumber> where <portNumber> is optional.

Connects to the interactive session on the target computer.
b. <address:portNumber$sessionID> where <sessionID> is an integer session number.

Connects to the specified session on the target computer. This session can be interactive or remote interactive
session.

c. <address:portNumber$sessionUser> where <sessionUser> is the user name.
Connects to the specified users session on the target computers. This session can be interactive or remote
interactive session.

NOTE
This format is not supported if the user is logged into multiple sessions on the same target computer.

6. (Optional) Choose to connect to the remote computer with specified user credentials.
If not selected (default setting), the viewer attempts to connect as the currently logged on user (unified logon). Unified
logon is useful, for example, if you work in an environment where you are forced to change your password every 30
days.

NOTE

If the computer has been opened from the global address book (GAB), the user name and password are
automatically filled with the user name and password retrieved from the GAB. If unified login was used to
connect to the GAB, then the Connect as a different user option will be unchecked.

7. Select a repository from the list of available repositories against which the target computer can authenticate.
When you click this field for the first time, the repository list is queried from the host computer. This causes a short
delay while this information is retrieved.

8. Specify the user name with which you want to connect. When you are connecting to a host that has centralized
security enabled (default), the connecting user is validated at the host's manager. You need to specify a user that is
known to the remote control manager.
The User name field is entered automatically if you added the user credentials when you created this computer in the
local address book, or if the computer has been opened from the global address book (GAB).

NOTE
When using a hierarchical directory like Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) or
Novell Directory Services (NDS), you need to specify the Full Qualified Distinguished Name
(FQDN) for the user. (For example, for the Microsoft Active Directory domain, company.com, a
possible FQDN is 'CN=1,OU=Europe,DC=company,DC=com', and for NDS a possible FQDN is
'CN=user1.OU=Sales.O=Europe'.) For LDAP, you can use the User Principle Name (UPN), for example, user
login name@domain name, as a shortcut when UPNs are supported in your Active Directory environment.

9. Enter the password of the specified user. This field is entered automatically if you added the user credentials when
you created this computer in the local address book, or if the computer has been opened from the global address book
(GAB).

NOTE
If Meeting is selected from the connection type drop-down list, no password is required to connect and this
field is disabled.
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10. (Optional) Select the Save as defaults option to save the specified connection settings, excluding IP address, user
name, and password, as the default settings for all subsequent connections.
To change the computer-specific connection settings, such as IP address, access the properties of the selected
computer in the local address book.

NOTE
This field is not available when using the RC Viewer Web Interface.

Default: False
11. Click OK (or Connect).

Your connection settings are saved.

NOTE
The Help button is not available when using the RC Viewer Web Interface.

Control Connection Speed and Set Visual Effects

Use the Experience tab to control the connection speed and set visual effects.

Follow these steps:

1. Adjust various user experience features from the Connection Speed drop-down list.
Default: Fast LAN (100 Mbit)

NOTE
If you manually change any of the other options in the Experience tab, the Connection Speed option changes
to Custom.

2. Select the appropriate options In the Appearance group box.
3. Select one of the options from the Color Reduction drop-down list.
4. (Optional) Select the Dither reduced colors option.

NOTE
Dithering is only available in High Color: 16 bits/pixel, Low Color: 8 bits/pixel, Greyscale: 4 bits/pixel, and
Greyscale: 1 bit/pixel reduction.

5. Click OK.
Your visual effects settings are saved. 

NOTE
The Help button is not available when you use the RC Viewer Web Interface.

Set Viewer Session Options

Use the Viewer tab to set the viewer’s remote control session behavior at the start of the connection. The options set here
can be modified during the session using the toolbar or the Active Sessions context menu options.

NOTE
Changes made on this tab only apply during the current session and are lost if the session is removed.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the display options.
2. (Optional) Specify that the session is to be recorded to a specified recording file upon connection.

Default: False
3. Enter the file name used for the recording in the Recorded Session File field.

Click Browse to invoke the File Save dialog, letting you specify a recording file name.
Default: A default name is automatically generated, based on the default recording path, computer name, and current
date and time.

4. Click Connect.
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Remote Control attempts to connect you to the host computer after all fields in the dialog are completed.

NOTE
The Help button is not available when you use the RC Viewer Web Interface.

Specify Advanced Options

Use the Advanced tab to set the bandwidth limiter and compression options for a remote control connection.

NOTE
Changes that are made in this tab apply only during the current session and are lost if the session is removed.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the maximum amount of bandwidth from the Bandwidth Limit drop-down list.
2. Select the compression level from the Compression Strength drop-down list.

NOTE
This setting is automatically selected according to the bandwidth limit and connection speed but can be
overridden.

3. Click one of the following:
– Connect

Attempts to connect you to the host computer after all fields in the dialog are completed.
– Click Power Up

Attempts to connect you to the host computer using the Wake-on-LAN (WOL) feature if WOL information is
available for the specified computer.

NOTE
If you click Connect instead of Power Up and the connection fails, the viewer determines the reason for
the connection failure. If the connection failed as the host could not be contacted, even though the IP
address/DNS name was valid, then the Connection Status message lets you click a link that provides the
same functionality as Power Up.

NOTE

The Help button is not available when you use the RC Viewer Web Interface.

Chat Feature

Remote Control provides a text-based chat facility. This feature enables two-way interactive communication between the
host and viewer to chat during a remote control session. For example, you can establish conferences where many viewers
are connected to the same host or a simple host-to viewer scenario. All of the viewers connected to a single host share in
the same conversation.

Before you start a Chat session, establish a connection with a host or viewer.

To start Chat, click the Show Chat menu option from the active session or click the Chat toolbar button. This
simultaneously displays Chat windows on the host and viewer. These windows are independent of each other and can be
resized and moved around to suit your needs.

You enter text in the Chat window by typing in the text field located at the bottom of the Chat window and then clicking the
Right Arrow button or pressing Enter. The text is entered into the top portion of the Chat window. You can paste copied
text into Chat using the Edit, Copy and Paste options or by right-clicking and choosing the Copy and/or Paste menu
option. The keyboard shortcut keys, Ctrl+C and Ctrl+V, can also be used.

To start a new line in a chat entry without activating the send function, press Shift+Enter.
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Clipboard

Remote Control provides the ability to copy and paste contents of the clipboard from a host or viewer computer. The
available options are listed in the following table:

Menu Option Description
Send Clipboard to Host Sends the text or graphic copied from the viewer's clipboard to the

host's clipboard.
Get Clipboard from Host Sends the text or graphic copied from the host's clipboard to the

viewer's clipboard.

 

Remote Control Viewing Modes

Remote Control offers the following three methods for viewing the host computer:

• Full Screen Mode
When running full screen, the host computer is displayed and optimized to your local screen size. All keyboard and
mouse activity in this mode is transmitted to the host. Additionally, the Full Screen shortcut bar at the top of the screen
provides several options.
Click the Up arrow to the left of the host name to hide the navigation bar. The bar slides back into view when the
mouse is moved back to the top of the screen.
If multiple sessions are connected, click the session name or click the Down arrow to choose another session. You can
also select the tabbed or tiled views, which display all sessions simultaneously.
Use the underscored Down arrow to select the following view options: Disconnect, Session Recording, Show Chat,
Scroll Mode, Send Special Keys, Clipboard, and Printer Redirection. To return to windowed mode, click the double
window icon.
 

NOTE
If you press Ctrl-Alt-Del when in full screen mode, and the "In full screen mode, redirect all special key
sequences to the remote machine" option is set to True, Ctrl-Alt-Del operates at both the viewer and host
ends of the connection. Furthermore, a message appears on the viewer explaining how to use the new
simulation hot key, Ctrl-Alt-Insert, instead. For more information, see Configure the Viewer Display and
Control Options.

• Windowed Mode
When running in windowed mode, the host computer is displayed in a window that can be resized in Remote Control.

• Undocked Window
Displays the host computer as a separate, undocked window in the viewer screen.

The default view is Windowed, but you can change the default to Full Screen by selecting the Full Screen option from the
Viewer tab of the Connection Settings dialog. You can switch between full screen and windowed mode at any time during
a connection. When connected to a remote control session from within the DSM Explorer, you can toggle the View, Switch
to Full Screen Mode menu command.

Printer Redirection Feature

Remote Control provides printer redirection functionality. If the host computer supports printer redirection, host printing
can be redirected to a printer connected to the viewer computer.

NOTE
Remote Control supports printer redirection on Windows operating systems.
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To enable printer redirection, click the Connect Viewer Printer context menu option, or click the Connect Printer toolbar
button. A local Print dialog opens. Select the printer to which you want to redirect host printing, and click Print.

A new virtual printer is then automatically installed on the Host computer and set as the default printer. This printer
is visible in the Printers control panel applet with the name “[Printer Name] (on RC Viewer [Viewer Name])”. When a
document is sent to this printer on the host computer, it is automatically redirected to the real printer connected to the
viewer computer.

NOTE
The virtual printer on the host computer requires the correct printer drivers. If these drivers are not already
installed, the viewer can automatically install them, as long as the host is configured to permit this and the
viewer has a suitable printer driver available.

If the viewer does not have a suitable printer driver available for the host operating system or machine architecture, the
automatic printer installation may fail. However, you can still use printer redirection by manually installing the printer on
the host computer, using the Windows “Add Printer” wizard. Choose to install a “Local Printer” and select the “RC Viewer:
[Username]” port, when prompted. Then install the correct drivers for your printer.

The “RC Viewer” printer port is visible only when a viewer is connected and has printer redirection enabled. If multiple
viewers are connected, a different printer port is created for each viewer.

NOTE
To avoid manually installing printers, you can install printer drivers for different platforms on the viewer computer,
using the Printers Control Panel applet. Select File, Server Properties, select the Drivers tab, and manually add
the required drivers for each platform to which you are connecting. For more information about print servers, see
your operating system documentation.

To stop printer redirection, select the Disconnect Printer context menu option, or click the Printer toolbar button a second
time. The virtual redirected printer is automatically uninstalled from the host computer.

Remote Control Node
Contents

From the Remote Control node in the DSM Explorer and its corresponding pane, you can access the My Computer, My
Sessions, Active Sessions, Previous Sessions, Rejected Sessions, and Root Address Book Permissions panes by clicking
the respective subnode in the DSM Explorer or by clicking the appropriate option in the Remote Control Features section
of the Remote Control pane.

My Computer Pane

The My Computer pane displays the My Documents folder and all of the local and network drives on your computer.

You can create a new folder under a drive by right-clicking on the drive and choosing Create Folder from the context
menu. You can also select a file or folder and copy, rename, or delete it by clicking the corresponding command from the
context menu. If you copy a file, you can paste it to a different drive or folder by clicking Paste.

My Sessions Pane

The My Sessions pane lists all of the currently connected computer sessions and connection attempts.

This pane contains the following fields:

• Information
Displays pane-specific tips for selecting options or entering information.

• Name
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Displays the name of each session computer.
• Protocol

Displays the protocol type of each session computer.
• Address

Identifies the IP address of each session computer.
• Status

Displays the status of each remote computer in the current session, for example, Connect, Connected, or
Disconnected.

NOTE
Double-clicking a computer in the Sessions pane displays status details for that computer and provides
options for disconnecting from the session, reconnecting to the session, or removing the session.

Active Sessions Pane

Select the Remote Control, Active Sessions node to populate the Active Sessions pane with sessions to hosts controlled
by the current Remote Control domain manager. You can view details by double-clicking a particular session to access the
Session Information dialog.

From the Active Sessions pane an administrator can terminate active sessions between any host and viewer, which
subsequently moves the session records into the Previous Sessions pane.

This pane contains the following fields:

• Information
Displays pane-specific tips for selecting options or entering information.

• Start Time
Displays the time that the remote control session started.

• Host
Displays the computer name of the remote control host.

• Viewer
Displays the computer name of the remote control viewer.

• Remote User
Displays the user name or ID of the session's remote user.

Session Information Dialog

Use the Session Information dialog to view information about currently active, previously terminated, or rejected remote
control sessions.

This dialog includes the following informational fields, depending on the state of the selected session:

• Start Time
• Event ID
• Viewer
• Remote User
• Host
• Protocol
• Duration
• Reason Session Closed
• Reason Session Rejected
• Description
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Previous Sessions Pane

Select the Remote Control, Previous Sessions node to populate the Previous Sessions pane with a list of sessions
that were initiated earlier to hosts controlled by the current Remote Control domain manager. You can switch between
sessions by selecting one from the Previous Sessions pane. You can view details by double-clicking a particular session
to access the Session Information dialog.

This pane contains the following fields:

• Information
Displays pane-specific tips for selecting options or entering information.

• Start Time
Displays the time that the remote control session started.

• Host
Displays the computer name of the remote control host.

• Viewer
Displays the computer name of the remote control viewer.

• Remote User
Displays the user name or ID of the session's remote user.

• Duration
Displays the length of the remote control session.

Rejected Sessions Pane

Select the Remote Control, Rejected Sessions node to view sessions rejected by the current Remote Control domain
manager. If there have been any rejected sessions, they will be listed in the corresponding Rejected Sessions pane when
this node is selected.

A rejected session is created when either of the following two scenarios occurs:

• The user specified invalid or incorrect credentials.
For example, the user specified an unknown user name or entered the wrong password.

• The user does not have the Remote Control permission requested.
For example, the user requested secure control, but in the Remote Control management database the secure control
permission had not been granted to this user for this computer.

You can switch between rejected sessions by selecting one from the Rejected Sessions pane. You can view details by
double-clicking a particular session to access the Session Information dialog.

Purging of the sessions listed in this pane is controlled by configuration policies. For more information, see the Remote
Control Administration Guide.

NOTE
The Rejected Sessions node and corresponding Rejected Sessions pane are only available when the DSM
Explorer is connected to a CA Client Automation Release 12.5 domain manager. If the DSM Explorer is
connecting to an r12 or r11.x manager, this node will not be available.

The Rejected Sessions pane contains the following fields:

• Information
Displays pane-specific tips for selecting options or entering information.

• Start Time
Displays the time that the remote control session was attempted.

• Host
Displays the computer name of the remote control host.

• Viewer
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Displays the computer name of the remote control viewer.
• Remote User

Displays the user name or ID of the session's remote user.
• Duration

Displays the length of the remote control session.

Root Address Book Permissions Pane

The Root Address Book Permissions pane displays all the user permissions defined to the global address book root. Each
group that is part of the global address book inherits these permissions by default. You can view the properties of the
global address book and add or modify user permissions from the Tasks portlet of this pane.

This pane contains the following fields:

• Information
Displays pane-specific tips for selecting options or entering information.

• User Name
Displays the names of the users or groups selected for the address book.

• Inherited From
Indicates the source of the permissions for each user or group.

Infrastructure Deployment Wizard
The Infrastructure Deployment Wizard is available from the Control Panel, Deployment, Infrastructure Deployment
Wizard node. It is a task-oriented applet that guides you through the process of deploying CA Client Automation agents --
including Remote Control host agents -- and servers to your enterprise.

This wizard consists of numbered pages of instructions. You move through the pages using the Next and Back buttons.
You cancel the wizard by clicking the Cancel button.

Example: Deploying the Remote Control Plugin as Host Only

When deploying the Remote Control Plugin package using the Infrastructure Deployment Wizard, both the Remote
Control host agent and the Remote Control viewer are installed by default. If you want to prevent the installation of the
viewer and deploy only the host agent, you need to add additional Windows parameters on the Agent Configuration
wizard page. To do so, enter the following parameters in the Please enter any additional Windows install options field:

ADDLOCAL=Agent, AgtRC, AgtRCA

This example installs the common DSM agent, the Remote Control host, and the Remote Control protocols only.

Example: Overriding the Default Centrally Managed Agent

You can also use the Agent Configuration wizard page to override the default centrally managed agent. To override the
default centrally managed agent on Windows, enter the following parameter in the Please enter any additional Windows
install options field:

RC_AGENT_STANDALONE=1

If you are installing a stand-alone Remote Control agent on UNIX, Linux, or Mac OS X, you can override the default
centrally managed agent by entering the following parameter in the Please enter any additional UNIX install options field:

/RITRM_RC_AGENT_STANDALONE=1

(Click the Show Advanced Options button to access these fields.)

NOTE
For detailed information, see the Deployment section in the DSM Explorer Help and the Implementation Guide.
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Remote Control Viewer
Remote Control, designed for centralized enterprise management. The Remote Control viewer lets you access remote
services such as network applications, transfer files among domain managers and workstations, and take control of
distributed desktops. After the product is installed, use one of the following methods to access the viewer:

• The Windows Start menu
• The CA ITCM DSM Framework Service status icon
• The gui_rcLaunch command

NOTE
You can also launch a web version of the viewer, the RC Web Viewer interface, by double-clicking
RCViewer.html located in the Program Files\CA\DSM\bin folder.

Using Folder Options
There are several options that are available for folder management.

To configure a folder

Right-click a folder and choose your option from the context menu that appears. The following options are available:

• New Folder
• Copy
• Paste
• Delete
• Rename

Viewer Pane
The Remote Control viewer component provides information about setting up your computer to act as a viewer computer.
The viewer computer remotely controls another computer acting as the host.

Viewer Properties Dialog

The Viewer Properties dialog lets you set up and view properties of the viewer.

NOTE
Some dialogs on nonEnglish operating systems are unable to display and accept non-English characters, which
affects the DSM Explorer, DSM Reporter, and Remote Control viewer. This is because the default font used is
MS Sans Serif, which does not support all character sets. The solution is to select a different font for the dialogs,
such as the MS UI Gothic, by clicking the View, Fonts, Dialogs menu command in the DSM Explorer.

Configure Viewer Display and Control Options

The Viewer Properties, Viewer tab lets you set up display and control options for the viewer computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Viewer node and select Properties.
2. The Viewer Properties dialog opens.
3. Select the Viewer tab.
4. In the Special Key Sequences (e.g., Alt-Tab) group box, select one or more of the special key sequence options.
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NOTE

The only exception to this rule is the Ctrl+Alt+Del key sequence. This always operates on the local computer
and is never redirected to the remote computer. However, you may create a hot key that simulates Ctrl+Alt
+Del. See Step 5.

Default: True

NOTE
On some European keyboards, the right-hand Alt key is labeled Alt Gr and is used to display European
characters. For example, on a UK keyboard, Alt Gr+4 prints a Euro currency symbol. If the Redirect
Extended keys option is enabled, the Alt Gr key functions like a normal left Alt key. To obtain the functionality
of the Alt Gr key, you can press Ctrl+Alt instead.

5. (Optional) From the Ctrl-Alt + drop-down list, select a key to add to Ctrl-Alt to simulate the Ctrl-Alt-Del shortcut. The
options are as follows: Insert, Home, End, Page Up, Page Down, and Backspace.
Default: Insert

6. Specify the encryption option to be used for session data. The options are as follows:
– Off

Specifies that the remote control, chat, and file transfer data is not encrypted.

NOTE
If the target host is operating in FIPS-preferred or FIPS-only mode, this option has no effect -- the data is
always encrypted using FIPS-compliant cryptography.

– Keyboard
Specifies that the remote control viewer and host session data is encrypted but not the data that is sent or received
using file transfer and chat.

– Full
Specifies that all session data is encrypted including file transfer and chat communications. Authentication data (for
example, user name and password) to establish the session is always encrypted regardless of the setting used for
session data.
Default: Off

NOTE

Encryption for file transfer is also controlled on the File Transfer tab. For information about enabling
encryption on a host computer, see the Remote Control Host Help.

7. Specify one or more scroll mode configuration options.
8. Click OK.

Your viewer display and control options are saved.

 

Configure Recording Options

You can enable or disable the default connection settings for the recording of remote control sessions and to select the
location to save the recording.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Viewer node and select Properties.
2. Select Record.
3. (Optional) Specify whether recording begins at the start of each session. By default this option is not enabled.

NOTE
This behavior can be changed before establishing a session by adjusting the setting on the Viewer tab of the
Connection Settings dialog.
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4. Specify the default path where you want to save the recorded sessions. If the path is left blank, the system-wide
Temporary folder is used.

NOTE
This path can be overridden before establishing a session by adjusting the setting on the Viewer tab of the
Connection Settings dialog.

5. (Optional) Click Browse to access the Browse for Folder dialog, which lets you navigate the folder path for saving
recorded sessions.

6. Click OK.
Your recording options are saved.

Browse for Folder

Use the Browse for Folder dialog to navigate the folder path and select a folder for saving recorded sessions.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a drive.
2. Select a folder.
3. Click OK.

The folder path is added to the Record tab and the Browse for Folder dialog closes.

Configure File Transfer Options

You can configure the file transfer options. You can select the time of the transfers, filter files by date, enable or disable
encryption, enable or disable the ability to overwrite or delete Read Only files, and enable or disable the ability to preserve
attributes of transferred files.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Viewer node and select Properties.
2. Select the File Transfer tab.
3. In the Confirmation of file transfers group box, select one of the confirmation options.
4. In the Filter transfers by date group box, select one of the filtering options.
5. In the Misc group box, select one or more of the miscellaneous file transfer options.
6. Click OK.

Your file transfer configuration options are saved.

Configure TCP Option

Use the TCP tab to set up Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) connections.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Viewer node and select Properties.
2. Select the TCP tab.
3. In the Connection Time Out field, enter the number of seconds after which a connection attempt times out and a

connection cannot be established. The default setting is 10 seconds.
4. In the Port field, enter the protocol port that Remote Control uses for communication.

This value must be the same as that of the remote computer to which you are connected.

NOTE
Check with your system administrator when establishing connections through firewalls and proxy servers.

Default: 4728
5. Click OK.
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Your TCP configuration options are saved.

Configure Advanced Options

Use this tab to set up advanced options, such as maximum network bandwidth usage, login timeout period for a session,
and user credentials for a personalized global address book. You can modify values that are not dimmed.

NOTE

For detailed information about the configuration policies for Remote Control, see the Remote Control Policy
Group topic in the Configuration Policy section of the DSM Explorer Help.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Viewer node and select Properties.
2. Select the Advanced tab.
3. Set one or more of the following options:

– Maximum number of bitmaps to cache
Limits the maximum number of bitmaps that can be cached.
Default: 16384

– Maximum size of the bitmap cache (bytes)
Limits the maximum amount of memory in bytes that is allocated for caching of bitmaps.
Default: 33554432 (32 MB)

– Maximum time to wait to connect after issuing a Power Up request
Specifies the timeout period in seconds for Wake-on-LAN (WOL) power up requests.

NOTE

 For detailed information about WOL functionality in the DSM Explorer and Remote Control, see the DSM
Explorer Help and the Remote Control Administration Guide.

Default: 180
– User must provide credentials to get their personalized Global Address Book

Indicates whether the user must provide credentials to have the personalized global address book appear in the
Viewer pane.
Default: False

– User ID to use when retrieving a personalized Global Address Book
Specifies the user ID to be used to retrieve the global address book when the User must provide credentials to get
their personalized Global Address Book option is set to True.

– Login Timeout (sec)
Specifies the login timeout period in seconds, that is, the maximum time a login from a viewer to a host can take
before a timeout occurs. This includes the time taken to answer a confirmation dialog (if Require Local Confirmation
is set).
Default: 90

– Viewer data compression strength
Specifies how much the host/viewer network traffic is compressed. This setting is automatically selected according
to the bandwidth limit and connection speed, but can be overridden here.
When connecting over a slow link, spending more time compressing the data can improve performance. However,
over a fast link, increasing the compression strength can reduce performance.
Valid values are as follows:
• No Compression
• Light Compression
• Medium Compression
• Heavy Compression
• Extra Compression
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NOTE
If your system has been upgraded from a previous release of CA Client Automation, the original default of
Medium Compression is retained.

Default: Light Compression
– Limits the maximum bandwidth usage of sessions

Controls the amount of bandwidth usage for a session. Note that this setting is overridden by the corresponding
host setting if more restrictive. For example, if the viewer specifies Unlimited but the host specifies 1MBIT, then
1MBIT is used.
Valid limits for bandwidth are the following:
• Unlimited
• 4MBIT
• 2MBIT
• 1MBIT
• 512KBIT
• 256KBIT
• 128KBIT
• 64KBIT
• 32KBIT
Default: Unlimited

– Optional name for this computer
Specifies an optional name for the current computer.
Default: <NetBIOS name>

4. Set the default connection type, or mode, for all remote control connections. Valid values for the Default connection
type to be used by the viewer option are as follows:

5. • View
Permits the viewer to see the host computer but not control it.

• Stealth View
Permits the viewer to see the host computer without interfering with its display and performance and without the
host acknowledging the connection. This is called passive monitoring. The host screen does not change when a
connection is made. If the host icon is visible, it does not flicker or change state.

• Shared Control
Permits both the viewer and host to have control.

• Classroom
Permits multiple viewers to a single host, with the ability of the host to pass or restrict control to any one of the
student viewers.

• Exclusive Control
Disables the host's mouse and keyboard. Only the viewer can control the host's computer, and only one viewer at a
time can be connected.
– Windows: In Secure Control and Exclusive Control modes, the Ctrl-Alt-Del key sequence cannot be blocked,

because it is a low-level security feature of the operating system. The host user cannot interfere with remote
control operations by repeatedly pressing Ctrl-Alt-Del to switch to the login desktop or to open the Task
Manager. However, after issuing a Ctrl-Alt-Del, the host user will still not have keyboard or mouse control of the
desktop.

– Linux: This option prevents other users from connecting when there is a session in progress; the host's mouse
and keyboard are not disabled.

• Secure Control
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– Windows: Gives the viewer control over the host computer similar to the exclusive control option, but also
blanks out the screen. In secure control mode, only one viewer can connect. A secure control message screen
is displayed; this screen is configurable and displays a static HTML page.

– Windows: In Secure Control and Exclusive Control modes, the Ctrl-Alt-Del key sequence cannot be blocked,
because it is a low-level security feature of the operating system. The host user cannot interfere with remote
control operations by repeatedly pressing Ctrl-Alt-Del to switch to the login desktop or to open the Task
Manager. However, after issuing a Ctrl-Alt-Del, the host user will still not have keyboard or mouse control of the
desktop.

NOTE

The secure control mode uses multiple-monitor operating system features with which some versions
of the Intel Display drivers are not fully compatible. If Remote Control detects a driver compatibility
problem, it does not display the secure control message, “Secure Control Session in Progress.”
Instead, the host screen becomes black. Using the latest display drivers from Intel resolves the
problem.

– Linux: Creates a login session with a hidden desktop that only the viewer can see. Remote control connections
to Linux hosts in this mode do not control the desktop of the currently logged on user. Multiple concurrent secure
control connections are supported, and each connection creates a separate hidden desktop.

– Mac OS X (Intel): The secure control feature is not supported.
• Meeting

Permits multiple viewers to a single host, lets the host confirm or deny the connection. No explicitly defined user
permissions are necessary. After the connections are established, the host can optionally pass control to one of the
viewers. 
If Has Control is not enabled for a viewer, the viewer is limited to the following session options: Disconnect
(Normal), Session Recording, Get Clipboard from Host, and Show Chat. If Has Control is enabled, the viewer has
the following options: Disconnect (Lock Desktop), Disconnect (Log Off), Disconnect (Reboot), Send Special Keys,
Send Clipboard to Host, and File Transfer.

NOTE

When control is removed from the host user during a file transfer that is still active, the active file transfer
is finished, but no new file transfer can be started.

Default: Shared
6. Click OK.

Your advanced configuration options are saved.

Tasks

You can populate the task pane to view all the available Remote Control viewer tasks.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the DSM Remote Control tree.
2. Click the Tasks node.

All available Remote Control viewer tasks appear in this pane. Tasks provide step-by-step instructions for key
operations. For Remote Control, the available tasks include the Connection Wizard.

Address Books

Address books contain a collection of information regarding remote hosts you connect to. The purpose of the address
book is to provide a central and easy way to access computers and hosts you use. An entry in a book describes the
address of the remote computer and the protocol to use to connect with along with user credentials. Passwords can be
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optionally stored and configured for manual entry for security precautions. Address books may be nested to any degree
for ease of use. For example, entries can be organized by department, region, country, or any other way that defines your
enterprise. Two types of address books are available:

• Global Address Book
The remote control manager defines this address book.

• Local Address Book
This address book is defined and customized by the local user of the viewer computer. It appears in both centrally
managed and stand-alone environments. You can populate the local address book by dragging and dropping address
books and computers from the Global Address Book pane into the Local Address Book pane or by simply creating your
own entries manually. Additionally, you can import and export local address books.

NOTE
You cannot drag address books or individual computers from the Local Address Book pane into the Global
Address Book pane.

You can also import and export local address books. An address book consists of an XML file, which the Import/Export
feature modifies appropriately so that this file can be used in its new location. An imported address book either merges its
data into an existing local address book or replaces the local address book.

NOTE
The content of encrypted fields in an address book is protected, enabling the content of the address books to be
shared among users without compromising security.

NOTE
A computer can be a member of multiple address books.

Synchronize the Global Address Book

The content -- groups and computers -- of the global address book (GAB) at the viewer level is stored locally for faster
access. If changes are made to an address book group, its content is retrieved automatically from the enterprise or
domain manager when you click the group. If you are unsure that the displayed content is up to date, you can synchronize
the GAB.

NOTE

 Port numbers are entered automatically in the global address book but manually in the local address book. If a
computer changes its primary network address, the host sends the change to the manager so it can update the
GAB.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Global Address Book node.
2. Click Synchronize in the context menu that appears.

The local content of the node is refreshed with new content retrieved from the GAB of the manager.

Local Address Book

Contents

The local address book is your personal address book. It contains information about each computer in a customized
collection of computers that you define. You manage computers by creating an address book hierarchy. You may add,
delete, and search for computers using this feature. Right-clicking a computer in the Local Address Book pane displays
the available menu options.

Create a Local Address Book

You can create multiple local address books.
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Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Local Address Book node and click New, Address Book.
O, select New Address Book from the Tasks section of the Local Address Book pane.

2. Enter the name of the address book.
3. (Optional) Enter a description.

NOTE
Address books can have duplicate descriptions.

4. Click OK.
The new address book appears in the DSM Remote Control tree and in the Local Address Book pane.

How to Import/Export a Local Address Book

The Import/Export feature, rcUtilCmd.exe, is used to export and then import a local address book.

Export a Local Address Book

You can export the contents of a local address book.

Follow these steps:

1. Use the following command with rcUtilCmd:
export [exportedbook]

The parameter, exportedbook, defaults to exportedbook. The file to be exported is the local address book of the
currently logged on user. The rcUtilCmd.exe program creates the default file, rcExportedLAB.xml, in the current
working directory.

NOTE
For more information about importing and exporting local address books, see the Remote Control
Administration Guide.

Import an Exported Address Book into the Local Address Book

To import a local address book, use the following command with rcUtilCmd,

import [-i exportedbook] [-r] [addressBookName] [addressBookDescription]

• exportedbook
Specifies the same name that is used for the previously exported address book.

NOTE
You can specify the name without the .xml suffix.

• -r
Specifies that the computers already existing in the destination book be replaced; otherwise, the replacement definition
is ignored.

• addressBookName
Specifies the name of a new address book to be created or added to the local address book.

• addressBookDescription
Describes the new address book.

The rcUtilCmd.exe program reads exportedbook and attempts to add its content to addressBookName, creating it if
necessary. If addressBookName is not supplied, the content is added to a group with the name Importred Address
Book at the root of the local address book. The imported book contains nested books, this structure is maintained in the
destination local address book, and the nested content is imported.
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NOTE
The import is always into the local address book of the currently logged on user. Also, the "-" character can be
used interchangeably with "/".

Address Book Properties

Address book properties are available at the Global Address Book and Local Address Book node levels, and the child
level. Right-click an address book and click Properties. The appropriate Properties dialog displays information about the
selected address book.

Modify Global Address Book Properties

Contents

Use the Global Address Book Properties dialog to view the name of the CA Client Automation, Windows domain or
directory, and the current user. You can change these settings by entering the fields or by clicking Browse.

Browse Repositories Dialog

The Browse Repositories dialog lets you choose a repository or domain from which you can select users or user groups
for an address book. For hierarchical directories like Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP), browse in the
displayed tree to locate the container in which the user you want to select is a member.

Users Dialog

The Users dialog lets you select a user defined to a specified repository that you want to use for the global address book.

Modify Local Address Book Properties

You can change any entry in the local address book by entering a new name and description.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click on the Local Address Book node and select Properties.
The Local Address Book Properties dialog opens.

2. Enter a name and description in the appropriate fields.

NOTE
Address books can have duplicate descriptions.

3. Click OK.
Your changes are saved.

Add a New Computer to the Address Book

Contents

You can add new computers to your local address book.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Local Address Book node and click New, Computer.
Or select New Computer from the Tasks portlet of the Local Address Book pane.

2. Enter the name and description of the computer you want to add in the Name tab.
3. (Optional) In the User Information tab, enter the user name and password of the computer you want to use when

connecting to this computer.
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NOTE
See the Information field for information about entering the user name and password.

4. Click Add in the Connection tab.
5. Choose a protocol type from the drop-down list and enter the computer name or IP address of the computer to which

you are attempting to connecting.

NOTE
See the Information field for tips about entering the protocol and address.

Click OK and then OK.
The computer information is saved and added to the address book.

New Computer Dialog

Use the New Computer dialog to add computers to the local address book.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the DSM Remote Control tree.
2. Right-click Local Address Book and click New Computer.

Or
Click New Computer in the Tasks section of the Local Address Book pane.

Modify Computers in an Address Book

You modify your local address book by moving computers in and out of it; you can also change properties of a computer in
the address book.

Follow these steps:

1. From the DSM Remote Control tree or the Viewer pane, click Local Address Book to see the list of computers in your
address book.

2. Right-click the computer whose properties you want to modify and click Properties.

NOTE
You can modify fields in one or more tabs as needed.

3. Modify the name and description of the computer in the Name tab by clicking the field and modifying the information.
4. Modify the user name and password in the User Information tab by clicking the field and modifying the information.

NOTE
For more information about entering the user name and password, see the Information field.

5. Click Modify in the Connection tab.
The Protocol/Address dialog appears.

6. Modify the network protocol by selecting the type from the Protocol drop-down list and entering a different IP address
or computer name.

7. (Optional) Change the order of the connection address in the list by using the Up and Down arrow buttons.
8. Click OK.

The new properties of the computer are saved.

Find a Computer

You can easily locate computers in address books.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click either the Global Address Book or the Local Address Book node and click Search.
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2. Enter the name of the computer you want to find.
3. (Optional) Select the Search Child Address Books option if you want to search in child address books.
4. (Optional) Select the Match Folder Names option if you want to match folder names.
5. Click Find.

The search results appear in the list view at the bottom of the dialog.

Delete a Computer from an Address Book

You can delete a computer from an address book at any time.

Follow these steps:

1. Expand the Local Address Book tree node, or select Local Address Book from the Quick Start section of the Viewer
pane.

2. In the right pane, right-click the computer that you want to delete.
3. Click Delete.

Or click Delete in the Tasks portlet of the Local Address Book pane, or click the Delete toolbar button.
4. Click Yes.

The selected computer is deleted from the address book.

Delete an Address Book

You can delete an address book at any time.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the address book that you want to delete and Click Delete.
Or click the Delete toolbar button.

2. Click Yes to delete the address book you selected.
The address book no longer appears in the Address Book list.

My Favorites Node

Contents

Computers that you control can be added to the My Favorites node in the DSM Remote Control tree and the My Favorites
pane for easy access. You can drag and drop a computer to the My Favorites node, or right-click and select Add to My
Favorites from the menu options.

Add Favorite Computers

You can add computers from your local address book or from the Recently Used folder to the My Favorites folder.

Follow these steps:

• Right-click a computer in your local address book or your Recently Used folder, and click Add to My Favorites.

NOTE
You can select more than one computer by pressing and holding the Ctrl key.

• Drag-and-drop a computer into the My Favorites folder.
The selected computer is copied to the My Favorites folder.

Delete a Favorite Computer

You can delete a computer from the My Favorites folder at any time.
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Follow these steps:

1. From the DSM Remote Control tree or the Viewer pane, click My Favorites.
2. Right-click the computer.
3. Click Delete.

Or click Delete in the Tasks portlet of the My Favorites pane.
4. Click Yes.

The computer that you deleted, does not appear in the My Favorites folder.

NOTE
Deleting a computer from the My Favorites folder does not remove it from the address book.

Recently Used Folder

Contents

The Recently Used folder in the DSM Remote Control tree contains a list of the most recent computers to which you
connected. This feature lets you reconnect to a recently used computer. To set the number of connections for the system
to remember and display in the corresponding pane, right-click the folder and select a number between 1-100 from the
Properties of Recently Used dialog.

NOTE
The Recently Used folder does not list the same computer more than once no matter how many times you have
connected to it recently.

View Recently Used Computers

To view computers to which you recently connected, click Recently Used from the Viewer pane or the DSM Remote
Control tree.

The Recently Used pane appears with a list of all the recently connected computers.

Local Network Folder

Contents

The Local Network folder lists all the agents connected to the same subnet. The contents of the folder come from
browsing the local network, and if you refresh the folder, the local network is searched again.

Add Computer to Local Address Book

You can add computers to a local address book where you can more easily organize them.

Follow these steps:

1. Select and right-click on a found computer. Use Ctrl to select several computers.
2. Select Add to Local Address Book.
3. Click Connections.
4. Enter any extra values and click OK.

The selected computer is added to the address book.

NOTE
If multiple IP addresses are assigned to the same computer, the dialog is able to find it and multiple lines are
used to store those addresses.
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My Sessions Folder

After you attempt to make a connection with a computer, the session is placed in the My Sessions folder. This folder
contains all of the computers you currently have attempted to connect to as remote control sessions, whether successful
or failed, with the newest connection listed first.

NOTE
The Quick Connect node under My Sessions provides quick access to the Connection Settings dialog.

You view sessions either from the My Sessions tree node or the corresponding My Sessions pane. The My Sessions
folder lists the name of each session, which includes the computer name, the protocol that is used, and the type of
connection. The My Sessions pane lists the session name, protocol, and status.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click either the My Sessions folder or the My Sessions.
The following menu option opens:
– Close All Sessions

Disconnects all active sessions.
2. Right-click a session.
3. Double-click the session.

The session is displayed.

Quick Connect Sessions

Follow these steps:

1. Click Quick Connect under the My Sessions node
2. Or select Tools, Quick Connect.
3. Enter the required data and click Connect.

The name of the Quick Connect session node changes.

Session Menu Options

Contents

After you successfully establish a Remote Control connection, you can switch among the Remote Control, Session
Recording, and Chat session options.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click an active session in the DSM Remote Control tree.
2. Use the following menu options:

– Disconnect
– Session Recording
– Show Chat
– Show Full Screen
– Show as Separate Window
– Scroll Mode
– Color Reduction
– Send Special Keys
– Clipboard
– Device Redirection

3. Alternatively, click the corresponding button, if available, in the Remote Control toolbar.
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Show Chat

Activates a chat session with the remote user. Click the Chat toolbar button to show or hide a chat session.

Show Full Screen

Displays the host computer using the full screen of the viewer computer instead of the right pane. Click the Full Screen
toolbar button to switch to full screen mode.

NOTE
The default setting is to not run the host in full screen mode.

Show as Separate Window

Displays the host computer as a separate window that is not docked in the viewer screen. Click the Thumbtack tool bar
button to switch to separate window mode.

View a Session

You can view a currently connected remote control session.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Sessions in the DSM Remote Control tree.
Or,
Click Sessions in the Quick Start section of the Viewer pane.

2. Click the session that you want to view.
Details about the selected session appear in the Sessions pane. This information includes messages about the
connection status and options for disconnecting, re-connecting, or removing the session.

Disconnect a Session

You can disconnect an active remote control session.

Follow these steps:

1. From the DSM Remote Control tree view, expand the Sessions folder.
2. Right-click the computer to which you are connected and select one of the options.
3. Click Yes.

The computer is disconnected.

Remove a Session

You can remove sessions from the Sessions folder at any time.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a session under the Sessions groups.
2. Right-click the selected session, and click Remove Session in the context menu that appears.

The selected session is removed from the Sessions folder.

Remote Control
Remote Control permits a Windows computer running the viewer to connect to and control a remote computer running the
Remote Control host. Use the Remote Control option to control a remote computer that runs on either Windows, Linux, or
Mac OS X (Intel) host.
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NOTE
Ensure that you establish a connection with the host, before you use the remote control option.

Multiple Monitors Support

Remote Control can also use a computer with two or more monitors. The remote system appears as an extra wide, single
monitor.

Linux

To use multiple monitors, ensure that your computer is enabled with PanoramiX/Xinerama.

NOTE
Only the primary monitor displays the full screen mode in the viewer.

Wake-on-LAN Support

Remote Control lets you use Wake-on-LAN (WOL) functionality to power up and connect to remote host computers that
are not switched on, for example, the computers that are located in different time zones. You can wake up a single PC,
start it, and control it from the Remote Control viewer.

The WOL feature in the Remote Control viewer is available only for computers in the global address book, and only if the
CA Client Automation administrator has permitted it.

NOTE
For detailed information about WOL functionality in the DSM Explorer and Remote Control, see the DSM
Explorer Help and the Remote Control Administration Guide.

Start a Remote Control Session

After you have a computer configured in an address book, you can start a remote control connection.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the computer that you want to control.

NOTE
The computer you are attempting to locate might appear in the Local Address Book pane, Global Address
Book pane (if Centralized security is enabled), or the My Favorites folder.

2. Double-click the computer, or right-click and click Open.
3. Configure the connection to the remote computer.
4. Click Connect.

Alternatively, if you are already aware that the target computer is not switched on, and if Wake-on-LAN information is
available for that computer, click Power Up on the Advanced tab of the Connection Settings dialog to send a Wake-on-
LAN request.

NOTE
If the computer to which you are attempting to connect was available to connect, the viewer window displays
the following message: Unable to connect to remote host. The address was valid but the host did not
respond. Please check that the remote computer is listening for connections.

5. Other types of attempted connection messages could appear. Resolve the issue and return to Step 2.

Connection Settings Dialog

Contents
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Use the Connection Settings dialog to configure the connection to a remote computer. From this dialog you can view,
modify, and select a connection type, address, and user name. This dialog contains the following tabs with settings that
may be configured before connecting to a computer:

• Connect
• Experience
• Viewer
• Advanced

In the DSM Explorer you can access this dialog by selecting the Remote Control node under an asset.

In the Remote Control viewer, you can access this dialog by double-clicking a computer or right-clicking a computer and
clicking Open from any of the following locations:

• Global Address Book
• Local Address Book
• My Favorites
• Recently Used

NOTE

You can also access the Connection Settings dialog by clicking Connect in the Tasks portlet in the right pane or
by clicking Quick Connect in the Remote Control Tools menu.

Specify Connection Settings

Use the Connect tab to specify login and password information required by the computer to which you want to connect.
You can also modify the user name and password from this tab.

To specify connection options

1. Select the connection type or mode from the Mode drop-down list before actually connecting with the host computer.
Valid modes are as follows:
– View

Permits the viewer to see the host computer but not control it.
– Stealth View

Permits the viewer to see the host computer without interfering with its display and performance and without the
host acknowledging the connection. This is called passive monitoring. The host screen does not change when
a connection is made, but it may flicker when connecting or disconnecting. To avoid flickering, set the Suppress
display flicker on connect policy to True. On Windows hosts, the Load driver on start policy must also be set to True
to avoid flickering.
Note: For more information about these policies, see the Video capture Policy Group topic in the Configuration
Policy section of the DSM Explorer Help.

– Shared Control
Permits both the viewer and host to have control.

– Classroom
Permits multiple viewers to a single host, giving the host the ability to pass or restrict control to any one of the
student viewers.

– Exclusive Control
Disables the host's mouse and keyboard. Only the viewer can control the host's computer, and only one viewer at a
time can be connected.
• Windows: In Secure Control and Exclusive Control modes, the Ctrl-Alt-Del key sequence cannot be blocked,

because it is a low-level security feature of the operating system. The host user cannot interfere with remote
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control operations by repeatedly pressing Ctrl-Alt-Del to switch to the login desktop or to open the Task Manager.
However, after issuing a Ctrl-Alt-Del, the host user will still not have keyboard or mouse control of the desktop.

• Linux: This option prevents other users from connecting when there is a session in progress; the host's mouse
and keyboard are not disabled.

– Secure Control
• Windows: Gives the viewer control over the host computer similar to the exclusive control option, but also

blanks out the screen. In secure control mode, only one viewer can connect. A secure control message screen is
displayed; this screen is configurable and displays a static HTML page.

• Windows: In Secure Control and Exclusive Control modes, the Ctrl-Alt-Del key sequence cannot be blocked,
because it is a low-level security feature of the operating system. The host user cannot interfere with remote
control operations by repeatedly pressing Ctrl-Alt-Del to switch to the login desktop or to open the Task Manager.
However, after issuing a Ctrl-Alt-Del, the host user will still not have keyboard or mouse control of the desktop.

NOTE

The secure control mode uses multiple-monitor operating system features with which some versions
of the Intel Display drivers are not fully compatible. If Remote Control detects a driver compatibility
problem, it does not display the secure control message, “Secure Control Session in Progress.”
Instead, the host screen becomes black. Using the latest display drivers from Intel resolves the
problem.

• Linux: Creates a new login session with a hidden desktop that only the viewer can see. Note that remote control
connections to Linux hosts in this mode do not control the desktop of the currently logged on user. Multiple
concurrent secure control connections are supported, and each connection creates a separate hidden desktop.

• Mac OS X (Intel): The secure control feature is not supported.
Default: Shared Control

2. Specify the network protocol of the computer to which you want to connect.
The list of available connection addresses is retrieved from the address book.
Choose a connection address from the Connection drop-down list, or select User Defined to manually enter a network
protocol and address.

NOTE
This field is only available when opening a computer from an address book.

3. In the Protocol field, specify the connection protocol to use when connecting.

NOTE

This field is available if User Defined is selected in the Connection field or when connecting using the Quick
Connect option.

4. Specify the primary network address of the computer to which you want to connect. Select the address from the drop-
down list.

NOTE

 This field is available if User Defined is selected in the Connection field or when connecting using the Quick
Connect option.

5. Specify the address of the computer to which you want to connect in one of the following formats.
a. <address:portNumber> where <portNumber> is optional.

Connects to the interactive session on the target computer.
b. <address:portNumber$sessionID> where <sessionID> is an integer session number.

Connects to the specified session on the target computer. This session can be interactive or remote interactive
session.

c. <address:portNumber$sessionUser> where <sessionUser> is the user name.
Connects to the specified users session on the target computers. This session can be interactive or remote
interactive session.
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NOTE
This format is not supported if the user is logged into multiple sessions on the same target computer.

6. (Optional) Choose to connect to the remote computer with specified user credentials.
If not selected (default setting), the viewer attempts to connect as the currently logged on user (unified logon). Unified
logon is useful, for example, if you work in an environment where you are forced to change your password every 30
days.

NOTE

 If the computer has been opened from the global address book (GAB), the user name and password are
automatically filled with the user name and password retrieved from the GAB. If unified login was used to
connect to the GAB, then the Connect as a different user option will be unchecked.

7. Select a repository from the list of available repositories against which the target computer can authenticate.
When you click this field for the first time, the repository list is queried from the host computer. This causes a short
delay while this information is retrieved.

8. Specify the user name with which you want to connect. When you are connecting to a host that has centralized
security enabled (default), the connecting user is validated at the host's manager. You need to specify a user that is
known to the remote control manager.
The User name field is entered automatically if you added the user credentials when you created this computer in the
local address book, or if the computer has been opened from the global address book (GAB).

NOTE
When using a hierarchical directory like Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) or
Novell Directory Services (NDS), you need to specify the Full Qualified Distinguished Name
(FQDN) for the user. (For example, for the Microsoft Active Directory domain, company.com, a
possible FQDN is 'CN=1,OU=Europe,DC=company,DC=com', and for NDS a possible FQDN is
'CN=user1.OU=Sales.O=Europe'.) For LDAP, you can use the User Principle Name (UPN), for example, user
login name@domain name, as a shortcut when UPNs are supported in your Active Directory environment.

9. Enter the password of the specified user. This field is entered automatically if you added the user credentials when
you created this computer in the local address book, or if the computer has been opened from the global address book
(GAB).

NOTE
If Meeting is selected from the connection type drop-down list, no password is required to connect and this
field is disabled.

10. (Optional) Select the Save as defaults option to save the specified connection settings, excluding IP address, user
name, and password, as the default settings for all subsequent connections.
To change the computer-specific connection settings, such as IP address, access the properties of the selected
computer in the local address book.

NOTE
This field is not available when using the RC Viewer Web Interface.

Default: False
11. Click OK (or Connect).

Your connection settings are saved.

NOTE
The Help button is not available when using the RC Viewer Web Interface.

Control Connection Speed and Set Visual Effects

Use the Experience tab to control the connection speed and set visual effects.
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Follow these steps:

1. Adjust various user experience features from the Connection Speed drop-down list.
Default: Fast LAN (100 Mbit)

NOTE
If you manually change any of the other options in the Experience tab, the Connection Speed option changes
to Custom.

2. Select the appropriate options In the Appearance group box.
3. Select one of the options from the Color Reduction drop-down list.
4. (Optional) Select the Dither reduced colors option.

NOTE
Dithering is only available in High Color: 16 bits/pixel, Low Color: 8 bits/pixel, Greyscale: 4 bits/pixel, and
Greyscale: 1 bit/pixel reduction.

5. Click OK.
Your visual effects settings are saved. 

NOTE
The Help button is not available when you use the RC Viewer Web Interface.

Set Viewer Session Options

Use the Viewer tab to set the viewer’s remote control session behavior at the start of the connection. The options set here
can be modified during the session using the toolbar or the Active Sessions context menu options.

NOTE
Changes made on this tab only apply during the current session and are lost if the session is removed.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the display options.
2. (Optional) Specify that the session is to be recorded to a specified recording file upon connection.

NOTE
The default setting is False.

3. Enter the file name used for the recording in the Recorded Session File field.
Click Browse to invoke the File Save dialog, letting you specify a recording file name.
Default: A default name is automatically generated, based on the default recording path, computer name, and current
date and time.

4. Click Connect.
Remote Control attempts to connect you to the host computer after all fields in the dialog are completed.

NOTE
The Help button is not available when you use the RC Viewer Web Interface.

Specify Advanced Options

Use the Advanced tab to set the bandwidth limiter and compression options for a remote control connection.

NOTE
Changes that are made in this tab apply only during the current session and are lost if the session is removed.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the maximum amount of bandwidth from the Bandwidth Limit drop-down list.
2. Select the compression level from the Compression Strength drop-down list.
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NOTE
This setting is automatically selected according to the bandwidth limit and connection speed but can be
overridden.

3. Click one of the following:
– Connect

Attempts to connect you to the host computer after all fields in the dialog are completed.
– Click Power Up

Attempts to connect you to the host computer using the Wake-on-LAN (WOL) feature if WOL information is
available for the specified computer.

NOTE
If you click Connect instead of Power Up and the connection fails, the viewer determines the reason for
the connection failure. If the connection failed as the host could not be contacted, even though the IP
address/DNS name was valid, then the Connection Status message lets you click a link that provides the
same functionality as Power Up.

NOTE

 The Help button is not available when you use the RC Viewer Web Interface.

Establishing Connections on Different Ports

Add a suffix to the address information with a:portnumber to permit a host to listen on one port and have the viewer
connect to a remote host on a different port.

End a Remote Control Session

There are multiple ways to end a remote control session.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the My Sessions tree node.
2. Right-click the computer from which you want to disconnect, click Disconnect, and select  one of the disconnect

options from the context menu.
3. Alternatively, click the Down Arrow button to the right of the Disconnect toolbar button, and then select one of the

disconnect options.
4. Click Yes.

The remote control session is ended according to the disconnect option selected.

NOTE
For the Disconnect and Log Off and Disconnect and Reboot options, a countdown dialog appears after
clicking Yes in the Logoff/Reboot confirmation dialog. The timer is set to 30 seconds by default. Once the
countdown stops, the logoff or reboot is initiated and the session is actually disconnected when the logoff or
reboot, is complete.

File Transfer Feature
Contents

The File Transfer option lets you copy and paste single and multiple files or groups of files from different locations on the
local computer.
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NOTE
If you try to transfer a folder from the viewer to a host, the transfer fails with the error No such file or directory.
This problem does not affect single and multiple file copies, it affects only the transfer of the directory trees.

NOTE
For more information about enabling the File Transfer feature, see the Remote Control Host Help for
information.

Transfer Files

Remote Control lets you transfer files.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Edit or right-click the context menu options.
2. Do one of the following steps:

– Drag and drop files to or from these local drives to remote computers.
– Select a file, right-click, click Copy, and click Paste.
The files are transferred.

Set the Maximum Bandwidth

You can set the maximum bandwidth that is used to transfer files, establish remote control connections, or record
sessions.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click a computer name in the Global or Local Address Book pane and click Open.
2. Click the Advanced tab.
3. Select the maximum bandwidth from the Bandwidth Limiter drop-down list of options.

NOTE
Unlimited is the default maximum.

4. Click OK.
The maximum bandwidth is set.

Chat Feature
Contents

Remote Control provides an easy-to-use text-based chat facility. This feature enables two-way interactive communication
between the host and viewer to chat during a remote control session. You can establish conference chats where many
viewers are connected to the same host, or you can establish a simple host-to-viewer scenario. All of the viewers
connected to a single host share in the same conversation.

NOTE
Establish a connection with a host or viewer before you start a Chat session.

Start a Chat Session

A chat session can be started after a connection is established. The Chat window appears in the same window as the
remote control session.

Follow these steps:

1. Establish a viewer or host connection.
2. Go to the DSM Remote Control tree or the Viewer pane, click My Sessions to expand the My Sessions folder.
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3. Right-click the active session and click Show Chat.
4. Alternatively, click the Chat toolbar button.

Chat windows are simultaneously displayed on the host and viewer. 

NOTE

 If in full screen mode, click Show Chat from the View Options menu located on the Full Screen shortcut bar.

Smart Card Feature
Contents

A digital certificate can be stored on a smart card that includes the user’s name, organization, and other identification
information. Such smart cards are used to secure mission-critical applications, such as email, web server access, network
access, and system login.

CA Client Automation supports smart card readers, and Remote Control can now redirect smart card authentication when
the user of a Remote Control viewer attempts to log on to the operating system of a remote host computer using a local
smart card.

Connect to a Smart Card Reader

The viewer user can insert and remove smart cards as required after a smart card reader is connected.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the Remote Control viewer, click Connect Smart Card in the Sessions context menu, or click the Smart Card
toolbar button.
If more than one smart card reader is installed, the Select a Smart Card Reader to Connect dialog appears.

2. Select the smart card reader that you want to use to connect to the remote host computer.
To indicate that the smart card reader is connected, the viewer GUI changes the Disconnect Smart Card menu option
is enabled and the corresponding tool bar button is depressed (checked state).

3. Insert your smart card.
Applications on the host computer receive the insertion event in the same way they would if a smart card were inserted
locally.

gui_rcLaunch Command -- Launch Viewer
The guiLaunch.exe program provides a command prompt interface to launch the remote control functionality.

This command has the following format:

gui_rcLaunch.exe [{VIEW | REPLAY} [Options]]

If no command arguments are specified, the program launches Remote Control. Use quoted "" strings for values
containing spaces. Use \" to insert a quote.

• VIEW
Specifies the Remote Control viewer component.

• REPLAY
Specifies the Remote Control replayer component.

• /M {STEALTH|VIEW|SHARED|CLASSROOM|EXCLUSIVE|SECURE|MEETING}
Indicates the type of connection.
Default: SHARED

• /N computername
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Specifies the remote computer display name.
• /A address

Specifies the address of the remote computer.
• /T {TCP}

Indicates the connection protocol.

NOTE
Only TCP is supported currently.

• /U username
Defines the user name.

• /P password
Defines the user password.

• /S {NORMAL|AUTOPAN|SCALE|SHRINK}
Indicates the type of scroll mode.
Default: NORMAL

• /C {<32|16|12|8|6>BITCOLOR|<8|4|1>BITGREY}
Indicates the color depth for bitmaps.
Default: 32BITCOLOR

• /R filename
Specifies the file name and path for recording the session, or the file name and path of a recorded session to be
replayed.

NOTE
If /R is specified, the viewer records the current session to the specified file name.

• /L

NOTE
Specifies the authentication that uses the credentials of the current user. This permits you to connect to a
remote host without specifying a user name or password. The system assumes that it must use the log in
credentials on the remote computer.

• /I
Specifies interactive mode.

NOTE
If /I is specified, the viewer operates in an interactive mode, and the viewer displays the Connection Settings
dialog, letting you set various options before you connect.

• /F
Specifies full screen mode.

• /D
Specifies that reduced bitmaps be dithered.

• /E
Specifies that fonts not be embedded.

NOTE
The viewer always displays the Connection Settings dialog if the user name, password, or address is not
specified on the gui_rcLaunch command line.

Examples

The following example connects to host1 and displays the Remote Control viewer:

gui_rcLaunch VIEW /A host1 /U myuser /P secret

This example displays the Connection Settings dialog, the viewer connects after the Connect button is clicked:

gui_rcLaunch VIEW /A host1 /U myuser /P secret /I
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Even though /I is not specified, this example displays the Connection Settings dialog as the password was not given:

gui_rcLaunch VIEW /A host1 /U myuser

More examples:

"C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\bin\gui_rcLaunch.exe" VIEW /A 123.45.678.999/U Administrator/P Test 

"C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\bin\gui_rcLaunch.exe" VIEW /M SHARED/A 123.45.678.999/U Administrator/P Test/I 

Pass Default Parameters to the RC Web Viewer Interface
You can pass default parameters into the web page of the RC Web Viewer interface through the URL, using the following
format:

file://C:/Program%20Files/CA/DSM/bin/RCViewer.html?variable=value&variable=value

You can include the following variables:

• ConnectType
Specifies the type of connection. The values are as follows:
0 = View
1 = Stealth View
2 = Shared Control
3 = Classroom
4 = Exclusive Control
5 = Secure Control
6 = Meeting
Default: 2 (Shared Control)

• UserName
Defines the user name or URI with which to connect.

• Password
Defines the password of the designated user.

• Address
Defines the address to which to connect.

• Protocol
Specifies the protocol to use for the connection.
Default: TCP

• Connect
Indicates whether to connect immediately when the page loads. The values are Yes/No or True/False.

Example

file://C:/Program%20Files/CA/DSM/bin/RCViewer.html?Address=mytestcomputer&UserName=winnt://mytestcomputer/

Administrator&Password=secret&Connect=yes

NOTE
The RCView.html web page is an example of how to integrate the viewer into web pages and applications using
the RC ActiveX control. It is not intended for use in a production environment. The script performs the URL
processing a script inside the web page. In a production environment, we recommend you use server-generated
pages (for example, ASP) to populate the web page with default data.

Remote Control Replayer
The Remote Control replayer is available from the Remote Control viewer, and lets you play back recorded host sessions.

You can launch the replayer in the following ways:
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• Double-click a replayer *.urc file from the Windows Explorer.
• Use the gui_rcLaunch command.
• Launch a web version of the replayer, the RC Web Replayer interface, by double-clicking RCReplay.html located in the

Program Files\CA\DSM\bin folder.

Set Replayer Properties
You can configure how the Replayer operates by setting its properties. Use the Replayer Properties dialog to configure
scroll mode operation and set optimization levels for the replayer's Time Elapse slider bar.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the Context menu.
2. Click the Properties tool bar or right-click the Replayer and select Properties.

The Replayer properties dialog opens, displaying the following fields:
– Auto-pan Follows Recorded Mouse

Specifies how the auto pan mode operates. The Auto-pan Follows Recorded Mouse option does not enable or
disable the Scroll Mode option for auto pan, but rather changes the way auto pan mode operates.
Auto-pan contains the following values:
• • True

If you select the Active Replay Scroll Mode, the recorded movements of the host mouse cause the playback
window to pan and follow the recorded mouse pointer.

• False
If you select Active Replay Scroll Mode, the playback window auto pans to follow the local mouse only when
you move it over the recording window.

NOTE

The local mouse pointer takes priority in dictating the auto pan position.

Default
True

– Use Smoothing When Magnifying
Specifies whether a smoothing filter is used when magnifying a recorded image. You can use the Use Smoothing
When Magnifying option with the Active Replay scroll mode, Scale to Fit. If you enable this configuration, a
smoothing filter is applied to the image when you scale the recording up. The filtering removes the block effect of
enlarging a recorded image. The filter takes effect only when the replayer is in the Scale to Fit mode and when you
magnify the image, so that it fills the replayer window.
Default: True

1. – Use Smoothing When Shrinking
Specifies whether a smoothing filter is used when shrinking a recording image. You can use the Use Smoothing
When Shrinking option with the scroll modes, Scale to Fit and Shrink to Fit. If selected, the rows and columns of
pixels that are lost in the scaling process are merged to give a more accurate image when scaling the recording
down. This greatly improves the readability of text when scaling the image down. This filter takes effect only when
the replayer is in Shrink to Fit or Scale to Fit mode and shrinks the recording, so that it fits in the replayer window.
Default: True

• – Use Alternative Smoothing Method
Specifies whether the Use Alternative Smoothing Method option is used with the scroll modes, Scale to Fit and
Shrink to Fit. This setting changes the filtering method that the Use Smoothing When Shrinking option uses. If True,
a bilinear filter is used to provide a smoother scaled image, but the result is fuzzier and it is slower than the default
smoothing mode.
Default: False

1. – Optimize Replayer Slider-Bar
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Lets you quickly move to any point or event in a recording by using the Time Elapse slider bar during a replay.
Move the slider bar to the right for better performance. The approximate time that is required to jump to any point in
the replay is listed below the slider bar. Every index file requires approximately 350 KB in disk space, depending on
the resolution of the host computer. As the performance increases, more index files are created on the hard disk.

NOTE
If set to Less Disk Space, you can use the Time Elapse slider bar to move to any point in the recording.
However, this can take long time when jumping to a point near the end of a long recording.

NOTE

Index files are created during the first play through of a recording file. Therefore, this setting has no affect
on performance when jumping to the end of a long replay immediately after the file has been opened.

2. Select or clear the required options and click OK.
Your settings are saved.

Recording Remote Control Sessions
Recording takes place as a function of viewing the host through the Remote Control viewer, or through the manual
recording and host-side recording features of the host. All actions on the host can be recorded and saved.

NOTE

 For more information about the host-side recording features, see the Remote Control Host Help.

Sessions recorded on any computer can be replayed on another computer using the stand-alone version of the replayer.
You do not need to have the Remote Control viewer installed on the replay computer.

Record a Session

You can record an active session at any time.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the My Sessions folder under the Viewer root node.
2. Right-click the session in the My Sessions folder that you want to record and click Session Recording, Start.
3. Change the file name or location, if necessary.
4. Click Save.

Remote Control begins recording the session and does not stop until you click Stop or terminate the session.

NOTE
You can also select the Record Session option in the Viewer tab of the Connection Settings dialog. For more
information about recording a session, see the Remote Control Viewer Help.

Naming Convention for Recorded Files

Remote Control automatically assigns a name to a recorded session. The file name is comprised of the following
elements: the name of the host computer name, the date, and time of the recording, followed by the .urc extension. The
file name is represented in the following format: hostname_yyyymmdd_HHmm.urc.

Example:

If the viewer records a session on August 6, 2008 at 3:19 p.m., the file name is: hostname_20080806_1519.urc

NOTE
You can modify file names when you enable the recording or later in Windows Explorer, if you prefer another
naming convention.
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Stop Recording Sessions

You can stop recording an active session.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the session in the My Sessions folder.
2. Go to the context menu, Click Session Recording, and then click Stop.

The recorded session is placed in the Recently Recorded Sessions pane.
3. Right-click a session and select one of the following options:

– Open
– Remove Shortcut
– Delete

Open a Recorded Session

You can open previously recorded sessions.

Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following:
– Click the Replayer root node and click Recently Recorded Sessions in the Replayer Features section of the

Replayer pane.
– Expand the Replayer root node and click the Recently Recorded Sessions folder.
The Recently Recorded Sessions pane displays a list of recent recordings in *.urc file format.

2. Double-click the recorded session in the Recently Recorded Sessions pane that you want to open.
Remote Control displays the content of the recorded session that you selected in the pane, and the recorded session
is added to the Active Replays node.

Play a Recorded Session

You can replay any recorded session.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the recorded session.
The session is added to the Active Replays node, and playback starts automatically.

2. (Optional) Right-click the recorded session if you want to change the playback speed, and click Play.
A sub-menu opens, letting you select a replay speed.

3. Select the speed at which you want to view the recorded session. The following options are available:
– Slow Motion
– Normal Speed
– Fast Forward
The default is Normal Speed.
The recorded session plays back the session (frame by frame) at the speed you selected.

NOTE
You can change the active replay session speed at any time after the file has been opened, even while the
playback is in progress.

Delete a Recorded Session

You can delete recorded sessions.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click Recently Recorded Sessions under the Replayer root node.
2. Right-click the session that you want to delete from the Recently Recorded Sessions pane and click Delete in the

context menu.
3. Click Yes.

The session is deleted from the list of sessions, and the recording file is deleted from the hard disk.

Clear the Recently Recorded Sessions Folder

You can clear the contents of the Recently Recorded Sessions folder at any time.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Recently Recorded Sessions node.
2. Click Clear Shortcut List in the context menu.

All the recently recorded sessions are removed from the shortcut list, but the actual recording files are not deleted.

NOTE
If you want to remove individual sessions, right-click each session that you want to clear and click Remove
Shortcut. The session is removed from the shortcut list, but the actual recording file is not deleted.

View Recently Replayed Sessions

You can view sessions that you have recently replayed.

Follow these steps:

• Click the Replayer root node and click Recently Replayed Sessions in the Replayer Features section of the Replayer
pane.
The Recently Replayed Sessions pane opens with a listing of all replayed sessions.

• Expand the Replayer root node and then click the Recently Replayed Sessions folder.
The Recently Replayed Sessions pane opens with a listing of all replayed sessions.

Delete Recently Replayed Sessions

You can delete recently replayed sessions.

Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following steps:
– Click the Replayer root node and click Recently Replayed Sessions in the Replayer Features section of the

Replayer pane.
– Expand the Replayer node and click the Recently Replayed Sessions folder.
The Recently Replayed Sessions pane opens with a listing of all replayed sessions.

2. Right-click the session that you want to remove and click Delete.
The selected session is deleted, and the recording file is deleted from the hard disk.

View Active Replays

You can view recording files that are open, that are the active replays.

Do one of the following steps:
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• Click the Replayer root node and click Active Replays in the Replayer Features section of the Replayer pane.
• Expand the Active Replays node.
• Click the Active Replays node.

Open Active Replays

To open an active replay, double-click a recording file in the Active Replays list under the Active Replays node or in the
Active Replays pane.

Close Active Replays

To close an active replay, select an active replay from the Active Replays list under the Active Replays node, right-click,
and click Close.

Exporting Recordings to Video
Contents

You can convert proprietary *.urc files into common video formats (AVI and WMV), using the Replay Export tool,
rcReplayExport.exe. Such recordings can be played when Remote Control is not installed. They can be played on many
media player applications and on some DVD players. For example, you may want to compile a library of recordings for
helpdesk purposes that detail complicated tasks that users need to perform. Users would be able to download and watch
these recordings without the need for the Remote Control replayer.

To export WMV format files, the Windows Media Format runtime application may need to be installed, if it is not already
present. This is available on the installation media, in the WindowsProductFiles_x86\WindowsMedia\wmfdist.exe folder.

NOTE
For detailed information about the Replay Export tool and the rcReplayExport command line parameters, see
the Remote Control Administration Guide.

Access the Replay Export Tool

You can use multiple methods to access the Replay Export tool.

Do one of the following steps:

• Right-click a recently recorded or replayed session and click Quick Export.
Quick Export starts the conversion process using default encoding options and requires no further input.

• Right-click a recently recorded or replayed session and click Export to Video.
Export to Video invokes the Export Options dialog, letting you view or modify the default encoding options before
starting the conversion process.

• Double-click rcReplayExport.exe in the Windows Explorer.
• Use the command prompt.

For example, the following command converts all of the recording files in the current folder to Windows Media Video
format, using the best available codec and default encoding options:
rcReplayExport /WMV *.urc

Export Options Dialog

The Export Options dialog lets you convert proprietary *.urc files to AVI or Windows Media (WMV) format.
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NOTE
Unless you are familiar with conversion formats and video compression codecs, accept the default configuration
options. For more information about changing the settings, See sthe Remote Control Administration Guide.

gui_rcLaunch Command -- Launch Replayer
The gui_rcLaunch.exe program can launch the Remote Control replayer. The requisite command prompt parameter is
REPLAY.

This command has the following format:

gui_rcLaunch.exe [{VIEW | REPLAY} [Options]] 

• REPLAY
Specifies the Remote Control replayer component.

• /R filename
Specifies the file name and path for the recording of a session.

NOTE
There can be zero or more spaces between the /R option and the filename parameter. If the parameter contains
spaces, it must be surrounded by quotes.

Example: Replay Recorded Session test.urc

gui_rcLaunch REPLAY /R "C:\test.urc"

NOTE
For more information about of all of the command prompt parameters for gui_rcLaunch.exe, see the Remote
Control Viewer Help.

DSM Reporter Tool
The DSM Reporter is a query tool used to extract information from the MDB database.

You can initialize report generation or use the reporter scheduling option to generate reports (see Scheduled Reports).
The Reporter tool enhances the value of data by organizing, filtering, and optionally, exporting it into .XML files, .CSV
files, .HTML files, or ODBC database table. You can import these files into spreadsheets, budgeting tools, and so forth.

The look and feel of the DSM Reporter is similar to that of the DSM Explorer. It includes drag-and-drop options for printing
asset and group-related information and options for creating new reports based on queries; and it adds to the perception
of the Reporter as an extension of the Explorer.

The features of the Reporter include the following items:
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• Integrated handling of report templates and results, featuring user definable unlimited folder and template structures
• Fast and intuitive user interface
• Fast report output
• General properties and software properties reports
• Current inventory values, and most recent, previously collected values reports
• Several properties for jobs and configuration modules executed on the unit reports
• Individual filtering of result sets with quick enable and disable filter switching
• Point-and-click filter editor with color syntax highlighting
• SQL script creation to run reports
• Immediate view of results on the GUI
• Individual user-accessible tables in the database for viewing results. You can also export results in configurable XML,

CSV, HTML files, or ODBC database table format.
• User-definable scheduling criteria and publishing options to schedule report templates
• Real-time updating between different Reporter instances on the same computer, as well as across the network
• Print capability including customizable .HTML file generation

Style sheets for export and printing of results are user-accessible and can be customized for different export paths.

NOTE

 When you launch the DSM Reporter for the first time after installation, make sure that you give enough time
to import all the report templates into the database. However, if anything goes wrong while importing the report
templates, as a workaround, open the registry editor and delete the subkey in HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\Unicenter ITRM\Reporter\Library. After deleting the subkey, launch the DSM
Reporter again.

The Reporter Window
On the Reporter window, you can create and administer report templates and results, schedule reports, and view and
export information generated by the Reporter.

The basic tree structure of the Reporter includes Report Templates, Scheduled Reports, and the Control Panel.

The structure is similar to a Windows Explorer directory structure. Folders and report templates can be created and
organized to suit your needs. The structure holds items representing primary properties for report templates and
scheduled reports, and items representing existing result sets.

Additionally, under Control Panel, the Reporter window provides Reporting Modules.

The Control Panel can be activated only by an administrator. The administrator checks the Display Control Panel for
Administrators (restart required) option under the Tools menu, Preferences, Global tab, User Interface section.

The right pane displays the following sections, which let you execute tasks or provide you with common information in a
portal view:

• Main Features
Provides you with shortcuts to the Report Templates and the Scheduled Reports folders of the tree view.

• User
Specifies the user identity and user privileges.

• Frequently Used
Displays all the report templates and scheduled reports used frequently. You can click an item to reopen it in the tree
view.

• System Dashboard
Displays all software applications and the operating system detected on the current computer.
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Click Go to 'Software' folder or Go to 'Computers' folder to navigate to the corresponding Report Templates folder in
the tree view.

• Recent Results
Displays the most recent results such as active or previous sessions or scheduled reports.

Click any of the items available in the right pane or expand the appropriate tree view object.

When you select an object on the tree view, the corresponding information appears on the right pane.

View or Edit Reporter Preferences
Contents

Use this procedure to view or edit your preferences for the use of the Reporter. You can edit your personal preferences for
the Reporter and can also specify global settings affecting all users.

To view or edit reporter preferences

1. Select Tools, Preferences from the menu bar.
The Preferences dialog appears.

2. Edit information in the following tabs:
– User

Lets you edit personal preferences for the logged on user.
– Global Settings

Lets you edit the global Reporter settings. These settings affect all the users. Only an administrator can edit these
settings.

3. Click OK.

User Tab

On the User tab, you can specify user-related Reporter settings.

• Information
Toggles the tips on the report's information pane, the use of old-style message boxes, or the domain name in the tree
view.

NOTE

Tips are marked with a yellow bulb icon.

• Run Report
Specifies the user's personal preferences regarding the actions to take after running a report.

• Results
Toggles Report viewing settings.

Customize the Global Settings

If you want to make your changes at the global level to affect all Reporter users, customize the settings in the Global
Settings tab.

NOTE
Only an administrator can change the global settings.

To customize the global settings

1. Select the number of auto-history result sets to store under the Results in the tree view from the Auto Results to keep
area. Older results are deleted permanently from the database.

2. Select the number of scheduled results you want to keep by default.
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NOTE
Like auto-history results, new results replace the older results when this number is exceeded.

3. Select who can reset statistics and edit result count for scheduling from the Restrictions option.
4. Select an option from the Result rows displayed in User Interface area to specify how many result rows will appear in

the user interface for a selected result.

NOTE
We do not recommend selecting No limit, because it can lead to long loading durations and high memory
consumption regardless of the size. If a result contains more rows than the GUI is set to display (for
example, 100.000), a warning appears. However, you can define a filter and control the part of the result that
appears on the GUI, for example, "NAME LIKE LAPTOP%" or "AREA=US".

5. Specify whether you want to permit the delete of non-empty folder in the User Interface area. This lets you delete a
folder even when subfolders are not empty. You can also enable a Reporter consistency check at startup or enable the
display of the Control Panel for administrators.

6. Select the check box in the Enterprise area if you want to include the domain name in new and imported templates
when running the Reporter in an enterprise environment.

Report Templates
The Report Templates folder holds all report definitions for the creation of new reports. You can create folders and
subfolders to organize your report templates or browse existing report templates and view the results.

Predefined report templates are ordered by default in the categories as described in the following topics. You cannot
make any changes to the predefined report templates that are installed with the product. These are read-only templates.
However, you can copy the predefined report templates and create new personalized copies based on your requirements.
The original report templates provided with the product will not be changed.

Right-click any folder in the Report Templates folder to open a context menu:

• New Report Template
• New Folder
• Import Report Template
• Export All Report Templates
• Properties

The right pane of this folder shows graphical view of the subfolders and provides a quick overview of the available report
categories. You can click any of the bold headings to navigate to the corresponding category in the tree view and display
its subitems on the right pane.

Predefined Report Templates
Contents

The following topics describe the predefined report templates. The availability of information depends on the related
agents and inventory modules being enabled. You can enable and configure the inventory modules from the DSM
Explorer.

Computers

The computer report templates include predefined reports about managed computers and their properties. Asset reports
based on domains and platforms can be viewed from here. For example, the Asset Information by Origin and Trust Level
report groups the assets based on their origin and trust level.
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This node also includes the protection report templates that provide predefined reports on eTrust ITM and CA HIPS status
for managed computers. You can use these reports to view information on computers where CA Anti-Spyware, CA Anti-
Virus, and CA HIPS software are installed and operational. You can also find information on the last signature update for
the protection products.

NOTE
A new report templates folder, Virtual Host Inventory, has been added under the Computers subnode in
this release as an extension of the platform virtualization feature. It provides access to nine new virtual host
inventory reports that are delivered with the product. For example, the All HP Hosts and Hard Partitions report
lists all HP hosts by name and provides the following information about their related hard partitions: Hard
Partition Name, Status, ID, and Server. You can use a predefined report template for software signature age
information to list computers with their respective signature creation dates and signature delivery dates.

DSM Infrastructure

The DSM Infrastructure templates include predefined reports on basic properties for all kinds of DSM objects. You can
view information about computers based on their types, domains, users, and platforms.

Hardware

The hardware report templates include predefined reports on hardware details for managed computers. Information about
computers based on domains, operating system, platforms, vendors, input/output devices, storage and other hardware
components can be viewed using these reports.

Licensing and Activation

The Licensing and Activation report templates include predefined reports on the license status and the activation status for
the applications and the operating systems.

Network

The network report templates include predefined reports on properties for network and network-related hardware.
Information about computers based on their network configuration can be viewed using these reports.

Patch Manager

The Patch Manager report templates include predefined reports on active software patches, inactive patches, scheduled
patch downloads, and so on. Information about computers based on their installed patch status can be viewed using these
reports.

Policies

The policies report templates include predefined reports on policies and policy violations.

Remote Control

The remote control report templates include predefined reports related to remote control functionality.

Software

The software report templates include predefined reports for software inventory, including both regular applications and
virtual applications, software packages, and jobs.
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NOTE
You can identify whether the packages are regular or virtual by including the Package Format and Package Type
fields in your report template. The package format (regular or virtual) and type (for example, MSI, PIF, WinCE, or
SXP) are displayed in the report.

Unmanaged Assets

The unmanaged assets report templates include predefined reports on assets discovered on the network but not yet
managed by an agent. Using these reports, you can view network information about computer not yet managed by an
agent.

Users

The users report templates include predefined reports on managed users registered in the management database. Using
these reports, you can view information about all or selected users in a domain.

Report Template Folders
The top-level Report Templates folder is subdivided into several template categories. These categories include various
reports stored in an intuitive and easy-to-use folder structure.

NOTE
You cannot modify or delete predefined report templates that are installed with the product.

Report Template Context Menus

Right-clicking any of the report template folders opens their context menu. The options available are as follows:

• New Report Template
• New Folder
• Import Report Template
• Export All Report Templates
• Properties

Create New Report Templates

Use the following procedure to create a new report template.

To create a report template

1. Right-click a folder under the Report Templates folder and select New Report Template from the context menu. You
can also select the relevant folder, and use the New Report link in the Tasks section (right-hand pane).
The Report Template Type dialog appears.

2. Select the type of report template you want to create, and click OK.
The New Report dialog appears.
Use this dialog to specify the configuration settings on the following tabs:
– General Tab
– Query Tab
– Fields Tab
– Filter
– Default View
– Additional
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You can also expand the Report Templates folder in the tree view to individually view and edit options for each primary
configuration item.

Report Template Type Dialog

The Report Template Type dialog now includes new types of objects that can be listed in the report. Some template types
are available only when specific product options or components are installed. Individual product installations may contain
some or all of the template types listed below:

Asset Management

• Asset or User Report

NOTE
New predefined report templates, Detected Virtual Applications by Computer and Detected Virtual
Application Images by Computer, are now available.

NOTE

Nine new predefined report templates for virtual host inventory are also available in this release.
• Company Information
• Unmanaged Assets
• Software Statistics

NOTE
You can now define a signature scan report that includes installation counts only for virtual applications.

Remote Control

• Remote Control Address Book
• Remote Control Sessions

NOTE
In addition to the existing All Active Sessions and All Previous Sessions reports, you can now generate an All
Rejected Sessions report. However, this report is available only when the DSM Explorer is connected to a CA
ITCM Release 12.5 domain manager and if any sessions have been rejected for security reasons.

Software Delivery

• Software Package

Patch Manager

• Patch Manager

NOTE

 You cannot change the type once the report template is created.

When you choose an object type and click OK, a dialog is displayed. Specify the required parameters for the new report
template in the tabs of the dialog.

The object type report dialog has the following tabs:

General Tab

On the General tab specify the basic properties of the report template:

• Name and Description
Specifies the folder name and description.

• Location
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Shows the directory location for the folder.
• Locked by administrator

Locks a folder.
Locking a folder protects it from editing.

Query Tab

On this tab, select the objects to be displayed in your report. The objects displayed in this tab are available based on the
object type chosen in the Report Template Type dialog.

• Type of Object
From the tree structure, choose the object or argument based on which results will be displayed.

• Name or part of name (Optional) (Characters % and _ are accepted as wildcards)Defines the filter for the object
selected in the Type of Object field.
Examples:To search for all discovered users' names:

• – Starting with the alphabet 'J', enter 'J%'. Results: James, John, Jordan.
– Starting with 'Mar' and ending with any alphabet letter, enter 'Mar_'. Results: Marc, Mark, Mars.

NOTE

This field is disabled if no argument is required for the object selected in the type of object field.

• Directory Display Name, full or partial (Optional adv. syntax [<fieldname>=]<valuex>[{<folderlist>}])

NOTE
This field appears only for the directory integrated fields.

Defines the filter for the object selected in the Type of Object field. By default, the directory search searches the
displayName field of the directory objects. To search another field instead of displayName, specify the fieldname and
"=" in front of the search for example, “givenName=John". Though you can use * as the wildcard character, directory
search patterns automatically include the wildcard character. So, assetCn=d will search for assetCn=*d* even without
supplying the wildcard character as part of the argument.
Examples:
– To search for all users in an external directory with Display Name containing the string 'abc', specify "abc" or

"*abc*".
– To search for all users in an external directory with a user ID containing 'Joe', specify "userID=Joe".
– To limit the search to a specific part of the directory tree, include the requested directory ou in parentheses. For

example, John (ou=Administration) returns all directory objects in the Administration sub-branch, with "John" as part
of the displayName.

NOTE
You must be familiar with the field names in your directory structure to search using directory properties, and
knowledge of basic directory search syntax will help you use the reporter directory search more efficiently.

WARNING
If a directory query string contains any LDAP-reserved characters, such as !, &, ), (, and so on, then this
query text is interpreted as an operator when queries are performed on external configured directories.
Consequently, query processing fails because this operator is seen at an invalid point in the query filter.

Examples:
– To search for all discovered users' names:
– Starting with the alphabet letter 'J', type 'J%'. Results: James, John, Jordan.
– Starting with 'Mar' and ending with any alphabet letter, type 'Mar_'. Results: Marc, Mark, Mars.
– To search for all users in an external directory with user ID 'Joe', specify "userID=Joe".

• Ask for argument when running the report
Select this check box to specify the argument when the report is run.
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Fields Tab

Contents

Use the Fields tab to select the fields that appear in a report and their order.

• Field
Displays fields in the report template.

• Arrow up/arrow down
Moves the selected item. This changes the position of this field in the report table.

NOTE
A number of fields selected from the General tab in the Field Browser dialog are always listed first, and
cannot be moved. This is a limitation caused by the way these fields are retrieved from the database.

• Add
Opens the Field Browser dialog where the selected fields are added to the report.

• Remove
Removes a field from the report template

• Objects with multiple rows
Repeats values on each row for the same object, to avoid empty cells in a result set. This option is enabled by default.
This means that when more than one row of information exists for some fields for a single computer, the reporter
makes sure that information for other fields is copied to the additional rows. This makes sorting and filtering reliable
even when single-row and multi-row information is mixed in the same report. One reason to disable this option would
be if you are using views with summaries to calculate totals. Copying the same value across multiple rows may affect
the calculations in an undesired way.

Field Browser Dialog

The Field Browser dialog lets you add fields from various categories to the report template.

NOTE
Available categories may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• General Information
• Inventory
• Software
• Jobs
• Policies

Origin and Trust Level Fields in the Reports

The Field Browser dialog in the DSM Reporter has a new tab, Origin, that includes the Origin and Trust Level parameters.
You can add these two parameters to any of your reports.

General Information Category

Using this category, you can add general unit information to the report. This category is divided into the following tabs:

NOTE
Available categories may vary depending on the products and components installed.
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• General tab
• Additional Properties tab
• History tab
• Directory Synchronization tab
• Computer tab
• External Assets tab
• Software Delivery tab
• User Accounts tab

General Information -- General Tab

Adds general unit information to the report template.

Double-clicking any available fields adds them to the Fields tab.

General Information -- Additional Properties Tab

Adds additional unit property fields to the report template.

Double-clicking any available fields adds them to the Fields tab.

General Information -- History Tab

Adds history information to the report template.

Double-clicking any available fields adds them to the Fields tab.

General Information -- Directory Synchronization Tab

Adds object properties from a configured directory to the report template.

Double-clicking any available fields adds them to the Fields tab.

General Information -- Computer Tab

Adds additional system properties of discovered hardware components to the report template.

Double-clicking any available fields adds them to the Fields tab.

General Information -- External Assets Tab

Adds system properties of external assets to the report template.

Double-clicking any available fields adds them to the Fields tab.

General Information -- Software Delivery Tab

Adds additional Software Delivery properties of discovered hardware components to the report template.

Double-clicking any available fields adds them to the Fields tab.

General Information -- User Accounts Tab

Adds additional system properties of discovered users to the report template.

Double-clicking any available fields adds them to the Fields tab.
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General Information -- Unit Relations

Adds additional asset relations-related fields to the report template.

Double-clicking any available fields adds them to the Fields tab.

Inventory Category

Using this category, you can add current or previous general inventory fields and inventory modules to the report template.
This category is divided into the following tabs:

• General Inventory tab
• Inventory Modules tab

General Inventory

Double-clicking any available fields adds them to the Fields tab.

• Add current/previous values
Both current and previous values are available for inventory fields that are supported. This makes it straightforward
to design, for instance, a network information report with a filter that, when activated, displays only computers, with a
changed IP address.

Inventory Modules

Double-clicking any available fields adds them to the Fields tab.

NOTE

 The information available depends on which inventory modules are enabled in the Explorer.

• Add current/previous values
Both current and previous values are available for inventory fields that are supported. This makes it straightforward
to design, for instance, a network information report with a filter that, when activated, displays only computers, with a
changed IP address.

Software Category

You can add software information to a report that is detected by the signature scanner, the heuristic scanner, and by file
search.

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

The software category is divided into the following tabs:

• Signature Scan
• Heuristic
• Files
• Software Usage
• Software Packages

Software -- Signature Scan Tab

Adds software information collected by the signature scanner.

Double-clicking any available fields adds them to the Fields tab.
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Software -- Heuristic Tab

Adds software inventory information collected by the heuristic scanner.

Double-clicking any available fields adds them to the Fields tab.

Software -- Files Tab

Adds file inventory fields to the report. You can use wildcards to ease your search.

Specifying any file name and file name related information, such as location or file size, and clicking Add places the
information to the Fields tab.

Software -- Software Usage Tab

Adds software usage statistic information to the report. You can report software usage data in two ways. The tab has the
following fields:

• Change
Defines a time span to examine. Clicking this button lets you view or change the time span the software usage data is
based on.

• Application Usage
Reports on all applications or specific applications. The option All means all the applications that software usage data
exist for. The result set contains one row for each time the application is started on every unit in the result set.

• Application Statistics
Reports statistics data for the selected applications. The items to select are different from those under the Usage
section. Selecting any available fields and clicking Add, places the selected field on the Fields tab.

• Use software usage module definitions
Defines the relationship of the software usage modules. If this box is not selected, there is no relation to the software
usage modules defined in the Explorer. The reporting is typically done on a group of units (selected under the Query
tab). If the box is checked and All is selected, it uses the application list from the software usage module (if one exists
for the selected group).

Software -- Software Packages Tab

Checks for deployed or staged software.

Double-clicking any argument adds the information to the Fields tab.

NOTE
You can identify whether the packages are regular or virtual by including the Package Format and Package Type
fields in your report template. The package format (regular or virtual) and type (for example, MSI, PIF, WinCE, or
SXP) are displayed in the report.

Jobs Category

The jobs category lets you add current or previous job property fields to the report template. This category is divided into
the following tabs:

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.
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• Jobs tab
• Module tab
• Asset Jobs tab
• Collect Modules tab
• Software Jobs tab
• User Collect Modules tab
• User Jobs tab

Jobs -- Job Tab

Adds job property fields to the report template.

Double-clicking any available property fields adds the field to the Fields tab.

Clicking Refresh updates the job property fields.

Jobs -- Module Tab

Adds module property fields to the report template.

Double-clicking any available property fields adds the field to the Fields tab.

Clicking Refresh updates the job property fields.

Jobs -- Software Jobs Tab

Adds asset modules status property fields to the report template.

Double-clicking any available property fields adds the field to the Fields tab.

Clicking Refresh updates the job property fields.

Policies Category

Using this category, you can add software based and software template related fields to the report template. This category
is divided into the following tabs:

NOTE
Available categories and options may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• Software Based tab
• Software Templates tab

Policies -- Software Based Tab

Adds software-based policies' status property fields to the report template.

Double-clicking any available property fields adds the field to the Fields tab.

Clicking Refresh updates the job property fields.

Policies -- Software Templates Tab

At least one software template has to be created to provide any folders to select fields from.

Default View Tab

Use the Default View tab to choose how the Reporter displays the results generated from this report template.
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This tab contains the following options:

• Standard Detail View
Displays the default table style view with the results in standard list format on the right pane. We recommend this view
for templates that generate large result sets because it is the fastest view.

• Custom HTML View
Opens the Properties for HTML view dialog, where you can create your own HTML View to show the results for this
report template.

• Settings
Opens the Properties for HTML View dialog.

• Delete
Deletes the custom view for the current report template.

Filter Tab

Filtering is a query into the result set performed before viewing the data. Filtering lets you specify a subset of the result
information to display in the result set. You can set the filter function on any field in the report template, that is, you set
selection criteria for displaying the rows.

Filtering can be toggled on or off without having to rerun the report or perform lengthy processing.

Each result set has its own filter definition. However, the report template also has a default filter, which is copied to each
new result generated from that report template.

NOTE
During export you will always see a check box giving the choice of exporting filtered or unfiltered results.

The Filtering tab includes the following fields:

• Field
Opens a box from which you can select the field you want to add to the filter criteria.

• Operator
Defines the logical operator that meets your requirements for the filter.
Operators are shown in the following table:

Operator Description
= Equal to. In text items, the search text must be equal to the text.
<> Not equal to
< Less than. Only numeric items
> More than. Only numeric items
LIKE Match the specified expression. Used for free-text search.
NOT LIKE Does not match the specified expression. Used for free-text

search.

NOTE
The wildcard character for filtering with the LIKE or NOT LIKE operator must be %.

• Value
Select or enter the value that corresponds with the information field. Different default values are available for the
different information items.

• Logical
Test logical operators, which return a Boolean data type with a value of true or false for the truth of some condition.
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Operators are shown in the following table:

Operator Description
AND Combines two Boolean expressions and returns TRUE when both

of the expressions are TRUE.
OR Combines two conditions. When more than one logical operator

is used in a statement, OR operators are evaluated after AND
operators.

( ) To change the order of evaluation use parentheses.

• Delete
Deletes the current argument or choose to delete all arguments.

• Enable this filter for all new results
Applies this filter to all future new results.

Additional Tab

The Additional Tab displays read-only information about the report.

• Object ID
Shows the object's ID number.

NOTE
When a new report is being created, this ID is shown as -1.

• Created
Shows the Date and Time the object was created.

• Created by
Shows the user who created the object.

• Modified
Shows the latest modification date and time of the object.

• Modified by
Shows the user who modified the object last.

New Folder

Contents

You can create folders and subfolders to organize your folder structure at any time. A new folder, which can be used, for
example, for grouping of report templates or scheduled reports, is created in the New Folder dialog. This dialog consists of
the following tabs:

• General tab
• Additional tab

General Tab

Use this tab to view or modify the basic properties of the folder as follows:

• Name and Description
Specifies the folder name and description.

• Location
Shows the directory location for the folder.

• Locked by administrator
Locks a folder.
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Locking a folder protects it from editing.

Additional Tab

Use the Additional tab to display the following read-only properties:

• Object ID
Shows the object's ID number.

• Created
Shows the Date and Time the object was created.

• Created by
Shows the user who created the object.

• Modified
Shows the latest modification date and time of the object.

• Modified by
Shows the user who modified the object last.

Import Report Template

You can import predefined report templates located elsewhere in your network.

To import a report template

1. Right-click Report Templates (or any folder below it) in the tree view and select Import Report Template from the
context menu.
The Open dialog appears.

2. Browse for the report definition file (.REP) you want to import.
3. Select the report definition file and click Open.

The Template Report appears immediately under the selected folder and on the information panel.

NOTE
All report templates are centrally stored in the database and therefore automatically available to all reporter
instances connected to the same DSM domain. Import and export of report templates are only necessary when
moving report templates between different domains.

Export All Report Templates

Using this option, you can save any report definition as a report definition file (.rep) in an arbitrary location for later usage.

To export report templates from the selected folder (not subfolders)

1. Right-click Report Templates (or any folder below it) and select Export All Report Templates.
The Browse for Folder dialog appears.

2. Browse for the folder that you want to export the report templates to and click OK.

NOTE
There are no default report templates in the Report Templates top-level folder. To export all report templates, you
must select each folder and select Export All Report Templates.

NOTE
All report templates are centrally stored in the database and therefore automatically available to all reporter
instances connected to the same DSM domain. Import and export of report templates are only necessary when
moving report templates between different domains.
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Report Template Properties

The Properties dialog includes all significant properties of a report template.

The Properties dialog is identical to the New Report Template dialog. For detailed information, see the description of the
New Report Template Properties dialog.

Report Subitems

Contents

A report usually contains a number of criteria that contribute to the report's result. The order of these report subitems
shown in the tree view is as follows:

• Query
• Fields
• Filter
• Results

Query

The Query limits the return items and defines the units selected for the report.

Right-clicking the Query item and selecting Select Query opens the Query tab on the current report’s properties dialog.
This tab is used to specify the criteria for this report.

For more information about the fields on this tab, see the previous description of the report's properties dialog.

Fields

The Fields item contains all the fields for each object in the report.

Right-clicking the Fields item and selecting Select Fields opens the Fields tab of the current report’s properties dialog,
where you specify the fields that will be shown in the report.

For more information about the fields on this tab, see the previous description of the report's properties dialog.

Filter

Filtering displays only a subset of rows from the result set.

Right-clicking the Filter item and selecting Edit default filter opens the Filter tab of the current report’s properties dialog,
where you can edit the default filter criteria for the report.

The default filter settings for the report are copied to each new result set.

NOTE
Enabling a filter will not rerun the report.

For more information about the fields on this tab, see the previous description of the report's properties dialog.

Results

Each time you run a report, a result set is created in the database. The result is viewed immediately in the on-screen auto
history.

The Results folder in the tree view holds the result sets generated from the report template. The number of result sets to
be kept is specified under Tools, Preferences, on the Global Settings tab.
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The context menu options available for a result are as follows:

• Edit filter/Filter result
Opens the Edit Filter dialog where you define the criteria used for the selection of rows to be displayed in the result set.
The structure of this dialog is identical with the Filter tab of the report’s properties dialog. If a filter is already defined for
the result, the Filter Result menu item is available to enable/disable the filter.

• Export
Exports result sets as comma separated value (.CSV) files, as HTML documents, as an XML file, or as an ODBC
database table for external use.
This dialog is identical to the Export tab of the Publishing properties dialog in the scheduling description of a report.

• Open with
Checks whether the file types created by the export modules are associated with applications registered on the
computer. For each file type, an entry is added to the Open with context menu.
The Reporter could, for example, open result sets in HTML (simple), HTML (view), and XML format.

• Print
Prepares the information contained in the selected result set to be shown in a preview. You can also define the page
setup and specify HTML-specific settings for the printout in this dialog.

• Save as
Opens the Save result as dialog, which is used for saving the result set under a separate (for example, more
informative) name at the same location. The most important reason for saving is to avoid the clean-up of auto history
results. The result is saved as a separate table in the database.

• Legend
Describes the relation among the short field names, the result table column names, and the full field names.
Select the Legend context menu to show or hide the Legend dialog (for each Result set). You can also click the
corresponding field name in the information pane to toggle the Legend dialog on or off.

• Delete
Deletes the selected result set.

NOTE
If you change a report template (created by you) between runs, the output tables may diverge considerably.

A special Results folder is also placed under each scheduled report. The Reporter distinguishes three types of results:

• Auto History
• Saved Result Sets
• Scheduled Result Sets

Reports

Contents

Reports are available within report template folders.

The corresponding report template information such as a description, the query the template is based on, the fields and
statistical information, and available actions appear on the right pane.

For template processing, right-click the template in the tree view and select any of the available context menu options:
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• Run report
• Schedule report
• Reset statistics
• Create copy
• Export SQL script to clipboard
• Export SQL script to file
• Export report definition
• Delete
• Properties

NOTE
You can execute some of these options from the Tasks section on the right pane.

BDSM--Run report

Starts creating a report immediately. The report created is shown under the report’s results set. Detailed information about
this report is displayed on the right pane.

When you run a report from an Enterprise Manager, the Enterprise Reporting Wizard is displayed.

Specify Properties for a Scheduled Report

Contents

You can specify the scheduling parameters and the availability of report data in the properties dialog of the current report
template.

To specify properties for a scheduled report

1. Navigate to the appropriate report template.
2. Right-click the report template and select the Schedule report option from the context menu.

The Properties report template dialog appears.
3. Click the following tabs and enter appropriate information:

– General
– Scheduling
– Publishing
– Job
– Additional

4. Click OK after specifying the settings.

General Tab

On the General tab you can view or modify the basic properties of the new scheduled report:

• Name and Description
Specifies the name and the description of the new scheduled report.

• Location
Shows the directory where the new scheduled report is located.

• Locked by administrator
Locks this scheduled report.

Enterprise Tab

The Enterprise tab displays the current scheduling options in read-only mode.
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Clicking Run Wizard opens the Enterprise Reporting wizard, where you specify the settings for the report.

The wizard pages let you select how to retrieve Enterprise data and which domains to include in the result.

Scheduling Tab

The Scheduling tab displays the current scheduling options in read-only mode.

Clicking Set Scheduling opens the Scheduling properties dialog, where you can modify the scheduling settings. This
dialog has two tabs:

• Scheduling
• Conditions

Scheduling Properties - Scheduling Tab

On the Scheduling tab of this dialog, you can specify the times and the frequency to run the report.

• Run report once
Runs the specified report once.

• Run report whenever conditions are met
Runs the report runs when the conditions specified on the Conditions tab are met.

• Run specific number of times
Runs the report runs as many times as specified in this field.

Scheduling Properties - Conditions Tab

You can specify various conditions for the job such as time and date restrictions.

Using this tab, you can also define a specific date or time range to run the report, or specify the days of a week to run a
report. You can combine these options to customize your report.

Publishing Tab

The Publishing tab shows properties for the post-processing of result sets. Publishing properties determine what actions
are taken after results are generated. You can export the result set using the Reporter's export modules with individual
export settings, including location and file name, and all settings available for the export format. You can save the result
in the database as a table with a user-defined name. You must determine the result sets you want to save because the
oldest result sets are automatically deleted when you create new ones.

Publishing Properties Dialog

Clicking Set Publishing opens the Publishing properties dialog for specifying the publishing properties.

This dialog has the following tabs:

• General
• Save
• Export

 

Publishing Properties - General Tab

The General tab includes general properties for result sets generated by the current scheduled report.

• Number of result sets to keep
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Contains the default number of result sets to keep for publishing.
• Enable email notification

Enables the Email Address field to email the result set when selected.
• Include Link to exported file

Includes a link in the exported result set in the mail notification when selected.
• Link Prefix

Specifies the prefix for the exported result set files.
• Include File path

Includes the file path in the name when selected.

Publishing Properties - Save Tab

Use this tab to specify the saving options for the number of auto-generated reports stated on the General tab.

NOTE
This option is for saving the result tables in the Management Database (MDB) using a specified table name,
as opposed to automatically naming result sets. This is useful if you want to use the data from an external
application, and want the reporter to keep the same data table updated.

• Save auto-generated report
Saves the report. When selected, the remaining fields are enabled, and a preceding “R” appears in the Table name
example field.

• Table Name
Specifies the name of the table where you want the report saved. The name will follow the letter “R” in the Table name
example field at the bottom.

• Overwrite existing report
Overwrites an existing report with the same name.

• Add time stamp to report name
Adds the table name with a day and time specification.

• Add auto-generated number
Numbers your reports following the table name.
Limits: Nine digits.

• Table name example
Shows the appropriate name example of the table.

Publishing Properties - Export Tab

To automatically export results generated by the scheduled report, specify the export settings on this tab.

• Select the type of export
Select the type from the drop-down list as follows:
– No export selected

Displays the default setting. If you do not want to export, accept the default by clicking OK.
– CSV File

Lets you export Reporter result sets as Comma Separated Values for external use.
– HTML File

Lets you export Reporter result sets as HTML documents for external use.
– Custom HTML View

Lets you export Reporter result sets as immediate HTML views.
– XML File

Lets you export Reporter result sets as XML documents for external use.
–  ODBC database table

Lets you export Reporter result sets to an external database.
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NOTE

To ensure that a report is correctly scheduled and exported using the ODBC export type, scheduling must be
linked to a Windows-based computer. The export to ODBC database will fail if scheduling is linked to a non
Windows-based machine. Also note that specific ODBC drivers may contain limitations and incompatibilities
that may prevent them from receiving and storing the Reporter results.

• Overwrite existing report
Overwrites an existing report with the same name.

• Add time stamp to export name
Adds a day and time specification to the table name.

• Add auto-generated number
Automatically numbers your reports following the table name.
Limits: Nine digits.

• File name example
Displays a view of the appropriate file name example.

Specify Export Options for the CSV File

You can use the CSV export module to export Reporter result sets as Comma Separated Values for external use. After
selecting the CSV File type of export, you can specify the .csv file export options.

To specify the export options for the CSV file

1. Enter the file name (extension .csv or .txt) and the location to save the file in the File name field.
2. Select the description of the header rows in the Header rows area. You can use Filed names, database names, and

data types as headers.
3. Use the settings in the CSV settings area to define how to qualify the text, and how to separate fields and rows in the

result sets.
4. Specify the sorting order of the reported items in the Sorting area.
5. Select the Enable filter check box to enable the export of filtered results.

The result set's filter definition is used for filtering the results before exporting
6. Select Auto format to toggle default formatting.

Example: If enabled, the field General Inventory, Physical memory displays its value as 128 MB because this is
the default for the item, which is also used in the Reporter GUI and the Explorer. If disabled, the value displays
as the actual unconverted value stored in the database, for example 134217728 (the value is stored in bytes, not
megabytes). The “raw” values are preferable if the export is intended for manipulation in a spreadsheet where the
rounded values with unit text added (for example, “MB”) are not suitable.

Specify Export Options for the HTML File

The HTML export module lets you export Reporter result sets as HTML documents for external use. After selecting the
HTML File type of export, you can specify the options for the HTML file you want to export. The exported HTML format
reports can be published from the Management Portal.

To specify the export options for the HTML file

1. Enter the file name and the location to save the HTML file in the File name field.
2. Select the description of the header rows in the Header rows area. You can use field names, database names, and

data types as headers.
3. Design the HTML table by specifying the following options in the HTML table properties area:

– Border
Specifies the breadth of the border, where the value 0 indicates no border around the table.

– Cell Spacing
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Specifies the amount of space between individual table data cells.
– Cell Padding

States the white space between the borders of the table cell and the actual cell data (whatever is to appear in the
cell).

4. Specify the sorting order of the reported items in the Sorting area.
5. Select the Enable filter check box to enable the export of filtered results.

The result set's filter definition is used for filtering the results before exporting.
6. Select Auto format to toggle default formatting of the values on or off.

Example: If enabled, the field General Inventory, Physical memory displays its value as 128 MB because this is
the default for the item, which is also used in the Reporter GUI and the Explorer. If disabled, the value displays
as the actual unconverted value stored in the database, for example 134217728 (the value is stored in bytes, not
megabytes). The “raw” values are preferable if the export is intended for manipulation in a spreadsheet where the
rounded values with unit text added (for example “MB”) are not suitable.

Specify Export Options for the Custom HTML View

You can define the general settings of the HTML View export module. After selecting the Custom HTML View, click the
Properties button to display the Properties for HTML View dialog. You can specify your settings in this dialog.

To specify the export options for the custom HTML view

1. Select the following tabs and specify the appropriate information:
– General

Provides the options to use filtering, auto formatting, or open the report.
– Groups

Organizes the results into groups. A group is defined when all entries have the same value for a selected field.
– Rows

Controls how the detail rows of the report appear. If rows do not appear, the report displays headers and
summaries.

– Advanced
Customizes the contents and the appearance of the HTML view.

2. Click OK after specifying the export settings.

General Tab

You can specify the general settings for the Custom HTML View to enable filtering, auto formatting, or opening the report.

• File name
Specifies the location and name the HTML file.

• Enable filter
Exports filtered results. If selected, the result set's filter definition is used for filtering the results before exporting.

• Auto format
Toggles default formatting of the values on or off.
Example: If enabled, the field General Inventory, Physical memory displays its value as 128 MB because this is
the default for the item, which is also used in the Reporter GUI and the Explorer. If disabled, the value displays
as the actual unconverted value stored in the database, for example, 134217728 (the value is stored in bytes, not
megabytes). The "raw" values are preferable if the export is intended for manipulation in a spreadsheet where the
rounded values with unit text added (for example "MB") are not suitable.

• Open when done
Displays the final results.

Groups Tab

Organizes the results into groups. A group is defined when all entries have the same value for a selected field.

• Group
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Defines a value on which to base this group.
You can define up to four groups.

• Based on
Specifies the value on which to base the selected group.

• Show as header
Specifies the value for the header in the HTML report.

• Show as column
Shows fields formatted as a column in the HTML report.

• Summary
Adds summaries according to the field specifications.

Rows Tab

Controls how the detail rows of the report appear. If rows do not appear, the report displays headers and summaries.

• Show rows
Displays the report in greater detail. You can exclude the rows for a view containing only headers and summaries.

• Use Master/Detail layout
Toggles between master layout and detail layout.

• Sorting
Specifies the sorting order of the reported items.

• Table header, Field names Style
Formats the field names as headers in the HTML report and select any of these styles: Default, Short, Multi-line, Long.

• Table header, DB names
Formats the database names as headers in the HTML report.

• Table header, Data types
Formats the data types as headers in the HTML report.

• Table style, Border Size
Specifies the breadth of the border, where the value 0 indicates no border around the table.

• Table style, Cell Spacing
Specifies the amount of space between individual table data cells.

• Table style, Cell Padding
Determines the white space between the borders of the table cell and the actual cell data.

Advanced Tab

Customizes the contents and the appearance of the HTML view.

• Line between primary groups
Completes each primary group with a bottom line.

• Field names in headings
Shows the name of the field specified on the Primary Group or Secondary Group tab.

• Primary header in secondary
Includes the primary header designation when you select secondary groups to display in the HTML report.

• Template description
Makes the report template's description part of the report header.

• Export settings description
Generates an export description (including the grouping and the sort order) part of the report header.

• Report sub-title
Adds a subtitle to the HTML report.

• Use specific style
Defines a style for your HTML report.

• Generate and use external style sheet file
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Generates an external style sheet file.

XML File - XML Settings

Choose the XML file option and select Properties to view or define the XML settings of this export method.

File name

Specifies the folder location to save the report.

• Field Names
You can choose between named field tags and generic field tags.
Select the Field Name Header box to make the field name the header in the XML report file.

• First by
Defines the start of the sorting order of the reported items.

• Then by
Defines the next row of the sorting order of the reported items.

• Enable filter
Exports filtered results. If selected, the result set’s filter definition is used for filtering the results before exporting.

• Auto format
Toggles default formatting of the values on or off.

ODBC Database Table

After selecting the ODBC Database Table type of export, click Properties to specify the options to export the result set to a
different database. The Properties dialog includes the following fields:

• Data Source Name
Specifies the name of the data source used for the connection to the data provider.

• Configure
Opens the ODBC Data Source Administrator dialog where you can manage database drivers and data sources.
For help about this dialog, see the Microsoft ODBC help under Start, Settings, Control Panel, Data Sources (ODBC),
Help.

• Keep original name
Keeps the original database name for the export.

• Custom
Specifies the customized database name.

• Overwrite existing table
Overwrites an existing database.

• User
Specifies the user name to access to the database.

• Password
Specifies the password to access to the database.

• Enable filter
Exports filtered results. If checked, the result set’s filter definition is used for filtering the results before exporting.

• Auto format
Toggles default formatting of the values on or off.

• System Fields
Include system fields, for example, Unit ID, Domain ID, or Platform, in the export. All columns in the original DB result
table appear in the exported ODBC table. When you do not include system fields, the exported table matches what you
actually see when viewing the result. The fields used by the system only are not included in the export.
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NOTE
To ensure that a report is correctly scheduled and exported using the ODBC export type, you must link the
scheduling to a Windows-based computer and have a System DSN ODBC connection; otherwise, the export
fails. Also note that specific ODBC drivers may contain limitations and incompatibilities that may prevent them
from receiving and storing the Reporter results.

Job Tab

The Job tab includes the job properties used for the definition of the jobs created by the Reporter as follows:

• Job Name
Specifies the job name. It can be modified.

• The job is currently linked to
Opens the list box and selects the engine where the job is linked. 
Default: Reporter Job not linked

• Set this engine as default for new scheduled reports
Check this box to assign the engine selected above to all new scheduled reports by default.

Additional Tab

The Additional tab shows the following read-only properties of the report template:

• Object ID
Shows the object's ID number.

• Created
Shows the Date and Time the object was created.

• Created by
Shows the user who created the object.

• Modified
Shows the latest modification date and time of the object.

• Modified by
Shows the user who modified the object last.

Reset Statistics

This option lets you delete all statistical information about a specific report template. This information is displayed in the
Statistics area of the report template's right-hand view, showing the duration, average duration, and total runs for the
report.

To reset a report template's statistics

1. Right-click the report template, and select the Reset statistics context menu option.
The Reset Statistics dialog appears.

2. Click Yes.
The statistical information is deleted.

Create Copy

Use this procedure when you want to create a new report template that is identical to an existing one.

To create a new report template identical to an existing one and then modify it

1. Right-click the report template, and select the Create Copy context menu option.
A copy with the same name is created, but with an incremental number in the same folder where the original template
is located.
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2. Right-click the newly created template, and select Properties.
The Properties for template dialog appears.

3. Customize the template to meet your needs.

Export SQL Script to Clipboard

The Reporter can generate SQL scripts for exporting purposes.

To generate a SQL script

Right-click a report template and select Export SQL script to clipboard from the context menu.

The SQL script is copied to the clipboard and can be pasted directly into MS Query Analyzer or other SQL tool.

This option is only available if all fields and options of the report template support it. Fields that require local processing
cannot be expressed in SQL, and templates containing such fields cannot be exported as SQL scripts.

Export SQL Script to File

Use this option to save the report definition as an SQL script file (.SQL) at an arbitrary location for later usage.

To export an SQL script to a file

1. Right-click on a report template.
The Save As dialog appears.

2. Enter a name for the SQL script and click OK.
The file is saved.

Export Report Definition

Use this option to save the current report definition as a report definition file (.rep) at an arbitrary location for later usage.

To export a report definition

1. Right-click on a report template and select Export, Report Definition from the pop-up menu.
The Save As dialog appears.

2. Enter a name for the Report Definition and click OK.
The file is saved.

Delete

Use this procedure to delete a report template.

NOTE
You cannot modify or delete predefined report templates that are installed with the product.

To delete a report template:

1. Right-click the report template.
The Confirm Delete dialog appears.

2. Click Yes.
The deleted report template is removed from the left pane.

Scheduled Reports
Contents
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You can schedule the engine to run reports. A scheduled report represents a shortcut to a report template, with several
scheduling properties available for configuring. Scheduled reports reside in the corresponding folder in the tree view.

More than one auto-generated report can be based on the same report template, making it possible to have the same
report generated under different circumstances and delivered in different ways.

Under the Scheduled Reports node, you can create folders to organize your scheduled reports.

There are several ways to schedule a report. The easiest way is to drag a report template to the Scheduled Reports
folder, or to a subfolder.

After dragging the report template to the Scheduled Reports folder or subfolder, the Properties dialog appears. In this
dialog, you can modify various criteria like Scheduling, Publishing, and so forth, and link the job to an engine. After that,
the result is generated according to the engine’s run interval.

Properties for Scheduled Reports

The Properties tabs for a scheduled report display on the GUI as a configuration item for the scheduled report.

This dialog contains the following tabs:

• General Tab
Provides the name and description of the scheduled report. It shows the directory where the scheduled report is
located, and an administrator can lock this scheduled report by selecting the Locked by administrator field. Locking a
scheduled report means that no one can edit it until the administrator unlocks it.

• Scheduling Tab
Defines the date and time and the conditions that must exist to create the report. The properties are a subset of the
common scheduling options used for jobs and module.

• Publishing Tab
Defines the publishing properties of the result sets after they are created. You can export the result set using the
Reporter's export modules with individual export settings, including location and file name, and all settings available for
the export format. You can save the result in the database as a table with a user defined name. You must determine
the result sets you want to save because the oldest results sets are automatically deleted when you create new ones.

• Job Tab
Displays the job name and the engine where the job is currently linked.

• Additional Tab
Shows read-only properties like the object ID, or creation and modification information of the scheduled report.

Control Panel Folder
Administrators can enable the Control Panel folder from the Tools menu, Preferences, Global Settings. This folder is not
available by default.

Administrators can use the Control Panel to configure and customize the Reporter.

The Control Panel includes the Reporting Modules item. Selecting this item in the tree view or on the right pane to display
all available reporting modules.

Reporting Modules

Reporting Modules are imported into the Reporter database, and provide a specific range of reports.

The Reporting Modules pane shows the modules provided by the Reporter. The list of modules in the individual
installations may vary depending on the products and components installed.

• Asset Properties
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Provides detected information about hardware, software, and users.
• Companies

Queries and reports on information found about company information registered in the MDB.
• External Assets

Provides reports on external assets that are not yet managed by the system.
• Unmanaged Assets

Provides reports on assets that are not yet managed by the system.
• Software Delivery Packages

Lists and details information about software packages registered at Software Delivery.
• Computers (Common Configuration)

Queries and reports on various computer configuration parameters.
• Discovered Hardware

Lists and details information about discovered hardware components.
• Discovered Users

Lists and details information about discovered users.
• OSIM Computers

Queries and reports on OSIM computer-specific information.
• Software Delivery Information

Queries and reports on Software Delivery-specific information.
• User Profiles

Queries and reports on user profile-specific information.
• RC Computers

Lists and details information about Remote Control computers.
• RC Sessions

Lists and details information about Remote Control sessions.
• RC Address Books

Lists and details information about Remote Control address books.

Data Transport Service WorldView Administration Client
Welcome to the Data Transport Service WorldView Administration Client, which lets you configure older DTS agent and
manager components, that is, those installed prior to CA ITCM.

In CA ITCM several key features affect DTS:

• The Common Object Repository (COR) has been replaced by the CA Management Database (CA MDB or MDB) in CA
ITCM

• The Transfer Object Server (TOS), Network Object Server (NOS), and Schedule Object Server are commonly
referred to as "object servers," "DTS servers," and "servers" throughout the documentation. However, in formal DSM
terminology, they are DTS managers.

• DTS agents and managers in CA ITCM are managed by configuration policies. It is not possible to configure the
runtime parameters for CA ITCM DTS agents and managers from the dialogs in the WorldView component of
CA Common Services (CCS), as this would break the policy that has been set up in the DSM Explorer. The DTS
WorldView Administration Client dialogs are provided for the configuration of DTS r1, r2, and r3 components only.

• Previous releases of DTS that are upgraded to Unicenter DSM r11.1 will not integrate with CCS. This means that any
DTS advanced network configuration set up with a previous version of CCS is not available in r11.1. If, however, a
previous release is upgraded to Unicenter DSM r11.2 or CA ITCM r12, this does not apply, that is, the existing network
configuration is available.

NOTE
For detailed information about all upgrades, see the "Upgrading and Migration Considerations" chapter in the
Implementation Guide.
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NOTE
The term Windows refers to the Microsoft Windows operating system, including Windows XP, Windows Vista,
Windows 7, Windows Server 2003, and Windows Server 2008. Unless designated, Windows refers to any
supported Microsoft Windows operating system.

DTS Configuration Policies
A configuration policy is a set of parameters that determines how a particular component behaves. It is a tool that
automates routine maintenance and security tasks, and makes possible centrally managed configurations of managers,
agents, and servers. Configuration policies in CA Client Automation can be viewed and modified from the Control Panel,
Configuration, Configuration Policy, Default Computer Policy, DSM node in the DSM Explorer tree.

Configuration policy settings for the DTS components are located in the Data Transport Service (DTS) policy group
under the Default Computer Policy, DSM node and appear in the Data Transport Service (DTS) pane. These settings are
propagated to the various Notebook pages and dialogs in the DTS WorldView Administration Client, which is accessible
from the WorldView component of CA Common Services (CCS).

NOTE
For more information about working with configuration policies, see the Configuration Policy section of the DSM
Explorer Help.

How to Configure Agent Properties
You can configure an older DTS r1, r2, or r3 agent component using the Agent Properties dialog.

WARNING
DTS agents and managers in CA Client Automation are managed by configuration policies. It is not possible to
configure the runtime parameters for CA Desktop and Server Management r11 or CA Client Automation r12 DTS
agents and managers from the dialogs in the WorldView component of CA Common Services, as this would
break the policy that has been set up in the DSM Explorer. The DTS WorldView Administration Client dialogs are
provided for the configuration of DTS r1, r2, and r3 components only.

The basic steps for configuring an older DTS agent component are as follows:

View General Agent Parameters
When you select an agent through the WorldView Business view, its general initialization parameter settings are displayed
on the General tab.

To verify the general parameter settings for a specified DTS agent

1. View the information in the following fields:
– Agent Version

Identifies the version of the DTS agent running on the selected computer.
– Browser Version

Identifies the version of the browser running on the selected computer. This field is blank if the DTS agent has failed
to connect to the browser or failed to obtain the version of the browser.

– Address
Specifies the network or Internet address of the agent installed on this computer. DTS retrieves this address from
either the MDB or the Network Object Repository (NOR).

– OS
Specifies the operating system of this computer.

– UUID
Identifies the unique identifier (UUID) for this computer.
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NOTE
All of the fields on this tab page are read-only.

2. Go to the Files tab page.

Specify Parameter Settings for Files
Use the Files tab to view and specify directory parameter settings for files used by a selected agent.

To specify the location of files used by the agent and other file options

1. Enter the path of the index file, which provides checkpoint restart information for situations where data transmissions
are halted before the transfer completes.
The index file keeps a record of in-progress, failed, and suspended transfers. Once a transfer is complete, its record is
removed from the index file.
By default, the DTS agent assumes that the index file is located on the drive from which the DTS install.exe was run. 
Default: The Windows default is C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\dts\dta\status. 
The UNIX default is /opt/CA/DSM/dts/dta/status.

2. Enter the path of the directory where status files are stored. 
Each transfer process creates a status file that contains specific details about the transfer with which it is associated
-- such as input file, output file and the number of parcels sent. The index file uses these status files if a checkpoint
restart becomes necessary. 
Default: The Windows default is C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\dts\dta\status.
The UNIX default is /opt/CA/DSM/dts/dta/status.

3. Enter the path of the directory where staging files are stored. 
Staging files are temporary copies of the data being transferred. Once the data transfer is complete, these temporary
staging files are discarded. 
Default: The Windows default is C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\dts\dta\staging. 
The UNIX default is /opt/CA/DSM/dts/dta/staging.

4. From the Staging Area Quota drop-down list, select the maximum size in megabytes (MB) of the staging directory
on the selected DTS agent computer. Valid values are as follows: 100, 500, 1000, and 10000. You can also enter a
custom value.
The Staging Area Quota and Quota Check Interval settings work together to clean the oldest inactive staging file when
the size of the staging area reaches the quota limit. These settings are independent of the amount of time the staging
files are inactive.
The staging directory stores the staging files of transfers that are in progress or that fail or abort. DTS checks the size
of the staging directory at regular intervals according to the Quota Check Interval parameter setting (see the following
description). At the time of the check, if the size of the staging directory is greater than the Staging Area Quota setting,
DTS deletes the oldest inactive staging file. DTS continues to delete the next oldest staging files, until the size of the
staging directory is less than the Staging Area Quota setting.
Limits: 1 - 2147483646 MB
Default: 500

5. From the Quota Check Interval drop-down list, select the interval in minutes when DTS checks the size of the staging
directory. Valid values are as follows: 0 (DTS never checks the size of the staging directory), 30, 60, 120, 240, and
360. You can also enter a custom value.
Limits: 0 - 525600 minutes
Default: 360

6. From the Staging File Lifetime drop-down list, select the number of hours that a failed or aborted transfer must be
inactive before its staging files are cleaned (deleted). Valid values are as follows: 0 (DTS never deletes the staging
files of failed or aborted transfers), 24, 72, 120, 168, and 240. You can also enter a custom value.
DTS automatically deletes the staging files of successful transfers. However, DTS does not automatically delete the
staging files of failed or aborted transfers. Instead, DTS uses the Staging File Lifetime setting to determine whether
and when to delete the staging files of such transfers. 
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The staging files of failed or aborted transfers are cleaned after the specified number of hours has passed since the
transfer was activated.
This setting is independent of the size of the staging area.
Limits: 0 - 10000 hours. 
Default: 168

7. Click Apply.
8. Go to the Auditing tab page.

Control Auditing Messages Tab (Agent)
Use the Auditing tab to specify that auditing messages be issued by the DTS agent component when the events that
trigger the messages occur.

DTS agent audit messages are written to the dtsaudit.log and dtsaudit.old files on the agent computer. The
AUDIT_START and AUDIT_END tokens define the text used when the auditing is started or terminated. The .log file is the
currently active audit file and the .old file is the previous .log file.

The DTA_* messages are written to the log files whenever a transfer is started, suspended, resumed, completed, aborted,
or failed. In addition to the standard time and date macros, several macros are available to use in audit tokens for
transfers.

You can configure the location and maximum size of the .log file on the agent computer by setting the File Length and File
Location parameters. You can also retrieve the log file for viewing.

NOTE
In CA Client Automation, communications, auditing, tracing, event management, compression, encryption, and
so on, are handled by common components within the Common Application Framework (CAF). For an overview,
see the Implementation Guide.

To control auditing messages for an older agent

1. Set the auditing mode for the agent. To enable auditing, select the Auditing Enabled option; to disable auditing, clear
this check box. 
If auditing is enabled, the DTS agent issues auditing messages when the events that trigger the messages occur. If
auditing is disabled, the DTS agent does not issue auditing messages. If you disable auditing, the auditing messages
(whether customized or not) are ignored but are not deleted. You can enable them again, when needed.

2. In the File Length field, specify the maximum tracing file length in bytes for each log. Valid values are as follows:
10000, 1000000, 1024000, and 10000000 bytes.
When the maximum length is reached for a particular log, the log file is saved to the extension .old and a new log file is
created. Only one .old file is maintained per agent auditing process; this file is overwritten and updated with the newest
log backup each time the maximum file length is reached. 
Default: 1024000

3. In the File Location field, enter the path name of this agent's auditing trace log file.
4. Select an audit token from the Audit Token column in the list view and enter the macro and free text in the Audit Value

column. (See Steps 5 and 6.)
The following list of audit tokens represents the events for which you can customize the messages for the DTS agent.
The audit value is the macro and free text, if any, that you specify for each of these events.
DTA_ABORT=${DT} ${TT} Transfer from ${XF} to ${XT} aborted.

DTA_COMPLETE=${DT} ${TT} Transfer from ${XF} to ${XT} completed.

DTA_FAIL=${DT} ${TT} Transfer from ${XF} to ${XT} failed; error message=${XX}.

DTA_START=${DT} ${TT} Transfer from ${XF} to ${XT} started.

DTA_SUSPEND=${DT} ${TT} Transfer from ${XF} to ${XT} suspended.

DTA_RESUME=${DT} ${TT} Transfer from ${XF} to ${XT} resumed.

AUDIT_START=${DT} ${TT} Audit file started.

AUDIT_END=${DT} ${TT} Audit file stopped.
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The first group of audit tokens (DTA_ABORT ... DTA_RESUME) are issued when a transfer that specifies this agent as
the initiator or responder aborts, completes, fails, starts, is suspended, or is resumed after having been suspended.
These messages supply transfer-specific information to the initiating DTS agent. They are useful, because transfer-
related messages from the TOS are not displayed on the agent computer unless the TOS and agent reside on the
same computer.
The last two audit tokens in this list (AUDIT_START and AUDIT_END) are issued when auditing is turned on or off.
The ${DT} and ${TT} macros, used in each of the preceding audit messages, are the short forms of ${DateStandard}
and ${TimeStandard}, respectively. These macros display the date and time in the standard C library format for this
DTS agent computer. 
The agent audit tokens are defined in the Audit section of the DTS configuration file.

5. (Optional) Click Update to invoke the Update Token dialog, which lets you customize the value of the selected audit
token (any of those in the preceding list).

6. (Optional) Click Macros to invoke the Macros dialog, which lets you do the following:
– View and customize the month and day values for the global macro modifier.
– Check, change, or create a value for the expansion macros that you can use in your customized messages.

Expansion macros are a special class of macros that you define. (For DTS, a macro is a set of characters that
represents one or more variables or actions.)

7. Click Apply.
8. (Optional) Select an audit file to retrieve. Valid options are Current and Old. The default is Current.
9. Click Retrieve.

The log appears in a separate window for viewing. Afterwards, click the Close (X) button and you are returned to the
Auditing tab.

10. Go to the Notifications tab page.

Update Audit Tokens

Use the Update Token dialog to assign values to the selected audit token. When customizing audit values for messages,
you can specify free text and one or more macros. Some macros apply to all DTS components, while other macros apply
only to the servers, only to a specific server (such as the TOS), or only to the DTS agent.

To update audit tokens

1. Select a token from the list of available tokens.
The Value field displays the default macro value for the selected DTS agent, TOS, NOS, or SOS token.

2. (Optional) Modify the value of the selected token to meet your needs. Before doing so, however, ensure that you have
read and considered the considerations noted here for the specific auditing dialog tab page you are viewing.
The predefined value for server-related messages follows:
${EH},${EM}

– ${EH}
Specifies the short name for ${EventHeader}; defines the heading of the default message for this event. Typically,
this is the full number of the default message, for example, CADTS_1200_I.

– ${EM}
Specifies the short name for ${EventMessage}. Typically, this is the full text of the default message, for example,
Server has started.

NOTE
When you customize server-related messages, it is strongly recommended, but not required, that you
retain the ${EH} and ${EM} tokens. By doing so, you retain very important information and can easily
locate the message in the DTS section of the Messages Help, which contains possible reasons and
corrective actions (if applicable) for the event. When you retain these tokens, your customization adds
site-specific or company-specific value to the message, but does not remove any value.

The predefined audit value for the transfer-related audit tokens (DTA_ABORT ... DTA_RESUME) includes the
following:
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– (Free text)
Specifies the brief free text ("Transfer from...to...event") that describes what happened to the transfer, for example,
that it was started, aborted, or failed.

– {XF}
Specifies the short form for {TransferFrom}; identifies the sending computer in the transfer.

– {XT}
Specifies the short form for {TransferTo}; identifies the receiving computer in the transfer.

– {XX}
Specifies the short form for {TransferExit}; indicates the reason the transfer failed. This macro displays the default
message number and text for the error.
Example: The DTA_FAIL message includes the following additional phrase:
...error message=${XX}

The predefined audit value for the AUDIT_START and AUDIT_END audit tokens includes the following:
– (Free text)

Specifies the brief free text that describes the event ("Audit file started [or stopped]...at...").
– ${DT}

Specifies the short form for ${DateStandard}; displays the date in the standard C library format for the DTS agent
computer.

– ${TT} 
Specifies the short form for ${TimeStandard}; displays the time in the standard C library format for the DTS agent
computer.

NOTE
When you customize the auditing and transfer-related messages, we recommend that you retain the
predefined text and macros. The exception is the format you choose for the date and time. By doing so,
you retain important information and can easily locate the message in the DTS section of the Messages
Help, which contains possible reasons and corrective actions (if applicable) for the event. When you retain
these tokens, your customization adds site-specific or company-specific value to the message but does
not remove any value.

3. Click OK to save your updated audit token.
You are returned to the appropriate tab page.

Define Macros

Use the Macros dialog to customize the month and day values for the global macro modifier, or to customize the format
of an expansion macro. Macro definitions and the global month/day values are shared by all components on the same
computer. After you define an expansion macro, you can use it in an auditing message of any other component on the
same computer.

NOTE
Expansion macros must be customized individually for each Data Transport Service component.

To customize the global macro modifier or define expansion macros

1. Select a macro token from the list of available expansion macros. Valid values are as follows:
– ${DateFormat0} - ${DateFormat9}

Define the format used to output the date.
– ${TimeFormat0} - ${TimeFormat9}

Define the format used to output the time.
– ${UserDefined0} - ${UserDefined9}

Define customized macros that you can define and include in DTS audit tokens. Use these macros to generate
templates for frequently used macros and messages.

2. Click Update to invoke the Update Token dialog.
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3. Edit the value of the selected macro.
4. Click OK to save your customized macro.

You are returned to the appropriate tab page.

Set Notification Parameters
NOTE
This section applies to Data Transport Service r1.1, Service Pack 1, and later releases.

Use the Notifications tab to set notification parameters for DTS agents. All DTS agents and managers are configured by
default to notify (that is, send a notification message to) the TOS when they are started or when their address is changed.
Address changes are most common with roaming agents (such as laptop computers) or agents that use a DHCP address.

Notification enables all agents, especially those that are connected to the network infrequently or for small periods of
time (or both), to check for outstanding transfers as soon as they connect to a TOS. DTS agents that use notification are
called notification agents.

The DTS agent connects to the TOS when the agent starts up and when the agent's IP address changes. When the agent
connects to the TOS, the TOS searches for and activates any outstanding transfers for that agent. You can specify two or
more TOS on which the agent should search for and activate outstanding transfers.

To specify a TOS on which the agent should search for outstanding transfers

1. In the Address field, enter the address of the desired TOS.
2. In the Listen Port field, specify the listening port of the TOS.

The listening port is the port for that address on which the DTS agent listens for incoming messages from the TOS.
3. Click Add.

The address and listening port of the specified TOS is added to the Manager Address list view at the top of the tab
page. This list view displays the address and listening port of each TOS on which the agent should search for and
activate outstanding transfers when the agent starts up and when the agent's IP address changes.
Example:
192.168.9.12|8198

This example specifies the address; the slash is a separator character; and 8198 specifies the port.
4. Repeat Steps 1 - 3 to attach more TOS to the agent's notification list.
5. (Optional) To remove a TOS from the Manager Address list view, select it and click Remove.

The list view is updated accordingly.
6. Click Apply.
7. Go to the Protocols tab page.

DTS Notification Process

By default the DTS notification process automatically notifies the TOS after a startup or address change, according to the
setting established by the client CA solution used to install DTS. You can configure each manager or agent to notify both
servers, including multiple TOS. If a manager or agent is configured to notify only one server, the notified server relays
any relevant notification messages to the other server.

For example, if an agent is configured to notify only its TOS, that TOS relays all notification messages it receives from
the agent to the NOS, so that the NOS can check the MDB and Network Object Repository and add the agent to them, if
necessary.

Similarly, if the default configuration is changed and an agent is reset to notify only the NOS, the NOS relays all
notification messages it receives from the agent to all its currently connected TOS. The TOS then checks to see whether
any outstanding data transfers are queued for the agent; if there are, the outstanding transfers are activated.

The notification parameters are associated with the TOS parameter named Waiting Transfer Check Frequency.
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Self Discovery

The Self Discovery option enables self discovery, the process by which the NOS adds agents to the MDB and Network
Object Repository automatically as soon as they notify.

Interrupted Transfers

Indicates what happens when a transfer is interrupted before completion due to network or communications failure.
If one of the computers in a transfer is a notification agent and the transfer is interrupted, the transfer state becomes
"interrupted," and the transfer restarts when the notification agent is connected again. If neither of the computers
performing the transfer are notification agents, an interrupted transfer goes to the failed state and does not restart
automatically. If the transfer is configured to use checkpoint restart, the transfer automatically restarts from the last
successfully transferred parcel.

Assuming that notification agents are used, a transfer becomes interrupted when one of the following occurs:

• The TOS fails to connect to the initiating agent.
• The initiating agent fails to connect to the responding agent.
• During the transfer, the communications link between the initiator and the responder fails due to network error.

If the transfer fails due to errors other than problems with communications, the transfer is put into one of the following
failed states:

• Failure during read/write filtering
• Invalid security credentials provided
• Disk quota exceeded

Restrictions

Notification is not supported by the SNA protocol; therefore, agents that use only SNA cannot be notification agents.

For notification to work properly, the requirements in the following section must be met.

Requirements

Requires the address of at least one TOS or NOS for each DTS agent in the Manager Addresses field of the Notifications
tab of the Agent Properties dialog. Typically, this requirement is met automatically when you install the client CA solution
that includes DTS. The installation program of that solution either prompts you for the required address or enters it
automatically. After installation, you can optionally modify this address or add additional addresses.

Specify Protocol Parameters
NOTE
This section applies to Data Transport Service r2.0 and higher only.

Use the Protocols tab in the Agent Properties dialog to specify the agent's protocol parameters.

By default, DTS supports a wide range of protocols. However, if your network only supports one protocol (such as TCP),
or if all our transfers use the same protocol, it is a waste of resources to have all supported protocols start automatically
whenever the DTS agent initializes. When a slave DTS agent is spawned to perform a transfer, it loads only the protocol
library required to transfer the data.

If no protocols are selected, the DTS agent does not perform any transfers. However, if you select only one protocol and
clear the others, only the selected protocol is loaded when a slave DTS agent is spawned. As a result, the efficiency of the
transfer improves.

The protocols are stored as shared libraries, further improving the efficiency of transfers.

The information you specify on the Protocols tab is stored in the DTS configuration file. This file informs the DTS agent
about which protocols to load and which shared library or libraries to call.
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Lastly, DTS supports the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP). HTTP is the most common protocol for transferring data
from World Wide Web servers to browsers. To enable HTTP transfers for this DTS agent computer, make sure the HTTP
protocol and its shared library are selected. You can create, maintain, and perform transfers to receive data from an HTTP
server or its proxy server, even if the server does not have a DTS agent installed. DTS thus supports downloading files
from the Internet.

To specify protocol parameters

1. For the agent installed on this computer, select and deselect protocols in the Agent Protocols list by toggling the check
box beside each protocol. Toggling turns support for that protocol on or off.

NOTE
In both the Agent and Browser Protocols fields, you can make your own selections to replace the protocols
that DTS selected by default at installation time. You can also select external protocols (protocols that are
installed on the selected computer but are not supplied by DTS). You can also write protocol libraries for
currently unsupported protocols. These capabilities apply to both DTS agents and the browsers.

The following are protocols supplied by DTS, with the default name for the protocol's shared library:

Protocol Shared Library Special Notes

MCAST dtsmcast Warning! Important! DTS supports
IPv4 broadcast and IPv4/IPv6 multicast
addressing. The BCAST point-to-
many protocol is only for use with IPv4
addresses. If you want to perform a
broadcast-type transfer over an IPv6
network, use the MCAST protocol with
the relevant IPv6 multicast address.  

HTTP dtshttp  

BCAST dtsbcast  

CPIC dtscpic Note:  To use CPIC for the selected
agent computer, select the CPIC option
in both the Agent and the Browser
Protocols fields, and modify the required
parameters in the DTS configuration file.

PPP dtsppp Note:  DTS does not support the latest
version of PPP communication protocol,
PPPv6.

SPX dtsspx  

TCP dtstcp  

UDP dtstcp  

All protocols except CPIC are selected by default.
DTS automatically supplies the extension for the shared library on each platform. For example, on Windows platforms,
the extension for the shared library is .dll. On Solaris, the extension is .so, and on HPUX, .sl.

NOTE
These specifications apply only to the currently selected DTS agent or browser.

2. For the browser installed on this computer, select and deselect protocols in the Browser Protocols list by toggling the
check box beside each protocol.
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NOTE

We recommend that you use the same protocol settings for both the DTS agent and the browser on the
same computer.

3. (Optional) To modify the name of the shared library for a protocol, highlight the protocol and click the Update button, or
double-click the protocol.

• Example: To update a shared library to use an external protocol instead of the protocol supplied by DTS at installation
time, replace the default shared library with the new shared library. For example, if you have written your own TCP
library named mytcp.dll, update the default name of the TCP shared library to mytcp.dll.

• The Update Token dialog appears.
• Specify the new library name in the Value field of the Update Token dialog. 

For our example, select the TCP Protocol entry, click the Update button, and enter mytcp.dll in the Value field.
• Click OK.

You are returned to the Protocols tab page. 
Perform Steps 3 - 6 in both the Agent and the Browser Protocols fields.

• (Optional) In the Address field, specify the HTTP proxy server address to be used when DTS users perform HTTP
transfers (Internet downloads). Valid values are any computers in your enterprise set up to act as a proxy server.

• (Optional) In the Port field, specify the proxy server port, for example, 80.
• (Optional) To specify that the HTTP server host be contacted directly instead of using a proxy server for some

addresses, enter these addresses in the Do not use a proxy server for addresses beginning with field. 
Enter one or more host names separated by semicolons. Use the following format:
host1;host2;host3...

The host names can include wild cards. For example:
*.cai.com;*ca.com;

• Click Apply.
• Go to the Advanced tab page.

Example: Using One Protocol to Load Another Protocol

All of the protocols, except for PPP, require one protocol library.

Because PPP operates over TCP, the PPP library opens a connection (using a modem), and sends or receives data using
TCP.

Rather than reproducing much of the TCP library within PPP, DTS uses PPP to load TCP. The default syntax to load PPP
is entered at installation time in the Library column of the Agent and Browser Protocols fields:

PPP=<dtsppp.dll:dtstcp.dll>

Consequently, when the dtsppp.dll library is loaded, it loads the dtstcp.dll library.

The syntax for any library that is required to load another library follows the same format as shown in the syntax that
follows.

lp=<lp_shared_library:cp_shared_library>

lp

Specifies the name of loading protocol from the Protocol column of the Agent Protocols or Browser Protocols field.

• lp_shared_library
Specifies the name of the shared library of the loading protocol from the Library column of the Agent Protocols or
Browser Protocols field.

• cp_shared_library
Specifies the name of the shared library of the called protocol from the Library column of the Agent Protocols or
Browser Protocols field.
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Specify Advanced Parameters
Use the Advanced tab to verify or change the advanced parameter settings for a specified DTS agent.

To specify advanced settings for the older DTS agent

1. From the CAM Timeout drop-down list, select the maximum amount of time, in seconds, spent waiting for a message
to arrive from the CA Message Queuing (CAM) server. Valid values are as follows: 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 seconds.
Default: 1

2. Specify the number of concurrent (simultaneous) DTS agent slave processes that can be spawned to handle data
transfers. Valid values are as follows: 10, 100, and 1000. You can also specify a custom value.
You can set the value of the Concurrency field higher to increase the maximum data throughput for data transfers
across your network, or set it lower to decrease the maximum data throughput. The optimal level varies for each
computer, depending on the overall resources and load.
Try to determine the best value for your system. A value that is too high or too low may contribute to system overload
on individual computers or data traffic jams or bottlenecks on the network.
Limits: 1 or higher
Default: 10

NOTE
If desired, you can set the MaxConcurrencyLimit parameter in the DTS configuration file to establish
the highest value to which the Concurrency parameter can be set. For example, if you set the
MaxConcurrencyLimit to 10, the highest value that can be set for the concurrency is 10. Similarly, if you
set the MaxConcurrencyLimit to 20, the highest value that can be set for the concurrency is 20. You must
manually edit the configuration file to set its value.

3. From the Heartbeat Interval drop-down list, select the interval in seconds between slave process status messages
sent to the master process at regular intervals to signal that they are functioning correctly. These messages are known
as heartbeats. Thus, the heartbeat Interval value specifies the regularity of heartbeats from a slave to a master.
For the master, this value specifies how often to expect heartbeat status messages from slaves. For slaves, it specifies
how often to send heartbeat status messages.
Valid values are as follows: 60, 300, 1800, and 3600 seconds. You can also specify a custom value.
Limits: 1 - 9999 seconds
Default: 60 seconds (or one minute)

4. In the Heartbeat Timeout field, specify the number of seconds for a master process to wait for a heartbeat status
message from a slave process before the master process discards the slave process and assumes failure.
Valid values are as follows: 60, 300, 1800, and 3600. You can also specify a custom value.
Limits: 1 - 9999 seconds

NOTE
Default: 300 seconds (or five minutes)

5. Specify whether the Discreet Mode option is enabled for the DTS agent on the selected computer. Valid options are as
follows:
– Enabled

Sends and receives transfers in the background, using minimal bandwidth, when the sending and receiving
computers are not heavily loaded. Based on the load, the DTS agent determines when to send the transfer
and calculates the optimal transfer rate, so that the discreet transfer has a minimal impact on the computer's
performance and the user's productivity.
The discreet mode settings for the DTS agents in the transfer work with the transfer priority settings of the
transfer to determine which mode (normal or discreet) is used for sending the transfer and which mode is used for
receiving the transfer. The transfer priority settings are the -ypriority and -Ypriority operands of the dtacli and dtscli
commands.
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NOTE
In CA Client Automation, dtacli is superseded by dtscli. Although dtacli is still provided, we recommend
that you migrate to dtscli.

– Disabled
Specifies that the Discreet Mode option be disabled and that the agent perform the transfer as quickly as possible
in normal mode.
Default: Disabled

6. Click Apply. Go to the Security tab page.

Apply Security Parameters
Use the Security tab to apply security parameters to both the DTS agent and the browser installed on this computer.

To specify and apply security parameters

1. Select one of the following security modes. Responses to security violations are dependent on the current security
mode. Valid options are:
– quiet

Disables security checking. No action taken.
– warn

Enables security checking. If an invalid request is detected, the operation is permitted to continue. However, the
violation is recorded to the log file to indicate the occurrence.

– fail
Enables security checking. If an invalid request is encountered, the operation immediately aborts. When fail mode
is enabled, users are required to enter a valid user name and password before they are able to display or set the
runtime parameters for any of the DTS computers.

Default: fail
2. Specify whether trusted security is enabled for this DTS agent. Select Enabled to enable trusted security, or select

Disabled to disable trusted security.
Trusted security applies only to DTS trusted security domains. In a trusted security domain, a DTS administrator
defines trusted users and the DTS agents to which they have trusted access. Trusted access means that these users
can successfully activate transfers without specifying a user name and password for the DTS agents in the transfer,
even if the agents have their security mode set to fail. Trusted security is a transfer property set individually for the
TOS and each DTS agent. When the TOS receives a transfer request, the TOS checks its own trusted security setting.
If this setting is Disabled, the TOS uses normal security: it permits or rejects any transfer request it receives based
on its (the TOS) security mode setting and the logon details entered by the user.However, if the trusted security
parameter is set to Enabled and if the user is a trusted user, the TOS begins to process the transfer as a trusted
transfer. The TOS checks the Trusted Security parameter setting of each DTS agent to determine whether to continue
processing the transfer as a trusted transfer. The transfer can complete as a trusted transfer only if the trusted
security parameter is set to Enabled for each DTS agent involved in the transfer. Other requirements must also be
met. Default: Enabled

3. Specify the share mode for this DTS agent computer. Select one of the following options:
– All drives and Data Transport shares

Specifies that DTS shares and the literal path names of all local drives are accessible to users on other DTS
agent computers. These users can perform transfers involving both the DTS shares and literal path names on this
computer.
When you select this option, remote users of the dtacli or dtscli command who browse this agent computer can
view and perform transfers involving this computer's entire contents, that is, all of its drives, directories, files, and its
DTS shares. This is the default setting.

– Data Transport shares only
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Specifies that users on other DTS agent computers can access only the DTS shares only on this computer. These
users can perform transfers involving only the DTS shares on this computer. Therefore, they cannot perform any
transfers that specify a literal path name on this computer as the input or output path.
When you select this option, remote users of the dtacli or dtscli command who browse this agent computer can
view and perform transfers involving only the shares defined in the computer's Published Shares field.

WARNING
Restricting the access of this computer's clients to only the DTS shares on this computer may prevent
CA solutions that were originally designed to work with DTS 1.1 or earlier from working properly. For
instructions on using such applications and the Shares-only setting together, see your solution-specific
documentation or the CA Technical Support web site.

4. Click the Add button to invoke the Add Share dialog and add a new share and its literal path to the Published Shares
list view.

5. (Optional) Select a share in the Share Name or Share Path column of the Published Shares list view, and then click
Update to invoke the Update Share dialog to update the share path.
(Alternatively, double-click the selected row.)

6. (Optional) Select a published share and click Delete to remove it from the Published Shares list.
7. Click Apply.
8. Go to the Diagnostics tab page.

DTS Shares

DTS shares are similar to Windows operating system shares. However, DTS shares apply only to DTS or another CA
solution that works with DTS. DTS shares enable remote users on other DTS agent computers to specify a DTS share
(instead of a literal path name) on this computer as the input and output paths in their transfers.

The share names and share paths defined for a selected DTS agent are displayed on the Shares tab in the Published
Shares group box. The following table shows an example:

Share Name Share Path
stat_rpt d:\accounting_reports\status
recv_rpt d:\accounting_reports\receivables
payb_rpt d:\accounting_reports\payables

Requirements

A DTS agent must meet the following requirements to use DTS shares:

• Data Transport Service r2 or r3 or CA Client Automation must be installed locally.
• The DTS Browser (formerly called the Data Object Agent) must be installed locally.
• Each DTS agent involved in the transfers must be a Windows or UNIX computer. DTS shares apply only to these

platforms.
• You can create DTS shares only for computers to which you have administrative access rights. This requirement

applies to both your local computer and any remote computer in your DTS network.
• The maximum number of shares that you can define for a single computer is 80.

Creating and Maintaining Shares

To create a DTS share, click the Add button. Enter the share name in the Share Name field and enter the literal path name
of the share in the Share Path field of the Add Share dialog.

As a result, users who initiate transfers involving this DTS agent can perform transfers that specify DTS share names
(instead of literal path names) as input and output paths. (Remember that DTS shares are not the same as operating
system shares.)
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For each share that a DTS administrator creates for a DTS agent, a Share Name and Share Path entry is automatically
created in the [DOBA] section of the agent's configuration file.

Data Transport Explorer, Dtacli, and Dtscli Notes

Users of the dtacli or dtscli command can execute transfers involving the paths they can view while browsing the local
or remote computer. Conversely, these users cannot execute transfers involving drives, directories, or files that are
not visible while browsing the local or remote computer. The ability of a user to view the contents of local and remote
computers while browsing is determined by the setting of the Shares Only option, as follows:

• When you browse a remote DTS agent computer whose Shares Only option is checked, you can view and perform
transfers involving only the DTS shares defined in the Published Shares box of the remote computer.

• When you browse a remote DTS agent computer whose Shares Only option is not checked, you can view and perform
transfers involving the entire contents of the remote computer, including both DTS shares and literal paths.

• When you browse the local DTS agent computer, you can view the entire contents of the computer, including both DTS
shares and literal paths, and use them in transfers.

NOTE
In CA Client Automation, dtacli is superseded by dtscli. Although dtacli is still provided, we recommend that you
migrate to dtscli.

Add or Update DTS Shares

Use the Add Share dialog to add a new DTS share or the Update Share dialog to update an existing share.

To add or update a DTS share

1. In the Name field, enter the name for the new share or the name of the share to be updated. 
The name must be at least one character. Valid characters include all characters valid for file names on the operating
system of this computer. For new shares, there is no default value for the share name.

NOTE
To change a share name but not the share path, you must first delete the share. Then create a new share,
using the new share name and the previous share path.

2. In the Path field, enter the new path name or update the share path only of an existing share.
You can enter a drive (such as e:\) or a directory path (such as e:\dtshare\acctspay). Specify shares for drives and
directories only, not for individual files or groups of files. There is no default value for the share path.

NOTE
Any share path that you view, add, or update must be a literal path. The literal path that you specify may be
based on any local drive of this DTS agent computer.

3. Click OK.
The new share is added or the existing share is updated, respectively, and you are returned to the appropriate tab
page.

Set Log File Settings and View Diagnostic Information (Manager or Agent)
On a DTS server, you can view the current log and the old log for the servers installed on this computer.

On a DTS agent computer, you can view the current log and the old log for the DTS agent master and slave processes
and also for the browser process.

NOTE
In CA Client Automation, communications, auditing, tracing, event management, compression, encryption, and
so on, are handled by common components within the Common Application Framework (CAF). For an overview,
see the Implementation Guide.
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To set log file settings for either the older agent or manager component

1. From the Level drop-down list, select the level of log and trace information to be recorded to the log file. Valid values
are as follows: 
0 (No logging)
1 (Minimum logging)
2 (Medium logging)
3 (Maximum logging)
Default: 1

2. From the File Length drop-down list, select the maximum log file length in bytes for each log. Valid values are as
follows: 4096, 16384, 512000, 1024000, and 16384000 bytes. You can also specify a custom value.
When the maximum length is reached for a particular log, the log file is saved to the extension .old and a new log file
is created. Only one .old file is maintained for each process; this file is overwritten and updated with the newest log
backup each time it reaches the maximum file length.
Limits: 4096 bytes or higher, up to an unlimited number of bytes
Default: 1024000 bytes (1 MB)

3. In the File Location field, enter the directory into which the trace file is to be written. 
Default: The Windows default is C:\Program Files\CA\SC\DTS\logs.
The UNIX default is /opt/CA/SC/dts/logs.

4. Click Apply.
5. (Optional) From the first File drop-down list in the Log File Retrieval section, select one of the following log options:

Master
Specifies that the log file is for a master DTS agent process.
Slave
Specifies that the log file is for a slave DTS agent process.
Browser
Specifies that the log file is for a browser process.

NOTE
For DTS servers, Master is the default option and the Slave Number field is disabled.

The DTS agent responds to requests from the TOS to create and execute transfers. The master DTS agent delegates
these requests to one or more slave DTS agent processes. Master and slave log files are named as follows:
– Master responder (tngdta.log on responder computer)
– Master initiator (tngdta.log on initiator computer)
– Slave responder log files tngdta0.log through tngdtann.log on responder computer. (See the following Note.)
– Slave initiator log files tngdta0.log through tngdtann.log on initiator computer. (See the following Note.)

NOTE
There are nn possible slave log files. The number of slave log files is set by the value of the agent's
concurrency parameter. Thus, if the concurrency value is 10, tngdta0 through tngdta9 are valid slave logs. If
the concurrency value is 20, tngdta0 through tngdta19 are valid slave logs.

6. (Optional) From the second File drop-down list, select the status of the log file to be viewed. Valid options are Current
and Old.
A log file is renamed as filename.old when the file reaches the maximum size specified by the Log File Length
parameter. A new log file (the Current log) is then started.

7. (Optional) To view the desired log file, click the Retrieve button.
To view the log for a slave agent, select the ID of the slave from the Slave Number drop-down list and click Retrieve.
The specified log file appears in a separate window.

8. (Optional) Click Close (X) to close the log file and return to the tab page.
9. Click OK.

The DTS agent or manager component is configured appropriately.
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How to Configure Manager Properties
You can configure an older DTS r1, r2, or r3 manager component using the Manager Properties dialog.

WARNING
Configuration policies manage DTS agents and managers in CA Client Automation. Configuring the runtime
parameters for CA Desktop and Server Management r11 or CA Client Automation r12 DTS agents and
managers from the dialogs in the WorldView component of CA Common Services is not possible, as
this configuration would break the policy that has been set up in the DSM Explorer. The DTS WorldView
Administration Client dialogs are provided for the configuration of DTS r1, r2, and r3 components only.

The basic steps for configuring an older DTS manager component are as follows:

View General Server Parameters
The General tab contains the parameter settings that are common to all DTS servers: NOS, TOS, and SOS.

To verify the general parameter settings for a specified DTS server

1. View the information in the following fields:
– Name

This parameter specifies the name of the label in the MDB for the agent installed on this server computer.
– Version

This parameter identifies the version of the DTS manager (NOS, TOS, or SOS) running on the selected computer.
– Address

This parameter specifies the network or Internet address of the agent and server installed on this computer. DTS
retrieves this address is retrieved from either the MDB or the Network Object Repository maintained by the NOS.

NOTE
All of the fields on this tab page are read-only.

2. Go to the Repository tab page.

Specify Repository Parameter Settings

Specify Transfer Object Server Repository Parameters

Use the Repository tab to specify repository parameters for the Transfer Object Server (TOS).

Follow these steps to specify repository parameters:

1. In the Repository ID field, enter the name of the Transfer Object Repository with which this TOS is associated.
If a file repository is being used, the value is the path of the text file repository. If a database is being used, this value is
tor/TOR.

2. Click the Logon Details button to invoke the Logon Details dialog to specify or change the user ID and password used
to log on to the database, if a database is being used for the Transfer Object Repository. This user ID and password
are the database user name and password.

NOTE
If the database is a text file repository, it does not use a user name and password.

3. From the Cache Size drop-down list, select the maximum number of objects that can be held in the server's memory
cache. 
Caching can improve the performance of the server for which you are setting the cache size. Caching is most
advantageous in situations where repeated transfers or repeated transfers between the same computers are common.
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When you set the value for Cache Size, keep in mind the amount of memory that the server process consumes.
Cache is not preallocated and therefore grows to its maximum size as the server is used. The Cache Size value simply
limits the cache to a maximum number of objects.
Valid values are as follows: 0, 10, 100, 1000, 1024, and 10000. A value of 0 (zero) disables caching; all object updates
are immediately flushed to disk. 
Default: 1024

4. From the Cache Flush Interval drop-down list, select the number of seconds after which the server process writes all
unsaved object information to disk. Valid values are as follows: 0, 60, 300, and 3600 seconds. If 0 (zero) is specified,
data is written to disk immediately after an update operation is performed by the servers. 
Default: 300

5. (Optional) Select the Auto Create Machines option to enable auto creation of Machine Objects for computers involved
in transfer requests, but not registered in the MDB.
If a computer used in a transfer is not found in the MDB, the TOS directs the NOS to add the computer to the MDB,
the Network Object Repository, and subsequently to your DTS Network Business View. Clear this check box to disable
auto creation. By default the Auto Create Machine option is enabled.

6. From the Waiting Transfer Check Frequency drop-down list, select the interval in minutes at which the TOS checks
all outstanding transfers to its notification agents and reactivate them. Valid values are as follows: 120, 240, 360, 480,
600, 720, 840, 960, 1080, 1200, 1320, and 1440 minutes. To turn off this parameter, set the value to 0 (zero).
Example: If you set this parameter to 60, the TOS checks all outstanding transfers to its notification agents every 60
minutes and reactivates them. 
Default: 720 minutes (or 12 hours)

7. Click Apply.
8. Go to the Connections tab page.

Specify Logon Details

Use the Logon Details dialog to specify the logon details for the repository or DTS server (NOS, TOS, or SOS) you want
to access.

To specify logon details

1. (TOS only) In the Computer field, enter the name of the computer on the network on which the TOS is installed.
2. In the Username field, enter the user name or ID for accessing the repository, DTS server, or computer.
3. In the Password field, enter the password for the specified user name.

NOTE
Valid user names and passwords are displayed as encrypted or as asterisks when the parameters are
updated. When you change the user name and password in this dialog, they are verified. The user name
and password must be for a valid account as defined by the native operating system security (for example,
Windows XP, Windows 2003, or UNIX) on the relevant DTS server or domain.

4. Click OK.
You are returned to the appropriate tab page.

Specify Network Object Server Repository Parameters

Use the Repository tab to specify repository parameters for the Network Object Server (NOS).

Follow these steps to specify repository parameters:

1. In the Repository ID field at the top of the tab page, enter the name of the common database (CA MDB) with which this
NOS is associated.

2. (Optional) Click the Logon Details button to invoke the Logon Details dialog to specify or change the logon details used
to log on to the MDB.

3. From the Cache Size drop-down list, select the maximum number of objects that can be held in the server's memory
cache. 
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Caching can improve the performance of the server for which you are setting the cache size. Caching is most
advantageous in situations where repeated transfers or repeated transfers between the same computers are common.
When you set the value for Cache Size, keep in mind the amount of memory that the server process consumes.
Cache is not preallocated and therefore grows to its maximum size as the server is used. The Cache Size value simply
limits the cache to a maximum number of objects.
Valid values are as follows: 0, 10, 100, 1000, 1024, and 10000. A value of 0 (zero) disables caching; all object updates
are immediately flushed to disk. 
Default: 1024

4. From the Cache Flush Interval drop-down list, select the number of seconds after which the server process writes all
unsaved object information to disk. Valid values are as follows: 0, 60, 300, and 3600 seconds. If 0 (zero) is specified,
data is written to disk immediately after an update operation is performed by the servers. 
Default: 30

5. (Optional) Select the Dynamic Group Visualization option to specify that notification agents notify the NOS with
their new addresses. Clear this check box to disable dynamic group visualization. By default the Dynamic Group
Visualization option is enabled.
If selected, a notification computer is automatically moved into the dynamic group container specified for its address
without any action required by the DTS administrator. If no dynamic group container exists for an address, the
computer is not added to any dynamic group container. The DTS administrator must create a new dynamic group
container that includes the new address. If not, the NOS automatically adds the agent or manager to the repository.

NOTE
DTS WorldView dynamic container membership only supports IPv4 address ranges. The address range for a
dynamic group container is set arbitrarily by a DTS administrator.

6. Select the Create Notification Machines option to specify that the NOS adds the agent or manager to the MDB, if the
agent or manager does not already exist in the MDB when the NOS receives a notification message from an agent or
manager (either directly or forwarded by the TOS). Similarly, the NOS also adds the agent or manager to the Network
Object Repository if it is not already a member. 
Clear this check box to disable creation of notification machines. By default the Create Notification Machines option is
enabled.

7. In the Repository ID field at the bottom of the tab page, enter the path name of the Network Object Repository to which
this NOS is associated. 
The Network Object Repository is a repository of DTS managers and agents. The NOS maintains this repository. By
default, when a manager or agent is started or its address changes, it notifies the TOS of its new address. The TOS
forwards this message to the NOS. The NOS, in turn, updates the address of the agent or manager in the MDB and
Network Object Repository.

NOTE
If a file repository is being used, the value is the path name of the text file repository. If a database is being
used, this value is nor/NOR.

8. (Optional) Click the Logon Details button to invoke the Logon Details dialog to specify or change the user ID and
password used to log on to the database, if a database is being used for the Network Object Repository. This user ID
and password is the database user name and password.

NOTE
If the database is a file repository, it does not need a user name and password.

9. Click Apply.
10. Go to the Connections tab page.

Specify Schedule Object Server Repository Parameters

Use the Repository tab to specify repository parameters for the Schedule Object Server (SOS).

Follow these steps to specify repository parameters:

1. In the Repository ID field, enter the path name of the Schedule Object Repository with which this SOS is associated.
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2. From the Cache Size drop-down list, select the maximum number of objects that can be held in the server's memory
cache. 
Caching can improve the performance of the server for which you are setting the cache size. Caching is most
advantageous in situations where repeated transfers or repeated transfers between the same computers are common.
When you set the value for Cache Size, keep in mind the amount of memory that the server process consumes.
Cache is not preallocated and therefore grows to its maximum size as the server is used. The Cache Size value simply
limits the cache to a maximum number of objects.
Valid values are as follows: 0, 10, 100, 1000, 1024, and 10000. A value of 0 (zero) disables caching; all object updates
are immediately flushed to disk. 
Default: 1024

3. From the Cache Flush Interval drop-down list, select the number of seconds after which the server process writes all
unsaved object information to disk. Valid values are as follows: 0, 60, 300, and 3600 seconds. If 0 (zero) is specified,
data is written to disk immediately after an update operation is performed by the servers. 
Default: 30

4. Click Apply.
5. Go to the Connections tab page.

Specify Connection Settings

Specify Transfer Object Server Connection Settings

Use the Connections tab to specify security and connection settings for the Transfer Object Server.

Follow these steps to specify connection settings:

1. Select one of the following security modes. Responses to security violations are dependent on the current security
mode. Valid options are:
– quiet

This option disables security checking. No action taken.
– warn

This option enables security checking. If an invalid request is detected, the operation is permitted to continue.
However, the violation is recorded to the log file to indicate the occurrence.

– fail
This option enables security checking. If an invalid request is encountered, the operation immediately aborts. When
fail mode is enabled, users are required to enter a valid user name and password before they are able to display or
set the runtime parameters for any of the DTS computers.

Default: fail
2. Specify whether trusted security is enabled for this TOS. Select Enabled to enable trusted security, or select Disabled

to disable trusted security.
Trusted security applies only to DTS trusted security domains. In a trusted security domain, a DTS administrator
defines trusted users and the DTS agents to which they have trusted access. Trusted access means that these users
can successfully activate transfers without specifying a user name and password for the DTS agents in the transfer,
even if the agents have their security mode set to fail. 
Trusted security is a transfer property set individually for the TOS and each DTS agent. When the TOS receives a
transfer request, the TOS checks its own trusted security setting. If this setting is Disabled, the TOS uses normal
security: it permits or rejects any transfer request it receives based on its (the TOS) security mode setting and the
logon details entered by the user.
However, if the trusted security parameter is set to Enabled and if the user is a trusted user, the TOS begins to
process the transfer as a trusted transfer. The TOS checks the Trusted Security parameter setting of each DTS agent
to determine whether to continue processing the transfer as a trusted transfer. 
The transfer can complete as a trusted transfer only if the trusted security parameter is set to Enabled for each DTS
agent involved in the transfer. Other requirements must also be met.
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WARNING
DTS administrators who want to use trusted security must ensure that the security mode setting of the
TOS is fail. This setting forces users to sign on to their TOS with a user name and password. This signon is
required to enable the TOS to determine whether the user exists in its trusted security domain.

3. In the Protocol field, specify the protocol that the TOS uses to communicate with the NOS.
4. In the Port field, specify the TCP port number on the NOS that the TOS uses when it connects to the NOS.
5. (Optional) In the Network Address field, specify a NOS name or network address for the NOS to which the TOS

connects. By default, this value is set to the primary address of the computer on the network on which the TOS is
installed.
You may leave the Network Address blank, in which case the TOS does not connect to any NOS at startup time. If you
are not connected to a NOS, you can do point-to-point transfers by specifying in the run-time transfer properties the
location information of the computers involved.

6. Click the Logon Details button to invoke the Logon Details dialog to specify or change the user ID and password that
the TOS must use to connect to the NOS.

7. From the Connect Timeout drop-down list, select the amount of time in seconds that a client connection can remain
idle before it is closed by the server. Valid values are as follows: 60, 300, 900, 1800, and 3600 seconds. You can also
specify a custom value.
Default: 900

8. From the Connect Limit drop-down list, select the maximum number of active client connections at a given time. Valid
values are as follows: 2, 10, 64, 100, and 1000. You can also specify a custom value.

NOTE
A limit lower than the value you specify here may be imposed by the operating system.

Limits: 1 or higher
Default: 64

9. From the DTM Connect Timeout drop-down list, select the number of seconds to wait for the TOS to successfully
connect to the NOS in order to resolve network routing for a transfer request. When the specified time expires, the
TOS is timed out. Valid values are as follows: 45, 60, 300, 1800, and 3600 seconds.
Limits: 1 second or higher. 
Default: 45

10. Click Apply.
11. Go to the Auditing tab page.

Specify Network Object Server Connection Settings

Use the Connections tab to specify security and connection settings for the Network Object Server.

Follow these steps to specify connection settings:

1. Select one of the following security modes. Responses to security violations are dependent on the current security
mode. Valid options are:
– quiet

This option disables security checking. No action taken.
– warn

This option enables security checking. If an invalid request is detected, the operation is permitted to continue.
However, the violation is recorded to the log file to indicate the occurrence.

– fail
This option enables security checking. If an invalid request is encountered, the operation immediately aborts. When
fail mode is enabled, users are required to enter a valid user name and password before they are able to display or
set the runtime parameters for any of the DTS computers.

Default: fail
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2. From the Connect Timeout drop-down list, select the amount of time in seconds that a client connection can remain
idle before it is closed by the server. Valid values are as follows: 60, 300, 900, 1800, and 3600 seconds. You can also
specify a custom value.
Default: 900

3. From the Connect Limit drop-down list, select the maximum number of active client connections at a given time. Valid
values are as follows: 2, 10, 64, 100, and 1000. You can also specify a custom value.

NOTE
A limit lower than the value you specify here may be imposed by the operating system.

Limits: 1 or higher
Default: 64

4. Click Apply.
5. Go to the Auditing tab page.

Specify Schedule Object Server Connection Settings

Use the Connections tab to specify security and connection settings for the Schedule Object Server.

Follow these steps to specify connection settings:

1. Select one of the following security modes. Responses to security violations are dependent on the current security
mode. Valid options are:
– quiet

This option disables security checking. No action taken.
– warn

This option enables security checking. If an invalid request is detected, the operation is permitted to continue.
However, the violation is recorded to the log file to indicate the occurrence.

– fail
This option enables security checking. If an invalid request is encountered, the operation immediately aborts. When
fail mode is enabled, users are required to enter a valid user name and password before they are able to display or
set the runtime parameters for any of the DTS computers.

Default: fail
2. In the Protocol Field, specify the protocol the SOS uses to communicate with the TOS.
3. In the Port field, specify the TCP port number on the TOS that the SOS uses when it connects to the TOS.
4. In the Network Address field, specify a TOS name or network address for the TOS to which the SOS connects. 

By default, this value is set to the primary address of the computer on the network on which the SOS is installed.
5. Click the Logon Details button to invoke the Logon Details dialog to specify or change the user ID and password that

the SOS must use to connect to the TOS.
6. From the Connect Timeout drop-down list, select the amount of time in seconds that a client connection can remain

idle before it is closed by the server. Valid values are as follows: 60, 300, 900, 1800, and 3600 seconds. You can also
specify a custom value.
Default: 900

7. From the Connect Limit drop-down list, select the maximum number of active client connections at a given time. Valid
values are as follows: 2, 10, 64, 100, and 1000. You can also specify a custom value.

NOTE
A limit lower than the value you specify here may be imposed by the operating system.

Limits: 1 or higher
Default: 64

8. From the DTM Connect Timeout drop-down list, select the number of seconds to wait for the SOS to successfully
connect to the TOS. When the specified time expires, the SOS is timed out. Valid values are as follows: 45, 60, 300,
1800, and 3600 seconds.
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Limits: 1 second or higher
Default: 45

9. Click Apply.
10. Go to the Auditing tab page.

Specify Logon Details

Use the Logon Details dialog to specify the logon details for the SOS you want to access.

Follow these steps to specify logon details:

1. In the Username field, enter the user name for accessing the repository or DTS server.
2. In the Password field, enter the password for the specified user name.

NOTE
Valid user names and passwords are displayed as encrypted or as asterisks when the parameters are
updated. The user name and password must be for a valid account as defined by the native operating
system security (for example, Windows XP, Windows 2003, or UNIX) on the SOS machine or domain.

3. Click OK.
You are returned to the appropriate tab page.

Customize Auditing Messages

Customize Transfer Object Server Auditing Messages

Use the Auditing tab of the Transfer Object Server to customize certain messages issued by the TOS. These messages
provide information about the status of transfers and transfer jobs.

NOTE
In CA Client Automation, communications, auditing, tracing, event management, compression, encryption, and
so on, are handled by common components within the Common Application Framework (CAF).

Follow these steps to customize TOS auditing messages:

1. Set the auditing mode for the server. To enable auditing, select the Auditing Enabled option; to disable auditing, clear
this check box. By default the Auditing Enabled option is selected.
If auditing is enabled, auditing messages are issued by the TOS when the events that trigger them occur. If auditing
is disabled, auditing messages are not issued by the TOS when the events that trigger them occur. If you disable
auditing, the auditing messages (whether customized or not) are ignored but are not deleted. You can enable them
again, when needed.

2. Select an audit token from the Audit Token column in the list view and enter the macro and free text in the Audit Value
column. (See Steps 3 and 4.)
Use the following audit tokens to customize the TOS messages displayed when a transfer or transfer job starts,
completes successfully, fails, aborts, is suspended, or is resumed (after having been suspended):
TJ_START=

TJ_COMPLETE=

TJ_FAIL=

TJ_ABORT=

TJ_SUSPEND=

TJ_RESUME=

Use the following audit tokens to customize the message displayed when the TOS starts, stops, or fails:
TOS_START=

TOS_STOP=

TOS_FAIL=
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The audit value is the macros and free text, if any, that you specify for each of these events. 
When one of these events occurs, the audit value you specify for that event is written to the Event Management
console.
The preceding TOS_FAIL audit token applies to the TOS failing during normal operation, not during startup. If the TOS
fails during startup, the default message, not the audit message, appears.
Example: If auditing is enabled and a transfer job fails, the audit value you specify for TJ_START= is displayed on the
console and written to the log file, instead of the default message. Similarly, if a transfer job completes successfully,
the audit value you specify for TJ_COMPLETE= is written to the Event Management console.

3. (Optional) Click Update to invoke the Update Token dialog, which lets you customize the value of the selected audit
token (any of those in the preceding list).

4. (Optional) Click Macros to invoke the Macros dialog, which lets you do the following:
– View and customize the month and day values for the global macro modifier.
– Check, change, or create a value for the expansion macros that you can use in your customized messages.

Expansion macros are a special class of macros that you define. (For DTS, a macro is a set of characters that
represents one or more variables or actions.)

5. In the Event Manager Node field, specify the node name or primary network address of the computer that is running
the Event Management console with which this server interacts.

6. From the Auditing Mode drop-down list, select the auditing level. Valid values are as follows:
– 1 - Minimal

Server messages only.
– 2 - Standard

Server, Transfer Job, and Transfer Fail messages.
– 3 - Extended

All audit messages.
Default: 2 - Standard

7. Click Apply.
8. Go to the Diagnostics tab page.

Customize Network Object Server Auditing Messages

Use the Auditing tab of the Network Object Server window to customize certain messages issued by the NOS. These
messages provide information about the status of transfers and transfer jobs.

NOTE
In CA Client Automation, communications, auditing, tracing, event management, compression, encryption, and
so on, are handled by common components within the Common Application Framework (CAF).

Follow these steps to customize NOS auditing messages:

1. Set the auditing mode for the server. To enable auditing, select the Auditing Enabled option; to disable auditing, clear
this check box. By default the Auditing Enabled option is selected.
If enabled, auditing messages are issued by the NOS when the events that trigger them occur. If auditing is disabled,
auditing messages are not issued by the NOS when the events that trigger them occur. If you disable auditing, the
auditing messages (whether customized or not) are ignored but are not deleted. You can enable them again, when
needed.

2. Select an audit token from the Audit Token column in the list view and enter the macro and free text in the Audit Value
column. (See Steps 3 and 4.)
Use the following audit tokens to customize the NOS messages:
NOS_START=

NOS_STOP=

NOS_FAIL=
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The audit value is the macro and free text, if any, that you specify for each of these events. (For DTS, a macro is a set
of characters that represents one or more variables or actions.)
The preceding NOS_FAIL audit token applies to the NOS failing during normal operation, not during startup. If the
NOS fails during startup, the default message, not the audit message, is displayed.

3. (Optional) Click Update to invoke the Update Token dialog, which lets you customize the value of the selected audit
token (any of those in the preceding list).

4. (Optional) Click Macros to invoke the Macros dialog, which lets you do the following:
– View and customize the month and day values for the global macro modifier.
– Check, change, or create a value for the expansion macros that you can use in your customized messages.

Expansion macros are a special class of macros that you define. (For DTS, a macro is a set of characters that
represents one or more variables or actions.)

5. In the Event Manager Node field, specify the node name or primary network address of the computer that is running
the Event Management console with which this server interacts.

6. Click Apply.
7. Go to the Diagnostics tab page.

Customize Schedule Object Server Auditing Messages

Use the Auditing tab of the Schedule Object Server window to customize certain messages issued by the SOS. These
messages provide information about the status of transfers and transfer jobs.

NOTE
In CA Client Automation, communications, auditing, tracing, event management, compression, encryption, and
so on, are handled by common components within the Common Application Framework (CAF).

Follow these steps to customize SOS auditing messages:

1. Set the auditing mode for the server. To enable auditing, select the Auditing Enabled option; to disable auditing, clear
this check box. By default the Auditing Enabled option is selected.
If enabled, auditing messages are issued by the SOS when the events that trigger them occur. If auditing is disabled,
auditing messages are not issued by the SOS when the events that trigger them occur. If you disable auditing, the
auditing messages (whether customized or not) are ignored but are not deleted. You can enable them again, when
desired.

2. Select an audit token from the Audit Token column in the list view and enter the macro and free text in the Audit Value
column. (See Steps 3 and 4.)
Use the following audit tokens to customize the SOS messages::
SOS_START=

SOS_STOP=

SOS_FAIL=

The audit value is the macro(s) and free text, if any, that you specify for each of these events. (For DTS, a macro is a
set of characters that represents one or more variables or actions.)
The preceding SOS_FAIL audit token applies to the SOS failing during normal operation, not during startup. If the SOS
fails during startup, the default message, not the audit message, is displayed.

3. (Optional) Click Update to invoke the Update Token dialog, which lets you customize the value of the selected audit
token (any of those in the preceding list).

4. (Optional) Click Macros to invoke the Macros dialog, which lets you do the following:
– View and customize the month and day values for the global macro modifier.
– Check, change, or create a value for the expansion macros that you can use in your customized messages.

Expansion macros are a special class of macros that you define. (For DTS, a macro is a set of characters that
represents one or more variables or actions.)

5. In the Event Manager Node field, specify the node name or primary network address of the computer that is running
the Event Management console with which this server interacts.
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6. Click Apply.
7. Go to the Diagnostics tab page.

Set Log File Settings and View Diagnostic Information (Manager/Agent)
On a DTS server, you can view the current log and the old log for the servers installed on this computer.

On a DTS agent computer, you can view the current log and the old log for the DTS agent master and slave processes
and also for the browser process.

NOTE
In CA Client Automation, communications, auditing, tracing, event management, compression, encryption, and
so on, are handled by common components within the Common Application Framework (CAF).

Follow these steps to set log file settings for either the older agent or manager component:

1. From the Level drop-down list, select the level of log and trace information to be recorded to the log file. Valid values
are as follows: 
0 (No logging)
1 (Minimum logging)
2 (Medium logging)
3 (Maximum logging)
Default: 1

2. From the File Length drop-down list, select the maximum log file length in bytes for each log. Valid values are as
follows: 4096, 16384, 512000, 1024000, and 16384000 bytes. You can also specify a custom value.
When the maximum length is reached for a particular log, the log file is saved to the extension .old and a new log file
is created. Only one .old file is maintained for each process; this file is overwritten and updated with the newest log
backup each time it reaches the maximum file length.
Limits: 4096 bytes or higher, up to an unlimited number of bytes
Default: 1024000 bytes (1 MB)

3. In the File Location field, enter the directory into which the trace file is to be written. 
Default: The Windows default is C:\Program Files\CA\SC\DTS\logs.
The UNIX default is /opt/CA/SC/dts/logs.

4. Click Apply.
5. (Optional) From the first File drop-down list in the Log File Retrieval section, select one of the following log options:

Master
Specifies that the log file is for a master DTS agent process.
Slave
Specifies that the log file is for a slave DTS agent process.
Browser
Specifies that the log file is for a browser process.

NOTE
For DTS servers, Master is the default option and the Slave Number field is disabled.

The DTS agent responds to requests from the TOS to create and execute transfers. The master DTS agent delegates
these requests to one or more slave DTS agent processes. Master and slave log files are named as follows:
– Master responder (tngdta.log on responder computer)
– Master initiator (tngdta.log on initiator computer)
– Slave responder log files tngdta0.log through tngdtann.log on responder computer. (See the following Note.)
– Slave initiator log files tngdta0.log through tngdtann.log on initiator computer. (See the following Note.)
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NOTE
There are nn possible slave log files. The number of slave log files is set by the value of the agent's
concurrency parameter. Thus, if the concurrency value is 10, tngdta0 through tngdta9 are valid slave logs. If
the concurrency value is 20, tngdta0 through tngdta19 are valid slave logs.

6. (Optional) From the second File drop-down list, select the status of the log file to be viewed. Valid options are Current
and Old.
A log file is renamed as filename.old when the file reaches the maximum size specified by the Log File Length
parameter. A new log file (the Current log) is then started.

7. (Optional) To view the desired log file, click the Retrieve button.
To view the log for a slave agent, select the ID of the slave from the Slave Number drop-down list and click Retrieve.
The specified log file appears in a separate window.

8. (Optional) Click Close (X) to close the log file and return to the tab page.
9. Click OK.

The DTS agent or manager component is configured appropriately.

How to Edit Data Transport Properties
Contents

DTS properties can be viewed and edited using the Managed Object and Object Details notebooks. Each of these
notebooks displays a different set of properties.

NOTE
Do not confuse the DTS properties with the run-time parameters for DTS managers and agents.

The basic steps for editing DTS properties are as follows:

1. Access the Managed Object Notebook and edit managed DTS objects.
2. Access the Object Details Notebook and edit a DTS object.
3. Review your changes and click OK to set the properties for the specified DTS object.

Access the Managed Object Notebook

In CA Client Automation, the Managed Object notebook is accessed from WorldView rather than from the DSM Explorer.

To access this notebook

1. Drill down from the DTS View, DTS Network Administration and Monitoring View, or from the TCP/IP network view to a
DTS agent or manager object.

2. Right-click one of the following objects:
– Machine object (agent or manager)
– Machine container
– Link object
– Interface object

3. Select Open Details.
The Managed Object notebook appears.

Managed Object Notebook

Use the Managed Object notebook to view or edit the properties of a DTS object.

The Main tab contains the following fields:

• Name
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Identifies the name for the selected object. The name must be unique within the class from which the object is
instantiated; however, the name does not need to be unique within the entire MDB.

NOTE
The Name and UUID fields are read-only. They are set when an object is created and cannot be changed.

• Label
Specifies the label that appears under the object in the Data Transport Network view.

• Class
Identifies the class of the currently selected object.

• UUID
Identifies the unique UUID number for the selected object. The UUID number is unique within the entire MDB.

• Description
(Optional) Describes the currently selected object.

• Address
Specifies the primary network address of the computer; for example, the IP address, IPX address, or telephone
number. The same property appears when you open the Managed Object notebook. Specify IPX addresses in the form
network.node or network:node, that is, in 8.12 or 8:12 format, using either a period (.) or a colon (:) as the separator
character.
Example: 00000005.000000000001 or 00000005:000000000001

NOTE
 

Access the Object Details Notebook

In CA Client Automation, the Object Details notebook is accessed from WorldView rather than from the DSM Explorer.

To access this notebook

1. Drill down from the DTS View, DTS Agents Configuration View, or the DTS Managers Configuration View to a DTS
manager or agent object.

2. Right-click one of the following objects:
– Machine object (agent or manager)
– Machine container
– Link object
– Interface object

3. Select Open DTS Details.
The Object Details notebook appears.

Object Details Notebook

Use the Object Details notebook to view or edit the properties of a DTS object.

NOTE
If you specify more than one parameter in any of the Parameter fields, the following delimiters are valid:

• Angle brackets < > when specifying a value after an equal sign
• Any white space (for example, blank space or tab)

This notebook contains the following fields and buttons:

• Read-Only Fields
Displays the Name, Class, Label, Description, and Address fields described previously in the Managed Object
notebook. These fields are read-only in the Object Details notebook.

• Metric
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Specifies the weighting (or metric) that DTS uses to determine the most efficient route between the source and
destination computer. When DTS performs a transfer, it uses the most efficient route, as determined by the metric
values of all possible routes.
The most efficient route is not necessarily the shortest route literally or the route with the fewest number of links
(DTLinks), but rather the fastest route. If there are two or more DTLinks between a source and destination computer,
the metric values of each DTLink are added to determine the metric value for the transfer.

NOTE
The DTS Metrics Gatherer (dtsmg plug-in) is only installed on Windows.

Assign each link a metric value from 0 - 100. The metric you assign is based on your (the administrator's) observation
of the fastest (and slowest) links across your network. The faster the DTLink, the smaller the metric: specify a metric of
1 for the most efficient link, 100 for the least efficient link. The value you assign to each link is arbitrary, based on your
judgment, and is relative to the efficiency of other links in your network.
The default value is 1, meaning that the sum of the metrics across a route literally equals the number of DTLinks. This
default ensures compatibility with earlier releases of DTS (which do not have the metric property). If you are running
such a mixed release environment of DTS, use the default metric value for all DTLinks that include a computer running
a release of DTS earlier than r2.
When a transfer is sent, if more than one route exists between two computers, DTS uses the most efficient route (the
route that has the smallest metric value or smallest sum of metric values). When a transfer across the most efficient
route fails, the metric values of the next most efficient routes are used -- in conjunction with the Alternative_Routes
parameter -- to determine how many alternative routes to try to complete the transfer.
Limits: 0 - 100
Default: 1

NOTE
The Metric property is not applicable to dynamic containers.

• Maximum Parcel Size
Specifies the largest parcel that can be sent from this computer when initiating a data transfer to one or more
responding computers. Valid values are those greater than zero.

NOTE
For transfers involving Windows 98/Me/XP computers using SPX, certain restrictions apply to Maximum
Parcel Size. For transfers using PPP protocol, see Maximum Parcel Size and PPP Transfers for
considerations for setting Maximum Parcel Size.

Default: 524288 bytes
• Throttle Factor

Regulates the amount of network bandwidth used when initiating data transfers from this computer. Valid throttle
values range between 0 and 100. Each increment increases the delay interval by 50 milliseconds. For example, if 20
is specified, a 1-second delay occurs between parcel sends. If zero (0) is specified, no forced delay occurs between
parcel sends.
Limits: 0 - 100 milliseconds
Default: 0 milliseconds

• Point-to-Point Protocol
Identifies the point-to-point protocol to use when sending a single transfer to this computer. Valid values are as follows:
– TCP
– UDP
– PPP

NOTE
DTS does not support the latest version of PPP communication protocol, PPPv6.

• CPIC
• SPX
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Point-to-Point Address

Specifies the address to use for a point-to-point transfer to this computer.

NOTE
When you select PPP, the label of this field changes to Phone No. When CPIC is selected, the label of this field
changes to Luname.

Point-to-Point Parameters

Specifies any point-to-point protocol-specific parameters to take into account when performing a point-to-point data
transfer to this computer.

Fanout Protocol

Identifies the fanout mechanism to use when a fanout data transfer is sent to this computer. Valid values are as follows:

• TCP
• UDP
• PPP
• CPIC
• SPX

Fanout Address

Specifies the address to use when a fanout data transfer is sent to this computer.

NOTE
When you select PPP, the label of this field changes to Phone No. When CPIC is selected, the label of this field
changes to Luname.

Fanout Parameters

Specifies any fanout-specific parameters to take into account when this computer is responding to a fanout data transfer.

Point-to-Many Protocol

Specifies the point-to-many protocol -- multicast or broadcast -- to use when sending point-to-many transfers to this
computer. Valid values are MCAST and BCAST.

NOTE
The IP broadcast and IP multicast transfer protocols and mechanisms are available when CA Common Services
is installed.

WARNING
DTS supports IPv4 broadcast and IPv4/IPv6 multicast addressing. The BCAST point-to-many protocol is only for
use with IPv4 addresses. If you want to perform a broadcast-type transfer over an IPv6 network, use the MCAST
protocol with the relevant IPv6 multicast address.

• Point-to-Many Address
Identifies the primary network address to use when sending data transfers by way of a point-to-many protocol, such
as broadcast or multicast, to this computer. Valid multicast addresses fall in the range 224.0.0.0 to 239.255.255.255. A
sample broadcast address is 130.119.29.255.

• Point-to-Many Parameters
Specifies any network address-specific parameters to take into account when using the Point-to-Many protocol.

• SOS Location
Specifies the location of the Schedule Object Server (SOS) for use with time-based routing. The SOS monitors the
status of CCS calendars and notifies the TOS when a calendar's status changes from active to inactive or inactive to
active, thus suspending or resuming the data transfer.

• CCS Calendar Name
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Defines the CCS calendar to be associated with DTS objects. The calendar specifies when the object is permitted to
perform DTS transfers, based on the following rules:
– If no calendar is specified, the DTS object is always enabled to accept transfers.
– If a calendar is associated with a machine, the calendar defines when the machine accepts transfers.
– If a calendar is associated with a container, all machines within the container inherit the calendar, overriding any

calendars set on the individual machines.
– If a calendar is specified for a link, it overrides any calendars associated with a machine or container that it joins.

• Validate
Click the Validate button to validate the SOS Location field information and to verify that the specified calendar does
exist and is valid.

• User Data 1
One of two user-defined properties that can be used to define a custom field for an application to reference.

• User Data 2
One of two user-defined properties that can be used to define a custom field for an application to reference.

• Interface Objects
If the DTS object you select is an Interface object, the following field appears:
– Priority

Specifies which interface has the highest priority when the transfer routing process is resolved. You can specify this
priority when you have multiple interfaces on a computer, for example, TCP/IP, PPP.

• Dynamic Containers
A dynamic container stores objects whose addresses change over time, for example, computers that use DHCP or
dial-in connections. If the DTS object you select is a dynamic container, the Class field shows DTDynamicContainer
and a second tab (Membership) appears next to the Object Details tab.
Click the Membership tab to view and modify the individual addresses and address ranges that belong to this dynamic
container, using the Dynamic Container Membership Address dialog.

NOTE
For more information about the Object Details notebook, see the appropriate documentation or online help.

Modify Dynamic Container Membership

Use the Dynamic Container Membership Address dialog to change the address or address range for the selected DTS
dynamic container's group membership.

NOTE
DTS WorldView dynamic container membership only supports IPv4 address ranges.

To modify the address for a dynamic container's group membership

1. Enter an individual address, a range of addresses, or a subnet in the Address field.
2. Click OK.

Connect to the Network Object Server
Use the Connect To dialog to enter the network or Internet Protocol address of the desired NOS. The properties requested
require a connection to be established with the DTS NOS.

Discovery
Contents

DTS automatically adds the DTS agents and managers to the MDB as they notify (send a notification message to) the
TOS when they start. This process is called Self Discovery. By default, all agents and managers are configured to notify
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the TOS when they start, for example, after a restart or after a new computer starts for the first time. Also, agents notify
when their address changes, which is most common with roaming agents, like laptop computers or agents that use a
DHCP address. The TOS passes the message to the NOS.

When the NOS receives a notification message from an agent or manager (either directly or forwarded by the TOS), the
NOS checks the MDB to see whether that agent or manager is already in the repository. If not, the NOS adds the agent
or manager to the repository. Similarly, the NOS checks to see whether that agent or manager is already in the Network
Object Repository and adds it to that repository, if it is not already included.

In CA Client Automation, Self Discovery is disabled by default. You can, however, enable this process by changing the
value of the Self discovery configuration policy in the Network Object Server (NOS) policy group.

You can manually perform discovery of agents and managers if they are not configured to use Self Discovery, for
example, when the Self Discovery feature is turned off or if the agents have not been updated to Data Transport Service
r3 or CA Client Automation. This is done using the DTS Auto-discovery dialog, and the process is called Auto Discovery.

NOTE

 Self Discovery and Auto Discovery do not detect machines that can be accessed only through an SNA
connection, even if they are already defined as machine objects in the CA Management Database (CA MDB or
MDB). You must manually define such machines as Data Transport objects to the MDB using WorldView.

NOTE
For more information, see the Data Transport Service Administration Guide.

How to Access and Run DTS Auto Discovery

Use the DTS Auto-discovery dialog to manually perform discovery of agents and managers if they are not configured to
use Self Discovery, for example, when the Self Discovery feature is turned off or if the agents have not been updated to
Data Transport Service r3 or CA Client Automation r12.

In CA Client Automation, the DTS Auto-discovery dialog is accessed from WorldView rather than from the DSM Explorer.

To access this dialog

1. Right-click the DTS Managers Configuration, DTS Agents Configuration, or DTS Network Administration icon in the
DTS Business Process View.

2. Click DTS Auto-discovery.

The basic steps for manually running Auto Discovery are as follows:

1. Specify agent discovery parameters.
2. Specify manager discovery parameters.
3. Set Auto Discovery options, such as where to store the output of the Auto Discovery process.
4. Review your options and click Start to start Auto Discovery.

Specify Agent Discovery Parameters

The Agent Discovery Options tab lets you specify server and agent parameters for Auto Discovery of DTS agents and
start the Auto Discovery process.

To specify agent parameters and run Agent Discovery

1. Specify the primary network address or node name of the computer on which your NOS is running.
2. Specify the primary network address or node name of the computer on which your TOS is running.

Default: localhost
3. Select one of the following options: Search COR or Single Agent Discovery. This option specifies the range of agents

to be scanned.
If you select the Single Agent Discovery option, specify the agent's name in the Agent Name field.
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Default: Search COR
4. (Optional) Click Start to start the Agent Discovery process.

The Agent Discovery Results field displays the number of DTS agents running on the computers within your enterprise
in the Found field during and after the Agent Discovery. The number of DTAgent objects -- corresponding to these
components that were added to the MDB -- is reflected in the Added field. The total number of computers checked for
running DTS agents appears in the Checked field.

5. (Optional) Click Stop to halt the Agent Discovery process.

Specify Manager Discovery Parameters

The Manager Discovery tab lets you specify server and manager parameters for Auto Discovery of DTS managers.

To specify agent parameters and run Manager Discovery

1. Specify the primary network address or node name of the computer on which your NOS is running.
2. Specify the primary network address or node name of the computer on which your TOS is running.

Default: localhost
3. Select one of the following options: Search COR or Single Manager Discovery. This option specifies the range of

manager components to be scanned.
If you select the Single Manager Discovery option, specify the manager's name in the Manager Name field.
Default: Search COR

4. (Optional) Click Start to start the Manager Discovery process.
The Manager Discovery Results field displays the number of DTS managers running on the computers within
your enterprise in the Found field during and after the Manager Discovery. The number of DTAManager objects --
corresponding to these components added to the MDB -- is reflected in the Added field. The total number of computers
checked for running DTS managers appears in the Checked field.

5. (Optional) Click Stop to halt the Manager Discovery process.

Set Auto Discovery Options

The Agent Discovery tab lets you set output, communications, and validation options for Auto Discovery of agents or
managers.

To set options Auto Discovery of agents or managers

1. In the Output Options section, select one of the following options for storing the output of Auto Discovery’s progress:
– To Console

Directs the output to your console as they occur during the Auto Discovery process.
– To Log

Directs the output to a log file whose name, location, and detail level is set on the Agent Discovery or Manager
Discovery tab.

Default: To Log
2. (Optional) Click View Log to view the output.
3. From the Timeout drop-down list, select number of seconds Auto Discovery attempts to establish communication with

an agent or manager before it times out.
Limits: 5 - 120 seconds
Default: 30 seconds

4. Specify whether discovered agent names are validated. The Use name validation option, if selected, compares the
name of the each DTS agent discovered with the name of its corresponding machine object in the CA MDB (MDB).
This option is useful if computers in your DTS network are using Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) and,
therefore, some of the information stored about the computers in the MDB may be outdated.
The Agent Auto Discovery process searches the existing computers in the CA MDB to see whether the DTS agent
is installed. When the agent name validation option is selected, every time a DTS agent is found on one of these
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computers, DTS compares the computer's actual name with the name of the corresponding machine object stored in
the MDB (hereafter called the MDB name).
The actual name is the computer name for Windows computers or the hostname for UNIX computers. Similarly, for
other platforms, the actual name depends on the platform-specific conventions.
If the actual name and the MDB name of the computer do not match, DTS compares the actual name with the MDB
label associated with the MDB name. If either the MDB name or the MDB label matches the computer's actual name,
the computer is discovered, that is, it is added as a DTAgent object to the Data Transport Folders of the MDB.
If neither the MDB name nor label matches the actual name, the computer is not discovered. An undiscovered
computer continues to be a machine object in the MDB, but is not added as a DTAgent object to the Data Transport
folders.

5. (Optional) Select the Case Sensitive option to make the name comparison case-sensitive.
6. In the Execution Multiple Processes field, specify the number of simultaneous agent discovery or manager discovery

processes to execute.
Limits: 1 - 20
Default: 5

7. Click OK.
Auto Discovery options are set.

DSM Web Console
The DSM Web Console (WAC) is a browser-based user interface to CA Client Automation. The Web Console provides the
roaming administrator a comprehensive view of the CA Client Automation related information in a Management Database
(MDB). The Web Console allows you to connect to any Domain and Enterprise Managers.

The Web Console functionalities include but are not limited to the following items:

• Create and manage computers, members, groups, and users.
• Create, manage, and deploy software packages and procedures.
• Install, uninstall, and configure software.
• View the complete list or filter and manage members, computers, groups, packages, procedures, and perform

appropriate actions that are based on your selections.
• View and manage the jobs and policy violations.
• Automate the migration of computers from one Operating System (OS) to another.
• Track and manage health monitoring alerts.
• Perform OS installation jobs such as schedule, activate, install, and renew OS installation.
• Perform patch management to manage the patch life cycle and compliance across the enterprise.

How the Web Console Works
The server side of Web Console (web server) can run on the same system as a CA Client Automation manager. You
can install WAC on a remote system where the web server is installed. In this case, the appropriate manager must be
accessible on network.

The administrator uses a standard web browser to access the web server and run the Web Console application. You do
not need to install any CA Client Automation software.

Access the Web Console
To access the web console, open a supported browser and enter the following URL in the address bar:

http://MyManager/wac

Specify your login credentials in the login dialog.
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NOTE
A timeout mechanism automatically logs out a connected Web Console user after a defined period of inactivity. If
you select Remember Login Details, the session is not disconnected.

You can connect to any Domain Manager or Enterprise Manager with the default manager from WAC. For more
information, see Access a Domain Manager or Enterprise Manager (BAR).

Enable SSL for Web Console and Web Services

Contents

Enabling Secure Socket Layer (SSL) for Web Console provides secure access to the Web Console and web services.

NOTE
Before you begin, install the Certificate Authority (CA) root certificate and configured SSL in your web server.

Follow these steps:

1. Execute the following command to import the CA root certificate into the cacerts file:
Keytool -import -v -trustcacerts -alias wac -file rootcertname -keystore keystore_location -keypass

 changeit -storepass changeit

– rootcertname
This parameter defines the root certificate name.

– keyStore_location
This parameter defines the path where the keystore is located.
Default: C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\SC\JRE\JRE_Version\lib\security\cacerts.

– keypass
This parameter defines the password used to protect the private key of the generated key pair.
Default: changeit

– storepassword
This parameter defines the keystore password.
Default: changeit

On successful execution of the command, the root certificate is imported into the cacerts file.
2. Trust the certificate by pressing the key Y when the "Trust this Certificate?" message appears.
3. Open the \Program Files\CA\DSM\Web Console\webapps\wac\WEB-INF\classes\com\ca\wac\config\

WACConfig.properties file.
4. Change the following parameters in the WACConfig.properties file:

– SSL Enabled
This parameter specifies whether SSL is enabled. Set this parameter to TRUE.

– TrustStoreFileFullPath
This parameter defines the path to the truststore.

– TrustStorePassword
This parameter defines the truststore password.

– WEBSERVICE_URL
This parameter defines the Web Service URL. Modify the URL to start with https instead of http. For example,
https://testmachine-cm3.test.com/UDSM_R11_Webservice/mod_gsoap.dll

5. Type the following URL in your browser to access the Web Console in the SSL-mode:
https://YourWebServerName/wac

If the SSL configuration is successful, the login page is displayed.
6. If CA Patch Manager is installed, follow these steps:

a. Add the following configuration attributes in DSM\PatchManagement\conf\config.properties file:
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SSL_Enabled=True
TrustStoreFileFullPath=truststorepath
TrustStorePassword=password

b. Save the file.
c. Modify the following attribute in CA Client Automation Web Console, Patch Management, Administration,

Configuration Menu, Manager, and Web Service URL.
WEBSERVICE_URL=https://hostname:443/UDSM_R11_WebService/mod_gsoap.dll

NOTE
Modify the port number from 80 to 443 as given in the above URL.

7. To restart Tomcat, execute the following commands:
caf stop tomcat

caf start tomcat

Tomcat services are restarted. 

Handling the Poodle Vulnerability

The web components of CA Client Automation such as Web Console, Asset Management Service (AMS) and Patch
Manager run under the same instance of tomcat and the primary entry point is IIS (on Windows) or Apache web server
(on Linux) which redirects the requests to tomcat instance. To support HTTPS (HTTP over SSL), we recommend
configuring IIS or Apache web server with SSL or TLS. The configuration of the web servers (IIS or Apache web server)
for SSL or TLS is not performed by the CA Client Automation installer. To avoid the Poodle vulnerability, we recommend
the following configuration:

Configure the web server with the latest version of TLS instead of SSL. For more information about setting up the TLS,
refer the corresponding operating system and web server documentation.

Disable the SSL and enable the latest version of TLS for the browser used to access the websites. For more information
about disabling the SSL and enabling the TLS, refer to the corresponding browser documentation.

Access a Domain Manager or Enterprise Manager

You can connect to any Domain Manager, Enterprise Manager, and the default manager from WAC.

For example, you can connect to a Domain Manager or Enterprise Manager of another system irrespective of their
database and operating system versions.

Follow these steps:

1. From the DSM Web Console log in page, select Add Manager from the Manager drop-down list.
2. Enter the Manager name and click Add.

Appropriate Security Authorities and Providers for the selected manager are displayed.
3. Provide the valid credentials for the DSM Web Console.

You can now access the manager.

NOTE
If you are using Add Manager to access Web Admin Console of a system which has CA Patch Manager
installed, Administrator node is not visible under Patch Management node. 
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Enable Unified Logon to Web Console

Unified logon automatically logs you into the DSM Web Console using your operating system login credentials. By default,
unified logon is disabled. Configure certain settings to enable unified logon for Web Console. When you want to log in with
a different user account other than the operating system user account, disable this option.

Before you enable unified logon, understand the following considerations:

• Unified logon works only for domain users. Therefore, use a domain user account to log in to the operating system.
• Your user account, the computers running the browser, Web Services, Web Console, and domain manager must

belong to the same network domain.
• Your domain user account must be added to CA Client Automation security profiles.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the ITCM_Installpath\Web Console\webapps\wac\WEB-INF\classes\com\ca\wac\configWACConfig.properties
file.

2. Perform one of the following actions:
– Set the value of attemptUnifiedLogin to true to enable unified logon.
– Set the value of attemptUnifiedLogin to false to disable unified logon.
You have modified the setting that defines the use of unified logon for Web Console.

3. Save the file and restart tomcat using the following commands:
caf stop tomcat

caf start tomcat

Unified logon is enabled or disabled depending on the attemptUnifiedLogin setting.

NOTE
If you have enabled unified logon, verify that you have configured the browser settings for unified logon.

For more information, see the CA Client Automation Security Features section from CA Client Automation Implementation
Guide.

Configure Browser Settings for Unified Logon

You must configure certain security settings in your browser for unified logon to function correctly.

To configure unified logon for Internet Explorer

1. From the Internet Explorer toolbar, select Tools, Internet Options to access the Internet options dialog.
2. On the Security tab, select the Local intranet icon and click Custom Level to access the Security Settings dialog.
3. Under User Authentication, enable the Automatically Logon with current Username and Password security setting.
4. Click OK or Close, depending on the version of the browser, to close the Security Settings dialog and return to the

Internet Options dialog.
Unified logon to trusted local intranet sites is enabled.

5. On the Security tab with the the local intranet icon selected, click Sites.
6. Click the Advanced button on the local intranet dialog that appears.
7. Add the Web Console URL to the trusted local intranet sites.
8. Click OK to close the local intranet dialog and return to the Internet Options dialog.

The Web Console URL is added to the trusted local intranet sites.
9. (Optional) Configure the Internet Explorer to turn off the Security Information dialog when displaying both secure and

non-secure content.
a. On the Security tab of the Internet Options dialog, select Trusted sites and click Sites.
b. In the Trusted sites dialog, add the domains for those sites containing unencrypted or non-secure content, such as

http://canet.ca.com and the relevant WAC domain, http://servername/wac.
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c. Click OK to close the Trusted sites dialog and return to the Internet Options dialog.
d. Click Custom Level to access the Security Settings dialog
e. In the Miscellaneous section under Display mixed content, select the Enable radio button.

Your list of trusted domains will now accept mixed content.
f. Click OK to close the Security Settings dialog and return to the Internet Options dialog.

10. Click OK.
Unified logon is configured for the Internet Explorer, and both secure and non-secure content will display in your
trusted zones without triggering the Security Information dialog.

NOTE
For more detailed information about configuring the Internet Explorer, see your Microsoft documentation.

To configure unified logon for Mozilla Firefox

1. Browse to about:config.
The advanced configuration settings are displayed.

2. Add the hostname to network.automatic-ntlm-auth.trusted-uris.
The hostname is added to the trusted local intranet sites.

NOTE
For more detailed information about configuring Firefox, see your Mozilla documentation.

Understanding the DSM Web Console
Web Console provides an intuitive user interface to list, filter, select the objects, and perform specific tasks. This interface
offers the following features and functionality:

• Navigation Pane
Shows the nodes in a hierarchical manner. You can click on the nodes to navigate to the respective home pages.

NOTE

1. Some nodes such as Automation Migration or MDM Integration appear only if the feature is installed and
configured with appropriate user permissions.

2. To retain the state and selections of the objects across the pages, use the breadcrumb navigation.

• Items Pane
When you click the nodes in navigation pane, items pane shows you the respective home page which consists of
different tabs such as Home, Members and All Groups.
– Home tab shows the properties of the respective object.
– Members tab lists all the direct members.
– All Groups tab lists all the groups and their members in a hierarchical manner.

• Actions Pane
You can select the items and find the actions that are allowed to perform from the Actions Pane. The actions enabled
in this pane are relative to the selected items that are maintained across filter and paging. Click Deselect All icon to
clear the selection.

• Selected Items Pane
Selected Items pane shows you the items you selected on the items pane. You can view the count of the selected
items. By default this pane remains collapsed and automatically expands and collapses when you select the items. If
you manually expand you have to manually collapse it.

• Filters
You can apply one or more conditions and filter the listed items.
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– The drop-down list includes item properties. Select a property based on which you want to apply the filter condition.
– Select the conditional operators from the drop-down list and specify condition value. When the condition value is

allowed to be manually entered, the condition value allows to use the wild cards like asterisk (*) and question mark
(?).

– To add more conditions use the + (add filter), and to remove the filters use - (remove filter) icons.
– To clear the filter use x (clear filters) icon.
– You can apply only one of the two logical operators (either AND or OR) across multiple filter conditions.

• Sort
You can sort the list of objects by column. Only a single column can be sorted at a time. When you sort the objects,
the system groups are always listed on the top, followed by the software group, procedure group and then the other
objects as applicable.
– Search

Some of the DSM Web Console pages such as Policies, Queries, Software Definitions, Asset and Software provide
you various search criteria to list the specific objects you are looking for.

– Where
The drop-down list includes various parameters from which you select the search criteria.

– Matches
Specifies a value that matches the criteria that you selected from the Where list. You can use an asterisk (*) as a
wildcard character.

– Group By
Specifies a value to group the results.

NOTE
The values of this field and the content of the search results depend on the class of object that you are
searching for.

• Advanced Search
Expands the search criteria with two additional Where and Matches criteria that are logically included in the search
using AND. To change the ordering of the results use the order directive.

• Detailed Results
Defines the search results and information about the object. When the detailed results option is not selected, only the
name of the object is displayed. You can improve the performance with the additional information.

Using the Console Dashboard
The Console Dashboard helps you to navigate and perform a number of tasks such as viewing and managing specific
users, failed jobs, statistics, violated policies, current tasks, health monitoring alerts and so on.

You can see Client Time Zone in the DSM Web Console header. For more information about Current Manager Time and
Manager Time Zone, see Information about the DSM Domain.

Manage Computers and Users
The Computers and Users node includes all the assets. The assets include computers, user accounts, user profiles, and
external assets.

NOTE

1. When you sort the items list, the system groups always appear on the top.
2. The System groups cannot be filtered by name.
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System Group of Assets
The items pane of Computers and Users page includes the following default system groups:

• All Computers
The default system group for the asset type computers.

• All User Accounts
The default system group for the asset type user accounts.

• All User Profiles
The default system group for the asset type user profiles.

• All External Assets
The default system group for the external assets. This node is available only if the External Assets are created in DSM
Explorer. For more information about how to create external assets in DSM Explorer, refer to Create External Asset
Definition in Asset Management Administration Guide.

Computers

You can view all the computers under the domain by selecting  All Computers  available in  Computers and Users . The
following details are available for each computer:

• Home
Home displays the overview, environment, and status information.

NOTE
The Violated Policies list now displays any unsealed virtual application images that are detected.

• Inventory
This section is divided into the following subsections:
– Discovered Inventory

Discovered Inventory provides information about the following categories:
• Overview
• System
• Operating System
• System Devices
• Network
• File Systems
• External Devices
• Input Devices
• Virtual Host

NOTE

This column indicates whether an asset is a virtual host.
• Virtual Machine

NOTE

This column indicates whether an asset is a virtual machine.
• Power Settings
• Storage
• System Status
• Protection
• Additional
• Software
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NOTE

This column displays the following types of software: Release, Patch, Product, Suite, and Virtual
Application Image. When the discovered software is virtualized, the software type is refined as Staged
Virtual Release, Staged Virtual Application Image, Standalone Virtual Patch, and so on.

– Owned Inventory
Owned Inventory provides information for any owned assets.

• History
History of the assets is displayed in the domain database with the following details:
– Date

The date and time for a given event is displayed.
– Event Title

The type of event that has occurred on the selected asset is displayed.
Example: Asset linked to group.

– Event Area
The area where the event occurred is displayed.

– Event
The event is displayed.

– Object 1
The primary object in the event is displayed. For example, if you have linked a job to an asset, object 1 shows the
asset name and object 2 shows the job name.

– Object 2
The secondary object in the event is displayed.

– User
The name of the user who caused the current event is displayed. If the user name field shows Engine, an engine
has triggered the event.

– Old Value
When the value has been changed, the previous value is displayed.
Example: when the amount of memory has been changed on a computer, you see the new and the old values.

– New Value
When the value has been changed, the new value is displayed.

• Member of Groups
All the groups that the computer, user profile, user account, or group is a member of is displayed.

• Jobs
The information about Asset and Software jobs for the computer is displayed. The information under Asset Jobs
includes Job, Order, Status, Last Executed, Status Text, Linked At, Disabled At. The information under Software Jobs
includes Software, Procedure, Task, Completion time, State, Ordered By.

• Installed Packages
The installed software is displayed. The information includes Software, Procedure, Installation Time, and Ordered By.

• Properties
Properties display the following information:
– Computer

The information about the computer, including Name, Domain, Operating System, Created, Changed, Host Name
and Network Address, and so on, is displayed.

– User Defined
The information about user-defined properties that are associated with the computer is displayed.

– Software Delivery
The information about Software Delivery, including Status, Download Method and Job Calendar is displayed.

To find and view information about a specific computer, use the search feature.
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User Accounts

You can view all the user accounts on the network that connect to the domain by selecting All User Accounts available in
Computers and Users.

Use the Search Feature to find and view information about a specific user account.

The following details are available for each user account:

This section provides the user account details on the network.

Home

Consists of the following sections:

• Overview
Displays information such as Name, Type, and AM status.

• Environment
Shows related computers and related user profiles.

• Status
Shows information about violated policies, failed jobs, prevented application execution, and agent status.

Member of Groups

Shows the group that the user account is a member of.

Jobs

Shows information about asset jobs.

Properties

Shows information for the following sections:

• User Account
Shows information about the group, such as name, domain, date created, and date changed.

• User Defined
Shows user-defined information for associated assets.

User Profiles 1

You can view all the user profiles under the domain by selecting All User Profiles available in Computers and Users. A
user profile is a record of the personal settings, options, and preferences of a user on a computer. These preferences
relate to the personalized settings of a user or to settings of the operating system based on usage patterns.

External Assets

You can view and manage all the external assets into various groups. On the external assets page, you can perform the
following actions:

• Select one or more assets to make a group.
• Add to a group.
• Delete from a group.
• Search and add a specific external asset to a group, use the search feature.
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Create Custom Group of Assets
An asset group lets you logically organize your computers and users into a group. All Computers, All User Accounts, and
All User Profiles are the default groups for computers, users, and user profiles respectively, and always appear on top on
the objects list.

Create an asset group in the following manner:

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Console, Computers and Users, New Group.
The New Group wizard appears.

2. On the Identification details tab, specify the details like Name, Description, Parent Group.
3. Select the assets such as computers and users into one of the following groups:

– Static Groups
Contains members that are manually added to or removed from the group.
– Dynamic Groups
Contains members that are dynamically added or removed based on the query result. Dynamic groups are based on a
query.

4. In the actions panel, click Add Members, use filters, select members from the select items page, and click Next.
5. Determine Security Permissions for the group members and Click Next.
6. Verify the details on Summary and click Finish.

A new asset group is created. You can add, edit, and remove the members to the groups.

 

Deploy Software on Groups and Assets
You can deploy software remotely to target computers throughout the organization. You can deploy software to individual
computers or a group of computers. You can deploy multiple software packages to a computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to Console, Computers and Users.
2. Select a Computer Group, Member of a Group or User Profiles to which you want to deploy the software package.
3. Click Deploy Software from the Actions panel.

The Deploy Software wizard opens.
4. (Only on Enterprise Manager) Click Add, select the domain, click OK, and then click Next.
5. Select one of the following options from the Actions panel to add procedures and click Next:

– Click Add, select the software group, software package, and/or procedure groups from the package library that you
want to deploy, and click OK.

– Click Add Procedures, select the procedures from the displayed list and click OK.
6. (Optional) Specify the deployment schedule and click Next.

NOTE
The date and time you select, follows the Scalability Server time zone.

7. Complete the following fields in the Distribution/Job Container tab and click Next:
– Distribution Job Container

(Only on Enterprise Manager) Specifies the name of the Distribution Job Container. Select an appropriate name
from the drop-down list.

– Job Container
(Only on Domain Manager) Specifies the name of the Job Container. Enter an appropriate job container name.

– Name
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Specifies the Name of the Job Container for deployment.
– Priority

(Optional) Specifies the deployment priority of the package.
– User Message

Lets you enter a message for the user.
– Job linkage

Defines the links between the jobs.
– Batch Job Execution

Lets you execute the deployment job in a batch process. For each target, all jobs in the container are run as a
single piece of work. If a job fails for any target, the remaining jobs in the container for that target are aborted. Batch
jobs constitute a critical region; no other jobs are allowed to come in between them. The batch jobs are important
as an unrelated job causes the problems with the target and can fail the rollback. The batch jobs must have the
same activation time.

– Enable transaction
Allows you to manage jobs during evaluation and execution. When one job in the container fails, the remaining
jobs in the batch will not execute. When the Enable Transaction check box is selected, jobs for SXP, PKG, and PIF
packages are rolled-back in case of failure. Upon a failure, all previous jobs in the container for that target are rolled
back, if possible.

– Synchronized Job Execution
The job is activated only when the previous job in the container is completed correctly.

– No linkage
Lets you run Jobs independently from each other.

– Ignore cascading
Ignores cascading install of dependent packages. This box appears disabled, if No linkage is selected as cascading
is of no importance with the No linkage selection).

– Seal and Evaluate Job Container
(Only on Domain Manager)Lets you seal a job container and evaluate the jobs in the container.

– Activate Job Container
(Only on Domain Manager)Lets you activate the jobs in the container.

– Distribute and register software packages at the Domains.
(Only on Enterprise Manager)Lets you distribute and register software packages at the domains. If you de-select
this option, it is assumed the package is already available at the selected domains.

8. Click Next.
The Jobs page opens.

9. (Optional) To configure a package, select the package and click Configure in the Actions panel.
10. Click Next and review the summary.
11. Click Finish to deploy the software package.

The software package is deployed from Computers and Users.

Manage Software
The software node includes the features such as Package Library, External Repositories, Definitions, Boot Images, and
OS Images.

NOTE

1. When you sort the items list, the system groups appear on the top followed by software groups, procedure
groups, and then the packages. This order is maintained irrespective of any sort on any column.

2. The System groups cannot be filtered by name.
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Using Package Library
The Package Library enables you to perform the following actions:

• Create and Deploy Software Groups
• Create and Deploy Procedure Groups
• Create and Deploy Software Packages
• Create and Deploy Procedures

Create and Manage a Software Package

Your responsibilities include delivering software package and keeping them updated on destination computers. Package
software in the CA Client Automation compatible format to make it available for deployment on target computers.

The software package library is the central location in an organization where all software is stored. You cannot deploy
software that is not packaged.

To create and deploy a software package, follow these procedures:

1. Verify Prerequisites
2. Create a Software Package
3. Define Source to a Software Package
4. Define Procedures to a Software Package
5. Seal a Software Package
6. Deploy a Software Package

Verify Prerequisites

The software delivery capability allows you to deploy software remotely to target computers in an organization. Verify the
following prerequisites before you create a software package:

• Identify the installation files of the software that you want to package and note the directory path on the domain
manager or on the client computer.

• Identify and note the name, version, and vendor of the software program that you want to package.
• Make a note of the directory path to the procedures supplied by the software provider. Procedures are used to install,

activate, configure, and uninstall a software program.
• Verify that the software delivery agent is installed on each target computer. The software delivery agent allows you to

remotely install, activate, configure, and uninstall the software products on the target computers.
• Verify that you have write access to the domain library path. You can create software package and copy the software

program files to it, only if you have write access.

Create a Software Package

Your responsibilities include delivering software package and keeping them updated on destination computers. Package
software in the CA Client Automation compatible format to make it available for deployment on destination computers.

The software package library is the central location in an organization where all software is stored. You cannot deploy
software that is not packaged.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the CA Client Automation Web console and go to Console, Software, Package Library, Members tab.
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2. Click New Package.
The create new package window opens.

3. Provide the following details:
– Name

A name for the software package is displayed.
– Version

The version number for the package is specified.
– Vendor

The name of the vendor of the software is specified.
– Description

The description for the package is specified.
– Type

Select whether the type of software package is Generic or Debian Wrapper.
4. If you select the type as Generic, follow these steps:

a. (Optional) Select CheckSum, if you want to enable Checksum control of package consistency.
b. Click Next.
c. The Summary page opens.
d. Verify the details of the software package and click Finish.
An empty software package is created and added to the Members list.

5. If you select the type as Debian Wrapper, follow these steps:
a. (Optional) Select Other details to seal the wrapper package after creation and click Next.
b. (Optional)Provide the following details and click Next.

• Actions:
The action macros to be run on the destination computer before installing software is specified.

• Parameters:
The parameter macros to be run on the destination computer to perform the selected preinstall action is
specified.

• Abort installation if preinstall action fails:
When the preinstall action fails, the software installation aborts.

c. Select the Debian packages from the list and click OK. Click Next.
d. (Optional)Select the packages for which you want to configure the parameters and click Configure. Select the

configuration parameters as necessary and click OK. Click Next.

NOTE

• Click Reset All to change the values of all the parameters to their default values.
• Configure action is enabled only if at least one parameter is present that is defined for the

corresponding Debian package.
e. Verify the details of the Debian package you are creating and click Finish.
A Debian Wrapper package is created and added to the Members list.

The new software packages are added to the members list.

(Optional) Verify a Software Package

The software packages that you created are listed under the Members tab. Click a software package name to see the
following details:

• Home
Displays the properties of corresponding software package.

• Source
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Displays the volumes that are created and the source that is defined for corresponding software package.
• Procedures

Displays the procedures that are created for corresponding software package.
• Member of

Displays the groups to which the corresponding software packages are added as a member.
• Installations

Displays the computers on which the corresponding software package is deployed.
• Staging Libraries

Displays the Scalability Servers on which the corresponding software package is staged.

You can select a software package and click Edit to modify the details. You can select only one software package to
enable the Edit action. If it is sealed, you cannot edit a software package.

 

Create Volume and Define Source to a Software Package

Source is a set of program files in a software package that execute the corresponding program. When you deploy a
software package, the source files are supplied from the software package. When you create a software package, it
is empty. You specify the source files to include in a software package. For example, assume that you want to deploy
Adobe Acrobat Reader 9. The setup files to install and run Adobe Reader must be provided in the corresponding software
package that you create. You cannot provide the source files directly from the original DVD or CD-ROM.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to Console, Software, Package Library, Members tab.
2. Click the software package for which you want to define the source.

Software Package properties window opens.
3. Under the Source tab click New Volume.
4. In the New Volume dialog, enter the following details and click OK.

– Name
Specifies the name of the volume for the selected package.

– Sourcepath
Specifies the path of the source files.

– Type
Specifies whether the source is from a Directory, a CD, or a Diskette.

– Source Location
Specifies whether the source location is on Manager or on Client. If the source location is client, use the browse
button to select and upload the file.

NOTE

• Expand the volume to see the folders added. Click the folder name to see the source files defined for the
volume under each folder.

• If source location is selected as Client, the default maximum file size to upload is 20 MB. This is
applicable only on Windows.

5. (Optional) You can edit a volume, add files to a volume, and delete a volume of the corresponding software package
regarding your need.
– Edit

To edit the volume, select the volume and click Edit. Modify the details as necessary and click OK.
To edit a file, select a file and click Edit to open the file in editor. Modify the content as necessary and click OK. You
can edit or view only the text-based files that are not more than 64kb in size.

– Add Files(Optional)
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To add more files to the volume, select the volume, click Add Files and follow the Add Files dialog.
– Delete

To remove a volume, select the volume and click Delete. Click Yes to confirm the delete action.
To delete only some of the members or files of a volume, select corresponding members or files and click Delete.
Click Yes, to confirm the delete action.

A new volume is created and defined the source to the software package.

NOTE

While Web Console copies the files that you added to a volume, you cannot add files to any other volume in any
of the software packages. You can only perform the following actions, while copying files is in progress:

• Create another software package
• Create a procedure for corresponding or other software packages
• Create a volume without adding files for other software packages
• View the members of other volumes in the corresponding or other software packages

If you try to perform that is not allowed while copying files is in progress, Web Consoles displays one of the
following messages:

• Last file copy operation failed on volume.
This message is displayed when the created volume has an invalid path.

• File copy operation is in progress. Try after some time.
This message is displayed when you add files to any volume in a package when the file copy operation is in
progress.

• Failed to list members for volume <volume name>. File copy operation is in progress.
This message is displayed when you list the members of a volume in which the file copy operation is in
progress.

• The software is currently locked. Please retry the operation, if possible.
This message is displayed when you perform invalid actions while the file copy operation is in progress. For
example, edit a volume or a file, add files, and delete a volume or a file.

These messages are configured to display for 24 hours from the time Web Console starts copying the files. You can
configure how long these messages to display, in the wac.config file. Typically the path for wac.config file is as follows:

..\CA\DSM\Web Console\webapps\wac\WEB-INF\classes\com\ca\wac\config

Create a Procedure

The software packaging process identifies and stores a program as a procedure in a software package library. Procedures
are the means by which a program is installed, activated, configured, and uninstalled. You can use the procedures
that are delivered with the software program. For example, if you are adding procedures for Adobe Reader, install.exe
could be the installation procedure and uninstall.exe could be the uninstallation procedure. The installation procedure is
mandatory for every software package. Other procedures such as uninstall, activate, and configure are optional.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Console, Software, Package Library.
2. Click the software packages, select specific software package.

Software package page appears with source, procedures, a registry of installation records, staging library information.
3. Go to Procedures and click New Procedure in the Actions panel.

The new procedure wizard opens with general information about the software procedure.
– Name

Specifies the name of procedure.
– Task
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Identifies the type of action that the procedure performs, such as, Install, Uninstall, Activate, and Configure. For
more information, see Procedure Task.

– Runs on OS
Identifies the available operating system under which the procedure functions.

– Comment
Provides more information about the procedure. The comment appears in the Comment column of procedures lists
displayed on the screen.

– Added Procedure
Indicates Added Procedures that are registered in the Software Package Library separately, after registration of the
library item. You can create new Added Procedures afresh or by copying existing procedures.

– External Procedure
Indicates existing file(s) on the target machine(s). For more information, see External Procedure.

– Default Selected Procedure for Jobs
(When checked) Ensures that the procedure comes first in the procedure drop-down list when setting up a job.

– Catalog Enabled
(When checked) Specifies that the procedure is included in the Software Catalog and enabled for user selection.

– Exclude from RAC
(When checked) Specifies that the procedure is not executed as part of the Re-install After Crash (RAC) process.

– Use comment as user message
(When checked) Specifies that the information entered in the Comment field is used as a default custom
administrator message for the jobs when the procedure (or the package including this procedure) is deployed while
creating the deployment job. The comment is automatically added to the User Message field available on the Job
tab. You can always modify this information in the User Message field, if required.

Click Next to go to the File(s) section on the wizard.

Select File, Type, and Parameters

Follow these steps:

1. Search and select a script, executable, or command file that triggers the task.
On selection, File and Type are displayed. For example, Name:Volume 1:\Agent.cab and Type:WinCE file

NOTE
If you select Type as MSI File, the following options are enabled.

2. Insert parameter macros from the drop-down as input values to a procedure when a procedure is executed. Use a
space to separate the parameters. For more information, see Parameter Macros.

3. Click Next to specify Job Options for the software procedure.

Specify Procedure Job Options

You can select appropriate job options for the software procedure.

• Boot level before execution
Defines whether the target computer is rebooted prior to the job activation, and at what level this must be done. All the
options included in this list are supported on the Windows, Linux, and MAC agents.
Levels: None, Restart machine, Logoff user.
This option is set to None by default for all job linkage settings (batch job, synchronized or no linkage) on the Job
container tab.

NOTE
The option Logoff user does not prevent the user to re-login before the job is executed.

• Boot level after execution
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Defines whether the target computer is rebooted after the job activation, and at what level this must be done. This
option also defines whether to shut down the target computer after completion of the last SD job. All the options
included in this list are supported on the Windows, Linux, and MAC agents.
Levels: None, Restart machine, Logoff user, Restart machine after last job, Logoff user after last job, Shutdown
machine after last job.
This option is set to None by default for all job linkage settings (batch job, synchronized or no linkage) on the Job
container tab. Select one of the options from the drop-down list.

NOTE
The Shutdown machine after last job option always takes precedence over the Restart machine after last
job option. For example, consider a scenario where one job in a job container uses the Shutdown machine
after last job option and another job uses the Restart machine after last job option. In this case, the Shutdown
machine after last job option takes precedence over the Restart machine after last job option, and the target
computer shuts down after completion of the last job.

Note regarding Boot level: The level selected here (booting job driven) should not be confused with the boot level
concept used in the Software Management Installer: booting installer driven (if any active dll's, or other active
system components, must be changed or deleted during the installation, the Installer introduces a restart, so that the
appropriate components can be updated by the operating system during the restart).
Regarding the latter case, just note here that after the Software Management Installer has processed its jobs (installs,
uninstalls, and updates), a system start (boot or logoff/logon) will be initiated once a respective boot level (0, 1, 2, 3 or
4) has been set, or when a system start is necessary because of locked files.

• Prompt user (Windows only)
This check box defines whether questions should be asked of the users at the target computers before and after the
activation.
This option is not checked by default for all job linkage settings (batch job, synchronized, or no linkage) on the Job
container tab.
Before the job activation is started, the user is asked to confirm that it is to be started, to be run later, or not at all. If
"Prompt user" is not checked, the job activation will always start.
After activation: At the conclusion of an item procedure activation, of a 16-bit Windows program in Windows NT/2000/
XP environment only, users will be prompted to indicate if the item procedure completed successfully. If it did not
complete successfully, the user can specify the reason for the interrupt. Then the installation register will list this
installation as an error.

• Allow user to cancel the job
If Prompt user is selected, and the check box for Cancel job allowed is marked, the user can select Never in the popup
that will appear on the user computer when the job is executed. Otherwise Never is grayed out.

• Execute jobs if prompt times out
If Prompt user is selected, the check box for Execute if prompt times out is eligible.
If Execute is checked, the execution of the job, when the timeout elapses, could depend on the settings of the
parameters in the Common Configuration. For example, if "UserPrompt: Timeout Action" is set to 0 on the target, the
job will be cancelled at the target if the prompt times out.
If "UserPrompt: Timeout Action when user is logged off" is not set on the target, the checking of this box determines
the action. If the box is checked, the job will execute, and, if it not checked, the job will be postponed.
If "Prompt user" is not selected, the "Execute job" check box is grayed out.

• Run jobs off-line from Scalability Servers
This check box defines whether the Job check program of the target computer should release communication with the
server during execution of the job. When the job has finished, the agent reconnects to the server to report job status.
This option is not checked by default for all job linkage settings (batch job, synchronized, or no linkage) on the Job
container tab.
Checking the box means that the manager has less information about how job execution is proceeding.

• Run at shutdown (UNIX only)
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The reason for this check box is that when updating, for example, kernel drivers on a UNIX manager, a reboot is
required. Since these kind of managers will be rebooted only occasionally, a mechanism is needed to schedule jobs for
execution, while the system is going to shutdown.
This option is not checked by default for all job linkage settings (batch job, synchronized, or no linkage) on the Job
container tab.
If this box is checked, the box Job is triggered by server will automatically be grayed out, since these two options are
mutually exclusive.
The box is set by default, if the box Run at shutdown (UNIX only) is checked on the Options tab of Procedures.
If the UNIX agent lacks the shutdown functionality, the job will never run and hence time out.
The box must not be checked for jobs targeted at non-UNIX systems. In such a case, the job will never run but time
out.
Jobs for execution on shutdown must not be combined with standard jobs within the same container, since this will
postpone all jobs of the container.

• Prevent user from being logged-on while job executes (Windows NT only)
This option (only supported for Windows NT/2000/XP agents) is to be selected, if a user is prevented from logging on,
while the agent processes a job. When the user is already logged on, the Software Delivery agent will proceed with the
scheduled job when the user has been logged off.
This option is not checked by default for all job linkage settings (batch job, synchronized, or no linkage) on the Job
container tab.
In order for this function to be activated, it is necessary to execute the Enable per job procedure first, a Logon Shield
function. It will prevent the user from disturbing applications that are currently updated or not completely installed. A
message is presented during attempts to log in.
When the Logon Shield has been activated, a dialog informs the user about the current state of the job. If the user hits
CTRL+ALT+DEL, the dialogue appears and continuously displays the progress. Also, disappears automatically after
the job has ended. All progress messages can be configured.

NOTE
This option PREVENTS the user to re-login before the job is executed.

• Enable user interaction (WinLH only)
Specifies that a software package being registered or deployed is interactive and requires user interaction on the agent
computer.
The agent starts the software installer in user sessions that are currently logged in and active, and also starts in the
SYSTEM context.
This option is available only on Enterprise Manager.

Specify Procedure Query

Contents

Select a prerequisite query for allowing the execution of the software procedure from the available list.

Use a query to control the execution of a procedure. If the query condition is not fulfilled for a computer, the job for that
computer is marked as failed.

 

Procedure Task

You can perform one of the following procedure tasks:

• Install
Installs the current software package.

• Activate
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Triggers the product to run. An Activate task can be used to remotely trigger the start of a backup or archive program.
Identify a procedure as an Activate task when the procedure does not fall under any of the other three categories or
when performs a combination of the other three tasks.

• Configure
Reconfigures an existing installation.

• Uninstall
Removes an existing installation by removing the files, directories, subdirectories, and system file changes made
during the installation of the software package in question.

Configure, Uninstall and customized Install and Activate tasks can be created by registering in-house command or batch
files.

NOTE
A software package cannot be installed twice on the same computer using the same procedure without being
uninstalled first. Once the package has been installed, procedures with other tasks can be run.

External Procedure

If the current procedure is to be enabled for use when less data transfer between the domain manager and agent is
needed, select External Procedure.

Note that an external procedure refers to existing file(s) on the target machine(s).

NOTE
When you select such a procedure, you can state the file name with or without its full path. However, if you state
only the file name, the file must be situated in the path of the target machine. (For Windows NT/2000/XP, this
path is the combined System Environment path and User Environment path of the user account used when the
software delivery agent was installed on the target machine.)

NOTE
When the full path is not used, and there is more than one file on the target machine having the same file name,
the file that is found first via the path search is executed.

(Optional) Create Added Procedure for a Software Package

After sealing the software package, you cannot edit the package. You can only create added procedure, added external
procedure, or Added procedure with new files for a software package.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to Console, Software, Package Library, Members tab.
2. Click the software package for which you want to define the added procedure.

Software Package properties window opens.
3. Go to Procedures tab and click New Procedure.
4. Follow the wizard to complete the mandatory fields and click Finish.

The added procedure is created for the corresponding software package and listed under procedures tab.

Seal a Software Package

The software package is open by default. Ensure that you have added the procedures to the software package before
sealing. You must seal the software package to be able to deploy it to destination computers.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to Console, Software, Package Library, Members tab.
2. Select a software package and click Seal.
3. Click Yes to confirm the action.
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The software package is sealed.

NOTE

 Software packages cannot be edited after sealing. You can create only added procedures after sealing.

Deploy a Software Package

Contents

Your responsibilities include deploying software remotely to target computers throughout the organization. You can deploy
software to many computers simultaneously in the organization.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to Console, Software, Package Library, Members tab.
2. Select a software package that you want to deploy.

The Deploy Software wizard opens with the following steps:
– Domains

(Only on Enterprise Manager) Click Add, select the target domains, click OK, and click Next.
– Targets

Click Add, select the target computers, click OK, and click Next.
– Schedule

(Optional) Specify the deployment schedule and click Next.
Note: The date and time you select, follows the Scalability Server time zone.

– Container
(Only on Enterprise Manager) Provide the necessary details in the Job Container page and click Next.
For more information on Container details, see Job Container Options section.

– Job Container
(Only on Domain Manager) Provide the necessary details in the Job Container page and click Next.
For more information on Job Container details, see Job Container Options section.

– Jobs
To configure a package, select the package and click Configure in the Actions panel.
For more information on configuring a software package, see Configure Options section.

– Summary
Verify the details of software deployment job and click Finish. Click Back to optionally go back and modify the
details.

Job Container Options

Container or Job Container page allows you to specify the container job options as necessary. Enterprise Manager and
Domain Manager include these options on the Container page and the Job Container Page respectively.

Distribution Job Container

(Only on Enterprise Manager) Specifies the name of the Distribution Job Container. Select an appropriate name from the
drop-down list.

• Job Container
(Only on Domain Manager) Specifies the name of the Job Container. Enter an appropriate job container name.

• Name
Specifies the Name of the Job Container for deployment.

• Priority
(Optional) Specifies the deployment priority of the package.

• User Message
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Lets you enter a message for the user.
• Job Linkage

Defines the links between the jobs.
• Batch Job Execution

Lets you execute the deployment job in a batch process. For each target, all jobs in the container are run as a single
piece of work. If a job fails for any target, the remaining jobs in the container for that target are aborted. Batch jobs
constitute a critical region; no other jobs are allowed to come in between them. The batch jobs are important as
an unrelated job causes the problems with the target and can fail the rollback. The batch jobs must have the same
activation time.

• Enable transaction
Allows you to manage jobs during evaluation and execution. When one job in the container fails, the remaining jobs in
the batch will not execute. When the Enable Transaction check box is selected, jobs for SXP, PKG, and PIF packages
are rolled-back in case of failure. Upon a failure, all previous jobs in the container for that target are rolled back, if
possible.

• Synchronized Job Execution
The job is activated only when the previous job in the container is completed correctly.

• No linkage
Lets you run Jobs independently from each other.

• Ignore cascading
Ignores cascading install of dependent packages. This box appears disabled, if No Linkage is selected as cascading is
of no importance with the No linkage selection).

• Seal and Evaluate Job Container
(Only on Domain Manager)Lets you seal a job container and evaluate the jobs in the container.

• Activate Job Container
(Only on Domain Manager)Lets you activate the jobs in the container.

• Distribute and register software packages at the Domains.
(Only on Enterprise Manager)Lets you distribute and register software packages at the domains. If you de-select this
option, it is assumed the package is already available at the selected domains.

Configure Options

Complete the following options on the Configure screen:

Job Details

• – Name
Indicates the name of the software item and the procedure selected for setting up the job. This field is empty, if more
than one software item has been selected in the Job Order list.

– Software
Indicates the name of the software item and the procedure.

– Deliver At (Date)
Specify the date when you want the job to be delivered. By default, the current date and time are provided.
Selecting the date drop-down opens a calendar, where you can choose another day in the current month or move to
another month. Delivery date and time must be less than or equal to Activate at date and time.

– Deliver At (Time)
Specify the time when you want the job to be delivered.

– Activate At (Date)
Specify the date when you want the job to be activated. By default, the current date and time are provided.

– Activate At (Time)
Specify the time when you want the job to be activated.

– Procedure
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Indicates the procedure to be used for the job. Select among the procedures that are defined for the current
software item.

– User Message
Defines the custom administrator message text to display to the end users.

Procedure Options tab

See Specify Procedure Job Options

Job Options tab
Displays job specific options:

• – Jobs will be triggered by Scalability Server
If you check this box, the scalability server will initiate job execution and the job will be performed at the Scheduled
at date and time, or as soon as possible after that.
This option is checked by default for all job linkage settings (batch job, synchronized or no linkage) on the Job
container tab.
If the box is not checked, jobs to target computers will be executed, when the target computer contacts the
scalability server (at reboot or execution of Job check).

– Delivery / Activation times are relative to the Enterprise Manager time
If you do not check this box, then the job will be executed by each domain manager at the Scheduled at date and
time, or as soon as possible after that. Each domain manager considers this point of time as being given in its own
local time system.
If you check this box - selecting universal time - the activation time specified is interpreted as universal time and the
time deviation configured on each domain manager will be taken into consideration for converting the point of time
received into the own local time system.
This option is not checked by default for all job linkage settings (batch job, synchronized or no linkage) on the Job
container tab.

– Use delivery calendar
Delivery calendars are useful when setting up bulk deliveries to scalability servers and NOS-less target systems
using DTS to occur out-of-office hours.
Hence, this setting is only applicable for agents that use the download option DTS push. If the job uses an external
procedure, this setting is not applicable.
If you already use Job Execution calendars, it is recommended that you name another calendar here, a Job
Delivery Calendar, to control deliveries.
Regardless of whether the option is used or not, manual halt or resume is possible from the DSM Explorer, for the
job container and for each individual job, in order to control the delivery to scalability servers and NOS-less target
systems.
The selection for use of a CCS calendar is an option for each individual job in a job container.
The calendar works as ordinary CCS calendars, to control the days, dates and times when delivery is permitted.
The time cells not set on in the CCS calendar thus define the exclusion intervals.
If you try to define a calendar, the name of which is unknown, you see one of the following job status :
• If you are defining the job as part of a job container, the job container is created, whereas this job is not created.
• If you are redefining the job by using the Properties choice in the context menu, the job will remain in its previous

state.
This option is not checked by default for any job linkage setting (batch job, synchronized or no linkage) on the Job
container tab.

– Ignore job calendars on target computer
If the target computer has a Job Execution Calendar attached, this calendar controls the days, dates, and times
when jobs can be performed. By checking this box, the job is executed regardless of the calendar settings.

– Resolve query groups
By checking this Job specific flag, you may get true dynamic evaluation of the condition for a computer group. That
evaluation takes place when the Domain Manager sets up the job for execution.
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This option is not checked by default for all job linkage settings (batch job, synchronized or no linkage) on the Job
container tab.

– Store packages in the Scalability Server's staging library
By checking this Job specific flag, you ensure that not only is the job setup. A delivery job to a scalability server
staging library is also automatically set up, unless the delivery has already executed.
Checking this option is relevant for jobs to all computers (that are not NOS-less) that are downstream of a scalability
server, and the scalability server itself.
The option is without effect, if the procedure is external. That is, the job is executed but the package is not
registered in the staging library.
The option is not checked by default for any job linkage setting (batch job, synchronized or no linkage) on the Job
Container tab.

– User parameters
In this field, you can enter parameters for the execution of the job. Entries are used, if the macro $up has been set
for the procedure that is used when setting up this job.
In this way, the macro up expands on an individual job basis. The parameters can also be references, in the
form $(Parameter Reference), to parameters stored in the database. For example, you can pass the package-
specific MSI properties as user parameters. For more information about package-specific MSI properties, see the
Implementation Guide.
Note: If a user parameter in the Job Options dialog contains spaces it must be surrounded by quotation marks

– Prompt during
This field can only be used, if the Prompt user check box was selected. It then details for how many days and/
or hours the prompt is displayed, if the user selects Later every time the prompt appears. When the timeout has
expired, the job is performed (unless the user selects Never, which is only enabled, if Allow user to cancel the job
was selected when setting up the job).
The default value is 1 day for all job linkage settings (batch job, synchronized or no linkage) on the Job container
tab.
This parameter should be set to a value that does not exceed the timeout value for the job.

– Job timeout
Here you specify, how many days and/or hours the job activation order is valid after the date and time it is set to be
performed (in the Scheduled at date and time calendar, in the Job - General tab). When the timeout has expired, the
job activation order is not performed, but it is still visible till removal.
The range for this parameter is by default 3-168 hours (given by configuration parameters "Software job options:
Minimum Activation Time" and "Software job options:Maximum Activation Time").
If, for example, the value 1 hour is selected, it is replaced by 3 hours by the system.
The default value is 7 days (that is 168 hours) for all job linkage settings (batch job, synchronized or no linkage) on
the Job container tab.

(Optional) To remove, select the software and procedure and click Remove from Actions tab. Click OK to go to Summary
page.

Create and Deploy Software and Procedure Groups

A software group or procedure group lets you logically organize your packages and procedures into a group.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Console, Software, Package Library, Members, New Group.
The New Group wizard appears.

2. Provide the following details and click Next.
Name
Provide a name for the procedure.
Comment
Provide a description for the procedure.
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Parent Group
Search and select parent from the list.
Type
Select the Software Group option.

3. From the Actions panel, click Add Members.
4. In the Select Items dialog, select the items that you need to group and then click OK.

a. Click Next and verify the details and then click Finish.
A new software group is created. Go to Package Library to view or edit the new software group in the list.

NOTE
You can create a Procedure Group by selecting Procedure Group under Type.

Deploy a Software Group

Your responsibilities include deploying software group remotely to target computers throughout the organization. You can
deploy software groups to many computers simultaneously in the organization.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the CA Client Automaton Web Console and go to Console, Software, Package Library, All Groups tab.
2. Select a software group and click Deploy.
3. If you are deploying from Enterprise Manager, click Add, select Domains and click Next.
4. Click Add, select target Computers and click Next.
5. (Optional) Specify the deployment schedule and click Next.

NOTE
The date and time you select, follows the Scalability Server time zone.

6. Provide Job Container details as necessary and click Next.
7. (Optional) Select a job and Configure as necessary. Arrange the jobs in the order you want to execute them. Select a

software package and click up, down, right or left arrow to change the order. Then click Next.
8. Verify the details and click Finish.

You have now deployed the selected software group.

Deploy a Procedure

Your responsibilities include deploying Procedure remotely to target computers throughout the organization. You can
deploy procedure to many computers simultaneously in the organization.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the CA Client Automaton Web Console and go to Console, Software, Package Library, Members tab.
2. Select a procedure and click Deploy.
3. If you are deploying from Enterprise Manager, click Add, select Domains and click Next.
4. Click Add, select target Computers and click Next.
5. (Optional) Specify the deployment schedule and click Next.

NOTE
The date and time you select, follows the Scalability Server time zone.

6. Provide Job Container details as necessary and click Next.
7. (Jobs) Select a job and Configure as necessary and click Next.
8. Verify the details and click Finish.

You have now deployed the selected procedure.
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Deploy a Procedure Group

Your responsibilities include deploying Procedure group remotely to target computers throughout the organization. You
can deploy procedure group to many computers simultaneously in the organization.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the CA Client Automaton Web Console and go to Console, Software, Package Library, All Groups tab.
2. Select a procedure group and click Deploy.
3. If you are deploying from Enterprise Manager, click Add, select Domains and click Next.
4. Click Add, select target Computers and click Next.
5. (Optional) Specify the deployment schedule and click Next.

NOTE
The date and time you select, follows the Scalability Server time zone.

6. Provide Job Container details as necessary. Arrange the jobs in the order you want to execute them. Select a
procedure and click up, down, right or left arrow to change the order. Then click Next.

7. (Jobs) Select a job and Configure as necessary and click Next.
8. Verify the details and click Finish.

You have now deployed the selected procedure group.

Manage Catalog Groups
To create and manage catalog groups from web console, first enable/configure the Catalog System Group on the domain
manager using DSM Explorer.

Catalog System Group in Software Package Library allows you to perform the following actions based on your selection:

• New Group
Creates a new custom catalog group.

• New Package
Creates a software package as a member to custom catalog group. For more information about creating and working
with a software package see Create and Deploy a Software Package section.

• Edit
Edits the details of a custom catalog group.

• Deploy
Deploys a custom catalog group.

• Delete
Deletes a custom catalog group.

• Add Members
Adds software packages as members to custom catalog group.

• Remove Members
Removes the members from a custom catalog group.

• Add to Group
Adds a member of a catalog group to a catalog system group, another custom catalog group or a custom software
group

Publish in Catalog
Publish software package, software group in a catalog so that the software are visible for the selected computer groups.
You can publish only the required software groups or software packages to the catalog. This functionality is available only
on Domain Manager.
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Follow these steps:

1. From the Package Library, select one or more software groups and software packages that are sealed, and click
Publish in Catalog.

2. Provide the details in the Identification tab and click Next.
Name
Specifies the name of the published package.
Comment
Provides more information about the published package. The comment appears in the Comment column of <published
package> lists displayed on the screen.
Computer Group
Identifies the group of computers that you want to include in the published package.

3. Add members from the displayed list and click Next.
4. (Optional) Click Add Members from the Actions pane to add more members to the list.
5. Verify the Publish details and click Finish.

The software package is successfully published in a Catalog.

External Repositories
Displays the list of external repositories that are configured on the domain manager. An external repository can be a
Debian repository that stores the Debian software packages.

Definitions
Displays the definitions in the domain manager.

Boot Images
Displays a list of boot images registered with the domain manager that you are logged onto including the Name, Type, and
Registered.

For more information, see How to Use OSIM.

OS Images
The installation of an operating system is the first step to bring up a system. In large enterprises, network administrators
want to install or to repair computer software without involving a technician. Computers must have their operating systems
installed after a crash caused by hardware faults or by virus attacks.OSIM facilitates these tasks.

OSIM requires computers to have a pre-boot execution environment (PXE), so that a basic and faultless image of an
operating system can be installed.

You can perform OS installation tasks from the Web Console.

Deploy OS on a New Computer
To deploy an operating system on a computer, the computer must exist in CA Client Automation. If you want to deploy
an operating system on a new computer, first create a computer entry in CA Client Automation. Then associate an
appropriate OS image to the new computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the required domain manager using Web Console.
2. Navigate to Console, Computers and Users, and select a group.
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Computers of the group are displayed.
3. In the Actions panel, select New Computer.

The Create New Computer wizard opens.
4. Enter the Network Identification details.

The following field is not self-explanatory:
– User Defined Data

(Optional) Specifies additional information about user-defined properties. Use the User Data fields to associate any
information with the current asset. These fields can be referred to in queries and reports.

5. Click Next.
The OS Image Selection page is displayed.

6. Select an OS image and click Finish.
A new computer for OS deployment is created.

NOTE
Selecting an OS image is sufficient for you to create computer for OS deployment. The rest of the steps are
optional. You can click Finish in any subsequent pages of the wizard to create computer for OS deployment.

7. (Optional) In the Boot Server Selection page, clear the check box against Automatically Assign a Boot Server to assign
a Boot Server manually and click Next.
If you select the Automatically Assign a Boot Server option, manually move the job to the required boot server before
activating the OS installation. For more information about moving the job to a boot server, see Manage the States of
an OS Installation Job. The Agent Component Selection page is displayed.

8. (Optional) Select the agents you want to install and click Next.

NOTE
The Software Delivery agent is selected by default and is installed with the OS installation job.

The Activation page is displayed.
9. (Optional) Select Now to schedule the activation, and click Next.

The Summary page is displayed.
10. Review your selection and click Finish.

The new computer is added to the domain manager and the selected OS image assigned to the computer.

Deploy OS on an Existing Computer
On a computer that is already managed by CA Client Automation, you can reinstall the OS or install a different OS.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch the Web Console and navigate to Console, Computers and Users, and select a group.
Computers of the group are displayed.

2. Apply the filter to view the computers that have the DSM agent installed.
A list of computers with the DSM agent installed is displayed.

3. Select the computer to deploy the OS image and in the Actions panel select Assign OS Image.
The Deploy an OS Image wizard opens. The Network Identification details are populated by default.

4. Click Next.
The OS Image Selection page is displayed.

5. Select an OS image and click Finish.
A job is created to deploy the OS image to the computer.

NOTE
Selecting an OS image is sufficient for you to create a job for OS deployment. The rest of the steps are
optional. You can click Finish in any subsequent pages of the wizard to create a job for OS deployment.

6. (Optional) In the Boot Server Selection page, clear the check box against Automatically Assign a Boot Server to assign
a Boot Server manually and click Next.
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If you select the Automatically Assign a Boot Server option, manually move the job to the required boot server before
activating the OS installation. For more information about moving the job to a boot server, see Manage the States of
an OS Installation Job. The Agent Component Selection page is displayed.

7. (Optional) Select the agents you want to install and click Next.

NOTE
The Software Delivery agent is selected by default and is installed with the OS installation job.

The Activation page is displayed.
8. (Optional) Select Now to schedule the activation, and click Next.

The Summary page is displayed.
9. Review your selection and click Finish.

A job is created to deploy an OS image to the computer.

Deploy OS on an Unmanaged Computer
You can deploy an OS image to a computer that is not managed by OSIM using the Web Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch the Web Console and navigate to Console, Jobs, OS Installation.
The OS installation page is displayed.

2. Apply the filter to view the computers that have the status as unmanaged.
A list of computers with status as unmanaged is displayed.

3. Select the computer to manage and in the Actions panel select Manage.
The Manage an Unmanaged Computer wizard opens.
The Network Identification details are populated by default.

4. Click Next.
The OS Image Selection page is displayed.

5. Select an OS image and click Finish.
A job is created to deploy the OS image to the unmanaged computer.

NOTE
Selecting an OS image is sufficient for you to create a job for OS deployment. The rest of the steps are
optional. You can click Finish in any subsequent pages of the wizard to create a job for OS deployment.

6. (Optional) In the Boot Server Selection page, clear the Automatically Assign a Boot Server option to assign a Boot
Server manually and click Next.
The Agent Component Selection page is displayed.

7. (Optional) Select the agents to be installed and click Next.
The Activation page is displayed.

NOTE
Software Delivery Agent is selected by default and is installed with the OS installation job.

8. (Optional) Select the date, time, and options for OS installation and click Next.
The Summary page is displayed.

9. Review your selection and click Finish.
A job is created to deploy an OS image to the unmanaged computer.

View the Boot and OS Images Registered with the Boot Servers
You can view the boot and OS images registered with the boot server.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch the Web Console, navigate to Console, Software and select one of the following:
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– Boot Images to view the boot image information.
– OS Images to view the OS image information.

2. Select a computer.
The Boot Servers under the Actions panel is enabled.

3. Select Boot Servers.
The View Scalability Servers dialog is displayed with a list of boot servers.

States of an OS Installation Job
Contents

An OS installation job can have any of the following states:

• Activated
Specifies that the OS installation is scheduled to be dispatched by the manager for execution per the activation date
and time.

• Pending
Specifies that the OS installation is dispatched for execution by the manager.

• Cancel Pending
Specifies that a cancel request is raised for a scheduled OS installation.

• Current
Specifies that the associated OS Installation is the current OS Installation on the target computer.

• Failed
Specifies that the scheduled OS installation has failed.

• Installing
Specifies that the scheduled OS installation is in progress.

• Planned
Specifies that the OS installation is planned.

• Stopped
Specifies that the OS installation is stopped due to a cancel request.

Manage the States of an OS Installation Job

You can view and manage the states of the OS installations from the Web Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch the Web Console and navigate to Console, Jobs, OS Installation.
The OS Installations page is displayed.

2. Select a computer.
The Actions panel is enabled.

3. Depending on the state of the OS installation, from the Actions panel you can make the following changes:
– Activate

You can select this option only when the OS installation job is in a planned state.
– Renew

You can select this option only when the OS installation job is in Stopped or Failed state.
– ReInstall

You can select this option only when the OS installation job is in Current state.
– Stop

You can select this option only when the OS installation job is in Activated or Pending state.
– Abort
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You can select this option only when the OS installation job is in Installing state.
– Delete Planned

You can select this option only when the OS installation job is in Planned state.
– Delete Failed/Stopped

You can select this option only when the OS installation job is in Stopped or Failed state.
– Delete From OSIM

You can select this option when the OS installation job is in any state.
– Move To Boot Server

You can select this option when the OS installation job is in any state.
4. Select an Action.

The state of the OS installation job is changed.

Manage the OS Installation Parameters
You can manage the OS installation parameters like the domain, domain user, hostname, and domain password from the
Web Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch the Web Console and navigate to Console, Jobs, OS Installation.
The OS Installations page is displayed.

2. Select a computer.
The Details panel expands and you can see all the OSIM parameters and their states.

3. Select the parameter you want to change.
The Actions panel is enabled.

4. From the Actions panel, you can perform the following changes:
– Edit Planned

Select this option to make the required changes to the parameter.
– Reset To Default

Select this option to reset the parameter to the default value.
– Edit Target Group

You can select multiple jobs in the OS installation page and select this option to make changes in all the selected
job parameters.

5. Select an Action.
The parameter of the OS installation is changed.

Jobs
Contents

The Jobs pane lists the following information about the jobs performed in the system.

• Asset and Software Jobs
• Software Jobs
• OS Installations
• Software Distributions (Enterprise Manager only)

You define these properties in the Express Action interface while creating appropriate tasks.

Asset and Software

You can review and manage the jobs.
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• Overview
Overview displays the following information:
– Name

This parameter indicates a list of the software items in the job container.
– Status

This parameter indicates the status of the job.
– Properties

This parameter displays the following information:
– Job type

This parameter displays the job type.
– Description

This parameter displays the job name and description.
– Script

This parameter displays the script for execution.
– Scheduling

This parameter displays the current scheduling.
– Job View

This parameter displays information about the job, such as Name, Deliver Time, Activation Time, Order State,
Progress, and Status Message. If you click a job , it opens the Target in the Job View. The information is displayed
for Target, Task, Start Time, State, % Sent, and Status Message.

– Target View
This parameter displays the information such as Name, Status, and Progress.
Clicking the Target Name navigates to another page that displays additional information about the job, such as
Software, Procedure, Task, Completion Time, Order, State, Ordered By, and Status Message.

– Renewals
This parameter displays information for Name, State, Created, and Filed By.

– Properties
The Properties section is divided into the following two subsections:

– Job Container
This parameter displays the information about the job container such as job container name, job container creation
information, job linkage information, and custom administrator message.

– Jobs
The Jobs section is divided into the following three subsections.
• Jobs

This option lists the job-related details, for example, Job name, Software, Procedure, and User Message.

NOTE
You cannot define a custom administrator message for a job using the Web Console. So, the User
Message field displays the message that is associated with the job in the DSM Explorer using the
software delivery functionality.

• Procedure Options
This option displays the procedure-inherited options for a job, for example, activation time, user access ability,
Boot level before execution (Windows PC only) which includes Run; Restart machine; Log off user, and Boot
level after execution (Windows PC only) which includes None; Restart machine; Log off user; Restart last job;
Log off last job; Shutdown Machine After Last Job.

• Job Options
This option displays job-specific options, for example, Use delivery calendar, User parameters, and Resolve
Query Groups.
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Software Jobs

Software Jobs node lists all the software jobs on Domain Manager and the jobs distributed from Enterprise Manager to
Domain Manager. This node is available on Domain Manager only.

The following information displayed are read-only:

• Name
This parameter displays names of the listed job containers.
If you click a job container, tabs are displayed:
– Home: The Home tab displays information about the job container. For parameter details, see Job Container

Properties.
– Jobs: The Jobs tab displays the list of jobs and related properties that are part of the container.

• Name: This parameter displays name of the listed jobs. If you click the name of a job, 4 tabs are displayed.
• Home: For parameter details, see Job.
• Procedure Options: For parameter details, see Procedure Options.
• Job Options: For parameter details, see  Job Options.
• Targets:The Targets tab displays the list of job container targets.

• Name: This parameter displays name of the target. If you click the Name of a target, 2 tabs are displayed:
• Home: The Home tab displays the specific job target properties.
• Job output: The Job output tab displays the output trace of the procedure executing the job.

• Task: This parameter displays the type of activity performed on the target like configuring, installing,
repairing, or uninstalling.

• State: This parameter displays current execution status of the job on the target.
• % Sent: This parameter displays the percentage of job transfer progress to the target.
• Status Message: This parameter displays the job execution status on the target.
• Start Time: This parameter displays the time at which the job execution should start.
• Creation Time: This parameter displays the time at which the job execution is created.
• Completion Time: This parameter displays the time at which the job execution is complete.
• Comment: This parameter displays custom description of the job.
• Ordered By: This parameter displays user name of the job creator.

• State: This parameter displays current status of the job.
• Order: This parameter displays order at which the jobs has to be executed.
• Deliver Time: This parameter displays time at which the job has to be delivered to the target.
• Activation Time: This parameter displays time at which the job has to be activated or start execution at the

target.
• Creation Time: This parameter displays time at which the job is created on the Manager system.
• Status Message: This parameter displays the current status of the job like Ok, Error, Active, or Waiting.

– Targets: The Targets tab displays the list of job container targets.
• Name: This parameter displays the name of the target at which the jobs are executed. For information about

displayed tabs, refer the earlier mentioned details.
If you click on a name listed under Software, 2 tabs are displayed:
• Home: The Home tab displays the specific job target properties.
• Job Output: The Job output tab displays the output trace of the procedure executing the job.

• Status: This parameter displays the current status of the job for the target like Ok, Active, Error, or Waiting.
• State

This parameter displays the current status of the listed job container.
• Priority

This parameter displays the priority defined for job execution.
• Creation Time
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This parameter displays the date and time of creation of the listed job container.
• Filed By

This parameter displays the user who created the job container.

NOTE
Jobs can be filtered based on Category which specifies whether a job is Domain Job, Catalog Job, Enterprise, or
System Job.

OS Installations

You can view all current and planned OS installations. Select an OS image or job, modify the parameters from the list of
OSIM parameters, and perform appropriate actions.

On the OS installations page, you can perform the following actions:

• View, edit and manage OS installations.
• Edit target group and its properties.
• Schedule and activate OS installations.
• Install, stop, abort, and renew OS installations.

Software Distributions (Enterprise Manager only)

Software Distributions displays all scheduled and completed distributions of containers. A distribution is a container of
orders that are executed at the enterprise.

• Name
This parameter displays the name of the listed distribution containers.
If you click a container, 2 tabs are displayed.
– Home: The Home tab shows information about the distribution container.

• Name: This parameter displays name of the distribution container.
• Creation Time: This parameter displays the time at which the distribution container is created.
• Status: This parameter displays current status of the distribution container.
• Priority: This parameter displays priority of the distribution container.
• Scheduled send time: This parameter displays job distribution time to the Domain Manager.
• Domain Status OK: This parameter displays number of domains that have received the container without errors.
• Domain Status Error: This parameter displays number of domains that could not receive the container due to

some problem or error.
• Domain Status Active: This parameter displays number of domains for which distribution is in progress.
• Domain Status Waiting: This parameter displays number of domains for which distribution has not yet started.

– Domains: The Domains tab shows the list of target domains.
• Domain: This parameter displays the list of target domains and related properties for the distribution container. If

you click a target domain, 2 tabs are displayed:
• Home: The Home tab displays details of the selected domain.
• Order: The Order tab displays the list of distribution orders for selected distribution container and domain.

Sometimes an order can be a container as well. Click an order that has a hyperlink. The page shows the list of
jobs that are part of the container.

• Location: This parameter displays the domain location.
• % Sent: This parameter shows the percentage of distribution completed.
• Status: This parameter displays status of the distribution to a domain.
• Status Data: This parameter displays message of the status, if any.

• Distributed Time
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This parameter displays the date and time when the software is distributed from the enterprise.
• Status

This parameter displays the current state of the container.
• Priority

This parameter displays the priority defined for software distribution.

Policies
The Policies pane gives you a list of all the Policies defined in the domain. There are three types of policies:

• Query Based.
• Event Based.
• Software Based.

The following details are available for Query Based policies:

• Actions
Displays the following action information:
– Action Type

Specifies the current actions that are selected for this policy. Depending on the type of policy selected, different
actions will be available.

– Order
Displays the order in which the actions will take place.

– Execute On
Displays the date on which the action occurs.

– Action Summary
Displays the actual contents of the actions.

• Violators
Displays the following violation information:
– Name

Displays the name of the violating asset.
– Platform

Displays the platform the violating asset is based on.
– Violating Date

Displays the date of the violating asset.

The following details are available for Event Based policies:

• Actions
Displays the following action information:
– Action Type

Displays the current actions that are selected for this policy. Depending on the type of policy selected, different
actions will be available.

– Order
Displays the order in which the actions will take place.

– Action Summary
Displays the actual contents of the actions.

• History
Displays the following history information:
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– Date
– Asset
– Job
– User

The following details are available for Software Based policies:

• Jobs
Displays details about a software job, including Name, Created, and Order details.

• Violators
Displays the Name and Type of violating asset.

Policy Definition
You can define the policies in the Policy Designer dialog. When you define the policy, consider the following factors:

• Linked Query
• Actions to perform
• Event that invokes the policy
• Header and description of policy

Contents

Create a Query Based Policy

Query based policies are evaluated whenever the associated query is run.

To create a query based policy

1. Navigate to the Policies folder.
2. Click New in the Tasks section.

The Policy Designer dialog appears.
3. Specify the necessary details in the following sections:

– General
Specifies general information about the policy such as name, severity, and the dependant query.

– Evaluation
Specifies the options for evaluating the policy. You can either evaluate the policy when Collect task processing is
done or designate the engine for policy evaluation at the specified interval.

– Service Desk
Enables the CA SDM integration. You can select the problem types and choose to a raise service ticket whenever
the policy is violated.

NOTE
This section is enabled only if you have set the Service Desk integration to True in the Default Computer
Policy. By default, it is set to False.

– Add Action
Specifies the action type to be triggered by the policy.

NOTE
For more details about the Policy Designer dialog, see the DSM Explorer Help.

Create an Event Based Policy

You can define new event based policies under the following categories:
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• Asset File Collection
• Asset Inventory
• Asset Software
• Asset Software Usage

NOTE
For more details about these categories, see the Event Based Policy topic in the Asset Management section of
the DSM Explorer Help.

To create an event based policy

1. Navigate to the Policies, Event Based folder.
2. Right-click any of the folder specified above list and select New.

The Policy Designer dialog appears.
3. Specify the details in the following sections:

– General
Defines the name, assigns severity, and enables history tracking for the policy.

– Service Desk
Enables the CA SDM integration. You can select the problem types and choose to a raise service ticket whenever
the policy is violated.

NOTE
This section is enabled only if you have set the Service Desk integration to True in the Default Computer
Policy. By default, it is set to False.

– Add Action
Specifies the action type to be triggered by the policy.

Based on the event category selected, any of the following section is displayed in this dialog:
– Asset File Collection: File Collection

Specifies the file to be monitored. Policies in this category are triggered when the selected file is modified.
– Asset Inventory: Inventory Item

Specifies the inventory item to be monitored by the policy. Policies in this category are triggered when the value of
the selected inventory item changes.

– Asset Software: Application
Specifies the software application to be monitored and the events to be tracked by the policy. This type of policy is
triggered when the selected event occurs on the selected application.

– Asset Software Usage: Application
Specifies the application to be monitored for software usage. You can select the various usage events to be tracked
such as, Execution was prevented, Started normally, stopped abnormally and so on. This type of policy is triggered
when the selected usage event occurs on the selected application.

The policy is created with the given specifications.

NOTE
For more details about the Policy Designer dialog, see the DSM Explorer Help.

Adding Actions to the Policy
Policy actions define the actions to be taken when a policy is violated. For example, you might want a message to be
sent to any users when they reach a certain threshold in storage space. You can also execute the policy actions when the
asset no longer violates the policy.

• Notification
An alarm is displayed on the DSM Explorer. You can construct message texts as with Event Log.

• Message
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A display message job is created on the agent. You can construct message texts as with Event Log.
• Schedule Job

A specified job is scheduled to be executed on a violating asset. The job runs the next time when the agent runs.
• Launch Application

A selected application is run on the engine when an asset triggers a policy.
• Add to Group

The asset is added to a specified domain group.
• Generate Text File

Text is appended to the TXT file containing the message text that the engine generated when the policy occurs. You
can construct message texts as with Event Log.

• Send Mail
An MAPI email is sent to the specified recipients. You can construct message texts as with Event Log.

NOTE
Ensure that the mail client runs for any email policies to work.

• Delete Asset
The asset is removed from the system.

• System Event Log
Policy notification is logged in the System Event Log. You can construct a message text to appear in the policy
notification. For example, $NAME$::$TYPE$ displays the specific Asset Name, and Asset Type as found in the
database, in the Message Text. This text is contained in the text file of a notification, which the Engine triggers when
the policy occurs.

• Unicenter Event Log
The policy notification is logged in the CA Event Console. You can access the event console from Tools, Unicenter,
Event Console menu in the DSM Explorer.

NOTE
The Engine generates the log entry on the computer on which it is installed.

• AMT Command
The Intel AMT remote commands are run on the Intel AMT assets when the policy is violated. These commands let
you control the Intel AMT assets.

• SNMP Trap
An SNMP Trap is triggered. You can construct message texts as with Event Log. SNMP traps are used with CA
Enterprise Management enabling integration between the CA products.

NOTE
Install the SNMP functionality on the asset which is typically a Windows component. 

Also enable the following settings for CCS event management (or CA NSM):
– Ensure that you have enabled the SNMP Trap Server Activated option in EM Settings. Restart the computer for

the setting to work properly.
– If you are using a configuration file, ensure that you enable the event manager to use the specified file.
– In the configuration file, ensure that you enable the OID used by CAITCM SNMPTRAP.EXE utility.

# CAITCM SNMP traps

*:*:*:*:1.3.6.1.4.1.791.*         allow  # Enable AM Policy traps

Policy Evaluation
Policy evaluation determines when and how the policy will be triggered.

Query based policies get evaluated in the following situations:

Manually -- you can right-click a policy and select Evaluate Now.
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• Automatically -- you can specify the evaluation option in Evaluation section of the Policy Designer dialog. You can
either evaluate the policy when the collect task processing is done or designate the engine to perform the policy
evaluation at the specified interval.

Event based policies get evaluated whenever the specified event occurs.

NOTE
For more information about Policy Designer dialog, see the Asset Management section of the DSM Explorer
Help.

Predefined Policies
Asset management provides the following predefined query based policies. By default, these policies do not have any
actions associated with it. You can define the actions you want to perform when an asset violates or no longer violates the
policy.

• Assets with Virtual Application Images for which the Definition is Unsealed
Evaluates the computers with discovered virtual application images for which the virtual application image definitions
are unsealed.

• Asset low on resources (Performance rated 75% used)
Evaluates the computers with the daytime system performance over 75%.

• Users with AM Job Status Error
Evaluates whenever the asset jobs fail in a user login with the status as Error.

• Assets with AM Job Status Error
Evaluates whenever the asset jobs fail on the computers with the status as Error.

• Memory decreased
Evaluates whenever the memory on the assets has decreased from the previous scan value.

The predefined policies for the event based policies are available in the following categories. As with the query based
policies, you can also define actions for these event based policies.

NOTE
You cannot create or delete the policies in these categories.

• Asset Job Linking
Evaluates whenever the assets link or unlink a job.

• Asset Jobs
Evaluates whenever the asset jobs are created, modified, or deleted.

• Assets
Evaluates whenever the assets are created, modified, changes the file ID, sector or asset DNA, or registers relation.

• Collect Tasks
Evaluates whenever the collect tasks are created, modified, or deleted.

• File Collection Definition
Evaluates whenever the file collection are created, modified, or deleted.

• Inventory Detection Modules
Evaluates whenever the inventory detection modules are created, modified, or deleted.

• Inventory Template Modules
Evaluates whenever the inventory template modules are created, modified, or deleted.

• Policies
Evaluates whenever the policies are created, modified, or deleted.

• Queries
Evaluates whenever the queries are created, modified, or deleted.

• Query Result
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Evaluates whenever the query results are created or deleted.
• Software Definition

Evaluates whenever the software definitions are created, modified, or deleted.

Policy Severity
The type of policy indicates the severity of a policy. Depending on the significance or severity of the policy, you can assign
a severity in the General section of the Policy Designer dialog. When a computer violates the policy, the icon to the left of
the computer in the DSM Explorer changes based on the severity of the policy.

• Alarm
Indicates a critical situation and requires immediate action. The computer icon changes to Red when a computer
violates a policy with this severity.

• Warning
Indicates a potential problem. This type of policy is identical for advanced notification. The computer icon changes to
Yellow when a computer violates a policy with this severity.

• Message
Indicates that it is only for information. This is the default type. The computer icon changes to Blue when a computer
violates a policy with this severity.

Event Log
An event log records policy notifications. You can construct a message text with built-in variables to appear in the policy
notification.

For example, $NAME$, $TYPE$ displays the name of the asset that has violated the policy and its type.

This text is contained in the text file of a notification, which is triggered by the Engine when the policy occurs.

NOTE
For more information about the notification actions, see the Asset Management section of the DSM Explorer
Help.

Example Handle Duplicate Network Addresses
Contents

There are two stages to creating a policy set off by duplicate network addresses.

• Setup of a query that catches nonunique network addresses
• Setup of a policy that acts on that query

To set up a query

1. Navigate to Queries.
2. Right-click the Queries folder and select New.

The Select Target dialog appears.
3. Select Computers and click OK.

The Query Designer dialog appears.
4. Select Inventory, Discovered Inventory

The Add Argument dialog appears.
5. Navigate through the tree view and click OK.
6. Enter the Query a name, and click OK.

You have to create a policy based on the above query.
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To setup a policy

1. Navigate to Policies.
2. Right-click Query Based Policy and select New.

The Policy Designer dialog appears.
3. Select the above query from the list of Queries.
4. Add the required actions to the policy and click OK.

This policy is triggered whenever a user tries to specify a duplicate IP address in the network and performs the actions
specified.

Example Track Installation and Uninstallation of Applications on the Agent Computers

You can create an event based policy to trigger an action when applications are installed or uninstalled on the asset
management agent computers.

NOTE
If you want to track both installation and uninstallation, you must create two different policies.

NOTE
The Asset software policy gets triggered only if the software is installed or uninstalled using software jobs and
the software has a related software definition in CA Client Automation.

To track the installation or uninstallation of applications

1. Navigate to Policies, Event Based, Asset Software folder.
2. Click New in the Tasks section.

The Policy Designer dialog appears.
3. Click Application.

The Software pane appears.
4. Select the event (installation or uninstallation) on which the actions must be performed.
5. Select one of the following options:

– Track all applications
Tracks the installation or uninstallation of all the applications.

– Track specific application
Tracks the installation or uninstallation of a specific application. You can select the application you want to track
from the drop-down list.

6. Add the actions that you want to perform when the policy is triggered.
7. Click OK.

The policy is saved.

Integration with CA ServiceDeskManager
Asset Management integrates with CA SDM for automatically raising service desk tickets whenever a policy is violated.
You can also create on demand service desk tickets in the context of a managed computer asset. The DSM administrator
is enabled to launch the CA SDM web browser, so that tickets that are associated with software policies can be viewed
immediately. Similarly, the Service Desk Analyst is enabled to launch the DSM Explorer and the Web Console to locate
the violated policies.

As a prerequisite for enabling the integration, you must have enabled the Service Desk Integration in the common
configuration policy.

The following features are implemented:

• Problem Types
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Asset Management populates the problem types from the CA SDM database and displays in the Service Desk section
of the Policy Designer dialog. You can select any of these problem types when creating a policy. Asset Management
assigns this problem type when creating a ticket in CA SDM.

• Duplicate Ticket Handling
CA SDM has a duplicate ticket handling policy to decide whether to open a new issue for each policy violation or
only append to the activity log of the same issue. You can also configure a combination of both so that a new issue is
opened, for example, every day.

• Closure of Tickets
Asset Management does not support automatic closure of service desk tickets. You have to close the tickets from the
Service Desk GUI.

Configure Integration to Service Desk

Asset Management integrates with CA SDM for automatically raising service tickets when an asset violates a policy. To
configure this integration to Service Desk, follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Domain, Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, Default Configuration Policy, DSM,
Service Desk Integration, and default.
The right pane displays the policy settings relating to service desk integration.

2. Double-click the following policy settings to change the values:

NOTE
You can change these values only if you unseal the Default Configuration Policy by right-clicking the policy and
selecting Un-Seal.

• Enabled
This parameter indicates whether CA SDM integration is enabled.
Default: False

• Identifier Field
This parameter defines a reserved field in MDB for querying all tickets being created by a specified asset or software
distribution.
Instead of the default, you may want to reserve one of the strings# fields that CA SDM provides for user-specific
purposes.
Default: summary

• Logon Password
This parameter specifies the login password for CA SDM Web Services.

• Logon Service Aware Policy
This parameter specifies the name of the policy to log into when Type of Logon to Service Desk is set to notmanaged.
If left blank, the default Service Desk policy is used.
A PKCS#12 certificate includes a policy description that always overrides this value.
Default: MANAGED_ASSET_EVENTS

• Logon User Name
This parameter defines the user account for the login to CA SDM Web Services.
Default: System_MA_User

• Service Desk Endpoint
This parameter specifies the URL to CA SDM Web Services. Replace myhost with the appropriate server address for
your installation. Port 8080 is the default port.
Default: http//myhost:8080/axis/services/USD_R11_WebService

• Throttling
This parameter indicates whether networking and CPU throttling are enabled.
Default: False

• Timeout
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This parameter specifies the timeout interval for calls to CA SDM Web Services. Valid values are: 0 = infinite, positive
integers = seconds, and negative integers = milliseconds
Example: A value of 200 means a call will time out after 200 seconds, but a value of -200 means it will time out after
200 milliseconds.
Default: 120

• Type of Logon to Service Desk
This parameter indicates how login to CA SDM Web Services is controlled. Valid values are: managed (by PKCS#12
certificate) and notmanaged (by user account and password).
Default: managed
The integration to the Service Desk is configured regarding the settings that are specified in the mentioned fields.

NOTE
You must restart the DSM Explorer GUI for the integration to take effect.

WARNING
This section is intended for the administrators only. Entering incorrect information may result in the product
not working properly. Hence, it is recommended that you create a new policy and modify the same.

Configure Service Desk Integration for a Policy

Asset Management can automatically raise a CA SDM ticket when a managed asset violates a policy. When a policy
violation occurs, the CA SDM can do one of the following actions:

• Create a ticket for the policy violation.
• Append to the activity log if a ticket is already created for the same policy violation.

NOTE
CA SDM makes the decision based on the duplicate ticket handling policy. If you want to create a new ticket
each time a policy is violated, contact the CA SDM Administrator.

Follow these steps to configure Service Desk Integration for a policy:

1. Right-click the policy and select Properties.
The Policy Designer dialog appears.

2. Click Service Desk in the left pane.
The Service Desk section appears.
The Create Service Desk ticket option is available only if you have enabled the CA Service Desk integration. 

3. Select the Enable Service Desk Integration check box and the problem type to be assigned in CA SDM for the policy
violation; specify the comment to be included as the description in the service desk issue, and click OK.
The policy is saved. This policy creates a ticket when any managed asset violates the policy or appends to the activity
log.

Create a Service Desk Ticket

You can manually create a service desk ticket in the context of computer assets from the DSM Explorer. For example, you
can create a service desk ticket for a computer that has either violated policies or has failed jobs.

Follow these steps to create a service desk ticket:

1. Right-click a computer asset, and select Create Service Desk ticket from the context menu.
The CA Service Desk Create New Ticket window appears with the selected asset name in the Asset field.

NOTE
The Create Service Desk ticket option is available only if you have enabled the CA Service Desk integration.

2. Specify the other required fields in CA Service Desk and click OK.
A service desk ticket is raised.
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Create Service Desk Ticket for a Failed Job

Asset Management integrates with CA SDM only through policies. So, if you want to raise a ticket for a failed job
automatically, you must do the following actions:

• Create query that retrieves the failed jobs
• Create a policy that is based on the query. This policy can be configured to create a ticket for a failed job.

Follow these steps to create a query to retrieve the failed jobs:

1. Right-click the Queries folder and select New.
The Select Target dialog appears.

2. Select Computers and click OK.
The Query Designer dialog appears.

3. In the Insert Argument section, select Jobs, Asset Jobs.
The Select Field dialog appears.

4. Expand the tree and select Job Status.
5. Select the job to be queried in the Job field, select the Status as Error, and click OK.

The Select Field dialog closes.
6. Click OK in the Query Designer dialog.

The Save Query dialog appears.
7. Enter the name of the query and click OK.

The query is saved with the given name and is displayed under the Queries, Computers folder.

Follow these steps to create a policy that is based on the mentioned query:

1. Right-click the Policies, Query Based folder, and select New.
The Policy Designer dialog appears.

2. Specify the policy name, policy severity, and select the mentioned query from the list of queries in the General section.
3. Click the Service Desk section and enable the service desk integration, select the problem type, and specify the

description or comment and click OK.

The policy is saved. This policy checks whether the selected job is failed on any managed computer. If yes, it creates a
service desk ticket for the policy violation.

Duplicate Ticketing Policy
CA SDM implements duplicate handling based on the policy that each ticket relates to. The CA SDM administrator can
configure the following behavior based on the problem type:

• Ignore the Duplicate Ticket
Ignores and discards the duplicate tickets when more than one ticket is created for the same policy.

• Create a new ticket
Creates a new ticket each time a policy is violated

• Append the existing ticket with a log comment
Appends the log comment in the first ticket with the description in the second one. When a policy is first violated, CA
SDM creates a ticket for the policy violation and for the subsequent occurrences it just appends a log comment to the
first ticket.

• Create a child ticket
Creates a child ticket if a ticket for the policy violation is already available.

NOTE
Each time a managed asset violates or no longer violates a policy, a service desk ticket is created for that asset.
However, if a policy is re-evaluated and the violation state of the asset is unchanged, no new ticket is created.
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Enable or Disable a Policy
You can disable a policy when you do not want the policy to get triggered for a while and enable it when you want to apply
the policy again.

To disable or enable a policy

1. Navigate to the Policies folder.
2. Select the appropriate folder - Query Based or Event Based under it.

The policies available under the category are displayed.
3. Right-click the policy you want to disable or enable and click Disable or Enable.

NOTE
The policy is disabled or enabled accordingly.

Delete a Policy
When you no longer want to trigger a policy, you can delete it from the database.

To delete a policy

1. Navigate to the Policies folder.
2. Select the appropriate folder - Query Based or Event Based under it.

Lists all the policies available under the category.
3. Right-click the policy you want to delete and select Delete.

A confirmation message appears.
4. Click OK.

The policy is deleted from the database.

Queries
Contents

The Queries pane is used to populate Dynamic groups, generate the base for a report or help you control your system
through an asset management policy. You can use the search feature on the top of the screen to search for a specific
query.

The following details are available for queries:

• Arguments
Displays the following arguments of the query:
– Pseudo Code

Specifies the query in detail but not in code form.
– Statement

Displays the syntax of the query.
• Preview

Displays the results of the query, such as Name, Platform, and so on.

Asset Collector

You can see the following asset collector information:

• Overview Statistics
The statistic tab includes additional information to display origin of the assets.

• Computer Search: Where Option
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The Where option in the drop down menu now includes Origin and Trust Level.
• Computer Search: Group By Option

The Group By option in the drop down menu now includes Origin and Trust Level.
• Computer Search: Display

The Search Display results contain Origin and Trust Level.

NOTE
The hyperlinks are disabled for Asset Collector collected components.

• Computer Asset Homepage
The Additional Information area shows the origin and trust level of the computer.

• User Accounts Homepage
The Origin and Trust Level appear in the Agent Status area.

CMDB Viewer

The Configuration Management Database (CMDB) Viewer is a web based user interface that displays the relationship
between the different configuration items in the CMDB database.

It can be launched from the Quick Launch section.

The CMDB viewer has to be separately installed and is not included as a part of CMS installation.

 

Opening the CMDB Viewer

Invoke the CMDB Viewer from the Quick Launch section of the home page:

• <computer> / Home / Quick Launch / External Applications / CMDB Visualizer

NOTE
The CMDB must be installed on the same MDB as the domain manager for this functionality to work.

Manage and Track the Status of Alerts from Web Console
Alert Display

When a new alert is raised, you can see a notification in the system status portlet of the domain node in the DSM explorer.
This notification has a hyperlink which launches WAC and takes the user to the Alerts page when the unified login is
enabled. Apart from the hyperlink, see a count of the newly raised alerts. For information on how to configure Unified
Login, see Implementation Guide.

Manage and Track the Status of Alerts from WAC

Manage alerts from WAC by adding notes and updating its state to New, Follow-up or Cleared.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Alerts.
The alerts page is displayed.

2. Select an alert or multiple alerts and select Update or Delete.
The dialog opens.
– To update, change alert(s) status from the drop-down option:

• New
Specifies the alert as new.

• Follow-up
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Specifies the alert for follow-up.
• Cleared

Specifies the alert state as cleared.
– To delete, select the alerts and confirm delete.

NOTE
You can select the delete all option to delete all the alerts.

3. Update Notes with useful information to track the status of the alert.
4. View Alert Remediation details such as Remediation Status, Remediation Script, Remediation Script Params.

The alerts are now updated or deleted.

NOTE
You can track, update, and delete the alerts from Domain Manager level only. All HM alerts on the Enterprise
Manager are read-only.

Patch Management
Patch Management is now an integrated feature of CA Client Automation and is accessible from Web Console. Using CA
Patch Manager, you can manage software patches in heterogeneous environments and can implement the necessary
process framework to address the patch management challenges faced by your organization. CA Patch Manager uses
the capabilities of CA Software Delivery, CA Asset Management, and CA Client Automation installation to automate the
identification, gathering, packaging, deployment, and continuous validation of patches, and related software configuration
changes throughout your enterprise.

Architecture and Components
CA Patch Manager manages software patches in heterogeneous environments and provides the necessary process
framework to address the patch management challenges faced by your organization. CA Patch Manager uses the
capabilities of Web Administration Console and CA Client Automation installation to automate the identification, gathering,
packaging, deployment, and continuous validation of patches, and related software configuration changes throughout your
enterprise.
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Figure 27: Patch Management Architecture

• Manager
CA Client Automation has two management tiers, the Domain and the Enterprise. In situations where multiple domains
are deployed within an organization, an enterprise can be deployed to provide a single point of management. You can
install CA Patch Manager at the Enterprise Manager or Domain Manager tiers. We recommend installing CA Patch
Manager at the Enterprise Manager to manage the patch life cycle at all the domains in your enterprise organization.

• Content Import Client
Content Import Client (CIC) accesses the CA Online Content Service using the internet connection to download
the patch content. CIC receives the patch information from the Online Content Service and maintains an up-to-date
metadata of latest patch content.

• Software Delivery
The Software Delivery component within CA Client Automation accelerates and automates the deployment of software
and other digital content to resources across the extended enterprise. The Software Delivery component comprises
flexible tools to build, distribute, install, and manage software packages and operating systems on target computers.
CA Patch Manager uses Software Delivery to determine patch compliance and to deliver new patches throughout the
enterprise infrastructure.

• Asset Management
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Asset management manages the assets that are connected to it by enforcing certain policies. These policies let you
focus on critical data when certain threshold values are exceeded. CA Patch Manager does not have any agent or
distributed manager but uses the data and services that are provided by Asset Management capabilities.

• Patch Management Engine
Patch Management Engine is the core component that manages the patch life cycle. Patch Management
Engine performs the background processing of Patch Manager jobs and handles the services such as New Patch,
Accepted Patch, Downloaded Patch, Deployment Status, Policy, and Workflow. Patch Management Engine works
in single instance model, that means you can install only one PM Engine at a manager level. Patch Management
Engine can be configured using WAC under Patch Management, Administration. The configuration files are available
in config.properties file in the Patch Management, conf folder under the DSM installation path. CA Patch Manager log
information is available in PMEngine.log file in the PatchManagement folder under the DSM installation path. 

• DSM Web Console
The DSM Web Console (WAC) is a browser-based user interface to CA Client Automation. You can access the CA
Patch Manager functionality from WAC for the following capabilities:
– Identify the installed software and patches on the computers that are used in your entire enterprise.
– Establish patch level policies and ensure automatic compliance with the defined patch policies.
– Perform impact and compliance analysis to determine the appropriate plan for distributing the patch without

disrupting day-to-day business.
– Enforce the best practices for patch testing and distribution.

• Web Services
DSM Web Services lets CA Patch Manager communicate with the Asset Management and Software Delivery
components. CA Patch Manager maintains a session pool for communicating with the DSM web services and reuses
the connections when possible. This process reduces the number of connections to the web services.

Patch Management Life Cycle
CA Client Automation implements some processes that represent best practices of CA for patch management. This typical
process has a series of uniform steps:

1. Review the list of potential patches that CA Online Content Service group provides.
2. Accept patches to download.
3. Deploy accepted patches to selected targets for testing.
4. Approve patches that have been successfully tested.
5. Deploy approved patches to more targets or add to patch policies for automatic deployment to the enterprise or target

groups.

The following graphic illustrates the various steps that are involved in the patch management process:
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Acceptance

The CA Online Content Service contains definitions of thousands of patches, many more than are relevant to your
environment. CA Client Automation automatically correlates the software inventory with the available patches and
presents you only those patches that are applicable to your environment for acceptance. For each patch, you can view its
definition in the CA Online Content Service. The definition includes information about the severity, impact, size, and other
features of the patch. You initiate the patch management lifecycle for each patch by accepting the patch.

Packaging

Once the patch has been accepted, CA Client Automation initiates the standard patch management workflow, allowing the
patch to be tested or deployed in your environment. The workflow involves automatically downloading the patch file from
the vendor site and packaging it for deployment. During this process, the patch is in the Packaging state and no actions
can be performed on it.

Distributing

The distributing state is an extra transitional state in the patch life cycle and is available only when your CA Client
Automation server is running in the enterprise mode. This state indicates that a patch is registered on the enterprise
server and is in the process of distribution to each of the domains in the enterprise. The distributing state follows the
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packaging state and precedes the testing state. You cannot execute anything in the distributing state until that patch
reaches the testing state.

Testing and Approval

Once packaging is complete, the patch is moved to the testing state. The testing state lets you deploy the patch to one or
more computers for testing. After the testing is successful, you can approve the patch for deployment.

Deployment

Once the patch is approved, you can either deploy the patch manually to individual computers or groups or set up for
automatic deployment using patch policies. CA Client Automation provides wizards for doing manual and automated
deployments.

Deferral

At any stage in the patch lifecycle, you can defer the patch to set it to the Deferred state.

Workflow

Each step in the patch lifecycle process can be customized through integration with CA Client Automation (using CA
Common Services Event Console) or CA Service Desk. When the user changes the state of a patch (for example, from
Testing to Approved), CA Client Automation sends an event or opens a change order or does both. CA Client Automation
waits until that change order is closed or event is acknowledged before taking further action. The change order or event
processing can also cause CA Client Automation to decline the operation that the user selects.

Working with CA Patch Manager

This chapter contains the concepts that are required to understand before working with CA Patch Manager.

Patch Content

CA Patch Manager is a repository for information about patches. CA Patch Manager stores information that identifies the
affected software, release, impacted files, and how a patch relates to other patches and applications in your system. For
example, Patch C requires Patches A and B, and the presence of Internet Explorer v 6.0. This information about patches
is also named patch content.

The CA Patch Manager content team creates the patch content and publishes it through the CA Online Content Service.
Patch content is created when CA or a third-party release a patch or service pack to an application supported by CA
Patch Manager according to a published set of goals.

Versioning and Supersession

CA Patch Manager monitors changes to the patch metadata in the CA Online Content Service and takes appropriate
actions.

• If a patch released supersedes a current patch, all the policies containing the older patch is updated with the
superseding patch.

• If a vendor releases a new version of a patch, CA Patch Manager automatically deactivates any policies containing
that patch.

Relationship with CA Client Automation

CA Patch Manager uses CA Asset Management and CA Software Delivery (components of CA Client Automation) to
determine patch compliance and to deliver new patches throughout the enterprise infrastructure. CA Patch Manager does
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not have any agent or distributed manager of its own but uses the data and services that are provided by these existing
solutions, and shares the MDB with them.

Register CA Patch Manager with CA Client Automation
CA Patch Manager can be installed independently on any computer that has the Web Console and Web Services
installed. CA Client Automation is not an installation prerequisite.

However, to enable CA Patch Manager to download software patches, register CA Patch Manager by executing  util.bat
 on the computer that has CA Client Automation.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a Command Prompt window and change directory to <install-dir>\Program Files\CA\SC\CIC\bin.
2. Execute the following command:

util.bat -r UPM 682DCD15-5C94-4321-842D-E3944D3CA000 PMUPM-00000-00000-00001 ca_itrm_group

CA Patch Manager registers with CIC which enables importing patch content.
3. Review util.log under <install-dir>\Program Files\CA\SC\CIC\logs for any errors.
4. The next CIC execution cycle imports all latest available patch content from the CA Online Content Service.

Roll-Ups
Contents

Roll-up patches contain the patches that Microsoft releases per their Patch Tuesday policy that includes only the security
patches. The CA Patch Manager content team takes these patches and rolls them into a single patch bundle. This single
patch bundle requires one reboot per roll-up, with the ability to ensure that installed patches are not reinstalled.

The roll-up patches created and published by the CA Content Research Team include various security patches applicable
to Microsoft Office 2007, Microsoft Office 2010, Microsoft Office 2013, Microsoft Windows Vista, Microsoft Windows 2008,
Microsoft Windows 7, Microsoft Windows 8, and so on.

CA Patch Manager provides the following types of roll-ups:

Full Roll-up

The Full roll-up is a cumulative package that is designed to install all current Microsoft security patches with a single
reboot. Once the package is deployed, the computer is brought up to date unattended. All the patches are bundled into
the FULL Roll-up package.

Delta Roll-up

Over time, the size of an existing roll-up can grow large to include numerous patches. Running a large patch every month
on every desktop in an enterprise environment might lead to the following problems:

• Amount of time to execute.
• Cost in terms of time.
• Cost in terms of performance.
• Cost in terms of bandwidth usage.

The CA Content Research Team introduced the Delta roll-up package to address the foregoing issues. This package
is designed to install only the security patches released by Microsoft on the second Tuesday of every month (Patch
Tuesday). The Delta roll-up package includes published patches of a single month, which are required for the
maintenance of a given software release. This roll-up comprises all the patches that were published in a month for a
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particular platform. To update a computer with the latest patches, each Delta roll-up needs one of the following conditions
as a prerequisite:

• Full roll-up of the previous month
• Delta roll-up of the previous month

These prerequisites ensure that the patches are delivered in the correct order, and allow a computer to use any single
roll-up followed by all the subsequent Delta roll-ups to date. This process results in smaller distributions to end users who
have already received relevant updates. Thus, the Delta roll-up package reduces the package size that is deployed to
the managed computer. Using the Full and subsequent Delta roll-up packages in combination ensures that the managed
computer is up to date with all the required patches.

The naming convention for a roll-up or Delta roll-up is as follows:

CA - <OS> <VER> <LANG><BITS> - [FULL or DELTA] Security Rollup v[YYMM.VV]

Where YY denotes the last two digits of the year, MM is the month and VV is the version. For example, .01; .02; .03; and
so on.

You can accept, test, and can approve the roll-up packages in your environment. You can also create a security roll-up
policy using the Full and Delta roll-up packages. The following topics describe the steps to accept, test, and approve both
the Full and Delta roll-up packages.

IntelliRollups

IntelliRollup is a special roll-up type that is designed to address the challenges and offer flexibility of a Full roll-up. In
contrast to a Full roll-up, IntelliRollup contains only links to all the member patches. The package source for the
IntelliRollup includes only scripts and configuration files which make it light. The links to all the member patches are
maintained in the supersedes section.

When an IntelliRollup is accepted, Patch Manager verifies the list of all linked member patches. Each patch in turn is
accepted, packaged, and registered to Software Delivery as an individual patch. If a member patch is already packaged
and registered to Software Delivery, Patch Manager skips the member patch. Once all the members patches are
packaged and registered, then only the IntelliRollup itself is packaged and registered.

Each IntelliRollup is registered to Software Delivery as a special Software Delivery group. In addition to having all the
individual patches as its members, this group also contains a special Software Delivery package of type Patch Rollup.
This package has 2 procedures of type Install and Configure. When an IntelliRollup is deployed, the package with Install
procedure is sent to the target computer. The package determines the list of required, not applicable, and already installed
patches. In addition to sending these lists to Scalability Server, this package also requests Scalability Server to trigger the
deployment jobs for the list of patches required.

Once all the required patches are installed successfully, Scalability Server triggers the package with Configure procedure.
This procedure writes the roll-up signature to the registry of the target computer. Signature scan uses this information to
determine the installation status of the roll-up on the computer.

For available options and more details, see All Patch Rollups in Software Package Library Folder.

Accept Roll-up

Accept the security roll-up patches into your environment before you test and apply these security patches in the
environment.

NOTE
If you try to accept a Delta roll-up patch, and the Delta or Full roll-up patch of previous month is not already
accepted, you would get an error.
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Follow these steps:

1. Go to CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, and Patches.
The page shows the list of patches available in the system.

2. Use the filters to search for a patch or select a patch, click Accept.
Click Yes to confirm acceptance of the selected patches.

Edit Roll-up

Roll-up patch contains the patches that Microsoft releases per their "Patch Tuesday" policy that includes only the security
patches. The CA Patch Manager content team takes these patches and rolls them into a single patch bundle.

If one of the patches in the roll-up patch results in failure of an application on a computer in your test environment, you
can edit the roll-up patch and can exclude the patch.

NOTE
You can edit roll-up patches that are in either Testing or Approved state. Stage the roll-up before attempting to
deploy.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, and Patches.
The page shows the list of patches available in the system.

2. Use the filters to search for a patch or select a patch, click New Based On.
3. The Identification page shows the Patch Name. You can edit the patch name.

Ensure that the new patch name is in the following format: CR - <NewPatchName> - FULL Security Rollup
vNewVersion
For IntelliRollups, ensure that the new patch name is in the following format: CR - <NewPatchName> - Security
IntelliRollup vNewVersion

4. Click Next.
The page displays all the patches included in the roll-up.

5. If you want to remove patches from the new roll-up, select the patches and click Remove.
You can also use the Filter option by clicking right side of the column. Enter a patch name that you want to remove
from the new roll-up.
The patch gets filtered from the list. Click Remove.

6. Click the Refresh icon.
The patches included in the new roll-up are displayed.

7. Click Next.
The Summary page displays the patch name and patches count included in the new roll-up.

8. After you review the changes that are made in the roll-up, click Finish.
The roll-up would be saved as Not Applicable in CA Patch Manager. The CA Patch Manager evaluates this patch and
moves the patch to testing state.

Test Roll-up

Before deploying the security roll-up packages on all computers in your environment, test these roll-up packages in a
production-like environment to confirm validity.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, and Patches.
The page shows the list of patches available in the system.

2. Use the filters to search for a patch or select a patch, click Test.
3. The Targets page shows the list of target groups on which you want to apply the policy.
4. Click Add to add targets for the policy.
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You can select any Local Group and click OK. The target groups are displayed.
If you want to remove any target group, select the group and click Remove.

5. Click Next. Specify the schedule time for software deployment in accordance to Scalability Server time to which Agent
points to.

6. Click Next. Enter information about the job container and select the type of job linkage.
7. Click Next. The Jobs page shows the list of jobs that are included in the deployment.
8. Select a package and click Configure. You can configure settings in Job Details, Procedure Options, and Job Options

tabs. Click OK.
If you want to remove a package included in the deployment, click Remove.

9. Click Next. Verify the details and click Finish.
The software deployment job is successfully created in the selected target group.

Approve Roll-up

After successful testing of the Full and Delta security roll-up packages, move these roll-up packages to the Approved
state.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, and Patches.
The page shows the list of patches available in the system.

2. Use the filters to search for a patch or select a patch, click Approve.
Click Yes to confirm approval of the selected patches.

NOTE
All the linked member patches are approved while approving an IntelliRollup.

Deploy Roll-up

NOTE

• You can deploy roll-ups that are in either Testing or Approved state.
• Stage all the patches in the IntelliRollup before attempting to deploy. If you select Store packages in

Scalability Server's Staging Library in Job Options dialog, the software package of type Patch Rollup is
only staged.

• For more information about all the failed jobs in an IntelliRollup, refer to Software Jobs of an Agent.
• IntelliRollup does not support DTS download method.

1. Go to CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, and Patches.
The page shows the list of patches available in the system.

2. Use the filters to search for a patch or select a patch, click Deploy.
The Targets page shows the list of target groups on which you want to apply the policy.

3. Click Add to add targets for the policy.
4. You can select any Local Group and click OK. The target groups are displayed.

If you want to remove any target group, select the group and click Remove.
5. Click Next. Specify the schedule time for software deployment in accordance to Scalability Server time to which Agent

points to.
6. Click Next. Enter information about the job container and select the type of job linkage.
7. Click Next. The Jobs page shows the list of jobs that are included in the deployment.
8. Select a package and click Configure. You can configure settings in Job Details, Procedure Options, and Job Options

tabs. Click OK.
For more details about configurations, see Jobs.
If you want to remove a package included in the deployment, click Remove.

9. Click Next. Verify the details and click Finish.
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The software deployment job is successfully created in the selected target group.

Defer Roll-up

1. Go to CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, and Patches.
The page shows the list of patches available in the system.

2. Use the filters to search for a patch or select a patch, click Defer.
Click Yes to confirm deferral of the selected patches.

Logging and Detection of Roll-up

You can use the Software Delivery Job Output available in CA Client Automation to detect any error in the installation of
the roll-up package. The Software Delivery Job Output contains a list of patches in the package, and indicates whether
each patch requires installation. Software Delivery Job Output also contains the total patch count and the total required
installation count for the package, and reports on the overall success of the installation roll-up package.

Follow these steps in DSM Explorer:

1. Click Start, Programs, CA, CA Client Automation, and DSM Explorer.
DSM Explorer opens.

2. Click DSM Explorer, Hostname - Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers, computer name, Jobs, and
Software Jobs.
The Software Jobs pane appears.

3. Select the appropriate node in the right pane and right-click to select the Properties option.
The Job Properties dialog appears.

4. Select the Job output tab and review the information.
5. Click OK.

Follow these steps in Web Admin Console:

1. Go to CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Console, Jobs, and Software Jobs.
The page displays the list of all software jobs on a domain.

2. Click the Name of a job.
Home, Jobs, and Targets tabs are displayed. For details, see Software Jobs.

3. Click the Jobs tab.
The page shows the list of jobs that are part of the container.

4. Click the Name of a job.
Home, Procedure Options, Job Options, and Targets tabs are displayed. For details, see Software Jobs.

5. Click the Targets tab.
This page shows the list of targets on which a job is executed.

6. Click the Name of a target.
Home and Job Output tabs are displayed.
You can find the target job properties and the output trace produced by the procedure executing the job.

You can also detect patches on a computer using CA Client Automation. If all the patches are installed successfully, only
then the roll-up package signature is detected. To detect patches using CA Client Automation, follow these steps:

1. Click Start, Programs, CA, CA Client Automation, and DSM Explorer.
DSM Explorer opens.

2. Click DSM Explorer, Hostname - Domain, Computers and Users, All Computers, computer name, Software, and
Discovered.

NOTE
Ensure that you select only the Patches check box in the Filter on Type area.

The Discovered Software pane appears listing all the patches on the selected computer.
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To view the status from CA Patch Manager, click Status from the Dashboard page, then select Patch Deployment from
the Status menu. A deployment list appears detailing the status, date, and deployment ID.

Create Security Roll-Up Policy

To ensure all the computers in your environment automatically contain the latest security patches, create a roll-up policy.

1. Go to CA CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, Patch Policies.
The Patch Policies page appears. The page shows the list of policies available in the system.

2. Click New from the Actions panel.
3. Enter a Name for the patch policy and select the Software. Click Next.

NOTE
Only software with approved patches are listed. You can select only one software per policy.

4. Click Add Patches from the Actions panel. Select the required patches from the list to add to the policy. Click Next.

NOTE
Only the approved patches corresponding to the selected software is listed.

5. Click Add from the Actions panel. Select the target groups that you want to associate with the patch policy. Click
Next.
The list of jobs corresponding to the procedures of the selected patches is displayed.

6. Select a patch and click Configure from the Actions panel to open job properties configuration dialog. Click OK to
save the updated configurations. Click Next.
For information on various job configuration options, see Jobs Tab.

7. Review the summary of the details you entered. Click Finish.

The patch policy is successfully created.

Enable CA-Provided Delta Roll-up

You can use the CA provided Delta roll-up package in an existing roll-up policy. Use the following procedure to enable the
new CA provided Delta roll-up package.

NOTE
Ensure that a new Delta roll-up package is validated in the test environment before it is used in production
and incorporated into the roll-up policy. This validation helps to ensure compatibility with the computers in your
environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to CA CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, Patches.
The Patches page appears.

2. Use the filters to search for delta roll-up patch.
3. Select Delta roll-up patch of the next month. Click Accept from the Actions panel.

Click Yes to confirm acceptance of the selected patches.
4. Review the Release Notes and validate the Delta roll-up package in the test environment.
5. Approve the Delta roll-up patch after validating it successfully. Click Approve.

Click Yes to confirm approval of the selected patches.
6. Navigate to Patch Management, Patch Policies. Use the filters to search for the existing roll-up policy.
7. Select the roll-up policy and click Edit from the Actions panel. Click Next to proceed to the Patches page.
8. Click Add and use the filters to search for the previously approved DELTA roll-up patch.
9. Select the DELTA roll-up patch and click OK to add the patch to the policy.
10. Review the other screens and the policy summary and click Finish to update the roll-up policy.
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The Delta roll-up package containing a pre-requisite requires a reboot. So, if the roll-up policy contains eight months of
delta packages, a new computer will install these delta packages in order and will require reboot after each installation.
The following graphics illustrates this information:

Figure 28: Enable CA-Provided Delta Roll-up_1

We recommend that you maintain a long delta string policy for a remote computer with slow network computers. This
ensures that the already managed computers do not receive the full roll-up package. However, if the bandwidth is not an
issue and you want to ensure that the managed computers contain all the security patches, break the long delta string and
modify the policy by adding a new full roll-up package. This is easily accomplished by adding the new full roll-up to the
existing policy. The new roll-up package supersedes the previous one and automatically updates the policy accordingly.
The following graphic illustrates this information:

Figure 29: Enable CA Provided Delta-Rollup_2

Intelligent Roll-up Delivery

Overview
IntelliRollup is a special roll-up type that is designed to address the challenges, and yet offer the full functionality of a
Full roll-up. In contrast to a Full roll-up that has embedded patch binaries, IntelliRollup contains only metadata of the
constituent patches. An IntelliRollup consists of only scripts, configuration files, and metadata. The supersedes section
maintains the links to all the member patches.
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NOTE

Ensure that the Domain Manager and Scalability Server are of 14.0 or higher versions for deployment of
IntelliRollups. Agent can be of same or older version.

When an IntelliRollup is accepted, CA Patch Manager verifies the list of all linked member patches. Each patch in turn is
accepted, packaged, and registered to Software Delivery as an individual patch. If a member patch is already packaged
and registered to Software Delivery, CA Patch Manager skips the member patch. Once all the members patches are
packaged and registered, then only IntelliRollup itself is packaged and registered.

Each IntelliRollup is registered to Software Delivery as a special Software Delivery group of type Patch Rollup. In addition
to having all the individual patches as its members, this group also contains a special Software Delivery package of type
Rollup. This package contains only the scripts and configuration files as its source. This package has 2 procedures of
type Install and Configure. When an IntelliRollup is deployed, the Rollup package with Install procedure is sent to the
target system. The package determines the list of required, not applicable, and already installed patches. In addition to
sending these lists to Scalability Server, this package also requests Scalability Server to trigger the deployment jobs for
the list of patches required.

Once all the required patches are installed successfully, Scalability Server triggers the roll-up package with Configure
procedure. This procedure writes the roll-up signature to the registry of the target system. Signature scan uses this
information to determine the installation status of the roll-up on the system.

Figure 30: Intelli Rollup

For example,

Consider that CA Patch Manager accepts an IntelliRollup that contains 100 patches for the first time. All the patches are
accepted, packaged, and registered to Software Delivery. At the time of execution, only the roll-up package with Install
procedure is sent to the target system. The Install procedure determines and asks the Scalability Server for the required
patches. The Scalability Server then pushes only the required patches to the target system. If all the required patches are
successfully installed on the system, the roll-up package with Configure procedure is executed.
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If the subsequent version of the IntelliRollup contains 150 patches, CA Patch Manager upon accepting the IntelliRollup,
packages, and registers only the extra 50 individual patches. The initial 100 patches are skipped because they are already
packaged and registered. At the time of execution, the roll-up package with Install procedure asks Scalability Server for
required patches from the newly added 50 patches. Again, only the required patches are pushed to the target system.
If all the required patches are successfully installed on the system, the roll-up package with Configure procedure is
executed.

So for any newer version of IntelliRollup, only the additions and updates are registered in the system and only what is
applicable is sent to the target system.

CA Patch Me - Security IntelliRollup
The CA Patch Me - Security IntelliRollup includes the following new features:

• Single Operating System Security rollup to deploy on multiple platforms for Windows Server 2012 and above.
• Enhanced patch applicability logic by utilizing Windows Update Agent API.
• Patch Deployment Analysis as part of the rollup configure software delivery job.
• Ability to fall back to rollup INI file for patch applicability if required.

Prerequisites:
For Patch Management component of CA Client Automation 14.0 SP1, SP2 and SP3, download and install the following
update on the server:

https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/ClientAutomation/Content/UPM/TestFix/PatchMe/T55V199.caz 

     

      

      

Perform the following steps to apply the fix:

1. Stop the Tomcat server. Run the following command:
caf stop tomcat

2. Unzip the compressed file with the cazipxp utility. Run the following command:
cazipxp -u T55V199.caz

3. Run applyptf.
4. Browse to the T55V199.jcl file and follow the instructions to apply the fix.
5. Now, start the Tomcat server. Run the following command:

caf start tomcat

To utilize the full capabilities of this IntelliRollup, the target agent must have Windows Powershell and Windows Update
Service enabled. Please review the Patch Release Notes provided in the CA Patch Management Console for details.

Understanding Dashboard
The Dashboard comprises of Summary and Status menus. Each of these menus provides various options for monitoring
patches at different states, deployment progress, viewing the system status, charts, and following the RSS Feeds. You
can obtain a quick status summary of the most recent deployments or view the detailed information on all deployments
based on your requirements. 

Summary

The Dashboard Summary includes various portlets. You can customize the layout and content of your Dashboard
Summary using My Profile.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click My Profile link.
The Dashboard Summary Page Preferences opens.

2. Select Number of Columns to display in the Dashboard Summary.
3. Select the portlets from Available Portlets and move them to Selected Portlets.
4. Click Save.

Dashboard Summary now displays the defined number of columns with the selected portlets for each column.

NOTE
You can add the portlets only to the columns that will be displayed in the dashboard. For example, if you select
Number of Columns as 2, you can add portlets only to Column 1 and Column 2. Each column must have at least
one portlet added to display.

You can also configure the details for specific portlets such as specifying height or adding related information to display.

Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following:
a. Click Edit Portlet Properties from the respective portlet in the dashboard that you want to configure.

The Dashboard Summary Page Preferences for the specific portlet opens.
b. Click My Profile link.

The Dashboard Summary Page Preferences opens.
2. Click one of the following under the Portlet Settings, and define the available settings for each of the portlet:

– Favorites
This setting displays the favorite links that you added to this portlet.

– RSS Feeds
This setting displays the links to RSS feeds that you added to this portlet.

– Charts
This setting displays the links to Charts which should show on the dashboard summary, that you added to this
portlet.

– Patches & Deployments
This setting displays the following portlets to include the patches in respective states.
• Patches Pending Acceptance
• Patches Pending Test
• Patches Pending Workflow Action
• Approved Patches
• Deployment Progress

– System Status
This setting displays the current System Status. 

3. Click Save.
Dashboard Summary displays the Portlets as you configured.

Status

Dashboard Status menu comprises of Application Events, Patch Deployments, and Policy Compliance.

Application Events

All the application events logged by CA Client Automation patch management is displayed. View the application events
log to identify and troubleshoot the problems right from patch acceptance to patch deployment.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click Status on Patch Management Dashboard.
2. Under the Status Menu, click Application Events.

The application events are displayed.
3. Select the Show Severity option to see only the respective logs. Available options are as follows: 

– Informational
– Warning
– Error
– Fatal

4. Select the Show Status option to see only the logs that are in respective status. Available options are as follows: 
– Marked as Read
– Marked as Unread
– All 

5. Click Go to display the log.
6. Click Hide Details and Show Details to toggle between the respective views.
7. Select Number of Rows to display per page.
8. Select the logs and Mark as Read or Mark as Unread as you desire to change their status.

Patch Deployments

The Patch Deployment Status page lets you monitor patch deployments for testing or for general distribution. You can drill
down into individual deployments to monitor a specific computer deployment status.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Status on Patch Management Dashboard.
2. Under the Status Menu, click Patch Deployments.
3. Click on a particular Deployment ID to see deployment details and targets information.
4. Click on a particular Patch Name to see the detailed patch information.

Policy Compliance

You can monitor policy compliance to identify those targets that do not currently adhere to the guidelines set by their
corresponding patch policy. For example, if a particular patch policy included five target machines and only three of
those target machines had the software patches identified in the patch policy, two of those targets are considered non-
compliant.

NOTE

The Policy Compliance option is available only when CA Client Automation is running in the domain mode. This
option is not available in the enterprise mode.

Working with Patches
The Patches page in the Patch Management of Web Console comprises of Patches and Offline Patches.

Patches

Shows the list of patches in various states as available in the system. You can filter the patches by one or more of its
properties. Valid properties of a patch are, Name, Version, KB Number, Bulletin, Type, Status, Severity, Impact, Source,
Platform, Category, Manufacturer, and Modified Date. You can view the detailed information about each patch by clicking
its name. You can select one or more patches and perform the following actions as applicable:
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Offline Patches

Offline Patches menu is displayed only if you have configured Patch Management to operate in offline mode. If your
enterprise environment does not allow to use internet, then you can run the Patch Management in offline mode to
download the patches from a staging server and then import them into Patch Management without using internet. For
more information see Configuring Operating Modes.

Accept the Patches

Accept a patch into your environment before you can manage it. You need to identify patches that are most suitable to
your environment, and then select and accept them.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, Patches.
The Patches page appears.

2. Filter the patches where status equals one of the following:
– Pending User Acceptance
– Packaging Failed
– Not Applicable
– Deferred
All the patches that require acceptance are listed.
 

NOTE
You can also accept patches that are in Not Applicable state.

3. (Optional) Click on the patch name.
The Patch Details page appears listing the details of the patch.

NOTE
You can also view the ten most recent patches in the Patches Pending Acceptance portlet in the
Dashboard Summary tab.

Select the patches that you want to accept and click Accept from the Actions panel.

NOTE
You can select multiple or all patches in the list to perform a specific action on all the selected patches.

The patches are accepted and moved to the Accepted Status and then to the Packaging Status.

Once the patches are accepted, they move to packaging. The packaging process packages the files included in the patch.
If packaging is successful, the patch is added to the Patches Pending Testing portlet in the Dashboard Summary page;
otherwise, the patch moves to the Packaging Failed status. You can use the Packaging Failed filter to view the failed
patches. You can click a failed package to view why the packaging failed, for example, you can click the Files link to see if
the file download was canceled.

Defer the Patches

Follow these steps:

1. Go to CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, Patches.
The Patches page appears.

2. Filter the patches where status equals one of the following:
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– Approved
– Pending User Acceptance
– Testing
All the patches that are in the selected state are listed.

3. (Optional) Click on the patch name.
4. The Patch Details page appears listing the details of the patch.

NOTE
You can also view the ten most recent patches in the Patches Pending Acceptance portlet in the
Dashboard Summary tab.

5. Select the patches that you want to defer and click Defer from the Actions panel.

NOTE
You can select multiple or all patches in the list to perform a specific action on all the selected patches.

Test the Patches

After you have accepted a patch for downloading, the next step in the patch life cycle is to test the deployment of the
patch to verify the impact that its application might have in your specific environment. CA Client Automation provides
procedures for deploying an accepted patch to selected target computers, or computer groups for further testing. 

You can deploy the patches in a test environment to know the potential problems with applying the patch. You can deploy
only those patches that you have accepted.

NOTE
The ten most recent patches ready for testing are listed in the Patches Pending Testing portlet in the
Dashboard Summary page.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, Patches.
The Patches page appears.

2. Filter the patches where status equals Testing.
3. Select the patch that you want to test and click Test from the Actions panel.

Deploy Software wizard opens.
4. Click Add, select the target computers or groups from the members list. Click OK.
5. Follow the wizard and optionally specify the options available under Job Container and Jobs tabs.
6. Under the Summary tab, review the specified information. Click Finish to approve the deployment.

When the test deployment is approved, the patch is deployed at the scheduled time.

Approve the Patches

Once you have satisfactorily deployed a patch, and verified that it functions correctly within your test environment, you can
approve them.

NOTE

The ten most recent patches ready for testing are listed in the Patches Pending Testing portlet in the
Dashboard Summary.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, Patches.
The Patches page appears.

2. Filter the patches where status equals Testing.
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3. Select the patch you want to approve and click Approve from the Actions panel.
4. Click Yes on the Confirm Approval dialog.

The selected patches are successfully approved.
 

Deploy the Patches

In your live environment, you can deploy only those patches that have been tested and approved. 

NOTE
The ten most recent patches approved are listed in the Approved Patches portlet in the Dashboard Summary.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, Patches.
The Patches page appears.

2. Filter the patches where status equals Approved.
3. Select the patch you want to deploy and click Deploy from the Actions panel.

Deploy Software wizard opens.
4. Click Add, select the target computers or groups from the members list. Click OK.
5. Follow the wizard and optionally specify the options available under Job Container and Jobs tabs.
6. Under the Summary tab, review the specified information and click Finish to deploy the selected patches.

The selected patches are deployed at the scheduled time.

NOTE

Patch Management uses Software Delivery capabilities to deploy the patches to the target computers. You
can deploy the patches only if you have access permissions to Software Delivery.

Working with Policies

Patch policies include the list of patches for a specific software component to be applied or pushed to a group of
computers. Target computers that are defined in a particular patch policy are continuously checked to determine whether
the indicated software patches are installed. If not, the patches are automatically deployed to the targets according to the
defined policies.

All computers in a patch policy group automatically consist of all the patches that are identified in the patch policy. Patch
policies establish standards that can be automatically complied with. For example, computers X, Y, and Z have software
component ABC, and all require patches 1, 2, and 3. If the user of computer Y removes one of the patches, the patch on
computer Y is automatically deployed.

Create a Policy

Once a patch has been approved, you can create a patch policy.
Create a patch policy for each software or release for which you want to establish policy compliance.
Follow these steps:

1. Go to CA CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, Patch Policies.
The Patch Policies page appears. The page shows the list of policies available in the system.

2. Click New from the Actions panel.
3. Enter a Name for the patch policy and select the Software. Click Next.

NOTE
Only software with approved patches are listed. You can select only one software per policy.

4. Click Add Patches from the Actions panel. Select the required patches from the list to add to the policy. Click Next.
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NOTE
Only the approved patches corresponding to the selected software is listed.

5. Click Add from the Actions panel. Select the target groups that you want to associate with the patch policy. Click
Next.
The list of jobs corresponding to the procedures of the selected patches is displayed.

6. Select a patch and click Configure from the Actions panel to open job properties configuration dialog. Click OK to
save the updated configurations. Click Next.
For information on various job configuration options, see Jobs Tab.

7. Review the summary of the details you entered. Click Finish.

The patch policy is successfully created.

Edit a Policy

Once a patch policy is created, you can modify the patches added and the target computers or groups associated to the
policy.

If a policy is present in one of the following states, only then Edit action is enabled:

• EVALUATING (Domain Manager only)
• BUILDING (Domain Manager and Enterprise Manager)
• COMPLIANT (Domain Manager only)
• ACTIVE (Enterprise Manager only)

Follow these steps:

1. Go to CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, Patch Policies.
The Patch Policies page appears.

2. Select the policy that you want to edit and click Edit from the Actions panel.
Edit Patch Policy wizard opens.

3. You cannot modify the name of the software added to the policy. Click Next.
4. Follow the steps to add or remove patches and click Next.

a. To add patches, click Add Patches from the Actions panel and select the required patches from the list.
b. To remove patches, select the patches from the list and click Remove from the Actions panel.

5. Follow the steps to add or remove targets and click Next.
a. To add targets, click Add from the Actions panel. Select the target computers or groups that you want to associate

with the patch policy, and then click OK.

NOTE
The group type is not fetched for the existing groups in the policy.

b. To remove targets, select the target computers or groups from the list and click Remove from the Actions panel.
6. Select a patch and click Configure from the Actions panel to open job properties configuration dialog. Click OK to

save the updated configurations. Click Next.
For information on various job configuration options, see Jobs Tab.

7. Review the summary for the change you made and click Finish.

The patch policy is successfully edited.

View a Policy
Once a policy is created, you can view the policy.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to CA CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, Patch Policies.
2. Click on a particular policy in the Name column.
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Home, Patches, Targets, and Violations tabs are displayed.
3. The Home tab displays policy information as Name, Software, and Status.
4. Click Patches. The list of patches for the selected software is displayed.

a. Click the patch name on the Name column to get the general details of the patch.
b. Click Deployment Options on the patches list. Job Details, Procedure Options, Job Options, and Targets tabs

are displayed.
For information on various job configuration options, see Jobs Tab.

5. Click Targets.
The list of target groups for the selected policy is displayed.

6. Click Violations. The list of targets that are not confirming to the selected policy according to the latest evaluation is
displayed.

NOTE
Violations tab is applicable only for Domain Manager.

Disable a Policy

Click Disable from the Actions panel to unseal the patch policy. The patch policy goes to an inactive state.

NOTE
After applying Disable, the Enable action is highlighted.

Enable a Policy

Click Enable from the Actions panel to delete the previous unsealed patch policy and recreate.

Rebuild a Policy

Click Rebuild from the Actions panel to delete and recreate the patch policy.

Delete a Policy

Click Delete from the Actions panel to remove the patch policy.

Working with Configurations
You can define the configuration to evaluate patches for a specific vendor, category, and severity. You can create
configurations to automate the acceptance and approval, control distribution of patches.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to Patch Management, Configurations.
The Configuration page opens listing the available configurations.

2. Click New from the Actions panel.
A new configuration wizard opens.

3. Specify a name for the configuration.
4. Select the Manufacturer from the available vendor list and click OK.
5. Select a Category from the available list for the specified vendor.

The combination of Manufacturer and Category must be unique for each configuration.
6. Select the Severity and click Next.
7. Select the following options as necessary and click Next:

– Auto accept patches
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The patches are automatically accepted. If Activate download schedule under Administration, Configuration,
Engine Settings, Downloads is checked, downloads occur within the specified time interval.

– Auto approve patches
The patches are automatically processed to Approved state after they are accepted and updated to testing state. 

WARNING
We strongly recommend testing the patches for setting the configuration for auto approval.

NOTE
If a patch A supersedes patch B, the configurations ignore patch B.

8. (Enterprise Manager only) Select the domains to which you want to distribute the patches:
– All Domains

The distribution of patches to all the available domains under the respective Enterprise Manager is performed.
Select the All Domains check-box and click Next.

– Add
The distribution of patches only to the selected domains is performed. Follow these steps:
a. Click Add.
b. Select the domains to which you want to distribute and click OK.
c. Click Next.

9. Verify the summary and click Finish.

NOTE

• The configurations are evaluated at every 30-minutes interval.
• When an IntelliRollup is accepted and if a configuration exists for the same, the distribution of IntelliRollup

and its member patches happens according to this configuration. Any specific configurations existing for the
member patches are over-ridden.

Edit or Delete a Configuration

The Configurations page lists the available configurations. You can edit or delete a configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a Configuration.
2. Click Edit from Actions panel to edit the configuration and follow the wizard.

Configuration list page shows the updated configuration. 
3. Click Delete from Actions panel to remove the configuration. Click OK in the confirmation dialog.

Configuration is removed from the Configuration list.

 

Working with Administration
The administrator can configure additional options based on the internet access or CA Client Automation environment, or
to suit the business needs of the organization. These configurations apply to all users accessing Patch Management.

The Administration page in the Patch Management of Web Console comprises of Configurations and Vendor Credentials.

• Configurations includes various options to configure the Engine Settings and Operating Modes.
• Vendor Credentials displays the credentials for specified vendors and also allows you to add vendor credentials.

Configuring Engine Settings

You can configure the following settings to improve the performance of Patch Management Engine:
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• Proxies
• Downloads
• Services
• Manager
• Database
• Events
• Data Pruning

You can configure the Services and Manager settings only on the computer which has the Patch Management Engine
installed.

Configuring Database Settings

Patch Management uses the database settings to connect and manage connections to the database. Database settings
also include parameters for maintaining the session pool for connecting to the database.

The default database settings are specified during installation. You can configure these settings at any time to change the
parameters to connect to the database.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, Administration.
Administration page displays the Configuration options.

2. Click Configurations, Engine Settings, and Database. 
The Database Settings page appears.

3. Enter the user name and password for connecting to the MDB.
4. Complete the following fields and click Save:

– Class Name
This parameter displays the class name of the database JDBC driver.

– Connection String
This parameter defines the string that lets Patch Management establish a JDBC connection with the database.

– Max Pool Sessions
This parameter defines the maximum number connections to the database that you want to allow.
Default: 10
Limits: Minimum 3, Maximum 30

– Max Idle Sessions
This parameter defines the maximum number of idle sessions that you want to allow. The idle sessions more than
this limit are closed and evicted from the session pool when they become unused.
Default: -1 Unlimited (Recommended)
Limits: Minimum 1, Maximum -1 (unlimited)

– Evict Interval Time
This parameter defines the interval (in minutes) at which the eviction task runs to close and evict the session that is
idle for more than the Evict Idle Time period.
Default:1
Limits: Minimum 1, Maximum -1 (no eviction)

– Evict Idle Time
This parameter defines the maximum amount of time (in minutes) a session might be idle, before being evicted
from the session pool. Sessions that are idle beyond the idle time are closed and evicted from the session pool
irrespective of Max Idle Sessions limit.
Default: 1
Limits: Minimum 1, Maximum -1 (no eviction)

The modified database settings are saved.
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Configuring Data Pruning Settings

Data pruning enables automatic pruning of old data from the MDB and the file system thus, clearing space in the MDB
and the hard disk. You can perform data pruning on the following records and files:

• Completed workflow records
• Acknowledged event records
• Completed download records
• Downloaded patch files

For workflow, event, and download records, the records are deleted from the database whereas, the downloaded patch
files are deleted from the file system. Configure the database pruning settings to enable pruning of the workflow, event,
and download records that are older than the number of days specified.

NOTE
By default, data pruning is disabled.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, Administration.
Administration page displays the Configuration options.

2. Click Configurations, Engine Settings, and Data Pruning. 
The Data Pruning page appears.

3. Select the check box before each of the following items and specify the number of days (from 1 through 365) after
which the records have to be considered obsolete and deleted from the database.
– Prune Workflow Records
– Prune Event Records
– Prune Download Records
– For the Prune Downloaded Patch Files, select Prune download records first and then select the Prune downloaded

patch files to enable pruning.
Data pruning is enabled for the selected items.

4. Specify 0 or clear the check box to disable pruning.

NOTE

The settings are configured for data pruning. Enable data pruning only for the records you want to prune. For
example, if you want to prune the Workflow records only, select the Prune workflow records check box and
specify the number of days parameter.

5. Click Save.
Specified settings to control database pruning capabilities are saved.

Configuring Downloads Settings

You can configure the patch file download settings to control the process of downloading patch files from the external
sources.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, Administration.
Administration page displays the Configuration options.

2. Click Configurations, Engine Settings, and Downloads. 
The Patch File Downloads page appears. You can control the process of downloading patch files from external
sources.

3. Complete the following fields:
– Concurrent Downloads
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This parameter the number of patches that can be downloaded concurrently.
– Download Interval (Minutes)

This parameter specifies how often a patch is downloaded. For example, if the Download Interval is 5, CA Patch
Manager verifies every five minutes to determine whether to download a new patch.

– Retries
This parameter defines the number of retries when the connection to the external source is not available
immediately.

– Retry Interval (Minutes)
This parameter defines the time interval in minutes between two successive retries.

– Activate download schedule
This parameter specifies the scheduled time period during which the patch download occurs. Select this to enable
the following:
• Patch download start time

This parameter specifies the time to start the patch download. Enter the time in 24-hour format.
• Patch download End Time

This parameter specifies the time to stop the patch download. Enter the time in 24-hour format.
– Storage Location

This parameter defines the location to save the downloaded patches.
4. Click Save.

The settings are saved.

Configuring Events Settings

Patch Management records all the events and saves them in a log file. By default, the log file is saved in the installation
path with the debug information. You can check this log file to troubleshoot the workflow of Patch Management.

You can configure the event logging parameters to change the log file name, size, number of backups, and the severity
level of the log file.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, Administration.
Administration page displays the Configuration options.

2. Click Configurations, Engine Settings, and Events.
The Events page appears that consists System Logging, Event Notification, and CA Service Desk Manager.

3. Complete the following fields and click Save:
System Logging
Specifies the parameters for event logging. The changes you apply to the following fields take effect only after
restarting the Patch Management.

• Log File Path
Patch Management records all the events and saves them in a log file. By default, the log file is saved in the
installation path. You can configure the path to a different location as necessary. 

• Size
This parameter defines the size of the log file. Patch Management creates a backup file when the size of the log file
reaches the specified limit.

• Number of Backups
This parameter defines the number of backups of the log file that you want to maintain. These backup files have
incremental numbers in the file name, for example, the latest backed up log file is named as upm.log.1 and the
previously backed up file names are incremented by one. Patch Management deletes the backup file with the highest
incremental number when the number of backups reaches the specified limit.

• Severity Level
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This parameter specifies the level of information you want to view in the log file. Available values are Fatal, Error,
Warning, Informational, and Debugging.

Event Notification

Generates the Patch Management workflow messages. Select the actions that should generate a Patch Management
workflow message to the Event Console and/or specify a template name for any action that should create a Change Order
in CA Service Desk Manager. Following are the available options.

• Patch Acceptance
• Patch Deferral
• Patch Approval
• Patch Deployment
• Policy Update

The changes you apply take effect only after restarting Patch Management.

CA Service Desk Manager

Specifies the parameters needed to communicate with the CA Service Desk Manager. The changes you apply take effect
only after restarting the Patch Management. Following are required parameters.

• Web Service URL
• User
• Password

Configuring Manager Settings

CA Patch Manager determines the patch compliance and delivers new patches throughout the enterprise infrastructure.
Patch Management maintains a session pool for communicating with the DSM web services and reuses the connections
when possible. This reduces the number of connections to the web services.

Configure the parameters for connecting to the DSM Web Services to communicate with the Asset Management and
Software Delivery components.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, Administration.
Administration page opens by default displaying the Configuration options.

2. Click Configurations, and then Manager under Engine Settings. 
The Manager Settings page appears.

3. Specify the credentials such as the User Name, Password, and Web Service URL.
These credentials are used to connect to the DSM Web Services.

NOTE
By default, Patch Management installation sets the values for these credentials. Do not change these values.

4. Specify the following parameters to control session pooling. Specify a value between the specified range in each of
these fields:
– Max Pool Sessions

This parameter defines the maximum number of concurrent web service sessions that Patch Management uses. If
all sessions are in use, Patch Management waits until one of the sessions becomes available. 
Default: 3
Limits: Minimum 1, Maximum 20

– Max Idle Sessions
This parameter defines the maximum number of idle sessions. The idle sessions in excess of this limit are closed
and evicted from the session pool as soon as they become unused.
Default: -1 Unlimited (Recommended)
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Limits: Minimum 1, Maximum Unlimited
– Evict Idle Time (Minutes)

This parameter defines the maximum amount of time a session might be idle, before being evicted from the session
pool. Sessions that are idle beyond the idle time are closed and evicted from the session pool irrespective of Max
Idle Sessions limit.
Default: 10 minutes
Limits: Minimum 1 minute, Maximum 30 minutes

– Evict Interval (Minutes)
This parameter defines the interval at which the eviction task runs to close and evict the session that are idle for
more than the Evict Idle Time period.
Default: 1 minute
Limits: Minimum 1 minute, Maximum 5 minutes

5. Click Save.
The changes are saved in the database.

Deployment Options

CA Patch Manager integrates with CA Software Delivery for deploying the patches on the target computers. CA Patch
Manager packages the software patches for deployment as sealed software packages using CA Software Delivery.
Deployment options in CA Patch Manager lets the administrators add some special parameters to these sealed software
packages that control patch deployment on the target computers.

CA Patch Manager administrators can configure the following deployment options:

• Maximum delay interval for execution
• Prompt user before execution

– Prevent user from canceling the deployment
– Deploy if prompt times out

• Maximum number of delays for reboot
• Reboot delay interval
• Job timeout interval

You can configure the deployment options at three levels:

• Default
The deployment options applicable to all the patches and policies in CA Patch Manager are defined. The deployment
options set at this level can be overridden at the individual patch and policy levels.

• Patch
The deployment options applicable to an individual patch are defined. By default, all the patches inherit the values set
at the default level.

• Policy
The deployment options applicable to an individual policy are defined. By default, all the policies inherit the values set
at the default level.

Configure the Default Deployment Options to Provide Flexible Deployment

You can configure the deployment options to provide the users the flexibility to decide when they want the patch to be
deployed and the computer to be rebooted, if reboot required. The default deployment options are applicable to all the
patches and policies. However, the individual patches and policies can override the default options.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Administration tab and click Configuration, System Settings, and DSM.
The DSM Connection and Options sections appear.

2. In the Options section, select the Override default DSM deployment parameters with these settings check box.
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The options in the Job, Procedure Options and Job Options tabs get enabled.
3. Specify the options in the Job, Procedure Options and Job Options tabs and click Save.

The default deployment options are saved.

 

 

Configuring Proxies Settings

Proxy settings define the parameters to connect to the Internet. If the Internet is accessed through a proxy, then Patch
Management uses these settings to connect to the Internet to import the content data from the CA Online Content
Service, and to download the patches from the vendor sites. As Patch Management connects to the Internet to import
content and download the patches, first configure the HTTP, FTP, and SOCKS proxy settings before import and download
processes start.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, Administration.
Administration page displays the Configuration options.

2. Click Configurations, Engine Settings, and Proxies. 
3. Enter the name of the HTTP proxy server, port number, proxy user name, and password.
4. If you are using the same proxy details for both HTTP and FTP imports and downloads, click Use Above Proxy

Settings for HTTP and FTP. 
The proxy details are replicated for HTTP (Downloads) and FTP (Downloads) fields.

5. Enter the names of the computers for which you want to bypass the proxy in the No Proxy For field. By default, the
Patch Management server name is included in this list though not displayed in the No Proxy For field. Separate the
computer names with a semicolon or a comma.

NOTE
If you want to have an internal web site or RSS feed on your Dashboard Summary page without going
through a proxy, enter those names also here.

6. Enter the SOCKS proxy details that are used for all downloads and click Save.
The Internet access is configured with the proxy details.

Configuring Services Settings

Patch Management services are multi-threaded. The execution and completion of one task is not dependent on another
as each task is executed and managed independently. This results in optimum use of system resources and thus,
improves performance. You can also configure the system maintenance task to run at off-peak hours. The list of patch
services is as follows:

• New Patch
This service processes newly imported patches.

• Accepted Patch
This service processes accepted patches.

• Downloaded Patch
This service downloads the accepted patch files.

• Deployment Status
This service checks for the deployment status

• Policy
This service performs policy validation and enforcement.

• Workflow
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This service processes patches, deployments, and policies that workflow handles.
• Distributed Patch

This service processes patches that are being distributed to the domains. This service applies only when the Patch
Management engine is running in the enterprise mode.

You can configure patch services to specify the frequency of various Patch Management task threads and the system
maintenance task to improve performance. You can configure the system maintenance task to run at off-peak hours so
that the business hours are not affected. System maintenance tasks include, checking for patch applicability, data pruning,
and so on.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, Administration.
Administration page displays the Configuration options.

2. Click Configurations, Engine Settings, and Services. 
The Patch Services page appears.

3. Specify the time interval in minutes for each task in the Patch Services section.
These settings control the execution of the task threads.

4. Specify the time of the day when you want the system maintenance task to run. 
This setting controls the system maintenance task.

5. (Optional) Click Run Now.
The system maintenance task runs immediately. You can click Run Now at any time to invoke the system maintenance
task.

6. Click Save.
The settings are saved in the database.

Configuring Operating Modes

You can operate the Patch Management in two different modes - online and offline. You can configure the Patch
Management to operate in of the two modes that suits your enterprise environment.

Online Mode

In online mode, the CA Patch Manager is connected to the Internet and downloads the patches directly. The downloaded
patches are listed in the Patches page and are readily available for user acceptance.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, Administration.
Administration page displays the Configuration options.

2. Click Operating Modes under Configuration Menu. 
The Patch Management Operating Mode page appears.

3. Select Patch Manager has access to the Internet.

Patch Management is configured to work in online mode.

Offline Mode

The offline mode lets you use a staging server to import content data and download patch files remotely without installing
CA Patch Manager. This feature helps you to manage the patches offline when your CA Patch Management Engine
cannot access Internet.

1. Go to CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, Administration.
Administration page opens by default displaying the Configuration options.

2. Click Operating Modes under Configuration Menu. 
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The Patch Management Operating Mode page appears.
3. Select Patch Manager does not have access to the Internet.

CA Patch Manager is configured to work in offline mode.

The offline mode configuration enables the Offline Patches menu on the Web Console Patches page.

For more information, see Offline Patching Process.

Offline Patching Process

The offline patching feature lets you use a staging server to import content data and download patch files remotely without
installing Patch Management. The feature helps you to manage the patches offline when your Patch Management engine
cannot access Internet. Patch Management provides an offline mechanism for content updates and patch file downloads.
This functionality lets you process the updates from the online resources externally on the staging server. You can then
use physical media to move the resources offline to the Patch Managemen

The offline patching process involves the following stages:

• Online Export
• Offline Import

The offline patching process requires two computers. The first computer is the staging server, used for online export.
The second computer is the Patch Management engine, used for the offline import. The staging server has access to
the Internet to download the required content and patches. CIC must have installed on the staging server in Online
Export mode. Processing server holds the domain manager and does not have the access to the Internet. CIC must have
installed on processing server in Online mode (default).

Online Export

You can perform the online export on the staging server without installing Patch Management. Staging server is a
computer that has access to the Internet to download the accepted patches and related content. CA Content Import Client
(CIC) is installed on the staging server in the Online Export mode.

CIC accesses the CA Online Content Service using the Internet connection to download the patch content. CIC receives
the patch information from the Online Content Service and maintains an up-to-date repository of available patches. The
CIC Manager downloads all the accepted patches from the respective vendor sites.
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Offline Import

You can import the patches offline on the application server that contains the Patch Management engine installation.
The application server hosts the domain manager and does not have access to the Internet. You can configure Patch
Management to operate in offline mode. The offline mode configuration enables the Offline Patches menu on the Web
Console Patches page.

The offline patching UI lets you view and import the patches from the import source location that contains the exported
files. Patch Management imports the selected patch files to the configured import location, and the content baselines to
CIC. CIC content download job then imports the DSM content and Patch content to the MDB. The imported patches are
initially set to the Not Applicable state and then moved to the Pending User Acceptance state for discovered software. On
acceptance, the patch is subject to the deployment patch life-cycle.
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Download Patches

The CA Online Content Service contains definitions of thousands of patches. The CIC automatically correlates your
software inventory with the available patches and presents you only the patches that are applicable to your environment.
You can view the definition of each patch in the CA CIC Manager, which includes information about the patch severity,
impact, size, and other features. You can identify patches that are most suitable to your CA Client Automation
environment, and then select and download them.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the CIC is installed on the staging server in online export mode.
2. Start the CIC Manager from Start, Programs.

CIC Manager opens to the Dashboard tab.
3. Check the CIC status. If the status is No Run, run the CIC service and let it finish completing a download cycle. The

status changes to Success after successful completion.
4. Select the Patches tab.

All the patches in Pending for User Acceptance state are displayed.
5. Complete the following fields as directed, then click Go.

– Filter By
Select Saved Filter from the drop-down.

– Filter
Select All Patches - Pending User Acceptance from the drop-down.

6. (Optional) Click Show Details.
The CIC Manager displays detailed information about the patch.

7. (Optional) Click the patch name.
The Patch Details page opens that lists all the patch details.

8. Select the patches to download.

NOTE
You can select one, multiple, or all patches from the list.

9. Select Download from the Select And drop-down list, then click Go.
The CIC Manager moves the patches to the Downloaded state.

NOTE

• You can use the filters to track the progress.
• Apply Download Failed filter to view the list of patches that failed to download.
• The download processing time depends on the content size and download speed.

10. Apply the Downloaded filter and select all the patches to export, select Queue for Export, then click Go. 
The CIC Manager moves the selected patches to the Available for Export state.

11. Use the Export tab to view the list of patches in the Available for Export state.

Export Patches

After you download one or more patches, export them to a media device. The export process packages the patch files and
dependent content to the specified location in an exportable format.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the CIC is installed in export mode on the staging server.
2. Start the CIC Manager from Start, Programs.

CIC Manager opens to the Dashboard tab.
3. Select the Administration tab which displays CIC run mode options.
4. Configure the export location.
5. Select the Export tab, which displays the patches that are available for export.
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6. Select the patches to export, then click Export.
The CIC Manager exports the selected patches to the specified location.

NOTE

• Use the Defer action to return the patches to the Downloaded state.
• Use the Reset action to return the patches to the Available for Export state.
• The CIC Manager generates the baselines files with every download job cycle if there is new content.
• The export processing time depends on the content size and selected patches.
• For optimal performance the maximum number of patches and baselines that can be exported to each

configured export location is set to 5000. You can downsize this limit to further optimize the performance.
This value is defined as export.limit property in the Config.Properties file that you can access from the
CIC installed location. Typically the CIC installed location path is: C:\Program Files\CA\SC\CIC\conf. Your
changes take effect only after restarting the server.

7. Select the Patches tab, then apply the All Patches-Exported filter.
The CIC Manager lists the exported patches.

Import Patches

You must import the patches to the Patch Management environment before you can manage the patches. You can identify
the patches that are suitable to your environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Open Web Console and go to Patch Management, Administration.
2. Click Operating Modes from the Administration menu.
3. Select the Patch Manager Does Not Have Access to the Internet option.
4. Specify the import location, then click Save.

The Offline Patching tab in the main menu is displayed.
5. Select the Offline Patches tab and specify the location of the CIC_Offline_Export.xml file from the import source

location that contains the exported bundle.

NOTE
Ensure that the import source location is a local destination on the Patch Management engine.

6. Select the patches to import, then click Accept.
The patch file content, including metadata and patch binaries is imported to the specified location. The CIC Manager
copies content offline baselines to the CIC baseline directory. The CIC Manager processes the content offline
baselines in the subsequent download cycle.

NOTE
Import time depends on the size of the patch content baselines and the import size.

7. Use CA Client Automation, System Engine to run the content download job.
8. Verify that the job moves to the OK state and that the Discovered Software List includes the imported patches.
9. Go to Patches and search for the patches that you imported.

The Patches tab lists the patches that are in the Pending User Acceptance state.

NOTE

• The imported patches are in the Not Applicable state by default. The CIC Manager automatically moves
them to the Pending User Acceptance state for the applicable discovered software.

• You can access the ca_cic_patch table from the MDB to identify the time stamp and user details of import
operations.

The imported patches are available in Patch Management. Follow the standard patch management cycle to manage the
patches.
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Configuring Vendor Credentials

Patch Management uses the vendor credentials to access vendor sites that require credentials for downloading the patch
files. Vendor credentials include the URL, user name, and password for accessing the vendor web site.

To enable the patch files download from the vendor sites, add the vendor credentials.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to CA Client Automation Web Console and navigate to Patch Management, Administration.
Administration page opens by default displaying the Configuration options.

2. Click Vendor Credentials.
The Vendor Credentials page lists the vendors that CA Patch Manager can access using valid credentials.

3. Click Add.
The Vendor Credential Detail page appears.

4. Provide the following details and click OK.
– Vendor

Select the available vendor from the list and click Go.
– URL

Enter the URL to access the vendor site.
– Name

Enter a name for the vendor to display on the vendor list page.
– Password

Enter the password to access the vendor site.
– Confirm Password

Re-enter the password for confirmation.

The credentials are added to the selected vendor.

Reports for CA Patch Manager
CA Patch Manager uses the DSM Reporter for generating reports. The DSM Reporter has the following predefined
reports for CA Patch Manager.

Active Patches, Listed By Severity

The Active Patches, Listed By Severity report identifies a list of all active patches and groups them by severity. This report
is displayed in the following order:

1. By patch severity
2. By patch name

Count of Patches Needed and Applied, Listed By Patch

The Count of Patches Needed and Applied, Listed By Patch report provides a list of current patches and identifies how
many copies of those patches have been applied. This report is grouped by patch name and displayed in the following
order:

1. By patch name
2. By patch version label
3. By machine name

Count of Patches Needed And Not Applied, Listed By Patch
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The Count of Patches Needed And Not Applied, Listed By Patch report provides a list of current patches and identifies
how many copies of those patches have not been applied. This report is grouped by patch name and displayed in the
following order:

1. By patch name
2. By patch version label
3. By machine name

Deferred Patches, Listed By Severity

The Deferred Patches, Listed By Severity report shows a list of all deferred patches grouped by severity. This report is
displayed in the following order:

1. By patch severity
2. By patch name

Downloads, Listed By Day

The Downloads, Listed By Day report displays a list of downloads that have been scheduled, grouped by the date the
download was completed. This report is displayed in the following order:

1.  By the completed date (in descending order)
2. By the name of the download file

Downloads, Listed By Status

The Downloads, Listed By Status report displays a list of downloads that have been scheduled, grouped by the status of
the download. This report is displayed in the following order:

1. By the status of the download
2. By the date the download was completed (in descending order)

 Events, Listed By Status

The Events, Listed By Status report displays a list of CA Patch Manager events that have occurred, grouped by event
status. This report is displayed in the following order:

1. By event status
2. By the date and time the event was posted

Events, Listed By Type

The Events, Listed By Type report displays a list of CA Patch Manager events that have occurred, grouped by event type.
This report is displayed in the following order:

1. By event type
2. By the date and time the event was posted (in descending order)

Inactive Patches, Listed By Severity

The Inactive Patches, Listed By Severity report shows a list of all inactive patches, grouped by severity. This report is
displayed in the following order:

1. By patch severity
2. By patch name 

Last Day's Events, Listed By Type

The Last Day's Events, Listed By Type report displays a list of CA Patch Manager events that occurred in the previous
day grouped by event type and displayed in the following order:

1. By event type
2. By the date and time the event was posted (in descending order)
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Patches Needed And Patches Applied, Listed By Patch

The Patches Needed And Patches Applied, Listed By Patch report provides a list of current patches and identifies which
systems already have the patch installed. Patch name groups this report and is displayed in the following order:

1. By patch name
2. By patch version label
3. By machine name

Patches Needed And Patches Applied, Listed By Software

The Patches Needed And Patches Applied, Listed By Software report provides a list of software applications detected
in your enterprise and identifies which patches for each of those applications have already been applied. This report is
grouped in the following order:

1. By software
2. By patch within that software

This report is displayed in the following order:
a. By software name
b. By patch name
c. By patch version label
d. By machine name

Patches Needed But Not Applied, Listed By Patch

The Patches Needed But Not Applied, Listed By Patch report provides a list of current patches and identifies which
machines still require the patch to be installed. Patch name groups this report and is displayed in the following order:

1. By patch name
2. By patch version label
3. By machine name

The Patches Needed But Not Applied, Listed By Software report provides a list of software applications detected
in your enterprise and identifies which patches for each of those applications have not been applied. This report is
grouped in the following order:

4. By software
5. By patch within that software

This report is displayed in the following order:
a. By software name
b. By patch name
c. By patch version label
d. By machine name

 Policy Violations

The Policy Violations report displays the policies that have violations and the specific computers in violation. That is, the
computer is part of a patch policy that requires one or more patches to be installed, and this computer does not have one
or more of those patches installed.

This report is grouped and displayed in the following order:

1. By software
2. By patch policy within that software
3. By machine within that patch policy
4. By patch within that machine

NOTE

This report is available only when the CA Patch Manager server is running in the domain mode.
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CA Patch Manager Integration

CA Patch Manager provides integration with DSM Reporter and CA Service Desk.

DSM Reporter

CA Patch Manager uses the DSM Reporter for generating reports. You can generate reports that are related to CA Patch
Manager from the DSM Reporter console after you install CA Patch Manager. For more information, see Reports.

CA Service Desk

CA Service Desk installation enables a web services interface for remote administration allowing CA Patch Manager
administrators to create service desk Change Orders. To enable integration between CA Patch Manager and CA Service
Desk, specify CA Service Desk web service URL and Change Order template in the administrative settings of CA Patch
Manager.

CA Service Desk version implements a .NET web service with the following default URL:

http://< USPSDServerAddress>:8080/axis/services/USD_R11_WebService

The integration with CA Service Desk enables CA Patch Manager to create a Change Order for the selected patch
processes with the configured CA Service Desk server based on the specified template. The Change Order contains the
summary and description of the process.

If workflow is enabled, the summary and description also include the workflow information. In addition, the CA Patch
Manager Workflow ID is stored in the hidden “string6” field. The CA Patch Manager Workflow Web Service URL is stored
in the hidden field “string5”. These hidden fields can be referenced to automate the approval or rejection of CA Patch
Manager patch workflow processes.

CA Service Desk customizes Change Order members to include extra fields. If the user chooses to use fields other than
“string5” and “string6”, the config.properties file can be updated to specify different field names:

event.config.upmWebServiceURL=upmWS

event.config.uspsdUPMWSField=upmWFId

With these settings, the Change Order that is generated by CA Patch Manager populates the fields “upmWS” and
“upmWFId” with the necessary workflow information.

Enable CA Patch Manager Workflow Interface

1. Click Start, Programs, CA, IT Client Manager, and Deploy Workflow Integration.
CA Patch Manager Workflow web service is deployed to the Axis servlet running under the CAPM Web Application.
The deployment of the service allows workflow to be driven remotely by executing a command that acknowledges a
workflow UUID positively or negatively.

Configure Parameters to Communicate with CA Service Desk

To create a change order in CA Service Desk every time a patch enters a particular state, configure the parameters to
connect to CA Service Desk and select the events that triggers the creation of the change order.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to CA Client Automation Web Console. Navigate to Administration, and Events.
The CA Service Desk Manager section appears in the bottom-left corner of the right pane.

2. Specify the CA Service Desk webservice URL to connect to the user name and the password.
These credentials are used to connect to the webservice.
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3. In the Event Notification section, select the events and the service desk template that is used while creating the
change order.

4. Click Save.

WARNING
Restart CA Patch Manager for the modified settings to take effect.

NOTE
If integration with CA Service Desk is enabled and a template is associated, the created Change Order
description contains the same text as is found in the CA Patch Manager Dashboard Status Application Events
message. The same text, including Workflow information (if Workflow is enabled) is sent to Application Events
message.

To see the events, navigate to Patch Management. Click on the Status link. Status Menu displays Application Events,
Patch Deployments, and Policy Compliance.

For application events, select Informational check-box. You can see the workflow UUID here.

NOTE
CA Patch Manager server installation includes the event.jar file which contains the workflow acknowledgement
command line utility. The event.jar file is present under DSM, PatchManagement, and bin. You can use this
utility to contact the CA Patch Manager server remotely (by wrapping the calls to the CAPMEMS web service)
and approve or reject the process. The patch associated with the workflow is moved to the next phase or
previous phase, depending on the response from the server.

Third Party Workflow

CA Patch Manager allows processing workflow to be effected externally either using the CAPMEMS Web Service or the
CAPMEMSAck command.

Using built in functionality of CA Patch Manager, a CA Service Desk Change Order can be created based on the following
conditions:

• A CA Service Desk server exists
• This server is accessible from the CA Patch Manager server.

NOTE
If workflow is enabled, the Change Order description includes details about the workflow event.

CA Patch Manager can create a Change Order in the service desk system, every time one of the selected actions is
attempted. CA Patch Manager requires the following to be set in the CA Patch Manager settings:

• A valid CA Service Desk web service URL, username, password
• A Change Order template for each action that generates a Change Order

A valid CA Service Desk system consists of a server install that includes the installation of the web services.

CA Patch Manager gathers information from the Change Order template to populate generic information.

NOTE
For more information about Change Order templates, see the CA Service Desk Administrator articles.

Approve or Reject a Patch Workflow Process from the Command Line

Follow these steps:

1. Get the workflow_uuid string from the CAPM Event message generated when a patch enters workflow.

NOTE
In this example the workflow UUID is e6872b51-f3c3-03d9-b1df-c639d9eb7f4b2.
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2. Run the following command in the command prompt:
set CLASSPATH=%CLASSPATH%;<Directory containing event.jar>\event.jar

This sets the classpath environment variable.
3. Execute the Acknowledgement class with the following command:

java com.ca.unicenter.upm.eventmanager.UPMEMSAck "http://<UPMServerName>/pmengine/services/UPMEMS"

 e6872b51-f3c3-03d9-b1df-c639d9eb7f4b true/false

The Acknowledgment class is executed. Use true to approve and false to reject.

NOTE
You can also execute the following java command without setting the classpath. This is an alternative to the
steps 2 and 3 explained above:

java -Djava.class.path=<Directory containing event.jar> \event.jar

 com.ca.unicenter.upm.eventmanager.UPMEMSAck "http://<UPMServerName>/pmengine/services/UPMEMS" e6872b51-

f3c3-03d9-b1df-c639d9eb7f4b true/false

Automate Workflow Approval or Rejection

Automation of the workflow process can be accomplished through CA Service Desk. The purpose of the Service Desk
template associated with the CA Patch Manager Change Order creation is to ensure that the correct administrator or
group is notified when a patch enters workflow. CA Service Desk allows you to associate the CA Patch Manager event.jar
command to a CA Workflow or CA Service Desk Workflow that can be selected to either approve or reject the promotion
of the patch that is in workflow.

Troubleshooting for CA Patch Manager
This section includes the following troubleshooting information:

Online Updates Failing

Symptom

My online updates are failing.

Solution

Ensure that you have the following set in your environment:

• Port 5250 or 443 is open bidirectionally between the Internet Proxy and contentupdate.ca.com.
• The connection supports HTTPS when you are using port 443.
• An initial packet size of 4096 is viable through the proxy.
• Port 80 is open bidirectionally between CA Patch Manager and the proxy.
• Checking that the Import proxy settings are correct in CA Patch Manager when using a proxy.

Unable to Perform Patch Actions

Symptom

When I try to accept or defer patches, the following error message appears:

HTTP405: Server not reachable.

Solution
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WebDAV feature in IIS interferes with PUT and DELETE methods of HTTP. So remove the handler "WebDav" and the
module "WebDAVModule" from "Default Web Site" in IIS.

CA Patch Manager Console Takes Long Time to Open

Symptom

When the CA Patch Manager console is launched, the console takes long time to open and load the data while navigating
within the dashboard tab.

If many patches exist in the Pending User Acceptance state, retrieving the results takes long time.

Solution

Delete the old data relevant to full roll ups while retaining the last three months full roll ups.

NOTE

You can use the sw_def_uuid table for the deletions. First verify the uuids obtained to ensure that the uuids lie
within the set of patches to be deleted. You must also change the last_update_date < 1416038491 condition to
delete the old patches data.

We recommend in deleting the patches which are older than three months.

You can use http://www.epochconverter.com/ to convert human timestamp to UNIX timestamp. 

You can use the following short script for a batch deletion of old patch data:

DECLARE @uuid varchar(50)
DECLARE @MyCursor CURSOR

SET @MyCursor = CURSOR FAST_FORWARD
FOR

SELECT sw_def_uuid FROM ca_software_def WHERE name LIKE '%win%Rollup%' AND
 last_update_date < 1416038491

OPEN @MyCursor
FETCH NEXT FROM @MyCursor
INTO @uuid

WHILE @@FETCH_STATUS = 0
BEGIN

UPDATE ca_install_package SET is_active=0 WHERE install_pkg_uuid IN (select
 install_pkg_uuid from ca_install_package where sw_def_uuid=@uuid)
UPDATE ca_install_step SET is_active=0 WHERE install_pkg_uuid IN (select
 install_pkg_uuid from ca_install_package where sw_def_uuid=@uuid)
UPDATE ca_software_def SET is_active=0 WHERE sw_def_uuid=@uuid

FETCH NEXT FROM @MyCursor
INTO @uuid
END
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CLOSE @MyCursor
DEALLOCATE @MyCursor

Follow these steps to run the mentioned query:

1. Log in to SQL Server Management Studio with the ca_itrm user account
2. Open a new query window and execute the mentioned cursor code against the MDB.

NOTE
Take a full backup of the MDB before performing the operation.

Automated Migration
Automated Migration helps automate the process of migrating Windows desktops in your enterprise to a new operating
system (OS). This feature helps you plan the migration, define the migration process, validate the process, and finally
deploy the new OS on target computers. Automated Migration uses CA PAM to automate the migration workflow.

Migration Types
Migration types define the way computers are migrated to the target operating system.

• Wipe and Reload Migration
Wipes and reloads the operating system, user settings, and software installations on the target computer. CA Client
Automation performs a Wipe and Reload migration on computers that have the necessary hardware configuration to
migrate to the new OS.

• Machine Replacement Migration
Deploys the new OS and migrates the user settings and software installations from a source computer to a different
target computer. If you are replacing computers that do not have the required hardware configuration for the new OS,
perform a machine replacement migration.

NOTE

If an installed software is not compatible with the new OS, map the software to a version that is compatible with
the new OS. The automated migration process takes care of installing the mapped software in such cases.

 

 

Stages in the Migration Process
Migrating the computers in an enterprise to a new OS consists of four key stages:

• Plan -- Evaluate your environment and draft the action plan for the migration.
• Build -- Prepare for the migration. Create the software packages for applications that are common to the entire

organization and those applications that are specific to each function or group. Create the OS images for the different
editions that you want to deploy.

• Validate -- Validate the migration solution.
• Deploy -- Deploy the new OS on target computers and restore the user settings and the software applications.

NOTE
For more information about each of these stages for a Windows 7 Migration, see http://www.ca.com/files/
technologybriefs/client_manager_windows7_4901_229118.pdf.
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How the Automated Migration Process Works
The automated migration process uses various components of CA Client Automation to automate the OS migration
process. The process uses hardware inventory data, software packages, and OS images to perform an end-to-end OS
migration.

The process comprises the following tasks:

1.
2. Evaluates computers in your enterprise based on the hardware criteria you specify, and classifies the computers into

three groups -- New OS Ready, New OS Not Ready, and New OS Already Installed.
3.
4. Can capture the user and application settings,and backup the data from the source computers, if any third party

migration solution package procedure is included in preparation phase.
5.
6. Deploys the new OS on the target computers.
7.
8. Deploys relevant software on the target computers.
9.
10. Can restore the data, user settings, and application settings on the target computers, if any third party migration

solution package procedure is included in restoration phase.

NOTE
Before you use automated migration, ensure that it is configured and enabled.

Automating OS Migration
The following flowchart illustrates the tasks involved in automating OS migration:
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Figure 31: Automating OS Migration
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Plan -- Evaluate the Environment

Contents

Planning the migration is a crucial and important step in the OS migration process. You must decide on various factors
such as, the machines you want to upgrade or replace, the operating system edition you want to deploy on different
groups of computers, the deployment schedule, and so on. For more information about the migration requirements and
considerations specific to the operating system you want to deploy, see http://technet.microsoft.com.

To help you plan the migration, CA Client Automation provides Assessment Templates. These templates let you specify
how you want to evaluate computers in your enterprise. You can then view the computers that are ready for the new OS
and those computers that are not ready.

Create an Assessment Template

Assessment templates specify the hardware criteria for assessing computers for OS readiness. Create assessment
templates to be able to use them in the assessment jobs. You can either use a DSM query or specify the hardware criteria
stating the minimum hardware requirements for the new OS.

NOTE
Assessment templates are not mandatory for performing assessment; you can directly specify the hardware
criteria or use a query in the assessment job. However, creating the templates help you reuse them across jobs.

To create an assessment template

1. Log into the Web Console and click the Automated Migration tab.
The Automated Migration page is displayed.

2. Click Assessment Templates.
The existing assessment templates are listed.

3. Click New in the Actions pane.
The New Assessment Job wizard opens.

4. Follow the instructions in the wizard pages and click Finish in the last page.
The template is created and added to the list of templates.

Assess Computers for OS Readiness

You assess computers in your enterprise during the planning phase. The assessment lets you know whether the
computers have the necessary hardware configuration for the new OS, or they require an upgrade or replacement. The
assessment job results are grouped under a new group named Assessment Job Results.

NOTE
The Assessment Job Results group is automatically created when you execute the first assessment job. The
creation user of this group is the super user of the assessment job. Some of the users, for example, users of a
different security area, will not have full permissions to this group unless explicitly granted. If you want to run any
of the assessment jobs with a different super user, verify that the user has full permissions to the Assessment
Job Results group before executing the assessment job.

To assess computers for OS readiness

1. Click Assessment Jobs in the Automated Migration tab.
The Assessment Job pane is displayed.

2. Click New in the Actions panel.
New Assessment Job wizard opens.
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3. Follow the instructions in the wizard.

NOTE
If a local domain manager group and a replicated enterprise manager group are with the same name, both
the group names appear in the Select Groups page of the wizard. Although the selection includes both the
groups, the assessment is only performed on the local group.

4. In the Supply Credentials page, provide the credentials of the CA IT PAM user account that you configured in CA
Client Automation. Specify the credentials in one of the following format depending on the user account type:
LDAP User
ldap://dirc_name/user_name
ldaps://dirc_name/user_name
WINNT User
winnt://computer_name/user_name
CA IT PAM uses the supplied credentials for accessing CA Client Automation while executing the job.

5. Click Finish in the last page.
The assessment job is created and added to the Assessment Job page.

6. Select the job and click Execute.
The job executes in the background immediately and you can see the status of the job in the Assessment Job page.

NOTE
Click the Refresh icon at the bottom of the page to get the most recent job status.

7. Click the job when the status of the job changes to "Completed."
The job details and the results of the assessment are displayed. The assessment job categorizes the computers that
were part of the assessment into the following groups:
– New OS Ready Group

Includes computers that are ready for the new OS.
– New OS Not Ready Group

Includes computers that did not meet the hardware criteria specified in the assessment job. The computers in this
group require either hardware upgrade or replacement.

NOTE
If you replace or upgrade computers in your environment, run the assessment job again.

– New OS Installed Group
Includes computers that have already installed the new OS. The assessment job moves such computers to this
group without performing any assessment as the computers already have the target OS.

These groups are regular DSM asset groups and are available under Assessment Job Results Groups node in DSM
Explorer. You can use these groups in queries and reports, and also in the migration process.

8. Click a group.
The list of computers in the group is displayed.

Build -- Prepare for Migration

The build stage requires you to be sure that you have the necessary information and setup required to execute the
migration plan. Consider the following factors during this stage:

OS Editions

•
• Determine the editions of the target OS you want to install.
•
• Determine the OS edition you want to deploy on each group.
•
• Create OS images for the different OS editions in CA Client Automation.
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Software Applications

•
• Identify the software applications that the entire organization uses.
•
• Identify the software applications that specific groups use.
•
• For the software applications that are not supported on the target OS, do the following:

–
– Identify the version of the software application that is supported on the target OS.
–
– Create a software package for the new application in DSM Explorer, if it does not already exist.

•
• If you want to replace any of the current software applications with a newer version, do the following:

–
– Create a software package for the new software in DSM Explorer, if it does not already exist.

•
• Verify whether you have the software packages (in DSM Explorer) for all the software applications you identified.

User and Application Settings

•
• Identify the user and application settings you want to capture and migrate.
•
• Create software packages using any third party migration solution that backs-up and restores the data, captures and

applies the user and application Settings.

Computers and Groups

•
• Determine the naming convention for computer names on the new OS. For example, you may want to change the

computer name from Comp1-XP to Comp1-Win7 after migrating to Windows 7.
•
• Create a machine mapping file that maps the old and new computer names.
•
• Determine how you want to group computers to assess better and migrate them. For example, you may want to group

computers based on employee role, geography, computer model, and so on.
•
• Create computer groups to group computers that you want to migrate together. Perform this step only if the groups do

not exist already.

Create OS Images and Software Delivery Packages

You require the necessary OS images and software packages to automate the process of OS and software deployment. If
you do not have the OS images and software packages required for migration, create them using DSM Explorer. You then
specify the details of the OS images and software packages while creating OS and Software Templates in the Automated
Migration.

NOTE

If you want to create OS images for Windows 7 SP1 operating system, apply the RO31603 patch on the domain
manager before creating OS images. Also, read the knowledge base article TEC548885 before using Windows
7 SP1 OS images.
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To create OS images and software delivery packages

1. Using the Image Prepare System, create boot and OS images required to support the mix of OS variants and
computer models that you are targeting.

2. Register the boot and OS images.

NOTE
For more information about creating and registering boot and OS images, see the  OS Installation
Management Administration.

3. Using DSM Explorer, create software packages for new software you want to deploy as part of OS migration.
4. Register the new software packages with Software Library.

NOTE
For more information about creating and registering software delivery packages and procedures, see the 
Software Delivery Administration .

Create a Mapping Between Old and New Computer Names

You must create a mapping between old and new computer names in the following scenarios:

• (Optional) To change the computer name after migrating to the new OS, in the case of wipe and reload migration.
• To map the old and new computer names, in the case of machine replacement migration.

The mapping, which is contained in a file, can include either all computers in your IT environment or computers in a
particular migration job.The following procedure provides the steps for creating the mapping file.

NOTE
The computer names included in the machine mapping file must not contain special or localized characters.
Allowed characters for computer names are alphabets and numbers only. The hyphen (-) sign is allowed, but
it must not be the first or last character. If there are any other special or localized characters in the machine
mapping file, the migration job validation will fail.

To create a mapping between old and new computer names

1. Open a spreadsheet application (Microsoft Excel, for example).

NOTE
You can create and maintain the mapping information in a text editor such as, Notepad also. However, a
spreadsheet application helps you creating and editing the information quickly.

2. Specify the details of the old and new computers. If you are using a spreadsheet application, specify the details given
in the following format in separate columns (without commas). Use the following format depending on the migration
type:
Wipe and Reload:

Source_name,Source_MAC_ID,Destination_name,Source_MAC_ID

NOTE

As wipe and reload migration is performed on existing computers, the MAC ID must be same for source
and destination. Mapping information is optional for wipe and reload migrations and you can even specify a
partial list of computers. Computers that are not part of the mapping file retain the old computer name after
migration.

Machine Replacement:
Source_name,Source_MAC_ID,Destination_name,Destination_MAC_ID
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NOTE
Mapping information is mandatory for machine replacement migrations. The mapping file must contain all the
computers that are part of automated migration. Otherwise, the migration job creation will fail.

3. Save the file in .csv format.
Use this file for automated migration job. You specify the path to this mapping file while creating the migration job. 

Create Packages for your Migration Solution

A migration solution package contains various package procedures that automate the process of capturing and applying
user and application settings,data backup and restore. Depending on the variation in the user and application settings
you want to capture, you can create multiple packages. For example, if the settings you want to capture differ depending
on computer groups, you create multiple packages. When you create Software Templates, you specify the details of the
package procedures that must be run before and after installing the OS.

Register Target Computers with OSIM

All the computers in the migration job must be registered with OSIM and must be in the unmanaged state. If you have
computers that are already registered with OSIM and are in Current state, delete the computers from OSIM and reregister
them. The registration process involves creating a dummy OS installation for the target computers and then deleting the
OS installation job. The procedure varies for Wipe and Reload and Machine Replacement migrations.

To register target computers with OSIM (Wipe and Reload migration)

1. Open DSM Explorer and navigate to the group that contains the computers.
All the computers in the group are displayed in the right pane.

2. Select the computers that are part of the migration (use Ctrl or Shift keys for multiple selection), right-click, and select
OS Installation.
The OS Installation wizard opens.

3. Click Next and select any OS image in the OS Image selection page.
The selected OS image is not used in the automated migration process. So, you can select any OS image to complete
the registration process.

4. Click Next and select any boot server.
5. Click Next and select Setup OS installation later (edit boot parameter first) option.

Selecting the option is important to prevent the activation of the OS installation job.
6. Click Next and click Finish on the last page.

The selected computers are planned for OS installation.
7. Navigate to {Group Details} node of the group, and select OS Installations.

All the computers planned for OS installation appear in the right pane.
8. Select the computers, right-click, and select Delete.

The state of OS Installations changes to Unmanaged and the computers are registered with OSIM.

To register target computers with OSIM (Machine Replacement migration)

1. Open DSM Explorer. Right-click the group to which you want to add new computers, and select New Computer.
The New Computer pre-registration Wizard opens.

2. Click Next and specify the necessary details in the mandatory fields. Select the Use OS Installation Management to
set up a new operating system option.

3. Click Next and select any OS image in the OS Image selection page.
The selected OS image is not used in the automated migration process. So, you can select any OS image to complete
the registration process.

4. Follow the instructions in the wizard and click Finish when you are done.
The selected computers are planned for OS installation.

5. Navigate to {Group Details} node of the group, and select OS Installations.
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All the computers planned for OS installation appear in the right pane.
6. Select all computers, right-click, and select Delete.

The state of OS Installations changes to Unmanaged.

Enable Job Container Completion Notifications

When all the jobs in a software job container are executed, the automated migration process requires a notification
about the completion status. Only after receiving the notification, the process will move to the next step in the migration
workflow. By default, the notification is enabled. If you have disabled it, you must enable the notifications for the migration
process to work correctly.

To enable job completion notifications

1. Log in to DSM Explorer and navigate to Control Panel, Configuration Policies, DSM, Software Delivery, Manager.
2. Change the value of Software Job options: Disable job container completion event to False.

Job completion notifications are enabled.

Create OS and Software Templates

OS and software templates define the OS images and software packages you want to use for OS migration. Create the
necessary templates before creating migration jobs.

NOTE
Before you proceed, verify that you have the necessary OS images and software packages in DSM Explorer.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the template type that you want to create in the Automated Migration. Create the following templates:
– OS Templates

OS templates define the details of the operating system image that you want to associate with target computers.
You can use a single OS image for all computers in the enterprise or associate different OS images according to
the hardware model or group. The template also lets you customize OS installation parameters.

NOTE

• Associate group-based OS templates with the new computers (target) for system replacement
migrations.

• If you set the Product ID field empty, Web Console defaults the Product ID value to that of Global OS
Image.

• Set the Signal Completion parameter to "No" while creating the OS templates. For more information
about Signal Completion parameter, see Boot Parameters article.

– Software Templates
Software templates define a list of software delivery packages and procedures that you want to install before and
after OS migration. When you create a software template, specify the software procedures for the following stages
of migration:

NOTE
You can only select one procedure per package in each of the following stages of migration.

WARNING
Do not select Shutdown machine after last job in the Boot Level After Execution column for any of the
software procedures in the preceding sections as it shuts down the target computer.

• Prepare Software
Prepare Software specifies the software packages and procedures that you want to run before OS migration.
Procedures such as, data backup, capture user and application settings can be specified in this list. In a Machine
Replacement migration scenario, the procedures are run on the old (source) computer.
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NOTE

Use the procedure of your migration solution package to data backup, capture user, and application
settings.

• Map Software
Map Software specifies all the software packages and procedures that you want to reinstall on the target
computers after OS migration. If the software was installed on the computer before OS migration, the automated
migration process reinstalls the software. If the software was installed on the old computer, the software is
installed on the new computer for machine replacement migration.

NOTE

If an installed software is not compatible with the new OS, map the software to a version that is
compatible with the new OS. The automated migration process takes care of installing the mapped
software in such cases.

• Restore Software
Restore Software specifies the software packages and procedures that you want to run after OS migration.
Procedures as data restore, apply user and application settings can be included in this list. The procedure to
execute software that is specified in Map Software section is automatically included in the Restore Software
page as Execute Mapped Software procedure. In a Machine Replacement migration scenario, the procedures
are run on the new (target) computer.

NOTE

Use the procedure of your migration solution package to restore data, apply user and application
settings.

The list of templates available for the selected template type is displayed.
2. Click New in the Actions panel.

The New Template wizard opens.
3. Follow the instructions in the wizard pages and click Finish on the last page.

The template is created and added to the list of templates in the respective templates page.

Create a Migration Job

The migration job specifies the computers or groups you want to migrate, and the OS and software templates you want to
use for OS migration. You must create a migration job to test and activate OS migration.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that you have the necessary OS and Software templates.
2. Click Migration Jobs in the Automated Migration.

The Migration Jobs page is displayed.
3. Click New in the Actions panel.

The New Migration Job wizard opens.
4. Specify a name for the job, select the migration type, and target type.

The selected migration type is applied to all the computers in the migration job.
5. Click Next. Select the target computers or groups.

NOTE
If a local domain manager group and a replicated enterprise manager group are with the same name, both
the group names appear in the Select Groups page of the wizard. Although the selection includes both the
groups, the assessment is only performed on the local group.

6. Click Next. Select the OS template.
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NOTE
For a Machine Replacement migration that includes bare metal computers, you can only select an OS
template that is of type global or group-based. Hardware model-based OS templates cannot be used for bare
metal computers because the hardware inventory collection is not run on such computers. However, if you
have already installed the DSM agent on the new computers and have collected the hardware inventory for
such computers, you can use the hardware-model based OS template.

NOTE

To use a group-based OS template for a machine replacement migration, verify that all new computers
(target) are associated with the OS template.

7. Click Next. Select the software template.
8. Click Next. Provide the credentials of the CA IT PAM user account that you configured in CA Client Automation in the

Supply Credentials page. Specify the credentials in one of the following format depending on the user account type:
LDAP User
ldap://dirc_name/user_name
ldaps://dirc_name/user_name
WINNT Local User
winnt://computer_name/user_name
WINNT Domain User
winnt://domain_name/user_name
CA IT PAM uses the supplied credentials for accessing CA Client Automation while executing the job.

9. Select the machine mapping file in the Machine Name Mapping section.

NOTE
Mapping information is mandatory for machine replacement migrations. The mapping file must contain all the
computers that are part of the migration job. Otherwise, the migration job creation fails.

10. Click Next, review the summary, and click Finish on the last page.
The migration job is created and listed in the Migration Jobs page. You can now validate and activate the job.

Import CA Process Automation Root Certificate into Web Console

If CA Process Automation is configured to communicate over SSL, you must import the root certificate of CA Process
Automation into Web Console. This configuration helps ensure that CA Process Automation and Web Console
communicate over SSL.

To import CA Process Automation root certificate into Web Console

1. Execute the following command to import the CA root certificate into the Web Console cacerts file:
keytool -import -v -trustcacerts -alias itpam -file rootcertname -keystore keystore_location -keypass key

 password -storepass store password

NOTE
The Keytool executable is available in java bin directory, for example, C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\SC\JRE
\1.5.0_11\bin.

On successful execution of the command, the root certificate is imported into the cacerts file.

Disable OS Migration of Computers with Specific Software Packages

If you do not want to migrate computers that have specific software packages installed, you can disable the OS migration
of such computers. For example, you can disable OS migration of computers that have DSM Web Console installed. The
computers are automatically excluded from the migration job during the validation process.
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To disable OS migration of computers with specific software packages

1. Open the C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Automation Service\bin folder or %autohome%\bin folder.
2. Edit the automation.config file in a text editor.
3. Specify the list of software packages within double quotes, as comma-separated values in the SoftwareBlackList

parameter as follows:
SoftwareBlackList="Software Package Name" ,"Software Package 2 Name", ...

WARNING
Do not remove the default value CA DSM Manager that prevents the OS migration of DSM managers. You
can append your list of software packages after CA DSM Manager.

4. Save the file.
The configuration changes are saved.

Validate -- Test the Migration Process

Contents

The validate stage involves testing the process. This stage involves the following tasks:

• Verifying whether the required software packages, OS images, machine mapping file, and so on, are available in the
system.

• Verifying whether any of the tasks in the migration process violates any CA Client Automation policy.
• Testing the process on a few computers.

Validate the Migration Job

Validate the migration job to verify that the details specified in the migration job are appropriate and available. The
validation process also includes verifying the super user credentials supplied in the migration job. You must validate the
migration job before you can activate it.

To validate the migration job

1. Select the migration job in the Migration Jobs page and click Validate.
The validation process begins. The status of the migration job in the Migration Jobs page changes to Initialization In
Progress. The validation process evaluates the computers based on various validation criteria. The process takes a
while depending on the number of computers to be evaluated.

NOTE
Click the Refresh icon at the bottom of the page to get the most recent job status.

When the validation process is complete, the status of the job shows one of the following values:
– Validation Completed

Indicates that the validation task completed successfully. This status is not indicative of the status of computers in
the migration job. A validation successful job can include computers that have failed the validation with errors or
warning. The computers that have failed the validation with errors are automatically excluded from migration.

– Validation Failed
Indicates that the validation task has failed. Unlike the Validation Completed status, all the computers in a validation
failed job have the Validation failed status. Validation failed jobs cannot be activated.

2. Do the following if the job status is Validation Completed.
a. Click the job.
b. Click the Computers tab.

A list of computers that are part of the migration job is displayed. The list shows the validation status of each
computer.
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c. Click View under Activity Log for the computers that have the status as Validation Failed.
The activity log displays the validation issues.

d. Verify the validation issues and fix them.
e. Validate the migration job again.

The job is revalidated.
3. Do the following if the job status is Validation Failed.

a. Click the job.
b. Click the Computers tab.

A list of computers that were part of the migration job is displayed. The list shows the validation status of all the
computers as Validation Failed.

c. Click View under Activity Log for a computer.
The activity log displays the validation issues. All the computers in a validation failed job show the same log
message. So, you can open one of the computers to know the reasons for validation failure.

d. Fix the validation issues.
e. Validate the migration job again.

The job is revalidated.

Exclude Computers from the Migration Job

After the validation, computers that have the Validation Completed or Validation Warning status are automatically included
for OS migration; computers that have Validation Failed status are excluded from OS migration. If you want to defer the
OS migration of Validation Completed or Validation Warning computers, you can exclude them from the migration job.

To exclude computers from the migration job

1. Select the computer you want to include in the migration job and click Enable Computer Migration in the Actions pane.
The selected computer is included in the migration job. The Enable Computer Migration link is deactivated and the
Disable Computer Migration link is activated.

2. Select the computer you want to exclude from the migration job and click Disable Computer Migration in the Actions
pane.
The selected computer is excluded from the migration job. The Disable Computer Migration link is deactivated and the
Enable Computer Migration link is activated.

Deploy -- Activate Migration

The actual migration happens in the Deploy stage. The migration process takes care of the following tasks:

• Capturing user and application settings
• Deploying the new OS
• Installing software applications
• Restoring user and application settings

Modify the Reinstall After Crash Policy

NOTE
The following procedure is applicable only for Wipe and Reload migrations. Before activating wipe and reload
migrations, you must perform the following procedure.

Automated migration requires update to the RAC policy of the domain manager and target computers for the migration
to work properly. The RAC policy of the target computers is automatically disabled during migration and is reset to the
original value after migration. However, you must manually modify the policy of the domain manager.
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To modify the RAC policy at the domain manager

1. Connect to the domain manager from DSM Explorer and navigate to Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration
Policy, Policy Name, DSM, Software Delivery, Manager.
– Policy Name

Refers to the configuration policy applied on the domain manager computer.
All the software delivery configuration policies related to the domain manager are displayed.

2. Modify the value of the following policies:
a. Set the value of RAC: Policy to True.
b. Set the value of RAC: Automation setting to 0. This policy must be locally managed so that automated migration

can change the RAC policy at the target computers automatically. If the policy is centrally managed, change it to
locally managed before activating migration. You can reset it to the original value after the migration is complete.

The settings help ensure that the installation history is removed from the target computers and the SD job containers
are not created by the domain manager.

3. Save and seal the policy.

Modify the Reboot Prompt Timeout Settings

If you have specified a machine mapping file in the migration job for renaming the computers, the migration process
renames the computer during migration. After the computer is renamed, a reboot of the computer is requested and
a prompt waits for user response at the computer. By default, the prompt times out after 30 minutes and restarts the
computer. This causes a delay in the migration job. You can modify the reboot prompt timeout settings to reduce the
timeout and help ensure the reboot occurs almost immediately.

To modify the reboot prompt timeout settings

1. In DSM Explorer, navigate to the configuration policy DSM, Software Delivery, Agent, Reboot: Prompt timeout.
2. Double-click the setting and change the value to a required value. For example, specify 120 seconds to reboot the

computer after 2 minutes.
The change impacts all the software jobs that require reboot. After the OS migrations, you can reset this value to the
original value, if necessary.

Modify Settings to Improve Migration Job Performance

Modifying the settings of the following parameters in the Automation Service configuration file can help improve the
performance of the migration job:

• MaximumDelayOfJobContainer
• MaxNumberOfTargetsPerJobContainer

The SD job activation waits until one of the following events occur, before submitting an SD job container for processing:

• The time specified in MaximumDelayOfJobContainer is reached.
• The SD job container is filled with the number of targets specified in MaxNumberOfTargetsPerJobContainer.

Adjusting the values can improve the overall performance of the migration job and must be considered in production
environment.

To modify settings to improve migration job performance

1. Open the C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Automation Service\bin folder or %autohome%\bin folder.
2. Edit the automation.config file in a text editor.
3. Change the values of the MaximumDelayOfJobContainer and MaxNumberOfTargetsPerJobContainer parameters

according to your environment. The actual values depend on the hardware used for domain manager, automation
service, web services, and the database.
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NOTE
Choosing a low number can cause the creation of many job containers and has a negative impact on the
overall performance of the system. Choosing a large number adds unnecessary delays in the submission of
SD job containers for processing.

With minimal hardware requirements, the following settings have been found to be optimal:
Microsoft SQL Server Database:
MaxNumberOfTargetsPerJobContainer=50, MaximumDelayOfJobContainer=1800, which also are the default values.
Oracle Database:
MaxNumberOfTargetsPerJobContainer=50, MaximumDelayOfJobContainer=3600

4. Save the file and restart tomcat using the following commands:
caf stop tomcat

caf start tomcat

The changes to the configuration file take effect.

Activate OS Migration

Contents

The final step in OS migration is activating the migration job that performs the actual migration.

NOTE
Validate the migration job before activating it.

WARNING
OS migration is an irreversible action. Verify that all the computers in the migration job are actually intended for
OS migration. Automated Migration excludes the Enterprise Manager, Domain Manager, and Scalability Servers
from the migration job automatically.

To activate OS migration

1. Select the job in the Migration Jobs page and click Activate in the Actions panel.
The migration job is activated. The migration job performs a final validation and automatically excludes the validation
failed computers from the job. The job then proceeds to various tasks in OS migration. The job displays the status
depending on the migration phase.

NOTE
Click the Refresh icon at the bottom of the page to get the most recent job status.

2. Click the migration job.
The Properties tab of the job is displayed.

3. Click the Computers tab.
A list of computers that are part of the migration job is displayed. Each computer displays the migration status specific
to the computer.

View the Migration Status of a Computer

You can view the migration stats of the computers to see which migration process is currently active on the computer.

To view the migration status of computers

1. Open the migration job to which the computer is added.
The Properties tab of the job is displayed.

2. Click the Computers tab.
A list of computers that are part of the migration job is displayed. Each computer displays the migration status specific
to the computer.
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Migration Job Status

Depending on the current phase of migration, the migration job indicates an appropriate status. The migration goes
through the following phases:

• Migration Not Initialized
Indicates that no activity has been started on the migration job. A migration job remains in this status until you validate
the job.

• Initialization
Verifies whether the required infrastructure components are initialized properly and initializes them if required. This
phase is part of the validation phase.

• Preparation
Gathers information required for the validation phase. Information like computer details, OS image and boot server
details, and software package details are gathered during this phase.This phase is part of the validation phase.

• Validation
Verifies whether the information gathered in preparation phase is available and is appropriate. This phase detects the
conflicts in the configuration and inputs provided in the migration job.

• Deployment
Performs the actual OS migration wherein the OS and software packages are deployed.

• Resume
Gathers data to resume deployment. This phase verifies the progress made during deployment phase and adjusts
the execution to match the actual deployment status. After the resume operation is successful, the job moves to
Deployment.

• Migration Job Completed
Indicates that the migration job is completed.
Note: This status does not mean that the migration is successful on all computers. It only indicates that the migration
process is completed. To know the migration status of each computer, view the status of the computers in the migration
job.

• Migration Job Failed
Indicates that the migration job failed with errors. Check the activity log of any computer in the migration job to know
the reasons for failure.

Computer Status

The status of computers that are part of the migration job, changes as the migration goes through the following phases:

• Activity (Started/Not Started)
Indicates that an activity has been started on the computer and is waiting for execution. This status appears before the
validation, migration, and resume phases.

• Validation
Indicates that the computer is being validated for the migration job.

• Preparation phase
Indicates that the migration job is preparing the computer for migration by backing up files, capturing user and
application settings, and so on.

• OS install phase
Indicates that the migration job is deploying the new OS.

• Restoration phase
Indicates that the migration job is performing restore actions like, copying backup files, applying user and application
settings, installing the application, and so on.

• Migration(success/failure)
Indicates the success or failure of the migration job on the computer.

• Migration disabled
Indicates that the administrator has manually disabled the migration job for the computer.
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Monitoring the Migration Job

You must monitor the migration job to help ensure that the migration is running without any issues. Following are some of
the ways to monitor the migration job:

• Check the status of the computers in the migration job frequently.
• Check the status and activity log of the computers to view the exact process running on a computer.

Abort the Migration Process of a Computer

If you want to stop the migration of a target computer after activating the migration job, you can abort the migration
process of the computer. You can include the computer in any other migration job later.

To abort the migration process of a computer

1. Click the job in the Migration Jobs page.
The Properties tab displays the job properties.

2. Click the Computers tab and find the Automation Process Name for the computer that you want to abort.
3. Open CA Process Automation Client. Click Default Process Watch, Running Instances.

All the running processes are listed.
4. Locate the process name of the computer you want to abort and click Abort.

The CA Process Automation process stops for the computer. The status of the migration job changes to Migration
Failed for the computer.

NOTE
To include the computer in any other migration job, the computer must be in Unmanaged state in OSIM. If the
computer has any other OSIM status, delete the computer from OSIM and register it again.

Automation Service Configuration
The automation service configuration file contains configuration parameters that automated migration uses for various
tasks. Although all the parameters are described in this section, some parameters are only informational. We recommend
that you do not change the parameters that are only informational.

NOTE
When you specify an integer value in the automation.config file, ensure that the value does not contain or is
surrounded by spaces. Any space in the integer value can result in the malfunctioning of the automation service.

• AssessmentServiceEPR
This parameter defines the end-point URL of assessment service. This parameter is only informational.

• ITCMEPR
This parameter defines the end-point URL of CA Client Automation web service. This parameter is only informational.

• ITPAMEPR
This parameter defines the end-point URL of CA Process Automation web service. This parameter is only
informational.

• AutomationServiceEPR
This parameter defines the end-point URL of automation service. This parameter is only informational.

• JNI_BIN_PATH
This parameter defines the JNI path to get comstore values. This parameter is only informational.

• DEFAULT_MANAGER
This parameter defines the name of the default manager for Web Console and CA Client Automation web services.
This parameter is only informational.

• WipeAndReloadProcess
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This parameter defines the path to CA Process Automation process definition for Wipe and Reload migration. If you
have customized the process definition, change this parameter.

• MachineReplacementProcess
This parameter defines the path to CA Process Automation process definition for Machine Replacement migration. If
you have customized the process definition, change this parameter.

• MaxNumberOfITPAMInstances
This parameter defines the maximum number of CA Process Automation instances that automation service can run
concurrently. Depending on load your CA Process Automation server can handle, you change this value.

NOTE
Automation service creates one CA Process Automation instance per computer in the migration job.

• ProcessLaunchInterval
This parameter defines the time interval (in seconds) between the creation of CA Process Automation instances.

• TimeOutForOSIMJobs
This parameter defines the timeout period (in seconds) before which the computer would start the OSIM job. After the
timeout period, the OSIM jobs are canceled and OS migration job fails for the computer.

• WaitForBootServer
This parameter specifies that the activation of the OS installation waits until a boot server picks up the target and
reports to the Domain Manager.

• WaitForOSImage
This parameter specifies that the activation of the OS installation waits until the required OS and Boot image is
available on the assigned boot server.

• WakeOnLAN
This parameter specifies whether the boot server would wake up the target computer before OS installation.

• Reboot
This parameter specifies whether the boot server would force the reboot on the target computer before activating
installation, if set to true.

• ContainerPriority
This parameter defines the priority for software job containers that are created for migration job.

• DeliveryCalender
This parameter specifies the name of the delivery calendar you want to use. If you do not want to use a delivery
calendar, leave this parameter blank.

• IgnoreJobCalendarsOnTargetComputers
This parameter specifies whether the job option, Ignore job calendars on target computers, would be set when a RAC
container is created. If this policy is set to False, calendars are not ignored at target computers. If this policy is set to
True, calendars are ignored at target computers.

• JobsTriggerSS
This parameter specifies that the Scalability Server initiates and executes the job at the scheduled time.

• RemoveInstallationHistory
This parameter specifies that the existing installation records are deleted, thus preventing the job from failing with a
status of Already Installed, before the install process is activated.

• RunFromSS
This parameter specifies whether the job check program of the target computer releases communication with the
server during execution of the job. When the job has finished, the agent reconnects to the server to report job status.

• TimesRelativeToEM
This parameter specifies that the activation time specified is interpreted as universal time. The time deviation that is
configured on each Domain Manager is considered for converting the time that is received into the local system time.

• UseDeliveryCalender
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This parameter specifies whether to use the delivery calendar for the job.
• SoftwareBlackList

This parameter defines the list of software packages that are used to exclude computers from OS migration job. The
computers that have any of these software packages installed are automatically excluded from OS migration.

• MaximumDelayOfJobContainer
This parameter defines the time for which the job container waits for extra computers after adding the first computer
before it seals the container. If necessary, extra containers are automatically created.

• MaxNumberOfTargetsPerJobContainer
This parameter defines the maximum number of target computers per job container. After the job container reaches
this limit, the container is closed and a new job container is created for remaining computers.

• LastTargetInContainerOptimization
This parameter specifies whether to activate the job container immediately, when targets are not left in the migration
job. The container is activated immediately even if the targets in the container are less than the number specified in
MaxNumberOfTargetsPerJobContainer and without waiting for MaximumDelayOfJobContainer time. This parameter is
only informational.
Default: True

• RenamePackageName
This parameter defines the rename software package that is used for renaming the computers. This parameter is only
informational.

• RenamePackageVersion
This parameter defines the version of the rename software package used for renaming the computers. This parameter
is only informational.

• RenameProcedure
This parameter defines the rename software package procedure that is used for renaming the computers. This
parameter is only informational.

• AutomationJobScheduleInterval
This parameter defines the time delay (in seconds) for which the automation services wait before scheduling the next
automation job.

• AutomationJobSchedulerBatchSize
This parameter defines the number of targets that automation service schedules before checking the ITPAM instance
status for the scheduled targets and updates the status as Migration Successful or Migration Failed. Depending on the
load on the CA Process Automation server and how frequently, you want to update the status of the target, you can
change this value.

• Log4j Properties
This parameter defines the following log4j properties:
– - log4j.rootLogger
– - log4j.appender.A1
– - log4j.appender.A1.layout
– - log4j.appender.A1.layout.ConversionPattern
– - log4j.appender.A1.MaxFileSize
– - log4j.appender.A1.MaxBackupIndex

For example, you can change the following parameters to change the log level, the file size, or the number of log
files created:
log4j.rootLogger=ERROR, A1 

NOTE
Change this value to DEBUG or INFO to change the log level accordingly.

log4j.appender.A1.MaxFileSize=5000KB
log4j.appender.A1.MaxBackupIndex=1
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NOTE
For more information about the Log4j properties, see the documentation of
org.apache.log4j.PropertyConfigurator.

Customizing the Migration Process in CA IT PAM
The Wipe and Reload and Machine Replacement migration processes that are shipped with CA Client Automation
are adequate to perform OS migration. However, you can customize the migration processes to run some additional
generic software jobs. The generic software jobs are executed on all the computers that are part of the migration jobs. For
example, you want to install Microsoft Office on all the computers in your enterprise during OS migration, irrespective of
their group or earlier installation history.

NOTE
You must have the working knowledge of CA Process Automation to customize the process definitions.

To customize the migration process in CA Process Automation

1. Open CA Process Automation Client.
The CA Process Automation Manager window opens.

2. Click File, Open Library Browser, Default Environment, Orchestrator.
The default environment opens.

3. Navigate to the DsmAutomatedMigration folder. DsmAutomatedMigration is the default folder location. If you have
specified a different name as the Import Location when you installed this patch, the folder name is created with that
name.
The automation processes, WipeAndReload and MachineReplacement are displayed in the list.

4. Duplicate the process that you want to customize by copying and pasting the process.
5. Open the duplicate process and click CA Client Automation module in the left pane. 

NOTE
If the module is not visible, click User Preferences in the left pane and select CA Client Automation.

The CA Client Automation operators are displayed in the left pane.
6. Add the Run Software Install Generic Job operator to the workflow.

The generic software jobs operator is added.
7. Configure the Run Software Install Generic Job operator with the required parameters. For more information,

see Configure the Run Software Install Generic Job Operator.
8. Add and configure Wait for Job Finish operator. For more information, see Add and Configure the Wait Operator.
9. Save the process and update the following parameters in the Automation Configuration file with the path to the

modified process definition:
WipeAndReloadProcess

MachineReplacementProcess

CA Client Automation uses the modified workflow to perform migration jobs scheduled after this point.

Add and Configure the Wait Operator

A wait operator waits for the job to finish and takes the workflow to different tasks depending on whether the job is
successful. Add a wait operator for the generic software jobs operator manually.

Follow these steps to add the wait operator:

1. Open the migration process that you modified.
2. Add the Wait for Finish operator after the Software Generic Job container.

The operator is added with two default results, Completed and Failed.
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3. Remove the default results.
4. Right-click the wait operator and select Custom Result.

The Custom Port dialog opens.
5. Specify a name for the success result and enter the following information in the Expression field:

Process[OpName].JobStatus == "SUCCESS"

6. Right-click the wait operator again and select Custom Result.
7. Specify a name for the failure result and enter the following information in the Expression field:

Process[OpName].JobStatus == "FAIL"

8. Double-click the wait operator.
The Properties for the wait operator open.

9. Specify the following values in the fields displayed in Wait For Finish section:
MachineUUID: Process.MachineUUID
Job ID: Process.genericJobID
Event Name: SWDeployJobFinish

10. Link the success result to the next valid operator in the process definition and the failure result to abnormal exit.
The wait operator is configured.

Create Software Job Data Definitions

To be able to run generic software jobs, you must create the software job data definitions in XML format. You use the
contents of the XML file for the SoftwareJobData parameter when configuring the Run Software Install Generic Job
operator. Following is a sample software job data definition in XML format:

<softwareJobData>

<activationTime>2011-03-26T13:14:27.370Z</activationTime>

<allowCancellation>true</allowCancellation>

<bootLevelAfterExec>0</bootLevelAfterExec>

<bootLevelPriorExec>0</bootLevelPriorExec>

<deliveryCalendar></deliveryCalendar>

<deliveryTime>2011-03-26T13:14:27.370Z</deliveryTime>

<executeOnPromptTimeout>true</executeOnPromptTimeout>

<ignoreJobCalendarsOnTargetComputers>false</ignoreJobCalendarsOnTargetComputers>

<isActivationTimeSupplied>true</isActivationTimeSupplied>

<isAllowCancellationSupplied>true</isAllowCancellationSupplied>

<isBootLevelAfterExecSupplied>true</isBootLevelAfterExecSupplied>

<isBootLevelPriorExecSupplied>true</isBootLevelPriorExecSupplied>

<isDeliveryCalendarSupplied>false</isDeliveryCalendarSupplied>

<isDeliveryTimeSupplied>true</isDeliveryTimeSupplied>

<isExecuteOnPromptTimeoutSupplied>true</isExecuteOnPromptTimeoutSupplied>

<isIgnoreJobCalendarsOnTargetComputersSupplied>true</isIgnoreJobCalendarsOnTargetComputersSupplied>

<isJobTimeOutHoursSupplied>true</isJobTimeOutHoursSupplied>

<isJobsTriggerSSSupplied>true</isJobsTriggerSSSupplied>

<isLogonShieldSupplied>true</isLogonShieldSupplied>

<isNameSupplied>true</isNameSupplied>

<isPromptTimeOutHoursSupplied>true</isPromptTimeOutHoursSupplied>

<isPromptUserSupplied>true</isPromptUserSupplied>

<isRemoveInstallationHistorySupplied>true</isRemoveInstallationHistorySupplied>

<isResolveQueryGroupsSupplied>true</isResolveQueryGroupsSupplied>

<isRunAtShutdownSupplied>true</isRunAtShutdownSupplied>

<isRunofflineFromSSSupplied>true</isRunofflineFromSSSupplied>

<isStorePackageAtSSLibrarySupplied>true</isStorePackageAtSSLibrarySupplied>
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<isTimesRelativeToEMSupplied>true</isTimesRelativeToEMSupplied>

<isUseDeliveryCalenderSupplied>true</isUseDeliveryCalenderSupplied>

<isUserParametersSupplied>true</isUserParametersSupplied>

<jobTimeOutHours>52</jobTimeOutHours>

<jobsTriggerSS>true</jobsTriggerSS>

<logonShield>false</logonShield>

<name>j1</name>

<promptTimeOutHours>68</promptTimeOutHours>

<promptUser>false</promptUser>

<removeInstallationHistory>false</removeInstallationHistory>

<resolveQueryGroups>false</resolveQueryGroups>

<runAtShutdown>false</runAtShutdown>

<runofflineFromSS>true</runofflineFromSS>

<softwarePackage>

<packageName>Notepad</packageName>

<procedureName>run_notepad</procedureName>

<versionNumber>1</versionNumber>

</softwarePackage>

<storePackageAtSSLibrary>false</storePackageAtSSLibrary>

<timesRelativeToEM>false</timesRelativeToEM>

<useDeliveryCalender>false</useDeliveryCalender>

<userParameters>User Parameters set by User1</userParameters>

</softwareJobData>

Configure the Run Software Install Generic Job Operator

You must configure the Run Software Install Generic Job operator in CA Process Automation to add parameter definitions
that CA Client Automation requires to run software jobs.

To configure generic software job operator

1. Open the process that you modified.
2. Click the Dataset tab in the bottom pane.
3. Add the following parameters under Process Inputs in the left pane:

– BatchMode
Specifies whether you want to execute the jobs in batch node. If set to false, the jobs will execute in No Linkage
mode.
Data Type: Boolean
Possible Values: true, false

– IsBatchModeSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the BatchMode parameter is supplied.
Data Type: Boolean
Possible Values: true, false

– IsPrioritySupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the Priority parameter is supplied.
Data Type: Boolean
Possible Values: true, false

– Name
Specifies the name of the software job container.
Data Type: String
Possible Values: Any valid string

– Priority
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Specifies the priority that can range from 1 (highest) to 10 (lowest), If no value is provided, the default value, 5, is
used.
Data Type: Integer
Possible Values: 1 to 10

– UserMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message.
Data Type: String
Possible Values: Any valid string

– SoftwareJobData
Data Type: String
Possible Values: XML string with software job data
Note: Copy and paste the contents of the XML file you created with the software job data definitions.

– IsUserMessageSupplied
Data Type: Boolean
Possible Values: true, false

4. Add the following parameter under Process Outputs in the left pane:
– genericJobID

Stores a generic Job ID that the automation process returns after executing the job.
Data Type: String
Possible Values: Generic software job ID

5. Right-click the Run Software Install Generic Job operator you added to the process and select Properties.
The Properties dialog for Run Software Install Generic Job is displayed.

6. Specify the details of the parameters you created in the Dataset.
7. Click Execution Settings pane in the Properties dialog and click the Post-execution code link.
8. Enter the following in the Post-execution dialog:

Process.genericJobID = Process[OpName].swJobID;

The Run Software Install Generic Job operator is configured with the parameters required for running generic software
jobs.

Integrations
Contents

MDM Integration

You can launch and manage the Mobile Device Management (MDM) admin console from CA Client Automation Web
Console.

To manage MDM from web console, configure the integration parameter in the configuration policy of the domain
manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the DSM Explorer of the domain manager.
2. Go to Control Panel, Configuration Policy, DSM, MDM Integration, MDM Endpoint.
3. In the value field, specify the URL to launch the MDM Admin Console. For example, http://myhost/CAMDM where

myhost is the MDM server address.

Known Issues and Troubleshooting in Web Console
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Automated Migration Does Not Appear After Installing or Upgrading to CA Client Automation
Current Release
Symptom:

You installed or upgraded to CA Client Automation current release, and selected the Automated Migration option during
installation or upgrade. One of the following problems occurs:

• The installer prompts a warning message that the Automation Services were not deployed.
• Although the installation or upgrade was successful, you do not see the Automated Migration option in Web Console.

Solution:

Perform the following manual steps to resolve this issue.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the following URL on the DSM manager that you installed or upgraded.
http://<hostname>/axis/services

– hostname
Specifies the fully qualified domain name of the host computer. For a cluster setup, use the cluster name as host
name. If the action fails while using cluster name, use the node name and re-execute the same commands.

A list of all Web Services API deployed appears. Look for the services automationService and assessmentService. If
these services are listed, contact CA Technical Support for further assistance. If the services are not listed, perform the
following steps to deploy the automation services:

2. Execute the following command in the command line of the DSM manager computer:
Set classpath=<PATH>\axis.jar;<PATH>\axis-ant.jar;<PATH>\commons-discovery.jar;<PATH>\commons-

logging.jar;<PATH>\jaxrpc.jar;<PATH>\log4j-1.2.17.jar;<PATH>\saaj.jar;<PATH>\wsdl4j-1.6.3.jar;<PATH>

\activation.jar;<PATH>\mailapi.jar;

– PATH
Specifies the location of the jar files. The jar files are located in < DSM_INSTALLED_FOLDER >\Web Console
\webapps\wac\WEB-INF\lib.

The command sets the class path environment variable.
3. Execute the following command:

"<DSM_INSTALLED_FOLDER>\..\SC\JRE\1.8.0_60\bin\java" org.apache.axis.client.AdminClient "<AUTOHOME>

\AutomationService_wsdd\deploy.wsdd" -l http://<hostname>/axis/services/automationService 

– DSM_INSTALLED_FOLDER
Displays the path where ITCM is installed.

– AUTOHOME
Specifies the Automation Services Folder path. Environment variable AUTOHOME refers to the Automation
Services Folder path.

4. Execute the following command:
"<DSM_INSTALLED_FOLDER>\..\SC\JRE\1.8.0_60\bin\java" org.apache.axis.client.AdminClient "<AUTOHOME>

\AssessmentService_wsdd\deploy.wsdd" -l http://<hostname>/axis/services/assessmentService

The command deploys the automation services.
5. Restart tomcat.
6. Log in to Web Console and verify that the Automated Migration option is now visible.
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Automation Service URL not Accessible
Symptom:

I cannot access the Automation Service URL as mentioned in the automation configuration file.

Solution:

Restart the IIS.

Error with Filters on WAC
Symptom:

When I apply the filter ALL on WAC, the list such as ALL COMPUTERS, ALL USER PROFILES, is not displayed.

Solution:

The fix to this limitation is in progress.

Unified Logon from Web Console Fails on Standalone WAC
Symptom:

When I access the Unified Logon feature of Web Console from a supported browser on Windows 2008 and above, log in
fails and prompts me to perform an explicit logon.

Solution:

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the Domain Controller is on windows 2008 or above with the following local policy setting:
– Network access: Sharing and security model for local accounts: Classic
– Network access: LAN manager authentication level: Send LM and NTLM Responses
– Network security: Verify that the minimum session security for NTLM SSP based (including secure RPC) clients is

set to 'no minimum'
2. Verify that the Domain Manager is on windows 2008 or above and set the local policy as given in step 1.
3. Verify that the Registry of the Domain manager is on windows 2008 or above and disable the loopback check box:

a. Click Start, Run.
b. Type regedit. Click OK.
c. In Registry Editor, locate and click the following registry key: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM

\CurrentControlSet\Control\Lsa
d. Right-click LSA and point to New. Click DWORD Value.
e. Type DisableLoopbackCheck. Press ENTER.
f. Right-click DisableLoopbackCheck. Click Modify.
g. In the Value data box, type 1. Click OK.

4. Verify the settings of the browser (IE or Firefox) on the User’s computer.

NOTE
For more information about browser settings for unified logon, see Configure Browser Settings for Unified
Logon topic in the Web Console Help.

5. If the browser is on the server class machine, follow the local policy settings given in step 1.
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Upgrade Issue
When you upgrade CA ITCM, clear the browser cache for better results.

Initialization Fails for Migration Jobs
Symptom:

When I perform a migration job on a computer and when I enable the proxy settings for Patch Manager hosted on the
same computer, I see the status as Initialization Failed.

Solution:

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Patch Manager Administrator, Proxies, No Proxy For list.
2. Add the IT PAM IP used for Automated Migration to the No Proxy For list.

Validation Fails for Migration Job
Symptom:

When I try to validate the migration job, the validation fails and displays the following error message:

AWS00192: Automation Service API failed. Please check additional info for details.

Details:

ASE000038: Checking the superuser security permissions failed.

Solution:

The security profile name is case-sensitive. Ensure the super user details that are entered in the UI screen matches the
case used for the corresponding security profile in EGC while creating a migration job.

Unable to Unseal or Delete Software Package
Symptom:

When I try to unseal or delete a software package, the following error message appears:

HTTP405: Server not reachable.

Solution:

WebDAV feature in IIS interferes with PUT and DELETE methods of HTTP. So remove the handler "WebDav" and module
"WebDAVModule" from "Default Web Site" in IIS.

Incorrect Navigation Instructions in DSM Web Console Online Help
The DSM Web Console has a modified navigation method whereby the Console, Express Action, and Automated
Migration tabs have been switched to a tree-view model. For more information, see the user interface .

Uploading of Files That Are More Than 20MB in Size Fails
Symptom:

When I try to upload a file that is more than 20 MB in size, the upload fails and shows the following error message:

File upload failed.
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Solution:

This happens because of the default upload limit allowed by IIS. To increase the upload file size limit, follow these steps:

• From Command Line Interface
Run the following command :
appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /requestlimits.maxallowedcontentlength: <upload file size in bytes>

• From Graphical User Interface
a. Open IIS Manager and Select Default Web Site.
b. Go to Features View and double-click Request Filtering.
c. Click Edit Feature Settings in the Actions pane.
d. Go to Edit Request Filtering Settings and edit the maxAllowedContentLenght as necessary, and then click OK.

 

 

View and Edit is Not Enabled for the Volume Files
Symptom:

View and Edit actions are not enabled for certain files in the volume of a software package.

Solution:

WAC allows the text files with certain extensions to view and edit. To add extra text files extensions, navigate to
the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy (applicable on the web services system), Web Services and edit the
Editable File Extensions parameter. You can enter multiple extensions separated by semicolon.

File Copy Operation Is Timed Out
Symptom:

While creating a new volume or adding files to an existing volume, the file copy operation is not completed and shows the
following error message:

File copy operation is timed-out.

Solution:

This can happen for one of the following reasons:

• Caf restart while file copy is in progress
• Delayed operation of file copying due to slower perfomance

Try adding the files again. If you are copying to a new volume, you can delete the volume and try creating again.

Error While Sorting by Version Column on Software Tab
Symptom:

The sorting does not work, when I try to sort by Version column on the Software tab under Computer, Discovered
Inventory.

Solution:

To resolve this, you should apply the following patches:

On Windows apply the patch RO76474.
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• On Linux apply the patch RO77291.

For more information on how to apply the patch, refer to the Solution Document available on CA Support Site.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the patch files to the following path:
<Web Console>\webapps\AMS\WEB-INF\classes\com\ca\unicenter\uams\actions\    

2. Re-start tomcat.

Network Adapters are Truncated and Block Size Displayed as Zero
Symptom:

When I view the discovered inventory of the mobile devices the UI display has the following issues:

• Under the System Devices tab, the network adapter names are truncated.
• Under the storage tab, the Block Size is displayed as zero (0).

Solution:

To resolve this, you should apply the following patches:

On Windows apply the patch RO76474.

• On Linux apply the patch RO77291.

For more information on how to apply the patch, refer to the Solution Document available on CA Support Site.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the patch files to the following path:
<Web Console>\webapps\AMS\WEB-INF\classes\com\ca\unicenter\uams\actions\    

2. Re-start tomcat

Error Messages in Non-Browser Locale
Symptom:

Some error messages may appear in non browser locale or in the locale of the server on which DSM Web Console is
installed.

Solution:

To get all the error messages in the bowser locale, install the DSM Web Console on the server with browser locale.

Computer Inventory Page in Web Console Displays UNIX Timestamps
Symptom:

Computer Inventory page in DSM Web Console displays the dates as UNIX timestamps instead of formatted dates.

Solution:

To resolve this, you should apply the following patches:

• On Windows apply the patch RO76474.
• On Linux apply the patch RO77291.

For more information on how to apply the patch, refer to the Solution Document available on CA Support Site.
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Follow these steps:

1. Copy the patch files to the following path:
<Web Console>\webapps\AMS\WEB-INF\classes\com\ca\unicenter\uams\actions\ 

2. Re-start tomcat
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Reference
See the following sections for referential information:

CLI Command Reference
The CLI Reference provides detailed reference information for four separate CA Client Automation command line
interfaces:

• cadsmcmd
• dmsweep
• dsmpgm
• dsmPush

Contents

Notational Conventions

Notational conventions used for each command line interface:

cadsmcmd

• item
cadsmcmd-keyword or constant

• item
variable

• |
alternative

• {item}
item can be applied one or several times

• [item]
item is optional

dmsweep

• item
keyword or constant

• <item>
variable

• |
alternative

• {item}
at least one of the items has to be applied

• [item]
item is optional
Note: Repetition of options is not supported. Repetition of arguments is only allowed for the ‘/ip’ option.

dsmPush

• item
keyword or constant

• <item>
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variable
• |

alternative
• {item}

item can be applied one or several times
• [item]

item is optional

dsmpgm

• item
keyword or constant

• |
alternative

• {item}
item can be applied one or several times

Backslash (Windows) and Forward Slash (Linux)

The documentation uses backslashes (\) for Windows and forward slashes (/) for Linux environments. When the
documentation mentions a backslash, the forward slash implicitly applies to Linux.

On Linux a path beginning with / is the absolute path; and a path beginning with ./ is a relative path for the current
directory. You use relative paths when registering procedures using the cadsmcmd command regproc. For example, if
your current directory is /a/b/c, and you state the path ./tmp/d/file1 for the file file1, the absolute path for file1 is /a/b/c/tmp/
d/file1.

CADSMCMD Command Line Interface
Automation is essential for managing complex networks. The CADSMCMD command line interface supports automation
in the area of CA Client Automation Common Object (CO), Common Configuration (CCNF), and Software Delivery (SD)
including OS Installation Management (OSIM). The CLI offers shell or command prompt-based interfaces that shell or
batch scripts utilize for automation.

This CLI is installed with the command-line component on Linux and the DSM Explorer on Windows.

NOTE
CADSMCMD is provided for Linux only and not other UNIX derivatives.

Compatibility
Due to essential changes with CA Client Automation Release 12.8 the CLI is not 100% compatible with its predecessors.
Some of its commands and actions have become obsolete. They are no longer described in this documentation. If they
are invoked, the CLI returns a warning indicating that this command or action has become obsolete. The warning is
written as a message to stdout:

SDCMD<CMD000118>: Warning: Function is obsolete

The return code passed to the calling script is 0.

The information returned by some commands or actions have been changed due to the information available in Release
12.8:
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• targetComputer
• compGroup
• templateGroup
• jobContainer
• swLibrary
• area
• domain

If the secured object is of security class "SoftwarePackage," specify the name and the version in the following format:

«name»|«version».

If «name» contains blanks, enclose «name»|«version» in quotation marks:

"«name»|«version»".

Example:

name testPackage and version 1.0

soname=testPackage|1.0

name CA Client Automation Manager and version 12.0

soname="CA Client Automation Manager|12.0"

cadsmcmd Commands

Command Classification

The range of valid commands that the CLI offers depends on the connected manager type and the services offered.

Common Commands

The following commands are always available, regardless to the manager type the CLI connects (Domain or Enterprise
manager) and the services this manager offers. All possible actions that are defined with the command are not available
for each manager.

Command Restricted action set
comConf No
comgroup Yes
servergroup No
setdbcredentials No

Domain

The commands available at a domain are as follows:

Command Required services at manager Restricted action set
activate SD -
aregsw SD -
bootserver SD, OSIM -
cancel SD -
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compgroup -
SD

Yes
No

configure SD -
dereg SD -
deregproc SD -
image SD, OSIM No
install SD -
jobcontainer SD No
managedcomputer - No
manager SD, OSIM -
recover SD -
regproc SD -
regsw SD -
renewjob SD -
scalabilityServer AM No
security SD -
stagingserver SD No
swlibrary SD No
swpolicy SD No
targetcomputer SD/OSIM No
templategroup SD No
uninstall SD -

Enterprise

The commands available at the Enterprise are as follows:

Command Required services at manager Restricted action set
activate SD -
area -

SD
Yes
No

aregsw SD -
cancel SD -
compgroup SD Yes

Enterprise set only
configure SD -
copyfetched SD -
delfetched SD * deprecated - use

area action=removeFetchedItem
instead *

dereg SD -
deregproc SD -
distribution SD No
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domain - No
fetch SD -
halt SD -
install SD -
progress SD -
rdereg SD -
rderegproc SD -
regproc SD -
regsw SD -
renew SD -
resume SD -
rregproc SD -
rregsw SD -
swLibrary SD No
swpolicy SD No
templategroup SD Enterprise set only
terminate SD -
uninstall SD -

 

configure -- Generate a Configure Job in a Job Container

See Install command

uninstall -- Generate Uninstall Job in a Job Container

See Install command

area -- Domain Management

Actions at the enterprise:

{list | showattr | listmembership | modify |

...listdistsw | removedistsw | listfetcheditems |

...listfetcheditemfiles | removefetcheditem |

...addtodomains | removefromdomains} :

NOTE
The terminology of CA IT Client Manager has changed in comparison with Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0. The
SD "area" is equivalent to the CA ITCM "domain", while the SD "domain" is equivalent to a CA ITCM group of
domains.

Nevertheless for compatibility reasons the terminology, command, and parameter names of the CLI have not changed!
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To avoid any ambiguity, in the subsequent sections an area (a domain in the terminology of CA IT Client Manager)
is mentioned as a "CA ITCM domain", and a domain (a domain group in the terminology of CA IT Client Manager) is
mentioned as "CA ITCM domain group".

The CA ITCM domains are handled by the command of the CLI and the CA ITCM domain groups by the command of the
CLI.

NOTE
The subsequent methods are valid on enterprise manager only.

General Actions

list -- List Domains

This action lists all CA ITCM domains. To confine the amount of information a filter can be specified.

Action format:

area action=list 

[{filter=filter|filterfile=file_name}]

 

• filter
Specifies an expression to confine the amount of information listed

Attribute Type

Area String

Host name String

Registered at String

Last Modified at String

Comment String

Version String

• filterfile
Specifies the name of the file that contains the filter commands.The commands in the file are specified in the same
way as in the filter parameter, but the size of the file is limited by the capacity of the system that runs this command.

Example

To list all areas enter the following command:

cadsmcmd area action=list

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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List of areas

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

area 1

area 2

area4test

WWWWW01B

Number of items listed.................: 4

Number of items read...................: 4

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

 

To list the areas having the hostname starting with 'W' using filters, enter the following command:

cadsmcmd area action=list filter="Host name=W*"

The result is displayed as follows:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of areas

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

WWWWW01B

Number of items listed                 : 1

Number of items read                   : 4

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

listMembership -- List Domain Groups Containing the Domain

This action lists those CA ITCM domain groups containing the specified CA ITCM domain.

Action format:

area action=listMembership name=area_name

 

• name
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain.

Example

To list all the domains the area "andrea doria" is assigned to, enter the following command:

cadsmcmd area action=listMembership name="andrea doria" 

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of domains containing the area "andrea doria". 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

test.dom
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SDCMD<A000000>: OK

modify -- Modify Attributes of Domain

This action modifies attributes of a CA ITCM domain.

Action format:

area action=modify 

name=area_name 

[newName=new_area_name] 

[hostname=host_name]

[comment=comment]

 

• name
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain.

• newName
Specifies the new name of the CA ITCM domain.

• hostname
Specifies the .host name of the CA ITCM domain.

• comment
Specifies a comment.
If an empty string is coded, the entry is deleted.

NOTE
If a parameter is not coded then the related attribute remains unchanged.

Example

Assume the area "area4test" is to be modified. The area should be renamed to "andrea doria". The following command
changes the area:

cadsmcmd area action=modify name=area4test newName="andrea doria" 

showAttr -- Show Attributes of Domain

This action lists the attributes of a CA ITCM domain.

Action format:

area action=showattr name=area_name

 

• name
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain. Its attributes are listed.

Example

To list all attributes of the area "area4test" enter the following command:

cadsmcmd area action=showattr name=area4test

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off
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Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Attributes of area "area4test" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Area...................................: area4test

Host name..............................: area4test.john_doe.com

Registered at..........................: 2005-04-16 11:48

Last modified at.......................: 2005-04-16 11:48

Location...............................: zenith

administrator..........................: john doe

Phone..................................: hein.bloed@john_doe.com

Address................................: main st

Comment................................:

Installation

..Version..............................: 0

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

Distributed Software Management

listDistSW -- List Distributed Software Products

This action lists all software products distributed to a CA ITCM domain. To limit the amount of information you can specify
a filter.

This action has the following format:

area action=listDistSW name=area_name

[{filter=filter|filterfile=file_name}]

• name
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain. For it the distributed software will be listed.

• filter
Specifies an expression to confine the amount of information listed
The following attributes are valid to build atomic filter expressions:

Attribute Type

Item name String

Item version String

• filterfile
Specifies the name of the file that contains the filter commands.The commands in the file are specified in the same
way as in the filter parameter, but the size of the file is limited by the capacity of the system that runs this command.

Example

To retrieve information about distributed software to the area "WWWWW01B" that begins with "tst" and is of Version 1.0
enter the following command:

cadsmcmd area action=listDistSW name=WWWWW01B filter="(Item name=tst* && Item version=1.0)" 

CA IT Client Manager r12
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ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of distributed software of the area "WWWWW01B" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Item name..............................: tstbase

..Item version.........................: 1.0

..Distributed on.......................: 2005-04-15 09:33

..Installations........................:

....EAdm...............................: 0

....LAdm...............................: 2

....SWD................................: 0

..Distributed procedures...............:

....Procedure name.....................: inst

......Task.............................: install

......Distributed on...................: 2005-04-15 09:33

....Procedure name.....................: remdir

......Task.............................: configure

......Distributed on...................: 2005-04-15 09:33

....Procedure name.....................: setdir

......Task.............................: configure

......Distributed on...................: 2005-04-15 09:33

....Procedure name.....................: uninst

......Task.............................: uninstall

......Distributed on...................: 2005-04-15 09:33

Item name..............................: tstkpk01

..Item version.........................: 1.0

..Distributed on.......................: 2005-04-15 09:33

..Installations........................:

....EAdm...............................: 0

....LAdm...............................: 0

....SWD................................: 0

..Distributed procedures...............:

....Procedure name.....................: act

......Task.............................: activate

......Distributed on...................: 2005-04-15 09:33

....Procedure name.....................: actCrash

......Task.............................: activate

......Distributed on...................: 2005-04-15 09:33

....Procedure name.....................: conf

......Task.............................: configure

......Distributed on...................: 2005-04-15 09:33

....Procedure name.....................: confCrash

......Task.............................: configure

......Distributed on...................: 2005-04-15 09:33

....Procedure name.....................: inst

......Task.............................: install

......Distributed on...................: 2005-04-15 09:33
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....Procedure name.....................: instCrash

......Task.............................: install

......Distributed on...................: 2005-04-15 09:33

....Procedure name.....................: instCrashAlways

......Task.............................: install

......Distributed on...................: 2005-04-15 09:33

....Procedure name.....................: uninst

......Task.............................: uninstall

......Distributed on...................: 2005-04-15 09:33

....Procedure name.....................: uninstCrash

......Task.............................: uninstall

......Distributed on...................: 2005-04-15 09:33

Item name..............................: tstkpk02

..Item version.........................: 1.0

..Distributed on.......................: 2005-04-15 09:33

..Installations........................:

....EAdm...............................: 0

....LAdm...............................: 2

....SWD................................: 0

..Distributed procedures...............:

....Procedure name.....................: act

......Task.............................: activate

......Distributed on...................: 2005-04-15 09:33

....Procedure name.....................: conf

......Task.............................: configure

......Distributed on...................: 2005-04-15 09:33

....Procedure name.....................: inst

......Task.............................: install

......Distributed on...................: 2005-04-15 09:33

....Procedure name.....................: instCrash

......Task.............................: install

......Distributed on...................: 2005-04-15 09:33

....Procedure name.....................: uninst

......Task.............................: uninstall

......Distributed on...................: 2005-04-15 09:33

Item name..............................: tstkpk03

..Item version.........................: 1.0

..Distributed on.......................: 2005-04-15 09:33

..Installations........................:

....EAdm...............................: 0

....LAdm...............................: 2

....SWD................................: 0

..Distributed procedures...............:

....Procedure name.....................: act

......Task.............................: activate

......Distributed on...................: 2005-04-15 09:33

....Procedure name.....................: conf

......Task.............................: configure

......Distributed on...................: 2005-04-15 09:33

....Procedure name.....................: inst

......Task.............................: install

......Distributed on...................: 2005-04-15 09:33

....Procedure name.....................: uninst
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......Task.............................: uninstall

......Distributed on...................: 2005-04-15 09:33

Number of items listed.................: 4

Number of items read...................: 11

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

• EAdm
Software ordered by the enterprise administrator.

• LAdm
Software ordered by the domain administrator

• SWD
Software detected by the Software Detector

removeDisSW -- Remove Distributed Software Products

This action removes distributed software from the list of distributed software of a CA ITCM domain.

This does not mean that the software is removed from the related domain manager's software library.

This action has the following format:

area action=removeDistSW 

name=area_name 

item=item_name

version=item_version

• name
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain.

• item
Specifies the name of the item. It will be removed.

• version
Specifies the version of the item.

Example

To remove the software "tstkpk03" of Version 1.0 from the list of distributed software of the area "WWWWW01B" enter the
following command:

cadsmcmd area action=removeDistSW name=WWWWW01B item=tstkpk03 version=1.0

Fetched Items Management

listFetchedItems -- List Fetched Items

This action lists all fetched items of a CA ITCM domain. To limit the amount of information you can specify a filter.

This action has the following format:

area action=listFetchedItems name=area_name 

[{filter=filter|filterfile=file_name}]

• name
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain. Its fetched items will be listed.

• filter
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Specifies the expression to confine the amount of information listed

Attribute Type

Item name String

State [not yet ] copied

Fetched at String

Fetch path String

Comment String

Specifies the name of the file that contains the filter commands.The commands in the file are specified in the same
way as in the filter parameter, but the size of the file is limited by the capacity of the system that runs this command.

Example

To retrieve a list of all fetched items of area "WWWWW01B" enter the following command:

cadsmcmd area action=listFetchedItems name=WWWWW01B

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of fetched items of area "WWWWW01B" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Item name..............................: fetch 1 base

..State................................: not yet copied

..Fetched at...........................: 2005-04-16 15:53

..Fetch path...........................: h:\save_sw_library\file_1\*

..Comment..............................:

Item name..............................: fetch 1 reginfo

..State................................: not yet copied

..Fetched at...........................: 2005-04-16 15:53

..Fetch path...........................: h:\save_sw_library\file_1\reginfo\*

..Comment..............................:

Item name..............................: fetch 2 base

..State................................: not yet copied

..Fetched at...........................: 2005-04-16 15:53

..Fetch path...........................: h:\save_sw_library\file_2\*

..Comment..............................:

Item name..............................: fetch 2 reginfo

..State................................: not yet copied

..Fetched at...........................: 2005-04-16 15:53

..Fetch path...........................: h:\save_sw_library\file_2\reginfo\*

..Comment..............................:

Item name..............................: fetch_weu1
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..State................................: not yet copied

..Fetched at...........................: 2005-04-16 15:27

..Fetch path...........................: g:\tstool\tstbase\*

..Comment..............................:

Number of items listed.................: 5

Number of items read...................: 5

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

To retrieve a list of all fetched items of area "WWWWW01B" having item name start with “fetch 1”, enter the following
command:

cadsmcmd area action=listFetchedItems name=WWWWW01B filter="Item name=fetch 1*"

The result is displayed as follows:

Item name..............................: fetch 1 base

..State................................: not yet copied

..Fetched at...........................: 2005-04-16 15:53

..Fetch path...........................: h:\save_sw_library\file_1\*

..Comment..............................:

Item name..............................: fetch 1 reginfo

..State................................: not yet copied

..Fetched at...........................: 2005-04-16 15:53

..Fetch path...........................: h:\save_sw_library\file_1\reginfo\*

..Comment..............................:

Number of items listed.................: 2

Number of items read...................: 5

listFetchedItemFiles -- List Fetched Item Files

This action lists the fetched files of a fetched item of the specified CA ITCM domain. To limit the amount of information,
you can specify a filter.

This action has the following format:

area action=listFetchedItemFiles 

name=area_name 

item=item_name

[{filter=filter | filterfile=file_name}]

[sizeinkb]

• name
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain The files of its fetched items will be listed.

• Item
Specifies the name of the item. Its fetched files will be listed.

• filter
Specifies an expression to confine the amount of information listed (List of fetched items)

Attribute Type

File name String
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File size long

File type {directory|file}

Last modified at String

File attributes [R][H][S][D][A][N][T][W][X][C]

R READONLY

H HIDDEN

S SYSTEM

D DIRECTORY

A ARCHIVE

N NORMAL

T TEMPORARY

W ATOMIC_WRITE

X XACTION_WRITE

C COMPRESSED

Specifies the name of the file that contains the filter commands.The commands in the file are specified in the same
way as in the filter parameter, but the size of the file is limited by the capacity of the system that runs this command.

• sizeinkb
(Optional) If the sizeinkb argument is coded, the size of the fetcheditemfiles is represented in kilobytes.
Default: Bytes

Example

To retrieve information about the files of the fetched item "fetch 2 base" of the area "WWWWW01B", enter the following
command:

cadsmcmd area action=listFetchedItemFiles name=WWWWW01B item="fetch 2 base" 

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

File list of fetched item "fetch 2 base" of area "WWWWW01B" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

File name..............................: actions.sxp

..File size............................: 260

..File type............................: file

..Last modified at.....................: 2005-03-27 16:00

..File attibutes.......................: A

File name..............................: check.sxp

..File size............................: 166

..File type............................: file

..Last modified at.....................: 2005-03-27 16:00
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..File attributes......................: A

File name..............................: info.sxp

..File size............................: 431

..File type............................: file

..Last modified at.....................: 2005-03-27 16:00

..File attributes......................: A

Number of items listed.................: 3

Number of items read...................: 3

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

To retrieve information about the file "info.sxp" of the fetched item "fetch 2 base" of the area "WWWWW01B" using filter,
enter the following command:

cadsmcmd area action=listFetchedItemFiles name=WWWWW01B item="fetch 2 base" filter="File name=info.sxp"

The output is as follows:

File name..............................: info.sxp

..File size............................: 431

..File type............................: file

..Last modified at.....................: 2005-03-27 16:00

..File attributes......................: A

Number of items listed.................: 1

Number of items read...................: 3

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

removeFetchedItem -- Remove Fetched Item

This action removes a fetched item from the CA ITCM domain's list of fetched items.

This action has the following format:

area action=removeFetchedItem 

name=area_name

item=item_name

• name
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain wherefrom the fetched item is removed.

• Item
Specifies the name of the item that is removed.

Example

To remove the item "fetch 2 base" from the list of fetched items of area "WWWWW01B" enter the following command:

cadsmcmd area action=removeFetchedItem name=WWWWW01B item="fetch 2 base" 

Containment Management
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addToDomains -- Add Domain To Domain Groups

This action adds a CA ITCM domain to a list of CA ITCM domain groups.

This action has the following format:

area action=addToDomains 

name=area_name

{domain=domain_name}

• name
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain.
It will be added to one or more CA ITCM domain groups.

• domain
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain group.
The parameter can be coded more than once to assign a list of CA ITCM domain groups.
The CA ITCM domain groups must exist.

Example

To add the area "WWWWW01B" to the domain "prod.dom" enter the following command:

cadsmcmd area action=addToDomains name=WWWWW01B domain=prod.dom

removeFromDomains -- Remove Domain From Domain Groups

This action removes a CA ITCM domain from one or more CA ITCM domain groups.

This does not mean that the CA ITCM domain is deleted. Any containment relations other than the ones specified, remain
unchanged.

This action has the following format:

area action=removeFromDomains 

name=area_name

{domain=domain_name}

• name
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain. It will be removed from a number of CA ITCM domain groups.

• domain
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain group. From it the CA ITCM domain will be removed. 
The parameter can be coded more than once to remove the CA ITCM domain from a list of CA ITCM domain groups.

Example

To remove the area "WWWWW01B" from the domain "prod.dom" enter the following command:

cadsmcmd area action=removeFromDomains name=WWWWW01B domain=prod.dom

aregsw -- Registering Software Automatically

The aregsw command lets you:

• Register a new software program that is already packaged in the standard format (for example, software previously
exported from the software library)

• Register a new program version, which is based on a program version that is already registered in the library, and
which is already packaged in the standard format.
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This command has the following format:

aregsw  reginfo=reginfo  

path=sourcepath

[basedonitem=baseproduct basedonversion=baseversion]

• reginfo
Specifies the directory on the system where the registration information subdirectory is located

• path
Specifies the directory on the system where an image of the item being registered is located.

• basedonitem
Specifies the product name of the original item on which this new item is based.

• basedonversion
Specifies the version of the base product.

Example

The following example illustrates how to automatically register software located in subdirectory swtest2 from a Linux
server. The registration information found in /test/swtest1 is used to perform the automatic registration:

cadsmcmd aregsw reginfo=/test/swtest1 path=/test/swtest2

bootserver -- Managing OSIM Boot Servers

Contents

assignTargets -- Assign Targets to Boot Server

assignTargets assigns the specified systems to the specified boot server. Register the addressed systems at OSIM as
unmanaged or managed computers.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

bootServer action=assignTargets

name=boot_server_name

{computer=target_name|MACaddresses=MAC_address}

• computer
This parameter specifies the name of an OSIM managed system that is assigned to the boot server identified by
the name option. If the system is already assigned to another boot server, this assignment becomes obsolete and is
removed. The option can be coded more than ones to specify a list.

• name
This parameter specifies the name of the boot server to which the specified list of targets is assigned to.

• MACaddresses
This parameter specifies the MAC address of an OSIM unmanaged but registered system that is assigned to the
boot server identified by the name option. If the system is already assigned to another boot server, this assignment
becomes obsolete and is removed. The option can be coded more than ones to specify a list.

list -- List Boot Servers

This action lists the boot servers registered at the domain database.

The syntax of the action is as follows:
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bootServer action=list

The following example shows the output of the command:

------------------------------------------------------------------

List of Boot Servers

------------------------------------------------------------------

Boot server name.........................: «name of the boot server 1»

..Status.................................: {active | no response}

[..ADS server attached...................: «ADS server name»

..ADS server connection status...........: «active | not responding»]

           •

           •

           •

Boot server name.........................: «name of boot server n»

..Status.................................: {active | no response}

..[..ADS server attached.................: «ADS server name»

..ADS server connection status...........: «active | not responding»]

listImages -- List Images at Boot Server

This action lists for a boot server registered at the domain database the boot and OS images available at that boot server.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

bootServer action=listImages

name=boot_server_name

• name
This parameter specifies the name of a boot server. A list of available images is provided for this server.

The following example shows the output of the command:

------------------------------------------------------------------

List.of.Available.Images.at.<boot.server.name>

------------------------------------------------------------------

Boot.server.name..................:.«name.of.boot.server.1»

..Image.name......................:.«name.of.image.1»

{....Status........................:.detected.|

....Image.type.........................:.«image.type»}

..........•

..........•

..........•

..Image.name......................:.«name.of.image.m»

{....Status........................:.detected.|

....Image.type.........................:.«image.type»}

listTargets -- List Targets Registered at Boot Server

This action lists those targets registered at the specified boot server.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

bootServer action=listTargets

name=boot_server_name

[{managedOnly | unmanagedOnly | ADSOnly}]
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• name
This parameter specifies the name of a boot server.

• managedOnly
If this optional parameter is specified, only OSIM managed systems are reported.

• unmanagedOnly
If this optional parameter is specified, only OSIM registered but unmanaged systems are reported.

• ADSonly
If this parameter is specified, only ADS managed systems are listed.

NOTE
If managedOnly, unmanagedOnly, or ADSonly is not coded, the systems are not filtered for being OSIM
managed or OSIM unmanaged.

The command provides an output list on stdout of the following format:

------------------------------------------------------------------

List OSIM Targets assigned to «boot server name»

------------------------------------------------------------------

Target name..............................: «name of target 1»

..MACAddress.............................: «MAC address»

..Status.................................: {OSIM managed («status» |

...........................................OSIM unmanaged | ADS managed}

            •

            •

            •

Target name..............................: «name of target n»

..MACAddress.............................: «MAC address»

..Status.................................: {OSIM managed («status» |

...........................................OSIM unmanaged | ADS managed}

cancel -- Canceling a Distribution

From an enterprise manager, use the cancel command to cancel an order that is previously sent to domains or domain
groups. If the order has not started or the order has completed successfully or failed, you can cancel the order.

From a domain manager, issue the cancel command against an existing job, independent of state. If an active job on
any target computer is canceled, the job is temporarily registered at the domain manager as a failed job on those target
computers on which the job was installed before cancellation. The actual job status for each of these computers is
registered on the domain manager, when the job has completed.

This command has the following format:

At the enterprise:

cancel item=item_name 

version=version_name 

procedure=procedure_name 

task={install | activate | configure | uninstall}

installedwith=procedure_name

{compgrp=computer_group_name}

{domain=domain_name | area=area_name } 

cname=[name]

At the domain:
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cancel item=item_name 

version=version_name 

procedure=procedure_name 

task={install | activate | configure | uninstall}

installedwith=procedure_name

{compgrp=computer_group_name |

computer=computer_name }

• area
This parameter specifies the name of a CA Client Automation domain.
The parameter can be coded more than once to pass a list of CA Client Automation domains.

• cname
This parameter specifies the optional unique name of a job container or distribution.
If a job container or distribution with the specified name already exists, an error is reported.
If "cname" is not coded, a generic name is generated.

• compgrp
This parameter specifies the name of a computer group that the job has to address. The parameter can be coded more
than once to assign a list of computer groups.

• computer
This parameter specifies the name of the computer.
The parameter can be coded more than once to assign a list of computers.

• domain
This parameter specifies the name of a CA Client Automation domain group.
The parameter can be coded more than once to pass a list of the CA Client Automation domain groups.

• installedWith
This parameter specifies the name of the install procedure referred to in the job being canceled.
This parameter is required even if the procedure being canceled is that installation procedure. In this case, enter the
install procedure again with the installedWith parameter.

• item
This parameter specifies the name of the item that is subject to the job being canceled.

• procedure
This parameter specifies the name of an item procedure that is subject to the job being canceled.

• task
This parameter specifies the type of task to that the item procedure has to perform.

• install
This parameter specifies the installation procedure.

• activate
This parameter specifies the activation procedure.

• configure
This parameter specifies the configuration procedure.

• uninstall
This parameter specifies the uninstallation procedure.

• version
This parameter specifies the version of the item that is subject to the job being canceled.

Example

In command mode, the cancel command and its parameters follows cadsmcmd.

cadsmcmd cancel item="Software TestC" version=0.46 installedwith=Install2  

procedure=ConfigureC task=configure compgrp=SDCommandTest 

area=N_LOCAL_SRV area=N_LOCAL_SRV_02 cname=TestCont7 
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comconf -- Managing common configurations

With the command comConf you can manage common configurations. This covers the management of policies,
parameters, and configurations.

Policies

createPolicy -- Create a Policy

This action creates a policy.

This action has the following format:

comconf action=createPolicy

[name=policy_name]

pType=policy_type

[comment=comment]

[{configuration=identifier}]

• name
Specifies the name of the policy to be created.

• pType
Specifies the type of the policy to be created. 
The following values are valid:

• COMPUTER 
Specifies a policy for computers and computer groups

• IndividualComputer 
Specifies a tailored computer settings

• comment
Specifies a comment on or description of the policy

• configuration
Specifies the UUID of a configuration the created policy will be assigned to.
If "configuration" is not coded then the policy is not assigned to any configuration.
This parameter is mandatory for policies of type "IndividualComputers".

In case of success the policy remains unsealed and the action presents the identifier of the created policy object at
standard output in the following form:

Identifier:xxxxxxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxxxxxxxxxx

Example

When creating a policy of name “myPolicy” of type “computer” the following command should be called:

cadsmcmd comConf action=createPolicy name=myPolicy pType=computer comment="myContainer"

The output provided by the command is as follows:

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off
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Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

Manager: myDomMgr.ca.com

Domain: myDomMgr

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM

Identifier:1EED60D7-2CF9-11DB-A2C8-8DB9D78218A7

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

BDSM--r12_CMS cadsmcmd.syntax.comconf.createPolicy

comconf action=createPolicy

   [name=policy_name]

   pType=policy_type

   [comment=comment]

   [{configuration=identifier}]

deletePolicy -- Delete Policies

This action deletes policies.

This action has the following format:

comconf action=deletePolicy

{policies=(policy_name, policy_type)}...

• policies
Specifies the policies to be deleted by policy name and type.
Valid types:
– Computer 

Specifies a policy for computers and computer groups
– IndividualComputer 

Specifies a tailored computer settings.
This parameter can be coded more than once to delete a list of policies in one call.

Example

To delete the computer policies “myPolicy” and “mgrPolicy” just code the following:

cadsmcmd comConf action=deletePolicy policies=(myPolicy,computer)

policies=(mgrPolicy,computer)

sealPolicy -- Seal Policies

This action seals policies.

This action has the following format:

comconf action=sealPolicy

{policies=(policy_name, policy_type)}...

• policies
Specifies the policies to be sealed by policy name and type.
Valid types: 
– Computer 
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Specifies a policy for computers and computer groups
– IndividualComputer 

Specifies a tailored computer settings. This parameter can be coded more than once to seal a list of policies in one
call.

Example

To seal the computer policies “myPolicy” and “mgrPolicy” just code the following:

cadsmcmd comConf action=sealPolicy policies=(myPolicy,computer)

policies=(mgrPolicy,computer)

showPolicy -- Show Detailed Information of Policy

This action shows detailed information about the specified Policy.

This action has the following format:

comconf action=showPolicy

[name=policy_name]

[pType=policy_type]

[DETAILED [DESC]] [MEMOF]

• name
Specifies the name of the policy of which detailed information is listed. The name might contain wildcards. In this case
the information about for all the policies is listed of which their names are matching the pattern.
If not coded, the default policy will be listed.

• pType
Specifies the type of the policy to be listed. 
If not coded no type check is provided for the list. 
The following values are valid:
– Computer 

Specifies a policy for computers and computer groups
– IndividualComputer

Specifies a tailored computer settings
– ReportedComputer 

Specifies a reported computer policy
• DETAILED

If coded "Parameter Sections" are listed with the policies, otherwise not.
• DESC

The parameter information is listed with the parameter. If not coded the parameter information is omitted.
• MEMOF

With the policies the configurations are listed the policy is a member of. 
If not coded no configuration information is shown.

Example

Basic information should be listed for the policy “enableUserProfiles”. This can be achieved by invoking:

cadsmcmd comConf action=showPolicy name=enableUserProfiles pType=computer

The information returned looks as follows:

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx
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Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

Manager: myDomMgr.ca.com

Domain: myDomMgr

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Show Policies

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Policy Name............................: enableUserProfiles

..Type.................................: COMPUTER

..Comment..............................:

..Status...............................: sealed

Number of policies listed: 1

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

NOTE
The name of a section is the absolute section path starting at policy's root of the format "/section_1/section_2/
section_3".

The section name can also be seen at the Unicenter CA ITCM Explorer's Internal Name column.

When detailed information is needed then the following command should be invoked:

cadsmcmd comConf action=showPolicy name=enableUserProfiles

pType=computer detailed

The information presented might look as follows:

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

Manager: myDomMgr.ca.com

Domain: myDomMgr

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Show Policies

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Policy Name............................: enableUserProfiles

..Type.................................: COMPUTER

..Comment..............................:

..Status...............................: sealed
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..Parameter Sections

....Parameter Section Name.............: /itrm/agent/solutions/usd_agent

......Identifier.......................: 8AC0F5E8-292F-11DB-979E-96A4044440CB

......Parameters

........Parameter Name.................: SupportedUnitTypes

..........Identifier...................: 8ACCE1AA-292F-11DB-979E-96A4044440CB

..........Value........................: Computer ComputerUser

Number of policies listed: 1

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

When in addition the parameter description is needed then the following command should be invoked:

cadsmcmd comConf action=showPolicy name=enableUserProfiles

pType=computer detailed desc

This would result in the following information

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

Manager: myDomMgr.ca.com

Domain: myDomMgr

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Show Policies [DETAILED[desc]] 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Policy Name............................: enableUserProfiles

..Type.................................: COMPUTER

..Comment..............................:

..Status...............................: sealed

..Parameter Sections

....Parameter Section Name.............: /itrm/agent/solutions/usd_agent

......Identifier.......................: 8AC0F5E8-292F-11DB-979E-96A4044440CB

......Parameters

........Parameter Name.................: SupportedUnitTypes

..........Identifier...................: 8ACCE1AA-292F-11DB-979E-96A4044440CB

..........Value........................: Computer ComputerUser

..........Parameter Info Name..........: pi_SupportedUnitTypes

..........Attributes

............Attribute Name.............: ppath

..............Value....................: /itrm/agent/solutions/usd_agent/suppor

.........................................+ tedunittypes

............Attribute Name.............: desc_ja

..............Value....................: 

............Attribute Name.............: string2_ja
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..............Value....................: 

............Attribute Name.............: string1_ja

..............Value....................: 

............Attribute Name.............: desc_fr

..............Value....................: Les types d'unités pris en charge par

.........................................+ le module d'extension de l'agent.

............Attribute Name.............: string2_fr

..............Value....................: Ordinateur + profil utilisateur

............Attribute Name.............: string1_fr

..............Value....................: Ordinateur

............Attribute Name.............: desc_de

..............Value....................: Die vom Agent-Plugin unterstützten Ein

.........................................+ heitstypen.

............Attribute Name.............: string2_de

..............Value....................: Computer + Benutzerprofil

............Attribute Name.............: string1_de

..............Value....................: Computer

............Attribute Name.............: desc_en

..............Value....................: The types of units supported by the ag

.........................................+ ent plugin.

............Attribute Name.............: string2_en

..............Value....................: Computer + User Profile

............Attribute Name.............: string2

..............Value....................: Computer ComputerUser

............Attribute Name.............: string1_en

..............Value....................: Computer

............Attribute Name.............: string1

..............Value....................: Computer

............Attribute Name.............: type

..............Value....................: stringlist

Number of policies listed: 1

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

When beside the basic information additional information about the configurations the policy is being attached to is
needed too then the following command should be invoked:

cadsmcmd comConf action=showPolicy name=enableUserProfiles

pType=computer memof

The information returned might look as follows:

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

Manager: myDomMgr.ca.com

Domain: myDomMgr

Domain type: Domain
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Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Show Policies

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Policy Name............................: enableUserProfiles

..Type.................................: COMPUTER

..Comment..............................:

..Status...............................: sealed

..Member of............................: $AllComputer_update:1155623899

....Target.............................: $AllComputer

Number of policies listed: 1

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

unsealPolicy -- Unseal Policies

This action unseals policies.

This action has the following format:

comconf action=unsealPolicy

{policies=(policy_name, policy_type)}...

• policies
Specifies the policies to be unsealed by policy name and type.
Valid types:
– Computer 

Specifies a policy for computers and computer groups
– IndividualComputer 

Specifies a tailored computer settings
This parameter can be coded more than once to unseal a list of policies in one call.

Example

To unseal the computer policies “myPolicy” and “mgrPolicy” just code the following:

cadsmcmd comConf action=unsealPolicy policies=(myPolicy,computer)

policies=(mgrPolicy,computer)

 

 

Parameters

setParm -- Set a Parameter and Value

This action allows to set a parameter and value.

This action has the following format:

comconf action=setParm

name=policy_name,
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pType=policy_type 

parmsec=parameter_section_name 

parameter=parameter_name 

value=parameter_value

 

• policy
Specifies the name of the policy the parameter belongs to.

• pType
Specifies the type of the policy the parameter belongs to.

• parmsec
Specifies the parameter section the parameter belongs to.
The section is absolute section path from the policy's root of format "/section_1/section_2/section_3".

NOTE
The section names can either be taken from the detailed output of the showPolicy action or from the Internal
Name column of the CA ITCM Explorer.

If the section specified is not existent at the specified policy then it is created if the section exists at the default policy
too.

• parameter
Specifies the name of the parameter to be set.
If the parameter is not available at the specified parameter section but at the same section at the default policy then it
is created.

• value
Specifies the new value of the parameter.

Example

To enable user profiles with the SD agent the following has to be coded:

cadsmcmd comconf action=setParm name=myPol3 pType=Computer parmsec=/itrm/agent/solutions/usd_agent

 parameter=SupportedUnitTypes Value="Computer ComputerUser"

deleteParm -- Delete a Parameter

This action deletes a parameter.

This action has the following format:

comconf action=deleteParm

name=policy_name,pType=policy_type 

parmsec=parameter_section_name 

parameter=parameter_name 

 

• name
Specifies the name of the policy the parameter is removed from.

• pType
Specifies the type of the policy the parameter is removed from.

• parmsec
Specifies the parameter section the parameter is removed from. The section is absolute section path from the policy's
root of format "/section_1/section_2/section_3".
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NOTE
The section names can either be taken from the detailed output of the showPolicy action or from the Internal
Name column of the CA ITCM Explorer.

• parameter
Specifies the name of the parameter to be removed.

Example

To disable the user profile reporting from the agent again invoke:

cadsmcmd comconf action=deleteParm name=myPol3 pType=Computer parmsec=/itrm/agent/solutions/usd_agent

 parameter=SupportedUnitTypes

Configurations

activateConfig -- Activate Planned Configuration

This action activates a planned configuration for its targets. The action returns once the activation order has been
scheduled, it does not wait until the activation has been completed.

This action has the following format:

comconf action=activateConfig

confId=configuration_identifier

[atTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]

• confId
Specifies the identifier of a planned configuration to be activated.

• attime
Specifies the Specifies the date and time when the action will be started. The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD
hh:mm".
To activate a configuration all policies attached to this configuration have to be sealed. Otherwise the activation will fail
with

SDCMD<CMD000145>: CCNF API Request failed: 7 - Incompatible object state.

Example

To activate the configuration myConfig for the 16 August, 2007, at 11:35 invoke

cadsmcmd comConf action=activateConfig

confId=AF2BB414-2D11-11DB-A2C8-8DB9D78218A7 attime="2007-08-16 11:35"

addPolicyToConfig -- Add Policies to Configuration

This action adds policies to the specified configuration.

This action has the following format:

comconf action=addPolicyToConfig

confId=configuration_identifier

{{policies=(policy_name, policy_type)}

• confId
Specifies the identifier of a configuration to which the existing specified policies are to be added.
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Identifier of the configuration the existing specified policies to be added.
• policies

Specifies the name and types of the policies to be assigned to the specified configuration.
The action reports success and failure of this action for the addressed configuration in the following way on stdout:
Configuration «configuration name», «configuration identifier»

Policy added: «policy name», «policy type», «policy identifier»

Policy failed: «policy name», «policy type», «policy identifier», «error code», «error message»

Example

To add the policies “anotherPolicy” and “HideSystray” of type “computer” to the configuration “myConfig” invoke:

cadsmcmd comConf action=addPolicyToConfig

confId=AF2BB414-2D11-11DB-A2C8-8DB9D78218A7

policies=(anotherPolicy,computer) policies=(HideSystray,computer)

The information recorded by the cadsmcmd on stdout might look as follows:

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

Manager: myDomMgr.ca.com

Domain: myDomMgr

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM

Configuration myConfig, AF2BB414-2D11-11DB-A2C8-8DB9D78218A7.

Policy added : anotherPolicy, COMPUTER, 0C165644-2D16-11DB-A2C8-8DB9D78218A7

Policy added : HideSystray, COMPUTER, BBD3174E-2D06-11DB-A2C8-8DB9D78218A7

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

cancelConfig -- Cancel Scheduled Configuration

This action cancels a scheduled configuration. The action will only succeed if the agent has not yet started with the
activation of the configuration.

This action has the following format:

comconf action=cancelConfig

confId=configuration_identifier

[WAIT]

• confId
Specifies the identifier (uuid) of the scheduled configuration to be canceled.

• WAIT
If coded the action will wait for the completion of the order, otherwise it just returns after the order has been launched.

NOTE
If you specify WAIT, it might last some time until the action returns.

Example

To cancel the configuration myConfig and wait for completion just invoke
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cadsmcmd comConf action=cancelConfig

confId=AF2BB414-2D11-11DB-A2C8-8DB9D78218A7 wait

createConfig -- Create a configuration

This action allows to create a configuration.

This action has the following format:

comconf action=createConfig

name=configuration_name

target=target_name

ttype=target_type

{policies=(policy_name, policy_type}...

• name
Specifies the name of the configuration to be created.

• target
Specifies the name of an existing target to be associated with the configuration.

• ttype
Specifies type of the target.
The following values are valid:
– Computer

The targets are computers.
This parameter is supported on domain managers only!

– Group
The targets are computer groups.
If the type mismatches an error is reported.

• policies
Specifies the name and types of policies which will be assigned to the configurations to be created.
Only policies of type computer could be added this way.

The created configuration is recorded to the stdout in the following format:

Configuration created: <<configuration name>>, <<configuration identifier>>

Example

To assign the policy “myPolicy” of type “computer” to a configuration “myConfig” and target it to the computer group
myGroup invoke:

cadsmcmd comConf action=createConfig name=myConfig target=myGroup ttype=group policies=(myPolicy,computer)

The information recorded at stdout might look as follows:

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

Manager: myDomMgr.ca.com

Domain: myDomMgr

Domain type: Domain
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Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM

Configuration created: myConfig,AF2BB414-2D11-11DB-A2C8-8DB9D78218A7.

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

deleteConfig -- Delete a Configuration

This action deletes the specified configuration.

It has the following format:

comconf action=deleteConfiguration

   confId=configuration_identifier}

• confId
Specifies the the identifier of the configuration to be deleted.

Example

To delete the configuration “obsoleteConfig” of the configuration identifier 844A8622-2D15-11DB-A2C8-8DB9D78218A7
invoke

cadsmcmd comConf action=deleteConfig confId=844A8622-2D15-11DB-A2C8-8DB9D78218A7

removePolicyFromConfig -- Remove Policies from Configurations

This action removes policies from the specified configurations.

This action has the following format:

comconf action=removePolicyFromConfig

confId=configuration_identifier

{{policies=(policy_name, policy_type)}

• confId
Specifies the identifier of a configuration from which the specified policies will be removed from.

• policies
Name and types of the policies to be removed from the specified configuration.

The action reports success and failure of this action for the addressed configuration in the following way on stdout:

Configuration «configuration name», «configuration identifier»

Policy removed: «policy name», «policy type», «policy identifier»

Policy failed: «policy name», «policy type», «policy identifier», «error code», «error message»

Example

To remove the policies “anotherPolicy” and “HideSystray” of type “computer” from the configuration “myConfig” invoke:

cadsmcmd comConf action=removePolicyFromConfig

confId=AF2BB414-2D11-11DB-A2C8-8DB9D78218A7

policies=(anotherPolicy,computer) policies=(HideSystray,computer)

The information recorded by the cadsmcmd on stdout might look as follows:

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.
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Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

Manager: myDomMgr.ca.com

Domain: myDomMgr

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM

Configuration myConfig, AF2BB414-2D11-11DB-A2C8-8DB9D78218A7.

Policy removed : anotherPolicy, COMPUTER,0C165644-2D16-11DB-A2C8-8DB9D78218A7

Policy removed : HideSystray, COMPUTER,BBD3174E-2D06-11DB-A2C8-8DB9D78218A7

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

showConfig -- Show a Configuration

This action shows the contents of the specified configuration.

It has the following format:

comconf action=showConfig

   [{targets=(target_name, target_type)}...]

   [status=configuration_status]

   [{errors=error_code}]

   [DETAILED [DESC]] 

• targets
Names and types of targets the configurations to be listed have to address.
Valid types are "Computer" and "Group". The first is valid for domain managers only.
If the parameter is not coded, the configurations are listed regardless of what they are targeting for.

• status
Specifies the status of the configurations.
Valid status are:
– Planned

Planned Configuration
– Scheduled

Configuration scheduled for activation
– InProgress

Activation in progress
– Active

Configuration is active
– Canceling

Current configuration is being canceled
– Error

Error occurred during activation process

If not coded, the configurations will be listed independently of their status.

• errors
Error occurred during activation process

If not coded, the configurations will be listed independently of any error code.

• DETAILED
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If coded, the configurations will be listed with policy and tailored settings information, otherwise not.
• DESC

If coded, the parameter description information is listed,otherwise not.

Example

To get a list of all configurations invoke the following command:

cadsmcmd comConf action=showConfig

The result on stdout might look as follows:

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

Manager: myDomMgr.ca.com

Domain: myDomMgr

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Show Configuration:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Configuration Name.....................: $AllComputer_update:1155623899

..Identifier...........................: A3D1923B-2C28-11DB-935A-B86845DDDD44

..Target...............................: $AllComputer

....Type...............................: GROUP

....Identifier.........................: 466FC48C-A62A-403F-A811-A1CD7081663D

..State................................: active

..Activation Date......................: 2006-08-15 08:38

Configuration Name.....................: 677-lab-pimpel_update:1155623902

..Identifier...........................: A5A4DF22-2C28-11DB-935A-B86845DDDD44

..Target...............................: 677-lab-schge2s

....Type...............................: COMPUTER

....Identifier.........................: 8348785D-9148-4ED2-B2F8-EA25082DABB3

..State................................: active

..Activation Date......................: 2006-08-15 08:38

Configuration Name.....................: pampel_update:1155623902

..Identifier...........................: A5BA544C-2C28-11DB-935A-B86845DDDD44

..Target...............................: knikl01z

....Type...............................: COMPUTER

....Identifier.........................: 89E84AE7-4DD9-470D-86AF-152264A50FD7

..State................................: active

..Activation Date......................: 2006-08-15 08:38

Configuration Name.....................: myConfig

..Identifier...........................: AF2BB414-2D11-11DB-A2C8-8DB9D78218A7

..Target...............................: myGroup

....Type...............................: GROUP

....Identifier.........................: E8E36096-3503-453A-90BD-40B3208548E2
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..State................................: planned

Number of configurations listed: 4

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

If only the planned configuration should be listed then invoke the following

cadsmcmd comConf action=showConfig status=planned

This might result in the following output:

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

Manager: myDomMgr.ca.com

Domain: myDomMgr

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Show Configuration:

..status......= planned

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Configuration Name.....................: myConfig

..Identifier...........................: AF2BB414-2D11-11DB-A2C8-8DB9D78218A7

..Target...............................: myGroup

....Type...............................: GROUP

....Identifier.........................: E8E36096-3503-453A-90BD-40B3208548E2

..State................................: planned

Number of configurations listed: 1

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

For getting detailed information invoke:

cadsmcmd comConf action=showConfig status=planned detailed

This might result in the following output:

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

Manager: myDomMgr.ca.com

Domain: myDomMgr

Domain type: Domain
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Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Show Configuration:

..status......= planned

. [DETAILED]

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Configuration Name.....................: myConfig

..Identifier...........................: AF2BB414-2D11-11DB-A2C8-8DB9D78218A7

..Target...............................: myGroup

....Type...............................: GROUP

....Identifier.........................: E8E36096-3503-453A-90BD-40B3208548E2

..State................................: planned

..Tailored Settings

..Policies

....Policy Name........................: myPolicy

....Type...............................: COMPUTER

....Comment............................: e.g.

....Status.............................: unsealed

....Parameter Sections

......Parameter Section Name...........: /itrm/agent/solutions/usd_agent

........Identifier.....................: 1AD0030A-2D0D-11DB-A2C8-8DB9D78218A7

........Parameters

..........Parameter Name...............: SupportedUnitTypes

............Identifier.................: D2B1604A-2D0D-11DB-A2C8-8DB9D78218A7

............Value......................: Computer ComputerUser

Number of configurations listed: 1

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

And for including parameter descriptions invoke

cadsmcmd comConf action=showConfig status=planned detailed desc

This might result in the following output:

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

Manager: myDomMgr.ca.com

Domain: myDomMgr

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Show Configuration:

..status......= planned

. [DETAILED[DESC]] 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Configuration Name.....................: myConfig

..Identifier...........................: AF2BB414-2D11-11DB-A2C8-8DB9D78218A7

..Target...............................: myGroup

....Type...............................: GROUP

....Identifier.........................: E8E36096-3503-453A-90BD-40B3208548E2

..State................................: planned

..Tailored Settings

..Policies

....Policy Name........................: myPolicy

....Type...............................: COMPUTER

....Comment............................: e.g.

....Status.............................: unsealed

....Parameter Sections

......Parameter Section Name...........: /itrm/agent/solutions/usd_agent

........Identifier.....................: 1AD0030A-2D0D-11DB-A2C8-8DB9D78218A7

........Parameters

..........Parameter Name...............: SupportedUnitTypes

............Identifier.................: D2B1604A-2D0D-11DB-A2C8-8DB9D78218A7

............Value......................: Computer ComputerUser

............Parameter Info Name........: pi_SupportedUnitTypes

............Attributes

..............Attribute Name...........: ppath

................Value..................: /itrm/agent/solutions/usd_agent/suppor

.........................................+ tedunittypes

..............Attribute Name...........: desc_ja

................Value..................: 

..............Attribute Name...........: string2_ja

................Value..................: 

..............Attribute Name...........: string1_ja

................Value..................: 

..............Attribute Name...........: desc_fr

................Value..................: Les types d'unités pris en charge par

.........................................+ le module d'extension de l'agent.

..............Attribute Name...........: string2_fr

................Value..................: Ordinateur + profil utilisateur

..............Attribute Name...........: string1_fr

................Value..................: Ordinateur

..............Attribute Name...........: desc_de

................Value..................: Die vom Agent-Plugin unterstützten Ein

.........................................+ heitstypen.

..............Attribute Name...........: string2_de

................Value..................: Computer + Benutzerprofil

..............Attribute Name...........: string1_de

................Value..................: Computer

..............Attribute Name...........: desc_en

................Value..................: The types of units supported by the ag

.........................................+ ent plugin.

..............Attribute Name...........: string2_en

................Value..................: Computer + User Profile

..............Attribute Name...........: string2

................Value..................: Computer ComputerUser

..............Attribute Name...........: string1_en
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................Value..................: Computer

..............Attribute Name...........: string1

................Value..................: Computer

..............Attribute Name...........: type

................Value..................: stringlist

Number of configurations listed: 1

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

compgroup -- Computer Group Management

A computer group (CompGroup) is a collection of target computers. All the methods of CompGroup are available on the
domain and enterprise manager until stated otherwise.

General Group Management

create -- Create Computer or Query Groups

The action allows you to create computer groups or query groups.

It has the following format:

compgroup action=create 

name=group_name

[superGroup=name_of_supergroup] 

[comment=comment]

[{{queryName=query |sdQuery=query }

[engineName=engine_name

[enginePeriod=engine_evalution_frequence]]  | 

[{computer=target_computer} | addall}]

[InheritPerms[={y|n}]] 

• addall
All SD target computers, which exist at creation time, are added to the group.

• comment 
Specifies a comment on the group to be created.

• computer
Specifies the name of the SD target computer, user profile, or docking device to be added to the group.
The parameter can be coded more than once to add more than one object to the group.

• engineName
Specifies the name of an engine that will process the group evaluation. 
If not coded any engine can process the evaluation. 
This parameter is only valid if queryName or sdQuery is coded.

• enginePeriod
Specifies the period (in minutes ) in which the engine will re-evaluate the group. 
If engineName is coded but not enginePeriod, a default of 1 minute is assumed.
This parameter is only valid if engineName is coded.

• inheritPerms
This parameter specifies if the group being created inherits security permissions or not. 
If “InheritPerms” or “InheritPerms=y” is coded then the specified group will inherit permissions to it members and
becomes a security group. 
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If “InheritPerms=n” is coded then the specified group will not inherit permissions to its members and therefore is no
security group.
Default: InheritPerms=y 

• name
Specifies the name of the computer group to be created.

• queryName 
Specifies the name of the query to be used for evaluating the group.

• sdQuery 
Specifies a legacy query to be used for evaluation of the group. The query has to be compliant with SD 4.0 SP1.

• superGroup 
Specifies the name of an existing computer group where the group in question will be created as a subgroup. If not
coded the group will be created at the system folder "Computers and Users".

Example

A computer group is supposed to be created:

• The group should be named LA.
• It should collect dynamically all those target computers whose names being with LA.
• The group should be updated every six hours.
• The group should initially not be a subgroup of any other group.

The following command will create such a group:

compGroup action=create name=LA SdQuery="Target.Name MATCHES 'LA.*'" 

EnginePeriod=360

delete -- Delete a Computer Group

This action allows you to delete computer groups.

This action has the following format:

compgroup action=delete name=group_name

• name
Specifies the name of a computer group to be deleted.

Example

To delete the group qg the following command has to be entered:

cadsmcmd compgroup action=delete name=qg

cadsmcmd.compgroup.deletewithwarn

This action allows you to delete computer groups.

This action allows you to delete computer groups with warnings for any sealed software policies or catalog groups linked
to it.

This action has the following format:

compgroup action=deletewithwarn name=group_name

• name
Specifies the name of a computer group to be deleted.

cadsmcmd.example.compgroup.deletewithwarm
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To delete the group qg with warning, enter the following command:

cadsmcmd compgroup action=deletewithwarn name= qg 

NOTE
If the computer group is deleted at the enterprise manager, the dependency check is done only at the enterprise
manager and not on the domain manager where the group is replicated. The replication silently unlinks any
software catalog group, disables any software policy, and unlinks the group before deleting the replicated group.

list -- List Computer Groups

This action allows you to list all computer groups including query groups and software templates.

This action has the following format:

compgroup action=list 

   {filter=filter |filterfile=file_name}

• filter
Specifies the expression to confine the amount of information listed

  

Computer group name String

Group type {Group | Query[/Template] group | Template group}

Scope string

Comment string

Creation date Date

Creation time Time

Change date Date

Change time Time

Query string

• filterfile
Specifies the name of the file that contains the filter commands.The commands in the file are specified in the same
way as in the filter parameter, but the size of the file is limited by the capacity of the system that runs this command.

Example

Suppose a listing of all those groups, which are determined by a query and which are local, is required. The following
command will generate such a list at a domain manager:

cadsmcmd compgroup action=list filter="(Group type=Group && Scope=local)"

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of Computer Groups

Filter: (Group type=Group && Scope=local)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

cg_1:(Group, local)

cg_2:(Group, local)

Number of objects shown: 2

Number of objects read: 2
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SDCMD<A000000>: OK

listMembership -- List Membership of Computer Group

This action allows you to list those computer groups a computer group is contained in as a subgroup.

This action has the following format:

compgroup action=listMembership name=group_name

   [groupScope={global | local}]

• name
Specifies the name of a computer group for which the memberships will be listed.

• groupScope
Specifies the scope of the group specified. The following values are valid for this option:
– Global

The group is a global group, created at an enterprise manager. It may be replicated to a domain manager.
– Local

Specifies a local group, created at the domain manager the CADSMCMD is connected to.
If "groupScope" is not coded then the CADSMCMD first tries to locate the group as a local group. If this fails then it is
tried to locate the group as a global one.

Example

To receive a list of groups of which group "cg_2" is a member of, enter the following command:

cadsmcmd compgroup action=listMembership name=cg_2

The following information is provided:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

"cg_2" is member of the following groups

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

cg_1 (Group, Operational, 2005-01-28 09:57)

cg_x (Group, Operational, 2005-01-28 10:56)

listSWP -- List Software Policies Linked to Computer Group

This action lists all software policies that are currently linked to the specified computer group.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

compgroup action=listSWP

name=computer_group_name

[groupScope={local|global}]

[separator=separator_sign]

• name
Name of the computer group for which all the software policy linked to it are listed.

• groupScope
This option determines the type of computer group. The following values are valid.
– «not coded»

If there is a locally created software policy of the required name then this one is taken, if not it is looked for a policy
distributed from an enterprise manager. The latter is on domain managers only.

– distributed
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The specified software policy has to be a policy created at the enterprise manager and distributed to the addressed
manager.

– local
The specified software policy has to be a locally created policy.

NOTE
On enterprise manager all software policies have to be of type local.

• separator
The separator is a character that is used for separating the different output fields in the lines of the listings. The default
separator is “:” (colon).
The format of the output with default separator looks as follows:
----------------------------------------------------------------

List of Software Policies Linked to «group name» of Scope «group scope»

Short

----------------------------------------------------------------

«policy_1 name»:«policy_1 type»:[un]sealed

         •

         •

         •

«policy_n name»:«policy_n type»:[un]sealed

modify -- Modify Computer Groups

The action allows you to modify computer groups.

This action has the following format:

compgroup action=modify 

   name=group_name

   [newName=new_name] 

   [comment=comment] 

   [{queryName=query |sdQuery=sdquery|noQuery}]

   [engineName=engine_name

   [enginePeriod=engine_evalution_frequence]] 

   [InheritPerms[={y|n}]] 

• comment 
Specifies a comment.

NOTE
To erase an existing comment, enter the empty string ("").

• engineName
Specifies the name of an engine that will process the group evaluation. If an empty string is coded then any engine can
process the query
If currently no query is assigned to the group a warning is given and the parameter is ignored.

• enginePeriod
Specifies in minutes the period in which the engine will re-evaluate the group. If not coded 1 min is assumed.
If currently no query is assigned to the group and no special engine to process the evaluation then a warning is given
and the parameter is ignored.

• inheritPerms
This optional parameter specifies if the group being modified is a security group or not. 
If “InheritPerms=n” is coded then the specified group will not inherit permissions to its members and therefore is no
security group any longer.
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If “InheritPerms” or “InheritPerms=y” is coded then the specified group will inherit permissions to it members and
therefore becomes a security group.
If the parameter is not coded then the permission inheritance settings of the group are not changed.

• name
Specifies the name of a computer group to be modified.

• newName 
Specifies the new name of the computer group.

• noQuery
A possibly coded query is deleted.

• query
Indicates that the template is also a query group. The query coded has to be a USD 4.0 SP1 legacy query.

• queryName 
Specifies the name of the query to be used for evaluating the group.

• sdQuery 
Specifies the legacy query to be used for evaluation of the group. The query has to be compliant with SD 4.0 SP1.

NOTE
Parameters not coded will leave the related attributes unchanged.

Example

Suppose the group "LA" has to be modified.

• The name of the group should be changed to "LA District".
• The group should now be updated every two hours.

The following command will provide these changes:

cadsmcmd compGroup action=modify name=LA newName="LA District" EvaluationPeriod=120

setDownloadMethod -- Set Download Method of Computer Group

The action allows you to set the download method of one or more computer groups.

This action has the following format:

compGroup   action= setDownloadMethod

[sep=separator_sign]

{[{compgrp=computer_group_name}]

| [{ccompgrp=computer_group_name]}

downloadMethod={NOS|NOSLESS|DTS}

• sep
This parameter specifies a one byte separator sign for separating a group name from its range. The separator sign
should not be part of any groupName specified with the command. The default is dot (.).

• compgrp
Name of a computer group addressed by this action. The parameter can be coded more than once for specifying a list
of groups. The CADSMCMD tries to locate the groups specified with this parameter as local groups. If such a group
does not exist then it tries to locate it as a global group.
At least one compgrp or ccompgrp parameter has to be coded with this action.

• ccompgrp
Name and type of a group addressed by this action. The information passed has the following syntax:
(group_name separator_sign {local|global})
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The separator sign is by default a dot (.) but can be changed with the “sep” parameter. If local is coded then the group
is considered to be a group created on the local domain manager. If global is coded then the group is assumed to be
replicated from an enterprise manager.
At least one compgrp or ccompgrp parameter has to be coded with this action.

• downloadMethod
Specifies the download method to that the members of the groups will be switched. Select one of the following:

NOS "Internal - NOS"

NOSLESS "Internal - NOS-less"

DTS "DTS - NOS-less"

showAttr -- Show Attributes of Computer Groups

This action allows you to list the attributes of computer groups.

This action has the following format:

compgroup action=showattr 

   name=group_name

   [groupScope={global | local}]

• name
Specifies the name of a computer group of which the attributes are listed.

• groupScope
Specifies the scope of the group specified. The following values are valid for this option:
– Global

The group is a global group, created at an enterprise manager. It may be replicated to a domain manager.
– Local

Specifies a local group, created at the domain manager the CADSMCMD is connected to.
If "groupScope" is not coded then the CADSMCMD first tries to locate the group as a local group. If this fails then it is
tried to locate the group as a global one.

NOTE
For a template group the method is mapped to the templategroup action showattr.

Example

To show the attributes of a computer group, launch the following command:

cadsmcmd compgroup action=showAttr name=cg

Output

Standard Groups

For a standard computer group - for example, cg_1, the output is as follows:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Attributes of the computer group "cg_1" 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Computer group name....................: cg_1

Group type.............................: Group

Scope..................................: Local

State..................................: Operational

Comment................................:

Security type...........................:  security group
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Creation date..........................: 2005-01-28

Creation time..........................: 09:57

Change date............................: 2005-01-28

Change time............................: 09:57

Query Groups

For a query group - for example, "qg", the output is:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Attributes of the computer group "qg" 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Computer group name....................: qg

Group type.............................: Query group

Scope..................................: Local

State..................................: Operational

Comment................................:

Security type...........................:  security group

Creation date..........................: 2005-01-21

Creation time..........................: 16:06

Change date............................: 2005-01-21

Change time............................: 16:06

Query..................................: USD_qg [01/21/05 16:06:56.588] 

Engine name............................: <All Engines>

Engine period (minutes)................: 60

Software Templates

NOTE
For a template group the method is mapped to the templategroup action showattr.

Example

To show the attributes of a computer group, launch the following command:

cadsmcmd compgroup action=showAttr name=cg

Output

Standard Groups

For a standard computer group - for example, cg_1, the output is as follows:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Attributes of the computer group "cg_1" 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Computer group name....................: cg_1

Group type.............................: Group

Scope..................................: Local

State..................................: Operational

Comment................................:

Creation date..........................: 2005-01-28

Creation time..........................: 09:57

Change date............................: 2005-01-28

Change time............................: 09:57

Query Groups

For a query group - for example, "qg", the output is:
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Attributes of the computer group "qg" 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Computer group name....................: qg

Group type.............................: Query group

Scope..................................: Local

State..................................: Operational

Comment................................:

Creation date..........................: 2005-01-21

Creation time..........................: 16:06

Change date............................: 2005-01-21

Change time............................: 16:06

Query..................................: USD_qg [01/21/05 16:06:56.588] 

Engine name............................: <All Engines>

Engine period (minutes)................: 60

Software Templates

NOTE
For a template group the method is mapped to the templategroup action showattr.

Membership Management

The subsequent methods of this chapter run on domain manager only.

add -- Add Computer to Computer Group

This action allows you to add computers to the computer group.

This action has the following format:

compgroup action=add 

   name=group_name 

   {{computer=computer_name} | addall} 

• addall
All SD target computers, which exist at creation time, are added to the group.

• computer
This parameter specifies the name of an SD target computer, user profile, or docking device to be added to the group.
The parameter can be coded more than once for adding more than one object to the group.

• name
Specifies the name of a computer group to which the computers will be added.

Example

To add the machines HOHOH01A and KEKEK01A to the group cg_1 enter the following command:

cadsmcmd compgroup action=add name=cg_1 computer=HOHOH01A computer=KEKEK01A

NOTE
If cg_1 is associated with a query this operation will fail. The list of machines assigned to a query group, can
only be modified by changing or reevaluating the query.

listmem -- List Members of Computer Group

The action allows the lististing of members of a group.
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It has the following format:

compgroup action=listMem 

name=group_name

[groupScope={global | local}]

• name
Specifies the name of a computer group

• groupScope
Specifies the scope of the computer group specified. The following values are valid for this option:
– Global

The group is a global group, created at an enterprise manager. It may be replicated to a domain manager.
– Local

Local scope (domain)
If "groupScope" is not coded then the CADSMCMD first tries to locate the group as a local group. If this fails then it
is tried to locate the group as a global one.

The following output list will be provided:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Members of computer group "(<group name>, <group scope>)"  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

<group member>

<group member>

<group member>

...

Example

To receive the list of members in group "cg_1", enter the following command:

cadsmcmd compgroup action=listMem name=cg_1

The output will be as follows:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Members of computer group "(cg_1, local)" 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

GRRGGRRGC

GRGRGRGRU02

HOHOH01A

HOHOH01B

KEKEK01A

KUKUK01A

KUKUK01B

WAUWA01

remove -- Remove Computer from Computer Group

If you are connected to a domain manager, you can remove a member from a computer group, by deleting the computer
or by unlinking it.

This action has the following format:

compgroup action=remove 

   name=group_name 
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   {computer=computer_name}

• name
Specifies the name of a computer group from which one or more members are to be removed.

• computer
This parameter specifies the name of an SD target computer, user profile, or docking device to be removed from the
group.
The parameter can be coded more than once for removing more than one object from the group.

Example

To remove the machines HOHOH01A and KEKEK01A from the group cg_1 enter the following command:

cadsmcmd compgroup action=remove name=cg_1 computer=HOHOH01A computer=KEKEK01A

NOTE
If cg_1 is associated with a query this operation will fail. The list of machines assigned to a query group can only
be modified by changing or reevaluating the query.

listFailedJobs -- List Failed Jobs of a Computer Group

This action lists detailed information about failed jobs that are associated with the members of this group.

This action is valid for domain managers only.

This action has the following format:

compgroup action=listFailedJobs

   name=computer_group_name

   [groupScope={global | local}]

• Name
Specifies the name of an existing computer group. Information about existing failed jobs associated with the group
members is listed.
The name might contain database wildcards, for example,
“%” for an arbitrary even empty sequence of characters
”_” for an arbitrary single character.

• groupScope
Specifies the scope of the group specified. The following values are valid for this option:
– Global

The group is a global group, created at an enterprise manager. It may be replicated to a domain manager.
– Local

Specifies a local group, created at the domain manager the CADSMCMD is connected to.
If groupScope is not coded then the groups are not checked for being a local or global group.
The information returned is formatted in the same way as for the action listJobs of compgroup.

listJobs -- List Jobs of a Computer GroupList Information about Existing Jobs Associated with the Members of
the Group

This action lists detailed information about existing jobs that are associated with the members of this group.

This action is valid for domain managers only.

This action has the following format:

compgroup action=listJobs

   name=group_name

   [groupScope={global | local}]
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• Name
Name of an existing computer group. Information about existing failed jobs associated with the group members is
listed.
The name might contain database wildcards, for example,
“%” for an arbitrary even empty sequence of characters
”_” for an arbitrary single character

• groupScope
Specifies the scope of the group specified. The following values are valid for this option:
– Global

The group is a global group, created at an enterprise manager. It may be replicated to a domain manager.
– Local

Specifies a local group, created at the domain manager the CADSMCMD is connected to.
If groupScope is not coded then the groups are not checked for being a local or global group.

The information retrieved is presented as follows:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of jobs associated with group group_name

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Computer group name......: group_name

..Target.................: target computer name

....Job name.............: job name

....Job identifier.......: computer job identifier

....Item name............: item name

....Item version.........: item version

....Procedure name.......: procedure name

....Task.................: task

....User parameters......: user parameters

....Job state............: job status

....Error code...........: error code

....Error message........: error message

....Creation date........: yyyy-mm-dd

....Creation time........: hh:mm

....Activation date......: yyyy-mm-dd

....Activation time......: hh:mm

....Completion date......: yyyy-mm-dd

....Completion time......: hh:mm

Hierarchy Management

addSubgroups -- Add Subgroups to Computer Group

This action allows you to add subgroups to a group.

This action has the following format:

compgroup action=addSubgroups 

   [name=group_name]

   {compgrp=group_name}

• name
Specifies the name of the computer group the specified computer groups of "compgrp" will be added to. 
The group should not be associated with a query. 
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If this parameter is not coded, the subgroups are copied to the container "Computers and Users".
• compgrp

Specifies the name of the computer group to be added. 
The parameter can be coded more than once to add the subgroup to a list of computer groups.

NOTE
The group to which the computer groups are added should not be a query group.

Example

Suppose the groups named "LA admin," "LA sales," and "LA rd," should be added to the group "LA District". The following
command will assign these groups as subgroups to the supergroup "LA District":

cadsmcmd compGroup action=addSubgroups name="LA District" compgrp="LA admin" compgrp="LA sales" compgrp="LA

 rd" 

By the way, the groups "LA admin," "LA sales," and "LA rd," have to be defined at the time of command invocation,
otherwise, an error is reported for the missing subgroup.

listSubgroups -- List Subgroups

This action allows you to list the subgroups of a group.

This action has the following format:

compgroup action=listSubgroups 

   [name=group_name]

   [groupScope={global | local}]

• name 
Specifies the name of a computer group of which the subgroups will be listed. 
If this parameter is not coded the computer groups of the folder "Computers and Users" are listed.

• groupScope
Specifies the scope of the group specified. The following values are valid for this option:
– Global

The group is a global group, created at an enterprise manager. It may be replicated to a domain manager.
– Local

Specifies a local group, created at the domain manager the CADSMCMD is connected to.
If "groupScope" is not coded then the CADSMCMD first tries to locate the group as a local group. If this fails then it is
tried to locate the group as a global one.

Example

To list all subgroups associated with the group "LA District" code the following:

cadsmcmd compGroup action=listSubgroups name="LA District" 

The output list has the following format:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of Subgroups of Computer Group "LA District" 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

LA admin:(Group, Local)

LA sales:(Query group, Local)

LA rd:(Template group, Local, 1)

LA pr:(Query/Template Group, Local, 1)

The figures in the template group line indicate the number of templates associated with the groups.
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removeSubgroups -- Remove Subgroups

This action allows you to remove subgroups from a computer group.

This action has the following format:

compgroup action=removeSubgroups 

   [name=group_name]

   {compgrp=group_name}

• name
Specifies the name of a computer group the specified computer groups will be removed from. The group should not be
associated with a query. If this parameter is not coded then the subgroups are removed from the folder "Computer and
User Groups".

• compgrp
Specifies the name of a computer group to be removed. 
The parameter can be coded more than once to remove a list of computer groups.

NOTE

• "Remove" does not mean that any computer group of the "compgrp" parameter is deleted, it is only
unlinked from the supergroup specified with the name parameter.

• The group specified by the name parameter should not be a query group.

Example

Suppose that the groups named "LA admin," "LA sales," and "LA rd," should be removed from the group "LA District"
again. The following command will remove these groups as subgroups from the supergroup "LA District":

cadsmcmd compGroup action=removeSubgroups name="LA District" compgrp="LA admin" compgrp="LA sales" compgrp="LA

 rd" 

The groups "LA admin," "LA sales," and "LA rd," are not deleted from the database by the command; they are only
removed from the group "LA District". Any other containment relations beside the ones previously shown are still present.

The command will report an error if the containment relation to be broken is the only one for one of the subgroups to be
removed. For example, "LA admin" is only mentioned as a subgroup of "LA District" while the other subgroups are also
mentioned in the folder "Computer and User Groups" or in other groups. Then "LA admin" is not removed, but the others
are. The message "A001513 - Illegal Computer Group operation. Group must have at least one super group". is launched.
The only way to remove "LA admin" is to delete it (cadsmcmd compGroup action=delete name="LA admin" ) or assign it
as a subgroup to another group and then remove it from "LA District".

copyfetched—Copying Fetching Items

The copyfetched command is valid only when issued from the enterprise manager.

Copyfetched is used to get access to files that have been fetched from the domain manager to the enterprise manager.
Such fetched files are stored in a fetch area of the enterprise manager. Before the files can be accessed, they need to be
copied to another location on the enterprise manager.

This command has the following format:

copyfetched area=area_name

item=fetched_item_name 

path=enterprise_manager_path_name
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• area
Specifies the name of a CA Client Automation domain where the files were fetched.

• item
Specifies the name of the fetched item. This item name was used by the previous Fetch operation that retrieved the
item.

• path
Specifies the path to the items to be fetched., where the fetched item is to be placed.
The path is created if it does not already exist.

Example

In the following example, copyfetched is issued from a Windows enterprise manager. "Tested Software" has been fetched
from the "Charolette" area and copied to the directory, "C:\TEST\FETCHED1" on the enterprise manager.

cadsmcmd copyfetched area=CHAROLETTE item=" Tested Software"path=c:\test\fetched1

dereg -- Deregistering Items and deregproc -- Deregistering Procedures

dereg -- Deregistering Items

This command is used to deregister or remove software from the enterprise or domain library.

This command has the following format:

dereg  item=item_name  version=item_version

• item
Specifies the name of the item being deregistered

• version
Specifies the version of the item being deregistered.

deregproc -- Deregistering Procedures

Use this command to deregister (remove from the enterprise or domain library) an item procedure associated with a
software program. The item procedure cannot be an embedded item procedure when the product is sealed already.

This command has the following format:

deregproc  item=item_name 

   version=item_version

   procedure=procedure_name

• item
Specifies the name of the item to which this procedure belongs.

• version
Specifies the version of the item to which this procedure belongs.

• procedure
Specifies the name of a procedure. It will be deregistered.

distribution -- Distribution Command
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This action is valid only for enterprise managers.

delete -- Delete Distribution

The distribution in question will be deleted.

This action has the following format:

distribution action=delete

   name=distribution_name 

• name
Specifies the name of the distribution to be deleted.

list -- List Distributions

This action shows the list of distributions.The list contains only those distributions that the invoking user is authorized to
list.The list shows the name of the distribution and its status (in round brackets).

This action has the following format:

distribution action=list

The following information is shown:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of distributions

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

send prod (ok)

send instconf (ok)

remove prod (building)

remote reg (ok)

multi (waiting)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Number of distributions found: 5

Number of distributions shown: 5

The list shows the name of the distribution and its status in parentheses.

setDistPriority -- Set Distribution Priority

This action changes the priority of the distribution regardless whether the specified distribution is sealed or not.

This action has the following format:

distribution action=setDistPriority

   name=distribution_name

   [distPriority={1,...,10}] 

• name
Specifies the name of the distribution of which the priority will be changed.

• distPriority
Specifies the new priority that will be assigned to the distribution.

The priority specified has to be numeric and its value has to be greater or equal 1 and less or equal 10.

showAttr -- Show Attributes of a Distribution

This action shows the attributes of a distribution.
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This action has the following format:

distribution action=showattr name=distribution_name

• name
Specifies the name of the distribution for which the attributes will be shown.

The following information is shown:

Please, enter one of the commands above.............: distribution

{list | showattr | showorderdetails |

...delete | setdistpriority}........................: showattr

distribution name=<name>............................: DIST_ins_xxx003_def

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Show attributes of the distribution "DIST_ins_xxx003_def"

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Distribution priority..................: 5

Distribution status....................: error

Permission mask........................: 13

.........................................delete allowed

.........................................renew allowed

.........................................resume allowed

Creation date..........................: 2006-08-16

Creation time..........................: 13:50

Distribution  date.....................: 2006-08-16

Distribution time......................: 13:50

Halt date..............................: 2006-08-16

Halt time..............................: 19:50

Number of sites........................: 1

.........................................0 - waiting

.........................................0 - active

.........................................1 - failed

.........................................0 - ok

..Area.................................: xxx-yyy-zzz

....Location...........................:

....Data sent in per cent..............: 100

....Distribution status................: ok

....Order status.......................: error

....Order number failed................: 1

....Order error code...................: 301820

....Order error message................: Distribution Status Error: Order no: 1

.........................................+..and the following orders could not

.........................................+ be executed. Reason: Could not find

.........................................+ Item related to Item Procedure, or I

.........................................+ tem was registered locally.

Orders.................................: 1

..Order name:..........................: Reg Job Cnr:DIST_ins_xxx003_def

....Order number.......................: 1

....Job container priority.............: 5

....Jobs...............................: 1

......Job name.........................: tstxxx_3_es 1.0:inst

........Job order number...............: 0

........Job state......................: WAITING
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SDCMD<A000000>: OK

showOrderDetails -- Show Order Details of a Distribution

This action shows order details of a distribution.

This action has the following format:

distribution action=showorderdetails

   name=distribution_name 

   ordername=order_name

• name
Specifies the name of the distribution for which the order details will be shown.

• ordername
Specifies the name of the order.

The following information is shown:

Please, enter one of the commands above.............: distribution

{list | showattr | showorderdetails |

...delete | setdistpriority}........................: showorderDetails

distribution name=<name>............................: kkkkk01k [16.08.2006 08:04:40]

ordername=<name>....................................: Reg Job Cnr:kkkkk01k [16.08.2006 08:04:40]

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Details about order "Reg Job Cnr:kkkkk01k [16.08.2006 08:04:40]"

........of distribution "kkkkk01k [16.08.2006 08:04:40]"

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

..Order name:..........................: Reg Job Cnr:kkkkk01k [16.08.2006 08:04

.........................................+ :40]

....Order number.......................: 1

....Order properties...................: 1

.........................................No linkage

....Job container priority.............: 5

....Jobs...............................: 1

......Job name.........................: tstbase 1.0: inst

........Item name......................: tstbase

........Item version...................: 1.0

........Item type......................: SOFTWARE

........Procedure name.................: inst

........Job state......................: WAITING

.........................................0 - waiting

.........................................0 - active

.........................................0 - ok

.........................................0 - failed

........Job order number...............: 0

........Creation date..................: 2006-08-16

........Creation time..................: 08:05

........Delivery date..................: 2006-08-30

........Delivery time..................: 08:04

........Activation date................: 2006-08-31

........Activation time................: 08:04

........Delivery calendar..............:

........Timeout <days/hours>...........: 7 / 0
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........Job startup....................: local time/exact

........Job permission.................: 2

.........................................cancel allowed

........Preaction......................: no action

........Postaction.....................: no action

........Job operation mask.............: 4

.........................................calendar controlled

........User parameters................:

........Job execution mode.............: 1

.........................................execute

........Prompt timeout <days/hours>....: 1 / 0

........Job task.......................: 1 - install

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

NOTE
The information shown depends on the type of the order.

domain -- Domain Group Management

The methods of this section are valid for enterprise manager only.

NOTE
The terminology of CA IT Client Manager has changed in comparison with Unicenter Software Delivery 4.0. The
SD "area" is equivalent to the CA ITCM "domain", while the SD "domain" is equivalent to a CA ITCM group of
domains.

Nevertheless for compatibility reasons the terminology, command, and parameter names of the CLI have not changed!

To avoid any ambiguity, in the subsequent sections an area (a domain in the terminology of CA IT Client Manager)
is mentioned as a "CA ITCM domain", and a domain (a domain group in the terminology of CA IT Client Manager) is
mentioned as "CA ITCM domain group".

The CA ITCM domains are handled by the command of the CLI and the CA ITCM domain groups by the command of the
CLI.

add -- Add Domains to Domain Groups

This action adds one, several or all CA ITCM domains to a specified CA ITCM domain groups.

This action has the following format:

domain  action=add

   name=domain_name 

   {area=area_name | addall}

• name
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain group to which the CA ITCM domains specified by the "area" parameter will
be added.

• area
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain to be added to the specified CA ITCM domain group.
The parameter can be coded more than once to add a list of CA ITCM domains to the group.

• addall
Adds all registered CA ITCM domains to the specified CA ITCM domain group.
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Example

To add the areas "area 1" and "area 2" to the domain "dom f," the following command should be entered:

cadsmcmd domain action=add name="dom f" area="area 1" area="area 2" 

To add all the areas defined to the domain "dom f," the following command should be entered:

cadsmcmd domain action=add name="dom f" addall

addSubDomains -- Add Domain Groups to Domain Groups

This action adds CA ITCM domain groups as CA ITCM domain groups to the specified CA ITCM domain group.

This action has the following format:

domain action=addSubdomains [name=domainname] {domain=domainname}

• name
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain group (which must already exist) to which the CA ITCM domain groups will
be added. The domain must exist.
If not coded, the CA ITCM domain groups are added at the top level of the folder "Domains".

• domain
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain group which must exist and will become a CA ITCM domain subgroup of the
CA ITCM domain group specified with the "name" parameter. 
The parameter can be coded more than once to add a list of CA ITCM domain groups.

Example

Assume the domain "dom e" should also appear at the top level under the folder "Domains". The following command will
link the domain to this level:

cadsmcmd domain action=addSubdomains domain="dom e"

Assume the domains "dom f" and "dom g" are to be added as subdomains to domain "dom e". The following command
will link these domains to "dom e" :

cadsmcmd domain action=addSubdomains name="dom e" domain="dom f" domain="dom g"  

create -- Create Domain Group

This action creates a new CA ITCM domain group. The CA ITCM domain group can be populated with CA ITCM domains
during creation.

This action has the following format:

domain action=create name=domain_name 

   [comment=comment]

   [{area=area_name}|addAll] 

   [superDomain=super_domain_name]

   [InheritPerms[={y|n}]] 

• name
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain group. It will be created.

• comment
Specifies a comment.

• area
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain to the CA ITCM domain group to be created. 
The parameter can be coded more than once to add a list of CA ITCM domains. 
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This parameter should not be coded if "addAll" is coded.
• addAll

Add all registered CA ITCM domains to the CA ITCM domain group to be created. 
This parameter should not be coded if the parameter "area" is coded.

• superDomain
Specifies the name of an existing CA ITCM domain group that might contain other CA ITCM domain groups . The CA
ITCM domain group to be created will become a subgroup of this CA ITCM domain super group. 
If this parameter is not coded, the CA ITCM domain group is placed at the folder named "Domains".

• inheritPerms
This parameter specifies if the group being created inherits security permissions or not. 
If “InheritPerms” or “InheritPerms=y” is coded then the specified group will inherit permissions to it members and
becomes a security group. 
If “InheritPerms=n” is coded then the specified group will not inherit permissions to its members and therefore is no
security group.
Default: InheritPerms=y .

NOTE
The action create allows you to create empty CA ITCM domain groups, in other words, neither "area" nor
"addAll" have to be coded with the command. CA ITCM domains can be assigned later with the "add" action.

Example

Assume the domain "dom c" already existing and a new domain "dom e" to be created as a subdomain of "dom c".
Furthermore, the areas "area 1" and "area 2" should be added to the domain "dom e". The following command will provide
the domain "dom e":

cadsmcmd domain action=create name="dom e" area="area 1" area="area 2" superDomain="dom c" 

delete -- Delete Domain Group

This action deletes a CA ITCM domain group.

This action has the following format:

domain  action=delete

   name=domain_name 

• name
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain group to be deleted.

Example

To delete the domain "dom z," the following command should be entered:

cadsmcmd domain action=delete name="dom z" 

list -- List Domain (Sub)groups

This action provides a list of CA ITCM domain (sub)groups.

This action has the following format:

domain action=list [name=domain_name] [recursive]

• name
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain group. For this group all CA ITCM domains will be listed. 
If not coded then all the CA ITCM domain groups of the top level folder "Domains" are listed.

• recursive
The CA ITCM domain subgroups contained in the CA ITCM domain group of parameter "name" are listed recursively.
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Example

To list all the domains the following command should be entered:

cadsmcmd domain action=list recursive

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of domains

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

dom a (, security group)

..dom b (, security group)

....dom c (, security group)

......dom d (, security group)

......dom e (, security group)

dom d (, security group)

dom f (I'm a comment, security group)

dom g (and i2, security group)

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

Example:

To list all the domains at the top level in other words, folder "Domains," the following command should be entered:

cadsmcmd domain action=list

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of domains

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

dom a  (, security group)

dom d  (, security group)

dom f (I'm a comment, security group)

dom g (and i2, security group)

SDCMD<A000000>: OK
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Example:

To list all the subdomains of the domain "dom b" the following command should be entered:

cadsmcmd domain action=list name="dom b" 

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of domains ("dom b" )

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

dom c  (, security group)

 

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

Example:

To recursively list all the subdomains of the domain " dom b" the following command should be entered:

cadsmcmd domain action=list name=" dom b" recursive

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager " <default manager>" as user " <default user>" ...OK.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of domains (" dom b" )

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

dom c  (, security group)

..dom d (, security group)

..dom e (, security group)

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

listMembership -- List Domain Supergroups

This action provides a list of CA ITCM domain supergroups that contain the specified one as a CA ITCM domain
subgroup.

This action has the following format:

domain action=listmembership name=domain_name

• name
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain group which must exist. All CA ITCM supergroups containing this group as a
subgroup are listed.

Example
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To list all those domains that contain the domain " dom c" the following command should be entered.

cadsmcmd domain action=listMembership name=" dom c" 

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

"dom c" is subdomain of the following domains

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

dom b

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

modify -- Modify Domain Group Attributes

This action modifies the attributes of a CA ITCM domain group.

This action has the following format:

domain action=modify name=domain_name 

   [newName=new_domain_name] 

   [InheritPerms[={y|n}]] 

   [comment=comment]

• inheritPerms
This optional parameter specifies if the group being modified is a security group or not. 
If “InheritPerms=n” is coded then the specified group will not inherit permissions to its members and therefore is no
security group any longer.
If “InheritPerms” or “InheritPerms=y” is coded then the specified group will inherit permissions to it members and
therefore becomes a security group.
If the parameter is not coded then the permission inheritance settings of the group are not changed.

• name
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain group to be modified.

• newName
Specifies the new name of the CA ITCM domain group.

• comment
Specifies a comment.

NOTE
To erase an existing comment, enter the empty string ("").

Example

Assume that the domain " dom g" should be modified in the following way:
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• the new name of the domain is "dom z"
• the comment is set to "I've been modified"

The following command will provide these changes:

cadsmcmd domain action=modify name="dom g" newName="dom z" comment="I've been modified" 

remove -- Remove Domains from Domain Groups

This action removes one or more domains from a specified CA ITCM domain group.

This action has the following format:

domain action=remove name=domain_name 

   {area=area_name}

• name
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain group from which the CA ITCM domains specified by the "area" parameter
will be removed.

• area
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domainthat will be removed from the specified CA ITCM domain group.
The parameter can be coded more than once to remove a list of CA ITCM domains from the group.

Example

To remove the areas "area 3" and "area 4" from the domain "dom f," the following command should be entered:

cadsmcmd domain action=remove name="dom f" area="area 3" area="area 4" 

removeSubdomains -- Remove Domain Groups from Domain Groups

This action removes CA ITCM domain groups as CA ITCM domain groups from the specified CA ITCM domain group.

This action has the following format:

domain action=removeSubdomains [name=domain_name}]

   {domain=domain_name}

• name
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain group which must exist and from which the CA ITCM domain subgroups will
be removed. 
If not coded the CA ITCM domain subgroups are removed from the top level folder "Domains".

• domain
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain group which must exist and which will be removed as a CA ITCM domain
subgroup from the CA ITCM domain group specified in the "name" parameter. 
The parameter can be coded more than once to remove a list of CA ITCM domain subgroups.

NOTE
A remove does not necessarily mean that the CA ITCM domain subgroup to be removed will be deleted. It
will only be removed from a list of CA ITCM domain subgroups associated to the specified CA ITCM domain
supergroup.

NOTE
If a CA ITCM domain subgroup "A" is removed from a CA ITCM domain group "B" and if "B" is the only
supergroup containing "A", then the remove will fail. "B" can only be deleted.

Example 1

Assume the domains "dom f" and "dom g" are to be removed as subdomains from domain "dom e". The following
command will unlink these domains from "dom e":
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cadsmcmd domain action=removeSubdomains name="dom e" domain="dom f" domain="dom g" 

Example 2

Assume that the domain "dom e" is to be removed from the top level in other words, the folder "Domains". The following
command will unlink the domain from this level:

cadsmcmd domain action=removeSubdomains domain="dom e" 

fetch -- Fetching Items

The fetch command is valid on enterprise managers only.

Use the fetch command to fetch files from a CA ITCM domain manager or a group of CA ITCM domain managers and
store it into the fetch area of the enterprise manager.

This action has the following format:

fetch  item=item  [comment=comment] 

   path=path_name

   {{area=area_name} | {domain=domain_name} | toAllAreas}

   [cname=name]

   [sendTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"] 

   [haltTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]

• area
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain from which the items are fetched.
You can specify this parameter more than once to address a list of CA ITCM domains.

• cname
Specifies the the optional unique name of a job container.
If a job container / distribution with the specified name already exists an error will be reported.
If "cname" is not coded, a generic name is generated.

• comment
Specifies a comment providing a description of the fetched item or items.

• domain
Specifies the name of one or more CA ITCM domain groups from which the items are fetched
You can specify this parameter more than once to address a list of CA ITCM domain groups.

• halttime
Specifies the date and time at which a distribution order should be halted. The date has to be specified in the ISO
format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".

• item
Specifies the name of the items to fetch from the targeted CA ITCM domain managers.

• path
Specifies the path to the items to be fetched.
The specifies path name is that on the targeted CA ITCM domain managers. 
It has to be coded according to the conventions of the operating system.
To retrieve data from a CA ITCM domain manager, the fetch command uses the parameter "path" to specify what is to
be retrieved from the domain manager.
For ease of use the path may contain environment variables defined by the system or user or the configuration files of
SD. 
(For details, see the DSM Explorer Help).
In SD, these environment variables have to enclosed by percent signs "%".

• sendTime
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Specifies the time to send the associated distribution to the addressed domain managers. The date has to be specified
in the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm". If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time is used.

• toAllAreas
If coded the related distribution will be sent to all CA ITCM domains registered at the enterprise manager.

Use of the % Sign

Assume that on both, the enterprise and the domain manager, the environment variable %SAMPLES% is defined, but on
the enterprise the variable is pointing to "c:\samples", while on the domain manager it is pointing to "g:\examples".

All txt files should be fetched. Now launching the following command from the Windows command prompt

cadsmcmd fetch item=sample path=%SAMPLE%\*.txt area=domain_manager

will result in an error or unexpected results. Because SAMPLES is defined on the enterprise manager the command
prompt will resolve the variable and launch the cadsmcmd with the following path parameter:

path=c:\samples\*.txt

To avoid the variables resolution by the Windows command prompt the percent sign has to be escaped from being
interpreted by the command prompt. This is done by preceding the percent sign with a caret "^".

Therefore, in the following invocation, all parameters will by passed unmodified by the command prompt to the cadsmcmd
and the environment variable SAMPLES will be resolved at the domain manager's site:

cadsmcmd fetch item=samples path=^%SAMPLES^%\*.txt area=domain_manager

Example

The following example illustrates how the "fetch" command can be used to fetch "Software TestC" from a Windows
domain manager.

cadsmcmd fetch item="Software TestC" comment="Fetches Software TestC" 

path=c:\test\swtest3 area=N_LOCAL_SRV cname=TestCont8 

sendtime="2006-03-07 22:15" halttime="2006-03-08 03:30" 

The following fetch example is similar to the previous example; however, environment variables are used to indicate the
path.

cadsmcmd fetch item="Software TestC" comment="Fetches Software TestC" 

path=%FETCHSW%\*.exe area=N_LOCAL_SRV cname=FetchContainer 

sendtime="2006-03-07 22:15" halttime="2006-03-08 03:30" 

halt -- Pausing an Active Distribution

The halt command is valid only when issued from the enterprise manager command line.

Halt is used to halt an active distribution. The distribution can be subsequently deleted or renewed.

This command has the following format:

halt name=job_container_name

• name
Specifies the name of the job container to halt.

Example

Consider the following halt example:

cadsmcmd halt name=Testcont11
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To view the progress of the halt request, issue the following progress command:

cadsmcmd progress name=TestCont11

which produces a status similar to the following:

Distribution name: TestCont11, Status Halt in Progress.

SendDateTime: 2003/03/05 17:41, InstallDateTime: 2003/03/05 17:41,

HaltDateTime: 2003/03/05 17:42

Nr of Areas Total: 2, Waiting: 0, Active; 1, in Error: 0, OK:1.

Area: N_LOCAL_SRV at Downtown 100 % sent. Status Active.

Area: N_LOCAL_SRV_02 at Rural Area 0 % sent. Status Active.

SDCMD<A000000> : OK

image -- Manage OS and Boot Images

Contents

assignToTargets -- Assign Image to Targets

This action assigns the specified image to a list of targets and creates planned configurations with this image for the
targets or modifies the possibly already existing ones.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

image action=assignToTargets

name=image_name

{computer={OSIM_target_name} |

compgrp={computer_group_name} |

ccompgrp={computer_group_name sep scope}}

• name
This parameter specifies the name of an image to be installed at the specified targets

• computer
This parameter specifies the name of the OSIM targets at which the specified image can be installed. The option
can be specified more than once to address a list of targets. Do not code this option together with the “compgrp” or
“ccompgrp” option.

• compgrp
This parameter specifies the name of a computer group its members that are OSIM managed systems are taken as
targets for the specified image. You can specify the option more than once to address a list of groups. Do not code this
option with the option “computer”.

• ccompgrp
This parameter specifies the computer group to be addressed as a pair of group name and scope. By default, a dot
(".") separates the name and scope. But you can specify an alternate separator with the sep option. Do not use the
separator as part of the names.
Specify this option more than once to address a list of groups.
Do not code this option with the option “computer”.

• scope
For the group scope only the following values are valid:
– local

The group is created at the local domain manager.
– global

The group is created at the enterprise manager and might be replicated.
• sep
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This parameter specifies an alternate separator used with the ccompgrp option. Ensure that the separator is not part of
the group name coded with the ccompgrp options.

NOTE
Only registered images can be assigned to targets. If an image is detected, only the error
BMSAPI_IMAGE_DETECTED - “Image not registered but detected only” is reported for this image.

delete -- Delete Images from the OSIM Database

This action deletes the specified images from the OSIM database and the possible related CA Software Delivery
packages also.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

image action=delete

{[images=image_identifier,...]}

[sep=separator_sign]

• images
This parameter specifies the name of an image to be deleted from the OSIM database. With the removal of the image
from OSIM, a possible CA Software Delivery registration of the related package is deleted too. You can code the option
more than once to specify a list.
The image identifier has the following structure:
{«image name» | («image name»«separator sign»{bootImage | osImage})}

If both bootImage and osImage are not coded, osImage is assumed. The separator sign is a dot by default but the sep
argument can redefine the same. Ensure that the separator sign does not appear in the image names.

• sep
This parameter specifies an alternate separator used with the image identifiers. Ensure that the separator is not part of
the image names.
An OS image is not deleted if it is assigned to any OSIM configuration. The error BMSAPI_IMAGE_INUSE - “Image in
use” is reported. Use action listConfigs for determining the configurations in that it is used.
Boot images are deleted in any way.

• The deletion process does not verify whether an image is deployed at a boot server or not. When it is deployed, it is
reported as detected later on.

• For deleting an image that the current user owning the session needs delete permissions for this image.

list -- List Images Registered at OSIM Manager

This action list provides a list of boot and OS images that are currently registered at the OSIM manager.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

image action=list

[name=image_name]

[{bootImage | osImage}]

[detailed]

• name
This parameter specifies a name of an image. Only the images that meet the specified name are listed.
If this parameter is not coded, name verification does not take place.

• {bootImage | osImage}
If bootImage is coded, the images reported have to be boot images. If only osImage is coded, the images reported
have to be OS images. If none of them is coded, both types of images are reported.

• detailed
If this option is coded, the default settings for the boot parameters are listed.
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The command provides an output list on stdout of the following format:

------------------------------------------------------------------

[Detailed] List of Images [({bootImage|osImage})]

[Name: <name>]

------------------------------------------------------------------

Image name....................: «name of image 1»

...Image type.................: {boot image | OS image («osType»)}

...Status.....................: (registered | detected}

...Image FIPS capability......: (compliant  | noncompliant)

...SD package name............: «sd package name of the image»

...SD package version.........: «sd package version of the image»

...SD package comment.........: «comment stored with the package»

[...Locale....................: «the locale of the image»

...Batch file.................: «name of the batch file»]

...Support Boot Image Type....: <<Support boot image type and boot server mode>>

[...Parameters

......<name of param 1>.......: «default setting for parameter 1»

..........................

..........................

..........................]

......<name of para m>........: «default setting for parameter m»

..........................

..........................

..........................]

Image name....................: «name of image n»

..........................

..........................

..........................

The information in parenthesis is available for OS images only. More information about parameters is only printed when
"detailed" is coded. If the status is "detected", all subsequent information is skipped.

listDeployed -- List Boot Servers Where Image Is Deployed

This action provides a list of those boot servers where the specified boot or OS image is deployed.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

image action=listDeployed

name=name_of_an_image

[{bootImage | osImage}]

• name
This parameter specifies the name of an image for which the list of all boot servers is listed where it is deployed.

• {bootImage | osImage}
These options specify whether the image in question is a boot or an OS image. If "bootImage" is coded, a boot image
is assumed. Otherwise an OS image is assumed.

The provided list has the following format:

-----------------------------------------------------------

List of boot servers where («name of image»,{boot|os}image) is deployed

-----------------------------------------------------------

Image name......................................: «name of image»

..Image type....................................: {boot image | OS image}
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..Status........................................: {registered | detected}

..Boot server name..............................: «name of the boot server 1»

.........

.........

.........

................................................: «name of the boot server m»

.........

.........

.........

listConfigs -- List Targets and Configurations of Image

This action provides a list of those targets and their configurations associated with the specified image.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

image action=listConfigs

name=image_name

• name
This option specifies the name of an OS image for that all the targets and configurations are listed the image is
associated with.

The provided list is of the following format:

-----------------------------------------------------------

List of Configurations

-----------------------------------------------------------

Image name..............................: «name of OS image 1»

..Target name...........................: «name of OSIM target 1»

....Configuration Type..................: {planned | scheduled |

..........................................current}

[....Status ............................: {activated|analysing|

...........................................pending|installing|

...........................................error|cancelpending|

...........................................stopped}]

....•

....•

....Configuration Type..................: {planned | scheduled |

...........................................current}

[...Status..............................: {activated|analysing|

...........................................pending|installing|

...........................................error|cancelpending|

...........................................stopped}]

..•

..•

..•

..Target name...........................:«name of OSIM target n»

....Configuration Type..................: {planned | scheduled |

...........................................current}

..•

..•

..•

The status block and the due date are only printed when the configuration type is “scheduled”.
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modify -- Modify Image

This action modifies the default settings of a parameter for the specified image.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

image action=modify

name=image_name

paramName=parameter_name

paramValue=new_default_setting

• name
This parameter specifies the name of the image of that the default for a parameter is changed.

• paramName
This parameter specifies the name of the parameter of that the default is changed.
The defaults for the following parameters cannot be changed:
– BatchFile
– HostName
– MACAddress
– OSImage

• paramValue
This parameter specifies the new default.
A default setting can only be changed as long as the image is not assigned to any target system.
For changing the default of an image, the current user owning the session needs change permissions on the image.
For removing settings, enter the empty string.

deploy -- Deploy Images to Boot Servers

This action deploys the images specified to the boot servers specified. The cadsmcmd creates CA Software Delivery
install orders to deploy the images at the boot server. The job container that is used and the install orders that are created
and their mapping on the images are reported on stdout.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

image action=deploy

{images=image_identifier, ...}

[sep=separator_sign]

[procedure=boot_server_staging_procedure]

{bootServers=boot_server_name, ...}

[cname=name_of_job_container_used]

[{noLinkage | transaction [rollback] [noCascade]| synchronized [noCascade]}]

[jcPriotrity=job_container_priority]

[unsealed]

[atTime=YYYY-MM-HH hh:mm]

[deliveryTime=YYYY-MM-HH hh:mm]

[calendarName=name_of_the_delivery_calendar]

• images
This parameter specifies the name of an image to be deployed at the specified boot servers. The option can be coded
more than once for specifying a list of images.
The image identifier has the following structure:
{«image name» |

(«image name»«separator sign»{bootImage | osImage})}

If both "bootImage" and "osImage" are not coded, "osImage" is assumed.
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The separator sign is a dot by default but the "sep" argument can redefine the same. Ensure that the separator sign
does not appear in the image names.

• sep
This parameter specifies an alternate separator used with the image identifiers. Ensure that the separator is not a part
of the image names.

• procedure
This parameter specifies the procedure that is used by CA Software Delivery to install the image at the specified boot
servers. The default procedure is “Add to BootServer” for OS images and “Create Boot Image” for boot images.

• bootServers
This parameter specifies a boot server the image list is deployed to. The option can be coded more than once to
specify a list of boot servers.

• cname
This option specifies the name of the job container used for staging the required images. If the container does not
exist, the container is created according to the attributes specified. If the container already exists, then it has to be
unsealed, otherwise the action results in an error. The attributes of an existing container are not modified.

• noLinkage
The result of a job does not have any impact on the other jobs execution.
(default)

• transaction
The jobs of the container are processed in sequence. Once a job fails for a target, no subsequent jobs of the container
are processed for this target.

• synchronized
The jobs of the container are processed in sequence. Once a job fails for any target, no subsequent jobs of the
container are processed for any target.

• rollback
Once a job of the container fails, a rollback is performed for all processed jobs of the container for the affected target
as far as they allow it.

• noCascade
The dependencies of the jobs are not resolved during container evaluation.

• jcPriotrity
This parameter specifies the priority of the job container. The priority that is specified has to be numeric and its value
has to be greater or equal 1 and less or equal 10.
If not coded, priority 5 is assumed.

• unsealed
The job container remains unsealed after the generated jobs have successfully been created.

• atTime
This parameter specifies the date and time when the action is started. The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD
hh:mm". If not coded, the current date or time is considered.

• deliveryTime
This parameter specifies the start time of delivery from the domain manager.
The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm". If not coded, the current date or time is considered.

• calendarName
This parameter specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place.

Output

The command returns on stdout:

The commandFollowing job container used for staging: "«job container name»"

«image name 1» - "«item 1»;«version 1»;«procedure 1»": «return code»

.........................

.........................
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.........................

«image name n» - "«item n»;«version n»;«procedure n»": «return code»

NOTE

Ensure that the image is registered in CA Software Delivery and OSIM, and the OSIM registration refers
correctly to the CA Software Delivery registration. If the reference is not found or is invalid, the function records
the problem with following message:

SDCMD<A000101> Software does not exist (<<product name>> - <<product version>> - <procedure> -

 <procedure type>)

 

remove -- Remove Images from Boot Servers

This action removes the images specified from the boot servers specified. The cadsmcmd creates CA Software Delivery
uninstall orders to clear the images at the boot server. The job container that is used and the uninstall orders that are
created and their mapping on the images are reported on stdout and allow to monitor the clearing progress with CA
Software Delivery methods.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

image action=remove

{images=image_identifier, ...}

[sep=separator_sign]

 [procedure=boot_server_staging_procedure]

{bootServers=boot_server_name, ...}

[cname=name_of_job_container_used]

[{noLinkage | transaction [rollback] [noCascade]| synchronized [noCascade]}]

[jcPriotrity=job_container_priority]

[unsealed]

[atTime=YYYY-MM-HH hh:mm]

[deliveryTime=YYYY-MM-HH hh:mm]

[calendarName=name_of_the_delivery_calendar]

• images
This parameter specifies the name of an image to be removed from the specified boot servers. The option can be
coded more than once for specifying a list of images.
The image identifier has the following structure:
{«image name» |

(«image name»«separator sign»{bootImage | osImage})}

If both "bootImage" and "osImage" are not coded, then "osImage" is assumed. The separator sign is a dot by default
but the sep argument can redefine the same. Ensure that the separator sign does not appear in the image names.

• sep
This parameter specifies an alternate separator used with the image identifiers. Ensure that the separator is not a part
of the image names.

• procedure
This parameter specifies the procedure that is used by CA Software Delivery to remove the image from the specified
boot servers. The default procedure is “Remove from BootServer” for OS images and “Remove Boot Image” for boot
images. These default names are not localizable.

• bootServers
This parameter specifies a boot server the image list is removed from. The option can be specified more than once for
allowing lists of boot servers.

• cname
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This option specifies the name of the job container used for staging the required images. If the container does not
exist, it is created according to the attributes specified. If it already exists, then it has to be unsealed, otherwise the
action results in an error. The attributes of an existing container are not modified.

• noLinkage
The result of a job does not have any impact on the other jobs execution.
(default)

• transaction
The jobs of the container are processed in sequence. Once a job fails for a target, no subsequent jobs of the container
are processed for this target.

• synchronized
The jobs of the container are processed in sequence. Once a job fails for any target, no subsequent jobs of the
container are processed for any target.

• rollback
Once a job of the container fails, a rollback is performed for all processed jobs of the container for the affected target
as far as they allow it.

• noCascade
The dependencies of the jobs are not resolved during container evaluation.

• jcPriotrity
This parameter specifies the priority of the job container. The priority that is specified has to be numeric and its value
has to be greater or equal 1 and less or equal 10.
If not coded priority 5 is assumed.

• unsealed
The job container remains unsealed after the generated jobs have successfully been created.

• atTime
This parameter specifies the date and time when the action is started. The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD
hh:mm". If not coded the current date/time is taken.

• deliveryTime
This parameter specifies the start time of delivery from the domain manager.
The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm". If not coded the current date/time is taken.

• calendarName
This parameter specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place.

Output

The command returns on stdout:

Following job container used for removing: "«job container name»"

«image name 1» - "«item 1»;«version 1»;«procedure 1»": «return code»

.........................

.........................

.........................

«image name n» - "«item n»;«version n»;«procedure n»": «return code»

NOTE

Ensure that the image is registered in CA Software Delivery and OSIM, and the OSIM registration refers
correctly to the CA Software Delivery registration. If the reference is not found or is invalid, the function records
the problem with following message:

SDCMD<A000101> Software does not exist (<<product name>> - <<product version>> - <procedure> -

 <procedure type>)
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install - configure - activate - uninstall -- Generate and Execute Jobs in Job Containers / Distributions

These commands are used on the enterprise or the domain manager to generate an install, configure, activate,
or uninstall job in a job container and execute it.

On the enterprise manager, this job container is assigned to a distribution.

This command has the following format on the domain manager:

{install|configure|activate|uninstall}

   item=item_name

   version=item_version 

   procedure=procedure_name

   [installedWith=install_procedure]

   {{computer=computer_name}

   |{{compgrp=computer_group_name 

   | ccompgrp=(computer_group_name.domain_name)}}}

   [sep=separator_sign]

   [cname=name]

   {nolinkage|transaction|synchronized}

   [rollback=y|n]

   [cascade=y|n]

   [unsealed]

   after={exacttime|boottime} 

   [globalTime=y|n] 

   [deliveryTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"] 

   [atTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]

   [promptUser[={y|n}]]  

   [allowCancel[={y|n}]]  

   [execTimedOut[={y|n}]] 

   [prompt=days.hours] 

   [{preaction={none|reboot|logoff}|bootbefore}]

   [{postaction={none|reboot|logoff|rebootAtEnd|logoffAtEnd|shutdownAtEnd}|bootafter}]

   [{jobTimeOut=days.hours | timeout=hours}]

   [offline[={y|n}]]  

   [runAtShutdown[={y|n}]] 

   [preventLogon[={y|n}]]  

   [resolveQuery[={y|n}]]  

   [calendarname=delivery_calendar]

   [nocalendar[={y|n}]] 

   [stagingServer[={y|n}]]  

   [parameters=user_parameters]

   jcPriority={1-10}

   [reinstall[={y|n}]] 

   [userJobMessage]

   [userMessage]

This command has the following format on the enterprise manager:

{install|configure|activate|uninstall}

   item=item_name

   version=item_version 

   procedure=procedure_name

   [installedWith=install_procedure]
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   |{{compgrp=computer_group_name 

   | ccompgrp=(computer_group_name.domain_name)}}}

   [sep=separator_sign]

   after={exacttime|boottime} 

   [globalTime=y|n] 

   {{area=area_name} | {domain=domain_name} | toAllAreas}

   [deliveryTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"] 

   [atTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]

   cname=[name]

   {nolinkage|transaction|synchronized}

   [rollback=y|n]

   [cascade=y|n]

   [sendTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"] 

   [haltTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]

   [promptUser[={y|n}]]  

   [allowCancel[={y|n}]]  

   [execTimedOut[={y|n}]] 

   [prompt=days.hours] 

   [{preaction={none|reboot|logoff}|bootbefore}]

   [{postaction={none|reboot|logoff|rebootAtEnd|logoffAtEnd|shutdownAtEnd}|bootafter}]

   [{jobTimeOut=days.hours | timeout=hours}]

   [offline[={y|n}]]  

   [runAtShutdown[={y|n}]] 

   [preventLogon[={y|n}]]  

   [resolveQuery[={y|n}]]  

   [calendarname=delivery_calendar]

   [nocalendar[={y|n}]] 

   [stagingServer[={y|n}]]  

   [parameters=user_parameters]

   [jcPriority={1,...,10}]

   [distPriority={1,...,10}] 

   [reinstall[={y|n}]] 

   [userJobMessage]

   [userMessage]

• activate
Activate job for the specified item. The associated task of the specified procedure has to be of the type "activate"

• after
Start time of the procedure at the target system. 
The following values are valid:
– exacttime 

The procedure is started immediately after reaching atTime.
– boottime 

The start of the procedure is delayed until the first boot after atTime has been passed.
• allowCancel

If "allowCancel" or "allowCancel=y" is coded, the user will be granted to cancel the job's execution.
If "allowCancel=n" is coded, the user will not be granted.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• area
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain as a target for distribution.
You can specify this parameter more than once to address a list of CA ITCM domains.
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(enterprise manager only).

• atTime
Specifies the Specifies the date and time when the action will be started. The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD
hh:mm".

• calendarname
Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place.

• cascade
If "cascade" or "cascade=y" is coded, the job linkage of the container is switched to resolution of dependencies into
install cascades. 
If "cascade=n" is coded, the job linkage is switched to no resolution.

• cname
Specifies the the optional unique name of a job container.
If a job container / distribution with the specified name already exists an error will be reported.
If "cname" is not coded, a generic name is generated.

NOTE
On domain manager:

If a job container of the specified name already exists and is unsealed, then the generated job will be assigned
to this container. If the container is already sealed an error is indicated.

If a job container of the specified name does not yet exist, it will be created according to the job linkage options
specified.

If cname is not coded, a generic name is generated.

On enterprise manager:

"cname" is used to name the distribution and the related job container. Both are expected to be nonexistent and
will be created. The job container is created according to the job linkage options specified.

If "cname" is not coded a generic name is generated.

• compgrp
Specifies the name of a computer group. It will be addressed by the job.
The parameter can be coded more than once to assign a list of computer groups.

• ccompgroup
Specifies the computer group to be addressed as a pair of group name and scope. By default, name and scope are
separated by a dot ("."), but an alternate separator can be specified with the "sep" option. The separator should not be
used as part of the names.
For the group scope only the following values are valid:
– local

The group is created at the local domain manager.
– global

The group has been created at the enterprise manager and may be replicated.
The "ccompgrp" can be coded with the "compgrp" in one call.

• computer
Specifies the name of the computer. It will be addressed by the job. 
The parameter can be coded more than once to assign a list of computers.
(domain manager only)

• configure
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Generates a configuration job for the specified item. The associated task of the specified procedure has to be of the
type "configure".

• deliveryTime
Specifies the start time of delivery from the domain manager.
The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".

• distPriority
Specifies the priority that will be assigned to the distribution.
The priority specified has to be numeric and its value has to be greater or equal 1 and less or equal 10.
If not coded priority 5 is assumed.

• domain
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain group to which the distribution will be sent for execution.
You can specify this parameter more than once to address a list of CA ITCM domain groups. (enterprise manager only)

• execTimedOut
If "execTimedOut " or "execTimedOut=y" is coded, the job's execution will be automatically started when the user
prompt times out.
If "execTimedOut=n", the job will not automatically be started.

• globalTime
If "globalTime" or "globalTime=y" is coded, then the time specifications are based on the enterprise manager time.
If "globalTime=n" is coded, it is based on domain manager time.

• haltTime
Specifies the date and time at which a distribution order should be halted. The date has to be specified in the ISO
format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".

• install
Generates an installation job for the specified item. The associated task of the specified procedure has to be of the
type "install".

• installedWith
Specifies the name of the install procedure that has been used to install the specified item at the target systems.
This parameter has to be coded for the commands "activate", "configure", and "uninstall". For the command "install" it
is meaningless and will be ignored.

• item 
Specifies the name of the item the job will be generated for.

• jcPriority
Specifies the priority of the job container.
The priority specified has to be numeric and its value has to be greater or equal 1 and less or equal 10.
If not coded priority 5 is assumed.

• jobTimeOut=days.hours
Specifies the jobTimeout expiration period of a job in the form “d.h” where d specifies the number of days and h the
number of hours. The range of the parameter is configurable at the manager’s site. When the specified value exceeds
the configured upper limit then the value is set to the upper limit, if the specified value goes below the lower limit then
the lower limit is taken. No warning is given in any case.
jobTimeout should not be coded with the timeout parameter otherwise an error is reported. If none of the parameters is
coded the default is given by 7.0.

• noCalendar
If "noCalendar" is coded, a possible calendar at the target computer will be ignored for this job's execution.

• noCascade
The job linkage option is set to "Ignore cascading". 
This parameter is allowed only if "transaction" or "synchronized" are coded.

• noLinkage
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Run the job independently of the other jobs in the container.
• offline

If "offline" or "offline=y" is coded, the connection between the target computer and the server will be released for the
job's execution and reestablished thereafter.
If "offline=n" the connection will not be released.

• parameters
Specifies the user parameters for the procedure. 
Multiple user parameters must be separated by spaces inside double quotes.
If an empty string is coded, then no parameters are assumed.

• postaction
Specifies the necessary actions that must take place after completion of the specified procedure. The following values
are valid:
– none

Performs no post-action.
– reboot 

Restarts the system after completion of the procedure.
– logoff 

Logs off the user after completion of the procedure.
– rebootAtEnd 

Restarts the system after completion of all the jobs of this container.
– logoffAtEnd 

Logs off the user after completion of all the jobs of this container.
– shutdownAtEnd

Shuts down the target computer after completion of the jobs.
• preaction

Specifies that necessary actions must take place before the specified procedure starts. The following values are valid:
– none

Performs no pre-action.
– reboot

Restarts the system before the start of the procedure.
– logoff

Logs off the user before the start of the procedure.
• preventLogon

If "preventLogon" or "preventLogon=y" is coded, then the user logon will be rejected during the job's runtime. If a user
is already logged on, the execution of the job is delayed until the user logs off.
If "preventLogon=n" the user logon will not be rejected.

• procedure
Specifies the name of a procedure to be run.

• prompt=days.hours
Specifies the time period in which the user will be prompted for the job's start. The period’s format is "d.h" where d
means days and h means hours. The range of this parameter is from three hours to seven days (from 0.3 to 7.0). If the
specified value falls below the valid minimum, the value is replaced by the minimum. If the specified value exceeds the
valid maximum, then the value is replaced by the maximum. No warning is given.

• promptUser
If "promptUser" or "promptUser=y" is coded, the user will be prompted for the job's execution.
If "promptUser=n", the user will not be prompted.

• reinstall
Optional parameter. Default: “reinstall=n”
If “reinstall” or “reinstall=y” is coded then a possible installation record related to the order is removed before the job is
evaluated by the domain manager. 
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If “reinstall=n” is coded then such records will remain.
Note: The reinstall option is valid for the install action only but not for the configure, activate, or unistall actions.

• resolveQuery
Evaluate a possibly related query group before the job is generated.

• rollback
Set the job linkage option to "Enable Transaction".

• runAtShutdown
If "runAtShutdown" or "runAtShutdown=y" is coded, the job's execution will start at shutdown only.
If "runAtShutdown=n", the job will start at any other time too.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.
This parameter is for Unix targets only.

• sendTime
Specifies the time to send the associated distribution to the addressed domain managers. The date has to be specified
in the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm". If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time is used.

• sep
Specifies an alternate separator used with the "ccompgroup" option. The separator should not be part of the group
name code with the "ccompgroup" options.

• stagingServer
Deliver the related product also to the staging libraries of the scalability servers of the target computers.
This parameter applies to procedures of task type "install" only!

• synchronized
The job linkage option is set to "Synchronized job execution".

• timeout
Specifies the timeout specifies the expiration period of a job in the form “h” where h the number of hours. The range
of the parameter is configurable at the manager’s site. When the specified value exceeds the configured upper limit
then the value is set to the upper limit, if the specified value goes below the lower limit then the lower limit is taken. No
warning is given in any case.
timeout should not be coded with the jobTimeout parameter otherwise an error is reported. If none of the parameters is
coded the default is given by 168

• toAllAreas
If coded the related distribution will be sent to all CA ITCM domains registered at the enterprise manager.

• transaction
The job linkage option is set to "Batch job execution".

• uninstall
Generates an uninstall job for the specified item. The associated task of the specified procedure has to be of the type
"uninstall".

• unsealed
The addressed job container remains unsealed after the generated job has successfully been created.

• version
Specifies the version of the item the job will be generated for.

• userJobMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message for a job in a job container.

• userMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message for a job container.

NOTE
The parameters "allowCancel," "execTimedOut" and "prompt" are valid, if the "promptUser" option is already set
or is set by this command using the "promptUser" parameter.
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If neither the "promptUser" option of a job nor the "promptUser" parameter of the command is set, these
parameters will be ignored.

No warning is given.

jobcontainer -- Job Container Commands

All the methods of this chapter are for domain manager only.

A job container is a unit of work grouping a number of jobs and associating them with common attributes of execution.

General Job Container Commands

activate -- Activate Job Container

This action activates the specified job container that must already be evaluated.

This action has the following format:

jobcontainer action=activate name=jobcontainername

• Name
Specifies the name of the job container to be activated.

Example

Suppose the job container "myContainer" is sealed and evaluated. It is now ready to be executed. The following command
will schedule the container for execution:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=activate name="myContainer" 

create -- Create Job Container

This command creates an empty job container.

This command has the following format:

jobcontainer action=create name=job_container_name 

   [{noLinkage|{[transaction][rollback]|synchronized}

   [noCascade]}]

   [jcPriority={1,...,10}]

   [userMessage]

• jcPriority
Specifies the priority of the job container.
The priority specified has to be numeric and its value has to be greater or equal 1 and less or equal 10.
If not coded priority 5 is assumed.

• name
Specifies the name of the job container to be created.

• noCascade
The job linkage option is set to "Ignore cascading". 
This parameter is allowed only if "transaction" or "synchronized" are coded.

• noLinkage
Run the job independently of the other jobs in the container.

• rollback
Set the job linkage option to "Enable Transaction".
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• synchronized
The job linkage option is set to "Synchronized job execution".

• transaction
The job linkage option is set to "Batch job execution".

• userMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message for a job container.

NOTE

The default characteristic for a jobcontainer is (transaction, norollback, cascade):

• Transaction: a batch job execution where the jobs are sequentially processed and if any job fails no
remaining job in the sequence will be processed.

• No rollback: In case of a failure the already performed jobs will not be automatically rolled back.
• Cascade: Dependencies will be resolved to cascades of installation.

Example

Suppose a job container named "4 sample" has to be created. The container should meet the following requirements:

• The jobs of the container should be executed at the target in sequence. If a job fails at a target no subsequent job of
the container should be executed at this target and already completed jobs of this container should be rolled back.

• If there are dependencies for the job, they will not be resolved. There will be no cascades.

The following command will create the job container:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=create name="4 sample" transaction rollback nocascade

delete -- Delete Job Container

This action deletes the specified job container.

This action has the following format:

jobcontainer action=delete name=jobcontainername

• name
Specifies the name of the job container to be deleted.

Example

Suppose the job container "myContainer" is obsolete and should be deleted.

The following command will delete the container:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=delete name="myContainer" 

halt -- Halt Job Container

This action suspends the deliveries of the specified job container from execution.

This action has the following format:

jobcontainer action=halt name=jobcontainername

• name
Specifies the name of the job container to be halted.

NOTE
A delivery is an order to store a product at the software library of a scalability server.

Example
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Suppose the activated job container "myContainer" contains delivery orders for scalability servers, but a problem has
arisen that makes it necessary to suspend the delivery.

The following command suspends the deliveries from execution:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=halt name="myContainer" 

list -- List Job Container

This action lists all the required jobcontainers. The list supports the feature of "renewed states". The first status
information of a job container is its primary state information, while the second one is from the "renewed state".

This action has the following format:

jobcontainer action=list

   [{filter=filter|filterfile=file_name}]

• filter
Specifies the expression to confine the amount of information listed
The following attributes are valid to build atomic filter expressions:

Attribute Type

Job container name string

Job container state {created | waiting | evaluating | cascading | building | in
progress | successfully completed | failed | terminating |
successfully built | build completed with failures | warning | halt
in progress | halted}

Job container renew state {created | waiting | evaluating | cascading | building | in
progress | successfully completed | failed | terminating |
successfully built | build completed with failures | warning | halt
in progress | halted}

• filterfile
Specifies the name of the file that contains the filter commands.The commands in the file are specified in the same
way as in the filter parameter, but the size of the file is limited by the capacity of the system that runs this command.

Example

Cadsmcmd jobcontainer action=list

The following information is shown:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of job containers

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HHHHH01B [2/4/2003 03:50:26 PM] (successfully completed)

SD scalability servers [04.02.2003 15:42:39] (failed) (in progress)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Number of job containers found: 2

Number of job container shown:  2

To list the job containers starting with "HH", enter the following command:

cadsmcmd jobcontainer action=list filter="Job container name=HH*"

The following information is shown.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of job containers

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HHHHH01B [2/4/2003 03:50:26 PM] (successfully completed)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Number of job containers found: 2

Number of job containers shown: 1

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

listFailed -- List Failed Job Containers

This action lists all the specified job containers of state failed.

The first status information shown for a job container is its primary state information while the second one is from the
"renewed state".

This action has the following format:

jobcontainer action=listfailed 

   name=job_container_name

   [{filter=filter|filterfile=file_name}]

• name
Specifies the name of the job container to be evaluated.

• filter
Specifies the filter to confine the amount of job containers listed. 
The attributes for building filter atomic expressions is listed under the section list.

• filterfile
Specifies the name of the file that contains the filter commands.The commands in the file are specified in the same
way as in the filter parameter, but the size of the file is limited by the capacity of the system that runs this command..

Example

To receive the list of failed containers, enter the following command:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=listFailed

The following information is shown:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of job containers

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

jc_DeliveryTrace (failed)

jc_DeliveryTrace_SS (failed)

jc_ss_wwwww (failed)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Number of job containers found:........4

Number of job container shown:........3

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

To receive the list of failed containers, starting with jc_d* using filters, enter the command:

cadsmcmd jobcontainer action=listfailed filter="Job container name=jc_D*"

The following information is shown:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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List of job containers

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

jc_DeliveryTrace (failed)

jc_DeliveryTrace_SS (failed)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Number of job containers found:........4

Number of job container shown:........2

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

listrenewals -- List Renewals

This action allows you to list the renewals related with a job container.

This action has the following format:

jobContainer action=listRenewals

   name=job_container_name

   [{filter=filter|filterfile=file_name}]

• name
Specifies the name of the job container and the renewals to be listed.

• filter
Specifies the expression to confine the amount of information listed.
The attributes for building filter atomic expressions is listed under the section list.

• filterfile
Specifies the name of the file that contains the filter commands.The commands in the file are specified in the same
way as in the filter parameter, but the size of the file is limited by the capacity of the system that runs this command..

Example

To list all the renewals associated with the job container "myContainer" enter the following command:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=listRenewals name="myContainer" 

The following information is shown:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of renewals for job container "myContainer"

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

jcnto1 [12/15/2008 11:34:00 AM] (in progress)

jcnto1 [12/16/2008 10:34:00 AM] (in progress)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Number of job containers found: 2

Number of job containers shown: 2

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

To list all the renewals associated with the job container "jcnt01" using filters, enter the following command:

cadsmcmd jobcontainer action=listrenewals name=jcnt01 filter="Job container name=jcnt01[12/15*"

The following information is shown:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of renewals for job container "jcnt01"

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

jcnt01[12/15/2008 11:15:56 AM] (failed)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Number of job containers found: 2
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Number of job containers shown: 1

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

modify -- Modify Job Container

This command lets you modify the attributes of an existing unsealed job container.

This command has the following format:

jobcontainer action=modify name=job_container_name

   [newName=new_job_container_name]

   [{nolinkage|transaction|synchronized}]

   [rollback[={y|n}]]  

   [cascade[={y|n}]}]

   [jcPriority={1,...,10}]

   [userMessage]

• cascade
If "cascade" or "cascade=y" is coded, the job linkage of the container is switched to resolution of dependencies into
install cascades. 
If "cascade=n" is coded, the job linkage is switched to no resolution.

• jcPriority
Specifies the new priority that will be assigned to the job container.
The priority specified has to be numeric and its value has to be greater or equal 1 and less or equal 10.
If not coded the priority is not changed.

• name
Specifies the name of the job container to be modified.

• newName
Specifies the new name of the job container.

• noLinkage
Run the jobs of the container independently of each other.

• rollback
Set the job linkage option to "Enable Transaction".

• synchronized
The job linkage option is set to "Synchronized job execution".

• transaction
The job linkage option is set to "Batch job execution".

• userMessage
Modifies the custom administrator message of a job container.

NOTE
To modify a job container it has to be unsealed.

NOTE
Attributes remain unchanged when none of their related parameters is coded.

Example

Suppose the job container "4 sample" should be changed in the way that there are no linkages between the jobs any
longer and the name should be changed to "myContainer" . The following command will provide these changes:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=modify name="4 sample" newName="myContainer" nolinkage
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recover -- Recover Failed Jobs

This command uninstalls the failed jobs of a specified container and cleans up the target computers. The job options of
the recover jobs are modified on the basis of the related failed jobs (according to the parameters and their coded values).
Options for the parameters that are not coded remain unchanged for the uninstall jobs.

This command has the following format:

jobcontainer action=recover name=job_container_name 

   [newName=new_container_name] 

   [{transaction|synchronized|noLinkage}]

   [rollback[={y|n}]]  

   [cascade[={y|n}]] 

   [deliveryTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"] 

   [atTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]

   [after={exacttime|boottime}] 

   [calendarname=delivery_calendar

   [preaction={reboot|logoff}]

   [postaction={reboot|logoff|rebootAtEnd|logoffAtEnd|shutdownAtEnd}]

   [promptUser[={y|n}]]  

   [allowCancel[={y|n}]]  

   [execTimedOut[={y|n}]]  

   [prompt=days.hours] 

   [offline[={y|n}]]  

   [runAtShutdown[={y|n}]]  

   [preventLogon[={y|n}]]  

   [globalTime[={y|n}]]  

   [nocalendar[={y|n}]] 

   [resolveQuery[={y|n}]]  

   [parameters=user_parameters]

   [jobTimeout=d.h]

   [userMessage]

• after
Start time of the procedure at the target system. 
The following values are valid:
– exacttime 

The procedure is started immediately after reaching atTime.
– boottime 

The start of the procedure is delayed until the first boot after atTime has been passed.
• allowCancel

If "allowCancel" or "allowCancel=y" is coded, the user will be granted to cancel the job's execution.
If "allowCancel=n" is coded, the user will not be granted.
This parameter should only be coded, if "promptUser" is already enabled or will be enabled with this call, otherwise this
setting will be ignored. No warning is given.

• atTime
Specifies the Specifies the date and time when the action will be started. The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD
hh:mm". 
If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time are used.

• calendarName
Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place.

• cascade
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If "cascade" or "cascade=y" is coded, the job linkage of the container is switched to resolution of dependencies into
install cascades. 
If "cascade=n" is coded, the job linkage is switched to no resolution.

• deliveryTime
Specifies the start time of delivery from the domain manager.
The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".
If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time are used.

• execTimedOut
If "execTimedOut " or "execTimedOut=y" is coded, the job's execution will be automatically started when the user
prompt times out.
If "execTimedOut=n", the job will not automatically be started.
This parameter should only be coded, if "promptUser" is already enabled or will be enabled with this call, otherwise this
setting will be ignored. No warning is given.

• globalTime
If "globalTime" or "globalTime=y" is coded, then the time specifications are based on the enterprise manager time.
If "globalTime=n" is coded, it is based on domain manager time.

• jobTimeout
Specifies the jobTimeout expiration period of a job in the form “d.h” where d specifies the number of days and h the
number of hours. The range of the parameter is configurable at the manager’s site. When the specified value exceeds
the configured upper limit then the value is set to the upper limit, if the specified value goes below the lower limit then
the lower limit is taken. No warning is given in any case.
jobTimeout should not be coded with the timeout parameter otherwise an error is reported. If none of the parameters is
coded the default is given by 7.0.

• name
Specifies the name of the job container to be recovered.

• newName
Specifies the new name of the job container which will contain the recover jobs. 
If this parameter is not coded a default container name, of the form "Recover[<timestamp>] <name of the container to
be recovered>" is generated.

• noCalendar
If "noCalendar" is coded, a possible calendar at the target computer will be ignored for this job's execution.

• noLinkage
Run the job independently of the other jobs in the container.

• offline
If "offline" or "offline=y" is coded, the connection between the target computer and the server will be released for the
job's execution and reestablished thereafter.
If "offline=n" the connection will not be released.

• parameters
Specifies the user parameters for the procedure. 
Multiple user parameters must be separated by spaces inside double quotes.
If an empty string is coded, then no parameters are assumed.

• postaction
Specifies the necessary actions that must take place after completion of the specified procedure. The following values
are valid:
– none

Performs no post-action.
– reboot 

Restarts the system after completion of the procedure.
– logoff 
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Logs off the user after completion of the procedure.
– rebootAtEnd 

Restarts the system after completion of all the jobs of this container.
– logoffAtEnd 

Logs off the user after completion of all the jobs of this container.
– shutdownAtEnd

Shuts down the target computer after completion of the jobs.
• preaction

Specifies that necessary actions must take place before the specified procedure starts. The following values are valid:
– none

Performs no pre-action.
– reboot

Restarts the system before the start of the procedure.
– logoff

Logs off the user before the start of the procedure.
• preventLogon

If "preventLogon" or "preventLogon=y" is coded, then the user logon will be rejected during the job's runtime. If a user
is already logged on, the execution of the job is delayed until the user logs off.
If "preventLogon=n" the user logon will not be rejected.

• prompt=d.h
Specifies the time period in which the user will be prompted for the job's start. The period’s format is "d.h" where d
means days and h means hours. The range of this parameter is from three hours to seven days (from 0.3 to 7.0). If the
specified value falls below the valid minimum, the value is replaced by the minimum. If the specified value exceeds the
valid maximum, then the value is replaced by the maximum. No warning is given.

• promptUser
If "promptUser" or "promptUser=y" is coded, the user will be prompted for the job's execution.
If "promptUser=n", the user will not be prompted.

• resolveQuery
Evaluate a possibly related query group before the job is generated.

• rollback
Set the job linkage option to "Enable Transaction".
This parameter should only be coded, if the container is already in the batch processing mode or if it is switched to it by
this command (parameter "transaction").

• runAtShutdown
If "runAtShutdown" or "runAtShutdown=y" is coded, the job's execution will start at shutdown only.
If "runAtShutdown=n", the job will start at any other time too.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.
This parameter is for Unix targets only.

• synchronized
The job linkage option is set to "Synchronized job execution".

• transaction
The job linkage option is set to "Batch job execution".

• userMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message for a job container.

NOTE
The first "uninstall" procedure of the items in question is used to generate the uninstall jobs for the items.

Example
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Suppose the job container "myContainer" has completed but some of the jobs has failed. It is not possible to clear the
problems in an acceptable time. Therefore, the remaining parts from the failed execution on the targets systems should be
removed. To recover the systems successfully the following requirements have to be met:

• Logged in user should be logged off before the jobs will be executed.
• No user should log in to the targets while the jobs are running.
• The jobs need a system restart after the last job has successfully completed.
• The clean up is provided by the default uninstall procedures.

The following command will schedule the recovery for the failed jobs:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=recover name="myContainer" preaction=logoff postaction=rebootAtEnd preventLogon

renew -- Renew Job Container

This command renews all failed jobs of the specified job container. The specified parameter becomes active for all
renewed jobs. The job options of the renewed jobs are modified on the basis of the related failed jobs (according to the
parameters and their coded values). Options for the parameters that are not coded remain unchanged.

This command has the following format:

jobcontainer action=renew name=job_container_name

   [newName=new_container_name]

   [deliverytime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm" ] 

   [attime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm" ]

   [after={exacttime|boottime

] 

   [calendarname=delivery_calendar]

   [preaction={none|reboot|logoff}]

   [postaction={none|reboot|logoff|rebootAtEnd|logoffAtEnd|shutdownAtEnd}]

   [promptUser[={y|n}]]  

   [allowCancel[={y|n}]]  

   [execTimedOut[={y|n}]]  

   [prompt=

] 

   [offline[={y|n}]]  

   [runAtShutdown[={y|n}]]  

   [preventLogon[={y|n}]]  

   [globalTime[={y|n}]]  

   [nocalendar[={y|n}]] 

   [resolveQuery[={y|n}]]  

   [parameters=user_parameters]

   [jobTimeout=d.h]

   [userMessage]

• after
Start time of the procedure at the target system. 
The following values are valid:
– exacttime 

The procedure is started immediately after reaching atTime.
– boottime 

The start of the procedure is delayed until the first boot after atTime has been passed.
• allowCancel

If "allowCancel" or "allowCancel=y" is coded, the user will be granted to cancel the job's execution.
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If "allowCancel=n" is coded, the user will not be granted.
This parameter should only be coded, if "promptUser" is already enabled or will be enabled with this call, otherwise this
setting will be ignored. No warning is given.

• atTime
Specifies the Specifies the date and time when the action will be started. The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD
hh:mm". 
If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time are used.

• calendarName
Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place.

• deliveryTime
Specifies the start time of delivery from the domain manager.
The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".
If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time are used.

• execTimedOut
If "execTimedOut " or "execTimedOut=y" is coded, the job's execution will be automatically started when the user
prompt times out.
If "execTimedOut=n", the job will not automatically be started.
This parameter should only be coded, if "promptUser" is already enabled or will be enabled with this call, otherwise this
setting will be ignored. No warning is given.

• globalTime
If "globalTime" or "globalTime=y" is coded, then the time specifications are based on the enterprise manager time.
If "globalTime=n" is coded, it is based on domain manager time.

• jobTimeout
Specifies the jobTimeout expiration period of a job in the form “d.h” where d specifies the number of days and h the
number of hours. The range of the parameter is configurable at the manager’s site. When the specified value exceeds
the configured upper limit then the value is set to the upper limit, if the specified value goes below the lower limit then
the lower limit is taken. No warning is given in any case.
jobTimeout should not be coded with the timeout parameter otherwise an error is reported. If none of the parameters is
coded the default is given by 7.0.

• name
Specifies the name of the job container to be renewed, in other words, all its failed jobs are renewed.

• newName
Specifies the new name of the job container containing the renewed jobs. If this parameter is not coded, the old
container is used.

• noCalendar
If "noCalendar" is coded, a possible calendar at the target computer will be ignored for this job's execution.

• offline
If "offline" or "offline=y" is coded, the connection between the target computer and the server will be released for the
job's execution and reestablished thereafter.
If "offline=n" the connection will not be released.

• parameters
Specifies the user parameters for the procedure. 
Multiple user parameters must be separated by spaces inside double quotes.
If an empty string is coded, then no parameters are assumed.

• postaction
Specifies the necessary actions that must take place after completion of the specified procedure. The following values
are valid:
– none

Performs no post-action.
– reboot 
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Restarts the system after completion of the procedure.
– logoff 

Logs off the user after completion of the procedure.
– rebootAtEnd 

Restarts the system after completion of all the jobs of this container.
– logoffAtEnd 

Logs off the user after completion of all the jobs of this container.
– shutdownAtEnd

Shuts down the target computer after completion of the jobs.
• preaction

Specifies that necessary actions must take place before the specified procedure starts. The following values are valid:
– none

Performs no pre-action.
– reboot

Restarts the system before the start of the procedure.
– logoff

Logs off the user before the start of the procedure.
• preventLogon

If "preventLogon" or "preventLogon=y" is coded, then the user logon will be rejected during the job's runtime. If a user
is already logged on, the execution of the job is delayed until the user logs off.
If "preventLogon=n" the user logon will not be rejected.

• prompt=d.h
Specifies the time period in which the user will be prompted for the job's start. The period’s format is "d.h" where d
means days and h means hours. The range of this parameter is from three hours to seven days (from 0.3 to 7.0). If the
specified value falls below the valid minimum, the value is replaced by the minimum. If the specified value exceeds the
valid maximum, then the value is replaced by the maximum. No warning is given.
This parameter should only be coded, if "promptUser" is already enabled or will be enabled with this call, otherwise this
setting will be ignored. No warning is given.

• promptUser
If "promptUser" or "promptUser=y" is coded, the user will be prompted for the job's execution.
If "promptUser=n", the user will not be prompted.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• resolveQuery
Evaluate a possibly related query group before the job is generated.

• runAtShutdown
If "runAtShutdown" or "runAtShutdown=y" is coded, the job's execution will start at shutdown only.
If "runAtShutdown=n", the job will start at any other time too.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.
This parameter is for Unix targets only.

• userMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message for a renewed job container.

Example

Assume that the job container "myContainer" has completed, but some of the jobs have failed. The problems have been
cleared in the meantime, but to reschedule the jobs successfully, the following requirements have to be met:

• Logged in user should be logged out before the jobs will be executed.
• No user should log in to the targets while the jobs are running.
• The jobs need a system restart after the last job has successfully completed.
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The following command will reschedule the failed jobs:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=renew name="myContainer" preaction=logoff postaction=rebootAtEnd preventLogon

resume -- Resume Suspended Deliveries of Job Container

This action resumes the suspended deliveries of the specified job container. A delivery is an order to store a product at the
staging library of a scalability server.

This action has the following format:

jobcontainer action=resume name=jobcontainername

• name
Specifies the name of the job container to be resumed, in other words, its halted deliveries to scalability servers are
resumed.

Example

The following command resumes the deliveries of the job container "myContainer":

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=resume name="myContainer" 

seal -- Seal Job Container

This action seals the specified job container.

This action has the following format:

jobcontainer action=seal name=jobcontainername [evaluate]

• name
Specifies the name of the job container to be sealed.

• evaluate
The sealed job container will only be evaluated, but not activated. 
If this parameter is not coded, the container will be evaluated and activated.

NOTE
The command is executed asynchronously.

Example

Suppose the job container "myContainer" is populated now and should be sealed but not scheduled for execution yet.The
following command seals the container:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=seal name="myContainer" evaluate

setJcPriority -- Set Job Container Priority

This action changes the priority of the job container regardless whether it is sealed or not.

This action has the following format:

jobcontainer action=setJcPriority

   name=job_container_name

   jcPriority={1,...,10}

• name
Specifies the name of the job container of which the priority will be changed.

• jcPriority
Specifies the new priority that will be assigned to the job container.
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The priority specified has to be numeric and its value has to be greater or equal 1 and less or equal 10.

showAttr -- Show Attributes of Job Container

This action presents all attributes of a selected job container.

There are two types of presentations: (1) the target view (TV) with target-oriented presentation and (2) the job view with a
job-oriented presentation.

This action has the following format:

jobcontainer action=showattr 

   name=job_container_name

   [TV]

• name
Specifies the name of the job container.

• TV
Adjust the view of the list:
– none specified 

job view
– TV

target view

Example

To receive the lists shown in the description of the command "jobcontainer action=showattr" enter for the job oriented
display:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=showattr name="SD scalability servers [04.02.2006 15:42:39]" 

The following job oriented information is shown:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Show attributes of the job container "SD scalabilityservers [04.02.2005 15:42:39]" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Job container name.....................: SD scalability servers [04.02.2005 15:42:39]

Job container properties...............: 20

.........................................Transaction

.........................................Cascade install

Job container priority:................: 5

Sealed.................................: Yes

Created at.............................: 2006-02-04 15:42

Changed at.............................: 2006-02-04 16:08

Number of contained objects............: 1

Job container state....................: failed

.........................................0 - jobs waiting

.........................................0 - jobs active

.........................................0 - jobs ok

.........................................1 - jobs failed

Job container renew state..............: in progress

Job name...............................: tstbase 1.0: Add to library

..Overall state........................: ERROR

.........................................0 - job targets waiting

.........................................0 - job targets active

.........................................0 - job targets ok

.........................................1 - job targets failed
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..RenewState...........................: INPROGRESS

..Job order number.....................: 0

..Created at...........................: 2006-02-04 15:42

..Activate at..........................: 2006-02-04 15:42

..Status message.......................: OK

..Target...............................: KKKKK01A

....Task...............................: deliver

....Job state..........................: DELIVERY_ERROR

....RenewState.........................: DELIVERY_ORDERED

....Task...............................: deliver

....Started at.........................: 2006-02-04 15:42

....Completed at.......................: 2006-02-04 15:46

....Created at.........................: 2006-02-04 15:42

....Data sent in per cent..............: 100

....Status message.....................: DTS error: DTS transfer error: 447 E  E

.........................................+ (447) Failed calling external file fil

.........................................+ ter <sddtaflt>, internal code=<0>, ext

.........................................+ ernal code=<4>, errmsg=<>.

....Ordered by.........................: kkkkk01

....Type...............................: mandatory

....Comment............................:

and for the target oriented display:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=showattr name="SD scalability servers [04.02.2006 15:42:39]" TV

The following target oriented information is shown:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Show attributes of the job container "SD scalability servers [04.02.2005 15:42:39]" (TV)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Job container name.....................: SD scalability servers [04.02.2005 15:42:39]

Job container properties...............: 20

.........................................Transaction

.........................................Cascade install

Sealed.................................: Yes

Created at.............................: 2006-02-04 15:42

Changed at.............................: 2006-02-04 16:08

Number of contained objects............: 1

Job container state....................: failed

.........................................0 - jobs waiting

.........................................0 - jobs active

.........................................0 - jobs ok

.........................................1 - jobs failed

Job container renew state..............: in progress

Target.................................: KKKKK01A

..Job overall state....................: ERROR

.........................................0 - job targets waiting

.........................................0 - job targets active

.........................................0 - job targets ok

.........................................1 - job targets failed

..RenewState...........................: INPROGRESS

..Job name.............................: tstbase 1.0: Add to library
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....Software...........................: tstbase 1.0

....Procedure..........................: delivery proc

....Install procedure..................: delivery proc

....State..............................: DELIVERY_ERROR

....RenewState.........................: DELIVERING

....Task...............................: deliver

....Started at.........................: 2006-02-04 15:42

....Completed at.......................: 2006-02-04 15:46

....Created at.........................: 2006-02-04 15:42

....Data sent in per cent..............: 100

....Status message.....................: DTS error: DTS transfer error: 447 E  E

.........................................+ (447) Failed calling external file fil

.........................................+ ter <sddtaflt>, internal code=<0>, ext

.........................................+ ernal code=<4>, errmsg=<>.

....Ordered by.........................: kkkkk01

....Type...............................: mandatory

....Comment............................:

unseal -- Unseal Job Container

This action unseals the specified job container.

This action has the following format:

jobcontainer action=unseal name=jobcontainername

• name
Specifies the name of the job container to be unsealed.

Example

Suppose the job container "myContainer" has to be modified and therefore has to be unsealed again. The following
command will unseal the container:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=unseal name="myContainer" 

Job Management Commands

addJob -- Add Job to Job Container

This command adds a job to an existing job container. You must not seal the job container.

This command has the following format:

jobcontainer action=addjob

   name=job_container_name

   {item=item_name version=item_version  

   procedure=procedure_name

   {[task=install] 

   |task={configure|activate|uninstall}

   [installedWith=install_procedure]}

   | group=group_name [procedures=file]}

   {{{compgrp=computer_group_name | ccompgrp=(computer_group_name sep groupScope)} 

   [sep=separator_sign]

   |{computer=computer_name}}

   [deliverytime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm" ] 
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   [attime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm" ]

   [{preaction={none|reboot|logoff}|bootbefore}]

   [{postaction={none|reboot|logoff|rebootAtEnd|logoffAtEnd|shutdownAtEnd}|bootafter}]

   [promptUser[={y|n}]]  

   [allowCancel[={y|n}]]  

   [execTimedOut[={y|n}]] 

   [offline[={y|n}]]  

   [runAtShutdown[={y|n}]] 

   [preventLogon[={y|n}]]  

   after={exacttime|boottime}

   [calendarname=delivery_calendar]

   [globalTime=y|n] 

   [nocalendar[={y|n}]] 

   [resolveQuery[={y|n}]]  

   [stagingServer[={y|n}]] 

   [parameters=user_parameters]

   [prompt=days.hours]]  

   [jobTimeOut=days.hours]

   [reinstall[={y|n}]] 

   [userJobMessage]

• after
Start time of the procedure at the target system.
The following values are valid:
– exacttime

The procedure is started immediately after reaching atTime.
– boottime

The start of the procedure is delayed until the first boot after atTime has been passed.
• allowCancel

If "allowCancel" or "allowCancel =y" is coded, the user will be granted to cancel the job's execution.
If "allowCancel =n" is coded, the user will not be granted.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• atTime
Specifies the date and time when the action will be started.
The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".
If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time are used.

• calendarname
Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place.

• ccompgrp
Specifies the computer group to be addressed as a pair of group name and scope. By default, name and scope are
separated by a dot ("."), but an alternate separator can be specified with the "sep" option. The separator should not be
used as part of the names.
For the group scope only the following values are valid.
– local

The group is created at the local domain manager.
– global

The group has been created at the enterprise manager and may be replicated.
The "ccompgrp" can be coded with the "compgrp" in one call.

• compgrp
Specifies the name of a computer group on which the specified product will be processed.
The parameter can be coded more than once to address more than one computer group.
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The parameter must not be coded together with the computer parameter.
• computer

Specifies the name of the computer on which the specified product will be processed.
The parameter can be coded more than once to address more than one computer.
The parameter must not be coded together with the compgrp parameter.

• deliveryTime
Specifies the start time of delivery from the domain manager.
The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".
If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time are used.

• execTimedOut
If "execTimedOut " or "execTimedOut=y" is coded, the job's execution will be automatically started when the user
prompt times out.
If "execTimedOut=n", the job will not automatically be started.

• globalTime
If "globalTime" or "globalTime=y" is coded, then the time specifications are based on the enterprise manager time.
If "globalTime=n" is coded, it is based on domain manager time.

• group
Specifies the name of a software or procedure group the jobs will be generated for.
The parameter must not be coded together with the item parameter.

• installedWith
Specifies the name of the install procedure.
This parameter is mandatory for the tasks configure, activate, and uninstall. Otherwise it is ignored.

• item
Specifies the name of the item to be processed.
This parameter must not be coded together with the group parameter.

• jobTimeOut
Specifies the expiration date of the job in form of a period.
The period is specified in the format "d.h" where d means days and h means hours.
The range of this parameter is from three hours to seven days (from 0.3 to 7.0).
If the specified value falls below the valid minimum, the value is replaced by the minimum.
If the specified value exceeds the valid maximum, then the value is replaced by the maximum.
No warning is given.

• name
Specifies the name of the job container to which the job will be added.

• noCalendar
If "noCalendar" is coded, a possible calendar at the target computer will be ignored for this job's execution.

• offline
If "offline" or "offline =y" is coded, the connection between the target computer and the server will be released for the
job's execution and reestablished thereafter.
If "offline =n" the connection will not be released.

• parameters
Specifies the user parameters for the procedure.
Multiple user parameters must be space separated inside double quotes.
If an empty string is coded, then no parameters are assumed any longer.

• postaction
Specifies that necessary actions must take place after the specified procedure has terminated. The following values
are valid:
– none

Performs no post-action.
– reboot
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Restarts the system after completion of the procedure.
– logoff

Logs off the user after completion of the procedure.
– rebootAtEnd

Restarts the system after completion of all jobs of this container.
– logoffAtEnd

Logs off the user after all completion of all jobs of this container.
– shutdownAtEnd

Shuts down the target computer after completion of the jobs.
• preaction

Specifies that necessary actions must take place before the specified procedure starts. The following values are valid:
– none

Performs no pre-action.
– reboot

Restarts the system before the start of the procedure.
– logoff

Logs off the user before the start of the procedure.
• preventLogon

If "preventLogon" or "preventLogon =y" is coded, then the user logon will be rejected during the job's runtime. If a user
is already logged on, the execution of the job is delayed until the user logs off.
If "preventLogon =n" the user logon will not be rejected.

• procedure
Specifies the name of a procedure

• procedures
Specifies the name of the file defining the procedures to be used for the software group and / or to define individual job
options for the procedures (software and procedure groups).
For the content of this procedures file, see Procedures File Format

• prompt
Specifies the time period in which the user will be prompted for the job's start.
The period’s format is "d.h" where d means days and h means hours.
The range of this parameter is from three hours to seven days (from 0.3 to 7.0). If the specified value falls below the
valid minimum, the value is replaced by the minimum. If the specified value exceeds the valid maximum, then the value
is replaced by the maximum. No warning is given.

• promptUser
If "promptUser" or "promptUser=y" is coded, the user will be prompted for the job's execution.
If "promptUser=n", the user will not be prompted.

• reinstall
Optional. Default: “reinstall=n”
If “reinstall” or “reinstall=y” is coded then a possible installation record related to the order is removed before the job is
evaluated by the domain manager.
If “reinstall=n” is coded then such records will remain.

NOTE
Option only applies to install jobs. In any other cases it is ignored.

• resolveQuery
Evaluate a possibly related query group before the job is generated.

• runAtShutdown
If "runAtShutdown" or "runAtShutdown=y" is coded, the job's execution will start at shutdown only.
If "runAtShutdown=n", the job will start at any other time too.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.
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This parameter is for Unix targets only.
• sep

Specifies an alternate separator used with the "ccompgroup" option. The separator should not be part of the group
name code with the "ccompgroup" options.

• stagingServer
Deliver the related product also to the staging libraries of the scalability servers of the target computers.
This parameter applies to procedures of task type "install" only!

• task
Specifies the type of task to be performed by the item procedure.
The following types are valid:
– activate

The procedure activates the item.
– configure

The procedure configures the item.
– install

The procedure installs the item.
– uninstall

The procedure uninstalls the item.
If the parameter is not coded, install is assumed.

• version
Specifies the version of the item to be processed.

• userJobMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message for a job in a job container.

• The parameters "allowCancel," "execTimedOut," and "prompt" are valid if the "promptUser" option is already set
or is set by this command using the "promptUser" parameter. If neither the "promptUser" option of a job nor the
"promptUser" parameter of the command is set, these parameters will be ignored, and no warning is given.

• If group is coded without procedures and the group specified is a software group then installation jobs are generated
for the group members where the first install procedure according to the members numbering is taken as job
procedure.

Procedures File Format

The procedures file consists of entries of the following syntax:

item = item 

version = version 

procedure = procedure 

task={install|configure|activate|uninstall}

[deliverytime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm" ] 

[attime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm" ]

[after={exacttime|boottime}] 

[calendarname=deliverycalendar]

[preaction={none|reboot|logoff}]

[postaction={none|reboot|logoff|rebootAtEnd|logoffAtEnd}]

[promptUser={y|n}] 

[allowCancel={y|n}] 

[execTimedOut={y|n}] 

[prompt=days.hours]

[offline={y|n}] 

[RunAtShutdown={y|n}] 

[PreventLogon={y|n}] 

[GlobalTime={y|n}] 
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[nocalendar={y|n}]

[ResolveQuery={y|n}] 

[Parameters=userparameter]

[stagingserver={y|n}]

[JobTimeout=d.h]

• item
Name of the group item this entry is related to

• version
Version for the group item this entry is related to

• procedure
Specifies the item procedure to be performed

• task
Specifies the procedure type.
The following types are valid:
– install

The procedure installs the item.
– configure

The procedure configures the item
– activate

The procedure activates the item.
– uninstall

The procedure uninstalls the item.
If the parameter is not coded, install is assumed.

The parameters "item", "version", "procedure", and "task" have to be coded at each line as the first parameters and they
have to be coded in the order as in the syntax definition previously shown. The remaining parameter can be coded in any
order.

The meaning of the other parameters corresponds to the meaning of the command parameters shown in cadsmcmd
jobcontainer action=addjob.

The procedure options for a job procedure are taken from the settings in this list.

If for a procedure an option is not coded in the related list entry then it is taken from the settings on command layer.

If it is not coded there then it is taken from the procedure options registered.

Example

Consider the unsealed job container "myContainer". Assume that the item "prod 1" of version 1.0 should be installed at
KKKK01A and KKKK01B using the install procedure "inst". The user at the targets should be prompted for installation.
The install order should be placed into the job container "myContainer".

The following command will provide the required job:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=addJob name=myContainer item="prod 1" version=1.0 procedure=inst task=install

 computer=KKKK01A computer=KKKK01B promptUser after=exacttime

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.
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Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM 

Generate job "prod 1 1.0:inst": OK.

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

addDelivery -- Add Delivery to Job Container

This action adds a job to the specified job container that delivers the specified software products to the addressed
scalability servers, in other words, it stores them to the software libraries of the scalability servers. The specified job
container has to be unsealed.

This action has the following format:

jobcontainer action=addDelivery

   name=job_container_name

   {item=item_name 

   version=item_version| group=software_group_name}

   {{{compgrp=computer_group_name | ccompgrp=(computer_group_name sep groupScope)}

   [sep=separator_sign]

   |{computer=computer_name}}

   [calendar_name=delivery_calendar]

   [deliverytime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm" ]

   [jobTimeOut=d.h]

• calendarname
Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place.

• ccompgrp
Specifies the computer group to be addressed as a pair of group name and scope. By default, name and scope are
separated by a dot ("."), but an alternate separator can be specified with the "sep" option. The separator should not be
used as part of the names.
For the group scope only the following values are valid.
– local

The group is created at the local domain manager.
– global

The group has been created at the enterprise manager and may be replicated.
The "ccompgrp" can be coded with the "compgrp" in one call.

• compgrp
Specifies the name of a server group on which the specified product will be processed.
The parameter can be coded more than once to address more than one server group.
This parameter must not be coded with the computer parameter.

• computer
Specifies the name of the scalability server on which the specified product will be processed.
The parameter can be coded more than once to address more than one scalability server.
This parameter must not be coded with the compgrp parameter.

• deliverytime
Specifies the start time of delivery from the domain manager.
The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".
If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time are used.

• group
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Specifies the name of a software group: Its members will be delivered to the specified scalability servers.
This parameter should not be coded with the item parameter.

• item
Specifies the name of the item to be processed.
This parameter should not be coded with the group parameter.

• jobTimeout
Specifies the jobTimeout expiration period of a job in the form “d.h” where d specifies the number of days and h the
number of hours. The range of the parameter is configurable at the manager’s site. When the specified value exceeds
the configured upper limit then the value is set to the upper limit, if the specified value goes below the lower limit then
the lower limit is taken. No warning is given in any case.
jobTimeout should not be coded with the timeout parameter otherwise an error is reported. If none of the parameters is
coded the default is given by 7.0.

• name
Specifies the name of the job container to which the delivery to the scalability servers will be added.

• sep
Specifies an alternate separator used with the "ccompgroup" option. The separator should not be part of the group
name code with the "ccompgroup" options.

• version
Specifies the version of the item to be processed.

Example

Consider the unsealed job container "myContainer". Assume that the item "prod 2" of Version 1.0 should be delivered to
the scalability server KKKKK01B. The delivery order should be placed into the job container "myContainer". The following
command will provide the required job:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=addDelivery name="myContainer" item="prod 2" version=1.0 computer=KKKKK01B

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM 

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

addUndelivery -- Add Undelivery to Job Container

This action adds a job to the specified job container that removes the specified software products from the addressed
scalability servers. The specified job container has to be unsealed.

This action has the following format:

jobcontainer action=addUnDelivery

   name=job_container_name

   {item=item_name 

   version=item_version| group=software_group_name}
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   {{compgrp=computer_group_name | ccompgrp=(computer_group_name sep groupScope)}

   [sep=separator_sign]

   |{computer=computer_name}}

   [deliverytime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm" ]

   [calendar_name=delivery_calendar]

   [jobTimeOut=d.h]

• calendarname
Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place.

• ccompgrp
Specifies the computer group to be addressed as a pair of group name and scope. By default, name and scope are
separated by a dot ("."), but an alternate separator can be specified with the "sep" option. The separator should not be
used as part of the names.
For the group scope only the following values are valid.
– local

The group is created at the local domain manager.
– global

The group has been created at the enterprise manager and may be replicated.
The "ccompgrp" can be coded with the "compgrp" in one call.

• compgrp
Specifies the name of a server group on which the specified product will be processed.
The parameter can be coded more than once to address more than one server group.
The parameter must not be coded with the computer parameter.

• computer
Specifies the name of the scalability server on which the specified product will be processed.
The parameter can be coded more than once to address more than one scalability server.
This parameter must not be coded with the compgrp parameter.

• deliverytime
Specifies the start time of delivery from the domain manager.
The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".

• group
Specifies the name of a software group: Its members will be removed from the specified scalability servers.
This parameter should not be coded with the item parameter.

• item
Specifies the name of the item to be processed.
This parameter must not be coded with the group parameter.

• jobTimeout
Specifies the jobTimeout expiration period of a job in the form “d.h” where d specifies the number of days and h the
number of hours. The range of the parameter is configurable at the manager’s site. When the specified value exceeds
the configured upper limit then the value is set to the upper limit, if the specified value goes below the lower limit then
the lower limit is taken. No warning is given in any case.
jobTimeout should not be coded with the timeout parameter otherwise an error is reported. If none of the parameters is
coded the default is given by 7.0.

• name
Specifies the name of the job container to which the un-delivery to the scalability servers will be added.

• sep
Specifies an alternate separator used with the "ccompgroup" option. The separator should not be part of the group
name code with the "ccompgroup" options.

• version
Specifies the version of the item to be processed.
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listJobs -- List Jobs

This action lists all jobs of the specified job container. A filter can be specified to confine the amount of jobs listed.

This action has the following format:

jobcontainer action=listJobs 

   name=job_container_name 

   {[{filter=filter|filterfile=file_name}] 

   [TV] | TV alt}

• alt
Provides an alternate - more detailed - list in target view.
An alternate list is provided based on the item name and version only.
In case of coding this parameter the value of the item and version parameter might contain database supported wild
cards, for example,
– "%"

for an arbitrary, even empty sequence of characters
– "_"

for an arbitrary single character
For Microsoft SQL Server also the square brackets ("[","]") have a special meaning. This has to be taken into account
when coding the name.

• name
Specifies the name of the job container to be listed.

• filter
Specifies the expression to confine the amount of information listed.

Attribute Type
Job name String
Overall state { WAITING | INPROGRESS | OK | ERROR | BUILDING |

REMOVING | NOT_AVAILABLE | CREATED | OBSOLETE}
Software String
Procedure String
Deliver at DateTime
Activate at DateTime
Status message String
Job state {UNDEFINED | WAITING | DELIVERY_ORDERED | DELIVERING

| DELIVERY_OK | DELIVERY_ERROR | ALREADY_DELIVERED
| EXECUTION_ORDERED | EXECUTING | EXECUTION_OK
| EXECUTION_ERROR | UNDELIVERY_ORDERED |
UNDELIVERING | UNDELIVERY_OK | UNDELIVERY_ERROR |
ALREADY_INSTALLED | MANIPULATION_NOT_ALLOWED}

Job task {INSTALL | CONFIGURE | ACTIVATE | UNINSTALL | DELIVER |
UNDELIVER}

Pre action {NO ACTION | REBOOT | LOGOFF}
Post action {NO ACTION | REBOOT | LOGOFF | REBOOT AFTER LAST JOB

| LOGOFF AFTER LAST JOB}
Delivery calendar String
User parameters String

The atomic attributes correspond to those shown at showAttrJobs or showJobDetails.
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• filterfile
name of the file that contains the filter commands.
The commands in the file are specified in the same way as in the filter parameter, but the size of the file is limited by
the capacity of the system that runs this command.

• TV
Adjust the view of the list:
– none specified

job view
– TV

target view

Example

To list the contents of the container “e.g.“ the following command should be entered:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=listJobs name=e.g.

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "wwwww01b" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Job list of job container "e.g." 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Job name...............................: prod 1 1.0:inst

..Task.................................: install

..Overall state........................: WAITING

..Job order number.....................: 1

Job name...............................: prod 3 1.0:inst

..Task.................................: install

..Overall state........................: WAITING

..Job order number.....................: 2

Job name...............................: prod 2 1.0:delivery proc

..Task.................................: deliver

..Overall state........................: WAITING

..Job order number.....................: 3

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Number of jobs read: 3

Number of jobs listed: 3

sdcmd<a000000>: OK

The previous list is shown, when the job container is not sealed. After sealing, you may receive the following list:

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "wwwww01b" as user "<default user>" ...OK.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Job list of job container "e.g." 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Job name...............................: prod 1 1.0:inst

..Task.................................: install

..Overall state........................: OK

..Job order number.....................: 1

..Target...............................: KKKKK01A

....Job state..........................: EXECUTION_OK

..Target...............................: KKKKK01B

....Job state..........................: EXECUTION_OK

Job name...............................: prod 3 1.0:inst

..Task.................................: install

..Overall state........................: ERROR

..Job order number.....................: 2

..Target...............................: KKKKK01A

....Job state..........................: EXECUTION_OK

..Target...............................: KKKKK01B

....Job state..........................: EXECUTION_ERROR

Job name...............................: prod 2 1.0:delivery proc

..Task.................................: deliver

..Overall state........................: OK

..Job order number.....................: 3

..Target...............................: KKKKK01B

....Job state..........................: DELIVERY_OK

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Number of jobs read: 3

Number of jobs listed: 3

sdcmd<a000000>: OK

This list is a job-oriented list. To retrieve a target oriented list enter the following command:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=listJobs name="e.g." TV

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "wwwww01b" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Job list of job container "e.g." (TV)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Target.................................: KKKKK01A

..Job overall state....................: OK

..Job name.............................: prod 1 1.0:inst

....Task...............................: install

....Job state..........................: EXECUTION_OK

..Job name.............................: prod 3 1.0:inst

....Task...............................: install
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....Job state..........................: EXECUTION_OK

Target.................................: KKKKK01B

..Job overall state....................: ERROR

..Job name.............................: prod 1 1.0:inst

....Task...............................: install

....Job state..........................: EXECUTION_OK

..Job name.............................: prod 3 1.0:inst

....Task...............................: install

....Job state..........................: EXECUTION_ERROR

..Job name.............................: prod 2 1.0:delivery proc

....Task...............................: deliver

....Job state..........................: DELIVERY_OK

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Number of jobs read: 5

Number of jobs listed: 5

sdcmd<A000000>: OK

When the following is invoked

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=listJobs name="e.g." TV alt

then the returned list might look as follows:

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

Manager: mgr_1

Domain: mgr-1

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Job list of items for job container "e.g."

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Target.................................: KKKKK01

..Job name.............................: prod 1 1.0:inst

..Job identifier.......................: 27B1661D-ED2D-DB01-B402-000F1F7090E6

..Item name............................: prod 1

..Item version.........................: 1.0

..Procedure name.......................: inst

..Task.................................: install

..User parameters......................:

..Job state............................: EXECUTION_ERROR

..Error code...........................: 228001

..Error message........................: 1

..Creation date........................: 2006-08-17

..Creation time........................: 14:37
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..Activation date......................: 2006-08-17

..Activation time......................: 14:36

..Completion date......................: 2006-08-17

..Completion time......................: 14:37

To list Jobs that are with overall state 'ok', enter the following command:

cadsmcmd jobcontainer action=listjobs name=e.g. filter="Overall state=OK"

The returned list is as follows:

Job name...............................: prod 1 1.0:inst

..Task.................................: install

..Overall state........................: OK

..Job order number.....................: 1

..Target...............................: KKKKK01A

....Job state..........................: EXECUTION_OK

..Target...............................: KKKKK01B

....Job state..........................: EXECUTION_OK

Job name...............................: prod 2 1.0:delivery proc

..Task.................................: deliver

..Overall state........................: OK

..Job order number.....................: 3

..Target...............................: KKKKK01B

....Job state..........................: DELIVERY_OK

Number of jobs read: 3

Number of jobs listed: 2

sdcmd<a000000>: OK

listFailedJobs -- List Failed Jobs

This action lists all failed jobs of the specified job container. A filter can be specified to confine the amount of failed jobs
listed.

This action has the following format:

jobcontainer action=listFailedJobs

   name=job_container_name 

   {[{filter=filter|filterfile=file_name}] 

   [TV] | TV alt}

• alt
Provides an alternate - more detailed - list in target view.
An alternate list is provided based on the item name and version only.
In case of coding this parameter the value of the item and version parameter might contain database supported wild
cards, for example,
– "%"

for an arbitrary, even empty sequence of characters
– "_"

for an arbitrary single character
For Microsoft SQL Server also the square brackets ("[","]") have a special meaning. This has to be taken into account
when coding the name.

• name
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Specifies the name of the job container to be listed, however, only failed jobs will be listed.
• filter

Specifies the expression to confine the amount of information listed.
The atomic expressions for building filter expressions correspond to those of the listjobs.

• filterfile
Specifies the name of the file that contains the filter commands.The commands in the file are specified in the same
way as in the filter parameter, but the size of the file is limited by the capacity of the system that runs this command..

• TV
Adjust the view of the list:
– none specified

job view
– TV

target view

The information listed is of the same format as for "listJobs".

Example

To list the failed jobs of the container "myContainer" the following command should be entered:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=listFailedJobs name="myContainer" 

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Job list of job container "myContainer" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Job name...............................: prod 2 1.0:inst

..Task.................................: install

..Overall state........................: ERROR

..Job order number.....................: 2

..Target...............................: KKKKK01A

....Job state..........................: EXECUTION_OK

..Target...............................: KKKKK01B

....Job state..........................: EXECUTION_ERROR

Job name...............................: prod 3 1.0:inst

..Task.................................: configure

..Overall state........................: ERROR

..Job order number.....................: 3

..Target...............................: KKKKK01A

....Job state..........................: EXECUTION_ERROR

..Target...............................: KKKKK01B

....Job state..........................: EXECUTION_ERROR
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Number of jobs read: 2

Number of jobs listed: 2

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

To see a target -oriented list, enter:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=listFailedJobs name=myContainer TV

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "wwwww01b" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Job list of job container "myContainer" (TV)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Target.................................: KKKKK01B

..Job overall state....................: ERROR

..Job name.............................: prod 3 1.0:inst

....Task...............................: install

....Job state..........................: EXECUTION_ERROR

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Number of jobs read: 1

Number of jobs listed: 1

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

When the following is invoked

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=listFailedJobs name="e.g." TV alt

then the returned list might look as follows:

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

Manager: mgr_1

Domain: mgr-1

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Job list of items for job container "e.g."

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Target.................................: KKKKK01

..Job name.............................: prod 1 1.0:inst

..Job identifier.......................: 27B1661D-ED2D-DB01-B402-000F1F7090E6
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..Item name............................: prod 1

..Item version.........................: 1.0

..Procedure name.......................: inst

..Task.................................: install

..User parameters......................:

..Job state............................: EXECUTION_ERROR

..Error code...........................: 228001

..Error message........................: 1

..Creation date........................: 2006-08-17

..Creation time........................: 14:37

..Activation date......................: 2006-08-17

..Activation time......................: 14:36

..Completion date......................: 2006-08-17

..Completion time......................: 14:37

To list jobs failed during installation using filters, enter the following command:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=listFailedJobs name=myContainer filter="Job task=INSTALL"

The output is as follows:

Job list of job container "myContainer" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Job name...............................: prod 2 1.0:inst

..Task.................................: install

..Overall state........................: ERROR

..Job order number.....................: 2

..Target...............................: KKKKK01A

....Job state..........................: EXECUTION_OK

..Target...............................: KKKKK01B

....Job state..........................: EXECUTION_ERROR

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Number of jobs read: 2

Number of jobs listed: 1

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

modfiyJob -- Modify Job

This command lets you modify a job of the specified job container. You must unseal the job container.

The parameters are related to job options. If a parameter is not coded, the related option remains unchanged. You must
code the parameter "stagingServer" with install tasks; otherwise, it will cause an error.

This command has the following format:

jobcontainer action=modifyjob

   name=job_container_name

   jobName=job_name [newJobName=new_job_name]

   [deliveryTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"] 

   [atTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]

   [after={exacttime|boottime}] 

   [calendarname=delivery_calendar]

   [preaction={none|reboot|logoff}]

   [postaction={none|reboot|logoff|rebootAtEnd|logoffAtEnd|shutdownAtEnd}]

   [promptUser[={y|n}]]  
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   [allowCancel[={y|n}]]  

   [execTimedOut[={y|n}]]  

   [prompt=days.hours] 

   [offline[={y|n}]]  

   [runAtShutdown[={y|n}]]  

   [preventLogon[={y|n}]]  

   [globalTime[={y|n}]]  

   [nocalendar[={y|n}]] 

   [resolveQuery[={y|n}]]  

   [stagingServer[={y|n}]]  

   [parameters=user_parameters]

   [jobTimeout=d.h]

   [reinstall[={y|n}]] 

   [userJobMessage]

• after
Start time of the procedure at the target system.
The following values are valid:
– exacttime

The procedure is started immediately after reaching atTime.
– boottime

The start of the procedure is delayed until the first boot after atTime has been passed.
• allowCancel

If "allowCancel" or "allowCancel=y" is coded, the user will be granted to cancel the job's execution.
If "allowCancel=n" is coded, the user will not be granted.
This parameter should only be coded, if "promptUser" is already enabled or will be enabled with this call, otherwise this
setting will be ignored. No warning is given.

• atTime
Specifies the Specifies the date and time when the action will be started. The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD
hh:mm".

• calendarname
Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place.

• deliverytime
Specifies the start time of delivery from the domain manager.
The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".

• execTimedOut
If "execTimedOut " or "execTimedOut=y" is coded, the job's execution will be automatically started when the user
prompt times out.
If "execTimedOut=n", the job will not automatically be started.
This parameter should only be coded, if "promptUser" is already enabled or will be enabled with this call, otherwise this
setting will be ignored. No warning is given.

• globalTime
If "globalTime" or "globalTime=y" is coded, then the time specifications are based on the enterprise manager time.
If "globalTime=n" is coded, it is based on domain manager time.

• jobName
Specifies the name of the job to be modified.

• jobTimeout
Specifies the jobTimeout expiration period of a job in the form “d.h” where d specifies the number of days and h the
number of hours. The range of the parameter is configurable at the manager’s site. When the specified value exceeds
the configured upper limit then the value is set to the upper limit, if the specified value goes below the lower limit then
the lower limit is taken. No warning is given in any case.
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jobTimeout should not be coded with the timeout parameter otherwise an error is reported. If none of the parameters is
coded the default is given by 7.0.

• name
Specifies the name of the job container to which the job to be modified belongs.

• newJobName
Specifies the new job name.

• noCalendar
If "noCalendar" is coded, a possible calendar at the target computer will be ignored for this job's execution.

• offline
If "offline" or "offline=y" is coded, the connection between the target computer and the server will be released for the
job's execution and reestablished thereafter.
If "offline=n" the connection will not be released.

• parameters
Specifies the user parameters for the procedure.
Multiple user parameters must be separated by spaces inside double quotes.
If an empty string is coded, then no parameters are assumed.

• postaction
Specifies the necessary actions that must take place after completion of the specified procedure. The following values
are valid:
– none

Performs no post-action.
– reboot

Restarts the system after completion of the procedure.
– logoff

Logs off the user after completion of the procedure.
– rebootAtEnd

Restarts the system after completion of all the jobs of this container.
– logoffAtEnd

Logs off the user after completion of all the jobs of this container.
– shutdownAtEnd

Shuts down the target computer after completion of the jobs.
• preaction

Specifies that necessary actions must take place before the specified procedure starts. The following values are valid:
– none

Performs no pre-action.
– reboot

Restarts the system before the start of the procedure.
– logoff

Logs off the user before the start of the procedure.
• preventLogon

If "preventLogon" or "preventLogon=y" is coded, then the user logon will be rejected during the job's runtime. If a user
is already logged on, the execution of the job is delayed until the user logs off.
If "preventLogon=n" the user logon will not be rejected.

• prompt=d.h
Specifies the time period in which the user will be prompted for the job's start. The period’s format is "d.h" where d
means days and h means hours. The range of this parameter is from three hours to seven days (from 0.3 to 7.0). If the
specified value falls below the valid minimum, the value is replaced by the minimum. If the specified value exceeds the
valid maximum, then the value is replaced by the maximum. No warning is given.
This parameter should only be coded, if "promptUser" is already enabled or will be enabled with this call, otherwise this
setting will be ignored. No warning is given.
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• promptUser
If "promptUser" or "promptUser=y" is coded, the user will be prompted for the job's execution.
If "promptUser=n", the user will not be prompted.

• reinstall
The “reinstall” option is optional, no default.
If not coded the reinstall settings for the addressed jobs are not changed otherwise they are changed according to the
coding.

NOTE
Option only applies to install jobs. In any other cases it is ignored.

• resolveQuery
Evaluate a possibly related query group before the job is generated.

• runAtShutdown
If "runAtShutdown" or "runAtShutdown=y" is coded, the job's execution will start at shutdown only.
If "runAtShutdown=n", the job will start at any other time too.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.
This parameter is for Unix targets only.

• stagingServer
Deliver the related product also to the staging libraries of the scalability servers of the target computers.
This parameter applies to procedures of task type "install" only!
This parameter should be only coded with procedures of task type "install". Otherwise an error will be reported.

• userJobMessage
Modifies the custom administrator message of a job in a job container.

Example

Assume the container "myContainer" is unsealed and the job "prod 3 1.0:inst" should be changed in such a way that the
product is automatically delivered to scalability servers associated with the assigned targets. The following command will
change the job to meet this requirement:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=modifyJob name="myContainer" jobName="prod 3 1.0:inst" stagingServer=y

recoverJob -- Recover Job

This command recovers a failed job from the specified job container, that is, it runs an uninstall procedure to clean up the
failed job's residues.

The job options for the recover job are modified on the basis of the referred job according to the parameters and their
coded values. The options belonging to parameters not coded remain unchanged for the recover job. The same holds for
the options of the recovery container. The defaults are given by the source container (parameter "name").

This command has the following format:

jobcontainer action=recoverJob 

   name=job_container_name 

   jobName=job_name

   [newName=new_container_name] 

   [newJobName=new_job_name]

   [procedure=procedure_name]

   [{transaction|synchronized|noLinkage}]

   [rollback[={y|n}]]  

   [cascade[={y|n}]] 

   [deliveryTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"] 

   [atTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]

   [after={exacttime|boottime}] 
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   [calendarname=delivery_calendar]

   [preaction={none|reboot|logoff}]

   [postaction={none|reboot|logoff|rebootAtEnd|logoffAtEnd|shutdownAtEnd}]

   [promptUser[={y|n}]]  

   [allowCancel[={y|n}]]  

   [execTimedOut[={y|n}]]  

   [prompt=days.hours] 

   [offline[={y|n}]]  

   [runAtShutdown[={y|n}]]  

   [preventLogon[={y|n}]]  

   [globalTime[={y|n}]]  

   [nocalendar[={y|n}]] 

   [resolveQuery[={y|n}]]  

   [stagingServer[={y|n}]]  

   [parameters=user_parameters]

   [jobTimeout=d.h]

   [userJobMessage]

   [userMessage]

• after
Start time of the procedure at the target system.
The following values are valid:
– exacttime

The procedure is started immediately after reaching atTime.
– boottime

The start of the procedure is delayed until the first boot after atTime has been passed.
• allowCancel

If "allowCancel" or "allowCancel=y" is coded, the user will be granted to cancel the job's execution.
If "allowCancel=n" is coded, the user will not be granted.
This parameter should only be coded, if "promptUser" is already enabled or will be enabled with this call, otherwise this
setting will be ignored. No warning is given.

• atTime
Specifies the Specifies the date and time when the action will be started. The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD
hh:mm".
If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time are used.

• calendarName
Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place.

• cascade
If "cascade" or "cascade=y" is coded, the job linkage of the container is switched to resolution of dependencies into
install cascades.
If "cascade=n" is coded, the job linkage is switched to no resolution.
This parameter should only be coded, if the container is already in the batch processing mode or if it is switched to it by
this command (parameter "transaction").

• deliveryTime
Specifies the start time of delivery from the domain manager.
The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".
If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time are used.

• execTimedOut
If "execTimedOut " or "execTimedOut=y" is coded, the job's execution will be automatically started when the user
prompt times out.
If "execTimedOut=n", the job will not automatically be started.
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This parameter should only be coded, if "promptUser" is already enabled or will be enabled with this call, otherwise this
setting will be ignored. No warning is given.

• globalTime
If "globalTime" or "globalTime=y" is coded, then the time specifications are based on the enterprise manager time.
If "globalTime=n" is coded, it is based on domain manager time.

• jobName
Specifies the name of the job to be recovered.
For all failed target systems, an "uninstall" procedure is launched to clean the system.

• jobTimeout
Specifies the jobTimeout expiration period of a job in the form “d.h” where d specifies the number of days and h the
number of hours. The range of the parameter is configurable at the manager’s site. When the specified value exceeds
the configured upper limit then the value is set to the upper limit, if the specified value goes below the lower limit then
the lower limit is taken. No warning is given in any case.
jobTimeout should not be coded with the timeout parameter otherwise an error is reported. If none of the parameters is
coded the default is given by 7.0.

• name
Specifies the name of the job container from which a job will be recovered.

• newJobName
Specifies the new job name, that is, the name of the recover job.
If not coded a default job name of the form
"<item name> <item version>:<selected uninstall procedure name>" 

is generated.
• newName

Specifies the new name of the job container, which will contain the recover jobs.
If this parameter is not coded a default container name of the form
"Recover[<timestamp>] <name of the job to be recovered> [<timestamp>]"

is generated.
• noCalendar

If "noCalendar" is coded, a possible calendar at the target computer will be ignored for this job's execution.
• noLinkage

Run the job independently of the other jobs in the container.
• offline

If "offline" or "offline=y" is coded, the connection between the target computer and the server will be released for the
job's execution and reestablished thereafter.
If "offline=n" the connection will not be released.

• parameters
Specifies the user parameters for the procedure.
Multiple user parameters must be separated by spaces inside double quotes.
If an empty string is coded, then no parameters are assumed.

• postaction
Specifies the necessary actions that must take place after completion of the specified procedure. The following values
are valid:
– none

Performs no post-action.
– reboot

Restarts the system after completion of the procedure.
– logoff

Logs off the user after completion of the procedure.
– rebootAtEnd
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Restarts the system after completion of all the jobs of this container.
– logoffAtEnd

Logs off the user after completion of all the jobs of this container.
– shutdownAtEnd

Shuts down the target computer after completion of the jobs.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• preaction
Specifies that necessary actions must take place before the specified procedure starts. The following values are valid:
– none

Performs no pre-action.
– reboot

Restarts the system before the start of the procedure.
– logoff

Logs off the user before the start of the procedure.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• preventLogon
If "preventLogon" or "preventLogon=y" is coded, then the user logon will be rejected during the job's runtime. If a user
is already logged on, the execution of the job is delayed until the user logs off.
If "preventLogon=n" the user logon will not be rejected.

• procedure
Specifies the name of the "uninstall" procedure to be performed.

• prompt=d.h
Specifies the time period in which the user will be prompted for the job's start. The period’s format is "d.h" where d
means days and h means hours. The range of this parameter is from three hours to seven days (from 0.3 to 7.0). If the
specified value falls below the valid minimum, the value is replaced by the minimum. If the specified value exceeds the
valid maximum, then the value is replaced by the maximum. No warning is given.
This parameter should only be coded, if "promptUser" is already enabled or will be enabled with this call, otherwise this
setting will be ignored. No warning is given.

• promptUser
If "promptUser" or "promptUser=y" is coded, the user will be prompted for the job's execution.
If "promptUser=n", the user will not be prompted.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• resolveQuery
Evaluate a possibly related query group before the job is generated.

• rollback
Set the job linkage option to "Enable Transaction".
This parameter should only be coded, if the container is already in the batch processing mode or if it is switched to it by
this command (parameter "transaction").

• runAtShutdown
If "runAtShutdown" or "runAtShutdown=y" is coded, the job's execution will start at shutdown only.
If "runAtShutdown=n", the job will start at any other time too.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.
This parameter is for Unix targets only.

• synchronized
The job linkage option is set to "Synchronized job execution".

• transaction
The job linkage option is set to "Batch job execution".
This is the default.

• userJobMessage
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Specifies the custom administrator message for a job in a job container.
• userMessage

Specifies the custom administrator message for a job container.

NOTE
The first "uninstall" procedure of the items in question is used to generate the uninstall jobs for the items.

Example

Suppose the job container "myContainer“ has completed but some of the jobs have failed. It is not possible to clear the
problems in an acceptable time. Therefore, the remaining parts from the failed execution on the targets systems should be
removed. To recover the systems successfully the following requirements have to be met:

• Logged in user should be logged off before the jobs will be executed.
• No user should log in to the targets while the jobs are running.
• The jobs need a system restart after the last job has successfully completed.
• The clean up is provided by the default uninstall procedures.

The following command will schedule the recovery for the failed jobs:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=recover name="myContainer" preaction=logoff postaction=rebootAtEnd preventLogon

removeJob -- Remove Job

This action removes a job from a job container.

This action has the following format:

jobcontainer action=removeJob 

   name=jobcontainername 

   jobName=jobname

• name
Specifies the name of the job container from which the job will be removed.

• jobName
Specifies the name of the job to be removed.

Example

Assume that the job container "myContainer" is still unsealed and containing a job "prod xy 99/aa:enable trace" that is no
longer needed. The following command will remove this job from the container:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=removeJob name="myContainer" jobName= job "prod xy 99/aa:enable trace" 

renewJob -- Renew Job

This command renews a failed job of the specified job container. The job options for the renewed job are modified
according to the parameters and their coded values. The options belonging to parameters that are not coded remain
unchanged.

This action has the following format:

jobcontainer action=renewJob 

name=job_container_name

   jobName=job_name

   [newName=new_container_name] 

   [newJobName=new_job_name]

   [deliveryTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"] 

   [atTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]
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   [after={exacttime|boottime

] 

   [calendarname=delivery_calendar]

   [preaction={none|reboot|logoff}]

   [postaction={none|reboot|logoff|rebootAtEnd|logoffAtEnd|shutdownAtEnd}]

   [promptUser[={y|n}]]  

   [allowCancel[={y|n}]]  

   [execTimedOut[={y|n}]]  

   [prompt=days.hours] 

   [offline[={y|n}]]  

   [runAtShutdown[={y|n}]]  

   [preventLogon[={y|n}]]  

   [globalTime[={y|n}]]  

   [nocalendar[={y|n}]] 

   [resolveQuery[={y|n}]]  

   [parameters=user_parameters]

   [jobTimeout=d.h]

   [userJobMessage]

   [userMessage]

• after
Start time of the procedure at the target system.
The following values are valid:
– exacttime

The procedure is started immediately after reaching atTime.
– boottime

The start of the procedure is delayed until the first boot after atTime has been passed.
• allowCancel

If "allowCancel" or "allowCancel=y" is coded, the user will be granted to cancel the job's execution.
If "allowCancel=n" is coded, the user will not be granted.
This parameter should only be coded, if "promptUser" is already enabled or will be enabled with this call, otherwise this
setting will be ignored. No warning is given.

• atTime
Specifies the Specifies the date and time when the action will be started. The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD
hh:mm".
If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time are used.

• calendarname
Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place.

• deliveryname
Specifies the start time of delivery from the domain manager.
The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".
If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time are used.

• execTimedOut
If "execTimedOut " or "execTimedOut=y" is coded, the job's execution will be automatically started when the user
prompt times out.
If "execTimedOut=n", the job will not automatically be started.
This parameter should only be coded, if "promptUser" is already enabled or will be enabled with this call, otherwise this
setting will be ignored. No warning is given.

• globalTime
If "globalTime" or "globalTime=y" is coded, then the time specifications are based on the enterprise manager time.
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If "globalTime=n" is coded, it is based on domain manager time.
• jobName

Specifies the name of the job to be renewed.
• jobTimeout

Specifies the jobTimeout expiration period of a job in the form “d.h” where d specifies the number of days and h the
number of hours. The range of the parameter is configurable at the manager’s site. When the specified value exceeds
the configured upper limit then the value is set to the upper limit, if the specified value goes below the lower limit then
the lower limit is taken. No warning is given in any case.
jobTimeout should not be coded with the timeout parameter otherwise an error is reported. If none of the parameters is
coded the default is given by 7.0.

• name
Specifies the name of the job container of which a failed job is renewed.

• newJobName
Specifies the new job name. If not coded the job name of the job to be renewed is used.

• newName
Specifies the new name of the job container that will contain the renewed job. If this parameter is not coded a default
container name of the form
<job name> [<timestamp>] 

is generated.
• noCalendar

If "noCalendar" is coded, a possible calendar at the target computer will be ignored for this job's execution.
• offline

If "offline" or "offline=y" is coded, the connection between the target computer and the server will be released for the
job's execution and reestablished thereafter.
If "offline=n" the connection will not be released.

• parameters
Specifies the user parameters for the procedure.
Multiple user parameters must be separated by spaces inside double quotes.
If an empty string is coded, then no parameters are assumed.

• postaction
Specifies the necessary actions that must take place after completion of the specified procedure. The following values
are valid:
– none

Performs no post-action.
– reboot

Restarts the system after completion of the procedure.
– logoff

Logs off the user after completion of the procedure.
– rebootAtEnd

Restarts the system after completion of all the jobs of this container.
– logoffAtEnd

Logs off the user after completion of all the jobs of this container.
– shutdownAtEnd

Shuts down the target computer after completion of the jobs.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• preaction
Specifies that necessary actions must take place before the specified procedure starts. The following values are valid:
– none

Performs no pre-action.
– reboot
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Restarts the system before the start of the procedure.
– logoff

Logs off the user before the start of the procedure.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• preventLogon
If "preventLogon" or "preventLogon=y" is coded, then the user logon will be rejected during the job's runtime. If a user
is already logged on, the execution of the job is delayed until the user logs off.
If "preventLogon=n" the user logon will not be rejected.

• prompt=d.h
Specifies the time period in which the user will be prompted for the job's start. The period’s format is "d.h" where d
means days and h means hours. The range of this parameter is from three hours to seven days (from 0.3 to 7.0). If the
specified value falls below the valid minimum, the value is replaced by the minimum. If the specified value exceeds the
valid maximum, then the value is replaced by the maximum. No warning is given.
This parameter should only be coded, if "promptUser" is already enabled or will be enabled with this call, otherwise this
setting will be ignored. No warning is given.

• promptUser
If "promptUser" or "promptUser=y" is coded, the user will be prompted for the job's execution.
If "promptUser=n", the user will not be prompted.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• resolveQuery
Evaluate a possibly related query group before the job is generated.

• runAtShutdown
If "runAtShutdown" or "runAtShutdown=y" is coded, the job's execution will start at shutdown only.
If "runAtShutdown=n", the job will start at any other time too.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.
This parameter is for Unix targets only.

• userJobMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message for a renewed job in a job container.

• userMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message for a job container.

NOTE
Only jobs of a job container of type "noLinkage" can be renewed as single jobs. For any other type of job
container only renewal of the container is possible.

Example

Assume the job "prod 3 1.0:inst" of container "myContainer" has failed, but the problem has been resolved now. Therefore
the job should be renewed. The renewed job should meet the following requirements:

• The renewed job is named "Renew 0".
• The renew job is stored at the container "prod 3 1.0:inst".
• The user will be prompted before execution.
• The user has the permission to cancel the job.

The following command will renew this job:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=renewJob name="myContainer" jobName="prod 3 1.0:inst" newName="prod 3 1.0:inst"

 newJobname=renew promptUser allowCancel

renewTarget -- Renew Failed Jobs of a Specific Target Computer

This action will renew all failed jobs of a job container addressing a specific target computer for this computer.
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This action has the following format:

jobcontainer action=renewTarget name=job_container_name

   [newName=new_container_name]

   {computer=computer_name}

   [userMessage]

• name
Specifies the name of the job container of which failed jobs will be renewed.

• newName
Specifies the new name of the job container for the renewed jobs. If this parameter is not coded the name of the
original job container is used.

• computer
Specifies the name of the computer of which the renewable jobs of the job container in question will be renewed.
The parameter can be coded more than once to address a list of targets.

• userMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message for the renewed job container.

NOTE
If the job container is of type "synchronized job execution" then individual targets cannot be renewed, but
only whole job containers.

Example

Assume that problems on the system "KKKKK01B" have made the container "myContainer" fail, but the problems have
been resolved now. Therefore, the failed jobs of the container "myContainer" for this target should be renewed. The
renewed job should meet the following requirement:

• The renew job is stored at the container "renew KKKKK01B".

The following command performs this renew:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=renewTarget name=myContainer newName="renew KKKKK01B" computer=KKKKK01B

repositionJobs -- Reposition Jobs

This action allows you to reorder a job container by assigning a new order number to a job of the job container.

This action has the following format:

jobContainer action=repositionJobs 

   name=job_container_name

   cjobname=job_name position=newposition

• name
Specifies the name of the job container to be reordered.

• jobName
Specifies the name of the job to be repositioned.

• position
Specifies the new position of the job.
The position has to be greater than zero and should not exceed the number of jobs in the job container.

NOTE
The job container has to be unsealed.

Example

Assume the job "prod 3 1.0:inst" is the second job of the unsealed job container "myContainer", but for integrity reasons it
should be the first. The following command repositions the job:
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cadsmcmd jobContainer action=repositionJobs name=myContainer jobName="prod 3 1.0:inst" position=1

showAttrJobs -- Show Job Attributes

This action lists the attributes of a job from the specified job container.

This action has the following format:

jobcontainer action=showAttrJobs

   name=job_container_name 

   jobName=job_name

• name
Specifies the name of the job container from where the job is taken.

• jobName
Specifies the name of the job to be listed.

Example

To see the attributes associated with job "prod 3 1.0:inst" of "myContainer" enter the following command:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=showAttrJobs name="myContainer" jobName="prod 3 1.0:inst" 

 

The output will be as follows:

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "wwwww01b" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of attributes of job "prod 3 1.0:inst " from container "myContainer" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Job name...............................: prod 3 1.0:inst

Software...............................: prod 3 1.0

Procedure..............................: instCrash

Deliver at.............................: 20035-04-12 10:49

Activate at............................: 2005-04-12 10:49

Status message.........................: OK

Overall state..........................: ERROR

.........................................0 - job targets waiting

.........................................0 - job targets active

.........................................1 - job targets ok

.........................................1 - job targets failed

Job task...............................: install

Pre action..............................: no action

Post action.............................: no action

Prompt user............................: Yes

Characteristic flags...................:

.........................................local time/exact

.........................................calendar controlled

Delivery calendar......................:

User parameters........................:
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Prompt during..........................: 1 Days, 0 Hours

Job timeout............................: 7 Days, 0 Hours

sdcmd<A000000>: OK

showJobDetails -- Show Job Details

This action shows job details of an evaluated job container.

This action has the following format:

jobcontainer action=showjobdetails

   name=job_container_name

   jobname=job_name

   destination=destination_name

   [task={install|uninstall|activate|configure|deliver|undeliver }]

• name
Specifies the name of the job container.

• jobname
Specifies the name of the job to be evaluated.
The job has to be a member of the specified job container.

• destination
Specifies the destination addressed by the job for which the evaluation should take place.

• task
Specifies the task of the job to be evaluated.
It is one of the following:
– install

installation procedure
– uninstall

uninstallation procedure
– activate

activation procedure
– configure

configuration procedure
– deliver

A delivery procedure
– undeliver

An un-delivery procedure.

Example

To retrieve detailed information about the job "prod 3 1.0:inst" related to the target KKKKK01B, enter the following
command:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=showJobDetails name="myContainer" jobName="prod 3 1.0:inst" destination=KKKKK01B

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.
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Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Details for job "prod 3 1.0:inst" to

........."KKKKK01B" of "myContainer" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Comment................................:

Job container status...................: failed

Job container properties...............: 9

.........................................No linkage

.........................................Rollback previous jobs on failure

Sealed.................................: Yes

Creation date..........................: 2005-04-12

Creation time..........................: 08:30

Change date............................: 2005-04-12

Change time............................: 12:16

Number of contained objects............: 4

Job name...............................: prod 3 1.0:inst

Overall state..........................: ERROR

.........................................0 - waiting

.........................................0 - active

.........................................1 - ok

.........................................1 - failed

..Job order number.....................: 1

..Creation date........................: 2005-04-12

..Creation time........................: 10:57

..Delivery date........................: 2003-04-12

..Delivery time........................: 10:49

..Activation date......................: 2005-04-12

..Activation time......................: 10:49

..Delivery calendar....................:

..Timeout <days/hours>.................: 7 / 0

..Job startup..........................: local time/exact

..Job permission.......................: 7

.........................................renew allowed

.........................................cancel allowed

.........................................recover allowed

..Pre action............................: no action

..Post action...........................: no action

..Job operation mask...................: 134

.........................................prompt user

.........................................calendar controlled

.........................................Repeat for every evaluation

..User parameters......................:

..Job execution mode...................: 1

.........................................execute

..Prompt timeout <days/hours>..........: 1 / 0

..Job task.............................: 1 - install

..Targetsystem.........................: KKKKK01B
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....Task...............................: 1

.........................................install

....Procedure name.....................: inst

....Ordered by.........................: KKKKK01

....Job state..........................: EXECUTION_ERROR

....Error message......................: Exit code 2 indicates possible error

....Error cause........................: 228001

....Comment............................:

....Computer installation procedure....: inst

....Activation date....................: 2005-04-12

....Activation time....................: 10:49

....Creation date......................: 2005-04-12

....Creation time......................: 12:16

....Completion date....................: 2005-04-12

....Completion time....................: 12:16

....Data sent in per cent..............: 100

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

NOTE
If the job presented is a reinstallation job, there will be a corresponding entry in the output (after "Job operation
mask"), otherwise the line is missing.

managedcomputer -- Manage Computer Configurations

Use the managedcomputer command to manage computer configurations.

This command is supported on domain managers only.

listConfigs -- List Computer Configurations

The action lists the available configurations associated with the specified computers. Reported configurations are not
listed with this action.

This action has the following format:

managedcomputer action=listConfigs

   name=computer_name 

   [status=configuration_status]

   [DETAILED [DESC]] 

• name
Specifies the name of the computer of which the associated configurations will be listed. 
The name might contain wildcards.
In this case for all those computers matching the pattern by their names the configurations will be listed.

• status
Specifies the status of the configurations.

• DETAILED
Information is listed in detail 
Otherwise only "Identifier", "Target", "Status", and "Activation Date" are listed with the configuration.

• DESC
If coded, the parameter description information is listed,otherwise not.

Example
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cadsmcmd managedcomputer action=listconfigs name=myComp DETAILED

The following is the output:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List Configurations of myComp[DETAILED]

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Computer name..........................: myComp

Configuration Name.....................: myComp_update:1132585401

..Identifier...........................: F492710E-5A9F-11DA-89FD-AB3891E877B6

..Target...............................: myComp

....Type...............................: COMPUTER

....Identifier.........................: 7EF10641-43DC-4DFA-82B2-9D595F58081B

..State................................: active

..Activation Date......................: 2006-11-21 16:03

..Tailored Settings

..Policies

Configuration Name.....................: myComp: API [2005/11/21 16:02:20 UTC]

..Identifier...........................: 31D27494-5AA8-11DA-89FD-AB3891E877B6

..Target...............................: myComp

....Type...............................: COMPUTER

....Identifier.........................: 7EF10641-43DC-4DFA-82B2-9D595F58081B

..State................................: scheduled

..Tailored Settings

..Policies

....Policy Name........................: myPol

....Type...............................: COMPUTER

....Comment............................:

....Status.............................: sealed

....Parameter Sections

......Parameter Section Name...........: /itrm/usd/Server

........Identifier.....................: 09625218-5AA8-11DA-89FD-AB3891E877B6

........Parameters

..........Parameter Name...............: WaitBetweenStageChecks

............Identifier.................: 0977C742-5AA8-11DA-89FD-AB3891E877B6

............Value......................: 10

reportCurrentConfig -- Report Current Computer Configuration

This action lists the reported current configuration of the specified computers.

This action has the following format:

managedcomputer action=reportCurrentConfig

   name=computer_name

   [DETAILED [DESC]] 

• name
Specifies the name of the computer of which the current configuration report is to be listed. The computer name might
contain wildcards. In this case for all those computers matching the pattern by their names the report will be listed.

• DETAILED
Information is listed in detail Otherwise "Status" and "Request Date" or "At" are listed for the specified computer.

• DESC
If coded, the parameter description information is listed,otherwise not.
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Example

cadsmcmd managedcomputer action=reportcurrentconfig name=mycomp

The following is the output:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List Current Configuration Reports for myComp

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Computer name..........................: myComp

..Status...............................: received

..At...................................: 2006-11-21 15:51

Number of Configurations: 0

Number of reports listed: 1

requestConfigReport -- Request a Configuration Report

The action requests a configuration report for a specified computer.

This action has the following format:

managedcomputer action=requestConfigReport

   name=computer_name 

   [WAIT]

• name
Specifies name of the computer to report its current configuration.
The name might contain wild cards. In this case the request is launched for all those objects where the name matches
the specified pattern.

• WAIT
If coded the action will wait for the completion of the order, otherwise it just returns after the order has been launched.

manager -- Manage DSM Managers

list -- List Managers

Use this action to list the attributes of the manager.

This action has the following format:

manager action=list

Output format:

The information provided is formatted as follows:

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Attributes of manager "«manager name»"

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Manager name..:......«name of the manager»

..Manager type......:.......{domain|enterprise}

..Manager address...:.......«manager address»

..Description : «description of manager»

..Domain database name.....:«domain database label»
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       •

       •

       •

Manager name..:......«name of the manager»

..Manager type......:.......{domain|enterprise}

..Manager address...:.......«manager address»

..Description : «description of manager»

..Domain database name.....:«domain database label»

modify -- Modify Manager Atributes

Use this action to modify attributes of the manager.

The action has the following syntax:

manager action=modify

[name=manager_name]

[newName=new_manager_name]

[comment=description_for_manager]

• name
Specifies the name of the manager whose attributes will be modified.
If not coded then the manager is taken with which the CADSMCMD currently is in session.

• newName
specifies a new name for the manager.

• comment
specifies a new description for the manager.

NOTE
The manager has to be located in the domain on that the CADSMCMD currently works.

showAttr -- Show Manager Atributes

Use this action to list the attributes of the manager.

The action has the following syntax:

manager action=showAttr

[name=manager_name

[domain=domain_name]] 

• name
Specifies the name of the manager of which the attributes will be listed.
If not coded then the manager is taken with which the CADSMCMD is in session.

• domain
Name of the domain the manager belongs to.

Output format:

The information listed is formatted as follows:

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Attributes of manager "«manager name»"

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Manager name..:.....«name of the manager»
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..Manager type......:......{domain|enterprise}

..Manager address...:......«manager address»

..Description...:......«description»

..Created at..:.....«yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM:SS»

..Last modified at..:......«yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM:SS»

..Domain database name.....:......«database name»

....Network address.:......«database host name»

....Instance..:.....«database instance»

....Database type...:......{MS SQL|Ingres|Oracle}

..Components

....Name.....:......«component name»

......Version:......«component version»

       •

.......•

.......•

....Name.....:......«component name»

......Version:......«component version»

[..Enterprise database name.:.....«enterprise database label»

....Enterprise database address...:.....«enterprise database address»]

[..Sub domain database name:......«sub domain database label»

....Sub domain database address...:......«sub domain database address»

....•

....•

....•

..Sub domain database name.:......«sub domain database label»

....Sub domain database address...:......«sub domain database address»]

progress -- Checking Distribution Progress

The progress command is used to return the status about a distribution initiated by one of the software distribution
commands, or initiated by another SD user.

The progress command is valid only when issued for an enterprise manager.

This command has the following format:

progress name=job_container_name

• name
Specifies the name of the job container against which to perform a status check.

rdereg -- Deregistering Items Remotely

Use the rdereg command to send an order to deregister (remove) software items from the software library, at one or more
domain managers. The order originates from the enterprise manager. The deregistration order is sent from the enterprise
manager to the specified CA ITCM domains or domain groups.

This command is valid for enterprise managers only.

It has the following format:

rdereg  item=item_name  

   version=version_name

   {{area=area_name} | {domain=domain_name} | toAllAreas}

   [cname=name]
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   [sendTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"] 

   [haltTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]

• area
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain where the item is to be deregistered.
The item can specified more than once to address a list of CA ITCM domains.
The item should not be coded with the parameters domain or toAllAreas.

• cname
Specifies the the optional unique name of a job container.
If a job container / distribution with the specified name already exists an error will be reported.
If "cname" is not coded, a generic name is generated.

• domain
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain group where the item is to be deregistered.
The parameter can be specified more than once to address a list of CA ITCM domain groups.
The parameter should not be specified with the area or toAllAreas parameters.

• haltTime
Specifies the date and time at which a distribution order should be halted. The date has to be specified in the ISO
format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".

• item
Specifies the name of the item to be deregistered or removed from one or more local libraries.

• sendTime
Specifies the time to send the associated distribution to the addressed domain managers. The date has to be specified
in the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm". If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time is used.

• toAllAreas
If coded the related distribution will be sent to all CA ITCM domains registered at the enterprise manager.

• version
Specifies the version of the item to be deregistered or removed.

Example

cadsmcmd rdereg item="Software TestC" version=0.46 

area=N_LOCAL_SRV area=N_LOCAL_SRV_02 area=WO_LOCAL_SRV cname=TestCont4 

sendtime="2005-03-05 18:35" halttime="2005-03-04 23:30" 

rderegproc -- Deregistering Procedures Remotely

Use this command to send an order to deregister (remove from the library) an item procedure associated with a software
program in the library at one or more domain managers. The item procedure cannot be an embedded item procedure.

The command is valid for enterprise manager only.

This command has the following format:

rderegproc  item=item_name 

version=version_name 

procedure=procedure_name

{{area=area_name} | {domain=domain_name}| toAllAreas}

[cname=name]

[sendTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"] 

[haltTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]

• area
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Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain where the procedure is to be deregistered.
The item can specified more than once to address a list of CA ITCM domains.
The item should not be coded with the parameters domain or toAllAreas.

• cname
Specifies the the optional unique name of a job container from where the jobs to be recovered will be taken.
If a job container / distribution with the specified name already exists an error will be reported.
If "cname" is not coded, a generic name is generated.

• domain
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain group where the procedure is to be deregistered.
The parameter can be specified more than once to address a list of CA ITCM domain groups.
The parameter should not be specified with the area or toAllAreas parameters.

• haltTime
Specifies the date and time at which a distribution order should be halted. The date has to be specified in the ISO
format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".

• item
Specifies the name of the item being deregistered

• procedure
Specifies the name of a procedure.

• sendTime
Specifies the time to send the associated distribution to the addressed domain managers. The date has to be specified
in the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm". If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time is used.

• toAllAreas
If coded the related distribution will be sent to all CA ITCM domains registered at the enterprise manager.

• version
Specifies the version of the item being deregistered.

Example

cadsmcmd rderegproc item="Software TestC" version=0.46 procedure=Install2  

area=N_LOCAL_SRV area=N_LOCAL_SRV_02 area=WO_LOCAL_SRV cname=TestCont3 

sendtime="2005-03-06 18:45" halttime="2005-03-06 23:30" 

recover -- Recovering Failed Installations

The recover command recovers the failed installations. The command also cleans up the failed installations.

The recover command is valid only on the domain managers.

This command has the two following formats:

recover {item=item_name version=version_name 

installedwith=install_procedure 

procedure=un_install_procedure_name 

[{computer=computer_name}] 

[after={exacttime|boottime}]

[nocalendar[={y|n}] 

[offline[={y|n}]]  

[deliverytime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm" ] 

[attime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm" ] 

[promptUser[={y|n}]]  

[bootbefore[={y|n}]

[bootafte[={y|n}] 
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[timeout=hours]

[calendarname=delivery_exclusion_calendar]

[runAtShutdown[={y|n}]

[userJobMessage]

[userMessage]

recover cname=name 

[item=item_name 

version=version_name

installedwith=install_procedure 

procedure=un_install_procedure_name 

[after={exacttime|boottime}]

[globalTime[={y|n}]]  

[nocalendar[={y|n}] 

[offline[={y|n}]]  

[deliverytime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm" ] 

[attime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm" ] 

[promptUser[={y|n}]]  

[bootbefore[={y|n}]

[bootafte[={y|n}] 

[timeout=hours]

[calendarname=delivery_exclusion_calendar]

[nopurge]

[runAtShutdown[={y|n}]

[userJobMessage]

[userMessage]

• after={exacttime | boottime }
Start time of the procedure at the target system. 
The following values are valid:
– exacttime 

The procedure is started immediately after reaching atTime.
– boottime 

The start of the procedure is delayed until the first boot after atTime has been passed.
• atTime

Specifies the Specifies the date and time when the action will be started. The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD
hh:mm".

• bootafter
Indicates that the target computer is to be rebooted before the procedure starts.

• bootbefore
Indicates that the target computer has to be rebooted after the procedure has completed.

• calendarname
Specifies the name of a calendar, which specifies the periods where deliveries are excluded.

• cname
Specifies the name of the job container from where the jobs to be recovered will be taken.

• computer
Specifies the name of the computer.

• deliveryTime
Specifies the start time of delivery from the domain manager.
The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm". 
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If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time will be used.
• globaltime

If "globalTime" or "globalTime=y" is coded, then the time specifications are based on the enterprise manager time.
If "globalTime=n" is coded, it is based on domain manager time.

• installedWith
Specifies the name of the install procedure.
This parameter should be coded together with the parameter item only.

• item
Specifies the name of the item being recovered.
This parameter should be coded with the parameters version, installedWith and procedure only.
If the parameter item is not coded, then all recoverable jobs of the specified container will be recovered using the first
uninstall procedure related to an item to be recovered.

• noCalendar
If "noCalendar" is coded, a possible calendar at the target computer will be ignored for this job's execution.

• nopurge
The job container coded in cname is kept if the parameter is coded, otherwise the container will be deleted.

• offline
If "offline" or "offline=y" is coded, the connection between the target computer and the server will be released for the
job's execution and reestablished thereafter.
If "offline=n" the connection will not be released.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• procedure
Specifies the name of the "uninstall" procedure to be performed. 
This parameter should be coded with the parameter item only.

• promptUser
If "promptUser" or "promptUser=y" is coded, the user will be prompted for the job's execution.
If "promptUser=n", the user will not be prompted.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• runAtShutdown
If "runAtShutdown" or "runAtShutdown=y" is coded, the job's execution will start at shutdown only.
If "runAtShutdown=n", the job will start at any other time too.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value. This parameter is for
Unix targets only.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• timeout
Specifies the timeout specifies the expiration period of a job in the form “h” where h the number of hours. The range
of the parameter is configurable at the manager’s site. When the specified value exceeds the configured upper limit
then the value is set to the upper limit, if the specified value goes below the lower limit then the lower limit is taken. No
warning is given in any case.
timeout should not be coded with the jobTimeout parameter otherwise an error is reported. If none of the parameters is
coded the default is given by 168

• version
Specifies the version of the item being recovered.
This parameter should be coded with the parameter item only.

• userJobMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message for a failed job in a job container.

• userMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message for a job container.
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NOTE
If the cname variant of the command is coded then the block with the parameters item version installed is
optional. If these parameters are not coded, all recoverable jobs of the container will be recovered and the
uninstall procedure used is the first one in the list of the uninstall procedures found which are assigned to the
related products.

Example

The following example illustrates how the recover command can be used to recover a failed installation, from the domain
manager, on computer N_LOCAL_SRV:

cadsmcmd recover item="Software TestC" version=0.49A 

installedwith=Install2 procedure=UninstallC 

computer=N_LOCAL_SRV after=exacttime

attime="2005-10-10 10:55" promptuser timeout=168 

regproc -- Registering Procedures

Use the regproc command to register an embedded or additional item procedure with an existing software program. The
item procedure must be in a directory accessible to the enterprise or domain manager.

The syntax of the command is as follows:

cadsmcmd regproc  item=item_name

   version=version_name

   task={install | activate | configure | uninstall} 

   procedure=procedure_name

   os=os

   type={executable | command | SWD | MSI | SXP | PKG | PIF | IPS | PALM | WINCE| RPM | NOKIA}

   [enduser] 

   [notRAC]] 

   [externalproc]

   file=file_name 

   path=path_name

   [parameters=procedure_parameters] 

   [defaultProc][query=query_name][sep=separator_sign]

   [comment=comment]

   [usedefaultMsg]

• comment
Specifies a comment for the procedure.

• defaultProc
If coded, the procedure registering becomes the default procedure of all procedures of the same type.

• enduser
(Optional) Indicates if the procedure can be scheduled for execution by an end user through the Catalog GUI.

• externalproc
(Optional) Indicates that the procedure given in the procedure parameter is external (the procedure has to be provided
by the target systems in question).

• file
Specifies the name of the procedure file.

• item
Specifies the name of the item to which this procedure is being associated as an added item procedure.

• notRAC
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(Optional) Specifies that the procedure is not to be taken into account at Reinstall After Crash (RAC).
• os

Specifies the operating system type that the procedure will support.
– Values:

os={AIX|AIX_5_0|AIX_5_1|AIX_5_2 

...|AIX_5_3|AIX_6_1|AIX_7_1 

...|AIX_7_2|DEBIAN_LINUX_5.0 

...|DEBIAN_LINUX_6.0|DEBIAN_LINUX_7.0 

...|DEBIAN_LINUX_GNU|DEBIAN_LINUX_GNU_2.0 

...|DEBIAN_LINUX_GNU_2.1|DEBIAN_LINUX_GNU_2.2 

...|DEBIAN_LINUX_GNU_3.0|HPUX 

...|HPUX_10_00|HPUX_10_10 

...|HPUX_10_20|HPUX_10_30 

...|HPUX_11_00|HPUX_11_10 

...|HPUX_11_11|HPUX_11_22 

...|HPUX_11_23|HPUX_11_31 

...|LINUX_UBUNTU|LINUX_UBUNTU_10.04 

...|LINUX_UBUNTU_10.10|LINUX_UBUNTU_11.04 

...|LINUX_UBUNTU_11.10|LINUX_UBUNTU_12.04 

...|LINUX_UBUNTU_14.04_X64 

...|LINUX_UBUNTU_14.04_X86 

...|MAC|MAC_10_0|MAC_10_1 

...|MAC_10_10|MAC_10_11|MAC_10_12 

...|MAC_10_2|MAC_10_3|MAC_10_4 

...|MAC_10_5|MAC_10_6|MAC_10_7 

...|MAC_10_8|MAC_10_9|OPENSUSE 

...|OPENSUSE_11.0|OPENSUSE_11.1 

...|OPENSUSE_11.2_X86|OPENSUSE_11.2_X86_64 

...|OPENSUSE_11.3_X86|OPENSUSE_11.3_X86_64 

...|OPENSUSE_11.4_X86|OPENSUSE_11.4_X86_64 

...|OPENSUSE_12.1_X86|OPENSUSE_12.1_X86_64 

...|OPENSUSE_12.2_X86|OPENSUSE_12.2_X86_64 

...|OPENSUSE_12.3_X86|OPENSUSE_12.3_X86_64 

...|OPENSUSE_13.2_X86|OPENSUSE_13.2_X86_64 

...|OPENSUSE_LINUX_13.1_X86 

...|OPENSUSE_LINUX_13.1_X86_64 

...|ORACLE_LINUX|ORACLE_LINUX_ENT_SRV_5_X64 

...|ORACLE_LINUX_ENT_SRV_5_X86 

...|ORACLE_LINUX_ENT_SRV_6_X64 

...|ORACLE_LINUX_ENT_SRV_6_X86 

...|ORACLE_LINUX_ENT_SRV_7_X64 

...|REDHAT_ENTERPRISE_DESKTOP 

...|REDHAT_ENT_ADV_PLATFORM_5.0 

...|REDHAT_ENT_ADV_PLATFORM_5.1 

...|REDHAT_ENT_DESKTOP_5.0 

...|REDHAT_ENT_DESKTOP_5.1 

...|REDHAT_LINUX|REDHAT_LINUX_7.0 

...|REDHAT_LINUX_7.1|REDHAT_LINUX_7.2 

...|REDHAT_LINUX_7.3|REDHAT_LINUX_8.0 

...|RED_HAT_ENTERPRISE_LINUX_DESKTOP_7_X86_64 

...|RED_HAT_ENTERPRISE_LINUX_SERVER_6.8_X86 

...|RED_HAT_ENTERPRISE_LINUX_SERVER_6.8_X86_64 
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...|RED_HAT_ENTERPRISE_LINUX_SERVER_6.9_X86 

...|RED_HAT_ENTERPRISE_LINUX_SERVER_6.9_X86_64 

...|RED_HAT_ENTERPRISE_LINUX_SERVER_7.3_X86_64 

...|RED_HAT_ENTERPRISE_LINUX_SERVER_7_X86_64 

...|RED_HAT_ENTERPRISE_LINUX_WORKSTATION_7_X86_64 

...|RHEL_SERVER_5.0|RHEL_SERVER_5.1 

...|RHEL_SERVER_5.10_X86|RHEL_SERVER_5.10_X86_64 

...|RHEL_SERVER_5.11_X86|RHEL_SERVER_5.11_X86_64 

...|RHEL_SERVER_6.0_X86|RHEL_SERVER_6.0_X86_64 

...|RHEL_SERVER_6.1_X86|RHEL_SERVER_6.1_X86_64 

...|RHEL_SERVER_6.2_X86|RHEL_SERVER_6.2_X86_64 

...|RHEL_SERVER_6.3_X86|RHEL_SERVER_6.3_X86_64 

...|RHEL_SERVER_6.4_X86|RHEL_SERVER_6.4_X86_64 

...|RHEL_SERVER_6.6_X86|RHEL_SERVER_6.6_X86_64 

...|RHEL_SERVER_6.7_X86|RHEL_SERVER_6.7_X86_64 

...|RHEL_SERVER_7.0_X64|RHEL_SERVER_7.1_X86_64 

...|RHEL_SERVER_7.2_X86_64 

...|RHEL_SERVER_AS_4.0|RHEL_SERVER_ES_4.0 

...|RHEL_SERVER_WS_4.0|SLES_10.0 

...|SLES_10.1|SLES_11.0|SLES_12.0 

...|SLES_7|SLES_8|SLES_9|SOLARIS 

...|SOLARIS_10|SOLARIS_11 

...|SOLARIS_8|SOLARIS_9|SUSE_ENT_DESKTOP_10.0 

...|SUSE_ENT_DESKTOP_10.1 

...|SUSE_ENT_DESKTOP_11.0 

...|SUSE_ENT_DESKTOP_12.0 

...|SUSE_LINUX|SUSE_LINUX_7.0 

...|SUSE_LINUX_7.1|SUSE_LINUX_7.3 

...|SUSE_LINUX_8.0|SUSE_LINUX_8.1 

...|SUSE_LINUX_8.2|SUSE_LINUX_DESKTOP_1 

...|SUSE_LINUX_DESKTOP_2|SUSE_LINUX_PERSONAL_9 

...|SUSE_LINUX_PERSONAL_9.1 

...|SUSE_LINUX_PROF_9|SUSE_LINUX_PROF_9.1 

...|SUSE_LINUX_STD_SERVER_8 

...|UBUNTU_LINUX_16.04_X64 

...|UBUNTU_LINUX_16.04_X86 

...|UNIX|WIN_10_EDU|WIN_10_EDU64 

...|WIN_10_EDU_N|WIN_10_EDU_N64 

...|WIN_10_ENT|WIN_10_ENT64 

...|WIN_10_ENT_2015_LTSB_EN 

...|WIN_10_ENT_2015_LTSB_EN64 

...|WIN_10_ENT_2015_LTSB_N 

...|WIN_10_ENT_2015_LTSB_N64 

...|WIN_10_ENT_N|WIN_10_ENT_N64 

...|WIN_10_HOME|WIN_10_HOME_64 

...|WIN_10_PRO|WIN_10_PRO64 

...|WIN_10_PRO_N|WIN_10_PRO_N64 

...|WIN_7|WIN_7_32|WIN_7_64 

...|WIN_7_EMB|WIN_7_EMB64 

...|WIN_7_EN|WIN_7_EN64|WIN_7_HOME_BASIC 

...|WIN_7_HOME_BASIC64|WIN_7_HOME_PREM 

...|WIN_7_HOME_PREM64|WIN_7_PROF 

...|WIN_7_PROF64|WIN_7_STARTER 
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...|WIN_7_ULT|WIN_7_ULT64 

...|WIN_8|WIN_8_1|WIN_8_1_EMB 

...|WIN_8_1_EMB64|WIN_8_1_EN 

...|WIN_8_1_EN64|WIN_8_1_PROF 

...|WIN_8_1_PROF64|WIN_8_1_X64 

...|WIN_8_1_X86|WIN_8_EMB 

...|WIN_8_EMB64|WIN_8_EN|WIN_8_EN64 

...|WIN_8_PROF|WIN_8_PROF64 

...|WIN_8_X64|WIN_8_X86|WIN_HYPV_SERVER_2008 

...|WIN_HYPV_SERVER_2008_R2 

...|WIN_HYPV_SERVER_2016|WIN_SERVER_2003 

...|WIN_SERVER_2003_DC|WIN_SERVER_2003_DC64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2003_ENT|WIN_SERVER_2003_ENT64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2003_ENTIA 

...|WIN_SERVER_2003_SMB|WIN_SERVER_2003_STD 

...|WIN_SERVER_2003_STD64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2003_WEB|WIN_SERVER_2008 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_32|WIN_SERVER_2008_64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_DATA|WIN_SERVER_2008_DATA64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_ENT|WIN_SERVER_2008_ENT64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_ESS_BSN 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_HYPV|WIN_SERVER_2008_IA64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_R2|WIN_SERVER_2008_R2_DC64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_R2_EN64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_R2_HYPV 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_R2_IA64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_R2_SC_DC64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_R2_SC_ENT64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_R2_SC_STD64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_R2_STD64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_SC|WIN_SERVER_2008_SC_64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_SC_DC 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_SC_DC64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_SC_EN 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_SC_EN64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_SC_STD 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_SC_STD64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_SML_BSN 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_STD|WIN_SERVER_2008_STD64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_STOR|WIN_SERVER_2008_STOR64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_WEB|WIN_SERVER_2008_WEB64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2012|WIN_SERVER_2012_DTC_X64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2012_ESS_X64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2012_FOU_X64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2012_R2|WIN_SERVER_2012_R2_DTC_X64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2012_R2_ESS_X64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2012_R2_STD_X64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2012_STD_X64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2016|WIN_SERVER_2016_DTC_X64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2016_ESS_X64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2016_MP_X64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2016_SC_DC64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2016_SC_STD64 
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...|WIN_SERVER_2016_STD_X64 

...|WIN_STG_SERVER_2012|WIN_STG_SERVER_2012_STD_X64 

...|WIN_STG_SERVER_2012_WG_X64 

...|WIN_STG_SERVER_2016|WIN_STG_SERVER_2016_STD_X64 

...|WIN_STG_SERVER_2016_WG_X64 

...|WIN_STOR_SERVER_2008_BE 

...|WIN_STOR_SERVER_2008_BE_64 

...|WIN_STOR_SERVER_2008_EN 

...|WIN_STOR_SERVER_2008_EN64 

...|WIN_STOR_SERVER_2008_STD 

...|WIN_STOR_SERVER_2008_STD_64 

...|WIN_STOR_SERVER_2008_WG 

...|WIN_STOR_SERVER_2008_WG64 

...|WIN_VISTA|WIN_VISTA_BUSINESS 

...|WIN_VISTA_BUSINESS64|WIN_VISTA_ENT 

...|WIN_VISTA_ENT64|WIN_VISTA_HOME_BASIC 

...|WIN_VISTA_HOME_BASIC64 

...|WIN_VISTA_HOME_PREM|WIN_VISTA_HOME_PREM64 

...|WIN_VISTA_ULTIMATE|WIN_VISTA_ULTIMATE64 

...|WIN_WEB_SERVER_2008_R264 

...|WIN_WEB_SERVER_2008_SC 

...|WIN_WEB_SERVER_2008_SC64}

NOTE
When you issue the regproc command in verbose mode, a list of valid values for your actual version is
displayed.

• parameters
Parameters to be passed to the procedure when executed.

• path
Indicates one of these three cases, depending on usage:internal procedureThe procedure is an integral part of the
product package. Therefore, the path is expected to be the relative path from the product root to the procedure file.
If, for example, the product has been loaded form c:\swtest1 (the product root) and the procedures are located at c:
\swtest1\procs then code path=PROCS to locate the procedure. 
If the procedure lies also at c:\swtest1 then code path=\ on Windows and path=./ on Linux. 
(See also: Backslash (Windows) and Forward Slash (Linux)) added procedureThe procedure is not an integral part
of the package but available somewhere on the manager. Therefore, the path is to be the absolute access path to
the procedure file on the manager.If, for example, the product has been loaded from c:\swtest1 but the procedure
to be assigned is located at d:\procpool on the manager where the command is launched, then code path=d:
\procpool.external procedureThe procedure neither is an integral part of the package nor is it available on the manager
where the command is launched, but it should be available at all those target computers where it should later run on.
Then the procedure has to be located at the same location on all those target computers to be addressed.For example,
provide the procedure at c:\usd_supp\procs at the target computers in question. Then code path=c:\usd_supp
\procs.Note: This parameter is not mandatory if the externalProc argument is coded. In this case the information
passed with the file argument will be used to determine the procedure to be invoked at the target systems.
If the the externalProc argument is not coded then this parameter remains mandatory.procedure
Specifies the name of a procedure. It will be registered.

• query
Specifies the name of an existing query that describes the prerequisites for running this procedure. If not coded then
no prerequisites are set.
The query name syntax is of the following syntax:
{query_name | (query_name separator_sign domain_name)}
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The domain_name specifies the name of the domain where this query has been created. The separator_sign
separates the query_name of the domain_name. The separator_sign is defined with the sep parameter. If only the
query_name is specified, then the membership of the query to a domain is not checked.

• sep
Specifies the separator sign used with this action. The default separator sign is the dot ".".

• task
Specifies the type of task to be performed by the item procedure.
– Install 

Registers an installation procedure
– Activate 

Registers an activation procedure
– Configure 

Registers a configuration procedure
– Uninstall 

Registers a uninstallation procedure
• type

Specifies the procedure type.
Valid values are:
– executable

executable file (.exe or .com)
– command

command file (.cmd or .bat)
– swd

Software Detector script
– msi

Microsoft Windows Installer package file
– sxp

SD packaging format for Windows
– pkg

SD packaging format for UNIX
– pif

Product Interchange File: SD packaging format for UNIX
– rpm

Linux RedHat Package Manager packaging format
– ips

<adms> script file with the extension .ips
– palm

PALM application file with the extension .prc
– wince

Windows CE cabinet file with the extension .cab
– nokia

NOKIA 9210 Communicator file
• usedefaultMsg

(Optional) If the usedefaultMsg argument is coded, the comment associated with the item procedure is used as the
user job message.

• version
Specifies the version of the item.

Example
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In the following example, a procedure is registered from a Windows server command line, and made available for request
through the Catalog. Since the procedure file, install1.cmd, does not reside in the current directory or in the system path,
but on the target system, it is an external procedure and the full path is specified.

cadsmcmd regproc item="Software Test" version=0.45 task=install 

procedure=Install os=WINDOWS_32-BIT type=command enduser externalproc

file=install.cmd path=c:\test\swtest1 comment="Install Proc 1" 

In the following example the argument externalProc is coded. The path parameter is not used. The executable associated
with the procedure conf_ext is expected to be the program configure.exe which is to be found at c:\myProcs\Prod.

regproc item=prod1 version=1.2/98 task=configure procedure=conf_ext os=WIN_NT type=executable externalProc

 file=c:\myProcs\Prod1

Also in the next example the path parameter is not used. The executable associated with the procedure act_ext is the
program act.exe to be found within the %PATH% of the target systems.

regproc item=prod1 version=1.2/98 task=activate procedure=act_ext os=WIN_NT type=executable externalProc

 file=c:\myProcs\Prod1\act.exe

In the following example the path parameter is used: the executable associated with the procedure inst_ext is expected to
be the program install.exe and it is to be found at c:\myProcs\Prod1 on the target systems.

regproc item=prod1 version=1.2/98 task=install procedure=inst_ext os=WIN_NT type=executable externalProc

 file=install.exe path=c:\myProcs\Prod1 

regsw -- Registering Software

The regsw command lets you:

• Register a new software program
• Register a new program version, based on a program version already registered in the library

This command has the following format:

regsw  {item=item_name 

   version=item_version 

   [basedonitem=baseproduct basedonversion=baseversion] path=sourcepath 

   [comment=comment] 

   [supplier=supplier]

   [procedures=procedurelistname]} 

   [nochecksum]

• basedonitem
Specifies the product name of the original item on which this new item is based.

• basedonversion
Specifies the version of the base product.

• comment
Specifies a comment about this item version.

• item
Specifies the name of the new item.

• noChecksum 
If this optional parameter is coded, there is no integrity checking by checksum. 
By default, if a package is defined by "regsw", the checksum control is enabled. If the checksum control must be
disabled, this parameter must be coded.
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In verbose mode, you are asked to enter "Yes" or "No" for the "NoChecksum" parameter. Enter "Yes" to set the
parameter, "No" to disable the parameter. 
The verbose default for this parameter is "No", that is, the checksum control is enabled.

• path
Specifies the directory on the manager that holds the image of the item being registered. 
If "sourcepath" refers to a mapped drive, this drive must be accessible to the SD service.

• procedures
This parameter specifies the name of a file that defines the embedded procedures of the item to be registered.
SD must have access to this file. 
The procedures are defined by regproc commands.
For the contents of this file the following holds:
– Regrpoc can be coded without item and version parameters. They are optional for such a file. But if they are coded,

they have to refer to the product being registered, otherwise an error is reported.
– Regproc can span over serveral lines.
– Comments can be added. The have to be proceded by a hash sign (#).
– Parameter values containing blanks have to be enclosed in double quotes ("),
If the procedures parameter is coded, the product is automatically sealed after a successful registration, otherwise it
remains unsealed for further processing.

• supplier
Specifies the supplier of the item.

• version
Specifies the version of the item.

 

NOTE

When the regsw command is used and procedures are added, cadsmcmd does not consider defaultProc
command.

The listed commands are considered as valid commands:

• procedure
• task
• comment
• path
• OS
• enduser
• type
• filename
• param
• item
• XProc
• NotRAC

Any other command except the listed ones is considered invalid.

However, when the regsw command is run for regproc individually, defaultProc is considered. This exception
occurs because the regsw and regproc commands are processed under different modules.

 

Example
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The following example shows how the regsw command would be issued from a Linux server to register version 0.45 of a
software package called "Software Test".

cadsmcmd regsw item="Software Test" version=0.45 path=/usr/test/swtest1 

comment="Test software registration" supplier=CA procedures=/usr/test/proclist.txt

The following example illustrates how to register the same software package from a Windows server, and includes four
embedded item procedures. The procedures parameter provides the name of the file where the procedures are listed.

cadsmcmd regsw item="Software Test" version=0.45 path=c:\test\swtest1 

comment="Test software registration"supplier=CA procedures=c:\test\proclist.txt

Following is a sample file containing a list of procedures:

# This file contains a list of all embedded item procedures for Software Test, Version 0.45

regproc task=install procedure="Install Proc 1" os=WINDOWS_32-BIT type=command enduser file=install1.cmd path=

\ 

regproc task=activate procedure="Activate Proc 1" os=WINDOWS_32-BIT type=command enduser file=activ1.cmd path=

\ 

regproc task=configure procedure="Configure Proc 1" os=WINDOWS_32-BIT type=command enduser file=config1.cmd

 path=\ 

regproc task=uninstall procedure="Uninstall Proc 1" os=WINDOWS_32-BIT type=command enduser file=uninst1.cmd

 path=\ 

The path is "\", because the procedures reside in the same directory as the software itself. If the procedures resided in the
subdirectory "C:\test\swtest1\proc", then "path=\proc" should have been used in the procedures file. Path is defined in the
same manner on Linux servers, with the obvious change of directory separator to "/".

renew -- Renewing a Distribution

The renew command is valid only when issued from the enterprise manager.

Renew is used to renew a failed or halted distribution.

This command has the following format:

renew name=distribution_name

[sendTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"] 

[haltTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]

• halttime
Specifies the date and time at which a distribution order should be halted. The date has to be specified in the ISO
format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".

• name
Specifies the name of the distribution to be renewed.

• sendtime 
Specifies the time to send the associated distribution to the addressed domain managers. The date has to be specified
in the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm". If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time is used.

Example

Consider the following example, issuing the cadsmcmd progress command:

cadsmcmd progress name=TestCont11

This command shows TestCont11 as a halted distribution:
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Distribution name: TestCont11, Status Halted.

SendDateTime: 2003/03/05 18:04, InstallDateTime: 2003/03/05 18:10, HaltDateTime: 2003/03/05 18:15

Nr of Areas Total: 2, Waiting: 0, Active; 0, in Error: 1, OK: 1.

Area: N_LOCAL_SRV at Downtown 100 % sent. Status OK.

Area: N_LOCAL_SRV_02 at Rural Area 0 % sent. Status Halted.

SDCMD<A000000> : OK

The cadsmcmd renew command is issued to renew the halted TestCont11 distribution:

cadsmcmd renew name=TestCont11

Reissuing the cadsmcmd progress command shows that the TestCont11 distribution has been renewed and is in active
status.

Distribution name: TestCont11, Status Active.

SendDateTime: 2003/03/05 18:04, InstallDateTime: 2003/03/05 19:10, HaltDateTime: 2003/03/05 22:30

Nr of Areas Total: 2, Waiting: 0, Active; 1, in Error: 0, OK: 1.

Area: N_LOCAL_SRV at Downtown 100 % sent. Status OK.

Area: N_LOCAL_SRV_02 at Rural Area 0 % sent. Status Active.

SDCMD<A000000> : OK

renewjob -- Renewing a Job

The renewjob command renews a failed job. This command is valid only when issued from the domain manager.

This command has the following format:

renewjob  

item=item_name  

version=version_name 

procedure=procedure_name 

installedwith=install_procedure_name 

task={install | activate | configure | uninstall}

[deliverytime="yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm" ]

[calendarname=delivery_exclusion_calendar]

[attime="yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm" ]

[timeout=hours]

[runAtShutdown[={y|n}]] 

[userJobMessage]

[userMessage]

or

renewjob 

cname=[name]

[item=item_name  

version=version_name 

procedure=procedure_name ]

[deliverytime="yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm" ]

[attime="yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm" ]

[calendarname=delivery_exclusion_calendar]

[timeout=hours]

[runAtShutdown[={y|n}]] 

[userJobMessage]

[userMessage]
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• atTime
Specifies the Specifies the date and time when the action will be started. The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD
hh:mm".

• calendarname 
Specifies the name of a calendar, which specifies the periods where deliveries are excluded

• cname
Specifies the optional unique name of a job container that contains the jobs to be renewed.
The parameters item, version, and procedure are optional when cname is coded: 
If the latter ones are coded, only the jobs of the container, identified by these parameters, are renewed. 
If they are not coded, then all renewable jobs of the specified container are renewed.
If cname is not coded, then the job to be renewed is the first renewable job found that meets the specification of the
parameters item, version, installedWith, procedure, and task.

• deliverytime
Specifies the start time of delivery from the domain manager.
The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".

• installedWith
Specifies the name of the install procedure.
The job to be renewed has been installed with this procedure.
The parameter is ignored, if cname is coded.

• item
Specifies the name of the item. The job to be renewed has to deal with this item.

• procedure
Specifies the name of a procedure. The job to be renewed has to deal with this procedure.

• runAtShutdown
If "runAtShutdown" or "runAtShutdown=y" is coded, the job's execution will start at shutdown only.
If "runAtShutdown=n", the job will start at any other time too.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value. This parameter is for
Unix targets only.

• task
Specifies the type of task to be performed by the item procedure.
The procedure to be recovered has to deal with a procedure of this task type.
– install

An installation procedure.
– configure

A configuration procedure.
– activate

An activation procedure.
– uninstall

An uninstallation procedure.
The parameter is ignored, if cname is coded.

• timeout 
Specifies the timeout specifies the expiration period of a job in the form “h” where h the number of hours. The range
of the parameter is configurable at the manager’s site. When the specified value exceeds the configured upper limit
then the value is set to the upper limit, if the specified value goes below the lower limit then the lower limit is taken. No
warning is given in any case.
timeout should not be coded with the jobTimeout parameter otherwise an error is reported. If none of the parameters is
coded the default is given by 168

• version
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Specifies the version of the item being deregistered.
• userJobMessage

Specifies the custom administrator message for a renewed job in a job container.
• userMessage

Specifies the custom administrator message for a job container.

NOTE
The first job in Error Status in the job list, that matches the item, version, procedure, and installed with
parameters, will be selected for the renew operation, which uses the procedure specified by the procedure
parameter.

NOTE
In the "cname" -variant of the command the parameter block item, version and procedure are optional. If they
are not coded, all jobs of the container that can be renewed will be renewed.

resume -- Resume a Halted Distribution

This command is used to resume a halted distribution.

It has the following format:

resume name=jobcontainer_name

   [sendtime="yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm" ]

   [halttime="yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm" ]

• halttime 
Specifies the date and time at which a distribution order should be halted. The date has to be specified in the ISO
format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".

NOTE
Max_Dist_Time determines the maximum number of minutes that can elapse before a container distribution
is set to an error state.

• name
Specifies the name of the distribution that is halted and has to be resumed.

• sendtime 
Specifies the time to send the associated distribution to the addressed domain managers. The date has to be specified
in the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm". If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time is used.

rregproc -- Registering Procedures Remotely

This command is used to send an order to register a procedure in the library of one or more domain managers. The
command is given to the enterprise manager and directed to a domain or a domain group.

The command is valid for enterprise manager only.

It has the following format:

rregproc  item=item_name

version=version_name 

procedure=procedure_name 

{{area=area_name} | {domain=domain_name} | toAllAreas}

[cname=name]

[sendTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"] 

[haltTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]
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• area
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domainwhere the procedure is to be registered at the specified product.
You can specify this parameter more than once to address a list of CA ITCM domains.
This parameter should not be coded with the domain or toAllAreas parameters.

• cname
Specifies an optional unique name of a distribution container.
If no cname parameter is given, a name is generated internally and the command line interface returns this identifier.

• domain
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain group where the procedure is to be registered at the specified product.
You can specify this parameter more than once to address a list of CA ITCM domain groups.
This parameter should not be coded with the area or toAllAreas parameters.

• haltTime
Specifies the date and time at which a distribution order should be halted. The date has to be specified in the ISO
format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".

• item
Specifies the name of the item where the specified procedure will be registered.

• procedure
Specifies the name of a procedure to be registered.

• sendTime
Specifies the time to send the associated distribution to the addressed domain managers. The date has to be specified
in the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm". If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time is used.

• toAllAreas
If coded the related distribution will be sent to all CA ITCM domains registered at the enterprise manager.
"toAllAreas" should not be coded with the "area" or "domain" parameters.

• version
Specifies the version of the item at which the specified procedures will be registered.

Example

Consider the following syntax example, as entered from a Windows server:

cadsmcmd rregproc item="Software TestC" version=0.46 procedure=Install2 

area=N_LOCAL_SRV_02 area=WO_LOCAL_SRV cname=TestCont2 sendtime="2005-03-04 17:35" halttime="2005-03-04 22:55" 

rregsw -- Registering Software Remotely

The rregsw command is used to distribute a new software program from the enterprise manager library to a named list of
domains or domain groups, and to register it in the library of the domain managers at these domains.

The rregsw command is valid only when issued from the enterprise manager command line.

This command has the following format:

rregsw  item=item_name

version=version_name  

{{area=area_name} | {domain=domain_name} | toAllAreas}

[cname=name]

[sendTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"] 

[haltTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]

[delta[={y|n}]] 

• area
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Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domainwhere an item is to be registered.
You can specify this parameter more than once to address a list of CA ITCM domains.
This parameter should not be coded with the domain or toAllAreas parameters.

• cname
Specifies the optional, unique name of the distribution.
If no cname parameter is given, a name is generated internally and the command line interface returns this identifier.

• delta
Indicates that if the item is based on a previous version, then only the delta should be sent to remote CA ITCM
domains. The previous version must already be registered at the remote CA ITCM domains.

• domain
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain group where the specified item will be registered.
You can specify this parameter more than once to address a list of CA ITCM domain groups.
This parameter should not be coded with the area or toAllAreas parameters.

• halttime
Specifies the date and time at which a distribution order should be halted. The date has to be specified in the ISO
format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".
For more information about resuming a halted distribution, see the resume command.

• item
Specifies the name of the item being deregistered.

• sendtime
Specifies the time to send the associated distribution to the addressed domain managers. The date has to be specified
in the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm". If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time is used.

• toAllAreas
If coded the related distribution will be sent to all CA ITCM domains registered at the enterprise manager.
"toAllAreas" should not be coded with the "area" or "domain" parameters.

• version
Specifies the version of the item being registered.

Example

cadsmcmd rregsw item="Software TestC" version=0.46 area=N_LOCAL_SRV area=N_LOCAL_SRV_02 area=W0_LOCAL_SRV 

cname=TestCont1 sendtime="2005-03-03 17:05" halttime="2005-03-03 21:05" 

scalabilityServer

collectSector -- Collect Sector Information at Scalability Server

Using this action, you schedule a request for collecting the sector information at the specified scalability server.

It has the following syntax:

scalabilityServer action=collectSector

   name=name_of_scalability_server

   [COLLECTALL]

• name
Specifies the name of the scalability server from which the sector information is collected.

• COLLECTALL
(Optional) This option drives the amount of data collected from the sector. 
If not coded only the information about common computers and users is collected. 
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If coded the entire available sector information - including asset management inventory data - is collected.
• The action works asynchronously. It returns as soon as the request is scheduled. It does not wait for any engine to

complete this task.
• The name of the scalability server has to be unique; otherwise the action will fail.
• The addressed asset management manager automatically determines the engine responsible for processing this

request from the name of the scalability server.
• The action is provided for a domain manager only. When launched for an enterprise manager it is rejected with error.

security Command

Use the security action to manage the security area assignments for some types of distributed objects by post-processing.

The command is available for domain managers.

linkSAToSO

The command links a list of specified secured objects to a specified security area.

This command is valid for domain managers only.

It has the following format:

cadsmcmd security action=linkSAToSO

   name=security_area_name

   {soName=secured_object_name}

   classId=security_class_identifier

   [folderName=folder_name

   folderClassId=identifier_of_the_folder's_class]

   [domainName=domain_name]

• name
Specifies the name of the security area to that the specified objects are linked to.

• soName
Specifies the name (label) of the secured object to be linked to the specified security area. 
The option can be coded more than once for passing a list of secured objects.

If the secured object is of security class "SoftwarePackage," specify the name and the version in the following format:

«name»|«version».

If «name» contains blanks, enclose «name»|«version» in quotation marks:

"«name»|«version»".

Example:

name testPackage and version 1.0

soname=testPackage|1.0

name CA ITCM Manager and version 12.0

soname="CA ITCM Manager|12.0"

• classId
Specifes the identifier of the security class to which the secured objects belong. The following identifiers are valid:
– SoftwarePackage
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for the software package class
– SoftwareJob

for the software job class
– SoftwareJobContainer

for the software job container class
– SoftwarePolicy

for the class of software based policies.
• folderName

Specifies the name of a folder or container to which all the specified secured objects belong. The option is mandatory
for the following security classes:
– SoftwareJob

In any other case the parameter is ignored.
• folderClassId

Specifies the identifier of the security class to which the folder specified belongs. The following identifiers are valid:
– SoftwareJobContainer
– SoftwarePolicy
The parameter is ignored whenever the parameter folderName is ignored.

• domainName
Specifies the name of the domain to which all secured objects specified and possible folders belong. If the parameter
is not coded then it is assumed that all objects belong to the local domain of the manager addressed by this
CADSMCMD call.

NOTE
This option is obsolete for security objects of type SoftwarePackage and is ignored when coded.

cadsmcmd.example.linkSAToSo

The following example shows how to link the secured object "RAC:srktest" to the security area "m1_area001".

Cadsmcmd security action=linkSAToSO name=m1_area001 soname="RAC:srktest [1/8/2010 12:55PM]"

 classid=softwarejobcontainer domainname=testdomain

unlinkSAFromSO

The command unlinks a list of specified secured objects from a specified security area.

This command is valid for domain managers only.

It has the following format:

cadsmcmd security action=unlinkSAFromSO

   name=security_area_name

   {soName=secured_object_name}

   classId=security_class_identifier

   [folderName=folder_name

   folderClassId=identifier_of_the_folder's_class]

   [domainName=domain_name]

• name
Specifies the name of the security area that the specified objects are unlinked from.

• soName
Specifies the name (label) of the secured object to be unlinked from the specified security area. 
The option can be coded more than once for passing a list of secured objects.

If the secured object is of security class "SoftwarePackage," specify the name and the version in the following format:
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«name»|«version».

If «name» contains blanks, enclose «name»|«version» in quotation marks:

"«name»|«version»".

Example:

name testPackage and version 1.0

soname=testPackage|1.0

name CA ITCM Manager and version 12.0

soname="CA ITCM Manager|12.0"

• classId
Specifes the identifier of the security class to which the secured objects belong. The following identifiers are valid:
– SoftwarePackage

for the software package class
– SoftwareJob

for the software job class
– SoftwareJobContainer

for the software job container class
– SoftwarePolicy

for the class of software based policies.
• folderName

Specifies the name of a folder or container to which all the specified secured objects belong. The option is mandatory
for the following security classes:
– SoftwareJob

In any other case the parameter is ignored.
• folderClassId

Specifies the identifier of the security class to which the folder specified belongs. The following identifiers are valid:
– SoftwareJobContainer
– SoftwarePolicy
The parameter is ignored whenever the parameter folderName is ignored.

• domainName
Specifies the name of the domain to which all secured objects specified and possible folders belong. If the parameter
is not coded then it is assumed that all objects belong to the local domain of the manager addressed by this
CADSMCMD call.

NOTE
This option is obsolete for security objects of type SoftwarePackage and is ignored when coded.

cadsmcmd.example.unlinkSAFromSO

The following example shows how to unlink the secured object "RAC:srktest" from the security area "m1_area001"

Cadsmcmd security action=unlinkSAFromSO name=m1_area001 soname="RAC:srktest [1/8/2010 12:55PM]"

 classid=softwarejobcontainer domainname=testdomain

servergroup -- Manage Servergroups

A server group (ServerGroup) is a collection of scalability servers.

All the methods of ServerGroup are available on the domain and enterprise manager until stated otherwise.
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General Group Management

create -- Create Server Groups

This action allows you to create server groups.

It has the following format:

servergroup action=create 

name=groupname

[superGroup=nameofsupergroup] 

[comment=comment]

[{server=scalability_server} | addall]

[InheritPerms[={y|n}]] 

• addall
All scalability servers will be added to the group (all that exist at creation time).

• comment 
Specifies a comment on the group to be created.

• inheritPerms
This parameter specifies if the group being created inherits security permissions or not. 
If “InheritPerms” or “InheritPerms=y” is coded then the specified group will inherit permissions to it members and
becomes a security group. 
If “InheritPerms=n” is coded then the specified group will not inherit permissions to its members and therefore is no
security group.
Default: InheritPerms=y .

• name
Specifies the name of the server group to be created.

• server
Specifies the name of a scalability server to be added to the group.
This parameter can be coded more than once to add more than one server to the group.

• superGroup 
Specifies the name of an existing server group where the group in question will be created as a subgroup.
If not coded the group will be created at the system folder "Scalability Server Groups".

Example

A server group is supposed to be created:

• The group should be named LA_Server.
• It should collect the scalability servers LA_Server01 and LA_Server02.
• The group should initially not be a subgroup of any other group.

The following command will create such a group:

cadsmcmd servergroup action=create name=LA_Server server=LA_Server01 server=LA_Server02 

delete -- Delete Server Groups

This action allows you to delete server groups.

This action has the following format:

servergroup action=delete name=groupname

• name
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Specifies the name of the server group to be deleted.

Example

To delete the group sg the following command has to be entered:

cadsmcmd servergroup action=delete name=sg

list -- List Server Groups

This action allows you to list all server groups.

This action has the following format:

servergroup action=list 

Example

The following command will generate a list of all server groups:

cadsmcmd servergroup action=list

modify -- Modify Server Groups

This action allows you to modify server groups.

It has the following format:

servergroup action=modify 

   name=groupname

   [NewName=newname] 

   [InheritPerms[={y|n}]] 

   [comment=comment] 

• comment 
Specifies the new comment on the group. To erase a comment enter the empty string ("").

• inheritPerms
This optional parameter specifies if the group being modified is a security group or not. 
If “InheritPerms=n” is coded then the specified group will not inherit permissions to its members and therefore is no
security group any longer.
If “InheritPerms” or “InheritPerms=y” is coded then the specified group will inherit permissions to it members and
therefore becomes a security group.
If the parameter is not coded then the permission inheritance settings of the group are not changed.

• name
Specifies the name of the server group to be modified.

• NewName 
Specifies the new name of the server group.

Example

Suppose the group "LA_Server" has to be modified.

The name of the group should be changed to "LA District".

The following command will provide this change:

cadsmcmd servergroup action=modify name=LA_Server newName="LA District"
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showAttr -- Show Attributes of Server Groups

This action allows you to list the attributes of server groups.

This action has the following format:

servergroup action=showattr 

   name=groupname

   [groupScope={global | local}]

• name
Specifies the name of the server group showing its attributes.

• groupScopeSpecifies the scope of the group specified. The following values are valid for this option:
– Global

The group is a global group, created at an enterprise manager. It may be replicated to a domain manager.
– Local

Specifies a local group, created at the domain manager the CADSMCMD is connected to.
If "groupScope" is not coded then the CADSMCMD first tries to locate the group as a local group. If this fails then it is
tried to locate the group as a global one.

Example

cadsmcmd servergroup action=showattr name=sg_1

The output will be as follows:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Attributes of the server group "sg_1" 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Server group name......................: sg_1

Comment................................: 

Security type..........................: security group

Creation date..........................: 2006-08-28

Creation time..........................: 09:57

Change date............................: 2006-08-28

Change time............................: 09:57

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

Membership Management_Manage Servergroups

add -- Add Server to Server Groups

This action allows you to add servers to a server group.

This action has the following format:

servergroup action=add 

   name=groupname 

   {{{server=server_name |

qserver=(server_name sep domain_name)}} 

   | addall} 

   [sep=separator_sign]
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• name
Specifies the name of the server group to which the servers will be added.

• qserver
Specifies the server as a pair of server name and the name of the domain to which it belongs. By default, the names
are separated by a dot (".") but an alternate separator may be specified with the sep option. The separator should not
be part of the names.
The qserver can be coded with the server in one call. This server will be added.

• sep
Specifies an alternate separator used with the qserver option. The separator should not be part of the names coded
with the qserver options.

• server
Specifies the name of a scalability server to be added to the group.

• addall
All scalability servers, which exist at creation time, are added to the group.
The parameters for addressing a scalability server (target) can be coded more than once to address more than one
scalability server.

Example

To add the servers server01 and server02 to the group sg_1 enter the following command:

cadsmcmd servergroup action=add name=sg_1 server=server01 server=server02

listMem -- List Members of Server Groups

This action allows to list the members of a group.

This action has the following format:

servergroup action=listMem 

   name=groupname

   [groupScope={global | local}]

• name
Specifies the name of the group.

• groupScope
Specifies the scope of the group specified. The following values are valid for this option:
– Global

The group is a global group, created at an enterprise manager. It may be replicated to a domain manager.
– Local

Specifies a local group, created at the domain manager the CADSMCMD is connected to.
If "groupScope" is not coded then the CADSMCMD first tries to locate the group as a local group. If this fails then it is
tried to locate the group as a global one.

Example

To receive the list of members of group "sg_1", enter the following command:

cadsmcmd servergroup action=listMem name=sg_1

The following output list will be provided:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Members of server group "sg_1" (local)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

server01 (server01)
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server02 (server02)

listMembership -- List Membership of Server Groups

This action allows you to list those groups a group is contained in as a subgroup.

This action has the following format:

servergroup action=listMembership 

   name=groupname

   [groupScope={global | local}]

• name
Specifies the name of the server group for which the membership will be listed.

• groupScope
Specifies the scope of the group specified. The following values are valid for this option:
– Global

The group is a global group, created at an enterprise manager. It may be replicated to a domain manager.
– Local

Specifies a local group, created at the domain manager the CADSMCMD is connected to.
If "groupScope" is not coded then the CADSMCMD first tries to locate the group as a local group. If this fails then it is
tried to locate the group as a global one.

Example

To receive a list of servergroups the following command has to be entered:

cadsmcmd servergroup action=listMembership name=sg_2

The following information is provided:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

"sg_2" is member of the following Groups

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

sg_1 (2006-08-28 09:57)

sg_x (2006-08-28 10:56)

remove -- Remove Server from Server Groups

This action allows you to remove servers from the server group.

This action has the following format:

servergroup action=remove 

   name=groupname 

   {{{server=server_name |

qserver=(server_name sep domain_name)}} 

   [sep=separator_sign]

• name
Specifies the name of the server group from which one or more members are to be removed.

• qserver
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Specifies the server as a pair of server name and the name of the domain to which it belongs. By default, the names
are separated by a dot (".") but an alternate separator may be specified with the sep option. The separator should not
be part of the names.
This server will be removed.

• sep
Specifies an alternate separator used with the qserver option. The separator should not be part of the names coded
with the qserver options.

• server
Specifies the name of the server to be removed from the group.
This parameter can be coded more than once to remove more than one server from the group.

NOTE
If a server of ambiguous name is to be removed from a group then use the qserver option to remove it.
Otherwise the result might be unpredictable.

Example

To remove the servers server01 and server02 from the group sg_1 enter the following command:

cadsmcmd servergroup action=remove name=sg_1 server=server01 server=server02

Hierarchy Management_Manage Servergroups

addSubgroups -- Add Subgroups to Server Groups

This action allows you to add subgroups to a server group.

This action has the following format:

servergroup action=addSubgroups 

   [name=groupname]

   {servgrp=groupname}

• name
Name of the server group the server group specified by servgrp will be added to.
If this parameter is not coded the subgroups are copied to the container "Scalability Server Groups".

• servgrp
Specifies the name of an existing server group to be added.
This parameter can be coded more than once to add a list of servers.

Example

Suppose the server groups named "LA admin" and "LA sales" should be added to the server group "LA District" as
subgroups.

The following command will assign these groups as subgroups to the supergroup "LA District":

cadsmcmd servergroup action=addSubgroups name="LA District" servgrp="LA admin" servgrp="LA sales" 

By the way, the groups "LA admin" and "LA sales" have to be defined at the time of command invocation, otherwise, an
error is reported for the missing subgroup.

listSubgroups -- List Subgroups of Server Groups

This action allows you to list the subgroups of a server group.

This action has the following format:
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servergroup action=listSubgroups 

   [name=groupname]

   [groupScope={global | local}]

• name 
Specifies the name of the server group of which the subgroups will be listed.
If this parameter is not coded the server groups of the container "Scalability Server Groups" are listed.

• groupScope
Specifies the scope of the group specified. The following values are valid for this option:
– Global

The group is a global group, created at an enterprise manager. It may be replicated to a domain manager.
– Local

Specifies a local group, created at the domain manager the CADSMCMD is connected to.
If "groupScope" is not coded then the CADSMCMD first tries to locate the group as a local group. If this fails then it is
tried to locate the group as a global one.

The output list has the following format:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of Subgroups of Server Group "groupname" 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

subgroupname

subgroupname

...

Example

To list all subgroups associated with the server group "LA District" code the following:

cadsmcmd servergroup action=listSubgroups name="LA District" 

removeSubgroups -- Remove Subgroups from Server Groups

This action allows you to remove subgroups from a server group.

This action has the following format:

servergroup action=removeSubgroups 

   [name=groupname]

   {servgrp=groupname}

• name
Specifies the name of the server group the server group specified by servgrp will be removed from.
If this parameter is not coded then the subgroups are removed from the container "Scalability Server Groups".

• servgrp
Specifies the name of an existing server group to be removed.
This parameter can be coded more than once to remove a list of server groups.

NOTE
"Remove" does not mean that any server group of the servgrp parameter is deleted. It is only unlinked from
the supergroup specified with the name parameter.
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NOTE
If a server group A contains the server group B, and if B is not contained by any other server group, nor by the
container "Scalability Server Groups", then the attempt to remove B from A will result in an error. At least one of
these containments must remain.

Example

Suppose that the server groups named "LA admin" and "LA sales" should be removed from the server group "LA District"
again.

The following command will remove these groups as subgroups from the supergroup "LA District":

cadsmcmd servergroup action=removeSubgroups name="LA District" servgrp="LA admin" servgrp="LA sales" 

The groups "LA admin" and "LA sales" are not deleted from the database by the command; they are only removed from
the group "LA District". Any other containment relations beside the ones previously shown are still present.

The command will report an error if the containment relation to be broken is the only one for one of the subgroups to be
removed. For example, "LA admin" is only mentioned as a subgroup of "LA District" while the other subgroups are also
mentioned in the folder "Scalability Server Groups" or in other groups.

stagingserver -- Scalability Server Commands

The scalability server - in previous releases called "staging server" - is used in SD networks to provide software to its
attached target computers for installation and to optimize the communication links between the domain managers and its
associated target computers. A scalability server is always attached to a unique domain manager.

The command stagingserver is valid for domain managers only.

activateStageCheck -- Activate the Stage Check Program

This actions starts the Stage Check program that initiates a check for pending orders.

It will not wait for its completion.

This action has the following format:

stagingserver action=activatestagecheck

   computer=name

• computer
Specifies the name of the computer where the Stage Check program will be activated. 

addItem -- Add Item to scalability server

This action adds an item to one or more staging libraries.

This action has the following format:

stagingserver action=additem

   item=item_name 

   version=item_version 

   {{computer=computer_name} | {compgrp=computer_group_name}} 

   [cname=name]

   [atTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]

   [ timeout=hours ]

   [{nolinkage | transaction | synchronized } ]

   [jcPriority={1,...,10}]
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• attime
Specifies the Specifies the date and time when the action will be started. The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD
hh:mm".

• cname
Specifies the the optional unique name of a job container where the generated job will be stored.
If a job container / distribution with the specified name already exists an error will be reported.
If "cname" is not coded, a generic name is generated.

• compgrp
Specifies the name of a server group of scalability servers to which the item is to be delivered. 
The parameter can be coded more than once to address a list of server groups.
The parameter should not be coded with the computer parameter.

• computer
Specifies the name of a scalability server to which the item is to be delivered.
The parameter can be coded more than once to address a list of scalability servers.
The parameter should not be coded with the compgrp parameter.

• item
Specifies the name of the item to be delivered to the scalability servers.

• jcPriority
Specifies the priority of the job container.
The priority specified has to be numeric and its value has to be greater or equal 1 and less or equal 10.
If not coded priority 5 is assumed.

• nolinkage
Run the job independently of the other jobs in the container.

• synchronized
The job linkage option is set to "Synchronized job execution".

• timeout
Specifies the timeout specifies the expiration period of a job in the form “h” where h the number of hours. The range
of the parameter is configurable at the manager’s site. When the specified value exceeds the configured upper limit
then the value is set to the upper limit, if the specified value goes below the lower limit then the lower limit is taken. No
warning is given in any case.
timeout should not be coded with the jobTimeout parameter otherwise an error is reported. If none of the parameters is
coded the default is given by 168

• transaction
The job linkage option is set to "Batch job execution".

• version
Specifies the version of the item to be added.

list -- List scalability servers

A list of all scalability servers is shown. An additional filter can be specified to restrict the list to only those scalability
servers that fulfill the filter criteria. If no filters are given the complete list of products is shown. The filter is limited to100
bytes.

This action has the following format:

stagingserver action=list 

[{filter="filter" 

| filterfile=file_name}]

• filter 
Specifies the expression to confine the amount of information listed.
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You can also use the attributes that are shown by the "targetcomputer list" action.
• filterfile 

Specifies the name of the file that contains the filter commands.The commands in the file are specified in the same
way as in the filter parameter, but the size of the file is limited by the capacity of the system that runs this command.

Example

To generate a list staging servers of all server groups, enter the following command:

cadsmcmd stagingserver action=list

The command provides an output list on stdout of the following format:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of staging servers

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Test01mc

Test02mc

WWWWH01

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total number of computers: 3

Number of staging servers found: 3

Number of staging servers shown: 3

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

To generate a list staging servers of all server groups starting with "Test" using filters, enter the following command:

cadsmcmd stagingserver action=list filter="computer name=Test*" 

The output on stdout is as follows:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of staging servers

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Test01mc

Test02mc

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total number of computers: 3

Number of staging servers found: 3

Number of staging servers shown: 2

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

listComp -- List Computers Assigned to Scalability Server

This actions displays a list of all computers that are assigned to the specified scalability server. The list only contains the
name of the computers.

This action has the following format:

stagingserver action=listcomp 

   name=staging_server_name 

• name
Specifies the name of the scalability server for which the assigned computers will be listed.

listItem -- List Items of Scalability Server

This action show items available at specified scalability server. The list shows the names of the items and their versions.
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This action has the following format:

stagingserver action=listitem 

   name=staging_server_name 

• name
Specifies the name of the scalability server for which the associated items will be shown.

removeItem -- Remove Item from Staging Libraries

This action removes an item from one or more staging libraries.

This action has the following format:

stagingserver action=removeitem

   item=item_name 

   version=item_version 

   { { computer=computer_name }

   | { compgrp=computer_group_name } }

   [cname=name]

   [{nolinkage | transaction | synchronized } ]

   [atTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]

   [ timeout=hours]

   [jcPriority={1,...,10}]

• attime
Specifies the Specifies the date and time when the action will be started. The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD
hh:mm".

• cname
Specifies the the optional unique name of a job container where the generated job will be stored.
If a job container / distribution with the specified name already exists an error will be reported.
If "cname" is not coded, a generic name is generated.

• compgrp
Specifies the name of a server group of scalability servers from which the item is to be removed. 
The parameter can be coded more than once to address a list of server groups.
The parameter should not be coded with the computer parameter.

• computer
Specifies the name of the scalability server from which the item is to be removed. 
The parameter can be coded more than once to address a list of scalability servers.
This parameter should not be coded with the compgrp parameter.

• item
Specifies the name of the item to be removed.

• jcPriority
Specifies the priority of the job container.
The priority specified has to be numeric and its value has to be greater or equal 1 and less or equal 10.
If not coded priority 5 is assumed.

• nolinkage
Run the job independently of the other jobs in the container.

• synchronized
The job linkage option is set to "Synchronized job execution".

• timeout
Specifies the timeout specifies the expiration period of a job in the form “h” where h the number of hours. The range
of the parameter is configurable at the manager’s site. When the specified value exceeds the configured upper limit
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then the value is set to the upper limit, if the specified value goes below the lower limit then the lower limit is taken. No
warning is given in any case.
timeout should not be coded with the jobTimeout parameter otherwise an error is reported. If none of the parameters is
coded the default is given by 168

• transaction
The job linkage option is set to "Batch job execution".

• version
Specifies the version of the item to be removed.

NOTE
If neither "synchronized" nor "transaction" is coded, then a job container of type "nolinkage" will be created.

swlibrary -- Software Library Commands

All methods of this chapter have been provided on enterprise and domain manager, unless something else is stated.

The software package library (swlibrary) administers all the software and groups of software and procedures an enterprise
and domain manager deals with.

General Software Group Management

assignGroupToTarget -- Assign Group to Target

This action lets you assign a software group or a procedure group to target computers or computer groups (including
software templates). If the software group contains subgroups, the subgroups take part in the assignment recursively.

Besides other information, the name of the job container or distribution used is printed on standard output.

This action has the following format:

swLibrary action=assignGroupToTarget name=group_name 

   {{computer=computer_name} |

   {compgrp=computer_group_name | ccompgrp=(computer_group_name sep groupScope)}

   [sep=separator_sign] 

   | {swTemplates=software_template_name}}

   cname=[name]

   [dname=distribution_name] 

   [unsealed]

   [{nolinkage|transaction[rollback]|synchronized}[nocascade]] 

   [deliveryTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"] 

   [atTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]

   after={exacttime|boottime} 

   [calendarname=delivery_calendar]

   [preaction={none|reboot|logoff}]

   [postaction={none|reboot|logoff|rebootAtEnd|logoffAtEnd|shutdownAtEnd}]

   [promptUser[={y|n}]]  

   [allowCancel[={y|n}]]  

   [execTimedOut[={y|n}]] 

   [prompt=days.hours] 

   [offline[={y|n}]]  

   [runAtShutdown[={y|n}]] 

   [preventLogon[={y|n}]]  

   [globalTime] 
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   [nocalendar]

   [resolveQuery] 

   [parameters=user_parameters]

   [repeat={y|n}] 

   [stagingserver]

   [jobTimeout=d.h] 

   [procedures=procedures_file]

   [{{area=area_name} | {domain=domain_name} | toAllAreas}]

   [sendTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"] 

   [haltTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]

   [jcPriority={1,...,10}]

   [distPriority={1,...,10}] 

   [reinstall[={y|n}]] 

• after
Start time of the procedure at the target system. 
The following values are valid:
– exacttime 

The procedure is started immediately after reaching atTime.
– boottime 

The start of the procedure is delayed until the first boot after atTime has been passed.
• allowCancel

If "allowCancel" or "allowCancel=y" is coded, the user will be granted to cancel the job's execution.
If "allowCancel=n" is coded, the user will not be granted.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.
If neither promptUser is set by this call nor already enabled, then this parameter is ignored. No warning is given.

• area
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain the distribution will be sent to.
The parameter can be coded more than once to specify a list of CA ITCM domains.
If this parameter is coded then the distribution will be sealed and automatically sent to its destinations after the
command has been successfully completed.

NOTE
If neither the area nor the domain nor the toAllAreas parameter is coded, the distribution remains unsealed
and can further be manipulated.

This parameter should not be coded with the domain or toAllAreas parameters. (enterprise manager only)

• atTime
Specifies the Specifies the date and time when the action will be started. The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD
hh:mm". If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time are used.

• calendarname
Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place.

• ccompgrp
Specifies the computer group to be addressed as a pair of group name and scope. By default, name and scope are
separated by a dot ("."), but an alternate separator can be specified with the "sep" option. The separator should not be
used as part of the names.
For the group scope only the following values are valid.
– local

The group is created at the local domain manager.
– global

The group has been created at the enterprise manager and may be replicated.
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The "ccompgrp" can be coded with the "compgrp" in one call.
• cname

Specifies the the optional unique name of a job container.
If no cname parameter is given, a name is generated internally and the command line interface returns this identifier.
The generated jobs will be assigned to it.
If this job container does not exist, it will be created. If it exists, then the generated jobs will be added - if the container
is unsealed.
If it is sealed, cadsmcmd terminates with an error.

• compgrp
Specifies the computer group to be addressed.
The parameter can be coded more than once to address more than one computer group.
This parameter should not be coded with the computer or swTemplates parameters.

• computer
Specifies the name of a computer to be addressed. 
The parameter can be coded more than once to address more than one computer.
This parameter should not be coded with the compgrp or swTemplates parameters.
(domain manager only)

• deliveryTime
Specifies the start time of delivery from the domain manager.
The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".
If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time are used.

• distPriority
Specifies the priority that will be assigned to the distribution.
The priority specified has to be numeric and its value has to be greater or equal 1 and less or equal 10.
If not coded priority 5 is assumed.

• dname
Specifies the name of the distribution the jobs and job container will be stored in. 
If the distribution already exists, then this distribution is used - if it is still open for manipulations, otherwise an error
message is launched. If the distribution does not exist, it will be created.
If the parameter is not coded, a distribution of default name is generated.
(enterprise manager only)

• domain
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain group the distribution will be sent to. 
The parameter can be coded more than once to address a list of CA ITCM domain groups.
If this parameter is coded then the distribution will be sealed and automatically sent to its destinations after the
command has been successfully completed.

NOTE
If neither the area nor the domain nor the toAllAreas parameter is coded, the distribution remains unsealed
and can further be manipulated.

This parameter should not be coded with the area or toAllAreas parameters. (enterprise manager only)

• execTimedOut
If "execTimedOut " or "execTimedOut=y" is coded, the job's execution will be automatically started when the user
prompt times out.
If "execTimedOut=n", the job will not automatically be started.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.
If neither promptUser is set by this call nor is already enabled, then this parameter is ignored. No warning is given.

• globalTime
If "globalTime" or "globalTime=y" is coded, then the time specifications are based on the enterprise manager time.If
"globalTime=n" is coded, it is based on domain manager time. (default)

• haltTime
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Specifies the date and time at which a distribution order should be halted. The date has to be specified in the ISO
format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".
For more information about resuming a halted distribution, see the resume command.

• jcPriority
Specifies the priority of the job container.
The priority specified has to be numeric and its value has to be greater or equal 1 and less or equal 10.
If not coded the priority is not changed.

• jobTimeout
Specifies the jobTimeout expiration period of a job in the form “d.h” where d specifies the number of days and h the
number of hours. The range of the parameter is configurable at the manager’s site. When the specified value exceeds
the configured upper limit then the value is set to the upper limit, if the specified value goes below the lower limit then
the lower limit is taken. No warning is given in any case.
jobTimeout should not be coded with the timeout parameter otherwise an error is reported. If none of the parameters is
coded the default is given by 7.0.

• name
Specifies the name of the group. If it is a software group the members of the group will be installed at the targets site. 
The procedure of the members to run at the target can be specified and configured with the procedures option. If it is
not coded the default install procedures of the members are taken.
If it is a procedure group the contained procedures will be executed at the target site.

• noCalendar
If "noCalendar" is coded, a possible calendar at the target computer will be ignored for this job's execution.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• noCascade
The job linkage option is set to "Ignore cascading". 
This parameter is allowed only if "transaction" or "synchronized" are coded.

• noLinkage
Run the job independently of the other jobs in the container.

• offline
If "offline" or "offline=y" is coded, the connection between the target computer and the server will be released for the
job's execution and reestablished thereafter.
If "offline=n" the connection will not be released.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• parameters
Specifies the user parameters for the procedure. 
Multiple user parameters must be separated by spaces inside double quotes.
If an empty string is coded, then no parameters are assumed.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• postaction
Specifies the necessary actions that must take place after completion of the specified procedure. The following values
are valid:
– none

Performs no post-action.
– reboot 

Restarts the system after completion of the procedure.
– logoff 

Logs off the user after completion of the procedure.
– rebootAtEnd 

Restarts the system after completion of all the jobs of this container.
– logoffAtEnd 

Logs off the user after completion of all the jobs of this container.
– shutdownAtEnd
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Shuts down the target computer after completion of the jobs.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• preaction
Specifies that necessary actions must take place before the specified procedure starts. The following values are valid:
– none

Performs no pre-action.
– reboot

Restarts the system before the start of the procedure.
– logoff

Logs off the user before the start of the procedure.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• preventLogon
If "preventLogon" or "preventLogon=y" is coded, then the user logon will be rejected during the job's runtime. If a user
is already logged on, the execution of the job is delayed until the user logs off.
If "preventLogon=n" the user logon will not be rejected.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• procedures
Specifies the name of the file defining the procedures to be used for the software group and / or to define individual job
options for the procedures (software and procedure groups).
The content of this procedures file is shown in Procedures File Format.

• prompt=d.h
Specifies the time period in which the user will be prompted for the job's start. The period’s format is "d.h" where d
means days and h means hours. The range of this parameter is from three hours to seven days (from 0.3 to 7.0). If the
specified value falls below the valid minimum, the value is replaced by the minimum. If the specified value exceeds the
valid maximum, then the value is replaced by the maximum. No warning is given.

• promptUser
If "promptUser" or "promptUser=y" is coded, the user will be prompted for the job's execution.
If "promptUser=n", the user will not be prompted.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• reinstall
The “reinstall” option is optional, the default is “reinstall=n”.
If “reinstall” or “reinstall=y” is coded then a possible installation record related to the order is removed before the job is
evaluated by the domain manager. 
If “reinstall=n” is coded then such records will remain.

NOTE
Option only applies to install jobs. In any other cases it is ignored.

• resolveQuery
Evaluate a possibly related query group before the job is generated.

• rollback
Set the job linkage option to "Enable Transaction".

• runAtShutdown
If "runAtShutdown" or "runAtShutdown=y" is coded, the job's execution will start at shutdown only.
If "runAtShutdown=n", the job will start at any other time too.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.
This parameter is for Unix targets only.

• sendtime
Specifies the time to send the associated distribution to the addressed domain managers. The date has to be specified
in the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm". If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time is used.
(Enterprise manager only)

• sep
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Specifies an alternate separator used with the "ccompgroup" option. The separator should not be part of the group
name code with the "ccompgroup" options.

• stagingServer
Deliver the related product also to the staging libraries of the scalability servers of the target computers.
This parameter applies to procedures of task type "install" only!

• swTemplates
Specifies the name of the software template.
The parameter can be coded more than once to address more than one software template.
If it is coded, then the cname parameter becomes obsolete, the jobs to be generated are not assigned to any job
container but to the software template. To do so, the software templates of the list should not be sealed.
This parameter should not be coded with the computer or compgrp parameters.

• synchronized
The job linkage option is set to "Synchronized job execution".

• toAllAreas
If coded the related distribution will be sent to all CA ITCM domains registered at the enterprise manager.
"toAllAreas" should not be coded with the "area" or "domain" parameters. (enterprise manager only)

NOTE
If neither the area nor the domain nor the toAllAreas parameter is coded, the distribution remains unsealed
and can further be manipulated.

• transaction
The job linkage option is set to "Batch job execution".
This is the default.

• unsealed
The addressed job container remains unsealed after the generated job has successfully been created.
(domain manager only)

NOTE
If neither area, nor domain, nor toAllAreas is coded, the distribution container remains unsealed and further
manipulation is possible.

NOTE
The parameters "allowCancel," "execTimedOut" and "prompt" are valid, if the "promptUser" option is already set
or is set by this command using the "promptUser" parameter.

If neither the "promptUser" option of a job nor the "promptUser" parameter of the command is set, these
parameters will be ignored.

No warning is given.

procedures file format

The content of the procedures file consists of entries of the following syntax:

item = item 

version = version 

procedure = procedure 

task={install|configure|activate|uninstall}

[deliverytime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm" ] 

[attime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm" ]

[after={exacttime|boottime}] 

[calendarname=deliverycalendar]

[preaction={none|reboot|logoff}]

[postaction={none|reboot|logoff|rebootAtEnd|logoffAtEnd}]
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[promptUser={y|n}] 

[allowCancel={y|n}] 

[execTimedOut={y|n}] 

[prompt=days.hours]

[offline={y|n}] 

[RunAtShutdown={y|n}] 

[PreventLogon={y|n}] 

[GlobalTime={y|n}] 

[nocalendar={y|n}]

[ResolveQuery={y|n}] 

[Parameters=userparameter]

[stagingserver={y|n}]

[JobTimeout=d.h]

• item 
Name of the group item this entry is related to

• version 
Version for the group item this entry is related to

• procedure 
Specifies the item procedure to be performed

• task 
Specifies the procedure type.
The following types are valid:
– install 

The procedure installs the item.
– configure 

The procedure configures the item
– activate 

The procedure activates the item.
– uninstall 

The procedure uninstalls the item.
If the parameter is not coded, install is assumed.

The parameters "item", "version", "procedure", and "task" have to be coded at each line as the first parameters and they
have to be coded in the order as in the syntax definition of cadsmcmd swlibrary action=assigngrouptotarget shown. The
remaining parameter can be coded in any order.

The meaning of the other parameters corresponds to the meaning of the command parameters shown in cadsmcmd
swlibrary action=assigngrouptotarget.

The procedure options for a job procedure are taken from the settings in this list.

If for a procedure an option is not coded in the related list entry then it is taken from the settings on command layer.

If it is not coded there then it is taken from the procedure options registered.

Example

The attributes specified with the command serve as defaults for all jobs to be generated. While for a procedure group
it is clear which procedure to run for software groups, this is open. As default for the software group products, the
command selects the default install routine of the products for the jobs. All these defaults can be overwritten by additional
specifications in the "procedures" file.

Assume a "procedures" file is specified. For each entry of a procedure group it will be checked whether the procedure
and product also occurs in the specified "procedures" file or not. If not the commands defaults will be used to generate
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the job, otherwise the specifications of the first matching "procedures" file entry overwrite the defaults and these modified
attributes are used to generate the job. The jobs will be generated in the order the procedures are sorted in the group.

For example, assume a domain manager, the following procedure group and a command as follows:

pg:

........Procedure:........configure_001

................Product........test_001

................Version........1.0

........Procedure:........activate_002

................Product........test_002

................Version........1.1

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=assignGroupToTarget name=pg computer=tar01 after=exacttime prompUser allowCancel

 Parameters="-xon xf -rs" procedures=c:\temp\procFile.txt

Assume further that c:\temp\procFile.txt has the following contents:

Item=test_002 version=1.1 procedure=activate_002 task=activate after=boottime allowCancel=n GlobalTime=y

 Parameters="" 

Two jobs will be generated. The first one is for the configure_001 and the attributes of the command are used as defaults,
in other words, after=exacttime, promptUser, cancelAllow, and Parameters="-xon xf -rs" . The second job generated is
for activate_002, and in this case the defaults from the command are used too, but some of them are overwritten by the
related "procedures" file entry. This results in a job with the attributes after=boottime, promptUser, and GlobalTime while
allowCancel is not set and Parameters is empty.

In case of a software group, it is only checked if the product matches an entry in the "procedures" file. The first entry found
is used. The specified procedure of the matching entry and the specified parameters overwrite the defaults and these
modified attributes are used to generate the job.

For example, assume a domain manager, the following software group and a command as follows:

swg:

........Product:........test_011

................Version........2.1

................Default installation procedure........inst_011

........Product:........test_012

................Version........2.2

................Default installation procedure........inst_012

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=assignGroupToTarget name=swg computer=tar01 after=exacttime prompUser allowCancel

 Parameters="-xon xf -rs" preaction=logoff procedures=c:\temp\procFile.txt

Assume further that c:\temp\procFile.txt has the following contents:

Item=test_012 version=2.2 procedure=activate_012 task=activate after=boottime allowCancel=n GlobalTime=y

 Parameters="-cleanUp" 

Item=test_011 version=2.0 procedure=activate_011 task=activate allowCancel=n GlobalTime=y Parameters="-

format" 

Two jobs will be generated. The first one is for the product test_011 of Version 2.1 and its an installation job using the
default procedure inst_011. The job is generated with the command defaults only, because there is no matching entry in
the "procedures" file, although the product test_011 is refered to in the file but of a different version. Therefore the job is
generated with the attributes after=exacttime, promptUser, allowCancel, and Parameters="-xon xf -rs" .

The second job is generated for the product test_012 of Version 2.2. This time there is a matching entry in the
"procedures" file, therefore the defaults given by the command where updated by those of the entry, and the job created
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is for the activation procedure activate_012 with attributes after=boottime, promptUser, GlobalTime, preaction=logoff, and
Parameters="-cleanUp," while allowCancel is not set.

A software group may have a hierarchical structure, in other words, it contains other software or procedure groups.
The command works recursively, in other words, it also evaluates the subgroups and generates jobs for their entries.
Using hierarchical group structures the user should take into account that the products and procedures are unique in this
hierarchy. For example, consider the following structure:

swg: (software group)

........Product:........test_001

................Version........2.1

................Default installation procedure........inst_001

........Product:........test_022

................Version........1.1/00

................Default installation procedure........inst_022

swg_1: (software group)

........Product........test_010

................Version........1.0

................Default installation procedure........inst_010

........Product:........test_001

................Version........2.1

................Default installation procedure........inst_001

pg_11: (procedure group)

........Procedure:........configure_001

................Product........test_001

................Version........2.1

........Procedure:........activate_022

................Product........test_022

................Version........1.1/00

pg_1: (procedure group)

........Procedure:........configure_022

................Product........test_022

................Version........1.1/00

........Procedure:........activate_022

................Product........test_022

................Version........1.1/00

Invoking the command for this group will cause some warnings and some products and procedures will be ignored.
This holds for the product test_001 of Version 2.1 in swg_1 because it already appears at level swg as well as for
the procedure activate_022 of product test_022 of Version 1.1/00 in pg_11, because it already appears at pg_1. If a
"procedures" file is coded with the command the procedure groups are checked for matching entries first. After they are all
completed the software groups of the hierarchy are checked against the remaining entries of the "procedure" files, in other
words, against those entries not already used within procedure groups.

For example, consider the swg structure previously shown and the following command on a domain manager:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=assignGroupToTarget name=swg computer=tar01 after=exacttime promptUser allowCancel

 Parameters="-xon xf -rs" procedures=c:\temp\procFile.txt

Assume further that c:\temp\procFile.txt has the following contents:

Item=test_001 version=2.1 procedure=configure_001 task=configure allowCancel=n Parameters="-init"

 preaction=reboot

Item=test_001 version=2.1 procedure=install_min task=install allowCancel=n Parameters="-x -y -z"

 preaction=logoff postaction=reboot

Item=test_022 version=1.1/00 procedure=configure_022 task=configure preaction=logoff Repeat noCalendar
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Item=test_022 version=1.1/00 procedure=activate_022 task=activate preaction=logoff Repeat noCalendar

This will generate the subsequent jobs with the listed attributes:

test_001 2.1: install_min

task=install

after=exacttime

promptUser

Parameters="-x -y -z" 

preaction=log0ff

postaction=reboot

test_022 1.0/00:inst_002

task=install

after=exacttime

promptUser

allowCancel

Parameters="-xon xf -rs" 

test_022 1.0/00:configure_022 

task=configure

after=exacttime

preaction=logoff

promptUser

allowCancel

Repeat

noCalendar

Parameters="-xon xf -rs" 

test_022 1.0/00:activate_022 

task=activate

after=exacttime

preaction=logoff

promptUser

allowCancel

Repeat

noCalendar

Parameters="-xon xf -rs" 

test_010 1.0:inst_010

task=install

after=exacttime

promptUser

allowCancel

Parameters="-xon xf -rs" 

test_001 1.0/00:configure_001

task=configure

after=exacttime

promptUser

Parameters="-init" 

preaction=reboot

It will test_001 of version 2.1 in swg_1 as well as activate_022 of test_022 and version 1.1/00 in pg_11 will be ignored.

The entries of the procedures file have the following format:

item=item 

version=version 

procedure=procedure task={install|configure|activate|uninstall}
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[deliverytime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm" ] 

[attime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm" ]

[after={exacttime|boottime}] [calendarname=deliverycalendar]

[preaction={none|reboot|logoff}]

[postaction={none|reboot|logoff|rebootAtEnd|logoffAtEnd}]

[promptUser={y|n}] 

[allowCancel={y|n}] 

[execTimedOut={y|n}] 

[prompt=days.hours]

[offline={y|n}] 

[RunAtShutdown={y|n}] 

[PreventLogon={y|n}] 

[GlobalTime={y|n}] 

[nocalendar={y|n}]

[ResolveQuery={y|n}] 

[Parameters=userparameter]

[repeat={y|n}] 

[stagingserver={y|n}]

[JobTimeout=d.h]

• item
Name of the group item this entry is related to.

• version
Version for the group item this entry is related to.

• procedure
Specifies the item procedure to be performed.

• task
Specifies the procedure type. The following types are valid:

• install
The procedure installs the item.

• configure
The procedure configures the item.

• activate
The procedure activates the item.

• uninstall
The procedure uninstalls the item.
If the parameter is not coded, install is assumed.

The item, version, procedure, and task parameters have to be coded at each line as the first parameters, and they have to
be coded in the order as in the syntax definition previously shown. The remaining parameters can be coded in any order.

The other parameters' meanings correspond to the command parameters previously shown. If a y is coded, then the
parameter will be set; otherwise, it will not be set. For parameters not set, the default is taken from each command's
parameter setting.

Consider a software group swg_1 that should be distributed to the targets given by the group q_grp. The swg_1 shows the
following contents and structure:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=listswg name=swg_1

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.
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Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "default manager" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM AM

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List members of procedure group "swg_1" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

InstallActivateConfigureUninstall 1 <Generic>, <Regular>, 3(0), schbe05, 

Pass the exitcode that should be returned as a user parameter.

TransferComplexDirectoryStructure 1 <Generic>, <Regular>, 329(0), QA Mch schir03, 

SD Package with complex directory structure.

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

Suppose the requirements for the job container to be used are as follows:

• The jobs are executed in sequence. If a job fails no further job is executed, already executed jobs are rolled back.
• Dependencies should be resolved and install cascades are to be built.

The defaults for all jobs to be generated are:

• The delivery time is 2005-06-30 1:00 pm.
• The processing start time at the targets is 2005-07-05 01:00 am. The processing can start immediately after the

timestamp is reached.
• A possible query for the computer group has to be evaluated before the jobs are generated.
• For the remaining attributes the defaults are used.
• Individual attributes for the jobs are passed with the procedure file "c:\temp\proc.usd".

The individual requirements for jobs and items are as follows:

• For the procedures of the procedure group pg_1
• remdir and setdir of tstbase require a reboot after installation.
• inst of tstkpk01 does not have any further requirements.
• For the items of the software group swg_1
• The tstbase is installed by the install procedure "inst".
• A logged in user is logged off before the installation starts.
• Any login attempt during installation is rejected.
• DMS Editor to be installed by the default procedure "Local Install".
• No further, individual requirements.

To distribute and run the associated jobs, the command assignGroupToTarget is used. Due to the individual requirements
for some jobs, a procedure file is needed to describe those individual requirements. This procedure file has the following
contents:

item=tstbase version=1.0 procedure=remdir task=configure postaction=reboot

item=tstbase version=1.0 procedure=setdir task=configure postaction=reboot

item=tstbase version=1.0 procedure=inst task=install preaction=logoff preventLogon

The following command will create a job container of default name, populate it with jobs required and schedule it for
execution:
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cadsmcmd swlibrary action=assignGroupToTarget name=swg_1 compgrp=q_grp transaction rollback

 deliveryTime="2005-06-30 13:00" atTime="2005-07-05 01:00" after=exacttime resolveQuery procedures=c:\temp

\proc.usd

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "wwwww01b" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

A container with the name q_grp [04/11/02 10:44:10.093] was created.

Evaluate group swg_1

Evaluate group swg_1/pg_1

Evaluate procedures file c:\temp\proc.usd

Generate job "tstbase 1.0:inst" : OK.

Generate job "DMS Editor 6.01.0000:Local Install" : OK.

Generate job "tstbase 1.0:remdir" : OK.

Generate job "tstbase 1.0:setdir" : OK.

Generate job "tstkpk01 1.0:inst" : OK.

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

The following command shows the job container generated:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=showAttr name="q_grp [04/11/02 10:44:10.093]" 

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "wwwww01b" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Show attributes of the job container "q_grp [04/11/02 10:44:10.093]" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Job container name.....................: q_grp [04/11/02 10:44:10.093]

Job container properties...............: 28

.........................................Transaction

.........................................Rollback previous jobs on failure

.........................................Cascade install

Sealed.................................: Yes

Created at.............................: 2005-04-11 10:45

Changed at.............................: 2005-04-11 10:45

Number of contained objects............: 5

Job container state....................: waiting

.........................................3 - jobs waiting

.........................................0 - jobs active

.........................................2 - jobs ok

.........................................0 - jobs failed

Job name...............................: tstbase 1.0:inst

..Overall state........................: WAITING

.........................................2 - job targets waiting

.........................................0 - job targets active
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.........................................0 - job targets ok

.........................................0 - job targets failed

..Job order number.....................: 0

..Created at...........................: 2005-06-30 13:00

..Activate at..........................: 2005-07-05 01:00

..Status message.......................: OK

..Target...............................: KKKKK01B

....Task...............................: install

....Job state..........................: WAITING

....Task...............................: install

....Started at.........................: 2005-07-05 01:00

....Completed at.......................: 2005-04-11 10:45

....Created at.........................: 2005-04-11 10:45

....Data sent in per cent..............:

....Status message.....................: OK

....Ordered by.........................: KKKKK01

....Type...............................: mandatory

....Comment............................:

..Target...............................: KKKKK01C

....Task...............................: install

....Job state..........................: WAITING

....Task...............................: install

....Started at.........................: 2005-07-05 01:00

....Completed at.......................: 2005-04-11 10:45

....Created at.........................: 2005-04-11 10:45

....Data sent in per cent..............:

....Status message.....................: OK

....Ordered by.........................: KKKKK01

....Type...............................: mandatory

....Comment............................:

Job name...............................: DMS Editor 6.01.0000:Local Install

..Overall state........................: WAITING

.........................................2 - job targets waiting

.........................................0 - job targets active

.........................................0 - job targets ok

.........................................0 - job targets failed

..Job order number.....................: 1

..Created at...........................: 2005-06-30 13:00

..Activate at..........................: 2005-07-05 01:00

..Status message.......................: OK

..Target...............................: KKKKK01B

....Task...............................: install

....Job state..........................: WAITING

....Task...............................: install

....Started at.........................: 2005-07-05 01:00

....Completed at.......................: 2005-04-11 10:45

....Created at.........................: 2005-04-11 10:45

....Data sent in per cent..............:

....Status message.....................: OK

....Ordered by.........................: KKKKK01

....Type...............................: mandatory

....Comment............................:
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..Target...............................: KKKKK01C

....Task...............................: install

....Job state..........................: WAITING

....Task...............................: install

....Started at.........................: 2005-07-05 01:00

....Completed at.......................: 2005-04-11 10:45

....Created at.........................: 2005-04-11 10:45

....Data sent in per cent..............:

....Status message.....................: OK

....Ordered by.........................: KKKKK01

....Type...............................: mandatory

....Comment............................:

Job name...............................: tstbase 1.0:remdir

..Overall state........................: unknown (9)

.........................................0 - job targets waiting

.........................................0 - job targets active

.........................................0 - job targets ok

.........................................0 - job targets failed

..Job order number.....................: 2

..Created at...........................: 2005-06-30 13:00

..Activate at..........................: 2005-07-05 01:00

..Status message.......................: Job setup warning. No target instal

.........................................+ lations found in evaluation step.

Job name...............................: tstbase 1.0:setdir

..Overall state........................: unknown (9)

.........................................0 - job targets waiting

.........................................0 - job targets active

.........................................0 - job targets ok

.........................................0 - job targets failed

..Job order number.....................: 3

..Created at...........................: 2005-06-30 13:00

..Activate at..........................: 2005-07-05 01:00

..Status message.......................: Job setup warning. No target instal

.........................................+ lations found in evaluation step.

Job name...............................: tstkpk01 1.0:inst

..Overall state........................: WAITING

.........................................2 - job targets waiting

.........................................0 - job targets active

.........................................0 - job targets ok

.........................................0 - job targets failed

..Job order number.....................: 4

..Created at...........................: 2005-06-30 13:00

..Activate at..........................: 2005-07-05 01:00

..Status message.......................: OK

..Target...............................: KKKKK01B

....Task...............................: install

....Job state..........................: WAITING

....Task...............................: install

....Started at.........................: 2005-07-05 01:00

....Completed at.......................: 2005-04-11 10:45
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....Created at.........................: 2005-04-11 10:45

....Data sent in per cent..............:

....Status message.....................: OK

....Ordered by.........................: KKKKK01

....Type...............................: mandatory

....Comment............................:

..Target...............................: KKKKK01C

....Task...............................: install

....Job state..........................: WAITING

....Task...............................: install

....Started at.........................: 2005-07-05 01:00

....Completed at.......................: 2005-04-11 10:45

....Created at.........................: 2005-04-11 10:45

....Data sent in per cent..............:

....Status message.....................: OK

....Ordered by.........................: KKKKK01

....Type...............................: mandatory

....Comment............................:

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

The following command allows you to see the attributes of a special job of this container:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=showAttrJobs name=" q_grp [04/11/02 10:44:10.093]"jobName=" tstbase 1.0:inst" 

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "wwwww01b" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of attributes of job "q_grp [04/11/02 10:44:10.093]" from container "tstbase 1.0:inst" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Job name...............................: tstbase 1.0:inst

Software...............................: tstbase 1.0

Procedure..............................: inst

Deliver at.............................: 2005-06-30 13:00

Activate at............................: 2005-07-05 01:00

Status message.........................: OK

Overall state..........................: WAITING

.........................................2 - job targets waiting

.........................................0 - job targets active

.........................................0 - job targets ok

.........................................0 - job targets failed

Job task...............................: install

Pre action..............................: logoff user

Post action.............................: no action

Prompt user............................: No

Characteristic flags...................:

.........................................prevent user logon during job execution

.........................................local time/exact

.........................................calendar controlled
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.........................................resolve query groups

Delivery calendar......................:

User parameters........................:

Prompt during..........................: 1 Days, 0 Hours

Job timeout............................: 7 Days, 0 Hours

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

createGroup -- Create Group

This action allows you to create a software group or a procedure group.

This action has the following format:

swLibrary action=createGroup name=group_name 

   [superGroup=super_group_name] 

   [GroupType={SWG|PG}] 

   [comment=comment]

• name
Specifies the name of the group to be created.

• superGroup
Specifies the name of the super group where the new group will be created as a subgroup. The super group must be a
software group. If the parameter is not coded, the group will be created on top level, that is in folder "Software Package
Library".

• GroupType
Specifies the type of group to be created. The following values are valid:
– SWG 

Defines the group as a software group. This is the default.
– PG 

Defines the group as a procedure group.
• comment

Comment on the groups.

Example

Suppose a software group named "swg_1" should be created and after this, a procedure group named "pg_1," which is a
subgroup of the already existing software group "swg_1". The following commands create these groups.

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=createGroup name=swg_1

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=createGroup name=pg_1 groupType=PG superGroup=swg_1

To check the creation the following command will list all the software and procedure groups available:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=listGroups recursive

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain
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Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of groups in the software library

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Software Groups

..Group name...........................: Catalog

....Comment............................: CA-Software Delivery Reserved Group

....Creation date......................: 2005-04-09 11:26

....Change date........................: 2005-04-09 11:26

..Group name...........................: Software Delivery

....Comment............................: CA-Software Delivery Reserved Group

....Creation date......................: 2005-04-09 11:26

....Change date........................: 2005-04-09 11:27

..Group name...........................: swg_1

....Comment............................:

....Creation date......................: 2005-04-10 08:51

....Change date........................: 2003-04-10 09:11

....Procedure Groups

......Group name.......................: pg_1

........Comment........................:

........Creation date..................: 2005-04-10 09:11

........Change date....................: 2005-04-10 09:11

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

Adding the argument "recursive" is important, otherwise the procedure group "pg_1" as a subgroup will not be listed, but
only the top level groups.

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=listGroups

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "kkkkk01b" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of groups in the software library

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Software Groups

..Group name...........................: Catalog

....Comment............................: CA-Software Delivery Reserved Group

....Creation date......................: 2005-04-09 11:26

....Change date........................: 2005-04-09 11:26

..Group name...........................: Software Delivery

....Comment............................: CA-Software Delivery Reserved Group

....Creation date......................: 2005-4-09 11:26

....Change date........................: 200504-09 11:27

..Group name...........................: swg_1

....Comment............................:

....Creation date......................: 2005-04-10 08:51
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....Change date........................: 2005-04-10 09:11

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

Now assume that a software group "swg_2" should also be created and a software group "swg_2_1" that is a subgroup
of swg_2. Furthermore, another procedure group named pg_2 is needed. The following commands will generate these
groups and the intended hierarchy:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=createGroup name=swg_2 groupType=SWG

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=createGroup name=swg_2_1 superGroup=swg_2

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=createGroup name=pg_2 groupType=PG

Now the recursive list of groups shows the following:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=listGroups recursive

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "kkkkk01b" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of groups in the software library

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Software Groups

..Group name...........................: Catalog

....Comment............................: CA-Software Delivery Reserved Group

....Creation date......................: 2005-04-09 11:26

....Change date........................: 2005-04-09 11:26

..Group name...........................: Software Delivery

....Comment............................: CA-Software Delivery Reserved Group

....Creation date......................: 2005-04-09 11:26

....Change date........................: 2005-04-09 11:27

..Group name...........................: swg_1

....Comment............................:

....Creation date......................: 2005-04-10 08:51

....Change date........................: 2005-04-10 09:11

....Procedure Groups

......Group name.......................: pg_1

........Comment........................:

........Creation date..................: 2005-04-10 09:11

........Change date....................: 2005-04-10 09:11

..Group name...........................: swg_2

....Comment............................:

....Creation date......................: 2005-04-10 09:28

....Change date........................: 200504-10 09:28

....Software Groups

......Group name.......................: swg_2_1

........Comment........................:

........Creation date..................: 2005-04-10 09:28

........Change date....................: 2005-04-10 09:28

Procedure Groups
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..Group name...........................: pg_2

....Comment............................:

....Creation date......................: 2005-04-10 09:29

....Change date........................: 2005-04-10 09:29

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

deleteGroup -- Delete Software or Procedure Group

This action allows you to delete a software or procedure group.

This action has the following format:

swLibrary action=deleteGroup name=groupname [recursive]

• name
Specifies the name of the group to be deleted. 
Group names not valid for this method are "All Software" and "Catalog".

• recursive
Not only the group will be deleted, but also all recursively contained subgroups.
Products or procedures assigned to a group to be deleted will be unlinked from that group but not deleted.

NOTE
If the group to be deleted does not exist, the action will be carried out with success (return code:
SDCMD<A000000>: OK).

Example

Suppose the software group "swg_2" is no longer needed and should be deleted. Also, all subgroups of this group should
be deleted. The following command will execute the deletion.

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=deleteGroup name=swg_2 recursive

Launching

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=deleteGroup name=swg_2

will only delete the group specified. This will fail if the group swg_2 contains a subgroup and swg_2 is the only supergroup
for this subgroup.

If there are other supergroups the subgroup will be unlinked from the specified group and the group will be deleted.

deliverGroupToStage -- Deliver Items of Software Group To Scalability Servers

This action allows you to deliver the items of a software group to scalability servers.

This action has the following format:

swLibrary action=deliverGroupToStage name=group_name 

   {{computer=computer_name

   | {compgrp=computer_group_name | ccompgrp=(computer_group_name sep groupScope)}}

   [sep=separator_sign]

   [dname=distribution_name] 

   cname=[name]

   [unsealed]

   [{nolinkage|transaction[rollback]|synchronized}[nocascade]] 

   [deliveryTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"] 

   [calendarname=deliverycalendar]

   [globalTime]
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   [{{area=area_name} | {domain=domain_name} | toAllAreas}]

   [sendTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"] 

   [haltTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]

   [jcPriority={1,...,10}]

   [distPriority={1,...,10}] 

• area
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain the distribution will be sent to. 
The parameter can be coded more than once to address a list of CA ITCM domains.
If this parameter is coded, the distribution is sealed and sent to its destinations.

NOTE
If neither the area nor the domain nor the toAllAreas parameter is coded, the distribution remains unsealed
and can further be manipulated.

This parameter should not be coded with the domain or toAllAreas parameters. (enterprise manager only)

• calendarName
Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place.

• ccompgrp
Specifies the computer group to be addressed as a pair of group name and scope. By default, name and scope are
separated by a dot ("."), but an alternate separator can be specified with the "sep" option. The separator should not be
used as part of the names.
For the group scope only the following values are valid.
– local

The group is created at the local domain manager.
– global

The group has been created at the enterprise manager and may be replicated.
The "ccompgrp" can be coded with the "compgrp" in one call.

• cname
Specifies the the optional unique name of a job container.
If no cname parameter is given, a name is generated internally and the command line interface returns this identifier.

• compgrp
Specifies the name of a server group, which contains the scalability servers to be addressed. 
The parameter can be coded more than once to address more than one server group.
The compgrp and computer parameter should not be mixed (domain manager only).

• computer
Specifies the name of the scalability server to be addressed.
The parameter can be coded more than once to address more than one scalability server.
The compgrp and computer parameter should not be mixed.
(Domain manager only)

• deliveryTime
Specifies the start time of delivery from the domain manager.
The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm". If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time are used.

• distPriority
Specifies the priority that will be assigned to the distribution.
The priority specified has to be numeric and its value has to be greater or equal 1 and less or equal 10.
If not coded priority 5 is assumed.

• dname
Specifies the name of the distribution.
If not specified the name is automatically generated.
(Enterprise manager only)

• domain
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Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain group the distribution will be sent to. 
The parameter can be coded more than once to specify a list of CA ITCM domain groups. 
If this parameter is coded the distribution is sealed and sent to its destinations.

NOTE
If neither the area nor the domain nor the toAllAreas parameter is coded, the distribution remains unsealed
and can further be manipulated.

This parameter should not be coded with the area or toAllAreas parameters. (enterprise manager only)

• globalTime
If "globalTime" or "globalTime=y" is coded, then the time specifications are based on the enterprise manager time.
If "globalTime=n" is coded, it is based on domain manager time.

• haltTime
Specifies the date and time at which a distribution order should be halted. The date has to be specified in the ISO
format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".
(Enterprise manager only)

• jcPriority
Specifies the priority of the job container.
The priority specified has to be numeric and its value has to be greater or equal 1 and less or equal 10.
If not coded the priority is not changed.

• name
Specifies the name of a software group of which the members will be delivered to the specified scalability server.

• noCascade
The job linkage option is set to "Ignore cascading". 
This parameter is allowed only if "transaction" or "synchronized" are coded.

• noLinkage
Run the job independently of the other jobs in the container.

• rollback
Set the job linkage option to "Enable Transaction".

• sendTime 
Specifies the time to send the associated distribution to the addressed domain managers. The date has to be specified
in the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm". If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time is used.
(Enterprise manager only)

• sep
Specifies an alternate separator used with the "ccompgroup" option. The separator should not be part of the group
name code with the "ccompgroup" options.

• synchronized
The job linkage option is set to "Synchronized job execution".

• transaction
The job linkage option is set to "Batch job execution".
This is the default.

• toAllAreas
If coded the related distribution will be sent to all CA ITCM domains registered at the enterprise manager.
If this parameter is coded then the distribution will be sealed and automatically sent to its destinations after the
command has been successfully completed. (Enterprise manager only)

NOTE
If neither the area nor the domain nor the toAllAreas parameter is coded, the distribution remains unsealed and
can further be manipulated.

• unsealed
The addressed job container remains unsealed after the generated job has successfully been created.
(Domain manager only)
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NOTE
If neither area, nor domain, nor toAllAreas is coded, the distribution container remains unsealed and further
manipulation is possible.

Example

Suppose the items of the software group named "swg_1" should be delivered to all scalability server servers. The
command is launched at a domain manager. The swg_1 shows the following contents:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=listSWG name=swg_1

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List members of software group "swg_1" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

tstbase 1.0 <Generic>, <Regular>, 22622(0), CA, http://supportconnect.ca.com/

tstkpk01 1.0 <Generic>, <Regular>, 22752(0), CA, http://supportconnect.ca.com/

tstkpk02 1.0 <Generic>, <Regular>, 22832(0), CA, http://supportconnect.ca.com/

DMS Editor 6.01.0000 <MSI>, <Regular>, 22972(0), CA, http://supportconnect.ca.com/

pg_1 <Procedure group>

NOTE
The entries of the subgroup pg_1 have been ignored because procedure groups are not valid for delivering
products to scalability servers.

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=listPG name=pg_1

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "wwwww01b" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List members of procedure group "pg_1" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

remdir (tstbase 1.0 <1>)

setdir (tstbase 1.0 <2>)

SDCMD<A000000>: OK
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The following command will provide the delivery:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=deliverGroupToStage name=swg_1 compgrp="SD scalability servers" 

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "wwwww01b" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

A container with the name SD scalability servers [04/10/02 14:26:39.578] was created.

Evaluate group swg_1

Evaluate group swg_1/pg_1

Generate job "tstbase 1.0:delivery proc" : OK.

Generate job "tstkpk01 1.0:delivery proc" : OK.

Generate job "tstkpk02 1.0:delivery proc" : OK.

Generate job "DMS Editor 6.01.0000:delivery proc" : OK.

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

The contents of the generated job container is shown by the following command:

cadsmcmd jobContainer action=listJobs name="SD staging servers [04/10/02 14:26:39.578]" 

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "wwwww01b" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Job list of job container "SD scalability servers [04/10/02 14:26:39.578]" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Job name...............................: tstbase 1.0:delivery proc

..Task.................................: deliver

..Overall state........................: WAITING

..Job order number.....................: 1

Job name...............................: tstkpk01 1.0:delivery proc

..Task.................................: deliver

..Overall state........................: WAITING

..Job order number.....................: 2

Job name...............................: tstkpk02 1.0:delivery proc

..Task.................................: deliver

..Overall state........................: WAITING

..Job order number.....................: 3

Job name...............................: DMS Editor 6.01.0000:delivery proc

..Task.................................: deliver

..Overall state........................: WAITING

..Job order number.....................: 4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Number of jobs read: 4

Number of jobs listed: 4

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

listGroups -- List Groups

This action lists all software and procedure groups.

This action has the following format:

swLibrary action=listGroups [recursive]

• recursive
Lists subdirectories recursively. 
If this parameter is omitted, only the top-level groups are listed.

Example

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=listgroups recursive

The following information is listed:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of goups in the software library

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Software Groups

..Group name...........................: Catalog

....Comment............................: CA-Software Delivery Reserved Group

....Creation date......................: 2001-07-05 10:28

....Change date........................: 2001-08-28 17:42

..Group name...........................: Software Delivery

....Comment............................: CA-Software Delivery Reserved Group

....Creation date......................: 2001-07-05 10:29

....Change date........................: 2001-09-06 10:36

..Group name...........................: swg 0

....Comment............................:

....Creation date......................: 2001-09-12 10:35

....Change date........................: 2001-09-12 10:35

..Group name...........................: swg 1

....Comment............................: Software Group 4 test

....Creation date......................: 2001-09-12 08:54

....Change date........................: 2001-09-12 10:35

....Software Groups

......Group name.......................: swg 0

........Comment........................:

........Creation date..................: 2001-09-12 10:35

........Change date....................: 2001-09-12 10:35

......Group name.......................: swg 2

........Comment........................: embedded Software Group of level 1

........Creation date..................: 2001-09-12 09:19

........Change date....................: 2001-09-12 09:31

........Software Groups

..........Group name...................: swg 3

............Comment....................: embedded Software Group of level 2

............Creation date..............: 2001-09-12 09:31

............Change date................: 2001-09-12 10:16
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............Software Groups

..............Group name...............: swg 4

................Comment................: I'm an embedded Software Group too

................Creation date..........: 2001-09-12 10:15

................Change date............: 2001-09-12 10:15

............Procedure Groups

..............Group name...............: pg 2

................Comment................: I'm an embedded procedure group

................Creation date..........: 2001-09-12 10:16

................Change date............: 2001-09-12 10:16

....Procedure Groups

......Group name.......................: pg 0

........Comment........................:

........Creation date..................: 2001-09-12 10:35

........Change date....................: 2001-09-12 10:35

Procedure Groups

..Group name...........................: pg 0

....Comment............................:

....Creation date......................: 2001-09-12 10:35

....Change date........................: 2001-09-12 10:35

..Group name...........................: pg 1

....Comment............................: procedure group 4 test

....Creation date......................: 2001-09-12 08:54

....Change date........................: 2001-09-12 08:54

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

listMembership -- List Membership

This action lists the memberships of a group; in other words, it shows those groups where it is assigned as a subgroup.

This action has the following format:

swLibrary action=listMembership name=group_name

• name
Specifies the name of a software or procedure group of which the memberships will be listed.

Example

To get information about those software groups containing a procedure group pg_1 enter:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=listMembership name=pg_1

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM 
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

"pg_1" is member of the following Groups

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

swg_1 (Software group, 2005-04-10 08:51)

swg_2.1 (Software group, 2005-04-10 09:28)

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

modifyGroup -- Modify Attributes of Software or Procedure Group

This action modifies attributes of a software group or a procedure group.

This action has the following format:

swLibrary action=modifyGroup name=group_name 

   [newName=new_group_name] 

   [comment=comment]

• comment
Specifies a new comment on the group.

NOTE
To erase an existing comment, enter the empty string ("").

• name
Specifies the name of a computer group to be modified.

• newName
Specifies the new name of the computer group.
new name of a computer group.

Example

Suppose the Software Group named "swg_2_1" should be modified. The new name of the group is "swg_2.1" and a
comment "4 test only" is added. The following command will provide the modifications.

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=modifyGroup name=swg_2_1 newName=swg_2.1 comment="4 test only" 

undeliverGroupFromStage -- Undeliver Items of Software Group From Scalability Servers

This action "undelivers" the items of a software group from scalability servers, in other words, they will be removed from
the software library of the scalability server.

This action has the following format:

swLibrary action=undeliverGroupFromStage name=group_name 

   {{computer=computer_name

   | {compgrp=computer_group_name | ccompgrp=(computer_group_name sep groupScope)}}

   [sep=separator_sign]

   [dname=distribution_name] 

   cname=[name]

   [unsealed]

   [{nolinkage|transaction[rollback]|synchronized}[nocascade]] 

   [deliveryTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"] 

   [calendarname=deliverycalendar]

   [globalTime]

   [{{area=area_name} | {domain=domain_name} | toAllAreas}]

   [sendTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"] 
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   [haltTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]

   [jcPriority={1,...,10}]

   [distPriority={1,...,10}] 

• area
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domainthe distribution will be sent to. 
The parameter can be coded more than once to address a list of CA ITCM domains.
If this parameter is coded then the distribution will be sealed and automatically sent to its destinations after the
command has been successfully completed.

NOTE
If neither the area nor the domain nor the toAllAreas parameter is coded, the distribution remains unsealed
and can further be manipulated.

This parameter should not be coded with the domain or toAllAreas parameters. (Enterprise manager only)

• calendarName
Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place.

• ccompgrp
Specifies the computer group to be addressed as a pair of group name and scope. By default, name and scope are
separated by a dot ("."), but an alternate separator can be specified with the "sep" option. The separator should not be
used as part of the names.
For the group scope only the following values are valid.
– local

The group is created at the local domain manager.
– global

The group has been created at the enterprise manager and may be replicated.
The "ccompgrp" can be coded with the "compgrp" in one call.

• cname
Specifies an the optional unique name of a job container.
If no cname parameter is given, a name is generated internally and the command line interface returns this identifier.

• compgrp
Specifies the name of the server group, which contains the scalability servers to be addressed. 
The parameter can be coded more than once to address more than one server group.
The parameter should not be coded with the computer parameter.

• computer
Specifies the name of the scalability server to be addressed.
The parameter can be coded more than once to address more than one scalability server.
The compgrp and computer parameter should not be mixed.
(Domain manager only)

• deliveryTime
Specifies the start time of delivery from the domain manager.
The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".
If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time are used.

• distPriority
Specifies the priority that will be assigned to the distribution. The priority specified has to be numeric and its value has
to be greater or equal 1 and less or equal 10.
If not coded priority 5 is assumed.

• dname
Specifies the name of the distribution
(Enterprise manager only)

• domain
Specifies the name of a CA ITCM domain group the distribution will be sent to. 
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The parameter can be coded more than once to address a list of CA ITCM domain groups.
If this parameter is coded then the distribution will be sealed and automatically sent to its destinations after the
command has been successfully completed.

NOTE
If neither the area nor the domain nor the toAllAreas parameter is coded, the distribution remains unsealed
and can further be manipulated.

This parameter should not be coded with the area or toAllAreas parameters. (Enterprise manager only)

• globalTime
If "globalTime" or "globalTime=y" is coded, then the time specifications are based on the enterprise manager time.
If "globalTime=n" is coded, it is based on domain manager time.

• haltTime
Specifies the date and time at which a distribution order should be halted. The date has to be specified in the ISO
format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".

• jcPriority
Specifies the priority of the job container. The priority specified has to be numeric and its value has to be greater or
equal 1 and less or equal 10.
If not coded priority 5 is assumed.

• name
Specifies the name of a software group of which the members will be undelivered from the specified scalability server.

• noCascade
The job linkage option is set to "Ignore cascading". 
This parameter is allowed only if "transaction" or "synchronized" are coded.

• noLinkage
Run the job independently of the other jobs in the container.

• rollback
Set the job linkage option to "Enable Transaction".

• sendTime
Specifies the time to send the associated distribution to the addressed domain managers. The date has to be specified
in the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm". If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time is used.
(for enterprise manager only)

• sep
Specifies an alternate separator used with the "ccompgroup" option. The separator should not be part of the group
name code with the "ccompgroup" options.

• synchronized
The job linkage option is set to "Synchronized job execution".

• toAllAreas
If coded the related distribution will be sent to all CA ITCM domains registered at the enterprise manager.
If this parameter is coded then the distribution will be sealed and automatically sent to its destinations after the
command has been successfully completed.
"toAllAreas" should not be coded with the "area" or "domain" parameters. (Enterprise manager only)

NOTE
If neither the area nor the domain nor the toAllAreas parameter is coded, the distribution remains unsealed
and can further be manipulated.

• transaction
The job linkage option is set to "Batch job execution".

• unsealed
The addressed job container remains unsealed after the generated job has successfully been created.
(Domain manager only)
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NOTE
If neither area, nor domain, nor toAllAreas is coded, the distribution container remains unsealed and further
manipulation is possible.

Software Group Management

addGroupToSWG -- Add Group To Software Group

This action allows you to add new subgroups to a software group.

This action has the following format:

swLibrary action=addGroupToSWG [name=group_name]

   {subGroup=group_name}

• name
Specifies the name of a software group that will be expanded by the new subgroup of the parameter subGroup. 
If this parameter is not coded, then the top-level folder "Software Library" is assumed.

• subGroup
Specifies the name of a subgroup to be added to the group. 
The subgroup must already exist as a group in the software library. 
The parameter can be coded more than once to add a list of subgroups.

addItemToSWG -- Add Item To Software Group

This action allows you to add products to a software group.

This action has the following format:

swLibrary action=addItemToSWG 

   name=software_group_name 

   {item=item_name version=item_version 

   | {itemList=(item_name/item_version)}}

• item
Specifies the name of the item to be added.
If this parameter is coded, the parameter version becomes mandatory.
This parameter should not be coded with the itemList parameter.

• itemList
Specifies an item, identified by the pair (itemname itemversion) to be added to the software group. 
This parameter could be coded more than once to create a list of items to be added. 
Because the slash ("/") is used as a delimiter, the item name or item version containing slashes should be enclosed in
quotes (").
This parameter should not be coded with the item parameter.

• name
Specifies the name of a software group to which the item will be added.

• version
Specifies the version of the item to be added.
This parameter should be coded with the item parameter only.
There are two possibilities to code an item to be added: The first is by using the parameters item and version, the other
by using the parameter itemList. Both formats should not be mixed in the command, but at least one of them should be
used.
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NOTE
The items to be added must already be defined in the software library at the time of command invocation.
This command does not create any new item in the software library.

Using the itemList parameter at the batch or at the command-line interface and having an item name or an
item version containing slashes you have to duplicate the slashes in the item name or version.

If the itemList parameter contains any blanks enclose it in quotes ("). (This holds for command line or batch
usage).

listSWG -- List Products of Software Group

This action lists the products of a software group recursively.

This action has the following format:

swLibrary action=listSWG name=groupname [recursive]

• name
Specifies the name of a software group to be listed.

• recursive
Lists subdirectories recursively. 
If this parameter is omitted, only the top-level groups are listed.

Example

Consider a software group swg_1. Before modifying, the group, the structure of the group, and the contents should be
listed. This action is done using the following commands:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=listSWG name=swg_1

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: FILE

Trace file name: C:\ProgramFiles\CA\DSM\SD\..\logs\cadsmcmd.log

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

Manager:mymanager

Domain:mydomain

Domain type:Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM AM

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List members of software group "swg_1" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

tstbase 1.0 <Generic>, <Regular>, 22622(0), CA, http://supportconnect.ca.com/

tstkpk01 1.0 <Generic>, <Regular>, 22752(0), CA, http://supportconnect.ca.com/

tstkpk02 1.0 <Generic>, <Regular>, 22832(0), CA, http://supportconnect.ca.com/

tstkpk03 1.0 <Generic>, <Regular>, 22962(0), CA, http://supportconnect.ca.com/

pg_1 <Procedure group>

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=listPG name=pg_1

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx
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Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "kkkkk01b" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List members of procedure group "pg_1" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

inst (tstbase 1.0 <1>)

inst (tstkpk03 1.0 <2>)

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

The entry of tstkpk03 is obsolete and should be removed. To perform this action, use the following command:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=removeItemFromSWG name=swg_1 item=tstkpk03 version=1.0

The removal does not mean that the item tstkpk03 is deleted from the software library. It is still available at "All Software"
and at all other groups where it has been assigned. It is just removed from the group swg_1.

If, besides tstkpk03, the entry tstbase should also be removed, then the following command lets you remove both entries
by one call:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=removeItemFromSWG name=swg_1 itemList=(tstbase/1.0) itemList=("tstkpk03" /"1.0")

Now consider a product named "DMS Editor" of Version 6.01.0000 that should be added to the group. The following
command performs the assignment:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=addItemToSWG name=swg_1 item="DMS Editor" version=6.01.0000

If another product should be added (for example, "DMS Interpreter" of Version 6.01.0000), this action can be done by the
following command in one call:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=addItemToSWG name=swg_1 itemList=("DMS Editor" /6.01.0000) itemList=("DMS

 Interpreter" /6.01.0000) 

The group now has the following contents:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=listSWG name=swg_1

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "kkkkk01b" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List members of software group "swg_1" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

tstbase 1.0 <Generic>, <Regular>, 22622(0), CA, http://supportconnect.ca.com/

tstkpk01 1.0 <Generic>, <Regular>, 22752(0), CA, http://supportconnect.ca.com/

tstkpk02 1.0 <Generic>, <Regular>, 22832(0), CA, http://supportconnect.ca.com/

DMS Editor 6.01.0000 <MSI>, <Regular>, 22972(0), CA http://supportconnect.ca.com/

pg_1 <Procedure group>

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=listPG name=pg_1

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.
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Connecting to manager "kkkkk01b" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List members of procedure group "pg_1" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

inst (tstbase 1.0 <1>)

inst (tstkpk03 1.0 <2>)

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

Consider the following situation:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=listGroups recursive

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "kkkkk01b" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of groups in the software library

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Software Groups

..Group name...........................: Catalog

....Comment............................: CA-Software Delivery Reserved Group

....Creation date......................: 2003-04-09 11:26

....Change date........................: 2003-04-09 11:26

..Group name...........................: Software Delivery

....Comment............................: CA-Software Delivery Reserved Group

....Creation date......................: 2003-04-09 11:26

....Change date........................: 2003-04-09 11:27

..Group name...........................: swg_1

....Comment............................:

....Creation date......................: 2003-04-10 08:51

....Change date........................: 2003-04-10 10:33

....Procedure Groups

......Group name.......................: pg_1

........Comment........................:

........Creation date..................: 2003-04-10 09:11

........Change date....................: 2003-04-10 10:13

..Group name...........................: swg_2

....Comment............................:

....Creation date......................: 2003-04-10 09:28

....Change date........................: 2003-04-10 09:28

....Software Groups

......Group name.......................: swg_2.1

........Comment........................: 4 test only

........Creation date..................: 2003-04-10 09:28

........Change date....................: 2003-04-10 09:57

..Group name...........................: swg_2.1

....Comment............................: 4 test only

....Creation date......................: 2003-04-10 09:28

....Change date........................: 2003-04-10 09:57

Procedure Groups

..Group name...........................: pg_2

....Comment............................:

....Creation date......................: 2003-04-10 09:29
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....Change date........................: 2003-04-10 09:29

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

The software group swg_2.1 should be removed as a subgroup from group swg_2, and pg_2 should be added as a new
subgroup of swg_2. The following commands rearrange the hierarchy:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=removeGroupFromSWG name=swg_2 subgroup=swg_2.1

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=addGroupToSWG name=swg_2 subgroup=pg_2

Now the hierarchy is as follows:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=listGroups recursive

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "kkkkk01b" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of groups in the software library

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Software Groups

..Group name...........................: Catalog

....Comment............................: CA-Software Delivery Reserved Group

....Creation date......................: 2003-04-09 11:26

....Change date........................: 2003-04-09 11:26

..Group name...........................: Software Delivery

....Comment............................: CA-Software Delivery Reserved Group

....Creation date......................: 2003-04-09 11:26

....Change date........................: 2003-04-09 11:27

..Group name...........................: swg_1

....Comment............................:

....Creation date......................: 2003-04-10 08:51

....Change date........................: 2003-04-10 10:58

....Procedure Groups

......Group name.......................: pg_1

........Comment........................:

........Creation date..................: 2003-04-10 09:11

........Change date....................: 2003-04-10 10:13

..Group name...........................: swg_2

....Comment............................:

....Creation date......................: 2003-04-10 09:28

....Change date........................: 2003-04-10 11:11

....Procedure Groups

......Group name.......................: pg_2

........Comment........................:

........Creation date..................: 2003-04-10 09:29

........Change date....................: 2003-04-10 09:29

..Group name...........................: swg_2.1

....Comment............................: 4 test only

....Creation date......................: 2003-04-10 09:28

....Change date........................: 2003-04-10 09:57

Procedure Groups

..Group name...........................: pg_2

....Comment............................:
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....Creation date......................: 2003-04-10 09:29

....Change date........................: 2003-04-10 09:29

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

If swg_2.1 is not assigned somewhere outside swg_2 (in other words, swg_2 is its only supergroup), the command to
remove this subgroup from swg_2 fails with an error A001563.

removeGroupFromSWG -- Remove Group from Software Group

This action removes subgroups from a software group. This does not mean that the subgroups will be deleted.

This action has the following format:

swLibrary action=removeGroupFromSWG [name=group_name]

   {subGroup=group_name}

• name
Specifies the name of the group from which the subgroup is removed. 
If this parameter is not coded the top level folder "Software Package Library" is assumed.

• subGroup
Specifies the name of a subgroup to be removed from the group. 
The parameter can be coded more than once to remove a list of subgroups. 
The subgroups are unlinked from the group. 
This process fails if the specified group is the only supergroup of the subgroup. Such a subgroup can only be deleted
with the action=deleteGroup.
Removing a subgroup from a group does not mean that the subgroup is deleted.

removeItemFromSWG -- Remove Item from Software Group

This action removes products from a software group.

This action has the following format:

swLibrary action=removeItemFromSWG

   name=software_group_name

   {item=item_name 

   version=item_version |

   {itemList=(item_name/item_version)}}

• item
Specifies the name of the item to be removed.

• itemList
Specifies an item, identified by the pair (itemname itemversion), to be removed from the software group. 
This parameter could be coded more than once to create a list of items to be removed. 
Because the slash ("/") is used as a delimiter, the item name or item version containing slashes should be enclosed in
quotes (").

• name
Specifies the name of a software group from which the item will be removed.

• version
Specifies the version of the item to be removed.

NOTE
There are two possibilities to code an item to be removed. The first is by using the parameters item and version,
the other by using the parameter itemList. Both formats should not be mixed in the command, but at least one of
them should be used.
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Removing an item from a software group does not mean that the item is deleted from the software library. Other
assignments to other software groups remain unchanged. Using the itemList parameter at the batch or at the
command-line interface and if an item name or an item version contains any slashes you have to duplicate the
slashes in the item name or version.

If the itemList parameter contains any blanks enclose it in quotes ("). (This holds for command line or batch
usage).

Catalog Group Management

Catalog handling is a special form of Software Group Handling. The following catalog methods are provided.

They are valid on domain manager only.

createCG -- Create Catalog Group

This action allows you to create a catalog group.

This action is valid only for domain managers

This action has the following format:

swLibrary action=createCG 

   name=computer_group_name

   [groupScope={global | local}]

• groupScope
Specifies the scope of the group specified. The following values are valid for this option:
– Global

The group is a global group, created at an enterprise manager. It may be replicated to a domain manager.
– Local

Specifies a local group, created at the domain manager the CADSMCMD is connected to.
If "groupScope" is not coded then the CADSMCMD first tries to locate the group as a local group. If this fails then it is
tried to locate the group as a global one.

• name
Specifies the name of a computer group to create a catalog group.

NOTE
For an example of the use of the createCG command, see the example for the listCG command.

listCG -- List Catalog Group

This action allows you to list all existing catalog groups.

This action is valid for domain managers only.

This action has the following format:

swLibrary action=listCG [detailed]

• detailed
Lists the assigned products.

Example

To see all catalog groups defined, enter the following command:
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cadsmcmd swlibrary action=listCG

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: FILE

Trace file name: C:\ProgramFiles\CA\DSM\SD\..\logs\cadsmcmd.log

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of catalog groups

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c_grp (cgrp, local)

q_grp (qgrp, local)

t_grp (tgrp, local)

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

If the products assigned to the catalog groups should also be listed, then the following command should be launched:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=listCG detailed

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: FILE

Trace file name:C:\ProgramFiles\CA\DSM\SD\..\logs\cadsmcmd.log

Connecting to manager "default manager" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

Manager:mymanager

Domain:mydomain

Domain type:Domain

Supporting:CO CCNF USD OSIM

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of catalog groups

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c_grp (cgrp, local)

..DMS Editor 6.01.0000 <MSI>, <Regular>, 22422<0>, CA, http://supportconnect.ca.com/

q_grp (qgrp, local)

..DM Script Generator 4.0 <Generic>, <Regular>, 22722<0>, CA, http://supportconnect.ca.com/

t_grp (tgrp, local)

..SD Boot Server Extension for WinNT/W2K 4.0 <Generic>, <Regular>, 22922<0>, CA, http://supportconnect.ca.com/

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

Now assume the catalog group "t_grp" has become obsolete and therefore should be removed. In addition, a new catalog
group should be added for the computer group tq_grp. The following commands provide this reorganization:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=removeCG name=t_grp

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=createCG name=tq_grp

To add the item "Data Transport Service for Win32" of Version "2.0 SP1 ENU" to the catalog group tq_grp the following
command can be entered:
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cadsmcmd swlibrary action=addItemToSWG name=tq_grp item="Data Transport Service for Win32" version="2.0 SP1

 ENU" 

You can remove items from a catalog group using the action removeItemFromSWG.

The catalog list now goes as follows:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=listCG detailed

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: FILE

Trace file name: C:\ProgramFiles\CA\DSM\SD\..\logs\cadsmcmd.log

Connecting to manager "default manager" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

Manager:mymanager

Domain:mydomain

Domain type:Domain

Supporting:CO CCNF USD OSIM

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of catalog groups

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c_grp (cgrp, local)

..DMS Editor 6.01.0000 <MSI>, <Regular>, 22422<0>, CA, http://supportconnect.ca.com/

q_grp (qgrp, local)

..DM Script Generator 4.0 <Generic>, <Regular>, 22722<0>, CA, http://supportconnect.ca.com/

tq_grp (tgrp, local)

..Data Transport Service for Win32 2.0 SP1 ENU <Generic>, <Regular>, 22922<0>, CA, http://

supportconnect.ca.com/

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

removeCG -- Remove Catalog Group

This action removes a catalog group.

This action is valid only for domain managers

This action has the following format:

swLibrary action=removeCG name=catalog_group_name

• name
Specifies the name of the catalog group to be deleted.

NOTE
For an example of the use of the removeCG command, see the example for the listCG command.

Procedure Group Management

addProcToPG -- Add Procedures To Procedure Group

This action allows you to add procedures of products to a procedure group.

The item must already be defined in the software library and the procedure must already be defined for the item.

This action has the following format:
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swLibrary action=addProcToPG name=procedure_group_name 

   procedure=procedure_name 

   item=item_name 

   version=item_version

• name
Specifies the name of the procedure group to which the procedure will be added.

• procedure
Specifies the name of a procedure which will be added.

• item
Specifies the name of the item from where the procedure is taken.

• version
Specifies the version of the item from where the procedure is taken.

listPG -- List Procedures of Procedure Group

This action lists the procedures assigned to a procedure group.

This action has the following format:

swLibrary action=listPG name=procedure_group_name

• name
Specifies the name of the procedure group to be listed.

The following information will be shown:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List members of procedure group "pg 0" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Reinstall Package (xxbl0del (SXP) 2.0/00 <1>)

Reinstall Package (xxbl1del (SXP) 2.0/00 <2>)

Reinstall Package (xxbl4del (SXP) 2.0/00 <3>)

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

The number in pointed brackets shows the order number of the procedure in the procedure group.

Example

To list the contents of the procedure group pg_1 the following command can be entered:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=listPG name=pg_1

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM 
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List members of procedure group "pg_1" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

inst (tstbase 1.0 <1>)

inst (tstkpk03 1.0 <2>)

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

The tstbase entry should be replaced by two other entries invoking the procedures remdir and setdir. The following
commands will modify the contents as required:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=removeProcFromPG name=pg_1 procedure=inst item=tstbase version=1.0

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=addProcToPG name=pg_1 procedure=remdir item=tstbase version=1.0

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=addProcToPG name=pg_1 procedure=setdir item=tstbase version=1.0

The group pg_1 now shows the following contents:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=listPG name=pg_1

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "kkkkk01b" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List members of procedure group "pg_1" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

inst (tstkpk03 1.0 <1>)

remdir (tstbase 1.0 <2>)

setdir (tstbase 1.0 <3>)

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

The procedures of a procedure group are executed at the target systems in the sequence they were ordered in the
procedure group. This order number of a procedure is shown in pointed brackets. To execute the inst procedure in a
correc manner the remdir and setdir must run first. The following command reorders the procedure group:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=repositionItem name=pg_1 procedure=inst item=tstkpk03 version=1.0 position=3

Now the group pg_1 shows the following contents:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=listPG name=pg_1

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "kkkkk01b" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List members of procedure group "pg_1" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

remdir (tstbase 1.0 <1>)

setdir (tstbase 1.0 <2>)

inst (tstkpk03 1.0 <3>)
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SDCMD<A000000>: OK

removeProcFromPG -- Remove Procedures from Procedure Group

This action removes procedures from a procedure group.

This action has the following format:

swLibrary action=removeProcFromPG name=procedure_group_name 

   procedure=procedure_name 

   item=item_name 

   version=item_version

• item
Specifies the name of the item where the procedure is located.

• name
Specifies the name of the procedure group from which the procedure will be removed.

• procedure
Specifies the name of a procedure to be removed.

• version
Specifies the version of the item where the procedure is located.

NOTE
This function only unlinks the procedure from the procedure group. It does not remove the procedure from the
item nor does it affect any other procedure and software groups as long as they do not include the procedure
group in question.

repositionItem -- Reposition Item in Procedure Group

This action reorders a procedure group by assigning a new order number to an element of the procedure group.

This action has the following format:

swlibrary action=repositionItem name=procedure_group_name

   procedure=procedure_name 

   item=item_name 

   version=item_version

   position=new_position

• item
Specifies the name of the item where the procedure is located.

• name
Specifies the name of the procedure group to be reordered.

• position
Specifies the new position of the procedure.
The position has to be greater than zero and should not exceed the number of procedures in the procedure group.

• procedure
Specifies the name of a procedure which will be repositioned.

• version
Specifies the version of the item where the procedure is located.

Product Management
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archive -- Archive Product in software library

This action will archive the specified product at the specified location.

This action has the following format:

swlibrary action=archive 

   item=item_name 

   version=item_version

   path=path_name 

   [purge]

   [onserver]

   [comment=comment]

• comment
Optional parameter: a comment for the action.

• item
Specifies the name of the product to be archived.

• onserver 
If coded, the destination is settled on the server, otherwise not.

• path
Specifies the name of an empty directory where the product is to be archived.

• purge 
When the product is already archived, the product files will be deleted from the software library.

• version
Specifies the version of the product to be archived.

export -- Export Product

This action will export the specified product to the specified location.

This action has the following format:

swlibrary action=export 

   item=item_name 

   version=item_version

   path=path_name 

   [onserver] 

   [as_image]

• as_image
If coded the software will be exported to a library image that can be used by the Software Management Installer to
grab packages from a CD.

• item
Specifies the name of the product to be exported.

• version
Specifies the version of the product to be exported.

• path
Specifies the destination where the exported product is stored. The directory must be empty.

• onserver 
If it is coded, the destination is settled on the manager, otherwise not.
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list -- List Products in Software Library

This action displays the list of products from the software library. An additional filter can be specified to restrict the list to
just those products that fulfill the filter criteria. If no filters are given, the complete list of products is shown. The filter is
limited to100 bytes.

This action has the following format:

swlibrary action=list [{filter="filter" | filterfile=filename }]

• filter
Specifies the expression to confine the amount of information listed, in this case, the products to be shown. 
You can also use the attributes shown by this list action.

NOTE
You can display a list of virtual or regular software packages by specifying one of the following
filters:filter="Package format=Virtual"

filter="Package format=Regular"
• filterfile

Specifies the name of the file that contains the filter commands.The commands in the file are specified in the same
way as in the filter parameter, but the size of the file is limited by the capacity of the system that runs this command.

Example

To display the list of products from the software library, enter the following command:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=list

The following information is shown:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of library items

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Item name........: tstool_1

..Item version........: 1.0

..Item type........: SOFTWARE

..Package type.....:Generic

..Package format...:Regular

..Package size.....:90

..Based on item........:

..Based on version........:

..Creation date........: 2009-09-25

..Creation time........: 11:39

..Change date........: 2009-09-25

..Change time........: 11:41

..Checksum enabled...:Yes

........................

Item name........: tstool_1

..Item version........: 1.1

..Item type........: SOFTWARE

..Package type.....:Generic

..Package format...:Regular

..Package size.....:70

..Based on item........: tstool_1

..Based on version........: 1.0

..Creation date........: 2009-09-25
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..Creation time........: 11:41

..Change date........: 2009-09-25

..Change time........: 11:45

..Checksum enabled...:Yes

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total number of Items: 74

Total number of Items Read: 74

Total number of items shown: 74

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

To display the list of products from the software library starting with name "tst" and having version 1.1 using filters, enter
the following command:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=list filter="(Item name=tst* && Item version=1.1)"

The following information is shown:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of library items

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Item name........: tstool_1

..Item version........: 1.1

..Item type........: SOFTWARE

..Package type.....:Generic

..Package format...:Regular

..Package size.....:80

..Based on item........: tstool_1

..Based on version........: 1.0

..Creation date........: 2009-09-25

..Creation time........: 11:41

..Change date........: 2009-09-25

..Change time........: 11:45

..Checksum enabled...:Yes

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total number of Items: 74

Total number of Items Read: 74

Total number of items shown:1

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

listFailedJobs -- List Failed Jobs

This action displays the list of failed jobs.

This action is valid only for domain managers

This action has the following format:

swlibrary action=listfailedjobs 

   item=item_name 

   version=version_name 

   {alt |

   procedure=procedure_name 

   [{filter=filter|filterfile=file_name}]}

• alt
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An alternate list is provided based on the item name and version only.
In case of coding this parameter the value of the item and version parameter might contain database supported wild
cards, for example,
– "%"

for an arbitrary, even empty sequence of characters
– "_"

for an arbitrary single character
For Microsoft SQL Server also the square brackets ("[","]") have a special meaning. This has to be taken into account
when coding the name.

• filter
Specifies the expression to confine the amount of information listed, in this case the amount of products.
You can also use the attributes shown by this list action.

• filterfile
Specifies the name of the file that contains the filter commands.The commands in the file are specified in the same
way as in the filter parameter, but the size of the file is limited by the capacity of the system that runs this command.

• item
Specifies the name of the item for which the list is provided.

• procedure
Specifies the name of the item procedure used in the jobs in question.

• version
Specifies the version of the item for which the list is provided.

Example

C:\>cadsmcmd local mydomain swlibrary action=listfailedjobs item=tstprod version=1.5 procedure=inst

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of jobs "tstprod 1.5:inst" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Job name........: tstprod 1.5:inst

..Job identifier........: 19438

..Job state........: ERROR

..Job order number........: 0

..Job task........: 1 - install

..Creation date........: 2005-02-14

..Creation time........: 11:13

..Delivery date........: 2005-02-14

..Delivery time........: 11:13

..Activation date........: 2005-02-14

..Activation time........: 11:13
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..Targetsystem........: ZZZZ01B

....Computer job identifier........: 19470

....State........: EXECUTION_ERROR

....Error message........: Exit code 2 indicates possible error

....Error cause........: 228001

....Completion date........: 2005-02-14

....Completion time........: 11:14

Job name........: tstprod 1.5:inst

..Job identifier........: 19446

..Job state........: ERROR

..Job order number........: 2

..Job task........: 1 - install

..Creation date........: 2005-03-17

..Creation time........: 12:23

..Delivery date........: 2005-03-17

..Delivery time........: 12:23

..Activation date........: 2005-03-17

..Activation time........: 12:23

..Targetsystem........: ZZZZ01A

....Computer job identifier........: 19485

....State........: EXECUTION_ERROR

....Error message........: Exit code 2 indicates possible error

....Error cause........: 228001

....Completion date........: 2005-03-17

....Completion time........: 12:25

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

To list the failed jobs with Job order number as 0, enter the following command:

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=listfailedjobs item=tstprod version=1.5 procedure=inst filter="Job order number=0"

The list returned is as follows:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of jobs "tstprod 1.5:inst" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Job name........: tstprod 1.5:inst

..Job identifier........: 19438

..Job state........: ERROR

..Job order number........: 0

..Job task........: 1 - install

..Creation date........: 2005-02-14

..Creation time........: 11:13

..Delivery date........: 2005-02-14

..Delivery time........: 11:13

..Activation date........: 2005-02-14

..Activation time........: 11:13

..Targetsystem........: ZZZZ01B

....Computer job identifier........: 19470

....State........: EXECUTION_ERROR

....Error message........: Exit code 2 indicates possible error
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....Error cause........: 228001

....Completion date........: 2005-02-14

....Completion time........: 11:14

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

listJobs -- List Jobs

This action lists the jobs related to the item is shown. The information also shows the computers addressed by the job and
individual results of the job for each computer.

This action is valid only for domain managers

This action has the following format:

swlibrary action=listjobs 

   item=item_name 

   version=version_name 

   {alt |

   procedure=procedure_name 

   [{filter=filter|filterfile=file_name}]}

• alt
An alternate list is provided based on the item name and version only.
An alternate list is provided based on the item name and version only.
In case of coding this parameter the value of the item and version parameter might contain database supported wild
cards, for example,
– "%"

for an arbitrary, even empty sequence of characters
– "_"

for an arbitrary single character
For Microsoft SQL Server also the square brackets ("[","]") have a special meaning. This has to be taken into account
when coding the name.

• filter
Specifies the expression to confine the amount of information listed.
You can also use the attributes shown by this list action.

• filterfile
Specifies the name of the file that contains the filter commands.The commands in the file are specified in the same
way as in the filter parameter, but the size of the file is limited by the capacity of the system that runs this command.

• item
Specifies the name of the item for which the list is provided.

• procedure
Specifies the name of the item procedure used in the jobs in question.

• version
Specifies the version of the item for which the list is provided.

Example

The following information will be shown:

C:\>cadsmcmd local mydomain swlibrary action=listjobs item=tstprod version=1.5 procedure=inst

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx
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Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of jobs "tstprod 1.5:inst" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Job name........: tstprod 1.5:inst

..Job identifier........: 19438

..Job state........: ERROR

..Job order number........: 0

..Job task........: 1 - install

..Creation date........: 2006-02-14

..Creation time........: 11:13

..Delivery date........: 2006-02-14

..Delivery time........: 11:13

..Activation date........: 2006-02-14

..Activation time........: 11:13

..Targetsystem........: ZZZZZ01A

....Computer job identifier........: 19472

....State........: EXECUTION_OK

....Error message........: OK

....Error cause........: 0

....Completion date........: 2006-02-14

....Completion time........: 11:18

..Targetsystem........: ZZZZZ01B

....Computer job identifier........: 19470

....State........: EXECUTION_ERROR

....Error 

....Error message........: Exit code 2 indicates possible error

....Error cause........: 228001

....Completion date........: 2006-02-14

....Completion time........: 11:14

........

Job name........: tstprod 1.5:inst

..Job identifier........: 19454

..Job state........: OK

..Job order number........: 0

..Job task........: 1 - install

..Creation date........: 2006-02-14

..Creation time........: 11:14

..Delivery date........: 2006-02-14

..Delivery time........: 11:13

..Activation date........: 2006-02-14

..Activation time........: 11:14

..Targetsystem........: YYYYY

....Computer job identifier........: 19481
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....State........: EXECUTION_OK

....Error message........: OK

....Error cause........: 0

....Completion date........: 2006-02-14

....Completion time........: 11:18

..Targetsystem........: XXXX01

....Computer job identifier........: 19479

....State........: EXECUTION_OK

....Error message........: OK

....Error cause........: 0

....Completion date........: 2006-02-14

....Completion time........: 11:14

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

To list jobs that are in ERROR state, enter following command.

cadsmcmd swlibrary action=listjobs item=tstprod version=1.5 procedure=inst filter="Job state=ERROR"

The list returned is as follows:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of jobs "tstprod 1.5:inst" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Job name........: tstprod 1.5:inst

..Job identifier........: 19438

..Job state........: ERROR

..Job order number........: 0

..Job task........: 1 - install

..Creation date........: 2006-02-14

..Creation time........: 11:13

..Delivery date........: 2006-02-14

..Delivery time........: 11:13

..Activation date........: 2006-02-14

..Activation time........: 11:13

..Targetsystem........: ZZZZZ01A

....Computer job identifier........: 19472

....State........: EXECUTION_OK

....Error message........: OK

....Error cause........: 0

....Completion date........: 2006-02-14

....Completion time........: 11:18

..Targetsystem........: ZZZZZ01B

....Computer job identifier........: 19470

....State........: EXECUTION_ERROR

....Error 

....Error message........: Exit code 2 indicates possible error

....Error cause........: 228001

....Completion date........: 2006-02-14

....Completion time........: 11:14
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SDCMD<A000000>: OK

restore -- Restore Product from Archive

This action restores the specified product from an archive in the software library.

This action has the following format:

swlibrary action=restore 

   {item=item_name version=item_version 

   | path=path_name }

• item
Specifies the name of the product to be restored from archive.

• path
Specifies the destination where the product to be restored has been archived.

• version
Specifies the version of the product to be restored from archive.

NOTE
If the product is identified by name and version the archive is determined by the archive path information stored
with the product. If the path name is given, the archived product is restored from there, and identified by the
information also stored there.

sealItem -- Seal Product

This action seals the specified product.

This action has the following format:

swlibrary action=sealitem 

   item=item_name 

   version=item_version 

• item
Specifies the name of the product to be sealed.

• version
Specifies the version of the product to be sealed.

swpolicy -- Software Policy Commands

This section describes the various software policy commands:

addItem -- Add Jobs to Unsealed Local Software Policy

This command adds jobs to an unsealed local software policy. A procedure or software groups can specify the jobs for
addition through a file containing all necessary information, or through directly passing the information for a job with the
call. If there is a successful addition, the policy can be optionally sealed with this action.

This command has the following format:

swPolicy action=addItem

name=software_policy_name

{group=name_of_a_software_or_procedure_group|

procedures=job_file|

item=item_name
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version=item_version

[task={activate | configure | install | uninstall}]

procedure=procedure_name

[installedWith=install_procedure_name]

[after={exacttime | boottime}]

[reinstall[={y|n}]] 

[preaction={none | reboot | logoff}]

[postaction={none | reboot | logoff | rebootAtEnd | logoffAtEnd | shutdownAtEnd}]

[promptUser[={y|n}]] 

[allowCancel[={y|n}]] 

[execTimedOut[={y|n}]] 

[offline[={y|n}]] 

[runAtShutdown[={y|n}]] 

[preventLogon[={y|n}]] 

[triggeredByScalSrv[={y|n}]] 

[globaltime[={y|n}]] 

[calendarname=delivery_calendar_name]

[noCalendar[={y|n}]] 

[resolveQuery[={y|n}]] 

[stagingServer[={y|n}]] 

[parameters=user_parameters]

[prompt=d.h]

[jobTimeout=d.h]

[repeat[={y|n}]] 

[seal[={y|n}]] 

[userJobMessage]

• name
The name of the software policy the jobs are added to.

• group
This option specifies the name of a software or procedure group. The members of the group are used to add jobs to
the software policy.
– The group that is specified is a “software group”:

The jobs of the policy are generated from the default installation procedures of the group members, when there
are any, or from the first installation procedure in order. The job options are taken from the defaults or are inherited
from the procedure. If there are no install procedures for a member, then the member is skipped and a warning is
reported.

– The group that is specified is a “procedure group”:
The jobs for the policy are generated from the procedures of the group. The job options are taken from the defaults
or are inherited from the procedure.

If this option is not coded, no groups are evaluated for populating the created software policy.
Do not code the group option with the procedures or item option.

• procedures
This option specifies the name of a file that contains the procedures for generating the jobs for the software policy. For
each job to be created and assigned to the policy an entry of the following syntax has to be created in the file:
item=item_name version=item_version

procedure=procedure_name

task={activate | configure | install | uninstall}

[installedWith=install_procedure_name]

[after={exacttime | boottime}]

[reinstall[={y|n}]] 
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[preaction={none | reboot | logoff}]

[postaction={none | reboot | logoff | rebootAtEnd | logoffAtEnd | shutdownAtEnd}]

[promptUser[={y|n}]] 

[allowCancel[={y|n}]] 

[execTimedOut[={y|n}]] 

[offline[={y|n}]] 

[runAtShutdown[={y|n}]] 

[preventLogon[={y|n}]] 

[triggeredByScalSrv[={y|n}]] 

[globaltime[={y|n}]] 

[calendarname=delivery_calendar_name]

[noCalendar[={y|n}]] 

[resolveQuery[={y|n}]] 

[stagingServer[={y|n}]] 

[parameters=user_parameters]

[prompt=d.h]

[jobTimeout=d.h]

[repeat[={y|n}]] 

Ensure there is only one entry per line and an entry does not span over more than one line. The entry has to begin with
the parameters “item”, “version”, “procedure” and “task” and they have to appear in this sequence. The order of the
remaining parameters is arbitrary. Enclose the parameter values containing blanks in quotes (“). If a parameter value
contains a quote, duplicate the quote.
For the meaning of the parameters, see the option "descriptions".
Do not code the procedures option with the "group" or "item" option.

• item
This parameter specifies the name of a registered item product. The job is generated for this item and added to the
software policy.
Do not code the item option with the "group" or "procedures" option.

• version
This parameter specifies the version of the item that is used for the job generation.

• task
This parameter specifies the type of procedure for which the job is added to the software policy. The following task
types are valid:
– activate

The procedure that is selected is an activation procedure.
– configure

The procedure that is selected is a configuration procedure.
– install

The procedure that is selected is an installation procedure.
– uninstall

The procedure that is selected is an un-installation procedure.
If the option is not coded, "install" is default.

• procedure
Name of the item procedure that is used for generating the job to be added to the software policy

• installedWith
If specified then it is the name of an installation procedure of the item specified. The job to be generated is only
executed on those machines where this specified procedure installs the item. If the job to be added is an installation
job itself, this parameter is ignored.
If the option is not coded, the way the item is installed is not checked.

• after
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This option specifies when the job execution starts at the target systems. The following values are valid:
– exacttime

The procedure starts processing when the order has fallen due.
– boottime

After falling due, the processing of the procedure is deferred until the next (re-)boot time.
The default is “exacttime”.

• reinstall
If “reinstall” or “reinstall=y” is coded, the item is reinstalled at the targets each time the software policy evaluates. If
“reinstall=n” is coded or the option is missing, the item is only installed when the item is missing at the targets. The
option is valid for install procedures; for any other type of procedure this option is ignored.

• preaction={none | reboot | logoff}]
This parameter specifies any actions that must take place before the related job is processed at the target computers.
The valid pre-actions are:
– none

This value performs no pre-actions.
– reboot

This value restarts the system before executing the job.
– logoff

Logs off the users before executing the job.
If this option is not coded, the item procedure options give the default.

• postaction={none | reboot | logoff | rebootAtEnd | logoffAtEnd | shutdownAtEnd}]
This parameter specifies any actions that must take place after the related job is processed at the target computers.
The following post-actions are valid:
– none

This value performs no post-actions.
– reboot

Restarts the system after executing the job.
– logoff

Logs off the users after executing the job.
– rebootAtEnd

This parameter specifies that the job requires a reboot after it has been processed. But the reboot can be deferred
until all other jobs resulting from the same evaluation of the software policy have been processed or a subsequent
job requires an immediate reboot before or after its processing.

– logoffAtEnd
This parameter specifies that the job requires a user to log out after it has been processed. But the log out can be
deferred until all other jobs resulting from the same evaluation of the software policy have been processed or a
subsequent job requires an immediate restart or log out before or after its processing.

– shutdownAtEnd
Shuts down the target computer after completion of the jobs.

If this option is not coded, the item procedure options give the default.
• promptUser

If “promptUser” or “promptUser=y” is specified, then the user at the targets is prompted before the job is executed.
If “prompt=n”is specified, the job is executed without any user prompting.
If this option is not coded, the item procedure options give the default.

• allowCancel
If “allowCancel” or “allowCancel=y” is specified, the user at the targets can cancel the execution of the job when being
prompted for execution. If “allowCancel=n” is specified, the user cannot cancel the job.
Allow the prompting for enabling the cancel. Otherwise an error is reported.
If this option is not coded, the item procedure options give the default.

• execTimedOut
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If “execTimedOut” or “execTimedOut=y” is coded, the processing of the job is automatically started when the user
prompting times out. If “execTimedOut=n” is coded, the job does not start at time-out.
For enabling the start at time-out, allow the prompting. Otherwise an error is reported.
If this option is not coded, the item procedure options give the default.

• offline
If “offline” or “offline=y” is coded, connection between the target and the associated server is released for the
job execution. If “offline=n” is coded, the connection is not released.
If this option is not coded, the item procedure options give the default.

• runAtShutdown
If “runAtShutdown” or “runAtShutdown=y” is coded, the job is only executed at system shut down; if
“runAtShutdown=n” is coded, the job is also executed at any other time it falls due.
If this option is not coded, the item procedure options give the default.
This option applies to UNIX only.

• preventLogon
If “preventLogon” or “preventLogon=y” is coded, a user log in attempt at the targets is rejected while the job is running.
If a user is already logged on when the job starts, execution is deferred until the user logs off.
If “preventLogon=n” is coded, the processing of the job does not care whether a user is logged in or tries to login
during run time.
If this option is not coded, the item procedure options give the default.
This option applies to Windows targets only.

• triggeredByScalSrv
If “triggeredByScalSrv” or “triggeredByScalSrv=y” is coded, the scalability servers that are associated with the targets
initiate the job execution. If “triggeredByScalSrv=n” is coded, the target initiates the execution at time of reboot or
jobCheck.
Default is “triggeredByScalSrv”.

• globaltime
If “globalTime” or “globalTime=y” is coded, all dates that are associated with the job are based on enterprise manager
time, otherwise it is based on domain manager time.
Default is “globaltime=n”.

• calendarname
This parameter specifies the name of the calendar that is responsible for driving the delivery of the job to the scalability
servers and targets.

• noCalendar
If “noCalendar” or “noCalendar=y” is coded, a possible execution calendar that is attached to the target computers are
ignored for the job processing. If “noCalendar=n” is coded, the calendar is considered.
Default is “noCalendar=n”.

• resolveQuery
If “resolveQuery” or “resolveQuery=y” is coded and the group that is associated with the software template is a query
group, then this group is re-evaluated before the job is created. Otherwise no re-evaluation takes place.
Default is “resolveQuery=n”.

• stagingserver
If “stagingserver” or “stagingserver=y” is coded, the related item is staged at the scalability servers that are associated
with addressed targets otherwise it is not staged. If the procedure is not an installation procedure, the option is ignored.
If it is not coded or “stagingserver=n”, then the staging step is skipped.
Default is “stagingserver=n”.

• parameters
This parameter specifies the parameters that are passed to the procedure of the job. If an empty string is coded,
assume there are no parameters.
If not coded then the user parameters are taken from the item procedure options.

• prompt
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This parameter specifies the time period in which the user is re-prompted for the job execution start at the target when
the user defers the execution. The period format is “d.h” where "d" means days and "h" means hours and the range is
0.3 <= d.h <=7.0.
If the specified value is fallen below the allowed minimum, then the minimum is set and if it exceeds the maximum then
the maximum is set. No warning is given in these cases.

• jobTimeout
This parameter specifies the expiration date of the job in form of a time period. The period format is “d.h” where "d"
means days and "h" means hours. The range of the parameter is configurable at the manager site.
If the specified value is fallen below the allowed minimum, then the minimum is set and if it exceeds the maximum then
the maximum is set. No warning is given in these cases. If not coded, 7.0 gives the default.

• repeat
If “repeat” or “repeat=y” is coded, then the related job is repeated every time that an evaluation takes place. If
“repeat=n” is coded, the related job is not repeated.
Default: is “repeat=n”.

• seal
If “seal” or “seal=y” is coded, then the policy is sealed after the jobs have been added otherwise it remains unsealed
for further modifications. The seal is only performed when the generating and adding of all required jobs has been
successful and no errors have been reported for any jobs. Warnings for jobs that are generated do not suppress the
seal.
Default is “seal=n”.

• userJobMessage
This parameter specifies the custom administrator message for a job in a software policy.

NOTE
When a group or the procedures file give the added jobs, an error that is detected during the job generation
is reported for the related job and the process continues with the generation of the next job. No rollback is
performed.

create -- Create a Local Software Policy

This command creates a local software policy based on the specified options. You can optionally link the software policy
to a local or a global computer group and populate it with jobs during the creation phase. If you are able to link and
populate the policy successfully, you can also seal it.

This command has the following format:

swPolicy action=create

name=software_policy_name

[target=computer_group_name 

[groupScope={local|global}]]  

[seal[={y|n}]] 

[{group=name_of_a_software_or_procedure_group|

procedures=job_file}]

[jcPriority=1...10]

[{transaction|synchronized|nolinkage}]

[rollback[={y|n}]] 

[cascade[={y|n}]] 

[{setup_jobs|setup&activate_jobs}]

[regenerate[={y|n}]] 

[evaluateGroup[={y|n}]] 

[evaluationStart=YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm]

[globalTime[={y|n}]] 

[evaluationPeriod=hours]

[calendarname=calendar_name]
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[{adhoc_only|adhoc_always}]

[comment=comment_on_software_policy]

[userMessage]

 

• name
The name of the software policy that is created is specified with this option. This name has to be unique.

• target
The name that is specified with this option is the name of a computer group the software policy is linked to. The
computer group must already exist. The group can either be a global group at the enterprise manager or a local or
global group at the domain manager.
If this option is not coded, the software policy to be created is not linked to any computer group.

• groupScope
This parameter determines the type of a computer group being linked to the software policy:
– «not set»

If there is a local computer group of the specified name, this one is taken, otherwise it is looked for a global one.
– local

The computer group has to be a local group.
– global

The computer group has to be a global group.
• seal

If “seal” or “seal=y” is coded, the created policy is sealed otherwise it remains unsealed for further modifications.
The seal option is only allowed when the policy is linked and populated with the creation and it is only processed if the
link and population has been successful.

• group
This option specifies the name of a software or procedure group. The members of the group are used to populate the
software policy during the creation process with jobs.
– The group that is specified is a “software group”:

The jobs of the policy are generated from the default installation procedures of the group members, if there are any,
or from the first installation procedure in order. The job options are taken from the defaults or are inherited from the
procedure.

– The group that is specified is a “procedure group”:
The jobs for the policy are generated from the procedures of the group. The job options are taken from the defaults
or are inherited from the procedure.

If this option is not coded no groups are evaluated for populating the created software policy.
The group option should not be coded with the procedures option.

• procedures
This option specifies the name of a file that contains the information for generating the jobs for the software policy. For
each job to be generated and assigned to the policy an entry of the following syntax has to be created in the file:
item=item_name version=item_version

procedure=procedure_name

task={activate | configure | install | uninstall}

[installedWith=install_procedure_name]

[after={exacttime | boottime}]

[reinstall={y|n}]

[preaction={none | reboot | logoff}]

[postaction={none | reboot | logoff | rebootAtEnd | logoffAtEnd | shutdownAtEnd}]

[promptUser={y|n}]

[allowCancel={y|n}]

[execTimedOut={y|n}]

[offline={y|n}]

[runAtShutdown={y|n}]
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[preventLogon={y|n}]

[triggeredByScalSrv={y|n}]

[globaltime={y|n}]

[calendarname=delivery_calendar_name]

[noCalendar={y|n}]

[resolveQuery={y|n}]

[stagingServer={y|n}]

[parameters=user_parameters]

[prompt=d.h]

[jobTimeout=d.h]

[repeat={y|n}]

 

There should be only one entry per line and an entry should not span over more than one line. The entry has to
begin with the parameters “item”, “version”, “procedure” and “task” and they have to appear in this sequence. The
order of the remaining parameters is arbitrary. Parameter values containing blanks should be enclosed in quotes (“).
If a parameter value contains a quote it should be duplicated.
For the meaning of the parameters please have a look at “cadsmcmd swPolicy action=addItem”.
The procedures option should not be coded with the group option.

• jcPriority
This option specifies the job container priority used by the policy to create a job container for launching its SD orders. A
valid priority is one of the values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 10 is the lowest priority and 1 is the highest. If the option is
not coded the priority 5 is set.

• {transaction|synchronized|nolinkage}
This option specifies the job linkage within the job container created by the policy for launching the SD orders.
– «not coded»

No linkage between orders.
– transaction

Batch job execution without transaction.
– synchronized

Synchronized job execution.
– nolinkage

No linkage between the orders.
• rollback

If the option “rollback” or “rollback=y” is coded then the job linkage is set to "Enable Transaction".
If the option is coded as “rollback=n” then “Enable Transaction” is not set.
Default is “rollback=n”.
The parameter should only be coded if parameter "transaction" is coded with this command.

• cascade
If the option “cascade” or “cascade=y” is coded then the SD
will resolve the dependencies of cascaded installation request and add the missing installation orders automatically.
If the option is coded as “cascade=n” then the dependency is not resolved.
Default is “cascade”.

• {setup_jobs|setup&activate_jobs}
This option drives the results of the policy’s evaluation:
– «not coded»

The SD checks only for conformity while evaluating the policy and reports the non conform targets but no jobs are
generated for transferring the non conformant targets into conformant.

– setup_jobs
As a result of the evaluation the SD generates jobs for transferring all non conformant targets into conformant ones
but these jobs are not launched for execution. The latter is left to the user.

– setup&activate_jobs
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As a result of the evaluation the SD generates jobs for transferring all non conformant targets into conformant ones
and launches them for execution.

• regenerate
If the option “regenerate” or “regenerate=y” is coded then all jobs that failed earlier and have not been completed
successfully yet are rescheduled for execution for achieving conformity. If the option “regenerate=n” is coded then this
rescheduling is skipped.
Default is “regenerate”.

• evaluateGroup
If the option “evaluateGroup” or “evaluateGroup=y” is coded then in case of a query group associated with the
policy this group will be re-evaluated during the policy’s evaluation too. If “evaluationGroup=n” is coded then this re-
evaluation of the group will not happen.
Default is “evaluateGroup=n”.

• evaluationStart
This option specifies the earliest point in time when the evaluation of the policy will start. The value is specified in ISO
format “YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm” where YYYY specifies the year, MM the month, DD the current day of month, hh the
hour and mm the minute. If this option is not coded the current time is taken.

• globalTime
This option specifies whether the time specifications with the policy are based on enterprise time or domain time.
If this option is coded then the time is enterprise base otherwise it is domain time.

• evaluationPeriod
This option specifies the period the evaluations of the policy takes place. The value is specified in hours.
If 0 is specified then the evaluation happens only once.

• calendarname
This option specifies the name of the calendar used by the SD for scheduling the time driven actions of the policy.

• {adhoc_only|adhoc_always}
This option specifies whether SD evaluates this policy when a target reports its inventory or not and it specifies the
mode of processing:
– «not coded»

The policy evaluation is not initiated by any target inventory reports.
– adhoc_only

The evaluation is started by inventory reports of new or re-installed targets.
– ad_hoc_always

The evaluation is started by any inventory reports from targets.
• comment

The option specifies a comment that is stored with the policy.
• userMessage

Specifies the custom administrator message for a software policy.
• In case of an error detected during link, or seal phase further processing is stopped and the error is reported. No

rollback takes place; the policy remains as it is at time of failure.
• In case of an error detected during populating the policy the error is reported for the related job but the populating

continues, only a possibly required seal is suppressed.

removeItem -- Remove Jobs from Unsealed Local Software Policy

This action removes jobs from an unsealed local software policy. The jobs to be removed are either directly passed with
the command, or specified by a procedure or software group. In case of a successful removal the policy can optionally be
sealed.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

swPolicy action=removeItem

name=«software_policy_name»
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{group=«name_of_a_software_or_procedure_group»|

{jobNames=«job_name», ...}}

[seal[={y|n}]] 

• name
The name of the software policy the specified jobs will be removed from.

• group
This option specifies the name of a software or procedure group. The members of the group are used to determine the
jobs to be removed from the software policy.
– The group specified is a “software group”:

The jobs to be removed from the policy are determined by the members of the group and their related default
installation procedures. If a member does not have a default installation group then the first installation procedure in
order is taken. If there is a member not exposing any install parameters then the member is skipped and a warning
is reported.

– The group specified is a “procedure group”:
The jobs to be removed from the policy are determined by the procedure members of the group.

If a job to be removed is not assigned to the policy an error is reported for this job and the action continues with the
next job.
If this option is not coded no groups are evaluated for removing jobs from the software policy.
The group option should not be coded with the "jobNames" option.

• jobNames
Specifies the name of the jobs that will be removed from the software policy. The option can be coded more than once
to pass a list of job names.
If a job is specified in the list that is not assigned to the policy then an error is reported and the action executes the
next job from the list.
The jobNames option should not be coded with the "group" option.

• seal
If “seal” or “seal=y” is coded then the policy is sealed after the jobs have been removed otherwise it remains unsealed
for further modifications. The seal is only performed when the removal of all required jobs has been successful and no
errors have been reported for any of these jobs. Warnings for jobs do not suppress the seal.
The seal is also suppressed if the policies job assignment falls empty by this action.

listItem -- Show Information about Jobs Assigned to Software Policy

This action provides information about the jobs assigned to the specified software policy.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

swPolicy action=listItem

name=software_policy_name

[swpScope={distributed | local}]

[detailed]

• name
The name of the software policy its jobs will be listed.

• swpScope
This option determines the type of software policy involved in the action.
– «not coded»

If there is a locally created software policy of the required name then this one is taken, if not it is looked for a policy
distributed from an enterprise manager. The latter is on domain managers only.

– distributed
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The specified software policy has to be a policy created at the enterprise manager and distributed to the addressed
manager.
(For domain managers only)

– local
The specified software policy has to be a locally created policy.

NOTE
On enterprise manager all software policies have to be of type local.

• detailed
If coded a detailed list is provided otherwise only the names of the assigned jobs are listed.

The short list provided is of the following format:

----------------------------------------------------------------

List Jobs Assigned To Software Policy «software policy name»

Short

----------------------------------------------------------------

«name of job 1»

         •

         •

         •

«name of job n»

The detailed list is of the following format.

----------------------------------------------------------------

List Jobs Assigned To Software Policy «software policy name»

Detailed

----------------------------------------------------------------

Job name : «name of job 1»

..Item name : «name of item»

..Item version : «version of item»

..Procedure name : «procedure name»

..Job task : {configure|activate|

install|uninstall}

..Position : «position of the job»

..Reinstall required : {yes|no}

..Preaction : {none|reboot|logoff}

..Postaction : {none|reboot|logoff|

rebootAtEnd|logoffAtEnd}

..Prompt user : {yes|no}

....Allow cancel : {yes|no}

....Execute jobs if prompt times out : {yes|no}

....Prompt during (days/hours) : d/h

..Run offline from server : {yes|no}

..Run at shutdown : {yes|no}

..Prevent user login : {yes|no}

..Job startup : {local|global} time/{exact|at boot}

..Delivery calendar : «delivery calendar name»

..Ignore job calendars at target : {yes|no}

..Resolve query groups : {yes|no}

..Stage item : {yes|no}

..User parameters : «user parameters»

..Job time out (days/hours) : d/h
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Job name : «name of job 2»

         •

         •

         •

Job name : «name of job n»

modifyItem -- Modify Job of Unsealed Local Software Policy

This command modifies a job of an unsealed local software policy. You can optionally seal the policy with this command.

This command has the following format:

swPolicy action=modifyItem

name=software_policy_name

jobname=name_of_job

[newjobname=new_job_name]

[after={exacttime | boottime}]

[reinstall[={y|n}]] 

[preaction={none | reboot | logoff}]

[postaction={none | reboot | logoff | rebootAtEnd | logoffAtEnd | shutdownAtEnd}]

[promptUser[={y|n}]] 

[allowCancel[={y|n}]] 

[execTimedOut[={y|n}]] 

[offline[={y|n}]] 

[runAtShutdown[={y|n}]] 

[preventLogon[={y|n}]] 

[triggeredByScalSrv[={y|n}]] 

[globaltime[={y|n}]] 

[calendarname=delivery_calendar_name]

[noCalendar[={y|n}]] 

[resolveQuery[={y|n}]] 

[stagingServer[={y|n}]] 

[parameters=user_parameters]

[prompt=d.h]

[jobTimeout=d.h]

[repeat[={y|n}]] 

[seal[={y|n}]] 

[userJobMessage]

• name
The name of the software policy that contains the job to be modified.

• jobname
The name of the job that is modified.

• newjobname
The new name of the job. If not coded the old name remains.

• after
This option times when the job will start executing at the target systems. The following values are valid:

• exacttime
The job starts processing as soon as the order has fallen due.

• boottime
After falling due the processing of the job is deferred until the next (re-)boot time.
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If not coded this option is not changed.
• reinstall

If “reinstall” or “reinstall=y” is coded then the item will be reinstalled at the targets each time the software policy
evaluates. If “reinstall=n” is coded then the item will only be installed if it is missing at the targets. The option is valid for
install procedures only; for any other type of procedure this option is ignored.
If not coded this option is not changed.

• preaction={none | reboot | logoff}]
Specifies any actions that must take place before the related job is processed at the target computers. The valid pre-
actions are:
– none

Performs no pre-actions.
– reboot

Restarts the system before executing the job.
– logoff

Logs off the users before executing the job.
If not coded, this option is not changed.

• postaction={none | reboot | logoff | rebootAtEnd | logoffAtEnd | shutdownAtEnd}]
Specifies any actions that must take place after the related job has been processed at the target computers. The
following post-actions are valid:
– none

Performs no post-actions.
– reboot

Restarts the system after executing the job.
– logoff

Logs off the users after executing the job.
– rebootAtEnd

Specifies that the job requires a reboot after it has been processed. But the reboot can be deferred until all other
jobs resulting from the same evaluation of the software policy have been processed or a subsequent job requires an
immediate reboot before or after being processed.

– logoffAtEnd
Specifies that the job requires a user logoff after it has been processed. But the logoff can be deferred until all other
jobs resulting from the same evaluation of the software policy have been processed or a subsequent job requires an
immediate reboot or logoff before or after being processed.

– shutdownAtEnd
Shuts down the target computer after completion of the jobs.

If not coded, this option is not changed.
• promptUser

If “promptUser” or “promptUser=y” has been specified then the user at the targets is prompted before the job is
executed. If “promptUser=n” is specified then the job is executed without any user prompting.
If not coded this option is not changed.

• allowCancel
If “allowCancel” or “allowCancel=y” is specified then the user at the targets can cancel the execution of the job when
being prompted for execution. If “allowCancel=n” is specified then the user cannot cancel the job.
For enabling the cancel the prompting must be required otherwise an error is reported.
If not coded this option is not changed.

• execTimedOut
If “execTimedOut” or “execTimedOut=y” is coded then the processing of the job is automatically started when the user
prompting times out. If “execTimedOut=n” is coded then the procedure does not start at time out.
For enabling the start at time out the prompting must be allowed, otherwise an error is reported.
If not coded this option is not changed.

• offline
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If “offline” or “offline=y” is coded then connection between the target and the associated server will be released for the
job’s execution; if “offline=n” is coded the connection is not released.
If not coded this option is not changed.

• runAtShutdown
If “runAtShutdown” or “runAtShutdown=y” is coded then the job is only executed at system shutdown; if
“runAtShutdown=n” is coded then the job is also executed at any other time it falls due.
If not coded this option is not changed.
This option applies to UNIX only.

• preventLogon
If “preventLogon” or “preventLogon=y” is coded then a user logon attempt at the targets is rejected while the job is
running. If a user is already logged on when the job starts then execution is deferred until the user logs off.
If “preventLogon=n” is coded then the processing of the job does not care whether a user is logged in or tries to login
during run time.
If not coded this option is not changed.
This option applies to Windows targets only.

• triggeredByScalSrv
If “triggeredByScalSrv” or “triggeredByScalSrv=y” is coded then the scalability servers associated with the targets
initiate the job’s execution. If “triggeredByScalSrv=n” is coded the target initiates the execution at time of reboot or
jobCheck.
If not coded this option is not changed.

• globaltime
If “globalTime” or “globalTime=y” is coded then all dates associated with the job are based on enterprise manager time,
if “globaltime=n” is coded it is based on domain manager time.
If not coded this option is not changed.

• calendarname
Specifies the name of the calendar that is responsible for driving the delivery of the job to the scalability servers and
targets. If the empty string (“”) is coded then delivery calendar entry is emptied.
If not coded this option is not changed.

• noCalendar
If “noCalendar” or “noCalendar=y” is coded a possible execution calendar attached to the target computers will be
ignored for the job processing. If “noCalendar=n” is coded then the calendar is taken into account.
If not coded this option is not changed.

• resolveQuery
If “resolveQuery” or “resolveQuery=y” is coded and the group associated with the software template is a query group
then this group is re-evaluated before the job is created for the related procedure. If “resolveQuery=n” is coded then no
re-evaluation takes place.
If not coded this option is not changed.

• stagingserver
If “stagingserver” or “stagingserver=y” is coded the related item is staged at the scalability servers that are associated
with the targets otherwise it is not staged. The option is ignored if the job is not an installation job. If “stagingserver=n”
is coded then the staging step is skipped
If not coded this option is not changed.

• parameters
Specifies the parameters that are passed to the job procedure. If an empty string (“”) is coded then it is assumed that
no parameters have to be passed.
If not coded this option is not changed.

• prompt
Specifies the time period in which the user will be re-prompted for the job procedure’s start at the target when the user
defers the execution. The period’s format is “d.h” where "d" means days and "h" means hours and the range is 0.3 <=
d.h <=7.0.
If the specified value is fallen below the allowed minimum then the minimum is set and if it exceeds the maximum then
the maximum is set. No warning is given in these cases.
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If not coded this option is not changed.
• jobTimeout

Specifies the expiration date of the procedure in form of a time period. The period’s format is “d.h” where d means
days and h means hours. The range of the parameter is configurable at the manager’s site.
If the specified value is fallen below the allowed minimum then the minimum is set and if it exceeds the maximum then
the maximum is set. No warning is given in these cases.
If not coded this option is not changed.

• repeat
If “repeat” or “repeat=y” is coded then the related job is repeated every time an evaluation takes place. If “repeat=n” is
coded the related job is not repeated.
If not coded this option is not changed.

• seal
If “seal” or “seal=y” is coded then the policy is sealed after the modification has been completed otherwise it remains
unsealed for further modifications. The seal is only performed when the modifications have been successful and no
error has been reported. Warnings do not suppress the seal.
If not coded, this option is not changed.

• userJobMessage
Modifies the custom administrator message for a job in a software policy.

showAttrItem -- Show Information About Job Assigned to Software Policy

This action provides information about the specified job assigned to the specified software policy.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

swPolicy action=showAttrItem

name=software_policy_name

[swpScope={distributed | local}]

jobname=job_name

• name
The name of the software policy at which the job to be shown is located.

• swpScope
This option determines the type of software policy involved in the action.
– «not coded»

If there is a locally created software policy of the required name then this one is taken, if not it is looked for a policy
distributed from an enterprise manager. The latter is on domain managers only.

– distributed
The specified software policy has to be a policy created at the enterprise manager and distributed to the addressed
manager.

– local
The specified software policy has to be a locally created policy.

NOTE
On enterprise manager all software policies have to be of type local.

• jobname
Name of the job to be listed.

The information listed is of the following format.

----------------------------------------------------------------

Show Jobs «job name» of Software Policy «software policy name»

----------------------------------------------------------------
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Item name : «name of item»

Item version : «version of item»

Procedure name : «procedure name»

Job task : {configure|activate|

install|uninstall}

Position : «position of the job»

Reinstall required : {yes|no}

Preaction : {none|reboot|logoff}

Postaction : {none|reboot|logoff|

rebootAtEnd|logoffAtEnd}

Prompt user : {yes|no}

..Allow cancel : {yes|no}

..Execute jobs if prompt times out : {yes|no}

..Prompt during (days/hours) : d/h

Run offline from server : {yes|no}

Run at shutdown : {yes|no}

Prevent user login : {yes|no}

Job startup : {local|global} time/{exact|at boot}

Delivery calendar : «delivery calendar name»

Ignore job calendars at target : {yes|no}

Resolve query groups : {yes|no}

Stage item : {yes|no}

User parameters : «user parameters»

Job time out (days/hours) : d/h

repositionItem -- Reorder Jobs Assigned to Unsealed Local Software Policy

This action allows the reordering of the jobs assigned to the specified unsealed local software policy. This means that the
sequence of the job execution at the targets is changed.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

swPolicy action=repositionItem

name=software_policy_name

jobName=name_of_the_job

position=new_position_of_the_job

[seal[={y|n}]] 

• name
The name of the software policy that is reordered.

• jobName
Name of the job that is re-positioned.

• position
New position of the specified job in the software policy.

• seal
If “seal” or “seal=y” is coded then the policy is sealed after the re-positioning has been completed otherwise it remains
unsealed for further modifications. The seal is only performed when the re-positioning has been successful and no
error has been reported. Warnings do not suppress the seal.
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link -- Link Software Policy to Computer Group

This action links or re-links a software policy to an existing computer group. The computer group can be local or global.
The software policy has to be unsealed otherwise the action will abort with error. For re-linking a policy either the option
“currentGroup” or the option “replace” has to be coded with the call otherwise the re-linking will fail.

The software policy has to be unsealed but of any scope. The latter also halts for the computer group to which the policy
is linked.

With the link action the policy can optionally be sealed.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

swPolicy action=link

name=software_policy_name

[swpScope={distributed | local}]

group=computer_group_name

[groupScope={global | local}]

[{currentGroup=current_computer_group_name

[currentGroupScope={global | local}]| replace}]

[seal[={y|n}]] 

• name
The name of the software policy that is linked to the specified computer group.

• swpScope
This option determines the type of software policy involved in the action.
– «not coded»

If there is a locally created software policy of the required name then this one is taken, if not it is looked for a policy
distributed from an enterprise manager. The latter is on domain managers only.

– distributed
The specified software policy has to be a policy created at the enterprise manager and distributed to the addressed
manager.

– local
The specified software policy has to be a locally created policy.

NOTE
On enterprise manager all software policies have to be of type local.

• group
This option specifies the name of an existing computer group to which the software policy specified will be assigned.

• groupScope
This option specifies the type of group to which the software policy will be assigned.
– global

The computer group has been created at the enterprise manager and maybe replicated to the domain.
– local

The computer group has been created at the domain manager.
On enterprise managers all computer groups are global.
If the option is not coded the CADSMCMD first tries to locate the group as a local group and if this fails it looks for a
global one.

• currentGroup
This option specifies the name of a computer group the software policy is already linked to. If it is coded this link
between the current group and the software policy will be removed and replaced by a link between the software policy
and the new target computer group.

• currentGroupScope
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This option specifies the type of group the software policy is already linked to:
– global

The computer group has been created at the enterprise manager and maybe replicated to the domain.
– local

The computer group has been created at the domain manager.
On enterprise managers all computer groups are global.
If the option is not coded the CADSMCMD first tries to locate the group as a local group and if this fails it looks for a
global one.

• replace
If this option is specified then the specified group is linked to the specified software policy regardless of another group
already being linked to the policy.

• seal
If “seal” or “seal=y” is coded then the policy is sealed after the linkage has been completed otherwise it remains
unsealed for further modifications. The seal is only performed when the linkage has been successful and no error has
been reported. Warnings do not suppress the seal.

NOTE
If neither the replace option nor the currentGroup option is specified then the action will fail with an error if there
is a group already linked to the software policy.

unlink -- Unlink Software Policy from Computer Group

This action unlinks a software policy from the computer group it is assigned to. If there is no computer group assigned
the command will not report any error or warning and complete successfully. The software policy has to be unsealed
otherwise the action will abort with error.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

swPolicy action=unlink

name=software_policy_name

[swpScope={distributed | local}]

[group=computer_group_name

[groupScope={global | local}]] 

• name
The name of the software policy that is unlinked from the computer group assigned to it.

• swpScope
This option determines the type of software policy involved in the action.
– «not coded»

If there is a locally created software policy of the required name then this one is taken, if not it is looked for a policy
distributed from an enterprise manager. The latter is on domain managers only.

– distributed
The specified software policy has to be a policy created at the enterprise manager and distributed to the addressed
manager.

– local
The specified software policy has to be a locally created policy.

On enterprise manager all software policies have to be of type "local".
• group

If this option is coded it is checked whether the computer group to be unlinked from the software policy has the same
name as specified with this option. If it matches the action continues otherwise it fails with error. If the option is not
coded no such check takes place and the unlink action is processed.

• groupScope
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If this option is coded then it is checked whether the group associated with the software policy specified is of the group
type as specified with this option. If it matches the action is continued otherwise it fails with error. If the option is not
coded no such check is performed. The following group types are valid:
– global

The computer group has been created at the enterprise manager and maybe replicated to the domain.
– local

The computer group has been created at the domain manager.
If the option is not coded the CADSMCMD first tries to locate the group as a local group and if this fails it looks for a
global one.
On enterprise managers all computer groups are global.

seal -- Seal a Software Policy

This action seals a software policy. If on a domain manager the policy is empty or not assigned to a computer group then
the action will fail with error. However, on an enterprise manager it is allowed to seal an unlinked policy that is not empty. If
the software policy is already sealed then no error or warning is given and the action terminates successfully.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

swPolicy action=seal

name=software_policy_name

[swpScope={distributed | local}]

• name
The name of the software policy that is sealed

• swpScope
This option determines the type of software policy involved in the action.
– «not coded»

If there is a locally created software policy of the required name then this one is taken, if not it is looked for a policy
distributed from an enterprise manager. The latter is on domain managers only.

– distributed
The specified software policy has to be a policy created at the enterprise manager and distributed to the addressed
manager.

– local
The specified software policy has to be a locally created policy.

On enterprise manager all software policies have to be of type local.

unseal -- Unseal a Software Policy

This action unseals a software policy. If the software policy is already unsealed then no error or warning is given and the
action terminates successfully.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

swPolicy action=unseal

name=software_policy_name

[swpScope={distributed | local}]

• name
The name of the software policy that is unsealed

• swpScope
This option determines the type of software policy involved in the action.
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– «not coded»
If there is a locally created software policy of the required name then this one is taken, if not it is looked for a policy
distributed from an enterprise manager. The latter is on domain managers only.

– distributed
The specified software policy has to be a policy created at the enterprise manager and distributed to the addressed
manager.

– local
The specified software policy has to be a locally created policy.

On enterprise manager all software policies have to be of type "local".

register -- Register Software Policy at Domain

This action registers a software policy from the enterprise manager at a domain.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

swPolicy action=register

{names=software_policy_name}

[dname=distribution_name]

[{{area=area_name}|

{domain=domain_name}| toAllAreas}

[sendtime=yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM]

[halttime=yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM]] 

[replace]

[distPriority={1,...,10}]

• names
The name of the software policy to be distributed and registered. To process a list of policies the argument can be
coded more than once.

• dname
Name of the distribution used to send the registration request to the addressed DSM domains. If such a distribution
exists and is not yet sealed then the order is added to this distribution. If the distribution is already sealed then the
action terminates with error.
If a distribution of the specified name does not exist then it is created.
If this option is not specified a default name is generated and reported by the CLI on stdout.

• area
Specifies the name of a DSM domain the registration request is sent to. This parameter can be coded more than once
to specify a list of DSM domains to be addressed.
If this option is coded then the associated distribution is sealed and scheduled for processing.
This option should not be coded if the “domain” option or the “toAllAreas” option is coded.

• domain
Specifies the name of a DSM domain group the registration request is sent to. This parameter can be coded more than
once to specify a list of DSM domain groups to be addressed.
If this option is coded then the associated distribution is sealed and scheduled for processing.
This option should not be coded if the “area” option or the “toAllAreas” option is coded.

• toAllAreas
If coded the related distribution is sent to all domain managers registered at the enterprise manager.
If this option is coded then the associated distribution is sealed and scheduled for processing.
This option should not be coded if the “area” option or the “domain” option is coded.

• sendtime
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Specifies the start time for the processing of the distribution at the enterprise manager. The date is specified in ISO
format. If this option is not coded then the actual date/time is taken.

• halttime
Specifies the time the processing of distribution is being stopped. The date is specified in ISO format. If this option is
not coded then the actual date/time + 1h is taken.

• replace
If this option is specified then the software policies are updated. If this option is not coded then the software policies
are created, but if they are already exist an error is reported.

• distPriority

Specifies the priority assigned to the distribution. The priority is numeric with values from 1 (highest priority) to 10 (lowest
priority). 
Default: 5

NOTE
If neither the option “area” nor the option “domain” nor “toAllAreas” is coded then the distribution remains
unsealed and further orders can be added to it.

deregister -- De-register Software Policy from Domain

This action de-registers a software policy from the enterprise manager at a domain.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

swPolicy action=deregister

{names=software_policy_name}

[dname=distribution_name]

[{{area=area_name}|

{domain=domain_name}| toAllAreas}

[sendtime=yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM]

[halttime=yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM]] 

[distPriority={1,...,10}]

• names
The name of the software policy to be distributed and de-registered. To process a list of policies the argument can be
coded more than once.

• dname
Name of the distribution used to send the de-registration request to the addressed DSM domains. If such a distribution
exists and is not yet sealed then the order is added to this distribution. If the distribution is already sealed then the
action terminates with error.
If a distribution of the specified name does not exist then it is created.
If this option is not specified a default name is generated and reported by the CLI on stdout.

• area
Specifies the name of a DSM domain the de-registration request is sent to. This parameter can be coded more than
once to specify a list of DSM domains to be addressed.
If this option is coded then the associated distribution is sealed and scheduled for processing.
This option should not be coded if the “domain” option or the “toAllAreas” option is coded.

• domain
Specifies the name of a DSM domain group the de-registration request is sent to. This parameter can be coded more
than once to specify a list of DSM domain groups to be addressed.
If this option is coded then the associated distribution is sealed and scheduled for processing.
This option should not be coded if the “area” option or the “toAllAreas” option is coded.

• toAllAreas
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If coded the related distribution is sent to all DSM de-registered at the enterprise manager.
If this option is coded then the associated distribution is sealed and scheduled for processing.
This option should not be coded if the “area” option or the “domain” option is coded.

• sendtime
Specifies the start time for the processing of the distribution at the enterprise manager. The date is specified in ISO
format. If this option is not coded then the actual date/time is taken.

• halttime
Specifies the time the processing of distribution is being stopped. The date is specified in ISO format. If this option is
not coded then the actual date/time + 1h is taken.

• distPriority
Specifies the priority assigned to the distribution. The priority is numeric with values from 1 (highest priority) to 10
(lowest priority). 
Default: 5

NOTE
If neither the option “area” nor “domain” nor “toAllAreas” is coded then the distribution remains unsealed and
further orders can be added to it.

list -- List Software Policies

This action lists all software policies registered at the domain or enterprise.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

swPolicy action=list

[{detailed |separator=separator_sign}]

• detailed
If this option is coded then a detailed list is provided, otherwise a short list is presented only.

• separator
The separator is a character that is used for separating the different output fields in the lines of the listings. The default
separator is “:” (colon).

The short list with default separator has the following format:

----------------------------------------------------------------

List of Software Policies

Short

----------------------------------------------------------------

«policy_1 name»:«policy_1 type»:«linked group»:«lgroup scope»: [un]sealed

         ...

         ...

         ...

«policy_n name»:«policy_n type»:«linked group»:«group scope»: [un]sealed)

The detailed list has the following format:

----------------------------------------------------------------

List of Software Policies

Detailed

----------------------------------------------------------------

Policy name : «name of policy 1»

..Policy type : {distributed|local}

..State : {disabled|not evaluated|evaluating|not conformant|conformant}

..Priority : «priority of the template»
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..Associated group : «group name»

..Group type : {global|local}

..Last evaluated : «yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM»

..Violators : «number of violators»

..Linkage : {batch|transaction|

synchronized|no linkage}

..Cascade install : {yes|no}

..Degree of automation : {conformity check|setup jobs|setup and activate jobs}

..Regeneration of jobs : {yes|no}

..Dynamic group evaluation : {yes|no}

..Activation time : «yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM»

..Enterprise time driven : {yes|no}

..Evaluation period : «evaluation period»

..Evaluation calendar : «calendar name»

..Adhoc evaluation : {disabled|on new inventory only|always}

Policy name : «name of policy 2»

         •

         •

         •

Policy name : «name of policy n»

modify -- Modify Attributes of Unsealed Local Software Policy

This command modifies the attributes of an unsealed local software policy. You can optionally seal the policy with this
command.

This command has the following format:

swPolicy action=modify

name=software_policy_name

[newName=new_name_of_software_template]

[jcPriority=«1...10»]

[{transaction|synchronized|nolinkage}]

[rollback[={y|n}]] 

[cascade[={y|n}]] 

[{nosetup|setup_jobs|setup&activate_jobs}]

[regenerate[={y|n}]] 

[evaluateGroup[={y|n}]] 

[evaluationStart=YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm]

[globalTime[={y|n}]] 

[evaluationPeriod=hours]

[calendarname=calendar_name]

[{adhoc_disable|adhoc_only|adhoc_always}]

[comment=new_comment_on_the_software_policy]

[seal[={y|n}]] 

[userMessage]

• name
The name of a local software policy that is modified.

• newname
Specifies the new name of the selected software policy.
If this option is not coded the policy name is not changed.

• jcPriority
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This option specifies the new priority for job container generated by this policy. A valid priority is one of the values 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 1 is the highest priority and 10 is the lowest.
If this option is not coded the priority is not changed.

• {transaction|synchronized|nolinkage}
This option specifies the new job linkage for job containers created by the policy.
– «not coded»

The job linkage is not changed.
– batch

The job linkage is set to batch jobs without transaction.
– transaction

The job linkage is set to batch jobs without transaction.
– synchronized

The job linkage is set to synchronized job execution.
– nolinkage

The job linkage is set to no linkage.
• rollback

If the option “rollback” or “rollback=y” is coded then the job linkage is set to "Enable Transaction". If the option is coded
as “rollback=n” then “Enable Transaction” is not set. 
If this option is not coded the option is not changed.
The parameter should only coded if the job is already in batch processing mode or switched to it by using parameter
"transaction" with this command.
Default: rollback=n.

• cascade
If the option “cascade” or cascade=y is coded then the SD will resolve the dependencies of cascaded installation
request and add the missing installation orders automatically. If the option is coded as “cascade=n” then the
dependency is not resolved any longer.
If this option is not coded the option is not changed.

• {nosetup|setup_jobs|setup&activate_jobs}
This option drives the results of the policy’s evaluation:
– «not coded»

The degree of automation is not changed.
– nosetup

The degree of automation is changed to checking for conformity only.
– setup_jobs

The degree of automation is changed to setting up jobs for non conformant targets but does not activate them.
– setup&activate_jobs

The degree of automation is changed to setting up and activating jobs for non conformant targets.
• regenerate

If the option “regenerate” or “regenerate=y” is coded then all jobs that failed earlier and have not been completed
successfully yet are rescheduled for execution for achieving conformity. If the option “regenerate=n” is coded then this
rescheduling is now skipped.
If this option is not coded the option is not changed.

• evaluateGroup
If the option “evaluateGroup” or “evaluateGroup=y” is coded then in case of a query group associated with the
policy this group will be re-evaluated during the policy’s evaluation too. If “evaluationGroup=n” is coded then this re-
evaluation of the group will not happen.
If this option is not coded the option is not changed.

• evaluationStart
This option specifies a new earliest point in time when the evaluation of the policy will start. The value is specified in
ISO format “YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm” where YYYY specifies the year, MM the month, DD the current day of month, hh
the hour and mm the minute.
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If this option is not coded the option is not changed.
• globalTime

If “globalTime” or “globalTime=y” is specified then the time specifications with the policy are based on enterprise time.
If “globalTime=n” is coded then the time is domain based.
If this option is not coded the option is not changed.

• evaluationPeriod
This option specifies the new period in which the evaluations of the policy takes place. The value is specified in hours.
If 0 is specified then the evaluation happens only once at seal.
If this option is not coded the option is not changed.

• calendarname
This option specifies the name of a new calendar used by the SD for scheduling the time driven actions of the policy. If
an empty string is entered then a possibly calendar entry is removed and calendars are no longer taken into account.
If this option is not coded the option is not changed.

• {adhoc_disable|adhoc_only|adhoc_always}
This option specifies the new type of adhoc evaluation:
– «not coded»

The adhoc evaluation type does not change.
– adhoc_disable

No adhoc evaluation is provided any longer.
– adhoc_only

The adhoc evaluation now starts when inventory reports of new or re-installed targets arrive.
– ad_hoc_always

The adhoc evaluation now starts at any inventory report from targets.
• comment

This option specifies the new comment on the software policy. If an empty string is coded then the old comment is
removed.
If the option is not coded the comment remains unchanged.

• seal
If “seal” or “seal=y” is coded then the policy is sealed after the modification has been completed otherwise it remains
unsealed for further modifications. The seal is only performed when the modification has been successful and no error
has been reported. Warnings do not suppress the seal.
If this option is not coded the option is not changed.

• userMessage
Modifies the custom administrator message while updating the software policy properties.

showAttr -- List Attributes of Software Policy

This action lists the attributes of a software policy.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

swPolicy action=showAttr

name=software_policy_name

[swpScope={distributed | local}]

• name
Name of the software policy of that the attributes will be listed.

• swpScope
This option determines the type of software policy involved in the action.
– «not coded»
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If there is a locally created software policy of the required name then this one is taken, if not it is looked for a policy
distributed from an enterprise manager. The latter is on domain managers only.

– distributed
The specified software policy has to be a policy created at the enterprise manager and distributed to the addressed
manager.

– local
The specified software policy has to be a locally created policy.

NOTE
On enterprise manager all software policies have to be of type "local".

The list of attributes has the following format:

----------------------------------------------------------------

Attributes of the Software Policy «software policy name»

----------------------------------------------------------------

Policy type : {distributed|local}

State : {disabled|not evaluated|evaluating|not conformant|conformant}

Comment : «comment on the policy»

Priority : «priority of the template»

Associated group : «group name»

Group type : {global|local}

Last evaluated : «yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM»

Violators : «number of violators»

Linkage : {batch|transaction|

synchronized|no linkage}

Cascade install : {yes|no}

Degree of automation : {conformity check|setup jobs|setup and activate jobs}

Regeneration of jobs : {yes|no}

Dynamic group evaluation : {yes|no}

Activation time : «yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM»

Enterprise time driven : {yes|no}

Evaluation period : «evaluation period»

Evaluation calendar : «calendar name»

Adhoc evaluation : {disabled|on new inventory only|always}

delete -- Delete a Software Policy

This action deletes an unsealed software policy.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

swPolicy action=delete

name=software_policy_name

[swpScope={distributed | local}]

• name
Name of the software policy to be deleted.

• swpScope
This option determines the type of software policy involved in the action.
– «not coded»

If there is a locally created software policy of the required name then this one is taken, if not it is looked for a policy
distributed from an enterprise manager. The latter is on domain managers only.

– distributed
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The specified software policy has to be a policy created at the enterprise manager and distributed to the addressed
manager.

– local
The specified software policy has to be a locally created policy.

NOTE
On enterprise manager all software policies have to be of type local.

listViolators -- List Violators of Unsealed Software Policy

This action lists all the violators of unsealed software policy. If the policy is not sealed then the request is rejected.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

swPolicy action=listViolators

name=software_policy_name

[swpScope={distributed | local}]

[separator=separator_sign]

• name
Name of the software policy of that the violators are listed.

• swpScope
This option determines the type of software policy involved in the action.
– «not coded»

If there is a locally created software policy of the required name then this one is taken, if not it is looked for a policy
distributed from an enterprise manager. The latter is on domain managers only.

– distributed
The specified software policy has to be a policy created at the enterprise manager and distributed to the addressed
manager.

– local
The specified software policy has to be a locally created policy.

NOTE
On enterprise manager all software policies have to be of type local.

– separator
The separator is a character that is used for separating the different output fields in the lines of the listings. The
default separator is “:” (colon).

The output list with default separator looks as follows:

----------------------------------------------------------------

List of Violators for Software Policy «software policy name»

Computer Group Linked: «computer group name»

----------------------------------------------------------------

«name of violator 1»:{Computer | User Profile}

         •

         •

         •

«name of violator n»:{Computer | User Profile}

targetcomputer -- Target Computer Commands

This method is valid only for domain managers.
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General actions

create -- Create Target Computer

This action creates a target computer at the domain manager.

This action has the following format:

targetComputer  action=create

   name=computer_name

   computertype={machine|user profile| staging server | docking_device}

   address=address 

   [stagingserver=staging_server_name] 

   os=os_name 

   [calendarname=calendar_name] 

   [user= user] 

   [phone= phone] 

   [location= location] 

   [comment=comment] }

   [softwaremanagedsystem [={y/n}] <default = n>]

   [racpolicy={common | disabled | deferred | automatic} <default=common>] 

   [hostname=host_name]

   {[macaddress=mac_address] |

   [bootserver=boot_server_name] macaddress=mac_address

   osimage=os_image_name }

• address
Specifies the network address of the computer.

• bootserver
Specifies the name of the boot server the computer is attached to.

• calendarname
Specifies the name of the calendar that drives the activities at the target computer

• comment
Optional parameter where you can place a comment about the computer.
For instance, information not available in the Computer Attributes or Installation register.
The comment can hold 255 characters.

• computertype
An identifier, which can be one of following types:
– machine

The specified target is a computer system. It is assumed that a SD agent will be installed on the system.
– user profile

Specifies a user profile for a target computer system.
The name of the user profile has the following format:
computer/[domain/]user
For example, a user "john" on system "doe" results in the name "doe/john".
The specified computer must be already defined to DSM when the user profile is created.
The type user_profile replaces the former types "domain_user" and "local_user" which have become obsolete. If
they are coded they are mapped to the type user_profile.

NOTE
The following parameters will be ignored by CADSMCMD when being invoked for ‘targetComputer
action=create computerType=“user profile”’:- Address

- bootServer
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- hostName

- macAddress

- os

- osImage

- stagingserver
– staging server

The created target computer is a scalability server. It is assumed that SD is installed with this target.
– docking device

The created target is a docking device. It is assumed that the address specified is the name of the docking station
and that SD is installed with the systems.

• hostname
Specifies the host name of the computer.
If not coded, the name of the target computer is used as default.

NOTE
The parameter “HostName” can only be modified as long as the specified target system has not been
registered from the network.

If the system has already been registered, error CMD00149 is reported: “The target has already registered.
The operation is not allowed.”

• location
If coded, specifies the location of the computer.

• macaddress
Specifies the MAC address of the system.

• name
Specifies the name of the target.
The name of the target is of one of four types, depending on the value of the "computertype" parameter.
For example, if computertype= is from {machine| staging server| docking device}, then target is a computer system and
its name is the name of the computer in the network.
If computertype=user profile, then the name of the user profile is composed of the machine name and the user-id
separated by a slash. The user-id can be local machine user-id or a domain user-id.

• os
Specifies the operating system type of the target.
For valid values for OS, see Usage of regproc.
The value that is set when creating a target (for instance, Any) will, in current SD server environments, be replaced by
the current OS value of the computer when it registers automatically.
– Values:

os={AIX|AIX_5_0|AIX_5_1|AIX_5_2 

...|AIX_5_3|AIX_6_1|AIX_7_1 

...|AIX_7_2|DEBIAN_LINUX_5.0 

...|DEBIAN_LINUX_6.0|DEBIAN_LINUX_7.0 

...|DEBIAN_LINUX_GNU|DEBIAN_LINUX_GNU_2.0 

...|DEBIAN_LINUX_GNU_2.1|DEBIAN_LINUX_GNU_2.2 

...|DEBIAN_LINUX_GNU_3.0|HPUX 

...|HPUX_10_00|HPUX_10_10 

...|HPUX_10_20|HPUX_10_30 

...|HPUX_11_00|HPUX_11_10 
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...|HPUX_11_11|HPUX_11_22 

...|HPUX_11_23|HPUX_11_31 

...|LINUX_UBUNTU|LINUX_UBUNTU_10.04 

...|LINUX_UBUNTU_10.10|LINUX_UBUNTU_11.04 

...|LINUX_UBUNTU_11.10|LINUX_UBUNTU_12.04 

...|LINUX_UBUNTU_14.04_X64 

...|LINUX_UBUNTU_14.04_X86 

...|MAC|MAC_10_0|MAC_10_1 

...|MAC_10_10|MAC_10_11|MAC_10_12 

...|MAC_10_2|MAC_10_3|MAC_10_4 

...|MAC_10_5|MAC_10_6|MAC_10_7 

...|MAC_10_8|MAC_10_9|OPENSUSE 

...|OPENSUSE_11.0|OPENSUSE_11.1 

...|OPENSUSE_11.2_X86|OPENSUSE_11.2_X86_64 

...|OPENSUSE_11.3_X86|OPENSUSE_11.3_X86_64 

...|OPENSUSE_11.4_X86|OPENSUSE_11.4_X86_64 

...|OPENSUSE_12.1_X86|OPENSUSE_12.1_X86_64 

...|OPENSUSE_12.2_X86|OPENSUSE_12.2_X86_64 

...|OPENSUSE_12.3_X86|OPENSUSE_12.3_X86_64 

...|OPENSUSE_13.2_X86|OPENSUSE_13.2_X86_64 

...|OPENSUSE_LINUX_13.1_X86 

...|OPENSUSE_LINUX_13.1_X86_64 

...|ORACLE_LINUX|ORACLE_LINUX_ENT_SRV_5_X64 

...|ORACLE_LINUX_ENT_SRV_5_X86 

...|ORACLE_LINUX_ENT_SRV_6_X64 

...|ORACLE_LINUX_ENT_SRV_6_X86 

...|ORACLE_LINUX_ENT_SRV_7_X64 

...|REDHAT_ENTERPRISE_DESKTOP 

...|REDHAT_ENT_ADV_PLATFORM_5.0 

...|REDHAT_ENT_ADV_PLATFORM_5.1 

...|REDHAT_ENT_DESKTOP_5.0 

...|REDHAT_ENT_DESKTOP_5.1 

...|REDHAT_LINUX|REDHAT_LINUX_7.0 

...|REDHAT_LINUX_7.1|REDHAT_LINUX_7.2 

...|REDHAT_LINUX_7.3|REDHAT_LINUX_8.0 

...|RED_HAT_ENTERPRISE_LINUX_DESKTOP_7_X86_64 

...|RED_HAT_ENTERPRISE_LINUX_SERVER_6.8_X86 

...|RED_HAT_ENTERPRISE_LINUX_SERVER_6.8_X86_64 

...|RED_HAT_ENTERPRISE_LINUX_SERVER_6.9_X86 

...|RED_HAT_ENTERPRISE_LINUX_SERVER_6.9_X86_64 

...|RED_HAT_ENTERPRISE_LINUX_SERVER_7.3_X86_64 

...|RED_HAT_ENTERPRISE_LINUX_SERVER_7_X86_64 

...|RED_HAT_ENTERPRISE_LINUX_WORKSTATION_7_X86_64 

...|RHEL_SERVER_5.0|RHEL_SERVER_5.1 

...|RHEL_SERVER_5.10_X86|RHEL_SERVER_5.10_X86_64 

...|RHEL_SERVER_5.11_X86|RHEL_SERVER_5.11_X86_64 

...|RHEL_SERVER_6.0_X86|RHEL_SERVER_6.0_X86_64 

...|RHEL_SERVER_6.1_X86|RHEL_SERVER_6.1_X86_64 

...|RHEL_SERVER_6.2_X86|RHEL_SERVER_6.2_X86_64 

...|RHEL_SERVER_6.3_X86|RHEL_SERVER_6.3_X86_64 

...|RHEL_SERVER_6.4_X86|RHEL_SERVER_6.4_X86_64 

...|RHEL_SERVER_6.6_X86|RHEL_SERVER_6.6_X86_64 

...|RHEL_SERVER_6.7_X86|RHEL_SERVER_6.7_X86_64 
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...|RHEL_SERVER_7.0_X64|RHEL_SERVER_7.1_X86_64 

...|RHEL_SERVER_7.2_X86_64 

...|RHEL_SERVER_AS_4.0|RHEL_SERVER_ES_4.0 

...|RHEL_SERVER_WS_4.0|SLES_10.0 

...|SLES_10.1|SLES_11.0|SLES_12.0 

...|SLES_7|SLES_8|SLES_9|SOLARIS 

...|SOLARIS_10|SOLARIS_11 

...|SOLARIS_8|SOLARIS_9|SUSE_ENT_DESKTOP_10.0 

...|SUSE_ENT_DESKTOP_10.1 

...|SUSE_ENT_DESKTOP_11.0 

...|SUSE_ENT_DESKTOP_12.0 

...|SUSE_LINUX|SUSE_LINUX_7.0 

...|SUSE_LINUX_7.1|SUSE_LINUX_7.3 

...|SUSE_LINUX_8.0|SUSE_LINUX_8.1 

...|SUSE_LINUX_8.2|SUSE_LINUX_DESKTOP_1 

...|SUSE_LINUX_DESKTOP_2|SUSE_LINUX_PERSONAL_9 

...|SUSE_LINUX_PERSONAL_9.1 

...|SUSE_LINUX_PROF_9|SUSE_LINUX_PROF_9.1 

...|SUSE_LINUX_STD_SERVER_8 

...|UBUNTU_LINUX_16.04_X64 

...|UBUNTU_LINUX_16.04_X86 

...|UNIX|WIN_10_EDU|WIN_10_EDU64 

...|WIN_10_EDU_N|WIN_10_EDU_N64 

...|WIN_10_ENT|WIN_10_ENT64 

...|WIN_10_ENT_2015_LTSB_EN 

...|WIN_10_ENT_2015_LTSB_EN64 

...|WIN_10_ENT_2015_LTSB_N 

...|WIN_10_ENT_2015_LTSB_N64 

...|WIN_10_ENT_N|WIN_10_ENT_N64 

...|WIN_10_HOME|WIN_10_HOME_64 

...|WIN_10_PRO|WIN_10_PRO64 

...|WIN_10_PRO_N|WIN_10_PRO_N64 

...|WIN_7|WIN_7_32|WIN_7_64 

...|WIN_7_EMB|WIN_7_EMB64 

...|WIN_7_EN|WIN_7_EN64|WIN_7_HOME_BASIC 

...|WIN_7_HOME_BASIC64|WIN_7_HOME_PREM 

...|WIN_7_HOME_PREM64|WIN_7_PROF 

...|WIN_7_PROF64|WIN_7_STARTER 

...|WIN_7_ULT|WIN_7_ULT64 

...|WIN_8|WIN_8_1|WIN_8_1_EMB 

...|WIN_8_1_EMB64|WIN_8_1_EN 

...|WIN_8_1_EN64|WIN_8_1_PROF 

...|WIN_8_1_PROF64|WIN_8_1_X64 

...|WIN_8_1_X86|WIN_8_EMB 

...|WIN_8_EMB64|WIN_8_EN|WIN_8_EN64 

...|WIN_8_PROF|WIN_8_PROF64 

...|WIN_8_X64|WIN_8_X86|WIN_HYPV_SERVER_2008 

...|WIN_HYPV_SERVER_2008_R2 

...|WIN_HYPV_SERVER_2016|WIN_SERVER_2003 

...|WIN_SERVER_2003_DC|WIN_SERVER_2003_DC64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2003_ENT|WIN_SERVER_2003_ENT64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2003_ENTIA 

...|WIN_SERVER_2003_SMB|WIN_SERVER_2003_STD 
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...|WIN_SERVER_2003_STD64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2003_WEB|WIN_SERVER_2008 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_32|WIN_SERVER_2008_64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_DATA|WIN_SERVER_2008_DATA64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_ENT|WIN_SERVER_2008_ENT64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_ESS_BSN 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_HYPV|WIN_SERVER_2008_IA64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_R2|WIN_SERVER_2008_R2_DC64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_R2_EN64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_R2_HYPV 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_R2_IA64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_R2_SC_DC64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_R2_SC_ENT64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_R2_SC_STD64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_R2_STD64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_SC|WIN_SERVER_2008_SC_64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_SC_DC 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_SC_DC64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_SC_EN 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_SC_EN64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_SC_STD 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_SC_STD64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_SML_BSN 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_STD|WIN_SERVER_2008_STD64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_STOR|WIN_SERVER_2008_STOR64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2008_WEB|WIN_SERVER_2008_WEB64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2012|WIN_SERVER_2012_DTC_X64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2012_ESS_X64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2012_FOU_X64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2012_R2|WIN_SERVER_2012_R2_DTC_X64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2012_R2_ESS_X64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2012_R2_STD_X64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2012_STD_X64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2016|WIN_SERVER_2016_DTC_X64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2016_ESS_X64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2016_MP_X64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2016_SC_DC64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2016_SC_STD64 

...|WIN_SERVER_2016_STD_X64 

...|WIN_STG_SERVER_2012|WIN_STG_SERVER_2012_STD_X64 

...|WIN_STG_SERVER_2012_WG_X64 

...|WIN_STG_SERVER_2016|WIN_STG_SERVER_2016_STD_X64 

...|WIN_STG_SERVER_2016_WG_X64 

...|WIN_STOR_SERVER_2008_BE 

...|WIN_STOR_SERVER_2008_BE_64 

...|WIN_STOR_SERVER_2008_EN 

...|WIN_STOR_SERVER_2008_EN64 

...|WIN_STOR_SERVER_2008_STD 

...|WIN_STOR_SERVER_2008_STD_64 

...|WIN_STOR_SERVER_2008_WG 

...|WIN_STOR_SERVER_2008_WG64 

...|WIN_VISTA|WIN_VISTA_BUSINESS 

...|WIN_VISTA_BUSINESS64|WIN_VISTA_ENT 
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...|WIN_VISTA_ENT64|WIN_VISTA_HOME_BASIC 

...|WIN_VISTA_HOME_BASIC64 

...|WIN_VISTA_HOME_PREM|WIN_VISTA_HOME_PREM64 

...|WIN_VISTA_ULTIMATE|WIN_VISTA_ULTIMATE64 

...|WIN_WEB_SERVER_2008_R264 

...|WIN_WEB_SERVER_2008_SC 

...|WIN_WEB_SERVER_2008_SC64}

NOTE
For an up-to-date list of supported operating systems and their releases, issue the regproc command or the
targetcomputer action=create command in verbose mode.

• osimage
Specifies the name of the OS image that is assigned to the system created in a planned configuration.
Before activating the configuration to be installed at the target computer the OS image should become available at the
boot server attached to the target computer.
This parameter should only be coded with the macAddress parameter. If the installation order should be deployed in
advance also the bootserver should be coded.

• phone
If coded, specifies the phone number or email address of the computer user.

• racpolicy
Optional parameter which specifies the Reinstall after Crash (RAC) policy of the system.
The following values can be used:
– common

The common policy will be used for this computer.
– disabled

RAC is disabled on this computer. No job container is set up for this computer. However, its installation records in
the installations folder on the SD server will be marked as removed, when the SD agent of the computer reports a
new OS installation (by a changed UUID).

– deferred
A RAC job container will be created. It can be reviewed and modified, since it has to be activated manually.

– automatic
A RAC job container will be created and activated, starting the delivery of job orders to the computer.
Default = common

NOTE
If you try to change the RAC policy of a computer when it is in the offline mode, the cadsmcmd
targetComputer action=modify command generates an error message.

• softwaremanagedsystem
This optional parameter marks a target computer as Software Managed System.

• stagingserver
Specifies the name of the scalability server.
If coded the target computer to be created is assumed to be connected through the specified scalability server. The
scalability server must already be known to the SD.

NOTE
If this option is not coded, the Domain Manager is becomes the default scalability server.

• user
If coded, specifies the name of the user.

NOTE
For pre-registration of computers to be managed by OSIM, use the macaddress and osimage with
targetcomputer action=create command.

Example
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Normally target systems are introduced to the SD servers when they are installing the agent and running the first job
check. By this way the new system can only be addressed with software packages when they have been registered from
the network.

Sometimes it is better to provide the software for the new systems in advance. Therefore, the new systems have to be
added manually to the manager’s database.

As soon as they are added they can be taken into account for software templates or job delivery. Nevertheless, the job
deliveries will work first when the systems has been registered from the network.

Now assume the system "newComp" should be manually created at the manager and it should meet the following
requirements:

The system is attached to the scalability "stage_01".

• The address of the system is newComp.myCompany.com.
• The operating system is of type Windows XP Professional for Intel.
• It is a software managed system.

The following command will introduce this system to the server:

cadsmcmd targetcomputer action=create name=newComp address=newComp.myCompany.com os=WIN_XP_INTEL

 computerType=machine softwareManagedSystem stagingServer=stage_01

delete -- Delete Target Computer

This action deletes a target at the domain manager.

This action has the following format:

targetcomputer action=delete 

   name=computer_name

• name
Specifies the name of the target to be deleted.

list -- List Target Computers

This action displays a list of targets known to the system.

An additional filter can be specified to restrict the list to only those targets that fulfill the filter criteria. If no filters are given,
the complete list of targets is shown.The filter is limited to 100 bytes.

NOTE
The filter usage of This action differs from that of other commands.

This action has the following format:

targetcomputer action=list 

   [{filter=filter|filterfile=file_name}]

   [{DisHwOnly | usrProfOnly | UnMgdPcOnly}]

• filter
Specifies the expression to confine the amount of information listed
The following attributes are valid to build atomic filter expressions:

Attribute Type Compare ops

Computer name string =, !=, <, <=, >, >=
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Computer type { computer |
user profile |
staging server |
docking device}

=, !=

Host name string =, !=, <, <=, >, >=

Primary network address string =, !=, <, <=, >, >=

IP address string =, !=, <, <=, >, >=

Operating system type any valid os type of the os parameter of
the create action

=, !=

Calendar name string =, !=, <, <=, >, >=

Owner string =, !=, <, <=, >, >=

Phone string =, !=, <, <=, >, >=

Location string =, !=, <, <=, >, >=

Comment string =, !=, <, <=, >, >=

staging server name string =, !=, <, <=, >, >=

Software managed system { yes | no } =, !=

RAC policy { automatic |
common |
deferred |
disabled | offline}

=, !=

Creation date YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss =, !=, <, <=, >, >=

Change date YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss =, !=, <, <=, >, >=

YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss means a date and time notation in ISO format.
The values for attributes of type string may contain wildcards, “*” or “?”, where “*” represents an arbitrary even empty
string of characters, while “?” represents a single but arbitrary character. If a “*” or “?” should not be interpreted as
a wildcard then it should be preceded by an apostrophe (‘). In order to avoid ambiguity, apostrophes as part of the
attribute value should be duplicated.

• filterfile
Specifies the name of the file that contains the filter commands.The commands in the file are specified in the same
way as in the filter parameter, but the size of the file is limited by the capacity of the system that runs this command..

• {DisHwOnly | UsrProfOnly | UnMgdPcOnly}
These options are used to restrict the search on information the user is interested in. If not coded a list of computer,
user profiles, scalability servers, docking devices, and OSIM un-managed computers is provided and all related
database tables are searched.
– DisHwOnly

The list is restricted to registered hardware like computers, scalability servers and docking devices.
– UsrProfOnly

The list is restricted to user profiles only.
– UnMgdPcOnly

The list is restricted to OSIM un-managed computers only.

Example

To list all targets defined at a domain manager, enter the following command:

cadsmcmd targetComputer action=list
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The provided list may look as follows:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of target computers

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PPAPPGP0C (computer; Win NT Intel 4.0.1381)

newComp (computer; Win XP Intel )

HHHHH01B (computer; Win NT Intel 4.0.1381)

KKKKK01A (computer; Win NT Intel 4.0.1381)

stage_01 (staging server; Win 2000 Intel 5.0.2195)

ORIONXH (computer; Win XP Intel 5.1.2600)

PPPPP98 (computer; Windows 98 4.10.2222)

WWWWW01B (computer; Win 2000 Intel 5.0.2195)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of un-named and BMS un-managed computers

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------Total number of target computers: 8

Number of un-named and BMS un-managed systems shown: 0

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

To list all targets defined at a domain manager whose staging server is "stage01-ss" and type "computer" using filters,
enter the following command:

cadsmcmd targetcomputer action=list filter="(staging server name=stage01-ss && Computer type=computer)"

The information is listed as follows:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of target computers

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Test01(computer; WIN_SERVER_2003_INTEL)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of un-named and BMS un-managed computers

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total number of target computers: 1

Number of un-named and BMS un-managed systems shown: 0

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

modify -- Modify Target Computers

This action modifies target computer attributes.

This action has the following format:

targetcomputer action=modify name=computer_name

[address=network_address]

[calendarname=calendar_name]

[user=user_name]

[phone=phone]

[location=location]

[comment=comment]

[softwareManagedSystem={y|n}]
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[racpolicy={automatic|common|deferred|disabled}]

[downloadMethod={NOS|NOSLESS|DTS}]

 

• address
Specifies the network address.
This entry should not be the empty string.

• calendarname
Specifies the name of the calendar that drives the activities at the target computer.

NOTE
If an empty string is entered no calendar is assumed any longer.

• comment
Specifies a comment.
If an empty string is entered, no comment is assumed any longer.

• downloadMethod
Optional parameter.
If coded the download method of the addressed target system is switched as follows:

NOS "Internal - NOS"

NOSLESS "Internal - NOS-less"

DTS "DTS - NOS-less"

• location
Specifies the location of the computer.
If an empty string is entered, no location is assumed any longer.

• name
Specifies the name of the target to be modified.

• phone
Specifies the phone number or email address of the user. If an empty string is entered, no phone number or email
address is assumed any longer.

• racpolicy
Optional parameter which specifies the Reinstall after Crash (RAC) policy of the system.
The following values can be used:
– common

The common policy will be used for this computer.
– disabled

RAC is disabled on this computer. No job container is set up for this computer. However, its installation records in
the installations folder on the SD server will be marked as removed, when the SD agent of the computer reports a
new OS installation (by a changed UUID).

– deferred
A RAC job container will be created. It can be reviewed and modified, since it has to be activated manually.

– automatic
A RAC job container will be created and activated, starting the delivery of job orders to the computer.
Default = common

NOTE
If you try to change the RAC policy of a computer when it is in the offline mode, the cadsmcmd
targetComputer action=modify command generates an error message.

• softwareManagedSystem
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If softwareManagedSystem=y, then the system is considered as a Software Managed System. If
softwareManagedSystem=n, then it is considered to be not a Software Managed System anymore.

• user
Specifies the name of the user.
If an empty string is entered, no user name entry is assumed any longer.

NOTE
If a parameter is not coded, the related target computer attribute remains unchanged.

Example

Assume the following attributes of the target computer "newComp" has to be changed:

• The location is "Pdb".
• The user is "joe".
• The users email address is joe@myComp.com

The following command provides the modifications:

cadsmcmd targetComputer action=modify name=newComp location=Pdb user=joe phone=joe@myComp.com

showAttr -- Show Attributes of Target Computer

This action shows the attributes of the computer system.

This action has the following format:

targetcomputer action=showattr 

   name=computer_name 

• name
Specifies the name of the target about which the attributes will be shown.

The following information will be shown:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Show attributes of target computer

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Computer name    

Computer type    

Host name

Primary network address

IP address

Operating system type    

Owner    

Phone    

Location    

Comment    

Staging server name    

Calendar name

Software Managed System

RAC Policy

Creation date    

Creation time    

Change date    

Change time    

MAC address

Current configuration*
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Activated configuration*

  Activation time*

  Status*

  Wakeup*

  Restart*

  Wait for Server*

  Wait for Image* 

Planned configuration*

Attached to boot server*

Is boot server

 

* This information is shown if the system is managed by the OS Installation Manager.

Example

The following command provides the list of attributes of the target computer "newComp" :

cadsmcmd targetComputer action=showattr name=newComp

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "wwwww01b" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Show attributes of target computer

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Computer name..........................: newComp

Computer type..........................: computer

Network address........................: newComp.myComp.com

Operating system.......................: Win XP Intel

Operating system type..................: WIN_XP

Calendar name..........................:

Owner..................................:

Phone..................................:

Location...............................:

Comment................................:

Staging server name....................: stage_01

Software Managed System................: Yes

RAC policy.............................: common

Creation date..........................: 2005-04-15

Creation time..........................: 15:43

Change date............................: 2005-04-15

Change time............................: 15:43

Is boot server.........................: No

sdcmd<a000000>: OK

Example for non-ADS devices:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Show attributes of target computer
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Computer name..........................: mySystem

Computer type..........................: computer

Host name..............................: mySystem

Primary network address................: mySystem.myCompany.com

IP address.............................:

Operating system type..................: ANY

Owner..................................:

Location...............................:

Phone..................................:

Comment................................:

Staging server name....................: my-DSM-stage

Calendar name..........................:

Software Managed System................: No

RAC policy.............................: common

Creation date..........................: 2006-09-20

Creation time..........................: 16:42:39

Change date............................: 2006-09-20

Change time............................: 16:42:41

MAC address............................: FF:01:23:45:67:8A

Is ADS device..........................: No

Current configuration..................:

Activated configuration................:

Planned configuration..................: myWinXP

Attached to boot server................: my-DSM-stage

Is boot server.........................: No

Example showing the attributes of an ADS managed system:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Show attributes of target computer

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Computer name..........................: name=myADSdevice

Computer type..........................: computer

Host name..............................: name=myADSdevice

Primary network address................: name=myADSdevice.myCompany.com

IP address.............................:

Operating system type..................: ANY

Owner..................................:

Location...............................:

Phone..................................:

Comment................................:

Staging server name....................: myManager

Calendar name..........................:

Software Managed System................: No

RAC policy.............................: common

Creation date..........................: 2006-09-20

Creation time..........................: 13:57:12

Change date............................: 2006-09-20

Change time............................: 13:57:14

MAC address............................: FF:01:23:45:67:89

Is ADS device..........................: Yes

ADS server name........................: myADSserver.ADSnet.myCompany.com

Is boot server.........................: No
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Example showing the attributes of an OSIM managed system:

012: targetcomputer action=showattr name=HUMPFA 

Command is processed ...

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Show attributes of target computer

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Computer name..........................: HUMPFA

Computer type..........................: computer

Network address........................: HUMPFA.ca.com

Operating system.......................: Windows 

Operating system type..................: WINDOWS_16-BIT

Calendar name..........................: 

Owner..................................: 

Phone..................................: 

Location...............................: 

Comment................................: 

scalability server name................: 

Software Managed System................: No

RAC policy.............................: common

Creation date..........................: 2005-03-27

Creation time..........................: 11:04

Change date............................: 2005-03-27

Change time............................: 11:04

MAC address............................: 11.22.33.44.55.77

Current configuration..................: 

Activated configuration................: w2kp_ger

..Activation time......................: 2005-03-27 11:00:47

..Status...............................: stopped

..Wake up..............................: 1

..Restart..............................: 1

..Wait for server......................: 0

..Wait for image.......................: 0

Planned configuration..................: 

Attached to boot server................: 

Is boot server.........................: No

sdcmd<A000000>: OK

The wake up attribute indicates, if a wake up is to be performed or not, and the restart attributes indicates, if a restart is
automatically scheduled or not.

If wakeup or restart are specified, then "1" is shown, otherwise "0".

If a “Wait for server” shows “Required” then the OS installation request is deferred until the target is assigned to a boot
server.

If “Waiting” is shown then the request has fallen due but is deferred because of the missing boot server.

If the entry “Wait for server” is missing then either no delay has been required or a boot server is already assigned.

If a “Wait for image” shows “Required” then the OS request is deferred until the related boot and OS images are staged at
the related boot server.

If “Waiting for boot image” is shown then the related boot image is not staged at the boot server and the request is
deferred although it has fallen due already.
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If the “Waiting for OS image” is shown then the related OS image is not yet staged at the bootserver and the request is
deferred although it has fallen due already.

If the entry “Wait for image” is not shown then either no request for delay has been specified with the request or all
required images are available at the boot server.

Job Management Commands_Target Computer Commands

activateJobCheck -- Activate the Job Check Program

This actions start the Job Check program making the agent in the selected computer contact its domain manager to check
if there are any jobs waiting for it and to report changes in computer attributes.

It will not wait for its completion.

The action has the following format:

targetcomputer action=activateJobCheck

   name=computer_name

• name
Specifies the name of the computer where the Job Check program will be started.

activateStageCheck -- Activate the Stage Check Program

This actions starts the Stage Check program that initiates a check for pending orders.

It will not wait for its completion.

This action has the following format:

targetcomputer action=activatestagecheck

   name=computer_name

• name
Specifies the name of the computer where the Stage Check program will be activated.

listFailedJobs -- List Failed Jobs Related to Target Computers

This action lists all failed jobs related with this target computer. To confine the amount of data, a filter can be specified.

This action has the following format:

targetcomputer action=listFailedJobs

   name=computer_name

   [{alt |

     {filter=filter|filterfile=file_name}

   [detailed]}]

• alt
An alternative output list is provided.
An alternate list is provided based on the item name and version only.
In case of coding this parameter the value of the item and version parameter might contain database supported wild
cards, for example,
– "%"

for an arbitrary, even empty sequence of characters
– "_"

for an arbitrary single character
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For Microsoft SQL Server also the square brackets ("[","]") have a special meaning. This has to be taken into account
when coding the name.

• detailed
Information is listed in detail

• filter
Specifies the expression to confine the amount of information listed 
For attributes valid to build atomic filter expressions see action "listjobs".

• filterfile
Specifies the name of the file that contains the filter commands.The commands in the file are specified in the same
way as in the filter parameter, but the size of the file is limited by the capacity of the system that runs this command.

• name
Specifies the name of the computer of which the failed jobs will be listed.

Examples

Launching the following command

cadsmcmd targetComputer action=listFailedJobs name=comp1

results in the following output:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of failed jobs for computer "comp1"

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

tstkpk02 1.0:instCrash (EXECUTION_ERROR)

Total number of jobs read: 5

Total number of jobs shown 1

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

When launching the command

cadsmcmd targetComputer action=listFailedJobs name=comp1 detailed

then the following list is received:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of failed jobs for computer "comp1"

(detailed)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Computer job identifier................: 0C42D0D1-3E32-4974-8F47-E7220805BC4A

..Job name.............................: tstkpk02 1.0:instCrash

..Item name............................: tstkpk02

..Item version.........................: 1.0

..Procedure name.......................: instCrash

..Computer installation procedure......: instCrash

..Ordered by...........................: winnt://comp1/administrator

..Created at...........................: 2006-10-19 15:41

..Started at...........................: 2006-10-19 15:41

..Terminated at........................: 2006-10-19 15:41

..State................................: EXECUTION_ERROR

..Error cause..........................: 228001

..Error message........................: Exit code 2 indicates possible error

..Job output...........................: No output available for this job.
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Total number of jobs read: 5

Total number of jobs shown 1

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

And when launching the following command

cadsmcmd targetComputer action=listFailedJobs name=comp% alt

then the following list is received:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of failed jobs "comp%"

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Target.................................: comp0

..Job name.............................: tstkpk01 1.0: inst

..Job identifier.......................: 23131B7D-AAE2-4878-A33B-563E473FF37E

..Item name............................: tstkpk01

..Item version.........................: 1.0

..Procedure name.......................: inst

..Task.................................: install

..User parameters......................:

..Job state............................: DELIVERY_ERROR

..Error code...........................: 228432

..Error message........................: Sending message to computer <130.11

.........................................+ 9.101.163> failed.

..Creation date........................: 2006-10-20

..Creation time........................: 17:16

..Activation date......................: 2006-10-20

..Activation time......................: 17:15

..Completion date......................: 2006-10-20

..Completion time......................: 17:16

Target.................................: comp1

..Job name.............................: tstkpk02 1.0:instCrash

..Job identifier.......................: 0C42D0D1-3E32-4974-8F47-E7220805BC4A

..Item name............................: tstkpk02

..Item version.........................: 1.0

..Procedure name.......................: instCrash

..Task.................................: install

..User parameters......................:

..Job state............................: EXECUTION_ERROR

..Error code...........................: 228001

..Error message........................: 2

..Creation date........................: 2006-10-19

..Creation time........................: 15:41

..Activation date......................: 2006-10-19

..Activation time......................: 15:41

..Completion date......................: 2006-10-19

..Completion time......................: 15:41

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total number of items: 2

SDCMD<A000000>: OK
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To receive the list of failed jobs for computer "test01" with job state as "Execution_Error" using filters, enter the following
command:

cadsmcmd targetcomputer action=listfailedjobs name=test01 filter="Job state=EXECUTION_ERROR"

The output is as follows:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of failed jobs for computer "test01"

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

CA DSM Agent + AM, RC, SD plugin(s) (ENU) Win32 12.0.0.4860:Install (EXECUTION_ERROR)

CA DSM Agent + AM, RC, SD plugin(s) (ENU) Win32 12.0.0.4860:Install (EXECUTION_ERROR)

CA DSM Agent + AM, RC, SD plugin(s) (ENU) Win32 12.0.0.4860:Install (EXECUTION_ERROR)

Total number of jobs read: 16

Total number of jobs shown 3

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

listInst -- List Installed Products

This action lists the installations at the target computer.

This action has the following format:

targetcomputer action=listinst

   name=computer_name 

   [detailed]

• detailed
Information is listed in detail

• name
Specifies the name of the computer of which the software installations will be listed.

Example

Enter the following command to provide a short list of all installations at the target computer "KKKKK01B".

cadsmcmd targetComputer action=listInst name=KKKKK01B

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of installations on target computer "KKKKK01B" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SD Scalability Server for WinNT/W2K 4.0 ENU (I386): Scalability Server (EXECUTION_OK)
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<adsm> Explorer for WinNT/W2K 4.0 ENU (I386): Local (EXECUTION_OK)

SD Agent for WinNT/W2K 4.0 ENU (I386): Agent (EXECUTION_OK)

SD Server for WinNT/W2K 4.0 ENU (I386):  (EXECUTION_OK)

tstbase 1.0: inst (EXECUTION_OK)

Data Transport Service for Win32 2.0 SP1 ENU: DTS (EXECUTION_OK)

tstkpk03 1.0: inst (EXECUTION_OK)

tstkpk02 1.0: instCrash (EXECUTION_OK)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total number of installations found: 8

Number of installations shown: 8

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

To retrieve a more detailed list enter the following command:

cadsmcmd targetComputer action=listInst name=KKKKK01B detailed

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "wwwww01b" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of installations on target computer "KKKKK01B" 

(detailed)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Computer job identifier................: 5107

..Job name.............................:

..Item name............................: SD scalability server for WinNT/W2K

..Item version.........................: 4.0 ENU (I386)

..Procedure name.......................: scalability server

..Ordered by...........................: System

..Created at...........................: 2005-04-15 10:42

..Started at...........................: 2005-04-15 10:42

..Installed at.........................: 2005-04-15 10:42

Computer job identifier................: 5113

..Job name.............................:

..Item name............................: <adsm> Explorer for WinNT/W2K

..Item version.........................: 4.0 ENU (I386)

..Procedure name.......................: Local

..Ordered by...........................: System

..Created at...........................: 2005-04-15 10:42

..Started at...........................: 2005-04-15 10:42

..Installed at.........................: 2005-04-15 10:42

Computer job identifier................: 5110

..Job name.............................:

..Item name............................: SD Agent for WinNT/W2K

..Item version.........................: 4.0 ENU (I386)

..Procedure name.......................: Agent

..Ordered by...........................: System

..Created at...........................: 2005-04-15 10:42
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..Started at...........................: 2005-04-15 10:42

..Installed at.........................: 2005-04-15 10:42

Computer job identifier................: 5104

..Job name.............................:

..Item name............................: SD Server for WinNT/W2K

..Item version.........................: 4.0 ENU (I386)

Computer job identifier................: 5418

..Job name.............................: tstbase 1.0: inst

..Item name............................: tstbase

..Item version.........................: 1.0

..Procedure name.......................: inst

..Ordered by...........................: KKKKK01

..Created at...........................: 2005-04-15 10:59

..Started at...........................: 2005-04-15 10:57

..Installed at.........................: 2005-04-15 10:59

Computer job identifier................: 5510

..Job name.............................:

..Item name............................: Data Transport Service for Win32

..Item version.........................: 2.0 SP1 ENU

..Procedure name.......................: DTS

..Ordered by...........................: Software detector

..Created at...........................: 2005-04-15 10:59

..Started at...........................: 2005-04-15 10:59

..Installed at.........................: 2005-04-15 10:59

Computer job identifier................: 6159

..Job name.............................: tstkpk03 1.0: inst

..Item name............................: tstkpk03

..Item version.........................: 1.0

..Procedure name.......................: inst

..Ordered by...........................: KKKKK01

..Created at...........................: 2005-04-15 11:23

..Started at...........................: 2005-04-15 11:22

..Installed at.........................: 2005-04-15 11:23

Computer job identifier................: 7805

..Job name.............................: tstkpk02 1.0:instCrash

..Item name............................: tstkpk02

..Item version.........................: 1.0

..Procedure name.......................: instCrash

..Ordered by...........................: KKKKK01

..Created at...........................: 2005-04-15 12:15

..Started at...........................: 2005-04-15 12:15

..Installed at.........................: 2005-04-15 12:15

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total number of installations found: 8

Number of installations shown: 8

SDCMD<A000000>: OK
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listJobs -- List Jobs Related to Target Computer

This action lists those jobs, which are related to the system identified in the name parameter. An additional filter can be
specified to restrict the list to only those jobs that fulfill the filter criteria. If no filters are given the complete list of jobs is
shown. The filter is limited to100 bytes.

This action has the following format:

targetcomputer action=listjobs

   name = computer_name 

   [{alt |

   [{filter=filter|filterfile=file_name}]] 

• alt
An alternative output list is provided.
An alternate list is provided based on the item name and version only.
In case of coding this parameter the value of the item and version parameter might contain database supported wild
cards, for example,
– "%"

for an arbitrary, even empty sequence of characters
– "_"

for an arbitrary single character
For Microsoft SQL Server also the square brackets ("[","]") have a special meaning. This has to be taken into account
when coding the name.

• filter
Specifies the expression to confine the amount of information listed
The following attributes are valid to build atomic filter expressions:

Attribute Type

Job name String

Job state {UNDEFINED | WAITING | DELIVERY_ORDERED |
DELIVERING | DELIVERY_OK | DELIVERY_ERROR
| ALREADY_DELIVERED | EXECUTION_ORDERED |
EXECUTING | EXECUTION_OK | EXECUTION_ERROR
| UNDELIVERY_ORDERED | UNDELIVERING
| UNDELIVERY_OK | UNDELIVERY_ERROR |
ALREADY_INSTALLED | MANIPULATION_NOT_ALLOWED}

Item name String

Item version String

Item type {SOFTWARE | DOCUMENT | PROCEDURE |
UNSEALED ITEM | ENABLED ITEM | DETECTED ITEM |
ARCHIVED ITEM}

Procedure name String

Ordered by String

Error message String

Error cause Long

Comment String

Computer installation procedure String

Creation date Sdate
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Creation time Stime

Activation date Sdate

Activation time Stime

Completion date Sdate

Completion time Stime

• filterfile
Specifies the name of the file that contains the filter commands.The commands in the file are specified in the same
way as in the filter parameter, but the size of the file is limited by the capacity of the system that runs this command.

• name
Specifies the name of the computer of which the jobs will be shown.

Example

When launching the following command

cadsmcmd targetComputer action=listJobs name=sys1

then the following list might return:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of jobs for computer sys1

1. List of current installations

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CA <adsm> Explorer 11.0.8070.296:Install (EXECUTION_OK, B8E5FB21-0681-4C97-8FC1-E7B2E718B9CA)

CA DSM Agent + Software Delivery Plugin 11.0.8070.296:Install (EXECUTION_OK, C046CFB6-F2F9-4D05-

B7E9-006E47F42454)

CA DSM Agent + Asset Management Plugin 11.0.8070.296:Install (EXECUTION_OK, EBC708F8-39C9-405A-B69D-

F65DA74A72F6)

CA DSM Agent + Basic Inventory Plugin 11.0.8070.296:Install (EXECUTION_OK,

 97741439-351E-4D03-9C64-33775C99649C)

tstbase 1.0:inst (EXECUTION_OK, FC23989D-C88B-4ADB-8A2E-30223A65B71E)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2. List of other jobs

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total number of jobs: 5

Total number of jobs read: 5

Total number of jobs shown 5

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

showing job status and job id in parentheses.

And when launching the following command

cadsmcmd targetComputer action=listJobs name=sys% alt

then the following list might return:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of jobs "sys%"

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Target.................................: sys1

..Job name.............................: tstbase 1.0: inst

..Job identifier.......................: FC23989D-C88B-4ADB-8A2E-30223A65B71E

..Item name............................: tstbase

..Item version.........................: 1.0
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..Procedure name.......................: inst

..Task.................................: install

..User parameters......................:

..Job state............................: EXECUTION_OK

..Error code...........................: 0

..Error message........................:

..Creation date........................: 2006-10-18

..Creation time........................: 13:58

..Activation date......................: 2006-10-18

..Activation time......................: 13:57

..Completion date......................: 2006-10-18

..Completion time......................: 13:59

Target.................................: sys2

..Job name.............................: tstbase 1.0: inst

..Job identifier.......................: 653C4ECE-10BD-43AF-9809-3DAC494A35D8

..Item name............................: tstbase

..Item version.........................: 1.0

..Procedure name.......................: inst

..Task.................................: install

..User parameters......................:

..Job state............................: EXECUTING

..Error code...........................: 228432

..Error message........................: File transfer has completed successful

.........................................+ ly

..Creation date........................: 2006-10-19

..Creation time........................: 09:08

..Activation date......................: 2006-10-19

..Activation time......................: 09:08

..Completion date......................: 2006-10-19

..Completion time......................: 09:08

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total number of items: 2

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

When launching the command using filters,

cadsmcmd targetcomputer action=listjobs name=test01 filter="Job state=EXECUTION_OK"

The output is as follows:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of jobs for computer test01

1. List of current installations

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

CA DSM Scalability Server 12.0.0.4860:Install (EXECUTION_OK, 21EC3E23-ABA8-4C18-

8683-ABA423928815)

CA DSM Explorer 12.0.0.4860:Install (EXECUTION_OK, F4B97228-9BC0-458D-9378-6EF46

FDAFBA6)

CA DSM Agent + Asset Management plugin (English only Edition) 12.0.0.4860:Instal

l (EXECUTION_OK, 3643F431-59C8-4AEC-B213-66813863F053)

CA DSM Agent + Basic Inventory plugin (English only Edition) 12.0.0.4860:Install
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 (EXECUTION_OK, 224D083A-D48F-4EAE-8060-37B6486580F5)

CA DSM Agent + Software Delivery plugin (English only Edition) 12.0.0.4860:Insta

ll (EXECUTION_OK, 742B5764-E4AF-475A-BA99-08B380BF6DC0)

CA DSM Agent + Data Transport plugin 12.0.0.4860:Install (EXECUTION_OK, 11A8AF71

-F703-44BF-B3BA-40D1C3218560)

CA DSM Agent + Remote Control plugin (English only Edition) 12.0.0.4860:Centrall

y Managed Complete Agent (EXECUTION_OK, 94A845B7-ACEE-4AF2-8760-6C4F0EFDA570)

CA DSM Manager 12.0.0.4860:Detect (EXECUTION_OK, 2A8EDFFE-7B1E-4229-94B1-4AD816E

9FF11)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

2. List of other jobs

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total number of jobs: 11

Total number of jobs read: 11

Total number of jobs shown 8

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

listMembership -- List Memberships of TargetComputer

This action lists all the groups that the specified target computer is a member of.

This action has the following format:

targetcomputer action=listMembership name=computer_name

• name
Specifies the name of the target computer. The memberships will be listed.

Example

Enter the following command to list all those groups the target computer "KKKKK01B" is a member of:

cadsmcmd targetComputer action=listMembership name=KKKKK01B

This might result in the following list:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

"KKKKK01B" is member of the following Groups

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

cg (Group, local)

qg (Query group, global)

Software Delivery Server (Group, local)

tqg (Query group , global)

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

reinstallProduct -- ReInstall Product

This action reinstalls a product on a target computer that is already marked as installed.

This action has the following format:

targetcomputer action=reInstallProduct

   name=computer_name

   item=item_name 
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   version=item_version 

   procedure=install_procedure

   cname=[name]

   [{noLinkage|rollback|synchronized}]

   [nocascade]

   [deliveryTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"] 

   [atTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]

   after={exacttime|boottime} 

   [calendarname=delivery_calendar_name]

   [preaction={none|reboot|logoff}]

   [postaction={none|reboot|logoff|rebootAtEnd|logoffAtEnd|shutdownAtEnd}]

   [promptUser[={y|n}]]  

   [allowCancel[={y|n}]]  

   [execTimedOut[={y|n}]] 

   [prompt=days.hours] 

   [offline[={y|n}]]  

   [runAtShutdown[={y|n}]] 

   [preventLogon[={y|n}]]  

   [globalTime] 

   [noCalendar]

   [parameters=user_parameters] 

   [jobTimeOut=d.h]

   [unsealed]

• after
Start time of the procedure at the target system. 
The following values are valid:
– exacttime 

The procedure is started immediately after reaching atTime.
– boottime 

The start of the procedure is delayed until the first boot after atTime has been passed.
• allowCancel

If "allowCancel" or "allowCancel=y" is coded, the user will be granted to cancel the job's execution.
If "allowCancel=n" is coded, the user will not be granted.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.
If neither promptUser is set by this call nor already enabled, then this parameter is ignored. No warning is given.

• atTime
Specifies the Specifies the date and time when the action will be started. The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD
hh:mm".

• calendarName
Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place.

• cname
Specifies an the optional unique name of a job container (default: target_computer_name[YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss]).
It is used for distributing the request. If the container already exists, but is unsealed, it is used without changing its
linkage or cascade options. If it exists and is sealed, an error is reported. If it does not exist, the job container will be
created according to the linkage and cascade parameters specified.

• deliveryTime
Specifies the start time of delivery from the domain manager.
The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".
If the parameter is not coded, the actual date and time are used.

• execTimedOut
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If "execTimedOut " or "execTimedOut=y" is coded, the job's execution will be automatically started when the user
prompt times out.
If "execTimedOut=n", the job will not automatically be started.
If neither promptUser is set by this call nor already enabled, then this parameter is ignored. No warning is given.

• globalTime
If "globalTime" or "globalTime=y" is coded, then the time specifications are based on the enterprise manager time.
If "globalTime=n" is coded, it is based on domain manager time.

• item
Specifies the name of the item to be reinstalled.

• jobTimeout
Specifies the jobTimeout expiration period of a job in the form “d.h” where d specifies the number of days and h the
number of hours. The range of the parameter is configurable at the manager’s site. When the specified value exceeds
the configured upper limit then the value is set to the upper limit, if the specified value goes below the lower limit then
the lower limit is taken. No warning is given in any case.
jobTimeout should not be coded with the timeout parameter otherwise an error is reported. If none of the parameters is
coded the default is given by 7.0.

• name
Specifies the name of the computer where the product should be reinstalled.

• noCalendar
If "noCalendar" is coded, a possible calendar at the target computer will be ignored for this job's execution.

• noCascade
The job linkage option is set to "Ignore cascading". 
This parameter is allowed only if "transaction" or "synchronized" are coded.

• noLinkage|rollback|synchronized
In case of more than one job, this mode handles the linkage between the different jobs of a job container. The coding
has the following effects:
– none coded 

Batch job mode used without rollback.
– noLinkage

Run the job independently of the other jobs in the container.
– rollBack

Set the job linkage option to "Enable Transaction".
– synchronized

The job linkage option is set to "Synchronized job execution".
• offline

If "offline" or "offline=y" is coded, the connection between the target computer and the server will be released for the
job's execution and reestablished thereafter.
If "offline=n" the connection will not be released.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• parameters
Specifies the user parameters for the procedure. 
Multiple user parameters must be separated by spaces inside double quotes.
If an empty string is coded, then no parameters are assumed.

• postaction
Specifies the necessary actions that must take place after completion of the specified procedure. The following values
are valid:
– none

Performs no post-action.
– reboot 

Restarts the system after completion of the procedure.
– logoff 
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Logs off the user after completion of the procedure.
– rebootAtEnd 

Restarts the system after completion of all the jobs of this container.
– logoffAtEnd 

Logs off the user after completion of all the jobs of this container.
– shutdownAtEnd

Shuts down the target computer after completion of the jobs.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• preaction
Specifies that necessary actions must take place before the specified procedure starts. The following values are valid:
– none

Performs no pre-action.
– reboot

Restarts the system before the start of the procedure.
– logoff

Logs off the user before the start of the procedure.
• preventLogon

If "preventLogon" or "preventLogon=y" is coded, then the user logon will be rejected during the job's runtime. If a user
is already logged on, the execution of the job is delayed until the user logs off.
If "preventLogon=n" the user logon will not be rejected.

• procedure
Specifies the name of a procedure
procedure to be used for the reinstallation.

• prompt=d.h
Specifies the time period in which the user will be prompted for the job's start. The period’s format is "d.h" where d
means days and h means hours. The range of this parameter is from three hours to seven days (from 0.3 to 7.0). If the
specified value falls below the valid minimum, the value is replaced by the minimum. If the specified value exceeds the
valid maximum, then the value is replaced by the maximum. No warning is given.
If neither promptUser is set by this call nor already enabled, then this parameter is ignored. No warning is given.

• promptUser
If "promptUser" or "promptUser=y" is coded, the user will be prompted for the job's execution.
If "promptUser=n", the user will not be prompted.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• runAtShutdown
If "runAtShutdown" or "runAtShutdown=y" is coded, the job's execution will start at shutdown only.
If "runAtShutdown=n", the job will start at any other time too.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.
This parameter is for Unix targets only.

• unsealed
The addressed job container remains unsealed after the generated job has successfully been created.

• version
Specifies the version of the item.

NOTE
The parameters "allowCancel," "execTimedOut" and "prompt" are valid, if the "promptUser" option is already set
or is set by this command using the "promptUser" parameter.

If neither the "promptUser" option of a job nor the "promptUser" parameter of the command is set, these
parameters will be ignored.

No warning is given.
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removeJob -- Remove Job from Job List

This action removes jobs from the specified target computer's job list.

This action has the following format:

targetcomputer action=removeJob name=computer_name

   {cjid=computer_job_identifier|

   item=item_name 

   version=item_version 

   procedure=item_procedure 

   [installedWith=installation_procedure]}

• cjid
Specifies the identifier of the computer job to be removed.

• installedWith
Specifies the name of the install procedure referred to in the job to be removed.

• item
Specifies the name of the item that the job to be removed deals with.

• name
Specifies the name of the computer for which the job is removed from its job list.

• procedure
Specifies the name of the item procedure referred to in the job to be removed.

• version
Specifies the version of the item the job to be removed deals with.

NOTE
If the job to be removed is specified by item, version, and so on, the first job found in the job list that matches the
criteria will be removed only.

Example

To remove the job "tstkpk01 1.0:inst" of job id "2F126122-3848-4FE7-A41F-DF781E7CB5AD6050" from the list of
associated jobs of the target computer "KKKKK01B" enter the following command:

cadsmcmd targetComputer action=removeJob name=KKKKK01B cjid=2F126122-3848-4FE7-A41F-DF781E7CB5AD6050

showJobAttr -- Show Job Attributes

This action shows the attributes of a job related to a computer. The related computer is indicated by the name parameter
and the job in question is indicated by the jobname parameter.

This action has the following format:

targetcomputer action=showjobattr 

   name=computer_name

   jobname=job_name 

• jobname
Specifies the name of the job for which the attributes will be shown.

• name
Specifies the name of the computer related to the job attributes to be shown.

Example

To show the attributes of the job “tstkpk02 1.0:inst” of KKKKKB1B just invoke:

cadsmcmd targetComputer action=showJobAttr name=KKKKK01B jobName="tstkpk02 1.0:inst"
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and the information presented might look as follows:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Show attributes of job "tstkpk02 1.0:inst"

.........of computer "KKKKKB1B"

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Computer job identifier................: AF60EB2F-7706-4B78-B084-6B09DCB96D94

..Job name.............................: tstkpk02 1.0: inst

..Item name............................: tstkpk02

..Item version.........................: 1.0

..Item type............................: SOFTWARE

..Task.................................: 1

.........................................install

..Procedure name.......................: inst

..Ordered by...........................: winnt://677-lab-xxx2/xxx

..Job state............................: EXECUTION_OK

..Error message........................: OK

..Error cause..........................: 0

..Comment..............................:

..Computer installation procedure......: inst

..Activation date......................: 2006-08-16

..Activation time......................: 15:01

..Creation date........................: 2006-08-16

..Creation time........................: 15:02

..Completion date......................: 2006-08-16

..Completion time......................: 15:03

..Data sent in per cent................:

..Job output...........................: No output available for this job.

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

TargetComputer Commands Related to OS Installation Management (OSIM)

OS Installation Management (OSIM) is the feature of Software Delivery which deals with the installation of boot images
and operating system images from scratch and with their reinstallation after a system crash. The methods listed following
describe how the management functionality of OSIM is provided by cadsmcmd.

OSIM administers all data about operating system installations in a network or sub-network.

activateOS -- Activate OS Installation Order

This action schedules a planned installation of an operating system for execution.

If the target computer is OSIM managed, a planned operating system is available for it, and if there is no OS installation
pending for it, then the installation of the planned OS is scheduled for execution.

In any other case, the action will fail.

This action has the following format:

targetComputer action=activateOS 

   name=computer_name 

   [atTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]

   [wakeup[={y|n=}]]  

   [restart[={y|n}]] 
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   [waitBs[={y|n}]] 

   [waitIm[={y|n}]] 

• attime
Specifies the Specifies the date and time when the action will be started. The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD
hh:mm".

• name
Specifies the name of the computer for which the installation of the planned operating system is scheduled for
execution.

• restart
This optional parameter specifies if a running system will be restarted when the associated installation request will be
carried out. 
If restart or restart=y is coded, then a restart will be performed. 
If restart=n is coded, then no automatic restart will be performed and it is up to the user to reboot the system to start
the OS installation process. 
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by restart=n.

• waitBs
If waitBs or waitBs=y is coded then the activation request might be deferred until the addressed target is assigned a
boot server. If it waitBs=n is coded then the request is not deferred because of a missing boot server assignment. The
default is waitBs=n.

• WaitIm
If waitIm or waitIm=y is coded then the activation request might be deferred until the associated boot and OS images
are staged at the related boot server. If it waitIm=n is coded then the request is not deferred because of not yet staged
images. The default is waitIm=n.

• wakeup
This optional parameter specifies whether a target system in power standby mode shall be waked up for this
installation or not. 
If wakeup or wakeup=y is coded, then the systems will be waked up. 
If wakeup=n is specified, no wake up will be performed. 
If the parameter is not coded, the default wakeup=n will be used.

Example

Assume that a planned installation of an operating system should be processed for target computer dorabella. If the
system is in power standby mode it should be waked up. Furthermore an automatic restart should be performed to start
the installation process at the target system. The following command will provide this request:

cadsmcmd targetcomputer action=activateOS name=dorabella wakeup restart 

cancelOS -- Cancel OS Installation Order

This action cancels a pending installation of an OS image. This method cancels the installation request when

• The specified target system exists.
• The specified target is OSIM-managed.
• An OS installation order is pending.

In any other case, the method fails.

NOTE
A pending installation can only be canceled as long as the order is scheduled at the boot server and the target
system has not started with the installation yet.

This action has the following format:

targetComputer action=cancelOS 
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   name=computer_name

• name
Specifies the name of the computer of which the pending installation is canceled.

NOTE
When the target is in any state other than pending, use the force option to abort the OS installation. For
example, cadsmcmd targetcomputer action=cancelOS name=<computer name> force.

deletePlannedOS -- Delete Planned OS Installation Order

This action allows you to delete a planned configuration.

If the system is OSIM managed and if there is a planned OS installation order, then this planned OS installation is deleted.
In any other case, the request will fail.

If the planned configuration to be removed is the only configuration associated with the specified system the system will
become OSIM unmanaged.

This action has the following format:

targetComputer action=deletePlannedOS 

   name=computer_name

• name
Specifies the name of the computer of which an existing planned configuration will be deleted.

deleteScheduledOS -- Delete Scheduled OS Installation Order

This action deletes a scheduled OS installation request of sub-state "failed" or "stopped".

If the system is OSIM managed and if there is a scheduled OS installation order of required sub-state, then this scheduled
OS installation order is deleted. In any other case, the request will fail.

If the scheduled configuration to be removed is the only configuration associated with the specified system the system will
become OSIM unmanaged.

This action has the following format:

targetComputer action=deleteScheduledOS

   name=computer_name

• name
Specifies the name of the computer of which an existing scheduled configuration will be deleted.

modfiyInstallParameter -- Modify Install Parameters of OS Installation Orders

This action modifies installation parameters of a OSIM managed system for a planned OS installation order.

The specified parameter is modified according to the arguments specified. If default is coded the parameter is reset to the
default value, if there is any. If there is none an error is reported.

Otherwise, the old parameter value is replaced by the specified one if the new value fits in the parameter specification of
the related OS image.

It is not possible to change the OS image parameters by this action. A different action has to be chosen for changing the
OS image assignment (action modifyOS).

When the MAC address is modified, not only the configuration parameter is changed but also the computer property. It is
checked if another computer in the OSIM database already uses the MAC address. If there is any named computer entry
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of this MAC address, that is not queued for deletion yet, the changing of the MAC address will be rejected. If there is an
unnamed computer entry of the MAC address this one will be deleted from database.

Modifying a parameter of type "extendable list" by a parameter value that is not a member of the associated list will add
this value to the list. For non-extensible lists the value has to be a member of the list, otherwise, the changing is rejected.

This action has the following format:

targetComputer action=ModifyInstallParameter 

   name=computer_name

   paramName=parameter_name

   {default|paramValue=parameter_value}

• default
Drops user settings of the specified parameter and sets it to default.

• name
Specifies the name of the computer of which the install parameters will be modified.

• paramName
Specifies the name of the parameter to be modified.

NOTE
The parameter “HostName” can only be modified as long as the specified target system has not been registered
from the network.

If the system has already been registered, error CMD00149 is reported: “The target has already registered. The
operation is not allowed.”

• paramValue
Specifies the new value of the parameter.
If the parameter is a map list or extended map list, use the format "<key> <comment>"
The key and the comment are separated by a blank, and the comment is optional.
If the key contains blanks, enclose it in quotes. 
Example: For an XP OS image change the setting of the "TimeZone" parameter to 095 or "095 Central Europe"
For a Vista image change the setting of the "TimeZone" parameter to "\"W. Europe Standard Time\"" or "\"W. Europe
Standard Time\" UK time".

modifyOS -- Assign OS Image to Target

With the modifyOS action you assign a new OS image to OSIM-managed or -un-managed systems.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

targetComputer action= modifyOS

name=target_name

osImage=OS_image

[bootserver]

[macAddress=«Mac_address»]

• name
Name of the target computer to which the OS image will be assigned.

• osImage
Name of the OS image which is to be installed at the target

• bootserver
Name of a boot server. 
If the name is specified and the addressed target is not yet assigned to a boot server then the target is assigned to
the specified boot server. If the addressed target is already assigned to a boot server and the name specified with the
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parameter then the action is only processed when the specified name matches the name of the assigned boot server.
If the boot Server parameter is not coded then no assignments or checks as described above are performed.

• macAddress
MAC address of the target. 
If the system is not yet OSIM registered and does not have any MAC address assigned yet then this MAC address is
taken to setup the system in OSIM. 
If a MAC address is available in OSIM then it has to match the specified value otherwise the command returns an
error.
If this argument is not coded then the addressed system is assumed to be OSIM registered already.

reactivateOS -- Reactivate Stopped / Failed OS Installation Order

This action reschedules an installation for execution, if the target computer is OSIM managed and if a stopped or failed
installation order request exists for it.

In any other case, the action will fail.

This action has the following format:

targetComputer action=reactivateOS 

   name=computer_name 

   [attime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm" ] 

   [wakeup[={y|n=}]]  

   [restart[={y|n}]] 

   [waitBs[={y|n}]] 

   [waitIm[={y|n}]] 

• attime
Specifies the Specifies the date and time when the action will be started. The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD
hh:mm".

• name
Specifies the name of the computer for which a stopped or failed installation is scheduled for execution again.

• restart
This optional parameter specifies if a running system will be restarted when the associated installation request will be
carried out. 
If restart or restart=y is coded, then a restart will be performed. 
If restart=n is coded, then no automatic restart will be performed and it is up to the user to reboot the system to start
the OS installation process. 
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by restart=n.

• waitBs
If waitBs or waitBs=y is coded then the activation request might be deferred until the addressed target is assigned a
boot server. If it waitBs=n is coded then the request is not deferred because of a missing boot server assignment. The
default is waitBs=n

• waitIm
If waitIm or waitIm=y is coded then the activation request might be deferred until the associated boot and OS images
are staged at the related boot server. If it waitIm=n is coded then the request is not deferred because of not yet staged
images. The default is waitIm=n.

• wakeup
This optional parameter specifies whether a target system in power standby mode shall be waked up for this
installation or not. 
If wakeup or wakeup=y is coded, then the systems will be waked up. 
If wakeup=n is specified, no wake up will be performed. 
If the parameter is not coded, the default wakeup=n will be used.

Example
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Assume that a stopped or failed OS installation should be scheduled for target computer dorabella. A wakeup should be
performed, if the target system were in power standby mode.

Furthermore, an automatic restart should take place to start the installation process at the target system. The following
command provides this request:

cadsmcmd targetcomputer action=reactivateOS name=dorabella wakeup restart

reinstallOS -- Re-install Operating System

This action re-installs a target computer after crash.

If the system is managed by OSIM and if there is a current OS installation but no scheduled installation request regardless
if it is active, stopped, or failed, then the reinstallation of the current OS is scheduled. In any other case, the request will
fail.

This action has the following format:

targetComputer action=reInstallOS 

   name=computer_name 

   [atTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]

   [wakeup[={y|n=}]]  

   [restart[={y|n}]] 

   [waitBs[={y|n}]] 

   [waitIm[={y|n}]] 

• attime
Specifies the date and time when the action will be started. 
The date has the ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm".

• name
Specifies the name of the computer to be reinstalled.

• restart
This optional parameter specifies if a running system will be restarted when the associated installation request will be
carried out. 
If restart or restart=y is coded, then a restart will be performed. 
If restart=n is coded, then no automatic restart will be performed and it is up to the user to reboot the system to start
the OS installation process. 
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by restart=n.

• waitBs
If waitBs or waitBs=y is coded then the activation request might be deferred until the addressed target is assigned a
boot server. If it waitBs=n is coded then the request is not deferred because of a missing boot server assignment. The
default is waitBs=n.

• waitIm
If waitIm or waitIm=y is coded then the activation request might be deferred until the associated boot and OS images
are staged at the related boot server. If it waitIm=n is coded then the request is not deferred because of not yet staged
images. The default is waitIm=n.

• wakeup
This optional parameter specifies whether a target system in power standby mode shall be waked up for this
installation or not. 
If wakeup or wakeup=y is coded, then the systems will be waked up. 
If wakeup=n is specified, no wake up will be performed. 
If the parameter is not coded, the default wakeup=n will be used.

Example
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Assume that a crash has taken place and a reinstallation of the target computer dorabella should take place. If the target
system were in power standby mode, the system should be waked up. Furthermore an automatic restart should be
performed to start the installation process at the target system.

The following command provides this request:

cadsmcmd targetcomputer action=reinstallOS name=dorabella wakeup restart

removeFromOsim -- Remove Targets from OSIM

This action removes the specified target objects from the OSIM administration as long as there is no scheduled
configuration active.

The syntax of the action is as follows:

targetComputer action= removeFromOSIM

{{computer=target_name} |

{macAddresses=Mac_address}}

• computer
Name of an OSIM managed or unmanaged target to be removed from the OSIM administration. This option can be
coded more than once for removing a list of OSIM objects.

• macAddresses
Mac address of systems to be removed that are registered at OSIM but not at DSM. Such systems have no name, they
only appear with their Mac address in OSIM.

NOTE
action=removeFromOSIM does not mean that the target is deleted from DSM. It is deleted from the OSIM only
and the rest of DSM remains unchanged. The removal might only be a temporary OSIM clean up. For example,
the removed system might re-register at OSIM with the next reboot.

showInstallParameter -- Show Install Parameters of OS Installation Orders

This action lists for a target computer the install parameter related to the associated OS installation order.

It lists the installation parameters related to the OS installation order specified. If "planned" is coded the parameters of the
planned OS installation order are listed, if "scheduled" is coded the parameters of the OS installation order that is being
launched for installation are listed, and if none of them or "current" is coded they are listed from the current OS installation
order.

If the target computer is not a OSIM managed system, the action fails.

This action has the following format:

targetComputer action=ShowInstallParameter 

   name=computer_name

   [planningLevel={current|scheduled|planned}]

• name
Specifies the name of the computer of which the install parameters are listed.

• planningLevel
Optional Parameter. Determines the configuration from where the parameters are taken.
– current

The install parameters of the current OS installation order are listed. (Default)
– scheduled

The install parameters of the OS installation order scheduled for execution are listed.
– planned
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The install parameters of the planned OS installation order are listed.

setupOS (Obsolete Action)

With the enhancement of the action modifyOS, the action setupOS becomes obsolete. It is still accepted and processed
by the CADSMCMD in batch, call, or pipe mode for compatibility reasons but will no longer be exposed in verbose mode.

templategroup -- Software Template Commands

General Template Group Management

create -- Create a Template Group / Software Template

This command creates a new software template.

This command has the following format:

templategroup action=create 

   name=template_group_name

   [supergroup=group_name]

   [swTemplate=software_template_name]

   [comment=comment]

   [{query="query" | queryfile=file_name }]

   [engineName=engine_name

   [enginePeriod=engine_evalution_frequence]] 

   [{transaction

   [norollback]|

   synchronized }

   [cascade[={y|n}]}]

   [{setup_jobs | setup&activate_jobs }] 

   | [regenerate [ = {y/n}]] 

   | [{adhoc_only | adhoc_always}] 

   [evaluationstart ="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]

   [evaluationperiod=hours]

   [calendarname=calendar_name]

   [globaltime] 

   [jcPriority={1,...,10}]

   [userMessage]

• {adhoc_only | adhoc_always}
The coding has the following effects:
– adhoc_only
– adhoc_always
Adhoc evaluation is enabled always when targets report their inventory.If neither adhoc_only, nor adhoc_always are
coded, then no adhoc handling is assumed.

• calendarName
Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place.

NOTE
To activate a calendarname entry you also have to code "evaluationPeriod".

• cascade
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If "cascade" or "cascade=y" is coded, the job linkage of the container is switched to resolution of dependencies into
install cascades. 
If "cascade=n" is coded, the job linkage is switched to no resolution.
This parameter should only be coded, if the job linkage of the container is in batch processing or in synchronized
mode, or if it switched into this mode by This action (by coding either "transaction" or "synchronized").

• comment 
Specifies a comment that is stored with the software template.

• engineName
Specifies the name of an engine that will process the group evaluation. If not coded any engine can process the
evaluation. 
This parameter is only valid if queryName or sdQuery is coded.

• enginePeriod
Specifies in minutes the period in which the engine will re-evaluate the group. If not coded 1 min is assumed.If
engineName is coded but not enginePeriod, a default of 1 minute is assumed.
This parameter is only valid if engineName is coded.

• evaluationStart
Time, when the evaluation should start. The time should be coded in ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm". If no
EvaluationStart is coded, the actual time is used.
This parameter is to be used for query or template groups only.

• evaluationPeriod
Period in which the query is evaluated. The period is specified in hours.
This parameter is usable for query or template groups only.
If it is omitted or if 0 is coded, no reevaluation is performed.

• globalTime
If "globalTime" or "globalTime=y" is coded, then the time specifications are based on the enterprise manager time.If
"globalTime=n" is coded, it is based on domain manager time. (default)

• jcPriority
Specifies the priority of the job container.
The priority specified has to be numeric and its value has to be greater or equal 1 and less or equal 10.
If not coded priority 5 is assumed.

• name
Specifies the template group name. 
If the group does not exist, it is created according to the specified group attributes. If it exists, the specified groups
attributes are ignored and the specified software template is created and assigned to this group.

• norollback 
Specifies that no rollback of previous jobs of the same transaction be performed in case of failure.

• query
Indicates that the template is also a query group. The query coded has to be a USD 4.0 SP1 legacy query.

• queryfile 
Specifies the the file in which the query is stored. The size of the query stored is only limited by the capacity of the
server. The query has to be a legal SD 4.0 SP1 legacy query.
The query coded has to be a SD 4.0 SP1 legacy query.

• regenerate
If "regenerate" or "regenerate=y" is coded the regeneration of jobs that have failed earlier for this template will be
done. 
If "regenerate=n" is coded it will not be done. 
If the parameter is not coded, "regenerate=y" is assumed.

• setup_jobs 
According to the conformance check, set up jobs but do not activate.
If neither setup_jobs nor setup&activate_jobs is coded, then only a conformance check is assumed.

• setup&activate_jobs 
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Set up and activate jobs according to the conformance check.
If neither setup_jobs nor setup&activate_jobs is coded, then only a conformance check is assumed.

NOTE
If the parameter setup&activate_jobs is used from the command prompt or shell level, the parameter should
be enclosed in quotes due to the special meaning of "&" to the command prompt or the shell. If you use
batch scripts, you do not need quotes for this parameter.

• supergroup
Specifies the name of an existing computer group where the group in question will be created as a subgroup. If not
coded the group will be created at the system folder "Computers and Users".

• swTemplate
Specifies the name of the software template the order will be assigned to.
If not coded the order will be assigned to a software template of default name, that is, “<group name> [$date $time]”.

• synchronized 
The job linkage option is set to "Synchronized job execution".

• transaction 
The job linkage option is set to "Batch job execution".

• userMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message for a template group.

Example

Suppose a software template is needed that meets the following requirements:

• The name of the group is "tgg"
• The jobs at the target should be executed in sequence. If a job fails then subsequent jobs will not be executed and

already successful executed preceding jobs will be rolled back.
• Dependencies between packages should be resolved, that may result in cascades of install orders.
• In case of a conformance violation the software template generates jobs to resolve this conformance violation and

schedules the jobs for execution.
• The software template addresses only those target systems that are belonging to the subnet 172.16.213.* and are

running an operating system Windows NT Intel, Windows 2000 Intel, or Windows XP Intel.
• The evaluation of the group should start when the group is sealed. The evaluation will be repeated every 48 hours. The

evaluation is driven by a calendar named tgCal.

The following command will create this group:

cadsmcmd templateGroup action=create name=tgg transaction cascade "setup&activate_jobs" query="Target.Address

 MATCHES '172.16.213.*' AND (Target.OS='Win NT Intel' OR Target.OS='Win 2000 Intel' OR Target.OS='Win XP

 Intel')" evaluationPeriod=48 calendarName=tgCal

To control the actual list of software template , the following command lists all software template defined at the server:

cadsmcmd templateGroup action=list

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain
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Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of template groups

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TG_KKKKK01A (local, query)

tgg (local, query)

tgs (local)

tg (local)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Number of software templates found: 4

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

For controlling the attributes of the created software template the following command will return the attribute settings of
the group:

cadsmcmd templateGroup action=showAttr name=tgg

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Show attributes of template group "tgg" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Name of template.group.................: tgg

Group type.............................: Query/Template group 

Scope..................................: Local

Query..................................: USD_tgg [04/09/05 13:53:49.916]

Comment................................:

Engine name............................: <All Engines>

Engine Period (minutes)................: 1

Creation date..........................: 2005-04-09

Creation time..........................: 13:53

Change date............................: 2005-04-09

Change time............................: 13:53

Name of template.......................: tgg [$date $time]

..Scope................................: Local

..State................................: Diabled

..Job container priority...............: 5

..Sealed...............................: No

..Comment..............................: 

..Properties of the template...........: 148

.........................................Transaction
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.........................................Cascade install

.........................................Job setup and activation in case of nonc

.........................................+ onformity

Calendar name..........................: tgCal

Evaluation period......................: 48

Next evaluation date...................: 2005-04-09

Next evaluation time...................: 13:32

Last evaluation date...................: 2005-04-09

Last evaluation time...................: 13:53

Evaluation type mask...................: 196609

.........................................Periodical

.........................................Query evaluation

.........................................Template evaluation

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

delete -- Delete Software Template

This action deletes an existing software template or the whole template group. The group must be unsealed!

This action has the following format:

templategroup action=delete 

   name=template_group_name 

   [swTemplate=software_template_name]

• name
Specifies the template group name.
Whether the group is deleted or only a specified software template depends on the parameter swTemplate.

• swTemplate
Specifies the name of the software template.
If specified, only the specified software template is deleted, the group itself and possible additional software templates
associated with the group remain.
If not specified then the group and all its associated software templates are deleted.

deregister -- Deregister Template

This action deregisters a software template or policy at the domain manager from the enterprise manager.

This action is valid on enterprise managers only.

This action has the following format:

templateGroup action=deregister

   name=template_group_name

   [swTemplate=software_template_name]

   cname=[name]

   {{area=area_name} | {domain=domain_name} | toAllAreas}

   [sendTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"] 

   [haltTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]

   [distPriority={1,...,10}] 

• area
Specifies the name of a domain manager from where the template is deregistered. The parameter can be coded more
than once to address a list of domain managers.
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This parameter should not be coded with the domain or the toAllAreas parameter.
• cname

Specifies the optional unique name of a distribution container used to ship the deregistration request.
If a job container / distribution with the specified name already exists an error will be reported.
If "cname" is not coded, a generic name is generated.

• distPriority
Specifies the priority that will be assigned to the distribution.
The priority specified has to be numeric and its value has to be greater or equal 1 and less or equal 10.
If not coded priority 5 is assumed.

• domain
Specifies the name of a domain manager group from its members the template is deregistered. The parameter can be
coded more than once to address a list of domain manager groups.
This parameter should not be coded with the area or the toAllAreas parameter.

• halttime
Specifies the date and time when the deregistration will be stopped, if it is not processed yet. The date is given in ISO
format and should be at least 1 hour after the start time. If not ocded a halttime is generated as starttime + 1 hour.

• name
Specifies the template group name.

• sendtime
Specifies the start time of the distribution from the enterprise. The date is given in ISO format. If not coded the actual
date/time is taken.

• swTemplate
Specifies the name of the software template to be deregisterd.
If not coded the default name is taken, i.e. “<group name> [$date $time]”.

• toAllAreas
All domain managers currently registered at the enterprise manager will be addressed for deregistering the specified
software template or policy.

evaluate -- Evaluate Template

This action evaluates a sealed software template of a group.

This action is valid only for domain managers

This action has the following format:

templateGroup action=evaluate

   name=template_group_name

   [swTemplate=software_template_name]

• name
Specifies the template group name.

• swTemplate
Specifies the name of the software template to be evaluated.
If not coded the order will be assigned to a software template of default name, that is, “<group name> [$date $time]”.

list -- List Template Groups

This action lists the available template groups.

This action has the following format:

templategroup action=list

The following information is shown:
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--------------------------------------

List of template groups

--------------------------------------

tg1 (Local)

tgq1 (Local, query)

tgqp (Local, query)

Type of scope and query groups are shown in parentheses.

Example

cadsmcmd templateGroup action=listComp name=tg

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of target computer assigned to template group "tgs" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PPAPPGP0C

KKKKK01A

ORIONXH

SPICAYI

WWWWW01B

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Number of target computer read: 5

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

listExceptions -- List Exceptions

This action lists all target computers which are a member of this software template but do not conform to the job
assignment, that is, not all assigned jobs have been successfully completed yet ("violators").

This action is valid only for domain managers

This action has the following format:

templategroup action=listExceptions 

   name=template_group_name

   [swTemplate=software_template_name]

• name
Specifies the template group name of which the exceptions target members (violators) will be listed.

• swTemplate
Specifies the name of the software template for which the exceptions will be listed.
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If not coded the default name “<group name> [$date $time]” is taken.

The following information is provided for the target list:

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of exception members of template group "<software template name>" 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

<computer name>

<computer name>

<computer name>

Example

Suppose information about those targets is needed, that are not conformant with the requirements of the software
template tg . The following command lists all those targets currently assigned to tg but not conformant.

cadsmcmd templateGroup action=listExceptions name=tg

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of exception members of software template  "tg" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

GS_ELSEN

GS_MARIENLOH

GS_SALZKOTTEN

GS_WEWELSBURG

GS_WEWER

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

listMembership -- List Membership of the Template Group

This action lists all computer groups that contain the specified software template as a subgroup.

This action has the following format:

templategroup action=listMembership

   name=template_group_name

• name
Specifies the template group name of which the memberships will be listed.

The following information is provided:
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------

"<software template name >" is member of the following groups

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

<group name> (<group type>, <group state>, <registration date>)

<group name> (<group type>, <group state>, <registration date>)

<group name> (<group type>, <group state>, <registration date>)

Example

Suppose information about those groups is needed that contain the software template tg as a subgroup. The following
command lists all the groups containing tg:

cadsmcmd templateGroup action=listMembership name=tg

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

"tg" is member of the following Groups

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

cg (Group, Operational, 2005-04-08 12:08)

superTg (Template group, Conformant, 2005-04-08 12:00)

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

modify -- Modify Attributes of a Template Group / Software Template

This command modifies the attributes of an existing software group and template.

This command has the following format:

templategroup action=modify name=template_group_name

   [newName=template_group_name] 

   [swTemplate=software_template_name]

   [newSwTemplate=new_software_template_name]

   [comment=comment]

   [{query="query" | queryfile=filename | noquery}]

   [engineName=engine_name

   [enginePeriod=engine_evalution_frequence]] 

   [{transaction|synchronized|nolinkage}]

   [rollback[={y|n}]]  

   [cascade[={y|n}]] 

   [{nosetup | setup_jobs | setup&activate_jobs}]

   | [regenerate [ = {y/n}]] 

   | [{adhoc_disable | adhoc_only | adhoc_always}] 
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   [evaluationstart="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]

   [evaluationperiod=hours]

   [calendarname=calendar_name]

   [globalTime[={y|n}]] 

   [jcPriority={1,...,10}]

   [userMessage]

• {adhoc_disable | adhoc_only | adhoc_always}
The coding has the following effects:
– adhoc_disabled
– adhoc_only
– Adhoc evaluation is enabled only when new or reinstalled targets report their inventory.adhoc_always

• Adhoc evaluation is enabled always when targets report their inventory.calendarname
Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place.

NOTE
To activate a calendarname entry you also have to code "evaluationPeriod".

• cascade
If "cascade" or "cascade=y" is coded, the job linkage of the container is switched to resolution of dependencies into
install cascades. 
If "cascade=n" is coded, the job linkage is switched to no resolution.
This parameter should only be coded, if the job linkage of the container is in batch processing or in synchronous mode,
or switched to it by this command (coding either "transaction" or "synchronous").

• comment
A comment will be replaced by the specified value.

NOTE
To erase an existing comment, enter the empty string ("").

• engineName
Specifies the name of an engine that will process the group evaluation. If an empty string is coded then any engine can
process the query
If currently no query is assigned to the group a warning is given and the parameter is ignored.

• enginePeriod
Specifies in minutes the period in which the engine will re-evaluate the group. If not coded 1 min is assumed.If
currently no query is assigned to the group and no special engine to process the evaluation then a warning is given
and the parameter is ignored.

• evaluationstart
Time, when the evaluation should start. The time should be coded in ISO format "YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm". If no
EvaluationStart is coded, the actual time is used.
This parameter is to be used for query or template groups only.

• evaluationperiod
Period in which the query is evaluated. The period is specified in hours.
This parameter is usable for query or template groups only.
If 0 (zero) is entered, the periodical evaluation is switched off.

• globalTime
If "globalTime" or "globalTime=y" is coded, then the time specifications are based on the enterprise manager time.
If "globalTime=n" is coded, it is based on domain manager time.

• jcPriority
Specifies the new priority that will be assigned to the job container.
The priority specified has to be numeric and its value has to be greater or equal 1 and less or equal 10.
If not coded the priority is not changed.

• name
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Specifies the template group name to be modified.
• newName

Specifies the new template group name.
• newSwTemplate

Specifies the new name of the software template in question.
• nolinkage

Run the job independently of the other jobs in the container.
• noquery

A possibly coded query is deleted.
• nosetup

If this parameter is coded only conformance checks but no job setups will be performed.
• query

Indicates that the template is also a query group. The query coded has to be a USD 4.0 SP1 legacy query.
• queryfile

Specifies the file in which the query is stored. The size of the query stored is only limited by the capacity of the server.
The query has to be a legal SD 4.0 SP1 legacy query.

• regenerate 
If "regenerate" or "regenerate=y" is coded the regeneration of jobs that have failed earlier for this template will be
done. 
If "regenerate=n" is coded it will not be done. 
If the parameter is not coded, "regenerate=y" is assumed.

• rollback
Set the job linkage option to "Enable Transaction". This parameter should only be coded, if the container is already in
the batch processing mode or if it is switched to it by this command (parameter "transaction").

• setup_jobs
According to the conformance check, set up jobs but do not activate.

• setup&activate_jobs
Set up and activate jobs according to the conformance check.

NOTE
If the parameter setup&activate_jobs is used from the command prompt or shell level, the parameter should
be enclosed in quotes due to the special meaning of "&" to the command prompt or the shell. If you use
batch scripts, you do not need quotes for this parameter.

• swTemplate
Specifies the name of the software template for which the attributes will be modified.
If not coded the default name “<group name> [$date $time]” is taken.

• synchronized
The job linkage option is set to "Synchronized job execution".

• transaction
The job linkage option is set to "Batch job execution".

• userMessage
Modifies the custom administrator message while updating a template group.

NOTE
If a parameter is not coded the related attribute is not changed.

Example

Suppose a software template named "tg" is defined on a domain manager. This group is considered changed in the
following way:
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• The linkage convention should be set to batch job processing with rollback and automatically cascade installation
resolution.

• The conformance check should result in the jobs to be activated automatically.
• The software template should be evaluated every 12 hours starting on October 1, 2005, at 01:00 am.
• The time specifications are to be interpreted on enterprise manager time base.

The following command modifies the software template as required:

cadsmcmd templateGroup action=modify name=tg transaction rollback cascade "setup&activate_jobs"

 evaluationstart="2005-10-01 01:00" evaluationperiod=12 GlobalTime

register -- Register Template

This action registers a software template or policy at the domain manager from the enterprise manager.

This action is valid on enterprise managers only.

This action has the following format:

templateGroup action=register

   name=template_group_name

   [swTemplate=software_template_name]

   cname=[name]

   {{area=area_name} | {domain=domain_name} | toAllAreas}

   [sendTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"] 

   [haltTime="YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm"]

   [distPriority={1,...,10}] 

• area
Specifies the name of a domain manager the template is registered at. The parameter can be coded more than once to
address a list of domain managers.
This parameter should not be coded with the domain or the toAllAreas parameter.

• cname
Specifies the optional unique name of a distribution container used to ship the registration request.
If a job container / distribution with the specified name already exists an error will be reported.
If "cname" is not coded, a generic name is generated.

• distPriority
Specifies the priority that will be assigned to the distribution.
The priority specified has to be numeric and its value has to be greater or equal 1 and less or equal 10.
If not coded priority 5 is assumed.

• domain
Specifies the name of a domain manager the template is registered at its members. The parameter can be coded more
than once to address a list of domain manager groups.
This parameter should not be coded with the area or the toAllAreas parameter.

• halttime
Specifies the date and time when the registration will be stopped, if it is not processed yet. The date is given in ISO
format and should be at least 1 hour after the start time. If not coded a halttime is generated as sendtime + 1 hour.

• name
Specifies the template group name.

• sendtime
Specifies the start time of the distribution from the enterprise. The date is given in ISO format. If not coded the actual
date/time is taken.

• swTemplate
Specifies the name of the software template to be registerd.
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If not coded the default name is taken, i.e.“<group name> [$date $time]”.
• toAllAreas

All domain managers currently registered at the enterprise manager will be addressed for registering the specified
software template or policy.

showAttr -- Show Attributes of Software Template

This action shows the attributes of the specified software template.

This action has the following format:

templategroup action=showattr 

   name=template_group_name

• name
Specifies the template group name for which the attributes and those of the associated software templates will be
shown.

seal -- Seal a Software Template

This action seals a software template.

This action is valid only for domain managers

This action has the following format:

templategroup action=seal

   name=template_group_name

   [swTemplate=software_template_name]

• name
Specifies the template group name.

• swTemplate
Specifies the name of the software template to be sealed.
If not coded the default name “<group name> [$date $time]” is taken.

setupExecuteJobs -- Setup and Execute Jobs for Software Template

This action sets up and activates the jobs for the software template.

This action is valid only for domain managers

This action has the following format:

templategroup action=setupexecutejobs

   name=template_group_name 

   [swTemplate=software_template_name]

• name
Specifies the template group name.

• swTemplate
Specifies the name of the software template for which the jobs will be setup and activated.
If not coded the default name “<group name> [$date $time]” is taken.

setupJobs -- Setup Jobs for Software Template

This action sets up the jobs for the software template but does not activate them.

This action is valid only for domain managers
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This action has the following format:

templategroup action=setupjobs

   name=template_group_name 

   [swTemplate=software_template_name]

• name
Specifies the template group name.

• swTemplate
Specifies the name of the software template for which the jobs will be setup.

If not coded the default name “<group name> [$date $time]” is taken.

unseal -- Unseal a Software Template

This action unseals a software template.

This action is valid only for domain managers

This action has the following format:

templategroup action=unseal

   name=template_group_name

   [swTemplate=software_template_name]

• name
Specifies the template group name.

• swTemplate
Specifies the name of the software template to be unsealed.

If not coded the default name “<group name> [$date $time]” is taken.

Template Groups Target Computer Management

addComp -- Add Computer List to Template Group

This action adds a list of computers to the software template. The software template has to be unsealed and the software
template should not be a query group.

This action is valid only for domain managers

This action has the following format:

templategroup action=addcomp 

   name=template_group_name 

   {computer=computer_name}

• name
Specifies the template group name to be expanded is given.

• computer
Specifies the name of the computer to be added to the software template. 
The parameter can be coded several, at least one times.

Example

Assume a software template tgs that is not associated with a query. To determine the targets the user has to add and
remove, the target computer manually while the group is unsealed. Suppose the group is sealed and containing a target
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HHHHH01B that should be removed and a new target named ORIONXH and SPICAYI should be added. After these
changes, the group should be sealed again.

First, a list of all targets assigned to the group is provided by the following command:

cadsmcmd templateGroup action=listComp name=tgs

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of target computer assigned to template group "tgs" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PPAPPGP0C

HHHHH01B

KKKKK01A

WWWWW01B

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Number of target computer read: 4

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

Now to modify the list of assigned targets the group has to be unsealed.

cadsmcmd templateGroup action=unseal name=tgs

Next, the HHHHH01B will be removed from the list by the following command:

cadsmcmd templateGroup action=removeComp name=tgs computer=HHHHH01B

The next command will add ORIONXH and SPICAYI to the list:

cadsmcmd templateGroup action=addComp name=tgs computer=ORIONXH computer=SPICAYI

The modified list is shown by the following command:

cadsmcmd templateGroup action=listComp name=tgs

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain

Domain type: Domain
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Supporting: CO CONF USD OSIM

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of target computer assigned to template group "tgs" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PPAPPGP0C

KKKKK01A

ORIONXH

SPICAYI

WWWWW01B

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Number of target computer read: 6

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

At last, the group has to be sealed by the following command:

sdcmd templateGroup action=seal name=tgs

listComp -- List Computers of a Template Group

This action lists the computers assigned to the specified software template.

This action is valid only for domain managers

This action has the following format:

templategroup action=listComp

   name=template_group_name 

• name
Specifies the template group name.

removeComp -- Remove Computer from Software Template Group

This action removes a list of computers from the specified software template. The software template has to be unsealed.

This action is valid only for domain managers

This action has the following format:

templategroup action=removecomp 

   name=template_group_name

   {computer=computer_name }

• computer
Specifies the name of the computer to be removed from the software template. 
The parameter can be coded more than once.

• name
Specifies the name of the template group name.

Example

The computer HHHHH01B will be removed from the software template tgs by the following command:

cadsmcmd templateGroup action=removeComp name=tgs computer=HHHHH01B

Template Groups Item Management
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activateItem -- Activate Item in Template Group

This command assigns an activate job to the software template.

This command has the following format:

templategroup action=activateItem 

   name=template_group_name

   [swTemplate=software_template_name]

   item=item_name 

   version=item_version

   procedure=procedure_name 

   installedWith=install_procedure_name

   [repeat] 

   after={exacttime|boottime} 

   [calendarname=delivery_calendar]

   [{preaction={none|reboot|logoff}|bootbefore}]

   [{postaction=

    {none|reboot|logoff|rebootAtEnd|logoffAtEnd|shutdownAtEnd}

    |bootafter}]

   [promptUser[={y|n}]]  

   [allowCancel[={y|n}]]  

   [execTimedOut[={y|n}]] 

   [prompt=days.hours] 

   [offline[={y|n}]]  

   [runAtShutdown[={y|n}]] 

   [preventLogon[={y|n}]]  

   [globalTime] 

   [nocalendar]

   [resolveQuery] 

   [stagingServer] 

   [parameters=user_parameters]

   [{jobTimeout=d.h|timeout=hours}]

   [userJobMessage]

• after
Start time of the procedure at the target system. 
The following values are valid:
– exacttime 

The procedure is started immediately after reaching atTime.
– boottime 

The start of the procedure is delayed until the first boot after atTime has been passed.
• allowCancel

If "allowCancel" or "allowCancel=y" is coded, the user will be granted to cancel the job's execution.
If "allowCancel=n" is coded, the user will not be granted.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• calendarname
Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place.

• execTimedOut
If "execTimedOut " or "execTimedOut=y" is coded, the job's execution will be automatically started when the user
prompt times out.
If "execTimedOut=n", the job will not automatically be started.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• globalTime
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If "globalTime" or "globalTime=y" is coded, then the time specifications are based on the enterprise manager time.
If "globalTime=n" is coded, it is based on domain manager time.

• installedWith
Specifies the name of the install procedure that has installed the item at the target system.

• item 
Specifies the name of the item to be activated.

• name
Specifies the template group name to which the activate order is added.

• jobTimeout
Specifies the jobTimeout expiration period of a job in the form “d.h” where d specifies the number of days and h the
number of hours. The range of the parameter is configurable at the manager’s site. When the specified value exceeds
the configured upper limit then the value is set to the upper limit, if the specified value goes below the lower limit then
the lower limit is taken. No warning is given in any case.
jobTimeout should not be coded with the timeout parameter otherwise an error is reported. If none of the parameters is
coded the default is given by 7.0.

• noCalendar
If "noCalendar" is coded, a possible calendar at the target computer will be ignored for this job's execution. 
(default)

• offline
If "offline" or "offline=y" is coded, the connection between the target computer and the server will be released for the
job's execution and reestablished thereafter.
If "offline=n" the connection will not be released.

• parameters
Specifies the user parameters for the procedure. 
Multiple user parameters must be separated by spaces inside double quotes.
If an empty string is coded, then no parameters are assumed.
If the parameter is not coded, then the default user parameters are given by the procedure definition.

• postaction
Specifies the necessary actions that must take place after completion of the specified procedure. The following values
are valid:
– none

Performs no post-action.
– reboot 

Restarts the system after completion of the procedure.
– logoff 

Logs off the user after completion of the procedure.
– rebootAtEnd 

Restarts the system after completion of all the jobs of this container.
– logoffAtEnd 

Logs off the user after completion of all jobs of this container.
– shutdownAtEnd

Shuts down the target computer after completion of the jobs.
• preaction

Specifies that necessary actions must take place before the specified procedure starts. The following values are valid:
– none

Performs no pre-action.
– reboot

Restarts the system before the start of the procedure.
– logoff
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Logs off the user before the start of the procedure.
• preventLogon

If "preventLogon" or "preventLogon=y" is coded, then the user logon will be rejected during the job's runtime. If a user
is already logged on, the execution of the job is delayed until the user logs off.
If "preventLogon=n" the user logon will not be rejected. 
If the parameter is not coded the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• procedure
Specifies the name of a procedure (type: activate) to be run.

• prompt=d.h
Specifies the time period in which the user will be prompted for the job's start. The period’s format is "d.h" where d
means days and h means hours. The range of this parameter is from three hours to seven days (from 0.3 to 7.0). If the
specified value falls below the valid minimum, the value is replaced by the minimum. If the specified value exceeds the
valid maximum, then the value is replaced by the maximum. No warning is given.

• promptUser
If "promptUser" or "promptUser=y" is coded, the user will be prompted for the job's execution.
If "promptUser=n", the user will not be prompted.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• repeat
If coded the job is repeated every time an evaluation takes place.

• resolveQuery
Evaluate a possibly related query group before the job is generated.

• runAtShutdown
If "runAtShutdown" or "runAtShutdown=y" is coded, the job's execution will start at shutdown only.
If "runAtShutdown=n", the job will start at any other time too.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.
This parameter is for Unix targets only.

• swTemplate
Specifies the name of the software template the order will be assigned to.
If not coded the order will be assigned to a software template of default name, that is, “<group name> [$date $time]”.

• timeout
Specifies the timeout specifies the expiration period of a job in the form “h” where h the number of hours. The range
of the parameter is configurable at the manager’s site. When the specified value exceeds the configured upper limit
then the value is set to the upper limit, if the specified value goes below the lower limit then the lower limit is taken. No
warning is given in any case.
timeout should not be coded with the jobTimeout parameter otherwise an error is reported. If none of the parameters is
coded the default is given by 168

• version
Specifies the version of the item to be activated.

• userJobMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message for an activate job in a template group.

NOTE
The parameters "allowCancel," "execTimedOut" and "prompt" are valid, if the "promptUser" option is already set
or is set by this command using the "promptUser" parameter.

If neither the "promptUser" option of a job nor the "promptUser" parameter of the command is set, these
parameters will be ignored.

No warning is given.

Example
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Consider the product "prod" of version "1.0/00" and a software template "tg". And at this time an activation of the product
should be assigned to the software template .The activating routine to be run is named "act" and should only run on
those systems that have installed the product with the install routine "inst_2". The provided job should meet the following
requirements:

• The activation of the targets should be started immediately.
• Calendars assigned to the targets will be ignored for the activation schedule.
• The user should be prompted for the jobs execution, but the user is not granted to cancel the job. The job is

automatically started after the prompt has timed out. The prompt time out is given by the default.

The following command will assign the required job to the specified software template.

cadsmcmd templateGroup action=activateItem name=tg item=prod version=1.0/00 procedure=act installedWith=inst_2

 after=exacttime nocalendar promptUser execTimedOut

addItem -- Add Item to a Software Template

This command assigns an install job to the software template.

This command has the following format:

templategroup action=addItem 

   name=template_group_name

   [swTemplate=software_template_name]

   item=item_name 

   version=item_version

   procedure=procedure_name 

   after={exacttime|boottime} 

   [calendarname=delivery_calendar]

   [{preaction={none|reboot|logoff}|bootbefore}]

   [{postaction=

    {none|reboot|logoff|rebootAtEnd|logoffAtEnd|shutdownAtEnd}

    |bootafter}]

   [promptUser[={y|n}]]  

   [allowCancel[={y|n}]]  

   [execTimedOut[={y|n}]] 

   [prompt=days.hours] 

   [offline[={y|n}]]  

   [runAtShutdown[={y|n}]] 

   [preventLogon[={y|n}]]  

   [globalTime] 

   [nocalendar]

   [resolveQuery] 

   [stagingServer] 

   [parameters=user_parameters]

   [{jobTimeout=d.h|timeout=hours}]

   [reinstall[={y|n}]] 

   [userJobMessage]

• after
Start time of the procedure at the target system. 
The following values are valid:
– exacttime 

The procedure is started immediately after reaching atTime.
– boottime 
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The start of the procedure is delayed until the first boot after atTime has been passed.
• allowCancel

If "allowCancel" or "allowCancel=y" is coded, the user will be granted to cancel the job's execution.
If "allowCancel=n" is coded, the user will not be granted.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• calendarname
Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place.

• execTimedOut
If "execTimedOut " or "execTimedOut=y" is coded, the job's execution will be automatically started when the user
prompt times out.
If "execTimedOut=n", the job will not automatically be started.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• globalTime
If "globalTime" or "globalTime=y" is coded, then the time specifications are based on the enterprise manager time.
If "globalTime=n" is coded, it is based on domain manager time.

• item 
Specifies the name of the item to be added.

• jobTimeout
Specifies the jobTimeout expiration period of a job in the form “d.h” where d specifies the number of days and h the
number of hours. The range of the parameter is configurable at the manager’s site. When the specified value exceeds
the configured upper limit then the value is set to the upper limit, if the specified value goes below the lower limit then
the lower limit is taken. No warning is given in any case.
jobTimeout should not be coded with the timeout parameter otherwise an error is reported. If none of the parameters is
coded the default is given by 7.0.

• name
Specifies the template group name to which the install order is added.

• nocalendar
If "noCalendar" is coded, a possible calendar at the target computer will be ignored for this job's execution.

• offline
If "offline" or "offline=y" is coded, the connection between the target computer and the server will be released for the
job's execution and reestablished thereafter.
If "offline=n" the connection will not be released.

• parameters
Specifies the user parameters for the procedure. 
Multiple user parameters must be separated by spaces inside double quotes.
If an empty string is coded, then no parameters are assumed.
If the parameter is not coded, then the default user parameters are given by the procedure definition.

• postaction
Specifies the necessary actions that must take place after completion of the specified procedure. The following values
are valid:
– none

Performs no post-action.
– reboot 

Restarts the system after completion of the procedure.
– logoff 

Logs off the user after completion of the procedure.
– rebootAtEnd 

Restarts the system after completion of all the jobs of this container.
– logoffAtEnd 

Logs off the user after completion of all the jobs of this container.
– shutdownAtEnd
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Shuts down the target computer after completion of the jobs.
• preaction

Specifies that necessary actions must take place before the specified procedure starts. The following values are valid:
– none

Performs no pre-action.
– reboot

Restarts the system before the start of the procedure.
– logoff

Logs off the user before the start of the procedure.
• preventLogon

If "preventLogon" or "preventLogon=y" is coded, then the user logon will be rejected during the job's runtime. If a user
is already logged on, the execution of the job is delayed until the user logs off.
If "preventLogon=n" the user logon will not be rejected.

• procedure
Specifies the name of the install procedure to be run.

• prompt
Specifies the time period in which the user will be prompted for the job's start. The period’s format is "d.h" where d
means days and h means hours. The range of this parameter is from three hours to seven days (from 0.3 to 7.0). If the
specified value falls below the valid minimum, the value is replaced by the minimum. If the specified value exceeds the
valid maximum, then the value is replaced by the maximum. No warning is given.

• promptUser
If "promptUser" or "promptUser=y" is coded, the user will be prompted for the job's execution.
If "promptUser=n", the user will not be prompted.

• reinstall
If if "reinstall" or reinstall=y, a job container to install the software package will be set up during every evaluation of the
policy, independent of whether the policy has already previously been installed with the selected installation procedure.

NOTE
A job container will not be set up during the evaluation of the policy if another installation job with the
selected installation procedure or an uninstallation job is in progress while the policy evaluation takes place.

• resolveQuery
Evaluate a possibly related query group before the job is generated.

• runAtShutdown
If "runAtShutdown" or "runAtShutdown=y" is coded, the job's execution will start at shutdown only.
If "runAtShutdown=n", the job will start at any other time too.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.
This parameter is for Unix targets only.

• stagingServer
Deliver the related product also to the staging libraries of the scalability servers of the target computers.
This parameter applies to procedures of task type "install" only!

• swTemplate
Specifies the name of the software template the order will be assigned to.
If not coded the order will be assigned to a software template of default name, that is, “<group name> [$date $time]”.

• timeout
Specifies the timeout specifies the expiration period of a job in the form “h” where h the number of hours. The range
of the parameter is configurable at the manager’s site. When the specified value exceeds the configured upper limit
then the value is set to the upper limit, if the specified value goes below the lower limit then the lower limit is taken. No
warning is given in any case.
timeout should not be coded with the jobTimeout parameter otherwise an error is reported. If none of the parameters is
coded the default is given by 168

• version
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Specifies the version of the item to be added.

NOTE
The parameters "allowCancel," "execTimedOut" and "prompt" are valid, if the "promptUser" option is already
set or is set by this command using the "promptUser" parameter.

If neither the "promptUser" option of a job nor the "promptUser" parameter of the command is set, these
parameters will be ignored.

No warning is given.
• userJobMessage

Specifies the custom administrator message for an install job in a template group.

Example

Assume a product "prod" of version "1.0/00" and a software template "tg". The product is considered as being assigned
to the software template for installation by the install routine named "inst". The install order should meet the following
requirements:

• The delivery of the package has to meet the time frames given by the calendar "DelCal".
• The installation on the targets should be started as soon as possible.
• Before the installation starts the user should be logged off.
• During the installation, any user logon is rejected.
• The installation runs offline from the server.
• Calendars assigned to the targets will be ignored for the installation schedule.
• After installation the system should be rebooted, but this can be delayed until all jobs of the related job container have

been processed.
• The product has to be delivered to the software libraries of those scalability servers related to the addressed targets.
• The job will be timed out after 24 hours.

The following command will assign the required job to the specified software template.

cadsmcmd templateGroup action=addItem name=tg item=prod version=1.0/00 procedure=inst calendarname=DelCal

 after=exacttime preaction=logoff offline PreventLogon nocalendar postaction=rebootAtEnd stagingServer

 JobTimeout=1.0

configureItem -- Assign a Configure Job to a Software Template

This command assigns a configure job to the software template.

This command has the following format:

templategroup action=configureItem

   name=template_group_name

   [swTemplate=software_template_name]

   item=item_name 

   version=item_version

   procedure=procedure_name 

   installedWith=install_procedure_name

   [repeat] 

   after={exacttime|boottime} 

   [calendarname=delivery_calendar]

   [{preaction={none|reboot|logoff}|bootbefore}]

   [{postaction=

    {none|reboot|logoff|rebootAtEnd|logoffAtEnd|shutdownAtEnd}

    |bootafter}]
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   [promptUser[={y|n}]]  

   [allowCancel[={y|n}]]  

   [execTimedOut[={y|n}]] 

   [prompt=days.hours] 

   [offline[={y|n}]]  

   [runAtShutdown[={y|n}]] 

   [preventLogon[={y|n}]]  

   [globalTime] 

   [nocalendar]

   [resolveQuery] 

   [parameters=user_parameters]

   [{jobTimeout=d.h|timeout=hours}]

   [userJobMessage]

• after
Start time of the procedure at the target system. 
The following values are valid:
– exacttime 

The procedure is started immediately after reaching atTime.
– boottime 

The start of the procedure is delayed until the first boot after atTime has been passed.
• allowCancel

If "allowCancel" or "allowCancel=y" is coded, the user will be granted to cancel the job's execution.
If "allowCancel=n" is coded, the user will not be granted.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• calendarname
Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place.

• execTimedOut
If "execTimedOut " or "execTimedOut=y" is coded, the job's execution will be automatically started when the user
prompt times out.
If "execTimedOut=n", the job will not automatically be started.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• globalTime
If "globalTime" or "globalTime=y" is coded, then the time specifications are based on the enterprise manager time.
If "globalTime=n" is coded, it is based on domain manager time.
(default)

• installedWith
Specifies the name of the install procedure that has installed the item at the target system.

• item 
Specifies the name of the item to be configured.

• jobTimeout
Specifies the jobTimeout expiration period of a job in the form “d.h” where d specifies the number of days and h the
number of hours. The range of the parameter is configurable at the manager’s site. When the specified value exceeds
the configured upper limit then the value is set to the upper limit, if the specified value goes below the lower limit then
the lower limit is taken. No warning is given in any case.
jobTimeout should not be coded with the timeout parameter otherwise an error is reported. If none of the parameters is
coded the default is given by 7.0.

• name
Specifies the template group name to which the configure order is added.

• noCalendar
If "noCalendar" is coded, a possible calendar at the target computer will be ignored for this job's execution. 
If "noCalendar=n" is coded, the calendar will not be ignored any longer.
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(default)
• offline

If "offline" or "offline=y" is coded, the connection between the target computer and the server will be released for the
job's execution and reestablished thereafter.
If "offline=n" the connection will not be released.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• parameters
Specifies the user parameters for the procedure. 
Multiple user parameters must be separated by spaces inside double quotes.
If an empty string is coded, then no parameters are assumed.
If the parameter is not coded, then the default user parameters are given by the procedure definition.

• postaction
Specifies the necessary actions that must take place after completion of the specified procedure. The following values
are valid:
– none

Performs no post-action.
– reboot 

Restarts the system after completion of the procedure.
– logoff 

Logs off the user after completion of the procedure.
– rebootAtEnd 

Restarts the system after completion of all the jobs of this container.
– logoffAtEnd 

Logs off the users after completion of all the jobs of this container.
– shutdownAtEnd

Shuts down the target computer after completion of the jobs.
• preaction

Specifies that necessary actions must take place before the specified procedure starts. The following values are valid:
– none

Performs no pre-action.
– reboot

Restarts the system before the start of the procedure.
– logoff

Logs off the user before the start of the procedure.
• preventLogon

If "preventLogon" or "preventLogon=y" is coded, then the user logon will be rejected during the job's runtime. If a user
is already logged on, the execution of the job is delayed until the user logs off.
If "preventLogon=n" the user logon will not be rejected.

• procedure
Specifies the name of a procedure of type configure to be run.

• prompt=d.h
Specifies the time period in which the user will be prompted for the job's start. The period’s format is "d.h" where d
means days and h means hours. The range of this parameter is from three hours to seven days (from 0.3 to 7.0). If the
specified value falls below the valid minimum, the value is replaced by the minimum. If the specified value exceeds the
valid maximum, then the value is replaced by the maximum. No warning is given.

• promptUser
If "promptUser" or "promptUser=y" is coded, the user will be prompted for the job's execution.
If "promptUser=n", the user will not be prompted.

• repeat
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If coded the job is repeated every time an evaluation takes place.
• resolveQuery

Evaluate a possibly related query group before the job is generated.
• runAtShutdown

If "runAtShutdown" or "runAtShutdown=y" is coded, the job's execution will start at shutdown only.
If "runAtShutdown=n", the job will start at any other time too.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.
This parameter is for Unix targets only.

• swTemplate
Specifies the name of the software template the order will be assigned to.
If not coded the order will be assigned to a software template of default name, that is, “<group name> [$date $time]”.

• timeout
Specifies the timeout specifies the expiration period of a job in the form “h” where h the number of hours. The range
of the parameter is configurable at the manager’s site. When the specified value exceeds the configured upper limit
then the value is set to the upper limit, if the specified value goes below the lower limit then the lower limit is taken. No
warning is given in any case.
timeout should not be coded with the jobTimeout parameter otherwise an error is reported. If none of the parameters is
coded the default is given by 168

• version
Specifies the version of the item to be configured.

• userJobMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message for a configure job in a template group.

NOTE
The parameters "allowCancel," "execTimedOut" and "prompt" are valid, if the "promptUser" option is already set
or is set by this command using the "promptUser" parameter.

If neither the "promptUser" option of a job nor the "promptUser" parameter of the command is set, these
parameters will be ignored.

No warning is given.

Example

Consider the product "prod" of version "1.0/00" and a software template "tg". At this time a configuration of the product
should be assigned to the software template .The configuration routine to be run is named "conf" and should only run on
those system that have installed the product with the install routine "inst_1". The provided job should meet the following
requirements:

• The configuration on the targets should be started after the next reboot.
• During the installation, any user logon is rejected.
• Calendars assigned to the targets will be ignored for the configuration's schedule.
• After configuration the system should be rebooted immediately.
• The job will be timed out after 36 hours.

The following command will assign the required job to the specified software template.

cadsmcmd templateGroup action=configureItem name=tg item=prod version=1.0/00 procedure=conf

 installedWith=inst_1 after=boottime PreventLogon nocalendar postaction=reboot JobTimeout=1.12

modifyItem -- Modify Item in Software Template

This command modifies the attributes of a job assigned to a software template.

This command has the following format:
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templategroup action=modifyItem name=template_group_name

   [swTemplate=software_template_name]

   jobName=name_of_the_item_order 

   [newJobName=new_name_of_the_item_order]

   after={exacttime|boottime} 

   [calendarname=delivery_calendar]

   [preaction={none|reboot|logoff}]

   [postaction={none|reboot|logoff|rebootAtEnd|logoffAtEnd|shutdownAtEnd}]

   [promptUser[={y|n}]]  

   [allowCancel[={y|n}]]  

   [execTimedOut[={y|n}]] 

   [prompt=days.hours] 

   [offline[={y|n}]]  

   [runAtShutdown[={y|n}]] 

   [preventLogon[={y|n}]]  

   [globalTime] 

   [nocalendar]

   [resolveQuery] 

   [parameters=user_parameters]

   [repeat={y|n}] 

   [stagingserver]

   [jobTimeout=d.h]

   [reinstall[={y|n}]] 

   [userJobMessage]

• after
Start time of the procedure at the target system. 
The following values are valid:
– exacttime 

The procedure is started immediately after reaching atTime.
– boottime 

The start of the procedure is delayed until the first boot after atTime has been passed.
• allowCancel

If "allowCancel" or "allowCancel=y" is coded, the user will be granted to cancel the job's execution.
If "allowCancel=n" is coded, the user will not be granted.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• calendarname
Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place. 
If an empty string ("") is coded, the calendarname will be removed.

• execTimedOut
If "execTimedOut " or "execTimedOut=y" is coded, the job's execution will be automatically started when the user
prompt times out.
If "execTimedOut=n", the job will not automatically be started.

• globalTime
If "globalTime" or "globalTime=y" is coded, then the time specifications are based on the enterprise manager time.
If "globalTime=n" is coded, it is based on domain manager time.

• jobName
Specifies the name of the job to be modified.

• jobTimeout
Specifies the jobTimeout expiration period of a job in the form “d.h” where d specifies the number of days and h the
number of hours. The range of the parameter is configurable at the manager’s site. When the specified value exceeds
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the configured upper limit then the value is set to the upper limit, if the specified value goes below the lower limit then
the lower limit is taken. No warning is given in any case.
jobTimeout should not be coded with the timeout parameter otherwise an error is reported. If none of the parameters is
coded the default is given by 7.0.

• name
Specifies the template group name of which an item is modified.

• newJobName
Specifies the new name of the job .

• noCalendar
If "noCalendar" is coded, a possible calendar at the target computer will be ignored for this job's execution.

• offline
If "offline" or "offline=y" is coded, the connection between the target computer and the server will be released for the
job's execution and reestablished thereafter.
If "offline=n" the connection will not be released.

• parameters
Specifies the user parameters for the procedure. 
Multiple user parameters must be separated by spaces inside double quotes.
If an empty string is coded, then no parameters are assumed.

• postaction
Specifies the necessary actions that must take place after completion of the specified procedure. The following values
are valid:
– none

Performs no post-action.
– reboot 

Restarts the system after completion of the procedure.
– logoff 

Logs off the user after completion of the procedure.
– rebootAtEnd 

Restarts the system after completion of all the jobs of this container.
– logoffAtEnd 

Logs off the user after completion of all the jobs of this container.
– shutdownAtEnd

Shuts down the target computer after completion of the jobs.
• preaction

Specifies that necessary actions must take place before the specified procedure starts. The following values are valid:
– none

Performs no pre-action.
– reboot

Restarts the system before the start of the procedure.
– logoff

Logs off the user before the start of the procedure.
• preventLogon

If "preventLogon" or "preventLogon=y" is coded, then the user logon will be rejected during the job's runtime. If a user
is already logged on, the execution of the job is delayed until the user logs off.
If "preventLogon=n" the user logon will not be rejected.

• prompt=d.h
Specifies the time period in which the user will be prompted for the job's start. The period’s format is "d.h" where d
means days and h means hours. The range of this parameter is from three hours to seven days (from 0.3 to 7.0). If the
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specified value falls below the valid minimum, the value is replaced by the minimum. If the specified value exceeds the
valid maximum, then the value is replaced by the maximum. No warning is given.

• promptUser
If "promptUser" or "promptUser=y" is coded, the user will be prompted for the job's execution.
If "promptUser=n", the user will not be prompted.

• reinstall
If if "reinstall" or reinstall=y, a job container to install the software package will be set up during every evaluation of the
policy, independent of whether the policy has already previously been installed with the selected installation procedure.

NOTE
A job container will not be set up during the evaluation of the policy if another installation job with the
selected installation procedure or an uninstallation job is in progress while the policy evaluation takes place.

• repeat
If coded the job is repeated every time an evaluation takes place.

• resolveQuery
Evaluate a possibly related query group before the job is generated.

• runAtShutdown
If "runAtShutdown" or "runAtShutdown=y" is coded, the job's execution will start at shutdown only.
If "runAtShutdown=n", the job will start at any other time too.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.
This parameter is for Unix targets only.

• stagingServer
Deliver the related product also to the staging libraries of the scalability servers of the target computers.
This parameter applies to procedures of task type "install" only!

• swTemplate
Specifies the name of the software template where the item to be modified is located.
If not coded the default name “<group name> [$date $time]” is taken.

NOTE
If a parameter is not coded the related attribute is not changed.

• userJobMessage
Modifies the custom administrator message of a job, while updating the job properties, in a template group.

NOTE
The parameters "allowCancel," "execTimedOut" and "prompt" are valid, if the "promptUser" option is already set
or is set by this command using the "promptUser" parameter.

If neither the "promptUser" option of a job nor the "promptUser" parameter of the command is set, these
parameters will be ignored.

No warning is given.

Example

The uninstallation job of the software template "tg" is considered as modified in the following way:

• User parameters "-x -Nc -ro" has to be added.
• The job time out is reduced to 12 hours.
• During uninstall any user logon should be rejected.
• The users have to be logged off before job start.
• The job has to resolve a specified group query before it is generated and launched.

The following command meets these requirements:
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cadsmcmd templateGroup action=modifyItem 

 name=tg 

 jobName="prod 1.0/00:uninstall" 

 preaction=logoff 

 PreventLogon 

 ResolveQuery 

 parameters="-x -Nc -ro" 

 JobTimeout=0.12

listItem -- List Items of a Software Template

This action lists the items of the "Assigned Jobs" folder for the specified software template.

This action has the following format:

templategroup action=listItem 

name=template_group_name 

[swTemplate=software_template_name]

• name
Specifies the name template group name.

• swTemplate
Specifies the name of the software template of which the items will be listed.

If not coded the default name “<group name> [$date $time]” is taken.

The following information is shown:

-------------------------------------------------

List of items assigned to template group "tg1" 

-------------------------------------------------

tstool_1 1.0:inst

tstool_1 1.0:conf

-------------------------------------------------

Example

Suppose information about all the items assigned to a software template tg is needed. The following command provides a
list of all items assigned to the group:

cadsmcmd templateGroup action=listItem name=tg

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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List of items assigned to template group "tg" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

tstbase 1.0: inst <1>

tstbase 1.0: remdir <2>

tstbase 1.0: setdir <3>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Number of assigned items read: 3

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

The order number of the jobs is shown in angled brackets (<>).

For retrieving more detailed information about a certain job see showAttrItem.

removeItem -- Remove Item of Software Template

This action removes a job, identified by item, version, and procedure, from the software template.

This action has the following format:

templategroup action=removeitem 

   name=template_group_name

   [swTemplate=software_template_name]

   item=item_name

   version=item_version 

   procedure=procedure_name

• item
Specifies the name of the item addressed by the job to be removed.

• name
Specifies the template group name.

• procedure
The name of the procedure specified in the job to be removed.

• swTemplate
Specifies the name of the software template from which the item will be removed.
If not coded the default name “<group name> [$date $time]” is taken.

• version
Specifies the version of the item addressed by the job to be removed.

Example

Suppose the procedure "inst" of product "prod" of version "1.0/00" is assigned to the software template "tg" and should be
removed now. The following command will remove the item:

cadsmcmd templateGroup action=removeItem name=tg item=prod version=1.0/00 procedure=install

repositionJobs -- Reposition Jobs in Software Template

This action reorders the jobs (items) assigned to a software template by specifying a new order number for an item.

This action has the following format:

templategroup action=repositionJobs name=template_group_name

   [swTemplate=software_template_name]

   jobName=job_name 

   position=new_position

• name
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Specifies the template group name of which the jobs are to be reordered.
• jobName

Specifies the name of the job to be reordered.
• position

Specifies the new position new position of the job after reordering. 
The number to be specified has to be greater than 0 and less or equal to the amount of jobs assigned to the template.

• swTemplate
Specifies the name of the software template where the specified job will be positioned.
If not coded the default name “<group name> [$date $time]” is taken.

Example

Suppose the job "prod 1.0/00:inst" is assigned to the software template "tg" and shows order number 11. To ensure
correct job execution, the job has to be placed in position 4. The following command will reposition the job:

cadsmcmd templateGroup action=repositionJobs name=tg jobName="prod 1.0/00:install" position=4

The order numbers of those jobs that occupied the positions 4 to 10, before the repositioning, will be increased by one.

showAttrItem -- Show Attributes of Item in Software Template

This action shows the attributes of a job assigned to a software template.

This action has the following format:

templategroup action showAttrItem 

   name=template_group_name

   [swTemplate=software_template_name]

   jobName=name_of_the_item_order

• jobName
Specifies the name of the item order to be shown.

• name
Specifies the name of the software template, which contains the item order to be shown.

• swTemplate
Specifies the name of the software template where the job to be shown is located.

If not coded the default name “<group name> [$date $time]” is taken.

Example Show Attibutes of Item in software template

Consider to be shown the assigned uninstallation job shown previously. The following command will provide the required
information:

cadsmcmd templateGroup action=showAttrItem name=tg swTemplate=tg jobName="prod 1.0/00:unist"

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain

Domain type: Domain
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Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Show attributes of the assigned job "prod 1.0/00:uninst" 

........from the template group "tg" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Job name...............................: prod 1.0/00:uninst

..Item name............................: prod

..Item version.........................: 1.0/00

..Item type............................: SOFTWARE

..Procedure name.......................: uninst

..Delivery calendar....................:

..Timeout <days/hours>.................: 7 / 0

..Job startup..........................: local time/exact

..Pre action............................: no action

..Post action...........................: no action

..Job operation mask...................: 0

.........................................ignore calendars on target computers

..User parameters......................:

..Prompt timeout <days/hours>..........: 1 / 0

..Job task.............................: 2  -  uninstall

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

uninstallItem -- Uninstall item of template group

This command assigns an uninstall job to the software template.

This command has the following format:

templategroup action=uninstallItem name=template_group_name

   [swTemplate=software_template_name]

   item=item_name

   version=item_version 

   procedure=procedure_name

   [installedWith=install_procedure] 

   after={exacttime|boottime} 

   [calendarname=delivery_calendar]

   [{preaction={none|reboot|logoff}|bootbefore}]

   [{postaction={none|reboot|logoff|rebootAtEnd|logoffAtEnd|shutdownAtEnd}|bootafter}]

   [promptUser[={y|n}]]  

   [allowCancel[={y|n}]]  

   [execTimedOut[={y|n}]] 

   [prompt=days.hours] 

   [offline[={y|n}]]  

   [runAtShutdown[={y|n}]] 

   [preventLogon[={y|n}]]  

   [globalTime] 

   [nocalendar]

   [resolveQuery] 

   [parameters=user_parameters]

   [{jobTimeOut=d.h | timeout=hours}]

   [userJobMessage]
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• after
Start time of the procedure at the target system. 
The following values are valid:
– exacttime 

The procedure is started immediately after reaching atTime.
– boottime 

The start of the procedure is delayed until the first boot after atTime has been passed.
• allowCancel

If "allowCancel" or "allowCancel=y" is coded, the user will be granted to cancel the job's execution.
If "allowCancel=n" is coded, the user will not be granted.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• calendarname
Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place.

• execTimedOut
If "execTimedOut " or "execTimedOut=y" is coded, the job's execution will be automatically started when the user
prompt times out.
If "execTimedOut=n", the job will not automatically be started.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• globalTime
If "globalTime" or "globalTime=y" is coded, then the time specifications are based on the enterprise manager time.If
"globalTime=n" is coded, it is based on domain manager time. (default)

• installedWith
Specifies the name of the install procedure that has installed the item at the target system.

• item 
Specifies the name of the item to be uninstalled.

• jobTimeout
Specifies the jobTimeout expiration period of a job in the form “d.h” where d specifies the number of days and h the
number of hours. The range of the parameter is configurable at the manager’s site. When the specified value exceeds
the configured upper limit then the value is set to the upper limit, if the specified value goes below the lower limit then
the lower limit is taken. No warning is given in any case.
jobTimeout should not be coded with the timeout parameter otherwise an error is reported. If none of the parameters is
coded the default is given by 7.0.

• name
Specifies the template group name to which the uninstall order is added.

• noCalendar
If "noCalendar" is coded, a possible calendar at the target computer will be ignored for this job's execution. 
If "noCalendar=n" is coded, the calendar will not be ignored (default).

• offline
If "offline" or "offline=y" is coded, the connection between the target computer and the server will be released for the
job's execution and reestablished thereafter.
If "offline=n" the connection will not be released.

• parameters
Specifies the user parameters for the procedure. 
Multiple user parameters must be separated by spaces inside double quotes.
If an empty string is coded, then no parameters are assumed.
If the parameter is not coded, then the default user parameters are given by the procedure definition.

• postaction
Specifies the necessary actions that must take place after completion of the specified procedure. The following values
are valid:
– none

Performs no post-action.
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– reboot 
Restarts the system after completion of the procedure.

– logoff 
Logs off the user after completion of the procedure.

– rebootAtEnd 
Restarts the system after completion of all the jobs of this container.

– logoffAtEnd 
Logs off the user after completion of all the jobs of this container.

– shutdownAtEnd
Shuts down the target computer after completion of the jobs.

If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.
• preaction

Specifies that necessary actions must take place before the specified procedure starts. The following values are valid:
– none

Performs no pre-action.
– reboot

Restarts the system before the start of the procedure.
– logoff

Logs off the user before the start of the procedure.
• preventLogon

If "preventLogon" or "preventLogon=y" is coded, then the user logon will be rejected during the job's runtime. If a user
is already logged on, the execution of the job is delayed until the user logs off.
If "preventLogon=n" the user logon will not be rejected.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• procedure
Specifies the name of the "uninstall" procedure to be performed.

• prompt=d.h
Specifies the time period in which the user will be prompted for the job's start. The period’s format is "d.h" where d
means days and h means hours. The range of this parameter is from three hours to seven days (from 0.3 to 7.0). If the
specified value falls below the valid minimum, the value is replaced by the minimum. If the specified value exceeds the
valid maximum, then the value is replaced by the maximum. No warning is given.

• promptUser
If "promptUser" or "promptUser=y" is coded, the user will be prompted for the job's execution.
If "promptUser=n", the user will not be prompted.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.

• resolveQuery
Evaluate a possibly related query group before the job is generated.

• runAtShutdown
If "runAtShutdown" or "runAtShutdown=y" is coded, the job's execution will start at shutdown only.
If "runAtShutdown=n", the job will start at any other time too.
If the parameter is not coded, the default is given by the related procedure's job option value.
This parameter is for Unix targets only.

• swTemplate
Specifies the name of the software template to which the uninstall order is added.
If not coded the default name “<group name> [$date $time]” is taken.

• timeout
Specifies the timeout specifies the expiration period of a job in the form “h” where h the number of hours. The range
of the parameter is configurable at the manager’s site. When the specified value exceeds the configured upper limit
then the value is set to the upper limit, if the specified value goes below the lower limit then the lower limit is taken. No
warning is given in any case.
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timeout should not be coded with the jobTimeout parameter otherwise an error is reported. If none of the parameters is
coded the default is given by 168

• version
Specifies the version of the item to be uninstalled.

• userJobMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message for an uninstall job in a template group.

NOTE
The parameters "allowCancel," "execTimedOut" and "prompt" are valid, if the "promptUser" option is already set
or is set by this command using the "promptUser" parameter.

If neither the "promptUser" option of a job nor the "promptUser" parameter of the command is set, these
parameters will be ignored.

No warning is given.

Example

Again consider the product "prod" of version "1.0/00" and a software template "tg". And at this time an uninstallation of the
product should be assigned to the software template. The uninstall routine to be run is named "uninst" and should only
run on those systems that have installed the product with the install routine "inst_3". The provided job should meet the
following requirements:

• The uninstallation on the targets should be started after the next reboot.
• Calendars assigned to the targets should not be ignored for the uninstallation.
• The user should be prompted for the jobs execution and the user is granted to cancel the job. The job is automatically

started after the prompt has timed out. The prompt time out is given 6 hours.

The following command will assign the required job to the specified software template:

cadsmcmd templateGroup action=uninstallItem name=tg item=prod version=1.0/00 procedure=uninst

 installedWith=inst_3 after=boottime promptUser allowCancel execTimedOut prompt=0.6

terminate -- Removing Distributions from the Enterprise Database

Terminate is used to remove a failed, halted or completed distribution.

This action has the following format:

terminate name=distribution_container_name

• name
Specifies the name of the distribution container to be removed.

The command cadsmcmd
 

The CLI provides support for a number of CA Client Automation components like Common Objects (CO), Common
Configuration (CCNF), Software Delivery (USD), and OS Installation Management (OSIM).

If the required services are available at the addressed manager, the CLI provides support. For example, if SD is not
installed at the manager then the CLI does not process any command that requires SD or OSIM services but reports an
error (CMD000041).

The CLI offers a number of different interfaces the user may use according to solve automation problems. CLI syntax:

cadsmcmd [local managersystem]
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{ batch filename | command | pipe pipename | verbose [loop] }

[login[=loginID[:password]] ]

The keywords, commands, and parameter names of the CLI are case insensitive but “cadsmcmd” itself. Parameter values
are case sensitive.

The cadsmcmd writes its output to stdout (standard output). It can easily be re-directed into a pipe or file for subsequent
processing by a script. When cadsmcmd starts it records some general information on stdout that looks as follows:

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved

Trace Mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... OK.

Manager: myManager

Domain: myDomain

Domain type: Enterprise

Supporting CO CCNF USD

The figures in the second line identify the build number of the cadsmcmd. “Trace Mode” line indicates whether the CLI
trace is active or not. In this example, the trace is inactive.

The “Connecting” line records how the CLI logs on to the manager.

The “Manager” records the name of the manager the CLI is connected to, and the “Domain” presents the name of the
system the database is located. This might be the same name if the database is located at the manager.

The “Domain type” line is indicating the type of manager the CLI is connected to. “Enterprise” means that the manager is
an CA Client Automation enterprise manager while “Domain” indicates a CA Client Automation domain manager.

The last line indicates the support provided by the CLI during the current session.

CO means Common Object support and CCNF means Common Configuration support. As CO and CCNF represent base
components of CA Client Automation, they are always available.

USD is indicating SD support and OSIM is indicating OS Installation Management support.

The behavior of the CLI depends on the options coded when invoked. The meaning of these options as defined in the
syntax definition.

local

During the installation, the CLI might be assigned to a default CA ITCM manager. When invoking cadsmcmd without the
“local” keyword, the cadsmcmd connects to this default manager.

If another manager than the default one has to be addressed or if there is no default manager, use the “local” keyword.
Separated by at least one blank, the “local” is followed by the name of the manager to be addressed (managersystem).

Assume the default manager for a CLI is “defmgr” and another manager is called “mgr_1”. To invoke the verbose interface
for the default manager, code the following:

cadsmcmd verbose

The CLI records this default manager in his “Connecting” message on stdout.

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>"...
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To invoke the manager “mgr_1,” specify the following:

cadsmcmd local mgr_1 verbose

The related “Connecting” message looks like:

Connecting to manager "mgr_1" as user "<default user>"...

The manager addressed by the local option can be an enterprise or a domain manager regardless whether the default
manager is a domain or an enterprise manager.

NOTE
The formerly used at-sign “@” for addressing arbitrary managers has become obsolete. If it is coded it is
ignored.

batch

The batch interface of the CLI is invoked by specifying the “batch” keyword . In this case, the CLI expects a file name
(filename) separated by at least one blank from the “batch” keyword. This file name could either be an absolute file name
or a relative one. It identifies a file containing a list of CLI commands to be executed by this call.

The CLI processes the batch file as follows:

1. It establishes a session to the specified manager (for example, a default manager) for the specified user (cf. login).
2. Reads the batch file line by line. One line of a batch file can contain more than one command. A command can span

more than one line. For readability reasons it is recommended to code one command per line.
3. The CLI reads the file until it identifies the next CLI command or reaches the end of the file. This information read

(without the possible command identified at the end) is interpreted as a CLI command with its parameter settings and it
is executed.

After execution, the scan for the next command or end of file is continued and the scanned command is executed too.
This continues until an error occurs or the end of file is reached. The following example provides the contents of a batch
file.

regsw -item=prod_1 -version=1.0 -path=/products/prod_1 ~procedures=/products/proc_1

regsw -item=prod_2 -version=1.1 -path=/products/prod_2 ~procedures=/products/proc_2

This batch file registers two products at the SD. The CLI first scans the file until it finds the second regsw and then
processes the regsw command for prod_1 with the parameters item, version, path, and procedures. If this succeeds, it
scans the rest of the file till end of file and processes the second regsw too. If the first regsw fails, then the second regsw
is not executed and the CLI terminates.

For documentation purposes it is possible to add comments to a batch file. Comments are indicated by the hash sign “#”.
Whatever follows a hash sign until the end of a line is treated by the CLI as a comment and is ignored. Due to the special
meaning of the “#,” avoid it in parameter settings. If a parameter contains a hash sign, enclose the parameter value in
quotes to prevent the CLI from interpreting the sign as a comment start. The contents of the file above could therefore turn
into the following:

# Register product 1 

regsw -item=prod_1 -version=1.0 -path=/products/prod_1 ~procedures=/products/proc_1 -comment="product_1 for

 department #1"

# Register product 2

regsw -item=prod_2 -version=1.1 -path=/products/prod_2 ~procedures=/products/proc_2 -comment="product_2 for

 department #100"

By the way not only parameter values containing “#” should be enclosed in quotes but also values containing blanks.
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The parameters in the examples are preceded by a hyphen. “stagingServer” is such a parameter that also exists as a CLI
command.

The CLI normally terminates the batch processing when the execution of a command fails. But sometimes the commands
of a batch file are independent of each other. As in the previous example, the products prod_1 and prod_2 might be
independent. So if the registration of prod_1 fails, this will have no impact on the registration of prod_2 and therefore the
product prod_2 could be registered. By setting the environment variable:

set SDCMD_CONTINUE=ON (Windows)

export SDCMD_CONTINUE=ON (Linux, bash)

The CLI can be forced to ignore failures and to continue processing with the next command from the file. If these variables
are set, the CLI tries to register prod_2 even if the registration of prod_1 fails.

The CLI records the commands processed and the output provided by the commands on stdout. This output can easily be
redirected into a file for further analysis by another script. For example:

002 regsw "item=prod_1" "version=1.0" "path=/products/prod_1" "procedures=/products/proc_1" "comment=product_1

 for department #1"

Command is processed ...

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

004 regsw "item=prod_2" "version=1.1" "path=/products/prod_2" "procedures=/products/proc_2" "comment=product_2

 for department #100"

Command is processed ...

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

The CLI records the commands read and the parameter settings. The figure in front of the command refers to the line in
the batch file where the command has been detected.

All valid commands of the CLI are available at the batch interface.

pipe

The pipe interface offers the advantage of a batch processing and a direct command invocation. It is possible to run
more than one command during a session between the CLI and the manager as with the batch option. But a script has
the chance to process the command output before it launches the next CLI command. The pipe keyword activates the
pipe interface followed by the name of the pipe. The pipe is a named pipe on Windows while it is a fifo file on Linux. In
any case, the CLI works as a pipe client. Created and administer the pipe by the invoking script. When invoked for pipe
interface processing, the CLI establishes the connection to the manager with the credentials and records the result to
stdout. When the session is established, the CLI listens to the pipe for any command to be processed. When it receives
one, the command is processed and its results are recorded at stdout. After the command is processed, the CLI listens
again for the next command. Differing from the batch mode, the CLI in pipe mode always returns to the pipe regardless
whether a command has been processed successfully or not. The session between CLI and manager is not terminated
when a command fails. This behavior corresponds to the batch mode with SDCMD_CONTINUE=ON.

To ease the communication and synchronization between the CLI and the launching script, the CLI provides certain eye
catchers that indicate the end of a CLI processing and that the CLI now starts listening to the pipe.

When starting the CLI in pipe mode, the CLI launches the message on stdout

*** SDCMD: Line up ***

When the the CLI starts listening to the pipe, a script can start sending commands via pipe to the CLI. Also, the end of a
command processing is reported by a special eye catcher. Whenever a command terminates, successfully or not, the CLI
launches the following message on stdout:

### SDCMD: -eoc ###
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When a script detects this string, it knows that the command launched by it has been terminated and all command output
is written to stdout.

The commands to be sent by an application via pipe are of the same format as in batch files. The command buffer written
to the pipe by the application must contain the complete command to be executed. A command cannot be distributed
among several send buffers.

You can send more than one command within one buffer. Separate the command by the following string:

-eoc

The session between a CLI in pipe mode and the manager is terminated as soon as the CLI receives the string through
pipe.

-quit

The CLI is invoked for the pipe interface by coding the “pipe” keyword followed by the pipename the CLI uses to receive
its commands to be processed. Between the keyword and the pipename have to be at least one blank.

The following example shows the usage of the pipe interface on Linux. The script lists all targetComputers registered at
the USD and all products registered at the USD software library.

#! /usr/bin/sh

proto ()

{

 aa=" "

 bb=`echo "$aa" | grep "SDCMD: Line up"`

 while [ -z "$bb" ]

 do

  read aa

  bb=`echo "$aa" | grep "SDCMD: Line up"`

  if [ -z "$bb" ]

  then

   echo "$aa"

  fi

 done

}

prot ()

{

 aa=" "

 bb=`echo "$aa" | grep "SDCMD: -eoc"`

 while [ -z "$bb" ]

 do

  read aa

  bb=`echo "$aa" | grep "SDCMD: -eoc"`

  if [ -z "$bb" ]

  then

   echo "$aa"

  fi

 done

}

mkfifo /ca_dsmcmd_in

mkfifo /ca_dsmcmd_out

{

 cadsmcmd pipe /ca_dsmcmd_in > /ca_dsmcmd_out &
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 proto

 echo "targetComputer action=list -eoc" > /ca_dsmcmd_in

 prot

 #

 #  store returned list and process it

 #

 #     ...

 #

 #  next command

 echo "swLibrary action=list -eoc" > /ca_dsmcmd_in

 prot

 #

 #  store returned list and process it

 #

 #      ...

 #

 #  terminate session

 echo "-quit" > /ca_dsmcmd_in

} < /ca_dsmcmd_out

rm /ca_dsmcmd_*

The example consists of two routines and the mainline part. The routine “proto ()” triggers for the “### SDCMD: Line up
###” indicating the pipe interface being up and waiting for commands and the routine “prot ()” triggers for “### SDCMD: -
eoc ###” indicating processing complete for a command.

The mainline part first creates two pipes. The CLI uses pipe “/ca_dsmcmd_in” as an input pipe, the CLI is receiving the
commands to be processed through this pipe. The other pipe “/ca_dsmcmd_out” is used to redirect the stdout of the CLI
to the script so that the script might be able to process the results. After these pipes have been created, a block is started
that starts the CLI in pipe mode in batch, launches two list commands for targetComputer and swLibrary, and after that
terminates the session. This block receives its input from the “/ca_dsmcmd_out” pipe recording the output of the CLI. It is
strongly recommended to keep this pipe open for the script during the life time of the CLI. If, for example, this pipe is only
assigned as input to the proto and prot procedures, the user might experience run time problems that result in loss of data
and might be in hanging sessions.

After the CLI is launched in pipe mode in batch the proto routine is used to trigger for the CLI becoming ready for action.
When it returns the script launches the list action for targetComputer and then uses the prot routine to determine the end
of command processing. The output of this prot routine could be redirected into a file for subsequent script processing.
Then the list action for swLibrary is launched and again the prot routine is used to determine the end of command
processing. And again the output of the prot procedure could be redirected into a file for subsequent script processing.
Finally the block is terminated by shutting down the CLI per -quit.

The last line of the script is for housekeeping and cleaning up the pipes.

The following example does the same as the example, but it uses DM Scripting and is for Windows.

Dim hPipeIn, hPipeOut As Integer

Dim pipeIn, pipeOut As String

Dim command_1, command_2, eoc, eop, lineUp, endOfCommand, buffer As String

' ************************************************************************

' clear screen

ClrScr()

' ************************************************************************

' set constants

eoc = " -eoc"
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eop = "-quit"

command_1 = "targetComputer action=list" + eoc

command_2 = "swLibrary action=list" + eoc

lineUp = "SDCMD: Line up"

endOfCommand = "SDCMD: -eoc"

pipeIn ="\\.\pipe\ca_dsmcmd_in"

pipeOut ="\\.\pipe\ca_dsmcmd_out"

' ************************************************************************

' Create input pipe of CLI

hPipeIn = CreatePipe(pipeIn, O_WRITE)

If (hPipeIn = -1) Then

 MsgBox("Open pipe """ + pipeIn + """ failed.", "Pipe test", MB_OK +      MB_ICONSTOP + MB_SETFOREGROUND)

 exit

EndIf

' ************************************************************************

' Create output pipe of CLI

hPipeOut = CreatePipe(pipeOut, O_READ)

If (hPipeOut = -1) Then

 MsgBox("Open pipe """ + pipeOut + """ failed.", "Pipe test", MB_OK + MB_ICONSTOP + MB_SETFOREGROUND) 

 CloseFile(hPipeIn)

 exit

EndIf

' ************************************************************************

' Launch cadsmcmd in pipe mode using pipeIn as input pipe and redirecting

' stdout to pipeOut

Execute("cmd /c ""cadsmcmd pipe " + pipeIn + " > " + pipeOut + """",      FALSE, 0)

While (TRUE)

 If (Not(ReadFile(hPipeOut, buffer))) Then

  MsgBox("Read from pipe """ + pipeOut + """ failed.", "Pipe test",      MB_OK + MB_ICONSTOP +

 MB_SETFOREGROUND)

  CloseFile(hPipeIn)

  CloseFile(hPipeOut)

  exit

 EndIf

 If (InStr(buffer, lineUp) = 0) Then

  Print(buffer)

 Else

  ExitWhile

 EndIf

Wend

' ************************************************************************

' launch request for a targetComputer action=list

If (Not(WriteFile(hPipeIn, command_1))) Then

 MsgBox("Write to pipe """ + pipeIn + """ failed.", "Pipe test", MB_OK +     MB_ICONSTOP + MB_SETFOREGROUND)

 CloseFile(hPipeIn)

 CloseFile(hPipeOut)

 exit

EndIf
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While (TRUE)

 If (Not(ReadFile(hPipeOut, buffer))) Then

  MsgBox("Read from pipe """ + pipeOut + """ failed.", "Pipe test",      MB_OK + MB_ICONSTOP +

 MB_SETFOREGROUND)

  CloseFile(hPipeIn)

  CloseFile(hPipeOut)

  exit

 EndIf

 If (InStr(buffer, endOfCommand) = 0) Then

  ' results could be stored for subsequent processing or directly processed.

  Print(buffer)

 Else

  ExitWhile

 EndIf

Wend

' ************************************************************************

' launch request for a swLibrary action=list

If (Not(WriteFile(hPipeIn, command_2))) Then

 MsgBox("Write to pipe """ + pipeIn + """ failed.", "Pipe test", MB_OK +     MB_ICONSTOP + MB_SETFOREGROUND)

 CloseFile(hPipeIn)

 CloseFile(hPipeOut)

 exit

EndIf

While (TRUE)

 If (Not(ReadFile(hPipeOut, buffer))) Then

  MsgBox("Read from pipe """ + pipeOut + """ failed.", "Pipe test",      MB_OK + MB_ICONSTOP +

 MB_SETFOREGROUND)

  CloseFile(hPipeIn)

  CloseFile(hPipeOut)

  exit

 EndIf

 If (InStr(buffer, endOfCommand) = 0) Then

  ' results could be stored for subsequent processing or directly processed.

  Print(buffer)

 Else

  ExitWhile

 EndIf

Wend

' ************************************************************************

' terminate CLI

If (Not(WriteFile(hPipeIn, eop))) Then

 MsgBox("Write to pipe """ + pipeIn + """ failed.", "Pipe test", MB_OK +     MB_ICONSTOP + MB_SETFOREGROUND)

 CloseFile(hPipeIn)

 CloseFile(hPipeOut)

 exit

EndIf

' ************************************************************************

' clean up

CloseFile(hPipeIn)

CloseFile(hPipeOut)
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All valid commands of the CLI are available at the pipe interface.

command

You can directly invoke the cadsmcmd with a CLI command and its required parameter settings. The CLI establishes a
session to the manager, processes the command, and terminates the session. The CLI records the command output and
status information on stdout. Launching the following command provides the subsequent output:

cadsmcmd targetComputer action=list

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ... ok.

Manager: mymanager

Domain: mydomain

Domain type: Domain

Supporting: CO CCNF USD OSIM 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of target computers

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

mgr_1(scalability server; Win Server 2003 Intel; Boot server)

mgr_1/Administrator(computer user; Win Server 2003 Intel)

scal_2(scalability server; Win 2000 Intel; Boot server)

scal_2/Administrator(computer user; Win 2000 Intel)

comp_0(computer; Any)

comp_1(computer; Win XP Intel)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

List of un-named and OSIM un-managed computers

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

FF:FF:42:65:13:7E(---; ---; BMS un-managed, mgr_1)

FF:FF:42:65:13:83(---; ---; BMS un-managed, scal_2)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total number of target computers: 6

Number of un-named and OSIM un-managed systems shown: 2

SDCMD<A000000>: OK

verbose

You can use the verbose interface for creating and executing CLI commands in a dialog manner. The interface is invoked
by specifying the keyword “verbose”. The CLI establishes a session to the manager and determines the type of manager,
whether a CA ITCM Domain Manager or a CA ITCM Enterprise Manager. According to this type the CLI offers the user a
list of commands that are valid for this type of manager. For a domain manager running SD the offering looks like:
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Valid Commands are:

========================

activate........aregsw

cancel..........comconf

compgroup.......configure

dereg...........deregproc

install.........jobContainer

managedcomputer recover         

regproc.........regsw           

renewjob........setdbcredentials        

stagingserver...swLibrary

targetComputer..templateGroup   

uninstall

quit

========================

Please, enter one of the commands above.............:

You can select one of the commands and the CLI guides you through the valid parameters and their settings. Only those
parameters are presented that are needed due to the already entered information. When all the needed information is
acquired, the CLI executes the command. The output of the command as well as status information is written on stdout.

When the “loop” option is not coded, the CLI terminates after the specified command has been processed. If it is coded,
it returns to the command selection list, so that the user can specify and run the next command. Entering the “quit”
command terminates such a session. This quit command is valid in the verbose mode only.

All valid CLI commands are available at the verbose interface.

loop and quit

loop

(Optional) The verbose mode allows selecting one command per cadsmcmd invocation. Coding "loop" allows more than
one command. 
The loop command is valid in the verbose mode only.

quit

When using "loop", entering the “quit” command terminates the CLI session. The quit command is valid in the verbose
mode only.

Non Privileged Users

On Windows, non privileged user can use cadsmcmd without any adaptations.

On Linux, a group “sdadmins” has to be provided and only those users assigned to this group are allowed to run
cadsmcmd, other users receive the message “Access denied” when launching cadsmcmd.

login

The “login” keyword enables you to log on to the manager and run the CLI commands as a different user than the
default user. The default user is representing the user as you are currently logged on at the console from where the CLI
command is launched. For example, if you log on to system as user “hugo” and launch the following command:
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cadsmcmd local mgr_1 verbose

The CLI connects to the manager “mgr_1” for the “default user”. The CLI records this in the “Connecting” message:

Connecting to manager "mgr_1" as user "<default user>"...

It tries to establish the session to the manager as the current user “hugo”. If this user is not known to mgr_1 or has a
different password than the session establishment fails. In this case, use different credentials to authenticate the session.

login[=loginID[:password]] 

The information passed with the “login” keyword has changed with CA ITCM Release 12.8 according to a different
authentication method used by CA ITCM Release 12.8 compared to USD 4.0. The login process requires information
about the security provider, the security authority, the user id, and the user password. The password is passed with the
password parameter while the security provider, the security authority, and the user id are passed with loginID. The
loginID is build as

\"<security provider>://<security authority>/<user id>\"

NOTE
The quotes (”) are mandatory. Otherwise the CLI is not able to process the login information correctly. As
the quotes has to be interpreted by the cadsmcmd and not by the shell or command prompt they should be
protected by a preceding backslash (\).

A security provider could be a Windows system identified by “winnt” or a Linux system identified by “unixl”. The security
authority could be a domain or the addressed system. Consider the CLI should log in with the verbose interface to Linux
system “lx_sy_1.myCo.com” as “root” with password “5k7zpq]r”. Launch the following command:

cadsmcmd local lx_sy_1 verbose login=\"unixl://lx_sy_1.myCo.com/root\":5k7zpq]r

The CLI will record this by the message:

Connecting to manager "lx_sy_1" as user "unixl://lx_sy_1.myCo.com/root"...

If the verbose interface should be started for the Windows manager “win_sy_01” and user “myid” for the password
“7hj.98,a” the launched command is as follows:

cadsmcmd local win_sy_01 verbose login=\"winnt://win_sy_01/myid\":7hj.98,a

The CLI records:

Connecting to manager "win_sy_01" as user "winnt://win_sy_01/myid"...

If login is coded with loginID but no password, then the CLI assumes that there is no password for the specified user. If
login is coded without userID and password, then the CLI starts a short dialog for acquiring these parameters.

NOTE

When cadsmcmd is invoked with the login parameter the local parameter should be coded too to enhance
security.

The Trace Option

The CLI offers a trace for debugging the CLI internal workflow in case of problems. By default, the trace is off. It should
only be activated on request of CA support. The trace is driven by the environment variables SDCMD_TRACE and
SDCMD_FILE. The syntax for setting SDCMD_TRACE is as follows:

On Windows:

set SDCMD_TRACE={all | file | screen}
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On Linux for the bash:

export SDCMD_TRACE={all | file | screen}

If “screen” is coded, the CLI will record its trace entries on stdout i.e. the console from where it has been started.

If “file” is coded for the environment variable, then the CLI records into a file.

This file is specified by SDCMD_FILE variable and can be specified as follows:

On Windows:

set SDCMD_FILE=<file name> 

On Linux bash:

export SDCMD_FILE=<file name> 

If SDCMD_FILE is not set then the CLI writes into the file cadsmcmd.log of the CA ITCM log directory.

In case of “all” the trace is written into the specified file and on stdout.

To turn off an activated trace, enter the following commands:

For Windows:

set SDCMD_TRACE=

set SDCMD_FILE=

For Linux bash:

unset SDCMD_TRACE

unset SDCMD_FILE

Whether a trace is activated for the CLI is recorded at the CLI start.

c:\>cadsmcmd verbose

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: FILE

Trace file name: c:\temp\tst.txt

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ...OK.

In case of “Trace mode” SCREEN the “Trace file name” line is omitted. If no active trace, the following is recorded:

c:\>cadsmcmd verbose

CA IT Client Manager r12

ITCM Command Line Version 12.8.0.xxxx

Copyright (c) <cdate> CA. All rights reserved.

Trace mode: Off

Connecting to manager "<default manager>" as user "<default user>" ...OK.
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Fonts and Parameters

Fonts

When the output of a CLI command contains local characters, enable the shell processing this command to display these
characters correctly. For example, supporting German characters on Windows, change the font to Lucida Console.

Parameters

All parameter names of the commands are case-insensitive, the values assigned to them may not be. For example, a path
name on Windows may be case-insensitive, on Linux it is definitely not. Parameters can be preceded by a hyphen (-) but
this is optional. To avoid any ambiguity, use the preceding hyphen when coding a batch file.

The CLI uses the blank as a delimiter to separate parameters, options, and commands. If a parameter value contains
a blank, then the parameter value should be enclosed in quotes. As the quotes should not be interpreted by a shell
or command prompt but by the CLI, it might be necessary to escape the quotes from a shell or command prompt by
preceding backslashes (\).

NOTE
The CLI reports errors only on parameters not known to the CLI or to inconsistent parameters. If a parameter is
coded with a command or action that is not mentioned in the syntax description (but it is a defined parameter of
the CLI and used by other commands), then the parameter is ignored for the coded command or action. No error
or warning is displayed.

Restrictions For Command Line

Restrictions

To avoid any ambiguities with the CLI, the names or labels used with the following objects should be unique:

• targetComputers
• computerGroups
• software policies or templates
• serverGroups

Length Restrictions

The following table summarizes the length restrictions when entering values for parameters at the command line.

Parameter Maximum Length
Distribution Name 129
Error Message 512
Software Name 129
Software Version 129
Item Procedure Name 129
Area or Domain Name 129
Computer Name 129
Computer Group Name 129
Supplier Text 255
Comment 255
Source Path 255
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Query Name 255
Computer Group Comment 255
Domain Comment 255

Filters

Some list methods use filters to confine the amount of information listed.

Filters are expressions constructed from atomic expressions using operators of propositional logic like && (and), || (or),
and ! (not), following the subsequent rules:

• Each atomic expression is a filter expression.
• If exp is a filter expression then !exp is a filter expression.
• If exp1 and exp2 are filter expressions then (exp1 && exp2) and (exp1 || exp2) are filter expressions too.

The valid atomic expressions depend on the objects to be listed. These atomic expressions have the following syntax:

attributename operand value

Following are the valid attribute names for new and already existing list methods:

Type Meaning
String The attribute value is of type string
Long The attribute value is a 4 byte integer
Date The attribute value is of date type YYYY-MM-DD
Time The attribute value is of time type hh:mm where hh indicates the

hour in 24 hour notation and mm the minutes
DateTime Is a combined date and time notation YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm

according to ISO standard.

The following operands are valid and are true:

Operand String Long
= If the attribute value matches the specified

value
If the attribute value is equal to the
specified value

!= If the attribute value does not match the
specified value

If the attribute value is not equal to the
specified value

< If the attribute value is lexicographically less
than the specified value

If the attribute value is less than the
specified value

> If the attribute value is lexicographically
greater than the specified value

If the attribute value is greater than the
specified value

In case of "=" or "!=" the specified value may contain the wild character '*' to indicate an arbitrary string, even an empty
one.

Attributes of type Date, Time or DateTime are handled like attributes of type string.

Sometimes attributes allow a union of distinct values only. Unless stated otherwise, these attributes are handled like
attributes of type string.

Usage:

cadsmcmd compgroup action=list filter="(Group type=Group && Scope=local)"
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In case the filter is created using a single expression, you need not use the brackets.

NOTE
If an attribute in an atomic expression is misspelled or an attribute does not apply to an object, the atomic
expression evaluates to true unless stated otherwise.

dmsweep--DSM Deployment Command Line Interface
dmsweep commands are valid on Windows (except Windows NT 4.0, Windows 98, Windows 95), and Linux platforms.

dmsweep is the command-line interface to the infrastructure deployment components of DSM. You can use dmsweep to
initiate deployment of DSM agent and server packages to target computers, and scan for the presence of DSM software.
You can use dmsweep to manage DSM agent and server packages on scalability servers.

The dmsweep command-line format:

dmsweep <subcommand> [{</option> [<arg>]}*]

• subcommand
One of the following subcommands:

• option
a. An option for the subcommand. A slash (/) or hyphen (-) precedes options.
Most of the options have a long and short form that you can use interchangeably, for example, you can use /tu instead
of /tusername.

• arg
An argument for the option.
Options that take an argument take the following formats:
</option> <arg>  (use a space to separate arguments)

</option>=<arg>

</option>:<arg>

If an argument contains spaces, enclose it in quotation marks:
/option="my arg"

If an option allows multiple arguments, comma-separated them with no surrounding spaces:
dmsweep scan /ip=10.0.0.1,10.0.0.2,10.0.0.3

dmsweep Subcommands
Contents

dmsweep help, dmsweep usage

Displays a message describing all the dmsweep subcommands and their syntax. This message is also output when the
dmsweep command is executed without arguments.

Subcommand format:

help

usage

Example:

The following example shows how you can use the dmsweep help command-line utility to display subcommands, options,
and arguments.

dmsweep

dmsweep help
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dmsweep usage

dmsweep deploy

The dmsweep deploy command attempts deployment of the specified package to the specified list of target computers.

Subcommand format:

deploy 

   [/manager <manager_machine>] 

   [/musername <manager_username> /mpassword <manager_password>] 

   [/mfilename <manager_filename>] 

   {/ip <address_wild> [/toip <stop_address>] | /ipfilename <ip_filename> | /domain <domain_name> (WinNT

 only) 

   | /uri <uniform resource identifier> 

   | /targetcred <target_credentials_file> 

   | /query <query_name> }

   [/tusername <target_username> /tpassword <target_password> | /epassword <encrypted_password>] 

   [/tfilename <target_filename>] | 

   {/packagenum <package_number> | /product <product_name> /package <package_name> [/version <version>] [/

platform <platform>] [/language <language>]} 

   [/pparams <package_parameters>] 

   [/jobname <job_name>] 

   [/sserver <scalability_server_machine>

    /ssusername <scalability_server_username> /sspassword <scalability_server_password>]

    [/primerargs <primer install arguments>]

• /manager
Specifies the name of the manager from which to retrieve the package list.

• /musername
Specifies the username for the manager computer.

• /mpassword
Specifies the password for the manager computer.
If <manager_password> is not supplied, dmsweep prompts the value when the command is executed.

• /mfilename
Lets you read the name of the manager and details of its username and password from a file.

• /ip
Start address from which to scan.
You can specify an address as a machine name, if it can be successfully resolved (for example, by DNS), or as an IP
address (for example 10.0.0.1). The <address_wild> argument enables you to use asterisks (for example, 10.0.0.*
covers the range 10.0.0.1 to 10.0.0.254 and 10.0.*.* covers the range 10.0.0.1 to 10.0.255.254.
You can specify a single address for <address_wild> or a comma-separated list of addresses.

• /toip
End address for the range to scan.
If you specify /toip with /ip, the scan starts with the address specified by <address_wild> and stops after scanning
<stop_address>.

• /ipfilename
If you specify /ipfilename, the command reads the list of target machines from the file <ip_filename>. Each line of the
file contains a single target address or multiple addresses separated by commas:

NOTE
machine1machine2, machine3, 10.0.0.1
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machine5
• /domain

If a deployment manager is on a Windows-based computer, you can use /domain to scan the computers in the
specified domain.

• /uri
If you specify /uri, you can use a uniform resource identifier to specify target computers to read from an external
directory.

• /targetcred
If you specify /targetcred, the command reads the list of target machines and connection credentials from the file
<target_credentials_file>.

• /query
If you specify /query, the list of targets generates when the unmanaged asset query identified by <query_name> is run.

• /packagenum
Package number of the package to be scanned. The output from the dmsweep packages command describes the valid
values.

NOTE
Use of the /packagenum option allows rapid specification of packages, but be aware that the package
numbers may differ as new packages are added to the deployment package library. If you wish to identify
packages in a non-variant way, use the following package identification options:

• /product
The product name (for example "CA Unicenter DSM") to be scanned for.

• /package
The package name (for example "Agent + all agent plugins") to be scanned for.

• /version
Version of the package (for example "11.2.0.1234") to be scanned for. If you do not supply enough information to
identify the package, an error is displayed.

• /platform
Platform property of the package (for example "Linux x86") to be scanned for. If you do not supply enough information
to identify the package, an error is displayed.

• /language
Language property of the package (for example "ENU") to be scanned for. If you do not supply enough information to
identify the package, an error is displayed.

• /tusername
Specifies the username for connecting to the target. If your deployment manager has already deployed packages to
the target computer, credentials are not required.

• /tpassword
Specifies the password for connecting to the target. If your deployment manager has already deployed packages to the
target computer, credentials are not required.
a. If you specify /tusername but omit <target_username>, the user is prompted for the username. If you specify /

tpassword but omit <target_password>, the user is prompted for the password, which is displayed on the screen.
• /epassword

a. Specifies the password in encrypted form. This option alerts dmsweep to this format and the password is decrypted
before being used.

• /tfilename
If a target needs authentication and /tfilename has been specified, <target_filename> is searched. If an entry exists,
the credentials specified in the file are used for the target, otherwise /tusername and /tpassword are used. The file
<target_filename> contains one target per line, with each line containing the target's machine name (or IP address),
username and password, for example:
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NOTE
10.0.0.1 username1 password110.0.0.2 username2 password2

* username3 password3

An entry with '*' as the target name denotes default credentials for any target not listed in the file.
• /pparamsT

Specifies a comma-separated list of parameters to replace $1$, $2$ and so on. To display the command line along
with the expected format and description of each parameter use dmsweep's packages command.

• /primerargs
Specifies non-default installation arguments (for example non-default installation locations) to the dmprimer installation
(but not the agent or server installation). The install arguments are passed unmodified to the installation command line
on the computer on which a primer is to be installed.

• /jobname
Specifies the name of the job that is set to the supplied <job_name> argument; otherwise it is generated automatically
based on the current date and time.

• /sserver
Forces the target machines to obtain their packages from a scalability server. If not specified the package is obtained
from the manager machine.

• /ssuserame
Specifies the username for connecting to the scalability server.

• /sspassword
Specifies the password for connecting to the scalability server.

NOTE
If you specify /ssusername but omit <scalability_server_username>, the user is prompted for the username.
If you specify /sspassword but omit <scalability_server_password>, the user is prompted for the password,
which will not be displayed on the screen.

NOTE
You can use <target_credentials_file> instead of <ip_filename> and <target_filename>.

Examples:

• Dploy to a target through a local manager:
dmsweep deploy /ip <target machine > /pn 2 /pparams <myserver>,,

• Deploy a package to a target computer that needs credentials using the local manager:
dmsweep deploy /ip <machine name> /pn 2 /pparams <myserver>,, /tu <target username> /tp <target password>

• Deploy a package to a target computer that needs credentials but the password is encrypted:
dmsweep deploy /ip <machine name> /pn 2 /pparams <myserver>,, /tu <target username> /ep <encrypted

 password>

• The following example shows how you can use the dmsweep command-line utility to prompt for username and
password.
dmsweep has a password prompting feature, which enables you to enter passwords without the password appearing
on the screen. You can also prompt for usernames but they are displayed as they are typed. To prompt for the
username or password, enter the option but do not supply a value, as shown in the following example.
Deploy a package to a target using the local manager with password and username prompting:
dmsweep deploy /ip <target machine> /pn 2 /pparams <myserver>,, /tu  /tp

• Deploy a package to a range of machines, where no credentials are required:
dmsweep deploy /ip 192.0.25.1 /toip 192.0.25.9 /pn 3 /pparams <myserver>,, 

• Deploy to all the machines in a subnet (192.0.45) using a wildcard:
dmsweep deploy /ip 192.0.45.* /pn 3 /pparams <myserver>,,
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You can also use wildcards to deploy to multiple subnets:
dmsweep deploy /ip 192.0.*.* /pn 1 /pparams <myserver>,,

• Deploy to a target through a remote manager:
dmsweep deploy /ip <target machine> /pn 3 /mgr <remote manager> /mu <remote manager user> /mp <remote

 manager password> /tu <target user> /tp <target password>

• Deploy to a target through a remote manager but with username and password prompting for both the manager and
target machines:
dmsweep deploy /ip <target machine> /pn 3 /mgr <remote manager> /mu  /mp  /tu /tp 

NOTE
Replace values such as the package number, target computers, and manager machines with suitable values.

dmsweep packages

The dmsweep packages subcommand displays the list of packages available for deployment on the specified deployment
manager.

"packages" can be shortened to "pack", that is, you can use the command "dmsweep pack".

Subcommand format:

packages 

   [/manager <manager_machine>] 

   [/musername <manager_username> /mpassword <manager_password>] 

   [/mfilename <manager_filename>]

• /manager
Specifies the name of the manager from which to retrieve the package list. If you omit /manager, the current machine is
assumed.

• /musername
Specifies the username for the manager computer.
a. The user is prompted for the username if /musername is entered without <manager_username>.

• /mpassword
Specifies the password for the manager computer.
If <manager_password> is not provided, dmsweep prompts the value.

Note: Neither /musername nor /mpassword can be specified without /manager.

• /mfilename
Lets you read the name of the manager and details of its username and password from a file.

If the manager requires authentication and /mfilename has been specified, the <manager_filename> is searched.
If an entry exists for the manager, the credentials in the file are used, otherwise <manager_username> and
<manager_password> are used. The file <manager_filename> lists one manager per line with each line containing the
manager machine name, username and password:

manager1 username1 password1

manager2 username2 password2

* username3 password3

An entry with '*' as the manager name denotes default credentials, which are used for any manager name not listed in the
file.

If the /mpassword option is specified but <manager_password> is omitted, the password is prompted for when the
command runs.

Example:
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Replace values such as the package number, target computers, and manager machines with suitable values.

List the packages available for deployment on the local machine:

dmsweep packages

dmsweep pack

Output from the command appears. The following extract is part of the example output, and it shows the package
numbers that you can use with the /packagenumber (or /pn) options in subsequent commands.

Contacting the deployment manager on ASTEROID.

New job id is 13191950.

Retrieving the package list.

Found 5 packages on deployment manager ASTEROID:

..Package 1:  

....Product.....: CA DMS

....Package.....: Agent + Asset Management Plugin

....Version.....: 11.1.8124.2426

....Platform....: Windows_x86

    Language    : ENU

....Description.: Deploy agent with Asset Management plugin.

....Command.....: AgtAM.msi"  AGENT_SERVER=$1$ ALLUSERS=1 ENSURE_CAF_STOPPED=1 CAF_COMMON_CONFIG=1

 CAF_INSTALL_SERVICE=1 CAF_START_SERVICE=1 /qn /l*v %TEMP%\ITRMSetupAgtAM.log EXITFILE=$E$ $2$

....UNIX Command : installdsm" -r $P$/install.rsp /REXITFILE=$E$ /RITRM_SERVER=$1$ $3$

....Parameter 1 : Please enter the Scalability Server address to connect to 

....Regular Expression Validation : ^[^<>`~!/@\#}$%:;)(_^{*=|'+]{1,255}$

....Parameter 2 : Please enter any additional Windows install options              

....Regular Expression Validation : .*

..Package 2:  

........

........:

In the example output, two parameters are listed for package 1. If you select this package for deployment, you must
provide two parameters using the /pparams option. Use commas to separate the parameter values.

For example, select package 1 for deployment:

dmsweep deploy /pn 1 /ip 192.0.2.5.9 /pparams <myserver>,"CA=D:\DSM"

where parameter 1 (the Scalability Server address) is set to <myserver>, parameter 2 (the Windows install options) has
the value “CA=D:\DSM”, which requests the package should be installed in a non-default location.

The parameters appear in the DSM Explorer in three separate fields on the Agent Configuration page when you use the
DSM Explorer to deploy a package.

The Regular Expression Validation string specifies the range of characters that are valid for the associated parameter. A
validation string of ‘.*’ means there are no syntactic restrictions on the parameter value.

dmsweep scan

The dmsweep scan command scans the specified target addresses and determines the active addresses available for
deployment. It determines whether the target computers have the requested package installed.

Subcommand format:
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scan [/manager <manager_machine>] 

   [/musername <manager_username> /mpassword <manager_password>] 

   [/mfilename <manager_filename>]  

   {/ip <address_wild> [/toip <stop_address>] 

    | /ipfilename <ip_filename> 

    | /domain <domain_name> (WinNT only) 

    | /uri <uniform resource identifier> 

    | /targetcred <target_credentials_file> 

    | /query <query_name>}

   {/packagenum <package_number> 

    |  /product <product_name> /package <package_name> 

    [/version <version>] 

    [/platform <platform>] 

    [/language <language>]}

• /manager
Specifies the name of the manager from which to retrieve the package list. If you omit /manager, the current machine is
assumed.

• /musername
Specifies the username for the manager computer.

• /mpassword
Specifies the password for the manager computer.

• /mfilename
Lets you read the name of the manager and details of its username and password from a file.

• /ip
Start address or addresses from which to scan.
You can specify an address as a machine name, if it can be successfully resolved (for example, by DNS), or as an IP
address (for example 10.0.0.1). The <address_wild> argument enables you to use asterisks (for example, 10.0.0.*
covers the range 10.0.0.1 to 10.0.0.254 and 10.0.*.* covers the range 10.0.0.1 to 10.0.255.254.
You can specify a single address for <address_wild> or a comma-separated list of addresses.

NOTE
This parameter is the start address only when the /toip option is also used.

• /toip
End address for the range to scan.
This option can only be used in conjunction with /ip. When used the scan starts with the address specified by
<address_wild> and stops after scanning <stop_address>.

• /ipfilename
If you specify /ipfilename, the command reads the list of target machines from the file <ip_filename>. Each line of the
file contains a single target address or multiple addresses separated by commas:

NOTE
machine1machine2, machine3, 10.0.0.1

machine5
• /domain

If a deployment manager is on a Windows-based computer, you can use /domain to scan the computers in the
specified domain.

• /uri
If you specify /uri, you can use a uniform resource identifier to specify target computers to read from an external
directory.

• /targetcred
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If you specify /targetcred, the command reads the list of target machines and connection credentials from the file
<target_credentials_file>.

• /query
If /query is specified, the list of targets are generated when the unmanaged asset query identified by <query_name> is
run.

• /packagenum
Package number of the package to be scanned for.

• /product
Property of the package to be scanned for.

• /package
Property of the package to be scanned for.

• /version
Version of the package to be scanned for. If you do not provide enough information to identify the package, an error is
displayed.

• /platform
Platform property of the package to be scanned for. If you do not provide enough information to identify the package,
an error is displayed.

• /language
Language property of the package to be scanned for. If you do not provide enough information to identify the package,
an error is displayed.

Example:

Scan a target computer to find out if a package is already installed:

dmsweep scan /ip <target machine> /pn 2

dmsweep sspack

Use this command for displaying the list of packages found on one or more Scalability Servers.

Usage:

dmsweep sspack [/manager <manager_machine>]

   [/musername <manager_username> /mpassword <manager_password>]

   [/mfilename <manager_filename>]

   {/ip <address_wild> [/toip <stop_address>] |

   /ipfilename <ip_filename> |

   /domain <domain_name> |             (WinNT only)

   /uri <uniform resource identifier> |

   /targetcred <tc_filename> |

   /query <query_name> }

Where /manager, /musername, /mpassword and /mfilename are the same as described for 'dmsweep packages'.

Where /ip, /toip, /ipfilename, /targetcred, /domain, /uri and /query are the same as described for 'dmsweep scan'.

• /manager
Specifies the name of the manager from which to retrieve the package list. If you omit /manager, the current machine is
assumed.

• /musername
Specifies the username for the manager computer.
The user is prompted for the username if /musername is entered without <manager_username>.

• /mpassword
Specifies the password for the manager computer.
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Note: Neither /musername nor /mpassword can be specified without /manager.

• /ip
Start address or addresses from which to scan.

NOTE
This parameter is the start address only when the /toip option is also used.

• /toip
End address for the range to scan.
This option can only be used with /ip. When used, the scan starts with the address specified by <address_wild> and
stops after scanning <stop_address>.

• /ipfilename
If you specify /ipfilename, the command reads the list of target machines from the file <ip_filename>. Each line of the
file contains a single target address or multiple addresses separated by commas, for example:

NOTE
machine1machine2, machine3, 10.0.0.1

machine5
• /domain

If a deployment manager is on a Windows-based computer, you can use /domain to scan the computers in the
specified domain.

• /uri
If you specify /uri, you can use a uniform resource identifier to specify target computers to read from an external
directory.

• /targetcred
If you specify /targetcred, the command reads the list of target machines and connection credentials from the file
<target_credentials_file>.

• /query
If /query is specified, the list of targets is generated when the unmanaged asset query identified by <query_name> is
run.

Example:

dmsweep sspack /ip ScalServ

Contacting the deployment manager on XXXXX06-CCSTEST. 

New job id is 6432350. 

Scanning for scalability server packages. 

100.100.00.0 ScalServ Found 2 packages (1 of 1) 

Scan complete. 

SCAN SUMMARY 

=========================================================================

100.100.00.0 ScalServ Found 2 packages 

CA Unicenter DSM Agent + Basic Inventory Plugin 11.1.8160.410 Windows_x86 ENU 

CA Unicenter DSM Agent + Software Delivery Plugin 11.1.8160.410 Windows_x86 ENU 

========================================================================= 

dmsweep stage

The dmsweep stage command transfers an agent or server package to one or more scalability servers, from where it can
be deployed to target computers using the dmsweep deploy command.

Subcommand format:

stage [/manager <manager_machine>]

   [/musername <manager_username> /mpassword <manager_password>]
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   [/mfilename <manager_filename>]

   {/ip <address_wild> [/toip <stop_address>] |

   /ipfilename <ip_filename> |

   /targetcred <target_credentials_file> |

   /query <query_name>}

   [/tusername <target_username> /tpassword <target_password> | /epassword <encrypted_password>] ]

   [/tfilename <target_filename>]

   {/packagenum <package_number> |

   /product <product_name> /package <package_name>

   [/version <version>] [/platform <platform>] [/language <language>]}

   [/jobname <job_name>]

• /manager
Specifies the name of the manager from which to retrieve the package list. If you omit /manager, the current machine is
assumed.

• /musername
Specifies the username for the manager computer.

• /mpassword
Specifies the password for the manager computer.
If <manager_password> is not supplied, dmsweep prompts the value when the command is executed.

• /mfilename
Lets you read the name of the manager and details of its username and password from a file.

• /ip
Start address or addresses from which to scan.

• /toip
End address for the range to scan.
Use with /ip: the scan starts with the address specified by <address_wild> and stops after scanning <stop_address>.

• /ipfilename
If you specify /ipfilename, the command reads the list of target machines is from the file <ip_filename>. Each line of the
file contains a single target address or multiple addresses separated by commas, for example:
machine1
machine2, machine3, 10.0.0.1
machine5

• /targetcred
If you specify /targetcred, the command reads the list of target machines and connection credentials from the file
<target_credentials_file>.

• /query
If /query is specified, the list of targets will be generated when the unmanaged asset query identified by <query_name>
is run.

• /packagenum
Package number of the package to be scanned for.

• /product
Property of the package to be scanned for.

• /package
Property of the package to be scanned for.

• /version
Version of the package to be scanned for. If you do not provide enough information to identify the package, an error is
displayed.

• /platform
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Platform property of the package to be scanned for. If you do not supply enough information to identify the package, an
error is displayed.

• /language
Language property of the package to be scanned for. If you do not supply enough information to identify the package,
an error is displayed.

• /tusername
Specifies the username for connecting to the target. If your deployment manager has already deployed packages to
the target computer, credentials are not required.

• /tpassword
Specifies the password for connecting to the target. If your deployment manager has already deployed packages to the
target computer, credentials are not required.
If you specify /tusername but omit <target_username>, you will be prompted for the username. If you specify /
tpassword but omit <target_password>, you will be prompted for the password, which will not be displayed on the
screen.

• /epassword
Specifies the password in encrypted form. This option alerts dmsweep to this format and the password is decrypted
before use.

• /tfilename
If a target needs authentication and /tfilename has been specified, <target_filename> is searched. If an entry
exists, the credentials in the file are used for the target, otherwise /tusername and /tpassword are used. The file
<target_filename> contains one target per line, with each line containing the target machine name (or IP address),
username and password, for example:
10.0.0.1 username1 password1
10.0.0.2 username2 password2
* username3 password3
An entry with '*' as the target name denotes default credentials for any target not listed in the file.

• /jobname
Specifies the job name set to the supplied <job_name> argument; otherwise it will be generated automatically based
on the current date and time.

Example:

The following example shows how you can use the dmsweep command line utility to stage a package on a scalability
server.

To stage a package on a deployment scalability server:

dmsweep stage /ip <target machine> /pn 2 /tu /tp

The user is prompted to enter both, the target username and password.

dmsweep version

Displays version information for dmsweep.

Subcommand format:

version

To display the dmsweep version:

dmsweep version
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Encrypted Passwords
To create the encrypted passwords for use with "dmsweep deploy" and "dmsweep stage", use the "caf savecreds"
command. This command outputs to a file named cafcreds.txt in the DSM bin folder, and from there you can copy-and-
paste the information into the dmdeploy target credential file or use on the dmsweep command line.

Example

caf savecreds "dummy" user "administrator" password "secret" host "machine4" 

This example results in a cafcreds.txt file containing a line, ‘machine4’ ‘dummy’ ‘ machine4\administrator’
‘4DDzqKuSJN5Ml6RsEY+o5Q'.

dmsweep Target Credentials File
Contents

The target credentials file enables you to specify targets and their passwords in one place. The format of the file is one set
of targets per line.

You can use the /ip, /toip, /uri, /domain, /tu, /tp, and /query options in the file, in any order. If a username and password
are specified without a target, these become the default username and password; otherwise, there must be at least one
target. The default values are used on any line with a target but with no /tu and/or no /tp option. If the /tu or /tp option has
no value, the user will be prompted for one. If there is no /tu (or /tp) option, the default username (or default password) is
used. A blank password is used where there is no /tp option and no default password.

NOTE
You may also use the encrypted password option, /ep, in the target credentials file.

Examples of entries in the file are:

/ip <machine1,machine2> /tu /tp

/tu defaultUser /tp defauLtPassword

/ip 130.119.3.* /tu administrator /tp pass3472773

/ip 130.119.9.5 /toip 130.119.9.12 /tu administrator /tp

The target credentials file allows to plan deployments “offline” before initiating the actual deployment jobs. The files can
be generated in response to events and other external factors, and then fed into the deployment process at scheduled
times. Deployment to different “areas” of a network could also be specified by creating families of credential files relating
to different company departments or offices. For example, the target credentials file uses syntax similar to the dmsweep
command line, which provides consistency and also allows easier expansion to provide additional features (via new option
syntax) in future versions.

Credentials File Syntax

Any line in the credentials file starting with ‘#’ is treated as a comment and is ignored.

The Credentials file consists of a number of target specifications, each on a separate line. Each target specification has
the following form:

[<Targets>] [/tu [user]]  [/tp [password] | /ep [encrypted password]] 

The order of elements in a target specification is not significant.

• <Targets>
This parameter specifies the target computers for deployment. It can take one of the following forms:

• /ip <address>
A single computer names or IP address.

• /ip <address>,<address>, …
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A comma-separated list of computer names or IP addresses in any combination.
• /ip <IP> /toip <IP> [/domain <domain>]

A start and end range of numeric IP addresses. If the domain option is specified, deployment is only attempted to
addresses in the IP range which correspond to computers in the named domain. Domain evaluation is only supported
when using a deployment manager hosted on the Windows platform.

• /domain <domain>
A Windows domain, the constituent computers of which are to be the deployment targets.

• /uri <uri>
A Universal Resource Indicator specifying a directory container, the constituent computers of which are to be the
deployment targets.

• /query <query_name>
If /query is specified, the list of targets will be generated when the unmanaged asset query identified by <query_name>
is run.

• /tu [user]
This parameter specifies the target user name. This is the id used to connect to target computers when performing the
initial push of DMPrimer. The user id value is applied to all addresses specified by the <targets> element of the target
specification. If the user name is omitted, its value will be requested by dmsweep or the deployment wizard when a
deployment is attempted using the credentials file.

• /tp [password]
This parameter specifies the password of the target user. If the password is omitted, its value will be requested by
dmsweep or the deployment wizard when a deployment is attempted using the credentials file. If the /tp option is
omitted entirely from a target specification, a default password is used.

• /ep [encrypted password]
This parameter specifies the password of the target user in encrypted format. This option alerts dmsweep to this fact
and the password is decrypted before use.

• If <targets> is not specified on a line, the /tu and /tp values specified on that line are treated as default values to
be used in all cases, where /tu and /tp are omitted on target specification lines lower down the credentials file. It is
possible to specify multiple default user and password values in a credentials file, but only the latest ones are in effect
at one time.

Abbreviations for dmsweep Arguments
The following dmsweep arguments are interchangeable:

1. /domain and /sd
2. /ip and /a1
3. /ipfilename and /if
4. /jobname and /jn
5. /language and /pl
6. /manager and /mgr
7. /mfilename and /mf
8. /mpassword and /mp
9. /musername and /mu
10. /package and /pk
11. /packagenum and /pn
12. /platform and /pt
13. /pparams and /pp
14. /primerargs and /pri
15. /product and /pd
16. /sserver and /ss
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17. /sspassword and /ssp
18. /ssusername and /ssu
19. /targetcred and /tc
20. /tfilename and /tf
21. /toip and /a2
22. /tpassword and /tp
23. /epassword and /ep
24. /tusername and /tu
25. /version and /pv

dmdFtpUpload FTP Upload for Deployment Manager Primers
Valid for Linux

If you use a Linux manager, you can upload the DMPrimers to an FTP server after installation. The dmdFtpUpload script
uploads all the DMPrimers in the deployment library for all platforms.

The script is at $CABIN/dmdFtpUpload (or $CA_ITRM_BASEDIR/dmdeploy/scripts/dmdFtpUpload and uses environment
variables to control the FTP parameters.

By default, the script uses properties set during installation. You can use the following environment variables to override
the installation settings:

• DMFTPSERVER
The hostname of the FTP server. The default value is the local host name.

• DMFTPUSER
An FTP server account with write privileges. The default value is "anonymous".

• DMFTPPWD
Password of $DMFTPUSER. The default value is "root".

• DMFTPHOMEDIR
The path on the FTP server, as seen by this client, to which to upload the packages. If the path is relative, it is relative
to the $DMFTPUSER account home directory. For an anonymous account, the (ch)root directory is the anonymous
account home directory. The default is "/pub/dmprimer".

dsmpgm--Control Daemon Processes on Linux and UNIX
The command dsmpgm lets you start up, shut down, or query the status of CA ITCM daemon processes on Linux
and UNIX. It is essentially a wrapper to the caf command, which is the primary command line interface to control CA
ITCM daemons. However, dsmpgm ensures that external prerequisite processes are available prior to invoking the caf
functionality.

Command format:

dsmpgm {start | restart | stop | status}

• start
Starts the daemon processes.

• stop
Stops the daemon processes.

• restart
Stops and starts the daemon processes.

• status
Queries the status of the daemon processes.
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Exit status:

Displays the status of the command execution. The value zero (0) means OK, any non-zero value indicates Error.

intellisigcmd - Command Line Tool
Contents

intellisigcmd is a command line tool for Intellisigs. This tool has the following format:

intellisigcmd <cmd> param1=value1 param2=value2 ... [<DB_Credentials>]

• cmd
Specifies the import, export, or genuuid command.

• DB_credentials
Specifies the database credentials of the MDB. By default, the credentials are retrieved from the comstore.
Use the following sample format to specify the DB credentials:
– Example: SQLServer DB Credentials
dbvendor=mssql dbhost=myhost dbname=mdb dbuser=ca_itrm dbpassword=mypwd dbinstance=inst

dbvendor=oracle dbhost=myhost dbname=orcl dbuser=ca_itrm dbpassword=mypwd dbinstance=1521

– Example: Oracle DB Credentials

intellisigcmd export -- Export Intellisigs

The intellisigcmd export command lets you export Intellisigs.You can either use the DSM Explorer or use the command to
export Intellisigs.

Command format:

intellisigcmd export file=<export name> [type=xml|zip] [platform=all|windows|unix]

• export name
Specifies the name of the Intellisig XML or zip file that you want to export. If you do not provide the file extension, and
the type is xml, the command creates a folder with the provided name.

• type
Specifies whether you want to export an XML or zip file. If you do not include the type parameter, the command
assumes the export type depending on the export file extension.
Valid values: xml, zip

• platform
Specifies the platform to determine which Intellisigs are exported.
Valid values: all, windows, unix
Default: all

intellisigcmd import -- Import Intellisigs

The intellisigcmd import command lets you import Intellisigs. You can either use the DSM Explorer or use the command to
import Intellisigs.

Command format:

intellisigcmd import [file=<import source>] [type=xml|zip] [mode=replace|mergenew|mergeall] [updateactive=yes|

no] [delete=yes|no]

• import source
Specifies the name of the XML or zip file to which you want to import the Intellisig. If you do not provide the file
extension, the command assumes the file extension depending on the type.
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NOTE
If you want to import to an XML file, verify that the supporting directories exist in the same folder as the XML
file.

• type
Specifies whether you want to import as XML or zip file. If you do not include this parameter, the command assumes
the import type depending on the import file extension.
Valid values: xml, zip

• mode
Specifies the import mode. Following import modes are supported:
Default: mergenew

• replace
Replaces existing definitions with the definition being imported. Existing definitions are lost.

• mergenew
Appends new Intellisig versions to the definitions on the manager. Existing definitions are not modified.

• mergeall
Appends new Intellisig versions and updates the existing definitions that are included in the import file. Intellig versions
that are not defined in the import files are not modified.

• updateactive
Specifies whether active Intellisig versions can be updated during the import.
Valid values: Yes, Y, true, 1 or No, N, false, 0
Default: Yes

• delete
Specifies whether you want to delete Intellisigs before the import. If you do not include the delete switch, none of the
Intellisigs are deleted before import.
Default: No

intellisigcmd genuuid -- Generate UUIDs

The intellisigcmd genuuid command lets you generate unique UUIDs which you can use when creating custom Intellisigs.

This command has the following format:

intellisigcmd genuuid [num=<count>]

• num
Specifies the number of UUIDs to be generated. If you do not specify this parameter, a single UUID is generated.
Otherwise, <count> UUIDs are generated.
Valid Values: 1 to 1000

cadsmcmd Messages

Return Codes
Contents

If a problem is detected by cadsmcmd, a message describing the problem is printed on standard output. This message is
headed "SDCMDxxxxxx>: " or "SDCMD<Axxxxxx>: " .

• An "A" means that SD API reported the problem and the following number is the API reported error code.
• "CMD" indicates that the problem was detected and the following number is the cadsmcmd error code.

In case of a CMD code, this code is also the return code of the cadsmcmd.
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All API codes are mapped to the cadsmcmd return code cadsmcmd_API_ERROR (32).

CMD000000

Successfully completed.

CMD000001

ATTIME format incorrect.

CMD000002

TIMEOUT value not numeric.

CMD000003

Invalid value assigned to a keyword.

CMD000004

Syntax error.

CMD000005

Could not open procedure file.

CMD000006

The command is allowed on the enterprise only.

CMD000007

The command is allowed on domain manager only.

CMD000008

Reserved.

CMD000009

No parameter for batch specified. The keyword batch was coded, but no batch file.

CMD000010

No parameter for local specified. The keyword local was coded, but no domain manager name.

CMD000011

Could not open batch file.

CMD000012

Error in procedure file detected. Details are listed on standard output.
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CMD000013

Parameter too long.

CMD000014

Too many areas/domains, computers/computer groups or procedures.

CMD000015

Cannot combine external procedure and Software Detection script.

CMD000016

SENDTIME format is incorrect. (YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM)

CMD000017

HALTTIME format is incorrect. (YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM)

CMD000018

Filter: quotation marks not balanced.

CMD000019

Filter: parentheses not balanced.

CMD000020

Filter: logical operator expected, but not found.

CMD000021

Filter: comparative operator expected, but not found.

CMD000022

Filter: illegal comparative operator found.

CMD000023

Filter: a non-numeric value was assigned to a numeric attribute.

CMD000024

Filter: a numeric value is too large.

CMD000025

The specified system is not a scalability server.

CMD000026

No userI ID entered, login refused.
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CMD000027

ECHO/UNECHO console failed. The system cannot switch between console's echo and unecho mode. Therefore, it is not
possible to prompt for a password and to enter it without echo or to reverse the mode.

CMD000028

Application is running in batch. Login dialog is impossible.

CMD000029

Unknown error code received.

CMD000030

cadsmcmd abnormally ended due to an error reported before.

CMD000031

Invalid period specification.

CMD000032

API error reported. API errors have been reported before on standard output. cadsmcmd returns this code.

CMD000033

Out of memory.

CMD000034

Internal error.

CMD000035

Unknown parameter "...".

CMD000036

Invalid task.

CMD000037

Order not found.

CMD000038

The argument ... is missing.

CMD000039

The argument ...=... is invalid.

CMD000040

Either the argument ... or ... should only be coded.
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CMD000041

Unknown command ...

CMD000042

DELIVERYTIME format incorrect.

CMD000043

No recoverable jobs found.

CMD000044

No recoverable jobs for the computers found.

CMD000045

Renew not allowed.

CMD000046

Wrong state.

CMD000047

Specified software template was not found.

CMD000048

Specified job was not found.

CMD000049

Either the argument ... is missing or ....

CMD000050

Either the argument ... is missing or .... or ....

CMD000051

Internal error: Root of computer groups not found.

CMD000052

Coded action not supported by domain manager.

CMD000053

Coded action not supported by enterprise manager.

CMD000054

The super group is not a software group.
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CMD000055

More than one name parameter is coded.

CMD000056

Invalid syntax of itemList.

CMD000057

The group is not a procedure group.

CMD000058

The group is not a catalog group.

CMD000059

The Jobcontainer is sealed.

CMD000060

The group is a catalog group.

CMD000061

Quote error in line %d.

CMD000062

Line %d confusing.

CMD000063

Invalid type of group.

CMD000064

Software templates and computer groups of other types have been mixed.

CMD000065

Software template already sealed.

CMD000066

Insufficient permissions.

CMD000067

The job container has insufficient permissions.

CMD000068

The job container name is not unique.
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CMD000069

The distribution is in another state other than "" BUILDING"" .

CMD000070

This group is not a query group.

CMD000071

This group is not associated with a software policy.

CMD000072

This group is sealed.

CMD000073

This group is not sealed.

CMD000074

This group is a query group.

CMD000075

Missing read permission.

CMD000076

Missing write permission.

CMD000077

The object cannot be removed.

CMD000078

Errors have been reported during batch processing.

CMD000079

Duplicate entry "<entry identifier>" in "<path #1>" and "<path #2>". The latter is ignored.

CMD000080

item "<item name>" of version "<item version>" could not be found among the distributed items of area "<area name>".

CMD000081

Object not found.

CMD000082

Incorrect format of date/time (YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm).
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CMD000083

In the current state the modification by "<method>" is not allowed.

CMD000084

Parameter "<parameter name>" invalid in this context.

CMD000085

Parameter position is out of range.

CMD000086

No jobs to renew found.

CMD000087

"<string>" is not a keyword.

CMD000088

Target not found.

CMD000089

Batch file empty.

CMD000090

Renew is not allowed for this container.

CMD000091

The group is empty.

CMD000092

Invalid computer name.

CMD000093

Too many arguments.

CMD000094

Reporting BMS error.

Further details in BMS Errors.

CMD000095

Reporting BMS database access error.

Further details in CSM Errors.
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CMD000096

BMSCAPI request failed.

CMD000097

List is empty.

CMD000098

End of list (internal code).

CMD000099

MAC address refers a system that is already BMS managed.

CMD000100

Product is not installed.

CMD000101

The computer is already BMS managed.

CMD000102

The computer has not been registered from the network yet.

CMD000103

There is no matching PXE computer entry in OSIM.

CMD000104

The object properties or status do not allow this action

CMD000105

Query execution error "<error>".

CMD000106

Access to query list failed. Caught error code: "<code>".

CMD000107

CO API Request failed: "<code>" - "<text>".

CMD000108

CO API indicates NULL value in database field.

CMD000109

Session establishment failed.
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CMD000110

CO API Request failed: element "<number>": "<code>" - "<text>"

CMD000111

Specified boot server not found.

CMD000112

Computer user specified is of invalid format.

CMD000113

Computer not unique.

CMD000114

User not unique.

CMD000115

Software Templates not found.

CMD000116

Query object not found.

CMD000117

Computer group does not exist.

CMD000118

Warning: Function is obsolete.

CMD000119

Policy "<name>" does not exist

CMD000120

Policy: "<name>" type "<type>" does not match target type "<type>"

CMD000121

Operation not allowed: configuration "<uuid>" is not in state planned

CMD000122

Operation not allowed: configuration "<uuid>" is neither in planned nor in error state

CMD000123

Operation not allowed: configuration "<uuid>" is in planned, or in error, or in canceling or in active state
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CMD000124

Operation not allowed: policy "<name>" is not in UNSEALED state

CMD000125

Value of the parameter is invalid for the type of the parameter

CMD000126

USD query creation error: code = "<code>" - text = "<text>".

CMD000127

USD QueryInit error: code = "<code>".

CMD000128

Configuration identifier "<uuid>" not found.

CMD000129

Error in procedure file detected.

CMD000130

No parameters specified, command not processed.

CMD000131

Scalability server group "<name>" not found.

CMD000132

Filter evaluation failed: <filter>

CMD000133

Scalability server "<name>" not found.

CMD000134

Group "<name>" is no server group.

CMD000135

Group "<name>" is no computer or template group.

CMD000136

Parameter information not found.

CMD000137

Parameter "<name>" does not exist.
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CMD000138

Section "<name>" does not exist.

CMD000139

Section information not found.

CMD000140

Policy information not found.

CMD000141

Configuration information not found.

CMD000142

Error object information not found.

CMD000143

At least one of the multiple operations failed.

CMD000144

Operation failed.

CMD000145

CCNF API Request failed: "<code>" - "<text>"

CMD000146

Operation not allowed for Default Computer Policy.

CMD000147

Engine name "<name" not found.

CMD000148

Engine uuid "<uuid"> not found.

CMD000149

The target has already registered. The operation is not allowed.

CMD000150

MAC address missing. System not OSIM enabled.

CMD000151

The following arguments are conflicting: <arg1> and <arg2>
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CMD000152

Invalid order name

CMD000153

Software policy already linked.

CMD000154

Software policy is not linked to specified computer group.

CMD000155

Computer group not found.

CMD000156

The system is an ADS device

CMD000157

The software policy is not sealed.

CMD000158

No addressable targets left.

CMD000159

Specified MAC address does not match.

CMD000160

Computer/user not found.

CMD000161

Not all jobs were removed from software policy.

CMD000162

No install procedure found.

CMD000163

No default install procedure found.

CMD000164

Software policy not supported for legacy manager "<name>".

CMD000165

Warning: software policy should be sealed but no target and/or no software are assigned.
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CMD000166

Software policy cannot be sealed - no target group assigned.

CMD000167

Query "<query name>" not found.

CMD000168

Query "<query name>" is not unique.

CMD000169

Domain "<domain name>" not found.

CMD000170

Query "<query name>" for domain "<domain name>" not found.

CMD000171

Manager "<manager name>" not found.

CMD000172

Manager "<manager name>" is not unique.

CMD000173

AMAPI Error - <AMAPI Error Code> - <AMAPI error message>

CMD000174

No action available as AM is not supported by the addressed manager.

CMD000175

Class name or class id "<class name>" does not exist.

CMD000176

Security area "<security area>" not found.

CMD000177

Security object "<security object>" not found.

CMD000176

Folder "<folder name>" not found.

CMD000179

Folder id "<folder id>" not found.
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CMD000180

For class id "SoftwareJob" the argument "foldername=" is missing.

CMD000181

For class id "SoftwareJob" the argument "folderclassid=" is missing.

CMD000182

Folder "__SD_Software Templates" not found.

CMD000183

Domain name "<domainName>" invalid.

BMS Errors
Contents

BMS000000

Method successfully completed.

BMS000001

Memory shortage.

BMS000002

Missing server name.

BMS000003

Connection to a server is still pending.

BMS000004

No session to server established yet.

BMS000005

This method is not implemented yet.

BMS000006

The specified MAC address does not match the MAC address of the specified system.

BMS000007

Internal error.

BMS000008

The boot server is still busy with a scheduled configuration for this computer.
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BMS000009

Modification of boot status failed.

BMS000010

The computer could not be located in database.

BMS000011

Invalid parameter.

BMS000012

The computer is already named.

BMS000013

Property not found.

BMS000014

The boot status does not suit for this method.

BMS000015

No planned configuration available.

BMS000016

There is already an active configuration.

BMS000017

Invalid date/time specification.

BMS000018

Image is not available, detected only

BMS000019

No scheduled configuration available.

BMS000020

Invalid configuration status.

BMS000021

Invalid configuration specified.

BMS000022

No current configuration available.
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BMS000023

The MAC address already exists.

BMS000024

The computer name is not unique.

BMS000025

Image not found.

BMS000026

Parameter not found.

BMS000027

For modification of operating system image use the method modifyOS.

BMS000028

This parameter is mandatory and has no default.

BMS000029

userParam and userValue should not be coded together.

BMS000030

User parameter not found.

BMS000031

The parameter value does not meet the specifications of the parameter.

BMS000032

The MAC address is already in use by another BMS managed computer.

BMS000033

The value is not a member of the list.

BMS000034

The target computer is OSIM-unmanaged and has no configurations assigned.

BMS000100

The boot server could not be located at database.

CSM Errors
Contents
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CSM000000

Error reported by CSM method.

CSM000001

Connection not initialized.

CSM000002

Function already done.

CSM000003

Function argument invalid.

CSM000004

Memory allocation error.

CSM000005

Local error sending message.

CSM000006

No reply from server.

CSM000007

Invalid reply from server.

CSM000008

No (more) data available.

CSM000009

Request failed.

CSM000010

Insufficient access permissions.

dsmPush--Push CA Client Automation Component Installation Packages to
Domain Manager
Contents

The dsmPush tool is used to import (or "push") and create CA Client Automation component installation packages from
the installation DVD into the domain manager. The dsmPush tool can be used to import packages suitable for use by
either Infrastructure Deployment or Software Delivery.

Language independent base packages are provided on the installation DVD for the Basic Hardware Inventory (BHI)
agent, Asset Management (AM) agent, Remote Control (RC) agent, and Software Delivery (SD) agent. The language
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independent base packages already include the English (ENU) language package; therefore, there is no separate English
(ENU) language package.

You can create your own set of agent packages using the dsmPush tool. You can specify which agent combination and
which languages you want. For example, you can create a package containing Software Delivery and Remote Control
with the Spanish and Korean language packs.

For further details, see the “About Agent Language Package Creation and Installation” section in the Implementation
Guide.

As part of setup a predefined set of packages are pushed onto the CA Client Automation manager. With the dsmPush tool
you can push these packages again or create new packages to push.

The dsmPush tool is written using CA Client Automation scripting language and provides a check function to validate and
list existing packages in the CA Client Automation manager, and a copy function which performs the push or creation of
the packages into the CA Client Automation manager.

On Windows, dsmPush is called as follows:

dmscript.exe pathname\dsmPush.dms {copy | check} [-I imagelocation] [parameters ...]

The parameter -? shows a "Usage" to the user.

dsmPush -? - Usage -

The parameter -? shows a "Usage" to the user. The usage is also shown if dsmPush is called without parameters, or if
there is a severe parameter error. The parameter -silent also controls the "Usage."

dmscript.exe pathname\dsmPush.dms { check <check-parameters> | -? | 

   copy [-I imagelocation] [<copy-parameters>] [-silent] }

<copy-parameters> = 

   { [-single] [<os-parameters>] [<sd/dm-Parameters>] }

   [<pack-parameters>] [<lang-parameters>]

<os-parameters>     = [-win] [-hp] [-sun] [-ibm] [-linux] [mac] [unixware] 

<sd/dm-Parameters>= [-REGSD] [-REGDM]

<pack-parameters> = [-rc] [-sd] [-am] 

<lang-parameters> = 

   [-P nls,enu,chs,deu,esn,fra,jpn,kor] 

   [-L nls,enu,chs,deu,esn,fra,jpn,kor] 

   

<check-parameters> = [-f check-output-file-name]

dsmPush Check Function
dsmPush check

Checks whether deployment packages exist at the local system and lists the packages found. The tool dsmPush does not
check for Software Delivery packages. The list of packages found by dsmPush contains the following information:
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• Product Name
• Package
• Operating environment
• Language
• Version
• Description

The information is written to the check-output-file. Its name defaults to DSM_dsmPush_check_output.txt.

On Windows, its location defaults to the temporary folder (%TEMP%)

On Linux, its location defaults to $CA_ITRM_BASEDIR/logs if that variable is set or /tmp if not.

dsmPush copy script -- Import Packages into a Library

The dsmPush copy script imports a set of packages for the specified products and operating environments into the
Infrastructure Deployment library on the local system or into the Software Delivery library.

NOTE
To see the usage of the dsmPush script, issue a single question mark as parameter with the dsmPush script.
The script must be run from the CD image, as follows:

• On Windows:
dmscript dsmPush -? 

• On Linux:
dmscript dsmPush.dms -? 

NOTE
On Windows, the usage is displayed in a pop-up message box; on Linux, the usage is printed to standard output
(stdout). The usage displays automatically in the case of parameter errors; however, the usage is not displayed
when the -silent parameter is used with dsmPush.

• -I "imagelocation"
Specifies the root directory of the image. The default is the location of the dsmPush.dms script.

• operating_environment
Specifies the operating environment of the packages to import through one of the following options:

-win Windows platforms
-linux Linux platforms
-sun Sun Solaris platforms
-ibm IBM AIX platforms
-hp HP UX platform
-mac MAC OS X platforms
-unixware SCO UnixWare platforms

• product
Specifies the combination of products each imported agent package should contain. Valid values are as follows:

-am Asset Management
-rc Remote Control
-sd Software Delivery

• registration
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Specifies to which library the packages should be imported. Valid values are as follows:

-REGDM Specifies that the packages should be imported into the
Infrastructure Deployment library on the local system

-REGSD Specifies that the packages should be imported into the Software
Delivery library.

If nothing is specified for registration, the packages are imported into both libraries.

• -P {list_of_languagepackages}
Specifies the language packages to import.
The list_of_languagepackages is a comma-separated list without any spaces where you can specify the language
packages using the following options:

nls multi-language packages
enu English (U.S.) packages
chs Simplified Chinese packages
deu German packages
esn Spanish packages
fra French packages
jpn Japanese packages
kor Korean packages

NOTE
This is the complete list of supported languages at the time of publication, but more may be added later.

The nls is provided for compatibility purposes only. It should be used only in combination with enu. The nls
option represents the three languages French (fra), German (deu), and Japanese (jpn).

When you specify nls, an old style NLS package is copied to the library (Windows only).

Examples:

-P deu,fra,kor 

imports packages that can be configured to operate in any of German, French, and Korean language.

-P enu 

specifies that only the English-only base packages are copied.

• -L {enu|chs|deu|esn|fra|jpn|kor}
Specifies the language used by the Infrastructure Deployment wizard and the Software Delivery registration
information. This is usually the language in which the CA Client Automation domain manager is running. You can use
one of the options listed to specify the language. If the -L parameter is missing, enu (English (U.S.)) is used by default.
Example: -L deu

• -single
Forces that only one package (agent or language package) is imported in the Software Delivery and Infrastructure
Deployment libraries. Any other package imported is omitted. This applies to each operating environment specified or
for all operating environments if the operating_environment parameter is missing.
So if more than one operating environment is specified, the result is not a single package but a single package per
operating environment
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– Examples:
– -single -P chs

Imports the Chinese language package.
– -single -am

Imports the Asset Management agent package (English only).
– -single -am -rc -P deu,fra

Imports the merged Remote Control and Asset Management agents package for English, German, and French.
• -silent

Switches dsmPush's progress report off (for backward compatibility reasons).
By default, dsmPush provides a progress report that informs the users about what has already been done. The first
information in the report is the name of the log file. On Linux, the progress report is written to standard output (stdout);
on Windows, it is written to the Script Interpreter Window. This window closes 10 seconds after the progress report
script has finished.

Using Combinations of Parameters

Important notes on using combinations of the parameters:

• If the operating_environment parameter is not specified, the specified packages are imported for all supported
operating environments, independent of the -single option.

• If the product parameter is not specified and the -single option is missing, all agent packages available on the CD
for the languages specified through the -P parameter are imported. If the -single option is specified, the specified
language package is installed.

• If no language is specified (-P parameter is missing), then for all specified packages only the NLS version (=
enu,deu,fra,jpn) is imported.

• If the -single option is specified, but the product and -P parameters are missing, no package is imported.

dsmPush Examples

Display the dsmPush Usage

From the top level DVD folder run the dsmPush script, for example:

C:\DSM_11_2_226_1042_CD> dmscript dsmPush -?

Import Specific Product Packages with Language Packages Using the German Version of the Infrastructure
Deployment Wizard and the Software Delivery reginfo Files

This example imports Asset Management and Software Delivery product packages with German and French language
packages in the libraries, using the German version of the Infrastructure Deployment wizard and the Software Delivery
reginfo files. The example applies to a Windows environment:

...\Program Files\CA\DSM\Bin\dmscript.exe "pathname\dsmPush.dms" copy

-I "imagelocation" -am -sd -REGDM -REGSD -P enu,deu,fra -L deu

Import Windows Packages to Support All Languages

dmscript c:\DSM_11_2_226_1042_CD\dsmPush.dms copy 

-I c:\DSM_11_2_226_1042_CD -win -P fra,chs,deu,esn,kor,jpn -L enu

Import Windows Packages for Asset Management in French Language to the Software Delivery and Infrastructure
Deployment Libraries

dmscript c:\DSM_11_2_226_1042_CD\dsmPush.dms copy 

-I c:\DSM_11_2_226_1042_CD -win -am -P fra -L enu
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Import Windows Packages for Remote Control in Spanish Language to the Software Delivery and Infrastructure
Deployment Libraries

dmscript c:\DSM_11_2_226_1042_CD\dsmPush.dms copy 

-I c:\DSM_11_2_226_1042_CD -win -rc -P esn -L enu

Import Windows Packages for Remote Control and Software Delivery in Chinese Plus Japanese Language to the
Software Delivery and Infrastructure Deployment Libraries

dmscript c:\DSM_11_2_226_1042_CD\dsmPush.dms copy 

-I c:\DSM_11_2_226_1042_CD -win -rc -sd -P chs,jpn -L enu

Import Windows Packages for Asset Management and Software Delivery in Chinese, Korean, German, and
Japanese Language to the Software Delivery and Infrastructure Deployment Libraries

dmscript c:\DSM_11_2_226_1042_CD\dsmPush.dms copy 

-I c:\DSM_11_2_226_1042_CD -win -am -sd -P kor,jpn,chs,deu -L enu

Import Linux Packages for Asset Management and Software Delivery in Chinese, Korean, German, and Japanese
Language to the Software Delivery and Infrastructure Deployment Libraries

dmscript c:\DSM_11_2_226_1042_CD\dsmPush.dms copy 

-I c:\DSM_11_2_226_1042_CD -Linux -am -sd -P kor,jpn,chs,deu -L enu

Import All Windows Packages in All Languages to the Software Delivery Library

dmscript c:\DSM_11_2_226_1042_CD\dsmPush.dms copy 

-I c:\DSM_11_2_226_1042_CD -win -REGSD -P kor,jpn,chs,deu,esn,fra -L enu

Import All Windows Packages in All Languages to the Infrastructure Deployment Library

dmscript c:\DSM_11_2_226_1042_CD\dsmPush.dms copy 

-I c:\DSM_11_2_226_1042_CD -win -REGDM -P kor,jpn,chs,deu,esn,fra -L enu

Import All Windows Packages in All Languages to the Software Delivery and Infrastructure Deployment Libraries
Unattended

dmscript c:\DSM_11_2_226_1042_CD\dsmPush.dms copy 

-I c:\DSM_11_2_226_1042_CD -win -P fra,chs,deu,esn,kor,jpn,nls -L enu 

-silent

Software Delivery CLI Reference
The Software Delivery CLI Reference provides detailed reference information for three separate software delivery
command-line interfaces:

• sd_acmd

• sd_msiexe

• sd_sscmd

sd_acmd---Agent Administrative Commands
The sd_acmd command reports on manually installed software.

Software Delivery agent software must be installed and configured before you can use sd_acmd.

You can execute sd_acmd from your job script to:
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• Signal reboots or logoffs
• Populate install or uninstall records
• Populate or remove scalability server staging library delivery records
• Populate or remove software detection records
• Secure and execute Software Delivery job container order files.

Syntax

sd_acmd command command_arguments [arguments]

NOTE

• For offline reinstallation, you can use the ReinstallTarget, Encrypt, and JobCheck commands.
• To omit an argument, include the empty argument in your syntax by typing "".

AddActivateRecord--Software Package Was Activated
This command adds a record notifying Software Delivery that a software package has been activated.

Syntax

AddActivateRecord item  

                  version  

                  procedure  

                  installprocedure  

                  date

                  time  

                  orderedby  

                  comment 

            [target=<target>]

• item
Name of the software package.

• version
Version of the software package.

• procedure
Blank string (reserved for future use).

• installprocedure
Name of the installation procedure used. Use a blank string to indicate any install procedure, and an asterisk (*) to
indicate every installation made, using any install procedure.

• date
Specifies the date of the installation. You can also use the keyword current. Format of date: YYYY-MM-DD

• time
Specifies the time of the installation. You can also use the keyword current. Format of time: HH:MM

• orderedby
Specifies the User ID that ordered the installation.

• comment
Your own comments.

• [target=<target>]
Specifies whether the command is applicable for the computer unit (default), or any valid or existing user profile units
on the same computer. You can specify any target except the following targets:
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– On the computer that you are running the command.
– From the user profile on the same computer you are running the command on.

 

Example

In the following example, Software Delivery is notified that an activation record for software item Product X, version 1.1,
using procedure Activate1, install procedure Install, to be added. The current date and time are used for the installation.
Ordered by lists Automatic by Job and the comment Uses Activate1 for Product X 1.1:

sd_acmd addactivaterecord "Product X" "1.1" "Activate1" "Install" current current "Automatic by Job" "Using

 Activate1 for Product X 1.1"

NOTE
If the activation record cannot be associated with installation, the result of the command is not saved.

AddConfigureRecord--Software Package Was Configured
This command adds a record notifying Software Delivery that a software package has been configured. If there is no
installation that the configuration record can be associated with, the result of the command is not saved.

Syntax

AddConfigureRecord item  

                   version  

                   procedure  

                   installprocedure  

                   date  | current

                   time  | current

                   orderedby  

                   comment 

                   [target="targetname"]

• item
Name of the software package.

• version
Version of the software package.

• procedure
Blank string (reserved for future use).

• installprocedure
Name of the installation procedure used. Use a blank string to indicate any install procedure, and an asterisk (*) to
indicate every installation made, using any install procedure.

• date
Specifies the date of the installation. You can also use the keyword current. Format of date: YYYY-MM-DD

• time
Specifies the time of the installation. You can also use the keyword current. Format of time: HH:MM

• orderedby
This parameter is optional and provides an account name, for example, DomainX\UserY.
Default: Current user running the SecureContainer command.

• comment
Your own comments.
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• [target="targetname"]
Specifies whether the command is applicable for the computer unit (default), or any valid or existing user profile units
on the same computer. You can specify any target except the following targets:
– On the computer that you are running the command.
– From the user profile on the same computer you are running the command on.

 

Example:

Software Delivery is notified that a configuration record for software item Product X, Version 1.1, procedure Configure1,
with install procedure Install, to be added. The current date and time are used for the installation. Ordered by lists
Automatic by Job and the comment Uses Configure1 for Product X 1.1:

sd_acmd addconfigurerecord "Product X" "1.1" "Configure1" "Install" current current "Automatic by Job" "Using

 Configure1 for Product X 1.1"

AddDetectedRecord--Notify Software Delivery that a Software Package Was Detected
This command adds a record notifying Software Delivery that a software package has been detected. The installed
package has source files available in the Library while the detected one has no such files.

Syntax

AddDetectedRecord item  

                  version 

                  supplier 

                  comment 

                 [uninstall template] 

                 [uninstall file] 

                 [uninstall params] 

                 [target="targetname"]

• item
Name of the software package.

• version
Version of the software package.

• supplier
Name of the supplier.

• comment
Your own comments.

• uninstall_template
Template type, for example msidetup for MSI packages.

• uninstall_file
The name of the uninstall file, for example x.msi for MSI packages.

• uninstall_params
Uninstall parameters, for example /u $joid /x productGUID /lemo $rf /qn for MSI packages.
The macro $joid will expand to the job object identifier.
The macro $rf will create a result file to enable view of the output. 
The x parameter states that an uninstall should be made. 
The qn parameter states that the execution should occur silently, that is, without a user interface.

• [target="targetname"]
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Specifies whether the command is applicable for the computer unit (default), or any valid or existing user profile units
on the same computer. You can specify any target except the following targets:
– On the computer that you are running the command.
– From the user profile on the same computer you are running the command on.

 

Example

In the following example:

sd_acmd adddetectedrecord "Product V" "3.1" "Bestseller Inc." "Detection of Product V v3.1" "" "" ""

Software Delivery is communicated that a record for detected software item Product V Version 3.1 should be added.
Supplier will list Bestseller Inc. and the comment will be "Detection of Product V v3.1.”

NOTE
For SXP, PIF, PKG, and RPM packages, if an AddDetectedRecord is issued, and the Item is registered in the
software library, the detection record is automatically converted to an installation record with procedure Install
Package.

AddInstallRecord--Notify Software Delivery that a Software Package Was Installed
This command adds a record notifying Software Delivery that a software package has been installed. If an
AddInstallRecord is issued, and the Item or Item Procedure is missing in the software library, the installation record is
automatically converted to a detection record with procedure Detected.

Syntax

AddInstallRecord item 

                 version 

                 procedure 

                 date | current

                 time | current

                 orderedby 

                 comment 

                 [target="targetname"]

• item
Name of the software package.

• version
Version of the software package.

• procedure
Blank string (reserved for future use).

• date
Specifies the date of the installation. You can also use the keyword current.
Format of date: YYYY-MM-DD

• time
Specifies the time of the installation. You can also use the keyword current.
Format of time: HH:MM

• orderedby
This parameter is optional and provides an account name, for example, DomainX\UserY.
Default: Current user running the SecureContainer command.
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• comment
Your own comments.

• [target="targetname"]
Specifies whether the command is applicable for the computer unit (default), or any valid or existing user profile units
on the same computer. You can specify any target except the following targets:
– On the computer that you are running the command.
– From the user profile on the same computer you are running the command on.

 

Example:

In the following example Software Delivery is notified that an installation record for software item Product X Version 1.1,
using procedure Install, to be added. The current date and time are used for the installation. Ordered by lists Automatic by
Job and the comment will be required by Product Y v2.0 install.

sd_acmd addinstallrecord "Product X" "1.1" "Install" current current "Automatic by Job" "Required by Product Y

 v2.0 install"

AddLibDeliveryRecord--Notify Software Delivery that a Software Package Was Added to a
Scalability Server Staging Library
This command adds a record notifying Software Delivery that a software package has been added to a scalability server
staging library.

Syntax

AddLibDeliveryRecord item 

                     version 

                     procedure 

                     date  | current

                     time  | current

                     orderedby 

                     comment 

                     [target="targetname"]

• item
Name of the software package.

• version
Version of the software package.

• procedure
Blank string (reserved for future use).

• date
Specifies the date of the installation. You can also use the keyword current.
Format of date: YYYY-MM-DD

• time
A mandatory parameter that sets a progress message for the current job container executor job.

• orderedby
Specifies the User ID that ordered the installation.

• comment
Your own comments.
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• [target="targetname"]
Specifies whether the command is applicable for the computer unit (default), or any valid or existing user profile units
on the same computer. You can specify any target except the following targets:
– On the computer that you are running the command.
– From the user profile on the same computer you are running the command on.

 

Example:

In the following example Software Delivery is communicated to add a delivery record for software item Product Z Version
1.3. The current date and time are used for the delivery. Ordered by lists Gunnar and the comment is an Upgrade of
Product Z v1.2.

sd_acmd addlibdeliveryrecord "Product Z" "1.3" "" current current "Gunnar" "Upgrade of Product Z v1.2"

NOTE
If this command is issued on a scalability server, and the software item Product Z 1.3 is present in the library
of the upstream domain manager, a record is added to the staging library folder of the scalability server. A job
record will also be added to the Jobs folder of the scalability server.

AddLibRemovalRecord--Notify Software Delivery that a Software Package Was Removed from
a Scalability Server Staging Library
This command adds a record notifying Software Delivery that a software package has been removed from a scalability
server staging library.

Syntax

AddLibRemovalRecord item 

                    version 

                    procedure 

                    date 

                    time 

                    orderedby 

                    comment 

                    [target="targetname"]

• item
Name of the software package.

• version
Version of the software package.

• procedure
Blank string (reserved for future use).

• date
Specifies the date of the installation. You can also use the keyword current.
Format of date: YYYY-MM-DD

• time
Specifies the time of the installation. You can also use the keyword current.
Format of time: HH:MM

• orderedby
This parameter is optional and provides an account name, for example, DomainX\UserY.
Default: Current user running the SecureContainer command.
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• comment
Your own comments.

• [target="targetname"]
Specifies whether the command is applicable for the computer unit (default), or any valid or existing user profile units
on the same computer. You can specify any target except the following targets:
– On the computer that you are running the command.
– From the user profile on the same computer you are running the command on.

 

Example:

In the following example:

sd_acmd addlibremovalrecord "Product W" "1.1" "" current current "Admin" "Removal of Product W v1.1"

Software Delivery is notified to remove a delivery record for software item Product W Version 1.1. The current date and
time are used. Ordered by lists Admin and the comment is "Removal of Product W v1.1."

NOTE
If this command is issued on a scalability server, and the software item Product W 1.1 is present in the library of
the upstream domain manager, and a delivery record for Product W 1.1 was present in the staging library folder
of the scalability server, the delivery record is deleted. A job record also adds to the Jobs folder of the scalability
server.

AddReinstallRecord --Software Package was Reinstalled
This command adds two records in the Jobs folder of the computer: a detection record notifying Software Delivery that a
software package has been removed using a detected uninstall procedure and then a record that the software package
has been installed. The install record is updated with the information provided in AddReinstallRecord.

If an AddReinstallRecord is issued, and the Item or Item Procedure is missing in the software library, the installation
record is automatically converted to a detection record with procedure Detected.

Syntax:

AddInstallRecord item 

                version 

                procedure 

                date | crurrent

                time | current

                orderedby 

                comment 

               [target="targetname"]

• item
Name of the software package.

• version
Version of the software package.

• procedure
Blank string (reserved for future use).

• date
Specifies the date of the installation. You can also use the keyword current. Format of date: YYYY-MM-DD

• time
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Specifies the time of the installation. You can also use the keyword current. Format of time: HH:MM

• orderedby
This parameter is optional and provides an account name, for example, DomainX\UserY.
Default: Current user running the SecureContainer command.

• comment
Your own comments.

• [target="targetname"]
Specifies whether the command is applicable for the computer unit (default), or any valid or existing user profile units
on the same computer. You can specify any target except the following targets:
– On the computer that you are running the command.
– From the user profile on the same computer you are running the command on.

 

Example

In the following example Software Delivery is notified that reinstallation records for software item Product W Version 1.1,
using procedure Install should be added. The current date and time are used. Ordered by will list Automatic by Job and
the comment will be Required by Product X v2.0 install.

sd_acmd addreinstallrecord "Product W" "1.1" "Install" current current "Automatic by Job" "Required by Product

 X v2.0 install"

AddUndetectedRecord--Notify Software Delivery that a Software Package Was Removed
This command adds a record notifying Software Delivery that a software package that was previously detected has now
been removed.

Syntax

AddUndetectedRecord item 

                   version 

                   [target="targetname"]

• item
Name of the software package.

• version
Version of the software package.

• [target="targetname"]
Specifies whether the command is applicable for the computer unit (default), or any valid or existing user profile units
on the same computer. You can specify any target except the following targets:
– On the computer that you are running the command.
– From the user profile on the same computer you are running the command on.

 

Example:

sd_acmd addundetectedrecord "Product V" "3.1"

Software Delivery is notified that a record for detected software item Product V Version 3.1 should be removed.
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AddUninstallRecord--Notify Software Delivery that a Software Package Was Uninstalled
This command adds a record notifying Software Delivery that a previously installed software package has been
uninstalled. If there is no installation that the uninstallation record can be associated with, the result of the command is not
saved.

Syntax

AddUninstallRecord item 

                   version 

                   procedure 

                   date  | current

                   time  | current

                   orderedby 

                   comment 

             [target="targetname"]

• item
Name of the software package.

• version
Version of the software package.

• procedure
Blank string (reserved for future use).

• date
Specifies the date of the installation. You can also use the keyword current.
Format of date: YYYY-MM-DD

• time
Specifies the time of the installation. You can also use the keyword current.
Format of time: HH:MM

• orderedby
This parameter is optional and provides an account name, for example, DomainX\UserY.
Default: Current user running the SecureContainer command.

• comment
Your own comments.

• [target="targetname"]
Specifies whether the command is applicable for the computer unit (default), or any valid or existing user profile units
on the same computer. You can specify any target except the following targets:
– On the computer that you are running the command.
– From the user profile on the same computer you are running the command on.

 

Example:

In the following example, Software Delivery is notified that an uninstall record for software item Product Y Version 1.2,
using procedure Uninstall, should be added. The current date and sda_time are used for the uninstallation. Ordered by will
list Automatic by Job and the comment will be Upgraded by Product Y v2.0 install.

sd_acmd adduninstallrecord "Product Y" "1.2" "Uninstall" "" current current "Automatic by Job" "Upgraded by

 Product Y v2.0 install"
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NOTE
In the case previously shown, a blank string was used for the install procedure. If two installations were
previously made, using Install1 and Install2 as install procedures, only one of these installations will be deleted.
If however * is used instead, both installations will be deleted.

Execute Container--Executes an Software Delivery Job Container Order File
This command executes a Software Delivery job container order file.

Syntax

ExecuteContainer ContainerFile 

                 [-o:results directory] 

                 [-p:password]

                 [-t]

• ContainerFile
Full path to the container order file.

• [-o:results directory]
Full path to the results directory (optional).

• [-p:password]
Password (optional).

• [-t]
Time in seconds.

During execution, the container order file is copied to the file name.cwf in the internal directory sdjexec 
(“.\CA\DSM\Agent\units\00000001\usd\sdjexec”).

When the container execution is completed, the file is renamed to name.crf and written to the given results directory, if
available, else the file is placed in the sdjexec directory).

If the $rf macro is used in the procedure parameters, the output log file is given a unique name with an extension of “res”
and copied to the supplied results directory.

NOTE
Empty result files are not stored on the computer.

NOTE
To run the container file, the data must be secured with sd_acmd SecureContainer.

NOTE
In a Windows NT/2000 environment, to execute a Software Delivery offline job using sd_acmd
ExecuteContainer, sufficient security privileges are needed. By default, only users assigned domain or global
administrative rights are authorized to run the Software Delivery offline jobs. Optionally, users who are members
of the Windows NT/2000 local group SDOFFLIN or global group Domain SDOFFLIN are authorized to run
Software Delivery offline jobs. The local group SDOFFLIN is created on all Windows NT/2000 computers when
installing Software Delivery. Administrators can create the global group Domain SDOFFLIN and add users to
these groups to let users run the Software Delivery offline jobs.

NOTE
In UNIX, the NIS (Network Information Service) performs similarly to domain user validation in NT. The SD NIS
user group for offline jobs is also called SDOFFLIN.

Examples:

The following example illustrates how to order an execution of a job container order file.
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sd_acmd executecontainer "C:\myorders\test1\order1.cof" -o:"C:\myresults" -p:mypassword

The Output Directory argument can also be added to the container order file (parameter ResultDirectory in section
Container). The command-line option overrides the value in the container order file.

As a password is used to secure the container order file in the example following (SecureContainer), the (same) password
parameter must also be specified when running the ExecuteContainer command. The container order file executor
internally decrypts any sensitive data before use.

-t parameter:

When the agent is busy executing a job or contacting the server, the offline job executor is unable to run. The -t:
parameter instructs the offline job executor to wait for a specified number of seconds before giving up and returning an
error code signifying that the agent is busy. A default timeout is used if none is specified.

sd_acmd executecontainer cont.cof -t:30

This instructs the offline job executor to wait up to 30 seconds for the agent to terminate before failing.

Encrypt--Encrypt Any String
This command encrypts any plain string that is passed as a parameter.

Syntax

encrypt <any-string>

• <any-string>
Specifies a plain string.

Example:

The following example returns the encrypted value of the plain string "machine1\user1", which is an account name for
accessing the share:

sd_acmd encrypt machine1\user1

Similarly, the password can be entered as a plain string, and it is also encrypted.

SecureContainer--Encrypt an Software Delivery Job Container Order File
This command secures a Software Delivery job container order file by encrypting it.

Syntax

SecureContainer ContainerFile 

                [-p:password]

• ContainerFile
Full path to the container order file.

• [-p:password]
Password (optional).

Example:

The following example illustrates how all sensitive information (passwords) in the container order file order1.cof, in
directory C:\myorders\test, is encrypted using the password mypassword.

sd_acmd securecontainer "C:\myorders\test1\order1.cof" -p:mypassword
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WaitContainers--Waits for Jobs to Finish
This command can optionally be used after calls to ExecuteContainer in batch files to wait for all pending or running jobs
to finish.

Syntax

WaitContainers [-t:Timeout] 

               [-f:ContainerFile]

• [-t:Timeout]
This parameter specifies the time to wait in seconds. The default value is infinite. The range is 0 to 2**31-1 (optional).

• [-f:ContainerFile]
The container file name is optional). If the extension cof is left out in the file name, Software Delivery appends it.

NOTE
The file is assumed to reside in “.\CA\DSM\Agent\units\00000001\usd\sdjexec”.

Example:

The following example shows the command to wait for all jobs in the container order file order3.cof to finish. The timeout is
30 seconds.

sd_acmd waitcontainers -t:30 -f:order3.cof

NOTE
If no container file (cof file) is given, a wait for all offline jobs is initiated.

ExitCodeMsg - Will Set an Error Message for a Failed Job
This command sets an error message text for the current job container executor job.

Syntax

ExitCodeMsg [Error message]

where

• Error Message
An optional parameter that determines the error message for the current job container executor job.

Example:

The ExitCodeMsg command is not suitable for command-line usage. It is recommended for batch and script files. For
example, an executable could generate exit or return codes that indicate different error causes. By switch/case logic,
an understandable error message could be generated in each such case by messages that replace the otherwise not
understandable text "Exit code xx indicates possible error".The message SDM228483 is associated with the usage of the
ExitCodeMsg command.

NOTE
Even if the error message parameter is optional, it is not recommended to use the command without the
parameter.

JobCheck--Run the Job Check
This command runs the Job Check task and activates the software delivery agent to contact the scalability server.
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Three new VDI Support switches -- ReportTemplateSwStateDbRecords, ReportInstanceSwStateDbRecords, and
ReportAllSwStateDbRecords -- have been added to extend its functionality. These switches are only used to send job
records from the instance/template databases; they do not perform offline reinstallation.

Syntax

JobCheck [target="targetname"] 

         [update] 

         [installonly] 

         [/BG] 

         [/wait]

         [/ReportTemplateSwStateDbRecords]

         [/ReportInstanceSwStateDbRecords]

         [/ReportAllSwStateDbRecords]

• [target="targetname"]
(Optional) Runs for the specified target, if a value is present. If no target is specified, the current context is the default if
a user agent is enabled on the target computer.

• [update]
(Optional) Updates attribute only.

NOTE
The update and installonly options are mutually exclusive.

• [installonly]
(Optional) Does not update attribute.

• [/BG]
(Optional) Runs the Job Check task in background mode.

• [/wait]
(Optional) Ensures that sd_acmd does not return until a job check has completed.

• [/ReportTemplateSwStateDbRecords]
(Optional) Sends template state database records only without performing offline reinstallation.

• [/ReportInstanceSwStateDbRecords]
(Optional) Sends instance state database records only without performing offline reinstallation.

• [/ReportAllSwStateDbRecords]
(Optional) Sends all software state database records without performing offline reinstallation.

JobProgress--Sets a Progress Message or Percentage for the Current Job
This command sets a progress message and a progress percentage for the current job.

Syntax

JobProgress Text 

            [Percentage]

• Text
A mandatory parameter that sets a progress message for the current job container executor job.

• [Percentage]
An optional parameter that sets a progress percentage for the current job container executor job.

Example:

In the following example:

sd_acmd jobprogress "Running Job 1" 50
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Software Delivery presents the progress message "Running Job 1" with the percentage "50" for the current job container
executor job.

NOTE
The JobProgress command is not suitable for command-line usage. It is more suitable for batch and script files.
For example, executables could generate return codes that indicate different states in the whole batch or script
execution scenario. A specific progress message could be generated in each such relevant state, replacing
nonspecific ones.

Remove Target--Remove a Target from a Computer
This command removes targets from a computer.

Syntax:

sd_acmd RemoveTarget Propertystring

• Propertystring
The property string might contain “TARGET=<target name> or TYPE=<type>. The valid types are MACHINE,
LOCAL_USER, DOMAIN_USER, PALM, WIN_CE, and NOKIA. The TYPE= property may appear multiple times in the
command if several target types are to be removed.

Examples:

In the following example:

sd_acmd removetarget TYPE=WIN_CE

Software Delivery removes all records of docking devices of Windows CE type that are attached to the Win32 desktop
companion.

This cleans up the record on the desktop companion, if the Windows CE device had a native WinCE agent installed after
having been a docking device on the desktop companion. 

If two local users are associated with the target computer, User1 and User2, then:

If you type

sd_acmd removetarget TARGET=T01M0234/User1

the local user, User 1, is removed.

If you type

sd_acmd removetarget TYPE=LOCAL_USER

all local users, User 1 and User 2, associated with the Software Delivery agent are removed.

Remove Win32 Program
This command runs the uninstall command associated with a product registered under the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall\”Product string”, where the “Product String” should be entered
in the <registrykey> parameter.

Syntax:

sd_acmd RemoveWin32Pgm RegistryKey [Propertystring] 

• RegistryKey
“Product String” of HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall\”Product
string”
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• [Propertystring]
The <Propertystring> parameter may contain the following properties:
– PARAMETERS=<User added parameters> - these may be command line parameters, like for unattended

processing. The value will be appended to the command line found in the “QuietUninstallString” value, and if it is
absent - the “UninstallString” value.

– KEYEXISTS=1 - means that only a validation is to be performed. (Using this feature “Detect Installed” and “Verify
Uninstalled” procedures may easily be created. The return value is 0 if the key exists otherwise 6020 ).

– TIMEOUT=<timeot value> - as the initial uninstall process may spawn off the real uninstall process
RemoveWin32Pgm may wait the specified time in seconds for the registry key to be removed. If the key persists
after process completion (+ the time out time) an error code is returned. 

– OUTPUT=<file name> - enables logging to file during the processing.

Example:

In the following example

sd_acmd removewin32pgm registrykey="Jukebox 1.0" timeput=60

Software Delivery should remove the Jukebox program Version 1.0 from the computer within the timeout 60 seconds.

SetDownloadMethod
This command specifies the download method for the agent.

Syntax

SetDownloadMethod {NOS|NONE|DTS}

• NOS
Internal NOS

• NONE
Internal NOS-less

• DTS
DTS NOS-less

NOTE
The operation fails if the desired download method is invalid.

NOTE
For example, if DTS is not installed on the machine, "sd_acmd SetDownloadMethod DTS" fails with message
"SD_ACMD <6027>: Invalid download method".

Signal--Sends Signals to Software Delivery on Actions to Be Taken by the Software Delivery
Agent
This command lets you send signals to Software Delivery on separate actions required by the Software Delivery agent
during the installation.

Syntax

Signal 

   [reboot] 

   [rerun] 

   [logoff]

   [shutdown]

   [rebootae] 
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   [logoffae]

   [shutdownae]

• [reboot]
This command causes the computer to be rebooted after execution of the current job.

• [rerun]
The current job restarts next time as well. This command can be used with logoff or the reboot parameter.

• [logoff]
This command logs off user after execution of the current job.

• [shutdown]
This command shuts down computer after execution of the current job.

• [rebootae]
This command reboots computer after execution of last job in batch.

• [logoffae]
This command logs off user after execution of last job in batch.

• [shutdownae]
This command shuts down computer after execution of the last job in batch.

At least one argument is required. Apart from that requirement, any combination of the arguments can be selected, except
that rebootae and rerun cannot be used together.

Example:

The following example illustrates how to signal the Software Delivery agent that the computer should be rebooted after
execution of the current job and that the job should be run upon reboot. This is used in Software Delivery when, for
example, executing jobs involving SXP packages. The proper logic needs to be implemented in user-written procedures to
efficiently utilize this capability.

sd_acmd signal reboot rerun

ReinstallTarget--Software Reinstalled on Target
This command initiates execution of the Offline RAC process wherein any software that was deployed to the agent is
restored.

NOTE
Typically this command is not called manually as the VDICompose.dms integration scripts invoke it. However,
if the Offline RAC process is used for a purpose other than VMware View integration, you may need to invoke it
using other mechanisms.

Syntax

ReinstallTarget [abort]

• [abort]
(Optional) Cancels any pending reinstall target request.

Example:

sd_acmd ReinstallTarget

This example performs offline reinstallation and calls the agent, which opens the instance software state database and
reruns every procedure in chronological order using the current software library of the agent. The job status is reported to
the domain manager and displayed in the Software Delivery Job Check dialog, similar to any standard software delivery
job. In addition, the agent opens the template software state database and creates install/activate/configure records
for each entry (same as generated by sd_acmd AddXXXRecord). At the end of the reinstallation process all generated
records are sent up to the domain manager using the scalability server.
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NOTE
This mechanism relies on the agent getting a new Host UUID each time it gets recomposed or refreshed. This
triggers the deletion of the existing software records in the MDB for the computer (only to be replaced by new
ones as soon as the Offline RAC is completed).

UserInfo - Sets User Information for the Computer Targets
This command sets user information for the current computer targets.

Syntax

UserInfo [location] 

         [user] 

         [phone] 

         [target] 

         [comment]

• [location]
An optional parameter that sets the location text for the current computer

• [user]
An optional parameter that sets the user information text for the current computer

• [phone]
An optional parameter that sets the phone information text for the current computer

• [target] 
Specifies whether the command is applicable for the computer unit (default), or any valid or existing user profile units
on the same computer. You can specify any target except the following targets:
– On the computer that you are running the command.
– From the user profile on the same computer you are running the command on.

• [comment]
An optional parameter that sets the comment text for the current computer

Example:

In the following example

sd_acmd userinfo location="Room 5" user="The user" phone=123456 target=MyComputer Comment="Building 22"

CA Client Automation presents the specified information to a DSM Explorer user in the User Data tab in DSM Properties
(Systray).

You can freely omit any argument, say Target, and you can select any combination of lowercase and uppercase letters
you want. Changing user information with this command can collide with other changes. The changes made on the
computer where the command is executed are reported to the agent's manager.

If a user selects a computer target in DSM Explorer and effects an information change, that change applies only on the
server and not on the agent computer. The information on the agent computer itself is not changed until a sd_acmd
userinfo command, which initiates changes, is executed for the affected computer target. The changes made are then
reported to the manager, overriding any change made using the DSM Explorer in the meantime. A third way to set User
Information is with the help of the Systray ().

COF (Container Order File) Format
The container order file, COF (.cof), is divided into the following sections:

Locale
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Container

 Name=

 Password=

 Type=

 Transaction=

 OrderedBy=

 CreationTime=

 ManagerAddress=

 ResultDirectory=

 NumberOfJobs=

 NumberOfLibraries=

 BackgroundProcess=

 ShowProgress=

 Status=

 StatusMessage=

 CompletionTime=

 Secure=

 Validate=

 Hash=

 UserName=

 DomainName=

 Job_1

 Library_1

• Locale
– codepage=

This parameter is optional. If codepage is not specified, Secure Container sets it to 3.The possible values are as
follows:
• 1=ANSI
• 2=OEM
• 3=UTF8, or any code page supported by the current system. For example, 850

• Container
– Name=

Name of the container for log and output. The name is, by default, the COF file name.
– Password=

The password is used to protect the COF file. The parameter is optional. If given, the value is encrypted, when
executing the SecureContainer command.
The parameter can also be supplied using the command SecureContainer with the optional - p: argument. In that
case, the value in the command overrides the value supplied here.

– Type=
This parameter denotes the container type. Valid values are as follows:
• 0 No Linkage
• 1 Reserved
• 2 Batch

Default: 0
– Transaction=

This parameter denotes if transaction is used or not for the jobs in the container. This parameter is only applicable
to Software Management (SM) batch containers. Valid values are as follows:
• 0 False (not used)
• 1 True (used)
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Default: 0
– OrderedBy=

This parameter is optional and provides an account name, for example, DomainX\UserY.
Default: Current user running the SecureContainer command

– CreationTime=
(Optional) Specifies the create date and time for the container in the format YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm, where YYYY is
the year, MM is the month, DD is the day, hh is the hour, and mm is the minute.

– ManagerAddress=
(Optional) Provides the address to the domain manager. If no value is provided, the default value is taken from
“currentmanageraddress” in the Common Configuration. This parameter is used to replace the $csa macro.

– ResultDirectory=
This parameter is optional and provides the full path to the output directory. The Output Directory parameter value
can override this parameter while running ExecuteContainer from the command line.

– NumberOfJobs=
This parameter is required and provides the number of job sections to follow in the COF file.
The default value is 1.

NOTE
If the value is 1, ensure that only one Job section exists, Job_1. If the value is 2, ensure that two sections
exists, Job_1 and Job_2, and so on.

– NumberOfLibraries=
This parameter is required and provides the number of library sections to follow in the COF file. The default value is
1.

NOTE
If the value is 1, ensure that only one Library section exists, Library_1. If the value is 2, ensure that two
sections exist, Library_1 and Library_2, and so on.

– BackgroundProcess=
This parameter states if jobs are to be processed in the background. Valid values are as follows:
• -1 Use the value in the associated procedure
• 0 No
• 1 Yes 

The default value is -1.

NOTE
If the $#bg macro is used, value in the associated procedure is background. or not background if no
macro is supplied.

– ShowProgress=
This parameter states if the progress dialog is to be shown or hidden. Valid values are as follows:
• 0 No
• 1 Yes

The default value is 1.
– Status=

This parameter denotes the status of container execution. Valid (ENU-) values are:
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• 0 OK
• 1 At least one job failed.
• 2 Not processed.
• 3 COF in progress.
• 4 Reboot initiated.
• 5 Log off initiated.
• 6 No COF file.
• 7 General error reading the COF file, the file might have been tampered with.
• 8 Password supplied is invalid.
• 9 The COF file is not secured.

OUT; that is, the parameter value is output in the file *.crf in the supplied results directory.
– StatusMessage=

This parameter provides status text, like a native OS message. The value corresponds to the value of the Status
parameter.
OUT; i.e., the parameter value is output in the file *.crf in the supplied results directory.

– CompletionTime=
This parameter denotes the job container completion time. It has the structure YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm (year-month-
date hour:minute), for example 2001-04-09 15:34:52.
OUT; i.e., the parameter value is output in the file *.crf in the supplied results directory.

– Secure=
The value of this parameter is set to 1 by executing the sd_acmd SecureContainer command. OUT; i.e., the
parameter value is output in the file *.crf in the supplied results directory.

– Validate=
Encrypted value used to validate COF password. Created by sd_acmd ExecuteContainer and removed when
processing is finished.

– Hash=
Only valid in conjunction with -v. Forces the change to the configuration, if SDPing should fail.

– UserName=
This parameter will be inserted when running ExecuteContainer. It provides the currently logged on user.

– DomainName=
This parameter will be inserted when running ExecuteContainer. It provides the domain to which the current user
logged on, if any.

– Job_n
For details, see description of Job section.

– Library_n
For details, see description of Library section.

Example of COF Files

The following examples of cof files are the smallest possible, using all default settings.

COF file for use of network library

[Container]

NumberOfJobs=1

NumberOfLibraries=1

[Library_1]

Type=1

Path=\\THE_SERVER\SDLIB

[Job_1]
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SoftwareName=SuperOffice for Win2000

SoftwareVersion=7.1 ENU (I386)

ProcedureName=InstallSO

COF file for use of CD library

[Container]

NumberOfJobs=1

NumberOfLibraries=1

[Library_1]

Type=2

Path=Lib

Label=001229_1045

[Job_1]

SoftwareName=SuperOffice for Win2000

SoftwareVersion=7.1 ENU (I386)

ProcedureName=InstallSO

NOTE
A template file, template.cof, is present in the CONF directory (%SDROOT%\ASM\CONF for Windows
environment, $SDROOT/asm/conf for UNIX).

There can be more than one Job and Library type section of .In such case these sections are labeled Job_2, Library_2,
and so on.

WARNING
When you are using a text editor to create the COF you need to choose the appropriate coding when saving the
COF. That is, you have to check if the current code page of your computer supports all the character you have
used. If not choose the appropriate one with the codepage= parameter. For example, if you use German
umlauts, you have to choose UTF-8 (assuming codepage 3). If codepage is not specified, Secure Container
will set it to 3.

COF Section Locale

• codepage=
This parameter is optional. If codepage is not specified, Secure Container will set it to 3. The possible values are as
follows:
– 1=ANSI
– 2=OEM
– 3=UTF8, or any code page supported by the current system for example 850.

COF Section Job

There is one (Job_1) or more sections (Job_2 and so on) with this name in the COF file. It contains the characteristics of
an individual job in the job container.

• Name=
This parameter provides names of the job for logging and output. The default values are SoftwareName and
ProcedureName.

Example:

SW:SuperOffice for Win2000 Proc:InstallSO

SoftwareName=
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This parameter provides the name of the software package (as found in properties for the software).

Example:

SuperOffice for Win2000

SoftwareVersion=

This parameter provides the version of the package (as found in properties for the software).

Example:

7.1 ENU (I386)

ProcedureName=

This parameter provides the name of the procedure (as found in properties for the procedure) used for the job.

• UserParameters=
This parameter value is used if the $up macro is present (enabling setting UserParameters here) in the associated
procedure. It is optional. The default value is an empty string.

• BootBefore=
This parameter specifies whether the target computer is to be rebooted before the job activation, and at what level this
should be done.
Valid values are as follows:
– -1 Use procedure default
– 0 No
– 1 Reboot
– 2 Logoff

The default value is -1.
This parameter only applies to Windows NT / 2000 and Windows 9x / ME.

• BootAfter=
This parameter specifies whether the target computer is to be rebooted after the job activation, and at what level this
should be done. Valid values are as follows:
– -1 Use procedure default
– 0 No
– 1 Reboot
– 2 Logoff
– 4 Reboot after the last job
– 8 Log off after the last job

The last two values are only of relevance if several jobs are linked together in a job container.
The default value is -1. This parameter only applies to Windows NT / 2000 and Windows 9x / ME.

• ExecutionTimeOut=
This parameter specifies the timeout value for job processing (in minutes). Valid values are, by default, in the range 1 -
71582. The default value is 120.

• ExecutionTimeoutAction=
This parameter specifies the action to take if the timeout value above elapses. Valid values are as follows:
– 0 No action
– 1 Kill process

The default value is 0.

• PromptRemovable=
This parameter specifies whether a prompt for media should occur, if the media is not inserted. The parameter is only
valid if the Type parameter in the associated Library section has the value 2.
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Valid values are as follows:
– 0 No (try next library if the device not present)
– 1 Yes

The default value is 0.

• LogonShield=
This parameter specifies whether the logon shield should be activated.
The parameter is only applicable if the agent policy is set to “per job” (that is, the logon shield procedure Enable per job
has been executed in advance on the target computer). 
Valid values are as follows: 
– 0 No
– 1 Yes

The default value is 0.
This parameter only applies to Windows NT / 2000.

• LibrarySearchOrder=
This parameter specifies a comma-separated list of indexes that identifies the library section search order. This
parameter is optional. If no value is supplied, the search order is, by default, 1 if there is only a Library_1 section. It is
1,2 if there are Library_1 and Library_2 sections, and so on.

• CompletionTime=
This parameter denotes the job container completion time. It has the structure YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm (year-month-date
hour:minute), for example 2001-04-09 15:34:52. OUT; i.e., the parameter value is output in the file *.crf in the supplied
results directory.

• ExitCode=
This parameter stores the exit code supplied by the executable file referred to by the procedure. OUT: the parameter
value is output in the file *.crf in the supplied results directory.

• ReturnCode=
This parameter stores the exit code supplied by the executable plug-in SD_JEXEC. Valid values are:
– 0 OK
– 1 Error
– 2 Not executed

OUT: the parameter value is output in the file *.crf in the supplied results directory.

• ErrorMessage=
This parameter stores the error text provided. It could be, for example, a native OS message. OUT: the parameter
value is output in the file *.crf in the supplied results directory.

• ResultFileIn=
This parameter stores the desired name of the result file, which is generated automatically if the $rf macro is used in
the associated procedure. The path to the file will be the path that is specified by the ResultDirectory parameter in the
Container section.

• ResultFileOut=
This parameter stores the full path with file name to the output/log file, which is generated automatically if the $rf macro
is used in the associated procedure. OUT: the parameter value is output in the file *.crf in the supplied results directory.

• Reinstall=
This parameter specifies whether the job should be a reinstall job or not.
Valid values are:
– 0 No
– 1 Yes

Default: 0
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COF Section Container

There is one section with this name in the COF file. It contains the characteristics of the job container.

Name=

Password=

Type=

Transaction=

OrderedBy=

CreationTime=

ManagerAddress=

ResultDirectory=

NumberOfJobs=

NumberOfLibraries=

BackgroundProcess=

ShowProgress=

Status=

StatusMessage=

CompletionTime=

Secure=

Validate=

 

UserName=

DomainName=

COF Section Library

There is one (Library_1) or more sections (Library_2 and so forth) with this name in the COF file. It contains the
characteristics of the library to which the COF file refers.

Type=

Password=

Example COF Files

The following examples of cof files are the smallest possible, using all default settings.

COF file for use of network library

[Container]

NumberOfJobs=1

NumberOfLibraries=1

[Library_1]

Type=1

Path=\\THE_SERVER\SDLIB
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[Job_1]

SoftwareName=SuperOffice for Win2000

SoftwareVersion=7.1 ENU (I386)

ProcedureName=InstallSO

COF file for use of CD library

[Container]

NumberOfJobs=1

NumberOfLibraries=1

[Library_1]

Type=2

Path=Lib

Label=001229_1045

[Job_1]

SoftwareName=SuperOffice for Win2000

SoftwareVersion=7.1 ENU (I386)

ProcedureName=InstallSO

NOTE
A template file, template.cof, is present in the CONF directory (%SDROOT%\ASM\CONF for Windows
environment, $SDROOT/asm/conf for UNIX).

Examples of COF Library Sections
[Library_1] ;local [Library_2] ;network  [Library_3] :removable media

Type=0   Type=1    Type=2

Path=c:\lib  Path=\\server\lib   Path=\lib

   Account=eunt-a01\xylzw01 Label="Master CD"

   Password=xyWtUG...

sd_acmd Return Codes
If a problem is detected by sd_acmd, a message describing the problem is printed on standard output. This message is
headed "sd_acmd<xxx>: ", where xxx is the reported return code. The following table lists the various return codes.

-100 Too many arguments
-101 Missing arguments
-102 Syntax error
-103 Invalid date format
-104 Invalid time format
-105 Unknown command
4 Internal error occurred
110 Software name must be given
111 Software version must be given
5000 Procedure must be given
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5001 Record exceeds 255 bytes
6000 Could not find Software Delivery installation
6001 Job already running
6002 Unable to find file
6003 Wrong file type
6004 Unable to create container working directory
6005 Unable to use COF file
6006 Unable to run job, Software Delivery may not be running
6007 Job already in progress, try again later
6008 Invalid password
6009 Password required to run this file
6010 Error during encryption
6011 Error loading cryptography
6012 Container already secured
6013 You do not have adequate privileges to perform this operation
6015 Timeout occurred
6016 The COF file is invalid. A section may be missing
6017 Target not found
6018 Could not trigger job check for the given target
6019 String exceeds the maximum length
6020 The requested registry key was not found
6021 Execution failed
6022 The registry key persists after execution
6023 Failed to ping given address
6027 Invalid download method (Download method not available)
6028 Cannot execute a COF file secured on a previous version of CA

ITCM when operating in FIPS-only mode
6014 Unable to run job, the COF file is not secured
801 The specified target has an illegal type for this operation
1101 The specified target cannot be found
1102 The name change was unsuccessful
1103 The specified target may not be renamed at this time but a new

attempt will be made the next time a JobCheck is run for this
target

sd_msiexe.exe--Perform Windows Installer Tasks
Contents

sd_msiexe.exe can be used to perform Windows Installer tasks. It is similar to Microsoft msiexec.exe versions 1.1 and
2.0, but sd_msiexe.exe has been optimized for Software Delivery.

NOTE
Software Delivery macros are used in this document (for example, $msi, $iv) that are expanded to various
strings during Software Delivery job processing, before processing sd_msiexe.exe. If the command is executed
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directly (not within an Software Delivery job), the macros may not be used, but must be replaced with real
values / strings.

sd_msiexe--Perform a .msi Package Installation / Configuration / Un-installation

sd_msiexe performs a msi package installation / configuration / uninstallation.

Command syntax:

sd_msiexe /i|x|a|jm|ju|f|t|p <package> /u <$joid> [/uv <"$iv">] [/un <"$in">] [/q<uimode>] [/l<logmode>

 <LogFile>] [Property strings]

NOTE
Only the SD-specific parameters are explained. For detailed specification, please see the msiexec.exe tool
(Microsoft documentation).

/u--jobID

uv--SD package version

un--SD package name

Note: /uv and /un are only required for admin and network installations using SDMSILIB.

sd_msiexe -scan--Perform a .msi package scan for the current user profile

Use sd_msiexe -scan to perform a .msi package scan for the current user profile.

Command format:

sd_msiexe -scan $cn -out:

$cn--Should be replaced by the name of the current profile.

-out--Specifies an output file.

sd_msiexe -admdel--Delete an administrative installation for the given admin installed file.

The command sd_msiexe -admdel deletes an administrative installation for the given admin installed file.

Command format:

sd_msiexe -admdel <msipath> [-out:$rf]

-out--Specifies an output file.

sd_msiexe -sourceupdate--Update the MSI source lists for the current profile

Use sd_msiexe -sourceupdate to update the MSI source lists for the current profile.

Command format:

sd_msiexe -sourceupdate [-out:$rf]

-out--Specifies an output file.

sd_msiexe -updatedictionary--Update the SDMSILIB dictionary

The command sd_msiexe -updatedictionary updates the SDMSILIB dictionary.
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Information from the administrative installations are added in incomplete records.

Command format:

sd_msiexe -updatedictionary

sd_msiexe -removemsilibrecord--Remove a record from the SDMSILIB dictionary

Use sd_msiexe -removemsilibrecord to remove a record from the SDMSILIB dictionary.

Command format:

sd_msiexe -removemsilibrecord ADMINPATH="$msi" | SDNAME="$in" SDVER="$iv"

Add either the SD software name and version properties (SDNAME and SDVER) or the path property (ADMINPATH).

sd_msiexe -addmsilibrecord--Adds a record to the SDMSILIB dictionary

The command sd_msiexe -addmsilibrecord adds a record to the SDMSILIB dictionary.

Command format:

sd_msiexe -addmsilibrecord SDNAME="$in" SDVER="$iv" ADMINPATH="$msi"

Specify the correct SD SW name (SDNAME), SD SW version (SDVER) and the path to the directory (ADMINPATH).

sd_msiexe ? -? /? help--Show the usage of the sd_msiexe command

Use "?|-?|/?|help" to see the usage of the sd_msiexe command.

Command format:

sd_msiexe ?|-?|/?|help

BDSM---out

Specifies an output file.

sd_sscmd--Staging Library Command Line Interface
Contents

This section describes the command-line approach (sd_sscmd command) to register new software programs and to
deregister them at staging libraries.

If you want to use the command-line interface with locale parameters, then change the console font to Lucida. This
ensures that the locale characters are displayed correctly when using sd_sscmd verbose from a command prompt.

Which sd_sscmd commands are available depends whether there is a DSM manager on the system or not. When the
scalability server runs on a manager machine, only a sub-set of sd_sscmd commands is available.

Command Notification

The syntax for each command is comprised of a command and a number of associated keywords and parameters.
Parameter values are case-sensitive. Command names and keywords are case-insensitive.

The delimiter between components is a space.

Parameters (and their keyword) that include spaces must be contained within quotation marks (this is not required in
verbose mode). For example:
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item="Software Test1"

When keywords are followed by a parameter, only one parameter value can be given.

In a batch file, for backwards compatibility both forms are supported. We recommend using quotes around the whole
parameter.

Administration of a staging library is being initiated from the scalability server which hosts the staging library.

The following command syntax applies:

sd_sscmd

 {

   

 | 

 | 

 | 

 | 

 | 

 | 

 | 

 | 

 | 

 | 

 }

When the scalability server runs on a manager machine, only a sub-set of commands is available:

sd_sscmd

 {

   

 | 
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 | 

 | 

 | 

 | 

 | 

 }

Length Restrictions

The following table summarizes the maximum length restrictions when entering values for parameters at the command
line.

path 255

item 128

version 128

logfile 255

stagecheck

Valid on Windows and UNIX

The stagecheck command initiates an SD server stage check. It also runs on the manager. You can run this command
whenever you want to force the scalability server to send the cached messages to the domain manager. However, if the
bulk update mode is enabled and the stage check mode is disabled, the stage check functionality checks only for the
unregistered units; it does not send the cached messages. The cached messages for the registered units are sent during
the bulk update.

This command is independent of the specified stage check interval.

Command format:

sd_sscmd stagecheck

bulkupdate

Valid on Windows and UNIX

The bulkupdate command sends a request to the scalability server to send the messages to the domain manager in
bulk. Each message sent to the domain manager has specified number of submessages depending on the values in the
configuration policies, Bulk Update: Maximum number of job results in a message and Bulk Update: Maximum units for
which detection/job records sent in a message. If the configuration policies have not been applied to the scalability server,
the default values of the configuration policies are used.
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You can run the bulkupdate command whenever you want to send the cached messages in bulk. The command is
independent of the bulk update interval and forces the bulk update to take place immediately. Additionally, the command
does not reset the specified bulk update interval. For example, if you set the bulk update interval to 10 minutes, and after
5 minutes, you run the sd_sscmd bulkupdate command. In this case, the command forces the bulk update to take place
immediately, but it does not reset the bulk update interval. The bulk update takes place again after 5 minutes when the
actual bulk update interval of 10 minutes is elapsed.

WARNING
You can run this command and send the messages in bulk even when the scalability server is not running in the
bulk update mode. In this case, the default value for the message size is used to send the messages in bulk.

Command format:

sd_sscmd bulkupdate

NOTE
The command is valid for a scalability server running on the domain manager as well as for a standalone
scalability server.

sd_sscmd libraryaccess

Valid on Windows and UNIX

The command libraryaccess sets the credentials that a connecting agent should use to access the SD software library. It
runs also on the manager.

Command format:

For Windows:

sd_sscmd libraryaccess {user=(domainname | local\)user password=password | REMOVE}

For UNIX/Linux:

sd_sscmd libraryaccess {user=(domainname | local\\)user password=password | REMOVE}

NOTE
The double backslash is required.

• user
Name of the domain or "local" (current user on the local machine)\name of the user.

• password
Password of the user.

• REMOVE
Removes the user name and password.

Example:

sd_sscmd libraryaccess user=MyComputer\TheUser password=MyPassword 

The following command removes the user name and password encrypted in Comstore for library access:

sd_sscmd libraryaccess REMOVE

sd_sscmd importmsi

Valid on Windows and UNIX

The importmsi command imports an MSI library from an SD 4.0 installation (used in the migration phase). It also runs on
the manager.
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Command format:

importmsi {mapfile=Mapfile [path=path] [move=false | true]}

• mapfile
File created during the manager migration.

• path
Specifies the source path to the root of MSILIB.
If path is not given, a lookup for an SD 4 MSILIB is performed on the local machine.

• move
Specifies whether the files should be deleted from the original location (true) or not (false).
Default: False

sd_sscmd addshare

Valid on Windows and UNIX

The command addshare enables the shares. It also runs on the manager.

Command format:

On Windows:

sd_sscmd addshare {SDLIBRARY | MSILIB | [UseFQDN=N|Y]}

On UNIX:

sd_sscmd addshare {SAMBA | NFS | SDLIBRARY | MSILIB | [UseFQDN=N|Y]}

• [UseFQDN=N|Y]
(Optional) Specifies that a share name includes the "Fully Qualified Domain Name" (for example, \\mycomputer.ca.com
\SDMSILIB) instead of computer name only (for example, \\mycomputer\SDMSILIB).
Default: UseFQDN=Y

NOTE
By default, the shares SDLIBRARY$ and SDMSILIB are not created during installation (unless specified in
advanced settings).

Examples:

sd_sscmd addshare SDLIBRARY MSILIB

sd_sscmd addshare SDLIBRARY UseFQDN=Y

sd_sscmd removeshare

Valid on Windows and UNIX

The command removeshare removes the shares SDLIBRARY$ and SDMSILIB. It also runs on the manager.

Command format:

On Windows:

sd_sscmd removeshare {SDLIBRARY | MSILIB}

On UNIX:

sd_sscmd removeshare {SAMBA | NFS | SDLIBRARY | MSILIB}

Note: By default, the shares SDLIBRARY$ and SDMSILIB are not created during installation (unless specified in
advanced settings).
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Example:

sd_sscmd removeshare SDLIBRARY MSILIB

sd_sscmd import

Valid on Windows and UNIX

The import command imports an SD library from an SD 4.0 installation. The command is used in the migration phase.

Command syntax:

import {[path=path] [move=false | true]}

• path
Specifies the source path to the root of SDLIBRARY.
If path is not given, a lookup for a SD 4 SDLIBRARY is performed on the local machine.

• move
Specifies whether the files should be deleted from the original location (true) or not (false).
Default: False

aregsw--Automatically register software at the staging library

Valid on Windows and UNIX

Using the aregsw command, you can register a new software program that is already packaged in the standard format (for
example, software previously exported from the software library).

Command format:

aregsw {path=path [reginfo=reginfo logfile=logfile]}

• path
The directory on the scalability server where an image of the item being registered is located. Path entries must follow
the operating system standard conventions.
The registration information subdirectory must be located in this directory.

• reginfo
Path to, and name of the directory, where the registration information is found.
If reginfo is unspecified, sd_sscmd looks for the reginfo under the path argument.

• logfile
Path to, and name of the file, where the trace information is written during execution of the command.

Example:

The following example illustrates how to automatically register the software located in the subdirectory swtest from a
Windows scalability server.

The registration information found in \swtest\reginfo is used to perform the automatic registration:

sd_sscmd aregsw path=C:\swtest reginfo=C:\swtest\reginfo logfile=C:\test\trace1.txt

NOTE
With aregsw do not add software to the staging library of a scalability server which is not contained in the
software library of the domain manager.

NOTE
This software becomes visible in the "Staging Library" of the domain manager DSM Explorer after the next job
check has been performed. A job check starts automatically when the command has successfully completed.
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dereg--Deregister software items at the staging library

Valid on Windows and UNIX

This command is used to de-register or remove software from the Scalability Server SD library.

Command format:

dereg {item=item version=version [logfile=logfile]}

• item
The name of the item being de-registered

• version
The version of the item being de-registered

• logfile
Path to, and name of the file, where the trace information is written during execution of the command.

Example:

dereg item="My Software Test", version=1.01, logfile=C:\test\trace2.txt

verbose

Verbose mode is an interactive mode that prompts for a value for each of the keywords and parameters for a particular
command. The following example illustrates the prompts returned in verbose mode.

D:\TEST>sd_sscmd verbose

SD Server Command Line 11.n.nnn Copyright (c) 2008 CA. All rights reserved.

Valid commands are:

 aregsw

 dereg

 quit

 

command :            aregsw

path  :                   D:\test

reginfo (optional) :   D:\test\reginfo

logfile (optional) :    D:\test\log1b.txt

SD_SSCMD<0>: Command successfully executed.

To enable verbose command support, you would first issue the command:

sd_sscmd verbose

You can choose from a list of commands.

After entering a command, you are prompted to enter values for each of the keywords and associated parameters with the
command you specified. For example, the first parameter value you must enter for aregsw is path. After a value for path is
supplied, the next prompt displays, in this case, logfile, until values for all parameters have been specified.

batch

Valid on Windows and UNIX

In batch mode, a batch file is referenced and its contents are extracted and executed. Batch files can consist of one or a
series of commands.

When creating a file for batch execution, the sd_sscmd command is not listed before each command statement in the file.
The sd_sscmd command is issued only at the onset of command execution, after which the batch file is called.

Each line containing the command statements must not exceed 1023 characters.
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You can use the batch command recursively. For example, in the argument batch file, you can write batch and can refer to
another batch file.

Command format:

sd_sscmd batch {path = path [logfile=logfile]}

To enable batch mode, enter the sd_sscmd command followed by the keyword batch and the name of the file that
contains the commands. For example, from a Windows server you can enter:

sd_sscmd batch path =D:\test\regswpr.txt logfile=D:\logs\log21.txt

Regswpr.txt contains a command statement to register software.

#This batch file registers one software 

aregsw path=D:\test2 reginfo=D:\test2\reginfo logfile=D:\logs\log11.txt

All characters following the # on a line are considered part of the comment.

Ignoring Errors During Batch Processing

By default, the command-line interface stops batch file execution when an error is encountered. You can set the
command-line interface options to ignore errors and continue by executing the next command in the batch file. To ignore
errors during batch processing, enter the appropriate command.

From Windows, enter:

set sd_sscmd_continue = on

Using C-shell, enter:

setenv SD_SSCMD_CONTINUE ON

Using Bourne shell, enter:

SD_SSCMD_CONTINUE=ON export SD_SSCMD_CONTINUE"

Return Codes

All command-line administration commands generate a 0 (zero) return code when initiated successfully and a non-zero
return code when an error occurs. Messages generated by command-line administration commands are prefixed with
sd_sscmd.

Example:

sd_sscmd<4>: Command failed: Item remove error.

On Windows, the return code can be used to identify the reason for failure; on UNIX, the return code is either a 0, 1, or 2,
indicating success, syntax error, or semantic error, respectively.

The following return codes are generated when sd_sscmd is executed.

sd_sscmd<-1>: Syntax error.

sd_sscmd<0>: Command successfully executed.

sd_sscmd<1>: Command failed: Out of disk space.

sd_sscmd<2>: Command failed: No library path specified.

sd_sscmd<3>: Command failed: Item copy error.

sd_sscmd<4>: Command failed: Item remove error.

sd_sscmd<5>: Command failed: Volume not found.

sd_sscmd<6>: Command failed: Reg info could not be read.

sd_sscmd<7>: Command failed: Reg info not found.
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sd_sscmd<8>: Command failed: Reg info not unique.

sd_sscmd<9>: Command failed: Internal error.

sd_sscmd<10>: Command failed: String conversion error.

sd_sscmd<11>: Software already registered.

sd_sscmd<12>: Software not found. Already deregistered?

sd_sscmd<13>: Too long path.

sd_sscmd<14>: Too long item name.

sd_sscmd<15>: Too long version string.

sd_sscmd<16>: Command failed: Batch file could not be opened.

sd_sscmd<17>: Timeout expired: Operation already in use

sd_sscmd<18>: Command failed: A delete operation failed

sd_sscmd<19>: Command failed: Unable to set permissions

sd_sscmd<20>: Command failed: Unable to create share

sd_sscmd<21>: Command failed: Unable to remove share

sd_sscmd<22>: Command failed: Server not running

sd_sscmd<23>: Command failed: File not found

sd_sscmd<24>: Command failed: Library not found

sd_sscmd<25>: Command failed: Previous Software Delivery installation not found

sd_sscmd<26>: Command failed: Item not found

sd_sscmd<27>: At least one operation failed

DTS Command Line Reference
DTSCLI lets you schedule, initiate, monitor, and control data transfers. You can perform the following tasks using the
command line:

• Create transfers, transfer jobs, and schedules
• Delete transfers, transfer jobs, and schedules
• Retrieve the status of transfers, transfer jobs, and schedules
• Add, insert, and remove transfers from transfer jobs
• Activate, suspend, resume, abort, and reset transfer jobs
• Adjust the priority of a transfer job
• Add, insert, and remove transfer jobs from schedules
• Enable and disable schedules
• Perform agent-to-agent transfers
• Perform managed transfers

NOTE
In CA Client Automation, dtscli supersedes dtacli. Although dtacli is still provided, we recommend that you
migrate to dtscli.

Transfer States
Possible values that the Data Transport Service returns in response to dtscli command:

Value Description
INIT The transfer job was defined but not activated.
QUEUED The transfer job was activated, though currently being queued by

the initiator.
READ_FILTERING Initiator read filters are being applied to the transfer job.
CONNECTING The transfer job was activated, but no data has yet been

transmitted.
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RETRYING If a network connection has failed, the transfer job is performing
session retry.

IN_PROGRESS The transfer job is active and in progress.
INTERRUPTED The transfer job is being interrupted.
WRITE_FILTERING Responder write filters are being applied.
COMPLETE The transfer job has completed successfully.
ABORTED The transfer job was terminated before it completed.
ABORTING The transfer job is being aborted.
FAILED An error occurred during transfer job. If checkpoint restart is

enabled, the transfer job can be resumed after fixing the problem.
SUSPENDED Data transmission for the transfer job was suspended, and can be

resumed at a later stage.
RESETTING The transfer job is being reset.
RESUMING The transfer job was resumed, but no state was received from the

initiating DTS agent.
CALCULATING The Transfer Object Server has requested a route between the

initiator and responder from the Network Object Server and is
waiting for a response.

WAITING_TO_CONNECT The transfer job is waiting for a connection to be established
between the DTS agent and the Transfer job Object Server.

Discreet Mode
Contents

Transfers in discreet mode are named discreet transfers. Discreet transfers are sent or received in the background when
the sending and receiving computers are not heavily loaded. Based on the load, the DTS agent determines when to
send the transfer and calculates the optimal transfer rate. The discreet transfer has minimal impact on the computer
performance and the user productivity.

Discreet mode optimizes performance while minimizing load on the computers participating in the transfer. Therefore,
discreet transfers are most often performed at a slower rate than in normal mode. Discreet transfers are recommended for
transfers that have a lower priority than normal transfers.

The rate at which a discreet transfer progresses is determined automatically and dynamically by the DTS agent. The DTS
agent monitors the load (both CPU usage and the computer network usage) on the sending and receiving computers.
When a computer is loaded lightly, the DTS agent uses the spare resources available. However, if the load increases, the
agent relinquishes resources, giving priority to other tasks being performed on the computer. In this way, discreet mode
optimizes computer performance while transfers are being performed.

Restrictions

Discreet mode is not supported in Data Transport Service r1 and r1.1, Service Pack 1. For all transfers, any discreet mode
specifications are ignored if either the initiating or responding DTS agent is running an earlier version of Data Transport
Service that does not support discreet mode. Such transfers are successful, but are sent and received in normal mode.

Discreet mode applies only to point-to-point transfers; it does not apply to broadcasts, multicasts, or fanouts.

Agent DiscreetMode and Transfer Priority Settings

For any DTS agent, you can specify that the agent uses discreet mode for initiating transfers, responding to transfers, or
both. Also, for any transfer, you can specify discreet mode for the initiating computer, the responding computer, or both.
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Together, the agent DiscreetMode settings and the transfer priority settings determine the mode (normal or discreet) that
is used for sending and receiving the transfer.

NOTE
To specify the DiscreetMode setting (Y or N) for a DTS agent, see the Data Transport Agent Plugin Policy Group
.

How Transfer Priority and Agent DiscreetMode Settings Work Together

The following table indicates how the transfer priority settings and the agent Discreet Mode settings work together to
determine the mode that is used for sending the transfer and for receiving the transfer:

Initiator_Priority
(ipriority),Responder_Priority
(rpriority)

From N to N From N to Y From Y to N From Y to Y

Default, Default Normal transfer Discreet receive Discreet send Discreet transfer
Default, Discreet Discreet receive Discreet receive Discreet transfer Discreet transfer
Discreet, Default Discreet send Discreet transfer Discreet send Discreet transfer
Discreet, Discreet Discreet transfer Discreet transfer Discreet transfer Discreet transfer
Default, Urgent Normal transfer Normal transfer Normal transfer Normal transfer
Discreet, Urgent Normal transfer Normal transfer Normal transfer Normal transfer
Urgent, Default Normal transfer Normal transfer Normal transfer Normal transfer
Urgent, Discreet Normal transfer Normal transfer Normal transfer Normal transfer
Urgent, Urgent Normal transfer Normal transfer Normal transfer Normal transfer

The table reveals that a default and an urgent transfer both mean the same type of transfer: a normal transfer. Similarly, a
default or urgent send means a normal send, and a default or urgent receive means a normal receive.

For any transfer, any send, or any receive, an urgent setting always overrides a discreet setting and makes it normal. A
discreet setting always overrides a normal setting and makes it discreet.

NOTE
The assumption is that the initiator is the sending computer and the responder is the receiving computer.
However, if the initiator is the responding computer, replace the words “send,” “sending,” and so forth, with the
words “receive,” “receiving,” and so forth, in the text.

.

dtscli Command -- Manage Data Transfers
The DTSCLI collects related arguments together in groups because of the large number of command-line arguments.
Arguments are specified left-to-right on the command line and are interpreted in terms of the most recently specified
argument group.

Command format:

dtscli [-tos parameters]

   [-sos parameters]

   [-transfer parameters]

   [-job parameters]

   [-schedule parameters]

   [-mode mode]

   [-log parameters]
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   [-c comments-string]

   [@filename]

dtscli [-agent parameters]

   [-log parameters]

   [-c comments-string]

   [@filename]

dtscli -help [group[argument]] 

dtscli -version

NOTE
The -a|t convention in the examples denotes that the examples work either as managed transfer or as agent-to-
agent transfer. Do not use -a|t literally; use -a (or-agent) and -t (or -transfer) appropriately.

• -mode
(Optional) This option specifies the object lifetime mode, controlling whether transfers created by the DTSCLI are
activated after creation. If the transfers are activated, then whether they are deleted after the transfer completes.

NOTE
The -mode operand can be abbreviated as -m.

Valid values are as follows:
– defer

This option creates the transfer job but does not perform the transfer, allowing the transfer job to be attached to a
schedule for deferred processing.
Example: The following example creates an agent-to-agent transfer with an object lifetime mode of defer. Defer
mode creates the transfer and transfer job. But the Defer mode does not activate the transfer and transfer job,
allowing the transfer job to be attached to a schedule for activation later.
dtscli -tos host=SomewhereElse user=Administrator::password

 -t "ipath=branch2002::c:\daily_receipts\aug1000.xls"

 "rpath=hq050::c:\daily_receipts\aug1000.xls"

 -m defer

– delete
This option performs the transfer job and deletes the dynamically created transfers and transfer jobs after they
either complete successfully or fail.

– deleteonsuccess
This option performs the transfer job and deletes the dynamically created transfers and transfer jobs only if they
complete successfully.

– keep
This option performs the transfer job and keeps the dynamically created transfer objects, so that the transfer job can
be reactivated. Use this option when you want to use the dynamically created transfer job. You can also copy this
option to create a new transfer job.
Example: The following example creates a managed transfer with an object lifetime mode of keep. You scan
specify keep mode when you want to reuse a transfer job. For example, for a file that is updated daily and sent to
headquarters each evening for processing.
dtscli -tos host=SomewhereElse user=Administrator::password

 -t "ipath=branch2002::c:\daily_receipts\aug1000.xls"

 rpath=hq050::c:\daily_receipts\aug1000.xls"

 -m keep

Default: delete
• -c

(Optional) This option specifies a comment string.
Default: None

• @filename
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(Optional) This option specifies the full path name of the command file to be read and used as input. You can specify
both the file name and more operands in the same dtscli command. For example, -a, -mode.
Default: None
Example: The following example executes the command lines that are specified in the dist_sales_rpt.txt file as input
for an agent-to-agent transfer:
dtscli -a @dist_sales_rpt.txt

• -help
This option provides hierarchical help for each dtscli command parameter and its options.

NOTE
The -help operand can be abbreviated as -h.

Examples:
– View top-level help:

dtscli -h

– View a list of the transfer parameters:
dtscli -h transfer

– View help for the transfer parameter named delivery:
dtscli -h transfer delivery

• -version
This option displays version information for the dtscli command-line interface.

NOTE
The -version operand can be abbreviated as -v.

Example:
dtscli -v

dtscli -tos Parameter Group -- Specify the Location of the TOS
(Optional) The -tos parameter group specifies the location of the Transfer Object Server (TOS) and any required
credentials.

Syntax format:

dtscli -tos [host=hostname] [user=username::password] [timeout=timeout] 

   [port=port] [trustuser=username::password] [trustdomain=domain]

• host=hostname
(Optional) Specifies the name of the host server to use for this transfer. If the server does not reside on the local
computer, specify it explicitly using this parameter.
Default: localmachine

• user=username::password
(Optional) Specifies the user name and password to connect to the server.
Default: None

• timeout=timeout
(Optional) Specifies the timeout value in seconds for the transfer request to connect to the server. The timeout setting
is used for all communications between the DTSCLI and the TOS.

• port=port
(Optional) Specifies the legacy communications port to use when connecting to the TOS.
Default: 8198

• trustuser=username::password
(Optional) Specifies the user name and password for the trusted security domain.
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NOTE
Use the trustuser= and trustdomain= operands together to log in to a trusted security domain and perform
trusted transfers.

• trustdomain=domain
(Optional) Specifies the name of the trusted security domain. When you have successfully signed on to the trusted
security domain, you can perform trusted transfers in that domain. In a trusted security domain, a Data Transport
Service administrator defines trusted users and the DTS agents to which they have trusted access. Trusted access
means that these users can successfully activate transfers without specifying a user name and password for the Data
Transport Agents in the transfer. The users can successfully activate transfers even if the agents have their security
mode set to "fail."
You can perform trusted transfers if your Data Transport Service administrator has assigned your user ID and DTS
agent computer to a trusted security domain. The Data Transport Service administrator also has to complete other
requirements. For more information about trusted transfers, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

Example:

In the following example, the administrator has added the trusted user redlead1 to the trusted domain redblue1. The
transfer can now be performed between machines yellow and green without specifying security credentials (the iuser and
ruser parameters) for the transfer.

dtscli -tos host=syd500 user=sesede::silles timeout=30 port=8898 

   trustuser=redlead1::blueline trustdomain=redblue1 

   -t "ipath=yellow::input_path" "rpath=green::output_path"

dtscli -sos Parameter Group -- Specify the Location of the SOS
(Optional) The -sos parameter group specifies the location of the Schedule Object Server (SOS) and any required
credentials.

Syntax format:

dtscli -sos [host=hostname] [user=username::password] [timeout=timeout] [port=port]

• host=hostname
(Optional) Specifies the name of the host server to use for this transfer. If the server does not reside on the local
computer, specify it explicitly using this parameter.
Default: localmachine

• user=username::password
(Optional) Specifies the user name and password to connect to the server.

NOTE
If you specify a -default setting, then this setting overrides the default setting.

• timeout=timeout
(Optional) Specifies the timeout value in seconds for the transfer request to connect to the server. The timeout setting
is used for all communications between the DTSCLI and the SOS.

• port=port
(Optional) Specifies the legacy communications port to use when connecting to the SOS.
Default: 8200

dtscli -transfer Parameter Group -- Perform Managed Transfers
The -transfer parameter group creates, deletes, and retrieves the status of the transfer objects in a managed transfer.

Syntax format:
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dtscli -transfer [checkpoint=y|n] [commit=y|n] [cskip=nn|prefixtransfer] 

   [fskip=nn|prefixtransfer] [data1=userdata1] [data2=userdata2] [delimiter_conversion=y|n]

 [delivery=discreet_delivery_period] [description=description] [direction=s|r] [expiry=discreet_expiry_period]

 [id=object_id] "ipath=host::path" [ipriority=urgent|default|discreet] [iuser=username::password] [iuuid=uuid]

 [ruuid=uuid] ["f_filters=filters"] ["p_filters=filters"] [label=label] [method=create|delete|status]

 ["method_parameters=method_parameters"] [output_mode=a|c|r|s|w] [retry_interval=session_retry_interval]

 [retry_limit=session_retry_limit] "rpath=host::path" [rpriority=urgent|default|discreet]

 [ruser=username::password] 

NOTE
The -transfer operand can be abbreviated as -t.

• checkpoint=y|n
(Optional) Specifies whether the checkpoint restart feature, which is an error recovery mechanism that is used by
Data Transport Service, is enabled. Valid values are y (yes) and n (no). When a checkpoint restart is enabled, if a
failure occurs during a transfer, Data Transport Service attempts to restart the transfer from the point of failure. When
checkpoint restart is disabled, the transfer is restarted from the beginning if a failure occurs during a transfer.
Default: None

• commit=y|n
(Optional) Specifies whether the commit to disk feature is enabled. Valid values are y (yes) and n (no). If enabled, the
DTS agent flushes its file output buffers to hard disk after every parcel of data has been received. If commit to disk is
not specified (n), the DTS agent relies upon the operating system file I/O to flush buffers when necessary.
Default: None

• cskip=nn|prefixtransfer
• fskip=nn|prefixtransfer

NOTE
Applies to Data Transport Service r2 and r3 and CA Client Automation only.

(Optional) Specifies the skip logic setting. If the transfer completes (cskip=) or fails (fskip=), specifies the number
of transfers to skip . Skip logic applies only to transfers in sequential transfer jobs. For each individual transfer in a
sequential transfer job, skip logic allows you to skip the next n transfers. Skip logic also allows you to skip forward to
another transfer when this transfer completes or fails.
– nn

Specifies the number of transfers to skip, such as 1, 2, 3, or a negative number. Use a negative number to skip all
remaining transfers, so that no more transfers in the job are activated.

– prefixtransfer
Specifies the prefix (I, L, or N) followed by the ID, label, or name of the next transfer to be activated, as follows:
• Itransfer-ID

Indicates the object ID of the next transfer to be activated. For example, I657 specifies the transfer whose object
ID is 657.

• Ltransfer-label
Indicates the label of the next transfer to be activated. For example, Lrecpt_mon specifies the transfer whose
label is recpt_mon.

• Ntransfer-name
Indicates that the name of the next transfer to be activated. For example, Ntot251200 specifies the transfer
whose name is tot251200.

Default: None (empty)

NOTE
No logic checking is performed: Whatever values you specify for nn in the cskip=nn and fskip=nn
expressions are used for the skip logic values.

• data1=user_data1
(Optional) Allows user-defined data to be associated with the transfer.
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Default: None
• data2=user_data2

(Optional) Allows user-defined data to be associated with the transfer.
Default: None

• delimiter_conversion=y|n
(Optional) Specifies whether delimiter conversion is enabled. Valid values are y (yes) and n (no). Use delimiter
conversion (y) only for instances when you specify the output file name in the same format as the input file name, even
though the receiving computer is running on a different platform from the sending computer. In such cross-platform
transfers, delimiter conversion ensures that the output path name for the transferred data is correctly delimited for the
receiving platform.
Delimiter conversion is intended for cross-platform transfers when the platforms involved use similar delimiters and file
naming conventions. The intended use most commonly includes one-to-many transfers between Windows and UNIX/
Linux computers. Other kinds of cross-platform transfers are also supported.
If you specify the input and output path names for your transfer correctly while creating or updating a transfer, do not
use delimiter conversion. Use delimiter conversion only if you specify the output file name in the same format as the
input file name in a cross-platform transfer.

NOTE
Use delimiter conversion with caution. It does not function as an error checking or validation mechanism for
the file naming or delimiter conventions of the receiving platforms.

Default: None
Example: The following example depicts a fanout transfer to Windows and UNIX systems:
dtscli -t "ipath=c:\input.txt"

    "rpath=unixserver1::c:\tmp\output.txt"

    iuser=administrator::adminpass

    ruser=root::rootpass

    delimiter_conversion=y

    -t "ipath=c:\input.txt"

    "rpath=winserver1::c:\tmp\output.txt"

    iuser=administrator::adminpass

    ruser=root::rootpass

    delimiter_conversion=y

    delivery=discreet_delivery_period(Optional) Specifies the discreet delivery period in minutes. This

 option is applicable only if you specified a transfer priority of discreet for sending the transfer

 (using ipriority) or for receiving the transfer (using rpriority), or if you specified both. If you

 specify discreet mode for both sending and receiving the transfer, the same discreet delivery period

 applies to both.The discreet delivery period specifies the amount of time during which the initiating

 or responding DTS agent tries to send or receive the transfer in discreet mode. If the discreet send

 or discreet receive is not completed within this period, the transfer priority automatically changes

 from discreet to urgent. (The transfer priority settings are explained in the ipriority and rpriority

 operand descriptions.)The time begins to be counted when the transfer is activated (not created).The

 discreet delivery period (delivery) is normally used with the discreet expiry period (expiry). The

 discreet delivery period must be less than or equal to the discreet expiry period. If you specify one

 of these options (delivery or expiry) but not the other, the default value is used for the missing

 option.Default: -1 (unlimited)Example: To specify a discreet transfer with a discreet delivery period

 of 360 minutes (6 hours) and a discreet expiry period (expiry) of 720 minutes (12 hours), enter:dtscli -

a|t "ipath=ukwin4q::c:\winnt\tngdts.ini""rpath=philauk::c:\config\ukwinp4q\tngdts.ini"ipriority=discreet

 rpriority=discreetdelivery=360 expiry=720 

• "description=description"
(Optional) Specifies a description for the transfer. If the description includes one or more spaces, enclose the entire
expression in quotation marks.
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Limits: 1 - 255 characters
• direction=s|r

(Optional) Specifies whether the initiating computer in the transfer will receive or send data. Valid values are as follows:
– s

Sends data from the initiator to the responder.
– r

Sends data from the responder to the initiator.

NOTE
When using the direction=r option, remember that the source file is on the responding computer, while the
destination file is on the initiating computer. (Typically, the opposite is true.)

Default: s
Example: In the following managed transfer example, the initiating computer (NYC_HQ) receives data from the
responder (STORE888):
dtscli -a|t "ipath=NYC_HQ::c:\receipts\store888\010398.rcp"

    "rpath=STORE888::PDEV.RRARI09.RECEIPTS" direction=r 

expiry=discreet_expiry_period(Optional) Specifies the discreet expiry period in minutes. This option

 is applicable only if you specified a transfer priority of discreet for sending the transfer (using

 ipriority) or for receiving the transfer (using rpriority), or if you specified both. If you specify

 discreet mode for both sending and receiving the transfer, the same discreet expiry period applies

 to both.If the transfer expires, it is deleted, and no further attempts to send it occur. The expiry

 period (expiry) must be greater than or equal to the discreet delivery period (delivery). If you

 specify one of these options (expiry or delivery) but not the other, the default value is used for

 the missing option.The time begins to be counted when the transfer is activated (not created).Default:

 -1 (unlimited)Example: This example specifies a discreet transfer with a discreet delivery period

 (delivery) of 180 minutes (3 hours) and a discreet expiry period of 360 minutes (6 hours):dtscli -a|t

 "ipath=ukwin4q::c:\winnt\tngdts.ini""rpath=philauk::c:\config\ukwinp4q\tngdts.ini"ipriority=discreet

 rpriority=discreet delivery=180 expiry=360 

• id=object_id
(Optional) Applies a transfer method, transfer job method, or schedule method appropriately to one, more, or all
specified transfers, transfer jobs, or schedules.

NOTE
This operand is for existing transfers only. Do not specify an ID when creating a transfer.

Default: None
Examples:
– To apply a method (see method=create|delete|status) to a single transfer, use the following format:

dtscli -t method=method id=id

– The add, insert, and remove methods let you apply a method to multiple transfers, using either the id= operand
or the label=label operand. For the id= operand, if you specify two or more transfer object IDs when applying a
method, enclose the entire id= expression in quotation marks, as shown here:
dtscli -t method=method "id=120 130 140"

– To apply a method to all transfer objects, specify id=all, as shown here:
dtscli -t method=method id=all

"ipath=host::path"Specifies the input file in the transfer enclosed in quotation marks. The host name is

 followed by two colons and the full path name of the transfer. For example:Windows"ipath=mmmww185::c:

\receipts\010398.rcp"UNIX/Linux"ipath=machj17::/home/receipts/010398.rcp"HTTP Transfers (Internet

 Downloads):"ipath=DTA_host_name::destination_path"Note: The ipath= operand is required.hostSpecifies

 the computer's name, IP address, or IPX address. For IP addresses, use periods (.) as separators;

 for example, 172.24.255.255. For IPX addresses, use either periods or colons (:) as separators; for

 example 00000005.000000000001 or 00000005:000000000001.A DTS agent acting as an initiator receives

 transfer requests from this command line utility, establishes a connection to a target responder
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 or group of responders, and sends the data. The initiator is the computer that is initiating the

 transfer. If the host name is omitted, the local host is used by default.pathSpecifies the full path

 name of the input data.Examples: To send a managed transfer from a Windows computer named canoes to

 another Windows computer named tipper, enter the following command: dtscli -a|t "ipath=canoes::C:

\My Documents\Monthly Reports\apr2008.doc" "rpath=tipper::C:\Monthly Reports\David\apr2006.doc"To

 send a managed transfer between two UNIX/Linux computers named CHICAGO12 and NEWYORK20, enter the

 following command at the UNIX/Linux prompt:dtscli -a|t "ipath=CHICAGO12::/home/ptfiles/ptcr1000.txt"

 "rpath=NEWYORK20::/home/ptfiles/ptcr1000.txt"To send a managed transfer from a Windows computer named

 Miami to a UNIX computer named NEWYORK20, enter the following command: dtscli -a|t "ipath=Miami::C:

\outgoing\file.txt" "rpath=NEWYORK20::/home/incoming/file.txt"Note: If running the dtscli command on

 UNIX/Linux, remember that the backslash character is the "escape" character. To specify a Windows

 path, the backslash characters must appear twice. For example: dtscli -a|t "ipath=Miami::C:\\outgoing\

\file.txt" "rpath=NEWYORK20::/home/incoming/file.txt" 

• ipriority=urgent|default|discreet
(Optional) Specifies the transfer priority on the initiating computer in the transfer: urgent, default, or discreet, as
described following. The transfer priority you specify here for the initiating computer works with the transfer priority
setting for the responding computer (rpriority) and the agent DiscreetMode settings (normal or discreet) for the initiating
and responding computers in the transfer. (The agent DiscreetMode setting is one of the Data Transport Agent
parameters, which can also be set using the DSM Explorer.)

NOTE
For more information, see the Data Transport Agent Plugin Policy Group topic in the Configuration Policy.

Together, the following transfer priority settings and agent DiscreetMode settings determine which mode (normal or
discreet) is used to send the transfer and which mode is used to receive the transfer.

• urgent
Sends the transfer in normal mode, even if the agent DiscreetMode setting is Y (yes) on the initiating computer.

• default
Sends the transfer in normal mode if the agent DiscreetMode setting is N (no) on the initiating computer. However, if
the agent DiscreetMode setting is Y (yes) on the initiating computer, then the transfer is sent in discreet mode.

• discreet
Sends the transfer in discreet mode, even if the agent DiscreetMode setting is N (no) on the initiating computer.
Discreet transfers are sent and received in the background, using minimal bandwidth, when the sending and receiving
computers are not heavily loaded. Based on the load, the DTS agent determines when to send the transfer and
calculates the optimal transfer rate. By this process, the discreet transfer has a minimal impact on the performance of
the computer and the productivity of the user.

Default: default

Example: To send and receive (rpriority) a transfer in discreet mode, enter the following command using the default
values for the discreet delivery period (delivery) and the discreet expiry period (expiry):

dtscli -a|t "ipath=ukwin4q::c:\winnt\tngdts.ini"

    "rpath=philauk::c:\config\ukwinp4q\tngdts.ini"

    ipriority=discreet rpriority=discreet 

iuser=username::password(Optional) Specifies the user name and password for the initiating computer.Note:

 This is a required parameter if the security mode is set to "fail" for the DTS agents involved in the

 transfer.Default: NoneExample: This example specifies the user name and password for both the initiating

 computer (ipath iuser) and the receiving computer (rpath ruser):dtscli -a|t "ipath=NYC_HQ::c:\receipts

\store888\010398.rcp" iuser=Frank::furter "rpath=STORE888::PDEV.RRARI09.RECEIPTS" ruser=Molly::pitcher 

• iuuid=uuid
• ruuid=uuid
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(Optional) Specifies that the iuuid= and ruuid= parameters be used by the DTS agent on the responding computer
in a transfer to ensure that the transfer request (request to initiate a transfer) it received was intended for it and not
for another computer. Data Transport Service uses Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) more efficiently by
checking the values of these parameters against the information that is stored for each DTS agent in the CA MDB.
Default: None

WARNING
Use these parameters only at the direction of your Management Database (MDB) administrator or Technical
Support.

• "f_filters=filters"
• "p_filters=filters"

(Optional) Specifies the type of filter for a transfer. File filters (f_filters) process the data being transferred one file at a
time. Parcel filters (p_filters) process the data being transferred one parcel at a time. (A parcel is a smaller unit of data
within the file.)
Typically, you specify filter parameters for agent-to-agent transfers only, not for managed transfers. The only exception
is any encryption filter. For all other filters that require parameters, managed transfers automatically take the values
that are supplied by the Transfer Object Server.
To specify file filters, use the following format:
dtscli -a|t "ipath=ipath" "rpath=rpath" ... 

    "f_filters=file_filters"

To specify parcel filters, use the following format:
dtscli -a|t "ipath=ipath" "rpath=rpath" ... 

    "p_filters=parcel_filters"

You can specify a single read or can write filter or a matching pair of read and write filters. Enclose the entire
"f_filters=file_filters" or "p_filters=parcel_filters" expression in quotation marks. Separate multiple filters with a space.
Each type of filter specification requires a colon (:) in the position as shown here:
– To specify a read filter and a matching write filter, enter:

"f|p_filters=read_filter_name[(read_filter_params)]

 :write_filter_name[(write_filter_params)]"

– To specify a read filter that has no matching write filter, enter:
"f|p_filters=read_filter_name[(read_filter_params)]:"

– To specify a write filter that has no matching read filter, enter:
"f|p_filters=:write_filter_name[(write_filter_params)]"

Filters are applied in the following order:
a. File read filters
b. Parcel read filters
c. Parcel write filters
d. File write filters
Read filters of the same type (file or parcel) are applied in the same order that they are specified on the command line.
Write filters of the same type are applied in the reverse order that they are specified on the command line.
Default: Binary read and binary write filters
Example: The following command applies the specified filters in the following order:
– Binary read parcel filter
– Huffman compression parcel filter
– Huffman decompression parcel filter
– Binary write parcel filter
dtscli -a "ipath=ukwigp3n::c:\temp\getstart.pdf"

     "rpath=ukwigp3n::c:\temp\getstart2.pdf" 

     "p_filters=BINARY_READ:BINARY_WRITE HUFFMAN_COMPRESS:HUFFMAN_UNCOMPRESS"

In this example, none of the filters have parameters.
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NOTE
Each transfer must have either the text filters or the binary filters attached. If you specify any filters, the
binary filters are not applied by default. So specify either the text or binary filters explicitly in the same
command.

• label=label
(Optional) Specifies the label for the transfer you are creating. To assign a label, use the label=label operand and
supply a non-numeric value, preferably a logical, simple name. You can specify a label only at object creation time,
when you enter the dtscli command that creates the object.
Using a label provides an alias, an alternate means besides the object ID for identifying one or more objects. If desired,
you can give two or more objects the same label. So you can apply the same method to all those objects in a single
command, by specifying a single label value instead of multiple object ID values.
A label that is used in this way is a two-step process:
– Create each object, using the label=label operand to specify the same label for each object. (As a result, each

object has a unique object ID but the same label.)
– To apply the desired method to all the objects, specify id=label instead of the "id=id1 id2 id3..." expression.
Default: None
Examples:
– This example creates three transfers that have the same label (stats):

dtscli -t "ipath=nnwigp4h::c:\pics\large1.bmp" "rpath=sswigp55::c:\pics\large1.bmp" label=stats

 -t "ipath=nnwigp4h::c:\pics\large2.bmp" "rpath=sswigp55::c:\pics\large2.bmp" label=stats

 -t "ipath=nnwigp4h::c:\pics\large3.bmp" "rpath=sswigp55::c:\pics\large3.bmp" 

  label=stats -mode defer

– This example deletes all three transfers:
dtscli -t id=stats method=delete

NOTE
This technique of specifying the same label and applying the same method to a group of objects applies to
transfers, transfer jobs, and schedules.

• method=create|delete|status
(Optional) Specifies the method to be applied to the transfer. The valid values are as follows:
– create

Creates a transfer.
– delete

Deletes one or more existing transfers. Specify the transfers to be deleted, using the id=object_id operand, in a
space-separated list enclosed in quotation marks. Use the following format:
method=delete "id=id1 id2 id3 ... "

– status
Displays the status of one or more transfers. Specify the transfers to be checked, using the id=object_id operand, in
a space-separated list that is enclosed in quotation marks. Use the following format:
method=status "id=id1 id2 id3 ... "

The status, or transfer state, of each transfer you specify is returned after the command is executed.
Default: create

Examples:
– Delete three transfers whose object IDs are 442, 445, and 554:

dtscli -t method=delete "id=442 445 554"

– Display the status of the same three transfers:
dtscli -t method=status "id=442 445 554"

• "method_parameters=method_parameters"
(Optional) Currently unused. The transfer method parameters are reserved for future use.
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Default: None
• output_mode=a|c|r|s|w

(Optional) Specifies the output mode. Valid values are as follows:
– a

Appends data to an existing file. If the file does not exist, the transfer fails.
– c

Creates a new output file. If the file already exists, the transfer fails.
– r

Replaces an existing file. If the file does not exist already, the transfer fails.
– s

Creates a new output file. If the file already exists, data is added onto the existing file.
– w

Creates a new output file. If the file already exists, it is replaced.
Default: w

• retry_interval=session_retry_interval
(Optional) Specifies the session retry interval. If an attempt to connect to any computer involved in the transfer fails,
specifies the number of seconds between retries.
Default: 60

• retry_limit=session_retry_limit
(Optional) Specifies the session retry limit. If an attempt to connect to any computer involved in the transfer fails,
specifies the number of retries that is attempted.
Default: 20

• "rpath=host::path"
Specifies the output file in the transfer that is enclosed in quotation marks. The host name is followed by two colons
and the full path name of the transfer. For example:
– Windows

"rpath=mmmww188::c:\receipts\store888\010398.rcp"

– UNIX/Linux
"rpath=uxmnuu18::/home/receipts/store888/010398.rcp"

– HTTP Transfers (Internet Downloads)
"rpath=http_host_name::http_source_file_path_name"

NOTE
The rpath= operand is required.

When using the dtscli command to transfer data from UNIX/Linux to Windows, if the output path is not
enclosed in quotation marks then enter two backslashes to delimit each directory and path.

Examples:
– This UNIX/Linux to Windows example encloses the rpath in quotation marks so only a single backslash delimiter is

required:
dtscli -a|t "ipath=uxmnjj17::/home/receipts/010398.rcp" 

 "rpath=mmmww188::c:\receipts\store888\010398.rcp"

– This example does not use quotation marks to enclose each input and output path expression, so the double
backlashes are required.
dtscli -a|t ipath=iuxmnjj17::/home/receipts/010398.rcp 

 rpath=mmmww188::c:\\receipts\\store888\\010398.rcp

NOTE
The requirement for double backslashes to delimit each directory and path applies only to the output path
for transfers from UNIX/Linux to Windows.
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rpriority=urgent|default|discreet(Optional) Specifies the transfer priority on the responding computer

 in the transfer: urgent, default, or discreet, as described following. The transfer priority you

 specify here works with the transfer priority setting for the initiating computer (ipriority) and

 the agent DiscreetMode settings (normal or discreet) for the initiating and responding computers in

 the transfer. (The agent DiscreetMode setting is one of the Data Transport Agent parameters, which

 can also be set using the DSM Explorer.) Note: For more information, see the Data Transport Agent

 Plugin Policy Group topic in the Configuration Policy section of the DSM Explorer Help.Together, the

 following transfer priority settings and agent DiscreetMode settings determine which mode (normal or

 discreet) is used to send the transfer and which mode is used to receive the transfer. urgentReceives

 the transfer in normal mode, even if the agent DiscreetMode setting is Y (for yes) on the responding

 computer.defaultReceives the transfer in normal mode if the agent DiscreetMode setting is N (for no)

 on the responding computer. However, if the agent DiscreetMode setting is Y on the responding computer,

 then the transfer is received in discreet mode.discreetReceives the transfer in discreet mode, even

 if the agent DiscreetMode setting is N on the responding computer. Discreet transfers are sent and

 received in the background, using minimal bandwidth, when the sending and receiving computers are not

 heavily loaded. Based on the load, the DTS agent determines when to send the transfer and calculates

 the optimal transfer rate, so that the discreet transfer has a minimal impact on the computer's

 performance and the user's productivity. Default: defaultExample: To send (ipriority) and receive

 a transfer in discreet mode, enter the following command using the default values for the discreet

 delivery period (delivery) and the discreet expiry period (expiry):dtscli -a|t "ipath=ukwin4q::c:\winnt

\tngdts.ini""rpath=philauk::c:\config\ukwinp4q\tngdts.ini"ipriority=discreet rpriority=discreet 

• ruser=username::password
(Optional) Specifies the user name and password for the responding computer.

NOTE
If the security mode is set to "fail" for the DTS agents that are involved in the transfer,
ruser=username::password is a required parameter.

Default: None
Example: In the following example, the user specifies the user name and password for both the initiating computer
(ipath) and the receiving computer (rpath):
dtacli -a|t "ipath=NYC_HQ::c:\receipts\store888\010398.rcp" iuser=polly::nomial \ 

    "rpath=STORE888::PDEV.RRARI09.RECEIPTS" ruser=redbird::bdfeeder ... \ 

dtscli -job Parameter Group -- Manage Transfer Jobs
(Optional) The -job parameter group creates, deletes, and invokes other methods on transfer job objects.

NOTE
In addition to the following operands, you may want to use the transfer (-t) skip logic operand cskip|fskip=. This
operand is an optional transfer parameter that applies only to transfers in sequential transfer jobs. For each
individual transfer in a sequential transfer job, skip logic allows you to skip the next n transfers. You can also
skip forward to another transfer when this transfer completes or fails.

Syntax format:

dtscli -job [id=object_id] ["description=description"] [label=label] 

   method=method "method_parameters=method_parameters" [sequential=y|n] [transfers=transfer_object_ids]

 [data1=userdata1] [data2=userdata2]

NOTE
The -job operand can be abbreviated as -j.

• id=object_id
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(Optional) Applies a transfer method, transfer job method, or schedule method appropriately to one, more, or all
specified transfers, transfer jobs, or schedules.

NOTE
Required for existing transfer jobs only. Do not specify this operand when creating a transfer job
(method=create).

Default: None
Examples:
– Apply a method (see method=method) to a single transfer job:

dtscli -j method=method id=id

– Specify multiple transfer jobs, use either the id= operand or the label=label operand. For the id= operand, if you
specify two or more transfer job IDs when applying a method, enclose the entire id= expression in quotation marks:
dtscli -j method=method "id=120 130 140"

– Add two transfers (123 and 124) to a transfer job (789):
dtscli -j id="789" method=add method_parameters="123 124"

– Apply a method to all transfer jobs, specify id=all:
dtscli -j method=method id=all

• "description=description"
(Optional) Specifies a description for the transfer job. If the description includes one or more spaces, enclose the entire
expression in quotation marks.
Limits: 1 - 255 characters
Default: None

• label=label
(Optional) Specifies the label for the transfer job you are creating. To assign a label, use the label=label operand.
Supply a non-numeric value, preferably a logical, simple name. You can specify a label only at object creation time,
when you enter the dtscli command that creates the object.
Using a label provides an alias, an alternate means besides the object ID for identifying one or more objects. If desired,
you can give two or more objects the same label, so that you can apply the same method to all those objects in a
single command, by specifying a single label value instead of multiple object ID values.
A label that is used in this way is a two-step process:
– Create each object, using the label=label operand to specify the same label for each object. (As a result, each

object has a unique object ID but the same label.)
– To apply the desired method to all the objects, specify id=label instead of the "id=id1 id2 id3..." expression.
Examples: Create three jobs whose label is "red":
dtscli -j label=red -t "ipath=ipath" "rpath=rpath" -mode defer

    dtscli -j label=red -t "ipath=ipath" "rpath=rpath" -t "ipath=ipath" "rpath=rpath" -mode defer

    dtscli -j label=red -t "ipath=ipath" "rpath=rpath" -t "ipath=ipath" "rpath=rpath" -mode defer

– Activate all three:
dtscli -j id=red method=activate

– Apply the same method to all transfer jobs that have a label:
dtscli -j method=method label=all

NOTE
Specifying the same label and applying the same method to a group of objects applies to transfers, transfer
jobs, and schedules.

• method=method
Specifies the method to be applied to the transfer job or the transfers within a specific transfer job. The transfer job
methods are:
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NOTE
When invoking any method other than create, the only valid operands are id= (mandatory), method=
(mandatory), and, if the method takes parameters, method_parameters.

The urgent, discreet, and default methods can be applied to active transfer jobs only. Therefore, enter the
following commands to activate the transfer job and make it urgent, default, or discreet:

dtscli -j id=nnn method=activate

dtscli -j id=nnn method=urgent|discreet|default

• "method_parameters=method_parameters"
Specifies the parameters for transfer job methods. The method_parameters= parameter applies only to add, insert,
and, remove transfer job methods.
Separate parameter values with spaces and enclose the entire method_parameters expression in quotation marks, as
shown in the examples.
– add

Specifies a list of transfer object IDs to be added.
Example: Add transfers 123 - 126 into transfer job 220:
dtscli -j id=220 method=add "method_parameters=123 124 125 126"

– remove
Specifies a list of transfer object IDs to be removed.
Example: This example removes transfers 123 - 126 from transfer job 220.
dtscli -j id=220 method=remove "method_parameters=123 124 125 126"

– insert
Inserts new transfer jobs in an existing transfer job. Used with the position parameter, which must be the first
method_parameter specified; the remaining method_parameters are the object IDs of the transfers to be inserted.

NOTE
The position of a transfer in a transfer job is not important unless the transfers are performed sequentially
(see sequential=y|n). By default, the transfers in a transfer job are performed simultaneously, not
sequentially.

Examples:
• Insert transfers 123 - 126 into transfer job 388, starting at position 1 (in front of all previously existing transfers).
 dtscli -j id=388 method=insert "method_parameters=1 123 124 125 126" 

 dtscli -j id=388 method=insert "method_parameters=0 123 124 125 126" 

• Insert transfers 123 - 126 into transfer job 388, starting at position 0. Position 0 means that these objects are
appended to the list after all previously existing transfers.

– position
Specifies the position of a transfer to be added to a list of transfers in a sequential transfer job. The position number
specifies when the transfer is performed. For example, if you specify position=3 for a transfer to be added to a list
of sequential transfers, the new transfer is the third transfer that is performed when the transfer job is executed.
Specify position=0 to add the transfer at the end of the list of transfers.

NOTE
The position parameter is specified as the first parameter in the method_parameters argument. This
parameter applies only to the insert method.

As mentioned previously, the position of a transfer in a transfer job is not important unless the transfers
are performed sequentially (see sequential=y|n). By default, the transfers in a transfer job are performed
simultaneously, not sequentially.

– status
Reports the status, or transfer state, of transfer jobs. To display the status of one or more transfer jobs, use the
following format:
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dtscli -j "id=id1 id2 id3 ..." method=status

The string "id=id1 id2 id3 ..." specifies the object ID of the transfer jobs whose status you want to display.
Examples:
• Display only the transfer jobs that have a specific status:
 dtscli -j id="id1 id2 id3 ..." method=status method_parameters=transfer_state 

 dtscli -j id=all method=status "method_parameters=COMPLETE" 

• Display all transfer jobs whose status is COMPLETE:
In the resulting output, only the jobs with status=COMPLETE are reported.

NOTE
The method_parameters=transfer_state expression is case-sensitive. Specify the transfer state completely in
UPPERCASE.

Default: None
• sequential=y|n

(Optional) Indicates whether all transfers in the transfer job are activated and performed sequentially. Specify
sequential=y if you want all transfers in the transfer job to be activated and performed sequentially (one after the other,
in the order you specify). See "method_parameters=method_parameters".
Specify sequential=n if you want all transfers in the transfer job to be activated and performed simultaneously.
Default: n

• transfers=transfer_object_ids
(Optional) Specifies the list of transfers in a transfer job. When the transfer job is activated, each transfer activates and
performs. Create the transfers and recognize the object ID of each transfer. Enclose the list of transfers in a space-
separated list that is enclosed in quotation marks.

NOTE
Required only for the method=add, insert, or remove parameters.

Example: Create a simple transfer job containing transfers 110, 114, and 118:
dtscli -j transfers="110 114 118"

Note: The default transfer job method is create.
• data1=user_data1

(Optional) Allows user-defined data to be associated with the transfer job.
Default: None

• data2=user_data2
(Optional) Allows user-defined data to be associated with the transfer job.
Default: None

dtscli -schedule Parameter Group -- Manage Schedules
(Optional) The -schedule parameter group creates, deletes, and invokes other methods for schedule objects.

Syntax format:

dtscli -schedule [id=object_id] [calendar=y|n] ["calendars=calendars"] 

   ["calendar_check_times=calendar_check_times"] [description=description] [enable=y|n]

 [label=label] method=method ["method_parameters=method_parameters"] schedule_time=schedule_time

 ["jobs=transfer_job_object_ids"] [valid_from=valid_from] [valid_to=valid_to] [data1=user_data1]

 [data2=user_data2]

NOTE
The -schedule operand can be abbreviated as -s.

• id=object_id
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(Optional) Applies a transfer method, transfer job method, or schedule method appropriately to one, more, or all
specified transfers, transfer jobs, or schedules.

NOTE
Required for existing schedules only Do not specify this operand when creating a schedule (method=create).

Default: None
Examples:
– Apply a method (see method=add|insert|remove) to a single schedule:

dtscli -s method=method id=id

– To specify multiple IDs, use either the id= operand or the label=label operand. For the id= operand, if you specify
two or more object IDs, enclose the entire id= expression in quotation marks:
dtscli -s method=method "id=520 530 540"

– Add the same transfer job (330) to two different transfer schedules (520 and 530):
dtscli -s id="520 530" method=add method_parameters="330"

– Apply a method to all schedules specify id=all:
dtscli -s method=method id=all

• calendar=y|n
(Optional) Indicates whether the schedule is based on calendar definitions or a one-time schedule activation. If
the value is y, the schedule is based on calendar definitions. So set the associated calendar properties (calendars,
valid_from, valid_to, and calendar_check_times). If the value is n, the schedule is based on a one-time activation. So
set also the schedule_time parameter.
Default: n

• "calendars=calendars"
(Optional) Defines complex scheduling. You can specify repeated and complex activation times and dates by
associating a schedule.
Specify a space-separated list of valid calendar names, and enclose the entire expression in quotation marks.
The calendars parameter must be used with the valid_from and valid_to parameters.
Default: None

• "calendar_check_times=calendar_check_times"
(Optional) Indicates the times of day when the calendars associated with the schedule are checked.
This property should contain a space-separated list of times in chronological order in the format HHMMSS. Enter the
entire expression in quotation marks. A value indicates the times of day after 12:00 AM that the calendars associated
with the schedule are checked.

NOTE
If this property is empty, then the calendars that are associated with the schedule are not checked.

Default: None
• "description=description"

(Optional) Specifies a description for a schedule. If the description includes one or more spaces, enclose the entire
expression in quotation marks.
Limits: 1 - 255 characters

• enable=y|n
(Optional) Indicates whether a schedule is enabled at creation time. Specify enable=y to enable the schedule at
creation time. Specify enable=n if you do not want to enable the schedule at creation time.
Once the schedule is created, you can change its state, using the enable and disable schedule methods.
Default: y

• label=label
(Optional) Specifies the label for the schedule you are creating. To assign a label, use the label=label operand and
supply a non numeric value, preferably a logical, simple name. You can specify a label only at object creation time.
This object creation time is when you enter the dtscli command that creates the object.
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Using a label provides an alias, an alternate means also with the object ID for identifying one or more objects. If
desired, you can give two or more objects the same label, so that you can apply the same method to all those objects
in a single command, by specifying a single label value instead of multiple object ID values.
A label that is used in this way is a two-step process:
– Create each object, using the label=label operand to specify the same label for each object. (As a result, each

object has a unique object ID but the same label.)
– To apply the desired method to all the objects, specify id=label instead of the "id=id1 id2 id3..." expression.
Default: None
Example:
– Create two schedules that have the same label (june):

dtscli -s "jobs=110 120" label=june method=create

dtscli -s "jobs=130 140"label=june method=create

– Applythe same method (enable) to both schedules:
dtscli -s id=june method=enable

NOTE
Specifying the same label and applying the same method to a group of objects applies to transfers, transfer
jobs, and schedules.

• method=method
Specifies the methods to be applied to a schedule.

NOTE
When invoking any method other than create, the only valid operands are id= (mandatory), method=
(mandatory), and, if the method takes parameters, method_parameters.

Default: None
• "method_parameters=method_parameters"

(Optional) Specifies the method parameters to be applied to a schedule. Separate the parameters with spaces and
enclose the entire method_parameters expression in quotation marks.
– add

Specifies a list of transfer job IDs to be added to an existing schedule.
Example: Add transfer jobs 123 - 126 into schedule 220:
dtscli -s id=220 method=add "method_parameters=123 124 125 126"

– remove
Specifies a list of transfer job IDs to be removed from an existing schedule.
Example: Remove transfer jobs 123 - 126 from schedule 220:
dtscli -s id=220 method=remove "method_parameters=123 124 125 126"

– insert
Inserts new transfer jobs in an existing schedule. Used with the position parameter
Examples:
• Insert transfer jobs 123 - 126 into schedule 388, starting at position 1 (in front of all previously existing transfer

jobs).
 dtscli -s id=388 method=insert "method_parameters=1 123 124 125 126" 

 dtscli -s id=388 method=insert "method_parameters=0 123 124 125 126" 

• Insert transfer jobs 123 - 126 into schedule 388, starting at position 0. Position 0 means that these objects are
appended to the list after all previously existing transfer jobs.

– position
Specifies the position in an existing schedule where one or more new transfer jobs will be inserted. The position
parameter must be the first method_parameter specified. The remaining method_parameters are the object IDs of
the transfer jobs are inserted. The position parameter applies only to the insert method.

– status
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Reports the status of a schedule. You can use the method=status expression alone to report the status of a
schedule. Also to report only a specific status, you can add the method_parameters=I|F|S expression. Valid values
are I=Initialized, S=Succeeded, and F=Failed. Use the following format:
dtscli -s id=schedule_id method=status "method_parameters=I|F|S" 

 If it matches the method parameter (status) you specified, Data Transport Service displays the status of the
schedule.

Default: None
• schedule_time=schedule_time

Specifies the time and date the schedule is to be activated. The schedule_time parameter is used when a schedule is
required to be activated only once. If schedule_time is set, then the calendar parameter should be set to N. If you want
to activate the schedule periodically, use the calendars parameter and set the calendar parameter to Y.
Default: None

• "jobs=transfer_job_object_ids"
(Optional) Identifies the transfer job objects in the schedule object. When the schedule is activated at the time that is
specified by the calendars or schedule_time associated with the schedule, these transfer jobs are activated.
Specify a space-separated list of transfer job object identifiers. Enclose the entire expression in quotation marks, using
the following format:
dtscli ... "jobs=132 154 185"

NOTE
Before you add transfer jobs to a schedule, create the transfer jobs and note their object IDs.

Default: None
• valid_from=valid_from

(Optional) Specifies the start of the time period in which the calendar specifications of the schedule object are
examined.
The valid_from parameter must be used with the valid_to calendar and calendars parameters. The valid_from
parameter should specify a time earlier than the valid_to parameter.
Default: None

• valid_to=valid_to
(Optional) Specifies the end of the time period in which the calendar specifications of the schedule object are
examined.
The valid_to parameter must be used with the valid_from calendar and calendars parameters. The valid_to parameter
should specify a time later than the valid_from parameter.
Default: None

• data1=user_data1
(Optional) Allows user-defined data to be associated with the schedule.
Default: None

• data2=user_data2
(Optional) Allows user-defined data to be associated with the schedule.
Default: None

dtscli -log Parameter Group -- Specify Logging Level and Mode
The -log parameter group specifies whether to activate transfers synchronously or asynchronously, and the level of
logging required.

Syntax format:

dtscli -log interval=interval level=level mode=append|replace monitor=y|n path=path

NOTE
The -log operand can be abbreviated as -l.
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• interval=interval
Specifies the percentage interval at which progress messages are logged when monitoring a transfer.
Default: 10
Example: Specify that a message is written to the console each time 10 percent of the transfer completes:
dtscli ... -l interval=10 

After the transfer is activated, the cumulative system response after the transfer is 30 percent complete appears:
transfer 457 activated ...

    10% complete ...

    20% complete ...

    30% complete ...

• level=level
Specifies the logging level. Valid values are as follows:
– 0 = Silent
– 1 = Minimum

Specifies that object creation and deletion messages are not logged at this level.
– 2 = Medium
– 3 = Maximum
Default: 1

• mode=append|replace
Specifies the logging mode. Valid values are as follows:
– append

Appends logging messages to the existing file.
– replace

Replaces the existing log file.
Default: append

• monitor=y|n
Specifies whether to monitor the progress of the transfers. Valid values are y (yes) and n (no). If y, a transfer is
monitored and the progress of the transfer is written to the console. No commands can be entered on the command
line until the transfer completes or fails.
Default: y

• path=path
Specifies the location of the file to which log messages are be written. If you enter a path name, enclose it in quotation
marks, for example:
dtscli -l path="c:\logs\080100.log"

If you enter the standard output path (stdout), the output is displayed on the console unless you have specified another
location in your shell.
Default: stdout

dtscli -agent Parameter Group -- Perform Agent-to-Agent Transfers
(Optional) The -agent parameter group performs agent-to-agent transfers.

Syntax format:

dtscli -agent [broadcast_address=broadcast_address] [checkpoint=y|n] [commit=y|n]

   [delimiter_conversion=y|n] [delivery=discreet_delivery_period]

   [direction=s|r] [expiry=discreet_expiry_period] ["f_filters=filters"] ["p_filters=filters"]

 [hop_hosts=hop_hosts] "ipath=host::path" [ipriority=urgent|default|discreet] [iuser=username::password]

 [multicast_address=multicast_address] [output_mode=a|c|r|s|w] [parcel_size=parcel_size]
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 [protocol=protocol] [protocol_parameters=protocol_parameters] [retry_interval=session_retry_interval]

 [retry_limit=session_retry_limit] "rpath=host::path" [rpriority=urgent|default|discreet]

 [ruser=username::password] [throttle=throttle] [transfer_mode=transfer_mode]

NOTE
The -agent operand can be abbreviated as -a.

WARNING
DTS supports IPv4 broadcast and IPv4/IPv6 multicast addressing. The BCAST point-to-many protocol is only for
use with IPv4 addresses. If you want to perform a broadcast-type transfer over an IPv6 network, use the MCAST
protocol with the relevant IPv6 multicast address.

• broadcast_address=broadcast_address
(Optional) Specifies an IPv4 broadcast (bcast) address. Valid only for broadcast transfers. When you specify this
parameter, also specify transfer_mode=bcast and protocol=BCAST.

NOTE
The type of transfer that is performed depends on the transfer mode: A transfer mode of bcast or mcast
implies a UDP broadcast or multicast transfer.

Default: None
Example: Send a broadcast to IP address 172.24.255.255, specifying a transfer mode of broadcast (bcast):
dtscli -a "ipath=steve::c:\steve\memo2.doc"

    "rpath=katie::c:\katie\memo2.doc"

    broadcast_address=172.24.255.255 

    transfer_mode=bcast protocol=bcast 

A broadcast requires only one send of the data to the broadcast address. The packets are broadcast to all computers
on the subnet (172.24.0.0) identified by the broadcast address (172.24.255.255). If any are listening for the broadcast,
they each receive the packet.

• checkpoint=y|n
(Optional) Specifies whether the checkpoint restart feature is enabled. The checkpoint restart feature is an error
recovery mechanism that is used by Data Transport Service,Valid values are y (yes) and n (no). If a failure occurs
during a transfer and the checkpoint restart is enabled, Data Transport Service attempts to restart the transfer from the
point of failure. If a failure occurs during a transfer and the checkpoint restart is disabled, the transfer is restarted from
the beginning.
Default: None

• commit=y|n
(Optional) Specifies whether the commit to disk feature is enabled. Valid values are y (yes) and n (no). If enabled, the
DTS agent flushes its file output buffers to hard disk after every parcel of data has been received. If commit to disk is
not specified (n), the DTS agent relies upon the operating system file I/O to flush buffers when necessary.
Default: None

• delimiter_conversion=y|n
(Optional) Specifies whether delimiter conversion is enabled. Valid values are y (yes) and n (no). Use delimiter
conversion (y) only for instances when you specify the output file name in the same format as the input file name, even
though the receiving computer is running on a different platform from the sending computer. In such cross-platform
transfers, delimiter conversion helps to ensure that the output path name for the transferred data is correctly delimited
for the receiving platform.
Delimiter conversion is intended for cross-platform transfers when the platforms involved use similar delimiters and file
naming conventions. The intended use most commonly includes one-to-many transfers between Windows and UNIX/
Linux computers. Other kinds of cross-platform transfers are also supported.
If you specify the input and output path names for your transfer correctly while creating or updating a transfer, do not
use delimiter conversion. Use delimiter conversion only if you specify the output file name in the same format as the
input file name in a cross-platform transfer.
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NOTE
Use delimiter conversion with caution. The delimiter conversion does not function as an error checking or
validation mechanism for the file naming or delimiter conventions of the receiving platforms.

Default: None
Example: A fanout transfer to Windows and UNIX systems:
dtscli -a "ipath=c:\input.txt"

    "rpath=unixserver1::c:\tmp\output.txt" "rpath=winserver1::c:\tmp\output.txt"

    delimiter_conversion=y

    iuser=administrator::adminpass

    ruser=root::rootpass

    transfer_mode=fanout

    delivery=discreet_delivery_period(Optional) Specifies the discreet delivery period in minutes. This

 option is applicable only if you specified a transfer priority of discreet for sending the transfer

 (using ipriority) or for receiving the transfer (using rpriority), or if you specified both. If you

 specify discreet mode for both sending and receiving the transfer, the same discreet delivery period

 applies to both.The discreet delivery period specifies the amount of time during which the initiating

 or responding DTS agent tries to send or receive the transfer in discreet mode. If the discreet send

 or discreet receive is not completed within this period, the transfer priority automatically changes

 from discreet to urgent. (The transfer priority settings are explained in the ipriority and rpriority

 operand descriptions.)The time begins to be counted when the transfer is activated (not created).The

 discreet delivery period (delivery) is normally used with the discreet expiry period (expiry). The

 discreet delivery period must be less than or equal to the discreet expiry period. If you specify one

 of these options (delivery or expiry) but not the other, the default value is used for the missing

 option.Default: -1 (unlimited)Example: To specify a discreet transfer with a discreet delivery period

 of 360 minutes (6 hours) and a discreet expiry period (expiry) of 720 minutes (12 hours), enter:dtscli -

a|t "ipath=ukwin4q::c:\winnt\tngdts.ini""rpath=philauk::c:\config\ukwinp4q\tngdts.ini"ipriority=discreet

 rpriority=discreetdelivery=360 expiry=720 

direction=s|r(Optional) Specifies whether the initiating computer in the transfer will receive or send

 data. Valid values are as follows:sSends data from the initiator to the responder.rSends data from

 the responder to the initiator.Note: When using the direction=r option, remember that the source file

 is on the responding computer, while the destination file is on the initiating computer. (Typically,

 the opposite is true.) Default: sExample: In the following managed transfer example, the initiating

 computer (NYC_HQ) receives data from the responder (STORE888):dtscli -a|t "ipath=NYC_HQ::c:\receipts

\store888\010398.rcp""rpath=STORE888::PDEV.RRARI09.RECEIPTS" direction=r  

expiry=discreet_expiry_period(Optional) Specifies the discreet expiry period in minutes. This option

 is applicable only if you specified a transfer priority of discreet for sending the transfer (using

 ipriority) or for receiving the transfer (using rpriority), or if you specified both. If you specify

 discreet mode for both sending and receiving the transfer, the same discreet expiry period applies

 to both.If the transfer expires, it is deleted, and no further attempts to send it occur. The expiry

 period (expiry) must be greater than or equal to the discreet delivery period (delivery). If you

 specify one of these options (expiry or delivery) but not the other, the default value is used for

 the missing option.The time begins to be counted when the transfer is activated (not created).Default:

 -1 (unlimited)Example: This example specifies a discreet transfer with a discreet delivery period

 (delivery) of 180 minutes (3 hours) and a discreet expiry period of 360 minutes (6 hours):dtscli -a|t

 "ipath=ukwin4q::c:\winnt\tngdts.ini""rpath=philauk::c:\config\ukwinp4q\tngdts.ini"ipriority=discreet

 rpriority=discreet delivery=180 expiry=360 

• "f_filters=filters"
• "p_filters=filters"

(Optional) Specifies the type of filter for a transfer. File filters (f_filters) process the data being transferred one file at a
time. Parcel filters (p_filters) process the data being transferred one parcel at a time. (A parcel is a smaller unit of data
within the file.)
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Typically, you specify filter parameters for agent-to-agent transfers only, not for managed transfers. The only exception
is any encryption filter. For all other filters that require parameters, managed transfers automatically take the values
that are supplied by the Transfer Object Server.
To specify file filters, use the following format:
dtscli -a|t "ipath=ipath" "rpath=rpath" ... 

    "f_filters=file_filters"

To specify parcel filters, use the following format:
dtscli -a|t "ipath=ipath" "rpath=rpath" ... 

    "p_filters=parcel_filters"

You can specify a single read or write filter or a matching pair of read and write filters. Enclose the entire
"f_filters=file_filters" or "p_filters=parcel_filters" expression in quotation marks. Separate multiple filters with a space.
Each type of filter specification requires a colon (:) in the position as shown here:
– To specify a read filter and a matching write filter, enter:

"f|p_filters=read_filter_name[(read_filter_params)]

 :write_filter_name[(write_filter_params)]"

– To specify a read filter that has no matching write filter, enter:
"f|p_filters=read_filter_name[(read_filter_params)]:"

– To specify a write filter that has no matching read filter, enter:
"f|p_filters=:write_filter_name[(write_filter_params)]"

Filters are applied in the following order:
a. File read filters
b. Parcel read filters
c. Parcel write filters
d. File write filters
Read filters of the same type (file or parcel) are applied in the same order that they are specified on the command line.
Write filters of the same type are applied in the reverse order that they are specified on the command line.
Default: Binary read and binary write filters
Example: The following command applies the specified filters in the following order:
– Binary read parcel filter
– Huffman compression parcel filter
– Huffman decompression parcel filter
– Binary write parcel filter
dtscli -a "ipath=ukwigp3n::c:\temp\getstart.pdf"

     "rpath=ukwigp3n::c:\temp\getstart2.pdf" 

     "p_filters=BINARY_READ:BINARY_WRITE HUFFMAN_COMPRESS:HUFFMAN_UNCOMPRESS"

In this example, none of the filters have parameters.

NOTE
Each transfer must have either the text filters or the binary filters attached. If you specify any filters,
the binary filters are not applied by default. Specify either the text or binary filters explicitly in the same
command.

• hop_hosts=hop_hosts
(Optional) Performs a hop through the host computers for all output files. You would specify a hop, for example, if the
target receiving computer or computers (end nodes) were not directly accessible to the initiator but were accessible
through the hop computer.
If you must specify one or more hop computers, enter each computer name. Separate computer names with a space.
Ensure that each hop computer has enough disk space to accommodate the transfer; otherwise, the transfer fails.
When executed, the transfer travels through the hop computers in the order you specify them on the command line.
You can specify a maximum of 100 output files for a single transfer, and a maximum of 25 hop computers per transfer.
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NOTE
The transfer fails due to the following reasons: If you specify a hop to a different platform (other than the one
the initiator is running). If you specify a transfer protocol that the platform does not support on which the hop
computer s running.

Example: Specify a transfer_mode of point-to-point (p2p) and specify a hop through the computer 172.24.213.47 for
two output files:
dtscli -a "ipath=ddilgp78::c:\simpex.txt" hop_hosts=172.24.213.47 

    "rpath=GGilyphy::c:\qa\in\simpex.txt" 

    "rpath=GGilyphx::c:\qa\in\simpex.txt" 

    transfer_mode=p2p 

    "ipath=host::path"Specifies the input file in the transfer enclosed in quotation marks. The host name

 is followed by two colons and the full path name of the transfer. For example:Windows"ipath=mmmww185::c:

\receipts\010398.rcp"UNIX/Linux"ipath=machj17::/home/receipts/010398.rcp"HTTP Transfers (Internet

 Downloads):"ipath=DTA_host_name::destination_path"Note: The ipath= operand is required.hostSpecifies

 the computer's name, IP address, or IPX address. For IP addresses, use periods (.) as separators;

 for example, 172.24.255.255. For IPX addresses, use either periods or colons (:) as separators; for

 example 00000005.000000000001 or 00000005:000000000001.A DTS agent acting as an initiator receives

 transfer requests from this command line utility, establishes a connection to a target responder or

 group of responders, and sends the data. The initiator is the computer that is initiating the transfer.

 If the host name is omitted, the local host is used by default.pathSpecifies the full path name of

 the input data.Examples: To send a managed transfer from a Windows computer named canoes to another

 Windows computer named tipper, enter the following command: dtscli -a|t "ipath=canoes::C:\My Documents

\Monthly Reports\apr2008.doc" "rpath=tipper::C:\Monthly Reports\David\apr2006.doc"To send a managed

 transfer between two UNIX/Linux computers named CHICAGO12 and NEWYORK20, enter the following command

 at the UNIX/Linux prompt:dtscli -a|t "ipath=CHICAGO12::/home/ptfiles/ptcr1000.txt" "rpath=NEWYORK20::/

home/ptfiles/ptcr1000.txt"To send a managed transfer from a Windows computer named Miami to a UNIX

 computer named NEWYORK20, enter the following command: dtscli -a|t "ipath=Miami::C:\outgoing\file.txt"

 "rpath=NEWYORK20::/home/incoming/file.txt"Note: If running the dtscli command on UNIX/Linux, remember that

 the backslash character is the "escape" character. To specify a Windows path, the backslash characters

 must appear twice. For example: dtscli -a|t "ipath=Miami::C:\\outgoing\\file.txt" "rpath=NEWYORK20::/home/

incoming/file.txt" 

    ipriority=urgent|default|discreet(Optional) Specifies the transfer priority on the initiating computer

 in the transfer: urgent, default, or discreet, as described following. The transfer priority you specify

 here for the initiating computer works with the transfer priority setting for the responding computer

 (rpriority) and the agent DiscreetMode settings (normal or discreet) for the initiating and responding

 computers in the transfer. (The agent DiscreetMode setting is one of the Data Transport Agent parameters,

 which can also be set using the DSM Explorer.) Note: For more information, see the Data Transport

 Agent Plugin Policy Group topic in the Configuration Policy section of the DSM Explorer Help.Together,

 the following transfer priority settings and agent DiscreetMode settings determine which mode (normal

 or discreet) is used to send the transfer and which mode is used to receive the transfer.urgentSends

 the transfer in normal mode, even if the agent DiscreetMode setting is Y (yes) on the initiating

 computer.defaultSends the transfer in normal mode if the agent DiscreetMode setting is N (no) on the

 initiating computer. However, if the agent DiscreetMode setting is Y (yes) on the initiating computer,

 then the transfer is sent in discreet mode.discreetSends the transfer in discreet mode, even if the agent

 DiscreetMode setting is N (no) on the initiating computer. Discreet transfers are sent and received in

 the background, using minimal bandwidth, when the sending and receiving computers are not heavily loaded.

 Based on the load, the DTS agent determines when to send the transfer and calculates the optimal transfer

 rate, so that the discreet transfer has a minimal impact on the computer's performance and the user's

 productivity. Default: defaultExample: To send and receive (rpriority) a transfer in discreet mode,

 enter the following command using the default values for the discreet delivery period (delivery) and the

 discreet expiry period (expiry):dtscli -a|t "ipath=ukwin4q::c:\winnt\tngdts.ini""rpath=philauk::c:\config

\ukwinp4q\tngdts.ini"ipriority=discreet rpriority=discreet  
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    iuser=username::password(Optional) Specifies the user name and password for the initiating

 computer.Note: This is a required parameter if the security mode is set to "fail" for the

 DTS agents involved in the transfer.Default: NoneExample: This example specifies the user

 name and password for both the initiating computer (ipath iuser) and the receiving computer

 (rpath ruser):dtscli -a|t "ipath=NYC_HQ::c:\receipts\store888\010398.rcp" iuser=Frank::furter

 "rpath=STORE888::PDEV.RRARI09.RECEIPTS" ruser=Molly::pitcher 

• multicast_address=multicast_address
(Optional) Specifies an IPv4 or IPv6 multicast (mcast) address. Valid multicast addresses for use with Data Transport
Service fall in the range 224.0.1.0 to 238.255.255.255 (the "Global Scope Addresses"). Valid only for UDP multicast
transfers. When you specify this parameter, also specify transfer_mode=mcast and protocol=MCAST.
Default: None
Examples:
– Send a multicast to IP address 224.1.2.3, specifying a transfer mode of mcast.

dtscli -a "ipath=steve::c:\steve\memo2.doc" 

 "rpath=katie::c:\katie\memo2.doc" 

 multicast_address=224.1.2.3 

 transfer_mode=mcast protocol=mcast

– Send a broadcast-type transfer over an IPv6 network to FF15:0:1:1:1::45, specifying a transfer mode of mcast:
dtscli -a "ipath=steve::c:\steve\memo2.doc" 

 "rpath=katie::c:\katie\memo2.doc" 

 multicast_address=FF15:0:1:1:1::45

 transfer_mode=mcast protocol=mcast

• output_mode=a|c|r|s|w
(Optional) Specifies the output mode. Valid values are as follows:
– a

Appends data to an existing file. If the file does not exist, the transfer fails.
– c

Creates a new output file. If the file already exists, the transfer fails.
– r

Replaces an existing file. If the file does not exist already, the transfer fails.
– s

Creates a new output file. If the file already exists, data is added onto the existing file.
– w

Creates a new output file. If the file already exists, it is replaced.
Default: w

• parcel_size=parcel_size
(Optional) Specifies the maximum parcel size, in bytes, that the initiating DTS agent can send in this transfer. The
minimum parcel size is 128 bytes and, theoretically, the maximum parcel size is limited only by the amount of virtual
memory available.
Default: 524,288 bytes
Example: This example sends a point-to-point transfer from a Windows computer that is named benjamin to one
named joseph, using a maximum parcel size of 50,000 bytes:
dtscli -a "ipath=benjamin::c:\nhmh.c" parcel_size=50000 

    "rpath=joseph::c:\nhmh.c" 

• protocol=protocol
(Optional) Specifies the protocol for agent-to-agent transfers. Protocols require parameters sometimes. For details, see
the protocol_parameters operand.
Valid values are as follows:
– TCP
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Specifies Transmission Control Protocol.
– UDP

Specifies User Datagram Protocol.
– SPX

Specifies Sequenced Packet Exchange.
– CPIC

Specifies Common Programming Interface for Communications.
– PPP

Specifies Point to Point Protocol. Valid only for point-to-point transfers over standard telephone lines, ISDN, and
other high-speed connections

– HTTP
Specifies Hypertext Transfer Protocol. HTTP transfers (Internet downloads) require a specific syntax format.

– BCAST
Specifies broadcast. When using this protocol, also specify broadcast_address=broadcast_address and
transfer_mode=bcast. (For use with IPv4 only.)

– MCAST
Specifies multicast. When using this protocol, also specify multicast_address=multicast_address and
transfer_mode=mcast. (For use with IPv4 and IPv6.)

Default: TCP

NOTE
If desired, you can use the protocol= and protocol_parameters operands of the dtscli command to set the
protocol and protocol parameters that are used for a specific transfer only. However, to set the default
protocol and default protocol parameters for all transfers involving a specific computer, use either WorldView
or the DSM Explorer to modify protocol-related settings of the computer.

• protocol_parameters=protocol_parameters
(Optional) Specifies protocol-specific parameters. Typically, the following requirements and restrictions are applicable:
– Address-related parameters are required.
– Verify the default port numbers used by Data Transport Service. Ensure that the port numbers do not conflict with

any port numbers already being used. If you find a conflict, change the Data Transport Service port number to one
that is not already being used.

– If a computer can connect to other computers only by using the CPI-C protocol, then it can function only as a
responder in a data transfer using the dtscli command.

For further details, including which parameters are required, select the desired protocol to view its parameters:
a. HTTP
b. PPP (Windows)
c. PPP (Solaris Solstice)
d. CPIC
e. TCP
f. UDP
g. SPX

• retry_interval=session_retry_interval
(Optional) Specifies the session retry interval. if an attempt to connect to any computer involved in the transfer fails,
this option specifies the number of seconds between retries.
Default: 60

• retry_limit=session_retry_limit
(Optional) Specifies the session retry limit. If an attempt to connect to any computer involved in the transfer fails, this
option specifies the number of retries that are attempted .
Default: 20

• "rpath=host::path"
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Specifies the output file in the transfer that is enclosed in quotation marks. Two colons and the full path name of the
transfer follows the host name. For example:
– Windows

"rpath=mmmww188::c:\receipts\store888\010398.rcp"

– UNIX/Linux
"rpath=uxmnuu18::/home/receipts/store888/010398.rcp"

– HTTP Transfers (Internet Downloads)
"rpath=http_host_name::http_source_file_path_name"

NOTE
The rpath= operand is required. When using the dtscli command to transfer data from UNIX/Linux to
Windows, enter two backslashes to delimit each directory. If the output path is not enclosed in quotation
marks, enter the path.

Examples:
– This UNIX/Linux to Windows example encloses the rpath in quotation marks so only a single backslash delimiter is

required:
dtscli -a|t "ipath=uxmnjj17::/home/receipts/010398.rcp" 

 "rpath=mmmww188::c:\receipts\store888\010398.rcp"

– This example does not use quotation marks to enclose each input and output path expression. Therefore the double
backlashes are required.
dtscli -a|t ipath=iuxmnjj17::/home/receipts/010398.rcp 

 rpath=mmmww188::c:\\receipts\\store888\\010398.rcp

NOTE
The requirement for double backslashes to delimit each directory and path applies only to the output path
for transfers from UNIX/Linux to Windows.

rpriority=urgent|default|discreet(Optional) Specifies the transfer priority on the responding computer

 in the transfer: urgent, default, or discreet, as described following. The transfer priority you

 specify here works with the transfer priority setting for the initiating computer (ipriority) and

 the agent DiscreetMode settings (normal or discreet) for the initiating and responding computers in

 the transfer. (The agent DiscreetMode setting is one of the Data Transport Agent parameters, which

 can also be set using the DSM Explorer.) Note: For more information, see the Data Transport Agent

 Plugin Policy Group topic in the Configuration Policy section of the DSM Explorer Help.Together, the

 following transfer priority settings and agent DiscreetMode settings determine which mode (normal or

 discreet) is used to send the transfer and which mode is used to receive the transfer. urgentReceives

 the transfer in normal mode, even if the agent DiscreetMode setting is Y (for yes) on the responding

 computer.defaultReceives the transfer in normal mode if the agent DiscreetMode setting is N (for no)

 on the responding computer. However, if the agent DiscreetMode setting is Y on the responding computer,

 then the transfer is received in discreet mode.discreetReceives the transfer in discreet mode, even

 if the agent DiscreetMode setting is N on the responding computer. Discreet transfers are sent and

 received in the background, using minimal bandwidth, when the sending and receiving computers are not

 heavily loaded. Based on the load, the DTS agent determines when to send the transfer and calculates

 the optimal transfer rate, so that the discreet transfer has a minimal impact on the computer's

 performance and the user's productivity. Default: defaultExample: To send (ipriority) and receive

 a transfer in discreet mode, enter the following command using the default values for the discreet

 delivery period (delivery) and the discreet expiry period (expiry):dtscli -a|t "ipath=ukwin4q::c:\winnt

\tngdts.ini""rpath=philauk::c:\config\ukwinp4q\tngdts.ini"ipriority=discreet rpriority=discreet 

ruser=username::password(Optional) Specifies the user name and password for the responding

 computer.Note: This is a required parameter if the security mode is set to "fail" for the DTS

 agents involved in the transfer.Default: NoneExample: In the following example, the user specifies
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 the user name and password for both the initiating computer (ipath) and the receiving computer

 (rpath):dtacli -a|t "ipath=NYC_HQ::c:\receipts\store888\010398.rcp" iuser=polly::nomial \

 "rpath=STORE888::PDEV.RRARI09.RECEIPTS" ruser=redbird::bdfeeder ... \  

• throttle=throttle
(Optional) Specifies the throttle factor, the amount of network bandwidth used when initiating data transfers from this
computer.
Valid values are 0 (no throttling, that is, no forced delay between parcel sends) to 100. The delay interval increases
between parcel send operations by 50 milliseconds with each increase. For example, if you specify 20, a 1-second
delay occurs between parcel sends. If zero is specified, no forced delay occurs between parcel sends.
Default: 0
Example: To specify a throttle factor of one-half second, enter:
dtscli -a "ipath=temo33::c:\jpegs\cows.jpeg" protocol=spx

    throttle=10 "rpath=kyto202::c:\jpegs\cows.jpeg" 

• transfer_mode=transfer_mode
(Optional) Specifies the transfer mode. A transfer mode of bcast or mcast implies a UDP broadcast or multicast
transfer. Valid values are as follows:
– p2p

Specifies point-to-point mode.
– PPP

Specifies Point to Point Protocol (PPP) mode. Valid only for point-to-point transfers over standard telephone lines,
ISDN, and other high-speed connections.

– fanout
Specifies fanout mode.

– bcast
Specifies broadcast mode. Valid only for IPv4 broadcast transfers. When using this transfer mode, also specify
broadcast_address=broadcast_address and protocol=bcast.

– mcast
Specifies multicast mode. Valid for IPv4 and IPv6 multicast transfers. When using this transfer mode, also specify
multicast_address=multicast_address and protocol=mcast.

Default: p2p
Example: Send a fanout from a computer named LondonHQ to satellite computers named Local100 through Local110:
dtscli -a "ipath=LondonHQ::c:\mandates\memo5005.doc" 

    "rpath=Local100::c:\mandates\memo5005.doc" 

    "rpath=Local101::c:\mandates\memo5005.doc" 

    "rpath=Local102::c:\mandates\memo5005.doc"

    .

    .

    .

    "rpath=Local110::c:\mandates\memo5005.doc"

    transfer_mode=fanout

Managed Transfers - TOS
The Transfer Object Server (TOS) Data transfers can create and manage by using the -transfer (or -t) parameter.

Example:

This example is a simple managed transfer for two Windows computers. Note the use of the required -transfer
parameters.

dtscli -tos host=hostname user=username::password

-t "ipath=wstabp3j::C:\My Documents\Monthly Reports\apr2008.doc"
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   "rpath=wstabp3n::C:\Monthly Reports\David\apr2008.doc"

Example:

To perform multiple managed transfers, specify multiple -transfer parameters. This example sends two files from the same
computer to the same recipient. You can also send the same files multiple times to different recipients. You can also send
different files from different computers.

dtscli -tos host=hostname user=username::password 

   -t "ipath=jones201::c:\mandates\memo5005.doc" "rpath=smith110::c:\mandates\memo5005.doc"

   -t "ipath=jones201::c:\mandates\memo5010.doc" "rpath=smith110::c:\mandates\memo5010.doc"

dtscli Command -- Create Transfers
The dtscli -transfer (or -t) command creates a transfer.

This following syntax is used for simple transfers:

dtscli -transfer "ipath=InitiatorMachine::SourceFile"

   "rpath=Respondermachine::DestinationFile"

   iuser=InitiatorUser::Password

   ruser=ResponderUser::Password

   Release 12.5.00

Example:

This example first creates the transfer (ID 270), places it in a transfer job (ID 271), and activates the transfer job.

dtscli -transfer "ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp\file.src"

   "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp\file.dest"

   iuser=dts::dts 

   ruser=dts::dts

Sample Output Messages

Transfer 270 created.

Transfer job 271 created.

Transfer job 271 activated.

Transfer job 271 state: STARTING

Transfer job 271 state: IN_PROGRESS

NOTE
Your transfer and job IDs can differ from the messages in this example.

Example:

The default behavior of dtscli -transfer is to immediately activate the transfer and delete it after it has successfully
completed. This may not be the desired behavior.

The -mode parameter group lets you specify a mode of control: whether the transfers are executed immediately and, if
they are, whether the underlying objects are deleted once the transfers are complete.

This example keeps a transfer after it has been activated.

dtscli -transfer "ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp\file.src"

   "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp\file.dest"

   iuser=dts::dts 

   ruser=dts::dts

   -mode keep
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Sample Output Messages

Transfer 292 created.

Transfer job 293 created. <- Transfer job ID

Transfer job 293 activated.

Transfer job 293 state: STARTING

Transfer job 293 state: IN_PROGRESS

The output tells you the ID of the transfer and transfer job.

The transfer is created, activated, but not deleted. If you have the ADT Transfer Client installed, you can see the transfer
and the transfer job that have been created.

Example:

This example creates a new transfer, but does not activate or add the transfer to a job.

dtscli -transfer "ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp\file.src"

   "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp\file.dest"

   iuser=dts::dts 

   ruser=dts::dts

   -mode defer

Sample Output Messages

Transfer 291 created.

The output tells you the ID of the transfer that has been created.

The transfer is created but activation is deferred. Again, use the transfer client and view the transfer that has been created
in “unassigned transfers”. You can also use dtscli to view the transfer:

dtscli -transfer method=status id=all

dtscli Command -- Send Multiple Output Files (Managed)
The dtscli -transfer (or -t) command can be used to send multiple output files using a managed transfer. Enter the -transfer
operand once for each input and output file that is separated by a space. Using a single dtscli command, you can specify
a maximum of 16 transfers.

Example:

This example specifies only one output file.

dtscli -t "ipath=steve::c:\misc\secrets.doc" 

   "rpath=katie::c:\misc\secrets.doc"

WARNING
When creating multiple managed transfers, specify the -tos, -sos, -job, and -schedule operands one time
only. The number of transfers you create does not matter. However, specify the -transfer operand and all its
parameters once for each transfer (each -transfer expression).

Examples: Managed Transfers for Every Supported Protocol Except CPI-C

After you create a new transfer, dtscli does not carry over values from the previous transfer. The following example
specifies three transfers:

The first transfer uses delimiter conversion (delimiter_conversion=y).

The other two transfers do not specify this parameter, so they use the default (delimiter_conversion=n).
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This example is valid for Windows, and it sends the same input file to three different computers. A remote Transfer Object
Server is used for all transfers.

dtscli -tos host=wsiwig

   -t "ipath=steve::c:\misc\secrets.doc" "rpath=margaret::c:\misc\secrets.doc" delimiter_conversion=y

   -t "ipath=steve::c:\misc\secrets.doc" "rpath=katie::c:\misc\secrets.doc" 

   -t "ipath=steve::c:\misc\secrets.doc" "rpath=roshni::c:\misc\secrets.doc" ...

In the example above, the same input file (with the same path name) is sent to each receiving computer. If necessary, you
could send two or more different input files. Change the path name of the output files, or both.

This example sends three different input files, and a new file name is specified for each output file.

dtscli -t "ipath=steve::c:\receipts\monday.doc" "rpath=margaret::c:\monday\mon_fs.doc" 

   -t "ipath=steve::c:\receipts\tuesday.doc" "rpath=margaret::c:\tuesday\tues_fs.doc" 

   -t "ipath=steve::c:\receipts\wednesday.doc" "rpath=margaret::c:\wednesday\wed_fs.doc" ... 

NOTE
If any computer in the transfer has its security mode set to "fail," ensure that you specify the correct user names
and passwords for all receiving computers. Alternatively, ensure that the security mode is quiet. You can also
warn on any receiving computer for which you have not specified a valid user ID and password. Otherwise, the
security features of the DTS agent on the receiving computer cause the transfer to that computer to fail.

dtscli Command -- Manage Transfer Jobs
The dtscli -job (or -j) command manages transfer jobs. Different methods can be applied to transfer jobs. For a list of
methods available, use one of the following help commands:

dtscli -help job

dtscli -help job method

Example: Activate a Transfer Job

This example reactivates a transfer job that was created and kept earlier:

dtscli -job method=activate id=transfer_job_id

Example: Reset a Transfer Job

This example resets the transfer job using the reset method:

dtscli -job method=reset id=transfer_job_id

Example: Abort a Transfer Job

dtscli -job method=abort id=transfer_job_id

Alternatively, you can press CTRL-C to abort the current operation.

Sample Output Messages

Transfer job 293 activated.

Transfer job 293 state: STARTING

Transfer job 293 state: IN_PROGRESS

Transfer job 293 state: ABORTED

Example: Create a New Transfer Job

dtscli -job method=create

Sample Output Message
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Transfer job 305 created.

Instead of jotting down the job transfer ID, you can use a name alias, or label. By setting the label of this job, you can refer
to the job by the label.

Example: Add Transfers to the Transfer Job

This example adds transfers to a transfer job that was created but not activated. The transfer ID of the earlier example is
necessary.

dtscli -job id=transfer_job_id method=add method_parameters=your_transfer_id

dtscli Command -- Use Skip Logic
Contents

Skip logic is most useful when the success or failure of one or more specific transfers determines which other transfers
has to be activated or skipped. You can specify one or both skip logic settings (CSKIP= and FSKIP=) for a transfer.

The following table lists some representative skip logic settings and their results:

Values If Transfer Completes If Transfer Fails
cskip=1
fskip=2

Next transfer is skipped. Next two transfers are skipped.

*fskip=0 Next transfer is activated. Next transfer is activated.
*cskip=-1 No more transfers are activated. No more transfers are activated.
fskip=I450 Next transfer is activated. The next transfers until transfer 450 are

skipped. Transfer 450 is activated.
fskip=
LtransferOne

Next transfer is activated. The next transfers until the transfer with
the label “TransferOne” are skipped. This
transfer is activated.

fskip=
NtransferTwo

Next transfer is activated. The next transfers until the transfer with
the name “TransferTwo” are skipped. This
transfer is then activated.

*In these cases, the 0 or -1 value specifies not to perform skip logic.

Use Skip Logic in a Sequential Transfer Job

Given the following example: If Transfer A succeeds, skip Transfers B-D and perform Transfers E-G. But if Transfer A
fails, perform Transfers B-D and skip Transfers E-G. If any other transfer with Transfer A fails, abort the entire job.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a sequential transfer job and add Transfers A-G to the job, in sequential order.
2. For Transfer A:

dtscli "ipath=ipath" "rpath=rpath" ... -t cskip=3 fskip=0

3. For Transfer B:
dtscli "ipath=ipath" "rpath=rpath" ... -t cskip=0 fskip=-1

4. For Transfer C:
dtscli "ipath=ipath" "rpath=rpath" ... -t cskip=0 fskip=-1

If Transfers B and C succeed, the next transfer is activated. But if either transfer fails, the entire job aborts according to
the original requirements for this example.
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5. For Transfer D:
dtscli "ipath=ipath" "rpath=rpath" ... -t cskip=-1 fskip=-1

Transfer D specifies -1 for both the cskip and fskip values. As a result, if Transfers B-D are performed, no more
transfers are performed after Transfer D succeeds or fails.

6. For Transfer E:
dtscli "ipath=ipath" "rpath=rpath" ... -t cskip=0 fskip=-1

7. For Transfer F:
dtscli "ipath=ipath" "rpath=rpath" ... -t cskip=0 fskip=-1

If Transfers E and F succeed, the next transfer is activated. But if either transfer fails, the entire job aborts.

NOTE
No skip logic settings are needed for Transfer G, because it is the final transfer in the job.

dtscli Command -- Apply Filters
Contents

The dtscli command can be used to send filtered transfers. DTS agents can apply filters when a file is being transferred.
Filters transform data in some way, such as encryption and decryption, compression and decompression.

Basic categories of filters:

• File Filters (f_filters)
Process the data being transferred one file at a time. File filters are applied to the entire file before it is transferred.

• Parcel Filters (p_filters)
Process the data being transferred one parcel at a time. (A parcel is a smaller unit of data within the file.) Parcel filters
are applied as the file is being transferred.

Filters usually work in pairs. The write filter must reverse an action that is performed by the read filter. Filters are applied in
the following order:

1. File read filters
2. Parcel read filters
3. Parcel write filters
4. File write filters

Read filters of the same type (file or parcel) are applied in the same order that they are specified on the command line.
Write filters of the same type are applied in the reverse order that they are specified on the command line.

Typically, specify filter parameters for agent-to-agent transfers only, not for managed transfers. The only exception is any
encryption filter. For example, Data Transport Service supplies the PLAIN file and parcel encryption filters, each of which
requires the ENDEC_KEY parameter. For both managed transfers and agent-to-agent transfers, specify the ENDEC_KEY
when you use the PLAIN encryption filters. For all other filters that require parameters, managed transfers automatically
take the values from Transfer Object Server.

dtscli Command -- Add Parcel Filters

Valid DTSCLI parcel filters include the following types:

• Binary (default) or text
• Compress
• Encrypt

The two main parcel filters are either binary or text. If transferring text files between two different types of computers
(Windows and UNIX, for example), use the text filter. So the text format is preserved; otherwise, always use binary filters.
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NOTE
Binary and text filters are mutually exclusive: A transfer can either be text or binary but not both.

The command helps for adding filters to agent transfers:

dtscli -help agent p_filters

Example:

• The following example transfers the file from Gold to Silver using the text filter and a short format:
dtscli -agent "ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp\file.src" 

    "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp\file.dest" 

    "p_filters=text"

• This example performs the same operation but uses a long format:
dtscli -agent "ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp\file.src" 

    "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp\file.dest" 

    "p_filters=TEXT_READ:TEXT_WRITE"

NOTE
Only use text filters for transferring text files.

Example:

• The following example transfers the file from Gold to Silver using the compression filter and a short format:
dtscli -agent "ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp\file.src" 

    "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp\file.dest" 

    "p_filters=text compress"

• This example performs the same operation but uses a long format:
dtscli -agent "ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp\file.src" 

    "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp\file.dest" 

    "p_filters=TEXT_READ:TEXT_WRITE HUFFMAN_COMPRESS:HUFFMAN_UNCOMPRESS"

Example:

• The following example adds more than one pair of parcel filters using a short format:
dtscli -agent "ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp\file.src" 

    "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp\file.dest" 

    "p_filters=binary compress"

• This example performs the same operation but uses a long format:
dtscli -agent "ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp\file.src" 

    "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp\file.dest" 

    "p_filters=BINARY_READ:BINARY_WRITE 

     HUFFMAN_COMPRESS:HUFFMAN_UNCOMPRESS"

The order in which the filters are listed is important. The binary filter must be listed before the compression filter. For
example, try swapping the filters around; call the compression filter first, then the binary filter, the transfer fails.

NOTE
Ensure either the binary or text filter is first in the list.

dtscli Command -- Add File Filters

Valid DTSCLI file filters types:

• Directory filters
• Encryption filters
• File attribute filters
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When adding file filters, parcel filters are also necessary. To transfer a directory, file filters must be added to the dtscli
command. If you try to transfer a directory without adding the directory filter, you get the following error message:

"Failed to open input data <c:\dtstemp> error=<Permission denied>".

Help for file filters command:

dtscli -help agent f_filters

Example: Transfer a Directory

• Transfer a directory using a short format for the directory filter:
dtscli -agent ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp 

    "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp" 

    "f_filters=dir"

• Perform the same operation using a long format:
dtscli -agent "ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp" 

    "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp" 

    "f_filters=DIRTREE_READ:DIRTREE_WRITE"

    "p_filters=binary"

NOTE
When using the long format, also apply parcel filters.

Example: Encrypt a File

Encrypt the file before sending it to the responder:

dtscli -agent "ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp" 

    "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp" 

    "f_filters=PLAIN_ENCRYPT_FILE(ENDEC_KEY=key):PLAIN_DECRYPT_FILE()"

    "p_filters=binary"

Example: Apply Attributes of Original File to Transferred File

The use of the file attribute filter forces the transferred file to have the same attributes as the original.

• Assign file.src certain attributes, such as read only, hidden, using a short format:
dtscli -agent "ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp\file.src"

    "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp\file.dest"

    "f_filters=fattr"

    "p_filters=binary'

• Performs the same operation using long format:
dtscli -agent "ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp\file.src"

    "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp\file.dest"

    "f_filters=FILE_ATTRIBUTE:"

    "p_filters=binary"

Predefined Filters

List of predefined DTS files and parcel filters:

Filter Name Description Type
BINARY_READ Binary read. read_parcel
BINARY_WRITE Binary write. write_parcel
TEXT_READ Text read. read_parcel
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TEXT_WRITE Text write. write_parcel
STAGING Use initiator staging file. read_file
STAGING Use responder staging file. write_file
HUFFMAN_COMPRESS Huffman compression. read_parcel
RLE_COMPRESS RLE compression. read_parcel
ZLIB_COMPRESS ZLIB compression. read_parcel
LZRW_COMPRESS LZRW compression. read_parcel
HUFFMAN_UNCOMPRESS Huffman decompression. write_parcel
RLE_UNCOMPRESS RLE decompression. write_parcel
ZLIB_UNCOMPRESS ZLIB decompression. write_parcel
LZRW_UNCOMPRESS LZRW decompression. write_parcel
PLAIN_ENCRYPT DTS Plain encryption. read_parcel
PLAIN_DECRYPT DTS Plain decryption. write_parcel
PLAIN_ENCRYPT_FILE DTS Plain encryption file filter. read_file
PLAIN_DECRYPT_FILE DTS Plain decryption file filter. write_file
VIRUS_SCAN Identify viruses. read_file
VIRUS_SCAN Identify viruses. write_file
CREATE_PATH Creates a path that is based on the input or

the filter parameters.
read_file

CREATE_PATH Creates a path that is based on the output
or the filter parameters.

write_file

DIRTREE_READ Creates an archive containing the contents
of a directory tree.

read_file

DIRTREE_WRITE Creates a directory tree that is based on the
contents of an archive.

write_file

USD_RESOLVE_PATH Reserved for future use. write_file
FILE_ATTRIBUTE File attribute filter. read_file
BINARY_VARREC_READ MVS variable record read. read_parcel
BINARY_VARREC_WRITE MVS variable record write. write_parcel
PDS_UNLOAD MVS PDS unload. read_file
PDS_UNLOADED_READ MVS PDS unloaded file read. read_parcel
PDS_UNLOADED_WRITE MVS PDS unloaded file write. write_parcel
PDS_LOAD MVS PDS load. write_file
VSAM_UNLOAD MVS VSAM unload. read_file
VSAM_UNLOADED_READ MVS VSAM unloaded file read. read_parcel
VSAM_UNLOADED_WRITE MVS VSAM unloaded file write. write_parcel
VSAM_LOAD MVS VSAM load. write_file
SAVE_FILE_READ AS/400 save file that is read. read_file
SAVE_FILE_WRITE AS/400 save file write. write_file
DM_SCRIPT_READ Read-stage Desktop Management script

execution.
read_file

DM_SCRIPT_WRITE Write-stage Desktop Management script
execution.

write_file
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AES256_ENCRYPT CA-DSM AES-256 encryption. read_parcel
AES256_DECRYPT CA-DSM AES-256 decryption. write_parcel
AES256_ENCRYPT_FILE CA-DSM AES-256 encryption file filter. read_file
AES256_DECRYPT_FILE CA-DSM AES-256 decryption file filter. write_file
AES192_ENCRYPT CA-DSM AES-192 encryption. read_parcel
AES192_DECRYPT CA-DSM AES-192 decryption. write_parcel
AES192_ENCRYPT_FILE CA-DSM AES-192 encryption file filter. read_file
AES192_DECRYPT_FILE CA-DSM AES-192 decryption file filter. write_file
AES128_ENCRYPT CA-DSM AES-128 encryption. read_parcel
AES128_DECRYPT CA-DSM AES-128 decryption. write_parcel
AES128_ENCRYPT_FILE CA-DSM AES-128 encryption file filter. read_file
AES128_DECRYPT_FILE CA-DSM AES-128 decryption file filter. write_file
3DES_ENCRYPT CA-DSM 3DES encryption. read_parcel
3DES_DECRYPT CA-DSM 3DES decryption. write_parcel
3DES_ENCRYPT_FILE CA-DSM 3DES encryption file filter. read_file
3DES_DECRYPT_FILE CA-DSM 3DES decryption file filter. write_file
EXT_COMPRESS External Compress. read_file
EXT_UNCOMPRESS External Decompress. write_file

dtscli Command -- Use Transfer Aliases
Tracking all your transfer IDs is not easy. DTSCLI supports name aliases, which use the transfer or transfer job label to
refer to it rather than the number.

Example: Create and Activate a Job Using Aliases

Use labels for both the transfer and transfer job.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a transfer using an alias and defer the activation:
dtscli -transfer "ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp\file.src" 

    "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp\file.dest" 

    iuser=dts::dts 

    ruser=dts::dts

    label=WATER

    -mode defer

The transfer is created. Notice the label.
2. Create a transfer job using an alias:

dtscli -job method=create label=FIRE

The transfer job is created. Notice the label.
3. Add the transfer to the transfer job:

dtscli -job id=FIRE method=add method_parameters=WATER

4. Activate the transfer:
dtscli -job method=activate id=FIRE

Using the ADT Transfer Client, you can view the new transfer and transfer job that you have created and activated.
However, you cannot view the labels.
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dtscli Command -- View Transfer Status
You can use the status method to retrieve and view the status of transfers.

Example:

Display the status of a transfer with the label “WATER”:

dtscli -transfer method=status id=WATER

Example:

Display the status of all transfers by using the special keyword "id=all":

dtscli -transfer method=status id=all 

HTTP Protocol Parameters
Data Transport Service r2 and r3 support the Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) protocol.

You can create, maintain, and perform transfers to receive data from an HTTP server or its proxy server, even if the server
does not have a DTS agent. DTS thus supports downloading files from the Internet. Using DTS, you can receive data from
HTTP servers or their proxy servers, but you cannot send data to them.

Syntax for performing an HTTP agent-to-agent transfer follows. All operands are required.

dtscli -a|t

   protocol=http "ipath=DTA_machine_name::destination_path"

   "rpath=http_host_name::http_source_file_path_name"

   iuser=username::password

   direction=r

• -a|t
Indicates the type of transfer, agent-to-agent (-a) or managed (-t).

• protocol=http
Specifies HTTP as the protocol for any internet download.

• "ipath=DTA_machine_name::destination_path"
Specifies the name of the DTS agent computer that is receiving the HTTP download, followed by two colons, followed
by the path name of the newly downloaded file on this computer.

• "rpath=http_host_name::http_source_file_path_name"
Specifies the host name of the HTTP server (or its proxy server) followed by two colons, followed by the path name of
the file you want to download from this server.

• iuser=username::password
Specifies the user name and password for the initiating computer, that is, the DTS agent computer that is initiating the
transfer.

• direction=r
Specifies the initiating computer receives the transfer.

Agent-to-Agent Transfers
The parameter -agent (or -a) specifies that the transfer should be an agent-to-agent transfer. The transfer does not involve
a Transfer Object Server (TOS).

Example: Perform a Simple Agent-to-Agent Transfer

The following example is a simple agent-to-agent transfer for two UNIX or Linux computers. Note the use of the required -
agent (-a) parameter.
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dtscli -a iuser=username::password ruser=username::password

   "ipath=LondonHQ::/home/mandates/memo5005.txt"

   "rpath=Local100::/home/mandates/memo5005.txt"

Example: Send One File from a Computer to Multiple Recipients

When using an agent-to-agent transfer, you can send one file from one computer to multiple recipients:

dtscli -a "ipath=jones201::c:\mandates\memo5005.doc"

   "rpath=smith110::c:\mandates\memo5005.doc" 

   "rpath=patel335::c:\mandates\memo5005.doc" 

dtscli Command -- Create Simple Point-to-Point Transfers
The dtscli -agent (or -a) command can be used to create simple point-to-point transfers.

Syntax for a simple point-to-point transfer:

dtscli -agent "ipath=InitiatorMachine::SourceFile"

   "rpath=Respondermachine::DestinationFile"

   iuser=InitiatorUser::Password

   ruser=ResponderUser::Password

Example: Transfer a File

Transfer the file, c:\dtstemp\file.src, from computer Gold to c:\dtstemp\file.dest on computer Silver:

dtscli -agent "ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp\file.src"

   "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp\file.dest"

   iuser=dts::dts 

   ruser=dts::dts

dtscli Command -- Create Multiple Point-to-Point Transfers
The dtscli -agent (or -a) command can be used to create multiple point-to-point transfers. The same input file can be
transferred to multiple output locations by using the rpath and transfer_mode parameters.

Valid values for the transfer_mode parameter are as follows:

• p2p
This value specifies a point-to-point transfer.

• PPP
This value specifies Point to Point Protocol (PPP) mode. Valid only for point-to-point transfers over standard telephone
lines, ISDN, and other high-speed connections

NOTE
DTS does not support the latest version of PPP communication protocol, PPPv6.

• f (or fanout)
This value specifies a fanout transfer.

• bcast
This value specifies an IPv4 broadcast point transfer.

• mcast
This value specifies an IPv4 or IPv6 multicast transfer.
Default: p2p

Example: Transfer in Point-to-Point Mode
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This example performs two point-to-point transfers: first, the transfer between Gold and Silver, and after that has finished,
the transfer between Gold and Bronze takes place.

dtscli -agent "ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp\file.src"

   "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp\file.dest"

   "rpath=Bronze::c:\dtstemp\file.dest"

Example: Transfer in Fanout Mode

Fanout transfers are those transfers in which data is sent to multiple responding computers using a direct point-to-point
communications protocol. Data is read once and then sent multiple times, once to each of the target responders.

This example sets the transfer method to fanout mode for the earlier point-to-point transfer example:

dtscli -agent "ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp\file.src"

   "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp\file.dest"

   "rpath=Bronze::c:\dtstemp\file.dest"

   transfer_mode=fanout

Example: Transfer as a Broadcast

This example sets the transfer method to broadcast (bcast). Broadcasts require a broadcast address.

dtscli -agent "ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp\file.src"

   "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp\file.dest"

   "rpath=Bronze::c:\dtstemp\file.dest"

   transfer_mode=bcast

   broadcast_address=your_broadcast_address

Example: Transfer as a Multicast

This example sets the transfer method to multicast (mcast). Multicasts are similar to broadcasts in that you need a
multicast address:

dtscli -agent "ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp\file.src"

   "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp\file.dest"

   "rpath=Bronze::c:\dtstemp\file.dest"

   transfer_mode=bcast

   multicast_address=your_multicast_address

dtscli Command -- Set Up Hop Transfers
The dtscli -agent (or -a) command can be used to create hop transfers. This command is necessary when there is no
direct route from the initiator computer to the responder computer. A hop transfer lets the transfer take place using a third
computer.

Syntax for a hop transfer:

dtscli -agent "ipath=InitiatorMachine::SourceFile"

   "rpath=ResponderMachine::DestinationFile"

   iuser=InitiatorUser::InitiatorPassword

   ruser=ResponderUser::ResponderPassword

   hop_hosts=HopMachine 

Example: Transfer a File Using a Hop Computer

This example performs a point-to-point transfer using computer Bronze. First the file is transferred from Gold to Bronze
and then from Bronze to Silver.

dtscli -agent "ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp\file.src"
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   "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp\file.dest"

   iuser=dts::dts 

   ruser=dts::dts 

   hop_hosts=bronze

Example: Transfer a File Using Multiple Hop Computers

A file transfer is possible by using multiple hop computers. Add a space-separated list of hop computers to the hop_hosts
parameter. In this example, the transfer goes from Gold to Bronze, Bronze to Tin, and then Tin to Silver.

dtscli -agent "ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp\file.src"

   "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp\file.dest"

   iuser=dts::dts 

   ruser=dts::dts 

   "hop_hosts=bronze tin"

NOTE
Ensure to enclose the hop_hosts parameter with quotation marks.

dtscli Command -- Send Multiple Output Files
The dtscli -agent (or -a) command can be used to send multiple output files using an agent-to-agent transfer. Enter the
-agent operand once for each input and output file, which is separated by a space. You can specify a maximum of 32
output files for a single transfer.

Example: Send the Same Output File to Multiple Computers

If you are creating an agent-to-agent transfer, and you want to send the same output file to two or more computers, enter
the input path once. Enter the output path as many times as necessary to specify the responders:

dtscli -a iuser=username::password ruser=username::password

   "ipath=steve::c:\misc\secrets.doc" 

   "rpath=margaret::c:\misc\secrets.doc" 

   "rpath=katie::c:\misc\secrets.doc" 

   "rpath=roshni::c:\misc\secrets.doc"

If any computers in the transfer have their security mode set to "fail," specify the required user name and password
carefully. You specify only one user ID and password. Ensure before sending the transfer that the user ID and password
you specify is valid for every receiving computer. Alternatively, ensure that the security mode is quiet. You can warn for
any receiving computer on which the user ID and password combination you specified is invalid. Otherwise, the security
features of the DTS agent on the receiving computer cause the transfer to that computer to fail.

Example: Send Multiple Input Files

If you want to send multiple input files using agent-to-agent transfers, use multiple dtscli commands:

dtscli -a "ipath=steve::c:\misc\secrets1.doc" 

   "rpath=margaret::c:\misc\secrets1.doc" 

dtscli -a "ipath=steve::c:\misc\secrets2.doc" 

   "rpath=margaret::c:\misc\secrets2.doc" 

dtscli -a "ipath=steve::c:\misc\secrets3.doc" 

   "rpath=margaret::c:\misc\secrets3.doc" 

dtscli Command -- Change Direction
The direction parameter determines the direction of a transfer. Valid values for this parameter are as follows:

• s
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This value sends the data from the initiator computer to the responder computer.
• r

This value sends the data from the responder computer to the initiator computer.
Default: s

Example: Transfer a File from the Responder to the Initiator

This example directs the transfer to pull or transfer file.src from Silver (the responder) to file.dest on Gold (the initiator).

dtscli -agent "ipath=Gold::c:\dtstemp\file.dest" 

   "rpath=Silver::c:\dtstemp\file.src"

   direction=r

TCP Protocol Parameters
Valid TCP parameters for the dtscli command in agent-to-agent transfers are as follows:

• IPORT=nnnn
This parameter specifies the number of the legacy port on which the DTS agent is listening for TCP connections.
Default: 8222

• NETADDR=nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn
This parameter indicates the IP address that is used in place of the responder address. An example of an IPv6
address would be fe80::20d:56ff:fe18:5843.

HyperText Transfer Protocol Parameters
Data Transport Service r2 and r3 support the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) protocol.

You can create, maintain, and perform transfers to receive data from an HTTP server or its proxy server. The server not
having a DTS agent does not affect the transfer. DTS thus supports downloading files from the Internet. Using DTS, you
can receive data from HTTP servers or their proxy servers, but you cannot send data to them.

Syntax for performing an HTTP agent-to-agent transfer follows. All operands are required.

dtscli -a|t

   protocol=http "ipath=DTA_machine_name::destination_path"

   "rpath=http_host_name::http_source_file_path_name"

   iuser=username::password

   direction=r

• -a|t
This operand indicates the type of transfer, agent-to-agent (-a) or managed (-t).

• protocol=http
This operand specifies HTTP as the protocol for any internet download.

• "ipath=DTA_machine_name::destination_path"
This operand specifies the DTS agent computer name that is receiving the HTTP download, followed by two colons,
followed by the path name of the newly downloaded file on this computer.

• "rpath=http_host_name::http_source_file_path_name"
This operand specifies the host name of the HTTP server (or its proxy server).  The two colons and the file path name
you want to download from this server follows the host name.

• iuser=username::password
This operand specifies the user name and password for the initiating computer. The initiating computer is the DTS
agent computer that is initiating the transfer.

• direction=r
This operand specifies the initiating computer receives the transfer.
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Point to Point Protocol Parameters
PPP is a communication protocol for computers that use TCP/IP over standard telephone lines, ISDN, and other high-
speed connections.

NOTE
DTS does not support the latest version of PPP communication protocol, PPPv6.

Valid PPP parameters for the dtscli command in agent-to-agent transfers are as follows:

PPP for Windows

• PPP_ENTRY=entry_name
This parameter defines the name of the preconfigured phone book entry. This entry is used by the PPP protocol when
establishing a connection to the responder.

• PPP_PHONENUMBER=phone_number
This parameter specifies the telephone number that is required to dial in to the responder.

• PPP_USERNAME=login_name
This parameter specifies the name of the user account. This name is used for authentication with the responder. Enter
the name of the user account that the initiating computer uses to dial in to the responder. This account must be granted
dial-in permission.

• PPP_PASSWORD=login_password
This parameter specifies the password of the user account. This password is used for authentication with the
responder. Enter the password of the user account that is specified in PPP_USERNAME.

PPP for Solaris Solstice

• PPP_ENTRY=entry_name
This parameter specifies the name that is used to identify the responder in link.conf.

• PPP_USERNAME=login_name
This parameter specifies the name of the user account. This name is used for authentication with the dial-in account on
the responder.

• PPP_PASSWORD=login_password
This parameter specifies the password of the user account. This password is used for authentication with the dial-in
account on the responder.

• PPP_AUTHENTICATION=PAP|CHAP|CLEARTEXT
This parameter identifies the authentication protocol that is used to authenticate with the responder. The Password
Authentication Protocol (PAP) is the most likely choice to succeed.

NOTE
PAP is prevalent but is weaker than Challenge-Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP). Refer to the
responder configuration to determine what authentication protocol to use. If no PPP authentication is
required, set the value to CLEARTEXT.

• PPP_DYNAMICIP=YES|NO
This parameter indicates whether the server assigns dynamic IP addresses to its clients. Set to NO if the server
assigns a static IP address to the client. Then use PPP_ASSIGNEDIP to specify the required IP address. Refer to the
responder configuration to determine the correct value.

• PPP_ASSIGNEDIP=client_IP_address
This parameter specifies the IP address for the connection to the responder when PPP_DYNAMICIP is set to NO. Use
this parameter when the remote server assigns a static IP address to the client.

• PPP_PHONENUMBER=phone_number
This parameter specifies the telephone number of the responder. This number is used by the initiating computer to
gain access to the responder.
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Example: Point-to-Point Windows Transfer

Send a point-to-point transfer from a Windows computer, benjamin, to one named reuben using the PPP protocol:

dtscli -a "ipath=benjamin::c:\nhmh.c" -protocol=ppp 

   "protocol_parameters=PPP_ENTRY=williamc 

   PPP_PHONENUMBER=16095551212 

   PPP_USERNAME=bill0627 PPP_PASSWORD=whisocks"

   "rpath=reuben::c:\nhmh.c"

Example: Point-to-Point Solaris Solstice Transfer

Enter the following command for a point-to-point transfer from a Solaris Solstice computer, HQ501, to one named
Branch212 using the PPP protocol:

dtscli -a "ipath=HQ501::c:\nhmh.c" protocol=ppp 

   "protocol_parameters=PPP_ENTRY=williamc 

   PPP_USERNAME=bill062> PPP_PASSWORD=whisocks 

   PPP_DYNAMICIP=YES PPP_PHONENUMBER=19085551212"

   "rpath=Branch212::c:\nhmh.c" 

In this example, the responder has a dynamic IP address. So do not specify the PPP_ASSIGNEDIP=client_IP_address
parameter. If the responder has a static IP address, PPP_ASSIGNEDIP=client_IP_address parameter is required.

UDP Protocol Parameters
Valid UDP parameters for the dtscli command in agent-to-agent transfers are as follows:

• IPORT=nnnn
This parameter specifies the port number on which the DTS agent is listening for UDP connections.
Default: 8223

• NETADDR=nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn
This parameter specifies the IP address to be used in place of the responder address.

Example: Point-to-Point Transfer Using UDP

Enter the following command to send a point-to-point transfer from one Windows computer to another. Use the UDP
protocol and a different port number than the default one. Specify IPORT if the default listening port number of the
responding DTS agent has been changed. Another application that is already using the default listening port number can
arise a conflict.

dtscli -a "ipath=ruth::c:\ruth\memo2.doc"

   protocol=udp "protocol_parameters=IPORT=3535"

   "rpath=naomi::c:\naomi\memo2.doc" ...

CPI-C Protocol Parameters
Contents

If a computer can connect to other computers only by using the CPI-C protocol, then it can function only as a responder
in a data transfer using the dtscli command. However, users of Advantage Data Transport or another CA solution that is
designed to enhance the functions of Data Transport Service can use such computers as both initiators and responders in
data transfers. Users can use the Data Transport Explorer GUI rather than the dtscli command to perform the transfer.

Valid CPIC parameters for the dtscli command in agent-to-agent transfers are as follows:

• CPIC_LUNAME=luname
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(Required) The logical unit (LU) name of the responder computer. The first character of an LU name must be
alphabetic.

Example: Point-to-Point Transfer

Send a point-to-point transfer from a Windows computer, HQ501, to one named Branch212 using the CPI-C protocol:

dtscli -a "ipath=HQ501::c:\nhmh.c" protocol=cpic 

   "protocol_parameters=CPIC_LUNAME=D1234567"

   "rpath=Branch212::c:\nhmh.c" 

Send Multiple Output Files Using CPI-C

If you follow these special requirements for each output file, you can use CPI-C to send multiple output files:

Follow these steps:

1. In the "rpath=output_file" operand, specify the CPIC_LUNAME of the responder instead of the computer name of the
responder.
No brackets are required around the luname.

2. In the protocol parameters operand, do not specify the CPIC_LUNAME.

Example: Agent-to-Agent Transfer

dtscli -a "ipath=SWTZDAMY::DTO.DTS20.C(PWTCP)" 

   "rpath=A44ISTD1::PUBLIC.AAKEHH.PWTCP.TSO94" 

   "rpath=A04ISTD1::PUBLIC.AAKEHH.PWTCP.TSO84" 

   "rpath=KWWIGP21::C:\TDSTEST\SNATEST\FANOUT.C" 

   "rpath=KWWIGP51::/USR/AAKEHH/TDSTEST/SNATEST/FANOUT.C" 

   direction=s protocol=CPIC 

Example: Managed Transfer

An equivalent managed transfer for CPI-C users follows. This example is valid for a Windows user to transfer a file across
multiple platforms to four different computers. The -t operand and its parameters (protocol= and retry_interval=) must be
specified in their entirety for each transfer.

dtscli -t "ipath=SWTZDAMY::DTO.DTS20.C(PWTCP)" 

   "rpath=A44ISTD1::PUBLIC.AAKEHH.PWTCP.TSO94" 

   protocol=CPIC retry_interval=30

   -t "ipath=SWTZDAMY::DTO.DTS20.C(PWTCP)" 

   "rpath=A04ISTD1::PUBLIC.AAKEHH.PWTCP.TSO84" 

   protocol=CPIC retry_interval=30

   -t "ipath=SWTZDAMY::DTO.DTS20.C(PWTCP)" 

   "rpath=KWWIGP21::C:\TDSTEST\SNATEST\FANOUT.C" 

   protocol=CPIC retry_interval=30

   -t "ipath=SWTZDAMY::DTO.DTS20.C(PWTCP)" 

   "rpath=KWWIGP51::/USR/AAKEHH/TDSTEST/SNATEST/FANOUT.C" 

   protocol=CPIC retry_interval=30 

SPX Protocol Parameters
Valid SPX parameters for the dtscli command in agent-to-agent transfers are as follows:

• SPX_IPORT=nnn
This parameter specifies the port number on which the DTS agent is listening for SPX connections.
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Default: 8226
• NETADDR=nnnnnnnn

This parameter specifies the network number portion of the IPX address to use in place of the responder address.
• NODEADDR=nnnnnnnnnnnn

This parameter specifies the node number portion of the IPX address to use in place of the responder address.
IPX addresses are formatted as follows: network-number.node-number, which is in 8.12 format; for example,
789EE001.00805F0EC8D8.
If the initiating DTS agent cannot recognize the responder address as being in 8.12 format address, it searches the
protocol parameters for NETADDR and NODEADDR. If the responder address is in the 8.12 format, then there is no
need to specify the SPX protocol parameters. However, in certain cases, the responder address is not in IPX format.
So the SPX parameters are present.
When using the SPX address in the protocol parameters, specify the address in 8.12 format, as follows:
"protocol_parameters=NETADDR=network-number NODEADDR=node-number"

For example:
"protocol_parameters=NETADDR=89EE001 NODEADDR=00805F0EC8D8"

Example: Point-to-Point Transfer

Send a point-to-point transfer from a computer that is named toro444 to one named toky0001 using the SPX protocol. The
SPX NETADDR= and NODEADDR= parameters are included:

dtscli -a "ipath=toro444::c:\jpegs\cows\bessie.jpeg" protocol=spx 

   "protocol_parameters=NETADDR=789EE001 NODEADDR=00805F0EC8D8"

   "rpath=toky0001::c:\jpegs\cows\bessie.jpeg" 

Data Transfers Using the DTSCLI Command
Contents

Data transfers using the DTSCLI command must be either managed transfers or agent-to-agent transfers. A single
transfer must be one or the other; it cannot be both.

Rules for transfer operations:

• You cannot specify multiple -agent operands in the same command.
• You cannot specify multiple rpaths within the same -transfer operand.
• You cannot specify the -agent and -transfer operands together in the same command.
• If any operand or operand-parameter expression in a DTSCLI command includes an embedded space, enclose

the entire expression in quotation marks. Always enclose the expression in quotation marks: input and output path
operands, filters, protocol_parameters, and method_parameters. This requirement also applies to other operands and
parameters.

• For Data Transport Service r2 and r3 only, you can optionally use macros in data transfers to systematically alter
the input and output file names. You can optionally use macros while using the dtacli or dtscli command. For Data
Transport Service, a macro is a set of characters that represents one or more variables or actions. You can make the
output file name reflect the name of the sending computer, the date or time of the transfer, or other customized text.

WARNING
DTS supports IPv4 broadcast and IPv4/IPv6 multicast addressing. The BCAST point-to-many protocol is only for
use with IPv4 addresses. If you want to perform a broadcast-type transfer over an IPv6 network, use the MCAST
protocol with the relevant IPv6 multicast address.
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Managed Transfers

Managed transfers use the Transfer Object Server and optionally the Schedule Object Server to perform a transfer. To
perform a managed transfer, specify the -transfer (-t) transfer parameters operand of the dtscli command. Under certain
conditions, specify the Transfer Object Server (-tos operand). Also the iuser and ruser parameters are required when the
security modes of the DTS agents in the transfer are set to "fail." You also specify the input and output paths of the file or
directory that is being transferred using the ipath and rpath parameters. All other managed transfer operands are optional.

Agent-to-Agent Transfers

Agent-to-agent transfers proceed from one agent to the other. The Transfer Object Server or Schedule Object Server is
not involved in the transfer. For an agent-to-agent transfer, specify the -agent parameters operand of the dtscli command.
The iuser and ruser parameters are required when the security modes of the DTS agents that are involved in the transfer
are set to "fail." You also specify the input and output paths of the file or directory that is being transferred using the ipath
and rpath parameters. All other agent-to-agent transfer operands are optional.

encUtilCmd Command Reference
encUtilCmd is a command-line utility for the ENC infrastructure. The utility provides the following functionality:

• Auditing
– Auditing [command: auditapi]

Allows access to the ENC auditing configuration database.
• Authorization

– Create Rule-set [command: create]
Creates a bare set of authorization rules.

– Export [command: export]
Reads the current authorization rules from common stores and write to a structured text file.

– Import [command: import]
Reads authorization rules from a structured text file and writes to the CMS common store.

– Import Database [command: importdb]
Reads authorization rules from a structured text file and writes to the CMS CCNF database.

– Verify [command: verify]
Tests authorization rules based on the contents of an authorization rule file and customer-provided input.

• Authentication
– Certificate Import [command: certimport]

Imports certificates and PKCS#12 shrouded keys into the Microsoft certificate store for use by ENC.
– Verification [command: certverify]

Tests and enumerates installed certificates: availability and validity.
• Miscellaneous

– Client [command: client]
Enables or disables the ENC Gateway Client.

– Netdiag [command: netdiag]
Provides a set of ENC-specific diagnostics.

– Server Status [command: server]
Displays the status of an ENC Gateway Server.

– Updateconfig [command: updateconfig]
Automatically copies policies from the policy or common store to the ENC components.

auditapi -- Check ENC Local Auditing Configuration
Short form 'au'
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This command provides access to the ENC auditing configuration database on the local system. You are recommended
to use the graphical user interface to configure auditing. However this command allows you to control some elements of
auditing where the GUI is not accessible.

auditapi usage:

encUtilCmd auditapi arguments [options]

• Options:
– -c Categories

This option displays all audit categories.
– -cd Disable Category

This option disables one or more categories and allows the regular expression for pattern matching.
– -ce Enable Category

This option enables one or more categories and allows the regular expression for pattern matching.
– -da Dump All

This option dumps all audit records.
– -dc Dump Category

This option dumps the audit records in the given category.
– -e Enabled

This option identifies if the message is enabled.
– -f Filter

This option applies filter using regular expression.
– -ggs Get Global State

This option displays current global auditing state.
– -md Disable Message

This option disables one or more messages and allows the regular expression for pattern matching.
– -me Enable Message

This option enables one or more messages and allows the regular expression for pattern matching.
– -mgr Manager

This option forces manager access to overwrite.
– -sgs Set Global State

This option specifies the global auditing state.
– -test Test Pass

This option displays only the categories or messages that matched during pattern matching without committing
changes to the configuration database.

Where:
– -c Categories [no arguments]

This option shows all audit categories. This option lists the top-level categories and their associates state.
– -cd Disable Category [pattern]

This option disables one or more categories. The argument specifies a substring of the category name to be
matched. For example, '-cd er' matches the error and the server. To match only the error, you can fully qualify the
expression as '-cd "^error$"'.

NOTE
The symbol '^' is a special character for the Windows command processor. Enclose this symbol within
braces to be passed through to the utility command.

– -ce Enable Category [pattern]
This option enables one or more categories. The argument specifies a substring regarding the Disable Category
option.

– -da Dump All
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This option dumps all audit records to the console. This option lists all audit record identities, with their associated
categories and individual record states (enabled or disabled).If you want only a subset of the audit records, combine
this option with the -f and -dc options.

– -dc Dump Category [category]
This option dumps only the audit records in the specified category.

NOTE
Use this option with the -da switch.

Example:
encutilcmd au -da -dc 

– -e Enabled [message-id]
This option identifies if a message is enabled. The argument to this option is the full audit record identity such as
"IDS_CLI_NO_CERTS". The utility then displays the effective state of the audit record, its category, and reason for
the state of the record.

– -f Filter [pattern]
This option applies filter using regular expression (audit records). This option can be combined with the -da option
to show only records that match the specified regular expression.

– -ggs Get Global State
This option displays the current global auditing configuration state. The possible states can be All, None, or
Category.
Use the -sgs option to set the global state.

– -md Disable Message [pattern]
This option disables one or more messages and allows regular expression for pattern matching. This option
disables an individual record.

– -me Enable Message
This option enables one or more messages and allows regular expression for pattern matching. This option enables
an individual record, though its parent category disables its effective state.
Use the -e option to show the effective state for an individual record.

– -mgr Manager
This option forces manager access to overwrite. This option also allows local auditing configuration to be changed
even if the DSM security policy centrally manages the configuration.

NOTE
This option requires administrative privileges.

– -sgs Set global state
This option specifies the global auditing state.
The states are:
• None - All auditing is disabled.
• All - All auditing is enabled.
• Category - Category and individual state control messages

NOTE
If the state is set to Category, use the -e option to see why a message is enabled or disabled.

– -test Test Pass
This option displays only the categories or messages that matched during pattern matching without committing
changes to the configuration database.
You can use this option to evaluate what would change without actually committing the changes.

certimport -- Import Certificates into the Local Machine Certificate Store
Short form ‘certi’
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The certificate import command imports certificates into the Microsoft local computer certificate store for use by ENC. The
root certificates are placed in the “Trusted Root Certification Authorities” folder. The PKCS#12 certificate key-pairs are
added to the “Personal” folder.

Usage output:

certimport - Verify that the required certificates are available on the current computer.

certimport usage:

encUtilCmd certimport arguments [options]

• Options:
– -a Skip Admin

This option skips administrators verification.
– -i PKCS#12

This option specifies a PKCS#12 shrouded certificate and key to import. Multiple -i options can be specified but
must have matching -p entries.

– -p Password
This option specifies the input password for a PKCS#12 file.

– -r Root
This option specifies a root certificate to import. Multiple -r options can be provided.

– -v Verbose
This option runs command with maximum output.

Where:

-a Skip Admin

By default, the command does a verification. This verification ensures that you are an active member of the administrators
group before executing the import commands. So if you have privileges to import without being a member of the
administrators group, you can skip this verification.

• -i PKCS#12
This option specifies the path to the input PKCS#12 file. You can supply multiple ‘-i’ options, but each one must
be balanced with a corresponding ‘-p’ option. PKCS#12 files are imported with their private keys marked as non-
exportable.

• -p Password
This option specifies a password to be used in decrypting the PKCS#12 shrouded file.

• -r Root certificate
This option specifies a root certificate to be imported to the Microsoft system store.

• -v Verbose
This option specifies the verbose options prints more information about the import operations as they occur.

certverify -- Verify that the Required Certificates Are Available
Short form ‘certv’

Use the certificate verification command certverify to verify that the required certificates are available on the current
system.

Usage output:

certimport usage:

encUtilCmd certverify arguments [options]

• Options:
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– -a Skip Admin
This option skips administrators verification.

– -l Loopback
This option attempts a local loopback connection and report on identities used.

– -t Target
This option specifies the local FQDN for systems that are not fully configured for use in loopback.

– -v Verbose
This option runs command with maximum output.

Where:

-a Skip Admin

By default, the command verifies that you are an active member of the administrators group. This verification is done
before executing the import commands. If you have privileges to execute the appropriate certificate loading commands
without being a member of the administrators group, you can skip this verification.

• -l Loopback
When specified, the utility creates a client and server security context. The utility performs a loopback authentication to
ensure that the certificates are valid. The certificate identities that are used are displayed. This option only succeeds if
the installed certificates are intended for use in client and server authentication.

• -t Target
When using the loopback option, the utility cannot automatically determine the fully qualified domain name of the local
system. So it is necessary to specify the DNS name with this option.

• -v Verbose
Specifying the verbose options prints more information about the import operations as they occur.

create -- Create an Authorization Rule-set
Short form ‘cr’

This command creates a bare set of authorization rules.  This set includes an ENC infrastructure realm, a DSM
management realm, and optionally named DSM member realms. The command output can further be used in
authorization testing, import to the common store or to the configuration database.

Syntax:

encUtilCmd create arguments [options]

• Options:
– -ex Export XML

This option writes an XML version of the rules to the specified file.
– -o Output

This option writes output to the specified file. The default is to write to the console.
– -r Realm

This option specifies the name of a realm. This option can be specified multiple times.
– -tb Test Batch File

This option creates a named batch file to call and test the script that -ts creates.
– -ts Test Script

This option creates a named test script. This option requires the - o option to be set.
– -v Verbose

This option runs command with maximum output.

Where:

• -ex Export XML
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Outputs the rule-set in XML form. This set can be used as direct input to the ccnfregdb command.
• -o Output

This option specifies the output file to use to store the textual version of the rule-set. The default is to write the rules to
the console.

• -r Realm
This option specifies a named realm for inclusion in the rule-set. Multiple realms be specified by supplying multiple
instances of the ‘ - r’ option.

• -tb Test Batch File
This option instructs the utility to create a test batch file to call the test script that - ts creates.

• -ts Test Script
This option creates a test script to exercise the newly created rule-set.

• -v Verbose
Specifying the verbose options prints more information about the rule-set operations as they occur.

export -- Export a Set of Authorization Rules from the Configuration Store
Short form ‘e’

The export command extracts a current authorization rule set from the DSM common store. The export command then
converts the rule set to a flat file structure.

encUtilCmd export arguments [options]

• Options:
– -ab Abbreviate

This option specifies an export rule set, using abbreviated events.
– -al Alternate

This option specifies an alternate rule set.
– -ex Export XML

This option writes an XML version of the rules to the specified file.
– -o Output

This option writes output to the specified file.
The default is to write to the console.

– -v Verbose
This option runs command with maximum output.

Where:

• -ab Abbreviate
This option exports the event names as their abbreviated versions.
Example: ServerRegisterAgent is exported as SRA.

NOTE
The verify -pe command and option combination displays the full event names and their abbreviated forms in
braces.

• -al Alternate
By default, the export command reads the authorization rule set from the common store location “itrm/common/enc/
authz”. To evaluate system rules without affecting system operation, you can specify an alternate location such as
“test1”. You can place the rules in this alternate location.

• -ex Export XML
This option creates and saves an XML version suitable for use by the ccnfregdb tool.

• -o Output
This option specifies an output file for the flat file rules. By default, the utility prints the output to the console.

• -v Verbose
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This option executes the export command in verbose mode. Use of the ‘-v’ option is cumulative. This option can be
specified on the command line one or more times to increase the level of verbosity.

import -- Import a Set of Authorization Rules into the Configuration Store
Short form ‘import’

The import command reads the input from a specified flat file. This command validates the input to an extent and then
writes to the specified area of the common store.

encUtilCmd import arguments [options]

• Mandatory Arguments:
– -i Input File

This argument specifies the input file.
• Options:

– -al Alternate
This option specifies an alternate rule set.

– -ex Export XML
This option writes an XML version of the rules to the specified file.

– -fl Flush store
This option flushes the current rule set from the common store before writing new set.

– -lr List Realms
This option prints the name of the realms from the input file.

– -mgr Manager
This option forces manager access to overwrite.
This option requires administrative privileges.

– -notify Notify
This option sends signal to ENC processes to notify that configuration has changed.

– -nw No write
Do not commit the rules; only parse the input file.

– -v Verbose
This option runs command with maximum output.

Where:

• -i Input File
This option specifies the name of the input flat file.

• -al Alternate
By default, the import command writes the authorization rule set to the common store location “itrm/common/enc/
authz”. To allow evaluation of system rules without affecting system operation, you can specify an alternate location
such as “test1”. You can place the rules in this alternate location.

• -ex Export XML
This option creates and saves an XML version suitable for use by the ccnfregdb tool.

• -fl Flush Store
If an existing rule set already exists in common store, the utility does not overwrite the current set to prevent possible
corruption or conflicts. Use the ‘-fl’ flush command to clear the existing rule set before committing the new one.

• -lr List Realms
This option lists the realms read from the input file.

• -mgr Manager
The current rule set has been applied as a centrally managed policy and the policy set prevents the system from
communicating due to incorrect rules definition. So, the ‘-mgr’ switch is useful to force the rules by overriding the
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centrally managed policy option. When the system next receives a policy update, these rules then be overwritten by
the centrally defined ones.

• -notify Notify
Use this option to ensure that the ENC Gateway reads the new configuration data immediately. The utility signals to all
listening processes that the authorization configuration has been updated.

• -nw No Write
This option prevents the utility from committing the new rule set to the common store. The utility can load, parse, and
evaluate the new rule set without committing it to the common store.

NOTE
This option does not stop the operation of the flush command. You can combine ‘- fl’ and ‘- nw’ to flush
the existing common store without writing a new rule set. This process can be useful for testing empty
configuration sets and clearing old test sets.

• -v Verbose
This option executes the import command in verbose mode. Use of the ‘-v’ option is cumulative. This option can be
specified on the command line one or more times to increase the level of verbosity.

importdb -- Import a Set of Authorization Rules into the Database
Short form ‘importd’

The importdb command reads its input from a specified flat file. This command validates the input, and then utilizes the
ccnfregdb tool to write the rule set to the CCNF database. The authorization configuration is delivered to ENC Gateway
nodes. So this command creates a policy for subsequent association with a DSM group of ENC nodes. This behavior can
be amended by specifying the default option to write to the existing default computer policy.

encUtilCmd importdb arguments [options]

• Mandatory Arguments:
– -i Input File

This argument specifies the input file.
– -n Policy Name

This argument specifies the policy name to import.
• Options:

– -def Default
This option writes to the Default Computer Policy.

– -desc Description
This option defines the policy description.

– -ex Export XML
This option writes an XML version of the rules to the specified file.

– -lr List Realms
This option prints the name of the realms from the input file.

– -m Manager
CCNFREGDB: This option specifies the target Manager name.
Default is localhost.

– -nw No write
Do not commit the rules; only parse the input file.

– -o Overwrite
CCNFREGDB: This option specifies whether any existing configuration database values are overwritten.
Default is not to overwrite.

– -s Skip Auto
CCNFREGDB: This option specifies whether the Automatic configuration update for affected computers is skipped.
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The default is to force immediate update.
– -v Verbose

This option runs command with maximum output.

Where:

• -def Default
This option specifies that the authorization data is imported to the default computer policy rather than a new named
policy. This option distributes authorization data to all DSM nodes associated with the current DSM domain.

• -desc Description [text-string]
This option applies an operator specified descriptive string to the imported policy. This option adds comments about
the purpose of the policy.

• -ex Export XML
This option creates and saves an XML version suitable for use by the ccnfregdb tools.

• -i Input File
This option specifies the name of the input flat file.

• -lr List Realms
 This option lists the realms read from the input file.

• -m Manager
This option is passed to the ccnfregdb tool as the target manager of the registration command. By default, the target is
‘localhost’ as the command is expected to be executed on the domain manager host.

• -n Policy Name [text-string]
This option names the newly imported policy.
Example: ENC-RuleSet-Main

• -nw No Write
This option prevents the utility from committing the new rule set to the database. This option allows the utility to load,
parse, and evaluate the new rule set without having to commit it.

• -o Overwrite
This option is passed to the ccnfregdb tool. This option specifies whether any existing rules in the configuration
database are overwritten. The default option for the ccnfregdb tool is not to overwrite any existing data.

• -s Skip Auto
This option is passed to the ccnfregdb tool. This option specifies that the automatic configuration update of affected
computers is skipped. The default behavior is to deliver policy to all affected computers.

• -v Verbose
This option executes the importdb command in verbose mode. Use of the ‘-v’ option is cumulative. This option can be
specified on the command line one or more times to increase the level of verbosity.

client -- Set ENC Client Configuration
Short form `cl´

The ENC Gateway Client is enabled or disabled and other configuration items relevant to the client are set.

Using this command, you can set the target ENC Gateway Server and its configured ports. You can also set proxy
configuration information.

The policy configures the ENC client. This policy includes the username and password that is required to connect to an
internet proxy server. If the policy sends out the wrong password, the target systems are cut off from ENC.  The cut off
occurs because the target systems cannot authenticate with the proxy anymore.

If the systems are separated from the Domain Manager by a firewall, they cannot receive a policy update. The policy
update can be used to correct the problem. To address this issue, manually enter the correct credentials into comstore
using ccnfcmda. This entry is insufficient because the password is encrypted. Encutilcmd provides a means of entering
encrypted passwords.
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Syntax:

Encutilcmd client [options]

• Mandatory Options:
– -proxy_http

This option sets the credentials for the HTTP proxy.
– -proxy_socks

This option sets the credentials for the SOCKS5 proxy.
– -state

This option sets the state of the ENC Client.
• State options:

– -port_http
This option specifies the target HTTP port for the ENC Gateway server.

– -port_tcp
This option specifies the target TCP port for the ENC Gateway Server.

– -server
This option specifies the fully qualified domain name of the target ENC Gateway server.

• Proxy options:
– -password [password]

This option specifies the password for the proxy. If this argument is omitted or provided as the ‘*’ character, the
command prompts for it, without echo of what you type.

– -proxy_clear
This option specifies the deletion of one or more of the stored proxy configuration entries.

– -proxy_host
This option specifies the host name for the proxy server.

– -proxy_port
This option specifies the port number for the proxy server.

– -proxy_view
Use this option to display the current stored proxy configuration entries.

– -user [username]
This option specifies the username for the proxy.

• Miscellaneous options:
– -mgr

If the system configuration is centrally managed, use the option to force the configuration to be changed. This
option requires administrative privileges. The changes will be possibly lost, the next time centralized policy is
delivered.

– -restart
When the SSA and CAM are configured to use ENC for the first time, they are required to restart. Using this option
applies the restart upon completion of the status command.

– -start
Use this option to start the ENC client upon completion of the current command. This option can be combined with -
stop to cycle the ENC client.

– -stop
Use this option to stop the ENC client after the completion of the current command. This option can be combined
with the -start.

Examples:

Encutilcmd client  - state show 

This example displays the current configuration state of the ENC client.
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Encutilcmd client  - state enabled  - server example.forwardinc.ca -start 

This example sets the client state to be enabled, configure the client to connect to the ENC Gateway server at
example.forwardinc.ca. Start the ENC client.

Encutilcmd client  - proxy_http -proxy_host <proxy server name> -proxy_port <proxy server port>  - user

 <username>  - password <password>

This command sets the HTTP proxy connection details for the client.

netdiag -- Provides a Set of ENC Specific Diagnostics
Short form ‘ne’

The netdiag command is used to get a set of ENC-specific diagnostics.

netdiag usage:

encUtilCmd netdiag arguments [options]

• Options:
– -r Resolve

This option attempts to resolve the given name to an ENC address.
– -Summary Summary

This option prints a summary output of the configuration and status of the local ENC components.
– -track Tracking

This option adds the specified security sub strings to the tracking list on the current system. All authorization
requests that contain these strings are traced at a high level.

– -trclear Clear Tracking
This option clears the current tracking values.

– -trshow Show Tracking
This option shows the current tracking values.

– -v Verbose
This option runs the command with maximum output.

Where:

-r Resolve [host-name]

Attempts to resolve the given name to an ENC address.

• -summary Summary [no arguments]
This option prints a summary output of the configuration and status of the local ENC components.

• -track Tracking [text-string(s)]
This option adds the specified security sub strings to the tracking list on current system. All the authorization requests
contain these strings are traced at a high level.

NOTE
You can specify multiple strings by using # as the separator. The selective tracing of targeted systems is
allowed rather than having to increase the general trace level and include all systems.

Example:
 -track dc=forwardinc#cn=someone#cn=someone-else

The tracing level of authorization requests is increased where the authenticated identity of the client contains one of
the sub strings "dc=forwardinc", "cn=someone", or "cn=someone-else".

• -trclear Clear Tracking
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This option clears the current tracking values.
• -trshow Show Tracking

This option displays the current tracking values.
• -v Verbose

This option prints more information about the netdiag operations as it occurs.

updateConfig -- Update ENC configuration
A few ENC components such as the server, socket adapter, and tomcat are not directly configured from policy or the
common store. Instead they have their own private data files. In the normal course of events, policy is automatically
copied to these files. However if you have to set parameters locally, this command performs the copy operation. For
example, a system has not been configured properly and is now cut off from the Domain Manager by a firewall. Such a
system cannot receive a new policy to correct the problem which must now be fixed manually. The necessary changes
can be made to comstore using the ccnfcmda command and transferred using “encutilcmd updateconfig”.

The updateConfig command notifies all processes that all configuration data has been updated. Sometimes, it is more
desirable to update only a single area.

• Options:
– -audit Audit

This option notifies an update change for auditing configuration.
– -authz Authorization

This option notifies an update change for authorization.
– -server Server

This option notifies an update change for the ENC server process.
– -ssa SSA

This option notifies an update change for the SSA.

verify -- Load and Verify a Set of Authorization Rules
Short form ‘v’

The verify command allows for the evaluation of one or multiple events against the criteria that is defined in an
authorization rule set. Validation parameters can be passed directly to the command line to evaluate a single event.
Validation parameters can also be supplied as a script file to evaluate one or more events serially.

encUtilCmd verify arguments [options]

• Mandatory Arguments:
– -e Event

This argument specifies an event to evaluate (use -pe for full list). This argument requires event-specific options to
be set. This option is ignored if -f is set.

– -f Test file
This argument loads and processes the specified test file.

– -i Input File
This argument specifies the input file. If not specified, the common store is used directly. If specified, specify -al
also.

• Options:
– -al Alternate

This option specifies an alternate rule set.
– -date Date

This option specifies a date for the test to be evaluated against [format YYYYMMDD].
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Default - current date.
– -error Error

This option pauses for a key-press if a rule fails.
– -fl Flush store

This option flushes the current rule set from the common store before writing new set.
– -nt NodeType

This option specifies the node type for the test (MRS/SRS/ROUTER).
– -p Principal

This option specifies the security principal for the test (URI).
– -pause Pause

This option pauses for a key-press after each event.
– -pe Print Events

This option prints a list of event types.
– -q Quiet

This option does not show rule matches - only event completion summary.
– -s SourceIP

This option specifies a source IP address for the test.
– -t Target

This option specifies the target for the test.
– -time Time

This option specifies a time for the test to be evaluated against [format HHMMSS].
Default - current time.

– -tz Time Zone
This option specifies the time zone of the target [format UTC+HHMM].

– -v Verbose
This option runs command with maximum output.

NOTE
The ‘e’, ‘f’, and ‘i’ options are all listed as mandatory arguments. But specify only ‘-e’ or ‘-f’.

– -al Alternate
This option specifies an alternate rule set to use for the evaluation. You can write a new rule set into an alternate
location for testing (if using the ‘-i’ switch). You can also use an existing alternate set if already previously imported.

– -date Date
This option specifies a simulated date to be used during evaluation. By default the current date is used. This option
has a format of YYYYMMDD. YYYY is the four-digit year, MM is the two-digit month (01-12) and DD is the two-digit
day (01-31). The date can be partially specified as YYYY or YYYYMM, where the month and days are assumed to
“01” respectively.

– -e Event
This option specifies the event type to evaluate. Executing the verify command with the ‘-e’ option without the
required set of parameters records an error.

– -error Error 
If a rule fails while evaluating a set of rules, the verification utility does not stop. The verification utility continues to
evaluate the remaining rules. This option pauses the rule evaluation when an error occurs in a rule entry.

– -f Test File
This option specifies the test script file containing the events to evaluate. Refer to section “Script Commands” for the
available commands for the script.

– -fl Flush Store
When the ‘-i’ option is specified, it is necessary to flush existing rules from the common store. Flush the existing
rules before writing a new set. Use this option to remove any existing rules.

– -i Input File
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This option specifies an input rules file set. If not specified, then the current rules in the common store are used
explicitly.

– -nt Node Type
This option specifies the node type to be used during event evaluation. The default is determined from configuration
but this option allows you to emulate behavior as a different node type. The available values are a combination of
MRS, SRS, and Router. If multiple options are supplied, provide the options within quotes like: -nt “SRS Router”

– -p Principal
This option specifies the security principal to be used during event evaluation.

– -pe Print Events
This option allows the utility to print a list of the recognized event types to the console.

– -q Quiet
Do not show the names of the matching rules during event evaluation; only show the summary status.

– -s SourceIP
This option specifies the source IP address for the ‘ipconnection’ event.

– -t Target
This option specifies the target to be used during event evaluation. This option is event context specific. Refer to
section “Event Types” for the relevant targets.

– -time Time
This option specifies a simulated time to be used during event evaluation. The default behavior is to use the current
time. The format of this option is HHMMSS. HH is the hour (0-23), MM is the minute (00-59) and SS is seconds
(0-59). The time can be partially specified using HH or HHMM where the minutes and seconds are assumed to be
“00” respectively.

– -tz Time Zone [time-string]
This option specifies the time zone of the target of an operation during the rules verification. The format of this
option is UTC+HHMM.
Example: -tz UTC+02:00;
-tz UTC-05:00

NOTE
Each ENC object transfers its configured time zone when registering with the ENC infrastructure. All
access control entries against a given target are evaluated with that time zone. The verification command
can simulate the time zone with this option, else assume a time zone of UTC+0.

– -v Verbose
This option executes the verify command in verbose mode. Use of the ‘-v’ option is cumulative. This option can be
specified on the command line one or more times to increase the level of verbosity.

Script Commands
This section lists all the commands available in the script processing section of the verify command.

The verify command accepts either a direct command line or a script file. The script file has a simple format, such as:

Keyword Value(s) <EOL>

Any lines beginning with a ‘;’ or ‘#’ are deemed to be comment lines and are ignored.

The available keywords and possible values are:

• principal [variable]
This keyword specifies the security principal URI to be performed in the authorization verification. The value is free
form. From the keyword to the end of the line, everything is loaded as the principal name. This keyword is not validated
for correctness.

• sourceip [variable]
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This keyword specifies the IP address to be used in an address authorization verification. The value is freeform
and everything from the keyword to the end of the line is loaded into the address. This keyword is not validated for
correctness.

• nodetype [variable]
This keyword specifies the node type for the authorization verifications. The node type can be one or more of the
following types:
– MRS-Master Node (Manager)
– SRS-Slave Node (Server)
– Router-Router Node (Router)
The agent type is always implied.

• target [variable]
This keyword specifies the target of the operation (the secured object).

• date [variable]
This keyword specifies the simulated date for the test. The format is the same as the verify command’s “-date” option.

• time [variable]
This keyword specifies the simulated time for the test. The format is the same as the verify command’s “-time” option.

• clear
This keyword clears all variables or a single specified variable. All keywords that are marked as [variable] can be
cleared.

• event [variable]
This keyword sets the event type to be tested and also initiates the test evaluation

Example Test Script:

An example test script is shown:

1 #

2 # emulate an ip connection to all purpose ENC node

3 # on 25th December 2008 at 12:34:04

4 #

5 nodetype mrs srs router

6 sourceip 192.168.0.1

7 date 20081225

8 time 123404

9 event ipconnection

This script sets the “nodetype”, “sourceip”, “date” and “time” variables and then performs an “ipconnection” access
verification.

Example Test Output:

Handling event <ipconnection> from line <9>

Date <20081225> Time <123404> Node-type <mrs srs router>.

  Operation was allowed for reason

        'Item found in allowed list by pattern match'

  Pattern:

        '.+'

Event <ipconnection> was <allowed>.

Event Types
This section lists the event keywords applicable to the verify command.

In all cases, the relevant parameters are passed to the authorization APIs which determines if access is allowed or
denied. Why an event was allowed or denied are displayed, referring to the reason and related access control entry.
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• Event: NetworkConnection
– Parameters: sourceip, nodetype
– Relevant Context: all nodes
This event is invoked during the initial TCP/IP connection to an ENC node. The authorization white list of addresses
determines the access to the target node.

• Event: AuthenticatedConnection
– Parameters: principal, nodetype, target
– Relevant Context: all nodes
This event is invoked after a client connection has completed its authentication sequence. The authenticated identity
(principal) and the target (realm) are passed to the authorization API.

• Event: ManagerRegisterServer
– Parameters: principal, nodetype, target
– Relevant Context: Gateway Manager
This event is invoked when an SRS node sends a registration command to an MRS.

• Event: ServerRegisterRouter
– Parameters: principal, nodetype, target
– Relevant Context: Gateway Server
This event is invoked when a Router node sends a registration command to an SRS.

• Event: ManagerRegisterRouter
– Parameters: principal, nodetype, target
– Relevant Context: Gateway Manager
This event is invoked when the SRS forwards a router registration command to an MRS.

• Event: ServerRegisterAgent
– Parameters: principal, nodetype, target
– Relevant Context: Gateway Server, Router
This event is invoked when an end client attempts to register to an SRS or Router node.

• Event: ManagerRegisterAgent
– Parameters: principal, nodetype, target
– Relevant Context: Gateway Manager
This event is invoked when an SRS forwards a client registration event to the MRS.

• Event: ManagerNameLookup
– Parameters: principal, nodetype, target
– Relevant Context: all nodes
This event is invoked when an end node performs a name lookup request.

• Event: AgentConnect
– Parameters: principal, nodetype, target
– Relevant Context: Gateway Manager, Server
This event is invoked when an end node attempts an active outgoing connection to a target node.

• Event: RouterAgentConnect
– Parameters: principal, nodetype, target
– Relevant Context: Gateway Router
This event is invoked when an end node attempts to connect to a router. This connect is attempted to set up a virtual
connection to a peer node.

• Event: ManagementAccess
– Parameters: principal, nodetype, target
– Relevant Context: Gateway Manager
This event is invoked when an end node requests management information from the ENC Gateway Manager.
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Rules File Format
This section defines the format of the authorization rules file. The following extract shows the basic layout of the file.

The [authz] section title and version keys must be the first entries in the file.

The individual sections (timeRange, timeacl, URIMapping, dnsmapping, and IPAddWhiteList) presence in any
predetermined order is not required. The sections must be terminated with an “end” keyword if they are present.

The symbol +* at the end of some lines indicates possibility of multiple entries within a section. So do not enter the symbol
+* in a real file.

[authz]

RulesVersion=n

realm

{ name xxx notes yyy}+*

end

timeRange

{name xxx enabled x hours hhh type ttt weekdays www year yyyy month mmm day ddd}+*

end

timeacl

{name xxx enabled x SecPrincType xxx events xxx RuleType xxx TimeRange xxx SecPrinc xxx SecObj xxx SecObjType

 xxx }+*

end

URIMapping

{URI xxx enabled x type xxx realm xxx}+*

end

IPAddWhiteList

{IPAddress enabled x xxx type xxx}+*

end

A detailed breakdown of each section and entry follows.

For all record types, enclose the value with double quotes. The double quotes are used to define the start and end of the
value. All record types means, any value that contains spaces.

For example:

name "this is the record name"

Also begin and end each record with an opening and closing brace ‘{‘ and ‘}’.

• Common attributes:
Some attributes are used across two or more sections.
– Attribute: ‘enabled’

Set to 1 to enable the individual record or to 0 to disable it.
Disabled records are still processed, validated, and stored but the authorization component does not act upon it.

– Attribute: ‘name’
A readable name to describe the timeRange entry or timeacl entry. This attribute is not used for direct authorization
purposes. This attribute is used for diagnostic purposes and for cross-referencing an access control entry with a
time-range. For example, a timeRange entry for the 4th July can be named “Independence Day”.

• Section: Realm
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This section defines realm names for subsequent sections.
– Attribute: ‘name’

This attribute defines the name of a realm for subsequent use. Usually, the realm name must be something
meaningful to the membership list.

– Attribute: ‘notes’
This attribute provides the ability to add notes for this realm entry. The notes are not interpreted in any way, but are
displayed in the authorization configuration graphical user interface.

• Section: timeRange
This section defines time ranges for subsequent use by the timeacl section.
Time ranges can either describe generic weekday ranges or a significant date, such as holidays, scheduled
maintenance.
The first attribute-value pair in every timeRange entry must be the name attribute.
– Attribute: ‘name’

As described in common attributes
– Attribute: ‘enabled’

As described in common attributes
– Attribute: ‘hours’

This attribute describes the hours that the time-range is in effect. The granularity of the ‘hours’ entry is in 30-minute
periods. The ‘hours’ value can be specified as a single entry, a range with start and end, or multiple ranges.
• An ‘hours’ value of “7:00” would mean from 7 a.m. through to 7:59:59 a.m. local time.
• An ‘hours’ value of “9:00-17:00” would mean from 9 a.m. through to 17:00:00 local time.
• An ‘hours’ value of “9:00-11:30 13:00-17:00” would mean from 9 a.m. through to 11:30:00 a.m. and 1 p.m.

through to 5:00.00 p.m. local time.
– Attribute: ‘type’

The ‘type’ attribute determines the kind of time-range record. The possible values are ‘normal’ or ‘special’.
• The ‘normal’ value defines a normal record that uses the ‘weekdays’ values to determine when it is active. If the

type is ‘normal’, the ‘weekdays’ attribute-value pair must be present.
• The ‘special’ value defines a record that is only applicable to a specific date. If the type is ‘special’, the year,

month, and day attribute-value pairs must be present.
– Attribute: ‘weekdays’

The ‘weekdays’ attribute defines the periods when a normal time-range is active. The value can be a single day,
multiple individual days, a day-range, or multiple day-ranges.
• A ‘weekdays’ entry of “Sunday” would define a time-range that is only enabled on Sundays.
• A ‘weekdays’ entry of “Monday Friday” would define a time-range that is only enabled on Monday and Friday.
• A ‘weekdays’ entry of “Sunday-Tuesday” would define a time-range that is enabled from Sunday through

Tuesday.
• A ‘weekdays’ entry of “Sunday-Monday Wednesday-Thursday Saturday” would define a time range. The entry is

enabled from Sunday through Monday, Wednesday through Thursday, and Saturday (not operative on Tuesdays
and Fridays).

– Attribute: ‘year’, ‘month’, ‘day’
These attributes are gathered as they must all be present for a ‘specialdaytype'.
• The ‘year’ value is a four-digit numeric representation of the desired year.
• The ‘month’ value is a numeric value representing the month. The valid values are from “1” to “12”, referring to

January through December respectively.
• The ‘day’ value is a numeric value representing the day from “1” through “31” inclusive.
If any of the special day values are zero (0), then this value is used as a wild-card match. 0 matches any year,
month, or day respectively.

• Section: timeacl
This section defines individual Time Access Control Entries (TACE) to form a Time ACL (Time Access Control List).
The first attribute-value pair in every timeacl entry must be the name attribute.
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– Attribute: ‘name’
As described in common attributes

– Attribute: ‘enabled’
As described in common attributes

– Attribute: ‘SecPrincType’
This attribute value defines the type of matching to be performed when using this TACE. The value can be ‘normal’,
‘pattern’, or ‘realm’.
• When set to ‘normal’, the TACE is active for the identity that exactly matches the ‘SecPrinc’ attribute value.
• When set to ‘pattern’, the TACE is active for all identities that match the regular expression in the ‘SecPrinc’

attribute value.
• When set to ‘realm’, the TACE is active for all identities that match the regular expression in the ‘SecPrinc’

attribute value.
– Attribute: ‘Events’

This attribute defines the event or events that this TACE is applicable to. The event names are the ones that are
defined in the section “Event Types”.

– Attribute: ‘RuleType’
This attribute defines the type of TACE. The value is either ‘allow’ or ‘deny’.

– Attribute: ‘TimeRange’
This attribute is a cross reference to a time-range entry. This attribute controls when the TACE is active. The
attribute value must match the time-range name exactly. The import utility validates that each TACE references a
valid time-range. The utility does not enforce the ‘enabled’ flag for a time-range.

– Attribute: ‘SecPrinc’
This attribute is either the explicit name of a security principal, a regular expression that is used to match multiple
security principals, or a realm name.

– Attribute: ‘SecObj’
This attribute is either the explicit name of a secured object (the target of an operation) or a regular expression that
is used to match multiple secured objects.

– Attribute: ‘SecObjType’
This attribute defines the type of string in the ‘SecObj’ attribute.
The current defined types are
• ‘normal’
• ‘pattern’
• ‘realm’

• Section: URIMapping
This section defines how security principal names are mapped into realms. The first attribute-value pair in each entry
must be the ‘URI’ keyword.
– Attribute: ‘URI’

This string is used for comparison with the security principal identity to decide realm membership.
– Attribute: ‘enabled’

As described in common attributes
– Attribute: ‘type’

This attribute defines the type of the entry. The attribute can have a value of ‘normal’ or ‘pattern’.
• When set to ‘normal’ the URI value is used as an exact match for realm membership.
• When set to ‘pattern’, the URI value is used as a regular expression for pattern matching.

– Attribute: ‘realm’
This attribute defines the name of the realm or realms that the security principal is mapped to.
Multiple realms can be specified by separating each realm name with a ‘#’ symbol.
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A special realm name of “*” exists which matches all realms. Any principal that has a ‘*’ realm association is able
to access all realms. Use the ‘*’ realm membership only in rare circumstance and when you fully understand the
security implications.

• Section: IPAddWhitelist
The section defines the list of IP addresses that are allowed to connect to the target node.
The first attribute-value pair in each entry must be the ‘ipaddress’ keyword.
– Attribute: ‘ipaddress’

This string defines an explicit IP address or a regular expression to pattern match against the incoming IP address.
– Attribute: ‘enabled’

As described in common attributes
– Attribute: ‘type’

This attribute defines the type of this white-list entry. The attribute value can be either ‘normal’ or ‘pattern’.
• When set as ‘normal’, the IP address must be an exact match to be allowed to continue.
• When set to ‘pattern’, the IP address must pattern match to be allowed to continue.

server -- Display ENC Gateway Server Status
This command displays the status of an ENC Gateway Server. This command is also used to display:

• The list of clients and servers that are registered with the Gateway Manager
• The list of connections currently a Gateway Router is handling
• The ENC topology and other options

The command also provides options to filter or send the output to a file.

Syntax:

Encutilcmd server [query option] [arguments] [-host <host name>] [-port <n>] [-v] [-dump <file>]

• Query Options
– -client [[-fqdn <host name>] [-pattern]]

This option queries the server for a list of registered clients.
– -connection

This option queries a router for the list of active ENC connections.
– -general

This option queries a server for its status.
– -router

This option queries a server for the list of registered Gateway Routers.
– -server

This option queries an ENC Gateway Manager for the list of registered servers.
– -topology

This option queries an ENC Gateway Manager for the ENC network topology.
• Arguments

– -dump <file name>
This argument writes the command output to an XML file. This file can be displayed in a web browser, text editor, or
processed by other programs.

– -fqdn <host name>
This argument specifies a host name or pattern to filter the output from -client.

NOTE
If -pattern is specified, then the value of -fqdn is a pattern otherwise it is a host name.

– -host <host name>
This argument specifies the fqdn of the Gateway Server to be queried.
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Default: Local host
– -pattern

This argument specifies the value following the -fqdn as a regular expression to be matched with the list of clients.
Default: fqdn is a match to a single computer.

NOTE
The regular expression syntax follows the Perl standard.

– -port <n>
This argument specifies the port number of the server on the target system.
Default: 443

– -v
This argument specifies the verbose output if possible.

Where:

• -client
This option retrieves the list of ENC clients (encClient.exe) registered with the specified server.
If the target server is an ENC Manager, all the clients are returned. If the target server is an ENC Server, then the
clients that are registered only with that server are returned.

NOTE
Routers do not return anything.

You can send the output to a file using the -dump argument or filter the output using a pattern match.
For each client, the output lists the following information:
– Fully qualified domain name
– Host UUID
– ENC virtual address
– Time zone
Examples: List All Clients
Lists all clients on the ENC Server running on the local host:
encutilcmd server -client

encutilcmd server -client -host mymgr 

encutilcmd server -client -host mymgr -fqdn .*\.fred\.com -pattern

encutilcmd server -client -host mymgr -fqdn host1.fred.com

 
– Lists all clients on the ENC Server running on the mymgr system

• – Lists all clients on the ENC Server running on the mymgr system which is residing in the domain fred.com

• – Shows information about the ENC client running on host1.fred.com
• -connection

This option queries a Gateway Router for the list of active connections.
For each connection, the following information is displayed:
– The host that made the connection.
– The host that accepted the connection.
As the router is transmitting data between these hosts, for each host the following information is displayed:
– The real IP address
– The certificate that is used by that host to authenticate. The certificate description shows the fqdn of the host.

• -general
This option displays the general information of the server. This option is also the default query if no query is specified.
The general information includes:
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– Server type (manager, server, router, or all)
– Version ID
– The time period that the server has been running for.
– The port number open for ENC connections
– The fqdn of the ENC server it is registered with. (ENC Server or Manager)
– The number of servers that are registered with it
– The address range that it uses to allocate virtual ENC addresses to clients in case the specified host is an ENC

Gateway Manager.
Examples: Show General Information of the Server
The general information of the server on the local host is shown:
encutilcmd server

encutilcmd server -general -host myhost.xyz.com

The general information of the server on the host myhost.xyz.com is shown.

• -router
This option displays the list of Gateway Routers that are registered with the target server.
For each router, it shows:
– The certificate url that is used by the router to authenticate itself with the manager.
– Server type (Server, router, or both)
– The port number open for client connections
– Version ID
The following example shows the routers that are registered with mymgr.xyz.com.
Encutilcmd server -router -host mymgr.xyz.com

• -server
This option displays the list of Gateway Servers that are registered with the target server. If this option is used with
a Gateway Manager, all the servers are shown. And when it is used with a Gateway Server, all routers that are
registered with that server are shown. The information that is displayed is the same as the one for the -router option.
The following example shows the servers that are registered with mymgr.xyz.com.
Encutilcmd server -server -host mymgr.xyz.com

• -topology
This option displays the topology of the ENC network. This option shows that the Gateway Manager is first followed by
an indented list showing servers and routers.
For each server, it shows the servers that register with as follows:
Manager
Server1 (This server registers with the Manager)
Server2 (This server also registers with the Manager)
Router1 (This router registers with Server2)
Router2
Server3
Router3
Router4 (This router registers with the Manager)
The following example shows the topology for ENC Gateway Manager mymgr.xyz.com
Encutilcmd server -topology -host mymgr.xyz.com         

Web Services Reference
The Web Services Reference describes the methods made available through the CA Client Automation Web Service
as described in the CA Client Automation Web Service WSDL (webserviceapi.wsdl), which is in the top level CA Client
Automation install directory.
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Web Services Reference Overview
The CA Client Automation Web Service exposes a series of utility methods that enable you to perform some common CA
Client Automation tasks. These methods are logically grouped as follows:

• Authentication and Web Services Management
• Deployment
• Enterprise Distribution Functionalities
• Queries
• Software
• Security
• Units and Groups
• OSIM
• Health Monitoring
• Automation Web Service

Each of the documented Web Service methods takes a session identifier as input. This session identifier is created when
you log in to the CA Client Automation web service using the method Login. The session identifier is unique to each web
service session and maintains information about an authenticated user.

The Web Service methods might also take as input CA Client Automation sequences and enumerations.

NOTE

• Web services that are related to DMdeploy, OSIM, Security Areas, Software jobs, Creation of Units and
Automation Services are only applicable at Domain Manager.

• Web services that are related to Distributions and Domain Groups are only applicable at Enterprise Manager.
• When you use a non-UTF8 end point and an input parameter string contains non English characters, convert

the string to a UTF8 encoded string and then converted to an ISO-8859-1 encoded string before passing the
input parameter to the WS API.

• An asterisk (*) indicates that the parameter is mandatory.
• This web service API (webserviceapi.wsdl) is compliant with Microsoft® .NET Framework, Java Axis, and

Gsoap toolkit.
• The documentation for all web service APIs is according to the Web Service WSDL file and not according to

code generated by the client tool in use.
• The service end point in WSDL (definitions\service\port\SOAP:address\location) is written as:

"http://<servername>/UDSM_R11_WebService/mod_gsoap.dll" (on Windows)
"http://<servername>/UDSM_R11_WebService" (on Linux)
The path is valid only if the default website is listening on port 80 and SSL is not configured.
If the port number is not 80 or SSL is configured, the administrator has to modify the service end point in
WSDL manually to comply with the different port and SSL. For example, if port is changed to 5256, the
service end point on Windows is as follows:
"http://<servername>:5256/UDSM_R11_WebService/mod_gsoap.dll"
If SSL is configured, use https instead of http.

• All the WS APIs corresponding to CO & AM component, take/return Datetime structure as GMT. All the WS
APIs corresponding to the SD component, take/return Datetime structure in the time zone of the manager
system.

DSM Web Services End Point for UTF-8 Strings

CA Client Automation provides a WSDL and an end point for UTF-8 strings. The new WSDL and end point are available
in addition to the existing WSDL and end point. The new WSDL and end point that enable DSM web services to accept or
return UTF-8 strings are as follows:
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• WSDL: webserviceapi_utf8.wsdl
• End point: http://<hostname>/DSM_Webservice/mod_gsoap_utf8.dll

You can access the new WSDL that points to the new end point using http://<hostname>/DSM_Webservice/wsdl

Automation Web Services End Point

You can access the Automation Service URI and WSDL from the following locations:

• Automation Service URI - http://<hostname>:[tomcat port number]/axis/services/automationService
• Automation Service WSDL - http://<hostname>:[tomcat port number]/axis/services/automationService?wsdl

In addition, the Automation Service WSDL file is available at the following location:
<DSM Installed folder>\webservices\wsdl\addons\AutomationService.wsdl

Enumerations
Contents

The following sections describe all the enumerated types (enums) that the CA Client Automation Web Services uses.
These structures are a mapping of the underlying layer functionality.

AdhocTargetEvaluation

NO_ADHOC

Adhoc evaluation mode not changed.

ADHOC_ONLY

Adhoc evaluation is enabled only when new or reinstalled targets report their inventory.

ADHOC_ALWAYS

Adhoc evaluation is enabled always when targets report their inventory.

ArchivePath

An enumerated list of values. The selected value indicates whether the path that is referred to can be found at the server
or enterprise manager.

Select one of the following xsd:string types:

• SERVER
• ENTERPRISESERVER

BootServerProperty

Specifies the boot server property on which you want to apply the sort and filter conditions.

• BS-NAME
Refers to boot server name.

• BS-STATUS
Refers to boot server status.

• BS-PLATFORM
Refers to operating system of the boot server.

• BS-NFS-SUPPORT
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Refers to the NFS support.
• BS-ACCESS-METHOD

Refers to the access method.
• BS-LASTREPORT

Refers to the date and time of last boot server report.
• BS-RESPONSE

Refers to the date and time of last boot server response.
• BS-LASTREPORT-REQ

Refers to the date and time when the last boots server was requested.
• BS-PXE-INTERFACE

Refers to the configured PXE interface.
• BS-SD-PKG-WIN

Refers to the software delivery package name for Windows.
• BS-SD-PKG-LINUX

Refers to the software delivery package name for Linux.
• BS-SD-PKG-R11

Refers to the software delivery package for r11 version.

BootImageProperty

Specifies the boot image property on which you want to apply the sort and filter conditions.

• BI-IMAGE-NAME
Refers to the boot image name.

• BI-TYPE-INDICATOR
Refers to the boot image type.

• BI-PLATFORM
Refers to the boot image operating system.

• BI-REGISTERED-DATETIME
Refers to the date and time of boot image registration.

• BI-SD-PACKAGE-NAME
Refers to the software delivery package associated with the boot image.

• BI-SD-PACKAGE-VERSION
Refers to the version of the software delivery package associated with the boot image.

• BI-SD-PACKAGE-COMMENT
Refers to the comment included in the software delivery package associated with the boot image.

• BI-IMAGE-FLAGS
Refers to the FIPS image flag associated with the boot image.

computerClassID

The possible value for computerClassID is one of the following:

1. 4 Windows Server 2003 Web
2. 5 Windows Server 2003 Ent
3. 6 Windows Server 2003 DC
4. 8 Windows 2000 Professional
5. 9 Windows 2000 Advanced Server
6. 10 Windows 2000 DC Server
7. 11 Windows 2000 Server
8. 13 Windows 95
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9. 14 Windows 98
10. 15 Windows 98 SE
11. 16 Windows ME
12. 18 Windows NT Workstation 3.51
13. 19 Windows NT workstation 4.0
14. 20 Windows NT Server 4.0
15. 21 Windows NT Server 4.0 Enterprise
16. 23 Windows XP Home
17. 24 Windows XP Professional
18. 25 Windows XP Media Center Edition
19. 26 Windows XP Tablet PC Edition
20. 27 Windows XP Professional x64 Edition
21. 29 Windows 3.0
22. 30 Windows 3.1
23. 31 Windows 3.11
24. 33 Windows CE 2.00
25. 34 Windows CE 2.01
26. 35 Windows CE 2.11
27. 36 Windows CE 3.00
28. 37 Windows Mobile 2003
29. 38 Palm OS
30. 39 Symbian
31. 41 DG_UX
32. 44 DEC 3.0
33. 45 DEC 3.2
34. 46 DEC 4.0
35. 48 FUJIUxp
36. 50 HPUX 9
37. 53 ICLUnix
38. 75 NCR SV
39. 76 NCR SV 2x
40. 77 NCR SV 3x
41. 78 NCR SST
42. 79 NCR SST S4
43. 80 NCR SST S4I
44. 82 AIX 3.2
45. 83 AIX 4.1
46. 84 AIX 4.2
47. 85 AIX 4.3
48. 86 AIX 5.0
49. 87 AIX 5.1
50. 88 AIX 5.2
51. 90 Unixware 2.0
52. 91 Unixware 2.1
53. 93 SCO OpenServer 3.2
54. 94 SCO OpenServer 5.2
55. 96 Sinix 5.42
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56. 97 Sinix 5.43
57. 98 Sinix 5.44
58. 99 Sinix 5.45
59. 101 Irix 6.2
60. 102 Irix 6.3
61. 103 Irix 6.4
62. 104 Irix 6.5
63. 106 Dynix 4.2.x
64. 107 Dynix 4.4.x
65. 109 Solaris 2.3
66. 110 Solaris 2.4
67. 111 Solaris 2.5
68. 112 Solaris 2.6
69. 113 Solaris 7
70. 114 Solaris 8
71. 115 Solaris 9
72. 116 SunOS 4.1.4
73. 117 OS/2
74. 118 AS400
75. 119 OS390
76. 120 DOS
77. 122 Macintosh 10.0
78. 123 Macintosh 10.1
79. 124 Macintosh 10.2
80. 125 Macintosh 10.3
81. 126 Macintosh 10.4
82. 129 OpenVMS 5.5
83. 130 OpenVMS 6.0
84. 131 OpenVMS 6.1
85. 132 OpenVMS 6.2
86. 133 OpenVMS 7.0
87. 134 OpenVMS 7.1
88. 135 OpenVMS 7.2
89. 136 Windows NT Server 3.51
90. 137 Windows XP Embedded
91. 138 Windows Server 2003 Standard
92. 139 Windows Small Business Server 2003
93. 140 Windows Server 2003 Enterprise x64
94. 141 Windows Server 2003 Enterprise 64-Bit Itanium
95. 202 Caldera Linux 3.0
96. 203 Caldera Linux 3.1
97. 204 SCO Linux 4.0
98. 206 Connectiva Linux 8
99. 207 Connectiva Linux 9
100.208 Connectiva Linux 10
101.210 Debian GNU/Linux 2.0
102.211 Debian GNU/Linux 2.1
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103.212 Debian GNU/Linux 2.2
104.213 Debian GNU/Linux 3.0
105.215 Fedora Core 1
106.216 Fedora Core 2
107.218 Miracle Linux 2.1
108.219 Miracle Linux 3.0
109.221 Red Flag Linux 3.0
110.222 Red Flag Linux 3.2
111.223 Red Flag Linux 4.0
112.224 Red Flag Linux 4.1
113.226 Red Hat Linux 7.0
114.227 Red Hat Linux 7.1
115.228 Red Hat Linux 7.2
116.229 Red Hat Linux 7.3
117.230 Red Hat Linux 8.0
118.231 Red Hat Enterprise Linux ES 2.1
119.232 Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS 2.1
120.233 Red Hat Enterprise Linux WS 2.1
121.234 Red Hat Enterprise Linux ES 3
122.235 Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS 3
123.236 Red Hat Enterprise Linux WS 3
124.237 Red Hat Enterprise Linux ES 4.0
125.238 Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS 4.0
126.239 Red Hat Enterprise Linux WS 4.0
127.240 Red Hat Desktop
128.242 Sun Java Desktop System 2003
129.243 Sun Java Desktop System 2
130.245 SuSE Linux 7.0
131.246 SuSE Linux 7.1
132.247 SuSE Linux 7.3
133.248 SuSE Linux 8.0
134.249 SuSE Linux 8.1
135.250 SuSE Linux 8.2
136.251 SuSE Linux Professional 9
137.252 SuSE Linux Professional 9.1
138.253 SuSE Linux Personal 9
139.254 SuSE Linux Personal 9.1
140.255 SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 7
141.256 SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 8
142.257 SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 9
143.258 SuSE Standard Server 8
144.259 SuSE Desktop 1
145.260 SuSE Desktop 2
146.262 TurboLinux Server 8
147.263 TurboLinux Workstation 8
148.264 TurboLinux Enterprise 8
149.265 TurboLinux 10
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150.267 Xandros Desktop 1.0
151.268 Xandros Desktop 1.1
152.269 Xandros Desktop 2.0
153.270 OpenVMS 7.3
154.271 Unixware 7.1.4
155.273 SCO OpenServer 5.7
156.276 Nokia AdminSuite 1.0
157.277 OpenVMS 8.0
158.278 OpenVMS 8.2
159.279 Solaris 10
160.280 AIX 5.3
161.281 NCR MP-RAS 3.02
162.282 HPUX 11.10
163.283 HPUX 11.22
164.284 HPUX 11.23
165.285 HPUX 11.00
166.286 HP Tru64 5.1
167.287 HP Tru64 5.0
168.288 HP Tru64 4.0F
169.289 HP Tru64 4.0G
170.290 HPUX 10.00
171.291 HPUX 10.10
172.292 HPUX 10.20
173.293 HPUX 10.30
174.294 HPUX 11.20
175.298 Windows Vista Business
176.299 Windows Vista Enterprise
177.300 Windows Vista Home Premium
178.301 Windows Vista Home Basic
179.302 Windows Vista Ultimate
180.303 Windows Vista Business x64 Edition
181.304 Windows Vista Enterprise x64 Edition
182.305 Windows Vista Home Premium x64 Edition
183.306 Windows Vista Home Basic x64 Edition
184.307 Windows Vista Ultimate x64 Edition
185.309 Windows Mobile 5.0
186.5029 Macintosh 10.x or later
187.5082 SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 10
188.5083 SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 10.1
189.5084 SuSE Linux Enterprise Desktop 10
190.5085 SuSE Linux Enterprise Desktop 10.1
191.5088 Windows Server 2003 Standard x64
192.5089 Windows Server 2003 Datacenter x64
193.5090 Unixware 7.1.3
194.5091 Macintosh 10.5
195.5092 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5
196.5093 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Desktop 5
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197.5094 Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 Advanced Platform
198.5096 Sun Servers
199.5097 Sun Fire E25K
200.5098 Sun Fire E20K
201.5099 Sun Fire 15K
202.5100 Sun Fire 12K
203.5101 Sun Enterprise 10000
204.5102 Sun Enterprise 6500
205.5103 Sun Enterprise 5500
206.5104 Sun Enterprise 4500
207.5105 Sun Enterprise 3500
208.5107 Windows Embedded for Point of Service Version 1
209.5110 Windows Embedded for Point of Service 1.0
210.5111 HPUX 11.11
211.5112 HPUX 11.31
212.5115 Sun RTOS
213.5116 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5.1
214.5117 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Desktop 5.1
215.5118 Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.1 Advanced Platform
216.5120 Windows Server 2008 Standard Edition
217.5121 Windows Server 2008 Standard Edition x64 Edition
218.5122 Windows Server 2008 Enterprise Edition
219.5123 Windows Server 2008 Enterprise Edition x64 Edition
220.5124 Windows Server 2008 Datacenter Edition
221.5125 Windows Server 2008 Datacenter Edition x64 Edition
222.5126 Windows Web Server 2008
223.5127 Windows Web Server 2008 x64 Edition
224.5128 Windows Storage Server 2008
225.5129 Windows Storage Server 2008 x64 Edition
226.5130 Windows Small Business Server 2008
227.5131 Windows Essential Business Server 2008
228.5132 Windows Server 2008 IA-64 Edition
229.5137 Windows Mobile 6.0
230.5139 AIX 6.1
231.5148 Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V
232.5149 VMWare ESX Server 3.5
233.5150 VMWare ESXi 3.5
234.5153 Virtual Host Machine
235.5154 HP Chassis
236.5155 IBM Server
237.5157 Windows 7 Enterprise
238.5158 Windows 7 Enterprise x64 Edition
239.5159 Windows 7 Home Premium
240.5160 Windows 7 Home Premium x64 Edition
241.5161 Windows 7 Professional
242.5162 Windows 7 Professional x64 Edition
243.5163 Windows 7 Starter
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244.5164 Windows 7 Home Basic
245.5165 Windows 7 Home Basic x64 Edition
246.5166 Windows 7 Ultimate
247.5167 Windows 7 Ultimate x64 Edition
248.5168 Macintosh 10.6
249.5169 SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11
250.5189 Windows Server 2008 R2 Datacenter x64 Edition
251.5190 Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise x64 Edition
252.5191 Windows Server 2008 R2 IA-64 Edition
253.5192 Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard x64 Edition
254.5193 Windows Server 2008 Server Core Standard Edition
255.5194 Windows Server 2008 Server Core Standard x64 Edition
256.5195 Windows Server 2008 R2 Server Core Standard x64 Edition
257.5196 Windows Server 2008 Server Core Enterprise Edition
258.5197 Windows Server 2008 Server Core Enterprise x64 Edition
259.5198 Windows Server 2008 R2 Server Core Enterprise x64 Edition
260.5199 Windows Server 2008 Server Core Datacenter Edition
261.5200 Windows Server 2008 Server Core Datacenter x64 Edition
262.5201 Windows Server 2008 R2 Server Core Datacenter x64 Edition
263.5202 Windows Web Server 2008 R2 x64 Edition
264.5203 Windows Web Server 2008 Server Core Edition
265.5204 Windows Web Server 2008 Server Core x64 Edition
266.5205 SuSE Linux Enterprise Desktop 11
267.5210 Windows Server 2008 Server Core Installation
268.5211 Windows Server 2008 (x64) Server Core Installation
269.5221 openSUSE 11.0
270.5222 openSUSE 11.1
271.5223 Sun eXtended System Control Facility (XSCF)
272.5224 Windows Mobile 6.1
273.5226 VMWare ESX Server 4.0
274.5229 Windows Embedded POSReady 2009
275.5230 Windows Storage Server 2008 Standard Edition
276.5231 Windows Storage Server 2008 Basic Edition
277.5232 Windows Storage Server 2008 Enterprise Edition
278.5233 Windows Storage Server 2008 Workgroup Edition
279.5234 Windows Storage Server 2008 Standard X64 Edition
280.5235 Windows Storage Server 2008 Basic X64 Edition
281.5236 Windows Storage Server 2008 Enterprise X64 Edition
282.5237 Windows Storage Server 2008 Workgroup X64 Edition
283.5238 VMWare ESX Server 4.1
284.5239 Windows Mobile 6.5
285.5240 VMware ESXi 4.0
286.5241 VMware ESXi 4.1
287.5243 Citrix XenServer 4.0
288.5244 Citrix XenServer 4.1
289.5245 Citrix XenServer 5.0
290.5246 Citrix XenServer 5.5
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291.5247 Citrix XenServer 5.6
292.5248 Windows Server 2008 R2 Hyper-V
293.5249 Hyper-V Server 2008
294.5250 Hyper-V Server 2008 R2
295.5254 Windows Embedded Standard 7 Edition
296.5255 Windows Embedded Standard 7 X64 Edition
297.5257 AIX 7.1
298.5258 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.0 x86
299.5259 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.0 x86_64
300.5260 Debian GNU/Linux 5.0
301.5261 Debian GNU/Linux 6.0
302.5262 Debian GNU/Linux 7.0
303.5264 Ubuntu Linux 10.04
304.5265 Ubuntu Linux 10.10
305.5266 Ubuntu Linux 11.04
306.5267 Ubuntu Linux 11.10
307.5268 Ubuntu Linux 12.04
308.5269 Macintosh 10.7
309.5270 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.1 x86
310.5271 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.1 x86_64
311.5272 openSUSE 11.2 x86
312.5273 openSUSE 11.2 x86_64
313.5274 openSUSE 11.3 x86
314.5275 openSUSE 11.3 x86_64
315.5276 openSUSE 11.4 x86
316.5277 openSUSE 11.4 x86_64
317.5278 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.2 x86
318.5279 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.2 x86_64
319.5296 Windows CE 6.00
320.5297 Windows CE 5.00
321.5298 Windows CE .NET 4.0
322.5299 Windows CE .NET 4.1
323.5300 Windows CE .NET 4.2
324.5302 Oracle Enterprise Linux Server 5 x86
325.5303 Oracle Enterprise Linux Server 5 x86_64
326.5304 Oracle Linux Server 6 x86
327.5305 Oracle Linux Server 6 x86_64
328.5309 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.3 x86
329.5310 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.3 x86_64
330.5311 Windows Embedded POSReady 7
331.5313 Windows 8 Pro x86
332.5314 Windows 8 Pro x64
333.5315 Windows 8 Enterprise x86
334.5316 Windows 8 Enterprise x64
335.5317 Windows Embedded Standard 8 x86
336.5318 Windows Embedded Standard 8 x64
337.5319 Windows 8 x86
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338.5320 Windows 8 x64
339.5322 Windows Server 2012 Foundation x64
340.5323 Windows Server 2012 Essentials x64
341.5324 Windows Server 2012 Standard x64
342.5325 Windows Server 2012 Datacenter x64
343.5332 Windows Storage Server 2012 Workgroup x64
344.5333 Windows Storage Server 2012 Standard x64
345.5334 Solaris 11
346.5337 Macintosh 10.8
347.5338 VMware ESXi 5.1
348.5339 Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.5 Advanced Platform
349.5340 Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.6 Advanced Platform
350.5341 Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.7 Advanced Platform
351.5342 Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.8 Advanced Platform
352.5343 Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.9 Advanced Platform
353.5344 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Desktop 5.5
354.5345 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Desktop 5.6
355.5346 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Desktop 5.7
356.5347 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Desktop 5.8
357.5348 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Desktop 5.9
358.5349 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5.5
359.5350 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5.6
360.5351 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5.7
361.5352 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5.8
362.5353 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5.9
363.5354 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.4 x86
364.5355 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.4 x86_64
365.5356 Hyper-V Server 2012
366.5357 Windows Server 2012 Hyper-V
367.5402 openSUSE Linux 12
368.5403 Citrix XenServer 6.0
369.5405 Citrix XenServer 6.1

PackageFormat

An enumerated list of possible software package formats. You can select one of the following xsd:string types:

• REGULAR
A software package that contains a regular application

• VIRTUAL
A software package that contains a virtual application

SoftwarePackageProperty

Specifies the software package properties on which you want to apply the sort and filter conditions.

• SDPKG-NAME
Refers to the name of the software package.

• SDPKG-VERSION
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Refers to the version of the software package.
• SDPKG-TYPE

Refers to the type of software package.
• SDPKG-BASEDONPKG-NAME

Refers to the name of the software package based on which this software package is created or imported based on
another software package.

• SDPKG-BASEDONPKG-VERSION
Refers to the version of the software package based on which this software package is created or imported based on
another software package.

• SDPKG-REGISTERED-DATETIME
Refers to the date and time the software package was created.

• SDPKG-FORMAT
Refers to the package format.

• SDPKG-SIZE
Refers to the package size.

• SDPKG-CHANGED-DATETIME
Refers to the date and time the software package was last changed.

• SDPKG-SUPPLIER
Refers to the vendor of the software package.

• SDPKG-FILEDBY
Refers to the user who created the software package.

• SDPKG-CHECKSUM
Refers to the software package checksum.

• SDPKG-USERSELECTABLE
Specifies whether the package is selectable from the SD Catalog.

• SDPKG-COMMENT
Refers to the comment for the software package.

• SDPKG-ARCHIVED-DATETIME
Specifies the date and time when the package was archived.

• SDPKG-ARCHIVEDBY
Refers to the user who performed the archive.

• SDPKG-ARCHIVED-AT
Specifies whether the archived path is on the manager or on the DSM Web Services computer.

• SDPKG-ARCHIVED-PATH
Refers to the archive path of the package.

• SDPKG-ARCHIVED-COMMENT
Refers to the archive comment.

ComputerProperty

An enumerated list of possible computer properties. You can select one of the following xsd:string types:
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• COMPUTER-UUID
• COMPUTER-LABEL
• COMPUTER-PRIMARY-NETWORK-ADDRESS
• COMPUTER-HOST-NAME
• COMPUTER-SERIAL-NUMBER
• COMPUTER-DISC-SERIAL-NUMBER
• COMPUTER-PRIMARY-MAC-ADDRESS
• COMPUTER-ASSET-TAG
• COMPUTER-CLASSID
• COMPUTER-USAGE-LIST
• COMPUTER-URI
• COMPUTER-SYSTEM-ID
• COMPUTER-VENDOR-NAME
• COMPUTER-DOMAIN-LABEL
• COMPUTER-CREATION-USER
• COMPUTER-CREATION-DATE
• COMPUTER-LAST-UPDATED-USER
• COMPUTER-LAST-UPDATED-DATE
• COMPUTER-VERSION-NUMBER

ComputerStatusInfo

xsd:string computerName

Name of the computer

xsd:string computerType

Type of the computer (OS type)

xsd:string computerDescription

Description of the computer

xsd:string IPAddress

Ip Address of the computer.

dsm:DeploymentStatusCode computerStatusCode;

Status code returned during scan or deployment.

xsd:int computerStatusCodeEx

Extended Status code. Contains the percentage of package transfer during deployment.

xsd:string computerStatusMsg

Status message if any.

xsd:bool  bDmPrimerExists

DmPrimer Exists or not.

xsd:bool bCredentialsNecessary

Returns whether credentials are required for deployment.
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CompRequiresAuthentication

CO_REQUIRES_AUTHENTICATION

Specifies that the common object (CO) component requires authentication.

AM_REQUIRES_AUTHENTICATION

Specifies that the asset management (AM) component requires authentication.

SD_REQUIRES_AUTHENTICATION

Specifies that the software delivery (SD) component requires authentication.

DeploymentStatusCode

MACHINE_UP

The computer has responded.

READY_TO_DEPLOY

Computer has responded; the package is not already installed in any version. Check the credentials field to establish the
need for a username and password

PACKAGE_DEPLOYED

Computer has responded; the package at the same version is already installed.

PACKAGE_OLDER

Computer has responded; the package at a previous version is already installed.

PACKAGE_NEWER

Computer has responded; the package at a later version is already installed.

PACKAGE_DEPLOYING

Computer has responded; the package is already being installed.

PACKAGE_POSTED

Package has been submitted for deployment to the computer. The computerStatusCodeEx field contains the time (in
seconds) since the package was posted.

PACKAGE_IN_TRANSIT

Package is being transmitted to the computer. The computerStatusCodeEx contains the percentage of the file that has
been transmitted.

PACKAGE_DELIVERED

Package has arrived at the computer. The computerStatusCodeEx field contains the time (in seconds) since the package
was posted.

PACKAGE_INSTALLING

Package has started to install. The computerStatusCodeEx field contains the time (in seconds) since the package was
posted.

PACKAGE_INSTALLED

Package has successfully installed. The computerStatusCodeEx field contains the time (in seconds) since the package
was posted.

PRIMER_DEPLOYING
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The primer is being deployed.

PRIMER_INSTALLED

The primer has successfully installed.

MACHINE_DOWN

The computer has not responded.

DELIVERY_FAILED

The package delivery failed because of an internal error. The computerStatusCodeEx field contains a further code
providing the reason and the computerStatusMsg contains a textual reason.

INSTALL_FAILED

The package has failed to install because of an internal error. The computerStatusCodeEx field contains a further code
elucidating the reason and the computerStatusMsg contains a textual reason.

PRIMER_FAILED

The primer has failed to install.

PACKAGE_INCOMPATIBLE

Package incompatible with target platform.

UNKNOWN_TARGET

Target was not resolved properly.

NO_DOMAIN_SCANNING

Domain scanning not supported by the manager. Unix managers do not support domain scanning.

PACKAGE_STAGED

Package is already staged. Returned when scanning for staged packages on scalability servers.

UNKNOWN_STATUS

Unknown status.

DiscoveredSoftwareSourceType

A list of possible source types that indicates how a discovered software item was found. Select one of the following
xsd:string types:

• SOURCE-TYPE-CA
• SOURCE-TYPE-CUSTOM
• SOURCE-TYPE-HEURISTIC

DiscoveredSoftwareType

A list of the possible types for a discovered software item. Select one of the following xsd:string types:
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• SOFTWARE-TYPE-UNDEFINED
• SOFTWARE-TYPE-SOFTWARE
• SOFTWARE-TYPE-RELEASE
• SOFTWARE-TYPE-PATCH
• SOFTWARE-TYPE-CONFIGURATION-SETTING
• SOFTWARE-TYPE-SERVICE
• SOFTWARE-TYPE-PRODUCT

DistributionContainerOrderType

Type of the DistributionContainerOrder. Members are:

1. xsd:int REGISTER_PACKAGE
2. xsd:int DEREGISTER_PACKAGE
3. xsd:int REGISTER_PROCEDURE
4. xsd:int DEREGISTER_PROCEDURE
5. xsd:int FETCH_ITEM
6. xsd:int REGISTER_DIFF_PACKAGE
7. xsd:int REGISTER_SOFTWARE_POLICY
8. xsd:int DEREGISTER_SOFTWARE_POLICY
9. xsd:int REGISTER_JOB_CONTAINER
10. xsd:int DEREGISTER_JOB_CONTAINER
11. xsd:int ARCHIVE_PACKAGE
12. xsd:int RESTORE_PACKAGE

DistributionOrderStatus

An overall order status. Members are:

DIST_ORDER_OK

DIST_ORDER_NO_STATUS

1. This means that no orders have been executed. The container is probably still transferring or the transfer has failed or
is halted.

DIST_ORDER_ERROR

DistributionStatus

DIST_OK,

DIST_WAITING,

DIST_ACTIVE,

DIST_ERRORED,

DIST_HALTINPROGRESS,

DIST_HALTED,

DIST_TERMINATING,

DIST_BUILDING
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DomainType

WS_ENTERPRISE

Represents the enterprise.

WS_DOMAIN

Represents the domain.

DomainProperty

A list of possible properties of domains. The list contains properties from user accounts, user profiles, and domains. Select
one of the following types:

• DOMAIN_UUID
Represents the domain UUID property.

• DOMAIN_PARENT_UUID
Represents the parent domain UUID property.

• DOMAIN_LABEL
Represents the domain label property.

• DOMAIN_DESCR
Represents the domain description property.

• DOMAIN_CREATION_USER
Represents the domain created user property.

• DOMAIN_LAST_UPDATED_USER
Represents the last updated user property.

• DOMAIN_CONTACT_INFO
Represents the domain contact information property.

• DOMAIN_DIS_HW_UUID
Represents the domain discovered UUID property.

• DOMAIN_DB_HOST_NAME
Represents the domain database host name property.

• DOMAIN_DB_SERVER
Represents the domain database server property.

• DOMAIN_DB_TYPE
Represents the domain database type property.

• DOMAIN_DB_NAME
Represents the domain database name property.

• DOMAIN_DB_USER_NAME
Represents the domain database user name property.

• DOMAIN_DB_INSTANCE
Represents the domain database instance property.

• DOMAIN_USAGE_LIST_MASK
Represents the domain usage list mask property.

• DOMAIN_NUMBER
Represents the domain NUMBER property.

• DOMAIN_LAST_UPDATED_DATE
Represents the domain last updated property.

• DOMAIN_TYPE
Represents the domain type property.

• DOMAIN_CREATION_DATE
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Represents the domain creation date property.
• DomainPropertyFilter

DomainProperty domainProperty
The identifier for the domain property on which the search is based.

• xsd:string searchString
a. If the property to search on is a string property, this parameter specifies the value of the search filter to be applied.
b. This field is mandatory if domainProperty is set to one of the following values:
c. DP_DOMAIN_UUID,
d. DP_PARENT_DOMAIN_UUID
e. DP_DOMAIN_LABEL
f. DP_DOMAIN_DESCR
g. DP_CREATION_USER
h. DP_LAST_UPDATED_USER
i. DP_CONTACT_INFO
j. DP_DIS_HW_UUID
k. DP_DB_HOST_NAME
l. DP_DB_SERVER
m. DP_DB_TYPE
n. DP_DB_NAME
o. DP_DB_USER_NAME
p. DP_DB_INSTANCE

• xsd:long searchValue
a. If the property to search is a numeric property, this parameter specifies the value of the search filter to be

applied.This field is mandatory if domainProperty is set to one of the following values:
• DP_USAGE_LIST_MASK
• DP_DOMAIN_NUMBER
• DP_LAST_UPDATED_DATE
• DP_DOMAIN_TYPE
• DP_CREATION_DATE

DownloadMethod

INTERNAL_NOS

Download method for software delivery is internal NOS.

INTERNAL_NOSLESS

Download method for software delivery is Internal NOSLESS

DTS_NOSLESS

Download method for software delivery is DTS.

ElementType

A list of possible element types. Select one of the following xsd:string types:

• DSM-FILE
• DSM-DIR
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GroupFlag

A list of possible group types to indicate whether a group is local or global in nature. Select one of the following xsd:string
types:

• LOCAL-GROUP
• GLOBAL-GROUP

GroupInheritance

A list of options to indicate the nature of permissions inheritance within a group. Select one of the following xsd:string
types:

• FLAT
• SINGLE-PARENT
• MULTIPLE-PARENT

GroupSystem

A list of the CA Client Automation system-defined unit groups. Select one of the following xsd:string types:

• UNCLASSIFIED-SYSTEM-GROUP
• USER-DEFINED-GROUP
• DIRECTORY-GROUP
• ALL-COMPUTERS
• ALL-USERACCOUNTS
• ALL-USERPROFILES
• ALL-USERPROFILE-GROUPS
• ALL-DOMAINS
• ALL-QUERIES
• ALL-JOBS
• ALL-EVENT-LOGS
• ALL-SERVERS
• ALL-SERVER-GROUPS
• ALL-DOMAIN-GROUPS
• ALL_LEGACY_COMPUTERS
• ALL_LEGACY_USERS
• ALL_EXTERNAL_ASSETS
• ALL_BACKUP_USERS
• ALL_BACKUP_JOBS
• ALL_BACKUP_RESTORE_JOBS

Inheritance Level

SEC_INHERIT_CLASS

SEC_INHERIT_GROUP

SEC_INHERIT_OBJECT

SEC_INHERIT_REVERT

LinkedObjectTypeRequired

CONSTRAINT_NONE
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No related objects to unit group are listed

CONSTRAINT_ALL

All related objects to unit group are listed

operatingSystemType

The following table contains the operating systems and their corresponding ClassIDs:

Operating System ClassID
Aix 0x090000
Aix_3_2_Rs_6000 0x090101
Aix_4_1_Rs_6000 0x090201
Aix_4_2_Rs_6000 0x090202
Aix_4_3_Rs_6000 0x090203
Aix_5_0_Rs_6000 0x090301
Aix_5_1_Rs_6000 0x090302
Aix_5_2_Rs_6000 0x090303
Aix_5_3_Rs_6000 0x090304
Aix_5_4_Rs_6000 0x090305
Aix_5_5_Rs_6000 0x090306
Aix_5_6_Rs_6000 0x090307
Aix_5_7_Rs_6000 0x090308
Aix_5_8_Rs_6000 0x090309
Any 0x030000
Compaq_Tru64_5_X_Alpha 0x0d0401
Compaq_Tru64_Dec 0x0d0000
Dec_3_0_Alpha 0x0d0101
Dec_3_2_Alpha 0x0d0201
Dec_4_0_Alpha 0x0d0301
Dgux 0x0a0000
Dgux_4_1_Intel 0x0a0201
Dgux_4_1_Mc88 0x0a0101
Dgux_4_2_Intel 0x0a0301
Dos 0x010000
Drs_Nx_7_Sparc 0x160101
Drs_Nx_7mp_Sparc 0x160102
Drs_Nx_Sparc 0x160000
Dynix 0x120000
Dynix_4_2_X_Intel 0x120101
Dynix_4_4_X_Intel 0x120201
Hpux 0x070000
Hpux_10 0x070200
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Hpux_10_700 0x070201
Hpux_10_800 0x070202
Hpux_11 0x070300
Hpux_11_700 0x070301
Hpux_11_800 0x070302
Hpux_11_ia64 0x070303
Hpux_11_iv2 0x070304
Hpux_12 0x070400
Hpux_12_700 0x070401
Hpux_12_800 0x070402
Hpux_12_ia64 0x070403
Hpux_12_iv2 0x070404
Hpux_9 0x070100
Hpux_9_700 0x070101
Hpux_9_800 0x070102
Irix 0x130000
Irix_6_2 0x130101
Irix_6_3 0x130301
Irix_6_4 0x130201
Irix_6_5 0x130401
Linux 0x170000
Linux_2_1_Intel 0x170101
Linux_2_2_Intel 0x170201
Linux_2_2_S_390 0x170202
Linux_2_3_Intel 0x170301
Linux_2_3_S_390 0x170302
Linux_2_4_Intel 0x170401
Linux_2_4_S_390 0x170402
Linux_2_5_Intel 0x170501
Linux_2_5_S_390 0x170502
Linux_2_6_Intel 0x170601
Linux_2_6_Intel_64 0x170603
Linux_2_6_S_390 0x170602
Macintosh 0x1b0000
Macintosh_10_0_Ppc 0x1b0101
Macintosh_10_1_Ppc 0x1b0201
Macintosh_10_2_Ppc 0x1b0301
Macintosh_10_3_Ppc 0x1b0401
Macintosh_10_4_Ppc 0x1b0501
Ncr_Sst 0x150000
Ncr_Sst_S4_Intel 0x150101
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Ncr_Sst_S4i_Intel 0x150201
Ncr_Sv 0x0c0000
Ncr_Sv_2x_Intel 0x0c0101
Ncr_Sv_3x_Intel 0x0c0201
Netware 0x0b0000
Netware_3_Intel 0x0b0101
Netware_4_Intel 0x0b0201
Netware_5_Intel 0x0b0301
Netware_6_Intel 0x0b0401
Nokia_Adminsuite 0x1a0000
Nokia_Adminsuite_1_0 0x1a0001
Openvms 0x0e0000
Openvms_5_5_Vax 0x0e0101
Openvms_6_0_Alpha 0x0e0202
Openvms_6_0_Vax 0x0e0201
Openvms_6_1_Alpha 0x0e0302
Openvms_6_1_Vax 0x0e0301
Openvms_6_2_Alpha 0x0e0402
Openvms_6_2_Vax 0x0e0401
Openvms_7_0_Alpha 0x0e0502
Openvms_7_0_Vax 0x0e0501
Openvms_7_1_Alpha 0x0e0602
Openvms_7_1_Vax 0x0e0601
Openvms_7_2_Alpha 0x0e0702
Openvms_7_2_Vax 0x0e0701
Os2_16 0x000000
Os2_32 0x040000
Palm_Os 0x190000
Sco 0x0f0000
Sco_3_2_V5_Intel 0x0f0101
Sco_5_2_V5_Intel 0x0f0201
Sinix 0x100000
Sinix_5_42_R4000 0x100101
Sinix_5_43_R4000 0x100201
Sinix_5_44_R4000 0x100301
Sinix_5_45_R4000 0x100401
Solaris 0x080000
Solaris_10_Intel 0x080802
Solaris_10_Sparc 0x080801
Solaris_2_3_Sparc 0x080101
Solaris_2_4_Intel 0x080202
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Solaris_2_4_Sparc 0x080201
Solaris_2_5_Intel 0x080302
Solaris_2_5_Sparc 0x080301
Solaris_2_6_Intel 0x080402
Solaris_2_6_Sparc 0x080401
Solaris_7_Intel 0x080502
Solaris_7_Sparc 0x080501
Solaris_8_Intel 0x080602
Solaris_8_Sparc 0x080601
Solaris_9_Intel 0x080702
Solaris_9_Sparc 0x080701
Sunos 0x110000
Sunos_4_1_4_Sparc 0x110101
Unix 0x060000
Unixware 0x140000
Unixware2_0_Intel 0x140101
Unixware2_1_Intel 0x140201
Unixware7_X_Intel 0x140301
Win_2000 0x050100
Win_2000_Intel 0x050101
Win_Ce 0x180000
Win_Ce_2_00_Mips 0x180101
Win_Ce_2_00_Sh3 0x180102
Win_Ce_2_01_Mips 0x180201
Win_Ce_2_01_Sh3 0x180202
Win_Ce_2_11_Arm 0x180301
Win_Ce_2_11_Mips 0x180302
Win_Ce_2_11_Sh3 0x180303
Win_Ce_2_11_Sh4 0x180304
Win_Ce_3_00_Arm 0x180401
Win_Ce_3_00_Mips 0x180402
Win_Ce_3_00_Ppc2002_Arm 0x180501
Win_Ce_3_00_Sh3 0x180403
Win_Ce_3_00_Sh4 0x180404
Win_Ce_4_20_Arm 0x180601
Win_Ce_5_00_Arm 0x180701
Win_Longhorn_Intel 0x050501
Win_Longhorn_Itanium 0x050502
Win_Longhorn_x64 0x050503
Win_Nt 0x050000
Win_Nt_Alpha 0x050002
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Win_Nt_Intel 0x050001
Win_Nt_Mips 0x050003
Win_Server_2003 0x050300
Win_Server_2003_Intel 0x050301
Win_Server_2003_Itanium 0x050302
Win_Server_2003_x64 0x050303
Win_Vista_Intel 0x050401
Win_Vista_Itanium 0x050402
Win_Vista_x64 0x050403
Win_Xp 0x050200
Win_Xp_Intel 0x050201
Win_Xp_Itanium 0x050202
Win_Xp_x64 0x050203
Windows_16 0x020000
Windows_32 0x020100
Windows_95 0x020101
Windows_98 0x020102
Windows_Me 0x020103

 

PackageExportType

SOFTWAREPACKAGE

Exports as a software package

LIBRARYIMAGE

Exports as a library image

QueryFragment

This sequence of elements represents one fragment of a CA Client Automation query definition. It describes a search
statement.

• QueryFragmentType queryFragmentType
The type of the query fragment.

• xsd:string pseudoStatement
A user-defined description of the nature of the query fragment statement.

• xsd:string statement
The underlying SQL-style statement from which the query fragment is formulated.

Remarks

None

QueryFragment2

This sequence of elements represents one fragment of a DSM query definition. It describes a search statement.

• QueryFragmentType2 queryFragmentType
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Type of the query fragment; specifies whether it is a database or directory statement.
• xsd:string pseudoStatement

A user-defined description of the nature of the query fragment statement.
• xsd:string statement

The underlying SQL-style statement from which the query fragment is formulated.
• xsd:string linkQueryName

Name of the existing query used to link with this new query. Existing query is added as an argument of new query.
• xsd:string attributeFilter

Used to specify the attribute values based on which the query results can be streamlined.
For example: (assetCn=z*) AND (assetDescription=This is a sample Query).
The attributeFilter helps to find assets with names starting with ‘z’.
Other Attributes are as follows:
– assetCn
– assetDescription
– assetName
– c
– company
– dc
– department
– directReports
– displayName
– dnsHostName
– email
– givenName
– groupCn
– groupDescription
– groupMembers
– groupName
– jobTitle
– l
– memberOf
– objectClass
– operatingSystem
– operatingSystemServicePack
– operatingSystemVersion
– postalCode
– streetAddress
– telephoneNumber
– uniqueComputerFields
– uniqueUserFields
– userCn
– userDescription
– userID
– userName
– userPassword
– userSn.

• xsd:bool attributeFilterSupplied
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Set the value of this parameter to true if ‘attributeFilter’ is supplied, otherwise set it to false.
• xsd:bool searchRecursive

Set it true if recursive search is required.
• xsd:bool searchRecursiveSupplied

Set it to true if ‘searchRecursive’ parameter is set to true, otherwise set it to false.

Remarks

The value of ‘attributeFilterSupplied’ can be set to true or false if value of ‘queryFragmentType’ is DIRECTORY_***. For all
other values ‘attributeFilterSupplied’ should be set to false.

QueryFragmentType

A list of possible query types. Select one of the following xsd:string types:

• SQL
Database queries for the MDB

• DIRECTORY
Queries for external, configured directories

QueryFragmentType2

A list of possible query types. Select one of the following xsd:string types:

• SQL_QUERY
Database queries for the MDB

• LINK_QUERY
Link queries to create link queries.

• DIRECTORY_OU_USERS
Active directory queries for the users in organizational units.

• DIRECTORY_GROUP_USERS
Active directory queries for group.

• DIRECTORY_OU_COMPUTERS
Active directory queries for the computers in organizational units.

• DIRECTORY_GROUP_COMPUTERS
Active directory queries for group computers.

• DIRECTORY_DIRECT_REPORTS
Active directory queries for direct reports.

• DIRECTORY_LOCALGROUP_USERS
Active directory queries for local group users.

• DIRECTORY_LOCALGROUP_COMPUTERS
Active directory queries for local group computers.

QueryType

A list of possible query types. Select one of the following xsd:string types:

• AGENT
• DISCOVERED-HARDWARE
• DISCOVERED-USER
• DISCOVERED-COMPUTERUSER

RACPolicy

Specifies the type of Reinstall After Crash policy.
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RAC_COMMON

The common Reinstall after Crash (RAC) policy is used for this computer. (Default)

RAC_AUTOMATIC

The RAC job container will automatically get created and activated. policy is used for this computer.

RAC_DEFERRED

A RAC job container is created. It can reviewed and modified, since it has to be activated manually.

RAC_DISABLED

The Reinstall after Crash (RAC) policy is disabled for this computer.

SecurityAreaLinkage

SEC_AREA_LINK

SEC_AREA_UNLINK

SecurityClassType

The following are the enumerations for the SecurityClassType, followed by its representation in the DSM Explorer GUI.

• SEC_CLASS_POLICY_CONFIGURATION_COMPUTER
Policy - Configuration Computer object in DSM Explorer GUI.

• SEC_CLASS_DOMAIN
Domain object in DSM Explorer GUI.

• SEC_CLASS_EXTERNAL_ASSET
External Asset object in DSM Explorer GUI.

• SEC_CLASS_SOFTWARE_PACKAGE
Software Package object in DSM Explorer GUI.

• SEC_CLASS_REPORT_SCHEDULING
Report Scheduling object in DSM Explorer GUI.

• SEC_CLASS_DOMAIN_GROUP
Domain Group object in DSM Explorer GUI.

• SEC_CLASS_CLASS_PERMISSIONS
Class Permissions object in DSM Explorer GUI.

• SEC_CLASS_ENGINE
Engine object in DSM Explorer GUI.

• SEC_CLASS_SCALABILITY_SERVER_GROUP
Scalability Server Group object in DSM Explorer GUI.

• SEC_CLASS_SECURITY_AREA
Security Area object in DSM Explorer GUI.

• SEC_CLASS_SOFTWARE_JOB
Software Job object in DSM Explorer GUI.

• SEC_CLASS_INVENTORY_TASK
Inventory Task object in DSM Explorer GUI.

• SEC_CLASS_COMPUTER
Computer object in DSM Explorer GUI.

• SEC_CLASS_POLICY_SOFTWARE_BASED
Policy - Software Based object in DSM Explorer GUI.

• SEC_CLASS_REPORT_TEMPLATE
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Report Template object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_COMMON_QUERY

Common Query object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_SOFTWARE_JOB_CONTAINER

Software Job Container object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_ASSET_JOB

Asset Job object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_DEPLOYMENT_JOB

Deployment Job object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_SOFTWARE_USAGE_TASK

Software Usage task object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_SOFTWARE_DISTRCONTAINER

Software Distribution Container object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_OS_INSTALLATION_IMAGE

OS Installation Image object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_REMOTE_CONTROL_ACCESS

Remote Control Access object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_ENGINE_TASK

Engine Task object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_ASSET_GROUP

Asset Group object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_USER_ACCOUNT

User Account object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_MANAGER

Manager object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_SOFTWARE_DISTRIBUTIONS

Software Distributions object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_CONTROL_PANEL_ACCESS

Control Panel Access object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_DATABASE_CREDENTIALS

Database Credentials object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_SCALABILITY_SERVER

Scalability Server object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_POLICY_EVENT_BASED

Policy - Event Based object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_SECURITY_PROFILE

Security Profile object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_SOFTWARE_CATEGORY

Software Category object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_PROCEDURE_GROUP

Procedure Group object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_SOFTWARE_DEFINITION

Software Definition object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_USER_PROFILE

User Profile object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_POLICY_QUERY_BASED

Policy - Query Based object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_PROCEDURE

Procedure object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_CONFIGURED_DIRECTORY
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Configured Directory object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_SOFTWARE_GROUP

Software Group object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_SOFTWARE_DISCOVERY_TASK

Software Discovery Task object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_TEMPLATE_TASK

Template Task object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_BACKUP_USER

No object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_BACKUP_AGENT_CONFIG

No object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_BACKUP_ACT_USER_POLICY

No object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_BACKUP_SERVER

No object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_BACKUP_SERVER_CONFIG

No object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_BACKUP_JOB

No object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_BACKUP_POLICY

No object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_BACKUP_SET

No object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_BACKUP_PERFORMED_BU

No object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_BACKUP_BU_FILE_REV

No object in DSM Explorer GUI.
• SEC_CLASS_BACKUP_PERFORMED_RS

No object in DSM Explorer GUI.

SecurityGroup

A list of options that indicates if a group is a security group. Select one of the following xsd:string values:

• ORDINARY-GROUP
• SECURITY-GROUP

SecurityProfilePermission

Select one of the following :

• NOACCESS
Blocks all permissions.

• VIEW
Grants only ‘view’ permissions.

• READ
Grants “view and read” permissions.

• MANAGE
Grants “read and execute permissions”.

• CHANGE
Grants “manager, write, and delete permissions”.

• FULLCONTROL
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Grants “change, ownership, and create permissions”.
• SPECIALACCESS

Creates special permissions. It is constructed using bits selected from ‘SecurityProfileSpecialPermissionFlags’
structure.

SecurityProfileType

Select one of the following:

SEC_PROFILE_OWNER

SEC_PROFILE_ EVERYONE

SEC_PROFILE_ DISTRIBUTIONS

SEC_PROFILE_ LOCALUSER

SEC_PROFILE_ GLOBALUSER

SEC_PROFILE_ LOCALGROUP

SEC_PROFILE_ GLOBALGROUP

SEC_PROFILE_ GLOBALMACHINE

SEC_PROFILE_ SDCATALOG

SEC_PROFILE_CERT_CSM_AGCT

SEC_PROFILE_CERT_SERVER_REG

SEC_PROFILE_CERT_DIR_SYNC

SEC_PROFILE_CERT_DOMDB_PWD

SEC_PROFILE_CERT_ENTDB_PWD

SEC_PROFILE_CERT_REPDB_PWD

SEC_PROFILE_CERT_SD_AGMOV

SEC_PROFILE_CERT_SD_CATALOG

SEC_PROFILE_CERT_BABLD_REG

SoftwareGroupType

SW_PACKAGE_GROUP

SW_PACKAGE_PROCEDURE_GROUP

SoftwareJobContainerScope

A list of possible software job container types. Select one of the following xsd:string types:

• NO-PREFERENCE
• MADE-LOCALLY-ONLY
• MADE-LOCALLY-PREFERABLY
• MADE-REMOTELY-ONLY
• MADE-REMOTELY-PREFERABLY
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SoftwareJobContainerState

A list of possible states for software job container. Select one of the following xsd:string types:

• CREATED
• WAITING
• EVALUATING
• CASCADING
• BUILDING,
• INPROGRESS
• SUCCESS
• FAILURE
• TERMINATING
• BUILD_SUCCESS
• BUILD_SUCCESS_WITH_FAILURES
• SUCCESS_WITH_WARNINGS
• DELIVERY_HALT_INPROGRESS
• DELIVERY_HALTED
• NOT_RENEWED
• PARTIALLY_RENEWED_OK

SoftwareJobRenewState

A list of possible states for renewed jobs. Select one of the following xsd:string types:

• WAITING
• INPROGRESS
• OK
• DSM-ERROR
• NOT-RENEWED

SoftwareJobStartupTime

A list of possible startup times for a software job. Select one of the following xsd:string types:

• BOOT-LOCAL-TIME
The server does not trigger the agent to start the job. The job is started the first time the agent starts after the start
time. The start time is based on that of the domain manager.

• EXACT-LOCAL-TIME
The server triggers the agent to start the job at the start time. The start time is based on that of the domain manager.

• BOOT-GLOBAL-TIME
The server does not trigger the agent to start the job. The job is started the first time the agent starts after the start
time. The start time is based on that of the enterprise manager.

• EXACT-GLOBAL-TIME
The server triggers the agent to start the job at the start time. The start time is based on that of the enterprise manager.

SoftwareJobState

A list of possible states in which a software job can be. Select one of the following xsd:string types:
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• WAITING
• INPROGRESS
• OK
• DSM-ERROR
• BUILDING
• REMOVING
• NOT-AVAILABLE
• CREATED
• OBSOLETE
• HALT-INPROGRESS
• HALTED

SoftwareJobTask

A list of possible software job tasks. Select one of the following xsd:string types:

• NONE
Initial transient state

• INSTALL
This procedure installs its software.

• UNINSTALL
This procedure uninstalls its software.

• CONFIGURE
This procedure configures its software.

• ACTIVATE
This procedure activates its software.

• DELIVER
This procedure delivers its software to a Scalability Server Library.

• UNDELIVER
This procedure removes its software from a Scalability Server Library.

SoftwarePackageClass

A list of classes to which a software package may belong. Select one of the following xsd:string types:

• SOFTWARE
• OPEN
• DETECTED
• ARCHIVED

SoftwarePackageGroupScope

A list of possible software package group types. Select one of the following xsd:string types:

• NO-PREFERENCE
• MADE-LOCALLY-ONLY
• MADE-LOCALLY-PREFERABLY
• MADE-REMOTELY-ONLY
• MADE-REMOTELY-PREFERABLY
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SoftwarePackageProcedureFiledBy

A list of possible entities by which a software package procedure can be filed. Select one of the following xsd:string types:

• LOCAL
The item is filed by a local administrator

• CENTRAL
The item is distributed and filed by an enterprise administrator

• TD-LOCAL
A Software Delivery item that is filed by a local administrator

• TDSWD
A Software Item that is detected and filed by the local Software Detector

• TDSWD-CENTRAL
A Software Item that is filed at the Enterprise Manager based on a report from the Domain Manager about a locally
detected software item.

• TD
An Software Delivery item automatically filed at installation time

SoftwarePackageProcedureGroupScope

A list of possible software package procedure group types. Select one of the following xsd:string types:

• NO-PREFERENCE
• MADE-LOCALLY-ONLY
• MADE-LOCALLY-PREFERABLY
• MADE-REMOTELY-ONLY
• MADE-REMOTELY-PREFERABLY

SoftwarePackageProcedureRelation

A list of possible classes of procedures. Select one of the following xsd:string types:

• ADDED
A procedure that is an extension to the original package is said to be added if it is defined by a set of files that is not
part of the original package and normally added to the package.

• EMBEDDED
A procedure that is defined for the original software package is an embedded procedure. It is defined by a set of files
included in the package.

• DETECTED
A procedure that is of type detected is an artificial procedure that has no associated files. The procedure is needed for
database consistency reasons.

• CONVERTED
A procedure that is an extension to the original package is said to be converted if it is defined by a set of files that is
already included in the original package.

SoftwarePackageProcedureType

A list of possible external file types of software package procedures. Select one of the following xsd:string types:
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• SIP
• CMDFILE
• EXEFILE
• SWDET
• MSI
• SXP
• PKG
• PIF
• IPS
• PALM
• WINCE

SoftwarePackageProcedureTask

A list of possible software procedure task types. Select one of the following xsd:string types:

• INSTALL
• UNINSTALL
• CONFIGURE
• ACTIVATE

SoftwarePackageGroupProperty

A list of possible software package group property types.Select one of the following xsd:string types:

• NON-CATALOG
The item is not a catalog item

• CATALOG
The item is a catalog item

• CATALOG-GROUP
The item is a member of a catalog group

SoftwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodType

EPT_ONCE

The software policy is evaluated once.

EPT_PERIODIC

The software policy is evaluated periodically as per the set evaluation period.

SoftwareJobType

A list of types of a software job that indicates whether the job is mandatory. Select one of the following xsd:string types:

• MANDATORY
• DSM-OPTIONAL

SoftwarePackageFiledBy

A list of possible entities by which a software package can be filed. Select one of the following xsd:string types:

• LOCAL
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The item is filed by a local administrator
• CENTRAL

The item is distributed and filed by an enterprise administrator
• TD-LOCAL

A Software Delivery item that is filed by a local administrator
• TDSWD

A Software Item that is detected and filed by the local Software Detector
• TDSWD-CENTRAL

A Software Item that is filed at the Enterprise Manager based on a report from the Domain Manager about a locally
detected software item.

• TD
An Software Delivery item automatically filed at installation time

SoftwarePackageType

A list of possible software package types. Select one of the following xsd:string types:

• SOFTWARE
A sealed software with its files filed in the Library

• OPEN
An unsealed software with its files filed in the Library

• DETECTED
A detected software which has no files in the Library

SoftwarePackagingType

A list of possible software packaging types. Select one of the following xsd:string types:

• GENERIC

NOTE
A Generic package is one that requires no special handling by CA Client Automation, unlike the other
package types.

• SXP
• PIF
• PKG
• MSI
• PALM
• WINCE
• RPM
• NOKIA
• DEBIAN-WRAPPER
• ROLLUP

SoftwarePolicyEvaluationType

A list of values that indicate the type of evaluation to be used for a software policy. Select one of the following xsd:string
types:

• ET-POPULATEEXCEPTIONS
Select this option to make a conformance check for all members in the group. If any non-conforming members are
found, they are added to the Violators folder.

• ET-SETUPJOBS
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Select this option to make a conformance check for all members in the group and to set up, but not activate, jobs for
members not conforming to the policy conditions. The job container containing the jobs is not sealed.

• ET-SETUPANDEXECUTEJOBS
Select this option to make a conformance check for all members in the group, and to set up, as well as activate, jobs
for members not conforming to the policy conditions. The job container containing the jobs is sealed and the jobs will
execute at the specified time.

SoftwarePolicyScope

A list of the possible scope of the software policy. Select one of the following xsd:string scopes:

• NO-PREFERENCE
• MADE-LOCALLY-ONLY
• MADE-LOCALLY-PREFERABLY
• MADE-REMOTELY-ONLY
• MADE-REMOTELY-PREFERABLY

SourceMedium

A list of possible media on which software source may be hosted. Select one of the following xsd:string types:

• DISKETTE
• HARDDISK
• UNDEFINED
• TAPE
• CD

StringValueType

A list of possible string value types. Select one of the following xsd:string types:
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• NONE
• BOOLTRUEFALSE
• BOOLYESNO
• BOOLONOFF
• BOOLENABLEDISABLE
• BOOLSUPUNSUP
• BOOLACTIVENOT
• BOOLOKERROR
• BOOLPRESENTNOT
• DSM-INT32
• INT32DEC
• INT32KB
• INT32MB
• INT32GB
• INT32TB
• INT32K
• INT32M
• INT32G
• INT32MILLI
• INT32MICRO
• INT32NANO
• INT32HEX
• INT32PLATFORM
• INT32INSTALLED
• INT32TIMESTAMP
• INT32UNITTYPE
• INT32SECTORTYPE
• INT32APPDEFPLATFORM
• INT32EVENTAREA
• DSM-INT64
• INT64DEC
• INT64KB
• INT64MB
• INT64GB
• INT64TB
• INT64K
• INT64M
• INT64G
• INT64MILLI
• INT64MICRO
• INT64NANO
• INT64PERCENT
• INT64HEX
• INT64DATE
• INT64TIMESPAN
• DSM-FLOAT
• FLOATFRACPART
• FLOATVARDATE
• STRING
• STRINGVERSION
• BINUNKNOWN
• BINBITMAP
• BINICON
• BINRESOURCE
• MEMO
• DATETIME
• DSM-DATE
• TIME
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SystemGroup

A list of possible CA Client Automation system groups. Select one of the following xsd:string types:

• CO-ALL-COMPUTERS
• CO-ALL-COMPUTERSUSERSGROUP
• CO-ALL-USERACCOUNTS
• CO-ALL-USERPROFILES
• CO-ALL-USERPROFILEGROUPS
• CO-ALL-DOMAINS
• CO-ALL-QUERIES
• CO-ALL-EVENTLOGS
• CO-ALL-SERVERS
• CO-ALL-SERVERGROUPS
• CO-ALL-DOMAINGROUPS
• SD-ALL-PATCHROLLUPS
• SD-SOFTWARE-LIBRARY
• SD-SOFTWARE-LIBRARY-CATALOG
• SD-JOBS
• SD-SOFTWARE-POLICY
• SD-DELIVERY-TARGETS

UnitProperty

A list of possible properties of units. The list contains properties from user accounts, user profiles, and computers. Select
one of the following xsd:string types:
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• UNIT-USERACCOUNT-NAME
• UNIT-USERACCOUNT-USAGE-LIST
• UNIT-USERACCOUNT-URI
• UNIT-USERACCOUNT-LABEL
• UNIT-USERACCOUNT-DOMAIN-LABEL
• UNIT-USERACCOUNT-CREATION-USER
• UNIT-USERACCOUNT-CREATION-DATE
• UNIT-USERACCOUNT-LAST-UPDATED-USER
• UNIT-USERACCOUNT-LAST-UPDATED-DATE
• UNIT-USERACCOUNT-VERSION-NUMBER
• UNIT-COMPUTER-LABEL
• UNIT-COMPUTER-PRIMARY-NETWORK-ADDRESS
• UNIT-COMPUTER-HOST-NAME
• UNIT-COMPUTER-SERIAL-NUMBER
• UNIT-COMPUTER-DISC-SERIAL-NUMBER
• UNIT-COMPUTER-PRIMARY-MAC-ADDRESS
• UNIT-COMPUTER-ASSET-TAG
• UNIT-COMPUTER-CLASSID
• UNIT-COMPUTER-USAGE-LIST
• UNIT-COMPUTER-URI
• UNIT-COMPUTER-SYSTEM-ID
• UNIT-COMPUTER-VENDOR-NAME
• UNIT-COMPUTER-DOMAIN-LABEL
• UNIT-COMPUTER-CREATION-USER
• UNIT-COMPUTER-CREATION-DATE
• UNIT-COMPUTER-LAST-UPDATED-USER
• UNIT-COMPUTER-LAST-UPDATED-DATE
• UNIT-COMPUTER-VERSION-NUMBER
• UNIT-USERPROFILE-LABEL
• UNIT-USERPROFILE-REFERENCE-COUNT
• UNIT-USERPROFILE-USAGE-LIST
• UNIT-USERPROFILE-CREATION-USER
• UNIT-USERPROFILE-CREATION-DATE
• UNIT-USERPROFILE-LAST-UPDATED-USER
• UNIT-USERPROFILE-LAST-UPDATED-DATE
• UNIT-USERPROFILE-VERSION-NUMBER

UnitSoftwareJobState

A list of current states of a unit software job. Select one of the following xsd:string types:
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• UNDEFINED
• WAITING
• DELIVERY-ORDERED
• DELIVERING
• DELIVERY-OK
• DELIVERY-ERROR
• ALREADY-DELIVERED
• EXECUTION-ORDERED
• EXECUTING
• EXECUTION-OK
• EXECUTION-ERROR
• UNDELIVERY-ORDERED
• UNDELIVERING
• UNDELIVERY-OK
• UNDELIVERY-ERROR
• ALREADY-INSTALLED
• MANIPULATION-NOT-ALLOWED
• DELIVERY-SUSPEND-ORDERED
• DELIVERY-SUSPEND-INPROGRESS
• DELIVERY-SUSPENDED
• DELIVERY-RESUME-ORDERED
• DELIVERY-RESUME-INPROGRESS
• UNDELIVERY-SUSPEND-ORDERED
• UNDELIVERY-SUSPEND-INPROGRESS
• UNDELIVERY-SUSPENDED
• UNDELIVERY-RESUME-ORDERED
• UNDELIVERY-RESUME-INPROGRESS
• EXECUTION-ORDER-STAGED
• NOT-APPLICABLE

 

UnitType

An enumerated list of possible CA Client Automation unit types. You can select one of the following xsd:string types:

• COMPUTER
• USERACCOUNT
• USERPROFILE

UserAccountProperty

A list of possible user account properties. Select one of the following xsd:string types:
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• USERACCOUNT-NAME
• USERACCOUNT-USAGE-LIST
• USERACCOUNT-URI
• USERACCOUNT-LABEL
• USERACCOUNT-DOMAIN-LABEL
• USERACCOUNT-CREATION-USER
• USERACCOUNT-CREATION-DATE
• USERACCOUNT-LAST-UPDATED-USER
• USERACCOUNT-LAST-UPDATED-DATE
• USERACCOUNT-VERSION-NUMBER

UserProfileProperty

A list of possible user profile properties. Select one of the following xsd:string types:

• CU-LABEL
• CU-REFERENCE-COUNT
• CU-USAGE-LIST
• CU-CREATION-USER
• CU-CREATION-DATE
• CU-LAST-UPDATED-USER
• CU-LAST-UPDATED-DATE
• CU-VERSION-NUMBER
• CU-COMPUTER-PRIMARY-NETWORK-ADDRESS
• CU-COMPUTER-HOST-NAME
• CU-COMPUTER-SERIAL-NUMBER
• CU-COMPUTER-DISC-SERIAL-NUMBER
• CU-COMPUTER-PRIMARY-MAC-ADDRESS
• CU-COMPUTER-ASSET-TAG
• CU-COMPUTER-CLASSID
• CU-COMPUTER-USAGE-LIST
• CU-COMPUTER-URI
• CU-COMPUTER-SYSTEM-ID
• CU-COMPUTER-VENDOR-NAME
• CU-COMPUTER-DOMAIN-LABEL
• CU-COMPUTER-CREATION-USER
• CU-COMPUTER-CREATION-DATE
• CU-COMPUTER-LAST-UPDATED-USER
• CU-COMPUTER-LAST-UPDATED-DATE
• CU-COMPUTER-VERSION-NUMBER

SoftwareJobLinkageType

NOLINKAGE

No job linkage exists.

TRANSACTION

The job linkage option is set to batch job execution.

SYNCHRONIZED
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The job linkage option is set to synchronized job execution.

WeekDay

A list of the possible weekdays that you can specify while scheduling a job:

• WS-SUNDAY
• WS-MONDAY
• WS-TUESDAY
• WS-WEDNESDAY
• WS-THURSDAY
• WS-FRIDAY
• WS-SATURDAY

PERIODTYPE

A list of the possible period type you can specify while scheduling a job:

• WS-NONE
• WS-DAY
• WS-WEEK
• WS-MONTH
• WS-YEAR

CO_TRIGGER_UNIT_TYPE

A list of the possible unit types:

• TRIGG-COMPUTER
• TRIGG-USERPROFILE
• TRIGG-DOCKINGDEVICE

UnitObjectType

A list of the possible unit object types:

• WS-UNIT-DISCOVERED-COMPUTER
• WS-UNIT-DISCOVERED-USER
• WS-UNIT-ENGINE
• WS-SERVER
• WS-UNIT-DISCOVERED-EXTERNAL
• WS-UNIT-COMPUTER-USER

AMExtraCmdParam

A list of the possible parameters for executing asset management job check:

• WS_RESCAN_INVENTORY
• WS_RESCAN_SOFTWARE
• WS_COLLECT

CFComponentCode

A list of the possible Component codes:
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• WS-SD-AGENT
• WS-AM-AGENT

WS_OSIM_DEPLOY

A list of values indicating if the manager must wait for the deployment of the OS images. Use one of the following:

• WS_OSIM_DO_NOT_WAIT
Specifies that the domain manager must not wait.

• WS_OSIM_WAIT
Specifies that the domain manager must wait.

WS_OSIM_CONF_TYPE

Specifies the type of installation request. Use one of the following:

• WS_OSIM_CT_PLANNED
Specifies a planned request.

• WS_OSIM_CT_SCHEDULED
Specifies a scheduled request.

• WS_OSIM_CT_CURRENT
Specifies a current request.

WS_OSIM_IR_STATUS

Specifies the status of the installation request of the OSIM computer. Possible installation requests:

• WS_IR_PLANNED
Specifies a planned installation request of the target computer.

• WS_IR_SCHEDULED
Specifies a scheduled installation request of the target computer.

WS_OSIM_CONFIG_STATE

Specifies the configuration state of an OSIM Computer. Possible states:

• WS_OSIM_UNMANAGED
Specifies that the OSIM computer is in an unmanaged state.

• WS_OSIM_CURRENT
Specifies that the OSIM computer is in a current state.

• WS_OSIM_STOPPED
Specifies that the OSIM computer is in a stopped state.

• WS_OSIM_CANCEL_PEND
Specifies that the OSIM computer is in a canceled state.

• WS_OSIM_ERROR
Specifies that the OSIM computer is in a failed state.

• WS_OSIM_PLANNED
Specifies that the OSIM computer is in a planned state.

• WS_OSIM_ACTIVATED
Specifies that the OSIM computer is in an activated state.

• WS_OSIM_ANALYZING
Specifies that the OSIM computer is in an analyzing state.

• WS_OSIM_PENDING
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Specifies that the OSIM computer is in a pending state.
• WS_OSIM_INSTALLING

Specifies that the OSIM computer is in an installing state.

Property_Type

Specifies the property types:

• COMPUTER_MACADDRESS
Specifies as MAC address.

• COMPUTER_NETWORKADDRESS
Specifies as network address.

• COMPUTER_HOSTNAME
Specifies as host name.

• COMPUTER_SERIAL_NUMBER
Specifies as computer serial number.

FILTERCONDITION

Specifies the valid filter conditions for different properties. Use the following filters:

Note: Use the following filters with xsd:string elements.

• FILTER_WILDCARD_EQ
Defines the wildcard equal filter.

• FILTER_WILDCARD_NE
Defines the wildcard not equal xxx.

• FILTER_REGEX
Defines the regular expression filter.

Note: Use the following filters with xsd:long, dsm:DateTime, and enumerations.

• FILTER_EQ
Defines the equal filter.

• FILTER_NE
Defines the not equal filter.

Note: Use the following filters with xsd:long and dsm:DateTime elements.

• FILTER_GT
Defines the greater than filter.

• FILTER_GE
Defines the greater than or equal filter.

• FILTER_LT
Defines lesser than filter.

• FILTER_LE
Defines the lesser than or equal filter.

OSIMAGEPROPERTY

Specifies the OS image properties on which the sort and filter conditions can be applied. OS image properties:

• IMAGE_NAME
Specifies the OS image name.

• TYPE_INDICATOR
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Specifies the OS type.
• OPERATING_SYSTEM

Specifies the operating system of the OS image.
• REGISTERED_DATETIME

Specifies the registration date and time of the OS image with the domain manager.
• SD_PACKAGE_NAME

Specifies the name of the software delivery package corresponding to the OS image.
• SD_PACKAGE_VERSION

Specifies the version of software delivery package corresponding to the OS image.
• SD_OS_CODE

Specifies the OS code of the software delivery package corresponding to the OS image.
• LOCALE

Specifies the locale of the OS image.
• IMAGE_FLAGS

Specifies the FIPS image flags of the OS image.

OSIMTARGETPROPERTY

Specifies the OSIM computer properties on which the sort and filter conditions can be applied. OSIM computer properties:

• TARGET_NAME
Specifies the name of the OSIM computer.

• TARGET_MACADDRESS
Specifies the MAC Address of the OSIM computer.

• OSIM_CONFIG_STATE
Specifies the configuration state of the OSIM computer.

• STATE_CHANGED_DATETIME
Specifies the changed or activation date and time of the OSIM computer.

• OS_IMAGENAME
Specifies the name of the OS image associated with the OSIM computer.

ComputerProperty2

A list of computer properties that you can use for specifying search filters is as follows:

• COMPUTER_UUID
Filters based on computer UUID value.

• COMPUTER_LABEL
Filters based on Computer name/label value.

• COMPUTER_DOMAIN_UUID
Filters based on Computer Domain UUID value.

• COMPUTER_PRIMARY_NETWORK_ADDRESS
Filters based on the Computer Primary network address value.

• COMPUTER_HOST_UUID
Filters based on Computer Host UUID value.

• COMPUTER_ASSET_SOURCE_UUID
Filters based on Computer Asset Source UUID value.

• COMPUTER_HOST_NAME
Filters based on Computer Hostname value.

• COMPUTER_SERIAL_NUMBER
Filters based on Computer Serial Number value.

• COMPUTER_DISC_SERIAL_NUMBER
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Filters based on Computer Disk serial number value.
• COMPUTER_PRIMARY_MAC_ADDRESS

Filters based on Computer MAC Address value.
• COMPUTER_ASSET_TAG

Filters based on Computer Asset tag value.
• COMPUTER_URI

Filters based on Computer URI value.
• COMPUTER_SYSTEM_ID

Filters based on Computer System ID value.
• COMPUTER_VENDOR_NAME

Filters based on Computer Vendor Name value.
• COMPUTER_DOMAIN_LABEL

Filters based on Computer Domain Label value.
• COMPUTER_CREATION_USER

Filters based on Computer Creation user value.
• COMPUTER_LAST_UPDATED_USER

Filters based on Computer last updated user value.
• COMPUTER-AGENT-NAME

Filters based on Computer Agent Name value.
• COMPUTER-AGENT-DESCRIPTIONS

Filters based on Computer Agent Descriptions value.
• COMPUTER-USER-DATA1

Filters based on Computer User defined data1.
• COMPUTER-USER-DATA2

Filters based on Computer User defined data2.
• COMPUTER-USER-DATA3

Filters based on Computer User defined data3.
• COMPUTER-USER-DATA4

Filters based on Computer User defined data4.
• COMPUTER-AGENT-SS

Filters based on Agent Scalability server name
• COMPUTER-AGENT-IPADDRESS

Filters based on Agent IP Address
• COMPUTER_CLASSID

Filters based on Computer Operation System value.
• COMPUTER_USAGE_LIST

Filters based on Computer usage list value.
• COMPUTER_CREATION_DATE

Filters based on Computer Creation date time.
• COMPUTER_LAST_UPDATED_DATE

Filters based on Computer last updated date time.
• COMPUTER_VERSION_NUMBER

Filters based on Computer version number.
• COMPUTER-AGENT-TRUSTLEVEL

Filters based on Computer Agent trust level.
• COMPUTER-AGENT-CREATION-DATETIME

Filters based on Agent Creation date time.
• COMPUTER-AGENT-LASTRUN-DATETIME

Filters based on Agent last run date time.
• COMPUTER_AGENT_AM_STATUS
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Filters based on AM Agent Status.
• COMPUTER_AGENT_SD_STATUS

Filters based on SD Agent Status.
• COMPUTER_AGENT_RC_STATUS

Filters based on RC Agent Status.
• COMPUTER_AGENT_PT_STATUS

Filters based on Protection Agent Status.
• COMPUTER_AGENT_ASP_STATUS

Filters based on Anti Spyware Agent Status.
• COMPUTER_AGENT_AV_STATUS

Filters based on Antivirus Agent Status.
• COMPUTER_AGENT_HIPS_STATUS

Filters based on HIPS Agent Status.
• COMPUTER_AGENT_RESTRICTIONS

Filters based on Agent Restrictions.

ComputerFilterCondition

Specifies the valid filter conditions for different computer properties. The Available filters:

Note: Use the following filters with xsd:string elements.

• COMPUTER_FILTER_WILDCARD_EQ
Defines the wildcard equal filter.

• COMPUTER_FILTER_WILDCARD_NE
Defines the wildcard not equal filter.

Note: Use the following filters with xsd:long, dsm:DateTime, and enumerations.

• COMPUTER_FILTER_EQ
Defines the equal filter.

• COMPUTER_FILTER_NE
Defines the not equal filter.

Note: Use the following filters with xsd:long and dsm:DateTime elements.

• COMPUTER_FILTER_GT
Defines the greater than filter.

• COMPUTER_FILTER_GE
Defines the greater than or equal filter.

• COMPUTER_FILTER_LT

NOTE
Defines the lesser than filter.

• COMPUTER_FILTER_LE
Defines the lesser than or equal filter.

AMAgentStatus

Indicates the AMAgent status on the target computer. Possible values:

• WS_AM_AGENTLESS
Indicates that the computer is collected through the external asset functionality.

• WS_AM_ALERT
Indicates that the computer has violated a policy with severity as Alert.

• WS_AM_INFORMATION
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Indicates that the computer has violated a policy with severity as Information.
• WS_AM_WARNING

Indicates that the computer has violated a policy with severity as Warning.
• WS_AM_LEGACY

Indicates that the computer has a legacy asset management agent.
• WS_AM_NOTINSTALLED

Indicates that the computer does not have the AM Agent plug-in installed.
• WS_AM_OPERATIONAL

Indicates that the computer is operational.
• WS_AM_PREREGISTERED

Indicates that the computer is preregistered.

SDAgentStatus

Indicates the SDAgent status. Possible values:

• WS_SD_LOCKED_BY_MIGRATION
Indicates that the computer is locked for migration.

• WS_SD_LOCKED_BY_MOVE
Indicates that the computer is locked for move operation.

• WS_SD_LOCKED_BY_RAC
Indicates that the computer is locked by RAC.

• WS_SD_LOCKED_BY_RAC_AND_MOVE
Indicates that the computer is locked by RAC and Move.

• WS_SD_LOCKED_BY_RAC_AND_ROAM
Indicates that the computer is locked by RAC and ROAM.

• WS_SD_LOCKED_BY_ROAM
Indicates that the computer is locked by ROAM.

• WS_SD_NOTINSTALLED
Indicates that the computer does not have the SD Agent plug-in installed.

• WS_SD_PREREGISTERED
Indicates that the computer is preregistered.

• WS_SD_OPERATIONAL
Indicates that the computer is operational.

RCAgentStatus

Indicates the RCAgent status. Possible values:

• WS_RC_ACTIVE_SESSION
Indicates that the computer has an active session with a viewer.

• WS_RC_ACTIVE_LOCAL_SESSION
Indicates that the computer can manage its own security settings and has an active session with a viewer.

• WS_RC_LISTENING
Indicates that the computer can accept a request for a remote control session.

• WS_RC_LISTENING_LOCAL_SESSION
Indicates that the computer can manage its own security settings and accept a request for a remote control session.

• WS_RC_LOCKED
Indicates that the Remote Control application on the computer has been locked. Active sessions have been terminated
and no new sessions can be started with the computer.

• WS_RC_LOCKED_LOCAL_SESSION
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Indicates that the computer can manage its own security settings but the Remote Control application on the computer
has been locked. Active sessions have been terminated and no new sessions can be started with the computer.

• WS_RC_MIGRATED
Indicates that the computer has migrated Remote Control agents.

• WS_RC_NOT_INSTALLED
Indicates that the Remote Control agent has not been installed on the computer.

• WS_RC_NOT_LISTENING
Indicates that the computer cannot accept a request for a remote control session, but the agent can be configured.

• WS_RC_NOT_LISTENING_LOCAL_SESSION
Indicates that that the computer manages its own security settings and cannot accept a request for a remote control
session, but the agent can be configured.

• WS_RC_PREREGISTERED
Indicates that the computer is preregistered.

• WS_RC_STOPPED
Indicates that that the computer has Remote Control agent installed but is not running.

• WS_RC_STOPPED_LOCAL_SESSION
Indicates that that the computer has Remote Control agent installed and manages its own security settings, but remote
control is not running.

• WS_RC_UNKNOWN
Indicates that the computer has the RC Status as Unknown.

ProtectionAgentStatus

Indicates the ProtectionAgent status. Possible values:

• WS_PT_NOTINSTALLED
Indicates that the state of all three protection applications (CA Anti-Virus, CA Anti-Spyware, and CA HIPS) is "Not
Installed" or "Unknown".

• WS_PT_PREREGISTERED
Indicates that the computer is preregistered.

• WS_PT_NOTPROTECTED
Indicates that protection data has been retrieved and the state of at least one of the protection applications is different
from "Operational" or "Not Installed."

• WS_PROTECTED
Indicates that at least one protection application is installed and the individual states of all the installed applications are
"Operational."

ASPAgentStatus

Indicates the Anti-Spyware agent status. Possible values:

• WS_ASP_UNKNOWN
Indicates that no protection data about ASPAgent is retrieved yet or agent object is preregistered.

• WS_ASP_OPERATIONAL
Indicates that ASPAgent is operational.

• WS_ASP_NOTOPERATIONAL
Indicates that ASPAgent is installed but not operational.

• WS_ASP_NOTINSTALLED
Indicates that ASPAgent is not installed.

AVAgentStatus

Indicates the Anti-Virus agent status. Possible values:
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• WS_AV_UNKNOWN
Indicates that no protection data about AVAgent is retrieved yet or agent object is preregistered.

• WS_AV_OPERATIONAL
Indicates that AVAgent is operational.

• WS_AV_NOTOPERATIONAL
Indicates that AVAgent is installed but not operational.

• WS_AV_NOTINSTALLED
Indicates that AVAgent is not installed.

HIPSStatus

Indicates the HIPS status. Possible values:

• WS_HIPS_UNKNOWN
Indicates that no protection data about HIPS agent is retrieved yet or agent object is preregistered.

• WS_HIPS_OPERATIONAL
Indicates that HIPS agent is operational.

• WS_HIPS_NOTOPERATIONAL
Indicates that HIPS agent is installed but not operational.

• WS_HIPS_NOTINSTALLED
Indicates that HIPS agent is not installed.

AgentRestrictions

Specifies the agent restrictions. Possible values:

• JOB-RESTRICTION-NONE
Specifies that there are no agent restrictions.

• JOB-RESTRICTION-LOCAL
Identifies the jobs blocked locally.

• JOB-RESTRICTION-CENTRAL
Identifies the jobs blocked centrally.

• JOB-RESTRICTION-ALL
Identifies the jobs blocked locally and centrally.

ObjectPreference

Specifies the object type of the group you want to retrieve. Possible values:

• LOCALLY
Indicates that the group is a local group.

• REPLICATE
Indicates that the group is a replicated group.

• NO-PREFERENCE
Indicates that there is no preference and both the groups must be retrieved.

QueryTargetType

Indicates the target type of the query. Possible values:

• QUERY-TARGET-TYPE-CUSTOM
Specifies that the target type of the query is custom.

• QUERY-TARGET-TYPE-COMPUTERS
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Specifies that the target of the query is computers.
• QUERY-TARGET-TYPE-USERACCOUNTS

Specifies that the target of the query is user accounts.
• QUERY-TARGET-TYPE-USERPROFILES

Specifies that the target of the query is user profiles.
• QUERY-TARGET-TYPE-OSIMCOMPUTERS

Specifies that the target of the query is OSIM computers.

QueryFilterCondition

Specifies the filter conditions for query properties. Available filters:

• QUERY-FILTER-WILDCARD-EQ
Applies wildcard characters in the filter condition for string values and filters the queries that match the wildcard
pattern.

• QUERY-FILTER-WILDCARD-NE
Applies wildcard characters in the filter condition for string values and filters the queries that do not match the wildcard
pattern.

• QUERY-FILTER-EQ
Specifies a filter condition for enumerations and filters the queries that match the specified enumeration value.

• QUERY-FILTER-NE
Specifies a filter condition for enumeration and filters the queries that do not match the specified enumeration value.

HWMODEL-FILTER-CONDITION

Specifies the filter conditions for hardware models. Available filters:

• HWMODEL-WILDCARD-EQ
Applies wildcard characters in the filter condition for string values and filters the queries that match the wildcard
pattern.

• HWMODEL-WILDCARD-NE
Applies wildcard characters in the filter condition for string values and filters the queries that do not match the wildcard
pattern.

COMPONENTS

Specifies the components that are supported.

• ASSET-MANAGER
• SOFTWARE-DELIVERY
• REMOTE-CONTROL
• ASSET-COLLECTOR
• SERVICE-DESK
• OSIM
• DMDEPLOY
• AUTOMATION-SERVICE

COMPONENT-STATUS

Specifies the list of status

• INSTALLED
• NOTINSTALLED
• NOTCOMPATIBLE
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ConfigurationParams

Specifies the configuration parameters that are supported:

• SD-MAXJOBTIMEOUT
Corresponds to the config param “/itrm/usd/manager/MaxActivationTime”.

• SD-MINJOBTIMEOUT
Corresponds to the config param “/itrm/usd/manager/MinActivationTime”.

• SD-JOBCLEANUPTIME
Corresponds to the config param “/itrm/usd/manager/JobCleanupTime”.

• SD-JOBHISTORYCLEANUPTIME
Corresponds to the config param “/itrm/usd/manager/JobHistoryCleanupTime”.

• SD-ALREADYINST-OK
Corresponds to the config param “/itrm/usd/manager/AlreadyInstalledStatus”.

• SD-FAIL-IMPLICIT-SS-DELIVERIES
Corresponds to the config param “/itrm/usd/manager/ FailImplicitDeliveries”.

• SD-CHECK-TEMPLATE-POLICIES
Corresponds to the config param “/itrm/usd/manager/ CheckTemplatePolicies”.

• SD-RAC-AUTOMATION
Corresponds to the config param “/itrm/usd/manager/ RACAutomation”.

• SD-JOBCLEANUPINTERVAL
Corresponds to the config param “/itrm/usd/manager/ JobCleanupInterval”.

• SD-FORCED-RESTRICTIONS
Corresponds to the config param “/itrm/usd/manager/ ForcedRestrictions”.

WS_OSIM_CONFIG_STATE

Specifies the configuration state of an OSIM Computer. Possible states:

• WS_OSIM_UNMANAGED
Specifies that the OSIM computer is in an unmanaged state.

• WS_OSIM_CURRENT
Specifies that the OSIM computer is in a current state.

• WS_OSIM_STOPPED
Specifies that the OSIM computer is in a stopped state.

• WS_OSIM_CANCEL_PEND
Specifies that the OSIM computer is in a canceled state.

• WS_OSIM_ERROR
Specifies that the OSIM computer is in a failed state.

• WS_OSIM_PLANNED
Specifies that the OSIM computer is in a planned state.

• WS_OSIM_ACTIVATED
Specifies that the OSIM computer is in an activated state.

• WS_OSIM_ANALYZING
Specifies that the OSIM computer is in an analyzing state.

• WS_OSIM_PENDING
Specifies that the OSIM computer is in a pending state.

• WS_OSIM_INSTALLING
Specifies that the OSIM computer is in an installing state.
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Enumerations for Automation Services

The following sections describe all the enumerated types (enums) that the Automation Services uses for automated OS
migration functionality. These structures are a mapping of the underlying layer functionality.

AssessmentTemplateType

Specifies whether the assessment template is based on parameters or on a query.

Possible values:

• PARAMETERBASED
• QUERYBASED

AssessmentTemplateParameterName

Specifies the name of the parameter used for creating the assessment template. For example, if you want to create an
assessment template based on CPU speed, specify the parameter name as CPUSPEED.

Possible values:

• CPUSPEED
• HDDSPACE
• RAMSIZE
• HWMODEL
• CDROM
• QUERYUUID

AssessmentTemplateParameterDataType

Specifies the data type of the parameter used for creating the assessment template.

Possible values:

• INTEGER
• LONG
• BOOLEAN
• STRING

ASSESSMENTTEMPLATEPROPERTY

Specifies the properties of the assessment templates that you can use to filter and sort the list of assessment templates.

Possible values:

• ASSESSMENTTEMPLATENAME
• ASSESSMENTTEMPLATELASTMODIFIEDDATE
• ASSESSMENTTEMPLATELASTMODIFIEDUSER
• ASSESSMENTTEMPLATECREATIONDATE
• ASSESSMENTTEMPLATECREATIONUSER

ASSESSMENTTASKPROPERTY

Specifies the properties of assessment tasks:
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• ASSESSMENTTASKNAME
• ASSESSMENTTASKEXECUTIONFINISHDATE
• ASSESSMENTTASKEXECUTIONSTARTDATE
• ASSESSMENTTASKCREATIONDATE
• ASSESSMENTTASKCREATIONUSER
• ASSESSMENTTASKEXECUTIONUSER
• ASSESSMENTTASKEXECUTIONGROUP

AssessmentStatus

Specifies the status of assessment job.

Possible values:

• STARTED
• EVALUATING
• SUCCESS
• FAILED
• NOT_STARTED

ResultGroup

Specifies the result group type.

Possible values:

• WIN7_READY
• WIN7_NOT_READY
• WIN7_INSTALLED

OsimTemplateType

Specifies the type of the OSIM template.

Possible values:

• GLOBAL
• GROUP
• HARDWAREMODEL

FilterCondition

Specifies the valid filter conditions for different properties.

You can use the following filters:

Note: Use the following filters with xsd:string elements.

• FILTER_WILDCARD_EQ
Defines the wildcard equal filter.

• FILTER_WILDCARD_NE
Defines the wildcard not equal xxx.

Note: Use the following filters with xsd:long, dsm:DateTime, and enumerations.

• FILTER_EQ
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Defines the equal filter.
• FILTER_NE

Defines the not equal filter.

Note: Use the following filters with xsd:long and dsm:DateTime elements.

• FILTER_GT
Defines the greater than filter

• FILTER_GE
Defines the greater than or equal filter.

NOTE
 

• FILTER_LT
Defines lesser than filter.

• FILTER_LE
Defines the lesser than or equal filter.

OSIMTEMPLATEPROPERTY

Specifies the properties of the OSIM templates that you can use to filter and sort the list of OSIM templates.

• OSIMTEMPLATENAME
• OSIMTEMPLATELASTMODIFIEDDATE
• OSIMTEMPLATELASTMODIFIEDUSER
• OSIMTEMPLATECREATIONDATE
• OSIMTEMPLATECREATIONUSER

SOFTWAREDEPLOYMENTTEMPLATEPROPERTY

Specifies the properties of the software deployment templates that you can use to filter and sort the list of software
deployment templates.

• SOFTWAREDEPLOYMENTTEMPLATENAME
• SOFTWAREDEPLOYMENTTEMPLATELASTMODIFIEDDATE

AUTOMATIONPROCESSPROPERTY

Specifies the properties of the automation process:

• AUTOMATIONPROCESSNAME
• AUTOMATIONPROCESSSTATUS
• AUTOMATIONPROCESSMODE
• AUTOMATIONPROCESSCREATIONDATE
• AUTOMATIONPROCESSEXECUTIONFINISHDATE
• AUTOMATIONPROCESSEXECUTIONSTARTDATE
• AUTOMATIONPROCESSCREATIONUSER
• AUTOMATIONPROCESSEXECUTIONUSER

AutomationProcessMode

Specifies the automation process modes:

• WIPE_AND_RELOAD
• REPLACEMENT
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AutomationProcessStatus

Specifies the status of the automation process:

• NOT_INITIALIZED
• INITIALIZATION_IN_PROGRESS
• INITIALIZATION_SUCCESS
• INITIALIZATION_FAILED
• RESUME_PROGRESS
• RESUME_SUCCESS
• RESUME_FAILED
• PREPARATION_SUCCESS
• PREPARATION_FAILED
• JOB_CREATION_IN_PROGRESS
• JOB_CREATION_FAILED
• VALIDATION_IN_PROGRESS
• VALIDATION_SUCCESS
• VALIDATION_FAILED
• DEPLOYMENT_IN_PROGRESS
• DEPLOYMENT_SUCCESS
• DEPLOYMENT_FAILED

AutomationTargetStatus

Specifies the status of the computers in the automation process:

• ACTIVITY_NOT_STARTED
• ACTIVITY_STARTED
• VALIDATION_SUCCESS
• VALIDATION_FAILED
• VALIDATION_WARNING
• PRE_OS_INSTALL_PHASE_STARTED
• PRE_OS_INSTALL_PHASE_FAILED
• PRE_OS_INSTALL_PHASE_SUCCESS
• OS_INSTALL_PHASE_STARTED
• OS_INSTALL_PHASE_FAILED
• OS_INSTALL_PHASE_SUCCESS
• POST_OS_INSTALL_PHASE_STARTED
• POST_OS_INSTALL_PHASE_FAILED
• POST_OS_INSTALL_PHASE_SUCCESS
• MIGRATION_SUCCESS
• MIGRATION_FAILED
• MIGRATION_DISABLED

AutomationResultProperty

Specifies the properties available in the automation result:

• AUTOMATIONTARGETNAME
• AUTOMATIONTARGETSTATUS
• AUTOMATIONSOURCENAME
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LogLevel

Specifies the log level:

• INFORMATION
• WARNING
• ERROR

ActionType

Specifies the action to be taken on the automation process:

• MIGRATION
• VALIDATION

 

ALREADY-DELIVERED
ALREADY-INSTALLED
DELIVERING
DELIVERY-ERROR
DELIVERY-OK
DELIVERY-ORDERED
DELIVERY-RESUME-INPROGRESS
DELIVERY-RESUME-ORDERED
DELIVERY-SUSPENDED
DELIVERY-SUSPEND-INPROGRESS
DELIVERY-SUSPEND-ORDERED
EXECUTING
EXECUTION-ERROR
EXECUTION-OK
EXECUTION-ORDERED
EXECUTION-ORDER-STAGED
MANIPULATION-NOT-ALLOWED
NOT-APPLICABLE
UNDEFINED
UNDELIVERING
UNDELIVERY-ERROR
UNDELIVERY-OK
UNDELIVERY-ORDERED
UNDELIVERY-RESUME-INPROGRESS
UNDELIVERY-RESUME-ORDERED
UNDELIVERY-SUSPENDED
UNDELIVERY-SUSPEND-INPROGRESS
UNDELIVERY-SUSPEND-ORDERED
WAITING
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Methods
The following sections describe the methods available in CA Client Automation Web Services.

NOTE
A method name that ends with an integer is a newer version of the method. If possible, use the
latest version. For example, CopyElementsToSoftwarePackageVolume2 is a newer version of
CopyElementsToSoftwarePackageVolume.

Authentication and Web Services Management

Contents

The following methods authenticate or manage the timeout a session.

GetInstalledComponents

The GetInstalledComponents method retrieves the installed Components.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
This parameter specifies the session identifier.

Return Values

Components GetInstalledComponentsReturn

Component Structure elements:

• isAMInstalled;
• isSDInstalled;
• isRCInstalled;
• isBABLDInstalled;
• isSDESKInstalled;

All these variables are of type Boolean. If the variables have a true value, the component is installed.

Remarks

None

GetInstalledComponents2

The GetInstalledComponents2 method retrieves the installed Components including the Asset Collector.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
This parameter specifies the session identifier.

Return Values

Components2 GetInstalledComponentsReturn

Component Structure elements:
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• isAMInstalled;
• isSDInstalled;
• isRCInstalled;
• isBABLDInstalled;
• isSDESKInstalled;
• isACInstalled;

All these variables are of type Boolean. If the variables have a true value, the component is installed.

Remarks

None

GetInstalledComponents3

The GetInstalledComponents3 method returns the status of components installed, including CCS Calendar.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
This parameter specifies the sessionID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• dsm:ArrayOfComponents components
This parameter specifies the array of components for which the status must be retrieved.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfComponentStatus getStatus
This parameter includes an array of components and their statuses.

NOTE
To get the status of CCS Calendar, enter "8" in the component structure. CCS Calendar has following statuses:
INSTALLED, NOTINSTALLED, or NOTCOMPATIBLE.

WSChallenge

The WSChallenge method sends NTLMSSP_NEGOTIATE message to the manager and receives the
NTLMSSP_CHALLENGE message in response. If the sessionID passed is NULL, this method creates a sessionID when
invoked. The NTLMSSP_CHALLENGE message and the sessionID are sent to the Web Service client as a response.

NOTE
Unified login uses the NTLM protocol for authentication.

The WSChallenge method uses the following messages:

• NTLMSSP_NEGOTIATE
This message includes an authentication request initiated by the browser on the request of the client. This message
contains host name and windows domain name of the client.

• NTLMSSP_CHALLENGE
This message includes the response from the domain controller to the NTLMSSP_NEGOTIATE message. This
message contains a nonce (random data), which is used for creating the response at browser.

Parameters

• Char * sessionID
This parameter specifies the sessionID obtained from the WSChallenge method. The Web Service client must
authenticate individually to the CA Client Automation components: common object (CO), Asset Management (AM)
and software delivery (SD) to access their respective functionality. The client must authenticate to CO first and then
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to AM or SD. Therefore, this parameter can be NULL only when the parameter CompRequiresAuthentication is set to
CO_REQUIRES_AUTHENTICATION.

• Char * manager
This parameter specifies the host name of the CA Client Automation manager to which the method must connect to.

• enum CompRequiresAuthentication compReqAuthen
This parameter specifies the CA Client Automation component for which you require authentication.

• struct AuthenticationData * negotiateData,
This parameter specifies the authentication data to be sent to the domain controller.

Return Values

• WSChallengeResponse
This parameter refers to the structure that is sent back to the client as a response.

Remarks

None

WSChallenge2

The WSChallenge2 method sends NTLMSSP_NEGOTIATE message to the manager and receives the
NTLMSSP_CHALLENGE message in response. If the sessionID passed is NULL, this method creates a sessionID when
invoked. The NTLMSSP_CHALLENGE message and the sessionID are sent to the Web Service client as a response.

NOTE
Unified login uses the NTLM protocol for authentication.

The WSChallenge method uses the following messages:

• NTLMSSP_NEGOTIATE
This message includes an authentication request initiated by the browser on the request of the client. This message
contains host name and windows domain name of the client.

• NTLMSSP_CHALLENGE
This message includes the response from the domain controller to the NTLMSSP_NEGOTIATE message. This
message contains a nonce (random data), which is used for creating the response at browser.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
This parameter specifies the sessionID obtained from the WSChallenge method. The Web Service client must
authenticate individually to the CA ITCM components: common object (CO), Asset Management (AM), and software
delivery (SD) to access their respective functionality. The client must authenticate to CO first and then to AM
or SD. Therefore, this parameter can be NULL only when the parameter CompRequiresAuthentication is set to
CO_REQUIRES_AUTHENTICATION.

• xsd:string manager
This parameter specifies the host name of the CA ITCM manager to which the method must connect to.

• xsd:string locale
Currently the supported locale values are “enu”,”fra”,”deu” and “jpn”. This value is used for returning locale-specific
error strings from Webservices. If the locale is not provided, the installed system locale is used.

• dsm:CompRequiresAuthentication CompRequiresAuthentication
This parameter specifies the CA ITCM component for which you require authentication.

• dsm: AuthenticationData negotiateData,
This parameter specifies the authentication data to be sent to the domain controller.

Return Values

• xsd:string authenticationData
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This parameter specifies the authentication data returned by Domain controller
• xsd:long size

This parameter specifies the size of the authentication data
• xsd:string sessionId

This parameter specifies a unique sessionID as an input parameter for all further calls to the web service.

Remarks

None

WSAuthenticate

The WSAuthenticate method sends an NTLMSSP_AUTH message to the manager and receives the authentication status
in response. This authentication status is then sent to the Web Service client as a response.

The WSAuthenticate method uses the following messages:

• NTLMSSP_AUTH
This message includes the response (password hashes) from the browser to the NTLMSSP_CHALLENGE message.
This message contains host name, Windows domain name, and two responses - -- LanManager and NT Response.
The nonce that is passed by the NTLMSSP_CHALLENGE message is used to create these responses (password
hashes).

Parameters

• Char * sessionID
This parameter specifies the sessionID obtained from the WSChallenge method.

• Char * manager
This parameter specifies the host name of the CA Client Automation manager to which the method must connect to.

• enum CompRequiresAuthentication compReqAuthen
This parameter specifies the CA Client Automation component for which you require authentication.

• struct AuthenticationData * authenticationData,
This parameter specifies the authentication data to be sent to the domain controller.

Return Values

• WSAuthenticateResponse
This parameter refers to the structure that contains authentication status. This structure is sent to the Web Service
client as a response.

Remarks

None

Login

The Login method authenticates and obtains authorization from the DSM manager.

Parameters

• xsd:string userName
The name of a valid user account that has permission to authenticate with the DSM manager. If the unified login is
disabled, this parameter is mandatory.

• xsd:string password
The password that corresponds to the given user name. If the unified login is disabled, this parameter is mandatory.

• xsd:string manager (M)
The host name of the DSM manager to which the method must attempt to connect.

Return Values
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• xsd:string LoginReturn
A unique sessionID to use as an input parameter for all further calls to the web service.

Remarks

This method obtains a connection to the manager and creates a web service session, returning the sessionID for further
web service calls.

Windows and Linux credentials:

Windows Domain 

url: http://<hostname>/UDSM_R11_WebService/mod_gsoap.dll

user : winnt://<domain name>/<username>

password : <password>

manager :<dsmmanagername>

Linux

url : http://<hostname>/UDSM_R11_WebService

user : unixl://<complete domain name>/<username>

password : <password>

manager :<dsmmanagername>

 

• hostname
This parameter specifies the name of the computer on which Web Services is installed.

• domain name
This parameter specifies the NT domain name (either local machine name or domain name)

• Complete domain name
This parameter specifies the fully qualified machine name of the Linux system.

We recommend using use SSL to connect to Web Services.

When connecting to Active Directory: 

url: http:// <hostname>/UDSM_R11_WebService (on Linux)

url: http://<hostname>/UDSM_R11_WebService/mod_gsoap.dll (on Windows)

user : ldap://<directory name>/<username>

<username> can be of UPN or DN format
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In UPN format : <username>: user@directory name

IN DN Format : <username>: cn= user,ou=users,ou=XXXX,dc=YYY dc=com

 

When connecting to an LDAP enabled directory (not Active Directory):

url: http:// <hostname>/UDSM_R11_WebService (on Linux)

url: http://<hostname>/UDSM_R11_WebService/mod_gsoap.dll (on Windows)

user : ldap://<directory name>/<user dn>

<user dn> is the distinguished name format, for example

cn= user,ou=users,ou= XXXX,dc=YYY dc=com

When connecting to NDS (Windows only):

url: http://<hostname>/UDSM_R11_WebService/mod_gsoap.dll

user: nds://<tree name>/<user dn>

<user dn> is the distinguished name format; for example,

cn=user.ou=XXXX.o=aar

 

Login2

The Login2 method authenticates and obtains authorization from the CA Client Automation manager. This method expects
the UserName and Password to be a base 64 encoded UTF-8 string.

Parameters

• xsd:string userName (m)
The name of a valid user account that has permission to authenticate with the CA Client Automation manager. Ensure
that the UserName is a base64 encoded UTF8 string.

• xsd:string password (m)
The password that corresponds to the given user name.
The Password must be a base64 encoded UTF8 string.

• xsd:string manager (m)
The host name of the CA Client Automation manager to which the method must attempt to connect.

Return Values

• xsd:string LoginReturn
A unique sessionID to use as an input parameter for all further calls to the web service.

Remarks
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This method obtains a connection to the manager and creates a web service session, returning the sessionID for further
web service calls.

Windows and Linux credentials:

Windows

 

url: http://<machine address>/UDSM_R11_WebService/mod_gsoap.dll

User : winnt://<machine address>/<userName>

Password : <password>

Manager :<dsmmanagername>

 

Linux

URL : http:// <Completemachine address >/UDSM_R11_WebService

User : unixl:// <Completemachine address >/<userName>

Password : <password>

Manager :<dsmmanagername>

 

For Linux, provide the complete system address including the domain name.

Example

On Windows:

URL = http://acme.xyz.com/UDSM_R11_WebService/mod_gsoap.dll

userId = winnt://acme/testUser

password = "--------"

serverName =acme

On Linux:

URL = http://acme.xyz.com/UDSM_R11_WebService

userId = unixl:///acme.xyz.com/root
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password = "--------"

 

Base64 Encoding Algorithm

Base64 encoding uses only 6 bits (corresponding to 2^6 = 64 characters), hence the name Base64. The 64 characters
are 10 digits, 26 lowercase characters, 26 uppercase characters, the addition sign (+) and /.

Base64 encoding is a two-step process. A stream of bytes is divided into groups, each consisting of three consecutive
bytes. Each group (three sequential bytes, each consisting of 8 bits) is converted to four numbers of 6 bits. In the second
step, numbers are converted to ASCII characters using the Base64 encoding table.

For example,

Step 1: The string "$t@" (36, 116, 64), the corresponding bit stream is 001001000111010001000000, which in turn
corresponds to the 6-bit values 9, 7, 17 and 0.

36 = 00100100

116 = 01110100

64 = 01000000

001001 = 9

000111 = 7

010001 = 17

000000 = 0

Step 2: These numbers are converted to ASCII characters using the Base64 encoding table. The 6-bit values of our
example translate to the ASCII sequence "JHRA".

9 => J

7 => H

17 => R

0 => A

NOTE

If the size of the original data in bytes is not multiple of three, there might be one or two 8-bit bytes remaining.
The solution is to append enough bytes with a value of '0' to create a 3-byte group.

The artificial trailing '0's are not encoded using the encoding table. A 65th character represents the same. The
Base64 padding character is '='.
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The Base 64 Alphabet

0 A

1 B

2 C

3 D

4 E

5 F

6 G

7 H

8 I

9 J

10 K

11 L

12 M

13 N

14 O

15 P

16 Q

17 R

18 S

19 T

20 U

21 V

22 W

23 X
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24 Y

25 Z

26 a

27 b

28 c

29 d

30 e

31 f

32 g

33 h

34 i

35 j

36 k

37 l

38 m

39 n

40 o

41 p

42 q

43 r

44 s

45 t

46 u

47 v
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48 w

49 x

50 y

51 z

52 0

53 1

54 2

55 3

56 4

57 5

58 6

59 7

60 8

61 9

62 +

63 /

Login3

The Login3 method authenticates and obtains authorization from the DSM manager. A new parameter locale is
introduced, which accepts the client locale.

Parameters

• xsd:string userName
The name of a valid user account that has permission to authenticate with the DSM manager.

• xsd:string passwordThe password that corresponds to the given user name. If unified login is disabled, this is
a mandatory parameter.

• xsd:string manager
The host name of the DSM manager to which the method must attempt to connect.

• xsd:string locale
Currently the supported locale values are “enu”,”fra”,”deu” and “jpn”. This value is used for returning locale-specific
error strings from Webservices. If a locale is not supplied, the installed system locale is used.

Return Values
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• xsd:string LoginReturn
A unique sessionID to use as an input parameter for all further calls to the web service.

Remarks

This method obtains a connection to the manager and creates a web service session, returning the sessionID for further
web service calls.

Example

On Windows

URL = http://acme.xyz.com/UDSM_R11_WebService/mod_gsoap.dll or

URL = http://<machinename>/DSM_WebService/mod_gsoap_utf8.dll

userId = winnt://acme/testUser

password = "--------"

managerName =acme

locale = ENU/FRA/DEU/JPN

On Linux

URL = http://acme.xyz.com/UDSM_R11_WebService or http://<machine-name>/DSM_WebService

userId = winnt://acme/testUser

password = "--------"

managerName =acme

Login4

The Login4 method authenticates and obtains authorization from the CA ITCM manager. This method expects the
UserName and Password to be a base 64 encoded UTF-8 string.

Parameters

• xsd:string userName
The name of a valid user account that has permission to authenticate with the CA ITCM manager. The UserName
must be a base64 encoded UTF8 string.

• xsd:string password
The password that corresponds to the given user name.
The Password must be a base64 encoded UTF8 string.

• xsd:string manager
The host name of the CA ITCM manager to which the method must attempt to connect.

• xsd:string locale
Currently the supported locale values are “enu”,”fra”,”deu” and “jpn”. This value is used for returning locale-specific
error strings from Webservices. If a locale is not supplied, the installed system locale is used.
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Return Values

• xsd:string LoginReturn
A unique sessionID to use as an input parameter for all further calls to the web service.

Remarks

This method obtains a connection to the manager and creates a web service session, returning the sessionID for further
web service calls.

On Windows

 

URL = http://acme.xyz.com/UDSM_R11_WebService/mod_gsoap.dll or

URL = http://<machinename>/DSM_WebService/mod_gsoap_utf8.dll

userId = winnt://acme/testUser

password = "--------"

managerName =acme

locale = ENU/FRA/DEU/JPN

On Linux

URL = http://acme.xyz.com/UDSM_R11_WebService or

URL = http://<machine-name>/DSM_WebService

userId = winnt://acme/testUser

password = "--------"

managerName =acme

Logout

The Logout method closes the web service connection to the CA Client Automation manager, closes the web service
session, and performs cleanup operations.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
The sessionID identifies the web service session to close and clean up. Mandatory

Return Values

None

Remarks
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None

ResetTimeout

The ResetTimeout method resets the web service timeout to the CA Client Automation default value as defined in the CA
Client Automation configuration store.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
This parameter specifies the mandatory session identifier.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

SetTimeoutValue

The SetTimeoutValue method sets the timeout for a web service session.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
This parameter specifies the mandatory session identifier.

• SetTimeoutProperties setTimeoutProperties
The properties that indicate the new timeout value to be set. The value is in seconds and the range is 60 through 7200;
that is, 1 minute to 2 hours. Mandatory

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

IsSeviceDeskIntegrationEnabled

The IsSeviceDeskIntegrationEnabled method verifies whether CA Client Automation and CA Service Desk integration is
enabled.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
This parameter specifies the sessionID obtained from the DSM web services login.

Return Values

• xsd:boolean isIntegrationEnabled
This parameter returns a Boolean value depending on whether CA Service Desk integration is enabled.

GetServiceDeskTemplates

The GetServiceDeskTemplates method returns a list of CA Service Desk templates in CA Service Desk Manager. The list
is returned based on the index and the number of templates you specify.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
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This parameter specifies the sessionID obtained from the DSM web services login.
• Xsd:long index

This parameter specifies an index number from which you want the items must be returned from the ResultSet. The
index is zero-based.

• xsd:long noOfTemplates
This parameter specifies the number of objects you want to retrieve from the startIndex position.

Return Values

• xsd:long totalNoOfTemplates
This parameter returns the total number of templates in the list.

GetManagerProperties

The GetManagerProperties method returns the manager properties such as the version number and language.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
This parameter specifies the sessionID obtained from the DSM web services login.

Return Values

• dsm: ManagerProperties props
This parameter contains manager properties.

GetManagerConfigurationParameterInt

The GetManagerConfigurationParameterInt method returns value of the configuration parameters.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
This parameter specifies the sessionID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• dsm: ArrayOfConfigurationParams params (m)
This parameter specifies an array of configuration parameters for which the values must be retrieved.

Return Values

• dsm: ArrayOfConfigurationParamValues configValues
This parameter contains an array of configuration parameters with their values.

Health Monitoring

Contents

DeleteAlerts

This method deletes HM Alerts.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId 
Session Id. received from the login to the web service.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring deleteAlerts
Array of alert UUIDs that must be deleted.

Return Values
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None.

 UpdateAlerts

This method changes the state of the HM Alert (New/FollowUp/Cleared). It also allows the user to add a User Message
(or Description).

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId 
Session Id. got from the login to the web service.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring alertIds
Array of alert UUIDs that must be updated

• dsm:UpdateAlertsProperties alertProperties
The properties of the alert(s) that must be updated.

Return Values

None.

 DeleteAllAlerts

This method deletes all the alerts available on the HM Alert page.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId 
Session Id. got from the login to the web service.

• dsm:ALERTSTATE alertState
The state (New/Follow-Up/Cleared) of the HM alerts that need to be deleted.

Return Values

None.

Deployment Methods

Contents

ScanPackageOnTargetComputers

This method scans the target computers for a package to check whether deployment of it is possible on them.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm:ScanParameters scanParameters (m)
Contains information regarding the target computers on which the scan is required to take place. Also provides the
options to specify whether the package to be deployed would come from a scalability server or manager, and whether
the scan to be performed on staged packages or deployed ones on the target machines.

• dsm:ScanPackageInfo scanPackageInfo (m)
Contains information regarding the package that to be scanned.

• xsd:string jobName (m)
The job name assigned to the Scan operation and the subsequent deploy.

Return Values
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• xsd:long
Job Id assigned for the scan operation.

Remarks

This method mirrors the functionality of “scan” cmd line option available in DMSweep. One of the inputs specifying the
target computers is mandatory in ScanParameters. GetDeploymentJobStatus() needs to be called after this method to get
the status of the scan.

AbortDeploymentJob

This method is used to halt a running deployment job as referenced by the deployment job identifier. The system aborts
the installation at a safe point in the deployment for all specified targets. For targets that deployment has not yet start
these will simply not occur, where package transfer has started this will be stopped and temporary files deleted, where the
package installer has started the installation it will go to completion

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Session Id, obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long jobId (m)
Job identified for the deployment job.

Return Values

None

Remarks

DeploymentJobId will be coming from either scan or deploy.

SuspendDeploymentJob

This method is used to suspend a running deployment job as referenced by the deployment job identifier. The system
suspends the installation at a safe point in the deployment for all specified targets. For targets where package transfer has
started this will be stopped at the current point. For targets where the package installer has started the installation it will go
to completion.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Session Id, obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long jobId (m)
Job identified for the deployment job.

Return Values

None

Remarks

• Suspending a suspended job does not result in error.
• Suspend operation on an aborted or discarded job returns an error.

ResumeDeploymentJob

This method is used to resume a suspended deployment job as referenced by the job identifier.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
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Session Id, obtained from the login to the web service.
• xsd:long jobId (m)

Job identified for the deployment job.

Return Values

None

Remarks

Resuming a running job does not result in an error.

Targets where deployment has not yet started will be scheduled; targets where package transfer has been suspended will
be resumed.

DiscardDeploymentJob

This method is used to purge a deployment job referenced by the job identifier from the DMDeploy manager.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Session Id, obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long jobId (m)
Job identiflied for the deployment job.

Return Values

None

RetryDeploymentJob

This method is used to redeploy to a range of machines from within a deployment job as referenced by the job identifier.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier, obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long jobId (M)
Job identifier for the deployment job.

• dsm:ArrayOfMachineCredentials arrayOfTargetMachines(m)
Machine list on which the retry is attempted. Specify valid credentials if the deployment failed due to wrong credentials,
else just pass in the machine name or IP with user name and password as null.

Return Values

1. None

GetDeploymentJobStatus

This method is used to retrieve the status of a current deployment from the DMDeploy manager referenced by the job
identifier. This returns the status of the scan or deployment at that point of time.

1. Parameters
2. xsd:string sessionId

The session identifier, obtained from the login to the web service.
3. xsd:long jobId

Jobid of the deployment or scan operation.
4. dsm:ComputerStatusInfoRequired

Specifies the deployment status information to be retrieved.
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Return Values

• xsd:bool bNoMoreComputers
If the value is true, then there is no more status information to be retrieved or the required operation is done. If false,
then the scan or deploy operation is still in progress and further status can be retrieved by calling the method again.

• dsm: ArrayOfComputerStatusInfo arrayOfcomputerStatusInfo
Returns an array of ComputerStatusInfo structures that contain a snapshot of the status of the scan or deployment

Remarks

This method needs to be called repeatedly with a time lapse until bNoNoreComputers flag is true to track and retrieve the
whole status of the deployment operation.

GetDeploymentPackagesOnScalabilityServer

This method lists the deployment packages found on a scalability server.

The output of this method is equivalent to the “sspack” cmd line option used with dmsweep.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
The session identifier, obtained from the login to the web service

• xsd:string scalabilityServerName
The scalability server that needs to be queried for the list of packages.

• dsm:SSPackageInfoRequired ssPackageInfoRequired
Specifies the package information required

Return Values

• dsm:GetDeploymentPackagesOnScalabilityServerResponse getDeploymentPackagesOnSSResponse
Returns an array of SSPackageInfo structures which contain the information regarding the various packages on a
scalability server.

DeployPackage

Used to deploy a package on target computers. Pass the jobId from an earlier Scan operation as an input to this method.
This jobId basically identifies the list of computers from the scan on which the deployment needs to take place.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
The session identifier, obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long jobId
JobId returned from the scan method

• dsm: DeploymentInfo deploymentInfo
Contains information regarding the target machines credentials and scalability server if required. If the user identified
by targetUserName and targetPassword doesn’t have access to all of the machines targeted for deployment, then the
field arrayOfTargetMachineCredentials can be used to supply machine-specific credentials. If deployment is required to
take place from a scalability server, then scalability server details needs to be appropriately supplied.

• dsm: DeploymentPackageInfo deploymentPackageInfo
Contains information regarding the package to be deployed. Set the appropriate parameter values for the package
before calling Deploy.

Return Values

None

Remarks
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GetDeploymentJobStatus() needs to be called after this method to get the status of the deployment operation.

StagePackage

Used to stage a package on the target computers. Pass the jobId from an earlier Scan operation as an input to this
method. This jobId basically identifies the list of computers from the scan on which the deployment needs to take place.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
The session identifier, obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long jobId
JobId returned from the scan method

• dsm: StagingCredentials stagingCredentials
Contains information regarding the target machine credentials. Here all the target machines are scalability servers.
If the user identified by targetUserName and targetPassword doesn’t have access to all of the machines targeted for
staging, then the field arrayOfTargetMachineCredentials can be used to supply machine-specific credentials.

• dsm: DeploymentPackageInfo deploymentPackageInfo
Contains information regarding the package to be deployed.

Return Values

None

Remarks

While passing in the DeploymentPackageInfo, parameter values can be omitted. Parameter values are not considered for
package staging.

Methods that Handle Queries

Contents

This section describes the methods that handle queries.

CloseQueryList

The CloseQueryList method closes a query list that was opened by OpenQueryList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to the list to close. The handle was generated by a previous call to OpenQueryList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseQueryResultList

The CloseQueryResultList method closes the result list of a query that was opened by OpenQueryResultList and releases
the list handle.
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Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to the list to close. The handle was generated by a previous call to OpenQueryResultList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CreateQuery

The CreateQuery method creates a new CA Client Automation query.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• CreateQueryProperties createQueryProperties (m)
The properties required to create a query.

Return Values

• xsd:string CreateQueryReturn
If a query is successfully created, the UUID of the new query is returned.

Remarks

1. None

CreateQuery2

The CreateQuery2 method creates a new DSM query.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• CreateQueryProperties2 createQueryProperties2 (m)
The properties required to create a query.

Return Values

• xsd:string CreateQueryReturn
If a query was successfully created, the UUID of the new query is returned.

Remarks

None

 

DeleteQueries

The DeleteQueries method deletes one or more CA Client Automation queries identified by their UUIDs.

Parameters
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• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• ArrayOfstring queryIds (m)
An array of UUIDs that identify the queries to delete.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

GetQueries

The GetQueries method retrieves the queries from a query list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list returned by a previous call to OpenQueryList.

• xsd:long noOfQueries (m)
The total number of queries to get from the list. This is less than or equal to the total number in the list returned by a
previous call to OpenQueryList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfQueryProperties GetQueriesReturn
An array of QueryProperties - one for each query requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetQueries to iterate down the list.

GetQuery

The GetQuery method retrieves a CA Client Automation query definition identified by its UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string queryId (m)
The UUID of the query to retrieve.

• QueryPropertiesRequired queryPropertiesRequired (m)
This parameter specifies the query properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• QueryProperties GetQueryReturn
The query properties retrieved.

Remarks

None
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GetQuery2

The GetQuery2 method retrieves a CA ITCM query definition identified by its UUID. This method returns the sql statement
of the query and link query name.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
The session identifier.

• xsd:string queryId
The UUID of the query to retrieve.

• dsm:QueryPropertiesRequired3 queryPropertiesRequired
This parameter specifies the query properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• dsm:QueryProperties3 GetQueryReturn
The query properties retrieved.

 

GetQueryResults

The GetQueryResults method retrieves the result objects from a query result list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list returned by a previous call to OpenQueryResultList.

• xsd:long noOfResults (m)
The total number of results to get from the list. This is less than or equal to the total number in the list returned by a
previous call to OpenQueryResultList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfQueryResultProperties GetQueryResultsReturn
An array of QueryResultProperties - one for each result requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetQueryResults to iterate down the list.

GetOSTypesXML

This method returns the operating system class IDs and names in XML format.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Session Id. got from the login to the web service.

• dsm:ArrayOfInt classIds
If NULL, it returns the entire hierarchy of class IDs and names. If valid classIds are supplied, the tree hierarchy starting
from the supplied ones will be returned.
For example, if you want all Windows 7 related class IDs, specify value 5156. The response would be in the following
format:
<OSTypes>

<OS name="Windows 7" classID="5156">
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<OS name="Windows Embedded Standard 7 X64 Edition" classID="5255"/> <OS name="Windows Embedded Standard 7

 Edition" classID="5254"/> <OS name="Windows 7 Ultimate x64 Edition" classID="5167"/>  <OS name="Windows

 7 Ultimate" classID="5166"/>    <OS name="Windows 7 Home Basic x64 Edition" classID="5165"/>   <OS

 name="Windows 7 Home Basic" classID="5164"/>    <OS name="Windows 7 Starter" classID="5163"/>    

 <OS name="Windows 7 Professional x64 Edition" classID="5162"/>   <OS name="Windows 7 Professional"

 classID="5161"/>    <OS name="Windows 7 Home Premium x64 Edition" classID="5160"/>  <OS name="Windows

 7 Home Premium" classID="5159"/>   <OS name="Windows 7 Enterprise x64 Edition" classID="5158"/>   <OS

 name="Windows 7 Enterprise" classID="5157"/>

</OS>

</OSTypes>

Return Values

• xsd:string osTypesXML
Operating system class IDs and names in XML format.

 

OpenQueryList

The OpenQueryList opens a list of all CA Client Automation queries.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• QueryPropertiesRequired queryPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a query from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of queries that can be passed to GetQueries

• xsd:long totalNoOfQueries
The total number of queries in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

This method returns the size of the list, and a handle to the list that can be used with the GetQueries method.

OpenQueryResultList

The OpenQueryResultList executes a CA Client Automation query and opens a list of the results from the query.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string queryId (m)
The UUID identifying the query whose results are to be listed.

• QueryResultPropertiesRequired queryResultPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a query result from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of queries that can be passed to GetQueryResults.

• xsd:long totalNoOfQueryResults
The total number of query results in the list whose handle has been returned.
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Remarks

This method returns the size of the list, and a handle to the list that can be used with the GetQueryResults method.

SetQuery

The SetQuery method updates the properties of a query definition.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• SetQueryProperties setQueryProperties (m)
The properties that are updated for the specified query.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

SetQuery2

The SetQuery method updates the properties of a query definition. We can update the link query using this method.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
The session identifier.

• xsd:string queryId
UUID of the query to be updated

• dsm:SetQueryProperties3 setQueryProperties
The properties that are updated for the specified query.

Return Values

None.

 

GetQueryFolderId

The GetQueryFolderId method returns the ID of the specified query folder.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string folderName
Specifies the name of the query folder, the ID of which you want to retrieve.

• Xsd:string parentFolderName
Specifies the parent folder name.

Return Values

• Xsd:long folderId
Contains the ID of the specified query folder.
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GetQueries2

The GetQueries2 method retrieves the queries in a query folder. This method supports the sort and filter operations also.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string folderId
Specifies the ID of the folder from which you want to retrieve the queries. Specify 0 for the All Queries folder.

• dsm: ArrayOfQueryFilter filterArray
Specifies an array of filters on query properties.

• dsm:QueryProperty sortProperty

Specifies the property based on which you want to sort the results.

• xsd:boolean sortAscending
Specifies whether you want to sort the list in ascending order.

• Xsd:long index
Specifies an index number from which you want the items must be returned from the result set. The index is zero-
based.

• xsd:long numRequired

Specifies the number of objects you want to retrieve from the startIndex position.

Return Values

• xsd:long totalNumQueries
Returns the total number of queries available for the specified filter condition.

• dsm:ArrayOfQueries queryArray
Contains an array of queries in the specified folder, filtered and sorted as specified.

GetQueryFolders

The "GetQueryFolders" API returns the query folders.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string folderId
Specifies the ID of the parent folder from which you want to retrieve the query folders. Specify 0 to retrieve from the
Queries root folder.

• Xsd:long index
Specifies an index number from which you want the items must be returned from the result set. The index is zero-
based.

• xsd:long numRequired

Specifies the number of objects you want to retrieve from the startIndex position.

Return Values

• xsd:long totalNumFolders
Contains the total number of folders available.

• dsm: ArrayOfQueryFolderProperties queryFolderArray
Contains an array of query folder properties inside the specified folder.
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Security Methods

Contents

CreateSecurityProfile

This method is used to create security profile.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm: CreateSecurityProfileProperties createSecurityProfileProperties (m)
The properties required to create a security profile.

Return Values

• xsd:string securityProfileUUID
If a security profile was successfully created, the UUID of the new security profile is returned.

Remarks

• If both SecurityProfilePermission and SecurityProfileSpecialPermissionFlags are not supplied then the default
permission mask “No Access” will be applied.

• If users wants to create Special Access permissions they have to provide ‘SPECIALACCESS’ to
‘securityProfilePermission’.

• securityProfilePermissionSupplied’ should be set to ‘true’.
• Users must set structure variables in structure ‘SecurityProfileSpecialPermissionFlags’ to either true or false. Also,

‘SecurityProfileSpecialPermissionFlagsSupplied’ should be set to true.

DeleteSecurityProfiles

This method deletes security profiles.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm:ArrayOfString securityProfileUUIDs (m)
An array of security profile UUIDs identifying the security profiles to delete.

Return Values

None

OpenSecurityProfileList

This method opens a list of security profiles.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm: SecurityProfilePropertiesRequired securityProfilePropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required while retrieving a security profile from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long openListHandle
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A numeric handle to a list of security profiles that can be passed to GetSecurityProfiles.
• xsd:long totalNoOfSecurityProfiles

Total number of security profiles in the security profile list.

GetSecurityProfiles

This method retrieves the security profiles from a security profile list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (M)
A numeric handle to a security profile list as returned by a previous call to OpenSecurityProfileList.

• xsd:long noOfSecurityProfiles (M)
The total number of security profiles to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in the list
as returned by a previous call to OpenSecurityProfileList.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfSecurityProfileProperties GetSecurityProfilesReturn
An array of SecurityProfileProperties - one for each security profile requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSecurityProfiles to iterate down the security profile list.

CloseSecurityProfileList

This method closes a security profile list that was opened by OpenSecurityProfileList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (M)
A numeric handle to a security profile list as returned by a previous call to OpenSecurityProfileList.

Return Values

None

GetSecurityProfile

This method retrieves a security profile identified by its UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string securityProfileId (m)
The UUID of the security profile to retrieve.

• dsm: SecurityProfilePropertiesRequired securityProfilePropertiesRequired (m)
This parameter specifies which security profile properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• dsm:SecurityProfileProperties securityProfileProperties
The security profile properties retrieved.
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SetSecurityProfile

This method updates the properties of a security profile.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string securityProfileUUID (m)
UUID of the security profile whose properties need to be modified.

• dsm:SetSecurityProfileProperties securityProfile (m)
The properties that need to be modified for the specified security profile.

Return Values

None

OpenSecurityClassList

This method opens a list of security object classes.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier. Session Id, obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm: SecurityClassPropertiesRequired securityClassPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties required while retrieving a security classes from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long openListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of security object class that can be passed to GetSecurityClasses.

• xsd:long totalNoOfSecurityClasses
The total number of security classes in the security object class list.

GetSecurityClasses

This method retrieves properties of the security classes from security class list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier. Session Id, obtained from the login to the webservice.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSecurityClassList.

• xsd:long noOfSecurityclasses (m)
The total number of security classes to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in the list
as returned by a previous call to OpenSecurityClassList.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring securityProfileUUIDs (m)
An array of security profile UUIDs. Security classes properties will be retrieved from the list with respect to this array of
security profile UUIDs.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfSecurityClassProperties arrOfSecurityClassesProperties
An array of SecurityClassProperties - one for each security class.
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CloseSecurityClassList

This method closes a security profile list that was opened by OpenSecurityClassList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier. Session Id, obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a security profile list as returned by a previous call to OpenSecurityObjectClassList.

Return Values

None

GetSecurityAreaConfiguration

This method retrieves configurations related to security area. It returns whether global security area support is enabled. It
also returns the list of security areas and their respective flags indicating whether these security areas are enabled.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier. Session Id, obtained from the login to the web service.

Return Values

• xsd:bool securityAreaSupport
It returns whether global security area support is enabled.

• dsm:ArrayOfSecurityAreas GetsecurityAreasReturn
An array of SecurityArea - one for each security area. It returns the list of security areas and their respective flags
indicating whether these security areas are enabled.

SetSecurityAreaConfiguration

This method modifies configurations related to security area. It modifies global security area support. It also modifies the
respective flags of the list of security areas indicating whether these security areas are enabled.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier. Session Id, obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm: SecurityAreaConfiguration securityAreaConfiguration (m)
The properties to be modified for security area configuration.

Return Values

None

GetSecurityObjectOwnerShip

This method returns owners for a list of security objects of a security object class.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier. Session Id, obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm:SecurityClassType securityClassType (m)
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It contains security class type of the given security object. For example, ‘Computer’ object is represented by
‘SEC_CLASS_COMPUTER’.

• dsm:ArrayOfString securityObjectUUIDs
An array of security objects UUIDs.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfSecurityObjectOwner securityObjectOwner
An array of SecurityObjectOwner - one for each security object.

SetSecurityObjectOwnerShip

Sets the owner for a list of secured objects of one security object class to the current user.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier. Session Id, obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm:SecurityClassType securityClassType (m)
It contains security class type of the given security object. For example, ‘Computer’ object is represented by
‘SEC_CLASS_COMPUTER’.

• dsm:ArrayOfString securityObjectUUIDs (m)
An array of security objects UUIDs.Ownership of these security objects to be modified.

Return Values

1. None

GetSecurityObjectPermissionsString

This method returns a string that reflects the permissions for the current user on the specified security object.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm:SecurityClassType securityClassType (m)
It contains security class type of the given security object. For example, ‘Computer’ object is represented by
‘SEC_CLASS_COMPUTER’.

• xsd:string securityObjectUUID (m)
UUID of the security object for which security permissions is to be retrieved.

Return Values

• xsd:string securityObjectPermissionsString
The current permission assigned to the given object for the current user.

GetSecurityObjectsSecurityAreaLinkages

This method retrieves Security Areas which are linked to given multiple objects of an object class.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier. Session Id, obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm:SecurityClassType securityClassType (M)
It contains security class type of the given security objects. For example, ‘Computer’ object is represented by
‘SEC_CLASS_COMPUTER’.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring securityObjectsUUIDs
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An array of security objects UUIDs. Security areas linked to these objects are returned.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfSecurityObjectsSecurityAreaLinkages GetSecurityObjectsSecurityAreaLinkagesReturn
An array of SecurityObjectsSecurityAreaProperties - one for each security object.

SetSecurityObjectsSecurityAreaLinkages

This method updates area linkages for all Security Profiles for multiple objects of a given security class type. This method
either links or unlinks given security objects from given security areas.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier.Session Id, obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm:SecurityClassType securityClassType (M)
It contains security class type of the given security objects. For example, ‘Computer’ obect is represented by
‘SEC_CLASS_COMPUTER’.

• dsm:ArrayOfSetSecurityObjectSecurityAreaLinkages securityObjectsSecurityAreaLinkages (M)
An array of SecurityObjectSecurityAreaLinkages - one for each security object.

Return Values

None

SetSecurityClassPermissions

This method modifies security permissions of the given set of security classes with respect to the supplied security
profiles.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier.Session Id, obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm:ArrayOfSecurityClassType securityClassTypeArray
An array of SecurityClassType.

• dsm:ArrayOfSetSecurityClassPermissions setSecurityClassPermissionsArray
An array of SecurityClassPermissions - one for each security profile.

Return Values

None

GetSecurityClassPermissions

This method retrieves security permissions of the given number of security classes with respect to the array of security
profiles.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier.Session Id, obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm:ArrayOfSecurityClassType secuirtyClassTypeArray
An array of ‘SecurityClassType’.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring securityProfileUUIDs
An array of security profiles UUIDs.

Return Values
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• dsm:ArrayOfGetSecurityClassPermissions arrayOfGetSecurityClassPermissions
An array of SecurityClassPermissionProperties - one for each security class.

GetSecurityClassPermissionsForAllSecurityProfiles

This method retrieves security class permissions for all security profiles.

Parameters

• xsd:string sesslionId (M)
The session identifier.Session Id, obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm:SecurityClassType securityClassType
The security class type. Its security permissions will be retrieved with respect to all security profiles.

Return Values

• dsm: ArrayOfSecurityClassPermissions arrayOfSecurityClassPermissions
An array of SecurityClassPermissions - one for each security profile.

GetAllSecurityClassPermissionsForSecurityProfile

This method retrieves all security classes permissions for the supplied security profile.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier.Session Id, obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string securityProfileUUID
The security profile UUID.

Return Values

• dsm: ArrayOfAllSecurityClassPermissionsForSecurityProfile arrayOfGetSecurityClassPermissions
An array of SecurityClassPermissionsForSecurityProfile - one for each security class.

GetSecurityObjectPermissions

This method retrieves the security permission of security objects with respect to supplied security profiles.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier.Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm:SecurityClassType securityClassType (M)
Security objects class type.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring securityObjectUUIDs (M)
An array security objects UUIDs.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring securityProfileUUIDs (M)
An array of security profiles UUIDs.

Return Values

• dsm: ArrayOfGetSecurityObjectsPermissions arrayOfGetSecurityObjectsPermissions
An array of GetSecurityObjectsPermissions - one for each security object.

GetSecurityObjectPermissionsForAllSecurityProfiles

This method retrieves security permissions of the security object with respect to all security profiles.

Parameters
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• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm:SecurityClassType securityClassType (M)
Security objects class type.

• xsd:string securityObjectUUID
UUID of the security object.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfSecurityObjectPermissionsForAllSecurityProfiles arrayOfSecurityObjectPermissions
An array of SecurityObjectPermissionsForAllSecurityProfiles - one for each security profile.

SetSecurityObjectsPermissions

This method modifies security permission of the security objects with respect to the number of security profiles.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm:SecurityClassType securityClassType (M)
Security objects class type.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring securityObjectsUUIDs
An array of security objects UUIDs.

• dsm:ArrayOfSetSecurityObjectsPermissions securityObjectPermissionsArray (m)
An array of SetSecurityObjectPermissions - one for each security profiles and their associated security permissions.

Return Values

None

GetSecurityGroupsPermissions

This method retrieves security permissions of the security group with respect to security profiles.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm:SecurityClassType securityClassType (M)
Security objects class type.

• xsd:ArrayOfstring securityGroupsUUIDs (M)
An array of security group UUIDs.

• xsd:ArrayOfstring securityProfilesUUIDs (M)
An array of security profile UUIDs.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfSecurityGroupsPermissions arrayOfGetSecurityGroupPermissions
An array of GetSecurityGroupPermissions - one for each security group.

GetSecurityGroupPermissionsForAllSecurityProfiles

This method retrieves security permissions of the security group with respect to allSecurity Profiles.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
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The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.
• dsm:SecurityClassType securityClassType (M)

Security objects class type.
• xsd:string securityGroupUUID (M)

UUID of the security group.

Return Values

• dsm: ArrayOfSecurityGroupPermissionsForAllSecurityProfiles arrayOfSecurityGroupPermissions
An array of SecurityGroupPermissionsForAllSecurityProfiles - one for each security profile.

SetSecurityGroupsPermissions

This method modifies security permissions of the security group with respect to number of security profiles.

• Parameters
• xsd:string sessionId (M)

The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.
• dsm:SecurityClassType securityClassType (M)

Security objects class type.
• dsm:ArrayOfstring securityGroupsUUIDs (M)

An array of security group UUIDs.
• dsm:ArrayOfSetSecurityGroupPermissions securityGroupPermissionsArray

An array of SetSecurityGroupPermissions - one for each security profile.

Return Values

None

LinkSecurityAreasToSecurityProfile

This method links security areas to security profile.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string securityProfileUUID
UUID of the security profile.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring securityAreasUUIDs
An array of security areas to be linked to security profile.

Return Values

None

UnLinkSecurityAreasFromSecurityProfile

This method unlinks security areas from a security profile.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string securityProfileUUID
UUID of the security profile.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring securityAreasUUIDs
An array of security areas to be linked to security profile.
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Return Values

None

LinkSecurityAreasToSecurityProfileByName

This method links security areas to a security profile identified by its name.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string securityProfileName
Name of the security profile.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring securityAreaNames
An array of security areas to be linked to security profile.

Return Values

None

UnLinkSecurityAreasFromSecurityProfileByName

This method unlinks security areas from security profile identified by its name.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string securityProfileName
Name of the security profile.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring securityAreaNames
An array of security areas to be unlinked from security profile.

Return Values

None

LinkSecurityProfilesToSecurityAreaByName

This method links security profiles to a security area identified by its name. 

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string securityAreaName (M)
The Name of the security area.

• xsd:ArrayOfstring securityProfilesNames (M)
An array of security profiles to be linked to Security Area.

Return Values

None

UnlinkSecurityProfilesFromSecurityAreaByName

This method unlinks the security area from security profiles identified by its name. 

Parameters
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• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string securityAreaName (M)
The name of the security area.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring securityProfilesNames (M)
An array of security profiles to be unlinked from the security area.

Return Values

None

LinkSecurityProfilesToSecurityArea

This method links security area to an array of security profiles.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string securityAreaUUID (M)
The UUID of the security Area.

• xsd:ArrayOfstring securityProfilesUUIDs (M)
An array of security profiles to be linked to a security area.

Return Values

None

UnlinkSecurityProfilesFromSecurityArea

This method unlinks the security Area from an array of security profiles.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string securityAreaUUID (M)
The UUID of the security Area.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring securityProfilesUUIDs (M)
An array of security profiles to be unlinked from a security area.

Return Values

None

CreateSecurityArea

This method creates a security area.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm: CreateSecurityAreaProperties createSecurityAreaProperties (M)
The properties required to create a security area.

Return Values

• xsd:string securityAreaUUID
The uuid of the created area.
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DeleteSecurityAreas

This method deletes security areas.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (M)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring areaIds (M)
UUIDs of the security areas to be deleted.

Return Values

None

OpenSecurityAreaList

This method opens a list of security areas.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm: SecurityAreaPropertiesRequired securityAreaPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties required while retrieving a security area from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long openListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of security Areas that can be passed to GetSecurityAreas.

• xsd:long totalNoOfSecurityAreas
Total number of security areas in the security area list.

GetSecurityAreas

This method retrieves the list of security areas from the security area list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a security area list as returned by a previous call to OpenSecurityAreaList.

• xsd:long noOfSecurityAreas (m)
The total number of security areas to be obtained from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in
the list as returned by a previous call to OpenSecurityAreaList.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfSecurityAreaProperties GetSecurityAreasReturn
An array of SecurityAreaProperties - one for each security area requested from the list.

CloseSecurityAreaList

This CloseSecurityAreaList method closes a security area list that was opened by OpenSecurityAreaList and releases the
list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
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The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.
• xsd:long listHandle (m)

A numeric handle to a security area list as returned by a previous call to OpenSecurityAreaList.

Return Values

None

GetSecurityArea

This method retrieves a security area identified by its UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string securityAreaUUID (m)
UUID of the security area to retrieve.

• dsm:SecurityAreaPropertiesRequired securityPropertiesRequired
Specifies the security area properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• dsm:SecurityAreaProperties GetSecurityAreaReturn
Security area properties retrieved.

GetSecurityAreaByName

This method retrieves a security area identified by its name.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string securityAreaName (m)
Name of the security area to retrieve.

• dsm:SecurityAreaPropertiesRequired securityAreaPropertiesRequired
Specifies the security area properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• dsm:SecurityAreaProperties GetSecurityAreaReturn
Security area properties retrieved.

SetSecurityArea

This method updates the properties of a security area identified by its UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string securityAreaUUID (m)
UUID of the security area to be updated

• dsm:SetSecurityAreaProperties setSecurityAreaProperties
Specifies the security area properties that are to be updated.

Return Values

None
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DeleteSecurityAreasByName

This method deletes security areas identified by their names. 

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring areaNames (m)
Array of security areas to be deleted.

Return Values

None

SetSecurityAreaByName

This method updates the properties of a security area identified by its name.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string securityAreaName (m)
Name of the security area to be updated

• dsm:SetSecurityAreaProperties setSecurityAreaProperties
Specifies the security area properties that are to be updated.

Return Values

None

GetSecurityAreaConfigurationByName

This method retrieves whether security area support is enabled and the list of SecurityAreaNames with their
corresponding SecurityAreaEnabled flag set.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

Return Values

• bool securityAreaSupport
Specifics whether security area global support is enabled.

• dsm:ArrayOfSecurityAreasByName *GetsecurityAreasReturn
An array of SecurityAreaByName - one for each security area.

SetSecurityAreaConfigurationByName

This method sets the SecurityAreaSupport flag to the user supplied value and changes the state of SecurityAreas to either
enable or disabled.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm: SecurityAreaConfigurationByName securityAreaConfiguration (m)
SecurityAreaSupport Value and list of SecurityAreaNames,
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SecurityAreaEnabled values to be set.

Return Values

None

DeleteSecurityProfilesByName

This method is used for deleting security profiles.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm:ArrayOfString securityprofileNames (m)
Specifies the names of the security profiles to be deleted.

Return Values

None

SetSecurityProfileByName

This method updates the properties of a security profile identified by its name.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string securityProfileName (m)
The name of the security profile.

• dsm:SetSecurityProfileProperties setSecurityProfileProperties (m)
The properties that should be updated for the specified security profile.

Return Values

None

GetSecurityProfileByName

This method retrieves a security profile identified by its Name. 

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier. Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string securityProfileName (m)
The name of the security profile to retrieve.

• dsm: SecurityProfilePropertiesRequired securityProfilePropertiesRequired (m)
The parameters specify which security profile properties to retrieve.  

Return Values

• dsm:SecurityProfileProperties securityProfileProperties
The security profile properties retrieved.

Software Methods

The following are Software methods:
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Software Job Containers

Contents

This section describes methods that handle software job containers.

NOTE
CA Client Automation Web Services do not support distribution job containers related functionalities at
Enterprise Manager Level.

ActivateSoftwareJobContainer

The ActivateSoftwareJobContainer method activates a software job container identified by its UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)
The UUID identifying the software job container to activate.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseSoftwareJobContainerList

The CloseSoftwareJobContainerList method closes a software job container list that was opened by
OpenSoftwareJobContainerList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenSoftwareJobContainerList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseSoftwareJobContainerList2

The CloseSoftwareJobContainerList2 method closes a software job container list that was opened by
OpenSoftwareJobContainerList2 and releases the list handle

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
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A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenSoftwareJobContainerList2.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseParentSoftwarePackageJobContainerList

The CloseParentSoftwarePackageJobContainerList method closes a parent software job container list that was opened by
OpenParentSoftwareJobContainerList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenParentSoftwareJobContainerList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseSoftwareJobContainerListRecursive

The CloseSoftwareJobContainerListRecursive method closes a software job container list that was opened by
OpenSoftwareJobContainerListRecursive and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenSoftwareJobContainerListRecursive.

Return Values

xsd:int CloseSoftwareJobContainerListRecursiveReturn

Remarks

None

CloseSoftwareJobContainerSoftwareJobList

The CloseSoftwareJobContainerSoftwareJobList method closes a software job list that was opened by
OpenSoftwareJobContainerSoftwareJobList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
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The session identifier.
• xsd:long listHandle (m)

A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenSoftwareJobContainerSoftwareJobList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CreateSoftwareJobContainer

The CreateSoftwareJobContainer method creates a new software job container.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• softwarejobContainer (m)
The properties required to create a software job container.

Return Values

• xsd:string CreateSoftwareJobContainerReturn
If a software job container is successfully created, the UUID of the new container is returned.

Remarks

None

CreateSoftwareJobContainer3

The CreateSoftwareJobContainer3 method creates a new software job container.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. The method takes
the sequence CreateSoftwareJobContainerProperties3. This sequence includes two parameters: userMessage, which
takes the message input from the user, and userMessageSupplied, which checks the presence of the userMessage field
for the custom administrator message in SD.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• softwarejobContainer3 (m)
Specifies the properties required to create a software job container.

Return Values

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId
Returns the UUID of the new container if a software job container is successfully created.

Remarks

None

CreateSoftwareJobContainerProperties2

xsd:string name (m)
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xsd:string comment

xsd:boolean commentSupplied

xsd:long priority

Default: 5

Limits: 1 to 10

xsd:long prioritySupplied

xsd: string parentSoftwareJobContainerId

Default: SD_Jobs

xsd:boolean parentSoftwareJobContainerIdSupplied

SoftwareJobContainerPropertyMask softwareJobContainerPropertyMask

Default: No linkage

xsd:boolean softwareJobContainerPropertyMaskSupplied

DeleteSoftwareJobContainers

The DeleteSoftwareJobContainers method deletes one or more software job containers.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• ArrayOfstring softwareJobContainerIds (m)
An array of software job container UUIDs identifying the software job containers to delete.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

If a user attempts to delete a container that is sealed and activated, the SD API server initiates the deletion process
and SD Task Manager performs the deletion. Use the Error Code ‘SDA000816’ and Error description ‘Job cancellation
initiated’ as success. If the container is not sealed, the SD API server deletes it immediately.

FindSoftwareJobContainer

The FindSoftwareJobContainer method finds a job container given its name, type, and the UUID of its parent container.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string parentSoftwareJobContainerId
The UUID identifying the parent container of the job container to search for.

• SoftwareJobContainerScope parentSoftwareJobContainerType (m)
The type of the job container to search for.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerName (m)
The name of the software job container to search for.

Return Values

• xsd:string FindSoftwareJobContainerReturn
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Remarks

The name must be specified exactly and is case insensitive. This method does not allow wildcards.

If the parent UUID is not supplied, this method finds the SoftwareJobContainer under the superfolder, for example, All
Software Jobs.

GetParentSoftwareJobContainers

The GetParentSoftwareJobContainers method retrieves the parent software job containers from a software job containers
parent group list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenParentSoftwareJobContainerList.

• xsd:long noOfParentSoftwareJobContainers (m)
The total number of software job containers to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in
the list as returned by a previous call to OpenParentSoftwareJobContainerList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwareJobContainerProperties GetParentSoftwareJobContainersReturn
An array of SoftwareJobContainerProperties - one for each parent container requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetParentSoftwareJobContainers to iterate down the list.

GetParentSoftwareJobContainers3

The GetParentSoftwareJobContainers3 method retrieves the parent software job containers from a software job
containers parent group list.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. The method returns
the retrieved array of parent software job containers properties in the sequence SoftwareJobContainerProperties3. This
sequence includes the userMessage parameter that specifies the custom administrator message information linked with
the job container in SD.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• xsd:long listHandlesoftwareJobContainerId (m)
Specifies a numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenParentSoftwareJobContainerList3.

• xsd:long noOfParentSoftwareJobContainers (m)
Specifies the total number of software job containers to get from the list. This number must be less than or equal to the
total number in the list as returned by a previous call to OpenParentSoftwareJobContainerList3.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwareJobContainerProperties3 arrayOfSoftwareJobContainerProperties3
Returns an array of SoftwareJobContainerProperties3 -- one for each parent container requested from the list.

Remarks

None
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GetSoftwareJobContainer

The GetSoftwareJobContainer method retrieves a software job container identified by its UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)
The UUID of the software job container to retrieve.

• SoftwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired softwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired (m)
This parameter specifies which software job container properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• SoftwareJobContainerProperties GetSoftwareJobContainerReturn
The software job container properties retrieved.

Remarks

None

GetSoftwareJobContainer3

The GetSoftwareJobContainer3 method retrieves a software job container identified by its UUID.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. The method returns
the retrieved software job container properties in the sequence SoftwareJobContainerProperties3. This sequence includes
the userMessage parameter that specifies the custom administration message information linked with the job container in
SD.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)
Retrieves the UUID of the software job container.

• SoftwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired3 softwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired3 (m)
Specifies which software job container properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• SoftwareJobContainerProperties3 softwareJobContainerProperties3
Retrieves the software job container properties.

Remarks

None

GetSoftwareJobContainers

The GetSoftwareJobContainers method retrieves the job containers from a software job container list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobContainerList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwareJobContainers (m)
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The total number of software job containers to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in
the list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobContainerList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwareJobContainerProperties GetSoftwareJobContainersReturn
An array of SoftwareJobContainerProperties - one for each container requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwareJobContainers to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwareJobContainers3

The GetSoftwareJobContainers3 method retrieves the job containers from a software job container list.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. The method returns
the retrieved array of software job container properties in the sequence SoftwareJobContainerProperties3. The sequence
includes the parameter userMessage that specifies the custom administrator message information linked with the job
container in SD.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle softwareJobContainerId (m)
Specifies a numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobContainerList3.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwareJobContainers (m)
Specifies the total number of software job containers to get from the list. The number should be less than or equal to
the total number in the list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobContainerList3.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwareJobContainerProperties3 arrayOfSoftwareJobContainerProperties3
Returns an array of SoftwareJobContainerProperties3 -- one for each container requested from the list.

Remarks

None

GetSoftwareJobContainerSoftwareJobs

The GetSoftwareJobContainerSoftwareJobs method retrieves the software jobs from a software job container job list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobContainerSoftwareJobList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwareJobs (m)
The total number of jobs to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in the list as returned
by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobContainerSoftwareJobList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwareJobProperties GetSoftwareJobContainerSoftwareJobsReturn
An array of SoftwareJobProperties - one for each job requested from the list.

Remarks
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You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwareJobContainerSoftwareJobs to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwareJobContainerSoftwareJobs3

The GetSoftwareJobContainerSoftwareJobs3 method retrieves the software jobs from a job list of a software job
container.

This method also retrieves the ShutdownAfterLast property that includes information on whether to shut down a
target computer after completion of the last SD job. The method returns a retrieved list of software job properties
(within the software job container) in the sequence SoftwareJobProperties3, which includes another sequence
SoftwareJobBootMask3. The SoftwareJobBootMask3 sequence contains the option ShutdownAfterLast.

This method also retrieves the userMessage property that includes the custom administrator message linked with the
software job in SD. The sequence SoftwareJobProperties3 includes the option userMessage.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
Specifies a numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobContainerSoftwareJobList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwareJobs (m)
Specifies the total number of software jobs to get from the list. This number must be less than or equal to the total
number in the list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobContainerSoftwareJobList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwareJobProperties3 arrayOfSoftwareJobProperties3
Returns an array of SoftwareJobProperties3 -- one for each job requested from the list.

Remarks

None

GetSoftwareJobContainersRecursive

The GetSoftwareJobContainersRecursive method retrieves the job containers from a software job container list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobContainersRecursive.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwareJobContainers (m)
The number of software job containers.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwareJobContainerProperties GetSoftwareJobContainersRecursiveReturn
An array of SoftwareJobContainerProperties - one for each container requested from the list

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwareJobContainersRecursive to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwareJobContainersRecursive3

The GetSoftwareJobContainersRecursive3 method retrieves the job containers from a software job container list.
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This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. The method returns
the retrieved array of software job container properties in the sequence SoftwareJobContainerProperties3. This sequence
includes the parameter userMessage that specifies the custom administrator message information linked with the job
container in SD.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
Specifies a numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobContainersRecursive3.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwareJobContainers (m)
Specifies the number of software job containers.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwareJobContainerProperties3 arrayOfSoftwareJobContainerProperties3
Returns an array of SoftwareJobContainerProperties3 -- one for each container requested from the list.

Remarks

None

HaltDeliverySoftwareJobContainer

The HaltDeliverySoftwareJobContainer method halts the delivery of files to the scalability server for all the jobs inside the
software job container identified by its UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)
The UUID identifying the software job container whose delivery should be halted.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

JobContainerRestrictPriority

This method returns the priority marker of the job container.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Session Id. Got from the login to the web service.

Return Values

• int priorityRestriction
A marker which returns "0" or "1" representing whether job container has a restriction on priority slider or not.

• "0" represents priority of job container has no restriction
"1" represents that the job container has restriction on job container priority.
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OpenParentSoftwareJobContainerList

The OpenParentSoftwareJobContainerList method opens a list of the software job containers that are parent containers of
the given software job container.

The method returns the total number of software package procedure groups in the list, and a handle to the list that can be
used for further calls to GetParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)
The UUID of the software job container whose parent containers should be listed.

• SoftwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired softwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a software job container from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of software job containers that can be passed to GetParentSoftwareJobContainers

• xsd:long totalNoOfParentSoftwareJobContainers
The total number of parent software job containers in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

None

OpenParentSoftwareJobContainerList3

The OpenParentSoftwareJobContainerList3 method opens a list of the software job containers that are parent containers
of the given software job container. The method returns the total number of software package procedure groups in the list,
and a handle to the list that you can use for further calls to GetParentSoftwareJobContainers3.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. The method takes
the sequence SoftwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired3. This sequence uses a parameter to set the requirement for the
userMessage field in the retrieved software job container properties.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)
Specifies the software job container identifier. If no value is provided, the root container is opened

• SoftwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired3 softwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired3 (m)
Specifies the properties that are required when getting a software job container from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
Returns a numeric handle to a list of software job containers that you can pass to GetParentSoftwareJobContainers3.

• xsd:long totalNoOfParentSoftwareJobContainers
Returns the total number of parent software job containers in the list for which the handle has been returned.

Remarks

None
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OpenSoftwareJobContainerList

The OpenSoftwareJobContainerList method opens a list of software job containers.

The method returns the total number of software job containers in the list, and a handle to the list that can be used for
further calls to GetParentSoftwarePackageGroups

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)
The software job container identifier. If not supplied, the root container is opened.

• SoftwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired softwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a software job container from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of software job containers that can be passed to GetSoftwareJobContainers.

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwareJobContainers
The total number of software job containers in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

None

OpenSoftwareJobContainerList3

The OpenSoftwareJobContainerList3 method opens a list of software job containers. The method returns the
total number of software job containers in the list, and a handle to the list that you can use for further calls to
GetParentSoftwarePackageGroups.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. The method takes
the sequence SoftwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired3. The sequence uses a parameter to set the requirement for the
userMessage field in the retrieved software job container properties.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)
Specifies the UUID of the software job container to retrieve.

• SoftwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired3 softwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired3 (m)
Specifies which software job container properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
Returns a numeric handle to a list of software job containers that you can pass to GetSoftwareJobContainers.

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwareJobContainers
Returns the total number of software job containers in the list for which the handle has been returned.

Remarks

None

OpenSoftwareJobContainerListRecursive

The OpenSoftwareJobContainerListRecursive method opens a list of software job containers.
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The method returns the total number of software job containers in the list, and a handle to the list that can be used for
further calls to GetParentSoftwarePackageGroups.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId
The software job container identifier. If not supplied, the root container is opened.

• SoftwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired softwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a software job container from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle totalNoOfSoftwareJobContainers
The total number of software job containers in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

None

OpenSoftwareJobContainerListRecursive3

The OpenSoftwareJobContainerListRecursive3 method opens a list of software job containers. The method returns
the total number of software job containers in the list, and a handle to the list that you can use for further calls to
GetSoftwareJobContainersRecursive3.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. The method
takes the sequence SoftwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired3 that includes a parameter to set the requirement for the
userMessage field in the retrieved software job container properties.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId
Specifies the software job container identifier. If no value is provided, the root container is opened.

• SoftwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired3 softwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired3 (m)
Specifies the properties that are required when getting a software job container from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
Returns a numeric handle to a list of software job containers that you can pass to
GetSoftwareJobContainersRecursive3.

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwareJobContainers
Returns the total number of software job containers in the list for which the handle has been returned.

Remarks

None

OpenSoftwareJobContainerSoftwareJobList

The OpenSoftwareJobContainerSoftwareJobList method opens a list of the software jobs that are contained by the given
software job container.

The method returns the total number of software jobs in the list, and a handle to the list that can be used for further calls to
GetSoftwareJobContainerSoftwareJobs
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Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)
The UUID of the software job container whose member jobs should be listed.

• SoftwareJobPropertiesRequired softwareJobPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a job from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of jobs that can be passed to GetSoftwareJobContainerSoftwareJobs

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwareJobs
The total number of jobs in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

None

ResumeDeliverySoftwareJobContainer

The ResumeDeliverySoftwareJobContainer method resumes the delivery of files to the scalability server for all the jobs
inside a software job container, identified by its UUID, that is currently in a halted state.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)
The UUID identifying the software job container whose delivery should be resumed.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

SealAndBuildSoftwareJobContainer

The SealAndBuildSoftwareJobContainer method seals and builds a single software job container.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)
The UUID identifying the software job container to seal and build.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None
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SealSoftwareJobContainers

The SealSoftwareJobContainers method seals one or more software job containers.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• ArrayOfstring softwareJobContainerIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the software job containers to be sealed.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

 

SetSoftwareJobContainer

The SetSoftwareJobContainer method updates the properties of a software job container.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• SetSoftwareJobContainerProperties softwareJobContainer (m)
The properties that should be updated for the specified software job container.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

SetSoftwareJobContainer3

The SetSoftwareJobContainer3 method updates the properties of a software job container.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. The method takes
the sequence CreateSoftwareJobContainerProperties3. This sequence includes two parameters: userMessage, which
takes the message input from the user, and userMessageSupplied, which checks the presence of the userMessage field
for the custom administrator message in SD.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)
Specifies the UUID of the container for which properties are to be modified.

• SetSoftwareJobContainerProperties3 softwareJobContainer3 (m)
Specifies the properties required to create a software job container.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks
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None

UnsealSoftwareJobContainers

The UnsealSoftwareJobContainers method unseals one or more software job containers. After unsealing, you can modify
the container.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• ArrayOfstring softwareJobContainerIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the software job containers to be unsealed.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CreateSoftwareJobContainer4

The CreateSoftwareJobContainer4 method creates a software job container.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• dsm:CreateSoftwareJobContainerProperties4 properties (m)
Specifies properties required to create a software job container.

Return Values

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId
Returns the UUID of the new container, if a software job container was successfully created.

GetServiceDeskRequestURLForContainer

The GetServiceDeskRequestURLForContainer method returns the CA Service Desk request URL for a job container.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string jobContainerId (m)
Specifies the UUID of the software job container.

Return Values

• xsd:string requestURL
Contains the CA Service Desk request URL for container.

Software Jobs Methods

Contents

This section describes software jobs methods.
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CancelSoftwareJobs

The CancelSoftwareJobs method cancels the Software Jobs.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• ArrayOfstring softwareJobIds (m)
To cancel a Particular Job, pass the Corresponding SoftwareJobids in the ArrayOfString. At least one softwarejobIds
should be available.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseSoftwareJobList

The CloseSoftwareJobList method closes a software jobs list that was opened by OpenSoftwareJobList and releases the
list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
Close the numeric handle to a list. The handle was generated by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseSoftwareJobUnitSoftwareJobList

The CloseSoftwareJobUnitSoftwareJobListResponse method closes a unit software jobs list that was opened by
OpenSoftwareJobUnitSoftwareJobListResponse and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
Close the numeric handle to a list. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenSoftwareJobUnitSoftwareJobListResponse.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None
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CreateActivateSoftwareJob

The CreateActivateSoftwareJob method creates a new software Activate job.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package procedure that should be used by the job.

• xsd:string softwarePackageInstallProcedureId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package install procedure that should be used by the job.

• CreateSoftwareJobOrderProperties softwareJobOrderProperties (m)
The properties required to create and order a software job.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the job container associated with this new software job.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageInstallationIds
Specifies an array of UUIDs identifying the installation jobs on which this activation job must be based. The targets
from the given installation jobs are used, so do not supply the unitGroupIds and unitIds parameters.

• ArrayOfstring unitGroupIds
An array of UUIDs identifying the unit groups to which the job should be applied.

• ArrayOfstring unitIds
An array of UUIDs identifying the units to which the job should be applied.

Return Values

• xsd:string CreateActivateSoftwareJobReturn
If a software Activate job was successfully created, the UUID of the new job is returned.

Remarks

If softwarePackageInstallationIds is not supplied, supply unitId or UnitGroupid.

CreateActivateSoftwareJob3

The CreateActivateSoftwareJob3 method creates a new software job of type Activate.

Additionally, this method provides the functionality to shut down a target computer after completion of the
jobs. The method takes the sequence CreateSoftwareJobOrderProperties3, which includes another sequence
SoftwareJobBootMask3. The SoftwareJobBootMask3sequence contains the option ShutdownAfterLast that lets you shut
down the target computer after completion of the jobs.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. For the custom
administrator message, the sequence CreateSoftwareJobOrderProperties3 includes two parameters: userMessage, which
takes the message input from the user, and userMessageSupplied, which checks the presence of the userMessage field
for the custom administrator message in SD.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the software package procedure that the job must use.

• xsd:string softwarePackageInstallProcedureId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the software package install procedure that the job must use.

• CreateSoftwareJobOrderProperties3 softwareJobOrderProperties3 (m)
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Specifies the properties required to create and order a software job.
• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)

Specifies the UUID identifying the job container associated with this new software job.
• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageInstallationIds

Specifies an array of UUIDs identifying the installation jobs on which this activation job must be based. The targets
from the given installation jobs are used, so do not supply the unitGroupIds and unitIds parameters.

• ArrayOfstring unitGroupIds
Specifies an array of UUIDs identifying the unit groups to which the job must be applied.

• ArrayOfstring unitIds
Specifies an array of UUIDs identifying the units to which the job must be applied.

Return Values

• xsd:string CreateActivateSoftwareJobReturn
Returns the UUID of the new job if a software Activate job is successfully created.

Remarks

None

CloseSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList

The CloseSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList method closes a software package
procedure list that was opened by OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList and releases
the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CreateActivateSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicy

The CreateActivateSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicy method creates a new Activate software job within a given software
policy.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package procedure that should be used by the job.

• xsd:string softwarePackageInstallProcedureId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package install procedure that should be used by the job.

• CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties softwareJobOrderPolicyProperties (m)
The properties required to create and order a software job in a software policy.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId (m)
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The UUID identifying the software policy in which the software job should be created.

Return Values

• xsd:string createActivateSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicy
If an Activate software job was successfully created, the UUID of the new job is returned.

Remarks

None

CreateActivateSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicy3

The CreateActivateSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicy3 method creates a new software job of type Activate within a given
software policy.

Additionally, this method provides the functionality to shut down a target computer after completion of the jobs.
The method takes the sequence CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3, which includes another sequence
SoftwareJobBootMask3. The SoftwareJobBootMask3 sequence contains the option ShutdownAfterLast that lets you shut
down the target computer after completion of the jobs.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. For the custom
administrator message, the sequence CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3 includes two parameters: userMessage,
which takes the message input from the user, and userMessageSupplied, which checks the presence of the userMessage
field for the custom administrator message in SD.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the software package procedure that the job must use.

• xsd:string softwarePackageInstallProcedureId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the software package install procedure that the job must use.

• CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3 softwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3 (m)
Specifies the properties required to create and order a software job in a software policy.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the software policy in which you must create the software job.

Return Values

• xsd:string createActivateSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicy
Returns the UUID of the new job if an Activate software job is successfully created.

Remarks

None

CreateActivateSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicyByName

This method creates an activate software job in the named software policy.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• SoftwarePackage softwarePackage (m)
Specifies the software package

• xsd:string softwarePackageActivateProcedureName (m)
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Specifies the name of the software package procedure of type activate.
• xsd:string softwarePackageInstallProcedureName (m)

Specifies the install software package procedure name.
• CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties createSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties (m)

Software job order policy properties are specified.
• xsd:string softwarePolicyName (m)

Name of the Software policy.

Return Values

• xsd:string configureSoftwareJobId
The UUID of the configure software job.

Remarks

None

CreateActivateSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicyByName3

The CreateActivateSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicyByName3 method creates a software job of type Activate within a given
software policy.

Additionally, this method provides the functionality to shut down a target computer after completion of the jobs.
The method takes the sequence CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3, which includes another sequence
SoftwareJobBootMask3. The SoftwareJobBootMask3 sequence contains the option ShutdownAfterLast that lets you shut
down the target computer after completion of the jobs.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. For the custom
administrator message, the sequence CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3 includes two parameters: userMessage,
which takes the message input from the user, and userMessageSupplied, which checks the presence of the userMessage
field for the custom administrator message in SD.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• SoftwarePackage softwarePackage (m)
Specifies the software package.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName(mandatory)
Specifies the name of the software package procedure of type Activate.

• xsd:string softwarePackageInstallProcedureName (m)
Specifies the install software package procedure name.

• CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3 softwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3 (m)
Specifies the properties required to create and order a software job in a software policy.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyName (m)
Specifies the name of the software policy in which the software job must be created.

Return Values

• xsd:string softwareJobId
Returns the UUID of the new job if an Activate software job is successfully created.

Remarks

None
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CreateConfigureSoftwareJob

The CreateConfigureSoftwareJob method creates a new software job of type 'Configure'.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package procedure that should be used by the job.

• xsd:string softwarePackageInstallProcedureId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package install procedure that should be used by the job.

• CreateSoftwareJobOrderProperties softwareJobOrderProperties (m)
The properties required to create and order a software job.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)
The UUID identifying the job container associated with this new software job.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageInstallationIds
An array of UUIDs identifying the installation jobs on which this activation job should be based. The targets from the
given installation jobs are used so do not supply the unitGroupIds and unitIds parameters.

• ArrayOfstring unitGroupIds
An array of UUIDs identifying the unit groups to which the job should be applied. Do not specify this parameter, if an
array of softwarePackageInstallationIds has been given.

• ArrayOfstring untiIds
An array of UUIDs identifying the units to which the job should be applied. Do not specify this parameter, if an array of
softwarePackageInstallationIds has been given.

Return Values

• xsd:string CreateConfigureSoftwareJobReturn
If a software Configure job was successfully created, the UUID of the new job is returned.

Remarks

If softwarePackageInstallationIds is Null, you must specify unitId or UnitGroupid.

CreateConfigureSoftwareJob3

The CreateConfigureSoftwareJob3 method creates a new software job of type Configure.

Additionally, this method provides the functionality to shut down a target computer after completion of the
jobs. The method takes the sequence CreateSoftwareJobOrderProperties3, which includes another sequence
SoftwareJobBootMask3. The SoftwareJobBootMask3 sequence contains the option ShutdownAfterLast that lets you shut
down the target computer after completion of the jobs.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. For the custom
administrator message, the sequence CreateSoftwareJobOrderProperties3 includes two parameters: userMessage, which
takes the message input from the user, and userMessageSupplied, which checks the presence of the userMessage field
for the custom administrator message in SD.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the software package procedure that the job must use.

• xsd:string softwarePackageInstallProcedureId (m)
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Specifies the UUID identifying the software package install procedure that the job must use.
• CreateSoftwareJobOrderProperties3 softwareJobOrderProperties3 (m)

Specifies the properties required to create and order a software job.
• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)

Specifies the UUID identifying the job container associated with this new software job.
• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageInstallationIds

Specifies an array of UUIDs identifying the installation jobs on which this activation job must be based. The targets
from the given installation jobs are used, so do not supply the unitGroupIds and unitIds parameters.

• ArrayOfstring unitGroupIds
Specifies an array of UUIDs identifying the unit groups to which the job must be applied.

• ArrayOfstring untiIds
Specifies an array of UUIDs identifying the units to which the job must be applied.

Return Values

• xsd:string CreateConfigureSoftwareJobReturn
Returns the UUID of the new job if a software Configure job is successfully created.

Remarks

None

CreateConfigureSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicy

The CreateConfigureSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicy method creates a new software job of type 'Configure' within a given
software policy.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package procedure that should be used by the job.

• xsd:string softwarePackageInstallProcedureId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package install procedure that should be used by the job.

• CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties softwareJobOrderPolicyProperties (m)
The properties required to create and order a software job in a software policy.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId (m)
The UUID identifying the software policy in which the software job should be created.

Return Values

• xsd:string createConfigureSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicy
If a 'Configure' software job was successfully created, the UUID of the new job is returned.

Remarks

None

CreateConfigureSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicy3

The CreateConfigureSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicy3 method creates a new software job of type Configure within a given
software policy.

Additionally, this method provides the functionality to shut down a target computer after completion of the jobs.
The method takes the sequence CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3, which includes another sequence
SoftwareJobBootMask3. The SoftwareJobBootMask3 sequence contains the option ShutdownAfterLast that lets you shut
down the target computer after completion of the jobs.
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This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. For the custom
administrator message, the sequence CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3 includes two parameters: userMessage,
which takes the message input from the user, and userMessageSupplied, which checks the presence of the userMessage
field for the custom administrator message in SD.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the software package procedure that the job must use.

• xsd:string softwarePackageInstallProcedureId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the software package install procedure that the job must use.

• CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3 softwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3 (m)
Specifies the properties required to create and order a software job in a software policy.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the software policy in which you must create the software job.

Return Values

• xsd:string createConfigureSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicy
Returns the UUID of the new job if a Configure software job is successfully created.

Remarks

None

CreateConfigureSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicyByName

This method creates a configure software job for a specified software policy.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Session identifier got from the login method of the web service.

• SoftwarePackage softwarePackage (m)
Specifies the software package properties.

• xsd:string softwarePackageConfigureProcedureName (m)
Specifies the configure package procedure name.

• xsd:string softwarePackageInstallProcedureName (m)
Specifies the install software package procedure name.

• CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties createSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties (m)
Software job order policy properties are specified.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyName (m)
Name of the software policy.

Return Values

• xsd:string configureSoftwareJobId
The UUID of the job created.

Remarks

None
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CreateConfigureSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicyByName3

The CreateConfigureSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicyByName3 method creates a software job of type Configure for a
specified software policy.

Additionally, this method provides the functionality to shut down a target computer after completion of the jobs.
The method takes the sequence CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3, which includes another sequence
SoftwareJobBootMask3. The SoftwareJobBootMask3 sequence contains the option ShutdownAfterLast that lets you shut
down the target computer after completion of the jobs.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. For the custom
administrator message, the sequence CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3 includes two parameters: userMessage,
which takes the message input from the user, and userMessageSupplied, which checks the presence of the userMessage
field for the custom administrator message in SD.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• SoftwarePackage softwarePackage (m)
Specifies the software package properties.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName(mandatory)
Specifies the configure software package procedure name.

• xsd:string softwarePackageInstallProcedureName (m)
Specifies the install software package procedure name.

• CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3 softwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3 (m)
Specifies the properties required to create and order a software job in a software policy.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyName (m)
Specifies the name of the software policy in which the software job must be created.

Return Values

• xsd:string softwareJobId
Returns the UUID of the new job if a Configure software job is successfully created.

Remarks

None

CreateInstallSoftwareJob

The CreateInstallSoftwareJob method creates a new software job of type 'Install'.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package procedure that should be used by the job.

• CreateSoftwareJobOrderProperties softwareJobOrder (m)
The properties required to create and order a software job.

• xsd:string softwarejobContainerId (m)
The UUID identifying the job container associated with this new software job.

• ArrayOfstring unitIds
An array of UUIDs identifying the units to which the job should be applied.

• ArrayOfstring unitGroupIds
An array of UUIDs identifying the unit groups to which the job should be applied.
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Return Values

• xsd:string CreateInstallSoftwareJobReturn
If a software Install job was successfully created, the UUID of the new job is returned.

Remarks

You must specify UnitIds or UnitGroupids or both.

CreateInstallSoftwareJob3

The CreateInstallSoftwareJob3 method creates a new software job of type Install.

Additionally, this method provides the functionality to shut down a target computer after completion of the jobs.
The method takes the sequence CreateInstallSoftwareJobOrderProperties3, which includes another sequence
SoftwareJobBootMask3. The SoftwareJobBootMask3 sequence contains the option ShutdownAfterLast that lets you shut
down the target computer after completion of the jobs.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. For the custom
administrator message, the sequence CreateInstallSoftwareJobOrderProperties3 includes two parameters: userMessage,
which takes the message input from the user, and userMessageSupplied, which checks the presence of the userMessage
field for the custom administrator message in SD.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the software package procedure that the job must use.

• CreateInstallSoftwareJobOrderProperties3 createInstallSoftwareJobOrderProperties3
Specifies the properties required to create and order a software job.

• xsd:string softwarejobContainerId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the job container associated with this new software job.

• ArrayOfstring unitIds
Specifies an array of UUIDs identifying the units to which the job must be applied.

• ArrayOfstring unitGroupIds
Specifies an array of UUIDs identifying the unit groups to which the job must be applied.

Return Values

• xsd:string softwareJobId
Returns the UUID of the new job if a software Install job is successfully created.

Remarks

None

CreateInstallSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicy

The CreateInstallSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicy method creates a new software job of type 'Install' within a given software
policy.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package procedure that should be used by the job.

• CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties softwareJobOrderPolicyProperties (m)
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The properties required to create and order a software job in a software policy.
• xsd:string softwarePolicyId (m)

The UUID identifying the software policy in which the software job should be created.

Return Values

• xsd:string createInstallSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicy
If an 'Install' software job was successfully created, the UUID of the new job is returned.

Remarks

None

CreateInstallSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicy3

The CreateInstallSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicy3 method creates a new software job of type Install within a given software
policy.

Additionally, this method provides the functionality to shut down a target computer after completion of the jobs. The
method takes the sequence CreateInstallSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3, which includes another sequence
SoftwareJobBootMask3. The SoftwareJobBootMask3 sequence contains the option ShutdownAfterLast that lets you shut
down the target computer after completion of the jobs.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. For the custom
administrator message, the sequence CreateInstallSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3 includes two parameters:
userMessage, which takes the message input from the user, and userMessageSupplied, which checks the presence of
the userMessage field for the custom administrator message in SD.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the software package procedure that the job must use.

• CreateInstallSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3 createInstallSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3 (m)
Specifies the properties required to create and order a software job in a software policy.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the software policy in which you must create the software job.

Return Values

• xsd:string softwareJobId
Returns the UUID of the new job if a software Install job is successfully created.

Remarks

None

CreateRenewSoftwareJob

The CreateRenewSoftwareJob method creates a new software 'Renew' job to re-evaluate and activate a job.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwareJobId (m)
The UUID identifying the software job to be recovered.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)
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The UUID identifying the software job container to be recovered.
• SoftwareJobOrderProperties softwareJobOrderProperties (m)

The properties required to create and order a software job.

Return Values

• xsd:string CreateRenewSoftwareJobReturn
If a software Renew job was successfully created, the UUID of the new job is returned.

Remarks

None

CreateRenewSoftwareJob3

The CreateRenewSoftwareJob3 method creates a new software job of type Renew to re-evaluate and activate a job.

Additionally, this method provides the functionality to shut down a target computer after completion of the jobs. The
method takes the sequence SoftwareJobOrderProperties3, which includes another sequence SoftwareJobBootMask3.
The SoftwareJobBootMask3 sequence contains the option ShutdownAfterLast that lets you shut down the target computer
after completion of the jobs.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. For the custom
administrator message, the sequence SoftwareJobOrderProperties3 includes two parameters: userMessage, which takes
the message input from the user, and userMessageSupplied, which checks the presence of the userMessage field for the
custom administrator message in SD.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwareJobId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the software job that you want to recover.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the software job container that you want to recover.

• SoftwareJobOrderProperties3 softwareJobOrderProperties3 (m)
Specifies the properties required to create and order a software job.

Return Values

• xsd:string CreateRenewSoftwareJobReturn
Returns the UUID of the new job if a software Renew job is successfully created.

Remarks

None

CreateRecoverSoftwareJob

The CreateRecoverSoftwareJob method creates a new software 'Recover' job to clean up and recover a failed job.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwareJobId (m)
The UUID identifying the software job to be recovered.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)
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The UUID identifying the software job container to be recovered.
• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)

The UUID identifying the software package procedure that should be used by the job.
• SoftwareJobOrderProperties softwareJobOrderProperties (m)

The properties required to create and order a software job.

Return Values

• xsd:string CreateRecoverSoftwareJobReturn
If a software Recover job was successfully created, the UUID of the new job is returned.

Remarks

None

CreateRecoverSoftwareJob3

The CreateRecoverSoftwareJob3 method creates a new software job of type Recover to clean up and recover a failed job.

Additionally, this method provides the functionality to shut down a target computer after completion of the jobs. The
method takes the sequence SoftwareJobOrderProperties3, which includes another sequence SoftwareJobBootMask3.
The SoftwareJobBootMask3 sequence contains the option ShutdownAfterLast that lets you shut down the target computer
after completion of the jobs.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. For the custom
administrator message, the sequence SoftwareJobOrderProperties3 includes two parameters: userMessage, which takes
the message input from the user, and userMessageSupplied, which checks the presence of the userMessage field for the
custom administrator message in SD.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwareJobId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the software job to be recovered.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the software job container to be recovered.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the software package procedure that the job must use.

• SoftwareJobOrderProperties3 softwareJobOrderProperties3 (m)
Specifies the properties required to create and order a software job.

Return Values

• xsd:string CreateRecoverSoftwareJobReturn
Returns the UUID of the new job if a software Recover job is successfully created.

Remarks

None

CreateUninstallSoftwareJob

The CreateUninstallSoftwareJob method creates a new software job of type Uninstall.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
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The session identifier.
• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)

The UUID identifying the software package procedure that should be used by the job.
• xsd:string softwarePackageInstallProcedureId (m)

The UUID identifying the software package install procedure that should be used by the job.
• CreateSoftwareJobOrderProperties softwareJobOrderProperties (m)

The properties required to create and order a software job.
• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)

The UUID identifying the job container associated with this new software job.
• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageInstallationIds

An array of UUIDs identifying the installation jobs on which this activation job should be based. The targets from the
given installation jobs will be used so the unitGroupIds and unitIds parameters should not be supplied.

• ArrayOfstring unitGroupIds
An array of UUIDs identifying the unit groups to which the job should be applied. Do not supply this parameter if an
array of softwarePackageInstallationIds has been given.

• ArrayOfstring unitIds
An array of UUIDs identifying the units to which the job should be applied. Do not specify this parameter if an array of
softwarePackageInstallationIds has been given.

Return Values

• xsd:string CreateUninstallSoftwareJobReturn
If a software Uninstall job was successfully created, the UUID of the new job will be returned.

Remarks

If softwarePackageInstallationIds is not supplied, you must specify unitId or UnitGroupid.

CreateUninstallSoftwareJob3

The CreateUninstallSoftwareJob3 method creates a new software job of type Uninstall.

Additionally, this method provides the functionality to shut down a target computer after completion of the
jobs. The method takes the sequence CreateSoftwareJobOrderProperties3, which includes another sequence
SoftwareJobBootMask3. The SoftwareJobBootMask3 sequence contains the option ShutdownAfterLast that lets you shut
down the target computer after completion of the jobs.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. For the custom
administrator message, the sequence CreateSoftwareJobOrderProperties3 includes two parameters: userMessage, which
takes the message input from the user, and userMessageSupplied, which checks the presence of the userMessage field
for the custom administrator message in SD.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the software package procedure that the job must use.

• xsd:string softwarePackageInstallProcedureId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the software package install procedure that the job must use.

• CreateSoftwareJobOrderProperties3 softwareJobOrderProperties3 (m)
Specifies the properties required to create and order a software job.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the job container associated with this new software job.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageInstallationIds
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Specifies an array of UUIDs identifying the installation jobs on which this activation job must be based. The targets
from the given installation jobs will be used, so the unitGroupIds and unitIds parameters must not be supplied.

• ArrayOfstring unitGroupIds
Specifies an array of UUIDs identifying the unit groups to which the job must be applied.

• ArrayOfstring unitIds
Specifies an array of UUIDs identifying the units to which the job must be applied.

Return Values

• xsd:string CreateUninstallSoftwareJobReturn
Returns the UUID of the new job if a software Uninstall job is successfully created.

Remarks

None

CreateUninstallSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicy

This method creates uninstall software job in the specified software policy.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package procedure that should be used by the job.

• xsd:string softwarePackageInstallProcedureId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package install procedure that should be used by the job.

• CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties softwareJobOrderPolicyProperties (m)
The properties required to create and order a software job in a software policy.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId (m)
The UUID identifying the software policy in which the software job should be created.

• SoftwarePackage softwarePackage (m)
Specifies the software package

• xsd:string softwarePackageUnInstallProcedureName (m)
Specifies the uninstall procedure name.

• xsd: string softwarePackageInstallProcedureName (m)
Specifies the procedure name for install software package

• CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties createSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties (m)
Software job order policy properties are specified.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyName (m)
Name of the Software policy.

Return Values

• xsd:string uninstallSoftwareJobId
The UUID of the job created.

Remarks

None

CreateUninstallSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicy3

This method creates a software job of type Uninstall in the specified software policy.
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Additionally, this method provides the functionality to shut down a target computer after completion of the jobs.
The method takes the sequence CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3, which includes another sequence
SoftwareJobBootMask3. The SoftwareJobBootMask3 sequence contains the option ShutdownAfterLast that lets you shut
down the target computer after completion of the jobs.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. For the custom
administrator message, the sequence CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3 includes two parameters: userMessage,
which takes the message input from the user, and userMessageSupplied, which checks the presence of the userMessage
field for the custom administrator message in SD.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the software package procedure that the job must use.

• xsd:string softwarePackageInstallProcedureId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the software package install procedure that the job must use.

• CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3 softwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3 (m)
Specifies the properties required to create and order a software job in a software policy.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the software policy in which you must create the software job.

Return Values

• xsd:string createUninstallSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicy
Returns the UUID of the new job if a software Uninstall job is successfully created.

Remarks

None

CreateUnInstallSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicyByName

The CreateUninstallSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicyByName method creates a new software job of type Uninstall within a
given software policy.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• dsm:softwarePackage softwarePackage (m)
The software package details that should be used by the job.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName (m)
The name of the software package procedure that should be used by the job.

• xsd:string softwarePackageInstallProcedureName (m)
The name of the software package install procedure that should be used by the job.

• CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties softwareJobOrderPolicyProperties (m)
The properties required to create and order a software job in a software policy.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyName (m)
The name the software policy in which the software job should be created.

Return Values

• xsd:string createUninstallSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicy
If an 'Uninstall' software job was successfully created, the UUID of the new job will be returned.

Remarks
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None

CreateUnInstallSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicyByName3

The CreateUninstallSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicyByName3 method creates a new software job of type Uninstall within a
given software policy.

Additionally, this method provides the functionality to shut down a target computer after completion of the jobs.
The method takes the sequence CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3, which includes another sequence
SoftwareJobBootMask3. The SoftwareJobBootMask3 sequence contains the option ShutdownAfterLast that lets you shut
down the target computer after completion of the jobs.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. For the custom
administrator message, the sequence CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3 includes two parameters: userMessage,
which takes the message input from the user, and userMessageSupplied, which checks the presence of the userMessage
field for the custom administrator message in SD.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• SoftwarePackage softwarePackage (m)
Specifies the software package details that the job must use.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName (m)
Specifies the name of the software package procedure that the job must use.

• xsd:string softwarePackageInstallProcedureName (m)
Specifies the name of the software package install procedure that the job must use.

• CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3 softwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3 (m)
Specifies the properties required to create and order a software job in a software policy.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyName (m)
Specifies the name of the software policy in which you must create the software job.

Return Values

• xsd:string softwareJobId
Returns the UUID of the new job if a software Uninstall job is successfully created.

Remarks

None

DeleteSoftwareJobsInComputer

Deletes a specified job from the computer. Jobs are specified by the uuids.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:Arrayofstring softwareJobIds (m)
The uuid of jobs to be removed.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None
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DeleteSoftwareJobsInComputerByName

Removes jobs from a specified computer created by a software .

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string computerHostName (m)
The name ofthe computer whose job list is to be targeted for the job removal.

• SoftwareByName softwareByName (m)
The software package details of the job to be removed.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

FindSoftwareJob

The FindSoftwareJob method finds a software job given its procedure ID and install procedure ID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageInstallProcedureId (m)
The UUID identifying the install procedure that it used for the job to be found.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)
The UUID identifying the procedure that is used for the job to be found.

Return Values

• xsd:string softwareJobId
If a software job was found successfully, the UUID of the software job will be returned.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId
If a software job was found successfully and that job is part of a job container, the UUID of the job's container will be
returned.

Remarks

None

GetSoftwareJob

The GetSoftwareJob method retrieves a software job identified by its UUID

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwareJobId (m)
The UUID of the software package to retrieve.

• SoftwareJobPropertiesRequired softwareJobPropertiesRequired (m)
This parameter specifies which software job properties to retrieve.

Return Values
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• SoftwareJobPropertiesGetSoftwareJobReturn
The software job properties retrieved.

Remarks

None

GetSoftwareJob3

The GetSoftwareJob3 method retrieves a software job identified by its UUID.

Additionally, this method retrieves the ShutdownAfterLast property that includes information on whether a target
computer is to be shut down after completion of the last SD job. The method returns the retrieved software job
properties in the sequence SoftwareJobProperties3, which includes another sequence SoftwareJobBootMask3. The
SoftwareJobBootMask3 sequence contains the option ShutdownAfterLast.

This method also retrieves the userMessage property that includes the custom administrator message linked with the
software job in SD. The sequence SoftwareJobProperties3 includes the option userMessage.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwareJobId (m)
Specifies the UUID of the software job that you want to update.

• SoftwareJobPropertiesRequired softwareJobPropertiesRequired (m)
Specifies the software job properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• SoftwareJobProperties3 softwareJobProperties3
Returns the retrieved software job properties.

Remarks

None

GetSoftwareJobs

The GetSoftwareJobs method retrieves the software jobs from a software job list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwareJobs (m)
The total number of software jobs to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in the list as
returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwareJobProperties GetSoftwareJobsReturn
An array of SoftwareJobProperites - one for each software job requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwareJobs to iterate down the list.
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GetSoftwareJobs3

The GetSoftwareJobs3 method retrieves the software jobs from a software job list.

Additionally, this method retrieves the ShutdownAfterLast property that includes information on whether a target
computer is to be shut down after completion of the last SD job. The method returns a retrieved list of software job
properties in the sequence SoftwareJobProperties3, which includes another sequence SoftwareJobBootMask3. The
SoftwareJobBootMask3 sequence contains the option ShutdownAfterLast.

This method also retrieves the userMessage property that includes the custom administrator message linked with the
software job in SD. The sequence SoftwareJobProperties3 includes the option userMessage.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
Specifies a numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwareJobs (m)
Specifies the total number of software jobs to get from the list. The number must be less than or equal to the total
number in the list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwareJobProperties3 arrayOfSoftwareJobProperties3
Returns an array of SoftwareJobProperites3 -- one for each software job requested from the list.

Remarks

None

GetSoftwareJobUnitSoftwareJobs

The GetSoftwareJobUnitSoftwareJobs method retrieves the unit software jobs (instances of a software job applied to a
specified unit) from a software job's list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobUnitSoftwareJobList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwareJobUnits (m)
The total number of unit software jobs to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in the
list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobUnitSoftwareJobList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfUnitSoftwareJobProperties GetSoftwareJobUnitSoftwareJobsReturn
An array of UnitSoftwareJobProperites, one for each unit software job requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwareJobUnitSoftwareJobs to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwareJobUnitSoftwareJobs2

The GetSoftwareJobUnitSoftwareJobs2 method retrieves the unit software jobs (instances of a software job applied to a
specified unit) from a software job's list. This method also retrieves software package format (regular or virtual).

Parameters
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• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a software packages list, as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobUnitSoftwareJobList

• xsd:long noOfSoftwareJobUnits (m)
The total number of packages to get from the list. This number should be less than or equal to the total number in the
list, as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobUnitSoftwareJobList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfUnitSoftwareJobProperties2 GetSoftwareJobUnitSoftwareJobsReturn
An array of UnitSoftwareJobProperites - one for each unit software job requested from the list

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwareJobUnitSoftwareJobs2 to iterate down the list.

OpenSoftwareJobList

The OpenSoftwareJobList opens a list of all software jobs.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• SoftwareJobPropertiesRequired softwareJobPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a software job from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of software jobs that can be passed to GetSoftwareJobs

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwareJobs
The total number of software jobs in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

This method returns the size of the list, and a handle to the list that can be used with the GetSoftwareJobs method.

OpenSoftwareJobUnitSoftwareJobList

The OpenSoftwareJobUnitSoftwareJobList function opens a list of unit software jobs (instances of a software job applied
to a specified unit) for a given software job.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwareJobId (m)
The UUID identifying the software job whose unit instances should be listed.

• unitSoftwareJobPropertiesRequired UnitSoftwareJobPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a unit software job from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of unit software jobs that can be passed to GetSoftwareJobUnitSoftwareJobs

• xsd:long totalNoOfUnitSoftwareJobs
The total number of unit software jobs in the list whose handle has been returned.
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Remarks

This method returns the size of the list, and a handle to the list that can be used with the
GetSoftwareJobUnitSoftwareJobs method.

ResumeSoftwareJobs

The ResumeSoftwareJobs method resumes the delivery of files to the scalability server for one or more software jobs that
may have been suspended.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• ArrayOfstring softwarejobsIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the software jobs to be resumed.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

SetSoftwareJob

The SetSoftwareJob method updates the properties of a software job

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• SetSoftwareJobProperties setSoftwareJobProperties (m)
The properties that should be updated for the specified software job.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

SetSoftwareJob2

The SetSoftwareJob2 method updates the properties of a software job. The method takes the
SoftwareJobOperationMask2 sequence, which has an extra flag reinstall. See the sequence SoftwareJobOperationMask2
for more details.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwareJobId (m)
The UUID of the software job to be updated.

• SetSoftwareJobProperties2 setSoftwareJobProperties2 (m)
The properties that should be updated for the specified software job.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.
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Remarks

None

SetSoftwareJob3

The SetSoftwareJob3 method updates the properties of a software job.

Additionally, this method provides the functionality to shut down a target computer after completion of the jobs. The
method takes the sequence SetSoftwareJobProperties3, which includes another sequence SoftwareJobBootMask3. The
SoftwareJobBootMask3 sequence contains the option ShutdownAfterLast that lets you shut down the target computer
after completion of the jobs.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. For the custom
administrator message, the sequence SetSoftwareJobProperties3 includes two parameters: userMessage, which takes
the message input from the user, and userMessageSupplied, which checks the presence of the userMessage field for the
custom administrator message in SD.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwareJobId (m)
Specifies the UUID of the software job that you want to update.

• SetSoftwareJobProperties3 setSoftwareJobProperties3 (m)
Specifies the properties that you must must update for the specified software job.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

SuspendSoftwareJobs

The SuspendSoftwareJobs method suspends the delivery of files to the scalability server for one or more software jobs
that may be in progress.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• ArrayOfstring softwarejobsIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the software jobs to be suspended.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

GetSoftwareJobOutputFile

This method returns the path of Software job output file location, if any.

• Parameters
– xsd:string sessionId
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Defines the session Id of the web service login.
– xsd:string unitSoftwareJobId

Defines the UUID of the unitSoftwareJob which is obtained from GetUnitUnitSoftwareJobs2 or
GetUnitUnitSoftwareInstallationJobs.

• Return Values
– xsd:string filePath

Defines the location of job output file.
– Xsd:Boolean isCopiedFile

Defines the value whether the job output file is a temporary file or the master file in the manager SD library. When
Web Services is connected to a remote manager, the job output file is copied to the webservices machine. The
webservice API user can delete this copied file after its usage. For more information, see GetSoftwareJobOutputFile
Location.

GetSoftwareJobOutputFile2

This method returns the path of Software job output file location, if any.

• Parameters
– xsd:string sessionId

Defines the session Id of the web service login.
– xsd:string softwareJobId

Defines the UUID of the softwareJob.
– xsd:string unitId

Defines the UUID of the computer or user profile to which the job is deployed.
– xsd:int unitType

Specifies the type of unit.
0 for computer.
1 for user profile.

• Return Values
– xsd:string filePath

Defines the location of job output file.
– Xsd:Boolean isCopiedFile

Defines the value whether the job output file is a temporary file or the master file in the manager SD library.
When Web Services is connected to a remote manager, the job output file is copied to the webservices
machine. The webservice API user must delete this copied file after its usage. For more information, see
GetSoftwareJobOutputFile Location.

GetSoftwareJobOutputFile Location

The location job output file depends on the following conditions:

• WS is Local to Domain Manager:
The filepath location is local. For example, <DSMInstallDir Dir>\SD\ASM\LIBRARY\output\<UnitSoftwareJobID>.app
\applic.res

• WS is Remote to Domain Manager:
– When NOS is configured on both the client and the manager machine, on Windows, the UNC path is returned. For

example, \\<Domain_Server_name>\SDLIBRARY$\output\<UUID of application>.app\applic.res.
– When NOS is NOT configured on either or both of the machines, the output file is copied to the temporary directory

on webservice machine.

Software Package Groups

Contents
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This section describes methods for software package groups.

CloseParentSoftwarePackageGroupList

The CloseParentSoftwarePackageGroupList method closes a software package group list that was opened by
OpenParentSoftwarePackageGroupList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenParentSoftwarePackageGroupList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseSoftwarePackageGroupList

The CloseSoftwarePackageGroupList method closes a software package group list that was opened by
OpenSoftwarePackageGroupList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageGroupList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseSoftwarePackageGroupListRecursive

The CloseSoftwarePackageGroupListRecursive method closes a software package group list that was opened by
OpenSoftwarePackageGroupListRecursive and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageGroupListRecursive.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.
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Remarks

None

CloseSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackageList

The CloseSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackageList method closes a software package list that was opened by
OpenSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackageList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackageList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackageListRecursive

The CloseSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackageListRecursive method closes a software package list that was opened
by OpenSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackageListRecursive and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackageListRecursive.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CreateCatalogSoftwarePackageGroup

The CreateCatalogSoftwarePackageGroup method creates a catalog software package group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• CreateCatalogSoftwarePackageGroupProperties catalogSoftwarePackageGroup (m)
The properties required to create a catalog software package group.

Return Values

• xsd:string CreateCatalogSoftwarePackageGroupReturn
If a catalog software package group was successfully created, the UUID of the new group is returned.
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Remarks

None

CreatePatchRollup

The CreatePatchRollup method creates a patch roll-up.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
The session identifier.

• dsm:CreatePatchRollupProperties patchRollup
The properties required to create a patch roll-up.

Return Values

• xsd:string CreatePatchRollupReturn
If a patch roll-up is successfully created, the UUID of the roll-up is returned.

CreateSoftwarePackageGroup

The CreateSoftwarePackageGroup method creates a software package group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• CreateSoftwarePackageGroupProperties
Specifies the software package group properties.

• softwarePackageGroup (m)
The properties required to create a software package group. This cannot be set to NULL.

Return Values

• xsd:string CreateSoftwarePackageGroupReturn
If a software package group was successfully created, the UUID of the new group is returned.

Remarks

None

DeleteSoftwarePackageGroups

The DeleteSoftwarePackageGroups method deletes software package groups

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageGroupIds (m)
An array of software package UUIDs identifying the software package groups to delete.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None
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EmptySoftwarePackageGroups

The EmptySoftwarePackageGroups method empties one or more software package groups identified by their UUIDs. The
members will be removed from the given group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageGroupIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the software package groups to be emptied.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

FindSoftwarePackageGroup

The FindSoftwarePackageGroup method finds a software package group given its name and the UUID and type of the
parent software package group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string parentSoftwarePackageGroupId
The UUID identifying the parent group of the software package group to search for.

• SoftwarePackageGroupScope parentSoftwarePackageGroupScope (m)
The type of the parent group of the software package group to search for.

• xsd:string softwarePackageGroupName (m)
The name of the software package group to search for.

Return Values

• xsd:string FindSoftwarePackageGroupReturn
If a software package group is found its UUID is returned.

Remarks

The group name must be specified exactly. This method does not allow wildcards. The group name is case insensitive.

If the parent software package Group UUID is not supplied, this method finds the software package group under Software
Package Group superfolder (for example, Software Library).

GetParentSoftwarePackageGroups

The GetParentSoftwarePackageGroups method retrieves the parent software package groups from a software package
group's parent group list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenParentSoftwarePackageGroupList.

• xsd:long noOfParentSoftwarePackageGroups (m)
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The total number of software package groups to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number
in the list as returned by a previous call to OpenParentSoftwarePackageGroupList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageGroupProperties GetParentSoftwarePackageGroupsReturn
An array of SoftwarePackageGroupProperties - one for each parent group requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetParentSoftwarePackageGroups to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwarePackageGroup

The GetSoftwarePackageGroup method retrieves a software package group identified by its UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageGroupId (m)
The UUID of the software package group to retrieve.

• SoftwarePackageGroupPropertiesRequired softwarePackageGroupPropertiesRequired (m)
This parameter specifies which software package group properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• SoftwarePackageGroupProperties GetSoftwarePackageGroupReturn
The software package group properties retrieved.

Remarks

None

GetSoftwarePackageGroups

The GetSoftwarePackageGroups method retrieves the software package groups from a software package group list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageGroupList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackageGroups (m)
The total number of software package groups to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number
in the list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageGroupList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageGroupProperties
• GetSoftwarePackageGroupsReturn

An array of SoftwarePackageGroupProperites - one for each group requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePackageGroups to iterate down the list.
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GetSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackages

The GetSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackages method retrieves the software packages from a software package
group's package list

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackageList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackages (m)
The total number of packages to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in the list as
returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackageList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProperties GetSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackagesReturn
An array of SoftwarePackageProperties - one for each package requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackages to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackages2

The GetSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackages2 method retrieves the software packages from a software package
group's package list. This method also retrieves software package format (regular or virtual).

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a software jobs list, as returned by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackageList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackages (m)
The total number of software installation jobs to get from the list. This number should be less than or equal to the total
number in the list, as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackageList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProperties2 GetSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackagesReturn
An array of SoftwarePackageProperties - one for each package requested from the list

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackages2 to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackagesRecursive

The GetSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackagesRecursive method retrieves the software packages from a software
package group's package list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
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A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackageListRecursive.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackages (m)
The total number of packages to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in the list as
returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackageListRecursive.

Return Values

ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProperties GetSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackagesRecursiveReturn

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackagesRecursive to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackagesRecursive2

The GetSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackagesRecursive2 method retrieves the software packages from a software
package group's package list. This method also retrieves software package format (regular or virtual).

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a software packages list, as returned by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackageListRecursive.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackages (m)
The total number of packages to get from the list. This number should be less than or equal to the total number in the
list, as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackageListRecursive.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProperties2 GetSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackagesRecursiveReturn
An array of SoftwarePackageProperties - one for each package requested from the list

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackagesRecursive2 to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwarePackageGroupsRecursive

The GetSoftwarePackageGroupsRecursive method retrieves the software package groups from a software package
group list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackageListRecursive.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackageGroups (m)
The total number of software package groups to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number
in the list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageGroupListRecursive.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageGroupProperties
• GetSoftwarePackageGroupsRecursiveReturn

An array of SoftwarePackageGroupProperites - one for each group requested from the list.
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Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePackageGroupsRecursive to iterate down the list. This API behaves identically
to GetSoftwarePackageGroups.

LinkSoftwarePackageGroupsToSoftwarePackageGroup

The LinkSoftwarePackageGroupsToSoftwarePackageGroup method links one or more software package groups to a
given software package group, making them members of the group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageGroupId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package group to which the software package groups should be linked.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageGroupIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the software package groups that should be linked to the software package group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

LinkSoftwarePackagesToSoftwarePackageGroup

The LinkSoftwarePackagesToSoftwarePackageGroup method links one or more software packages to a given software
package group, making them members of the group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageGroupId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package group to which the software packages should be linked.

• itrm:ArrayOfstring softwarePackageIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the software packages that should be linked to the software package group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

LinkSoftwarePackagesToSoftwarePackageGroupByName

The LinkSoftwarePackagesToSoftwarePackageGroupByName method links one or more software packages to a software
package group, making them members of the group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePackageGroupName (m)
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Specifies the package group name to which the software package is added.
• ArrayOfSoftwarePackage softwarePackages (m)

a. Defines an array list of sequence SoftwarePackage. Each member of type SoftwarePackage contains details
specifying a particular software package.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

OpenParentSoftwarePackageGroupList

The OpenParentSoftwarePackageGroupList method opens a list of the software package groups that are parent groups of
the given software package group.

The method returns the total number of software package groups in the list, and a handle to the list that can be used for
further calls to GetParentSoftwarePackageGroups

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageGroupId (m)
The UUID of the software package group whose parent groups should be listed.

• SoftwarePackageGroupPropertiesRequired softwarePackageGroupPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a software package group from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list of software package groups that can be passed to GetParentSoftwarePackageGroups.

• xsd:long totalNoOfParentSoftwarePackageGroups (m)
The total number of parent software package groups in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

None

OpenSoftwarePackageGroupList

The OpenSoftwarePackageGroupList method opens a list of software package groups that are members of a given
software package group (if there are any).

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageGroupId
The UUID identifying the software package group whose member groups should be listed. If not supplied root package
group is opened

• SoftwarePackageGroupPropertiesRequired softwarePackageGroupPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a software package group from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
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A numeric handle to a list of software package groups that can be passed to GetSoftwarePackageGroups
• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwarePackageGroups

The total number of software package groups in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

If the softwarePackageGroupId is not supplied, the method will list the software package groups that are members of the
superfolder (for example, Software Library).

OpenSoftwarePackageGroupListRecursive

The OpenSoftwarePackageGroupListRecursive method opens a list of software package groups, and of any software
package groups recursively contained within that group, if there are any.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
a. The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageGroupId
The software package group identifier. If not supplied root package group is opened.

• SoftwarePackageGroupPropertiesRequired softwarePackageGroupPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a software package group from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of software package groups that can be passed to GetSoftwarePackageGroups

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwarePackageGroups
The total number of software package groups in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

If the softwarePackageGroupId is not supplied, the method will list the software package groups that are members of the
superfolder (for example, library).

OpenSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackageList

The OpenSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackageList method opens a list of the software packages that are members of
the given software package group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageGroupId (m)
The UUID of the software package group whose member packages should be listed.

• SoftwarePackagePropertiesRequired softwarePackagePropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a package from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of packages that can be passed to GetSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackages

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwarePackages
The total number of packages in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks
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The method returns the total number of software packages in the list, and a handle to the list that you can use for further
calls to GetSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackages.

OpenSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackageListRecursive

The OpenSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackageListRecursive method opens a list of the software packages that are
members of the given software package group, and of any software groups contained within that group, expanding all
member groups in the hierarchy recursively.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageGroupId (m)
The UUID of the software package group whose member packages should be recursively listed.

• SoftwarePackagePropertiesRequired softwarePackagePropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a package from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of packages that can be passed to GetSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackagesRecursive

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwarePackages
The total number of packages in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

The method returns the total number of software packages in the list, and a handle to the list that can be used for further
calls to GetSoftwarePackageGroupSoftwarePackages.

SetCatalogSoftwarePackageGroup

The SetCatalogSoftwarePackageGroup method updates the properties of a catalog software package group

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• SetCatalogSoftwarePackageGroupProperties catalogSoftwarePackageGroup (m)
The properties that should be updated for the specified catalog software package group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

SetSoftwarePackageGroup

The SetSoftwarePackageGroup method updates the properties of a software package group

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• SetSoftwarePackageGroupProperties softwarePackageGroup (m)
The properties that should be updated for the specified software package group.
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Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

UnlinkSoftwarePackageGroupsFromSoftwarePackageGroup

The UnlinkSoftwarePackageGroupsFromSoftwarePackageGroup method unlinks one or more software package groups
from a given software package group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageGroupId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package group from which the software package groups should be unlinked.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageGroupIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the software package groups that should be unlinked from the software package group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

UnlinkSoftwarePackagesFromSoftwarePackageGroupByName

The UnlinkSoftwarePackagesFromSoftwarePackageGroupByName method unlinks one or more software packages from
a software package group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd: string softwarePackageGroupName (m)
Specifies the name of an existing software package group from which to unlink the software packages.

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackage softwarePackages (m)
An array list of sequence SoftwarePackage. Each member of type SoftwarePackage contains details specifying the
software package to be unlinked.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

It does not delete the software package items completely; it only unlinks the items from the parent group.

Software Package Procedure Dependencies

Contents

This section describes the software package procedure dependencies methods.
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CloseSoftwarePackageProcedureDependencyList

The CloseSoftwarePackageProcedureDependencyList method closes a software package procedure dependency list that
was opened by OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureDependencyList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureDependencyList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureDependency

The CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureDependency method creates a new software package procedure dependency.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureDependencyProperties softwarePackageProcedureDependency (m)
The properties required to create a software package procedure dependency.

Return Values

• xsd:string CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureDependencyReturn
If a software package procedure dependency was successfully created, the UUID of the new dependency is returned.

Remarks

None

DeleteSoftwarePackageProcedureDependency

The DeleteSoftwarePackageProcedureDependency method deletes one or more software package procedure
dependencies identified by their UUIDs.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageProcedureDepIds (m)
An array of UUIDs that identify the software package procedure dependencies that should be deleted.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None
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GetSoftwarePackageProcedureDependencies

The GetSoftwarePackageProcedureDependencies method retrieves the dependencies from a software package
procedure dependency list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureDependencyList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackageProcedureDependencies (m)
The total number of procedure dependencies to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number
in the list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureDependencyList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureDependencyProperties
GetSoftwarePackageProcedureDependenciesReturn
An array of SoftwarePackageProcedureDependencyProperties - one for each procedure requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePackageProcedureDependencies to iterate down the list.

OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureDependencyList

The OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureDependencyList opens a list of dependencies for a given software package
procedure.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)
the UUID identifying the software package procedure whose dependencies should be listed.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureDependencyPropertiesRequired
softwarePackageProcedureDependencyPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a procedure dependency from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of software packages that can be passed to GetSoftwarePackageProcedureDependencies

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwarePackageProcedureDependencies
The total number of procedure dependencies in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

This method returns the size of the list, and a handle to the list that can be used with the
GetSoftwarePackageProcedureDependencies method.

Software Package Procedures

Contents

This section describes Software Package Procedures methods.
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CloseSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList

The CloseSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList method closes a software package
procedure list that was opened by OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList and releases
the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseSoftwarePackageProcedureList

The CloseSoftwarePackageProcedure method closes a software package procedure list that was opened by
OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CreateAddedProcedureWithNewFiles

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePackageId
Specifies the UUID of the software package.

• xsd:string basedOnProcedureId
Specifies procedure ID based on which the new procedure is created.

• dsm:CreateAddedProcedureWithNewFilesProperties procedureProperties
Specifies the properties required to create a software package procedure.

• xsd:string sourcePath
Specifies the path to the files that the procedure requires in addition to those that are in the software package to which
the procedure is associated.

• xsd:boolean sourceOnManager
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Enables user to create procedure from the Manager or Web Services.

Return Values

• xsd:string procedureId
Specifies the ID of the created procedure.

CreateAddedProcedureWithNewFiles2

The CreateAddedProcedureWithNewFiles2 method creates an external procedure with new files.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePackageId
Specifies the UUID of the software package.

• xsd:string basedOnProcedureId
Specifies procedure ID based on which the new procedure is created.

• dsm:CreateAddedProcedureWithNewFilesProperties2 procedureProperties
Specifies the properties required to create a software package procedure.

• xsd:string sourcePath
Specifies the path to the files that the procedure requires in addition to those that are in the software package to which
the procedure is associated.

• xsd:boolean sourceOnManager
Enables user to create procedure from the Manager or Web Services.

 

CreateAddedSoftwarePackageProcedure

The CreateAddedSoftwarePackageProcedure method creates a new software package procedure. Files additional to
those in the software package to which this procedure is associated may be added to the procedure definition.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties softwarePackageProcedureProperties (m)
The properties required to create a software package procedure.

• xsd:string sourcePath
The path to any files that the procedure requires in addition to those files in the software package to which the
procedure is associated.

Return Values

• xsd:string CreateAddedSoftwarePackageProcedureReturn
If an Added software package procedure was successfully created, the UUID of the new procedure is returned.

Remarks

None

CreateAddedSoftwarePackageProcedure2

The CreateAddedSoftwarePackageProcedure2 method creates a new software package procedure. Files in addition to
those that are in the software package (to which this procedure is associated) may be added to the procedure definition.
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Additionally, this method provides the functionality to shut down a target computer after completion of the jobs.
The method takes the sequence CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties2, which includes another sequence
SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2. The SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 sequence contains the option
ShutdownAfterLast that lets you shut down the target computer after completion of the jobs.

This method also lets you use the software package procedure comment as a default user message for the jobs created
using this procedure.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties2 softwarePackageProcedureProperties (m)
Specifies the properties required to create a software package procedure.

• xsd:string sourcePath
Specifies the path to the files that the procedure requires in addition to those that are in the software package to which
the procedure is associated.

Return Values

• xsd:string createAddedSoftwarePackageProcedureReturn
Returns the UUID of the new procedure if a software package procedure is successfully created.

Remarks

None

CreateAddedSoftwarePackageProcedure3

The CreateAddedSoftwarePackageProcedure3 method creates a new software package procedure. Files in addition to
those that are in the software package (to which this procedure is associated) may be added to the procedure definition.

This method is provided to support “excludeFromRAC” option while creating the procedure, the existing API’s doesn’t
have the option.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Session Id. got from the login to the web service.

• dsm:CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties3 softwarePackageProcedureProperties
Specifies the properties required to create a software package procedure.

• xsd:string sourcePath
Specifies the path to the files that the procedure requires in addition to those that are in the software package to which
the procedure is associated.

Return Values

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureUUID
UUID of the newly created software procedure.

CreateAddedSoftwarePackageProcedure4

The CreateAddedSoftwarePackageProcedure4 method creates a new software package procedure. Files in addition to
those that are in the software package (to which this procedure is associated) might be added to the procedure definition.

This method is provided to support “excludeFromRAC” option while creating the procedure, the existing APIs do not have
the option.

Parameters
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• xsd:string sessionId
Session ID from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePackageId
Specifies the UUID of the software package.

• dsm:CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties5 softwarePackageProcedureProperties
Specifies the properties required to create a software package procedure.

• xsd:string sourcePath 
Specifies the path to the files that the procedure requires in addition to those that are in the software package to which
the procedure is associated.

Return Values

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureUUID
UUID of the newly created software procedure.

CreateSoftwarePackageProcedure

The CreateSoftwarePackageProcedure method creates a new software package procedure.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties softwarePackageProcedureProperties (m)
The properties required to create a software package procedure.

• xsd:boolean externalProcedure
If not supplied, the default value is false.

Return Values

• xsd:string createSoftwarePackageProcedureReturn
If a software package procedure was successfully created, the UUID of the new procedure is returned.

Remarks

None

CreateSoftwarePackageProcedure2

The CreateSoftwarePackageProcedure2 method creates a new software package procedure.

Additionally, this method provides the functionality to shut down a target computer after completion of the jobs.
The method takes the sequence CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties2, which includes another sequence
SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2. The SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2sequence contains the option
ShutdownAfterLast that lets you shut down the target computer after completion of the jobs.

This method also lets you use the software package procedure comment as a default user message for the jobs created
using this procedure.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service

• CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties2 softwarePackageProcedureProperties (m)
Specifies the properties required to create a software package procedure.

Return Values

• xsd:string createSoftwarePackageProcedureReturn
Returns the UUID the new procedure if a software package procedure is successfully created.
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Remarks

None

CreateSoftwarePackageProcedure3

The CreateSoftwarePackageProcedure3 method creates a new software package procedure. This method is provided to
support “excludeFromRAC” option while creating the procedure, the existing API’s doesn’t have the option.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Session ID got from the login to the web service.

• dsm:CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties3 softwarePackageProcedureProperties
Specifies the properties required to create a software package procedure.

Return Values

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureUUID
UUID of the newly created software procedure.

CreateSoftwarePackageProcedure4

The CreateSoftwarePackageProcedure4 method creates a new software package procedure. 

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Session ID got from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePackageId
Specifies the UUID of the software package from which the procedures list is created.

• dsm:CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties4 procedureProperties
Specifies the properties required to create a software package procedure.

Return Values

• xsd:string procedureId
UUID of the newly created software procedure.

CreateSoftwarePackageProcedure5

The CreateSoftwarePackageProcedure5 method creates a new software package procedure. 

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Session ID from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePackageId
Specifies the UUID of the software package from which the procedures list is created.

• dsm:CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties5 procedureProperties
Specifies the properties required to create a software package procedure.

Return Values

• xsd:string procedureId
UUID of the newly created software procedure.

DeleteSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups

The DeleteSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups method deletes software package procedure groups
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Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageProcedureGroupIds (m)
An array of software package UUIDs identifying the software package procedure groups to delete.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

DeleteSoftwarePackageProcedures

The DeleteSoftwarePackageProcedures method deletes one or more software package procedures identified by their
UUIDs.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageProcedureIds (m)
An array of UUIDs that identify the software package procedures that should be deleted.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

EmptySoftwarePackageProcedureGroups

The EmptySoftwarePackageProcedureGroups method empties one or more software package procedure group(s)
identified by their UUIDs. The members will be removed from the given group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageProcedureGroupIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the software package procedure groups to be emptied.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

FindSoftwarePackageProcedure

The FindSoftwarePackageProcedure method finds a software package procedure given its name and task type, and given
the name and version of the software package with which it is associated.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
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The session identifier.
• xsd:string softwarePackageName (m)

The name of the software package to which the requested procedure should belong.
• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion (m)

The version of the software package to which the requested procedure should belong.
• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName (m)

The name of the software package procedure to find.
• SoftwarePackageProcedureTask softwarePackageProcedureTask

The type of the software package procedure to find.

Return Values

• xsd:string FindSoftwarePackageProcedureReturn
If a software package procedure is found its UUID is returned.

Remarks

The names and versions must be specified exactly. This method does not allow wildcards. The software package and
procedure names are case insensitive.

FindSoftwarePackageProcedureGroup

The FindSoftwarePackageProcedureGroup method finds a software package procedure group given its name and the
UUID and type of the parent software package group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string parentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupId
The UUID identifying the parent group of the software package procedure group to search for.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureGroupScope parentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupScope (m)
The type of the parent group of the software package procedure group to search for.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureGroupName (m)
The name of the software package procedure group to search for.

Return Values

• xsd:string FindSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupReturn
If a software package procedure group is found its UUID is returned.

Remarks

The group name must be specified exactly. This method does not allow wildcards. The group name is case insensitive.

GetParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups

The GetParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups method retrieves the parent software package procedure groups from
a software package procedure group's parent group list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupList.

• xsd:long noOfParentSoftwarePackageGroups (m)
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The total number of software package procedure groups to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the
total number in the list as returned by a previous call to OpenParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageGroupProperties GetParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupsReturn
An array of SoftwarePackageProcedureGroupProperties - one for each parent group requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwarePackageProcedure

The GetSoftwarePackageProcedure method retrieves a software package procedure identified by its UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)
The UUID of the software package procedure to retrieve.

• SoftwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired softwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired (m)
This parameter specifies which software package procedure properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties GetSoftwarePackageProcedureReturn
The software package procedure properties retrieved.

Remarks

None

GetSoftwarePackageProcedure2

The GetSoftwarePackageProcedure2 method retrieves a software package procedure that its UUID identifies.

This method also retrieves the ShutdownAfterLast property (that includes information on whether a target computer is
to be shut down after completion of the last SD job) and useDefaultJobMessage property (that includes information on
whether a software package procedure comment is to be used as a default user message for the jobs).

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)
Retrieves the UUID of the software package procedure.

• SoftwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired softwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired (m)
Retrieves the software package procedure properties.

Return Values

• SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties2 GetSoftwarePackageProcedureReturn
Returns the retrieved software package procedure properties.

Remarks

None
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GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroup

The GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroup method retrieves a software package procedure group identified by its UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureGroupId (m)
The UUID of the software package procedure group to retrieve.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureGroupPropertiesRequired softwarePackageProcedureGroupPropertiesRequired
(m)
This parameter specifies which software package procedure group properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• SoftwarePackageProcedureGroupProperties GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupReturn
The software package procedure group properties retrieved.

Remarks

None

GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups

The GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups method retrieves the procedure groups from a software package procedure
group list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups (m)
The total number of software package procedure groups to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the
total number in the list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupProperties GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupsReturn
An array of SoftwarePackageProcedureGroupProperites - one for each group requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedures

The GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedures method retrieves the software package
procedures from a software package procedure group's procedure list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackageProcedures (m)
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The total number of procedures to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in the list as
returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties
GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProceduresReturn
An array of SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties - one for each procedure requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedures to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedures2

The GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedures2 method retrieves the software package
procedures from a software package procedure group's procedure list.

This method also retrieves the ShutdownAfterLast property (that includes information on whether a target computer is
to be shut down after completion of the last SD job) and useDefaultJobMessage property (that includes information on
whether a software package procedure comment is to be used as a default user message for the jobs).

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
Specifies a numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackageProcedures (m)
Specifies the total number of procedures to get from the list. The number must be
less than or equal to the total number in the list as returned by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties2
GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProceduresReturn
Returns an array of SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties2 -- one for each procedure requested from the list.

Remarks

None

GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupsRecursive

The GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupsRecursive method retrieves the procedure groups from a software package
procedure group list.

Parameters

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupListRecursive.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups (m)
The total number of software package procedure groups in the list whose handle has been returned.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupProperties GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupsReturn
An array of SoftwarePackageProcedureGroupProperites - one for each group requested from the list.
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Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupsRecursive to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwarePackageProcedures

The GetSoftwarePackageProcedures method retrieves the procedures from a software package procedure list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackageProcedures (m)
The total number of procedures to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in the list as
returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties getSoftwarePackageProcedures
An array of SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties - one for each procedure requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePackageProcedures to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwarePackageProcedures2

The GetSoftwarePackageProcedures2 method retrieves the procedures from a software package procedure list.

This method also retrieves the ShutdownAfterLast property (that includes information on whether a target computer is
to be shut down after completion of the last SD job) and useDefaultJobMessage property (that includes information on
whether a software package procedure comment is to be used as a default user message for the jobs).

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
Specifies a numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackageProcedures (m)
Specifies the total number of procedures to get from the list. The number must be less than or equal to the total
number in the list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties2 getSoftwarePackageProcedures
Returns an array of SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties2 -- one for each procedure requested from the list.

Remarks

None

LinkSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupsToSoftwarePackageGroup

The LinkSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupsToSoftwarePackageGroup method links one or more software package
procedure group(s) to a given software package group, making them members of the group.

Parameters
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• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageGroupId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package group to which the software package procedure groups should be linked.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageProcedureGroupIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the software package procedure groups that should be linked to the software package
group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

LinkSoftwarePackageProceduresToSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupByName

The LinkSoftwarePackageProceduresToSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupByName method links one or more software
package procedures to a software package procedure group, making them members of the group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureGroupName (m)
Specifies the package group name to which the software package procedure is to be added.

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedure softwarePackageProcedures (m)
Defines a set of software package procedures to be linked.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

1. None

LinkSoftwarePackageProceduresToSoftwarePackageProcedureGroup

The LinkSoftwarePackageProceduresToSoftwarePackageProcedureGroup method links one or more software package
procedure(s) to a given software package procedure group, making them members of the group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureGroupId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package procedure group to which the software package procedures should be
linked.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageProcedureIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the software package procedures that should be linked to the software package
procedure group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None
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LinkSoftwarePackagesToSoftwarePackageGroup

The LinkSoftwarePackagesToSoftwarePackageGroup method links one or more software packages to a given software
package group, making them members of the group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageGroupId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package group to which the software packages should be linked.

• itrm:ArrayOfstring softwarePackageIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the software packages that should be linked to the software package group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

OpenParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupList

The OpenParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupList method opens a list of the software package procedure groups
that are parent groups of the given software package procedure group.

The method returns the total number of software package procedure groups in the list, and a handle to the list that can be
used for further calls to GetParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups

All open functions return a list handle and total count of items. The items can be retrieved by using the corresponding Get
Methods

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureGroupId (m)
The UUID of the software package procedure group whose parent groups should be listed.

• SoftwarePackageGroupPropertiesRequired softwarePackageProcedureGroupPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a software package procedure group from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of software package procedure groups that can be passed to
GetParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups

• xsd:long totalNoOfParentSoftwarePackageGroups
The total number of parent software package procedure groups in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

None

OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupList

This method opens a list of software package procedure groups. The method returns the total number of
software package procedure groups in the list, and a handle to the list that can be used for further calls to
GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups

Parameters
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• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageGroupId (m)
The UUID identifying the softwarePackageProcedureGroupPropertiesRequired.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureGroupPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a software package procedure group from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of software package procedure groups that can be passed to
GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups
The total number of software package procedure groups in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

None

OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupListRecursive

The OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupListRecursive method opens a list of the software package procedure groups
that are members of the given software package group, if any, recursively.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageGroupId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package group whose member procedure groups should be listed.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureGroupPropertiesRequired softwarePackageProcedureGroupPropertiesRequired
(m)
The properties that will be required when getting a software package procedure group from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of software package procedure groups that can be passed to
GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupsListRecursive

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups
The total number of software package procedure groups in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

If the softwarePackageGroupId is not supplied, the method will list the software package procedure groups that are
members of the superfolder (for example, library).

OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList

The OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList method opens a list of the software package
procedures that are members of the given software package procedure group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureGroupId (m)
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The UUID of the software package procedure group whose member procedures should be listed.
• SoftwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired softwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired (m)

The properties that will be required when getting a procedure from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of procedures that can be passed to
GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedures

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwarePackageProcedures
The total number of procedures in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

The method returns the total number of software package procedures in the list, and a handle to the list that can be used
for further calls to GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedures.

OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureList

The OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureList opens a list of procedures for a given software package.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageId (m)
The UUID of the software package whose volumes should be listed.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureTypeMask softwarePackageProcedureTypes (m)
The structure can be used to set which types of procedure should be returned in the list.

• SoftwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired softwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a procedure from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of software package procedures that can be passed to GetSoftwarePackageProcedures

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwarePackageProcedures
The total number of procedures in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

This method returns the size of the list, and a handle to the list that can be used with the GetSoftwarePackageProcedures
method.

RepositionSoftwarePackageProcedure

Reposition the order of procedure in the given procedure group

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureGroupId (m)
Specifies theUUID of the software procedure group in which the given procedure is to be repositioned.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)
Takes the UUID of procedure to be repositioned.

• xsd:long repositionNumber
Identifies the number to which the procedure is to be repositioned.
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Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

RepositionSoftwarePackageProcedureByName

Repositions the order of procedures in the given procedure group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureGroupName (m)
Identifies the procedure group name in which the procedure is to be repositioned.

• SoftwarePackageProcedure softwarePackageProcedure (m)
Identifies the procedure and the package in which the procedure exists.

• xsd:long repositionNumber
Indicates the position number to which the procedure is to be repositioned.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

SetSoftwarePackageProcedure

The SetSoftwarePackageProcedure method updates the properties of a software package procedure.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• SetSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties setSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties (m)
The properties that should be updated for the specified software package procedure.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

SetSoftwarePackageProcedure2

The SetSoftwarePackageProcedure2 method updates the properties of a software package procedure.

Additionally, this method provides the functionality to shut down a target computer after completion of the jobs.
The method takes the sequence SetSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties2, which includes another sequence
SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2. The SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 sequence contains the option
ShutdownAfterLast that lets you shut down the target computer after completion of the jobs.

This method also lets you use the software package procedure comment as a default user message for the jobs created
using this procedure.
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Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• SetSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties2 setSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties (m)
Specifies the properties that must be updated for the specified software package procedure.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

SetSoftwarePackageProcedure3

The SetSoftwarePackageProcedure3 method updates the properties of a software package procedure. This method is
provided to support “excludeFromRAC” option while updating the procedure properties, the existing API’s doesn’t have
the option.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Session Id. got from the login to the web service.

• dsm:SetSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties3 setSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties
Specifies the properties that must be updated for the specified software package procedure.

Return Values

None.

SetSoftwarePackageProcedure4

The SetSoftwarePackageProcedure4 method updates the properties of a software package procedure.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId 
Session ID obtained from login to web service.

• xsd:string procedureUuid
Specifies UUID of the software procedure whose properties are updated.

• dsm:SetSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties4 setProcedureProperties
Specifies the properties to be updated for the specified software package procedure.

Return Values

None.

SetSoftwarePackageProcedure5

The SetSoftwarePackageProcedure5 method updates the properties of a software package procedure.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId 
Session ID obtained from login to web service.

• xsd:string procedureUuid
Specifies UUID of the software procedure whose properties are updated.

• dsm:SetSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties5 setProcedureProperties
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Specifies the properties to be updated for the specified software package procedure.

Return Values

None.

SetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroup

The SetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroup method updates the properties of a software package procedure group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• SetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupProperties softwarePackageProcedureGroup (m)
The properties that should be updated for the specified software package procedure group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupListRecursive

The OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupListRecursive method opens a list of the software package procedure groups
that are members of the given software package group, if any, recursively.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageGroupId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package group whose member procedure groups should be listed.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureGroupPropertiesRequired softwarePackageProcedureGroupPropertiesRequired
(m)
The properties that will be required when getting a software package procedure group from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of software package procedure groups that can be passed to
GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupsListRecursive

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups
The total number of software package procedure groups in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

If the softwarePackageGroupId is not supplied, the method will list the software package procedure groups that are
members of the superfolder (for example, library).

UnlinkSoftwarePackageProceduresFromSoftwarePackageProcedureGroup

The UnlinkSoftwarePackageProceduresFromSoftwarePackageProcedureGroup method unlinks one or more software
package procedures from a given software package procedure group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
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The session identifier.
• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureGroupId (m)

The UUID identifying the software package procedure group from which the software package procedures should be
unlinked.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageProcedureIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the software package procedures that should be unlinked from the software package
procedure group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

GetSoftwarePackageProcedure3

The GetSoftwarePackageProcedure3 method retrieves a software package procedure that its UUID identifies. This
method is provided to return “excludeFromRAC” option in the procedure properties, the existing API’s doesn’t have the
option.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId
UUID of the software procedure whose properties should be retrieved.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired softwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired
Specifies the properties to be retrieved

Return Values

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties3 GetSoftwarePackageProcedureReturn
Procedure properties.

 

GetSoftwarePackageProcedure4

The GetSoftwarePackageProcedure4 method retrieves the software package procedure properties.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId
Specifies the UUID of the software package procedure id, the properties of which you want to retrieve.

• dsm: SoftwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired2
Specifies which procedure properties that are required when retrieving a software package procedure property.

• dsm: SoftwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired2 softwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired
Specifies the procedure properties that are required when retrieving a software package procedure property.

Return Values

• dsm: SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties4 GetSoftwarePackageProcedureReturn
Returns the properties of a SoftwarePackage procedure.
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GetSoftwarePackageProcedure5

The GetSoftwarePackageProcedure5 method retrieves the software package procedure properties.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId
Specifies the UUID of the software package procedure id, the properties of which you want to retrieve.

• dsm: SoftwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired2
Specifies which procedure properties that are required when retrieving a software package procedure property.

Return Values

• dsm: SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties5 GetSoftwarePackageProcedureReturn
Returns the properties of a SoftwarePackage procedure.

GetSoftwarePackageProcedures3

The GetSoftwarePackageProcedures3 method retrieves the procedures from a software package procedure list. This
method is provided to return “excludeFromRAC” option in the procedure properties, the existing API’s doesn’t have the
option.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Session Id. got from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle
Specifies a numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackageProcedures
Specifies the total number of procedures to get from the list. The number must be less than or equal to the total
number in the list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureList.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties3 getSoftwarePackageProcedures
Array of software package procedure properties.

 

GetSoftwarePackageProcedureList

The GetSoftwarePackageProcedureList method retrieves the list of software package procedures in software package.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string softwarePackageId
Specifies the UUID of the software package from which the procedures list is retrieved.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureTypeMask softwarePackageProcedureTypes
Specifies the types of procedure returned in the list.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired2 softwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired
Specifies the properties that are required when retrieving a procedure from the list.

• Xsd:long index
Specifies the starting index for the list.

• xsd:long numProcsRequired
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Specifies the number of procedures to get from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long totalNumProcs
Returns the total number of procedures that are available.

• dsm: ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties4 getSoftwarePackageProcedure
Specifies the array of software package procedure properties, one for each procedure.

• getSoftwarePackageProcedures
Returns the array of SoftwarePackage procedure properties.

GetSoftwarePackageProcedureList2

The GetSoftwarePackageProcedureList2 method retrieves the list of software package procedures in software package.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string softwarePackageId
Specifies the UUID of the software package from which the procedures list is retrieved.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureTypeMask softwarePackageProcedureTypes
Specifies the types of procedure returned in the list.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired2 softwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired
Specifies the properties that are required when retrieving a procedure from the list.

• Xsd:long index
Specifies the starting index for the list.

• xsd:long numProcsRequired
Specifies the number of procedures to get from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long totalNumProcs
Returns the total number of procedures that are available.

• dsm: ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties5 getSoftwarePackageProcedure
Specifies the array of software package procedure properties, one for each procedure.

Software Package Procedure Groups

Contents

This section describes the Software Package Procedure Group methods.

CloseParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupList

The CloseParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupList method closes a software package procedure group list that was
opened by OpenParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupList.

Return Values
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This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupList

The CloseSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupList method closes a software package procedure group list that was opened
by OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Return Values

None

CloseSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList

The CloseSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList method closes a software package
procedure list that was opened by OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList and releases
the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureGroup

The CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureGroup method creates a software package procedure group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupProperties softwarePackageProcedureGroup (m)
The properties required to create a software package procedure group.

Return Values
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• xsd:string CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupReturn
If a software package group was successfully created, the UUID of the new group is returned.

Remarks

None

DeleteSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups

The DeleteSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups method deletes software package procedure groups

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageProcedureGroupIds (m)
An array of software package UUIDs identifying the software package procedure groups to delete.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

EmptySoftwarePackageProcedureGroups

The EmptySoftwarePackageProcedureGroups method empties one or more software package procedure group(s)
identified by their UUIDs. The members will be removed from the given group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageProcedureGroupIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the software package procedure groups to be emptied.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

FindSoftwarePackageProcedureGroup

The FindSoftwarePackageProcedureGroup method finds a software package procedure group given its name and the
UUID and type of the parent software package group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string parentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupId
The UUID identifying the parent group of the software package procedure group to search for.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureGroupScope parentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupScope (m)
The type of the parent group of the software package procedure group to search for.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureGroupName (m)
The name of the software package procedure group to search for.
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Return Values

• xsd:string FindSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupReturn
If a software package procedure group is found its UUID is returned.

Remarks

The group name must be specified exactly. This method does not allow wildcards. The group name is case insensitive.

GetParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups

The GetParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups method retrieves the parent software package procedure groups from
a software package procedure group's parent group list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupList.

• xsd:long noOfParentSoftwarePackageGroups (m)
The total number of software package procedure groups to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the
total number in the list as returned by a previous call to OpenParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageGroupProperties GetParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupsReturn
An array of SoftwarePackageProcedureGroupProperties - one for each parent group requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroup

The GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroup method retrieves a software package procedure group identified by its UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureGroupId (m)
The UUID of the software package procedure group to retrieve.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureGroupPropertiesRequired softwarePackageProcedureGroupPropertiesRequired
(m)
This parameter specifies which software package procedure group properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• SoftwarePackageProcedureGroupProperties GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupReturn
The software package procedure group properties retrieved.

Remarks

None

GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups

The GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups method retrieves the procedure groups from a software package procedure
group list.
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Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups (m)
The total number of software package procedure groups to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the
total number in the list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupProperties GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupsReturn
An array of SoftwarePackageProcedureGroupProperites - one for each group requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedures

The GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedures method retrieves the software package
procedures from a software package procedure group's procedure list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackageProcedures (m)
The total number of procedures to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in the list as
returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties
GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProceduresReturn
An array of SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties - one for each procedure requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedures to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedures3

The GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedures3 method retrieves the software package
procedures from a software package procedure group's procedure list. This method is provided to return
“excludeFromRAC” option in the procedure properties, the existing API’s doesn’t have the option.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle
Specifies a numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackageProcedures
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Specifies the total number of procedures to get from the list. The number must be
less than or equal to the total number in the list as returned by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties3 
GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProceduresReturn
Returns an array of SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties3 -- one for each procedure requested from the list.

GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedures4

The GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedures4 method retrieves the software package
procedures from a software package procedure group's procedure list. This method is provided to return
“excludeFromRAC” option in the procedure properties, the existing API’s doesn’t have the option.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId 
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle
Specifies a numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackageProcedures 
Specifies the total number of procedures to get from the list. The number must be
less than or equal to the total number in the list as returned by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties5 
GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProceduresReturn
Returns an array of SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties3 -- one for each procedure requested from the list.

GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupsRecursive

The GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupsRecursive method retrieves the procedure groups from a software package
procedure group list.

Parameters

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupListRecursive.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups (m)
The total number of software package procedure groups in the list whose handle has been returned.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupProperties GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupsReturn
An array of SoftwarePackageProcedureGroupProperites - one for each group requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupsRecursive to iterate down the list.

LinkSoftwarePackageProceduresToSoftwarePackageProcedureGroup

The LinkSoftwarePackageProceduresToSoftwarePackageProcedureGroup method links one or more software package
procedure(s) to a given software package procedure group, making them members of the group.
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Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureGroupId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package procedure group to which the software package procedures should be
linked.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageProcedureIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the software package procedures that should be linked to the software package
procedure group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

OpenParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupList

The OpenParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupList method opens a list of the software package procedure groups
that are parent groups of the given software package procedure group.

The method returns the total number of software package procedure groups in the list, and a handle to the list that can be
used for further calls to GetParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups

All open functions return a list handle and total count of items. The items can be retrieved by using the corresponding Get
Methods

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureGroupId (m)
The UUID of the software package procedure group whose parent groups should be listed.

• SoftwarePackageGroupPropertiesRequired softwarePackageProcedureGroupPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a software package procedure group from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of software package procedure groups that can be passed to
GetParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups

• xsd:long totalNoOfParentSoftwarePackageGroups
The total number of parent software package procedure groups in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

None

OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupList

This method opens a list of software package procedure groups. The method returns the total number of
software package procedure groups in the list, and a handle to the list that can be used for further calls to
GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
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The session identifier.
• xsd:string softwarePackageGroupId (m)

The UUID identifying the softwarePackageProcedureGroupPropertiesRequired.
• SoftwarePackageProcedureGroupPropertiesRequired (m)

The properties that will be required when getting a software package procedure group from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of software package procedure groups that can be passed to
GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups
The total number of software package procedure groups in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

None

OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList

The OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedureList method opens a list of the software package
procedures that are members of the given software package procedure group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureGroupId (m)
The UUID of the software package procedure group whose member procedures should be listed.

• SoftwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired softwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a procedure from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of procedures that can be passed to
GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedures

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwarePackageProcedures
The total number of procedures in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

The method returns the total number of software package procedures in the list, and a handle to the list that can be used
for further calls to GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupSoftwarePackageProcedures.

SetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroup

The SetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroup method updates the properties of a software package procedure group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• SetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupProperties softwarePackageProcedureGroup (m)
The properties that should be updated for the specified software package procedure group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.
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Remarks

None

UnlinkSoftwarePackageProceduresFromSoftwarePackageProcedureGroup

The UnlinkSoftwarePackageProceduresFromSoftwarePackageProcedureGroup method unlinks one or more software
package procedures from a given software package procedure group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureGroupId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package procedure group from which the software package procedures should be
unlinked.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageProcedureIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the software package procedures that should be unlinked from the software package
procedure group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

UnlinkSoftwarePackagesFromSoftwarePackageGroup

The UnlinkSoftwarePackagesFromSoftwarePackageGroup method unlinks one or more software packages from a given
software package group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageGroupId
The UUID identifying the software package group from which the software packages should be unlinked.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageIds
An array of UUIDs identifying the software packages that should be unlinked from the software package group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupProcedureList

The GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupProcedureList method retrieves the list of software package procedures in a
procedure group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureGroupId
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Species the UUID of the software package procedure group from which the procedures list is retrieved.
• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired2 propsRequired

Specifies the properties that are required when retrieving a procedure from the list.
• xsd:long index

Specifies the starting index for the list.
• xsd:long numProcsRequired

Specifies the number of procedures you get from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:int totalNumProcs
Returns the available total number of procedures.

• dsm: ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties4 procedureProperties
Returns an array of SoftwarePackage procedure properties.

GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupProcedureList2

The GetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupProcedureList2 method retrieves the list of software package procedures in a
procedure group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureGroupId
Species the UUID of the software package procedure group from which the procedures list is retrieved.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired2 propsRequired
Specifies the properties that are required when retrieving a procedure from the list.

• xsd:long index
Specifies the starting index for the list.

• xsd:long numProcsRequired
Specifies the number of procedures you get from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:int totalNumProcs
Returns the available total number of procedures.

• dsm: ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties5 procedureProperties
Returns an array of SoftwarePackage procedure properties.

Software Package Volumes

Contents

This section describes software package volume methods.

CloseSoftwarePackageVolumeElementList

The CloseSoftwarePackageVolumeElementList method closes a volume's element list that was opened by
OpenSoftwarePackageVolumeList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
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A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageVolumeElementList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseSoftwarePackageVolumeList

The CloseSoftwarePackageVolumeList method closes a software package volume list that was opened by
OpenSoftwarePackageVolumeList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageVolumeList

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CopyElementsToSoftwarePackageVolume

The CopyElementsToSoftwarePackageVolume method copies the software elements pointed to by a series of directory
paths, into the given software package volume.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package volume to which the elements should be copied.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeSubPath (m)
The path in the volume to where the elements will be copied to.

• ArrayOfFileSystemElementPath fileSystemElementPath (m)
An array of paths to the file system elements that should be copied to the given software package volume.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CopyElementsToSoftwarePackageVolume2

The CopyElementsToSoftwarePackageVolume2 method copies the software elements pointed to by a series of directory
paths into the given software package volume. This method has an extra parameter, sourceOnManager, that enables user
to initiate copying of software elements from the manager or Web Services.
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Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package volume to which the elements should be copied.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeSubPath (m)
The path in the volume to where the elements will be copied to.

• xsd:Boolean sourceOnManager
If sourceOnManager is true, the manager initiates the copying of software elements. If sourceOnManager is false, the
CA Client Automation Webservice initiates the copying of software elements.
If the manager initiates copying, the value of fileSystemElementPath is from the context of the manager machine. If
the webservice initiates copying, the value of fileSystemElementPath is from the context of the webservice (and the
machine the web service is running on).

• ArrayOfFileSystemElementPath fileSystemElementPath (m)
An array of paths to the file system elements that should be copied to the given software package volume.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

If SourceOnManager is true, then the copying of the elements is performed from the context of the user used to run CAF
(caf user) at the manager.

If sourceOnManager is false, then the copying of the elements is performed from the context of the web service. The user
associated with the thread (web service user) performing the copying at the web service must have permission to do the
copy.

The web service user or caf user must have the following permissions:

• Read permission on the source elements to be copied (the files referred to by fileSystemElementPath[…]).
• Write permission on %INSTALL DIR%\SD\ASM\LIBRARY

If CA Client Automation Webservice is installed on Windows 2000 Advance Server and fileSystemElementPath contains
UNC paths to access remote files, then sourceOnManager must be set to False and the user must have the above
specified permission to access the remote files.

Definition of the Web Service User

Web Service on Windows

If the web service is running on Windows and the security provider used for authentication (in the web service login
method) is WINNT, the web service will attempt to impersonate the user used in logon to perform the copying rather then
use the user set by IIS (for the thread).

NOTE
If the web service is running on Windows Advanced Server 2000, then to impersonate the supplied credentials
(in login) the user associated with the thread must have the following local security privileges:

• Act as a part of the operating System
• Bypass traverse checking
• Log on locally

The user associated with the current thread (before impersonation takes place) is whatever has been configured in IIS, by
default the IIS anonymous user.
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If the web service is running on Windows but the WINNT security provider is not used (for example LDAP could be
used), or an impersonation attempt fails, then the web service user will be the user associated with the current thread as
configured by IIS.

Web Service on Linux

If the web service is running on Linux, the user will be the user associated with the process, by default root.

CreateSoftwarePackageVolume

The CreateSoftwarePackageVolume method creates a new software package volume.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• CreateSoftwarePackageVolumeProperties createSoftwarePackageVolumeProperties (m)
The properties required to create a software package volume.

Return Values

• xsd:string CreateSoftwarePackageVolumeReturn
If a software package volume was successfully created, the UUID of the new volume is returned.

Remarks

None

DeleteElementsFromSoftwarePackageVolume

The DeleteElementsFromSoftwarePackageVolume method deletes one or more elements from a software package
volume.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package volume from which the elements should be deleted.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageVolumeSubPath (m)
An array of paths to the elements within the software package volume that should be deleted.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

DeleteSoftwarePackageVolumes

The DeleteSoftwarePackageVolumes method deletes one or more software package volumes identified by their UUIDs.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageVolumeIds (m)
An array of UUIDs that identify the software package volumes that should be deleted.

Return Values
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This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

GetEditableVolumeFileExtensions

This method gets the value of configuration parameter "editablefileexts" from DSM. Following file extensions are
supported:

• .txt
• .sh
• .js
• .py
• .pl
• .dms
• .ini
• .bat
• .cmd
• .vbs
• .xml
• .config,properties
• .log

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Session Id. Got from the login to the web service.

Return Values

• xsd:string extensions
A string of editable volume file extensions.

GetSoftwarePackageVolume

The GetSoftwarePackageVolume method retrieves a software package volume identified by its UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeId (m)
The UUID of the software package volume to retrieve.

• SoftwarePackageVolumePropertiesRequired softwarePackageVolumePropertiesRequired (m)
This parameter specifies which software package volume properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• SoftwarePackageVolumeProperties GetSoftwarePackageVolumeReturn
The software package volume properties retrieved.

Remarks

None
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GetSoftwarePackageVolumeElements

The GetSoftwarePackageVolumeElements method retrieves the elements from a volume's element list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageVolumeElementList.

• xsd:long totalNoOfElements (m)
The total number of elements to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in the list as
returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageVolumeElementList.

Return Values

• GetSoftwarePackageVolumeElementsReturn
An array of SoftwarePackageVolumeElementProperties - one for each element requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePackageVolumeElements to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwarePackageVolumes

The GetSoftwarePackageVolumes method retrieves the volumes from a software package volume list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageVolumeList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackageVolumes (m)
The total number of volumes to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in the list as
returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageVolumeList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageVolumeProperties GetSoftwarePackageVolumesReturn
An array of SoftwarePackageVolumeProperites - one for each volume requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePackageVolumes to iterate down the list.

OpenSoftwarePackageVolumeElementList

The OpenSoftwarePackageVolumeElementList opens a list of elements for a given software package volume.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package volume whose elements should be listed.

• ElementTypeMask elementTypeMask (m)
Indicates the types of element (files and directories) to be returned in the list.

• xsd:string folderPath
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The subpath of the folder in the volume whose elements should be listed. If folderPath is empty or is a slash (/), the list
contains only the elements in the root volume folder.

• SoftwarePackageVolumeElementPropertiesRequired softwarePackageVolumeElementPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that are required when getting a software policy from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of volume elements that can be passed to GetSoftwarePackageVolumeElements

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwarePackageVolumeElements
The total number of elements in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

This method returns the size of the list, and a handle to the list that can be used with the
GetSoftwarePackageVolumeElements method.

OpenSoftwarePackageVolumeList

The OpenSoftwarePackageVolumeList opens a list of volumes for a given software package.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageId (m)
The UUID of the software package whose volumes should be listed.

• SoftwarePackageVolumePropertiesRequired softwarePackageVolumePropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a volume from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of software package volumes that can be passed to GetSoftwarePackageVolumes

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwarePackageVolumes
The total number of volumes in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

This method returns the size of the list, and a handle to the list that can be used with the GetSoftwarePackageVolumes
method.

ReadVolumeFile

This Method reads and returns the contents of the volume file if the size of volume file is less than 64KB.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Session Id. Got from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeId
Software package volume id of a volume

• xsd:string volumeSubPath
Sub path of a volume file in a volume.

• xsd:string volumeFileName
Filename of the volume file to be read.

Return Values
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• xsd:string fileContents
The file contents of that volume file.

SetSoftwarePackageVolume

The SetSoftwarePackageVolume method updates the properties of a software package volume.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• SetSoftwarePackageVolumeProperties setSoftwarePackageVolumeProperties (m)
The properties that should be updated for the specified software package volume.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

WriteVolume

This method writes the contents to the volume file.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Session Id. Got from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeId
Software package volume id of a volume

• xsd:string volumeFileName
Filename of the volume file to be read in a volume.

• xsd:string volumeSubPath
Sub path of a volume file in a volume.

• xsd:string contents
The contents which are to be written to the volume file.

Return Values

None.

Software Packages

Contents

The following are Software Package methods.

CloseSoftwarePackageInstallationList

The CloseSoftwarePackageInstallationList method closes a software package installation list that was opened by
OpenSoftwarePackageProcedureInstallationList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
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A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageInstallationList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseSoftwarePackageList

The CloseSoftwarePackageList method closes a software package list that was opened by OpenSoftwarePackageList
and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePackageList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CreateSoftwarePackage

The CreateSoftwarePackage method creates a software package

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• CreateSoftwarePackageProperties createSoftwarePackageProperties (m)
The properties required to create a software package.

Return Values

• xsd:string CreateSoftwarePackageReturn
If a software package was successfully created, the UUID of the new package is returned.

Remarks

None

DeleteSoftwarePackages

The DeleteSoftwarePackages method deletes software packages

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageIds (m)
An array of software package UUIDs identifying the software packages to delete.
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Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

DeleteSoftwarePackagesByName

The DeleteSoftwarePackagesByName method deletes software packages.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackage softwarePackages (m)
An array list of sequence SoftwarePackage. Each member of type SoftwarePackage contains details specifying a
particular software package.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

ExportSoftwarePackage

The ExportSoftwarePackage exports the software package to a location on a local computer or a network path.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageId (m)
The UUID of the software package to be exported.

• dsm:ExportSoftwarePkgProperties softwareProperties (m)
This parameter specifies which software package properties are required to export.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

ExportSoftwarePackageByName

The ExportSoftwarePackageByName exports the software package identified by name and version to a location on a local
computer or a network path.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePkgName (m)
The name of the software package to be exported.

• xsd:string softwarePkgVersion (m)
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The version of the software package to be exported.
• dsm:ExportSoftwarePkgProperties softwareProperties (m)

This parameter specifies which software package properties are required to export.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

FindSoftwarePackage

The FindSoftwarePackage method finds a software package given its name and version

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageName (m)
The software package name to search for.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion (m)
The software package version to search for.

Return Values

• xsd:string FindSoftwarePackageReturn
If a software package is found its UUID is returned.

Remarks

The name and version must be specified exactly. This method does not allow wildcards. The software package name is
case insensitive.

GetSoftwarePackage

The GetSoftwarePackage method retrieves a software package identified by its UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageId (m)
The UUID of the software package to retrieve.

• SoftwarePackagePropertiesRequired softwarePackagePropertiesRequired (m)
This parameter specifies which software package properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• SoftwarePackageProperties GetSoftwarePackageReturn
The software package properties retrieved.

Remarks

None

GetSoftwarePackage2

The GetSoftwarePackage2 method retrieves a software package identified by its UUID. This method also retrieves
software package format (regular or virtual).
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Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier

• xsd:string softwarePackageId (m)
The UUID of the software package to retrieve

• SoftwarePackagePropertiesRequired softwarePackagePropertiesRequired (m)
This parameter specifies which software package properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• SoftwarePackageProperties2 GetSoftwarePackagesReturn
The software package properties retrieved.

Remarks

None

GetSoftwarePackageInstallations

The GetSoftwarePackageInstallations method retrieves the installations from a software package installation list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageInstallationList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackageInstallations (m)
The total number of installations to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in the list as
returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageInstallationList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfUnitSoftwareJobProperties GetSoftwarePackageInstallationsReturn
An array of UnitSoftwareJobProperties - one for each software package installation requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePackageInstallations to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwarePackageInstallations2

The GetSoftwarePackageInstallations2 method retrieves the installations from a software package installation list. This
method also retrieves software package format (regular or virtual).

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a software jobs list, as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageInstallationList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackageInstallations (m)
The total number of software jobs to get from the list. This number should be less than or equal to the total number in
the list, as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageInstallationList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfUnitSoftwareJobProperties2 GetSoftwarePackageInstallationsReturn
An array of UnitSoftwareJobProperties - one for each software package installation requested from the list
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Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePackageInstallations2 to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwarePackages

The GetSoftwarePackages method retrieves the software packages from a software package list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackages (m)
The total number of software packages to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in the
list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProperties GetSoftwarePackagesReturn
An array of SoftwarePackageProperites - one for each software package requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePackages to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwarePackages2

The GetSoftwarePackages2 method retrieves the software packages from a software package list. This method also
retrieves software package format (regular or virtual).

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a software packages list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackages (m)
The total number of software packages to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in the
list, as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePackageList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProperties2 GetSoftwarePackagesReturn
An array of SoftwarePackageProperites - one for each software package requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePackages2 to iterate down the list.

ImportSoftwarePackage

The ImportSoftwarePackage method imports software packages

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• ImportSoftwarePackageProperties importSoftwarePackageProperties (m)
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This parameter specifies the software package properties of the software package to import.

Return Values

• xsd:string ImportSoftwarePackageReturn
Returns the softwarePackageID after importing the software package.

Remarks

None

ImportSoftwarePackage2

Imports the software package into the software library

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm:ImportSoftwarePackageProperties2 importSoftwarePackageProperties2 (m)
The properties required to import software package. Setting all the structure members is not mandatory.

Return Values

• xsd:string softwarePackageId
Returns the softwarePackageID after importing the software package.

Remarks

None

ImportSoftwarePackageByName

The ImportSoftwarePackageByName method imports the software package into the software library identified by the
name and version supplied in the sequence ImportSoftwarePackagePropertiesByName.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm:ImportSoftwarePackagePropertiesByName importSoftwarePackagePropertiesByName (m)
Specifies the properties required to import a software package. Setting all the structure members is not mandatory.

Return Values

• xsd:string softwarePackageId
Returns the softwarePackageID after importing the software package.

Remarks

None

OpenSoftwarePackageInstallationList

The OpenSoftwarePackageInstallationList opens a list of installations that have been made for a given software package.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageId (m)
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The UUID identifying the software package whose installations should be listed.
• xsd:string unitGroupId

The UUID identifying a group of units by which to filter the list of installations. You can use this parameter to return a
list of software package installations to only those units within a specific group.

• UnitSoftwareJobPropertiesRequired unitSoftwareJobPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting an individual installation from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of software package installations that can be passed to GetSoftwarePackageInstallations

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwarePackages
The total number of installations in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

The method returns the size of the list, and a handle to the list that can be used with the GetSoftwarePackageInstallations
method.

OpenSoftwarePackageList

The OpenSoftwarePackageList opens a list of software packages.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• SoftwarePackageMaskType softwarePackageMaskType (m)
The structure can be used to set which types of software package should be returned in the list.

• SoftwarePackagePropertiesRequired softwarePackagePropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a software package from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of software packages that can be passed to GetSoftwarePackages

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwarePackages
The total number of software packages in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

This method returns the size of the list, and a handle to the list that can be used with the GetSoftwarePackages method.

SealSoftwarePackages

The SealSoftwarePackages method seals one or more software packages. After sealing you cannot modify the software
packages.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageIds (m)
An array of software package UUIDs identifying the software packages to seal.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks
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None

SetSoftwarePackage

The SetSoftwarePackage method updates the properties of a software package

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• SetSoftwarePackageProperties softwarePackageProperties (m)
The properties that should be updated for the specified software package.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

UnsealSoftwarePackages

The UnsealSoftwarePackages method unseals one or more software packages.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePackageIds (m)
An array of software package UUIDs identifying the software packages to unseal.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CreateSoftwarePackage3

The CreateSoftwarePackage3 method is used to create a package in the SD library and supports the creation of wrapper
packages.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• dsm:CreateSoftwarePackageProperties3 pkgProps
Includes the software package properties and the properties for wrapper packages.

• xsd:Boolean sealAfterCreate
Specifies whether the package must be sealed after creation.

Return Values

• xsd:string packageId
Returns the UUID of the created package.
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SetSoftwarePackage3

The SetSoftwarePackage3 method is used to edit both the software package and also Debian wrapper package.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• dsm:SetSoftwarePackageProperties3 pkgProps
Specifies the properties of the package that you want to edit.

• xsd:Boolean sealAfterEdit
Specifies whether the package must be sealed after editing.

NOTE
If the package is in a sealed state, you can only edit the comments and enableCheckSum fields.This
parameter is ignored when the package is in a sealed state. The edit operation fails if the package is sealed
and you try to set all the package properties.

GetSoftwarePackage3

The GetSoftwarePackage3 method retrieves the software package properties from the Debian wrapper package.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string packageId
Specifies the UUID of the Debian wrapper package, the properties of which are retrieved.

• dsm:SoftwarePackagePropertiesRequired3 propertiesRequired
Specifies the software package properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProperties3
Returns the properties of the software package.

GetSoftwarePackageList3

The GetSoftwarePackageList3 method retrieves the list of software packages and their properties from a specified
software package group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string softwarePackageGroupId
Specifies the UUID of the software package group from which the packages list is retrieved.

NOTE
Pass NULL to retrieve all softwares.

• dsm:SoftwarePackagePropertiesRequired3 softwarePackagePropertiesRequired (m)
Specifies the properties that are required when getting a software package from the list.

• dsm: ArrayOfSoftwarePackageFilter3 filterArray
Specifies the filter on software package properties

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProperty sortProperty
Specifies the property based on which you want to sort the packages.

• xsd:boolean ascending
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Specifies that the sorting takes place in ascending order.
• Xsd:long index

Specifies the starting index for the list.
• xsd:long numRequired

Specifies the total number of packages to get from the list.
• Xsd:boolean refreshList

Specifies that the result set is recomputed for each call.

Return Values

• xsd:long totalNumPackages
Returns the total number of packages available for the specified filter condition.

• dsm: ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProperties3 swPkgArray
Returns the array of SoftwarePackages properties.

GetSoftwarePackageInstallationList

The GetSoftwarePackageInstallationList method retrieves the list of installations for a given software package. This
method is supported only on the domain manager.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string softwarePackageId
Specifies the UUID of the software package for which you want the installations list.

• xsd:string unitGroupId
Specifies the UUID the group for which you want the installations list. You can also use this parameter to return a list of
software package installations to units in a specific group.

• dsm:UnitSoftwareJobPropertiesRequired unitSoftwareJobPropertiesRequired
Specifies the properties that want to get from each installation in the list.

• Xsd:long index
Specifies the starting index for the list.

• xsd:long numInstallationsRequired
Specifies the number of installations to get from the list.

Return Values

• Xsd:int totalNumInstallations
Returns the total number of installations in the list.

• dsm:ArrayOfUnitSoftwareJobProperties3 arrOfUnitSoftwareJobProperties
Returns an array of UnitSoftwareJobProperties, one for each software package installation that are requested from the
list.

GetSoftwarePackageList

The GetSoftwarePackageList method returns the registered software packages in a domain manager. This method
supports the sort and filter operations also.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string softwarePackageGroupId
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Specifies the UUID of the software package group from which the software packages have to be listed. Specify NULL
to list all software packages.

• dsm:SoftwarePackagePropertiesRequired softwarePackagePropertiesRequired
Specifies the software package properties you want retrieve from the list.

• dsm: ArrayOfSoftwarePackageFilter filterArray
Specifies an array of filter conditions on software package properties.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProperty sortProperty

Specifies the property based on which you want to sort the results.

• xsd:boolean sortAscending
Specifies whether you want to sort the list in ascending order.

• Xsd:long index
Specifies an index number from which you want the items must be returned from the result set. The index is zero-
based.

• xsd:long numRequired

Specifies the number of objects you want to retrieve from the startIndex position.

• Xsd:boolean refreshList
Specifies whether you want to recompute the result set for each call.

Return Values

• xsd:long totalNumPackages
Contains the total number of packages available for the specified filter condition.

• dsm: ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProperties2 swPkgArray
Contains an array of software packages properties.

Software Policies

Contents

The following are software policy methods.

CloseSoftwarePolicyList

The CloseSoftwarePolicyList method closes a software policy list that was opened by OpenSoftwarePolicyList and
releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePolicyList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None
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CloseSoftwarePolicyListRecursive

The CloseSoftwarePolicyListRecursive method closes a software policy list that was opened by
OpenSoftwarePolicyListRecursive and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePolicyListRecursive.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

This API behaves identically to CloseSoftwarePolicyList.

CloseSoftwarePolicySoftwareJobList

The CloseSoftwarePolicySoftwareJobList method closes a software job list that was opened by
OpenSoftwarePolicySoftwareJobList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePolicySoftwareJobList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseSoftwarePolicySoftwarePolicyExceptionList

The CloseSoftwarePolicySoftwarePolicyExceptionList method closes a list of policy exception units that was opened by
OpenSoftwarePolicySoftwarePolicyExceptionList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePolicySoftwarePolicyExceptionList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None
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CreateSoftwarePolicy

The CreateSoftwarePolicy method creates a new software policy.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• CreateSoftwarePolicyProperties softwarePolicy (m)
The properties required to create a software policy.

Return Values

• xsd:string CreateSoftwarePolicyReturn
If a software policy was successfully created, the UUID of the new policy is returned.

Return Values

None

CreateSoftwarePolicy2

This method creates a software policy.

It takes UUID of a unit group as an optional parameter.

If a valid unit Group ID is supplied, the created policy is linked to it.

If not supplied, the software policy is created without a link to any unit group.

Parameters

• xsd: string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd: string unitGroupId
UUID of the unit group to which the created policy is linked. If an invalid ID is supplied, the policy is not created.

• CreateSoftwarePolicyProperties2 createSoftwarePolicyProperties2 (m)
The sequence CreateSoftwarePolicyProperties2 contains the properties associated with software policy. Providing all
the members of the sequence is not mandatory.

Return Values

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId
If the software policy is successfully created, it returns a string which contains the UUID of the newly created policy.

Remarks

None

CreateSoftwarePolicy3

The CreateSoftwarePolicy3 method creates a software policy. The method takes the UUID of a unit group as an optional
parameter. If a valid unit Group ID is provided, the created policy is linked to it. If a valid value is not provided, the software
policy is created without a link to any unit group.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. The method takes
the sequence CreateSoftwarePlicyProperties3. The sequence includes two parameters: userMessage, which lets you
provide the custom administrator message information, and userMessageSupplied, which checks the presence of the
userMessage field for the custom administrator message in SD.

Parameters
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• xsd: string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the the web service.

• xsd: string unitGroupId
Specifies the UUID of the unit group to which the created policy is linked. If an invalid ID is supplied, the policy is not
created.

• CreateSoftwarePolicyProperties3 createSoftwarePolicyProperties3 (m)
Specifies the sequence CreateSoftwarePolicyProperties3 that contains the properties associated with the software
policy. Although the sequence is mandatory, but providing all the members of the sequence is not mandatory.

Return Values

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId
Returns a string that contains the UUID of the newly created policy if the software policy is successfully created.

Remarks

None

CreateSoftwarePolicyByName

Creates the software policy. This method takes the name of the software policy which is to be created as a mandatory
parameter.

Name of the unit group (unitGroupName) to which the policy is attached is a mandatory parameter.

If unitGroupName is supplied the API searches for it, and if found, links it with the created policy.

If unitGroupName is supplied the API searches for it, if not found, API creates the unitGroup and links it with the created
SoftwarePolicy.

If unitGroupName is not supplied the software policy is created without a link to any unit group.

Parameters

• xsd: string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• UnitGroupPropertiesForSoftwarePolicy unitGroupPropertiesForSoftwarePolicy
This sequence provides the details of the unit group to which the created software policy is linked. If not supplied the
software policy is created without a link to any unit group.

• CreateSoftwarePolicyProperties2 createSoftwarePolicyProperties2 (m)
The sequence CreateSoftwarePolicyProperties2 contains the properties associated with software policy. Although the
sequence is mandatory, providing all the members of the sequence is not mandatory.

Return Values

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId
If the software policy is successfully created, it returns a string which contains the UUID of the newly created policy.

Remarks

None

CreateSoftwarePolicyByName3

The CreateSoftwarePolicyByName3 method creates a software policy based on the specified name of the software policy.
The name of the unit group (unitGroupName) to which the policy is attached is a mandatory parameter. Make sure that
you take into consideration the following points related to unitGroupName:
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• If unitGroupName is provided, the method searches for it. If the method finds the unit group name, the method links the
unit group name with the created policy.

• If unitGroupName is provided, the method searches for it. If the method does not find the unit group name, the method
creates the unitGroup and links it with the created software policy.

• If unitGroupName is not provided, the software policy is created without a link to any unit group.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. The method takes
the sequence CreateSoftwarePlicyProperties3. This sequence includes two parameters: userMessage, which takes the
message input from the user, and userMessageSupplied, which checks the presence of the userMessage field for the
custom administrator message in SD.

Parameters

• xsd: string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• UnitGroupPropertiesForSoftwarePolicy unitGroupPropertiesForSoftwarePolicy
Specifies the details of the unit group to which the created software policy is linked. If not supplied, the software policy
is created without a link to any unit group.

• CreateSoftwarePolicyProperties3 createSoftwarePolicyProperties3 (m)
Specifies the properties associated with the software policy. The sequence is mandatory, but providing all the members
of the sequence is not mandatory.

Return Values

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId
Returns a string that contains the UUID of the newly created policy if the software policy is successfully created.

Remarks

None

DeleteSoftwarePolicies

The DeleteSoftwarePolicies method deletes one or more software policies.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePolicyIds (m)
An array of software policy UUIDs identifying the software policies to delete.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

DeleteSoftwarePoliciesByName

The DeleteSoftwarePoliciesByName method deletes one or more software policies. (Corresponding to the existing API
DeleteSoftwarePolicies)

DeleteSoftwarePoliciesByName implements a functionality corresponding to the existing WS API DeleteSoftwarePolicies.
The difference is that in the new api, the software policies are specified by name instead of UUID. The api deletes the
policies corresponding to the list of policy names provided by the user.

Parameters
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• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePolicyNames (m)
An array of software policy Names identifying the software policies to delete.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

EvaluateSoftwarePolicy

The EvaluateSoftwarePolicy method evaluates a software policy identified by its UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId (m)
The UUID identifying the software policy to evaluate.

• SoftwarePolicyEvaluationType evaluateType
The type of evaluation to be used for the software policy.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

DeleteSoftwarePoliciesInUnitGroup

This method deletes the software policies available in the unit group. If recursive is set to true, it would delete the policies
of the nested unit groups too. This method will not be deleting the unit groups that contain the policies.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string unitGroupId (m)
Specifies the UUID of the unit group from which the software policies need to be deleted.

• xsd:boolean isRecursive (m)
If recursive is set to true then this api would check for policies in all the sub unit groups of the specified unit group. If
policies exist in sub unit groups, they too are deleted. By default the parameter is set to false.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

This method deletes a policy and does not delete a unitGroup. To delete a unitGroup, use DeleteUnitGroups.

DeleteSoftwarePoliciesInUnitGroupByName

This method deletes the software policies available in a unit group. If recursive is set to true, it would delete the policies of
the nested unit groups too. This method will not be deleting the unit groups that contain the policies.

Parameters
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• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string unitGroupName (m)
Specifies the name of the unit group from which the software policies need to be deleted.

• xsd:boolean isRecursive
If recursive is set to true then this api would check for deletion, policies in all the sub unit groups of the specified unit
group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

This method deletes a policy and does not delete a unitGroup. To delete a unitGroup, use DeleteUnitGroups.

FindSoftwarePolicy

The FindSoftwarePolicy method finds a software policy given certain information.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string parentSoftwarePolicyId
The UUID identifying the parent software policy of the policy that should be found.

• SoftwarePolicyScope parentSoftwarePolicyScope (m)
The type of the parent software policy of the policy that should be found.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyName (m)
The display name of the policy to search for.

Return Values

• xsd:string FindSoftwarePolicyReturn
If a software policy is found, its UUID is returned.

Remarks

If the parent UUID is not supplied, this method finds the SoftwarePackageProcedureGroup under the superfolder (for
example, Software Library).

GetSoftwarePolicies

The GetSoftwarePolicies method retrieves the policies from a software policy list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePolicyList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePolicies (m)
The total number of software policies to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in the
list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePolicyList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePolicyProperties GetSoftwarePoliciesReturn
An array of SoftwarePolicyProperties - one for each policy requested from the list.
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Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePolicies to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwarePolicies3

The GetSoftwarePolicies3 method retrieves the policies from a software policy list.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. The method returns
the retrieved array of software policy properties in the sequence SoftwarePolicyProperties3. This sequence includes the
userMessage parameter that specifies the custom administrator message information linked with the software policy in
SD.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
Specifies a numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePolicyList3.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePolicies (m)
Specifies the total number of software policies to get from the list. This number must be less than or equal to the total
number in the list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePolicyList3.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePolicyProperties3 arrayOfSoftwarePolicyProperties3
Returns an array of SoftwarePolicyProperties3 -- one for each policy requested from the list.

Remarks

None

GetSoftwarePoliciesRecursive

The GetSoftwarePoliciesRecursive method retrieves the policies from a software policy list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePoliciesRecursive.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePolicies (m)
The number of software policies.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePolicyProperties GetSoftwarePoliciesRecursiveReturn
An array of SoftwarePolicyProperties - one for each policy requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePoliciesRecursive to iterate down the list. This API behaves identically to
GetSoftwarePolicies.

GetSoftwarePolicy

The GetSoftwarePolicy method retrieves a software policy identified by its UUID.

Parameters
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• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId (m)
The UUID of the software policy to retrieve.

• SoftwarePolicyPropertiesRequired softwarePolicyPropertiesRequired (m)
This parameter specifies which software policy properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• SoftwarePolicyProperties GetSoftwarePolicyReturn
The software policy properties retrieved.

Remarks

None

GetSoftwarePolicy3

The GetSoftwarePolicy3 method retrieves a software policy identified by its UUID.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. The method returns
the retrieved array of software policy properties in the sequence SoftwarePolicyProperties3. This sequence includes the
userMessage parameter that specifies the custom administrator message information linked with the software policy in
SD. Additionally, this method takes the sequence SoftwarePolicyPropertiesRequired3 that includes a parameter to set the
requirement for the userMessage field in the retrieved software job container properties.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId (m)
Specifies the UUID of the software policy to retrieve.

• SoftwarePolicyPropertiesRequired3 softwarePolicyPropertiesRequired3 (m)
Specifies which software policy properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• SoftwarePolicyProperties3 softwarePolicyProperties3
Returns the retrieved software policy properties for the specified software policy ID.

Remarks

None

GetSoftwarePolicySoftwareJobs

The GetSoftwarePolicySoftwareJobs method retrieves the software jobs from a software policy's job list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePolicySoftwareJobList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwareJobs (m)
The total number of jobs to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in the list as returned
by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePolicySoftwareJobList.

Return Values
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• ArrayOfSoftwareJobProperties GetSoftwarePolicySoftwareJobsReturn
An array of SoftwareJobProperties - one for each job requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePolicySoftwareJobs to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwarePolicySoftwareJobs3

The GetSoftwarePolicySoftwareJobs3 method retrieves the software jobs from a job list of a software policy.

Additionally, this method retrieves the ShutdownAfterLast property that includes information on whether a target
computer is to be shut down after completion of the last SD job. The method returns a retrieved list of software job
properties in the sequence SoftwareJobProperties3, which includes another sequence SoftwareJobBootMask3. The
SoftwareJobBootMask3 sequence contains the option ShutdownAfterLast.

This method also retrieves the userMessage property that includes the custom administrator message linked with the
software job in SD. The sequence SoftwareJobProperties3 includes the option userMessage.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
Specifies a numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePolicySoftwareJobList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwareJobs (m)
Specifies the total number of jobs to get from the list. The number must be less than or equal to the total number in the
list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePolicySoftwareJobList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwareJobProperties3 arrayOfSoftwareJobProperties3
Returns an array of SoftwareJobProperties3 -- one for each job requested from the list.

Remarks

None

GetSoftwarePolicySoftwarePolicyExceptions

The GetSoftwarePolicySoftwarePolicyExceptions method retrieves the exception units from a software policy's exception
list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePolicySoftwarePolicyExceptionList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePolicyExceptions (m)
The total number of exception units to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in the list
as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePolicySoftwarePolicyExceptionList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePolicyExceptionProperties GetSoftwarePolicySoftwarePolicyExceptionsReturn
An array of SoftwarePolicyExceptionProperties - one for each exception unit requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePolicySoftwarePolicyExceptions to iterate down the list.
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LinkSoftwarePoliciesToUnitGroup

Links a list of software policies, specified by their respective uuids to a target unit group also specified by its uuid.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string unitGroupId (m)
The uuid of the unit group to which the software policies have to be linked.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePolicyIds (m)
The list of software policy uuids that have to be linked.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

LinkSoftwarePoliciesToUnitGroupByName

Links a list of software policies, specified by their respective names to a target unit group also specified by its name.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string unitGroupName (m)
The name of the unit group to which the software policies are to be linked.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePolicyNames (m)
The list of software policy names that have to be linked.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

OpenSoftwarePolicyList

The OpenSoftwarePolicyList method opens a list of software policies.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId
Ignore this parameter.

• SoftwarePolicyPropertiesRequired softwarePolicyPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a software policy from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of software policies that can be passed to GetSoftwarePolicies

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwarePolicies
The total number of software policies in the list whose handle has been returned.
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Remarks

The method returns the total number of software policies in the list, and a handle to the list that can be used for further
calls to GetSoftwarePolicies.

OpenSoftwarePolicyList3

The OpenSoftwarePolicyList3 method returns the total number of software policies in the list, and a handle to the list that
you can use for further calls to GetSoftwarePolicies3.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. The method
takes the sequence SoftwarePolicyPropertiesRequired3. This sequence uses a parameter to set the requirement for the
userMessage field in the retrieved software job container properties.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId
Ignore this parameter.

• SoftwarePolicyPropertiesRequired3 softwarePolicyPropertiesRequired3 (m)
Specifies the properties that are required when getting a software policy from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
Returns a numeric handle to a list of software policies that you can pass to GetSoftwarePolicies.

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwarePolicies
Returns the total number of software policies in the list for which the handle has been returned.

Remarks

None

OpenSoftwarePolicyListRecursive

The OpenSoftwarePolicyListRecursive method opens a list of software policies, and of any software policies recursively
contained within that policy (if any).

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId
Ignore this parameter.

• SoftwarePolicyPropertiesRequired softwarePolicyPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a software policy from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandletotalNoOfSoftwarePolicies
A numeric handle to a list of software policies that can be passed to GetSoftwarePolicyListRecursive

Remarks

This API behaves identically to OpenSoftwarePolicyList.
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OpenSoftwarePolicySoftwareJobList

The OpenSoftwarePolicySoftwareJobList method opens a list of the software jobs that are contained by the given
software policy.

The method returns the total number of software jobs in the list, and a handle to the list that can be used for further calls to
GetSoftwarePolicySoftwareJobs

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId (m)
The UUID of the software policy whose member jobs should be listed.

• SoftwareJobPropertiesRequired softwareJobPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a job from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of jobs that can be passed to GetSoftwarePolicySoftwareJobsResponse

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwareJobs
The total number of jobs in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

None

OpenSoftwarePolicySoftwarePolicyExceptionList

The OpenSoftwarePolicySoftwarePolicyExceptionList method opens a list of the units that have violated the given
software policy.

The method returns the total number of units in the list, and a handle to the list that can be used for further calls to
GetSoftwarePolicySoftwarePolicyExceptions.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId (m)
The UUID of the software policy whose exceptions should be listed.

• SoftwarePolicyExceptionPropertiesRequired softwarePolicyExceptionPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a unit from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of units that can be passed to GetSoftwarePolicySoftwarePolicyExceptions

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwarePolicyExceptions
The total number of units in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

None

SealSoftwarePolicies

The SealSoftwarePolicies method seals and activates one or more software job policies.

Parameters
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• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePolicyIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the software policies to be sealed.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

SetSoftwarePolicy

The SetSoftwarePolicy method updates the properties of a software policy.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• SetSoftwarePolicyProperties softwarePolicy (m)
The properties that should be updated for the specified software policy.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

SetSoftwarePolicy2

This method updates the properties of a specified software policy.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId (m)
The UUID of the software policy which needs to be updated.

• SetSoftwarePolicyProperties2 setSoftwarePolicyProperties (m)
The properties of the software policy which needs to be updated. Though providing the sequence is mandatory,
providing values for all its members is not mandatory. The software policy properties which are not specified, retain
their original values.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

SetSoftwarePolicy3

The SetSoftwarePolicy3 method updates the properties of a specified software policy.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. The method takes
the sequence SetSoftwarePolicyProperties3. This sequence includes two parameters: userMessage, which takes the
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message input from the user, and userMessageSupplied, which checks the presence of the userMessage field for the
custom administrator message in SD.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId (m)
Specifies the UUID of the software policy that needs to be updated.

• SetSoftwarePolicyProperties3 setSoftwarePolicyProperties3 (m)
Specifies the properties of the software policy that needs to be updated. Though providing the sequence is mandatory,
but providing values for all of its members is not mandatory. The software policy properties which are not specified,
retain their original values.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

SetSoftwarePolicyByName

This method updates specified software policy properties. The software policy is specified by name.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• String softwarePolicyName (m)
The name of the Software Policy. In a particular domain manager or enterprise manager software policy name is
unique if it is local to the manager.

• SetSoftwarePolicyPropertiesByName setSoftwarePolicyPropertiesByName (m)
The properties of the software policy that needs to be updated. Though providing the sequence is mandatory, providing
values for all its members is not mandatory. The software policy properties that are not specified retain their original
values.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

SetSoftwarePolicyByName3

The SetSoftwarePolicyByName3 method updates the specified software policy properties. The software policy is specified
by name.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. The method takes
the sequence SetSoftwarePolicyPropertiesByName3. This sequence includes two parameters: userMessage, which takes
the message input from the user, and userMessageSupplied, which checks the presence of the userMessage field for the
custom administrator message in SD.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
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Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.
• xsd:string softwarePolicyName (m)

Specifies the name of the software policy. In a particular domain manager or an enterprise manager, the software
policy name is unique if it is local to the manager.

• SetSoftwarePolicyPropertiesByName3 setSoftwarePolicyPropertiesByName3 (m)
Specifies the properties of the software policy that you need to update. Though providing the sequence is mandatory,
but providing values for all of its members is not mandatory. The software policy properties that are not specified retain
their original values.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

UnlinkSoftwarePoliciesFromUnitGroup

Unlinks a list of software policies specified by their respective UUIDs from a target unit group, also specified by its UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string unitGroupId (m)
Specifies the UUID of the group from which to unlink the software policies.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePolicyIds (m)
Specifies the list of software policy IDs to be unlinked.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

UnlinkSoftwarePoliciesFromUnitGroupByName

Unlinks a list of software policies specified by their respective names from a target unit group, also specified by its name.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string unitGroupName (m)
Specifies the name of the group from which to unlink the software policies.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePolicyNames (m)
Specifies the list of software policy names to be unlinked.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None
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UnsealSoftwarePolicies

The UnsealSoftwarePolicies method unseals one or more software policies.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePolicyIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the software policies to be unsealed.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

UnsealSoftwarePoliciesByName

The UnsealSoftwarePoliciesByName method unseals one or more software policies.(Corresponding to the existing API
UnSealSoftwarePolicies)

Unseals the specified software policy. This Api does the same functionality as UnsealSoftwarePolicies.

Parameters

• xsd: string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• ArrayOfstring softwarePolicyNames (m)
An array of Names identifying the software policies to be unsealed.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

Priority, Reinstall, and Policy Enhancement

Contents

CloseParentSoftwareJobContainerList2

The CloseParentSoftwareJobContainerList2 method closes a software job container list that was opened by
OpenParentSoftwareJobContainerList2 and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenParentSoftwareJobContainerList2.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.
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Remarks

None

CloseSoftwareJobContainerListRecursive2

The CloseSoftwareJobContainerListRecursive2 method closes a software job container list that was opened by
OpenSoftwareJobContainerListRecursive2 and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenSoftwareJobContainerListRecursive2.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseSoftwarePolicyList2

The CloseSoftwarePolicyList2 method closes a software policy list that was opened by OpenSoftwarePolicyList2 and
releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenSoftwarePolicyList2.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CreateInstallSoftwareJob2

The CreateInstallSoftwareJob2 method creates a new software job of type 'Install'. The method takes
SoftwareJobOperationMask2 sequence that has an extra flag reinstall. Please check SoftwareJobOperationMask2
sequence for more details.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package procedure that should be used by the job.

• CreateInstallSoftwareJobOrderProperties createInstallSoftwareJobOrderProperties (m)
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The properties required to create and order a software job.
• xsd:string softwarejobContainerId (m)

The UUID identifying the job container associated with this new software job.
• ArrayOfstring unitGroupIds

An array of UUIDs identifying the unit groups to which the job should be applied.
• ArrayOfstring unitIds

An array of UUIDs identifying the units to which the job should be applied.

Return Values

• xsd:string softwareJobId
If a software Install job was successfully created, the UUID of the new job is returned.

Remarks

You must specify UnitIds or UnitGroupids or both.

CreateInstallSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicy2

The SetSoftwareJob2 method updates the properties of a software job. The method takes the
SoftwareJobOperationMask2 sequence, which has a reinstall flag.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)
The UUID identifying the software package procedure that should be used by the job.

• CreateInstallSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties createInstallSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties (m)
The properties required to create and order a software job in a software policy.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId (m)
The UUID identifying the software policy in which the software job should be created.

Return Values

• xsd:string softwareJobId
If an 'Install' software job was successfully created, the UUID of the new job is returned.

Remarks

None

CreateInstallSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicyByName

The CreateInstallSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicyByName method creates a new software job of type 'Install' within a
software policy.

Parameters

• xsd: string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• SoftwarePackage softwarePackage (m)
Specifies the software package details.

• xsd: string softwarePackageProcedureName (m)
Specifies the name of install procedure for the software package.

• CreateInstallSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties installSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties (m)
Software job order policy properties are specified.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyName (m)
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Name of the Software policy.

Return Values

• xsd:string installSoftwareJobId
The UUID of the install software job is returned to the user.

Remarks

None

CreateInstallSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicyByName3

The CreateInstallSoftwareJobInSoftwarePolicyByName3 method creates a new software job of type Install within a
software policy.

Additionally, this method provides the functionality to shut down a target computer after completion of the jobs. The
method takes the sequence CreateInstallSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3, which includes another sequence
SoftwareJobBootMask3. The SoftwareJobBootMask3 sequence contains the option ShutdownAfterLast that lets you shut
down the target computer after completion of the jobs.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. For the custom
administrator message, the sequence CreateInstallSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3 includes two parameters:
userMessage, which takes the message input from the user, and userMessageSupplied, which checks the presence of
the userMessage field for the custom administrator message in SD.

Parameters

• xsd: string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• SoftwarePackage softwarePackage (m)
Specifies the software package details.

• xsd: string softwarePackageProcedureName (m)
Specifies the name of the install procedure for the software package.

• CreateInstallSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3 installSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3 (m)
Specifies the properties required to create and order a software job in a software policy.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyName (m)
Specifies the name of the software policy in which you must create the software job.

Return Values

• xsd:string softwareJobId
Returns the UUID of the new job if a software Install job is successfully created.

Remarks

None

CreateSoftwareJobContainer2

This method creates a new software job container. The difference between the new and
old (CreateSoftwareJobContainer) method is that the new method takes a new structure,
CreateSoftwareJobContainerProperties2, which has a new member 'priority'. Using this you can set the priority of the
container.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• CreateSoftwareJobContainerProperties2 softwarejobContainer2(m)
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The properties required to create a software job container.

Return Values

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId
If a software job container was successfully created, the UUID of the new container is returned.

Remarks

None

GetParentSoftwareJobContainers2

The GetParentSoftwareJobContainers2 method retrieves the parent software job containers from a software job
containers's parent group list.

The difference between the new and old (GetParentSoftwareJobContainers) API is that the new API retrieves the priority
of the container also.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenParentSoftwareJobContainerList2.

• xsd:long noOfParentSoftwareJobContainers (m)
The total number of software job containers to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in
the list as returned by a previous call to OpenParentSoftwareJobContainerList2.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwareJobContainerProperties2 arrayOfSoftwareJobContainerProperties2
An array of SoftwareJobContainerProperties2 - one for each parent container requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetParentSoftwareJobContainers2 to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwareJob2

The GetSoftwareJob2 method retrieves a software job identified by its UUID. The method returns
SoftwareJobOperationMask2 sequence that has an extra flag reinstall. Please check SoftwareJobOperationMask2
sequence for more details.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwareJobId (m)
The UUID of the software package to retrieve.

• SoftwareJobPropertiesRequired softwareJobPropertiesRequired (m)
Specifies which software job properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• SoftwareJobProperties2 softwareJobProperties2
The software job properties retrieved.

Remarks

None
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GetSoftwareJobContainer2

This method retrieves a software job container identified by its UUID. The difference between the new and old
(GetSoftwareJobContainer) API is that the new API retrieves the 'priority' of the container also.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session IDobtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)
The UUID of the software job container to retrieve.

• SoftwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired2 softwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired2 (m)
Specifies which software job container properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• SoftwareJobContainerProperties2 softwareJobContainerProperties2
The software job container properties retrieved.

Remarks

None

GetSoftwareJobContainers2

The GetSoftwareJobContainers2 method retrieves the job containers from a software job container list. The difference
between the new and old (GetSoftwareJobContainers) API is that the new API retrieves the 'priority' of the container also.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobContainerList2.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwareJobContainers (m)
The total number of software job containers to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in
the list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobContainerList2.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwareJobContainerProperties2 arrayOfSoftwareJobContainerProperties2
An array of SoftwareJobContainerProperties2 - one for each container requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwareJobContainers2 to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwareJobContainerSoftwareJobs2

The GetSoftwareJobContainerSoftwareJobs2 method retrieves the software jobs from a software job container's
job list. The method returns SoftwareJobOperationMask2 sequence that has an extra flag reinstall. See
SoftwareJobOperationMask2 sequence for more details.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobContainerSoftwareJobList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwareJobs (m)
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The total number of jobs to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in the list as returned
by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobContainerSoftwareJobList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwareJobProperties2 arrayOfSoftwareJobProperties2
An array of SoftwareJobProperties2 - one for each job requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwareJobContainerSoftwareJobs2 to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwareJobContainersRecursive2

The GetSoftwareJobContainersRecursive2 method retrieves the job containers from a software job container list.

The difference between the new and old (GetSoftwareJobContainerRecursive) API is that the new API retrieves the
'priority' of the container also.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobContainersRecursive2.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwareJobContainers (m)
The number of software job containers.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwareJobContainerProperties2 arrayOfSoftwareJobContainerProperties2
An array of SoftwareJobContainerProperties2 - one for each container requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwareJobContainersRecursive2 to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwareJobs2

The GetSoftwareJobs2 method retrieves the software jobs from a software job list. The method returns
SoftwareJobOperationMask2 sequence that has an extra flag reinstall. Please check SoftwareJobOperationMask2
sequence for more details.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwareJobs (m)
The total number of software jobs to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in the list as
returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwareJobList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwareJobProperties2 arrayOfSoftwareJobProperties2
An array of SoftwareJobProperites2 - one for each software job requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwareJobs2 to iterate down the list.
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GetSoftwarePolicies2

The GetSoftwarePolicies2 method retrieves the policies from a software policy list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePolicyList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePolicies (m)
The total number of software policies to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in the
list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePolicyList2.

Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwarePolicyProperties2 arrayOfSoftwarePolicyProperties2
An array of SoftwarePolicyProperties2 - one for each policy requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePolicies2 to iterate down the list.

GetSoftwarePolicy2

The GetSoftwarePolicy2 method retrieves a software policy identified by its UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId (m)
The UUID of the software policy to retrieve.

• SoftwarePolicyPropertiesRequired2 softwarePolicyPropertiesRequired2 (m)
Specifies which software policy properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• SoftwarePolicyProperties2 softwarePolicyProperties2
The software policy properties retrieved.

Remarks

None

GetSoftwarePolicySoftwareJobs2

The GetSoftwarePolicySoftwareJobs2 method retrieves the software jobs from a software policy's job list. The method
returns SoftwareJobOperationMask2 sequence that has an extra flag reinstall. Please check SoftwareJobOperationMask2
sequence for more details.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePolicySoftwareJobList.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwareJobs (m)
The total number of jobs to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in the list as returned
by a previous call to OpenSoftwarePolicySoftwareJobList.
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Return Values

• ArrayOfSoftwareJobProperties2 arrayOfSoftwareJobProperties2
An array of SoftwareJobProperties2 - one for each job requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetSoftwarePolicySoftwareJobs2 to iterate down the list.

OpenParentSoftwareJobContainerList2

The OpenParentSoftwareJobContainerList2 method opens a list of the software job containers that are parent containers
of the software job container.

The method returns the total number of software job containers in the list, and a handle to the list that you can use for
further calls to GetParentSoftwareJobContainers2.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)
The UUID of the software job container whose parent containers should be listed.

• SoftwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired2 softwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired2 (m)
The properties that are required when getting a software job container from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of software job containers that can be passed to GetParentSoftwareJobContainers2.

• xsd:long totalNoOfParentSoftwareJobContainers
The total number of parent software job containers in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

None

OpenSoftwareJobContainerList2

The OpenSoftwareJobContainerList2 method opens a list of software job containers.

The method returns the total number of software job containers in the list, and a handle to the list that you can use for
further calls to GetSoftwareJobContainers2.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)
The software job container identifier. If not supplied, the root container is opened.

• SoftwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired2 softwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired2 (m)
The properties that are required when getting a software job container from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of software job containers that can be passed to GetSoftwareJobContainers.

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwareJobContainers
The total number of software job containers in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks
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None

OpenSoftwareJobContainerListRecursive2

This method opens a list of software job containers.

The method returns the total number of software job containers in the list, and a handle to the list that you can use for
further calls to GetSoftwareJobContainersRecursive2.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId
The software job container identifier. If not supplied, the root container is opened.

• SoftwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired2 softwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired2 (m)
The properties that are required when getting a software job container from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of software job containers that can be passed to GetSoftwareJobContainersRecursive2.

• totalNoOfSoftwareJobContainers
The total number of software job containers in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

None

OpenSoftwarePolicyList2

The OpenSoftwarePolicyList2 method opens a list of software policies.

The method returns the total number of software policies in the list, and a handle to the list that you can use for further
calls to GetSoftwarePolicies2.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId
Ignore this parameter.

• SoftwarePolicyPropertiesRequired2 softwarePolicyPropertiesRequired2 (m)
The properties that are required when getting a software policy from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of software policies that can be passed to GetSoftwarePolicies.

• xsd:long totalNoOfSoftwarePolicies
The total number of software policies in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

None
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SetSoftwareJob2

The SetSoftwareJob2 method updates the properties of a software job. The method takes the
SoftwareJobOperationMask2 sequence, which has an extra flag reinstall. See the sequence SoftwareJobOperationMask2
for more details.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwareJobId (m)
The UUID of the software job to be updated.

• SetSoftwareJobProperties2 setSoftwareJobProperties2 (m)
The properties that should be updated for the specified software job.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

SetSoftwareJobContainer2

This method updates the properties of a software job container. The difference between the new and old
(SetSoftwareJobContainer) method is that the new method takes a new structure, SetSoftwareJobContainerProperties2,
which has a new member 'priority'. Using this you can set the priority of the container.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)
The UUID of the container whose properties are to be modified.

• SetSoftwareJobContainerProperties2 softwarejobContainer2(m)
The properties that should be updated for the specified software job container.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

SetSoftwareJobContainerPriority

This method sets the priority of a software job container.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)
The UUID of the software job container whose priority is to be set.

• xsd:long priority (m)
Can be 1 (highest) to 10 (lowest).

Return Values
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This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

Web Services for OS Installation Management

The DSM Web Services use the methods listed in the subsequent section for OSIM functionality.

Factors to Consider for Using OSIM Web Services

Consider the following factors when you use the OSIM web services:

• To use the ByName version of OSIM methods, the OSIM registered computers must have unique labels.
• A single session cannot have multiple list handles opened simultaneously by a given method. Close the list handles

opened by a method before opening it again using the same method. For example, if you have opened a list handle by
calling the OpenOSImageList method within a given session, call the CloseOSImageList method before you invoke the
OpenOSImageList method.

CreateOSIMComputer

The CreateOSIMComputer method is used to create a new computer for OS deployment.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm:createOSIMComputerProperties
Defines the properties to create a computer.

Return Values

• xsd:string computerId
Returns the UUID if a computer is created.

Remarks

This web service preregisters a new computer.

RegisterComputerWithOSIM

The RegisterComputerWithOSIM method is used to register the CA Client Automation computer for OSIM deployment.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string OSIMTargetID
Specifies the UUID of the computer.

• xsd:string osimImage
Specifies the OSIM image.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None
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RegisterComputerWithOSIMByName

The RegisterComputerWithOSIMByName method is used to register the CA Client Automation computer for OSIM
deployment using the host name.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string osimTargetName
Specifies the host name of the target computer.

• xsd:string osimImage
Specifies the OSIM image.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

ActivateOSInstallation

The ActivateOSInstallation method activates a planned installation request for execution.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string OSIMTargetMACAddress
Specifies the MAC address of the target computer.

• xsd:boolean bWakeOnLAN
Specifies that the boot server must send a wake on LAN to the target computer.

• xsd:boolean bReboot
Specifies that the boot server must send a reboot request to the target computer.

NOTE
For the target computer to reboot, the software delivery agent must be installed.

• xsd:boolean bWaitForBootServer
Specifies that the execution must wait until the target computer is assigned a boot server.

• dsm:WS_OSIM_DEPLOY bWaitForImages 
Specifies if the manager must wait for the OS images.

• dsm:DateTime activateTime 
Specifies the date and time for the installation. If start date is not specified, the installation begins immediately.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

ActivateOSInstallationByName

The ActivateOSInstallationByName method activates a planned installation request for execution by using the host name.

Parameters
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• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the Web Service.

• xsd:String OSIMTargetComputerLabel
Specifies the computer label of the target computer.

• xsd:boolean bWakeOnLAN
Specifies the boot server to send a wake on LAN to the target computer.

• xsd:boolean bReboot
Specifies the boot server to send a reboot request to the target computer.

NOTE
For the target computer to reboot, the software delivery agent must be installed.

• xsd:boolean bWaitForBootServer
Specifies that the execution must wait until the target computer is assigned a boot server.

• dsm:WS_OSIM_DEPLOY bWaitForImages 
Specifies if the manager must wait for the OS images.

• dsm:DateTime activateTime 
Specifies the date and time for the installation. If the start date is not specified, the installation begins immediately.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

CancelOSInstallation

The CancelOSInstallation method cancels the OS installation.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string OSIMTargetMACAddress
Specifies the MAC address of the target computer.

• xsd:bool bForceCancel
Specifies that the OS installation must be canceled.

NOTE
You cannot cancel an OS installation job that in Installing state.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

CancelOSInstallationByName

The CancelOSInstallationByName method cancels the OS installation of the give host name.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:String OSIMTargetComputerLabel
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Specifies the computer label of the target computer.
• xsd:bool bForceCancel

Specifies that the OS installation must be canceled.

NOTE
You cannot cancel an OS installation job that in Installing state.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

ReActivateOSInstallation

The ReActivateOSInstallation method reactivates a canceled or a failed OS installation.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string OSIMTargetMACAddress
Specifies the MAC address of the target computer.

• xsd:boolean bWakeOnLAN
Specifies that the boot server must send a wake on LAN to the target computer.

• xsd:boolean wakeOnLANSupplied
Specifies if the bWakeOnLAN value is specified.

• xsd:boolean bReboot
Specifies that the boot server must send a reboot request to the target computer.

NOTE
For the target computer to reboot, the software delivery agent must be installed.

• xsd: boolean rebootSupplied
Specifies if the bReboot value is specified.

• xsd:boolean bWaitForBootServer
Specifies that the execution must wait until the target computer is assigned a boot server.

• xsd:boolean waitForBootServerSupplied
Specifies if the bWaitForBootServer value is specified.

• dsm:WS_OSIM_DEPLOY bWaitForImages 
Specifies if the manager must wait for the OS images.

• xsd:boolean waitForImagesSupplied
Specifies if the bWaitForImages value is specified.

• dsm:DateTime activateTime 
Specifies the date and time for the installation. If start date is not specified, the installation begins immediately.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None
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ReActivateOSInstallationByName

The ReActivateOSInstallationByName method reactivates a canceled or a failed OS installation of the given target
computer.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the Web Service.

• xsd:String OSIMTargetComputerLabel
Specifies the computer label of the target computer.

• xsd:boolean bWakeOnLAN
Specifies the boot server to send a wake on LAN to the target computer.

• xsd:boolean wakeOnLANSupplied
Specifies if the bWakeOnLAN value is specified.

• xsd:boolean bReboot
Specifies the boot server to send a reboot request to the target computer.

NOTE
For the target computer to reboot, the software delivery agent must be installed.

• xsd: boolean rebootSupplied
Specifies if the bReboot value is specified.

• xsd:boolean bWaitForBootServer
Specifies that the execution must wait until the target computer is assigned a boot server.

• xsd:boolean waitForBootServerSupplied
Specifies if the bWaitForBootServer value is specified.

• dsm:WS_OSIM_DEPLOY bWaitForImages 
Specifies if the manager must wait for the OS images.

• xsd:boolean waitForImagesSupplied
Specifies if the bWaitForImages value is specified.

• dsm:DateTime activateTime 
Specifies the date and time for the installation. If the start date is not specified, the installation begins immediately.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

ReInstallOS

The ReInstallOS method reinstalls the current OS.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string OSIMTargetMACAddress
Specifies the MAC address of the target computer.

• xsd:boolean bWakeOnLAN
Specifies that the boot server must send a wake on LAN to the target computer.

• xsd:boolean wakeOnLANSupplied
Specifies if the bWakeOnLAN value is specified.

• xsd:boolean bReboot
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Specifies that the boot server must send a reboot request to the target computer.

NOTE
For the target computer to reboot, the software delivery agent must be installed.

• xsd: boolean rebootSupplied
Specifies if the bReboot value is specified.

• xsd:boolean bWaitForBootServer
Specifies that the execution must wait until the target computer is assigned a boot server.

• xsd:boolean waitForBootServerSupplied
Specifies if the bWaitForBootServer value is specified.

• dsm:WS_OSIM_DEPLOY bWaitForImages 
Specifies if the manager must wait for the OS images.

• xsd:boolean waitForImagesSupplied
Specifies if the bWaitForImages value is specified.

• dsm:DateTime activateTime 
Specifies the date and time for the installation. If start date is not specified, the installation begins immediately.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

ReInstallOSByName

The ReInstallOSByName method reinstalls the current OS by the host name of the target computer.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the Web Service.

• xsd:String OSIMTargetComputerLabel
Specifies the computer label of the target computer.

• xsd:boolean bWakeOnLAN
Specifies the boot server to send a wake on LAN to the target computer.

• xsd:boolean wakeOnLANSupplied
Specifies if the bWakeOnLAN value is specified.

• xsd:boolean bReboot
Specifies the boot server to send a reboot request to the target computer.

NOTE
For the target computer to reboot, the software delivery agent must be installed.

• xsd: boolean rebootSupplied
Specifies if the bReboot value is specified.

• xsd:boolean bWaitForBootServer
Specifies that the execution must wait until the target computer is assigned a boot server.

• xsd:boolean waitForBootServerSupplied
Specifies if the bWaitForBootServer value is specified.

• dsm:WS_OSIM_DEPLOY bWaitForImages 
Specifies if the manager must wait for the OS images.

• xsd:boolean waitForImagesSupplied
Specifies if the bWaitForImages value is specified.

• dsm:DateTime activateTime 
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Specifies the date and time for the installation. If the start date is not specified, the installation begins immediately.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

DeregisterOSIMComputer

The DeRegisterOSIMComputer method removes a target computer from OSIM managed systems using the MAC address
of the target computer.

NOTE
This method does not delete the target computer from the CA Client Automation MDB. If you do not remove
the computer from the network and do not disable PXE, the computer reregisters with OSIM during the boot
process.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string OSIMTargetMACAddress
Specifies the MAC address of the OSIM computer.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

DeRegisterOSIMComputerByName

The DeRegisterOSIMComputerByName method removes a target computer from the OSIM managed systems using the
host name of the target computer.

NOTE
This method does not delete the target computer from the CA Client Automation MDB. If you do not remove
the computer from the network and do not disable PXE, the computer re-registers with OSIM during the boot
process.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string osimTargetLabel
Specifies the computer label of the target computer.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None
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GetUnnamedOSIMRegisteredComputers

The GetUnnamedOSIMRegisteredComputers method fetches the list of computers that are registered with OSIM from the
network but not during discovered hardware. These computers show a MAC address and not the host name.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfOSIMTargetProperties
Array of OSIM target properties, one for each OSIM registered computer. The array contains the following properties of
the target computers:
– Name -- Name of the Target. For unnamed OSIM targets, this parameters returns empty string.
– MAC address -- MAC Address of the target
– Host name -- Host Name of the target
– Network address -- Network address of the target
– Created at -- Creation date
– Boot status -- Boot status of the target
– Name of attached boot server -- Name of the boot server the target is associated with.

Remarks

None

GetUnmanagedOSIMRegisteredComputers

The GetUnmanagedOSIMRegisteredComputers fetches the list of computers that are in an unmanaged state.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfOSIMTargetProperties
Array of the OSIM target properties, one for each unmanaged computer. The array contains the following properties of
the target computers:
– Name -- Name of the Target. For unnamed OSIM targets, this parameters returns the MAC address of the

computer.
– MAC address -- MAC Address of the target
– Host name -- Host Name of the target
– Network address -- Network address of the target
– Created at -- Creation date
– Boot status -- Boot status of the target
– Name of attached boot server -- Name of the boot server the target is associated with.

Remarks

None

GetOSInstallationRequest

The GetOSInstallationRequest method is used to retrieve the installation request details for the target computer.
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Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string OSIMTargetMACAddress
Specifies the MAC address of the target computer.

• dsm:WS_OSIM_CONF_TYPE 
Specifies the type of installation request.

• xsd:bool confTypeSupplied
Specifies if the configuration type is specified.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfOSIMProperties
Displays a list of OSIM installation request attributes. The array contains the following properties of the target
computers:
– Target name
– Target UUID
– Image name
– Image UUID
– Boot status
– Configuration state
– Date of last status change
– Activation time

NOTE
Activation time is not available for Planned requests.

The following details are available only for scheduled requests:
– Wake on LAN required
– Reboot required
– Wait for boot server required
– Wait for images

Remarks

None

GetOSInstallationRequestByName

The GetOSInstallationRequestByName method is used to retrieve the installation request details for the target computer
by using the host name.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:String OSIMTargetLabel
Specifies the computer label of the target computer.

• dsm:WS_OSIM_CONF_TYPE 
Specifies the type of installation request.

• xsd:bool confTypeSupplied
Specifies if the configuration type is specified.

Return Values
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• dsm:ArrayOfOSIMProperties
Displays the list of OSIM installation request attributes.The array contains the following properties of the target
computers:
– Target name
– Target UUID
– Image name
– Image UUID
– Boot status
– Configuration state
– Date of last status change
– Activation time

NOTE
Activation time is not available for Planned requests.

The following details are available only for scheduled requests:
– Wake on LAN required
– Reboot required
– Wait for boot server required
– Wait for images

Remarks

None

DeleteOSInstallationRequest

The DeleteOSInstallationRequest method is used to delete a planned or scheduled installation of an OSIM target
computer.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string OSIMTargetMACAddress
Specifies the MAC address of the target computer.

• dsm:WS_OSIM_IR_STATUS irStatus
Specifies the installation request status of the OSIM computer.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

DeleteOSInstallationRequestByName

The DeleteOSInstallationRequestByName method is used to delete a planned or scheduled installation of an OSIM target
computer by using the host name.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:String OSIMTargetLabel
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Specifies the computer label of the target computer.
• dsm:WS_OSIM_IR_STATUS irStatus

Specifies the installation request status of the OSIM computer.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

SetOSIMComputerMACAddressByName

The SetOSIMComputerMACAddressByName method is used to change the MAC address information and the installation
requests by using the host name of a target computer.

NOTE
You can apply this method only when there is no scheduled request. If there is a scheduled request, it must be
of Failed or Stopped status .

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:String OSIMTargetLabel
Specifies the computer label of the target computer.

• xsd:string MACAddress
Specifies the new MAC address of the target computer.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

SetOSInstallationParameters

The SetOSInstallationParameters method updates multiple OS installation parameters for a particular target identified by
MAC address.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string osimTargetMACAddress
Specifies the MAC address of the target whose OS installation parameters are to be updated.

• ArrayOfOSIMParameters arrParams
Specifies an array of installation parameters to be updated.

SetOSInstallationParametersByName

The SetOSInstallationParametersByName method updates multiple OS installation parameters for a particular target
identified by computer label.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
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Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.
• xsd:string string osimTargetComputerLabel 

Specifies the computer label of the target whose OS installation parameters are to be updated.
• ArrayOfOSIMParameters arrParams

Specifies an array of installation parameters to be updated.

GetOSInstallationParameters

The GetOSInstallationParameters method is used to fetch the installation parameter settings with the descriptions of
planned, scheduled, or current installation request for the target computer.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string OSIMTargetMACAddress
Specifies the MAC address of the target computer.

Return values

• dsm:ArrayOfOSIMTargetPropertiesWithDesc
Array of the installation parameters of the target computer.

Remarks

None

GetOSInstallationParametersByName

The GetOSInstallationParametersByName method is used to fetch the installation parameter settings with the descriptions
of planned, scheduled, or current installation request by using the host name of the target computer.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:String OSIMTargetLabel
Specifies the computer label of the target computer.

Return values

• dsm:ArrayOfOSIMTargetPropertiesWithDesc
Array of the installation parameters of the target computer.

Remarks

None

SetOSInstallationParameter

The SetOSInstallationParameter method changes the OS installation parameter of the target computer.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string OSIMTargetMACAddress
Specifies the MAC address of the target computer.

• xsd:string installParameterName
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Specifies the parameter name of the target computer.
• xsd:string installParameterValue

Specifies the new parameter value of the target computer.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

SetOSInstallationParameterByName

The SetOSInstallationParameterByName method changes the OS installation parameter by the host name of the target
computer.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:String OSIMTargetComputerLabel
Specifies the computer label of the target computer.

• xsd:string installParameterName
Specifies the parameter name of the target computer.

• xsd:string installParameterValue
Specifies the new parameter value of the target computer.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

OpenOSImageList

The OpenOSImageList method fetches the list of all available OS images.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:bool isBootServerNameSupplied
Specifies if the boot server name is entered.

• xsd:string bootServerName
Specifies the name of the boot server.

• dsm:ArrayOfOSImageFilter
Specifies the filter on the OS image properties.

• xsd:bool matchAll
Specifies the condition on the filter properties.

• dsm:OSIMAGEPROPERTY sortProperty
Specifies the OS image property that you want to sort.

• xsd:bool ascending
Specifies if the sorting is in ascending order.

Return Values
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• xsd:long OpenListHandle
Specifies the numeric handle to a list of OS images that can be passed to GetOSImages.

• xsd:long totalNoOfImages
Specifies the total number of images in the list returned by the OpenListHandle parameter.

GetOSImages

TheGetOSImages method retrieves the properties of the OS images from OpenOSImageList.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle
Specifies the numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenOSImageList.

• xsd:long noOfImages 
Specifies the total number of OS images to fetch from the list. This must be less than or equal to the total number in
the list as returned by a previous call to OpenOSImageList

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfOSImageProperties 
Displays the list of the open OS images.

Remarks

None

CloseOSImageList

The CloseOSImageList method closes the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:long listHandle
Specifies the list handle for the list of OS images.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

GetBootImageList

The GetBootImageList method fetches all the available boot images.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:bool isBootServerNameSupplied
Specifies if the boot server name is entered.

• xsd:string bootServerName
Specifies the name of the boot server.
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Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfOSIMImageProperties
Array of list of boot image properties. The array contains the following boot image properties:
– Image name -- Name of the image
– Type indicator -- Boot image type
– Platform -- boot image platform
– Registered at -- Date when the boot image was registered at the domain manager
– SD package name -- Name of the related SD package
– SD package version -- Version of the related SD package
– SD package comment -- Comment related with the SD package
– Image support information -- Information about the feature support of the image, for example, FIPS 140-2

AssignOSIMTargetsToBootServer

The AssignOSIMTargetsToBootServer method assigns a list of target computers using the MAC address to a boot server.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string bootServerName
Specifies the name of the boot server.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring osimTargetMACAddress
Specifies the list of MAC addresses of target computers.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

AssignOSIMTargetsToBootServerByName

The AssignOSIMTargetsToBootServerByName method assigns a list of target computers using the host names to a boot
server.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string bootServerName
Specifies the name of the boot server.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring osimTargetLabel
Specifies the list of computer labels of target computers.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None
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OpenScalabilityServerList

The OpenScalabilityServerList fetches a list of all scalability servers registered with a domain manager.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• dsm:ScalabilityServerPropertiesRequired
Specifies the properties required to fetch a scalability server from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
Specifies the numeric handle to a list of servers that is used by GetScalabilityServers.

• xsd:long totalNoOfQueries
Specifies the total number of images in the list returned by the OpenListHandle parameter..

Remarks

This method returns the size of the list and a handle to the list that can be used with the GetScalabilityServers method.

CloseScalabilityServerList

The CloseScalabilityServerList closes the list of open scalability servers.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:long listHandle 
Specifies the total number of images in the list returned by the OpenListHandle parameter.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

SearchComputerProperty

The SearchComputerProperty method checks if a computer with the given property value exists.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string propertyValue
Specifies the computer property value that you want to search for.

• dsm:PROPERTY-TYPE propType
Identifies the type of property.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None
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GetScalabilityServers

The GetScalabilityServers method retrieves the properties of the scalability servers from scalability server list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the Web Service.

• xsd:long listHandle
Specifies the numeric handle to a list, returned by a previous call to OpenScalabilityServerList.

• xsd:long noOfServers(m)
Specifies the total number of servers to get from the list. This must be less than or equal to the total number in the list,
returned by a previous call to OpenScalabilityServerList

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfServerProperties GetServerReturn
Specifies an Array of scalability server properties, one for each server.

Remarks

None

GetOSImageParameters

The GetOSImageParameters method fetches the default parameter settings of an OS image.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string osImage
Specifies the OS image name. The default parameter settings of the OS image specified will be retrieved.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfOSIMPropertiesWithDesc
Array of the default parameters of the OS image.

Remarks

None

GetInstallationRequestList

The GetInstallationRequestList method is used to request the list of installation requests for the target computer.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string OSIMTargetMACAddress
Specifies the MAC address of the target computer.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfOSIMTargetInstallationRequestsProperties
Displays the installation requests for the target computer. The array contains the installation request properties, one for
each Installation Request:
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– Target name
– Target UUID
– Image name
– Image UUID
– Boot status
– Configuration state
– Date of last status change
– Activation time

NOTE
Activation time is not available for Planned requests.

The following details are available only for scheduled requests:
– Wake on LAN required
– Reboot required
– Wait for boot server required
– Wait for images

Remarks

None

GetInstallationRequestListByName

The GetInstallationRequestListByName method is used to retrieve the list of installation requests for the target computer
by using the host name.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:String OSIMTargetLabel
Specifies the computer label of the target computer.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfOSIMTargetInstallationRequestsProperties
Displays the installation requests for the target computer. The array contains the installation request properties for the
target computer:
– Target name
– Target UUID
– Image name
– Image UUID
– Boot status
– Configuration state
– Date of last status change
– Activation time

NOTE
Activation time is not available for Planned requests.

The following details are available only for scheduled requests:
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– Wake on LAN required
– Reboot required
– Wait for boot server required
– Wait for images

Remarks

None

GetBootServerList

The GetBootServerList method fetches the list of boot servers registered with the domain manager.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfBootServerProperties
Array of boot server properties registered with the domain manager. The array contains the following boot server
properties:
– BootServer Name -- Name of the Bootserver
– Access method -- Access method configured
– Boot server status -- Boot server status
– Last report -- Timestamp last report
– Last report requested -- Timestamp last report request
– Last response -- Timestamp last heard
– MPC status -- MPC status
– NFS support -- NFS support
– PXE interfaces
– SD agent package (Linux) -- SD agent package (Linux)
– SD agent package (Windows) -- SD agent package (Windows)
– SD agent package r11 (Windows) -- SD agent package r11 (Windows)

Remarks

None

GetOSImageDeployedBootServers

The GetOSImageDeployedBootServers fetches the list of the boot servers where the OS image is registered.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string osImage
Specifies the name of the OS image.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfBootServerProperties
Array of boot server properties registered with the domain manager. The array contains the following boot server
properties:
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– BootServer Name -- Name of the Bootserver
– Access method -- Access method configured
– Boot server status -- Boot server status
– Last report -- Timestamp last report
– Last report requested -- Timestamp last report request
– Last response -- Timestamp last heard
– MPC status -- MPC status
– NFS support -- NFS support
– PXE interfaces
– SD agent package (Linux) -- SD agent package (Linux)
– SD agent package (Windows) -- SD agent package (Windows)
– SD agent package r11 (Windows) -- SD agent package r11 (Windows)

Remarks

None

GetBootImageDeployedBootServers

The GetBootImageDeployedBootServers method fetches the list of all the boot servers where the Boot image is
registered.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string bootImage
Specifies the name of the boot image.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfBootServerProperties
Array of boot server properties registered with the domain manager. The array contains the following boot server
properties:
– BootServer Name -- Name of the Bootserver
– Access method -- Access method configured
– Boot server status -- Boot server status
– Last report -- Timestamp last report
– Last report requested -- Timestamp last report request
– Last response -- Timestamp last heard
– MPC status -- MPC status
– NFS support -- NFS support
– PXE interfaces
– SD agent package (Linux) -- SD agent package (Linux)
– SD agent package (Windows) -- SD agent package (Windows)
– SD agent package r11 (Windows) -- SD agent package r11 (Windows)

Remarks

None

DeRegisterOSImage

The DeRegisterOSImage method deregisters the OS image from the domain manager.
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Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string osImage
Specifies the name of the OS image.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

DeRegisterBootImage

The DeRegisterBootImage method deregisters the boot image from the domain manager.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string bootImage
Specifies the name of the boot image.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

AssignOSImageToOSIMTargets

The AssignOSImageToOSIMTargets method assigns an OS image to target computers.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string osImage
Specifies the name of the OS image.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring osimTargetNames
Specifies an array of the list of computer labels for target computers.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

OpenOSIMTargetList

The OpenOSIMTargetList method lists the handle of the registered OSIM target computers.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
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Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.
• xsd:bool isBootServerNameSupplied

Specifies if the boot server name is entered.
• xsd:string bootServerName

Specifies the name of the boot server.
• dsm:ArrayOfOSImageFilter

Specifies the filter on the OS image properties.
• xsd:bool matchAll

Specifies the condition on the filter properties.
• dsm:OSIMAGEPROPERTY sortProperty

Specifies the OS Image property that you want to sort.
• xsd:bool ascending

Specifies sorting in an ascending order.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

GetOSIMTargets

The GetOSIMTargets method fetches the list of OSIM target computers.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:long listHandle
Specifies the list handle of the list of OS images.

• long totalNoOfOSIMTargets
Specifies the number Of OSIM target computers.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfTargetProperties arrayofTargetProperties
Returns an array of target properties.

Remarks

None

CloseOSIMTargetList

The CloseOSIMTargetListmethod is used to close the OSIM target computers list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:long listHandle
Specifies the list handle of the list of OS images.

Return Values

None
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Remarks

None

GetOSIMTargetList

The GetOSIMTargetList method returns the OSIM registered computers.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:bool isBootServerNameSupplied 
Specifies whether the boot server name is entered.

• xsd:string bootServerName 
Specifies the name of the boot server.

• dsm:ArrayOfOSIMTargetFilter2 filterArray
Specifies the filter on the OSIM computer properties.

• xsd:boolean matchall
Specifies whether you want all the filter conditions to be satisfied. Set the parameter to True to perform an AND
operation. Set the parameter to False to perform an OR operation.

• dsm:OSIMTARGETPROPERTY2 sortProperty
Specifies the property based on which you want to sort the results.

• xsd:boolean sortAscending 
Specifies whether you want to sort the list in ascending order.

• Xsd:long index
Specifies an index number from which you want the items must be returned from the result set. The index is zero-
based.

• Xsd:long noOfTargetsRequired
Specifies the number of objects you want to retrieve from the startIndex position.

• Xsd:boolean refreshList
Specifies whether you want to recompute the result set for each call.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfTargetProperties2 arrayOfOSIMTargets
Contains an array of OSIM target properties, one for each OSIM target computer.

• xsd:long totalNumberOfTargets
Contains the total number of computers matching the filter condition.

Remarks:

Even though the interface contains parameters related to filtering, the method does not support filtering operations.

GetOSIMTarget

The GetOSIMTarget method fetches the properties of an OSIM Computer based on OSIM ComputerMACAddress

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session identifier.

• xsd:string OSIMTargetMACAddress
Specifies the MAC address of the OSIM computer.

Return Values
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• dsm:ArrayOfOSIMProperties arrayOfOSIMTargetProperties
Returns an array that includes the following properties for the target computer:
– Name -- Name of the Target
– MAC address -- MAC Address of the target
– Host name -- Host Name of the target
– Network address -- Network address of the target
– Created at -- Creation date
– Boot status -- Boot status of the target
– Name of attached boot server -- Name of the boot server the target is associated with
– Name of OS image in the planned installation request -- Name of the OS image involved with the planned

installation request if there is any
– Name of OS image in the scheduled installation request -- Name of the OS image involved with the scheduled

installation request if there is any
– The status of the scheduled installation request -- Status of the scheduled installation request if there is any

scheduled installation

Remarks

None

GetOSIMTargetByName

The GetOSIMTargetByName method fetches the properties of OSIM Computer based on OSIM ComputerLabel.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session identifier.

• xsd:string OSIMTargetLabel
Specifies the label of the OSIM computer.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfOSIMProperties arrayOfOSIMTargetProperties
Returns an array that includes the following properties for the target computer:
– Name -- Name of the Target
– MAC address -- MAC Address of the target
– Host name -- Host Name of the target
– Network address -- Network address of the target
– Created at -- Creation date
– Boot status -- Boot status of the target
– Name of attached boot server -- Name of the boot server the target is associated with
– Name of OS image in the planned installation request -- Name of the OS image involved with the planned

installation request if there is any
– Name of OS image in the scheduled installation request -- Name of the OS image involved with the scheduled

installation request if there is any
– The status of the scheduled installation request -- Status of the scheduled installation request if there is any

scheduled installation

Remarks

None
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GetOSImages2

The GetOSImages2method returns a list of OS images from a specified index number. For example, if the complete list
of OS images has 10 images (from 0-9) and if you want to read from the fifth position, this method can return a list with
images from 5 to 9.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:long listHandle
Specifies the numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenOSImageList.

• xsd:long noOfImages 
Specifies the number of objects you want to retrieve from the startIndex position. This number must be less than or
equal to the total number in the list as returned by a previous call to OpenOSImageList.

• Xsd:long index
Specifies an index number from which you want the items must be returned from the result set. The index is zero-
based.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfOSImageProperties 
Displays an array of OS image properties for the images that are returned from the result set.

Remarks

None

GetOSIMTargets2

The GetOSIMTargets2 method returns a list of OSIM registered computers from a specified index number. For example, if
the complete list of OSIM registered computer has 10 computers (from 0-9) and if you want to read from the fifth position,
this method can return a list with computers from 5 to 9.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:long listHandle
Specifies the list handle of the list of OS images.

• Xsd:long index
Specifies an index number from which you want the items must be returned from the result set. The index is zero-
based.

• Xsd:long noOfTargets
Specifies the number of objects you want to retrieve from the startIndex position.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfTargetProperties 
Array of OSIM target properties, one for each OSIM target computer.

Remarks

None

SetOSInstallationParameter2

The SetOSInstallationParameter2 method changes the OS installation parameters for an array of computers identified by
MACAddress.
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Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring osimTargetMACAddress
Specifies list of MAC addresses of target computers.

• xsd:string installParameterName
Specifies the parameter name of the OS installation parameter you want to change.

• xsd:string installParameterValue
Specifies the OS installation parameter value you want to change. To update the default value, specify NULL.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

SetOSInstallationParameterByName2

The SetOSInstallationParameterByName2 method changes the OS installation parameter for an array of computers
identified by the host name.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring osimTargetComputerLabel (m)
Specifies the list of computer labels of the target computers.

• xsd:string installParameterName
Specifies the parameter name of the OS installation parameter you want to change.

• xsd:string installParameterValue
Specifies the OS installation parameter value you want to change. To update the default value, specify NULL.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

GetOSIMParameterDefaults

The GetOSIMParameterDefaults method returns the supported values for an OS Installation parameter for OSIM
Computers identified by MACAddress. For example, some of the OSIM parameters like, Time Zone, Language, and so
on, have a set of valid values list for OS Image.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring osimTargetMACAddress 
Specifies list of MAC addresses of target computers.

• xsd:string paramName
Specifies the name of the parameter for which you want to retrieve the valid values.

Return Values
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• dsm:ArrayOfstring defaults
Returns an array of valid values for the specified parameter.

GetOSIMParameterDefaultsByName

The GetOSIMParameterDefaultsByName method returns the supported values for an OS Installation parameter for OSIM
Computers identified by the host name. For example, some of the OSIM parameters like, Time Zone, Language, and so
on, have a set of valid values list for OS Image.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring osimTargetComputerLabel
Specifies the list of computer labels of target computers.

• xsd:string paramName
Specifies the name of the parameter for which you want to retrieve the valid values.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfstring defaults
Returns an array of valid values for the specified parameter.

GetBootImageList2

The GetBootImageList2 method fetches all the registered boot images in a domain manager. This method also supports
the sort and filter operations.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:bool isBootServerNameSupplied
Specifies if the boot server name is entered.

• xsd:string bootServerName 
Specifies the name of the boot server.

• dsm: ArrayOfBootImageFilter filterArray
Specifies an array of filter conditions on boot image properties.

• dsm:BootImageProperty sortProperty
Specifies the property based on which you want to sort the results.

• xsd:boolean sortAscending 
Specifies whether you want to sort the list in ascending order.

• Xsd:long index
Specifies an index number from which you want the items must be returned from the result set. The index is zero-
based.

• xsd:long numRequired
Specifies the number of objects you want to retrieve from the startIndex position.

• Xsd:boolean refreshList
Specifies whether you want to recompute the result set for each call.

Return Values

• xsd:long totalNumImages
Contains the total number of images available for the specified filter condition.

• dsm: ArrayOfBootImageProperties biPropsArray
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Contains an array of boot image properties.

GetBootServerList2

The GetBootServerList2 method returns the boot servers in the domain manager. This method supports the sort and filter
operations also.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• dsm: ArrayOfBootServerFilter filterArray
Specifies an array of filter conditions on boot server properties.

• dsm:BootServerProperty sortProperty
Specifies the boot server property based on which you want to sort the servers.

• xsd:boolean ascending
Specifies whether you want to sort the boot servers in ascending order. If set to True, the servers are sorted in
ascending order based on the sort property you specified.

• Xsd:long index
Specifies an index number from which you want the items must be returned from the result set. The index is zero-
based.

• xsd:long numRequired
Specifies the number of boot servers to get from the specified index number.

• Xsd:boolean refreshList
Specifies whether you want to recompute the result set for each call.

Return Values

• xsd:long totalNumServers
Contains the total number of boot server available for the specified filter condition.

• dsm: ArrayOfBootServerProperties biPropsArray
Contains an array of boot server properties.

Software Groups

Contents

CreateSoftwareGroup

Creates software package group or software package procedure group based on the given group type.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string parentSoftwarePackageGroupId
Parent software group Id under which neew group is created By default, the group is created under software Package
Library.

• CreateSoftwareGroupProperties softwareGroupProperties (m)
The properties required to create software group. Setting all the structure members is not mandatory.

Return Values

• xsd:string softwareGroupId
Returns the software group UUID after creating the software group.
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Remarks

None

CreateSoftwareGroupByName

The CreateSoftwareGroupByName method creates a software package group or Software Package Procedure Group
based on the group type.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string parentSoftwarePackageGroupName
Specifies the name of parent software group under which the new group is created. When not specified the group is
created under the root software group.

• CreateSoftwareGroupProperties createSoftwareGroupProperties (m).
The properties required to create software group. Setting all the structure members is not mandatory

Return Values

• xsd:string softwareGroupId
Returns the software group UUID after creating the software group.

Remarks

None

DeleteSoftwareGroups

The DeleteSoftwareGroups method deletes the group identified by its UUID. Software group may be software package
group or software package procedure group. If recursive is set to true, the child software groups are recursively deleted.

NOTE
Recursive deletion of software package procedure groups is not needed because this api does not allow the
creation of child software package procedure groups.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwareGroupId (m)
UUID of software group to delete.

• xsd:boolean isRecursive
If recursive is true, it recursively deletes the software group. The default value is false.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

DeleteSoftwareGroupsByName

The DeleteSoftwareGroupsByName method deletes the group identified by its Name. Software group may be software
package group or software package procedure group. If recursive is set to true, the child software groups are recursively
deleted.
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NOTE
Recursive deletion of software package procedure groups is not needed because this api does not allow the
creation of child software package procedure groups.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwareGroupName (m)
Name of the software group to delete.

• xsd:boolean isRecursive
If recursive is true, it recursively deletes the software group. The default value is false.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

LinkSoftwareGroupsToSoftwarePackageGroup

The LinkSoftwareGroupsToSoftwarePackageGroup method links one or more software groups to a software package
group. Software group can be software package group or software package procedure group

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd: string softwarePackageGroupId
Specifies the UUID of the software package group to which the software procedure groups are to be linked.
a. If this UUID is not supplied the software procedure groups and software package group link to the root location.

• ArrayOfstring softwareGroupIds (m)
List of software package group UUIDs and/or software package procedure group UUIDs.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

The same functionality is already achieved in the current implementation of webservices
by using LinkSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupsToSoftwarePackageGroup and
LinkSoftwarePackageGroupsToSoftwarePackageGroup.

LinkSoftwareGroupsToSoftwarePackageGroupByName

This method links one or more software package procedures from a software package procedure group Parameters.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureGroupName (m)
Package procedure group name to which software package procedures are to be linked.

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedure softwarePackageProcedures (m)
Set of software package procedures to be linked.
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Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

1. None

SetSoftwareGroup

Sets the properties of the software group by giving the softwareGroupId (package Group/ ProcedureGroup)

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwareGroupId (m)
Specifies the UUID of the software group whose properties need to be set.

• SetSoftwareGroupProperties setSoftwareGroupProperties (m)
Specifies the values of the software group properties that need to be changed. Specifiying values for all the members
of the sequence SetSoftwareGroupProperties is not mandatory.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

SetSoftwareGroupByName

Sets the properties of the software group. The target software group (package Group or procedure group) is specified by
name

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwareGroupName (m)
Specifies the name of the software group whose properties need to be set.

• SetSoftwareGroupProperties setSoftwareGroupProperties (m)
Specifies the values of the software group properties that need to be changed. Specifiying values for all the members
of the sequence SetSoftwareGroupProperties is not mandatory.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

UnlinkSoftwareGroupsFromSoftwarePackageGroup

The UnlinkSoftwareGroupsFromSoftwarePackageGroup method unlinks one or more software groups from the specified
software package group. Software groups can be software package groups and software package procedure groups. If
the software package group is not given it unlinks from the software Package library.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
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Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.
• xsd: string softwarePackageGroupId

If the software package group UUID is not specified, the system attempts to unlink software procedure groups and
software package group from the root location. When specified, the software procedure groups and software package
group is unlinked from the specified software package group.

• ArrayOfstring softwareGroupIds (m)
List of UUIDs of subgroups to be unlinked.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

UnlinkSoftwareGroupsFromSoftwarePackageGroupByName

This method unlinks the software groups (software package group and software package procedure groups) from a
software package group. If the software package group is not given the method unlinks from the software Package library.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Session Id. got from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string softwarePackageGroupName
If the software package group name is not specified then the system will attempt to unlink software procedure groups
and software package group from the root location. If specified then the software procedure groups and software
package group would be unlinked from the specified software package group.

• ArrayOfstring softwareGroupNames (m)
List of subgroup names to be unlinked.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

Units and Groups

The following sections describe unit and group methods.

Unit Groups

Contents

This section describes unit group methods.

CloseUnitGroupComputerMembersList

The CloseUnitGroupComputerMembersList method closes a unit group list that was opened by
OpenUnitGroupComputerMembersList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
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The session identifier.
• xsd:long listHandle (m)

A numeric handle to the list to close. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenUnitGroupComputerMembersList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseUnitGroupUnitGroupMembersList

The CloseUnitGroupUnitGroupMembersList method closes a unit group list that was opened by
OpenUnitGroupUnitGroupMembersList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to the list to close. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenUnitGroupUnitGroupMembersList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseUnitGroupUnitMembersList

The CloseUnitGroupUnitMembersList method closes a unit group list that was opened by
OpenUnitGroupUnitMembersList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to the list to close. The handle was generated by a previous call to OpenUnitGroupUnitMembersList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseUnitGroupUserAccountMembersList

The CloseUnitGroupUserAccountMembersList method closes a unit group list that was opened by
OpenUnitGroupUserAccountMembersList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
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The session identifier.
• xsd:long listHandle (m)

A numeric handle to the list to close. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenUnitGroupUserAccountMembersList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseUnitGroupUserProfileMembersList

The CloseUnitGroupUserProfileMembersList method closes a unit group list that was opened by
OpenUnitGroupUserProfileMembersList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to the list to close. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenUnitGroupUserProfileMembersList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CreateUnitGroup

The CreateUnitGroup method creates a unit group

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string parentUnitGroupId (m)
The UUID identifying the parent group of which the newly created group is a child. In order to create a top-level group,
this is the UUID of the Computer And Users group.

• CreateUnitGroupProperties createUnitGroupProperties (m)
The properties required to create a unit group.

Return Values

• xsd:string CreateUnitGroupReturn
If a unit group was successfully created, the UUID of the new group will be returned.

Remarks

If the parentUnitGroupId is supplied, the method will create a sub-group of the specified parent group.

CreateUnitGroup2

Creates a unit group. If you do not specify the the parent group, the new unit group is created under the group Computers
and Users. You can link existing computers to the newly created unit group by specifying their UUIDs, or you can link
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all discovered computers to the unit group. You can attach a query, specified by its uuid, to the newly created group for
evaluating the group members.

Note: When the parameter computerUUIDS is specified and linkAllComputers is set to true, the parameter
linkAllComputers takes precedence, which means that computerIds are ignored and all computers discovered under
the domain or enterprise are linked to the newly created group. When the query to be linked to the group is specified (to
create a dynamic group) and the computers to be associated with the group are also specified (to create a static group),
the API returns an error.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string parentUnitGroupId
Specifies the UUID of the parent group for the unit group to be created. By default, the “Computer and User” group is
set as the parent group.

• CreateUnitGroupProperties2 createUnitGroupProperties (m)
Specifies the properties required to create a unit group. Setting all the structure members is not mandatory.

• ArrayOfstring computerUUIDS
Specifies the list of computer uuids to be linked to the group.

• xsd:boolean linkAllComputers
Links all registered computers in the domain or enterprise to the group. If set to true the value of parameter
computerUUIDs is ignored.

Return Values

• xsd:string uuidOfCreatedUnitGroup
Indicates the UUID of the new unit group, if created successfully.

Remarks

If parameter computerUUIDS is assigned a value (that is, the list of computer uuids is provided and the parameter
linkAllComputers is set to true) the value of linkAllComputers overrides the value of parameter computerUUIDS

If the query to be linked to the group (which creates a dynamic group) and the computers to be associated with the group
(which creates a static group) are both specified at the same time the API returns an error.

CreateUnitGroupByName

Creates a unit group. You can specify the parent group by its name; if it is not specified the new unit group is created
under the group Computers and Users. You can link all discovered computers or existing computers specified by their
respective names to the newly created unit group. You can attach a query, specified by its name, to the newly created
group for evaluating the group members.

NOTE
When parameter computerNames is specified and linkAllComputers is set to 1 (true), the parameter
linkAllComputers takes precedence; this means that computerNames are ignored and all computers discovered
under the domain/enterprise are linked to the newly created group. When query to be linked to the group is
specified (to create a dynamic group) and the computers to be associated with the group are also specified (to
create a static group), the API returns an error.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string parentUnitGroupName
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Specifies the name of the parent group under which the unit group is to be created. By default the “Computer and
User” group is set as the parent group.

• CreateUnitGroupPropertiesByName unitGroupPropertiesByName (m)
Specifies the properties required to create a unit group. Setting all the structure members is not mandatory.

• ArrayOfstring computerNames
Specifies the list of computer names to be linked to the group.

• xsd: boolean linkAllComputers
Links all registered computers in the domain or enterprise to the group. If set to true, the value of parameter
computerNames is ignored.

Return Values

• xsd:string uuidOfCreatedUnitGroup
Indicates the UUID of the new unit group, if successfully created.

Remarks

If parameter computerNames is assigned a value (that is, the list of computer names is provided) and the parameter
linkAllComputers is also set to true the value of linkAllComputers overrides the value of parameter computerNames.

If the query to be linked to the group (which creates a dynamic group) and the computers to be associated with the group
(which creates a static group) are specified at the same time, the API returns an error.

DeleteUnitGroups

The DeleteUnitGroups method deletes one or more groups identified by their UUIDs.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• ArrayOfstring unitGroupIds (m)
An array of UUIDs that identify the groups to delete.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

DeleteUnitGroupsByName

The DeleteUnitGroupsByName method deletes one or more unit groups identified by their Names.

NOTE
When the web service is connected to a domain manager, and the user tries to delete a group replicated from
the enterprise manager, an error is returned to the user. On a domain manager only local computer groups can
be deleted.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• ArrayOfstring unitGroupNames (m)
Specifies the array of names that identify the unit groups to delete.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.
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Remarks

None

GetSystemGroupUUID

The GetSystemGroupUUID method retrieves the identifying UUID for the specified CA Client Automation system group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• SystemGroup systemGroup (m)
The identifier for the system group whose UUID is to be retrieved.

Return Values

• xsd:string systemGroupUUID
If the system group was successfully found, the UUID of the group will be returned.

Remarks

None

GetUnitGroup

The GetUnitGroup method retrieves a unit group identified by its UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string unitGroupId (m)
The UUID of the unit group to retrieve.

• UnitGroupPropertiesRequired unitGroupPropertiesRequired (m)
This parameter specifies which unit group properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• UnitGroupProperties GetUnitGroupReturn
The unit group properties retrieved.

Remarks

None

GetUnitGroupComputerMembers

The GetUnitGroupComputerMembers method retrieves the computers from a unit group's member list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list returned by a previous call to OpenUnitGroupComputerMembersList.

• xsd:long noOfComputers (m)
The total number of computers to get from the list. This is less than or equal to the total number in the list returned by a
previous call to OpenUnitGroupComputerMembersList.

Return Values
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• ArrayOfComputerProperties GetUnitGroupComputerMembersReturn
An array of ComputerProperties - one for each computer requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetUnitGroupComputerMembers to iterate down the list.

GetUnitGroupUnitGroupMembers

The GetUnitGroupUnitGroupMembers method retrieves the unit groups from a unit group's member list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list returned by a previous call to OpenUnitGroupUnitGroupMembersList.

• xsd:long noOfUnitGroups (m)
The total number of groups to get from the list. This is less than or equal to the total number in the list returned by a
previous call to OpenUnitGroupUnitGroupMembersList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfUnitGroupProperties GetUnitGroupUnitGroupMembersReturn
An array of UnitGroupProperties - one for each group requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetUnitGroupUnitGroupMembers to iterate down the list.

GetUnitGroupUnitMembers

The GetUnitGroupUnitMembers method retrieves the units (computers, user accounts, and user profiles) from a unit
group's member list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list returned by a previous call to OpenUnitGroupUnitMembersList.

• xsd:long noOfUnits (m)
The total number of units to get from the list. This is less than or equal to the total number in the list returned by a
previous call to OpenUnitGroupUnitMembersList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfUnitProperties GetUnitGroupUnitMembersReturn
An array of UnitProperties - one for each unit requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetUnitGroupUnitMembers to iterate down the list.

GetUnitGroupUserAccountMembers

The GetUnitGroupUserAccountMembers method retrieves the user accounts (computers, user accounts and user profile)
from a unit group's member list.

Parameters
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• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list returned by a previous call to OpenUnitGroupUserAccountMembersList.

• xsd:long noOfUserAccounts (m)
The total number of user accounts to get from the list. This is than or equal to the total number in the list returned by a
previous call to OpenUnitGroupUserAccountMembersList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfUserAccountProperties GetUnitGroupUserAccountMembersReturn
An array of UserAccountProperties - one for each user account requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetUnitGroupUserAccountMembers to iterate down the list.

GetUnitGroupUserProfileMembers

The GetUnitGroupUserProfileMembers method retrieves the user profiles from a unit group's member list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list returned by a previous call to OpenUnitGroupUserProfileMembersList.

• xsd:long noOfUserProfiles (m)
The total number of user profiles to get from the list. This is than or equal to the total number in the list returned by a
previous call to OpenUnitGroupUserProfileMembersList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfUserProfileProperties GetUnitGroupUserProfileMembersReturn
An array of UserProfileProperties - one for each user profile requested from the list

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetUnitGroupUserProfileMembers to iterate down the list.

LinkComputersToUnitGroup

The LinkComputersToUnitGroup method links one or more computers to a given unit group

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string unitGroupId (m)
The UUID identifying the unit group to which the given computers is to be linked.

• ArrayOfstring computerIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the computers to link to the specified unit group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None
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LinkComputersToUnitGroupByName

The LinkComputersToUnitGroupByName API is used for linking array of computers identified by hostnames to a computer
group.

NOTE
When the web service is connected to a domain manager, if you use this api to link a computer to a group
replicated from the enterprise manager, an error is returned. On a domain manager the composition of only local
groups (groups created in the domain manager) can be altered.

Parameters

• xsd: string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm: unitGroupPropertiesByName (m)
Specifies the unit group name to which the given computers need to be linked. It contains two fields: (a)
unitGroupName - Used for specifying the name of the computer group to link (b) ObjectPreference - Used for
specifying the preference.
If set to LOCALLY, this parameter searches for groups that are created locally. If set to REPLICATE, searches for
replicated groups. This is applicable when DM is linked with EM.

• arrayOfComputerPropertiesByName (m)
An array of computer hostnames that need to be linked to a specified unit group. It contains three fields: (a)
computerName - hostname of the computer to be linked to group (b) ObjectPreference (c) domainName - This field is
applicable when ObjectPreference is set to REPLICATE.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

LinkUnitGroupsToUnitGroup

The LinkUnitGroupsToUnitGroup method links one or more unit groups to a given unit group

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string unitGroupId (m)
The UUID identifying the unit group to which the given groups are to be linked.

• ArrayOfstring unitGroupIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the groups that are to be linked to the specified unit group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

LinkUnitGroupsToUnitGroupByName

The LinkUnitGroupsToUnitGroupByName method links one or more unit groups specified by name to a given unit group
also specified by name. The default value of the target group is Computers and Users.
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NOTE
When the web service is connected to a domain manager, and the user tries to link a local group to a group
replicated from the enterprise manager, or vice versa, an error is returned to the user. On a domain manager,
the composition or properties of only local computer groups can be modified.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string unitGroupName
Specifies the name of group to which the unit groups are to be linked. The default value is Computer and User group.

• ArrayOfstring unitGroupNames (m)
Defines an array of names identifying the groups that are to be linked to the specified unit group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

LinkUserAccountsToUnitGroup

The LinkUserAccountsToUnitGroup method links one or more user accounts to a given unit group

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string unitGroupId (m)
The UUID identifying the unit group to which the given user accounts is to be linked.

• ArrayOfstring userAccountIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the user accounts that are to be linked to the specified unit group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

LinkUserProfilesToUnitGroup

The LinkUserProfilesToUnitGroup method links one or more user profiles to a given unit group

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string unitGroupId (m)
The UUID identifying the unit group to which the given user profiles are to be linked.

• ArrayOfstring userProfileIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the user profiles that are to be linked to the specified unit group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks
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None

OpenUnitGroupComputerMembersList

The OpenUnitGroupComputerMembersList method opens a list of the computers that are members of the given unit
group.

The method returns the total number of computers in the list, and a handle to the list that can be used for further calls to
GetUnitGroupComputerMembers.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string unitGroupId (m)
The UUID of the unit group whose member computers are to be listed.

• ArrayOfComputerPropertyFilter computerPropertyFilters
An array of computer property filter definitions to limit the computers returned by the search.

• ComputerPropertiesRequired computerPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a commputer from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of unit groups that can be passed to GetUnitGroupComputerMembers

• xsd:long totalNoOfComputers
The total number of computers in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

None

OpenUnitGroupUnitGroupMembersList

The OpenUnitGroupUnitGroupMembersList method opens a list of the unit groups that are members of the given unit
group.

The method returns the total number of groups in the list, and a handle to the list that can be used for further calls to
GetUnitGroupUnitGroupMembers

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string unitGroupId (m)
The UUID of the unit group whose member groups are to be listed.

• UnitGroupPropertiesRequired unitGroupPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a group from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of unit groups that can be passed to GetUnitGroupUnitGroupMembers

• xsd:long totalNoOfUnitGroups
The total number of groups in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

None
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OpenUnitGroupUnitMembersList

The OpenUnitGroupUnitMembersList method opens a list of the units (user accounts, user profiles, and computers) that
are members of the given unit group.

The method returns the total number of units in the list, and a handle to the list that can be used for further calls to
GetUnitGroupUnitMembers

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string unitGroupId (m)
The UUID of the unit group whose member units are to be listed.

• ArrayOfUnitPropertyFilter unitPropertyFilters
An array of unit property filter definitions to limit the units returned by the search.

• UnitPropertiesRequired unitPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a unit from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of units that can be passed to GetUnitGroupUnitMembers

• xsd:long totalNoOfUnits
The total number of units in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

None

OpenUnitGroupUserAccountMembersList

The OpenUnitGroupUserAccountMembersList method opens a list of the user accounts that are members of the given
unit group.

The method returns the total number of user accounts in the list, and a handle to the list that can be used for further calls
to GetUnitGroupUserAccountMembers

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string unitGroupId (m)
The UUID of the unit group whose member user accounts are to be listed.

• ArrayOfUserAccountPropertyFilter userAccountPropertyFilters (m)
An array of user account property filter definitions to limit the user accounts returned by the search.

• UserAccountPropertiesRequired userAccountPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a user account from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of unit groups that can be passed to GetUnitGroupUserAccountMembers

• xsd:long totalNoOfUserAccounts
The total number of user accounts in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

None
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OpenUnitGroupUserProfileMembersList

The OpenUnitGroupUserProfileMembersList method opens a list of the user profiles that are members of the given unit
group.

The method returns the total number of user profiles in the list, and a handle to the list that can be used for further calls to
GetUnitGroupUserProfileMembers

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string unitGroupId (m)
The UUID of the unit group whose member user profiles are to be listed.

• ArrayOfUserProfilePropertyFilter userProfilePropertyFilters
An array of user profile property filter definitions to limit the user profiles returned by the search.

• UserProfilePropertiesRequired userProfilePropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a user profile from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of unit groups that can be passed to GetUnitGroupUserProfileMembers

• xsd:long totalNoOfUserProfiles
The total number of user profiles in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

None

SetUnitGroup

The SetUnitGroup method updates the properties of a unit group

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• SetUnitGroupProperties unitGroupProperties (m)
The properties that are updated for the specified unit group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

SetUnitGroup2

The SetUnitGroup2 method updates the properties of a unit group

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string unitGroupUUID (m)
UUID of unit group whose properties need to be modified.

• SetUnitGroupProperties2 unitGroupProperties (m)
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The properties that are updated for the specified unit group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

EvaluateUnitGroupQuery

The EvaluateUnitGroupQuery method re-evaluates the members of a unit group based on the query that defines the
members of that group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string unitGroupId (m)
The UUID identifying the unit group whose associated query should be re-evaluated.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

UnlinkComputersFromUnitGroup

The UnlinkComputersFromUnitGroup method unlinks one or more computers from the specified unit group

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string unitGroupId (m)
The UUID identifying the group from which the computers are to be unlinked.

• ArrayOfstring computerIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the computers that are to be unlinked from the specified group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

UnlinkComputersFromUnitGroupByName

This method unlinks a list of computers, specified by computer name, from a unit group. A computer can be uniquely
identified by its name.

NOTE
When the web service is connected to a domain manager, and using this api, the user tries to unlink a computer
from a group replicated from the enterprise manager, an error is returned to the user. On a domain manager the
composition of only local groups (groups created in the domain manager) can be changed.

Parameters

• xsd: string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd: string unitGroupName (m)
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The Unit Group Name where computers need to be unlinked,
• ArrayOfstring computerNames (m)

List of all computer names that need to be unlinked from UnitGroup.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

UnlinkUnitGroupsFromUnitGroup

The UnlinkUnitGroupsFromUnitGroup method unlinks one or more unit groups from the specified unit group

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string unitGroupId (m)
The UUID identifying the unit group from which the given groups are to be unlinked.

• ArrayOfstring unitGroupIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the groups that are to be unlinked from the specified unit group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

UnlinkUnitGroupsFromUnitGroupByName

The UnlinkUnitGroupsFromUnitGroupByName method unlinks one or more unit groups specified by name from the
specified unit group, also specified by name The default value of the target group is Computers and Users.

NOTE
When the web service is connected to a domain manager, and the user tries to unlink from a group replicated
from the enterprise manager, the action is not allowed and an error is returned. On a domain manager the
composition of only local computer groups can be altered.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string unitGroupName
Identifies the name of the unit group from which the given groups are to be unlinked.The default value is Computerand
User group.

• ArrayOfstring unitGroupNames (m)
Defines an array of names identifying the groups that are to be unlinked from the specified unit group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None
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UnlinkUserAccountsFromUnitGroup

The UnlinkUserAccountsFromUnitGroup method unlinks one or more user accounts from the specified unit group

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string unitGroupId (m)
The UUID identifying the group from which the user accounts are to be unlinked.

• ArrayOfstring userAccountIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the user accounts that are to be unlinked from the specified group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

UnlinkUserProfilesFromUnitGroup

The UnlinkUserProfilesFromUnitGroup method unlinks one or more user profiles from the specified unit group

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string unitGroupId (m)
The UUID identifying the group from which the user profiles are to be unlinked.

• ArrayOfstring userProfileIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the user profiles that are to be unlinked from the specified group.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

DeleteUnitGroups2

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring unitGroupIds
An array of UUIDs that identify the groups to delete.

• xsd:boolean forceDelete
Deletes all the unit groups. If set to true, the relationship with the unit groups is ignored.
If the value is set to false, the API returns the objects that are related to the unit groups and deletes the groups that are
not related to any objects.

• dsm:LinkedObjectTypeRequired objectType
Specifies the object type. If forceDelete is set to true, set the ObjectType as CONSTRAINT_NONE. Else, set it to
CONSTRAINT_ALL.

Return Values
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None

DeleteUnitGroupsByName2

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm: ArrayOfstring unitGroupNames
An array of names that identify the groups to delete.

• xsd:boolean forceDelete
Deletes all the unit groups. If set to true, the relationship with the unit groups is ignored.
If the value is set to false, the API returns the objects that are related to the unit groups and deletes the groups that are
related to any objects.

• dsm:LinkedObjectTypeRequired objectType
Specifies the object type. If forceDelete is set to true, set the ObjectType as CONSTRAINT_NONE. Else, set it to
CONSTRAINT_ALL.

Return Values

None

CreateUnitGroup3

This method creates a unit group. If you do not specify the parent group, the new unit group is created under the group
Computers and Users. You can link existing items (Groups/Computers/user accounts/user profiles) to the newly created
unit group by specifying their UUIDs and type.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Session Id comes from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string parentUnitGroupId
Specifies the UUID of the parent group for which you can create a unit group. By default, the "Computer and User"
group is set as the parent group.

• dsm: CreateUnitGroupProperties3 groupProperties
Specifies the properties required to create a unit group.

• dsm:ArrayOfItems linkItems
Specify the items to be linked to newly created group. You can link items to static groups only.

Return Values

• xsd:string groupUuid
If a unit groups is successfully created, the UUID of the new group is returned.

GetUnitGroup2

This method retrieves a unit group properties identified by its UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Session Id is from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string unitGroupId
The uuid of the group for which the properties must be retrieved.

Return Values
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• dsm: UnitGroupProperties2 groupProperties
The properties of the unit group.

LinkItemsToUnitGroup

This method links heterogeneous items (groups/computers/user accounts/user profiles) to a unit group.

NOTE
you can link items to only static group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Session Id. got from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string unitGroupId
The uuid of the group to which the items should be linked.

• dsm:ArrayOfItems linkItems
Array of items to be linked to unit group

Return Values

None.

UnLinkItemsFromUnitGroup

This method unlinks heterogeneous items (groups/computers/user accounts/user profiles) from a unit group. Note that,
you can unlink items to only static group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Session Id. got from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string unitGroupId
The uuid of the group to which the items should be linked.

• dsm:ArrayOfItems unLinkItems
Array of items to be unlinked to unit group

Return Values

None.

DeleteItems

This method deletes heterogeneous items (groups/computers/user accounts/user profiles).

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Session Id. got from the login to the web service.

• dsm:ArrayOfItems deleteItems
Array of items that must be deleted.

Return Values

None.

MoveItemsToUnitGroup

This method moves an item from one unit group to another.
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• Parameters
• xsd:string sessionId

Session Id. got from the login to the web service.
• xsd:string oldGroupUuid

The uuid of the group to which the items are initially linked
• xsd:string newGroupUuid

The uuid of the group to which the items need to be moved.
• dsm:ArrayOfItems moveItems

Array of item UUIDs to be moved.
• Return Values

None.

GetUnitGroupComputerMembers2

The GetUnitGroupComputerMembers2 method fetches the computers from a unit groups member list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle
Specifies the numeric handle to a list returned by a previous call to OpenUnitGroupComputerMembersList2.

• xsd:long noOfComputers
Specifies the total number of computers to fetch from the list. This is less than or equal to the total number in the list
returned by a previous call to OpenUnitGroupComputerMembersList2.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfComputerProperties2 GetUnitGroupComputerMembersReturn
Specifies an Array of ComputerProperties. One for each computer requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetUnitGroupComputerMembers2 to iterate down the list.

OpenUnitGroupComputerMembersList2

The OpenUnitGroupComputerMembersList2 method fetches a list of the computers that are members of the given unit
group.

This method returns the total number of computers in the list and a handle to the list that can be used for further calls to
GetUnitGroupComputerMembers2.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session identifier.

• xsd:string unitGroupId
Specifies the UUID of the unit group member computers to be listed.

• dsm:ArrayOfComputerPropertyFilter2 computerPropertyFilters
Specifies an Array of computer property filter definitions to limit the computers returned by the search.

• xsd:boolean matchAll
Specifies the condition on the filter properties.

• dsm: ComputerProperty2 sortProperty
Specifies the Computer property on which sorting takes place.

• xsd:bool ascending
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Specifies sorting in an ascending order.
• dsm:ComputerPropertiesRequired2 computerPropertiesRequired (m)

Specifies the properties required to get a computer from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
Specifies the numeric handle to a list of unit groups that can be passed to GetUnitGroupComputerMembers2.

• xsd:long totalNoOfComputers
Specifies the total number of computers in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

None

GetUnitGroupComputerMembers3

The GetUnitGroupComputerMembers3 method fetches the computers in a unit groups member list from a specified index
number.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:long listHandle
Specifies the numeric handle to a list returned by a previous call to OpenUnitGroupComputerMembersList2.

• Xsd:long index
Specifies an index number from which you want the items must be returned from the result set. The index is zero-
based.

• xsd:long noOfComputers
Specifies the number of objects you want to retrieve from the startIndex position. This number must be less than or
equal to the total number in the list returned by a previous call to OpenUnitGroupComputerMembersList2.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfComputerProperties2 GetUnitGroupComputerMembersReturn
Specifies an Array of ComputerProperties. One for each computer requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetUnitGroupComputerMembers3 to iterate down the list. You must call the
CloseUnitGroupComputerMembersList method to close the list.

GetUnitGroupByName

The GetUnitGroupByName method retrieves the properties of a specified unit group, identified by its name.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• Xsd:string unitGroupName
Specifies the name of the unit group, the properties of which you want to retrieve.

• dsm:ObjectPreference objectPreference
Specifies whether the group must be a local or replicated group, or either of the two.

• dsm: UnitGroupPropertiesRequired unitGroupPropertiesRequired
Specifies the group properties you want to retrieve.

Return Values
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• dsm: UnitGroupProperties GetUnitGroupReturn
Contains the unit group properties retrieved.

Remarks

None

GetUnitGroupsXML

The GetUnitGroupsXML method returns the CA Client Automation computer groups in an XML tree.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• Xsd:string parentGroup
Specifies the root group for which you need the xml tree. Specify NULL to return all the computer groups.

• xsd:string excludeGroupName
Specifies the group name to be excluded from the XML, if any. The subgroups under the specified group are also
excluded.

• xsd:boolean excludeSystemGroups
Specifies whether you want to exclude system groups such as All Computers, All User Accounts, and All User Profiles.

Return Values

• xsd: string groupsXML
Returns the computer groups XML as a string.

Unit Inventory

Contents

This section describes unit inventory methods.

CloseUnitInventoryComponentGroupList

The CloseUnitInventoryComponentGroupList method closes an inventory component group list that was opened by
OpenUnitInventoryComponentGroupList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to the list to close. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenUnitInventoryComponentGroupList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseUnitInventoryComponentList

The CloseUnitInventoryComponentList method closes an inventory component list that was opened by
OpenUnitInventoryComponentList and releases the list handle.
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Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to the list to close. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenUnitInventoryComponentList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseUnitInventoryGroupList

The CloseUnitInventoryGroupList method closes an inventory group list that was opened by OpenUnitInventoryGroupList
and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to the list to close. The handle was generated by a previous call to OpenUnitInventoryGroupList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseUnitInventoryItemList

The CloseUnitInventoryItemList method closes an inventory item list that was opened by OpenUnitInventoryItemList and
releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to the list to close. The handle was generated by a previous call to OpenUnitInventoryItemList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

GetUnitInventoryComponentGroups

The GetUnitInventoryComponentGroups method retrieves the inventory component groups from a unit's list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
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The session identifier..
• xsd:long listHandle (m)

A numeric handle to a list returned by a previous call to OpenUnitInventoryComponentGroupList.
• xsd:long noOfUnitInventoryComponentGroups (m)

The total number of component groupss to get from the list. This is less than or equal to the total number in the list
returned by a previous call to OpenUnitInventoryComponentGroupList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfUnitInventoryGroupProperties GetUnitInventoryComponentGroupsReturn
An array of UnitInventoryGroupProperties - one for each group requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetUnitInventoryComponentGroups to iterate down the list.

GetUnitInventoryComponents

The GetUnitInventoryComponents method retrieves the inventory components from a unit's list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list returned by a previous call to OpenUnitInventoryComponentList.

• xsd:long noOfUnitInventoryComponents (m)
The total number of components to get from the list. This is than or equal to the total number in the list returned by a
previous call to OpenUnitInventoryComponentList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfUnitInventoryComponentProperties GetUnitInventoryComponentsReturn
An array of UnitInventoryComponentProperties - one for each component requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetUnitInventoryComponents to iterate down the list.

GetUnitInventoryGroups

The GetUnitInventoryGroups method retrieves the inventory groups from a unit's list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list returned by a previous call to OpenUnitInventoryGroupList.

• xsd:long noOfUnitInventoryGroups (m)
The total number of groups to get from the list. This is less than or equal to the total number in the list returned by a
previous call to OpenUnitInventoryGroupList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfUnitInventoryGroupProperties GetUnitInventoryGroupsReturn
An array of UnitInventoryGroupProperties - one for each group requested from the list.

Remarks

Make multiple calls to GetUnitInventoryGroups to iterate down the list.
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GetUnitInventoryItems

The GetUnitInventoryItems method retrieves the inventory items from a unit's list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list returned by a previous call to OpenUnitInventoryItemList.

• xsd:long noOfUnitInventoryItems (m)
The total number of inventory items to get from the list. This is less than or equal to the total number in the list returned
by a previous call to OpenUnitInventoryItemList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfUnitInventoryItemProperties GetUnitInventoryItemsReturn
An array of UnitInventoryItemProperties - one for each item requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetUnitInventoryItems to iterate down the list.

OpenUnitInventoryComponentGroupList

The OpenUnitInventoryComponentGroupList method opens a list of inventory component groups on a given unit.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string unitId (m)
The UUID of the unit whose inventory component groups are to be listed.

• UnitInventoryComponentProperties unitInventoryComponentProperties (m)
The properties of the UnitInventoryComponent whose groups should be listed.

• UnitInventoryGroupPropertiesRequired unitInventoryGroupPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a group from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of inventory component groups that can be passed to GetUnitInventoryComponentGroups

• xsd:long totalNoOfUnitInventoryComponentGroups
The total number of inventory component groups in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

The method returns the size of the list, and a handle to the list that you can use with the
GetUnitInventoryComponentGroups method.

Asset Inventory is reported in a tree like structure. The root of this tree is called the inventory component, any groups
under this root are called inventory component groups, and the subgroups in each component group are called inventory
groups. The elements under inventory groups are called inventory items, as follows:

"General Inventory" [Inventory Component]

"System" [Inventory Component Group]

"Processors" [Inventory Group]

"Speed" = "slow" [Inventory Item]
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OpenUnitInventoryComponentList

The OpenUnitInventoryComponentList method opens a list of inventory components on a given unit.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string unitId (m)
The UUID of the unit whose inventory components are to be listed.

• UnitInventoryComponentPropertiesRequired unitInventoryComponentPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting an inventory component from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of inventory components that can be passed to GetUnitInventoryComponents

• xsd:long totalNoOfUnitInventoryComponents
The total number of inventory components in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

This method returns the size of the list, and a handle to the list that you can use with the GetUnitInventoryComponents
method.

Asset Inventory is reported in a tree like structure. The root of this tree is called the inventory component, any groups
under this root are called inventory component groups, and the subgroups in each component group are called inventory
groups. The elements under inventory groups are called inventory items, as follows:

"General Inventory" [Inventory Component]

"System" [Inventory Component Group]

"Processors" [Inventory Group]

"Speed" = "slow" [Inventory Item]

OpenUnitInventoryGroupList

The OpenUnitInventoryGroupList method opens a list of inventory groups on a given unit.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string unitId (m)
The UUID of the unit whose inventory groups are to be listed.

• UnitInventoryGroupProperties unitInventoryGroupProperties (m)
The properties of the unitInventoryGroup whose member groups are to be listed.

• UnitInventoryGroupPropertiesRequired unitInventoryGroupPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a group from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of inventory groups that can be passed to GetUnitInventoryGroups.

• xsd:long totalNoOfUnitInventoryGroups
The total number of inventory groups in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks
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This method returns the size of the list, and a handle to the list that you can use with the GetUnitInventoryGroups method.

Asset Inventory is reported in a tree like structure. The root of this tree is called the inventory component and any groups
under this root are called inventory component groups and the subgroups in each component group are called inventory
groups .The elements under inventory groups are called inventory items, as follows:

"General Inventory" [Inventory Component]

"System" [Inventory Component Group]

"Processors" [Inventory Group]

"Speed" = "slow" [Inventory Item ]

Units

Contents

This section describes unit methods.

CloseUnitDiscoveredSoftwareList

The CloseUnitDiscoveredSoftwareList method closes a discovered software list that was opened by
OpenUnitDiscoveredSoftwareList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to the list to close. The handle was generated by a previous call to OpenUnitDiscoveredSoftwareList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseUnitQueryList

The CloseQueryList method closes a query list that was opened by OpenUnitQueryList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle
Specifies a numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenUnitQueryList.

Return Values

None.

Remarks

None.
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CloseUnitUnitGroupList

The CloseUnitUnitGroupList method closes a unit group list that was opened by OpenUnitUnitGroupList and releases the
list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to the list to close. The handle was generated by a previous call to OpenUnitUnitGroupList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseUnitUnitSoftwareInstallationJobList

The CloseUnitUnitSoftwareInstallationJobList method closes a software installation job list that was opened by
OpenUnitUnitSoftwareInstallationJobList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to the list to close. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenUnitUnitSoftwareInstallationJobList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseUnitUnitSoftwareJobList

The CloseUnitUnitSoftwareJobList method closes a software job list that was opened by OpenUnitUnitSoftwareJobList
and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to the list to close. The handle was generated by a previous call to OpenUnitUnitSoftwareJobList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None
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CreateComputer

This method creates a computer.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Session Id. got from the login to the web service.

• CreateComputerProperties propertiesForComputer (m)
The properties required to create a computer. Although the structure is a mandatory parameter, setting all the structure
members is not mandatory

Return Values

• xsd:string uuidOfCreatedComputer
If a computer is successfully created, the UUID of the new computer will be returned.

Remarks

None

CreateComputer2

This method creates a computer.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Session Id. got from the login to the web service.

• CreateComputerProperties2 computerProperties
The properties required to create a computer.

Return Values

• xsd:string computerId
If a computer is successfully created, the UUID of the new computer will be returned.

DeleteComputers

Deletes list of computers specified by uuid.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• ComputerType computerType(mandatory)
Type (machine, scalability server, docking device) of the computer to be deleted.

• ArrayOfstring computerIds (m)
The list of uuids of computers to delete.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

DeleteComputersByName

The web service api DeleteComputersByName deletes a list of computers specified by name.
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Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• ComputerType computerType(mandatory)
Type (machine, scalability server, docking device) of the computer to be deleted.

• ArrayOfstring computerHostNames (m)
The list of host names of computers to delete.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

FindComputer

The FindComputer method finds a computer unit given its name.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string computerName (m)
The computer name to search for. This may contain wildcard characters (*).

• Xsd:long noOfComputers
The number of computers that should be returned from the search if more than one match is found.

• ComputerPropertiesRequired computerPropertiesRequired
This parameter specifies which computer properties to retrieve. Mandatory if noOfComputers is greater than 0.

Return Values

• ArrayOfComputerProperties FindComputerReturn
An array of computer properties structures, one for each computer matched by the search. This array will either be of
the size of the number of computers matched by the search, or of the number of computers requested by the method
call - whichever size is the lowest.

• xsd:long totalNoOfComputersFound
The total number of computers that were matched by the search. You can use this to indicate that there were more
matches found than the requested number of computers.

Remarks

The method supports wildcard pattern matching for the computer name. The name is case insensitive.

FindUserAccount

The FindUserAccount method finds a user account given its name.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string userAccountName (m)
The user account name to search for. This may contain wildcard characters (*).

• Xsd:long noOfUserAccounts
The number of user accounts that should be returned from the search if more than 1 match is found.

• UserAccountPropertiesRequired userAccountPropertiesRequired
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This parameter specifies which user account properties to retrieve. Mandatory if noOfUserAccounts is greater than 0.

Return Values

• ArrayOfUserAccountProperties FindUserAccountReturn
An array of user account properties structures, one for each account matched by the search. This array will either be of
the size of the number of accounts matched by the search, or of the number of accounts requested by the method call
- whichever size is the lowest.

• xsd:long totalNoOfUserAccountsFound
The total number of user accounts that were matched by the search (this can be used to indicate whether there were
more matches found than the requested number of user accounts).

Remarks

The method supports wildcard pattern matching for the user account name. The name is case insensitive.

FindUserProfile

The FindUserProfile method finds a user profile given its name.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:stringuserProfileLabel (m)
The user profile display name to search for. This may contain wildcard characters (*).

• xsd:long noOfUserProfiles
This parameter can be 0 and in this case the method retrieves the totalNoOfUserProfilesFound (match found).
The number of user profiles to return from the search if more than 1 match is found.

• UserProfilePropertiesRequired userProfilePropertiesRequired
Specifies which user profile properties to retrieve.
Mandatory if noOfUserProfiles is greater than 0.

Return Values

• ArrayOfUserProfileProperties FindUserProfileReturn
An array of user profile properties structures, one for each profile matched by the search. This array will either be of
the size of the number of profiles matched by the search, or of the number of profiles requested by the method call -
whichever size is the lowest.

• xsd:long totalNoOfUserProfilesFound
The total number of user profiles that were matched by the search (this can be used to indicate whether there were
more matches found than the requested number of user profiles).

Remarks

The method supports wildcard pattern matching for the user profile name. The name is case insensitive.

GetComputer

The GetComputer method retrieves a computer identified by its UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string computerId (m)
The UUID of the computer to retrieve.

• ComputerPropertiesRequired computerPropertiesRequired (m)
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This parameter specifies the computer properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• ComputerProperties GetComputerReturn
The computer properties retrieved.

Remarks

None

SetComputer

Sets properties of a computer or docking device.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string computerId (m)
UUID of computer whoose properties need to be modified.

• SetComputerProperties setComputerProperties (m)
The values of the properties that need to be modified. Setting all the structure members is not mandatory

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

This method can be used only with computers and docking devices; it cannot be used for setting the properties of a
scalability server.

If you use the setComputerProperties method to change the RAC policy parameter of a computer in the offline mode, the
SetComputer API generates an error message.

SetComputerByName

Sets properties of a computer/docking device.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string compterHostName (m)
Host name of computer whose properties need to be modified.

• SetComputerProperties setComputerProperties (m)
The values of the properties that need to be modified. Although the structure is a mandatory parameter, setting all the
structure members is not mandatory.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

This method can be used only with computers and docking devices; it cannot be used for setting the properties of a
scalability server.

If you use the setComputerProperties method to change the RAC policy parameter of a computer in the offline mode, the
SetComputerByName API generates an error message.
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GetUnitDiscoveredSoftware

The GetUnitDiscoveredSoftware method retrieves the software items from a unit's discovered software list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list returned by a previous call to OpenUnitDiscoveredSoftwareList.

• xsd:long noOfDiscoveredSoftwares (m)
The total number of software items to get from the list. This is less than or equal to the total number in the list returned
by a previous call to OpenUnitDiscoveredSoftwareList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfDiscoveredSoftwareProperties GetUnitDiscoveredSoftwareReturn
An array of DiscoveredSoftwareProperties - one for each software item requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetUnitDiscoveredSoftware to iterate down the list.

GetUnitQueries

The GetUnitQueries method retrieves the queries from a query list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle
Specifies a numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenUnitQueryList.

• xsd:long noOfQueries (m)
Specifies the total number of queries to get from the list. This number must be less than or equal to the total number in
the list as returned by a previous call to OpenUnitQueryList.

Return Values

• xsd:dsm ArrayOfUnitQueryProperties GetQueriesReturn
Returns an array of UnitQueryProperties -- one for each query requested from the list.

• UnitQueryProperties queryPropertiesArray
Returns query properties for each query in the list.

Remarks

None.

GetUnitUnitGroups

The GetUnitUnitGroups method retrieves the procedures from a list of unit groups of which a unit is a member.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list returned by a previous call to OpenUnitUnitGroupList.

• xsd:long noOfUnitGroups (m)
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The total number of groups to get from the list. This is less than or equal to the total number in the list returned by a
previous call to OpenUnitUnitGroupList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfUnitGroupProperties GetUnitUnitGroupsReturn
An array of UnitGroupProperties - one for each group requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetUnitUnitGroups to iterate down the list.

GetUnitUnitSoftwareInstallationJobs

The GetUnitUnitSoftwareInstallationJobs method retrieves the software installation jobs from a unit's software installation
job list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list returned by a previous call to OpenUnitUnitSoftwareInstallationJobList.

• xsd:long noOfUnitSoftwareInstallationJobs (m)
The total number of software installation jobs to get from the list. This is less than or equal to the total number in the list
returned by a previous call to OpenUnitUnitSoftwareInstallationJobList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfUnitSoftwareJobProperties GetUnitUnitSoftwareInstallationJobsReturn
An array of UnitSoftwareJobProperties - one for each software package installation requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetUnitUnitSoftwareInstallationJobs to iterate down the list.

GetUnitUnitSoftwareInstallationJobs2

The GetUnitUnitSoftwareInstallationJobs2 method retrieves the software installation jobs from a unit's software installation
job list. This method also retrieves software package format (regular or virtual).

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a software jobs list, as returned by a previous call to OpenUnitUnitSoftwareInstallationJobList

• xsd:long noOfUnitSoftwareInstallationJobs (m)
The total number of software installation jobs to get from the list. This number is less than or equal to the total number
in the list, as returned by a previous call to OpenUnitUnitSoftwareInstallationJobList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfUnitSoftwareJobProperties2 GetUnitUnitSoftwareInstallationJobsReturn
An array of UnitSoftwareJobProperties - one for each software package installation requested from the list

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetUnitUnitSoftwareInstallationJobs2 to iterate down the list.
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GetUnitUnitSoftwareJobs

The GetUnitUnitSoftwareJobs method retrieves the software jobs from a unit's software job list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list returned by a previous call to OpenUnitUnitSoftwareJobList.

• xsd:long noOfUnitSoftwareJobs
The total number of software jobs to get from the list. This is less than or equal to the total number in the list returned
by a previous call to GetUnitUnitSoftwareJobs.

Return Values

• ArrayOfUnitSoftwareJobProperties GetUnitUnitSoftwareJobsReturn
An array of UnitSoftwareJobProperties - one for each software job requested from the list.

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetUnitUnitSoftwareJobs to iterate down the list.

GetUnitUnitSoftwareJobs2

The GetUnitUnitSoftwareJobs2 method retrieves the software jobs from a unit's software job list. This method also
retrieves software package format (regular or virtual).

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a software jobs list, as returned by a previous call to OpenUnitUnitSoftwareJobList

• xsd:long noOfUnitSoftwareJobs
The total number of software jobs to get from the list. This number is less than or equal to the total number in the list,
as returned by a previous call to OpenUnitUnitSoftwareJobList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfUnitSoftwareJobProperties2 GetUnitUnitSoftwareJobsReturn
An array of UnitSoftwareJobProperties - one for each software job installation requested from the list

Remarks

You can make multiple calls to GetUnitUnitSoftwareJobs2 to iterate down the list.

GetUserAccount

The GetUserAccount method retrieves a user account identified by its UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string userAccountId (m)
The UUID of the user account to retrieve.

• UserAccountPropertiesRequired userAccountPropertiesRequired (m)
This parameter specifies the user account properties to retrieve.

Return Values
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• UserAccountProperties GetUserAccountReturn
The user account properties retrieved.

Remarks

None

GetUserProfile

The GetUserProfile method retrieves a user profile identified by its UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string userProfileId (m)
The UUID of the user profile to retrieve.

• UserProfilePropertiesRequired userProfilePropertiesRequired (m)
This parameter specifies the user profile properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• UserProfileProperties GetUserProfileReturn
The user profile properties retrieved.

Remarks

None

OpenUnitDiscoveredSoftwareList

The OpenUnitDiscoveredSoftwareList opens a list of the software that has been discovered on a given unit.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string unitId (m)
The UUID identifying the unit whose discovered software are to be listed.

• DiscoveredSoftwarePropertiesRequired discoveredSoftwarePropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting an individual software item from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of software items that can be passed to GetUnitDiscoveredSoftware

• xsd:long totalNoOfDiscoveredSoftwares
The properties that will be required when getting an individual software item from the list.

Remarks

This method returns the size of the list, and a handle to the list that can be used with the GetUnitDiscoveredSoftware
method.

OpenUnitInventoryItemList

The OpenUnitInventoryItemList method opens a list of inventory items on a given unit.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
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The session identifier.
• xsd:string unitId (m)

The UUID of the unit whose inventory items are to be listed.
• UnitInventoryGroupProperties unitInventoryGroupProperties (m)

The properties of the UnitInventoryGroup whose inventory items are to be listed.
• UnitInventoryItemPropertiesRequired unitInventoryItemPropertiesRequired (m)

The properties that will be required when getting an inventory item from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of inventory items that can be passed to GetUnitInventoryItems.

• xsd:long totalNoOfUnitInventoryItems
The total number of inventory items in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

This method returns the size of the list, and a handle to the list that you can use with the GetUnitInventoryItems method.

Asset Inventory is reported in a tree like structure. The root of this tree is called the inventory component and any groups
under this root are called inventory component groups and the subgroups in each component group are called inventory
groups .The elements under inventory groups are called inventory items, as follows:

"General Inventory" [Inventory Component]

"System" [Inventory Component Group]

"Processors" [Inventory Group]

"Speed" = "slow" [Inventory Item ]

OpenUnitQueryList

The OpenUnitQueryList method opens a list of queries that can be linked with a unit group. The method returns the
total number of queries in the list and a handle to the list that you can use for further calls to GetUnitQueries and
CloseUnitQueryList.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• UnitQueryPropertiesRequired queryPropertiesRequired
Specifies which query properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
Returns a numeric handle to a list of queries that can be passed to GetUnitQueries.

• xsd:long totalNoOfQueries
Returns the total number of queries in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

None.

OpenUnitUnitGroupList

The OpenUnitUnitGroupList opens a list of unit groups of which the given unit is a member.

Parameters
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• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string unitId (m)
The UUID of the unit whose group memberships are to be listed.

• UnitType unitType (m)
The type of the given unit.

• UnitGroupPropertiesRequired unitGroupPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a unit group from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of unit groups that can be passed to GetUnitUnitGroups

• xsd:long totalNoOfUnitGroups
The total number of unit groups in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

This method returns the size of the list, and a handle to the list that can be used with the GetUnitUnitGroups method.

OpenUnitUnitSoftwareInstallationJobList

The OpenUnitUnitSoftwareInstallationJobList method opens a list of software installations associated with a given unit.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string unitId (m)
The UUID identifying the unit whose software installation jobs are to be listed.

• UnitSoftwareJobPropertiesRequired unitSoftwareJobPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting an individual installation from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of software package installations that can be passed to GetUnitUnitSoftwareInstallationJobs

• xsd:long totalNoOfUnitSoftwareInstallationJobs
The total number of installation jobs in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

This method returns the size of the list, and a handle to the list that can be used with the
GetUnitUnitSoftwareInstallationJobs method.

OpenUnitUnitSoftwareJobList

The OpenUnitUnitSoftwareJobList opens a list of software jobs associated with a given unit.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string unitId (m)
The UUID identifying the unit whose software jobs are to be listed.

• UnitSoftwareJobPropertiesRequired unitSoftwareJobPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting an individual software job from the list.

Return Values
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• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of software package installations that can be passed to GetUnitUnitSoftwareJobs

• xsd:long totalNoOfUnitSoftwareJobs
The total number of software jobs in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

This method returns the size of the list, and a handle to the list that can be used with the GetUnitUnitSoftwareJobs
method.

GetUnitSoftwareJobList

The GetUnitSoftwareJobList method retrieves the list of software jobs deployed on a unit. This method is supported only
on the domain manager.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string unitId
Specifies the UUID of the unit for which you want to the installations list.

• dsm:UnitSoftwareJobPropertiesRequired unitSoftwareJobPropertiesRequired
Specifies the properties that want to get from each installation in the list.

• Xsd:long index
Specifies the starting index for the list.

• xsd:long numJobsRequired
Specifies the number of jobs to get from the list.

Return Values

• Xsd:int totalNumJobs
Returns the total number of jobs in the list.

• dsm:ArrayOfUnitSoftwareJobProperties3 arrOfUnitSoftwareJobProperties
Returns an array of UnitSoftwareJobProperties - one for each software package installation that are requested from
the list.

Remarks

None

GetComputerOSName

The GetComputerOSName method returns the operating system name based on specified OS class ID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string osClassID
Specifies the class ID for which you want to retrieve the operating system name.

Return Values

• xsd:string osName
Contains the operating system name for the specified class ID.

GetComputerByName

The GetComputerByName method retrieves the properties of the computer, identified by the host name specified.
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Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string computerHostName
Specifies the host name of the computer to search for. You can include wildcard characters such as * and ?.

• Xsd:long noOfComputers
Specifies the number of computers that must be returned from the search, if more than one match is found.

• ComputerPropertiesRequired computerPropertiesRequired
Specifies the computer properties to be retrieved. This parameter is mandatory, if noOfComputers is greater than 0.

Return Values

• ArrayOfComputerProperties computerArray
Includes an array of computer properties structures, one for each computer matched by the search. The size of
this array is either the number of computers matched by the search or the number of computers specified in the
noOfComputers parameter, whichever is the lowest.

• xsd:long totalNoOfComputersFound
Includes the total number of computers that were matched by the search. This value indicates that there were more
matches found than the requested number of computers.

Remarks

The method supports wildcard pattern matching for the computer hostname. The name is case insensitive. Use
FindComputer API to search for computers using compute label. Use GetComputerByName API to search for computers
using compute hostname.

GetHardWareModelList

The GetHardWareModelList method returns the distinct hardware models in the CA Client Automation environment.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• dsm:ArrayOfHWModelFilter filterArray
Specifies the filter properties that are supported.

• xsd:boolean sortAscending
Specifies whether you want to sort the list in ascending order.

• Xsd:long index
Specifies an index number from which you want the items must be returned from the result set. The index is zero-
based.

• Xsd:long numRequired

Specifies the number of objects you want to retrieve from the startIndex position.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfstring hwModelList
Contains the distinct hardware models list.

GetComputerHWModel

The GetComputeHWModel method returns the hardware model for a list of computers identified by their UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
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Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.
• dsm:ArrayOfstring computeUUIDs (m)

Specifies the array of computer UUIDs, the hardware models of which you want to retrieve.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfstring hwModels
Contains the hardware models of the specified computers.

GetComputerHWModelByName

The GetComputeHWModelByName method returns the hardware model for a list of computers identified by host name.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring computerHostNames (m)
Specifies the array of host names, the hardware models of which you want to retrieve.

Return Values

• dsm:ArrayOfstring hwModels
Contains the hardware models of the specified computers.

GetComputerSDProperties

The GetComputerSDProperties method returns the software delivery related properties for a particular computer identified
by UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string computerUUID
Specifies the UUID of the computer.

Return Values

• dsm: SDProperties props
Contains the software delivery properties of the computer.

GetComputerSDPropertiesByName

The GetComputerSDPropertiesByName method returns the software delivery related properties for a particular computer
identified by hostname.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string computerName
Specifies the name of the computer.

Return Values

• dsm: SDProperties props
Contains the software delivery properties of the computer.
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User Profiles

Contents

CreateUserProfile

The web service api CreateUserProfile, creates the common object user profile. It also configure a common and sd agent
with it.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• CreateUserProfileProperties createUserProfileProperties (m)
The properties required to create the user profile. Setting all the structure members is not mandatory.

Return Values

• xsd:string uuidOfCreatedUserProfile
If the user profile is successfully created, the UUID of the new user profile is returned.

Remarks

None

DeleteUserProfiles

The web service api DeleteUserProfiles deletes a list of user profiles specified by uuid.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• ArrayOfstring userProfileIds (m)
The list of uuids of user profiles to delete.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

DeleteUserProfilesByName

The web service api DeleteUserProfilesByName deletes a list of user profiles specified by name.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• ArrayOfstring userProfileNames (m)
The list of names of user profiles to delete.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None
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SetUserProfile

Sets properties of an user profile.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string userProfileId (m)
UUID of user profile whoose properties need to be modified.

• SetUserProfileProperties setUserProfileProperties (m)
The values of the properties that need to be modified. Setting all the structure members is not mandatory.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

SetUserProfileByName

Sets properties of an user profile.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string userProfileName (m)
Name of user profile whose properties need to be modified.

• SetUserProfileProperties setUserProfileProperties (m)
The values of the properties that need to be modified. Setting all the structure members is not mandatory

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

Enterprise Manager Distribution Functionalities

Contents

AddDeregisterSoftwarePackageOrdersToDistributionContainer

This API adds deregister software package orders to a distribution container.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string distributionContainerId (m)
UUID of the distribution container to which orders is added.

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageOrder softwarePackageOrders (m)
An array of SoftwarePackageOrder to be added to the distribution container.

Return Values
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• ArrayOfstring orderIds
An array of UUIDs of successfully added orders.

Remarks

An order is inserted at the requested position. If you try to add an order at an occupied position, all current orders from
that position are shifted one position.

AddDeregisterSoftwarePackageProcedureOrdersToDistributionContainer

This API adds deregister software package procedure orders to a distribution container.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string distributionContainerId (m)
UUID of the distribution container to which orders is added.

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureOrder softwarePackageProcedureOrders (m)
An array of SoftwarePackageProcedureOrder to be added to the distribution container.

Return Values

• ArrayOfstring orderIds
An array of UUIDs of successfully added orders.

Remarks

An order is inserted at the requested position. If you try to add an order at an occupied position, all current orders from
that position are shifted one position.

AddDeregisterSoftwarePolicyOrdersToDistributionContainer

This API adds deregister software policy orders to a distribution container.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string distributionContainerId (m)
UUID of the distribution container to which orders are added.

• ArrayOfSoftwarePolicyOrder softwarePolicyOrders (m)
An array of SoftwarePolicyOrder to be added to the distribution container

Return Values

• ArrayOfstring orderIds
An array of UUIDs of successfully added orders.

Remarks

An order is inserted at the requested position. If you try to add an order at an occupied position, all current orders from
that position are shifted one position.

AddFetchItemJobOrdersToDistributionContainer

This webservice interface adds FetchItemJobOrders to DistributionContainer.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
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Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.
• string distributionContainerId (m)

The UUID of the distribution container order.
• ArrayOfFetchItemJobOrderProperties fetchItemJobOrders (m)

An Array of FetchItemJobOrders to be added to the Distribution Container.

Return Values

• xsd:ArrayOfstring fetchItemJobOrderIds
An array of FetchItemJobOrder UUID's that are successfully added to the Distribution Container.

Remarks

None

AddRegisterSoftwareJobContainerOrdersToDistributionContainer

This API adds register software job container orders to a distribution container.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string distributionContainerId (m)
UUID of the distribution container to which orders are added.

• ArrayOfSoftwareJobContainerOrder softwareJobContainerOrders (m)
An array of SoftwareJobContainerOrder to be added to the distribution container

Return Values

• ArrayOfstring orderIds
An array of UUIDs of successfully added orders.

Remarks

An order is inserted at the requested position.If you try to add an order at an occupied position, all current orders from that
position are shifted one position.

AddDeregisterSoftwareJobContainerOrdersToDistributionContainer

This API adds deregister software job container orders to a distribution container.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string distributionContainerId (m)
UUID of the distribution container to which orders are added.

• ArrayOfSoftwareJobContainerOrder softwareJobContainerOrders (m)
An array of SoftwareJobContainerOrder to be added to the distribution container

Return Values

• ArrayOfstring orderIds
An array of UUIDs of successfully added orders.

Remarks

An order is inserted at the requested position. If you try to add an order at an occupied position, all current orders from
that position are shifted one position.
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AddRegisterSoftwarePackageOrdersToDistributionContainer

This API adds register software package orders to a distribution container.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string distributionContainerId (m)
UUID of the distribution container to which orders is added.

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageOrder softwarePackageOrders (m)
An array of SoftwarePackageOrder to be added to the distribution container .

Return Values

• ArrayOfstring orderIds
An array of UUIDs of successfully added orders.

Remarks

An order is inserted at the requested position. If you try to add an order at an occupied position, all current orders from
that position are shifted one position.

AddRegisterSoftwarePackageProcedureOrdersToDistributionContainer

This API adds register software package procedure orders to a distribution container.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string distributionContainerId (m)
UUID of the distribution container to which orders are added.

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureOrder softwarePackageProcedureOrders (m)
An array of SoftwarePackageProcedureOrder to be added to the distribution container.

Return Values

• ArrayOfstring orderIds
An array of UUIDs of successfully added orders.

Remarks

An order is inserted at the requested position. If you try to add an order at an occupied position, all current orders from
that position are shifted one position.

AddRegisterSoftwarePolicyOrdersToDistributionContainer

This API adds register software policy orders to a distribution container.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string distributionContainerId (m)
UUID of the distribution container to which orders are added.

• ArrayOfSoftwarePolicyOrder softwarePolicyOrders (m)
An array of SoftwarePolicyOrder to be added to the distribution container

Return Values
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ArrayOfstring orderIds An array of UUIDs of successfully added orders.

Remarks

An order is inserted at the requested position. If you try to add an order at an occupied position, all current orders from
that position are shifted one position.

CloseDistributionContainerDistributionDomainList

The CloseDistributionContainerDistributionDomainList method closes a distribution domain list that was opened by
OpenDistributionContainerDistributionDomainList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd: long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenDistributionContainerDistributionDomainList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseDistributionContainerList

The CloseDistributionContainerList method closes a distribution container list that was opened by
OpenDistributionContainerList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenDistributionContainerList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseDistributionContainerOrders

This method closes the Distribution Container Order List opened by OpenDistributionContainerOrderList and releases the
list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long openListHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list that should be closed. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenDistributionContainerOrderList.
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Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value

Remarks

None

CreateDistributionContainer

The CreateDistributionContainer method creates a new distribution container

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• CreateDistributionContainerProperties createDistributionContainerProperties (m)
The properties required to create a distribution container.

Return Values

• xsd:string distributionContainerId
If a distribution container was successfully created, the UUID of the new distribution container is returned.

Remarks

When you send a container, a separate sd task is created that starts and monitors the distribution. SD tasks are handled
by the SD Task Manager. The new task gets the provided priority. Valid values are 1-10. 1 is highest priority. The priority
controls how often (relative to the other tasks) the SD Task Manager executes a task.

DeleteDistributionContainers

The DeleteDistributionContainers method deletes one or more distribution containers.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• ArrayOfstring distributionContainerIds (m)
An array of distribution container UUIDs identifying the distribution containers to delete.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

GetDistributionContainer

The GetDistributionContainer method retrieves properties of a distribution container identified by its UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string distributionContainerId (m)
The UUID of the distribution container to retrieve.

Return Values
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• DistributionContainerProperties distributionContainerProperties
The distribution container properties retrieved.

Remarks

An order is inserted at the requested position. That is, if you try to add an order at an already occupied position, all current
orders from that position are shifted one position.

GetDistributionContainerDistributionDomains

The GetDistributionContainersDistributionDomains method retrieves the distribution domains targeted by the distribution
container.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd: long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenDistributionContainerDistributionDomainList.

• xsd: long fromIndex (m)

NOTE
A numeric index from where the 'noOfDistributionDomains' is read. If it is less than or equal to zero (0),
'noOfDistributionDomains' is read from previous index location (fromIndex + noOfDistributionDomains
supplied in previous call to same Get method).

If fromIndex is supplied as less than zero (0), it is considered as zero (0).
• xsd:long noOfDistributionDomains (m)

The total number of distribution domains to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in
the list as returned by a previous call to OpenDistributionContainerDistributionDomainList.

Return Values

• ArrayOfDistributionDomainProperties arrayOfDistributionDomainProperties
An array of DistributionDomainProperties - one for each distribution domain requested from the list.

Remarks

None

GetDistributionContainerOrder

This webservice interface gets the DistributionContainer order details for the given DistributionContainerOrder. It will take
distributionContainerOrderId asInput and returns DistributionContainerOrderProperties

• Parameters
• xsd:string sessionId (m)

Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.
• xsd:string distributionContainerOrderId (m)

The UUID of the DistributionContainerOrder whose properties to be retreived.
• DistributionContainerOrderPropertiesRequired distributionContainerOrderPropertiesRequired (m)

The required properties of the DistributionContainerOrder.

Return Values

• DistributionContainerOrderProperties distributionContainerOrderProperties
The retrieved distribution container order properties.

Remarks
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None

GetDistributionContainerOrder3

The GetDistributionContainerOrder3 gets the DistributionContainerOrder details for the given distribution container order.
The method takes distributionContainerOrderId as input and returns DistributionContainerOrderProperties.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. The method
returns the retrieved DistributionContainerOrderProperties, which has linked job container properties in the sequence
SoftwareJobContainerProperties3. This sequence includes the userMessage parameter that specifies the custom
administrator message information linked with the job container, that is, associated with the distribution container in SD.

• Parameters
• xsd:string sessionId (m)

Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.
• xsd:string distributionContainerOrderId (m)

Specifies the UUID of the DistributionContainerOrder whose properties are to be retrieved.
• DistributionContainerOrderPropertiesRequired distributionContainerOrderPropertiesRequired (m)

Specifies the required properties of the DistributionContainerOrder.

Return Values

• DistributionContainerOrderProperties3 distributionContainerOrderProperties3
Returns the retrieved distribution container order properties.

Remarks

None

GetDistributionContainerOrders

This method retrieves the DistributionContainerOrders from the DistributionContainerOrders list that is opened in previous
call to OpenDistributionContainerOrderList.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long openListHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenDistributionContainerOrderList

• xsd:long fromIndex (m)
A numeric index from where the noOfDistributionContainerOrders is read. If it is less than or equal to zero then
noOfDistributionContainerOrders is read from previous index location (fromIndex + noOfDistributionContainerOrders
supplied in previous call to OpenDistributionContainerOrderList.)

• xsd:long numberOfDistributionContainerOrders (m)
The total number of DistributionContainerorders to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total
number in the list as returned by a previous call to OpenDistributionContainerOrderList.

Return Values

• ArrayofDistributionContainerOrderProperties distributionContainerOrders
An array of DistributionContainerOrderPropertiesone for each Distribution Container Order requested from the list.

Remarks

None
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GetDistributionContainerOrders3

The GetDistributionContainerOrders3 method retrieves the DistributionContainerOrders properties from the
DistributionContainerOrders list that is opened as a result of a previous call to OpenDistributionContainerOrderList.

This method also includes the functionality that helps you manage the custom administrator message. The method
returns the retrieved array of DistributionContainerOrderProperties in which each distribution container has one linked
job container properties in the sequence SoftwareJobContainerProperties3. The sequence includes the userMessage
parameter that specifies the custom administrator message information linked with the job container, that is associated
with the distribution container in SD.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session identifier obtained from the login method of the web service.

• xsd:long openListHandle (m)
Specifies a numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenDistributionContainerOrderList.

• xsd:long fromIndex (m)
Specifies a numeric index from where the noOfDistributionContainerOrders is read. If it is less than or
equal to zero, then noOfDistributionContainerOrders is read from previous index location (fromIndex +
noOfDistributionContainerOrders supplied in a previous call to OpenDistributionContainerOrderList.)

• xsd:long numberOfDistributionContainerOrders (m)
Specifies the total number of DistributionContainerorders to get from the list. This number must be less than or equal to
the total number in the list as returned by a previous call to OpenDistributionContainerOrderList.

Return Values

• ArrayofDistributionContainerOrderProperties3 distributionContainerOrders3
Specifies an array of DistributionContainerOrderProperties3 -- one for each distribution container order requested from
the list.

Remarks

None

GetDistributionContainers

The GetDistributionContainers method retrieves the distribution containers from a distribution container list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd: long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list as returned by a previous call to OpenDistributionContainerList.

• xsd: long fromIndex (m)

NOTE
A numeric index from where the 'noOfDistributionContainers' is read. If it is less than or equal to zero (0),
'noOfDistributionContainers' is read from previous index location (fromIndex + noOfDistributionContainers
supplied in previous call to same Get method).

If fromIndex is supplied as less than zero (0), it is considered as zero (0).
• xsd:long noOfDistributionContainers (m)

The total number of distribution containers to get from the list. This should be less than or equal to the total number in
the list as returned by a previous call to OpenDistributionContainerList.

Return Values
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• ArrayOfDistributionContainerProperties arrayOfDistributionContainerProperties
An array of DistributionContainerProperties one for each container requested from the list.

Remarks

None

HaltDeliveryDistributionContainers

The HaltDeliveryDistributionContainers method halts one or more ongoing distributions. The distributions can be
subsequently deleted or resumed.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• ArrayOfstring distributionContainerIds (m)
An array of distribution container UUIDs identifying the distribution containers to halt.

Return Values

None

Remarks

A distribution can only be halted when Distribution Status is "Waiting" or "Active".

OpenDistributionContainerDistributionDomainList

The OpenDistributionContainerDistributionDomainList method opens a list of distribution domains associated with a
distribution container.

The method returns the total number of distribution domains in the list, and a handle to the list that can be used for further
calls to GetDistributionContainerDistributionDomains.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string distributionContainerId (m)
UUID of the distribution container whose distribution domains is to be listed.

• DistributionDomainPropertiesRequired distributionDomainPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that are required when getting a distribution domain from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long openListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of distribution domains that can be passed to GetDistributionContainerDistributionDomains

• xsd:long totalNoOfDistributionDomains
The total number of distribution domains in the list.

Remarks

None

OpenDistributionContainerList

The OpenDistributionContainerList method opens a list of distribution containers.

The method returns the total number of distribution containers in the list, and a handle to the list that you can use for
further calls to GetDistributionContainers
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Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• DistributionContainerPropertiesRequired distributionContainerPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that are required when getting a distribution container from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long openListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of distribution container that can be passed to GetDistributionContainers.

• 0xsd:long totalNoOfDistributionContainers
The total number of distribution containers in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

None

OpenDistributionContainerOrderList

This OpenDistributionContainerOrderList method opens a list of DistributionContainerOrders for the given
DistributionContainer and returns listHandle and totalNoOfDistributionContainerOrders.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string distributionContainerId (m)
The UUID of the distribution container whose orders are to be listed.

• DistributionContainerOrderPropertiesRequired distributionContainerOrderPropertiesRequired (m)
The required DistributionContainer Order Properties.

Return Values

• xsd:long openListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of distribution container orders that can be passed to GetDistributionContainerOrders.

• xsd:long totalNumberOfDistributionContainerOrder
The total number of Distribution Container Orders.

Remarks

None

RenewDeliveryDistributionContainers

The RenewDeliveryDistributionContainers method renews one or more halted or failed distributions.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• ArrayOfDeliveryDistributionContainerProperties arrayOfDeliveryDistributionContainerProperties (m)
An array of DeliveryDistributionContainerProperties to be renewed.

Return Values

None
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ResumeDeliveryDistributionContainers

The ResumeDeliveryDistributionContainers method resumes one or more halted distributions

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• ArrayOfDeliveryDistributionContainerProperties arrayOfDeliveryDistributionContainerProperties (m)
An array of DeliveryDistributionContainerProperties to be resumed.

Return Values

None

Remarks

The distribution can only be resumed when distribution status is "Halted" or "Error" and you are using DTS (Data
Transport Service). You can set a new date and time for the distribution to be resumed.

The difference between Resume and Renew is that when you use Renew, the distribution starts all over again for areas,
where status is not "OK".

With Resume, the distribution will either continue with the first parcel transfer that did not yet succeed or (if 100% has
been sent) continue waiting for outstanding acknowledgements. The successful parcel transfers so far made in the
distribution will not be repeated.

SendDistributionContainer

This method sends associated orders to specified domains and domainGroups.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string distributionContainerId (m)
UUID of the distribution container.

• DateTime distributionDateTime
Specifies the time to send the associated distribution to the addressed domain managers. If not supplied, the default
value is the current date and time of the enterprise manager computer ('now').

• DateTime haltDateTime
Specifies the date and time when a distribution order should be halted if still ongoing. If not supplied comstore
parameter DistMaxDistTime is used.

• xsd:Boolean: toAllDomains
If coded the distribution will be sent to all CA Client Automation domains registered at the enterprise manager

• ArrayOfstring domainIds
Specifies the name of a CA Client Automation domain where the distribution is to be sent.

• ArrayOfstring domainGroupIds
Specifies the name of a CA Client Automation domain group where the distribution is to be sent.

Return Values

None

Remarks

One or more of addAllDomains, domainIds, and domainGroupIds must be supplied. If addAllDomains is set to 'true',
domainIds and domainGroupIds are ignored.
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SetDistributionContainer

The SetDistributionContainer method updates the properties of a distribution container.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string distributionContainerId (m)
UUID of the distribution container to be updated.

• SetDistributionContainerProperties setDistributionContainerProperties (m)
The properties that should be updated for the specified distribution container.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

Enterprise Manager Domain and Domain Group Functionalities

Contents

CloseDomainGroupDomainMembersList

The CloseDomainGroupDomainMembersList method closes a domain group list that was opened by
OpenDomainGroupDomainMembersList and releases the list handle.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to the list to close. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenDomainGroupDomainMembersList.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

CloseDomainGroupDomainGroupMembersList

The CloseDomainGroupDomainGroupMembersList method closes a domain group list that was opened by
OpenDomainGroupDomainGroupMembersList and releases the list handle

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to the list to close. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenDomainGroupDomainMembersList.

Return Values
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This is a void method that does not expose a return value

Remarks

None

 

CreateDomainGroup

The CreateDomainGroup method creates a domain group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string parentDomainGroupId
The UUID identifying the parent group of which the newly created group is a child. In order to create a top-level group,
this is the UUID of the Domains group.
If this parameter is not supplied then the domain group will be created under “domains”.

• CreateDomainGroupProperties createDomainGroupProperties (m)
The properties required to create a domain group.

Return Values

• xsd: string DomainGroupID
If a domain group was successfully created, the UUID of the new group is returned.

Remarks

None

DeleteDomainGroups

The DeleteDomainGroups method deletes one or more groups identified by their UUIDs.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• ArrayOfstring domainGroupIds (m)
An array of UUIDs that identify the groups to delete.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

FindDomain

The FindDomain method finds a named domain unit.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string domainName (m)
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The domain name to search for. This may contain wildcard characters (*).
• Xsd:long noOfDomains

The number of domains that should be returned from the search if more than one match is found.
• DomainPropertiesRequired domainPropertiesRequired

This parameter specifies which domain properties to retrieve. Mandatory if noOfDomains is greater than 0.

Return Values

• ArrayOfDomainProperties arrayOfDomainProperties
An array of domain properties structures, one for each domain matched by the search. This array will either be of the
size of the number of domains matched by the search, or of the number of domains requested by the method call -
whichever size is the lowest.

• xsd:long totalNoOfDomainsFound
The total number of domains that were matched by the search. You can use this to indicate that there were more
matches found than the requested number of domains.

Remarks

The method supports wildcard pattern matching for the domain name. The name is case insensitive.

FindDomainGroup

The FindDomainGroup method finds a domain group unit given its name.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string domainGroupName (m)
The domain group name to search for. This may contain wildcard characters (*).

• Xsd:long noOfDomainGroups
The number of domain groups that should be returned from the search if more than one match is found.

• DomainGroupPropertiesRequired domainGroupPropertiesRequired
Specifies which domain group properties to retrieve. Mandatory if noOfDomains is greater than 0.

Return Values

• ArrayOfDomainGroupProperties arrayOfDomainGroupProperties
An array of domain group properties structures, one for each domain group matched by the search. This array will
either be of the size of the number of domain groups matched by the search, or of the number of domain groups
requested by the method call - whichever size is the lowest.

• xsd:long totalNoOfDomainGroupsFound
The total number of domain groups that were matched by the search. You can use this to indicate that there were more
matches found than the requested number of domain groups.

Remarks

The method supports wildcard pattern matching for the domain group name. The name is case insensitive.

GetDomain

The GetDomain method retrieves a domain identified by its UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session ID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string domainUUID (m)
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The UUID of the domain to retrieve.
• DomainPropertiesRequired domainPropertiesRequired (m)

Specifies the domain properties to retrieve.

Return Values

• DomainProperties domainProperties
The domain properties retrieved.

Remarks

None

GetDomainGroup

The GetDomainGroup method retrieves a domain group identified by its UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string domainGroupId (m)
The UUID of the domain group to retrieve.

• DomainGroupPropertiesRequired domainGroupPropertiesRequired (m)
Specifies which domain group properties to retrieve.

Return Values

DomainGroupProperties domainGroupProperties

Remarks

None

GetDomainGroupDomainGroupMembers

The GetDomainGroupDomainGroupMembers method retrieves the domaint groups from a domain group's member list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to the list to close. The handle was generated by a previous call to
OpenDomainGroupDomainGroupMembersList.

• xsd:long fromIndex
Index from where to list the domain groups. This is a reserved parameter and is ignored by the webservice.

• xsd:long noOfDomainGroups (m)
The total number of groups to get from the list. This is less than or equal to the total number in the list returned by a
previous call to OpenDomainGroupDomainGroupMembersList.

Return Values

dsm: ArrayofDomainGroupProperties

Remarks

None
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GetDomainGroupDomainMembers

The GetDomainGroupDomainMembers method retrieves the domains from a domain group's member list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long listHandle (m)
A numeric handle to a list returned by a previous call to OpenDomainGroupDomainMembersList.

• xsd:long fromIndex
Index from where to list the domains.

• xsd:long noOfDomains (m)
The total number of domains to get from the list. This is less than or equal to the total number in the list returned by a
previous call to OpenDomainGroupDomainMembersList.

Return Values

ArrayofDomainProperties

Remarks

None

LinkDomainGroupsToDomainGroup

The LinkDomainGroupsToDomainGroup method links one or more domain groups to a domain group

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string domainGroupId
The UUID identifying the domain group to which the given groups are to be linked. The default value is the UUID of the
system group “domains”.

• ArrayOfstring domainGroupIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the groups that are to be linked to the specified domain group.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

LinkDomainsToDomainGroup

The LinkDomainsToDomainGroup method links one or more domains to a given domain group

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string domainGroupId (m)
The UUID identifying the domain group to which the domains are to be linked.

• ArrayOfstring domainIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the domains to link to the specified domain group.

Return Values
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None

Remarks

None

OpenDomainGroupDomainGroupMembersList

The OpenDomainGroupDomainGroupMembersList method opens a list of the domain groups that are members of the
given domain group.

The method returns the total number of groups in the list, and a handle to the list that you can use for further calls to
GetDomainGroupDomainGroupMembers

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string domainGroupId
The UUID of the domain group whose member groups are to be listed. The default value is the UUID of the system
group “domains” .

• DomainGroupPropertiesRequired domainGroupPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that are required when getting a group from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long OpenListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of domain groups that can be passed to GetDomainGroupDomainGroupMembers

• xsd:long totalNoOfDomainGroups
The total number of groups in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

None

OpenDomainGroupDomainGroupsList

The OpenDomainGroupDomainMembersList method opens a list of the domains that are members of the given domain
group.

The method returns the total number of domains in the list, and a handle to the list that can be used for further calls to
GetDomainGroupDomainMembers.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string domainGroupId (m)
The UUID of the domain group whose member domains are to be listed.

NOTE
If this parameter is not supplied then the system group “All domains” UUID will be taken.

• ArrayOfDomainPropertyFilter domainPropertyFilters
An array of domain property filter definitions to limit the domains returned by the search.

• DomainPropertiesRequired domainPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that will be required when getting a domain from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long openListHandle
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A numeric handle to a list of domains that can be passed to GetDomainGroupDomainMembers
• xsd:long totalNoOfDomains

The total number of domains in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

None

OpenDomainGroupDomainMembersList

The OpenDomainGroupDomainMembersList method opens a list of the domains that are members of the given domain
group.

The method returns the total number of domains in the list, and a handle to the list that you can use for further calls to
GetDomainGroupDomainMembers.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string domainGroupId
The UUID of the domain group whose member domains are to be listed.

NOTE
If this parameter is not supplied then the system group “All domains” UUID will be taken.

• ArrayOfDomainPropertyFilter domainPropertyFilters
An array of domain property filter definitions to limit the domains returned by the search.

• DomainPropertiesRequired domainPropertiesRequired (m)
The properties that are required when getting a domain from the list.

Return Values

• xsd:long openListHandle
A numeric handle to a list of domains that can be passed to GetDomainGroupDomainMembers

• xsd:long totalNoOfDomains
The total number of domains in the list whose handle has been returned.

Remarks

None

SetDomainGroup

The SetDomainGroup method updates the properties of a domain group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string groupUUID (m)
Specifies the domain group UUID.

• SetDomainGroupProperties setDomainGroupProperties (m)
The properties that are updated for the specified domain group.

Return Values

None

Remarks
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None

UnlinkDomainGroupsFromDomainGroup

The UnlinkDomainGroupsFromDomainGroup method unlinks one or more domain groups from the specified domain
group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string domainGroupId
The UUID identifying the domain group from which the given groups are to be unlinked.
If this parameter is not supplied then the system group “domains” UUID will be taken.

• ArrayOfstring domainGroupIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the groups that are to be unlinked from the specified domain group.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

UnlinkDomainsFromDomainGroup

The UnlinkDomainsFromDomainGroup method unlinks one or more domains from the specified domain group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Specifies the session id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string domainGroupId (m)
The UUID identifying the group from which the domains are to be unlinked.

• ArrayOfstring domainIds (m)
An array of UUIDs identifying the domains that are to be unlinked from the specified group.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

Asset Script Job Methods

Contents

CreateAssetScriptJob

The CreateAssetScriptJob method is used to create an asset script job.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionID
This parameter specifies the sessionID obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm:AssetScriptJobProperties assetJobScriptProperties 
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This parameter specifies the properties that are required to create an asset script job.

Return Values

• dsm:CreateAssetScriptJobResponse
This parameter returns a response with the job ID, UUID, and domain ID if the asset script job is created successfully.

Remarks

None

GetAssetScriptJob

The GetAssetScriptJob method is used to get the properties of an asset script job.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionID
This parameter specifies the sessionID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long assetjobUId
This parameter specifies the UUID identifying the script job, the properties of which must be retrieved.

• dsm:AssetScriptJobPropertiesRequired assetScriptJobPropertiesRequired
This parameter specifies the list of the script job properties to be retrieved.

Return Values

• dsm:GetAssetScriptJobResponse 
This parameter returns a response with the job ID, domain ID, and the value of each property passed in the input
parameter AssetScriptJobPropertiesRequired.

Remarks

None

OpenAssetScriptJobList

The OpenAssetScriptJobList is used to open the asset script jobs list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionID
This parameter specifies the sessionID obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm:AssetScriptJobPropertiesRequired assetJobPropertiesRequired
This parameter specifies the list of the script job properties to be retrieved.

Return Values

• dsm:OpenAssetScriptJobListResponse
This parameter returns the list handle to the list opened and the number of jobs in the list.

Remarks

None

GetAssetScriptJobs

The GetAssetScriptJobs is used to get the properties for all the asset script jobs.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionID
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This parameter specifies the sessionID obtained from the login to the web service.
• Xsd:long listHandle

This parameter specifies the handle to the asset script job list returned by OpenAssetScriptJobList method.
• Xsd:long noOfJobs

This parameter specifies the number of asset jobs returned by OpenAssetJobList method.

Return Values

• ArrayOfGetAssetScriptJobsProperties getAssetJobsReponse
This parameter contains the job properties of all the script jobs.

Remarks

None

CloseAssetScriptJobList

The CloseAssetScriptJobList method is used to close the list handle of the asset script job list.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionID
This parameter specifies the sessionID obtained from the login to the web service.

• Xsd:long listHandle
This parameter specifies the handle to the asset job list returned by OpenAssetScriptJobList method.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

SetAssetScriptJob

The SetAssetScriptJob is used to set the properties for an asset script job.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionID
This parameter specifies the sessionID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:long assetjobUId
This parameter specifies the UUID identifying the script job, the properties of which must be retrieved.

• dsm:AssetScriptJobProperties assetScriptJobProperties
This parameter specifies asset job properties that you want to set.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

DeleteAssetJobs

The DeleteAssetJobs method is used to delete list of the asset jobs.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionID
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This parameter specifies the sessionID obtained from the login to the web service.
• dsm:ArrayOfstring assetJobIds

This parameter specifies the array of the asset job IDs to delete.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

LinkAssetJobsToUnit

The LinkAssetJobsToUnit method is used to link a list of asset jobs to a unit.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionID
This parameter specifies the sessionID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string unitId
This parameter specifies the unit ID to which you want to link the asset jobs.

• dsm:UnitObjectType unitObjectType
This parameter specifies the object type of the unit.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring *arrayofassetJobIds
This parameter specifies the array of the asset job IDs you want to link with unit.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

LinkAssetJobsToUnitGroup

The LinkAssetJobsToUnitGroup method is used to link a list of asset jobs to a unit group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionID
This parameter specifies the sessionID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string unitGroupId
This parameter specifies the unit group ID to which you want to link the asset jobs.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring assetJobIds
This parameter specifies the array of the asset job IDs you want to link with the unit group.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

UnLinkAssetJobsFromUnit

The UnLinkAssetJobsFromUnit method is used to unlink a list of asset jobs from a unit.

Parameters
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• xsd:string sessionID
This parameter specifies the sessionID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string unitId
This parameter specifies the unit ID from which you want to unlink the asset jobs.

• dsm:UnitObjectType unitObjectType
This parameter specifies the type of the unit.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring assetJobIds
This parameter specifies the array of the asset job IDs you want to unlink from the unit.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

UnLinkAssetJobsFromUnitGroup

The UnLinkAssetJobsFromUnitGroup method is used to unlink a list of asset jobs from a unit group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionID
This parameter specifies the sessionID obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd:string unitGroupId
This parameter specifies the unit group ID from which you want to unlink the asset jobs.

• dsm:ArrayOfstring assetJobIds
This parameter specifies the array of the asset job IDs you want to unlink from the unit group.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None

ActivateJobCheck

The ActivateJobCheck method is used to trigger the asset or software job verification.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionID
This parameter specifies the sessionID obtained from the login to the web service.

• dsm:ArrayOfTriggerInfo triggInfoList 
This parameter specifies the list of objects to trigger.

• dsm:ArrayOfAMExtraCmdParam cmdParams
This parameter specifies the additional parameters for executing Asset Management job verification.

Return Values

None

Remarks

None
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Sequences
Contents

The following sections describe all the sequences that the CA Client Automation Web Services uses. These structures are
a mapping of the underlying layer functionality.

ComputerProperties2

The following sequences of elements specify the properties required when you are retrieving the properties of a computer.

• xsd:string computerUUID
Specifies the UUID of the computer.

• xsd:string computerLabel
Specifies the display name of the computer.

• xsd:string computerDomainUUID
Specifies the UUID identifying the CA Client Automation domain of the computer.

• xsd:string computerPrimaryNetworkAddress
Specifies the IP address of the computer in 0.0.0.0 format.

• xsd:string computerHostUUID
Specifies the agent-generated UUID that identifies the computer.

• xsd:string computerAssetSourceUUID
Specifies the UUID identifying the common CA asset to which this computer is linked.

• xsd:string computerHostName
Specifies the host name of the computer.

• xsd:string computerSerialNumber
Specifies the serial number of the computer.

• xsd:string computerDiscSerialNumber
Specifies the serial number of the computer disc.

• xsd:string computerPrimaryMACAddress
Specifies the MAC address of the computer. The string must have a maximum length of 64 characters.

• xsd:string computerAssetTag
Specifies the string value that identifies a computer asset.

• xsd:long computerClassID
Specifies the numeric value indicating the class of the computer object. For example, Operating System.

• dsm:UsageListMask computerUsageList
Specifies the computer usage list mask.

• xsd:string computerURI
Specifies the fully qualified Uniform Resource Identifier of the computer.

• xsd:string computerSystemID
Specifies the user-defined identifier for computer.

• xsd:string computerVendorName
Specifies the name of the computer vendor.

• xsd:string computerDomainLabel
Specifies the display name of the DSM domain to which the computer belongs.

• xsd:string computerCreationUser
Specifies the name of the user account that created the computer record.

• dsm:DateTime computerCreationDate
Specifies the computer creation date and time.

• xsd:string computerLastUpdatedUser
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Specifies the name of the user account that last updated the computer properties.
• dsm:DateTime computerLastUpdatedDate

Specifies the date and time when the computer properties were last updated.
• xsd:long computerVersionNumber

Specifies the version number of the computer record.

NOTE
The version number is incremented each time a record is updated.

• xsd:string agentName
Specifies the agent name of the computer.

• xsd:long agentRestrictions
Specifies the agent restrictions.

• xsd:string agentDescription
Specifies the agent description.

• xsd:string userdata1
Specifies the user defined data1.

• xsd:string userdata2
Specifies the user defined data2.

• xsd:string userdata3
Specifies the user defined data3.

• xsd:string userdata4
Specifies the user defined data4.

• xsd:string scalabilityserverName
Specifies the name of the scalability server that the agent is pointing to.

• dsm:DateTime2 agentCreationDateTime
Specifies the agent creation data and time.

• dsm:DateTime2 lastRunDateTime
Specifies the agent last run date and time.

• xsd:string agentIPAddress
Specifies the IP address of the agent.

• xsd:long agentTrustlevel
Specifies the trust level of the agent.

• xsd:string agentOrigin
Specifies the origin of the agent.

• dsm:AMAgentStatus amStatus
Specifies the AM Agent status.

• dsm:SDAgentStatus sdStatus
Specifies the SD Agent status.

• dsm:RCAgentStatus rcStatus
Specifies the RC Agent status.

• dsm:ProtectionStatus protectionStatus
Specifies the Protection Agent status.

• dsm:ASPStatus aspStatus
Specifies the ASP status.

• dsm:AVStatus avStatus
Specifies the AV status.

• dsm:HIPSStatus hipsStatus
Specifies the HIPS status.
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QueryFilter

The QueryFilter sequence specifies a search filter that you can use for searching or listing queries.

• dsm: QueryFilterCondition filterCondition
Specifies the filter condition you want to apply.

• dsm: QueryProperty queryProperty
Specifies the property you want to filter.

• xsd:string searchString
Specifies the string you want to search in the name property.

• dsm: QueryTargetType targetType
Specifies the query target type.

QueryProperties2

The QueryProperties2 sequence contains the properties of a query.

• xsd:string queryUUID
Specifies the UUID of the query.

• Xsd:string queryName
Specifies the name of the query.

• dsm: QueryTargetType queryType
Specifies the type of the query.

• Xsd:boolean replicated
Specifies whether is query is replicated from enterprise manager. If true, it indicates that the query is replicated from
enterprise manager.

QueryProperty

The QueryProperty sequence specifies the query properties on which you can apply the sort and filter conditions.

• QUERY-LABEL
Specifies the name of the query.

• QUERY-TARGET-TYPE
Specifies the target type of the query.

QueryFolderProperties

The QueryFolderProperties sequence contains the properties of a query folder.

• Xsd:string folderName
Specifies the name of the query folder.

• Xsd: long folderId
Specifies the ID of the query folder.

HWModelFilter

The HWModelFilter sequence specifies a search filter that you can use for searching or listing unique hardware models.

• dsm: HWMODEL-FILTER-CONDITION filterCondition
Specifies the filter condition you want to apply.

• xsd:string searchString
Specifies the string you want to search in the hardware model name.
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AttributeMask

This sequence of elements specifies a number of attributes of a software package. A combination of the Boolean values
may be set to true.

• xsd:boolean system
Owned and created by the dsm system. Cannot be removed or manipulated.

• xsd:boolean hidden
Not visible; used internally by dsm.

• xsd:boolean distributed
A folder present at a Domain Manager that has been distributed from Enterprise Manager.

Remarks

None

AuthenticationData

This sequence of elements specifies the string and size of authentication data that must be sent to the domain controller
for authentication.

• char *authenticationData
Specifies the authentication data

• long size
Specifies the size of the authentication data

Remarks

None

CreateDistributionContainerProperties

• xsd:string name (m)
• xsd:long priority

The default value is 5, can be 1(highest) to 10 (lowest).
• xsd:boolean prioritySupplied
• xsd:string ahdInfo

Advanced help desk information.
• xsd:boolean ahdInfoSupplied

CreateDomainGroupProperties

• xsd:string groupLabel (m)
Specifies the domain group name.

• xsd:string groupDescription
Specifies the domain group description.

• xsd:boolean groupDescriptionSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the groupDescription value.

CreateInstallSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when creating a job order for a software job within a
software policy.

• xsd:long timeoutHours
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The time in hours after which time, if the job has been unable to complete, the job will cease attempts to complete. If
not supplied, the default value is 48.

• xsd:boolean timeoutHoursSupplied
• SoftwareJobStartupTime startWhen

Indicates when the software job should be started. If not supplied, the default value is EXACT_LOCAL_TIME.
• xsd:boolean startWhenSupplied
• xsd:string jobName

The name ofthe software job with which this order is associated. If no name is specified, Software Delivery creates a
default name.

• xsd:boolean jobNameSupplied
• SoftwareJobBootMask bootBeforeMask

Indicates the reboot options requested for the software job before the job is executed. If not supplied, the default value
is noReboot.

• xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskSupplied
• SoftwareJobBootMask bootAfterMask

This element indicates the reboot options requested for the software job after the job is executed. If not supplied, the
default value is noReboot.

• xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskSupplied
• SoftwareJobOperationMask2 operationMask2

Properties for the operation of the software job. If not supplied, the default value is calendarControl.
• xsd:boolean operationMaskSupplied
• xsd:string userParameters

Contains user-defined parameters.
• xsd:boolean userParametersSupplied
• xsd:long promptTimeoutHours

Indicates the number of hours for which a user prompt should be displayed before forced execution of the job. The
default value is 1 day. This parameter should be set to a value that does not exceed the timeout value for the job. The
default value is 48 hours.

• xsd:boolean promptTimeoutHoursSupplied
• xsd:string deliveryCalendar

The name of a Unicenter delivery calendar to be used for scheduling the job. The calendar controls the days, dates,
and times when delivery is permitted. The time cells not set in the Unicenter Calendar define the exclusion intervals. If
the name of the calendar is unknown to Unicenter, the job is not created.

• xsd:boolean deliveryCalendarSupplied

CreateInstallSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when creating a job order for a software job within a
software policy.

• xsd:long timeoutHours
Specifies the time in hours after which, if the job has been unable to complete, the job will cease attempts to complete.
If you do not provide any value, the default value 48 is used.

• xsd:boolean timeoutHoursSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the timeoutHours parameter is supplied.

• SoftwareJobStartupTime startWhen
Specifies when to start the software job. If you do not provide any value, the default value EXACT_LOCAL_TIME is
used.

• xsd:boolean startWhenSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the startWhen parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string jobName
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Specifies the name of the software job with which this order is associated. If you do not specify any name, SD creates
a default name.

• xsd:boolean jobNameSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the jobName parameter is supplied.

• SoftwareJobBootMask3 bootBeforeMask
Specifies the restart options requested for the software job before executing the job. If you do not specify any value,
the default value noReboot is used.

• xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootBeforeMask parameter is supplied.

• SoftwareJobBootMask3 bootAfterMask
Specifies the restart options requested for the software job after executing the job. If you do not specify any value, the
default value noReboot is used.

• xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootAfterMask parameter is supplied.

• SoftwareJobOperationMask2 operationMask2
Specifies the properties for the operation of the software job. If you do not specify any value, the default value
calendarControl is used.

• xsd:boolean operationMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the operationMask2 parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string userParameters
Specifies the user-defined parameters.

• xsd:boolean userParametersSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the userParameters parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long promptTimeoutHours
Specifies the number of hours for which to display a user prompt before the job is forced to start. The default value is
24 hours. You must set this parameter to a value that does not exceed the timeout value for the job (default value is 48
hours).

• xsd:boolean promptTimeoutHoursSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the promptTimeoutHours parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string deliveryCalendar
Specifies the name of a delivery calendar to use for scheduling the job. The calendar controls the days, dates, and
times of the scheduled delivery. The time cells that are not set in the calendar define the exclusion intervals. If the
name of the calendar is unknown to SD, the job is not created.

• xsd:boolean deliveryCalendarSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the deliveryCalendar parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string userMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message.

• xsd:int userMessageSupplied
Checks whether or not the custom administrator message is supplied.

CreateInstallSoftwareJobOrderProperties

This sequence of elements specifies the software job order properties are to be initialized when a software job order is
created.

DateTime executionDate

Default: Current date and time of the manager computer.

xsd:boolean executionDateSupplied

xsd:long timeoutHours

Default: 168 hours.
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xsd:boolean timeoutHoursSupplied

SoftwareJobStartupTime startWhen

Default: EXACT_LOCAL_TIME.

xsd:boolean startWhenSupplied

xsd:string jobName (m)

xsd:boolean jobNameSupplied (m)

SoftwareJobBootMask bootBeforeMask

Default: noReboot.

xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskSupplied

SoftwareJobBootMask bootAfterMask

Default: noReboot.

xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskSupplied

SoftwareJobOperationMask2 operationMask2

Default: calendarControl.

xsd:boolean operationMaskSupplied

xsd:string userParameters

xsd:boolean userParametersSupplied

xsd:long promptTimeoutHours

Default: 24 hours.

xsd:boolean promptTimeoutHoursSupplied

xsd:string deliveryCalendar

xsd:boolean deliveryCalendarSupplied

DateTime deliveryDateTime

Default: Current date and time of the manager computer.

xsd:boolean deliveryDateTimeSupplied

CreateInstallSoftwareJobOrderProperties3

This sequence of elements specifies the software job order properties that are to be initialized when a software job order
is created.

• DateTime executionDate
Specifies the execution date. If not supplied, the default value is the current date and time of the manager computer.

• xsd:boolean executionDateSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the executionDate parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long timeoutHours
Specifies the time in hours after which, if the job has been unable to complete, the job will cease attempts to complete.
If not supplied, the default value is set to 168 hours.

• xsd:boolean timeoutHoursSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the timeoutHours parameter is supplied.

• SoftwareJobStartupTime startWhen
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Specifies when to start the software job. If not supplied, the default value is EXACT_LOCAL_TIME.
• xsd:boolean startWhenSupplied

Specifies true or false depending on whether the startWhen parameter is supplied.
• xsd:string jobName (m)

Specifies the name of the software job with which this order is associated. If no name is specified, SD creates a default
name.

• xsd:boolean jobNameSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the jobName parameter is supplied.

• SoftwareJobBootMask3 bootBeforeMask
Specifies the reboot options requested for the software job before the job is executed. If not supplied, the default value
is noReboot.

• xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootBeforeMask parameter is supplied.

• SoftwareJobBootMask3 bootAfterMask
Specifies the reboot options requested for the software job after the job is executed. If not supplied, the default value is
noReboot.

• xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootAfterMask parameter is supplied.

• SoftwareJobOperationMask2 operationMask2
Specifies the properties for the operation of the software job. If not supplied, the default value is calendarControl.

• xsd:boolean operationMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the operationMask2 parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string userParameters
Specifies the user-defined parameters.

• xsd:boolean userParametersSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the userParameters parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long promptTimeoutHours
Specifies the number of hours for which a user prompt must be displayed before forced execution of the job starts. If
not supplied, the default value is 24 hours.

• xsd:boolean promptTimeoutHoursSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the promptTimeoutHours parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string deliveryCalendar
Specifies the name of a delivery calendar to be used for scheduling the job. The calendar controls the days, dates, and
times when delivery is permitted. The time cells that are not set in the calendar define the exclusion intervals. If the
name of the calendar is unknown to SD, the job is not created.

• xsd:boolean deliveryCalendarSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the deliveryCalendar parameter is supplied.

• DateTime deliveryDateTime
Specifies the delivery date and time. If not supplied, the default value is the current date and time of the manager
computer.

• xsd:boolean deliveryDateTimeSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the deliveryDateTime parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string userMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message.

• xsd:int userMessageSupplied
Checks whether or not the custom administrator message is supplied.

CreateQueryProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which volume properties are to be initialized when a query is created.
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• xsd:string queryName (m)
• xsd:boolean queryNameSupplied (m)

NOTE
Set to true value only.

• xsd:string queryTable
• xsd:boolean queryTableSupplied
• xsd:boolean queryTypeSupplied

Default: AGENT
• xsd:string queryTableLabelField
• xsd:boolean queryTableLabelFieldSupplied
• xsd:string queryTableLabelPrimaryKey
• xsd:boolean queryTableLabelPrimaryKeySupplied
• xsd:string queryTableLabelSecondaryKey
• xsd:boolean queryTableLabelSecondaryKeySupplied
• ArrayOfQueryFragment queryFragments (m)
• xsd:boolean queryFragmentsSupplied (m)

NOTE
Set to true value only.

Remarks

If the value of QueryType is Agent, the following optional fields of CreateQueryProperties are mandatory:

• xsd:string queryTableLabelField
• xsd:boolean queryTableLabelFieldSupplied
• xsd:string queryTableLabelPrimaryKey
• xsd:boolean queryTableLabelPrimaryKeySupplied
• xsd:string queryTable
• xsd:boolean queryTableSupplied

 

For more details, see QueryProperties.

CreateQueryProperties2

This sequence of elements specifies which query properties are to be initialized when a query is created.

• xsd:string queryName (m)
• xsd:boolean queryNameSupplied (m)

NOTE
Set to true value only.

• xsd:string queryTable
• xsd:boolean queryTableSupplied
• xsd:boolean queryTypeSupplied
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Default: AGENT
• xsd:string queryTableLabelField
• xsd:boolean queryTableLabelFieldSupplied
• xsd:string queryTableLabelPrimaryKey
• xsd:boolean queryTableLabelPrimaryKeySupplied
• xsd:string queryTableLabelSecondaryKey
• xsd:boolean queryTableLabelSecondaryKeySupplied
• ArrayOfQueryFragment2 queryFragments2 (m)
• xsd:boolean queryFragmentsSupplied (m)

NOTE
Set to true value only.

Remarks

If the value of QueryType is Agent, the following optional fields of CreateQueryProperties are mandatory:

• xsd:string queryTableLabelField
• xsd:boolean queryTableLabelFieldSupplied
• xsd:string queryTableLabelPrimaryKey
• xsd:boolean queryTableLabelPrimaryKeySupplied
• xsd:string queryTable
• xsd:boolean queryTableSupplied

CreateSecurityAreaProperties

• xsd:string securityAreaName (m)
Name of security Area to be created.

• xsd:string securityAreaDescription
The description to be set for the security Area.

• xsd:bool securityAreaDescriptionSupplied
True or false depending on whether the description is provided or not.

CreateSecurityProfileProperties

• xsd:string securityProfileName (m)
Name of the security profile to be created. Name should be provided in URI format. For example, (winnt://<domain
name>/<username or groupname>)

• xsd:string securityProfileDescription
The description of the security profile.

• xsd:bool securityProfileDescriptionSupplied
True or false depending on whether the description is provided or not.

• xsd:bool securityAreaEnabled
Set this parameter to ‘true’ if you want security area support to be enabled for this profile.

• xsd:bool securityAreaEnabledSupplied
True or false depending on whether security area enabled supplied or not.

• dsm:SecurityProfilePermission securityProfilePermission
The properties required to create default security permissions.

• xsd:bool securityProfilePerlmissionSupplied
True or false depending on whether SecurityProfilePermission is provided or not.

• dsm: SecurityProfileSpecialPermissionFlags securityProfileSpecialPermissionFlags
The properties required to create special access permission.
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User needs to fill this structure if he or she selects ‘SPECIALACCESS’ from ‘SecurityProfilePermission’ enum. Default
value is ‘No Access’.

• xsd:bool SecurityPlrofileSpecialPermissionFlagsSupplied
True or false depending on whether SecurityProfileSpecialPermissionFlags is provided or not.

CreateSoftwareGroupProperties

Members of sequence: CreateSoftwareGroupProperties

• xsd:string softwareGroupName (m)
Specifies the name of software group to be created.

• xsd:string comment
Specifies the comment for the software group.

• xsd:boolean commentSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of comment.

• SoftwareGroupType softwareGroupType
The default value is SW_PACKAGE_GROUP.

• xsd:boolean softwareGroupTypeSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of softwareGroupType.

CreateSoftwareJobContainerProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which job container properties are to be initialized when a software job container is
created.

• xsd: string parentSoftwareJobContainerId
Default: SD_Jobs

• xsd:boolean parentSoftwareJobContainerIdSupplied
• xsd:string name (m)
• xsd:boolean nameSupplied (m)
• xsd:string comment
• xsd:boolean commentSupplied
• SoftwareJobContainerPropertyMask softwareJobContainerPropertyMask

Default: No linkage
• xsd:boolean softwareJobContainerPropertyMaskSupplied

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwareJobContainerProperties.

CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureDependencyProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which dependency properties are to be initialized when a software package
procedure dependency is created.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureIdSupplied (m)
• xsd:string dependantSoftwarePackageProcedureId (m)
• xsd:boolean dependantSoftwarePackageProcedureIdSupplied (m)

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwarePackageProcedureDependencyProperties.
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CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which procedure group properties are to be initialized when a software package
procedure group is created.

• xsd:string parentSoftwarePackageGroupId
Default: SD_Software Library

• xsd:boolean parentSoftwarePackageGroupIdSupplied
• xsd:string name (m)
• xsd:boolean nameSupplied (m)
• xsd:string comment
• xsd:boolean commentSupplied

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwarePackageProcedureGroupProperties.

CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which procedure properties are to be initialized when a software package procedure
is created.

• xsd:string softwarePackageId (m)
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageIdSupplied (m)
• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName (m)
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureNameSupplied (m)
• SoftwarePackageProcedureTask softwarePackageProcedureTask

Default: INSTALL.
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureTaskSupplied
• SoftwarePackageProcedureType softwarePackageProcedureType

Default: EXEFILE.
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureTypeSupplied
• xsd:string comment
• xsd:boolean commentSupplied
• xsd:boolean userSelectable

Default: false.
• xsd:boolean userSelectableSupplied
• xsd:boolean externalProcedure

Default: false.
• xsd:boolean externalProcedureSupplied
• xsd:long operatingSystemType
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Default: SDAPI_OS_ANY.
• xsd:boolean operatingSystemTypeSupplied
• xsd:string subPath
• xsd:boolean subPathSupplied
• xsd:string procToRun (m)
• xsd:boolean procToRunSupplied (m)
• xsd:string parameters
• xsd:boolean parametersSupplied
• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeId (m)
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageVolumeIdSupplied (m)
• SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask operationMask
• xsd:boolean operationMaskSupplied
• SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask bootBeforeMask

Default: noReboot.
• xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskSupplied
• SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask bootAfterMask

Default: noReboot.
• xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskSupplied
• xsd:string dependancyQueryId
• xsd:boolean dependancyQueryIdSupplied
• SoftwarePackageProcedureManagementTypeMask managementTypeMask

Default: SD.
• xsd:boolean managementTypeMaskSupplied

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties.

CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties2

The CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties2 sequence of elements specifies which procedure properties are to be
initialized when a software package procedure is created.

Parameters

• xsd:string softwarePackageId (m)
Specifies the UUID that identifies the software package.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageIdSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePackageId parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName (m)
Specifies the name of the software package procedure.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureNameSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePackageProcedureName parameter is supplied.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureTask softwarePackageProcedureTask
Specifies the task-type of the software package procedure. If you do not provide any value, the default value INSTALL
is used.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureTaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePackageProcedureTask parameter is supplied.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureType softwarePackageProcedureType
Specifies the type of the software package procedure. If you do not provide any value, the default value EXEFILE is
used.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureTypeSupplied
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Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePackageProcedureTypeSupplied parameter is supplied.
• xsd:string comment

Specifies a comment for the software package procedure.
• xsd:boolean commentSupplied

Specifies true or false depending on whether the comment parameter is supplied.
• xsd:boolean userSelectable

Specifies whether the procedure is allowed to be included in the SD Catalog. If you do not provide the appropriate
value, the default value false is used.

• xsd:boolean userSelectableSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the userSelectable parameter is supplied.

• xsd:boolean externalProcedure
Specifies whether the procedure is external to SD. If you do not provide the appropriate value, the default value false is
used.

• xsd:boolean externalProcedureSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the externalProcedure parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long operatingSystemType
Specifies the type of the operating system. If you do provide any value, the default value SDAPI_OS_ANY is used.

• xsd:boolean operatingSystemTypeSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the operatingSystemType parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string subPath
Specifies the path of the procedure within the volume.

• xsd:boolean subPathSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the subPath parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string procToRun (m)
Specifies the procedure command that is to be run.

• xsd:boolean procToRunSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the procToRun parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string parameters
Specifies a string value that contains the input parameters for the procedure.

• xsd:boolean parametersSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the parameters parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeId (m)
Specifies the UUID identifying the volume of the software package to which the procedure is associated.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageVolumeIdSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePackageVolumeId parameter is supplied.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask2 operationMask
Specifies the operation property for the procedure operation.

• xsd:boolean operationMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the operationMask parameter is supplied.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 bootBeforeMask
Specifies the options requested for the software package procedure before the procedure is executed. If no value is
provided, the default value noReboot is used.

• xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootBeforeMask parameter is supplied.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 bootAfterMask
Specifies the options requested for the software package procedure after the procedure is executed. If no value is
provided, the default value noReboot is used.

• xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootAfterMask parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string dependancyQueryId
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Specifies the UUID of the query that checks whether the condition is fulfilled, provided a prerequisite is defined for the
procedure.

• xsd:boolean dependancyQueryIdSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the dependancyQueryId parameter is supplied.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureManagementTypeMask managementTypeMask
Specifies whether the requested software package for the procedure is allowed to run on the Software Managed
software targets. If no value is provided, the default value SD is used.

• xsd:boolean managementTypeMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the managementTypeMask parameter is supplied.

Remarks

None

CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties3

The CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties3 sequence of elements specifies which procedure properties are to be
initialized when a software package procedure is created.

Parameters

• xsd:string softwarePackageId
Specifies the UUID that identifies the software package.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageIdSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePackageId parameter is supplied.

• dsm:CommonSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties3
• commonSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties

Procedure properties

CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties5

The CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties5 sequence of elements specifies which procedure properties are to be
initialized when a software package procedure is created.

Parameters

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName
Specifies the name of the software package procedure.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureTask softwarePackageProcedureTask
Specifies the task-type of the software package procedure. If you do not provide any value, the default value INSTALL
is used.

• xsd:int softwarePackageProcedureType
Specifies the type of the software package procedure. If you do not provide any value, the default value EXEFILE is
used.

• xsd:string comment
Specifies a comment for the software package procedure.

• xsd:boolean commentSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the comment parameter is supplied.

• xsd:boolean userSelectable
Specifies whether the procedure is allowed to be included in the SD Catalog. If you do not provide the appropriate
value, the default value false is used.

• xsd:boolean userSelectableSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the userSelectable parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long operatingSystemType
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Specifies the type of the operating system. If you do provide any value, the default value SDAPI_OS_ANY is used.
• xsd:string procToRun

Specifies the procedure command that is to be run.
• xsd:string subPath

Specifies the path of the procedure within the volume.
• xsd:boolean subPathSupplied

Specifies true or false depending on whether the subPath parameter is supplied.
• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeId

Specifies the UUID identifying the volume of the software package to which the procedure is associated.
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageVolumeIdSupplied

Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePackageVolumeId parameter is supplied.
• xsd:string parameters

Specifies a string value that contains the input parameters for the procedure.
• xsd:boolean parametersSupplied

Specifies true or false depending on whether the parameters parameter is supplied.
• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask5 operationMask

Specifies the operation property for the procedure operation.
• xsd:boolean operationMaskSupplied

Specifies true or false depending on whether the operationMask parameter is supplied.
• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 bootBeforeMask 

Specifies the options requested for the software package procedure before the procedure is executed. If no value is
provided, the default value noReboot is used.

• xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootBeforeMask parameter is supplied.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 bootAfterMask
Specifies the options requested for the software package procedure after the procedure is executed. If no value is
provided, the default value noReboot is used.

• xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootAfterMask parameter is supplied.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureManagementTypeMask managementTypeMask
Specifies whether the requested software package for the procedure is allowed to run on the Software Managed
software targets. If no value is provided, the default value SD is used.

• xsd:boolean managementTypeMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the managementTypeMask parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string dependancyQueryId
Specifies the UUID of the query that checks whether the condition is fulfilled, provided a prerequisite is defined for the
procedure.

• xsd:boolean dependancyQueryIdSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the dependancyQueryId parameter is supplied.

• xsd:boolean externalProcedure
Specifies whether the procedure is external to SD. If you do not provide the appropriate value, the default value false is
used.

• xsd:boolean externalProcedureSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the externalProcedure parameter is supplied.

CreateAddedProcedureWithNewFilesProperties

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName
Specifies the name of the software package procedure.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureTask softwarePackageProcedureTask
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Specifies the task-type of the software package procedure. 
• xsd:int softwarePackageProcedureType

Specifies the type of the software package procedure. 
• xsd:string comment

Specifies a comment for the software package procedure.
• xsd:boolean commentSupplied

Specifies true or false depending on whether the comment parameter is supplied.
• xsd:boolean userSelectable

Specifies whether the procedure is allowed to be included in the SD Catalog. If you do not provide the appropriate
value, the default value false is used.

• xsd:boolean userSelectableSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the userSelectable parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long operatingSystemType
Specifies the type of the operating system. 

• xsd:string procToRun
Specifies the procedure command that is to be run.

• xsd:string parameters
Specifies a string value that contains the input parameters for the procedure.

• xsd:boolean parametersSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the parameters parameter is supplied.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask4 operationMask
Specifies the operation property for the procedure operation.

• xsd:boolean operationMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the operationMask parameter is supplied.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 bootBeforeMask
Specifies the options requested for the software package procedure before the procedure is executed.

• xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootBeforeMask parameter is supplied.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 bootAfterMask
Specifies the options requested for the software package procedure after the procedure is executed.

• xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootAfterMask parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string dependancyQueryId
Specifies the UUID of the query that checks whether the condition is fulfilled, provided a prerequisite is defined for the
procedure.

• xsd:boolean dependancyQueryIdSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the dependancyQueryId parameter is supplied.

CreateAddedProcedureWithNewFilesProperties2

• – xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName
Specifies the name of the software package procedure.

– dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureTask softwarePackageProcedureTask
Specifies the task-type of the software package procedure. 

– xsd:int softwarePackageProcedureType
Specifies the type of the software package procedure. 

– xsd:string comment
Specifies a comment for the software package procedure.

– xsd:boolean commentSupplied
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Specifies true or false depending on whether the comment parameter is supplied.
– xsd:boolean userSelectable

Specifies whether the procedure is allowed to be included in the SD Catalog. If you do not provide the appropriate
value, the default value false is used.

– xsd:boolean userSelectableSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the userSelectable parameter is supplied.

– xsd:long operatingSystemType
Specifies the type of the operating system. 

– xsd:string procToRun
Specifies the procedure command that is to be run.

– xsd:string parameters
Specifies a string value that contains the input parameters for the procedure.

– xsd:boolean parametersSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the parameters parameter is supplied.

– dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask5 operationMask
Specifies the operation property for the procedure operation.

– xsd:boolean operationMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the operationMask parameter is supplied.

– dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 bootBeforeMask
Specifies the options requested for the software package procedure before the procedure is executed.

– xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootBeforeMask parameter is supplied.

– dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 bootAfterMask
Specifies the options requested for the software package procedure after the procedure is executed.

– xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootAfterMask parameter is supplied.

– dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureManagementTypeMask managementTypeMask
Specifies whether the requested software package for the procedure is allowed to run on the Software Managed
software targets.

– xsd:boolean managementTypeMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the managementTypeMask parameter is supplied.

– xsd:string dependancyQueryId
Specifies the UUID of the query that checks whether the condition is fulfilled, provided a prerequisite is defined for
the procedure.

– xsd:boolean dependancyQueryIdSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the dependancyQueryId parameter is supplied.

– xsd:boolean externalProcedure
Specifies whether the procedure is external to SD. If you do not provide the appropriate value, the default value
false is used.

– xsd:boolean externalProcedureSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the externalProcedure parameter is supplied.

CommonSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties3

Procedure properties used while creating/updating the software package procedure

Parameters

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName
Specifies the name of the software package procedure.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureNameSupplied
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Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePackageProcedureName parameter is supplied.
• SoftwarePackageProcedureTask softwarePackageProcedureTask

Specifies the task-type of the software package procedure. If you do not provide any value, the default value INSTALL
is used.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureTaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePackageProcedureTask parameter is supplied.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureType softwarePackageProcedureType
Specifies the type of the software package procedure. If you do not provide any value, the default value EXEFILE is
used.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureTypeSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePackageProcedureTypeSupplied parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string comment
Specifies a comment for the software package procedure.

• xsd:boolean commentSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the comment parameter is supplied.

• xsd:boolean userSelectable
Specifies whether the procedure is allowed to be included in the SD Catalog. If you do not provide the appropriate
value, the default value false is used.

• xsd:boolean userSelectableSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the userSelectable parameter is supplied.

• xsd:boolean externalProcedure
Specifies whether the procedure is external to SD. If you do not provide the appropriate value, the default value false is
used.

• xsd:boolean externalProcedureSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the externalProcedure parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long operatingSystemType
Specifies the type of the operating system. If you do provide any value, the default value SDAPI_OS_ANY is used.

• xsd:boolean operatingSystemTypeSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the operatingSystemType parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string subPath
Specifies the path of the procedure within the volume.

• xsd:boolean subPathSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the subPath parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string procToRun
Specifies the procedure command that is to be run.

• xsd:boolean procToRunSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the procToRun parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string parameters
Specifies a string value that contains the input parameters for the procedure.

• xsd:boolean parametersSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the parameters parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeId
Specifies the UUID identifying the volume of the software package to which the procedure is associated.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageVolumeIdSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePackageVolumeId parameter is supplied.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask3 operationMask
Specifies the operation property for the procedure operation.

• xsd:boolean operationMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the operationMask parameter is supplied.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 bootBeforeMask
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Specifies the options requested for the software package procedure before the procedure is executed. If no value is
provided, the default value noReboot is used.

• xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootBeforeMask parameter is supplied.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 bootAfterMask
Specifies the options requested for the software package procedure after the procedure is executed. If no value is
provided, the default value noReboot is used.

• xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootAfterMask parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string dependancyQueryId
Specifies the UUID of the query that checks whether the condition is fulfilled, provided a prerequisite is defined for the
procedure.

• xsd:boolean dependancyQueryIdSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the dependancyQueryId parameter is supplied.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureManagementTypeMask managementTypeMask
Specifies whether the requested software package for the procedure is allowed to run on the Software Managed
software targets. If no value is provided, the default value SD is used.

• xsd:boolean managementTypeMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the managementTypeMask parameter is supplied.

 

SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask3

The SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask3 sequence includes a series of flags that indicate options for the
operation of a software package procedure.

• xsd:boolean offline
Executes the procedure in the off-line mode from the scalability server.

• xsd:boolean prompt
Displays a message on the target computer before the job starts.

• xsd:boolean calendarControl
Controls the execution by the job execution calendar defined for this target agent.

• xsd:boolean shield
Prevents the user from being logged-on while the job executes.

• xsd:boolean lock
• xsd:boolean noPromptCancel

Enables the user to cancel a prompt user job.
• xsd:boolean background
• xsd:boolean rerun

Runs the Activate or Configure job every time the software policy is evaluated.
• xsd:boolean permActArea
• xsd:boolean execPromptTimeout

Runs the job if the prompt timeout expires. If the value is not specified, the job is postponed.
• xsd:boolean resolveQueryGroups

Resolves the target groups before the job is set up.
• xsd:boolean autoDeliverItem

Stores the package in the scalability server library.
• xsd:boolean defaultItemProc

Specifies that this is the default procedure for this package with the task defined for the procedure.
• xsd:boolean renewFailedOnly
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Renews only the failed jobs.
• xsd:boolean useDefaultJobMessage

(If enabled) Specifies that the software package procedure comment is used as the default user message for jobs
created using this procedure.

• Xsd:boolean excludeFromRAC
If set to true, this procedure will be excluded from RAC installation.

• xsd:boolean runAtShutdown
This is applicable only for UNIX machines

SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask4

The SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask4 sequence includes a series of flags that indicate options for the
operation of a software package procedure.

• xsd:boolean offline 
Executes the procedure in the off-line mode from the scalability server.

• xsd:boolean prompt 
Displays a message on the target computer before the job starts.

• xsd:boolean calendarControl 
Controls the execution by the job execution calendar defined for this target agent.

• xsd:boolean shield 
Prevents the user from being logged-on while the job executes.

• xsd:boolean lock
• xsd:boolean noPromptCancel 

Enables the user to cancel a prompt user job.
• xsd:boolean background
• xsd:boolean rerun 

Runs the Activate or Configure job every time the software policy is evaluated.
• xsd:boolean permActArea
• xsd:boolean execPromptTimeout 

Runs the job if the prompt timeout expires. If the value is not specified, the job is postponed.
• xsd:boolean resolveQueryGroups 

Resolves the target groups before the job is set up.
• xsd:boolean autoDeliverItem 

Stores the package in the scalability server library.
• xsd:boolean defaultItemProc 

Specifies that this is the default procedure for this package with the task defined for the procedure.
• xsd:boolean renewFailedOnly 

Renews only the failed jobs.
• xsd:boolean useDefaultJobMessage 

(If enabled) Specifies that the software package procedure comment is used as the default user message for jobs
created using this procedure.

• Xsd:boolean excludeFromRAC
If set to true, this procedure will be excluded from RAC installation.

• xsd:boolean runAtShutdown
This is applicable only for UNIX machines

• xsd:boolean enableUserInteraction
Specifies that a software package registered or deployed is interactive and requires user interaction on the agent
computer.
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SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask5

The SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask5 sequence includes a series of flags that indicate options for the
operation of a software package procedure.

• xsd:boolean offline 
Executes the procedure in the off-line mode from the scalability server.

• xsd:boolean prompt 
Displays a message on the target computer before the job starts.

• xsd:boolean calendarControl 
Controls the execution by the job execution calendar defined for this target agent.

• xsd:boolean shield 
Prevents the user from being logged-on while the job executes.

• xsd:boolean lock
• xsd:boolean noPromptCancel 

Enables the user to cancel a prompt user job.
• xsd:boolean background
• xsd:boolean rerun 

Runs the Activate or Configure job every time the software policy is evaluated.
• xsd:boolean permActArea
• xsd:boolean execPromptTimeout 

Runs the job if the prompt timeout expires. If the value is not specified, the job is postponed.
• xsd:boolean resolveQueryGroups 

Resolves the target groups before the job is set up.
• xsd:boolean autoDeliverItem 

Stores the package in the scalability server library.
• xsd:boolean defaultItemProc 

Specifies that this is the default procedure for this package with the task defined for the procedure.
• xsd:boolean renewFailedOnly 

Renews only the failed jobs.
• xsd:boolean useDefaultJobMessage 

(If enabled) Specifies that the software package procedure comment is used as the default user message for jobs
created using this procedure.

• Xsd:boolean excludeFromRAC
If set to true, this procedure will be excluded from RAC installation.

• xsd:boolean runAtShutdown
This is applicable only for UNIX machines.

• xsd:boolean enableUserInteraction
Specifies that a software package registered or deployed is interactive and requires user interaction on the agent
computer. 

• xsd:boolean rollupInstall
Set this flag while creating roll-up package with Install procedure. 

• xsd:boolean rollupConfigure
Set this flag while creating roll-up package with Configure procedure. 

 

computerClassID

The possible value for computerClassID is one of the following:

1. 4 Windows Server 2003 Web
2. 5 Windows Server 2003 Ent
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3. 6 Windows Server 2003 DC
4. 8 Windows 2000 Professional
5. 9 Windows 2000 Advanced Server
6. 10 Windows 2000 DC Server
7. 11 Windows 2000 Server
8. 13 Windows 95
9. 14 Windows 98
10. 15 Windows 98 SE
11. 16 Windows ME
12. 18 Windows NT Workstation 3.51
13. 19 Windows NT workstation 4.0
14. 20 Windows NT Server 4.0
15. 21 Windows NT Server 4.0 Enterprise
16. 23 Windows XP Home
17. 24 Windows XP Professional
18. 25 Windows XP Media Center Edition
19. 26 Windows XP Tablet PC Edition
20. 27 Windows XP Professional x64 Edition
21. 29 Windows 3.0
22. 30 Windows 3.1
23. 31 Windows 3.11
24. 33 Windows CE 2.00
25. 34 Windows CE 2.01
26. 35 Windows CE 2.11
27. 36 Windows CE 3.00
28. 37 Windows Mobile 2003
29. 38 Palm OS
30. 39 Symbian
31. 41 DG_UX
32. 44 DEC 3.0
33. 45 DEC 3.2
34. 46 DEC 4.0
35. 48 FUJIUxp
36. 50 HPUX 9
37. 53 ICLUnix
38. 75 NCR SV
39. 76 NCR SV 2x
40. 77 NCR SV 3x
41. 78 NCR SST
42. 79 NCR SST S4
43. 80 NCR SST S4I
44. 82 AIX 3.2
45. 83 AIX 4.1
46. 84 AIX 4.2
47. 85 AIX 4.3
48. 86 AIX 5.0
49. 87 AIX 5.1
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50. 88 AIX 5.2
51. 90 Unixware 2.0
52. 91 Unixware 2.1
53. 93 SCO OpenServer 3.2
54. 94 SCO OpenServer 5.2
55. 96 Sinix 5.42
56. 97 Sinix 5.43
57. 98 Sinix 5.44
58. 99 Sinix 5.45
59. 101 Irix 6.2
60. 102 Irix 6.3
61. 103 Irix 6.4
62. 104 Irix 6.5
63. 106 Dynix 4.2.x
64. 107 Dynix 4.4.x
65. 109 Solaris 2.3
66. 110 Solaris 2.4
67. 111 Solaris 2.5
68. 112 Solaris 2.6
69. 113 Solaris 7
70. 114 Solaris 8
71. 115 Solaris 9
72. 116 SunOS 4.1.4
73. 117 OS/2
74. 118 AS400
75. 119 OS390
76. 120 DOS
77. 122 Macintosh 10.0
78. 123 Macintosh 10.1
79. 124 Macintosh 10.2
80. 125 Macintosh 10.3
81. 126 Macintosh 10.4
82. 129 OpenVMS 5.5
83. 130 OpenVMS 6.0
84. 131 OpenVMS 6.1
85. 132 OpenVMS 6.2
86. 133 OpenVMS 7.0
87. 134 OpenVMS 7.1
88. 135 OpenVMS 7.2
89. 136 Windows NT Server 3.51
90. 137 Windows XP Embedded
91. 138 Windows Server 2003 Standard
92. 139 Windows Small Business Server 2003
93. 140 Windows Server 2003 Enterprise x64
94. 141 Windows Server 2003 Enterprise 64-Bit Itanium
95. 202 Caldera Linux 3.0
96. 203 Caldera Linux 3.1
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97. 204 SCO Linux 4.0
98. 206 Connectiva Linux 8
99. 207 Connectiva Linux 9
100.208 Connectiva Linux 10
101.210 Debian GNU/Linux 2.0
102.211 Debian GNU/Linux 2.1
103.212 Debian GNU/Linux 2.2
104.213 Debian GNU/Linux 3.0
105.215 Fedora Core 1
106.216 Fedora Core 2
107.218 Miracle Linux 2.1
108.219 Miracle Linux 3.0
109.221 Red Flag Linux 3.0
110.222 Red Flag Linux 3.2
111.223 Red Flag Linux 4.0
112.224 Red Flag Linux 4.1
113.226 Red Hat Linux 7.0
114.227 Red Hat Linux 7.1
115.228 Red Hat Linux 7.2
116.229 Red Hat Linux 7.3
117.230 Red Hat Linux 8.0
118.231 Red Hat Enterprise Linux ES 2.1
119.232 Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS 2.1
120.233 Red Hat Enterprise Linux WS 2.1
121.234 Red Hat Enterprise Linux ES 3
122.235 Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS 3
123.236 Red Hat Enterprise Linux WS 3
124.237 Red Hat Enterprise Linux ES 4.0
125.238 Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS 4.0
126.239 Red Hat Enterprise Linux WS 4.0
127.240 Red Hat Desktop
128.242 Sun Java Desktop System 2003
129.243 Sun Java Desktop System 2
130.245 SuSE Linux 7.0
131.246 SuSE Linux 7.1
132.247 SuSE Linux 7.3
133.248 SuSE Linux 8.0
134.249 SuSE Linux 8.1
135.250 SuSE Linux 8.2
136.251 SuSE Linux Professional 9
137.252 SuSE Linux Professional 9.1
138.253 SuSE Linux Personal 9
139.254 SuSE Linux Personal 9.1
140.255 SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 7
141.256 SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 8
142.257 SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 9
143.258 SuSE Standard Server 8
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144.259 SuSE Desktop 1
145.260 SuSE Desktop 2
146.262 TurboLinux Server 8
147.263 TurboLinux Workstation 8
148.264 TurboLinux Enterprise 8
149.265 TurboLinux 10
150.267 Xandros Desktop 1.0
151.268 Xandros Desktop 1.1
152.269 Xandros Desktop 2.0
153.270 OpenVMS 7.3
154.271 Unixware 7.1.4
155.273 SCO OpenServer 5.7
156.276 Nokia AdminSuite 1.0
157.277 OpenVMS 8.0
158.278 OpenVMS 8.2
159.279 Solaris 10
160.280 AIX 5.3
161.281 NCR MP-RAS 3.02
162.282 HPUX 11.10
163.283 HPUX 11.22
164.284 HPUX 11.23
165.285 HPUX 11.00
166.286 HP Tru64 5.1
167.287 HP Tru64 5.0
168.288 HP Tru64 4.0F
169.289 HP Tru64 4.0G
170.290 HPUX 10.00
171.291 HPUX 10.10
172.292 HPUX 10.20
173.293 HPUX 10.30
174.294 HPUX 11.20
175.298 Windows Vista Business
176.299 Windows Vista Enterprise
177.300 Windows Vista Home Premium
178.301 Windows Vista Home Basic
179.302 Windows Vista Ultimate
180.303 Windows Vista Business x64 Edition
181.304 Windows Vista Enterprise x64 Edition
182.305 Windows Vista Home Premium x64 Edition
183.306 Windows Vista Home Basic x64 Edition
184.307 Windows Vista Ultimate x64 Edition
185.309 Windows Mobile 5.0
186.5029 Macintosh 10.x or later
187.5082 SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 10
188.5083 SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 10.1
189.5084 SuSE Linux Enterprise Desktop 10
190.5085 SuSE Linux Enterprise Desktop 10.1
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191.5088 Windows Server 2003 Standard x64
192.5089 Windows Server 2003 Datacenter x64
193.5090 Unixware 7.1.3
194.5091 Macintosh 10.5
195.5092 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5
196.5093 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Desktop 5
197.5094 Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 Advanced Platform
198.5096 Sun Servers
199.5097 Sun Fire E25K
200.5098 Sun Fire E20K
201.5099 Sun Fire 15K
202.5100 Sun Fire 12K
203.5101 Sun Enterprise 10000
204.5102 Sun Enterprise 6500
205.5103 Sun Enterprise 5500
206.5104 Sun Enterprise 4500
207.5105 Sun Enterprise 3500
208.5107 Windows Embedded for Point of Service Version 1
209.5110 Windows Embedded for Point of Service 1.0
210.5111 HPUX 11.11
211.5112 HPUX 11.31
212.5115 Sun RTOS
213.5116 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5.1
214.5117 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Desktop 5.1
215.5118 Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.1 Advanced Platform
216.5120 Windows Server 2008 Standard Edition
217.5121 Windows Server 2008 Standard Edition x64 Edition
218.5122 Windows Server 2008 Enterprise Edition
219.5123 Windows Server 2008 Enterprise Edition x64 Edition
220.5124 Windows Server 2008 Datacenter Edition
221.5125 Windows Server 2008 Datacenter Edition x64 Edition
222.5126 Windows Web Server 2008
223.5127 Windows Web Server 2008 x64 Edition
224.5128 Windows Storage Server 2008
225.5129 Windows Storage Server 2008 x64 Edition
226.5130 Windows Small Business Server 2008
227.5131 Windows Essential Business Server 2008
228.5132 Windows Server 2008 IA-64 Edition
229.5137 Windows Mobile 6.0
230.5139 AIX 6.1
231.5148 Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V
232.5149 VMWare ESX Server 3.5
233.5150 VMWare ESXi 3.5
234.5153 Virtual Host Machine
235.5154 HP Chassis
236.5155 IBM Server
237.5157 Windows 7 Enterprise
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238.5158 Windows 7 Enterprise x64 Edition
239.5159 Windows 7 Home Premium
240.5160 Windows 7 Home Premium x64 Edition
241.5161 Windows 7 Professional
242.5162 Windows 7 Professional x64 Edition
243.5163 Windows 7 Starter
244.5164 Windows 7 Home Basic
245.5165 Windows 7 Home Basic x64 Edition
246.5166 Windows 7 Ultimate
247.5167 Windows 7 Ultimate x64 Edition
248.5168 Macintosh 10.6
249.5169 SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11
250.5189 Windows Server 2008 R2 Datacenter x64 Edition
251.5190 Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise x64 Edition
252.5191 Windows Server 2008 R2 IA-64 Edition
253.5192 Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard x64 Edition
254.5193 Windows Server 2008 Server Core Standard Edition
255.5194 Windows Server 2008 Server Core Standard x64 Edition
256.5195 Windows Server 2008 R2 Server Core Standard x64 Edition
257.5196 Windows Server 2008 Server Core Enterprise Edition
258.5197 Windows Server 2008 Server Core Enterprise x64 Edition
259.5198 Windows Server 2008 R2 Server Core Enterprise x64 Edition
260.5199 Windows Server 2008 Server Core Datacenter Edition
261.5200 Windows Server 2008 Server Core Datacenter x64 Edition
262.5201 Windows Server 2008 R2 Server Core Datacenter x64 Edition
263.5202 Windows Web Server 2008 R2 x64 Edition
264.5203 Windows Web Server 2008 Server Core Edition
265.5204 Windows Web Server 2008 Server Core x64 Edition
266.5205 SuSE Linux Enterprise Desktop 11
267.5210 Windows Server 2008 Server Core Installation
268.5211 Windows Server 2008 (x64) Server Core Installation
269.5221 openSUSE 11.0
270.5222 openSUSE 11.1
271.5223 Sun eXtended System Control Facility (XSCF)
272.5224 Windows Mobile 6.1
273.5226 VMWare ESX Server 4.0
274.5229 Windows Embedded POSReady 2009
275.5230 Windows Storage Server 2008 Standard Edition
276.5231 Windows Storage Server 2008 Basic Edition
277.5232 Windows Storage Server 2008 Enterprise Edition
278.5233 Windows Storage Server 2008 Workgroup Edition
279.5234 Windows Storage Server 2008 Standard X64 Edition
280.5235 Windows Storage Server 2008 Basic X64 Edition
281.5236 Windows Storage Server 2008 Enterprise X64 Edition
282.5237 Windows Storage Server 2008 Workgroup X64 Edition
283.5238 VMWare ESX Server 4.1
284.5239 Windows Mobile 6.5
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285.5240 VMware ESXi 4.0
286.5241 VMware ESXi 4.1
287.5243 Citrix XenServer 4.0
288.5244 Citrix XenServer 4.1
289.5245 Citrix XenServer 5.0
290.5246 Citrix XenServer 5.5
291.5247 Citrix XenServer 5.6
292.5248 Windows Server 2008 R2 Hyper-V
293.5249 Hyper-V Server 2008
294.5250 Hyper-V Server 2008 R2
295.5254 Windows Embedded Standard 7 Edition
296.5255 Windows Embedded Standard 7 X64 Edition
297.5257 AIX 7.1
298.5258 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.0 x86
299.5259 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.0 x86_64
300.5260 Debian GNU/Linux 5.0
301.5261 Debian GNU/Linux 6.0
302.5262 Debian GNU/Linux 7.0
303.5264 Ubuntu Linux 10.04
304.5265 Ubuntu Linux 10.10
305.5266 Ubuntu Linux 11.04
306.5267 Ubuntu Linux 11.10
307.5268 Ubuntu Linux 12.04
308.5269 Macintosh 10.7
309.5270 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.1 x86
310.5271 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.1 x86_64
311.5272 openSUSE 11.2 x86
312.5273 openSUSE 11.2 x86_64
313.5274 openSUSE 11.3 x86
314.5275 openSUSE 11.3 x86_64
315.5276 openSUSE 11.4 x86
316.5277 openSUSE 11.4 x86_64
317.5278 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.2 x86
318.5279 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.2 x86_64
319.5296 Windows CE 6.00
320.5297 Windows CE 5.00
321.5298 Windows CE .NET 4.0
322.5299 Windows CE .NET 4.1
323.5300 Windows CE .NET 4.2
324.5302 Oracle Enterprise Linux Server 5 x86
325.5303 Oracle Enterprise Linux Server 5 x86_64
326.5304 Oracle Linux Server 6 x86
327.5305 Oracle Linux Server 6 x86_64
328.5309 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.3 x86
329.5310 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.3 x86_64
330.5311 Windows Embedded POSReady 7
331.5313 Windows 8 Pro x86
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332.5314 Windows 8 Pro x64
333.5315 Windows 8 Enterprise x86
334.5316 Windows 8 Enterprise x64
335.5317 Windows Embedded Standard 8 x86
336.5318 Windows Embedded Standard 8 x64
337.5319 Windows 8 x86
338.5320 Windows 8 x64
339.5322 Windows Server 2012 Foundation x64
340.5323 Windows Server 2012 Essentials x64
341.5324 Windows Server 2012 Standard x64
342.5325 Windows Server 2012 Datacenter x64
343.5332 Windows Storage Server 2012 Workgroup x64
344.5333 Windows Storage Server 2012 Standard x64
345.5334 Solaris 11
346.5337 Macintosh 10.8
347.5338 VMware ESXi 5.1
348.5339 Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.5 Advanced Platform
349.5340 Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.6 Advanced Platform
350.5341 Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.7 Advanced Platform
351.5342 Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.8 Advanced Platform
352.5343 Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.9 Advanced Platform
353.5344 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Desktop 5.5
354.5345 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Desktop 5.6
355.5346 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Desktop 5.7
356.5347 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Desktop 5.8
357.5348 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Desktop 5.9
358.5349 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5.5
359.5350 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5.6
360.5351 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5.7
361.5352 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5.8
362.5353 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5.9
363.5354 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.4 x86
364.5355 Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.4 x86_64
365.5356 Hyper-V Server 2012
366.5357 Windows Server 2012 Hyper-V
367.5402 openSUSE Linux 12
368.5403 Citrix XenServer 6.0
369.5405 Citrix XenServer 6.1

ComputerProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving a computer's properties.

• xsd:string computerUUID
The UUID identifying the computer.

• xsd:string computerLabel
The display name of the computer.

• xsd:string computerDomainUUID
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The UUID identifying the CA Client Automation domain for the given computer.
• xsd:string computerPrimaryNetworkAddress

The IP address of the given computer in 0.0.0.0 format.
• xsd:string computerHostUUID

An agent-generated UUID that identifies the given computer.
• xsd:string computerAssetSourceUUID

The UUID identifying the common CA asset to which this computer is linked.
• xsd:string computerHostName

The hostname of the computer.
• xsd:string computerSerialNumber

The serial number of the computer.
• xsd:string computerDiscSerialNumber

The serial number of the computer disc.
• xsd:string computerPrimaryMACAddress

The MAC address of the computer. The string should have a maximum length of 64 characters.
• xsd:string computerAssetTag

A string value that identifies a computer asset.
• xsd:long computerClassID

A numeric value indicating the class of the computer object; for example, Operating System.
• UsageListMask computerUsageList

The computer usage list mask.
• string computerURI

The fully-qualifed Uniform Resource Identifer of the computer.
• string computerSystemID

A user-defined identifier for the computer system.
• string computerVendorName

The name of the vendor of this computer unit.
• string computerDomainLabel

The display name of the CA Client Automation domain to which this computer unit belongs.
• string computerCreationUser

The name of the user account that created the computer unit's record.
• DateTime computerCreationDate

The date and time on which the computer unit's record was created.
• string computerLastUpdatedUser

The name of the user account that last updated the computer's properties.
• DateTime computerLastUpdatedDate

The date and time on which the computer's properties were last updated.
• long computerVersionNumber

The version number of the computer's record. A version number is incremented each time a record is updated.

Remarks

None

ComputerPropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving a computer's properties.
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• xsd:boolean computerUUIDRequired
• xsd:boolean computerLabelRequired
• xsd:boolean computerDomainUUIDRequired
• xsd:boolean computerPrimaryNetworkAddressRequired
• xsd:boolean computerHostUUIDRequired
• xsd:boolean computerAssetSourceUUIDRequired
• xsd:boolean computerHostNameRequired
• xsd:boolean computerSerialNumberRequired
• xsd:boolean computerDiscSerialNumberRequired
• xsd:boolean computerPrimaryMACAddressRequired
• xsd:boolean computerAssetTagRequired
• xsd:boolean computerClassIDRequired
• xsd:boolean computerUsageListRequired
• xsd:boolean computerURIRequired
• xsd:boolean computerSystemIDRequired
• xsd:boolean computerVendorNameRequired
• xsd:boolean computerDomainLabelRequired
• xsd:boolean computerCreationUserRequired
• xsd:boolean computerCreationDateRequired
• xsd:boolean computerLastUpdatedUserRequired
• xsd:boolean computerLastUpdatedDateRequired
• xsd:boolean computerVersionNumberRequired

Remarks

For more details, see ComputerProperties.

ComputerPropertyFilter

This sequence of elements specifies a search filter when searching for or listing computers.

• ComputerProperty computerProperty
The identifier for the computer property on which the search is based.

• xsd:string searchString
If the property to search on is a string property, this parameter specifies the value of the search filter to be applied.
This field is mandatory if computerProperty is set to one of the following values:
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– COMPUTER_UUID
– COMPUTER_LABEL
– COMPUTER_DOMAIN_UUID
– COMPUTER_PRIMARY_NETWORK_ADDRESS
– COMPUTER_HOST_UUID
– COMPUTER_ASSET_SOURCE_UUID
– COMPUTER_HOST_NAME
– COMPUTER_SERIAL_NUMBER
– COMPUTER_DISC_SERIAL_NUMBER
– COMPUTER_PRIMARY_MAC_ADDRESS
– COMPUTER_ASSET_TAG
– COMPUTER_URI
– COMPUTER_SYSTEM_ID
– COMPUTER_VENDOR_NAME
– COMPUTER_DOMAIN_LABEL
– COMPUTER_CREATION_USER
– COMPUTER_LAST_UPDATED_USER

• xsd:long searchValue
If the property to search on is a numeric property, this parameter specifies the value of the search filter to be
applied.This field is mandatory if computerProperty is set to one of the following values:
– COMPUTER_CLASSID
– COMPUTER_USAGE_LIST
– COMPUTER_CREATION_DATE
– COMPUTER_LAST_UPDATED_DATE
– COMPUTER_VERSION_NUMBER

Remarks

None

ComputerStatusInfoRequired

xsd:bool bComputerNameRequired

Name of the computer.

xsd: bool bComputerTypeRequired

Type of the computer (OS type)

xsd: bool bComputerDescRequired

Description of the computer

xsd: bool bIPAddressRequired

Ip Address of the computer.

xsd: bool bComputerStatusCodeRequired

Status code returned during scan or deployment.

xsd: bool bComputerStatusCodeExRequired

Extended Status code.

xsd: bool bComputerStatusMsgRequired
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Status message if any.

xsd:bool bPrimerExistsRequired

DmPrimer existence.

xsd:bool bCredentialsNecessaryRequired

Credentials necessary flag.

CreateAgentComponents

Members of sequence CreateAgenComponents:

• xsd: boolean amAgent
AM agent needs to be created when set to true.

• xsd: boolean amSWUsageAgent
AM software usage agent needs to be created when set to true.

• xsd:boolean amPerformanceAgent
AM performance agent needs to be created when set to true.

• xsd:boolean sdAgent
SD agent needs to be created when set to true.

• xsd:boolean dtsAgent
DTS agent needs to be created when set to true.

• xsd: boolean rcAgent
RC agent needs to be created when set to true.

CreateAgentComponents

Members of sequence CreateAgenComponentst:

• xsd: boolean amAgent
AM agent needs to be created when set to true.

• xsd: boolean amSWUsageAgent
AM software usage agent needs to be created when set to true.

• xsd:boolean amPerformanceAgent
AM performance agent needs to be created when set to true.

• xsd:boolean sdAgent
SD agent needs to be created when set to true.

• xsd:boolean dtsAgent
DTS agent needs to be created when set to true.

• xsd: boolean rcAgent
RC agent needs to be created when set to true.

CreateCatalogSoftwarePackageGroupProperties

This sequence of elements specifies the properties required for creating a new CatalogSoftwarePackageGroup.

• xsd:string parentCatalogSoftwarePackageGroupId
The UUID identifying the parent of this new catalog software package group. The default value is the root Catalog
folder.

• xsd:boolean parentCatalogSoftwarePackageGroupIdSupplied
A flag indicating if the parent id of this new catalog software package group is supplied.

• xsd:string name (m)
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The name of the catalog software package group.
• xsd:boolean nameSupplied (m)

A flag indicating if the name of the catalog software package group is supplied.
• xsd:string unitGroupId

The UUID identifying the unit group to which the software packages in this catalog group is to be made available.
• xsd:boolean unitGroupIdSupplied

A flag indicating if the unit group id is supplied.
• xsd:string comment

A comment for the catalog software package group.
• xsd:boolean commentSupplied

Indicates if a comment is supplied.

Remarks

None

CreateComputerProperties

Members of sequence CreateComputerProperties:

• xsd:string computerLabel
Specifies computer label.

• xsd:string computerHostName
Specifies computer host name. If not supplied computer label is used as host name.

• xsd:boolean computerHostNameSupplied
• xsd:string computerPrimaryNetworkAddress (m)

Specifies the primary network address of the computer.
• ComputerType computerType

Specifies type of computer. The default value is MACHINE.
• xsd:boolean computerTypeSupplied (m)

True or false depending on the value of computerType.
• xsd:long operatingSystemType (m)

Specifies type of the operating system.
• xsd:string scalabilityServerName

If not supplied internally system fetches manager name and sets it as scalability server.
• xsd:boolean scalabilityServerNameSupplied (m)

True or false depending on the value of scalabilityServerName.
• xsd:CreateAgentComponents createAgentComponents

Mandatory parameter. At least one agent component must be Available.
• xsd:SDAgentProperties sdAgentProperties.

Properties that is set for SDAgent. Needed only when SD agent needs to be created.
• xsd:boolean SDAgentPropertiesSupplied (m)

True or false depending on the value of sdAgentProperties.
• xsd:string user

Specifies user name who created the computer. The default value is blank.
• xsd:boolean userSupplied (m)

True or false depending on the value of user.
• xsd:string phone

Specifies phone number of user who created the computer.
• xsd:boolean phoneSupplied (m)

True or false depending on the value of phone.
• xsd:string location
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Specifies location of user who created the computer. The default value is blank.
• xsd:boolean locationSupplied (m)

True or false depending on the value of location.
• xsd:string comment

Specifies any comment user who created the computer needs to set.
• xsd:boolean commentSupplied (m)

True or false depending on the value comment.
• xsd:string computerPrimaryMACAddress

Specifies the computer MAC Address.
• xsd:boolean computerPrimaryMACAddressSupplied (m)

True or false depending on the value of computerPrimaryMACAddress.
• xsd:string osimImage

Specifies the osim image.
• xsd:boolean osimImageSupplied (m)

True or false depending on the value osimImage.
• xsd:string osimBootServerName

If not specified, the scalability server name is taken as the OSIM boot server name.
• xsd:boolean osimBootServerNameSupplied (m)

True or false depending on the value of osimBootServerName.

CreateComputerProperties2

Members of sequence CreateComputerProperties:

• xsd:string computerHostName
Specifies computer host name.

• xsd:string computerLabel
Specifies computer label. If its not supplied, hostname will be used for label.

• xsd:boolean computerLabelSupplied
• xsd:string computerPrimaryNetworkAddress

Specifies the primary network address of the computer.
• xsd:long classID

Defines ClassID for specifying the OS type of the computer.See ComputerClassID for more information.
• xsd:string computerPrimaryMACAddress

Specifies the computer MAC Address.
• xsd:boolean computerPrimaryMACAddressSupplied
• xsd:string serialNumber

The serial number of the computer.
• xsd:string serialNumberSupplied
• xsd:string assetTag

A string value that identifies a computer asset.
• xsd:string assetTagSupplied
• ComputerType computerType

Specifies type of computer. The default value is MACHINE.
• xsd:boolean computerTypeSupplied

True or false depending on the value of computerType.
• xsd:string scalabilityServerName

If not supplied internally system fetches manager name and sets it as scalability server.
• xsd:boolean scalabilityServerNameSupplied

Specifies true or false based on the value of scalabilityServerName.
• CreateAgentComponents createAgentComponents
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Mandatory parameter. At least one agent component must be Available.
• xsd:boolean scalabilityServerNameSupplied

Specifies true or false based on the value of scalabilityServerName.
• xsd:string description

Defines in brief, information about scalability and agent selection for the registered computer.
• xsd:SDAgentProperties sdAgentProperties.

Defines the Properties that are set for SDAgent. Needed only at the time of SD agent creation.

• xsd:boolean SDAgentPropertiesSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of sdAgentProperties.

• xsd:string user
Specifies user name who created the computer. The default value is blank.

• xsd:boolean userSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of user.

• xsd:string phone
Specifies phone number of user who created the computer.

• xsd:boolean phoneSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of phone.

• xsd:string location
Specifies location of user who created the computer. The default value is blank.

• xsd:boolean locationSupplied (m)
Specifies rue or false based on the value of location.

• xsd:string comment
Specifies any comment user who created the computer needs to set.

• xsd:boolean commentSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false based on the value comment.

CreatePatchRollupProperties

• xsd:string name
Specifies name of the patch roll-up. 

• xsd:string comment
Specifies any comment user who created the roll-up. 

• xsd:boolean commentSupplied
Specifies true or false based on the value comment.

CreateSoftwareJobContainerProperties2

xsd:string name (m)

xsd:string comment

xsd:boolean commentSupplied

xsd:long priority

Default: 5

Limits: 1 to 10

xsd:long prioritySupplied

xsd: string parentSoftwareJobContainerId

Default: SD_Jobs
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xsd:boolean parentSoftwareJobContainerIdSupplied

SoftwareJobContainerPropertyMask softwareJobContainerPropertyMask

Default: No linkage.

xsd:boolean softwareJobContainerPropertyMaskSupplied

CreateSoftwareJobContainerProperties3

The CreateSoftwareJobContainerProperties3 sequence of elements specifies which job container properties are to be
initialized when a software job container is created.

• xsd: string parentSoftwareJobContainerId
Specifies the parent software job container ID. If no value is provided, the root “__SD_Jobs” is used as the parent.

• xsd:boolean parentSoftwareJobContainerIdSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the parentSoftwareJobContainerId parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string name (m)
Specifies the name of the software job container.

• xsd:string comment
Specifies the comment for the software job container.

• xsd:boolean commentSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the comment parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long priority
Specifies the priority that can range from 1 (highest) to 10 (lowest), If no value is provided, the default value, 5, is used.

• xsd:long prioritySupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the priority parameter is supplied.

• SoftwareJobContainerPropertyMask softwareJobContainerPropertyMask
Specifies the mask for the software job container property. If no value is provided, the default value, No linkage, is
used.

• xsd:boolean softwareJobContainerPropertyMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwareJobContainerPropertyMask parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string userMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message.

• xsd:int userMessageSupplied
Checks whether or not the custom administrator message is provided.

Remarks

None

CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when creating a job order for a software job within a
software policy.

• xsd:long timeoutHours
The time in hours after which time, if the job has been unable to complete, the job will cease attempts to complete. If
not supplied, the default value is 48.

• xsd:boolean timeoutHoursSupplied
SoftwareJobStartupTime startWhen
Properties that indicate when the software job should be started. If not supplied, the default value is
EXACT_LOCAL_TIME.

• xsd:boolean startWhenSupplied
• xsd:string jobName
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The name of the software job with which this order is associated. If no name is specified, Software Delivery creates a
default name.

• xsd:boolean jobNameSupplied
SoftwareJobBootMask bootBeforeMask
a. Indicates the reboot options requested for the software job before the job is executed. If not supplied, the default

value is noReboot.
• xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskSupplied

SoftwareJobBootMask bootAfterMask
a. This element indicates the reboot options requested for the software job after the job is executed. If not supplied,

the default value is noReboot.
• xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskSupplied

SoftwareJobOperationMask operationMask
a. Properties for the operation of the software job. If not supplied, the default value is calendarControl.

• xsd:boolean operationMaskSupplied
• xsd:string userParameters

Contains user-defined parameters.
• xsd:boolean userParametersSupplied
• xsd:long promptTimeoutHours

This indicates the number of hours for which a user prompt should be displayed before forced execution of the job. The
default value is 1 day. This parameter should be set to a value that does not exceed the timeout value for the job.
If not supplied, the default value is 48 hours.

• xsd:boolean promptTimeoutHoursSupplied
• xsd:string deliveryCalendar

The name of a Unicenter delivery calendar to be used for scheduling the job. The calendar controls the days, dates,
and times when delivery is permitted. The time cells not set in the Unicenter Calendar define the exclusion intervals.
If the name of the calendar is unknown to Unicenter, the job is not created.

• xsd:boolean deliveryCalendarSupplied

Remarks

None

CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3

The CreateSoftwareJobOrderPolicyProperties3 sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when
creating a job order for a software job within a software policy.

• xsd:long timeoutHours
Specifies the time in hours after which, if the job has been unable to complete, the job will cease attempts to complete.
If you do not specify any value, the default value 48 is used.

• xsd:boolean timeoutHoursSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the timeoutHours parameter is supplied.

• SoftwareJobStartupTime startWhen
Specifies the properties that specify when to start the software job. If you do not specify any value, the default value
EXACT_LOCAL_TIME is used.

• xsd:boolean startWhenSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the startWhen parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string jobName
Specifies the name of the software job with which this order is associated. If you do not specify any name, SD creates
a default name.

• xsd:boolean jobNameSupplied
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Specifies true or false depending on whether the jobName parameter is supplied.
• SoftwareJobBootMask3 bootBeforeMask

Specifies the restart options requested for the software job before executing the job. If you do not supply any value, the
default value noReboot is used.

• xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootBeforeMask parameter is supplied.

• SoftwareJobBootMask3 bootAfterMask
Specifies the restart options requested for the software job after executing the job. If you do not supply any value, the
default value noReboot is used.

• xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootAfterMask parameter is supplied.

• SoftwareJobOperationMask operationMask
Specifies the properties for the operation of the software job. If you do not specify any value, the default value
calendarControl is used.

• xsd:boolean operationMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the operationMask parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string userParameters
Specifies the user-defined parameters.

• xsd:boolean userParametersSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the userParameters parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long promptTimeoutHours
Specifies the number of hours for which to display a user prompt before the job is forced to start. The default value is
24 hours. You must set this parameter to a value that does not exceed the timeout value for the job (default value is 48
hours).

• xsd:boolean promptTimeoutHoursSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the promptTimeoutHours parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string deliveryCalendar
Specifies the name of a delivery calendar to use for scheduling the job. The calendar controls the days, dates, and
times of the scheduled delivery. The time cells that are not set in the calendar define the exclusion intervals. If the
name of the calendar is unknown to SD, the job is not created.

• xsd:boolean deliveryCalendarSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the deliveryCalendar parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string userMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message.

• xsd:int userMessageSupplied
Checks whether or not the custom administrator message is supplied.

Remarks

None

CreateSoftwareJobOrderProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which software job order properties is to be initialized when a software job order is
created.

• DateTime executionDate
Default: Current date and time of the manager computer.

• xsd:boolean executionDateSupplied
• xsd:long timeoutHours
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Default: 168 hours.
• xsd:boolean timeoutHoursSupplied
• SoftwareJobStartupTime startWhen

Default: EXACT_LOCAL_TIME.
• xsd:boolean startWhenSupplied
• xsd:string jobName (m)
• xsd:boolean jobNameSupplied (m)
• SoftwareJobBootMask bootBeforeMask

Default: noReboot
• xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskSupplied
• SoftwareJobBootMask bootAfterMask

Default: noReboot
• xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskSupplied
• SoftwareJobOperationMask operationMask

Default: calendarControl.
• xsd:boolean operationMaskSupplied
• xsd:string userParameters
• xsd:boolean userParametersSupplied
• xsd:long promptTimeoutHours

Default: 24 hours.
• xsd:boolean promptTimeoutHoursSupplied
• xsd:string deliveryCalendar
• xsd:boolean deliveryCalendarSupplied
• DateTime deliveryDateTime

Default: Current date and time of the manager computer.
• xsd:boolean deliveryDateTimeSupplied

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwareJobOrderProperties.

CreateSoftwareJobOrderProperties3

The CreateSoftwareJobOrderProperties3 sequence of elements specifies the software job order properties that are to be
initialized when a software job order is created.

• DateTime executionDate
Specifies the execution date. If not supplied, the default value is the current date and time of the manager computer.

• xsd:boolean executionDateSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the executionDate parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long timeoutHours
Specifies the time in hours after which, if the job has been unable to complete, the job will cease attempts to complete.
If not supplied, the default value is set to 168 hours.

• xsd:boolean timeoutHoursSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the timeoutHours parameter is supplied.

• SoftwareJobStartupTime startWhen
Specifies the time to start the software job. If not supplied, the default value is EXACT_LOCAL_TIME.

• xsd:boolean startWhenSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the startWhen parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string jobName (m)
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Specifies the name of the software job with which this order is associated. If no name is specified, SD creates a default
name

• xsd:boolean jobNameSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the jobName parameter is supplied.

• SoftwareJobBootMask3 bootBeforeMask
Specifies the reboot options requested for the software job before the job is executed. If not supplied, the default value
is noReboot.

• xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootBeforeMask parameter is supplied.

• SoftwareJobBootMask3 bootAfterMask
Specifies the reboot options requested for the software job after the job is executed. If not supplied, the default value is
noReboot.

• xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootAfterMask parameter is supplied.

• SoftwareJobOperationMask operationMask
Specifies the properties for the operation of the software job. If not supplied, the default value is calendarControl.

• xsd:boolean operationMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the operationMask parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string userParameters
Specifies the user-defined parameters

• xsd:boolean userParametersSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the userParameters parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long promptTimeoutHours
Specifies the number of hours for which a user prompt must be displayed before forced execution of the job starts. If
not supplied, the default value is 24 hours.

• xsd:boolean promptTimeoutHoursSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the promptTimeoutHours parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string deliveryCalendar
Specifies the name of a delivery calendar to be used for scheduling the job. The calendar controls the days, dates, and
times when delivery is permitted. The time cells that are not set in the calendar define the exclusion intervals. If the
name of the calendar is unknown to SD, the job is not created.

• xsd:boolean deliveryCalendarSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the deliveryCalendar parameter is supplied.

• DateTime deliveryDateTime
Specifies the delivery date and time. If not supplied, the default value is the current date and time of the manager
computer.

• xsd:boolean deliveryDateTimeSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the deliveryDateTime parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string userMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message.

• xsd:int userMessageSupplied
Checks whether or not the custom administrator message is supplied.

Remarks

None

CreateSoftwarePackageGroupProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which software package group properties are to be initialized when a software
package group is created.
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• xsd:string parentSoftwarePackageGroupId
Default: SD_Software Library

• xsd:boolean parentSoftwarePackageGroupIdSupplied
• xsd:string name (m)
• xsd:boolean nameSupplied (m)
• xsd:string comment
• xsd:boolean commentSupplied

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwarePackageGroupProperties.

CreateSoftwarePackageProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which software package properties are to be initialized when a software package is
created.

• xsd:string softwarePackageName (m)
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageNameSupplied (m)
• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion (m)
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageVersionSupplied (m)
• xsd:string supplier
• xsd:boolean supplierSupplied
• xsd:string comment
• xsd:boolean commentSupplied
• xsd:string basedOnSoftwarePackageId
• xsd:boolean basedOnSoftwarePackageIdSupplied
• SoftwarePackageMask softwarePackageMask

Default: checksum.
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageMaskSupplied

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwarePackageProperties.

CreateSoftwarePackageVolumeProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which volume properties are to be initialized when a software package volume is
created.

• xsd:string volumeName (m)
• xsd:boolean volumeNameSupplied (m)
• SourceMedium volumeType

Default: HardDisk
• xsd:boolean volumeTypeSupplied
• xsd:string softwarePackageId (m)
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageIdSupplied (m)

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwarePackageVolumeProperties.

DistributionContainerProperties

xsd:string distributionContainerId
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The UUID identifying the distribution container.

xsd:string distributionContainerName

The display name of the distribution container.

xsd:long priority

DistributionStatus distributionStatus

The status of the distribution.

DistributionPermissionMask distributionPermissionMask

The mask that tells the operations allowed on a distribution container in current state.

DateTime regDateTime

The Date and Time when the distribution container was created.

DateTime distDateTime

The Date and Time when the distribution is scheduled to send.

DateTime haltDateTime

The Date and Time when the distribution is scheduled to halt.

NoOfDistributionDomains noOfDistributionDomains

Total number of target domains and their state.

xsd:string ahdInfo

Advanced help desk information.

DistributionContainerPropertiesRequired

xsd:boolean distributionContainerIdRequired

xsd:boolean distributionContainerNameRequired

xsd:boolean priorityRequired

xsd:boolean distributionStatusRequired

xsd:boolean distributionPermissionMaskRequired

xsd:boolean regDateTimeRequired

xsd:boolean distDateTimeRequired

xsd:boolean haltDateTimeRequired

xsd:boolean noOfDistributionDomainsRequired

xsd:boolean ahdInfoRequired

DistributionPermissionMask

xsd:boolean deleteAllowed;

xsd:boolean haltAllowed;

xsd:boolean renewAllowed;

xsd:boolean resumeAllowed;
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xsd:boolean sendAllowed;

DistributionContainerOrderPropertiesRequired

xsd:boolean distributionContainerOrderIdRequired (m)

True or false depending on whether distribution container order Id is required.

xsd:boolean distributionContainerOrderNameRequired (m)

True or false depending on whether distribution container order name is required.

xsd:boolean distributionContainerOrderTypeRequired (m)

True or false depending on whether distribution container order type is required.

xsd:boolean jobContainerPropertiesRequired (m)

True or false depending on whether job container properties is required.

xsd:boolean fetchItemOrderPropertiesRequired (m)

True or false depending on whether fetch item order properties is required.

CreateSoftwarePolicyProperties2

Members of sequence CreateSoftwarePolicyProperties2:

• xsd:string policyName (m)
Name of policy to be created.

• xsd:string comment
The comment to be set for the policy.

• xsd:boolean commentSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of comment.

• xsd:long priority
Can be 1(highest) to 10(lowest), If not supplied, the default value is 5.

• xsd:long prioritySupplied (m)
True or false depending on whether priority value is supplied by user or not.

• CreateSoftwareJobLinkage createSoftwareJobLinkage
The sequence CreateSoftwareJobLinkage is provided for setting the software job linkage related properties. .

• xsd:boolean createSoftwareJobLinkageSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of createSoftwareJobLinkage.

• SoftwarePolicyEvaluationType softwarePolicyEvaluationType
Specifies the type of evaluation that will done when the policy is applied to the group. The default value is SP_
POPULATEEXCEPTIONS

• xsd:boolean softwarePolicyEvaluationTypeSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of softwarePolicyEvaluationType.

• SoftwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodType softwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodType
Specifies whether the software policy will be evaluated once or periodically. If periodic then the evaluation is done as
per the evaluation period set. The default value is once.

• xsd:boolean softwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodTypeSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value for softwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodType.

• SoftwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodType softwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodType
Optional parameter. Specifies whether the software policy will be evaluated once or periodically. If periodic then the
evaluation is done as per the evaluation period set. The default value is once.

• xsd:boolean softwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodTypeSupplied (m)
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True or false depending on the value for softwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodType.
• DateTime nextEvaluationDate

Specifies the date and time for next evaluation. The default value is current date and time in manager machine.
• xsd:boolean nextEvaluationDateSupplied (m)

True or false depending on the value of nextEvaluationDate.
• xsd:long evaluationPeriod

Specifies the period of evaluation, in hours. default value is 1440 minutes or 24 hours.
• xsd:boolean evaluationPeriodSupplied (m)

True or false depending on the value of evaluationPeriod.
• xsd:boolean enterpriseTime

If set to true, the time specifications are based on the enterprise manager time. By default it is set to false;
• xsd:boolean enterpriseTimeSupplied (m)

True or false depending on the value of enterpriseTimeSupplied.
• xsd:string evaluationCalendar

Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place. To activate a
evaluationCalendar you must specify "evaluationPeriod". The default value is an empty string.

• xsd:boolean evaluationCalendarSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of evaluationCalendarSupplied.

• AdhocTargetEvaluation adhocTargetEvaluation
Target evaluation is triggered when agents report inventory to the manager. This parameter specifies the type of target
evaluation. The default value is NO_ADHOC.

• xsd:boolean adhocTargetEvaluationSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of adhocTargetEvaluation.

• xsd:boolean regenerate
This parameter is considered only if evaluationType is SP_SETUPJOBS or SP_SETUPANDEXECUTEJOBS. The
default value is true.

• xsd:boolean regenerateSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of regenerate.

• xsd:boolean evaluateDynamicGroups
(Optional). If set to true, dynamic groups are
a. evaluated during evaluation of the software policy. The
b. default value is false.

• xsd:boolean evaluateDynamicGroupsSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of evaluateDynamicGroups.

CreateUnitGroupPropertiesByName

Members of sequence CreateUnitGroupPropertiesByName:

• xsd:string groupLabel (m)
Specifies the name of the group.

• xsd:string groupDescription
Specifies the description of the group.

• xsd:boolean groupDescriptionSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the groupDescription value.

• xsd:string queryName
Specifies the name of the query to be linked to the newly created group.

• xsd:boolean queryNameSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of queryName.

• xsd:string engineName
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Specifies the name of the query evaluation engine to be associated with the unit group; the unit group is associated
with All Engines.

• xsd:boolean engineNameSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the engineName value.

• xsd: long evaluationPeriod
Period in which the query is evaluated. The period is specified in minutes. The default value is 1440 minutes Maximum
value allowed is 10080.

• xsd:boolean evaluationPeriodSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of evaluationPeriod.

CreateUserProfileProperties

Members of sequence CreateUserProfileProperties:

• xsd:string userProfileName (m)
Specifies the name of user profile in the format <ComputerName>/<UserName>.

• xsd:long hostComputerOperatingSystemType (m)
Specifies the operating system of the host computer.

• SDAgentProperties sdAgentProperties
Specifies the properties to be set for SD agent.

• xsd:boolean sdAgentPropertiesSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of sdAgentProperties.

• xsd:string user
Specifies the user name. The default value is blank.

• xsd:boolean userSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of user.

• xsd:string phone
Specifies the user's phone number.

• xsd:boolean phoneSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of phone.

• xsd:string location
Specifies the location of the user. The default value is blank.

• xsd:boolean locationSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of location.

• xsd:string comment
Specifies the comment.

• xsd:boolean commentSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value comment.

DateTime

This sequence of elements represents a date and time structure.

• xsd:int year
• xsd:int month
• xsd:int dayOfMonth
• xsd:int hour
• xsd:int minute

Remarks

None
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DeploymentPackageProperties

xsd:string productName

Name of the product

xsd:string packageName

Name of the Package

xsd:string packageVersion

Package version

xsd:string productDisplayName

Product display name.

xsd:string packageDisplayName

Package display name

xsd:string packageVersionExtended

Extended form of package version.

xsd:string displaySortOrder

Display sort order.

xsd:string platform

Package platform

xsd:string language

Package language

xsd:string description

Package description

xsd:string windowsCommand

Windows installation command

xsd:string unixCommand

Unix installaton command

xsd:string operatingSystemType

OperatingSystemType

xsd:string msiProductCode

MSI product code.

xsd:string pifProductCode

PIF product code.

dsm:ArrayOfParameterInfo arrayOfParamInfo

Deployment Package parameters list

DeploymentPackagePropertiesRequired

Members of Sequence DeploymentPackagePropertiesRequired
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xsd:bool productNameRequired

xsd:bool packageNameRequired

xsd:bool packageVersionRequired

xsd:bool productDisplayNameRequired

xsd:bool packageDisplayNameRequired

xsd:bool packageVersionExtRequired

xsd:bool displaySortOrderRequired

xsd:bool platformRequired

xsd:bool languageRequired

xsd:bool descriptionRequired

xsd:bool windowsCommandRequired

xsd:bool unixCommandRequired

xsd:bool operatingSystemTypeRequired

xsd:bool MSIProductCodeRequired

xsd:bool PIFProductCodeRequired

xsd:bool parameterInfoRequired

DeploymentInfo

xsd:string targetUserName

Name of the user to use for deployment.

xsd:bool bTargetUserSupplied

Target user supplied flag

xsd:string targetPassword

Password pertaining to the user to be used for deployment.

xsd:bool bTargetPwdSupplied

Target password supplied flag.

xsd:string scalabilityServer

Scalability Server. If specified, then the deployment happens from it.

xsd:bool bScalabilityServerSupplied

Scalability server supplied flag

xsd:string scalabilityServerUserName

Name of the user to connect to the scalability server.

xsd:bool bSSUserNameSupplied

Scalability server user name supplied flag

xsd:string scalabilityServerPassword

Password of the scalability server user.
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xsd:bool bSSPasswordSupplied

Scalability server user password supplied flag

dsm:ArrayOfMachineCredentials arrayOfTargetMachineCredentials

Array of MachineCredentials structure which contains credential information for each target machine.

xsd:bool bTargetMachCredentialsSupplied

Array of target machine credentials supplied flag

DeploymentPackageInfo

xsd:string productName

Product name pertaining to the package.

xsd:string packageName

Package name.

xsd:string packageVersion

Version of the package.

xsd:bool bPackageVersionSupplied

Package version supplied flag

xsd:string platform

Package platform.

xsd:bool bPlatformSupplied

Platform supplied flag

xsd:string language

Language of the specified package.

xsd:bool bLanguageSupplied

Language supplied flag

dsm:ArrayOfParameterValues arrayOfParameterValues

Array of ParameterValue structures which contain values of the parameters that are needed for package installation.

xsd:bool bParamValuesSupplied

ParameterValues supplied flag.

DiscoveredSoftwareProperties

This sequence defines the properties that you can define for discovered software.

• xsd:string softwareTitle
The title of the discovered software item.

• xsd:string softwareVersion
The version of the discovered software item.

• DiscoveredSoftwareType softwareType
The type of the discovered software item.

• DiscoveredSoftwareSourceType sourceType
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The type of the discovery source for the discovered software item

Remarks

None

DiscoveredSoftwarePropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving a discovered software item's
properties.

• xsd:boolean softwareTitleRequired
• xsd:boolean softwareVersionRequired
• xsd:boolean softwareTypeRequired
• xsd:boolean sourceTypeRequired

Remarks

For more details, see DiscoveredSoftwareProperties.

DistributionContainerOrderProperties

xsd:string distributionContainerOrderId

The UUID of the distribution container order

xsd:string distributionContainerOrderName

The name of the distribution container order.

DistributionContainerOrderType distributionContainerOrderType

Type of the distribution container order.

SoftwareJobContainerProperties jobContainerProperties

Job container properties. This field is populated only if distributionContainerOrderType = REGISTER_JOB_CONTAINER.

FetchItemOrderProperties fetchItemOrderProperties

FetchItemOrder propeties. This field is populated only if distributionContainerOrderType = FETCH_ITEM.

DistributionContainerOrderProperties3

The DistributionContainerOrderProperties3 sequence of elements provides the distribution container order properties.

xsd:string distributionContainerOrderId

Specifies the UUID of the distribution container order.

xsd:string distributionContainerOrderName

Specifies the name of the distribution container order.

DistributionContainerOrderType distributionContainerOrderType

Specifies the type of the distribution container order.

SoftwareJobContainerProperties3 jobContainerProperties3

Specifies the job container properties. This field is populated only if distributionContainerOrderType =
REGISTER_JOB_CONTAINER.

FetchItemOrderProperties fetchItemOrderProperties
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Specifies the FetchItemOrder properties. This field is populated only if distributionContainerOrderType = FETCH_ITEM.

DistributionDomainProperties

xsd:string distributionDomainId

The UUID of the distribution domain.

xsd:string domainId

The UUID of the target domain.

xsd:string domainName

The display name of the target domain.

xsd:string domainDescription

Specifies the description of the domain.

xsd:long percentSent

Indicates how many percent of the container file (size) has been transferred to the actual domain.

DistributionStatus distributionStatus

The distribution status.

xsd:string distributionMessage

A status text that explains the current status of the container file transfer. (Can be empty).

xsd:long distributionErrorCode

If distributionStatus is DIST_ERRORED, a detailed error code that is explained by the distributionMessage.

DistributionOrderStatus distributionOrderStatus

An overall order status.

xsd:string distributionOrderMessage

A status text that explains the overall order status. (Can be empty).

xsd:long distributionOrderErrorCode

If distributionOrderStatus is DIST_ORDER_ERROR, a detailed error code that is explained by the
distributionOrderMessage.

xsd:long distributionFailedOrderNumber

If distributionOrderStatus is DIST_ORDER_ERROR,this is number of the order in the container that failed. All subsequent
orders have not been executed.

DistributionDomainPropertiesRequired

xsd:boolean distributionDomainIdRequired;

xsd:boolean domainIdRequired;

xsd:boolean domainNameRequired;

xsd:boolean domainDescriptionRequired;

xsd:boolean percentSentRequired;

xsd:boolean distributionStatusRequired;
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xsd:boolean distributionMessageRequired;

xsd:boolean distributionErrorCodeRequired;

xsd:boolean distributionOrderStatusRequired;

xsd:boolean distributionOrderMessageRequired;

xsd:boolean distributionOrderErrorCodeRequired;

xsd:boolean distributionFailedOrderNumberRequired;

DomainGroupProperties

This sequence of elements specifies the properties of a domain group.

• xsd:string groupUUID
The UUID identifying the domain group.

• xsd:string groupLabel
The name of the domain group.

• xsd:string groupDescription
Describes the domain group.

• GroupInheritance groupInheritance
This flag indicates the nature of the inheritance of permissions for members of the group.

• xsd:string creationUser
Specifies the domain created user.

• DateTime creationdate
The date and time on which the domain group was created.

• xsd:string lastUpdatedUser
The name ofthe user who last updated the group's properties.

• DateTime lastUpdatedDate
The date and time on which the domain group's properties were last updated.

DomainGroupPropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving a domain group's properties.

• xsd:boolean groupUUIDRequired
True or false depending on whether group UUID needs to be fetched.

• xsd:boolean groupLabelRequired
True or false depending on whether group label needs to be fetched.

• xsd:boolean groupInheritanceRequired
True or false depending on whether group inheritance needs to be fetched.

• xsd:boolean groupDescriptionRequired
True or false depending on whether group description needs to be fetched.

• xsd:boolean creationUserRequired
True or false depending on whether creation user needs to be fetched.

• xsd:boolean creationdateRequired
True or false depending on whether creation date needs to be fetched.

• xsd:boolean lastUpdatedUserRequired
True or false depending on whether last updated user needs to be fetched.

• xsd:boolean lastUpdatedDateRequired
True or false depending on whether last updated date needs to be fetched.
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DomainProperties

xsd:string domainUUID

Specifies the domain UUID

domainType

Specifies domain is a domain or enterprise.

xsd:string parentDomainUUID

Specifies the UUID of the parent of the domain.

xsd:string domainLabel

Specifies the label of the domain.

xsd:string domainDescription

Specifies the description of the domain.

xsd:string creationUser

Specifies the domain created user.

Date creationDate

Specifies the date the domain was created.

xsd:string lastUpdatedUser

Specifies the last updated user name.

Date lastUpdatedDate

Represents the date on which the domain was modified.

xsd:string contactInformation

Specifies the contact information for the domain

xsd:string disHWUUID

Specifies the UUID of the discovered hardware.

xsd:string dbHostName

Specifies the database host name.

xsd:string dbServer

Specifies the database server

xsd:string dbType

Specifies the database type.

xsd:string dbName

Specifies the database name.

xsd:string dbUserName

Specifies the database user name.

xsd:string dbInstance

Specifies the database instance.
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xsd:string domainNumber

Specifies the domain number; used by AM component.

dsm:UsageListMask usageList

Binary bits represents the components installed on the domain.

MachineCredentials

xsd:string targetMachine

Target machine name or IP.

xsd:string userName

User name with access to the target machine.

xsd:string password

Password of the user with access to the target machine.

NoOfDistributionDomains

xsd:long totalNoOfDomains

Total number of target domains.

xsd:long noOfDomainsWaiting

The number of target domains to those distribution is not yet activated.

xsd:long noOfDomainsActive

The number of target domains to those distribution is activated.

xsd:long noOfDomainsFailed

The number of target domains to those distribution is failed.

xsd:long noOfDomainsOK

The number of target domains to those distribution is successfully done.

ParameterInfo

Members of Sequence PackageParameters

xsd:string paramName

Name of the parameter.

xsd:int paramType

Parameter type.

Valid values are:

• 0 - Alphanumeric
• 1 - String
• 2 - Password type.

xsd:string paramValue

Parameter value. This needs to be set according to the above type when supplied as input for DeployPackage method.
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xsd:string paramDescription

Description of the parameter.

xsd:string formatValidation

A pattern matching string used to validate the entered parameter.

ParameterValue

xsd:string paramName

Parameter name whose value needs to be supplied for deployment of the scanned package.

xsd:string value

Corresponding value depending on the type of the parameter

QueryFragment

This sequence of elements represents one fragment of a CA Client Automation query definition. It describes a search
statement.

• QueryFragmentType queryFragmentType
The type of the query fragment.

• xsd:string pseudoStatement
A user-defined description of the nature of the query fragment statement.

• xsd:string statement
The underlying SQL-style statement from which the query fragment is formulated.

Remarks

None

QueryResultProperties

This sequence of elements specifies the properties available when retrieving a query result object's properties.

• xsd:long objectClass
The class of the object returned as part of a query result.

• xsd:string objectUUID
The UUID identifying the object returned as part of a query result.

Remarks

None

QueryResultPropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving a query result object's properties.

• xsd:boolean objectClassRequired
• xsd:boolean objectUUIDRequired

Remarks

For more details, see QueryResultProperties.

ResumeDeliveryDistributionContainerProperties

xsd:string distributionContainerId (m)
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Specifies the UUID of the distribution container to be resumed.

DateTime distributionDateTime

Specifies the time to resume the associated distribution to the addressed domain managers. The default value is the
current date and time of the enterprise manager computer.

xsd:boolean distributionDateTimeSupplied

True or false depending on whether value of distribution datetime is supplied.

DateTime haltDateTime

Specifies the date and time when a distribution order should be halted if still ongoing. If not supplied, the comstore
parameter DistMaxDistTime is used.

xsd:boolean haltDateTimeSupplied

True or false depending on whether value of halt datetime is supplied.

ExportSoftwarePkgProperties

xsd:string targetPath

Specifies the target directory path where the software package is exported. The path can be a local or a network path.

xsd:boolean targetOnServer

To export the software package to the manager, set the field to 1.

To export the software package to the computer which has WebServices installed, set the field to 0.

PackageExportType exportAs

Specifies if the software package is exported as a Software Package or a Library Image.

FetchItemJobOrderProperties

xsd:string fetchItemJobOrderName

FetchItemJobOrder Name

xsd:string fetchItemJobOrderPath

FetchItemJobOrder Path

xsd:string fetchItemJobOrderComment

FetchItemJobOrder Comment

xsd:long orderPosition

This is the position the order will get in the container and the order it is handled at the Domain manager. 0 means last. 1
means first. If the value is greater than the number of orders then it is added last in the container. By default, the position
is 0 (that is, at the end).

xsd:boolean orderPositionSupplied

FetchItemOrderProperties

xsd:string fetchItemOrderName

Name of the FetchItemOrder

xsd:string fetchItemOrderPath
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Path of the FetchItemOrder

xsd:string fetchItemOrderComment

Comment of the FetchItemOrder

FileSystemElementPath

This sequence of values indicates the location of a file system element given its name and path.

• xsd:string elementName
• xsd:string elementPath

Remarks

None

GetSecurityAreaConfiguration

ResponseByName

xsd:bool SecurityAreaSupport

True of false depending upon whether global security area is enabled or not.

dsm:ArrayOfSecurityAreasByName securityAreas

Array of SecurityAreaNames and SecurityAreaEnable values.

GetSecurityGroupPermissions

xsd:string securityGroupUUID

UUID of the security group.

Xsd:string securityObjectOwner

Owner of the security object.

dsm:InheritanceLevel inheritLevel

Inheritance level of the security group.

dsm:ArrayOfSecurityGroupProfilePermission arrayOfSecurityGroupProfilePermission

An array of SecurityGroupProfilePermission - one for each security profile.

GetSecurityObjectsPermissions

xsd:string securityObjectUUID

UUID of the security object.

xsd:string securityObjectOwner

Owner of the security object.

dsm:InheritanceLevel inheritLevel

Inheritance level of the security group.

dsm:ArrayOfSecurityObjectProfilePermission arrayOfSecurityObjectProfilePermission

An array of SecurityObjectProfilePermission - one for each security profile.
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ImportSoftwarePackageProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which software package properties are expected when importing a software
package.

• xsd:string regInfoPath (m)
• xsd:boolean regInfoPathSupplied (m)
• xsd:string sourcePath (m)
• xsd:boolean sourcePathSupplied (m)
• xsd:string basedOnSoftwarePackageId
• xsd:boolean basedOnSoftwarePackageIdSupplied

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwarePackageProperties.

ImportSoftwarePackageProperties2

Members of sequence: ImportSoftwarePackageProperties2

• xsd:string regInfoPath
Specifies the directory on the server where the registration information subdirectory is located. By default, the source
path is taken as a location of the registration information.

• xsd:boolean regInfoPathSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of regInfoPath.

• xsd:string sourcePath (m)
Directory on the server where an image of the item being registered is located.

• xsd:string basedOnSoftwarePackageId
Specifies the original software package Id. The default value is an empty string.

• xsd:boolean basedOnSoftwarePackageIdSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of basedOnSoftwarePackageId.

• xsd:boolean sourceOnManager
Specifies whether the source image is on the manager. Default is false.

• xsd:boolean sourceOnManagerSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of sourceOnManager.

ImportSoftwarePackagePropertiesByName

Members of sequence: ImportSoftwarePackagePropertiesByName

• xsd:string regInfoPath
Specifies the directory on the server where the registration information subdirectory is located. By default the source
path is taken as a location of the registration information.

• xsd:boolean regInfoPathSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of regInfoPath.

• xsd:string sourcePath (m)
Directory on the server where an image of the item being registered is located.

• xsd:string basedOnSoftwarePackageName
Specifies the source software package name. The default value is an empty string.

• xsd:boolean basedOnSoftwarePackageNameSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of basedOnSoftwarePackageName.

• xsd:string basedOnSoftwarePackageVersion
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Specifies the version of the source software package. The parameter is mandatory if parameter
basedOnSoftwarePackageName is specified.

• xsd:boolean basedOnSoftwarePackageVersionSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of basedOnSoftwarePackageVersion.

• xsd:boolean sourceOnManager
Specifies whether the source library image is on the manager. The default value is false.

• xsd:boolean sourceOnManagerSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of sourceOnManager.

QueryFragment2

This sequence of elements represents one fragment of a DSM query definition. It describes a search statement.

• QueryFragmentType2 queryFragmentType
Type of the query fragment; specifies whether it is a database or directory statement.

• xsd:string pseudoStatement
A user-defined description of the nature of the query fragment statement.

• xsd:string statement
The underlying SQL-style statement from which the query fragment is formulated.

• xsd:string linkQueryName
Name of the existing query used to link with this new query. Existing query is added as an argument of new query.

• xsd:string attributeFilter
Used to specify the attribute values based on which the query results can be streamlined.
For example: (assetCn=z*) AND (assetDescription=This is a sample Query).
The attributeFilter helps to find assets with names starting with ‘z’.
Other Attributes are as follows:
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– assetCn
– assetDescription
– assetName
– c
– company
– dc
– department
– directReports
– displayName
– dnsHostName
– email
– givenName
– groupCn
– groupDescription
– groupMembers
– groupName
– jobTitle
– l
– memberOf
– objectClass
– operatingSystem
– operatingSystemServicePack
– operatingSystemVersion
– postalCode
– streetAddress
– telephoneNumber
– uniqueComputerFields
– uniqueUserFields
– userCn
– userDescription
– userID
– userName
– userPassword
– userSn.

• xsd:bool attributeFilterSupplied
Set the value of this parameter to true if ‘attributeFilter’ is supplied, otherwise set it to false.

• xsd:bool searchRecursive
Set it true if recursive search is required.

• xsd:bool searchRecursiveSupplied
Set it to true if ‘searchRecursive’ parameter is set to true, otherwise set it to false.

Remarks

The value of ‘attributeFilterSupplied’ can be set to true or false if value of ‘queryFragmentType’ is DIRECTORY_***. For all
other values ‘attributeFilterSupplied’ should be set to false.

QueryProperties

This sequence of elements describes the properties of a query.
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• xsd:string queryId
The UUID identifying the query.

• xsd:string queryName
The display name of the query.

• xsd:string queryTable
The database table in which the target objects of the query are stored.

• QueryType queryType
The type of the query.

• xsd:string queryTableLabelField
The database table in which the target objects of the query are stored.

• xsd:string queryTableLabelPrimaryKey
The primary key of the database table in which the target objects of the query are stored.

• xsd:string queryTableLabelSecondaryKey
The secondary key of the database table in which the target objects of the query are stored.

• ArrayOfQueryFragment queryFragments
An array of query statement fragments that are combined to create the complete query definition.

Remarks

None

QueryProperties3

This sequence of elements describes the properties of a query.

• xsd:string queryId
The UUID identifying the query.

• xsd:string queryName
The display name of the query.

• xsd:string queryTable
The database table in which the target objects of the query are stored.

• QueryType queryType
The type of the query.

• xsd:string queryTableLabelField
The database table in which the target objects of the query are stored.

• xsd:string queryTableLabelPrimaryKey
The primary key of the database table in which the target objects of the query are stored.

• xsd:string queryTableLabelSecondaryKey
The secondary key of the database table in which the target objects of the query are stored.

• ArrayOfQueryFragment2 queryFragments
An array of query statement fragments that are combined to create the complete query definition.

• Xsd:string sqlStatement
The sql statement of the query

 

QueryPropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving a query's properties.
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• xsd:boolean queryIdRequired
• xsd:boolean queryNameRequired
• xsd:boolean queryTableRequired
• xsd:boolean queryTypeRequired
• xsd:boolean queryTableLabelFieldRequired
• xsd:boolean queryTableLabelPrimaryKeyRequired
• xsd:boolean queryTableLabelSecondaryKeyRequired
• xsd:boolean queryFragmentsRequired

Remarks

For more details, see QueryProperties.

QueryPropertiesRequired3

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving a query's properties.

• xsd:boolean queryIdRequired
• xsd:boolean queryNameRequired
• xsd:boolean queryTableRequired
• xsd:boolean queryTypeRequired
• xsd:boolean queryTableLabelFieldRequired
• xsd:boolean queryTableLabelPrimaryKeyRequired
• xsd:boolean queryTableLabelSecondaryKeyRequired
• xsd:boolean queryFragmentsRequired
• xsd:boolean sqlStatmentRequired

 

ScanPackageInfo

xsd: string productName (m)

Name of the product.

xsd: string packageName (m)

Name of the package which needs to be scanned for.

xsd: string packageVersion

Version of the package.

xsd:bool bPackageVersionSupplied

Flag specifying whether version has been supplied

xsd: string platform

Package platform.

xsd:bool bPlatformSupplied

Flag specifying whether platform has been supplied

xsd: string language

Language of the package that needs to be scanned

xsd:bool bLanguageSupplied
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Flag specifying whether language has been supplied

ScanParameters

dsm:ArrayOfstring targetMachines (Optional)

Names or IP’s of the target machines to be scanned. This cannot be combined with IP address range (start IP and end
IP), domain name, query name and URI options.

xsd:bool bTargetMachinesSupplied

Flag specifying whether the target machines have been supplied.

xsd:string domainName (Optional)

Name of the domain. If the domainName and IP address range (start IP and end IP) are supplied then the IP addresses
falling with the specified domain will be scanned. If IP address range is not specified, then scan will happen for all the
machines in the domain. This parameter is valid only for WinNT domains.

Domain name cannot be combined with targetMachines, query name and URI options, but can be combined only with
IPAddressRange.

xsd:bool bDomainNameSupplied

Flag specifying whether the domain name has been supplied

xsd:string startIPAddress(Optional )

Starting IP address of the IP address range.

xsd:bool bStartIPAddressSupplied

Flag specifying whether the start IP address has been been supplied

xsd:string endIPAdress(Optional)

End IP address of Range. Mandatory if the startIPAddress is supplied.

If the domainName and IP range are supplied then scan will happen for the IPs that fall in that domain.

xsd:bool bEndIPAddressSupplied

Flag specifying whether the end IP address has been been supplied. The IP address range cannot be combined with
either targetMachines, queryName or URI.If IP range is supplied (i.e StartIPAddress and EndIPAddress) then they should
be IPv4 addresses only.

xsd:string queryName

Name of the query. This when run should refer to a set of computers. This option cannot be combined with
targetMachines, domainName, IP address range and URI.

xsd:bool bQueryNameSupplied

Flag specifying whether the query name has been been supplied

xsd:string URI

URI to specify the machines on which the scan is to take place.

xsd:bool bURISupplied

Flag specifying whether the URI has been been supplied. This option cannot be combined with targetMachines,
domainName, IP address range and queryname.

xsd:bool bDeploymentPackageFromSS (Optional)

This flag should be set to true, if the packages are transferred from a scalability server for eventual deployment.
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xsd:bool bDeploymentPackageFromSSSupplied

Flag specifying whether bDeploymentPackageFromSS flag has been supplied.

xsd:bool bScanStagedPackages (Optional)

This flag should be set to true, if packages staged on scalability server needs to be scanned instead of the deployed ones.
By default, the scan is done against the deployed packages.

xsd:bool bScanStagedPackagesSupplied

Flag specifying whether bScanStagedPackages flag has been supplied

SDAgentProperties

Members of sequence SDAgentProperties:

• xsd:string jobCalendar
Specifies the name of calendar.

• xsd:boolean jobCalendarSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of jobCalendar.

• xsd:boolean softwareManagedSystem
The default value is false

• xsd:boolean softwareManagedSystemSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the softwareManaged value.

• dsm:RACPolicy racPolicy
Specifies RAC Policy. The default value is COMMON.

• xsd:boolean RACPolicySupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of RACPolicy.

• DownloadMethod downloadMethod.
The default value is INTERNAL_NOS.

• xsd:boolean downloadMethodSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of downloadMethod.

SecurityAreaProperties

xsd:string securityAreaUUID

The uuid of the security Area.

xsd:string securityAreaOwner

The owner of the security Area.

xsd:string securityAreaID

The ID of the security Area

xsd:string securityAreaName

The name of the security Area.

xsd:string securityAreaDescription

The description of the security Area.

SecurityAreaPropertiesRequired

xsd:bool securityAreaUUIDRequired

xsd:bool securityAreaOwnerRequired
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xsd:bool securityAreaIDRequired

xsd:bool securityAreaNameRequired

xsd:bool securityAreaDescriptionRequired

SecurityClassPermissions

xsd:string securityProfileUUID

UUID of the security profile.

dsm:SecurityProfilePermission securityProfilePermissionMask

The properties required to create default security permissions.

dsm:SecurityProfileSpecialPermissionFlags securityProfileSpecialPermissionFlags

The properties required to create special access permission.

User needs to fill this structure if he or she selects ‘SPECIALACCESS’ from ‘SecurityProfilePermission’ enum. Default
value is ‘No Access’.

SecurityClassPermissionsForSecurityProfile

dsm:SecurityClassType securityClassType

The security class type.

dsm:SecurityProfilePermission securityProfilePermissionMask

The properties required to create default security permissions.

dsm:SecurityProfileSpecialPermissionFlags securityProfileSpecialPermissionFlags

The properties required to create special access permission.

User needs to fill this structure if he or she selects ‘SPECIALACCESS’ from ‘SecurityProfilePermission’ enum. Default
value is ‘No Access’.

SecurityClassPermissionProperties

dsm:SecurityClassType securityClassType

Security class type.

dsm:ArrayOfSecurityClassPermissions arrayOfSecurityClassPermissions

An array of ‘SecurityClassPermissions’ - one for each security profile.

SecurityClassProperties

dsm:SecurityClassType securityClassType

Security class type.

xsd:string securityClassUUID

UUID of the security class.

xsd:string securityClassOwner

Owner of the security class.

dsm: ArrayOfSecurityClassPermissions arrSecurityClassPermissions
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It is an array of security permissions of the security class with respect to the total number of security profiles.

SecurityClassPropertiesRequired

xsd:bool securityClassTypeRequired

xsd:bool securityClassUUIDRequired

xsd:bool securityClassOwnerRequired

xsd:bool securityClassPermissionsRequired

SecurityGroupPermissionsForAllSecurityProfiles

xsd:string securityProfileUUID

UUID of the security profile. Security permissions of the security group are retrieved with repect to this security profile.

dsm:SecurityObjectPermissions ObjectPermissions

The security permissions each profile has on the selected group.

dsm:SecurityObjectPermissions membersPermissions

The security permissions each security profile has on the sub-groups and members of the selected group.

SecurityGroupProfilePermission

xsd:string securityProfileUUID

UUID of the security profile. Security permissions for the given security group are retrieved w.r.t this security profile.

dsm:SecurityObjectPermissions objectPermissions

The security permissions each profile has on the selected group.

dsm:SecurityObjectPermissions membersPermissions

The security permissions each security profile has on the sub-groups and members of the selected group.

SecurityObjectLinkageProperties

xsd:string securityAreaName

Security Area name.

dsm:SecurityAreaLinkage securityAreaLinkage

It specifies whether user want to link or unlink given security object from the above security area.

SecurityObjectProfilePermission

xsd:string securityProfileUUID

UUID of the security profile.

dsm:SecurityObjectPermissions securityObjectPermissions

Security permissions of the security object with respect to the above security profile UUID.

SecurityObjectSecurityAreaLinkages

xsd:string securityObjectUUID
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The security objects UUID.

dsm:ArrayOfSecurityObjectLinkageProperties securityObjectLinkagesPropertiesArray

An array of SecurityObjectLinkageProperties structure.

It contains security areas to which security objects are to be linked or unliked.

SecurityObjectOwner

xsd:string securityObjectUUID

UUID of the security object for which owner is to be determined.

xsd:string securityObjectOwner

It contains owner of the security object.

SecurityObjectPermissions

dsm:SecurityProfilePermission securityProfilePermission

The properties required to create default security permissions

dsm: SecurityProfileSpecialPermissionFlags securityProfileSpecialPermissionFlags

The properties required to create special access permission.

User needs to fill this structure if he or she selects ‘SPECIALACCESS’ from ‘SecurityProfilePermission’ enum. Default
value is ‘No Access’.

SecurityAreaByName

xsd:string securityAreaName

SecurityArea Name.

bool securityAreaEnabled

True of false depending upon whether security area is enabled or not.

SecurityAreaConfiguration

xsd:bool securityAreaSupport

True of false depending upon whether security area settings to be enabled or disabled.

dsm:ArrayOfSecurityAreas arrayOfSecurityAreas

Array of SecurityArea and SecurityAreaEnable values.

SecurityAreaConfigurationByName

xsd:bool securityAreaSupport

True of false depending upon whether security area settings to be enabled or disabled.

dsm:ArrayOfSecurityAreasByName arrayOfSecurityAreas

Array of SecurityAreaNames and SecurityAreaEnable values.

SecurityObjectPermissionsForAllSecurityProfiles

xsd:string securityProfileUUID
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UUID of the security profile.

dsm:SecurityObjectPermissions securityObjectPermissions

Security permissions of the security object with respect to the above security profile.

SecurityObjectsSecurityAreaProperties

xsd:string securityObjectUUID

UUID of the security object.

• dsm:ArrayOfString securityAreasLinked
Array of security areas linked to the object.

 

SecurityProfileProperties

xsd:string securityProfileUUID

The uuid of the security profile.

xsd:string securityProfileOwner

The owner of the security profile.

xsd:string securityProfileName

The name of the security profile.

xsd:string securityProfileDescription

The description of the security profile.

dsm:SecurityProfileType securityProfileType

The type of the security profile.

xsd:bool builtInProfile

This property indicates whether the security profile is built-in or not. Built-in profiles are created at the installtion time.

xsd:bool securityAreaEnabled

This property indicates whether security area support for security profile is enabled or not.

SecurityProfilePropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving a security profile properties.

xsd:bool securityProfileUUIDRequired

xsd:bool securityProfileOwnerRequired

xsd:bool securityProfileNameRequired

xsd:bool securityProfileDescriptionRequired

xsd:bool securityProfileTypeRequired

xsd:bool builtinProfileRequired

xsd:bool securityAreaEnabledRequired
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SetSecurityProfileProperties

xsd:string securityProfileNewName

The new name of the security profile. Name should be provided in URI format. For example, (winnt://<domain name>/
<username or groupname>)

xsd:bool securityProfileNameSupplied

True or false depending upon whether new security profile name is provided or not.

xsd:string securityProfileDescription

The description of the security profile.

xsd:bool securityProfileDescriptionSupplied

True or false depending upon whether security profile description is provided or not.

xsd:bool securityAreaEnabled

Pass true if you want this security profile to be security area enabled.

xsd:bool securityAreaEnabledSupplied

True or false depending on whether security area enabled supplied or not.

SetSecurityGroupPermissions

xsd:string securityProfileUUID

UUID of the security profile.

dsm:SecurityObjectPermissions objectPermissions

The security permissions each profile has on the selected group.

xsd:bool objectPermissionsSupplied

True or false depending on whether SecurityObjectPermissions is required or not.

dsm: SecurityObjectPermissions membersPermissions

The security permissions each security profile has on the sub-groups and members of the selected group.

xsd:bool memberPermissionsSupplied

True or false depending on whether SecurityObjectPermissions is required or not.

SetSecurityObjectPermissions

xsd:string securityProfileUUID

UUID of the security profile.

dsm:SecurityObjectPermissions securityObjectPermissions

The security permissions of the security object with respect to above security profile.

SecurityProfileSpecialPermissionFlags

xsd:bool createPermission

Allows user to create objects.

xsd:bool viewPermission
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Allows user to view objects.

xsd:bool readPermission

Allows user to read sub-objects of an object.

xsd:bool writePermission

Allows user to change an object.

xsd:bool executePermission

Allows execution, depends on object type.

xsd:bool deletePermission

Allows user to delete object.

xsd:bool changePermission

Allows user to change the ACE itself.

xsd:bool takeOwnerShipPermission

Allows user to take ownership of an object.

SetCatalogSoftwarePackageGroupProperties

This sequence of elements specifies the properties required for updating a CatalogSoftwarePackageGroup.

• xsd:string softwarePackageGroupId (m)
The UUID identifying the catalog software package group. (m)

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageGroupIdSupplied (m)
• xsd:string unitGroupId

The UUID identifying the unit group to which the software packages in this catalog group are to be made available.
• xsd:boolean unitGroupIdSupplied
• xsd:string name

The display name of the catalog software package group.
• xsd:boolean "nameSupplied" type
• xsd:string comment

A comment for the catalog software package group.
• xsd:boolean commentSupplied

Remarks

None

SetComputerProperties

Members of sequence SetComputerProperties:

• xsd:string computerPrimaryNetworkAddress
Denotes the primary network address of the computer.

• xsd:boolean computerPrimaryNetworkAddressSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of computerPrimaryNetworkAddress.

• xsd:SDAgentProperties sdAgentProperties
Specifies SD agent properties; ignored if SDAgent is not configured.

• xsd:boolean sdAgentPropertiesSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of sdAgentProperties.

• xsd:string user
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Specifies user name.
• xsd:boolean userSupplied (m)

True or false depending on the value of user.
• xsd:string phone

Specifies the user's phone number.
• xsd:boolean phoneSupplied (m)

True or false depending on the value of phone.
• xsd:string location

Specifies the location of the user.
• xsd:boolean locationSupplied (m)

True or false depending on the value of location.
• xsd:string comment

Specifies the comment.
• xsd:boolean commentSupplied (m)

True or false depending on the value comment.

SetDomainGroupProperties

xsd:string groupLabel

Specifies the domain group label.

xsd:boolean groupLabelSupplied (m)

Specifies if the domain group label is supplied.

xsd:string groupDescription

Specifies the domain group description.

xsd:boolean groupDescriptionSupplied (m)

Specifies if domain group description is supplied.

SetSecurityClassProperties

It contains security profile UUID and security permissions for the security class with respect to the security profile.

xsd:string securityProfileUUID

The security profile UUID.

dsm:SecurityClassPermissions securityClassPermissions

The required security permissions for the array of security classes with respect to above security profile.

SetSoftwareJobContainerProperties2

This sequence of elements specifies which software job container properties are to be set.

• xsd:string name
• xsd:boolean nameSupplied
• xsd:string comment
• xsd:boolean commentSupplied
• xsd:long priority

Limits: 1 (highest) to 10 (lowest)
• xsd:long prioritySupplied
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Default: linkage batch and cascade.
• SoftwareJobContainerPropertyMask softwareJobContainerPropertyMask
• Xsd:boolean softwareJobContainerPropertyMaskSupplied

SetSoftwarePolicyProperties2

Members of sequence SetSoftwarePolicyProperties2:

• xsd:string policyName
The new name of the software policy that needs to be updated

• xsd:boolean policyNameSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of policyName.

• xsd:string comment
New comment string for software policy.

• xsd:boolean commentSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of comment.

• xsd:long priority
The priority of the container, can be 1(highest) to 10 (lowest).

• xsd:boolean prioritySupplied
• xsd:string unitGroupId

UUID of group that is associated with the policy. You can provide the uuid of an existing unit group or a NULL string. If
you provide a NULL string, the software policy if already associated with an unit group will be disassociated from the
unit group.

• xsd:boolean unitGroupIdSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of unitGroupId.

• CreateSoftwareJobLinkage createSoftwareJobLinkage
Sequence for setting the software job linkage related properties.

• xsd:boolean createSoftwareJobLinkageSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of createSoftwareJobLinkage.

• SoftwarePolicyEvaluationType softwarePolicyEvaluationType
Specifies the type of evaluation that will be done when the policy is applied to the group.

• xsd:boolean softwarePolicyEvaluationTypeSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of softwarePolicyEvaluationType.

• DateTime nextEvaluationDate
Specifies the date and time for next evaluation. The default value is actual time.

• xsd:boolean nextEvaluationDateSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of nextEvaluationDate.

• xsd:long evaluationPeriod
Specifies the period of evaluation in hours.

• xsd:boolean evaluationPeriodSupplied
Mandatory parameter. True or false depending on the value of evaluationPeriod.

• xsd:boolean enterpriseTime
If set to true, the time specifications are based on the enterprise manager time.

• xsd:boolean enterpriseTimeSupplied
Mandatory parameter. True or false depending on the value of enterpriseTimeSupplied.

• xsd:string evaluationCalendar
Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place. To activate a
evaluationCalendar user also has to specify "evaluationPeriod".

• xsd:boolean evaluationCalendarSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of evaluationCalendarSupplied.

• AdhocTargetEvaluation adhocTargetEvaluation
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Target evaluation is triggered when agents report inventory to the manager. This parameter specifies the type of target
evaluation.

• xsd:boolean adhocTargetEvaluationSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of adhocTargetEvaluation.

• xsd:boolean regenerate
This parameter is considered only if evaluationType is SP_SETUPJOBS or SP_SETUPANDEXECUTEJOBS.

• xsd:boolean regenerateSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of regenerate.

• SoftwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodType softwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodType
(Optional). Specifies whether the software policy will be evaluated once or periodically. If periodic then the evaluation is
done as per the evaluation period set. The default value is once.

• xsd:boolean softwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodTypeSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value for softwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodType.

SetSoftwareGroupProperties

Members of sequence: SetSoftwareGroupProperties:

• xsd:string softwareGroupName
Specifies new name for software group.

• xsd:boolean softwareGroupNameSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of softwareGroupName.

• xsd:string comment
Specifies new comment string for software group.

• xsd:boolean commentSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of comment.

SetQueryProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which query properties are to be set.

• xsd:string queryId (m)
• xsd:boolean queryIdSupplied (m)

NOTE
Set to true.

• xsd:string queryName
• xsd:boolean queryNameSupplied
• xsd:string queryTable
• xsd:boolean queryTableSupplied
• xsd:string queryTableLabelField
• xsd:boolean queryTableLabelFieldSupplied
• xsd:string queryTableLabelPrimaryKey
• xsd:boolean queryTableLabelPrimaryKeySupplied
• xsd:string queryTableLabelSecondaryKey
• xsd:boolean queryTableLabelSecondaryKeySupplied
• ArrayOfQueryFragment queryFragments
• xsd:boolean queryFragmentsSupplied

Remarks

For more details, see QueryProperties.
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SetQueryProperties3

This sequence of elements specifies which query properties are to be updated.

• xsd:string queryName
The name of the query

• xsd:boolean queryNameSupplied
Specify true or false depending on whether the queryName parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string queryTable
Query table to be updated

• xsd:boolean queryTableSupplied
Specify true or false depending on whether the queryTable parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string queryTableLabelField
• xsd:boolean queryTableLabelFieldSupplied
• xsd:string queryTableLabelPrimaryKey
• xsd:boolean queryTableLabelPrimaryKeySupplied
• xsd:string queryTableLabelSecondaryKey
• xsd:boolean queryTableLabelSecondaryKeySupplied
• ArrayOfQueryFragment2 queryFragments
• xsd:boolean queryFragmentsSupplied

 

SetSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which software package procedure group properties are to be set.

• xsd:stringsoftwarePackageProcedureGroupId (m)
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureGroupIdSupplied (m)
• xsd:string name
• xsd:boolean nameSupplied
• xsd:string comment
• xsd:boolean commentSupplied

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwarePackageProcedureGroupProperties.

SetSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties3

The software package procedure properties to be updated.

Parameters

• xsd:string softwarePackageId
Specifies the UUID that identifies the software package.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageIdSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePackageId parameter is supplied.

• dsm:CommonSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties3
• commonSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties

Procedure properties to be updated

SetSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties4

Parameters
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• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName
Specifies the name of the software package procedure.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureNameSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePackageProcedureName parameter is supplied.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureTask softwarePackageProcedureTask
Specifies the task-type of the software package procedure. 

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureTaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePackageProcedureTask parameter is supplied.

• xsd:int softwarePackageProcedureType
Specifies the type of the software package procedure.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureTypeSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePackageProcedureTypeSupplied parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string comment
Specifies a comment for the software package procedure.

• xsd:boolean commentSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the comment parameter is supplied.

• xsd:boolean userSelectable
Specifies whether the procedure is allowed to be included in the SD Catalog. If you do not provide the appropriate
value, the default value false is used.

• xsd:boolean userSelectableSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the userSelectable parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long operatingSystemType
Specifies the type of the operating system. If you do provide any value, the default value SDAPI_OS_ANY is used.

• xsd:boolean operatingSystemTypeSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the operatingSystemType parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string procToRun
Specifies the procedure command that is to be run.

• xsd:boolean procToRunSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the procToRun parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string subPath
Specifies the path of the procedure within the volume.

• xsd:boolean subPathSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the subPath parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeId
Specifies the UUID identifying the volume of the software package to which the procedure is associated.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageVolumeIdSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePackageVolumeId parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string parameters
Specifies a string value that contains the input parameters for the procedure.

• xsd:boolean parametersSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the parameters parameter is supplied.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask4 operationMask
Specifies the operation property for the procedure operation.

• xsd:boolean operationMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the operationMask parameter is supplied.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 bootBeforeMask
Specifies the options requested for the software package procedure before the procedure is executed. If no value is
provided, the default value noReboot is used.

• xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskSupplied
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Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootBeforeMask parameter is supplied.
• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 bootAfterMask Specifies the options requested for the software

package procedure after the procedure is executed. If no value is provided, the default value noReboot is used.
• xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskSupplied

Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootAfterMask parameter is supplied.
• xsd:string dependancyQueryId

Specifies the UUID of the query that checks whether the condition is fulfilled, provided a prerequisite is defined for the
procedure.

• xsd:boolean dependancyQueryIdSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the dependancyQueryId parameter is supplied.

SetSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties5

Parameters

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName
Specifies the name of the software package procedure.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureNameSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePackageProcedureName parameter is supplied.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureTask softwarePackageProcedureTask
Specifies the task-type of the software package procedure. 

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureTaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePackageProcedureTask parameter is supplied.

• xsd:int softwarePackageProcedureType
Specifies the type of the software package procedure.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureTypeSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePackageProcedureTypeSupplied parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string comment
Specifies a comment for the software package procedure.

• xsd:boolean commentSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the comment parameter is supplied.

• xsd:boolean userSelectable
Specifies whether the procedure is allowed to be included in the SD Catalog. If you do not provide the appropriate
value, the default value false is used.

• xsd:boolean userSelectableSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the userSelectable parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long operatingSystemType
Specifies the type of the operating system. If you do provide any value, the default value SDAPI_OS_ANY is used.

• xsd:boolean operatingSystemTypeSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the operatingSystemType parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string procToRun
Specifies the procedure command that is to be run.

• xsd:boolean procToRunSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the procToRun parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string subPath
Specifies the path of the procedure within the volume.

• xsd:boolean subPathSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the subPath parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeId
Specifies the UUID identifying the volume of the software package to which the procedure is associated.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageVolumeIdSupplied
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Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePackageVolumeId parameter is supplied.
• xsd:string parameters

Specifies a string value that contains the input parameters for the procedure.
• xsd:boolean parametersSupplied

Specifies true or false depending on whether the parameters parameter is supplied.
• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask5 operationMask

Specifies the operation property for the procedure operation.
• xsd:boolean operationMaskSupplied

Specifies true or false depending on whether the operationMask parameter is supplied.
• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 bootBeforeMask

Specifies the options requested for the software package procedure before the procedure is executed. If no value is
provided, the default value noReboot is used.

• xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootBeforeMask parameter is supplied.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 bootAfterMask Specifies the options requested for the software
package procedure after the procedure is executed. If no value is provided, the default value noReboot is used.

• xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootAfterMask parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string dependancyQueryId
Specifies the UUID of the query that checks whether the condition is fulfilled, provided a prerequisite is defined for the
procedure.

• xsd:boolean dependancyQueryIdSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the dependancyQueryId parameter is supplied.

SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties3

The software package procedure properties returned from the server

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId
Specifies the UUID identifying the software package procedure.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName
Specifies the name of the software package procedure.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureTask softwarePackageProcedureTask
Specifies the task type of the software package procedure. If no value is specified, the default value, INSTALL, is used.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureType softwarePackageProcedureType
Specifies the type of the software package procedure. If no value is specified, the default value, EXEFILE, is used.

• xsd:string comment
Specifies a comment for the software package procedure.

• xsd:boolean userSelectable
Specifies whether to allow the procedure to be included in the SD Catalog. If no value is provided, the default value,
false, is used.

• xsd:boolean externalProcedure
Specifies whether the procedure is external to SD. If no value is provided, the default value, false, is used.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureFiledBy filedBy
Specifies the entity by which the software package procedure is filed.

• xsd:long operatingSystemType
Specifies the tyep of the operating system. If no value is provided, the default value, SDAPI_OS_ANY, is used.

• xsd:string subPath
Specifies the path of the procedure within the volume.

• xsd:string procToRun
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Runs the procedure command.
• xsd:string parameters

Specifies a string value containing the input parameters for the procedure.
• SoftwarePackageProcedureRelation procedureRelation

Specifies the path of the procedure relative to the path of the software package to which the procedure belongs.
• SoftwarePackageProcedureFiledBy activatedBy

Specifies the entity by which the software package procedure was activated.
• DateTime activatedDateTime

Specifies the time or date when the procedure is activated.
• xsd:string softwarePackageId

Specifies the UUID identifying the software package to which the procedure is associated.
• xsd:string softwarePackageName

Specifies the name of the software package to which the procedure is associated.
• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion

Specifies the version identifier of the software package to which the procedure is associated.
• SoftwarePackageType softwarePackageType

Specifies the type of the software package to which the procedure is associated.
• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeId

Specifies the UUID identifying the volume of the software package to which the procedure is associated.
• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeName

Specifies the name of the volume of the software package to which the procedure is associated.
• SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask3 operationMask

Specifies the operation property for the procedure operation.
• SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 bootBeforeMask

Specifies the restart options requested for the software package procedure before executing the procedure.
• SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 bootAfterMask

Specifies the restart options requested for the software package procedure after executing the procedure.
• xsd:string dependancyQueryId

Specifies UUID of the query that checks whether the condition is fulfilled, provided a prerequisite is defined for the
procedure.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureManagementTypeMask managementTypeMask
Specifies whether to allow the requested software package for the procedure to run on the Software Managed software
targets. If no value is provided, the default value, SD, is used.

 

SetSoftwareJobContainerProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which software job container properties are to be set.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)
• xsd:boolean softwareJobContainerIdSupplied (m)
• xsd:string name
• xsd:boolean nameSupplied
• xsd:string comment
• xsd:boolean commentSupplied
• SoftwareJobContainerPropertyMask softwareJobContainerPropertyMask
• xsd:boolean softwareJobContainerPropertyMaskSupplied

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwareJobContainerProperties.
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SetSoftwareJobContainerProperties2

This sequence of elements specifies which software job container properties are to be set.

• xsd:string name
• xsd:boolean nameSupplied
• xsd:string comment
• xsd:boolean commentSupplied
• xsd:long priority

Limits: 1 (highest) to 10 (lowest)
• xsd:long prioritySupplied

Default: linkage batch and cascade.
• SoftwareJobContainerPropertyMask softwareJobContainerPropertyMask
• Xsd:boolean softwareJobContainerPropertyMaskSupplied

SetSoftwareJobContainerProperties3

The SetSoftwareJobContainerProperties3 sequence of elements specifies which software job container properties are to
be set.

• xsd:string name
Specifies the name of the software job container.

• xsd:boolean nameSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the name parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string comment
Specifies the comment for the software job container.

• xsd:boolean commentSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the comment parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long priority
Specifies the priority of the software job container. The range of the priority is from 1 (highest) to 10 (lowest).

• xsd:long prioritySupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the priority parameter is supplied.

• SoftwareJobContainerPropertyMask softwareJobContainerPropertyMask
Specifies which job container properties are to be initialized when a software job container is created.

• xsd:boolean softwareJobContainerPropertyMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwareJobContainerPropertyMask parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string userMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message.

• Xsd:int userMessageSupplied
Checks whether or not the custom administrator message is provided.

Remarks

None

SoftwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired2

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving a software job container's properties.
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• xsd:boolean softwareJobContainerIdRequired
• xsd:boolean stateRequired
• xsd:boolean sealRequired
• xsd:boolean noOfParentSoftwareJobContainersRequired
• xsd:boolean noOfChildSoftwareJobContainersRequired
• xsd:boolean noOfSoftwareJobsRequired
• xsd:boolean nameRequired
• xsd:boolean commentRequiredan
• xsd:boolean priorityRequired
• xsd:boolean softwareJobContainerPropertyMaskRequired
• xsd:boolean creationDateRequired
• xsd:boolean changeDateRequired
• xsd:boolean attribMaskRequired
• xsd:boolean waitCountRequired
• xsd:boolean activeCountRequired
• xsd:boolean errorCountRequired
• xsd:boolean okCountRequired
• xsd:boolean renewStateRequired

SetSoftwareJobProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which software job properties are to be set.

• xsd:string softwareJobId (m)
• xsd:boolean softwareJobIdSupplied (m)
• xsd:string softwareJobName
• xsd:boolean softwareJobNameSupplied
• DateTime executionDate
• xsd:boolean executionDateSupplied
• xsd:long timeoutHours
• xsd:boolean timeoutHoursSupplied
• SoftwareJobStartupTime startWhen
• xsd:boolean startWhenSupplied
• SoftwareJobBootMask bootBeforeMask
• xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskSupplied
• SoftwareJobBootMask bootAfterMask
• xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskSupplied
• SoftwareJobOperationMask operationMask
• xsd:boolean operationMaskSupplied
• xsd:string userParameters
• xsd:boolean userParametersSupplied
• xsd:long promptTimeoutHours
• xsd:boolean promptTimeoutHoursSupplied
• xsd:string deliveryCalendar
• xsd:boolean deliveryCalendarSupplied
• DateTime deliveryDate
• xsd:boolean deliveryDateSupplied

Remarks
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For more details, see SoftwareJobProperties.

SetSoftwareJobProperties2

This sequence of elements specifies which software job properties are to be set.

• xsd:string softwareJobName
• xsd:boolean softwareJobNameSupplied
• DateTime executionDate
• xsd:boolean executionDateSupplied
• xsd:long timeoutHours
• xsd:boolean timeoutHoursSupplied
• SoftwareJobStartupTime startWhen
• xsd:boolean startWhenSupplied
• SoftwareJobBootMask bootBeforeMask
• xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskSupplied
• SoftwareJobBootMask bootAfterMask
• xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskSupplied
• SoftwareJobOperationMask2 operationMask2
• xsd:boolean operationMaskSupplied
• xsd:string userParameters
• xsd:boolean userParametersSupplied
• xsd:long promptTimeoutHours
• xsd:boolean promptTimeoutHoursSupplied
• xsd:string deliveryCalendar
• xsd:boolean deliveryCalendarSupplied
• DateTime deliveryDate
• xsd:boolean deliveryDateSupplied

SetSoftwareJobProperties3

The SetSoftwareJobProperties3 sequence of elements specifies which software job properties are to be set.

• xsd:string softwareJobName
Specifies the display name of the software job.

• xsd:boolean softwareJobNameSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwareJobName parameter is supplied.

• DateTime executionDate
Specifies the Date and Time when to execute the job.

• xsd:boolean executionDateSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the executionDate parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long timeoutHours
Specifies the time in hours after which, if the job has been unable to complete, the job will cease attempts to complete.
If you do not provide any value, the default value, 48, is used.

• xsd:boolean timeoutHoursSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the timeoutHours parameter is supplied.

• SoftwareJobStartupTime startWhen
Specifies the time when to start the software job. If you do not provide any value, the default value,
EXACT_LOCAL_TIME, is used.

• xsd:boolean startWhenSupplied
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Specifies true or false depending on whether the startWhen parameter is supplied.
• SoftwareJobBootMask3 bootBeforeMask

Specifies the restart options requested for the software job before executing the job. If you do not specify any value,
the default value, noReboot, is used.

• xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootBeforeMask parameter is supplied.

• SoftwareJobBootMask3 bootAfterMask
Specifies the restart options requested for the software job after executing the job. If you do not specify any value, the
default value noReboot is used.

• xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootAfterMask parameter is supplied.

• SoftwareJobOperationMask2 operationMask2
Specifies the properties for the operation of the software job. If you do not specify any value, the default value
calendarControl is used

• xsd:boolean operationMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the operationMask2 parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string userParameters
Specifies the user-defined parameters

• xsd:boolean userParametersSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the userParameters parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long promptTimeoutHours
Specifies the number of hours to display a user prompt before forced execution of the job. If no value is provided, the
default value, 24, is used.

• xsd:boolean promptTimeoutHoursSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the promptTimeoutHours parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string deliveryCalendar
Specifies the name of a delivery calendar to use for scheduling the job. The calendar controls the days, dates, and
times of the scheduled delivery. The time cells that are not set in the calendar define the exclusion intervals. If the
name of the calendar is unknown to SD, the job is not created

• xsd:boolean deliveryCalendarSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the deliveryCalendar parameter is supplied.

• DateTime deliveryDate
Specifies the delivery date and time. If not supplied, the default value is the current date and time of the manager
computer.

• xsd:boolean deliveryDateSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the deliveryDate parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string userMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message.

• xsd:int userMessageSupplied
Checks whether or not the custom administrator message is supplied.

CreateUnitGroupProperties2

Members of sequence CreateUnitGroupProperties2:

• xsd:string groupLabel (m)
Specifies the name of the group.

• xsd:string groupDescription
Specifies the description of the group.

• xsd:boolean groupDescriptionSupplied (m)
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True or false depending on the groupDescription value.
• xsd:string queryUUID

Specifies the uuid of the query to be linked to the newly created group. If not specified, no query is linked to the group.
• xsd:boolean queryUUIDSupplied (m)

True or false depending on the value of queryUUID.
• xsd:string engineName

Specifies the name of the query evaluation engine to be associated with the unit group.
• xsd:boolean engineNameSupplied (m)

True or false depending on the engineName value.
• xsd:long evaluationPeriod

Period in which the query is evaluated, specified in minutes. The default value is 1440 minutes. The maximum value is
10080

• xsd:boolean evaluationPeriodSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of evaluationPeriod.

CreateSoftwareJobLinkage

Members of sequence CreateSoftwareJobLinkage

• SoftwareJobLinkageType softwareJobLinkageType
Enumerator which specifies the type of software job linkage. The default value is No linkage

• xsd:boolean softwareJobLinkageTypeSupplied  (m)
True or false depending on the value of softwareJobLinkageType.

• xsd:boolean rollback
This parameter will be considered only if softwareLinkageType is TRANSACTION. The default value is true.

• xsd:boolean rollBackSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of rollback.

• xsd:boolean cascade
This  parameter will be considered only if softwareLinkageType is  
TRANSACTION or SYNCHRONIZED. The default value is false.

• xsd:boolean cascadeSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of cascade.

DomainPropertyFilter

DomainProperty domainProperty

The identifier for the domain property on which the search is based.

xsd:string searchString

If the property to search on is a string property, this parameter specifies the value of the search filter to be applied.

This field is mandatory if domainProperty is set to one of the following values:
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• DP_DOMAIN_UUID,
• DP_PARENT_DOMAIN_UUID
• DP_DOMAIN_LABEL
• DP_DOMAIN_DESCR
• DP_CREATION_USER
• DP_LAST_UPDATED_USER
• DP_CONTACT_INFO
• DP_DIS_HW_UUID
• DP_DB_HOST_NAME
• DP_DB_SERVER
• DP_DB_TYPE
• DP_DB_NAME
• DP_DB_USER_NAME
• DP_DB_INSTANCE

xsd:long searchValue

If the property to search on is a numeric property, this parameter specifies the value of the search filter to be applied.This
field is mandatory if domainProperty is set to one of the following values:

• DP_USAGE_LIST_MASK
• DP_DOMAIN_NUMBER
• DP_LAST_UPDATED_DATE
• DP_DOMAIN_TYPE
• DP_CREATION_DATE

DomainPropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving a domain's properties.

• xsd:boolean domainUUIDRequired (m)
True or false depending on whether the domain UUID needs to be fetched.

• xsd:boolean domainTypeRequired (m)
True or false depending on whether the domain UUID needs to be fetched.

• xsd:boolean parentDomainUUIDRequired (m)
True or false depending on whether the domain type needs to be fetched.

• xsd:boolean domainLabelRequired (m)
True or false depending on whether the domain label needs to be fetched.

• xsd:boolean domainDescriptionRequired (m)
True or false depending on whether the domain description needs to be fetched.

• xsd:boolean creationUserRequired (m)
True or false depending on whether the creation user needs to be fetched.

• xsd:boolean creationDateRequired (m)
True or false depending on whether the domain creation date needs to be fetched.

• xsd:boolean lastUpdatedUserRequired (m)
True or false depending on whether the domain last updated user needs to be fetched.

• xsd:boolean lastUpdatedDateRequired (m)
True or false depending on whether the domain last updated date needs to be fetched.

• xsd:boolean contactInformationRequired (m)
True or false depending on whether the domain contact information needs to be fetched.

• xsd:boolean disHWUUIDRequired (m)
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True or false depending on whether the domain discovered Hardware UUID needs to be fetched.
• xsd:boolean dbHostNameRequired (m)

True or false depending on whether the domain database host name needs to be fetched.
• xsd:boolean dbServerRequired (m)

True or false depending on whether the domain database server needs to be fetched.
• xsd:boolean dbTypeRequired (m)

True or false depending on whether the domain database type needs to be fetched.
• xsd:boolean dbNameRequired (m)

True or false depending on whether the domain database name needs to be fetched.
• xsd:boolean dbUserNameRequired (m)

True or false depending on whether the domain database user name needs to be fetched.
• xsd:boolean dbInstanceRequired (m)

True or false depending on whether the domain database instance needs to be fetched.
• xsd:boolean domainNumberRequired (m)

True or false depending on whether the domain ID needs to be fetched.
• xsd:boolean usageListRequired (m)

True or false depending on whether the domain usage list needs to be fetched.

ElementTypeMask

This sequence of elements specifies which types of element are to be returned in a request for elements.

• xsd:boolean file
This flag is to be set to true if elements of type 'file' are required.

• xsd:boolean dir
This flag is to be set to true if elements of type 'directory' are required.

Remarks

None

EvaluationTypeMask

This sequence of elements defines some of the properties that govern the evaluation of a software policy.

• xsd:boolean once
Do the evaluation once. Cannot be combined with periodic.

• xsd:boolean periodic
Do the evaluation periodically. Cannot be combined with once.

• xsd:boolean enterpriseTime
The evaluation start time is the Enterprise Manager time

• xsd:boolean adhocCreate
Do evaluation when new or re-installed computers register

• xsd:boolean adhocUpdate
Do evaluation when computers report inventory

Remarks

None

SecurityArea

xsd:string securityAreaUUID

SecurityArea UUID
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bool securityAreaEnabled

True of false depending upon whether SecurityArea is to be enabled or not.

SetDistributionContainerProperties

xsd:long priority

Default: 5

Limits: 1 to 10

xsd:boolean prioritySupplied

xsd:string ahdInfo

xsd:boolean ahdInfoSupplied

SetSecurityAreaProperties

xsd:string securityAreaName

The name of the security Area.

xsd:bool securityAreaNameSupplied

True or False whether area name is supplied or not.

xsd:string securityAreaDescription

The description of the security Area.

xsd:bool securityAreaDescriptionSupplied

True or False whether area description is supplied or not.

SetSoftwarePackageGroupProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which software package group properties are to be set.

• xsd:string softwarePackageGroupId (m)
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageGroupIdSupplied (m)
• xsd:string name
• xsd:boolean nameSupplied
• xsd:string comment
• xsd:boolean commentSupplied

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwarePackageGroupProperties.

SetSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which software package procedure properties are to be set.
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• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureIdSupplied (m)
• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureNameSupplied
• SoftwarePackageProcedureTask softwarePackageProcedureTask
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureTaskSupplied
• SoftwarePackageProcedureType softwarePackageProcedureType
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureTypeSupplied
• xsd:string comment
• xsd:boolean commentSupplied
• xsd:boolean userSelectable
• xsd:boolean userSelectableSupplied
• xsd:boolean externalProcedure
• xsd:boolean externalProcedureSupplied
• xsd:long operatingSystemType
• xsd:boolean operatingSystemTypeSupplied
• xsd:string subPath
• xsd:boolean subPathSupplied
• xsd:string procToRun
• xsd:boolean procToRunSupplied
• xsd:string parameters
• xsd:boolean parametersSupplied
• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeId
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageVolumeIdSupplied
• SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask operationMask
• xsd:boolean operationMaskSupplied
• SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask bootBeforeMask
• xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskSupplied
• SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask bootAfterMask
• xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskSupplied
• xsd:string dependancyQueryId
• xsd:boolean dependancyQueryIdSupplied
• SoftwarePackageProcedureManagementTypeMask managementTypeMask
• xsd:boolean managementTypeMaskSupplied

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties.

SetSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties2

The SetSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties2 sequence of elements specifies which software package procedure
properties that you can set.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId
Specifies the UUID that identifies the software package procedure.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureIdSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePackageProcedureId parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName
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Specifies the name of the software package procedure.
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureNameSupplied

Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePackageProcedureName parameter is supplied.
• SoftwarePackageProcedureTask softwarePackageProcedureTask

Specifies the type of the task of the software package procedure. If no value is provided, the default value INSTALL is
used.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureTaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePackageProcedureTask parameter is supplied.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureType softwarePackageProcedureType
Specifies the type of the software package procedure. If no value is provided, the default value EXEFILE is used.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureTypeSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePackageProcedureType parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string comment
Specifies a comment for the software package procedure.

• xsd:boolean commentSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the comment parameter is supplied.

• xsd:boolean userSelectable
Specifies whether the procedure is allowed to be included in the SD Catalog. If no value is provided, the default value
false is used

• xsd:boolean userSelectableSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the userSelectable parameter is supplied.

• xsd:boolean externalProcedure
Specifies whether the procedure is external to SD. If no value is provided, the default value false is used.

• xsd:boolean externalProcedureSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the externalProcedure parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long operatingSystemType
Specifies the type of the operating system. If no value is provided, the default value SDAPI_OS_ANY is used.

• xsd:boolean operatingSystemTypeSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the operatingSystemType parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string subPath
Specifies the path of the procedure within the volume.

• xsd:boolean subPathSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the subPath parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string procToRun
Runs the procedure command.

• xsd:boolean procToRunSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the procToRun parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string parameters
Specifies a string value that contains the input parameters for the procedure.

• xsd:boolean parametersSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the parameters parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeId
Specifies the UUID that identifies the volume of the software package to which the procedure is associated.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageVolumeIdSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePackageVolumeId parameter is supplied.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask2 operationMask
Specifies the operation property for the procedure operation.

• xsd:boolean operationMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the operationMask parameter is supplied.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 bootBeforeMask
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Specifies the options requested for the software package procedure before executing the procedure. If no value is
provided, the default value noReboot is used.

• xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootBeforeMask parameter is supplied.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 bootAfterMask
Specifies the options requested for the software package procedure after executing the procedure. If no value is
provided, the default value noReboot is used.

• xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootAfterMask parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string dependancyQueryId
Specifies the UUID of the query that checks whether the condition is fulfilled, provided a prerequisite is defined for the
procedure.

• xsd:boolean dependancyQueryIdSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the dependancyQueryId parameter is supplied.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureManagementTypeMask managementTypeMask
Specifies whether to allow the requested software package for the procedure to run on the Software Managed software
targets. If no value is provided, the default value SD is used.

• xsd:boolean managementTypeMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the managementTypeMask parameter is supplied.

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties.

SetSoftwarePackageProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which software package properties are to be set.

• xsd:string softwarePackageId (m)
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageIdSupplied (m)
• xsd:string softwarePackageName
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageNameSupplied
• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageVersionSupplied
• xsd:string supplier
• xsd:boolean supplierSupplied
• xsd:string comment
• xsd:boolean commentSupplied
• xsd:string archiveComment
• xsd:boolean archiveCommentSupplied
• SoftwarePackageMask softwarePackageMask
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageMaskSupplied

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwarePackageProperties.

SetSoftwarePackageVolumeProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which software package volume properties are to be set.
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• xsd:string volumeId (m)
• xsd:boolean volumeIdSupplied (m)
• xsd:string volumeName (m)
• xsd:boolean volumeNameSupplied (m)
• xsd:long volumeNumber
• xsd:boolean volumeNumberSupplied
• xsd:string softwarePackageId
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageIdSupplied

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwarePackageVolumeProperties.

SetSoftwarePolicyProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which software policy properties are to be set.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId (m)
• xsd:boolean softwarePolicyIdSupplied (m)
• xsd:string unitGroupId
• xsd:boolean unitGroupIdSupplied
• xsd:string name
• xsd:boolean nameSupplied
• xsd:string comment
• xsd:boolean commentSupplied
• SoftwarePolicyEvaluationType softwarePolicyEvaluationType
• xsd:boolean SoftwarePolicyEvaluationTypeSupplied
• SoftwareJobContainerPropertyMask softwareJobContainerPropertyMask
• xsd:boolean softwareJobContainerPropertyMaskSupplied
• xsd:string evaluationCalendar
• xsd:boolean evaluationCalendarSupplied
• xsd:long evaluationPeriod
• xsd:boolean evaluationPeriodSupplied
• DateTime nextEvaluationDate
• xsd:boolean nextEvaluationDateSupplied
• EvaluationTypeMask evaluationTypeMask
• xsd:boolean evaluationTypeMaskSupplied

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwarePolicyProperties.

SetSoftwarePolicyProperties3

The SetSoftwarePolicyProperties3 sequence of elements specifies the software policy properties that you need to set.

• xsd:string policyName
Specifies the new name of the software policy that you must update.

• xsd:boolean policyNameSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the policyName parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string comment
Specifies a new comment string for the software policy.

• xsd:boolean commentSupplied (m)
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Specifies true or false depending on whether the comment parameter is supplied.
• xsd:long priority

Specifies the priority of the container that can range from 1 (highest) to 10 (lowest).
• xsd:boolean prioritySupplied

Specifies true or false depending on whether the priority parameter is supplied.
• xsd:string unitGroupId

Specifies the UUID of the group that is associated with the policy. You can provide the UUID of an existing unit
group or a NULL string. If you provide a NULL string, the software policy, if already associated with a unit group, is
disassociated from the unit group.

• xsd:boolean unitGroupIdSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the unitGroupId parameter is supplied.

• CreateSoftwareJobLinkage createSoftwareJobLinkage
Sets the software job linkage related properties.

• xsd:boolean createSoftwareJobLinkageSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the createSoftwareJobLinkage parameter is supplied.

• SoftwarePolicyEvaluationType softwarePolicyEvaluationType
Specifies the type of evaluation that is done when the policy is applied to the group.

• xsd:boolean softwarePolicyEvaluationTypeSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePolicyEvaluationType parameter is supplied.

• DateTime nextEvaluationDate
Specifies the date and time for the next evaluation. The default value is actual time.

• xsd:boolean nextEvaluationDateSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the nextEvaluationDate parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long evaluationPeriod
Specifies the period of evaluation in hours.

• xsd:boolean evaluationPeriodSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the evaluationPeriod parameter is supplied.

• xsd:boolean enterpriseTime
(If set to true) Specifies that the time specifications are based on the enterprise manager time.

• xsd:boolean enterpriseTimeSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the enterpriseTime parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string evaluationCalendar
Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place. To activate
evaluationCalendar, you also need to specify evaluationPeriod.

• xsd:boolean evaluationCalendarSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the evaluationCalendar parameter is supplied.

• AdhocTargetEvaluation adhocTargetEvaluation
Specifies the type of target evaluation. The target evaluation is triggered when agents report inventory to the manager.

• xsd:boolean adhocTargetEvaluationSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the adhocTargetEvaluation parameter is supplied.

• xsd:boolean regenerate
Regenerates the evaluation type. This parameter is considered only if evaluationType is SP_SETUPJOBS or
SP_SETUPANDEXECUTEJOBS.

• xsd:boolean regenerateSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the regenerate parameter is supplied.

• SoftwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodType softwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodType
(Optional) Specifies whether to evaluate the software policy once or periodically. If the policy is evaluated periodically,
the evaluation is done based on the evaluation period set. The default value is once.

• xsd:boolean softwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodTypeSupplied (m)
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Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodType parameter is supplied.
• xsd:boolean evaluateDynamicGroups

Specifies that the dynamic groups are evaluated during evaluation of the software policy if the value is set to true. The
default value is false.

• xsd:boolean evaluateDynamicGroupsSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the evaluateDynamicGroups parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string userMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message.

• Xsd:int userMessageSupplied
Checks whether or not the custom administrator message is supplied.

Remarks

None

SetSoftwarePolicyPropertiesByName

Members of sequence SetSoftwarePolicyPropertiesByName:

• xsd:string policyName
Specifies the new name for software Policy.

• xsd:boolean policyNameSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of policyName.

• xsd:string comment
Comment string for software policy.

• xsd:boolean commentSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of comment.

• xsd:long priority
The priority of the container, can be 1(highest) to 10 (lowest).

• xsd:boolean prioritySupplied
• xsd:string unitGroupName

Name of group that is associated with the policy. The user can either provide the name of an existing unit group
or a NULL string. If you provide a NULL string, the software policy, if already associated with an unit group will be
disassociated from the unit group.

• xsd:boolean unitGroupNameSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of unitGroupName.

• CreateSoftwareJobLinkage createSoftwareJobLinkage
The sequence CreateSoftwareJobLinkage is provided for setting the software job linkage related properties.

• xsd:boolean createSoftwareJobLinkageSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of createSoftwareJobLinkage.

• SoftwarePolicyEvaluationType softwarePolicyEvaluationType
Specifies the type of evaluation that will done when the policy is applied to the group.

• xsd:boolean softwarePolicyEvaluationTypeSupplied
Mandatory parameter. True or false depending on the value of softwarePolicyEvaluationType.

• DateTime nextEvaluationDate
Specifies the date and time for next evaluation.

• xsd:boolean nextEvaluationDateSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of nextEvaluationDate.

• xsd:long evaluationPeriod
Specifies the period of evaluation, in hours.

• xsd:boolean softwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodTypeSupplied (m)
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True or false depending on the value for softwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodType.
• xsd:boolean evaluationPeriodSupplied (m)

True or false depending on the value of evaluationPeriod.
• xsd:boolean enterpriseTime

If set to true, the time specifications are based on the enterprise manager time.
• xsd:boolean enterpriseTimeSupplied (m)

True or false depending on the value of enterpriseTimeSupplied.
• xsd:string evaluationCalendar

Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place. To activate a
evaluationCalendar user also has to specify "evaluationPeriod".

• xsd:boolean evaluationCalendarSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of evaluationCalendarSupplied.

• AdhocTargetEvaluation adhocTargetEvaluation
Target evaluation is triggered when agents report inventory to the manager. This parameter specifies the type of target
evaluation.

• xsd:boolean adhocTargetEvaluationSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of adhocTargetEvaluation.

• xsd:boolean regenerate
This parameter is considered only if evaluationType is SP_SETUPJOBS or SP_SETUPANDEXECUTEJOBS.

• xsd:boolean regenerateSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of regenerate.

• SoftwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodType softwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodType
Optional parameter. Specifies whether the software policy will be evaluated once or periodically. If periodic then the
evaluation is done as per the evaluation period set. The default value is once.

• xsd:boolean evaluateDynamicGroups
Optional parameter. If set to true, dynamic groups are evaluated during evaluation of the software policy. The
default value is false.

• xsd:boolean evaluateDynamicGroupsSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of evaluateDynamicGroups.

SetSoftwarePolicyPropertiesByName3

TheSetSoftwarePolicyPropertiesByName3 sequence of elements specifies the software policy properties by name.

• xsd:string policyName
Specifies the new name for software Policy.

• xsd:boolean policyNameSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the policyName parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string comment
Specifies the comment string for the software policy.

• xsd:boolean commentSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the comment parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long priority
Specifies the priority of the container that can range from 1 (highest) to 10 (lowest).

• xsd:boolean prioritySupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the priority parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string unitGroupName
Specifies the name of the group that is associated with the policy. You can either provide the name of an existing unit
group or a NULL string. If you provide a NULL string, the software policy, if already associated with an unit group, is
disassociated from the unit group.

• xsd:boolean unitGroupNameSupplied (m)
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Specifies true or false depending on whether the unitGroupName parameter is supplied.
• CreateSoftwareJobLinkage createSoftwareJobLinkage

Specifies that the sequence CreateSoftwareJobLinkage is provided for setting the software job linkage related
properties.

• xsd:boolean createSoftwareJobLinkageSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the createSoftwareJobLinkage parameter is supplied.

• SoftwarePolicyEvaluationType softwarePolicyEvaluationType
Specifies the type of evaluation that is performed when the policy is applied to the group.

• xsd:boolean softwarePolicyEvaluationTypeSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePolicyEvaluationType parameter is supplied.

• DateTime nextEvaluationDate
Specifies the date and time for the next evaluation.

• xsd:boolean nextEvaluationDateSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the nextEvaluationDate parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long evaluationPeriod
Specifies the period of evaluation in hours.

• xsd:boolean softwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodTypeSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodType parameter is supplied.

• xsd:boolean evaluationPeriodSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the evaluationPeriod parameter is supplied.

• xsd:boolean enterpriseTime
(If set to true) Specifies that the time specifications are based on the enterprise manager time.

• xsd:boolean enterpriseTimeSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the enterpriseTimeparameter is supplied.

• xsd:string evaluationCalendar
Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place. To activate
evaluationCalendar, you also need to specify evaluationPeriod.

• xsd:boolean evaluationCalendarSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the evaluationCalendar parameter is supplied.

• AdhocTargetEvaluation adhocTargetEvaluation
Specifies the type of target evaluation. The target evaluation is triggered when agents report inventory to the manager.

• xsd:boolean adhocTargetEvaluationSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the adhocTargetEvaluation parameter is supplied.

• xsd:boolean regenerate
Regenerates the type of the evaluation. This parameter is considered only if evaluationType is SP_SETUPJOBS or
SP_SETUPANDEXECUTEJOBS.

• xsd:boolean regenerateSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the regenerate parameter is supplied.

• SoftwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodType softwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodType
(Optional) Specifies whether to evaluate the software policy once or periodically. If the policy is evaluated periodically,
the evaluation is done based on the evaluation period set. The default value is once.

• xsd:boolean evaluateDynamicGroups
(Optional) Specifies that the dynamic groups are evaluated during evaluation of the software policy if the value is set to
true. The default value is false.

• xsd:boolean evaluateDynamicGroupsSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the evaluateDynamicGroups parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string userMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message.

• xsd:int userMessageSupplied
Checks whether or not the custom administrator message is supplied.
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SetTimeoutProperties

This sequence has an element that indicates the web service timeout.

• xsd:long setTimeoutValue (m)
The number of seconds after which a web service session will timeout if unused. The range is 60 to 7200 seconds

Remarks

None

SetUnitGroupProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which unit group properties are to be set. xsd:string groupUUID

• xsd:boolean groupUUIDSupplied (m)
• xsd:string groupLabel (m)
• xsd:boolean groupLabelSupplied
• xsd:long evaluationFrequency
• xsd:boolean evaluationFrequencySupplied
• DateTime lastEvaluationDateTime
• xsd:boolean lastEvaluationDateTimeSupplied
• xsd:string queryUUID
• xsd:boolean queryUUIDSupplied
• xsd:string groupDescription
• xsd:boolean groupDescriptionSupplied

Remarks

For more details, see UnitGroupProperties.

SetUserProfileProperties

Members of sequence SetUserProfileProperties:

• xsd:SDAgentProperties sdAgentProperties
Specifies the SD agent properties. Ignored if SD agent is not created.

• xsd:boolean sdAgentPropertiesSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of sdAgentProperties.

• xsd:string user
Specifies the user name. The default value is blank.

• xsd:boolean userSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of user.

• xsd:string phone
Specifies the user's phone number. The default value is blank.

• xsd:boolean phoneSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of phone.

• xsd:string location
Specifies the location of the user. The default value is blank.

• xsd:boolean locationSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of location.

• xsd:string comment
Specifies a comment.

• xsd:boolean commentSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of comment.
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SoftwareJobPermissionMask

This sequence of elements defines the permissions of a software job. Any combination of values can be set.

• xsd:boolean renewAllowed
• xsd:boolean cancelAllowed
• xsd:boolean recoveryAllowed
• xsd:boolean rescheduleAllowed
• xsd:boolean suspendAllowed
• xsd:boolean resumeAllowed
• xsd:boolean userParametersAllowed

SoftwareJobProperties

This sequence defines the properties that can be set for a software job.

• xsd:string softwareJobId
The UUId identifying the software job.

• xsd:string softwareJobName
The display name of the software job.

• xsd:string softwarePackageId
The UUID identifying the software package with which this job is associated.

• xsd:string softwarePackageName
The name of the software package with which this job is associated.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion
The version of the software package with which this job is associated.

• SoftwarePackageType softwarePackageType
The type of the software package with which this job is associated.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId
The UUID identifying the software package procedure with which this job is associated.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName
The name of the software package procedure with which this job is associated.

• DateTime executionDate
The Date and Time when the job are to be executed.

• DateTime createdDate
The date and time at which the job was created.

• xsd:long timeoutHours
The time in hours after which time, if the job has been unable to complete, the job will cease attempts to complete.

• SoftwareJobType softwareJobType
The type of the software job.

• SoftwareJobState softwareJobState
The current state of the software job.

• SoftwareJobStartupTime startWhen
The range for this parameter is by default 3-168 hours. If, for example, the value 1 hour is selected, it will immediately
be replaced by 3 hours by the system. The default value is 7 days (168 hours).

• SoftwareJobPermissionMask permissionMask
The permissions applicable to this software job.

• SoftwareJobBootMask bootBeforeMask
This element indicates the reboot options requested for the software job before the job is executed.

• SoftwareJobBootMask bootAfterMask
This element indicates the reboot options requested for the software job after the job is executed.

• SoftwareJobOperationMask operationMask
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Properties for the operation of the software job.
• xsd:string userParameters

This parameter contains user-defined parameters for the job.
• SoftwareJobStatusCounters jobStatusCounters

A summary of the status counts for the targets of this software job.
• xsd:long internalMask

Internal mask for software job properties.
• xsd:long orderNumber

If the software job is part of a job container, this value represents the order number of the job within its container.
• xsd:long promptTimeoutHours

This indicates the number of hours for which a user prompt should be displayed before forced execution of the job. The
default value is 1 day. This parameter should be set to a value that does not exceed the timeout value for the job.

• SoftwareJobTask softwareJobTask
The task-type that the software job has been asked to complete.

• xsd:string deliveryCalendar
The name of a Unicenter delivery calendar to be used for scheduling the job. The calendar works as ordinary
Unicenter calendars, to control the days, dates and times when delivery is permitted. The time cells not set on in the
Unicenter Calendar thus define the exclusion intervals.
a. If you try to define a calendar, the name of which is unknown to Unicenter, the job will not be created.

• DateTime deliveryDate
The Date and time at which the job was delivered.

• xsd:long cause
The job error or status cause. This indicates a return code or identifier.

• xsd:string causeParam
The message ID of the message that explains the error (if any) associated with this software job.

• SoftwareJobRenewState renewState
Indicates the current state of the job, if it has been renewed.

Remarks

None

SoftwareJobProperties2

This sequence defines the properties that can be set for a software job.

• xsd:string softwareJobId
The UUId identifying the software job.

• xsd:string softwareJobName
The display name of the software job.

• xsd:string softwarePackageId
The UUID identifying the software package associated with this job.

• xsd:string softwarePackageName
The name of the software package with which this job is associated.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion
The version of the software package with which this job is associated.

• SoftwarePackageType softwarePackageType
The type of the software package with which this job is associated.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId
The UUID identifying the software package procedure with which this job is associated.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName
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The name of the software package procedure with which this job is associated.
• DateTime executionDate

The Date and Time when the job are to be executed.
• DateTime createdDate

The date and time when the job was created.
• xsd:long timeoutHours

The time in hours after which time, if the job has been unable to complete, the job will cease attempts to complete.
• SoftwareJobType softwareJobType

The type of the software job.
• SoftwareJobState softwareJobState

The current state of the software job.
• SoftwareJobStartupTime startWhen

The range for this parameter is by default 3-168 hours. If, for example, the value 1 hour is selected, it will immediately
be replaced by 3 hours by the system. The default value is 7 days (168 hours).

• SoftwareJobPermissionMask permissionMask
The permissions applicable to this software job.

• SoftwareJobBootMask bootBeforeMask
This element indicates the reboot options requested for the software job before the job is executed.

• SoftwareJobBootMask bootAfterMask
Indicates the reboot options requested for the software job after the job is executed.

• SoftwareJobOperationMask2 operationMask2
Properties for the operation of the software job.

• xsd:string userParameters
This parameter contains user-defined parameters for the job.

• SoftwareJobStatusCounters jobStatusCounters
A summary of the status counts for the targets of this software job.

• xsd:long internalMask
Internal mask for software job properties.

• xsd:long orderNumber
If the software job is part of a job container, this value represents the order number of the job within its container.

• xsd:long promptTimeoutHours
This indicates the number of hours for which a user prompt should be displayed before forced execution of the job. The
default value is 1 day. This parameter should be set to a value that does not exceed the timeout value for the job.

• SoftwareJobTask softwareJobTask
The task-type that the software job has been asked to complete.

• xsd:string deliveryCalendar
The name of a Unicenter delivery calendar to be used for scheduling the job. The calendar works as ordinary
Unicenter calendars, to control the days, dates and times when delivery is permitted. The time cells not set on in the
Unicenter calendar thus define the exclusion intervals.
a. If you try to define a calendar, the name of which is unknown to Unicenter, the job will not be created.

• DateTime deliveryDate
The Date and time at which the job was delivered.

• xsd:long cause
The job error or status cause. This indicates a return code or identifier.

• xsd:string causeParam
The message ID of the message that explains the error (if any) associated with this software job.

• SoftwareJobRenewState renewState
Indicates the current state of the job, if it has been renewed.
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SoftwareJobProperties3

The SoftwareJobProperties3 sequence defines the properties that you can set for a software job.

• xsd:string softwareJobId
Specifies the UUID identifying the software job.

• xsd:string softwareJobName
Specifies the display name of the software job.

• xsd:string softwarePackageId
Specifies the UUID identifying the software package with which this job is associated.

• xsd:string softwarePackageName
Specifies the name of the software package with which this job is associated.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion
Specifies the version of the software package with which this job is associated.

• SoftwarePackageType softwarePackageType
Specifies the type of the software package with which this job is associated.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId
Specifies the UUID identifying the software package procedure with which this job is associated.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName
Specifies the name of the software package procedure with which this job is associated.

• DateTime executionDate
Specifies the date and time when you want to run the job.

• DateTime createdDate
Specifies the date and time at which the job was created.

• xsd:long timeoutHours
Specifies the time in hours after which, if the job has been unable to complete, the job will cease attempts to complete.

• SoftwareJobType softwareJobType
Specifies the type of the software job.

• SoftwareJobState softwareJobState
Specifies the current state of the software job.

• SoftwareJobStartupTime startWhen
Specifies the time to start the software job. The range for this parameter is by default 3-168 hours. For example, if you
select the value as 1 hour, the system immediately replaces the value with 3 hours. The default value is 7 days (168
hours).

• SoftwareJobPermissionMask permissionMask
Specifies the permissions applicable to this software job.

• SoftwareJobBootMask3 bootBeforeMask
Specifies the restart options requested for the software job before executing the job.

• SoftwareJobBootMask3 bootAfterMask
Specifies the restart options requested for the software job after executing the job.

• SoftwareJobOperationMask2 operationMask2
Specifies the properties for the operation of the software job.

• xsd:string userParameters
Specifies the user-defined parameters for the job.

• SoftwareJobStatusCounters jobStatusCounters
Specifies the summary of the status counts for the targets of this software job.

• xsd:long internalMask
Specifies the internal mask for the software job properties.

• xsd:long orderNumber
Specifies the order number of a software job within its job container if the software job is part of that job container.

• xsd:long promptTimeoutHours
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Specifies the number of hours for which you want to display a user prompt before a forced execution of the job starts.
The default value is 1 day. You must set this parameter to a value that does not exceed the timeout value for the job.

• SoftwareJobTask softwareJobTask
Specifies the type of the task that the software job is supposed to complete.

• xsd:string deliveryCalendar
Specifies the name of a delivery calendar to use for scheduling the job. The calendar works as an ordinary calendar to
control the days, dates, and times when the delivery is permitted. The time cells that are not set in the calendar define
the exclusion intervals. You cannot create the job if you try to define a calendar with the name unknown to SD.

• DateTime deliveryDate
Specifies the date and time at which the job was delivered.

• xsd:long cause
Indicates the job error or status cause, that is, indicates a return code or identifier.

• xsd:string causeParam
Specifies the message ID of the message that explains the error (if any) associated with this software job.

• SoftwareJobRenewState renewState
Specifies the current state of the job, if it has been renewed.

• xsd:string userMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message.

Remarks

None

SoftwareJobPropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which software job properties are required when retrieving a software package
group's properties.
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• xsd:boolean softwareJobIdRequired
• xsd:boolean softwareJobNameRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageIdRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageNameRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageVersionRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageTypeRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureIdRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureNameRequired
• xsd:boolean executionDateRequired
• xsd:boolean createdDateRequired
• xsd:boolean timeoutHoursRequired
• xsd:boolean softwareJobTypeRequired
• xsd:boolean softwareJobStateRequired
• xsd:boolean startWhenRequired
• xsd:boolean permissionMaskRequired
• xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskRequired
• xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskRequired
• xsd:boolean operationMaskRequired
• xsd:boolean userParametersRequired
• xsd:boolean jobStatusCountersRequired
• xsd:boolean internalMaskRequired
• xsd:boolean orderNumberRequired
• xsd:boolean promptTimeoutHoursRequired
• xsd:boolean softwareJobTaskRequired
• xsd:boolean deliveryCalendarRequired
• xsd:boolean deliveryDateTimeRequired
• xsd:boolean causeRequired
• xsd:boolean causeParamRequired
• xsd:boolean renewStateRequired

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwareJobProperties.

SoftwareJobStatusCounters

This sequence of elements indicates the counts for the number of jobs or job targets that are currently in various different
states.

• xsd:long waiting
• xsd:long active
• xsd:long ok
• xsd:long failed

Remarks

None

SoftwarePackageGroupPropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which software package group properties are required when retrieving a software
package group's properties.
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• xsd:boolean softwarePackageGroupIdRequired
• xsd:boolean noOfParentSoftwarePackageGroupsRequired
• xsd:boolean noOfChildSoftwarePackageGroupsRequired
• xsd:boolean noOfSoftwarePackagesRequired
• xsd:boolean nameRequired
• xsd:boolean commentRequired
• xsd:boolean creationDateRequired
• xsd:boolean changeDateRequired
• xsd:boolean attribMaskRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageGroupPropertyRequired

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwarePackageGroupProperties.

SoftwarePackageMask

This sequence specifies the software package attributes.

• xsd:boolean checksum
A flag that can be set to indicate whether a checksum is performed to ensure package consistency

Remarks

None

SoftwarePackageMaskType

This mask is a sequence of variables that can be marked to indicate which types of software package are to be applied to
the current request.

• xsd:boolean all
All types of software.

• xsd:boolean pgm
Ordinary software.

• xsd:boolean swd
Detected software.

• xsd:boolean userSelectable
Can be ordered from CA Client Automation Catalog.

• xsd:boolean sdsoftware
CA Client Automation software.

Remarks

None

CreateSoftwarePolicyProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which software policy properties are to be initialized when a software policy is
created.
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• xsd:string unitGroupId (m)
• xsd:boolean unitGroupIdSupplied (m)
• xsd:string name (m)
• xsd:boolean nameSupplied (m)
• xsd:string comment
• xsd:boolean commentSupplied
• SoftwarePolicyEvaluationType softwarePolicyEvaluationType

Default: ET_SETUPANDEXECUTEJOBS
• xsd:boolean softwarePolicyEvaluationTypeSupplied
• SoftwareJobContainerPropertyMask softwareJobContainerPropertyMask

Default: No linkage)
• xsd:boolean softwareJobContainerPropertyMaskSupplied
• EvaluationTypeMask evaluationTypeMask

Default: Once
• xsd:boolean evaluationTypeMaskSupplied
• xsd:string evaluationCalendar
• xsd:boolean evaluationCalendarSupplied
• xsd:long evaluationPeriod

Default: 24
• xsd:boolean evaluationPeriodSupplied
• DateTime nextEvaluationDate

Default: Current date and time of the manager computer
• xsd:boolean nextEvaluationDateSupplied

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwarePolicyProperties.

CreateSoftwarePolicyProperties3

The CreateSoftwarePolicyProperties3 sequence of elements specifies which software policy properties are to be initialized
when a software policy is created.

• xsd:string policyName (m)
Specifies the name of policy to be created.

• xsd:string comment
Specifies the comment to be set for the policy.

• xsd:boolean commentSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the comment parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long priority
Specifies the priority that can range from 1 (highest) to 10 (lowest). If no value is provided, the default value, 5, is used.

• xsd:long prioritySupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the priority parameter is supplied.

• CreateSoftwareJobLinkage createSoftwareJobLinkage
Sets the software job linkage related properties.

• xsd:boolean createSoftwareJobLinkageSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the createSoftwareJobLinkage parameter is supplied.

• SoftwarePolicyEvaluationType softwarePolicyEvaluationType
Specifies the type of the evaluation that is performed when the policy is applied to the group. The default value is SP_
POPULATEEXCEPTIONS.

• xsd:boolean softwarePolicyEvaluationTypeSupplied (m)
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Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePolicyEvaluationType parameter is supplied.
• SoftwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodType softwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodType

Specifies whether to evaluate the software policy once or periodically. If you decide to evaluate the policy periodically,
the evaluation is done based on the evaluation period set. The default value is once.

• xsd:boolean softwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodTypeSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePolicyEvaluationPeriodType parameter is supplied.

• DateTime nextEvaluationDate
Specifies the date and time for the next evaluation. The default value is the current date and time on the manager
computer.

• xsd:boolean nextEvaluationDateSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the nextEvaluationDate parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long evaluationPeriod
Specifies the period of the evaluation in hours. The default value is 1440 minutes or 24 hours.

• xsd:boolean evaluationPeriodSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the evaluationPeriod parameter is supplied.

• xsd:boolean enterpriseTime
(If set to true) Specifies that the time specifications are based on the enterprise manager time. By default, the
parameter is set to false.

• xsd:boolean enterpriseTimeSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the enterpriseTime parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string evaluationCalendar
Specifies the name of the calendar that controls the time when the evaluation can take place. To activate a
evaluationCalendar you must specify "evaluationPeriod". The default value is an empty string.

• xsd:boolean evaluationCalendarSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the evaluationCalendar parameter is supplied.

• AdhocTargetEvaluation adhocTargetEvaluation
Specifies the type of the target evaluation. The target evaluation is triggered when agents report the inventory to the
manager. The default value is NO_ADHOC.

• xsd:boolean adhocTargetEvaluationSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the adhocTargetEvaluation parameter is supplied.

• xsd:boolean regenerate
Regenerates the evaluation type. This parameter is applicable only if evaluationType is SP_SETUPJOBS or
SP_SETUPANDEXECUTEJOBS. The default value is true.

• xsd:boolean regenerateSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the regenerate parameter is supplied.

• xsd:boolean evaluateDynamicGroups
(Optional) Evaluates the dynamic groups while evaluating the software policy provided the value is set to true. The
default value is false.

• xsd:boolean evaluateDynamicGroupsSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the evaluateDynamicGroups parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string userMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message.

• userMessageSupplied
Checks whether or not the custom administrator message is supplied.

Remarks

None

CreateUnitGroupProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which volume properties are to be initialized when a unit group is created.
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• xsd:string groupLabel (m)
• xsd:boolean groupLabelSupplied

NOTE
Set this value to true because groupLabel is mandatory.

• xsd:string groupDescription
• xsd:boolean groupDescriptionSupplied

NOTE
Set the value to true or false depending on the groupDescription value.

Remarks

For more details, see UnitGroupProperties.

SoftwareJobBootMask (bootAfterMask)

A series of flags that indicate the reboot options for a software job.

• xsd:boolean noReboot
Do not reboot the computer after the job has ended.

• xsd:boolean reboot
Reboot the computer after the job has ended.

• xsd:boolean logoff
If logoff is set to true, the user agent logs off the user, and the machine agent logs off all users before the job starts.

• xsd:boolean rebootAfterLast
Reboot the computer when last job in the container has ended.

• xsd:boolean logoffAfterLast
if logoffAfterLast is set to true, the user agent logs off the user and the machine agent logs off all users when the last
job in the container has ended.

Remarks

Only one flag may be set to true at any one time.

SoftwareJobBootMask3 (bootAfterMask)

This sequence includes a series of flags that indicate the reboot options for a software job.

• xsd:boolean noReboot
Specifies that the computer must not be restarted after completion of the job.

• xsd:boolean reboot
Restarts the computer after completion of the job.

• xsd:boolean logoff
(If set to true) Specifies that the user agent logs off the user and the computer agent logs off all the users before the
job starts.

• xsd:boolean rebootAfterLast
Restarts the computer after completion of the last job in the container.

• xsd:boolean logoffAfterLast
(If set to true) Specifies that the user agent logs off the user and the computer agent logs off all the users after
completion of the last job in the container.

• xsd:boolean ShutdownAfterLast
(If set to true) Specifies that the target computer shuts down after completion of the last SD job.

Remarks

Only one flag may be set to true at a time.
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SoftwareJobBootMask (bootBeforeMask)

A series of flags that indicate the reboot options for a software job.

• xsd:boolean noReboot
Do not reboot the computer before starting the job.

• xsd:boolean reboot
Reboot the computer before starting the job.

• xsd:boolean logoff
If logoff is set to true, the user agent logs off the user and the machine agent logs off all users before the job starts.

• xsd:boolean rebootAfterLast
Not applicable.

• xsd:boolean logoffAfterLast
Not applicable.

Remarks

Only one flag may be set to true at any one time.

SoftwareJobBootMask3 (bootBeforeMask)

This sequence includes a series of flags that indicate the restart options for a software job.

• xsd:boolean noReboot
Specifies that the computer must not be restarted before starting the job.

• xsd:boolean reboot
Restarts the computer before starting the job.

• xsd:boolean logoff
(If set to true) Specifies that the user agent logs off the user and the computer agent logs off all the users before the
job starts.

• xsd:boolean rebootAfterLast
Not applicable.

• xsd:boolean logoffAfterLast
Not applicable.

• xsd:boolean ShutdownAfterLast
Not applicable.

Remarks

Only one flag may be set to true at a time.

SoftwareJobContainerProperties

This sequence defines the properties for the software job container.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId
The UUID identifying the software job container.

• SoftwareJobContainerState state
The current state of the software job container

• xsd:boolean seal
This element indicates whether the container is currently sealed.

• xsd:long noOfParentSoftwareJobContainers
The number of software job containers by which this container is contained.

• xsd:long noOfChildSoftwareJobContainers
The number of software job containers that are contained by this container.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwareJobs
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The number of software jobs contained in this software job container.
• xsd:string name

The display name of the job container.
• xsd:string comment

A comment for the job container.
• SoftwareJobContainerPropertyMask softwareJobContainerPropertyMask

Mask for the software job container property
• DateTime creationDate

The Date and Time at which the job container was created.
• DateTime changeDate

The Date and Time at which the job container was last updated.
• AttributeMask attribMask

A series of attributes that describe the software job container.
• xsd:long waitCount

The number of jobs in the container that are not yet activated.
• xsd:long activeCount

The number of jobs in the container that have been activated.
• xsd:long errorCount

The number of jobs in the container that have failed.
• xsd:long okCount

The number of jobs in the container that have successfully completed.
• xsd:long renewState

If the job container has been renewed, this element indicates the current state of that renewal.

Remarks

None

CreateAssetScriptJobResponse

The CreateAssetScriptJobResponse sequence includes the following parameters related to the creation of the asset script
job:

• xsd:string assetJobUid
Contains the UUID of the new asset job.

• xsd:long assetJobID
Contains the ID of the new asset job.

• Xsd:long domainId
Contains the domain ID of the new asset job

AssetScriptJobProperties

The AssetScriptJobProperties sequence includes the job properties for the asset script job.

• xsd:string jobName
Specifies the job name.

• xsd:boolean bJobDescriptionSupplied
Specifies whether the job description is supplied for the job.

• xsd:string jobDescription
Specifies the description for the job.

• xsd:boolean bJobScriptSupplied
Specifies whether the script is supplied for the job.

• xsd:string jobScript
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Specifies the script to be executed on the agent for this script job.
• xsd:boolean bSchedulingOptionsSupplied

Specifies whether the scheduling options for this job are supplied.
• dsm:schedulingOptions scheduleProperties

Specifies the scheduling options for the asset job.

SchedulingOptions

The SchedulingOptions sequence is used to schedule a script job to run at specified occasions.

• dsm:scheduling scheduling
Specifies the frequently of job execution.

• dsm:conditions conditions
Specifies various conditions for executing the job such as the date time range, days of the week, and periodic
dependency.

• dsm:dependency dependency
Specifies the factors to consider for executing the job at the scheduled time.

• dsm:preJob prejob
Specifies the actions to be performed before executing the job.

• dsm:postJob postJob
Specifies the actions to be performed after executing the job.

• dsm:miscellaneous miscellaneous
Specifies the parameters for unattended execution of the job.

Scheduling

The Scheduling sequence is used to specify how frequently you want to execute the job.

• xsd:int schedule
This field can have following values.
– RUN_ONLY_ONCE

Runs the job only the first time when the asset management agent runs on the computers that are linked with this
job.

– ALWAYS_RUN_JOB
Runs the job whenever the asset management agent runs on the computers that are linked with this job.

– OTHER_SCHEDULING_RUN
Runs the job for specified number of times (at most 99) on the computers linked with this job.

Default: ALWAYS_RUN_JOB

Conditions

The Conditions sequence is a scheduling option used to specify the conditions for executing the job.

• dsm:DateTimeRestrictions datetimerestrictions
Specifies date and time range for executing the job.

• xsd:boolean bRunOnlyOnTheseDays
Specifies whether the job must be run only on the selected days of a week.

• dsm:ArrayOfDayOfTheWeekDependency dayOfTheWeekDependency
Specifies the days in a week when the job must be run. If you set bRunOnlyOnTheseDays parameter to true, you must
specify the days of the week in this parameter.

• xsd:boolean bIsPeriodDepen
Specifies whether there is a periodic dependency.

• dsm:PeriodicDependency periodicDependency
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Specifies the options for periodic dependency.

Dependency

The Dependency sequence is a scheduling options used to specify the dependency factors for executing a job.

• xsd:boolean bJobDependency
Specifies whether the execution of the job is dependent on the successful completion of another job.

• dsm:JobDependency jobDependency
Specifies the job dependency options.

• xsd:boolean bFileDependency
Specifies whether the execution of the job is dependent on the existence of a file.

• dsm:FileDependency fileDependency
Specifies file dependency options.

• xsd:boolean bJobConLimit
Specifies whether there is any limit to the maximum number of simultaneous executions of an action per scalability
server.

• xsd:int allowOnlyNumExecutionsAtATime
Specifies the number of simultaneous executions allowed.

PreJob

The PreJob sequence is a scheduling option used to specify the actions to be performed before executing the job.

• xsd:boolean bJobExecProperties
Specifies whether you want to provide the job execution properties.

• dsm:JobExecProperties jobExecProperties
Specifies the job execution properties.

• xsd:boolean bNetWorkDriveInfoSupplied
Specifies whether you want to provide the network drive information.

• dsm:NetWorkDrive netWorkDrive
Provides the required information to map network drive before job execution.

PostJob

The PostJob sequence is a scheduling option used to specify the actions to be performed after executing the job.

• xsd:boolean bpostJobProperties
Specifies whether you want to provide post job execution properties.

• dsm:PostJobProperties postJobProperties
Specifies the post job execution options.

• xsd:boolean bDeleteJobWhenSucceded
Specifies whether you want the job to be deleted after the successful execution.

Miscellaneous

The Miscellaneous sequence is a scheduling option used to run the job unattended.

• xsd:boolean bJobisallowedtorununattended
Specifies whether you want to run the job unattended, that is, without any user interaction.

DateTimeRestrictions

The DateTimeRestrictions sequence is a scheduling option used to specify the date and time restrictions for executing the
job.
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• xsd:boolean bRunOnlywhenwithindatarange
Specifies whether you want to provide the date range for executing the job.

• xsd:boolean bRunOnlywhenwithintimerange
Specifies whether you want to provide the time range for executing the job.

• dsm:DateTime StartDatetime
Defines the starting date and time for executing the job.

• dsm:DateTime EndDatetime
Defines the ending date and time for executing the job.

FileDependency

The FileDependency sequence is a scheduling option used to specify the file dependency options for executing a job.

• xsd:string filePath
Specifies the path to the file that you want to check.

• xsd:boolean bFileExists
Specifies whether you want to perform an action depending on the existence of the selected file. Set this parameter to
false to execute an action if the file does not exist.

JobDependency

The JobDependency sequence is a scheduling option used to specify the job dependency options for executing a job.

• xsd:long dependentJobDomainId
Defines the domain ID of the dependent job.

• xsd:long dependentJobId
Defines the job ID of the dependent job.

• Xsd:string dependentJobUid
Defines the UUID of the dependent job.

• xsd:boolean bCurrentJobAttachedToRelatedAsset
Specifies whether you want to run the scheduled job only on completion of a dependent job on the related assets. If
the scheduled job is linked to a computer, the dependent job must have been executed on the computer before the
scheduled job runs. If the scheduled job is linked to a user, the dependent job must have been executed in the user
login before the scheduled job runs.

PeriodicDependency

The PeriodicDependency is a scheduling option used to specify the periodic dependency options for executing the job.

• dsm:PERIODTYPE periodType
Specifies that you want to Executes an action based on this period type.

• xsd:int period
Specifies the period after which the job must be executed. Depending on the period type, this parameter takes the
following values:
Day: number of hours
For example, specify 21 to execute the job at 9PM every day.
Week: Day in a week
For example, specify 3 to execute the job on every Wednesday.
Month: Day in a month
For example, specify 12 to execute the job on the day 12 of every month.

JobExecProperties

The JobExecProperties sequence is a scheduling option used to specify the other properties for job execution.
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• xsd:string PromptMessage
Defines the message text to be shown on the computer before executing the job.

• xsd:string messageOK
Displays the Yes button in the message. You can customize this to match your message.
Default: &YES

• xsd:string messageCancel
Displays the No button in the message box. You can customize this to match your message.
Default: &NO

• xsd:boolean bDefaultMessage
Specifies whether messageOK must be applied by default. If this parameter is set to false, messageCancel is applied.

• xsd:boolean bAutoSelect
Specifies whether you want to enable the auto select option.

• xsd:boolean bAutoSelectValue
Specifies whether you want to specify the auto select value.

• xsd:long autoSelectAfterSecond
Specifies the time after which the auto select value is applied.

• xsd:boolean bForceExecutionAfterNumCancellations
Specifies whether you want to force the execution after certain number of cancellations.

• xsd:int forceExecutionAfterNumCancellations
Specifies the number of cancellations after which you want to force the execution of the job. This ensures that the user
can cancel an action only a limited number of times.

• xsd:boolean bForceExecutionAfter
Specifies whether you want to force the execution of the job after a particular date. This ensures that the user can
cancel an action only until a particular date.

• xsd:dateTime ForceExecutionAfter
Specifies the date when you want to force the execution of the job.

NetWorkDrive

The NetWorkDrive sequence is a scheduling option used to provide the network drive details for executing a job,

• xsd:string drive
Specifies the drive letter to which you want to map the share.

• xsd:string sharePath
Specifies the name of the share.
Default: \\SERVER\SHARE

• xsd:boolean bDisconnectWhenDone
Specifies whether you want to disconnect the temporary drive connection after executing the job.

PostJobProperties

The PostJobProperties sequence is a scheduling option used to specify the post job properties.

• xsd:boolean bMessageAndTimeOut
Specifies whether you want to reboot the windows agent computer after executing the job.

• xsd:string messageBeforReboot
Specifies the message text to be displayed before the computer restarts.

• xsd:int messageTimeout
Defines the number of seconds the message must be visible. Specify 0 to give infinite timeout.

• xsd:boolean bRestartOS
Restarts the agent computer.
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AssetScriptJobPropertiesRequired

The AssetScriptJobPropertiesRequired sequence is used to retrieve the asset job properties.

• xsd:boolean assetJobNameRequired
Specifies whether you want to retrieve the asset script job name.

• xsd:boolean assetJobDescriptionRequired
Specifies whether you want to retrieve the asset script job description.

• xsd:boolean assetJobScriptRequired
Specifies whether you want to retrieve the asset job script.

• xsd:boolean assetJobSchedulingOptionsRequired
Specifies whether you want to retrieve the scheduling options of the asset job.

Dsm OpenAssetScriptJobListResponse

The OpenAssetScriptJobListResponse sequence includes the following parameters related to asset script job list:

• Xsd:long OpenListHandle
Contains the ListHandle to the list opened.

• Xsd:long totalNoOfScriptJobs
Contains the total number of script jobs in the list.

GetAssetScriptJobResponse

The GetAssetScriptJobResponse sequence contains the response for the GetAssetScriptJob method.

• xsd:long assetJobID
Contains the ID of the asset job.

• Xsd:long domainId
Contains the domain ID of the new asset job

• dsm:AssetScriptJobProperties assetJobProperties
Contains the properties retrieved for a given asset script job.

DayOfTheWeekDependency

The DayOfTheWeekDependency sequence is a scheduling option used to specify a week day.

• dsm:WeekDay weekdays
Specifies a day in the week.

GetAssetScriptJobsProperties

The GetAssetScriptJobsProperties sequence contains properties of all the asset script jobs.

• xsd:string assetJobUid
Contains the UUID of the asset job.

• Xsd:long domainId
Contains the domain ID of the asset job.

• xsd:string jobName
Contains asset job script name.

• xsd:boolean bJobDescriptionSupplied
Specifies whether the job description is supplied for the job.

• xsd:string jobDescription
Contains the description about the job.

• xsd:boolean bJobScriptSupplied
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Specifies whether the script is supplied for the job.
• xsd:string jobScript

Contains the script to be executed on the agent for the script job.
• xsd:boolean bSchedulingOptionsSupplied

Specifies whether the scheduling options of this job are supplied
• dsm:schedulingOptions scheduleProperties

Contains the scheduling options for the job.

TriggerInfo

The TriggerInfo sequence is used to specify the information to trigger the asset management and software delivery job
check.

• int nCFComponentCode
Specifies the CF component code.

• CO_TRIGGER_UNIT_TYPE nUnitType
Specifies the unit type.

• xsd:string objDbUuid;
Specifies the UUID of the object

• BOOL wakeOnLAN
Specifies the whether you want to send the wake-on-LAN request.

OSIMProperties

Specifies the OSIM properties.

• xsd:string propertyName
Specifies the OSIM property name.

• xsd:string propertyValue
Specifies the OSIM property value.

OSIMPropertiesWithDesc

NOTE
The OSIMPropertiesWithDesc includes the OSIM property name, property value, and an array of description of
the property name and property value.

• xsd:string propertyName
Specifies the OSIM property name.

• xsd:string propertyValue
Specifies the OSIM property value.

• dsm:ArrayOfOSIMparameterDesc osimparamDescArray
Specifies the Array description for an OSIM property.

OSIMparameterDesc

The OSIMparameterDesc includes the OSIM parameter description name and description value.

• xsd:string propertyName
Specifies the OSIM property description name.

• sd:string propertyValue
Specifies the OSIM property description value.
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ScalabilityServerProperties

Specifies the scalability server properties.

• xsd:string serverLabel
Specifies the name of the scalability server.

• xsd:string serverHostName
Specifies the host name of the scalability server.

• xsd:string serverUUID
Specifies the UUID of the scalability server.

• xsd:string domainUUID
Specifies the domain UUID of the scalability server.

• xsd:string serverDescription
Includes brief information about the server.

• xsd:long serverversion
Specifies the version of the scalability server.

• dsm:DateTime lastEvaluationDateTime
Identifies the last evaluated registration date and time of the scalability server.

• dsm:DateTime creationDateTime
Identifies the date and time of the scalability server registration.

• xsd:string creationUser
Specifies the name of the user account that created the scalability server.

• dsm:DateTime lastUpdateDateTime
Specifies the last updated date and time of the scalability server.

• xsd:string lastUpdateUser
Specifies the name of the user account that last updated the scalability server.

• xsd:string sharePath
Specifies the UNC share path of the server.

ScalabilityServerPropertiesRequired

The following sequences of elements specify the properties required to retrieve the scalability server properties.

• xsd:boolean serverLabelRequired
Specifies whether the scalability server name is required.

• xsd:boolean serverHostNameRequired
Specifies whether the scalability server host name is required.

• xsd:boolean serverUUIDRequired
Specifies whether the scalability server UUID is required.

• xsd:boolean domainUUIDRequired
Specifies whether the scalability server domain UUID is required.

• xsd:boolean serverDescriptionRequired
Specifies whether the scalability server description is required.

• xsd:boolean serverVersionRequired
Specifies whether the scalability server version is required.

• xsd:boolean lastEvaluationDateTimeRquired
Specifies whether the last date and time of evaluation of the scalability server name is required.

• xsd:boolean creationUserRquired
Specifies whether the details about the user who created the scalability server is required.

• xsd:boolean creationDateTimeRquired
Specifies whether the date and time of creation of the scalability server is required.

• xsd:boolean lastUpdateDateTimeRquired
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Specifies whether the date and time of last update of the scalability server is required.
• xsd:boolean lastUpdateUserRequired

Specifies whether the details about the user who last updated the scalability server is required.
• xsd:boolean sharePathRequired

Specifies whether the scalability server UNC share path is required.

OSImageFilter

The following sequences of elements specify a search filter when you are searching or listing OS images.

• dsm:OSIMAGEPROPERTY osImageProperty
Specifies the search property.

• xsd:string searchString
Specifies the value of the search filter to be applied when the search is performed on a string property.

• dsm:DateTime2 dateTime
Specifies the changed or activated date and time of the target computer.

• dsm:FILTERCONDITION condition
Specifies the filtercondition to be applied.

OSImageProperties

Specifies the OS image properties.

• xsd:string imageName
Specifies the name of the OS image.

• xsd:string typeIndicatior
Specifies OS image type.

• xsd:string operatingSystem
Specifies the operating environment of OS image.

• dsm:DateTime2 registeredAt
Specifies the date and time of the OS image registration with the domain manager.

• xsd:string sdPackageName
Specifies the name of the related SD package.

• xsd:string sdPackageVersion
Specifies the version of the related SD package.

• xsd:string sdPackageComment
Specifies the comment related with the SD package.

• xsd:string sdOSCode
Specifies the SD code of the OS associated with the OS image.

• xsd:string sdOSlocale
Specifies the locale of the OS image.

• xsd:string string osImageFlags
Specifies the image flags associated with the OS image.

OSIMTargetFilter

The following sequences of elements specify a search filter when you are searching or listing OS images.

• dsm:OSIMTARGETPROPERTY osimTargetProperty
Specifies the search property.

• xsd:string searchString
Specifies the value of the search filter to be applied when the search is performed on a string property.

• dsm:DateTime2 stateChangedDateTime
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Specifies the changed or activated date and time of the target computer.
• dsm:FILTERCONDITION condition

Specifies the filtercondition to be applied.
• dsm:WS-OSIM-CONFIG-STATE configState

Specifies the configuration state of the OSIM target computer.

OSIMTargetProperties

The following are the OSIMTargetProperties:

• xsd:string targetName
Specifies the name of the target computer.

• xsd:string targetMACAddress
Specifies MAC Address of the target computer.

• dsm:WS-OSIM-CONFIG-STATE configType
Specifies the configuration state of the target computer.

• dsm:DateTime2 stateChangedDateTime
Specifies the changed or activated date and time of the target computer.

• xsd:string imageName
Specifies the name of the OS image.

ComputerPropertyFilter2

The following sequences of elements specify a search filter when you are searching or listing computers.

• dsm:ComputerProperty2 computerProperty
Specifies the computer property to be searched.

• dsm:ComputerFilterCondition filterCondition
Specifies the filter condition.

• xsd:string searchString
Specifies the value of the search filter to be applied when the search is performed on a string property.
This field is mandatory if computerProperty is set to one of the following values:
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– COMPUTER_UUID
– COMPUTER_LABEL
– COMPUTER_DOMAIN_UUID
– COMPUTER_PRIMARY_NETWORK_ADDRESS
– COMPUTER_HOST_UUID
– COMPUTER_ASSET_SOURCE_UUID
– COMPUTER_HOST_NAME
– COMPUTER_SERIAL_NUMBER
– COMPUTER_DISC_SERIAL_NUMBER
– COMPUTER_PRIMARY_MAC_ADDRESS
– COMPUTER_ASSET_TAG
– COMPUTER_URI
– COMPUTER_SYSTEM_ID
– COMPUTER_VENDOR_NAME
– COMPUTER_DOMAIN_LABEL
– COMPUTER_CREATION_USER
– COMPUTER_LAST_UPDATED_USER
– COMPUTER_AGENT_NAME
– COMPUTER_AGENT_DESCRIPTION
– COMPUTER-USER-DATA1
– COMPUTER-USER-DATA2
– COMPUTER-USER-DATA3
– COMPUTER-USER-DATA4
– COMPUTER-AGENT-SS
– COMPUTER-AGENT-IPADDRESS
– COMPUTER-AGENT-ORIGIN
– COMPUTER-ASSET-TAG

• xsd:long searchValue
Specifies the value of the search filter to be applied when the search is performed on a numeric property.
This field is mandatory if computerProperty is set to one of the following values:
– COMPUTER_CLASSID
– COMPUTER_USAGE_LIST
– COMPUTER_VERSION_NUMBER
– COMPUTER-AGENT-TRUSTLEVEL

• xsd:dateTime2 dateTime
Specifies the value of the search filter to be applied when the search is performed on date and time.
This field is mandatory if computerProperty is set to one of the following values:
– COMPUTER_CREATION_DATE
– COMPUTER_LAST_UPDATED_DATE
– COMPUTER-AGENT-CREATION-DATETIME
– COMPUTER-AGENT-LASTRUN-DATETIME

• xsd:AMAgentStatus amstatus
Specifies the value of the search filter to be applied when the search is performed on AMAgent status.
– COMPUTER_AGENT_AM_STATUS

• xsd:SDAgentStatus sdstatus
Specifies the value of the search filter to be applied when the search is performed on SDAgent status.
– COMPUTER_AGENT_SD_STATUS

• xsd:RCAgentStatus amstatus
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Specifies the value of the search filter to be applied when the search is performed on RCAgent status.
– COMPUTER_AGENT_RC_STATUS

• xsd:ProtectionStatus protectionstatus
Specifies the value of the search filter to be applied when the search is performed on Protection status.
– COMPUTER_AGENT_PT_STATUS

• xsd:ASPStatus amstatus
Specifies the value of the search filter to be applied when the search is performed on Anti-Spyware agent status.
– COMPUTER_AGENT_ASP_STATUS

• xsd:AVStatus amstatus
Specifies the value of the search filter to be applied when the search is performed on Anti-Virus agent status.
– COMPUTER_AGENT_AV_STATUS

• xsd:HIPSStatus amstatus
Specifies the value of the search filter to be applied when the search is performed on HIPS status.
– COMPUTER_AGENT_HIPS_STATUS

• dsm:AgentRestrictions restrictions
Specifies the value of the search filter to be applied when the search is performed on agent restrictions.
COMPUTER-AGENT-RESTRICTIONS

ComputerPropertiesRequired2

The following sequences of elements specify the properties required when you are retrieving properties of a computer:

• xsd:boolean computerUUIDRequired
Specifies whether computer UUID is required

• xsd:boolean computerLabelRequired
Specifies whether computer name or label is required

• xsd:boolean computerDomainUUIDRequired
Specifies whether computer domain UUID is required.

• xsd:boolean computerPrimaryNetworkAddressRequired
Specifies whether computer primary network address is required.

• xsd:boolean computerHostUUIDRequired
Specifies whether computer host UUID is required.

• xsd:boolean computerAssetSourceUUIDRequired
Specifies whether computer Asset source UUID is required.

• xsd:boolean computerHostNameRequired
Specifies whether computer Hostname is required.

• xsd:boolean computerSerialNumberRequired
set to true, if computer serial number is required.

• xsd:boolean computerDiscSerialNumberRequired
Specifies whether computer Disc serial number is required.

• xsd:boolean computerPrimaryMACAddressRequired
Specifies whether computer MAC Address is required.

• xsd:boolean computerAssetTagRequired
Specifies whether computer Asset tag is required.

• xsd:boolean computerClassIDRequired
Specifies whether computer OS is required.

• xsd:boolean computerUsageListRequired
Specifies whether computer usage list is required.

• xsd:boolean computerURIRequired
Specifies whether computer URI is required.

• xsd:boolean computerSystemIDRequired
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Specifies whether computer system ID is required.
• xsd:boolean computerVendorNameRequired

Specifies whether computer vendor name is required.
• xsd:boolean computerDomainLabelRequired

Specifies whether computer Domain Label is required.
• xsd:boolean computerCreationUserRequired

Specifies whether the details about the user who created the computer is required.
• xsd:boolean computerCreationDateRequired

Specifies whether computer creation date is required.
• xsd:boolean computerLastUpdatedUserRequired

Specifies whether the details about the user who last updated the computer is required.
• xsd:boolean computerLastUpdatedDateRequired

Specifies whether computer last updated date time is required.
• xsd:boolean computerVersionNumberRequired

Specifies whether computer version number is required.
• xsd:boolean agentNameRequired

Specifies whether computer agent name is required.
• xsd:boolean agentRestrictionsRequired

Specifies whether agent restrictions is required.
• xsd:boolean agentDescriptionRequired

Specifies whether computer Asset description is required.
• xsd:boolean userData1Required

Specifies whether computer user defined data1 is required.
• xsd:boolean userData2Required

Specifies whether computer user defined data2 is required.
• xsd:boolean userData3Required

Specifies whether computer user defined data3 is required.
• xsd:boolean userData4Required

Specifies whether computer user defined data4 is required.
• xsd:boolean scalabilityServerNameRequired

Specifies whether Agent Scalability server name is required.
• xsd:boolean agentCreationDateTimeRequired

Specifies whether agent creation date and time is required.
• xsd:boolean lastRunDateTimeRequired

Specifies whether agent last run date and time is required.
• xsd:boolean agentIPAddressRequired

Specifies whether agent IP Address is required.
• xsd:boolean agentTrustlevelRequired

Specifies whether agent trust level is required.
• xsd:boolean agentOriginRequired

Specifies whether agent origin is required.
• xsd:boolean amStatusRequired

Specifies whether AM agent status is required.
• xsd:boolean sdStatusRequired

Specifies whether SD agent status is required.
• xsd:boolean rcStatusRequired

Specifies whether RC agent status is required.
• xsd:boolean protectionStatusRequired

Specifies whether Protection agent status is required.
• xsd:boolean aspStatusRequired
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Specifies whether Anti-Spyware agent status is required
• xsd:boolean avStatusRequired

Specifies whether Anti-Virus agent status is required
• xsd:boolean hipsStatusRequired

Specifies whether HIPS agent status is required.

DateTime2

Specifies the date and time structure.

The following sequence of elements represents the date and time structure:

• xsd:int year
• xsd:int month
• xsd:int dayOfMonth
• xsd:int hour
• xsd:int minute
• xsd:int seconds

ComputerProperties2

The following sequences of elements specify the properties required when you are retrieving the properties of a computer.

• xsd:string computerUUID
Specifies the UUID of the computer.

• xsd:string computerLabel
Specifies the display name of the computer.

• xsd:string computerDomainUUID
Specifies the UUID identifying the CA Client Automation domain of the computer.

• xsd:string computerPrimaryNetworkAddress
Specifies the IP address of the computer in 0.0.0.0 format.

• xsd:string computerHostUUID
Specifies the agent-generated UUID that identifies the computer.

• xsd:string computerAssetSourceUUID
Specifies the UUID identifying the common CA asset to which this computer is linked.

• xsd:string computerHostName
Specifies the host name of the computer.

• xsd:string computerSerialNumber
Specifies the serial number of the computer.

• xsd:string computerDiscSerialNumber
Specifies the serial number of the computer disc.

• xsd:string computerPrimaryMACAddress
Specifies the MAC address of the computer. The string must have a maximum length of 64 characters.

• xsd:string computerAssetTag
Specifies the string value that identifies a computer asset.

• xsd:long computerClassID
Specifies the numeric value indicating the class of the computer object. For example, Operating System.

• dsm:UsageListMask computerUsageList
Specifies the computer usage list mask.

• xsd:string computerURI
Specifies the fully qualified Uniform Resource Identifier of the computer.

• xsd:string computerSystemID
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Specifies the user-defined identifier for computer.
• xsd:string computerVendorName

Specifies the name of the computer vendor.
• xsd:string computerDomainLabel

Specifies the display name of the DSM domain to which the computer belongs.
• xsd:string computerCreationUser

Specifies the name of the user account that created the computer record.
• dsm:DateTime computerCreationDate

Specifies the computer creation date and time.
• xsd:string computerLastUpdatedUser

Specifies the name of the user account that last updated the computer properties.
• dsm:DateTime computerLastUpdatedDate

Specifies the date and time when the computer properties were last updated.
• xsd:long computerVersionNumber

Specifies the version number of the computer record.

NOTE
The version number is incremented each time a record is updated.

• xsd:string agentName
Specifies the agent name of the computer.

• xsd:long agentRestrictions
Specifies the agent restrictions.

• xsd:string agentDescription
Specifies the agent description.

• xsd:string userdata1
Specifies the user defined data1.

• xsd:string userdata2
Specifies the user defined data2.

• xsd:string userdata3
Specifies the user defined data3.

• xsd:string userdata4
Specifies the user defined data4.

• xsd:string scalabilityserverName
Specifies the name of the scalability server that the agent is pointing to.

• dsm:DateTime2 agentCreationDateTime
Specifies the agent creation data and time.

• dsm:DateTime2 lastRunDateTime
Specifies the agent last run date and time.

• xsd:string agentIPAddress
Specifies the IP address of the agent.

• xsd:long agentTrustlevel
Specifies the trust level of the agent.

• xsd:string agentOrigin
Specifies the origin of the agent.

• dsm:AMAgentStatus amStatus
Specifies the AM Agent status.

• dsm:SDAgentStatus sdStatus
Specifies the SD Agent status.

• dsm:RCAgentStatus rcStatus
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Specifies the RC Agent status.
• dsm:ProtectionStatus protectionStatus

Specifies the Protection Agent status.
• dsm:ASPStatus aspStatus

Specifies the ASP status.
• dsm:AVStatus avStatus

Specifies the AV status.
• dsm:HIPSStatus hipsStatus

Specifies the HIPS status.

CreateOSIMComputerProperties

Specifies the properties required to create an OSIM computer.

The following are the properties:

• xsd:string computerLabel
Specifies the name of the computer label to be created.

• xsd:string computerHostname
Specifies the name of the host name of the computer to be created.

• xsd:boolean computerHostNameSupplied
Specifies if the host name of the computer is specified.

• xsd:string computerPrimaryNetworkAddress
Specifies the IP address of the computer to be created.

• xsd:string serialNumber
Specifies the serial number of the computer to be created.

• xsd:boolean serialNumberSupplied
Specifies if the computer serial number is specified.

• xsd:string assetTag
Specifies the asset tag of the computer to be created.

• xsd:boolean assetTagSupplied
Specifies if the computer asset tag is specified.

• dsm:ComputerType computerType
Specifies the computer type.

• xsd:boolean computerTypeSupplied
Specifies if the computer type is specified.

• xsd:long operatingSystemType
Specifies the operation system type.

• xsd:string scalabilityServerName
Specifies the name of the scalability server of the agent

• xsd:boolean scalabilityServerNameSupplied
Specifies if the scalabilityserver name is specified.

• dsm:CreateAgentComponents createAgentComponents
Specifies the Agent properties for the computer to be created.

• xsd:string description
Specifies the agent description.

• xsd:boolean descriptionSupplied
Specifies if the description is specified.

• dsm:SDAgentProperties sdAgentProperties
Specifies the SD Agent properties for the computer to be created.

• xsd:boolean sdAgentPropertiesSupplied
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Specifies if the sdAgentProperties is specified.
• xsd:string user

Specifies the user who created the computer.
Default: Blank

• xsd:boolean userSupplied
Specifies if the username is specified. The possible values are True or False.

• xsd:string phone
Specifies the phone number of user who created the computer.

• xsd:boolean phoneSupplied
Specifies if the phone number is specified. The possible values are True or False.

• xsd:string location
Specifies the location of user who created the computer.
Default: Blank.

• xsd:boolean locationSupplied
Specifies if the location of the user is specified. The possible values are True or False.

• xsd:string comment
Specifies the user comments.

• xsd:boolean commentSupplied
Specifies if the user comments are available. The possible values are True or False.

• xsd:string computerPrimaryMACAddress
Specifies the computer MAC Address.

• xsd:boolean computerPrimaryMACAddressSupplied
Specifies if the computer MAC address is specified. The possible values are True or False.

• xsd:string osimImage
Specifies the OSIM image.

• xsd:string osimBootServerName
Specifies if the boot server name
If the name is not specified, the scalability server name is taken as the OSIM boot server name.

• xsd:boolean osimBootServerNameSupplied
Specifies if the boot server name is supplied. The possible values are True or False.

OSImageProperties

Specifies the OS image properties.

• xsd:string imageName
Specifies the name of the OS image.

• xsd:string typeIndicatior
Specifies OS image type.

• xsd:string operatingSystem
Specifies the operating environment of OS image.

• dsm:DateTime2 registeredAt
Specifies the date and time of the OS image registration with the domain manager.

• xsd:string sdPackageName
Specifies the name of the related SD package.

• xsd:string sdPackageVersion
Specifies the version of the related SD package.

• xsd:string sdPackageComment
Specifies the comment related with the SD package.

• xsd:string sdOSCode
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Specifies the SD code of the OS associated with the OS image.
• xsd:string sdOSlocale

Specifies the locale of the OS image.
• xsd:string string osImageFlags

Specifies the image flags associated with the OS image.

SoftwareJobContainerProperties3

The SoftwareJobContainerProperties3 sequence defines the properties for the software job container.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId
Specifies the UUID identifying the software job container.

• SoftwareJobContainerState state
Specifies the current state of the software job container.

• xsd:boolean seal
Specifies whether the container is currently sealed.

• xsd:long noOfParentSoftwareJobContainers
Specifies the number of software job containers including this container.

• xsd:long noOfChildSoftwareJobContainers
Specifies the number of software job containers that this container contains.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwareJobs
Specifies the number of software jobs contained in this software job container.

• xsd:string name
Specifies the display name of the job container.

• xsd:string comment
Specifies the comment for the job container.

• xsd:long priority
Specifies the priority of the container that ranges from 1 (highest) to 10 (lowest). If no value is provided, the default
value, 5, is used.

• SoftwareJobContainerPropertyMask softwareJobContainerPropertyMask
Specifies the mask for the software job container property. If no value is specified, the default value, No linkage, is
used.

• DateTime creationDate
Specifies the date and time when the job container was created.

• DateTime changeDate
Specifies the date and time when the job container was last updated.

• AttributeMask attribMask
Specifies a series of attributes that describe the software job container.

• xsd:long waitCount
Specifies the number of jobs in the container that are not yet activated

• xsd:long activeCount
Specifies the number of activated jobs in the container.

• xsd:long errorCount
Specifies the number of failed jobs in the container.

• xsd:long okCount
Specifies the number of successfully completed jobs in the container.

• xsd:long renewState
Specifies the current state of the renewal if the job container is renewed.

• xsd:string userMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message.

Remarks
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None

SoftwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving a software job container's properties.

• xsd:boolean softwareJobContainerIdRequired
• xsd:boolean stateRequired
• xsd:boolean sealRequired
• xsd:boolean noOfParentSoftwareJobContainersRequired
• xsd:boolean noOfChildSoftwareJobContainersRequired
• xsd:boolean noOfSoftwareJobsRequired
• xsd:boolean nameRequired
• xsd:boolean commentRequiredan
• xsd:boolean softwareJobContainerPropertyMaskRequired
• xsd:boolean creationDateRequired
• xsd:boolean changeDateRequired
• xsd:boolean attribMaskRequired
• xsd:boolean waitCountRequired
• xsd:boolean activeCountRequired
• xsd:boolean errorCountRequired
• xsd:boolean okCountRequired
• xsd:boolean renewStateRequired

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwareJobContainerProperties

SoftwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired3

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving a software job container's properties.

• xsd:boolean softwareJobContainerIdRequired
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwareJobContainerId parameter is required.

• xsd:boolean stateRequired
Specifies true or false depending on whether the state parameter is required.

• xsd:boolean sealRequired
Specifies true or false depending on whether the seal parameter is required.

• xsd:boolean noOfParentSoftwareJobContainersRequired
Specifies true or false depending on whether the noOfParentSoftwareJobContainers parameter is required.

• xsd:boolean noOfChildSoftwareJobContainersRequired
Specifies true or false depending on whether the noOfChildSoftwareJobContainers parameter is required.

• xsd:boolean noOfSoftwareJobsRequired
Specifies true or false depending on whether the noOfSoftwareJobs parameter is required.

• xsd:boolean nameRequired
Specifies true or false depending on whether the nameR parameter is required.

• xsd:boolean commentRequired
Specifies true or false depending on whether the comment parameter is required.

• xsd:boolean priorityRequired
Specifies true or false depending on whether the priority parameter is required.

• xsd:boolean softwareJobContainerPropertyMaskRequired
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Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwareJobContainerPropertyMask parameter is required.
• xsd:boolean creationDateRequired

Specifies true or false depending on whether the creationDate parameter is required.
• xsd:boolean changeDateRequired

Specifies true or false depending on whether the changeDate parameter is required.
• xsd:boolean attribMaskRequired

Specifies true or false depending on whether the attribMask parameter is required.
• xsd:boolean waitCountRequired

Specifies true or false depending on whether the waitCount parameter is required.
• xsd:boolean activeCountRequired

Specifies true or false depending on whether the activeCount parameter is required.
• xsd:boolean errorCountRequired

Specifies true or false depending on whether the errorCount parameter is required.
• xsd:boolean okCountRequired

Specifies true or false depending on whether the okCount parameter is required.
• xsd:boolean renewStateRequired

Specifies true or false depending on whether the renewState parameter is required.
• xsd:int userMessageRequired

Checks whether or not the custom administrator message is required.

Remarks

None

SoftwareJobContainerPropertyMask

This sequence of elements specifies a number of properties related to the creation and setup of a software job container
and the rules that should be applied to the jobs within the container.

• xsd:boolean linkageNone
The Jobs in the container will be run independently from one another

• xsd:boolean linkageSequence
The jobs in the container are only activated, when the previous job in the container has completed successfully for all
of its targets

• xsd:boolean linkageBatch
For each target, all jobs in the container will be run as a single piece of work. If a job fails for any target, all remaining
jobs in the container for that target will be aborted.

• xsd:boolean rollback
• xsd:boolean cascade

This value can only be set to true if linkageNone is set to false. If cascading is used, any procedure that is to execute
as part of the job container, is for its own execution dependent on the successful execution of all procedures in its
Procedure Dependencies folder

• xsd:boolean buildOnly
• xsd:boolean renewed

Remarks

None

SoftwareJobOperationMask

A series of flags that indicate options for the operation of a software job.

• xsd:boolean offline
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Execute procedure offline from the Scalability Server
• xsd:boolean prompt

Display a message on the target computer before the job starts
• xsd:boolean calendarControl

Control the execution by the job execution calendar defined for this target agent.
• xsd:boolean shield

Prevent user from being logged-on while the job executes.
• xsd:boolean noPromptCancel

Allows user to cancel a ”prompt user”  job
• xsd:boolean rerun

Run the activate/configure job everytime the software policy is Evaluated
• xsd:boolean execPromptTimeout

Job will execute if prompt timeout expires (not set - job is postponed)
• xsd:boolean resolveQueryGroups

Resolve the target groups before the job is set up
• xsd:boolean autoDeliverItem

Store the package in the Scalability Server Library
• xsd:boolean defaultItemProc

This is the default procedure for  this package with the task defined for this procedure.
• xsd:boolean renewFailedOnly

Only failed jobs can be renewed.
• xsd:boolean runAtShutdown

To Run while the system is allowed to shutdown

Remarks

More than one flag may be set to true at any one time.

SoftwareJobOperationMask2

A series of flags that indicate options for the operation of a software job.

• xsd:boolean offline
Execute procedure offline from the Scalability Server

• xsd:boolean prompt
Display a message on the target computer before the job starts

• xsd:boolean calendarControl
Control the execution by the job execution calendar defined for this target agent.

• xsd:boolean shield
Prevent user from being logged-on while the job executes

• xsd:boolean noPromptCancel
Allows user to cancel a "prompt user" job

• xsd:boolean rerun
Run the activate/configure job everytime the software policy is Evaluated

• xsd:boolean execPromptTimeout
Job will execute if prompt timeout expires (not set - job is postponed)

• xsd:boolean resolveQueryGroups
Resolve the target groups before the job is set up.

• xsd:boolean autoDeliverItem
Store the package in the Scalability Server Library

• xsd:boolean defaultItemProc
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This is the default procedure for this package with the task defined for this procedure.
• xsd:boolean renewFailedOnly

Only failed jobs can be renewed.
• xsd:boolean runAtShutdown

To run while the system is allowed to shutdown.
• xsd:boolean reInstall

To remove existing installation records and rerun the install procedure.

Remarks

More than one flag may be set to true at any one time.

SoftwareJobOrderProperties

This sequence of elements describes the properties of a software job order.

• DateTime executionDate
The date and time at which the job will be activated. If not supplied, the default value is the current date and time of the
manager computer.

• xsd:boolean executionDateSupplied
• xsd:long timeOutHours

The time in hours after which time, if the job has been unable to complete, the job will cease attempts to complete. If
not set, the default is 48.

• xsd:boolean timeOutHoursSupplied
• SoftwareJobStartupTime startWhen

Properties that indicate when the software job should be started. If not set, the default value is EXACT_LOCAL_TIME.
• xsd:boolean startWhenSupplied
• xsd:string jobName (m)

The name of the software job with which this order is associated.
• xsd:boolean jobNameSupplied (m)
• SoftwareJobBootMask bootBeforeMask

Indicates the reboot options requested for the software job before the job is executed. If not set, the default value is
noReboot.

• xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskSupplied
• SoftwareJobBootMask bootAfterMask

This element indicates the reboot options requested for the software job after the job is executed. If not set, the default
value is noReboot.

• xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskSupplied
• SoftwareJobOperationMask operationMask

Properties for the operation of the software job. If not set, the default value is calendarControl
• xsd:boolean operationMaskSupplied
• xsd:string userParameters

Contains user-defined parameters.
• xsd:boolean userParametersSupplied
• xsd:long orderNumber

The order number of the job within its job container.
• xsd:boolean orderNumberSupplied
• xsd:long promptTimeoutHours
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This indicates the number of hours for which a user prompt should be displayed before forced execution of the job. The
default value is 1 day. Set this parameter to a value that does not exceed the timeout value for the job. If not set, the
default value is 48.

• xsd:boolean promptTimeoutHoursSupplied
• xsd:string deliveryCalendar

The name of a Unicenter delivery calendar to be used for scheduling the job. The calendar works as ordinary
Unicenter calendars, to control the days, dates and times when delivery is permitted. The time cells not set in the
Unicenter Calendar define the exclusion intervals.
If you try to define a calendar that is unknown to Unicenter, the job is not created.

• xsd:boolean deliveryCalendarSupplied
• DateTime deliveryDateTime

The date and time at which the job was delivered. If not set, the default value is the current date and time of the
manager computer.

• xsd:boolean deliveryDateTimeSupplied

Remarks

None

SoftwareJobOrderProperties3

The SoftwareJobOrderProperties3 sequence of elements describes the properties of a software job order.

• DateTime executionDate
Specifies the date and time to activate the job. If you do not provide any value, the default value is the current date and
time of the manager computer.

• xsd:boolean executionDateSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the executionDate parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long timeOutHours
Specifies the time (in hours) after which, if the job is unable to complete, the job will cease attempts to complete. If you
do not provide any value, the default value is set to 48 hours.

• xsd:boolean timeOutHoursSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the timeOutHours parameter is supplied.

• SoftwareJobStartupTime startWhen
Specifies the properties that specify when to start the software job. If you do not provide any value, the default value is
EXACT_LOCAL_TIME.

• xsd:boolean startWhenSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the startWhen parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string jobName (m)
Specifies the name of the software job with which this order is associated. If you do not provide any value, SD creates
a default name.

• xsd:boolean jobNameSupplied (m)
Specifies true or false depending on whether the jobName parameter is supplied.

• SoftwareJobBootMask3 bootBeforeMask
Specifies the restart options requested for the software job before the job is executed. If you do not provide any value,
the default value is noReboot.

• xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootBeforeMask parameter is supplied.

• SoftwareJobBootMask3 bootAfterMask
Specifies the restart options requested for the software job after the job is executed. If you do not provide any value,
the default value is noReboot.

• xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskSupplied
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Specifies true or false depending on whether the bootAfterMask parameter is supplied.
• SoftwareJobOperationMask operationMask

Specifies the properties for the operation of the software job. If you do not provide any value, the default value is
calendarControl.

• xsd:boolean operationMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the operationMask parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string userParameters
Specifies the user-defined parameters.

• xsd:boolean userParametersSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the userParameters parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long orderNumber
Specifies the order number of a software job within its job container if the software job is part of that job container.

• xsd:boolean orderNumberSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the orderNumber parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long promptTimeoutHours
Specifies the number of hours for which you want to display a user prompt before forced execution of the job starts. If
you do not provide any value, the default value is 24 hours.

• xsd:boolean promptTimeoutHoursSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the promptTimeoutHours parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string deliveryCalendar
Specifies the name of a delivery calendar to use for scheduling the job. The calendar controls the days, dates, and
times when delivery is permitted. The time cells that are not set in the calendar define the exclusion intervals. If the
name of the calendar is unknown to SD, the job is not created.

• xsd:boolean deliveryCalendarSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the deliveryCalendar parameter is supplied.

• DateTime deliveryDateTime
Specifies the date and time to deliver the job. If you do not provide any value, the default value is the current date and
time of the manager computer.

• xsd:boolean deliveryDateTimeSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the deliveryDateTime parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string userMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message.

• xsd:int userMessageSupplied
Checks whether or not the custom administrator message is supplied.

Remarks

None

SoftwarePackageGroupProperties

xsd:string softwarePackageGroupId

The UUID identifying the software package group.

• xsd:long noOfParentSoftwarePackageGroups
The number of parent software package groups to which this group is linked.

• xsd:long noOfChildSoftwarePackageGroups
The number of software package groups linked to this group.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackages
The number of software packages contained in the software package group.

• xsd:string name
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The display name of the software package group.
• xsd:string comment

A comment for the software package group.
• DateTime creationDate

The date and time at which the software package group was created.
• DateTime changeDate

The date and time at which the software package group was last updated.
• AttributeMask attributeMask

A series of attributes that describe the software package group.
• SoftwarePackageGroupProperty softwarePackageGroupProperty

This property indicates the catalog status of the software package group.

Remarks

None

SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask (bootAfterMask)

A series of flags that indicate the reboot options for a software package procedure.

• xsd:boolean noReboot
Do not reboot the computer after the job has ended.

• xsd:boolean reboot
Reboot the computer after the job has ended.

• xsd:boolean logoff
If logoff is set to true the user agent Logs off the user and the machine agent logs off all users before the job starts.

• xsd:boolean rebootAfterLast
Reboots the computer when last job in the container has ended.

• xsd:boolean logoffAfterLast
If logoffAfterLast is set to true the user agent logs off the user and the machine agent logs off all users when the last
job in the container has ended.

Remarks

Only one flag may be set to true at any one time.

SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 (bootAfterMask)

TheSoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 (bootAfterMask) sequence includes a series of flags that indicate the restart
options for a software package procedure. This sequence also includes the functionality that helps you shut down a target
computer after completion of the jobs.

• xsd:boolean noReboot
Specifies not to restart the computer after completion of the job.

• xsd:boolean reboot
Restarts the computer after completion of the job.

• xsd:boolean logoff
(If set to true) Specifies that the user agent Logs off the user and the machine agent logs off all the users before the job
starts.

• xsd:boolean rebootAfterLast
Restarts the computer after completion of the last job in the container.

• xsd:boolean logoffAfterLast
(If set to true) Specifies that the user agent logs off the user and the machine agent logs off all the users when the last
job in the container completes.

• xsd:boolean ShutdownAfterLast
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(If set to true) Specifies that the target computer shuts down after completion of the last SD job.

Remarks

Only one flag may be set to true at a time.

SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask

A series of flags that indicate the reboot options for a software package procedure.

• xsd:boolean noReboot
Do not reboot the computer before starting the job

• xsd:boolean reboot
Reboot the computer before starting the job.

• xsd:boolean logoff
If logoff is set to true the user agent logs off the user and the machine agent logs off all users before the job starts.

• xsd:boolean rebootAfterLast
Not applicable.

• xsd:boolean logoffAfterLast
Not applicable.

Remarks

Only one flag may be set to true at any one time.

SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 (bootBeforeMask)

The SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 (bootBeforeMask) sequence includes a series of flags that indicate the restart
options for a software package procedure. This sequence also includes the functionality that helps you shut down a target
computer after completion of the jobs.

Parameters

• xsd:boolean noReboot
Specifies not to restart the computer before starting the job.

• xsd:boolean reboot
Restarts the computer before starting the job.

• xsd:boolean logoff
(If set to true) Specifies that the user agent logs off the user and the machine agent logs off all the users before the job
starts.

• xsd:boolean rebootAfterLast
Not applicable.

• xsd:boolean logoffAfterLast
Not applicable.

• xsd:boolean ShutdownAfterLast
Not applicable.

Remarks

Only one flag may be set to true at a time.

FindSoftwarePackageProcedure

The FindSoftwarePackageProcedure method finds a software package procedure given its name and task type, and given
the name and version of the software package with which it is associated.

Parameters
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• xsd:string sessionId (m)
The session identifier.

• xsd:string softwarePackageName (m)
The name of the software package to which the requested procedure should belong.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion (m)
The version of the software package to which the requested procedure should belong.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName (m)
The name of the software package procedure to find.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureTask softwarePackageProcedureTask
The type of the software package procedure to find.

Return Values

• xsd:string FindSoftwarePackageProcedureReturn
If a software package procedure is found its UUID is returned.

Remarks

The names and versions must be specified exactly. This method does not allow wildcards. The software package and
procedure names are case insensitive.

SoftwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which procedure properties are required when retrieving a software package
procedure's properties.
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• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureIdRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureNameRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureTaskRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureTypeRequired
• xsd:boolean commentRequired
• xsd:boolean userSelectableRequired
• xsd:boolean externalProcedureRequired
• xsd:boolean filedByRequired
• xsd:boolean operatingSystemTypeRequired
• xsd:boolean subPathRequired
• xsd:boolean procToRunRequired
• xsd:boolean parametersRequired
• xsd:boolean procedureRelationRequired
• xsd:boolean activatedByRequired
• xsd:boolean activatedDateTimeRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageIdRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageNameRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageVersionRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageTypeRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageVolumeIdRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageVolumeNameRequired
• xsd:boolean internalMaskRequired
• xsd:boolean operationMaskRequired
• xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskRequired
• xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskRequired
• xsd:boolean dependancyQueryIdRequired
• xsd:boolean managementTypeMaskRequired

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties.

SoftwarePackageProcedureTypeMask

This mask is a sequence of variables that can be marked to indicate which types of software package procedure is to be
applied to the current request.

• xsd:boolean all
All types of procedures.

• xsd:boolean userSelectable
Procedure that can be used from the CA Client Automation catalog.

• xsd:boolean embedded
Procedure included in the original package (not added).

• xsd:boolean added
Procedure added to a sealed software.

• xsd:boolean converted
Added procedure with already registered or external files.

• xsd:boolean detected
Virtual procedure for detected software.

• xsd:boolean install
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Procedure used to install software.
• xsd:boolean uninstall

Procedure used to uninstall software.
• xsd:boolean configure

Procedure used to configure software.
• xsd:boolean activate

Procedures used to activate software.

SoftwarePackagePropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which software package properties are required when retrieving a software
package's properties.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageIdRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageNameRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageVersionRequired
• xsd:boolean basedOnSoftwarePackageIdRequired
• xsd:boolean basedOnSoftwarePackageNameRequired
• xsd:boolean basedOnSoftwarePackageVersionRequired
• xsd:boolean supplierRequired
• xsd:boolean commentRequired
• xsd:boolean sourcePathRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageTypeRequired
• xsd:boolean userSelectableRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageDataSourceRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageFiledByRequired
• xsd:boolean registrationDateTimeRequired
• xsd:boolean changeDateTimeRequired
• xsd:boolean packageTypeRequired
• xsd:boolean packetSizeRequired
• xsd:boolean buildOnSizeRequired
• xsd:boolean archivePathRequired
• xsd:boolean archiveCommentRequired
• xsd:boolean archivedByRequired
• xsd:boolean archiveFlagRequired
• xsd:boolean archDateTimeRequired
• xsd:boolean flagsRequired

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwarePackageProperties.

SoftwarePackageVolumeElementPropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which volume element properties are required when retrieving a software volume
element's properties.
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• xsd:boolean volumeElementTypeRequired
• xsd:boolean volumeElementNameRequired
• xsd:boolean volumeElementSubPathRequired
• xsd:boolean volumeElementSizeRequired
• xsd:boolean volumeElementAttributesRequired
• xsd:boolean volumeElementChangeDateTimeRequired

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwarePackageVolumeElementProperties.

SoftwarePackageVolumeProperties

xsd:string volumeId

The UUID identifying the software package volume

• xsd:string volumeIdFile
The unique name of a file that identifies the volume.

• xsd:string volumeName
The name of the software package volume.

• xsd:long volumeNumber
The zero-based volume number.

• SourceMedium volumeType
The type of media that hosts the volume.

• xsd:string volumeSubPath
The path of the volume, relative to the path of the software package to which the volume belongs.

• xsd:string softwarePackageId
The UUID identifying the software package to which this volume belongs.

Remarks

None

SoftwarePackageVolumePropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which volume properties are required when retrieving a software package volume's
properties.

• xsd:boolean volumeIdRequired
• xsd:boolean volumeIdFileRequired
• xsd:boolean volumeNameRequired
• xsd:boolean volumeNumberRequired
• xsd:boolean volumeTypeRequired
• xsd:boolean volumeSubPathRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageIdRequired

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwarePackageVolumeProperties

SoftwarePackageProcedureDependencyProperties

This sequence defines the properties for the software package procedure dependencies.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureDependencyId
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The UUID identifying the procedure dependency.
• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId

The UUID identifying the software package procedure with which the dependency is associated.
• xsd:string dependantSoftwarePackageProcedureId

The UUID identifying the software package procedure on which the dependency's associated procedure is dependent.
• xsd:string softwarePackageName

The name of the software package associated with this procedure dependency.
• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion

The version of the software package associated with this procedure dependency.
• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName

The name of the software package procedure with which this dependency is associated.
• SoftwarePackageProcedureFiledBy filedBy

The entity by which the software package procedure with which this dependency is associated, was filed
• xsd:long orderNumber

A number which denotes the order in which the procedure should be executed within its group

Remarks

None

SoftwarePackageProcedureDependencyPropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which dependency properties are required when retrieving a software package
procedure dependency's properties.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureDependencyIdRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureIdRequired
• xsd:boolean dependantSoftwarePackageProcedureIdRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageNameRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageVersionRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureNameRequired
• xsd:boolean filedByRequired
• xsd:boolean orderNumberRequired

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwarePackageProcedureDependencyProperties.

SoftwarePackageProcedureGroupProperties

This element defines the properties for the software package procedure group.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureGroupId
The UUID identifying the software package procedure group.

• xsd:long noOfParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups
The number of parent software package procedure groups to which this group is linked.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwarePackageProcedures
The number of software package procedures linked to the procedure group.

• xsd:string name
The display name of the software package procedure group.

• xsd:string comment
A comment for the software package procedure group.

• DateTime creationDate
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The date and time at which the software package procedure group was created.
• DateTime changeDate

The date and time at which the software package procedure group was last updated.
• AttributeMask attributeMask

A series of attributes that describe the software package procedure group

Remarks

None

SoftwarePackageProcedureGroupPropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which software package procedure group properties are required when retrieving a
software package procedure group's properties.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureGroupIdRequired
• xsd:boolean noOfParentSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupsRequired
• xsd:boolean noOfSoftwarePackageProceduresRequired
• xsd:boolean nameRequired
• xsd:boolean commentRequired
• xsd:boolean creationDateRequired
• xsd:boolean changeDateRequired
• xsd:boolean attribMaskRequired

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwarePackageProcedureGroupProperties.

SoftwarePackageProcedureManagementTypeMask

This sequence of elements specifies whether a software package can be run on a 'software Managed'

• xsd:boolean sd
Execute by the ordinary sd agent.

• xsd:boolean sm
Execute by the agent that handles packages created by CA Software Management Packager.

Remarks

• By default, sd is set to true and sm is set to false
• Both Boolean flags may be set at once to allow job execution on both managed and non-managed targets.

SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask

The SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask sequence includes a series of flags that indicate options for the operation
of a software package procedure.

• xsd:boolean offline
Executes the procedure in the off-line mode from the scalability server

• xsd:boolean prompt
Displays a message on the target computer before the job starts.

• xsd:boolean calendarControl
Controls the execution by the job execution calendar defined for this target agent.

• xsd:boolean shield
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Prevents the user from being logged-on while the job executes.
• xsd:boolean lock
• xsd:boolean noPromptCancel

Enables the user to cancel a prompt user job.
• xsd:boolean background
• xsd:boolean rerun

Runs the Activate or Configure job every time the software policy is evaluated.
• xsd:boolean permActArea
• xsd:boolean execPromptTimeout

Runs the job if the prompt timeout expires. If the value is not specified, the job is postponed.
• xsd:boolean resolveQueryGroups

Resolves the target groups before the job is set up.
• xsd:boolean autoDeliverItem

Stores the package in the scalability server library.
• xsd:boolean defaultItemProc

Specifies that this is the default procedure for this package with the task defined for the procedure.
• xsd:boolean renewFailedOnly

Renews only the failed jobs.

Remarks

More than one flag may be set to true at any one time.

SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask2

The SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask2 sequence includes a series of flags that indicate options for the
operation of a software package procedure.

• xsd:boolean offline
Executes the procedure in the off-line mode from the scalability server.

• xsd:boolean prompt
Displays a message on the target computer before the job starts.

• xsd:boolean calendarControl
Controls the execution by the job execution calendar defined for this target agent.

• xsd:boolean shield
Prevents the user from being logged-on while the job executes.

• xsd:boolean lock
• xsd:boolean noPromptCancel

Enables the user to cancel a prompt user job.
• xsd:boolean background
• xsd:boolean rerun

Runs the Activate or Configure job every time the software policy is evaluated.
• xsd:boolean permActArea
• xsd:boolean execPromptTimeout

Runs the job if the prompt timeout expires. If the value is not specified, the job is postponed.
• xsd:boolean resolveQueryGroups

Resolves the target groups before the job is set up.
• xsd:boolean autoDeliverItem

Stores the package in the scalability server library.
• xsd:boolean defaultItemProc

Specifies that this is the default procedure for this package with the task defined for the procedure.
• xsd:boolean renewFailedOnly
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Renews only the failed jobs.
• xsd:boolean useDefaultJobMessage

(If enabled) Specifies that the software package procedure comment is used as the default user message for jobs
created using this procedure.

Remarks

More than one flag may be set to true at any one time.

SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties

xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId

The UUID identifying the software package procedure.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName
The name of the software package procedure.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureTask softwarePackageProcedureTask
The task type of the software package procedure.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureType softwarePackageProcedureType
The type of the software package procedure.

• xsd:string comment
A comment for the software package procedure

• xsd:boolean userSelectable
Indicates whether or not the procedure is allowed to be included in the Software Delivery Catalog

• xsd:boolean externalProcedure
A flag that indicates whether the procedure is external to SD or not.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureFiledBy filedBy
The entity by which the software package procedure was filed.

• xsd:long operatingSystemType
• xsd:string subPath

The path of the procedure within the volume.
• xsd:string procToRun

The procedure command that is to be run.
• xsd:string parameters

A string value containing the input parameters for the procedure.
• SoftwarePackageProcedureRelation procedureRelation

The path of the procedure, relative to the path of the software package to which the procedure belongs.
• SoftwarePackageProcedureFiledBy activatedBy

The entity by which the software package procedure was activated.
• DateTime activatedDateTime

The time or date that the procedure was activated.
• xsd:string softwarePackageId

The UUID identifying the software package to which the procedure is associated.
• xsd:string softwarePackageName

The name of the software package to which the procedure is associated.
• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion

The version identifier of the software package to which the procedure is associated.
• SoftwarePackageType softwarePackageType

The type of the software package to which the procedure is associated.
• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeId

The UUID identifying the volume of the software package to which the procedure is associated.
• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeName
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The name of the volume of the software package to which the procedure is associated.
• SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask internalMask

Internal property for the procedure operation.
• SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask operationMask

Operation property for the procedure operation.
• SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask bootBeforeMask

This element indicates the reboot options requested for the software package procedure before the procedure is
executed.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask bootAfterMask
This element indicates the reboot options requested for the software package procedure after the procedure is
executed.

• xsd:string dependancyQueryId
If there is a prerequisite defined for the procedure, this is the uuid of the query that checks if the condition is fulfilled.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureManagementTypeMask managementTypeMask
This element indicates whether or not the requested software package for the procedure is allowed to run on Software
Managed software targets.

Remarks

None

SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties2

This sequence of elements specifies the software package procedure properties. This sequence also includes the
functionality that helps you shut down a target computer after completion of the jobs.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId
Specifies the UUID identifying the software package procedure.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName
Specifies the name of the software package procedure.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureTask softwarePackageProcedureTask
Specifies the task type of the software package procedure. If no value is specified, the default value, INSTALL, is used.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureType softwarePackageProcedureType
Specifies the type of the software package procedure. If no value is specified, the default value, EXEFILE, is used.

• xsd:string comment
Specifies a comment for the software package procedure.

• xsd:boolean userSelectable
Specifies whether to allow the procedure to be included in the SD Catalog. If no value is provided, the default value,
false, is used.

• xsd:boolean externalProcedure
Specifies whether the procedure is external to SD. If no value is provided, the default value, false, is used.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureFiledBy filedBy
Specifies the entity by which the software package procedure is filed.

• xsd:long operatingSystemType
Specifies the tyep of the operating system. If no value is provided, the default value, SDAPI_OS_ANY, is used.

• xsd:string subPath
Specifies the path of the procedure within the volume.

• xsd:string procToRun
Runs the procedure command.

• xsd:string parameters
Specifies a string value containing the input parameters for the procedure.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureRelation procedureRelation
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Specifies the path of the procedure relative to the path of the software package to which the procedure belongs.
• SoftwarePackageProcedureFiledBy activatedBy

Specifies the entity by which the software package procedure was activated.
• DateTime activatedDateTime

Specifies the time or date when the procedure is activated.
• xsd:string softwarePackageId

Specifies the UUID identifying the software package to which the procedure is associated.
• xsd:string softwarePackageName

Specifies the name of the software package to which the procedure is associated.
• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion

Specifies the version identifier of the software package to which the procedure is associated.
• SoftwarePackageType softwarePackageType

Specifies the type of the software package to which the procedure is associated.
• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeId

Specifies the UUID identifying the volume of the software package to which the procedure is associated.
• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeName

Specifies the name of the volume of the software package to which the procedure is associated.
• SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask2 operationMask

Specifies the operation property for the procedure operation.
• SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 bootBeforeMask

Specifies the restart options requested for the software package procedure before executing the procedure.
• SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 bootAfterMask

Specifies the restart options requested for the software package procedure after executing the procedure.
• xsd:string dependancyQueryId

Specifies UUID of the query that checks whether the condition is fulfilled, provided a prerequisite is defined for the
procedure.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureManagementTypeMask managementTypeMask
Specifies whether to allow the requested software package for the procedure to run on the Software Managed software
targets. If no value is provided, the default value, SD, is used.

Remarks

None

SoftwarePackageProperties

xsd:string softwarePackageId

The UUID identifying the software package

• xsd:string softwarePackageName
The name of the software package

• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion
The version of the software package.

• xsd:string basedOnSoftwarePackageId
A software package may be created or imported based on another software package, this element specifies the UUID
of the other software package

• xsd:string basedOnSoftwarePackageName
A software package may be created or imported based on another software package, this element specifies the name
of the other software package

• xsd:string basedOnSoftwarePackageVersion
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A software package may be created based on another software package, this element specifies the version of the
other software package

• xsd:string supplier
The supplier of the software package

• xsd:string comment
A comment for the software package

• xsd:string sourcePath
SoftwarePackageType softwarePackageType

• xsd:boolean userSelectable
• SourceMedium softwarePackageDataSource

The source medium for the software package data source.
• SoftwarePackageFiledBy softwarePackageFiledBy

This specifies the user who created the software package
• DateTime registrationDateTime

This specifies the date and time the software package was created
• DateTime changeDateTime

This specifies the date and time the software package was last changed
• SoftwarePackagingType packageType

The only type of package you can create is a GENERIC package type.
• xsd:long packetSize
• xsd:long buildOnSize
• xsd:string archivePath

If the software package has been archived this specifies the archive path
• xsd:string archiveComment

If the software package has been archived this specifies the archive comment
• xsd:string archivedBy

If the software packages has been archived this specifies who performed the archive
• ArchivePath archiveFlag
• DateTime archDateTime

If the software package has been archived this specifies the date and time the archive took place
• SoftwarePackageMask softwarePackageMask

Remarks

None

SoftwarePackageProperties2

xsd:string softwarePackageId

The UUID identifying the software package

• xsd:string softwarePackageName
The name of the software package

• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion
The version of the software package

• xsd:string basedOnSoftwarePackageId
A software package may be created or imported based on another software package. This element specifies the UUID
of the other software package.

• xsd:string basedOnSoftwarePackageName
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A software package may be created or imported based on another software package. This element specifies the name
of the other software package.

• xsd:string basedOnSoftwarePackageVersion
A software package may be created based on another software package. This element specifies the version of the
other software package.

• xsd:string supplier
The supplier of the software package

• xsd:string comment
A comment for the software package

• xsd:string sourcePath
SoftwarePackageType softwarePackageType

• xsd:boolean userSelectable
• SourceMedium softwarePackageDataSource

The source medium for the software package data source
• SoftwarePackageFiledBy softwarePackageFiledBy

The user who created the software package
• DateTime registrationDateTime

The date and time the software package was created
• DateTime changeDateTime

The date and time the software package was last changed
• SoftwarePackagingType packageType

The only type of package you can create is a GENERIC package type.
• xsd:long packetSize

xsd:long buildOnSize
• xsd:string archivePath

If the software package has been archived, this element specifies the archive path.
• xsd:string archiveComment

If the software package has been archived, this element specifies the archive comment.
• xsd:string archivedBy

If the software package has been archived, this element specifies the user who performed the archive.
• ArchivePath archiveFlag
• DateTime archDateTime

If the software package has been archived, this element specifies the date and time that the archive occurred.
• SoftwarePackageMask softwarePackageMask
• PackageFormat format

PackageFormat identifies whether the package is regular or virtual.

Remarks

None

SoftwarePackageVolumeElementProperties

This sequence defines the properties for the software package volume elements.

• ElementType volumeElementType
The type of the element (file or directory)

• xsd:string volumeElementName
The display name of the element.

• xsd:string volumeElementSubPath
The relative path within the volume in which the volume element can be found.

• xsd:long volumeElementSize
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The size (in bytes) of the software element.
• VolumeElementAttributes volumeElementAttributes

Attributes that describe the volume element’s properties.
• DateTime volumeElementChangeDateTime

The date and time that the element's properties were last changed.

Remarks

None

SoftwarePolicyExceptionProperties

This sequence defines the properties for a software policy exception.

• xsd:stringunitUUID
The UUID identifying the unit that has violated the software policy.

• xsd:string unitName
The display name of the unit that has violated the software policy.

• UnitType unitType
The unit type of the unit that has violated the software policy.

Remarks

None

SoftwarePolicyProperties

This sequence defines the properties for the software policy.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId
The UUID identifying the software policy.

• xsd:SoftwarePolicyState state
The current state of the software policy

• xsd:boolean seal
This element indicates whether the policy is currently sealed.

• xsd:long noOfParentSoftwarePolicies
The number of software policies of which this policy is a child or member.

• xsd:long noOfChildSoftwarePolicies
The number of child or member policies belonging to this software policy.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwareJobs
The number of software jobs associated with this software policy.

• xsd:string name
The display name of the software policy.

• xsd:string comment
A comment for the software policy.

• SoftwarePolicyEvaluationType softwarePolicyEvaluationType
The type of evaluation to be used for the software policy

• SoftwareJobContainerPropertyMask softwareJobContainerPropertyMask
The UUID identifying the unit group to which the policy is applied

• xsd:string unitGroupId
The UUID identifying the unit group to which the policy is applied.

• DateTime creationDate
The date and time at which the software policy was created

• DateTime changeDate
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The date and time at which the software policy was last updated.
• AttributeMask attributeMask

A series of attributes that describe the software policy.
• xsd:string evaluationCalendar

The name of a previously-created Unicenter calendar that can be assigned to the policy to govern the times at which
evaluation will take place.

• xsd:long evaluationPeriod
The time in hours between the evaluations of this policy

• DateTime nextEvaluationDate
The date and time at which the policy will next be evaluated

• DateTime evaluationDate
The date and time at which the policy was last evaluated.

• EvaluationTypeMask evaluationTypeMask
Property values that indicate when the policy should be evaluated

Remarks

None

SoftwarePolicyProperties3

The SoftwarePolicyProperties3 sequence defines the properties for the software policy.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId
Specifies the UUID identifying the software policy.

• xsd:SoftwarePolicyState state
Specifies the current state of the software policy.

• xsd:boolean seal
Specifies whether the policy is currently sealed.

• xsd:long noOfParentSoftwarePolicies
Specifies the number of software policies of which this policy is a child or a member.

• xsd:long noOfChildSoftwarePolicies
Specifies the number of child or member policies belonging to this software policy.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwareJobs
Specifies the number of software jobs associated with this software policy.

• xsd:string name
Specifies the display name of the software policy.

• xsd:string comment
Specifies the comment for the software policy.

• xsd:long priority
Specifies the priority of the software policy.

• SoftwarePolicyEvaluationType softwarePolicyEvaluationType
Specifies the type of evaluation to be used for the software policy.

• SoftwareJobLinkage softwareJobLinkage
Specifies the linkage type of the software policy.

• xsd:string unitGroupId
Specifies the UUID identifying the unit group to which the policy is applied.

• DateTime creationDate
Specifies the date and time when the software policy was created.

• DateTime changeDate
Specifies the date and time when the software policy was last updated.

• AttributeMask attributeMask
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Specifies a series of attributes that describe the software policy.
• xsd:string evaluationCalendar

Specifies the name of a previously created calendar that you can assign to the policy to govern the time for the
evaluation to take place.

• xsd:long evaluationPeriod
Specifies the time in hours between the evaluations of this policy.

• DateTime nextEvaluationDate
Specifies the date and time when you want to evaluate the policy next time.

• DateTime evaluationDate
Specifies the date and time when the policy was last evaluated.

• AdhocTargetEvaluation adhocTargetEvaluation
Specifies the property values that indicate when to evaluate the policy.

• xsd:string userMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message.

Remarks

None

SoftwarePolicyPropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving a software policy's properties:

• xsd:boolean softwarePolicyIdRequired
• xsd:boolean stateRequired
• xsd:boolean sealRequired
• xsd:boolean noOfParentSoftwarePoliciesRequired
• xsd:boolean noOfChildSoftwarePoliciesRequired
• xsd:boolean noOfSoftwareJobsRequired
• xsd:boolean nameRequired
• xsd:boolean commentRequired
• xsd:boolean SoftwarePolicyEvaluationTypeRequired
• xsd:boolean softwareJobContainerPropertyMaskRequired
• xsd:boolean unitGroupIdRequired
• xsd:boolean creationDateRequired
• xsd:boolean changeDateRequired
• xsd:boolean attribMaskRequired
• xsd:boolean evaluationCalendarRequired
• xsd:boolean evaluationPeriodRequired
• xsd:boolean nextEvaluationDateRequired
• xsd:boolean evaluationDateRequired
• xsd:boolean evaluationTypeMaskRequired

Remarks

For more details, see SoftwarePolicyProperties.

SoftwarePolicyPropertiesRequired2

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving a software policy's properties:
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• xsd:boolean softwarePolicyIdRequired
• xsd:boolean stateRequired
• xsd:boolean sealRequired
• xsd:boolean noOfParentSoftwarePoliciesRequired
• xsd:boolean noOfChildSoftwarePoliciesRequired
• xsd:boolean noOfSoftwareJobsRequired
• xsd:boolean nameRequired
• xsd:boolean commentRequired
• xsd:boolean priorityRequired
• xsd:boolean SoftwarePolicyEvaluationTypeRequired
• xsd:boolean softwareJobLinkageRequired
• xsd:boolean unitGroupIdRequired
• xsd:boolean creationDateRequired
• xsd:boolean changeDateRequired
• xsd:boolean attribMaskRequired
• xsd:boolean evaluationCalendarRequired
• xsd:boolean evaluationPeriodRequired
• xsd:boolean nextEvaluationDateRequired
• xsd:boolean evaluationDateRequired
• xsd:boolean adhocTargetEvaluationRequired

 

SoftwarePolicyPropertiesRequired3

The SoftwarePolicyPropertiesRequired3 sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving the
properties of a software policy.

• xsd:boolean softwarePolicyIdRequired
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwarePolicyId parameter is required.

• xsd:boolean stateRequired
Specifies true or false depending on whether the state parameter is required.

• xsd:boolean sealRequired
Specifies true or false depending on whether the seal parameter is required.

• xsd:boolean noOfParentSoftwarePoliciesRequired
Specifies true or false depending on whether the noOfParentSoftwarePolicies parameter is required.

• xsd:boolean noOfChildSoftwarePoliciesRequired
Specifies true or false depending on whether the noOfChildSoftwarePolicies parameter is required.

• xsd:boolean noOfSoftwareJobsRequired
Specifies true or false depending on whether the noOfSoftwareJobs parameter is required.

• xsd:boolean nameRequired
Specifies true or false depending on whether the name parameter is required.

• xsd:boolean commentRequired
Specifies true or false depending on whether the comment parameter is required.

• xsd:boolean priorityRequired
Specifies true or false depending on whether the priority parameter is required.

• xsd:boolean SoftwarePolicyEvaluationTypeRequired
Specifies true or false depending on whether the SoftwarePolicyEvaluationType parameter is required.

• xsd:boolean softwareJobLinkageRequired
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Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwareJobLinkage parameter is required.
• xsd:boolean unitGroupIdRequired

Specifies true or false depending on whether the unitGroupId parameter is required.
• xsd:boolean creationDateRequired

Specifies true or false depending on whether the creationDate parameter is required.
• xsd:boolean changeDateRequired

Specifies true or false depending on whether the changeDate parameter is required.
• xsd:boolean attribMaskRequired

Specifies true or false depending on whether the attribMask parameter is required.
• xsd:boolean evaluationCalendarRequired

Specifies true or false depending on whether the evaluationCalendar parameter is required.
• xsd:boolean evaluationPeriodRequired

Specifies true or false depending on whether the evaluationPeriod parameter is required.
• xsd:boolean nextEvaluationDateRequired

Specifies true or false depending on whether the nextEvaluationDate parameter is required.
• xsd:boolean evaluationDateRequired

Specifies true or false depending on whether the evaluationDate parameter is required.
• xsd:boolean adhocTargetEvaluationRequired

Specifies true or false depending on whether the adhocTargetEvaluation parameter is required.
• xsd:int userMessageRequired

Checks whether or not the custom administrator message is required.

Remarks

None

SoftwareJobContainerProperties2

This sequence defines the properties for the software job container.

• xsd:string softwareJobContainerId
Specifies the UUID identifying the software job container.

• SoftwareJobContainerState state
Specifies the current state of the software job container

• xsd:boolean seal
This element indicates whether the container is currently sealed.

• xsd:long noOfParentSoftwareJobContainers
Specifies the number of software job containers by which this container is contained.

• xsd:long noOfChildSoftwareJobContainers
Specifies the number of software job containers that are contained by this container.

• xsd:long noOfSoftwareJobs
Specifies the number of software jobs contained in this software job container.

• xsd:string name
Specifies the display name of the job container.

• xsd:string comment
A comment for the job container.

• xsd:long priority
Priority of the container

• SoftwareJobContainerPropertyMask softwareJobContainerPropertyMask
Mask for the software job container property

• DateTime creationDate
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Specifies the Date and Time when the job container was created.
• DateTime changeDate

Specifies the Date and Time when the job container was last updated.
• AttributeMask attribMask

Specifies a series of attributes that describe the software job container.
• xsd:long waitCount

Specifies the number of jobs in the container that are not yet activated.
• xsd:long activeCount

Specifies the number of jobs in the container that have been activated.
• xsd:long errorCount

Specifies the number of jobs in the container that have failed.
• xsd:long okCount

Specifies the number of jobs in the container that have successfully completed.
• xsd:long renewState

If the job container has been renewed, indicates the current state of that renewal.

SoftwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired2

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving a software job container's properties.

• xsd:boolean softwareJobContainerIdRequired
• xsd:boolean stateRequired
• xsd:boolean sealRequired
• xsd:boolean noOfParentSoftwareJobContainersRequired
• xsd:boolean noOfChildSoftwareJobContainersRequired
• xsd:boolean noOfSoftwareJobsRequired
• xsd:boolean nameRequired
• xsd:boolean commentRequiredan
• xsd:boolean priorityRequired
• xsd:boolean softwareJobContainerPropertyMaskRequired
• xsd:boolean creationDateRequired
• xsd:boolean changeDateRequired
• xsd:boolean attribMaskRequired
• xsd:boolean waitCountRequired
• xsd:boolean activeCountRequired
• xsd:boolean errorCountRequired
• xsd:boolean okCountRequired
• xsd:boolean renewStateRequired

SoftwarePolicyState

This sequence has the following properties:

• xsd:boolean hasExceptions
• xsd:boolean sealedAndEvaluation

SoftwareJobContainerOrder

xsd:string softwareJobContainerId (m)

UUID of the software job container whose order is to be added.
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xsd:long position

This is the position the order will get in the container and the order it is handled at the Domain manager. 0 means last. 1
means first. If the value is greater than the number of orders it is added last in the container. By default, the position is 0
(that is, at the end).

xsd:boolean positionSupplied

SoftwarePolicyOrder

xsd:string softwarePolicyId (m)

Specifies the UUID of the software policy whose order is to be added.

• xsd:long position
Specifies the position the order will get in the container and the order it is handled at the Domain manager. 0 means
last. 1 means first. If the value is greater than the number of orders it is added last in the container. By default, the
position is 0 (that is, at the end).

• xsd:boolean positionSupplied

 

SoftwarePackageProcedureOrder

xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId (m)

Specifies the UUID of the software package procedure whose order is to be added.

xsd:long position

The position the order will get in the container and the order it is handled at the Domain manager. 0 means last. 1 means
first. If the value is greater than the number of orders it is added last in the container. By default, the position is 0 (that is,
at the end).

xsd:boolean positionSupplied

SoftwareByName

Members of sequence SoftwareByName.

• xsd:string softwarePackageName (m)
Specifies the name of software package.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion (m)
Specifies software package version of the specified software package.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName (m)
Specifies the name of the job to be removed.

• xsd:string softwarePackageInstallProcedureName
Specifies the install procedure name of the job to be removed.

SoftwareJobLinkage

Members of sequence SoftwareJobLinkage:

• SoftwareJobLinkageType softwareJobLinkageType
The default value is No linkage.

• xsd:boolean rollback
This parameter is considered only if softwareLinkageType is TRANSACTION. The default value is true.

• xsd:boolean cascade
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This parameter is considered only if softwareLinkageType is TRANSACTION or SYNCHRONIZED. The default value
is false.

SoftwareJobLinkage

This sequence defines the linkage type for the software policy.

1. SoftwareJobLinkageType softwareJobLinkageType;
2. xsd:boolean rollBack;
3. xsd:boolean cascade;

SoftwarePackage

Members of sequence SoftwarePackage:

• xsd:string softwarePackageName (m)
Specifies the software package name

• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion (m)
Mandatory parameter. Specifies the software package version.

SoftwarePackageOrder

xsd:string softwarePackageId (m)

UUID of the software package whose order is to be added.

xsd:long position

This is the position the order will get in the container and the order it is handled at the Domain manager. 0 means last. 1
means first. If the value is greater than the number of orders it is added last in the container. By default, the position is 0
(that is, at the end).

xsd:boolean positionSupplied

SoftwarePackageProcedure

Members of sequence SoftwarePackageProcedure:

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName
Specifies the software package procedure name.

• xsd:string softwarePackageName (m)
Specifies the software package name.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion (m)
Specifies the software package version.

SoftwarePolicyProperties2

This sequence defines the properties for the software policy.

• xsd:string softwarePolicyId
The UUID identifying the software policy.

• xsd:SoftwarePolicyState state
The current state of the software policy.

• xsd:boolean seal
This element indicates whether the policy is currently sealed.

• xsd:long noOfParentSoftwarePolicies
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The number of software policies of which this policy is a child or member.
• xsd:long noOfChildSoftwarePolicies

The number of child or member policies belonging to this software policy.
• xsd:long noOfSoftwareJobs

The number of software jobs associated with this software policy.
• xsd:string name

The display name of the software policy.
• xsd:string comment

A comment for the software policy.
• xsd:long priority

The priority of the software policy.
• SoftwarePolicyEvaluationType softwarePolicyEvaluationType

The type of evaluation to be used for the software policy.
• SoftwareJobLinkage softwareJobLinkage

The linkage type of the software policy.
• xsd:string unitGroupId

The UUID identifying the unit group to which the policy is applied
• DateTime creationDate

The date and time when the software policy was created.
• DateTime changeDate

The date and time when the software policy was last updated.
• AttributeMask attributeMask

A series of attributes that describe the software policy.
• xsd:string evaluationCalendar

The name of a previously-created Unicenter calendar that can be assigned to the policy to govern the times when
evaluation will take place.

• xsd:long evaluationPeriod
The time in hours between the evaluations of this policy.

• DateTime nextEvaluationDate
The date and time when the policy will next be evaluated.

• DateTime evaluationDate
The date and time when the policy was last evaluated.

• AdhocTargetEvaluation adhocTargetEvaluation
Property values that indicate when the policy should be evaluated.

SSPackageInfo

xsd:string productName;

Product name.

xsd:string packageName;

Package name.

xsd:string packageVersion;

Package version.

xsd:string platform;

Package platform.

xsd:string language;

Language of the package.
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SSPackageInfoRequired

xsd:bool bProductNameRequired

Product name flag.

xsd:bool bPackageNameRequired

Package name flag.

xsd:bool bPackageVersionRequired

Package version flag.

xsd:bool bPlatformRequired

Platform flag.

xsd:bool bLanguageRequired

Language flag.

StagingCredentials

xsd:string targetUserName

Name of the user to use for deployment.

xsd:bool bTargetUserSupplied

Target user supplied flag.

xsd:string targetPassword

Password pertaining to the user to be used for deployment.

xsd:bool bTargetPwdSupplied

Target password supplied flag.

dsm:ArrayOfMachineCredentials arrayOfTargetMachineCredentials

Array of MachineCredentials structure which contains credential information for each target machine. Here each target
machine is a scalability server.

xsd:bool bTargetMachCredentialsSupplied

Array of target machine credentials supplied flag.

UnitInventoryComponentProperties

xsd:string componentIdString (m)

An xml string that identifies the inventory component.

• xsd:string name (m)
The display name of the inventory component.

Remarks

None

UnitInventoryComponentPropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving a unit inventory component's
properties.
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• xsd:boolean componentIdStringRequired
• xsd:boolean nameRequired

Remarks

For more details, see UnitInventoryComponentProperties.

UnitInventoryGroupProperties

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving a unit inventory group's properties.

• xsd:string groupIdString (m)
The UUID identifying the inventory group.

• xsd:string name (m)
The display name of the inventory group.

Remarks

None

UnitInventoryGroupPropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving a unit inventory group's properties.

• xsd:boolean groupIdStringRequired
• xsd:boolean nameRequired

Remarks

For more details, see UnitInventoryGroupProperties.

UnitInventoryItemProperties

xsd:string itemIdString

An xml string that identifies the inventory item

• xsd:string name
The display name of the inventory item.

• xsd:string value
The current value of the inventory item.

• xsd:string previousValue
The previous value of the inventory item.

• StringValueType valueType
The type of the value of the inventory item.

• DateTime dateCollected
The date and time at which the inventory item value was collected.

Remarks

None

UnitInventoryItemPropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving a unit inventory item's properties.
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• xsd:boolean itemIdStringRequired
• xsd:boolean nameRequired
• xsd:boolean valueRequired
• xsd:boolean previousValueRequired
• xsd:boolean valueTypeRequired
• xsd:boolean dateCollectedRequired

Remarks

For more details, see UnitInventoryItemProperties.

UnitGroupProperties

This sequence of elements specifies the properties of a unit group.

• xsd:string groupUUID
The UUID identifying the unit group

• xsd:string domainUUID
The UUID identifying the CA Client Automation domain for the given group

• xsd:string groupLabel
The name of the unit group .

• GroupInheritance groupInheritance
This flag indicates the nature of the inheritance of permissions for members of the group

• GroupSystem groupSystem
This element indicates whether or not the group is a CA Client Automation system group; for example, a value of 1
indicates that the group is user-defined and not a system group. A value of 100 or more indicates that the group is a
special predefined system group.
The possible values are:
Unclassified System Group = 0,
User-Defined Group = 1 (Indicates that the group was defined by a CA Client Automation user and is not a system
group)
Directory Group = 2 (Indicates that this is not a system group, but is a group that maps to a group in an external
configured directory.)
– All Computers ($AllComputer) = 100
– All User Profiles ($AllUsers) = 101
– All User Accounts ($AllComputerUsers) =102
– All Computer User Groups ($AllComputerUserGroups) =103
– All Domains ($AllDomains) =104
– All Queries ($AllQueries) =105
– All Jobs ($AllJobs) =106
– All Event Logs ($AllEventLogs) =107
– All Servers ($AllServers) =108
– All Server Groups ($AllServerGroups) =109
– All Domain Groups ($AllDomainGroups) =110

• GroupFlag groupFlag
This flag indicates whether the group is local or global

• xsd:string evaluationUUID
This UUID is not supplied if the group is static, but if the group is dynamically populated, the evaluationUUID is the
UUID of the engine that evaluates the query associated with this group.

• xsd:long evaluationFrequency
The time (in seconds) between each re-evaluation of the query that governs the group's members.

• DateTime lastEvaluationDateTime
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The last time at which the members of the group were evaluated.
• xsd:string queryUUID

The UUID identifying the query on which basis units are defined as members of this group.
• xsd:long memberType

A numeric value that indicates the type of members that the group may contain. This is one of the following:
– Asset Group = 1

The group can contain AssetGrps, Computers, Users, and Computer users.
– Domain Group = 4

The group can contain Domains and Domain groups
– Query Group = 6

The group can contain Queries and Query groups
– Server Group= 7

The group can contain Server groups, and Servers
– Job Group = 8

The group can contain Jobs and Job Groups
– Event Group = 9

The group can contain event log objects
– Directory Group = 10

The group can contain directory objects
Values between 100 and 200 represent URC-specific groups
Values between 300 and 400 represent USD-specific groups

– Software Group = 300
The group can contain Software definitions

– Procedure Group = 301
The group can contain Software procedures

– xsd:string groupDescription
Describes the unit group

– SecurityGroup securityGroup
Indicates if the unit group is a security group

• xsd:string queryLabel
The display name or description of the query associated with this unit group.

• xsd:long queryType
The type of the query that defines the members of this unit group. The type indicates on which database tables the
query is based.

• xsd:string engineLabel
The display name of the engine responsible for evaluating the members of this group.

• xsd:string engineHostname
The host name of the engine responsible for evaluating the members of this group.

• xsd:string engineDescription
The description of the engine responsible for evaluating the members of this group.

• xsd:string creationUserAccount
The name of the user account that created the unit group

• DateTime creationdate
The date and time on which the unit group was created.

• xsd:string lastUpdatedUserAccount
The name of the user account that last updated the group's properties.

• DateTime lastUpdatedDate
The date and time on which the unit group's properties were last updated.

• xsd:long groupVersionNumber
The version number of the group's record. A version number is incremented each time a record is updated.
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Remarks

For more information, see propertiesRequired, createProperties, and setProperties.

SetUnitGroupProperties2

This sequence of elements specifies which unit group properties are to be set.

• xsd:string groupLabel (m)
• xsd:boolean groupLabelSupplied
• xsd:long evaluationFrequency
• xsd:boolean evaluationFrequencySupplied
• DateTime lastEvaluationDateTime
• xsd:boolean lastEvaluationDateTimeSupplied
• xsd:string queryUUID
• xsd:boolean queryUUIDSupplied
• xsd:string groupDescription
• xsd:boolean groupDescriptionSupplied
• xsd:string engineName
• xsd:boolean engineNameSupplied
• xsd:long inheritPermissions
• xsd:boolean inheritPermissionsSupplied

Remarks

For more details, see UnitGroupProperties.

UnitGroupPropertiesForSoftwarePolicy

Members of sequence UnitGroupPropertiesForSoftwarePolicy:

• xsd:string unitGroupName (m)
If UnitGroupPropertiesForSoftwarePolicy is supplied to the API the created software policy is attached to the specified
unit group. If the unit group does not exist, it is created and the policy attached to it.

• xsd:string parentUnitGroupName
If it is supplied, the group is searched/created inside it.If supplied parent group is not found, the system defined unit
group “all computers and users” is taken as default parent group. The same system defined group is taken as default
parent group if parent unit group is not supplied by user.

• xsd:boolean parentUnitGroupNameSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of parentUnitGroupName.

• xsd:string comment
Accepts comment string for new unit group. This parameter is ignored if the unitGroup already exists.

• xsd:boolean commentSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of commentForGroup.

• xsd:string queryName
Accepts name for query to be attached to the new group. This parameter is ignored if the specified unit group already
exists.

• xsd:boolean queryNameSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of queryNameForGroup.

• xsd:string engineName
Specifies the name of the query evaluation engine to be associated with unit group.

• xsd:boolean engineNameSupplied (m)
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True or false depending on the engineNameForGroup value.
• xsd:long evaluationPeriod

Period in which the query is evaluated, specified in minutes. The default value is 1440 minutes. Maximum value
allowed is 10080 minutes.

• xsd:boolean evaluationPeriodSupplied (m)
True or false depending on the value of evaluationPeriodForGroup.

UnitGroupPropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving a unit group's properties.

• xsd:boolean groupUUIDRequired
• xsd:boolean domainUUIDRequired
• xsd:boolean groupLabelRequired
• xsd:boolean groupInheritanceRequired
• xsd:boolean groupSystemRequired
• xsd:boolean groupFlagRequired
• xsd:boolean evaluationUUIDRequired
• xsd:boolean evaluationLocationRequired
• xsd:boolean evaluationFrequenceRequired
• xsd:boolean lastEvaluationDateTimeRequired
• xsd:boolean queryUUIDRequired
• xsd:boolean memberTypeRequired
• xsd:boolean groupDescriptionRequired
• xsd:boolean securityGroupRequired
• xsd:boolean queryLabelRequired
• xsd:boolean queryTypeRequired
• xsd:boolean engineLabelRequired
• xsd:boolean engineHostnameRequired
• xsd:boolean engineDescriptionRequired
• xsd:boolean creationUserAccountRequired
• xsd:boolean creationdateRequired
• xsd:boolean lastUpdatedUserAccountRequired
• xsd:boolean lastUpdatedDateRequired
• xsd:boolean groupVersionNumberRequired

Remarks

For more details, see UnitGroupProperties.

UnitProperties

This sequence of elements specifies the properties of a unit (user account, user profile, or computer).

• UnitType unitType
• UserAccountProperties userAccountProperties
• ComputerProperties computerProperties
• UserProfileProperties userProfileProperties

Remarks

Only the one member structure that matches the unit type is to be populated.
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UnitPropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving a unit's properties.

• UserAccountPropertiesRequired userAccountPropertiesRequired
• ComputerPropertiesRequired computerPropertiesRequired
• UserProfilePropertiesRequired userProfilePropertiesRequired

Remarks

For more details, see UnitProperties.

UnitPropertyFilter

This sequence of elements specifies a search filter when searching for or listing units.

• UnitProperty unitProperty
The identifier for the unit property on which the search will be based.
This field is mandatory if unitProperty is set to one of the following values:
– UNIT_USERACCOUNT_UUID
– UNIT_USERACCOUNT_NAME
– UNIT_USERACCOUNT_URI
– UNIT_USERACCOUNT_LABEL
– UNIT_USERACCOUNT_DOMAIN_UUID
– UNIT_USERACCOUNT_DOMAIN_LABEL
– UNIT_USERACCOUNT_CREATION_USER
– UNIT_USERACCOUNT_LAST_UPDATED_USER
– UNIT_COMPUTER_UUID
– UNIT_COMPUTER_LABEL
– UNIT_COMPUTER_DOMAIN_UUID
– UNIT_COMPUTER_PRIMARY_NETWORK_ADDRESS
– UNIT_COMPUTER_HOST_UUID
– UNIT_COMPUTER_ASSET_SOURCE_UUID
– UNIT_COMPUTER_HOST_NAME
– UNIT_COMPUTER_SERIAL_NUMBER
– UNIT_COMPUTER_DISC_SERIAL_NUMBER
– UNIT_COMPUTER_PRIMARY_MAC_ADDRESS
– UNIT_COMPUTER_ASSET_TAG
– UNIT_COMPUTER_URI
– UNIT_COMPUTER_SYSTEM_ID
– UNIT_COMPUTER_VENDOR_NAME
– UNIT_COMPUTER_DOMAIN_LABEL
– UNIT_COMPUTER_CREATION_USER
– UNIT_COMPUTER_LAST_UPDATED_USER
– UNIT_USERPROFILE_UUID
– UNIT_USERPROFILE_LABEL
– UNIT_USERPROFILE_CREATION_USER
– UNIT_USERPROFILE_LAST_UPDATED_USER

• xsd:long searchValue
If the property to search on is a numeric property, this parameter specifies the value of the search filter to be applied.
This field is mandatory if unitProperty is set to one of the following values:
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– UNIT_USERACCOUNT_USAGE_LIST
– UNIT_USERACCOUNT_CREATION_DATE
– UNIT_USERACCOUNT_LAST_UPDATED_DATE
– UNIT_USERACCOUNT_VERSION_NUMBER
– UNIT_COMPUTER_CLASSID
– UNIT_COMPUTER_USAGE_LIST
– UNIT_COMPUTER_CREATION_DATE
– UNIT_COMPUTER_LAST_UPDATED_DATE
– UNIT_COMPUTER_VERSION_NUMBER
– UNIT_USERPROFILE_REFERENCE_COUNT
– UNIT_USERPROFILE_USAGE_LIST
– UNIT_USERPROFILE_CREATION_DATE
– UNIT_USERPROFILE_LAST_UPDATED_DATE
– UNIT_USERPROFILE_VERSION_NUMBER

Remarks

None

UnitQueryPropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving query properties:

• xsd:boolean queryIdRequired
• xsd:boolean queryNameRequired
• xsd:boolean queryTypeRequired
• xsd:boolean queryDomainIdRequired

Remarks

None.

UnitQueryProperties

This sequence defines the properties for the queries.

• xsd:string queryId
Specifies the UUID identifying the query.

• xsd:string queryName
Specifies the display name of the query.

• xsd:string queryDomainId
Specifies the domain UUID identifying the query.

• QueryType queryType
Specifies the type of the query.

Remarks

None.

UnitSoftwareJobProperties

This sequence defines the properties for a UnitSoftwareJob.

• xsd:string unitSoftwareJobId
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The UUID identifying the software job for a specific unit.
• xsd:string unitId

The UUID identifying the unit to which the software job has been applied.
• xsd:string unitName

The name of the unit to which the software job has been applied.
• UnitType unitType

The type of the unit to which the software job has been applied.
• xsd:string unitNetAddress

The network address of the unit to which the software job has been applied (where appropriate for the unitType)
• xsd:string softwareJobId

The UUID of the software job that has been applied to the given unit.
• xsd:string softwareJobName

The name of the software job that has been applied to the given unit.
• SoftwareJobState softwareJobState

The current state of the specified software job on the given unit.
• xsd:long softwareJobOrderNumber

The order number for the unit's given software job.
• xsd:string softwarePackageId

The UUID identifying the software package associated with the unit's given software job.
• xsd:string softwarePackageName

The name of the software package associated with the unit's given software job.
• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion

The version of the software package associated with the unit's given software job.
• SoftwarePackageClass softwarePackageType

The class of the software package associated with the unit's given software job.
• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId

The UUID identifying the software package procedure associated with the unit's given software job.
• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName

The name of the software package procedure associated with the unit's given software job.
• DateTime activationDateTime

The date and time at which the unit's given software job was activated.
• DateTime creationDateTime

The date and time at which the unit's given software job was created.
• DateTime completionDateTime

The date and time at which the unit's given software job completed.
• SoftwareJobType softwareJobType

The type of the unit's given software job.
• xsd:string orderedBy

The user account that started or ordered the unit's software job
• UnitSoftwareJobState unitSoftwareJobState

The current state of the unit's given software job
• UnitSoftwareJobState unitSoftwareJobRenewState

If the job has been renewed, this element indicates the current state of that renewal.
• SoftwareJobPermissionMask unitSoftwareJobPermissionMask

The permissions applicable to the unit's software job.
• xsd:string errorMessage

The text of an error message that has been generated by the software job.
• xsd:long errorCode

The code of the error (if any) generated by the software job.
• xsd:string userDefinedName
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A user-defined identifier for this unit software job
• xsd:string comment

A comment for the unit's software job
• xsd:string unitInstallationSoftwareJobId

The UUID of the installation job associated with this unit software job
• xsd:string unitInstallationSoftwarePackageProcedureId

The UUID of the installation procedure associated with this unit software job
• xsd:string unitInstallationSoftwarePackageProcedureName

The name of the installation procedure associated with this unit software job
• UnitSoftwareJobTaskMask softwareJobTaskMask

The type of the task the unit software job is concerned with, for example, install or configure
• xsd:long percentSent

The percentage of the softare job that has been sent to its target.
• SoftwarePackagingType softwarePackagingType

The type of the software package, for example, generic, PIF, or MS
• xsd:string userParams

A string value containing the user-defined parameters for the given unit's software job.
• xsd:string unitHostUUID

An agent-generated UUID that identifies the given unit

Remarks

For more information, see SoftwareJobProperties, SoftwarePackageProperties, and
SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties.

UnitSoftwareJobProperties2

This sequence defines the properties for a UnitSoftwareJob.

• xsd:string unitSoftwareJobId
The UUID identifying the software job for a specific unit

• xsd:string unitId
The UUID identifying the unit to which the software job has been applied

• xsd:string unitName
The name of the unit to which the software job has been applied

• UnitType unitType
The type of the unit to which the software job has been applied

• xsd:string unitNetAddress
The network address of the unit to which the software job has been applied (where appropriate for the unitType)

• xsd:string softwareJobId
The UUID of the software job that has been applied to the given unit

• xsd:string softwareJobName
The name of the software job that has been applied to the given unit

• SoftwareJobState softwareJobState
The current state of the specified software job on the given unit

• xsd:long softwareJobOrderNumber
The order number for the unit's given software job

• xsd:string softwarePackageId
The UUID identifying the software package associated with the unit's given software job

• xsd:string softwarePackageName
The name of the software package associated with the unit's given software job

• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion
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The version of the software package associated with the unit's given software job
• SoftwarePackageClass softwarePackageType

An enumerated list of classes to which a software package may belong.
• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId

The UUID identifying the software package procedure associated with the unit's given software job
• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName

The name of the software package procedure associated with the unit's given software job
• DateTime activationDateTime

The date and time at which the unit's given software job was activated
• DateTime creationDateTime

The date and time at which the unit's given software job was created
• DateTime completionDateTime

The date and time at which the unit's given software job completed
• SoftwareJobType softwareJobType

The type of the unit's given software job
• xsd:string orderedBy

The user account that started or ordered the unit's software job
• UnitSoftwareJobState unitSoftwareJobState

The current state of the unit's given software job
• UnitSoftwareJobState unitSoftwareJobRenewState

If the job has been renewed, this element indicates the current state of that renewal.
• SoftwareJobPermissionMask unitSoftwareJobPermissionMask

The permissions applicable to the unit's software job
• xsd:string errorMessage

The text of an error message that has been generated by the software job
• xsd:long errorCode

The code of the error (if any) generated by the software job
• xsd:string userDefinedName

A user-defined identifier for this unit software job
• xsd:string comment

A comment for the unit's software job
• xsd:string unitInstallationSoftwareJobId

The UUID of the installation job associated with this unit software job
• xsd:string unitInstallationSoftwarePackageProcedureId

The UUID of the installation procedure associated with this unit software job
• xsd:string unitInstallationSoftwarePackageProcedureName

The name of the installation procedure associated with this unit software job
• UnitSoftwareJobTaskMask softwareJobTaskMask

The type of the task the unit software job is concerned with (for example, install or configure)
• xsd:long percentSent

The percentage of the softare job that has been sent to its target
• SoftwarePackagingType softwarePackagingType

The type of the software package (for example, generic, PIF, or MSI)
• xsd:string userParams

A string value containing the user-defined parameters for the given unit's software job
• xsd:string unitHostUUID

An agent-generated UUID that identifies the given unit
• PackageFormat format

PackageFormat identifies whether the package is regular or virtual.
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Remarks

For more information, see SoftwareJobProperties, SoftwarePackageProperties, and
SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties.

UnitSoftwareJobPropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving a software job unit's properties. For
more details, see UnitSoftwareJobProperties.

• xsd:boolean unitSoftwareJobIdRequired
• xsd:boolean unitIdRequired
• xsd:boolean unitNameRequired
• xsd:boolean unitTypeRequired
• xsd:boolean unitNetAddressRequired
• xsd:boolean softwareJobIdRequired
• xsd:boolean softwareJobNameRequired
• xsd:boolean softwareJobStateRequired
• xsd:boolean softwareJobOrderNumberRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageIdRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageNameRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageVersionRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageTypeRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureIdRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureNameRequired
• xsd:boolean activationDateTimeRequired
• xsd:boolean creationDateTimeRequired
• xsd:boolean completionDateTimeRequired
• xsd:boolean softwareJobTypeRequired
• xsd:boolean orderedByRequired
• xsd:boolean unitSoftwareJobStateRequired
• xsd:boolean unitSoftwareJobRenewStateRequired
• xsd:boolean unitSoftwareJobPermissionMaskRequired
• xsd:boolean errorMessageRequired
• xsd:boolean errorCodeRequired
• xsd:boolean userDefinedNameRequired
• xsd:boolean commentRequired
• xsd:boolean unitInstallationSoftwareJobIdRequired
• xsd:boolean unitInstallationSoftwarePackageProcedureIdRequired
• xsd:boolean unitInstallationSoftwarePackageProcedureNameRequired
• xsd:boolean softwareJobTaskRequired
• xsd:boolean percentSentRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackagingTypeRequired
• xsd:boolean userParamsRequired
• xsd:boolean unitHostUUIDRequired

Remarks

None
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UnitSoftwareJobTaskMask

This sequence of elements indicates the type of a task being created or retrieved.

• xsd:boolean install
• xsd:boolean uninstall
• xsd:boolean configure
• xsd:boolean activate
• xsd:boolean deliver
• xsd:boolean undeliver

Remarks

Only one of these flags is to be set at any one time.

UnlinkSoftwarePackageProceduresFromSoftwarePackageProcedureGroupByName

This method unlinks the software package procedures from software package procedures group.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId (m)
Session Id obtained from the login to the web service.

• xsd: string softwarePackageProceduresGroupName (m)
Specifies name of an existing software package group from which the software packages need to be unlinked.

• ArrayOfSoftwarePackage softwarePackageProcedures (m)
An array list of sequence SoftwarePackage. Each member of type SoftwarePackage contains details specifying the
software package to be unlinked.

Return Values

This is a void method that does not expose a return value.

Remarks

None

 

UsageListMask

This sequence of elements specifies which CA Client Automation components are installed and in use on a given
computer.
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• xsd:boolean engine
• xsd:boolean commonServer
• xsd:boolean sessionMessaging
• xsd:boolean commonAPI
• xsd:boolean commonAgent
• xsd:boolean notificationServer
• xsd:boolean dtsAgent
• xsd:boolean dtsTOS
• xsd:boolean dtsNOS
• xsd:boolean dtsSOS
• xsd:boolean sdAgent
• xsd:boolean sdServer
• xsd:boolean sdManagerNATF
• xsd:boolean sdManagerDM
• xsd:boolean sdManagerTM
• xsd:boolean sdManagerIM
• xsd:boolean sdProxyAgent
• xsd:boolean osimBootServer
• xsd:boolean osimPxeClient
• xsd:boolean amAgent
• xsd:boolean amSwUsageAgent
• xsd:boolean amServer
• xsd:boolean amManager
• xsd:boolean amMeteringServer
• xsd:boolean amPerformanceAgent
• xsd:boolean csmAgent
• xsd:boolean csmServer
• xsd:boolean csmAPI
• xsd:boolean csmACT
• xsd:boolean ccnfAgent
• xsd:boolean rcAgent
• xsd:boolean rcManager
• xsd:boolean babldClient
• xsd:boolean babldServer
• xsd:boolean babldManager

Remarks

None

UserAccountProperties

This sequence of elements represents the properties of a user account.

• xsd:string userAccountName
The name identifying the user account

• UsageListMask userUsageList
The mask for the usage list

• xsd:string userAccountURI
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The fully-qualifed Uniform Resource Identifer of the user account.
• xsd:string userAccountLabel

The display name of the user account.
• xsd:string domainLabel

The display name of the domain for the given user account.
• xsd:string creationUserAccount

The name of the user account that created the user account's record.
• DateTime creationDate

The date and time on which the user account's record was created.
• xsd:string lastUpdatedUserAccount

The name of the user account that last updated this user account record's properties.
• DateTime lastUpdatedDate

The date and time on which this user account's properties were last updated.
• xsd:long userAccountVersionNumber

The version number of the user account's record. A version number is incremented each time a record is updated.

Remarks

None

UserAccountPropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving a user account's properties.

• xsd:boolean userAccountUUIDRequired
• xsd:boolean userAccountNameRequired
• xsd:boolean userAccountUsageListRequired
• xsd:boolean userAccountURIRequired
• xsd:boolean userAccountLabelRequired
• xsd:boolean userAccountDomainUUIDRequired
• xsd:boolean domainLabelRequired
• xsd:boolean creationUserAccountRequired
• xsd:boolean creationDateRequired
• xsd:boolean lastUpdatedUserAccountRequired
• xsd:boolean lastUpdatedDateRequired
• xsd:boolean userAccountVersionNumberRequired

Remarks

For more details, see UserAccountProperties.

UserAccountPropertyFilter

This sequence of elements specifies a search filter when searching for or listing user accounts.

• UserAccountProperty userAccountProperty
The identifier for the user account property on which the search will be based.

• xsd:string searchString
If the property to search on is a string property, this parameter specifies the value of the search filter to be applied.
This field is mandatory if userAccountProperty is set to one of the following values
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– USERACCOUNT_UUID
– USERACCOUNT_NAME
– USERACCOUNT_USAGE_LIST
– USERACCOUNT_URI
– USERACCOUNT_LABEL
– USERACCOUNT_DOMAIN_UUID
– USERACCOUNT_DOMAIN_LABEL
– USERACCOUNT_CREATION_USER
– USERACCOUNT_LAST_UPDATED_USER

• xsd:long searchValue
If the property to search on is a numeric property, this parameter specifies the value of the search filter to be applied.
This field is mandatory if userAccountProperty is set to one of the following values
– USERACCOUNT_CREATION_DATE
– USERACCOUNT_LAST_UPDATED_DATE
– USERACCOUNT_VERSION_NUMBER

Remarks

None

UserProfileProperties

This sequence defines the user profile properties.

xsd:string userProfileLabel

Defines the display name of user profiles.

xsd:long userProfileReferenceCount

Defines the count of current records of this user profile.

UsageListMask computerUserUsageList

Defines the mask for the usage list for computer user.

xsd:string userProfileCreationUser

Defines the name of the user account that created the user profile record.

DateTime computerUserCreationDate

Defines the date and time of user profile record creation.

xsd:string userProfileLastUpdatedUser

Defines the name of the user account that last updated the user profile properties.

DateTime computerUserLastUpdatedDate

Defines the date and time of the last update of user profile properties.

xsd:long userProfileVersionNumber

Defines the user profile record version number. The version number increments each time that a record is updated.

xsd:string computerPrimaryNetworkAddress

Defines the IP address (in 0.0.0.0 format) of the computer that is associated with the user profile.

xsd:string computerHostName
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Defines the host name of the computer that is associated with the user profile.

xsd:string computerSerialNumber

Defines the serial number of the computer that is associated with the user profile.

xsd:string computerDiscSerialNumber

Defines the serial number of the computer that is associated with the user profile.

xsd:string computerPrimaryMACAddress

Defines the primary MAC address of the computer that is associated with the user profile.

xsd:string computerAssetTag

Defines the serial number of the computer disc that is associated with the user profile.

xsd:long computerClassID

Defines a numeric value that indicates the class of the computer that is associated with the user profile (for example, the
Operating System).

NOTE
For more information about the values a class ID can take, see ComputerClassID.

UsageListMask computerUsageList

Defines the mask for the computer usage list.

xsd:string computerURI

Defines the fully qualified Uniform Resource Identifer (URI) of the computer that is associated with the user profile.

xsd:string computerSystemID

Defines the user-defined identifier for the computer system that is associated with the user profile.

xsd:string computerVendorName

Defines the vendor name of the computer unit that is associated with the user profile.

xsd:string computerDomainLabel

Defines the display name of the CA Client Automation domain of the computer that is associated with the user profile.

xsd:string computerCreationUser

Defines the name of the user account that created the computer record that is associated with the user profile.

DateTime computerCreationDate

Defines the date and time on which the computer record associated with the user profile was created.

xsd:string computerLastUpdatedUser

Defines the name of the user account that last updated the properties of the computer record that is associated with the
user profile.

DateTime computerLastUpdatedDate

Defines the date and time on which the properties of the computer record that is associated with the user profile were
most recently updated.

xsd:long computerVersionNumber

Defines the version number of the record from the computer that is associated with the user profile. The version number
increments each time that a record is updated.
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UserProfilePropertiesRequired

This sequence of elements specifies which properties are required when retrieving a user profile's properties.

• xsd:boolean userProfileUUIDRequired
• xsd:boolean userAccountUUIDRequired
• xsd:boolean computerUUIDRequired
• xsd:boolean userProfileLabelRequired
• xsd:boolean userProfileReferenceCountRequired
• xsd:boolean userProfileUsageListRequired
• xsd:boolean computerDomainUUIDRequired
• xsd:boolean userProfileCreationUserRequired
• xsd:boolean userProfileCreationDateRequired
• xsd:boolean userProfileLastUpdatedUserRequired
• xsd:boolean userProfileLastUpdatedDateRequired
• xsd:boolean userProfileVersionNumberRequired
• xsd:boolean computerPrimaryNetworkAddressRequired
• xsd:boolean computerHostUUIDRequired
• xsd:boolean computerAssetSourceUUIDRequired
• xsd:boolean computerHostNameRequired
• xsd:boolean computerSerialNumberRequired
• xsd:boolean computerDiscSerialNumberRequired
• xsd:boolean computerPrimaryMACAddressRequired
• xsd:boolean computerAssetTagRequired
• xsd:boolean computerClassIDRequired
• xsd:boolean computerUsageListRequired
• xsd:boolean computerURIRequired
• xsd:boolean computerSystemIDRequired
• xsd:boolean computerVendorNameRequired
• xsd:boolean computerDomainLabelRequired
• xsd:boolean computerCreationUserRequired
• xsd:boolean computerCreationDateRequired
• xsd:boolean computerLastUpdatedUserRequired
• xsd:boolean computerLastUpdatedDateRequired
• xsd:boolean computerVersionNumberRequired

Remarks

For more details, see UserProfileProperties.

UserProfilePropertyFilter

This sequence of elements specifies a search filter when searching for or listing user profiles.

• UserProfileProperty userProfileProperty
The identifier for the user profile property on which the search will be based.

• xsd:string searchString
If the property to search on is a string property, this parameter specifies the value of the search filter to be applied. This
field is mandatory if userProfileProperty is set to one of the following values
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– CU_USERPROFILE_UUID
– CU_USERACCOUNT_UUID
– CU_COMPUTER_UUID
– CU_LABEL
– CU_COMPUTER_DOMAIN_UUID
– CU_CREATION_USER
– CU_LAST_UPDATED_USER
– CU_COMPUTER_PRIMARY_NETWORK_ADDRESS CU_COMPUTER_HOST_UUID
– CU_COMPUTER_ASSET_SOURCE_UUID
– CU_COMPUTER_HOST_NAME
– CU_COMPUTER_SERIAL_NUMBER CU_COMPUTER_DISC_SERIAL_NUMBER

CU_COMPUTER_PRIMARY_MAC_ADDRESS
– CU_COMPUTER_ASSET_TAG
– CU_COMPUTER_URI
– CU_COMPUTER_SYSTEM_ID
– CU_COMPUTER_VENDOR_NAME
– CU_COMPUTER_DOMAIN_LABEL
– CU_COMPUTER_CREATION_USER
– CU_COMPUTER_LAST_UPDATED_USER

• xsd:long searchValue
If the property to search on is a numeric property, this parameter specifies the value of the search filter to be applied.
This field is mandatory if userProfileProperty is set to one of the following values
– CU_REFERENCE_COUNT
– CU_USAGE_LIST
– CU_CREATION_DATE
– CU_LAST_UPDATED_DATE
– CU_VERSION_NUMBER
– CU_COMPUTER_CLASSID
– CU_COMPUTER_USAGE_LIST
– CU_COMPUTER_CREATION_DATE
– CU_COMPUTER_LAST_UPDATED_DATE
– CU_COMPUTER_VERSION_NUMBER

Remarks

None

VolumeElementAttributes

This sequence of elements specifies properties of a volume element.
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• xsd:boolean readOnly
• xsd:boolean hidden
• xsd:boolean system
• xsd:boolean directory
• xsd:boolean archive
• xsd:boolean normal
• xsd:boolean temporary
• xsd:boolean atomicWrite
• xsd:boolean xactionWrite
• xsd:boolean compressed

Remarks

None

CreateSoftwarePackageProperties3

The CreateSoftwarePackageProperties3 sequence specifies the software package properties that are initialized when a
software package is created.

• xsd:string softwarePackageName (m)
Specifies the name of the software package.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion (m)
Specifies the version of the software package.

• xsd:string supplier
Specifies the supplier of the package.

• xsd:boolean supplierSupplied
Specifies whether the supplier value is specified.

• xsd:string comment

NOTE
Specifies a comment for the software package.

• xsd:boolean commentSupplied
Specifies whether the comment is specified.

• xsd:string basedOnSoftwarePackageId

NOTE
Specifies that the new software package is based on the UUID of the given package ID.

• xsd:boolean basedOnSoftwarePackageIdSupplied
Specifies whether to create a software package that is based on the UUID of the package.

• xsd:boolean enableCheckSum
Specifies whether to enable the checksum integrity check.

• xsd:boolean enableCheckSumSupplied
Specifies whether the enableCheckSum value is specified.

• xsd:int packageType
Specifies whether a software package is a generic SD package (0) or a Debian wrapper package (9).

• xsd:string metadataXML
Specifies the metadata for the debian wrapper package.

NOTE
If you selected the package type as 9, specify the xsd:string metadataXML, otherwise package creation fails.
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SetSoftwarePackageProperties3

The SetSoftwarePackageProperties3 sequence of elements specifies the software package properties that you want to
set while editing the package.

• xsd:string softwarePackageId (m)
Specifies the UUID of the package whose properties need to be edited.

• xsd:string softwarePackageName
Specifies the new name of the package.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageNameSupplied
Specifies whether to update a package name.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion
Specifies the new version of the package.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageVersionSupplied
Specifies whether to update a package version.

• xsd:string supplier
Specifies the new supplier of the package.

• xsd:boolean supplierSupplied
Specifies whether to update the supplier.

• xsd:string comment
Specifies a new comment for the package.

• xsd:boolean commentSupplied
Specifies whether to update a comment.

• xsd:string archiveComment
Specifies the archive comment for the software package.

• xsd:boolean archiveCommentSupplied
Specifies whether to update an archive comment.

• xsd:boolean enableCheckSum
Specifies whether to enable the package integrity check.

• xsd:boolean enableCheckSumSupplied
Specifies whether to enable the enableCheckSum parameter.

• xsd:int packageType

NOTE
Specifies whether a software package is a generic SD package (0) or a Debian wrapper package (9).

This parameter is not supported in this release.
• xsd:boolean packageTypeSupplied

Specifies whether to enable the packageType parameter.

NOTE
This parameter is not supported in this release.

• xsd:string packagemetadataXML
Specifies new metadata for the Debian wrapper package.

• xsd:Boolean metadataSupplied
Specifies if metadata must be updated.

NOTE
If the package is in a sealed state, you can edit comments, enableCheckSum fields but cannot change the
package type.

SoftwarePackageProperties3

The SoftwarePackageProperties3 sequence of elements specifies software package properties.
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• xsd:string softwarePackageId
Specifies the UUID that identifies a software package.

• xsd:string softwarePackageName
Specifies the name of the software package.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion
Specifies the version of the software package.

• xsd:string basedOnSoftwarePackageId
Specifies the ID of the software package based on which you want to create the new package.

• xsd:string basedOnSoftwarePackageName
Specifies the name of the software package based on which you want to create the new package.

• xsd:string basedOnSoftwarePackageVersion
Specifies the version of the software package based on which you want to create the new package.

• xsd:string supplier
Specifies the supplier of the software package.

• xsd:string comment
Specifies a comment for the software package.

• xsd:string sourcePath
Specifies the path where the installation files are registered.

• Xsd:int packageState
Specifies the type of the software package. The following table describes the states of software packages:

Possible values Possible states of software packages
0 Sealed state
1 Unsealed and open state
2 Detected state
3 Archived

• xsd:boolean userSelectable
Indicates whether the package is displayed in the Software Delivery Catalog.
Default: False

• Xsd:int sourceMedium
Specifies the source for the software package data source. The following table describes the sources of software
packages:

Possible values Possible sources of software packages
0 DISKETTE
1 HARDDISK
2 UNDEFINED
3 TAPE
4 CD

• xsd:int packageFiledBy
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Specifies the user who has created the software package. The item is filed by a local administrator. The following table
describes the users of software packages:

Possible values Possible users of software packages
0 CENTRAL

Specifies an item that is distributed and filed by an enterprise
administrator.

1 TD-LOCAL
Specifies a software delivery item that is filed by a local
administrator.

2 TDSWD
Specifies a software item that is detected and filed by the local
Software Detector.

3 TDSWD-CENTRAL
Specifies a software item that is filed at the enterprise manager
which in turn, is based on a report from the domain manager
about a locally detected software item.

4 TD
Specifies a software delivery item that is automatically filed during
installation.

• DateTime registrationDateTime
Specifies the date and time at which a software package is registered.

• DateTime changeDateTime
Specifies the date and time at which the software package was last modified.

• Xsd:int packageType
Specifies the type of software package. The following table describes the types of software packages:

Possible values Types of software packages
0 Generic
1 SXP.
2 PIF
3 PKG
4 MSI
5 PALM
6 WINCE
7 RPM
8 Nokia
9 DebWrap

• xsd:long packetSize
Specifies the standard package size of the package in KB.

• xsd:long buildOnSize
Specifies the extended package size in KB with added procedures.

• xsd:string archivePath
Specifies the archive path of the software package.

• xsd:string archiveComment
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Specifies the archive comment for the software package.
• xsd:string archivedBy

Specifies the user who archived the package.
• xsd:int archiveAt

Indicates whether the specified path is archived or not and also specifies the location at the server or enterprise
manager. The following table describes whether the specified path is archived or not:

Possible values Specified path is Archived or not
0 Not archived
1 Archived on the admin client
2 Domain manager
3 Enterprise manager

• dsm:DateTime archDateTime
Specifies the archived date and time for the software package.

• Xsd:int checksum
• Xsd:int packageFormat

Specifies whether a package is regular (0) or Virtual (1).
• Xsd:string packagemetadataXML

Specifies the metadata of the Debian wrapper package.

SoftwarePackagePropertiesRequired3

The dsm:SoftwarePackagePropertiesRequired3 sequence of elements specifies the software package properties that are
required when retrieving a software package property.
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• xsd:boolean softwarePackageIdRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageNameRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageVersionRequired
• xsd:boolean basedOnSoftwarePackageIdRequired
• xsd:boolean basedOnSoftwarePackageNameRequired
• xsd:boolean basedOnSoftwarePackageVersionRequired
• xsd:boolean supplierRequired
• xsd:boolean commentRequired
• xsd:boolean sourcePathRequired
• xsd:boolean packageStateRequired
• xsd:boolean userSelectableRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageDataSourceRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageFiledByRequired
• xsd:boolean registrationDateTimeRequired
• xsd:boolean changeDateTimeRequired
• xsd:boolean packageTypeRequired
• xsd:boolean packetSizeRequired
• xsd:boolean buildOnSizeRequired
• xsd:boolean archivePathRequired
• xsd:boolean archiveCommentRequired
• xsd:boolean archivedByRequired
• xsd:boolean archiveAtRequired
• xsd:boolean archDateTimeRequired
• xsd:boolean flagsRequired
• xsd:boolean metadataRequired

dsm SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties4

The dsm: SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties4 sequence specifies the software package procedure properties.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId
Specifies the UUID of the software package procedure.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName
Specifies the name of the software package procedure.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureTask softwarePackageProcedureTask
Specifies the task type of the software package procedure.
Default: INSTALL

• Xsd:int procedureType
Specifies the states of the software package procedure. The following table describes the states of software package
procedures:

Possible values Types of the software package procedures
0 SIP
1 CMDFILE
2 EXEFILE
3 SWDET
4 MSI
5 SXP
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6 PKG
7 PIF
8 IPS
9 PALM
10 WINCE
11 RPM
12 NOKIA
13 DebWrap

• xsd:string comment
Specifies a comment for the software package procedure.

• xsd:boolean userSelectable
Specifies whether to allow the procedure to be included in the SD Catalog.
Default: False

• xsd:boolean externalProcedure
Specifies that the procedure is external to SD.
Default: False

• SoftwarePackageProcedureFiledBy filedBy
Specifies the entity by which the software package procedure is filed.

• xsd:long operatingSystemType
Specifies the type of the operating system.
Default: SDAPI_OS_ANY

• xsd:string subPath
Specifies the path of the procedure within the volume.

• xsd:string procToRun
Specifies the procedure command.

• xsd:string parameters
Specifies the input parameters for the procedure.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureRelation procedureRelation
Specifies the path of the procedure relative to the path of the software package to which the procedure belongs.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureFiledBy activatedBy
Specifies the entity by which the software package procedure was activated.

• DateTime activatedDateTime
Specifies the date and time when the procedure is activated.

• xsd:string softwarePackageId
Specifies the UUID of the software package to which the procedure is associated.

• xsd:string softwarePackageName
Specifies the name of the software package to which the procedure is associated.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion
Specifies the version of the software package to which the procedure is associated.

• Xsd:int softwarePackageState
Specifies the states of the software package to which the procedure is associated. The following table describes the
software package to which the procedure is associated:

Possible values States
0 Sealed
1 Unsealed
2 Detected
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3 Archived

• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeId
Specifies the UUID of the volume of the software package to which the procedure is associated.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeName
Specifies the name of the volume of the software package to which the procedure is associated.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask3 operationMask
Specifies the operation property for the procedure operation.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 bootBeforeMask
Specifies the restart option that is requested for the software package procedure before executing the procedure.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 bootAfterMask
Specifies the restart options that are requested for the software package procedure after executing the procedure.

• xsd:string dependancyQueryId
Specifies UUID of the query that checks whether the condition is fulfilled, provided a prerequisite is defined for the
procedure.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureManagementTypeMask managementTypeMask
Specifies whether to allow the requested software package for the procedure to run on the managed targets.
Default: SD

SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties5

The dsm: SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties5 sequence specifies the software package procedure properties.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId
Specifies the UUID of the software package procedure.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName
Specifies the name of the software package procedure.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureTask softwarePackageProcedureTask
Specifies the task type of the software package procedure. 
Default: INSTALL

• xsd:int procedureType
Specifies the states of the software package procedure. The following table describes the states of software package
procedures:

Possible values Types of the software package procedures

0 SIP

1 CMDFILE

2 EXEFILE

3 SWDET

4 MSI

5 SXP

6 PKG

7 PIF

8 IPS

9 PALM

10 WINCE

11 RPM
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12 NOKIA

13 DebWrap

• xsd:string comment
Specifies a comment for the software package procedure.

• xsd:boolean userSelectable
Specifies whether to allow the procedure to be included in the SD Catalog.
Default: False

• xsd:boolean externalProcedure
Specifies that the procedure is external to SD. 
Default: False

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureFiledBy filedBy
Specifies the entity by which the software package procedure is filed.

• xsd:long operatingSystemType
Specifies the type of the operating system.
Default: SDAPI_OS_ANY

• xsd:string subPath
Specifies the path of the procedure within the volume.

• xsd:string procToRun
Specifies the procedure command.

• xsd:string parameters
Specifies the input parameters for the procedure.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureRelation procedureRelation
Specifies the path of the procedure relative to the path of the software package to which the procedure belongs.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureFiledBy activatedBy
Specifies the entity by which the software package procedure was activated.

• dsm:DateTime activatedDateTime
Specifies the date and time when the procedure is activated.

• xsd:string softwarePackageId
Specifies the UUID of the software package to which the procedure is associated.

• xsd:string softwarePackageName
Specifies the name of the software package to which the procedure is associated.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion
Specifies the version of the software package to which the procedure is associated.

• xsd:int softwarePackageState
Specifies the states of the software package to which the procedure is associated. The following table describes the
software package to which the procedure is associated:

Possible Values States

0 Sealed

1 Unsealed

2 Detected

3 Archived

• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeId
Specifies the UUID of the volume of the software package to which the procedure is associated.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVolumeName
Specifies the name of the volume of the software package to which the procedure is associated.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask3 operationMask
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Specifies the operation property for the procedure operation.
• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 bootBeforeMask

Specifies the restart option that is requested for the software package procedure before executing the procedure.
• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask2 bootAfterMask

Specifies the restart options that are requested for the software package procedure after executing the procedure.
• xsd:string dependancyQueryId

Specifies UUID of the query that checks whether the condition is fulfilled, provided a prerequisite is defined for the
procedure.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProcedureManagementTypeMask managementTypeMask
Specifies whether to allow the requested software package for the procedure to run on the managed targets. 
Default: SD

 

SoftwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired2

The SoftwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired2 sequence of elements specifies the procedure properties that are
required when retrieving the software package procedure properties.

• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureIdRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureNameRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureTaskRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageProcedureTypeRequired
• xsd:boolean commentRequired
• xsd:boolean userSelectableRequired
• xsd:boolean externalProcedureRequired
• xsd:boolean filedByRequired
• xsd:boolean operatingSystemTypeRequired
• xsd:boolean subPathRequired
• xsd:boolean procToRunRequired
• xsd:boolean parametersRequired
• xsd:boolean procedureRelationRequired
• xsd:boolean activatedByRequired
• xsd:boolean activatedDateTimeRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageIdRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageNameRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageVersionRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageStateRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageVolumeIdRequired
• xsd:boolean softwarePackageVolumeNameRequired
• xsd:boolean internalMaskRequired
• xsd:boolean operationMaskRequired
• xsd:boolean bootBeforeMaskRequired
• xsd:boolean bootAfterMaskRequired
• xsd:boolean dependancyQueryIdRequired
• xsd:boolean managementTypeMaskRequired

UnitSoftwareJobProperties3

The UnitSoftwareJobProperties3 sequence defines the properties for a unit software job.
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• xsd:string unitSoftwareJobId
Specifies the UUID of the software job for a specific unit.

• xsd:string unitId
Specifies the UUID of the unit to which the software job is applied.

• xsd:string unitName
Specifies the name of the unit to which the software job is applied.

• UnitType unitType
Specifies the type of the unit to which the software job is applied.

• xsd:string unitNetAddress
Specifies the network address of the unit to which the software job is applied, appropriate for the unitType.

• xsd:string softwareJobId
Specifies the UUID of the software job that is applied to the given unit.

• xsd:string softwareJobName
Specifies the name of the software job that is applied to the given unit.

• SoftwareJobState softwareJobState
Specifies the current state of the specified software job on the given unit.

• xsd:long softwareJobOrderNumber
Specifies the order number for the given software job.

• xsd:string softwarePackageId
Specifies the UUID that identifies the software package that is associated with the given software job unit.

• xsd:string softwarePackageName
Specifies the name of the software package that is associated with the given unit software job.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion
Specifies the version of the software package that is associated with the given software job unit.

• SoftwarePackageClass softwarePackageState
Specifies an enumerated list of classes to which a software package belongs.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureId
Specifies the UUID that identifies the software package procedure that is associated with the given software job unit.

• xsd:string softwarePackageProcedureName
Specifies the name of the software package procedure that is associated with the given software job unit.

• DateTime activationDateTime
Specifies the date and time when the software job is activated.

• DateTime creationDateTime
Specifies the date and time when the software job is created.

• DateTime completionDateTime
Specifies the date and time when the software job is completed.

• SoftwareJobType softwareJobType
Specifies the type of the software job.

• xsd:string orderedBy
Specifies the user account that started or ordered the software job unit.

• UnitSoftwareJobState unitSoftwareJobState
Specifies the current state of the unit software job.

• UnitSoftwareJobState unitSoftwareJobRenewState
Specifies that the job is renewed and also indicates the current state of that renewal.

• SoftwareJobPermissionMask unitSoftwareJobPermissionMask
Specifies the permissions applicable to the unit software job.

• xsd:string errorMessage
Specifies the text of an error message that the software job has generated.

• xsd:long errorCode
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Specifies the software job generates code of the error.
• xsd:string userDefinedName

Specifies a user-defined identifier for the software job unit.
• xsd:string comment

Specifies a comment for the unit software job.
• xsd:string unitInstallationSoftwareJobId

Specifies the UUID of the installation job that are associated with the given software job unit.
• xsd:string unitInstallationSoftwarePackageProcedureId

Specifies the UUID of the installation procedure that is associated with the given software job unit.
• xsd:string unitInstallationSoftwarePackageProcedureName

Specifies the name of the installation procedure that is associated with the given software job unit.
• UnitSoftwareJobTaskMask softwareJobTaskMask

Specifies the type of the task to which the unit software job is concerned.
Example: Install or Configure

• xsd:long percentSent
Specifies the percentage of the software job that is sent to target.

• Xsd:Int packageType
Specifies the type of the software package. The following table describes the types of software packages:

Possible values Types of software packages
0 Generic
1 SXP
2 PIF
3 PKG
4 MSI
5 PALM
6 WINCE
7 RPM
8 Nokia
9 DebWrap

• xsd:string userParams
Specifies a string value that contains the user-defined parameters for the given software job unit.

• xsd:string unitHostUUID
Specifies an agent-generated UUID which identifies the given unit.

• Xsd:int packageformat
Specifies the whether package is regular (0) or Virtual (1).

WSChallengeResponse

This sequence of elements specifies the string and size of the authentication data along with the session ID returned by
the CA Client Automation manager.

• char *authenticationData
Specifies the authentication data

• long size
Specifies the size of the authentication data

• Char* SessionID
Specifies a unique session ID to use as an input parameter for all further calls to the web service.
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WSAuthenticateResponse

This sequence contains the authentication response received from the CA Client Automation manager.

• bool bAuthorized
Indicates the authentication status based on the response received from the CA Client Automation manager.

Item

This sequence contains the item uuid and item type.

• xsd:string itemUuid
Specifies the uuid of the item.

• xsd:int itemType
Indicates the supported values for item Types are 0 - Computer, 1 - User account, 2 - User profile, 3 - Unit group.

 

UnitGroupProperties2

The properties of unit group:

• xsd:string groupLabel  
Specifies the name of the group.

• xsd:string groupUuid
Specifies the Uuid of the group.

• xsd:string description
Specifies the description of the group.

• xsd:string domainUuid
Specifies the Uuid of the domain to which this group belongs to.

• xsd:int groupType
Specifies whether the group is System, Local or Global group.
– 0 indicates System group
– 1 indicates Local group
– 2 indicates Global group

• xsd:string creationUser
Specifies the Creation User.

• dsm:DateTime2 creationdate
Specifies the Creation Date time is ISO format.

• xsd:string lastUpdatedUser
Specifies the last modified User.

• dsm:DateTime2 lastUpdatedDate
Specifies the Last update Date time in ISO format.

• xsd:boolean membersInheritPermissions
Specifies the Boolean value which tells whether the group members inherit the security permissions of the group.

• xsd:string queryUUID
Specifies the Uuid of the query linked to the group.

• xsd:string queryLabel
Specifies the Name of the query.

• xsd:string engineLabel
Specifies the Name of the engine used for evaluating the query.

• xsd:string evaluationUUID
Specifies the Uuid of the engine that evaluated the query.

• xsd:string engineDescription
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Describes of the engine.
• xsd:long evaluationFrequency

Specifies the Evaluation frequency in minutes.
• dsm:DateTime2 lastEvaluationDateTime

Last evaluated date time.

CreateUnitGroupProperties3

You require the following properties for creating a group:

• xsd:string groupLabel
Specifies the name of the group to be created.

• xsd:string groupDescription
Specifies the description of the group.

• xsd:boolean groupDescriptionSupplied
Specifies the True or False depending on the groupDescription value.

• xsd:boolean membersInheritPermissions
Set the value to true if you want the group members to inherit the security permissions of the group.

• xsd:boolean membersInheritPermissionsSupplied
Specifies the True or False depending on the membersInheritPermissions value.

• xsd:string queryUUID
Specifies the uuid of the query that must be linked to the newly created group. If you do not specify, no query is linked
to the group.

• xsd:boolean queryUUIDSupplied
Specifies theTrue or false depending on the value of queryUUID.

• xsd:string engineName
Specifies the name of the query evaluation engine to be associated with the unit group.

• xsd:boolean engineNameSupplied
Specifies the True or False depending on the engineName value.

• xsd:long evaluationPeriod
Specifies the Period, in which the query is evaluated, in minutes.
– Default:

1440 minutes.
– Limit:

10080 minutes.
• xsd:boolean evaluationPeriodSupplied

Specifies the True or False depending on the value of evaluation period.

 

createAssessmentTemplate

The createAssessmentTemplate method creates an assessment template

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• AssessmentTemplate assessmentTemplate
Specifies the information required to create an assessment template. The assessment template name must be unique.

Return Values
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Returns zero, if the assessment template is successfully created; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as
a fault.

updateAssessmentTemplate

The updateAssessmentTemplate method updates an assessment template.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string oldAssessmentTemplateName
Specifies the name of the old assessment template.

• AssessmentTemplate assessmentTemplate
Specifies the information required to create an assessment template. The assessment template name must be unique.

Return Values

Returns zero, if the assessment template is successfully updated; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as
a fault.

deleteAssessmentTemplates

The deleteAssessmentTemplates method deletes a list of assessment templates.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string[] assessmentTemplateNames
Specifies the list of the assessment template names you want to delete.

Return Values

Returns zero on successful deletion of all the assessment templates; otherwise, throws
AutomationWebServiceExceptionList as a fault.

getAssessmentTemplate

The getAssessmentTemplate method returns the properties of a specified assessment template.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string assessmentTemplateName
Specifies the name of the assessment template you want to retrieve.

Return Values

• AssessmentTemplate
Contains the properties of the assessment template on success; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException
as a fault.

getAssessmentTemplateList

The getAssessmentTemplateList method returns a list of assessment templates names and their last modified dates,
based on the specified filter criteria.

Parameters
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• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• AssessmentTemplateFilter[] assessmentTemplateFilterArray
Specifies the filter condition on some of the assessment template properties.

• xsd:boolean matchall
Specifies whether you want all the filter conditions to be satisfied. Set the parameter to True to perform an AND
operation. Set the parameter to False to perform an OR operation.

• dsm:ASSESSMENTTEMPLATEPROPERTY sortProperty

Specifies the property based on which you want to sort the results.

• xsd:boolean sortAscending
Specifies whether you want to sort the list in ascending order.

• int startIndex
Specifies an index number from which you want the objects to be returned from the result set. This is a zero based
index.

• int numberOfTemplatesRequired

Specifies the number of objects you want to retrieve from the startIndex position.

Return Values

• GetTemplateListResponse
Returns a list of assessment templates names and their last modified dates, on success; otherwise, throws
AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

getAssessmentTemplateListDetailed

The getAssessmentTemplateListDetailed method returns a list of assessment templates and their details based on the
specified filter criteria.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• AssessmentTemplateFilter[] assessmentTemplateFilterArray
Specifies the filter on some of the assessment template properties.

• xsd:boolean matchall
Specifies whether you want all the filter conditions to be satisfied. Set the parameter to True to perform an AND
operation. Set the parameter to False to perform an OR operation.

• enum ASSESSMENTTEMPLATEPROPERTY sortProperty

Specifies the property based on which you want to sort the results.

• xsd:boolean sortAscending
Specifies whether you want to sort the list in ascending order.

• int startIndex
Specifies an index number from which you want the objects to be returned from the result set. This is a zero based
index.

• int noOfTemplatesRequired

Specifies the number of objects you want to retrieve from the startIndex position.

Return Values

• GetAssessmentTemplateListDetailedResponse
Returns the list of Assessment templates, filtered and sorted as specified.
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createAssessmentTask

The createAssessmentTask method creates an assessment job.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string groupName
Specifies the name of group to be assessed.

• AssessmentTask assessmentTask
Specifies the information required to create an assessment task. The assessment task name must be unique.

Return Values

Returns zero, if the assessment template is successfully created; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as
a fault.

executeAssessmentTask

The executeAssessmentTask method runs an assessment job.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string assessmentTaskName
Specifies the name of the assessment task you want to run.

Return Values

Returns zero, if the assessment task is successfully executed; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a
fault.

getAssessmentStatus

The getAssessmentStatus method returns the status of assessment for a particular assessment task.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string assessmentTaskName
Specifies the name of the assessment task.

Return Values

• AssessmentStatus
Returns the status of assessment for the assessment task; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a
fault.

getAssessmentResult

The getAssessmentResult method gets the results of the assessment task.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string assessmentTaskName
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Specifies the name of the assessment task, the results of which you want to retrieve.

Return Values

• AssessmentResult[] assessmentResult
Returns the assessment results of the executed assessment task on success; otherwise, throws
AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

getAssessmentTask

The getAssessmentTask method returns information about the assessment task.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string assessmentTaskName
Specifies assessment task name for which you need the information.

Return Values

Returns the following sequence as a response on success; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

• AssessmentTaskInfo assessmentTaskInfo
Contains information about the assessment task.

getAssessmenTaskList

The getAssessmenTaskList method returns information about all assessment tasks, based on the specified filter and sort
criteria.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• AssessmentTaskFilter[] assessmentTaskFilterArray
Specifies the filter on some of the assessment task properties.

• xsd:boolean matchall
Specifies whether you want all the filter conditions to be satisfied. Set the parameter to True to perform an AND
operation. Set the parameter to False to perform an OR operation.

• enum ASSESSMENTTASKPROPERTY sortProperty

Specifies the property based on which you want to sort the results.

• xsd:boolean sortAscending
Specifies whether you want to sort the list in ascending order.

• int startIndex
Specifies an index number from which you want the objects to be returned from the result set. This is a zero based
index.

• int noOfTemplatesRequired

Specifies the number of objects you want to retrieve from the startIndex position.

Return Values

Returns the following sequence on success; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

• GetAssessmentTaskListResponse
Returns the list of assessment tasks based on the mentioned filter and sort properties.
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deleteAssessmentTasks

The deleteAssessmentTasks method deletes a list of assessment tasks.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string [] assessmentTaskName
Specifies the list of the assessment task names you want to delete.

Return Values

Returns zero on successful deletion of all the assessment tasks; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceExceptionList
as a fault.

createOSIMTemplate

The createOSIMTemplate method creates an OSIM Template.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• OsimTemplate OSIMTemplate
Specifies attributes required to create the OSIM template.

Return Values

Returns zero on successful creation of OSIM template; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

updateOSIMTemplate

The updateOSIMTemplate method updates an OSIM template.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• Xsd:string oldOsimTemplateName
Specifies the name of the old OSIM template.

• OsimTemplate OSIMTemplate
Specifies attributes required to update an OSIM template.

Return Values

Returns zero on successful update of OSIM template; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

deleteOSIMTemplates

The deleteOSIMTemplates method deletes a list of OSIM templates.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string [] OSIMTemplateNames
Specifies the list of OSIM template names you want to delete.

Return Values
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Returns zero on successful deletion of all templates; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceExceptionList as a fault.

getOSIMTemplate

The getOSIMTemplate method returns the properties of an OSIM template.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string OSIMTemplateName
Specifies OSIM template name for which you want to retrieve the properties.

Return Values

Returns the following sequence on success; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

• OsimTemplate
Returns OSIM template properties.

getOSIMTemplateList

The getOSIMTemplateList method returns a list of OSIM template names and their last modified date, based on the
specified filter and sort criteria.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• OsimTemplateFilter[] OSIMTemplateFilterArray
Specifies the filter condition on the OSIM template properties.

• xsd:boolean matchall
Specifies whether you want all the filter conditions to be satisfied. Set the parameter to True to perform an AND
operation. Set the parameter to False to perform an OR operation.

• enum OSIMTEMPLATEPROPERTY sortProperty

Specifies the property based on which you want to sort the results.

• xsd:boolean sortAscending
Specifies whether you want to sort the list in ascending order.

• int startIndex
Specifies an index number from which you want the objects to be returned from the result set. This is a zero based
index.

• int noOfTemplatesRequired

Specifies the number of objects you want to retrieve from the startIndex position.

Return Values

Returns the following sequence on success; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

• GetTemplateListResponse
Contains a list of OSIM template names and their last modified date.

getOsimTemplateListDetailed

The getOsimTemplateListDetailed method returns the OSIM templates objects list, based on filter and sort criteria.

Parameters
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• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• OsimTemplateFilter[] OSIMTemplateFilterArray
Specifies the filter condition on the OSIM template properties.

• xsd:boolean matchall
Specifies whether you want all the filter conditions to be satisfied. Set the parameter to True to perform an AND
operation. Set the parameter to False to perform an OR operation.

• enum OSIMTEMPLATEPROPERTY sortProperty

Specifies the property based on which you want to sort the results.

• xsd:boolean sortAscending
Specifies whether you want to sort the list in ascending order.

• int startIndex
Specifies an index number from which you want the objects to be returned from the result set. This is a zero based
index.

• int noOfTemplatesRequired

Specifies the number of objects you want to retrieve from the startIndex position.

Return Values

Returns the following sequence on success; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

• GetOsimTemplateListDetailedResponse
Specifies the list of OSIM templates with all fields based on the mentioned filter and sort properties.

createSoftwareDeploymentTemplate

The createSoftwareDeploymentTemplate method creates a software deployment template.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• SoftwareDeploymentTemplate swDeployTemplate
Specifies the properties required to create software deployment template.

Return Values

Returns zero on successful creation of software deployment template; otherwise, throws
AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

updateSoftwareDeploymentTemplate

The updateSoftwareDeploymentTemplate method updates a software deployment template.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• Xsd:string oldSDTemplateName
Specifies the name of the old software deployment template.

• SoftwareDeploymentTemplate swDeployTemplate
Specifies properties you want to update in the software deployment template.

Return Values

Returns zero on successful update of the template; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.
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deleteSoftwareDeploymentTemplates

The deleteSoftwareDeploymentTemplates method deletes a list of software deployment templates.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string [] softwareDeploymentTemplateNames
List of software deployment template names you want to delete.

Return Values

Returns zero on successful deletion of all the software deployment templates; otherwise, throws
AutomationWebServiceExceptionList as a fault.

getSoftwareDeploymentTemplate

The getSoftwareDeploymentTemplate method gets the properties of a software deployment template.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string swDeployTemplateName
Specifies the name of the software deployment template for which you want to retrieve the properties.

Return Values

Returns the following sequence on success; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

• SoftwareDeploymentTemplate
Returns software deployment template properties.

getSoftwareDeploymentTemplateList

The getSoftwareDeploymentTemplateList method returns a list of software template names and their last modified date,
based on filter and sort criteria specified.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• SoftwareDeploymentTemplateFilter[] sdTemplateFilterArray
Specifies the filter condition on the properties of the software deployment template.

• xsd:boolean matchall
Specifies whether you want all the filter conditions to be satisfied. Set the parameter to True to perform an AND
operation. Set the parameter to False to perform an OR operation.

• enum SOFTWAREDEPOYMENTTEMPLATEPROPERTY sortProperty

Specifies the property based on which you want to sort the results.

• xsd:boolean sortAscending
Specifies whether you want to sort the list in ascending order.

• int startIndex
Specifies an index number from which you want the objects to be returned from the result set. This is a zero based
index.

• int numberOfTemplatesRequired

Specifies the number of objects you want to retrieve from the startIndex position.
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• Xsd:boolean refreshList
Specifies whether you want to recompute the result set for each call.

Return Values

Returns the following sequence on success; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

• GetTemplateListResponse
Contains a list of software template names and their last modified date.

getSoftwareDeploymentTemplateListDetailed

The getSoftwareDeploymentTemplateListDetailed method returns the software deployment templates object list based on
filter and sort criteria specified.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• SoftwareDeploymentTemplateFilter[] sdTemplateFilterArray
Specifies the filter condition on the properties of the software deployment template.

• xsd:boolean matchall
Specifies whether you want all the filter conditions to be satisfied. Set the parameter to True to perform an AND
operation. Set the parameter to False to perform an OR operation.

• enum SOFTWAREDEPLOYMENTTEMPLATEPROPERTY sortProperty

Specifies the property based on which you want to sort the results.

• xsd:boolean sortAscending
Specifies whether you want to sort the list in ascending order.

• int startIndex
Specifies an index number from which you want the objects to be returned from the result set. This is a zero based
index.

• int numberOfTemplatesRequired

Specifies the number of objects you want to retrieve from the startIndex position.

Return Values

Returns the following sequence on success; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

• GetSoftwareDeploymentTemplateListDetailedResponse
Contains the list of software templates along with their details, retrieved based on the specified filter and sort
properties.

createAutomationProcess

The createAutomationProcess method creates an automation process (migration job).

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• AutomationProcess automationProcess
Specifies the properties of the automation process.

• xsd:string [] listOfgroupNames
Specifies a list of computer groups to be migrated.

• xsd:string [] listOfComputerNames
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Specifies a list of computers to be migrated.
• DataHandler dataHandler

Specifies the handle to the machine mapping file.

Return Values

Returns zero on successful initiation of job creation task else throws Automation Web Service Exception.

deleteAutomationProcesses

The deleteAutomationProcesses method deletes a list of automation processes.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string [] automationProcessNames
Specifies the list of automation process names you want to delete.

Return Values

Returns zero on successful deletion of all processes; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceExceptionList as a fault.

executeAutomationProcess

The executeAutomationProcess method initiates the migration or revalidation of an automation process.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string automationProcessName
Specifies the name of the automation process you want to execute.

• enum actionType action
Specifies the type of action.

Return Values

Returns zero on successful execution; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

getAutomationProcessList

The getAutomationProcessList method returns basic information about the automation processes, based on the filtering
criteria.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• AutomationProcessFilter[] apTemplateFilter
Specifies the filter condition on some of the properties of the automation process.

• xsd:boolean matchall
Specifies whether you want all the filter conditions to be satisfied. Set the parameter to True to perform an AND
operation. Set the parameter to False to perform an OR operation.

• enum AUTOMATIONPROCESSPROPERTY sortProperty

Specifies the property based on which you want to sort the results.

• xsd:boolean sortAscending
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Specifies whether you want to sort the list in ascending order.
• int startIndex

Specifies an index number from which you want the objects to be returned from the result set. This is a zero based
index.

• int noOfAutomationProcessesRequired

Specifies the number of objects you want to retrieve from the startIndex position.

Return Values

Returns the following sequence on success; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

• GetAutomationProcessListResponse
Returns a list automation process names and their last modified date.

getAutomationProcessListDetailed

The getAutomationProcessListDetailed method returns a list of automation process names and their last modified dates,
based on the filtering criteria.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• AutomationProcessFilter[] apTemplateFilterArray
Specifies the filter condition on some of the properties of the automation process.

• xsd:boolean matchall
Specifies whether you want all the filter conditions to be satisfied. Set the parameter to True to perform an AND
operation. Set the parameter to False to perform an OR operation.

• enum AUTOMATIONPROCESSPROPERTY sortProperty

Specifies the property based on which you want to sort the results.

• xsd:boolean sortAscending
Specifies whether you want to sort the list in ascending order.

• int startIndex
Specifies an index number from which you want the objects to be returned from the result set. This is a zero based
index.

• int noOfAutomationProcessesRequired

Specifies the number of objects you want to retrieve from the startIndex position.

Return Values

Returns the following sequence on success; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

• GetAutomationProcessListDetailedResponse
Returns the properties of the filtered automation processes.

getAutomationResult

The getAutomationResult method returns the result of the automation process.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string automationProcessName
Specifies the automation process name for which you want to retrieve the results.
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Return Values

Returns the following sequence on success; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

• AutomationResultResponse
Contains the automation process results.

getAutomationResult2

The getAutomationResult2 method returns the results of the automation process. This methods supports sort and filtering
operations.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string automationProcessName
Specifies the automation process name for which you want to retrieve the results.

• AutomationResultFilter [] automationResultFilter
Specifies the filter on some of the automation result properties.

• xsd:boolean matchall
Specifies whether you want all the filter conditions to be satisfied. Set the parameter to True to perform an AND
operation. Set the parameter to False to perform an OR operation.

• enum AutomationResultProperty sortProperty

Specifies the property based on which you want to sort the results.

• xsd:boolean sortAscending
Specifies whether you want to sort the list in ascending order.

• int startIndex
Specifies an index number from which you want the objects to be returned from the result set. This is a zero based
index.

• xsd:int numberOfRecordsRequired

Specifies the number of objects you want to retrieve from the startIndex position.

Return Values

Returns the following sequence on success; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

• AutomationResultResponse
Contains the automation process results.

getAutomationProcessTargetStatus

The getAutomationProcessTargetStatus method returns the migration status for the specified target computer.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string automationProcessName
Specifies the automation process name. The process name must be a valid and the automation process must at least
be in the Validation phase. Otherwise, an error message "No Activity information available" is returned.

• xsd:string targetName
Specifies the target computer name.

• xsd: string sourceName
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Specifies the source computer name.
• xsd: string targetUUID

Specifies the UUID of the target computer.
• xsd: string sourceUUID

Specifies the UUID of the source computer.
• xsd: string processInstanceName

Specifies the IT PAM process instance name.
• AutomationTargetStatus status

Specifies the migration status of the target computer.

Return Values

Returns Automation Process Target Status on success; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

getAutomationProcessStatus

The getAutomationProcessStatus method returns the migration job status.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string automationProcessName
Specifies the automation process name. The process name must be a valid and the automation process must at least
be in the Validation phase. Otherwise, an error message "No Activity information available" is returned.

Return Values

Returns the automation process status; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

runAutomationSoftwareJobContainer

The runAutomationSoftwareJobContainer method launches the software job container execution from CA IT PAM
process.

NOTE
This method can only be called from a workflow within CA IT PAM process and cannot be used as a standalone
method.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd: int containerType
Specifies whether to run the preinstall or postinstall job container. Following are valid values:
– 0 (GENERIC)

Defines a generic job container. When this parameter is set, the generic job execution is initiated, using the
information provided in SD template.

– 1 (PREINSTALL)
Defines a pre-install job container. When this parameter is set, the pre-install job execution is initiated, using the
information provided in SD template.

– 2 (POSTINSTALL)
Defines a post-install job container. When this parameter is set, the post-install job execution is initiated, using the
information provided in SD template.

• xsd:string AutomationTaskUUID
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Specifies the ID of the automation job which has spawned the CA IT PAM process.
• xsd:string machineUUID

Specifies the UUID of the computer participating in automated migrations. This ID identifies an CA IT PAM instance
launched for the computer. This ID is unique for each computer participating in the automation job.

Return Values

Returns the following information on success; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

• xsd:string jobId
Contains a handle that is used in subsequent calls related to automation job container. There will be one unique
automation service JobID per computer regardless of how the jobs are optimized in CA Client Automation.

runAutomationOSInstallJob

The runAutomationOSInstallJob method launches the OS deployment execution from CA IT PAM process.

NOTE
This method can only be called from a workflow within CA IT PAM process and cannot be used as a standalone
method.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string AutomationTaskUUID
Specifies the ID of the automation job which has spawned this CA IT PAM process.

• xsd:string machineUUID
Specifies the UUID of the computer participating in automated migrations. This ID identifies an CA IT PAM instance
launched for the computer. This ID is unique for each computer, participating in an automation job.

Return Values

Returns the following information on success; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

• xsd:string jobId
Contains a handle that is used in subsequent calls related to automation job container.

runAutomationGenericJobContainer

The runAutomationGenericJobContainer method executes the automation generic job container. This method will be
called from CA IT PAM process. Once a job is scheduled for execution, the job cannot be rerun because the JobID cannot
be used to rerun the job. This eliminates the need to call a method to close the generic job container. Based on the
BatchMode, the success status of the generic job container is determined.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string automationTaskUUID
Specified the ID that identifies the automation job that has spawned this ITPAM process.

• xsd:string machineUUID
Specifies the ID that identifies the machine participating in automated migrations. Automation services provides this ID
to ITPAM process instance.

• SoftwareContainerData softwareContainerData,
Specifies software container data.

• SoftwareJobData softwareJobData
Specifies software job data.
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Return Values

Returns the following information on success; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

• xsd:string jobId
Contains a handle that is used in subsequent calls related to automation generic job container.

getActivityLog

The getActivityLog method provides the activity log for a computer participating in the automation process, identified by
computer name.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string automationProcessName
Specifies the automation process name. The process name must be a valid and the automation process must at least
be in the Validation phase. Otherwise, an error message "No Activity information available" is returned.

• xsd:String machineName
Specifies the computer name for which activity log is required. The computer name must be valid, and must be the
original name of the machine. For example, if machine Test001-XP was submitted for Win7 deployment and is being
renamed as Test001-W7, then this parameter should be Test001-XP. Otherwise an error "Invalid machine name" is
returned.

Return Values

Returns the following sequence on success; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

• ActivityLog
Contains the ActivityLog, which provide chronically ordered activities for each requested state.

getActivityLog2

The getActivityLog2 method provides the activity log for a computer participating in the automation process, identified by
the computer UUID.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string automationProcessName
Specifies the automation process name. The process name must be a valid and the automation process must at least
be in the Validation phase. Otherwise, an error message "No Activity information available" is returned.

• xsd:String machineUUID
Specifies the computer UUID for which activity log is required.

Return Values

Returns the following sequence on success; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

• ActivityLog
Contains the ActivityLog, which provide chronically ordered activities for each requested state.

setActivationStatus

The setActivationStatus method enables or disables a list of computers for migrations.

Parameters
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• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

• xsd:string automationProcessName
Specifies the automation process name. The process name must be a valid and the automation process must at least
be in the Validation phase. Otherwise, an error message "No Activity information available" is returned.

• xsd:string [] listOfComputers
Specifies the list of computers on which you want to enable or disable migration.

• boolean enableForMigration
Specifies whether you want to enable the list of computer for migration.

Return Values

Returns 0 on success; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

getSupportedOSForAssessment

The getSupportedOSForAssessment method returns a list of OS family ClassIDs supported for assessment.

Parameters

• xsd:string sessionId
Specifies the session ID obtained from the DSM web services login.

Return Values

Returns the list of following sequence on success; otherwise, throws AutomationWebServiceException as a fault.

• OperatingSystemType
Contains operating system name and its classID.

SDTemplateProperties

The SDTemplateProperties sequence includes the properties of CA Service Desk templates.

• Xsd:string templateName
Specifies the template Name.

• Xsd:string templateId
Specifies the template ID.

SoftwarePackageFilter

The BootServerFilter sequence specifies a search filter that you can use for searching or listing boot servers.

• dsm:FILTERCONDITION condition

Specifies the filter condition you want to apply.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProperty biProperty

Specifies the property you want to filter.

• xsd:string searchString

Specifies the string you want to search in the name property.

• dsm: DateTime2 dateTime

Specifies the date and time value you want to search in the last modified date property.

• Xsd:long searchValue
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Specifies the search value for xsd:long type properties.
• dsm:SoftwarePackagingType pkgType

Specifies the search value for dsm:SoftwarePackagingType type properties.
• dsm: PackageFormat format

Specifies the search value for dsm:PackageFormat type properties.
• dsm: SoftwarePackageFiledBy filedBy

Specifies the search value for dsm: SoftwarePackageFiledBy type properties.
• dsm: ArchivePath archivedAt

Specifies the search value for dsm:ArchivePath type properties.

SoftwarePackageProperties2

The SoftwarePackageProperties2 sequence contains the software package properties.

• xsd:string softwarePackageId
Specifies the UUID identifying the software package.

• xsd:string softwarePackageName
Specifies the name of the software package.

• xsd:string softwarePackageVersion
Specifies the version of the software package.

• xsd:string basedOnSoftwarePackageId
Specifies the UUID of the software package based on which this software package is created or from which this
software package is imported. A software package can be created or imported based on another software package.

• xsd:string basedOnSoftwarePackageName
Specifies the name of the software package based on which this software package is created or from which this
software package is imported. A software package can be created or imported based on another software package.

• xsd:string basedOnSoftwarePackageVersion
Specifies the version of the software package based on which this software package is created or from which this
software package is imported. A software package can be created or imported based on another software package.

• xsd:string supplier
Specifies the vendor of the software package.

• xsd:string comment
Specifies the comment for the software package.

• xsd:string sourcePath
Specifies the package source path.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageType softwarePackageType
Specifies the type of software package.

• xsd:boolean userSelectable
Specifies whether the package is selectable from the SD Catalog.

• dsm:SourceMedium softwarePackageDataSource
Specifies the source medium for the software package data source.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageFiledBy softwarePackageFiledBy
Specifies the user who created the software package.

• dsm:DateTime registrationDateTime
Specifies the date and time the software package was created.

• dsm:DateTime changeDateTime
Specifies the date and time the software package was last changed.

• dsm:SoftwarePackagingType packageType
Specifies the type of the software package. The only type of package you can create is a GENERIC package type.

• xsd:long packetSize
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Specifies the package size.
• xsd:long buildOnSize

Specifies the build on size of the package.
• xsd:string archivePath

Specifies the archive path of the package, if the package is archived.
• xsd:string archiveComment

Specifies the archive comment, if the package is archived.
• xsd:string archivedBy

Specifies the user who performed the archive, if the package is archived.
• dsm:ArchivePath archiveFlag

Specifies the archive flag of the package, if the package is archived.
• dsm:DateTime archDateTime

Specifies the date and time when the package was archived, if the package is archived.

SDProperties

The SDProperties sequence includes the software delivery properties of a computer.

• xsd:string jobCalendar
Specifies the name of the job calendar, if any.

• xsd:Boolean softwareManagedSystem
Specifies whether to push only the packages created by CA software packager to the computer.

• dsm:RACPolicy racPolicy
Specifies the RAC Policy for the computer.

• dsm:DownloadMethod downloadMethod
Specifies the download method configured for the computer.

ManagerProperties

The ManagerProperties sequence includes the manager properties.

• xsd:string managerUUID
Specifies the UUID of the manager.

• xsd:boolean isEnterprise
Specifies whether the manager is an enterprise manager or domain manager.

• xsd:string language
Specifies the installed language on manager.

• dsm:ManagerVersion version
Specifies the manager version.

ManagerVersion

The ManagerVersion sequence specifies the different versions of the manager that are retrieved.

• xsd:int majorVersion
Specifies the CA Client Automation major version on the manager.

• xsd:int minorVersion
Specifies the CA Client Automation minor version on the manager.

• xsd:int buildNumber
Specifies the CA Client Automation build number on the manager.

• xsd:int patchNumber
Specifies the CA Client Automation patch number on the manager.
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CreateSoftwareJobContainerProperties4

The CreateSoftwareJobContainerProperties4 sequence of elements specifies the job container
properties you want initialize when a software job container is created. This sequence is derived from the
CreateSoftwareJobContainerProperties3 sequence and includes additional parameters for opening a CA Service Desk
ticket when a job fails.

• xsd: string parentSoftwareJobContainerId
Specifies the parent software job container ID. If no value is provided, the root “__SD_Jobs” is used as the parent.

• xsd:boolean parentSoftwareJobContainerIdSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the parentSoftwareJobContainerId parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string name (m)
Specifies the name of the software job container.

• xsd:string comment
Specifies the comment for the software job container.

• xsd:boolean commentSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the comment parameter is supplied.

• xsd:long priority
Specifies the priority that can range from 1 (highest) to 10 (lowest), If no value is provided, the default value, 5, is used.

• xsd:long prioritySupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the priority parameter is supplied.

• SoftwareJobContainerPropertyMask softwareJobContainerPropertyMask
Specifies the mask for the software job container property. If no value is provided, the default value, No linkage, is
used.

• xsd:boolean softwareJobContainerPropertyMaskSupplied
Specifies true or false depending on whether the softwareJobContainerPropertyMask parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string userMessage
Specifies the custom administrator message.

• xsd:int userMessageSupplied
Checks whether or not the custom administrator message is provided.

• Xsd:boolean openTicketOnFailure
Specifies whether to create a CA Service Desk ticket on failure of jobs in job container.

• Xsd:String templateName
Specifies the name of the CA Service Desk ticket template for creating ServiceDesk requests. Set this parameter only
if you have set the openTicketOnFailure parameter to True.

BootImageFilter

The BootImageFilter sequence specifies a search filter that you can use for searching or listing boot images.

• dsm:FILTERCONDITION condition

Specifies the filter condition you want to apply.

• dsm: BootImageProperty biProperty

Specifies the property you want to filter.

• xsd:string searchString

Specifies the string you want to search in the name property.

• dsm: DateTime2 dateTime

Specifies the date and time value you want to search in the last modified date property.
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BootImageProperties

The BootImageProperties sequence specifies the boot image properties.

• xsd:string bootImageName
Specifies the name of the boot image.

• Xsd:string typeIndicator
Specifies the type of the boot image.

• Xsd:string platform
Specifies the operating system of the boot image.

• dsm:DateTime2 registeredDateTime
Specifies the date and time of the boot image registration.

• Xsd:string sdPackageName
Specifies the software delivery package associated with the boot image.

• Xsd:string sdPackageVersion
Specifies the version of the software delivery package associated with the boot image.

• Xsd:string sdPackageComment
Specifies the comment included in the software delivery package associated with the boot image.

• Xsd:string imageFlags
Specifies the FIPS image flag associated with the boot image.

BootServerProperties

The BootServerProperties sequence contains the boot server properties.

• xsd:string serverName
Specifies the boot server name.

• Xsd:string bsStatus
Specifies the boot server status.

• Xsd:string platform
Specifies the operating system of the boot server.

• Xsd:string nfsSupport
Specifies the NFS support for boot server.

• Xsd:string accessMethod
Specifies the access method configured for the boot server.

• dsm:DateTime2 lastReport
Specifies the date and time of last boot server report.

• dsm:DateTime2 lastResponse
Specifies the date and time of last boot server response.

• dsm:DateTime2 lastReportReq
Specifies the date and time when the last boots server was requested.

• Xsd:string pxeInterfaces
Specifies the configured PXE interface.

• Xsd:string sdPkgWin
Specifies the software delivery package name for Windows.

• Xsd:string sdPkgLinux
Specifies the software delivery package name for Linux.

• Xsd:string sdPkgR11
Specifies the software delivery package for r11 version.

OSIMTargetProperties2

The OSIMTargetProperties includes the following parameters:
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• xsd:string targetName
Specifies the name of the target computer.

• xsd:string targetMACAddress
Specifies MAC address of the target computer.

• dsm:WS-OSIM-CONFIG-STATE configType
Specifies the configuration state of the target computer.

• dsm:DateTime2 stateChangedDateTime
Specifies the changed or activated date and time of the target computer.

• xsd:string imageName
Specifies the name of the OS image.

• Xsd:string createdDateTime
Specifies the created date and time of the target computer.

OSIMTargetProperties

The following are the OSIMTargetProperties:

• xsd:string targetName
Specifies the name of the target computer.

• xsd:string targetMACAddress
Specifies MAC Address of the target computer.

• dsm:WS-OSIM-CONFIG-STATE configType
Specifies the configuration state of the target computer.

• dsm:DateTime2 stateChangedDateTime
Specifies the changed or activated date and time of the target computer.

• xsd:string imageName
Specifies the name of the OS image.

BootServerFilter

The BootServerFilter sequence specifies a search filter that you can use for searching or listing boot servers.

• dsm:FILTERCONDITION condition

Specifies the filter condition you want to apply.

• dsm: BootServerProperty biProperty

Specifies the property you want to filter.

• xsd:string searchString

Specifies the string you want to search in the name property.

• dsm: DateTime2 dateTime

Specifies the date and time value you want to search in the last modified date property.

ComputerProperties2

The following sequences of elements specify the properties required when you are retrieving the properties of a computer.

• xsd:string computerUUID
Specifies the UUID of the computer.

• xsd:string computerLabel
Specifies the display name of the computer.

• xsd:string computerDomainUUID
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Specifies the UUID identifying the CA Client Automation domain of the computer.
• xsd:string computerPrimaryNetworkAddress

Specifies the IP address of the computer in 0.0.0.0 format.
• xsd:string computerHostUUID

Specifies the agent-generated UUID that identifies the computer.
• xsd:string computerAssetSourceUUID

Specifies the UUID identifying the common CA asset to which this computer is linked.
• xsd:string computerHostName

Specifies the host name of the computer.
• xsd:string computerSerialNumber

Specifies the serial number of the computer.
• xsd:string computerDiscSerialNumber

Specifies the serial number of the computer disc.
• xsd:string computerPrimaryMACAddress

Specifies the MAC address of the computer. The string must have a maximum length of 64 characters.
• xsd:string computerAssetTag

Specifies the string value that identifies a computer asset.
• xsd:long computerClassID

Specifies the numeric value indicating the class of the computer object. For example, Operating System.
• dsm:UsageListMask computerUsageList

Specifies the computer usage list mask.
• xsd:string computerURI

Specifies the fully qualified Uniform Resource Identifier of the computer.
• xsd:string computerSystemID

Specifies the user-defined identifier for computer.
• xsd:string computerVendorName

Specifies the name of the computer vendor.
• xsd:string computerDomainLabel

Specifies the display name of the DSM domain to which the computer belongs.
• xsd:string computerCreationUser

Specifies the name of the user account that created the computer record.
• dsm:DateTime computerCreationDate

Specifies the computer creation date and time.
• xsd:string computerLastUpdatedUser

Specifies the name of the user account that last updated the computer properties.
• dsm:DateTime computerLastUpdatedDate

Specifies the date and time when the computer properties were last updated.
• xsd:long computerVersionNumber

Specifies the version number of the computer record.

NOTE
The version number is incremented each time a record is updated.

• xsd:string agentName
Specifies the agent name of the computer.

• xsd:long agentRestrictions
Specifies the agent restrictions.

• xsd:string agentDescription
Specifies the agent description.

• xsd:string userdata1
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Specifies the user defined data1.
• xsd:string userdata2

Specifies the user defined data2.
• xsd:string userdata3

Specifies the user defined data3.
• xsd:string userdata4

Specifies the user defined data4.
• xsd:string scalabilityserverName

Specifies the name of the scalability server that the agent is pointing to.
• dsm:DateTime2 agentCreationDateTime

Specifies the agent creation data and time.
• dsm:DateTime2 lastRunDateTime

Specifies the agent last run date and time.
• xsd:string agentIPAddress

Specifies the IP address of the agent.
• xsd:long agentTrustlevel

Specifies the trust level of the agent.
• xsd:string agentOrigin

Specifies the origin of the agent.
• dsm:AMAgentStatus amStatus

Specifies the AM Agent status.
• dsm:SDAgentStatus sdStatus

Specifies the SD Agent status.
• dsm:RCAgentStatus rcStatus

Specifies the RC Agent status.
• dsm:ProtectionStatus protectionStatus

Specifies the Protection Agent status.
• dsm:ASPStatus aspStatus

Specifies the ASP status.
• dsm:AVStatus avStatus

Specifies the AV status.
• dsm:HIPSStatus hipsStatus

Specifies the HIPS status.

QueryFilter

The QueryFilter sequence specifies a search filter that you can use for searching or listing queries.

• dsm: QueryFilterCondition filterCondition

Specifies the filter condition you want to apply.

• dsm: QueryProperty queryProperty

Specifies the property you want to filter.

• xsd:string searchString

Specifies the string you want to search in the name property.

• dsm: QueryTargetType targetType
Specifies the query target type.
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QueryProperties2

The QueryProperties2 sequence contains the properties of a query.

• xsd:string queryUUID
Specifies the UUID of the query.

• Xsd:string queryName
Specifies the name of the query.

• dsm: QueryTargetType queryType
Specifies the type of the query.

• Xsd:boolean replicated
Specifies whether is query is replicated from enterprise manager. If true, it indicates that the query is replicated from
enterprise manager.

QueryProperty

The QueryProperty sequence specifies the query properties on which you can apply the sort and filter conditions.

• QUERY-LABEL
Specifies the name of the query.

• QUERY-TARGET-TYPE
Specifies the target type of the query.

QueryFolderProperties

The QueryFolderProperties sequence contains the properties of a query folder.

• Xsd:string folderName
Specifies the name of the query folder.

• Xsd: long folderId
Specifies the ID of the query folder.

HWModelFilter

The HWModelFilter sequence specifies a search filter that you can use for searching or listing unique hardware models.

• dsm: HWMODEL-FILTER-CONDITION filterCondition

Specifies the filter condition you want to apply.

• xsd:string searchString
Specifies the string you want to search in the hardware model name.

xsd:boolean enableUserInteraction

Health Monitoring Sequences

Contents

UpdateAlertsProperties

The properties of the HM Alert to be updated.

• xsd:boolean updateState.
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Specifies the state of alert. When set to false, the state of the alert is not updated. However, the userMessage is
modified.

• xsd:boolean ignorePreviousState.
Defines the state of alert. When set to true, no error message is seen when new state of alert matches with the old
state.

• dsm:ALERTSTATE alertstate.
Indicates enumerated elements (New = 0, FollowUp = 1 and Cleared = 2), to change the state of the HM Alert.

• xsd:boolean updateUserMessage.
Specifies True or False depending on the value of userMessage.

• xsd:string userMessage.
Indicates the user description with the HM Alert.

Sequences for Automation Web Services

Contents

The Automation Services uses the sequences listed in the subsequent section for automated OS migration functionality.

AssessmentTemplate

The AssessmentTemplate sequence contains the properties of an assessment template. You can use this sequence to
refer to a new or existing template.

• xsd:string name
Specifies the name of the assessment template.

• dsm:AssessmentTemplateType assessmentTemplatetype
Specifies the assessment template type.

• dsm:ArrayOfOperatingSystemType operatingSystemsArray
Specifies an array of operating system types.

• dsm:ArrayOfParameter parameters
Specifies the assessment attributes supplied, which needs to be used for assessment. There could be ‘n’ number of
parameters. However each type of assessment will use only a fixed set of parameters.

• xsd:DateTime lastModifiedDate
Retrieves the last updated date of the template. This parameter contains null value for createAssessmentTemplate and
updateAssessmentTemplate methods.

• xsd:DateTime creationDate
Retrieves the creation date of the template. This parameter contains null value for createAssessmentTemplate and
updateAssessmentTemplate methods.

• xsd:String lastModifiedUser
Retrieves the last modified user of the template. This parameter contains null value for createAssessmentTemplate
and updateAssessmentTemplate methods.

• xsd:String creationUser
Retrieves the creation user of the template. This parameter contains null value for createAssessmentTemplate and
updateAssessmentTemplate methods.

• xsd:String templateDescription
Retrieves the description of the template.

AssessmentTask

The AssessmentTask sequence contains the properties of an assessment job.

• xsd:string taskName
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Specifies the name for the assessment job.
• xsd:string superUserName

Specifies the super user name. Super user is the administrator of the computer on which the automation service runs.
• xsd:string superUserPasswd

Specifies the super user password.
• AssessmentTemplate assessmentTemplate

Specifies the assessment template to be used for running the job.

ArrayOfParameter

The ArrayOfParameter sequence specifies the array of assessment parameters.

• dsm:Parameter[] parameterList
Specifies an array of assessment parameters.

Parameter

The Parameter sequence specifies the name, data type, and value of a parameter.

• dsm:AssessmentTemplateParameterDataType dataType
Specifies the data type of the assessment parameter.

• dsm:AssessmentTemplateParameterName name
Specifies the name of the assessment parameter.

• xsd:string value
Specifies the value for the assessment parameter.

AssessmentTemplateFilter

The AssessmentTemplateFilter sequence specifies the search filter for searching and listing assessment templates.

• dsm:ASSESSMENTTEMPLATEPROPERTY assessmentTemplateProperty

Specifies the property you want to filter.

• dsm:FILTERCONDITION condition

Specifies the filter condition you want to apply.

• xsd:string searchString

Specifies the string you want to search in the name property.

• DateTime dateTime

Specifies the date and time value you want to search in the last modified date property.

GetTemplateListResponse

The GetTemplateListResponse sequence returns the number of templates and basic information about the templates.

• int totalNoOfRecords
Specifies the total number of templates available.

• ArrayOfTemplateProperties templatePropertiesArray
Specifies the array of template properties.

TemplateProperties

The TemplateProperties sequence specifies the properties of the template.
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• string templateName
Specifies the name of the template.

• DateTime templateLastModifiedDate
Specifies the last modified date of the template.

• xsd:DateTime creationDate
Retrieves the creation date of the template. This parameter contains null value for createAssessmentTemplate and
updateAssessmentTemplate methods.

• xsd:String lastModifiedUser
Retrieves the last modified user of the template. This parameter contains null value for createAssessmentTemplate
and updateAssessmentTemplate methods.

• xsd:String creationUser
Retrieves the creation user of the template. This parameter contains null value for createAssessmentTemplate and
updateAssessmentTemplate methods.

• xsd:String templateDescription
Retrieves the description of the template.

GetAssessmentTemplateListDetailedResponse

The GetAssessmentTemplateListDetailedResponse sequence contains the list of templates and the number of records
retrieved.

• int totalNoOfRecords
Contains the total number of records retrieved after applying the filter condition.

• ArrayOfAssessmentTemplate assessmentTemplateArray
Specifies the array of assessment templates.

AssessmentResult

The AssessmentResult sequence contains the result of an assessment job.

• ResultGroup grpName
Specifies the group type. The assessment job creates various groups depending on whether computers are ready for
OS. This parameter contains the different groups.

• xsd:string groupUUID
Specifies the group UUID.

AssessmentTaskInfo

The AssessmentTaskInfo sequence specifies the details of the assessment job.

• xsd:string name
Specifies the assessment task name.

• AssessmentTemplate assessmentTemplate
Contains assessment template properties.

• xsd:string group
Specifies the group name on which this assessment task was executed.

• AssessmentStatus status
Specifies the assessment task status.

• DateTIme creationTime
Specifies creation time of the task.

• String creationUser
Specifies who created the task.

• DateTime executionFinishTime
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Specifies completion time of the task.
• DateTime executionStartTime

Specifies the start time of execution of the task.
• String executionUser

Specifies execution user who executed the job.

AssessmentTaskFilter

The AssessmentTaskFilter sequence specifies the search filter for searching and listing assessment jobs.

• enum ASSESSMENTTASKPROPERTY assessmentTaskProperty

Specifies the property you want to filter.

• enum FILTERCONDITION condition

Specifies the filter condition you want to apply.

• xsd:string searchString

Specifies the string you want to search in the name property.

• Date dateTime

Specifies the date and time value you want to search in the last modified date property.

GetAssessmentTaskListResponse

The GetAssessmentTaskListResponse sequence contains the list of assessment jobs and the number records retrieved.

• int totalNoOfRecords
Contains the total number of records retrieved after applying the filter condition.

• ArrayOfAssessmentTaskInfo assessmentTaskInfoArray
Specifies the array of assessment tasks.

OsimTemplate

The OsimTemplate sequence contains the details of an OSIM template.

• xsd:string name
Specifies OSIM template name.

• OsimTemplateType type
Specifies OSIM template type.

• GlobalType globalType
Specifies the OS image information as given in ImageType .

• ArrayOfGroupType groupTypeArray
Specifies the array of group information mapped against the OS template.

• ArrayOfHardWareModelType hwModelTypeArray
Specifies the array of hardware models mapped against the OS template.

• Date lastModifiedDate
Specifies the last modified date of the OSIM template.

• xsd:DateTime creationDate
Retrieves the creation date of the template. This parameter contains null value for createOsimTemplate and
updateOsimTemplate methods.

• xsd:String lastModifiedUser
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Retrieves the last modified user of the template. This parameter contains null value for createOsimTemplate and
updateOsimTemplate methods.

• xsd:String creationUser
Retrieves the creation user of the template. This parameter contains null value for createOsimTemplate and
updateOsimTemplate methods.

• xsd:String templateDescription
Retrieves the description of the template.

CustomizationParameter

The CustomizationParameter sequence specifies the OS installation parameters.

• xsd:string name
Specifies OS installation parameter name.

• xsd:string value
Specifies OS installation parameter value.

ImageType

The ImageType sequence specifies the OS image you want to use in the OSIM template.

• xsd:string name
Specifies the OS image name.

• xsd:string imageUUID
Specifies the UUID of the OS Image ID. This ID is used to uniquely identify the OS image to be deployed.

• ArrayOfCustomizationParameter customizationParameters
Specifies an array of OS installation parameters. This is a key-value pair.

OsimTemplateFilter

The OsimTemplateFilter sequence specifies the search filter for searching and listing OSIM templates.

• dsm:OSIMTEMPLATEPROPERTY OSIMTemplateProperty

Specifies the property you want to filter.

• dsm:FILTERCONDITION condition

Specifies the filter condition you want to apply.

• xsd:string searchString

Specifies the string you want to search in the name property.

• DateTime dateTime

Specifies the date and time value you want to search in the last modified date property.

GetOsimTemplateListDetailedResponse

The GetOsimTemplateListDetailedResponse sequence contains the list of OSIM templates and the number records
retrieved.

• int totalNoOfRecords
Contains the total number of records retrieved after applying the filter condition.

• ArrayOfOsimTemplate osimTemplatesArray
Specifies the array of osim templates
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SoftwareDeploymentTemplate

The SoftwareDeploymentTemplate sequence contains the properties of a software deployment template. You can use this
sequence to refer to a new or existing template.

• xsd:string name
Specifies a unique name for the software deployment.

• SoftwareJobContainerType preInstallJobs
Specifies the software packages to be installed before the OS Deployment.

• SoftwareJobContainerType postInstallJobs
Specifies the software packages to be installed after the OS Deployment.

• SoftwarePackageMappingType packageMapping
Defines the mapping between an old and new software packages.

• xsd:DateTime lastModifiedDate
Specifies last modified date of the template.

• xsd:DateTime creationDate
Retrieves the creation date of the template. This parameter contains null value for createSoftwareDeploymentTemplate
and updateSoftwareDeployemntTemplate methods.

• xsd:String lastModifiedUser
Retrieves the last modified user of the template. This parameter contains null value for
createSoftwareDeploymentTemplate and updateSoftwareDeployemntTemplate methods.

• xsd:String creationUser
Retrieves the creation user of the template. This parameter contains null value for createSoftwareDeploymentTemplate
and updateSoftwareDeployemntTemplate methods.

• xsd:String templateDescription
Retrieves the description of the template.

SoftwareJobContainerType

The SoftwareJobContainerType sequence specifies the job properties of the software job container.

• SoftwarePackageType [] softwarePackages
Specifies the array of software packages.

• xsd:string userMessage
Specifies the user message.

• boolean promptUser
Specifies whether you want to prompt the user with the message.

• boolean allowCancellation
Specifies whether you want to allow the user to cancel the job.

• boolean executeOnPromptTimeout
Specifies whether you want to execute jobs, if the user prompt times out.

• boolean preventUserLogOn
Specifies whether you want to prevent users from logging in while job executes.

• long promptTimeOutHours
Specifies the number of hours for which you want to display a user prompt before forced execution of the job starts. 
Default: 24 hours

• long jobTimeOutHours
Specifies the time (in hours) after which, if the job is unable to complete, the job will cease attempts to complete. 
Default: 48 hours

• boolean storePackageAtSSLibrary
Specifies whether you want to store packages in the scalability server library.
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SoftwarePackageType

The SoftwarePackageType sequence specifies the properties of the software package.

• xsd:string name
Specifies the software package name.

• xsd:string version
Specifies the software package version.

• xsd:string procedure
Specifies the software package procedure you want to use.

• int bootLevelPriorExec
Specifies the restart options requested for the software job before the job is executed. 
Default: noReboot

• int bootLevelAfterExec
Specifies the restart options requested for the software job after the job is executed. 
Default: noReboot

• xsd:string userMessage
Specifies the user message.

SoftwarePackageMappingType

The SoftwarePackageMappingType sequence specifies the mapping between an old and a new software package. If you
want to replace a software with a newer version of the software after OS deployment, you can map such software using
this sequence.

• SoftwarePackageType source package
Specifies the package type defining the source software package.

• SoftwarePackageType targetpackage
Specifies the package type defining the target software package.

SoftwareDeploymentTemplateFilter

The SoftwareDeploymentTemplateFilter sequence specifies the search filter for searching and listing software deployment
templates.

• dsm:SOFTWAREDEPLOYMENTTEMPLATEPROPERTY sdTemplateProperty

Specifies the property you want to filter.

• dsm:FILTERCONDITION condition

Specifies the filter condition you want to apply.

• xsd:string searchString

Specifies the string you want to search in the name property.

• DateTime dateTime

Specifies the date and time value you want to search in the last modified date property.

GetSoftwareDeploymentTemplateListDetailedResponse

The GetSoftwareDeploymentTemplateListDetailedResponse sequence contains the list of software deployment templates
and the number records retrieved.

• int totalNoOfRecords
Contains the total number of records retrieved after applying the filter condition.

• ArrayOfSoftwareDeploymentTemplate sdTemplateArray
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Specifies the array of available software deployment templates.

AutomationProcess

The AutomationProcess sequence contains the details of an automation process.

• xsd:string name
Specifies automation process name. The name must be unique.

• xsd:string OSIMTemplateName
Specifies OSIM template name.

• xsd:string softwareDeploymentTemplateName
Specifies software deployment template name.

• xsd:string processInstanceName
Specifies process instance name.

• xsd:string superUserName
Specifies the user name of the CA IT PAM users that you have configured in CA Client Automation.

• xsd:string superUserpasswd
Specifies the password of the CA IT PAM users that you have configured in CA Client Automation.

• xsd:DateTime executionTime
Specifies the execution time of the process.

• enum AutomationProcessMode automationProcessMode
Specifies automation process mode.

• enum AutomationProcessStatus processStatus
Specifies automation process status.

• xsd:string StatusText
Specifies additional information regarding status of the automation job created.

AutomationProcessFilter

The AutomationProcessFilter sequence specifies the search filter for searching and listing automation processes.

• dsm:AUTOMATIONPROCESSPROPERTY apProperty

Specifies the property you want to filter.

• dsm:FILTERCONDITION condition

Specifies the filter condition you want to apply.

• xsd:string searchString

Specifies the string you want to search in the name property.

• DateTime dateTime

Specifies the date and time value you want to search in the last modified date property.

GetAutomationProcessListResponse

The GetAutomationProcessListResponse sequence contains the list of automation processes and the number records
retrieved.

• int totalNoOfRecords
Contains the total number of records retrieved after applying the filter condition.

• ArrayOfAutomationProcessBasicInfo apBasicInfoArray
Specifies the list of automation processes basic information.
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GetAutomationProcessListDetailedResponse

The GetAutomationProcessListDetailedResponse sequence contains the details of the automation processes.

• xsd:int totalNoOfRecords
Specifies the total number of available automation processes.

• ArrayOfAutomationProcessDetailed automationProcessArrayDetailed
Specifies the list of automation processes.

AutomationProcessListDetailed

The AutomationProcessListDeailed contains the detailed information about the automation process.

• OsimTemplate OSIMTemplate
Specifies the OSIM template parameters used in the automation process.

• SoftwareDeploymentTemplate SDTemplate
Specifies the software deployment template parameters used in the automation process.

• String additionalInfo
Provides additional information in case of a failure.

• DateTime creationTime
Specifies the creation time of the job.

• String creationUser
Specifies the user who created the job.

• DateTime executionFinishTime
Specifies the completion time of the job.

• DateTime executionStartTime
Specifies the start time of the job execution.

• String executionUser
Specifies the super user name provided while creating the job.

• String jobName
Specifies the name of the job.

• AutomationProcessMode mode
Specifies the mode of the created job.

• AutomationProcessStatus status
Specifies the current status of the job.

AutomationProcessBasicInfo

The AutomationProcessBasicInfo contains the details of the basic information about the automation processes.

• xsd:string name
Specifies the automation process name.

• xsd:string processInstanceName
Specifies process instance name.

• enum AutomationProcessMode processMode
Specifies automation process mode.

• enum AutomationProcessStatus processStatus
Specifies automation process status.

• String additionalInfo
Provides additional information in case of job execution or job creation failure.

• DateTime creationTime
Specifies creation time of the job.

• String creationUser
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Specifes the user who created the job.
• DateTime executionFinishTime

Specifies the completion time of the job.
• DateTime executionStartTime

Specifies the start time of the job.
• String executionUser

Specifies the user who executed the job.

SoftwareContainerData

The SoftwareContainerData sequence contains details about the software container used in automation process.

• xsd:boolean BatchMode 
Specifies whether you want to execute the jobs in batch mode. If set to false the jobs will execute in No Linkage mode.

• xsd:string name
Specifies the software container name.

• xsd:long priority
Specifies the job priority.
Range: 1 (highest) to 10 (lowest)
Default: 5

• xsd:string userMessage
Specifies the custom user message.

SoftwareJobData

The SoftwareJobData sequence contains details about the software jobs.

• xsd:dateTime activationTime
Specifies the execution date. If not specified, the default value is the current date and time of the domain manager
computer.

• xsd:boolean allowCancellation
Allows end users to cancel the prompt for the software job.

• xsd:int bootLevelAfterExec
Specifies the restart options required for the software job after the job is executed. 
Default: 0 (noReboot)

• xsd:int bootLevelPriorExec
Specifies the restart options required for the software job before the job is executed. 
Default: 0 (noReboot)

• xsd:string deliveryCalendar
Specifies the name of a delivery calendar to be used for scheduling the job. The calendar controls the days, dates, and
times when delivery is permitted. The time cells that are not set in the calendar define the exclusion intervals. If the
name of the calendar is unknown to SD, the job is not created.

• xsd:dateTime deliveryTime
Specifies the delivery date and time. If not supplied, the default value is the current date and time of the domain
manager computer.

• xsd:boolean executeOnPromptTimeout
Specifies whether to execute jobs, if prompt times out.

• xsd:boolean ignoreJobCalendarsOnTargetComputers
Specifies whether to ignore job calendars, if any, on target computers.

• xsd:long jobTimeOutHours
Specifies the number of hours after the job the will timeout if it was unable to complete.
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Default: 168 hours
• xsd:boolean jobsTriggerSS

Specifies whether the job must trigger the scalability server.
• xsd:boolean logonShield 

Specifies whether to prevent users from being logged on while job executes.
• xsd:string name

Specifies the software job name.
• xsd:long promptTimeOutHours

Specifies the number of hours for which you want to display a user prompt before forced execution of the job starts. 
Default: 24 hours

• xsd:boolean promptUser
Specifies a message to be prompted on the target computer before the job starts.

• xsd:boolean resolveQueryGroups
Specifies whether to resolve the target groups before the job is set up.

• xsd:boolean runAtShutdown
Specifies whether to run while the system is allowed to shutdown.

• xsd:boolean runofflineFromSS
Specifies whether to execute procedure offline from the scalability server.

• SoftwarePackageData softwarePackage
Specifies the software package data.

• xsd:boolean storePackageAtSSLibrary
Specifies whether to store the packages in the scalability server library.

• xsd:boolean timesRelativeToEM
Specifies whether the time is relative to enterprise manager.

• xsd:boolean useDeliveryCalender
Specifies whether the deliveryCalendar parameter is supplied.

• xsd:string userParameters
Specifies the user-defined parameters.

SoftwarePackageData

The SoftwarePackageData sequence contains details about the software package.

• xsd:string packageName
Specifies the software package name.

• xsd:string procedureName
Specifies the name of the procedure to be run.

• xsd:string versionNumber
Specifies the version number of the software package.

AutomationResultResponse

The AutomationResultResponse sequence contains the result of the automation process.

• int totalnumberOfTargets
Specifies the number of computers involved in the automation process.

• enum AutomationProcessStatus jobStatus
Specifies the job status. This is the overall job status.

• ArrayOfAutomationProcessTargetStatus status
Specifies the array of target status.

• String additionalInfo
Specifies additional information in case of job execution failure.
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SoftwareJobContainerParameter

The SoftwareJobContainerParameter sequence specifies the details of software job container.

• xsd:string parameterName
Specifies the name of the software job container parameter.

• xsd:string parameterValue
Specifies the value of the software job container parameter.

ActivityLog

The ActivityLog sequence contains the activity log details:

• xsd:string activityMessage
Specifies the activity message.

• enum LogLevel logLevel
Specifies the log level.

• xsd:dateTime timestamp
Specifies the timestamp of the message.

ActivityLogResponse

The ActivityLogResponse sequence contains the following information:

• ArrayOfActivityLog activityLogArray
Specifies an array of activity log entries.

GlobalType

The GlobalType sequence contains the following information:

• ImageType imageType
Specifies information about the OS image that is applicable for all the target computers.

GroupType

The GroupType sequence specifies the following information about the group type. This sequence can have multiple
group information mapped against an OS image.

• xsd:string name
Specifies the name of the group.

• ImageType imageType
Specifies information about the OS image mapped to the group.

HardWareModelType

The HardWareModelType sequence contains the following information:

• xsd:string name
Specifies name of the hardware model.

• ImageType imageType
Specifies information about the OS image mapped to the hardware model.

AutomationProcessTargetStatus

The AutomationProcessTargetStatus sequence contains the following information:

• xsd:string targetName
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Specifies the target name.
• xsd:string targetUUID

Specifies the UUID of the target computer.
• enum AutomationTargetStatus status

Specifies the automation status of the target computer.

ArrayOfAutomationProcessTargetStatus

The ArrayOfAutomationProcessTargetStatus sequence contains the following information:

• AutomationProcessTargetStatus [] targetStatusArray
Specifies an array of target status.

AutomationResultFilter

The AutomationResultFilter sequence contains the following information:

• enum AutomationResultProperty automationResultProperty
Specifies the automation result property.

• enum FilterCondition filterCondition
Specifies the filter condition.

• xsd:string searchString
Specifies the string you want to search in the specified property.

• AutomationTargetStatus status
Specifies the target status.

AutomationWebServiceException

The AutomationWebServiceException sequence contains the following information:

• xsd:string errorCode
Specifies the error code.

• xsd:string errorMessage
Specifies the error message.

• xsd:string additionalInfo
Specifies additional error details, if any.

AutomationWebServiceExceptionList

The AutomationWebServiceExceptionList sequence contains the following information:

• ArrayOfAutomationWebServiceException automationWebServiceExceptionArray
Specifies the array of AutomationWebServiceExceptions.

ArrayOfAutomationWebServiceException

The ArrayOfAutomationWebServiceException sequence contains the following information:

• AutomationWebServiceException [] automationWebServiceExceptionArray
Specifies the array of AutomationWebServiceExceptions.

OperatingSystemType

The OperatingSystemType sequence contains the following information:

• xsd:string name
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Specifies the operating system name.
• xsd:long classID

Specifies the operating system classID.

ArrayOfAutomationProcessListDetailed

The ArrayOfAutomationProcessListDetailed sequence includes the automation process properties.

• AutomationProcessListDetailed[] automationProcessListDetailed
Specifies the list of automation processes with detailed information about OSIM and SD Options.

ArrayOfAutomationProcess

The ArrayOfAutomationProcess sequence includes the automation process properties.

• AutomationProcess[] automationProcess
Specifies an array of automation process properties.

ArrayOfAutomationProcessBasicInfo

The ArrayOfAutomationProcessBasicInfo sequence contains basic information about the automation process.

• AutomationProcessBasicInfo[] apBasicInfo
Specifies an array of basic information about the automation processes.

ArrayOfAutomationProcessTargetStatus

The ArrayOfAutomationProcessTargetStatus sequence specifies a list of target statuses.

• AutomationProcessTargetStatus [] targetStatusArray
Specifies the list of target statuses.

ArrayOfActivityLog

The ArrayOfActivityLog sequence contains the following information:

• ActivityLog [] activityLog
Specifies the array of activity logs.

ArrayOfAssessmentTaskInfo

The ArrayOfAssessmentTaskInfo sequence contains the following information:

• AssessmentTaskInfo [] assessmentTasks
Specifies an array of assessment tasks.

ArrayOfAssessmentTemplate

The ArrayOfAssessmentTemplate sequence contains the following information:

• AssessmentTemplate [] assessmentTemplates
Specifies an array of assessment templates.

ArrayOfGroupType

The ArrayOfGroupType sequence contains the following information:

• GroupType [] groupType
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Specifies an array of group type. This parameter can have multiple group information mapped against an OS image.
For example: Group1 -> OSImage1, Group3-> OSImage2.

ArrayOfHardWareModelType

The ArrayOfHardWareModelType sequence contains the following information:

• HardWareModelType [] hwModelType
Specifies an array of hardware model types. This parameter can have multiple hardware models mapped against OS
images. For example:HWModelName->OSImage1, HWModel2->OSImage3.

ArrayOfOsimTemplate

The ArrayOfOsimTemplate sequence contains the following information:

• OsimTemplate [] osimTemplates
Specifies the array of osim templates

ArrayOfSoftwareDeploymentTemplate

The ArrayOfSoftwareDeploymentTemplate sequence contains the following information:

• SoftwareDeploymentTemplate [] sdTemplates
Specifies an array of software deployment templates.

ArrayOfSoftwarePackageMappingType

The ArrayOfSoftwarePackageMappingType sequence contains the following information:

• SoftwarePackageMappingType [] softwarePackageMappingTypeArray
Specifies an array of software package mapping types.

ArrayOfSoftwarePackageType

The ArrayOfSoftwarePackageType sequence contains the following information:

• SoftwarePackageType [] softwarePackageTypeArray
Specifies an array of software package types.

ArrayOfTemplateProperties

The ArrayOfTemplateProperties sequence contains the following information:

• TemplateProperties [] templates
Specifies an array of template properties.

ArrayOf_xsd_string

The ArrayOf_xsd_string sequence contains the following information:

• xsd:string [] stringArray
Specifies an array of string values.

ArrayOfCustomizationParameter

The ArrayOfCustomizationParameter sequence contains the following information:

• CustomizationParameter [] customizationParameters
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Specifies an array OS installation parameters that you want to customize. This parameter provides a placeholder for
OS deployment parameters.

ArrayOfOperatingSystemType

The ArrayOfOperatingSystemType sequence contains the following information:

• OperatingSystemType[] operatingSystemTypeArray
Specifies the array of operating system type.

Array of Elements
This section represents all the arrays that form a wrapper around its complex types. For example, if GetSoftwarePackages
returns an array of SoftwarePackageProperties structures, this condition is encapsulated as an element of
ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProperties structures. 

ArrayOfSoftwareJob

Members of sequence software jobs

ArrayOfSoftwareJobProperties3

The ArrayOfSoftwareJobProperties3 array includes the array size and the software job properties.

• xsd:int __size
This parameter specifies the size of the array.

• dsm:SoftwareJobProperties3
This parameter specifies the software job properties.

ArrayOfTargetProperties2

The array of OSIM target properties is specified, one for each target computer.

• dsm:OSIMTargetProperties2 props
This parameter contains OSIM target computer properties.

ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties2

The ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties2 array includes the array size and the software package procedure
properties.

• xsd:int __size
This parameter specifies the size of the array.

• dsm: SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties2
This parameter specifies the software package procedure properties.

ArrayOfBootServerFilter

The ArrayOfBootServerFilter sequence contains array of the boot server filter conditions, one for each boot server
property.

• dsm:BootServerFilter filter
This parameter specifies the filter conditions for some of the properties.

• xsd:boolean matchall
This parameter specifies whether you want all the filter conditions to be satisfied. Set the parameter to True to perform
an AND operation. Set the parameter to False to perform an OR operation.
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ArrayOfBootImageProperties

The ArrayOfBootImageProperties sequence contains an array of boot image properties, one for each boot image.

• dsm: BootImageProperties biProps
This parameter contains boot image properties for each image.

ArrayOfBootServerProperties

The ArrayOfBootServerProperties sequence contains an array of the boot server properties, one for each boot server.

• dsm: BootServerProperties bsProps
This parameter contains boot server properties.

ArrayOfUnitSoftwareJobProperties3

The ArrayOfUnitSoftwareJobProperties3 sequence contains the array of UnitSoftwareJobProperties3.

• dsm:UnitSoftwareJobProperties3
This parameter contains unit software job properties.

ArrayOfBootImageFilter

The ArrayOfBootImageFilter sequence contains array of the boot image filter conditions, one for each boot image
property.

• dsm:BootImageFilter filter
This parameter specifies the filter conditions for some of the properties.

• xsd:boolean matchall
This parameter specifies whether you want all the filter conditions to be satisfied. Set the parameter to True to perform
an AND operation. Set the parameter to False to perform an OR operation.

ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProperties2

The ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProperties2 array includes the array size and the software package properties.

• xsd:int__size
This parameter specifies the size of the array.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProperties2
This parameter contains the software package properties, including Package Format.

Remarks

None

ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties3

The ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties3 sequence contains the array of
SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties3.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties3
• softwarePackageProcedurePropertiesArray

ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties4

The ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties4 sequence contains the array of
SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties4.
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• SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties4
• softwarePackageProcedurePropertiesArray

ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties5

The ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties5 sequence contains the array of
SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties5.

• SoftwarePackageProcedureProperties5
• softwarePackageProcedurePropertiesArray

ArrayOfSoftwarePackageFilter3

The ArrayOfSoftwarePackageFilter3 sequence of elements contains the array of the software package filter conditions.

• dsm: SoftwarePackageFilter3 filter
This parameter specifies the filter condition for each property.

• xsd:boolean matchall
This parameter specifies whether the software package set to AND operation (True) in filter conditions or OR operation
(False).

• SoftwarePackageFilter
This parameter specifies a search filter when you are searching or listing boot servers.
– dsm: FILTERCONDITION condition

This parameter specifies the applied filter condition.
– dsm: SoftwarePackageProperty bsProperty

This parameter specifies the search property.
– xsd:string searchString

This parameter specifies the search value for xsd:string type.
– dsm: DateTime2 dateTime

This parameter specifies the search value for dsm: DateTime2 type property
– Xsd:long searchValue

This parameter specifies the search value for xsd:long type properties.

ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProperties3

The ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProperties3 sequence of elements contains the array of the software package properties.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProperties3 softwarePackageProperties

ArrayOfUnitSoftwareJobProperties2

The ArrayOfUnitSoftwareJobProperties2 array includes the array size and the unit software job properties.

• xsd:int__size
This parameter specifies the size of the array.

• dsm:UnitSoftwareJobProperties2
This parameter contains the unit software job properties, including Package Format.

Remarks

None

ArrayOfSecurityAreaByName

• xsd:int __size
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This parameter specifies the number of security areas.
• dsm:SecurityAreaByName securityArea

This parameter contains the security area names and the security area enabled value.

ArrayOfComponents

The ArrayOfComponents sequence contains the array of components, one for each component.

• dsm:COMPONENTS component
This parameter contains the component value.

ArrayOfComponentStatus

The ArrayOfComponentStatus sequence contains an array of components and their statuses, one for each component.

• dsm:COMPONENTS component
This parameter specifies the component value.

• dsm:COMPONENT-STATUS status
This parameter specifies the component status.

ArrayOfConfigurationParams

The ArrayOfConfigurationParams contains an array of configuration parameters one for each parameter.

• dsm:ConfigurationParams params
This parameter contains the configuration parameter name.

ArrayOfConfigurationParamValues

The ArrayOfConfigurationParamValues sequence contains an array of configuration parameters and its values for each
parameter.

• dsm:ConfigurationParams params
This parameter contains the configuration parameter name.

• xsd:int paramValue
This parameter contains the parameter value.

ArrayOfComputerProperties2

This array defines the Computerproperties2 sequence.

• dsm:ComputerProperties2 computerPropertiesArray
This parameter contains computer properties.

ArrayOfQueryFilter

The ArrayOfQueryFilter sequence contains an array of the query filter conditions, one for each property.

• dsm:QueryFilter filter
This parameter specifies the filter conditions for some of the properties.

• xsd:boolean matchall
This parameter specifies whether you want all the filter conditions to be satisfied. Set the parameter to True to perform
an AND operation. Set the parameter to False to perform an OR operation.

ArrayOfHWModelFilter

The ArrayOfHWModelFilter sequence contains an array of the Hardware model filter conditions.
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• dsm: HWModelFilter filter
This parameter specifies the filter conditions for hardware models.

• xsd:boolean matchall
This parameter specifies whether you want all the filter conditions to be satisfied. Set the parameter to True to perform
an AND operation. Set the parameter to False to perform an OR operation.

ArrayOfQueries

The ArrayOfQueries sequence contains query properties, one for each query.

• dsm: QueryProperties2 queryProps
This parameter contains query properties for each query.

ArrayOfQueryFolderProperties

The ArrayOfQueryFolderProperties sequence contains the array of query folder properties, one for each query folder.

• dsm: QueryFolderProperties properties
This parameter contains query folder properties for each folder.

ArrayOfSecurityClassPermissions

An array of SecurityClassPermissions - one for each security profile.

ArrayOfSecurityProfilesSecurityGroupsPermissions

• xsd:int __size
This parameter specifies the number of security groups.

• dsm:SecurityProfilesSecurityGroupsPermissions securityGroupsPermissionsArray
This parameter contains security permissions for the security group concerning the security profile.

ArrayOfComponents

The ArrayOfComponents sequence contains the array of components, one for each component.

• dsm:COMPONENTS component
This parameter contains the component value.

ArrayOfComponentStatus

The ArrayOfComponentStatus sequence contains an array of components and their status, one for each component.

• dsm:COMPONENTS component
This parameter specifies the component value.

• dsm:COMPONENT-STATUS status
This parameter specifies the component status.

ArrayOfConfigurationParams

The ArrayOfConfigurationParams contains an array of configuration parameters one for each parameter.

• dsm:ConfigurationParams params
This parameter contains the configuration parameter name.
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ArrayOfConfigurationParamValues

The ArrayOfConfigurationParamValues sequence contains an array of configuration parameters and its values for each
parameter.

• dsm:ConfigurationParams params
This parameter contains the configuration parameter name.

• xsd:int paramValue
This parameter contains the parameter value.

ArrayOfComputerProperties2

This array defines the Computerproperties2 sequence.

• dsm:ComputerProperties2 computerPropertiesArray
This parameter contains computer properties.

ArrayOfQueryFilter

The ArrayOfQueryFilter sequence contains an array of the query filter conditions, one for each property.

• dsm:QueryFilter filter
This parameter specifies the filter conditions for some of the properties.

• xsd:boolean matchall
This parameter specifies whether you want all the filter conditions to be satisfied. Set the parameter to True to perform
an AND operation. Set the parameter to False to perform an OR operation.

ArrayOfQueries

The ArrayOfQueries sequence contains query properties, one for each query.

• dsm: QueryProperties2 queryProps
This parameter contains query properties for each query.

ArrayOfQueryFolderProperties

The ArrayOfQueryFolderProperties sequence contains the array of query folder properties, one for each query folder.

• dsm: QueryFolderProperties properties
This parameter contains query folder properties for each folder.

ArrayOfHWModelFilter

The ArrayOfHWModelFilter sequence contains an array of the Hardware model filter conditions.

• dsm: HWModelFilter filter
This parameter specifies the filter conditions for hardware models.

• xsd:boolean matchall
This parameter specifies whether you want all the filter conditions to be satisfied. Set the parameter to True to perform
an AND operation. Set the parameter to False to perform an OR operation.

ArrayOfSDTemplateProperties

The ArrayOfSDTemplateProperties sequence includes an array of CA Service Desk template properties, one for each
template in the list.

• dsm:SDTemplateProperties props
This parameter contains CA Service Desk template properties.
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ArrayOfSoftwarePackageFilter

The ArrayOfSoftwarePackageFilter sequence contains an array of the software package filter conditions, one for each
property.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageFilter filter
This parameter specifies the filter conditions for some of the properties.

• xsd:boolean matchall
This parameter specifies whether you want all the filter conditions to be satisfied. Set the parameter to True to perform
an AND operation. Set the parameter to False to perform an OR operation.

ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProperties2

The ArrayOfSoftwarePackageProperties2 sequence contains an array of the software package properties, one for each
package.

• dsm:SoftwarePackageProperties2
This parameter contains the software package properties.

ArrayOfOSIMProperties

An array of OSIMProperties

• dsm:OSIMProperties osimProperties
This parameter contains the name and value pairs for each OSIM property.

ArrayOfOSIMTargetProperties

The ArrayOfOSIMTargetProperties sequence includes ArrayOfOSIMProperties.

• dsm:ArrayOfOSIMProperties osimPropertiesArray
This parameter includes an array of OSIM properties.

ArrayOfOSIMTargetInstallationRequestsProperties

• dsm:ArrayOfOSIMProperties osimPropertiesArray
The ArrayOfOSIMTargetInstallationRequestsProperties sequence includes ArrayOfOSIMProperties.

ArrayOfGetAssetScriptJobsProperties

The ArrayOfGetAssetScriptJobsProperties sequence contains the array of the script job properties.

• dsm:GetAssetScriptJobsProperties getAssetScriptJobsPropertiesArray
This parameter contains the array of the asset script job properties.

ArrayOfDayOfTheWeekDependency

The ArrayOfDayOfTheWeekDependency sequence is a scheduling option that is used to specify the days in a week when
you want the job to be run.

• dsm:DayOfTheWeekDependency dayOfTheWeekDependencyValueArray
This parameter specifies the days in a week when you want the job to be run.

ArrayOfTriggerInfo

The ArrayOfTriggerInfo sequence is used to specify the list of objects to trigger.

• dsm:TriggerInfo triggerInfoArray
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This parameter specifies the array that contains the job check information.

ArrayOfAMExtraCmdParam

The ArrayOfAMExtraCmdParam is used to specify the additional parameters for executing Asset Management job check.

• dsm:AMExtraCmdParam cmdParamsArray
This parameter specifies the array of Asset Management specific parameters.

ArrayOfOSIMparameterDesc

• dsm:OSIMparameterDesc osimParameterDesc
The ArrayOfOSIMparameterDesc includes the OSIMparameterDesc sequence.

ArrayOfOSIMPropertiesWithDesc

• dsm:OSIMPropertiesWithDesc osimProperties
The ArrayOfOSIMPropertiesWithDesc includes the OSIMPropertiesWithDesc sequence which specifies the OSIM
property name, property value, and its descriptions.

ArrayOfOSIMIRParametersWithDesc

NOTE
The ArrayOfOSIMIRParametersWithDesc specifies the configuration state of the installation request and the
properties of corresponding installation.

• dsm:OSIMPropertiesWithDesc osimProperties
This parameter specifies the properties of installation request.

• dsm:WS_OSIM_CONFIG_STATE configstate
This parameter specifies the configuration state of the installation request.

ArrayOfOSIMTargetPropertiesWithDesc

The ArrayOfOSIMTargetPropertiesWithDesc specifies all the installation request properties for an OSIM computer.

• dsm:ArrayOfOSIMIRParametersWithDesc osimIRArray
This parameter specifies the installation request properties Array.

ArrayOfOSIMImageProperties

• dsm:ArrayOfOSIMProperties osimPropertiesArray
This parameter specifies the properties of OS image.

ArrayOfServerProperties

• dsm:ScalabilityServerProperties props
This parameter specifies the array of the scalability server properties.

ArrayOfBootServerProperties

• dsm:ArrayOfOSIMProperties osimPropertiesArray
This parameter specifies the array of the boot server properties.

ArrayOfOSImageFilter

The Array of the OS image filter conditions, one for each OS image property.
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• dsm:OSImageFilter osImageFilterArray
This parameter contains OS image filter conditions.

ArrayOfOSImageProperties

The array of OS image properties, one for each OS image.

• dsm:OSImageProperties props
This parameter contains properties of the OS images that are registered at a domain manager.

ArrayOfOSIMTargetFilter

The array of the OSIM computer filter conditions, one for each OSIM target property:

• dsm:OSIMTargetFilter osimTargetFilterArray
This parameter contains the computer filter conditions.

ArrayOfTargetProperties

The Array of OSIM target properties, one for each target computer

• dsm:OSIMTargetProperties props
This parameter contains OSIM target computer properties.

ArrayOfComputerPropertyFilter2

The Array of the computer filter conditions, one for each computer property.

• dsm:ComputerPropertyFilter2 computerPropertyFilterArray
This parameter contains the computer filter conditions, properties, and values.

ArrayOfComputerProperties2

This array defines the Computerproperties2 sequence.

• dsm:ComputerProperties2 computerPropertiesArray
This parameter contains computer properties.

ArrayOfOSImageProperties

The array of OS image properties, one for each OS image.

• dsm:OSImageProperties props
This parameter contains properties of the OS images that are registered at a domain manager.

ArrayOfParameterInfo arrayOfParamInfo

Deployment Package parameters list

• xsd:int __size
This parameter specifies the number of parameters.

• dsm:ParameterInfo paramInfo
This parameter contains array of ParameterInfo instances.

ArrayOfItems

This sequence has one or more Item sequences.

• dsm: Item item 
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ArrayOfstring

This sequence holds one or more Item sequences.

• xsd:string stringElements
This parameter defines the UUID of the item.

Limitations
The CA Client Automation Web Services have the following limitations:

• In Sd Client APIs, a single session cannot open multiple listhandles simultaneously and this affects open, get, and
close APIs. If one open function has returned a listhandle, it must be closed before you use another open function.

• CA Client Automation Web Services Requires UTF-8 Encoding.
CA Client Automation Web Services requires all input strings to be UTF-8 encoded. All strings output from the CA
Client Automation Web Services will be UTF-8 encoded.

• No support at Domain Manager Level for functionalities related to distribution job containers.
• The length of calendar names must not exceed 8 characters.

Configuration Parameters
The administrator for the web services can configure the following parameters:

• garbagecollectortimeout
This parameter indicates the time-out period for the web services to invoke the garbage collector. 
Default: 300 seconds

• maxclients
This parameter indicates the maximum number of client sessions that web services can support. 
Default: 100 sessions

• sessiontimeout
This parameter indicates the timeout period for the web services to close the inactive sessions. 
Default: 1200 seconds

• Unifiedloginenabled
This parameter indicates whether the unified login is enabled. 
Default: Disabled

 

SSL Configuration
Secure Access to CA Client Automation Web Services can be enabled by configuring SSL on IIS and Apache Web
Servers.

To Configure SSL on IIS Web Server, see the Microsoft website.

To Configure SSL on Apache Web Server, see the Apache website.

Passing System Defined Groups as Parameters
For all the webservices:

if you want to use the system defined groups as a parameter then use the following labels.

$AllComputer

$AllUsers
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$AllComputerUsers

$AllDomains

$AllQueries

$AllJobs

$AllEventLogs

$AllServers

$AllServerGroups

$AllDomainGroups

$AllExternalAssets

$AllBackupUsers

$AllBackupJobs

$AllBackupRestoreJobs

Example:

If you want to use “All Computers” as a parameter to the API DeleteSoftwarePolciesInUnitGroupsByName then use
“$Allcomputer”.

Web Services Tutorial Writing Client Applications
This tutorial is a primer for users of the DSM web service functions. The tutorial uses code snippets from a Java client
application to demonstrate some common tasks that can be achieved with the DSM web service functions.

The code examples demonstrate the following:

• Connection to the web service
• Session handling
• Searching for DSM units
• Creating and delivering a software package to a target

The tutorial also provides some useful tips for developing your own DSM web service client.

The tutorial assumes the following:

• An understanding of Web Service architecture and of the Web Services Definition Language (WSDL)
• A brief understanding of Java code development
• An understanding of simple DSM tasks

Generating Client Stubs
The example code in this tutorial is taken from a test client application written in Java. The DSM web service functions
are exposed by a language-independent WSDL interface that follows Web Service standard. You can write your web
service clients in any language that lets you generate web service client stubs from the CA DSM Web Service WSDL file
(webserviceapi.wsdl).

Web Service client stubs are a series of code files that are generated from the WSDL to represent the methods and
objects exposed by the web service. There are a number of third-party tools that can perform this stub-generation for you.

The Apache Axis () tool, wsdl2java, was used to generate the Java client stubs for the test client application. The stubs
were archived into a jar file that can be referenced on the classpath of the client application.

Writing DSM Web Service Clients
Contents

This section provides general tips for writing DSM web service clients.
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Sessions

To call any DSM Web Service function, create a connection to the web service and log in using the credentials of a valid
DSM user. On logging in, you are returned a string session ID which is used in all further calls to the web service. If
the session remains inactive for longer than the web service configured timeout, the session ID becomes invalid. If the
session ID is still valid, log out of the DSM web service to close and clean up the session.

Handling UUIDs

Many web service functions take as input, or return as output, a string ID that represents a DSM object. The IDs equate
to the UUID of the objects in the CA-MDB. The UUIDs are important as they are often required as input to further web
service functions.

Properties Architecture Implementation

When creating an object you usually need to indicate which of the creation properties you have supplied by marking the
corresponding ‘supplied’ boolean to true. For example, if you are creating a SoftwareJobContainer and you want to supply
a value for the comment property you should do both of the following:

props.setComment("MyComment");

props.setCommentSupplied(true);

Similarly, if you are retrieving the properties of a DSM object you will need to indicate which properties you would like
the web service to return to you. This is achieved through the provision of a separate propertiesRequired structure as an
input parameter. For example, if you are retrieving the properties of a computer unit and you want to return the computer’s
UUID, you should pass the following structure to the findComputer function:

ComputerPropertiesRequired props = new ComputerPropertiesRequired();

props.setComputerUUIDRequired(true);

Properties Architecture Concepts

When you create retrieve the properties of a DSM object using the web service, make clear to the web service, those
properties of the object with which you are currently working.

If you are creating or updating a new object, you provide a structure that contains a sequence of elements representing
object properties whose values you want to populate. The sequence also contains a series of boolean values that indicate
the property values you have supplied. If you do not set a property matching Boolean flag to true, the DSM web service
ignores the property value.

If you are retrieving the properties of a structure, a similar rule applies. Provide an input to the DSM function a
propertiesRequired structure. This structure contains a sequence of boolean flags corresponding to each of the property
values contained in the return or output properties structure of the method. For each property, set the corresponding
boolean flag in the propertiesRequired structure to true. If you do not set a flag to true in the propertiesRequired input
structure, the property value is not returned.

Complex Attribute Types

Your client stubs may implement some object types described in the WSDL in a different way than that described in this
tutorial. This is because the types such as Arrays, Enumerations, and return objects are handled differently in different
SOAP and web service tools. When reading the tutorial, remember that how return values and enumerated lists are
handled may not be the same for your implementation. For example, our stubs have implemented the long return type of
many methods as an object of type javax.xml.rpc.holders.LongWrapperHolder.
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Handling Errors

The way that the DSM web service notifies you about errors depends on the language in which you implement your client
application. If the DSM web service experiences an error, it returns a SOAP fault. In many cases, you identify the fault by
your client implementation. The fault usually contains an error code that can be looked up in the DSM help documentation.

Creating and Maintaining a Connection

To create a web service connection and to log into the DSM web service, initialize both a web service locator, and a
binding to the web service using SOAP. You must know the URL of the web service. In a standard DSM installation,
the URL is in the format, http://<machinename>/udsm_r11_webservice/mod_gsoap.dll on Windows and http://
<machinename>/UDSM_R11_WebService on Linux.

For Post R12.5 release, use the following web service end point, in addition to the previous URL:

Windows

http://<machinename>/DSM_Webservice/mod_gsoap.dll

Linux

http://<machinename>/DSM_WebService

You must initialize the web service locator (a) and then get a connection to the web service API using the location URL of
the web service (b).

Example 1: Setting up the required connection variables

//This is the session ID used in all web service calls

//It is set up when you log into the web service

private String sessionId = ""; 

//These are the UDSM Web Service objects you need to make

//web service calls

//(a)

private DSMWebServiceAPIService wsAPIservice = null;

//(b)

public DSMWebServiceAPISoapBindingStub wsAPIconnector = null;

private String serviceLocation="";

private java.net.URL endpoint = new java.net.URL(serviceLocation);

NOTE
This example is generated using Apache Axis version 1.2 and JDK 1.5.

Example 2: Creating the Web Service Connection

//create the Service Locator object -- this is required.

wsAPIservice = new WebServiceAPIServiceLocator();

//if the service locator object was created then carry on

if (wsAPIservice != null)

{

 try

 {

  //try to create the binding object to bind to the web 

  //service using the URI of the web service location

       wsAPIconnector= (WebServiceAPISoapBindingStub)

  wsAPIservice.getWebServiceAPIService(endpoint);

 }

 catch(Exception e)
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 {

       throw e;

 }

}

else

{

 sessionId = "";

 return WEB_SERVICE_COULD_NOT_BE_INITIALISED;

}

Remember that java web service methods can throw web service exceptions that should be identified and handled.

Once a connection has been made, it is important to log into the DSM web service as you would to the DSM explorer. The
Login method should be called with the credentials of a valid DSM user.

Example 3: Logging in to the DSM Web Service

//now try to log in to the new web service connection

//using the credentials from a config object (not described here)

 try

 {

sessionId = wsAPIconnector.Login(    cfg.getUserName(),cfg.getPassword(),cfg.getManager() );

 }

 catch (Exception e)

 {

      sessionId = "";

      throw e;

 }

      

 //if the session Id is blank it means no session could be established

 if(sessionId.equals(""))

 {

  return SESSION_COULD_NOT_BE_ESTABLISHED;

 }

 else

 {

  return RESULT_OK;

 }

Retrieving Attributes
If you have successfully retrieved a CA Client Automation object from a list or search function, you have returned a
structure containing the properties for that object.

In the examples, the output structures described in the WSDL have been mapped to holder classes. For example, if you
had retrieved a structure of type dsm:ComputerProperties from the findComputer function, you have retrieved a java
object of type ComputerPropertiesHolder. To obtain the UUID from this object, do the following:

ComputerPropertiesHolder methodOutput =

new ComputerPropertiesHolder();

//find the computer

...

String computerId = methodOutput.value.getComputerUUID();
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Finding a DSM Object
To request information or perform tasks on a DSM object, you must know its CA_MDB UUID. The DSM web service
provides find functions that simplify this task, returning to you the string UUID of an object. Many object types such as
users and computers can be found using just their display name. Other objects may need further information to enable the
web service to perform the search.

Example 4: Finding a Computer by Name

String computerId = "";

//This method performs a search for the given computer name

private int findTargetComputer(String  computerName) throws Exception

{

             //Set the requested property (we are only interested in the UUID)

             ComputerPropertiesRequired props =

             new ComputerPropertiesRequired();

             props.setComputerUUIDRequired(true);

             //set up the output parameter

             LongWrapperHolder numFound = new LongWrapperHolder();

        

             ArrayOfComputerPropertiesHolder arrOfCompPropsHolder = new          

 ArrayOfComputerPropertiesHolder();

             //this may throw an axis fault

             wsAPIconnector.findComputer(service.getSessionId(),computerName, props,        

 arrOfCompPropsHolder, numFound );

             if(numFound.value.intValue() > 0)

             {

                   computerId = arrOfCompPropsHolder.value.getComputerPropertiesArray(0).       

 getComputerUUID();

              }

             else

             {

                   computerId = "";

                   return UDSMWebService.NO_MATCHING_COMPUTER;
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             }

             return UDSMWebService.RESULT_OK;

}

This method demonstrates the request of required properties, and the retrieval of requested properties. The findComputer
method, as with all DSM web service methods, may throw a SOAP/Axis exception.

Creating a Software Package
To deliver a software package, note the following UUIDs:

private String packageID = "";

private String volumeID = "";

private String procID = "";  //procedure ID

First, create the software package. In this example, all the input values have been taken from an external ‘cfg’ config
object that was responsible for reading the values from a java properties file on application startup.

Example 5: The Steps for Creating a Software Package

protected int createSoftwarePackage() throws Exception

{

 try

 {

  //set up the properties that you are going to

  //create for the software package

  CreateSoftwarePackageProperties props =

  new CreateSoftwarePackageProperties();

  props.setSoftwarePackageName(cfg.getPackageName());

  props.setSoftwarePackageNameSupplied(true);

  props.setSoftwarePackageVersion(cfg.getPackageVersion());

  props.setSoftwarePackageVersionSupplied(true);

  props.setSupplier(cfg.getPackageVendor());

  props.setSupplierSupplied(true);

  props.setComment(cfg.getPackageComment());

  props.setCommentSupplied(true);

  //create the software package mask to indicate

  //whether a checksum is required

  SoftwarePackageMask mask = new SoftwarePackageMask();

  mask.setChecksum(cfg.getPackageCheckSum());

  props.setSoftwarePackageMask(mask);

  props.setSoftwarePackageMaskSupplied(true);

  //Create the software package (c)

  packageID =wsAPIconnector.createSoftwarePackage (getSessionId(), props);

  if(packageID.equals(""))

  {

   return UDSMWebService.PACKAGE_CREATION_ERROR;

  }

  System.out.println("Successfully created software package"+ "with ID    "+packageID);

  //if the package was successfully created, carry on

  int retVal = 0;
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  //create a software volume for this package

  retVal = createSimpleSoftwareVolume();

  if(retVal != UDSMWebService.RESULT_OK)

  return retVal;

  System.out.println("Successfully created software volume"+

  "with ID "+volumeID);

  //create a software procedure for this package

  retVal = createSimpleSoftwareProcedure();

  if(retVal != UDSMWebService.RESULT_OK)

  {

  return retVal;

  }

  System.out.println("Successfully created software procedure"+ "with ID                 "+procID);

  //seal the package now the volume and procedure are defined

  retVal = sealSoftwarePackage();

  if(retVal != UDSMWebService.RESULT_OK)

  return retVal;

  System.out.println("Successfully sealed complete software"+ "package ready for   delivery.");

 }

 catch(Exception e)

 {

  throw e;

 }

 return UDSMWebService.RESULT_OK;

}

Creating a Software Package Volume
If the call to createSoftwarePackage was successful, you can see that the code continues. Create one or more software
package volumes associated with your new package. This requires you to copy file elements into the volume for each
file or directory that the volume should contain. When you create your volume, associate it with the package ID that you
recently created.

Example 6: Creating a simple SoftwarePackageVolume

//This method creates a simple software volume containing one file

private int createSimpleSoftwareVolume() throws Exception

{

 CreateSoftwarePackageVolumeProperties props =

 new CreateSoftwarePackageVolumeProperties();

 //set all the properties to create a software volume

 props.setVolumeName(cfg.getVolumeName());

 props.setVolumeNameSupplied(true);

 //the source is on the local hard disk

 props.setVolumeType(SourceMedium.HARDDISK);

 props.setVolumeTypeSupplied(true);

 props.setSoftwarePackageId(packageID);

 props.setSoftwarePackageIdSupplied(true);

 //create the software volume

 String volID = wsAPIconnector.createSoftwarePackageVolume (getSessionId(), props);

 

 if(volID.equals(""))

 return UDSMWebService.PACKAGE_CREATION_ERROR;
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 //assign the return value

 volumeID = volID;

 // now add some elements to the volume

 ArrayOfFileSystemElementPath array =

 new ArrayOfFileSystemElementPath();

 FileSystemElementPath path[] = new FileSystemElementPath[1];

 path[0] = new FileSystemElementPath();

 path[0].setElementName(cfg.getVolumeElementName());

 path[0].setElementPath(cfg.getVolumeElementPath());

 array.setFileSystemElementPath(path);

 Integer retVal = wsAPIconnector.copyElementsToSoftwarePackageVolume (getSessionId(),  volumeID, "", array);

 if(retVal.intValue() != 0)

  return UDSMWebService.ELEMENT_ADDITION_ERROR;

 else

  return UDSMWebService.RESULT_OK;

}

Creating a Software Package Procedure
Create a software package procedure (install, configure, activate or uninstall) associated with the software package and
its volume. Many properties are required be set for a procedure to execute correctly.

Example 7: Creating a Simple Software Package Procedure

//This method creates a simple software installation procedure

//using the one file from the volume

//If you were defining a non-install software job, you would also need to // define an install procedure as

 well as your non-install procedure

private int createSimpleSoftwareProcedure() throws Exception

{

 CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties props =

 new CreateSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties();

  

 props.setComment(cfg.getProcedureToRun());

 props.setCommentSupplied(true);

 props.setSoftwarePackageProcedureName(cfg.getProcedureToRun());

 props.setSoftwarePackageProcedureNameSupplied(true);

 SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask mask =

 new SoftwarePackageProcedureBootMask();

 mask.setNoReboot(true);

 props.setBootAfterMask(mask);

 props.setBootAfterMaskSupplied(true);

 props.setBootBeforeMask(mask);

 props.setBootBeforeMaskSupplied(true);

 //set the management mask

 SoftwarePackageProcedureManagementTypeMask mgmtMsk =

 new SoftwarePackageProcedureManagementTypeMask();

 mgmtMsk.setSd(true);

 mgmtMsk.setSm(true);

 props.setManagementTypeMask(mgmtMsk);

 //set the operation mask

 SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask opMsk =

 new SoftwarePackageProcedureOperationMask();
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 opMsk.setAutoDeliverItem(true);

 opMsk.setBackground(false);

 opMsk.setOffline(false);

 props.setOperationMask(opMsk);

 props.setOperationMaskSupplied(true);

 //set this to be an install task

 props.setSoftwarePackageProcedureTask (SoftwarePackageProcedureTask.INSTALL);

 props.setSoftwarePackageProcedureTaskSupplied(true);

 //set this to show that the task is an executable file

 props.setSoftwarePackageProcedureType (SoftwarePackageProcedureType.EXEFILE);

 props.setSoftwarePackageProcedureTypeSupplied(true);

 //link to the volume and the package

 props.setSoftwarePackageVolumeId(volumeID);

 props.setSoftwarePackageVolumeIdSupplied(true);

 props.setSoftwarePackageId(packageID);

 props.setSoftwarePackageIdSupplied(true);

  

 //values that represent the procedure itself

 props.setProcToRun(cfg.getProcedureToRun());

 props.setProcToRunSupplied(true);

 props.setSoftwarePackageProcedureName(cfg.getProcedureName());

 props.setSoftwarePackageProcedureNameSupplied(true);

 props.setComment(cfg.getProcedureComment());

 props.setCommentSupplied(true);

 //additional parameters

 //the procedure can run on any OS

 // for the set of possible values see operatingSystemType

 props.setOperatingSystemType(196608);

 props.setOperatingSystemTypeSupplied(true);

 //create the procedure

 procID = wsAPIconnector.createSoftwarePackageProcedure (

 getSessionId(), props);

 if(procID.equals(""))

  return UDSMWebService.PROCEDURE_CREATION_ERROR;

 else

  return UDSMWebService.RESULT_OK;

}

Sealing a Software Package
You can seal your software package, ready for delivery.

Example 8: Sealing a Software Package

//This method seals the software package ready for delivery

private int sealSoftwarePackage() throws Exception

{

 String [] packageIDs = new String[1];

 Integer i = wsAPIconnector.sealSoftwarePackages (

 service.getSessionId(), packageIDs);

 System.out.println("FYI:  The return code from"

 + " SealSoftwarePackages was "+ i.intValue());

 if(i.intValue() != 0)
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  return i.intValue();

 else

  return UDSMWebService.RESULT_OK;

}

Choosing a Target
To deliver a software package to the target units, you need the UUID of the unit or a unit group. Use the find and list
functions that the DSM web service exposes to find the UUID.

Creating a Software Container
To deliver a software package, you must create a job container that contains a delivery job for the package. The first step
is to create an empty job container.

Example 9: Creating an Empty Software Job Container

//This method creates an empty software job container

private int createContainer() throws Exception

{

 CreateSoftwareJobContainerProperties props =

 new CreateSoftwareJobContainerProperties();

 props.setComment(cfg.getContainerComment());

 props.setCommentSupplied(true);

 props.setName(cfg.getContainerName());

 props.setNameSupplied(true);

 //set the container property mask elements

 SoftwareJobContainerPropertyMask mask =

 new SoftwareJobContainerPropertyMask();

 mask.setBuildOnly(false);

 mask.setCascade(true);

 mask.setLinkageBatch(true);

 mask.setLinkageNone(false);

 mask.setLinkageSequence(false);

 mask.setRenewed(true);

 mask.setRollback(true);

 props.setSoftwareJobContainerPropertyMask(mask);

 props.setSoftwareJobContainerPropertyMaskSupplied(true);

 containerId=wsAPIconnector.createSoftwareJobContainer(getSessionId(),props);

 if(containerId.equals(""))

 return UDSMWebService.CONTAINER_CREATION_ERROR;

 return UDSMWebService.RESULT_OK;

}

Creating a Software Job
You are now ready to create a software job designed to deliver your software package. You need to know the UUID of the
new container, the UUID of the package procedure, and the UUIDs of all the units and groups to which you wish to deliver
the job.

Example 10: Creating an Installation Job

//This method sets up the software job for the package's procedure in

//the newly created container, ready to go!
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private int createJob() throws Exception

{

 CreateSoftwareJobOrderProperties props = new CreateSoftwareJobOrderProperties();

  

 //set the boot mask for the job

 SoftwareJobBootMask mask = new SoftwareJobBootMask();

 mask.setNoReboot(true);

 props.setBootAfterMask(mask);

 props.setBootBeforeMask(mask);

 props.setBootAfterMaskSupplied(true);

 props.setBootBeforeMaskSupplied(true);

  

 //set the job's own properties

 props.setJobName(cfg.getJobName());

 props.setJobNameSupplied(true);

  

 //set the operation mask

 SoftwareJobOperationMask opMsk = new SoftwareJobOperationMask();

 opMsk.setAutoDeliverItem(true);

 opMsk.setOffline(false);

 props.setOperationMask(opMsk);

 props.setOperationMaskSupplied(true);

  

 //additional set-up properties mainly to do with execution time

 props.setPromptTimeoutHours(21l);

 props.setPromptTimeoutHoursSupplied(true);

 props.setStartWhenSupplied(true);

 props.setStartWhen(SoftwareJobStartupTime.value2);//local-time

 props.setTimeoutHours(21l);

 props.setTimeoutHoursSupplied(true);

 props.setUserParametersSupplied(false);

 props.setDeliveryDateTime(getADateTime());

 props.setDeliveryDateTimeSupplied(true);

 DateTime dt = getADateTime();

 dt.setMinute(dt.getMinute()+10);

 props.setExecutionDate(dt);

 props.setExecutionDateSupplied(true);

 props.setUserParametersSupplied(false);

  

 String unitIds[] = new String[1];

 String groupIds[] = new String[1];

 String instIds[] = { "" };

  

 // target is a single unit

 unitIds[0] = computerId;

 groupIds[0] = "";

  

 jobId =.wsAPIconnector.createInstallSoftwareJob(

   getSessionId(),

   packager.getProcedureID(),

   props,

   containerId,

   unitIds,
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   groupIds);

  

 if(jobId.equals(""))

  return UDSMWebService.JOB_CREATION_ERROR;

   

 return UDSMWebService.RESULT_OK;

}

Sealing and Activating a Job
Now activate your newly created software job with the UUID of the new container for the software job.

Example 11: Sealing and Activating a Software Job Container to Deliver Software

//seal and activate the job container

Integer retVal = wsAPIconnector.sealAndActivateSoftwareJobContainer(getSessionId(), containerId);

if(retVal.intValue() != 0)

 return UDSMWebService.SEAL_AND_ACTIVATE_ERROR;

It is important that once the job is activated, you check back on the status of the container and/or the job to ensure that
it completed successfully. This can be done by retrieving the status property using a call to GetSoftwareJobContainer or
GetSoftwareJob.

Closing the Session
When your client application has completed its work, it should log out of the DSM web service and close the session
cleanly by using the Logout function.

Example 12: Logging out of the DSM Web Service

if(!sessionId.equals(""))

{

 int result = 0;

 if (null != wsAPIservice && null != wsAPIconnector)

 {

  try 

  { 

   result = wsAPIconnector.Logout(sessionId).intValue();

  }

  catch (Exception e)

  {

   throw e;

  }

 }

 if (result == 0)

 {

  sessionId = "";

  System.out.println( "Logout successful");

  return RESULT_OK;

 }

 else

 {

  //The session Id given could not be closed
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  sessionId = "";

  return LOG_OUT_FAILURE;

 }

}

else

{

 //The user was not logged in

 return LOG_OUT_FAILURE;

}

Conclusions
This tutorial demonstrated the use of a very limited subset of the DSM web service functions, using a Java Axis-based test
client application.

The sample client code for DMDeploy [Java Client] and AM Query [C/C++ Client] related Web Services APIs are available
as a part of the Unicenter DSM Manager Installation Kit.

Web Services Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Web Services Messages

AWS00052
Invalid manager. Verify whether the default manager is passed.

Reason:

Automation Services are supported only on default manager. Verify whether you have specified the default manager.

Action:

Specify the default manager name.

AWS00053
Invalid user name or password passed.

Reason:

Either the user name or the password is null or empty.

Action:

Specify a valid user name and password.

AWS00054
Object which you are trying to delete is successfully deleted.

Reason:

Object which you are trying to delete is successfully deleted.

Action:
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NA

AWS00055
Invalid value for provided for the target name.

Reason:

The specified target name is either null or contains an empty string.

Action:

Specify a valid target name.

AWS00103
Session not found. Please login again using ITCM Web Service login.

Reason:

The specified session ID does not exist or is invalid.

Action:

Specify a valid session ID. Execute the CA ITCM Web Service login method to get a valid session ID.

AWS00104
Session already exists with this session ID.

Reason:

Automation Services are initialized by some session ID. You are trying to initialize the automation services that are already
initialized.

Action:

Do not initialize if you have already initialized the automation services.

AWS00105
ITCM session validation failed. Verify ITCM session.

Reason:

CA ITCM WS does not have a session with the specified session ID.

Action:

Specify a valid session ID.

AWS00201
Invalid Assessment Template

Reason:

You may have passed null for the Assessment template object.

Action:
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Specify a valid Assessment template object.

AWS00202
Invalid Assessment Template Name

Reason:

You may have passed null or empty string for the Assessment template name.

Action:

Specify a valid assessment template name.

AWS00203
Invalid Assessment Template Parameters

Reason:

You may have passed null for the assessment template parameters.

Action:

Specify a valid assessment template parameters.

AWS00204
Invalid Assessment Template Type

Reason:

You may have passed null for the assessment template type.

Action:

Specify a valid assessment template type.

AWS00205
Invalid Assessment Task Name

Reason:

You may have passed null or empty string for the assessment task name.

Action:

Specify a valid assessment task name.

AWS00206
Invalid Group Name

Reason:

You may have passed null or empty string for the group name.

Action:

Specify a valid group name.
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AWS00207
Assessment template creation failed

Reason:

The assessment template creation failed.

Action:

Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.

AWS00208
Assessment template updation failed

Reason:

Assessment template update failed.

Action:

Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.

AWS00209
Some or all of the requested assessment templates deletion failed

Reason:

One or more assessment templates you specified do not exist.

Action:

Verify that the templates do exist. Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.

AWS00210
Get Assessment Template Failed

Reason:

The assessment template details cannot be retrieved.

Action:

Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.

AWS00211
Invalid list of Assessment Template Names

Reason:

You may have provided null or empty list for assessment template names list.

Action:

Specify a valid list of assessment template names.
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AWS00213
Get Assessment Status Failed

Reason:

The assessment status cannot be retrieved.

Action:

Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.

AWS00214
Execute Assessment Task failed

Reason:

The assessment task execution failed.

Action:

Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.

AWS00215
Get Assessment Result failed

Reason:

The assessment result cannot be retrieved.

Action:

Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.

AWS00216
Get Assessment Task Failed

Reason:

The assessment task cannot be retrieved.

Action:

Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.

AWS00217
Invalid list of Assessment Task Names

Reason:

You may have provided null or empty list for assessment task names list.

Action:

Specify a valid list of assessment task names.
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AWS00218
Some or all of the requested Assessment Tasks Deletion Failed

Reason:

One or more assessment tasks you specified do not exist.

Action:

Verify that the tasks do exist. Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.

AWS00219
Assessment Task Deletion Failed

Reason:

The assessment task deletion Failed.

Action:

Specify a valid assessment task name. Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.

AWS00220
Assessment Template Deletion Failed

Reason:

The assessment template deletion Failed.

Action:

Specify a valid assessment template name. Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.

AWS00221
Invalid Assessment Task

Reason:

You may have passed null for assessment task object.

Action:

Specify a valid assessment task object.

AWS00222
Assessment task creation failed

Reason:

The assessment task creation failed.

Action:

Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.
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AWS00223
Invalid value provided for the field Operating Systems

Reason:

You may have passed null or empty list for the field Operating Systems Array.

Action:

Specify valid Operating Systems array.

AWS00301
Invalid Osim Template

Reason:

You may have passed null for OSIM template object.

Action:

Specify a valid OSIM template object.

AWS00302
Invalid Osim Template Name

Reason:

You may have passed null or empty string for OSIM template name.

Action:

Specify a valid OSIM template name.

AWS00303
Invalid Osim Template Type

Reason:

You may have passed null for OSIM template type.

Action:

Specify a valid OSIM template type.

AWS00304
Invalid hard ware model Type

Reason:

You may have passed null for hardware model type or have passed an empty list for hardware models.

Action:

Specify a valid hardware model type object.
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AWS00305
Invalid Global Type

Reason:

You may have passed null for global model type.

Action:

Specify a valid global model type object.

AWS00306
Invalid group model Type

Reason:

You may have passed null for group model type or have passed an empty list for group models.

Action:

Specify a valid group model type object.

AWS00307
Invalid Image Type

Reason:

You may have passed null for image type.

Action:

Specify a valid image type object.

AWS00308
Invalid Image Name

Reason:

You may have passed null or empty string for image name.

Action:

Specify a valid image name.

AWS00309
Invalid Hard Ware Model Name

Reason:

You may have passed null or empty string for hardware model name.

Action:

Specify a valid hardware model name.
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AWS00310
Osim Template Creation Failed

Reason:

The OSIM template creation failed.

Action:

Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.

AWS00311
Osim Template Updation Failed

Reason:

The OSIM template update failed.

Action:

Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.

AWS00312
Osim Template Deletion Failed

Reason:

The OSIM template deletion failed.

Action:

Specify a valid OSIM template name. Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.

AWS00313
Invalid list of Osim Template Names

Reason:

You may have provided null or empty list for OSIM template names list.

Action:

Specify a valid list of OSIM template names.

AWS00314
Get Osim Template Failed

Reason:

The OSIM template cannot be retrieved.

Action:

Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.
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AWS00316
Some or all of the requested Osim Templates Deletion Failed

Reason:

One or more OSIM templates you specified do not exist.

Action:

Verify that the templates do exist. Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.

AWS00401
Invalid Software Deployment Template

Reason:

You may have passed null for Software Deployment template object.

Action:

Specify a valid software deployment template object.

AWS00402
Invalid Software Deployment Template Name

Reason:

You may have passed null or empty string for software deployment template name.

Action:

Specify a valid software deployment template name.

AWS00404
Invalid Software Package Mapping Type

Reason:

You may have passed null for Software Package Mapping Type.

Action:

Specify a valid Software Package Mapping type object.

AWS00406
Invalid Pre Install Jobs

Reason:

You may have passed null for Software Job Container Type Object for pre-install jobs.

Action:

Specify a valid Software Job Container Type Object.
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AWS00407
Invalid Post Install Jobs

Reason:

You may have passed null for Software Job Container Type Object for post-install jobs.

Action:

Specify a valid Software Job Container Type Object.

AWS00408
Software Deployment Template Creation Failed

Reason:

The software deployment template creation failed.

Action:

Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.

AWS00409
Software Deployment Template updation Failed

Reason:

The software deployment template update failed.

Action:

Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.

AWS00410
Software Deployment Template Deletion Failed

Reason:

The software deployment template deletion failed.

Action:

Specify a valid software deployment template name. Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate
action.

AWS00411
Invalid list of Software Deployment Template Names

Reason:

You may have provided null or empty list for software deployment template names list.

Action:

Specify a valid list of software deployment template names list.
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AWS00412
Get Software Deployment Template Failed

Reason:

The software deployment template cannot be retrieved.

Action:

Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.

AWS00414
Some or all of the requested Software Deployment Templates Deletion Failed

Reason:

One or more software deployment templates you specified do not exist.

Action:

Verify that the templates do exist. Verify the error details for more details and take appropriate action.

AWS00601
Invalid Automation Process

Reason:

You may have passed null for automation process object.

Action:

Specify a valid automation process object.

AWS00602
Invalid Automation Process Name

Reason:

You may have passed null or empty string for automation process name.

Action:

Specify a valid automation process name.

AWS00603
Invalid Automation Process Mode

Reason:

You may have passed null for automation process mode object.

Action:

Specify a valid automation process mode object.
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AWS00604
Create Automation Process Failed

Reason:

The automation process creation failed.

Action:

Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.

AWS00605
Execute Automation Process Failed

Reason:

The automation process execution failed.

Action:

Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.

AWS00607
Get Activity Log Failed

Reason:

The activity log cannot be retrieved.

Action:

Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.

AWS00608
Set Activity Status failed

Reason:

Set Activity Log failed.

Action:

Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.

AWS00609
Invalid list of Automation Process Names

Reason:

You may have provided null or empty list for automation process names list.

Action:

Specify a valid list of automation process names list
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AWS00610
Automation Process Deletion Failed

Reason:

The automation process deletion failed.

Action:

Specify a valid Automation Process name. Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.

AWS00611
Some or all of the requested Automation Processes Deletion Failed

Reason:

One or more Automation Processes you specified do not exist.

Action:

Verify that the Automation Processes do exist. Verify the error details for more details and take appropriate action.

AWS00612
Get Automation Result failed

Reason:

The automation result cannot be retrieved.

Action:

Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.

AWS00613
Get Automation Process Status Failed

Reason:

The automation process status cannot be retrieved.

Action:

Verify the error details for more information and take appropriate action.

AWS00701
Invalid Automation Job ID

Reason:

You may have passed null or empty string for automation job ID.

Action:

Specify a valid automation job ID.
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AWS00702
Invalid Automation Machine ID

Reason:

You might have passed null or empty string for automation machine ID.

Action:

Specify a valid automation machine ID.

AWS00703
Invalid software container data

Reason:

You may have passed null for software container data object.

Action:

Specify a valid software container data object.

AWS00704
Invalid software job data

Reason:

You may have passed null for software job data object.

Action:

Specify a valid software job data object.

HLA000008
Unable to allocate memory

Reason:

Memory could not be allocated.

Action:

Restart DSM Webservice. If problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000201
Failed the create the common object (CO) component

Reason:

DSM Webservice could not create CO component.

Action:

Restart CAF. If problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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HLA000202
Failed the create the common configuration (CCNF) component

Reason:

DSM Webservice could not create CCNF component.

Action:

Restart CAF. If problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000204
Failed to create asset management (AM) component

Reason:

DSM Webservice could not create AM component.

Action:

Restart CAF. If problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000205
Security Authority is not provided in ‘userName’

Reason:

You may not have passed Security Authority in the user name for the Webservice Login method. Username must be of the
form : <securityauthority>://<SecurityProvider>/username

For more details, see the Web Services Reference.

Action:

Pass Security Authority like winnt, unixl in the user name. If problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000206
User name is not supplied

Reason:

You may not have passed user name but security authority in the Webservice Login method. Username must be of the
form : <securityauthority>://<SecurityProvider>/username

For more details, see the Web Services Reference.

Action:

Pass username along with security authority. If problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000207
Failed to create XML parser component

Reason:

DSM Webservice could not create XML parser component.
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Action:

Restart CAF. If problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000208
Failed to initialize XML parser component

Reason:

DSM Webservice could not initialize XML parser component.

Action:

Restart CAF. If problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000209
More than one object found

Reason:

You may have passed an object (name) in the DSM Webservice API call which is not unique, so the intended operation
can not be performed.

Action:

Pass a unique object (name) or use UUID version of the API. If problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000210
Scalability/Boot server not found

Reason:

You may have passed a scalability or boot server name in the DSM Webservice API call which doesn’t exist.

Action:

Pass a valid scalability/boot server name. If problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000211
Computer not found

Reason:

You may have passed a computer name in the DSM Webservice API call which doesn’t exist.

Action:

Pass a valid computer name. If problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000212
SD Agent is not configured on the computer

Reason:

You may have passed a computer in which SD agent is not configured, so the intended operation can not be performed.
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Action:

Pass a valid computer on which SD agent is configured. If problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000213
User profile not found

Reason:

You may have passed user profile name in the DSM Webservice API call which doesn’t exist.

Action:

Pass a valid user profile name. If problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000214
User profile name supplied is of invalid format

Reason:

You may have passed user profile name in the DSM Webservice API call which is not in required format.

Action:

Pass user profile name in required format. Check the API documentation for more information. If the problem persists,
contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000215
Query not found

Reason:

You may have passed a query name that does not exist in a DSM Webservice API call.

Action:

Pass a valid query name. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000216
Engine not found

Reason:

You may have passed engine name in the DSM Webservice API call which doesn’t exist.

Action:

Pass a valid engine name. If problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000217
Unit group not found

Reason:

You may have passed unit group name in the DSM Webservice API call which doesn’t exist.
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Action:

Pass a valid unit group name. If problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000218
Job not found

Reason:

You may have passed reference of a software job in the DSM Webservice API call that doesn’t exist.

Action:

Pass a valid software job reference. If problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000219
No jobs found made with given software package

Reason:

You may have passed reference of a software package in the DSM Webservice API call that is not deployed.

Action:

None

HLA000220
Failed to parse XML document

Reason:

AM Manager responded with invalid XML Document and parsing is failed.

Action:

Restart CAF. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000221
Invalid XML Document

Reason:

AM Manager responded with invalid XML Document.

Action:

Restart CAF. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000222
No unit inventory components found  

Reason:

You may have passed unit that doesn’t have any unit inventory components.

Action:
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None

HLA000223
No unit inventory items found

Reason:

You may have passed unit that does not have any unit inventory items.

Action:

None

HLA000224
No unit inventory groups found

Reason:

You may have passed unit that does not have any unit inventory groups.

Action:

None

HLA000225
No discovered softwares found

Reason:

You may have passed unit that does not have any discovered softwares.

Action:

None.

HLA000226
No query results found

Reason:

You may have passed query that does not have any query results.

Action:

None

HLA000227
No queries found

Reason:

Currently no queries available in the manager.

Action:

None
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HLA000228
Failed to get the query result list

Reason:

AM Manager responded with invalid query results XML Document

Action:

Restart CAF. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000229
Failed to get the discovered software list

Reason:

AM Manager responded with invalid discovered software XML Document

Action:

Restart CAF. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000230
Failed to get the query list

Reason:

AM Manager responded with invalid queries XML Document

Action:

Restart CAF. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000231
No software groups found

Reason:

Currently no software groups available on the manager

Action:

None

HLA000232
Could not find target directory path

Reason:

Directory path provided by user is not present on the target system

Action:

Pass valid target directory path. If problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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HLA000233
Failed to copy file target directory path

Reason:

Failed to copy file to the target location.

Action:

Restart CAF. If problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000234
No software volume found in the given software package

Reason:

The software package does not contain any software package volume.

Action:

Pass software package which contains software volumes. If problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000235
Invalid software package volume source path

Reason:

The software package volume source path is empty or it is invalid.

Action:

Pass valid software package volume source path.

HLA000236
Invalid security profile handle

Reason:

The handle return by web service api is invalid.

Action:

Restart CAF. If problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000237
End of list reached for security profile or security class or security areas

Reason:

There are no more profiles or class or areas in the list.

Action:

None
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HLA000238
Invalid number of total security classes

Reason:

Number of security classes requested is more than total number of security classes available.

Action:

Enter a number which is less than or equal to the total number of security classes.

HLA000239
No Security Areas found on the system

Reason:

Currently, there are no security areas available on the system.

Action:

None

HLA000240
Invalid security profile or security class UUID

Reason:

Currently, there is no security profile or security class available on the machine matching to the given UUID.

Action:

None

HLA000241
Built-in security profile

Reason:

This error code is returned because built-in security profile can not be modified or deleted.

Action:

Enter a non built-in security profile. If problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

HLA000242
Invalid security profile name

Reason:

The format of security profile entered is wrong.

Action:

Enter a security profile in valid format. If problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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HLA000243
Invalid operation on the enterprise manager

Reason:

Security area functionality is not supported on enterprise manager. It is only supported on domain manager.

Action:

If you are executing security area functionality, then run it only on domain manager.

HLA000244
Security Area not found on the system

Reason:

One of the security areas entered by the user is not present on the system

Action:

Enter valid security area names.

HLA000245
No deployment packages found on the Deployment manager

Reason:

There might be a timeout or no packages listed there. Any problem on the manager would also return this error.

Action:

Restart DMDeploy service on the manager and retry the operation.

HLA000246
Multiple matching packages found for the given input.

Reason:

Returned during scan or deploy operation. This happens when the package information passed in is not sufficient to
uniquely identify a package.

Action:

Pass in the package information so that a package is uniquely identifiable on the manger.

HLA000247
Validation of package parameters failed, Failed Params :.

Reason:

Returned during the deploy operation. This happens when insufficient or incorrect values are passed for the package
parameters.

Action:

Check the failed parameters and pass a valid value for them.
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HLA000259
Invalid Query Folder Id. Query folder doesn't exist for the specified folder id.

Reason:

No CA Client Automation query folder exists with the specified folder ID.

Action:

Specify a valid folder ID.

HLA000260
Invalid Folder name. Query folder doesn't exist for the specified name.

Reason:

No CA Client Automation query folder exists with the specified name.

Action:

Specify a valid query folder name.

WSA000053
Unable to allocate memory

Reason:

Memory could not be allocated.

Action:

Restart DSM Webservice. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000101
Invalid parameter 'sessionId'

Reason:

You may not have passed a sessionId.

Action:

Pass a valid session id retrieved from the DSM Web Service login method.

WSA000102
Session expired, please login again

Reason:

You may have called a WSAPI after the session has expired. The default time is 20 minutes.

Action:

Increase the sessionTimeout using WSAPI SetTimeoutValue or by pinging DSMWebservice using ResetTimeout before
the session expires.
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WSA000103
Session not found, please login again

Reason:

You may have passed a nonexistent SessionId.

Action:

Pass a valid SessionId retrieved from the Login method.

WSA000104
Failed to generate a new session id

Reason:

The DSM webservice failed to generate the Session Id.

Action:

Restart the DSM webservices. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000105
Session id already exists

Reason:

DSM Webservice might not have generated a Unique SessionId.

Action:

Restart the DSM webservices. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000106
Invalid operation

Reason:

An invalid operation has been performed.

Action:

Check the sequence of operations (WSAPI calls).

WSA000109
SD Component is not Installed

Reason:

You may be accessing the DSM Webservice component specific to SD and the SD component is not installed on the
manager computer.

Action:

Install the SD component on the manager computer. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000110
AM Component is not Installed

Reason:

You may be accessing the DSM Webservice component specific to AM and the AM component is not installed on the
manager computer.

Action:

Install AM component on the manager computer. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000111
Invalid SD handle. SD Session already aborted by manager, please login again

Reason:

Because of some internal error SD Manager has terminated the session.

Action:

Login again. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000112
Maximum number of clients are connected, please try after some time

Reason:

The number of users connected to webservices may have exceeded the default limit as set by the application server or by
webservices.

Action:

Try to connected again later. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000114
AM requires authentication

or

SD requires authentication

Reason

The Web Service client is trying to access the asset management or software delivery functionality without first
authenticating to the respective manager.

Action

The Web Service client must authenticate to the asset management or software delivery manager before accessing the
respective functionality.

WSA000201
Invalid parameter 'userAccountName'

Reason:
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You may not have passed userAccountName in the DSM Webservice API call.

Action:

Pass a valid userAccountName. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000202
Invalid parameter 'userAccountPropertiesRequired'

Reason:

You may not have passed userAccountPropertiesRequired in the DSM Webservice API call.

Action:

Pass a valid userAccountPropertiesRequired. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000203
Invalid parameter 'computerName'

Reason:

You may not have passed computerName in the DSM Webservice API call.

Action:

Pass a valid computer Name. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000204
Invalid parameter 'computerPropertiesRequired'

Reason:

You may not have passed computerPropertiesRequired in the DSM Webservice API call.

Action:

Pass a valid computerPropertiesRequired. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000205
Invalid parameter 'userProfileLabel'

Reason:

You may not have passed userProfileLabel in the DSM Webservice API call.

Action:

Pass a valid userProfileLabel, If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000206
Invalid parameter 'userProfilePropertiesRequired'

Reason:

You might not have passed a valid userProfilePropertiesRequired in the DSM Web service API call.
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Action:

Pass a valid userProfilePropertiesRequired. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000207
Invalid parameter 'userAccount UUID'

Reason:

You may not have passed userAccountUUID in the DSM Webservice API call.

Action:

Pass a valid userAccountUUID. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000208
Invalid parameter 'computer UUID'

Reason:

You may not have passed computer UUID in the DSM Webservice API call.

Action:

Pass a valid computer UUID. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000209
Invalid parameter 'userProfile UUID'

Reason:

You may not have passed userProfile UUID in the DSM Webservice API call.

Action:

Pass a valid userProfile UUID, If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000210
Invalid parameter 'unit UUID'

Reason:

You may not have passed unit UUID in the DSM Webservice API call.

Action:

Pass a valid unit UUID, If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000211
Invalid parameter 'unitInventoryComponentPropertiesRequired'

Reason:

You might not have passed a valid unitInventoryComponentPropertiesRequired in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:
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Pass a valid unitInventoryComponentPropertiesRequired. If the problem persists, call CA Technical Support.

WSA000212
Invalid parameter 'listHandle'

Reason:

You might not have passed a valid listHandle in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid listHandle. If the problem persists, call CA Technical Support.

WSA000213
Invalid parameter 'noOfUnitInventoryComponents'

Reason:

You may have requested zero or fewer units of UnitInventoryComponents.

Action:

Request one or more units of UnitInventoryComponents. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000214
Invalid parameter 'unitInventoryComponentProperties'

Reason:

You might not have passed unitInventoryComponentProperties in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid unitInventoryComponentProperties. If the problem persists, call CA Technical Support.

WSA000215
Invalid parameter 'unitInventoryGroupPropertiesRequired'

Reason:

You might not have passed valid unit inventory group properties required in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass valid unit inventory group properties. If the problem persists call CA Technical Support.

WSA000216
Invalid parameter 'noOfUnitInventoryComponentGroups'

Reason:

You might have requested zero or fewer units of the unit inventory component groups.

Action:

Request one or more units of the unit inventory component groups. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000217
Invalid parameter 'unitInventoryGroupProperties'

Reason:

You might not have passed valid unit inventory group properties in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass valid unit inventory group properties. If the problem persists call CA Technical Support.

WSA000218
Invalid parameter 'noOfUnitInventoryGroups'

Reason:

You might have requested zero or fewer units of the unit inventory groups.

Action:

Request one or more units of the unit inventory groups. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000219
Invalid parameter 'unitInventoryItemPropertiesRequired'

Reason:

You might not have passed unitInventoryItemPropertiesRequired in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid unitInventoryItemPropertiesRequired. If the problem persists call CA Technical Support.

WSA000220
Invalid parameter 'noOfUnitInventoryItems'

Reason:

You might have requested zero or fewer units of the unit inventory items.

Action:

Request one or more units of the unit inventory items. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000221
Invalid parameter 'discoveredSoftwarePropertiesRequired'

Reason:

You might not have passed valid discoveredSoftwarePropertiesRequired in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid discoveredSoftwarePropertiesRequired. If the problem persists call CA Technical Support.
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WSA000222
Invalid parameter 'noOfDiscoveredSoftwares'

Reason:

You might have requested zero or fewer units of the discovered software.

Action:

Request one or more units of the discovered software. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000223
Invalid parameter 'unitGroupPropertiesRequired'

Reason:

You might not have passed valid unitGroupPropertiesRequired in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid unitGroupPropertiesRequired. If the problem persists call CA Technical Support.

WSA000224
Invalid parameter 'noOfUnitGroups'

Reason:

You might have requested zero or fewer units of unit groups.

Action:

Request one or more units of unit groups. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000225
Invalid parameter 'unitGroupId'

Reason:

You might not have passed a valid unit group ID in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid unit group ID. If the problem persists call CA Technical Support.

WSA000226
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageId'

Reason:

You might not have passed a valid software package ID in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid software package ID. If the problem persists call CA Technical Support.
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WSA000227
Invalid parameter 'UnitsoftwareJobPropertiesRequired'

Reason:

You might not have passed valid UnitsoftwareJobPropertiesRequired in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid UnitsoftwareJobPropertiesRequired. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000228
Invalid parameter 'noOfSoftwarePackageInstallations'

Reason:

You might have requested zero or fewer units of the software package installations.

Action:

Request one or more units of the software package installations. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000229
Invalid parameter 'createSoftwarePackageVolumeProperties'

Reason:

You might not have passed createSoftwarePackageVolumeProperties in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid createSoftwarePackageVolumeProperties. If the problem persists, call CA Technical Support.

WSA000230
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageVolumeIds'

Reason:

You might not have passed valid software package volume IDs in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass valid software package volume IDs. If the problem persists call CA Technical Support.

WSA000231
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageVolumePropertiesRequired'

Reason:

You might not have passed valid softwarePackageVolumePropertiesRequired in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid softwarePackageVolumePropertiesRequired. If the problem persists call CA Technical Support.
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WSA000232
Invalid parameter 'noOfSoftwarePackageVolumes'

Reason:

You might have requested zero or fewer number of the software package volumes.

Action:

Request one or more units of the software package volumes. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000233
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageVolumeId'

Reason:

You might not have passed a valid software package volume ID in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid software package volume ID. If the problem persists call CA Technical Support.

WSA000234
Invalid parameter 'setSoftwarePackageVolumeProperties'

Reason:

You might not have passed valid setSoftwarePackageVolumeProperties in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass valid setSoftwarePackageVolumeProperties. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000235
Invalid parameter 'elementTypeMask'

Reason:

You might not have passed a valid element type mask in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid element type mask. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000236
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageVolumeElementPropertiesRequired'

Reason:

You might not have passed softwarePackageVolumeElementPropertiesRequired in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid softwarePackageVolumeElementPropertiesRequired. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000237
Invalid parameter 'totalNoOfElements'

Reason:

You might have requested zero or fewer units of software package volume elements.

Action:

Request one or more units of software package volume elements. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000238
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageName'

Reason:

You might not have passed a valid software package name in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid software package name. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000239
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageVersion'

Reason:

You might not have passed a valid software package version in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid software package version. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000240
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageProcedureName'

Reason:

You might not have passed a valid software package procedure name in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid software package procedure name. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000241
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageProcedureProperties'

Reason:

You might not have passed valid software package procedure properties in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass valid software package procedure properties. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000242
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageProcedureIds'

Reason:

You might not have passed valid software package procedure IDs in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass valid software package procedure IDs. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000243
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageProcedureTypes'

Reason:

You might not have passed valid software package procedure types in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass valid software package procedure types. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000244
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired'

Reason:

You might not have passed softwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid softwarePackageProcedurePropertiesRequired. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000245
Invalid parameter 'noOfSoftwarePackageProcedures'

Reason:

You might have requested zero or fewer units of software package procedures.

Action:

Request one or more units of software package procedures. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000246
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageProcedureDependency'

Reason:

You might not have passed a valid software package procedure dependency in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid software package procedure dependency. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000247
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageProcedureDepIds'

Reason:

You might not have passed valid software package procedure dependency IDs in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass valid software package procedure dependency IDs. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000248
Invalid parameter 'sourcePath'

Reason:

You might not have passed a valid source path in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid source path. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000249
Invalid parameter 'importSoftwarePackageProperties'

Reason:

You might not have passed valid import software package properties in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass valid import software package properties. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000250
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackagePropertiesRequired'

Reason:

You might not have passed valid software package properties required in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass valid software package properties required. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000251
Invalid parameter 'createSoftwarePackageProperties'

Reason:

You might not have passed valid createSoftwarePackageProperties in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass valid createSoftwarePackageProperties. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000252
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageIds'

Reason:

You might not have passed valid software package IDs in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass valid software package IDs. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000253
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageProperties'

Reason:

You might not have passed valid software package properties in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass valid software package properties. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000254
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageMaskType'

Reason:

You might not have passed a valid software package mask type in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid software package mask type. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000255
Invalid parameter 'noOfSoftwarePackages'

Reason:

You might have requested zero or fewer units of software packages.

Action:

Request one or more units of software packages. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000256
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageVolumeSubPath'

Reason:

You might not have passed a valid software package volume sub path in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid software package volume sub path. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000257
Invalid parameter 'fileSystemElementPath'

Reason:

You might not have passed a valid file system element path in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid file system element path. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000258
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageProcedureId'

Reason:

You might not have passed a valid software package procedure ID in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid software package procedure ID. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000259
Invalid parameter 'setSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties'

Reason:

You might not have passed a valid setSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid setSoftwarePackageProcedureProperties. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000260
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageProcedureDependencyPropertiesRequired'

Reason:

You might not have passed valid softwarePackageProcedureDependencyPropertiesRequired in the DSM Web service API
call.

Action:

Pass a valid softwarePackageProcedureDependencyPropertiesRequired. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical
Support.

WSA000261
Invalid parameter 'noOfSoftwarePackageProcedureDependencies'

Reason:

You might have requested zero or fewer units of 'SoftwarePackageProcedureDependencies'.

Action:

Request one or more units of SoftwarePackageProcedureDependencies. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical
Support.
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WSA000262
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageGroupId'

Reason:

You might not have passed a valid software package group ID in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid software package group ID. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000263
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageGroupIds'

Reason:

You might not have passed valid software package group IDs in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass valid software package group IDs. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000264
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageProcedureGroupId'

Reason:

You might not have passed a valid software package procedure group ID in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid software package procedure group ID. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000265
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageProcedureGroupIds'

Reason:

You might not have passed valid software package procedure group IDs in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass valid software package procedure group IDs. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000266
Invalid parameter 'softwarePolicyId'

Reason:

You might not have passed a valid software policy ID in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid software policy ID. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000267
Invalid parameter 'softwarePolicyExceptionPropertiesRequired'

Reason:

You might not have passed softwarePolicyExceptionPropertiesRequired in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid softwarePolicyExceptionPropertiesRequired. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000268
Invalid parameter 'noOfSoftwarePolicyExceptions'

Reason:

You may have requested zero or fewer units of SoftwarePolicyExceptions.

Action:

Request one or more units of SoftwarePolicyExceptions. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000269
Invalid parameter 'softwareJobPropertiesRequired'

Reason:

You might not have passed softwareJobPropertiesRequired in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid softwareJobPropertiesRequired. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000270
Invalid parameter 'noOfSoftwareJobs'

Reason:

You may have requested zero or fewer units of SoftwareJobs.

Action:

Request one or more units of SoftwareJobs. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000271
Invalid parameter 'softwareJobContainerId'

Reason:

You might not have passed softwareJobContainerId in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid software job container ID. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000272
Invalid parameter 'softwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired'

Reason:

You might not have passed softwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid softwareJobContainerPropertiesRequired. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000273
Invalid parameter 'noOfParentSoftwareJobContainers'

Reason:

You may have requested zero or fewer units of ParentSoftwareJobContainers.

Action:

Request one or more units of ParentSoftwareJobContainers. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000274
Invalid parameter 'noOfSoftwareJobContainers'

Reason:

You may have requested zero or fewer units of SoftwareJobContainers.

Action:

Request one or more units of SoftwareJobContainers. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000275
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageGroupPropertiesRequired'

Reason:

You might not have passed softwarePackageGroupPropertiesRequired in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid softwarePackageGroupPropertiesRequired. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000276
Invalid parameter 'noOfParentSoftwarePackageGroups'

Reason:

You may have requested zero or fewer units of ParentSoftwarePackageGroups.

Action:

Request one or more units of ParentSoftwarePackageGroups. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000277
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageProcedureGroupPropertiesRequired'

Reason:

You might not have passed softwarePackageProcedureGroupPropertiesRequired in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid softwarePackageProcedureGroupPropertiesRequired. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000278
Invalid parameter 'noOfSoftwarePackageProcedureGroups'

Reason:

You might have requested zero or fewer units of Software Package Procedure Groups.

Action:

Request one or more units of Software Package Procedure Groups. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical
Support.

WSA000279
Invalid parameter 'noOfSoftwarePackageGroups'

Reason:

You might have requested zero or fewer units of Software Package Groups.

Action:

Request one or more units of Software Package Groups. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000280
Invalid parameter 'softwarePolicyPropertiesRequired'

Reason:

You might not have passed softwarePolicyPropertiesRequired in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid softwarePolicyPropertiesRequired. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000281
Invalid parameter 'noOfSoftwarePolicies'

Reason:

You might have requested zero or fewer units of software policies.

Action:

Request one or more units of software policies. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000282
Supplied name is invalid

Reason:

You might not have passed name in the following DSM web service API call:

• FindSoftwarePolicy
• FindSoftwareJobContainer
• FindSoftwarePackageProcedureGroup
• FindSoftwarePackageGroup.

Action:

Pass a valid name. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000284
Invalid parameter 'catalogSoftwarePackageGroup'

Reason:

You might not have passed catalogSoftwarePackageGroup in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid catalogSoftwarePackageGroup. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000285
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageProcedureGroup'

Reason:

You might not have passed softwarePackageProcedureGroup in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid softwarePackageProcedureGroup. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000286
Invalid parameter 'softwarejobContainer'

Reason:

You might not have passed softwarejobContainer in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid softwarejobContainer. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000287
Invalid parameter 'softwarePolicy'

Reason:

You might not have passed softwarePolicy in the DSM web service API call.

Action:
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Pass a valid softwarePolicy. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000288
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageGroup'

Reason:

You might not have passed softwarePackageGroup in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid softwarePackageGroup. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000289
Invalid Ids

Reason:

You might not have passed UUIDs in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid UUID. If the problem persists, call CA Technical Support.

WSA000290
Invalid parameter 'softwareJobsIds'

Reason:

You might not have passed softwareJobsIds in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid softwareJobsIds. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000291
Invalid parameter 'softwarePackageInstallProcedureId'

Reason:

You might not have passed softwarePackageInstallProcedureId in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid softwarePackageInstallProcedureId. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000292
Invalid parameter 'softwareJobId'

Reason:

You might not have passed softwareJobId in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid softwareJobId. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000293
Invalid parameter 'setSoftwareJobProperties'

Reason:

You may not have passed setSoftwareJobProperties in the DSM Webservice API call.

Action:

Pass a valid a valid setSoftwareJobProperties. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000294
Invalid parameter 'noOfUnitsoftwareInstallationJobs'

Reason:

You may have requested zero or fewer units of UnitsoftwareInstallationJobs.

Action:

Request one or more units of UnitsoftwareInstallationJobs. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000295
Invalid parameter 'noOfUnitsoftwareJobs'

Reason:

You may have requested zero or fewer units of UnitsoftwareJobs.

Action:

Request one or more units of UnitsoftwareJobs. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000296
Invalid parameter 'noOfSoftwareJobUnits'

Reason:

You have requested zero or fewer units of SoftwareJobUnit.

Action:

Request at least one unit of SoftwareJobUnit

If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000297
Invalid parameter 'softwareJobOrderProperties'

Reason:

You have not passed softwareJobOrderProperties in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid softwareJobOrderProperties. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000298
Invalid parameter 'softwareJobOrder'

Reason:

You have not passed softwareJobOrder in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid softwareJobOrder. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000299
Invalid parameter 'softwareJobOrderPolicyProperties'

Reason:

You have not passed softwareJobOrderPolicyProperties in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid softwareJobOrderPolicyProperties. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000300
Invalid parameter 'noOfUserProperties'

Reason:

You have requested zero or fewer units of UserProperties.

Action:

Request one or more units of UserProperties. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000301
Invalid parameter 'noOfUserProfiles'

Reason:

You have requested zero or fewer units of user profiles.

Action:

Request one or more units of user profiles. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000302
Invalid parameter 'unitGroupIds'

Reason:

You have not passed unit group Ids in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid unit group Ids. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000303
Invalid parameter 'unitGroupProperties'

Reason:

You have not passed unitGroupProperties in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid unitGroupProperties. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000304
Invalid parameter 'userAccountIds'

Reason:

You have not passed user account Ids in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid user account Ids. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000305
Invalid parameter 'computerIds'

Reason:

You have not passed computer Ids in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid computer Ids. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000306
Invalid parameter 'userProfileIds'

Reason:

You have not passed user profile Ids in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid user profile Ids. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000307
Invalid parameter 'parentUnitGroupId'

Reason:

You have not passed parent unit group Id in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid parent unit group Id. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000308
Invalid parameter 'createUnitGroupProperties'

Reason:

You have not passed createUnitGroupProperties in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid createUnitGroupProperties. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000309
Invalid parameter 'noOfComputers'

Reason:

You have requested zero or fewer units of Computer.

Action:

Request one or more units of Computer. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000310
Invalid parameter 'unitPropertiesRequired'

Reason:

You have not passed unitPropertiesRequired in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid unitPropertiesRequired. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000311
Invalid parameter 'noOfUnits'

Reason:

You have requested zero or fewer units of Unit.

Action:

Request one or more units of Unit. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000312
Invalid parameter 'queryPropertiesRequired'

Reason:

You have not passed queryPropertiesRequired in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid queryPropertiesRequired. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000313
Invalid parameter 'noOfQueries'

Reason:

You may have requested zero or fewer units of 'Queries'

Action:

Request more than or at least one unit of Queries. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000314
Invalid parameter 'queryId'

Reason:

You have not passed createSoftwarePackageProperties in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid createSoftwarePackageProperties. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000315
Invalid parameter 'queryResultPropertiesRequired'

Reason:

You have not passed queryResultPropertiesRequired in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid queryResultPropertiesRequired. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000316
Invalid parameter 'noOfResults'

Reason:

You may have requested zero or fewer units of Query Results.

Action:

Request one or more units of Query Results. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000317
Invalid parameter 'createQueryProperties'

Reason:

You have not passed createQueryProperties in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid createQueryProperties. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000318
Invalid parameter 'setQueryProperties'

Reason:

You have not passed setQueryProperties in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid setQueryProperties. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000319
Invalid parameter 'queryIds'

Reason:

You have not passed query Ids in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid query Id. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000320
Valid 'passwordbut invalid 'userName'. As unified login is enabled, either both or none should be supplied

Reason:

You have provided a password but not user name in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Provide a valid user name.

WSA000321
Valid 'userName" but invalid 'password'. As unified login is enabled, either both or none should be supplied

Reason:

You have supplied user name but not password in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Provide a valid password.

WSA000322
Invalid parameter 'manager'

Reason:

You have not passed manager in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid manager. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000323
Invalid parameter 'setTimeOutValue'

Reason:

You have not passed a valid value for setTimeOutValue in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid setTimeOutValue. The permissible range is 60 through 7200 (1 minute to 2 hours). If the problem persists,
contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000324
One of the supplied 'unitGroupIds' isnot valid

Reason:

You have passed an invalid unit group Id.

Action:

Pass a valid unit group Id. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000325
One of the supplied 'softwarejobsIds' isnot valid

Reason:

You have passed an invalid software job Id.

Action:

Pass a valid software job Id. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000326
One of the supplied 'unitIds' isnot valid

Reason:

You have passed an invalid unit Id.

Action:

Pass a valid unit Id. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000327
One of the supplied 'UserAccountIds' is not valid

Reason:

You have passed an invalid User Account Id.

Action:

Pass a valid User Account Id. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000328
One of the supplied 'computerIds' isnot valid

Reason:

You have passed an invalid computer Id.

Action:

Pass a valid computer Id. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000329
One of the supplied 'userProfileIds' isnot valid

Reason:

You have passed an invalid user profile Id.

Action:

Pass a valid user profile Id. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000330
One of the supplied 'softwarePackageIds' isnot valid

Reason:

You have passed an invalid software package Id.

Action:

Pass a valid software package Id. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000331
One of the supplied 'queryIds' isnot valid

Reason:

You have passed an invalid query Id.

Action:

Pass a valid query Id. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000332
One of the supplied 'softwarePackageGroupIds' isnot valid

Reason:

You have passed an invalid softwarePackageGroupIds.

Action:

Pass a valid softwarePackageGroupIds. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000333
One of the supplied 'softwarePackageProcedureGroupIds' is not valid

Reason:

You have passed an invalid softwarePackageProcedureGroupIds.

Action:

Pass a valid softwarePackageProcedureGroupIds. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000334
One of the supplied 'softwarePackageProcedureIds' isnot valid

Reason:

You have passed an invalid softwarePackageProcedureIds.

Action:

Pass a valid softwarePackageProcedureIds. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000336
One of the supplied ids is not valid

Reason:

You have passed an invalid Id.

Action:

Pass a valid Id. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000337
One of the supplied 'softwarePackageVolumeIds' isnot valid

Reason:

You have passed an invalid softwarePackageVolumeIds.

Action:

Pass a valid softwarePackageVolumeIds. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000338
One of the supplied 'softwarePackageProcedureIds' is not valid

Reason:

You have passed an invalid softwarePackageProcedureIds.

Action:

Pass a valid softwarePackageProcedureIds. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000339
One of the supplied 'softwarePackageVolumeSubpathis not valid

Reason:

You have passed an invalid softwarePackageVolumeSubpath.

Action:

Pass a valid softwarePackageVolumeSubpath. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000340
Invalid parameter 'DateTime'

Reason:

You have not passed DateTime in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid DateTime. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000341
Invalid value for 'monthin parameter 'DateTime'. It should be 1 to 12

Reason:

You have passed invalid values.

Action:

Pass values between 1 to 12 for the month parameter.

WSA000342
Invalid value for 'dayOfMonth' in parameter 'DateTime'. It should be 1 to 31

Reason:

You have passed invalid values.

Action:

Pass values between 1 to 31 for the dayOfMonth parameter.

WSA000343
Invalid value for 'hour' in parameter 'DateTime'. It should be 0 to 23

Reason:

You have passed invalid values.

Action:

Pass values between 0 to 23 for the hour parameter.
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WSA000344
Invalid value for 'minute' in parameter 'DateTime'. It should be 0 to 59

Reason:

You have passed invalid values.

Action:

Pass values through 0 to 59 for the minute parameter.

WSA000347
Invalid parameter 'userNameor 'password'. You must supply a valid user name and password as unified login is
disabled

Reason:

You have not passed user name or password in WSAPI call.

Action:

Pass a valid user name and password if unified login is disabled.

WSA000348
Invalid character(s) in parameter 'password'

Reason:

You have passed characters that do not conform to base64 encoding algorithm standards.

Action:

Base64 encoding supports both upper and lowercase alphabets, digits ranging from 0 to 9 and +and /.

WSA000349
Invalid character(s) in parameter username

Reason:

You have passed characters which are not in conformance with base64 encoding algorithm standards.

Action:

Base64 encoding supports both upper and lower case alphabets, digits ranging from 0 to 9 and + and /.

WSA000350
Invalid parameter 'volumeName'

Reason:

You have not passed volumeName in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid volumeName. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000351
Invalid parameter 'volumeId'

Reason:

You have not passed volumeId in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid volumeId. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000352
Invalid parameter 'procToRun'

Reason:

You have not passed procToRun in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid procToRun. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000353
Invalid parameter 'jobName'

Reason:

You have not passed jobName in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid jobName. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000354
Invalid software package group name

Reason:

You have not passed software package group name in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid software package group name. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000355
Invalid catalog software package group name

Reason:

You have not passed catalog software package group name in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid catalog software package group name. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000356
Invalid software package procedure group name

Reason:

You have not passed software package procedure group name in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid software package procedure group name. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000357
Invalid software job container name

Reason:

You have not passed createSoftwarePackageProperties in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid createSoftwarePackageProperties. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000358
Invalid software policy name

Reason:

You have not passed software policy name in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid software policy name. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000359
Invalid parameter 'groupUUID'

Reason:

You have not passed groupUUID in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid groupUUID. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000360
Invalid parameter 'groupLabel'

Reason:

You have not passed groupLabel in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid groupLabel. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000361
Invalid parameter 'regInfoPath'

Reason:

You have not passed regInfoPath in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid regInfoPath. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000362
Invalid parameter 'queryName'

Reason:

You have not passed queryName in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid queryName. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000363
Invalid parameter 'queryTableLabelField'

Reason:

You have not passed queryTableLabelField in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid queryTableLabelField. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000364
Invalid parameter 'queryTable'

Reason:

You have not passed queryTable in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid queryTable. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000365
Invalid parameter 'queryTableLabelPrimaryKey'

Reason:

You have not passed queryTableLabelPrimaryKey in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid queryTableLabelPrimaryKey. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000366
Invalid parameter 'queryFragments'

Reason:

You have not passed queryFragments in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid queryFragments. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000367
Invalid parameter 'componentIdString'

Reason:

You have not passed componentIdString in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid componentIdString. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000368
Invalid unit inventory component name

Reason:

You have not passed createSoftwarePackageProperties in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid createSoftwarePackageProperties. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000369
Invalid parameter 'groupIdString'

Reason:

You have not passed groupIdString in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid groupIdString. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000370
Invalid unit inventory component name

Reason:

You have not passed unit inventory component name in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid unit inventory component name. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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WSA000371
Invalid UnitIds/UnitGroupIds, at least one of them must be supplied

Reason:

You have not passed UnitIds and UnitGroupIds in the DSM Webservice API call.

Action:

Pass Unitids or UnitGroupIds or both. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000372
Invalid parameter 'dependantSoftwarePackageProcedureId'

Reason:

You have not passed dependantSoftwarePackageProcedureId in the DSM web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid dependantSoftwarePackageProcedureId. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000373
Invalid parameter 'createAgentComponents' - At least one agent component must be configured

Reason:

You have not passed a valid createAgentComponents parameter in the DSM Web service API call.

Action:

Pass a valid createAgentComponents. At least one agent component must be configured on the created computer. If the
problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 

WSA000376
'unitGroupIds' is a mandatory parameter for Enterprise Manager

Reason:

You have not passed unitGroupIds in the DSM Web service API calls.

Action:

unitGroupIds is a mandatory parameter for enterprise manager, pass a valid value for unitGroupIds. If the problem
persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000377
No target domain specified. At least one of the parameter, 'addAllDomains', 'domainIds' or 'domainGroupIds'
must be supplied

Reason:

You have not passed any of the three; addAllDomains, domainIds, and domainGroupIds parameters in the DSM web
service API call.
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Action:

Pass at least one of the parameters, addAllDomains, domainIds, or domainGroupIds. If the problem persists, contact CA
Technical Support.

WSA000378
No more objects to read

Reason:

You are trying to read objects from a list API while no more objects are available to read.

Action:

Use fromIndex to read objects anywhere from the list. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA000379
At least one of the scan target options need to be specified

Reason:

None of the scan target options that is, targetMachines, domain name, IP address range, query name, and URI were
supplied.

Action:

Pass in one of the scan target options.

 

WSA000380
EndIP address cannot be specified without a valid start IP address.

Reason:

End IP address was specified without specifying a valid start IP address.

Action:

Specify a valid start IP address with an end IP address.

WSA000381
Target machines option cannot be combined with other parameters.

Reason:

Target machines parameter was specified with other scan target option which is not valid.

Action:

If target machines are provided, do not combine it with other scan target options.

WSA000382
Domain name cannot be combined with URI, Query and TargetMachines parameters.

Reason:
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Domain name was specified with either URI, Query name or Target machines options.

Action:

If domain name is provided, it can be combined only with IP address range (start and end IP).

The domain name cannot be combined with other scan target options.

WSA000383
IPRange (StartIP and EndIP) cannot be combined with URI, Query and TargetMachines parameters.

Reason:

IP range was specified with either URI, Query name or Target machines options.

Action:

If IP range is provided, it can be combined only with IP address range (start and end IP).

The IP range cannot  be combined with other scan target options.

WSA000384
Query name cannot be combined with other scan parameters.

Reason:

Query name was specified with other scan target options which is not valid.

Action:

Do not combine the query name with other scan target options.

WSA000385
URI cannot be combined with other scan parameters.

Reason:

URI was specified with other scan target options which is not valid.

Action:

Do not combine the URI with other scan target options.

WSA000386
Either default targetuser credentials or targetMachine credentials should be supplied.

Reason:

Target user name, password, and targetMachine credentials were both not supplied.

Action:

Pass in the default target user name and password. If they do not have access to all the target machines, then also
additionally you can pass in the machine specific credentials in targetMachineCredentials.
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WSA000387
If the target user name is supplied then the target password should also be supplied.

Reason:

Target user name was supplied but the password was omitted.

Action:

Pass in a valid password for the target user.

WSA000388
If deploying from a scalability server, then scalability server username and password should be supplied.

Reason:

Scalability server username and password were omitted while choosing the option of deploying from scalability server.

Action:

Pass in valid values for scalability server user name and password.

WSA000389
Either targetuser credentials or targetMachines credentials should be supplied for staging.

Reason:

Target user name, password, and targetMachine credentials were both not supplied.

Action:

Pass in the default target user name and password. If they do not have access to all the target machines, then also
additionally you can pass in the machine specific credentials in targetMachineCredentials.

WSA000390
DeploymentPackageFromSS and ScanStagedPackages flags cannot be true at the same time.

Reason:

DeploymentPackageFromSS and ScanStagedPackages are both set to true.

Action:

Set either of the flags to false.

WSA000392
SessionID cannot be NULL for AM

Or

SessionID cannot be NULL for SD

Reason

The Web Service client is trying to authenticate to the Asset Management or Software Delivery manager. The Web
Service Client has not first authenticated to the Common Object (CO) manager.
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Action

The Web Service client must authenticate to the CO manager before authenticating to the Asset Management or Software
Delivery manager.

WSA000393
Invalid Authentication Data

Reason

The Web Service client has sent an invalid authentication data.

Action

The Web Service client must verify and send a valid authentication data to Web Services.

WSA000394
Invalid parameter 'osimTargetMACAddress'

Reason:

The specified MAC address is invalid.

Action:

Verify that you have provided the correct MAC address.

WSA000395
Invalid parameter 'osimTargetLabel'

Reason:

The value specified for the OSIM computer label is invalid.

Action:

Verify that you have provided the correct computer label.

WSA000396
Invalid parameter 'OSImage'

Reason:

The value that is specified for OSImage is invalid.

Action:

Verify that you have provided the correct OSImage name.

WSA000397
Invalid parameter 'Bootserver'

Reason:

The value that is specified for Bootserver is invalid.
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Action:

Verify that you have provided the correct Bootserver name.

WSA000398
Invalid Filter Condition

Reason:

The values that are specified for filter properties are invalid.

Action:

Verify that you have specified proper filter conditions, filter properties, and filter values. For more information, see the
sequences that are related to computer filters.

WSA000399
Invalid value for 'seconds' in parameter 'DateTime'. It should be 0 to 59

Reason:

The value that is specified for seconds is invalid.

Action:

Verify that you have provided the correct seconds in DateTime2 sequence.

WSA000400
Invalid Asset Job Properties Supplied

Reason:

The asset job properties that you have specified are invalid.

Action:

Verify that you have provided the correct values for the properties.

WSA000401
Invalid Asset Job UUID or Asset Job Name Supplied

Reason:

The asset job UUID or the job name you have specified is not available in the database.

Action:

Verify that you have provided the correct UUID or asset job name.

WSA000402
Invalid Asset Job Properties required

Reason:

The asset job properties that you are trying to retrieve do not exist.
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Action:

Verify that you have provided the correct property name.

WSA000403
Number of Asset Script jobs can not be less than or equal to zero

Reason:

The list handle that you have specified does not contain any asset jobs.

Action:

Verify that you have opened the asset scripts jobs and have provided the correct list handle.

WSA000404
Invalid value supplied for periodic dependency condition

Reason:

The value that you have specified for periodic dependency is invalid.

Action:

Verify that you have provided correct values for periodic dependency.

WSA000405
Invalid value supplied for date time range

Reason:

The date and time range you have specified in invalid.

Action:

Specify the correct date and time range.

WSA000406
Invalid value supplied for unit type

Reason:

The unit type that you have specified does not exist.

Action:

Verify that the value you have provided matches CO_TRIGGER_UNIT_TYPE.

WSA000408
Invalid value for List Index.

Reason:

You have entered a value less than zero.

Action:
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Specify a value that is equal to or more than zero.

WSA000409
Invalid Computer classID.

Reason:

The specified class ID does not exist.

Action:

Specify a valid computer class ID.

WSA000410
Invalid value for number of objects required.

Reason:

You have entered a value equal to or less than zero.

Action:

Specify a value that is more than zero.

WSA001001
Invalid parameter <parameter name>

Reason:

You have not passed mandatory <parameter name> in the DSM Webservices API call.

Action:

Pass a valid value to the mandatory parameters. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

WSA001002
One of the supplied <parameter name> is not valid

Reason:

You have not passed valid value/s for any/all elements in the array <parameter name> in the DSM Webservices API call.

Action:

Pass a valid value for all the supplied elements of the array parameter. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical
Support.

Desktop Management Scripting Language
The Scripting Language provides a common means of executing commands on agents. The Scripting Language is a
programming tool with the ability of Desktop Management components to run agent commands. For example, user can
perform software maintenance on the asset management agents. When you are familiar with the scripting commands, you
can use them on all agent platforms and operating systems.
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The core language of the script includes the usual control statements, expressions, and variables. The core language has
functions libraries that enable you to perform general and specific tasks that are needed by the item procedures.

By using the language features, you can make scripts portable between the different target operating systems.

Identifiers

Identifiers are constants, variables, and functions that you use in your program. An identifier can contain a maximum of 64
characters and must begin with a letter or an underscore. An identifier cannot contain spaces and parentheses. Identifiers
are not case-sensitive.

Examples:

MyVar

MyString

Numbers

DMS uses integer numbers of 32 bits. A number can be in the range of -2147483647 to 2147483648.

Comments

A comment is a line that begins with REM or with a single quotation mark ('). You can also insert REM or a single
quotation mark in a line, so that the rest of the line is ignored.

Example: Comments

REM This line is a comment.

'This line is a comment

Dim x as Integer ' This is a comment

DMS Language Error Codes
The DMS language error codes are as follows:

Error Code Description
1 Syntax error
2 Invalid variable index type
3 Unknown variable type
4 Memory shortage
5 Duplicate variable name
6 Variable name expected
7 Unknown variable
8 Unknown function
9 Variable is required
10 Variable is not initialized
11 AS expected before type name
12 Unknown variable type name
13 Invalid variable name
14 Cannot open the script file
15 Duplicate label name
16 Missing THEN in IF .. THEN block
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17 Ordinal expression is required
18 Missing END IF in IF .. THEN block
19 Missing END WHILE in WHILE ... END WHILE block
20 Missing UNTIL in REPEAT ... UNTIL block
21 Missing TO in FOR .. NEXT block
22 Missing NEXT in FOR .. NEXT block
23 Syntax error in function definition
24 Missing END FUNCTION in function definition
25 Unknown EXIT statement type
26 Invalid mix of data types in expression
27 Integer or String expression expected
28 Unknown expression operation
29 Data types not compatible
30 Invalid operation for this data type
31 Division by zero
32 Basic types expected
33 Expression expected
34 Variable reference expected
35 Argument mismatch in call to function
36 Invalid redirection
37 Preprocessor variable name expected
38 Syntax error in preprocessor expression
39 Preprocessor syntax error
40 #ELSE without a corresponding #IF found
41 #ELSEIF without a corresponding #IF found
42 #ENDIF without a corresponding #IF found
43 Invalid preprocessor directive
44 Unknown preprocessor directive
45 Invalid function format
46 Unable to load library file
47 Unable to locate function
48 Character or String expression expected
49 Immediate value expected
50 Unable to evaluate constant
51 Invalid variable type in argument
52 Unterminated text string constant
53 Character constant expected
54 Un-terminated character constant
55 Expression syntax error
56 User break in script debug session
57 Program terminated in script debug session
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58 Invalid GOTO destination
59 Script symbol expected
60 Unable to evaluate variable
68 Cannot load exit list
69 Cannot register class
70 Failed to load DLL
73 Invalid array type
74 Invalid structure member type
75 Array index out of range
76 Missing array size field
77 Warning: Multiple declaration of function "<function name>"

detected. The Repetition is ignored.
78 Script file missing
79 Locale problem detected
80 Interpreter canceled by operator
81 Warning: Masked quotes (\") detected in script. Simple quotes (")

assumed.
82 Insufficient memory. DMS Interpreter abnormally terminated.
83 Internal error
84 Script consists of more than 64 K lines
85 Include File not Found

Declare Variables
Declare a variable before using it in a script and declare a variable before assigning a value to it.

To declare script variables, use the DIM keyword.

The basic types of variables and their default values are as follows:

• Boolean
unsigned char (False)

• Integer
long (0)

• String
char * ("")

• Char
wchar_t (0)

• Byte
unsigned char (0)

• Word
unsigned short (0)

• Short
short (0)

Examples:

DIM MyIntegerVar as Integer

DIM MyStringVar as String
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MyIntegerVar = 1234

MyStringVar = "This is a string."

DIM C1, C2, C3 as Char

C1 = 0x61

C2 = 0x0061

C3 = "a"

rem C1, C2, C3 - all the same character

Labels
A label is an identifier that conforms to the following rules:

• Begin or terminate a label by a colon ":".
• Use letters, digits, or underscores only.
• Use in a GOTO statement to transfer program execution from some point in the program to the statement prefixed by

the label.

NOTE
Labels are not case-sensitive.

Example:

Dim Number As Integer

Number = 1

IF Number=1 Then GOTO end

PRINT "Number=0"

end:

Declare Arrays
An array is an ordered arrangement of data elements. The script interpreter can only process one-dimensional arrays
(vectors).

Example:

A vector of 12 elements, where the first element a[0] has the (numeric) value 444.

Dim ar[12] as integer

 0 - 11

 a[0] = 444

NOTE
Only basic types can declare arrays, but you can use arrays to declare user types.

• Correct Examples
DIM a[25] as Integer

DIM b[100] as Boolean

• Wrong Examples
TYPE T1

 A as Integer

 B as Char

END TYPE

DIM C[25] as T1
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Expressions
Expressions consist of operators and operands.

Operators include: AND OR * / + - = <> < > <=

The rules of precedence that apply to operators follow the rules of algebra. In other words, all operators take two
operands.

NOTE
The NOT operator does not exist, but you can use the predefined function NOT.

If the operands are of type String, the + operator concatenates them:

DIM FirstName as String

DIM LastName as String

DIM FullName as String

DIM Space as String

FirstName="Mary"

LastName="Johnson"

Space=" "

FullName=FirstName+Space+LastName

The expression FirstName+Space+LastName evaluates to "Mary Johnson" and thus the contents of the string FullName
is "Mary Johnson."

If you use the + operator with operands of type Integer, the script interpreter adds the operands:

DIM X as Integer

DIM Y as Integer

DIM Z as Integer

X=2

Y=3

Z=X+Y

The variable Z contains the integer value 5.

The result type of an expression is the largest type of operand.

Byte+Word = Word

Char+String = String

Special Characters
In some programming languages such as C, you use the backslash ("\)" to mark special characters. Desktop Management
Scripting does not support the backslash as an escape sign but only as a normal character to ease path name and file
handling. To enter special characters, code the hex value of that character.

For example, to add a newline to a string in a Windows environment, add the following lines to the script:

Dim LF, CR As Char

Dim NL, str As String

LF = 0x0A

CR = 0x0D

NL = CR + LF

 .

 .
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 .

str = str + CRLF;

In the UNIX environment, the CR is obsolete; and replace the NL initialization in the previous example, as follows:

NL = LF

Frequently used codes are as follows:

Tabulator (HT):  0x09

Line Feed (LF):  0x0A

Carriage Return (CR): 0x0D

The Desktop Management Scripting provides a constant for newline that is named NEWLINE$. The interpreter takes care
of the correct initialization and the value of this constant depending on the environment it is running. You only use the
constant in your script. The previous example now looks as follows:

Dim str As String

  .

  .

  .

str = str + NEWLINE$

Statements
Contents

Statements describe the actions you want the script to perform.

Assignment Statements

The assignment statement is the most basic scripting language statement.

Example:

DIM x as Integer

DIM y as Integer

DIM z as Integer

x=1

y=x+z

Conditional Statements

The scripting language has one type of conditional statement - the IF..THEN..ELSE statement. The syntax of this
statement is as follows:

IF <expression> THEN

     <statement block>

[ELSE

        <statement block>]

ENDIF

You can use the conditional statement without ENDIF, if the whole statement fits into one line:

IF <expression> THEN <statement block>

The result of the expression must be of type Integer.
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• If the expression is TRUE (nonzero value), the statement following THEN is executed.
• If the expression is FALSE (zero value) and the ELSE part is present, the statement following ELSE is executed.
• If the ELSE part is not present, program execution continues at ENDIF.

NOTE
Instead of ENDIF you can use End If.

Another form of the conditional statement deals with nested conditional statements. Instead of coding nested conditional
statements as shown in the first code sample that follows, you can code them as shown in the second sample.

DIM os As String

.

.

.

If os = "AIX" Then

 aixRun()

Else

 if os = "HPUX" Then

  rc = hpRun()

 Else

  if os = "SOLARIS(sparc)" Then

    solarisRun()

  else

    print("unknown os type: " + os)

  End If

 End If

End If 

.

.

.

Second sample:

DIM os As String

.

.

.

If os = "AIX" Then

 aixRun()

Elseif os = "HPUX" Then

 hpRun()

Elseif os = "SOLARIS(sparc)" Then

 solarisRun()

else

 print("unknown os type: " + os)

End If 

.

.

.

Example:

DIM ProgName as String

DIM ProgPath as String

ProgPath="C:\AVIRUS"

IF InStr(ossystem,"DOS") THEN 
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ProgName=ProgPath + "FINDVIRU.EXE"

ELSE

ProgName=ProgPath + "WFINDVIR.EXE"

ENDIF

end:

Function Call Statements

You can use a function call as a statement where the function result is ignored.

Example:

Print("message: Starting section 2")

GOTO Statements

You can use the GOTO statement to transfer the program execution from one point in a program to another. The name of
the label where the processing is to continue must follow the statement.

You cannot use the GOTO statement to jump into a loop (FOR, WHILE, REPEAT), function block, or IF (ELSE) block from
outside.

Example:

GOTO MyLabel

Repetitive Statements

Repetitive statements repeat actions while or until a condition is true.

FOR..NEXT..STEP Statements

The syntax of this type of statement is as follows:

FOR variable=expression TO expression 

    [STEP expression]

       statement block

NEXT variable

Where, expression must evaluate into an integer.

NOTE
You can use EXIT FOR in a FOR..NEXT..STEP statement to exit the FOR loop.

Example:

The statement prints each of the numbers 2, 4, 6, and 8 on a separate line and then prints all four numbers on one line.

DIM A as String

DIM J as Integer

A=""

FOR J=2 TO 8 STEP 2

A=A+Str(J)

PRINT Str(J)

NEXT J

PRINT A

end:
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WHILE..WEND Statements

A WHILE..WEND statement contains an expression that controls the repetitive execution of a statement block.

The expression result must be of type Integer. The statement block is run repeatedly as long as the expression evaluates
to true (nonzero). If the expression is false (zero) initially, the statement block is not run.

The statement syntax is as follows:

WHILE <expression>

<statement block>

WEND

EXIT WHILE exits the WHILE..WEND loop.

Example:

DIM FileName as String

DIM NoOfLines as Integer

DIM TmpLine as string

DIM hFile as Integer

FileName="C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT"

NoOfLines=0

hFile=OpenFile(FileName,0,0)

WHILE NOT(Eof(hFile))

  ReadFile(hFile,TmpLine)

  NoOfLines=NoOfLines+1

WEND

CloseFile(hFile)

NoOfLines=NoOfLines-1

PRINT FileName + " Contains "+ str(NoOfLines) + " lines."

end:

REPEAT..UNTIL Statements

A REPEAT..UNTIL statement contains a statement block. An expression controls repetitive runs by an expression.

The expression result must be of type Integer. The statement block runs repeatedly until the expression evaluates to true
(nonzero).

This statement syntax is as follows:

REPEAT

statement block

UNTIL expression

Example: REPEAT … UNTIL statements

DIM FileName as String

DIM NoOfLines as Integer

DIM TmpLine as string

DIM hFile as Integer

FileName="C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT"

NoOfLines=0

hFile=OpenFile(FileName,0,0)

REPEAT

 ReadFile(hFile,TmpLine)

 NoOfLines=NoOfLines+1
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UNTIL Eof(hFile)

CloseFile(hFile)

NoOfLines=NoOfLines-1

PRINT FileName + " Contains "+ str(NoOfLines) + " lines."

end:

Functions
The Desktop Management Scripting language functions are grouped into related types.

NOTE
The scripting language is not case-sensitive. The contents of character strings are case-sensitive (for example,
the strings "ABCD", "Abcd", and "abcd" are different).

Common Configuration Functions
Contents

You can run the common configuration functions on Windows and Unix platforms.

NOTE
These functions are new in CA Client Automation and do not work with older versions of the Script Interpreter.

CcnfGetParameterInt - Read Common Configuration Parameter Integer Value

Valid on Windows and UNIX

The CcnfGetParameterInt function reads the common configuration parameter integer value.

Function format:

CcnfGetParameterInt(Parametername as string, Value as integer) as Boolean

• Parametername
The name of a common configuration parameter including its absolute path is defined. For example: "itrm/rc/protocols/
tcp/connectiontimeout"

• Value
The integer value of Parametername is defined.

The return value of the function is Boolean. If the function is successful, it returns TRUE and value contains the value of
Parametername. If the function is not successful, an error is reported in the log file.

Example:

This example uses a comstore parameter:

Dim pNum as integer

if CcnfGetParameterInt("itrm/usd/shared/localtimedeviation ", pNum) then

Print("itrm/usd/shared/localtimedeviation = """ + val(pNum) + """" )

else

Print("CcnfGetParameterInt failed")

endif

CcnfGetParameterStr - Read Common Configuration Parameter String Value

Valid on Windows and Unix

The CcnfGetParameterStr function reads the common configuration parameter string value.
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Function format:

CcnfGetParameterStr(Parametername as string, Value as string) as boolean

1. Parametername
a. Name of a Common Configuration Parameter including its absolute path. For example: "itrm/rc/protocols/encrypt/

dll"
2. Value

a. String value of Parametername.

The return value of the function is boolean. If the function is successful, it returns TRUE and Value contains the value of
Parametername. If the function is not successful, an error is reported in the log file.

Example:

This example uses a comstore parameter:

Dim pText as string

if CcnfGetParameterStr("itrm/usd/shared/nos", pText) then

Print("itrm/usd/shared/nos = """ + pText + """" )

else

Print("CcnfGetParameterStr failed")

endif

CcnfSetParameterInt - Modify the Value of an Existing Common Configuration Parameter (type string)

Valid on Windows and UNIX

The CcnfSetParameterInt function modifies the value of an existing integer type common configuration parameter.

This common configuration parameter function has the format:

CcnfSetParameterInt(Parametername as string, Value as integer) as boolean

1. Parametername
a. Name of a Common Configuration Parameter including its absolute path, for example: "itrm/rc/protocols/tcp/

connectiontimeout"
2. Value

a. String value of Parametername

The return value of the function is a boolean. If successful, the function returns TRUE. If the function is not successful, an
error is reported in the log file.

The correctness of the value is not verified.

Example:

This example uses a comstore parameter:

if CcnfSetParameterInt("itrm/usd/shared/localtimedeviation ", 9) then

Print("value of itrm/usd/shared/localtimedeviation was modified" )

else

Print("CcnfSetParameterInt failed")

Endif

CcnfSetParameterStr - Modify the value of an existing Common Configuration Parameter (type string)

Valid on Windows and Unix

The CcnfSetParameterStr function modifies the value of an existing common configuration parameter of type string.
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This common configuration parameter function has the format:

CcnfSetParameterStr(Parametername as string, Value as string) as boolean

1. Parametername
a. Name of a Common Configuration Parameter including its absolute path (for example, "itrm/rc/protocols/encrypt/

dll")
2. Value

a. String value of Parametername

The return value of the function is a boolean. If successful, the function returns TRUE. If the function is not successful, an
error is reported in the log file.

The correctness of the value is not verified.

Example: CcnfSetParameterStr function

if CcnfSetParameterStr("itrm/usd/shared/nos", "newValue") then

Print("value of itrm/usd/shared/nos was modified" )

else

Print("CcnfSetParameterStr failed")

endif

Intellisigs Functions

When using custom Intellisigs, call the DMScript functions within your Intellisig script for reporting software records that
are detected on the agent computer. DMScript provides built-in functions that write detected software records to an output
file.

The Intellisig script must call the functions in the following order:

1. OpenDetectedSoftwareOutputFiles
2. CreateDetectedSoftwareProduct
3. CreateDetectedSoftwareRelease
4. CreateDetectedSoftwarePatch
5. CreateDetectedSoftwareReleaseInstance
6. CloseDetectedSoftwareOutputFiles

Intellisigs Functions
When using custom Intellisigs, call the DMScript functions within your Intellisig script. The software records that are
detected on the agent computer get reported. DMScript provides built-in functions that write detected software records to
an output file.
The Intellisig script must call the functions in the following order:

1. OpenDetectedSoftwareOutputFiles
2. CreateDetectedSoftwareProduct
3. CreateDetectedSoftwareRelease
4. CreateDetectedSoftwarePatch
5. CreateDetectedSoftwareReleaseInstance
6. CloseDetectedSoftwareOutputFiles
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CloseDetectedSoftwareOutputFiles

The CloseDetectedSoftwareOutputFiles function closes the files opened by the OpenDetectedSoftwareOutputFiles
function.

Function format:

CloseDetectedSoftwareOutputFiles() as integer

Return Values

• CA_SWDETECT_OK
This value indicates that the function completed the operation successfully.

• CASWDETECT_FILEERROR
This value indicates that the function was unable to close the file. See the log file for more information.

CreateDetectedSoftwarePatch

The CreateDetectedSoftwarePatch function adds a record to the software detection output file when the script detects a
patch of a particular release. Add this function for every patch that you have included in the Intellisig script.

Function format:

CreateDetectedSoftwarePatch (ProductName as String, ProductVersionLabel, as String, ReleaseName as String,
ReleaseVersionLabel as String, PatchName as String, PatchVersionLabel as String, OptionalProperties as String) as an
integer

Example:

CreateDetectedSoftwarePatch ("Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate", "6.1", "Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate

 x64 64 en-us", "6.1.7600", "KB971033 x64 64 en-us", "Language=en-us |Bitness=64 |Architecture=x64 |

Manufacturer=Microsoft Corporation|Category=Operating Systems |Description=The Microsoft Windows 7 Activation

 Checker Update")

NOTE
Invoked this function after calling the CreateDetectedSoftwareRelease function within each script.

Input Parameters

This function has the following input parameters:

• ProductName
This parameter specifies the name of the product that the patch belongs to. You must have invoked the
CreateDetectedSoftwareProduct function for this product within the script.

• ProductVersionLabel
This parameter specifies the version label of the product.

NOTE
The version label is used to identify the product together with its name. An empty value is allowed and is
treated as a product with an empty version.

• ReleaseName
This parameter specifies the name of the release that the patch belongs to. You must have invoked the
CreateDetectedSoftwareRelease function for this release within the script.

• ReleaseVersionLabel
This parameter specifies the version label of the release.
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NOTE
The version label is used to identify the release together with its name. An empty value is allowed and is
treated as a release with an empty version.

• PatchName
This parameter specifies the name of the detected software patch.

NOTE
A patch cannot have the same name as the release or product to which it belongs. The patch name and
version label must be unique within each Intellisig software definition chain. Two patches with the same name
within an Intellisig are treated as the same patch only if they have the same parent definitions, regardless
of optional parameters. If the same patch is detected using two different Intellisigs, two separate detected
records are created, one for each Intellisig.

• PatchVersionLabel
This parameter specifies the version label of the patch.

NOTE
The version label is used to identify the patch together with its name. An empty value is allowed and is
treated as a patch with an empty version.

• OptionalProperties
This parameter specifies the optional properties that are associated with the detected software patch. Following
optional properties are available for patches:
– VersionNumber

This optional property specifies the version number of the patch.
– Language

This optional property specifies the language in which the patch is installed.
– Bitness

This optional property specifies whether the patch uses 32-bit or 64-bit architecture.
– Architecture

This optional property specifies the architecture name that the patch uses.
– Manufacturer

This optional property specifies the patch manufacturer name.
– Category

This optional property specifies the patch category.
– ManufacturerUUID

This optional property specifies the UUID of the patch manufacturer.
– CategoryUUID

This optional property specifies the UUID of the patch category.
– Description

This optional property specifies the description of the patch.

Return Values

• CA_SWDETECT_OK
This value indicates that the function completed the operation successfully.

• CASWDETECT_BADARGS
This value indicates that one or more mandatory parameters that are passed to the function are blank.

• CASWDETECT_FILE_ERROR
This value indicates that the function was unable to write to the file. See the log file for more information.
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CreateDetectedSoftwarePatchInstance

The CreateDetectedSoftwarePatchInstance function adds a record to the software detection output file when the script
detects an instance of a particular patch.

Function format:

CreateDetectedSoftwarePatchInstance (ProductName as String, ProductVersionLabel, as String, ReleaseName as String,
ReleaseVersionLabel as String, PatchName as String, PatchVersionLabel as String, OptionalProperties as String) as an
integer

Example: CreateDetectedSoftwarePatchInstance

CreateDetectedSoftwarePatchInstance ("Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate", "6.1", "Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate x64 64 en-
us", "6.1.7600", "KB971033 x64 64 en-us", "", "Origin=Forward Inc |TrustLevel=5 |")

NOTE
This function must be invoked after calling the CreateDetectedSoftwarePatch function within each script. The
CreateDetectedSoftwarePatchInstance function can be invoked as many times as the number of instances.
Each instance gets a separate discovered software record.

NOTE
If two different Intellisigs detect the same software instance, two discovered software records are created, one
for each Intellisig.

Input Parameters

This function has the following input parameters:

• ProductName
This parameter specifies the name of the product that the patch belongs to. You must have invoked the
CreateDetectedSoftwareProduct function for this product within the script.

• ProductVersionLabel
This parameter specifies the version label of the product.

• ReleaseName
This parameter specifies the name of the release that the patch belongs to. You must have invoked the
CreateDetectedSoftwareRelease function for this release within the script.

• ReleaseVersionLabel
This parameter specifies the version label of the release.

• PatchName
This parameter specifies the name of the detected software patch. You must have invoked the
CreateDetectedSoftwarePatch function for this release within the script.

• PatchVersionLabel
This parameter specifies the version label of the patch.

• OptionalProperties
This parameter specifies the optional properties that are associated with the discovered software instance. Following
optional properties are available for instances:
– ProductGUID

This optional property specifies the product UUID as detected by the script.
– Label

This optional property specifies a unique label for the instance.
– Origin

This optional property specifies the name of the Intellisig creator.
– TrustLevel

This optional property specifies the trust level of the creator of the Intellisig, script, or both.
– InstallPath
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This optional property specifies the path to the product installation directory or the executable on the agent
computer.

– SerialNumber
This optional property specifies the serial number of the instance.

– LastAccessed
This optional property specifies date and time when the instance was last accessed. Specify the value in the
following format: yyyy-mm-dd:hr:mm. This value is assumed to be in local time.

NOTE
All other functions in dmscript that deal with time, operate in local time. Dmscript converts the time value
to Unix format (seconds from 1-1-1970 UTC) before output. DSM Explorer displays this using the local
time zone on the system on which it is running.

– CustomData
This optional property specifies any other custom data that you want to store for the instance.

Return Values

• CA_SWDETECT_OK
This value indicates that the function completed the operation successfully.

• CASWDETECT_BADARGS
This value indicates that one or more mandatory parameters that are passed to the function are blank.

• CASWDETECT_FILE_ERROR
This value indicates that the function was unable to write to the file. See the log file for more information.

CreateDetectedSoftwareProduct

The CreateDetectedSoftwareProduct function adds a record to the software detection output file when the script detects a
product that is related to the Intellisig.

Function format:

CreateDetectedSoftwareProduct (ProductName as String, ProductVersion as String, OptionalProperties as String) as an
integer

Example:

CreateDetectedSoftwareProduct(("Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate", "6.1", "VersionNumber=6.1  |

Manufacturer=Microsoft Corporation|Category=Operating Systems |Description=The Microsoft Windows 7 Product")

NOTE
Call this function before calling the CreateDetectedSoftwareRelease function, which creates the release of the
product.

Input Parameters

This function has the following input parameters:

• ProductName
This parameter specifies the product name of the detected software.

NOTE
The product name must be unique within the Intellisig. Two products with the same name within an Intellisig
are treated as the same product regardless of optional parameters.

• ProductVersionLabel
This parameter specifies the version label of the product.
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NOTE
The version label is used to identify the product together with its name. An empty value is allowed and is
treated as a product with an empty version.

• OptionalProperties
This parameter specifies the optional properties that are associated with the detected software product. Following
optional properties are available for products:
– VersionNumber

This property specifies the version number of the product.
– Language

This property specifies the product language.
– Bitness

This property specifies whether the product uses 32-bit or 64-bit architecture.
– Architecture

This property specifies the architecture name that the product uses.
– Manufacturer

This property specifies the name of the product manufacturer.
– Category

This property specifies the name of the product category.
– ManufacturerUUID

This property specifies the UUID of the product manufacturer.
– CategoryUUID

This property specifies the UUID of the product category.
– Description

This property specifies the description of the product.

Return Values

• CA_SWDETECT_OK
This value indicates that the function completed the operation successfully.

• CASWDETECT_BADARGS
This value indicates that one or more mandatory parameters that are passed to the function are blank.

• CASWDETECT_FILE_ERROR
This value indicates that the function was unable to write to the file. See the log file for more information.

CreateDetectedSoftwareRelease

The CreateDetectedSoftwareRelease function adds a record to the software detection output file when the script detects a
release of a product on the agent computer.

NOTE
DMScript adds the record only if it finds the related product record in the MDB.

This function has the following format:

CreateDetectedSoftwareRelease (ProductName as String, ProductVersionLabel, as String, ReleaseName as String,
ReleaseVersionLabel as String, OptionalProperties as String) as an integer

Example:

CreateDetectedSoftwareRelease ("Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate", "6.1", "Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate x64 64 en-

us", "6.1.7600", "VersionNumber=6.1.7600 |Language=en-us |Bitness=64 |Architecture=x64 |Manufacturer=Microsoft

 Corporation|Category=Operating Systems |Description=The Microsoft Windows 7 Release")

Input Parameters
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This function has the following input parameters:

• ProductName
This parameter specifies the product name that the release belongs to. You must have invoked the
CreateDetectedSoftwareProduct function for this product within the script.

• ProductVersionLabel
This parameter specifies the version label of the product.

NOTE
The version label is used to identify the product together with its name. An empty value is allowed and is
treated as a product with an empty version.

• ReleaseName
This parameter specifies the name of the discovered software release.

NOTE
A release can have the same name as the product. However, Intellisigs support different release names to
help associate multiple releases with the same product. The release name and version label must be unique
within each Intellisig chain. Two releases with the same name within an Intellisig are treated as the same
release only if they share the parent definitions, regardless of optional parameters. If the same release is
detected using two different Intellisigs, two separate detected records are created, one for each Intellisig.

• ReleaseVersionLabel
This parameter specifies the version label of the release.

NOTE
The version label is used to identify the release together with its name. An empty value is allowed and is
treated as a release with an empty version.

• OptionalProperties
This parameter specifies the optional properties that are associated with the discovered software release. Following
optional properties are available for releases:
– VersionNumber

This property specifies the version number of the release.
– Language

This property specifies the language in which the release is installed.
– Bitness

This property specifies whether the release uses 32-bit or 64-bit architecture.
– Architecture

This property specifies the architecture name.
– Manufacturer

This property specifies the name of the release manufacturer.
– Category

This property specifies the release category.
– ManufacturerUUID

This property specifies the UUID of the release manufacturer.
– CategoryUUID

This property specifies the UUID of the release category.
– Description

This property specifies the description of the release.

Return Values

• CA_SWDETECT_OK
This value indicates that the function completed the operation successfully.

• CASWDETECT_BADARGS
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This value indicates that one or more mandatory parameters that are passed to the function are blank.
• CASWDETECT_FILE_ERROR

This value indicates that the function was unable to write to the file. See the log file for more information.

CreateDetectedSoftwareReleaseInstance

The CreateDetectedSoftwareReleaseInstance function adds a record to the software detection output file when the script
detects an instance of a particular release.

Function format:

CreateDetectedSoftwareReleaseInstance (ProductName as String, ProductVersionLabel as String, ReleaseName as
String, ReleaseVersionLabel as String, OptionalProperties as String) as an integer.

Example:

CreateDetectedSoftwareReleaseInstance ("Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate", "6.1", "Microsoft Windows 7

 Ultimate x64 64 en-us", "6.1.7600", "Origin=Forward Inc | TrustLevel=5 | InstallPath=C:\Windows |

 SerialNumber=1234-567-890414-86668 | LastAccessed=2011-11-29:-12:30 |")

NOTE
Call this function after calling the CreateDetectedSoftwareRelease function within each script. The
CreateDetectedSoftwareReleaseInstance function can be invoked as many times as there are instances. Each
instance gets a separate discovered software record.

NOTE
If two different Intellisigs detect the same software instance, two discovered software records are created.

Input Parameters

This function has the following input parameters:

• ProductName
This parameter specifies the product name that the release belongs to. You must have invoked the
CreateDetectedSoftwareProduct function for this product within the script.

• ProductVersionLabel
This parameter specifies the version label of the product.

• ReleaseName
This parameter specifies the name of the discovered software release.

• ReleaseVersionLabel
This parameter specifies the version label of the release.

• OptionalProperties
This parameter specifies the optional properties that are associated with the discovered software instance. The
following optional properties are available for instances:
– ProductGUID

This property specifies the product UUID as detected by the script. For example, the product GUID of an MSI
package

– Label
This property specifies a unique label for this instance. For example, the Microsoft SQL Server instance name

– Origin
This property specifies the name of the Intellisig creator.

– TrustLevel
This property specifies the trust level of the creator of the Intellisig, script, or both.

– InstallPath
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This property specifies the path to the product installation directory or the executable on the agent computer.
– SerialNumber

This property specifies the serial number of the instance.
– LastAccessed

This property specifies date and time when the instance was last accessed. Specify the value in the following
format: yyyy-mm-dd-hr:mm 
This value is assumed to be in local time.

NOTE
All other functions in dmscript that deal with time, operate in local time. Dmscript converts the time value
to Unix format (seconds later 1-1-1970 UTC) before output. DSM Explorer displays this using the local
time zone on the system on which it is running.

– CustomData
This property specifies any other custom data that you want to store for the instance.

Return Values

• CA_SWDETECT_OK
This value indicates that the function completed the operation successfully.

• CASWDETECT_BADARGS
This value indicates that one or more mandatory parameters that are passed to the function are blank.

• CASWDETECT_FILE_ERROR
This value indicates that the function was unable to write to the file. See the log file for more information.

LogDetectedSoftwareError

The LogDetectedSoftwareError function writes error messages to an error log file. The function produces localizable
error messages. Call this function for handling errors that the create functions generate. The engine reads these error
messages and displays in DSM Explorer.

Function format:

LogDetectedSoftwareError (MessageID as String, Properties as String)

Example:

LogDetectedSoftwareError("ISE:00400","PARAM5=Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate x64 64 en-us|

PARAM6=VersionNumber=6.1.7600 |VersionLabel=6.1.7600 |Language=en-us |Bitness=64 |Architecture=x64 |

Manufacturer=Microsoft Corporation|Category=Operating Systems |Description=The Microsoft Windows 7 Product|

PARAM7=SWDETECT_BADARGS");

The preceding example code adds the following message to the log file:

Intellisig Microsoft Windows 7 version 6.1.7600, UUID A7C1E14A-7C93-4E17-B4E5-45B796717F49, script win7.xml,

 Failed to create software product. The parameters were ProductName:Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate x64 64

 en-us OptionalProperties : VersionNumber=6.1.7600 |VersionLabel=6.1.7600 |Language=en-us |Bitness=64 |

Architecture=x64 |Manufacturer=Microsoft Corporation|Category=Operating Systems |Description=The Microsoft

 Windows 7 Product. Return Code : SWDETECT_BADARGS

Input Parameters

This function has the following input parameters:

• MessageID
This parameter specifies the error code. For more information about available error codes, see Error Codes and
Optional Properties.

• Properties
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This parameter specifies a list of properties that are required to create a formatted message string. Specify the
parameters that are passed to the respective create functions that you are handling. The parameters must match
the error text. For the exact error text and function syntax, see Error Codes and Optional Properties. The error text
uses PARAM1 to PARAM8 to create the message string. If the string does not contain param, value pairs, the string is
displayed as is. The parameters PARAM1 to PARAM4 are automatically assigned to the following values:

• PARAM1 contains Intellisig UUID
– PARAM2 contains the Intellisig name
– PARAM3 contains the Intellisig version
– PARAM4 contains return code from the function
The values for parameters PARAM5 to PARAM8 differ depending on the create function that you are handling. For
example, if you are handling the failure of the CreateDetectedSoftwareProduct function, the error code and text is
mentioned:
Error code: ISE:00400
Error text: Intellisig %1$t version %2$t, UUID %3$t, script %4$t
 Failed to create software product. 
The parameters are:
ProductName:%5$t 
OptionalProperties: %6$t
Return Code: %7$t
In this example, PARAM5 specifies the product name, PARAM6 specifies optional properties, and PARAM7 specifies
the return code.

OpenDetectedSoftwareOutputFiles Function

The OpenDetectedSoftwareOutputFiles function creates an empty software detection output file for the Intellisig. A
software detection output file contains the records that are detected for an Intellisig. When the Intellisig script executes
at the agent computer, the OpenDetectedSoftwareOutputFiles function creates an output file. The output file stores the
software that the Intellisig detects. For example, if an Intellisig includes definitions for all Adobe products, releases, and
patches, you can write all the Adobe detection records to the same output file.

NOTE
The Intellisig script must call the OpenDetectedSoftwareOutputFiles function regardless of whether the Intellisig
detects any software or not. An Intellisig that does not create an output file generates an error during execution.

Function format:

OpenDetectedSoftwareOutputFiles (IntellisigUUID as String, Version as String, Name as String)as integer

Example:

OpenDetectedSoftwareOutputFiles ("A7C1E14A-7C93-4E17-B4E5-45B796717F49", "V1", "OS Detection for Windows")

Input Parameters

This function has the following input parameters:

• IntellisigUUID
This parameter specifies the Universal Unique Identifier (UUID) of the Intellisig. The function creates a software
detection output file with the given UUID as the file name.

• IntellisigVersion
This parameter specifies the version number of the Intellisig.

• IntellisigName
This parameter specifies the name of the Intellisig.

Return Values
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• CA_SWDETECT_OK
This parameter indicates that the function completed the operation successfully. 

• CASWDETECT_BADARGS
This parameter indicates that one or more mandatory parameters that are passed to the function are blank.

• CASWDETECT_FILEERROR
This parameter indicates that the function was unable to open the file. See the log file for more information.

Display Functions
Contents

Display functions are not supported on Linux platforms.

ClearScreen or ClrScr - Clear the Screen

Valid on Windows platforms

The ClearScreen or ClrScr function clears the screen.

Function format:

ClearScreen() as Boolean

The display function always returns TRUE.

Example:

This example prints five lines, waits 5 seconds, and then clears the screen.

Dim counter as integer

'Print 5 lines

For counter = 1 to 5

 Print("Line " + str(counter)) 

Next

'Wait 5 seconds

Sleep(5000)

'Clear the print screen

ClearScreen()

Print("Screen Cleared")

InputBox - Create, Display, and Operate a Message Box Window

Valid on Windows and Windows CE

The InputBox function creates, displays, and operates a message box window. The message box contains an application-
defined prompt, title, and a text box with an application-defined default value, and the OK and Cancel buttons.

This miscellaneous function has the format:

InputBox(

 prompt as String,

 title as String,
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 default as String) as Boolean

• prompt
This parameter indicates the prompt to be displayed.

• title
This parameter specifies the message box title.

• default
This parameter specifies the default prompt input. If default is not a variable, a syntax error exists.

NOTE
The input box is NOT placed in the foreground.

If the OK button was selected, the function returns TRUE. The function also copies the contents of the text box into the
default variable. If the Cancel button was selected, the function returns FALSE. The function also leaves the default
variable unchanged.

Example:

This example demonstrates the use of InputBox.

Dim TargetPath, Question as string

TargetPath=WindowsDir

Question="Please specify the directory to use for installation"

if InputBox(Question,"Install",TargetPath) then

  ' Place code for actual installation here...

  MessageBox("Installation completed")

else

  MessageBox("Installation aborted")

End if

End:

MessageBox or MsgBox - Display a Message Box Window

Valid on Windows and Windows CE

The MessageBox or MsgBox function displays a message box window. The message box contains a message, a title, and
any combination of the predefined buttons that the style parameter describes.

Instead of MessageBox, you can use MsgBox to call the function.

Function format:

MessageBox(message as String, title as String, style as Integer) as Integer

MessageBox(message as String, title as String) as Integer

MessageBox(message as String, style as Integer) as Integer

MessageBox(message as String) as Integer

• message
This parameter identifies the string containing the message that is displayed.

• title
This parameter identifies an optional string containing the message box title.
Default: DMS

• style
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This parameter identifies an optional integer specifying the contents and behavior of the message box. The style
parameter can be any of the following predefined constants:
– MB_OK

This constant adds box with button OK (Default)
– MB_OKCANCEL

This constant adds box with buttons OK and Cancel
– MB_YESNO

This constant adds box with buttons Yes and No
– MB_RETRYCANCEL

This constant adds box with buttons Retry and Cancel
– MB_YESNOCANCEL

This constant adds box with buttons Yes, No, and Cancel
– MB_ABORTRETRYIGNORE

This constant adds box with buttons Abort, Retry, and Ignore

Constants for MessageBox Modality

By default, the user must respond to the message box before continuing work in the current window. However, the user
can move to, and work in, windows of other applications.

• MB_SYSTEMMODAL
All applications are suspended until the user responds to the message box. System modal message boxes are used to
notify the user of serious, potentially damaging errors that require immediate attention.

Constants for MessageBox Icons

The default is as follows: No icon is shown.

• MB_ICONEXCLAMATION
This constant adds an exclamation point icon appears in the message box.

• MB_ICONINFORMATION
This constant adds an icon consisting of an "i" in a circle appears in the message box.

• MB_ICONQUESTION
This constant adds a question-mark icon in the message box.

• MB_ICONSTOP
This constant adds a stop sign icon (white "X" in a red circle) appears in the message box.

Constants for MessageBox Default Buttons

The default is as follows. The first button is the default.

• MB_DEFBUTTON2
This constant makes the second button default.

• MB_DEFBUTTON3
This constant makes the third button default.

Other Constants

• MB_SETFOREGROUND
This constant sets the message box as the foreground window. If this constant is not coded, the current foreground
window remains in the foreground.

You can combine each constant of one group with any constant of another group. For example, to display a message box
with Abort, Retry, and Ignore (default) buttons, and a stop sign icon, and you want to suspend all applications until the
user responds, code using the following style:

MB_ABORTRETRYIGNORE + MB_DEFBUTTON3 + MB_ICONSTOP + MB_SYSTEMMODAL
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If the style parameter is omitted, MB_OK is assumed and the message box contains only the OK button.

If there is not enough memory to create the message box, the return value of the function is zero. Otherwise, it is one of
the following button values that the message box returns:

• IDOK
Value 1; the OK button was clicked.

• IDCANCEL
Value 2; the Cancel button (or keyboard Esc key) was clicked.

• IDABORT
Value 3; the Abort button was clicked.

• IDRETRY
Value 4; the Retry button was clicked.

• IDIGNORE
Value 5; the Ignore button was clicked.

• IDYES
Value 6; the Yes button was clicked.

• IDNO
Value 7; the No button was clicked.

Example:

This example checks with the user for creating a backup copy of the config.sys file. The backup is created, if necessary.

Dim Src,Dst as string

Dim Question as string

Question="Do you want to make a backup of your config.sys?"

if MessageBox(Question,MB_YESNO)=IDYES then

 Src="C:\CONFIG.SYS"

 Dst="C:\CONFIG.BAK"

 if CopyFile(Src,Dst,TRUE) then MessageBox("CONFIG.BAK created.")

end if

ProgressBar - Set the Progress Bar

Valid on Windows platforms

The ProgressBar function sets the progress bar on the main window to the percentage indicated.

Display function format:

ProgressBar(percentage as Integer) as Boolean

• percentage
This parameter indicates the value of progress (percent).

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, it returns FALSE.

Example:

This example shows the ProgressBar and ProgressText functions.

Dim counter as Integer

For counter = 1 TO 10

 ProgressBar(counter * 10)

 ProgressText("Now processing : " + Str(counter) )
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 Sleep(500) 'Wait half second

Next

ProgressText - Copy a String to the Progress Text Field

Valid on Windows only

The ProgressText function copies the string to the progress text field in the Main window.

Display function format:

ProgressText(text as String) as Boolean

• text
This parameter defines text for the progress text field.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE, otherwise it returns FALSE.

Example:

This example shows the ProgressBar and ProgressText functions.

Dim counter as Integer

For counter = 1 TO 10

 ProgressBar(counter * 10)

 ProgressText("Now processing : " + Str(counter) )

 Sleep(500) 'Wait half second

Next

Environment Functions
Contents

The Environment functions can be used on Windows NT/9x and UNIX platforms.

 

EnvExport - Export the Environment to a Text File

Valid on UNIX and Windows

The EnvExport function exports the current environment to a text file.

Function format:

EnvExport(filename as String) as Boolean

• filename
This parameter defines the name of the text file.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, it returns FALSE.

Example:

Rem

Rem Exports defined environment variables

Rem

EnvExport("c:\temp\env.dat")
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EnvGetFirst - Retrieve the Name of the First Environment Variable

Valid on UNIX and Windows

The EnvGetFirst function retrieves the first environment variable name.

Function format:

EnvGetFirst() as string

Defines a string containing the name of the first environment variable returned. If no more environment variables exist, an
empty string is returned.

Example:

This example displays all the environment variable names.

Dim txt as String

txt = EnvGetFirst()

While txt <> ""

 Print(txt) 

 txt = EnvGetNext()

Wend

EnvGetNext - Retrieve the Name of the Subsequent Environment Variables

Valid on UNIX and Windows

The EnvGetNext function continues the EnvGetFirst function, retrieving the name of subsequent environment variables.
For each call of EnvGetNext, one environment variable name is returned until no more environment variables are found.

Function format:

EnvGetNext() as string

The return value is a string containing the name of an environment variable. If no more environment variables exist, an
empty string is returned.

Example:

This example displays all the environment variable names.

Dim txt as String

txt = EnvGetFirst()

While txt <> ""

 Print(txt) 

 txt = EnvGetNext()

Wend

EnvGetString - Retrieve the Value of an Environment Variable

Valid on UNIX and Windows

The EnvGetString function retrieves the value of an environment variable.
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Function format:

EnvGetString(name as string) as string 

• name
This parameter defines the name of the environment variable.

The function returns a string containing the value that is associated with name. If an environment variable specified by
name does not exist, the function returns an empty string.

Example:

This example displays the current search path.

Rem variable `MyPath´

Rem 

Dim txt as String

txt = EnvGetString("PATH")

Print("The path: "+txt)

EnvSetString("MyPath",txt)

Print("My path: "+txt)

EnvImport - Import Environment Variables

Valid on UNIX and Windows

The EnvImport function imports environment variables from a text file.

Function format:

EnvImport(filename as String) as Boolean

• filename
This parameter defines the name of the file.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

This example imports extra env variables from a file.

EnvImport("c:\temp\env.dat")

C:\temp\env.dat contains for example:

Xantippe=greek

Yokohama=japanese

Fuel=explosive

File Content Functions

You can use the File Content functions on any platform.
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CloseFile - Close the File

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The CloseFile function closes the file that is associated with a file handle. The file handle is obtained from a call to
OpenFile or CreateFile.

Function format:

CloseFile(handle as Integer) as Boolean

• handle
This parameter specifies the file handle obtained from a call of OpenFile or CreateFile.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE (non zero). If the function fails the function returns FALSE. For
example, when the handle is not the handle of a valid open file.

Example:

This example creates a backup of the CONFIG.SYS file.

Dim fIn, fOut as integer   ' Declare file handles

Dim OneLine as string     ' String to hold one line

' First open the Input file...

fIn=OpenFile("C:\CONFIG.SYS",O_READ)

if fIn<0 then

 MessageBox("Unable to open input file","Error")

 Goto End

End if

' ...Then create the output file...

fOut=CreateFile("C:\CONFIG.BAK")

if fOut<0 then

 MessageBox("Unable to create output file","Error")

 Goto End

End if

' ...Copy lines until none left...

while Not(Eof(fIn))

 if ReadFile(fIn,OneLine) then WriteFile(fOut,OneLine)

wend

' ...Close Files, and signal success.

CloseFile(fIn)

CloseFile(fOut)

MessageBox("A backup of the CONFIG.SYS file was created","MyScript")
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end:

CreatePipe - Create a Pipe

Valid on UNIX and Windows

NOTE
This function is new in CA Client Automation and does not work with older versions of the Script Interpreter.

The CreatePipe function creates a named pipe for reading or writing in server role.

Function format:

CreatePipe(pipename as String, access as Integer) as Integer

• pipename 
This parameter specifies the name of the pipe to be created. On UNIX, pipename is a valid pathname.
On Windows it has the form: 
\\.\pipe\xxx
Where xxx can contain any characters except '\.

• access 
This parameter specifies in what direction the pipe is used.

• O_READ 
(value 0) Opened for reading.

• O_WRITE 
(value 1) Opened for writing.

The function returns a file handle that you can use with functions ReadFile, WriteFile, and CloseFile.

CreatePipe is used in the process that acts as a pipe server. A pipe client uses the OpenPipe function.

The pipe works in blocking mode. The read or write functions following CreatePipe wait until a client uses the inverse
function.

NOTE
The function is not available on Windows 95/98/ME.

On successful completion, the function returns a non-negative integer, which is the file handle. If the function fails, it
returns -1.

Example:

This example assumes that the example of OpenPipe is stored as file p0cl.dms.

rem example named pipe server

rem create two pipes

rem start client process

rem write command to one pipe

rem read response from second pipe

dim rc, h0, h1 as integer

dim pnam0, pnam1 as string

dim stopstring as string

dim s, cmd as string

dim iswin as boolean

if left(osstring, 3) = "Win" then

    pnam0 = "\\.\pipe\p0rsp"
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    pnam1 = "\\.\pipe\p0cmd"

 iswin = 1

else

    pnam0 = "/tmp/p0rsp"

    pnam1 = "/tmp/p0cmd"

 iswin = 0

endif

stopstring = "---END---"

h0 = CreatePipe(pnam0, O_READ)   'read response form client

h1 = CreatePipe(pnam1, O_WRITE)   'send command to client

if h0 < 0 or h1 < 0 then

    print "create pipe failure. h0: " + str(h0) + "  h1: " + str(h1)

 exit

end if 

if iswin then

 cmd = "dmscript p0cl.dms -o_dms: p0clout.txt -script " + pnam1 + " " + pnam0

 rc = Exec(cmd, 0) 

else

 cmd = "dmscript p0cl.dms -o_dms: p0clout.txt -script " + pnam1 + " " + pnam0 + " &"

 rc = Exec(cmd) 

end if

print "exec rc: " + str(rc) + " cmd: " + cmd

rc = WriteFile(h1, "command")

if not(rc) then

 print "write command failed"

else    

 while rc

  rc = ReadFile(h0, s)

  print "read response rc: " + str(rc) + " " + s

  if s = stopstring then

   rc = 0

   print "test successful"

  end if

 wend

end if

CloseFile(h0)

CloseFile(h1)

CreateFile - Create a New File

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows, and Windows CE

NOTE
On Windows 9x, do not use this function to create an .ini file. Windows OS creates the specified .ini file of a
WriteIniSection() or WriteIniEntry().

The CreateFile function creates a file for writing.

Function format:

CreateFile(filename as String, mode as Integer) as Integer
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CreateFile(filename as String) as Integer

• filename
This parameter specifies the name of the file.

• mode
This parameter specifies the mode in which to create the file. The value is one of the following predefined constants:
– O_TEXT

(value 0, default) Text mode
– O_BINARY

(value 1) Binary mode
If the mode parameter is omitted, text mode is assumed.

If the function succeeds, the return value is a non-negative integer, the file handle. If the function fails, it returns -1.

Example:

This example Creates a backup of the CONFIG.SYS file.

Dim fIn, fOut as integer   ' Declare file handles

Dim OneLine as string     ' String to hold one line

' First open the Input file...

fIn=OpenFile("C:\CONFIG.SYS",O_READ)

if fIn<0 then

 MessageBox("Unable to open input file","Error")

 Goto End

End if

' ...Then create the output file...

fOut=CreateFile("C:\CONFIG.BAK")

if fOut<0 then

 MessageBox("Unable to create output file","Error")

 Goto End

End if

' ...Copy lines until none left...

while Not(Eof(fIn))

 if ReadFile(fIn,OneLine) then WriteFile(fOut,OneLine)

wend

' ...Close Files, and signal success.

CloseFile(fIn)

CloseFile(fOut)

MessageBox("A backup of the CONFIG.SYS file was created","MyScript")

end:
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EOF - Check for the End-of-File

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The EOF function determines whether the end of the file has been reached.

Function format:

Eof(handle as Integer) as Boolean

• handle
This parameter specifies a file handle.

The function returns TRUE if the end of file has been reached; otherwise, it returns false.

NOTE
EOF returns TRUE when the last read operation has reached the end of file. The function does not check in
advance to see whether a subsequent read command reached the end of a file.

Example:

This example creates a backup of the CONFIG.SYS file.

Dim fIn, fOut as integer   ' Declare file handles

Dim OneLine as string     ' String to hold one line

Rem First open the Input file...

fIn=OpenFile("C:\CONFIG.SYS",O_READ)

if fIn<0 then

 MessageBox("Unable to open input file","Error")

 Goto End

End if

Rem ...Then create the output file...

fOut=CreateFile("C:\CONFIG.BAK")

if fOut<0 then

 MessageBox("Unable to create output file","Error")

CloseFile(fIn)

 Goto End

End if

Rem ...Copy lines until none left...

while Not(Eof(fIn))

 if ReadFile(fIn,OneLine) then WriteFile(fOut,OneLine)

wend

Rem ...Close Files, and signal success.

CloseFile(fIn)

CloseFile(fOut)

MsgBox("A backup of the CONFIG.SYS file was created","MyScript",MB_OK)

end:
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OpenFile - Open a File

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows, and Windows CE

The OpenFile function opens a file for reading or writing.

Function format:

OpenFile(filename as String, access as Integer, mode as Integer) as Integer

OpenFile(filename as String, access as Integer) as Integer

• filename
This parameter specifies the name of the file to open.

• access
This parameter specifies how to open the file. The access parameter can be any of the following predefined constants:
– O_READ

(value 0) Opened for reading.
– O_WRITE

(value 1) Created for writing
The file is overwritten if it exists.

– O_APPEND
(value 2) Opened for writing at end of file. 
A file is craeted if it does not exist.

– O_UPDATE
(value 3) Opened for reading and writing.

• mode
This parameter specifies an optional parameter to specify binary mode. The mode parameter can be one of the
following predefined constants:
– O_TEXT

Value 0; text mode
– O_BINARY

Value 1; binary mode
If the mode parameter is omitted, text mode is assumed.

If the function succeeds, the return value is a non-negative integer, the file handle. If the function fails, it returns -1.

Example:

This example creates a backup of the CONFIG.SYS file.

Dim fIn, fOut as integer   ' Declare file handles

Dim OneLine as string     ' String to hold one line

' First open the Input file...

fIn=OpenFile("C:\CONFIG.SYS",O_READ)

if fIn<0 then

 MessageBox("Unable to open input file","Error")

 Goto End

End if

' ...Then create the output file...

fOut=CreateFile("C:\CONFIG.BAK")

if fOut<0 then

 MessageBox("Unable to create output file","Error")

 Goto End
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End if

' ...Copy lines until none left...

while Not(Eof(fIn))

 if ReadFile(fIn,OneLine) then WriteFile(fOut,OneLine)

wend

' ...Close Files, and signal success.

CloseFile(fIn)

CloseFile(fOut)

MessageBox("A backup of the CONFIG.SYS file was created","MyScript")

end:

OpenPipe - Open a Pipe

Valid on UNIX and Windows

NOTE
This function is new in CA Client Automation and does not work with older versions of the Script Interpreter.

The OpenPipe function opens a named pipe for reading or writing a client role.

Function format:

OpenPipe(pipename as String, access as Integer) as Integer

• pipename 
This parameter specifies the name of the pipe to be opened.
On UNIX, the pipename is a valid pathname.
On Windows, it has the form \\.\pipe\xxx where xxx can contain any characters except '\'

• access
This parameter specifies in what direction the pipe is used.

• O_READ
(value 0) Opened for reading.

• O_WRITE
(value 1) Opened for writing.

You can use the returned file handle with the functions ReadFile, WriteFile, and CloseFile. OpenPipe is used in the
process that acts as a pipe client. Before you call OpenPipe, call the CreatePipe.

The pipe works in blocking mode. The read or write functions following OpenPipe wait until the server uses the inverse
function.

On successful completion, the function returns a non-negative integer, which is the file handle. If the function fails, it
returns -1.

Example:

This example shows a named pipe client.

dim rc, h0, h1, i as integer

dim pnam0, pnam1 as string

dim stopstring as string

dim s, s1 as string

dim iswin as boolean
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pnam0 = argv(1)

pnam1 = argv(2)

stopstring = "---END---"

h0 = OpenPipe(pnam0, O_READ)   

h1 = OpenPipe(pnam1, O_WRITE)   

if h0 < 0 or h1 < 0 then

    print "open pipe failure. h0: " + str(h0) + "  h1: " + str(h1)

    print "pnam0: " + pnam0 + "  pnam1: " + pnam1

 exit

end if 

rc = ReadFile(h0, s)

print "read command rc: " + str(rc) + " " + s

if rc then

 for i = 1 to 5

  s1 = "RSP " + s + " line " + str(i) 

  rc = WriteFile(h1, s1)

  if not(rc) then

   print "write failed: " + s1

   exit for

  end if

 next i

 if rc then

  rc = WriteFile(h1, stopstring)

  if rc then

      print "test successful"

  end if 

 end if

end if

CloseFile(h0)

CloseFile(h1)

ReadFile - Read Data from a File

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The ReadFile function reads data from a file.

The file content function has one of the following formats:

ReadFile (handle as Integer, buffer as String) as Boolean

ReadFile (handle as Integer, buffer as String, buflen as Integer) as Boolean

ReadFile (handle as Integer, buffer as Void) as Boolean

ReadFile (handle as Integer, buffer as Void, buflen as Integer) as Boolean

• handle
This parameter specifies a file handle that is returned by a previous call of OpenFile or CreateFile.

• buffer
This parameter specifies a variable of any type.
Buffers of type arrays of char are treated as strings.
If the argument buffer is a string type variable, the function reads from the current file position. The function stops
reading when a newline character is present or the maximum number of characters are reached. If the argument buffer
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is any other type, the function reads from the current file position and stops when the buffer is full or the file pointer
reaches end of file.
Void means that the type of object can be any valid type except for string and arrays of char.

• buflen
This parameter specifies the number of bytes to be read from the file into the buffer. If the file has insufficient bytes, all
the bytes remaining are transmitted into the buffer.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, it returns FALSE.

NOTE
Do not mix the different formats of the ReadFile() function which can lead to unexpected results.

Unlike the other formats, the first format reads the string as a text line that a newline sign or end of file terminates. The
information is stored to the buffer without the newline sign. The interpreter maps this function to a different system read
function than the other three formats. The other ReadFile formats are mapped to a common system read function.

The different systems read functions use different cache and read pointers to retrieve the data. If you mix the formats, the
data is not read in sequence in which it was stored on the disk.

In the case of the first format, the string read is a text line. A newline sign or end of file terminates the string. The
information is stored to the buffer without this newline. This is not true for the other ReadFile functions.

The interpreter maps this function to a different system read function than the other three formats, which are mapped to
a common system read function. These different systems read functions also use different caches and read pointers to
retrieve the data. If the formats are mixed, the data might not be read in the sequence in it was stored on the disk.

Example:

Dim fIn, fOut as integer   ' Declare file handles

Dim OneLine as string     ' String to hold one line

Rem First open the Input file...

fIn=OpenFile("C:\CONFIG.SYS",O_READ)

if fIn<0 then

 MessageBox("Unable to open input file","Error")

 Goto End

End if

Rem ...Then create the output file...

fOut=CreateFile("C:\CONFIG.BAK")

if fOut<0 then

 MessageBox("Unable to create output file","Error")

CloseFile(fIn)

 Goto End

End if

Rem ...Copy lines until none left...

while Not(Eof(fIn))

 if ReadFile(fIn,OneLine) then WriteFile(fOut,OneLine)

wend

Rem ...Close Files, and signal success.
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CloseFile(fIn)

CloseFile(fOut)

MsgBox("A backup of the CONFIG.SYS file was created","MyScript",MB_OK)

end:

SeekFile - Reposition the Current Position in an Open File

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The SeekFile function repositions the current position in an open file.

Function format:

Seekfile(handle as integer, position as integer) as Boolean

• handle
This parameter specifies a handle that is returned by a previous call.

• position
This parameter specifies the new position in the file. A position of 0 sets the position to the beginning of the file
The next read or write will be at the new position in the file.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, it returns FALSE.

Example:

' Update a file at the 4th double word. set it to 0.

Dim fHandle as integer

fHandle = OpenFile("out5.a", O_UPDATE)

if (fHandle = -1) then

 Print("OpenFile(""out5.a"", O_UPDATE) failed.")

 exit

endif

if Not(SeekFile(fHandle, 16)) then

 Print("SeekFile(fHandle, 16) failed.")

 exit

endif

if Not(WriteFile(fHandle, 0)) then

 Print("WriteFile(fHandle, 0) failed.")

 exit

endif

CloseFile(fHandle)

WriteFile - Write Data to a File

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The WriteFile function writes data to a file.

Function formats:

WriteFile(handle as Integer, buffer as String) as Boolean

WriteFile(handle as Integer, buffer as String, buflen as Integer) as Boolean

WriteFile(handle as Integer, buffer as Void) as Boolean

WriteFile(handle as Integer, buffer as Void, buflen as Integer) as Boolean

• handle
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This parameter specifies a file handle that is returned by OpenFile or CreateFile.
• buffer

This parameter specifies a variable of any type.
• buflen

This parameter specifies the number of characters to be stored in the file. If the number of char exceeds buflen, only
the first buflen characters are stored in the file. If the number of chars does not exceed buflen, the whole buffer is
stored.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

NOTE
Do not mix the different formats of the WriteFile() function formats. Mixing the formats leads to unexpected
results.

The interpreter handles the first format differently. When the string is written to disk, the interpreter always adds a newline
sign.

The interpreter maps the first format to a different system write function than the other three formats, which are mapped
to a common system write function. The different systems write functions use different caches to store the data that are
written. At close time, the caches are written to disk one after another. If you mix the formats, the data does not appear in
the correct sequence.

The interpreter handles the following formats in a different way:

WriteFile(handle as Integer, buffer as String) as Boolean 

When the string is written to disk, a newline is always added. This is not true for the other types of formats. The interpreter
maps this function to a different system write function than the other three formats which were mapped to a common
system write function. These different systems write functions may also use different caches to store the data written.
At close time, the caches are written to disk one after another. If the formats are mixed, the data may not appear in the
sequence - in which it was written. Therefore, do not mix this format with the other formats.

Example:

Dim fIn, fOut as integer   ' Declare file handles

Dim OneLine as string     ' String to hold one line

Rem First open the Input file...

fIn=OpenFile("C:\CONFIG.SYS",O_READ)

if fIn<0 then

 MessageBox("Unable to open input file","Error")

 Goto End

End if

Rem ...Then create the output file...

fOut=CreateFile("C:\CONFIG.BAK")

if fOut<0 then

 MessageBox("Unable to create output file","Error")

CloseFile(fIn)

 Goto End

End if

Rem ...Copy lines until none left...
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while Not(Eof(fIn))

 if ReadFile(fIn,OneLine) then WriteFile(fOut,OneLine)

wend

Rem ...Close Files, and signal success.

CloseFile(fIn)

CloseFile(fOut)

MsgBox("A backup of the CONFIG.SYS file was created","MyScript",MB_OK)

end:

File System Functions

CopyFile or Copy Link - Copy an Existing File

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The CopyFile or CopyLink function copies an existing file to a new file.

Function format:

CopyFile(

 source as String, 

 target as String, 

 overwrite as Boolean) as Boolean

CopyFile(source as String, target as String) as Boolean

• source
This parameter specifies the file name of an existing source file.

• target
This parameter identifies the name of the new file.

• overwrite
This parameter specifies if the function overwrites an existing target. The default, TRUE, overwrites an existing target.
If the target file already exists, FALSE causes the function to fail.

On completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, it returns FALSE.

Example:

This example creates a backup directory, copies autoexec.bat to the directory, and renames it to autoexec.bat.

HELP_GETFILEATTRIBUTES

If Not(ExistDirectory("c:\backup")) then CreateDirectory("c:\backup")

CopyFile("c:\autoexec.bat", "c:\backup\autoexec.bat") 

RenameFile("c:\backup\autoexec.bat", "c:\backup\autoexec.bak") 

CopyTree - Copy a Directory Tree

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE
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The CopyTree function copies a directory tree. If the target path does not exist, this function creates it.

Function format:

CopyTree(

 source as String, 

 target as String, 

 overwrite as Boolean) as Boolean

CopyTree(source as String, target as String) as Boolean

• source
This parameter indicates the name of an existing directory.

• target
This parameter indicates the name of the new directory.

• overwrite
This parameter specifies if the function overwrites an existing target.

The default, TRUE, overwrites an existing target. If the target file already exists, FALSE causes the function to fail.

Example:

This example copies the clientws directory tree to CliWS.

CopyTree("c:\clientws", "c:\cliws")

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

CreateDirectory or MkDir - Create a New Directory

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The CreateDirectory or MkDir function creates a directory.

Function format:

MkDir(pathstring as String) as Boolean

CreateDirectory(pathstring as String) as Boolean

• pathstring
This parameter specifies the name of the directory to create.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, it returns FALSE.

Example:

This example creates a backup directory, copies autoexec.bat to the directory, and renames it to autoexec.bat.

HELP_GETFILEATTRIBUTES

If Not(ExistDirectory("c:\backup")) then CreateDirectory("c:\backup")

CopyFile("c:\autoexec.bat", "c:\backup\autoexec.bat") 

RenameFile("c:\backup\autoexec.bat", "c:\backup\autoexec.bak") 

CreateFile-Create a New File

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows, and Windows CE
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NOTE
On Windows 9x, do not use this function to create an .ini file. Windows OS creates the specified .ini file of a
WriteIniSection() or WriteIniEntry().

The CreateFile function creates a file for writing.

Function format:

CreateFile(filename as String, mode as Integer) as Integer

CreateFile(filename as String) as Integer

• filename
This parameter specifies the name of the file.

• mode
This parameter specifies the mode in which to create the file. The value is one of the following predefined constants:
– O_TEXT

(value 0, default) Text mode
– O_BINARY

(value 1) Binary mode
If the mode parameter is omitted, text mode is assumed.

If the function succeeds, the return value is a non negative integer, the file handle. If the function fails, it returns -1.

Example:

This example Creates a backup of the CONFIG.SYS file.

Dim fIn, fOut as integer   ' Declare file handles

Dim OneLine as string     ' String to hold one line

' First open the Input file...

fIn=OpenFile("C:\CONFIG.SYS",O_READ)

if fIn<0 then

 MessageBox("Unable to open input file","Error")

 Goto End

End if

' ...Then create the output file...

fOut=CreateFile("C:\CONFIG.BAK")

if fOut<0 then

 MessageBox("Unable to create output file","Error")

 Goto End

End if

' ...Copy lines until none left...

while Not(Eof(fIn))

 if ReadFile(fIn,OneLine) then WriteFile(fOut,OneLine)

wend
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' ...Close Files, and signal success.

CloseFile(fIn)

CloseFile(fOut)

MessageBox("A backup of the CONFIG.SYS file was created","MyScript")

end:

DeleteFile or DelFile - Delete a File

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The DeleteFile or DelFile function removes the specified file.

Function format:

DeleteFile(filename as String) as Boolean

DelFile(filename as String) as Boolean

DeleteFile(filename as String, mode as Integer) as Boolean

DelFile(filename as String, mode as Integer) as Boolean

• filename
This parameter Indicates the file name and path.

• mode
Use on Windows only. The mode values are:
– 0 Delete file if not read-only
– 1 Delete file even if read-only
– 2 Deletion is delayed until next reboot

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, it returns FALSE.

Example:

Rem

Rem By deleting the file Ncclient.ini a new workstation name detect 

Rem will be forced next time the Unicenter Asset Management agent is executed.

Rem 

DeleteFile(ComputerPath+"Ncclient.ini")

Rem ComnputerPath is an Unicenter Asset Management constant

DeleteTree or DelTree - Remove a Directory Tree

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The DeleteTree or DelTree function removes the specified directory tree including all its subdirectories, even if they are
not empty.

NOTE
Do not write-protect the specified directory.

Function format:

DeleteTree(pathname as String) as Boolean

DelTree(pathname as String) as Boolean
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• pathname
This parameter specifies the path of the tree that is to be deleted.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, it returns FALSE.

Example:

Rem

Rem By deleting the directory bak this forces a full collect next time 

Rem the Unicenter Asset Management agent is executed.

Rem 

DeleteTree(ComputerPath+"bak")

Rem ComputerPath is a Unicenter Asset Management constant

ExistDir or ExistDirectory - Check if a Directory Exists

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The ExistDir or ExistDirectory function checks whether a directory exists.

Function format:

ExistDir(pathname as String) as Boolean

ExistDirectory(pathname as String) as Boolean

• pathname
This parameter identifies the directory path.

If the directory exists, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, it returns FALSE.

Example:

HELP_GETFILEATTRIBUTES

If Not(ExistDirectory("c:\backup")) then CreateDirectory("c:\backup")

CopyFile("c:\autoexec.bat", "c:\backup\autoexec.bat") 

RenameFile("c:\backup\autoexec.bat", "c:\backup\autoexec.bak") 

ExistFile - Check if a File Exists

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The ExistFile function checks for the existence of a file.

Function format:

ExistFile(filename as String) as Boolean

• filename
This parameter identifies the file path.

If the file exists, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, it returns FALSE.

Example:

Dim file, section, entry, value as string
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Dim LF, CR as char

Dim rtr as integer

ClrScr()

LF = 0x0a

CR = 0x0d

file = "c:\dmscript.ini"

if Not(ExistFile(file)) then

 rtr = CreateFile(file, O_TEXT)

 if rtr = -1 then

  SetStatus(1)

  exit

 end if

 closeFile(rtr)

end if

 

section = "Section 1"

value = "Param_1 = Wert_1" + LF + "Param_2 = Wert_2"

if WriteIniSection( section, value, file) then

 Print("WriteIniSection successfully completed.")

else

 Print("WriteIniSection failed.")

endif

section = "Section 2"

entry = "Param_3"

value = "Wert_3"

if WriteIniEntry( section, entry, value, file) then

 Print("WriteIniFile successfully completed.")

else

 Print("WriteIniFile failed.")

endif

section = "Section 1"

rtr = ReadIniSection(section, value, file)

if (rtr > 0) then

 Print( Str(rtr) + CR + LF + value)

else

 Print("ReadIniSection failed.")

endif

section = "Section 2"

entry = "Param_3"

rtr = ReadIniEntry(section, entry, value, file)

if (rtr > 0) then
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 Print( Str(rtr) + CR + LF + entry + " = " + value)

else

 Print("ReadIniEntry failed.")

endif

FindClose - Close a Find Operation

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The FindClose function closes a find operation.

Function format:

FindClose(Handle as Integer) as Boolean

• handle
This parameter identifies the handle of the find operation to be closed.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, it returns FALSE.

Example:

Function contents(root as string) As Boolean

 Dim fileName As String

 Dim iHandle As Integer

 Dim rootRoot As String

 

 rootRoot = Mid(root, 0, len(root)-1)

 iHandle = FindFirstFile(root, fileName)) Then

 If iHandle = 0 Then

  Print("No files found at """ + root + """")

 Else

  Repeat

   If Is_Dir(rootRoot + fileName) Then

    Print("""" + rootRoot + fileName + """ is a directory")

    if Not(fileName = ".") AND Not(fileName = "..") Then

     contents(rootRoot + fileName + "\*")

    End If

   Else

    Print("""" + rootRoot + fileName + """ is a file")

   End If

  Until Not(FindNextFile(iHandle, fileName))

  FindClose(iHandle)

 End If

 contents = TRUE

End Function

Dim i As Integer

ClrScr()

if Argc() = 1 Then

 Exit
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End If

For i=1 To Argc()-1

 Print(NEWLINE$ + "Recursive List of """ + Argv(i) + """")

 Contents(Argv(i))

Next i

Invokation: dmscript sample.dms c:\* -w_dms

FindFirst - Return the Name of the First File in the Search

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The FindFirst function returns the name of the first file that matches a specified filter.

Function format:

FindFirst(Filter as string, Attrib as integer) as string

FindFirst(Filter as string) as string

• Filter
This parameter specifies the files to include in the scan. This parameter can contain a drive specification, a path, and a
file name for the files to be found. The file name can contain wildcard characters (? or *).

• Attrib
This parameter specifies the file attribute for selecting eligible files in the scan. If the Attrib parameter is omitted,
FA_ALLFILES is assumed. Attrib can be selected by ORing the following values:
– FA_NONE

Normal file, no attributes
– FA_RDONLY

Read-only files
– FA_HIDDEN

Hidden files
– FA_SYSTEM

System files
– FA_LABEL

Volume label
– FA_DIR

Directory
– FA_ARCHIVE

Archive files
– FA_ALLFILES

All files
– FA_ANYFILE

Any file

On successful completion, the FindFirst function returns a string containing the file name of the first matching file.
Otherwise, it returns an empty string.

Example:

Dim Filename as string

Filename=FindFirst("C:\*.BAT",FA_ANYFILE)

while Filename<>""

  print Filename
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  Filename=FindNext()

wend

FindFirstFile - Search for Files in a Directory

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The FindFirstFile function searches for files in a specified directory.

Function format:

FindFirstFile(namespec as String, filename as String) as Integer

• namespec
This parameter identifies the directory path or the file path with wildcard file specification. Do not use a literal string. For
example,
– NOT:
Dim filename as string

Dim findHandle as integer

findHandle=FindFirstFile("c:\windows\*.dll",filename).

 
– BUT:
Dim filename as string

Dim filehandle as integer

Dim path as string

Path="c:\windows\*.dll"

Filehandle=FindFirstFile(path,filename)

• filename
An output parameter that contains the name of the file that has been found.

On successful completion, the function returns a find handle. You use this find handle as input to FindNextFile and
FindClose. If the function fails, it returns 0.

Example:

This example recursively lists the contents of directories that are passed as arguments.

Function contents(root as string) As Boolean

 Dim fileName As String

 Dim iHandle As Integer

 Dim rootRoot As String

 

 rootRoot = Mid(root, 0, len(root)-1)

 iHandle = FindFirstFile(root, fileName)) Then

 If iHandle = 0 Then

  Print("No files found at """ + root + """")

 Else

  Repeat

   If Is_Dir(rootRoot + fileName) Then

    Print("""" + rootRoot + fileName + """ is a directory")

    if Not(fileName = ".") AND Not(fileName = "..") Then
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     contents(rootRoot + fileName + "\*")

    End If

   Else

    Print("""" + rootRoot + fileName + """ is a file")

   End If

  Until Not(FindNextFile(iHandle, fileName))

  FindClose(iHandle)

 End If

 contents = TRUE

End Function

Dim i As Integer

ClrScr()

if Argc() = 1 Then

 Exit

End If

For i=1 To Argc()-1

 Print(NEWLINE$ + "Recursive List of """ + Argv(i) + """")

 Contents(Argv(i))

Next i

Invokation: dmscript sample.dms c:\* -w_dms

FindNext

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The FindNext function continues a directory scan. The scan is used to fetch subsequent files that match the criteria that
are given in FindFirst. FindNext returns one file name for each call of FindNext until no more matching files are found in
the directory.

Function format:

FindNext() as string

Each call of FindNext returns one file name. When no more matching files are found in the directory, it returns an empty
string ("").

Example:

Dim Filename as string

Filename=FindFirst("C:\*.BAT",FA_ANYFILE)

while Filename<>""

  print Filename

  Filename=FindNext()

wend

FindNextFile - Continue FindFirstFile Directory Scan

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE
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The FindNextFile function continues a directory scan.

Function format:

FindNextFile(findHandle as Integer, filename as String) as Integer

• findHandle
This parameter identifies the handle that is returned from FindFirstFile.

• filename
This parameter identifies an output parameter that contains the name of the file that has been found.

If a file was found, the function returns a value of 1. If no more files can be found, the function returns a value of 0.

Example:

Function contents(root as string) As Boolean

 Dim fileName As String

 Dim iHandle As Integer

 Dim rootRoot As String

 

 rootRoot = Mid(root, 0, len(root)-1)

 iHandle = FindFirstFile(root, fileName)) Then

 If iHandle = 0 Then

  Print("No files found at """ + root + """")

 Else

  Repeat

   If Is_Dir(rootRoot + fileName) Then

    Print("""" + rootRoot + fileName + """ is a directory")

    if Not(fileName = ".") AND Not(fileName = "..") Then

     contents(rootRoot + fileName + "\*")

    End If

   Else

    Print("""" + rootRoot + fileName + """ is a file")

   End If

  Until Not(FindNextFile(iHandle, fileName))

  FindClose(iHandle)

 End If

 contents = TRUE

End Function

Dim i As Integer

ClrScr()

if Argc() = 1 Then

 Exit

End If

For i=1 To Argc()-1

 Print(NEWLINE$ + "Recursive List of """ + Argv(i) + """")

 Contents(Argv(i))

Next i

Invokation: dmscript sample.dms c:\* -w_dms
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GetDir or GetDirectory - Get the Name of the Current Directory

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The GetDir or GetDirectory function gets the name of the current directory.

Function format:

GetDir(n1 as Integer) as String

GetDirectory(n1 as Integer) as String

• n1
This parameter indicates the drive number.

On successful completion, the function returns a string containing the name of the current directory for the specified drive.
Otherwise, it returns an empty string.

The function returns the name of the current working directory for the drive indicated by the parameter n1. This parameter
specifies a drive number: 0 for default, 1 for A, 2 for B, and so on.

NOTE
On UNIX platforms, "n1" has no meaning.

Example:

This example creates a directory, sets the active directory to it, and gets the name of the directory. The example sets the
default directory to C:\ and changes the name of the directory created. If the directory exists (not renamed), it is deleted.

'Create dir

CreateDirectory("C:\AMTest")

'Set active dir

SetDirectory("C:\AMTest")

MessageBox(" Current Directory is : " + GetDirectory(0) )

'Set Default to C:\

SetDirectory("C:\")

'Rename the directory

RenameDirectory("C:\AMTest","C:\AMTest_1")

If ExistDirectory("C:\AMTest_1") THEN

 RemoveDirectory("C:\AMTest_1")

Else

 MessageBox("Could not find directory : C:\AMTest_1")

Endif

Return Free Disk Space

Valid on Symbian OS, Windows and Windows CE.

Function format:

GetDiskFree(drivenumb1 as Integer) as Integer
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GetDiskFreeB(drivenumb1 as Integer) as Integer

GetDiskFreeKB(drivenumb1 as Integer) as Integer

GetDiskFreeMB(drivenumb1 as Integer) as Integer

• drivenumb1
This parameter indicates the drive number. Use 0 for the default, 1 for A, 2 for B, and so on.

The functions return the size in a 32-bit integer format. Large disks exceed the capacity of such a representation, resulting
in wrong sizes or negative values due to truncation.

Each function returns an integer, which is the free disk space, as follows:

• GetDiskFree
Free disk space value in KB.

• GetDiskFreeB
Free disk space value in bytes.

• GetDiskFreeKB
Free disk space value in KB.

• GetDiskFreeMB
Free disk space value in MB. 

NOTE
The GetFileStoreFree function is portable and use it in preference to GetDiskFree functions.

Example:

Rem

Rem This displays all information about the current drive in KiloBytes

Rem 

Dim drive AS Integer

drive = GetDrive()

Print("Current drive is  : " + Str( drive ) )

Print("Current drive Size : " + Str( GetDiskSizeKB( drive )) + " KB"))

Print("Current drive Free : " + Str( GetDiskFreeKB( drive ))

Return the Disk Size

Valid on Symbian OS, Windows, and Windows CE

The GetDiskSize function returns the disk size in KB. The GetDiskSizeB function returns the disk size in bytes. The
GetDiskSizeKB function returns the disk size in KB. The GetDiskSizeMB function returns the disk size in MB.

Function format:

GetDiskSize(drivenumb1 as Integer) as Integer

GetDiskSizeB(drivenumb1 as Integer) as Integer

GetDiskSizeKB(drivenumb1 as Integer) as Integer

GetDiskSizeMB(drivenumb1 as Integer) as Integer

• drivenumb1
This parameter indicates the drive number. Use 0 for the default, 1 for A, 2 for B, and so on.

The functions return the size in a 32-bit integer format. Large disks exceed the capacity of such a representation, resulting
in wrong sizes or negative values due to truncation.
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Each function returns an integer, which is the disk size, as follows:

• GetDiskSize
Disk size value in KB

• GetDiskSizeB
Disk size space value in bytes

• GetDiskSizeKB
Disk size value in KB

• GetDiskSizeMB
Disk size value in MB

NOTE
Use the GetFileStoreSize function, which is portable, instead of the GetDiskSize functions.

Example:

Dim Size,Used,Free as integer

Dim out as string

Size=GetDiskSize(3)

if (Size<>-1) then

  out="Total size: "+chr(9)+str(Size)+" bytes"+ chr(10)

  Used=GetDiskUsage(3)

  out=out+"Bytes used: "+chr(9)+str(Used)+" bytes"+ chr(10)

  Free=GetDiskFre

Return the Amount of Disk Usage

Valid on Symbian OS, Windows, and Windows CE

The GetDiskUsage and the GetDiskUsageKB functions return the amount of disk usage in KB. The GetDiskUsageB
function returns the amount of disk usage in bytes. The GetDiskUsageMB function returns the amount of disk usage in
MB.

Function format:

GetDiskUsage(drivenumb1 as Integer) as Integer

GetDiskUsageB(drivenumb1 as Integer) as Integer

GetDiskUsageKB(drivenumb1 as Integer) as Integer

GetDiskUsageMB(drivenumb1 as Integer) as Integer

• drivenumb1
This parameter indicates the drive number.

The functions return the size in a 32-bit integer format. Large disks exceed the capacity, resulting in wrong sizes or
negative values due to truncation.

The drivenumb1 parameter indicates the drive. This parameter specifies a drive number: 0 for the default, 1 for A, 2 for B,
and so on.

Each function returns an integer, which is the disk usage, as follows:

• GetDiskUsage
Disk usage value in KB

• GetDiskUsageB
Disk usage value in bytes

• GetDiskUsageKB
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Disk usage value in KB
• GetDiskUsageMB

Disk usage value in MB

NOTE
Use the GetFileStore function instead as it is portable.

Example:

Dim drive AS Integer

drive = GetDrive()

Print("Current drive is  : " + Str( drive ))

Print("Current drive Size : " + Str( GetDiskSizeMB( drive )) + " MB"))

Print("Current drive Free : " + Str( GetDiskFreeMB( drive )) +

GetDrive - Return the Current Drive Number

Valid on Symbian OS and Windows

The GetDrive function returns the current drive number: 1 for A, 2 for B, 3 for C, and so on.

Function format:

GetDrive() as Integer

The function returns the current drive number: 1 for A, 2 for B, 3 for C, and so on.

Example:

Dim drive AS Integer

drive = GetDrive()

Print("Current drive is : " + Str( drive ) )

Print("Current drive Size : " + Str( GetDiskSize( drive )) )

Print("Current drive Free : " + Str( GetDiskFree( drive )) )

Print("Current drive Usage: " + Str( GetDiskUsage( drive )) )

GetFileAttributes - Return the File Attributes

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The GetFileAttributes function retrieves the attributes of the file or directory that the file name indicates.

Function format:

GetFileAttributes(filename as String) as Integer

• filename
This parameter identifies the file path.

The following list indicates the value of the file attributes for all supported Windows platforms. Parameter values are
decimal.

• READONLY
Value: 1

• HIDDEN
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Value: 2
• SYSTEM

Value: 4
• DIRECTORY

Value: 16
• ARCHIVE

Value: 32
• NORMAL

Value: 128
• TEMPORARY

Value: 256
• COMPRESSED

Value: 2048
• OFFLINE

Value: 4096

On successful completion, the function returns a value containing the attributes of the specified file or directory. If the file
does not exist, the function returns the value -1.

Example:

This example reports the attributes on AUTOEXEC.BAT and switches the Hidden flag.

dim attr as integer

dim out as string

attr=GetFileAttributes("C:BAT")

if (attr<>-1) then

  out=out+"Attributes: "+chr(9)+"["

  if attr and FA_ARCHIVE then out=out+"A"

  if attr and FA_SYSTEM then out=out+"S"

  if attr and FA_HIDDEN then out=out+"H"

  if attr and FA_RDONLY then out=out+"R"

  out=out+"]"

  MsgBox("Information on C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT"+chr(10)+chr(10)+out)

else

  MsgBox("Cannot find C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT")

end if

if attr and FA_HIDDEN then

 attr = attr  -  FA_HIDDEN

 SetFileAttributes("C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT", attr)

else

 attr = attr + FA_HIDDEN

 SetFileAttributes("C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT", attr)

End If

end:

GetFileSize - Return the Size of the File

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE
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The GetFileSize function provides the size of the file in bytes.

Function format:

GetFileSize(filename as String) as Integer

• filename
This parameter identifies the path to the file.

The return value is the amount in bytes.

Example:

This example reports the size and creation date of the file AUTOEXEC.BAT.

dim size as integer

dim time as DateTime

dim out as string

size=GetFileSize("C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT")

if (size<>-1) then

  out="File size: "+chr(9)+chr(9)+str(size)+" bytes"+ chr(10)

  time=GetFileTime("C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT")

  out=out+"Creation date: "+chr(9)+str(time.month)+"/"+str(time.day)+"/"+str(time.year)

  out=out+" "+str(time.hour)+":"+str(time.minute)+" "

  MsgBox("Information on C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT"+chr(10)+chr(10)+out)

else

  MsgBox("Cannot find C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT")

end if

end:

Return the Free Space

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The GetFileStoreFree function provides the free space on the file system in KB. The GetFileStoreSize provides the total
space on the file system in KB. The GetFileStoreUsage function provides the used space on the file system in KB.

Functions format:

GetFileStoreFree(filename as String) as Integer

GetFileStoreSize(filename as String) as Integer

GetFileStoreUsage(filename as String) as Integer

• filename
This parameter specifies a path to a file or directory and identifies the file system. A file system has the usual meaning
in UNIX. In Windows, it is a drive.

Each function returns the amount in KB.

Example:

This example lists the size and the used and free space of drive C:\.

Dim size, free, used As Integer

Dim TAB As Char
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TAB = 0x0009

ClrScr()

size = GetFileStoreSize("c:\")

free = GetFileStoreFree("c:\")

used = GetFileStoreUsage("c:\")

Print("Capacity of drive c:\")

Print("Total size" + TAB + TAB + Str(size))

Print("Free storage" + TAB + Str(free))

Print("Used storage" + TAB + Str(used))

Get File Time

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The GetFileTime function returns the creation date of a file (format 1), or, if the type of time is specified (format 2), the
creation date, or last access date, or last modification date.

Function format:

GetFileTime(filename as String) as DateTime

GetFileTime(filename as String, type as Integer) as DateTime

• filename
This parameter specifies the name of the file to investigate.

• type
This parameter specifies the type of file time to retrieve.
The following values are valid:
– 0 Date and time of creation
– 1 Date and time of last access
– 2 Date and time of last modification (Default)

The DateTime structure is defined as follows:

Type DateTime

   Year as Integer

   Month as Integer

   Day as Integer

   DayOfWeek as Integer

   Hour as Integer

   Minute as Integer

   Second as Integer

End Type

On successful completion, the function returns the creation date and time of a file (format 1), or the time specified in type
(format 2). If the file does not exist, it returns a DateTime structure with all members set to -1.

Example:

dim size as integer

dim time as DateTime

dim out as string

size=GetFileSize("C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT")

if (size<>-1) then
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  out="File size: "+chr(9)+chr(9)+str(size)+" bytes"+ chr(10)

  time=GetFileTime("C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT")

  out=out+"Creation date: "+chr(9)+str(time.month)+"/"+str(time.day)+"/"+str(time.year)

  out=out+" "+str(time.hour)+":"+str(time.minute)+" "

  MsgBox("Information on C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT"+chr(10)+chr(10)+out)

else

  MsgBox("Cannot find C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT")

end if

end:

GetLongFileName - Convert Short File Name to Long File Name

Valid on Windows

The GetLongFileName function converts the short file name to the long file name.

Function format:

GetLongFileName(shortFileName as string, longFileName as string) as Boolean

• shortFileName
This parameter is an input parameter. This parameter is the MS-DOS 8.3 file name to be expanded into a long file
name format.

• longFileName
An output parameter and receives the long, expanded file name.

On successful execution, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, it returns FALSE. To convert a file name, the related file
must exist on the system or the function fails.

Example:

This example converts a long file name into a short one and converts it back.

Dim lName, oName, sName As String

ClrScr()

oName ="c:\temp\a bb ccc dddd\abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz.txt"

If Not(GetShortFileName(oName, sName)) Then

 MessageBox("Can not convert to short", "DMS", MB_OK + MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

 SetStatus(1)

 Exit

End If

Print( oName + " - " + sName)

If Not(GetLongFileName(sName, lName)) Then

 MessageBox("Can not convert to long", "DMS", MB_OK + MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

 SetStatus(2)

 Exit

End If

Print( sName + " - " + lName)

GetShortFileName - Convert Long File Name to Short File Name

Valid on Symbian OS and Windows
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The GetShortFileName function converts the long file to the short file name.

Function format:

GetShortFileName(longFileName as string, shortFileName as string) as Boolean

• longFileName
This is an input parameter. It is the file name to be converted into a short file name (8.3 notation).

• shortFileName
This is an output parameter and receives the converted file name.

On successful execution, this function returns TRUE; otherwise, it returns FALSE. To convert a file name the related file
must exist on the system or the function fails.

Example:

This example converts a long file name into a short one and converts it back.

Dim lName, oName, sName As String

ClrScr()

oName ="c:\temp\a bb ccc dddd\abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz.txt"

If Not(GetShortFileName(oName, sName)) Then

 MessageBox("Can not convert to short", "DMS", MB_OK + MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

 SetStatus(1)

 Exit

End If

Print( oName + " - " + sName)

If Not(GetLongFileName(sName, lName)) Then

 MessageBox("Can not convert to long", "DMS", MB_OK + MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

 SetStatus(2)

 Exit

End If

Print( sName + " - " + lName)

GetSpecialDir - Get the Special Directory Name and Path

Valid on Windows and Windows CE

The GetSpecialDir function gets the name and path of special directories.

Function format:

GetSpecialDir(Id as integer, Path as string) as integer

• Id
This parameter specifies the identifier of the special directory.

• Path
This parameter specifies the drive and path name of the specified directory (Output parameter).

On successful completion, the function returns zero (0); otherwise, it returns a non-zero value.

NOTE
If the location specified by the CSIDL parameter is not part of the file system, this function fails.

Example:

Rem sample for special directories
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Dim dirName As String

ClrScr()

If GetSpecialDir(CSIDL_APPDATA, dirName) <> 0 Then

 MsgBox("Retrieve CSIDL_APPDATA failed!", "DMS", MB_OK + MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

 SetStatus(1)

 Exit

End If

Print("CSIDL_APPDATA: """ + dirName + """")

Is_Archive - Check if the File is Archived

Valid on NetWare, Windows, and Windows CE

The Is_Archive function checks the file for the specified attribute.

Function format:

Is_Archive(filename as String) as Boolean

• filename
This parameter identifies a file path.

The function returns TRUE if the file is archived; otherwise, it returns FALSE.

Example:

If Is_Archive(Argv(1)) Then

 print(Argv(1) + " indicates 'Archive'.")

Else

 print(Argv(1) + " does not indicate 'Archive'.")

End If 

Is_Blk - Check if the File is a Block Special File

Valid on UNIX only

The Is_Blk function checks the file for the specified attribute.

Function format:

Is_Blk(filename as String) as Boolean

• filename
This parameter identifies a file path.

This function returns TRUE if the file is a block special file, and returns FALSE in all other cases.

Example:

If Is_Blk(Argv(1)) Then

 print(Argv(1) + " indicates 'Blk'.")

Else

 print(Argv(1) + " does not indicate 'Blk'.")

End If
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Is_Chr - Check if the File is a Character Special File

Valid on UNIX only

The Is_Chr function checks the file for the specified attribute.

Function format:

Is_Chr(filename as String) as Boolean

• filename
This parameter identifies a file path.

If the file is a character special file, this function returns TRUE and FALSE otherwise.

Example:

If Is_Chr(Argv(1)) Then

 print(Argv(1) + " indicates 'Chr'.")

Else

 print(Argv(1) + " does not indicate 'Chr'.")

End If

Is_Dir - Check if the File is a Directory

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The Is_Dir function checks the file for the specified attribute.

Function format:

Is_Dir(filename as String) as Boolean

• filename
This parameter identifies a file path.

Use the correct syntax for file names and directory names. For example, C:\WINNT is a file name, not a directory name.
The syntax for a directory is C:\WINNT\*.

If the file is a directory, this function returns TRUE; otherwise, it returns FALSE.

Example:

If Is_Dir(Argv(1)) Then

 print(Argv(1) + " indicates 'Dir'.")

Else

 print(Argv(1) + " does not indicate 'Dir'.")

End If 

Is_Fifo - Check the File for the Pipe Special Attribute

Valid on UNIX only

The Is_Fifo function checks the file for the specified attribute.

Function format:

Is_Fifo(filename as String) as Boolean
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• filename
This parameter identifies a file path.

If the file is a pipe special file, this function returns TRUE; otherwise, the function returns FALSE.

Example:

If Is_Fifo(Argv(1)) Then

 print(Argv(1) + " indicates 'Fifo'.")

Else

 print(Argv(1) + " does not indicate 'Fifo'.")

End If 

Is_File - Check the File is a Regular File

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE.

The Is_File function checks the file for the specified attribute.

Function format:

Is_File(filename as String) as Boolean

• filename
This parameter identifies a file path.

If the file is a regular file, this function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

If Is_File(Argv(1)) Then

 print(Argv(1) + " indicates 'File'.")

Else

 print(Argv(1) + " does not indicate 'File'.")

End If

Is_G_R - Check the File for the Group Read Attribute

Valid on UNIX only

The Is_G_R function checks the file for the specified attribute Group Read.

Function format:

Is_G_R(filename as String) as Boolean

• filename
This parameter identifies a file path.

If the attribute is set, this function returns TRUE and FALSE otherwise.

Example:

If Is_G_R(Argv(1)) Then

 print(Argv(1) + " indicates 'G_R'.")

Else

 print(Argv(1) + " does not indicate 'G_R'.")

End If
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Is_G_W - Check the File for the Group Write Attribute

Valid on UNIX only

The Is_G_W function checks the file for the specified attribute Group Write.

Function format:

Is_G_W(filename as String) as Boolean

• filename
This parameter identifies a file path.

If the attribute is set, this function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

If Is_G_W(Argv(1)) Then

 print(Argv(1) + " indicates 'G_W'.")

Else

 print(Argv(1) + " does not indicate 'G_W'.")

End If

Is_G_X - Check the File for the Group Execute Attribute

Valid on UNIX only

The Is_G_X function checks the file for the specified attribute Group Execute.

Function format:

Is_G_X(filename as String) as Boolean

• name
This parameter identifies a file path.

If the attribute is set, this function returns TRUE and FALSE otherwise.

Example:

If Is_G_X(Argv(1)) Then

 print(Argv(1) + " indicates 'G_X'.")

Else

 print(Argv(1) + " does not indicate 'G_X'.")

End If

Is_Hidden - Check the File for the Hidden Attribute

Valid on Windows

The Is_Hidden function checks the file for the specified attribute.

Function format:

Is_Hidden(filename as String) as Boolean

• filename
This parameter identifies a file path.

If the file is a hidden file, this function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.
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Example:

If Is_Hidden(Argv(1)) Then

 print(Argv(1) + " indicates 'Hidden'.")

Else

 print(Argv(1) + " does not indicate 'Hidden'.")

End If

Is_O_R - Check the File for the Others Read Attribute

Valid on UNIX only

The Is_O_R function checks the file for the specified attribute Others Read.

Function format:

Is_O_R(filename as String) as Boolean

• filename
This parameter identifies a file path.

If the attribute is set, this function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

If Is_O_R(Argv(1)) Then

 print(Argv(1) + " indicates 'O_R'.")

Else

 print(Argv(1) + " does not indicate 'O_R'.")

End If

Is_O_W - Check the File for the Others Write Attribute

Valid on UNIX only

The Is_O_W function checks the file for the specified attribute Others Write.

Function format:

Is_O_W(filename as String) as Boolean

• filename
This parameter identifies a file path.

If the attribute is set, this function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

If Is_O_W(Argv(1)) Then

 print(Argv(1) + " indicates 'O_W'.")

Else

 print(Argv(1) + " does not indicate 'O_W'.")

End If

Is_O_X - Check the File for the Others Execute Attribute

Valid on UNIX only
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The Is_O_X function checks the file for the specified attribute Others Execute.

Function format:

Is_O_X(filename as String) as Boolean

• filename
This parameter identifies a file path.

If the attribute is set, this function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

If Is_O_X(Argv(1)) Then

 print(Argv(1) + " indicates 'O_X'.")

Else

 print(Argv(1) + " does not indicate 'O_X'.")

End If

Is_ReadOnly - Check the File for the Read Only Attribute

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The Is_ReadOnly function checks the file for the specified attribute.

Function format:

Is_ReadOnly(filename as String) as Boolean

• filename
This parameter identifies a file path.

If the attribute is set, this function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

If Is_ReadOnly(Argv(1)) Then

 print(Argv(1) + " indicates 'ReadOnly'.")

Else

 print(Argv(1) + " does not indicate 'ReadOnly'.")

End If

Is_SGID - Check the File for the Set Group ID Attribute

Valid on UNIX only

The Is_SGID function checks the file for the specified attribute Set Group ID.

Function format:

Is_SGID(filename as String) as Boolean

• filename
This parameter identifies a file path.

If the attribute is set, this function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

If Is_SGID(Argv(1)) Then

 print(Argv(1) + " indicates 'SGID'.")
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Else

 print(Argv(1) + " does not indicate 'SGID'.")

End If

Is_SUID - Check the File for the SET USER ID Attribute

Valid on UNIX only

The Is_SUID function checks the file for the specified attribute SET USER ID.

Function format:

Is_SUID(filename as String) as Boolean

• filename
This parameter identifies a file path.

If the attribute is set, this function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

If Is_SUID(Argv(1)) Then

 print(Argv(1) + " indicates 'SUID'.")

Else

 print(Argv(1) + " does not indicate 'SUID'.")

End If

Is_System - Check the File for the Is System Attribute

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The Is_System function checks the file for the specified attribute IS SYSTEM file.

Function format:

Is_System(filename as String) as Boolean

• filename
This parameter identifies a file path.

If the attribute is set, this function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

If Is_System(Argv(1)) Then

 print(Argv(1) + " indicates 'System'.")

Else

 print(Argv(1) + " does not indicate 'System'.")

End If

Is_U_R - Check the File for the User Read Attribute

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The Is_U_R function checks the file for the specified attribute User Read.

Function format:

Is_U_R(filename as String) as Boolean
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• filename
This parameter identifies a file path.

If the attribute is set, this function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

If Is_U_R(Argv(1)) Then

 print(Argv(1) + " indicates 'U_R'.")

Else

 print(Argv(1) + " does not indicate 'U_R'.")

End If

Is_U_W - Check the File for the User Write Attribute

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The Is_U_W function checks the file for the specified attribute USER WRITE.

Function format:

Is_U_W(filename as String) as Boolean

• filename
This parameter identifies a file path.

If the attribute is set, this function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

If Is_U_W(Argv(1)) Then

 print(Argv(1) + " indicates 'U_W'.")

Else

 print(Argv(1) + " does not indicate 'U_W'.")

End If

Is_U_X - Check the File for the User Execute Attribute

Valid on UNIX only

The Is_U_X function checks the file for the specified attribute User Execute.

Function format:

Is_U_X(filename as String) as Boolean

• filename
This parameter identifies a file path.

If the attribute is set, this function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

If Is_U_X(Argv(1)) Then

 print(Argv(1) + " indicates 'U_X'.")

Else

 print(Argv(1) + " does not indicate 'U_X'.")

End If
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RemoveDirectory or RmDir - Remove a Directory

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The RemoveDirectory or RmDir function removes the directory that pathstring specifies.

NOTE
Do not write-protect the specified category.

Function format:

RemoveDirectory(pathstring as String) as Boolean

RemoveDir(pathstring as String) as Boolean

• pathstring
This parameter identifies the directory that is to be removed.
– The specified directory must be empty.
– The specified directory must not be the current working directory.
– The specified directory must not be the root directory.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE, otherwise returns FALSE.

Example:

'Create dir

CreateDirectory("C:\AMTest")

'Set active dir

SetDirectory("C:\AMTest")

MessageBox(" Current Directory is : " + GetDirectory(0) )

'Set Default to C:\

SetDirectory("C:\")

'Rename the directory

RenameDirectory("C:\AMTest","C:\AMTest_1")

If ExistDirectory("C:\AMTest_1") THEN

 RemoveDirectory("C:\AMTest_1")

Else

 MessageBox("Could not find directory : C:\AMTest_1")

Endif

RenameDirectory or RenDir - Rename or Move a Directory

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

Use the RenameDirectory or RenDir function to rename or move the specified directory.

Function format:

RenameDirectory(oldname as String, newname as String) as Boolean

RenDir(oldname as String, newname as String) as Boolean
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• oldname
This parameter specifies the name of an existing directory.

• newname
This parameter identifies the new name of the directory.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

'Create dir

CreateDirectory("C:\AMTest")

'Set active dir

SetDirectory("C:\AMTest")

MessageBox(" Current Directory is : " + GetDirectory(0) )

'Set Default to C:\

SetDirectory("C:\")

'Rename the directory

RenameDirectory("C:\AMTest","C:\AMTest_1")

If ExistDirectory("C:\AMTest_1") THEN

 RemoveDirectory("C:\AMTest_1")

Else

 MessageBox("Could not find directory : C:\AMTest_1")

Endif

RenameFile - Rename or Move a File

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

Use the RenameFile or RenFile function to rename or move the specified file.

Function format:

RenFile(oldname as String, newname as String) as Boolean

RenameFile(oldname as String, newname as String) as Boolean

• oldname
This parameter specifies the name of an existing file.

• newname
This parameter identifies the new name of the file.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

HELP_GETFILEATTRIBUTES

If Not(ExistDirectory("c:\backup")) then CreateDirectory("c:\backup")

CopyFile("c:\autoexec.bat", "c:\backup\autoexec.bat") 

RenameFile("c:\backup\autoexec.bat", "c:\backup\autoexec.bak")
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SetFileAttributes - Set the File Attributes

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The SetFileAttributes function sets the attributes of the file or directory specified by filename.

Function format:

SetFileAttributes(filename as String,attr as Integer) as Boolean

• filename
This parameter specifies the file path.

• attr
This parameter indicates the value that is to be set.

Windows

Values of the file attributes on Windows:

• READONLY
Value: 1

• HIDDEN
Value: 2

• SYSTEM
Value: 4

• DIRECTORY
Value: 16

• ARCHIVE
Value: 32

• NORMAL
Value: 128

• TEMPORARY
Value: 256

• COMPRESSED
Value: 2048

• OFFLINE
Value: 4096

Example:

This example reports the attributes on AUTOEXEC.BAT and switches the Hidden flag.

dim attr as integer

dim out as string

attr=GetFileAttributes("C:BAT")

if (attr<>-1) then

  out=out+"Attributes: "+chr(9)+"["

  if attr and FA_ARCHIVE then out=out+"A"

  if attr and FA_SYSTEM then out=out+"S"

  if attr and FA_HIDDEN then out=out+"H"

  if attr and FA_RDONLY then out=out+"R"

  out=out+"]"

  MsgBox("Information on C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT"+chr(10)+chr(10)+out)
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else

  MsgBox("Cannot find C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT")

end if

if attr and FA_HIDDEN then

 attr = attr  -  FA_HIDDEN

 SetFileAttributes("C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT", attr)

else

 attr = attr + FA_HIDDEN

 SetFileAttributes("C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT", attr)

End If

end:

SetFileTime - Set the File or Directory Timestamps

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The SetFileTime function sets the timestamps of a file or directory.

Function format:

SetFileTime(fileName as string, dateAndTime as DateTime, Type as integer) as Boolean

SetFileTime(fileName as string, dateAndTime as DateTime) as Boolean

• fileName
This parameter specifies the name of the file for which the date and time is to be modified.

• dateAndTime
This parameter identifies the new date and time to be set.

• Type
– Value 0: Creation date and time are modified (default)
– Value 1: Last access file date and time are modified
– Value 2: Last modified file date and time are modified
– Value 3: Creation, last access, and final write date and time are modified

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

Rem modify write time

Dim newTime as DateTime

newTime.year = 1999

newTime.month = 12

newTime.day = 31

newTime.hour = 23

newTime.minute = 59

newTime.second = 59

If Not(SetFileTime("c:\autoexec.bat",newTime,2)) Then

 Print ("SetFileTime failed")

 Exit

End If

Read and Compare File Versions

Contents
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You can read and compare the version information of any file using DMScript functions. For example, you can read and
compare the version of dmscript.exe to verify whether the script is running on the desired version of DMScript.

GetFileInfo

The GetFileInfo function reads the file information of a given file. You can use the retrieved file information in other
functions such as CompareVersions.

This function has the following format:

GetFileInfo (option as string, filename as string, result as string) as boolean

Example: GetFileInfo

getfileinfo("version","dmscript.exe",version)

Input Parameters

This function has the following input parameters:

• Option
This parameter specifies the file information that you want to retrieve. You can specify one of the following options:
– "version"

This option retrieves the complete file version string in the format major.minor.patch.build. Example: "12.5.0.1234"
– "major"

This option retrieves the major version number of the file.
– "minor"

This option retrieves the minor version number of the file.
– "patch"

This option retrieves the patch number of the file.
– "build"

This option retrieves the build number of the file.
– "desc"

This option retrieves the file description (Windows only).
– "ext"

This option retrieves the file extension.
– "filename"

This option retrieves the file name from a path name without the extension.
• Result

This parameter specifies a string variable that holds the result that is returned by the function.

Return Values

If the function is able to retrieve the file information, it returns true.

CompareVersions

The CompareVersions function compares two file versions and returns whether they are identical. This function has the
following format:

CompareVersions (version1 as string, version2 as string)  as integer

Example: CompareVersions

CompareVersions ("12.5.1.4", "12.5.0.3")

Input Parameters
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This function has the following input parameters:

• version1 and version2
This parameter specifies the versions of the file you want to compare. You can specify any number of
version identification items in the version string. For example, you can specify the version string using the
major.minor.patch.build format or only the major.minor format. You can separate the version numbers by dots, spaces,
or commas. If one version string has more identification items than the other version string, the missing items are
replaced with zero at the time of comparison. For example, CompareVersions ("12.5.180.123", "12.5") is treated as
CompareVersions ("12.5.180.123", "12.5.0.0").

Return Values

The function returns one of the following predefined integer constants:

• ECVEQUAL (0)
This constant indicates that the versions are equal.

• ECVGREATERTHAN (1)
This constant indicates that version 1 is greater than version 2.

• ECVLESSTHAN (-1)
This constant indicates that version 1 is lower than version 2.

• ECVINVALID (2)
This constant indicates that one or both of the version strings are blank or contains a non-numeric value.

Icon Functions

AddItem - Add an Icon.

Valid on Windows only

The AddItem function adds an icon to an existing group.

Function format:

AddItem(

 title as String,

 cmdline as String,

 iconfile as String,

 workdir as String,

 group as String, 

 min as Boolean) as Boolean

• title
This parameter identifies the title to be displayed below the icon in the Group window.

• cmdline
This parameter specifies the full command line that is required to run the application. This parameter must be the
name of the executable file for the application. This parameter can also include the full path of the application and any
parameters that the application needs.

• iconfile
This parameter specifies the file name of the icon to be displayed in the Group window. This file can be an executable
or an icon. If this parameter is an empty string, the first icon in the command-line executable is used.

• workdir
This parameter identifies the name of the default (or working) directory.

• group
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This parameter identifies the program manager group that is to be the active group. If this parameter is an empty
string, Windows uses the currently active group.

• min
TRUE indicates that the executable is meant to starts in a minimized state.
On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

AddItem function returns a boolean value.

CreateGroup - Create a New Group or Activate an Existing Group

Valid on Windows only

The CreateGroup function creates a group or activates the window of an existing group.

Function format:

CreateGroup (name as String) as Boolean

CreateGroup (name as String, 

 offset as Integer) as Boolean

• name
This parameter identifies the group name.

• offset
This parameter indicates one of:
– LNK_PROGRAMS
– LNK_DESKTOP
– LNK_STARTMENU
– LNK_STARTUP
– LNK_ABSOLUTE

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

This example creates an icon group that is named DMS Test with an icon to the script editor. This example adds a
shortcut on the desktop. The icon group and the shortcut are removed.

Rem

' determine location of dmsedit.exe

Dim hkey, dummy As Integer

Dim dmseditPath As String

hkey = RegOpenKey(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, "SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\DMScript\DMSEdit")

If hKey = 0 Then

   MessageBox("Can not open DMSEdit-key", "Desktop Management Scripting", MB_OK + MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

   SetStatus(1)

   Exit

End If

If Not(RegQueryVariable(hkey, "dmseditInstalledAt", dmseditPath, dummy) = REG_STRING) Then

   MessageBox("dmseditInstalledAt not found or invalid", "Desktop Management Scripting", MB_OK +

 MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

   SetStatus(2)

   Exit

End If
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RegCloseKey(hkey)

' Now Create group and icons

If Not(CreateGroup("DMS Test", LNK_PROGRAMS)) Then

   MessageBox("Can not create icon group", "Desktop Management Scripting", MB_OK + MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

   SetStatus(3)

   Exit

End If

If Not(AddItem("DMS Editor", dmseditPath+"\dmsedit.exe","","", "DMS Test",FALSE,)) Then

   MessageBox("Failed to install dmsedit at icon group", "Desktop Management Scripting", MB_OK +

 MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

   SetStatus(4)

   Exit

End If

if Not(CreateLink("DMS Editor", dmseditPath+"\dmsedit.exe","","", "",LNK_NORMAL, LNK_DESKTOP)) Then

   MessageBox("Failed to install dmsedit at desktop", "Desktop Management Scripting", MB_OK +

 MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

   SetStatus(5)

   Exit

End If

MessageBox("Icons and shortcut has been created, press OK to delete them again","Desktop Management Scripting:

 Icon Confirm", MB_OK + MB_ICONINFORMATION)

'Delete shortcut 

if Not(DeleteItem("DMS Editor", "", LNK_DESKTOP)) Then

   MessageBox("Failed to deinstall dmsedit from desktop", "Desktop Management Scripting", MB_OK +

 MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

   SetStatus(6)

   Exit

End If

if Not(DeleteGroup("DMS Test", LNK_PROGRAMS)) Then

   MessageBox("Failed to delete icon group", "Desktop Management Scripting", MB_OK + MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

   SetStatus(7)

   Exit

End If

CreateLink - Create a Shortcut

Valid on Windows only

The CreateLink function creates a shortcut to a file.

• Default Format

CreateLink(Title as string, FileName as string, Arguments as string, WorkDir as string, Group as string,

 IconFile as string, Style as Integer, Offset as Integer) as Boolean.

• Other Formats

CreateLink(Title as string, Filename as string, Arguments as string, Workdir as string, Group as string) as

 Boolean
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as main format but with iconfile = "", style = LNK_NORMAL, and offset = LNK_PROGRAMS.

CreateLink(Title as string, Filename as string, Arguments as string, Workdir as string,Group as string,

 Iconfile as string) as Boolean

as the main format but with style = LNK_NORMAL and offset = LNK_PROGRAMS.

CreateLink(Title as string, Filename as string, Arguments as string, Workdir as string, Group as string, Style

 as integer) as Boolean

as the main format with iconfile = "" and offset = LNK_PROGRAMS.

CreateLink(Title as string, Filename as string, Arguments as string, Workdir as string, Group as string, Style

 as integer, Offset as integer) as Boolean

which is the same as the main format with iconfile = "".

CreateLink(Title as string, Filename as string, Arguments as string, Workdir as string, Group as string,

 Iconfile as string, Style as integer) as Boolean

as the main format but with offset = LNK_PROGRAMS. For software delivery style compatibility, TRUE is mapped to
LNK_MINIMIZE and FALSE to LNK_NORMAL.

CreateLink(Title as string, Filename as string, Arguments as string, Workdir as string, Group as string,

 Iconfile as string, Iconindex as integer, Style as integer, Offset as integer, Hotkey as word, Description as

 string) as Boolean

Hotkey consists of two parts, the virtual-key code in the low-order byte and the modifier flag in the high-order byte. For the
modifier flag, the following constants are defined:

• HOTKEYF_ALT
Alt key

• HOTKEYF_CONTROL
Ctrl key

• HOTKEYF_EXT
Extended key

• HOTKEYF_SHIFT
Shift key

To define a hotkey Ctrl+Alt+X, you can code.

Dim HOTKEYF as Word

hotKey = HHOTKEYF_ALT + HOTKEYF_CONTROL + asc("X")

• Title
This parameter specifies the title of the shortcut.

• FileName
This parameter specifies the path and name of the file to which the shortcut refers. As a minimum, this parameter must
be the name of the file.

• Arguments
This parameter specifies optional arguments or switches to the file.

• WorkDir
This parameter specifies the name of the default (or working) directory.

• Group
This parameter identifies the group (or folder) to add the shortcut to. If this parameter is an empty string, the value of
the Offset parameter determines where the shortcut is placed.

• IconFile
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This parameter identifies the file name for the icon to be displayed in the group window. This file can be an executable
file or an icon file. If this parameter is an empty string or omitted, the first icon in the file that is specified by FileName is
used.

• Style
This parameter specifies how the file appears when the shortcut is activated. Use one of the following constants.
– LNK_NORMAL

This constant runs as normal.
– LNK_MAXIMIZE

This constant runs as maximized.
– LNK_MINIMIZE

This constant runs as minimized. If Style is not specified, the value LNK_NORMAL is used.
• Offset

This parameter specifies the relative location of the Group argument. Use one of the following constants.
– LNK_PROGRAMS

This constant places the item in the Programs group
– LNK_DESKTOP

This constant places the item on the Desktop
– LNK_STARTMENU

This constant places the item in the Start menu
– LNK_STARTUP

This constant places the item in the Startup group
– LNK_ABSOLUTE

This constant places the item in the specified directory
• Iconindex

This parameter specifies the index of the icon to show. If iconindex is not coded, the first icon in the icon list is chosen.
• Hotkey

This parameter specifies hotkey code for the icon. If 0 is coded, no hotkey is set.
• Description

This parameter identifies transparent information that is stored in the shortcut.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE. When running in the DOS environment,
the command is placed in a queue to run on Windows startup. For this reason, the return value is always TRUE.

DeleteGroup - Delete a Group

Valid on Windows only

The DeleteGroup function removes the group that is specified by name.

Function format:

DeleteGroup(name as String) as Boolean

• name
This parameter identifies the name of the group to delete.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

DeleteItem - Remove an Item from a Group

Valid on Windows only

The DeleteItem function removes a specified item from the specified group.

Function format:
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DeleteItem(name as String, group as String) as Boolean

• name
This parameter identifies the name of the item to be deleted.

• group
This parameter identifies the name of the group containing the item to be deleted.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

RemoveLink - Remove a Shortcut

Valid on Windows only

The RemoveLink function removes a shortcut.

Function format:

RemoveLink(Name as string, Group as string, Offset as integer) as Boolean

• Name
This parameter specifies the name of the shortcut to remove.

• Group
This parameter identifies the group (or folder) in which the shortcut to be removed is located. If this parameter is an
empty string, the value of the Offset parameter determines where the shortcut is removed.

• LNK_PROGRAMS
This parameter specifies that the item is removed from the Programs group.

• LNK_DESKTOP
This parameter specifies that the item is removed from the Desktop.

• LNK_STARTMENU
This parameter specifies that the item is removed from the Start menu.

• LNK_STARTUP
This parameter specifies that the item is removed from the Startup group.

• LNK_ABSOLUTE
This parameter specifies that the item is removed from the specified directory.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

if Not(RemoveLink("DMS Editor", "", LNK_DESKTOP)) Then

 MessageBox("Failed to deinstall dmsedit from desktop", "Desktop Management Scripting", MB_OK +

 MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

 SetStatus(1)

 Exit

End If

Initialization File Functions

You can use the Initialization (.ini) File functions on Windows NT, Windows 9x, and UNIX platforms.

WARNING
.ini files must not contain Japanese characters on Linux computers.

DeleteIniEntry - Remove an Entry in an Initialization File

Valid on Windows only
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The DeleteIniEntry function removes a specified entry in a specified section of a specified initialization (.ini) file.

Function format:

DeleteIniEntry(section as String, entry as String, filename as String) as Boolean

• section
This parameter identifies the section that contains the entry.

• entry
This parameter identifies the entry to be deleted.

• filename
This parameter identifies the name of the initialization (.ini) file.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

Rem By deleting the file Ncclient.ini a new workstation name detect 

Rem will be forced next time the AM agent is executed.

Rem 

DeleteFile(ComputerPath+"Ncclient.ini")

Rem ComnputerPath is an Asset Management constant

DeleteIniSection - Remove a Section in an Initialization File

Valid on UNIX platforms

The DeleteIniSection function removes an entire section in the specified initialization (.ini) file.

Function format:

DeleteIniSection(section as String, filename as String) as Boolean

• section
This parameter identifies the section to delete.

• filename
This parameter indicates the name of the initialization (.ini) file.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

This example reads from the file c:\temp\test.ini, the section LIST and from the section SINGLE the entry Entry, and prints
them. The example deletes the section LIST and the entry Entry from the section SINGLE.

Function strTok(in As string, BYREF pos As Integer, token As String, BYREF out As String) As Boolean

 Dim buf As String

 Dim len As Integer

 If (pos > Len(in)) Then

  strTok = FALSE

 Else

  buf = Mid(in, pos)

  len = Instr(buf, token)

  If len = 0 Then

   out = buf

   pos = pos + Len(buf) + 1

  Else

   out = Mid(buf, 0, len-1)
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pos = pos + len + 1

  End If

  strTok = TRUE

 End If

End Function

Dim attrList, str, lf As string

Dim pos As Integer

' clear screen

ClrScr()

If Not(ReadIniSection("LIST", attrList, "c:\temp\test.ini")) Then

 MessageBox("Can not read LIST section", "DMS", MB_OK + MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

 SetStatus(1)

 Exit

End If

Print("[LIST]")

pos = 0

lf = chr(10)

While (strTok(attrList, pos, lf, str))

 Print(str)

Wend

If Not(ReadIniEntry("SINGLE", "Entry", attrList, "c:\temp\test.ini")) Then

MessageBox("Can not read SINGLE section", "DMS", MB_OK + MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

 SetStatus(2)

 Exit

End If

Print("[SINGLE]" + NEWLINE$ + "Entry=" + attrList)

If Not(DeleteIniEntry("SINGLE", "Entry", "c:\temp\test.ini")) Then

 MessageBox("Can not delete [SINGLE].Entry ", "DMS", MB_OK + MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

 SetStatus(3)

 Exit

End If

If Not(DeleteIniSection("LIST", "c:\temp\test.ini")) Then

 MessageBox("Can not delete LIST section", "DMS", MB_OK + MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

SetStatus(4)

 Exit

End If

ReadIniSection - Retrieve a Section

Valid on UNIX and Windows platforms

The ReadIniSection function retrieves an entire section from an initialization (.ini) file.

Function format:
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ReadIniSection( section as String, result as String, filename as String) as Integer

• section
This parameter identifies the section that you want to retrieve.

• result
This parameter identifies the string variable that is to receive the section.

• filename
This parameter identifies the name of the initialization (.ini) file. If only the file name is specified in a Windows
environment, the Windows directory is searched. While in non Windows environments, the current directory is
searched.

If the call succeeds, ReadIniEntry() and ReadIniSection() return a positive value; otherwise, they return zero (0). The
function searches the initialization file for a section that matches the name that the section specifies. The function then
copies all the entries to the result variable in the following format:

Entry_1 = Value_1 <LF>

Entry_n = Value_n <LF>

Example:

Function strTok(in As string, BYREF pos As Integer, token As String, BYREF out As String) As Boolean

 Dim buf As String

 Dim len As Integer

 If (pos > Len(in)) Then

  strTok = FALSE

 Else

  buf = Mid(in, pos)

  len = Instr(buf, token)

  If len = 0 Then

   out = buf

   pos = pos + Len(buf) + 1

  Else

   out = Mid(buf, 0, len-1)

pos = pos + len + 1

  End If

  strTok = TRUE

 End If

End Function

Dim attrList, str, lf As string

Dim pos As Integer

' clear screen

ClrScr()

If Not(ReadIniSection("LIST", attrList, "c:\temp\test.ini")) Then

 MessageBox("Can not read LIST section", "DMS", MB_OK + MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

 SetStatus(1)

 Exit

End If

Print("[LIST]")

pos = 0

lf = chr(10)
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While (strTok(attrList, pos, lf, str))

 Print(str)

Wend

If Not(ReadIniEntry("SINGLE", "Entry", attrList, "c:\temp\test.ini")) Then

MessageBox("Can not read SINGLE section", "DMS", MB_OK + MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

 SetStatus(2)

 Exit

End If

Print("[SINGLE]" + NEWLINE$ + "Entry=" + attrList)

If Not(DeleteIniEntry("SINGLE", "Entry", "c:\temp\test.ini")) Then

 MessageBox("Can not delete [SINGLE].Entry ", "DMS", MB_OK + MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

 SetStatus(3)

 Exit

End If

If Not(DeleteIniSection("LIST", "c:\temp\test.ini")) Then

 MessageBox("Can not delete LIST section", "DMS", MB_OK + MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

SetStatus(4)

 Exit

End If

WriteIniEntry - Store a Value in an .ini File

Valid on UNIX and Windows

The WriteIniEntry function stores a value in an initialization (.ini) file. If the file does not exist, this function creates the file.

Function format:

WriteIniEntry(section as String, entry as String, value as String, grpfilename as String) as Boolean

WriteIniEntry(filename as String) as Boolean (Windows only)

• section
This parameter identifies the section in which to store the entry and value.

• entry
This parameter specifies the entry in which to store the value.

• value
This parameter identifies the value to be stored.

• grpfilename
This parameter identifies the name of the initialization file.

• filename
This parameter specifies the name of the addressed initialization file.

NOTE
In the case of WriteIniEntry{Filename as String} as Boolean, the cache of the system is flushed. So the new
values become active without reboot.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

Dim file, section, entry, value as string
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Dim LF, CR as char

Dim rtr as integer

ClrScr()

LF = 0x0a

CR = 0x0d

file = "c:\dmscript.ini"

if Not(ExistFile(file)) then

 rtr = CreateFile(file, O_TEXT)

 if rtr = -1 then

  SetStatus(1)

  exit

 end if

 closeFile(rtr)

end if

 

section = "Section 1"

value = "Param_1 = Wert_1" + LF + "Param_2 = Wert_2"

if WriteIniSection( section, value, file) then

 Print("WriteIniSection successfully completed.")

else

 Print("WriteIniSection failed.")

endif

section = "Section 2"

entry = "Param_3"

value = "Wert_3"

if WriteIniEntry( section, entry, value, file) then

 Print("WriteIniFile successfully completed.")

else

 Print("WriteIniFile failed.")

endif

section = "Section 1"

rtr = ReadIniSection(section, value, file)

if (rtr > 0) then

 Print( Str(rtr) + CR + LF + value)

else

 Print("ReadIniSection failed.")

endif

section = "Section 2"

entry = "Param_3"

rtr = ReadIniEntry(section, entry, value, file)
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if (rtr > 0) then

 Print( Str(rtr) + CR + LF + entry + " = " + value)

else

 Print("ReadIniEntry failed.")

endif

WriteIniSection - Create or Overwrite an Entire Section

Valid on UNIX and Windows

The WriteIniSection function creates or overwrites an entire section in a specific initialization (.ini) file. If the .ini file does
not exist, this function creates it.

Function format:

WriteIniSection(section as String, value as String, filename as String) as Boolean

• section
This parameter identifies the name of the section to be written.

• value
 This parameter identifies the entries to be written. The entries in value must have the following format:
Entry_1 = Value_1 <LF>

Entry_n = Value_n <LF>

• filename
This parameter specifies the name of the initialization file.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

Dim entries as String

Dim LF as String

LF = chr(10)

entries = "Entry_1 = Value_1" + LF + "Entry_n = Value_n"

Rem this example writes to c:\temp\test.ini the section LIST

Dim attrList as String

lf = chr(10)

attrList = "Entry_1=Value_1"+lf+"Entry_2=Value_2"

If Not(WriteIniSection("LIST", attrList, "c:\temp\test.ini")) Then

 MessageBox("Can not create LIST section", "DMS", MB_OK + MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

 SetStatus(1)

 Exit

End If

ReadIniEntry - Retrieve a Value from a Specified Section

Valid on UNIX and Windows

The ReadIniEntry function retrieves a value from a specified section in an initialization (.ini) file.

Function format:

ReadIniEntry(section as String, entry as String, result as String, filename as String) as Integer

• section
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This parameter identifies the section containing the entry.
• entry

This parameter identifies the entry whose associated string you want to retrieve.
• filename

This parameter identifies the name of the initialization (.ini) file. If only the file name is specified in Windows
environments, the Windows directory is searched. While in non Windows environments, the current directory is
searched.

• result
This parameter identifies the string variable that is to receive the value.

If the call succeeds, ReadIniEntry() and ReadIniSection() return a positive value; otherwise they return zero (0). This
function searches the initialization file for an entry that matches the name that is specified by entry, under the section
heading that the section specifies. The function then copies its associated string to the result variable.

Example:

Dim file, section, entry, value as string

Dim LF, CR as char

Dim rtr as integer

ClrScr()

LF = 0x0a

CR = 0x0d

file = "c:\dmscript.ini"

if Not(ExistFile(file)) then

 rtr = CreateFile(file, O_TEXT)

 if rtr = -1 then

  SetStatus(1)

  exit

 end if

 closeFile(rtr)

end if

 

section = "Section 1"

value = "Param_1 = Wert_1" + LF + "Param_2 = Wert_2"

if WriteIniSection( section, value, file) then

 Print("WriteIniSection successfully completed.")

else

 Print("WriteIniSection failed.")

endif

section = "Section 2"

entry = "Param_3"

value = "Wert_3"

if WriteIniEntry( section, entry, value, file) then

 Print("WriteIniFile successfully completed.")

else

 Print("WriteIniFile failed.")
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endif

section = "Section 1"

rtr = ReadIniSection(section, value, file)

if (rtr > 0) then

 Print( Str(rtr) + CR + LF + value)

else

 Print("ReadIniSection failed.")

endif

section = "Section 2"

entry = "Param_3"

rtr = ReadIniEntry(section, entry, value, file)

if (rtr > 0) then

 Print( Str(rtr) + CR + LF + entry + " = " + value)

else

 Print("ReadIniEntry failed.")

endif

MIF and Inv File Functions

CreateMIFFile - Create an MIF File

Valid on UNIX and Windows

CreateMIFFile function creates an MIF file.

Function format:

CreateMIFFile(Filename as string, Name as string, Description as string) as integer

• Filename
This parameter specifies the name for the MIF file.

• Name
This parameter specifies the component name to store in the MIF file.

• Description
This parameter specifies the description to store in the MIF file.

The return value of the function is an integer.

Example:

This example stores the current directory on C: into a MIF file, together with the free disk space. This is stored in the
Workstation Directory. The example works only if asset management is installed.

Dim Dir as String

Dim DriveFree as Integer

'Get directory

Dir = GetDirectory(3)

DriveFree = GetDiskFreeMB(3)
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'Create .MIF file

CreateMIFFile(ComputerPath+"Disk.MIF","My Disk Inventory ","","")

CreateMIFGroup(ComputerPath+"Disk.MIF","Disk Info","Disk information","AMClass")

CreateMIFString(ComputerPath+"Disk.MIF","Disk Info","Current Dir",Dir,"Dir name")

CreateMIFInteger(ComputerPath+"Disk.MIF","Disk Info","Free in MB",DriveFree,"Free MB")

CreateMIFGroup - Create a Group

Valid on UNIX and Windows

CreateMIFGroup creates a group in an existing MIF file.

Function format:

CreateMIFGroup(Filename as string, Name as string, Description as string, Class as string) as integer

• Filename
This parameter specifies the file name of the MIF file in which to create the group.

• Name
This parameter specifies the name of the group to create.

• Description
This parameter specifies the description of the group.

• Class
This parameter specifies the class of the group.

On successful completion, the function returns the ID assigned to the group in the MIF file; otherwise, returns zero.

Example:

Dim Dir as String

Dim DriveFree as Integer

'Get directory

Dir = GetDirectory(3)

DriveFree = GetDiskFreeMB(3)

'Create .MIF file

CreateMIFFile(ComputerPath+"Disk.MIF","My Disk Inventory ","","")

CreateMIFGroup(ComputerPath+"Disk.MIF","Disk Info","Disk information","AMClass")

CreateMIFString(ComputerPath+"Disk.MIF","Disk Info","Current Dir",Dir,"Dir name")

CreateMIFInteger(ComputerPath+"Disk.MIF","Disk Info","Free in MB",DriveFree,"Free MB")

CreateMIFInteger - Create an Integer Attribute

Valid on UNIX and Windows

This function creates an integer attribute in an existing group in an existing MIF file.

Function format:

CreateMIFInteger(Filename as string, Group as string, Name as string, Value as integer, Description as string)

 as integer 

CreateMIFInteger(Filename as string, Group as integer, Name as string, Value as integer, Description as

 string) as integer

• Filename
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This parameter specifies the file name of the MIF file in which to create the Integer attribute.
• Group

This parameter specifies the group in which the integer attribute is created. This parameter can be a string specifying
the group name or an integer specifying the ID of the group. The ID is the value that is returned by a call to the
CreateMIFGroup function.

• Name
This parameter specifies the name of the attribute.

• Value
This parameter is an integer specifying the value of the attribute.

• Description
This parameter specifies the description of the attribute.

On successful completion, the function returns the ID of the attribute within the group in the MIF file. The function returns
zero otherwise.

Example:

Dim Dir as String

Dim DriveFree as Integer

'Get directory

Dir = GetDirectory(3)

DriveFree = GetDiskFreeMB(3)

'Create .MIF file

CreateMIFFile(ComputerPath+"Disk.MIF","My Disk Inventory ","","")

CreateMIFGroup(ComputerPath+"Disk.MIF","Disk Info","Disk information","AMClass")

CreateMIFString(ComputerPath+"Disk.MIF","Disk Info","Current Dir",Dir,"Dir name")

CreateMIFInteger(ComputerPath+"Disk.MIF","Disk Info","Free in MB",DriveFree,"Free MB")

 

CreateMIFString - Create a String Attribute

Valid on UNIX and Windows

CreateMIFString creates a string attribute in an existing group in an existing MIF file.

Function format:

CreateMIFString (Filename as String, Group as String, Name as String, Value as String, Description as String)

 as Integer

• Filename
This parameter specifies the name of the MIF file in which to create the string attribute.

• Group
This parameter specifies the group in which the string attribute is created. This parameter can be a string specifying
the name of the group or an integer specifying the ID of the group. The ID is the value that is returned by a call to the
CreateMIFGroup function.

• Name
This parameter specifies the name of the attribute.

• Value
This parameter is a string specifying the value of the attribute.

• Description
This parameter specifies the description of the attribute.
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On successful completion, the function returns the ID of the attribute within the group in the MIF file. The function returns
zero otherwise.

Example:

Dim Dir as String

Dim DriveFree as Integer

'Get directory

Dir = GetDirectory(3)

DriveFree = GetDiskFreeMB(3)

'Create .MIF file

CreateMIFFile(ComputerPath+"Disk.MIF","My Disk Inventory ","","")

CreateMIFGroup(ComputerPath+"Disk.MIF","Disk Info","Disk information","AMClass")

CreateMIFString(ComputerPath+"Disk.MIF","Disk Info","Current Dir",Dir,"Dir name")

CreateMIFInteger(ComputerPath+"Disk.MIF","Disk Info","Free in MB",DriveFree,"Free MB")

GetMIFComponent or GetComponent - Retrieve the Component Name

Valid on UNIX and Windows

GetMIFComponent or GetComponent retrieves the component name of an existing .MIF or Inv file.

Function format:

GetMIFComponent(Filename as string) as string

GetComponent(Filename as string) as string

• Filename
This parameter specifies the file name of the MIF file to retrieve the component from.

On successful completion, the function returns a string containing the component name. The function returns an empty
string otherwise.

Example:

The following sample is an example of the GetMIFComponent, GetMIFInteger, GetMIFString, GetMIFValue, and
SetMIFValue functions.

Dim file, gname, aname as string

Dim gid as integer

ClrScr()

file = "h:\test\miffus\file.mif"

Print("Component of """ + file + """: """ + GetMIFComponent(file) + """")

gname = "Strings"

gId = 1

aname = "string_1"

Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + GetMIFString(file, gname, gId, aname, 1))

aname = "string_2"

Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + GetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2))

if SetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2, "Text_new") then

 Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + GetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2))
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else

 Print("1. SetMIFValue failed.")

 exit

endif

gname = "Numbers"

gId = 2

aname = "number_1"

Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + Str(GetMIFInteger(file, gname, gId, aname, 1)))

aname = "number_2"

Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + GetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2))

if SetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2, "999999") then

Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + GetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2))

else

 Print("2. SetMIFValue failed.")

 exit

endif

GetMIFInteger - Retrieve the Value of an Integer Attribute

Valid on UNIX and Windows

GetMIFInteger retrieves the value of a specific Integer attribute from a MIF file.

Function format:

GetMIFInteger(Filename as string, GroupName as string, AttrName as string) as integer

GetMIFInteger(Filename as string, GroupID as integer, AttrID as integer) as integer

GetMIFInteger(Filename as string, GroupName as string, GroupID as integer, AttrName as string, AttrID as

 integer) as integer

• Filename
This parameter specifies the file name of the MIF file.

• GroupName
This parameter specifies the name of the group in which the attribute is located.

• GroupID
This parameter specifies the ID of the group in which the attribute is located.

• AttrName
This parameter specifies the name of the attribute to retrieve the value from.

• AttrID
This parameter specifies the ID of the attribute from which the value is retrieved.

If the attribute specified is found in the MIF file, GetMIFInteger returns the value of the integer attribute. The fuunction
returns 0 otherwise.

Example:

The following sample is an example of the GetMIFComponent, GetMIFInteger, GetMIFString, GetMIFValue, and
SetMIFValue functions.

Dim file, gname, aname as string

Dim gid as integer

ClrScr()
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file = "h:\test\miffus\file.mif"

Print("Component of """ + file + """: """ + GetMIFComponent(file) + """")

gname = "Strings"

gId = 1

aname = "string_1"

Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + GetMIFString(file, gname, gId, aname, 1))

aname = "string_2"

Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + GetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2))

if SetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2, "Text_new") then

 Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + GetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2))

else

 Print("1. SetMIFValue failed.")

 exit

endif

gname = "Numbers"

gId = 2

aname = "number_1"

Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + Str(GetMIFInteger(file, gname, gId, aname, 1)))

aname = "number_2"

Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + GetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2))

if SetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2, "999999") then

Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + GetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2))

else

 Print("2. SetMIFValue failed.")

 exit

endif

GetMIFString - Retrieve the Value of a String Attribute

Valid on UNIX and Windows

The GetMIFString function retrieves the value of a specific string attribute from a MIF file.

Function format:

GetMIFString(Filename as string, GroupName as string, AttrName as string) as string

GetMIFString(Filename as string, GroupID as integer, AttrID as integer) as string

GetMIFString(Filename as string, GroupName as string, GroupID as integer, AttrName as string, AttrID as

 integer) as string

• Filename
This parameter specifies the name of the MIF file.

• GroupName
This parameter specifies the name of the group in which the attribute is located.

• GroupID
This parameter specifies the ID of the group in which the attribute is located.

• AttrName
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This parameter specifies the name of the attribute to retrieve the value from.
• AttrID

This parameter specifies the ID of the attribute to retrieve the value from.

If the attribute specified is found in the MIF file, GetMIFString returns a string representing the value of the attribute. The
function returns an empty string otherwise.

Example:

The following sample is an example of the GetMIFComponent, GetMIFInteger, GetMIFString, GetMIFValue, and
SetMIFValue functions.

Dim file, gname, aname as string

Dim gid as integer

ClrScr()

file = "h:\test\miffus\file.mif"

Print("Component of """ + file + """: """ + GetMIFComponent(file) + """")

gname = "Strings"

gId = 1

aname = "string_1"

Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + GetMIFString(file, gname, gId, aname, 1))

aname = "string_2"

Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + GetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2))

if SetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2, "Text_new") then

 Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + GetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2))

else

 Print("1. SetMIFValue failed.")

 exit

endif

gname = "Numbers"

gId = 2

aname = "number_1"

Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + Str(GetMIFInteger(file, gname, gId, aname, 1)))

aname = "number_2"

Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + GetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2))

if SetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2, "999999") then

Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + GetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2))

else

 Print("2. SetMIFValue failed.")

 exit

endif

GetMIFValue - Retrieve the Value of an Attribute

Valid on UNIX and Windows

The GetMIFValue function retrieves the value of a specific attribute from a MIF file.

Function format:
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GetMIFValue(Filename as string, GroupName as string, AttrName as string) as string

GetMIFValue(Filename as string, GroupID as integer, AttrID as integer) as string

GetMIFValue(Filename as string, GroupName as string, GroupID as integer, AttrName as string, AttrID as

 integer) as string

• Filename
This parameter identifies the file name of the MIF file.

• GroupName
This parameter specifies the name of the group in which the attribute is located.

• GroupID
This parameter specifies the ID of the group in which the attribute is located.

• AttrName
This parameter specifies the name of the attribute to retrieve the value from.

• AttrID
This parameter specifies the ID of the attribute from which the value is retrieved. If the value is a text string, the
returned string includes a quotation mark before and after the string.

If the attribute specified is found in the MIF file, GetMIFValue returns a string representing the value of the attribute. The
function returns an empty string otherwise.

Example:

The following sample is an example of the GetMIFComponent, GetMIFInteger, GetMIFString, GetMIFValue, and
SetMIFValue functions.

Dim file, gname, aname as string

Dim gid as integer

ClrScr()

file = "h:\test\miffus\file.mif"

Print("Component of """ + file + """: """ + GetMIFComponent(file) + """")

gname = "Strings"

gId = 1

aname = "string_1"

Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + GetMIFString(file, gname, gId, aname, 1))

aname = "string_2"

Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + GetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2))

if SetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2, "Text_new") then

 Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + GetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2))

else

 Print("1. SetMIFValue failed.")

 exit

endif

gname = "Numbers"

gId = 2

aname = "number_1"

Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + Str(GetMIFInteger(file, gname, gId, aname, 1)))

aname = "number_2"

Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + GetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2))

if SetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2, "999999") then
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Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + GetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2))

else

 Print("2. SetMIFValue failed.")

 exit

endif

SetComment - Copy the Text to UAM Job Comment Field

Valid on UNIX and Windows

This function copies the string specified by the parameter Text to the Asset Management Job Comment field.

Function format:

SetComment(Text as string) as integer

• text
This parameter specifies the comment text.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE. The function returns FALSE otherwise.

Example:

This script shows the use of the SetStatus function.

if MsgBox("Should this job return an error?",MB_YESNO)=IDYES then

 SetStatus(NC_ERROR)

else

 SetStatus(NC_OK)

 Print ("The user selected OK when prompted...")

end if

SetInvValue - Change the Attribute Value

Valid on UNIX and Windows

The SetInvValue function changes the value of a specific attribute in an Inv file.

Function format:

SetInvValue(Filename as string, GroupName as string, GroupID as string, AttrName as string, AttrID as string,

 Value as string) as string

• Filename
This parameter specifies the name of the Inv file.

• GroupName
This parameter specifies the name of the group in which the attribute is located.

• GroupID
This parameter specifies the ID of the group in which the attribute is located.

• AttrName
This parameter specifies the name of the attribute to be set.

• AttrID
This parameter specifies the ID of the attribute to be set.

• Value
This parameter specifies the value to be set to the attribute in the Inv file.
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For Inv structured files, the GroupName specifies the complete group name and GroupID the related index number
including type. The AttrName specifies the name of the attribute and AttrID specifies the related index including type and
display type.

If the attribute specified is found in the Inv file, its value is changed and SetInvValue returns TRUE. This function returns
FALSE otherwise.

Example:

SetInvValue("sample.inc","$GeneralInventory$|$Drive$,"000A02","name","00010500","C:")

SetLocalPath - Copy the String to the UAM Job Local Path Field

Valid on UNIX and Windows

The SetLocalPath function copies the string that is specified by the parameter Text to the Asset Management (UAM) Job
Local Path field.

Function format:

SetLocalPath(Text as string) as Boolean

• Text
This parameter defines the local path, for example, C:\TEMP\NEW.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE (nonzero). This function returns FALSE (zero) otherwise.

Example:

If (SetLocalPath("C:\TEMP\NEW"))

Then Print ("SetLocalPath succeeded")

Else

 Print ("SetLocalPath failed")

Endif

SetMIFValue - Change the Attribute Value

Valid on UNIX and Windows

The SetMIFValue function changes the value of a specific attribute in a MIF file.

Function format:

SetMIFValue(Filename as string, GroupName as string, AttrName as string, Value as string) as Boolean

SetMIFValue(Filename as string, GroupID as integer, AttrID as integer, Value as string) as Boolean

SetMIFValue(Filename as string, GroupName as string, GroupID as integer, AttrName as string, AttrID as

 integer, Value as string) as Boolean

• Filename
This parameter specifies the filename of the MIF file

• GroupName
This parameter specifies the name of the group in which the attribute is located.

• GroupID
This parameter specifies the ID of the group in which the attribute is located.

• AttrName
This parameter specifies the name of the attribute to be set.

• AttrID
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This parameter specifies the ID of the attribute to be set.
• Value

This parameter specifies the value to set the attribute to in the MIF file.
To assign a new integer to an integer attribute code:
- value="123456"
To assign a new string, the string must be enclosed in extra quotes. Otherwise, a subsequent MIF function produces
unexpected results:
- value="""123456"""

If the attribute specified is found in the MIF file, its value is changed and SetMIFValue returns TRUE. This function returns
FALSE otherwise.

Example:

The following sample is an example of the GetMIFComponent, GetMIFInteger, GetMIFString, GetMIFValue, and
SetMIFValue functions.

Dim file, gname, aname as string

Dim gid as integer

ClrScr()

file = "h:\test\miffus\file.mif"

Print("Component of """ + file + """: """ + GetMIFComponent(file) + """")

gname = "Strings"

gId = 1

aname = "string_1"

Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + GetMIFString(file, gname, gId, aname, 1))

aname = "string_2"

Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + GetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2))

if SetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2, "Text_new") then

 Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + GetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2))

else

 Print("1. SetMIFValue failed.")

 exit

endif

gname = "Numbers"

gId = 2

aname = "number_1"

Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + Str(GetMIFInteger(file, gname, gId, aname, 1)))

aname = "number_2"

Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + GetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2))

if SetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2, "999999") then

Print(gname + "." + aname + " = " + GetMIFValue(file, gname, gId, aname, 2))

else

 Print("2. SetMIFValue failed.")

 exit

endif
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Miscellaneous Functions
Contents

 

Argc - Return the Number of Arguments Passed to the Script

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The argc function returns the number of arguments passed to the script. At least one argument, the name of the script, is
always present.

Function format:

Argc() as Integer

The function returns an integer, which is the number of arguments passed to the script. A value of 1 indicates that only the
script was passed.

Example:

Dim i as Integer

For i = 0 To argc() - 1

 Print(argv(i))

Next i

Argv - Returns a String Containing the nth Script Argument

Valid on UNIX and Windows

The Argv function returns a string containing the nth script argument. argv(0) is the name of the script.

Function format:

Argv(n as Integer) as String

• n
This parameter specifies the index to the argument.

The return value is a string that contains the nth script argument.

Example:

Dim i as Integer

For i = 0 To argc() - 1

 Print(argv(i))

Next i

ChDir or SetDirectory - Change or Set a Directory

Valid on UNIX and Windows

The ChDir or SetDirectory function changes the current directory.

Function format:

ChDir(pathstring as String) as Boolean

SetDirectory(pathstring as String) as Boolean

• pathstring
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This parameter specifies the name of the directory.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE. The function returns FALSE otherwise.

Example:

'Create dir

CreateDirectory("C:\AMTest")

'Set active dir

SetDirectory("C:\AMTest")

MessageBox(" Current Directory is : " + GetDirectory(0) )

'Set Default to C:\

SetDirectory("C:\")

'Rename the directory

RenameDirectory("C:\AMTest","C:\AMTest_1")

If ExistDirectory("C:\AMTest_1") THEN

 RemoveDirectory("C:\AMTest_1")

Else

 MessageBox("Could not find directory : C:\AMTest_1")

Endif

Delay or Sleep - Wait Before Script Execution

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The Delay or Sleep function waits for n milliseconds before continuing with the script execution.

Function format:

Delay(n as Integer) as Boolean

Sleep(n as Integer) as Boolean

• n
This parameter specifies the delay time in milliseconds. One second = delay(1000).

The function always returns TRUE.

Examples:

delay(50)

Wait for 50 milliseconds for script execution.

delay(1000)

Wait for 1 second for script execution.

Exec or Execute - Execute an Application

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The Exec or Execute function runs the specified application.
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Function format:

Execute(cmdline as String, wait as Boolean, style as Integer) as Integer 

Execute(cmdline as String, wait as Boolean) as Integer

Execute(cmdline as String) as Integer

• cmdline
This parameter identifies the command line (file name plus optional parameters).

NOTE
On Windows platforms, if the file to be executed does not have the extension .exe, you need to explicitly
specify the file extension. For example, on Win9x, specify "command.com" instead of "command".

• wait
This parameter specifies whether the script waits until the application terminates or not. (Windows only)

• style
This parameter specifies the window style of the application. (Windows only)

NOTE
If a command in the command line contains a space, enclose the command in quotation marks. For example:
Execute("""\temp 1\prgedit.exe""",true,0).

The wait parameter specifies if the function returns to script execution without waiting for the application to terminate.
The value TRUE forces the function to wait for the application to terminate. The default is TRUE.
On a UNIX platform, the wait and the style parameters are ignored. The function always waits for the application to
terminate before returning to script execution.
The style parameter specifies how to display a Windows based application main window. This parameter can be any of
the following values:
– Value: 0

This value hides the window and passes activation to another window.
– Value: 1

This value activates a window and displays it in its default size and position. This is the default.
– Value: 2

This value activates a window and displays it as an icon.
– Value: 3

This value activates a window and displays it as a maximized window.
– Value: 7

This value displays a window as an icon. The window currently active remains active.

On Windows, if the function succeeds, a non-negative return code indicates the return code of the specified command
invoked by the execute() function. If the interpreter fails to start the command, the following return codes are returned to
indicate the problem:

• Return Code: -1
The system is out of memory or out of resources.

• Return Code: -2
The specified file was not found.

• Return Code: -3
The specified path was not found.

• Return Code: -4
The .exe file is invalid.

• Return Code: -5
Unknown error.

On UNIX, the system function "system()" invokes the specified command. Therefore, the returned code corresponds to
the return code of "system()". In other words, when the system() fails, it returns -1. When system() is successful, the return
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value corresponds to the "waitpid()" return code format. A script must analyze the return code to determine the success or
failure of the invoked commands. This can be achieved by using the following functions:

'

' Execute() return code evaluation support for Unix

'

 

' ******************************************************************************************************

'

' Name

'   DMS_ExecExit(retVal As Integer) As Boolean

'

' Description

'   Determines whether the process started by Execute() has terminated normally or not.

'

' Arguments

'   retVal return code to be evaluated

'

' Returns

'   TRUE if normally terminated

'   FALSE else.

'

' Comment

'  The function corresponds to the waitpid(5) description of the macro WIFEXITED

' #define WIFEXITED(stat)     ((int)((stat)&0xFF) == 0)

'

Function DMS_ExecExit(retVal As Integer) As Boolean

 If (retVal And 255) Then

  DMS_ExecExit = FALSE

 Else

  DMS_ExecExit = TRUE

 End If

End Function

 

' ******************************************************************************************************

'

' Name

'   DMS_ExecExitStatus(retVal As Integer) As Integer

'

' Description

'   Determines the shell exit code from the return value of the Execute() call, i.e. the return code of 

'   the invoked process.

'

' Arguments

'   retVal Retrun code retuned from Execute()

'

' Returns

'   If the Execute() has terminated normally the reported status of the child is returned, otherwise 

'   retVal is returned.

'

' Comment

'  The function corresponds to the waitpid(5) description of the macro WEXITSTATUS

' #define WEXITSTATUS(stat)   ((int)(((stat)>>8)&0xFF))
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'

Function DMS_ExecExitStatus(retVal As Integer) As Integer

 If Not(DMS_ExecExit(retVal)) Then

  DMS_ExecExitStatus = retVal

 Else

  DMS_ExecExitStatus = retVal / 256

  DMS_ExecExitStatus = DMS_ExecExitStatus And 255

 End If

End Function

If the function succeeds, the return value is non-negative (the exit code of the application when WAIT specifies that the
function should wait for the application to terminate). Otherwise, the function returns one of the following error values:

• Value: -1
The system is out of memory or resources.

• Value: -2
The specified file was not found.

• Value: -3
The specified path was not found.

• Value: -4
The .exe file is invalid.

• Value: -5
Unknown error

Example:

Dim Tempname as string  ' Holds filename of temporary file

Dim hFile as integer   ' Handle of temporary file

' First obtain temporary filename and create file...

Tempname=EnvGetString("TEMP")

if TempName="" then

 TempName="MyFile.txt"

else

 Tempname=Tempname+"\MyFile.txt"

end if

hfile=CreateFile(Tempname)

if hFile<0 then

  ' An error occured while creating file, inform user and exit.

  MsgBox("Could not create temporary file...")

  goto end

end if

' Store some text in the file and close it...

WriteFile(hFile,"This text is shown using notepad")

WriteFile(hFile,"")

WriteFile(hFile,"Please exit notepad to resume script execution")

Closefile(hFile)

'Launch notepad with the file...

if Execute("notepad "+Tempname,TRUE)<0 then MsgBox("Could not launch notepad...")

'remember to Erase the temporary file before leaving...
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DeleteFile(Tempname)

end:

Exit - Quit the Script

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The Exit function quits the script.

Function format:

exit()

The function does not return a value.

Not - Return the Logical Negation of an Expression

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The Not function returns the logical negation of an expression.

Function format:

Not(n as Integer) as Integer

• n
This parameter specifies the expression.

If the parameter n evaluates to zero, the function returns TRUE (nonzero). Otherwise, returns FALSE (zero).

Example:

rem

Rem This example creates an icon group called DMS Test with an icon to the script editor.

Rem This Example also adds a shortcut on the desktop

Rem

Rem After the creation the icon group and the shortcut will be removed

Rem

' determine location of dmsedit.exe

Dim hkey, dummy As Integer

Dim dmseditPath As String

hkey = RegOpenKey(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, "SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\DMScript\DMSEdit")

If hKey = 0 Then

 MessageBox("Can not open DMSEdit-key", "Desktop Management Scripting", MB_OK + MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

SetStatus(1)

 Exit

End If

If Not(RegQueryVariable(hkey, "dmseditInstalledAt", dmseditPath, dummy) = REG_STRING) Then

 MessageBox("dmseditInstalledAt not found or invalid", "Desktop Management Scripting", MB_OK +

 MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)
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 SetStatus(2)

 Exit

End If

RegCloseKey(hkey)

' Now Create group and icons

If Not(CreateGroup("DMS Test", LNK_PROGRAMS)) Then

 MessageBox("Can not create icon group", "Desktop Management Scripting", MB_OK + MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

SetStatus(3)

 Exit

End If

If Not(AddItem("DMS Editor", dmseditPath+"\dmsedit.exe","","", "DMS Test",FALSE,)) Then

 MessageBox("Failed to install dmsedit at icon group", "Desktop Management Scripting", MB_OK +

 MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

 SetStatus(4)

 Exit

End If

if Not(CreateLink("DMS Editor", dmseditPath+"\dmsedit.exe","","", "",LNK_NORMAL, LNK_DESKTOP))

 Then MessageBox("Failed to install dmsedit at desktop", "Desktop Management Scripting", MB_OK +

 MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

SetStatus(5)

 Exit

End If

MessageBox("Icons and shortcut has been created, press OK to delete them again","Desktop Management Scripting:

 Icon Confirm", MB_OK + MB_ICONINFORMATION)

'Delete shortcut 

if Not(DeleteItem("DMS Editor", "", LNK_DESKTOP)) Then

 MessageBox("Failed to deinstall dmsedit from desktop", "Desktop Management Scripting", MB_OK +

 MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

 SetStatus(6)

 Exit

End If

if Not(DeleteGroup("DMS Test", LNK_PROGRAMS)) Then

 MessageBox("Failed to delete icon group", "Desktop Management Scripting", MB_OK + MB_ICONEXCLAMATION)

SetStatus(7)

 Exit

End If
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Print - Output the String Text to the Screen

Valid on UNIX and Windows

The Print function outputs the string text to the screen.

Function format:

Print(text as String) as Boolean

• text
This parameter specifies the text to be printed.

The function always returns TRUE.

Example:

Dim counter as integer

'Print 5 lines

For counter = 1 to 5

 Print("Line " + str(counter)) 

Next

'Wait 5 seconds

Sleep(5000)

'Clear the print screen

ClearScreen()

Print("Screen Cleared")

SetDirectory - Change the Current Directory

Valid on Windows only

The SetDirectory function changes the current directory.

Function format:

SetDirectory(pathstring as String) as Boolean

• pathstring
This parameter specifies the name of the directory to create.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE. This function returns FALSE otherwise.

Example:

Rem switch to c:\backup

If Not(SetDirectory(c:\backup) Then

 Print("c:\backup does not exist");

 exit

End If

 

SetDrive - Change the Current Drive

Valid on Windows only

The SetDrive function changes the current drive.
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Function format:

SetDrive(n1 as Integer) as Boolean

• n1
This parameter indicates the drive number. The parameter n1 specifies the drive as follows: 1 for A, 2 for B, 3 for C,
and so on.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE, otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

Rem switch to drive d.

If Not(SetDrive(4)) Then

 Print("Drive 4 not available");

 exit

End If

SetStatus - Return Status Value

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The SetStatus function returns a status value from the script.

Function format:

SetStatus(status as Integer) as Boolean

• status
This parameter identifies the value that is to be set.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

This script shows the use of the SetStatus function.

if MsgBox("Should this job return an error?",MB_YESNO)=IDYES then

 SetStatus(NC_ERROR)

else

 SetStatus(NC_OK)

 Print ("The user selected OK when prompted...")

end if

 

Sleep - Miscellaneous Function

Sleep is an alias for Delay function.

SortArray - Sort an Array

Valid on UNIX and Windows

The SortArray function sorts an array.

Function format:

SortArray(array as array) as Boolean

SortArray(array as array, start as integer) as Boolean

SortArray(array as array, start as integer, end as integer) as Boolean
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• Array
This parameter identifies the name of the array to be sorted.

• Start
This parameter specifies the start index for the sort. The array is sorted from the start index to the end of the array.

• End
This parameter specifies the last index for sort.

The function only handles basic types of arrays. Depending on the format chosen, (1) the whole array is sorted, (2) the
array is sorted beginning with the start index, and (3) the array is sorted from the start index to the end index.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE. The function returns FALSE otherwise.

Example:

Dim a[10], b[10], i As Integer

Dim TAB As Char

TAB = chr(9)

For i=0 to 9

 a[i] = 10 - i

Next i

b = a

If SortArray(b) Then

 For i = 0 To 9

  Print("a("+Str(i)+")="+Str(a[i])+TAB+"b("+Str(i)+")="+Str(b[i]))

 Next i

Else

 Print("SortArray(b) failed!")

End If

Handling Backward Compatibility or Unknown Functions

Contents

DMScript provides functions that handle new functions on an old interpreter or unknown functions within a script. The
following functions ensure that the newer scripts run successfully on older DSM agents by ignoring the new or unknown
functions:

• ALLOW_UNRESOLVED_FUNCTIONS
• IsFunctionSupported

ALLOW_UNRESOLVED_FUNCTIONS

The IsFunctionSupported function verifies whether the current version of dmscript understands a given function. This
directive has the following format:

#pragma ALLOW_UNRESOLVED_FUNCTIONS

When you add this directive to a DMScript and an unknown function is found in the script:

• The compiler adds a warning to the trace log at compile time.
• The compiler emits code that generates a fatal run-time error when the script attempts to execute the unknown

function at run time.
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IsFunctionSupported

The IsFunctionSupported function checks whether a function is supported.

Function format:

IsFunctionSupported (name as string) as Boolean

Example:

#pragma ALLOW_UNRESOLVED_FUNCTIONS

If IsFunctionSupported ("OpenDetectedSoftwareOutputFiles") then

OpenDetectedSoftwareOutputFiles ("A7C1E14A-7C93-4E17-B4E5-45B796717F49", "V1", "OS Detection for Windows")

else

    dsmtrace("error","This version of dmscript does not support Intellisigs.")

    exit

end if

Input Parameters

This function has the following input parameter:

• name
This parameter specifies the name of the function.

Return Values

If the given function is either defined in the script or a built-in function, the function returns true. The function returns
false otherwise. This function is used with the ALLOW_UNRESOLVED_FUNCTIONS pragma to allow scripts to handle
backward compatibility. If a script uses a function that exists in the current release but not in previous releases, the script
fails compilation. Any type of action is not performed on computers running the old releases. IsFunctionSupported allows
such a script to pass the compilation on old releases. This function performs a special action at run time to handle the
missing feature. The compensation for the missing function is not possible but an error message is displayed for the user.

NOTE
You can also use the GetFileInfo and CompareVersions functions to verify that the script is executing on a
particular version of DMScript.

Network Functions
Contents

NetGetMap - Retrieve a Network Resource Name

Valid on Windows and Windows CE

The NetGetMap function retrieves the name of the network resource that is associated with a redirected device specified
in device.

Function format:

NetGetMap(device as String) as String 

• device
This parameter identifies the drive or printer specification. Valid values are A: through Z: and LPT1: through LPT3:

The function returns a string containing the name of the network resource to which a device was redirected. If the device
is not redirected, the function returns an empty string.

Example:
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This example maps the AM sector share, displays the share, and un-maps it again.

If SectorService <> "" Then

 If NetMap("U:",SectorService) Then

  MessageBox("U: Is Mapped to " + NetGetMap("U:"))

  NetUnMap("U:")

 Else 

  MessageBox("Could not map Sector Share")

 Endif

Else

 MessageBox("Could not find Sector Share Name")

EndIf

NetMap - Map a Local Device to a Network Resource

Valid on Windows and Windows CE

The NetMap function maps a local device to a network resource.

Function format:

NetMap(device as String, service as String, password as String) as Boolean 

NetMap(device as String, service as String) as Boolean

• device
This parameter specifies the local drive or device to be redirected. (Valid values are A: through Z: and LPT1: through
LPT3:)

• service
This parameter specifies the name of the network resource for the local device redirection.

• password
This parameter identifies an optional string specifying the password for the network resource.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

This example maps the AM sector share, displays the share, and un-maps it again.

If SectorService <> "" Then

 If NetMap("U:",SectorService) Then

  MessageBox("U: Is Mapped to " + NetGetMap("U:"))

  NetUnMap("U:")

 Else 

  MessageBox("Could not map Sector Share")

 Endif

Else

 MessageBox("Could not find Sector Share Name")

EndIf

NetUnMap - Cancel the Redirection

Valid on Windows

The NetUnMap function cancels the redirection of a redirected device.

Function format:
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NetUnMap(device as String) as Boolean

NetUnMap(device as String, force as Boolean) as Boolean

• device
This parameter identifies the redirected drive or device. (Valid values are A: through Z: and LPT1: through LPT3:)

• force
This parameter specifies whether any open files on the device are to be closed before the connection is canceled. If
the force parameter is FALSE and there are open files on the redirected device, the function fails.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, it returns FALSE.

Example:

This example maps the AM sector share, displays the share, and un-maps it again.

If SectorService <> "" Then

 If NetMap("U:",SectorService) Then

  MessageBox("U: Is Mapped to " + NetGetMap("U:"))

  NetUnMap("U:")

 Else 

  MessageBox("Could not map Sector Share")

 Endif

Else

 MessageBox("Could not find Sector Share Name")

EndIf

Registry Manipulation Functions

RegCloseKey - Close the Registry Key

Valid on Windows

The RegCloseKey function closes the registry key that is associated with the hKey parameter, a handle that is obtained
from a call of RegOpenKey or RegCreateKey.

Function format:

RegCloseKey(hKey as Integer) as Boolean

• hkey
hKey value of registry key

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE. If the function fails (hKey is not the handle of a valid, open registry
key), the function returns FALSE.

Example:

Dim hkey1, hkey2, hkey3 as integer

Dim cBuf as string

Dim ccBuf[47] as char

Dim bBuf[100] as byte

Dim i as integer

ClrScr()
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for i = 0 to 99

 bBuf[i] = i

next i

cBuf = "1234567890ßqwertzuiopü+asdfghjklöä#<yxcvbnm,.-"

ccBuf = cBuf

hkey1 = RegOpenKey(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, "SOFTWARE")

if hkey1 = 0 then

 Print("RegOpenKey failed.")

 exit

endif

hkey2 = RegCreateKey(hkey1, "CA")

if hkey2 = 0 then

 Print("RegCreateKey 1 failed.")

 exit

endif

if Not(RegSetValue(hkey1, "CA", "GmbH Paderborn - Germany")) then

Print("RegSetValue failed")

endif

hkey3 = RegCreateKey(hkey2, "4 test only")

if hkey3 = 0 then

 Print("RegCreateKey 2 failed.")

 exit

endif

if Not(RegSetVariable(hkey3, "var_1", 123)) then

 Print("RegSetVar 1 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegSetVariable(hkey3, "var_2", "i'm a string")) then

 Print("RegSetVar 2 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegSetVariable(hkey3, "var_3", cBuf, 46)) then

 Print("RegSetVar 3 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegSetVariable(hkey3, "var_4", bBuf, 100)) then

Print("RegSetVar 4 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegSetVariable(hkey3, "var_5", cBuf, 46, REG_SZ)) then

 Print("RegSetVar 5 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegSetVariable(hkey3, "var_6", ccBuf, 46, REG_SZ)) then

 Print("RegSetVar 5 failed.")

endif
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if Not(RegCloseKey(hkey3)) then

 Print("RegCloseKey for hkey3 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegCloseKey(hkey2)) then

 Print("RegCloseKey for hkey2 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegCloseKey(hkey1)) then

 Print("RegCloseKey for hkey1 failed.")

endif

RegCreateKey - Create a Registry Key

Valid on Windows

The RegCreateKey function creates a specific registry key. If the key already exists in the registry, it is opened.

Function format:

RegCreateKey(hKey as Integer, subkey as String) as Integer

• hKey
This parameter identifies a currently open key or a predefined key. The hKey parameter can be any of the following
predefined values available on all Windows platforms:
HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT

HKEY_CURRENT_USER

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE

HKEY_USERS

• subkey
This parameter specifies a string that indicates the name of the key to open. Subkey must be a subkey of the key that
hKey identifies. If the subkey parameter is an empty string, the function returns the same key as specified in the hKey
parameter.

On successful completion, the function returns a handle to the newly created registry key; otherwise, returns 0.

Example:

Dim hkey1, hkey2, hkey3 as integer

Dim cBuf as string

Dim ccBuf[47] as char

Dim bBuf[100] as byte

Dim i as integer

ClrScr()

for i = 0 to 99

 bBuf[i] = i

next i

cBuf = "1234567890ßqwertzuiopü+asdfghjklöä#<yxcvbnm,.-"

ccBuf = cBuf

hkey1 = RegOpenKey(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, "SOFTWARE")

if hkey1 = 0 then

 Print("RegOpenKey failed.")
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 exit

endif

hkey2 = RegCreateKey(hkey1, "CA Technology")

if hkey2 = 0 then

 Print("RegCreateKey 1 failed.")

 exit

endif

if Not(RegSetValue(hkey1, "CA", "International")) then

 Print("RegSetValue failed")

endif

hkey3 = RegCreateKey(hkey2, "4 test only")

if hkey3 = 0 then

 Print("RegCreateKey 2 failed.")

 exit

endif

if Not(RegSetVariable(hkey3, "var_1", 123)) then

 Print("RegSetVar 1 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegSetVariable(hkey3, "var_2", "i'm a string")) then

 Print("RegSetVar 2 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegSetVariable(hkey3, "var_3", cBuf, 46)) then

 Print("RegSetVar 3 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegSetVariable(hkey3, "var_4", bBuf, 100)) then

 Print("RegSetVar 4 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegSetVariable(hkey3, "var_5", cBuf, 46, REG_SZ)) then

 Print("RegSetVar 5 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegSetVariable(hkey3, "var_6", ccBuf, 46, REG_SZ)) then

 Print("RegSetVar 5 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegCloseKey(hkey3)) then

 Print("RegCloseKey for hkey3 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegCloseKey(hkey2)) then

 Print("RegCloseKey for hkey2 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegCloseKey(hkey1)) then

 Print("RegCloseKey for hkey1 failed.")

endif

RegDeleteKey - Delete a Registry Key

Valid on Windows

The RegDeleteKey function removes the specified key.
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Function format:

RegDeleteKey(hKey as Integer, subkey as String) as Boolean

• hKey
This parameter indicates a currently open key or a predefined key. This parameter can be any of the following
predefined values, which are available on all Windows platforms:
HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT

HKEY_CURRENT_USER

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE

HKEY_USERS

• subkey
This parameter indicates that the parameter is a string that specifies the name of the key to delete. Subkey must be a
subkey of the key that hKey identifies. Do not use an empty string as a subkey parameter.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE. The function returs FALSE in the following conditions:

• The key does not exist
• Another application has opened the key

subkeys

On Windows 9x, this function also removes all subkeys. On Windows NT and 2000, remove each subkey separately
before running the function.

Example:

Test structure:

HKLM\

\ Software

\ CA

\ 4 test only

\ var_6

\ dummy

Dim hkey1 as integer

ClrScr()

hkey1 = RegOpenKey(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, "SOFTWARE\CA\4 test only")

if hkey1 = 0 then

 Print("RegOpenKey failed.")

 exit

endif

if RegDeleteValue(hKey1) then

 Print("RegDeleteValue succeeded.")

else

 Print("RegDeleteValue failed.")

endif

if RegDeleteVariable(hKey1, "var_6") then

 Print("RegDeleteVariable for var_6 succeeded.")
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else

 Print("RegDeleteVariable for var_6 failed.")

endif

RegCloseKey(hkey1)

hkey1 = RegOpenKey(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, "SOFTWARE\CA")

if hkey1 = 0 then

 Print("RegOpenKey failed.")

 exit

endif

if RegDeleteKey(hkey1, "dummy") then

 Print("Key dummy successfully deleted")

else

 Print("Key dummy deletion failed.")

endif

RegCloseKey(hkey1)

Messagebox("Check registry!", "desktop management scripting test")

hkey1 = RegOpenKey(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, "SOFTWARE")

if hkey1 = 0 then

 Print("RegOpenKey failed.")

 exit

endif

if RegDeleteKey(hkey1, "CA\4 test only") then

 Print("Key ""CA\4 test only"" successfully deleted")

else

 Print("Key" "CA\4 test only" "deletion failed.")

endif

if RegDeleteKey(hkey1, "CA") then

 Print("Key CA successfully deleted")

else

 Print("Key CA deletion failed.")

endif

RegCloseKey(hkey1)

RegDeleteValue - Delete a Value in the Registry

Valid on Windows

The RegDeleteValue function deletes a value in the registry.

Function format:

RegDeleteValue(hkey as integer) as Boolean

• hKey
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Specifies the handle of the registry key from which to remove the associated value.

The return value is TRUE if the function succeeds; otherwise, FALSE.

Example:

Test structure:

HKLM\

\ Software

\ CA

\ 4 test only

\ var_6

\ dummy

Dim hkey1 as integer

ClrScr()

hkey1 = RegOpenKey(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, "SOFTWARE\CA\4 test only")

if hkey1 = 0 then

 Print("RegOpenKey failed.")

 exit

endif

if RegDeleteValue(hKey1) then

 Print("RegDeleteValue succeeded.")

else

 Print("RegDeleteValue failed.")

endif

if RegDeleteVariable(hKey1, "var_6") then

 Print("RegDeleteVariable for var_6 succeeded.")

else

 Print("RegDeleteVariable for var_6 failed.")

endif

RegCloseKey(hkey1)

hkey1 = RegOpenKey(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, "SOFTWARE\CA")

if hkey1 = 0 then

 Print("RegOpenKey failed.")

 exit

endif

if RegDeleteKey(hkey1, "dummy") then

 Print("Key dummy successfully deleted")

else

 Print("Key dummy deletion failed.")

endif
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RegCloseKey(hkey1)

Messagebox("Check registry!", "desktop management scripting test")

hkey1 = RegOpenKey(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, "SOFTWARE")

if hkey1 = 0 then

 Print("RegOpenKey failed.")

 exit

endif

if RegDeleteKey(hkey1, "CA\4 test only") then

 Print("Key ""CA\4 test only"" successfully deleted")

else

 Print("Key" "CA\4 test only" "deletion failed.")

endif

if RegDeleteKey(hkey1, "CA") then

 Print("Key CA successfully deleted")

else

 Print("Key CA deletion failed.")

endif

RegCloseKey(hkey1)

RegDeleteVariable - Remove a Variable

Valid on Windows

The RegDeleteVariable function removes the specified variable.

Function format:

RegDeleteVariable(hKey as integer, name as string) as Boolean

• hKey
Indicates a currently opened key or a predefined key. The hKey parameter can have one of the following predefined
values:
HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT

HKEY_CURRENT_USER

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE

HKEY_USERS

• name 
Identifies the name of the variable that is to be removed.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

Test structure:

HKLM\

\ Software

\ CA

\ 4 test only
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\ var_6

\ dummy

Dim hkey1 as integer

ClrScr()

hkey1 = RegOpenKey(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, "SOFTWARE\CA\4 test only")

if hkey1 = 0 then

 Print("RegOpenKey failed.")

 exit

endif

if RegDeleteValue(hKey1) then

 Print("RegDeleteValue succeeded.")

else

 Print("RegDeleteValue failed.")

endif

if RegDeleteVariable(hKey1, "var_6") then

 Print("RegDeleteVariable for var_6 succeeded.")

else

 Print("RegDeleteVariable for var_6 failed.")

endif

RegCloseKey(hkey1)

hkey1 = RegOpenKey(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, "SOFTWARE\CA")

if hkey1 = 0 then

 Print("RegOpenKey failed.")

 exit

endif

if RegDeleteKey(hkey1, "dummy") then

 Print("Key dummy successfully deleted")

else

 Print("Key dummy deletion failed.")

endif

RegCloseKey(hkey1)

Messagebox("Check registry!", "desktop management scripting test")

hkey1 = RegOpenKey(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, "SOFTWARE")

if hkey1 = 0 then

 Print("RegOpenKey failed.")

 exit

endif

if RegDeleteKey(hkey1, "CA\4 test only") then

 Print("Key ""CA\4 test only"" successfully deleted")
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else

 Print("Key" "CA\4 test only" "deletion failed.")

endif

if RegDeleteKey(hkey1, "CA") then

 Print("Key CA successfully deleted")

else

 Print("Key CA deletion failed.")

endif

RegCloseKey(hkey1)

RegEnumKey - Enumerate the Subkeys of a Registry Key

Valid on Windows

The RegEnumKey function enumerates the subkeys of a specified registry key.

Function format:

RegEnumKey(hKey as Integer, index as Integer, subkey as String) as Boolean

• hKey
Identifies a currently open key or a predefined key. The hKey parameter can have one of the following predefined
values:
HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT

HKEY_CURRENT_USER

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE

HKEY_USERS

• index
Identifies the index of the subkey that is to be retrieved. Use zero for the first call of the function.

• subkey
Identifies the output parameter that is to hold the requested subkey.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE and fills in the name of the subkey in the subkey variable. If the key
is invalid or there are no more subkeys, it returns FALSE.

Example:

Presupposed registry structure:

HKLM

Software

CA

test-1

...

test-9

dummy

4test only

var-0 "test 2"
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...

Rem

Rem This example enumerates the subkeys of HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT,

Rem printing all filetype entries.

Rem

Dim SubKey as string

Dim Index as integer

Index=0

while RegEnumKey(HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT,Index,SubKey)

  if Left(SubKey,1)="." then print SubKey

  Index=Index+1

wend

RegEnumVariable - Enumerate the Variables

Valid on Windows

The RegENumVariable function enumerates the variables for the specified registry key.

Function format:

RegEnumVariable(hKey as Integer, index as Integer, name as String, strvalue as String, intvalue as Integer) as

 Integer

RegEnumVariable(hkey as integer, index as integer, dummy as string, name as string, bufsize as integer, buffer

 as void) as integer.

• hKey
Identifies a currently open key or a predefined key. The hKey parameter can have one of the following predefined
values available on all Windows platforms:
HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT

HKEY_CURRENT_USER

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE

HKEY_USERS

• index
Identifies the index of the variable that is to be retrieved. Use zero for the first call of the function.

• name
Identifies the output parameter that is to hold the name of the requested variable.

• strvalue
Identifies the output parameter that is to hold the string value of the requested variable.

• intvalue
Identifies the output parameter that is to hold the integer value of the requested variable.

• dummy
Reserved.

• bufsize
Size of the receiving buffer in chars if the buffer is of type string; otherwise, the number of bytes are specified. Must be
a variable. After a successful return, it contains the number of bytes retrieved.

• buffer
Buffer to receive the retrieved value of the variable.

On successful completion, the first variant of the function returns one of the following values:

• REG_NODATA
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Value 0; A variable was not found. This indicates that either the last index of the enumeration has been reached or the
handle was invalid.

• REG_INTEGER
Value 1; An Integer type variable was found; the value will be stored in the intvalue variable.

• REG_STRING 
Value 2; A String type variable was found; the value will be stored in the strvalue variable.

• REG_UNSUPPORTED
Value 3; An unsupported variable type was found; the value will be void.

The second variant of the function returns in Microsoft notation:

• REG_NONE
Value 0

• REG_SZ
Value 1

• REG_EXPAND_SZ
Value 2

• REG_BINARY
Value 3

• REG_DWORD
Value 4

• REG_DWORD_LITTLE_ENDIAN
Value 4

• REG_DWORD_BIG_ENDIAN
Value 5

• REG_LINK
Value 6

• REG_MULTI_SZ
Value 7

Example:

Dim value as string

Dim hkey1 as integer

Dim name, str, dummy as string

Dim i, i1, rtr, int as integer

Dim bBuf[100] as Byte

Dim cBuf[100] as char

ClrScr()

hkey1 = RegOpenKey(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, "SOFTWARE\CA")

if hkey1 = 0 then

 Print("RegOpenKey failed.")

 exit

endif

i = 0

while

 RegEnumKey(hkey1, i, str)

 Print(Str(i) + " - " + str)

 

RegCloseKey(hkey1)
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Print " "

hkey1 = RegOpenKey(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, "SOFTWARE\CA\4 test only")

if hkey1 = 0 then

 Print("RegOpenKey failed.")

 exit

endif

for i = 0 to 1

 rtr = RegEnumVariable(hKey1, i, name, str, i1)

 if (REG_INTEGER = rtr) then

  Print(Str(rtr) + ": " + Str(i) + " - " + name + " = " + Str(i1))

 else

  if (REG_STRING = rtr) then

   Print(Str(rtr) + ": " + Str(i) + " - " + name + " = " + str)

  else

   Print(Str(rtr) + ": " + "unknown type");

  endif

 endif

next i

i1 = 100

str = ""

rtr = RegEnumVariable(hKey1, 2, name, dummy, i1, bBuf))

for i = 0 to i1 - 1

 str = str + Str(bBuf[i])

next i

Print (Str(rtr) + ": " + "2 - " + name + "(" + Str(i1) + ") = " + str)

RegOpenKey - Open a Key

Valid on Windows

The RegOpenKey function opens a specified registry key.

Function format:

RegOpenKey(hKey as Integer, subkey as String) as Integer

• hKey
Identifies a currently open key or a predefined key. The hKey parameter can have one of the following predefined
values:
HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT

HKEY_CURRENT_USER

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE

HKEY_USERS

• subkey
Identifies the key to be opened. Subkey key must be a subkey of the key identified by the hKey parameter. If subkey is
an empty string, the function returns the same key as that specified by hKey.

On successful completion, the function returns a handle to the newly opened registry key; otherwise, returns zero.

Example:

Dim hkey1, hkey2, hkey3 as integer

Dim cBuf as string
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Dim ccBuf[47] as char

Dim bBuf[100] as byte

Dim i as integer

ClrScr()

for i = 0 to 99

 bBuf[i] = i

next i

cBuf = "1234567890ßqwertzuiopü+asdfghjklöä#<yxcvbnm,.-"

ccBuf = cBuf

hkey1 = RegOpenKey(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, "SOFTWARE")

if hkey1 = 0 then

 Print("RegOpenKey failed.")

 exit

endif

hkey2 = RegCreateKey(hkey1, "CA")

if hkey2 = 0 then

 Print("RegCreateKey 1 failed.")

 exit

endif

if Not(RegSetValue(hkey1, "CA", "GmbH Paderborn - Germany")) then

Print("RegSetValue failed")

endif

hkey3 = RegCreateKey(hkey2, "4 test only")

if hkey3 = 0 then

 Print("RegCreateKey 2 failed.")

 exit

endif

if Not(RegSetVariable(hkey3, "var_1", 123)) then

 Print("RegSetVar 1 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegSetVariable(hkey3, "var_2", "i'm a string")) then

 Print("RegSetVar 2 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegSetVariable(hkey3, "var_3", cBuf, 46)) then

 Print("RegSetVar 3 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegSetVariable(hkey3, "var_4", bBuf, 100)) then

Print("RegSetVar 4 failed.")

endif
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if Not(RegSetVariable(hkey3, "var_5", cBuf, 46, REG_SZ)) then

 Print("RegSetVar 5 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegSetVariable(hkey3, "var_6", ccBuf, 46, REG_SZ)) then

 Print("RegSetVar 5 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegCloseKey(hkey3)) then

 Print("RegCloseKey for hkey3 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegCloseKey(hkey2)) then

 Print("RegCloseKey for hkey2 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegCloseKey(hkey1)) then

 Print("RegCloseKey for hkey1 failed.")

endif

RegQueryValue - Retrieve a Text String

Valid on Windows

The RegQueryValue function retrieves the text string associated with the specified registry key\subkey, if the unnamed
default value (data) of the opened key is to be fetched.

Function format:

RegQueryValue(hKey as Integer, subkey as String, value as String) as Boolean

• hKey
Identifies a currently open key or a predefined key. The hKey parameter can have one of the following predefined
values:
HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT

HKEY_CURRENT_USER

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE

HKEY_USERS

• subkey 
Identifies, together with the key, the default value that is to be retrieved. The subkey can be any subkey or the empty
string, if the unnamed value of the opened key is to be fetched. The subkey must be a subkey of the key identified by
the hKey parameter. The parameter value is a string variable that receives the value of the subkey.

• Value
Holds the returned value (data) of the specified key\subkey.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE and fills the string associated with the specified key\subkey into the
value variable; otherwise, returns FALSE.

RegQueryVariable - Retrieve the Type and Value of a Variable

Valid on Windows

The RegQueryVariable function retrieves the type and value of the specified variable for the specified registry key.

Function format:

Format 1
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RegQueryVariable(hKey as Integer, name as String, strvalue as String, intvalue as Integer) as Integer

• hKey
Identifies a currently open key or a predefined key. The hKey parameter can have one of the following predefined
values:
HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT

HKEY_CURRENT_USER

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE

HKEY_USERS

• name
Identifies the name of the requested variable.

• strvalue 
Identifies the output parameter that is to hold the string value of the requested variable.

• intvalue 
Identifies the output parameter that is to hold the integer value of the requested variable.

On successful completion, the function returns one of the following values:

• REG_NODATA
A variable was not found. This indicates that the handle was invalid.

• REG_INTEGER
An integer type variable was found; the value will be stored in the intvalue variable.

• REG_STRING
A string type variable was found; the value will be stored in the strvalue variable.

• REG_UNSUPPORTED
An unsupported variable type was found; the value will be void.

Format 2

RegQueryVariable(hkey as integer, name as string, dummy as string, bufsize as integer, buffer as void) as

 integer.

• hKey
Identifies a currently open key or a predefined key. The hKey parameter can have one of the following predefined
values:
HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT

HKEY_CURRENT_USER

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE

HKEY_USERS

• name
Identifies the name of the requested variable.

• dummy
Reserved.

• bufsize
Size of the receiving buffer in chars if the buffer is of type string; otherwise, the number of bytes are specified. Must be
a variable. After successful return it contains the number of bytes retrieved.

• buffer
Buffer to receive the retrieved value of the variable.

Type of registry entry is returned in Microsoft notation:

• REG_NONE
– Value 0

• REG_SZ
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Value 1
• REG_EXPAND_SZ

Value 2
• REG_BINARY

Value 3
• REG_DWORD

Value 4
• REG_DWORD_LITTLE_ENDIAN

Value 5
• REG_DWORD_BIG_ENDIAN

Value 6
• REG_LINK

Value 7
• REG_MULTI_SZ

Value 8

Example:

Before you start the following example, run the RegOpenKey example.

Dim value as string

Dim hkey1 as integer

Dim name, str, dummy as string

Dim i, i1, rtr, int as integer

Dim bBuf[100] as Byte

Dim cBuf[100] as char

ClrScr()

hkey1 = RegOpenKey(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, "SOFTWARE\CA\4 test only")

if hkey1 = 0 then

 Print("RegOpenKey failed.")

 exit

endif

rtr = RegQueryVariable(hkey1, "var_2", str, int)

Print(Str(rtr) + ": var_2 = " + str)

int = 100

str = ""

rtr = RegQueryVariable(hkey1, "var_2", dummy, int, str)

Print(Str(rtr) + ": var_2(" + Str(int) + ") = " + str)

int = 100

str = ""

rtr = RegQueryVariable(hkey1, "var_2", dummy, int, cBuf)

for i1 = 0 to int - 1

 str = str + cBuf[i1]

next i1

Print(Str(rtr) + ": var_2(" + Str(int) + ") = " + str)

int = 100

str = "| "

rtr = RegQueryVariable(hkey1, "var_2", dummy, int, bBuf)

for i1 = 0 to int - 1

 str = str + Str(bBuf[i1]) + " | "
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next i1

Print(Str(rtr) + ": var_2(" + Str(int) + ") = " + str)

RegCloseKey(hkey1)

RegSetValue - Associate the Registry Key with a Text String

Valid on Windows

The RegSetValue function associates the specified registry key with a text string.

Function format:

RegSetValue(hKey as Integer, subkey as String, value as String) as Boolean

• hKey
Identifies a currently open key or a predefined key. The hKey parameter can have one of the following predefined
values:
HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT

HKEY_CURRENT_USER

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE

HKEY_USERS

• subkey
Identifies the name of the subkey that is to be set.

• value 
Identifies the String value that is to be set in the variable.

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, returns FALSE.

Example:

Dim hkey1, hkey2, hkey3 as integer

Dim cBuf as string

Dim ccBuf[47] as char

Dim bBuf[100] as byte

Dim i as integer

ClrScr()

for i = 0 to 99

 bBuf[i] = i

next i

cBuf = "1234567890ßqwertzuiopü+asdfghjklöä#<yxcvbnm,.-"

ccBuf = cBuf

hkey1 = RegOpenKey(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, "SOFTWARE")

if hkey1 = 0 then

 Print("RegOpenKey failed.")

 exit

endif

hkey2 = RegCreateKey(hkey1, "CA Technology")

if hkey2 = 0 then

 Print("RegCreateKey 1 failed.")

 exit

endif
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if Not(RegSetValue(hkey1, "CA", "International")) then

 Print("RegSetValue failed")

endif

hkey3 = RegCreateKey(hkey2, "4 test only")

if hkey3 = 0 then

 Print("RegCreateKey 2 failed.")

 exit

endif

if Not(RegSetVariable(hkey3, "var_1", 123)) then

 Print("RegSetVar 1 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegSetVariable(hkey3, "var_2", "i'm a string")) then

 Print("RegSetVar 2 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegSetVariable(hkey3, "var_3", cBuf, 46)) then

 Print("RegSetVar 3 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegSetVariable(hkey3, "var_4", bBuf, 100)) then

 Print("RegSetVar 4 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegSetVariable(hkey3, "var_5", cBuf, 46, REG_SZ)) then

 Print("RegSetVar 5 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegSetVariable(hkey3, "var_6", ccBuf, 46, REG_SZ)) then

 Print("RegSetVar 5 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegCloseKey(hkey3)) then

 Print("RegCloseKey for hkey3 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegCloseKey(hkey2)) then

 Print("RegCloseKey for hkey2 failed.")

endif

if Not(RegCloseKey(hkey1)) then

 Print("RegCloseKey for hkey1 failed.")

endif

RegSetVariable - Store a Variable in the Registry Key

Valid on Windows

The RegSetVariable function stores a variable in the specified registry key.

Function format:

RegSetVariable(hKey as Integer, name as String, value as Integer) as Boolean

RegSetVariable(hKey as Integer, name as String, value as String) as Boolean

RegSetVariable(hkey as integer, name as string, buffer as void, bufsize as integer) as integer.

RegSetVariable(hkey as integer, name as string, buffer as void, bufsize as integer, type as integer) as

 integer.

• hKey 
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Identifies a currently open key or a predefined key. The hKey parameter can have one of the following predefined
values:
HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT

HKEY_CURRENT_USER

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE

HKEY_USERS

• name
Identifies the name of the variable that is to be set.

• value 
Identifies the string or Integer value that is to be set in the variable.

• buffer
Buffer containing the value to be set in the variable.

• bufsize
Size of the buffer in chars if the buffer is of type string or array of type char; otherwise, the number of bytes are
specified.

• type
The type of registry entry.
Type of registry entry is returned in Microsoft notation:
– REG_NONE

Value 0
– REG_SZ

Value 1
– REG_EXPAND_SZ

Value 2
– REG_BINARY

Value 3
– REG_DWORD

Value 4
– REG_DWORD_LITTLE_ENDIAN

Value 5
– REG_DWORD_BIG_ENDIAN

Value 6
– REG_LINK

Value 7
– REG_MULTI_SZ

Value 8

On successful completion, the function returns TRUE; otherwise, it returns FALSE.

Example:

Before you start the following example, run the RegOpenKey example.

Dim value as string

Dim hkey1 as integer

Dim name, str, dummy as string

Dim i, i1, rtr, int as integer

Dim bBuf[100] as Byte

Dim cBuf[100] as char

ClrScr()

hkey1 = RegOpenKey(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, "SOFTWARE\CA\4 test only")
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if hkey1 = 0 then

 Print("RegOpenKey failed.")

 exit

endif

rtr = RegQueryVariable(hkey1, "var_2", str, int)

Print(Str(rtr) + ": var_2 = " + str)

int = 100

str = ""

rtr = RegQueryVariable(hkey1, "var_2", dummy, int, str)

Print(Str(rtr) + ": var_2(" + Str(int) + ") = " + str)

int = 100

str = ""

rtr = RegQueryVariable(hkey1, "var_2", dummy, int, cBuf)

for i1 = 0 to int - 1

 str = str + cBuf[i1]

next i1

Print(Str(rtr) + ": var_2(" + Str(int) + ") = " + str)

int = 100

str = "| "

rtr = RegQueryVariable(hkey1, "var_2", dummy, int, bBuf)

for i1 = 0 to int - 1

 str = str + Str(bBuf[i1]) + " | "

next i1

Print(Str(rtr) + ": var_2(" + Str(int) + ") = " + str)

RegCloseKey(hkey1)

SetMode64 - Accessing Windows 64-bit Registry and File System

DMScript functions can access the Windows registry and launch programs. When DMScript runs on a 64-bit Window,
the OS imposes certain rules as DMScript is a 32-bit application. Registry access for certain keys is automatically
redirected to a parallel 32-bit registry area. For example, access to HKLM\SOFTWARE\xxx is redirected to HKLM
\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\xxx. For a complete list of redirected keys, see http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/
aa384253(v=vs.85).aspx.

Similarly, accessing the file system using certain environment variables that reference system directories, are
automatically redirected to directories that contain 32-bit binaries. For example, the %windir%\System32 directory is
reserved for 64-bit applications. If DMScript attempts to access this directory, it is automatically redirected to %windir%
\SysWOW64. For more information, see .

This behavior is important for Intellisig scripts because the scripts must detect 64-bit applications by accessing the correct
64-bit registry keys and file systems. For example, if an Intellisig attempts to read the registry key for the 64-bit version of
7zip in HKLM\SOFTWARE\7-zip, the script fails because it actually searches in HKLM\SOFTWARE\ Wow6432Node\7-
zip does not exist. Similarly, an attempt to look for the 64-bit version of Notepad in %windir%\System32 finds the 32-bit
version.

To handle this behavior, DMScript provides the following function that turns off the automatic redirection on 64-bit
Windows OS:

setmode64(mode)

• Mode
Specifies whether the redirection must be turned off or on. A value of 1 turns off redirection and a value of 0 turns it on.
Example: setmode64(1)
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NOTE
When in the 64-bit mode, access the 32-bit registry using the physical name such as HKLM\SOFTWARE
\Wow6432Node\xxx. However, Microsoft does not recommend this practice because the method of redirection
can change in the future versions of Windows. Instead, the script must revert to the 32-bit mode.

WARNING
Disabling file system redirection for longer periods can prevent dmscript from loading system DLLs, causing it to
fail.

String Manipulation Functions

The String Manipulation functions can be used on all supported operating systems.

WARNING
The input strings for String Manipulation Functions must not contain Japanese characters on Linux computers.

Asc - Convert a Character to an ASCII Value

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The Asc function converts a character to its corresponding ASCII value or the wide character code of a glyph. If parameter
s1 is a string with more than one character, the function evaluates the first character only.

Function format:

Asc(s1 as String) as Integer

Asc(s1 as Char) as Integer

• s1
This parameter identifies name of the character.

The return value is the wide character code value of the input character or the first character of the input string.

Example:

Dim OutStr as string

OutStr = Str(Asc("A"))+" "+Str(Asc("B"))+" "+Str(Asc("C"))

Print "AscII Values of the letters in ""ABC"" is: " + OutStr

Chr - Convert Integer to Wide Character

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The Chr function converts an integer value to its corresponding wide character.

Function format:

Chr(n1 as Integer) as Char

• n1
This parameter identifies an integer value.

The function returns one wide character that the n1 parameter specifies.

Example:

Print "LITTLE "+Chr(65)+Chr(66)+Chr(67)
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InStr - Scan a String for the Occurrence of a Substring

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The InStr function scans a string for the occurrence of a given substring. The function scans the string str for the first
occurrence of the substring substr.

Function format:

Instr(str as String, substr as String) as Integer

• str
This parameter identifies the string for which a search is being performed.

• substr 
This parameter identifies the substring for which a search is being performed.

The function returns the character position in str, at which substr begins. If substr does not occur in str, the function returns
0.

Example:

This example uses the InStr function to determine if the word "Script" is a part of the sentence "Unicenter Asset
Management Script Interpreter".

Dim MyStr as String ' Contains string to evaluate

Dim Pos as Integer ' Holds a string index

MyStr="Unicenter Asset Management Script Interpreter"

Pos=InStr(MyStr,"Script")

if Pos>0 then

 Print "The word ""Script"" was found at character position "+str(Pos)+" in"

 Print "the sentence """+MyStr+"""."

else

 Print "The word ""Script"" was NOT found in"

 Print "the sentence """+MyStr+"""."

End if

LCase - Convert Uppercase Letters to Lowercase Letters

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The LCase function converts uppercase letters in the s1 string to lowercase letters. No other characters are affected. The
ASCII code table has no restrictions.

Function format:

Lcase (s1 as String) as String

• s1
This parameter identifies the string to be converted.

The function returns the converted string.

Example:

This example displays a text in uppercase and lowercase.

Rem 
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Dim text As String

Text="Little ABC"

Print("LCase : " + LCase(text)) 'little abc

Print("UCase : " + UCase(text)) 'LITTLE ABC

Left - Return the Leftmost n Characters from the String

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The Left function returns a substring containing the leftmost n characters from the string str.

Function format:

Left(str as String, n as Integer) as String

• str
This parameter identifies the string from which the left substring is derived.

• n
This parameter indicates the number of characters of the left substring.

The function returns a substring containing the leftmost n characters from the string str.

Example: Left function

This example shows how the string operations work.

Dim text As String

Text="Unicenter TNG"

Print("Left(text,3) : " + Left(text,3))  'Uni

Print("Mid(text,4,6) : " + Mid(text,4,6)) 'center

Print("Right(text,3) : " + Right(text,3)) 'TNG

Print("Length    : " + Str(Len(text))) '13

Len - Obtain the Length of the String

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The Len function obtains the length of the string str.

Function format:

Len(str as String) as Integer

• str
This parameter identifies the specified string.

This function returns the number of characters in the string str.

Example:

This example shows how the string operations work.

Dim text As String

Text="Unicenter TNG"

Print("Left(text,3) : " + Left(text,3))  'Uni

Print("Mid(text,4,6) : " + Mid(text,4,6)) 'center

Print("Right(text,3) : " + Right(text,3)) 'TNG
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Print("Length    : " + Str(Len(text))) '13

Mid - Return a Substring from a String

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The Mid function returns a substring from a string.

Function format:

Mid(str as String, start as Integer, length as Integer) as String 

Mid (str as String, start as Integer) as String

• str
This parameter identifies the string from which a substring is derived.

• start
This parameter indicates the start position of the substring in str.

• len
This parameter indicates the length of the substring.

NOTE
The arguments start and the length must be from 1 through 65,535. If the length is omitted or fewer than n
length characters in str are present, the function returns all characters from the start position to the end of the
string. If the start is greater than the number of characters in str, the function returns a zero length string.

The return value of the function is a substring from the string str as described previously.

Example:

This example shows how the string operations work.

Dim text As String

Text="Unicenter TNG"

Print("Left(text,3) : " + Left(text,3))  'Uni

Print("Mid(text,4,6) : " + Mid(text,4,6)) 'center

Print("Right(text,3) : " + Right(text,3)) 'TNG

Print("Length    : " + Str(Len(text))) '13

Right - Return a Substring with Rightmost n Characters

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The Right function returns a substring containing the rightmost n characters from the string str.

Function format:

Right(str as String, n as Integer) as String

• str
This parameter indicates the string from which the right substring is derived.

• n
This parameter specifies the number of characters of the substring.

The function returns a substring containing the rightmost n characters from the string str.

Example:

This example shows how the string operations work.
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Dim text As String

Text="Unicenter TNG"

Print("Left(text,3) : " + Left(text,3))  'Uni

Print("Mid(text,4,6) : " + Mid(text,4,6)) 'center

Print("Right(text,3) : " + Right(text,3)) 'TNG

Print("Length    : " + Str(Len(text))) '13

Str - Convert Numeric Expression to String

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The Str function converts the value of a numeric expression to a string.

Function format:

Str(n as Integer) as String

• n
This parameter identifies the integer for conversion.

The function returns the string representing the value that is specified by the parameter n.

Example:

This example prints the ASCII values of the letters "ABC" on the screen.

Dim OutStr as string

OutStr = Str(Asc("A"))+" "+Str(Asc("B"))+" "+Str(Asc("C"))

Print "AscII Values of the letters in ""ABC"" is: " + OutStr

Trim - Remove Leading and Trailing Spaces from a String

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The Trim function removes leading and trailing spaces from the string.

Function format:

Trim(str as String) as String

• str
This parameter identifies the string for trimming.

The function returns the trimmed string.

Example:

Dim tStr, str As String

str = "  abcd "

tStr = Trim(str)

Print(">>>"+Str+"<<<")

Print(">>>"+tStr+"<<<")

This prints:

>>>  abcd <<<

>>>abcd<<<
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UCase - Convert Lowercase Letter to Uppercase

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The UCase function converts lowercase letters in the s1 string to uppercase letters. No other characters are affected. The
ASCII code table has no restrictions.

This string manipulation function has the format:

UCase(s1 as String) as String

• s1
This parameter identifies the string for conversion.

The function returns the converted string.

Example:

This example displays a text in uppercase and lowercase.

Rem 

Dim text As String

Text="Little ABC"

Print("LCase : " + LCase(text)) 'little abc

Print("UCase : " + UCase(text)) 'LITTLE ABC

Val - Convert String to Integer

Valid on NetWare, Symbian OS, UNIX, Windows and Windows CE

The Val function converts the input string to an integer.

Function format:

Val(str as String) as Integer

• str
This parameter identifies the string for conversion.

This function ignores any leading tabs or spaces and recognizes an optional sign followed by a string of digits.

The function returns the converted value of the input string. If the string cannot be converted to a number, the function
returns 0.

Example:

Dim i As Integer

i = Val("2735")

Print("Val(""2735"")"+Str(i))

i=ValEx("2735")

Print("ValEx(2735")

Print("ValEx(""2735"")="+str(i))

i=ValEx("01414")

Print("ValEx(""01414"")="+str(i))

i=ValEx("0x1414")

Print("ValEx(""0x1414"")="+str(i))

ValEx - Convert Decimal, Hexadecimal, or Octal String to Integer

Valid on UNIX and Windows
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The ValEx function converts the input string, which specifies a decimal, a hexadecimal, or an octal number, to an integer.

Function format:

ValEx(str as String) as Integer

• str
This parameter specifies a decimal, a hexadecimal, or an octal number, and can include a sign. The number that is
specified is converted to an integer.

The function returns the integer value of the input string. If the string cannot be converted to a number, the function returns
0.

Example:

Dim i As Integer

i = Val("2735")

Print("Val(""2735"")"+Str(i))

i=ValEx("2735")

Print("ValEx(2735")

Print("ValEx(""2735"")="+str(i))

i=ValEx("01414")

Print("ValEx(""01414"")="+str(i))

i=ValEx("0x1414")

Print("ValEx(""0x1414"")="+str(i))

 

 

Functions for Splitting Strings

Contents

To help the parse information read from files or other sources, you can split strings into separate tokens or substrings
using the following DMScript functions. A token is a substring separated from others by a delimiter, usually a space. You
can quote tokens with single or double quotes.

• SetTokeniserInput
• GetToken

SetTokenizerInput

The SetTokenizerInput function initializes the tokenizer with a string and defines the delimiters for splitting the string. This
string and delimiters are valid for the rest of the script until you call the function with a different string or delimiter.

Function format:

SetTokenizerInput(str as string, delimiters as string)

Input Parameters

This function has the following input parameters:

• str
Specifies the input string that you want to split.
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NOTE
You can specify only one input string at a time.

• delimiters
Specifies the set of delimiters for splitting the string. By default, space characters are used as delimiters, but you can
specify any set of characters. For example, “.,/” tokenizes a list of substrings separated by a dot, comma or slash.

Return Values

None

GetToken

The GetToken function retrieves the next string token from the current input string set by SetTokenizerInput.

Function format:

GetToken(token as string)as boolean

Example:

SetTokenizerInput("This is a test program", " ")

while GetToken(token)

   print token

wend

Input Parameters

This function has the following input parameters:

• token
Specifies a string variable that holds the next token returned by the function.

Return Values

Returns True if it returned the next string token. It returns False if no more tokens are available to retrieve from the current
input string.

Output

This is a test program.

User-defined Functions
This script demonstrates how to use functions in AM scripts.

REM

REM This script demonstrates how to use functions in AM

REM scripts

REM

'*********************************************************

'*

'* This function adds two integers and return the sum

'*

'*********************************************************

Function sum( a as Integer, b as Integer) as integer

 DIM result AS Integer

 

 result = a + b
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 'Return the result as the function value

 sum = result 

End Function 'sum

'*********************************************************

'************************--Main --************************

'*********************************************************

'This is the actual program

Print str(Sum(3,4))  '7

Print str(Sum(234,567))  '801

Example Using DLLs from Script Function
This script demonstrates how to use functions in asset management scripts.

Rem

Rem This example sets the wallpaper on a Windows NT or Windows 95/98, 

Rem using a system DLL call.

Rem

#if Win32

  '32-Bit declaration of the function

 Function SystemParametersInfo Lib "USER32.DLL" Alias "SystemParametersInfoA" ( uiAction as Word,uiParam as

 Word,pvParam as String, fWinIni as Word) as Boolean

#EndIf

'Define Flags

Dim SPI_SETDESKWALLPAPER as integer

Dim SPIF_UPDATEINIFILE as integer

Dim SPIF_SENDWININICHANGE as integer

'Set system flags

SPI_SETDESKWALLPAPER = 20

SPIF_UPDATEINIFILE = 0x0001

SPIF_SENDWININICHANGE = 0x0002

'Call the system function

SystemParametersInfo(SPI_SETDESKWALLPAPER,0,"c:\winnt\winnt.bmp", SPIF_UPDATEINIFILE OR SPIF_SENDWININICHANGE)
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DSM Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

DSM Messages

View specific messages by selecting the following:

Asset Management Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Asset Management Messages

View specific messages by selecting the following:

Asset Management GUI and Management Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Asset Management GUI and Management Messages

AMM001002
Database Error!

Reason:

The manager failed to query the database. This could be caused by network problems, or by the database management
system being unavailable for other reasons.

Action:

Retry the action, as the problem may be temporary. If the problem persists contact your database administrator.

AMM001003
No privilege for selected operation!

Reason:

You tried to perform an operation for which you do not have the necessary privileges.

Action:

Please contact your security administrator.

AMM001004
Invalid object title! Check for name conflict.

Reason:

You tried to save the object using a name that another object of the same type is already using. All objects must be
uniquely named.

Action:
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Please enter a new name for the object.

AMM001005
Please enter a valid name (name cannot be blank!)

Reason:

The name is not valid.

Action:

Specify a name.

AMM001200
Domain was not initialized.

Reason:

The AM Manager received a request before it was properly started.

Action:

Please allow the AM Manager sufficient time to start up.

AMM001210
Incompatible database version!

Reason:

The database has an internal schema version number for which your application software is written. You may be using an
old application version that does not match the database schema version.

Action:

Contact your database administrator for information about the database schema version, and upgrade your software
accordingly.

AMM001302
Job is not linked!

Reason:

You tried to unlink a Job that is already unlinked. This may be caused by your DSM Explorer instance not yet being
informed of this.

Action:

None.

AMM001303
The contents entered for the job was invalid!

Reason:

The contents entered for the job are invalid.
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Action:

Enter new contents for the job.

AMM001304
Jobs of this type cannot be linked to this kind of Asset.

Reason:

You tried to link a job of an unsupported job type to an Asset.

Action:

Contact the DSM documentation to check which job types are supported by the various agent types.

AMM001305
Failed to link Engine Task "task name"

Reason:

The Collect Task is already linked to another Engine. Engine Collect Tasks can and must only be linked to one Engine, or
the Engines would could corrupt the contents of the server

Action:

Unlink the task from the current engine, before linking the task.

AMM001402
Collect task is already linked.

Reason:

You tried to link a Collect task to an Asset that already had this job linked. Note that the Collect task could be linked to a
Group of which the Asset is a member.

Action:

None.

AMM001403
Collect Task is not linked!

Reason:

You tried to unlink an unlinked Collect Task. This could be caused by your DSM Explorer instance not yet being informed.

Action:

None.

AMM001405
It is not possible to link a Domain Asset to an Enterprise Collect Task.

Reason:
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You tried to link an Asset to a Collect Task replicated from the Enterprise. Only Enterprise Groups can be linked to
Enterprise Collect Tasks.

Action:

If applicable ask your Enterprise Administrator to link the Asset to this Collect Task by creating a global Enterprise Group,
and linking the Asset and Collect Task to this global Group.

AMM001406
Software Usage Collect Tasks must be linked to and saved in context of a Group or an Asset.

Reason:

Software Usage Collect Tasks need information about the owning group or asset to be created.

Note: You cannot modify Collect Tasks where the owner has been unlinked.

Action:

Always create Software Usage Collect Tasks from the context of a group or an asset. If owner is unlinked, link a group or
an asset to the Collect Task before you modify the Collect Task.

AMM001407
Some of the selected tasks cannot be linked.

Reason:

Some of the tasks have been modified or deleted after opening the dialog and cannot be linked.

Action:

Close and reopen the dialog.

AMM001408
Virtual Host Inventory Collect Tasks must be linked to and saved in context of an Asset which has Asset
Management Remote Agent component installed.

Reason:

You tried to modify an unlinked virtual host inventory collect task from the Control Panel, Configuration, Collect Task
subnode.

Action:

Link the virtual host inventory collect task to a Windows, Linux, or UNIX asset that has the AM remote agent installed.

AMM001504
AMOERR_UNIT_SYSTEMGROUP Group is a system Group

Reason:

An operation was performed on a system or static group.

Most manual operations, like adding and removing members, assigning a query, etc., are not permitted on system groups.

Action:

Create a new standard group, and retry the operation on the newly created group.
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AMM001505
Asset is already member of this Group.

Reason:

You tried to link an asset to a group of which it is already a member.

Action:

None.

AMM001601
Version name already exists.

Reason:

You tried to save a query result using a name that is already used by another query result. The name of the query result
must be unique within the results of the query.

Action:

Specify a unique name for the result.

AMM001602
Query is not an Enterprise Query.Reason:

A domain query was attempted to be submitted from the enterprise.

Action:

Select an enterprise query, or run the query from the domain

AMM001603
It is not possible to make distributed submission from Domain level.Reason:

An enterprise query was attempted submitted distributed from the domain.

Action:

Submit the Query from an enterprise explorer

AMM001604
One or more of the queries arguments are flagged invalid.

Reason:

The query contains arguments which are flagged invalid. A failed import or migration of the query can cause this error.
Queries with invalid arguments cannot be executed.

Action:

Edit the query, and correct or remove the arguments which are flagged as invalid.
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AMM001605
The Query is used by a Policy or a Dynamic Group and cannot be deleted.

Reason:

User attempted to delete a Query, which is currently used by a Policy or a Dynamic group

Action:

Delete the Policy or Dynamic Group which uses the query. Note that the "Information" pane at the query will indicate the
Policies and Groups using the Query

AMM001606
One of the arguments failed to pre-process, query evaluation cancelled.

Reason:

When executing queries which have either Linked Query or Directory arguments are the result of these pre-processed
before evaluating the entire query. One of the arguments failed to pre-process.

Action:

Solve fault for the argument causing the error. The erroneous argument and the reason for failing is displayed in the error
message.

AMM001703
You cannot make changes to a disabled Policy!

Reason:

You tried to modify a query-based policy that is currently disabled.

Action:

Enable the policy before modifying it.

AMM001801
Configuration file is not linked to this Asset.

Reason:

You tried to unlink a configuration file from an asset to which it is not linked.

Action:

None.

AMM001802
Configuration file is already linked to this Asset.

Reason:

You tried to link a configuration file to an asset to which it is already linked. Note that the collect task could be linked to a
group of which the asset is a member.

Action:
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None.

AMM003001
The message was misformatted.

Reason:

The AM Manager received a message that could not be decoded or was corrupted. This may be caused by network
problems or the AM Manager and DSM Explorer not being compatible.

Action:

Upgrade your software to ensure that the AM Manager and the DSM Explorer are compatible. If the problem persists
please contact your local CA support center.

AMM002101
Check for engine instance name conflict.

Reason:

An engine instance with the same name exists or it is marked for deletion.

Action:

Try using another name for the new engine instance or wait for the deletion process to complete.

AMM003002
The function was not recognized

Reason:

The AM Manager received a message specifying a function it did not recognize. This may be caused by the AM Manager
and DSM Explorer not being compatible.

Action:

Upgrade your software to ensure the AM Manager and the DSM Explorer are compatible. If the problem persists please
contact your local CA support center.

AMM003003
Object not found

Reason:

A message was sent to the AM Manager requesting information for an object unknown to the AM Manager. One of the two
components caches may not be up-to-date.

Action:

Retry the operation. If the problem persists restart your DSM Explorer as a notification message may have been lost due
to network problems causing its cache to be corrupt.

AMM003004
Message timeout
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Reason:

The DSM Explorer did not receive a response from the AM Manager within the timeout period. This may be caused by
network problems or the AM Manager being overloaded.

Action:

Retry the operation. If the problem persists contact your system administrator for information about possible network
problems. If the AM Manager is overloaded consider installing a secondary AM Manager on another host machine.

AMM003005
The client was not able to create a message queue.

Reason:

The DSM Explorer needs to create a message listening queue to receive responses for its requests to the AM Manager.
The queue was not created.

Action:

Restart the DSM Explorer.

AMM003008
Error connecting to database.

Reason:

The defined database could not be opened. This failure could be due to configuration problems or DBMS problems.

Action:

Ensure the DBMS server is running, check for network problems, check that the configured DBMS is correct including
login credentials.

AMM003011
Internal Error: Failed to execute a CA IT Client Manager function.

Reason:

A required CA IT Client Manager function could not be performed.

Action:

Contact Technical support.

AMM003020
An internal error occured within the security system.

Reason:

This error is system generated. The AM Manager attempt to bind the logged on user to a known user profile failed for
unknown reasons.

Action:

Restart the DSM Explorer or the AM Manager.
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AMM003021
Authentication failed, please supply appropriate login credentials.

Reason:

The AM Manager could not authenticate your credentials.

Action:

Enter credentials for an authorized user or contact your security administrator.

AMM003022
The authenticated user is not permitted to perform that action.

Reason:

You do not have sufficient privileges to perform the operation.

Action:

Contact your security administrator.

AMM003023
Operation is not allowed for replicated objects.

Reason:

Replicated objects cannot be modified or deleted.

Action:

Connect to the domain which owns the object to make the necessary changes. Alternatively, a copy of the object can be
created using copy/paste.

AMM004001
Unknown error within Service Desk Integration.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred within the Service Desk Integration component.

Action:

Check the Service Desk Integration configuration. If the problem persists please contact your local CA support center.

AMM004002
Service Desk Integration is not currently enabled.

Reason:

The requested functionality requires Service Desk Integration to have been correctly configured.

Action:

Configure Service Desk Integration configuration using the configuration tools in the Control Panel.
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AMM004003
Service Desk Integration not initialized.

Reason:

The requested functionality requires Service Desk Integration to have been initialized.

Action:

Retry the operation. If the problem persists restart your DSM Explorer and manager. If the problem persists please contact
your local CA support center.

AMM004004
This method is not supported on this component.

Reason:

The Service Desk Integration functionality requested is not supported by this component.

Action:

Retry the operation. If the problem persists restart your DSM Explorer and manager. If the problem persists please contact
your local CA support center.

AMM004005
Service Desk Integration initialization failed.

Reason:

The Service Desk Integration functionality was unable to initialize successfully.

Action:

Check the Service Desk Integration configuration. Ensure the manager and Service Desk are both running. Retry the
operation. If the problem persists please contact your local CA support center.

AMM004006
Service Desk Integration authentication failed.

Reason:

The credentials (or certificate if using managed logon) supplied to connect to Service Desk were rejected.

Action:

Check the supplied user name and password (or certificates if using managed logon) in the Service Desk Integration
configuration.

AMM004007
Service Desk Integration communication failed.

Reason:

Service Desk Integration was unable to communicate with Service Desk. Service Desk may be down.

Action:
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Check that Service Desk is running and the Service Desk Integration configuration is correct.

AMM004008
Service Desk Integration communication timed out.

Reason:

Service Desk Integration was unable to communicate with Service Desk because the connection timed out. Service Desk
may be down.

Action:

Check that Service Desk is running. Alter Service Desk Integration configuration to increase the connection time out.

AMM004009
Service Desk Integration functionality requested requires a database connection.

Reason:

The requested Service Desk Integration functionality requires a database connection. No such connection is available.

Action:

Check that the database is running and the database configuration is correct.

AMM004010
Service Desk Integration call to Service Desk failed.

Reason:

The requested functionality required Service Desk Integration make a call to Service Desk. This call failed.

Action:

Retry the operation. If the problem persists please contact your local CA support center.

AMM004011
Service Desk Integration database call failed.

Reason:

The requested functionality required Service Desk Integration to make a database call. This call failed.

Action:

Retry the operation. If the problem persists please contact your local CA support center.

Domain Initialization Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Domain Initialization Error Messages

1202
AMOERR_DOMAIN_NO_INIFILE Internal
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Reason:

The domain share is found, but for some reason it does not contain a domain.ini.

Action:

Modify the console.ini to point to a valid domain location. You cannot generate the domain.ini file by any way.

1203
AMOERR_DOMAIN_CONNECT_NO_FREE_DEVICES There are no free drives available!

Reason:

When configured, any component with access to the domain attempts to map the domain share to a drive name. If drive
names are not free, then this error is returned and the application ends.

Action:

Repeat the operation when a drive is available. You can also change the configuration to connect to the domain share
using UNC instead of mapping a drive.

1204
AMOERR_DOMAIN_CONNECT_SHARE_NOT_FOUND Domain share was not found!

Reason:

The configured domain share was not accessible.

Action:

Modify the console.ini to point toward a valid domain share, or enter the absolute path to the domain.

1205
AMOERR_DOMAIN_DB_OPEN Could not open database!

Reason:

The defined database could not be opened. This failure could be due to configuration problems or DBMS problems. Find
further information in the database.err file.

Action:

Check the database.err file and correct the error.

1206
AMOERR_DOMAIN_UNKNOWN_TYPE Unable to determine database type!

Reason:

Upon opening a database, it is first determined whether the database is a domain or an enterprise database. This
message occurs if the table holding the database type information is corrupt.

Action:

This error often requires a reinstall. Call technical support to obtain help on how to regenerate the database.
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1207
AMOERR_DOMAIN_CONSOLE_INI_NOT_FOUND Initialization file (console.ini) not found!

Reason:

The CA Client Automation Explorer searches for a file that is named console.ini in its home directory. The console.ini
holds information about the location of the domain.

Action:

Recreate the console.ini manually. The file needs following entries:

[General]

DomainFilePath=C:\Program Files\CA\Asset Management\Domain

DomainFileConnect=N

DomainFileService=\\SERVER\SHARE

1208
AMOERR_DOMAIN_DOMAIN_INI_NOT_FOUND Initialization file (domain.ini) not found!

Reason:

The AM domain does not contain a domain.ini file. To launch the CA ITCM Explorer, domain.ini file is necessary.

Action:

Modify the console.ini to point to a valid domain location. You cannot generate domain.ini file by any way.

1209
AMOERR_DOMAIN_DATABASE_INI_NOT_FOUND Initialization file (database.ini) not found.

Reason:

The AM domain does not contain a database.ini file. To launch the CA ITCM Explorer, database.ini file is necessary.

Action:

Modify the console.ini to point to a valid domain location. You cannot generate database.ini file by any way.

Policy Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Policy Error Messages

1702
AMOERR_POLICY_QUERY_NOT_FOUND Query no longer exists.

Reason:

The query the policy depended on has been deleted.

Action:

Recreate the query or redefine the policy to be based on another query. The problem could be derived by missing
synchronization.
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Unit Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Unit Error Messages

1507
AMOERR_UNIT_CANT_LINK_TO_AREAGROUP Unit not part of Area.

Reason:

User attempted to link a unit from one domain to a group in another domain.

Action:

Find a group in the same domain. If not, create a new group the Domain to which you can link the unit.

 

1508
AMOERR_UNIT_DOMAIN_MISMATCH Unit not part of Domain.

Reason:

User attempted to link a unit from one domain to a group from another domain.

Action:

No action is required.

User Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

User Error Messages

2001
AMOERR_USER_NOT_FOUND User not found in the %s database!

Reason:

The specified user name is not in the database.

Action:

Enter a valid username and password.

2002
AMOERR_USER_INVALID_PASSWORD Invalid password!

Reason:

The specified user password is not valid.

Action:

Specify a valid password.
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2003
AMOERR_USER_EXPIRED User account has expired!

Reason:

The specified AM user account has expired.

Action:

Contact an administrator and reopen the account.

Job Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Job Error Messages

AMM001301
Job is already linked.

Reason:

You tried to link a job to an asset that already had this job linked. Note that the job may be linked to a group of which the
asset is a member.

Action:

None.

Common Configuration Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Common Configuration Messages

View specific messages by selecting the following:

Common Configuration API Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Common Configuration API Messages

CFM233483
An error occurred while trying to get configurations from the manager. Click Details or Help for more information.

Reason:

There has been a breakdown in communication between the user interface and the manager.

Action:

Check that the manager computer is running and has access to the network. Check that CAF is running on the manager
computer and local computer.
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CFM233484
An error occurred while trying to get configuration from the manager. Click Details or Help for more information.

Reason:

An unexpected event has occurred in the configuration interface. Some of the CAF services may have closed.

Action:

Check that the CAF services and the manager computer are running and are contactable. Check that the CAF services
are running on the manager computer.

If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

CFM233486
Reason:

A database operation failed while processing a configuration request.

Action:

Check on the manager if the database and all CAF processes are running. The problem may be caused by high manager
load. Retry the operation.

CFM233487
Your request to delete the policy test has been denied. Check that the policy is not being edited by another user.

Reason:

You have attempted to delete a policy that is unsealed by another user.

Action:

Check that no other users have this policy unsealed. Get any users that are modifying this policy to seal the policy before
attempting to delete the policy again.

CFM262145
The processing environment reports a basic problem.

Reason:

System functions report a basic problem, for example, out of memory, no handles, and so on..

Action:

Restart the application.

CFM262147
Method used with bad arguments.

Reason:

A specified parameter is invalid.

Action:

Provide valid parameters.
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CFM262148
Init() function has not been called or call failed.

Reason:

The requisite Init() function for the operation specified has not been called or the call has failed.

Action:

Restart the CAF service.

CFM262149
No (more) data available.

Reason:

There is no additional data available for your query.

Action:

None.

CFM262151
Incompatible object state.

Reason:

The operation is not allowed on the object in its current state.

Action:

Apply this function only to objects that are in a valid state.

CFM262152
Inconsistent link tree.

Reason:

The involved objects are linked in an invalid way.

Action:

Remove the invalid links.

CFM262154
Memory allocation error.

Reason:

The specified operation has encountered a memory allocation problem.

Action:

Ensure that your system provides enough memory. Stop any dispensable applications.
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CFM262155
Local error sending message.

Reason:

The message could not be sent because the local message system or the destination is down.

Action:

Ensure that the local message system is working properly by checking the CAF status and that the destination host is up
and running.

CFM262156
No reply from manager.

Reason:

The manager did not reply to the request.

Action:

Ensure that the manager you are addressing is running.

CFM262157
Invalid reply from manager.

Reason:

An invalid reply message from the manager was received.

Action:

The message received might have been be corrupt for some reason. Ensure that the network is in normal operation and
that the manager is running. Retry the operation.

CFM262158
Request failed.

Reason:

During processing, a database operation failed.

Action:

Ensure that the manager and database are operating properly and retry the operation.

CFM262159
You are not allowed to do this.

Reason:

The specified operation is not permitted.

Action:

Ensure that your permissions are sufficient for this operation.
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CFM262160
Name or value string too long.

Reason:

The specified string for a name or value exceeds the maximum number of characters permitted.

Action:

Shorten the string according to the API parameter specification.

CFM262161
Unknown request.

Reason:

During processing, a request was sent to the manager that the manager did not recognize.

Action:

Ensure that the version of the manager is compatible with the client software version.

CFM262162
Unknown return code.

Reason:

An unknown error code was returned from the underlying ccsmclient API.

Action:

Ensure that compatible versions of ccnfclient.dll and ccsmclient.dll are installed on your system.

NOTE
This feature is available when CA Common Services (CCS) is installed.

CFM262163
Object or link already exist.

Reason:

The specified object or link already exists.

Action:

None.

CFM262164
Conflicting policies.

Reason:

The specified policy conflicts with another policy. They define the same parameter.

Action:
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Either remove the conflicting parameter from one of the policies or remove one of the conflicting policies from your
configuration.

CFM262165
Effective settings evaluation error.

Reason:

The effective settings of the specified configuration policies could not be evaluated.

Action:

Check the detailed error information and correct the problem.

CFM262166
Object is member of an external domain.

Reason:

The specified object is a member of an external domain.

Action:

Specify an object that is a member of the current domain.

CFM262167
Object has been deleted.

Reason:

The specified object no longer exists.

Action:

Specify a valid object.

CFM262168
Object is not known to Common Configuration.

Reason:

The specified object cannot be found in the Common Configuration database tables.

Action:

Depends on the context of this call. If the object should exist, check why it is not in the database.

CFM262169
Unknown return code.

Reason:

An unknown return code was passed by an underlying API.

Action:
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The trace file, TRC_CCNFCLIENT_*.log, contains the exact return code. Based on this code the appropriate action can
be taken.

Common Configuration GUI Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Common Configuration GUI Messages

CFG233473
The selected configuration does not contain any policies. It is not possible to show the effective settings.

Reason:

The configuration does not contain a policy.

Action:

Add a policy to the configuration.

CFG233474
Check that all the policies in the selected configuration are sealed. You cannot apply a configuration until all the
included policies are sealed.

Reason:

You have attempted to apply a configuration policy that is unsealed or includes policies that are unsealed.

Action:

Open the configuration policy and ensure that its individual policies are sealed.

CFG233475
The policy %s is already included in this configuration.

Reason:

You have attempted to apply a policy that is already included in the configuration policy. Multiple instances of a policy are
not permitted.

Action:

None. Informational only.

CFG233476
You do not have the execute permission required to perform this operation.

Reason:

You have attempted to perform an operation for which you do not have the necessary user permission.

Action:

Please check the profile which defines your permissions.
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CFG233477
The default policy is the only policy applied to this asset. This policy cannot be removed.

Reason:

You have attempted to delete an asset’s default policy, which is the only policy applied to that asset. This policy cannot be
deleted.

Action:

None.

CFG233479
You cannot apply policies from a foreign domain to groups or assets of this domain.

Reason:

You have attempted to apply a policy from a foreign domain to a group or asset.

Action:

Apply a policy from the current domain to the group or asset.

CFG233480
You cannot delete the default policy '%s'.

Reason:

The default policy cannot be deleted.

Action:

None.

CFG233481
The action to apply policies to this computer failed. It could be that the target computer exists on an external
domain. Try and apply the policies from the domain that directly manages this computer.

Reason:

You have attempted to apply a configuration policy and that action has failed. Perhaps the target computer does not exist
on the current domain but instead exists on an external domain.

Action:

Verify the location of the target computer. If it does exist on an external domain, apply the configuration policy from that
domain.

CFG262150
There is already a machine policy with the name. Policy names have to be unique. Modify the policy name and try
again.

Reason:

Duplicate policy name. The user has tried to create, or modify a policy, which would result in two policies with the same
name.
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Action:

Use a different name for the policies.

CFG262151
You cannot apply policies from a foreign domain to groups or assets of this domain.

Reason:

You have attempted to apply a policy from outside this domain to an object within this domain.

Action:

Only policies that exist within this domain can be applied to targets within this domain.

CFG262153
There is already a machine policy with name <name>. Policy names have to be unique. Modify the policy name
and try again.

Reason:

A policy name must be unique.

Action:

Enter a new name for the policy.

Common GUI Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Common GUI Messages

CMG000000
Objects from another domain cannot be used within this domain.

Reason:

You attempted to add objects from another domain to a group. This is not supported.

Action:

Add objects from the same domain.

CMG000001
The item is not accessible! Do you want to delete the entry?

Reason:

You clicked on an item in the Frequently Used portlet that is not present any longer.

Action:

Click yes to delete this entry from the list of frequently used nodes.
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CMG000002
You must enter a valid host-name or IP address.

Reason:

You entered an address that cannot be resolved as a valid host on the network.

Action:

Please enter a valid host name -- if possible, qualified with a domain -- or a valid IP address.

CMG000003
Failed to create or initialize ICFTrace instance.

Reason:

An error occurred in accessing the tracing component. The DSM installation could be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If that does not resolve the problem, contact
CA Technical Support.

CMG000004
Failed to create ICFEncrypt instance.

Reason:

An error occurred in accessing the encryption component. The DSM installation could be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If that does not resolve the problem, contact
CA Technical Support.

CMG000005
Failed to initialize ICFEncrypt instance.

Reason:

An error occurred in accessing the encryption component. The DSM installation could be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If that does not resolve the problem, contact
CA Technical Support.

CMG000006
Failed to load cmObjectManager.

Reason:

An error occurred in accessing the DSM Manager client component. The DSM installation could be damaged.

Action:
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Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If that does not resolve the problem, contact
CA Technical Support.

CMG000007
Failed to create CM_API instance.

Reason:

An error occurred in accessing the DSM Manager client component. The DSM installation could be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If that does not resolve the problem, contact
CA Technical Support.

CMG000008
Failed to initialize the Notification handler.

Reason:

An error occurred in accessing the DSM Notification client component. The DSM installation could be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If that does not resolve the problem, contact
CA Technical Support.

CMG000009
Fatal error in CAF Trigger API.

Reason:

An error occurred in accessing the DSM CAF client component. The DSM installation could be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If that does not resolve the problem, contact
CA Technical Support.

CMG000010
Unable to subscribe for notifications with NOID %s: %s.

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to subscribe to the Notification Server on the DSM Manager.

Action:

The text in the dialog should describe the reason for the error along with some possible solutions. If these do not help you
resolve the problem, please contact CA Technical Support.

CMG000011
<Unused>
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CMG000012
Failed to interprete the OS classification in resource file: gui_cm_os.%s.

Reason:

An error occurred while loading the OS classification resources. The DSM installation could be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If that does not resolve the problem, contact
CA Technical Support.

CMG000013
Failed to interprete the component definition in resource file: gui_cm_os.%s.

Reason:

An error occurred while loading the OS classification resources. The DSM installation could be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If that does not resolve the problem, contact
CA Technical Support.

CMG000014
Failed to load OS classification resources (%s).

Reason:

An error occurred while loading the OS classification resources. The DSM installation could be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If that does not resolve the problem, contact
CA Technical Support.

CMG000015
Failed to create the computer.

Reason:

The wizard failed to create a new computer. The operation was aborted.

Action:

Please refer to the error message shown prior to this one.

CMG000016
Failed to create the Common Agent Component.

Reason:

The wizard failed to create the Common Agent component. The operation was aborted.

Action:

Please refer to the error message shown prior to this one.
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CMG000017
Failed to create the Common Configuration Agent Component.

Reason:

The wizard failed to create the Common Configuration Agent component. The operation was aborted.

Action:

Please refer to the error message shown prior to this one.

CMG000018
Failed to create Agent Component: %s.

Reason:

The wizard failed to create the indicated Agent component. The operation was aborted.

Action:

Please refer to the error message shown prior to this one.

CMG000019
Unable to load the Windows socket library.

Reason:

Failed to load the WS2_32.DLL.

Action:

Please verify that the Windows Sockets version 2 is installed.

CMG000020
The host-name or IP address entered (%s) could not be found.

Reason:

You entered an address that cannot be resolved as a valid host on the network.

Action:

Please enter a valid host name -- if possible, qualified with domain -- or a valid IP address.

CMG000021
Unknown error return from Windows socket interface (rc=%d).

Reason:

An unrecoverable error was returned by the Windows Socket interface.

Action:

Retry the operation, restart the GUI, and as a last resort restart the machine. If the problem persists, contact the network
administrator.
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CMG000022
Please specify a valid MAC address.

Reason:

The specified MAC is invalid.

Action:

Specify a valid MAC address.

CMG000023
Please enter a hostname.

Reason:

No host name was entered.

Action:

Enter a host name.

CMG000024
Please specify an Operating System.

Reason:

No operating system was specified.

Action:

Specify an operating system.

CMG000025
Please enter a network address.

Reason:

No network address was specified.

Action:

Specify a network address.

CMG000026
Please specify a Server.

Reason:

No server was specified.

Action:

Specify a server.
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CMG000027
Please select at least one Agent Component.

Reason:

No agent components were selected.

Action:

Select at least on agent component

CMG000028
Please select one or more items from the list and choose an access type from the drop-down below to change
the permissions.

Reason:

The check box specifies whether the changes need to be saved or not. When you change the access type for a list item,
this field gets selected automatically. If you do not want to save the changes on the item, clear this field.

Action:

Select a list item first and then choose an access type.

CMG000029
<Unused>

CMG000030
Undefined security object class for item: <name>

Reason:

Getting security permissions for the mentioned item failed. The item does not belong to any security object class.

Action:

For multiple selected items, deselect the item from your selection and try again.

CMG000031
Differing security object class for item: <name>

Reason:

Getting security permissions for multiple selected items failed. The mentioned item’s security object class differs from the
other items. For instance, you cannot select a computer and an asset group, and then select the Permissions menu.

Action:

Deselect the item from your selection and try again.

CMG000032
No object level security defined for item: <name>

Reason:
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Getting security permissions for the mentioned item failed. The item is not designed to support object level security.

Action:

For multiple selected items, deselect the item from your selection and try again.

CMG000033
Warning - Class Access Restrictions!

If you continue this operation, the (R)ead and/or change (P)ermissions rights will be removed from all classes for
the selected security profile. Further access to some DSM objects may be impossible. Are you sure you want to
continue?

Reason:

This warning appears when you are about to remove the (R)ead or change (P)ermissions rights from all security object
classes for the selected security profile. It may not be possible to recover those permissions.

Action:

Determine the validity of the transaction. Continue only if appropriate.

CMG000034
Warning - Class Access Restrictions!

If you continue this operation, the (R)ead and/or change (P)ermissions rights will be removed from one or more
classes, for the last remaining security profile with such rights. Further access to some DSM objects may be
impossible. Are you sure you want to continue?

Reason:

This warning appears when you are about to remove the (R)ead or change (P)ermissions rights from one or more security
object classes for the last remaining security profile with such rights. It will then not be possible to recover that permission.

Action:

Determine the validity of the transaction. Continue only if appropriate.

CMG000035
Warning - Class Access Restrictions!

If you continue this operation, the (R)ead and/or change (P)ermissions rights will be removed from one or more
classes, for the last remaining security profile with such rights (except Owner). Further access to some DSM
objects may be impossible. Are you sure you want to continue?

Reason:

This warning appears when you are about to remove the (R)ead or change (P)ermissions rights from one or more security
object classes for the last remaining security profile (except Owner) with such rights. It will then not be possible to recover
that permission, except for the Owner.

Action:

Determine the validity of the transaction. Continue only if appropriate.

CMG000036
Warning - Class Access Restrictions!
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If you continue this operation, the (R)ead and/or change (P)ermissions rights will be removed from one or more
classes, for the last remaining security profile with such rights (except Owner and Distributions). Further access
to some DSM objects may be impossible. Are you sure you want to continue?

Reason:

This warning appears when you are about to remove the (R)ead or change (P)ermissions rights from one or more security
object classes for the last remaining security profile (except Owner and Distributions) with such rights. It will then not be
possible to recover that permission, except for the Owner.

Action:

Determine the validity of the transaction. Continue only if appropriate.

CMG000037
Warning - Object Access Restrictions!

Because 'No Access' is set for at least one user defined security profile, further access to one or more of the
selected objects may be impossible, even for the Owner if the Owner is a member of one or more of these
security profiles. Are you sure you want to continue?

Reason:

This warning appears when you are about to set the access rights for a user-defined security profile to No Access for a
selected object. It can then be impossible to access these objects even for the object’s Owner.

Action:

Determine the validity of the transaction. Continue only if appropriate.

CMG000038
Warning - Object Access Restrictions!

If you continue this operation, the (R)ead and/or change (P)ermissions rights will be removed from one or more
of the selected objects, for the last remaining user defined security profile with such rights. Further access to
these objects may be impossible. Are you sure you want to continue?

Reason:

This warning appears when you are about to remove the (R)ead or change (P)ermissions from a selected object for the
last remaining user-defined security profile. It may then not be possible to recover that permission.

Action:

Determine the validity of the transaction. Continue only if appropriate.

CMG000039
No access to pre-register computers.

Reason:

This error appears when you do not have sufficient access to pre-register computers. The message details contain
specific information about the access required.

Action:

Ask the Administrator for the required access.
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CMG000040
No manager found for the Enterprise. Continue with remove operation?

Reason:

This warning appears when you are about to remove a Domain from the Enterprise at the Domain level, if no manager for
the Enterprise could be found.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation. Continue only if appropriate.

CMG000041
The Domain is not registered at the enterprise. Continue with remove operation?

Reason:

The Domain is not registered at the enterprise.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation. Continue only if appropriate.

CMG000042
The Domain is currently linked to the Enterprise. You must perform the unlink operation at the Enterprise
manager.

Reason:

This error appears when you are about to remove a Domain from the Enterprise at the Domain level but the Domain is
currently linked to the Enterprise.

Action:

Perform the unlink operation at the Enterprise manager.

CMG000043
The Enterprise manager is not available on the network. Continue with remove operation?

Reason:

This warning appears when you are about to remove a Domain from the Enterprise at the Domain level but the Enterprise
manager is not available on the network.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation. Continue only if appropriate.

CMG000044
The Domain is either not linked to an Enterprise or linked to another Enterprise. Do you want to remove it from
this Enterprise?

Reason:

This warning appears when you are about to remove a Domain from the Enterprise at the Enterprise level but the Domain
manager is either not linked to an Enterprise or linked to another Enterprise.
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Action:

Determine the validity of the operation. Continue only if appropriate.

CMG000045
The Domain is not available on the network. Do you want to remove it from this Enterprise?

Reason:

This warning appears when you are about to remove a Domain from the Enterprise at the Enterprise level but the Domain
manager cannot be found on the network.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation. Continue only if appropriate.

CMG000046
Security Alert - Class Access Restrictions!

If you continue this operation, the (R)ead and/or change (P)ermissions rights will be removed from the 'Security
Profile' and/or 'Class Permissions' object classes, for the last remaining security profile with such rights. Further
access to configure security may be impossible. Are you sure you want to continue?

Reason:

This warning appears when you are about to remove the Read or change Permissions rights from the 'Security Profile' or
'Class Permissions' object classes for the last remaining security profile with such rights. Recovering the permission and
configuring the security in future would not be possible.

Action:

Carefully determine the validity of the transaction. If the transaction validity is appropriate, continue further.

CMG000047
Any contained software definitions will not be deleted but have their manufacturer property reset to <none>.
Press OK to continue!

Reason:

When deleting a manufacturer, software definitions assigned to this manufacturer will have their manufacturer property
reset to <none>. This is an informational message.

Action:

None.

CMG000048
Failed to load the required skin profile.

Reason:

The skin profile could not be loaded because of missing registry settings.

Action:

Repair the DSM Software from the Add/Remove Programs. If that doesn't resolve the problem, contact CA support.
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CMG000049
Operation successful!

A Wake On LAN message has been set on the network to the selected computers.

Note that only computers that have WOL enabled will be woken up.

Reason:

The selected computers has been sent a WOL message. This is an informational message.

Action:

None

CMG000050
Security area support for the DSM manager is still disabled. Any changes will not become effective not until the
security area support is enabled.

Reason:

This message is displayed because you have changed something regarding security areas, but the security area support
for the DSM manager is still disabled.

Action:

You can ignore this message and continue to configure security areas as requested. Finally, turn on the security area
support for the DSM manager, so your changes will become effective.

CMG000051
Security area support for at least one changed security profile is still disabled. Any changes for such a security
profile will not become effective not until its security area support is enabled.

Reason:

This message is displayed because you have changed security area linkages for a security profile, but the security area
support for this profile is still disabled.

Action:

You can ignore this message and continue to configure security area linkages for the security profile as requested. Finally,
turn on the security area support for the security profile, so your changes will become effective.

CMG000052
Warning! You are about to delete some objects that have relationships to other objects. Deleting these objects
will break the listed relationships.

Reason:

You are trying to delete some objects that have relationships to other objects, for example, an asset group might be linked
to a catalog group or to a software policy. Deleting such an asset group will break the relationship. It will require additional
actions to set them up again, for example, you can re-link an affected catalog group by dragging and dropping another
asset group to it. Similarly, you can re-link the affected policy by dragging and dropping it to another asset group.

Action:
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Click Yes to continue the deletion or No to cancel it. Click Copy to copy the list of related objects to the clip board for
further use to repair the broken relationships.

CMG01415
Domain is not allowed to be linked to Enterprise because of incompatible FIPS modes

Reason

This message appears due to one of the following reasons:

• You tried to add a FIPS-preferred domain manager to a FIPS-only enterprise manager
• You tried to add a FIPS-only domain manager to a FIPS-preferred enterprise manager
• You tried to perform the add operation whilst the domain manager or enterprise manager is in the process of switching

to a particular FIPS mode, but has not completely switched. The FIPS mode of the manager that is switching, is either
FIPS-Preferred (Ready for FIPS-Only) or FIPS-Preferred (Error Running dsm_fips_conv).

Action

Verify that both enterprise manager and domain manager are in the same FIPS mode and then try the add operation.

Common Manager Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Common Manager Messages

CMM000001
An undefined error has occurred.

Reason:

An undefined error has occurred at the DSM common manager. The DSM installation could be damaged.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000002
Missing uuid.

Reason:

An internal API request has been issued that is missing the required information and could cause your DSM installation to
function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000003
Missing properties.

Reason:

An internal API request has been issued that is missing the required information and could cause your DSM installation to
function incorrectly.
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Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000004
Missing mandatory property.

Reason:

An internal API request has been issued that is missing the required information and could cause your DSM installation to
function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000005
Missing user.

Reason:

An internal API request has been issued that is missing the required information and could cause your DSM installation to
function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000006
Missing object.

Reason:

An internal API request has been issued that is missing the required information and could cause your DSM installation to
function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000007
Missing class.

Reason:

An internal API request has been issued that is missing the required information and could cause your DSM installation to
function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000008
Missing tables.

Reason:
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An internal API request has been issued that is missing the required information and could cause your DSM installation to
function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000009
Property not specified.

Reason:

A DSM component has issued a request to the common DSM manager but a required property has not been specified.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued and, where possible, provide values for those properties that were not specified.
Alternatively, if this is unexpected behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000010
Non unique property value.

Reason:

A DSM component has issued a request to the common DSM manager but a property value was given that is not
acceptable; a value has been provided for a property but an entry already exists with the same value.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued and, where possible, refine the property value. Alternatively, if this is
unexpected behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000011
Multiple objects exist.

Reason:

A DSM component executed a search for an object in the database but the object it was looking for could not be uniquely
identified because multiple matches were found.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued and, where possible, refine the search parameters. Alternatively, if this is
unexpected behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000012
No objects exist.

Reason:

A DSM component executed a search for an object in the database but the object it was looking for could not be found.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued or try searching for a different object. Alternatively, if this is unexpected
behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.
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CMM000013
Property is invalid.

Reason:

A DSM component has issued a request to the common DSM manager, but a property that was given is not acceptable --
either the value or the property itself is invalid. You may also find that some required properties were not specified in the
request.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued and, where possible, refine the input parameters. Alternatively, if this is
unexpected behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000014
Property value is invalid.

Reason:

A DSM component has issued a request to the common DSM manager but a property that was given that is not
acceptable; the value of a property was invalid. You may find that a property value could not be matched against an
existing database object, that the value is out of date, or that it is incorrectly formatted.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued and, where possible, refine the input parameters. Alternatively, if this is
unexpected behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000015
The requested object was not found.

Reason:

A DSM component executed a search for an object in the database or external directory, but the object it was looking for
could not be found.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued or try searching for a different object. Alternatively, if this is unexpected
behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000016
The requested class is invalid.

Reason:

A DSM component executed a manager request for information using a class identifier that was invalid for the request
issued.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued or try modifying your search. Alternatively, if this is unexpected behavior, please
contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.
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CMM000017
The requested group was not found.

Reason:

A DSM component executed a search for a group object in the database but the object it was looking for could not be
found.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued or try searching for a different object. Alternatively, if this is unexpected
behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000018
The requested user was not found.

Reason:

A DSM component executed a search for a user object in the database but the object it was looking for could not be
found.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued or try searching for a different object. Alternatively, if this is unexpected
behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000019
The requested position is invalid.

Reason:

An operation to find information for an object in a list has requested for a particular position but the position specified was
invalid.

Action:

If applicable, specify a valid position. Otherwise, if this is not applicable to you, please contact CA Technical Support
quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000020
The count is invalid.

Reason:

An operation to retrieve a number of items in a list has but the count value specified was invalid.

Action:

If applicable, specify a valid count value. Otherwise, if this is not applicable to you, please contact CA Technical Support
quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000021
This method cannot be used on a remote operation.

Reason:
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An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000022
Database connection is invalid.

Reason:

The DSM common manager attempted a database operation with an invalid database connection. This attempt might
cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly. The database connection might have expired or become unusable.

Action:

Close any DSM applications. Restart the DSM Framework Service (caf) and reopen the applications. Try to reissue the
request to attempt a new database connection. If the connection to the new database fails, verify that the DSM database
is running and available and restart the database. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support quoting the
relevant error code.

CMM000023
Database error.

Reason:

The DSM common manager has experienced an undefined error at the database, causing your DSM installation to
function incorrectly.

Action:

Verify that the DSM database is running and available. If necessary, restart the database. If the problem persists, contact
CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000024
Error creating a database interface.

Reason:

An error occurred while accessing the DSM database interface. The DSM installation could be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000025
Error connecting to database.

Reason:

The DSM common manager experienced a problem while trying to connect to the database.

Check whether the database has run out of connections. Try closing some applications down to see if this is the cause.

Action:
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Please ensure that the DSM database is running and available; this may require the database to be restarted. Additionally,
you may wish to check the database server name and login credentials. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000026
Database connection is not open.

Reason:

The DSM common manager attempted a database operation with an invalid database connection. This invalid connection
might cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly. The database connection might have expired or have been
closed.

Action:

Try to reissue the request to attempt a new database connection. If the attempt continues to fail, verify that the DSM
database is running and available. If necessary, restart the database. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical
Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000027
Error creating a database recordset.

Reason:

The DSM common manager has experienced an error at the database; this may cause your DSM installation to function
incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000028
A database field type is invalid.

Reason:

An unexpected internal error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000029
There was a database recordset mismatch.

Reason:

The DSM common manager has experienced an error at the database, this may cause your DSM installation to function
incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.
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CMM000030
Failed to create.

Reason:

There was an error while trying to create a record in the database.

Action:

Try to repeat this operation again. If still unsuccessful, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error
code.

CMM000031
Failed to read properties.

Reason:

There was an error while trying to read from a record in the database.

Action:

Try to repeat this operation again. If still unsuccessful, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error
code.

CMM000032
Failed to update properties.

Reason:

There was an error while trying to update a record in the database.

Action:

Try to repeat this operation again. If still unsuccessful, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error
code.

CMM000033
Failed to delete object.

Reason:

There was an error while trying to delete a record in the database.

Action:

Try to repeat this operation again. If still unsuccessful, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error
code.

CMM000034
Failed to link object.

Reason:

There was an error while trying to link a record in the database.

Action:
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Try to repeat this operation again. If still unsuccessful, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error
code.

CMM000035
Failed to unlink object.

Reason:

There was an error while trying to unlink a record in the database.

Action:

Try to repeat this operation again. If still unsuccessful, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error
code.

CMM000036
The operation failed on one or more of the selected objects.

Reason:

The DSM common manager processed an operation on multiple objects but the operation failed on one or more of those
objects.

Action:

Where possible, please examine the error for the specific object that caused the error to occur.

CMM000037
The operation on multiple objects has been cancelled.

Reason:

The DSM common manager was processing an operation on multiple objects but the operation was canceled before
completion.

Action:

No action is required. However, if the behavior is unexpected, try reissuing the request. If the problem persists, contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000038
Trying to read past the end of the list.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000039
No match was found.

Reason:
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A DSM component executed a search for an object (or objects) in the database or external directory but no matches could
be found with the given search criteria.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued or try searching using different search criteria. Alternatively, if this is unexpected
behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000040
Error opening virtual list.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000041
Invalid virtual list handle.

Reason:

A DSM component has requested manager data using an invalid list handle.

Action:

Please try to re-issue the request (this may involve closing and re-opening any open dialogs in the current DSM Explorer
window). If problems persist, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000042
Error reading virtual list.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000043
Error closing virtual list.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000044
Error opening iteration list.

Reason:
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An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000045
Invalid iteration list handle.

Reason:

A DSM component has requested manager data using an invalid list handle.

Action:

Please try to re-issue the request (this may involve closing and re-opening any open dialogs in the current DSM Explorer
window). If problems persist, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000046
Error reading iteration list.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000047
Error closing iteration list.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000048
The utility interface (ico object) passed in is null.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000049
The utility interface (ico object) method is not allowed.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.
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Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000050
The utility interface (ico object) has not been opened.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000051
The utility interface (ico object) method is unrecognized.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000052
The xml document is invalid.

Reason:

An error has occurred in the DSM manager when trying to read or manipulate XML. This may indicate that parts of your
DSM installation are incompatible or damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000053
Error finding xml tag.

Reason:

An error has occurred in the DSM manager when trying to read or manipulate XML. This may indicate that parts of your
DSM installation are incompatible or damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000054
Error deleting xml tag.

Reason:
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An error has occurred in the DSM manager when trying to read or manipulate XML. This may indicate that parts of your
DSM installation are incompatible or damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000055
Error renaming xml tag.

Reason:

An error has occurred in the DSM manager when trying to read or manipulate XML. This may indicate that parts of your
DSM installation are incompatible or damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000056
Error getting xml text.

Reason:

An error has occurred in the DSM manager when trying to read or manipulate XML. This may indicate that parts of your
DSM installation are incompatible or damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000057
Error traversing xml document.

Reason:

An error has occurred in the DSM manager when trying to read or manipulate XML. This may indicate that parts of your
DSM installation are incompatible or damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000058
Error getting xml tag.

Reason:

An error has occurred in the DSM manager when trying to read or manipulate XML. This may indicate that parts of your
DSM installation are incompatible or damaged.

Action:
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Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000059
Error getting xml attribute.

Reason:

An error has occurred in the DSM manager when trying to read or manipulate XML. This may indicate that parts of your
DSM installation are incompatible or damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000060
Error getting xml count.

Reason:

An error has occurred in the DSM manager when trying to read or manipulate XML. This may indicate that parts of your
DSM installation are incompatible or damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000061
Error getting xml document.

Reason:

An error has occurred in the DSM manager when trying to read or manipulate XML. This may indicate that parts of your
DSM installation are incompatible or damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000062
Error adding xml tag.

Reason:

An error has occurred in the DSM manager when trying to read or manipulate XML. This may indicate that parts of your
DSM installation are incompatible or damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.
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CMM000063
Error creating xml parser.

Reason:

An error occurred while loading and initializing the DSM XML Parser. The DSM installation could be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000064
Unknown application request.

Reason:

A DSM component has issued an invalid application request to the DSM common manager.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000065
Error creating a component factory object.

Reason:

An error occurred while loading and initializing a common DSM component. The DSM installation could be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000066
Error initialising a component factory object.

Reason:

An error occurred while loading and initializing a common DSM component. The DSM installation could be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000067
Error finding userid.

Reason:

The DSM common manager experienced an error while attempting to match a security profile to the current user; the
current user's ID could not be found.

Action:
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Please ensure that you are attempting to log in using a valid user ID. If the problem persists, please contact CA Technical
Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000068
A directory connection error occurred. Please check the directory name, location and credentials.

Reason:

A DSM component has experienced an error while attempting to connect to an external directory. You may need to
reconfigure your external directory using the DSM Explorer.

Action:

Ensure that the directory has been correctly configured, checking carefully that the directory server name and user
credentials are correct. If your user credentials require a fully-qualified name, ensure that you have entered this and any
domain information you may require.

Use the DSM explorer to view the properties for the configured directory, checking carefully that the schema map you
have assigned to the directory contains the correct attribute mappings for your directory. Check that the map is current
and that it still exists in the DSM database.

If you are still experiencing problems, you may wish to contact your directory administrator or, alternatively, please contact
CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000069
An unexpected directory error occurred.

Reason:

An undefined error has been experienced in a DSM directory integration component.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000070
An unknown directory list was requested.

Reason:

A DSM component has requested directory search data using an invalid search handle.

Action:

Please try to re-issue the request (this may involve closing and re-opening any open dialogs in the current DSM Explorer
window). If problems persist, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000071
An unknown directory query was requested.

Reason:

A DSM component has requested directory search data using an invalid search handle.

Action:
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Please try to re-issue the request (this may involve closing and re-opening any open dialogs in the current DSM Explorer
window). If problems persist, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000072
The common manager client has not been initialised.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000073
The common manager client has already been initialised.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000074
Error initialising common manager client.

Reason:

An error occurred while initializing the DSM common manager client component. The DSM installation could be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000075
The buffer supplied is too short.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000076
There is insufficient memory.

Reason:

The DSM common manager experienced an error while trying to allocate memory.

Action:
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Please try closing any other applications that may be running to free up some memory. Alternatively, please restart the
DSM framework service and re-issue the request.

CMM000077
An internal error has occurred.

Reason:

An unexpected internal error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please restart the DSM framework service and, if necessary, re-open the DSM Explorer. If problems persist, please
contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000078
Error opening an endpoint with session messaging.

Reason:

An unexpected internal error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000079
Error closing an endpoint with session messaging.

Reason:

The DSM common manager experiences an error while attempting to close a session messaging endpoint. The
functionality of your DSM installation must not be impacted.

Action:

Ensure that the smserver plugin (cfsmsmd) is running through the DSM framework service (CAF). If you continue to
experience this problem, contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000080
Error initialising session messaging. Please check if the DSM framework service (CAF) is running and if the
cfsmsmd process is running.

Reason:

The DSM common manager client has experienced an error while attempting to initialize the DSM session messaging
component. This error prevents your DSM installation from communicating correctly with the DSM manager.

Action:

Ensure that the smserver plugin (cfsmsmd) is running through the DSM framework service (CAF). If you continue to
experience this problem, contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000081
An error occurred in Session Messaging while trying to allocate space for the message.
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Reason:

An error was experienced by the DSM common manager while trying to create a message. This may cause your DSM
installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000082
The Manager is not responding.

Reason:

Although the DSM manager system can be contacted, the DSM common manager is not responding.

Action:

Ensure that the cmObjectManager process is running and available at the DSM manager. If necessary, restart the process
using the DSM framework service.

CMM000083
A null property value was passed to a utility interface (ico object) method.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000084
The buffer supplied is too short.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000085
Error getting xml data.

Reason:

An error has occurred in the DSM manager when trying to read or manipulate XML. This may indicate that parts of your
DSM installation are incompatible or damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.
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CMM000086
A matching object was found and updated with the new properties.

Reason:

A DSM component attempted to create a new object but this was prevented by the DSM common manager because a
matching object already exists. The properties of the matching object have been updated with the properties provided.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued and, where possible, refine the input parameters. Alternatively, if this is
unexpected behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000087
The filter is invalid.

Reason:

A request was made to the DSM Common Manager that contained an invalid search filter. Where the filter has been user-
defined, you may need to redefine the filter.

Action:

If the error is unexpected and there is no apparent reason why a search may have failed due to user input, please contact
CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000088
The recordset is invalid.

Reason:

The DSM common manager has experienced an error at the database. This may cause your DSM installation to function
incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000089
Getting manager node failed.

Reason:

The DSM common manager client could not identify the manager node to which it should initialize. Your DSM installation
may be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000090
Error moving in recordset.

Reason:
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The DSM common manager has experienced an error at the database, this may cause your DSM installation to function
incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000091
Agent type error in recordset.

Reason:

The DSM common manager has experienced an error while retrieving data from the database. This may cause your DSM
installation to function incorrectly. Your DSM installation may be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000092
Error adding xml attribute.

Reason:

An error has occurred in the DSM manager when trying to read or manipulate XML. This may indicate that parts of your
DSM installation are incompatible or damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000093
Error creating tracing component.

Reason:

An error occurred while loading and initializing a the DSM tracing component. The DSM installation could be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000094
Recursive links in group membership are not allowed.

Reason:

An operation was issued to link a group to another group whereby the second group is already linked to the first group.
This is not allowed.

Action:

Link the group to a different group or unlink the second group from the first before retrying the operation.
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CMM000095
Object is already linked.

Reason:

A DSM component has attempted to perform a link between two objects but the linkage has failed because the requested
object is already linked. This may result in your DSM installation failing to behave as expected.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued or try unlinking then re-linking the requested object. Alternatively, if this is
unexpected behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000096
The utility interface (ico object) list is invalid.

Reason:

An unexpected internal error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000097
A parameter passed in is null or invalid.

Reason:

A DSM component has issued a request to the DSM common manager that contains an invalid parameter value. This
could cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000098
Error traversing xml document.

Reason:

An error has occurred in the DSM manager when trying to read or manipulate XML. This may indicate that parts of your
DSM installation are incompatible or damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000099
The utility interface object (ico object) is empty.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:
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Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000100
The utility interface (ico object) list is empty.

Reason:

The DSM common manager has processed a list of objects that is empty. This indicates that you performed a search that
produced no results.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued or try searching for a different object. Alternatively, if this is unexpected
behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000101
A directory with this name already exists in the database.

Reason:

An attempt was made to configure an external directory with a directory name that is not unique.

Action:

Please choose an alternative name. Only the directory name is required to be a unique value, as this is used to uniquely
identify your configured directory nodes. You may create two external directory configurations that share the same server
name.

CMM000102
The directory schema map name is not unique.

Reason:

An attempt was made to create a directory schema map with a name that was not unique.

Action:

Please choose an alternative name. The schema map name is used to uniquely identify a schema map in your DSM
installation. You may create two schema maps with the same mappings but with alternative names should you wish to
assign a specific map to an individual directory.

CMM000103
No directory schema map currently assigned.

Reason:

A DSM component has requested an external directory that does not currently have a directory schema map assigned to
it. Directory integration cannot continue without a defined mapping.

Action:

View the properties of the configured directory in the DSM Explorer to ensure that a valid directory schema map is
assigned to the directory.
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CMM000104
Error initialising com.

Reason:

The DSM common manager has experienced an error while trying to load and initialize a Microsoft COM component.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000105
The directory handle is invalid.

Reason:

A DSM component has requested directory search data using an invalid search handle.

Action:

Please try to re-issue the request (this may involve closing and re-opening any open dialogs in the current DSM Explorer
window). If problems persist, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000106
This system group cannot be used in a link or unlink operation.

Reason:

A group that is not a user group is being linked or unlinked. This is not allowed.

Action:

Please use a different, user-defined group in the link or unlink operation.

CMM000107
Object is not linked to group.

Reason:

An operation to unlink an object from a group was issued, but the object is not linked to that group.

Action:

No further action is required because the object is already unlinked from the specified group.

CMM000108
This is the only group the object is linked to and the link cannot be removed.

Reason:

An operation was issued to unlink an object from a group but the group is the only group that the object is currently linked
to. The object must always be linked to at least one group.

Action:

Link the object to another group first, and then re-issue the unlink operation again.
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CMM000109
A property id is invalid.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly. The DSM installation could
be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000110
The sort property is invalid.

Reason:

A DSM component has issued a request to the DSM common manager to generate a list of objects but the list operation
failed because an invalid sort property was passed to the operation.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued and where possible, provide an alternative sort property. Alternatively, if this is
unexpected behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000111
The database command pointer is invalid.

Reason:

The DSM common manager has experienced an error at the database. This may cause your DSM installation to function
incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000112
Error in command pointer when appending parameter.

Reason:

The DSM common manager has experienced an error formulating a database query. This may cause your DSM
installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000113
Error in command pointer when creating sql.

Reason:
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The DSM common manager has experienced an error formulating a database query. This may cause your DSM
installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000114
The domain uuid is invalid.

Reason:

The DSM common manager has experienced an error at the database. This may cause your DSM installation to function
incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000115
Not a Security group.

Reason:

A DSM component attempted to apply a security operation to a group that is not currently a security group.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued and where possible, provide a valid security group. Alternatively, if this is
unexpected behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000116
Error beginning transaction.

Reason:

The DSM common manager has experienced an error at the database. This may cause your DSM installation to function
incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000117
Error committing transaction.

Reason:

The DSM common manager has experienced a transaction error at the database. The request that you recently issued
may not have been fully executed.

Action:

Please perform some checks to establish if the request that you recently issued has executed. If not, please try to re-issue
the request. In the event that the error re-occurs when you try to re-issue the request, please restart your database and
the DSM framework service. If the problem is still not rectified, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant
error code.
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CMM000118
Error rolling back transaction.

Reason:

The request that you recently issued might not have executed.

Action:

Verify whether the request that you recently issued has executed. If the request has not executed, try to reissue the
request. If the error reoccurs when you try to reissue the request, restart your database and the DSM framework service.
If the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000119
The version was not specified in update.

Reason:

An internal API request has been issued that is missing the required version information and could cause your DSM
installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000120
One or more of the mandatory fields specified is empty.

Reason:

A DSM component has issued a request to the DSM common manager but one or more of the mandatory property values
is empty.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued and, where possible, provide values for the input parameters. Alternatively, if
this is unexpected behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000121
Object already exists.

Reason:

A DSM component attempted to create a new object but this was prevented by the DSM common manager because a
matching object already exists.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued and, where possible, refine the input parameters. Alternatively, if this is
unexpected behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000122
Operation on server is not allowed because it has agents.

Reason:
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A DSM component attempted to execute a common manager operation on a server object. The operation was not
allowable because it is being attempted on a server object that has agents associated with it.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued and, where possible, provide an alternative server object or ensure that the
server has no associated agents. Alternatively, if this is unexpected behavior, please contact CA Technical Support
quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000123
Operation on own domain is not allowed.

Reason:

A DSM component attempted to execute a common manager operation that is not allowable because it is being attempted
on its own domain entry in the DSM database.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued and, where possible, provide a valid domain. Alternatively, if this is unexpected
behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000124
Not yet implemented.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000125
User is not allowed to perform create operation.

Reason:

A DSM common manager 'create' operation was attempted that was disallowed because the security profile for the
current user does not provide permissions to execute the operation on the requested object.

Action:

Please ensure that the current user has sufficient security rights to execute the operation.

CMM000126
User is not allowed to perform update operation.

Reason:

A DSM common manager 'update' operation was attempted that was disallowed because the security profile for the
current user does not provide permissions to execute the operation on the requested object.

Action:

Please ensure that the current user has sufficient security rights to execute the operation.
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CMM000127
User is not allowed to perform delete operation.

Reason:

A DSM common manager 'delete' operation was attempted that was disallowed because the security profile for the current
user does not provide permissions to execute the operation on the requested object.

Action:

Please ensure that the current user has sufficient security rights to execute the operation.

CMM000128
User is not allowed to perform link operation.

Reason:

A DSM common manager 'link' operation was attempted that was disallowed because the security profile for the current
user does not provide permissions to execute the operation on the requested object.

Action:

Please ensure that the current user has sufficient security rights to execute the operation.

CMM000129
User is not allowed to perform unlink operation.

Reason:

A DSM common manager 'unlink' operation was attempted that was disallowed because the security profile for the current
user does not provide permissions to execute the operation on the requested object.

Action:

Please ensure that the current user has sufficient security rights to execute the operation.

CMM000130
Error setting up notification.

Reason:

An error occurred while accessing the DSM notification component. The DSM installation could be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000131
Notification error.

Reason:

The DSM common manager experienced an error with the DSM notification component.

Action:
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Ensure that the notification daemon (cfnotsrvd) is running in the DSM framework service. If the error persists, contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000132
Failed to link domain to enterprise.

Reason:

A DSM component has attempted to perform a link between a domain and an enterprise DSM manager but the linkage
has failed. This may result in your DSM installation failing to behave as expected.

Action:

Please ensure that the database and DSM manager at the domain and enterprise are both running and available before
attempting to re-issue the request. If the problem persists, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error
code.

CMM000133
Failed to unlink domain from enterprise.

Reason:

A DSM component has attempted to remove a link between a domain and an enterprise DSM manager but the operation
has failed. This may result in your DSM installation failing to behave as expected.

Action:

Please ensure that the database and DSM manager at the domain and enterprise are both running and available before
attempting to re-issue the request. If the problem persists, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error
code.

CMM000134
User is not allowed to perform read operation.

Reason:

A DSM common manager 'read' operation was attempted that was disallowed because the security profile for the current
user does not provide permissions to read the values for the requested object.

Action:

Please ensure that the current user has sufficient security rights to execute the operation.

CMM000135
An invalid principal name was supplied.

Reason:

A DSM component has attempted to perform a security operation with an invalid name for the given security principal.

Action:

If a security principal name has been entered, please check that the name is valid.

If the problem persists, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.
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CMM000136
An invalid request item was supplied.

Reason:

A DSM component has attempted to perform a security operation with an invalid request type.

Action:

Please check that the type of user request issued appears valid for the given user input. For further assistance, please
contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000137
Operation is not allowed at an Enterprise Manager.

Reason:

A DSM component as attempted to perform a common manager operation that is not allowable at the DSM Enterprise
Manager level.

Action:

Where appropriate, please try to re-issue the request at the DSM Domain Manager level. Alternatively, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000138
Domain id is missing from NCPROFIL database table.

Reason:

The DSM MDB database is missing some required data to function properly.

Action:

Please check the DSM install log to see whether there were any errors during the installation. If so, please repair or
rebuild the installation and try the operation again. If the problem persists, please contact CA Technical Support quoting
the relevant error code.

CMM000139
Failed to read NCPROFIL table.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please check that the database is running. If it is already running, try to restart the database and repeat the operation. If
this problem persists, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000140
Failed to update NCPROFIL table.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.
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Action:

Please check that the database is running. If it is already running, try to restart the database and repeat the operation. If
this problem persists, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000141
Cannot link object to a group of this member type.

Reason:

The object that is to being linked to the group is not a valid member of this group.

Action:

Try to link the object to a different group with the correct member type for the object.

CMM000142
User is not allowed to perform move operation.

Reason:

The user does not have the correct security rights to perform this operation

Action:

The user must gain the correct permissions before continuing with the operation.

CMM000143
Error reading from the ca_engine table.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000144
Error getting the next job id.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000145
Error retrieving domain id.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:
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Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000146
This functionality has not been implemented.

Reason:

The operation that you are trying to issue has not been implemented.

Action:

If you expect this functionality to be available, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000147
This Server is already linked to an Engine.

Reason:

A DSM component has attempted to perform a link between a DSM server and engine, but the operation cannot be
accomplished because the given server is already linked to an engine.

Action:

No further action is required.

CMM000148
The engine specified is invalid.

Reason:

A DSM component has issued a request containing an invalid engine name. The request could not be completed and may
cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Where appropriate, please check the request issues and re-issue the request with an alternative engine name.
Alternatively, if this error is unexpected, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000149
Cannot update a replicated object.

Reason:

An attempt was made to update a replicated object. This is not allowed.

Action:

None.

CMM000150
Cannot delete a replicated object.

Reason:

An attempt was made to delete a replicated object. This is not allowed.

Action:
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None.

CMM000151
Cannot change the membership of a replicated group.

Reason:

An attempt was made to change the membership of a replicated group. This is not allowed.

Action:

None.

CMM000152
Cannot link or unlink a replicated group.

Reason:

The group that you are trying to link, unlink or move is a replicated group.

Action:

The operation is not allowed.

CMM000153
The group to link has an existing recursive link in its sub-groups.

Reason:

An operation was performed that was not allowed. A group cannot have recursive links.

Action:

Remove any recursive links before continuing with the operation.

CMM000154
Exceeded maximum sub-group depth in check for recursive links.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000155
Event logging error.

Reason:

An error occurred while accessing the DSM event logging component. The DSM installation could be damaged. This
means that event logging may not function properly and you may not get any event logging messages.

Action:
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Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000156
Server is not linked to an engine.

Reason:

An operation was issued to unlink a server from an engine but the server is not currently linked to the engine.

Action:

No further action is required.

CMM000157
failed to retrieve the job id.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000158
the job id did not appear in the LINKJOB table.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000159
The unlink server from engine call failed.

Reason:

A DSM component has attempted to remove a link between a DSM server and engine but the operation failed.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000160
Could not find the requested directory object. Please check the directory request issued.

Reason:

A DSM component has issued a request for a directory object that cannot be found. This can occur for a number of
reasons and in many cases may simply mean that the object whose name you entered no longer exists in the requested
external directory.

Action:
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Ensure that the requested object exists.

View the properties for the configured external directory and ensure that the user whose credentials have been given has
sufficient permissions to view and access the requested object within your directory.

Ensure that the base DN that was given in the directory configuration is correct, given the information you are attempting
to view.

If you are still experiencing problems, you may wish to contact your directory administrator or alternatively please contact
CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000161
The directory scheme was invalid.

Reason:

A DSM component has attempted to request information from a directory with an invalid or unrecognised scheme.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000162
The requested method is not supported for the directory provider requested.

Reason:

A DSM component has attempted to perform an illegal operation.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000163
This server is invalid.

Reason:

A DSM component has issued a request to the common DSM manager but the server that was identified in the request
was not valid.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued and, where possible, refine the input parameters that identify the server. You
may have entered incorrect values, or you may need to provide a different server. Alternatively, if this is unexpected
behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000164
The query specified is invalid.

Reason:

A DSM component attempted to execute a search for an object in the database but the search query specified was
invalid.

Action:
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Please check the request that was issued is valid for the class of object specified. You may wish to try searching using
different search criteria. You may need to ensure that you have provided values for all properties in the search query, or
you may be required to reformulate the query definition. Alternatively, if this is unexpected behavior, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000165
There exists another object with the same name.

Reason:

A DSM component attempted to create a new object but this was prevented by the DSM common manager because an
object with the same name already exists.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued and, where possible, provide an alternative name. Alternatively, if this is
unexpected behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000166
There exists another group with the same name and member type.

Reason:

A DSM component attempted to create a new group, but this was prevented by the DSM common manager because a
group with the same combination of name and member-type already exists.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued and, where possible, provide an alternative name or an alternative type of group
member. Alternatively, if this is unexpected behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000167
Operation is not allowed on a dynamic group.

Reason:

An operation was issued on a dynamic group. This is not allowed.

Action:

Try the operation on a non-dynamic group.

CMM000168
Error reading table of class definitions.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000169
Class id is invalid.
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Reason:

A DSM component has issued a request to the common DSM manager, but the class ID that was given is not acceptable
for this request.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued and, where possible, refine the input class ID. Alternatively, if this is unexpected
behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000170
Class name is invalid.

Reason:

A DSM component has issued a request to the common DSM manager, but the class name that was given is not
acceptable for this request.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued and, where possible, refine the input class name. Alternatively, if this is
unexpected behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000171
Error reading table of hierarchy definitions.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000172
Hierarchy id is invalid.

Reason:

The hierarchy ID given in the operation is invalid

Action:

Supply a valid hierarchy ID if applicable.

CMM000173
Hierarchy name is invalid.

Reason:

The hierarchy name given in the operation is invalid.

Action:

Supply a valid hierarchy name if applicable.
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CMM000174
Error reading table of class and hierarchy definitions.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000175
Invalid hiererchy path found in table of class and hierarchy definitions.

Reason:

An operation has been issued to find the parent classes of a class ID but the hierarchy path was found to be invalid. The
ca_class_hierarchy table in the MDB is corrupt.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000176
The requested directory search is not yet complete. Please try again later.

Reason:

A DSM component has attempted to use directory search data before the search has been completed. In most cases, the
component should wait for the search to complete before continuing.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000177
The Directory URI cannot be mapped without a DN, please supply a DN in the input structure.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000178
The directory search was cancelled before completion.

Reason:

A DSM component has attempted to use directory search data from an incomplete search. The search was terminated or
cancelled before completion.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.
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CMM000179
Failed to get the list of queries from AM API

Reason:

An unexpected error occurs within the AM manager when trying to list queries.

Action:

Verify that the amObjectManager process is started. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support quoting the
relevant error code.

CMM000180
An encryption error was experienced.

Reason:

An error occurred while accessing a DSM encryption component. The DSM installation could be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000181
There exists another software category with the same name.

Reason:

A DSM component attempted to create a new software category, but this was prevented by the DSM common manager
because a category with the same name already exists.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued and, where possible, provide an alternative name. Alternatively, if this is
unexpected behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000182
No matches found for search criteria.

Reason:

A DSM component executed a search for an object (or objects) in the database or external directory but no matches could
be found with the given search criteria.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued or try searching using different search criteria. Alternatively, if this is unexpected
behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000183
More than one group matched the search criteria.

Reason:
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A DSM component executed a search for a group object (or objects) in the database but found more than one matching
object with the given search criteria.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued or try searching using different search criteria. Alternatively, if this is unexpected
behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000184
No group found for search criteria.

Reason:

A DSM component executed a search for a group object (or objects) in the database but no matches could be found with
the given search criteria.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued or try searching using different search criteria. Alternatively, if this is unexpected
behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000185
The software category is invalid.

Reason:

A DSM component attempted a read or write operation at the DSM common manager but an invalid software category
was provided, preventing the operation from being completed.

Action:

Please check the request that was issue, and where possible, please provide an alternative software category. However, if
this is unexpected behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000186
The manufacturer is invalid.

Reason:

A DSM component attempted a read or write operation at the DSM common manager, but an invalid manufacturer value
was provided, preventing the operation from being completed.

Action:

Please check the request that was issue, and where possible, please provide an alternative value for the manufacturer.
However, if this is unexpected behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000187
The parent software definition is invalid.

Reason:

A DSM component attempted a read or write operation at the DSM common manager, but an invalid parent software
definition was provided, preventing the operation from being completed.

Action:
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Please check the request that was issue, and where possible, please provide an alternative value(s) for the parent
software definition. However, if this is unexpected behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant
error code.

CMM000188
The software definition is invalid.

Reason:

A DSM component attempted a read or write operation at the DSM common manager, but an invalid software definition
was provided, preventing the operation from being completed.

Action:

Please check the request that was issue, and where possible, please provide an alternative value(s) for the software
definition. However, if this is unexpected behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000189
The operation has been cancelled.

Reason:

The DSM common manager was processing an operation that was cancelled before it could be completed.

Action:

No action is required. However, if the behavior is unexpected, please try re-issuing the request. If the problem persists,
please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000190
Internal error: failed to create thread.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000191
DB error: invalid column name in select query.

Reason:

An unexpected internal error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000192
DB error: duplicate insert attempt on a primary unique key.

Reason:
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A unique property has a value that already exists in the database.

Action:

Please change the value of the unique property to a different value and repeat the operation.

CMM000193
DB error: incorrect SQL syntax.

Reason:

An unexpected internal error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000194
DB error: the transaction has been terminated.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000195
DB error: could not write a CHECKPOINT record in database because the log is out of space.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000196
DB error: the statement has been terminated.

Reason:

The DSM common manager has experienced an error at the database. This may cause your DSM installation to function
incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000197
DB error: the COMMIT TRANSACTION request has no corresponding BEGIN TRANSACTION.

Reason:
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The DSM common manager has experienced an error related to the database. This has prevented a recent operation
from being executed and may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000198
DB error: the ROLLBACK TRANSACTION request has no corresponding BEGIN TRANSACTION.

Reason:

The DSM common manager has experienced an error related to the database. This has prevented a recent operation
from being executed and may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000199
DB error: the transaction context is in use by another session.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000200
DB error: the statement must be executed in the context of a user transaction.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000201
The operation could not be completed because there are other processes accessing the same data. Please wait
for these to complete before re-trying the operation.

Reason:

A database deadlock error was encountered during the operation.

Action:

Please wait until the other contending processes have completed and re-issue the operation. If the problem persists,
please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000202
DB error: parameter name is missing for procedure call.
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Reason:

An operation has been issued to execute a user-defined procedure but the procedure name is missing.

Action:

Provide the name of the procedure to execute

CMM000203
DB error: the operation is not supported by the recordset.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000204
DB error: update error, new version number is less than the old version number.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000205
DB error: proc_os cannot be deleted because one or more agent objects still exists for this OS.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000206
DB error: insert/update error, member_uuid must be not equal the group_uuid.

Reason:

You are trying to link a group to itself.

Action:

The operation is not allowed.

CMM000207
DB error: deletion denied, ca_agent object still exists for ca_discovered_hardware.

Reason:
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Internal error. An operation is trying to delete a record in the ca_discovered_hardware table and a link still exists for that
record in the ca_agent table.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000208
DB error: deletion denied, ca_agent object still exists for ca_discovered_user.

Reason:

Internal error. An operation is trying to delete a record in the ca_discovered_user table and a link still exists for that record
in the ca_agent table.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000209
DB error: duplicate group name detected.

Reason:

A DSM component attempted to create a new group, but this was prevented by the DSM database because a group with
the same name already exists.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued and, where possible, provide an alternative group name. Alternatively, if this is
unexpected behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000210
DB error: uri for discovered user not unique.

Reason:

A DSM component attempted to create a new user object, or to update an existing user object; however, the operation
was prevented by the DSM database because a user with the same identifying URI already exists. This suggests that the
user is already registered with the DSM database.

Action:

Please check the request that was issued and, where possible, provide an alternative identifying URI. Alternatively, if this
is unexpected behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000211
DB error: host_uuid for discovered hardware not unique.

Reason:

A DSM component attempted to create a new hardware object, or to update an existing hardware object; however, the
operation was prevented by the DSM database because a hardware entry with the same host UUID already exists. This
suggests that the hardware is already registered with the DSM database.

Action:
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Please check the request that was issued and, where possible, provide an alternative identifying UUID. Alternatively, if this
is unexpected behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000212
DB error: internal error : illegal action code in DB procedure p_integrity_component_reg.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000213
DB error: ComputerUser - insert/update denied, different domain_uuid for user and computer.

Reason:

You are trying to create a user profile from a user and a computer from different domains.

Action:

The operation is not allowed.

CMM000214
Cannot remove the computer because of existing Software Delivery jobs.

Reason:

You are trying to delete a computer which has Software Delivery jobs associated with it.

Action:

Delete the SD jobs and you should then be allowed to delete the computer.

CMM000215
Cannot remove the group because it is linked to a sealed Software Policy.

Reason:

You are trying to delete a group which is linked to a sealed software policy

Action:

Unseal the software policy and unlink the group from it. You should then be allowed to delete the group.

CMM000216
Failed to initialize CORA.

Reason:

An error occurred while DSM was trying to initialise the CORA component. The DSM or CCS installations could be
damaged.

Action:
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Repair the DSM Software from the Add/Remove Programs. If the problem persists, please contact CA support quoting the
relevant error code.

CMM000217
Failed to deinitialize CORA.

Reason:

An error has occurred while de-initialising the CORA Component.

Action:

Please contact CA support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000218
Failed to register a common asset with CORA.

Reason:

There was an error whilst registering an asset with the CORA API.

Action:

This will not affect the operation that you are trying to run. A process to try and re-register the asset will later be issued
automatically.

CMM000219
Failed to deregister a common asset with CORA.

Reason:

There was an error whilst de-registering an asset with the CORA API.

Action:

This will not affect the operation that you are trying to run. A process to try and de-register the asset again will later be
issued automatically.

CMM000220
Failed to get registration properties for common asset.

Reason:

There was an error trying to get the properties to register an asset with the CORA API.

Action:

This will not affect the operation that you are trying to run. A process to try and de-register the asset again will later be
issued automatically.

CMM000221
Failed to load the CORA library.

Reason:

A required DSM component is missing and cannot be loaded. The DSM or CCS installations could be damaged.
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Action:

Repair the DSM Software from the Add/Remove Programs. If the problem persists, please contact CA support quoting the
relevant error code.

CMM000222
Failed to unload the CORA library.

Reason:

An error was experienced whilst unloading a CCS library.

Action:

If this problem persists, please contact CA support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000223
There is no CORA library available. Check whether the library was successfully loaded.

Reason:

An error occurred while loading and initialising the CORA library. The DSM or CCS installations could be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM Software from the Add/Remove Programs. If the problem persists, please contact CA support quoting the
relevant error code.

CMM000224
A call to AM client to list queries failed.

Reason:

There was an unexpected error within the AM manager when trying to list queries.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000225
The device is not linked to a host computer.

Reason:

An operation has been issued to unlink a device from a computer but the device is not currently linked to that computer.

Action:

No action is required. The device is not linked to the computer so no unlinking is required.

CMM000226
This group cannot be deleted because it is the last link for one or more of its sub groups. Either delete these sub
groups or link them somewhere else first.

Reason:
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An operation to delete a group has been disallowed. A group cannot be deleted if that group contains sub groups which
are not linked to any other group.

Action:

Either unlink the sub groups which do not contain any other parent groups, or delete the sub groups first.

CMM000227
Could not create an instance of the directory provider requested.

Reason:

An error occurred while accessing one of the DSM directory provider components. The DSM installation could be
damaged or the requested provider may not be available on this platform.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, check that your
configuration policy has enabled only those security providers that are supported on this platform. Alternatively, please
contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000228
Could not create an instance of the LDAP directory provider. Please check that OpenLDAP libraries are available
on the manager.

Reason:

An error occurred while accessing the DSM directory provider component for UNIX LDAP directories. The DSM
installation could be damaged, or the required OpenLDAP pre-requisites may not have been installed on your DSM
manager.

Action:

Please ensure that your DSM manager has available the OpenLDAP libraries. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000229
A directory operation returned no results because access with the given or default user name and password was
denied.

Reason:

An error occurred while a DSM component was attempting to access directory information, access was denied by the
underlying directory.

Action:

Where possible, you should try to provide alternative user name and password to the operation that is being attempted.
If there is no option to provide credentials, and you wish to gain access to the information, you may need to log in as an
alternative user that has access to the required information.

CMM000230
Domain linked successfully

Reason:
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The operation was successful. No error was experienced.

Action:

No action need be taken.

CMM000231
General failure linking Domain

Reason:

There was a general failure linking a domain to an enterprise.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000232
General failure unlinking Domain

Reason:

There was a general failure unlinking a domain to an enterprise.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000233
Failure removing data during unlinking of Domain

Reason:

There was an error trying to remove data during the unlinking of a domain from an enterprise.

Action:

Please check that the database is running and retry the operation. If the problem persists, please contact CA Technical
Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000234
General error reading from the database

Reason:

There was an error trying to read data during the unlinking of a domain from an enterprise.

Action:

Please check that the database is running and retry the operation. If the problem persists, please contact CA Technical
Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000235
The Domain being linked is already a member of an Enterprise

Reason:
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This operation is not allowed. The domain that is being linked is already a member of the enterprise.

Action:

No action is required.

CMM000236
The Domain being linked is not a Domain

Reason:

The domain that is being linked is not a valid domain.

Action:

If a domain was required as input, please specify a valid value and retry the operation. Otherwise, if this is unexpected
behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000237
The Enterprise is not an Enterprise

Reason:

The enterprise being linked to is not a valid enterprise.

Action:

If an enterprise was required as input, please specify a valid value and retry the operation. Otherwise, if this is unexpected
behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000238
Execution of the trigger script failed

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000239
Failure to create triggers script file

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000240
Failure creating general triggers

Reason:
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An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000241
Failure creating triggers on a table

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000242
Failure reading current directory

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000243
No linked Domains at Enterprise

Reason:

There are no linked domains at the specified enterprise.

Action:

This operation is not allowed. No further action is required.

CMM000244
Enterprise uuid at domain does not match the current ernterprise uuid

Reason:

The value of the enterprise UUIDs provided do not match.

Action:

If these are parameters provided by the user, then please specify a valid value and retry the operation. Alternatively, if this
is unexpected behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000245
Linking already in progress

Reason:
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A link operation has been issued, but one is already in progress. The first operation must be allowed to complete before
another operation is issued.

Action:

Please wait for the current operation to complete before issuing another link operation.

CMM000246
Uuid passed to Clean up not found in db

Reason:

A UUID parameter passed for the domain or enterprise is invalid and could not be found.

Action:

If a parameter was required by the user, then the UUID parameter supplied was not valid. Please supply a valid UUID
and repeat the operation. Alternatively, if this is unexpected behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the
relevant error code.

CMM000247
The domain cannot be removed because of existing Software Delivery distributions

Reason:

This operation is not allowed when there are existing Software Delivery distributions.

Action:

Please retry the operation when there are no Software Delivery distributions remaining.

CMM000248
An attempt was made to manually create a new computer with a non-unique host name

Reason:

The creation of a new hardware object, with no reference to an existing hardware object, is not allowed if there exists a
hardware object with the same host name.

Action:

Please supply an alternative host name.

CMM000249
User does not have view permission on the object

Reason:

The user does not have permission to view the requested object.

Action:

Set the security permissions so that the user has the correct view permissions for this object or object class.

CMM000250
Service Desk Integration Error: General unspecific error code
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Reason:

There was a general failure when trying to invoke a Service Desk operation.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000251
Service Desk Integration Error: Service Desk is unavailable

Reason:

CA Service Desk is not available.

Action:

Make sure that CA Service Desk is available and running.

CMM000252
Service Desk Integration Error: This method requires a database connection and none is available

Reason:

There was an error connecting to the database when attempting a CA Service Desk integration operation.

Action:

Make sure that the database is running.

CMM000253
Service Desk Integration Error: A database call failed

Reason:

There was an error in one of the database operations when attempting a CA Service Desk integration operation.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000254
Service Desk Integration Error: Unable to retrieve ticket status

Reason:

There was an error retrieving the ticket status when attempting a CA Service Desk integration operation.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000255
Service Desk Integration Error: Service is down

Reason:

The CA Service Desk service is not running.
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Action:

Please start CA Service Desk and repeat the operation.

CMM000256
Service Desk Integration Error: getBopSid failed, probably because the username was incorrect

Reason:

The user name supplied may have been incorrect.

Action:

Make sure that the user logged into DSM has a valid account on CA Service Desk.

CMM000257
Service Desk Integration Error: the supplied asset uuid does not correspond to a valid asset entry

Reason:

The asset is not valid.

Action:

Please supply a valid asset UUID that relates to an existing asset in the DSM database. Alternatively, if this is unexpected
behavior, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000258
Service Desk Integration Error: Authentication failed

Reason:

The user name or password could not be authenticated.

Action:

Make sure that the user logged into DSM has a valid account on CA Service Desk.

CMM000259
Service Desk Integration Error: An error occurred connecting to service desk

Reason:

There was an error in connecting to the CA Service Desk application.

Action:

Please check that the machine that the CA Service Desk application is running on can be contacted. If the network does
not appear to be the problem, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000260
Service Desk Integration Error: Failed to initialise the cmdeswebsc library

Reason:

There was an error initializing a component library.
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Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000261
Database connection failure due to invalid username or password

Reason:

The database user name or password that is supplied is incorrect.

Action:

Verify that the user name and password that is supplied are valid. If this behavior is unexpected, contact CA Technical
Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000262
Cannot delete the object because a backup user still exists.

Reason

The operation is not allowed because a backup user still exists.

Action

Please right-click on the backup user under the All Backup Users node. Select the menu item Backup and the sub-menu
item Delete under this to delete the backup user.

CMM000263
The operation will carry on at the back-end. If you would like the client application to wait longer for operations to
complete, please increase the value of the configuration parameter itrm/adminconsole/smtimeout and re-start the
client application."

Reason:

The operation (create, update, delete, link, unlink, or move) has timed out on the client side but will carry on at the back-
end.

Action:

If you would like the client application to wait longer for operations to complete, please increase the value of the
configuration parameter, itrm/adminconsole/smtimeout, and restart the client application.

CMM000264
You are not allowed to delete the user you are logged on as.

Reason:

You cannot delete the user you are logged on as.

Action:

If you want to have your user deleted, please log out of the client application and have your user record deleted by
another user with the permissions to do so.
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CMM000265
The DB Server is unreachable.

Reason:

The DB Server on which the MDB resides is unreachable. This error might occur due to network configuration problems.

Action:

Verify that the fully qualified name from the Manager can address the DB Server. If the problem persists, contact CA
support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000266
The remote Manager’s DB Server is unreachable.

Reason:

This error may occur during the linking/unlinking of a domain to an enterprise manager. The remote Manager’s DB Server
is unreachable. This may be due to network configuration problems.

Action:

Please check that the remote Manager’s DB Server can be addressed by its fully qualified name from the local Manager
where the linking/unlinking is initiated. If the problem persists, please contact CA support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000267
Error connecting to the remote Manager’s database.

Reason:

This error might occur during the linking or unlinking of a domain to an enterprise manager.

The manager, where the linking or unlinking was initiated, encountered a problem while trying to connect to the database
of the remote manager.

Verify whether the database of the remote manager has not run out of connections. Close some applications to know the
cause.

Action:

Ensure that the remote DSM database is running and available. If necessary, restart the database. Verify the database
servername and login credentials also. If the problem persists, contact CA support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000268
Failed to process request. Administration limit on the server was exceeded.

Reason:

The administration limit on the server for queries was exceeded.

Action:

This error may be the result of virtual paging not being supported by the directory server under consideration. Try using a
filter to refine your query.
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CMM000291
User is not allowed to perform execute operation.

Reason:

A DSM common manager ‘execute’ operation was attempted that was disallowed because the security profile for the
current user does not provide permissions to execute the operation on the requested object.

Action:

Please ensure that the current user has sufficient security rights to execute the operation.

CMM000292
Could not retrieve details of computer for a Wake-On-LAN operation.

Reason:

The MAC address, subnet mask and IP address of the computer could not be retrieved for the Wake-On-LAN operation.

Action:

Please ensure that the DSM agent on the computer is reporting these values back to the Manager. If the problem persists,
please contact CA support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000294
Failed to load the CAF API library.

Reason:

The CAF API library could not be loaded.

Action:

Please contact CA support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000295
Failed to initialise the CAF API.

Reason:

The CAF API could not be initialised.

Action:

Please contact CA support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000296
The CAF API failed to send Wake-On-LAN to a computer.

Reason:

The CAF API failed to send Wake-On-LAN to a computer.

Action:
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Please check that the Scalability Server of the computer is up and running and that it is addressable from the Manager.
Please check that the MAC address, subnet mask and IP address of the computer are correct. If the problem persists,
please contact CA support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000301
Failed to cancel an operation at the Manager.

Reason:

An attempt to cancel a running operation at the Manager failed.

Action:

You can allow the operation to finish by itself on the Manager. If the problem persists, please contact CA support quoting
the relevant error code.

CMM000314
The CAF API failed to trigger a computer, user profile or docking device.

Reason:

The CAF API failed to trigger the unit.

Action:

Please check that the unit is addressable from the common manager. If the problem persists, please contact CA Technical
Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000315
The CAF API failed to send a trigger command to a Scalability Server.

Reason:

The CAF API failed to send the trigger command.

Action:

Please check that the scalability server is addressable from the common manager. If the problem persists, contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000316
Failed to find the FIPS mode of the Manager.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM000317
The request from the client is denied because of the FIPS mode of the Manager, and the client is an older version.

Reason:
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Unicenter DSM manager will not accept requests from older client applications when the manager is operating in one of
the following FIPS modes:

• FIPS-Only
• FIPS-Preferred (Ready for FIPS-Only)
• FIPS-Preferred mode (Error Running dsm_fips_conv)

The FIPS mode of the manager is available in the System Status Portlet of the root node in DSM Explorer. For more
information about each of the FIPS modes, see the DSM Explorer Help.

Action:

Upgrade the client application.

Security Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Security Messages

CMM001000
Security Error: Security Operation Successful.

Reason:

The operation was successful. No error was experienced.

Action:

No action need be taken, although you may wish to notify CA Technical Support if you experience this error.

CMM001001
Security Error: Session handle is NULL.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001002
Security Error: Invalid Database Handle.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001003
Security Error: Open Session Error.

Reason:
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An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001004
Security Error: This session is privileged and has no specific owner.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001010
Security Error: Invalid Security Profile name.

Reason:

The Security Profile name specified is not an acceptable value

Action:

Try specifying an alternative value

CMM001011
Security Error: Invalid Security Profile type.

Reason:

A DSM component attempted to execute a security operation with invalid parameters that could cause your DSM
installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001012
Security Error: Security profile is missing.

Reason:

A DSM component attempted to execute a security operation with invalid parameters that could cause your DSM
installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001013
Security Error: No access control list.

Reason:
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An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001015
Security Error: Invalid Security Area name

Reason:

The Security Area name that is provided contains invalid characters.

Action:

Repeat the operation and provide a valid Security Area name.

CMM001014
Security Error: No access control entry.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001016
Security Error: Security Area is missing.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001017
Security Error: Maximum number of Security Areas exceeded

Reason:

There is a limit on the maximum number of Security Areas allowed and this number has been reached. Therefore, the
operation that you are trying to perform is invalid.

Action:

No further action is required.

CMM001020
Security Error: Invalid Object class id.

Reason:
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A DSM component attempted to execute a security operation with invalid parameters that could cause your DSM
installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001021
Security Error: Object class is missing.

Reason:

A DSM component attempted to execute a security operation with invalid parameters that could cause your DSM
installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001022
Security Error: Object class not unique.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001030
Security Error: Object is missing.

Reason:

A DSM component attempted to execute a security operation with invalid parameters that could cause your DSM
installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001040
Security Error: User is missing.

Reason:

A DSM component attempted to execute a security operation with invalid parameters that could cause your DSM
installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Check if your user record has been deleted by another user. If yes, you can re-create your user record by restarting the
client application. If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.
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CMM001050
Security Error: Group is missing.

Reason:

A DSM component attempted to execute a security operation with invalid parameters that could cause your DSM
installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001060
Security Error: No valid list exists. Call GetFirstX to create a list.

Reason:

An unexpected error was experienced within the DSM security component that may cause your DSM installation to
function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001061
Security Error: There are no more items in the list.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001062
Security Error: The read operation did not return any record.

Reason:

The user does not have read permissions for any objects in this operation.

Action:

The user must obtain the correct read permissions for the objects in this operation.

CMM001063
Security Error: The operation did not affect any record.

Reason:

An operation was issued involving security rights, but the security operation did not affect any records.

Action:

No action is required.
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CMM001064
Security Error: The operation did not affect all requested records.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001070
Security Error: Operation is not recognized.

Reason:

A DSM component attempted to execute a security operation that was not recognized. This may indicate that parts of your
DSM installation are incompatible or damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001080
Security Error: No objects array.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001090
Security Error: No buffer.

Reason:

A DSM component attempted to execute a security operation with invalid parameters that could cause your DSM
installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001091
Security Error: Operation is not permitted.

Reason:

The user does not have the correct permissions to perform the operation

Action:

The user must be given the correct permissions to perform the operation by a user who has administrative rights to DSM.
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CMM001092
Security Error: No target objects.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001093
Security Error: Database: No object owner.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001094
Security Error: Class definition is missing.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001100
Security Error: Database is not opened.

Reason:

An operation was issued involving the database and security but the database may not be running.

Action:

Please check that the database is running and repeat the operation. If the problem persists, please contact CA Technical
Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001200
Security Error: String conversion failed.

Reason:

An unexpected error was experienced within the DSM security component that may cause your DSM installation to
function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.
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CMM001300
Security Error: Database Error.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred involving the database that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Try to restart the database and repeat the operation. If this does not solve the problem, please contact CA Technical
Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001301
Security Error: Database Error: Invalid field.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001302
Security Error: Database Error: Create recordset.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001303
Security Error: Database Error: No recordset.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred that may cause your DSM installation to function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM001304
Error trying to create a duplicate security object.

Reason:

This error may occur because you are trying to create a security profile that already exists.

Action:

You cannot create a security profile that already exists. If the error occurs in a different context, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.
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CMM001400
Security Error: Multiple operations error: Individual return codes in return code buffer.

Reason:

The operation failed for one or more objects specified in the multiple object operation.

Action:

Please examine the error for the specific object that caused the error to occur.

CMM001500
Security Error: Internal Error.

Reason:

An undefined, critical error was experienced within the DSM security component that may cause your DSM installation to
function incorrectly.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

Licensing Messages
This section describes the Common Manager licensing error messages.

CMM007002
Licensing Error: The licensing component could not be initialised.

Reason:

An error occurred while accessing the licensing component. The DSM installation could be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM software from the Windows Add/Remove Programs feature. If the problem persists, please contact CA
Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM007003
Licensing Error: The available version of lic98 is not supported.

Reason:

An error occurred in accessing CA's lic98 licensing package. The available version of lic98 is not supported by DSM.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support to obtain the most recent version of lic98. Your current lic98 version information can
be found by running the lic98version application in your CA_LIC installation folder.

CMM007004
Licensing Error: The licensing component has not been initialised.

Reason:
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An attempt has been made by a DSM component to use the DSM licensing component before it has been correctly
loaded and initialized.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM007005
Licensing Error: The given component code was invalid.

Reason:

An attempt has been made by a DSM component to check the licensing information for an invalid component code.

Action:

Please check with CA Technical Support that the prod_codes.txt file in your CA_LIC installation folder is up-to-date. If the
problem persists, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM007006
Licensing Error: Database connection not initialized

Reason:

The initialization of the database connection failed but the licensing initialization continues. Needed in the DSM SDK but
not used at the moment.

Action:

CMM07007
Licensing Error: Licensing unit unknown

Reason:

The license unit is unknown. Needed in the DSM SDK but not used at the moment.

Action:

CMM007008
Licensing Error: The requested product is not installed

Reason:

The product is not installed. If no license exists for a specified component code the cmLic checks it the product is
installed.

Action:

Please install the requested product and install the license too.

CMM007302
Licensing Error: The requested product is not licensed but is within its grace period.

Reason:
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A DSM component has requested licensing information for a product that is not licensed. However, the product has been
granted a 31-day grace period which is still valid, during this period you may continue to use the product.

Action:

Please contact your account representative for a new or updated license should you wish to continue using the requested
DSM product once the 31-day grace period has expired. For details on which product's license was requested, you may
wish to check your current licensing allocation in the DSM Explorer, or contact your account representative.

CMM007303
Licensing Error: The license count for the requested product has been exceeded.

Reason:

A DSM component has exceeded its license usage limitation.

Action:

Please contact your CA account representative to increase your available license count.

CMM007304
Licensing Error: The license for the requested product has expired but it is within its grace period.

Reason:

A DSM component has requested licensing information for a product whose license has expired. However, the product
has been granted a 31-day grace period which is still valid; during this period you may continue to use the product.

Action:

Please contact your account representative for a new or updated license should you wish to continue using the requested
DSM product once the 31-day grace period has expired. For details on which product's license was requested, you may
wish to check your current licensing allocation in the DSM Explorer, or contact your account representative.

CMM007305
Licensing Error: The license for the requested product will expire within 10 days.

Reason:

A DSM component requested licensing information about a product whose license is due to expire within 10 days.

Action:

Please contact your account representative to renew your license. For details on which product's license was requested,
you may wish to check your current licensing allocation in the DSM Explorer, or contact your account representative.

CMM007309
Licensing Error: Could not find or open ca.olf.

Reason:

The DSM licensing component was unable to find a required file in the current CA_LIC installation. This means that your
DSM products are currently unlicensed.

Action:
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Please contact your account representative to obtain a license or to update your ca.olf file. You may continue to use the
product within its grace period.

CMM007316
Licensing Error: The machine type is incorrect.

Reason:

The license that the DSM licensing component has found is inadequate for the Hardware Unit rating of this system. You
might have upgraded the system without updating the CA licensing program.

Action:

Rerun your CA_LIC license program to license your product. If you require assistance, contact CA Technical Support.

CMM007317
Licensing Error: The requested product is not licensed because the grace period has expired.

Reason:

A DSM component requested licensing information about a product whose license does not exist or whose license has
expired and whose 31-day grace period has expired. You will need to re-license this product if you wish to continue using
it.

Action:

Please contact your account representative to renew your license. For details on which product's license was requested,
you may wish to check your current licensing allocation in the DSM Explorer, or contact your account representative.

CMM007399
Licensing Error: Internal Error.

Reason:

An undefined, critical error was experienced within the DSM licensing component.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

Session Management Messages
This section lists the Session Management error messages.

CMM208897
SME_NOTINIT: Session messaging has not been properly initialized by calling SmInitialize.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Application coding error.

Action:
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Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208898
SME_GENFAIL: A general failure has occurred. This can be any of several internal failures that are mapped to a
general failure.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

An unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208899
SME_MEMFAIL: A memory allocation error has occurred. System operation may already have been
compromised.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

There may be a memory leak in the application.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208900
SME_UNSUPPVER: The requested version of session messaging is not supported by the current component.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

The calling application was built against a newer version of Session Messaging than the current component provides. The
newer version will be providing essential functionality that the current version cannot provide.

Action:

Apply an applicable service pack to the product.

CMM208901
SME_NOTIMPL: The requested operation cannot be actioned as the functionality is not yet implemented.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:
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Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208902
SME_BADARGS: Bad or mismatched arguments were passed to the API.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208903
SME_BADNAME: A string was badly encoded or otherwise invalid.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208904
SME_SUBSYSFAIL: A required subsystem failed to start. Please check logs for details.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

A required subsystem to support Session Messaging was missing or failed to start up.

The most common high-level subsystems are:

• Messaging subsystem (Session Messaging and other Messaging framework)
• Security Subsystem, that includes Authentication, Encryption, Decryption, Compression, and Decompression.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208905
SME_BADEPHANDLE: A bad endpoint handle was provided to an API.
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Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208906
SME_ALREADYSET: A modal option has already been set and locked. It cannot be set more than once.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Application error or user error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208907
SME_BADSCANMODE: A client has called SmScan on an endpoint that was not created in scan mode.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208908
SME_TIMEOUTEXPIRED: The specified operation has expired. The timeout is usually a client supplied value.

Severity:

Transient / Fatal

Reason:

An operation timed out. The target system may be busy or unresponsive and has not managed to service a request within
the time frame specified by the application programmer.

Action:

If the error occurs frequently, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.
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CMM208909
SME_INTERNALERR: An unexpected error has occurred and was not explicitly coded for. SM has tried to
maintain integrity but operations may be affected.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208910
SME_NODATA: Used by SmScan. There is no data waiting on the endpoint queue.

Severity:

Informational

Reason:

There is no data waiting when an application polls for data.

Action:

This error code should never be displayed under normal circumstances. Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the
relevant error code.

CMM208911
SME_OSFAIL: An operating system level failure was reported.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Unexpected operating system error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208912
SME_BUFF_SIZE: A buffer of incorrect size was passed to the API.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Application error.

Action:
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Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208913
SME_SHUTDOWN: Session Messaging is currently shutting down.

Severity:

Transient

Reason:

CAF and/or Session Messaging are in the process of shutting down.

Action:

Please retry the operation after CAF/SM have been restarted.

CMM208914
SME_THREADS: Not enough threads are available to the SM subsystem to perform the requested operation.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208915
SME_ALREADY_INITIALIZED: SM is already initialized.

Severity:

Informational

Reason:

Usually this error should not be displayed, as it is a normal operation code.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208916
SME_GLOBAL_LOCKS_EXIST: The SM daemon global locks already exist.

Severity:

Informational / Fatal

Reason:

This is a normal operational code used by Session Messaging to resume a restarted messaging daemon.

Action:
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This message should never be displayed under normal operating conditions. Please contact CA Technical Support
quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208917
SME_DEFER_BIND_IGNORED: A deferred bind request was ignored. This is usually because the target endpoint
cannot handle deferred connections.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208918
SME_DEFER_BIND_FAILED: A deferred bind request failed. The failure may be local or remote.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208919
SME_ALREADY_REG: The registering entity was already registered. This may be a process ID or endpoint name.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208920
SME_NOT_REG: The deregistering entity was not found in the active resource list.

Severity:

Informational

Reason:

Application error.
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Action:

This error would only be generated if an application repeatedly tries to deregister itself with the central daemon. This is
usually non-fatal but may be an application coding error.

CMM208921
SME_NO_MASTER_DAEMON: No master daemon was detected. The SM DLL cannot initialize.

Severity:

Informational / Fatal

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Ensure that the CAF framework is running (CAF STATUS). Stop and restart CAF to ensure that the messaging daemon is
running. If this fails, please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208922
SME_EP_BAD_NAME_LEN: The specified endpoint name was too long.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208923
SME_NO_DISPATCH: An incoming message could not be delivered as the current endpoint was created without a
dispatch point.

Severity:

Informational

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

This message should usually not be displayed. Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208924
SME_SESS_STARTED: Tried to start a new session to a named host / endpoint combination but an active session
already existed.

Severity:
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Informational

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208925
SME_NO_SESSION: No matching session was found for the supplied session ID or handle.

Severity:

Informational

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208926
SME_SERVER_TEST: This is a server test message response code.

Severity:

Informational / Fatal

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208927
SME_EVENT_WAITING: There is an event waiting to be read from the scan queue.

Severity:

Informational

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208928
SME_EVENT_WAITING_DISC: A synchronous event was waiting on the scan queue but had to be discarded due
to internal protocol timeouts.
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Severity:

Informational

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208929
SME_EVENT_WAITING_LOST: A synchronous event was lost from the scan queue.

Severity:

Informational

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208930
SME_LOCK_IN_USE: The specified lock is currently already locked.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208931
SME_TRANS_COMPLETE: A transaction has successfully completed.

Severity:

Informational

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208932
SME_NO_PEERS: The SM manager has no logical peers.
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Severity:

Informational

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208933
SME_BAD_OPERATION: The specified operation is illegal.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208934
SME_COMPRESS_FAIL: The compression component failed.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208935
SME_ENCRYPT_FAIL: The encryption component failed.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208936
SME_NO_KEYS: No crypto keys were available at the time of the request.
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Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208937
SME_STILL_STARTING: SM is still starting up but is not currently ready.

Severity:

Informational

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208938
SME_ENCRYPT_RESYNC: Encryption peers need to resynchronize.

Severity:

Informational

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208939
SME_UNBIND_FAILED: A deferred connection handler failed to unbind a rebound session and bind it back to the
original endpoint.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.
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CMM208940
SME_DEADLOCK_THREAD: The current operation would cause a deadlock because it is calling from a worker
thread when there insufficient worker threads available to process a reply to the call.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208941
SME_TRACER_OBJECT: The required valid tracer object instance was not passed to the API.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208942
SME_SETTINGS_LOCKED: The SM settings have been locked for this process so cannot be changed.

Severity:

Informational

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208943
SME_BAD_IOCTL: The specified IOCTL code was not recognized.

Severity:

Informational

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.
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CMM208944
SME_APP_DEFINED_00: Application defined error code (0/00)

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208945
SME_APP_DEFINED_01: Application defined error code (1/01)

Severity:

Unknown

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208946
SME_APP_DEFINED_02: Application defined error code (2/02)

Severity:

Unknown

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208947
SME_APP_DEFINED_03: Application defined error code (3/03)

Severity:

Unknown

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.
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CMM208948
SME_APP_DEFINED_04: Application defined error code (4/04)

Severity:

Unknown

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208949
SME_APP_DEFINED_05: Application defined error code (5/05)

Severity:

Unknown

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208950
SME_APP_DEFINED_06: Application defined error code (6/06)

Severity:

Unknown

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208951
SME_APP_DEFINED_07: Application defined error code (7/07)

Severity:

Unknown

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.
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CMM208952
SME_APP_DEFINED_08: Application defined error code (8/08)

Severity:

Unknown

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208953
SME_APP_DEFINED_09: Application defined error code (9/09)

Severity:

Unknown

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208954
SME_APP_DEFINED_0A: Application defined error code (10/0A)

Severity:

Unknown

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208955
SME_APP_DEFINED_0B: Application defined error code (11/0B)

Severity:

Unknown

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.
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CMM208956
SME_APP_DEFINED_0C: Application defined error code (12/0C)

Severity:

Unknown

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208957
SME_APP_DEFINED_0D: Application defined error code (13/0D)

Severity:

Unknown

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208958
SME_APP_DEFINED_0E: Application defined error code (14/0E)

Severity:

Unknown

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208959
SME_APP_DEFINED_0F: Application defined error code (15/0F)

Severity:

Unknown

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.
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CMM208960
SME_TRANSACT_CANCELLED: An SmTransact call was cancelled by another thread.

Severity:

Informational

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208961
SME_NOT_ACTIONED: The specified operation was not actioned. Usually due to policy implementation.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208962
SME_LOOP_SESSION: The specified operation would cause a loop back session on the same endpoint. This can
cause deadlock.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM208963
SME_BAD_ENDPOINT: The specified endpoint does not exist.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.
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CMM209151
SME_UNHANDLED: The operation was unhandled.

Severity:

Informational

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM209152
SME_SEC_GENFAIL: A general failure was reported by the security subsystems.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM209153
SME_SEC_NOIMPERSONATE: The current object cannot be impersonated.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM209154
SME_SEC_AUTH_FAILED: The object cannot be authenticated.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.
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CMM209155
SME_SEC_SUBSYS_FAIL: A security subsystem failed.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM209156
SME_SEC_CANNOT_CHAIN: The requested call back cannot be chained.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM209157
SME_SEC_CANNOT_UNCHAIN: The requested call back cannot be unchained.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM209158
SME_SEC_USER_CANCELLED: The client can pass this error back from a call back and it will be propagated
back to the original API call.

Severity:

Informational

Reason:

Normal operation.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.
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CMM209159
SME_SEC_NEED_AUTH: Authentication is required to complete the operation.

Severity:

Informational

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM209160
SME_SEC_BAD_NAME_PWD: A bad username, object identity, and/or password was supplied.

Severity:

Informational

Reason:

Normal operation.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM209161
SME_SEC_UNIFIED_FAILED: Unified logon was attempted but failed.

Severity:

Informational

Reason:

Normal operation.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM209162
SME_SEC_NO_PROVIDER: There is no available security provider for the specified or calculated security
scheme.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.
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CMM209163
SME_SEC_NEED_CREDS: The client must provide explicit credentials to complete authentication as unified
logon is not available.

Severity:

Informational

Reason:

Normal operation.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM209164
SME_SEC_ROOT_SIGN_FAIL: The certificate provided was invalid. It was either not signed by a recognized DSM
certificate authority or it was used outside of its validity range.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

DSM configuration problems. The remote system may be using a set of certificates outside of the current DSM domain.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM209165
SME_SEC_POLICY_FAIL: The remote system has denied access due to operating system security policy.

Severity:

Informational

Reason:

Normal operation.

Action:

Please contact your own administrators and ensure that network authentication is enabled for remote access. For
Windows, check that classic networking access is enabled.

CMM209168
SME_SEC_FIPS_PEER_FAIL: The peer node is not capable of FIPS modes operation and the local node is in
FIPS-Only mode.

Reason

The local node is configured to run in FIPS-only mode whereas the node you are trying to communicate with is not FIPS-
compliant therefore, a compatible communications channel could not be established.

Action
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Upgrade the remote node if possible or switch the local node to FIPS-preferred mode to allow the nodes to communicate.

CMM209408
SME_SPI_NOROUTE: There was no calculable route to the specified host and/or endpoint name.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

The remote host specified cannot be contacted. Please try and ascertain if the host can be contacted via normal utilities
such as ping or traceroute. Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM209409
SME_SPI_CONNFAIL: The MSPI connection failed.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM209410
SME_SPI_APPERROR: The remote application or endpoint name was not contactable.

Severity:

Informational / Fatal

Reason:

Application error.

Action:

The remote application may not be running although the remote host can be contacted. Please ensure that the CAF
framework is running on the target machine. Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM209411
SME_SPI_NETERROR: A network error occurred. This is usually caused by physical network problems,
sometimes including host name lookup failures.

Severity:

Recoverable.

Reason:
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Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Check connectivity to the Manager and that there are no network problems or contact CA Technical Support quoting the
relevant error code.

CMM209412
SME_SPI_GENERROR: A general MSPI error was reported.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM209413
SME_SPI_BADHOSTNME: The specified host name could not be resolved.

Reason:

An application or network error has occurred.

Action:

Check that the sending machine can resolve the specified host name using tools such as ping and camping.

CMM209663
SME_SPI_STATEERROR: The current SPI component appears to be in an invalid state.

Severity:

Fatal

Reason:

Unexpected internal error.

Action:

Please contact CA Technical Support quoting the relevant error code.

CMM209676
The specified operation has expired. The timeout is usually a client supplied value.

Reason:

The operation has timed out.

Action:

Supply a longer timeout if required.
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Deployment Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Deployment Messages

DPM225281
Failed to connect to the dmdeploy server. The server has failed to respond or an invalid hostname has been
used. Make sure dmdeploy is running on the manager machine.

Reason:

Failed to connect to the dmdeploy server.

Action:

Make sure that dmdeploy is running on the deployment manager.

DPM225282
The credentials (username and password) used to connect to the dmdeploy server are invalid. Make sure the
credentials are correct for the manager machine that dmdeploy is running on and that you have permissions to
use the dmdeploy manager.

Reason:

The credentials were not recognized.

Action:

Re-enter the credentials.

DPM225283
Job Identifier not recognized or not found by the dmdeploy manager.

Reason:

The job identifier is not valid or does not exist.

Action:

Check that the job identifier is correct.

DPM225290
The package doesn't exist on the scalability server. Make sure the details specified for the scalability server are
correct and that the package has been deployed to the scalability server using the 'Stage package at scalability
server' option from the dmdeploy wizard.

Reason:

The package cannot be found on the scalability server.

Action:

Check that the details for the scalability server are correct and deploy the package again, making sure that the Stage
package at scalability server.
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DPM225291
This can mean either the deployment manager is not responding or does not exist or there was a problem
connecting to the remote scalability server. Check the manager/scalability server name entered is valid and that
the manager/scalability server is running and contactable over the network.

Reason:

The deployment manager is not responding or does not exist, or there was a problem connecting to the remote scalability
server.

Action:

Check that the name of the deployment manager or scalability server is valid. Make sure that the deployment manager or
scalability server is running and can be contacted over the network.

DPM225292
Valid but not privileged credentials when connecting to the deployment manager. Ensure the account details
being used have administrator/root privilege.

Reason:

The credentials for connecting to the deployment manager are valid but do not have the required privileges.

Action:

Ensure that the credentials have administrator or root privilege.

DPM225293
Indicates a more serious underlying resource problem such as memory allocation, CAM failure etc. Check the
dmdeploy manager and API log files for more information on the possible cause of the error.

Reason:

There is an internal error.

Action:

Check the dmdeploy manager and API log files for more information.

DPM225295
This indicates that the job referenced by the particular job identifier has not registered to watch for live updates.

Reason:

Not applicable.

Action:

None.

DPM225296
There is no session key or the session key for the deployment has become corrupt. The session key is used to
encrypt network traffic between the deployment manager and primer on the target machine. This error may be
related to error 225293 and re-trying the deployment may succeed.
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Reason:

The session key is not valid.

Action:

Re-attempt deployment.

DPM225297
This return code is not used.

Reason:

Not applicable.

Action:

None.

DPM225300
Indicates a more serious underlying resource problem with the OS services common component.

Reason:

A serious error has occurred.

Action:

Check the operating system resources.

DPM225301
Failed to allocate required memory. This error is related to error 225293.

Reason:

An internal error has failed to allocate the required memory.

Action:

None.

DPM225302
A message sent from the dmdeploy manager, via CAM, has been discarded while waiting to deliver. This would
normally indicate that the dmdeploy manager is not connected to the CAM Message Server.

Reason:

The dmdeploy manager may not be connected to the CAM Message Server.

Action:

Check that the dmdeploy manager is connected to the CAM Message Server and retry the operation.

DPM225303
The operation contacting the dmdeploy manager took too long or has not completed yet. This is not necessarily
an error.
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Reason:

The operation has timed out or is still running.

Action:

Retry the operation or wait for the operation to continue.

DPM225304
The primer running on the target machine has failed to verify the public key of the deployment manager
performing the deployment. The manager will at this point re-send it's credentials to the primer.

Reason:

The primer running on the target machine could not verify the public key of the deployment manager performing the
deployment.

Action:

None.

DPM225305
The attempt to authenticate with the deployment manager failed because session messaging is not running on
the machine that the deployment manager is running on. Verify that session messaging is running using 'caf
status' and if not use 'caf start smserver'.

Reason:

Session messaging is not running on the computer on which the deployment manager is running.

Action:

At the command line, enter caf status. If the session messaging is not running, enter the command caf start smserver.

DPM225306
The attempt to authenticate with the deployment manager failed due to a session messaging error. Check the
deployment manager and API log files for more information on the specific cause of this error.

Reason:

The connection to the deployment manager failed.

Action:

Check the log files for the deployment manager and API for more information.

DPG229376
All the status updates for a particular deployment job have been processed. This is not an error.

Reason:

Not applicable.

Action:

None.
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DPG229377
You cannot move onto the next page of the wizard until the target scan has completed.

Reason:

You clicked Next when the target scan has not completed.

Action:

Wait for the target scan, as indicated by the progress bar, to complete before you click Next again.

DPG229378
The call to DMPACK returned no packages. Click Help for more information.

Reason:

The Deployment component was unable to find any packages in its library of installable packages. There may have been
a problem during the installation of the product or the files may not exist.

Action:

Check that your system has software packages available for deployment. The software packages are PIF, PKG, RSP, and
RPM files.

The library of installable packages is in the directory specified by the DMSOFTLIBDIR environment variable. If the library
is empty, check if the files are in a different directory. If no files exist on your system, copy the files from the installation
media.

DPG229379
One of the strings you have entered contains the illegal characters '<' or '>'. Please re-enter the value without
these symbols.

Reason:

An entered value contains a less than (<) or greater than (>) character.

Action:

Enter a valid value.

DPG229380
A duplicate job name has been found on the deployment manager. Please change the job name and try again.

Reason:

The job name already exists.

Action:

Enter a different job name.

DPG229381
You have selected to use packages from a Scalability Server, but you have not specified the Scalability Server
and credentials needed. Please click on the "Configure" button to enter these details.
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Reason:

You must specify the scalability server from which to deploy packages.

Action:

Click Configure and enter the credentials of the Scalability Server.

DPG229382
You have not selected a package to deploy. Please select one of the available packages.

Reason:

You must specify a package to deploy.

Action:

Select the package to deploy.

DPG229383
You have selected to deploy to a specific domain, but have not specified the domain to deploy to. Please enter a
domain name and try again.

Reason:

If you select to deploy to a specific domain, you must specify the domain.

Action:

In Domain, enter the name of the domain.

DPG229384
You have selected to deploy to specific computers, but have not specified which computers. Please enter a
computer name or a comma separated list of computer names and try again.

Reason:

The target computers have not been specified.

Action:

Enter the name of one or more computer s. Use a comma (,) to separate the names.

DPG229385
The computers specified are invalid. Please enter a valid computer name, or a comma separated list of computer
names.

Reason:

The names of the computers are not valid.

Action:

Enter the name of one or more computer s. Use a comma (,) to separate the names.
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DPG229386
You have selected to deploy to a specific directory, but have not specified which directory. Please enter a
directory name or use the browse button to select a directory.

Reason:

The directory into which the package is to be deployed has not been specified.

Action:

Specify the full path of the directory name.

DPG229387
The start IP address contains invalid characters. An IP address can only contain numeric characters.

Reason:

The IP address that identifies the beginning of the range of addresses contains characters that are not numeric.

Action:

Re-enter the IP address using only numeric characters between 0 and 255.

DPG229388
One of the IP addresses you have entered is invalid. Check that all of the IP address values are between 0 and
255, then try again.

Reason:

An IP address value is usually expressed as four decimal numbers, each representing eight bits, separated by periods.
One of the IP address values is not within the range 0 to 255.

Action:

Check and modify the addresses if necessary.

DPG229389
The end IP address contains invalid characters. An IP address can only contain numeric characters.

Reason:

The IP address that specifies the end of the range contains characters that are not numeric.

Action:

Re-enter the IP address using only numeric characters between 0 and 255.

DPG229390
The network mask contains invalid characters. A network mask can only contain numeric characters.

Reason:

The network mask contains characters that are not numeric.

Action:
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Re-enter the network mask using only numeric characters between 0 and 255.

DPG229391
The order in which the IP addresses have been specified appears to be wrong. Check that the from address and
to address are specified correctly. The from address should represent the lower of the two addresses.

Reason:

The order in which the IP addresses have been specified appears to be wrong.

Action:

Check that the addresses are specified correctly. The from address, which indicate the start of the range of addresses,
should represent the lower of the two address values.

DPG229392
You have specified to deploy domain members within an IP range, but have not specified the domain name.
Please enter a domain name and try again.

Reason:

You did not specify a domain name.

Action:

Enter a domain name.

DPG229393
User is not allowed to perform create operation (for class Deployment Jobs)

Reason:

This user’s class level permission does not allow for the creation of deployment jobs.

Action:

Use the permissions menu option to modify this user’s class level permission or contact your system administrator for
assistance.

DPG229394
The policy name cannot be left empty. Please specify a name for this policy.

Reason:

You did not specify a policy name.

Action:

Enter a policy name.

DPG229395
One of the strings you have entered contains the illegal characters '<' or '>'. Please re-enter the value without
these symbols.
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Reason:

An entered value contains a less than (<) or greater than (>) character.

Action:

Enter a valid value.

DPG229396
The policy name entered is the same as a policy name already in use. Please enter a unique policy name.

Reason:

The policy name already exists.

Action:

Enter a different policy name.

DPG229397
You have not selected any target platforms. You have to specify at least one target platform.

Reason:

You have not specified a target platform.

Action:

Enter the name of a target platform.

DPG229398
You have not selected any targets for the product.

Reason:

You have not specified target computers.

Action:

Enter the name of one or more targets.

DPG229399
One or more of the selected machines does not have a valid address. Only machines with valid addresses can be
added to a deployment job.

Reason:

One or more of the addresses are incorrect.

Action:

Check the addresses and correct the values.

DPG229400
Validation of parameters failed on the following parameters:
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Reason:

The string is not valid.

Action:

Enter a query that contains valid characters.

Directory Integration Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Directory Integration Messages

DIG331777
A directory name must be specified.

Reason:

A directory name is required.

Action:

Specify the name of an existing directory.

DIG331778
Too many characters in the directory name. The directory name must be under 256 characters in length.

Reason:

The maximum number of characters allowed for a directory name is 255 or less.

Action:

Ensure that the name you enter does not exceed the maximum number of characters allowed.

DIG331779
A directory server must be specified.

Reason:

The name of a directory server is required.

Action:

Specify the name of an existing directory server.

DIG331780
Too many characters in the directory server name. The directory server name must be under 256 characters in
length.

Reason:

The maximum number of characters allowed for a directory server name is 255 or less.

Action:

Ensure that the name you enter does not exceed the maximum number of characters allowed.
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DIG331781
A port must be specified.

Reason:

A port number is required.

Action:

Specify a valid port number.

DIG331782
A user name must be specified.

Reason:

A user name is required.

Action:

Specify the name of a valid user.

DIG331783
Too many characters in the user name. The user name must be under 256 characters in length.

Reason:

The maximum number of characters allowed for a user name is 255 or less.

Action:

Ensure that the name you enter does not exceed the maximum number of characters allowed.

DIG331784
A password must be specified.

Reason:

A password name is required.

Action:

Enter a valid user password.

DIG331785
Too many characters in the password. The password must be under 256 characters in length.

Reason:

The maximum number of characters allowed for a password is 255 or less.

Action:

Ensure that the password you enter does not exceed the maximum number of characters allowed.
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DIG331786
A base node must be specified.

Reason:

The name of a base node is required.

Action:

Specify the name of an existing base node.

DIG331787
Too many characters in the base node. The base node must be under 256 characters in length.

Reason:

The maximum number of characters allowed for the name of a base node is 255 or less.

Action:

Ensure that the name you enter does not exceed the maximum number of characters allowed.

DIG331788
A Schema Name must be specified.

Reason:

A schema name is required.

Action:

Specify the name of a valid schema.

DIG331789
Too many characters in the schema name. The base node must be under 256 characters in length.

Reason:

The maximum number of characters allowed for a schema name is 255 or less.

Action:

Ensure that the name you enter does not exceed the maximum number of characters allowed.

DIG331790
There was a problem looking up the domain for the directory name you entered. The name may still be valid, so
you can continue with the wizard.

Reason:

The wizard tried and failed to verify that the Active Directory name entered was valid. This does not mean that is
necessarily an invalid directory name.

Action:

Check that you have entered the name correctly.
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DIG331791
The directory name you entered is not valid. Please enter the name of a valid Active Directory.

Reason:

The wizard’s validation step has shown that the name entered for the directory being configured is invalid.

Action:

Enter a different name for the Active Directory.

DIG331792
A serious error occurred while validating the directory name.

Reason:

A fatal error occurred in the system when the wizard tried to validate the Active Directory name.

Action:

Check that you have entered the name correctly.

DIG331793
The port 636 is the default secure port (secured using SSL), are you sure you want to use LDAP(non secure)
protocol to communicate with this port? Doing so could result in failure to use the directory users to authenticate
to DSM? (If you click no, you will have to use the back button to go back and change the port number.

Reason:

You have chosen to use the LDAP [non SSL] protocol, but have specified TCP port 636 as the target port; this is the
default port for the LDAPS [LDAP over SSL] protocol. In some cases, this can cause problems with the LDAP software
libraries as they will interpret access to port 636 as an attempt to use LDAPS, and will intentionally try to utilize the LDAP
over SSL protocol.

Action:

If the intention is to use LDAP on port 636 - not LDAPS - then select Yes and carry on. If this was not the intention, then
please review the settings - particularly the TCP port specified - and complete the wizard.

DIG331794
The protocol LDAPS requires that the directory server be able to communicate using SSL. Please make sure that
the directory server is configured for SSL communication.

Reason:

This is a warning message to ensure that you have considered all elements of configuring both the client and server ends
of the LDAPS connection. The LDAPS server must be running on the specified port [default 636] and must be configured
with an X.509 V3 certificate. This certificate must be trusted on the client node [DSM manager node] unless certificate
validation has been disabled in the machine wide or DSM Manager configuration.

Action:

Ensure that LDAPS is the protocol you wish to use. If so, ensure that the LDAPS server has a valid certificate. Tools, such
as openssl s_client, can be used to connect to the LDAPS port and obtain the certificate in use. Ensure that this certificate
is recognized as valid and trusted on the DSM manager node. For Windows nodes, certificate violations are recorded into
the system event log as SChannel errors. For Linux, check the system log files.
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DIG345846
The directory name you entered is not valid. Please enter the name of a valid Active Directory.

Reason:

The directory or domain name is invalid.

Action:

Enter a valid directory or domain name and retry the operation. If it still fails, check whether you have sufficient privileges
to perform the operation.

OS Installation Management Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

OS Installation Management Messages

View specific messages by selecting the following:

OS Installation Management GUI Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

OS Installation Management GUI Messages

OSG000100
Failed to create or initialize ICFTrace instance.

Reason:

An error occurred in accessing the tracing component. The DSM installation could be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM Software from the Add/Remove Programs. If that doesn’t resolve the problem, contact CA support.

OSG000101
Database initialization error. Undefined object class(es): <names>.

Reason:

At least one database class or one predefined class object expected by the DSM Explorer is missing in the OS Installation
Manager’s database. An older version of the OS Installation Manager was installed. The installation of the database has
failed or the database is corrupted.

Action:

Check that the OS Installation Manager is suitable for the DSM Explorer (are installed from the same media). Repeat the
installation of the DSM Manager. The OS Installation Manager’s database will be initialized again. If the error persists,
contact Technical Support.

OSG000103
It is not allowed to drag/drop or copy/paste objects between different DSM Managers systems.

Reason:
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You tried to drop/paste an object (Computer, OS image, and so on) taken from another DSM Manager than the manager
onto which you tried to perform the drop/paste operation.

Action:

Make sure that you are using an object (Computer, OS image, and so on) from the DSM Manager onto which you perform
the drop/paste operation.

OSG000104
Operation aborted by user.

Reason:

The user has aborted the current function by pressing the Cancel button in a progress indication window. The displayed
list is empty or incomplete.

Action:

None.

OSG000105
Access denied. Write permission (W) is needed for this operation.

Reason:

The current user does not have write permissions and therefore cannot perform an operation, such as edit a computer’s
OS installation parameter.

Action:

Contact your DSM security administrator, who should determine if the user’s permissions should be changed for the
object to which access was denied.

OSG000106
Access denied. Delete permission (D) is needed for this operation.

Reason:

The current user does not have delete permissions and therefore cannot perform an operation, such as deleting an OS
image.

Action:

Contact your DSM security administrator, who should determine if the user’s permissions should be changed for the
object to which access was denied.

OSG000107
Access denied. Execute permission (X) is needed for this operation.

Reason:

The current user does not have execute permissions and therefore cannot perform an operation, such as activating or
stopping a computer’s OS installation.

Action:
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Contact your DSM security administrator, who should determine if the user’s permissions should be changed for the
object to which access was denied.

OSG000108
Access denied. Create permission (C) is needed for this operation.

Reason:

The current user does not have create permissions and therefore cannot perform an operation, such as make an
unmanaged computer DSM managed.

Action:

Contact your DSM security administrator, who should determine if the user’s permissions should be changed for the
object to which access was denied.

OSG000200
Another computer with the same name is already defined.

Reason:

The computer cannot be used for OS Installation Management because OS Installation Management needs unique
computer names.

Action:

Provide a unique computer name.

Consider to delete a pre-registered computer or to rename a computer agent to make computer names unique.

OSG000201
Another computer with the same Hostname is already defined.

Reason:

The computer Hostname that was provided is not accepted because a computer with the same Hostname already exists.

Action:

Provide a unique computer Hostname.

OSG000202
Another computer with the same MAC address is already defined.

Reason:

The computer MAC address that was provided is not accepted because a computer with the same MAC address already
exists.

Action:

Provide a unique computer MAC address.

OSG000203
No computer name specified for this computer.
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Reason:

A computer must have a name specified, when it is created.

Action:

Provide a computer name and retry the operation.

OSG000204
No Hostname specified for this computer.

Reason:

A computer must have a Hostname specified.

Action:

Provide a Hostname and retry the operation.

OSG000205
The computer name is too long. The limit is 128 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum length of a computer name that can be stored in the database is 128 characters. Some non-ASCII
characters can occupy two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum string length is less than 128
characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in computer name field and retry the operation.

OSG000206
The Hostname is too long. The limit is 63 characters.

Reason:

The maximum length of a Hostname is defined by the DNS (Domain Name Service).

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the Software Delivery computer name field and retry the operation. Note that a fully
qualified domain name is not accepted.

OSG000207
The computer has been removed by another user.

Reason:

This message refers to an operation where another user removed the computer just before the intended operation was
going to start.

Action:

Click the Refresh button or press the F5 key in the computers folder to refresh the list of computers.
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OSG000208
You have to select an OS image.

Reason:

No OS image is selected.

Action:

Select an OS image from the list. If no OS image is displayed, you have to register an OS image first.

OSG000209
You have to select a boot server.

Reason:

No boot server is selected.

Action:

Select a boot server from the list.

OSG000210
Not possible to initiate a new OS installation. Another OS image is already assigned.

Reason:

There is already another OS image assigned to an OS installation which doesn’t allow the installation of the selected OS
image.

Action:

Look in detail to the computer’s OS installations. You may edit the OS image parameter to assign the desired OS image
and activate the OS installation

OSG000211
Not possible to initiate a new OS installation. Most probably an OS installation is already scheduled.

Reason:

The computer’s boot state doesn’t allow a new OS installation.

Action:

Look in detail to the computer’s OS installations. You may stop an already scheduled OS installation and assign the
desired OS image afterwards.

OSG000214
No boot server is available. The computer will be assigned to a boot server automatically.

Reason:

No boot server is registered in the OS Installation Manager’s database until now. A new created computer will be
assigned automatically to a boot server later.

Action:
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To prevent this situation, it is recommended to install a boot server first. Then, a new created computer can be assigned to
this boot server.

OSG000300
Another DSM Explorer has locked this computer. Try again.

Reason:

The DSM Explorer started by another user has locked this computer.

Action:

Click the Refresh button or press the F5 key to see the computer changes. Try to repeat the action that failed.

OSG000301
The computer state has been changed, action ignored.

Reason:

The state of the computer has been changed in the database by the system or by another user. For this reason, the action
has been ignored.

Action:

Click the Refresh button or press the F5 key to see the computer changes. Try to repeat the action that was ignored.

OSG000302
A planned installation is already defined. Only one planned installation is possible.

Reason:

The creation of a new planned installation failed. Another user had just created it for this computer.

Action:

Click the Refresh button or press the F5 key to see the planned installation. Edit this installation.

OSG000303
An activated installation is already defined. Only one activated installation is possible.

Reason:

The creation of a new activated installation failed. Another user had just created it for this computer.

Action:

Click the Refresh button or press the F5 key to see the affected installation. If this installation is in the activated, pending
or installing state, stop it or abort it. Possibly you will have to wait until the installation is in the stopped or failed state. If
the installation is in the stopped or failed state, delete it. Activate the original installation.

OSG000304
This boot parameter is not used in the assigned OS image.

Reason:
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The OS image used in the planned installation does not contain the selected boot parameter. This boot parameter is
assigned to an OS image that is used in an activated installation or in the current installation of this computer and cannot
be changed.

Action:

None. Informational only.

OSG000400
The minimal input length is too short.

Reason:

The selected boot parameter defines a minimal string length. The string that was entered is too short.

Action:

Increase the number of characters of the parameter value and try again.

OSG000401
The maximal input length is too long.

Reason:

The selected boot parameter defines a maximum string length. The string that was entered is too long.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters of the parameter value and try again.

OSG000402
The value is too low.

Reason:

The selected boot parameter defines a minimal numeric value. The value that was entered is too low.

Action:

Increase the parameter value and try again.

OSG000403
The value is too high.

Reason:

The selected boot parameter defines a maximal numeric value. The value that was entered is too high.

Action:

Decrease the parameter value and try again.

OSG000404
The entered characters must be numeric (0….9). The first character may be the minus (-) sign.

Reason:
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The selected boot parameter requires a numeric value. The string that was entered has an invalid format.

Action:

Correct the parameter value and try again.

OSG000405
The format of the MAC address is invalid. A MAC address is a 12 characters long string, where each character
must be a hexadecimal (0….9, a…f, A…F). A dot or a colon may be used as a separator after each two characters.

Reason:

The selected boot parameter requires a MAC address. The string that was entered has an invalid format.

Action:

Correct the MAC address and try again.

OSG000406
The format of the IP address is invalid. An IP address consists of four decimal numbers, each in the range of 0…
255 and separated by a dot.

Reason:

The selected boot parameter requires an IP address. The string that was entered has an invalid format.

Action:

Correct the parameter value and try again.

OSG000407
The parameter value is not in the list of possible values.

Reason:

The value of the selected boot parameter must be chosen from a value list. It is not possible to enter another value.

Action:

Choose a parameter value from the list and try again.

OSG000408
Empty values or empty mapping values are not allowed to add to the list.

Reason:

The value of the selected boot parameter must not be empty.

Action:

Choose a parameter value from the list or enter a non-empty string and try again. If you enter a new string, this string will
be added to the list and can be selected in the future.
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OSG000409
The format of the Hostname is invalid. Allowed characters for Hostname are: (A….Z), (a….z) and (0…9). The dash
(-) sign may be used in addition, but must not be the first or last character.

Reason:

The selected boot parameter requires a Hostname. The string that was entered has an invalid format.

Action:

Correct the Hostname and try again.

OSG000410
The password and the confirmation does not fit.

Reason:

The password that was entered differs from its confirmation.

Action:

Enter the password and the confirmation of the password again.

OSG000500
Operation not possible for detected Boot Images.

Reason:

Some operations, for example: Delete Boot Image

are not possible for boot images that are detected on a boot server, but unknown in the OS Installation Manager’s
database.

Action:

None. Informational only.

OSG000501
Operation not possible for detected OS images.

Reason:

Some operations, for instance: Delete OS Image or Assign OS Image are not possible for OS images that are detected on
a boot server, but unknown in the OS Installation Manager’s database.

Action:

None. Informational only.

OSG000502
The Boot Image cannot be deleted. It is still assigned to a computer or an OS image.

Reason:

A boot image can only be deleted if it is not referenced by any computer or OS image.

Action:
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Remove all references to this boot image. For example, assign another boot image to a computer. Try again to delete the
image.

OSG000503
The OS image cannot be edited or deleted. It is still assigned to a computer.

Reason:

The OS image can only be edited or deleted, if any computer does not reference it.

Action:

Remove all references to this OS image first. For example, assign another OS image to a computer. Try again to edit or
delete the image.

OSG000504
The Boot Image is not registered.

Reason:

The selected boot image was not found in the OS Installation Manager’s database. Another user probably deleted it.

Action:

Refresh the list of all boot and OS images. Select another boot image and try again.

OSG000505
The OS image is not registered.

Reason:

The selected OS image was not found in the OS Installation Manager’s database. Another user probably deleted it.

Action:

Refresh the list of all Boot and OS images. Select another OS image and try again.

OSG000506
The assigned OS image has been changed.

Reason:

Another user has exchanged the OS image for the selected computer.

Action:

Click the Refresh button or press the F5 key to see the computer changes. Try to repeat the action that failed.

OSG000507
No OS images are available. The computer must be kept unmanaged.

Reason:

The new created computer must be kept unmanaged, because no OS image is available in the OS Installation Manager’s
database.
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Action:

Register an OS image into the OS Installation Manager. Afterwards, any new computer can be created as managed, if this
OS image will be assigned.

OSG000508
OS image: <name>

The selected OS image is not FIPS-Compliant and hence cannot be used to set up OS installations as your CA
ITCM infrastructure is operating in FIPS-Only mode.

Reason

The OS image you are trying to use may have been created using the previous version of CA ITCM while either the target
computer you are trying to assign the image to, or the CA ITCM domain manager is running in FIPS-only mode.

Action

Update and re-register the OS image using Image Prepare System. For more information, see the OS Installation
Management Administration Guide.

OSG000509
Boot image: <name>The selected boot image is not FIPS-Compliant and hence cannot be used to set up OS
installations as your CA ITCM infrastructure is operating in FIPS-Only mode.

Reason:

The boot image you are trying to use may have been created using the previous version of CA ITCM while either the
target computer you are trying to assign the image to, or the CA ITCM domain manager is running in FIPS-only mode.

Action

Update and re-register the boot image using Image Prepare System. For more information, see the OS Installation
Management Administration Guide.

OSG000510
OS image: <name - Boot image: <name>

Conflict between the OS image and the boot image: The images don't have a common installation method defined
in the image flags. Before you can set up an OS installation of the specified OS image, you have to assign an
appropriate boot image.

Reason:

The boot and OS image combination that you have specified to set up an OS installation is not supported.

Action:

To set up an OS installation for the OS image, edit the BootSpecial parameter of the OS installation to assign a boot
image that matches an installation method of the OS image. The supported installation methods are defined in the image
flags.

OSG000604
The computer group has been removed by another user.
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Reason:

This operation refers to a computer group that was removed by another user just before this operation was going to start.

Action:

Click the Refresh button or press the F5 key to refresh the list of computer groups.

OSG001100
Failed to create or initialize ICFTrace instance.

Reason:

An error occurred in accessing the tracing component. The DSM installation could be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM Software from the Add/Remove Programs. If that does not resolve the problem, please contact CA
support.

OSG001101
OSG001101

Failed to create or initialize ICFEncrypt instance.

Reason:

An error occurred in accessing the encryption component. The DSM installation could be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM Software from the Add/Remove Programs. If that does not resolve the problem, please contact CA
support.

OSG001102
Failed to create or initialize IIP_API instance.

Reason:

An error occurred in accessing the encryption component. The DSM installation could be damaged.

Action:

Repair the DSM Software from the Add/Remove Programs. If that does not resolve the problem, please contact CA
support.

OSG001105
An internal buffer is too small.

Reason:

An internal allocated buffer is too small to store all the needed information. Any component or command has caused an
unexpected amount of data.

Action:

Try to identify the component and contact CA support.
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OSG001106
Command execution failed with exit code: <number>

Reason:

A command was executed and returned an error code.

Action:

The displayed message box contains a Details button. Press this button to get more information about the error.

OSG001107
Failed to write registry.

Reason:

The application could not write any settings in the user’s registry section.

Action:

Check registry access rights or contact your system administrator.

OSG001110
Failed to create a pipe.

Reason:

The creation of an anonymous pipe used for interprocess communication failed.

Action:

The displayed message box contains a Details button. Press this button to get more information about the error.

OSG001111
Failed to read from pipe.

Reason:

The read operation from an anonymous pipe used for interprocess communication failed.

Action:

The displayed message box contains a Details button. Press this button to get more information about the error.

OSG001112
Failed to write to pipe.

Reason:

The write operation to an anonymous pipe used for interprocess communication failed.

Action:

The displayed message box contains a Details button. Press this button to get more information about the error.
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OSG001113
Failed to duplicate handle.

Reason:

The duplication of an object handle failed.

Action:

The displayed message box contains a Details button. Press this button to get more information about the error.

OSG001114
Failed to create command process.

Reason:

The creation of a process to execute a command failed.

Action:

The displayed message box contains a Details button. Press this button to get more information about the error.

OSG001115
Failed to terminate command process.

Reason:

The termination of the command process failed.

Action:

The displayed message box contains a Details button. Press this button to get more information about the error.

OSG001116
Failed to wait for process termination.

Reason:

The wait operation for the process termination failed.

Action:

The displayed message box contains a Details button. Press this button to get more information about the error.

OSG001117
Failed to retrieve process exit code.

Reason:

The operation to retrieve the termination status of a process failed.

Action:

The displayed message box contains a Details button. Press this button to get more information about the error.
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OSG001120
Failed to create folder: folder path

Reason:

The operation to create a folder failed.

Action:

Click the Details button to get more information about the error.

OSG001121
Failed to copy file from: source file path to: target file path

Reason:

The operation to copy a source file to a target file failed.

Action:

Click the Details button to get more information about the error.

OSG001122
Failed to extract files: list of file names from cabinet file: file path

Reason:

The operation to extract the listed files from the cabinet file failed. The selected cabinet file does not contain the listed
files.

Action:

Select a cabinet file that contains all the listed files.

OSG001200
A folder name must be specified.

Reason:

No folder name was specified.

Action:

Enter a folder name or press the Browse button and select an appropriate folder.

OSG001201
The specified path is not a valid folder name.

Reason:

The specified path is not accessible or not a valid folder.

Action:
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Enter a valid folder name or press the Browse button and select an appropriate folder.

If the displayed message box contains a Details button, press this button to get more information about the error.

OSG001202
A file name must be specified.

Reason:

No file name was specified.

Action:

Enter a file name or press the Browse button and select an appropriate file.

OSG001203
The specified file is not a valid file name.

Reason:

The specified file is not accessible or not a valid file.

Action:

Enter a valid file name or press the Browse button and select an appropriate file.

If the displayed message box contains a Details button, press this button to get more information about the error.

OSG001204
A software package name must be specified.

Reason:

No software package name was specified.

Action:

Enter a name for the software package.

OSG001205
A software package version must be specified.

Reason:

No software package version was specified.

Action:

Enter a version for the software package.

OSG001206
OSG001206

A DSM Manager must be specified.

Reason:
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No DSM Manager was specified.

Action:

Select a DSM manager from the list or press the Add button to enter a new DSM manager name.

OSG001207
A Security Authority must be specified.

Reason:

No security authority was specified.

Action:

Select a security authority from the list or press the Add button to enter a new security authority.

OSG001208
A User Name must be specified.

Reason:

No user name was specified.

Action:

Select a user name from the list or press the Add button to enter a new user name.

OSG001209
The specified Security Authority is not in URI format.

Reason:

An invalid URI format was entered. A security authority has to be supplied in the URI format with a preceding security
provider, for example, ldap://ca.com.

Action:

Add a security authority in a valid URI format.

OSG001210
No password specified. You may continue nevertheless.

Reason:

No password was specified for DSM manager authentication.

Action:

Unless no password is required, go back to the previous page and enter a password.

OSG001211
The specified folder does not contain an exported software package.

Reason:
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No software package found in the specified folder.

Action:

Enter a folder name of a valid software package or press the Browse button and select an appropriate folder.

OSG001212
File(s): list of file names not found in folder: folder path

Reason:

The selected folder path does not contain the listed files.

Action:

Select a folder that contains all the listed files.

OSG001220
An OS image name must be specified.

Reason:

No OS image name was entered or selected.

Action:

Depending on the situation, either enter an OS image name or select an OS image from a list.

OSG001221
The format of the OS image name is invalid. Allowed characters are: (a-z), (A-Z), (0-9), the dash(-) sign and the
underscore(_).

Reason:

The OS image name that was entered has an invalid format.

Action:

Correct the OS image name and try again.

OSG001222
This option is not selectable, because no OS images of the previously selected OS platform exist.

Reason:

To share the operating system files with an already created OS image both images must have the same OS platform, but
currently no image of the previous selected OS platform exist.

Action:

If the selected OS platform is correct, choose another option and provide the operating system files either on CD/DVD or
on a local or network folder. Otherwise, go back to the previous page and correct the OS platform.

OSG001223
The product key is invalid. You have to enter exactly five characters into each field.
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Reason:

The product key that was entered has an invalid format.

Action:

Correct the product key and try again.

OSG001224
You decided to delete at least one OS image which is the base for shared images. When you continue the
operation you will delete the base image of the shared images listed above.

Are you sure you want to continue?

Reason:

To setup an OS installation, a shared OS image always needs a base image. The base image contains all the setup files
of the operating system. If you delete a base image the remaining shared images become inoperative, unless a new base
image will be created.

Especially consider if the Image Prepare System is installed on a boot server, the OS installation of such shared images
will fail.

Action:

This message is a warning. Press the “Yes” button to delete the base OS image nevertheless. If you are uncertain, press
the “No” button to save the OS image.

OSG001225
A NFS share name must be specified.

Reason:

No NFS share name was entered.

Action:

Enter the name of the NFS Share containing the operating system files of the Linux distribution.

OSG001226
You have to provide at least one path to an imaging tool.

Reason:

The previous specified image type requires some files of an imaging tool, like Microsoft ImageX or Symantec Norton
Ghost to capture an image of a model computer properly.

Action:

Enter a folder name, or press the Browse button and select a folder containing the files of the imaging tool you would like
to use. The path to the Microsoft ImageX files will be detected automatically, if the Microsoft Windows AIK is installed on
your local Image Prepare System.

OSG001230
This option is not selectable, because no OS image is available on the local Image Prepare System.
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Reason:

There is no locally created OS image available that can be registered.

Action:

Create a new OS image first. Alternatively you may choose the option to register an exported OS image.

OSG001231
The OS image parameter description contains inconsistencies.

Reason:

The verification of the parameter description resulted in some problems.

Action:

The displayed message box contains a Details button. Press this button to get more information about the parameter
description verification.

Refer the DSM documentation Inside Guide for OS Installation Management to correct the problems.

OSG001232
The specified folder does not contain an exported OS image.

Reason:

No software package of an OS image found in the specified folder.

Action:

Enter a folder name of a valid software package of an OS image or press the Browse button and select an appropriate
folder.

OSG001240
The format of the boot image name is invalid. The image file name must not exceed eight characters and allowed
characters are: (a-z), (0-9), the dash(-) sign and the underscore(_). If a image file extension is specified, only one
numeric character (1-9) is allowed.

Reason:

The boot image name that was entered has an invalid format.

Action:

Correct the boot image name and try again.

OSG001241
Invalid drive letter. Allowed characters are: (A-Z).

Reason:

The drive letter that was entered is wrong.

Action:

Correct the drive letter and try again.
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OSG001242
The network boot loader file has to be in the previous selected Windows PE image root folder.

Reason:

The specified boot loader file must be located in the Windows PE image root folder that was specified on the previous
page.

Action:

Enter a valid boot loader file or press the Browse button and select an appropriate file located in the Windows PE image
root folder.

OSG001243
The specified folder for the Windows PE image is not empty. When you continue the operation, all files and
subfolders listed in the details section below, will be copied recursively into the new boot image.

Are you sure you want to continue?

Reason:

The warning is displayed because you have selected a Windows PE image folder that already contains files or subfolders.
Usually there is no reason to copy files or subfolders into the Windows PE folder before the new boot image will be
created.

Action:

Maybe you have good reasons to add any additional files or subfolders into the new boot image. You also may overwrite a
previously created Windows PE image.

Anyway, click the Details button and check the folder contents before you continue. All listed files and subfolders will be
copied recursively into the new boot image.

Click Yes to continue the operation or No to select another folder.

OSG001250
This option is not selectable, because no boot image is available on the local Image Prepare System.

Reason:

There is no locally created boot image available that can be registered.

Action:

Create a new boot image first. Alternatively you may choose the option to register an exported boot image.

OSG001251
A boot image must be specified.

Reason:

No boot image name was entered or selected.

Action:

Depending on the situation, either enter a boot image name or select a boot image from a list.
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OSG001252
The specified folder does not contain an exported boot image.

Reason:

No software package of a boot image found in the specified folder.

Action:

Enter a folder name of a valid software package of a boot image or press the Browse button and select an appropriate
folder.

OS Installation Management Manager Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

OS Installation Management Manager Messages

OSM009001
Communications not initialized.

Reason:

Internal programming error. The program tried to contact a DSM Manager before initializing the communications link.

Action:

Log in to the DSM Manager again and retry the operation.

OSM009002
Communications operation sequence error.

Reason:

Internal programming error. The program tried to open a communications link that was already open or to close a link that
was not open or already closed.

Action:

Log in to the DSM Manager again and retry the operation.

OSM009003
Communications function argument error.

Reason:

Internal programming error. The program tried to call a communications function with an invalid argument.

Action:

Click the Refresh button or press the F5 key again.

OSM009004
Memory allocation error.

Reason:
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The system is running low on free memory. Communications with a DSM Manager failed because a required memory
block could not be allocated.

Action:

Try to free some memory by terminating other applications. Check if your hard disks are running out of space for virtual
memory.

OSM009005
Error sending request to OS Installation Manager.

Reason:

A request could not be sent to the DSM Manager. The manager system could be temporarily overloaded, the manager
program could have been terminated, or there is a network problem.

Action:

Retry the operation or log in to the manager again. If the problem persists, terminate and restart the program. Check the
status of the manager.

OSM009006
No reply from OS Installation Manager.

Reason:

A request was sent to the OS Installation Manager but there was no reply. The manager system could be temporarily
overloaded, the server program could have been terminated, or there is a network problem.

Action:

Retry the operation or log in to the manager again. Check the status of the server.

OSM009007
Invalid reply from OS Installation Manager.

Reason:

A request was sent to the manager but the reply was incomprehensible. The message could be garbled because of
network problems or truncated if this computer or the manager is running an outdated version of the CA Message
communications system (CAM).

Action:

Retry the operation. If the error recurs, check that this computer and the manager are running CAM Version 1.11 or higher.
The CAM version can be checked using the "camstat" program from a command prompt.

OSM009008
No (more) data available.

Reason:

Internal programming error. The program requested some information and received all available data. There is nothing
more available than what the program already received. This is normal and the program should handle this situation.

Action:
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File an error report.

OSM009009
OS Installation Manager request failed.

Reason:

The operation could not be completed. The object could have changed since the last refresh or was deleted by another
user.

Action:

Click the Refresh button or press the F5 key and try again. If the problem recurs, check the manager for database
problems.

OSM009010
Operation denied.

Reason:

The program was not allowed to change or delete an object. The object could have changed since the last refresh or was
deleted by another user.

Action:

Click the Refresh button or press the F5 key and try again.

OSM009011
Name or value string too long.

Reason:

A string that was entered is too long.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters of the parameter value and try again.

OSM009012
Bad request to OS Installation Manager.

Reason:

Internal programming error. The operation is unknown to the OS Installation Manager.

Action:

Click the Refresh button or press the F5 key and try again. If the problem recurs, check the manager for database
problems.

OSM010001
OS installation job not linked to any computer.

Reason:
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Internal error. An OS installation job that is not linked to any computer was activated.

Action:

Delete the erroneous job and create a new one.

OSM010002
OS installation job linked to more than one computer.

Reason:

Internal error. An OS installation job that is linked to more than one computer was activated.

Action:

Delete the erroneous job and create a new one.

OSM010003
OS installation job has no activation time.

Reason:

Internal error. An OS installation job was activated, but the activation time was not specified.

Action:

Check the installation time and try again. If the problem persists, delete the erroneous job and create a new one.

OSM010004
OS installation job has no OS image assigned.

Reason:

Internal error. An OS installation job that is not linked to any OS image was activated.

Action:

Check the operating system specified to be installed by this job. If the problem persists, delete the erroneous job and
create a new one.

OSM010005
OS installation job has more than one OS image assigned.

Reason:

Internal error. An OS installation job that is linked to more than one OS image was activated.

Action:

Delete the erroneous job and create a new one.

OSM010006
OS image has no default parameters.

Reason:
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The installation job refers to an OS image that has no default parameter values.

Action:

Select a valid OS image for this installation job. Note that a "detected" OS image cannot be used for an installation,
because its parameters are unknown.

OSM010007
Invalid parameter value.

Reason:

Internal error. The installation job refers to a parameter that has more than one value assigned. The faulty parameter is
either attached to the installation job or to the OS image.

Action:

Delete the installation job and create a new one. If the problem persists using the same OS image, then the OS image is
faulty and should be deleted.

OSM010008
Computer not assigned to a boot server.

Reason:

The OS Installation Manager does not know where to send the installation order, because the computer referred to by this
installation job is not, or no longer, assigned to a boot server. Another user could have deleted the boot server.

Action:

Refresh the display and check if the computer is assigned to a boot server. If the boot server was deleted but is still
operational, it will show up again.

OSM010009
Computer assigned to more than one boot server.

Reason:

Internal error. The computer referred to by this installation job is assigned to more than one boot server. The OS
Installation Manager does not know where to send the installation order.

Action:

Delete the computer. Next time it is switched on, it will be reported by the correct boot server and will be shown, possibly
as an unmanaged computer.

OSM010010
Boot server network address unknown.

Reason:

Internal error: The network address of the boot server is not in the database. The OS Installation Manager does not know
where to send the installation order.

Action:

Delete the boot server. If it is still operational, it will show up again.
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OSM010011
Error sending message.

Reason:

The OS Installation Manager could not send a message to the boot server.

Action:

Check for network problems like the DNS server status to resolve the boot server address. Check the status of the
network connection between the OS Installation Manager and the boot server. Retry the operation.

OSM010012
No reply from boot server.

Reason:

The OS Installation Manager sent a message to the boot server. The message was repeated several times, but there was
no reply from the boot server.

Action:

Check the status of the boot server and its network connection to the OS Installation Manager.

OSM010013
Boot server error.

Reason:

The OS Installation Manager sent an order to the boot server. The boot server detected an error and could not execute
the order.

Action:

Check the error information supplied by the boot server for details.

OSM010014
The OS image is not available on the boot server.

Reason:

The installation order could not be executed, because the operating system to be installed is not available on the boot
server.

Action:

Send the required OS image to the boot server using Software Delivery and retry the operation.

OSM010015
The boot image is not available on the boot server.

Reason:

The installation order could not be executed, because the required boot image is not available on the boot server.

Action:
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Send the required boot image to the boot server using Software Delivery and retry the operation.

OSM010016
A running installation was aborted on user request. The state of the target computer is unknown.

Reason:

An installation had already started, when the job was aborted on user request. The state of the target computer is
unknown. The installation may have run to completion, but it could also be hanging in an intermediate state.

Action:

Create and activate a new installation job.

OSM010017
The 'InstallCounter' parameter is missing.

Reason:

A SAX target machine requires the boot parameter InstallCounter for OS installations. The assigned OS image does not
contain this parameter name.

Action:

Delete the OS image from the OS Installation Manager. Afterwards use the Image Prepare System, where you formerly
created the OS image, and add the InstallCounter parameter to the OS image. Finally, register the OS image back into the
OS Installation Manager.

OSM010018
A started OS installation has been aborted on the target. The previous installation is probably intact.

Reason:

The OS image has been deleted on the boot server since the installation has been activated or there are errors in the OS
image or the used boot image.

Action:

Verify if the OS image is still available in the boot server’s image library. If yes, adjust the OS image or the boot image and
renew the OS installation.

OS Installation Management Server Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

OS Installation Management Server Messages

OSS012002
No such file or directory on boot server: <name>.

Reason:

A file or directory is missing on the boot server. The boot server may not be installed properly.

Action:
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Reinstall the boot server software on the boot server computer.

OSS012005
Access denied on boot server: <name>.

Reason:

A resource on the boot server could be in use by different programs, or the boot server may not be installed properly.

Action:

Repeat the operation. If the problem persists, reinstall the boot server software on the boot server computer.

OSS012008
Not enough memory on boot server.

Reason:

The boot server computer is running low on free memory.

Action:

Reduce the load on the boot server computer.

OSS012009
Not enough space on disk on boot server.

Reason:

The boot server computer is running low on free disk space.

Action:

On the boot server, delete files no longer needed on the disk where the boot server software or CA ITCM is installed. You
can also try to increase the available space by defragmenting or compressing the disk or by moving files to another disk.

OSS012010
Unexpected error message from system call on boot server: (errno = <number>).

Reason:

The boot server system could not perform the required operation.

Action:

Repeat the operation. If the problem persists, reinstall the boot server software on the boot server computer.

OSS012011
Unexpected error message from WorldView Repository on boot server (TNGWV return code = <number>).

Reason:

The WorldView Repository could not perform the required operation.

Action:
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Repeat the operation. If the problem persists, reinstall the boot server software on the boot server computer.

OSS012012
Error in boot server database (FCOR return code = <number>).

Reason:

The boot server database on the boot server computer is inaccessible or corrupted.

Action:

Repeat the operation. If the problem persists, contact Technical Support.

OSS012013
Unexpected error message from CAWin on boot server (CAWin error code = <number>).

Reason:

CAWin could not convert a name or value to a different locale.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

OSS012014
Unexpected error message from Registry on boot server (Windows return code = <number>).

Reason:

The registry on the boot server could not perform the required operation.

Action:

Repeat the operation. If the problem persists, reinstall the boot server on the boot server computer.

OSS012015
Unexpected error message from framework component <name> on boot server (Error code = <number>).

Reason:

A required function could not be performed on the boot server computer.

Action:

Repeat the operation. If the problem persists, reboot the boot server computer.

OSS012021
Invalid structure of WorldView Repository on boot server.

Reason:

The WorldView Repository on the boot server does not meet the requirements of the boot server software.

Action:

Reinstall the boot server software on the boot server computer.
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OSS012022
Invalid structure of FCOR on boot server.

Reason:

The boot server database on the boot server computer is corrupted.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

OSS012023
Initialization of CAWin failed on boot server (CAWin error code = <number>).

Reason:

The CAWin component is not installed properly.

Action:

Reboot the boot server computer. If the problem persists, reinstall DSM on the boot server computer.

OSS012024
Registry key or value missing or invalid on boot server: <key or value> (<location>).

Reason:

The contents of the registry on the boot server do not meet the requirements of the boot server software.

Action:

Reinstall the boot server software on the boot server computer.

OSS012025
Local status data on boot server corrupted.

Reason:

The local status database on the boot server contains invalid data.

Action:

At the boot server computer, delete the files bsm*.dat and 1bsm*.dat from the directory managedpc.

OSS012026
A configuration parameter section or name is missing or invalid on boot server: <section???>/<??? name>.

Reason:

The OSIM boot server is not installed properly.

Action:

Re-install the OSIM boot server software on the boot server computer.
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OSS012027
List of assigned client machines on boot server corrupted.

Reason:

A file on the boot server computer has been corrupted

Action:

At the boot server computer, stop the sdmpcserver component, remove the file mac.acl from the managedpc directory and
restart the component sdmpcserver.

OSS012028
Failed to open interface for framework component <name>.

Reason:

A required DSM function could not be performed.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

OSS012029
PXE request log-file <name> on boot server corrupted.

Reason:

A file on the boot server computer has been corrupted

Action:

At the boot server computer, stop the sdmpcserver component, remove the files PXEBoot.log and ~ PXEBoot.log from the
managedpc directory and restart the component sdmpcserver.

Some boot requests from PXE client machines might not have been reported to the DSM Manager.

OSS012030
Failed to load dynamic link library on boot server: <name>.

Reason:

The dynamic link library is not found on the boot server or has a faulty extension.

Action:

Reinstall the boot server software on the boot server computer.

OSS012031
Failed to connect to WorldView Repository <name> on boot server.

Reason:

WorldView is not started on the boot server computer, or the WorldView connection for the boot server software is not set
up correctly.

Action:
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Ensure that WorldView is started on the boot server computer and repeat the operation. If the problem persists, reinstall
the boot server software on the boot server computer.

OSS012032
An error occurred while searching for Samba nor Advanced Server Unix installation on boot server.

Reason:

Either Samba or Advanced Server for UNIX/Linux is required on a UNIX/Linux-based boot server computer.

Action:

Ensure that Samba or Advanced Server for UNIX/Linux is installed on the boot server computer and is running. Then
reinstall the boot server software.

OSS012033
TFTP service not found or not installed properly on boot server.

Reason:

The tftpboot directory cannot be located on the boot server. This message only occurs when there are client computers
with a special kind of proprietary boot PROM.

Action:

Ensure that the TFTP service is installed and set up properly. On a Windows-based boot server, TFTPD32 is required.

OSS012034
Share not found or sharing the wrong directory on boot server: <name>.

Reason:

A shared directory cannot be located on the boot server.

Action:

If the boot server computer is UNIX/Linux-based and using Advanced Server for UNIX/Linux, ensure that the Advanced
Server for UNIX/Linux is running. Otherwise, reinstall the boot server software on the boot server computer.

OSS012035
Path name too long on boot server: <name>.

Reason:

On the boot server, the length of a path name exceeds the maximum length allowed by the system.

Action:

Use shorter paths to install the products on the boot server computer.

OSS012036
Cannot get DSM name of boot server.

Reason:
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On the boot server, the DSM name of the computer cannot be found out.

Action:

Reinstall the Software Delivery Agent on the boot server computer.

OSS012037
Environment variable missing or invalid on boot server: <name>.

Reason:

On the boot server, a required system environment variable is not defined.

Action:

Reinstall the software that defines this variable on the boot server.

OSS012038
Execution of program <name> failed on boot server. Exit code: <number>.

Reason:

On the boot server, a program that reported an error was executed. The program may have been called with invalid
arguments. If the program name is bsmrebt, the computer has an invalid name, hostname, MAC address or IP address.

Action:

In case of program bsmrebt, make sure the mentioned parameters agree with Software Delivery and the network.

OSS012040
Invalid parameter name: <name>.

Reason:

The parameter name is invalid. Parameter names must not contain ' ', '$', '=', control characters or locale specific
characters.

Action:

Use a different parameter name.

OSS012041
<parameter name> is invalid: <value>.

Reason:

The parameter value is invalid.

Action:

Set the parameter to a valid value and repeat the operation.

OSS012042
Boot Integrity Services not supported.

Reason:
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The parameter name BIS_Install_Cert is reserved and must not be used.

Action:

Remove the parameter BIS_Install_Cert from the OS image.

OSS012043
Failed to convert <text> to <locale>.

Reason:

A parameter value or a machine or resource name contains characters that cannot be converted to a locale.

Action:

Use parameter values, machine names, and resource names that can be represented in the locale in question.

OSS012044
No installation order found.

Reason:

An OS installation could not be canceled, because there is no installation order for this computer in the local status data
on the boot server.

Action:

None.

OSS012045
Boot image <name> not found on boot server.

Reason:

Boot image is not installed on boot server.

Action:

Install the boot image on the boot server.

OSS012046
Boot image <name> is not a valid boot image on boot server.

Reason:

The boot image is not properly installed on boot server.

Action:

Reinstall the boot image on the boot server.

OSS012047
OS image <name> not found on boot server.

Reason:
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OS image not properly installed on boot server.

Action:

Reinstall the OS image on the boot server.

OSS012050
Internal error.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

OSS012060
Boot image <name> and OS image <name> are not compatible.

Reason:

This message appears in one of the following scenarios:

• OS image requires a different type of boot image; for example, Windows PE instead of a DOS boot image.
• Boot image and OS image require different access methods; for example, the boot image requires a share access

while the OS image requires TFTP.

Action:

Use a different boot image.

OSS012061
Image pair <boot image name>/<OS image name> not supported by boot server.

Reason:

The boot server does not support any access method (TFTP, Share) common to the boot and OS images.

Action:

You can do one of the following:

• Use a different boot image
• Change the access method of the boot server
• Use a different boot server

OSS012062
Boot image <name> does not support FIPS 140-2 compliant encryption.

Reason:

The boot server uses FIPS 140-2 compliant password encryption but the boot image does not support it.

Action:

Update the boot image or use a different boot server.
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OSS012063
OS image <name> does not support FIPS 140-2 compliant encryption.

Reason:

The boot server uses FIPS 140-2 compliant password encryption but the OS image does not support it.

Action:

Update the OS image or use a different boot server.

Remote Control Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Remote Control Messages

View specific messages by selecting the following:

Remote Control Manager Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Remote Control Manager Messages

View specific messages by selecting the following:

Remote Control Manager GUI Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Remote Control Manager GUI Error Messages

RCG221185

The user username is already defined as a user on this address book group. Please pick another user or group,
or click help for more information.

Reason:

The specified user is already defined as a member of the current address book group, and duplicate users are not
permitted.

Action:

Specify another user or group, or click Help for more information.

RCG221186

You cannot delete inherited permissions. To remove a permission that has been inherited, you have to delete the
permission in the group where it is defined.

Reason:

You have attempted to delete a user permission that is inherited from a parent group, but inherited user permissions
cannot be deleted.
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Action:

To remove a user permission that is designated as inherited, delete it from within the parent group where it is defined.

RCG221187

There is insufficient space to add another address to this computers address list. You can remove other
addresses to make space for a new address.

Reason:

There is not enough space to add another address to this computer's address list.

Action

Remove obsolete addresses to make space for a new address.

RCG221188

The computer you have selected does not appear to be a member of the Remote Control Global Address books
(GAB). Computers appear in the GAB when Remote Control user permissions are defined on the computers
parent group.

Reason:

You have selected a computer that is not a member of the global address book (GAB).

Action:

Go to a group belonging to the address book and select the computer there. If the computer is not yet present in the
address book, you may request an administrator to add it to an address book group.

Remote Control Manager API Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Remote Control Manager API Error Messages

RCM217088

An object could not be processed by the RC manager.

Reason:

Probably a component needed to process the object is not operable.

Action:

Make sure the Remote Control manager and the underlying DBMS are running.

RCM217089

A request to the RC manager timed out.

Reason:

Probably the Remote Control manager is not operable.

Action:
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Make sure the Remote Control manager is running properly. A simple check is to get the previous sessions.

RCM217090

Sending a request to the RC manager failed.

Reason:

Probably the Remote Control manager is not operable.

Action:

Make sure the Remote Control manager is running properly. A simple check is to get the previous sessions.

RCM217091

The RC manager answered a request with "server error."

Reason:

Normally, this is a compatibility problem. The Remote Control manager cannot interpret the request of a client with a
different version.

Action

Make sure the GUI and the Remote Control manager have the same product version.

RCM217092

Not found.

Reason:

The object you tried to access does not exist.

Action:

Specify an existing object.

RCM217093

A request to the RC manager failed to a DBMS error.

Reason:

An error occurred in accessing the encryption component. The installation could be damaged. One possible reason is that
the DBMS is not active. Other possibilities are a bad DBMS configuration and a damaged installation.

Action:

First make sure the DBMS is running properly. If it does and you are not able to obtain any Remote Control related
information from the Remote Control manager, you may attempt to repair the installed software from the Add/Remove
Programs. If that does not resolve the problem, contact CA technical support.

RCM217094

An RC related computer may not exist in particular system groups.

Reason:
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If a Remote Control machine exists in certain groups, it will be unusable there.

Action:

Choose another group for the computer.

RCM217095

A machine with an active RC agent may not be deleted.

Reason:

Deleting a computer with an active Remote Control agent is prohibited, because the administrative work for such a
machine should be kept if a machine is still part of the configuration.

Action:

You may stop the Remote Control agent on the machine you want to delete and retry.

RCM217096

A group operation is prohibited because of the hierarchical relationship between source and destination.

Reason:

A group may not be copied or moved into one of its subgroups.

Action:

None.

RCM217097

More data are available.

Reason:

This is a positive result and you should never see the message.

Action:

This is a programming error. Please contact CA technical support.

RCM217098

The result set for an operation on the RC manager has become invalid.

Reason:

For some operations a result set is kept on the Remote Control manager. If the result set is not used for a while, the
operation is deemed complete and the result set is deleted.

Action:

Repeat what you have done and you will get a new result set to work with.

RCM217099

Duplicate group name within a group.
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Reason:

The names of immediate subgroups of a group must be unique.

Action:

Choose another group name.

RCM217100

A request could not be sent to the RC manager.

Reason:

Probably the Remote Control manager is not up and running.

Action:

Make sure the Remote Control manager is running. A simple check is to get the previous sessions.

RCM217101

A transaction is in progress.

Reason:

This is an internal return code and you should not see this message. The Remote Control manager should retry the
operation internally.

Action:

This is a programming error. Please contact CA technical support

RCM217102

The user is no longer authenticated on the RC manager.

Reason:

If a user does not do any work on the Remote Control manager for some time, the associated authentication will be
dropped.

Action:

Repeat the operation and you will get authenticated again.

RCM217103

The operation is not allowed.

Reason:

Permissions and policies block some operations.

Action:

You may try to get the permission.
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RCM217104

The ongoing operation was not found.

Reason:

The specified operation is not known to the Remote Control manager.

Action:

None.

RCM217105

The machine responsible for security services cannot be reached.

Reason:

The wizard failed to create the Common Configuration Agent component. The operation was aborted. Some operations
cannot be performed if the security provider cannot reach the machine it supports (for instance, a primary domain
controller).

Action:

Make sure the machine used for security purposes is operable and can be reached.

RCM217106

The operation is not supported for this type of object.

Reason:

Not all operations are allowed for all types of object. The GUI should make sure you never see this message.

Action:

This is a programming error. Please contact CA technical support.

RCM217107

Bad arguments have been supplied to an operation.

Reason:

An operation cannot work with unsuitable arguments.

Action:

This is a programming error. Please contact CA technical support.

RCM217152

IRCMessage not initialized.

Reason:

The IRCMessage interface needs to be initialized before working with it. This is a programming error.

Action:

Please contact CA technical support.
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RCM217153

IRCMessage is already initialized.

Reason:

The IRCMessage interface must only be initialized once. This is a programming error.

Action:

Please contact CA technical support.

RCM217154

Could not communicate with partner machine.

Reason:

Probably the Remote Control manager or another Remote Control component is not running properly.

Action:

Make sure the Remote Control manager is running properly.

RCM217155

Unspecified IRCMessage error.

Reason:

This is a communication failure of IRCMessage not covered by any other return code value.

Action:

Make sure CAM and the smserver are available.

RCM217156

The user is no longer authenticated on the RC manager.

Reason:

If a user does not do any work on the Remote Control manager for some time, the associated authentication will be
dropped.

Action:

Repeat the operation and you will get authenticated again.

RCM217157

Sending a request to the RC manager failed.

Reason:

Probably the Remote Control manager is not operable.

Action:

Make sure the Remote Control manager is running properly. A simple check is to get the previous sessions.
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RCM217158

A request to the RC manager timed out.

Reason:

Probably the Remote Control manager is not operable.

Action:

Make sure the Remote Control manager is running properly. A simple check is to get the previous sessions.

RCM217159

Communication partner is not reachable.

Reason:

There may be no network connection, or either CAM or the smserver are down.

Action:

Make sure there is a network connection to the other machine. Also ensure CAM and the smserver are running.

RCM217160

User authentication failed.

Reason:

The credentials passed to authentication are invalid.

Action:

Specify the correct set of credentials for the authentication process.

RCM217216

Unspecified IRCClientAddressBook error.

Reason:

This is an IRCClientAddressBook error not covered by the other return codes.

Action:

Make sure the DBMS for the manager works properly.

RCM217217

IRCClientAddressBook interface not initialised.

Reason:

IRCClientAddressBook must be initialized properly to be operable.

Action:

Please contact CA technical support.
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RCM217218

IRCClientAddressBook has already been initialised.

Reason:

IRCClientAddressBook must be initialized only once.

Action:

Please contact CA technical support.

RCM217219

An IRCClientAddressBook operation was called with bad parameters.

Reason:

The operation cannot be processed when the parameters are not valid.

Action:

Please contact CA technical support.

RCM217220

Object not found.

Reason:

The object cannot be found in the Remote Control address books database.

Action:

Make sure the object is part of the address books. If it is an asset group, check that the group or one of its parents has
been marked as the root group in the address books.

RCM217221

Object not found.

Reason:

The object cannot be found in the common database.

Action:

Please contact CA technical support.

RCM217222

The object is not a member of the current domain.

Reason:

Normally, objects not belonging to the current domain cannot be changed.

Action:

This object can only be changed using its domain/enterprise manager.
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RCM217223

Sending a request to the RC manager failed.

Reason:

Probably the Remote Control manager is not operable.

Action:

Make sure the Remote Control manager is running properly. A simple check is to get the previous sessions.

RCM217224

The RC manager answered a request with “server error”.

Reason:

Normally, this is a compatibility problem. The Remote Control manager cannot interpret the request of a client with a
different version.

Action:

Make sure that the GUI and the Remote Control manager have the same product version.

RCM217225

No permission is defined for the user or a user group the user belongs to for that specific host.

Reason:

Effective settings can only be retrieved if there is a permission defined for the user to the host.

Action:

Define a permission for the host user, or specify another user or another host.

RCM217226

Operation is not allowed for the root node.

Reason:

Particular operations are not allowed on the root node.

Action:

If you really need to perform this operation, the object must be located further down in the hierarchy.

RCM217227

The user information cannot be resolved on the RC manager.

Reason:

Only valid user identifications can be resolved on the manager.

Action:

Enter a valid user identification. If you entered a valid one, please contact CA technical support.
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RCM217228

The user has no access right on the object.

Reason:

The user has no write access to the object; therefore, the user may not change it.

Action:

If you want the user to have write access, assign a security profile to the object where the user has write access.

RCM217229

There is already a permission for the user.

Reason:

There may only be one permission for a user on an address book object.

Action:

Modify the permission if you want to.

RCM217230

The computer cannot be found in the address books database.

Reason:

The computer has not registered with the Remote Control manager or is not part of the address books.

Action:

Check that a Remote Control agent is installed on the machine and has registered with the Remote Control manager. The
computer is registered with the Remote Control manager when you are able to retrieve the Remote Control connection
addresses. Then add the computer to a group that is part of the address books or add the computer’s group to the
address books.

RCM217231

There is a license violation on the RC manager

Reason:

The license limit on the Remote Control manager is exceeded. The current operation is prohibited for this reason.

Action:

Contact the system administrator of the manager machine to solve the license problem.

Remote Control Replayer GUI Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Remote Control Replayer GUI Messages
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RCR5373952
Unable to delete recording file(s) from the hard disk: [set the File Name variable]

File(s) may be in use by another application.

Reason:

The file in question is in use by another instance of the Remote Control replayer or another media player.

You do not have deletion rights to the file.

Action:

Close the offending application.

If you are the owner of the file, you can change your rights using the Windows Explorer.

RCR5373953
Unable to save the replayer settings in the registry.

The layout of the RC registry settings may have been corrupted.

Reason:

The replayer stores its settings in a section of the Windows registry for your user account. The settings must be laid out in
a particular way and must have write access.

Action:

Reinstall the replayer to correct this error.

RCR5373954
The following recording file(s) cannot be deleted while being replayed: [set the File Name variable]

Close the recording file(s) before deletion.

Reason:

The file is being held open by the replayer application, which prevents its deletion.

Action:

Close the recording file before deletion.

RCR5373956
The replay cannot be started, because a dll required by the replayer could not be loaded.

Some of the program files may be missing, or the system may be running low on memory.

Reason:

Some of the program files or dependencies are missing, or the system is running low on memory.

Action:

Close down unnecessary applications to free system resources. If this step fails, reinstall the replayer.
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RCR5373957
The replay cannot be started, because a window for the replay could not be created.

The system may be running low on resources. Try closing some applications, and try again.

Reason:

The system is running low on resources.

Action:

Close some applications and try again.

RCR5373958
The replay cannot be started, because the file [set the File Name variable] could not be opened.

Check that the file exists, and is not locked by another application.

Reason:

The recording file could not be opened. The file name is invalid, you do not have permissions to view the file, or another
application has locked the file.

Action:

If the file does exist, check that you have permissions to read the file and that another application has not locked the file.
For example, if the file is open in another replayer application, or whether the viewer is recording it.

RCR5373960
The replay cannot be started, because the file [set the File Name variable] does not appear to be a valid recording
file.

Reason:

The selected file does not contain valid replayer information. You have selected a file of another type (for example, a Word
document) or the file has become damaged.

Action:

Check that you have selected a file of the correct file type. If the file name is correct, you are able to retrieve it from a
backup of your computer.

RCR5373961
The replay cannot be started, because the version of the file [set the File Name variable] is not supported by the
Replayer.

Please try replaying the file with the correct Replayer.

Reason:

You are trying to open a replay an old version of Remote Control file.

Action:

Install the appropriate version of the Remote Control replayer to play this file, or copy the file to a computer that already
has the appropriate version installed.
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RCR5373962
The replay cannot be started, because the header of the file [set the File Name variable] cannot be read.

Check the file is valid and has not been corrupted.

Reason:

The Remote Control replayer can read the information at the start of the file but cannot understand it. The file is damaged
or is not a replayer file.

Action:

Check that the file you want to replay is actually a Remote Control replayer file. Ask your administrator if it can be
recovered from a backup.

RCR5373963
The replay cannot be started, because a dll required by the replayer could not be loaded.

Some of the program files may be missing, or the system may be running low on memory.

Reason:

The replayer requires a program file to function, but this file is missing or damaged. If the file is present, the computer
does not have enough resources to load it into memory.

Action:

Close all unnecessary programs to free system resources. If this step fails, reinstall the replayer.

RCR5373964
The replay could not be started.

The system may be running low on resources.

Reason:

An internal error occurred while trying to start the replay. The system is running low on resources.

Action:

Close all unnecessary programs to free system resources and try again.

Remote Control Host Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Remote Control Host Messages

View specific messages by selecting the following:

DSM Properties - Remote Control Dialog
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

DSM Properties - Remote Control Dialog
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RCP540000

The local event log file does not exist.

Reason:

URC is not configured to produce a local event log or the file is deleted.

Action:

If you want to store URC events in a local text file, open the common property dialog on the DSM system tray applet and
select the event tab. Enable the local event tab and define a location for the file.

NOTE
On Windows NT, the events are available in the NT event log. See the administrative tools folder in the Start
menu.

RCP540001

The port number of <name> protocol, is not between <lower> and <upper>, enter the port number again.

Reason:

You have entered an invalid port number.

Action:

Enter a port number that is from 1 through 65000.

RCP540002

The location that you specified for the recorded session does not exist, or is not a directory. Specify the location
of a directory where you would like recording files to be saved by default.

Reason:

The specified location does not exist.

Action:

Specify a valid folder for your recordings. You can use the browse button to help you or to create a folder.

RCP540003

The value that has been entered for the Normal Disconnect wait time is invalid. Enter the value again.

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

Enter a number specifying the wait time. The time must be 0 or positive.

RCP540004

The value that you entered for the Abnormal Disconnect wait time is invalid. Enter the value again.

Reason:
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Self-explanatory.

Action:

Enter a number specifying the wait time. The time must be 0 or positive.

RCP540005

The user name that you entered already exists on this security provider. User names have to be unique, verify the
user name that you entered.

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

Enter a unique user name.

RCP540006

The new password that you typed do not match. Enter the same password in both the new and confirm fields.

Reason:

URC insists that you enter the password twice to ensure that you entered the correct password.

Action:

Self-explanatory.

RCP540007

Enter a user name to create a new user.

Reason:

URC uses unique names to identify the users who are allowed to connect.

Action:

Enter a user name that is not blank.

RCP540008

Unable to get global security option from the security provider. Contact CA Technologies Technical Support.

Reason:

This message indicates a fault in the security provider or file damage.

Action:

Self-explanatory.

RCP540009

The master password is incorrect, try again.

Reason:
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Self-explanatory.

Action:

Self-explanatory.

RCP54000A

The old password is incorrect.

Reason:

Note the current password to change a user password.

Action:

Self-explanatory.

RCP54000B

You cannot do this because your account on this computer does not have the required administration rights.

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

Log in as administrator or contact your local IT helpdesk.

RCP54000C

Cannot enable the master password, access was denied.

Reason:

You have not successfully validated the master password yet. This password is used to protect the settings and users that
are stored by a security provider from unauthorized change.

Action:

Enter the master password when prompted.

RCP54000D

Please supply a non-blank password of more than 6 characters. You can use a mixture of letters, numbers and
punctuation.

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

Self-explanatory.
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RCP54000E

The new user <name> was rejected by the security provider. Please check that only letters, numbers and
underscores are used and that the user does not already exist.

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

Self-explanatory.

RCP54000F

One of the objects you entered cannot be found in the specified repository. Check the accuracy of the
information entered or select remove.

Reason:

You have asked the current URC security provider for a user, group, or something else that it cannot find.

Action:

Self-explanatory.

RCP540010

The path to the recording file is too long, after environment variables have been substituted.

Reason:

A fully qualified pathname (drive+folders+filename) cannot be longer than 255 characters.

Action:

Specify another folder or file name.

RCP540011

Unable to create the specified recording file. Check that the path is valid.

Reason:

You have probably specified a folder to which you do not have access rights. It belongs to someone else or the system.

Action:

Specify another folder (for example, My Documents).

Remote Control Host - General
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Remote Control Host - General

RCH530000

Unable to send a message to initiate recording. The RC Host may not be running.
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Reason:

The system tray is a separate application from the URC host itself. When you issue commands such as “start recording”,
the tray sends a message to the host. If the host has stopped for some reason, your request cannot be performed.

Action:

Start the URC host. If you are unable to start, you are logged in to an account that does not have enough privileges. In
this case contact your system administrator or helpdesk.

RCH530001

The desktop to be recorded cannot be opened.

Reason:

The URC host is asked to record a terminal services session that does not exist.

Action:

Contact your system administrator or helpdesk.

RCH530002

A connection with the RC Host's GUI could not be established. Check that the system tray program is running.

Reason:

The DSM system tray applet is set to be disabled.

Action:

1. Start the system tray applet.
2. Click the Windows Start menu.
3. Select Programs/CA/IT Client Manager/DSM Properties.
4. Go to the General tab of the DSM Properties dialog,
5. Clear the Hide icon from the system tray check box to enable the system tray.
6. Click OK.

An icon appears in the system tray area of the taskbar.

RCH530003

The RC Host encountered an unexpected error while starting recording.

Reason:

This error indicates a fault in the host.

Action:

Contact your system administrator or helpdesk.

RCH530004

The recording file could not be created. Check that the target path exists, and you have write access to it.

Reason:

Self-explanatory.
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Action:

Select another folder.

RCH530005

The video capture could not be initiated.

Reason:

You have probably connected to a terminal services session and have asked the host to record. URC does not support
this feature. Or there is a fault in the host.

Action:

Contact your system administrator or helpdesk.

RCH530006

Recording cannot be started, because an incompatible Remote Control session is already in progress.

Reason:

URC cannot record a session if a previous version of URC is already connected.

Action:

If possible, close the existing session otherwise wait for it to finish.

RCH530007

The username or password is incorrect. Please retype them

Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

Self-explanatory.

RCH530008

An error occured starting Chat on the Host machine. Chat is not available.

Reason:

There is a fault in the host.

Action:

Contact your system administrator or helpdesk.

RCH530009

An unexpected error occurred while communicating with the Remote Control session.

Reason:

The remote computer is rebooted or switched off during a session.
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Action:

Check the remote computer is running and try to reconnect.

CAF API Return Code Help
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

CAF API Return Code Help

CAF000000

CAFAPI_OK: Success

Reason:

Everything is working ok.

Action:

No action is required.

CAF000001

CAFAPI_NOTINIT : A caf api function has been called before the api has been initialised.

Reason:

This error indicates an internal programming error.

Action:

Contact your system administrator.

CAF000002

CAFAPI_INTERNALFAILURE: The caf api has failed for an unexpected reason.

Reason:

An internal programming failure occurred.

Action:

Contact your system administrator.

CAF000003

CAFAPI_MSGFAILED: session messaging failed

Reason:

The caf api was unable to send a message through the session messaging.

Action:

Verify that the session messaging DSM service is running otherwise contact your system administrator.
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CAF000004

CAFAPI_BADREPLY: caf returned a bad reply

Reason:

The caf api queried the caf service but received a reply which it could not understand.

Action:

This error indicates an internal programming error. Contact your system administrator.

CAF000005

CAFAPI_ALREADYINIT: api is already initialised

Reason:

The caf api was asked to initialise but had already done so.

Action:

This error indicates an internal programming error. Contact your system administrator.

CAF000006

CAFAPI_BADARGS: bad arguments

Reason:

A function in the caf api was invoked with badly formed arguments.

Action:

This error indicates an internal programming error. Contact your system administrator.

CAF000007

CAFAPI_NOSM: session messaging is not available

Reason:

The session messaging daemon is not running.

Action:

Restart the daemon by the command “caf start cfsmsmd”. If this step fails to resolve the problem, contact your system
administrator.

CAF000008

CAFAPI_FAILED: the function failed

Reason:

A caf api function was invoked but it failed to work.

Action:

This error indicates an internal programming error. Contact your system administrator.
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CAF000009

CAFAPI_NOHOST : Missing host name or credentials.

Reason:

The caf api was asked to connect to a remote host but the credentials or host name were missing.

Action:

Supply the missing information.

CAF000010

CAFAPI_PLUGINRUNNING: the specified plug-in is running

Reason:

This message is for your information only.

Action:

No action is required.

CAF000011

CAFAPI_PLUGINSTOPPED: the specified plug-in is not running

Reason:

This message is for your information only.

Action:

No action is required.

CAF000012

CAFAPI_PLUGINNOTFOUND: the specified plug-in was not found.

Reason:

This error is for your information only.

Action:

No action is required.

CAF000013

CAFAPI_AUTHENTFAILED: authentication failed

Reason:

Caf was asked to connect to a remote host but the supplied credentials were rejected.

Action:

Specify the credentials again.
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CAF000014

CAFAPI_NOPRIV : you need to be an administrator or root

Reason:

For caf commands such as start or stop plug-ins, reboot or log out, you must have administrator credentials to root the
target computer.

Action:

Specify administrator or root credentials.

CAF000015

CAFAPI_PLUGINNOTINSTALLED: the specified plug-in is not installed

Reason:

This message is for your information only.

Action:

No action is required.

CAF000016

CAFAPI_CAFSTOPPED: caf has stopped

Reason:

This message is for your information only.

Action:

No action is required.

CAF000017

CAFAPI_CAFRUNNING: caf is running and ready to accept commands

Reason:

This message is for your information only.

Action:

No action is required.

CAF000018

CAFAPI_CAFSTARTPENDING: caf is starting up

Reason:

This message is for your information only.

Action:

No action is required.
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CAF000019

CAFAPI_CAFSTOPPENDING: caf is stopping

Reason:

This message is for your information only.

Action:

No action is required.

CAF000020

CAFAPI_CAFPAUSED: caf has paused

Reason:

This message is for your information only.

Action:

No action is required.

CAF000021

CAFAPI_CAFPAUSEPENDING: caf is pausing

Reason:

This message is for your information only.

Action:

No action is required.

CAF000022

CAFAPI_CAFCONTINUEPENDING: caf is unpausing

Reason:

This message is for your information only.

Action:

No action is required.

CAF000023

CAFAPI_CAFSTATEUNKNOWN: caf is in an unknown state

Reason:

This message is for your information only. The state of caf cannot be determined.

Action:

No action is required.
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CAF000024

CAFAPI_INVALIDPLUGIN: the plug-in name is invalid

Reason:

The caf api has been asked to do something with a plug-in whose name was not recognized.

Action:

Specify the correct plug-in name. The name is not entered correctly.

CAF000025

CAFAPI_NOCONFIG: configuration information is unavailable

Reason:

Caf is unable to obtain some required information from the configuration store. It is corrupt.

Action:

Contact your system administrator.

Remote Control Viewer GUI Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Remote Control Viewer GUI Messages

RCV5308416
Unable to add address <address> to address book. The address book entry is full.

Reason:

The total number of characters that can be entered is 255.

Action:

Omit one or more addresses.

RCV5308417
Please enter an address.

Reason:

The viewer cannot connect to this computer unless it knows where it is.

Action:

Enter the network address of this computer, for example, c1.mycompany.com or 123.123.123.42. If you do not know the
network address, ask your network administrator.

RCV5308418
Cannot move this item because the target [set the File Name variable] already exists.

Reason:
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The viewer cannot move this file because the target folder already contains another file of the same name. File and folder
names have to be unique within the same parent folder.

Action:

Check that the file you want to move and the target folder are the correct ones. If so, then move the existing file to another
folder or rename it.

RCV5308419
Could not get the Security Providers from the Management Server. Check that the Management Server is running
and contactable.

Reason:

A remote server manages the Remote Control which provides all security services (among others). The server is down or
the network link is broken.

Action:

Contact your network administrator.

RCV5308420
You cannot copy a folder or file onto itself.

Reason:

This can happen if you select a file, copy it, and then try to paste it into the same folder. It can also happen if you drag a
folder from the list view of Remote Control Explorer to the same folder in the tree view.

Action:

Check that you are copying this file to the correct place.

RCV5308421
This session does not have control of the host and so cannot reboot or log off.

Reason:

You are connected in view or stealth mode or you do not otherwise have control of the remote host. Since, you do not
have control, you cannot reboot or log out.

Action:

Reconnect in a mode, such as shared or exclusive, that allows control of the host.

RCV5308422
There were no entries that matched your search criteria.

Reason:

The address book does not contain the computer that you specified.

Action:

Verify that your search criteria is correct.
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RCV5308423
An active Session already exists with this computer. You will now be taken to that session.

Reason:

You are already connected to the computer you specified in the wizard.

Action:

No action is required. The viewer automatically moves to the connected session.

RCV5308424
An address book entry already exists with the name <entryname>. Change the computer name, or de-select the
option to create an address book entry.

Reason:

You have asked the wizard to create a new entry in the address book which is already there. The names of entries have to
be unique within an address book. You can, have the same names in other books.

Action:

Specify a new name for your entry or place it in another address book. You can also delete the existing entry if you no
longer need it.

RCV5308425
You have not specified a computer address. You have to specify a network name or address to connect to a
remote computer.

Reason:

You have asked the Connection wizard to connect to a computer without specifying its network address. Remote Control
must know the address of a remote computer to connect to it.

Action:

Supply the network address, for example, box1.mycompany.com or 192.42.42.42. If you do not know the address, ask
your network administrator.

RCV5308426
You have not specified a computer name. If you want to create an entry in the address book, specify a computer
name.

Reason:

Entries in address books are identified and accessed using their names. You cannot create an entry without naming it.

Action:

Specify a name for your new entry. Names must be unique within an address book.

RCV5308427
You have not specified a location for the recorded session file.

Reason:
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You have asked the Connection wizard to record the session, but you have not told it where to store the recording.

Action:

Specify an existing folder in which to store the recording file.

RCV5308428
You have not specified a username. The username field cannot be empty.

Reason:

The wizard needs to log onto the remote computer using the user name and password that you specify.

Action:

Specify a user name which is valid for the computer that you want to connect to. Usually the user name is your own if, you
are in a domain, or you can contact your network administrator.

RCV5308436
An address book with that name already exists. Address book names have to be unique.

Reason:

You are attempting to create a new address book which already exists.

Action:

Specify a different name for the book.

RCV5308437
A duplicate computer name has been found in the Address Book. Please enter a computer name that is unique to
this branch of the address book.

Reason:

A computer with that name already exists in this address book. Computer names have to be unique within the same
address book.

Action:

Specify a different name for the computer.

RCV5308438
Please enter an address for this protocol.

Reason:

Remote Control must know the network address of the computer in this address book entry to connect with it.

Action:

Specify a suitable address for the network protocol to be used to connect to the computer. For example, using the TCP/IP
protocol, you could enter an address in the form box1.mycompany.com or 192.42.42.42.
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RCV5308439
You cannot drop an object onto one of its children.

Reason:

When moving address book items between nested books, you have tried to drop a parent book onto something that it
contains. For example, if address book A contains book B, you get this error if you try to drop book A into book B. You
cannot have the situation where A contains B and B contains A simultaneously.

Action:

No further action is required.

RCV5308440
You cannot drop an item onto itself.

Reason:

When moving address book items, you have tried to move an item inside itself. This error can happen when dragging
items from the tree view to same item in the list view.

Action:

No further action is required.

RCV5308441
Unable to redirect host printing to viewer

Reason:

The viewer was unable to connect to the local printer and, therefore, cannot redirect it to the host. This error can happen if
the local printer driver is missing or damaged in some way.

Action:

Check your local printer settings. Try a test print from a Microsoft Office application to see if the printer itself is working
properly. If all else fails, contact your network administrator.

RCV5308442
Failed to stop recording.

Reason:

Remote Control was unable to update the file header or flush out the remaining recording data from memory.

Action:

There is a problem on your disk. Run Chkdsk /f to fix any problems.

RCV5308443
A computer with the name <name> already exists in Favorites

Reason:

Computers in the Favorites list must have unique names. You have probably already added this computer.
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Action:

No action is required.

RCV5308444
The remote computer failed to delete [set the File Name variable]. The reason given was <reason>.

Reason:

The Remote Control host was asked to delete a file on the remote computer but was unable to do so. You do not own the
file, the file is open in another application, or is protected from deletion.

Action:

Check your access rights to this file and check if it is already open. If you think that you can delete this file but after these
checks still cannot, contact your network administrator.

RCV5308445
Cannot rename [set the File Name variable]: A file with the name you specified already exists. Please specify a
different name.

Reason:

The operating system requires that files have unique names within the same parent folder; otherwise, it cannot distinguish
between them.

Action:

Specify a different name, or move the existing file to a different location.

RCV5308446
[set the File Name variable] does not exist.

Reason:

You have asked to copy, rename, or delete a file on the local computer but Remote Control cannot find it anymore. This
error can happen if something else apart from the Remote Control viewer deletes or moves the file. The list of files that
are displayed in the viewer can get out of date, the list is not updated until Remote Control does something to a file or you
press f5 to refresh the list.

Action:

No action is possible.

RCV5308447
The file transfer operation failed

Reason:

This error appears because the host on the remote computer did not accept the message from the viewer to perform the
file transfer. This error can happen if the network connection is lost.

Action:

Check that you are still connected to the remote host and reconnect if necessary.
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RCV5308448
You do not have the privilege to use file transfer.

Reason:

Your user ID on the remote host does not have the permission to use file transfer. Users can have a number of
permissions which control what they are allowed to do on remote computers. Your account is not allowed to do file
transfer.

Action:

Ask your network administrator to give you permission.

RCV5308449
The remote computer did not respond in a reasonable time so the requested operation has been cancelled.

Reason:

The remote host is running slowly if another application is consuming all available CPU. The host is stopped or was
terminated during the file transfer operation.

Action:

Check that you are still connected.

RCV5308450
Unable to start recording to the file [set the File Name variable]. The filename may be invalid.

Reason:

Remote Control has given a file name which is the operating system has rejected. The characters from the alphabet,
numbers, <space>, underscore, or dashes is permitted.

Action:

Specify the file name again in which to store the recording.

RCV5308451
Authority list is not available, check the address is correct.

Reason:

The viewer attempted to get the list of authenticating authorities from the management server but was unable to do so. An
authority is used to validate your user name and password when connecting to a remote host.

Action:

Ask your network administrator if the management server is up. If you know the authority, you could also enter the user
name in the form:

<authority>://repository/user

For example, winnt://mydomain/myuser

RCV5308452
The host refuses to reboot because you do not have the required permission.
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Reason:

Your user ID on the remote host does not have the permission to reboot the computer. Users can have a number of
permissions that control what they are allowed to do on remote computers. Your account is not allowed to reboot.

Action:

Ask your network administrator to give you permission.

RCV5308453
Internal error. Invalid parameters were passed to object method.

Reason:

This error indicates a bug in Remote Control.

Action:

Ask your network administrator if any updates are available for the Remote Control viewer.

RCV5308454
You cannot connect to a legacy RC host using unified logon. Supply a username and password.

Reason:

The DSM r11 version of Remote Control can use unified logon to connect to the r11 version of the host running on the
remote computer. Remote Control v6.0 does not support this feature. A unified logon means that the viewer can use your
existing logon credentials on the remote, so that you do not have to enter your password when connecting.

Action:

Enter a user name and password suitable for the remote computer.

RCV5308455
License violation on the management server. No global address book data retrieved.

Reason:

The management server, that is, enterprise or domain manager, is licensed for a particular number of users and this
number has been reached.

Action:

Ask your network administrator if this number of users can be increased by purchasing extra licenses.

RCV5308456
The management server name is blank. This field cannot be left blank.

Reason:

The viewer must know the name of the management server, that is, enterprise or domain manager, to connect to it.

Action:

Supply the name of the server, or contact your network administrator.
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RCV5308458
The chat window could not be created. The system might be running low on resources.

Reason:

Other applications are consuming all available system resources, such as memory or disk, leaving none for Remote
Control.

Action:

Close all unnecessary applications on the local computer and try again.

RCV5308459
The chat session could not be started. Check that you have the correct permissions to allow chat on the Host
computer.

Reason:

Users have a list of permissions that control what they are allowed to do on the remote computer. The user account that
you are using does not have chat permission.

Action:

Ask your network administrator for the permission on your account.

RCV5308460
You have not entered a name for the computer. Go to the Name Tab and enter a name and description for the
computer you are creating.

Reason:

Remote Control distinguishes between computers in an address book using their names.

Action:

Enter a name for this computer. The description is optional.

RCV5308461
You have not given this computer a name.

Reason:

Remote Control distinguishes between computers in an address book using their names.

Action:

Enter a name for this computer. The description is optional.

RCV5308462
File transfer is not available.

Reason:

The necessary components of the Remote Control viewer to support the file transfer is not installed or are damaged in
some way.
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Action:

Reinstalling the viewer fixes this problem.

RCV5308463
Dropping on multiple targets is not permitted.

Reason:

A file or subfolder can only exist in one folder at a time. You have asked Remote Control to drop a file or subfolder into
more than one folder.

Action:

Select one destination folder.

RCV5308464
You do not have permission to get files from the host.

Reason:

Users have a list of permissions that control what they are allowed to do on the remote computer. The user account that
you are using does not allow you to get files from the remote computer.

Action:

Ask your network administrator for the permission on your account.

RCV5308465
You do not have permission to send files to the host.

Reason:

Users have a list of permissions that control what they are allowed to do on the remote computer. The user account that
you are using does not allow you to send files to the remote computer.

Action:

Ask your network administrator for the permission on your account.

RCV5308466
Moving files and folders on the remote host is not permitted.

Reason:

The Remote Control viewer does not support file transfer within the remote computer, only to and from the local to the
remote.

Action:

No action is possible.

RCV5308467
Remote to remote file transfers are not permitted.
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Reason:

The Remote Control viewer does not support file transfer within the remote computer, only to and from the local to the
remote.

Action:

No action is possible.

RCV5308469
No address book has been retrieved from this manager. You need to use the DSM Explorer to configure the
Global Address Book on the management server.

Reason:

To obtain a global address book, the viewer must contact a Remote Control management server. To contact a Remote
Control management server, specify the network address and suitable credentials.

Action:

Contact your network administrator for this information. You can then configure the global address book by left-clicking the
tree node on the left side of the Remote Control Explorer and selecting Properties.

RCV5308470
You have not configured any connection addresses. Go to the Connection tab and enter at least one connection
address.

Reason:

You have asked Remote Control to connect to a remote computer, but the viewer does not know the location in the
network.

Action:

Open the computer in the local address book, select the Connection tab, and enter the address and protocol.

RCV5308471
You have to enter a name for the new address book

Reason:

Remote Control identifies address books by name.

Action:

Specify a name for the new address book. Any combination of letters and numbers is permitted.

RCV5308472
No users were found in the given repository.

Reason:

A repository is a place where the details of user accounts are stored, for example, ldap directory or a Windows domain.
The viewer has asked the selected repository for a list of users but received none.

Action:
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Ask your network administrator if the remote repository computer is up.

RCV5308473
The requested operation would produce duplicate items.

Reason:

You are moving items from one address book to another, but one or more of the items already exists in the target book.
Items such as computers and subaddress books must have names that are unique in the parent book.

Action:

Delete the items that are duplicated or revise the items that you want to move.

RCV5308474
Value Out Of Range

Reason:

You have entered a number which the viewer cannot accept.

Action:

Enter a number within the specified low and high bounds.

RCV5308475
Unable to automatically set up the printer on the host's redirected printer port. You must manually install the
printer on the host before printing

Reason:

The host must install the same printer driver as you have for your local printer to allow redirection of printing from host to
viewer. The driver is unavailable or is damaged in some way.

Action:

Try a manual installation of the printer on the host computer. If this step fails, ask your network administrator for an update
driver file.

RCV5308476
The protocol for 'Address' is not installed. Select another address or press Cancel.

Reason:

Special software components that can be installed with the viewer support the network protocols. To use the tcp/ip
protocol, for example, to connect to a remote computer, you must have the tcp/ip component. This file is either missing or
damaged.

Action:

Reinstalling the viewer fixes this problem.
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RCV5308477
A new Remote Control session could not be created. The specified address may not be valid, or the requested
protocol was not available

Reason:

The remote computer is down or cannot be contacted. The specified address is invalid. Another possibility is that the
specified protocol has not been installed on your computer.

Action:

Check that the network address of the remote computer is valid. Ask your network administrator if the computer is up. If it
is running, reinstall the viewer.

RCV5308478
A Remote Control session to the specified computer is already in progress. Switching to active session...

Reason:

You have already connected to this computer and established a remote control session.

Action:

None required. Remote Control displays this session.

RCV5308479
The recording file path name you have specified is too long. Specify a shorter path.

Reason:

The maximum length of a file name including drive letter and all directories is 260 characters.

Action:

Specify another location with a shorter path name or a shorter file name.

RCV5308480
The remote host is busy now with another transfer. Try again when the current transfer has finished.

Reason:

The Remote Control viewer can only do one file transfer at a time.

Action:

Wait for the current transfer to complete before attempting another.

RCV5308481
The repository field is blank. This field cannot be left blank.

Reason:

A repository is a place where the details of user accounts are stored, for example, an ldap directory or a Windows domain.
Repositories are identified by name.

Action:
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Enter the correct name. If you are unsure of the name, ask your network administrator.

RCV5308482
The source folder is the same as the target folder.

Reason:

You are attempting to move or copy a file within the same folder. Files must be unique within a folder.

Action:

Choose another folder.

RCV5308483
Select a valid repository

Reason:

A repository is a place where the details of user accounts are stored, for example, an ldap directory or a Windows domain.
Repositories are identified by name.

Action:

Enter the correct name. If you are unsure of the name, ask your network administrator.

RCV5308484
Select a user.

Reason:

Remote Control does not know which user you want to add to this address book entry.

Action:

Select a user.

RCV5308485
The Host computer does not have the required printer drivers installed. Do you want to install them now?

Reason:

The printer redirection requires the same printer driver on both the viewer and host computers.

Action:

If you select Yes, the driver is copied from the viewer to the host and the driver is installed on the remote computer. This
process longer if you have a slow connection.

RCV5308487
Failed to log in: Check Domain Name, User, and Password are correct.

Reason:

The specified credentials that are used to contact the Remote Control manager are invalid.

Action:
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Check and reenter the credentials.

RCV5308488
The username is blank, this field cannot be left blank.

Reason:

In order to connect to the specified remote repository, the viewer needs a user name and password.

Action:

Specify the user name for this repository. If you are unsure, ask your network administrator.

RCV5308489
The user name for the connection has not been supplied. Enter another username or clear the “specify user”
check box.

Reason:

The viewer needs a user name and password to connect to this remote host.

Action:

Specify the user name for this computer. If you are unsure, ask your network administrator.

Reporter Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

  Reporter Messages  

REP001001
The Reporter has detected 1 or more orphan results in the database.

These results are no longer linked to any Report Template, and are not visible in the Reporter Application. Do you
want the Reporter to delete these results and their tables from the database?

Reason

Result tables with no relation to templates and not displayed in the graphical user interface were found in the database.

Action

Delete these results to make space in the database.

REP001002
You have insufficient rights to create Scheduled Reports.

If you need to be able to schedule reports, please contact your Administrator.

Reason

You have insufficient rights to create scheduled reports.

Action
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Contact your administrator.

REP001003
The scheduled report is not linked.

Do you want to link the job to an engine?

Reason

If the scheduled report is not linked to an engine, it will not be executed.

Action

Link the scheduled report to an engine to let the scheduling take effect.

REP001004
The result set no longer exist in the database.

It may have been deleted by another user, or replaced by a new result.

Reason

The result set you were working on has been removed from the database, and your current operation cannot proceed.

Action

Cancel your current result related action, and refresh the result list to reflect currently existing results.

REP001005
Generating the customized view for this result may take some time. Press OK to continue, or Cancel to view the
result in standard list view.

Reason

This warning appears because the preferences option Ask before generating large views has been enabled.

Action

Click OK to generate the view. Click Cancel to display the result in standard detail view instead.

REP001006
A field needed for the default view is not present in the result. Standard detail view will be used instead.

Reason

One or more of the fields that should be part of the custom view are no longer in the report.

Action

The view cannot be created, so the result will load in standard detail view. You can redefine the report's view through its
properties.

REP001007
This name is already used for another table in the database.
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Reason

When saving a result or another object that will create a new table in the database, you have chosen a name that already
exists.

Action

Use a name that is unique in the database.

REP001008
Unable to save the result set.

Results names can contain the characters A-Z, 0-9 and _ only, and must start with a letter.

Reason

When saving a result or another object that will create a new table in the database, you have chosen a name that contains
invalid characters.

Action

Enter a name that starts an a letter, and that only contains alphanumeric characters.

REP001009
Unable to create file. The file may be locked by another process, or you may not be authorized to perform this
operation.

Reason

The operating system has denied access to the file.

Action

Check your operating system access settings for the specified file and check if another application has the file open.

REP001010
Are you sure you want to delete all statistical information for this Report Template?

Reason

Statistical information includes the last duration time, the average duration and the last user running the report. This
message indicates that you are about to reset the information.

Action

Click OK to reset the information or click Cancel to keep the current information.

REP001011
The file may be invalid, the Template name may conflict with existing objects, or you may have insufficient rights.

Reason

An unspecified error occurred whilst importing the report template.

Action

Check the possible causes listed in the message, and retry the import. If the error persists, the file may be corrupt.
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REP001012
One or more Templates were not exported due to insufficient user rights.

Reason

During the export, one or more templates that you don't have access to, were skipped.

Action

No action necessary. If you need access to a skipped report contact your security administrator

REP001013
Not all report templates were successfully exported.

Reason

An unspecified error occurred during the export of one or more report templates

Action

None.

REP001014
The folder cannot be deleted because it is not empty. This behaviour can be changed through the Preferences
settings in the Tools menu.

Reason

A folder can only be deleted if it is empty. Select Allow deletion of non-empty folders to make it possible to delete non-
empty folders.

Action

Make sure the folder is empty before deleting it, or make sure that Allow deletion of non-empty folders is selected.

REP001015
One or more objects could not be deleted due to insufficient user rights.

Reason

You did not have proper access rights to complete all affected objects

Action

Contact your security administrator if you need access to delete one or more objects remaining.

REP001016
Do you want to skip import of all already existing templates?

Reason

One or more templates being imported already exist on the system.

Action
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Click Yes to automatically skip all templates that conflicts with existing data. Click No to address each duplicate
separately.

REP001017
This field is already in the Report.

Reason

You are trying to add a field to the report, but the field is already in the report.

Action

The same field can occur only once in a report template.

REP001018
Having no specific filename can make the result contain thousands of rows for each computer, and will increase
workload dramatically. It is highly recommended to specify a filename, or part of a filename (e.g. *.xls, *movie*.*).

Continue including all files?

Reason

By not filtering the files to include, the result may grow extremely large and take hours or even days to complete.

Action

It is highly recommended that you supply a filter to include a specific type of files only or that you limit the computers
included in the report query.

REP001019
You need to supply a valid name for the object.

Reason

Filename is empty or invalid. You need to supply a valid name for this object.

Action

Enter a valid name.

REP001020
You need to supply a valid name for the file. Filename is empty or invalid.

Reason

The filename is empty or invalid.

Action

Enter a valid name for the file.

REP001021
The number of scheduled results to keep must be between 1 and 99.
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Reason

When scheduling a report, you can choose how many individual results from the scheduling should be kept.

Action

Enter a number between 1 and 99.

REP001022
Please provide a valid e-mail address.

Reason

The e-mail address does not exist or is not valid.

Action

Enter a valid e-mail address.

REP001023
You need to supply a table name.

Reason

The name for the database table you are creating is missing.

Action

Enter a name for the database table you are creating.

REP001024
The maximum length of the auto generated number is 9 digits.

Reason

When scheduling a report, the auto-generated part of the DB table name can be no more than 9 digits long

Action

Correct the number to be in the given interval.

REP001025
The selected date range is not valid.

Select a valid date range, or disable the date range option.

Reason

The selected date range is not valid.

Action

Select a valid date range, or disable the date range option.
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REP001026
No fields of this type are available in the database. Inventory of this type has to be collected to the database at
least once, to be available for reporting.

Reason

The reporter can only handle fields present in the database. You must have collected this type of inventory before you can
report on it.

Action

Make sure your agents are configured for collecting the information for the report.

REP001027
No fields of this type are available in the database. Inventory of this type has to be collected to the database at
least once, to be available for reporting.

You also need to replicate the data at least once to the Enterprise database.

Reason

The reporter can only handle fields present in the database. You need to have collected this type of inventory and have it
replicated at least once to the enterprise database.

Action

If the information is to be available for reporting, your agents must be configured for collecting it.

Make sure that the information has been replicated. Fields that have been replicated to the enterprise database are
available in the Reporter. You do not need to replicate the information regularly as the Reporter can get current values for
the fields directly from the domain database through Direct Domain Reporting.

NOTE
You only need to replicate the information once.

REP001028
A Report Template can contain a maximum of 250 fields, including system fields not available to the user. This
report has reached the maximum number of fields.

Reason

The report contains the maximum number of fields.

Action

None.

REP001029
The general object fields cannot be moved or mixed with other fields.

They always appear as the first fields, in fixed order.

Reason

Fields like AREA, NAME, TYPE, PLATFORM, LAST AGENT RUN are all generic object fields. If they are in the report,
they have fixed positions in the top of the field list.
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Action

You cannot move the generic object fields or place other fields between them. You can move and change the order of
other fields.

REP001030
A valid Query cannot be made from the current selection. Please verify if selecting a sub-item is required.

Reason

The query node selected in the Quick Query tree cannot be used as a query.

Action

Select another query node, possibly a sub-node to the node already selected.

REP001031
The original Query settings for the Template is not valid, as one of the Query elements does not exist on this
system.

Reason

The report template specifies a query setting that does not match the available options on the current system.

Action

Open the properties of the report template and choose a query or quick query that is valid for the current system.

REP001032
Please edit the name to be 64 characters or shorter.

Reason

The name is too long.

Action

Enter a name that contains up to 64 characters.

REP001033
Please provide a name that does not already exist in this location.

Reason

The name is not unique

Action

Enter a new name.

REP001034
Delete all filter arguments, leaving the filter blank?

Reason
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Choosing this command will delete all the filter arguments.

Action

Click OK to clear the filter or click Cancel to keep the current filter settings.

REP001035
The filter definition is not valid, and will cause problems during SQL processing. You can reset the filter by
choosing 'Delete -> All args'."

Reason

An unspecified error occurred while processing the filter.

Action

Delete the filter as it can prevent the result from being loaded.

REP001036
The template or the result set may have been deleted by another reporter instance.

Filter definitions cannot be saved.

Reason

The object you were editing the filter for does not exist in the database. It may have been deleted by another user or by
result recycling.

Action

Cancel the current operation, and refresh the object list to display currently available results or templates.

REP001037
Are you sure you want to delete the custom view for this report template?

Reason

This command will delete the custom view for the template.

Action

Click OK to delete the view definition or click Cancel to keep the current view settings.

REP001038
The current style setting for the view is not valid. The style may be unavailable to this Reporter installation. The
default style will be selected instead.

Reason

The template specifies a view style that is not available on the system.

Action

The setting is automatically switched to the default view style. If necessary, open the template's properties to select from
the available view styles.
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REP001039
Removing this group will also remove the groups defined below it. Are you sure you want to remove this group?

Reason

You are removing a group from the view, and this group has one or more groups nested below it.

Action

Proceed to remove the group and its sub-groups, or cancel to keep all groups.

REP001040
The field or the summary type you selected is not valid. Select a valid field and summary combination, or select
Cancel.

Reason

You are assigning a summary to a field that does not support this type of summary.

Action

Make sure that the summaries you select matches the fields you select them for.

REP001041
Selected object does not match the tutorial

Reason:

The tutorial action you selected is not valid for the object currently selected in the application window. Please select an
object relevant for the current tutorial before using the command links.

To use the tutorials, you must perform the given steps in that order. If selecting a tutorial step without going through the
preparations, the report or folder involved in that step may not be selected or available, and the step will fail.

Action:

Make sure to perform the tutorial steps in the given order, and make necessary preparations as described in the tutorial.

REP001042
Please specify the name of the DSN that should be used for the export.

Reason:

When exporting a result set to an external data source, you need to use the ODBC settings on your local machine to
create this data source, and provide the data source name (DSN) in the reporter export settings.

Action:

Write the name of the ODBC data source you want to export the result to.

REP001043
Please specify the username to use with the DSN.

Reason:

When exporting a result to an external data source, you must provide the necessary credentials to connect to that data
source, including the user name to be used.
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Action:

Write the user name to be used with the ODBC data source.

REP001044
Exporting result to other format than HTML View

Reason:

The result you are exporting is displayed using a view, which may use features like grouping of data, summaries and
totals. If you export this result to any format other than 'Custom HTML View', please be aware that the export will reflect
the basic data of the result, not the features implemented in the view.

When a report uses the view functionality to format and group the result, you should be aware that this formatting,
grouping and any summaries used will not be part of the export, unless you use HTML view as the export format.

Action:

Proceed to export the result, but be aware that features and formatting that has been done through the view functionality
will not be part of the export, since another export format was chosen.

Data Transport Services Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Data Transport Services Messages

View specific messages by selecting the following:

Checkpoint Restart Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Checkpoint Restart Error Messages

340
Failed to read in status file

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to read and/or process the specified transfer status file.

1. %1 status file name

Action:

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to access the data.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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341
Failed to restart transfer

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to restart a transfer due to failure in reading data.

Action:

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to access the data.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

342
Checkpoint restart failed. File size does not match number of parcels transferred. Restarting from parcel 1. File=

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to complete the current data transfer because the file being transferred has changed,
due to the checkpoint restart. The transfer will be restarted from the beginning.

1. %1 name of the output file
2. Action:

Ensure that you are not writing or updating the output file.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

343
Checkpoint restart failed. Failed to seek to the correct position in file . Seek position=

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to access and set the file-pointer position in the specified file.

1. %1 name of the file
2. %2 position within the file

Action:

Ensure the file is not being used by any other process.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

344
Checkpoint restart failed. Original output file being appended to has been deleted. File=

Reason:
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The Data Transport Agent is unable complete the transfer, because the original output file has been deleted.

1. %1 name of the file

Action:

Ensure that the file was not removed during the time between the original transfer failure and the checkpoint restart.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

Command Line Auto Discovery Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Command Line Auto Discovery Error Messages

1101 E
Failed to match the name retrieved from the agent <actual name> with the Common Object Repository name
<name> or Common Object Repository label <label>. The Common Object Repository address could be pointing
to the wrong machine. Update the Common Object Repository label with the name retrieved from the agent.

Notes:

This message is applicable only for computers running Data Transport Service at Release 1.1, Service Pack 1, or higher
releases.

• This message occurs if you are executing Auto Discovery by using tngdtsad command from the command line.

Reason:

The error occurs during Data Transport Service Auto Discovery. The actual name of a Data Transport Agent machine did
not match the name of the corresponding machine object in the Common Object Repository (COR).

Action:

Compare the name, label, and address defined for the machine in the COR with the actual name of machine, the actual-
name in the error message. The Data Transport Agent returns this actual  name in the error message. To check and
configure machines in the COR, see the Data Transport Service Administration Client online help.

• If the COR name or label is same as the actual name returned by Data Transport Agent, then Auto Discovery is
discovering the correct agent. Try Step. If the problem persists, try Step 2.
– Step 1: Turn off the case sensitive for Auto-Discovery. If you are using the Auto Discovery GUI, ensure that the

Case-sensitive box is not checked. If you are using the tngdtsad command-line command, specify the -Ni option.
– Step 2: Change the COR label of the machine being discovered to match exactly the actual name of machine.

• If the COR name or label is different from the actual name of machine, then the address that is specified for this
machine in the COR is outdated and points to the wrong machine. Therefore, Auto Discovery does not discover the
machine.

Update the address for this machine in COR. This specifies the correct address for the machine being discovered. If the
problem persists, rerun WorldView Enterprise Discovery. For instructions to perform both tasks, see the documentation or
online help for WorldView.

Rerun Data Transport Service Auto Discovery.
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DTS Administration Client Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

DTS Administration Client Error Messages

 

NOTE
These messages are applicable only for computers running Data Transport Service at Release 3.0 or higher
releases.

2000
Connection to machine name was successful, but the Data Transport Agent is not the same agent as previously
discovered.

Reason:

The identity of this machine object of the Data Transport Agent system in the Common Object Repository previously
matched the identity for this Data Transport Agent system. But the two identities are now different. So, you can no longer
use the Administration Client to administer this Data Transport Agent system. The possible causes are:

• The address of this machine object of the system in the Common Object Repository is outdated and could be the
address of another system running a Data Transport Agent.

• This system has undergone major changes, such as the reinstallation of the operating system. So, the system identity
has changed and now differs from the identity that the previous Auto Discovery has recorded.

Action:

First perform a WorldView Enterprise Discovery.

Perform a Data Transport Service Auto Discovery. For instructions, see the Data Transport Service WorldView
Administration Client.

2001 1
Failed to save browser parameter.

Reason:

The browser parameters could not be set. The computer being browsed is turned off or the Data Transport Services are
not running. The network is experiencing difficulty.

Action:

Ensure that the computer being browsed and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the browser computer.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2002 1
Failed to get path to temporary directory.

Reason:

The path to temporary directory could not be retrieved from the operating system.

Action:
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Ensure that any paths defined by the environmental variable TMP or TEMP exist and can be accessed.

2003 1
Failed to connect to agent on machine name. Please check that the agent is running.

Reason:

The agent computer or its Data Transport Service services is turned off. The network is experiencing difficulty.

Action:

Ensure that the agent computer and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the agent computer.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2004
Failed to save agent runtime parameters.

Reason:

The agent configuration policy parameters could not be set. The agent computer or its Data Transport Service services is
turned off. The network is experiencing difficulty.

Action:

Ensure that the agent computer and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the agent computer.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2005
Failed to retrieve runtime parameter parameter name.

Reason:

The Manager or Agent runtime parameters could not be retrieved. The Manager or Agent computer or its Data Transport
Service services are turned off. The network is experiencing difficulty.

Action:

Ensure that the Manager or Agent computer and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the Manager or Agent computer.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2006
User authentication failed while attempting to connect to the browser.

Reason:

A security violation has occurred on the browser computer.

Action:

Ensure that the username and password that is used to access the computer being browsed are correct.
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If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2007
Failed to retrieve logfile.

Reason:

The log file could not be retrieved. The Data Transport Service computer storing the log file or its Data Transport Service
services is turned off. The network is experiencing difficulty. See the trace window for further information.

Action:

Ensure that the computer and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the Data Transport Service computer.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2008
Failed to read search results from file filename.

Reason:

The Administration Client failed to read the results of the find operation from the specified file.

Action:

Ensure that you have access to the specified directory.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2009
Insufficient memory to perform operation.

Reason:

The machine on which the requested operation is to be performed does not have enough memory for the operation.

Action:

Try closing any unnecessary windows and applications. Then try the operation again.

If the problem persists, then stop and restart the client application that uses Data Transport Service. For example,
Advantage Data Transport or Software Distribution Manager.

2010
Failed to retrieve agent list from server.

Reason:

The list of agents could not be retrieved. See the trace window for further information.

Action:

Ensure that the Network Object Server computer and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the Network Object Server computer.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.
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2011
Failed to retrieve manager list from server.

Reason:

The list of Managers could not be retrieved. The Network Object Server computer or its Data Transport Service services is
turned off. The network is experiencing difficulty. See the trace window for further information.

Action:

Ensure that the Network Object Server computer and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the Network Object Server computer.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2012
Failed to connect to server machine name.

Reason:

The server computer or its Data Transport Service services are turned off. The network is experiencing difficulty.

Server computer: Network Object Server, Transfer Object Server, or Schedule Object Server.

Action:

Ensure that the server computer and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the server computer.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2013
Failed to connect to the Browser on machine name.

Reason:

The Data Transport Service Browser computer or its Data Transport Service services are turned off. The network is
experiencing difficulty.

Action:

Ensure that the Browser computer and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the Browser computer.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2014
Failed to retrieve agent folders list from server.

Reason:

The agent folder list could not be retrieved. The Network Object Server computer or its Data Transport Service services
are turned off. The network is experiencing difficulty. See the trace window for further information.

Action:

Ensure that the Network Object Server computer and its Data Transport Service services are running.
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Try pinging the Transfer Object Server computer.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2015
Failed to set group property.

Reason:

The group property could not be set. See the trace window for further information.

Action:

Ensure that the Network Object Server computer and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the Network Object Server computer.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2016
Failed to create agent group.

Reason:

The agent group could not be created. The Network Object Server computer or its Data Transport Service services are
turned off. The network is experiencing difficulty.

Action:

Ensure that the Network Object Server computer and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the Network Object Server computer.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2017
Connecting to machine name will disconnect your current connection. Do you wish to proceed?

Reason:

You are being prompted to confirm your request to connect to a new Network Object Server. If you confirm the request,
your current server gets disconnected and you get connected to the requested server.

Action:

Confirm or cancel the request.

2018
Failed to delete group group name. Groups containing sub-groups or agents cannot be deleted. Please remove
any sub-items and try again.

Reason:

The agent group could not be deleted, because it still contains agents or subgroups.

Action:

Move remaining agents or subgroups from the group name to the Agent Root node or to another agent group.
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Try again to delete the group name.

2019
Failed to delete group group name.

Reason:

The agent group could not be deleted, see the trace window for further information.

Action:

Ensure that the Network Object Server computer and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the Network Object Server computer.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2020
Failed to retrieve run-time parameters from agent.

Reason:

The agent runtime parameters could not be retrieved. The agent computer or its Data Transport Service services are
turned off. The network is experiencing difficulty. See the trace window for further information.

Action:

Ensure that the agent computer and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the agent computer.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2021
Failed to move agent agent name into group agent group.

Reason:

The Agent could not be moved to the specified agent group. See the trace window for further information. The Network
Object Server computer or its Data Transport Service services are turned off. The network is experiencing difficulty.

Action:

Ensure that the Network Object Server computer and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the Network Object Server computer.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2022
Failed to move group agent group1 into group agent group2.

Reason:

The Agent group could not be moved to the new location you specified. See the trace window for further information.
The Network Object Server computer or its Data Transport Service services are turned off. The network is experiencing
difficulty.
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Action:

Ensure that the Network Object Server computer and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the Network Object Server computer.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2023
A default Manager has not been assigned, this is required to connect to Agents. Do you wish to assign a default
Manager now?

Reason:

You are being prompted to assign the required default manager. A Transfer Object Server is required to set or retrieve
agent run-time parameters.

Action:

Confirm or cancel the prompt. If you confirm the prompt, it presents you a dialog that allows to enter the Transfer Object
Server. The same is used to connect to agents.

2024
Unable to display requested details as no class name has been specified.

Reason:

This message is displayed when you right-click a Data Transport Service object from WorldView. The class of the object
about which to retrieve DTS information has not been specified on the command line. This information is passed to Data
Transport Service by WorldView when the user requests Data Transport Service details.

Action:

Ensure that your DTS Business Process Views have been correctly installed.

2025
Unable to display requested details as no object identifier has been specified.

Reason:

This message is displayed when you right-click a Data Transport Service object from the WorldView. The object identifier
of the object about which to retrieve DTS information has not been specified on the command line. This information is
passed to Data Transport Service by WorldView when the user requests Data Transport Service details.

Action:

Ensure that your DTS Business Process Views have been correctly installed

2026
Unable to display requested details as no machine name has been specified.

Reason:

This message is displayed when you right-click a Data Transport Service object from the WorldView. The machine name
about which to retrieve Data Transport Service information has not been specified on the command line. This information
is passed to Data Transport Service by WorldView when a user requests Data Transport Service details.
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Action:

Ensure that your DTS Business Process Views have been correctly installed.

2027
Invalid machine name specified on the command line - machine name.

Reason:

This message is displayed when you right-click a Data Transport Service object from the WorldView. An invalid machine
name has been passed to DTS from WorldView. The machine name does not currently exist on your Data Transport
network. This information is passed to Data Transport Service by WorldView when the user requests Data Transport
Service details.

Action:

Ensure that your Data Transport Service Business Process Views have been correctly installed.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2028
The class class name does not have any related DTS properties.

Reason:

Information has been requested for a class in WorldView that does not have any Data Transport Service properties.

Action:

None.

2029
User authentication failed while attempting to connect to machine name.

Reason:

Your logon details (username and password) are not correct.

Action:

Ensure that your logon details are correct:

• Usernames and passwords are case-sensitive; ensure that they are entered with the correct case. Ensure that Caps
lock is not on.

• Ensure that you have access to the specified machine.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2030
Failed to save parameter - parameter name.

Reason:

The change that you made to a Manager or Agent runtime parameter--using the Administration Client--cannot be saved.
See the trace window for further information.

Action:
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Ensure that you do not have any network problems.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2031
Failed to retrieve properties from Common Object Repository.

Reason:

The Administration Client has failed to load Manager or Agent properties from the Common Object Repository. See the
trace window for further information. The network is experiencing difficulty.

Action:

Ensure that the Network Object Server computer and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the Network Object Server computer.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2032
Failed to retrieve run-time parameters.

Reason:

The Manager or Agent runtime parameters could not be retrieved. The Manager or Agent computer or its Data Transport
Service services are turned off. The network is experiencing difficulty.

Action:

Ensure that the Manager or Agent computer and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the Manager or Agent computer.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2033
Failed to save properties.

Reason:

The Administration Client has failed to save Manager or Agent run-time parameters. See the trace window for further
information. The network is experiencing difficulty.

Action:

Ensure that the Manager or Agent computer and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the Manager or Agent computer.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2034
Failed to connect to machine name.

Reason:
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Your attempt to connect to the Manager or Agent was not successful. The Manager or Agent computer or its Data
Transport Service services are turned off. The network is experiencing difficulty. See the trace window for further
information.

Action:

Ensure that the Manager or Agent computer and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the Manager or Agent computer.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2035
Failed to perform file transfer.

Reason:

The data transfer you activated was attempted but failed. See the trace window for further information.

Action:

Ensure that your logon details are correct:

User names and passwords are case-sensitive; ensure that they have been entered with the correct case. Ensure that
Caps lock is not on.

Ensure that you have access to the specified machine.

Ensure that the manager or agent computer and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the manager or agent computer.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2036
You must specify the network address or node name of the computer on which the Network Object Server is
running.

Reason:

You are attempting an operation that requires a connection to the Network Object Server.

Action:

Specify the network address or node name of the machine where the Network Object Server is running.

2037
You must specify the network address or node name of the computer on which the Transfer Object Server is
running.

Reason:

You are attempting an operation that requires a connection to the Transfer Object Server.

Action:

Specify the network address or node name of the machine where the Network Object Server is running.
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2038
Invalid value specified for Agent Timeout. Valid values are between 5 and 120 seconds.

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the Agent timeout parameter. As noted in the message text, valid values are from 5
through 120 seconds.

Action:

Specify a value from 5 to 120 (seconds) for the Agent timeout parameter.

2039
Invalid value specified for Multiple Processes. Valid values are between 1 and 20.

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the number of multiple processes allowed. As noted in the message text, valid values
are from 1 through 20.

Action:

Specify a value from 1 to 20 for the number of multiple processes allowed.

2040
No machines were found in the WorldView Common Object Repository. Please perform a WorldView Enterprise
Discovery first.

Reason:

Normally, the Data Transport Service Self-Discovery process adds managers and agents to the Common Object
Repository automatically. However, under certain circumstances, Self Discovery is not enabled. For details, see the Self
Discovery help topics in the Data Transport Service Administration Client online help.

Complete the prerequisite tasks explained in the Auto Discovery help topics in the Data Transport Service Administration
Client online help. If Self Discovery is not enabled for some or all managers and agents, perform Data Transport Service
Auto Discovery. One of these prerequisite tasks is performing a WorldView Enterprise Discovery.

Action:

Complete the prerequisite tasks that are described, including WorldView Enterprise Discovery. For instructions to perform
WorldView Enterprise Discovery, see the WorldView online help.

2041
Failed to connect to Network Object Server.

Reason:

The interface that you are using could not connect to the Network Object Server.

The Network Object Server computer or its Data Transport Service services is turned off. The network is experiencing
difficulty.

Action:

Ensure that the Network Object Server computer and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the Network Object Server computer.
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If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2042
Failed to connect to Transfer Object Server.

Reason:

The interface that you are using could not connect to the Transfer Object Server.

The Transfer Object Server computer or its Data Transport Service services are turned off. The network is experiencing
difficulty.

Action:

Ensure that the Transfer Object Server computer and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the Transfer Object Server computer.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2043
nn. Reduce the number of Multiple Processes and re-run.

Reason:

The operation that you attempted could not be completed, because the value specified (nn in the message text) for the
number of multiple processes is large. Valid values are from 1 through 20.

Action:

Reduce the number of multiple processes and retry the operation.

2044
You must specify the network address or node name of the computer on which to perform the Manager
Discovery.

Reason:

You attempted to perform a Manager Discovery; that is, a Data Transport Service Auto Discovery of managers only
(not agents). You did not specify the network address or node name of the computer on which to perform the Manager
Discovery.

Action:

Retry the operation. Specify the network address or node name of the computer on which to perform the Manager
Discovery.

2045
Failed to execute Auto Discovery command line program. Please ensure the file tngdtsad.exe exists on the path.\

Reason:

You attempted to perform a Data Transport Service Auto Discovery. The Administration Client attempted to call the
tngdtsad.exe file to perform the Auto Discovery. However the attempt failed because the tngdtsad.exe file could not be
found.

Action:
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Ensure that the path variable of the Windows or UNIX computer from which you are attempting to execute Auto Discovery
specifies the pathname for the tngdtsad.exe file.

2046
The address address name is not valid.

Reason:

The address that has been entered is not valid.

Action:

Ensure that the entered address is in correct format and it is a valid network address.

2047
Manager Discovery failed.

Reason:

You attempted to perform a manager discovery; that is, a Data Transport Service Auto Discovery of managers only (not
agents). The Manager Discovery was attempted but failed. See the trace window for further information.

Action:

Ensure that the manager computer and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the manager computer.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2048
Failed to retrieve the list of domain users from the Common Object Repository.

Reason:

The list of domain users for a trusted security domain could not be retrieved from the Common Object Repository. See the
trace window for further information.

Action:

Ensure that you are defined as a user or administrator for the trusted security domain. If necessary, consult your Data
Transport Service administrator.

2049
Failed to retrieve the list of Data Transport domains.

Reason:

The list of Data Transport security domains could not be retrieved from the Common Object Repository. See the trace
window for further information.

Action:

Ensure that you are defined as a user or administrator for the trusted security domain. If necessary, consult your Data
Transport Service administrator.

Ensure that you do not have any network problems.
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2050
Failed to create new user.

Reason:

You attempted to create a new user for an Advantage Data Transport trusted security domain, but the attempt failed. See
the trace window for further information.

Action:

Ensure that you are defined as an administrator for the trusted security domain. If necessary, consult your Data Transport
Service administrator.

2051
The version of the server that you are attempting to connect to does not support Data Transport Domains.

Reason:

Your Advantage Data Transport environment includes manager machines that do not support trusted security domains.
These machines have not been upgraded to Data Transport Service 3.0 or higher. However, other manager machines do
support trusted security domains and have such domains that are defined.

You connected to a manager machine that does not support trusted security domains.

Action:

The manager machine does not support trusted security domains.

Upgrade the server.

2052
The Transfer Object Server could not contact the Network Object Server.

Reason:

While accessing trusted security domains, you attempted an operation that requires the Transfer Object Server to contact
the Network Object Server. However, the Transfer Object Server could not do so; so, the operation failed.

Action:

Ensure that the Network Object Server and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the Network Object Server.

Ensure that the logon details that the Transfer Object Server uses to access the Network Object Server are valid. To set
these logon details, use the Transfer Object Server Connections panel of the Data Transport Service Administration Client
GUI. For details, see the online help for that panel.

2053
Cannot find the Data Transport Classes required to perform domain administration. Please install or upgrade
Data Transport's Business Process Views in the Common Object Repository.

Reason:

You attempted to perform administrative tasks (such as creating or modifying trusted security domains or their users,
agents, and Transfer Object Servers). However, you cannot do so, because such tasks require Data Transport Classes
that are not yet defined in WorldView.
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Action:

Install or upgrade Data Transport's Business Process Views in the Common Object Repository. For instructions, see the
Inside Data Transport Service (CCS) guide or the Data Transport Service WorldView Administration Client online
help.

2054
To administer the domain you must have domain administrator privileges.

Reason:

You attempted to perform administrative tasks. Administrative tasks include creating or modifying trusted security domains
or their users, agents, and Transfer Object Servers. However, you cannot do so, because you do not have administrative
rights for the trusted security domain.

Action:

Request administrative rights for the trusted security domain from your Data Transport Service administrator.

2055
Passwords do not match.

Reason:

To prevent your account/user becoming unusable you are required to confirm your password, you have entered two
different passwords.

Action:

Usernames and passwords are case-sensitive; ensure that the password and the confirmation password are the same.

2056
Failed to delete user username from domain.

Reason:

Your attempt to delete the user username from the trusted security domain failed. See the trace window for further
information.

Action:

Ensure that you are defined as an administrator for the trusted security domain. If necessary, consult your Data Transport
Service administrator.

2057
A username must be entered.

Reason:

The username is required but has not yet been entered.

Action:

Enter a valid username.
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2058
Failed to update properties for user username.

Reason:

Your attempt to update the properties of a trusted security domain user failed. See the trace window for further
information.

Action:

Ensure that you are defined as an administrator for the trusted security domain. If necessary, consult your Data Transport
Service administrator.

2059
Failed to create log file filename.

Reason:

The log file that is named in the message text could not be created.

Action:

Ensure that the directory in the message text exists.

Ensure that you have access to the directory in the message text.

Ensure sufficient space on the device.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2060
No log file specified.

Reason:

You have requested to create a log file but did not specify its filename.

Action:

Try again to retrieve the log file; ensure that you specify its name completely.

2061
Failed to create new domain. A domain with that name already exists.

Reason:

You created a trusted security domain with the same name that already exists.

Action:

Try again to create the new trusted security domain, but ensure that you enter a unique name for it.

2062
Failed to retrieve trusted domain token for agent agent name.

Reason:
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A trusted transfer involving Agent agent name failed, because trusted domain token of the Agent could not be retrieved.
See the trace window for further information.

Action:

Ensure that the agent computer and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the agent.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2063
Common Object Repository Inconsistency: You cannot administer the trusted security domains in the Common
Object Repository repository_name. You are not connected to a Transfer Object Server that is using a Network
Object Server connected to Common Object Repository repository_name.

Reason:

You are not connected to a Transfer Object Server that is using a Network Object Server that is connected to Common
Object Repository repository_name.

Action:

Connect to a Transfer Object Server that is using a Network Object Server that is connected to Common Object
Repository repository_name, and then try again to administer the trusted security domains in repository_name.

2064
Invalid or duplicate group name entered.

Reason:

An invalid or duplicate group name has been entered. Group names must be unique within the folder and must contain at
least one alphanumeric character.

Action:

Reenter the group name, specifying a unique name and valid name.

2065
Failed to add agent agent name to domain.

Reason:

Your attempt to add the specified agent to the trusted security domain failed. See the trace window for further information.

Action:

Ensure that you are defined as an administrator for the trusted security domain. If necessary, consult your Data Transport
Service administrator.

Ensure that the agent, the Transfer Object Server, and their Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the agent and the Transfer Object Server.

2066
Failed to remove agent agent name from domain.
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Reason:

Your attempt to delete the specified agent from the trusted security domain failed. See the trace window for further
information.

Action:

Ensure that you are defined as an administrator for the trusted security domain. If necessary, consult your Data Transport
Service administrator.

Ensure that the agent, the Transfer Object Server, and their Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the agent and the Transfer Object Server.

2067
Failed to delete user username from domain domain name.

Reason:

Your attempt to delete the specified user from the specified trusted security domain failed. See the trace window for
further information.

Action:

Ensure that you are defined as an administrator for the trusted security domain. If necessary, consult your Data Transport
Service administrator.

Ensure that the Network Object Server and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the Network Object Server.

2068
Failed to retrieve trusted domain token for manager manager name.

Reason:

The Administration client failed to retrieve trusted domain information about the specified Transfer Object Server. See the
trace window for further information.

Action:

Ensure that the Transfer Object Server and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the Transfer Object Server.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2069
Failed to add Transfer Object Server TOS name to domain.

Reason:

Your attempt to add the Transfer Object Server TOS name to the trusted security domain failed. See the trace window for
further information.

Action:

Ensure that you are defined as an administrator for the trusted security domain. If necessary, consult your Data Transport
Service administrator.
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Ensure that the Network Object Server, the Transfer Object Server, and their Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the Network Object Server and Transfer Object Server.

2070
Failed to remove Transfer Object Server TOS name from domain.

Reason:

Your attempt to delete the Transfer Object Server TOS name from the trusted security domain failed. See the trace
window for further information.

Action:

Ensure that you are defined as an administrator for the trusted security domain. If necessary, consult your Data Transport
Service administrator.

Ensure that the Network Object Server, the Transfer Object Server, and their Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the Network Object Server and the Transfer Object Server.

2071
Failed to update DTAgent object agent name in Common Object Repository.

Your attempt to modify the properties of the specified agent in the Common Object Repository failed. See the trace
window for further information.

Action:

Ensure that the Network Object Server and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the Network Object Server.

Ensure that you are defined as an administrator for the Common Object Repository. If necessary, consult your Data
Transport Service administrator.

After a machine has been added to the Common Object Repository by the DTS Self discovery, the auto discovery
renames the underlying machine object in certain configurations. Perform a DTS auto discovery to bring the DTS DTAgent
class back into sync with the rediscovered machine. Retry the operation.

2072
Failed to update DTManager object manager name in Common Object Repository.

Your attempt to modify the properties of the specified manager in the Common Object Repository failed. See the trace
window for further information.

Action:

Ensure that the Network Object Server and its Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the Network Object Server.

Ensure that you are defined as an administrator for the Common Object Repository. If necessary, consult your Data
Transport Service administrator.

2073
Failed to display log file with external viewer viewer name.
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Reason:

The Administration Client has failed to display the log file with the specified external viewer.

Action:

Ensure that the specified view is on the path.

2074
The specified machine machine name does not exist in the Common Object Repository. Please verify the
machine name is correct including case.

Reason:

The machine that has been specified does not exist in the Common Object Repository.

Action:

Ensure that the machine name you entered is correct, including case.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2075
You must specify the network address or node name of the computer on which to perform the Agent Discovery.

Reason:

You attempted to perform an Agent Discovery; that is, a Data Transport Service Auto Discovery of agents only (not
managers). During the attempt, you did not specify the name of the computer on which to perform the Agent Discovery.

Action:

Retry the operation, being sure to specify the name of the machine on which to perform the Agent Discovery. The name
must match the name of the machine in the Common Object Repository, including case.

2076
Failed to open file filename.

Reason:

The Administration Client failed to open the specified file.

Action:

Ensure that you have sufficient privileges to access to the specified file.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2077
Failed to write to file filename.

Reason:

The Administration Client failed to write to the specified file.

Action:

Ensure that you have sufficient privileges to access the specified file.
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If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2078
Invalid value entered for configuration option. Valid values are between nn and yy.

Reason:

You entered an invalid value for a configuration option and clicked OK or Apply. The field that contains the invalid value is
highlighted. The range of correct values (between nn and yy) is provided in the message.

Action:

Specify the setting again, using a value within the nn to yy range that the message specifies.

2079
Invalid value entered for configuration option. This configuration option may not be blank.

Reason:

You entered nothing for a configuration option and clicked OK or Apply. This configuration option is not blank.

Action:

Specify the setting again; ensure that you enter a valid value.

2080
The username has been changed, please enter the password for this user.

Reason:

You specified a new user ID and clicked OK, without specifying the password. The password is required.

Action:

Specify the new user ID again; ensure that you enter both the new user ID and the password.

2081
Failed to signon to the Data Transport Trusted Security Domain.

Reason:

The Administration Client has failed to sign onto the Data Transport Trusted Security Domain. The network is experiencing
difficulty.

Action:

See the Trace window for further information.

Ensure that the Network Object Server, Transfer Object Server, and their Data Transport Service services are running.

Try pinging the Network Object Server and Transfer Object Server computers.

If the problem persists, consult your Data Transport Service administrator.

2082
User authentication failed while attempting to signon to the Data Transport Trusted Security Domain.
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Reason:

You attempted to sign on to a trusted security domain, but the user ID and password are not valid.

Action:

Try to access the trusted security domain again. Ensure that you enter a valid user ID and the password for accessing the
domain.

2083
Failed to validate SOS Location, unable to connect to the SOS on machinename

Reason:

DTS has failed to connect to the SOS on machinename. The SOS is required to manage scheduling and calendar
operations.

Action:

Ensure that the SOS is started.

Ensure that the machine on which the SOS is located can be reached using the TCP/IP ping command.

2084
Failed to validate SOS Location, timeout occurred while attempting to connect to the SOS on machinename

Reason:

DTS has failed to connect to the SOS on machinename. The SOS on machinename did not respond in the time that is
specified in the connection timeouts. The SOS is required to manage scheduling and calendar operations. 

Action:

Ensure that the SOS is started.

Ensure that the machine on which the SOS is located can be reached using the TCP/IP ping command.

Retry the operation; if the problem persists, consult your DTS administrator.

2085
Calendar validation failed, the calendar does not exist

Reason:

The specified calendar was not found.

Action:

Calendar names are case-sensitive; ensure that the calendar name and case are correct.

Ensure that the calendar exists.

2086
Failed to validate SOS Location and Calendar Name

Reason:

This message is a general error when the SOS location and the calendar name are not successfully validated.
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Action:

Ensure that the SOS is started.

Ensure that the machine on which the SOS is located can be reached using the TCP/IP ping command.

See the trace window for further information.

2087
Successfully validated SOS Location and Calendar Name

Reason:

The calendar name and the SOS location have successfully been validated

Action:

DTS uses the specified SOS and calendar when performing transfers involving this system, link, or interface.

Data Transport Agent Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Data Transport Agent Error Messages

400 E
Failed to open input data for transfer

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to open the specified input data for the transfer. This error may indicate lack of
system resources.

1. %1 input data path
2. %2 unique transfer identifier

Action:

Ensure the specified input data exists and retry the operation.

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to access the input data and try to free system resources by closing any
unused applications. Then shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local and remote hosts. Retry the
operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

401 E
Failed to send data for transfer , error =

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to complete a transfer due to a failure in sending data.

1. %1 unique transfer identifier of the failed transfer
2. %2 protocol specific error message (refer to the Protocol Error Messages chapter for more information)

Action:
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Check network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

402 E
Failed to receive data for transfer , error =

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to complete a transfer due to a failure in receiving data.

1. %1 unique transfer identifier of the failed identifier
2. %2 protocol specific error message (refer to the Protocol Error Messages chapter for more information)

Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

403 E
Connection to %1 failed for transfer , error =

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to complete a transfer due to a failure in opening a connection to a remote.

1. %1 name of the failed remote
2. %2 unique transfer identifier of the failed transfer
3. %3 protocol specific error message (refer to the Protocol Error Messages chapter for more information)

Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

404 E
Close connection failed for transfer , error =

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to complete a transfer due to a failure in closing and open connection to a
remote.

1. %1 unique transfer identifier of the failed transfer
2. %2 protocol specific error message (refer to the Protocol Error Messages chapter for more information)
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Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

405 E
Failed to install handler for filter

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to complete initialization due to a failure in initializing a parcel or file filter.

1. %1 name of filter that failed to initialize

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

406 E
Failed calling parcel filter , code=, errmsg=

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to complete a transfer due to a failure in applying a parcel filter.

1. %1 name of the failed parcel filter
2. %2 specifies the number of another Data Transport Service message.
3. %3 displays the message text for the message number specified by %2.

Action:

In the Data Transport Service section of this CA Message Guide, find the error message specified by %2 and perform the
recommended action.

407 E
Failed calling file filter for transfer

Reason:

An error occurred when the local Data Transport Agent called a file filter.

1. %1 identifies the file filter that Data Transport Service was trying to call.
2. %2 specifies the number of another Data Transport Service message.
3. %3 displays the message text for the message number specified by %2.

Action:

In the Data Transport Service section of this CA Message Guide, find the error message specified by %2 and perform the
recommended action.
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408 E
Failed receiving control message, format not recognized for transfer , msg =

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to complete the operation because it has received an invalid or corrupt control
message that could not be processed.

1. %1 unique transfer identifier
2. %2 corrupt control message received by the Data Transport Agent

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the Message Queuing Server on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

409 E
Invalid message type received for transfer

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to complete the operation because it has received an invalid or corrupt control
message that could not be processed.

1. %1 invalid message type
2. %2 unique transfer identifier of the failed transfer

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the Message Queuing Server on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

410 E
Failed to restart failed transfers: terminating

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to restart failed transfers upon initialization.

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the Message Queuing Server on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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411 E
Failed to process CAM message

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to complete the operation because of an error in reading messages from the
Message Queuing Server.

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the Message Queuing Server on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

412 E
Failed to allocate %1 bytes of dynamic memory

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to complete the operation because of a failure in allocating the requested
number of bytes of memory. This error may indicate a lack of system resources.

1. %1 number of bytes of memory required

Action:

Try to free system resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

413 E
Failed to allocate transfer data structure

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to complete the operation because of a failure in allocating an internal transfer
data structure for the transfer. This error may indicate a lack of system resources.

Action:

Try to free system resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

414 E
Failed to update transfer index file

Reason:
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The local Data Transport Agent was unable to complete the operation because of a failure in writing to the checkpoint
restart index file.

1. %1 file name of the index file

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

415 E
Failed to open/create transfer index file

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to complete the operation because of a failure in opening or creating the
checkpoint restart index file.

1. %1 file name of the index file

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

416 E
Failed to close transfer index file

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to complete the operation because of a failure in closing the checkpoint
restart index file.

1. %1 file name of the index file

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

417 E
Corrupt transfer structure encountered (no id)

Reason:
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The local Data Transport Agent was unable to complete the operation because of a failure in reading the transfer id from
the transfer structure.

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

418 E
Failed to open transfer status file

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to open the checkpoint restart status file associated with the transfer. In this
case, the Data Transport Service assumes that the transfer has finished.

1. %1 file name of the transfer status file

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system resources
by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

419 E
Failed to read transfer status file

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to read the checkpoint restart status file associated with the transfer.

1. %1 file name of the transfer status file

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

420 E
Failed to delete transfer status file

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to delete the checkpoint restart status file associated with the transfer.

1. %1 file name of the transfer status file
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Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

421 E
Failed to update transfer status file

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to update the checkpoint restart status file associated with the transfer.

1. %1 file name of the transfer status file

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

422 E
Failed to close transfer status file

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to close the checkpoint restart status file associated with the transfer.

1. %1 file name of the transfer status file

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

423 E
Failed to assign value to transfer property

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to assign a data value to a particular transfer property for a transfer. This error
may indicate a lack of system resources.

1. %1 data value to assign
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2. %2 transfer property

Action:

Try to free system resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

424 E
INTERNAL ERROR: in function %1, failed to allocate %2 bytes of memory for transfer field

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to complete the operation because of a failure in allocating the requested
number of bytes of memory for data of a transfer property field. This error may indicate a lack of system resources.

1. %1 name of internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 number of bytes of memory required
3. %3 transfer property assignment that failed

Action:

Try to free system resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

425 E
INTERNAL ERROR: in function %1, failed to reallocate %2 bytes of memory for transfer field

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to complete the operation because of a failure in allocating the requested
number of bytes of memory for data of a transfer property field. This error may indicate a lack of system resources.

1. %1 name of internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 number of bytes of memory required
3. %3 transfer property assignment that failed

Action:

Try to free system resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

426 E
Failed to close file handle for transfer
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Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to close a file associated with a particular transfer.

1. %1 file handle
2. %2 transfer identifier

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

427 E
Failed to retrieve the file offset for transfer , file handle =

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to retrieve the offset with a particular file associated with a transfer.

1. %1 unique transfer identifier
2. %2 file handle

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

428 E
Failed seeking to checkpoint restart offset for transfer

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to retrieve to the offset specified by a checkpoint restart for the input data
associated with a transfer.

1. %1 checkpoint restart offset in input data
2. %2 transfer identifier

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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429 E
Unable to send transfer state to master for transfer , bad state

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to send a transfer status message to the master Data Transport Agent
because an invalid transfer was specified.

1. %1 invalid transfer state
2. %2 transfer identifier

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the Message Queuing Server on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

430 E
Failed to send MSCP message for transfer , msg =

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to send a control message to its associated master or slave Data Transport
Agent due to a failure in sending a message to the Message Queuing Server.

1. %1 unique transfer identifier
2. %2 control message

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the Message Queuing Server on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

431 E
Failed to remove child from parent

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to remove a child handle from its associated parent. This error may indicate a
lack of system resources.

1. %1 child identifier
2. %2 parent identifier

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the Message Queuing Server on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.
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If the problem persists, contact technical support.

432 E
Failed to delete index record for transfer

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to remove the checkpoint restart index entry for the specified transfer.

1. %1 unique transfer identifier

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

433 E
Failed to reallocate the slave table

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to reallocate memory for the internal slave table data structure. This may
indicate a lack of system resources.

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

434 E
Transfer has an invalid class name

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to complete the operation because the transfer has specified an invalid
transfer class name.

1. %1 unique transfer identifier
2. %2 invalid transfer class name

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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435 E
Transfer has a bad state of , cannot process

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to complete the operation because the transfer has specified an invalid
transfer state.

1. %1 unique transfer identifier
2. %2 invalid transfer state

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

440 E
Could not start the transfer. The initiator could not be contacted. The Initiator may not be running, or there may
be network problems between the TOS and Initiator.

Reason:

The Transfer Object Server sent a message to the initiating Data Transport Agent to start the transfer. However, the agent
did not receive the message. The possible causes are as follows:

• The Data Transport Agent is not running.
• Network problems are preventing the Transfer Object Server and the initiating Data Transport Agent from

communicating.

Action:

Ensure that the Data Transport Agent is running on the initiating system.

From the Transfer Object Server system, ping the initiating agent to ensure that there is no communication problem. Use
all the following methods:

• The ping command of the operating system
• The CamPing utility
• The DtsPing utility (only for Data Transport Service 2.0 or higher)

If any of the pings were unsuccessful, then you might have network problems. Contact your Network Administrator.

If the pings were successful and the initiating Data Transport Agent is running, but the problem still persists, contact your
Network Administrator.

444 E
Transfer transfer-ID has a bad state of %2, cannot process

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed to complete the specified transfer, because the state of the transfer is invalid.

1. %2 State of the transfer

Action:
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Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

445 E
No parcel filters requested for transfer

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed to complete the specified transfer, because no parcel filters were specified for the
transfer.

1. %1 Transfer identifier

Action:

Ensure that minimal parcel filters are specified for the transfer and retry the operation.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

446 E
Failed to delete temporary file after applying write file filter in transfer

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed to delete the specified temporary file.

1. %1 Name of temporary file
2. %2 Name of write file filter
3. %3 Transfer identifier

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

447 E
Failed calling external file filter , internal code=, external code=, errmsg=

Reason:
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An error occurred when the local Data Transport Agent called an external file filter.

1. %1 identifies the external file filter that Data Transport Service was trying to call.
2. %2 specifies the number of another Data Transport Service message.
3. %3 displays the return code from the external filter itself. Generally, if this code is specified, then %2 and %4 are

blank.
4. %4 displays the message text for the message number specified by %2.

Action:

If %2 is specified, then find the corresponding error message in the Data Transport Service section of this CA Message
Guide and perform the recommended action.

If %3 is specified but %2 is not, consult the documentation or online help for the external file filter identified by %1, if the
external filter was provided by CA or contact your systems administrator.

448 E
Encryption filters are not supported in this version of the Data Transport Agent. Unsupported filter is <%1$s> for
transfer <%2$s>

Reason:

The encryption filters specified for the transfer are available only if both the initiator and the responder in the transfer have
installed Advantage Data Transport or another CA solution that supports the filter), in addition to Data Transport Service.

Action:

See the Data Transport Service portion of the CA Reference for details about which filters require another CA solution in
addition to Data Transport Service.

If you still want to use the encryption filters specified in the transfer, ensure that Advantage Data Transport or another CA
solution that supports the filter is installed and running on both the initiator and the responder. Then re-send the transfer.

Alternatively, you can edit or re-create the transfer, specifying different encryption filters that do not require another CA
solution in addition to Data Transport Service. For details, see the Data Transport Service portion of the CA Reference.

449 E
Failed to generate checksum for transfer request, transfer=<%1$s>

Reason:

The transfer was started, but the Data Transport Agent could not generate the required checksum, causing the transfer to
fail.

Action:

Make sure that the Data Transport Agents on the initiating and responding machines are running, and try sending the
transfer again.

460 E
Cannot perform a transfer using protocol. The agent does not support or has had the protocol disabled.

Reason:

A transfer to this Data Transport Agent specifies a protocol that either is disabled or is not supported on this Data
Transport Agent machine.
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For example, suppose all agents on your network have been configured to use only the TCP protocol. As a result, all
agents support only the TCP protocol. If a transfer to one of those agents specifies the UDP protocol, the transfer fails and
the agent issues the message above.

Action:

Using the Administration Client:

1. Select the Data Transport Agent machine.
2. Select the Protocol tab and enable the required protocol.
3. Click Apply.

Using the Data Transport Explorer of Advantage Data Transport, the command line, or the SDK, update the transfer to
specify a protocol that is supported by this Data Transport Agent.

470 E
Failed to open input data input_data_path. Shares are enabled and Share Name not found.

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to open the specified input data for the transfer. The Data Transport shares
option is enabled, but the share name specified in the input path has not been found. This error may indicate lack of
system resources.

Action:

Ensure that the Data Transport share name specified in the input path exists, and that the input path is valid.

Retry the operation.

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to access the input data.

Try to free system resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local and remote hosts, and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts, and retry the operation.

Remember that Data Transport shares are not the same as operating system shares. For more information about Data
Transport shares, see the Data Transport Service Administration Client online help.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

471 E
Failed to open output data output_data_path. Shares are enabled and Share path not found.

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to open the specified output data for the transfer. The Data Transport shares
option is enabled, but the share name specified in the output path cannot be found. This error may indicate lack of system
resources.

Action:

Ensure that the Data Transport share name specified in the output path exists, and that the output path is valid.

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to access the output data and try to free system resources by closing any
unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local and remote hosts, and retry the operation.
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Reboot the local and remote hosts, and retry the operation.

Remember that Data Transport shares are not the same as operating system shares. For more information about Data
Transport shares, see the Data Transport Service Administration Client online help.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

472 E
Failed to open input data input_data_path. Shares are enabled and File path not found.

Reason:

The local Data Transport Agent was unable to open the specified input data for the transfer. The Data Transport shares
option is enabled. The Share name specified in the input path has been found, but the complete input path specified in
the transfer cannot be found. This error may indicate lack of system resources.

Action:

Ensure that the Data Transport share name specified in the input path exists, and ensure that the input path is valid.

Retry the operation.

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to access the input data and try to free system resources by closing any
unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local and remote hosts, and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts, and retry the operation.

Remember that Data Transport shares are not the same as operating system shares. For more information about Data
Transport shares, see the Data Transport Service Administration Client online help.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

490 E
The Transfer was discreet, and has now expired

Reason:

The transfer expiration period for this discreet transfer has passed before the transfer could be sent; therefore, the transfer
failed.

Action:

If you want to execute the transfer, re-create it and try sending it again. Depending on how important the transfer is, you
may want to set a longer expiration period or make the transfer normal instead of discreet. For instructions, see the Data
Transport Service portion of the CA Reference.

491 E
Could not start the transfer. The initiator could not be contacted. Neither the initiator nor the responder is set to
notify this Transfer Object Server

NOTE
This message is applicable only for computers running Data Transport Service at Release 1.1, Service Pack 1,
or higher releases.

Reason:
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This error message is displayed when both of the following conditions exist:

• Both the initiator and the responder are not Notification Agents. (Notification Agents are Data Transport Agents that
connect to the Transfer Object Server using dial-up machines or Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP). These
Agents are described in detail in the Data Transport Service Administration Client online help.)

• A transfer has been initiated, but the Transfer Object Server and the Data Transport Agent on the initiating machine
could not connect. This condition may occur if:
– The Data Transport Agent is not running on the initiating machine.
– There is no network connection between the initiating machine and the Transfer Object Server.

Action:

Make sure that the Data Transport Agent on the initiating machine is running, and try sending the transfer again.

Make sure that the initiating machine is running and is connected to the network, and try sending the transfer again.

NOTE
This message is not displayed if one of the machines in the transfer is a Notification Agent; instead, the
transfer's state is changed to WAITING_TO_CONNECT. Transfer states are described in detail in the Data
Transport Service SDK Reference.

Also, if the initiator (a Notification Agent) started the transfer but failed to connect to the responder, and if the responder is
not a Notification Agent, then message 403 is displayed, instead of this message.

492 E
Could not validate the identity of the responder. The responder could be incorrectly specified in the transfer.

NOTE
This message is applicable only for computers running Data Transport Service at Release 1.1, Service Pack 1,
or higher releases.

Reason:

The initiator has started the transfer and connected to a responder. However, Data Transport Service could not validate
that this responder is actually the same responder specified in the transfer.

Action:

Ensure that the transfer correctly specifies the name of the responder. In the transfer, the name of the responding
machine must match the name of the machine exactly as it is defined in the Common Object Repository.

Also ensure that the correct address is specified for the machine in the Common Object Repository.

If the name and address of the machine in the Common Object Repository is the same the name and address of the Data
Transport Agent machine, then perform a Data Transport Service Auto Discovery on the machine. For instructions, see
the Data Transport Service Administration Client online help or the Data Transport Service Administrator Guide.

NOTE
If the Responding Machine Is Not Defined in the Common Object Repository

If the responding machine is not defined in the Common Object Repository, ensure that the transfer specifies the name of
the responder exactly as it is defined in your network. Consult your network administrator for the exact name.

Also, ask your network administrator to add the responding machine to the Common Object Repository, being sure to
specify its address correctly. For instructions, see the Data Transport Service Administrator Guide.

Next, perform a WorldView Enterprise Discovery. For instructions, see the documentation and online help for WorldView.

Finally, perform a Data Transport Service Auto Discovery. For instructions, see the Data Transport Service WorldView
Administration Client online help or the Inside Data Transport Service (CCS) guide.
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CA Message Queuing Server Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

CA Message Queuing Server Error Messages

220 E
Failed to connect to CAM service, code = , error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to connect to the CA Message Queuing Server on this system. This error indicates
that the CA Message Queuing Server is not running or it has failed.

1. %1 code
2. %2 error

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the CA Message Queuing Server on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

221 E
Failed sending CAM message , code = , error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to send a CA Message Queuing Server message. This error indicates that the CA
Message Queuing Server is not running or that the service has failed.

1. %1 the CA Message Queuing Server message
2. %2 code
3. %3 error

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the CA Message Queuing Server on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

222 E
Unrecognized message received:

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to decode the CA Message Queuing Server message received. This error indicates a
CA Message Queuing Server failure or corruption.

1. %1 CA Message Queuing Server message
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Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the CA Message Queuing Server on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

223 E
CAM Scan failed, code = , error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to scan for the incoming CA Message Queuing Server messages. This error message
indicates a CA Message Queuing Server failure or corruption.

1. %1 code
2. %2 error

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the CA Message Queuing Server on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

224 E
Corrupt CAM message received (no MESSAGE_TYPE):

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent has received a corrupt CA Message Queuing Server message. This error message indicates a
CA Message Queuing Server failure or corruption.

1. %1 message type

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the CA Message Queuing Server on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

225 E
Unknown CAM message type was received:

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent has received a corrupt CA Message Queuing Server message. This error message indicates
CA Message Queuing Server failure or corruption.

1. %1 message received
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Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the CA Message Queuing Server on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

226 E
Failed to disconnect from CAM service, appid = , code = , error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent has failed to disconnect from the CA Message Queuing Server.

1. %1 application identifier
2. %2 code
3. %3 error

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the CA Message Queuing Server on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

240 E
Failed to send close message

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent was unable to disconnect from CA Message Queuing Server. The Data Transport Agent failed
to send a close request message to the CA Message Queuing Server while shutting down.

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the CA Message Queuing Server on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

260 E
Argument flag unrecognized

Reason:

An invalid command-line option was specified to one of the Data Transport programs.

1. %1 invalid option

Action:

Re-enter the command with the correct argument list.
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261 E
Argument unrecognized

Reason:

An invalid command-line argument was specified to one of the Data Transport programs.

1. %1 invalid argument

Action:

Re-enter the command with the correct argument list.

262 E
Failed to set trace level

Reason:

An invalid trace message level was specified to one of the Data Transport programs.

1. %1 invalid argument

Action:

Re-enter the command with the correct argument list.

Directory Transfer Filter Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Directory Transfer Filter Error Messages

540 E
DIRTREE_WRITE file exists.

Reason:

A file to be written by the DIRTREE_WRITE filter already exists; however, the CREATE mode was specified on the
transfer.

Action:

Verify that the transfer was created with the desired output mode specification. If you want to overwrite the existing file,
specify an output mode of Create and Replace (W). This output mode creates a new output file. If the file already exists, it
is replaced.

541 E
DIRTREE_WRITE Directory exists.

Reason:

A directory to be written by the DIRTREE_WRITE filter already exists; however, the CREATE mode was specified on the
transfer.

Action:
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Verify that the transfer was created with the desired output mode specification. If you want to overwrite the existing file,
specify an output mode of Create and Replace (W). This output mode creates a new output file. If the file already exists, it
is replaced.

542 E
DIRTREE_WRITE Directory to be replaced does not exist.

Reason:

A directory to be written by the DIRTREE_WRITE filter does not exist; however, the REPLACE mode was specified on the
transfer.

Action:

Verify that the transfer was created with the desired output mode specification. If you want to o create a new directory and
copy the input data to that directory, specify an output mode of specify an output mode of Create and Replace (W). This
output mode creates a new output file. If the file already exists, it is replaced.

543 E
DIRTREE_WRITE Append mode not supported.

Reason:

The APPEND mode was specified on the transfer; however, this mode is not supported by the DIRTREE_WRITE filter.

Action:

If you want to append data to existing files, do not use the DIRTREE filter; instead, transfer the files individually and attach
the binary filters to each transfer.

544 E
DIRTREE_WRITE Unknown output mode specified.

Reason:

An incorrect output mode has been specified on the transfer.

Action:

Specify a valid the output mode for the transfer. Valid output modes for the DIRTREE_WRITE filter are as follows:

• Create (C) -- creates a new output file. If the file already exists, the transfer fails.
• Replace (R) -- Replace an existing file. If the file does not exist already, the transfer fails.
• Create and Replace (W) -- Create a new output file. If the file already exists, it is replaced.

545 E
DIRTREE_WRITE Failed to remove directory in staging area.

Reason:

Several possible causes.

Action:

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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546 E
DIRTREE_WRITE Failed to create output path.

Reason:

The output path is invalid or no authorization exists to create the specified output path.

Action:

Verify that the output path specified is valid on the receiving machine. If necessary, correct the output path.

Verify that the user ID for the receiving machine has sufficient access rights on the receiving machine to create the output
path. If necessary, update the transfer to specify a user ID that has sufficient access rights to create the output path on the
receiving machine. Alternatively, ask the Data Transport Service administrator to grant the required access rights to the
original user ID.

547 E
DIRTREE_WRITE Failed to get current directory.

Reason:

Several possible causes.

Action:

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

548 E
DIRTREE_WRITE Failed to set current directory.

Reason:

Several possible causes.

Action:

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

549 E
DIRTREE_WRITE Failed to open archive file.

Reason:

Several possible causes.

Action:

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

550 E
DIRTREE_WRITE Archive file is empty.

Reason:

Several possible causes. One possible cause is using the DIRTREE_WRITE filter without a corresponding
DIRTREE_READ filter and transferring a file with zero length.
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Action:

Ensure that the transfer specifies both the DIRTREE_READ and DIRTREE_WRITE filters, and ensure that the file being
transferred is greater than zero bytes.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

551 E
DIRTREE_WRITE Archive file is not valid.

Reason:

The archive file has been corrupted, either during the transfer or by one or more text filters being attached to the transfer,
instead of the required binary filters.

Action:

Make sure that the binary parcel filters are attached to the transfer; never use the text filters.

560 E
DIRTREE_READ Failed to allocate memory.

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is not able to allocate the required storage.

Action:

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

561 E
DIRTREE_READ Input is not a directory.

Reason:

The DIRTREE_READ filter requires a directory as the input path; however, the input path specified is not a directory.

Action:

Correct the transfer so that a directory is specified as the input path.

562 E
DIRTREE_READ Failed to open archive file.

Reason:

Several possible causes.

Action:

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

563 E
DIRTREE_READ RECURSE parameter value invalid.

Reason:
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The RECURSE parameter only supports two values: YES and NO; however, neither one was specified in the transfer.

Action:

Correct the RECURSE parameter value in the transfer.

564 E
DIRTREE_READ COMPRESS parameter value invalid.

Reason:

The COMPRESS parameter only supports two values: YES and NO; however, neither one was specified in the transfer.

Action:

Correct the COMPRESS parameter value in the transfer.

565 E
DIRTREE_READ Failed to write ID string to archive file.

Reason:

Several possible causes.

Action:

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

566 E
DIRTREE_READ Failed to write flags to archive file.

Reason:

Several possible causes.

Action:

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

567 E
DIRTREE_READ Failed to get current directory.

Reason:

Several possible causes.

Action:

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

568 E
DIRTREE_READ Failed to set current directory.

Reason:

Several possible causes.
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Action:

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

569 E
DIRTREE_READ Invalid COMPRESS_TYPE value.

Reason:

The COMPRESS_TYPE parameter supports the following values: ZLIB, HUFFMAN, LZRW, and RLE. However, none of
these values was specified in the transfer.

Action:

Correct the COMPRESS_TYPE parameter value in the transfer.

Data Transport Manager Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Data Transport Manager Messages

View specific messages by selecting the following:

Information and Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Information and Error Messages

700 I

DTS started

Reason:

This message is produced for informational purposes. It indicates the Data Transport Manager component has been
started.

1. %1 The name of the Data Transport Manager component.

Action:

No action is required.

701 I

DTS stopped

Reason:

This message is produced for informational purposes. It indicates the Data Transport Manager component has been
stopped.

1. %1 The name of the Data Transport Manager component.

Action:
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No action is required.

702 E

Creation of client connection structure failed with code

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager failed to open an incoming client connection because of an internal failure indicated by the
failure code.

1. %1 The internal failure code.

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Client and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

703 E

Creation of client connection failed: server exiting

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager failed to create an initial client connection structure, on startup.

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

704 E

Protocol wrapper tidy failed

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager failed to clean up network communications when shutting down.

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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705 E

Failed to set up network communications: server exiting

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager failed to setup network communications when starting up.

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

706 E

Failed to close network connection, internal id. is

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager failed to close an open client connection.

1. %1 The internal handle of the connection.

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

707 W

Client connection refused: %1 clients already connected

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager failed to accept an incoming client connection because the number of active connections
allowed would have been exceeded.

1. %1 The maximum number of active client connections.

Action:

Increase the allowed number of active client connections.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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708 E

Failure while checking for new connections, code is

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager failed to check for incoming client connections.

1. %1 The internal handle of the connection.

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

709 E

Invalid request received from client API:

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager was unable to process a request received from a connected client because it was invalid.

1. %1 The invalid request that was received.

Action:

Shutdown and restart the Client and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

710 E

Failed to open object repository: server exiting

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager failed to open the specified object repository.

Action:

Check the name of the object repository you are trying to open.

Check you have adequate permissions to open the specified object repository.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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711 E

Failed to set up object repository wrapper: server exiting

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager failed to set up the internal object repository wrapper.

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources, or both for the operation. Close any unused
applications to free the system resources.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

712 E

Failed to close object repository

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager failed to close an open object repository.

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

713 W

Failed to open configuration file: using default values

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager failed to open and read the specified configuration file.

1. %1 The name of the configuration file.

Action:

Ensure that the specified configuration file exists in the correct location and has adequate read permissions.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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715 W

Failed retrieving configuration file path: using default values

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager failed to retrieve the path to the configuration file.

Action:

Ensure that the specified configuration file exists in the correct location and has adequate read permissions.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

716 W

User authentication failed with security mode set to "warn": connection allowed

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager received a user authentication that failed. The connection was allowed since the Manager
was operating with a security mode set to "warn".

Action:

Ensure that the correct user name and password are specified.

Ensure that the user name exists as a valid user on the local host running the Data Transport Manager.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

717 W

User authentication failed with security mode set to "fail": connection refused

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager received a user authentication that failed. The connection was not allowed since the
Manager was operating with a security mode set to "fail".

Action:

Ensure that the correct user name and password are specified.

Ensure that the user name exists as a valid user on the local host running the Data Transport Manager.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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718 E

Memory allocation error at line in file

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager failed to allocate memory.

1. %1 The line at which the failure occurred.
2. %2 The file in which the failure occurred.

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

719 W

Invalid value specified for configuration parameter: using default

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager failed to set a configuration parameter because the value specified was invalid. A hard
default value will be used instead.

1. %1 The invalid value of the parameter.
2. %2 The name of the parameter.

Action:

Ensure that the configuration file has correct values for the specified parameters.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

720 E

Invalid value specified for run-time parameter

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager failed to set a run-time parameter because the value specified was invalid.

1. %1 The invalid value of the parameter.
2. %2 The name of the parameter.

Action:

Ensure that the configuration file has correct values for the specified parameters.
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Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

721 W

Failed to access TNG event logging system: event logging is disabled

Reason:

This message is produced if the server cannot access the Event Management logging component.

Action:

Make sure that the Event Management logging system has been started and is configured correctly.

Server Audit Information Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Server Audit Information Messages

722 I

Client , Host , User : Connection established

Reason:

This message is produced for audit/informational purposes. It indicates that the specified client has established a
connection to the server.

1. 1% Name of the component connecting to the server.
2. 2% Name of the host connecting to the server.
3. 3% Name of the user connecting to the server.
4. 4% Internal connection handle.

Action:

No action is required. This is an informational message only.

723 I

Client , Host , User : Connection closed

Reason:

This message is produced for audit/informational purposes. It indicates the specified client has closed a connection to the
server.

1. 1% Name of the component connecting to the server.
2. 2% Name of the host connecting to the server.
3. 3% Name of the user connecting to the server.
4. 4% Internal connection handle.
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Action:

No action is required. This is an informational message only.

724 I

Client , Host , User : Object of class created

Reason:

This message is produced for audit/informational purposes. It indicates the specified client has requested the server to
create an object.

1. 1% Name of the component connecting to the server.
2. 2% Name of the host connecting to the server.
3. 3% Name of the user connecting to the server.
4. 4% Object identifier of newly created object.
5. 5% Object class of newly created object.

Action:

No action is required. This is an informational message only.

725 I

Client , Host , User : Object of class deleted

Reason:

This message is produced for audit/informational purposes. It indicates the specified client has requested the server to
delete an object.

1. 1% Name of the component connecting to the server.
2. 2% Name of the host connecting to the server.
3. 3% Name of the user connecting to the server.
4. 4% Object identifier of object to delete.
5. 5% Object class of object to delete.

Action:

No action is required. This is an informational message only.

726 I

Client , Host , User : Method called for object

Reason:

This message is produced for audit/informational purposes. It indicates the specified client has requested the server to call
a method for an object.

1. 1% Name of the component connecting to the server.
2. 2% Name of the host connecting to the server.
3. 3% Name of the user connecting to the server.
4. 4% Name of the method to call.
5. 5% Object identifier.
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Action:

No action is required. This is an informational message only.

727 I

Client , Host , User : Configuration parameter set to

Reason:

This message is produced for audit/informational purposes. It indicates the specified client has requested the server to
update the specified configuration parameter.

1. 1% Name of the component connecting to the server.
2. 2% Name of the host connecting to the server.
3. 3% Name of the user connecting to the server.
4. 4% Name of the configuration parameter.
5. 5% Value of the configuration parameter.

Action:

No action is required. This is an informational message only.

Encryption Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Encryption Error Messages

520 E
Encryption parms incorrect

Reason:

The encryption parameters supplied to the encryption filter are incorrect; for example, the encryption key may be missing.

Action:

Ensure that any parameters supplied to the filter are valid.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

521 E
Buffer encryption failed

Reason:

The encryption filter failed to encrypt the supplied buffer of the file to be transferred, aborting the attempt to encrypt the
file.

Action:

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

522 E
Buffer decryption failed
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Reason:

The decryption filter failed to decrypt the supplied buffer of the file to be transferred, aborting the attempt to decrypt the
file.

Action:

Make sure that the key used to decrypt the buffer is the same as the key used to encrypt.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

523 E
Failed to decrypt key

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent could not decrypt the endec_key value for an encrypted file transferred to this computer.

Action:

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

524 E
No algorithm ID in parms

Reason:

An algorithm ID was not specified for the CA Cryptographic filter.

Action:

Modify the filter properties to include the algorithm ID for the encryption filter you are using. For instructions, refer to the
Data Transport Service SDK Reference.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

525 E
Failed attaching to SP

Reason:

The system failed to attach to the CA Cryptographic Service Provider, a service that manages the access to the
cryptographic encryption algorithms.

Action:

Ensure that the CA Cryptographic Service library exists on your machine. The library is named cacrypt.xxx, where xxx is a
DLL on Windows NT.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

526 E
Failed to create cryptographic key

Reason:

While attempting to encrypt a file using the CA Cryptographic Service, the Data Transport Agent failed to create a
cryptographic key to be used by the encryption algorithm ID specified.
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Action:

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

527 E
Algorithm ID not recognized

Reason:

The CA Cryptographic Service does not recognize the algorithm ID specified in the filter parameters. This generally
means that the specified algorithm ID does not exist on the machine in the Cryptographic library.

Action:

Make sure the algorithm ID you specified exists on the machine and try the operation again.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

528 E
Failed to get bufflen for encryption

Reason:

A file could not be encrypted, because the CA Cryptographic Service could not determine the appropriate buffer length for
the encrypted data.

Action:

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

529 E
Cryptographic encryption failed

Reason:

The attempt to encrypt a file using the CA Cryptographic encryption filter failed.

Ensure that the CA Cryptographic Service is installed on the machine.

Action:

Refer to any previous error messages output by the CACRYPT_ENCRYPT filter in the log file.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

530 E
Cryptographic decryption failed

Reason:

The attempt to decrypt a file using the CA Cryptographic decryption filter failed.

Ensure that the CA Cryptographic Service is installed on the machine.

Action:

Refer to any previous error messages output by the CACRYPT_ENCRYPT filter in the log file.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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531 E
Crypto filter not supported

Reason:

The CA Cryptographic Service filters (CACRYPT_ENCRYPT and CACRYPT_DECRYPT) you are trying to use are not
supported by Data Transport Agent on one (or more) of the platforms involved in the transfer.

Action:

Remove the CA Cryptographic Service filters from the transfer or transfer job and instead use filters that are supported on
the platform in question. For information about platform support for the reserved filters, refer to the Data Transport Service
SDK Reference.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

Event Management Console Messages
The following messages are logged by the Data Transport Service to the Event Management Console. These messages
allow the System Administrator to be informed of any potential problems in the Data Transport Service.

These messages are sent directly to the Event Management Console and can be viewed only from that console. These
messages do not appear in any other graphical user interface or log file.

The messages appear in the following format:

%<CADTS>_<level>_<msgnum> message text

where:

CADTS identifies the message as a Data Transport message.

<level> is the severity level: I or W.

I indicates the message is an informational message

W indicates the message is a warning message

<msgnum> is the message number.

message text is the text of the message.

Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Event Management Console Messages

Network Object Server

0001 (I)

TNG DTS Network Object Server has started

Reason:

The Network Object Server has started.

Action:

No action is required. Informational only.
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0002 (W)

TNG DTS Network Object Server failed to create connection list

Reason:

The Network Object Server failed to create a list to hold information about connected clients.

Action:

See the Network Object Server log file for detailed information.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources to perform the operation. Try to free system resources
by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Network Object Server on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

0003 (W)

TNG DTS Network Object Server failed to initialize any protocol wrappers

Reason:

The Network Object Server failed to initialize any protocol wrappers. This failure indicates that the TCP/IP subsystem is
not configured correctly on the local host.

Action:

See the Network Object Server log file for detailed information.

Ensure that the TCP/IP subsystem is configured correctly.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources to perform the operation. Try to free system resources
by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Network Object Server on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

0004 (W)

TNG DTS Network Object Server failed to open object repository

Reason:

The Network Object Server failed to open the specified Common Object Repository (COR).

Action:

See the Network Object Server log file for detailed information.

Ensure that the name of the COR is correct.

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to open and access the specified COR.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.
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Shut down and restart the Network Object Server and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

0005 (W)

TNG DTS Network Object Server has closed due to failure

Reason:

The Network Object Server has closed due to an internal failure.

Action:

See the Network Object Server log file for detailed information.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Network Object Server and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

0006 (I)

TNG DTS Network Object Server has closed

Reason:

The Network Object Server has closed.

Action:

None required. Informational only.

0007 (W)

TNG DTS Network Object Server: Security violation - security mode is

Reason:

The Network Object Server has detected a security violation. This violation indicates an unauthorized attempt to access
the Network Object Server.

The security mode of the Server (quit, warn, or fail).

Action:

See the Network Object Server log file for detailed information.

Ensure that the correct security mode is set. For more information about the security mode settings, see the Data
Transport Service Administration Client online help.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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0008 (I)

TNG DTS Network Object Server: Initiator machine not found

Reason:

The specified initiator machine could not be found in the Common Object Repository.

1. <1%> Name of the initiator machine.
2. Action:

Ensure that the specified initiator machine exists in the Common Object Repository.

The COR is case sensitive. You must ensure that the names of specified initiator machine and the machine that is defined
in the COR are consistent.

0009 (I)

TNG DTS Network Object Server: Responder machine not found

Reason:

The specified responder machine could not be found in the Common Object Repository (COR).

1. <1%> Name of the responder machine.
2. Action:

Ensure that the specified responder machine exists in the COR. Ensure that a machine object with the same name as the
responder machine is defined.

Ensure that the names of the specified responder machine and the machine that is defined in the COR are consistent,
including the case, because the COR is case-sensitive.

Schedule Object Server

1001 (I)

TNG DTS Schedule Object Server has started

Reason:

The Schedule Object Server has started.

Action:

None required. Informational only.

1002 (W)

TNG DTS Schedule Object Server failed to create connection list

Reason:

The Schedule Object Server failed to create a list to hold information about connected clients.

Action:

See the Schedule Object Server log file for detailed information.
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Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Schedule Object Server on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

1003 (W)

TNG DTS Schedule Object Server failed to initialize any protocol wrappers

Reason:

The Schedule Object Server failed to initialize any protocol wrappers. This failure indicates that the TCP/IP subsystem is
not configured correctly on the local host.

Action:

See the Schedule Object Server log file for detailed information.

Ensure that the TCP/IP subsystem is configured correctly.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Schedule Object Server on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

1004 (W)

TNG DTS Schedule Object Server failed to open object repository

Reason:

The Schedule Object Server failed to open the specified object repository.

Action:

See the Schedule Object Server log file for detailed information.

Ensure that the name of the object repository is correct.

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to open and access the specified object repository.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Schedule Object Server and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

1005 (W)

TNG DTS Schedule Object Server has closed due to failure

Reason:
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The Schedule Object Server has closed due to an internal failure.

Action:

See the Schedule Object Server log file for detailed information.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Schedule Object Server and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

1006 (I)

TNG DTS Schedule Object Server has closed

Reason:

The Schedule Object Server has closed.

Action:

None required. Informational only.

1007 (W)

TNG DTS Schedule Object Server: Security violation - security mode is

Reason:

The Schedule Object Server has detected a security violation that indicates an unauthorized attempt to access the
Schedule Object Server.

The security mode of the Server (quit, warn, or fail).

Action:

See the Schedule Object Server log file for detailed information.

Ensure that the correct security mode is set. For more information about the security mode settings, see the Data
Transport Service Administration Client online help.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

1008 (W)

TNG DTS Schedule Object Server failed to setup schedule queues

Reason:

The Schedule Object Server fails to set up internal queues to hold schedules.

Action:

See the Schedule Object Server log file for detailed information.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Schedule Object Server and retry the operation.
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Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

Transfer Object Server

2001 (I)

TNG DTS Transfer Object Server has started

Reason:

The Transfer Object Server has started.

Action:

None required. Informational only.

2002 (W)

TNG DTS Transfer Object Server failed to create connection list

Reason:

The Transfer Object Server failed to create a list to hold information about connected clients.

Action:

See the Transfer Object Server log file for detailed information.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Transfer Object Server on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

2003 (W)

TNG DTS Transfer Object Server failed to initialize any protocol wrappers

Reason:

The Transfer Object Server fails to initialize any protocol wrappers. This failure indicates that the TCP/IP subsystem is not
configured correctly on the local host.

Action:

See the Transfer Object Server log file for detailed information.

Ensure that the TCP/IP subsystem is configured correctly.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Transfer Object Server on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.
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If the problem persists, contact technical support.

2004 (W)

TNG DTS Transfer Object Server failed to open object repository

Reason:

The Transfer Object Server fails to open the specified object repository.

Action:

See the Transfer Object Server log file for detailed information.

Ensure that the name of the object repository is correct.

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to open and access the specified object repository.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Transfer Object Server and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

2005 (W)

TNG DTS Transfer Object Server has closed due to failure

Reason:

The Transfer Object Server has closed due to an internal failure.

Action:

See the Transfer Object Server log file for detailed information.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Transfer Object Server and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

2006 (I)

TNG DTS Transfer Object Server has closed

Reason:

The Transfer Object Server has closed.

Action:

None required. Informational only.
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2007 (W)

TNG DTS Transfer Object Server: Security violation - security mode is

Reason:

The Transfer Object Server has detected a security violation. This violation indicates an unauthorized attempt to access
the Transfer Object Server.

The security mode of the Server (quit, warn, or fail)

Action:

See the Transfer Object Server log file for detailed information.

Ensure that the correct security mode is set. For more information about the security mode settings, see the Data
Transport Service Administration Client online help.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

2008 (W)

TNG DTS Transfer Object Server failed to initialize CAM

Reason:

The Transfer Object Server failed to initialize the CA Messaging subsystem.

Action:

See the Transfer Object Server log file for detailed information.

Ensure that the CA Messaging system is running and correctly configured.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Transfer Object Server and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

2009 (I),

TNG DTS Transfer Object Server: Transfer () failed with code :

Reason:

The Transfer Object Server detected that an activated transfer has failed.

The transfer identifier.

The description property of the transfer.

The failure code.

The failure message.

Action:

See the Transfer Object Server and the Agent log files for more detailed information.

Determine the cause of failure by examining the failure code and message.
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Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

File Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

File Error Messages

280 E
Failed to read binary data

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to read binary data in the binary read parcel filter.

Action:

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to access the data.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

281 E
Failed to write binary data

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to write binary data in the binary write parcel filter.

Action:

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to access the data.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

282 E
Failed to copy file to file

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to copy the source file to the destination file.

1. %1 source file
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2. %2 destination file

Action:

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to access the data.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

283 E
Failed to move file to file

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to move the source file to the destination file.

1. %1 source file
2. %2 destination file

Action:

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to access the data.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

284 E
Failed to delete file

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to remove the specified file.

1. %1 file name to remove

Action:

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to access the data.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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286 E
No space left on device

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to perform the operation, because the receiving system does not have enough free
disk space to hold the data being transferred.

Action:

Ensure that the file system of the receiving system has enough free disk space and resources, or both to complete the
operation. For example, the disk partitions of Windows systems, the file systems of UNIX machines, and so on. If the
problem persists, contact technical support.

300 E
Failed to open file , error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to open the specified file.

1. %1 file name to open
2. %2 error message generated by the operating system

Action:

Ensure that the file exists at the path specified and that you have adequate permissions to access the data.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

301 E
Failed to close file, handle = , error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent was unable to close the specified file.

1. %1 file handle to close
2. %2 error message generated by the operating system

Action:

Ensure that the file exists at the path specified and that you have adequate permissions to access the data.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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302 E
File is not open, handle =

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent has tried to perform a file operation on a file that has not been opened.

1. %1 file handle
2. %2 error message generated by the operating system

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

303 E
Failed reading data from file, handle = , size =

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent has failed to read the specified number of bytes of data from the file associated with the
specified file handle.

1. %1 file handle
2. %2 size of data to read

Action:

Ensure that the file exists at the path specified and that you have adequate permissions to access the data.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

304 E
Failed writing data to file, handle = , size =

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent has failed write the specified number of bytes of data to the file associated with the specified
file handle.

1. %1 file handle
2. %2 size of data to write

Action:

Ensure that the file exists at the path specified and that you have adequate permissions to access the data.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.
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Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

305 E
Failed to seek in file , origin = , offset =

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent has failed to seek the specified offset in the file associated with the specified file handle.

1. %1 file handle
2. %2 origin of file seek
3. %3 offset from origin

Action:

Ensure that the file exists at the path specified and that you have adequate permissions to access the data.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

306 E
Failed to rename file, from = , to =

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to rename the source file to the destination file.

1. %1 source file
2. %2 destination file

Action:

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to access the data.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

307 E
Failed trying to get information about

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to retrieve information about the specified file.

1. %1 file name
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Action:

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to access the data.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

308 E
Failed to get the current working directory, error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to retrieve the current working directory.

1. %1 error message generated by the operating system

Action:

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to access the data.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

309 E
Failed to create directory path , error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to create the specified directory hierarchy.

1. %1 directory path to create
2. %2 error message generated by the operating system

Action:

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to access the data.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

310 E
Failed to delete file , error =
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Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to delete the specified file.

1. %1 file name
2. %2 error message generated by the operating system

Action:

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to access the data.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

311 E
Failed to flush the buffers to disk

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to write pending data held in the system buffers to disk storage.

Action:

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to access the data.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

312 E
Failed to flush the buffers to cache

Reason:

The Data Transport is unable to write pending data held in system buffers to the system cache.

Action:

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to access the data.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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313 E
File does not exist

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent does not recognize the specified file. This message may be produced by routine logging and
may not indicate an error has occurred.

1. %1 file name

Action:

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to access the data.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

314 E
Failed to set the current working directory, error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to set the current working directory to the specified path.

1. %1 error message generated by the operating system

Action:

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to access the data.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

315 E
Failed to get the configuration file path

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to retrieve the path for the configuration file.

Action:

Ensure that the configuration file exists.

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to access the data.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.
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Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

NOTE
This message appears only on the Win32 platform.

316 E
Failed to ftell in file , error=

Reason:

The Data Transport process failed to access and read the specified file.

1. %1 Name of the file
2. %2 error message generated by the operating system

Action:

Ensure that the file exists in the specified path and that you have proper access rights to access the data.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

Filter Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Filter Error Messages

180 E
Failed registering filter . Maximum limit reached, max =

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to register the specified filter because the maximum number of registered filters that
are permitted have exceeded.

1. %1 filter name
2. %2 maximum number of registered filters

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

181 E
Failed registering filter . Filter is already registered.

Reason:
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The Data Transport Agent is unable to register the specified filter, because it has been successfully registered already.

1. %1 filter name

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

182 E
Failed to find filter in function table. Filter not registered.

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to use the specified filter because it is not registered.

1. %1 filter name
2. Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

183 E
External filter values file has an invalid line starting with

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent has discovered errors in a values file while processing an external filter. The values file is
corrupt and cannot be processed.

1. %1 Name of external filter.
2. %2 Name of values file used by the external filter.
3. %3 Character found to be invalid.

Action:

Ensure that the external filter is configured and is performing correctly.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

184 E
External filter values file has no value definitions

Reason:
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The Data Transport Agent has discovered errors in a values file while processing an external filter. The values file is
corrupt and cannot be processed.

1. %1 Name of external filter.
2. %2 Name of values file used by the external filter.

Action:

Ensure that the external filter is configured and is performing correctly.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

185 E
External filter values file has more than entries

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent has discovered errors in a values file while processing an external filter. The values file
contained more entries than expected.

1. %1 Name of external filter.
2. %2 Name of values file used by the external filter.
3. %3 Number of expected entries.

Action:

Ensure that the external filter is correctly configured and is performing correctly.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources to perform the operation. Try to free system resources
by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

186 E
External filter output file indicates failure:

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed while calling an external filter.

1. %1 Name of external filter.
2. %2 Name of output file generated by the external filter.
3. %3 Failure message.

Action:

Ensure that the external filter is correctly configured and is performing correctly.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.
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Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

187 E
External filter parameter =[] is invalid is invalid]

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed while calling an external filter because one or more filter input parameters were invalid.

1. %1 Name of external filter.
2. %2 Name of filter parameter.
3. %3 Value of filter parameter.

Action:

Ensure that the external filter is correctly configured and is performing correctly. Specify the correct filter parameters and
values.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

188 E
External filter has unrecognized parameter

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed while calling an external filter because one or more filter input parameters were invalid.

1. %1 Name of external filter.
2. %2 Name of filter parameter.
3. %3 Value of filter parameter.

Action:

Ensure that the external filter is correctly configured and is performing correctly. Specify the correct filter parameters and
values.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

189 E
External filter timed out after minutes

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed while calling an external filter because the filter timeout period was exceeded.

1. %1 Name of external filter.
2. %2 Filter timeout period.

Action:

Ensure that the external filter is correctly configured and is performing correctly.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.
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Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

190 E
Filter has invalid parameter syntax:

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed while calling an external filter because the filter parameter syntax was invalid.

1. %1 Name of external filter.
2. %2 Filter parameter value.

Action:

Ensure that the external filter is correctly configured and is performing correctly.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

191 E
External filter output file matches no values in file

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed while calling an external filter because the external filter did not generate the expected
output.

1. %1 Name of external filter.
2. %2 Name of generated output file.
3. %3 Name of values file.

Action:

Ensure that the filter is correctly configured and is performing correctly.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

192 E
External filter output file is empty or missing

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed while calling an external filter because the expected output was not generated.

1. %1 Name of external filter.
2. %2 Name of generated output file.

Action:
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Ensure that the filter is correctly configured and is performing correctly.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

193 E
Missing values file for external filter

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed while calling an external filter because the expected values file was not found.

1. %1 Name of missing values file.
2. %2 Name of external filter.

Action:

Ensure that the filter is correctly configured and is performing correctly.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

194 E
Unable to read external filter values file

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed while calling an external filter because the values file could not be read.

1. %1 Name of external filter.
2. %2 Name of values file.

Action:

Ensure that the filter is correctly configured and is performing correctly.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

195 E
External filter parameter MODE=[ASYNC] is not valid with =[] is not valid with =[]]

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed while calling an external filter because the specified MODE=[ASYNC] parameter was not
compatible with a parameter found in the values file.

1. %1 Name of external filter.
2. %2 Name of parameter.
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3. %3 Value of parameter.

Action:

Ensure that the filter is correctly configured and is performing correctly.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

196 E
Failed to spawn external filter using command

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed to spawn the external filter.

Action:

See the documentation for the external file filter that is identified by %1, if CA provides the external filter.

If not, contact your systems administrator.

200 E
Failed to compress buffer of data

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to compress data, when running the ZLIB_COMPRESS parcel filter.

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

201 E
Failed to uncompress buffer of data

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to uncompress data, when running the ZLIB_UNCOMPRESS parcel filter.

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

210 E
Found a virus in file
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Reason:

The Data Transport Agent found a virus in the specified file when running the Data Transport Service virus scan filter.

1. %1 Name of the file containing the virus.

Action:

Ensure that your systems administrator is notified and that policy of your site for handling viruses is followed.

WARNING
A virus causes detrimental effects on Data Transport Service and your entire system. The virus must be
destroyed as soon as possible.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

211 E
The virus scan rename file exists already

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent was unable to execute the Data Transport Service virus scan filter because a file used by
the virus scan filter already exists. When the virus scan filter finds a virus in a file, it renames the infected file. This error
indicates the presence of a virus in a file.

1. %1 Name of file.
2. Action:

Remove or rename the specified file to enable the virus scan filter to execute.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

Informational and Warning Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Informational and Warning Messages

Informational Messages (900-949)
Informational messages are output to the Data Transport Agent log files when the trace message level is set to 1.
Informational messages have the code letter I at the beginning of the message text.

900 I

Data Transport Agent V ver.ver nnnn started

Reason:

In the message text, ver.ver is the version number, and nnnn is the build (patch) number of the Data Transport Service
software currently installed.

This message is output when a Data Transport Agent process starts execution, either as the result of being started by the
user, or as a result of concurrent transfer being performed which requires an additional agent process.
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Action:

No action required.

901 I

Data Transport Agent V ver.ver nnnn stopped

Reason:

In the message text, ver.ver is the version number, and nnnn is the build (patch) number of the Data Transport Service
software currently installed.

This message is output when a Data Transport Agent process ends its execution.

Action:

No action required.

902 I

Reloaded suspended transfer

Reason:

This message is output when a Data Transport Agent process starts and detects that an unfinished, suspended transfer
exists on the system. The transfer is not restarted, but is available for resumption.

1. %1 internal id of the reloaded transfer

Action:

No action required.

903 I

Reloaded failed transfer

Reason:

This message is output when a Data Transport Agent process starts and detects that an unfinished, failed transfer exists
on the system. The transfer is not restarted, but may be available for resumption after correction of the condition which
caused it to fail.

1. %1 internal id of the reloaded transfer

Action:

No action required.

904 I

Restarted transfer

Reason:

This message is output when a Data Transport Agent process starts and detects that an unfinished transfer exists on the
system. The transfer is restarted.

1. %1 internal id of the restarted transfer
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Action:

No action required.

905 I

Responding to new transfer request from %1 Created transfer

Reason:

This message is output when a Data Transport Agent responder process receives a new transfer request.

1. %1 host from which the transfer request was received. This information is usually presented in the form of an Internet
address.

2. %2 internal id of the transfer

Action:

No action required.

906 I

New transfer request received from %1 (id. %2) Created transfer

Reason:

This message is output when a Data Transport Agent initiator process receives a new transfer request.

1. %1 host from which the transfer request was received. This information is usually presented in the form of an Internet
address.

2. %2 Data Transport Manager id of the transfer
3. %3 internal id of the transfer

Action:

No action required.

907 I

Restart request received from %1 for transfer

Reason:

This message is output when a Data Transport Agent process receives a request to restart a previously suspended or
failed transfer.

1. %1 host from which the transfer request was received.
2. %2 internal id of the transfer

Action:

No action required.

908 I

Abort request received for transfer

Reason:
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This message is output when a Data Transport Agent process receives a request to abort a transfer.

1. %1 internal id of the transfer

Action:

No action required.

909 I

Suspend request received for transfer

Reason:

This message is output when a Data Transport Agent process receives a request to suspend a transfer.

1. %1 internal id of the transfer

Action:

No action required.

910 I

Transfer completed

Reason:

This message is output when a transfer has been successfully completed.

1. %1 internal id of the transfer

Action:

No action required.

911 I

Transfer has failed with code %d

Reason:

This message is output when an error has been encountered during a transfer. The transfer has been placed in a
suspended state, and may be resumed after the cause of the error has been removed.

1. %1 internal id of the transfer
2. %2 code number of the error encountered

Action:

The code number of the error may be examined to determine whether further action is necessary.

912 I

Transfer has failed

Reason:
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This message is output when an error has been encountered during a transfer. The Data Transport Agent has not been
able to determine the cause of the error. This situation normally occurs in a master Agent process, when the actual
transfer has been delegated. If this is the case, the slave Agent log file should contain the exact cause of the failure.

1. %1 internal id of the transfer

Action:

The transfer may be restarted if the cause of the failure can be determined.

913 I

Transfer has been suspended

Reason:

This message is output when a transfer has been suspended at the request of a user. The transfer is available for
subsequent resumption.

1. %1 internal id of the transfer

Action:

No action required.

914 I

Transfer has been aborted

Reason:

This message is output when a transfer has been aborted at the request of a user. Transfer status details have been
removed, so the transfer cannot be resumed.

1. %1 internal id of the transfer

Action:

No action required.

915 I

Creating new index file

Reason:

This message is output when a Data Transport Agent process has to create a new index file, which contains a list of
active transfers.

1. %1 full path specification of the index file created

Action:

No action required.

916 I

Delegated transfer to slave process #%2

Reason:
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This message is output when a Data Transport Agent process delegates handling a transfer to a subordinate process in
order to achieve concurrent transfer activity.

1. %1 internal id of the transfer
2. %2 identification number of the Agent process responsible for performing the transfer. This number will be in the range

of 0 to the maximum concurrency limit set for the current host. Log messages relating to the transfer will be contained
in the log file produced by the specified Agent process.

Action:

No action required.

917 I

Transfer Started Object id = DTA id = Mechanism = Protocol = Direction = Initiator = Input = Responder = Output =

Reason:

This message states that the transfer has started and summarizes the major elements of the transfer:

1. %1 transfer object identifier
2. %2 Data Transport Agent identifier
3. %3 Mechanism identifies whether the transfer is point-to-point P2P or point-to-many P2M.
4. %4 Protocol identifies the protocol specified for this transfer request.
5. %5 Direction indicates whether the initiator sends or receives a data transfer. This value might be R for receiving or S

for sending.
6. %6 Initiator is the computer that initiated the transfer request.
7. %7 Input is the input data or path to the transfer, from the sending system.
8. %8 Responder is the computer that is to respond to the initiator request.
9. %9 Output is the output data or path that the transfer generates, that is, the data that the computer receives on the

receiving end of the transfer.

Action:

None. Informational only.

918 I

Responder %1 is busy and could not start transfer %2

Reason:

This message is produced for audit or informational purposes. The agent on the specified system is busy and the
requested transfer could not be started.

1. 1% Name of the responder system
2. 2% Internal transfer identifier

Action:

No action required.

920 I

Could not respond to transfer , there is no spare concurrency

Reason:
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This message is produced for audit/informational purposes. It indicates the responding agent cannot respond to a transfer
request because the maximum number of slave processes (concurrency value) are running.

1. 1% Internal transfer identifier

Action:

No action required.

927 I

Change Priority request received for transfer transfer

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent received a request to change the priority of the transfer named in the message.

1. transfer-ID
2. identifies the internal ID of the affected transfer.

Action:

No action required.

Warning Messages (950-999)
Warning messages are output to the Data Transport Agent log files when the trace message level is set to 1. Warning
messages have the code letter W at the beginning of the message text.

950 W

Reconnection attempt %1 to %2 for transfer

Reason:

This message is output when a communication link has failed while a transfer is in progress. The Data Transport Agent is
attempting to re-establish the connection in order to continue the transfer. This message may appear several times for a
transfer, depending on the transfer's session retry limit property setting.

1. %1 number of times the re-connection has been attempted
2. %2 host to which the re-connection is being attempted
3. %3 internal id of the transfer

Action:

This message may indicate a network or machine failure which requires further attention.

951 W

Abort request received for non-existent transfer

Reason:

This message is output when a request is made to abort a transfer whose internal id is not known to the Data Transport
Agent. The most likely cause is that the transfer has completed in the time between the abort request being made and the
message being received by the Agent process.

1. %1 internal id of the transfer
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Action:

No action required.

952 W

Suspend request received for non-existent transfer

Reason:

This message is output when a request is made to suspend a transfer whose internal id is not known to the Data
Transport Agent. The most likely cause is that the transfer has completed in the time between the suspend request being
made and the message being received by the Agent process.

1. %1 internal id of the transfer

Action:

1. No action required.

953 W

Restart parcel not found in control message Assuming restart parcel is 1

Reason:

This message is output when the Data Transport Agent process is not able to determine the point at which a transfer is
restarted. All data will be re-transmitted.

1. %1 internal id of the transfer

Action:

No action required. This message should not occur during normal use.

954 W

CAM will be ignored

Reason:

This message is output when the Data Transport Agent process is unable to detect the presence of a suitable message-
passing product on the local host. In this case, the Agent process will only be able to function in responder mode.

Action:

If the Agent is required to initiate transfers, a suitable message passing product should be installed and configured.

955 W

Option not supported in this version

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent was unable to completely decode a control message from a remote host. This may occur
when operating different versions of the Data Transport Service on the same network. Transfer operations should still be
possible, provided that related error messages are not produced.

Action:
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Consult product documentation or contact technical support to determine compatibility between versions of the Data
Transport Service.

956 W

Failed to send confirm start message

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed to send a confirmation to a received start message.

Action:

Ensure that the CA Message Queuing Server is correctly installed and is running. For instructions, refer to the CA
Reference.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

957 W

User authentication failed with security mode set to "warn": connection allowed

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent received a user authentication that failed. The connection was allowed, because the Agent was
operating with a security mode set to "warn".

Action:

Ensure that the correct user name and password are specified for the transfer for both the initiating and responding
Agents.

Ensure that the user name exists as a valid user on the local host running the Data Transport Agent.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

958 W

User authentication failed with security mode set to "fail": connection refused

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent received a user authentication that failed. The connection was refused, because the Agent was
operating with a security mode set to "fail".

Action:

Ensure that the correct user name and password are specified for the transfer for both initiating and responding Agents.

Ensure that the user name exists as a valid user on the local host running the Data Transport Agent.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.
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If the problem persists, contact technical support.

959 W

Max concurrency value has exceeded the limit, restricting concurrency to MaxConcurrencyLimit

Reason:

The configured concurrency value exceeds the configured concurrency limit. As a result, the concurrency value is
restricted to the same value as the limit.

Action:

None required. If desired, however, you may increase the concurrency value using the Data Transport Service
Administration Client Interface. For instructions, see the Administration Client online help.

960 W

Max Concurrency Limit was invalid. Running without a limit imposed can cause resource problems with some
operating systems

Reason:

The configured concurrency limit is invalid; for example, it may be a negative value. Therefore, the concurrency limit is set
to zero, which implies no limit. Thus, the Data Transport Agent is running with no concurrency limit.

Action:

None required. However, it is recommended that you set the concurrency to a valid value using the Data Transport
Service Administration Client Interface. For instructions, see the Administration Client online help.

961 W

Max Concurrency Limit was not found in the configuration file. Running without a limit imposed can cause
resource problems with some operating systems

Reason:

The concurrency limit was not found in the configuration file and is therefore set to zero, which implies no limit. Thus, the
Data Transport Agent is running with no concurrency limit.

Action:

Set the concurrency to a valid value using the Data Transport Service Administration Client Interface. For instructions, see
the Administration Client online help.

962 W

Max Concurrency was not found in the configuration file. The agent will default to default value

Reason:

The concurrency value was not found in the configuration file and therefore will be set to the default value (1).

Action:

None required. However, it is recommended that you set the concurrency to a valid value using the Data Transport
Service Administration Client Interface. For instructions, see the Administration Client online help.
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Licensing Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Licensing Error Messages

660 E
The license has expired. The %s will be terminated.

Reason:

%s is replaced by the name of the affected Data Transport component, such as the Data Transport Agent. The current
license to use the specified Data Transport component has expired, and the specified application has terminated.

%s is the name of the application.

Action:

Ensure that you have a valid license for the specified application. For more information, see your licensing documentation.
If the problem persists, contact technical support.

661 E
The transfer has been terminated due to a license violation.

Reason:

The transfer has failed, because a licensing violation has been detected.

Action:

Ensure you that have a valid license for the product. For more information, see your licensing documentation. If the
problem persists, contact technical support.

662 E
TOS is working in restricted mode: no license code or no network repository.

Reason:

The Transfer Object Server is working in restricted mode, because no Network Repository has been defined, or because
no license code has been provided. As a result, Data Transport Service is operating with restricted functionality.

Action:

Configure your installation to use a Network Object Server, and ensure that the Transfer Object Server is connected to the
Network Object Server. For instructions, see the Data Transport Service WorldView Administration Client online help
and the Inside Data Transport Service (CCS) guide.

Alternatively, purchase the necessary license(s) to enable all of the product features to be used.

670 W
Data Transport must be licensed as an Option or Enterprise Edition to perform Domain Administration.

Reason:
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You cannot access domain view at this time, because this machine does not have the required license installed. In order
to access domain view and use the trusted security domain features, you must secure a valid license for this machine for
Advantage Data Transport or another CA solution that enhances Data Transport Service.

Action:

To obtain a license for Advantage Data Transport or another CA solution that enhances Data Transport Service, contact
your Account Representative.

Network Object Server Information and Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Network Object Server Information and Error Messages

1500 I
Initial configuration settings:

Reason:

This informational message indicates the default configuration settings for the Data Transport Network Object Server.

Action:

No action is required.

1501 E
Failed to open network repository: server exiting

Reason:

The Data Transport Network Object Server failed to open the specified Common Object Repository (COR) and therefore
exits.

1. %1 The name of the COR

Action:

Ensure that the name of the COR is correct.

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to open and access the specified COR.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Network Object Server and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

1502 E
Failed to open network repository: server continuing

Reason:
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The Data Transport Network Object Server has failed to open the specified Common Object Repository (COR), but
continues executing.

1. %1 The name of the COR.

Action:

Ensure that the name of the COR is correct.

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to open and access the specified COR.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Network Object Server and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

1503 I
Initiator machine not found

Reason:

This informational message indicates that the specified initiator machine could not be found in the Common Object
Repository (COR).

1. 1% Name of the initiator machine.

Action:

Ensure that the specified initiator machine exists in the COR. Ensure that a machine object with the same name as the
initiator machine is defined.

Ensure that the names of the specified initiator machine and the machine that is defined in the Common Object
Repository are consistent. The COR is case-sensitive.

1504 I
Responder machine not found

Reason:

This informational message indicates that the specified responder machine could not be found in the Common Object
Repository (COR).

1. 1% Name of the responder machine.

Action:

Ensure that the specified responder machine exists in the COR. Ensure that a machine object with the same name as the
responder machine is defined.

Ensure that the names of the specified responder machine and the machine that is defined in the COR are consistent.
The COR is case-sensitive.

Object Repository Information and Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.
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Object Repository Information and Error Messages

801 E
Failed to open repository . Code is Message is

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager component has failed to open the specified object repository.

1. %1 The name of the object repository.
2. %2 The internal error code.
3. %3 A description of the cause of failure.

Action:

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to open the specified object repository.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Service Manager and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

802 E
Failed to close repository . Code is Message is

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager component has failed to close the specified object repository.

1. %1 The name of the object repository.
2. %2 The internal error code.
3. %3 A description of the cause of failure.

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

803 E
Failed to create object . Code is Message is

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager component has failed to create the specified object in the object repository.

1. %1 The name or object identifier of the object.
2. %2 The internal error code.
3. %3 A description of the cause of failure.
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Action:

Ensure an object of the same class and name does not already exist in the repository.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

804 E
Failed to delete object . Code is Message is

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager component has failed to delete the specified object from the object repository.

1. %1 The name or object identifier of the object.
2. %2 The internal error code.
3. %3 A description of the cause of failure.

Action:

Ensure an object of the specified class and name exists in the repository.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

805 E
Failed to get object . Code is Message is

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager component has failed to get the specified object from the object repository.

1. %1 The name or object identifier of the object.
2. %2 The internal error code.
3. %3 A description of the cause of failure.

Action:

Ensure an object of the specified class and name exists in the repository.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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806 E
Failed to get object by name . Code is Message is

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager component has failed to get the specified object from the object repository.

1. %1 The name of the object.
2. %2 The internal error code.
3. %3 A description of the cause of failure.

Action:

Ensure an object of the specified class and name exists in the repository.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

807 E
Failed to update object . Code is Message is

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager component has failed to update the specified object in the object repository.

1. %1 The name or object identifier of the object.
2. %2 The internal error code.
3. %3 A description of the cause of failure.

Action:

Ensure an object of the specified class and name exists in the repository.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

808 E
Failed to select objects. Code is Message is

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager component has failed to select objects from the object repository.

1. %1 The internal error code.
2. %2 A description of the cause of failure.

Action:
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Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

809 E
Failed to get next object. Code is Message is

Reason:

The Data Transport Manager component has failed to select and get objects from the object repository.

1. %1 The internal error code.
2. %2 A description of the cause of failure.

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Manager and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

FIPS Violation Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

FIPS Violation Error Messages

840 E
FIPS Violation: cannot connect to legacy <%1$s> on machine <%2$s> in FIPS-Only mode.

Reason

DTS API is in FIPS-Only mode and trying to send request to specified DTS component, which is a legacy version and
does not support FIPS-Compliant encryption.

Action

Upgrade the legacy CA Client Automation component so that it uses and accepts FIPS-compliant encryption.

841 E
FIPS Violation: only FIPS-Compliant encryption is supported

Reason

Requested operation requires usage of encryption which is not FIPS-Compliant and such operations are not allowed as
DTS is operating in FIPS-Only mode.

Action

Upgrade the legacy CA Client Automation component so that it uses and accepts FIPS-compliant encryption.
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842 E
Failed to contact <%1$s> on machine <%2$s>.

Reason

Specified DTS component is either not installed or CAF service is not running on the specified machine.

Action

Verify that the target computer has the specified DTS component installed and is running the CAF service.

843 E
FIPS violation: DTS command line cannot connect to legacy DTS Agent <%1$s> in FIPS-Only mode.

Reason

DTS command line interface (CLI) is operating in FIPS-only mode and is trying to send request to a DTS Agent that is a
legacy version and does not support FIPS-compliant encryption.

Action

Upgrade the legacy CA Client Automation component so that it uses and accepts FIPS-compliant encryption.

844 E
FIPS Violation: DTS Agent on <%1$s> is in FIPS-Only mode, cannot accept transfer request with encryption
which is not FIPS-Compliant.

Reason

DTS agent is running in FIPS-only mode and has received a request which does not use FIPS-compliant encryption.

Action

The computer that is sending the transfer request is using legacy version of CA Client Automation. Upgrade the legacy CA
Client Automation component so that it uses and accepts FIPS-compliant encryption.

845 E
FIPS Violation: Cannot communicate with legacy peer <%1$s> in FIPS-Only mode, transfer=<%2$s>.

Reason:

The DTS agent at the sender computer is operating in FIPS-only mode whereas, the DTS agent at the receiver computer
is a legacy agent and does not support FIPS-compliant encryption.

Action:

Upgrade the legacy CA Client Automation component so that it uses and accepts FIPS-compliant encryption.

846 E
FIPS Violation: DTS Agent on <%1$s> is in FIPS-Only mode, only FIPS-Compliant encryption/decryption is
allowed, transfer=<%2$s>.

Reason
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The DTS agent is running in FIPS-only mode and request received by the DTS agent requires using encryption that is not
FIPS-compliant. This happens when DTS Agent receives request from a legacy DTS component that does not use FIPS-
compliant encryption.

Action

The computer requesting the operation is using legacy version of CA Client Automation. Upgrade the legacy CA Client
Automation component so that it uses and accepts FIPS-compliant encryption.

847 E
FIPS Violation: DTS Agent on <%1$s> is in FIPS-Only mode, <%2$s> encryption filter is not allowed, transfer=<
%3$s>.

Reason

Requested encryption filter does not use FIPS-compliant encryption and DTS agent is running in FIPS-only mode.

Action

Use a FIPS-compliant encryption filter.

848 E
FIPS Violation: <%1$s> NOS is in FIPS-Only mode, cannot accept request with encryption which is not FIPS-
Compliant.

Reason

NOS rejected the connection request as the request does not use FIPS-compliant encryption and NOS is running in FIPS-
only mode.

Action

Do one for the following:

• Upgrade the client to use FIPS-compliant encryption (Recommended).
• Switch the domain manager to the FIPS-preferred mode to allow NOS to operate in the FIPS-preferred mode. For

information about switching to a particular mode, refer the CA Client Automation Implementation Guide.

849 E
FIPS Violation: cannot connect to legacy DTS Agent <%1$s> in FIPS-Only mode.

Reason

DTS running on the domain manager is operating in the FIPS-preferred mode and the DTS agent that it is trying to
connect is a legacy version that does not support FIPS-compliant encryption.

Action

Do one for the following:

• Upgrade the peer DTS agent to use FIPS-compliant encryption (Recommended).
• Switch the domain manager to the FIPS-preferred mode to allow the DTS component to operate in the FIPS-preferred

mode. For information about switching to a particular mode, refer the CA Client Automation Implementation Guide.
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850E
FIPS Violation: <%1$s> TOS is in FIPS-Only mode, cannot accept connection request with encryption which is
not FIPS-Compliant.

Reason

TOS rejected the connection request as the request does not use FIPS-compliant encryption and TOS is running in FIPS-
only mode.

Action

Do one for the following:

• Upgrade the client to use FIPS-compliant encryption (Recommended).
• Switch the domain manager to the FIPS-preferred mode to allow TOS to operate in the FIPS-only mode. For

information about switching to a particular mode, refer the CA Client Automation Implementation Guide.

Operating System Specific Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Operating System Specific Error Messages

Memory Allocation Error Messages (100 - 101)

100

Failed to allocate %1 bytes of memory

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent cannot allocate the specified number of bytes of memory due to lack of system resources.

1. %1 bytes of memory to allocate

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

101

Failed to reallocate %1 bytes of memory

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to reallocate the specified number of bytes of memory caused by a lack of system
resources.

1. %1 bytes of memory to reallocate

Action:
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Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free up system resources by
closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

Process Error Messages (370 - 382)

370 E

Failed to spawn new process, error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to create a new process. This may be caused by insufficient system resources.

1. %1 error message generated by the operating system

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

NOTE
This message appears only on the Win32 and UNIX platforms.

372 E

Maximum process table entries exceeded

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent has detected overflow in the operating system process table. This error might have occurred
due to the insufficient system resources.

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources, or both to perform the operation. Try to free up
system resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

NOTE
This error message appears only on the Netware platform.
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373 E

Failed to retrieve the process handle for process id

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to retrieve the process handle associated with the specified process identifier.

1. %1 process identifier

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

NOTE
This message appears only on the Win32 platform.

374 E

Failed to retrieve information for process id , error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to retrieve information for the specified process.

1. %1 process identifier
2. %2 error message generated by the operating system

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

NOTE
This message appears only on the Win32 platform.

375 E

Failed to kill process id , error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to kill the process specified by the process identifier.

1. %1 process identifier
2. %2 error message generated by the operating system

Action:

Ensure that the process exists and that you have adequate permissions to perform the operation.
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Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

376 E

Invalid yield type is specified

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent was unable to set the yield value for the operating system due to an invalid yield value.

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

NOTE
This message appears only on the Netware platform.

377 E

Not enough space on to hold data , size =

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to perform the operation because the specified host does not have enough free disk
space to hold the specified size of data.

1. %1 host name
2. %2 path to data
3. %3 size of data

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

378 E

Unable to get amount of free disk space on , error =

Reason:
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The Data Transport Agent is unable to retrieve the amount of free disk space on the specified host.

1. %1 host name
2. %2 error message generated by the operating system

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free up system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

379 E

Failed to close handle to the [process|thread] for process id for process id ]

Reason:

The Data Transport process failed to close a handle for the specified process or thread.

1. %1 Process identifier of the process.

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport processes on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

NOTE
This message appears only on the Win32 platform.

380 E

WaitForSingleObject failed rc=

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed to execute an external command, because the WaitForSingleObject() system function
generated an error return code.

1. %1 Operating system return code.

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

NOTE
This message appears only on the Win32 platform.
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381 E

WaitForSingleObject unknown return

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed to execute an external command, because the WaitForSingleObject() system function
generated an unknown return code.

1. %1 Operating system return code.

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

NOTE
This message appears only on the Win32 platform.

382 E

Process active but wait ended.

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed to execute an external command because the system cannot determine the status of the
executed command.

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

NOTE
This message appears only on the Win32 platform.

Protocol Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Protocol Error Messages

110
WSAStartup() failed: %1

Reason:
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The Data Transport Service processes were unable to initialize the Windows network subsystem for network
communications.

1. %1 socket error code (see Socket Errors for more information)

Action:

Ensure that the Windows network subsystem is correctly installed and configured.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

NOTE
This message appears only on the Win32 platform.

111
%1: Port/service is not valid

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to access the specified port due to:

• An invalid PORT parameter
• An unavailable port or service

Action:

Ensure that the port or service is known to the system and is correctly specified.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

112
%1: Failed to get protocol number

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to retrieve information for the specified protocol.

1. %1 internal function for which the failure occurred
2. %2 protocol name

Action:

Ensure that the specified protocol is known to the system and is correctly installed and configured.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

113
%1: Failed to create socket

Reason:
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The Data Transport Service processes were unable to create a socket. This error indicates a lack of system resources.

1. %1 internal function for which the failure occurred

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation.

Try to free system resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

114
%1: Failed to bind socket

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to bind a local address to the specified socket.

1. %1 internal function for which the failure occurred
2. %2 socket descriptor

Action:

Ensure that the socket is not bound to a port and address that is already in use. If it is so close an unused application and
services and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

115
%1: Failed to listen on socket

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to establish a socket to listen for incoming connections. This error
indicates a lack of system resources.

1. %1 internal function for which the failure occurred
2. %2 socket descriptor

Action:

Ensure that the socket is not bound to a port and address that is already in use. If it is so close any unused applications
and services and retry the operation.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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116
%1: Failed to close socket

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes are unable to close the socket and release the socket descriptor.

1. %1 internal function for which the failure occurred
2. %2 socket descriptor

Action:

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

117
%1: HOST/IP address not valid

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to resolve the host name or IP address of the specified remote
machine.

1. %1 internal function for which the failure occurred
2. %2 remote address

Action:

Ensure that the specified remote address is correct.

Ensure that DNS (Domain Name Service) services are functioning correctly.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

118
%1: Unable to connect to.

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to connect to a remote Data Transport Service process.

1. %1 internal function for which the failure occurred
2. %2 remote address
3. %3 remote port

Action:

Ensure that the specified remote address and port are correct.

Ensure that the DNS (Domain Name Service) services are functioning correctly.

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local host and retry the operation.
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Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

119
%1: setsockopt() failed

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to set options for a socket.

1. %1 internal function for which failure occurred

Action:

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

120
%1: getsockopt() failed

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to get options for a socket.

1. %1 internal function for which failure occurred

Action:

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

121
%1: Send header information failed, error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to send header information for a parcel using TCP/IP control stream
that is associated with a connection.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 socket error code (refer to the Socket Errors chapter for more information)

Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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122
%1: Receive data failed, error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to send parcel data.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 socket error code (refer to the Socket Errors chapter for more information)

Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

123
%1: Receive header information failed, error =< %2>

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to receive header information for a parcel using the TCP/IP control
stream that is associated with a connection.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 socket error code (refer to the Socket Errors chapter for more information)

Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

124
%1: Receive data failed, error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to receive parcel data.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 socket error code (refer to the Socket Errors chapter for more information)

Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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125
%1: Remote end has disconnected before data has been read

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes are unable to receive data because:

• The remote host has disconnected
• The connection has been forcibly closed.

Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

126
%1: Failed to get bound socket name for socket

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to retrieve the local address and port association for the specified
socket.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 socket error code (refer to the Socket Errors chapter for more information)

Action:

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

127
%1: Select on socket failed, error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to read or write on the specified socket.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 socket descriptor
3. %3 socket error code (refer to the Socket Errors chapter for more information)

Action:

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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128
%1: Accept on socket failed, error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to accept a connection on the specified socket. This error indicates a
lack of system resources.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 socket descriptor
3. %3 socket error code (refer to the Socket Errors chapter for more information)

Action:

Ensure that the system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by closing
any unused applications.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

129
%1: No session PW parameters found

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to retrieve parameters for the protocol.

1. %1 internal function for which failure occurred

Action:

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

130
%1: Timed out waiting to send on socket

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to send data on the specified socket because of timeout limit.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 socket descriptor

Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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131
%1: Timed out waiting to receive on socket

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to receive data on the specified socket because of timeout limit.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 socket descriptor

Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

132
%1: Send UDP port number failed, error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to send the local UDP port number to the remote using the TCP/IP
control stream associated with a connection.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 socket error code (refer to the Socket Errors chapter for more information)

Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

133
%1: Receive UDP port number failed, error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to receive the remote UDP port number from the remote using the
TCP/IP control stream that is associated with a connection.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 socket error code (refer to the Socket Errors chapter for more information)

Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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134
%1: Responder rejected header information

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to send data to the remote, because the remote had not
acknowledged a send data request. A failure on the remote side is the possible cause of this message.

1. %1 internal function for which failure occurred

Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

135
%1: Send status request failed, error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to send data to the remote, because it was unable to send a status
request message to the remote using the TCP/IP control stream associated with the connection.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 socket error code (refer to the Socket Errors chapter for more information)

Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

136
%1: Receive status request failed, error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to receive data from the remote, because it was unable to receive a
status request message from the remote using the TCP/IP control stream that is associated with the connection.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 socket error code (refer to the Socket Errors chapter for more information)

Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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137
%1: Function block time of seconds has been exceeded

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to complete the operation because the timeout limit was exceeded
while trying to send or receive data.

1. %1 internal function for which failure occurred
2. %2 block time in seconds

Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

138
%1: Send packet size of failed, error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to negotiate a common packet size to use when sending data to a
single remote or multiple remotes.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 packet size to send
3. %3 socket error code (refer to the Socket Errors chapter for more information)

Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

139
%1: Send status message of missing packets failed, error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to receive data from the local, because it was unable to send a status
message containing missing packets using the TCP/IP control stream that is associated with the connection.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 socket error code (refer to the Socket Errors chapter for more information)

Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.
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Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

140
%1: Receive packet size of failed, error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to negotiate a common packet size to use when receiving data.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 packet size to send
3. %3 socket error code (refer to the Socket Errors chapter for more information)

Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

141
%1: Connection identifier is not valid

Reason:

The Data Transport Service process is unable to open a Broadcast or Multicast connection to a responder because an
invalid connection identifier has been supplied.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred

Action:

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

142
%1: Connection type is not valid

Reason:

The Data Transport Service process is unable to open a Broadcast or Multicast connection to a responder because an
invalid connection type (parent or child) has been supplied.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred

Action:

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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143
%1: Failed to set Broadcast option for socket

Reason:

The Data Transport Service process is unable to open a Broadcast connection due to a failure to set the specified socket
for IP Broadcasting. This error indicates that the network subsystem does not support IP Broadcasting.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 socket file descriptor

Action:

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

144
%1: Maximum allowed parent connections () exceeded

Reason:

The Data Transport Service process is unable to open connection because the maximum allowed parent connections limit
has been exceeded.

1. %1 internal function for which failure occurred
2. %2 maximum allowed parent connections

Action:

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

145
%1: Maximum allowed child connections () exceeded

Reason:

The Data Transport Service process is unable to open a connection because the maximum allowed child connections
have exceeded.

1. %1 internal function for which failure occurred
2. %2 maximum allowed child connections

Action:

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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146
%1: Send BCAST port and address failed, error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Service process is unable to open a Broadcast connection due to a failure to send data using the
TCP/IP control stream that is associated with the connection.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 socket error code (refer to the Socket Errors chapter for more information)

Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

147
%1: Receive BCAST buffer size failed, error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to open a Broadcast connection due to a failure to receive data using
the TCP/IP control stream that is associated with the connection.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 socket error code (refer to the Socket Errors chapter for more information)

Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

148
%1: Select on receive sockets failed, error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Service process is unable to receive data from multiple connections using the TCP/IP control stream
that is associated with the connections.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 socket error code (refer to the Socket Errors chapter for more information)

Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.
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If the problem persists, contact technical support.

149
%1: Receive BCAST port and address failed, error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Service process is unable to accept an incoming Broadcast connection due to a failure to receive data
using the TCP/IP control stream that is associated with the connection.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 socket error code (refer to the Socket Errors chapter for more information)

Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

150
%1: Close parent failed parent has active children

Reason:

The Data Transport Service process is unable to close a parent connection because the parent still has active children
connections. The parent connection must be closed after the children connections.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred

Action:

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

151
%1: Send MCAST port and address failed, error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Service process is unable to open a Multicast connection because of a failure to send data using the
TCP/IP control stream that is associated with the connection.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 socket error code (refer to the Socket Errors chapter for more information)

Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.
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If the problem persists, contact technical support.

152
%1: Receive MCAST buffer size failed, error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Service process is unable to open a Multicast connection because of a failure to receive data using
the TCP/IP control stream that is associated with the connection.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 socket error code (refer to the Socket Errors chapter for more information)

Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

153
%1: Receive MCAST port and address failed, error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Service process is unable to accept an incoming Multicast connection due to a failure to receive data
using the TCP/IP control stream that is associated with the connection.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 socket error code (refer to the Socket Errors chapter for more information)

Action:

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

154
%1: Failed to join IP Multicast group membership, error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Service process is unable to accept an incoming Multicast connection because it is unable to join the
specified Multicast group. This message indicates that the network subsystem does not support IP Multicasting, or the
specified Multicast address is not a valid Multicast group address.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred 
2. %2 socket error code (refer to the Socket Errors chapter for more information)

Action:
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Ensure that the correct IP Multicast group address has been specified. Valid Multicast addresses are within the range
224.0.0.0 to 239.255.255. For example, 224.0.0.100 is a valid Multicast group address.

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

155
%1: Failed to drop IP Multicast group membership, error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to close a Multicast connection because it was unable to drop
membership of the specified Multicast group. This message indicates that the network subsystem does not support IP
Multicasting, or the specified Multicast address is not a valid Multicast group address.

1. %1 internal function for which error occurred
2. %2 socket error code (refer to the Socket Errors chapter for more information)

Action:

Ensure that the correct IP Multicast group address has been specified.

Check the network connections between the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

156
Failed to clean up windows sockets, error =

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to de-initialize the Windows socket DLL.

1. %1 socket error code (refer to the Socket Errors chapter for more information)

Action:

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

NOTE
This message appears only on the Win32 platform.

157
All Protocol Wrappers failed to initialize

Reason:
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The Data Transport Agent did not start, because it was unable to initialize its internal communications. Failure to initialize
the TCP/IP wrapper indicates a corrupt or incomplete TCP/IP installation or configuration on the machine.

Action:

Ensure that the local host supports the specified communications protocols. Ensure that the relevant communications
protocols are correctly installed and configured on the local host.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent process on the local host.

Reboot the local host.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

158
Timeout occurred for connection to : Removed from Point-to-Many Transfer.

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to communicate to the specified remote Agent.

1. %1 The port of the remote Agent.
2. %2 The address of the remote Agent.

Action:

Ensure that the relevant communications protocols are correctly installed and configured on the local and remote hosts.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent processes on the local and remote hosts.

Reboot the local and remote hosts.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

159
Failed to send data to Point-to-Many address . Please Ensure the address is correct.

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to communicate to remote Agents using the specified point-to-many address.

1. %1 The point-to-many address used for the transfer.

Action:

Ensure that the point-to-many address is correct for the point-to-many protocol you are using.

Example:

If you are using BCAST as the point-to-many protocol, ensure that the point-to-many address is correct for your subnet. In
this case the point-to-many address is the Broadcast address.

Ensure that the local and remote hosts support the specified point-to-many protocol.

Ensure that the relevant communications protocols are correctly installed and configured on the local and remote hosts.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent process on the local and remote hosts.

Reboot the local and remote hosts.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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160
Failed registering PW. Maximum limit reached, max =

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to register a protocol wrapper because the maximum number of
allowed registered protocol wrappers have exceeded.

1. %1 maximum number of protocol wrappers

Action:

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

161
Failed registering PW. PW id already registered.

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to register the specified protocol wrapper because it has already been
installed.

1. %1 protocol wrapper identifier

Action:

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

162
Failed to find PW in function table, id = . PW not registered.

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to use the specified protocol wrapper because it was not successfully
registered.

1. %1 protocol wrapper identifier

Action:

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

163
Failed allocating PWI connection handle. Limit reached, max =

Reason:
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The Data Transport Service processes were unable to allocate a protocol wrapper interface (PWI) connection handle
because the maximum number of allowed allocated connections would exceed.

1. %1 maximum number of allocated PWI connection handles

Action:

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

164
Failed trying to free connection_handle , table entry is null

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to free the specified connection handle, because it has already been
freed.

1. %1 connection handle

Action:

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

165
Invalid connection handle supplied, handle =

Reason:

The Data Transport Service processes were unable to send or receive on the specified connection handle because the
connection handle was invalid.

1. %1 connection handle

Action:

Shut down and restart all Data Transport Service processes on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

166
Host/IP address exceeds maximum allowed length

Reason:

The address that is specified for a new connection exceeds the maximum address length that Data Transport Service
supports.

Action:

Ensure that you enter the correct address.
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Point-to-Point Protocol Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Point-to-Point Protocol Messages

1600 I
Could not load RAS API library

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed to load the Remote Access Service (RAS) API library. The transfers using the Point-to-
Point protocol (PPP) to or from this Agent fails.

Action:

For Windows NT platforms, ensure that the file rasapi32.dll can be found on the search path. Ensure that RAS also has
been correctly installed and configured.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

1601 E
PPP failed to initialize

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed to initialize the Point-to-Point protocol (PPP). The transfers using PPP to or from this
Agent fails.

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

1602 E
PPP Init got invalid params=

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed to initialize the Point-to-Point protocol (PPP) because the specified protocol parameters
are invalid. The transfers using PPP to or from this Agent fails.

1. %1 The supplied protocol parameters

Action:

Check and correct the PPP protocol parameters.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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1603 E
Entry name AND phone number missing

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed to open a Point-to-Point protocol (PPP) connection, because both the phone book name
and phone number entries are missing.

Action:

Check and correct the phone book entries.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

1604 E
Failed to get conn state rc=

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed to get the status of an open Point-to-Point protocol (PPP) connection because of Remote
Access Service (RAS) failure.

Action:

Check RAS configuration.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

1605 E
Dial failed! rc=

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed to dial.

1. %1 Remote Access Service (RAS) result code.

Action:

Check Point-to-Point protocol (PPP) protocol parameters.

Check RAS configuration.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

1606 E
Error closing PPP conn
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Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed to close an open Point-to-Point (PPP) connection.

Action:

Check Point-to-Point protocol (PPP) protocol parameters.

Check Remote Access Service (RAS) configuration.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

1607 E
Could not lookup address(es) of local host name

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed to look up the address of the local host.

1. %1 Name of the local host

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

Schedule Object Server Information and Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Schedule Object Server Information and Error Messages

1200 W
Failed to connect to Transfer Object Server: error code will retry

Reason:

The Schedule Object Server has failed to connect to the Transfer Object Server.

1. %1 The internal error code.

Action:

Ensure that the Schedule Object Server configuration file has correct protocol and protocol parameter values to connect to
the Transfer Object Server.

Ensure that the Transfer Object Server has been started and is ready to accept incoming connections.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart both Schedule and Transfer Object Servers and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host (and remote host, if necessary) and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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1201 I
Connection to Transfer Object Server successful

Reason:

This message is informational only. The message indicates that the Schedule Object Server has successfully connected
to the Transfer Object Server.

Action:

No action is required.

SecurityMessages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

SecurityMessages

390
Security violation: userid or password is not correct.

Reason:

Data Transport has detected a security violation due to insufficient access rights or an incorrect userid/password
combination for a particular user.

Action:

Ensure that the specified user has a valid ID and password on the system and has sufficient access rights to perform the
requested operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

391
An internal error occurred during security processing.

Reason:

Data Transport has detected an internal error.

Action:

Ensure that the specified user has a valid ID and password on the system and has sufficient access rights to perform the
requested operation.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

Slave Process Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.
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Slave Process Error Messages

320
Slave heartbeat has expired. Checking if it is still running, process id = , slave id =

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent was unable to communicate with a slave process and has detected that a heartbeat has not
been received by a slave agent process in the time due. This may indicate that the specified slave agent process is no
longer active or is in error state.

1. %1 local Data Transport Agent process identifier
2. %2 slave process identifier

Action:

Try to free up system resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the Message Queuing Server on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

321
Failed to kill process id = , slave id =

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to kill the slave agent process. This may indicate that the slave agent process is no
longer active or is in error state.

1. %1 local Data Transport Agent process identifier
2. %2 slave process identifier

Action:

Try to free up system resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the Message Queuing Server on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

322
Failed to send heartbeat message to master , msg =

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to send a heartbeat message to the master agent process. This may indicate failure
or corruption of the Message Queuing Server.

1. %1 master process identifier
2. %2 heartbeat message
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Action:

Try to free up system resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the Message Queuing Server on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

323
Failed to send shutdown message to slave , msg =

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to send a shutdown message to the slave agent process. This may indicate failure or
corruption of the Message Queuing Server.

1. %1 slave process identifier
2. %2 shutdown message

Action:

Try to free up system resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the Message Queuing Server on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

324
Failed to send terminated message to master , msg =

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to send a terminated message to the master agent process. This may indicate failure
or corruption of the Message Queuing Server.

1. %1 master process identifier
2. %2 termination message

Action:

Try to free up system resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the Message Queuing Server on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

325
Failed to send initialization message to master , msg =
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Reason:

The Data Transport Agent is unable to send an initialization message to the master agent process. This may indicate
failure or corruption of the Message Queuing Server.

Action:

Try to free up system resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Shut down and restart the Message Queuing Server on the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

SNA and CPI-C Protocol Wrapper Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

SNA and CPI-C Protocol Wrapper Messages

1401 E
%1 %2: %3

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent CPI-C function call failed.

1. %1 The internal CPI-C protocol wrapper function call.
2. %2 The CPI-C function.
3. %3 The CPI-C error message.

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

1403 E
Conversation already exists for PWI handle %1

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed to open a connection because the internal handle was already allocated. This message
indicates that a connection with this handle was already open.

1. %1 The internal PWI handle.

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.
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1404 E
No conversation saved for PWI handle %2

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed to complete an operation because the specified internal PWI handle was invalid.

1. %1 The internal PWI handle.

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

1405 E
Unexpected value for data_received: %1

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent received an unexpected value for the data_received argument from the CPI-C function
Receive.

1. %1 The unexpected value.

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

1406 E
Unexpected value for status_received: %1

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent received an unexpected value for the status_received argument from the CPI-C function
Receive.

1. %1 The unexpected value.

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

1407 E
State %1 is not valid for Send_Data.

Reason:
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The Data Transport Agent failed to send data because of an invalid CPI-C conversation state.

1. %1 The CPI-C state.

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

1408 E
PW_CPIC_Init_PW has not been called or was not successful.

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed to complete an operation successfully because the CPI-C protocol was not initialized
successfully.

Action:

Check and correct the CPI-C protocol parameters.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

1409 E
WinCPICCleanup returned error %1 (%2)

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed to de-initialize the CPI-C protocol wrapper due to a failure in the Windows function
WinCPICCleanup.

1. %1 The WinCPICCleanup return code.
2. %2 The WinCPICCleanup error message.

Action:

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

1410 E
Exceeded the limit of %1 Accept_Conversation failures.

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent has stopped listening for connections from other Data Transport Agents, because of too many
CPI-C failures.

1. %1 The internal failure limit that was exceeded.

Action:
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Check the CPI-C protocol parameters.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

1411 E
Error %1 creating thread for Accept_Conversation: %2

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed to create a thread for accepting CPI-C protocol connections.

1. %1 Operating system error code.
2. %2 Operating system error message.

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

1412 E
%1: Error %2 for %3: %4

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed access or update the system Registry.

NOTE
This error is only produced on Windows platforms.

1. %1 Registry function that failed.
2. %2 Operating system error code.
3. %3 Parameter value that being accessed or updated.
4. %4 Operating system error message.

Action:

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and resources for the operation. Try to free system resources by
closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

1413 E
Missing parameter %1.

Reason:
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The Data Transport Agent failed to initialize the CPI-I protocol wrapper because of a missing parameter.

1. %1 The missing parameter.

Action:

Check the MasterProtocolParams= and SlaveProtocolParams= values in the Data Transport configuration file (tngdt.ini for
Windows NT or tngdt.conf for UNIX).

Add the missing parameter that the message identifies.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

1415 E
Error loading library %1: %2 (%3)

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed to load the CPI-C API library. Transfers using the CPI-C protocol to or from this Agent
fails.

1. %1 The name of the CPI-C API library.
2. %2 Operating system error code.
3. %3 Operating system error message.

Action:

Ensure that the specified API library can be found on the search path.

Check the CPI-C protocol parameters and registry configuration.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

1416 E
Error getting address of function %1: %2 (%3)

Reason:

The Data Transport Agent failed to get the address of a CPI-C API function when loading the CPI-C API library. Transfers
using the CPI-C protocol to or from this Agent fails.

1. %1 The name of the CPI-C API library function.
2. %2 Operating system error code.
3. %3 Operating system error message.

Action:

Ensure that the specified API library can be found on the search path.

Check the CPI-C protocol parameters and registry configuration.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Agent on the local host and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.
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If the problem persists, contact technical support.

Socket Errors
Socket error codes are generated by the operating system you are using. Choose one of the following for information on
the socket codes for your operating system.

Socket Error Codes Generated by Windows-based Systems
A list of Windows error codes, Windows internal labels, and their causes follows:

• 10004 WSAEINTR
This error is returned if a sockets function is interrupted while it is in progress.

• 10009 WSAEBADF
This error is returned if a sockets function is called with a bad file number or descriptor.

• 10013 WSAEACCES
Permission denied.

• 10014 WSAEFAULT
This error is returned if a sockets function is called with a bad address.

• 10022 WSAEINVAL
This error is returned if a sockets function is called with an invalid argument.

• 10024 WSAEMFILE
Too many files open.

• 10035 WSAEWOULDBLOCK
Resource temporarily unavailable.

• 10036 WSAEINPROGRESS
This error is returned if a sockets function is called while a blocking function is in progress.

• 10037 WSAEALREADY
This error is returned if a sockets function is called while a function is already in progress.

• 10038 WSAENOTSOCK
This error is returned is a sockets function is performed on a non-socket.

• 10039 WSAEDESTADDRREQ
Destination address required.

• 10040 WSAEMSGSIZE
Message too long.

• 10041 WSAEPROTOTYPE
Protocol type wrong for socket.

• 10042 WSAENOPROTOOPT
Protocol not available.

• 10043 WSAEPROTONOSUPPORT
Protocol not supported.

• 10044 WSAESOCKTNOSUPPORT
Socket type not supported.

• 10045 WSAEOPNOTSUPP
Operation not supported on socket.

• 10046 WSAEPFNOSUPPORT
Protocol family not supported.

• 10047 WSAEAFNOSUPPORT
Address family not supported.

• 10048 WSAEADDRINUSE
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Address already in use.
• 10049 WSAEADDRNOTAVAIL

Cannot assign requested address.
• 10050 WSAENETDOWN

This error may be reported at any time if the sockets implementation detects an underlying failure. Generally used to
mean that the network is down.

• 10051 WSAENETUNREACH
Network is unreachable.

• 10052 WSAENETRESET
Network dropped connection due to reset.

• 10053 WSAECONNABORTED
Software caused connection abort.

• 10054 WSAECONNRESET
Connection reset by peer.

• 10055 WSAENOBUFS
No buffer space available.

• 10056 WASEISCONN
Socket is already connected.

• 10057 WSAENOTCONN
Socket is not connected.

• 10058 WSAESHUTDOWN
Cannot send after socket shutdown.

• 10059 WSAETOOMANYREFS
Too many references: cannot splice

• 10060 WSAETIMEDOUT
Connection timed out.

• 10061 WSAECONNREFUSED
Connection refused.

• 10062 WSAELOOP
Symbolic link loop.

• 10063 WSAENAMETOOLONG
Path name is too long.

• 10064 WSAEHOSTDOWN
The host is down.

• 10065 WSAEHOSTUNREACH
No route to host.

• 10091 WSASYSNOTREADY
Unable to initialize the network subsystem. This may indicate a configuration error in the network subsystem.

• 10092 WSAVERNOTSUPPORTED
Unable to initialize the network subsystem. This may indicate a configuration error in the network subsystem.

• 10093 WSANOTINITIALIZED
Unable to use the network subsystem because it has not been successfully initialized.

Socket Error Codes Generated by UNIX-based Systems
A list of UNIX error codes, UNIX internal labels, and their causes follows:

• 4 EINTR
This error is returned if a sockets function is interrupted while it is in progress.

• 9 EBADF
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This error is returned if a sockets function is called with a bad file number or descriptor.
• 13 EACCES

Permission denied.
• 14 EFAULT

This error is returned if a sockets function is called with a bad address.
• 22 EINVAL

This error is returned if a sockets function is called with an invalid argument.
• 24 EMFILE

Too many files open.
• 11 EWOULDBLOCK

Resource temporarily unavailable.
• 150 EINPROGRESS

This error is returned if a sockets function is called while a blocking function is in progress.
• 149 EALREADY

This error is returned if a sockets function is called while a function is already in progress.
• 95 ENOTSOCK

This error is returned is a sockets function is performed on a non-socket.
• 96 EDESTADDRREQ

Destination address required.
• 97 EMSGSIZE

Message too long.
• 98 EPROTOTYPE

Protocol type wrong for socket.
• 99 ENOPROTOOPT

Protocol not available.
• 120 EPROTONOSUPPORT

Protocol not supported.
• 121 ESOCKTNOSUPPORT

Socket type not supported.
• 122 EOPNOTSUPP

Operation not supported on socket.
• 123 EPFNOSUPPORT

Protocol family not supported.
• 124 EAFNOSUPPORT

Address family not supported.
• 125 EADDRINUSE

Address already in use.
• 126 EADDRNOTAVAIL

Cannot assign requested address.
• 127 ENETDOWN

This error may be reported at any time if the sockets implementation detects an underlying failure. Generally used to
mean that the network is down.

• 128 ENETUNREACH
Network is unreachable.

• 129 ENETRESET
Network dropped connection due to reset.

• 130 ECONNABORTED
Software caused connection abort.

• 131 ECONNRESET
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Connection reset by peer.
• 132 ENOBUFS

No buffer space available.
• 133 EISCONN

Socket is already connected.
• 134 ENOTCONN

Socket is not connected.
• 143 ESHUTDOWN

Cannot send after socket shutdown.
• 144 ETOOMANYREFS

Too many references: cannot splice
• 145 ETIMEDOUT

Connection timed out.
• 146 ECONNREFUSED

Connection refused.
• 90 ELOOP

Symbolic link loop.
• 78 ENAMETOOLONG

Path name is too long.
• 147 EHOSTDOWN

The host is down.
• 148 EHOSTUNREACH

No route to host.

Transfer Object Server Information and Error Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Transfer Object Server Information and Error Messages

600 I
Initial configuration settings:

Reason:

This message is produced for informational purposes. It indicates the default configuration settings for the Transfer Object
Server.

Action:

No action is required.

601 E
Failed to initialise CAM queue : server exiting

Reason:

The Transfer Object Server has failed to initialize the specified Message Queuing Server.

1. %1 The Message Queuing Server that failed to initialize

Action:

Ensure that the Message Queuing Server is running and correctly configured.
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Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Transfer Object Server and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

602 E
Failed to open transfer repository : server exiting

Reason:

The Transfer Object Server has failed to open the specified Transfer Object Repository and will exit.

1. %1 The name of the Transfer Object Repository.

Action:

Ensure that the name of the Transfer Object Repository is correct.

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to open and access the specified Transfer Object Repository.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Transfer Object Server and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

603 E
Failed to open transfer repository : server continuing

Reason:

The Transfer Object Server has failed to open the specified Transfer Object Repository, but will continue executing.

1. %1 The name of the Transfer Object Repository.

Action:

Ensure that the name of the Transfer Object Repository is correct.

Ensure that you have adequate permissions to open and access the specified Transfer Object Repository.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Transfer Object Server and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

604 E
Failed to process incoming transfer status messages. Error code reported was

Reason:
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The Transfer Object Server has failed to process incoming transfer status messages from the Message Queuing Server.

1. %1 The internal error code.

Action:

Ensure that the Message Queuing Server is running and correctly configured.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Data Transport Transfer Object Server and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

605 E
Failed to send CAM message to host

Reason:

The Transfer Object Server has failed to send messages via the Message Queuing Server to the specified host.

1. %1 The message to be sent.
2. %2 The host the message was to be sent to.

Action:

Ensure that the Message Queuing Server is running and correctly configured on both local and remote hosts.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart the Transfer Object Server and retry the operation.

Reboot the local and remote hosts and retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact technical support.

606 E
Failed to connect to Network Object Server. Error code reported was

Reason:

The Transfer Object Server has failed to connect to the Data Transport Network Object Server.

1. %1 The internal error code.

Action:

Ensure that the Transfer Object Server configuration file has correct protocol and protocol parameter values to connect to
the Network Object Server.

Ensure that the Data Transport Network Object Server has been started and is ready to accept incoming connections.

Ensure that the file system has adequate free space and/or resources to perform the operation. Try to free system
resources by closing any unused applications.

Shut down and restart both Transfer and Network Object Servers and retry the operation.

Reboot the local host (and remote host, if necessary) and retry the operation.
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If the problem persists, contact technical support.

607 W
Not using Network Object Server: limited functionality is available

Reason:

This is a warning message indicating the Transfer Object Server will not use the Network Object Server for routing
information.

Action:

No action is required.

608 W
Attempting reconnection to Network Object Server

Reason:

This is a warning message indicating the Transfer Object Server is attempting to reconnect to the Network Object Server
because the previous connection was lost.

Action:

No action is required.

609 W
CAM shutdown notification received: server exiting

Reason:

This is a warning message indicating the Transfer Object Server is shutting down because the Message Queuing Server
is shutting down.

Action:

No action is required.

610 W
Machine is not known to the Network Object Server: using default properties

Reason:

This warning message occurs indicating that the Transfer Object Server is using default properties for a transfer because
the Network Object Server could not find the specified system in the Common Object Repository.

1. %1 The name of the system

Action:

No action is required.

611 I
Setting path from to in network object repository
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Reason:

This message is produced for informational purposes. This message indicates that the Transfer Object Server is
instructing the Network Object Server to create the specified system objects in the Common Object Repository.

1. %1 The name of the initiator system
2. %2 The name of the responder system

Action:

No action is required.

612 I
Connection to Network Object Server successful

Reason:

This message is informational only. It indicates that the Transfer Object Server has successfully connected to the Network
Object Server.

Action:

No action is required.

613 W
No Client License Code returned by agent on machine %1 for transfer %2: assuming no license

Reason:

The agent predates Client License Codes and may cause the transfer to run in a mode in which some features are
disabled.

1. %1 the name of the machine
2. %2 is the name of the transfer

Action:

Contact technical support or your account representative.

615 E
Transfer Object Repository %1 is incompatible with Transfer Object Server. Reverting to repository %2

Reason:

The Transfer Object Server and Transfer Object Repository are incompatible, because the Transfer Object Repository
was created by a previous version of the Transfer Object Server. Therefore, the Transfer Object Server will use the last
known compatible version of the Transfer Object Repository.

Action:

Contact technical support. You can still use the existing transfers and transfer jobs in your current Transfer Object
Repository.

Trusted Security Domain Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.
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Trusted Security Domain Messages

1700 E
The Transfer Object Server is not set up to support Data Transport Domains

Reason:

The Trusted Security parameter of the Transfer Object Server is not set to "Enabled"; therefore, trusted security is not
allowed.

Action:

To enable trusted security, set this parameter to "Enabled". For instructions to do, using the Data Transport Service
Administration Client, see the Administration Client online help.

1701 E
Could not validate user. The Transfer Object Server is not using a Network Object Server

Reason:

The Network Object Server is either not installed or not running. Consequently, the Transfer Object Server cannot contact
the Network Object Server to validate the user who is trying to sign onto the Transfer Object Server's trusted security
domain.

Action:

Make sure that the Network Object Server is installed and running. If necessary, install it, or start it, or perform both
actions.

Try the operation again.

1702 E
Unable to sign the user on to the domain. Username/password is not valid for the domain

Reason:

You cannot log in to this trusted security domain because the username entered is undefined in the database.

Action:

If you are sure that your username is valid, try again to log in. The username is case-sensitive. 

If the problem persists, log in as the Admin user or as an administrator.

Add the username to the trusted security domain. If necessary, consult your Data Transport Service administrator for
assistance.

1703 E
Unable to sign the user on to the domain. The Transfer Object Server is not assigned to a domain

Reason:

You cannot log in to this trusted security domain because the Transfer Object Server that you are connected to does not
belong to a domain.

Action:
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Perform one of the following actions:

• Access domain view as an administrator and assign the Transfer Object Server to the desired domain.
• Connect to a Transfer Object Server that is already defined to the desired domain.

If you do not have administrative rights, consult your Data Transport Service administrator for assistance.

1704 E
User is valid but not a member of the domain.

Reason:

The user who tried to log in does not exist in the same domain as the Transfer Object Server.

Action:

Possible solutions include:

• Add the user to the same domain as the Transfer Object Server.
• Inform the user about the correct domain and Transfer Object Server to use.
• Have the user log in to the Transfer Object Server using a different username. The user can use one that already

exists in the same domain as the Transfer Object Server.
• See the trusted security domain help topics in the Data Transport Service Administration Client online help for further

information.

1705 E
Could not add user to domain. The user is already a member of that domain.

Reason:

An attempt was made from the Administration Client to add an existing user to a domain.

Action:

No action is required.

However the user can be added or moved to a different domain.

1706 E
Could not add user. User already exists in the security database.

Reason:

The name that is provided for new user by Data Transport Service Administration Client already exists in the security
database.

Action:

Create a new, unique username for the user you want to add to the database.

1707 E
Adding Admin user to a domain is not allowed.

Reason:
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An attempt was made from the Data Transport Service Administration Client to add the admin user to a domain. The
admin user cannot become a member of any domain.

Action:

No action is required.

You can create another user with administrator privileges and can add that user to the domain.

1708 E
Not allowed to delete the Admin User.

Reason:

An attempt was made from the Data Transport Service Administration Client to delete the admin user. The admin user
cannot be deleted as it is installed automatically and is required.

Action:

Do not attempt to delete the admin user. Check to see if another trusted user or administrator ID can be deleted instead.

Software Delivery Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Software Delivery Messages

View specific messages by selecting the following:

CMS API Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

CMS API Messages

API Messages I (SDM000000 - SDM000910)

SDM000000

OK.

Reason:

Informational only.

Action:

None required.

SDM000001

Internal error - No server connection matches provided handle.

Reason:

A programming error has been discovered. There is no server connection that matches the provided handle.
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Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000002

Internal error - Unexpected NULL pointer.

Reason:

A programming error has been discovered. A NULL pointer was passed.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000003

Unrecoverable error.

Reason:

An unrecoverable error was detected.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000004

Internal error - Not specified.

Reason:

A programming error has been discovered.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000005

Internal error - Unknown stimulus.

Reason:

A programming error has been discovered. An unknown stimulus was encountered.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000006

Not implemented in this build.

Reason:

An incomplete API function has been invoked. You are attempting to do something that is not implemented in this build.
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Action:

None.

SDM000007

File could not be opened.

Reason:

The provided file could not be opened by the command line interface.

Action:

Check if the actual file exists.

SDM000008

Internal error - Invalid server type specified.

Reason:

A programming error has been discovered. An invalid server type parameter has been specified.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000009

Internal error - Invalid addall parameter specified.

Reason:

A programming error has been discovered. An invalid addall parameter has been specified.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000010

User not authorized to run specified command.

Reason:

The user is not authorized by the SSF to use this function.

Action:

To get authority, contact your security administrator.

SDM000012

At least one of multiple operations failed.

Reason:

The user has made a multiple select operation that failed for one or several of the selected objects.
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Action:

View the detailed error list and use the help system to find out the error for an individual object.

SDM000013

Invalid file path.

Reason:

The syntax of the specified file path for this operation is not correct.

Action:

Retry the operation with a correct path.

SDM000014

Operation aborted by user.

Reason:

The user has aborted the actual function by pressing the abort key in a progress indication window.

Action:

None.

SDM000015

Connection rejected. Server access denied.

Reason:

The user is not authorized to login to the Software Delivery manager.

Action:

Log in with user name and password that are recognized by the Software Delivery manager's security system.

SDM000016

Connection rejected. Client Server versions mismatch.

Reason:

Software Delivery Configuration error. It is impossible to connect to the Server as the program versions of the CA Client
Automation Explorer and Software Delivery manager do not match.

Action:

Re-configure (install) your current installation of Software Delivery to make its sub-systems co-operate.

SDM000017

API Server stopped by user.

Reason:

The API Server program was stopped during the start of the DSM Explorer.
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Action:

Try to start the DSM Explorer again.

SDM000019

String conversion error.

Reason:

This message could occur, for example, when the DSM Explorer for Windows 9x environments fail when attempting a
string conversion to and from Unicode.

Action:

Check the error log for further clues. Are the CAWIN components properly installed? If the error persists, contact
Technical Support.

SDM000020

Internal error - Exception caught by Client.

Reason:

A programming error has been discovered. The API caught an internal error exception.

Action:

The pop-up for this message has an additional Details button. If you select Details, the message pop-up is extended to
include detailed information about the received exception, for example, its name, date, and comments.

Note all the details and contact Technical Support.

SDM000021

Connection to server closed: Connection timed-out or server stopped! (or, less probable, network problem).

Reason:

The SD api clients session with its api server was closed down. The most likely reason is that the SD API client did not get
a response within the stipulated response time and is not able to continue waiting for the response. A possible reason for
the failure could be a heavy loaded DSM manager or that the API server handling the request unexpectedly uncontrolled
closed down.

Action:

See the TRC_USD_APISERVER log files for detailed information about the error.

SDM000022

Internal error - No callback function defined.

Reason:

A programming error has been discovered. The API user does not define a call back function.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.
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SDM000023

Copy not allowed. Target directory is not empty.

Reason:

The copy operation is not allowed because there are already files or directories in the specified target directory.

Action:

Specify a new empty target directory or empty the current one before you retry the operation.

SDM000024

Copy not allowed. Target must be a directory, not a file.

Reason:

The copy operation is not allowed as the target path specified addresses an existing file.

Action:

Specify a new empty target directory before you retry the operation.

SDM000025

Connection rejected. Client version older than enterprise manager version.

Reason:

SD Configuration error. It is impossible to connect to the SD enterprise manager as the program versions of the DSM
Explorer and SD enterprise manager do not match.

Action:

Reconfigure (install) your current installation of Software Delivery to make its subsystems cooperate.

SDM000026

Connection rejected. Client version newer than enterprise manager version.

Reason:

SD Configuration error. It is impossible to connect to the SD enterprise manager as the program versions of the DSM
Explorer and SD enterprise manager do not match.

Action:

Reconfigure (install) your current installation of Software Delivery to make its subsystems cooperate.

SDM000027

Connection rejected. Client version older than domain manager version.

Reason:

SD Configuration error. It is impossible to connect to the SD domain manager as the program versions of the DSM
Explorer and SD domain manager do not match.

Action:
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Reconfigure (install) your current installation of Software Delivery to make its subsystems cooperate.

SDM000028

Connection rejected. Client version newer than domain manager version.

Reason:

SD Configuration error. It is impossible to connect to the SD domain manager using this user interface, as the program
versions of the DSM Explorer and SD domain manager do not match.

Action:

Either install an older version of the DSM Explorer or upgrade the domain manager before trying to connect again.

SDM000029

Software cannot be archived. Target directory could not be created.

Reason:

The target directory specified when ordering the archive operation could not be created.

Action:

Ensure that the user had rights to create directories. Note that if the directory is specified as C:\A\B, an attempt is made to
create B under A. If A does not exist, the create operation fails.

SDM000030

Software cannot be archived in its current state.

Reason:

An attempt was made to archive a software item. The operation failed since the software item was not in a valid state. It
could be open or already archived.

Action:

Change the state of the software item before you retry the operation.

SDM000031

Software cannot be restored. Archived package doesn't match original package.

Reason:

The software you are trying to restore was manipulated. A checksum calculation was made. The check sums for the
software you once archived and for the software you are trying to restore do not agree.

Action:

Check that the path is correct. Does the software at the path from which you are trying to restore agree with the archived
software? Perform a virus scan on that location to see if the software you are trying to restore is infected.

SDM000032

Software cannot be restored. Software name / version mismatch.
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Reason:

The registration information (Reginfo) for the software you are trying to restore did not agree with the Reginfo for the
software archived.

Action:

Check that the path is correct. Does the software at the path from which you are trying to restore agree in name and
version with the archived software?

SDM000033

Software cannot be restored in its current state.

Reason:

An attempt to restore a software item failed, since the item was not archived.

Action:

Check if the restore attempt was made for the proper software item.

SDM000034

Software may not be restored as it is archived on enterprise manager.

Reason:

The selected software cannot be restored, since the archive operation was initiated from the enterprise manager.

Action:

The item files cannot be accessed from the area. Connect to the enterprise manager to send a restore order (Restore
purged software) for the appropriate software item to the appropriate domain manager, or contact the enterprise
administrator and ask him/her to do it.

SDM000036

Internal Error - Exception caught by Server.

Reason:

A programming error has been discovered. The API caught an internal error exception.

Action:

The pop-up for this message has an additional Details button. If you select Details, the message pop-up is extended to
include detailed information about the received exception, for example, its name, date, and comments. The API stimulus
ID is listed at the end.

Note all the details and contact Technical Support.

SDM000037

Internal Error - Exception caught by Server: Failed to open database.

Reason:

A programming error has been discovered. The API caught an internal error exception. The Software Delivery database
could not be opened.
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Action:

Click the Details button in the pop-up for this message. The message pop-up is extended to include detailed information
about the received exception; for example, its name, date, and comments. The API stimulus ID is listed at the end.

Note all the details and contact Technical Support.

SDM000038

Internal Error - Exception caught by Server: Failed to initialize server.

Reason:

A programming error has been discovered. The API caught an internal error exception. The Software Delivery manager
could not be initialized.

Action:

The pop-up for this message has an additional Details button. If you select Details, the message pop-up is extended to
include detailed information about the received exception; for example, its name, date, and comments. The API stimulus
ID is listed at the end.

Note all the details and contact Technical Support.

SDM000039

Connection rejected. A scalability server is not able to accept API calls.

Reason:

You have tried to connect the DSM Explorer to a scalability server. This error can arise, for example, if you run a DSM
Explorer that is remotely connected to a domain manager. While the DSM Explorer is not running, you change the
installation on the computer where the domain manager was installed and install a scalability server instead. When you
start the DSM Explorer, you will get this message.

Action:

Check what SD manager you want to connect to. Change your connection.

SDM000050

Virus scanning not supported.

Reason:

A programming error has been discovered. This function should not have been enabled as no virus scanner is installed.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000051

Virus scanning cannot be performed. The actual File/Directory is removed.

Reason:

The user selected a file or directory from the software library to scan for viruses. Another user removed it.

Action:
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None.

SDM000052

Virus scanning cannot be performed. The actual File/Directory is not accessible.

Reason:

Virus scanning failed to start, since the file or directory marked for scanning could have been removed or access to it was
denied.

Action:

If you have reason to believe that the file or directory exists, try to logon as another user with proper file permissions
(given by the underlying operating system).

SDM000053

Scanning viruses at %1...

Reason:

Action:

SDM000060

Calendar does not exist, or TNG Calendar daemon is not active.

Reason:

The calendar name that is currently attached to a computer has not yet been defined in the list of the enterprise
Management Calendar functions, or the enterprise Management Calendar daemon has not been started.

Action:

Make sure that the calendar daemon is started and subsequently define the new calendar.

SDM000070

License does not exist for this product.

Reason:

The product you are trying to use cannot be started because there is no license for it.

Action:

Make sure that you have set up the license properly after installation completed successfully. If the problem persists,
contact Technical Support.

SDM000100

The old version of the software is currently locked. Please retry the operation if possible.

Reason:

The software is currently being changed by another user or is being processed by the system. For example, it is being
created (registered in library) or renamed, or used to create a job.
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Action:

Retry the operation if necessary.

SDM000101

Software does not exist.

Reason:

The user selected a software object from the software library folder to operate on, which in the meantime, was removed
by another user.

Action:

None.

SDM000102

Item procedure does not exist.

Reason:

The user selected an item procedure from the software library Procedures folder to operate on, which in the meantime,
was removed by another user.

Action:

None.

SDM000103

Software is currently locked. Please retry the operation, if possible.

Reason:

The software is currently being changed by another user, or is being processed by the system. For example, it is being
created (registered in the library) or renamed, or used to create a job.

Action:

Retry the operation, if possible.

SDM000104

Software is in use and cannot be deregistered.

Reason:

The software is currently in use and therefore cannot be deregistered.

Action:

None.

SDM000105

Software specified is not unique.
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Reason:

The software cannot be registered in the SD software library because another item with the same name and version
already exists in the Library.

Action:

If the items are not identical, give the software that is to be registered another name or version number.

SDM000106

Software could not be copied. Please check source path specified.

Reason:

The software could not be registered in the SD software library because of a copy failure.

Action:

View the log by selecting TNG, Event Console from the GUI's menu bar for a detailed explanation.

SDM000107

No software/document name specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000108

No software/document version specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000109

Software/document is not registered in the library.

Reason:

A job could not be set up from the command line because the selected software is not registered in the SD software
library.

Action:

Check that the name and version of the software was correctly typed or if it was recently removed by another user.
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SDM000110

No software name specified.

Reason:

A programming or user error has been discovered by the API.

Action:

Retry the operation, supplying a software name.

SDM000111

No software version specified.

Reason:

A programming or user error has been discovered by the API.

Action:

Retry the operation, supplying a software version.

SDM000112

No document name specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000113

No document version specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000114

No software source path specified.

Reason:

A programming or user error has been discovered by the API.

Action:

Retry the operation, supplying a software source path.
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SDM000115

No document source path specified.

Reason:

A programming or user error has been discovered by the API.

Action:

Retry the operation, supplying a software version.

SDM000122

No reginfo path specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Retry the operation, supplying a reginfo path.

SDM000125

Software cannot be removed/archived because of an ongoing distribution and/or is included in a container.

Reason:

The selected software cannot be removed or archived from the enterprise SD software library as it is referred to in a
container.

Action:

If you are sure that you still want to deregister or remove the software, terminate the actual containers before you retry the
operation again. If a container is still being transferred, you can halt it or wait for it to finish before you terminate it.

SDM000126

Software cannot be removed/archived because of an ongoing job and/or is included in a template group.

Reason:

The selected software cannot be archived or removed from the domain SD software library as it is referred to in a job or is
included in a template group.

Action:

If you are sure that you still want to remove or deregister the software, cancel the actual jobs or unseal the template group
to delete the software from the assigned jobs folder before you retry the operation again.

SDM000127

Software copy error: Check source path specified.

Reason:

The specified software could not be registered in the SD software library because copying of its source files has failed.
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Action:

Check that the specified source path is correct.

SDM000128

Software copy error: Check reginfo path specified.

Reason:

The specified software could not be registered in the SD software library because copying of its registration information
(reginfo) files failed.

Action:

Check that the specified reginfo path is correct.

SDM000129

No reginfo found under path specified.

Reason:

The specified software package could not be registered in the SD software library because the registration information is
missing.

Action:

Check that the specified path to the package is correct. If it is, the software package is not complete and must be re-
created.

SDM000130

Software/document could not be registered in the library.

Reason:

The specified software package could not be registered in the SD software library.

Action:

View the log by selecting TNG, Event Console from the GUI's menu bar for information.

SDM000131

Library item type specified is not recognized.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000132

No install procedure exists for this library item.
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Reason:

The SD Library item cannot be sealed unless an install procedure is defined with it.

Action:

An install procedure must be registered with the actual software item before it can be sealed and taken into use.

SDM000133

No source exists for this library item.

Reason:

No source currently exists for this library item.

Action:

None.

SDM000134

Procedure doesn't exist at provided path.

Reason:

The item procedure could not be registered because the corresponding file could not be found under the specified path.

Action:

Verify the specified path and try again.

SDM000135

Software specified is not unique. A detected software with the same name and version is already registered.

Reason:

The software cannot be registered in the SD software library because another item with the same name and version
already exists in the Library. This item is so-called "Detected Software."

Action:

If you want to replace the detected software (which has no source registered in the Library) with this real software now,
confirm that in the currently shown error pop up. Otherwise, cancel the operation.

SDM000136

Several reginfo files found under path specified.

Reason:

The registration of a software package failed, as there is more than one registration information (Reginfo) subdirectory
under the path specified.

Action:

Inspect the directory you provided in the path. It probably contains multiple SD packages. Select a directory that contains
the source files and registration information (Reginfo subdirectory) of one SD package and retry the registration.
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SDM000137

No other source found than reginfo.

Reason:

No source has been located other than reginfo.

Action:

None.

SDM000138

Reginfo file read error.

Reason:

The registration of a software package failed because the registration file could not be read by the file system.

Action:

Replace the corrupt files of the software package.

SDM000139

Conversion canceled. Software not detected.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000140

Conversion failed. Internal error.

Reason:

The API caught an exception during the conversion of a detected software to a real Library Item.

Action:

View the log by selecting TNG, Event Console from the GUI's menu bar, for a detailed description of the exception. If the
reason still cannot be found, contact Technical Support.

SDM000142

Make a copy not allowed: Library item must be sealed. It must not be a detected or archived software item.

Reason:

The copy item operation is not allowed because the item is not yet sealed, or is a detected or archived software item,
which has no source to copy.

Action:

Check the state of the software item before retrying the operation.
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SDM000143

No elements copied.

Symptom

The following error appears on a remote DSM Explorer when you try to open the properties of an SD job:

No elements copied [SDM000143] 

The following error appears in TRC_CF_DMAPI_*.log file:

300813-11:15:37.5157863L|003232|00000450|DMAPI |cfFTClientAPI | |000000|INFO | StartFileTransfer() - file is a

 download

300813-11:15:37.5246215L|003232|00000450|DMAPI |cfFTClientAPI | |000000|ERROR | Couldn't open file:C:\Program

 Files (x86)\CA\DSM\SD\tmp\sd20b719.tmp

When SDLIBRARY$ is not enabled on the domain, a file transfer between the DOMAIN and the Remote DSM Explorer is
done to collect job properties information like Job Output File.

The file is stored in a temp file on the system with remote explorer in the following path:

%SDROOT%\tmp (eg: C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\DSM\SD\tmp)

If logged user has no write permissions on the %SDROOT%\tmp directory, SDM000143 error appears.

Solution

• Provide NTFS Write permissions on the %SDROOT%\tmp directory for the users on the system with remote DSM
Explorer.
or

• Enable SDLIBRARY$ share on the domain:
sd_ssmcd addshare SDLIBRARY

SDM000144

Volume not found.

Reason:

The specified software package could not be registered in the SD software library because the registration information
referred to a source volume that could not be found.

Action:

Inspect the rsw.dat file of the registration information and correct the volume identifications.

SDM000145

Software not found.

Reason:

No software with the given name and version could be found in the SD Library.

Action:

Make sure that you entered the correct name and version number of the software in the "find software" window.
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SDM000146

Software cannot be deregistered as its library folder is in use by another application.

Reason:

Some other application locks one or several files of this library item.

Action:

Make the application unlock the files or close down the application before you retry the deregistration operation.

SDM000147

New software version based on archived software is not allowed.

Reason:

An attempt to create a new version of a software item in the software library failed, since the item was archived.

Action:

Do a restore of the software before you retry to create a new version.

SDM000148

Removal of software that has been delivered to a scalability server library is not allowed.

Reason:

An attempt was made to delete an Item that has been delivered to at least one scalability server.

Action:

Make sure to remove all deliveries of the Item and try again.

SDM000201

Procedure cannot be removed because of an ongoing distribution and/or is included in a container.

Reason:

The selected item procedure cannot be removed from the enterprise SD software library as it is referred to in a container.

Action:

If you are sure that you still want to deregister the procedure, terminate the actual containers before you retry the
operation again. If a container is still being transferred, you can halt it or wait for it to finish before you terminate it.

SDM000202

Procedure is an embedded item and cannot be removed.

Reason:

The item procedure is part of the Software Package and cannot be removed from it.

Action:

None.
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SDM000203

Unrecognized OS specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000204

Procedure name is not unique.

Reason:

The item procedure cannot be registered with the Software Item because another procedure has already been registered
with the same name.

Action:

Select another name to register the procedure.

SDM000205

Procedure could not be copied.

Reason:

The item procedure could not be registered with the Software Item because a copy failure occurred during the operation.

Action:

View the log by selecting TNG, Event Console from the GUI's menu bar for a detailed explanation of the error.

SDM000206

Procedure file not found.

Reason:

The item procedure could not be registered with the Software Item because a procedure file could not be found under the
specified source path.

Action:

Enter a correct file name and path for the item procedure.

SDM000207

Illegal procedure task specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.
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SDM000208

Illegal procedure type specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000209

No procedure name specified.

Reason:

The item procedure could not be registered with the Software Item because the procedure name has not been specified.

Action:

Enter the procedure name.

SDM000210

No procedure version specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000211

No procedure source path specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000212

No procedure file name specified.

Reason:

The item procedure could not be registered with the Software Item because the procedure file name was not specified.

Action:

Enter the procedure file name.
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SDM000217

Illegal user-select parameter specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000219

Procedure has been used in activations and/or is included in a template group and cannot be removed.

Reason:

The procedure has been used for activation jobs, and is therefore referred to in the SD job lists or is included in a template
group.

Action:

Related jobs must be removed from the job lists, or the template group containing the procedure must be unsealed and
the procedure deleted from the assigned jobs folder before the procedure can be removed.

SDM000220

Procedure has been used in installations and cannot be removed.

Reason:

The procedure has been used for install jobs and is therefore referred to in the SD installations lists.

Action:

Related installations must be removed from the installations lists before the procedure can be removed.

SDM000221

Installation procedure not found.

Reason:

During the start of this operation, a related installation procedure was removed by the system or by another user.

Action:

None.

SDM000222

Illegal external-procedure parameter specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.
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SDM000223

Added procedure is not allowed to register as the library item is not sealed.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000225

Added procedure is not allowed to register as the library item is archived.

Reason:

An attempt to create an added procedure with embedded files for a software item failed, since the item was archived.

Action:

Do a restore of the software item before you retry the creation of an added procedure with embedded files.

SDM000226

The use of user defined parameters (via the $up macro) is not allowed for catalog enabled procedures as this
feature is not supported by the Software Catalog GUI

Reason:

Action:

SDM000301

Computer group name is not unique.

Reason:

The computer group could not be created because a computer group with the same name already exists.

Action:

Use another name for the computer group being created.

SDM000302

Computer group does not exist.

Reason:

This operation refers to a computer group that was removed by another user during the start of this operation, or the
operation was a "find operation," and the computer group could not be found in the SD computer group register.

Action:

None.
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SDM000303

Computer group is involved in a distribution and cannot be removed.

Reason:

The computer group is the target of a software distribution or is referred to from a container and therefore cannot be
removed.

Action:

The distributions must be finished or the containers terminated before the actual operation can be re-tried.

SDM000304

No computer group name specified.

Reason:

A programming or user error has been discovered by the API.

Action:

Specify a valid computer group name.

SDM000305

No computer group query name specified.

Reason:

A programming or user error has been discovered by the API.

Action:

Specify a valid computer group query name.

SDM000306

Illegal computer group query type specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000309

Number of computers not specified.

Reason:

A programming or user error has been discovered by the API.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.
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SDM000310

Computer group not created. No members found to insert.

Reason:

Action:

SDM000312

Computer is not member of the computer group.

Reason:

The remove operation failed because the computer has already been removed from the group.

Action:

None.

SDM000313

Computer is already member of the computer group.

Reason:

The add operation failed because the computer has already been added to the group.

Action:

None.

SDM000314

Given attribute object id doesn't refer to an attribute group.

Reason:

A programming or user error has been discovered by the API.

Action:

None.

SDM000315

No members found in the computer group.

Reason:

This operation cannot be performed for an empty computer group.

Action:

Add computers or remove the group.

SDM000316

This operation is not allowed on a dynamic computer group.
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Reason:

Computers cannot be added to or deleted from a dynamic computer group.

Action:

None.

SDM000317

Illegal user name or password used when trying to resolve a computer group.

Reason:

The Asset Management user name or password have been changed.

Action:

Open the Computer Query Group dialog and enter the new user name and password. Restart the DSM Explorer.

SDM000400

Network address is not valid.

Reason:

An area could not be registered because the specified network address was invalid.

Action:

Retry the operation with a new network address specified.

SDM000401

No area with this network address found.

Reason:

The find area operation could not find any area with the specified network address.

Action:

None.

SDM000402

No network address specified.

Reason:

An area or computer must have a network address specified when it is created.

Action:

Enter the network address of the area or computer.

SDM000403

Illegal match type specified.
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Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000404

No domain name specified.

Reason:

No name was specified for the new domain.

Action:

Type a name and retry the operation.

SDM000405

Number of areas not specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000406

No area name found in the area list.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000408

Domain is currently locked.

Reason:

This operation is blocked because the actual domain is being changed, removed, or used by another user.

Action:

Retry the operation later.

SDM000409

Area name is not unique.
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Reason:

The area could not be registered in the SD area register because an area with the same name already exists.

Action:

Give the area another name.

SDM000410

Domain not found.

Reason:

This operation specifies a domain that cannot be found in the SD domain register.

Action:

The domain is specified with its name. Check if the correct name has been entered.

SDM000413

Invalid domain object id specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000414

Invalid area object id specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000415

Area is currently locked.

Reason:

This operation is blocked because the actual area is being changed, removed, or used by another user.

Action:

The area is specified with its name. Check that the correct name has been entered.

SDM000416

Area not found.
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Reason:

This operation specifies an area that cannot be found in the SD area register.

Action:

The area is specified with its name. Check if correct name has been entered.

SDM000417

Area is not member of the domain.

Reason:

The remove operation failed because the area has already been removed from the domain.

Action:

None.

SDM000418

Area is already member of the domain.

Reason:

The add operation failed because the area has already been added to the domain.

Action:

None.

SDM000419

Invalid network ID.

Reason:

An invalid network ID has been specified.

Action:

None.

SDM000420

Area is involved in a distribution and cannot be removed.

Reason:

The remove operation failed because the actual area is included in the target list of a distribution.

Action:

Wait until the distribution is finished and terminate the corresponding container before retrying the operation.

SDM000421

Domain name is not unique.
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Reason:

The domain could not be registered in the SD domain register because a domain with the same name already exists.

Action:

Give the domain another name.

SDM000422

Own Area not found.

Reason:

This operation specifies an Own Area that cannot be found in the SD enterprise register.

Action:

The Own Area is specified with its name. Check if the correct name has been entered.

SDM000423

enterprise not found.

Reason:

This operation specifies an enterprise that cannot be found in the SD enterprise register.

Action:

The enterprise is specified with its name. Check if the correct name has been entered.

SDM000424

No area name specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000501

Illegal date or time specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000502

No distribution destinations specified.
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Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000503

Illegal delta flag specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000504

Illegal area/domain flag specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000505

Illegal global/local time flag specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000506

Illegal start when flag specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000507

Illegal prompt user flag specified.
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Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000508

Illegal reboot machine flag specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000509

No job timeout specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000510

Area is not registered in the database.

Reason:

This operation specifies an area that cannot be found in the SD area register.

Action:

The area is specified with its name. Check if the correct name has been entered.

SDM000511

No domain specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000512

No destination name specified.
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Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000513

Job setup failure.

Reason:

The job could not be set up completely.

Action:

View the detailed status of the job and the job status for the target computers to get the reasons for the failure.

SDM000514

An object associated with this distribution has been removed. Please retry the operation, if possible.

Reason:

The distribution or an object involved in this distribution has been removed by another user or by the system.

Action:

Check what changes have taken place (does the container, software, or its item procedure still exist, do the target
computer groups or areas still exist) and retry the operation, if possible.

SDM000515

Distribution name is not unique.

Reason:

The container to be used for this distribution could not be created because a container with the same name already exists.

Action:

Give the container another name.

SDM000516

Global time is not supported in this release.

Reason:

Global time is currently not supported in this release.

Action:

None.

SDM000517

Distribution does not exist.
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Reason:

This operation refers to a container that was removed by the system or another user just before this operation was going
to start.

Action:

None.

SDM000518

Distribution cannot be deleted from its current state.

Reason:

The container that is associated with this distribution may not be deleted or terminated while it is in progress.

Action:

Halt the container and then terminate it.

SDM000519

Item procedure does not exist or is an embedded procedure.

Reason:

The specified item procedure does not exist or is an embedded procedure.

Action:

None.

SDM000521

Distribution cannot be halted from its current state.

Reason:

The container that is associated with this distribution may not be halted when it is in a non-progress state.

Action:

None.

SDM000522

Distribution cannot be renewed from its current state.

Reason:

The container that is associated with this distribution may not be renewed unless it has finished with an error.

Action:

None.

SDM000523

Fetched item does not exist.
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Reason:

This operation refers to a fetched item that was removed by the system or another user just before this operation was
going to start.

Action:

None.

SDM000524

Fetched item copy failed.

Reason:

The fetched item could not be copied to the specified path.

Action:

Check that the path given is correct.

SDM000525

No fetched item name specified.

Reason:

No name was specified for the item to be fetched.

Action:

Specify a name for the item to be fetched and try again.

SDM000526

No fetched item file path specified.

Reason:

No path was specified for the item to be fetched.

Action:

Specify a path for the item to be fetched and try again.

SDM000527

More than one job order specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000528

Job order does not exist.
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Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000529

No computer(s) or computer group specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000530

Mixing SXP, RPM, PIF or PKG with other procedure types is not allowed for batch containers.

Reason:

An attempt was made to set up jobs mixing the Software Management (SM) procedure types SXP, RPM, PIF or PKG with
other procedure types in one job container. This is not allowed if the job linkage selection is set to batch job execution.

Action:

Either select another job linkage type or set up two job containers, one for the SM jobs and the other for non-SM jobs.

SDM000531

No distribution name specified.

Reason:

A programming or user error has been discovered by the API.

Action:

Enter a distribution name and retry the operation.

SDM000532

An object associated with this job has been removed. Please retry the operation, if possible.

Reason:

The job or an object involved in this job has been removed by another user or by the system.

Action:

Check what changes have taken place (does the item procedure still exist, do the target computers still exist) and retry the
operation, if possible.
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SDM000534

Distribution cannot be resumed from its current state.

Reason:

The container that is associated with this distribution may not be resumed unless it is halted.

Action:

None.

SDM000535

The halt time is less than or equal to the distribution time.

Reason:

The halt time of a distribution must be greater than the distribution (start) time.

Action:

Change the halt time.

SDM000536

The distribution is currently locked. Please retry the operation, if possible.

Reason:

The distribution is currently being changed by another user or is being processed by the system.

Action:

Retry the operation, if possible.

SDM000537

Order cannot be added to an ongoing distribution.

Reason:

You have tried to execute an operation that is not allowed by attempting to add an order to a distribution container that is
already in progress.

Action:

Informational only.

SDM000538

Illegal type, both area and domain specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.
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SDM000539

Error during termination of the distribution.

Reason:

An exception was caught by the Software Delivery manager during termination of a distribution.

Action:

View the log by selecting TNG, Event Console from the GUI's menu bar for a detailed error description.

SDM000540

Illegal order position.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000541

Order could not be added to the container.

Reason:

An internal error occurred when an order was to be put into a container.

Action:

View the log by selecting TNG, Event Console from the GUI's menu bar for a detailed error description.

SDM000542

An order cannot be removed from a built container.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000543

An area cannot be removed as a target from a built container.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.
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SDM000544

A domain cannot be removed as a target from a built container.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000545

No orders specified.

Reason:

An attempt was made to distribute an empty container, lacking orders, from the enterprise to target areas.

Action:

Enter appropriate orders into the distribution container before retrying the distribution attempt.

SDM000546

This item can be distributed as a delta between itself and the base item name:version, if the base item has been
distributed to the target areas. Do you want to distribute as a delta?

Reason:

This software version is based on a previous version. Software Delivery can only send files that differ between the new
version and the previous version (thus decreasing the distribution time), or Software Delivery can send the full new
version.

Action:

Press Yes to send as a delta (which requires that the original software version has already been distributed to the target
areas and still exists in the area Software Libraries), or No to send the full new version.

SDM000547

Invalid order object id specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000548

The software item is unsealed and may not be distributed.

Reason:

You have tried to add an order to register software in a distribution container on the enterprise manager. This is not
possible for the current software item, since it is not sealed.
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Action:

Either seal the software item and then retry the operation or do not try to add the registration order in the distribution
container.

SDM000549

The software item is archived and may not be distributed.

Reason:

You have tried to add an order to register software in a distribution container on the enterprise manager. This is not
possible for the current software item, since it is archived.

Action:

Either restore the software item and then retry the operation or do not try to add the registration order in the distribution
container.

SDM000550

The software item %1 has added procedures. Would you like to distribute them now?

Reason:

You have tried to add an order to register software that contains added procedures to a distribution container on the
enterprise manager.

Action:

You are presented with a choice: Yes or No. If you select Yes, Software Delivery will try to automatically add registration
orders for the added procedures to the distribution container. If you select No, no automatic addition will take place.

NOTE
If you do not want to distribute registration orders for all added procedures but only for some, you can answer
Yes and then delete the superfluous procedures from the container. Alternatively, you can reply No and add
registration orders for the needed procedures afterwards.

SDM000551

The order for the added software procedure %1 could not be added to the container. Do you want to continue
adding orders for any remaining added procedures?

Reason:

You have tried to add an order to register software, which contains added procedures, to a distribution container on
the enterprise manager. You were presented with a choice: Yes or No. You selected Yes to let Software Delivery try to
automatically add registration orders for the added procedures to the distribution container. A registration order could
not be generated for the added procedure %1. You are now presented with the choice whether to continue automatically
adding registration orders for the remaining added procedures to the container or not.

Action:

Respond by selecting Yes or No.

SDM000552

An area or domain cannot be added to an ongoing distribution.
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Reason:

You have attempted to distribute a distribution container that is already in progress to new areas or domains. This
operation is not allowed.

Action:

None. This message is informational only.

SDM000553

An ongoing distribution cannot be re-sent.

Reason:

You have tried to execute an operation that is not allowed by attempting to send a distribution container that is already in
progress.

Action:

Informational only.

SDM000554

The software item is detected and a registration- or archive order may not be distributed.

Reason:

You have tried, on an enterprise manager, to add a Register Software or Purge Software and Mark as Archived order to a
distribution container. This is not allowed for detected software items.

Action:

Informational only.

SDM000555

The job time out for one or more jobs has elapsed. The job container cannot be sealed.

Reason:

A job container was created but not sealed. The job time out for one or more jobs in the container has elapsed when you
try to seal the container.

Action:

Select Properties for the job container. Change the activation time for the jobs and click OK. Seal and activate the job
container.

SDM000556

Software Policy is involved in a distribution and cannot be removed.

Reason:

The actual software policy cannot be removed because it is included in one or several distribution containers.

Action:

Terminate the distribution containers that include the software policy before you retry the delete operation.
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SDM000557

The domain group(s) is empty or its members have no Software Delivery Manager installed.

Reason:

You have addressed a distribution container to an empty domain group or a domain group whose members have not
reported to the Enterprise Manager about the Software Delivery installation.

Action:

If the group is empty, address the distribution container to the domains individually. If the domain group has domains
that recently joined to the Enterprise Manager, wait for sometime to ensure that the database replication has fully been
finished and retry the operation. Otherwise send a distribution container to domains that have Software Delivery installed.

SDM000599

The procedure '%2' of this package has query '%1' as a prerequisite. The query will be linked to the procedure but
note that the query is invalid, before this procedure can be used the query must be updated to a valid query.

Reason:

During registration of this procedure, it was found that the associated query was invalid. The query may have been
originally created in an older Software Delivery version and is now incompatible in a way (some attributes are not
supported anymore) that it makes it impossible to automatically convert it to a valid query.

Action:

Before you can use this procedure to set up a job, change the query manually, by editing it in this version of DSM.

SDM000600

The procedure '%2' of this package has query '%1' as a prerequisite. A query with this name already exists in the
database. Press 'Yes' if you want to use the query in the database. Press 'No' if you want to use the query of this
package renamed to '%2'. Press 'Cancel' if you want to cancel the package registration.

Reason:

Action:

SDM000601

No computer name specified.

Reason:

A programming or user error has been discovered by the API.

Action:

Enter a computer name and retry the operation.

SDM000602

Computer specified does not exist.

Reason:
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This operation refers to a computer that was removed by the system or another user just before this operation was going
to start.

Action:

None.

SDM000603

Computer is currently locked.

Reason:

This operation is blocked because the actual computer is being changed, removed, or used by another user.

Action:

Retry the operation later.

SDM000604

Computer attributes have newly been updated.

Reason:

The attributes of the actual computer have been totally renewed and thus the current attribute IDs are obsolete.

Action:

Retry the operation.

SDM000650

No userid specified

Reason:

Action:

SDM000651

User specified does not exist.

Reason:

Action:

SDM000652

User locked.

Reason:

Action:
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SDM000701

Null object count specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a problem.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000801

Illegal value for computer/computer group flag specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000802

No job id specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000803

Null destination count specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM000804

Only one computer group may be specified as job target.

Reason:

A programming or user error has been discovered by the API.

Action:

Specify only one computer group as the target and try again.
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SDM000806

Job specified does not exist.

Reason:

This operation refers to a job that was removed by the system or another user just before this operation was going to start.

Action:

None.

SDM000807

Recovery job set up failure.

Reason:

The job could not be set up completely.

Action:

View the detailed status of the job and the job status for the target computers to obtain the reasons for the failure.

SDM000808

Job cannot be recovered from its current state.

Reason:

The job may not be resumed unless it is a failed install job.

Action:

None.

SDM000809

Job cannot be renewed from its current state.

Reason:

The job may not be renewed unless it is a failed job.

Action:

None.

SDM000810

Job cancellation failure. You may not delete this job at this time.

Reason:

The operation failed because the Job Container for this job was temporarily locked or the Software Delivery manager
caught an exception.

Action:

View the system event log for the reason for the exception or if there is no exception, retry the operation.
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SDM000811

Job cannot be rescheduled from its current state.

Reason:

The job may not be rescheduled unless it is in the waiting state.

Action:

None.

SDM000812

A finished job cannot be rescheduled.

Reason:

The job may not be rescheduled unless it is in the waiting state.

Action:

None.

SDM000813

No output file for this job exists.

Reason:

The job was not specified to create an output file.

Action:

None.

SDM000814

The job is currently locked. Please retry the operation, if possible.

Reason:

The job is currently being changed by another user or is being processed by the system.

Action:

Retry the operation.

SDM000815

Job cancellation failure, corresponding job container is active.

Reason:

Delete was selected in the shortcut menu for a job, in a sealed job container. However, the job container is currently active
and cannot be deleted.

Action:

Wait a while to see the result of the execution of the job container, or try deleting the job container.
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SDM000816

Job cancellation initiated.

Reason:

Delete was selected in the shortcut menu for a sealed job container. The state of the container will change and,
eventually, it will be removed.

Action:

None.

SDM000817

Halting deliveries for job(s) is not allowed in the current state.

Reason:

This message can occur in the following situation: Halt has been ordered for a job container. A halt order is then executed
for every job in the container, which uses file transfer (for example, delivery to scalability servers and to NOS-less agents)
and which does not have an existing Delivery exclusion calendar selected. Since the DSM Explorer is not refreshed
immediately, Halt may still seem to be selectable for individual jobs, for you or another user, although it is not.

The message can also occur if Halt was selected initially for individual jobs, using file transfer, which do not have the
Delivery exclusion calendar selected.

Action:

None.

SDM000818

Resuming deliveries for job(s) is not allowed in the current state.

Reason:

This message can occur in the following situation: Halt has been ordered for a job container. A halt order is then executed
for every job in the container, which uses file transfer (e.g., delivery to scalability servers and to NOS-less agents)
and which does not have an existing Delivery exclusion calendar selected. Since the DSM Explorer is not refreshed
immediately, Resume can already have been ordered for the job container, or for individual jobs, when you or someone
else select Resume in the context menu.

The message can also occur if Halt was selected initially for individual jobs, using file transfer, which do not have the
Delivery exclusion calendar selected.

Action:

None.

SDM000819

The job cannot be set up as the software is archived.

Reason:

An attempt to set up a job using a non external procedure failed because the software item involved was archived.

Action:
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Do a restore of the software item before you retry the job set-up.

NOTE
If an external procedure exists, you can set up the job using the same.

SDM000820

Halting deliveries failed. There are no deliveries to halt in the job container.

Reason:

This message can occur in the following situation: Halt has been ordered for a job container. A halt order is then executed
for every job in the container, which uses file transfer (for example, delivery to scalability servers and to NOS-less agents)
and which does not have an existing Delivery exclusion calendar selected. But the applicable jobs may already have been
completely sent or they may have been deleted.

Action:

None.

SDM000821

Resuming deliveries failed. There are no deliveries to resume in the job container.

Reason:

This message can occur in the following situation: Halt has been ordered for a job container. A halt order is then executed
for every job in the container, which uses file transfer (for example, delivery to scalability servers and to NOS-less agents)
and which does not have an existing Delivery exclusion calendar selected. When the Resume order is selected, the
applicable jobs may already have been completely sent or they may have been deleted.

Action:

None.

SDM000822

Manually halting a calendar-controlled job delivery will cause the automatic calendar control to be disabled.
Select Yes to halt, No to cancel.

Reason:

You have tried to halt a job delivery with a delivery exclusion calendar defined. If you select Yes, Halt will be ordered and
the name of the delivery exclusion calendar will be dimmed on the Job Options tab. If you select No, you will cancel the
intended Halt operation.

Action:

None.

SDM000823

Manually resuming a calendar-controlled job delivery will cause the automatic calendar control to be disabled.
Select Yes to resume, No to cancel.

Reason:
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You have tried to resume a job delivery with a delivery exclusion calendar defined. If you select Yes, Resume will be
ordered and the name of the delivery exclusion calendar will be dimmed on the Job Options tab. If you select No, you will
cancel the intended Resume operation.

Action:

None.

SDM000824

Manually halting a job container with calendar-controlled job deliveries will cause all automatic calendar controls
to be disabled. Select Yes to halt, No to cancel.

Reason:

You have tried to halt a job container with delivery jobs containing a reference to a delivery exclusion calendar. If you
select Yes, Halt will be ordered and the names of the delivery exclusion calendars will be dimmed on the Job Options tab.
If you select No, you will cancel the intended Halt operation.

Action:

None.

SDM000825

Manually resuming a job container with calendar-controlled job deliveries will cause all automatic calendar
controls to be disabled. Select Yes to resume, No to cancel.

Reason:

You have tried to resume a job container with delivery jobs containing a reference to a delivery exclusion calendar. If you
select Yes, Resume will be ordered and the names of the delivery exclusion calendars will be dimmed on the Job Options
tab. If you select No, you will cancel the intended Resume operation.

Action:

None.

SDM000826

The name of the defined delivery exclusion calendar is unknown.

Reason:

You have tried to define a product calendar in the Use delivery exclusion calendar field. The product does not know the
name of the calendar. If you are defining the job as part of a job container, the job container will be created, whereas
this job will not. If you are redefining the job by using the Properties choice in the context menu, the job will remain in its
previous state.

Action:

Retry the operation using a calendar name known to the product.

SDM000827

No computer jobs to renew.

Reason:
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This message appears if you right click on a job container, or job container target, and select renew in its context menu,
but due to refresh delays there are no jobs that can be renewed in the job container.

The cause of this behavior could, for example, be that the computer jobs that could be renewed were already ordered to
be renewed from another DSM Explorer, and executed OK, before you finish ordering Renew by clicking the OK button.

Action:

None.

SDM000828

No dts trace file for this job exists.

Reason:

The following should be observed regarding the presence of a trace file:

If a job container has jobs for more than one agent downstream of a scalability server, the trace file will only be present on
the job of one of the agents. Note that no trace file at all will be generated, if the software package is already present in
the library of the scalability server by a previous delivery.

If a job container is deleted, or more specifically a job that generated a trace file is deleted from the container, the delivery
trace tab for the corresponding computer jobs will be emptied.

Action:

None.

SDM000829

The job container is currently locked. Please retry the operation, if possible.

Reason:

The job container is locked when you try to execute an operation on it, for example, a Reschedule.

Action:

Wait a while. Try to figure out if the lock operation has ended. When you think it has ended, retry the previous operation, if
it is still relevant.

SDM000830

Jobs for unsealed software packages are not allowed to set up.

Reason:

You have tried to set up a job for a software item. This is not possible for the current software item, since it is not sealed.

Action:

Either seal the software item and then retry the operation, or do not try to set up the job.

SDM000831

No user parameters were specified. The job could not be set up as the procedure to be used for this job requires
user parameters.

Reason:
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You did not provide any user parameters for the job setup, but the procedure to be executed requires user parameters.
The job could not be set up.

Action:

Specify the appropriate user parameters and retry the operation.

SDM000900

Copy canceled. Not enough disk space or access denied.

Reason:

The copy operation could not be carried out completely because there was not enough disk space on the target disk, or
the user does not have the right permissions to access the target disk.

Action:

Calculate the size of your source files and try to free enough disk space for them. Or, if necessary, give the user the
appropriate permissions to access the target disk.

SDM000910

Copy not started. Not enough disk space or access denied.

Reason:

The copy operation could not be started because there was not enough disk space on the target disk, or the user does not
have the right permissions to access the target disk.

Action:

Calculate the size of your source files and try to free enough disk space for them. Or, if necessary, give the user the
appropriate permissions to access the target disk.

API Messages II (SDM001001 - SDM091000)

SDM001001

Attempt to call List function for fetch or close when not open.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001002

Illegal flag value specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:
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Contact Technical Support.

SDM001003

No more rows to fetch.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001004

Illegal lines parameter specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001005

String specified is too long.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001006

Illegal date or time specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001007

Invalid library item object id specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:
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Contact Technical Support.

SDM001008

Invalid item procedure object id specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001009

Computer cannot be found in the database, possibly removed by administrator.

Reason:

This operation refers to a computer that was removed by the system or another user just before this operation was going
to start.

Action:

None.

SDM001010

Invalid computer group object id specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001011

Invalid computer job object id specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001012

Object has been removed from the database.

Reason:

This operation refers to an object that was removed by the system or another user just before this operation was going to
start.
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Action:

None.

SDM001013

No targets specified for installation/activation.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001014

The object has changed during your intended operation. Please retry the operation, if possible.

Reason:

The object has been changed by another user or by the system.

Action:

Retry the operation, if possible.

SDM001015

Invalid operating system object id specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001016

Invalid library item volume object id specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001017

Item Volume does not exist.

Reason:

This operation refers to a volume that was removed by the system or another user just before this operation was going to
start.
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Action:

None.

SDM001018

Item Volume cannot be removed from a sealed software.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001019

The Item Volume is currently locked. Please retry the operation, if possible.

Reason:

The Item Volume is currently being changed by another user or is being processed by the system.

Action:

Retry the operation, if possible.

SDM001020

Item Volume number is not unique for this software.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001021

Item Volume file/directory cannot be deleted for a sealed software.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001022

Item Volume file/directory cannot be added for a sealed software.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.
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Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001023

Illegal source media type for this Item Volume.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001024

Invalid path for this Item Volume.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001025

Item Volume with different source media types may not be mixed.

Reason:

A volume must not be built from sources with different media types (for example, CD, diskette, and fixed disk).

Action:

Create a new volume for each type of media.

SDM001026

Item Volume cannot be registered for a sealed software.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001027

Item Volume cannot be changed for a sealed software.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.
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Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001028

Item Volume tape cannot be copied: wrong API function used.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001029

No Item Volume file id specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001030

No Item Volume name specified.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001031

Item Volume file/directory related to a procedure cannot be deleted.

Reason:

A procedure has been defined for this software item, and the procedure files are located on this volume.

Action:

Remove the procedure before you remove the volume.

SDM001032

Invalid item procedure dependency object id specified.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.
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Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001033

Invalid dependent item procedure task, only install procedures allowed.

Reason:

Only installation procedures are valid for inclusion in this folder.

Action:

Do not attempt to add non-installation procedures to a procedure dependencies folder.

SDM001034

Dependency already exists.

Reason:

An attempt was made to add a procedure to a procedure dependencies folder. However, the procedure had already been
added.

Action:

None.

SDM001035

Creation of procedure dependencies not allowed on sealed software.

Reason:

An attempt was made to add a procedure to a procedure dependencies folder of sealed software. The software must be
unsealed to do this.

Action:

None.

SDM001036

Manipulation of procedure dependencies not allowed on sealed software.

Reason:

You may not change any aspect of the procedure dependencies once the software is sealed.

Action:

None.

SDM001037

Removal of procedure dependencies not allowed on sealed software.

Reason:
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You may not change procedure dependencies once the software is sealed.

Action:

None.

SDM001038

Creation of procedure dependency not allowed, circular dependency detected.

Reason:

If procedure A has a dependency on procedure B, then it is illegal to attempt to let procedure B have a dependency on
procedure A.

Action:

None.

SDM001040

No targets could be found for delivery

Reason:

Staging of software to a group of scalability servers is not allowed when no scalability servers have been linked to the
group, or when the group only contains the scalability server of a manager.

Action:

Link scalability servers to the group and retry the operation.

SDM001041

No targets could be found for undelivery.

Reason:

Removal of staged software from a group of scalability servers is not allowed when no scalability servers have been linked
to the group, or when the group only contains the scalability server of a manager.

Action:

Link scalability servers to the group and retry the operation.

SDM001042

Operation not allowed, DTS not present or not supported on the agent.

Reason:

An attempt was made to set Download method to DTS for an agent running on a computer which has no DTS installed or
does not support the DTS download method. DTS Download method is by design not supported for scalability servers and
managers.

Action:

If this is not a Scalability Server or Manager, install the DTS Agent plug-in on the computer and try again.
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SDM001043

Download method can not be set on a computer with a legacy agent.

Reason:

Download method for a computer with a legacy agent installed cannot be set in this operation.

Action:

Change the download method for the agent by running a software job using the specified software delivery agent "library
access" configuration procedure.

SDM001044

One or more computers with legacy agents was found. Download method could not be set for these computers.

Reason:

Download method for one or more computers with a legacy agents installed cannot be set in this operation.

Action:

Change the download method for the legacy agents by running a software job using the specified software delivery agent
"library access" configuration procedure.

SDM001081

Software is distributed/delivered and is not allowed to be unsealed.

Reason:

You have tried to unseal a software item that has either been distributed from an enterprise manager to one or more
areas, or delivered to one or more scalability server libraries or installed on one or more computers. This is not allowed.

Action:

To be able to unseal the software item, you have to undo the operations that caused the blocking. If this seems laborious,
consider registering the item using the new version option.

SDM001082

Software is registered by enterprise and is not allowed to be unsealed.

Reason:

You have tried to unseal a software item in a domain manager library. Since the item was registered there from the
enterprise manager, the unseal operation is not allowed.

Action:

None.

SDM001083

Software is not allowed to be unsealed in its current state.

Reason:
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You have tried to unseal a software item that is in the process of being either distributed from an enterprise manager
to one or more areas, delivered to one or more scalability server libraries, or installed on one or more computers. This
software item could also be possibly linked to one or more software policies. This is not allowed.

You could also have tried to unseal a software item that is associated with a job that has executed and is in error state or
the job is in progress. This is not allowed.

Action:

None.

SDM001084

Software is registered by the system and is not allowed to be unsealed.

Reason:

You have tried to unseal a software item that was registered in the library by the system; for example, all SD software is
auto-registered. This is not allowed.

Action:

None.

SDM001085

Software is detected and is not allowed to be unsealed.

Reason:

You have tried to unseal a software item that was registered in the library as detected, using SWD or MSI. This is not
allowed.

Action:

None.

SDM001086

Software is archived and is not allowed to be unsealed.

Reason:

You have tried to unseal a software item that has been archived. This is not allowed.

Action:

If you restore the software item, it will be possible to unseal it.

SDM001101

Computer not found.

Reason:

No computer with the given name could be found in the SD Computer register.

Action:

Make sure that you entered the correct name of the computer in the "find computer" window.
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SDM001102

Computer already exists.

Reason:

The computer could not be created because a computer with the same name already exists.

Action:

Enter a unique computer name.

SDM001109

Computer locked by a move operation.

Reason:

A job could not be set up to a computer because the computer was currently being moved. The move could be from one
domain manager to another where no active jobs follow the computer, or from a scalability server to another scalability
server downstream of the same domain manager, in which the active jobs follow the computer.

Action:

Informational only. Wait a while and investigate the situation before trying to set up the job again.

SDM001201

domain manager may not be targeted when reboot option is used, and triggered by server is specified.

Reason:

A job has been set up for the domain manager with the job options "boot and triggered by server". The Software Delivery
domain manager is not allowed to be targeted with such a combination of job options, as boot of the server at the
specified job start time may lead to unexpected results.

Action:

Change job options or exclude the domain manager from the target list.

SDM001202

Unlocked software may not be installed.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001203

This job may not be rescheduled as the new start time is in conflict with the give up time.

Reason:

A job cannot start after the give up time.
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Action:

Create new start time or time out time.

SDM001204

This job may not be rescheduled as it is active.

Reason:

A job that has already started may not be rescheduled.

Action:

None.

SDM001205

The job may not be rescheduled to start earlier than originally specified.

Reason:

This operation is only allowed if the job is targeted to one computer.

Action:

None.

SDM001206

Cannot delete an active job.

Reason:

The delete operation is not allowed for active computer jobs.

Action:

None.

SDM001207

Cannot delete an active job, status set to error.

Reason:

The delete operation is not allowed for active computer jobs. However cancellation is. The computer job status has been
set to Error by Administrator to prevent the job from being executed. If the job has already been executed by the agent the
records should get updated once the status report arrives.

Action:

None.

SDM001250

Illegal Template Group operation: Seal to activate is not allowed as no jobs are assigned.

Reason:
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You tried to seal a group. This operation is not allowed when no jobs have been assigned to the group.

Action:

Assign jobs and retry the seal operation.

SDM001251

Illegal Template Group operation: Seal to activate is not allowed. The group has no target computers/users
attached and no query is defined.

Reason:

You tried to seal a group. This operation is not allowed when no target computers or users have been assigned to the
group, or when no query has been defined.

Action:

Assign target computers or users to the group and retry the seal operation. If you want to use a query to assign target
computers or users, delete the group and define a computer query template group instead.

SDM001253

Illegal Software Policy operation: Software Policy is already linked to this group.

Reason:

You cannot link the software policy to the group.

Action:

Unlink the software policy from the group, or select a different software policy.

SDM001254

Illegal Software Policy operation: Software Policy is linked to another group.

Reason:

You cannot link the software policy to this group as it is already linked.

Action:

Select a different software policy.

SDM001255

Software Policy operation is not allowed as it is sealed.

Reason:

You may not perform the selected operation on a sealed software policy.

Action:

Unseal the software policy before you re-try the operation.
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SDM001256

Warning: the group linked to the Software Policy has no targets. The Software Policy will remain disabled on the
Domain Manager.

Reason:

No target computers or users have been assigned to the group.

Action:

Assign target computers to the group. When the group membership is replicated, seal the group on the Domain Manager.

SDM001350

Illegal Job Container Target operation: Specified target id is invalid.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred. When a list of the jobs for a target is requested, the target ID cannot be found.

Action:

If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001400

Directory could not be copied because of an error during file compression.

Reason:

This is a NOS less copy, which means that the directory to be copied is compressed, file transferred and then
decompressed, rather than just copied over the network. The operation failed because the compression did not succeed.

Action:

View the Event Console for a detailed description of the compression error.

SDM001401

Directory could not be copied because of an error during file decompression.

Reason:

This is a NOS less copy, which means that the directory to be copied is compressed, file transferred and then
decompressed, rather than just copied over the network. The operation failed because the decompression did not
succeed.

Action:

View the Event Console for a detailed description of the decompression error.

SDM001430

This computer/user group is already bound to the catalog group %1.

Reason:

It is not allowed to create more than one catalog group associated with the same computer/user group.
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Action:

Keep the present catalog group, or delete the present catalog group and retry the operation.

SDM001450

Warning! This Software Group has no Software Item that has a Catalog enabled procedure. At least one
procedure must be enabled in order to make an item visible for the Catalog users.

Reason:

You tried to paste a software group, containing one or more software items, into the Catalog folder or into a Catalog
group. To use the items from the Catalog GUI, each software item must have at least one procedure that is Catalog
enabled. This was not the case.

Action:

Ensure that the appropriate software items in the software library have at least one procedure that is Catalog enabled
(the Catalog enabled check box is selected). You can use Properties in the shortcut menu for the appropriate procedure;
check the box and click OK. Then repeat the paste operation. Note that this is just a warning. The software group will still
be linked to the Catalog/Catalog group.

SDM001451

Warning! This Software Item has no Catalog enabled procedure. At least one procedure must be enabled in order
to make the item visible for the Catalog users.

Reason:

You tried to paste a software item into the Catalog folder or into a Catalog group. To use the item from the Catalog GUI,
the item must have at least one procedure that is Catalog enabled. This was not the case.

Action:

Ensure that the appropriate software item in the software library has at least one procedure that is Catalog enabled (the
Catalog enabled check box is selected). You can use Properties in the shortcut menu for the appropriate procedure; check
the box and click OK. Then repeat the Paste operation. Note that this is just a warning. The software item will still be
linked to the Catalog/Catalog group.

SDM001452

Warning! One or more Software Groups has no Software Item that has a Catalog enabled procedure. At least one
procedure must be enabled in order to make an item visible for the Catalog users.

Reason:

You tried to paste software groups containing software items into the Catalog folder or into a Catalog group. To use the
items from the Catalog GUI, ensure that each item has at least one procedure that is Catalog enabled. This error occurs
as the items from the Catalog GUI was used without following the condition.

Action:

Ensure that the appropriate software items in the software library contain at least one procedure that is Catalog enabled
(the Catalog enabled check box is selected). You can use Properties in the shortcut menu for the appropriate procedure.
Verify the box and click OK. Repeat the Paste operation. This message is only a warning, the software items are still
linked to the Catalog or Catalog group.
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SDM001453

Warning! One or more of the Software Items has no Catalog enabled procedure. At least one procedure must be
enabled in order to make an item visible for the Catalog users.

Reason:

You tried to paste one or more software items into the Catalog folder or into a Catalog group. To use the items from the
Catalog GUI, each item must have at least one procedure that is Catalog enabled.

Action:

Ensure that the software items in the software library have at least one procedure that is Catalog enabled (the Catalog
check box is selected). You can use Properties in the shortcut menu for the procedure; check the box and click OK. Then
repeat the Paste operation.

NOTE
This is just a warning. The software items will still be linked to the Catalog or Catalog group.

SDM001454

Warning! One or more Software Groups could not be read. Read permission (R) is needed in order to set up jobs.
Press 'Yes' to continue with a reduced list of software.

Reason:

The current user does not have read permission (class and folder/object) and therefore is refused access to a folder/
object, such as reading the contents of one or more software groups, when trying to set up a job.

As an example of a situation when this could appear, consider two software groups, A and B, where B has been linked
into A. The user does not have read permission for group B. When dragging A onto one or more computers, the software
groups will be cascaded, that is all software in A and B will be part of the job. The message appears, since the contents of
B cannot be listed. Selecting Yes in the pop-up box means that a job will be set up including the software items in A, but
not in B

Action:

Determine if the current user's class and folder (or object) permissions should be changed.

SDM001500

Illegal Computer Group operation: Specified group id is invalid.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred, or two DSM Explorer users manipulated the same group simultaneously.

Action:

Determine if two DSM Explorer users attempted to manipulate the same group simultaneously. If not, and the error
persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001501

Computer Group locked by another user or a Software Delivery process.

Reason:
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Synchronization error. Two users of DSM Explorer simultaneously tried to manipulate the same object, or a DSM Explorer
user tried an operation on an object that was engaged in a Software Delivery process.

Action:

Wait until the process is complete.

SDM001502

Illegal Computer Group operation: Specified name not unique.

Reason:

An attempt was made to create a computer group. A computer group with the same name already exists in the Software
Delivery tree.

Action:

None.

SDM001503

Illegal Computer Group operation: Specified group is not a subgroup.

Reason:

A computer group was selected for an unlink operation, for example. When the operation was to take place, the unlinking
had already been done (by another DSM Explorer user). Note that the group exists somewhere in the Software Delivery
tree.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001504

Illegal Computer Group operation: Specified group is already a subgroup.

Reason:

An attempt was made to add a computer group to a computer group. The computer group that was to be added already
exists as a subgroup.

Action:

None.

SDM001505

Illegal Computer Group operation: Specified computer is not a member of this group.

Reason:

A computer was selected, for example, for an unlink operation. When the operation was to take place, the unlinking had
already been done (by another DSM Explorer user). Note that the computer exists somewhere in the Software Delivery
tree.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.
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SDM001506

Illegal Computer Group operation: Specified computer is already a member of this group.

Reason:

An attempt was made to add a computer to a computer group. The specified computer already exists as a member of the
group.

Action:

None.

SDM001507

Illegal Computer Group operation: Groups cannot be cyclically bound to each other.

Reason:

Computer group A, for example, has a subgroup B. An attempt was made to make group A a subgroup of B. More
complicated structures are also illegal, such as A contains B which contains C, and an attempt was made to make A a
subgroup of C.

Action:

None.

SDM001508

Illegal Computer Group operation: Group types do not match.

Reason:

A programming error has been discovered.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001509

Illegal Computer Group operation: Group sealed.

Reason:

Synchronization error. Two DSM Explorer users may simultaneously try to manipulate the same group and one of them
seals the group before the second can execute another operation.

Action:

Wait until the operation is complete.

SDM001510

Illegal Computer Group operation: Specified object id is invalid.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.
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Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001511

Illegal Computer Group operation: Evaluation is not possible for this type of computer group.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001512

Illegal Computer Group operation: Name not specified.

Reason:

An attempt to create a computer group, without naming it, was made.

Action:

Retry the operation giving the computer group a name.

SDM001513

Illegal Computer Group operation: A subgroup will lose its last supergroup.

Reason:

An attempt was made to take away the last link of a computer group to a superfolder, which would leave the computer
group without a parent in the Software Delivery tree.

This can happen if you try to unlink a subgroup that has only one parent group, or if you try to delete a group that is the
only parent to a subgroup.

Action:

None.

SDM001514

Illegal Computer Group operation: Manipulation of system group not allowed.

Reason:

An attempt was made to insert a computer in the system managed Software Delivery manager group.

Action:

None.

SDM001515

Computer not found.
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Reason:

A Find operation was initiated for a computer. The operation was not successful. Either the computer does not exist, or it
exists, but not in the current group.

Action:

None.

SDM001516

Computer Group not found.

Reason:

A Find operation was initiated for a computer group, which was unsuccessful. Either the computer group does not exist or
it exists, but not in the current group.

Action:

None.

SDM001518

Computer Group name is too long. The limit is 128 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 128 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 128 characters.

Action:

Retry the operation using a shorter name.

SDM001519

Computer Group comment is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Retry the operation using a shorter comment.

SDM001520

Computer Group query expression is too long. The limit is 64 KB or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 64KB. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy two or
more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 64KB characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the user parameters field and try again.
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SDM001521

Computer Group calendar name is too long. The limit is 8 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 8 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 8 characters.

Action:

Retry the operation using a shorter name.

SDM001522

Computer Group removed by another user.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two DSM Explorer users tried to manipulate the same group. One removed the group before
the other could process the operation.

Action:

Determine the validity of the transaction.

SDM001523

Computer Group changed by another user.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two DSM Explorer users tried to manipulate the same group. One made the change to the
group before the other could process the operation.

Action:

Determine the validity of the transaction.

SDM001524

Computer removed by another user.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two DSM Explorer users tried to manipulate the same computer. The computer was removed
by one before the second could process the operation.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation.

SDM001525

Illegal Computer Group operation: Seal not allowed in current state.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.
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Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001526

Illegal Computer Group operation: Unseal not allowed in current state.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001527

Illegal Computer Group operation: Group must be sealed.

Reason:

A programming error has been discovered.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001528

Computer group operation not allowed: An evaluation of the group is already ongoing.

Reason:

Activate evaluation task was selected for a computer group. The message is either caused by a scheduled evaluation task
that is running, or by selecting the menu choice again, while the previously initiated task is still running.

Action:

Wait a while. Check the Event console for further information. If necessary, repeat the activate evaluation task.

SDM001531

Computer Group evaluation period value is illegal. Must not be 0.

Reason:

In the Evaluation dialog for a computer group, 0 was provided as the value of the evaluation period (in the "Update every"
field).

Action:

Change the value to a positive integer and retry the operation.

SDM001532

Illegal Computer Group operation: The group may not be unbound from a sealed group.

Reason:
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Failure to move a computer group from a sealed group, because this operation is not allowed.

Action:

None.

SDM001533

Illegal Computer Group operation: The group may not be bound to a sealed group.

Reason:

An attempt to move a computer group to a sealed group failed, since this operation is not allowed.

Action:

None.

SDM001534

Illegal Computer Group operation: The computer may not be unbound from a sealed group.

Reason:

An attempt to move a computer from a sealed group (such as the group Software Delivery manager) failed, since this
operation is not allowed.

Action:

None.

SDM001535

Illegal Computer Group operation: The computer may not be bound to a sealed group.

Reason:

An attempt to move a computer to a sealed group (such as the group Software Delivery manager) failed, since this
operation is not allowed.

Action:

None.

SDM001536

Computer Group auxillay1 information field is too long. The limit is 128 characters.

Reason:

A Software Delivery component program generated a string in the context of Computer Group. This is a programming
error, since the string was too long and exceeded the limit of 128 characters.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.
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SDM001537

Computer Group auxillay2 information field is too long. The limit is 128 characters.

Reason:

A Software Delivery component program generated a string in the context of Computer Group. This is a programming
error because the string was too long and exceeded the limit of 128 characters.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001538

Computer Group auxillay3 information field is too long. The limit is 128 characters.

Reason:

A Software Delivery component program generated a string in the context of Computer Group. This is a programming
error, since the string was too long and exceeded the limit of 128 characters.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001550

Illegal Software Group operation: Specified group id is invalid.

Reason:

A programming error occurred, or two DSM Explorer users manipulated the same group simultaneously.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001551

Software Group locked by another user or a Software Delivery process.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two DSM Explorer users tried to manipulate the same object, or a DSM Explorer user tried an
operation on an object that was engaged in a Software Delivery process.

Action:

Retry the operation at a later time.

SDM001552

Illegal Software Group operation: Specified name not unique.

Reason:

An attempt was made to create a software group. A software group with the same name already exists in the Software
Delivery tree.
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Action:

None.

SDM001553

Illegal Software Group operation: Specified group is not a subgroup.

Reason:

A software group was selected for an unlink operation. When the operation was to take place, the unlinking had already
been done (for example, by another DSM Explorer user). Note that the group exists somewhere in the Software Delivery
tree.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001554

Illegal Software Group operation: Specified group is already a subgroup.

Reason:

An attempt was made to add a software group to a software group. The software group that was to be added already
existed as a subgroup.

Action:

None.

SDM001555

Illegal Software Group operation: Group sealed.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two DSM Explorer users tried to manipulate the same group. The group was sealed by one
before the second could process the operation.

Action:

Wait, and then retry the operation.

SDM001555 1

Illegal Software Group operation: Specified software is not a member of this group.

Reason:

A library item was selected for an unlink operation. When the operation was to take place, the unlinking had already been
done (for example, by another DSM Explorer user). Note that the library item exists somewhere in the Software Delivery
tree.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.
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SDM001556

Illegal Software Group operation: Specified software is already a member of this group.

Reason:

An attempt was made to add a library item to a software group. The specified library item already exists as a member of
the group.

Action:

None.

SDM001557

Illegal Software Group operation: Groups cannot be cyclically bound to each other.

Reason:

Software group A has a subgroup B. An attempt was made to make A a subgroup of B. More complicated structures are
also illegal. For example, A contains B which contains C, and an attempt was made to make A a subgroup of C.

Action:

None.

SDM001558

Illegal Software Group operation: Group types do not match.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001560

Illegal Software Group operation: Specified object id is invalid.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001561

Illegal Software Group operation: Evaluation is not possible for a software group.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.
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SDM001562

Illegal Software Group operation: Name not specified.

Reason:

An attempt was made to create an unnamed software group.

Action:

Retry the operation with a name.

SDM001563

Illegal Software Group operation: A subgroup will lose its last supergroup.

Reason:

An attempt was made to take away the last link of a software group to a superfolder. This is illegal, since it would leave the
software group without a parent in the Software Delivery tree.

This can happen if you try to unlink a subgroup that has only one parent group, or if you try to delete a group that is the
only parent to a subgroup.

Action:

None.

SDM001564

Illegal Software Group operation: Manipulation of system group not allowed.

Reason:

An attempt was made, for example, to insert a library item in the system managed Software Delivery group.

Action:

None.

SDM001565

Software not found.

Reason:

A Find operation was initiated for a library item. The operation was not successful. Either the library item does not exist, or
it exists but not in the current group.

Action:

None.

SDM001566

Software Group not found.

Reason:
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A Find operation was initiated for a software group. The operation was not successful. Either the software group does not
exist or it exists but not in the current group.

Action:

None.

SDM001568

Software Group name is too long. The limit is 128 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 128 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 128 characters.

Action:

Retry the operation using a shorter name.

SDM001569

Software Group comment is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Retry the operation using a shorter comment.

SDM001570

Software Group query expression is too long. The limit is 64KB or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001571

Software Group calendar name is too long. The limit is 8 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.
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SDM001572

Software Group removed by another user.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two DSM Explorer users tried to manipulate the same group. One removed the group before
the second could process the operation.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation.

SDM001573

Software Group changed by another user.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two DSM Explorer users tried to manipulate the same group. The group was changed by one
before the second could process another operation.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation.

SDM001574

Software removed by another user.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two DSM Explorer users tried to manipulate the same library item. The library item was
removed by one before the second could process another operation.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation.

SDM001575

Illegal Software Group operation: Seal not allowed in current state.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001576

Illegal Software Group operation: Unseal not allowed in current state.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:
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Contact Technical Support.

SDM001582

Illegal Software Group operation: The group may not be unbound from a sealed group.

Reason:

An attempt to move a software group from a sealed group failed, since this operation is not allowed.

Action:

None.

SDM001583

Illegal Software Group operation: The group may not be bound to a sealed group.

Reason:

An attempt to move a software group to a sealed group failed, since this operation is not allowed.

Action:

None.

SDM001584

Illegal Software Group operation: The software may not be unbound from a sealed group.

Reason:

An attempt to move a software item from a sealed group (such as the group Software Delivery) failed, since this operation
is not allowed.

Action:

None.

SDM001585

Illegal Software Group operation: The software may not be bound to a sealed group.

Reason:

An attempt to move a software item to a sealed group (such as the group Software Delivery) failed, since this operation is
not allowed.

Action:

None.

SDM001586

Software Group auxillay1 information field is too long. The limit is 128 characters.

Reason:
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A Software Delivery component program generated a string in the context of Software Group. This is a programming error,
since the string was too long and exceeded the limit of 128 characters.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001587

Software Group auxillay2 information field is too long. The limit is 128 characters.

Reason:

A Software Delivery component program generated a string in the context of Software Group. This is a programming error,
since the string was too long and exceeded the limit of 128 characters.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001588

Software Group auxillay3 information field is too long. The limit is 128 characters.

Reason:

A Software Delivery component program generated a string in the context of Software Group. This is a programming error,
since the string was too long and exceeded the limit of 128 characters.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001600

Illegal Procedure Group operation: Specified group id is invalid.

Reason:

A programming error occurred, or two DSM Explorer users manipulated the same group simultaneously.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001601

Procedure Group locked by another user or a Software Delivery process.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two DSM Explorer users tried to manipulate the same object, or a DSM Explorer user tried an
operation on an object that was engaged in a Software Delivery process.

Action:

Wait, and then retry the operation.
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SDM001602

Illegal Procedure Group operation: Specified name not unique.

Reason:

An attempt was made to create a procedure group. A procedure group with the same name already exists.

Action:

None.

SDM001603

Illegal Procedure Group operation: Specified group is not a subgroup.

Reason:

A procedure group was selected, for example, for an unlink operation. When the operation was to take place, the unlinking
had already been done (by another DSM Explorer user). Note that the group exists somewhere in the Software Delivery
tree.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001604

Illegal Procedure Group operation: Specified group is already a subgroup.

Reason:

An attempt was made to add a procedure group to a software group. The procedure group to be added already exists as a
subgroup.

Action:

None.

SDM001605

Illegal Procedure Group operation: Specified procedure is not a member of this group.

Reason:

An item procedure was selected for an unlink operation. When the operation was to take place, the unlinking had already
been done (by another DSM Explorer user). Note that the item procedure exists somewhere in the Software Delivery tree.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001606

Illegal Procedure Group operation: Specified procedure is already a member of this group.

Reason:

An attempt was made to add an item procedure to a procedure group. The specified item procedure already exists as a
member of the group.
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Action:

None.

SDM001607

Illegal Procedure Group operation: Groups cannot be cyclically bound to each other.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001608

Illegal Procedure Group operation: Group types do not match.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001609

Illegal Procedure Group operation: Group sealed.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001610

Illegal Procedure Group operation: Specified object id is invalid.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001611

Illegal Procedure Group operation: Evaluation is not possible for a procedure group.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.
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Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001612

Illegal Procedure Group operation: Name not specified.

Reason:

An attempt was made to create a procedure group without naming it.

Action:

Retry the operation with a name.

SDM001613

Illegal Procedure Group operation: A subgroup will lose its last supergroup.

Reason:

An attempt was made to take away the last link of a procedure group to a superfolder. This is not possible, since it would
leave the procedure group without a parent in the Software Delivery tree.

This can happen if you try to unlink a subgroup that has only one parent group, or if you try to delete a group that is the
only parent to a subgroup.

Action:

None.

SDM001614

Illegal Procedure Group operation: Manipulation of system group not allowed.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001615

Procedure not found.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001616

Procedure Group not found.
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Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001618

Procedure Group name is too long. The limit is 128 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 128 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 128 characters.

Action:

Retry the operation using a shorter name.

SDM001619

Procedure Group comment is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lowered.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Retry the operation using a shorter comment.

SDM001620

Procedure Group query expression is too long. The limit is 64KB or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001621

Procedure Group calendar name is too long. The limit is 8 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.
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SDM001622

Procedure Group removed by another user.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two DSM Explorer users tried to manipulate the same group. One removed the group before
the second could process another operation.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation.

SDM001623

Procedure Group changed by another user.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two DSM Explorer users tried to manipulate the same group. The group was changed by one
before the second could process another operation.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation.

SDM001624

Procedure removed by another user.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two DSM Explorer users tried to manipulate the same item procedure. The item procedure was
removed by the first before the second could process another operation.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation.

SDM001625

Illegal Procedure Group operation: Seal not allowed in current state.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001626

Illegal Procedure Group operation: Unseal not allowed in current state.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:
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Contact Technical Support.

SDM001632

Illegal Procedure Group operation: The group may not be unbound from a sealed group.

Reason:

An attempt to move a procedure group from a sealed group failed, since this operation is not allowed.

Action:

None.

SDM001633

Illegal Procedure Group operation: The group may not be bound to a sealed group.

Reason:

An attempt to move a procedure group to a sealed group failed, since this operation is not allowed.

Action:

None.

SDM001634

Illegal Procedure Group operation: The procedure may not be unbound from a sealed group.

Reason:

An attempt to move a procedure from a sealed group failed, since this operation is not allowed.

Action:

None.

SDM001635

Illegal Procedure Group operation: The procedure may not be bound to a sealed group.

Reason:

An attempt to move a procedure to a sealed group failed, since this operation is not allowed.

Action:

None.

SDM001636

Procedure Group auxillay1 information field is too long. The limit is 128 characters.

Reason:

A Software Delivery component program generated a string in the context of Procedure Group. This is a programming
error, since the string was too long and exceeded the limit of 128 characters.

Action:
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Contact Technical Support.

SDM001637

Procedure Group auxillay2 information field is too long. The limit is 128 characters.

Reason:

A Software Delivery component program generated a string in the context of Procedure Group. This is a programming
error, since the string was too long and exceeded the limit of 128 characters.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001638

Procedure Group auxillay3 information field is too long. The limit is 128 characters.

Reason:

A Software Delivery component program generated a string in the context of Procedure Group. This is a programming
error, since the string was too long and exceeded the limit of 128 characters.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001650

Illegal Job Container operation: Specified container id is invalid.

Reason:

A programming error occurred, or two DSM Explorer users manipulated the same job container simultaneously.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001651

Job Container locked by another user or a Software Delivery process.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two DSM Explorer users tried to manipulate the same object, or a DSM Explorer user tried an
operation on an object that was engaged in a Software Delivery process.

Action:

Wait, and then retry the operation.

SDM001652

Illegal Job Container operation: Specified name not unique.

Reason:
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An attempt was made to create a job container. A job container with the same name already exists.

Action:

None.

SDM001653

Illegal Job Container operation: Specified container is not a subcontainer.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001654

Illegal Job Container operation: Specified container is already a subcontainer.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001655

Illegal Job Container operation: Specified job is not a member of this container.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001656

Illegal Job Container operation: Specified job is already a member of this container.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001657

Illegal Job Container operation: Containers cannot be cyclically bound to each other.

Reason:
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A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001658

Illegal Job Container operation: Container types do not match.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001659

Illegal Job Container operation: Container sealed.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two DSM Explorer users tried to manipulate the same group. One of them seals the group
before the second can execute another operation.

Action:

Wait, and then retry the operation.

SDM001660

Illegal Job Container operation: Specified object id is invalid.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001661

Illegal Job Container operation: Evaluation is not possible for this type of job container.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001662

Illegal Job Container operation: Name not specified.

Reason:
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An attempt was made to create a job container without naming it.

Action:

Retry the operation with a name.

SDM001663

Illegal Job Container operation: A container will lose its last supercontainer.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001664

Illegal Job Container operation: Manipulation of system container not allowed.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001665

Job not found.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001666

Job Container not found.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001668

Job Container name is too long. The limit is 128 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:
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The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 128 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 128 characters.

Action:

Retry the operation using a shorter name.

SDM001669

Job Container comment is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001670

Job Container query expression is too long. The limit is 64KB or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001671

Job Container calendar name is too long. The limit is 8 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001672

Job Container removed by another user.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two CA Client Automation Explorer users tried to manipulate the same group. One of them
removed the group before the second could execute another operation.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation.

SDM001673

Job Container changed by another user.
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Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two DSM Explorer users tried to manipulate the same job container. One of them changed the
job container before the second could execute another operation.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation.

SDM001674

Job removed by another user.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two users of the DSM Explorer tried to manipulate the same job. One of them removed the job
before the second could execute another operation.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation.

SDM001675

Illegal Job Container operation: Seal not allowed in current state.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001676

Illegal Job Container operation: Unseal not allowed in current state.

Reason:

The job container has entered a state (for example, Building, Waiting, Active) where the Unseal operation can no longer
be done.

Action:

None.

SDM001679

Illegal Job Container action.

Reason:

The action taken is not allowed by Software Delivery.

Action:

None.
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SDM001680

Unknown Job Container action.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred, or there is a version mismatch between the CA Client Automation Explorer and its
Software Delivery manager.

Action:

Find the exact cause of the error, correct it and retry the operation.

SDM001684

Illegal Job Container operation: The job may not be unbound from a sealed container.

Reason:

An attempt to move a job from a sealed container failed, since this operation is not allowed.

Action:

None.

SDM001685

Illegal Job Container operation: The job may not be bound to a sealed container.

Reason:

An attempt to move a job to a sealed container failed, since this operation is not allowed.

Action:

None.

SDM001686

Service Desk information field is too long. The limit is 128 characters.

Reason:

A Software Delivery component program generated a string in the context of Job Container. This is a programming error,
since the string was too long and exceeded the limit of 128 characters.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001687

Job Container auxillay2 information field is too long. The limit is 128 characters.

Reason:

A Software Delivery component program generated a string in the context of Job Container. This is a programming error,
since the string was too long and exceeded the limit of 128 characters.

Action:
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Contact Technical Support.

SDM001688

Job Container auxillay3 information field is too long. The limit is 128 characters.

Reason:

A Software Delivery component program generated a string in the context of Job Container. This is a programming error,
since the string was too long and exceeded the limit of 128 characters.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001700

Illegal Job Container Template operation: Specified template id is invalid.

Reason:

A programming error occurred, or two DSM Explorer users simultaneously manipulated the same job container template.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001701

Job Container Template locked by another user or a Software Delivery process.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two DSM Explorer users tried to manipulate the same object, or a DSM Explorer user tried an
operation on an object that was engaged in a Software Delivery process.

Action:

Wait, and then retry the operation.

SDM001702

Illegal Job Container Template operation: Specified name not unique.

Reason:

An attempt was made to create a job container template. A job container template with the same name already exists
somewhere in the Software Delivery tree.

Action:

None.

SDM001703

Illegal Job Container Template operation: Specified template is not a subtemplate.

Reason:
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A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001704

Illegal Job Container Template operation: Specified template is already a subtemplate.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001705

Illegal Job Container Template operation: Specified job is not a member of this template.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001706

Illegal Job Container Template operation: Specified job is already a member of this template.

Reason:

This message is generated when a software item or a procedure is pasted onto the Assigned Jobs folder of a group and
the software item or procedure had already generated a job in the folder. When a software group or a procedure group is
pasted onto the Assigned Jobs folder, the message will appear once for every item that had already generated a job in the
folder.

Action:

None.

SDM001707

Illegal Job Container Template operation: Templates cannot be cyclically bound to each other.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.
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SDM001708

Illegal Job Container Template operation: Template types do not match.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001709

Illegal Job Container Template operation: Template sealed.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001710

Illegal Job Container Template operation: Specified object id is invalid.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001711

Illegal Job Container Template operation: Evaluation is not possible for this type of job container template.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001712

Illegal Job Container Template operation: Name not specified.

Reason:

An attempt was made to create a job container template without naming it.

Action:

Retry the operation with a name.
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SDM001713

Illegal Job Container Template operation: A template will lose its last supertemplate.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001714

Illegal Job Container Template operation: Manipulation of system template not allowed.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001715

Job Template not found.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001716

Job Container Template not found.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001718

Job Container Template name is too long. The limit is 128 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 128 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 128 characters.

Action:

Retry the operation using a shorter name.
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SDM001719

Job Container Template comment is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001720

Job Container Template query expression is too long. The limit is 64KB or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001721

Job Container Template calendar name is too long. The limit is 8 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001722

Job Container Template removed by another user.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two DSM Explorer users tried to manipulate the same folder. One of them removed the folder
before the second could execute another operation.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation.

SDM001723

Job Container Template changed by another user.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two DSM Explorer users tried to manipulate the same job container template. One of them
changed the job container template before the second could execute another operation. For example, one user removed a
job template (job without targets in Assigned Jobs folder) while the other tried to reposition the job template.

Action:
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Determine the validity of the operation.

SDM001724

Job Template removed by another user.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two DSM Explorer users tried to manipulate the same job template (job without targets in
Assigned Jobs folder). For example, one of them removed the job template before the second could execute another
operation.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation.

SDM001725

Illegal Job Container Template operation: Seal not allowed in current state.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001726

Illegal Job Container Template operation: Unseal not allowed in current state.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001727

Illegal Software Policy operation: Policy must be sealed.

Reason:

The requested operation is not allowed as the Software Policy is unsealed.

Action:

Seal the Software Policy and retry the operation.

SDM001728

Illegal Software Policy operation: An evaluation of the policy is already ongoing.

Reason:
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Activate evaluation task was selected for a Software Policy. The message is either caused by a scheduled evaluation task
that is running, or by selecting the menu choice again, while the previously initiated task is still running.

Action:

Wait a while. If necessary, repeat the activate evaluation task.

SDM001729

Illegal Software Policy action.

Reason:

The requested operation is not allowed in current state.

Action:

Wait for the state to change and retry the operation.

SDM001730

Unknown Software Policy action.

Reason:

A programming error has been discovered.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001734

Illegal Software Policy operation: The job may not be unbound from a sealed policy

Reason:

An attempt to move a job from a sealed policy failed, since this operation is not allowed.

Action:

Unseal the Software Policy and move the job.

SDM001735

Illegal Software Policy operation: The job may not be bound to a sealed policy.

Reason:

An attempt to add a job to a sealed Software Policy failed, since this operation is not allowed.

Action:

Unseal the Software Policy and add the job.

SDM001736

Service Desk information field is too long. The limit is 128 characters.
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Reason:

A Software Delivery component program generated a string in the context of Software Policy. This is a programming error,
since the string was too long and exceeded the limit of 128 characters.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001737

Software Policy auxillay2 information field is too long. The limit is 128 characters.

Reason:

A Software Delivery component program generated a string in the context of Software Policy. This is a programming error,
since the string was too long and exceeded the limit of 128 characters.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001738

Computer Group auxillay3 information field is too long. The limit is 128 characters.

Reason:

A Software Delivery component program generated a string in the context of Computer Group. This is a programming
error, since the string was too long and exceeded the limit of 128 characters.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001750

Illegal Domain operation: Specified domain id is invalid.

Reason:

A programming error occurred, or at least two DSM Explorer users manipulated the same domain simultaneously.

Action:

Determine if two DSM Explorer users attempted to manipulate the same domain simultaneously. If not, and the error
persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001751

Domain locked by another user or a Software Delivery process.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two users of the DSM Explorer may have simultaneously tried to manipulate the same object,
or a DSM Explorer user tried an operation on an object that was engaged in a Software Delivery process.

Action:

Wait, and then retry the operation.
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SDM001752

Illegal Domain operation: Specified name not unique.

Reason:

An attempt was made to create a domain. A domain with the same name already exists in the Software Delivery tree.

Action:

None.

SDM001753

Illegal Domain operation: Specified domain is not a subdomain.

Reason:

A domain was selected for an unlink operation, for example. When the operation took place, the unlinking had already
been done (by another DSM Explorer user). Note that the group exists somewhere in the Software Delivery tree.

Action:

Determine if two DSM Explorer users attempted to manipulate the same domain simultaneously. If not, and the error
persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001754

Illegal Domain operation: Specified domain is already a subdomain.

Reason:

An attempt was made to add a domain to a domain. The domain that was to be added already exists as a subdomain.

Action:

None.

SDM001755

Illegal Domain operation: Specified area is not a member of this domain.

Reason:

An area was selected for an unlink operation, for example. When the operation took place, the unlinking had already been
done (by another DSM Explorer user). Note that the area exists somewhere in the Software Delivery tree.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001756

Illegal Domain operation: Specified area is already a member of this domain.

Reason:

An attempt was made to add an area to a domain. The specified area already exists as a member of the domain.

Action:
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None.

SDM001757

Illegal Domain operation: Domains cannot be cyclically bound to each other.

Reason:

Domain A, for example, has a subdomain B. An attempt was made to make domain A a subdomain of B. More
complicated schemes of this structure are also illegal, such as A contains B which contains C, and an attempt was made
to make A a subdomain of C.

Action:

None.

SDM001758

Illegal Domain operation: Domain types do not match.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001759

Illegal Domain operation: Domain sealed.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001760

Illegal Domain operation: Specified object id is invalid.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001761

Illegal Domain operation: Evaluation is not possible for this type of domain.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.
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Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001762

Illegal Domain operation: Name not specified.

Reason:

An attempt was made to create a domain with an unspecified name.

Action:

Retry the operation giving the domain a name.

SDM001763

Illegal Domain operation: A domain will lose its last superdomain.

Reason:

An attempt was made to take away the last link of a domain to a superfolder. This is not allowed, since it would leave the
domain without a parent in the Software Delivery tree.

This can happen if you try to unlink a domain that has only one parent domain, or if you try to delete a domain that is the
only parent to a domain.

Action:

None.

SDM001764

Illegal Domain operation: Manipulation of system domain not allowed.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001765

Area not found.

Reason:

An unsuccessful Find operation was initiated for an area. Either the area does not exist, or it exists but not in the current
domain.

Action:

None.
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SDM001766

Domain not found.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001768

Domain name is too long. The limit is 128 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 128 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 128 characters.

Action:

Retry the operation using a shorter name.

SDM001769

Domain comment is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Retry the operation using a shorter comment.

SDM001770

Domain query expression is too long. The limit is 64KB or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001771

Domain calendar name is too long. The limit is 8 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 8 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 8 characters.

Action:
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Retry the operation using a shorter name.

SDM001772

Domain removed by another user.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two DSM Explorer users tried to manipulate the same domain at the same time. One of them
removed the domain before the second could execute the operation.

Action:

Determine if the removal was a valid operation.

SDM001773

Domain changed by another user.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two DSM Explorer users tried to manipulate the same domain at the same time. One of them
changed the domain before the second could execute the operation.

Action:

Determine if the change was a valid operation.

SDM001774

Area removed by another user.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two DSM Explorer users tried to manipulate the same area at the same time. One of them
removed the area before the second could execute the operation.

Action:

Determine if the removal was a valid operation.

SDM001775

Illegal Domain operation: Seal not allowed in current state.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001776

Illegal Domain operation: Unseal not allowed in current state.

Reason:
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A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001784

Illegal Domain operation: The area may not be unbound from a sealed domain.

Reason:

An attempt to move an area from a sealed domain failed, since this operation is not allowed.

Action:

None.

SDM001785

Illegal Domain operation: The area may not be bound to a sealed domain.

Reason:

An attempt to move an area to a sealed domain failed, since this operation is not allowed.

Action:

None.

SDM001800

Illegal Distribution Group operation: Specified group id is invalid.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001801

Distribution Group locked by another user or a Software Delivery process.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001802

Illegal Distribution Group operation: Specified name not unique.

Reason:
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A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001803

Illegal Distribution Group operation: Specified group is not a subgroup.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001804

Illegal Distribution Group operation: Specified group is already a subgroup.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001805

Illegal Distribution Group operation: Specified distribution is not a member of this group.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001806

Illegal Distribution Group operation: Specified distribution is already a member of this group.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001807

Illegal Distribution Group operation: Distributions cannot be cyclically bound to each other.

Reason:
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A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001808

Illegal Distribution Group operation: Distribution types do not match.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001809

Illegal Distribution Group operation: Distribution sealed.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001810

Illegal Distribution Group operation: Specified object id is invalid.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001811

Illegal Distribution Group operation: Evaluation is not possible for a distribution group.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001812

Illegal Distribution Group operation: Name not specified.

Reason:
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A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001813

Illegal Distribution Group operation: A distribution group will lose its last supergroup.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001814

Illegal Distribution Group operation: Manipulation of system distribution group not allowed.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001815

Distribution not found.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001816

Distribution Group not found.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001818

Distribution Group name is too long. The limit is 128 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:
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A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001819

Distribution Group comment is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001820

Distribution Group query expression is too long. The limit is 64KB or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 64KB. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy two or
more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 64KB characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters and retry the operation.

SDM001821

Distribution Group calendar name is too long. The limit is 8 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001822

Distribution Group removed by another user.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001823

Distribution Group changed by another user.

Reason:
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A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001824

Container removed by another user.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001825

Illegal Distribution Group operation: Seal not allowed in current state.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001826

Illegal Distribution Group operation: Unseal not allowed in current state.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation and retry, if appropriate. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM001900

Parse Error: Token = %1.

Reason:

The parser detected an error when evaluating a condition for a computer group. For example, two scalar expressions
were concatenated into a conditional expression without using AND or OR, or the value of an attribute lacked an ending '.
An attempt to pinpoint the error was made and the message lists it after Token =.

Action:

Correct the error in the condition.

SDM001901

Stack overflow.
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Reason:

The parser failed when evaluating a condition for a computer group.

Action:

Correct the error in the condition.

SDM001902

String not terminated.

Reason:

The parser detected an error when evaluating a condition for a computer group. For example, an attribute string value
lacked an ending '.

Action:

Correct the error in the condition.

SDM001903

Empty Expression.

Reason:

An attempt to define a condition was made, but only the Use condition check box was checked.

Action:

Define a conditional expression as well.

SDM001904

Unknown attribute group:attribute group.

Reason:

An attempt to define a condition was made, but the attribute group in the conditional expression does not exist.

Action:

Correct the attribute group in the conditional expression.

SDM001905

Unknown plugin:plugin.

Reason:

An attempt to define a condition was made, but the operator IN was followed by an unknown plug-in.

Action:

Correct the value of the plug-in following IN in the conditional expression.

SDM001906

Attribute attribute not part of attribute group attribute group.
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Reason:

An attempt to define a condition was made, but the attribute given is not part of the given attribute group.

Action:

Correct the attribute to be part of the given attribute group.

SDM001907

Qualifier qualifier not part of plugin plugin.

Reason:

An attempt to define a condition was made. The operator IN was selected, followed by a plug-in and an unknown qualifier.

Action:

Correct the value of the qualifier in the conditional expression.

SDM001908

Query query with qualifier qualifier not part of plugin plugin.

Reason:

An attempt to define a condition was made. The operator IN was selected, followed by a plug-in and a qualifier. The
following query value is not recognized as being part of the given plug-in and qualifier.

Action:

Correct the query to fit with the given qualifier and plug-in.

SDM001909

Constant out of range: %1.

Reason:

An attempt to define a condition was made. The value of the given attribute in the given attribute group should be a
number in a specified range. The value is not in the range.

Action:

Correct the value of the given attribute in the given attribute group to fit in the specified range.

SDM001910

Constant constant not part of attribute attribute.

Reason:

An attempt to define a condition was made. The value of the given attribute in the given attribute group should be a string
in a specified range. The value is not in the range.

Action:

Correct the string value of the given attribute in the given attribute group to fit in the specified range.
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SDM001911

Datatype mismatch.

Reason:

An attempt to define a condition was made. The value of the given attribute in the given attribute group should be a string
in a specified range, but the value is given as a number instead. Or, the value should be a constant in a specified range,
but is given as a string instead.

Action:

Correct the attribute value.

SDM001912

Query evaluation aborted.

Reason:

When creating a computer group query, you have requested to see a temporary test result. If the query result is canceled,
this message appears.

Action:

None.

SDM001913

Query evaluation already executed.

Reason:

A programming error has been discovered.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM001914

Query evaluation not executed.

Reason:

A programming error has been discovered.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM002100

Internal Error. Invalid account type.

Reason:

In the Security Group dialog, three valid account types are listed: unassigned, group, and user account. None of these
were provided. A programming error has occurred.
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Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM002101

Internal Error. Invalid account index.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM002102

Internal Error. Invalid class index.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred (index out of permitted range for object classes in Class permissions).

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM002104

Security object locked by another user.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two DSM Explorer users tried to manipulate the same security object (security groups and
class permission object classes) at the same time, or a DSM Explorer user tried an operation on a security object that was
engaged in a Software Delivery process.

Action:

Wait, and then retry the operation.

SDM002105

Security object removed by another user.

Reason:

Synchronization problem. Two DSM Explorer users tried to manipulate the same security object (for example, a security
group). One of them removed the object before the second could execute another operation.

Action:

Check the situation.

SDM002106

Access denied. Read permission (R) is needed for this operation.
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Reason:

The current user does not have read permission (class and folder/object) and therefore is refused access to a folder/
object, such as viewing the contents of the folder members (for members of a computer group) or viewing the object's sub
items (for example, installations for a computer).

Action:

Contact your SD security administrator, who should determine if the user's class and folder (or object) permissions should
be changed for the folder/object to which access was denied.

SDM002107

Access denied. Change permissions (P) permission is needed for this operation. No permissions were set.

Reason:

The current user does not have change permission (class and folder/object) and therefore cannot perform a change
operation.

Action:

Contact your SD security administrator, who should determine if the user's class and folder (or object) permissions should
be changed for the folder/object to which access was denied.

SDM002108

Access denied. Take ownership (O) permission is needed for this operation. No ownership was taken.

Reason:

The current user does not have ownership permission (class and folder/object) and therefore cannot perform an
operation, such as changing a folder's permissions or an object's permissions.

Action:

Contact your SD security administrator, who should determine if the user's class and folder (or object) permissions should
be changed for the folder/object to which access was denied.

SDM002109

Access denied. Delete permission (D) is needed for this operation.

Reason:

The current user does not have delete permission (class and folder/object) and therefore cannot perform an operation,
such as deleting a folder, or an object or any of its sub items.

Action:

Contact your SD security administrator, who should determine if the user's class and folder (or object) permissions should
be changed for the folder/object to which access was denied.

SDM002110

Access denied. Write permission (W) is needed for this operation.

Reason:
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The current user does not have write permission (class and folder/object) and therefore cannot perform an operation, for
example, changing the properties of a folder or linking and unlinking items, or changing an object's properties or any of its
sub items.

Action:

Contact your SD security administrator, who should determine if the user's class and folder (or object) permissions should
be changed for the folder/object to which access was denied.

SDM002111

Access denied. Execution permission (X) is needed for this operation.

Reason:

The current user does not have execution permission (class and folder/object) and therefore cannot perform an operation,
such as execution on the folder (for example, install on a computer group) or on the object (for example, install on a
computer).

Action:

Contact your SD security administrator, who should determine if the user's class and folder (or object) permissions should
be changed for the folder/object to which access was denied.

SDM002112

Security Group is not unique.

Reason:

An attempt was made to create a security group. A security group with the same name already exists.

Action:

None.

SDM002113

Access denied. Write permission (W) on the super folder is needed for this operation.

Reason:

The current user does not have write permission (class and folder/object) and therefore cannot perform an operation, such
as create a library item in a software group (for which no write permission exists).

Action:

Contact your SD security administrator, who should determine if the user's class and folder (or object) permissions should
be changed for the super folder to which access was denied.

SDM002114

Access denied. Write class permission (W) is needed for this operation.

Reason:

The current user does not have write permission (class and folder/object) and therefore cannot perform an operation, for
example, create a library item.
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Action:

Contact your SD security administrator, who should determine if the user's class and folder (or object) permissions should
be changed for the folder/object to which access was denied.

SDM002200

You are about to re-map a security group. Press Yes to reset the permissions on all folders and objects. Press No
to keep the existing permissions.

Reason:

In the Security Group dialog, a security group and the Map button were selected to assign a user, or group, to Software
Delivery security. When the new user, or group, is to be confirmed in the Security Group dialog, the message pop-up
appears.

Action:

You can select Yes to reset the existing permissions on all folders and objects to class default (especially if the account
you selected before clicking Map was Unused, but had been in use). This is the recommended option.

Select No to leave existing security permissions on folders and objects unchanged. Select Cancel to leave the existing
security group unchanged.

SDM002201

Security Group mapping error: Given computer or domain could not be accessed.

Reason:

In the Security Group dialog of the DSM Explorer, you have tried to manually type a new user account in the User
Account field or a new group in the Group field. You used the form domain\account, and domain did not correspond to any
computer or domain.

Action:

Repeat the operation with a correct computer or domain name.

SDM002202

Security Group mapping error: No such User Account.

Reason:

In the Security Group dialog of the DSM Explorer, you have tried to manually type a new user account in the User Account
field. You used the form account, or domain\account, and account did not correspond to any user account.

Action:

Repeat the operation with a correct user account.

SDM002203

Security Group mapping error: No such Group.

Reason:

In the Security Group dialog of the DSM Explorer, you have tried to manually type a new group in the Group field. You
used the form account, or domain\account, and account did not correspond to any group name.
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Action:

Repeat the operation with a correct group name.

SDM002204

Security Group mapping error: No such computer or domain.

Reason:

In the Security Group dialog of the DSM Explorer, you have tried to manually type a new user account in the User
Account field or a new group in the Group field. You used the form domain\account, and domain did not correspond to any
computer or domain.

Action:

Repeat the operation with a correct computer or domain name.

SDM002205

Security Group mapping error: List not complete. The request sent to the Domain Controller was rejected.

Reason:

In the Security Group dialog of the DSM Explorer, you have tried to get a list of security groups (groups or user accounts)
defined on the domain controller or the SD manager. The domain controller rejected the request.

Action:

Repeat the operation within a while. The domain controller could be temporarily overloaded.

SDM002206

Security Group mapping error: List not complete. The request sent to the SD manager was rejected.

Reason:

In the Security Group dialog of the DSM Explorer, you have tried to get a list of security groups (groups or user accounts)
defined on the domain controller or the SD manager. The SD manager (enterprise, domain or scalability server) rejected
the request.

Action:

Repeat the operation. The SD manager could be temporarily overloaded.

SDM002207

Security Group mapping error: List not complete. The requests sent to the Domain Controller and the SD
manager were rejected.

Reason:

In the Security Group dialog of the DSM Explorer, you have tried to get a list of security groups (groups or user accounts)
defined on the domain controller or the SD manager. Either the domain controller or the SD manager (enterprise, domain,
or scalability server) rejected the request.

Action:

Repeat the operation. The domain controller or the SD manager could be temporarily overloaded.
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SDM002300

This package has been corrupted. Do you want to accept the changes by updating newly calculated checksum
and enable package checksum verification [Yes], enable package checksum verification in order to prevent
corrupted package from being used [No] or cancel the operation [Cancel]

Reason:

The check box Checksum Control of Package Contents for this package was previously disabled for this package. When
you try to enable it (using the Properties dialog for the package), a checksum for the package is calculated. If there is a
discrepancy with the previously calculated checksum, a dialog presents you with three choices.

NOTE
If the checksum calculations agree, no dialog is shown.

Action:

If you are certain that nothing irregular has happened (for example, a virus attack), you can select Yes. If you want
to investigate further, select No to prevent the package from being distributed in the meantime. If you select Cancel,
checksum verification for the package will not be enabled.

SDM002400

The configuration parameter could not be written to the server configuration file.

Reason:

During execution of, for example, Software Job Management configuration tasks in the DSM Explorer, changed settings
could not be written back to the configuration of the server. Failure of the write operation could also concern the template
configuration files for a platform in the Autoinst subdirectory in Library.40 on the server.

Action:

Retry the operation in case the file was locked. Check the operating system access rights to the files mentioned above. As
a last resort, contact Technical Support.

SDM002401

The configuration parameter could not be read from the server configuration file.

Reason:

During execution of, for example, Software Job Management configuration tasks in the DSM Explorer, settings in the
configuration of the server could not be read. Failure of the read operation could also concern the template configuration
files for a platform in the Autoinst subdirectory in Library.40 on the server.

Action:

Retry the operation in case the file was locked. Check the operating system access rights to these files. As a last resort,
contact Technical Support.

SDM002402

Not recognized configuration parameter id.

Reason:
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During execution of, for example, Software Job Management configuration tasks in the DSM Explorer, a parameter ID was
not recognized on a read or write request to get or set settings in the configuration of the server. The failure could also
concern the template configuration files for a platform in the Autoinst subdirectory in Library.40 on the server.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM002403

Not recognized configuration parameter id.

Reason:

During execution of, for example, Software Job Management configuration tasks in the DSM Explorer, a parameter ID
was not recognized on a read or write request to get or set settings in the template configuration files for a platform in the
Autoinst subdirectory in Library.40 of the server.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM002404

A Job Handling parameter can not be set because it is marked as Centrally Managed.

Reason:

A Job Handling parameter found in the DSM Explorer under Control Panel/Configuration/Configuration Policy/.../DSM/
software delivery/Manager/Software job options is marked as Centrally Managed.

Action:

Manage the parameter centrally by use of Configuration policy settings found in the DSM Explorer under Control Panel/
Configuration

SDM003001

Communication error: Invalid parameter.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM003002

Communication error: Not unique name.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.
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SDM003003

Communication error: No resources available.

Reason:

Network or operating system resources are exhausted.

Action:

Close one or more applications and try again.

SDM003004

Communication error: Connections still open.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM003005

Communication error: Called area not found in DNS.

Reason:

The specified area address could not be resolved.

Action:

Check the address specified for the area and your DNS configuration.

SDM003006

Communication error: Called peer not found in DNS.

Reason:

The specified peer address could not be resolved.

Action:

Check the address specified for the peer and your DNS configuration.

SDM003007

Communication error: Cannot connect to Software Delivery manager.

Reason:

The CA Client Automation Explorer cannot connect to the Software Delivery manager.

Action:

Ensure that the server definition is correct and if necessary, redefine the server address. Check that the server is powered
on. Can it be reached on the configured network protocol? Is the Software Delivery manager started?
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SDM003008

Communication error: Timeout.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM003009

Communication error: No acceptor.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM003010

Communication error: Peer deregistered.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM003011

Communication error: Connection aborted.

Reason:

The connection was abnormally terminated.

Action:

Check network cabling and also whether the Software Delivery manager was powered off. Check for other network
problems as well.

SDM003012

Communication error: Connection closed.

Reason:

The remote peer closed the connection..

Action:

Restart the application and try again.
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SDM003013

Communication error: More data to receive.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM003014

Communication error: Not allowed to perform operation.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM003015

Communication error: Token error.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM003016

Communication error: Bridge not found.

Reason:

The Software Delivery bridge application cannot be connected.

Action:

Check if the server is powered on. Can it be reached on the configured network protocol? Is the Software Delivery Bridge
application started?

SDM003017

Communication error: NATF not found.

Reason:

The Software Delivery manager cannot be connected.

Action:

Check if the server is powered on. Can it be reached on the configured network protocol? Is Software Delivery started?
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SDM003048

Communication error: No network present.

Reason:

No network was detected.

Action:

Review the network settings. Is the configured network interface installed?

SDM003049

Communication error: Incompatible network.

Reason:

Incompatibility in the network settings was detected.

Action:

Review the network settings. Is the required network interface installed?

SDM003050

Communication error: Protocol error.

Reason:

A Software Delivery communication protocol error has been detected.

Action:

Make sure that a compatible version of Software Delivery is installed at the peer end.

SDM003064

Communication error: File read error.

Reason:

Failed to read from a source file during the transfer.

Action:

Check if the indicated file is locked for writing (sharing violation).

SDM003065

Communication error: File write error.

Reason:

Failed to write to a target file during file transfer.

Action:

Is there enough disk space? Are there enough access rights to write to a file?
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SDM003066

Communication error: File creation error.

Reason:

Failed to create a target file during file transfer.

Action:

Is there enough disk space? Are there enough access rights to create a file?

SDM003067

Communication error: File open error.

Reason:

Failed to open a source file during file transfer.

Action:

Does the file exist? Are there enough access rights to read the file?

SDM003068

Communication error: File transfer canceled.

Reason:

File transfer was intentionally canceled.

Action:

None.

SDM003255

Communication error: Fatal error.

Reason:

A fatal communication error was detected.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM003800

Communication error: Server start response not recognized.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.
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SDM003802

Communication error: No user name found.

Reason:

Fatal error: no user name could be read from the UNIX/Linux environment.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM003900

Cannot initialize COM on the Server. A call to Colnitialize() failed.

Reason:

This message can be generated if there is not enough memory available on the Software Delivery manager.

Action:

Please investigate the amount of memory that is available on the Software Delivery manager.

SDM003901

AHDESK.DLL was not found on the Server.

Reason:

The library "AHDESK.DLL" has been deleted from the installation.

Action:

You will need to reinstall (or repair) Software Delivery to get this file back.

SDM003902

Could not find the desired functions in AHDESK.DLL (is the file corrupt?)

Reason:

This message is likely to appear if AHDESK.DLL has become corrupt.

Action:

Please reinstall the file from the original media.

SDM003903

The Service Desk Client (BAPI) is not compatible with the Service Desk Server.

Reason:

The version of the Service Desk client that is installed on the Software Delivery manager is not version-compatible with
the Service Desk server.

Action:

Please install the version of Service Desk server that is supported by this integration.
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SDM003904

Cannot initialize Service Desk.

Reason:

The cause of this problem is likely to be that the Service Desk client, installed and running on the Software Delivery
manager, cannot communicate with the Service Desk server.

Action:

Since this is likely to be a Service Desk configuration issue, please ensure that the Service Desk client (installed on the
Software Delivery manager) and Service Desk server can communicate with each other. For example, investigate the
following:

Is the Service Desk client on the Software Delivery manager pointing to a valid Service Desk server?
Is the Service Desk service running on the Service Desk server computer?

SDM003905

There was a problem getting the URL for this issue. Is the current SD User an Analyst in Service Desk?

Reason:

To be able to view an issue in Service Desk, the Software Delivery User that launches the issue must exist as an Analyst
in Service Desk.

Action:

Make sure that the System Login field of the Service Desk Analyst record correctly matches the current Software Delivery
user (for example, MyDomain\administrator).

SDM003906

Service Desk integration is not supported on the platform running your Software Delivery manager.

Reason:

The Software Delivery manager must be running on Windows NT/2000/XP to support Service Desk integration.

Action:

Informational only.

SDM003907

Service Desk is currently not integrated with the Software Delivery manager.

Reason:

Integration between the Software Delivery manager and Service Desk is not possible or it has simply not been performed.

Action:

Consult the documentation in the Implementation Guide to implement the integration. If the problem still persists, contact
Technical Support.
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SDM003908

The Service Desk Template List could not be obtained by the Software Delivery manager.

Reason:

The Software Delivery manager tried to update its template list from Service Desk. This failed, because the Software
Delivery manager cannot contact the Service Desk Server.

Action:

Check that the Service Desk Daemon Server is running and that network connections are correct. If this is the
case, wait for the scheduled template refresh to take place, in intervals specified by the configuration parameter
TEMPLATEREFRESH in the configuration file ASM.CNF. You can also run the refresh manually by using the command:

SDAHDCMD CMD=UPDATETEMPLATELIST

If the problem still persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM003909

Service Desk general unspecific error.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred within the Service Desk Integration component.

Action:

Verify the Service Desk Integration configuration. If the problem persists, contact your system support engineer.

SDM003910

Service Desk integration is not enabled.

Reason:

The requested functionality requires Service Desk Integration
to have been correctly configured.

Action:

Configure Service Desk Integration configuration using the
configuration tools in the Control Panel.

SDM003911

Service Desk database not available.

Reason:

The requested Service Desk Integration functionality requires a database connection. No such connection is available.

Action:

Ensure that the database is running and the database configuration is correct.
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SDM003912

Service Desk database call failed.

Reason:

The requested functionality required Service Desk Integration for a database call. This Service Desk database call failed.

Action:

Retry the operation. If the problem persists, contact your system support engineer.

SDM003913

Service Desk unable to retrieve ticket status.

Reason:

This job/container may not have been configured to generate Service Desk tickets or the conditions under which this job/
container generate Service Desk tickets may not have been met. Otherwise, the Task Manager may be currently in the
process of generating the necessary Service Desk tickets for this job/container.

Action:

Check the Service Desk configuration for this job/container and whether the conditions necessary to generate Service
Desk tickets have been met. Otherwise, please wait for the Task Manager to complete the process of generating Service
Desk tickets. This may take some time to complete.

SDM003914

Service Desk service is down.

Reason:

Service Desk Integration was unable to communicate with
Service Desk because the connection timed out. Service Desk
may be down.

Action:

Check that Service Desk is running. Alter Service Desk
Integration configuration to increase the connection time out.

SDM003915

Service Desk authentication failure.

Reason:

The credentials or certificate while using managed log in supplied for connecting to Service Desk were rejected.

Action:

Verify the supplied user name and password (or certificates while using managed log in) in the Service Desk Integration
configuration.

SDM003916

Service Desk communication error.
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Reason:

Service Desk Integration was unable to communicate with Service Desk. Service Desk may be down.

Action:

Check that Service Desk is running and the Service Desk Integration configuration is correct.

SDM003917

The authenticated user is not permitted to perform that action.

Reason:

You do not have sufficient privileges to perform the operation.

Action:

Contact your security administrator.

SDM004000

Security Group membership evaluation error! The following mapped security groups could not be evaluated: %1
Press 'Yes' to connect with reduced SD permissions. Press 'No' to disconnect from the SD manager.

Reason:

When you tried to log on to SD, there could be a problem being authenticated with the domain controller. The security
groups provided in the list %1 could not be evaluated.

Action:

Either connect, at the expense of having reduced SD security rights, or disconnect and try again a bit later, when network
and domain controller conditions may have changed. View the Console log or the local Windows NT/2000 event log for
further details. If the error persists, consult your network administrator.

SDM005000

Procedure must be given.

Reason:

You tried to perform an action that requires the presence of an item procedure.

Action:

Define the required item procedure.

SDM005001

Record exceeds 255 bytes.

Reason:

You tried to provide excessive input information.

Action:

Provide input information that does not exceed 255 bytes.
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SDM040000

An error has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned -1, Unknown error.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM040002

An error has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 1, Invalid parameter.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM040003

An error has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 2, Operation unsupported by this
version.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM040004

An invalid username has been used while trying to access Asset Management.

Reason:

An Asset Management access failed because an invalid username or password was used.

Action:

Access the computer query group dialog. You will then be prompted for a username and password. This combination
should agree with the username and password used when accessing the Asset Management Console GUI.

SDM040005

An invalid password has been used while trying to access Asset Management.

Reason:

An Asset Management access failed because an invalid username or password was used.
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Action:

Access the computer query group dialog. You will then be prompted for a username and password. This combination
should agree with the username and password used when accessing the Asset Management Console GUI.

SDM040006

An unexpected error has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 5, Unknown X500
name.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM040007

An unexpected error has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 6, Unknown zone.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM040008

An unexpected error has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 7, Unknown item
name.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM040009

An unexpected error has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 8, Unknown group
name.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.
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SDM040010

An unexpected error has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 9, Unknown
application name.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM040011

The members of the computer group could not be resolved, as the Asset Management query does not exist.

Reason:

The Asset Management query has been removed.

Action:

Make sure that the Asset Management query exists and try the operation again.

SDM040012

An unexpected error has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 11, Error connecting to
manager.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM040013

An unexpected error has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 12, General server
error.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM040014

An unexpected error has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 13, Error reading/
updating database.
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Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM040015

An unexpected error has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 14, Out of memory.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM040016

An unexpected error has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 15, General network
error.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM040017

An unexpected error has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 16, Invalid filename or
filename buffer too small.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM040018

An unexpected error has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 17, Unable to create
temporary file.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.
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Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM040019

There was no computer matching this query.

Reason:

There was no computer matching this query, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer
Query group was being resolved.

Action:

None.

SDM040020

An unexpected error has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 19, User has no
permissions.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM070002

Cannot execute the request. The Api Server doesn't respond.

Reason

A SD api request has been sent to the DSM manager. As no free api server was found to execute the request, the DSM
manager tried to start a new api server. However, the new api server did not confirm that it was started and ready to
receive the request.

Action

See the TRC_USD_DIALOGM and TRC_USD_APISERVER log files for detailed information about the error.

SDM070006

The 'wait for response' time has elapsed. Do you want to continue waiting for the response, or cancel the
request? Press 'Yes' to continue waiting. Press 'No' or 'Cancel' to cancel the request.

Reason:

An SD api request was sent the DSM manager but the SD api client did not get a response within the stipulated response
time. A possible reason for that could be a heavy loaded DSM manager or that the api server handling the request
unexpectedly uncontrolled closed down.

Action:
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If waiting another period does not help, the state is probably persistent. Click Cancel and see the TRC_USD_APISERVER
log files for detailed information about the error.

SDM070009

Cannot execute the request.The SD Api Dispatcher could not access the database.

Reason:

The connection to the database server is lost.

Action:

Please check if the database server is down. If so restart it and retry the operation.

SDM080001

Copy Error: File not found.

Reason:

The operation failed because the source file could not be found under the specified path.

Action:

Verify the path to the source file and try again.

SDM080002

Copy Error: No space.

Reason:

The operation failed because there is not enough disk space.

Action:

Free up some disk space and try again.

SDM080003

Copy Error: Access violation.

Reason:

A sharing violation has occurred or not enough access rights exist to create a file or directory.

Action:

Make sure that any other processes are not using the files or directories. Check the access rights.

SDM080004

Copy Error: Not specified.

Reason:

An unspecified copy error occurred. The reason cannot be determined.

Action:
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Check that the given source or target path is correct.

SDM080005

Incorrect source.

Reason:

A corrupted source directory was detected.

Action:

Check for errors in the file system.

SDM080006

Incorrect target.

Reason:

A corrupted target directory was detected.

Action:

Check for errors in the file system.

SDM080010

Incorrect file description.

Reason:

The file descriptors "*" and "*.*" are not allowed.

Action:

Make certain not to use those file descriptors.

SDM080011

Incorrect drive format.

Reason:

An incorrect drive specification was given.

Action:

Use A: to Z:

SDM080012

Invalid drive.

Reason:

An incorrect drive was given.

Action:
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Enter a valid drive letter (A: to Z:)

SDM080013

Drive not ready.

Reason:

No disk or a bad disk is in the drive.

Action:

Make sure that a disk is inserted in the drive.

SDM080014

No volume label.

Reason:

No volume label exists for the given drive.

Action:

None.

SDM080015

Disk incorrect.

Reason:

An incorrect drive specification was given.

Action:

Enter a valid drive letter (A: to Z:)

SDM080016

Deletion Error: File not found.

Reason:

The operation failed because the directory could not be found under the specified path.

Action:

Check that the path is correct and try again.

SDM080018

Deletion Error: Not specified.

Reason:

An unspecified deletion error occurred. The reason cannot be determined.

Action:
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Check that the given deletion path is correct and points to valid locations.

SDM080019

Deletion Error: Directory not found.

Reason:

The operation failed because the directory could not be found under the specified path.

Action:

Check that the path is correct and try again.

SDM080021

Operation canceled by User.

Reason:

The operation was intentionally canceled.

Action:

None.

SDM080030

Copy Error: File shared.

Reason:

A sharing violation has occurred or there are not enough access rights to create a file or directory.

Action:

Make sure that any processes in the system do not use the files and directories. Check the access rights.

SDM080031

Copy Error: Path not found or access denied.

Reason:

The operation failed as the source file could not be found under the specified path. Or, an attempt to make a copy, archive
or export library image was made, without having the proper NOS-provided access to the source files.

Action:

Make sure the path is correct and try again, or set up the appropriate access rights to the source directory for the
operation.

SDM080032

Too long label.

Reason:

The operation failed because the given label was too long.
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Action:

Specify a shorter volume name.

SDM080034

Tape drive error.

Reason:

The operation failed because of a tape drive error.

Action:

Check the tape drive status.

SDM080035

Deletion Error: Directory access error.

Reason:

A sharing violation has occurred or there are not enough access rights to delete the directory.

Action:

Make sure that any other processes in the system do not use the directory. Check the access rights.

SDM080037

Deletion Error: Creation of symbolic links is not supported on this platform.

Reason:

An unexpected error happened in the SD system. The test executed by SD to find out if creation of symbolic links is
supported gave a negative result. This platform does not support symbolic links.

Action:

Check that you are running the SD manager on a supported platform (for example, Windows 2000 requires use of the file
system NTFS5, also called NTFS 2000). If you find that symbolic links should be supported on this platform and the error
persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM080038

Deletion Error: Failed to create a symbolic link.

Reason:

An unexpected error happened in the SD system when you tried to distribute a software item to targets.

Action:

Check that sufficient authority (user rights) is set up and that you are running the SD manager on a supported platform
(for example, Windows 2000 requires use of the file system NTFS5, also called NTFS 2000). Retry the operation by
redistributing the packages. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.
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SDM080100

Operation not allowed. Computer locked in RAC state.

Reason:

You attempted to delete an installation record or a job record while the computer was in RAC state.

Action:

Wait until the computer has left RAC state, that is, the red marking of the computer is gone. Verify if it is appropriate to
retry the operation. If so, delete the record.

SDM080104

Operation not allowed. The agent has not yet registered with the manager.

Reason:

The agent still has not registered.

Action:

Install the DSM Agent including the Software Delivery plugin and wait until it has registered, then retry the operation.

SDM090000

Computer name string is too long. The limit is 192 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 192 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 192 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the computer name field and try again.

SDM090001

Computer location string is too long. The limit is 128 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 128 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 128 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the computer location field and try again.

SDM090002

Computer address string is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.
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Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the computer address field and try again.

SDM090003

Computer user string is too long. The limit is 64 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 64 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 64 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the computer user field and try again.

SDM090004

Computer phone number string is too long. The limit is 64 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 64 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 64 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the computer phone number field and try again.

SDM090005

Computer comment string is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the computer comment field and try again.

SDM090009

Job target comment string is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the comment field and try to save again.

SDM090010

Computer TNG name string is too long. The limit is 254 characters.
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Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the computer TNG name field and try again

SDM090100

Job name string is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the job name field and try again.

SDM090101

Job calendar name string is too long. The limit is 8 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 8 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 8 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the calendar name field and try again.

SDM090102

Job user parameters string is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the user parameters field and try again.

SDM090103

Job delivery calendar name string is too long. The limit is 8 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the calendar name field and try again.
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SDM090200

Item name string is too long. The limit is 128 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 128 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 128 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the item name field and try again.

SDM090201

Item version string is too long. The limit is 128 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 128 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 128 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the item version field and try again.

SDM090202

Item supplier string is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the supplier field and try again.

SDM090203

Item comment string is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the comment field and try again.

SDM090204

Item archive comment string is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum comment length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can
occupy two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.
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Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the archive comment field and try again.

SDM090300

Item procedure name string is too long. The limit is 128 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 128 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 128 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the procedure name field and try again.

SDM090301

Item procedure comment string is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the comment field and try again.

SDM090302

Item procedure subpath string is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the subpath field and try again.

NOTE
The subpath is the path to the directory in which the item procedure program file is located, relative to the
selected software source volume.

SDM090303

Item procedure program string is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the procedure program name field and try again.
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SDM090304

Item procedure parameters string is too long. The limit is 4095 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 4095 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can
occupy two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 4095 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the procedure parameters field and try again.

SDM090305

Item procedure dependency expression string is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII
characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters. (Condition tab dialog
for item procedures.)

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the user parameters field and try again.

SDM090308

Item procedure version string is too long. The limit is 128 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 128 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 128 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the item procedure version field and try again.

SDM090400

Computer group name string is too long. The limit is 128 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 128 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 128 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the computer group name field and try again.

SDM090401

Computer group comment string is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:
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The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the computer group comment field and try again.

SDM090402

Computer group 'query name' string is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the computer group's query name field and try again.

SDM090500

Container name string is too long. The limit is 128 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 128 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 128 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the container name field and try again.

SDM090501

Order name string is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters for the fetch item name field and try again.

SDM090502

Order comment string is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the fetch item comment field and try again.
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SDM090503

Order path string is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the fetch item path field and try again.

SDM090700

Item volume name string is too long. The limit is 128 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 128 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 128 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the item volume name field and try again.

SDM090701

Item volume path string is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the item volume path field and try again.

SDM090702

Item volume comment string is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the item volume comment field and try again.

SDM090800

Area name string is too long. The limit is 128 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 128 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 128 characters.
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Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the area name field and try again.

SDM090801

Area location string is too long. The limit is 128 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 128 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 128 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the area location field and try again.

SDM090802

Area net address string is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the area net address field and try again.

SDM090803

Area address string is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the area address field and try again.

SDM090804

Area administrator string is too long. The limit is 64 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 64 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 64 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the area administrator field and try again.

SDM090805

Area administrator phone string is too long. The limit is 64 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.
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Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 64 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 64 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the area administrator phone field and try again.

SDM090806

Area comment string is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the area comment field and try again.

SDM090900

Domain name string is too long. The limit is 128 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 128 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 128 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the domain name field and try again.

SDM090902

Domain comment string is too long. The limit is 254 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum string length that can be stored in the database is 254 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can occupy
two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 254 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the domain comment field and try again.

SDM091000

Universally Unique Id (UUID) string is too long. The limit is 36 characters or, with non-ASCII characters, lower.

Reason:

The maximum UUID string length that can be stored in the database is 36 characters. Some non-ASCII characters can
occupy two or more bytes. If such characters are present, the maximum length is less than 36 characters.

Action:

Reduce the number of characters in the field and try again.
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API Messages III (SDM200000 - SDM224516)

SDM200800

[I__]Software Policy %1 registered by %9999

Reason:

Action:

SDM200801

[I__]Software Policy %1 deregistered by %9999

Reason:

Action:

SDM200802

[I__]Software Policy %1 information changed by %9999

Reason:

Action:

SDM200815

[ER_]Software Policy %1 registration by %9999 failed. Exception: name= %1000 comment= %1001 location=
%1002

Reason:

Action:

SDM200816

[ER_]Software Policy %1 deregistration by %9999 failed. Exception: name= %1000 comment= %1001 location=
%1002

Reason:

Action:

SDM200817

[ER_]Change of Computer Software Policy %1 information by %9999 failed. Exception: name= %1000 comment=
%1001 location= %1002

Reason:
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Action:

SDM201904

[I__]Job Container %1 created from Software Policy %7 by %9999

Reason:

Action:

SDM203175

This package has consistency check enabled and has been tampered with at the domain manager Library.

Reason:

The check box Checksum Control of Package Consistency for this package was enabled and you tried to distribute it from
the domain manager. The SD manager detected an error in the checksum and refused to distribute the package.

Action:

Check the package to find out what happened to it; for example, by running a virus control on it.

SDM223500

Undefined installation program error: Please contact your support engineer.

Reason:

An undefined installation program error has occurred.

Action:

Contact your support engineer.

SDM223501

Bad command line parameter: Check the parameter syntax and start again.

Reason:

You specified an invalid command line parameter, which is displayed under the message.

Action:

Correct the parameter syntax and start the Installation Program again.

SDM223502

Error in installation script file.

Reason:

You specified and invalid script file to the Installation Program. You may have modified the file manually or specified a
non-installation script file.

Action:
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Check the script file name. If the problem persists, use the script file from the original installation diskette.

SDM223503

Cannot open form file. Check that the Installation Program form file exists in the same directory as
'INSTALL.EXE'.

Reason:

The Installation Program could not find the form file.

Action:

Make sure the form file is in the same directory as INSTALL.EXE or INSTALLD.EXE.

SDM223506

Cannot open a file for reading. Check the file path and try again.

Reason:

The Installation Program could not open a file to read it. The file is named below the message text.

Action:

Check the path for the file and start the installation again.

SDM223507

Cannot open a file for writing. Check the file path and try again. The file could also be write protected.

Reason:

The Installation Program could not open a file to write to it. The file is named below the message text. The file may be
write-protected.

Action:

Check the path for the file and start the installation again.

SDM223508

Memory exhausted. You do not have enough memory to install the product: Add more memory, stop other
applications or turn swapping on.

Reason:

The product you are trying to install requires more memory than your computer has available.

Action:

Add more memory, stop other applications, delete some device drivers from CONFIG.SYS, or turn swapping on.

SDM223509

Variable description error in string. There is an error in the script file: Use the original script file.

Reason:
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The script file you are using has a variable description error.

Action:

Use the original script file.

SDM223510

Variable not found. There is an error in the script file: Use the original script file.

Reason:

The script file you are using is missing a variable.

Action:

Use the original script file.

SDM223511

Error in REGEX match string. There is an error in the script file: Use the original script file.

Reason:

The script file you are using has an error in the REGEX match string.

Action:

Use the original script file.

SDM223512

A file could not be copied: Check that there is enough free space on the target drive and that there are no write-
protected files.

Reason:

The Installation Program could not copy a file.

Action:

Check that there is enough free space on the target drive and that there are no write-protected files.

SDM223513

A file could not be written to. Check that there is enough free disk space.

Reason:

The Installation Program could not write in the file (the filename is specified below the message text). There may not be
enough free disk space.

Action:

Check that there is enough free space on the target drive and start the installation again.

SDM223514

A file could not be read. This is usually a hardware error. Check that the file is readable and try again.
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Reason:

The Installation Program could not read from the file (the filename is specified below the message text). The most likely
cause is a hardware error.

Action:

Check that the file is readable and start the installation again.

SDM223515

Cannot create a directory. Check why the directory could not be created.

Reason:

The Installation Program could not create a directory specified in the additional parameters. A usual cause is that a file
with the same name already exists.

Action:

Check why the directory could not be created, correct the error, and start the installation again.

SDM223516

Error in product Library directory file. There is an error in the software library. Store the product again in the
Library or install it from diskettes.

Reason:

An error occurred in the Software Delivery library.

Action:

Either install from diskettes or copy the product to the Software Delivery library again and then start the installation again.

SDM223517

A required component is missing in the Library. Correct the error and try again.

Reason:

A required component is missing in the database.

Action:

Verify that all required components of the product being installed are accessible.

SDM223518

Undefined installation program error: Please contact your support engineer.

Reason:

An undefined installation program error has occurred.

Action:

Contact your support engineer.
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SDM223519

A file is too large to edit. The Installation Program can only edit files smaller than 64 kilobytes. Try to reduce the
size of the file.

Reason:

This file is too large for the Installation Program to edit. The Installation Program can only edit files smaller than 64
kilobytes.

Action:

Try to reduce the size of the file.

SDM223520

Operating system version check for invalid system. There is an error in the script file: Use the original script file.

Reason:

There is an error in the script file.

Action:

Use the original script file.

SDM223521

Your operating system version for OS/2 or MS-DOS is too old. Update the operating system and try again.

Reason:

The version of OS/2 or MS-DOS you are using must be updated to the version named in the additional parameters.

Action:

Update the operating system and try again.

SDM223522

This product needs more free disk space on the target drive. Delete files on the target drive or specify a new
target.

Reason:

There is not enough free space available on the target drive to complete the installation.

Action:

Delete files on the target drive, or specify a new target drive.

SDM223523

Request for free disk space failed. The Installation Program could not check if there is enough free disk space for
the path. Check that the path is correct and try again.

Reason:

The Installation Program could not check for free disk space for the path specified in the additional parameters.
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Action:

Check that the target path is valid and try again.

SDM223524

Directory change failed. The Installation Program could not change the default directory.

Reason:

The Installation Program could not change the default directory specified in the additional parameters.

Action:

Check that the target path is valid and try again.

SDM223525

Program execution failed. The Installation Program was unable to start a program. Check that there is enough
memory.

Reason:

The Installation Program could not start a program described in the additional parameters.

Action:

Check that there is enough memory and try again.

SDM223526

Too many versions installed of the same product. The maximum is 100. Deinstall some older versions and try
again.

Reason:

Too many versions of the same product are installed. The maximum is 100.

Action:

Remove some older versions and try again.

SDM223527

The version of the script file is incompatible. You are using a script file that is either too old or too new for the
Installation Program.

Reason:

You are using a script file that is either too old or too new for the Installation Program version you are using. Therefore, the
script file and the Installation Program are incompatible.

Action:

Check that the script file is correct or use another version of the Installation Program.

SDM223528

Error while running the installation. Correct the error.
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Reason:

An error occurred during the installation. Additional information is displayed in additional message text.

Action:

Using information from the additional text, correct the error and try again.

SDM223529

Script filename missing. The Installation Program was started without a name for the script file.

Reason:

You started the Installation Program without specifying a script filename.

Action:

Start the Installation Program again, being sure to specify the filename.

SDM223530

Invalid variable setting in the command line. Check the syntax for variable setting.

Reason:

There is a syntax error in the variable setting parameter described in the additional parameters.

Action:

Check the syntax for the variable setting and start the installation again.

SDM223531

Cannot delete file. Check that the file is not read-only or that the diskette is not write-protected and try again.

Reason:

The Installation Program could not delete the file, which is named in additional message text.

Action:

Check that the file is not read-only and that the diskette is not write-protected. Then start the installation again.

SDM223532

Error in parameter file. Correct the error. Please contact your support engineer if you have not created the file
yourself.

Reason:

There is an error in the command line parameter file, which is specified with @.

Action:

Correct the error and start the installation again.
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SDM223534

Invalid installation identification number. You gave an invalid ID-number with the parameter /ID: It may be an
existing product.

Reason:

The number you gave with the /ID parameter is invalid, as described in the message text.

Action:

Specify a valid number for the /ID parameter.

SDM223535

Hardware error occurred. A non-recoverable hardware error occurred or you are using the /NQ parameter and
some hardware error occurred. Check that the Library or target disk is not deficient.

Reason:

A hardware error occurred, and you may have used an incorrect parameter, as described in the message text above.

Action:

Find the error location from the Installation Program log file and check the condition of the disk.

SDM223536

Error while closing file. Probably a hardware error.

Reason:

The Installation Program could not close the file specified in the additional parameters.

Action:

Check the condition of the disk.

SDM223537

Queries not allowed. Delete all questions when customizing.

Reason:

The Installation Program will not allow you to specify the /NQ parameter when using a script that contains questions.

Action:

Either do not use the /NQ parameter, or delete all questions when customizing and start the installation again.

SDM223538

Queries cannot be prevented in customizing. This will not work.

Reason:

The Installation Program will not allow you to specify the /NQ parameter when customizing.

Action:

Start the Installation Program without the /NQ parameter.
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SDM223539

A path does not exist or could not be created.

Reason:

The path named after the message text either did not exist or could not be created.

Action:

Check that the path is correct and start the installation again.

SDM223540

Cannot install from diskettes when queries are suspended. Installation must be made from the Library.

Reason:

When you use the parameter /NQ you must install from the library.

Action:

Store the software product in the library and install the product from there.

SDM223541

This product requires OS/2. Install OS/2.

Reason:

You are installing a product that required OS/2, which must be installed first.

Action:

Install OS/2 before trying to install the product.

SDM223542

System error: Too many Attributes for one product. Use the original script file.

Reason:

The information file for the product has become too large. This error originates from the script file.

Action:

Use the original script file and try again.

SDM223543

Too many installed products. Deinstall some products or versions that are no longer used.

Reason:

There are too many installed products for the Installation Program database.

Action:

Remove some products.
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SDM223598

Enterprise manager must not be targeted when the Shutdown machine after last job option is used.

Reason:

A job has been set up for the enterprise manager with the procedure option Shutdown machine after last job. However,
the software delivery enterprise manager is not allowed to be targeted with such a procedure option.

Action:

Change the job’s procedure options or exclude the enterprise manager from the target list.

SDM223599

Domain manager must not be targeted when the Shutdown machine after last job option is used.

Reason:

A job has been set up for the domain manager with the procedure option Shutdown machine after last job. However, the
software delivery domain manager is not allowed to be targeted with such a procedure option.

Action:

Change the job’s procedure options or exclude the domain manager from the target list.

SDM223600

Item is already installed, using this Procedure.

Reason:

Using the same procedure, you may install a program on a computer only once.

Action:

None.

SDM223601

Deinstall is not allowed: Another operation (e.g. configuration or deinstallation) has been ordered or is in
progress for this installation.

Reason:

You may not uninstall a program that is ordered to be or is being activated, configured, or uninstalled.

Action:

Wait until the ordered or ongoing operation is finished and then try again if you still need to uninstall the program.

SDM223602

Configuration is not allowed: Deinstallation has been ordered or is in progress for this installation.

Reason:

You may not configure a program whose removal has been ordered or is in progress.

Action:
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None.

SDM223603

Activation is not allowed: Deinstallation has been ordered or is in progress for this installation.

Reason:

You may not activate a program whose removal has been ordered or is in progress.

Action:

None.

SDM223604

The timeout period for this activation has elapsed.

Reason:

The computer may have been turned off during the entire activation time period. If the activation procedure is interactive, it
may still wait for operator input.

Action:

Check the state of the computer and try again.

SDM223605

Deinstall is not possible: This Item is not installed on this Computer.

Reason:

Another administrator has already uninstalled the program on this computer.

Action:

None.

SDM223606

Configuration is not possible: This Item is not installed on this Computer.

Reason:

Another administrator has uninstalled the program on this computer.

Action:

None.

SDM223607

Activation is not possible: This Item is not installed on this Computer.

Reason:

Another administrator has uninstalled the program on this computer.

Action:
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None.

SDM223608

Item has already been ordered to be installed, or is being installed, using this Procedure.

Reason:

Using the same procedure, you may install a program on a computer only once.

Action:

None.

SDM223609

domain manager may not be targeted when reboot option is used, and the job option Job will be triggered by
server is specified.

Reason:

You have set up a job for the domain manager and specified that the domain manager is to be rebooted before or after the
job is performed. You have also selected the job option Job will be triggered by server.

Action:

None. Jobs for a domain manager where it is specified that the domain manager is to be rebooted before or after the job
is performed, and the job option Job will be triggered by server is selected, will be set to Error state.

NOTE
If you set up such a job, but do not select the job option Job will be triggered by server, the Shutdown dialog will
appear, allowing you to Postpone or Shutdown.

SDM223610

Application is not allowed: Procedure dependency check failed.

Reason:

The procedure used for the job has at least one procedure, in its Procedure Dependencies folder, belonging to software
that is not already installed on the target computer. The execution of the job procedure will depend on the successful
execution of all procedures in the Procedure Dependencies folder.

Action:

Set up another job for the failed target computer and check the box Cascade install when evaluating the Job Container.

SDM223611

Application is not allowed: Computer OS and procedure OS not compatible.

Reason:

The operating system of the target computer and the operating system defined for the procedure used for the job do not
agree with one another.

Action:
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Remove the computer from the job target list, or define another procedure with an operating system that is compatible
with the operating system of the target computer, and use that procedure when setting up the job.

SDM223612

Application is not allowed: Procedure prerequisites are not fulfilled, error evaluating the query.

Reason:

The condition defined on the Prerequisite tab of the procedure used for the job was not satisfied.

Action:

Remove the computer from the job target list, or define another procedure with a condition that should be satisfied for the
target computer, and use that procedure when setting up the job.

SDM223613

Procedure is not allowed to run on the target system because it is marked as Software Managed.

Reason:

The target computer is classified as a Software Managed system. However, the software to be delivered is not generated
by the Packager (the separately installed Product Packager).

Action:

Use only Packager-generated library items when distributing software procedures to the current target computer.

SDM223614

Application is not allowed: Policy violation occurred with template %1.

Reason:

You cannot set up a job that violates the policy of a template group. A violation example would be setting up an installation
for one version of an SXP product for a computer that is assigned a different version of the same product through a
template group. Only one SXP version can be installed on one computer.

Action:

Remove the target from the template group or change the assigned jobs for the template.

SDM223615

Application is not allowed: Item is not available at Scalability Server <servername>.

Reason:

The system is configured to fail any implicit deliveries to scalability servers. This functionality is controlled through the
Configuration Policy switch DSM/software delivery/Manager/FailImplicitDeliveries.

Action:

Either check the box Store packages in the Scalability Server's Library for the job, or register the package in the scalability
server's library before running this job again.
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SDM223616

Application is not allowed: Procedure dependency check failed. Mixing SXP, RPM, PIF or PKG with other
procedure types is not allowed for batch containers.

Reason:

An attempt to cascade a procedure dependency was made in a batch container. The dependency would cause a mix of
generic SD procedures with any of SXP, RPM, PIF, or PKG.

Action:

Check "Ignore cascading install of dependent packages" for the container, or do not run the container as a batch, or
create a new procedure without the procedure dependency and use it instead.

SDM223617

Application is not allowed: Procedure dependency missing. Software/Procedure: %1

Reason:

An attempt to cascade a procedure dependency was made but the dependent procedure was missing.

Action:

Register the missing procedure or item, or check "Ignore cascading install of dependent packages" for the container.

SDM223618

Reinstallation is not allowed: Another operation (e.g. configuration or deinstallation) has been ordered or is in
progress for this installation.

Reason:

This message appears if you choose to reinstall a software item and there is a pending activation, configuration or
uninstallation.

Action:

Wait until the pending jobs have completed or cancel the pending jobs.

SDM223619

Job is not allowed: Computer locked by RAC.

Reason:

A job (install, configure, activate, uninstall, delivery or undelivery) was set up to a target computer that is in RAC (Re-
install after crash) state, because the SD agent of the computer has reported to the SD manager that the computer of the
SD Agent has had a new OS-installation. When the computer is locked by RAC its name is displayed in red color in DSM
Explorer.

Action:

For the job that never executed but went into locked by RAC, do the following:

If the job is an installation job, try to renew the job when the computer has finished the RAC handling and is unlocked.

If the job is of any other type than install, you have to set up this job manually in new container.
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SDM223620

Job is not allowed: Computer locked by a move operation.

Reason:

A job was set up to a target computer that is locked by a move operation. As long as the computer is locked by the move
operation, the status is displayed in blue color in DSM Explorer.

Action:

Either wait until the move operation has completed, or select a relevant computer group that contains the target, right-click
on the target in the right pane and select State, Abort move operation in the context menu.

SDM223621

RAC Job is not allowed: RAC Container is obsolete.

Reason:

A computer had entered RAC ( (Re-install after crash) state, because the SD agent of the computer has reported
to the SD manager that the SD Agent has had a new OS-installation. A RAC job container was set up to re-execute
previously successfully executed jobs. In this state, the SD agent of the computer again reported to the SD manager that
the computer of the SD Agent has had a new OS-installation. Hence the execution of jobs in the RAC job container is
cancelled and the jobs that had not executed are set in Error state.

Action:

The current job has to be set up manually in another job container.

SDM223622

Reinstall is not allowed: Another operation (e.g., configuration or deinstallation) has been ordered or is in
progress for this installation.

Reason:

This message appears if you have tried to do an install with the box "Remove existing installation records and re-run the
selected procedure" checked on the General subtab of the Jobs tab, but before you ordered the job to be performed,
another user selected the installation you ordered a reinstall for and ordered a configuration, activation or uninstallation
job for it.

Action:

Wait until the other job that was ordered earlier has finished. Check the result and renew your job order, if needed.

SDM223623

Application is not allowed: Procedure dependency unsealed.

Reason:

This message appears if it was not possible to run a job, because a procedure dependency was found that belongs to a
software item that was not sealed.

Action:

Seal the library item or disable the dependency.
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SDM223624

Application is not allowed: Procedure dependency archived.

Reason:

This message appears if it was not possible to run a job, because a procedure dependency was found that belongs to a
software item that has been archived.

Action:

Restore the library item or disable the dependency.

SDM223625

License error.

Reason:

System message.

Action:

Please contact Technical Support.

SDM223626

Job is not allowed: Computer locked by a migration operation.

Reason:

The computer or user agent is being migrated from a legacy Software Delivery manager. During this time no management
of that agent will be allowed from the CA Client Automationmanager.

Action:

Install the CA Client Automation agent on the computer, make sure it registers with the DSM manager, rerun the migration
engine task to unlock the agent from the migration state.

SDM223627

Application is not allowed: The Procedure has as an invalid query as a prerequisite. Before this procedure can be
used, the query must be updated to a valid query. The query name is %1.

Reason:

The procedure used has a query as a prerequisite, this query is as invalid and cannot be evaluated.

Action:

Before the procedure can be used, its prerequisite (Query) must be edited and a proper query must be supplied. The
query must then be set to valid by clearing the invalid flag.

SDM223628

Application is not allowed: Procedure prerequisites could not be evaluated. Failed to execute the query. The
query name is %1.

%1: Replaced with name of failing query
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Reason:

The procedure used has a query as a prerequisite and the execution of the query failed.

Action:

Please investigate the query. You can find the query in the DSM explorer and run it to validate the correctness of the
query.

If the query was incorrect update the query and renew the job. If the query seems to be correct then try to renew the job. If
the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM223629

Application is not allowed: Procedure prerequisites could not be evaluated. Failed to parse the query result. The
query name is %1.

%1: Replaced with name of failing query

Reason:

The procedure used has a query as a prerequisite, the parsing of the result of the query evaluation failed.

Action:

Please investigate the query in question. Use the DSM explorer to locate the query, then run the query to validate its
correctness.

If the query was incorrect, update the query and renew the job. If the query seems to be correct then please try to renew
the job, if the error still persists please contact Technical Support.

SDM223630

Application is not allowed: Procedure prerequisites could not be evaluated. An exception was caught during the
query evaluation. The query name is query_name.

Reason:

The procedure used has a query as a prerequisite. During the evaluation of the query an unexpected exception was
caught.

Action:

An unexpected error occurred during query evaluation. A possible reason is that a target used in the job was removed by
another user.

Try to setup the job container again. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM223631

Job failed because it was not possible to send the job container to server %1.

%1: replaced with name of Scalability Server

Reason:

The messaging subsystem failed to send the Job Container to the specified Scalability Server.

Action:
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Try to renew the Job Container. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM223632

Job is not allowed. Agent job restrictions exist.

Reason:

Job execution restrictions have been put in place for the agent in question.

Action:

Check the configuration parameter ”Restrict Job Execution” in section “DSM/Agent/Jobs”, if set to True and you want to
enable jobs set it to False and retry the operation.

SDM223633

Application is not allowed: The agent is not linked to a Scalability Server."

Reason:

The Scalability Server agent has been deleted from the database. An agent object is required in the database to set up
and run jobs for Scalability Servers.

Action:

Re-register the agent and retry the operation. For information about registration of the Agent, see Agent Registration
section under The DSM Agent article.

SDM223634

Job failed because it was not possible to send the job container to server %1 when running on FIPS-Only mode.”

%1:- replaced with name of Scalability Server.

Reason

The job failed because a domain manager operating in FIPS-only mode cannot communicate with a old scalability server.

Action

Do one of the following:

• Switch the FIPS mode of domain manager to FIPS-Preferred.
• Upgrade the scalability server

SDM223635

Application is not allowed: The system has been configured to fail implicit downgrade of SXP packages.

Reason:

The system is configured to fail implicit downgrade of SXP packages on any agent. The failed job is dependent on some
procedures where a higher version of at least one of these procedures is already installed on the agent. The configuration
parameter Software Job evaluation: Fail implicit downgrade of SXP packages (available under the node Control Panel,
Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Software Delivery, Manager) controls this functionality.

Action:
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Check the value of the configuration parameter Software Job evaluation: Fail implicit downgrade of SXP packages
(available under the node Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Software Delivery,
Manager). If the value of the parameter is set to True and you want to permit the implicit downgrade of SXP packages, set
the value to False and retry (create a new job container; do not renew the failed one) the operation.

SDM223704

The timeout period for this activation has elapsed after user kept pressing Later.

Reason:

The target user postponed the job and finally the activation timeout occurred.

Action:

Resubmit the job without the prompt user option.

SDM224100

Could not cancel Order, possibly due to mismatch in the database.

Reason:

The order could not be canceled, possibly due to a mismatch in the database.

Action:

Retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM224101

Failed to create Order, possibly due to mismatch in the database.

Reason:

The management order could not be created, possibly due to a mismatch in the database.

Action:

Retry the operation.

If the problem persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM224103

Cannot create job, job already ordered.

Reason:

Software Delivery cannot create a job because there is already a job in progress for this library item.

Action:

You cannot create an order for the same library item until the job already ordered has completed.
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SDM224104

Job is currently active and cannot be canceled.

Reason:

The job you tried to cancel cannot be canceled because it is currently being executed.

Action:

Wait until the job is completed.

SDM224105

Access conflict: Either another user is canceling the order, or the order is currently being accessed by the
system.

Reason:

You cannot access the order because either another user is canceling the order, or the order is currently being accessed
by the system.

Action:

Wait a few minutes and then try to create the order again.

SDM224106

The database is currently inconsistent: objects have been removed by another user or by the system, and the
selected object is no longer relevant.

Reason:

The object you selected can no longer be used because the database is currently inconsistent: objects have been
removed by another user or by the system.

Action:

Exit from the panel and then try to access the order again. If the problem persists, restart the GUI for the Software
Delivery manager.

SDM224107

The database is currently inconsistent: objects have been changed by another user or by the system, and the
selected object is no longer up-to-date. Please try again.

Reason:

The object you selected can no longer be used because the database is currently inconsistent: objects have been
changed by another user or by the system, and the selected object is no longer up-to-date.

Action:

Exit from the panel, and then try to access the object again. If the problem persists, restart the GUI for the Software
Delivery manager.

SDM224108

The selected Item is still open and cannot be installed.
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Reason:

It is not possible to install an unsealed item (system restriction).

Action:

Seal the item.

SDM224516

The item procedure encountered an unrecoverable error.

Reason:

When the SD system was to run a job, an unexpected unrecoverable error appeared.

Action:

Check the console log for further details. If you cannot resolve the problem, contact Technical Support.

API Messages IV (SDM228001 - SDM999999)

SDM228001

Exit code exitcode indicates possible error.

Reason:

The procedure returned the specified exit code upon exit. Software Delivery indicates all jobs returning a non-zero exit
code as failed unless otherwise specified. On the specification of the exit codes that are to be interpreted as OK by
Software Delivery, see the Implementation Guide.

Action:

Refer to any documentation for the software being installed, activated, and so on to find out possible exit codes.

SDM228101

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":1.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228102

Procedure could not be started: File or path name not found.

Reason:

The procedure you specified could not be started because the file name or path name was not found.

Action:

Make sure that the file name and path name specified are correct.
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SDM228103

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":3.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228104

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":4.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228105

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":5.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228106

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":6.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228107

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":7.

Reason:

The procedure could not be started because either the argument list exceeds 128 bytes or the environment information
exceeds 32K.

Action:

Check the argument list and environment information. If either one exceeds the limits noted in the message, reduce them
to an allowable size.
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Try again to start the procedure. If the procedure fails again, contact Technical Support.

SDM228108

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":8.

Reason:

The procedure could not be started because the specified file is not executable.

Action:

Specify an executable file.

SDM228109

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":9.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228110

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":10.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228111

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":11.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228112

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":12.

Reason:

The procedure could not be started because of insufficient memory.

Action:
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Try to free memory by stopping non-essential programs.

SDM228113

Procedure could not be started: No access rights to Software Delivery manager?

Reason:

Permission to execute the procedure is denied.

Action:

Check the access rights settings on the ACTIVATE directory in the Software Delivery Library.

SDM228114

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":14.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228115

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":15.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228116

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":16.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228117

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":17.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:
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Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228118

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":18.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228119

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":19.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228120

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":20.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228121

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":21.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228122

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":22.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:
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See the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228123

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":23.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

See the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228124

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":24.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228125

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":25.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228126

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":26.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228127

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":27.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:
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Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228128

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":28.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228129

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":29.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228130

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":30.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228131

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":31.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228132

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":32.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:
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Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228133

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":33.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228134

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":34.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228135

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":35.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228136

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":36.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228137

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":37.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:
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Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228138

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":38.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228139

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":39.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228140

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized "spawn errno code":40.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228190

Job had to be canceled due to product upgrade. Please renew the job.

Reason:

For non-Windows environments, a Software Delivery manager was upgraded. As a consequence, all ongoing jobs
entered error state.

Action:

Renew the jobs.

SDM228195

Procedure could not be started. Failed to download and unpack source files to a NOS-less machine.

Reason:

The download is a compressed archive file containing the files for the job. A failure occurred when unpacking this file.
Does the target operating system support long filenames?
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Action:

See the operating system manuals for restrictions in the file system.

SDM228199

Procedure could not be started: No access rights to the Software Delivery manager? Check that the target
computer is logged-on to the network and that access is granted to the SD Library.

Reason:

The target machine cannot access or has no access rights to the Software Delivery Library at the domain manager or
scalability server.

Action:

Check if the user at the target machine is logged-on to the network and if it is possible to access the SD Library from the
target machine.

On Windows NT, check if the target machine is on a different domain. A trusted relationship needed.

SDM228200

Procedure could not be started: System out of memory, executable file corrupt, or relocations invalid.

Reason:

The procedure could not be started, for one of the following reasons: the system may be out of memory; the executable
file may be corrupt; or the relocations you specified may be invalid.

Action:

To free memory, try stopping non-essential programs. If the error persists, try to reinstall the product.

SDM228201

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 1.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228202

Procedure could not be started: File not found.

Reason:

The procedure could not be started because a necessary file was missing.

Action:

Search to see if you can identify the missing file. Otherwise, reinstall the product.
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SDM228203

Procedure could not be started: Path not found.

Reason:

The procedure could not be started because the path to the procedure could not be found.

Action:

Try the operation again. If the error persists, reinstall the product.

SDM228204

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 4.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228205

Procedure could not be started: Attempt to dynamically link to a task, or a sharing or network-protection error.

Reason:

The procedure could not be started because either a network protection error occurred, or the attempt to dynamically link
a task failed.

Action:

If a network error message is displayed, consult your network documentation.

SDM228206

Procedure could not be started: Library requires separate data segments for each task.

Reason:

The procedure could not be started because the library requires separate data segments for each task.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM228207

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 7.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.
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SDM228208

Procedure could not be started: Insufficient memory.

Reason:

The procedure could not be started because of insufficient memory.

Action:

Try freeing memory by stopping unnecessary programs.

SDM228209

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 9.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228210

Procedure could not be started: Incorrect version of Windows.

Reason:

The procedure could not be started because an incorrect version of Windows is running.

Action:

Delete the incorrect version of Windows and install the correct version. Software Delivery requires Microsoft Windows 3.1
or Windows for Workgroups 3.11.

SDM228211

Procedure could not be started: Executable file invalid: Not a Windows application or incorrect .EXE image.

Reason:

The procedure could not be started because of an invalid executable file. The file is invalid because either the application
is not a Windows application, or the .EXE image is incorrect.

Action:

Check to see if the application is a Windows application. If the error persists, reinstall the product.

SDM228212

Procedure could not be started: Application designed for a different operating system.

Reason:

The procedure could not be started because the application was written for an operating system that is not the operating
system currently running.

Action:
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Check that the proper operating system is running.

SDM228213

Procedure could not be started: Application designed for MS-DOS 4.0.

Reason:

The procedure could not be started because the application was designed for MS-DOS 4.0. If you are using MS-DOS, the
version you are using, most likely MS-DOS 5.0 or higher, cannot use the application. If you are using OS/2, the application
cannot work because it was not designed for OS/2.

Action:

Either abandon the attempt to use the application, or install a version of the application that will operate in the version of
MS-DOS.

SDM228214

Procedure could not be started: Unknown type of executable file.

Reason:

The procedure could not be started because a type of executable file Software Delivery cannot recognize is being used.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM228215

Procedure could not be started: Real-mode application developed for earlier version of Windows.

Reason:

The procedure could not be started because the application was designed for a version of Windows earlier than the
version you are running.

Action:

Either abandon the attempt to use the application, or install a version of the application that will operate in the version of
Windows you are running.

SDM228216

Procedure could not be started: Attempt to load second instance of executable file containing multiple data
segments not marked read-only.

Reason:

The procedure could not be started because when Software Delivery attempted to load a second instance of the
executable file containing multiple data segments, the file was not marked read-only.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.
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SDM228217

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 17.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228218

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 18.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228219

Procedure could not be started: Attempt to load compressed executable file.

Reason:

The procedure could not be started because the executable file was compressed. A compressed executable file cannot be
loaded.

Action:

If possible, decompress the executable file, and then try the procedure again.

SDM228220

Procedure could not be started: DLL required for application is corrupt.

Reason:

The procedure could not be started because the .DLL file required for the application is corrupt.

Action:

Try to find a copy of the .DLL file that is not corrupt and copy it where needed.

SDM228221

Procedure could not be started: Application required 32-bit extensions.

Reason:

The procedure could not be started because the application requires 32-bit extensions, which Software Delivery does not
supply.

Action:

Install Win32s.
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SDM228222

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 22.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228223

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 23.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228224

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 24.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228225

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 25.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228226

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 26.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.
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SDM228227

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 27.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228228

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 28.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228229

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 29.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228230

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 30.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228231

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 31.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.
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SDM228232

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 32.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228233

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 33.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228234

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 34.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228235

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 35.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228236

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 36.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.
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SDM228237

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 37.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228238

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 38.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228239

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 39.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228240

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 40.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228241

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 41.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.
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SDM228242

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 42.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228243

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 43.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228244

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 44.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228245

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 45.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228246

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 46.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.
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SDM228247

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 47.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228248

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 48.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228249

Procedure could not be started: Unrecognized Windows Code: 49.

Reason:

An undocumented error code was returned from the Windows WinExec or CreateProcess API-function.

Action:

See the Windows API programming manuals.

SDM228250

Procedure could not be started: CD-ROM device not available on target machine.

Reason:

An item procedure could not be started because the target computer lacks a CD-ROM device.

Action:

None.

SDM228290

Job had to be canceled due to product upgrade. Please renew the job.

Reason:

Active jobs existed during the upgrade of Software Delivery from an earlier release.

Action:

Renew the job(s).
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SDM228295

Procedure could not be started: Failed to download and unpack source files to a NOS-less machine.

Reason:

The download is a compressed archive file containing the files for the job. A failure occurred when unpacking this file.
Does the target operating system support long filenames?

Action:

See the operating system manuals for restrictions in the file system.

SDM228297

Unrecognized "spawn errno code: errnocode".

Reason:

An undocumented error was returned from the operating system spawn function.

Action:

Refer to the C-Runtime library programming manuals for the operating system in use.

SDM228298

Procedure could not be started.

Reason:

Informational only.

Action:

None.

SDM228299

Procedure could not be started: No access rights to the Software Delivery manager. Check that the target
computer is logged-on to the network and that access is granted to the SD Library.

Reason:

The target machine cannot access or has no access rights to the Software Delivery Library at the domain manager or
scalability server.

Action:

General: Is the user at the target machine logged-on to the network? General: Is it possible to access the SD Library from
the target machine? NT: Is the target machine on a different domain? Trusted relationship needed!

SDM228301

User reported error: Job canceled by user.

Reason:

The user at the target machine pressed cancel when prompting for the job to execute.
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Action:

To force the job to execute, do not check the 'prompt user' checkbox when setting up the job.

SDM228302

User reported error: Insufficient disk space.

Reason:

There is not enough disk space to perform the requested operation.

Action:

Free disk space by deleting unneeded files, and then try the operation again. If the operation fails again, try deleting more
unneeded files to free additional disk space.

SDM228303

User reported error: Insufficient memory.

Reason:

There is not enough memory available to perform the requested operation.

Action:

Free memory by stopping unneeded programs, and then try the operation again.

SDM228304

User reported error: Incompatible hardware.

Reason:

Software Delivery is incompatible with the CPU or other hardware being used.

Action:

Check the system requirements in the Implementation Guide for hardware that can be used with Software Delivery.

SDM228305

User reported error: Incompatible software.

Reason:

Software Delivery is incompatible with a software package being used.

Action:

Check the system requirements in the Implementation Guide for the software that can be used with Software Delivery.

SDM228306

User reported error: Other error.

Reason:

An unspecified user-reported error has occurred.
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Action:

Refer to the actual message text.

SDM228307

Timeout: Program started by ASMINST did not finish within the allowed time.

Reason:

A timeout occurred because a program started by ASMINST did not finish within the allowed time.

Action:

Either increase the timeout value specified in the job setup panel, or check if the program is waiting for input from an
administrator.

SDM228401

Activation was either interrupted by a network failure or by an installation procedure that rebooted the target
computer.

Reason:

The activation was interrupted by a network failure or by an installation procedure that rebooted the target computer.

Action:

To determine what happened, first check if the network is running and if the target machine is running (in the case of
rebooting, this could take a while).

If the network went down, try the activation again when the network is running.

If a reboot was involved, the machine was rebooted before the installation was complete. The Software Delivery
installation register will not be updated. You could use Inventory Discovery detection and verification scripts to find out if
the target machine received the item in order.

SDM228402

Activation interrupted by halt order from administrator.

Reason:

The administrator stopped the activation.

Action:

Consult the administrator who halted the activation.

SDM228403

Activation interrupted by stop order from administrator.

Reason:

The administrator stopped the activation.

Action:

Consult the administrator who stopped the activation.
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SDM228404

Activation interrupted by stop order from administrator.

Reason:

The activation cannot be performed because the target computer is turned off. When it is turned on, the activation will be
started.

Action:

Turn on the target computer, or consult someone who can turn it on.

SDM228405

Activation triggered to start.

Reason:

An order to start a job on exact time has been created.

Action:

Wait for the job to complete.

SDM228406

Unable to start - EM returned an error - job will be performed as soon as possible.

Reason:

The installation job check program of the target computer could not be triggered to start.

Action:

Retry the operation after checking that Event Management is running on the server. If the problem persists, contact
Technical Support.

SDM228407

Job environment creation failed. Compress error: the file compression/expansion utilities cannot compress data.
Please try again.

Reason:

The environment for the job could not be created because CAZIP could not compress the data.

Action:

Try to set up the job again. If it repeatedly fails, contact Technical Support.

SDM228408

Job environment creation failed. Unrecoverable error at creation of job environment.

Reason:

The environment for the job could not be created. There is not enough disk space, or the Dialog or Stagecheck process
locks the environment.
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Action:

Check disk space, view the Event Console for additional information and retry setting up the job. If it fails repeatedly,
contact Technical Support.

SDM228409

Job execution failed. The operating system of the target computer does not provide support for execution of the
Item Procedure.

Reason:

The item procedure could not be executed on the target computer due to operating system incompatibilities. For example,
you may have distributed a UNIX/Linux script item procedure to a DOS target machine.

Action:

Verify that you have selected the correct item procedure and target and try again.

SDM228410

Job execution failed. The job at the indicated target computer timed out after having been initiated.

Reason:

The job execution was initiated at the target computer but it timed out before completion. For example, the user may have
been prompted to start the job but did not respond before the timeout period elapsed. Another reason may be that the job
takes longer than the timeout value setting allows.

Action:

Rerun the job.

If necessary, change the timeout value setting in the comstore for the agent. The parameter is called JobRunTimeout in
section itrm\usd\agent..

SDM228411

Job execution failed. Not enough disk space on the target computer to download the procedure environment.

Reason:

In a NOS-less Agent machine, a job cannot execute due to lack of free disk space.

Action:

Delete some files on the Agent machine. Renew the job for the affected Agent machine.

SDM228412

Job cancellation requested. The status has been set to 'failed', but if the cancellation request is unsuccessful,
this may change to 'completed' later on.

Reason:

This job was in active progress on the selected computer, when the when job cancellation was requested.

Action:
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No action is required; if the cancellation request was unsuccessful, the actual job status is registered on the domain
manager when the job has completed on the selected computer.

SDM228413

Removal of delivery from library is not allowed: Another operation has been ordered or is in progress for this
delivery.

Reason:

An attempt to remove an item from a scalability server library was made. The delivery job failed, since another operation
had already been ordered or is in progress for this item.

Action:

Wait a while to see the result of the current operation and, if appropriate, retry the operation.

SDM228414

Item already delivered to library.

Reason:

An attempt to deliver software to a scalability server library was made. The delivery job failed, since the item is already in
the library.

Action:

None.

SDM228415

Job environment creation failed. No ExportArchive specified in itrm/usd/shared specified in comstore on the
server.

Reason:

The NOS-less server has been connected by NOS-attached agent.

Action:

Reconfigure the agent as NOS-less or the server as NOS-attached.

SDM228416

Computer job aborted because of a batch error.

Reason:

A job container, with job linkage set to batch, has been sent to a computer. For example, the container consists of three
jobs. The first succeeds and the second fails. Then the third job will be set as failed, due to the failure of the second.

Action:

Determine the validity of the second job. Resend the container, if appropriate.
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SDM228416 1

Computer job aborted because of a batch error.

Reason:

A job container, with job linkage set to batch, has been evaluated and possibly sent to a computer.

For example, the container consists of three jobs. The first succeeds and the second fails. Then the third job will be set as
failed, due to the failure of the second. The failure may have occurred during the evaluation or the execution of the second
job.

Action:

Determine the validity of the second job. Resend the container, if appropriate.

SDM228417

Computer job aborted because of a sequence error causing the job container to fail. Error(s) detected in
computer(s) %1.

Reason:

A job container, with job linkage set to synchronized, has been sent to computers. For example, the container consists
of three jobs and is directed at two computers. The first job for the first target succeeds, but the same job for the second
target fails. Then the remaining jobs for all targets are set as failed with 228417 as code. At the end of the message, a list
is provided of the computers that caused the job to abort.

Action:

None.

SDM228418

Job execution postponed by user at the agent end.

Reason:

A job was set up with the job execution option, Prompt user, selected. When the message pop-up presented the choice to
Install Now, Later, or Never, the end user selected Later.

Action:

None.

SDM228428

This package has consistency check enabled and has been tampered with at the scalability server Library.

Reason:

The check box Checksum Control of Package Consistency for this package was enabled and you tried to distribute it from
the scalability server. The SD manager detected an error in the checksum and refused to distribute the package.

Action:

Check the package to find out what happened to it; for example, by running a virus control on it.
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SDM228429

This package has consistency check enabled and has been tampered with at the server.

Reason:

The check box Checksum Control of Package Consistency for this package was enabled and you tried to distribute it from
a SD manager (domain or scalability server). The SD manager DPU component detected an error in the checksum and
refused to distribute the package.

Action:

Check the package to find out what happened to it; for example, by running a virus control on it.

SDM228430

DTS failure: failuretext.

Reason:

Data Transport Service failed to transfer the package between the domain manager and one of its scalability servers or
NOS-less agents running DTS. The parameter failuretext provides further details.

Action:

The action depends on the actual failuretext. If the failure text is related to the external file filter error with the message
External filter %1 timed out after %2 minutes, see the following scenarios for more information:

• If deployment of a software package is attempted on NOS-less agents running DTS and the package is not staged on
the scalability server to which the agent reports, increase the timeout value of the configuration parameter DTS: Filter
task 7 timeout available under the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Software
Delivery, File Transfer node.

• If deployment of a software package is attempted on NOS-less agents running DTS and the package is already staged
on the scalability server to which the agent reports, increase the timeout values of the configuration parameters DTS:
Filter task 9 timeout and DTS: Filter task 7 timeout available under the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration
Policy, policy name, DSM, Software Delivery, File Transfer node.

• If deployment of software is attempted on agents reporting to a remote scalability server and the software is not
already staged on the scalability server, increase the timeout value of the configuration parameter DTS: Filter task 6
timeout available under the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Software Delivery,
File Transfer node.

SDM228431

DTS error: errortext.

Reason:

Data Transport Service failed in communication between the domain manager and one of its scalability servers or NOS-
less agents running DTS. The parameter failuretext provides further details.

Action:

It depends on the actual failuretext. If the message is "DTS API error," see the table below for more details.

DTS Initialization Error

(-5) The communication protocol used to communicate with the Data Transport Service Servers could not be initialized.
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(-7) DTS Connect Error

A failure occurred during an attempt to connect to a Data Transport Service Server. It is likely that the Transfer Object
Server (TOS) is not running. The TOS is by default installed on the enterprise and domain managers, but can also be
configured to be on a remote computer. Check your configuration before checking to see if the TOS is running.

(-8) DTS Send Error
(-10) DTS Send Error

A failure occurred during an attempt to send data over an existing connection to a Data Transport Service Server.

(-11) DTS Max Connection

An attempt was made to connect to a Data Transport Service Server, which was already handling its maximum configured
number of connections. Review the TOS configuration parameters and adjust as appropriate.

(-12) DTS Out of Memory

The Client API function, or the Server with which it is communicating, was unable to allocate sufficient memory for its
needs. This is usually a sign of severe system overload, and many other errors may be detected by other applications
currently running.

SDM228432

DTS status: statustext.

Reason:

Data Transport Service progress information for communication between the domain manager and the current computer's
scalability server . The parameter statustext provides further details.

Action:

None.

SDM228433

Job setup withdrawn. Computer has roamed to another SD manager.

Reason:

The targeted computer has roamed to another scalability server. The job was staged at the old scalability server from
where it has been withdrawn.

Action:

Renew the job to stage the job on the new scalability server.

SDM228434

Internal NOS-Less file download has started successfully (%1).
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Reason:

The transfer of a file, with name and path provided by the %1 parameter, has started from a Software Delivery manager
(domain or scalability server) to a Software Delivery agent, which is configured to use NOS-less internal download.

Action:

None.

SDM228435

Internal NOS-Less file download has restarted successfully (%1).

Reason:

The transfer of a file, with name and path provided by the %1 parameter, was started from a Software Delivery manager
(domain or scalability server) to a Software Delivery agent, which is configured to use NOS-less internal download. The
transfer was interrupted, but the agent is now reconnected and the transfer continues, using checkpoint restart.

Action:

None.

SDM228436

Internal NOS-Less file download has completed successfully (%1).

Reason:

The transfer of a file, with name and path provided by the %1 parameter, from a Software Delivery manager (domain or
scalability server) to an SD agent, which is configured to use NOS-less internal download, has completed successfully.
The % Sent field for the job target, or target job, in the CA Client Automation Explorer displays 100.

Action:

None.

SDM228437

Internal NOS-Less file download has failed (%1).

Reason:

The transfer of a file, with name and path provided by the %1 parameter, from a Software Delivery manager (domain or
scalability server) to a Software Delivery agent, which is configured to use NOS-less internal download, failed.

Action:

None.

SDM228438

Internal NOS-Less file download was suspended by the user (%1).

Reason:

The transfer of a file, with name and path provided by the %1 parameter, from a Software Delivery manager (domain or
scalability server) to a Software Delivery agent, which is configured to use NOS-less internal download, was suspended
by the user, who pressed the Postpone button in the agent progress dialog during download of the package.
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Action:

None.

SDM228439

Internal NOS-Less file download was interrupted. Renew will be attempted the next time the agent connects (%1).

Reason:

The transfer of a file, with path (provided by the %1 parameter), from a Software Delivery manager (domain or scalability
server) to a Software Delivery agent, configured to use internal NOS-less protocol, was interrupted, probably due to
network problems. The % Sent field for the job target, or target job, in the CA Client Automation Explorer displays the
percentage of the file that was transferred prior to the interrupt.

Action:

Check that the network, adapter, or machine errors do not break the network path to the Software Delivery agent.

SDM228441

DTS Failure. Job Files could not be transferred to Agent. Program returned: statustext.

Reason:

An error occurred when transferring files to the target Agent from the domain manager. The parameter statustext provides
additional details.

Action:

It depends on the actual value of the statustext.

SDM228444

Job execution postponed until agent shutdown.

Reason:

The box Run at Shutdown was checked on the Job Options tab for this job. The job will be postponed until the agent
enters shutdown mode, in which case it will connect to the SD manager stating this.

Action:

None. Note, however, that if the agent does not support shutdown mode (v3.0 and older), or operates in a non-UNIX/Linux
environment, and then the job will never run but time out.

SDM228445

Run at shutdown job option not supported for this target.

Reason:

The box Run at Shutdown was checked on the Job Options tab for this job.

Action:

The target agent does not support shutdown mode. It is either v3.0 and older, or operates in a non-UNIX/Linux
environment. The job will never run but time out.
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SDM228446

Job setup failed. Cannot run jobs on older agents (versions prior to 12.5) reporting to a Scalability Server running
in FIPS-only mode.

Reason:

The job failed because a FIPS-only scalability server cannot communicate with older agents running in legacy
communication mode.

Action:

Do one of the following:

• Upgrade the older agents; after the upgrade the agents will run in FIPS-preferred mode
• Switch the scalability server to FIPS-preferred mode so that it can communicate with older agents

SDM228450

Job environment creation failed. Not enough disk space.

Reason:

Not enough disk space exists on the domain manager to setup the job environment. The Software Delivery manager
copies the software to a temporary directory in the Library from which the procedure is executed.

Action:

Free up some disk space.

SDM228451

Job container build failed. Please see the event log for details.

Reason:

An exception was thrown during the build of a job container.

Action:

Look up the corresponding event for the job container; it is a logged message with ID 201901. There a full description of
the exception can be found.

Retry the operation.

If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM228460

Job environment creation failed. File(s) infected by virus.

Reason:

The SD enterprise Library has been infected by virus(es).

Action:

Check the SD enterprise Library by running the interactive virus scanner from the GUI.
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SDM228461

Job setup warning. No target computers found in evaluation step.

Reason:

You have set up a job container with target computer groups as target. When the container is evaluated, it is found that it
contains no computers on which the installation can be performed.

Action:

None.

SDM228462

Job setup warning. No target installations found in evaluation step.

Reason:

You have set up a job container with target computer groups, or computers, as target. When the container is evaluated,
it is found that at least one of the target computers do not have an installation of the item, to which the item procedure
belongs.

Action:

None.

SDM228463

Internal NOS-Less file upload has started successfully (%1).

Reason:

The transfer of a file, with name and path provided by the %1 parameter, has started from a Software Delivery agent to its
Software Delivery domain or scalability server.

Action:

None.

SDM228464

Internal NOS-Less file upload has restarted successfully (%1).

Reason:

The transfer of a file, with name and path provided by the %1 parameter, from a Software Delivery agent to its Software
Delivery domain or scalability server was interrupted, but the agent is now reconnected and the transfer continues, using
checkpoint restart.

Action:

None.

SDM228465

Internal NOS-Less file upload has completed successfully (%1).

Reason:
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The transfer of a file, with name and path provided by the %1 parameter, from a Software Delivery agent to its Software
Delivery domain or scalability server has completed successfully.

Action:

None.

SDM228466

Internal NOS-Less file upload has failed (%1).

Reason:

The transfer of a file, with name and path provided by the %1 parameter, from a Software Delivery agent to its Software
Delivery domain or scalability server failed.

Action:

None.

SDM228467

Internal NOS-Less file upload was suspended by the user (%1).

Reason:

The transfer of a file, with name and path provided by the %1 parameter, from a Software Delivery agent to its Software
Delivery domain or scalability server was suspended by the user, who pressed the Postpone button during upload of the
package.

Action:

None.

SDM228468

Internal NOS-Less file upload was interrupted. Renew will be attempted the next time the agent connects (%1).

Reason:

The transfer of a file, with name and path provided by the %1 parameter, from a Software Delivery agent to its Software
Delivery domain or scalability server was interrupted. A renewed attempt to upload the file will take place, when the agent
reconnects to its Software Delivery manager.

Action:

Check that the network, adapter, or machine errors do not break the network path to the Software Delivery agent.

SDM228470

Job execution postponed by Calendar.

Reason:

Job execution, which was about to start, was postponed by the Calendar settings for the computer.

Action:

None. The further event that will take place when the Calendar allows the job to execute depends on the relation between
the Calendar time settings and the job timeout settings.
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SDM228471

Job execution error, no access to software library (%1).

Reason:

The Software Delivery agent, due to problems accessing the software library at its Software Delivery manager, could not
execute the job.

Action:

Try to determine the error cause from the additional message text that is supplied. If you do not succeed in doing this,
contact Technical Support.

SDM228472

Job execution error, container file corrupted at agent end.

Reason:

The Software Delivery agent detected that the container file, delivered with the job container to the agent, was corrupted.

Action:

Retry the operation. If the error still persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM228473

Job execution error, invalid container file password.

Reason:

This event should not occur during online delivery of jobs. In the case of offline deliveries, the password supplied when
trying to use ExecuteContainer does not agree with the password that was used when securing the container.

Action:

Supply the correct password. In online operation, retry the job execution. If the error still persists, contact Technical
Support.

SDM228474

Job execution error, container file not secured.

Reason:

In offline operation, the command SecureContainer had not been used, when an attempt was made to use
ExecuteContainer. This message should not occur in online operation.

Action:

In offline operation, secure the container first. In online operation, retry the job execution. If the error still persists, contact
Technical Support.

SDM228475

Job execution error, container execution privilege missing.

Reason:
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This error should only occur in offline operations. The person securing the job container should belong to the administrator
group or the group SDOFFLIN that is created by Software Delivery. Otherwise, this message occurs.

NOTE
The local group SDOFFLIN is created on all Windows NT/2000/XP computers when installing Software Delivery.
administrators can create the global group SDOFFLIN, and add users to these groups to enable users to run the
SD offline jobs.

Action:

Ensure that the person that is to execute the container has sufficient security privileges.

SDM228476

Job execution error, invalid container file hash.

Reason:

In offline operation, a hash key is assigned to the job container file when the container is secured. This message appears
if the Software Delivery system detects that the file has been tampered with.

Action:

Ensure that a correct container file is used.

SDM228477

Job execution error, decompression of package image failed.

Reason:

Job execution could not occur, since decompression of the job package failed. This error can only happen for a Software
Delivery agent that uses NOS-less internal download protocol in its communication with its Software Delivery manager.

Action:

Check that free disk space on the Software Delivery manager is sufficient. Renew the job to retry the operation. If the error
persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM228478

Job execution interrupted by reboot request. Execution will resume after the system has rebooted.

Reason:

Job execution was interrupted by a reboot request, generated either by the job procedure or by a set procedure option.
After the system has rebooted, job execution will resume.

Action:

None.

SDM228479

Job execution interrupted by logoff request. Execution will resume after the user has logged off.

Reason:
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Job execution was interrupted by a logoff request, generated either by the job procedure, or by using Logon shield. After
the user has logged off, which the user can postpone for a while, job execution will resume.

Action:

None.

SDM228480

Connection lost during job execution. Status will be available the next time the agent connects.

Reason:

The connection between the Software Delivery agent and its domain or scalability server was lost while the agent
executed a job. The agent will continue executing the job and report status, when it later reconnects to its Software
Delivery manager.

Action:

None.

SDM228481

Job execution error. Native OS error: %1.

Reason:

A job execution ended with failure.

Action:

Carefully check the operating system message from the Software Delivery agent on the computer. It should contain the
clue to the job failure and will determine your further action.

SDM228482

Job execution error, no access to software library. Native OS error: %1.

Reason:

A job execution ended with failure, since access to the software library could not be gained.

Action:

Carefully check the operating system message from the Software Delivery agent on the computer. It should contain the
clue to the software library access failure and will determine your further action.

SDM228483

Exit code %1.

Reason:

A message appears, where %1 expands to "process exit code": "Error message". The error message denotes a message
written using the sd_acmd ExitCodeMsg command.

Action:

The error message should contain the clue to your further action.
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SDM228484

Job execution requires user to be logged on. Execution will resume after the user has logged on.

Reason:

A job is pending user logon to execute. The job procedure is such that it requires a user to be logged on for execution,
and the user is currently logged off.

Action:

Wait until the user logs on. Then the procedure will execute.

SDM228485

Job execution interrupted by rerun request. Execution will resume the next time the agent connects.

Reason:

A job execution has been interrupted. For example, the sd_acmd Signal command with parameter rerun could have
executed.

Action:

Wait until the next job check is issued from the computer. Then the procedure will resume execution.

SDM228486

Job execution postponed by user at the agent. Job is rescheduled until %1 (server time).

Reason:

A job execution has been postponed by the user until %1, which denotes server time.

Action:

Wait until the time denoted by %1 (server time). Then the procedure will attempt to execute.

NOTE
Server denotes here the closest upstream Software Delivery manager seen by the agent. It could be a domain
manager or a scalability server.

SDM228487

Job execution postponed by user at the agent. Job is rescheduled until the next time the agent connects.

Reason:

A job execution has been postponed by the user.

Action:

Wait until the next time job check is executed on the agent. Then the procedure will attempt to execute.

NOTE
The interval that will elapse until the next time job check is executed at the agent could be shortened by
execution of a manual job check.
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SDM228488

Job setup redirected. Computer has roamed to another SD manager.

Reason:

This message is visible in DSM Explorer as a Status message for a job in the Job containers folder and also in the
column Status messages for a job. It reflects a transient state for jobs that have been set up but not yet executed, when a
computer is just on its way to roam to another SD manager.

Action:

Informational only. Wait a while until the redirected job setups for the computer have been transferred to the new SD
manager that will then know about the jobs for the computer's SD agent that have not yet executed and execute them.

SDM228489

Job executing offline from server. Status will be available the next time the agent connects.

Reason:

A job was scheduled to an SD agent with the procedure option Run jobs off-line from server checked.

Action:

Informational only. Wait until the next time the agent connects to the SD manager and executes job check. Then job status
will be available.

SDM228490

Job execution error, a file needed for execution is missing.

Reason:

This message could appear, for example, when an SD agent, which is connected to its SD manager using internal NOS-
less protocol, has downloaded a .zip file but when the SD agent is to unpack the .zip file, this file cannot be found.

Action:

Retry the operation. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM228491

Job execution error, the job ordered is not available.

Reason:

A job was delivered to an SD agent, most probably as part of a job container. The SD agent received the information
that the job was on its list but when the SD was to run the job, it was no longer available. For example, another SD
administrator could have deleted the job from the job container.

Action:

Investigate the situation. Rerun the jobs that should have executed. This is necessary in case the failing job was part of a
job container that ran in batch mode.

SDM228492

Job execution error: an error was exported by LogonShield
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Reason:

The Logon Shield could not be activated. This is probably due to a central configuration policy applied to the target that
prohibits Logon Shield activation.

Action:

Check the configuration policy applied to the target. In order to activate the Logon Shield by job option, the Logon Shield
mode of operation must be locally managed or have the value ‘Apply job-defined condition’.

SDM228500

Software Delivery SW Detector Error. Recommended action: create a new SWD Procedure with the trace flag (/T)
set, run script again, and monitor trace at target Computer.

Reason:

The Software Detector Interpreter detected an unspecified error.

Action:

To trace the output, use the /T command line option.

SDM228501

Software Delivery SW Detector started with incorrect parameters.

Reason:

The Software Detector Interpreter was given bad command line arguments.

Action:

See the online Reference Guide.

SDM228502

Software Delivery SW Detector: No script found.

Reason:

The Software Detector Interpreter was given a command line argument that referred to a non-existing script. The
argument does not have to be bad as wild cards are allowed. If wild cards were given, there was no match.

Action:

See the online Reference Guide.

SDM228503

Software Delivery SW Detector: Error in environment.

Reason:

The Software Detector Interpreter could access the comstore.

Action:

Check if the environment variable SDROOT is set.
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SDM228504

Software Delivery SW Detector: Error in script. Recommended action: create a new SWD Procedure with the trace
flag (/T) set, run script again, and monitor trace at target Computer.

Reason:

The Software Detector Interpreter found an error in the provided script.

Action:

Use the /T command line option to trace the output and check with the online Reference Guide for the correct script
syntax.

SDM228598

Software Delivery SW Detector: Script returned exit code exitcode indicating an error.

Reason:

The Software Detector Interpreter returned an exit code as specified in the used script.

Action:

Use the /T command line to trace the output and check with the author of the script for the meaning of the returned error.

SDM229200

Maximum number of computers exceeded.

Reason:

The maximum number of computers defined in your agent license for this server has been exceeded.

Action:

Consult your system administrator.

SDM229205

License does not exist for this product.

Reason:

The product you are trying to use must not be used because there is no license for it.

Action:

Make sure that you have set up the license properly after installation completed successfully. If the problem persists,
contact Technical Support.

SDM229207

The license broker is not available.

Reason:

The license broker is not started or a connection cannot be established with it.

Action:
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Start the license broker software.

SDM229215

License has expired.

Reason:

The expiration date of the license has elapsed.

Action:

Contact your representative to renew your license.

SDM229251

License error. License has been tampered with.

Reason:

The license information is no longer correct.

Action:

Try setting up the license correctly. If the problem persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM229252

License error. License Library not found.

Reason:

The license library could not be found.

Action:

Make sure that the library file is presented on the computer. Also make sure that the library is included in the defined path.
If the problem persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM229253

License error. Terminating...

Reason:

An error was found while the license was being checked.

Action:

Contact Technical Support or your representative to check your license.

SDM229300

License error. Program terminated or Licensing message.

Reason:

The SD component terminated due to a license error. If you are running the DSM Explorer, you will not see the message
above, but instead one of those listed below:
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CA DM-Licensing - component: An x-count license expired date. Terminating... Go to the Web homepage of the product
and fill in the required information. An account representative will contact you to renew your licenses.

CA DM-Licensing - component: Product not licensed. Run the License Manager component to properly license your
product.

CA DM-Licensing - component: License Failure. Terminating... Run the License Manager component to properly license
your product.

Action:

Depending on the message received, either renew your license or run the License Manager component to properly
license your product.

SDM229301

Licensing message.

Reason:

There are a number of cases when you receive a message with this number. The text presented can be one of the
following:

CA DM-Licensing - component: An x-count license expired date. Go to the Web homepage of the product and fill in the
required information. An account representative will contact you to renew your licenses.

CA DM-Licensing - component: An x-count license expired date. Grace period will expire in n days. Go to the Web
homepage of the product and fill in the required information. An account representative will contact you to renew your
licenses.

CA DM-Licensing - component: An x-count license will expire in n days. Go to the Web homepage of the product and fill in
the required information. An account representative will contact you to renew your licenses.

CA DM-Licensing - component: An x-count license will expire in n days. Licensed usage count l exceeded by m. Go to
the Web homepage of the product and fill in the required information. An account representative will contact you to renew
your licenses.

CA DM-Licensing - component: Licensed usage count u exceeded by w. Decrease your agent usage count, or go to the
Web homepage of the product and fill in the required information. An account representative will contact you to renew
your licenses.

CA DM-Licensing - component: Maximum number (m) of agents supported by this product reached. Additional agents are
not allowed.

Action:

Depending on the message received, either renew your license, decrease the agent usage count, or increase the licensed
usage count to properly license your product.

SDM229302

License error. License DLL not found or has been tampered with. Program terminated.

Reason:

Software Delivery terminated due to a license error (the license DLL could not be found or has been tampered with).

Action:

Install or reinstall the License Manager properly. If the problem persists, contact Technical Support.
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SDM230041

Unknown container type.

Reason:

The DOS Gateway encountered an unknown type of container. Supported types are No linkage, Transaction, and
Sequence. The container file may be corrupt, or a new container type may have been created that is not supported by the
DOS Gateway.

Action:

Ensure that you have selected one of the supported container types and try again.

SDM230042

Software installation failed. Not compatible with DOS client.

Reason:

Attempt to install a non-DOS package on a DOS client.

Action:

Make sure the software is packaged for DOS.

SDM230043

Client system transactions not supported.

Reason:

The DOS client system is running an old installer that does not support Transactions container types.

Action:

Install the packages with a container type of either No Linkage or Sequence.

SDM230044

Unknown configure procedure.

Reason:

The DOS Gateway has encountered a configure job with an unknown procedure.

Action:

Use only the predefined configure procedures from the SD Agent for DOS package.

SDM230045

Transactions cannot contain configure jobs.

Reason:

An install or uninstall job was combined with a configure job in a Transaction type of container. Install/uninstall jobs are
handled by the installer program on the DOS client. The installer program on the DOS client handles installation and
uninstallation jobs. There is no way to undo the configure job should the transaction fail.
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Action:

Send the configure job in a separate container.

SDM230046

The product to be installed was not found in the library.

Reason:

The package to be installed or uninstalled is not in the library on the server.

Action:

Add the package to the server's library and try again.

SDM230047

The file info.sxp for this software was not found in the library.

Reason:

The package is not an SXP package, or the package in the library on the server is incomplete or corrupt.

Action:

Check the package volume and make sure it contains an info.sxp file.

SDM230048

Internal error: the status line for this job was not found in the caslist file.

Reason:

The job was handed over to the DOS installer but the Gateway cannot find any information about the job status or result.

Action:

Rerun the job. If the problem persists, use a Remove Client configure job to delete the client from the list that is
maintained by the DOS Gateway. When this configure job has terminated, delete the client in DSM Explorer. Wait until the
DOS client registers again. Then check the list of installed packages.

SDM230049

Configuration file not found.

Reason:

The DOS Gateway tried to access the client's configuration file on the server but could not find it. This could be the result
of an attempt to manually delete the client from the server.

The configuration file is automatically created or updated whenever the DOS Installer contacts the server.

Action:

Make sure the client system is operational and the DOS Installer is run on a regular basis.

To delete the system from the list of DOS clients, send a configure job Remove Client to the SD Agent for DOS.
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SDM230050

Remote configuration file not found.

Reason:

The DOS Gateway tried to access the client's remote configuration file on the server but could not find it. This could be the
result of an attempt to manually delete the client from the server.

The remote configuration file is automatically created or updated whenever the DOS Installer contacts the server.

Action:

Make sure the client system is operational and the DOS Installer is run on a regular basis.

To delete the system from the list of DOS clients, send a configure job Remove Client to the SD Agent for DOS.

SDM230051

Remote configuration not enabled on client system.

Reason:

The DOS Installer is not configured for remote configuration. The installer trace setting could not be changed.

Action:

Check the DOS Installer's configuration file sxdoseng.ini on the client system. The parameter TeleConfOff in section
[Program] should be set to '0' (zero). For example:

[Program]

TeleConfOff=0

SDM230052

Write error on file (see job output file for details).

Reason:

The DOS Gateway could not write to a file. Check the output file of the job for details.

Action:

Make sure the DOS Gateway has write permission to the file.

SDM230053

Invalid user parameters.

Reason:

Invalid user parameters were specified with a configure job for the SD Agent for DOS.

Action:

Try again without specifying any user parameters.

SDM230054

The client system was removed from the server as requested.
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Reason:

A Remove Client configure job was executed. The system was removed from the list of DOS clients and cannot process
any more jobs.

Action:

Delete the DOS client from DSM Explorer. If the DOS Installer contacts the server again, it will automatically reregister the
client.

SDM230055

Internal error: undefined container state.

Reason:

A container or job file on the server is probably corrupt.

Action:

Check the server state and disk space and try again.

SDM230056

Job not started because another job in this batch failed.

Reason:

The job was not started. The batch failed because some other job could not be run successfully.

Action:

Check the job that had a problem and solve it. Then run the batch again.

SDM301243

Distribution Status Error: The file transfer to the area failed. No error cause was specified by the file transfer.

Reason:

The file transfer to the area failed. The error reported was a general error with no details specified.

Action:

None.

SDM301244

Distribution Status Error: The file transfer to the area has timed out.

Reason:

The file transfer to the area was aborted because the specified time out period has elapsed.

Action:

View the SD log at the area and check that enough disk space is available on the domain manager. If the error persists,
check that the area's enterprise manager is configured to be the correct one.
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SDM301247

Distribution Status Error: Connection could not be established with the area, or an existing connection has been
lost.

Reason:

The connection could not be established with the area or an existing connection has been lost.

Action:

Check if the actual domain manager is powered on or connected to the network.

SDM301249

Distribution Status Error: License has expired.

Reason:

The Distribution Container failed because Enterprise Manager is in restricted mode and the distribution orders involving
non-CA packages are not allowed.

Action:

Please purchase an appropriate license or enable the 30 day grace period to try out the product's full functionality.

SDM301250

Distribution Status of area: areaname. DTS failure: failuretext.

Reason:

Data Transport Service failed to transfer the package(s) between the enterprise manager and the domain manager:
areaname. The parameter failuretext provides further details.

Action:

The action depends on the actual failuretext. If the failure text is related to the external file filter with the message External
filter %1 timed out after %2 minutes, increase the timeout value of the configuration parameter DTS: Filter task 6 timeout
available under the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, policy name, DSM, Software Delivery, File Transfer
node.

SDM301251

Distribution Status of area: areaname. DTS error: errortext.

Reason:

Data Transport Service failed in communication between the enterprise manager and the domain manager: areaname.
The parameter errortext provides further details.

Action:

It depends on the actual value of the parameter. See the Data Transport Service documentation for additional information.

SDM301252

Distribution Status of area: areaname. DTS status: statustext.
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Reason:

Data Transport Service progress information for communication between the enterprise manager and the domain
manager areaname. The parameter statustext provides further details.

Action:

None.

SDM301810

Distribution Status Error: Failure when opening the Container at the area. No order could be executed. Possible
cause: Not enough disk space.

Reason:

A failure occurred when Software Delivery tried to open the container at the area. The failure may have been caused by a
lack of available disk space.

Action:

Check if there is enough available disk space at the area to open the container. If there is enough available space, verify
that the file compression/expansion utility used by the enterprise manager is the same utility used by the domain manager.
Then renew the distribution.

SDM301811

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Unknown.

Reason:

An exception error occurred at the domain manager.

Action:

View the area log for the exact reason and action for this failure.

SDM301812

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: The Fetch
Item path has a syntax error.

Reason:

The orders listed could not be executed because the fetch item path has a syntax error.

Action:

Correct the path to be absolute path or UNC-path. It is also possible to use environment variables and entries in .INI-files.
See the online help.

SDM301813

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: The used
environment variable is not set at the area.

Reason:

The orders listed could not be executed because the environment variable used is not set at the area.
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Action:

Review the environment settings at the domain manager.

SDM301814

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Failure at
file copy or the Item not found.

Reason:

The indicated directory may be empty or the fetch operation failed because at least one of the files to fetch could not be
copied since it was locked, due to for example, a sharing violation.

Action:

Make sure that the path and file name are correctly specified in the Path field in the Fetch Item dialog, in which you
specify the path and file name in the areas for the items to be fetched. Check if the specified file could be locked, or in the
case of a fetch of many files, if the specified directory could contain locked files. In such case, consider what to do. If you
think you have found a solution to the error, renew the distribution.

If the error persists, check the Software Delivery logs, and contact Technical Support.

SDM301815

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Failure at
writing Fetch Item information on a file.

Reason:

There may not be any available disk space at the domain manager.

Action:

Check the space available at the enterprise manager. Then renew the distribution.

SDM301816

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason:
Registration failure.

Reason:

There may not be any available disk space at the domain manager.

Action:

View the area log for the exact reason and action for this failure.

SDM301817

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason:
Deregistration failure.

Reason:

The orders listed could not be executed because an attempt to deregister failed.

Action:
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View the area log for the exact reason and action for this failure.

SDM301819

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: The job
cannot be set up as the software is archived.

Reason:

An attempt to distribute a job using a non-external procedure from the enterprise failed at one or more domain managers,
since the software item involved was archived.

Action:

Do a restore of the software item at the affected domain managers before you retry the distribution of the job container.

NOTE
You can set up the job using an external procedure, if one exists.

SDM301820

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Could not
find Item related to Item Procedure, or Item was registered locally.

Reason:

This message can be generated under different circumstances when you send orders from the enterprise to an area.
If a deregistration order for item procedures is being sent and an item has been registered at the area (by the domain
administrator), it is not possible to remove any added procedures.

If a registration order for a computer group with template is being sent and a software item for an assigned job is not
available at the area, or was registered locally, the associated job cannot be set up.

Action:

None.

SDM301821

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Could not
find Item Procedure to deregister.

Reason:

The procedure may already have been de-registered at the domain manager.

Action:

Because an added item procedure needs a separate registration order to be distributed, verify that the item procedure
has been registered in the area library through a previous distribution of a container with a registration order for the item
procedure in question.

SDM301822

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Could not
find Item Procedure.

Reason:
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The job could not setup because the referred procedure did not exist at the area.

Action:

None.

SDM301825

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Item
Procedure registration failed.

Reason:

An exception occurred at the domain manager.

Action:

View the area log for the exact reason and action for this failure.

SDM301826

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason:
Cancellation of order failed.

Reason:

An exception occurred at the domain manager.

Action:

View the area log for the exact reason and action for this failure.

SDM301827

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Creation of
order failed.

Reason:

An exception occurred at the domain manager.

Action:

View the area log for the exact reason and action for this failure.

SDM301828

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Failed to
deregister Item Procedure.

Reason:

An exception occurred at the domain manager.

Action:

View the area log for the exact reason and action for this failure.
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SDM301829

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Cancel
order could not be performed: Could not find Item Procedure.

Reason:

The item or added procedure may have already been de-registered.

Action:

Check if the failing order contains the correct procedure. Also check the library at the area for the missing item procedure.
If you do not find any errors to correct, contact Technical Support.

SDM301830

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: The base
software for the difference Distribution is not in the domain Library.

Reason:

For a difference distribution to work, the base item must already be registered at the area.

Action:

Do not distribute the item as a difference, but as a complete item.

SDM301831

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason:
Reconstruction failure at the difference Distribution.

Reason:

Is the base item the same at the enterprise as on the area?

Action:

Check the available disk space at the area. Also check the Event Log at the area. Make any necessary corrections and
then renew the distribution.

If the problem persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM301832

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason:
Registration failure at the difference Distribution.

Reason:

The orders listed could not be executed because of the registration failure at the difference Distribution.

Action:

View the area log for the exact reason and action for this failure.
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SDM301838

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: The
registration of an item procedure was not allowed as the item procedure was registered at the area by the domain
administrator.

Reason:

The item procedure is already registered at the area named in the message; therefore, it cannot be registered again at the
same area.

Action:

If the new item procedure you are trying to register is the same as the one that has been registered already, there is no
need to register it again; no further action is needed. However, if the new item procedure is different from the existing one,
rename the new one, and then try again to register it.

SDM301839

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: The
registration of an item procedure was not allowed as there already exists an item procedure with the same name
but with different task type.

Reason:

Procedures must have unique names.

Action:

None.

SDM301840

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason:
Deregistration of Item Procedure not allowed. Item installed using Procedure or Procedure currently in use.

Reason:

It is not possible to deregister a procedure that is being used in one or more jobs at the domain manager.

Action:

None.

SDM301841

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Order was
not performed. The target computer group is not defined at this area.

Reason:

The orders listed could not be executed. The target computer group is not defined at this area, so the order could not be
performed.

A computer group in the enterprise manager has as members the same computers that are members of the
corresponding computer group at the areas. Therefore, a computer group at the enterprise must have exactly the same
name as the corresponding computer group at the areas.

Action:
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Verify that the computer groups defined at the enterprise and the areas have the same names.

SDM301842

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason:
Cancellation of order was not performed: The target computer group is not defined at this area.

Reason:

The orders listed could not be executed. Because the target computer group is not defined at this area, the order was not
canceled.

Action:

Verify that the computer group names defined at the enterprise and the areas have the same names.

SDM301843

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: There are
no installations to configure: No installations have been made (and still exist) at this area using the selected
target Installation Procedure.

Reason:

Configure Job orders require that the selected item be installed at one or more computers in the referred computer group.

Action:

None.

SDM301844

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: There are
no installations to uninstall: No installations have been made (and still exist) at this area using the selected target
Installation Procedure.

Reason:

Uninstall Job orders require that the selected item be installed at one or more computers in the referred computer group.

Action:

None.

SDM301845

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: There are
no installations to activate: No installations have been made (and still exist) at this area using the selected target
Installation Procedure.

Reason:

Activate Job orders require that the selected item be installed at one or more computers in the referred computer group.

Action:

None.
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SDM301846

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: The
registration of an Item as a difference is not allowed as the base Item at the area is either detected or open.

Reason:

"Detected" means that the library item is of type SWD. Because an SWD item is registered but not filed, you cannot use
Software Delivery to upgrade it, unless you first install and register it using normal procedures.

The "open" condition applies only to Software Delivery program components. The item was registered locally at the area,
but saved as Open.

Action:

Verify that the base version of the item is registered and that the program state is Locked in the area library. Then try the
operation again.

SDM301847

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: The
registration of an Item was not allowed as the item was registered at the area by the domain administrator.

Reason:

Registration through distribution of an item will fail if the domain administrator originally registered the item.

NOTE
If the item was originally registered at the area through a distribution, the registration will succeed (since the item
is already registered from the enterprise).

Action:

None.

SDM301848

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: The
deregistration of an Item was not allowed as the Item was registered at the area by the domain administrator.

Reason:

System restriction: Only items registered through distribution can be removed through distribution.

Action:

None.

SDM301849

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: The
deregistration of an Item was not allowed, as there either exist installations at the area based on this Item, or an
Order for this Item is outstanding.

Reason:

System restriction: Only items that are not installed or not involved in any jobs at the domain manager can be removed.

Action:
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Open installations of the item in the area library and uninstall the item or delete the outstanding Activation Order. Then
renew the distribution.

SDM301850

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: No item to
unregister was found in the area.

Reason:

The orders listed could not be executed. Because there was no such item at the area, the item could not be deregistered.

Action:

No action required. Consult the domain administrator if desired.

SDM301860

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: The target
computer group at the target area is empty.

Reason:

The order could not be executed because the target computer group at the selected area does not contain any computers.

Action:

Insert some members in the area computer group or select another group at the target area.

SDM301861

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: License has
expired.

Reason:

The Distribution order could not be executed because the Domain Manager is in restricted mode and Deployment of non-
CA packages is not allowed.

Action:

Please purchase an appropriate license or enable the 30 day grace period to try out the product's full functionality.

SDM301870

Distribution Status Error: Container could not be created. Copy, zip or checksum consistency error.

Reason:

One or several files that form the distribution container could not be created.

Possible causes:

• Copy or compress error because of not enough disk space or file system privileges.
• Checksum error because source files have been tampered with.

Action:

See the event log for detailed information.
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SDM301871

Distribution Status Error: Container could not be created. File(s) infected by virus.

Reason:

enterprise Library has been infected by viruses.

Action:

Check the SD enterprise Library by running the interactive virus scanner from the GUI.

SDM301872

Distribution Status Error: Container could not be created. Copy error, the path to the enterprise software library is
too long

Reason:

Items could not be copied from the enterprise software library.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

SDM301873

Distribution Status Error: Container could not be created. Copy error, the path to the temporary distribution
output directory is too long

Reason:

Items could not be copied from the enterprise software library to the temporary distribution output directory because the
path to this directory was too long.

Action:

The path to the temporary distribution output directory can be decreased by using the program "ccnfcmd" and run this
from the command line. Before this is done make sure that there are no ongoing deliveries. Below is an example of how to
change this path.

Set new path to the temporary distribution output directory:

C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Bin>ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue

                                             -ps itrm/usd/shared

                                             -pn Outgoing

                                             -v "C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\D"

Run caf stop/start from the command line.

Verify the new path to the current temporary distribution output directory:

C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Bin>ccnfcmda -cmd GetParameterValue

                                             -ps itrm/usd/shared

                                             -pn Outgoing
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SDM301897

Distribution Status Error: Order was successfully executed at the area. However, an error occurred during
completion of the order at the enterprise. Please see the Software Delivery Event log for further information.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM301898

Distribution Status Error: The area has confirmed that it has received the Container, but the response file cannot
be interpreted - Software Delivery enterprise is unable to determine if the Container failed or succeeded.

Reason:

The API has discovered a programming error.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM301899

Distribution Status Error: Connection could not be established with the area, or an existing connection has been
lost.

Reason:

The connection could not be established with the area or an existing connection has been lost.

Action:

Check if the actual domain manager is powered on or connected to the network.

SDM301900

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: An error
has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned -1, Unknown error.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM301902

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: An error
has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 1, Invalid parameter.

Reason:
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An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM301903

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: An error
has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 2, Operation unsupported by this version.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM301904

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: An invalid
username has been used while trying to access Asset Management.

Reason:

An Asset Management access failed because an invalid username or password was used.

Action:

Access the computer query group dialog. You will then be prompted for a username and password. This combination
should agree with the username and password used when accessing the Asset Management Console GUI.

SDM301905

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: An invalid
password has been used while trying to access Asset Management.

Reason:

An Asset Management access failed because an invalid username or password was used.

Action:

Access the computer query group dialog. You will then be prompted for a username and password. This combination
should agree with the username and password used when accessing the Asset Management Console GUI.

SDM301906

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: An error
has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 5, Unknown X500 name.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.
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Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM301907

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: An error
has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 6, Unknown zone.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM301908

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: An error
has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 7, Unknown item name.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM301909

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: An error
has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 8, Unknown group name.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM301910

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: An error
has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 9, Unknown application name.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.
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SDM301911

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: The
members of the computer group could not be resolved, as the Asset Management query does not exist.

Reason:

The Asset Management query has been removed.

Action:

Make sure that the Asset Management query exists and try the operation again.

SDM301912

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: An error
has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 11, Error connecting to manager.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM301913

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: An error
has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 12, General server error.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM301914

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: An error
has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 13, Error reading/updating database.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM301915

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: An error
has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 14, Out of memory.
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Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM301916

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: An error
has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 15, General network error.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM301917

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: An error
has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 16, Invalid filename or filename buffer too
small.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM301918

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: An error
has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 17, Unable to create temporary file.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM301919

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: There was
no computer matching this query.

Reason:
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There was no computer matching this query, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer
Query group was being resolved.

Action:

None.

SDM301920

Distribution Status Error: Order no: number and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: An error
has occurred while trying to access Asset Management. AM returned 19, User has no permissions.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred, either while trying to create a Computer Query group or while a Computer Query group
was being resolved.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM301930

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Purge operation
failed. Unspecified error. Please view the event log at the Area.

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred while trying to perform an enterprise-ordered purge (Archive) operation.

Action:

View the event console log at the Area for further error details. Try to resolve the situation to be able to retry the operation.
If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM301931

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Purge operation
not allowed.

Reason:

An error has occurred while trying to perform an enterprise-ordered purge (Archive) operation.

Action:

Check the software that was to be purged from the area. Was the item (same name and version) registered by the domain
admin? If so, the purge operation is not allowed. If you cannot resolve the situation, contact Technical Support.

SDM301932

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Purge operation
not allowed, as a Job Order for this item is outstanding.

Reason:

An error has occurred while trying to perform an enterprise-ordered purge (Archive) operation. The purge operation is not
allowed, since a Job Order for the software item is outstanding.
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Action:

Let the job complete before retrying the operation.

SDM301933

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: No item to purge
was found at the Area.

Reason:

An error has occurred while trying to perform an enterprise-ordered purge (Archive) operation. The purge operation failed
since no corresponding software item could be found at the area.

Action:

Check if the correct item was selected for the purge operation. Check the contents of the Library at the area. If you cannot
resolve the situation, contact Technical Support.

SDM301934

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Purge operation
not allowed. Item locked by another user/process.

Reason:

An error has occurred while trying to perform an enterprise-ordered purge (Archive) operation. The purge operation failed
since the software item was locked by another user or process.

Action:

Wait a while before retrying the operation.

SDM301940

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Restore
operation failed. Unspecified error. Please view the event log at the Area.

Reason

An error has occurred while trying to perform an enterprise-ordered restore operation.

Action:

View the event console log at the Area for further error details. Try to resolve the situation to be able to retry the operation.
If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM301941

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Restore
operation not allowed.

Reason:

An error has occurred while trying to perform an enterprise-ordered Restore operation.

Action:
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Check the software that was to be restored at the area. Was the item (same name and version) registered by the domain
admin? If so, the restore operation is not allowed. If you cannot resolve the situation, contact Technical Support.

SDM301942

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Restore
operation failed. File Copy error.

Reason:

An error has occurred while trying to perform an enterprise-ordered Restore operation. The file copy process failed.

Action:

Check if enough hard disk space is present at the area. If you cannot resolve the situation, contact Technical Support.

SDM301943

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: No item to
restore was found at the Area.

Reason:

An error has occurred while trying to perform an enterprise-ordered Restore operation. The restore operation failed since
no software item to restore could be found at the area.

Action:

Check the contents of the Library at the area. Does the software item exist?

SDM301944

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Restore
operation not allowed. Item locked by another user/process.

Reason:

An error has occurred while trying to perform an enterprise-ordered Restore operation. The restore operation failed since
the software item was locked by another user or process.

Action:

Wait a while before retrying the operation.

SDM301945

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Restore
operation not allowed. Delivered package doesn't match original package.

Reason:

An error has occurred while trying to perform an enterprise-ordered Restore operation. The restore operation was not
allowed, since the item received from enterprise does not match the item originally registered at the area.

Action:

Check if the correct software item was involved in the restore operation. Determine what happened in the enterprise
library between the time the register order and restore order were sent to the area. Was the item deregistered and then
another item with the same name and version registered as enterprise?.
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Make a virus scan on the software item in the enterprise library to see that the software you are trying to restore is not
infected.

SDM302000

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Access denied.
Write class permission (W) needed for this operation.

Reason:

A distribution from enterprise manager to areas contains, for example, an order to register software or a computer
group. The administrator sending the container from enterprise does not have the required write class permission for this
operation.

Action:

Add the SD security permissions needed for the enterprise administrator at the area.

SDM302001

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Access denied.
Write permission (W) needed for this operation.

Reason:

A distribution from the enterprise manager to areas contains, for example, an order to link an object into a folder. The
administrator sending the container does not have the required write permission for this operation.

Action:

Add the SD security permissions needed for the enterprise administrator at the area.

SDM302002

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Access denied.
Delete permission (D) needed for this operation.

Reason:

A distribution from the enterprise manager to areas contains, for example, an order to deregister software or a computer
group. The administrator sending the container from enterprise does not have the required delete permission for this
operation.

Action:

Add the SD security permissions needed for the enterprise administrator.

SDM302003

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Access denied.
Read permission (R) needed for this operation.

Reason:

A distribution from the enterprise manager to the areas contains an order to fetch an item that requires read and execute
permissions on the root object (own area) of the area to which the order is directed.

The administrator sending the container from the enterprise does not have the required read permission for this operation.
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Action:

Add the SD security permissions needed for the enterprise administrator.

SDM302004

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Access denied.
Execution permission (X) needed for this operation.

Reason:

A distribution from the enterprise manager to the areas contains an order to fetch an item that requires read and execute
permissions on the root object (own area) of the area to which the order is directed.

The administrator sending the container from the enterprise does not have the required execute permission for this
operation.

Action:

Add the SD security permissions needed for the enterprise administrator.

SDM302040

Distribution Staus Error: Order no. %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: The sender
(enterprise manager) of the Distribution Container was not recognized by the receiving area.

Reason:

A did not recognize a distribution container from enterprise manager ES1 to Area A, since A is configured to have
enterprise manager ES2.

Action:

Check the configuration of the enterprise manager and the domain manager reporting the error.

SDM302050

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Distribution
order operation failed: Folder file read error.

Reason:

The file needed to unpack a distribution container from the enterprise manager to areas could not be read at the area.

Action:

Determine what happened. For example, is there enough free disk space, or is the disk space or the file that should be
read corrupt.

SDM302060

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Distribution
order operation failed: System Folder cannot be distributed.

Reason:

A distribution order operation failed, due to the presence of a system folder. Such folders cannot be distributed. For
instance, the computer group, Software Delivery manager, cannot be distributed.
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Action:

None.

SDM302100

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Illegal Computer
Group operation: Specified name not unique.

Reason:

A distribution from enterprise manager to areas contains an order to register a computer group. The Replace existing
group option was not used. Therefore, if a computer group with the same name already exists in the target area, the
registration of the computer group from enterprise will fail.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation. Retry with a unique name, if appropriate.

SDM302101

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Illegal Computer
Group operation: Specified computer group could not be bound to the root folder.

Reason:

A distribution from the enterprise manager to areas contains an order to register a computer group. The computer group
could not be inserted into the group All computers and Users at the target area.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM302102

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Illegal Computer
Group operation: Specified computer group could not be bound to a super folder.

Reason:

A distribution from the enterprise manager to areas contains an order to register a computer group, which may be a whole
structure with subgroups. The linking process at the receiving area failed, since no parent folder could be found for the
distributed structure. Note that a replica of the distributed structure of the environment at enterprise is looked for at the
receiving area. For example, if the structure is linked to computer group A at enterprise, and then an attempt is made to
find A and link to it at the area.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM302103

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Illegal Computer
Group operation: No super group.

Reason:
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A distribution from the enterprise manager to areas contains an order to register a computer group, which may be a whole
structure with subgroups. The linking process at the receiving area fails, since no parent folder could be found for the
distributed structure.

Note that a replica of the environment at enterprise for the distributed structure is looked for at the receiving area. For
example, if the structure is linked to computer groups A and B at enterprise, and then an attempt is made to find A and
B at the area. However, neither is found. If at least one of them is found, linking takes place to the found computer group
and the message is not generated.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM302104

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Illegal Computer
Group operation: Group cannot be removed in current state.

Reason:

A distribution from the enterprise manager to areas contains an order to deregister a computer group. However, the
computer group at the area is in a state where it cannot be removed.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM302105

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Computer
Group operation failed: Internal error.

Reason:

The software (Task Manager) detected an internal error exception.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM302107

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Computer
Group operation failed: Specified computer group not found.

Reason:

A distribution from the enterprise manager to areas contains an order to deregister a computer group. However, the
computer group cannot be found at the receiving area.

Action:

Determine if the validity of the operation. For example, has the computer group already been deregistered at the area.

SDM302250

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Illegal Job
Container operation: Specified name not unique.
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Reason:

A distribution from the enterprise manager to areas contains a job container. Its name has already been used in an earlier
distribution from enterprise. Note that a job container created at enterprise and a job container created at an area may
have the same name.

Action:

Change the name of the job container and repeat the distribution.

SDM302251

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Illegal Job
Container operation: Specified job container could not be bound to the root folder.

Reason:

A distribution from the enterprise manager to areas contains a job container that could not be bound to the Jobs node at
the target area.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM302252

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Illegal Job
Container operation: Specified job container could not be bound to a super folder.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM302253

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Illegal Job
Container operation: No super folder.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM302254

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Illegal Job
Container operation: Job container cannot be removed in current state.

Reason:

A distribution from the enterprise manager to areas contains an order to cancel a job container. However, the job container
at the area is in a state where it cannot be removed.
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Action:

Determine the validity of the operation. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDM302255

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Job Container
operation failed: Internal error.

Reason:

The software (Task Manager) detected an internal error exception.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM302257

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Job Container
operation failed: Specified job container not found.

Reason:

A distribution from the enterprise manager to areas contains a Cancel job container order. However, the job container
cannot be found at the receiving area.

Action:

Determine the validity of the operation. For example, has the job container already has been canceled at the area.

SDM302300

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Illegal Job
Container Template operation: Specified name not unique.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM302301

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Illegal Job
Container Template operation: Specified job container template could not be bound to the root folder.

Reason

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.
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SDM302302

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Illegal Job
Container Template operation: Specified job container template could not be bound to a super folder.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM302303

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Illegal Job
Container Template operation: No super folder.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM302304

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Illegal Job
Container Template operation: Job container template cannot be removed in current state.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM302305

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Job Container
Template operation failed: Internal error.

Reason:

The software (Task Manager) detected an internal error exception.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM302307

Distribution Status Error: Order no: %1 and the following orders could not be executed. Reason: Job Container
Template operation failed: Specified job container template not found.

Reason:

A programming error has occurred.
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Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SDM999999

New Error Message. Proper error message text not yet defined.

Reason:

Informational only.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

DSM Explorer Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

DSM Explorer Messages

SDG001004
Job cannot be setup because no type procedures are defined for item: name version

Reason:

The library item you are using to create a job does not have a procedure corresponding to the task of the job in question.

Action:

You need to create a proper procedure for this library item with a task corresponding to the task of the job you are going to
create. For example, to create an install job, you need to define an install procedure for the library item in question.

SDG001010
Job cannot be setup because no computer groups exist!

Reason:

No computer groups are defined at the Software Delivery manager.

Action:

You need to have at least one computer group defined at the Software Delivery manager.

SDG001015
Cannot register a procedure using a file contained in a different Library Item.

Reason:

You tried to create a procedure using a file or several files from a library item other than the one where you tried to create
the procedure.

Action:

Make sure that you are using files from the same library item as that where you tried to create the procedure.
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SDG001016
Cannot use Library Items contained at a different Domain.

Reason:

You tried to drop or paste a library item taken from a site other than the site where you performed the drop or paste
operation.

Action:

Make sure you are using a library item from the same site as where you are performing the drop or paste operation. You
cannot drag or copy a library item from a remotely connected domain manager and use it to create a registration order in
a container. The library item has to be taken from the enterprise manager's library. Furthermore, you cannot drag or copy
a library item from area A to drop or paste on a computer in area B's computer list.

SDG001017
Cannot perform this operation for items that originate from a different Domain.

Reason:

You tried to drop or paste a computer taken from a different Domain.

Action:

Make sure that you are using a computer from the same Domain as where you are performing the drop or paste
operation. You cannot drag or copy a computer from Domain A to a computer group in Domain B.

SDG001019
The software item_name item_version exists as detected software. Do you want to replace this item with a real
one?

Reason:

The Software Delivery library detected an item with the same name and version as the one that you are trying to register
(the name is case sensitive).

Action:

Determine whether to replace the detected library item with a real library item. If you decide to do so, the record of where
this item was found will be kept in the new item.

SDG001021
Registration failed

Reason:

Registration in the Software Library of an SXP, PKG, PIF or RPM software package failed. An additional message is
provided to further detail the situation.

Action:

Use the additional message to try to find the reason for the failure. If the error persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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SDG001022
Removing items from the Software Package Library will erase all associated installation and distribution records
from the database. Any item that has procedure dependencies on this item will cease to install. Do you wish to
continue?

Reason:

This message is displayed as an extra warning that if you continue this operation, all of the records of distributions and
installations that have been made with this item, will be deleted. Furthermore, any item that has procedure dependencies
on this item will cease to install.

Action:

If you do not want to keep a record of installations and distributions, and are not concerned that procedure dependencies
on this item will cease to install, then you can go ahead and delete this item. If you are unsure of what is meant by
the installation and distribution records, as well as procedure dependencies, then consult your documentation before
continuing with this operation.

SDG001028
No volumes are defined. Cannot register procedure.

Reason:

No source files have been added to this newly created library item and you tried to create a new procedure that uses
embedded files. You can, however, create an external procedure, as that type of procedure refers to a file that is external
and does not have to be included in the source of the library item.

Action:

To be able to create a procedure that uses embedded files, you must first add source files.

SDG001030
Cannot use Library Item Procedures contained at a different Domain.

Reason:

You tried to drop or paste a procedure taken from a site other than that where you performed the drop or paste operation.

Action:

Make sure that you are using a procedure from the same site as where you are performing the drop or paste operation.
You cannot drag or copy a procedure from a remotely connected domain manager and use it to create a registration order
in a container. The procedure has to be taken from a library item in the enterprise manager's library.

SDG001034
NOTE: The normal way to remove an installation is to deinstall it. You should only delete the installation when the
physical installation has been removed. Do you want to delete the selected installation(s)?

Reason:

You are about to delete a record of an installed item that has not yet been uninstalled by Software Delivery.

Action:
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The proper way to uninstall a program is to run an uninstall procedure using Software Delivery. If the uninstall procedure
is successful, then the record of the installed item will be removed by Software Delivery. You can delete this record,
however, you should make sure that the installation is physically removed from the target machine.

SDG001035
Day of month not selected.

Reason:

You have selected a month and a year but left out the day in the calendar.

Action:

Select a day.

SDG001036
Illegal time specified.

Reason:

The time specified is not a valid time.

Action:

Supply an hour and a minute that is in the valid ranges. Note that you should consider the regional settings regarding time
and date before you add your date and time.

SDG001037
WARNING! The job may have been started on some target computers. Do you want to remove the selected active
Job?

Reason:

This is a warning message indicating that you are trying to delete an active job. If you fulfill job deletion, all ongoing
jobs on specific target computers will temporarily be registered as failed on the domain manager. However, for those
computers on which this job is in progress, when you delete the job from the list, the actual status will be registered on the
domain manager when the job has been completed.

Action:

Confirm or cancel job deletion.

SDG001044
Only install procedures may be registered as dependent procedures.

Reason:

You have tried to make a non-install type procedure a dependent procedure.

Action:

None.
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SDG001046
Corrupt or incompatible MSI-file.

Reason:

Your attempt to register an MSI-file in the library did not provide a path to a true MSI-file, or it is corrupt.

Action:

None.

SDG001047
MSI is not installed on this machine.

Reason:

An attempt to install an MSI-package on a target computer failed.

Action:

On Windows computers, you need MSI 1.1 support installed in order to install MSI-packages on the computer. On the
SD CD, under directory Redist, find the Win9x and WinNT directories. Select InstMSI and execute that file to enable MSI
support.

SDG001054
This operation only works on the same type of items.

Reason:

An attempt to select the shortcut menu option Permissions for an incompatible choice of selected folders and objects
failed. For instance, you cannot select a computer and a computer group and then select Permissions. It is also not
possible to select a software item and software group.

Action:

None.

SDG001058
Warning! Deleting a job item (Container, Job or Job Container Target) under the Renewals folder will cause the
renew status populated to the original job items to be reverted. Do you want to continue?

Reason:

You have selected Delete for an item under the Renewals folder of a Job Container - Job Container or a Job (in Job view),
or Job Container or a Job Container Target (in Target view). If you continue the operation, status populated from this item
to the original job items will be reverted.

Action:

Select Yes to fulfill the operation or select No to cancel it.

SDG001059
An administrative MSI installation must be pointed out via a UNC path.

Reason:
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When you register an MSI-package and check the Administrative installation box, the path to the package must be a
UNC-path.

Action:

None.

SDG001060
Reminder: Do not forget to setup read and execute access rights to the UNC path for all computers and users on
the network. For NT servers it is also necessary to add a NULL-session share. Please refer to the help how to do
this.

Reason:

When you register an MSI-package and check the Administrative installation box, the path to the package must be a
UNC-path. Furthermore, if the package path is not under the share MSILIB, which is automatically created by Software
Delivery, a share has to be set up with read and execute access rights for all users on the network.

Action:

None.

SDG001061
One or more jobs were not created. The Job Container has not been sealed.

Reason:

When setting up a job container, at least one of the jobs was not created. For example, another user simultaneously
removed one of the software items involved. Or the user setting up the job container does not have execute rights on an
item procedure used. The job container was not sealed.

Action:

Check the contents of the job container to find out which of the jobs involved was not set up.

SDG001063
NOTE: The normal way to remove a delivered item is to schedule a removal job. You should only delete the
delivery if the item has been removed at the Scalability Server's Staging Library. Do you want to delete the
selected items?

Reason:

An item has been delivered to the library of the scalability server of the domain manager you are exploring. You have tried
to delete this item manually and not by selecting Schedule removal job in its shortcut menu.

Action:

Only delete the library item manually when the physical item has been removed.

SDG001072
No jobs that could be recovered were found.

Reason:

This message appears if you right-click a job container and select recover in its context menu, but there are no jobs that
can be recovered in the job container.
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Action:

None.

SDG001073
No jobs that could be renewed were found.

Reason:

This message appears if you right-click a job container and select renew in its context menu, but there are no jobs that
can be renewed in the job container.

The cause of this behavior could be due to refresh problems, for example, that the jobs that could be renewed have
already been ordered to be renewed from another DSM Explorer, and executed OK, before you finish ordering Renew by
clicking the OK button.

Action:

None.

SDG001081
You can drop/paste only one MSI file to register an MSI package.

Reason:

An attempt was made to drop or paste more than a single MSI-file when registering an MSI package.

Action:

Retry the registration attempt with a single MSI-file.

SDG001082
The file/directory file_name is not recognized as a known software package type.

Reason:

An attempt was made to make a registration in the library by dropping a file or directory onto the library icon. The attempt
failed, since the file, or directory, was not recognized as a known software package type.

Action:

Retry the registration attempt with a valid software package type.

SDG001083
The file [set the File Name variable] is not recognized as a valid WinCE Application Manager file.

Reason:

An attempt was made to register a file in the library, while registering a WinCE package. The attempt failed, since the file
was not recognized as a valid WinCE Application Manager .ini file.

Action:

Retry the registration attempt with a valid WinCE Application Manager .ini file.
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SDG001084
The path to the MSI file can not be retrieved in design mode. Please browse for the file.

Reason:

This message appears, for example, if you add an install procedure for an MSI-package, or create a new procedure, or
look at the properties of a procedure for an MSI-package.

Action:

This message is followed by a new dialog, Open, where you can browse to the MSI-file before continuing. Select the
proper MSI-file and the Add Install Procedures dialog will open.

SDG001085
Error performing administrative installation.

Reason:

This message is followed by an MSI message number. Look up that number on the page MSI Messages in this guide.

Action:

Depending on the MSI message details.

SDG001087
It is not allowed to move an item from a system folder.

Reason:

An attempt to move an item from a system folder, such as All Software or All Computers and Users on a domain manager,
failed, since this operation is not allowed.

Action:

None.

SDG001092
Job can not be setup because the selected procedure_name procedure is not defined for software: item_name
item_version

Reason:

While working with the DSM Explorer in the Computer, Installations folder, you have invoked the context menu for a
software item. The procedure you try to invoke, by choosing Schedule Activate Job (or Schedule Configure / Uninstall
Job) and selecting a procedure from the list, can no longer be used.

Action:

Check further what happened with the registered procedures for the software item.

SDG001093
The Delivery time must be less than or equal to the Activation time.

Reason:
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When you define a job container, or job, you set delivery and activation data and time. This message is received if the
delivery time is set to be greater than the activation time.

Action:

Define delivery and activation times that adapt to the condition that the delivery time must be less than or equal to the
activation time.

SDG001094
The Activation time must be greater than or equal to the Delivery time.

Reason:

When you define a job container, or job, you set delivery and activation data and time. This message is received if the
activation time is set to be less than the delivery time.

Action:

Define delivery and activation times that adapt to the condition that the activation time must be greater than or equal to the
delivery time.

SDG001096
One or more jobs/deliveries has specified a job timeout that is greater than the maximum allowed (no_of_days
days, %d hours).

Reason:

On the Job options tab, you tried to set a job time-out value that is greater than the maximum allowed, when setting up a
job or delivery.

The maximum value is given by the parameter MaxActivationTime in section CentralServer for an enterprise manager,
and in section DomainManager for a domain manager, in comstore.

Action:

Change the job time-out setting to a smaller value that is allowed (or increase the maximum that is allowed by increasing
MaxActivationTime, which by default is 168 hours).

SDG001097
One or more jobs/deliveries has specified a job timeout that is less than the minimum allowed (%d days, %d
hours).

Reason:

On the Job options tab, you tried to set a Job time-out value that is less than the minimum allowed, when setting up a job
or delivery.

The minimum value is given by the parameter MinActivationTime in section itrm/usd/manager of the comstore.

Action:

Change the job timeout setting to a greater value that is allowed (or decrease the minimum that is allowed by decreasing
MinActivationTime, which by default is 3 hours).

SDG001098
One or more jobs has specified a prompt timeout that is greater than the job timeout!
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Reason:

When setting up a job or delivery, on the Job options tab you tried to set a Prompt timeout value that is greater than the
Job time-out value set on the same tab. This is not allowed.

Action:

Change the prompt timeout to a smaller value, less than or equal to the job time-out.

SDG001099
The specified job timeout is greater than the maximum allowed (%d days, %d hours). Due to this, defaults have
not been set.

Reason:

When setting up a job or delivery, on the Job options tab you tried to set a Job time-out value that is greater than the
maximum allowed. Furthermore, you selected the Set as default button, which caused this message to appear.

The maximum value is given by the parameter MaxActivationTime in section itrm/usd/manager of the comstore.

Action:

Change the job time-out setting to a smaller value that is allowed (or increase the maximum that is allowed by increasing
MaxActivationTime, which by default is 168 hours) before retrying the operation.

SDG001100
The specified job timeout is less than the minimum allowed (%d days, %d hours). Due to this, defaults have not
been set.

Reason:

When setting up a job or delivery, on the Job options tab you tried to set a Job time-out value that is less than the
minimum allowed. Furthermore, you selected the Set as default button, which caused this message to appear.

The minimum value is given by the parameter MinActivationTime in section itrm/usd/manager of the comstore.

Action:

Change the job time-out setting to a greater value that is allowed (or decrease the minimum that is allowed by decreasing
MinActivationTime, which by default is 3 hours) before retrying the operation.

SDG001101
Value is out of range. Enter a value between %Id and %Id.

Reason:

This message occurs, for example, in the Task wizards. You have entered a value outside the allowed range.

Action:

The message details the allowed range. Enter a new value.

SDG001102
Value is out of range. Enter a value greater than or equal to lower limit.

Reason:
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This message occurs, for example, in the Task wizards. You have tried to enter a value that is too small.

Action:

The message details the lower limit for the parameter that you tried to change. Enter a new value that is greater than or
equal to this value.

SDG001103
Value is out of range. Enter a value less than or equal to upper limit.

Reason:

This message occurs, for example, in the Task wizards. You have entered a value that is too large.

Action:

The message details the upper limit for the parameter that you tried to change. Enter a new value that is less than or
equal to this value.

SDG001104
Invalid value. Enter a numerical value.

Reason:

This message could occur for example in the Task wizards. You have tried to enter a non-numerical value.

Action:

Retry the action but provide a numerical value.

SDG001105
The field cannot be empty.

Reason:

You have tried to progress in an operation, for example in the Task wizards, but left a field that requires a value empty.

Action:

Fill in a value in the field and continue.

SDG001106
Invalid IP range entered.

Reason:

This message occurs, for example, in the Deployment wizard if you selected to deploy agents but provided an IP range
that is not valid.

Action:

Retry the action but provide a valid IP range.

SDG001110
This will cancel the wizard. Are you sure?
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Reason:

This message occurs in the Deploy agents wizard, if you select any other task, thus indicating that you are about to leave
the wizard.

Action:

Click Yes to leave the wizard, No to continue in the wizard, and Help to see this message.

SDG001112
The software: name:version is archived and cannot be distributed.

Reason:

You have tried to add an order to register software in a distribution container on the enterprise manager. This is not
possible for the current software item, since it is archived.

Action:

Either restore the software item and then retry the operation or do not retry to add the registration order in the distribution
container.

SDG001113
The Job Container Name cannot be empty.

Reason:

You have tried to create a job container without providing it with a name.

Action:

Supply a name and click OK to finish the creation of the new job container or cancel the operation.

SDG001117
Windows explorer files/folders cannot be dropped on a volume file item under a software. Please drop the files/
folders in an empty area of the list or on a folder item.

Reason:

You have tried to execute a drag-and-drop operation, where the source files, or folders, were selected using the Windows
Explorer. The files were dropped on a selected file in the Source folder of a library item.

Action:

Select a folder in Source or click on an empty spot in the right pane of Source when you execute the drop operation. You
can also use copy-and-paste instead.

SDG001120
NOTE: If you detach the Job Execution Calendar from the selected group, it will be detached from all Computers/
Users in the group, do you wish to continue?

Reason:

This message appears as a warning when you select Detach for Job Execution Calendar for a computer group. You have
the option to detach the Calendar in which case the Calendar will be detached for all Computers / Users in the group.

Action:
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Select Yes to detach the Calendar for all Computers / Users in the group. Select No to cancel the operation.

SDG001121
Registration failed: Additional message.

Reason:

Registration in the library of an SXP, PKG, PIF or RPM software package failed. An additional message is provided to
further detail the situation.

Action:

Use the additional message to try to find the reason for the failure. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDG001122
Registration failed: Message number.

Reason:

Registration in the library of an SXP, PKG, PIF or RPM software package failed. An additional message number is
provided.

Action:

Use the additional message number to try to find the reason for the failure. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SDG001123
A Windows API function returned error Windows return code. Windows error message.

Reason:

Registration in the library of an SXP, PKG, PIF, or RPM software package failed. A Windows return code and a Windows
error message are provided.

Action:

Use the Windows return code and error message to try to find the reason for the failure. If the error persists, contact
Technical Support.

SDG001127
No jobs were set up because no available or suitable software/procedures were found.

Reason:

You have dragged, or copied and pasted, a software or procedures group that did not contain any software package or
appropriate procedure to a target or a target group.

This message cannot appear for a single software item, because an install procedure must be registered for the software
item before it can be sealed and used for setting up jobs.

Action:

Click OK in the message pop-up. Verify that the software, or procedures, group that you used contains appropriate
software or procedures. If not, add the software packages or procedures that you want to use and retry the operation.
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SDG001130
One or more jobs require user parameters.

Reason:

You selected OK in the job setup dialog without specifying any user parameters. The selected procedure requires user
parameters.

Action:

The jobs in error will be selected in the Job Order list and the User parameters field will have focus. Specify the user
parameters and select OK in the Setup Jobs dialog.

SDG001131
Jobs cannot be set up with default settings because one or more jobs require user parameters. The job setup
dialog will be displayed.

Reason:

You have set up jobs using default settings, but one or more of the jobs require user parameters. The Setup Jobs dialog
will be displayed to enable you to provide user parameters.

Furthermore, you have configured Software Delivery to prompt for user parameters and require a value (the DWORD
registry entry HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\ComputerAssociates\SDEGC3.0\Settings\ PromptUserParameters has
value 2).

Action:

Supply the user parameters and click OK in the Setup Jobs dialog.

SDG001132
Software Delivery registration information was found in conjunction with the MSI package. Register the package
using the register SD-package method.

Reason:

You have tried to use the Register MSI Wizard. You cannot continue because Software Delivery registration information,
reginfo, is present in conjunction with the MSI package.

Action:

Check the library to see if the package has already been registered. If that is not the case, right-click on the library folder
and select Register, SD-package.

SDG001133
You have selected an existing Job Container with existing jobs and the new jobs will be added to this list
according to their activation times.

Reason:

On a domain manager, you have selected an existing job container (in the Name scroll box) in the Set up Jobs dialog.

On an enterprise manager, you have selected an existing job container (in the Job Container scroll box) in the Set up Job
Order dialog.

In both cases, the Job Order list on the Jobs tab will only display the new jobs.
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NOTE
Check Do not show this message again to suppress this message.

Action:

On a domain manager, it is recommended that you do not check Seal and Evaluate Job Container. After you have set
delivery and activation times, procedure, and all Procedure and Job options. When you are done, open the Job Container
again, using the Properties command in its context menu, select the Jobs tab in the Job Container Properties dialog,
decide if you want to change delivery and activation times for any or all of the jobs in the list, and if you want to seal and
evaluate, and possibly activate, the job container before selecting OK.

On an enterprise manager, you must decide whether or not to set the delivery and activation times, together with
procedure and all Procedure and Job options. When you are done, open the job container in the distribution container
again, using the Properties command in its context menu, select the Jobs tab in the Job Container Order Properties
dialog, and decide if you want to change delivery and activation times for any or all of the jobs in the list. When you have
selected OK, decide if you want to send the distribution container now.

SDG001134
This package cannot be auto registered. Use the MSI wizard to register the package.

Reason:

You have tried to copy and paste, or drag-and-drop, an MSI package into the Library. This was not accepted.

Action:

Use the MSI wizard, since it is required to set specific options for this package. For example, an MSI file is not enough.
You need at least an .exe file as well, for example, setup.exe.

SDG001135
Error when applying transform %s.

Reason:

An error occurred when the named transform was applied. This could be, for example, due to the following: the transform
does not exist, it is not compatible with the software item, or multiple transforms were applied but they are not compatible
with each other.

Action:

Investigate the transform closer.

SDG001136
Error while reading file. The file may not be a valid MSI .ini-file.

Reason:

An error occurred. The file that was to be a valid MSI .ini-file could be something else. For example, maybe it does not
have the proper sections (MSI, MST, Options, Display). At least one of these sections has to be present in the .ini-file.

Action:

Investigate the MSI .ini-file.
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SDG001137
Transform(s) has changed, resetting feature selection to default state.

Reason:

An applied transform changed the feature state, resetting it to the default state. The selected transform could be
incompatible with the feature state you want.

Action:

Investigate Features under Properties for the file tab of the appropriate procedure. Is the feature state the wanted one? Is
the transform the proper one?

SDG001139
There was a problem trying to fetch the Service Desk templates to this Server. The integration cannot be
accomplished at this time. A common cause of this error is that the Service Desk Service is not running on its
machine. Please try again later.

Reason:

The Service Desk templates could not be fetched to this Software Delivery manager. Therefore, the integration between
Software Delivery and Service Desk could not be accomplished at this time.

Action:

Check that the Service Desk Server service and Daemon Server are running. Try the integration again. If the error
persists, contact Technical Support.

SDG001140
Asset Management application registration failed: error_message.

Reason:

A registration with Asset Management has failed. Further reason is provided by the error message, error_message, that is
provided by Asset Management.

Action:

Take action depending on the error message supplied by Asset Management.

SDG001141
Warning: one or more jobs require user parameters. Do you want to continue with the default settings and use an
empty string as user parameter? Choosing no will display the job setup dialogs.

Reason:

You are trying to set up jobs, where at least one of them requires user parameters, which have not been supplied.

Furthermore, you have configured Software Delivery to prompt for user parameters and not require a value (the DWORD
registry entry HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\ComputerAssociates\SDEGC3.0\Settings\ PromptUserParameters has
value 1).

Action:

Click Yes to continue job setup with default settings, using an empty string as user parameter. Click No to display the job
setup dialogs, where you can enter user parameters.
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SDG001142
You must select at least one target group.

Reason:

You did not select any items in the tree control.

Action:

Select an item by clicking in the check-box in front of the item.

SDG001143
You must select at least one software package, software group or procedure group.

Reason:

You did not select any items in the tree control.

Action:

Select an item by clicking in the check box in front of the item.

SDG001144
You must select at least one domain group.

Reason:

You did not select any items in the tree control.

Action:

Select an item by clicking in the checkbox in front of the item.

SDG001145
You have not entered a job name! Click on Yes if the system should assign a name based on the selected targets
and the current date and time.

Reason:

A Software Job must have a name.

Action:

Click on Yes to proceed or click on No to enter a name.

SDG001146
You must enter a name for the policy.

Reason:

A Software Policy must have a name.

Action:

Please enter a name.
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SDG001147
You must select at least one Scalability Server or Group.

Reason:

You didn't select any items in the tree control.

Action:

Select an item by clicking in the check-box in front of the item.

SDG001148
You must select at least one software package or software group.

Reason:

You didn't select any items in the tree control.

Action:

Select an item by clicking in the check-box in front of the item.

SDG001149
You must select at least one domain group.

Reason:

You didn't select any items in the tree control.

Action:

Select an item by clicking in the check-box in front of the item.

SDG001150
You have not entered a job name! Click on Yes if the system should assign a name based on the selected
Scalability Servers and the current date and time.

Reason:

A Software Job must have a name.

Action:

Click on Yes to proceed or click on No to enter a name.

SDG001153
You must select a target group.

Reason:

You didn't select an item in the tree control.

Action:

Select a single item by clicking on it.
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SDG001154
You must select at least one software package or software group.

Reason:

You didn't select any items in the tree control.

Action:

Select an item by clicking in the check-box in front of the item.

SDG001155
You must enter a name for the Catalog Group.

Reason:

A Catalog Group must have a name.

Action:

Enter a name.

SDG001156
You have specified a date and time which is less than the current one. Please specify a new date and time.

Reason:

It is not allowed to schedule a job with a date and time previous from the initial time.

Action:

Specify a new date and time.

SDG001157
You must select a software group or procedure group with contents.

Reason:

You have selected a group with no accessible contents.

Action:

Make a new selection.

SDG001158
Operation is not allowed as you don't have access to the Software Package Library.

Reason:

This operation requires access to the Software Package Library root node. The security is set-up to deny access for your
user account.

Action:

Contact the security administrator.
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SDG001159
Operation is not allowed as you don't have access to the Software Jobs.

Reason:

This operation requires access to the Software Jobs root node. The security is set-up to deny access for your user
account.

Action:

Please contact the security administrator.

SDG001160
Operation is not allowed as you don't have access to the Software Policies.

Reason:

This operation requires access to the Software Policies root node. The security is set-up to deny access for your user
account.

Action:

Please contact the security administrator.

SDG001161
Operation is not allowed as you don't have access to the Software Distributions.

Reason:

This operation requires access to the Software Distributions root node. The security is set-up to deny access for your user
account.

Action:

Please contact the security administrator.

SDG001162
The program: name:version needs to be sealed before use.

Reason:

You are trying to use an unsealed library item in an operation that requires that the library item is sealed first.

Action:

If you want to use this item, then you should add source files and procedures and then seal the library item before you try
this operation again.

SDG001163
There are no installations to activate/configure or uninstall in this group

Reason:

No programs have been installed into this group.

Action:
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To activate or configure or uninstall, you must first install a program into this group.

SDG001164
The file can not be read in text format. Operation was aborted.

Reason:

The file contains characters that can’t be interpreted and displayed using the built-in editor.

Action:

Export the package and open the file with an appropriate editor.

SDG001165
Failed to query status for the Delivery Engine: “<Caf Api message>”.

Reason:

The GUI failed to retrieve status for the selected Delivery Engine. The <Caf Api-message> details the reason.

Action:

Please refer to the message-help in the Caf Api Return Code Help section.

SDG001166
Unable to initialize CAF api: “<Caf Api message>”.

Reason:

The GUI failed to initialize the Caf Api. The <Caf Api-message> details the reason.

Action:

Please refer to the message-help in the Caf Api Return Code Help section.

SDG001167
Unable to locate the CAF api (cfCafApi.dll): “<Caf Api message>”.

Reason:

The GUI failed to load the Caf Api DLL. The <Caf Api-message> details the reason.

Action:

See the message help in the Caf Api Return Code Help section.

SDG001168
A Catalog Group that was already linked to the selected Asset Group was found. The name of this Catalog Group
is: group_name. Do you want to publish the selected Software Packages to this group instead of creating a new
Catalog Group?

Reason:

To avoid creating unnecessary Catalog Groups, the DSM Explorer asks if the Software should be published to an existing
Catalog Group.
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Action:

Click on Yes to publish the Software into the existing Catalog Group. Click on No to create a new Catalog Group.

SDG001169
Targeting the "All Computers" or "All User Profiles" group could potentially cause devastating results. Do you
want to continue?

Reason:

This is a safeguard message to prevent setting up a Software Job to all computers in a Domain.

Action:

Setting up a job to all computers in a Domain is a powerful operation.

Be aware that the payload put on the DSM infrastructure and the network may be very high and have an impact on other
operations.

You should only click Yes if you are absolutely certain.

SDG001170
The product is currently restricted to delivering CA software only. You may enable full functionality by clicking
the 'Yes' button below.

Once enabled you may try out the product's full functionality without a licence for a period of 30 days.

To continue using the product's full functionality after this time an appropriate license must be applied.

Do you wish to enable full functionality?

Reason:

See Message Text.

Action:

Select Yes or No.

SDG001171
The selected Catalog Group is already linked to an Asset Group. Do you want to re-link the Catalog to a new
Asset Group?

Reason:

See Message Text.

Action:

Select Yes or No.

SDG004012
Corrupt or incomplete Virtual Application Image

Reason:

The path you have supplied does not point to a valid Virtual Application Image.
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Action:

Please enter a valid path.

SDG004013
You should select only one former virtual application staging package.

Reason:

You have selected more than one item in the tree control.

Action:

Please select exactly one virtual application staging package. This package must include a previous version of the virtual
application image that you are importing.

SDG004018
You must select a former virtual application staging package.

Reason:

You did not select any items in the tree control.

Action:

Please select exactly one virtual application staging package. This package must include a previous version of the virtual
application image that you are importing.

SDG004019
You have selected wrong package.

Reason:

You have not selected a virtual application staging package or the name of the package does not match with the virtual
application.

Action:

Please select exactly one virtual application staging package. This package must include a previous version of the virtual
application image that you are importing.

SDG004021
Package with same name already registered in SD Library.

Reason:

The software cannot be registered in the SD software library because another item with the same name exists in the
library.

Action:

If the items are not identical, give the software that is to be registered another name.

MSI Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.
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MSI Messages

MSI000001
Install check: product is not installed.

Reason:

The product is not installed on the target computer.

Action:

None.

MSI000002
Uninstall check: product is installed.

Reason:

The product is installed on the target computer.

Action:

None.

MSI000087
One of the parameters was invalid.

Reason:

The Windows Installer detected an invalid parameter.

Action:

Check the parameters in the procedure used.

MSI000112
There is not enough space on the disk.

Reason:

You tried to run a job involving an MSI package and there was not enough free hard disk space on the target computer.

Action:

Free up some space, or change the procedure of the MSI package, if possible, to install on a partition with more free disk
space.

MSI000123
The filename, directory name, or volume label syntax is incorrect.

Reason:

This message could appear if a job is run with characters not recognized by the MS Installer.

Action:

Check that filename, directory name, or volume label syntax (if used) is correct in the procedure used for the job.
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MSI001601
The Windows Installer service could not be accessed.

Reason:

The Windows Installer service could not be accessed.

Action:

Verify that the Windows Installer service is properly registered. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

MSI001602
User cancelled the installation.

Reason:

The target user cancelled the installation.

Action:

None.

MSI001603
Fatal error during installation.

Reason:

A fatal error occurred during the installation.

Action:

Determine in detail what happened. Check the log file in the Output file tab in the Job Target Properties dialog. It is
possible that the target's user has insufficient privileges for changing registry keys and replacing system files. An
administrator can configure privileges by using the Group Policy Editor on Windows 2000 or by using the System Policy
Editor on Windows 9x or Windows NT. If possible, correct the error. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

MSI001604
Installation suspended, incomplete.

Reason:

The installation was suspended and is not complete.

Action:

Determine in detail what happened. For example, check the log file in the Output file tab in the Job Target Properties
dialog. If possible, correct the error. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

MSI001605
This action is only valid for products that are currently installed.

Reason:

An attempt to execute an action was made, but the action is only valid for products that are currently installed.

Action:
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None.

MSI001606
Feature ID not registered.

Reason:

An MSI feature ID was not registered on the target computer.

Action:

Determine in detail what happened. For example, check the log file in the Output file tab in the Job Target Properties
dialog. If possible, correct the error. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

MSI001607
Component ID not registered.

Reason:

An MSI component ID was not registered on the target computer.

Action:

Determine in detail what happened. For example, check the log file in the Output file tab in the Job Target Properties
dialog. If possible, correct the error. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

MSI001608
Unknown property.

Reason:

An unknown MSI property was encountered on the target computer.

Action:

Determine in detail what happened. For example, check the log file in the Output file tab in the Job Target Properties
dialog. If possible, correct the error. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

MSI001609
Handle is in an invalid state.

Reason:

A handle was in an invalid state on the target computer.

Action:

Determine in detail what happened. For example, check the log file in the Output file tab in the Job Target Properties
dialog. If possible, correct the error. If the error persists, contact Technical Support

MSI001610
The configuration data for this product is corrupt.

Reason:
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The configuration data for this product is corrupt.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

MSI001611
Component qualifier not present.

Reason:

An MSI component qualifier is not present.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

MSI001612
The installation source for this product is not available.

Reason:

The installation source for this product is not available.

Action:

Verify that the source exists and that you can access it.

MSI001613
The installation package cannot be installed by the Windows Installer service.

Reason:

The installation package cannot be installed by the Windows Installer service.

Action:

You must install a Windows service pack that contains a newer version of the Windows Installer service.

MSI001614
Product is uninstalled.

Reason:

The product is uninstalled.

Action:

None.

MSI001615
SQL query syntax invalid or unsupported.

Reason:

The SQL query syntax used was invalid or unsupported.
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Action:

Determine in detail what happened. For example, check the log file in the Output file tab in the Job Target Properties
dialog. If possible, correct the error. If the error persists, contact Technical Support

MSI001616
Record field does not exist.

Reason:

A record field does not exist.

Action:

Determine in detail what happened. For example, check the log file in the Output file tab in the Job Target Properties
dialog. If possible, correct the error. If the error persists, contact Technical Support

MSI001618
Another installation is already in progress.

Reason:

This installation could not start since another installation is already in progress.

Action:

Complete the preceding installation before proceeding with this install.

MSI001619
The installation package could not be opened.

Reason:

An error occurred when the installation package should have opened.

Action:

Verify that the package exists and that you can access it. Otherwise, contact the application vendor to verify that this
is a valid Windows Installer package. Note that in order to do a Network Install or Advertise, there must be a prior
Administrative installation.

MSI001620
The installation package could not be opened.

Reason:

An error occurred when the installation package should have opened.

Action:

Contact the application vendor to verify that this is a valid Windows Installer package.

MSI001621
There was an error starting the Windows Installer service user interface.
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Reason:

An error occurred when the Windows Installer service user interface should have started.

Action:

Determine in detail what happened. For example, check the log file in the Output file tab in the Job Target Properties
dialog. If possible, correct the error. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

MSI001622
Error opening installation log file.

Reason:

An error occurred when the installation log file should have opened.

Action:

Determine in detail what happened. For example, check the log file in the Output file tab in the Job Target Properties
dialog. Verify that the specified log file location exists and you can write to it.

MSI001623
The language of this installation package is not supported by your system.

Reason:

The target system does not support the language of the installation package.

Action:

None.

MSI001624
Error applying transforms.

Reason:

An error occurred when applying MSI transforms.

Action:

Determine in detail what happened. For example, check the log file in the Output file tab in the Job Target Properties
dialog. Verify that the specified transform paths are valid.

MSI001625
The installation is forbidden by system policy.

Reason:

The installation is forbidden by Windows system policy.

Action:

Determine in detail what happened. For example, check the log file in the Output file tab in the Job Target Properties
dialog. Then contact your system administrator.
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MSI001626
Function could not be executed.

Reason:

A required MSI function could not be executed.

Action:

Determine in detail what happened. For example, check the log file in the Output file tab in the Job Target Properties
dialog. Then contact Technical Support.

MSI001627
Function failed during execution.

Reason:

A required MSI function failed during execution.

Action:

Determine in detail what happened. For example, check the log file in the Output file tab in the Job Target Properties
dialog. Then contact Technical Support.

MSI001628
Invalid or unknown table specified.

Reason:

An invalid or unknown table was specified.

Action:

Determine in detail what happened. For example, check the log file in the Output file tab in the Job Target Properties
dialog. Then contact Technical Support.

MSI001629
Data supplied is the wrong type.

Reason:

The data that was supplied was of the wrong type.

Action:

Determine in detail what happened. For example, check the log file in the Output file tab in the Job Target Properties
dialog. Then contact Technical Support.

MSI001630
Data of this type is not supported.

Reason:

Data was encountered of a type that is not supported.

Action:
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Determine in detail what happened. For example, check the log file in the Output file tab in the Job Target Properties
dialog. Then contact Technical Support.

MSI001631
The Windows Installer service failed to start.

Reason:

The Windows Installer service failed to start.

Action:

Determine in detail what happened. For example, check the log file in the Output file tab in the Job Target Properties
dialog. Then contact Technical Support.

MSI001632
The temp folder is either full or inaccessible.

Reason:

The temporary folder is either full or inaccessible.

Action:

Determine in detail what happened. For example, check the log file in the Output file tab in the Job Target Properties
dialog. Verify that the temp folder exists and that you can write to it.

MSI001633
The installation package is not supported on this platform.

Reason:

The current installation package is not supported on the current platform.

Action:

Ensure that the current platform can support the installation package. If the problem persists, contact your application
vendor.

MSI001634
Component not used on this machine.

Reason:

A reference was made to a component that is not used on the target computer.

Action:

Determine in detail what happened. For example, check the log file in the Output file tab in the Job Target Properties
dialog. Then contact Technical Support.

MSI001635
The patch package could not be opened.

Reason:
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The patch package could not be opened.

Action:

Verify that the patch package exists and that you can access it. Otherwise, contact the application vendor to verify that this
is a valid Windows Installer patch package.

MSI001636
The patch package could not be opened.

Reason:

The patch package could not be opened.

Action:

Contact the application vendor to verify that this is a valid Windows Installer patch package.

MSI001637
The patch package cannot be processed by the Windows Installer service.

Reason:

The Windows Installer service cannot process the patch package.

Action:

You must install a Windows service pack that contains a newer version of the Windows Installer service.

MSI001638
Another version of this product is already installed. Installation of this version cannot continue.

Reason:

Installation of the current version cannot continue, since another version of this product is already installed.

Action:

To configure or remove the existing version of this product, use Add/Remove Programs on the Control Panel.

MSI001639
Invalid command line argument.

Reason:

An invalid command line argument was provided.

Action:

Consult the Windows Installer SDK for detailed command line help.

MSI001640
Installation from a Terminal Server client session not permitted for current user.

Reason:
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An attempt to install from a Terminal Server client session was made but is not permitted for the current user.

Action:

None.

MSI001641
The installer has started a reboot.

Reason:

The installer has started a reboot. This error code is not available on Windows Installer Version 1.0.

Action:

None.

MSI001642
The installer cannot install the upgrade patch.

Reason:

The installer cannot install the upgrade patch because the program being upgraded may be missing, or the upgrade patch
updates a different version of the program.

Action:

Verify that the program to be upgraded exists on your computer and that you have the correct upgrade patch. This error
code is not available on Windows Installer Version 1.0.

MSI001643
The patch package is not allowed by system policy.

Reason:

A system policy for the target system does not permit the patch package.

Action:

Check and correct system policy values for the target system. Investigate, for example, AllowLockdownPatch and
DisablePatch.

MSI001644
One or more customizations are not permitted by system policy.

Reason:

A system policy for the target system does not permit one or more customizations.

Action:

Check and correct system policy values for the target system.

MSI003010
A reboot is required to complete the install.
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Reason:

This does not include installs where the ForceReboot action is run. This error code is not available on Windows Installer
Version 1.0.

Action:

Execute the reboot.

MSI010401
[IS0401]String variable is not large enough for string.

Reason:

An attempt was made to copy a text string into a string variable. The text string was larger than the length declared for that
string variable.

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Check the declared length of the string variable. Increase the length to the maximum allowed value.

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI011150
[IS1150]Setup has detected an incompatible version of Windows.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Relaunch setup on Windows 9x, Windows NT 4.0 or later. Windows Installer is compatible with Windows NT 4.0 and later,
and Windows 9x. Check your version of Windows and upgrade if necessary.

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI011151
[IS1151]Error writing to the temporary location.

Reason:

In order to write to the temporary location, the environment variable TEMP must be set.

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:
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Verify that Temp folder exists and has enough disk space to accommodate the setup. If there are files in the Temp folder,
delete them and rerun setup.exe.

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI011152
[IS1152]Error extracting file to the temporary location.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Check to see that you are able to write to the Temp folder. If the Temp folder is valid, there may be corrupted files in the
setup. Check the files to ensure that none of them is corrupt and rerun setup.exe.

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI011153
[IS1153]Error reading setup initialization file.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

The Setup.ini file must be located in the same folder as setup.exe. If it is not, move Setup.ini to that location.

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI011154
[IS1154]Installer not found.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

The Windows Installer may not have been properly installed, or you may have an older version. Reinstall it, if necessary.

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
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Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI011155
[IS1155]MSI file not found.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Make sure the .msi file exists. If so, make sure it is located in the same folder as setup.exe.

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI011156
[IS1156]Internal error in Windows Installer. Windows Installer was unsuccessfully installed.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Run the InstMsiW.exe file, for Windows NT and 2000, or InstMsiA.exe file, for Windows 9x, to reinstall.

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI011157
[IS1157]Failed to launch Msiexec.exe.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Make sure that you distribute the correct version, or versions, of Windows Installer for the target platform. Check the
syntax on your Msiexec.exe command-line arguments.

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.
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MSI011158
[IS1158]Error populating strings.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Verify that all strings in Setup.ini and in any language-specific INI files in the Disk1 folder (such as 0x0409.ini) are valid.

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI011201
[IS1201]Setup needs more free disk space.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Free up some space and try again. There is insufficient disk space in your target location. Make sure that there is at least
10 MB of free space in the drive where the setup is to install.

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI011202
[IS1202]You do not have sufficient privileges to complete this installation for all users of the machine.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Log on as an administrator and then retry the installation. In Windows NT and 2000, you must have administrative rights
to complete this installation.

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI011203
[IS1203]Invalid command-line parameters.
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Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Check the command-line statement used to launch setup.exe.

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI011207
[IS1207]Wrong Windows Installer version.

Reason:

This is an older version of Windows Installer.

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

In Windows 2000 and later, Windows Installer is installed by default. If the version of Windows Installer is an old version,
this error is retrieved.

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI011208
[IS1208]ANSI code page for <language> is not installed on the system and therefore setup cannot run in the
selected language.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Run the setup and select another language, or install the correct language code page on the computer and rerun the
setup.

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI011603
[IS1603]General Windows Installer engine error.

Reason:
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This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Increase DiskSpace requirement in Setup.ini and try again. Reinstall Windows Installer by running InstMsiW.exe (for
Windows NT or 2000) or InstMsiA.exe (for Windows 9x).

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI011607
[IS1607]Unable to install InstallShield Scripting Runtime.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Run the InstallScript engine installer ISScript.msi by itself and check for any errors returned.

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI011608
[IS1608]Unable to create InstallDriver instance.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Reinstall the InstallScript engine by running ISScript.msi.

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI011611
[IS1611]Unable to extract a file.

Reason:

This error occurs when a file compressed inside setup.exe cannot be extracted.

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.
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Action:

Verify that there is sufficient disk space available in the Temp folder (or, if not, in the Windows or WinNT folder), and that
Setup can write to these folders.

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI011614
[IS1614]An error occurred while downloading the file [set the File Name variable].

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

If the URL is incorrect, enter the correct URL. If the URL is correct, verify that an active Internet connection is available.

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI011621
[IS1621]Failed to verify signature of a file.

Reason:

The file was downloaded, but the signature could not be verified.

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

The file may be corrupted, it might have been signed by a different company than the one that originally signed it, or it
might not be signed. Verify that the file Wintrust.dll exists on the target system.

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI011627
[IS1627]Unable to save file.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:
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Ensure that the specified file does not already exist, and that the target system has sufficient hard drive space.

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI011628
[IS1628]Failed to complete script based install.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI011629
[IS1629]Invalid command line.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Check the command-line statements that are used to launch setup.exe.

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI011919
[IS1919]Error configuring ODBC data source.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

A file does not exist or is not accessible during ODBC data source configuration. Computers running Windows 9x do not
have the ODBC core. You need to install MDAC before installing any package with an ODBC driver.

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.
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MSI065483
[IS-53]Invalid option selected.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI065484
[IS-52]Cannot access the specified file or folder.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI065485
[IS-51]Cannot create the specified folder.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI065524
[IS-12]Dialog boxes are out of order.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:
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Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI065525
[IS-11]Unknown error during setup.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI065526
[IS-10]Data type is invalid.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI065527
[IS-9]Not a valid list type (string or number).

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI065528
[IS-8]Invalid path to the InstallShield Silent response (.iss) file.

Reason:
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This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI065529
[IS-7]Unable to write to the log file.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI065530
[IS-6]Cannot write to the response file.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI065531
[IS-5]File does not exist.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.
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MSI065532
[IS-4]Not enough memory available / Invalid command line.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI065533
[IS-3]Required data not found in the Setup.iss file.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI065534
[IS-2]Invalid mode.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:

Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

MSI065535
[IS-1]General error.

Reason:

This message is generated for a package that was created with Install Shield as a "standard" MSI package. The error
code was received from setup.exe.

Action:
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Check the output tab for the job. To get extended logging, the box Verbose output should be checked for Log Level in the
Options tab in the Embedded file tab of the procedure used. If that is not the case, unseal the software, check the box
Verbose output for the relevant procedure and seal the software; or, create a new procedure, using Based On, with the
Verbose output box checked.

Logged Messages
These messages are generated by the Software Delivery manager and Agent, and placed in the Software Delivery Event
Logs. Logged messages are then sent to the product Console. Some, but not all, of these messages are also displayed
on the Software Delivery user's screen when the error or condition occurs.

Viewing Console Logs

You can view logged messages in the product Console. The product Console can be started as an enterprise
Management component that enables you to monitor system events as they occur. It can also be started from within
the Software Delivery Explorer by selecting Event Console.. on the file menu. This dialog displays time, node, user, and
message data.

When a Software Delivery event message is sent to the Console Log, it gets an additional prefix and an additional suffix.
The message structure changes to: prefix, message text, suffix.

Prefix

A prefix is added to each message, using the appropriate format:

%CASWD_C_xxxxxxxx for Windows NT or .CASWD_C_xxxxxxxx for Unix.

%CASWD or .CASWD This identifier is inserted to differentiate Software Delivery
messages from other messages appearing in the Console. This
information is extremely useful to the Console operator.

C This one-character classifier categorizes each message. Valid
values are:
E - Error
W - Warning
I - Information

NOTE
Messages that appear without a one-character classifier (those that appear with [_]) have been filtered out. For
example, 222000=[_]Background process Task Manager Local started.

The following mapping applies to each category for a given message and its classifier:

Indeterminate E
Critical E
Major E
Minor E
Warning W
Cleared I
Supervisory I
Record Keeping I

xxxxxxxx This value denotes the number associated with each message
listed here. The value can be up to eight characters in length.
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WARNING
If you receive a %CASWD_C_xxxxxxxx message and want to search this guide for additional information, you
should search for the xxxxxxxx logged message. For example, to search for message %CASWD_I_227100, you
should search for logged message 227100.

Message text

The message consists of the main message text underneath each message number. This one line message appears in
the Event Logs discussed previously.

Suffix

The suffix is added to each message to identify where in the system the event took place. This information is also
extremely useful to the Console operator.

For the domain manager: If the event originates in Computer COMP1 at an area and is then sent to the Console Log on
that domain manager, the suffix COMP1 is added. COMP2 is added if the event originates in Computer COMP2, and so
on. If you want to have messages from the domain managers presented at the enterprise Console Log, you must use
Event Management.

*User Data

This entry in the Console log (an example of which is shown following) is coupled to an entry in the Software Delivery log
of the originating domain manager.

Parameter ID Name
1 Item name: TestObject
2 Item version: 1.01
9999 User ID: TestUser

Following is another example of an entry in the Console log that is coupled to an entry in the Software Delivery log of the
originating domain manager.

Parameter ID Name
5 Computer name: MLI_NT 4PP
6 Computer LAN ID: 172.16.185.124
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Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Logged Messages

Logged Messages (1005 - 10000)

1717 Log Message

[E]SD Manager: Serious database error: database_error

Reason:

A serious error has occurred with the SD database.

Action:

Contact your system support engineer.

Logged Messages (200100 - 203175)

200100 Log Message

[I]Area area_id registered by user_id

Reason:

The area was registered. User that performs the operation: user_id

Action:

Informational only; no action required.
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200102 Log Message

[I]Area area_id information changed by user_id

Reason:

The information of the area has been changed.

User that performed the operation: user_id

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

200501 Log Message

Fetched item item_id removed by user_id

Reason:

Informational message only.

Action:

None.

200502 Log Message

Fetched item item_id successfully copied by user_id

Reason

Informational message only.

Action

None.

200512 Log Message

Fetched item item_id could not be copied by user_id - exception: name= exception_name comment= comment
location= location_id

Reason

Error message. The copy fails because of an internal error. See the message text for more information.

Action

Contact CA Technical Support.

200603 Log Message

[I__]Evaluation started for Computer Group group_id by user_id

Reason

Informational message only.

Action

None.
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200604 Log Message

[I__]Evaluation completed OK for Computer Group group_id. The group has group_members members and
group_exception exception members. Evaluation was ordered by user_id.

Reason

Informational message only.

Action

None.

200605 Log Message

[ER_]Evaluation failed with error cause error_cause for Computer Group group_id. Evaluation was ordered by
user_id.

Reason:

The evaluation was not successful. For more information, see the message text.

Action:

Informational only.

200606 Log Message

[ER_]Evaluation failed. An exception was caught: name= exception_name comment= comment location=
location_id

Reason:

An internal error has occurred. For more information, see the message text.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

200650 Log Message

[I__]Software Group group_id registered by user_id

Reason

Informational message only.

Action

None.

200651 Log Message

[I__]Software Group group_id deregistered by user_id

Reason

Informational message only.

Action

None.
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200652 Log Message

[I__]Software Group group_id information changed by user_id

Reason

Informational message only.

Action

None.

200665 Log Message

[ER_]Software Group group_id registration by user_id failed. Exception: name= exception_name comment=
comment location= location_id

Reason

Internal error.

Action

Contact CA Technical Support.

200666 Log Message

[ER_]Software Group group_id deregistration by user_id failed. Exception: name= exception_name comment=
exception_comment location= exception_comment_location

Reason

Internal error.

Action

Contact CA Technical Support.

200667 Log Message

[ER_]Change of Software Group group_id information by user_id failed. Exception: name= exception_name
comment=comment exception_comment location= exception_comment_location

Reason

Internal error.

Action

Contact CA Technical Support.

10000 Log Message

[E]Event used for debug/testing purposes - disk_drive

Reason:

Lack of disk space reported from computer: computer_name.

Disk disk_drive has only free_disk_space MB (free_space percent) of free space left.

The total size is total_disk_space MB.
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Action:

Check the log for the separate entry describing the actual event.

Logged Messages (204100 - 205103)

204100 Log Message

[E]No own area registered. User user_id - internal error.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact your system support engineer.

204101 Log Message

[E]More than one own area registered. User user_id - internal error.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact your system support engineer.

Logged Messages (220990 - 222093)

222006 Log Message

[W]Item item_name item_version could not be registered (via distribution). Name/version already used by some
other item in the library.

Reason:

The attempt to register (through distribution) an Item failed. Some other Item in the Library already uses the Product
name/version or the Item name/version you are providing. So it is interpreted as this Item is already in the library.

Action:

Check if the Product name/version or the Item name/version you are providing already exists in the library.

222010 Log Message

[I]Fetch item order with source path path_name successfully executed.

Reason:

Fetch Item has been executed successfully. The source path for the Fetch Item operation: path_name

Action:

Informational only; no action required.
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222011 Log Message

[E]Fetch item order failed. Erroneous source path path_name specified.

Reason:

Fetch Item has failed due to an erroneous path. The specified source path for the Fetch Item operation: path_name

Action:

The enterprise administrator must use a correct path and must repeat the Fetch Item operation. The system notifies the
enterprise administrator of the failed operation.

222012 Log Message

[E]Fetch item order failed. Environment variable environment_variable missing in the area server but used to
specify Source path.

Reason:

Fetch Item has failed due to a missing environment variable in the domain manager. The environment variable name is
part of the Fetch Item source path. The specified environment variable name: environment_variable

Action:

The domain administrator must insert the variable and the enterprise administrator must repeat the Fetch Item operation.
The system notifies the enterprise administrator of the failed operation.

222013 Log Message

[E]Fetch item order failed. File copy error. Specified source path source_path - target path target_path - error
code: error_code

Reason:

Fetch Item has failed due to a file copy error. The specified source path for the Fetch Item operation: source_path

Target path: target_path

Error code: error_code

Action:

Depending on actual cause (files not found, wrong path, file system error, and so on). Error code = 0 means 'no files
found'. Error code explanations are found in the release notes. The enterprise administrator must repeat the Fetch Item
operation. The system notifies the enterprise administrator of the failed operation.

222014 Log Message

[E]Fetch item order failed. Error at writing fetch item data to a file. Specified source path source_path - fetch item
data file path data_file_path

Reason:

Fetch Item has failed due to an error at writing Fetch Item data to a file. The specified source path for the Fetch Item
operation: source_path

Fetch Item data file path: data_file_path

The data file contains information about the Fetch.
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Action:

The enterprise administrator must repeat the Fetch Item operation. The system notifies the enterprise administrator of the
failed operation.

222015 Log Message

[E]Item item_name item_version could not be registered (via distribution). Path to distribution directory:
directory_path - exception: name= exception_name comment=comment exception_comment location=
exception_comment_location

Reason:

Attempt to register (through distribution) the Item with Product name/version: item_name item_version has failed.

Path to the distribution directory: directory_path

Action:

Read the parameter list and take action if possible. Contact your system support engineer.

222016 Log Message

[E]Item item_name item_version could not be deregistered (via distribution). Exception: name= exception_name
comment=comment exception_comment location= exception_comment_location

Reason:

Attempt to deregister (through distribution) the Item with Product name/version: item_name item_version has failed.

Action:

Read the parameter list and act if possible. Contact your system support engineer.

222017 Log Message

[E]Item item_name item_version could not be registered (via difference distribution). Base item
base_product_name base_product_version not found in the domain library.

Reason:

Attempt to register (through different distribution) the Item with Product name/version: item_name item_version has failed
because the base Item with Product name/version: base_product_name base_product_version was not found in the
domain Library.

Action:

Register the base Item in the domain Library and repeat the operation.

222018 Log Message

[E]Item item_name item_version could not be registered (via difference distribution). Combine operation with
base item base_product_name base_product_version caused an exception. Path to distribution directory:
directory_path

Reason:

Attempt to register (through different distribution) the Item with Product name/version item_name item_version has failed.
The combine operation with the base Item base_product_name base_product_version caused an exception.
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Path to the distribution directory: directory_path

Action:

Read the parameter list and act if possible. Contact your system support engineer.

222019 Log Message

[E]Item item_name item_version could not be registered (via difference distribution). Registration operation
based on base item base_product_name base_product_version caused an exception. Path to directory with the
combined item: directory_path - exception: name= exception_name comment= exception_comment location=
exception_comment_location

Reason:

Attempt to register (through different distribution) the Item with Product name/version item_name item_version has
failed. The registration operation that is based on the base Item base_product_name base_product_version caused an
exception. Path to the directory with the combined Item: directory_path

Action:

Read the parameter list and act if possible. Contact your system support engineer.

222020 Log Message

[W]Item item_name item_version could not be registered (via distribution). Item name/version already used by
other item in the domain library.

Reason:

You are registering (through distribution) an Item with Product name/version or Item name/version that some other item
already uses in the library. So it is interpreted that this item is already in the library.

Action:

Check if the item you are trying to register is the same as in the library.

222021 Log Message

[W]Item item_name item_version could not be deregistered (via distribution). Item not present in the domain
library.

Reason:

Attempt to deregister (through distribution) the Item with Product name/version item_name item_version that is not
present in the Library.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

222022 Log Message

[E]Item item_name item_version could not be registered (via difference distribution). Combine operation with
base item base_product_name base_product_version not allowed.

Reason:
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Attempt to register (through different distribution) the Item with Product name/version item_name item_version has failed.
The base Item with Product name/version base_product_name base_product_version was not allowed, because of one of
the following reasons:

• Register an Item that is based on a detected software Item.
• Register an Item that is based on an Open software Item.
• Register an Item that is based on a document Item.

Action:

Contact the enterprise administrator.

222023 Log Message

[E]Item item_name item_version based on item base_product_name base_product_version could not be
registered. Unknown error. Directory path directory_path - image directory path image_directory_path

Reason:

An unknown error occurred during registration of Item item_name item_version based on Item base_product_name
base_product_version.

Action:

Contact your system support engineer.

222024 Log Message

[E]Item item_name item_version could not be registered (via distribution). Path to distribution directory:
directory_path

Reason:

Attempt to register (through distribution) the Item with Product name/version: item_name item_version has failed.

Path to the distribution directory: directory_path

Action:

Contact your system support engineer.

222030 Log Message

[E] Item item_name item_version could not be restored (via distribution). Path to distribution directory:
directory_path - exception: name= exception_name comment= exception_comment location= exception_location

Reason:

An item could not be restored through distribution of a container due to the following exception.

Exception name exception_name
Exception comment: exception_comment
Exception location: exception_location

Action:

Contact your system support engineer.
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222040 Log Message

[E] Item item_name item_version could not be archived (via distribution). Exception: name= exception_name
comment= exception_comment location= exception_location

Reason:

An item could not be archived through distribution of a container due to the following exception.

Exception name exception_name
Exception comment: exception_comment
Exception location: exception_location

Action:

Contact your system support engineer.

222050 Log Message

[E]Receive distribution operation failed. Exception: name= exception_name comment= exception_comment
location= exception_location

Reason:

A Receive Distribution operation failed due to the following exception:

Exception name: exception_name
Exception comment: exception_comment
Exception location exception_location

Action:

Contact your system support engineer.

222053 Log Message

[E]Error when executing order number order_number received in container container_name with error code
error_code

Reason:

An error occurred while executing one of the orders received in a distribution.

Action:

Associated events are logged and the release notes contain the error codes. The orders preceding the failing order are
executed okay. The orders after the failing order are not executed. The enterprise administrator is notified.

222054 Log Message

[E]Error when opening received container. Unknown name. Exception: name= exception_name comment=
exception_comment location= exception_comment_location

Reason:
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An error occurred while opening the received container at a distribution.

Container name: Unknown.

Action:

Read the parameter list. Associated events are logged and the release notes contain the error codes. No order is
executed. The enterprise administrator is notified.

222055 Log Message

[E]Error in recovery operations after failure during distribution. Exception: name= exception_name comment=
exception_comment location= exception_comment_location

Reason:

An error occurred in recovery operations after a failure during a distribution.

Action:

Read the parameter list. Associated events are logged and the release notes contain the error codes. Some orders are
executed. The enterprise administrator is notified.

222080 Log Message

[I]Container container_name received with no_of_orders orders. The orders have not yet been executed.

Reason:

The Container container_name has been received. Number of Orders in the Container: no_of_orders. The orders have
not been executed yet.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

222081 Log Message

[I]All orders in container container_name executed successfully.

Reason:

All orders in the named container have been executed successfully.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

222091 Log Message

[E]Error when trying to unpack incoming container. Exception: name= exception_name comment=
exception_comment location= exception_comment_location

Reason:

An error occurred while trying to unpack an incoming container.

Action:
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Read the parameter list. Associated events are logged and the release notes contain the error codes. Some orders are
executed. The enterprise administrator is not notified.

222093 Log Message

[E]Compress file error at area when preparing acknowledge file for enterprise. Exception: name= exception_name
comment= exception_comment location= exception_comment_location

Reason:

An error occurred while preparing an acknowledge file to be sent to the enterprise. Compress file error.

Action:

Read the parameter list. Associated events are logged and the release notes contain the error codes. Some orders are
executed. The enterprise administrator is not notified.

Logged Messages (222300 - 222484)

222300 Log Message

[___]Task Manager started scanning tasklist. List is scanned every no_of seconds second (controlled by
parameter TaskScanSleep in the Configuration).

The parameter TaskScanSleep is in comstore at: DSM\software delivery\Manager\TaskScanSleep

Reason:

Scanning of the task list has been started. The list is scanned every no_of secconds second.

Action:

If you want to change the frequency of scanning, change the parameter TaskScanSleep in comstore file.

222301 Log Message

[E]A task could not be run. Serious exception; name= exception_name comment= exception_comment location=
exception_location

Reason:

A task could not be run due to the following serious exception:

Exception name: exception_name
Exception comment: exception_comment
Exception location: exception_location

Action:

Contact your system support engineer.
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222302 Log Message

[E]Persistent storage could not be opened during start of Task Manager. Exception: name= exception_name
comment= exception_comment location= exception_location

Reason:

Persistent Storage could not be opened during the start of Task Manager due to the following exception:

 

Exception name: exception_name
Exception comment: exception_comment
Exception location: exception_location

Action:

Contact your system support engineer.

222303 Log Message

[E]Persistent storage could not be closed during stop of Task Manager. Exception: name= exception_name
comment= exception_comment location= exception_location

Reason:

Persistent storage could not be closed during stop of Task Manager due to the following exception:

Exception name: exception_name

Exception comment: exception_comment

Exception location: exception_location

Action:

Contact your system support engineer.

222307 Log Message

[E]Services could not be opened during start of Task Manager. Exception: name= exception_name comment=
exception_comment location= exception_location

Reason:

Services could not be opened during the start of Task Manager due to the following exception:

Exception name: exception_name

Exception comment: exception_comment

Exception location: exception_location

Action:

Contact your system support engineer.
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222308 Log Message

[E]Services could not be closed during stop of Task Manager. Exception: name= exception_name comment=
exception_comment location= exception_location

Reason:

Services could not be closed during stop of Task Manager due to the following exception:

Exception name: exception_name

Exception comment: exception_comment

Exception location: exception_location

Action:

Contact your system support engineer.

222330 Log Message

Scanning of assets reports started. The assets are scanned every %1 second (controlled by parameter
TaskScanSleep in the Configuration)

Reason:

Scanning of assets reports has been started. The assets are scanned every scan_interval second.

Action:

If you want to change the frequency of scanning, change the parameter TaskScanSleep in the configuration.

222331 Log Message

[E]Scanning of assets reports not started. Scan interval set to %1 seconds (check value of parameter
TaskScanSleep in the Configuration)

Reason:

Scanning of assets reports has not been started. The scan interval was set to scan_interval seconds.

Action:

Give a nonzero value to AutomaticComputerScanInterval in the configuration.

222332 Log Message

[E]The task reading assets report has not received the expected response from Event Management (may occur
when server is heavily loaded). EMGetMsg status code: EMGetMsg_status error text: error_text

Reason:

The task that is reading assets report has not received the expected response from Event Management. This message
occurs when the server is heavily loaded.

Action:

Check that Event Management is running.
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222333 Log Message

[I]Assets scan task. Distribution item item_name item_version for area area_name created in the distributed item
register.

Reason:

An asset report that is sent from area area_name contained the Software Item item_name item_version not yet in the
Distributed Item register.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

222334 Log Message

[I]Assets scan task. Detected item item_name item_version created in library due to asset report from area
area_name

Reason:

An asset report that is sent from area area_name contained the Software Item item_name item_version that was not
found in the Library. A Detect Software Item was created.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

222335 Log Message

[E]Assets scan task. Area area_name not found in area registry. Hence, an asset report could not be processed.

Reason:

An asset report was unprocessed because the area area_name was not found in the areas registry.

Action:

Try to find out where this area resides. Register the area.

222480 Log Message

[E]Item in container container_name could not be registered at area area_name - check errors logged in
the Software Delivery manager originating this event and in the Software Delivery manager situated at area
area_name

Reason:

The registration order that is addressed to the area was not executed. Running the order was not even tried because of
one of the following reasons:

• Contact with the area could not be established.
• The administrator halted the distribution.
• The area received the container but did not respond.
• Other distribution error.

Action:
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Find the error cause in Event Log. The distribution status and order results are both logged in the Event Log. The error is
logged in server of this area and in the server that is at the area area_name. Try to renew the distribution when the error
cause is removed.

222481 Log Message

[E]Item in container container_name could not be registered at area area_name - the order could not be unpacked
from the container at the area.

Reason:

The registration order that is distributed to the area was not executed. The order could not be unpacked from the
container at the area.

Action:

Find error cause of unpack error in Event Log belonging to area area_name. Renew the distribution of this order when the
error cause is removed.

222482 Log Message

[E]Item in container container_name could not be registered at area area_name - distributed registration order
not successfully executed.

Reason:

The registration order that is distributed to the area was not successfully executed.

Action:

Find error cause of registration error in Event Log belonging to area area_name. Renew the distribution of this order when
the error cause is removed.

222483 Log Message

[E]Item in container container_name could not be registered at area area_name - distributed registration order
not successfully executed. The returned error cause not recognized by Software Delivery manager.

Reason:

The registration order that is distributed to the area failed. The server did not recognize the cause of the returned error.

Action:

Find error cause of the failed order in Event Log belonging to area area_name. Renew the distribution of this order when
the error cause is removed.

222484 Log Message

[W]Item in container container_name could not be registered at area area_name - item already registered locally.

Reason:

The registration order that is distributed to the area was not successfully executed. The Item container_name was already
registered locally and therefore enterprise did not register.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.
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Logged Messages (222509 - 222716)

222509 Log Message

[I]Resume of distribution of container container_name requested by administrator logged on as user_id

Reason:

An administrator who is logged on as user_id requested that the distribution of container container_name be resumed.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

222510 Log Message

[I]Distribution of container container_name requested by administrator logged on as user_id

Reason:

The administrator who is logged on as user_id requested distribution of the container named container_name.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

222511 Log Message

[I]Distribution of container container_name activated by SD at the selected distribution time. Size of the
container: container_size bytes.

Reason:

Software Delivery activated distribution of the container at the selected Distribution time.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

222512 Log Message

[I]Container container_name successfully distributed to all addressed areas. All orders in the container
successfully executed.

Reason:

Distribution of container that is named container_name was okay to all addressed areas. All orders that are put in the
container were successfully performed.

Action:

To release system resources, terminate distribution (remove container) when the result of the distribution is inspected.

222513 Log Message

[I]Distribution of container container_name halted by SD on administrator order.

Reason:
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Software Delivery halted distribution of the container that is named container_name, because the administrator initiated
the halt.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

222514 Log Message

[I]Renewed distribution of container container_name requested by administrator logged on as user_id

Reason:

The administrator who is logged on as user_id requested renewal of the distribution. The associated container was named
container_name.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

222516 Log Message

[I]Halt of distribution of container container_name requested by administrator logged on as user_id

Reason:

The administrator who is logged on as user_id halted the distribution. The associated container was named
container_name.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

222517 Log Message

[I]Halt of distribution of container container_name activated by SD.

Reason:

Software Delivery halted the distribution. The associated container was named container_name.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

222518 Log Message

[I]Halt of distribution of container container_name completed.

Reason:

Halt of distribution is completed. The associated container was named container_name.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.
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222519 Log Message

[I]Termination of distribution of container container_name requested by administrator logged on as user_id

Reason:

The administrator who is logged on as user_id terminated the distribution (removal of container). The associated container
was named container_name.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

222520 Log Message

[I]Termination of distribution of container container_name activated by SD.

Reason:

Software Delivery terminated the distribution (removal of container). The associated container was named
container_name.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

222521 Log Message

[I]Termination of distribution of container container_name completed.

Reason:

Termination of distribution (removal of container) was completed. The associated container was named container_name.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

222522 Log Message

[E]Distribution of container container_name to one or several areas failed. For areas with successful distribution,
all orders in the container were successfully run. For areas with a failed distribution, orders may have been run.

Reason:

Distribution of container that is named container_name failed. The distribution to one or several areas failed. For areas
with a distribution that did not fail, all orders that are put in the container were successfully run. For areas with a failed
distribution, orders are run.

Action:

The result of the distribution for each individual area can be found in this log. Renew the distribution of this container when
the error cause is found and removed.

222523 Log Message

[I]Distribution of container container_name activated for area area_name

Reason:
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Distribution of container that is named container_name was activated for the area area_name.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

222524 Log Message

[I]Distribution of container container_name to area area_name successful. All orders successfully performed.

Reason:

Distribution of container that is named container_name, to area area_name was okay. All orders were successfully
performed.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

222525 Log Message

[I]Distribution of container container_name to area area_name intentionally halted by the enterprise
administrator. No orders in the container were run.

Reason:

The administrator of the enterprise halted the distribution of the container that is named container_name to area
area_name. No orders in the container were run.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

222526 Log Message

[E]Distribution of container container_name to area area_name timed out. Container sent to the area - no
response within the stipulated time. DTS message: DTS_message_text

Reason:

Distribution of container that is named container_name to area area_name timed out. The container was sent to the area,
but it did not respond within the stipulated time. Orders that are put in the container are run.

Action:

Check whether the configured time-out value is too short for the area to respond. Also, check if Software Delivery at
the area was running at the time of the distribution. Inspect the Event log at area area_name, to find out why it did not
respond.

When the error cause is found, remove it and renew the distribution.

222527 Log Message

[E]Distribution of container container_name to area area_name failed. No contact could be established with the
area. DTS message: DTS_message

Reason:
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Distribution of container that is named container_name to area area_name failed. No contact could be established with
the area. Orders that are put in the container have not been run.

Action:

Check the communication link to this area. Find out if the Software Delivery manager at the area was started at the time of
the distribution. When the error cause is found, remove it and renew the distribution.

222528 Log Message

[E]Distribution of container container_name to area area_name failed. DTS message: DTS_message

Reason:

Distribution of container that is named container_name, addressed to area area_name was not successful.

Action:

Renew the distribution of this container when the error cause is removed.

222529 Log Message

[E]Distribution of container container_name to area area_name failed. The response sent from the area could not
be interpreted by the Software Delivery manager.

Reason:

Distribution of container that is named container_name, addressed to area area_name was not successful. The Software
Delivery manager could not interpret the response that is sent from the area. The orders of the container are successfully
executed.

Action:

The error itself can be inspected in this log. Renew the distribution of this container when the error cause is removed.

222530 Log Message

[E]Halt of distribution of container container_name failed. No task associated with the container found.

Reason:

No task that is associated with container container_name was found.

Action:

A task must be associated with the container. Check the log for the surrounding entries and check the contents of the
container.

222531 Log Message

[E]Completion of an order in container container_name failed. The order was successfully executed at the
area, but could not be completed at the enterprise manager. Exception: name= exception_name comment=
exception_comment location= exception_location - task state: task_state

Reason:

Completion of an order in container that is named container_name failed. The order was successfully executed at the
area. But at the enterprise manager the order was not completed because of the named exception.
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The distribution to this area is reported as proper in this log because the order failed at the enterprise. The order did not
fail at the area.

Action:

Inspect the logged exception to find out the actual error cause. Renew the distribution of this order.

222532 Log Message

[E]Error when creating the file to distribute for container container_name - state: state

Reason:

A general error occurred when the file for container container_name was created.

Action:

Check available disk space. Check if the configured compression utility exists. (Default program is CAZIPXP.EXE). Ensure
that the path to the 'distribute' directory is not too long.

222533 Log Message

[E]Error during abort of container container_name

Reason:

A general error occurred during abort of container container_name.

Action:

Contact your system support engineer.

222534 Log Message

[E]Error during search of acknowledge files for container container_name - state: state

Reason:

A general error occurred during the search of acknowledge files for container container_name.

Action:

Contact your system support engineer.

222535 Log Message

[E]Error during termination of container container_name - state: state

Reason:

A general error occurred during the termination of container container_name.

Action:

Contact your system support engineer.

222536 Log Message

[E]Execution of container container_name at area area_name failed.
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Reason:

An order in distribution container container_name could not be executed at area area_name.

Action:

Check the event console for the surrounding entries to find out what order failed. Check the contents of the container.
When the error cause is found, correct it and renew the distribution.

222537 Log Message

[E]Container container_name could not be unpacked at area area_name

Reason:

An order in distribution container container_name could not be unpacked at area area_name.

Action:

Check the event console for the surrounding entries to find out what order could not be unpacked. Check the contents of
the container. When the error cause is found, correct it and renew the distribution.

222550 Log Message

[I]Registration order for item item_name1 based on item_name2 successfully executed at area area_name

Reason:

The registration order that is distributed to the area was successfully executed.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

222551 Log Message

[I]Deregistration order for item item_name successfully executed at area area_name

Reason:

The deregistration order that is distributed to the area was successfully executed.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

222552 Log Message

[I]Registration order for item item_name successfully executed at area area_name

Reason:

The registration order that is distributed to the area was successfully executed.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.
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222553 Log Message

[I]Fetch item order for item_name with path path_name to area area_name successfully executed.

Reason:

The Fetch Item order that is distributed to the area was successfully executed.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

222563 Log Message

[E]Fetch item order to area area_name failed. Item item_name with path path_name could not be fetched.

Reason:

The Fetch Item order that is addressed to the area was not executed. Running the order was not even tried because of
one of the following reasons:

• Contact with the area could not be established.
• The administrator halted the distribution.
• The area received the container but did not respond.
• Other distribution error.

Action:

Find error cause in Event Log. The distribution status and order results are both logged in the Event Log. The error is
logged in the server of this area and in server at area area_name. Try to renew the distribution when the error cause is
removed.

222564 Log Message

[E]Fetch item order to area area_name failed. Item item_name with path path_name could not be fetched. Order
could not be unpacked from the container at the area.

Reason:

The Fetch Item order that is distributed to the area was not executed. The order could not be unpacked from the container
at the area.

Action:

Find error cause of the unpack error in Event Log belonging to area area_name. Renew the distribution of this order when
the error cause is removed.

222565 Log Message

[E]Fetch item order to area area_name failed. Item item_name could not be fetched. Erroneous path: path_name

Reason:

The Fetch Item order that is distributed to the area was not successfully executed. The order that failed was because of
an erroneous path: path_name.

Action:

Change to a correct path and renew the distribution of this order.
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222566 Log Message

[E]Fetch item order to area area_name failed. Item item_name could not be fetched. Environment variable
included in path path_name was missing at the area.

Reason:

The Fetch Item order that is distributed to the area was not successfully executed. The order that failed was because the
environment variable included in path path_name was missing at the area.

Action:

Add an environment variable at area area_name. Renew the distribution of this order when the error cause is removed.

222567 Log Message

[E]Fetch item order to area area_name failed. Item item_name with path path_name could not be fetched. Local
file copy error.

Reason:

The Fetch Item order that is distributed to the area was not successfully executed. The order that failed was because of a
local file copy error.

Action:

Find error cause of the failed order in Event Log belonging to area area_name. Renew the distribution of this order when
the error cause is removed.

222568 Log Message

[E]Fetch item order to area area_name failed. Item item_name with path path_name could not be fetched. Local
write to file error when fetch date and time were to be put in a response file.

Reason:

The Fetch Item order that is distributed to the area was not successfully executed. The order that failed was because of a
local write to file error. The error occurred when the fetch date and time were put in a response file.

Action:

Find error cause of the failed order in Event Log belonging to area area_name. Renew the distribution of this order when
the error cause is removed.

222569 Log Message

[E]Fetch item order to area area_name failed. Item item_name with path path_name could not be fetched. The
order failed. The returned error cause was not recognized by the Software Delivery manager.

Reason:

The Fetch Item order that is distributed to the area was not successfully executed. The order did fail, but the Software
Delivery manager did not recognize the returned error cause.

Action:
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Find error cause of the failed order in Event Log belonging to area area_name. Renew the distribution of this order when
the error cause is removed.

222570 Log Message

[E]Registration of item item_name based on base_item_name at area area_name failed (difference distribution).

Reason:

The difference registration order that is addressed to the area was not executed. Running the order was not even tried
because of one of the following reasons:

• No contact could be established with the area.
• The administrator halted the distribution.
• The area received the container but did not respond.
• Other distribution error.

Action:

Find error cause in Event Log. The distribution status and order results are both logged in the Event Log. The error is
logged in the server of this area and in server at area area_name. Try to renew the distribution when the error cause is
removed.

 

222571 Log Message

[E]Registration of item item_name based on base_item_name at area area_name failed (difference distribution).
The order could not be unpacked from the container.

Reason:

The difference registration order that is distributed to the area was not executed. The order could not be unpacked from
the container at the area.

Action:

Find error cause of the unpack error in Event Log belonging to area area_name. Renew the distribution when the error
cause is removed.

222572 Log Message

[W]Registration of item item_name based on base_item_name at area area_name failed (difference distribution).
The base software base_item_name was not registered in the domain library.

Reason:

The difference registration order that is distributed to the area was not successfully executed. The base software
base_item_name was not registered in the domain Library.

Action:

Register the base in the domain Library and renew the distribution of this order. If you do not want the base
base_item_name to be registered at the area, send an ordinary registration order of item_name.
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222573 Log Message

[E]Registration of item item_name based on base_item_name at area area_name failed (difference distribution).
The local combine operation with the base software base_item_name caused an error.

Reason:

The difference registration order that is distributed to the area was not successfully executed. The local combine operation
with the base software base_item_name caused an error.

Action:

Find error cause of the difference registration error in Event Log belonging to area area_name. Renew the distribution of
this order when the error cause is removed, or send an ordinary registration order of item_name.

222574 Log Message

[E]Registration of item item_name based on base_item_name at area area_name failed (difference distribution).
The distributed difference, after being locally combined with the base, could not be registered in the domain
library.

Reason:

The difference registration order that is distributed to the area was not successfully executed. The distributed difference,
after being locally combined with the base, could not be registered in the domain Library at area area_name.

Action:

Find error cause of the difference registration error in Event Log belonging to area area_name. Renew the distribution of
this order when the error cause is removed, or distribute an ordinary registration order of item_name.

222575 Log Message

[E]Registration of item item_name based on base_item_name at area area_name failed (difference distribution).
The order failed. The returned error cause was not recognized by the Software Delivery manager.

Reason:

The difference registration order that is distributed to the area was not successfully executed. The order did fail, but the
Software Delivery manager did not recognize the returned error cause.

Action:

Find error cause of the failed order in Event Log belonging to area area_name. Renew the distribution of this order when
the error cause is removed.

222576 Log Message

[W]Registration of item item_name based on base_item_name at area area_name failed (difference distribution).
Item item_name was already registered locally.

Reason:

The difference registration order that is distributed to the area was not successfully executed. The Item item_name was
already registered locally. Therefore enterprise cannot register the Item item_name.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.
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222577 Log Message

[W]Registration of item item_name based on base_item_name at area area_name failed (difference distribution).
Item base_item_name was an open or detected item.

Reason:

The difference registration order that is distributed to the area was not successfully executed. The Item base_item_name
was open, semi-open or a detected Item. Therefore, it cannot be used as a base when registering the new version.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

222590 Log Message

[E]Item item_name could not be deregistered at area area_name - errors logged in the Software Delivery manager
originating this event and in the Software Delivery manager situated at area area_name

Reason:

The deregistration order that is addressed to the area was not executed. Running the order was not even tried because:

• Contact with the area could not be established.
• The administrator halted the distribution.
• The area received the container but did not respond.
• Another distribution error.

Action:

Find the error cause in Event Log. The distribution status and order results are both logged in the Event Log. The error is
logged in the server of this area and in the server at area area_name. Try to renew the distribution when the error cause is
removed.

222591 Log Message

[E]Item container_name could not be deregistered at area area_name - order could not be unpacked from the
container.

Reason:

The deregistration order that is distributed to the area was not executed. The order could not be unpacked from the
container at the area.

Action:

Find error cause of the unpack error in Event Log belonging to area area_name. Renew the distribution of this order when
the error cause is removed.

 

222592 Log Message

[E]Item container_name could not be deregistered at area area_name - check Software Delivery manager situated
at area area_name for error cause.

Reason:

The deregistration order that is distributed to the area was not successfully executed.
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Action:

Find error cause of the deregistration error in Event Log belonging to area area_name. Renew the distribution of this order
when the error cause is removed.

222593 Log Message

[E]Item item_name could not be deregistered at area area_name - order failed. Returned error cause not
recognized by the Software Delivery manager.

Reason:

The deregistration order that is distributed to the area was not successfully executed. The order did fail, but the Software
Delivery manager did not recognize the returned error cause.

Action:

Find error cause of the failed order in Event Log belonging to area area_name. Renew the distribution of this order when
the error cause is removed.

222594 Log Message

[W]Item item_name could not be deregistered at area area_name - item was registered locally.

Reason:

The deregistration order that is distributed to the area was not successfully executed. The Item item_name was originally
registered locally and the enterprise cannot remove it.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

222595 Log Message

[W]Item item_name could not be deregistered at area area_name - item currently in use in some installation/
activation at the area.

Reason:

The deregistration order that is distributed to the area was not successfully executed. The Item item_name is currently in
use in some installation/activation by Local.

Action:

Renew the distribution and rerun the deregistration that failed.

222596 Log Message

[W]Item item_name could not be deregistered at area area_name - item did not exist.

Reason:

The deregistration order sent to the area was not successfully executed. The Item item_name did not exist. Therefore it
cannot be deregistered.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.
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222618 Log Message

The newly created Query query_name for item procedure procedure_name is invalid.

Reason:

The query is not valid.

Action:

Make corrections to the query.

222619 Log Message

The Query query_name for item procedure procedure_name existed already and is reused, it may still be invalid.

Reason:

The query is not valid.

Action:

Modify the query.

222651 Log Message

[I] Archive order for item item_name successfully executed at area area_name

Reason:

The order to archive a software item was successfully executed at the destination area.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

222652 Log Message

[I] Restore order for item item_name successfully executed at area area_name

Reason:

The restore order for a software item was successfully executed at the destination area.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

222680 Log Message

[E] Item in container item_name could not be restored at area area_name - check errors logged in the Software
Delivery manager originating this event and in the Software Delivery manager situated at area area_name

Reason:

An error has occurred while executing a restore order through distribution of a container.

Action:

View the event console log at the Area for further error details. Try to resolve the situation to be able to retry the operation.
If the error persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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222681 Log Message

[E] Item in container item_name could not be restored at area area_name - the order could not be unpacked from
the container at the area.

Reason:

An error has occurred while executing a restore order through distribution of a container. The order could not be unpacked
from the container.

Action:

Find the cause of the unpack error through the console log at the area. Try to resolve the situation to be able to retry the
operation. Renew the distribution of the order when the error cause has been removed. If the error persists, contact CA
Technical Support.

222682 Log Message

[E] Item in container item_name could not be restored at area area_name - distributed restore order not
successfully executed.

Reason:

An error has occurred while executing a restore order through distribution of a container. The order could not be
successfully executed.

Action:

Try to find the cause of the error through the console log at the area. Resolve the situation and retry the operation. Renew
the distribution of the order when the error cause has been removed. If the error persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 

222683 Log Message

[E] Item in container item_name could not be restored at area area_name - distributed restore order not allowed.

Reason:

An error has occurred while executing a restore order through distribution of a container.

Action:

Check the software that the area had to restore. Was the item (same name and version) registered by the domain admin?
If so, the restore operation is not allowed. If you cannot resolve the situation, contact CA Technical Support.

222684 Log Message

[E] Item in container item_name could not be restored at area area_name - software not found in the database of
the area.

Reason:

An error has occurred while executing a restore order through distribution of a container. The restore operation that failed
was because any software item to restore was not found at the area.

Action:

Check the contents of the Library at the area. Does the software item exist there? If you cannot resolve the situation,
contact CA Technical Support.
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222685 Log Message

[E] Item in container container_name could not be restored at area area_name - related software locked by
another user or process at the area.

Reason:

An error has occurred while executing a restore order through distribution of a container. The restore operation fails
because another user or process has locked the software item.

Action:

Wait a while before renewing the distribution. Check the console log at the area. Renew the distribution. If the error
persists, contact CA Technical Support.

222686 Log Message

[E] Item in container distribution_container_name could not be restored at area area_name - copy failure at the
area.

Reason:

An error has occurred while executing a restore order through distribution of a container. The file copy process failed.

Action:

Check if enough hard disk space is present at the area. If you cannot resolve the situation, contact CA Technical Support.

222687 Log Message

[E] Item in container container_name could not be restored at area area_name - the checksum doesn't match the
checksum of the original software.

Reason:

An error has occurred while executing a restore order through distribution of a container. The restore operation is not
allowed because the item received from enterprise is different from the item that is originally registered at the area.

Action:

Ensure if the correct software item was involved in the restore operation. Make a virus scan in the enterprise library to
ensure that the software restored is not infected. If you cannot resolve the situation, contact CA Technical Support.

222688 Log Message

[E] Item in container container_name could not be restored at area area_name - distributed restore order not
successfully executed. The returned error cause not recognized by Software Delivery manager.

Reason:

An error has occurred while executing a restore order through distribution of a container.

Action:

Check the console log at the area to try to find out more about the error. If you cannot resolve the situation, contact CA
Technical Support.
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222690 Log Message

[E] Item in container container_name could not be archived at area area_name - check errors logged in the
Software Delivery manager originating this event and in the Software Delivery manager situated at area
area_name

Reason:

An error has occurred while executing a purge (archive) order through distribution of a container.

Action:

View the event console log at the Area for further error details. Try to resolve the situation to be able to retry the operation.
If the error persists, contact CA Technical Support.

222691 Log Message

[E] Item in container container_name could not be archived at area area_name - the order could not be unpacked
from the container at the area.

Reason:

An error has occurred while executing a purge (archive) order through distribution of a container. The order could not be
unpacked from the container.

Action:

Find the cause of the unpack error through the console log at the area. Try to resolve the situation to be able to retry the
operation. Renew the distribution of the order when the error cause has been removed. If the error persists, contact CA
Technical Support.

222692 Log Message

[E] Item in container container_name could not be archived at area area_name - distributed archive order not
successfully executed.

Reason:

An error has occurred while executing a purge (archive) order through distribution of a container. The order could not be
successfully executed.

Action:

Try to find the cause of the error through the console log at the area. Try to resolve the situation to be able to retry the
operation. Renew the distribution of the order when the error cause has been removed. If the error persists, contact CA
Technical Support.

222693 Log Message

[E] Item in container container_name could not be archived at area area_name - distributed archive order not
allowed.

Reason:

An error has occurred while executing a purge (archive) order through distribution of a container. The archive order is not
allowed.

Action:
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Check the software that is purged from the area. Was the item (same name and version) registered by the domain admin?
If so, the purge operation is not allowed. If you cannot resolve the situation, contact CA Technical Support.

222694 Log Message

[E] Item in container container_name could not be archived at area area_name - related software involved in
waiting or active jobs.

Reason:

An error has occurred while executing a purge (archive) order through distribution of a container. The purge operation is
not allowed because a Job Order for the software item is outstanding at the area.

Action:

Wait a while to let the job complete before retrying the operation. Renew the distribution. If the error persists, contact CA
Technical Support.

222695 Log Message

[E] Item in container container_name could not be archived at area area_name - software not found in the
database of the area.

Reason:

An error has occurred while executing a purge (archive) order through distribution of a container. The purge operation that
failed was because no software item to archive could be found at the area.

Action:

Check the contents of the Library at the area. Does the software item exist there? If you cannot resolve the situation,
contact CA Technical Support.

222696 Log Message

[E] Item in container container_name could not be archived at area area_name - related software locked by
another user or process at the area.

Reason:

An error has occurred while executing a purge (archive) order through distribution of a container. The purge operation that
failed was because another user or process locked the software item.

Action:

Check the console log at the area. Wait a while before renewing the distribution. If the error persists, contact CA Technical
Support.

222697 Log Message

[E] Item in container container_name could not be restored at area area_name - distributed archive order not
successfully executed. The returned error cause not recognized by Software Delivery manager.

Reason:

An error has occurred while executing a purge (archive) order through distribution of a container.

Action:
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Check the console log at the area to try to find out more about the error. If you cannot resolve the situation, contact CA
Technical Support.

222710 Log Message

[E]Acknowledge file acknowledge_file from area procedure_name could not be opened. Error cause error_cause
given by the file system.

Reason:

Software Delivery manager could not open the acknowledge file acknowledge_file from area procedure_name because of
error_cause, given by the file system.

Action:

Try to analyze the given error cause and act accordingly. Contact your system support engineer.

222711 Log Message

[E]Acknowledge file acknowledge_file from area area_name for container container_name could not be read by
Software Delivery manager.

Reason:

Software Delivery manager could not read the acknowledge file acknowledge_file returned for container container_name
from area area_name.

Action:

Try to redistribute the container. Contact your system support engineer.

222715 Log Message

[E]Acknowledge file acknowledge_file from area area_name for container container_name could not be expanded
by Software Delivery manager. Exception: name= exception_name comment= exception_comment location=
exception_location

Reason:

Software Delivery manager could not expand acknowledge file acknowledge_file on container container_name sent from
area procedure_name, because of the following exception:

Exception name: exception_name

Exception comment: exception_comment

Exception location: exception_location

Action:

Contact your system support engineer.

222716 Log Message

[E]Status in acknowledge file acknowledge_file from area area_name for container container_name could not
be stored by Software Delivery manager. Exception: name= exception_name comment= exception_comment
location= exception_location

Reason:
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Software Delivery manager could not store the status that is returned in acknowledge file acknowledge_file on container
container_name sent from area procedure_name, because of the following exception:

Exception name: exception_name

Exception comment: exception_comment

Exception location: exception_location

Action:

Contact your system support engineer.

223627 Log Message

Application is not allowed: The Procedure has as an invalid query as a prerequisite, before this procedure can be
used the query must be updated to a valid query.

Reason:

The procedure that is used has a query as a prerequisite, this query is as invalid and cannot be evaluated.

Action:

Before the procedure can be used, its prerequisite (Query) must be edited and a proper query must be supplied. The
query must then be set to valid by clearing the invalid flag.

Logged Messages (224000 - 224025)

224000 Log Message

[W]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version removed by another user. Exception:
name= exception_name comment= exception_comment location= exception_location

Reason:

Another user has removed the Item Procedure.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

224001 Log Message

[E]Internal error at setup of environment for a job by Local Task Manager. Item item_name item_version
procedure_name - exception: name= exception_name comment= exception_comment location=
exception_location

Reason:

An internal error occurred when the Local Task Manager set up an environment for a job.

Action:

If NOS-less computers are attached: Check if file compression/decompression utilities can be found in path. Contact your
systems support engineer and enclose the following information:
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Item Procedure: procedure_name
Related Item: item_name item_version
Exception name: exception_name
Exception comment: exception_comment
Exception location: (program name and line number) exception_location

224002 Log Message

[I]Job order for item_name item_version procedure_name has started its execution.

Reason:

A Job Order has started its execution.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

224003 Log Message

[I]Job order for item_name item_version procedure_name successfully executed. Exit code: exit_code

Reason:

A Job Order has ended its execution successfully.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

224004 Log Message

[E]Job order for item_name item_version procedure_name has run into error. Exit code: exit_code

Reason:

A Job Order has run into error.

Action:

Check your Item Procedure.

Notify Admin Group.

224005 Log Message

[I]Registration order for item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version distributed by
enterprise administrator.

Reason:

The enterprise administrator has distributed an Item Procedure.

Action:
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Informational only; no action required.

224006 Log Message

[W]Registration order for item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version distributed by
enterprise administrator. Procedure already distributed and registered.

Reason:

The enterprise administrator has distributed an Item Procedure, but the enterprise has already distributed the Procedure.

Action:

No action is required. The Item Procedure is regarded as already registered.

224007 Log Message

[W]Registration order for item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version distributed by
enterprise administrator. Procedure already registered locally.

Reason:

The enterprise administrator has distributed an Item Procedure, but the domain administrator already registered the
Procedure.

Action:

No action is required. The Item Procedure is regarded as already registered.

224009 Log Message

[I]Deregistration order for item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version distributed by
enterprise administrator. Procedure deregistered.

Reason:

The enterprise administrator has distributed a deregister Item Procedure order. The procedure has been deregistered.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

224010 Log Message

[E]Deregistration failed for item procedure procedure_name distributed by enterprise administrator. Procedure
not found in item procedure register of this area. Related item item_name item_version

Reason:

The enterprise administrator has distributed a deregister Item Procedure order, but the related Procedure was not found in
the Item Procedure register of this area.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.
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224011 Log Message

[I]Job order for item_name item_version procedure_name cancelled by enterprise administrator.

Reason:

The enterprise administrator has ordered cancellation of a Job Order.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

224012 Log Message

[W]Job order for item_name item_version procedure_name could not be cancelled. Ordered by enterprise
administrator. domain administrator probably already cancelled.

Reason:

The enterprise administrator has ordered a cancellation of a Job Order, but the queued order could not be found. The
domain administrator who is probably already canceled the order.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

224013 Log Message

[E]Job order for item_name item_version procedure_name could not be cancelled. Ordered by enterprise
administrator. Item or related procedure could not be found in the registers of this area.

Reason:

The enterprise administrator has distributed a Cancel Job Order, but the related Procedure or the Item could not be found
in the registers of this area.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

224014 Log Message

[I]Job ordered for item item_name item_version procedure_name by enterprise administrator. Job activation
date: job_activation_date time: job_activation_time

Reason:

The enterprise administrator has ordered a job for an Item.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

224015 Log Message

[E]Job already ordered for item item_name item_version procedure_name when enterprise administrator ordered
the job. Job activation date: job_activation_date time: job_activation_time

Reason:
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The order has already been given for this Item and Procedure for which the enterprise administrator has ordered.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

224016 Log Message

[E]Job order for item_name item_version procedure_name failed. Job ordered by enterprise administrator. The
item or procedure could not be found in the registers of this area.

Reason:

The enterprise administrator has distributed a Job Order, but the related Procedure or the Item could not be found in the
registers of this area.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

224017 Log Message

[E]Registration of item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version failed. Another user
registered a procedure with the same name related to same item, just before this order completed. Exception:
name= exception_name comment= exception_comment location= exception_location

Reason:

Another user registered an Item Procedure with the same name which is related to the same Item. This registration was
done before this order was performed.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

224018 Log Message

[E]Deregistration of item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version failed. Exception: name=
exception_name comment= exception_comment location (program name and line number)= exception_location

Reason:

An internal error has occurred.

Action:

Contact your system support engineer and supply the following information:

The name and version of reporting program:

Item Procedure: procedure_name
Related Item: item_name item_version
Exception name: exception_name
Exception comment: exception_comment
Exception location: (program name and line number) exception_location
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224019 Log Message

[E]Job order for item_name item_version procedure_name failed to cancel. Exception: name= exception_name
comment= exception_comment location (program name and line number)= exception_location

Reason:

An internal error has occurred.

Action:

Contact your system support engineer. Enclose the following information:

This version of Software Delivery.

Item Procedure: procedure_name
Related Item: item_name item_version
Exception name: exception_name
Exception comment: exception_comment
Exception location: (program name and line number) exception_location

224020 Log Message

[E]Job order for item_name item_version procedure_name could not be created. Exception: name=
exception_name comment= exception_comment location (program name and line number)= exception_location

Reason:

An internal error has occurred.

Action:

Contact your system support engineer. Enclose the following information:

This version of Software Delivery

Item Procedure: procedure_name
Related Item: item_name item_version
Exception name: exception_name
Exception comment: exception_comment
Exception location: (program name and line number) exception_location

224021 Log Message

[W]Job order for item_name item_version cancelled. Deregistration order for item procedure procedure_name
distributed by enterprise administrator. A job order related to the procedure is now cancelled.

Reason:

The enterprise administrator has ordered a deregistration of the Item Procedure. The Item Procedure had a Job Order that
is related to it, which is now canceled.
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Item Procedure: procedure_name
Related Item: item_name item_version

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

224022 Log Message

[W]Item item_name item_version not found. Order for an item procedure distributed by enterprise administrator.
The associated item is not found in library.

Reason:

The enterprise administrator has distributed a Management Order regarding an Item Procedure and the related Item:
item_name item_version could not be found in Library.

The Management Order could be one of the following activities:

• Register/Deregister Item Procedure.
• Install program or document.
• Configure/Activate/Uninstall program or document.
• Cancel an ordered Activity.

Action:

The missing Item must register in the Library. The enterprise administrator is informed about the missing Item.

224023 Log Message

[W]Computer group group_id not found. Order for an item procedure distributed by enterprise administrator. The
addressed computer group does not exist at this area.

Reason:

The enterprise administrator has distributed a Management Order regarding an Item Procedure and the addressed
Computer Group: - group_id could not be found.

The Management Order could be one of the following activities:

• Install program or document.
• Configure/Activate/Uninstall program or document.
• Cancel an ordered Activity.

Action:

If the Computer Group must exist at this area, create it; otherwise no action is required. The enterprise administrator is
informed about the missing Computer Group.

224024 Log Message

[W]Installation of item item_name item_version not found. Configure/Activate/Uninstall order for the item and
item procedure procedure_name distributed by enterprise administrator. Order failed.

Reason:
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The enterprise administrator has distributed a management order relating to installations. Any installations could not be
found corresponding to the following criteria:

Item item_name item_version
Item Procedure: procedure_name

That is, no installation has been made of the Item using the Item Procedure: procedure_name.

The management order could be one of the following activities:

Configure/Activate/Uninstall program or document.

Action:

If the Installation must exist, install the Item using the named procedure, otherwise no action. The enterprise administrator
is informed about the missing Installations.

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Item name
2 Item version
3 Procedure name

Categories:

Warning.

Distribution.

Item Activation.

224025 Log Message

[E]Retrying job environment setup for item_name item_version procedure_name. Database access conflict.

Reason:

Database access conflict.

Action:

None. However, take notice if this event occurs many times for the same object. Then contact your systems support
engineer and enclose the following information:

Item Procedure: procedure_name
Related Item: item_name item_version

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Item name
2 Item version
3 Procedure name
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Categories:

Minor.

Item Activation.

Logged Messages (224600 - 225102)

224600 Log Message

[I]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version created by user_id

Reason:

The administrator has created the Item Procedure:

- procedure_name,

Related to the Item:

- item_name item_version

Created by User: user_id

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

224601 Log Message

[I]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version edited by user_id

Reason:

The Item Procedure:

- procedure_name,

Related to the Item:

- item_name item_version

Has been edited:

Edited by User: user_id.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

224602 Log Message

[I]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version created by user_id by copying an existing
procedure.

Reason:

The administrator has created the Item Procedure:

- procedure_name,
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Related to the Item:

- item_name item_version

By copying an existing procedure.

Created by User: user_id.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

224603 Log Message

[I]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version deleted by user_id

Reason:

The administrator has deleted the Item Procedure:

- procedure_name.

Related Item is: item_name item_version

Deleted by User: user_id.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Item name
2 Item version
3 Procedure name
9999 User ID

Categories:

Record keeping.

User.

Item Activation.

224604 Log Message

[E]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version could not be created by user_id - exception:
name= exception_name comment= exception_comment location= exception_location

Reason:

Creation of Item Procedure procedure_name related to item_name item_version failed due to:

• Name conflict, another User has saved another Item Procedure simultaneously.
• Unknown unrecoverable error (the Procedure registration information is lost).

Action:
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Check the Item Procedure list for the name: procedure_name. If not found, contact your systems support engineer.

Supply the following information:

Exception name: exception_name
Exception comment: exception_comment
Exception location: exception_location
User user_id

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Item name
2 Item version
3 Procedure name
1000 Exception name
1001 Exception comment
1002 Exception location
9999 User ID

Categories:

Major.

User.

Item Activation.

224605 Log Message

[E]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version could not be changed by user_id -
exception: name= exception_name comment= exception_comment location= exception_location

Reason:

Change of Item Procedure procedure_name related to item_name item_version failed due to:

• Name conflict, another User has saved another Item Procedure simultaneously.
• Unknown unrecoverable error (the Procedure registration information is lost).

Action:

Check the Item Procedure list for the name: procedure_name. If not found, contact your systems support engineer.

Supply the following information:

Exception name: exception_name
Exception comment: exception_comment
Exception location: exception_location
User: user_id
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Parameters:

ID Name
1 Item name
2 Item version
3 Procedure name
1000 Exception name
1001 Exception comment
1002 Exception location
9999 User ID

Categories:

Major.

User.

Item Activation.

224606 Log Message

[E]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version could not be copied to the specified
target media by user_id - exception: name= exception_name comment= exception_comment location=
exception_location

Reason:

The Item Procedure procedure_name related to the Item item_name item_version could not be copied to the specified
target media.

Action:

Check target media. If the target is okay, contact your systems support engineer.

Supply the following information:

Exception name: exception_name
Exception comment: exception_comment
Exception location: exception_location
User: user_id

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Item name
2 Item version
3 Procedure name
1000 Exception name
1001 Exception comment
1002 Exception location
9999 User ID
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Categories:

Record keeping.

User.

Item Activation.

224607 Log Message

[I]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version registered as an embedded procedure by
user_id

Reason:

The Item Procedure procedure_name related to Item item_name item_version has been registered as an embedded Item
Procedure.

Registered by User: user_id.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Item name
2 Item version
3 Procedure name
9999 User ID

Categories:

Record keeping.

User.

Item Activation.

224608 Log Message

[E]Item procedure unrecoverable error for user user_id - exception: name= exception_name comment=
exception_comment location= exception_location

Reason:

Unknown unrecoverable error found.

Action:

Contact your systems support engineer and supply the following information:

Exception name: exception_name
Exception comment: exception_comment
Exception location: exception_location
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User: user_id

Parameters:

ID Name
1000 Exception name
1001 Exception comment
1002 Exception location
9999 User ID

Categories:

Major.

Item Activation.

Send to Central.

224610 Log Message

[E]Registration of item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version by user user_id failed -
exception: name= exception_name comment= exception_comment location= exception_location

Reason:

Registration of Item Procedure: procedure_name related to item_name item_version failed due to:

• Name conflict, another User has saved another Item Procedure simultaneously.
• Unknown unrecoverable error (the Procedure registration information is lost).

Action:

Check the Item Procedure list for the name: procedure_name. If not found, contact your systems support engineer.

Supply the following information:

Exception name: exception_name
Exception comment: exception_comment
Exception location: exception_location
User: user_id

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Item name
2 Item version
3 Procedure name
1000 Exception name
1001 Exception comment
1002 Exception location
9999 User ID
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Categories:

Major.

User.

Item Activation.

224611 Log Message

[E]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version could not be customized by user user_id -
exit code: installation_program_exit_code

Reason:

An error occurred during customization of the Item Procedure procedure_name. Related Item: item_name item_version.

Action:

Check the System Installation Program documentation for an explanation of the exit code:
installation_program_exit_code.

User ID: user_id.

224612 Log Message

[E]Customization of item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version by user user_id failed.
Exception: name= exception_name comment= exception_comment location= exception_location

Reason:

Another user removed the Item Procedure procedure_name, related to Item item_name item_version during Installation
Program script customization.

Action:

Select another Item Procedure and redo the operation or reregister the original Item Procedure procedure_name.

User ID: user_id.

Parameters:

 

ID Name
1 Item name
2 Item version
3 Procedure name
1000 Exception name
1001 Exception comment
1002 Exception location
9999 User ID

Categories:

Minor.

User.
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Item Activation.

224613 Log Message

[I]Item procedure procedure_name successfully activated item item_name item_version at reporting computer.
Exit code: procedure_exit_code - activity ordered by user_id

Reason:

The Item Procedure:

procedure_name has successfully activated:

- item_name item_version

At this reporting Computer. Exit code: procedure_exit_code

User that ordered the Activity: user_id.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

224614 Log Message

[E]Item procedure procedure_name failed to activate item item_name item_version at reporting computer. Exit
code: procedure_exit_code - activity ordered by user_id

Reason:

The Item Procedure:

- procedure_name did not succeed in activating the Item:

- item_name item_version at this reporting Computer.

Exit code: procedure_exit_code

Action:

• Try to interpret the exit code procedure_exit_code. Refer to the operating system guides.
• Check whether the Procedure constituting the Item Procedure is correct.
• Check the available resources in the reporting computer.

224615 Log Message

[E]Item procedure procedure_name failed to activate item item_name item_version at reporting computer. CA
ITCM Explorer could not start the procedure. Activity ordered by user_id

Reason:

The Item Procedure:

- procedure_name did not succeed in activating the Item:

- item_name item_version at this reporting Computer.

The CA Client Automation Explorer could not start the Procedure.

Action:
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• Verify whether the actual procedure really exists.
• Verify whether the Procedure constituting the Item Procedure is correct.
• Check the available resources in the reporting computer.

User that ordered the Activity: user_id.

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Item name
2 Item version
3 Procedure name
9999 User ID

Categories:

Major.

User.

Item Activation.

224616 Log Message

[E]Item procedure procedure_name failed to activate item item_name item_version at reporting computer.
Activity ordered by user_id. Exception: name= exception_name comment= exception_comment location=
exception_location

Reason:

The Item Procedure:

- procedure_name did not succeed in activating the Item:

- item_name item_version at this reporting Computer.

Probable reasons:

• Another user has changed the Item Procedure.
• Another user has removed the Item Procedure.
• An internal unrecoverable error has occurred.

Action:

• Check whether you can use another procedure. If not, create a new procedure.
• Register the Item Procedure again.
• Contact your system support engineer and supply the following information:

Exception name: exception_name

Exception comment: exception_comment

Exception location: exception_location

User that ordered the activity: user_id
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Parameters:

ID Name
1 Item name
2 Item version
3 Procedure name
1000 Exception name
1001 Exception comment
1002 Exception location
9999 User ID

Categories:

Major.

User.

Item Activation.

224617 Log Message

[E]Failure deleting item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version at reporting computer.
Activity ordered by user_id - exception: name= exception_name comment= exception_comment location=
exception_location

Reason:

Deletion of Item Procedure procedure_name related to item_name item_version failed due to:

Name conflict, another User has saved another Item Procedure simultaneously.

• Unknown unrecoverable error.
• Action:

Check the Item Procedure list for the name procedure_name. If not found, contact your systems support engineer.

Supply the following information:

Exception name: exception_name
Exception comment: exception_comment
Exception location: exception_location
User: user_id

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Item name
2 Item version
3 Procedure name
1000 Exception name
1001 Exception comment
1002 Exception location
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9999 User ID

Categories:

Major.

User.

Item Activation.

224620 Log Message

[I]Job completed for item_name item_version procedure_name. Successful: no_OK_activations computers.
Unsuccessful: no_failed_act computers. Target computer group: computer_group - successful computers:
ok_computer_names - unsuccessful computers: failed_comp_names - job ordered by ordered_by_user

Reason:

A job has been completed.

- Item: item_name, item_version

- Item Procedure: procedure_name

- Successful: no_OK_activations computers

The computers can be found on next page with ID: ok_computer_names

- Unsuccessful: no_failed_act computers

The computers can be found on next page with ID: failed_comp_names

Format for the computer names: the first name is the LAN ID and the second is the alias.

Computer Group that is used as target: computer_group

(blank means that group was not used)

User that ordered the job: user_id.

Action:

The action depends on the outcome. Check the log for possible more entries that are related to the computers on which
the job failed.

224622 Log Message

[I]Job successfully run for item_name item_version procedure_name at computer computer_name with LAN ID
computer_LAN_ID - exit code: procedure_exit_code - job ordered by user_id

Reason:

The Item Procedure:

- procedure_name has successfully run a job for the Item:

- item_name item_version at the computer

with the name computer_name and with the LAN ID computer_LAN_ID.

Exit code: procedure_exit_code

User that ordered the job: user_ID.
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Action:

Informational only; no action required.

224623 Log Message

[E]Job item_name item_version procedure_name failed in computer computer_name with LAN ID
computer_LAN_ID - exit code: procedure_exit_name - job ordered by user_id

Reason:

The Item Procedure:

- procedure_name did not succeed in running a job for the Item:

- item_name item_version at the computer

with the name computer_name and with the LAN ID computer_LAN_ID.

Exit code: procedure_exit_code

Action:

• Try to interpret the exit code procedure_exit_code.
• Check whether the Procedure constituting the Item Procedure is correct.
• Check the available resources in the reporting computer.

User who ordered the job: user_id.

224624 Log Message

[E]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version could not be started by Job Check in
computer computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID - job ordered by user_id

Reason:

The Item Procedure:

- procedure_name was ordered to activate the Item:

- item_name item_version at the computer

with the name computer_name and LAN ID LAN_ID -

However, the Job Check program could not start the Item Procedure.

User that ordered the Activity: user_id.

Action:

• Verify whether the actual procedure really exists.
• Verify whether the procedure constituting the Item Procedure is correct.
• Check if the user at the target computer is logged-on to the network and access is granted to the SD Library.
• Check the available resources in the reporting computer.

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Item name
2 Item version
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3 Procedure name
5 Procedure exit code
15 Computer name
16 Computer LAN ID
9999 User ID

Categories:

Minor.

User.

Item Activation.

Send to Central.

224625 Log Message

[E]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version failed in computer computer_name
with LAN ID computer_lan_id - job ordered by user_id - exception: name=exception_name comment=
exception_comment location (program name and line number)= exception_location

Reason:

The Item Procedure:

- procedure_name did not succeed in activating the Item:

- item_name item_version at computer with name computer_name and LAN ID computer_LAN_ID.

Probable reasons:

• Another user has changed the Item Procedure.
• Another user has removed the Item Procedure.
• An internal unrecoverable error has occurred.

User that ordered the Activity: user_id.

Action:

Check whether for another procedure to use. If not, create a new procedure. Register the Item Procedure again. Contact
your system support engineer and supply the following information:

Item Procedure: procedure_name

Related Item: item_name, item_version

Computer LAN ID: computer_LAN_ID

Computer name: computer_name

Exception name: exception_name

Exception comment: exception_comment

Exception location (program name and number): exception_location
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224630 Log Message

[W]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version not allowed to run in computer
computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID - procedure's OS does not match computer's OS. Job ordered by user_id.

Reason:

The Item Procedure:

- procedure_name was ordered to activate the Item:

- item_name item_version at the computer:

with the name computer_name and LAN ID LAN_ID,

But the Item Procedure was not allowed to run by the Installation Check program (ASMINSTx) because of the OS
mismatch between the procedure and the computer.

User that ordered the Activity: user_id.

Action:

Use an Item Procedure allowed to run by the computer operating system.

Parameters:

 

ID Name
1 Item name
2 Item version
3 Procedure name
5 Procedure exit code
15 Computer name
16 Computer LAN ID
9999 User ID

Categories:

Warning.

User.

Item Activation.

Send to Central.

224631 Log Message

[E]Job for item_name item_version procedure_name failed in computer computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID -
user reported exit code: user_exit_code - job ordered by user_id

Reason:

User reported that the Item Procedure:

- procedure_name did not succeed in running a job for the Item

- item_name item_version at the computer with the name computer_name and LAN ID LAN_ID
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User reported exit code: user_exit_code

Action:

Consult the reporting User.

User that ordered the job: user_id.

224632 Log Message

[E]Job for item_name item_version procedure_name failed (timed out) in computer computer_name with LAN ID
LAN_ID - job ordered by user_id

Reason:

The Item Procedure:

- procedure_name timed out when running a job for the Item:

- item_name item_version at the computer with the name computer_name and LAN ID LAN_ID.

Action:

Check:

• That the Procedure runs within the time-out constraints.
• Whether the Procedure that constitutes the Item Procedure is correct.
• The available resources in the reporting computer.

User that ordered the job: user_id.

Parameters:

 

ID Name
1 Item name
2 Item version
3 Procedure name
5 Error code
15 Computer name
16 Computer LAN ID
9999 User ID

Categories:

Minor.

User.

Item Activation.

Send to Central.

224633 Log Message

[E]Job for item_name item_version procedure_name failed (not enough disk space) in computer computer_name
with LAN ID LAN_ID - error code: error_code - job ordered by user_id
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Reason:

The Item Procedure:

- procedure_name could not be started due to lack of disk space when downloading the Item:

- item_name item_version at the computer

with the name computer_name and LAN ID LAN_ID.

Action:

Check the available disk space in the reporting computer.

User that ordered the job: user_id.

224634 Log Message

[E]Job for item_name item_version procedure_name failed (scalability server failure) in computer
computer_namw with LAN ID computer_lan_id - job ordered by user_id.

Reason:

A Scalability Server failure occurred in computer computer_name with LAN ID computer_lan_id. The job that is ordered by
user_id for item_name item_version procedure_name failed.

Action:

Verify the log for other entries relating to the computer on which the job failed. Verify the setup of the job.

224635 Log Message

[E]Data Transmission of item_name item_version procedure_name to scalability server computer_name failed.
Cause: cause - job ordered by user_id

Reason:

A data transmission of item_name item_version procedure_name to Scalability Server computer_name failed because the
user_id ordered the job.

Action:

Check the reason of the error and verify the log for other entries relating to the Scalability Server.

224636 Log Message

[I]Iem procedure dependency item_name item_version procedure_name for procedure_name item_name
item_version deleted by user_id

Reason:

The procedure procedure_name in software item item_name item_version had the procedure procedure_name in the
software item item_name item_version in its Procedure Dependencies folder. The procedure procedure_name has now
been deleted from that folder.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.
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224637 Log Message

[I]Iem procedure dependency item_name item_version procedure_name for procedure_name item_name
item_version created by user_id

Reason:

The procedure procedure_name in software item item_name item_version has been copied to the Procedure
Dependencies folder for the procedure procedure_name in the software item item_name item|_version

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

224638 Log Message

[E]Failure deleting procedure dependency. Activity ordered by user_id - exception: name= exception_name
comment= exception_comment location=exception_location

Reason:

A procedure in a software item has a procedure from another software item in its Procedure Dependencies folder. An
attempt to delete the procedure from the folder failed and generated the following exception:

 

Exception name: exception_name
Exception comment: exception_comment
Exception location: exception_location

User that deleted the procedure: user_id.

Action:

Try to determine why the procedure could not be deleted.

Parameters:

ID Name
1000 Exception name
1001 Exception comment
1002 Exception location

Categories:

Minor.

Software error.

224639 Log Message

[E]Registration of item procedure dependency failed. Activity ordered by user_id - exception: name=
exception_name comment= exception_comment location=exception_location

Reason:
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An attempt to insert a procedure in the Procedure Dependencies folder for a procedure in another software item failed and
generated the following exception:

Exception name: exception_name
Exception comment: exception_comment
Exception location: exception_location

User that tried to register the procedure: user_id.

Action:

Try to determine why the procedure dependency could not be created.

Parameters:

ID Name
1000 Exception name
1001 Exception comment
1002 Exception location

Categories:

Minor.

Software error.

224640 Log Message

[E]Job item_name item_version procedure_name failed in computer computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID - MSI
MSI_message - job ordered by user_id

Reason:

A job for item item_name item_version using procedure procedure_name failed for the computer with name
computer_name and LAN ID LAN_ID.

User that ordered the job: user_id.

Action:

Investigate the MSI message message_no closer. You find it in the MSI Messages part of this guide as MSI00xxxx, if
MSI_message=xxxx.

224641 Log Message

[E]Job item_name item_version procedure_name failed in computer computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID -
SXPSXP_message - job ordered by user_id

Reason:

A job for item item_name item_version using procedure procedure_name failed for the computer with name
computer_name and LAN ID LAN_ID.

User that ordered the job: user_id.

Action:
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Investigate the SXP message SXP_message closer. You find it in the Software Management Windows Messages part of
this guide as SXP00xxxx, if SXP_message=xxxx.

224642 Log Message

[E]Job item_name item_version procedure_name failed in computer computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID -
PFPKmessage_no - job ordered by user_id

Reason:

A job for item item_name item_version using procedure procedure_name failed for the computer with name
computer_name and LAN ID LAN_ID.

User that ordered the job: user_id.

Action:

Investigate the MSI message message_no closer. You find it in the Software Management UNIX/Linux Messages part of
this guide as SMX00message_no, if message_no=xxxx.

224643 Log Message

[E]Job item_name item_version procedure_name failed in computer computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID -
RPMmessage_no - job ordered by user_id

Reason:

A job for item item_name item_version using procedure procedure_name failed for the computer with name
computer_name and LAN ID LAN_ID.

User that ordered the job: user_id.

Action:

Investigate the RPM message message_no closer. You find it in the Software Management UNIX/Linux Messages part of
this guide as SMX00xxxx, if message_no=xxxx.

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Item name
2 Item version
3 Procedure name
5 RPM message
15 Computer name
16 Computer LAN ID
9999 User ID

Categories:

Minor.

Software error.
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224644 Log Message

[E]Job item_name item_version procedure_name failed in computer computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID -
Reason: Computer locked by RAC - job ordered by user_id

Reason:

A job for item item_name item_version using procedure procedure_name failed for the computer with name
computer_name and LAN ID LAN_ID. This error that occurred was because a job was set up to a target computer in
RAC (Reinstall after crash) state. A job means install, configure, activate, uninstall, delivery, or undelivery. The SD agent
reported to the SD manager that the computer of the SD Agent has had a new OS-installation. When RAC locks the
computer, then its name is displayed in red in CA Client Automation Explorer.

User that ordered the job: user_id.

Action:

For the job that never executed but RAC locked it, perform the following steps:

1. If the job type is installation: Try to renew the job when the computer is unlocked and the RAC handling is completed.
2. If the job type is any other than installation: Set up this job manually in new container.

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Item name
2 Item version
3 Procedure name
15 Computer name
16 Computer LAN ID
9999 User ID

Categories:

Minor.

Software error.

224645 Log Message

[E]Job item_name item_version procedure_name failed in computer computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID -
Reason: RAC Container obsolete - job ordered by user_id

Reason:

A job for item item_name item_version using procedure procedure_name failed for the computer with name
computer_name and LAN ID LAN_ID. This error that occurred was because the computer had entered RAC (Reinstall
after crash) state. The SD Agent has reported to the SD Manager that the computer of the SD Agent has had a new OS-
installation.

A RAC job container was set up to reexecute previously successfully executed jobs. In this state, the SD Agent again
reported to the SD Manager that the SD Agent has had a new OS-installation. Therefore, the execution of jobs in the RAC
job container canceled. The jobs that had not executed are set in Error state.

User that ordered the job: user_id.

Action:
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Set up the current job manually in another job container.

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Item name
2 Item version
3 Procedure name
15 Computer name
16 Computer LAN ID
9999 User ID

Categories:

Minor.

Software error.

224646 Log Message

[E]Job item_name item_version procedure_name failed in computer computer_name with LAN ID
computer_LAN_ID - Reason: The timeout period for this activation has elapsed - job ordered by user_id

Reason:

A job for item item_name item_version using procedure procedure_name failed for the computer with name
computer_name and LAN ID computer_LAN_ID. The time-out period for the job elapsed.

Action:

• Verify whether the target computer is on.
• Verify whether the procedure hangs in interactive mode.
• Verify the value of the time-out period.

When you have found the failure reason, then retry the operation.

224647 Log Message

[W__]The activation of Job item_name item_version procedure_name in computer computer_name with LAN
ID LAN_ID was either interrupted by a network failure or by an installation procedure that rebooted the target
computer.

Reason:

The job activation fails for the computer. A network failure or an installation procedure that rebooted the target computer
interrupted the activation.

Action:  

Verify if the network and the target computer are running (in case of rebooting, this process takes a while).

If the network went down, try the activation again when the network is running.
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If a reboot was involved, the computer was rebooted before the installation was complete. The Software delivery
installation register is not updated. If the target computer received the item in order, then use Inventory Discovery
detection and verification scripts to find out.

ID Name
1 Software Package Name
2 Software Package Version
3 Procedure Name
15 Computer Name
16 Lan ID

 

 

 

224700 Log Message

[I]Job order for item_name item_version procedure_name cancelled by user_id

Reason:

The domain administrator has canceled a Job Order.

The order concerned Item item_name item_version using Item Procedure procedure_name.

User that canceled the order: user_id.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Item name
2 Item version
3 Procedure name
9999 User ID

Categories:

Record keeping.

User.

Item Activation.

Send to Central.

224701 Log Message

[I]Job ordered for item_name item_version procedure_name at date job_activation_date and time
job_activation_time by user_id
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Reason:

A job was ordered for the Item item_name item_version using the Item Procedure procedure_name at job_activation_date
job_activation_time.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

224702 Log Message

[E]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version failed during cancellation ordered by
user_id - exception: name= exception_name comment= exception_comment location (program name and line
number)= exception_location

Reason:

An internal error has occurred.

Action:

Contact your system support engineer and enclose the following information:

This version of Software Delivery.

Item Procedure:procedure_name

Related Item: item_name, item_version

Exception name: exception_name

Exception comment: exception_comment

Exception location (program name and line number) exception_location

224703 Log Message

[E]Access of job order data for item_name item_version procedure_name failed - job ordered by user_id
- exception: name=exception_name, comment=exception_comment, location (program name and line
number)=exception_location

Reason:

An internal error has occurred.

Action:

Contact your system support engineer and enclose the following information:

This version of Software Delivery.

Item Procedure: procedure_name

Related Item: item_name, item_version

Exception name: exception_name

Exception comment: exception_comment

Exception location (program name and line number): exception_location
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224704 Log Message

[I]Job item_name item_version procedure_name removed automatically. Completed and too old.

Reason:

The job was automatically removed from the job list because it was completed and too old.

The procedure used was procedure_name.

The software involved was item_name item_version.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

Parameters:

 

ID Name
1 Item name
2 Item version
3 Procedure name

Categories:

Record keeping.

Item Activation.

224705 Log Message

[I]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version postponed during execution by user in
computer computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID.

Reason:

A job was set up with the job execution option, Prompt user, selected. When the message popup presented the choice to
Install Now, Later, or Never, the end user selected Later.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Item name
2 Item version
3 Procedure name
15 Computer name
16 Computer LAN ID

Categories:

Record keeping.
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Item Activation.

224706 Log Message

[I]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version postponed until agent shutdown in
computer computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID.

Reason:

The item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version cannot be run until the SD agent in computer with
name computer_name and with LAN ID LAN_ID enters shutdown mode.

Action:

Informational only; no action required. If the Agent does not support shutdown mode (v3.0 and older) or operates in a non-
UNIX/Linux environment, then the job never runs. The job times out.

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Software item name
2 Software item version
3 Procedure name
15 Computer name
16 Computer LAN ID

Categories:

Record keeping.

User.

224707 Log Message

[I]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version postponed by Calendar in computer
computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID - job ordered by user_id.

Reason:

The Calendar settings for computer computer_name postponed the job execution which was about to start.

Action:

The event is informational only. The further event that takes place when the Calendar allows the job to execute depends
on the relation between the Calendar time settings and the job timeout settings.

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Software item name
2 Software item version
3 Procedure name
15 Computer name
16 Computer LAN ID
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9999 User ID

Categories:

Record keeping.

User.

224708 Log Message

[I]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version interrupted by reboot and will be resumed
after the system has rebooted in computer computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID - job ordered by user_id.

Reason:

The job procedure or set procedure option generates the restart request which interrupts the job execution. After the
system has restarted, job execution resumes.

Action:

The event is informational only.

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Software item name
2 Software item version
3 Procedure name
15 Computer name
16 Computer LAN ID
9999 User ID

Categories:

Record keeping.

User.

224709 Log Message

[I]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version interrupted by logoff and will be resumed
after the user has logged off in computer computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID - job ordered by user_id.

Reason:

A log out request interrupts the job execution, either by the job procedure or use of Logon shield. After the user has
logged out, which the user can postpone for a while, job execution resumes.

Action:

The event is informational only.

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Software item name
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2 Software item version
3 Procedure name
15 Computer name
16 Computer LAN ID
9999 User ID

Categories:

Record keeping.

User.

224710 Log Message

[E]Job item_name item_version procedure_name failed in computer computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID - no
access to library - job ordered by user_id.

Reason:

The Software Delivery agent could not execute the job, due to problems accessing the library at its Software Delivery
manager.

Action:

Try to determine the cause of the error from the additional message text that is supplied. If you do not succeed in
determining the cause, contact CA Technical Support.

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Software item name
2 Software item version
3 Procedure name
15 Computer name
16 Computer LAN ID
9999 User ID

Categories:

Minor.

Item Activation.

Notify Admin Group.

224711 Log Message

[E]Job item_name item_version procedure_name failed in computer computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID -
container file corrupted at agent end - job ordered by user_id.

Reason:

The Software Delivery agent detected that the container file, which was delivered with the job container to it, was
corrupted.
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Action:

Retry the operation. If the error still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Software item name
2 Software item version
3 Procedure name
15 Computer name
16 Computer LAN ID
9999 User ID

Categories:

Minor.

Item Activation.

Notify Admin Group.

224712 Log Message

[E]Job item_name item_version procedure_name failed in computer computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID -
invalid container file password - job ordered by user_id.

Reason:

This event does not take place during online delivery of jobs. During offline deliveries, the password that is used while
using ExecuteContainer does not agree with the password used while securing the container.

Action:

Supply the correct password. In online operation, retry the job execution. If the error still persists, contact CA Technical
Support.

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Software item name
2 Software item version
3 Procedure name
15 Computer name
16 Computer LAN ID
9999 User ID

Categories:

Minor.

Item Activation.

Notify Admin Group.
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224713 Log Message

[E]Job item_name item_version procedure_name failed in computer computer_name with LAN ID
computer_LAN_ID - container file not secured - job ordered by user_id.

Reason:

In offline operation, the command SecureContainer had not been used, when an attempt was made to use
ExecuteContainer. This message is not seen in online operation.

Action:

In offline operation, secure the container first. In online operation, retry the job execution. If the error still persists, contact
CA Technical Support.

224714 Log Message

[E]Job item_name item_version procedure_name failed in computer computer_name with LAN ID
computer_LAN_ID - container execution privilege missing - job ordered by user_id.

Reason:

This error occurs only in offline operations. The person securing the job container does not belong to the following groups:

• Administrator group
• Software Delivery creation: SDOFFLIN group

NOTE
The local group SDOFFLIN is created on all Windows NT/2000/XP computers while installing Software Delivery.

Administrators can create the global group SDOFFLIN, and can add users to these groups to enable users to run the SD
offline jobs.

Action:

Ensure that the person who executes the container has sufficient security privileges.

224715 Log Message

[E]Job item_name item_version procedure_name failed in computer computer_name with LAN ID
computer_LAN_ID - invalid container file hash - job ordered by user_ID.

Reason:

In offline operation, a hash key is assigned to the job container file when the container is secured. This message appears
if the Software Delivery system detects that the file has been tampered with.

Action:

Ensure that a correct container file is used.

224716 Log Message

[E]Job item_name item_version procedure_name failed in computer computer_name with LAN ID
computer_LAN_ID - decompression of package image failed - job ordered by user_ID.

Reason:
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Job execution could not take place because decompression of the job package failed. This error occurs only for a
Software Delivery agent using NOS-less internal download protocol in its communication with its Software Delivery
manager.

Action:

Retry the operation. If the error still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

224717 Log Message

[E]Job item_name item_version procedure_name failed in computer computer_ID with LAN ID computer_ID -
execution failed due to native OS error: OS_error_message - job ordered by user_ID.

Reason:

The job set up for software item_name with version item_version, using procedure procedure_name, failed in computer
computer_name with LAN ID computer_LAN_ID.

Action:

Carefully read the OS error message from the Software Delivery agent on the computer. The error message contains the
clue to the job failure and determines your further action.

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Software item name
2 Software item version
3 procedure_name
15 Computer name
16 computer_LAN_ID
20 OS error message from the Software Delivery agent on the

computer
9999 User ID

Categories:

Minor.

Item Activation.

Notify Admin Group.

224718 Log Message

[E]Job item_name item_version procedure_name failed in computer computer_name with LAN ID
computer_LAN_ID - no access to library due to native OS error: error_code - job ordered by user_ID.

Reason:

The job set up for software item_name with version item_version, using procedure procedure_name, failed in computer
computer_name with LAN ID computer_LAN_ID. The job setup that failed was because access to the library was not
gained.

Action:
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Carefully read the OS error message from the Software Delivery agent on the computer. This error message contains the
clue to the library access failure and determines your further action.

224719 Log Message

[E]Job item_name item_version procedure_name failed in computer computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID - Exit
code exit_code - job ordered by user_id.

Reason:

The job set up for software item_name with version item_version, using procedure_name, failed in computer
computer_name with LAN ID computer_LAN_ID.

Action:

Check the exit code. The code denotes a message that is written using the sd_acmd ExitCodeMsg command. The code
contains the clue to the job failure and determines your further action.

224720 Log Message

[I]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version requires user to be logged on, and will be
resumed after the user has logged on in computer computer_name with LAN ID computer_LAN_ID - job ordered
by user_id.

Reason:

The job set up for software item_name with version item_version, using procedure procedure_name is pending. The
procedure requires a user to log in computer computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID for execution.

Action:

Wait until the user logs in. Then the procedure starts execution.

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Software item name
2 Software item version
3 Procedure name
15 computer_name
16 Computer LAN ID
9999 User ID

Categories:

Record keeping.

Item Activation.

224721 Log Message

[I]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version interrupted by rerun and will be resumed
after next job check in computer computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID - job ordered by user_id.

Reason:
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The job set up for software item_name with version item_name item_version, using procedure procedure_name, has
been interrupted in computer computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID. For example, the sd_acmd Signal command with
parameter rerun could have executed.

Action:

Wait until the next job check is issued from the computer. Then the procedure resumes execution.

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Software item name
2 Software item version
3 Procedure name
15 Computer name
16 Computer LAN ID
9999 User ID

Categories:

Record keeping.

Item Activation.

224722 Log Message

[I]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version postponed during execution by user until
time (server time) in computer computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID.

Reason:

The user on computer computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID has postponed the job set up for software item_name with
version item_version, using procedure procedure_name.

Action:

Wait until the time denoted by time (server time). Then the procedure attempts to execute.

NOTE
Server denotes here the nearest upstream Software Delivery manager whom the Agent sees. The manager is a
Domain Manager or Scalability Server.

224723 Log Message

[I]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version postponed during execution by user until
next time agent connects in computer computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID.

Reason:

The user on computer computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID postpones the job set up for software item_name with
version item_version, using procedure procedure_name.

Action:

Wait until the next time job check is executed on the agent. Then the procedure attempts to execute.
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NOTE

The execution of a manual job check shortens the interval that elapses until the next time job check is executed
at the Agent.

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Software item name
2 Software item version
3 Procedure name
15 Computer name
16 Computer LAN ID

Categories:

Record keeping.

Item Activation.

224724 Log Message

[I]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version redirected to another SD manager because
computer computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID has roamed.

Reason:

The job set up for software item_name with version item_version, using procedure procedure_name has been redirected
to another Software Delivery manager. The specified target computer has moved, now being connected to another
Software Delivery manager.

Action:

Informational only

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Software item name
2 Software item version
3 Procedure name
15 Computer name
16 Computer LAN ID

Categories:

Record keeping.

Item Activation

224725 Log Message

[I]Job order for item_name item_version procedure_name has started its execution offline from server.

Reason:
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A job involving the specified software item and procedure was scheduled to an SD Agent. The procedure option Run jobs
off-line from server is checked.

Action:

Informational only

Wait until the next time the agent connects to the SD Manager and executes job check. Then job status is available.

224726 Log Message

[E]Job item_name item_version procedure_name failed in computer computer_name with LAN ID
computer_LAN_ID - A file needed for execution is missing - job ordered by procedure_name.

Reason:

This message appears for reasons like:

For example,

The SD Agent in computer computer_name which is connected to its SD manager using internal NOS-less protocol, has
downloaded a .zip file. When the SD agent is to unpack the .zip file, this file cannot be found.

Action:

Retry the operation. If the error persists, contact CA Technical Support.

224727 Log Message

[E]Job item_name item_version procedure_name failed in computer computer_name with LAN ID
computer_LAN_ID - The job ordered is not available - job ordered by user_ID.

Reason:

A job involving the specified software and procedure was delivered to SD agent in computer computer_name. The
delivery is done most probably as part of a job container. The SD Agent received the information that the job was on its
list. But when the SD was to run the job, it was no longer available. For example, another SD administrator could have
deleted the job from the job container.

Action:

Investigate the situation. Rerun the jobs to be executed. This action is necessary in case the failing job was part of a job
container that ran in batch mode.

224750 Log Message

[I]All jobs for job container target job_container_target of job container job_container removed by user_id.

Reason:

The user user_id in job container job_container removed all jobs for target job_container_target with the target view
selected.

Action:

Informational only
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224820 Log Message

[E]Registration failed at area area_id of added item procedure procedure_name - item item_name item_version
not found.

Reason:

The Item item_name item_version was not found at the area area_id. The added procedure procedure_name could
therefore not be registered.

Action:

Check the log of the area to find out what happened to the missing item.

224821 Log Message

[E]Deregistration failed at area procedure_name of item procedure procedure_name - not registered with item
item_name item_version

Reason:

The Item Procedure procedure_name could not be deregistered, because it is unregistered with the Item item_name
item_version.

Area ID: area_id

Action:

Check the Item Procedures that are associated with this Item.

224822 Log Message

[E]Deregistration failed at area area_name of item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version -
procedure not found.

Reason:

The Item Procedure procedure_name could not be found at the area area_id.

Related Item: item_name item_version

Action:

Check the Item Procedure that is associated with this Item.

224824 Log Message

[E]Job for item_name item_version procedure_name already ordered at area area_id.

Reason:

The Job Order could not be performed for Item item_name item_version using Item Procedure procedure_name. A job is
already ordered for this Item and Procedure at the area area-id.

Action:

Informational only

No action is required.
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224825 Log Message

[E]Registration failed at area area_id of item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version

Reason:

Software Delivery at the area area_id could not register the Item Procedure procedure_name related to the Item
item_name item_version.

Possible reasons:

• Some other User registered an Item Procedure simultaneously.
• An internal program error occurs in Software Delivery manager.

Action:

Make Remote Access local to Software Delivery manager at the area area_id.

Verify whether the named Item Procedure exists. Otherwise, contact your system support engineer.

224826 Log Message

[E]Job cancellation for item_name item_version procedure_name failed at area area_id

Reason:

The Cancel Job Order failed for Item item_name item_version using Item Procedure procedure_name.

One possible reason is an internal program error in Software Delivery.

Action:

Make Remote Access Local to Software Delivery manager at the area area_id.

Verify whether the named Item Procedure exists. Otherwise, contact your system support engineer with information found
in the Local Event Log at the remote area.

224827 Log Message

[E]Job for item_name item_version procedure_name failed at area area_id

Reason:

The Job Order failed for Item item_name item_version using Item Procedure procedure_name.

One possible reason is an internal program error in the Software Delivery manager.

Action:

Make Remote Access Local to Software Delivery manager at the area area_id.

Verify whether the named Item Procedure exists. Otherwise, contact your system support engineer with information found
in the Local Event Log at the remote area.

224828 Log Message

[E]Deregistration of item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version failed at area area_id

Reason:
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Software Delivery manager at the area area_id could not de-register the Item Procedure procedure_name related to the
Item item_name item_version.

Possible reasons:

• Some other User removed the Item Procedure simultaneously.
• An internal program error occurs in Software Delivery manager.

Action:

Make Remote Access Local to Software Delivery manager at the area area_id.

Verify whether the named Item Procedure exists. Otherwise, contact your system support engineer.

224829 Log Message

[E]Job cancellation for item_name item_version procedure_name failed at area area_id - procedure not found.

Reason:

The Cancel Job Order failed for Item item_name item_version using Item Procedure procedure_name. The named
Procedure at area area_id is not found.

Action:

Check the log of the area to find out what happened to the missing item procedure.

224900 Log Message

[I]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version registered at area area_id - order by
enterprise administrator distributed to, and performed at, the area.

Reason:

The enterprise administrator has ordered a registration order for Item Procedure procedure_name related to Item
item_name item_version.

The order is distributed to, and performed at the area area_id.

Action:

Informational only

No action is required.

224902 Log Message

[E]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version could not be registered at area area_id -
check earlier distribution event.

Reason:

The order has not been distributed.

Action:

Refer to an earlier log event concerning distribution to find the reason.
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224903 Log Message

[I]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version deregistered at area area_id - order by
enterprise administrator distributed to, and performed at, the area.

Reason:

The enterprise administrator has ordered a deregistration order for Item Procedure procedure_name related to Item
item_name item_version.

The order was distributed to, and performed at the area area_id.

Action:

Informational only

No action is required.

224905 Log Message

[E]Item procedure procedure_name for item item_name item_version could not be deregistered at area area_id -
check earlier distribution event.

Reason:

The order has not been distributed.

Action:

Refer to an earlier log event concerning distribution to find the reason.

224906 Log Message

[I]Job for item_name item_version procedure_name set up at area area_id - order by enterprise administrator
distributed to the area.

Reason:

The enterprise administrator has ordered a job and distributed to the area area_id. The order has been set up at the area.

Action:

Informational only

No action is required.

224908 Log Message

[E]Job for item_name item_version procedure_name failed at area area_id - check earlier distribution event.

Reason:

The order has not been performed.

Action:

Refer to an earlier log event concerning the distribution to find the reason.
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224909 Log Message

[I]Job cancel for item_name item_version procedure_name performed at area area_id on order by enterprise
administrator.

Reason:

The enterprise has ordered a cancellation and distributed to the area area_id. The order has been performed at the area.

Action:

Informational only

No action is required.

224911 Log Message

[E]Job cancel for item_name item_version procedure_name failed at area area_id - check earlier distribution
event.

Reason:

The order has not been distributed.

Action:

Refer to another (earlier) log event concerning the distribution to find the reason.

225102 Log Message

The migrated Query query_name from Local Server server_name is invalid.

Reason:

The query is not valid.

Action:

Modify the query.

Logged Messages (227100 - 99001003)

225018 Log Message

[I__]Migration of Software Procedure computer_and_user_group_name from Legacy Server server_id successful.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Migration of named software procedure that is succeeded

Action:

None, informational
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227101 Log Message

[I]Computer computer_name with LAN ID computer_LAN_ID automatically registered during a Job Check session

Reason:

A computer that is named computer_name in the LAN was automatically registered with the LAN ID computer_LAN_ID
during a Job Check session.

Action:

Informational only; no action required

227102 Log Message

[I]Data for computer computer_name with LAN ID computer_LAN_ID changed by user_id

Reason:

The data for computer computer_name with the LAN ID computer_LAN_ID was changed. The user_id changed the
computer.

Action:

Informational only; no action required

Parameters:

ID Name
5 Computer name
6 Computer LAN ID
9999 User ID

Categories:

Record keeping

User

227106 Log Message

[E]computer computer_name with LAN ID computer_LAN_ID could not be deregistered by user_id - exception:
name= exception_name comment= exception_comment location= exception_location

Reason:

The named computer with the LAN ID computer_LAN_ID could not be deregistered because of the following exception:

Exception name: exception_name

Exception comment: exception_comment

Exception location (program name and line number): exception_location

User ID: user_id

Action:

Contact your system support engineer and enclose the details of the exception.
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227110 Log Message

[I]The attributes of computer computer_name with LAN ID computer_LAN_ID were updated during a Job Check
session.

Reason:

The attributes of the computer with name computer_name and with the LAN ID computer_LAN_ID were updated during a
Job Check session.

Action:

Informational only; no action required

227114 Log Message

[E]Computer computer_name with LAN ID computer_LAN_ID could not be updated. Exception: name=
exception_name comment= exception_comment location (program name and line number)= exception_location

Reason:

The computer with name computer_name and with the LAN ID computer_LAN_ID could not be updated because of an
internal error.

Action:

Contact your system support engineer and enclose the following information:

This version of Software Delivery

Computer LAN ID computer_LAN_ID
Computer alias name computer_name
Exception name exception_name
Exception comment exception_comment
Exception location (program name and line number) exception_location

Parameters:

ID Name
5
6 Computer LAN ID
1000 Exception name
1001 Exception comment
1002 Exception location

Categories:

Major.

Software error.

Notify Admin Group.
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227115 Log Message

[E]SWD data update for computer computer_name with LAN ID computer_LAN_ID failed. Exception: name=
exception_name comment= exception_comment location (program name and line number)= exception_location

Reason:

The computer with name computer_name and with the LAN ID computer_LAN_ID could not be updated because of an
internal error.

Action:

Contact your system support engineer and enclose the following information:

This version of Software Delivery:

Computer LAN ID Computer_LAN_ID
Computer alias name computer_name
Exception name exception_name
Exception comment exception_comment
Exception location (program name and line number) exception_location

227119 Log Message

[E]Illegal computer name detected in Job Check dialog for computer computer_name with LAN ID
computer_LAN_ID.

Reason:

Illegal characters were detected in the computer name that is found in the Job Check dialog for the computer referred to in
the message.

Action:

Correct the illegal characters.

227120 Log Message

[E]Computer user data update for computer computer_name with LAN ID computer_LAN_ID failed.
Exception: name= exception_name comment= exception_name location (program name and line number)=
exception_location (program name and line number).

Reason:

The Software Delivery agent of the computer could not send user data update for the computer referred in the message to
its server (Domain or Scalability) due to the following exception: exception_location (program name and line number)

Action:

Retry by executing JobCheck for the agent. Check the status of the network. If the error persists, contact CA Technical
Support.
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227121 Log Message

[E]Computer job status update for computer computer_name with LAN ID computer_LAN_ID failed. Exception:
name= exception_name comment= exception_comment location (program name and line number)=
exception_location.

Reason:

The Software Delivery agent of the computer could not send a job status update for the computer referred in the message
to the Domain Manager or Scalability Server due to the following exception:

Exception name exception_name
Exception comment exception_comment
Exception location (program name and line number) exception_location

Action:

Retry by executing JobCheck for the agent. Check the status of the network. If the error persists, contact CA Technical
Support.

Parameters:

ID Name
5 Computer name
6 Computer LAN ID

Categories:

Minor.

Distribution.

Notify Admin Group.

227123 Log Message

[E]Failed to get compressed package for computer computer_name with LAN ID computer_LAN_ID.
Exception: name= exception_name comment= exception_comment location (program name and line number)=
exception_location.

Reason:

The Software Delivery agent on computer computer_name failed to get the compressed package sent as a job to it, using
NOS-less internal download, by the Domain Manager or Scalability Server, due to the following exception:

Exception name exception_name
Exception comment exception_comment
Exception location (program name and line number) exception_location

Action:

Check that free disk space on the Software Delivery manager is sufficient. Renew the job to retry the operation. If the error
persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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Parameters:

ID Name
5 Computer name
6 Computer LAN ID

Categories:

Minor

Distribution

Notify Admin Group.

227124 Log Message

[E]Failed to calculate package crc for computer computer_name with LAN ID computer_LAN_ID. Exception:
name= exception_name comment= exception_comment location (program name and line number)=
exception_location.

Reason:

The Software Delivery Domain Manager or Scalability Server failed to calculate the CRC due to the following exception:

Exception name exception_name
Exception comment exception_comment
Exception location (program name and line number) exception_location

The CRC would be used for comparing with the optional CRC calculated when initially sealing the package. 

Action:

The software package has been tampered with. Control the package in the software package library. Recalculate its CRC
by selecting the package, right-clicking and choosing Properties in the context menu. Uncheck the option Checksum
control of package consistency and select OK. Then select Properties again, verify the option Checksum control of
package consistency, and select OK. If the error persists, contact CA Technical Support.

Parameters:

ID Name
5 Computer name
6 Computer LAN ID

Categories:

Minor

Distribution

Notify Admin Group.
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227125 Log Message

[E]Failed to probe package usage for computer computer_name with LAN ID computer_LAN_ID. Exception:
name= exception_name comment= exception_comment location (program name and line number)=
exception_location.

Reason:

The Software Delivery agent on computer computer_name failed when probing package usage.

For example:

A user agent, on the computer of the Agent needs this package from its Domain Manager or Scalability Server. The Agent
uses NOS-less download (DTS or internal). 

The failure occurs due to the following exception:

Exception name exception_name
Exception comment exception_comment
Exception location (program name and line number) exception_location

Action:

The error is not fatal. The package gets deleted from the computer and downloads again when needed. If the error occurs
often, contact CA Technical Support.

Parameters:

ID Name
5 Computer name
6 Computer LAN ID

Categories:

Minor

Distribution

Notify Admin Group.

227126 Log Message

[E]Failed to get container list for computer computer_name with LAN ID computer_LAN_ID. Exception: name=
exception_name comment= exception_comment location (program name and line number)= exception_location.

Reason:

The Software Delivery agent requested its Domain Manager or Scalability Server for a container list. The Software
Delivery agent failed to receive the list due to the following exceptions:

Exception name exception_name
Exception comment exception_comment
Exception location (program name and line number) exception_location

Action:
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Delete all active job containers having this computer as target and retry the operation by setting up the jobs again. If the
error persists, contact CA Technical Support.

Parameters:

ID Name
5 Computer name
6 Computer LAN ID

Categories:

Minor

Distribution

Notify Admin Group.

227127 Log Message

[E]Failed to get container for computer computer_name with LAN ID computer_LAN_ID. Exception: name=
exception_name comment= exception_comment location (program name and line number)= exception_location.

Reason:

The Software Delivery agent requested its Domain Manager or Scalability Server for a specific container. The Software
Delivery agent did not receive it due to the following exception:

Exception name exception_name
Exception comment exception_comment
Exception location (program name and line number) exception_location

Action:

Delete the specific active job container with this agent as target. Retry the operation by setting up the job container again.
If the error persists, contact CA Technical Support.

227128 Log Message

[E]Failed to set file download status for computer computer_name with LAN ID computer_LAN_ID. Exception:
name= exception_name comment= exception_comment location (program name and line number)=
exception_location.

Reason:

The Domain Manager or Scalability Server failed to set status that stated that a file download was taking place from
the Server to a Software Delivery agent, which is configured to use NOS-less internal download, due to the following
exception:

Exception name exception_name
Exception comment exception_comment
Exception location (program name and line number) exception_location

Action:

Retry by executing JobCheck for the agent. If the error persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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227129 Log Message

[E]Failed to set file upload status for computer computer_name with LAN ID computer_LAN_ID Exception: name=
exception_name comment= exception_comment location (program name and line number)= exception_location.

Reason:

The domain manager or scalability server failed to set status that stated that a file upload was taking place from a
Software Delivery agent to the Server.

The message occurs due to the following exception:

Exception name exception_name
Exception comment exception_comment
Exception location (program name and line number) exception_location

Action:

Retry by executing JobCheck for the agent. If the error persists, contact CA Technical Support.

227132 Log Message

[I]The computer old_name has changed its name to new_name.

Reason:

A computer has changed its name from old_name to new_name.

Action:

Informational only

227140 Log Message

[I]Move of computer computer_agent_name with LAN ID computer_agent_lan_id from domain manager with LAN
ID previous_domain_manager_lan_id successful, exit code exit_code.

Reason:

A move operation of a specified computer agent from a specified domain manager was executed successfully.

Action:

Informational only.

227141 Log Message

[E]Move of computer computer_agent_name with LAN ID computer_agent_LAN_ID from domain manager
with LAN ID domain_manager_LAN_ID failed, exit code: exit_code. API error: exit code from the SD API
during communication with previous domain manager, API message: exit code from the SD API during
communication with previous domain manager in text format - exception: name= exception_name comment=
exception_comment location= exception_location (program name and line number).

Reason:

A move operation of a specified computer from a specified domain manager fails, with an exception.

Action:
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Study the exit code and try to find out the reason for the failure. If you find a plausible corrective action, retry the move
operation. If the error persists, contact CA Technical Support.

227142 Log Message

[W]Move of computer computer_agent_name with LAN ID computer_agent_LAN_ID from domain manager with
LAN ID domain_manager_LAN_ID ignored, exit code: exit_code.

Reason:

A move operation of a specified computer from a specified Domain Manager was ignored due to various reasons. The exit
code further details the operation.

Action:

Study the exit code and see if it helps you understand the reason for ignoring executing the move. Retry the operation
after taking any corrective action.

227143 Log Message

[I]Move of computer computer_name with LAN ID computer_LAN_ID from domain manager with LAN ID
domain_manager_LAN_ID aborted by user_ID.

Reason:

A move operation of a specified computer agent from a specified domain manager was aborted at the current domain
manager. When the computer first appears at the current domain manager, it is marked blue.

If you select State, Abort move operation in the context menu of the computer while it is marked blue, all records
associated with the computer remains at the previous Domain Manager.

Action:

Investigate the situation.

Analyze the scenarios:

• Reason of the move operation abortion.
• Whether the computer reverts to its previous Domain Manager.

227300 Log Message

[I]Computer group group_name created by user_id with no_of_computers included computers.

Reason:

A Computer Group was created.

- Group name: group_name

- Number of included Computers: no_of_computers

The User ID user_id creates the group.

Action:

Informational only; no action required
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227301 Log Message

[I]Computer group computer_group_name changed by user_id - totally no_of_computers computers,
no_of_added_computers computers added - no_of_removed_computers computers removed.

Reason:

The Computer Group that is named computer_group_name was changed.

- Group name: computer_group_name

- Number of included Computers: no_of_computers

- Number of added Computers: no_of_added_computers

- Number of removed Computers: no_of_removed_computers

The User ID user_id creates the group.

Action:

Informational only; no action required

227400 Log Message

[I]A new OS-installation was reported by the Software Delivery Agent named SD_agent_name. All installation
records were marked as removed by RAC.

Reason:

The SD agent that is named SD_agent_name has reported the SD manager that the computer of the SD Agent has had
a new OS-installation. All installation records for the SD agent have been marked as "Removed by RAC" (Reinstall after
crash).

Action:

None

Informational only

227401 Log Message

[E]A new OS-installation was reported by the Software Delivery Agent named SD_agent_name. Because of error
error_id no installation records were marked as removed by RAC.

Reason:

The SD agent that is named SD_Agent_name has reported to the SD manager that the computer of the SD Agent has
had a new OS-installation. The SD manager could not remove any installation records for the SD agent as part of the
RAC (Reinstall after crash) handling. The error error_id occurred.

NOTE
Error error_id is most likely A000036 (exception that is found by server). To find further details, view the logs for
the message details and the Console log for the events that generated.

Action:

Wait a while. If the error persists, try deleting all installation records manually. If you are in doubt what to do, contact CA
Technical Support.
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227402 Log Message

[I]A new OS-installation was reported by the Software Delivery Agent named SD_agent_name. All installation
records were marked as removed by RAC, and a new RAC Job Container was activated.

Reason:

The SD agent that is named SD_agent_name has reported to the SD manager that the computer of the SD Agent has
had a new OS-installation. All installation records for the SD agent have been marked as "Removed by RAC" (Reinstall
after crash). A new Job Container was created, containing all previously successfully executed jobs for the SD agent. The
container has been activated.

Action:

Informational only

227403 Log Message

[E]A new OS-installation was reported by the Software Delivery Agent named SD_agent_name. Because of error
error_id no installation records were marked as removed by RAC and no new RAC Job Container was activated.

Reason:

The SD agent that is named SD_agent_name has reported to the SD manager that the computer of the SD Agent has
had a new OS-installation. The SD manager could not remove any installation records for the SD agent as part of the
RAC (Reinstall after crash) handling. The error error_id occurred. The RAC process was abandoned, that is, no new Job
Container was created, containing all previously successfully executed jobs for the SD agent, and activated.

NOTE
Error error_id is most likely SDM000036 (exception that is found by server). To find further details, view the logs
for this message details and the Console log for the events generated.

Action:

Wait a while. If the error persists, set up a job container manually, containing all previously successfully executed jobs for
the SD agent. Delete all installation records for the SD agent manually and activate the job container. If you are in doubt
what to do, contact CA Technical Support.

227404 Log Message

[I]A new OS-installation was reported by the Software Delivery Agent named SD_agent_name. All installation
records were marked as removed by RAC, and a new unsealed RAC Job Container was created.

Reason:

The SD agent that is named SD_agent_name has reported to the SD manager that the computer of the SD Agent has had
a new OS-installation. All installation records for the SD agent have been marked as "Removed by RAC" (Reinstall after
crash). A new Job Container containing all previously successfully executed jobs for the SD agent was created.

Action:

Informational only

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Software Delivery Agent Name
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Categories:

Record keeping.

User

227405 Log Message

[E]A new OS-installation was reported by the Software Delivery Agent named SD_agent_name. Because of error
error_id no installation records were marked as removed by RAC and no new RAC Job Container was created.

Reason:

The SD agent that is named SD_agent_name has reported to the SD manager that the computer of the SD Agent has
had a new OS-installation. The SD manager could not remove any installation records for the SD agent, as part of the
RAC (Reinstall after crash) handling. The error error_id occurred. The RAC process was abandoned, that is, no new Job
Container containing all previously successfully executed jobs for the SD agent was created.

NOTE
Error error_id is most likely SDM000036 (exception that is found by server). To find further details, view the logs
for this message details and the Console log for the events that are generated.

Action:

Wait a while. If the error persists, set up a job container manually containing all previously successfully executed jobs
for the SD agent. Delete all installation records for the SD agent manually. If you are in doubt what to do, contact CA
Technical Support.

227406 Log Message

[W]A new OS-installation was reported by the Software Delivery Agent named agent_name. The RACAutomation
parameter in the Configuration had the unrecognized value RACAutomation_parameter. RAC was not automated.

Reason:

The named SD agent has reported to the SD manager that the computer of the SD Agent has had a new OS-installation.
The SD manager found an unrecognized value of the RACAutomation parameter in the configuration. The SD manager
proceeded as if the value had been 0. The SD Manager removed all installation records for the SD agent, as part of the
RAC (Reinstall after crash) handling.

Action:

Open the configuration on the SD manager and search for the RACAutomation parameter. Valid values are 0, 1 and 2.
See the CA Reference for a description of the values.

227407 Log Message

[W]A new OS-installation was reported by the Software Delivery Agent named SD_agent_name. The computer
was already in RAC state.

Reason:

The SD agent that is named SD_agent_name reported to the SD manager that the computer of the SD Agent has had
a new OS-installation. But the computer was already in RAC (Reinstall after crash) state on the SD manager due to a
previous report from the same SD Agent that it had a new OS-installation.
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NOTE
If a RAC container was set up because of a previous report of a new OS-installation from the SD Agent, the jobs
in the container that have already run when the SD agent reports the new OS installation are set to "Removed
by RAC" in the computer jobs folder. If the software items are in the library, a new RAC container is created
containing these jobs and installation jobs for items that were reported as installed offline in the previous report
from the SD Agent, .

Action:

If the RAC container was still executing, when the second report came from the SD Agent that its computer had a new
OS-installation, these jobs are set in Error. This RAC container cannot be renewed because it is now an obsolete job
container. You can set up a new job container, containing these jobs, for the computer with the new OS installation.

NOTE
There might be more than one "Removed by RAC" record for a previously successfully executed install job for a
software item in the computer jobs folder, because a computer can report a new OS-installation more than once.
The time settings for such jobs differs.

Parameters:

ID Name
1 Software Delivery Agent Name

Categories:

Minor

Software error

227408 Log Message

[W]A new OS-installation was reported by the Software Delivery Agent named Software_Delivery_Agent_Name.
The computer was locked by another process. RAC continued anyway.

Reason:

The SD agent that is named Software_Delivery_Agent_Name has reported to the SD manager that the computer of
the SD Agent has had a new OS-installation. Another process on the SD manager had locked the computer. The RAC
process on the SD manager continued anyway after waiting a while.

Action:

The message is a warning. Investigate the situation of another process on the SD manager locking the computer. The
RAC processing still continues after a short pause.

Your action depends on the following states:

• The SD manager configuration
• The actual RAC state of the computer when the lock was detected.

See CA Reference for the RACAutomation parameter in the configuration file ASM.CNF on the SD manager.

If the SD manager is configured to remove records for the computer (RACAutomation=0), the SD manager removes all
installation records for the SD agent on the SD manager, as part of the RAC (Reinstall after crash) handling. All computer
jobs are marked as "Removed by RAC". You can manually set up a new job container, per these settings, and activate it
accordingly.
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If the SD manager is configured to set up a job container (RACAutomation=1), containing all previously successfully
executed jobs for the SD agent, but leave it unsealed, verify the contents of the container. If suitable for the computer, seal
and activate it. You can also add or delete jobs in the container, then seal and activate it.

If the SD manager is configured to seal and activate the job container (RACAutomation=2), investigate the jobs in the
container. If the container is still executing, wait until it has finished and examine its result. When one of the jobs in the
container runs and ends in error, all remaining jobs are set in Error state, because the container runs in batch mode.

First verify the "Removed by RAC" setting for previously successfully executed jobs in the computer jobs folder. Renew
the job container or set up a new container appropriate for the computer with the new OS installation.

NOTE
More than one "Removed by RAC" record exists for a previously successfully executed install job for a software
item in the computer jobs folder. A computer can report a new OS-installation more than once. The time settings
for such jobs differ.

227500 Log Message

[E]Failed to forward application links to Asset Management due to a problem with CA Messaging (CAM). Native
error: CAM_error_message.

Reason:

A problem with CAM occurred. The Native error displays a message in text from CAM. If no Native error is specified, it is
most likely that the dynamic loading of CAM failed. If a Native error is specified, it describes the problem within CAM.

Action:

Ensure that CAM is installed on the system and properly configured.

227501 Log Message

[E]Failed to forward application links to Asset Management due to a problem with Asset Management integration.

Reason:

A problem occurred with the integration with Asset Management. No application links were forwarded. An application link
serves to update the software inventory for a unit (computer) in Asset Management.

Action:

Ensure that Asset Management and the XamBridge are both installed.

Categories:

Minor

Record keeping.

227502 Log Message

[W]Failed to link software_package_type application software_version software_name to computer
computer_name with uuid computer_UUID in Asset Management.

Reason:

The link operation fails in Asset Management. A missing unit or application in Asset Management could be the cause.

An application link serves to update the software inventory for a unit (computer) in Asset Management.
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Software package type is one of: Generic, MSI, Palm, PIF, PKG, RPM, SXP, or WinCE

Action:

Ensure that the application is registered with Asset Management by using CA Client Automation Explorer.

Notify Admin Group.

227503 Log Message

[E]Failed to unlink software_package_type application software_version software_name from computer
computer_name with uuid computer_uuid in Asset Management.

Reason:

The link operation fails in Asset Management. A missing unit or application or a missing link in Asset Management could
be the cause.

An application link serves to update the software inventory for a unit (computer) in Asset Management.

Software package type is one of: Generic, MSI, Palm, PIF, PKG, RPM, SXP, or WinCE

Action:

Ensure that the unit is registered with Asset Management. Ensure that the application is registered with Asset
Management by using CA ITCM Explorer.

228433 Log Message

[E]Job for item_name item_version item_procedure_name failed (Computer has moved to another SD manager)
in computer computer_name with LAN ID computer_LAN_ID - job ordered by user_ID.

Reason:

A job involving a specified software item using a specified procedure fails for a specified computer. The computer has
moved to another Software Delivery manager.

Action:

Verify that the computer has moved to which Software Delivery manager. If this condition is verified, delete the computer
at its original server.

For example, the message occurs for a computer that is originally connected to a domain manager. If the upstream
domain manager administrator has sent a job to the computer, order it to reconfigure and move to another domain
manager. If ordering a job is executed at the computer then the domain manager administrator is not notified of the move
operation but receives this message.

229000 Log Message

[E]Security violation by user_id - explanation: explanation - security system error message message_from_SSF
and error code security_system_error_code

Reason:

An error occurred during the security check.

Action:

Contact your security system administrator.
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229200 Log Message

[E]Server license error. Error code from the license manager: LIC_error_code

Reason:

An error occurred during the server license verification. Error code from the license manager: LIC_error_code

Action:

Insert a correct server master plug.

229201 Log Message

[E]Agent license error for computer computer_name with LAN ID computer_LAN_ID - maximum number of
licensed agents max_no_licensed_agents exceeded when an agent tried to register a new computer.

Reason:

The maximum number of licensed agents was exceeded when an Agent tried to register a new Computer.

Action:

Check your agent license.

229202 Log Message

[W]License information inconsistent.

Reason:

The License information is inconsistent.

Action:

Rerun your Agent License setup program (sdlicdf.exe).

Parameters:

None

Categories:

Warning.

Notify Admin Group.

229203 Log Message

[W]Server license error during the server license check.

Reason:

An error occurred during the server license verification.

Action:

Register a proper product license.

Parameters:

None
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Categories:

Warning.

Notify Admin Group.

229300 Log Message

[I]User logged on as account_name who is member of the following mapped security groups:
SD_security_group_list.

Reason:

A user logged on to SD as the named account in the form Domain\User or User. The person is a member of the SD
mapped security groups that are listed in the SD security group list (for example, everyone or administrators).

Action:

Informational only; no action required

229301 Log Message

[I]System impersonated as user account_name who is member of the following mapped security groups:
SD_security_group_list.

Reason:

The SD system component Task Manager impersonated user account_name, a member of the SD mapped security
groups that are listed in SD_security_group_list. For example, everyone or administrators.

The Task Manager does the impersonation, for example, while setting up of a job. Task Manager is personified as the
owner. For example, the job object, and thus Task Manager inherits the rights of user account_name.

Action:

Informational only; no action required

229302 Log Message

[I]User account_name logged off.

Reason:

This event message is generated when user account_name exits from CA Client Automation Explorer. The user
account_name is the account name in the form Domain\User or User.

Action:

Informational only; no action required

229303 Log Message

[I]User account_name impersonation off.

Reason:

This event message is generated when an impersonation of user account_name by the SD system component Task
Manager ends. The user account_name is the account name in the form Domain\User or User. This impersonation ends
when a job has been set up.
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Action:

Informational only; no action required

229310 Log Message

[E]Logon attempt by user account_name rejected. The supplied logon credentials were incorrect.

Reason:

A user tried to log in to SD as account_name (account name in the form Domain\User or User). The login credentials were
not accepted.

Action:

Retry the login. Verify that the correct domain and user name are supplied. Ensure that the correct password associated
with this account name is provided.

229320 Log Message

[E]Logon attempt by Unix client account_name rejected. Non-Unix platform servers always reject Unix clients.

Reason:

A user on a UNIX/Linux client tried to log in to SD as account_name using a login command that only UNIX/Linux SD
managers accept. The account name is in the form of Host ID\User.

Action:

Informational only

This type of login attempt never succeeds to a non-UNIX/Linux SD manager.

229330 Log Message

[E]An exception was caught by the API server. Stimulus ID: API_stimulus_ID. Exception: name: exception_name
comment: exception_comment locations: exception_location

Reason:

This logged message is related to the API message SDM000036. A programming error has been discovered. The API
server found an internal error exception.

Action:

Note the stimulus ID and other details and contact CA Technical Support.

235000 Log Message

[E]Directory directory_name could not be removed. Status: SD_internal_error_code. User: user_id. Reason:
Probably locked by another process.

Reason:

The directory directory_name could not be removed. This event can occur, for example, during deletion of job files.

Action:
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Check that another process is not locking the directory or files in the directory. Also, verify that a timed out Job Check
process or the command line is not locking the directory. If the problem persists, note the status code and contact CA
Technical Support.

250020 Log Message

[I]Ad-hoc evaluation of no_of_targets target(s) started.

Reason:

Triggered target evaluation of several targets has started.

Action:

Informational only

250021 Log Message

[I]Ad-hoc evaluation of no_of_targets target(s) for no_of_groups group(s) completed, linked:
no_of_linked_computers, unlinked: no_of_unlinked_computers, exceptions raised: no_of_raised_exceptions,
exceptions resolved: no_of_resolved_exceptions, conforming: no_of_conforming_targets, not conforming:
no_of_nonconforming_targets.

Reason:

Triggered target evaluation of no_of_targets targets has completed for no_of_groups computer groups.
no_of_linked_computers computers were linked into these computer groups and no_of_unlinked_computers computers
were unlinked from them. The no_of_raised_exceptions new exception members and no_of_resolved_exceptions
former exception members became conforming. The sum of the no_of_conforming_targets conforming and the
no_of_nonconforming_targets not conforming computer group members does not have to be equal to the number of
targets evaluated.

Action:

Informational only

250022 Log Message

[I]Ad-hoc evaluation of no_of_targets target(s) for query group computer_query_group_name completed, linked:
no_of_linked_computers, unlinked: no_of_unlinked_computers.

Reason:

Triggered target evaluation of no_of_targets targets has completed for the computer query group named
computer_query_group_name. no_of_linked_computers computers were linked into it and no_of_unlinked_computers
computers were unlinked from it.

Action:

Informational only

250023 Log Message

[I]Ad-hoc evaluation of no_of_targets target(s) for template group template_group_name completed,
exceptions raised: no_of_raised_exceptions, exceptions resolved: no_of_resolved_exceptions, conforming:
no_of_conforming_targets, not conforming: no_of_nonconforming_targets.
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Reason:

Triggered target evaluation of no_of_targets targets has completed for the group named template_group_name. The
no_of_raised_exceptions new exception members and no_of_resolved_exceptions former exception members became
conforming. The sum of the no_of_conforming_targets conforming and the no_of_nonconforming_targets not conforming
computer group members is less than or equal to the number of evaluated targets.

Action:

Informational only

250024 Log Message

[E]Ad-hoc evaluation of no_of_targets target(s) for group computer_group_name failed. Error cause
error_cause_number

Reason:

A triggered target evaluation of no_of_targets targets was taking place for the named computer group, when the
evaluation failed.

Action:

Investigate the error cause. The error cause number is the same as an API message number that you can investigate.

250025 Log Message

[E]Ad-hoc evaluation of no_of_targets target(s) for group group_name failed. An exception was caught:
name=exception_name, comment=exception_comment, location=exception_location.

Reason:

A triggered target evaluation of no_of_targets targets was taking place for the computer group named
computer_group_name, when an exception was encountered.

Action:

Investigate the exception. It could be due to a conflict in the Software Delivery database. If necessary, run the evaluation
for the named computer group. Or wait until the next time a triggered target evaluation, or a scheduled evaluation for the
computer group takes place.

250026 Log Message

[E]Ad-hoc evaluation failed. An exception was caught: name=name= exception_name,
comment=exception_comment, location=exception_location.

Reason:

While a triggered target evaluation was taking place, an exception was encountered.

Action:

If necessary, run evaluations for the relevant computer groups. Or wait until the next time a triggered target evaluation, or
a scheduled evaluation for the relevant computer groups, takes place. If the error persists, note the exception details and
contact CA Technical Support.
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250027 Log Message

[E]Schedule of ad-hoc evaluation for target target_name failed. An exception was caught: name=exception_name,
comment=exception_comment, location=exception_location.

Reason:

A target reported its inventory to the SD manager. An evaluation of the reporting target was scheduled but failed.

Action:

Run evaluations for the relevant computer groups or wait until the next time a triggered evaluation for the named target, or
a scheduled evaluation for the relevant computer groups, takes place. If the error persists, note the exception details and
contact CA Technical Support.

250100 Log Message

[I__]Job order: item_name, version_name: Proc:procedure_name:, param:parameters:, for computer_name with
LAN ID computer_LAN_ID has started its execution.

Reason:

An agent has started job execution.

This event is sent if the SD server policy “SSEvent” is set.

Action:

None, informational.

250101 Log Message

[I__]Job order:software_item:software_version: Proc:software_procedure_name: for computer computer_name
with LAN ID legacy_Local_or_Enterprise_Server_name_or_address successfully executed.Reason:

An agent has successfully executed a job.

This event is sent if the SD server policy SSEvent is set.

Action:

None, informational.

250102 Log Message

[ER_]Job order: software_item: software_version: Proc: software_procedure_name: for computer
computer_name with LAN ID LAN_ID completed with error.

Reason:

An agent has executed a job, with error.

This event is sent if the SD server policy “SSEvent” is set.

Action:

None, informational.
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250103 Log Message

[I__]Job order:software_item: software_version: Proc: software procedure name: received.

Reason:

The server has received a job order.

This event is sent if the SD server policy SSEvent is set.

Action:

None, informational.

250104 Log Message

[I__]Item:software_item:software_version: was reported as added to library at computer
software_procedure_name - library registry for computer updated.

Reason:

A software package was registered to the scalability server library.

This event is sent if the SD server policy SSEvent is set.

Action:

None.

250105 Log Message

[I__]Item:software_item: software_version: was reported as removed from library at computer
software_procedure_name - library registry for computer updated.

Reason:

A software package was removed from the library on the scalability server. This event is sent if the SD server policy
“SSEvent” is set.

Action:

None, informational.

250106 Log Message

[I__]Job: software_package_name: software_package_version: Proc: procedure_name: ordered
for:procedure_parameters Execute at:Lan_ID computer_name.

Reason:

The server has scheduled a job for a computer.

This event is sent if the SD server policy “SSEvent” is set.

Action:

None, informational.
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255000 Log Message

[W__]Migration from Legacy Server server_id - common API: code:DSM_Security_API_return_code, API message:
return_code_message.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Multiple calls are made to the CA Client Automation Common Object Manager API (cmObjectManager) during Software
Delivery migration. One of those calls failed with the specified exit code and message. This error does not have to be a
fatal.

Action:

If an error event follows this event, this warning might be fatal and we recommend considering the same while analyzing
the failure.

255001 Log Message

[W__]Migration from Legacy Server server_id - legacy API: code: DSM_Security_API, API
message:return_code_message.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

During Software Delivery migration multiple calls are made to the legacy Local or Enterprise Server. One of those calls
failed with the specified exit code and message. This does not have to be a fatal error.

Action:

If this event is followed by an error event, this warning may have been fatal and needs to be considered when analysing
the failure.

255002 Log Message

[W__]Migration from Legacy Server server_id - security API: code:DSM_security_API_return_code, API
message:return_code_message.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

During Software Delivery migration multiple calls are made to the CA ITCM Security API. One of those calls failed with the
specified exit code and message. This does not have to be a fatal error.

Action:

If this event is followed by an error event, this warning may have been fatal and needs to be considered when analysing
the failure.

255009 Log Message

[W__]Migration from Legacy Server server_id - exception: name= exception_name comment=
exception_comment location= exception_location.

Reason:
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server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Multiple database transactions are made during Software Delivery migration. One of those transactions failed with the
specified details. This error does not have to be fatal.

Action:

If an error event follows this event, this warning might be fatal and we recommend considering the same while analyzing
the failure.

 

255010 Log Message

[I__]Migration of Asset computer_and_user_group_name from Legacy Server server_id successful.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Migration of named agent succeeded.

Action:

None, informational.

255011 Log Message

[ER_]Migration of Asset computer_and_user_group_name from Legacy Server server_id failed.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server. Migration of the named agent failed.

Action:

If a warning event precedes this event, that warning might be fatal and we recommend considering while analyzing this
failure. Investigate the TRC_MIGRATION_USD_<NBR>.LOG log files. If you cannot determine the reason for the failure,
contact your system support engineer.

255012 Log Message

[I__]Migration of Asset Group computer_and_user_group_name from Legacy Server server_id successful.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Migration of named computer and user group succeeded.

Action:

None, informational.

255013 Log Message

[ER_]Migration of Asset Group computer_and_user_group_name from Legacy Server server_id failed.

Reason:
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server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Migration of the named computer and user group failed.

Action:

If a warning event precedes this event, that warning might be fatal and we recommend considering the same while
analyzing this failure. Investigate the TRC_MIGRATION_USD_<NBR>.LOG log files. If you cannot determine the reason
for the failure, contact your system support engineer.

255014 Log Message

[I__]Migration of Software Package computer_and_user_group_name from Legacy Server server_id successful.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Migration of named software package succeeded.

Action:

None, informational.

255015 Log Message

[ER_]Migration of Software Package computer_and_user_group_name from Legacy Server server_id failed.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Migration of the named software package failed.

Action:

If a warning event precedes this event, that warning might be fatal and we recommend considering the same while
analyzing this failure. Investigate the TRC_MIGRATION_USD_<NBR>.LOG log files. If you cannot determine the reason
for the failure, contact your system support engineer.

255016 Log Message

[I__]Migration of Software Package Group computer_and_user_group_name from Legacy Server server_id
successful.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Migration of named software group succeeded.

Action:

None, informational.

255017 Log Message

[ER_]Migration of Software Package Group computer_and_user_group_name from Legacy Server server_id
failed.
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Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Migration of the named software group failed.

Action:

If a warning event preceded this event, that warning might be fatal and we recommend considering the same while
analyzing this failure. Investigate the TRC_MIGRATION_USD_<NBR>.LOG log files. If you cannot determine the reason
for the failure, contact your system support engineer.

255019 Log Message

[ER_]Migration of Software Procedure computer_and_user_group_name from Legacy Server server_id failed.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Migration of the named software procedure failed.

Action:

If a warning event preceded this event, that warning might be fatal and we recommend considering the same while
analyzing this failure. Investigate the TRC_MIGRATION_USD_<NBR>.LOG log files. If you cannot determine the reason
for the failure, contact your system support engineer.

255020 Log Message

[I__]Migration of Software Procedure Group computer_and_user_group_name from Legacy Server server_id
successful.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Migration of named procedure group succeeded.

Action:

None, informational.

255021 Log Message

[ER_]Migration of Software Procedure Group computer_and_user_group_name from Legacy Server server_id
failed.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Migration of the named procedure group failed.

Action:

If a warning event precedes this event, the warning might be fatal. Consider the same while analyzing this failure.
Investigate the TRC_MIGRATION_USD_<NBR>.LOG log files. If you cannot determine the reason for the failure, contact
your system support engineer.
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255022 Log Message

[I__]Migration of Software Policy computer_and_user_group_name from Legacy Server server_id successful.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Migration of named software policy succeeded.

Action:

None, informational.

255023 Log Message

[ER_]Migration of Software Policy computer_and_user_group_name from Legacy Server server_id is the SD 4
legacy Local or Enterprise Server. failed.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Migration of the named software policy failed.

Action:

If a warning event preceded this event, that warning might be fatal and we recommend considering the same while
analyzing this failure. Investigate the TRC_MIGRATION_USD_<NBR>.LOG log files. If you cannot determine the reason
for the failure, contact your system support engineer.

 

255024 Log Message

[I__]Migration of Security Profile computer_and_user_group_name from Legacy Server server_id successful.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Migration of named security profile succeeded.

Action:

None, informational.

255025 Log Message

[W__]Migration of Security Profile computer_and_user_group_name from Legacy Server server_id successful
but needs remapping.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Migration of named security profile succeeded but corresponding user account could not be found.

Action:

In order for the security profile to be useful you need to re-map it to use a valid account on the CA ITCM Manager. This
can be done using the CA ITCM Explorer, Security menu and then Security Profiles sub menu.
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255026 Log Message

[ER_]Migration of Security Profile computer_and_user_group_name from Legacy Server server_id failed.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Migration of the named security profile failed.

Action:

If a warning event preceded this event, that warning might be fatal and we recommend considering the same while
analyzing this failure. Investigate the TRC_MIGRATION_USD_<NBR>.LOG log files. If you cannot determine the reason
for the failure, contact your system support engineer.

255027 Log Message

[I__]Migration of Ownership Security computer_and_user_group_name from Legacy Server server_id successful.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Migration of named ownership security succeeded.

Action:

None, informational.

255028 Log Message

[ER_]Migration of Ownership Security computer_and_user_group_name from Legacy Server server_id failed.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Migration of the named ownership security failed.

Action:

If a warning event preceded this event, that warning might be fatal and we recommend considering the same while
analyzing this failure. Investigate the TRC_MIGRATION_USD_<NBR>.LOG log files. If you cannot determine the reason
for the failure, contact your system support engineer.

255029 Log Message

[I__]Migration of Software Policy Job computer_and_user_group_name from Legacy Server server_id successful.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Migration of named software policy job succeeded.

Action:

None, informational.
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255030 Log Message

[ER_]Migration of Software Policy Job computer_and_user_group_name from Legacy Server server_id failed.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Migration of the named software policy job failed.

Action:

If a warning event preceded this event, that warning might be fatal and we recommend considering the same while
analyzing this failure. Investigate the TRC_MIGRATION_USD_<NBR>.LOG log files. If you cannot determine the reason
for the failure, contact your system support engineer.

255031 Log Message

[I__]Migration of Security Profile security_profile_name Permissions for class 'security_class_id from Legacy
Server server_id successful.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Migration of permissions for named security profile succeeded.

Action:

None, informational.

255032 Log Message

[ER_]Migration of Security Profile security_profile_name Permissions for class 'security_class_name' from
Legacy Server server_id failed.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Migration of permissions for the named security profile failed.

Action:

If a warning event preceded this event, that warning might be fatal and we recommend considering the same while
analyzing this failure. Investigate the TRC_MIGRATION_USD_<NBR>.LOG log files. If you cannot determine the reason
for the failure, contact your system support engineer.

255033 Log Message

[W__]Migration of Ownership Security security_account_name from Legacy Server server_id not possible.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Migration of named ownership security not performed. This can be caused by one of:

Migration is performed cross platforms, for example, Windows to Linux.

Migration is performed cross windows domains.
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Account is not present on the CA ITCM manager machine.

Action:

None.

255034 Log Message

[W__]Duplicate UUID agent_UUID found for Asset DSM_agent_name when migrating Asset legacy_agent_name
from from Legacy Server local_or_enterprise_server_name_or_address.

Reason:

During migration of named agent a UUID conflict was detected. Two machines having the same UUID but different names
were detected. This event will most probably cause the migration of the asset to fail resulting in a 255011 error event.

Action:

See the Implementation Guide, which describes the UUID related migration challenges and ways to resolve them.

255050 Log Message

[ER_]Migration from Legacy Server server_id - failed to initialize migration library.

Reason:

The event is used when one the legacy USD API (sdgapi.dll) could not be loaded.

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Action:

Verify that the USD legacy API has been installed. Please ready the Migration Chapters of the Implementation Guide for
details on how to install it.

255051 Log Message

[ER_]Migration from Legacy Server server_id - failed to connect to legacy server: code:legacy_API_return_code,
API message:return_code_message, user :user_id.

Reason:

The event is used when the legacy USD manager could not be accessed because one of the parameters (for example,
host name, user, or password) was incorrect. The user name must include the name of the host; for example, <legacy
host name>\<user id>.

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Action:

If this event is preceded by a warning event, the warning may have been fatal and needs to be considered when analysing
this failure. Examine the log files TRC_MIGRATION_USD_<NBR>.LOG. If you cannot determine the reason for the failure
contact your system support engineer.

255052 Log Message

[ER_]Migration from Legacy Server computer_and_user_group_name - failed to connect to common object
manager: code:common_object_API_return_code, API message: return_code_message.
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Reason:

The event is used when the migration task fails to establish a connection with the CA Client Automation common object
API (cmObjectManager).

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Action:

Ensure the CA Client Automation cmObjectManager CAF plug-in is running.

If a warning event precedes this event, the warning might be fatal and we recommend considering the same while
analyzing this failure. Investigate the TRC_MIGRATION_USD_<NBR>.LOG log files. If you cannot determine the reason
for the failure, contact your system support engineer.

255053 Log Message

[ER_]Migration from Legacy Server server_id - failed to connect to common configuration agent:
code:return_code, exception name= exception_name comment= exception_comment location=
exception_comment_location.

Reason:

The event is used when the migration task fails to establish a connection with the CA Client Automation common
configuration API (ccnfagent).

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server. return_code is the return code from the common configuration
API.

Action:

Ensure the CA Client Automation ccnfagent CAF plug-in is running.

If a warning event precedes this event, the warning might be fatal and we recommend considering the same while
analyzing this failure. Investigate the TRC_MIGRATION_USD_<NBR>.LOG log files. If you cannot determine the reason
for the failure, contact your system support engineer.

255054 Log Message

[ER_]Migration from Legacy Server server_id - failed to connect to MDB with exception: name= exception_name
comment= exception_comment location= exception_location.

Reason:

The event is used when the migration task fails to establish a connection with the MDB, the CA Management Database.

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Action:

Ensure that the RDBMS is running. If a warning event precedes this event, the warning might be fatal and we recommend
in considering the same while analyzing this failure. Investigate the TRC_MIGRATION_USD_<NBR>.LOG log files. If you
cannot determine the reason for the failure, contact your system support engineer.

255100 Log Message

[I__]Migration of Query query_name from Legacy Server legacy_Local_or_Enterprise_Server_name successful.

Reason:
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An old SD 4 query was successfully migrated from a legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Action:

None, informational.

255101 Log Message

[ER_]Migration of Query query_name from Legacy Server legacy_Local_or_Enterprise_Server_name failed.
reason_for_the_failure_of_creating_the_query.

Reason:

A migration of a Query from a legacy Local or Enterprise Server failed. The reason is supplied as a parameter.

Action:

The action depends on the reason supplied in the event text.

255102 Log Message

[W__]The migrated Query query_name from Legacy Server legacy_Local_or_Enterprise_Server_name is invalid.
reason_for_the_query_being_invalid.

Reason:

A query that was migrated from a Software Delivery 4 manager is invalid. The reason is supplied as a parameter.

Action:

The action depends on the reason supplied in the event text.

255103 Log Message

[W__]The Query query_name from Legacy Server server_id existed already and is reused, it may still be invalid.

Reason:

An already existing query (originally created as invalid) was linked to a newly created procedure as its prerequisite or to a
dynamic group. The reason for this could be that a software package with a procedure (using a prerequisite) was migrated
from an SD 4 manager, then deleted and migrated again. When a package is deleted, the query is not removed.

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Action:

If this query is still invalid, it must be edited before it can be used. A query matching the old SD 4 query must be supplied
using SQL. The query must then be set to valid by clearing the invalid flag.

255104 Log Message

[W__]Migration of Asset Group asset_group_name from Legacy Server server_id successful, but the attached
query is invalid.

Reason:

The query used by a dynamic group was created from an old SD 4 query that is using an obsolete attribute and/or
operator. The query was created by migration of a dynamic group.

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.
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Action:

Before this query can be used it must be edited and a proper query matching the old SD 4 query must be supplied using
SQL. The query must then be set to valid by clearing the invalid flag.

255105 Log Messages

[W__]Migration of Software Procedure procedure_name from Legacy Server server_id successful, but an
attached query is invalid.

Reason:

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

The query used by a procedure was created from an old SD 4 query that is using an obsolete attribute or operator. The
query was created by migration of an added procedure with a prerequisite.

Action:

Before this query can be used it must be edited and a proper query matching the old SD 4 query must be supplied using
SQL. The query must then be set to valid by clearing the invalid flag.

255106 Log Messages

[W__]Migration of Software Package item_name from Legacy Server server_id successful, but a query used by a
procedure in the package is invalid.

item_name is the software package name and version.

server_id is the SD 4 legacy Local or Enterprise Server.

Reason:

The query used by a procedure in a software package was created from an old SD 4 query that uses an obsolete attribute
or operator. The query was created by migration of a software package that includes a procedure with a prerequisite.

Action:

Before this query can be used it must be edited and a proper query matching the old SD 4 query must be supplied using
SQL. The query must then be set to valid by clearing the invalid flag.

255107 Log Message

[E]Migration from Legacy Server <Local Server Name> failed, the connection to the database was lost, please
restart the migration.

Reason:

The connection to the CA ITCM database was lost, possibly due to network problems.

Action:

Retry the migration. If there was a temporary loss of connection the migration will pick up where it stopped and continue, if
the problem persists, contact Technical Support.

99001001 Log Message

[_]Start of MF_name - item product_name product_version
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Reason:

MF_name was started.

Action:

Informational only; no action required.

Software Management Windows Messages
Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Software Management Windows Messages

Software Management Windows Messages I (SXP000000 - SXP000060)

SXP000000

No error occurred.

Reason:

Job was successfully finished.

Action:

None.

SXP000010

Remote configuration file does not exist.

Reason:

The Installer could not find the remote configuration file specified in the local configuration file sxdoseng.ini. As a result,
the Installer does not process any more jobs.

Action:

Check the path name in the local configuration file sxdoseng.ini. Also check the access rights for the specified path name.

SXP000011

Cannot create protocol directory.

Reason:

The Installer could not create the protocol directory, perhaps because of inadequate rights. As a result, the Installer cannot
record its jobs.

Action:

Check the path name of the protocol directory specified in the [Protocol] section, Dir entry of the SxpEngxx.ini file. Check
the necessary rights.
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SXP000012

Cannot create backup directory.

Reason:

The Installer tried to create the path name for the backup directory specified in the SxpEngxx.ini file, but failed, perhaps
because of inadequate rights. As a result, the Installer cannot process any jobs.

Action:

Check the path name of the backup directory specified in the [Directories] section, SaveDir entry of the SxpEngxx.ini file.
Check the necessary rights.

SXP000013

Cannot create local archive.

Reason:

The Installer stores information for currently installed products in the local archive. The Installer did not find, and therefore,
could not create the local archive specified in the SxpEngxx.ini file. As a result, the Installer cannot process any jobs.

Action:

Check the path name of the local archive specified in the [Directories] section, LocalArchive entry of the SxpEngxx.ini file.
Check the rights for the specified path name.

SXP000017

Target computer status file state.ini does not exist.

Reason:

The Installer could not create the installer-directory\state.ini file.

Action:

Check available disk space. Check the access rights for the specified path name.

SXP000018

No system name.

Reason:

The Installer reads its target computer name from the SxpEngxx.ini file. The Installer did not find this entry. As a result, the
Installer cannot process any jobs.

Action:

Enter a computer name in the [Identity] section, name entry of the SxpEngxx.ini file.

SXP000019

Directory does not exist.

Reason:

The Installer did not find the directory containing information about jobs. As a result, the Installer cannot process any jobs.
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Action:

Check the [Directories] section, SaxDir entry of the SxpEngxx.ini file. Check whether the proper permissions are assigned.

SXP000020

Error when accessing termids or target computer directory.

Reason:

The Installer could not read the allocation information from the termids file on the server. This file is corrupt or unavailable,
or the correct rights have not been assigned.

The Installer cannot determine which entry is set for SaxType in the SxpEngxx.ini file. As a result, the Installer cannot
process any jobs.

Action:

Check the access rights for the termids file on the server.

For Windows NT:

Owner:SYSTEM; Everyone:RX; <Domain>\administrators:Full Control;

         <Domain>\Domain Users:RWXD;  

For UNIX/Linux:

administrators:RWCXDAP;       Everyone:RX

         Domain Users:RX

         UNIX rights for "termids":              -rw-rw-r--   dsma     DOS----

         UNIX rights for the "admin" directory:  drwxrwxr-x   dsma     DOS----

Check the [Program] section, SaxType entry of the sxdoseng.ini file. The only valid value is 1. Check the LAN rights for
the shared resource.

SXP000022

Cannot identify operating system.

Reason:

An operating system type was not supplied and could not be identified automatically.

Action:

Check the [Identity] section, System entry in the sxpengxx.ini file.

SXP000024

Cannot create temporary directory.

Reason:

The Installer could not create a temporary directory. As a result, the Installer cannot process any jobs.

Action:

Check the disk for available memory space and access rights. Check the [Directories] section, TempDir entry in the
sxpengxx.ini file.
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SXP000025

Cannot create user directory.

Reason:

The Installer could not create a directory for user specific data. As a result, the Installer cannot process any jobs.

Action:

Check the hard disk and make sure that there is enough memory available. Check the [Directories] section, UserDir entry
in the sxpengxx.ini file. By default, the Installer creates a user directory under its installation directory. Make sure that the
proper access rights have been assigned.

SXP000026

No shell name.

Reason:

The Installer could not identify the shell of the operating system. As a result, the Installer cannot process any jobs.

Action:

Check the [Identity] section, Shell entry in the SxpEngxx.ini file. Refer to the documentation for suitable values.

SXP000029

The Installer was started by a user other than the administrator ... terminating Installer!

Reason:

The Installer can only be started with administrator rights. Otherwise, the Installer terminates automatically.

Action:

Start the Installer with administrator rights.

SXP000030

Cannot create target computer directory.

Reason:

The Installer did not find the directory. As a result, the Installer cannot process any jobs.

Action:

Check the network access to the directory specified in the [Directories] section, SaxDir entry of the sxdoseng.ini file.

SXP000031

Cannot create 'diag' directory.

Reason:

The Installer did not find the directory. As a result, the Installer cannot process any jobs.

Action:

Check the network access to the directory specified in the [Directories] section, SaxDir entry of the sxdoseng.ini file.
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SXP000032

Cannot create 'conf' directory.

Reason:

The Installer did not find the directory. As a result, the Installer cannot process any jobs.

Action:

Check the network access to the directory specified in the [Directories] section, SaxDir entry of the sxdoseng.ini file.

SXP000033

New configuration faulty - keeping old configuration!

Reason:

The Installer cannot process any jobs with the new configuration. As a result, the Installer terminates automatically. With
the next start, the Installer will try again to use this configuration. The Installer will not process any jobs until the new
configuration is corrected or removed.

Action:

Delete the obsolete conf directory on the server.

SXP000034

Faulty entry in [LockTimes].

Reason:

The Installer discovered a faulty entry in the [LockTimes] section of the sxpengxx.ini file. As a result, the Installer is not
able to process jobs.

Action:

Delete the obsolete entry.

SXP000036

Cannot initialize Installer.

Reason:

Main window, window class 'SxpEngineAppl' could not be created. This is probably due to lack of system resources.

Action:

Free system resources and restart the job.

SXP000037

Job canceled by user.

Reason:

The job was canceled due to user request.

Action:
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Restart the job later on.

SXP000051

Target computer status file (winconf.ini) could not be opened.

Reason:

The Installer did not find the winconf.ini file. As a result, the Installer terminates automatically.

Action:

Check section [Directories], entry SaxDir of the SxpEngxx.ini file. Check the access rights. Check the winconf.ini file.

SXP000052

Target computer status file (state.ini) could not be opened.

Reason:

See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Depending on the information in the output file of the job.

SXP000053

cassync file could not be opened.

Reason:

The Installer cannot read a network control file. As a result, the Installer cannot process any jobs and does not report its
status to the server.

Action:

Check the network connection to the server. Check the access rights for the cassync file.

SXP000054

caslist file could not be opened.

Reason:

The Installer cannot read a network control file. As a result, the Installer cannot process any jobs.

Action:

Check the network connection to the server. Check the access rights for the caslist file.

SXP000055

Transaction control file could not be opened.

Reason:

A file located in the target system specific directory on the server could not be accessed.

Action:
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Check the access rights for the directory on the server. Check for network problems.

SXP000056

Transaction control file could not be created.

Reason:

A file located in the target system specific directory on the server could not be accessed.

Action:

Check access rights to the directory on the server. Check for network problems.

SXP000057

Inventory information file could not be created.

Reason:

The Installer could not update its inventory information files on the server. As a result, the Installer repeats the write
access.

Action:

Check the access rights for the xadmi and xadmi.eng files. Write access must be granted. Check for network problems.

SXP000058

Lack of memory.

Reason:

The Installer could not allocate enough memory because there is not sufficient memory space available. As a result, the
Installer aborts the job.

Action:

Try to free additional internal memory. Terminate any not necessary processes on the target computer.

SXP000059

A file on the server could not be locked.

Reason:

See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Check the access rights for the xadmi, xadmi.eng, cassync, caslist files. Write access must be granted. Check for network
problems.

SXP000060

A file on the server could not be locked.

Reason:
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See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Check the access rights for the xadmi, xadmi.eng, cassync, caslist files. Write access must be granted. Check for network
problems.

Software Management Windows Messages II (SXP000100 - SXP000139)

SXP000100

Incorrect or missing transaction number.

Reason:

Corrupted job files on the server.

Action:

Check the caslist file and header files on the server. Cancel and retry job.

SXP000102

Header record is missing (caslist file).

Reason:

The caslist file is incomplete. As a result, the Installer cannot execute this job.

Action:

Check the caslist file and header files on the server. Cancel and retry job.

SXP000103

Incorrect product record (caslist file).

Reason:

Internal distribution error. As a result, the Installer cannot execute this job.

Action:

Check the caslist file and header files on the server. Cancel and retry job.

SXP000104

Error modifying a job product (caslist file).

Reason:

The Installer acknowledges the sub-jobs of a job (transaction) in this file. If, for example, a sub-job is proceeding
incorrectly, the status of the sub-job is entered in this file. As a result, the Installer aborts the job and any sub-jobs already
carried out are canceled.

Action:

Check the caslist file and header files on the server. Cancel and retry job.
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SXP000106

Incorrect header record (caslist file).

Reason:

The caslist file is inconsistent. As a result, the Installer cannot execute this job.

Action:

Check the caslist file and header files on the server. Cancel and retry job.

SXP000107

UI header file could not be opened (UI header file).

Reason:

The header file is inconsistent. As a result, the Installer cannot execute this job.

Action:

Check the caslist file and header files on the server. Cancel and retry job.

SXP000108

UI header start record is missing (UI header file).

Reason:

The header file is inconsistent. As a result, the Installer cannot execute this job.

Action:

Check the caslist file and header files on the server. Cancel and retry the job.

SXP000109

Incorrect UI header start record (UI header file).

Reason:

The header file is inconsistent. As a result, the Installer cannot execute this job.

Action:

Check the caslist file and header files on the server. Cancel and retry the job.

SXP000110

Dependencies could not be resolved.

Reason:

A product is to be installed that requires a preceding version which is installed on the target computer (for example, a
delta product). As a result, the Installer aborts the installation.

Action:

Check whether the required product version (specified in section [Product], entry PreRelease of the info.sxp file) is
installed on the target computer.
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SXP000113

The depot.ini file could not be opened.

Reason:

The Installer did not find the winconf.ini or depot.ini files. As a result, the Installer terminates automatically.

Action:

Check section [Directories], entry SaxDir in the SxpEngxx.ini file. Check the access rights. Check the winconf.ini file.

SXP000114

Error establishing the product path from depot.ini.

Reason:

The Installer could not find the product path. As a result, the Installer aborts the installation.

Action:

Check if product version is stored in the library, which is accessible by the target computer. Distribute and install the
necessary versions.

SXP000116

Cannot access info.sxp file.

Reason:

The Installer could not determine all of the necessary product information from the product's info.sxp file. This error can
occur when a required product is not available in the library. As a result, the Installer aborts the installation.

Action:

Check if all products belonging to a distribution job are available in the library, which is accessible by the target computer.
Check all entries for the product in the info.sxp file. Delete this job and repeat it with the correctly packaged product.

SXP000127

Cannot read info.sxp file.

Reason:

The file either does not exist or has been locked by another process. As a result, the Installer aborts the installation.

Action:

Check for network problems.

SXP000129

Error in SYHLV Set.

Reason:

Corrupt cassync or network problems. As a result, the Installer aborts the installation.

Action:
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Check access rights. Check cassync.

SXP000130

Cannot seek in cassync file.

Reason:

See additional information in the output file of the job. As a result, the Installer aborts the installation.

Action:

Check for network problems. Retry job.

SXP000137

Internal dependence error.

Reason:

Internal dependence not met.

Action:

For additional information, check the output file of the job. Check inventory and job container.

SXP000138

Cannot open info.sxp file.

Reason:

For additional information, refer to the output file of the job.

Action:

For additional information, refer to the output file of the job. Check access rights.

Software Management Windows Messages III (SXP000202 - SXP000297)

SXP000202

Parameters could not be replaced.

Reason:

The distributed product uses parameters. When the Installer tries to replace the parameters contained in the installation
files with concrete values, it finds at least one unknown parameter in the process.

There are several possible causes:
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• If internal parameters are involved (for example, $Sxp or $SxpWinProgDir), the source of the problem may be a
product that does not run on the current operating system.

• Parameters required for this product have not been distributed to the target computer.
• Distributed parameters and the essential parameters use a different notation.
• Distribution job for the parameters was not completed correctly.
• When packaging the product, a comment was created inadvertently with $(text), for example, and is also interpreted by

the Installer as a parameter.
• The SxpRootDirn parameter was entered with incorrect syntax in the #RootDirs# section in the info.sxp file, for

example, with $(SxpRootDirn)=.

As a result of the error(s), the Installer aborts the job.

Action:

Try the following corrective actions.

• Make sure that the product is released for the current operating system.
• Make sure that the necessary parameters are available on the target computer.
• Check the packaged product for parameter entries.
• Delete this job and distribute a replacement, using a correctly packaged product.

SXP000203

Archive file could not be copied from the library to the local archive.

Reason:

The correct rights are missing in the local archive.

In the actions.sxp or original.sxp file, the program files are specified without extensions, i.e. $(SxpSrvRelDir)\install.EXE.
As a result, the Installer cannot install any products.

Action:

Check section [Directories], entry LocalArchive in the sxpengxx.ini file.

Check the rights in the local archive. Correct them and retry the job.

Check if the extensions of the program files are inserted in the actions.sxp or original.sxp file. Use the extensions
(.exe, .com, or .bat).

Check for network problems.

SXP000204

Archive file could not be opened.

Reason:

Either the correct rights are missing in the local archive or the archive file has been locked by another process. As a
result, the Installer cannot install any products.

Action:

Check the LocalArchive entry in the [Directories] section of sxpengxx.ini.

Check the rights in the local archive.
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SXP000205

Could not modify archive file.

Reason:

The Installer replaces parameters within paths, for example, with the absolute paths valid for the current target computer.
In this case, the correct rights are missing in the local archive. As a result, the Installer cannot install any products.

Action:

Check the LocalArchive entry in the [Directories] section of the sxpengxx.ini file. Check the rights in the local archive.

SXP000206

Program could not be started.

Reason:

A program, for example, a pre-program or a post-program, could not be started.

There are two possible causes:

• The specified path name does not exist.
• The necessary rights are not assigned.

As a result, the Installer aborts the job. The program that cannot be started is indicated in the output file of the job.

Action:

If the specified path name does not exist, check that the path name for the program in the actions.sxp or original.sxp file is
correct. A complete path must be specified either absolutely or relatively (with a client parameter).

Check the rights of the programs.

SXP000207

Lack of memory.

Reason:

The Installer could not allocate enough memory because there is not sufficient memory space available. As a result, the
Installer aborts the job.

Action:

Try to free additional internal memory. Terminate any not necessary processes on the target computer.

SXP000208

Line too long in section.

Reason:

See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Check matching section of the archive file referred to in the job output.
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SXP000209

Registry key could not be created.

Reason:

The Registry keys specified in the sreg.sxp or ureg.sxp file could not be created. As a result, the Installer aborts the job.
See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Check the Registry keys in the sreg.sxp or ureg.sxp file. Use regedt32.exe to check the authorization for the specified
Registry key (Windows NT). The administrator must have full access rights for the Installer.

SXP000210

Registry key could not be opened.

Reason:

The Registry keys specified in the sreg.sxp or ureg.sxp file could not be opened. As a result, the Installer aborts the job.
See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Check the Registry keys in the sreg.sxp or ureg.sxp file. Check the authorization for the specified Registry keys.

SXP000211

Registry value could not be assigned.

Reason:

The values for the Registry keys in the sreg.sxp or ureg.sxp file could not be assigned. As a result, the Installer aborts the
job. See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Check the Registry keys in the sreg.sxp or ureg.sxp file. Check the authorization for the specified Registry keys.

SXP000214

Error executing a program (program returns with errors).

Reason:

The Installer was not able to execute a program that should have been started, for example, a program specified by the
original.sxp file. The expected value was not returned, or the maximum time interval was exceeded, or both of these
errors occurred. As a result, the Installer aborts the job. See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Check that the path name and call parameters in the original.sxp or actions.sxp files are correct. Note the expected return
value and the maximum time interval for the program to be successfully executed.

Make sure that these path names exist on the target computer. These path names are particularly important for removal of
a product.

Reason (Alternate)

Due to running processes (for example, a systray quickstarter), uninstallation was not able to complete successfully.
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Action (Alternate)

Renew the uninstall job after such processes have been stopped, for example, after the current user has logged off.

SXP000215

Program execution is aborted (time-out).

Reason:

When executing the program or a subprogram, the time-out period specified with the program call in actions.sxp or
original.sxp expired.

As a result, the Installer aborts the installation. See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Make sure that all necessary entries were made at the correct time during installation. Check whether any program was
left unfinished during installation.

Check whether the executed program expects user input. This is particularly important for Windows NT, because the
Installer can be started even if no user is logged on. This situation can only arise if, when installing an NT service pack, for
example, a file located on the target computer has a more recent version ID than the file supplied with the service pack.
Repeat the job and ensure that the resulting dialog is executed manually during installation.

SXP000217

Reference counter information could not be loaded.

Reason:

Lack of memory. See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Retry job with activated trace.

SXP000218

A file could not be locked.

Reason:

A file could not be locked. The path name for this file is specified in the output file of the job. As a result, the Installer
aborts the job.

Action:

Check the rights in the specified path. Under Windows NT, the Installer works with administrator rights, otherwise, with the
rights of the user currently logged on. Read and write access is required (complete control).

Repeat the job.

SXP000220

The internal parameters could not be evaluated.

Reason:

Lack of memory.
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Action:

Try to free additional internal memory.

SXP000221

Network error while accessing product files.

Reason:

The network software reported an error during access to the compressed archive files. As a result, the Installer aborts the
job.

Action:

Check the network connection. Retry the job.

SXP000222

Insufficient hard disk space on local disk of target computer.

Reason:

During installation, the Installer did not find sufficient disk space on one of the disks. The minimum disk space is
required for caching information, for example, for executing the reset function. The minimum disk space is defined in the
[DiskSpace] section, MinFree entry in the sxpengxx.ini file. The default value is 5 MB.

As a result of the error, the Installer aborts the installation. See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Make sure that there is sufficient disk space available on the target computer for installation and internal processing of the
Installer.

SXP000223

Syntax error in info.sxp file.

Reason:

A syntax error (e.g. misspelling) in the sections #InternalDependence# or #ExternalDependence#. As a result, the Installer
aborts the job. See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Check the manual changes to SXP archive files. For example, Blanks before and after the operator could be missing for
an InternalDependence or ExternalDependence entry. Correct the entries and repeat the job.

SXP000224

Product version mismatch.

Reason:

The product version in the library does not fit to the product version in the info.sxp file.

Action:

Use the Product Packager function 'Align Header' and reregister the product in to the library.
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SXP000225

Product name mismatch.

Reason:

The product name in the library does not fit to the product name in the info.sxp file.

Action:

Use the Product Packager function 'Align Header' and reregister the product in to the library.

SXP000226

Expanded path too long.

Reason:

In the original.sxp or actions.sxp files the path of programs became too long because of expansion of internal parameters.

Action:

Reduce length of resulting path.

SXP000227

User-specific install/uninstall information could not be merged in the SM Installer's user database.

Reason:

Files containing information about user-specific install and/or uninstall information could not be opened or written.

Action:

Verify the access rights of the product/version.xxx files and directories located in the "User" subdirectory of the SM
Installer's root. Resubmit the job.

SXP000228

The file <version>.ins in the SM Installer's user database could not be updated.

Reason:

The product\version.ins file or the temporary product\version.tmp file could not be read, created or written in the "User"
subdirectory of the SM Installer's root.

Action:

Verify file and directory access rights. Resubmit the job.

SXP000251

Version directory in local archive could not be created.

Reason:

The version directory could not be created because of inadequate rights and/or invalid characters. As a result, the Installer
aborts the job.

Action:
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Check the rights in the local archive. Check the version details in the info.sxp file.

SXP000252

Cannot access info.sxp file.

Reason:

The Installer could not determine all of the necessary product information from the product's info.sxp file. This error can
occur when a required product is not available in the library. As a result, the Installer aborts the installation.

Action:

Check if all products belonging to a distribution job are available in the library, which is accessible by the target computer.
Check all entries for the product in the info.sxp file. Delete this job and repeat it with the correctly packaged product.

SXP000253

This is a restricted version, installation of products is not allowed!

Reason:

Because a restricted version of the Installer is running, this job will not be processed. As a result, the Installer cancels the
job.

Action:

Package and distribute this product with a licensed version of the Packager, or install a licensed version of the Installer
and repeat the job.

SXP000260

Directory could not be created.

Reason:

The Installer could not create a directory. Possible reasons include:

• The drive letter for the path name does not exist or is not connected as the network drive.
• The correct rights are not assigned.

As a result, the Installer aborts the job.

Action:

Make sure that the relevant drive letters and path names exist on the target computer.

Make sure that write access has been assigned under the appropriate path names.

Refresh the Explorer window and repeat the job.

SXP000270

ini file path is not available.

Reason:

There is no entry in the #Info# section in the ininnnn.sxp file or the #Info# section is missing. As a result, the Installer
aborts the job.
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Action:

Check the Path= entry in the ininnnn.sxp file in the #Info# section.

SXP000272

ini file could not be opened.

Reason:

The Installer could not open the ini file specified in an ininnnn.sxp file. As a result, the Installer aborts the job.

Action:

Check the path name of the ini file specified in the ininnnn.sxp file. Check the access rights for the specified ini file.

SXP000273

Section could not be created in the ini file.

Reason:

Lack of memory. The Installer could not create the section specified under #InsAddEntries#. As a result, the Installer
aborts the job.

Action:

Reduce system load. Check the entries in the #InsAddEntries# section. Check the access rights for the specified ini file.

SXP000274

Entry could not be created in the ini file.

Reason:

Lack of memory. The Installer could not create the entry specified in the #InsAddEntries# section. As a result, the Installer
aborts the job.

Action:

Reduce system load. Check the entries in the #InsAddEntries# section. Check the access rights for the specified ini file.

SXP000275

ini file could not be written.

Reason:

Out of disk space or insufficient access rights.

Action:

Free disk space. Check the access rights.

SXP000280

Response file could not be copied to the local archive.

Reason:
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A response file specified in the original.sxp file could not be copied. Maybe this file is not located under the specified path
name. As a result, the Installer aborts the job.

Action:

Check the path name of the relevant response file.

SXP000281

Modification of response file with SXP-script failed.

Reason:

A response file specified in the original.sxp file could not be modified using an SXP-script. Maybe this file is not located
under the specified path name. As a result, the Installer aborts the job.

Action:

Check the path name of the relevant response file.

SXP000282

No deinstall action is defined.

Reason:

The Installer has received a job to remove the product installed with the original setup. No removal command was entered
in the original.sxp file for this product.

As a result, the Installer deletes the accompanying product details from its local archive and from the list of installed
products. The product remains installed on the target computer and can be started.

Action:

To cleanup the inventory, retry the removal again. Then generate a repair product and supply the appropriate removal
command.

SXP000290

Product cannot be used for this system.

Reason:

The product to be installed is not permitted for the operating system on the target computer. As a result, the Installer does
not install the product.

Action:

Check #Product# section, Systems entry in the info.sxp file. Refer to the documentation for suitable values. Install a
product version that is permitted for the current operating system on the target computer.

SXP000291

Dependencies are not fulfilled.

Reason:

An internal or external dependency for the target computer cannot be resolved. This may be caused by a missing product,
which should have been installed previously.
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For additional error information, see the output file of the job.

As a result of the error, the Installer does not install the product.

Action:

The section and entry that caused the error can be found in the output file of the job. Check the inventory of the target
computer for the required product and version. Check the spelling and syntax of the appropriate entry in the info.sxp file.

SXP000296

Invalid predecessor version.

Reason:

The predecessor version is equal to or higher than the current product version.

Action:

Check #Product# section, PreRelease and Release entries in the info.sxp file.

SXP000297

Inconsistent product version.

Reason:

The version entered in the #Sign# section of the SXP files differs from the version entered in the #Product# section,
Release entry of the info.sxp file. As a result, the Installer aborts the job.

Action:

Use the Product Packager function 'Align Header' and reregister the product in the library.

Software Management Windows Messages IV (SXP000301 - SXP0000373)

SXP000301

Link could not be created.

Reason:

Creation of the link failed because of invalid link data. See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Check the link information of the appropriate entry in the link.sxp or desktop.sxp files.

SXP000305

Item in group could not be created.

Reason:

The Installer could not convert a statement from the desktop.sxp file. Creation of an item failed because of invalid user
information. See additional information in the output file. As a result, the Installer aborts the installation.

Action:
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Check and correct the Createn entries for the appropriate group item in the desktop.sxp file; for example under Windows
NT 3.51, Createn=C is not permitted and must be replaced by Createn=A. Then, reregister the corrected product for
distribution.

SXP000306

A link could not be created because MSI is not installed.

Reason:

The file msi.dll required to install a MSI specific link could not be loaded.

Action:

Install the Microsoft Windows installer MSI on the target computer.

SXP000310

ASCII file path is not available.

Reason:

There is no entry in the #Info# section in the ascnnnn.sxp file, or the #Info# section is missing. As a result, the Installer
aborts the job.

Action:

Check the Path= entry in the #Info# section of the ascnnnn.sxp file.

SXP000312

ASCII file could not be opened.

Reason:

The Installer could not open a file specified in an ascnnnn.sxp file. As a result, the Installer aborts the job.

Action:

Check the path name of the ASCII file specified in the ascnnnn.sxp file. Check the access rights of the specified ASCII file.

SXP000313

ASCII file could not be created.

Reason:

The Installer could not create a temporary ASCII file in the Installer's save directory. As a result, the Installer aborts the
job. See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Check the path name of the file specified in the output file of the job. Check the access rights of the save directory.

SXP000314

ASCII file could not be modified.

Reason:
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The Installer could not modify the ASCII file specified in the ascnnnn.sxp file with the appropriate SXP script. As a result,
the Installer aborts the job. See additional information in the output file of the job

Action:

Check whether the script file needs the installation of parameters. Check the path name and the access rights of the
ASCII files specified in the ascnnnn.sxp file. Check the path name and the access rights of the script file specified in the
ascnnnn.sxp file. Check the entries in section #InsLines# of the ascnnnn.sxp file. Check the SXP-script file.

SXP000320

File could not be deleted.

Reason:

The file to be deleted is locked. The Installer could not create the information to delete the file on the next system boot.

Action:

Check the access rights of the temp directory of the Installer.

SXP000321

A compressed archive file could not be opened.

Reason:

The file does not exist or does not have appropriate access rights or the operation failed because of network problems.
See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Check the path and the access rights. Check the network and retry the job.

SXP000322

Processing of a compressed archive file failed.

Reason:

Network problems. See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Check the network and retry the job.

SXP000323

The header of a compressed archive file could not be read or is not available.

Reason:

Network problems or damaged file. See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Check the network and retry the job.
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SXP000324

Processing of a compressed archive file failed.

Reason:

The file with the packaged product files is damaged. Possibly network problems. As a result, the Installer aborts the job.
See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Check for network problems. Retry the job. Redistribute and reinstall the repackaged product.

SXP000325

The checksum of a file in a compressed archive is faulty.

Reason:

The file with the packaged product files is damaged. Possibly network problems. As a result, the Installer aborts the job.

Action:

Retry the job. Redistribute and reinstall the repackaged product.

SXP000326

Original date/time of unpacked file could not be set.

Reason:

The file is locked or the date and time information is damaged. See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Check whether the file is locked by another process (e.g. virus checker). Retry the job.

SXP000327

File installation based on version information failed.

Reason:

Invalid file path. See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Check the file path.

SXP000329

The file could not be installed.

Reason:

The file to be updated is locked and the Installer could not create the information needed to update the file on next system
reboot. As a result, the installation is aborted. See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Check the access rights of the temp directory of the Installer.
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SXP000330

File information could not be read from the compressed archive file.

Reason:

Network problems or damaged file. See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Check for network problems and retry the job.

SXP000331

A file could not be created.

Reason:

Access rights or available disk space are insufficient. See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Check the access rights and for free disk space.

SXP000332

File update failed.

Reason:

Access rights for updating the file are insufficient.

Action:

Check the access rights.

SXP000340

Open backup file failed.

Reason:

Access rights are insufficient. As a result of the error, the Installer aborts the job.

Action:

Check the path name and the access rights of the directory specified in the [Directories] section, SaveDir entry of the
sxpengxx.ini file.

SXP000342

Could not backup file.

Reason:

Insufficient disk space. See additional information in the output file of the job. As a result, the Installer aborts the job.

Action:

Check available disk space. Check the path name and the access rights of the directory specified in the [Directories]
section, SaveDir entry of the sxpengxx.ini file.
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SXP000350

Failed to set permissions.

Reason:

The Installer could not assign the access rights specified in the permis.sxp file. The group or the user does not exist. As a
result, the Installer aborts the job.

Action:

Check the entries specified in the permis.sxp file (such as object, account name, or path name). Make sure that the
correct spelling is used for the names of groups and users.

Redistribute and reinstall the repackaged product. In multi-lingual installations of the operating system, the standard
groups and users are spelled differently. If necessary, make sure that they are spelled identically.

Repeat the distribution job after having created groups and users that are spelled identically.

SXP000351

Syntax error in section, 'type' entry missing.

Reason:

The Installer did not find the type entry in a #Permisn# section. As a result, the Installer aborts the job. See additional
information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Check the matching section in the permis.sxp file. Redistribute and reinstall the repackaged product.

SXP000352

Unknown 'type' entry in section.

Reason:

The Installer found an undefined type entry in a #Permisn# section of the permis.sxp file. As a result, the Installer aborts
the job. See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Check the matching section in the permis.sxp file. Redistribute and reinstall the repackaged product.

SXP000353

Syntax error in section, 'object' entry missing.

Reason:

The Installer did not find the object entry in a #Permisn# section of the permis.sxp file. As a result, the Installer aborts the
job. See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Check the matching section in the permis.sxp file. Redistribute and reinstall the repackaged product.
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SXP000370

Administrative user file could not be copied.

Reason:

Disk space or access rights are insufficient.

Action:

Check disk space. Check the access rights of the directory specified in the [Directories] section, UserDir entry of the
sxpengxx.ini file.

SXP000373

Administrative user files could not be created.

Reason:

Lack of memory. Disk space or access rights are insufficient.

Action:

Reduce system load. Check available disk space. Check the access rights of the directory specified in the [Directories]
section, UserDir entry of the sxpengxx.ini file.

Software Management Windows Messages V (SXP000400- SXP000477)

SXP000400

ServiceControl Manager could not be opened.

Reason:

An error occurred during the OpenSCManager function. See additional information in the output file of the job. The
operating system's return code will be entered in the log file, such as 'Can't open SC Manager, error 5'. As a result, the
Installer aborts the job.

Action:

Check the services.sxp file, depending on the return code:

5 ERROR_ACCESS_DENIED (The requested access was denied).

87 ERROR_INVALID_PARAMETER (A specified parameter is invalid).

1065 ERROR_DATABASE_ DOES_NOT_EXIST (The specified database does not exist).

SXP000401

Service could not be opened.

Reason:

An error occurred during the OpenService function. See additional information in the output file of the job. The operating
system's return code will be entered in the log file, such as 'Can't open service servicename, error 5'. As a result, the
Installer aborts the job.

Action:
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Check the services.sxp file, depending on the return code:

5 ERROR_ACCESS_DENIED (The specified service control manager database handle does not have access to the
service).

6 ERROR_INVALID_HANDLE (The specified handle is invalid).

123 ERROR_INVALID_NAME (The specified service name is invalid).

1060 ERROR_SERVICE_ DOES_NOT_EXIST (The specified service does not exist).

SXP000403

Service could not be found out.

Reason:

An error occurred during the QueryServiceStatus function. See additional information in the output file of the job. The
operating system's return code will be entered in the log file, such as 'Can't query service servicename, error 5'. As a
result, the Installer aborts the job.

Action:

Check the services.sxp file, depending on the return code:

5 ERROR_ACCESS_DENIED (The specified handle was not opened with SERVICE_QUERY_STATUS access).

6 ERROR_INVALID_HANDLE (The specified handle is invalid).

SXP000404

Service could not be deleted.

Reason:

An error occurred during the DeleteService function. See additional information in the output file of the job. The operating
system's return code will be entered in the log file, such as 'Can't delete service servicename, error 5'. As a result, the
Installer aborts the job.

Action:

Check the services.sxp file, depending on the return code:

5 ERROR_ACCESS_DENIED (The specified handle was not opened with DELETE access).

6 ERROR_INVALID_HANDLE (The specified handle is invalid).

1072 ERROR_SERVICE_ MARKED_FOR_DELETE (The specified service has already been marked for deletion).

SXP000406

Service could not be established.

Reason:

An error occurred during the CreateService function. See additional information in the output file of the job. The operating
system's return code will be entered in the log file, such as 'Can't create service servicename of section sectionname ,
error 5'. As a result, the Installer aborts the job.

Action:

Check the services.sxp file, depending on the return code:
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5 ERROR_ACCESS_DENIED (The handle to the specified service control manager database does not have
SC_MANAGER_CREATE_SERVICE access).

6 ERROR_INVALID_HANDLE (The handle to the specified service control manager database is invalid).

52 ERROR_DUP_NAME (The display name already exists in the service control manager database either as a service
name or as another display name).

87 ERROR_INVALID_ PARAMETER (A specified parameter is invalid).

123 ERROR_INVALID_NAME (The specified service name is invalid).

1057 ERROR_INVALID_ SERVICE_ACCOUNT (The user account name specified in the lpServiceStartName parameter
does not exist. Check if the account specified in services.sxp, in section #InsCreateService1# under ServiceStartName
really exists on the target computer).

1059 ERROR_CIRCULAR_ DEPENDENCY (A circular service dependency was specified).

1073 ERROR_SERVICE_EXISTS (The specified service already exists in this database).

SXP000407

Entry too long in section.

Reason:

See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Check matching section of the services.sxp file.

SXP000408

Entry missing in section.

Reason:

See additional information in the output file of the job.

Action:

Check matching section of the services.sxp file.

SXP000409

Service configuration could not be evaluated.

Reason:

An error occurred during the QueryServiceConfig function. See additional information in the output file of the job. The
operating system's return code will be entered in the log file, such as 'Can't query service configuration, error 5'. As a
result, the Installer aborts the job.

Action:

Check the services.sxp file, depending on the return code:

5 ERROR_ACCESS_DENIED (The specified handle was not opened with SERVICE_QUERY_CONFIG access).

6 ERROR_INVALID_HANDLE (The specified handle is invalid).
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122 ERROR_INSUFFICIENT_ BUFFER (There is more service configuration information than would fit into the
lpServiceConfig buffer. The number of bytes required to get all the information is returned in the pcbBytesNeeded
parameter. Nothing is written to the lpServiceConfig buffer).

SXP000430

Missing account.

Reason:

The account is missing in an account information entry of an archive file.

Action:

Check and correct the appropriate entry.

Detailed information about the archive file and the entry is provided in the job output file.

SXP000431

Missing account flag.

Reason:

The account flag is missing in an account information entry of an archive file.

Action:

Check and correct the appropriate entry.

Detailed information about the archive file and the entry is provided in the job output file.

SXP000432

Intermediate file could not be created.

Reason:

See the job output file for detailed error information.

Action:

Check access rights of the directory or file specified in the job output file.

SXP000433

Syntax error in udirs.sxp.

Reason:

A syntax error was detected in an entry of the udirs.sxp archive file. See additional information in the output file.

Action:

Check the appropriate entry.

SXP000434

Invalid delete character in udirs.sxp.
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Reason:

An invalid delete character was detected in an entry of the udirs.sxp archive file.

See additional information in the output file.

Action:

Check the appropriate entry.

SXP000440

Syntax error in udir.sxp or ufiles.sxp.

Reason:

A syntax error was detected in an entry of the ufiles.sxp or udir.sxp archive file. See additional information in the output
file.

Action:

Check the appropriate entry.

SXP000451

Registry key or value could not be deleted.

Reason:

A registry key or value specified in the sregdel.sxp archive file could not be deleted.

• Syntax error in entry
• Insufficient access rights
• Lack of memory

See additional information in the output file.

Action:

Check the appropriate entry. Check the access rights. Restart the job.

SXP000452

Backup file for registry information could not be created.

Reason:

The backup file for registry keys or values that are to be deleted during installation could not be created.

Insufficient access rights

Lack of system resources

See additional information in the output file.

Action:

Check access rights, check system resources. Restart the job.
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SXP000453

File could not be deleted.

Reason:

Sharing violation

Insufficient access rights

See additional information in the output file.

Action:

Check sharing and access rights. Restart the job.

SXP000454

File could not be renamed.

Reason:

• Sharing violation
• Insufficient access rights

See additional information in the output file.

Action:

Check sharing and access rights. Restart the job.

SXP000455

Registry key/value could not be restored.

Reason:

• Lack of memory
• Lack of system resources
• Insufficient access rights

See additional information in the output file.

Action:

Check access rights, check memory and system resources. Restart the job.

SXP000475

Missing information in gina.sxp.

Reason:

Mandatory information is missing in the archive file gina.sxp.

Action:

Check and correct the archive file.
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SXP000476

Line too long in gina.sxp.

Reason:

The archive file gina.sxp contains a line that is too long.

Action:

Check and correct the archive file.

SXP000477

The Gina DLL chain could not be modified.

Reason:

The file containing information about the chain of Gina DLLs could not be modified.

Lack of system resources.

Action:

Check system resources. Restart the job.

SXP000478

Can't find mscoree.dll

Reason:

The mscoree.dll cannot be loaded. The most common reason can be that the Global Assembly Cache (GAC) is not
installed.

Action:

Install the GAC either by applying the appropriate Service Pack or installing an SXP package, which has the GAC.

SXP000479

Can't get proc address LoadLibraryShim

Reason:

The function LoadLibraryShim cannot be found in the mscoree.dll. The installation of the Global Assembly Cache (GAC)
may be corrupted.

Action:

Reinstall the GAC by either applying the appropriate Service Pack or installing an SXP package which has the GAC
included.

SXP000480

Can't find fusion.dll
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Reason:

The fusion.dll cannot be loaded. The most common reason can be that the Global Assembly Cache (GAC) is not installed.

Action:

Install the GAC by either applying the appropriate Service Pack or installing an SXP package which, has the GAC.

SXP000481

Can't replace variables in gac.sxp

Reason:

The gac.sxp contains a parameter which cannot be resolved.

Action:

Install the appropriate parameter package and then install the SXP package again.

SXP000482

Can't create assembly

Reason:

An assembly cannot be created in the Global Assembly Cache. The gac.sxp may be corrupted.

Action:

Check if all #CreateAssembly<n># sections in the gac.sxp are complete and the entries are valid.

SXP000483

Can't delete assembly

Reason:

An assembly cannot be deleted from the Global Assembly Cache. The gac.sxp may be corrupted.

Action:

Check if all #DeleteAssembly<n># sections in the gac.sxp are complete and the entries are valid.

Software Management Windows Messages VI (SXP000900 - SXP000999)

SXP000900

No installation of SM Agent was found on this client.

Reason:

An environment variable was not found.
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Action:

Reboot your computer.

SXP000901

Installation of SM Agent is corrupted or incomplete.

Reason:

A previous removal failed or software was just deleted by explorer instead of being removed.

Action:

Remove and reinstall the Agent again.

SXP000902

SM Agent could not connect to SD Scalability Server/Manager (error in agent configuration).

Reason:

The information on the client about the server is ambiguous.

Action:

Use the SysTray tool for configuration.

SXP000903

SM Agent could not connect to SD Scalability Server/Manager (error in server configuration).

Reason:

The configuration file \\server\sxpsetup\client.ini was not found or does not contain valid information.

Action:

Reinstall the SD scalability server/manager.

SXP000904

SM Agent could not connect to SD Scalability Server/Manager (wrong internal password).

Reason:

Access to the SD library was refused by the server.

Action:

Unlock the SD library (using the appropriate configuration procedure). If you want to connect Windows clients you must
unlock the SD library.

SXP000905

SM Agent could not connect to SD Scalability Server/Manager (credentials conflict).

Reason:

Windows cannot connect to the server, because another connection to the same server is already established.
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Action:

Release all connections from the client to the server and close all files on the server that have been opened by the client.

SXP000906

SM Agent could not connect to SD scalability/domain manager (network problems).

Reason:

A network error occurred, when accessing the SD scalability/domain Library.

Action:

Check the network connection to your SD scalability/domain manager.

SXP000907

SM Agent cannot be executed.

Reason:

The sxpeng32.exe file cannot be found or is not an executable file.

Action:

Reinstall the Agent.

SXP000908

The contents of the permanent library on Scalability Server/Manager was not found or could not be read.

Reason:

Access to the SD Library refused by the server.

Action:

Unlock the SD library (using the appropriate configuration procedure). If you want to connect Windows 9x clients you must
unlock the SD Library.

SXP000909

The transaction is corrupted. SM Agent does not know what to do.

Reason:

Fatal error: The transaction is corrupted.

Action:

Try again.

SXP000910

Different versions of one product cannot be installed within one transaction.

Reason:

The transaction was refused because it contains one product with different versions.
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Action:

Start a transaction that does not contain different versions of the same product.

SXP000911

SM Agent could not find the Agent configuration.

Reason:

The path of the SD Agent's configuration cannot be identified.

Action:

Check that the SD Agent has been installed correctly. Re-install the SD agent if required.

SXP000912

SM Agent exit code indicates unknown problem.

Reason:

SM Agent process terminated with a non-SM Agent specific error.

Action:

Detailed Microsoft application interface exit code can be found in output file.

SXP000913

Installation of SM Agent is corrupted or incomplete or you may not have sufficient user rights.

Reason:

The SM Agent may have been run with the credentials of a user that has not sufficient permissions to apply some registry
or file system changes.

Action:

Ensure that the SM Agent is run with credentials of a user who is member of an administrator group capable of applying
changes to this computer.

SXP000914

The transaction is corrupted or you may not have sufficient user rights

Reason:

The SM Agent may have been run with the credentials of a user that has not sufficient permissions to apply some registry
or file system changes.

Action:

Ensure that the SM Agent is run with credentials of a user who is member of an administrator group capable of applying
changes to this computer.

SXP000919

Downgrade of product is not permitted.
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Reason:

You tried to install a product with a version lower than the installed version. The installed product does not support this.

Action:

If you really want to install this lower product version, first remove the installed product version.

SXP000999

Job was not executed, because another job of this transaction failed.

Reason:

If an error occurs during a transaction, all jobs that have not yet been started are canceled.

Action:

Correct the job that caused the error or remove it from the transaction.

Linux Installation Error Messages
These error messages are generated by the installation system for UNIX/Linux systems only. They can be displayed in
one or more of the following ways:

• On the message line
• In pop-up dialogs
• In the Software Delivery log files

Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Linux Installation Error Messages

Installation Error Messages I (CA-SD E15000 - CA-SD E15310)

CA-SD E15010

Failed to uncompress package: package name_(rc=return code)

Reason:

This error is generated by the install .sh script during installation or upgrade. When extracting the install image on to
the UNIX system using the UNIX command uncompress (or gunzip on some Linux systems). However, in this case,
uncompress returned an error as indicated by return code.

Action:

Review the UNIX system documentation, using the UNIX command man uncompress, to search for the return code. If the
problem persists, contact Technical Support.

CA-SD E15014

cawin_echo not found

Reason:

The uninstall script generates this error. The script requires cawin_echo to display localizable messages on the screen
and write to the log file. In this case, however, the process could not find the program cawin_echo.
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Action:

Ensure that PATH is set correctly by running the following command:

echo $PATH

Examine the output from the command and ensure that /usr/bin is included in the PATH. Then rerun the script. If the
problem persists, contact Technical Support.

CA-SD E15020

xxx is missing from the distribution media

The missing component is displayed in the message by xxx.

Reason:

The install script generates this error. The install process examines and validates the components included in the
distribution media according to the Software Delivery component being installed. For example, for a Software Delivery
Agent package, the cawin, lsm, dmscript, and so on components must be included in the Agent package directory.

In this case, the component xxx was not found on the distribution media. Therefore, the installation was aborted.

Action:

Examine the distribution media directory to see if the component exists and is accessible (read permissions) to the user ID
of root. If it is not, contact Technical Support.

CA-SD E15031

Command Line Parameter not recognized (xxx). additional message-text

The parameter that was not recognized is displayed in the message by xxx.

Reason:

The install script generates this error. An invalid command line parameter was passed to the install script. Valid
parameters are shown in the error message.

Action:

Provide correct command line parameters and rerun the script. If this fails, contact Technical Support.

CA-SD E15032

Parameter (parameter) has an invalid value (value) additional message-text

The full message text is:

CA-SD E15032: Parameter (parameter) has an invalid value (value) 

Ensure the values passed as parameters contain valid characters. Full details of valid characters can be found

 in the documentation, but some invalid characters are :  \ " ! ( ) % ª & * # 

Please correct the parameters and rerun this script.

Reason:

The install script generates this error. The value part of the parameter contained an invalid character. Some invalid
parameters are shown in the error message.

Action:
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Provide correct command line parameters. If this fails, contact Technical Support.

CA-SD E15080

User is not root

Reason:

You attempted a procedure that can be executed only if you are running as root.

Action:

Log in as root; and then execute the procedure.

CA-SD E15112

Failed to export MIB. Reason code: reason_code

Reason:

The install script generates this error during an upgrade of Software Delivery. The Software Delivery program mibcnv_l (or
mibcnv_e if upgrading an enterprise manager) was used to export the MIB. In this case, however, mibcnv_l (or mibcnv_e)
returned an error indicated by reason_code.

Action:

Generally, when exporting the MIB, the modified version of the Software Delivery program mibcnv_l (or mibcnv_e)
included in the new software has to be used. If it is not included in the new software, the existing one will be used.

Examine your distribution media to see if the program mibcnv_l (or mibcnv_e), exists in the new software using the UNIX/
Linux command tar tvf device, where device is the tape device name (for example /dev/mt01).

Run the following commands manually (for an enterprise manager, mibcnv_e should be used instead of mibcnv_l)

Mibcnv_l /tmp/mibtest.out - Exp -A

echo $?

Examine the return code and the output to determine the nature of the problem.

If the problem persists, contact Technical Support.

CA-SD E15234

Error creating file: file (rc = return code)

Reason:

The install and various other scripts generate this error. When creating new files, the UNIX/Linux command touch is used
to create the file. Sometimes, redirection is used to create the new file as shown following:

Echo "abcd" > file 2>/dev/null

However, in this case, the file file was not created and an error occurred.

Action:

file should show the name of the file being created and its full path. Examine the full path to see if the file exists. Ensure
that the directory containing the file is fully accessible (read, write, and execute permissions) to the user executing the
script. If a file with the same name as the file being created already exists, delete the old file manually, using the UNIX/
Linux command following:
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rm -f filename 

Then rerun the script.

If the problem persists, contact Technical Support.

CA-SD E15300

<xxx> parameter is invalid. Additional message text

In the message, xxx is the name of a parameter that forms a Software Delivery environment variable, such as AGENT,
SERVER, LIBRARY and NOS, and so on.

Reason:

The install script generates this error. The xxx parameter passed to the install script has a value that is not valid. For
example, NOS is neither NFS nor NONE; AGENT is neither Y nor N.

Action:

Correct the parameter.

If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

CA-SD E15310

<xxx> parameter is too long

In the message, xxx is the name of a parameter that forms a Software Delivery environment variable, such as
DATABASE, LHOST, LIBRARY and BASEDIR, and so on.

Reason:

The install script generates this error. The xxx parameter passed to the install script has a value that is greater than
allowed. For example, DATABASE is longer than 12 characters; LHOST is longer than 63 characters; LIBRARY or
BASEDIR is longer than 1024 characters.

Action:

Choose a shorter value for the parameter.

If the problem persists, contact Technical Support.

Installation Error Messages III (CA-SD E15821 - CA-SD E15991)

CA-SD E15860

Unable to find or execute SD program: program. Additional message text

Reason:

A script attempted to execute another Software Delivery program, but failed to do so. The reason is either that the
program does not exist or that it is not accessible to the user ID running the script or that it is not executable. The name of
the program that is mentioned in the message includes the full path

Action:

Ensure that the named program exists and that it is executable and accessible to the user ID running the script.
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If the problem persists, contact Technical Support.

CA-SD E15870

Unable to find or execute UNIX system command: command. Additional message text

Reason:

A script attempted to execute a UNIX/Linux system command command, but failed to execute it. This is because either
the command does not exist or it is not accessible to the user ID running the script or it is not executable. The name of the
command that is mentioned in the message includes the full path.

Action:

Ensure that the named command exists on the system and that it is executable and accessible to the user ID running the
script.

If the problem persists, or the command does not exist on the system, contact Technical Support.

CA-SD E15900

Invalid Ingres Version Installed. Additional message-text

The full message text is as follows:

CA-SD E15900: Invalid Ingres Version Installed  

In order for Software Delivery Server to run correctly, it must have the Ingres Database package available.

 Examination of your system suggests that you are

using an invalid Ingres version (version).

Please ensure that the II_SYSTEM environment variable is pointing to the installation of Ingres and restart

 this installation.

Reason:

The sdchking script generates this error. The Software Delivery manager requires Ingres II 2.0 or later to run correctly.
Although Ingres has been found, the version is not correct. If multiple versions of Ingres have been installed on a system
and II_SYSTEM is pointing to the wrong one, this error usually occurs.

Action:

Ensure that II_SYSTEM is pointing to the correct Ingres version.

If the problem persists, contact CA Technical Support.

CA-SD E15910

Unable to find or execute Ingres program: program

Reason:

The sddbbld or sdchking script generates this error. The processes use Ingres programs to create and configure the
database used by Software Delivery managers. In this case, however, the program has not been found. This problem may
be due to either a corrupt installation of Ingres or the II_SYSTEM variable being incorrectly set.

Action:

Ensure II_SYSTEM is pointing to the correct Ingres installation. Examine the directory to ensure that the command exists
and is executable by the user running the script.

If the problem persists, contact Technical Support.
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CA-SD E15991

Unable to connect to Ingres. Please check your Ingres installation.

Reason:

The install script generates this error. The install script received an error while attempting to determine if a database
already exists. This suggests that Ingres is not running correctly.

Action:

As the Ingres SuperUser, run ingstop followed by ingstart and ensure that Ingres starts correctly.

Installation Error Messages II (CA-SD E15320 - CA-SD E15778)

CA-SD E15320

<xxx> parameter contains non-alphanumeric characters

In the message, xxx is the name of a parameter that forms a Software Delivery environment variable, such as
DATABASE, LHOST, LIBRARY and BASEDIR, and so on.

Reason:

The install script generates this error. The xxx parameter passed to the install script has a value which contains
nonalphanumeric characters, that is, not in the range A to Z, a to z, or 0 to 9.

Action:

Choose a different value for the xxx parameter.

If the problem persists, contact Technical Support.

CA-SD E15400

Usage: deinstall [auto]

Reason:

The uninstall script generates this error. The uninstall script is used to remove Software Delivery from the system. In this
case, however, the uninstall script was started with wrong parameters and the uninstall process was aborted.

Action:

The uninstall script can be started without any parameters. In this case, the process will be in an interactive mode, that is,
you will be prompted for responding. If an optional parameter "auto" is passed to the uninstall process, it will be performed
in an unattended mode.

Correct the parameter and rerun the uninstall script.

If the problem persists, contact Technical Support.

CA-SD E15600

install found a valid database

Reason:
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The install script generates this error. The install script detects that a valid database exists. For a new installation, the
database should not exist.

Action:

Specify a new database and rerun the install script.

CA-SD E15601

install found an invalid database - run deinstall, then install

Reason:

The install script generates this error. The install script should not be run if a database already exists. In this case, the
database is also invalid.

Action:

Run the uninstall script; then run the install script.

CA-SD E15651

install found a library - run deinstall, then install

Reason:

The install script generates this error. The install script is used to install a new version of Software Delivery or upgrade an
existing version. In this case, it seems that the install script was attempting to install a new version of Software Delivery
but detects that the library directory already exists. Usually, the install script automatically detects an existing installation of
Software Delivery on the system and determines whether to install or upgrade.

This error indicates that the existing installation is corrupted.

Action:

Uninstall the existing version of Software Delivery completely and then rerun the install script.

Internal Installation Errors (CA-SD E16002 - CA-SD E17006)
The errors in this section result from internal error checking to ensure the integrity of the installation script. Generally, the
only solution is to contact Technical Support.

CA-SD E17000

Ingres tar file cannot be found: xxx

The name of the Ingres tar file is displayed in the message by xxx.

Reason:

The install script generates this error. The install script checks to see that the file xxx exists. In this case however, it does
not seem to exist.

Action:

Ensure that the file exists and is accessible to the user running the script. If it does not exist, view the contents of the
distribution media to see if the file exists there (using the UNIX/Linux command tar tvf device, where device is the name of
a UNIX/Linux device, for example /dev/rmt/0h).
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For assistance, contact CA Support at http://ca.com/support.

CA-SD E17001

Ingres Directory cannot be found: xxx

The name of the Ingres directory is displayed in the message by xxx.

Reason:

The install script generates this error. The install script checks to see that the Ingres directory exists. In this case however,
it does not seem to exist.

Action:

Ensure that the directory exists and is accessible to the user running the script. If it does not exist, view the contents of the
distribution media to see if the directory exists there (using the UNIX/Linux command tar tvf device, where device is the
name of a UNIX/Linux device, for example /dev/rmt/0h).

For assistance, contact CA Support at http://ca.com/support.

CA-SD E17003

Ingres User not found. Additional message text

Reason:

The sdchking script generates this error message. The sdchking script examines contents of the /etc/passwd file to ensure
that the Ingres user exists.

Action:

Add the Ingres user using the appropriate systems management tool. For example, sam on HP-UX systems or
sysadminsh on SCO systems. Rerun the pre-install.

CA-SD E17004

Ingres is not installed

Reason:

The install script generates this error message. The install script verifies certain files to observe whether the Ingres
installation is correctly configured. In this case, the contents of either $II_SYSTEM/ingres/files/symbol.tbl or $II_SYSTEM/
ingres/admin/machine_name/symbol.tbl are examined. machine_name is the name of the system as the UNIX/Linux
command uname -n indicates. Although the Ingres files exist, the files have never been installed.

Action:

If you want to use the Ingres that exists in this directory, install the Ingres manually. If you want to use the bundled Ingres,
unset the II_SYSTEM environment variable. Use the UNIX or Linux shell command, unset II_SYSTEM and rerun the
script.

CA-SD E17005

Ingres installation is invalid

Reason:
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The install script generates this error. The install script checks certain files to see if the Ingres installation is correctly
configured. In this case, however, it has determined that because it is unable to read either the file $II_SYSTEM/ingres/
files/symbol.tbl or $II_SYSTEM/ingres/admin/machine_name/symbol.tbl (machine_name is the name of the system as
indicated by the UNIX/Linux command uname -n), the installation is invalid.

Action:

If you are using an existing Ingres installation, then contact your site's Database administrator. If you are using the Ingres
installation which is bundled, unset the II_SYSTEM environment variable (use the UNIX/Linux shell command unset
II_SYSTEM) and rerun the install script.

If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

CA-SD E17006

Ingres install script cannot be found: xxx

xxx displays the name of the Ingres install script in the message.

Reason:

The install script generates this error. The install script cannot run the script Ingres install script xxx.

Action:

If the file exists, ensure that the file permissions are correct. If the file does not exist, verify the distribution media using
the UNIX/Linux command tar tvf device. device is the name of a UNIX/Linux device to verify whether the file exists. For
example, /dev/rmt/0h

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

Upgrade Installation Errors (CA-SD E18000 - CA-SD E18006)
The errors in this section may occur when you are upgrading your version of Software Delivery.

CA-SD E18000

Upgrade found an invalid database - run de-install. Then install

Reason:

The install script generates this error during a Software Delivery manager upgrade. When performing an upgrade, the
install script expects to find a valid Software Delivery database. In this case, however, although a database has been
found, it is not valid and cannot be used.

Action:

Run the uninstall script and then run the install script. The uninstall script will remove the old database (or give an
explanation about how to remove it). The install script will rebuild a new database. Note that the library and the database
must always be kept synchronized. Keeping them synchronized is a task performed by the uninstall script.

CA-SD E18001

Upgrade cannot find database - run install

Reason:
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The install script generates this error during a Software Delivery manager upgrade. When performing an upgrade, the
script expects to find a valid Software Delivery database. In this case, however, no database was found.

Action:

Run the install script. If the installation is severely corrupted, the error CA-SD E15651 may be the result. If this occurs, an
uninstall and re-install must be performed to keep the library and database synchronized.

CA-SD E18002

Upgrade found a database for xxx

The type of the Software Delivery manager, that is, enterprise manager or domain manager, is displayed in the message
by xxx.

Reason:

The install script generates this error during a Software Delivery manager upgrade. The database found does not match
the type of server being upgraded. For example, a database for enterprise manager is found for a domain upgrade, or a
domain manager database is found for an enterprise manager upgrade. The databases for domain manager systems and
enterprise manager systems are in different formats and cannot be upgraded from one to another.

Action:

To change the type of server being installed, first run the uninstall script. Then run the install script.

CA-SD E18004

Upgrade found an unknown database

Reason:

The install script generates this error during a Software Delivery manager upgrade. The install script could not recognize
the database as a domain manager or enterprise manager database.

Action:

Run the uninstall script to destroy the database. Then run the install script.

CA-SD E18006
Upgrade found database at an unknown release level

Reason:

The install script generates this error during a Software Delivery manager upgrade. Upgrade should only be used to
upgrade an installation from a previous release level. In this case, upgrade has detected that the database has been
created by some unknown release of Software Delivery. The fact that the release is unknown suggests that the database
may have been created or upgraded during the installation of a later version of Software Delivery.

Action:

Ensure that the correct installation scripts for the installed software are being used.

If the problem persists, contact Technical Support.

Software Management Linux Messages
These messages are generated by the Software Management UNIX/Linux component.
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Use the following search feature to find a specific message. Enter a message number.

Software Management Linux Messages

SMX000001
Internal error - Unexpected NULL pointer.

Reason:

A programming error has been discovered. A NULL pointer was passed.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

SMX000002
Cannot read configuration parameter.

Reason:

The configuration parameter could not be found in the configuration file /opt/CA/installer/conf/sma.cfg.

Action:

Add the configuration parameter to the configuration file.

SMX000003
Program must be executed under root user.

Reason:

The program can only be executed under the root user account.

Action:

Log in as root user and restart the program.

SMX000004
Only one active Software Management Installer allowed at the same time.

Reason:

An instance of the program is already active.

Action:

Wait until the active program has finished.

SMX000005
Product file does not exist.

Reason:

An incorrect product file name was entered.

Action:
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Enter a correct product file name.

SMX000006
Unknown product format.

Reason:

Only PIF-, PKG-, or RPM-packaged products can be installed.

Action:

Enter the name of a product file that contains a valid packaging format.

SMX000007
System command failed.

Reason:

Detailed information about this system command-specific error can be retrieved from the output file.

Action:

Use this information and find the error description on the system command manual page (man <system command>).

SMX000008
Product is not installed on the system.

Reason:

The product you are trying to reinstall is not installed on the system.

Action:

Install the product using an installation procedure.

SMX000009
Open file failed.

Reason:

The file could not be opened.

Action:

Make sure the file exists and that the access rights allow you to open it.

SMX000010
Syntax error in file.

Reason:

A syntax error was detected at the specified line in the specified file.

Action:

Correct the specified line of the specified file according to the syntax description.
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SMX000011
Product parameter is not set.

Reason:

You created a PIF product that uses a parameter. This parameter could neither be resolved on the system nor be resolved
by the product's default section.

Action:

Either set an environment variable, which will resolve the parameter, or provide a response file containing the value for the
unresolved parameter.

SMX000012
Not enough disk space in the file system.

Reason:

There is not enough free disk space at the specified location where you intend to install, create or save a product.

Action:

Change the specified directory , or create additional free disk space by removing unnecessary files from the specified
installation directory.

SMX000013
The product is already installed on the system.

Reason:

A product cannot be replaced by the same product version.

Action:

Remove the installed product version before reinstalling the product.

SMX000014
The system and the product platform do not match.

Reason:

The product contains a platform specification that does not match the system platform. The platform specification of the
product is compared to the system specification (uname -s) and to the list of synonyms (osconv.ini file).

Action:

If you want to install the product on the system, either repackage it with the correct platform specification or add the
platform specification to the osconv.ini file.

SMX000015
Command does not exist or cannot be executed.

Reason:

The Software Delivery command is required on the system.
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Action:

Install the Software Delivery component that contains this command. Also check whether the PATH variable refers to the
path of the executable Software Delivery programs.

SMX000016
The specified user or group for the file does not exist on the system.

Reason:

An unknown user or group identifier was used to install a file.

Action:

Create the user or group account before installing the product.

SMX000017
External shared component not found.

Reason:

The current product uses an external component. This component is stored in another product. The product file is not
stored on the system or it does not contain the according component.

Action:

Check if the specified product is stored in the same directory as the current product, or if it is referred to by the library.dct
file and if the product contains the component in the correct version.

SMX000018
Copy of file failed.

Reason:

The file could not be copied to the target directory.

Action:

Evaluate the errno number. A missing directory or insufficient disk space might have caused the error.

SMX000019
Creation of directory failed.

Reason:

The directory could not be created.

Action:

Find the error description on the mkdir command manual page (man mkdir). A missing directory or insufficient disk space
might have caused the error.

SMX000020
Product is not installed on the system.
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Reason:

The product you are trying to backup, check, reinstall or remove is not installed on the system.

Action:

None.

SMX000021
Removal of directory failed.

Reason:

The directory could not be removed.

Action:

Find the error description on the rmdir command manual page (man rmdir). Verify that you have write permission to the
directory, or whether the directory is empty. If the directory is not empty, check if the product writes temporary files into this
directory.

SMX000022
Removal of file failed.

Reason:

The file could not be removed.

Action:

Find the error description on the rm or unlink command manual page (man rm or man unlink). Verify whether the file's
access rights allow you to remove it.

SMX000023
Creation of link failed.

Reason:

The link from one file to another could not be created.

Action:

Find the error description on the link or the ln command manual page (man link or man ln). Check whether the base file for
the link was packaged with the product.

SMX000024
Cannot read file system.

Reason:

The file system must be read in order to check the available disk space for the product.

Action:

Ensure that the system mount table (/etc/mnttab or /etc/mtab) allows reading.
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SMX000025
Backup of PKG failed.

Reason:

A backup of the PKG-packaged product could not be created.

Action:

Analyze the additional information and determine if the available disk space is sufficient.

SMX000027
Removal of link failed.

Reason:

The link could not be removed.

Action:

Find the error description on the unlink command manual page (man unlink).

SMX000028
The product file already exists.

Reason:

You tried to create a product file, but the specified target file already exists and you have no write permission.

Action:

Use the switch '-o' to overwrite the existing file or enter a different name for the target file. If you want to overwrite the file,
ensure that you have write permission for the file.

SMX000029
Product missing required response file.

Reason:

The product you are attempting to install uses variable parameters that are provided during installation by a mandatory
response file.

Action:

Specify a valid response file.

SMX000030
The check sum of the product differs from the original check sum.

Reason:

During product creation, check sums are made from the product and the corresponding files. These check sums differ
from the original check sums, indicating that the product has been manipulated.

Action:

Register the product again.
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SMX000031
The base version of the product is not installed.

Reason:

The delta product you are attempting to install depends on a base version of the product. This base version is required on
the system.

Action:

Install the base version of the product before installing the delta product.

SMX000032
The response file contains a faulty line.

Reason:

The response file was incorrectly edited.

Action:

Correct the faulty line and try again.

SMX000033
No value defined for parameter.

Reason:

You added a response file to the product that contains a parameter without a specified value.

Action:

Define a value for the parameter either in the parameter product or the response file, or you can set the value in the
environment.

SMX000034
Syntax error in PIF prototype file.

Reason:

A syntax error was detected in the specified file.

Action:

Correct the specified file according to the syntax description.

SMX000035
Conversion into the UTF8 format failed.

Reason:

The PIF product is converted into the UTF8 format. This conversion process failed.

Action:

Evaluate the error code.
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SMX000036
Conversion into the system specific multibyte format failed.

Reason:

The PIF product is converted into a specified locale. The conversion process failed.

Action:

Evaluate the error code.

SMX000037
The product base directory must be a full qualified path name.

Reason:

A PIF product can only be installed under a fully qualified path name.

Action:

Enter a fully qualified path name, either in the product or in the environment variable.

SMX000038
File could not be changed.

Reason:

The file properties have to be changed according to the product definition, but the file does not exist on the system.

Action:

Correct the product packaging.

SMX000043
This function is not supported for non-PIF packaged products.

Reason:

You chose a function that is not supported for this product format.

Action:

None.

SMX000044
Shared files have to be of the same type.

Reason:

A file is installed by more than one product. The type of the file of the first product (for example, regular file) differs from
the type of the file of the second file (for example, directory). This is not permitted.

Action:

Modify your products.
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SMX000045
Shared links have different targets.

Reason:

A link is installed by more than one product. It refers to different targets.

Action:

Modify your products in such a way that links refer to the same target.

SMX000046
The check sum of a file differs from the original check sum.

Reason:

During product creation, a check sum is created from the corresponding file. This check sum differs from the original
check sum, indicating that the product has been manipulated.

Action:

Register the product again.

SMX000047
Write to file failed.

Reason:

Data cannot be written to the specified file. The reason may be insufficient disk space.

Action:

Check the free disk space on the file system.

SMX000049
Product cannot be installed. The required version of a shared component does not match the installed version.

Reason:

The external component version does not match the component version of the specified installed product.

Action:

Update the shared component.

SMX000050
Language specific PIF cannot be installed on its own.

Reason:

You tried to install a language specific PIF product without its base having been installed.

Action:

Install the base product first.
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SMX000054
Memory allocation failed.

Reason:

The program needs more memory than what is available.

Action:

Remove unnecessary programs from the process table.

SMX000055
Job container file is corrupted.

Reason:

The specified parameter is missing from the job file.

Action:

Retry the job.

SMX000056
Product not found.

Reason:

You are attempting to install a product that has not been sent to the agent system.

Action:

Register the missing product in the library.

SMX000057
Dependency violation: product is to be installed with a specific version, but the necessary base product does not
exist.

Reason:

A base product that is necessary for the installation of this product is not installed on the computer.

Action:

Install the specified base product on the computer.

SMX000058
Dependency violation: product is to be installed with a specific version, but an incompatible product is already
installed.

Reason:

The product cannot be installed because an incompatible product still exists on the computer.

Action:

Remove the specified incompatible product.
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SMX000059
Dependency violation: Expected version of the base product and actually installed version do not match.

Reason:

The version of the base product that is specified in the product file to be installed differs from the product that is actually
installed on the computer.

Action:

Install the base product with the correct version.

SMX000060
Dependency violation: product is to be deleted, but an installed product depends on it.

Reason:

You are attempting to delete a product that is still required by another product installed on the computer.

Action:

Do not remove the product from the computer because it is still needed. If you must remove it, you must first remove the
other product that requires it.

SMX000061
Cannot sort the transaction list, cycle inconsistency detected.

Reason:

The transaction contains a concatenation of dependent products that cannot be resolved.

Action:

Analyze and correct the concatenation of the dependent products.

SMX000062
Product is a delta product and the previous version is not installed or does not exist in the library.

Reason:

A delta product can only be installed if the previous version is already installed.

Action:

Install the previous product version first.

SMX000063
Product cannot be updated, because another product has a positive dependency exactly to this installed version
of the product.

Reason:

You are trying to update a product version that has already been installed. This would violate an existing dependency on
the installed product version.

Action:
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Remove the dependent product.

SMX000064
PKG configuration file contains the not allowed keyword 'ask'.

Reason:

This file is used to configure a PKG installation. The value 'ask' is not allowed, because it would cause a user interaction
and the transaction would not succeed.

Action:

Change the specified entry.

SMX000065
The job container has two entries for the same product with different versions.

Reason:

A product can only be installed once during a transaction.

Action:

Remove one of the entries for the specified product.

SMX000066
The version of the component does not match with installed component.

Reason:

You have already installed the specified component but the versions do not match.

Action:

Update the installed product

SMX000067
Wrong terminal resolution.

Reason:

Your current terminal does not provide a resolution of 80 (columns) * 24 (rows) or higher.

Action:

Choose another terminal to install the product.

SMX000103
The program specified in the package for encryption/decryption cannot be found.

Reason

Encryption/decryption of the password in this package requires an encryption program but, the program is either not
included in the package or not found in the specified path.

Action
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Verify that the required encryption program is available in the path specified in the package configuration and that it can
be executed.

SMX000104
The program specified in the package for encryption/decryption failed.

Reason

The specified program returned no result.

Action

Verify that the required program is available in the path specified in the package configuration and that it can be executed.

SMX000106
Installation of the package aborted.

Reason

The package requires a decrypted parameter value but the current policy on this system does not permit the use of built-in
decryption method of Software Management Installer.

Action

Retrieve an updated package which conforms to the system's policy.

SMX000107
Password missing from response file.

Reason

The package requires a password, but the response file does not contain any password.

Action

Create a response file that includes the password for the package installation.

SMX000127
Package format not supported by Software Management Installer

Reason:

Software Management Installer on this platform can’t handle the format of this package or the package has been
corrupted.

Action:

Check if Software Management Installer on this agent is capable of handling the format of this package. For example, a
PIF package can’t be processed by a Windows agent.

If the format should be processed by the Software Management Installer of this agent, check whether this particular
package format version can be handled or if the package has been corrupted. For example, an SXP package must
contain a valid file info.sxp.
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SMX000999
Job was not executed, because another job of this transaction failed.

Reason:

If an error occurs during a transaction, all jobs that have not yet been started are canceled.

Action:

Correct the job that caused the error or remove it from the transaction.
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Additional Product Documentation
This section includes CA Green Books that provide knowledge that is focused on CA solution implementations and
deployments. The articles deliver best practices and recommendations based on real-world scenarios and knowledge
compiled from the global CA team experiences. Cross-functional teams of CA technical employees from field services,
support, and education collaborate with Technical Information to apply their expertise and create publications that deliver
practical knowledge that goes beyond an "out-of-the-box" installation.

The list of Green Books are as follows:

• Asset Management Agent Scheduling for Large Environments
• Backup and Restore Procedures for DSM Managers on Microsoft SQL Server MDB
• Backup and Restore Procedures on an Oracle Database
• Certificate Management for ENC Using Microsoft PKI
• Desktop and Server Management
• Desktop and Server Management
• Extended Network Connectivity
• How to Move MDB
• Managing Non Resident Inventory
• Object Level Security Best Practices
• OS Installation Management (OSIM)

This section also includes extra documentation that can help you in finding more information about CA Client Automation:

• Sizing Tool
• Latest KB Updates available on Broadcom Support
• News and Resources
• Supportability Matrix
• Learning Path

Asset Management Agent Scheduling for Large Environments
In environments where the bandwidth is limited between Domain Manager and Scalability Servers, or where there are
more than 15,000 Agents per Domain Manager, limiting the number of collections from the Agent is critical for the overall
performance of the solution.

The CA Asset Management Agent performs software and hardware inventory once a day, assuming that the system
is powered up and connected to the network. Also, inventory is collected whenever the system is rebooted or when
someone logs in. All this activity causes extra network traffic that might not be required.

If the product is used to schedule software deliveries or actively monitor systems for current changes like disk drive space
or other changing values, most likely the default settings are required. However, if the product is only used for collecting
inventory statistics on these systems, then the monthly hardware inventory and weekly software inventory are enough to
meet typical business requirements. However, in large environments, you might schedule manually when the CA Asset
Management Agent runs and what data gets collected.

Scheduling When the Agent Runs
By default, the CA Asset Management Agent is set to run every night at 2 A.M. Also, the Common Application Framework
(CAF) is configured to register at 12 noon everyday. When CAF registers, CA Asset Management agent is run and a CA
Software Delivery job verification is done.
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This scheduling is typically fine because the software and hardware Agent collect tasks are scheduled to run once a day.
However, in large environments, configuring the Agent to run at a random time throughout the day is the best option. So
the network is not overloaded with Agent-generated traffic at specific times in the day.

To spread out the load on the sector, randomize when the Agent actually runs. If the re-registration CAF schedule always
triggers the AM Agent, and is set to run at a fixed time, all systems run the AM Agent simultaneously at roughly that time.
Using the “random” feature of the CAF scheduler might be a useful way of avoiding this problem.

NOTE
In r12, the “refresh registration” scheduled job is now set to run at reboot at a random time within 90 minutes of
starting the CAF. In r11, it was immediate.

To set the AM Agent job to run at a random time, add the words “random_hour random_minute” to the “type” parameter.
AM Agent job then runs at a random time of the day. If you add only random_minute, the AM Agent job runs at a random
minute in the hour.

Configure the following CAF configuration policies:

1. Navigate the DSM Explorer tree to the Common Components, CAF, Scheduler, and Run the UAM agent policy
group.

2. Right-click Caf Scheduler: Type of Job. 
The Setting Properties dialog appears. 

3. Change the value of Caf Scheduler: Type of Job to day random_hour random_minute and click OK.
The AM Agent is now set to run at any random hour or minute during the day. 

Scheduling What Gets Collected
Once you have limited the number of times the Agent runs automatically in a large environment, you might schedule what
data gets collected and its frequency to avoid generating too much data.

The hardware inventory and software scanning is enabled, however, other modules might be enabled depending
on the requirement. For example, FDCC (Federal Desktop Core Configuration) and WMI (Windows Management
Instrumentation) have their own collection modules. If these collection modules are enabled and not configured properly,
large volumes of data are generated. If you select to run these modules, ensure that you configure to collect only the extra
data that is required to meet the business need.

Configure Collection Tasks

You can configure collection tasks, and schedule what AM Agent collects.

To configure the collection tasks assigned to the computer group in the DSM GUI

1. Navigate the DSM Explorer tree to the computer group of your choice, and select Group Details, Configuration, and
Collect Tasks.

2. If a collection task does not exist, create one. You can also edit the existing hardware and software tasks. 
3. Right-click the task and select Scheduling. 

The Scheduling Options dialog appears. 
4. Click the Conditions tab. 
5. In the Periodic Dependency group box, optionally select Run only once and then select the interval, week or month,

and the day the job has to run. 
6. Click OK. 

The job runs on the scheduled day. If the system is offline, the job runs the next time that the system is online.

Examples 

You can schedule the collection tasks that are based on groups in two ways. 
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Scheduling Example 1: Using the All Computers Group

Configure the collect tasks under the All Computers group. If the collect task is configured as described in the mentioned
procedure, all Agents collect on the same day. The network and system become busy that day.

Scheduling Example 2: Configuring the Engines to Collect Data

The mentioned tasks are configured to ensure when the Agents run and what they collect. The data is now stored on the
sector of the Scalability Server. The next step in the process is to collect the data from the Scalability Server and populate
to the Domain Manager database. An Engine collect task performs this process. Usually, the best option is to spread out
the collection tasks over several Engine instances. For this scenario, we are going to limit the number of Engines to four
collect Engines.

To ensure that all Scalability Servers get proportionately equal time based on the number of Agents they are serving, build
a spreadsheet like the one mentioned and divide the Engines.

NOTE
The following example is an over-simplification. Usually an enterprise is more complex than the example.

This example assumes that there is one Domain Manager for the complete enterprise. Usually, a global entity would have
multiple Domain Mangers so the load calculation becomes more difficult.

Divide the Engines

The goal is to minimize impact on the WAN and to perform collections that are based on what else is happening on the
network. In other words, one would want to avoid performing the collect task on a WAN segment simultaneously with
the backup that is scheduled to run over that same segment. You can minimize collect traffic during peak user hours.
The amount of data collected is minimal, but this data is important for slow WAN links. While scheduling these tasks, pay
attention to the speed of specific links and the number of nodes that report over that WAN link. 

If certain links have less bandwidth than the others, collecting data over those slower links takes more time. Consider the
network bandwidth while scheduling the collection tasks and allocating when a specific collection task is allowed to begin. 

Configure a Collect Task 

In this example, the collection task is only allowed to begin between 7 P.M. in the evening and 5 A.M. in the morning. The
time is only scheduled for a collect task that is permitted to begin. The task runs until task is finished or has reached the
maximum number of files that is allowed to collect in one task. The completion time of the task might extend beyond the
time window.

The goal is to minimize the amount of data and even out the flow of data as much as possible. The business need
governs the interval between Agent collections. Multiple methods are present to configure the solution. Examining specific
environmental conditions and tweaking the configuration to optimize bandwidth and processor time are the best ways to
get the process running smoothly.

Backup and Restore Procedures for DSM Managers on Microsoft SQL
Server MDB

Planning for MDB Backup

Before you create a backup policy for your enterprise, consider the following factors:

• The backup and restore tool that you want to use
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The backup and restore procedures differ depending on the backup and restore tool that you use. This article covers
the full, differential, and transactional log backup procedures. 

• The frequency of backups 
Decide the frequency of backups on how actively you use CA Client Automation especially regarding Software
Delivery jobs. Although the Asset Management data changes frequently, collecting this data from DSM Agent is simple.
However, Software Delivery job history is difficult to recreate. 

• Scalability Server backup 
The Scalability Server data is transient and the reinstallation of the server and redistribution of packages from Domain
Manager can recover the data. Scalability Server backups are optional unless the recovery time or bandwidth to the
Domain Manager is restricted.

Recommended Backup Policy

We recommend devising a backup policy that comprises of the following backups for your Enterprise and Domain
Managers:

• Weekly full system backup
• Daily differential backups
• Hourly transactional backups

Also, we recommend testing at least two times yearly to verify the recovery procedures. 

Configure Backup During CA Client Automation Installation

Configure the backup settings while installing the DSM Manager. The backup configuration creates a DSMRecovery.ini file
that is used while recovering a failed DSM Manager.

NOTE
By default, the backup configurations are enabled during CA Client Automation installation. If you have already
installed the product, be aware of the default file locations that are specified in Step 3 and 4 in the following
procedure. You specify the file location information in the file backup procedure.

To configure backup during CA Client Automation Installation

1. Click Recovery in the Configure Manager page of the CA Client Automation installation wizard.
The Configure Manager page opens. 

2. If System Replacement and Enable Replacement options are not selected, select the options. Click OK.
3. Proceed with the installation. In the Choose Destination Location page, click Advanced. 
4. If necessary, modify the destination locations to comply with your site-specific standards. 
5. Store the location information for reference in the file backup procedure. 
6. Click OK. 

The destination location for various files is updated. 
7. Continue with the installation and click Finish to complete the installation.

Backing Up DSM Manager on Microsoft SQL Server MDB

Offline Backup

The DSM Manager has data that is located in the MDB, registry, and in data files on the Manager. To ensure consistency
between these data stores in the event of a restore, take an offline backup of CA Client Automation application.

Stop the CA Client Automation Processes

For an offline backup, stop all the running CA Client Automation processes.
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To stop the CA Client Automation processes

1. Execute the following commands on the DSM Managers that you are planning to back up:

NOTE
If you have installed the DSM Engine on separate servers, execute the following commands on those
servers to stop them from accessing the DSM Managers and the MDB.

cfsystray stop caf stop unicntrl stop all cam stop 

On successful execution of these commands, all the CA Client Automation running processes on the servers are
stopped.

2. Verify that all the additional CCS services are stopped.
3. Verify that none of the processes are using the MDB.
4. Stop the replication job from Domain Manager to Enterprise Manager while backing up the Enterprise Manager. We

recommend running the data replication job from the Domain Manager Engine instance. This approach ensures
that the specific Engine instance of the Manager can be stopped remotely without impacting other Domain Manager
processes. If the Engine instance is running on the Domain Manager, execute the following command to stop a remote
engine instance:
caf stop Engine_Name host DM_Name 

The engine instance on the specified manager is stopped.

Back up the Registry and Data Files

Data files include critical information such as local configuration settings, certificates, and the software delivery packages.
Configuration settings and certificates are typically static information, but Software Delivery packages are added and
removed several times during the day depending on the activity of the administrators.

To back up the registry and data files

1. Back up the following data:

NOTE
The exact procedures for a backup of data in the registry and files on the hard disk might vary depending on
the backup solution that is used in your organization. Consult your backup administrator for the exact steps
to back up the data.

Registry key
32-bit: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\HostUUID\HOSTUUID
64-bit: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\ComputerAssociates\HostUUID
User Data
%USERPROFILE%\Application Data\CA\UnicenterDSM
%USERPROFILE%\Application Data\UnicenterRemoteControl

2. Back up all the directories that are specified during installation that contain CA Client Automation data.
If you have used default directory names, the directory names differ for CA Client Automation r12 and 12.5 Manager.
If you are not sure of the directory names that are specified during installation, find this information in the following
registry key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\UnicenterITRM\InstallDir*
As the CA Client Automation data files are required for a successful recovery, we recommended implementing the
Operating System backup and restoring the methodologies that best suits your requirements.

Back up Software Delivery Library

Backing up the activate area of the Software Delivery library can sometimes be problematic due to the use of junction
points. The side effect of junction points is that, when you delete the subdirectories under "activate", the files under the
item are automatically deleted from the library.
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Select one of the following work-arounds for this problem:

• Exclude the activate directory from the backup or restore procedure.
• Verify that there are no active jobs during backup.
• Back up to a non-NTFS local drive or to a network share.

Back up Plan for MDB

If you have single MDB that is shared among multiple CA products, take frequent differential MDB and transaction log
backups. The best practices for MDB backups are as follows:

• A combination of database, differential database, and transaction log backups minimize the time for recovering from a
failure.

• Take database backup simultaneously as the file backup.
• Differential database backups reduce the number of transaction logs applied to recover the database. Differential

database backups are faster than creating a full database backup.

Based on the best practices, we suggest the following backup plan:

• Use database, differential, and transaction log backups.
• Create a full backup at least once a week with the CAF service stopped.
• Create differential backups daily.
• Create transaction log backups every hour.

For information about backup and restore procedures for Microsoft SQL Server, go to Microsoft Site.

Back up the MDB

Different methods exist for setting full, differential, and transaction log backup procedures depending on the production
schedule and the database size. The following procedure describes a backup for the full, differential, and transaction log
backups for Microsoft SQL Server 2005 and Microsoft SQL Server 2008 MDBs.

WARNING
Stop all the CA applications that are using the MDB.

To create a full, differential, or transaction log backup

1. Open Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio, right-click the MDB node. Select Tasks, Backup.
The Back Up Database window appears.

2. Click the General node and select Full, Differential, or Transaction Log from the Backup Type drop-down list
accordingly.

3. Click Add in the Destination section.
The Select Backup Destination dialog appears.

4. Select the File name option, and specify the directory and a new file name for the MDB backup. Click OK.

WARNING
We recommended specifying the backup file on a different drive for safety and performance reasons.

You are returned to the Back Up Database window
5. Click the Options node and select the following options depending on the backup type:

– Full Backup
Select Back up to the existing media set, Overwrite all existing backup sets, and Verify backup when
finished options.

– Differential and Transaction Log Backup
Select the Back up to the existing media set, Append to the existing backup set, and Verify backup when
finished options.

6. Click OK.
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Depending on the backup type you selected, the full, differential, or transaction log backup of the MDB starts.

Backing Up Patch Manager_Microsoft SQL Server MDB
Back up the following CA Patch Manager specific data files on the server where you have installed CA Patch Manager:

• C:\Program Files\CA\Unicenter Patch Management\conf\Config.properties
• C:\Program Files\CA\Unicenter Patch Management\conf\UPMReports.properties 
• C:\Program Files\CA\Unicenter Patch Management\conf\UserReports.properties 
• C:\Program Files\CA\Unicenter Patch Management\reports\*.* 

The exact location of the files depends on the drive and path that is entered during the CA Patch Manager installation.

Backing Up Asset Intelligence_Microsoft SQL Server MDB

Asset Intelligence MDB Backup 

Asset Intelligence Release 12.5 can be installed either on an Enterprise or Domain Manager or on a standalone computer
with a local or remote MDB. As the Asset Intelligence MDB schema is installed as part of the CA Client Automation MDB
installation, no separate backup for Asset Intelligence MDB data is required. The Asset Intelligence data is backed up as
part of the CA Client Automation MDB backup.

Back up Asset Intelligence Configuration Files

Back up the Asset Intelligence configuration files separately to preserve the configuration settings and restore the settings
after a crash.

Back up the configuration files that are listed in the following table and save the files on a different drive or on a different
folder.

Setting to Preserve Save from Directory Files to be Saved
LDAP import configuration \admin\xxx\cache\ aig_ldap.dat
Customized Global Views \admin\xxx\GlobalView\ All .dat files (*.DAT)
Links in L1 Views (Customized Global
Views)

\public\xxx\linklist\ All files

Charts in L1 Views
(Customized Global Views)

\public\xxx\charts\ All files

Saved Reports \public\xxx\views\ All files
User-defined Hardware and Software
Categories

\public\common\inc\ aic_dataArray.inc, aic_hwcat.inc,
aic_QueryArray.inc

Roles and Additional (Customized) Roles \public\common\role\YYYYY\ All role.inc files from the directory of each
role (YYYY) in the system

Organization Browser \public\common\inc\ aiOrgMenuTree.inc
Asset Management Hardware and Software
Data Collection Information

%UAI_ENGINE_HOME%\config ai_attribute_sets.xml ai_software_filters.xml

Restoring DSM Manager_Microsoft SQL Server MDB
The restore procedure differs depending on the CA Client Automation architecture and the recovery scenario. The
recovery procedure in this article covers the following scenarios:
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• Restoring DSM Manager on the same or new hardware
• Restoring a remote MDB

Recover a DSM Manager

The recover procedure involves the following steps:

1. Prepare the computer for restore.
2. Verify that the computer has the same FQDN.
3. Restore the CA Client Automation data files and registry.
4. Restore the MDB database.
5. Reinstall the DSM Manager using the System Replacement option.
6. Perform any post procedures depending on site-specific architecture.

Prepare the Computer for Restore

After you have decided to restore the DSM Manager on the same or on new hardware, prepare the computer before you
restore any data.

To prepare the computer for restore

1. Verify that the host name of the computer that you are preparing for restore is same as that of the old DSM Manager.
2. If you are restoring the DSM Manager on new hardware, disconnect the old computer from the network.
3. Install the operating system, Microsoft SQL Server, and any associated service packs. Perform site-specific server

configurations according to your server build procedures.

WARNING
When you rebuild the server, ensure to configure the drive partitions with the same identifiers as the old DSM
Manager computer uses.

4. Verify that the base server is operational.

Restore the Registry and Data Files

To restore the registry and data files

1. Restore the following CA Client Automation registry setting from the backup data:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\HostUUID\HOSTUUID
If you are restoring a 32-bit backup on a 64-bit environment, follow these steps:
a. Edit the HOSTUUID registry entry on backup device. The path of HOSTUUID contains the following:

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Computer Associates\HostUUID]
b. Change the HOSTUUID to the following path:

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\ComputerAssociates\HostUUID
2. Copy the CA Client Automation data files from the backup and restore the files on the target computer. Ensure that the

files are copied to the exact path from which you backed up the data. For example, if you backed up the files from C:
\Documents and Settings\user01\ Application Data\CA\UnicenterRemoteControl, restore the files on the exact path in
the target computer, which is the C:\Documents and Settings\user01\ Application Data\CA\UnicenterRemoteControl.

NOTE
For Windows Vista-based operating systems (code named "Long Horn"), the mentioned path is changed to C:
\Users\Account ID\Appdata\CA\UnicenterRemoteControl.
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Restore the MDB

Remote MDB

If you have a remote MDB, do not restore the MDB. However, consider the following factors to synchronize the MDB data:

• Synchronize the MDB with the DSM data files using "Point in time restore" to restore the MDB to the time the DSM
directory was backed up.

• Select the nightly backup that was taken simultaneously with the file backup while CAF was stopped.
• If multiple CA applications are sharing the MDB, it might be appropriate to restore a more recent backup that is taken

after the last file backup. In this case, the file and database restore might be out of sync. Manually verify the changes
between the backup and restore period.

• Verify for "point in time restore:"
– Configuration changes to the DSM Manager, for example, defining a new engine instance
– Software Distribution Jobs that are created and deleted
– Software packages that are added or amended in the Software Library

• If you are convinced that the previous points are satisfied, continue with the reinstallation of the DSM Manager.
Otherwise, read the considerations for restoring a remote MDB and restore the MDB using the restore procedures that
are specified in Restoring the MDB.

Local MDB

If the MDB was on the DSM manager locally, restore the MDB from the backup using the procedures that are specified in
Restoring the MDB.

Reinstall DSM Manager

1. Follow these steps depending on whether you are reinstalling an Enterprise or Domain Manager:
Enterprise Manager
Stop CAF on all the Domain Managers and remote Engines that were connected to the Enterprise Manager.
Domain Manager
Stop the remote Engines that are connected to the Domain Manager.

2. Copy the CA Client Automation files and directories from your old DSM Manager backup.
3. If the installation path and restore path are not same, modify the DSMrecovery.ini file. For example, you are restoring

the Manager on a 64-bit operating system and your original Manager was on a 32-bit operating system. Follow these
steps to modify the DSMrecovery.ini file:
a. Edit DSMrecovery.ini file in a text editor.
b. Change the occurrences of Program Files to Program Files(x86).

4. Start the CA Client Automation Release installation and follow the instructions in the wizard. Click Recovery.
The Configure Manager Wizard page opens.

5. Select System Replacement and Replacing System options, and specify the location of the DSMRecovery.ini file
from the old DSM manager backup. By default, the DSMRecovery.ini file is located under one of the following folders
in the old DSM manager:
a. C:\Program Files\CA\DSM (in the case of new CA Client Automation Release 12.5 installation)
b. C:\Program Files\CA\DSM (in the case of an upgrade from r12)
c. C:\Program Files\CA\Unicenter DSM (in the case of an upgrade from r11.2)

NOTE
In an upgraded environment, the DSMRecovery.ini file does not contain the recovery information.
Instead, the recovery information is stored in the ITCMrecovery_upgrade.ini file. However, the
wizard accepts only the DSMRecovery.ini file. Rename the existing DSMRecovery.ini file to
ITCMrecovery_old.ini, and rename the ITCMrecovery_upgrade.ini to DSMRecovery.ini file and continue
with the restore process.
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The installer reads the data from DSMRecovery.ini file and reinstalls the DSM Manager with all the important data
from the previous installation.

WARNING
At the end of the installation, do not accept the default option to start CAF or reboot the server for certain
post-installation steps.

Post-installation Tasks

(Optional) Modify Comstore and Certstor.dat for 64-Bit Operating Systems

NOTE
If you are restoring the manager on a 64-bit operating system and the old manager was on a 32-bit operating
system, the following procedure is applicable.

The restore process does not update the "Program Files" references in some of the parameters in comstore and
certstor.dat files. Modify these files manually to change the parameters to work on 64-bit operating systems.

NOTE
The following procedure assumes that you had installed the Manager in the default location "C:\Program Files."
The number of parameters to be modified depends on the CA Client Automation components you had installed.

To modify comstore and certstor.dat for 64-bit operating system

1. Execute the following command on the new DSM Manager:
ccnfcmda -cmd -getconfigstore -fi filename.xml 

The command writes all the configuration parameters from comstore to the specified file.
2. Open the filename.xml in a text editor, Notepad for example.
3. Search for Program Files and note down the parameter name for each of the occurrences of "Program Files." For

example:
<parameter name="repository_id" entity="Client" value="C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\dts\dtm\sos"> 

<parameter name="keylocation" entity="Client" value="C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\DMDeploy"> 

In this example, the parameter names are repository_id and keylocation.
4. Modify the parameters to use "Program Files(x86)" using the following command:

ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps section_path -pn parameter_name -v new_value 

To change the value for the parameters that are given in the example, run the following command:
ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps /itrm/dts/dtssos -pn repository_id -v "C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\DSM

\dts\dtm\sos" 

ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps /itrm/dmdeploy -pn name="keylocation" -v value="C:\Program Files\CA

\DSM\DMDeploy" 

When the command completes, the comstore is updated with Program Files(x86) references as follows:
<parameter name="repository_id" entity="Client" value="C:\Program Files(x86)\CA\DSM\dts\dtm\sos"> 

<parameter name="keylocation" entity="Client" value="C:\Program Files(x86)\CA\DSM\DMDeploy"> 

5. Open the CA\SC\CBB\certstor.dat file in a text editor.
6. Replace the occurrences of Program Files with Program Files(x86).
7. Save the file.

The certstor.dat file is updated.

Reconfigure the Domain Manager After Restoration

1. Reapply the test fixes that you had applied on the DSM Manager before the rebuild.
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2. Verify that any special instructions included with the fix to validate whether certain steps are necessary, for example,
reapplying a fix that modifies properties of the MDB might not be necessary. When in doubt, contact CA Support for
advice.

3. If you are using WAC, restore data files. The following WAC data files are used for configuring WAC and CA Patch
Manager:
Restore \Web Console\conf\server.xml
Restore \Web Console\jakarta\workers.properties

4. If CA Patch Manager and CA Asset Intelligence reside on the DSM manager computer, restore both. For more
information, see Restoring CA Patch Manager and Restoring CA Asset Intelligence.

5. If Domain Manager was configured to use shares for Software Delivery, re-enable the shares that Software Delivery
uses. Use the following command to re-enable shares:
sd_sscmd addshare SDLIBRARY sd_sscmd addshare MSILIB 

6. Apply Read access to the share using the operating system security setting.
7. Delete the files and folders under the Install Drive and location\SD\AUTOREG folder.
8. Create the local OS users who were added to the Remote Control Global Address Book (GAB) before the DSM

manager rebuild. Typically, only the Windows Domain Manager accounts are added to the GAB. Do not recreate
domain users though.

9. If you had set up the same before the rebuild, recreate the role-based security for local users and groups.
10. Restart the Domain Manager.
11. If you have a CA Client Automation Enterprise Manager, synchronize the Domain and Enterprise MDBs. To

synchronize the MDBs, follow these steps:
a. Unlink the Domain Manager from the Enterprise Manager.
b. Link the Domain manager to the Enterprise Manager.

Reconfigure the Enterprise Manager After Restoration

1. Reapply the test fixes that you had applied on the DSM Manager before the rebuild.
2. Verify that any special instructions included with the fix to validate whether certain steps are necessary, for example,

reapplying a fix that modifies properties of the MDB might not be necessary. When in doubt, contact CA Support for
advice.

3. If you are using WAC, restore data files. The following WAC data files are used for configuring WAC and CA Patch
Manager:
Restore \Web Console\conf\server.xml
Restore \Web Console\jakarta\workers.properties

4. If CA Patch Manager and CA Asset Intelligence reside on the DSM manager computer, restore both.
5. If you had set up the same before the rebuild, recreate the role-based security for local users and groups.
6. Restart the Domain Manager.
7. Synchronize the Domain and Enterprise MDBs. To synchronize the MDBs, follow these steps:

a. Unlink all the Domain Managers from the Enterprise Manager
b. Link all the Domain Managers to the Enterprise Manager

Consideration for Restoring a Remote MDB

The procedure for restoring a remote MDB differs depending on whether the restore is a planned or an unplanned
operation.

Consider the following points for a planned remote MDB restore or move:

• Take a full synchronized backup of MDB.
• Stop the CAF services and any remote Engines of DSM Manager during the MDB recover process.

Consider the following points for a planned remote MDB restore or move:
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• Consider the timings of the file and database backups and any activity that might have occurred between these time
periods.

• If you do not require the data restore, continue with the Post Installation Steps.

Restore the Data Files

To synchronize data in the file backup and MDB database backup, restore the data files of the same time period as the
MDB backup. Restore the data files to the same paths from which the files were backed up, replacing all existing files, and
deleting new files that are added from the last backup.

Post-installation Tasks

Reconfigure the Domain Manager After Restoration

1. Reapply the test fixes that you had applied on the DSM Manager before the rebuild.
2. Verify that any special instructions included with the fix to validate whether certain steps are necessary, for example,

reapplying a fix that modifies properties of the MDB might not be necessary. When in doubt, contact CA Support for
advice.

3. If you are using WAC, restore data files. The following WAC data files are used for configuring WAC and CA Patch
Manager:
Restore \Web Console\conf\server.xml
Restore \Web Console\jakarta\workers.properties

4. If CA Patch Manager and CA Asset Intelligence reside on the DSM manager computer, restore both.
5. Restart the Domain Manager.
6. If you have an Enterprise Manager, synchronize the Domain and Enterprise MDBs. To synchronize the MDBs, follow

these steps:
a. Unlink the Domain Manager from the Enterprise Manager
b. Link the Domain manager to the Enterprise Manager

Reconfigure the Enterprise Manager After Restoration

1. Reapply the test fixes that you had applied on the DSM Manager before the rebuild.
2. Verify that any special instructions included with the fix to validate whether certain steps are necessary, for example,

reapplying a fix that modifies properties of the MDB might not be necessary. When in doubt, contact CA Support for
advice.

3. If you are using WAC, restore data files. The following WAC data files are used for configuring WAC and CA Patch
Manager:
Restore \Web Console\conf\server.xml
Restore \Web Console\jakarta\workers.properties

4. If CA Patch Manager and CA Asset Intelligence reside on the DSM manager computer, restore both. For more
information, see Restoring CA Patch Manager and Restoring CA Asset Intelligence.

5. Restart the domain manager.
6. Synchronize the Domain and Enterprise MDBs. To synchronize the MDBs, follow these steps:

a. a. Unlink all the Domain Managers from the Enterprise Manager.
b. b. Link all the Domain Manager to the Enterprise Manager.

Restoring CA Patch Manager_Microsoft SQL Server MDB
Restoring CA Patch Manager involves two steps:

• Reinstalling CA Patch Manager
• Restoring data files 
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Reinstall CA Patch Manager

If you had installed CA Patch Manager on the DSM Manager that you are rebuilding, reinstall CA Patch Manager after
reinstalling CA ITCM Release 12.5.

To reinstall CA Patch Manager

1. Delete the existing upmuser and upmadmin users from the MDB.
2. Verify the CAF status using the following command: 

caf status 

The command returns a list of CAF component names. If the list does not contain all the component names, restart
CAF using the following commands: 

caf stop

caf start

3. Start the CA Patch Manager installation. Specify the same installation path as your original Patch Manager installation,
and wait until the installer has extracted its components and created a folder in the TEMP folder, usually with a name
similar to this example: {E7135B45-D2D0-42BA-A8B8-EBBD7CA64B7B}

4. Open the new folder, {E7135B45-D2D0-42BA-A8B8-EBBD7CA64B7B} for example, in the TEMP folder and follow
these steps: 
a. Delete all the contents of the InstallMDBPatch.bat file and add an entry ‘exit 0’ to it. 
b. Delete all the contents of the PatchMDB.bat file. 

5. Continue with the PM installation. 
If you are prompted to restart the system when the installation completes, do not restart. 

6. Execute the following command to stop CA Patch Manager: 
caf stop tomcat 

Restore Data Files 

Restore the Patch Manager data files from the backup. The exact restore location of the files depends on the drive and
path you entered during the CA Patch Manager installation. The example uses the default install directories:

• C:\Program Files\CA\Unicenter Patch Management\conf\Config.properties
• C:\Program Files\CA\Unicenter Patch Management\conf\UPMReports.properties 
• C:\Program Files\CA\Unicenter Patch Management\conf\UserReports.properties 
• C:\Program Files\CA\Unicenter Patch Management\reports\*.* 

Once the file restore is complete, restart the computer. If you have previously used CA Workflow functionality, you can re-
enable it.

Restoring CA Asset Intelligence_Microsoft SQL Server MDB
Restoring CA Asset Intelligence involves the following steps:

• Restore the MDB
• Install CA Asset Intelligence 
• Restore configuration files 

Restore the MDB 

The procedure for restoring the MDB is the same as restoring the CA Client Automation MDB. If you have already
restored the CA Client Automation MDB, ignore this step.
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Reinstall CA Asset Intelligence 

To reinstall CA Asset Intelligence 

1. Start the CA Asset Intelligence installation. Specify the same installation path as your original CA Asset Intelligence
installation.

2. On the Asset Intelligence MDB installation Confirmation page, select Yes.
3. Follow the instructions in the wizard to complete the installation. 

Restore the Configuration files 

To restore the configuration files 

1. Restore the CA Asset Intelligence configuration files from the backup to the appropriate location. 
2. Recreate the data sources that you created before the Asset Intelligence rebuild. 
3. Run dbextract.

Restoring the MDB_Microsoft SQL Server MDB

Restore the MDB on Microsoft SQL Server

To restore the MDB on Microsoft SQL Server

1. Restore the full backup, last differential backup, and transaction log backups after the last differential backup. To
restore backups, follow these steps:
a. Open Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio.
b. Right-click the Databases node and select Restore Database.

The Restore Database window opens.
c. On the General page, select the From device option and click the button next to it.

The Specify Backup dialog opens.
d. Specify the location where you have the MDB backup and click OK.

The General page displays the data that you can restore from the backup.
e. Select the latest full, differential, and transaction log backups.
f. Click OK.

The restore operation starts
2. Create the users, ca_itrm, and ca_itrm_ams with the same password as specified during the original installation, or if

you have used the default password, the password is NOT_changedR11. Create the user, cicuser, also with password
as CAC0nt3nt!4CIC.
To create users, follow these steps:
a. Right-click the Security, Logins node and select New Login.

The SQL Server Login Properties – New Login dialog opens.
b. Select the General page. Provide the Login name as ca_itrm and specify the password.
c. Select MDB as the default database and English as the default language.
d. Clear the Enforce password policy option.
e. Repeat the steps for the ca_itrm_ams user.

3. Right-click the MDB database from the Object Explorer and select New Query.
A blank query window opens.

4. Run the following SQL commands: 
 sp_change_users_login @Action='Auto_Fix', @UserNamePattern='ca_itrm' 
sp_change_users_login @Action='Auto_Fix', @UserNamePattern='ca_itrm_ams' 
 sp_change_users_login @Action='Auto_Fix', @UserNamePattern='cicuser'
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5. Run the following SQL commands from the ca_itrm user login:
Delete from ca_manager where host_name = Host_Name 

Where Host_Name is the name of the old DSM manager, for example: Delete from ca_manager where host_name =
‘test6505l3-32.abc.com'

6. If you have installed CA Patch Manager that has a local or remote MDB, follow this optional step to restore CA Patch
Manager. Run the following command on the MDB after restoring the database:
delete from ca_application_registration where product_code =2035

7. If you have CCS installation, perform extra steps. Depending on whether you have a local or remote MDB, the
additional steps vary.
– MDB Restore for Local MDB Domain Manager with CCS Installation
– MDB Restore for Remote MDB Domain Manager with CCS Installation

MDB Restore for Local MDB Domain Manager with CCS Installation

If you have installed CCS on a Domain Manager that has a local MDB, follow these extra steps to restore the CCS-related
MDB data:

1. Delete the nsmadmin user that exists in MDB, Security, and Users.
A confirmation dialog appears.

2. Click Yes to delete the user and the security schema that is associated with the user.
3. Click OK to continue with the deletion.

MDB Restore for Remote MDB Domain Manager with CCS Installation

If you have installed CCS on a Domain Manager that has a remote MDB, follow these extra steps to restore the CCS-
related MDB data:

1. Delete the nsmadmin user that exists in MDB, Security, and Users.
A confirmation dialog appears.

2. Click Yes to delete the user and the security schema that is associated with the user.
3. Click OK to continue with the deletion.
4. In the Object Explorer, navigate to SQL Server, Logins, and nsmadmin. Right-click and select Properties.

The Properties dialog opens.
5. Select the User Mapping tab. For the MDB database, add the database role memberships for db_owner, regadmin,

and uniadmin.

Known Issues_Microsoft SQL Server MDB

Internal error - Exception caught by Server: Failed to initialize server [SDM000038]

Reason

After a successful restore, when you try to deploy a software package to a target computer, the job fails with an error
message "Internal error - Exception caught by Server: Failed to initialize server [SDM000038]." If an active software job
was present for deploying a software package at the time of MDB backup, this error occurs. If you try to deploy the same
package to a different target computer after the restore, the restore fails.

Action

Delete the corresponding folder from %SDROOT%\\ASM\LIBRARY\activate directory and renew the jobs.

Prompts for Valid Credentials After Restore

Reason
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CA Client Automation supports an encryption type that is named as "System Wide Encryption." The encryption key
depends on the volume serial number, MAC address, and system name. Ensure that two of these items match to decrypt
data. So, changing a disk and a network card simultaneously might result in certain data from the backup becoming
unusable to CA Client Automation. This data includes credentials that dmdeploy, DTS filter settings, and Remote Control
settings store. Usually, you are prompted to provide valid credentials again. But sometimes, the DSM Explorer fails to
communicate with the Manager.

Action

Run the following commands:

ccnfcmda -cmd DeleteParameter -ps itrm/cfencrypt -pn LOCALID caf stop caf start

If the system crashes again after the data restore, you can follow the same backup and can restore procedure that is
mentioned in this document to restore the system. This approach is applicable only for fresh installations (CA Client
Automation Release 12.5 that is installed directly) and not for CA Client Automation upgrades. 

Backup and Restore Procedures on an Oracle Database
This article details how to plan, define, and implement a backup policy for a CA Client Automation MDB on Oracle. The
procedures that are described in this article are applicable for the following releases of Oracle that are installed on SPARC
64-bit computers with the Oracle Solaris 10 operating system:

• Oracle 10g Release 2 SP4
• Oracle 11g Release 2 

The backup and restore procedures for the following components are covered: 

• CA Client Automation r12, r12 SP1, and r12.5 
• CA Patch Manager r12.5 
• CA Asset Intelligence r12.5 

NOTE
All references to MDB in this content refer to DSM Management Database, not to the Oracle Solaris debugging
tool, Modular Debugger (MDB).

Planning for MDB Backup

Before you create a backup policy for your enterprise, consider the following factors:

• The backup and restore tool that you want to use
The backup and restore procedures differ depending on the backup and restore tool that you use. This content covers
the RMAN-related procedures.

• The frequency of backups 
Depending on the usage of CA Client Automation regarding Software Delivery jobs, decide the frequency of the
backups. Although the Asset Management data changes frequently, collecting this data from the DSM Agent is simple.
However, Software Delivery job history is difficult to recreate. 

• Scalability Server backup 
The data on the Scalability Server is transient and the reinstallation of the server and redistribution of packages
from the Domain Manager can recover the data. Scalability Server backups are optional unless the recovery time or
bandwidth to the Domain Manager is restricted.

Recommended Backup Policy

We recommend that you devise a backup policy that includes the following backups for your Enterprise and Domain
managers:
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• Weekly full system backup
• Nightly incremental backups 

We also recommend that you test twice yearly to verify the recovery procedures.

Configure Backup During CA Client Automation Installation 

Configure the backup settings when you install the DSM Manager. The backup configuration creates a DSMRecovery.ini
file that is used in the event of recovering a failed DSM manager.

NOTE
By default, the backup configurations are enabled during CA Client Automation installation. If you have already
installed the product, you must only be aware of the default file locations that are specified in Step 3 and 4 in the
following procedure. You specify the file location information in the file backup procedure.

To configure backup during CA Client Automation Installation

1. Click Recovery in the Configure Manager page of the CA Client Automation installation wizard.
The Configure Manager page opens. 

2. Select the System Replacement and Enable Replacement options and click OK.
3. Proceed with the installation. In the Choose Destination Location page, click Advanced. 
4. Modify the destination locations to comply with your site-specific standards. 
5. Note the destination locations provided in the installation wizard for reference, because you have to specify this

information in the file backup procedure.
6. Click OK. 

The destination location for various files is updated. 
7. Continue with the installation. Click Finish to complete the installation. 

Backing Up DSM Manager

Offline Backup

The DSM Manager has data that is located in the MDB, registry, and in data files on the Manager. To ensure consistency
between these data stores in the event of a restore, perform CA Client Automation application offline backup.

Stop the CA Client Automation Processes

For an offline backup, stop all the running CA Client Automation processes.

To stop the CA Client Automation processes

1. Execute the following commands on the DSM Managers that you are planning to back up:

NOTE
If you have installed the DSM engine on separate servers, execute the following commands on those servers
also to stop them from accessing the DSM managers and the MDB. 

cfsystray stop caf stop 

unicntrl stop all cam stop 

On successful execution of these commands, all the CA Client Automation running processes on the servers are
stopped. 

2. Verify that all the additional CCS services are stopped. 
3. Verify that none of the processes are using the MDB.
4. Stop the replication job from Domain Manager to Enterprise Manager while backing up the Enterprise Manager. We

recommend that you run the data replication job from the Domain Manager Engine instance. This approach ensures
that the specific Engine instance of the Manager is stopped remotely without impacting other Domain Manager
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processes. If the Engine instance is running on the Domain Manager, execute the following command to stop a remote
engine instance: 
caf stop Engine_Name host DM_Name

 The Engine instance on the specified Manager is stopped.

Backing Up the Registry and Data Files
Data files include critical information such as local configuration settings, certificates, and the software delivery packages.
Configuration settings and certificates are static information, but Software Delivery packages are added and removed
several times during the day depending on the activity of the administrators.

To back up the registry and data files

1. Back up the following data:

NOTE
The exact procedures for backup of data in the registry and files on the hard disk might vary depending on
the backup solution that is used in your organization. Consult your backup administrator for the exact steps
to back up the data. 

a. Registry key 
32-bit: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\HostUUID\HOSTUUID 
64-bit: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\ComputerAssociates\HostUUID

b. User Data 
%USERPROFILE%\Application Data\CA\UnicenterDSM 
%USERPROFILE%\Application Data\UnicenterRemoteControl

2. Back up all the directories that contain CA Client Automation data. You have specified these directories during
installation. If you have used default directory names, the directory names differ for CA Client Automation r12 Manager
and CA Client Automation Release 12.5 Manager. 
If you are not sure of the directory names that are specified during installation, find this information in the following
registry key: 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\Unicenter ITRM\InstallDir* 
As the CA Client Automation data files are required for a successful recovery, we recommended implementing the
Operating System backup and restore methodologies that best suits your requirements.

Backing Up Software Delivery Library
Backing up the activate area of the Software Delivery library can sometimes be difficult due to the junction points usage.
When you delete the subdirectories under "activate", the files under the item are automatically deleted from the library.

Select one of the following work-arounds for this problem:

• Exclude the activate directory from the backup or restore procedure.
• Ensure there are no active jobs during backup. 
• Back up to a non-NTFS local drive or to a network share.

Backing Up Plan for the MDB

If you have the CA Client Automation MDB on Oracle database, take frequent differential MDB backups and transaction
log backups.

The following are the best practices for MDB backups:
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• A combination of database, incremental, and cumulative backups minimize the time required to recover from a failure.
• Perform database and file backup simultaneously.
• Incremental database backups reduce the number of transaction logs applied to recover the database. This practice is

typically faster than creating a full database backup. 

NOTE
The backup and restore procedures described in this article can be followed for both IPv6 and IPv4 networks,
provided that the name lookups (both forward and reverse lookup) are successful.

Based on the best practices previously discussed, we recommend the following backup plan:

• Use database, incremental, and cumulative backups.
• Create a full backup at least once a day with the CAF service stopped. 
• Create incremental backups every three hours to clear the transaction logs. 
• Create cumulative backups every hour.

Back Up the MDB Using RMAN

There are different methods for taking full, incremental, and cumulative backups depending on the production schedule
and the database size.

This section describes a simple backup procedure for taking full, incremental, and cumulative backups using RMAN.

WARNING
Stop all the CA applications that are using the MDB before taking the MDB backup.

NOTE
You can run RMAN in two modes, catalog and nocatalog. In the catalog mode, backup information and RMAN
scripts are stored in another database known as the RMAN catalog. In the nocatalog mode, RMAN stores
backup information in the control file of the target database. The full backup procedure described in this section
uses RMAN with nocatalog mode.

To create a full backup

1. Store the DBID value of the Oracle Database on which the MDB resides. DBID is used when you restore the
database. To back up the DBID value, follow these steps:
a. Log into the SQL prompt. 
b. Execute the following SQL query: 

Select DBID from V$DATABASE 

The DBID of the database is returned. 
c. Copy the following files: 
– Control file: This file holds the physical structure of the database, that is, the location of all the files. RMAN

optionally backs up the control files.
– Server parameter file: This file contains initialization parameters that are used to configure the Oracle instance on

startup. This file is located at /ORACLE_HOME/dbs. RMAN optionally backs up the Server parameter file.
– Password file: RMAN does not back up this file, use OS commands for this back up. Password file is available at /

ORACLE_HOME/dbs. 
– Networking files: The files, tnsnames.ora, listener.ora, and sqlnet.ora, are Oracle Network Configuration files. These

files are available at /ORACLE_HOME/network/admin. RMAN does not back up this file, use OS commands for this
back up.

2. (Optional) Copy the database creation scripts to the backup directory. The scripts help in determining the correct
database file directory structure in case of a disaster. However, this step is not necessary as the file directory structure
information can be retrieved from the backup control file also. 

3. Configure RMAN to take the backup. To configure RMAN follow these steps: 
a. Set the ORACLE_SID to the target instance name. 
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b. Invoke RMAN on the database host from the command line window, as shown in the following screenshot:

c. Type the following command to view the current RMAN configurations: 
RMAN> show all; 

The command displays output similar to the following: 
using target database control file instead of recovery catalog RMAN configuration parameters are: 

CONFIGURE RETENTION POLICY TO REDUNDANCY 1; # default 

CONFIGURE BACKUP OPTIMIZATION OFF; # default 

CONFIGURE DEFAULT DEVICE TYPE TO DISK; # default 

CONFIGURE CONTROLFILE AUTOBACKUP OFF; # default 

CONFIGURE CONTROLFILE AUTOBACKUP FORMAT FOR DEVICE TYPE DISK TO '%F'; # default 

CONFIGURE DEVICE TYPE DISK PARALLELISM 1 BACKUP TYPE TO BACKUPSET; # default 

CONFIGURE DATAFILE BACKUP COPIES FOR DEVICE TYPE DISK TO 1; # default 

CONFIGURE ARCHIVELOG BACKUP COPIES FOR DEVICE TYPE DISK TO 1; # default 

CONFIGURE MAXSETSIZE TO UNLIMITED; # default 

CONFIGURE ENCRYPTION FOR DATABASE OFF; # default 

CONFIGURE ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM 'AES128'; # default 

CONFIGURE ARCHIVELOG DELETION POLICY TO NONE; # default 

CONFIGURE SNAPSHOT CONTROLFILE NAME TO '/export/home/oracle/product/10.2.0/db_1/dbs/snapcf_orcl.f'; #

 default

4. Back up the control file and server parameter file (spfile) to your backup location using the RMAN commands as
shown in the following screenshot: 

NOTE
The screenshot contains two commands. The first command backs up the control file in the default location.
The second command backs up the control file in the location you specify. The second command is
recommended.
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By default, the backup files are stored in the flash_recovery_area directory. 
5. Configure the location of the backup files using the RMAN commands as shown in the following screenshot: 

6. Execute the following command to back up the database with the archive logs: 
RMAN> backup database plus archivelog; 

The command displays output similar to the following: 
Starting backup at 07-MAY-10 current log archived allocated channel: ORA_DISK_1 channel ORA_DISK_1:

 sid=114 devtype=DISK channel ORA_DISK_1: starting archive log backupset channel ORA_DISK_1: specifying

 archive log(s) in backup set input archive log thread=1 sequence=1 recid=2 stamp=718385541 channel

 ORA_DISK_1: starting piece 1 at 07-MAY-10 channel ORA_DISK_1: finished piece 1 at 07-MAY-10 
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piece handle=/disk1/mdbBackup/06ld3cc9_1_1 tag=TAG20100507T153224 comment=NONE channel ORA_DISK_1: backup

 set complete, elapsed time: 00:00:04 channel ORA_DISK_1: starting archive log backupset 

channel ORA_DISK_1: specifying archive log(s) in backup set input archive log thread=1 sequence=10 recid=1

 stamp=718364660 channel ORA_DISK_1: starting piece 1 at 07-MAY-10 channel ORA_DISK_1: finished piece 1 at

 07-MAY-10 

piece handle=/disk1/mdbBackup/07ld3ccd_1_1 tag=TAG20100507T153224 comment=NONE 

channel ORA_DISK_1: backup set complete, elapsed time: 00:00:04 Finished backup at 07-MAY-10 

Starting backup at 07-MAY-10 using channel ORA_DISK_1 channel ORA_DISK_1: starting full datafile backupset

 channel ORA_DISK_1: specifying datafile(s) in backupset 

input datafile fno=00001 name=/export/home/oracle/oradata/orcl/system01.dbf input datafile fno=00005

 name=/opt/mudsrdmdb/CA/SharedComponents/oracle/mdb/TBLSP_orcl/mdb_data input datafile fno=00003 name=/

export/home/oracle/oradata/mudsrd/sysaux01.dbf input datafile fno=00006 

name=/opt/mudsrdmdb/CA/SharedComponents/oracle/mdb/TBLSP_orcl/mdb_index input datafile fno=00002 name=/

export/home/oracle/oradata/orcl/undotbs01.dbf

input datafile fno=00004 name=/export/home/oracle/oradata/orcl/users01.dbf channel ORA_DISK_1: starting

 piece 1 at 07-MAY-10 channel ORA_DISK_1: finished piece 1 at 07-MAY-10 

piece handle=/disk1/mdbBackup/08ld3cci_1_1 tag=TAG20100507T153233 comment=NONE 

channel ORA_DISK_1: backup set complete, elapsed time: 00:01:05 

Finished backup at 07-MAY-10 Starting backup at 07-MAY-10 current log archived using channel ORA_DISK_1

 channel ORA_DISK_1: starting archive log backupset channel ORA_DISK_1: specifying archive log(s) in

 backup set input archive log thread=1 sequence=2 recid=3 stamp=718385620 channel ORA_DISK_1: starting

 piece 1 at 07-MAY-10 channel ORA_DISK_1: finished piece 1 at 07-MAY-10 

piece handle=/disk1/mdbBackup/09ld3cel_1_1 tag=TAG20100507T153341 comment=NONE 

channel ORA_DISK_1: backup set complete, elapsed time: 00:00:02 

Finished backup at 07-MAY-10 

Starting Control File and SPFILE Autobackup at 07-MAY-10 piece handle=/disk1/mdbBackup/

c-3743532100-20100507-01 comment=NONE Finished Control File and SPFILE Autobackup at 07-MAY-10 

You can also back up the database without the archive logs, by executing the following command: 
RMAN>RMAN backup database 

The MDB backup is created.

Validate the Full Backup

You can validate the full backup to see if the backup is valid and restores the MDB correctly. To verify the backup, execute
the following RMAN command: 

RMAN> restore database validate;

The command displays output similar to the following:

Starting restore at 07-MAY-10 using channel ORA_DISK_1 channel ORA_DISK_1: starting validation of datafile

 backupset channel ORA_DISK_1: reading from backup piece /disk1/mdbBackup/08ld3cci_1_1 channel ORA_DISK_1:

 restored backup piece 1 piece handle=/disk1/mdbBackup/08ld3cci_1_1 tag=TAG20100507T153233 channel ORA_DISK_1:

 validation complete, elapsed time: 00:00:26 Finished restore at 07-MAY-10

Incremental and Differential Backups

Incremental backups can be either level 0 or level 1. A level 0 incremental backup, which is the base for subsequent
incremental backups copies all blocks containing data.The data file is backed up into a backup set just like a full backup.
The only difference between a level 0 incremental backup and a full backup is that a full backup is never included in an
incremental strategy.

A level 1 incremental backup can be either of the following types:
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• Differential backup: All blocks that are changed after the most recent incremental backup at level 1 or 0 are backed up.
• Cumulative backup: All blocks changed after the most recent incremental backup at level 0 are backed up.

NOTE
Incremental backups are differential by default. 

Cumulative backups are preferable to differential backups when recovery time is more important than disk space, because
during recovery apply each differential backup in succession. If enough disk space is available to store cumulative
incremental backups, use cumulative incremental backups instead of differential.
The size of the backup file depends on the number of blocks modified and the incremental backup level.

Create a Differential Incremental Backup

In a differential level 1 backup, RMAN backs up all blocks that have changed since the most recent cumulative or
differential incremental backup, whether at level 1 or level 0. RMAN determines the level 1 backup occurred most recently
and backs up all blocks modified after that backup. If level 1 backup is not available, RMAN copies all blocks changed
since the level 0 backup.

The following command performs a level 1 differential incremental backup of the database:

RMAN> BACKUP INCREMENTAL LEVEL 1 DATABASE;

NOTE
In Oracle 10.2, RMAN copies all blocks changed since the file was created, and stores the results as a level 1
backup. In other words, the SCN at the time the incremental backup is taken is the file creation SCN.

Create Cumulative Incremental Backup

In a cumulative level 1 backup, RMAN backs up all the blocks used from the time of the most recent level 0 incremental
backup. Cumulative incremental backups reduce the effort required to restore the database, ensuring that you only need
one incremental backup from any particular level. Cumulative backups require more space and time than differential
backups. However, the work for previous backups at the same level is duplicated. 

The following command performs a cumulative level 1 incremental backup of the database:

BACKUP INCREMENTAL LEVEL 1 CUMULATIVE DATABASE; # <blocks changed since level 0>

There are several methods for taking the Incremental and Differential Backups. Refer to your Oracle product
documentation for more information.

Backing Up Patch Manager
Back up the following data files on the server where you have installed CA Patch Manager: 

• C:\Program Files\CA\Unicenter Patch Management\conf\Config.properties 
• C:\Program Files\CA\Unicenter Patch Management\conf\UPMReports.properties 
• C:\Program Files\CA\Unicenter Patch Management\conf\UserReports.properties 
• C:\Program Files\CA\Unicenter Patch Management\reports\*.* 

The exact location of the files depends on the drive and path entered during the CA Patch Manager installation.

Backing Up Asset Intelligence
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Asset Intelligence MDB Backup

Asset Intelligence Release 12.5 can be installed either on a DSM Enterprise or on DSM Domain Managers or on a
standalone computer with a local or remote MDB. As the Asset Intelligence MDB schema is installed as part of the
CA Client Automation MDB installation, no separate backup for Asset Intelligence MDB data is required. The Asset
Intelligence data is backed up as part of the CA Client Automation MDB backup.

Back up Asset Intelligence Configuration Files

Back up the Asset Intelligence configuration files separately to preserve the Asset Intelligence configuration settings and
restore them after a crash. 

Back up the configuration files that are listed in the following table and save the files on a different drive or on a different
folder.

Setting to Preserve Save from Directory Files to be Saved
LDAP import configuration \admin\xxx\cache\ aig_ldap.dat
Customized Global Views \admin\xxx\GlobalView\ All .dat files (*.DAT)
Links in L1 Views (Customized Global
Views)

\public\xxx\linklist\ All files

Charts in L1 Views
(Customized Global Views)

\public\xxx\charts\ All files

Saved Reports \public\xxx\views\ All files
User-defined Hardware and Software
Categories

\public\common\inc\ aic_dataArray.inc, aic_hwcat.inc,
aic_QueryArray.inc

Roles and More (Customized) Roles \public\common\role\YYYYY\ All role.inc files from the directory of each
role (YYYY) in the system

Organization Browser \public\common\inc\ aiOrgMenuTree.inc
Asset Management Hardware and Software
Data Collection Information

%UAI_ENGINE_HOME%\config ai_attribute_sets.xml ai_software_filters.xml

Restoring DSM Manager
The restore procedure slightly differs depending on the CA Client Automation architecture and the recovery scenario. The
recovery procedure that is detailed in this article covers the following scenarios:

• Restoring the DSM Manager on the same or new hardware
• Restoring a remote MDB 

How to Recover a DSM Manager

The recover procedure involves the following steps:

1. Prepare the computer for restore
2. Verify that the computer has the same FQDN 
3. Restore the CA Client Automation data files and registry
4. Restore the MDB database
5. Reinstall the DSM Manager using the System Replacement option
6. Perform any post procedures depending on site-specific architecture
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Prepare the Computer for Restore

After you have decided to restore the DSM Manager on the same or on a new hardware, prepare the computer before you
restore any data.

To prepare the computer for restore

1. Verify that the host name of the computer that you are preparing for restore is the same as the host name of the old
DSM Manager.

2. If you are restoring the DSM Manager on a new hardware, disconnect the old computer from the network.
3. Install the operating system, Oracle10gR2, and any associated service packs. Perform site-specific server

configurations per your server build procedures. 

WARNING
When you rebuild the server, ensure that you configure the drive partitions with the same identifiers as the
old DSM Manager computer uses. 

4. Verify that the base server is operational.

Restore the Registry and Data Files

To restore the registry and data files

1. Restore the following CA Client Automation registry setting from the backup data:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\HostUUID\HOSTUUID 
If you are restoring a 32-bit backup on a 64-bit environment, follow these steps: 
a. Edit the HOSTUUID registry entry on backup device. The path of HOSTUUID is as follows: 

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\HostUUID] 
b. Change the HOSTUUID to the following path: 

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\ComputerAssociates\HostUUID 
2. Copy the CA Client Automation data files from the backup and restore the files on the target computer. Ensure that the

files are copied to the exact path from which you backed up the data. For example, if you backed up the files from C:
\Documents and Settings\user01\ Application Data\CA\UnicenterRemoteControl, restore the files on the exact path in
the target computer, which is C:\Documents and Settings\user01\ Application Data\CA\UnicenterRemoteControl.

NOTE
For Windows Vista-based operating systems (code named "Long Horn"), the mentioned path is changed to
C:\Users\Account ID\Appdata\CA\UnicenterRemoteControl.

Restore the MDB

Remote MDB

If you have a remote MDB, restore the MDB. The factors to synchronize the MDB data are as follows:

• Synchronize the MDB with the DSM data files using "Point in time restore" to restore the MDB only to the time the
DSM directory was backed up.

• Select the nightly backup that was taken simultaneously as the file backup while CAF was stopped. 
• If multiple CA applications are sharing the MDB, restoring a more recent backup that is taken after the last file backup

is appropriate. In this case, the file and database restore might be out of sync. Verify the changes that are manually
done between the backup and restore period. 

• Consider the following points to verify in case of "point in time restore:" 
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– Configuration changes made to the DSM Manager, for example, defining a new engine instance 
– Software Distribution Jobs that are created and deleted 
– Software packages added or amended in the Software Library 

• If you are convinced that the previous points are satisfied, continue with the reinstallation of the DSM Manager.
Otherwise, read the article for restoring a remote MDB and restore the MDB using the restore procedures that are
specified in Restoring the MDB. 

Local MDB 

If the MDB was on the DSM manager locally, restore the MDB from the backup using the procedures that are specified in
the Restoring the MDB article.

Reinstall DSM Manager

The following procedure is applicable for the following scenarios:

• Restoring 32-bit backup on 32-bit manager computer.
• Restoring 32-bit backup on 64-bit manager computer. 

To reinstall DSM Manager 

1. Depending on whether you are reinstalling an Enterprise or Domain Manager, follow the steps:
– Enterprise Manager 

Stop CAF on all the Domain Managers and remote Engines that were connected to the Enterprise Manager. 
– Domain Manager 

Stop the remote Engines that are connected to the Domain Manager. 
2. Copy the CA Client Automation files and directories from your old DSM Manager backup. 
3. If the installation path and the restore path are not the same, modify the DSMrecovery.ini file (optional). For example,

you are restoring the Manager on a 64-bit operating system and your original Manager was on a 32-bit operating
system. Following these steps to modify the DSMrecovery.ini file:
a. Edit DSMrecovery.ini file in a text editor. 
b. Change the occurrences of "Program Files" to "Program Files(x86)".

4. Start the CA Client Automation Release 12.5 installation and follow the instructions in the wizard. Click Recovery in
the wizard page.
The Configure Manager Wizard page opens. 

5. Select System Replacement and Replacing System options, and specify the location of the DSMRecovery.ini file
from the old DSM manager backup. By default, the DSMRecovery.ini file is located under one of the following folders
in the old DSM Manager: 
– C:\Program Files\CA\DSM (in the case of new CA Client Automation Release 12.5 installation)
– C:\Program Files\CA\DSM (in the case of an upgrade from r12) 
– C:\Program Files\CA\Unicenter DSM (in the case of an upgrade from r11.2) 

NOTE
In an upgraded environment, the DSMRecovery.ini file does not contain the recovery information. Instead,
the recovery information is stored in the ITCMrecovery_upgrade.ini file. However, the wizard accepts only
the DSMRecovery.ini file. Rename the existing DSMRecovery.ini file to ITCMrecovery_old.ini, and rename the
ITCMrecovery_upgrade.ini to DSMRecovery.ini file and continue with the restore process. 

The installer reads the data from DSMRecovery.ini file and reinstalls the DSM Manager with all the important data from
the previous installation. 

NOTE
At the end of the installation, do not accept the default option to start CAF or reboot the server because of
certain post-installation steps. 
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(Optional) Modify Comstore and Certstor.dat for 64-Bit Operating Systems

NOTE
If you are restoring the Manager on a 64-bit operating system and the old Manager was on a 32-bit operating
system, the following procedure is applicable.

The restore process does not update the "Program Files" references in some of the parameters in comstore and
certstor.dat files. Modify these files manually to change the parameters to work on 64-bit operating systems.

NOTE
The following procedure assumes that you had installed the Manager in the default location "C:\Program Files."
The number of parameters for modification depends on the CA Client Automation components you had installed.

To modify comstore and certstor.dat for 64-Bit operating system

1. Execute the following command on the new DSM Manager:
ccnfcmda -cmd -getconfigstore -fi filename.xml 

The command writes all the configuration parameters from comstore to the specified file. 
2. Open the filename.xml in a text editor, Notepad for example. 
3. Search for "Program Files" and note down the parameter name for each of the occurrences of "Program Files." For

example: 
<parameter name="repository_id" entity="Client" value="C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\dts\dtm\sos"> 

<parameter name="keylocation" entity="Client" value="C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\DMDeploy"> 

In this example, the parameter names are repository_id and keylocation. 
4. Modify the parameters to use "Program Files(x86)" using the following command: 

ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps section_path -pn parameter_name -v new_value 

To change the value for the parameters that are given in the example, run the following command: 
ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps /itrm/dts/dtssos -pn repository_id -v "C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\DSM

\dts\dtm\sos" 

ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps /itrm/dmdeploy -pn name="keylocation" -v value="C:\Program Files\CA

\DSM\DMDeploy"

When the command completes, the comstore is updated with Program Files(x86) references as follows: 
<parameter name="repository_id" entity="Client" value="C:\Program Files(x86)\CA\DSM\dts\dtm\sos"> 

<parameter name="keylocation" entity="Client" value="C:\Program Files(x86)\CA\DSM\DMDeploy"> 

5. Open the CA\SC\CBB\certstor.dat file in a text editor. 
6. Replace the occurrences of Program Files with Program Files(x86). 
7. Save the file. 

The certstor.dat file is updated.

Reconfigure the Domain Manager After Restoration

1. Reapply the test fixes, if any, that you had applied on the DSM Manager before the rebuild.
2. Verify that any special instructions included with the fix to validate whether certain steps are necessary, for example,

you do not have to reapply a fix that modifies properties of the MDB. When in doubt, contact CA Support for advice.
3. If you are using WAC, restore data files that are related to Web Admin Console (WAC). The following WAC data files

are used for configuring WAC and CA Patch Manager: 
Restore \Web Console\conf\server.xml 

Restore \Web Console\jakarta\workers.properties

4. If CA Patch Manager and CA Asset Intelligence reside on the DSM manager computer, restore both.
5. If Domain Manager was configured to use shares for software delivery, re-enable the shares. Use the following

command to re-enable shares: 
sd_sscmd addshare SDLIBRARY sd_sscmd addshare MSILIB 
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6. Apply Read access to the share using the operating system security setting. 
7. Delete the files and folders under the Install Drive and location\SD\AUTOREG folder.
8. Create the local OS users who were added to the Remote Control Global Address Book (GAB) before the DSM

Manager rebuild. Typically, only the Windows Domain Manager accounts are added to the GAB. You are not required
to recreate domain users though. 

9. If you had set up the role-based security for local users and groups before the rebuild, recreate the same. 
10. Restart the Domain Manager. 
11. If you have a CA Client Automation Enterprise Manager, synchronize the Domain and Enterprise MDBs. To

synchronize the MDBs, follow these steps: 
a. Unlink the Domain Manager from the Enterprise Manager. 
b. Link the Domain Manager to the Enterprise Manager.

Reconfigure the Enterprise Manager After Restoration

1. Reapply the test fixes, if any, that you had applied on the DSM Manager before the rebuild.
2. Verify that any special instructions included with the fix to validate whether certain steps are necessary, for example,

you do not have to reapply a fix that modifies properties of the MDB. When in doubt, contact CA Support for advice. 
3. If you are using WAC, restore data files that are related to Web Admin Console (WAC). The following WAC data files

are used for configuring WAC and CA Patch Manager: 
Restore \Web Console\conf\server.xml 

Restore \Web Console\jakarta\workers.properties 

4. If CA Patch Manager and CA Asset Intelligence reside on the DSM manager computer, restore both. For more
information, see chapters Restoring CA Patch Manager, Restoring CA Asset Intelligence. 

5. If you had set up the role-based security for local users and groups before the rebuild, recreate the same
6. Restart the Domain Manager. 
7. Synchronize the Domain and Enterprise MDBs. To synchronize the MDBs, follow these steps: 

a. Unlink all the Domain Managers from the Enterprise Manager 
b. Link all the Domain Managers to the Enterprise Manager

Restoring CA Patch Manager
Restoring CA Patch Manager involves two steps:

• Reinstalling CA Patch Manager
• Restoring data files 

Reinstall CA Patch Manager 

If you had installed CA Patch Manager on the DSM Manager that you are rebuilding, reinstall CA Patch Manager after
reinstalling CA Client AutomationRelease 12.5. 

To reinstall CA Patch Manager 

1. Delete the existing upmuser and upmadmin users from the MDB.
2. Verify the CAF status using the following command: 

caf status 

The command returns a list of CAF component names. If the list does not contain all the component names, restart
CAF using the following commands: 
caf stop 

caf start
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3. Start the CA Patch Manager installation. Specify the same installation path as your original CA Patch Manager
installation, and wait until the installer has extracted its components and created a folder in the TEMP folder, usually
with a name similar to this example: 
{E7135B45-D2D0-42BA-A8B8-EBBD7CA64B7B}. 

4. Open the new folder, {E7135B45-D2D0-42BA-A8B8-EBBD7CA64B7B} for example, in the TEMP folder and follow
these steps:
a. Delete all the contents of the InstallMDBPatch.bat file and add an entry ‘exit 0’ to it. 
b. Delete all the contents of the PatchMDB.bat file. 

5. Continue with the PM installation. 

WARNING
If you are prompted to restart the system when the installation completes, do not restart.

6. Stop CA Patch Manager by running the following command: 
caf stop tomcat 

Restore Data Files

Restore the CA Patch Manager data files from the backup. The exact restore location of the files depends on the drive
and path you entered during the CA Patch Manager installation.

The example uses the default install directories:

• C:\Program Files\CA\Unicenter Patch Management\conf\Config.properties
• C:\Program Files\CA\Unicenter Patch Management\conf\UPMReports.properties 
• C:\Program Files\CA\Unicenter Patch Management\conf\UserReports.properties 
• C:\Program Files\CA\Unicenter Patch Management\reports\*.* 

Once the file restore is complete, restart the computer. If you have previously used CA Workflow functionality, you can re-
enable the functionality.

Restoring CA Asset Intelligence
Restoring CA Asset Intelligence involves the following steps:

• Restore the MDB
• Install CA Asset Intelligence 
• Restore configuration files 

Restore the MDB

The procedure for restoring the CA Asset Intelligence MDB is the same as restoring the CA Client Automation MDB. If you
have already restored the CA Client Automation MDB, ignore this step.

Reinstall CA Asset Intelligence

To reinstall CA Asset Intelligence

1. Start the CA Asset Intelligence installation. Specify the same installation path as your original CA Asset Intelligence
installation.

2. On the Asset Intelligence MDB installation Confirmation page, select Yes.
3. Follow the instructions in the wizard to complete the installation. 
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Restore the Configuration Files

To restore the configuration files

1. Restore the CA Asset Intelligence configuration files from the backup to the appropriate location.
2. Recreate the data sources that you created before the Asset Intelligence rebuild. 
3. Run dbextract.

Restoring the MDB

The recovery type depends on the scenario which demands MDB recovery. This article provides three scenarios and the
recovery methods that are used in these scenarios. 

Recovery Scenarios 

This section covers the recovery scenarios and methods. For more information about the recovery methods, see the
Oracle documentation.

• Scenario 1: You find some of the data files or control files are corrupted, or one or all are missing. The corruption or
absence of these files results in the database getting into a non-working state. In this scenario, restore the database
from the recent backup. For more information, see the Recovery from Manager Crash or from Corrupt or Missing Files
section.

• Scenario 2: The Domain or Enterprise manager server has crashed. In this scenario, restore the database from the
backup that is taken at the time when both the Managers were working fine. In this scenario, restore the database
from the recent backup. For more information, see the Recovery from Manager Crash or from Corrupt or Missing Files
section. 

• Scenario 3: The database server has crashed. In this scenario, restore the database from recent backup to a new
server. In this scenario, restore the database from the recent backup. For more information, see the Disaster Recovery
article.

Recovery from Manager Crash or from Corrupt or Missing Files

For the first two scenarios that are described in the Recovery Scenarios section, perform the following tasks to restore the
database:

1. Restore corrupt or missing control files
2. Restore corrupt or missing data files 

Restore Corrupt or Missing Control Files 

To restore corrupt or missing control files

1. Set the ORACLE_SID environment variable with the target database instance name. Invoke the RMAN command and
restore the control file from backup location using the following command:
RMAN> restore controlfile from '/disk1/mdbBackup/c-3743532100-20100507-01'; 

The command displays output as follows: 
Starting restore at 07-MAY-10 using target database control file instead of recovery catalog allocated

 channel: ORA_DISK_1 channel ORA_DISK_1: sid=156 devtype=DISK

channel ORA_DISK_1: restoring control file 

channel ORA_DISK_1: restore complete, elapsed time: 00:00:02 output filename=/export/home/oracle/oradata/

orcl/control01.ctl output filename=/export/home/oracle/oradata/orcl/control02.ctl output filename=/export/

home/oracle/oradata/orcl/control03.ctl Finished restore at 07-MAY-10 

2. Execute the following command to mount the database: 
RMAN> mount database; 
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The command displays output as follows: 
database mounted 

released channel: ORA_DISK_1 

3. Execute the following command to recover the database: 
RMAN> recover database; 

The command displays output as follows: 
Starting recover at 07-MAY-10 

Starting implicit crosscheck backup at 07-MAY-10 allocated channel: ORA_DISK_1 channel ORA_DISK_1: sid=156

 devtype=DISK 

Crosschecked 6 objects 

Finished implicit crosscheck backup at 07-MAY-10 

Starting implicit crosscheck copy at 07-MAY-10 using channel ORA_DISK_1 

Finished implicit crosscheck copy at 07-MAY-10 searching for all files in the recovery area cataloging

 files... 

no files cataloged using channel ORA_DISK_1 

starting media recovery 

archive log thread 1 sequence 1 is already on disk as file /export/home/oracle/oradata/orcl/redo01.log 

archive log filename=/export/home/oracle/oradata/orcl/redo01.log thread=1 sequence=1 media recovery

 complete, elapsed time: 00:00:03 Finished recover at 07-MAY-10

4. Execute the following command to reset the logs: 
RMAN> open resetlogs database;

The command displays output as follows: 
database opened 

The database is restored. You can now connect to the database to verify if everything works fine. 

Restore Corrupt or Missing Data Files

To restore corrupt or missing data files

1. Set the ORACLE_SID environment variable with the target database instance name. Invoke the RMAN command and
restore the data file from backup location using the following command:
RMAN>restore database; 

The command displays output as follows: 
Starting restore at 07-MAY-10 using target database control file instead of recovery catalog allocated

 channel: ORA_DISK_1 channel ORA_DISK_1: sid=156 devtype=DISK 

channel ORA_DISK_1: starting datafile backupset restore channel ORA_DISK_1: specifying datafile(s)

 to restore from backup set restoring datafile 00001 to /export/home/oracle/oradata/orcl/system01.dbf

 restoring datafile 00002 to /export/home/oracle/oradata/orcl/undotbs01.dbf restoring datafile 00003 to /

export/home/oracle/oradata/orcl/sysaux01.dbf restoring datafile 00004 to /export/home/oracle/oradata/orcl/

users01.dbf restoring datafile 00005 to/opt/mudsrdmdb/CA/SharedComponents/oracle/mdb/TBLSP_orcl/mdb_data

 restoring datafile 00006 to /opt/mudsrdmdb/CA/SharedComponents/oracle/mdb/TBLSP_orcl/mdb_index channel

 ORA_DISK_1: reading from backup piece /disk1/mdbBackup/08ld3cci_1_1 channel ORA_DISK_1: restored backup

 piece 1 

piece handle=/disk1/mdbBackup/08ld3cci_1_1 tag=TAG20100507T153233 channel ORA_DISK_1: restore complete,

 elapsed time: 00:01:16 Finished restore at 07-MAY-10

2. Execute the following command to recover the database: 
RMAN> recover database;

The command displays output as follows: 
Starting recover at 07-MAY-10 using channel ORA_DISK_1 starting media recovery archive log thread 1

 sequence 2 is already on disk as file /export/home/oracle/flash_recovery_area/orcl/archivelog/2010_05_07/

o1_mf_1_2_5y8525wm_.arc 
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archive log thread 1 sequence 3 is already on disk as file /export/home/oracle/flash_recovery_area/orcl/

archivelog/2010_05_07/o1_mf_1_3_5y8526o0 _.arc 

archive log thread 1 sequence 1 is already on disk as file /export/home/oracle/flash_recovery_area/orcl/

archivelog/2010_05_07/o1_mf_1_1_5y86cb8c_.arc archive log 

filename=/export/home/oracle/flash_recovery_area/orcl/archivelog/2010_05_07/o1_mf_1_2_5y8525wm_.arc

 thread=1 sequence=2 archive log filename=/export/home/oracle/flash_recovery_area/orcl/

archivelog/2010_05_07/o1_mf_1_3_5y8526o0_.arc thread=1 sequence=3 archive log filename=/export/home/

oracle/flash_recovery_area/orcl/archivelog/2010_05_07/o1_mf_1_1 _5y86cb8c_.arc thread=1 sequence=1 archive

 log 

filename=/export/home/oracle/flash_recovery_area/orcl/archivelog/2010_05_07/o1_mf_1_1_5y86phpd_.arc

 thread=1 sequence=1 media recovery complete, elapsed time: 00:00:20 

Finished recover at 07-MAY-10 

3. Execute the following command: 
RMAN>alter database open; 

The command displays output as follows: 
database opened 

The database is restored. You can now connect to the database to verify if everything works fine.

Disaster Recovery

If your database server crashes and becomes unusable, and you want to restore the database to a new Oracle server,
follow the procedure that is described in this article. Assuming that you have a copy of your backup files saved (for
example, on a tape).

Disaster recovery includes the following steps:

1. Build the new server
2. Restore from a tape backup 
3. Create a directory structure for database files 
4. Create an Oracle service 
5. Restore and recover database
6. Restore spfile from backup
7. Restore control file from backup
8. Restore all data files 
9. Recover the database

Build the New Server

You need a server to host the database, so the first step is to acquire or build a new sytsem. Ensure that the new server is
identical to the old one.  

1.  Host Name: Provide the same host name as the old server. 
2. Disk Layout and Capacity: Ensure that the server has the same number of disks as the original. Confusion is

avoided related to the renaming of files during recovery and also ensures that the new disks have enough space to
hold all software and data that was on the original server. 

3. Operating System, Service Pack, and Patches: Ensure that the operating system environment is same as the
original, right up to Service Pack and patch level. 

4. Install the same version of Oracle database software as the original one. 
5. Memory: The new server must have enough memory to cater to Oracle and operating system or other software

requirements. Oracle memory structures (Shared pool, DB buffer caches, and so on) are sized identically to the
original database instance and use of the backup server parameter file ensures this.
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Restore from the Tape Backup

The next step is to get your backup from tape or any location where you have stored your backup files, on to the new
server. In the example, the backup location was /disk1/mdbBackup/. Create a directory with the same name and copy all
the backup files into that directory.

Create Directory Structure for Database Files

Create the directories that are required for data files, logs (online and archived), control files, and backups. Ensure that
all directory paths match the paths on the original server. More steps are saved are associated with renaming files during
recovery.
If you do not know where the location of database files, you can get this information from the backed-up spfile and control
files.

Creating an Oracle Service

Create an Oracle service (only a service name not an instance) with same name as original service name using the
netmgr utility.

Restore and Recover Database

To restore and recover the database

1. Copy password and tnsnames file from backup: Copy the backed-up password file and tnsnames.ora files from the
backup directory on the backup media to the respective locations. Default location for password and tnsnames files
are ORACLE_HOME\dbs and ORACLE_HOME\network\admin respectively.

2. Set ORACLE_SID environment variable to the proper SID name (The same SID, which you had specified for the old
database, for example, orcl). 

3. Invoke RMAN and set the DBID. Specify the DBID noted down during the backup process using the following
command: 
set dbid 1245979685

Restore SPfile from Backup

To restore the spfile, start the database in the nomount state. The database is started using a dummy parameter file. You
can restore the spfile from the backup. Finally you restart the database in nomount state. The restart is required to start
the instance using the restored parameter file.

To restore the SPfile from backup

1. Execute the following command to start the database in nomount state: 
RMAN> startup nomount 

The command displays output as follows: 
startup failed: ORA-01078: failure in processing system parameters LRM-00109: could not open parameter

 file

'/export/home/oracle/product/10.2.0/db_1/dbs/initorcl.ora' 

starting Oracle instance without parameter file for retrival of spfile 

Oracle instance started 

Total System Global Area 159383552 bytes 

Fixed Size 2039056 bytes 

Variable Size 67109616 bytes 

Database Buffers 83886080 bytes 

Redo Buffers 6348800 bytes

2. Execute the following command to restore the spfile: 
RMAN> restore spfile from '/disk1/mdbBackup/c-1245979685-20100510-00'; 
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The command displays output as follows: 
Starting restore at 10-MAY-10 

using target database control file instead of recovery catalog allocated channel: ORA_DISK_1 channel

 ORA_DISK_1: sid=36 devtype=DISK 

channel ORA_DISK_1: autobackup found: /disk1/mdbBackup/c-1245979685-20100510-00 

channel ORA_DISK_1: SPFILE restore from autobackup complete Finished restore at 10-MAY-10 

3. Execute the following command to restart in nomount state: 
RMAN> startup force nomount; 

The command displays output as follows: 

Oracle instance started 

Total System Global Area 612368384 bytes 

Fixed Size 2042528 bytes 

Variable Size 260052320 bytes 

Database Buffers 343932928 bytes Redo Buffers 6340608 bytes 

The instance is now started up with the correct initialization parameters.

Restore Control File from Backup

The instance now knows the location for the restoration of control files, as this is listed in the CONTROL_FILES
initialization parameter. Therefore, the next step is to restore these files from backup. Once the control files are restored,
restart the instance in mount mode. A restart is required because the instance has to read the initialization parameter
file to determine the control file locations. At the end of this step, RMAN also has its proper configuration parameters, as
these are stored in the control file.

To restore control file from backup

1. Execute the following command to restore the control file:
RMAN>restore controlfile from '/disk1/mdbBackup/c-1245979685-20100510-00';

 The command displays output as follows:
Starting restore at 10-MAY-10 

using target database control file instead of recovery catalog allocated channel: ORA_DISK_1 channel

 ORA_DISK_1: sid=159 devtype=DISK channel ORA_DISK_1: restoring control file channel ORA_DISK_1: restore

 complete, elapsed time: 00:00:02 

output filename=/export/home/oracle/oradata/orcl/control01.ctl output filename=/export/home/oracle/

oradata/orcl/control02.ctl output filename=/export/home/oracle/oradata/orcl/control03.ctl Finished restore

 at 10-MAY-10 

2. Execute the following command to shut down the Oracle instance: 
RMAN>shutdown

 The command displays output as follows: 
Oracle instance shut down 

3. Execute the following command to exit: 
RMAN>exit 

The command displays output as follows: 
Recovery Manager complete

-bash-3.00$ rman target/ 
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Recovery Manager: Release 10.2.0.4.0 - Production on Mon May 10 09:13:55 2010 Copyright (c) 1982, 2007,

 Oracle. All rights reserved connected to target database (not started) 

4. Execute the following command to restart and mount the database: 
RMAN>startup mount; 

The command displays output as follows:
Oracle instance started database mounted 

Total System Global Area 612368384 bytes 

Fixed Size 2042528 bytes 

Variable Size 260052320 bytes 

Database Buffers 343932928 bytes 

Redo Buffers 6340608 bytes

5. Execute the following command: 
RMAN>showall; 

The command displays output as follows: 
using target database control file instead of recovery catalog RMAN configuration parameters are: 

CONFIGURE RETENTION POLICY TO REDUNDANCY 1; # default 

CONFIGURE BACKUP OPTIMIZATION OFF; # default 

CONFIGURE DEFAULT DEVICE TYPE TO DISK; # default 

CONFIGURE CONTROLFILE AUTOBACKUP ON; 

CONFIGURE CONTROLFILE AUTOBACKUP FORMAT FOR DEVICE TYPE DISK TO '/disk1/mdbBackup/%F'; 

CONFIGURE DEVICE TYPE DISK PARALLELISM 1 BACKUP TYPE TO BACKUPSET; # default 

CONFIGURE DATAFILE BACKUP COPIES FOR DEVICE TYPE DISK TO 1; # default

CONFIGURE ARCHIVELOG BACKUP COPIES FOR DEVICE TYPE DISK TO 1; # default 

CONFIGURE CHANNEL 1 DEVICE TYPE DISK FORMAT '/disk1/mdbBackup/%U'; 

CONFIGURE MAXSETSIZE TO UNLIMITED; # default 

CONFIGURE ENCRYPTION FOR DATABASE OFF; # default 

CONFIGURE ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM 'AES128'; # default 

CONFIGURE ARCHIVELOG DELETION POLICY TO NONE; # default 

CONFIGURE SNAPSHOT CONTROLFILE NAME TO '/export/home/oracle/product/10.2.0/db_1/dbs/snapcf_orcl.f'; #

 default 

6. (Optional) Determine the locations of data files and redo logs from SQL prompt as follows: 
SQL> select name from v$datafile; 

This query displays output as follows: 
NAME 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

/export/home/oracle/oradata/orcl/system01.dbf

/export/home/oracle/oradata/orcl/undotbs01.dbf 

/export/home/oracle/oradata/orcl/sysaux01.dbf 

/export/home/oracle/oradata/orcl/users01.dbf 

/export/home/oracle/oradata/orcl/example01.dbf 

/opt/CA/SharedComponents/oracle/mdb/TBLSP_orcl/mdb_data /opt/CA/SharedComponents/oracle/mdb/TBLSP_orcl/

mdb_index 7 rows selected. 

7. Execute the following query in the SQL prompt: 
SQL> select name from v$logfile; 

This query displays output as follows: 
MEMBER 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

/export/home/oracle/oradata/orcl/redo03.log 

/export/home/oracle/oradata/orcl/redo02.log 

/export/home/oracle/oradata/orcl/redo01.log 
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8. If the directories displayed in the previously mentioned queries are not already created, create the directories.

Restore All Data Files

Execute the following command to restore the data files:

RMAN> restore database;

The command displays output as follows:

Starting restore at 10-MAY-10

Starting implicit crosscheck backup at 10-MAY-10 using target database control file
 instead of recovery catalog allocated channel: ORA_DISK_1 channel ORA_DISK_1: sid=157
 devtype=DISK Crosschecked 1 objects

Finished implicit crosscheck backup at 10-MAY-10 Starting implicit crosscheck copy at
 10-MAY-10 using channel ORA_DISK_1

Finished implicit crosscheck copy at 10-MAY-10 searching for all files in the
 recovery area cataloging files... no files cataloged using channel ORA_DISK_1 channel
 ORA_DISK_1: starting datafile backupset restore channel ORA_DISK_1: specifying
 datafile(s) to restore from backup set restoring datafile 00001 to /export/home/oracle/
oradata/orcl/system01.dbf restoring datafile 00002 to 
/export/home/oracle/oradata/orcl/undotbs01.dbf restoring datafile 00003 to /export/
home/oracle/oradata/orcl/sysaux01.dbf restoring datafile 00004 to /export/home/oracle/
oradata/orcl/users01.dbf restoring datafile 00005 to /export/home/oracle/oradata/
orcl/example01.dbf restoring datafile 00006 to /opt/CA/SharedComponents/oracle/mdb/
TBLSP_orcl/mdb_data

restoring datafile 00007 to /opt/CA/SharedComponents/oracle/mdb/TBLSP_orcl/mdb_index
 channel ORA_DISK_1: reading from backup piece /disk1/mdbBackup/03ldaae3_1_1 channel
 ORA_DISK_1: restored backup piece 1 piece handle=/disk1/mdbBackup/03ldaae3_1_1
 tag=TAG20100510T064209 channel ORA_DISK_1: restore complete, elapsed time: 00:01:37
 Finished restore at 10-MAY-10

 

Recover the Database

The final step is to recover the database. The database recovery depends on the available archived (and online) redo
logs. As the database server has crashed and had no remote archive destination, you can recover only up to the time of
the backup. As this is an incomplete recovery, open the database with reset logs.

To recover the database

1. Execute the following command to recover the database:
RMAN> recover database; 

The command displays output as follows: 
Starting recover at 10-MAY-10 using channel ORA_DISK_1 

starting media recovery unable to find archive log archive log thread=1 sequence=43
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RMAN-00571: =========================================================== 

RMAN-00569: =============== ERROR MESSAGE STACK FOLLOWS =============== 

RMAN-00571: =========================================================== 

RMAN-03002: failure of recover command at 05/10/2010 09:31:54 

RMAN-06054: media recovery requesting unknown log: thread 1 seq 43 lowscn 1365424 

2. Execute the following command to open the database with reset logs: 
RMAN> alter database open resetlogs;

The command displays output as follows: 
database opened 

RMAN automatically applies all available archive logs. The backed-up log is first applied and subsequent logs in the
archive destination are searched. If necessary logs are available, further recovery is easy. The error messages recover
database command indicates that RMAN has searched, unsuccessfully, for subsequent logs. 
The database is now recovered, from scratch, to the last available backup. To recover up to a point beyond the
backup, follow the best practices as discussed in the next section.

Best Practices for Better Recovery

If there is a disaster recovery, the following best practices ensure that you have most recent backup:

• Copy archive logs to a remote destination using OS scripts: This practice is achieved through a script that is
scheduled to run every hour or so. The script copies, to a remote network computer, all the archive logs generated
from the time the script last ran. This practice helps in better recovery than before, but does not help in up to-the-
minute recovery. Further, verify that the log switch is performed before the logs are copied, to ensure redo associated
with recent transactions (within the last hour) is copied to the remote destination. The log switch can be performed
using the "alter system archive log current" command.

• Configure the Oracle ARC process to copy logs to the remote destination: This practice is achieved through a
secondary archive destination using one of the LOG_ARCHIVE_DEST_N initialization parameters. If you want to use
this option, ensure to use a mapped network drive as the archive destination. Oracle does not recognize archive log
destinations specified using UNC (Universal Naming Convention).

Certificate Management for ENC Using Microsoft PKI
The Extended Network Connectivity (ENC) functionality enables CA Client Automation application components to
communicate beyond their own IP networks. ENC enables a communication to traverse and tunnel through firewalls, and
find peers that do not share a common name resolution (DNS) service.

The ENC Gateway provides a virtual network environment where connections can be created between various CA CA
Client Automation components such as Enterprise Manager, Domain Managers, DSM Explorer, Scalability Servers, and
Agents, operating behind various firewalls and demilitarized zones.

The ENC Gateway provides secure connections through firewalls by the following requirements:

• Ensure that all connections through the ENC Gateway virtual network are authenticated with certificates.

• Ensure that all connections are correctly authorized. The policy sets the authorization rules and the rules are
configured to allow specific type of connections. These authorization rules are important when connecting between
different organizations.

• All connection attempts and other operations can be audited for security and troubleshooting purposes.
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ENC Infrastructure

All intra-node communications are secured using the standard TLS protocol. This protocol provides confidentiality,
integrity, and mutual authentication. The TLS protocol supports authentication using digital certificates and public-private
key cryptography; the protocol supports confidentiality using symmetric key cryptography. 

All inter-node connections are protected by TLS authentication. Authentication is always mutual. The initiator of a
connection authenticates the responder, and the responder authenticates the initiator. TLS authentication allows the ENC
infrastructure to validate machines connecting to it. TLS authentication also lets the ENC agents communicate over a
secure connection.

ENC Gateway Security

The ENC Gateway allows communication through firewalls in a secure manner using the following security mechanisms:

Authentication

All ENC Gateway nodes (ENC Client, ENC Gateway Manager, ENC Gateway Server, and ENC Router) mutually
authenticate with each other using TLS which is an updated version of SSL (Secure Sockets Layer). ENC uses the
Microsoft SCHANNEL TLS provider, and later the WinTrust library to enforce the certificate trust. The trust of the root and
(possibly) intermediate certificates are provided by the operating system using the certificate store and APIs.

Authorization

All ENC Gateways are configured with a set of rules that define specific limitations to the connection.

• Realm membership of nodes (analogous to NT groups but working over different networks)

• IP address white listing: A list of IP addresses that are allowed to establish ENC Gateway connections.

• Allow or deny rules for each ENC Gateway operation such as connect, register based on realm membership, time of
day, and so on.

X.509 Certificates

ENC utilizes X.509 version 3 digital certificates for authentication. The certificate profile in use is the RFC 3280
implementation of IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) PKIX working group. The certificates and their associated
private keys are obtained from the Microsoft Certificate Store. Ensure that the certificates have an Enhanced Key
Usage extension that is marked for Server Authentication (1.3.6.1.5.5.7.3.1) or Client Authentication (1.3.6.1.5.5.7.3.2),
depending on the application. A CA Client Automation private extension to the Enhanced Key Usage certificate extension
can be used to help in certificate location (1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.10.8.3). This object identifier (OID) is private to CA and is
internal to the CA OID tree. ENC limits are not imposed on the RSA key size that is used in the certificate key pair. The
size of keys that are used is an organization-specific choice, though we recommend a minimum of 1024-bit keys.

Using Microsoft PKI for Certificate Management

You can use the Microsoft Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) to automate and/or augment the creation and distribution of
certificates. This chapter describes how you can use the Microsoft Windows Certificate Services to create and distribute
certificates within a Windows Active Directory Domain environment.

The following sections describe the basic environment that can provide the necessary support for the certificates required
for ENC. For more information about the Microsoft PKI and its capabilities, see Microsoft documentation.

PKI Setup

The basic requirements for Microsoft PKI services are as follows:
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• Microsoft Windows 2003 Server Enterprise Edition in a domain environment
• Microsoft Windows Certificate Services
• Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS)

The example provided uses the Certificate Services and IIS installed on the same physical host as a Domain Controller,
however, you can have a different environment.

NOTE
The sample PKI setup described in this chapter is a minimal implementation designed to show the basics of
configuring the Certificate Services environment for certificate distribution for the Certificate Authority ENC
infrastructure. For detailed information, see the Microsoft documentation.

For web-based (manual) enrollment, install the IIS before installing the Certificate Services, as Certificate Services
register components with IIS during installation.

WARNING
This example shows the end-computer certificates created directly under the enterprise Certificate Authority. In
a real-world scenario, we recommend that you create subordinate certificate authorities, which would then issue
hierarchically validated certificates. This process allows the establishment of subordinate Certificate Authority in
customer environments while still allowing for centralized management.

How to Set Up Certificate Services

Set up the Certificate Services for using Microsoft PKI. To set up certificate services for use by ENC, follow these steps:

• Create security groups
• Create certificate templates
• Distribute certificate templates
• Modify group policy

Create Security Groups

Certificate enrollment is tied to security group membership. Microsoft Certificate Services requires that certificates are
created in a secure manner and utilize the Windows NT security groups to control access to both the certificate templates
and the enrollments functions.

Create the following four security groups for subsequent use:

• CA-ITCM-ENC-Server-Auto
This security group is used for automatic enrollment of domain computers for use as ENC servers. 

• CA-ITCM-ENC-Server-Manual 
This security group is used for manual enrollment of computers for use as ENC servers. 

• CA-ITCM-ENC-Client-Auto
This security group is used for automatic enrollment of domain computers for use as ENC clients.

• CA-ITCM-ENC-Client-Manual 
This security group is used for manual enrollment of computers for use as ENC clients. 

In most cases, we recommend that certificates are automatically created during enrollment and distributed to systems
involved in the ENC infrastructure. Automatic enrollment of computers is the preferred option for this example as the
Microsoft PKI also assists in the maintenance and automatic renewal of expiring certificates, and control certificate
revocation.
In practice, this is not always possible, and sometimes undesirable. For this reason, two different types of templates and
security groups for the respective certificate templates are available:

• autoenrolled
• manual enrollment
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Ensure that the groups are either universal or global security groups. We highly recommend to not use domain-local
security groups as this group can lead to inconsistency of security policy across domains.

NOTE
The creation of security groups is not covered in detail as this is a basic administrative task. For more
information on creating security groups, go to Microsoft Site.

Create Certificate Templates

The certificate templates define what is present in the created certificates and how they are created. Certificate templates
are used for creating certificates for end users and systems.

To create certificate templates, follow these steps:

1. Select Start, Run, and enter mmc. Click OK.  
The Microsoft Management Console opens with no loaded snap-ins.

2. In the File menu, select Add/Remove snap-in.
The Add/Remove snap-in dialog appears.

3. Click Add. Select Certificate Templates from the Available Standalone snap-ins list, and click Add.

NOTE
Do not click Close yet.

4. Select Certification Authority from the Available Standalone snap-ins list and click Add.

NOTE
This example assumes that the user is on the same system as the Certificate Services. 

5. Click Finish and then Close.
The Add/Remove snap-in dialog displays.

6. Click OK to return to the management console main window.
The console now displays the snap-in root nodes.

7. Expand the Certificate Templates node to view a list of currently installed certificate templates.  
Specifically, note the location of the last two entries, that is, Web Server and Workstation Authentication. You use
these entries to create certificate templates. 

The following sections describe the creation of four templates. This article describes the complete creation of the first
template. For later templates, this article describes only those steps that are different. 

Template 1

The CA-ITCM-ENC-Server-Cert-Auto template defines the properties for certificates automatically issued for ENC server
nodes. In our example, the certificates are marked for client authentication and server authentication. You can also assign
an ENC server to the ENC client group to obtain a separate client certificate and mark the server certificate as server
authentication only.

To create the CA-ITCM-ENC-Server-Cert-Auto certificate template, follow these steps:

1. Select the Web Server template entry from the list of installed certificate templates.
The new template opens on the General tab.
In this example, the Publish certificate in Active Directory checkbox has been marked. This option is not mandatory,
but can be useful for keeping track of certificates using directory applications.  

2. Click Apply and select the Request Handling tab.

NOTE
You cannot change the template name after you click Apply.

In this example, all the entries including the minimum key size have their default values. For more information about
changing these settings, see the Microsoft documentation.

3. Select the Subject Name tab. 
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For automatically enrolled computers, the option Build from Active Directory information is preferred. ENC
requires that the subject name format is the fully distinguished name, and that the alternate subject name includes the
computers DNS name. The TLS provider utilizes a fully qualified domain name. Verify these settings and click Apply.

4. Select the Issuance Requirements tab.
In this example, the issuance requirements are not applied, so this tab is unchanged.

NOTE
If Certificate Manager Approval is selected and multiple signatures are required, then autoenrollment is not
possible for this template. 

5. Select the Superseded Templates tab.
This example makes no modifications in this tab. For more details, see the Microsoft documentation.

6. Select the Extensions tab and select Applications Policies from the list of extensions included in the template. 
7. Click Edit to add two additional policies:

a. Client Authentication: This policy sets up the template to allow the created certificate to be used for both client
and server authentication.

b. CA-ITCM-ENC-TLS-Authentication: This policy is a private CA specific extension to allow the ENC TLS provider
to select the preferred certificate when multiple compatible certificates are available.

8. Click Add to open the Add Application Policy dialog. Select Client Authentication.
9. Click OK to return to the Edit Application Policies Window. 
10. Select Add again to open the Add Application Policy dialog.
11. Click New to add the ENC specific extension. In the New Application Policy dialog that appears, add the new policy

extension with the name CA-ITCM-ENC-TLS-Authentication and object identifier 1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.10.8.3.

NOTE
Create the new policy extension only once, when you create the first template.  

12. Click OK.
The Add Application Policy dialog displays showing the newly added CA-ITCM-ENC-TLS-Authentication policy. 

13. Select the CA-ITCM-ENC-TLS-Authentication policy. Click OK to return to the Extensions tab.
The Extensions tab now shows the three selected policies in the list of application policies. 

14. Select the Security tab. 
15. Click Add and add the appropriate group. In this example, add the CA-ITCM-ENC-Server-Auto group. Click OK to

return to the Security tab.
16. In the Security tab, ensure that CA-ITCM-ENC-Server-Auto is highlighted. Also, ensure that the checkboxes for Read,

Enroll, and Autoenroll are selected for Allow permissions. 
17. Select OK to close and commit the new template.

This completes the creation of the first template. You can now create the remaining templates.

Template 2

The CA-ITCM-ENC-Server-Cert-Manual template defines the properties for certificates manually issued for ENC server
nodes. This example uses certificates marked for both client and server authentication.

To create the CA-ITCM-ENC-Server-Cert-Manual certificate template, follow these steps:

1. Duplicate the Web Server template as described in CA-ITCM-ENC-Server-Cert-Auto.
2. In the General tab, enter the template name as CA-ITCM-ENC-Server-Cert-Manual and click Apply. 
3. Select the Subject Name tab.

NOTE
The Subject Name tab is different for manually requested certificates where the subject name and additional
information is supplied in the request. For information on how to request a certificate, see  Request
Certificates Using Web Services .
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4. Select the Extensions tab and add the same extensions as for the CA-ITCM-ENC-Server-Cert-Auto template. Select
Application Policies and click Edit to open the Add Application Policy dialog. Again, add Client Authentication
and CA-ITCM-ENC-TLS-Authentication. 

This concludes the creation of the client and server autoenroll certificate template.

Template 3

The CA-ITCM-ENC-Client-Cert-Auto template defines the properties for certificates automatically issued for ENC agent
nodes. In this example, the certificates are marked for client authentication and not server authentication.

To create the CA-ITCM-ENC-Client-Cert-Auto certificate template, follow these steps:

1. Duplicate the Workstation Authentication template.
2. In the General tab, enter the template name CA-ITCM-ENC-Client-Cert-Auto. 

The new template has a default validity period of one year, which is lower than that of a server. In this example, the
Publish certificate in Active Directory is selected.

3. Select the Subject Name tab.
Ensure that the settings in this tab are identical to that of the CA-ITCM-ENC-Server-Auto template. Select Build from
Active Directory Information, ensure that the Subject name format is Fully distinguished name, and that the DNS
Name is selected for inclusion in the alternate subject name for TLS.

4. Select the Extensions tab. 
The Extensions tab settings are slightly different from the server versions. The settings open with only Client
Authentication listed in the Application Policies description. 

5. Select Edit. Select Add and then add the CA-ITCM-ENC-TLS-Authentication extension to the template. Do not add
Server Authentication.

6. Select the Security tab. Select Add and locate the security group CA-ITCM-ENC-Client-Auto, then click OK. Ensure
that the new group is selected. Ensure that the check-boxes for Allow plus Read, Enroll, and Autoenroll are
selected.

NOTE
If the Enroll checkbox is not selected, Autoenrollment fails.

7. Select OK. 

This concludes the creation of the client autoenroll certificate template. 

Template 4

The CA-ITCM-ENC-Client-Cert-Manual template defines the properties for certificates manually issued for ENC agent
nodes. In this example, the certificates are marked for client authentication and not server authentication.

To create the CA-ITCM-ENC-Client-Cert-Manual certificate template, follow these steps:

1. Duplicate the Workstation Authentication template and follow the same steps as in CA-ITCM-ENC-Client-Cert-
Auto, with the exception of the Subject Name and Security tabs. 

2. In the Subject Name tab, select Supply in the request. Click Apply. 
3. In the Security tab, use the group CA-ITCM-ENC-Client-Manual. 

This concludes the creation of all the certificate templates. 

Distribute Certificate Templates

For the certificate templates usage, ensure that the templates are imported and propagated throughout the directory tree.
This example assumes that the certificate server and the domain controller are on the same physical system, and hence
the templates are available for use almost immediately. 
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To distribute certificate templates, follow these steps:

1. In the management console, expand the Certification Authority base node, the CA node (the name specified when
you installed the certificate server on the DM), and finally the Certificate Templates node. The list of certificate
templates that are available to be served from this Certificate Authority appears.

2. In the Action menu, select New, Certificate Template to Issue. From the templates list, select and add the following
templates:
a. CA-ITCM-ENC-Client-Cert-Auto
b. CA-ITCM-ENC-Client-Cert-Manual
c. CA-ITCM-ENC-Server-Cert-Auto
d. CA-ITCM-ENC-Server-Cert-Manual

The certificate templates are now distributed and available for use. 

Modify Group Policy

After you create the certificate templates, ensure that the security access control is updated to pair them with the security
groups created in the earlier procedure. The Domain group policy lets you autoenroll the certificates. This section
describes how you can configure a Microsoft Certificate Services environment for ENC usage.

NOTE
The example shows modification of the default domain group policy object. The example assumes that the user
is executing the command on a Windows logon session connected to a domain controller with IIS and Certificate
Services installed and running. 

In a real-world environment, you can create a system-specific group policy and only apply the policy to the organizational
units that contain the ENC end-nodes. After you create the security groups, modify the domain policy to allow for
autoenrollment of certificates. 

NOTE
This example uses the Group Policy Object Editor. Newer or updated versions of Windows 2003 Server might
use the Group Policy Management Console.

To modify the group policy, follow these steps:

1. Open the management console. In the File menu, select Add/Remove Snap-in.
The Add/Remove Snap-in dialog displays.

2. Click Add.
The Add Standalone Snap-in dialog displays.

3. Select Group Policy Object Editor in the list of available standalone snap-ins and click Add. 
The Group Policy Wizard opens.

4. Select Browse to locate the correct Group Policy object.

NOTE
Local Computer might display as the default. 

For this example, select the default domain policy for the domain and press OK.
5. Close all the dialogs to return to the console main window.
6. In the node tree, expand Default Domain Policy, Computer Configuration, Windows Settings, Security Settings,

and Public Key Policies.
The Autoenrollment Settings object displays on the right pane.

7. Open the Autoenrollment Settings object and check the following settings:
a. Select Enroll certificates automatically 

a. Select Renew expired certificates, update pending certificates, and remove revoked certificates.
b. Select Update certificates that use certificate templates.

8. Click OK to confirm the Autoenrollment settings.
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Autoenrollment is now configured for use in this domain.
Finally, add the relevant computers to the appropriate security groups, either directly or via nested security groups for
easier management.

Request Certificates Using Web Services

For computers that exist outside the domain, or in situations where autoenrollment cannot be used, you can use a web-
based interface to request a certificate.

NOTE
We recommend to add a subject alternate name to a certificate for ENC. However, manually subscribed
certificates do not by default allow the inclusion of this field.

For information about how to enable the inclusion of the subject alternate name field, see the Microsoft Knowledge Base
article: http://support.microsoft.com/kb/931351.

To request certificates using Web Services:

1. To connect to the certificate server, go to: http://certificate-server-name/CertSrv. 
The wizard in this example was launched from the physical server that is requesting the certificate, and later receives
the created and signed certificate at the end of the wizard. Since the certificate requested belongs to the computer, the
certificate is stored in the system store. Ensure that the user is logged on to the server as an administrator of the local
machine.The certificate request wizard opens at the following page. 

2. For this example, start with requesting a certificate. Click Request a certificate and continue to the next step.
3. Select advanced certificate request to create a computer-based certificate from the ENC certificate templates, and

continue to the next step.
4. Select Create and submit a request to this CA, and proceed to the next step.

The Advanced Certificate Request wizard page displays.

The following sections describe the Advanced Certificate Request page in detail.

Set the Certificate Template

To set the certificate template, select the desired certificate template. For this example, use the CA-ITCM-ENC-Server-
Cert-Manual template to create an ENC server certificate.

NOTE
Only the Name field has been populated with the fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of the requesting server.
This is necessary for TLS support.

Set the Key Options

To set the options for the RSA key-pair, select the Automatic key container name and Store certificate in the local
computer certificate store for ENC use.

NOTE
The key-size is customer-specific.

Set the Additional Options

After you set the certificate template and the key options, you can set the additional options in the Additional Options
section.

To set the additional options, follow these steps:

1. In the Attributes field, enter san:dns= dns.name , and set the Request Format to CMC. 
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NOTE
We recommend to add an alternate subject name to the certificate to facilitate TLS. If the subject details do
not include the FQDN in the common name, the alternate subject name is mandatory.

2. Fill in all the fields and click Submit. Based on the version of the Internet Explorer and/or Operating System, a warning
message such as the following might get displayed.

3. Click Yes to continue.
If everything was successful, then the following page is displayed. The RSA key-pair was generated locally by a CSP
(Cryptographic Service Provider) on the system, added to a certificate request that was securely submitted to the
Certificate Authority, validated, and signed. 

4. Click Install this certificate to import the certificate into the local systems certificate store.
A warning dialog displays. If the site is known and trusted as an issuing Certificate Authority, select “Yes” to accept the
certificate. 
If the import was successful, the final page of the wizard is displayed.
This is the newly created certificate as displayed from the certificate store MMC snap-in. 

NOTE
You might not see the “CA-ITCM-ENC-TLS-Authentication” entry depending on timing of the
certificate template distribution to end nodes. The entry might be displayed as “Unknown usage:
1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.10.8.3”.

The CA-ITCM-ENC-TLS-Authentication server certificate is completed using the template. 

NOTE
If revocation is to take place correctly, ensure that the Certificate Authorities are addressable (DNS) from client
and server nodes. 

References and Glossary

References

This section contains a list of websites that contain useful information on TLS, SSL, SCHANNEL, and so on.

• How TLS/SSL Works
• How to enable SCHANNEL logging
• Certificate Autoenrollment in Windows XP
• Troubleshooting Certificate Status and Revocation

Glossary

• digital certificate
A digital certificate is a digital entity that binds together a public key and identity information into a sealed unit. The
information is packaged together and signed to attest that the identity and public key belong together.

• mutual authentication
Mutual authentication refers to two parties authenticating each other. In typical TLS connections, it is usually only the
server proving its identity to the client when the TLS session is established. ENC also authenticates the client to the
server at this time.

• PKI (Public Key Infrastructure)
PKI is a general term used to describe an implementation of certificate services where one or more Certificate
Authorities (CA) issue and control certificates. The Certificate Authorities act as explicitly trusted third parties to provide
assurance of a certificate identity binding validity.

• SCHANNEL
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SCHANNEL is the name of the Microsoft Security Provider that provides the SSL and TLS protocols to Windows
applications through the Security Service Programming Interface (SSPI).

• TLS (Transport Layer Security)
TLS is the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) name for an updated version of the SSL (Secure Sockets Layer)
protocol that Netscape has originally developed.

• X.509 (v3)
X.509 (v3) is the ITU standard for public key infrastructures (PKI). When used in reference to digital certificates, it
is usually referring to the X.509 version 3 certificate profiles, which the IETF PKIX adopted in RFC 3280. For more
information, go to http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3280.txt.

Desktop and Server Management
IT departments are responsible for managing increasingly complex desktop environments during this time of
unprecedented change. Multiple hardware platforms and disparate operating system versions, software license
management, patch management, migration, and refresh, and evolving security threats place an enormous management
burden on IT. The result is an inconsistent desktop environment that is difficult to maintain and is unaligned with business
goals.

This Greenbook focuses on the product solutions that are formerly known as CA Unicenter Desktop & Server
Management (CA DSM) and IT Resource Management. This article addresses the challenges that are involved
in maintaining the compliance and availability of client and server computing using CA Technologies solution. An
explanation of capabilities is if you can deploy today to manage your client and server computing environment, and
implementation insight and best practice recommendations are provided based on our experience with numerous
customer implementations around the world.

The book focuses on the three core components that make up CA Client Automation:

• Asset Management proactively manages desktops, laptops, servers, and PDA (personal digital assistant) assets.
Asset Management provides full-featured asset tracking capabilities through automated discovery, hardware inventory,
network inventory, software inventory, configuration management, software usage monitoring, license management,
and extensive cross-platform reporting.

• Software Delivery automates the deployment and migration of operating systems, application software, and patches
across laptops, desktops, servers, and PDA systems in heterogeneous business environments. From distribution of
software to management of system configuration and rollback across multiple platforms and locations, this scalable
and secure management solution ensures the consistency and reliability of deployment and management of software. 

• Remote Control enables IT administrators to reliably and securely access, control, view, manage, and modify remote
systems in a better way. Remote Control offers exceptional features to facilitate Windows, Linux, and Macintosh
administration, help desk support, virtual training, and telecommuting, enhancing the quality of services provided. 

This Green Book includes guidance and recommended best practices for the following topics: 

• Challenges in discovering and managing computers and the need for automation 
• Securing your desktop and server management infrastructure against rogue agents or managers 
• Collecting asset data from non-agented systems 
• Best practices for deploying and configuring the components of the solution 
• Ensuring the High Availability of the CA Desktop & Server Management (CA DSM) managers
• Architecting for a successful implementation 

Who Should Read This Book? 

This book provides the consultant, architect, or manager with some best practices for implementing and using the CA
Client Automation products to support your environment for desktops, servers, and laptops. 
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Implementation success is based on a combination of people, process, and technology, and this wide-ranging book
provides process, technical, and architectural advice. Information about key topics includes Discovery and Management,
Securing the Solution, and Architecture. 

Software Delivery, Asset Management, and Remote Control are the primary products that are addressed in this Green
Book. 

Readers of the more technical areas in this book would benefit strongly from some familiarity with the primary products.
Therefore, readers are encouraged to use the standard product documentation and to attend the relevant CA Education
courses.

Architecture Planning and Implementation Best Practices
Although the CA Desktop & Server Management (CA DSM) solution architecture is designed for high scalability and
flexibility, designing the right architecture for your business needs require more than simply counting the number of
desktops and servers to be managed. Ensure that you understand the following points:

• The structure of your current environment 
For example, the firewalls in place. The network speeds that are available between primary and smaller remote offices.
Analyze whether the MDB can be shared with an existing CA solution. Understand whether the existing systems can
serve as Scalability Servers and Domain Managers or else purchase new hardware.

• Understand the management process of software. For example, the number and frequency of software packages
delivery. The number of assets to be managed and frequency of the execution of assets. If any resource compliance
mandate exists, consider this point. The Service Level Agreements that are provided to End Users and CA DSM
administrators. 

• The availability and location of the administrative resources. For example, if a Scalability Server is installed in one
location to manage several remote offices, whether a resource is available to maintain that server.

Scenarios_Desktop Server Management

Many situations arise are common to many of our users. In this article, we provide an insight to some examples of
common situations, the questions that are often associated with the scenarios, and the recommended steps to address
the issues.

Slow Bandwidth

A common scenario is that a company has branch offices or remote locations. Slow links connect these locations. These
slow links can cause some challenges while attempting to deliver software.

Few challenges are as follows:

• The bandwidth of the link is low, that is, under 512 KB.
• The bandwidth is necessary for the ongoing business operations throughout the day.
• The bandwidth is required for backup operations.
• Extra bandwidth is required for software delivery.

The challenge is that, you are able to manage the available limited bandwidth while ensuring the occurrence of all
required operations. In this scenario, the first step is to limit the amount of data that is sent over the link. Ensure that
duplicate data is not sent over the link to limit the amount of data. We recommend installing a Scalability Server at each
remote location. So the contents of software packages can be sent once. 

Usually, ensure that the Scalability Server is a dedicated system as this system gets busy. If the remote location has few
systems (up to ten), the Scalability Server can be an existing system. Usually install the Scalability Server software on a
server operating system, but you can also install on a Windows XP operating system. Ensure that the system has enough
disk space for all the software packages.
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The Scalability Server also acts as a collection point for Asset Management, so some disk space is required. The
regulation of the amount of data that Asset Management generates is important. One method to regulate the amount of
data is knowing about the frequency of running of the Asset Management Agent runs and the Agent collects. Usually, we
suggest a weekly collection. Scheduling the collection to occur on a day when other network traffic is low would be a good
solution. 

Careful scheduling of bandwidth usage is also important. Consider what else is using the network and time of the usage.
For instance, staging software packages to Scalability Servers when the network is not busy is the best option. The Data
Transport Service (DTS) is used to stage packages to the Scalability Servers. DTS allows for associating a Scalability
Server or a group of Scalability Servers with a calendar. The calendar allows setting a time window when sending data
over the network is feasible. DTS suspends and resumes the data transfer that is based on the calendar. The calendar is
associated with the system in the 2D Map, and the calendar itself is configured in the Event Management component of
common services. 

In addition to configuring when DTS transfers data, Asset Management can also be configured for scheduling the
Asset Management data transfer over the link. The Asset Management Engine job that collects data from the remote
Scalability Server can be configured to occur only on certain days and at certain times, or both. Also, the amount of
data that is sent each time is also configurable in the form of a maximum number of collected files, but take care of this
setting. If the amount of data collected each session is small and the time between collections is far apart, the amount
of data for transfer continues to grow. So the disk space requirement grows and the data reliability being collected is
compromised. To configure this schedule, navigate to the Engine Task section under the Control Panel. To configure the
maximum number of collected files, right-click on the specific Engine under Control Panel, Engines, and All Engines.
Select Properties, and select the Advanced tab.

Usually limiting the amount of data and scheduling the time for the data transfer is not enough. Another factor to consider
is the bandwidth that is used at any instance. You can also configure the bandwidth usage through DTS. Two values help
in this area: parcel size and throttle factor. These values are configured in the DTS section of the 2D Map. 

Remote Control can also use a large amount of bandwidth. Limiting the sending of the number of colors that are sent and
not sending the background bitmap helps in this area.

Controlling the amount of required bandwidth, the time of the bandwidth usage, and amount of bandwidth that is used at
any instance is important. Optimizing these parameters is key for ensuring that the CA Client Automation product suite is
transparent to users that a slow link connects.

Maintenance Window for Servers

Server uptime is critical in most environments. But keeping servers up with patches is also important. Many patches
require certain services to be stopped or reset, and often a reboot is also required. So testing a patch that would not
cause any problems with the applications or with any other related components is important. Change management is a
critical part of server maintenance. In addition to validating the application of a patch, the time of applying the patch is also
important.

Many companies have a scheduled maintenance window, during which the services or servers can be brought down for
maintenance. Carefully control this time frame so that the business is not impacted. Simultaneously, administrators are not
required to remember what has to be applied and the time. 

Submitting software patch jobs is easier as they are approved but do not execute until a certain time. Dedicating a
maintenance window for this process is the best practice. The CA Client Automation product suite (CA ITCM) allows
this function. A server or group of servers can be associated with a calendar. The calendar is then configured to match
the maintenance window. In this way, a job can be created, but the job is not launched until the calendar matches the
approved time. 

Configuring the calendar is a two-step process. The first step is to navigate to the Event Management section of Common
Services and select Calendaring. The calendar is created here and configured. After the calendar is created, use the DSM
Explorer to associate the systems with the calendar. 
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In addition to using the calendar to schedule the upgrades, you can also automate the patch approval process. If CA
Patch Manager is used, you can configure the process to automate the change management process. Out-of-the-box
integration is available between CA Patch Manager and CA Service Desk. You can configure an approval process to
manage the patch acceptance and approval process. Once the patch is approved, the patch is automatically submitted to
CA Software Delivery. CA Software Delivery delivers the package in the next maintenance window. 

Scheduling is critical for wise server management. CA Client Automation allows managing the upgrade process
efficiently. 

Periodic Reporting of Changes to the Environment 

An important component of CA DSM is scheduled reporting. People in different roles require different types of reports.
Accounting and auditing, for example, might need a report on the manufacturer or department installed software. Other
reports might include manufacturer or other criteria hardware. These types of reports are required to ensure software
license compliance or to negotiate favorable rates with the hardware vendor. 

Another use of reports is to meet the requirements of the desktop technicians. Some examples of these reports are
systems with low disk space or those not having enough memory to support the new application for roll-out. 

Reporting can either be an item and number report, or an exception report. Because an enterprise environment is
dynamic, often management only wants to know about devices that have changed or that have fallen out of spec. For
example, management might not want a report showing all systems and their memory. Instead, they need an alert only
when a system does not have a certain amount of memory available or when the hardware configuration has changed.
Alerts can be raised to notify these conditions using query-based and event-based policy. Those details reside in the
policy section of the DSM Explorer.

Other times, actual reports are required. This requirement is handled with the DSM Reporter. In this scenario, scheduling
the reports to run on a periodic basis is suggested. These reports can sometimes consume time to run, so scheduling the
reports to run on a weekly or monthly basis is best. We also recommend in publishing the reports to a file or to a website.
To optimize the reporting, using the same queries to collect the data whenever possible is the best option. Using the same
queries to generate multiple reports is the most efficient method. 

Running the reports on a scheduled basis always provides the current report and available for anyone to access. If reports
are not run on a scheduled basis, delay in providing information to the decision makers is possible. You can apply filters,
so that the data is easily filtered to supply only the information that is being requested without having to run the report
again. Reporting is configured in the reporting module.

Another example of current status is for an upgrade. For example, upgrading Windows XP from SP1 to SP2 requires
periodic reporting. One would need to generate a list of systems that are the initial targets. One option is to build a
software policy that says install the SP2 package to any Windows XP system that is not yet SP2. The advantage of
this method is that any system that has a Software Delivery Agent and is running Windows XP have the package that
is installed. This method helps in automatic upgrade, but controlling the upgrade is difficult for the time of upgrade
occurrence and the number of systems that upgrade at one time.

Another option is to provide greater control over the number of systems to which the upgrade is applied. In this case, extra
criteria is employed to narrow the initial target list. Building dynamic groups that are based on all Windows XP machines
and some other criteria such as host name A* or B* is the best option. Another method might be IP range.

Pay attention to the number of systems the upgrade is applied to. A major change such as this might generate support
issues because of a new look and might feel the upgrade might cause. Therefore, monitor the number of opened support
issues against the number of systems that are already updated. Ensure that the rollout progresses at a rate that the
service desk can be handle. After most of the systems are upgraded, then the software policy can be used to upgrade any
new systems that might join the network.
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Remote Management Database

Architecture Concepts

One of the first decisions in the architecture of a CA Client Automation solution is the local (on the same host as the
application) or remote (on another host accessible through the network) installation of the Management Database (MDB).
Technical arguments are explained for both designs but, based on performance testing and reduced cost, the best
practice is implementing a single CA application and MDB on the same host. This practice holds good unless compelling
business or technical justification exists for remote placement.

For integration of the Enterprise Manager with other components of the CA solution, we recommended implementing the
MDB on its own host. We also recommend the High Availability of the server (clustered) that hosts the Enterprise MDB.

To determine whether the deviation from the best practice is justified requires an understanding of all requirements
(technical, operational, and business). You can then apply the following set of simple guidelines and principles to drive the
decision-making process.

Network Latency

Network latency is introduced when the Database Management Solution (DBMS) server is remote from the application
server and the overall performance is negatively impacted. Implementing an application server and remote database
server also adds solution cost in the form of extra hardware and operating system licenses. While reviewing the other
guidelines and principles, factors that outweigh the negative impact of network latency might surface. However, if
a compelling justification (political or technical) does not exist for implementing the MDB on a server remote from the
application server, we recommend installing the MDB locally on the application server.

Dedicated Database Servers

Policy might dictate the hosting of all databases on dedicated servers for administrative and security reasons and
applications might not install on these servers. While installing the MDB remote from CA applications is not optimum
because of the network latency introduced, but the reduction in administrative cost and security exposure is more than
the offset of performance impact. Compliance with such a policy would be considered a compelling justification for
implementing the CA applications with a remote MDB.

Multiple Applications or Shared Database 

Extra considerations are required when multiple CA applications share the same MDB, either now or in future, particularly
at the enterprise tier of the architecture. For example, CA Asset Portfolio Management and CA Desktop & Server
Management integration currently requires that the applications share MDB. 

Installing multiple applications on separate hosts reduces potential administrative conflicts like access control and
maintenance schedules. For example, if the MDB requires a reboot, any other application that is installed on that server
is brought down. On the other hand, separating the applications from the MDB (and each other) helps in performing
administrative tasks independently.
In general, when multiple applications share the MDB in a medium to large implementation, we recommend hosting the
MDB on a separate server, remote from the application servers.

Conclusion
While designing an architecture for a single CA application, co-locating the application and MDB on the same server or
cluster would provide the best performance or cost best practice. Alternatively, install the MDB remotely after a careful
review of all the factors to determine any compelling justifications outweighing the performance and cost benefits. While
the term ‘remote’ implies separate hosts, ensure that the hosts are electronically close with reliable network connectivity.

In the end, ensure that the overall impact to the business drives the decision.
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Installation

You can install a remote MDB from the CA Client Automation media through three methods. If the MDB does not already
exist, install the MDB before installing any CA Client Automation application servers.

• CA Client Automation without CCS (Common Services): While installing only CA Client Automation, no special action
is required. First step is to use the Install MDB option from the CA Client Automation media and complete the MDB
installation on the database server.

• CA Client Automation with CCS: While installing both CA Client Automation and CCS, include the WorldView (WV)
manager component on the MDB database server. Even though the CCS application components are run from the
application server, the WV component requires the WV Manager that is installed on the MDB server for communication
purposes. There are two ways to accomplish this installation: 
– If CA Network and Systems Management (CA NSM) are available in your environment, you can use the CA NSM

media to select and install only the WV Manager. This method is the preferred one. If this method is used, only that
one component is installed. First install the MDB using the CA Client Automation media to accomplish this result.
After that installation has completed, insert the CA NSM media and install only the WV component on the MDB
server. Next, using the CA Client Automation media select the Install CA DSM choice from the installation menu and
ensure that the components list to install includes CCS. During the installation, point to the remote MDB. The full
CCS including Enterprise Management, WV, and Continuous Discovery on the application server is installed. 

– If you do not have access to CA NSM media, you can use the CA Client Automation media. Install full CCS on the
MDB database server. However, you would not want to run most of those components on that server. Therefore,
immediately after the installation of full CCS and before the services are started on the MDB server, disable certain
services including: 
• CA – Continuous Discovery Agent 
• CA - Continuous Discovery Manager 
• CA DIA 1.2 DNA 
• CA DIA 1.2 Knowledge Base 
• CA-Unicenter 
• CA-Unicenter (NR Server) 
• CA-Unicenter (Remote) 
• CA-Unicenter (Transport) 

• MDB Currently Exists: If another application has installed the MDB on the remote server, run the Install MDB on
that server from the CA Client Automation media. The installation recognizes that an MDB currently exists and only
the necessary updates are installed. Shut down any other applications that are accessing the MDB before running
the MDB update. The previously mentioned two scenarios involving CCS remain the same after the MDB has been
updated. 

Trusted Relationship 

If the MDB is installed on a system that is remote from the Domain Manager, establish a trusted connection between the
two systems. One way to accomplish this connection is residing in the same Windows domain. 

A work-around to the scenario has been identified. Create identical Windows user accounts on each system. Ensure that
the account is a local administrator, where the CA DSM Manager is to be installed, and also a SQL login with permissions
to the MDB on the MDB server.

Implementing for High Availability

Deciding to Cluster

An application failure risk is usually the driving factor in deciding the usage of a clustered-server approach to service
resiliency. For instance, a patch might be required in the environment, but without the CA Client Automation Asset
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Management capability, assessing the degree of risk to an enterprise or business would be difficult. Without the CA Client
Automation Software Delivery functionality, remediation of the application or OS at risk becomes tedious, burdensome,
dangerously slow, or impossible. The amount of time that is required to replace a server and working application depends
on several factors which have a direct consequence in determining the need of a cluster. Unless there are ready reserves
of equipment, getting replacement hardware can take some time, longer than a critical-need application would require.
The reloading of the operating system, installing the back-up software, locating the needed backups, and retrieving
information from those backups could create quite a lengthy delay in service.

Determining the requirement for a cluster boils down to a classic assessment of cost as opposed to risk. The more readily
available an application is, the more expensive the supporting recovery solution is. Effectively, you pay for speed of
recovery. CA Desktop & Server Management (CA DSM) has better support for business continuity with the support of
clustered Microsoft servers.

What Is Needed and Supported

CA DSM supports two clustered 32-bit servers that run Microsoft Windows and Microsoft SQL Server. Implementations
running on the Ingres database are not supported in a clustered environment.

Generally, two servers running Microsoft Windows and sharing disks are requirements for a Microsoft cluster. A quorum
drive is used in managing the control of the cluster, and a shared drive of data for visibility to each node in the cluster.
With the OS, ensure that both servers are members of an Active Directory Domain, because the account is used to create
and manage services across both machines. Although a cluster can contain a domain controller, CA DSM cannot run in
this environment. Local accounts are created during installation of CA DSM and domain controllers do not have a local
security database, or SAM, so the installation fails.

A total of six static IP addresses are required in total, five for the cluster creation and one for the Microsoft SQL cluster
installation. The two public Network Interface Cards (NICs) (one on each server) and the two heartbeat NICs (one on
each server) are verified as part of the cluster creation and causes a failure for not setting of static addresses. The last IP
address is required as the address for the cluster itself.

Cluster Considerations 

Consider few things in the CA DSM deployment in a clustered environment. As we step through the installation, two
servers share one HostUUID, and only one server is actively running CAF (the Common Application Framework) at any
one point. As a result, CA DSM cannot manage the two systems that are supporting the cluster. Any time the application
switches from one node to the other, CA DSM detects a change in the MAC address, although the name would still be
the name of the cluster. Subtle changes in the configuration of the systems and perhaps the applications that are installed
would begin to cause odd results and certainly call into question the accuracy of the data from the two servers. 

The Boot Server is not supported in a clustered configuration as part of the Manager installation. Usually, a Boot Server is
deployed as part of a Scalability Server, and devices in the environment report to a Scalability Server is preferred instead
of directly to a Domain Manager. 

The Discovery Manager is also not installed in a clustered configuration, so continuous discovery and the automated
Agent Deployment is not running in this environment.

How to Begin

Build the Cluster

The first step is building the cluster. Microsoft has ample documentation from Microsoft on building the cluster, so we
would provide details in this article. You can refer Microsoft site for the following documents:

• Heartbeat configuration on a cluster server: http://support.microsoft.com/?id=258750
• How to enable network DTC access: http://support.microsoft.com/kb/817064/
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For setting up the cluster, log in using a Domain Account for the installation. The installation requires an ID with rights on
the other node. Even though a Local Account has the same password and privileges on both nodes, the installation fails,
citing credentials. 

According to the Microsoft document for clustering, some changes are required to the heartbeat connection. Ensure that
the heartbeat connection is static, and click the Advanced button in the Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) Properties dialog.

On the DNS tab of the Advanced TCP/IP Settings dialog, ensure the Append parent suffixes of the primary DNS
suffix and Register this connection’s addresses in DNS check-boxes are cleared.

On the WINS tab, select the Disable NetBIOS over TCP/IP option. 

Also, ensure that the bind order for the network cards is correct, making the public connection the first in the list. The next
two screens illustrates the process: 
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To enable network DTC Access, launch Component Services from the Control Panel. Navigate to My Computer and
right-click. Select the Network DTC Access option. Select other options like Allow Inbound, Allow Outbound, and No
Authentication Required. 

In the Cluster Administrator, few selections are required for networking. For the heartbeat connection, select Internal
cluster communications only (private network). For the public connection, Microsoft suggests in selecting All
communications (mixed network), allowing for a duplicate path for internal cluster communications. 

Once the cluster is built, verify before moving forward is that the resources can “failover” between nodes. In verifying the
shared disk resource (in the following examples, the S: drive), open Windows Explorer on the active node and create a file
in the root directory.  

Open the Cluster Administration application, right-click the resource, and select Move Group from the drop-down list. 

Once the group is transferred to the passive node, log in to the passive node. Open Windows Explorer on that server and
verify existence of the test file. Create another test file from the passive node too. Using the Cluster Administrator, move
the group back to the primary node and ensure that both files exist on that side also. 

Once the resources failover and back, installing SQL Server is the next step.
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Install SQL Server

Installing SQL Server 2005 on a cluster is simple. Installing from the active node installations on both nodes, including
necessary services and cluster configuration. Microsoft documentation is available for this procedure, so details are not
provided in this article. The SQL installation across the nodes requires a domain account. Not all the components of the
SQL installation are cluster aware. In the following screenshot, SQL Server and Analysis Services are cluster aware, but
the Reporting Services are NOT cluster aware.

Ensure that you specify the shared drive as the location for SQL files. 

In the creation of the SQL Cluster, ensure that MSDTC is in a different resource group from the SQL Server itself. MSDTC
is usually in the Cluster Group. Later in the CA DSM installation, CA Common Services (CCS) automatically finds the SQL
Server name as long as the resource group does not contain MSDTC. Otherwise, the CCS installation identifies MSDTC
as the name of the SQL database.

Test the Failover

As the base cluster installation was done, test the failover of the SQL Server. Query the database from both nodes, move
the SQL resources to the other node, and rerun the query.

Once the database successfully fails over and back, then proceed with the installation of CA DSM.
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DSM Installation

Active Node Setup

The installation at this point looks the same as a normal installation with an important difference: the Management
Database Server is the name of the SQL cluster, not the OS cluster.

When we click Recovery, the Cluster Name is the name given to the OS cluster. The name is not given for the SQL cluster
or the node on which we are installing. Click Enable Recovery Support and designate this node as the active node. 
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Storing the configuration data on a shared drive is important. In this example, the database, DSM executables, and
library are all on the J: drive. A specific architecture for a busy enterprise might indicate the requirement to put the
database on its own shared drive, separate from the executables, and library directories on a third shared drive. From the
documentation: “For a cluster installation, ensure that the installation path for the configuration data points to the shared
disk of the cluster. Place the shared components on a local disk.” From the “Choose Destination Location” screen, click
the “Advanced” button for this distinction. You can see the effect of this choice during the CCS portion of the installation. 

In a standalone, non-clustered, configured CA DSM installation, the CCS portion is silent. In this situation, the installation
invokes a manual installation of CCS.

CCS installs the High Availability Service as part of the installation. This installation is required for the cluster support. 

The screen that comes up shows the default installation options for CCS. High Availability Services (HAS) automatically
configures the cluster resources during the CCS installation. HAS does not support all the CCS components, but the
default selections are correct and retain the selections as they are. HAS does not support the Continuous Discovery
Manager. 

The CCS installation automatically identifies the SQL server, when not in a cluster resource group that includes MSDTC.
In the following graphic, the installer fills the Database Server field. Verify both the Enterprise Management Database and
the Worldview Repository logon information to ensure that the instance name is blank, signifying the default instance. 

The CAF service is set to manual during the installation, which requires an administrator intervention for startup. This
intervention is required because CA DSM is cluster tolerant as opposed to cluster aware. No resource DLLs exist that the
cluster can use to interrogate the status of the application.

Another change in the clustered configuration is in the registry settings for the HostUUID, with the addition of three keys:
ClusterHostName, ClusterIPAddress, and
ClusterModeEnabled.

The comparative screens are shown in the graphics with a standalone configuration shown first and a clustered
configuration second:
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After installation, you are prompted for a reboot. Ensure that the resources do not fail over to the secondary node and
reboot.

Passive Node Setup

Setting up the passive node is straightforward, but first, some housekeeping. First, stop CAF and stop CCS services
through the cluster administrators. The HAS installed during the CCS installation, controls CAM and states about the node
in control.

Move the groups that contain SQL and the shared disk to the passive node. Before this movement, set the CA services
to “Do not restart” or take them offline. If the services are set to restart, the services try to start upon failing over to the
passive node. Since CCS has not been installed on the passive node, the ‘move group’ command fails and the whole
group moves back to the primary node. Do not forget to restore the original settings after the installation.

We make the same selection of the Enable Recovery Support while proceeding with the installation, but Passive is
chosen. Enter the configuration data location into the field at the bottom. The installer finds DSMRecovery.ini and
processes the same settings that were selected during the active node installation.  

The default for “Package Import” is for multi-language packages. If you selected “English Only” during the installation on
the primary node, make that selection on the passive node.  

Failing Over

If there is a system failure (the primary server is down), the database, drives, and database failover to the secondary
server. The system behavior is defined to behave that way in a cluster. You can only run ActivateManagerNode.bat. 

If you are trying to fail the application to another server manually: 

• Stop CAF on the primary node. 
• Using the cluster administrator, move the drives and SQL Server to the Passive Node. 
• Run ActivateManagerNode.bat on the passive node, which starts CAF. 
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The ActivateManagerNode batch file changes configuration using CCNFCMDA, which makes registry changes by writing
them to a file and executing the .reg file. If no errors are present, CAF is started.

If you start CAF before running ActivateManagerNode.bat, an error pops up stating that you are trying to start CAF on the
non-primary node in a cluster. 

ActivateManagerNode.bat:

@echo off set LASTERR=0

REM set activenode to an empty string 

echo ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps /itrm/common/failover -pn activenode -v "" ccnfcmda -cmd

 SetParameterValue -ps /itrm/common/failover -pn activenode -v "" if ERRORLEVEL 1 GOTO error01

REM set failover state to 1 echo REGEDIT4 > "%TEMP%\DSMFailover.reg" 

echo [HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\Unicenter ITRM\failover] >> 

"%TEMP%\DSMFailover.reg" 

echo "state"=dword:00000001 >> "%TEMP%\DSMFailover.reg" regedit /S "%TEMP%\DSMFailover.reg" if ERRORLEVEL 1

 GOTO error02

REM launch caf start caf start 

if ERRORLEVEL 1 GOTO error03

GOTO end 

:error01

echo ccnfcmda.exe failing - batch file terminated set LASTERR=1 

GOTO end 

:error02 

echo regedit failing - batch file terminated set LASTERR=1 

GOTO end 

:error03 

echo caf start failing - batch file terminated set LASTERR=1 

GOTO end

:end del "%TEMP%\DSMFailover.reg" exit /B %LASTERR%

Manual Activities

Shares

If you chose to implement shares for accessing the library, the creation of the share resources for the cluster configuration
is a manual process. From the cluster administrator, create the resource of a ‘file share’ type, determine which cluster
nodes can own it, and the dependencies. In this instance, the SDMSILIB share or resource depends on the Shared Disk,
the S: drive.

You can set the permissions to NULL, to an AD group, or to the user credentials defined to the agent. You can set the
agent credentials in Configuration Policy and encrypted using SD_SETCNF.exe.

Web Console

On both nodes, change the WACConfig.properties file is required. The two lines to change are the AMS_URL and the
WEBSERVICE_URL variables; ensure that the variables point to the DSM virtual server as follows:

 AMS_URL=http:// DSM virtual servername /AMS/login.do
 WEBSERVICE_URL=http://DSM virtual servername/UDSM_R11_WebService/mod_gsoap.dll
 

Before the change, stop the Tomcat service with CAF STOP TOMCAT. Restart IIS after changing the lines.
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Firewalls and Network Considerations
You often find many network restrictions and limitations in large distributed environments. These restrictions are typically
seen in networks where internal network resources require access to the outside world, or where Agents on the outside
network require access to resources in the internal network.

In this article, the outside network is referred to as the Demilitarized Zone or DMZ, and the internal network is referred to
as the intranet.

Typically two factors cause these restrictions which are described in the following sections:

• Port usage or availability
• Network Address Translation (NAT) usage 

Port Usage 

Understand the CA Client Automation components communication before discussing the architecture. In general, CA
Client Automation uses just two ports: 

• CAM: 4104 (UDP) or 4105 (TCP)
CA Message Queuing (CAM) is used for the session messaging. Choose one port or the other. 
The UDP port 4104 is the default port. UDP (User Datagram Protocol) is a lighter weight protocol than TCP
(Transmission Control Protocol). UDP is a minimal message-oriented connectionless protocol. Messages (packets)
cross the network in independent units with UDP. So UDP does not handle Network Address Translation (NAT)
environments well. Although the total amount of UDP traffic found on a typical network might be only a small
percentage, few key applications including the simple network management protocol (SNMP), the Domain Name
System (DNS), and the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) use UDP. Streaming media and Voice over IP
(VoIP) also use UDP. 
In contrast, TCP is a connection-oriented protocol. A connection can be made from client to server, and any data can
be sent with that connection. In NAT environments, the TCP port (4105) is more suitable. 

• Port Multiplexer: 4728 (TCP)
This port is where the entire data stream is transported. These two port numbers can be changed, but in this article
assumption is that you use the default ports. 
The following table contains the most relevant ports that CA DSM uses with the corresponding type of communication,
and the description of their usage:  

Communication Port Number Description

Database (Microsoft SQL) 1433 This is the default port for Microsoft SQL.
You can choose to have another port,
but you have to set up both the database
server and the manager.

Database (Ingres) Ingres/Net
19016 & 19017,
JDBC: 19023

 

All CA Client Automation internal
communication

CAM/Multiplex (Previously mentioned) All internal communication

WEB Console 80 When connecting from a workstation to
a Manager, use the Web Admin Console
(WAC) port 80. Port 80 is also used with
Web Services. 

CA Software Delivery Agent-Related (the standard CA Client Automation ports also apply)
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Shares (NetBIOS) nbname 137 nbdatagram 138 nbsession
139

Shares are used in CA Software Delivery
for two things: NOS deliveries and MSI
packages
You can choose not to use shares. This
is typically the case if Agent is in the
DMZ, as you do not want to open Shares
to the outside world. If you choose not
to use shares, you might lose some MSI
features like Repair.
Also, if non-NOS connections (NOS-Less
or DTS download) are used, you get the
benefit of network- tolerant download.
But you also temporarily require three
times the space of the package on the
local drive (zipped version, unzipped
version, and installed). 

Echo/Ping 7 Used in deployment

TFTP 69 Used by deployment and Operating
System Installation Management (OSIM)

DHCP 67, 68 Used by OSIM

NOTE
This is not a complete list and is only meant as an introduction to the ports used. For a full list of ports and their
description and usage, see CA Client Automation documentation.

In general, do not use infrastructure deployment and OSIM through slow lines. So the last few table entries shown are
normally not an issue for enterprise type infrastructures architecture. However, we have seen service providers that use
firewalls to separate client systems that are required to deploy operating system and CA Client Automation Agents, which
introduces a challenge to that environment. 

Now that we have established the port usage, it is important to understand who initiated the communication. The
communication scenarios are illustrated in the following diagram:
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Figure 32: Firewall Network Consider_DSM Management_1

The Agent can be changed to pull on a scheduled basis. For example, if you are running in a NAT environment.

Configuring All Components or Agent for a NAT Environment

Configuring All Components for a NAT Environment

If you are running in a NAT’d environment, do few configurations on all the CA Client Automation components in the
network. The settings that are involved are mainly the CAM configurations.

If you want to configure CAM for routing or for any other action, configure in the CAM.CFG file. You can find the
CAM installation folder in the Environment variable CAI_MSQ. The default installation location is C:\program files\CA
\SharedComponents\CAM. Once you have located the CAM installation, find the cam.cfg file. The configuration file does
not exist by default. To create the file, use this command: 

bin\camsave config 
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The current configuration to a file is saved named as save.cfg. Rename the save.cfg to CAM.CFG. After building the file,
add the configurations from the following example to match the environment that you have. 

The example CAM config file is as follows: 

# CAM config saved: Fri Dec 07 14:21:05 2007 
 *CONFIG fixed_paths = no close_time = 60 client_hold = 60 connect_retry = 60 udp_port =
 4104 tcp_port = 4105 spx_port = 4905 cas_port = 3104 dg_log_files = 8 dg_log_size = 64
 dg_log = * au_log_files = 8 au_log_size = 256 au_log = * tr_log_files = 8 tr_log_size =
 1024 tr_log = * trace = none

*PATHS

*ROUTING

*AUDIT off

How to Configure TCP in CAM

By default, CAM is using UDP as the initial communication protocol. Since UDP is not a protocol that normally is routed,
change the CAM layer on all components that are communicating through a NAT, regardless of the NAT type to be using
TCP as the default communication protocol.

You can force TCP in two ways:

1. Set the port number to 0 in the *CONFIG section for disabling the other protocols including UDP. For example:
udp_port = 0

tcp_port = 4105

spx_port = 0

cas_port = 0

2. If you require TCP for one or two nodes you can define a *PATHS section in the file, and can specify the server and
the protocol. For example: 
*PATHS 

SS1.ca.com protocol=tcp 

192.168.1.123 protocol=tcp 

How to Configure Routing in CAM 

If you have a NAT environment that requires routing, define forward and routing information in the *ROUTING section. For
example: 

*ROUTING forward localhost 150.100.1.100 agent1 192.168.1.129 agent2 192.168.1.130 

Configuring a CA Client Automation Agent for NAT Environments 

If you want the Agent and the Scalability Server that is separated with a NAT’d network, you lose some functions: 

• Job Check: This feature allows you to send a manual job verification from the DSM Explorer, or the automatic job
check from that Scalability Server. This feature does not work, as the Agent cannot be contacted. To overcome this
issue, set up CA Software Delivery to job check on a scheduled basis from the Agent.  

• Common Configuration: Normally the changes in the configuration are sent down through the infrastructure. If the
Agent is in a NAT environment, the Scalability Server cannot reach the Agent and the changes are not applied. To
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change this behavior, set the Agent to poll the server for changes. This setting is done in the common configuration
with the locally managed attribute: 
ITRM/agent/cc/CsmPollInterval 

To set this locally managed parameter to one hour, use the following command on the Domain Manager: 
ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps"ITRM/agent/cc" -pnCsmPollInterval –v3600

Or you can run a CA DSM script as mentioned: 
ccnfSetParameterStr("ITRM/agent/cc/CsmPollInterval ",”3600”) 

NOTE
If you are not using NAT, do not set this parameter as unnecessary network traffic is introduced in a normal
LAN environment. To disable the Poll parameter, set the interval to 0.

• Remote Control: Based on the connection that is initiated from the DSM Explorer to the Agent, have Static NAT for
remote control, or use another solution like CA SupportBridge.

Solution or CA DSM Architecture

Solution Architecture in a NAT Environment

A CA DSM solution architecture in a distributed environment can be achieved through many ways. The following sections
describe some of the most common CA Technologies recommended ways.

Agent and Scalability Server in the NAT’d Network 

The most typical way of using NAT is to have a Scalability Server in the NAT’d network. This network can be an internal
network or the Internet (DMZ), together with all the Agents. The benefit of this method is that all connections from the
Agent are through the Scalability Server, except for remote controlling an Agent. Great flexibility is provided in adding
Agents and connection methods.

Here is an example of that setup:

• A CA DSM Domain Manager was connected to the example corporate network
• A CA DSM Scalability Server was connected to the NAT router with a static NAT address appearing as 150.100.1.100

to connections through the WAN, and 192.168.2.10 locally 
• Two DSM Agents were connected to the DHCP-based, NAT’d (or PAT’d) LAN 

This setup is illustrated in the following diagram:
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Figure 33: Solution in NAT environment_DSM Mgmt_1

In this scenario, the Scalability Server is essentially in a separate network. So both the WAN and NAT’d LAN can see the
Scalability Server, but with different IP addresses. The DSM Agents are hidden from the WAN.

In this scenario, the Scalability Server is successfully registered with the Domain Manager, and Agents are successfully
connected to the Scalability Server for registration and inventory upload. However, the Engine does not collect this
information.

The challenge with this setup is that the Domain Manager engine is unable to connect to the ‘outside’ Scalability Server
and ‘Unable to Open…’ messages were written to the Engine event log.

From the perspective of Manager, the external address (150.100.1.100) signifies the Scalability Server and, therefore,
CAM messages are directed to this address. However, the Scalability Server actually knows itself through its NAT address
(192.168.2.100). So attempts to forward the messages that are sent from the manager to an address that is unreachable
are not successful.

To solve this issue, configure CAM on the Scalability Server to route messages using NAT address through a simple
cam.cfg rule. Add a ROUTING rule to the cam.cfg file that directs messages that are destined for 150.100.1.100 to
localhost. For example:
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*ROUTING

forward localhost 150.100.1.100

Agent as CAM Proxy

In this scenario, all CAM communications are routed through one of the Agents in CA DSM. So Agent has to be ’up’, and
therefore requires the appropriate CAM ROUTING rules on the Agents and Scalability Server. This scenario is illustrated
in the following diagram:

Figure 34: Solution in NAT Env_DSM Mgmt_2

Similar to the previous topology, the agent1 system is placed in the segregated network. And, because a different IP
address signifies the system externally, a CAM ROUTING rule is required to ensure that all traffic sent to its external
address is processed locally.
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To achieve this result, add a ROUTING rule to the cam.cfg file that directs messages that are destined for 150.100.1.100
to localhost. For example:

 

*ROUTING

forward localhost 150.100.1.100

Now that agent1 is acting as a CAM proxy, forward CAM traffic from the scalability server that is destined for agent2 to
agent1. So add a routing rule to the scalability server.

For example:

*ROUTING

forward 150.100.1.100 192.168.1.*

 

Disadvantages When Using NAT

If the Agents are separated from the domain manager and DSM Explorer, some other issues pose. One can argue with
the other settings you do not need them in a day-to-day operation. But here are some of the common functions, potential
issues, and configuration options.

• Infrastructure Deployment: Infrastructure Deployment fails to discover the end systems during the scan phase. Even
if the end systems are discovered, file share and telnet access is not possible because the end systems are hidden
from the Manager.

• Ad-hoc Job Checks from DSM Explorer: As the DSM Explorer does not have direct access to the Agents, you
cannot do an ad-hoc job verification. You can set up a lookup the other way using the local host file and CMA. 

• Remote Control: You can take over (viewer – host) within the same network, but you cannot take over across the
NAT’d network. If you require remote control across NAT’d networks, you can use a product like CA SupportBridge. 

CA DSM Architecture in a Firewall Environment

In this setup, you have the Agent in the DMZ or in another segregated network, and the rest of the solution in the intranet.
This setup is the typical one for small offices and home workplaces. In this environment, you typically open ports 4104 and
4728 for bi-directional traffic for all users.

Firewall Scenario

Agent and Scalability Server Outside the Firewall

You use this scenario when you want to shield the DMZ or external network even more, or when you have many Agents
in one remote site. The difference from the first scenario is that you can limit the open ports only for the two CA Client
Automation ports to a specific system (Scalability Server), leaving all the Agents unable to get to the intranet.

The advantage of this solution is that you can limit the port opening to only the traffic between Scalability Server and
Domain Manager.
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The Whole Domain Behind a Firewall

A service provider typically uses this scenario when they place a management domain in the client network and then
connect the management domain to a central enterprise for common management and reporting. 

For this scenario, open up the firewall to the CA Client Automation port and the database ports, but only for the specific
manager nodes in question (Scalability Server, Domain Manager (engine) and, if remote, the database server) in both
directions.

In this setup, you get full functionality within the domains. So things like MSI and file share works, but you can still control
software delivery and report on inventory from a central point.

NOTE
In this scenario, setting up the right security profiles is important to ensure that the users on the enterprise have
access in the two domains. Access between the domains is not required.

Data Transport Service

Many of the features that are mentioned in this article require CA Desktop & Server Management (CA DSM) 11.2 or
higher, and require the installation and configuration of CA Common Services (CCS). Without CCS, only default settings
are available.

Data Transport Service (DTS) is a file transfer mechanism that ensures safe and reliable data transfers across a wide
variety of transport media. DTS optimizes the available bandwidth through better control as to when and how to use the
network.

DTS provides features such as:

• Parcel size configuration
• Bandwidth throttling 
• Checkpoint restart 
• Automatic route and protocol determination, such as broadcast, multicast, and fan-out 
• Encryption 
• Compression 
• Transfer scheduling 
• Multiple route utilization 
• Polite Agent mode (real-time adjustment of bandwidth throttling that is based on platform performance) 

DTS is a service that is included as part of CA DSM, and CA Software Delivery and other CA products use this service.
DTS has been included with CA Software Delivery from 1.7 version. 

CA Software Delivery can also use DTS at the Agent level. DTS is not designed for installation on all Agents. DTS
is designed for Agents which have connectivity issues like dial-up or poor quality connections. Out of the box DTS is
installed on all Enterprise, Domain, and Scalability Servers. On UNIX and Linux, the DTS Agent is installed to all Agents
but is not configured to run. If DTS is used, Enable the DTS Agent. For Windows platforms, a DTS agent plug-in is
provided as a software delivery package that can be installed on any agent system. 

DTS Components 

DTS consists of four components:

• NOS 
The Network Object Server (NOS) responds to requests from the Transfer Object Server (TOS). The NOS is
responsible for tracking variables about the network objects themselves. The NOS accesses this data through the
Worldview component. The variables that NOS uses are configured in the 2D Map. Examples of these variables are: 
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– Parcel Size 
– Throttle Factor 
– Protocol 
– Transfer Schedule (Calendar) 
The NOS values are semi-permanent. The values are kept indefinitely and are reused each time that a transfer is
made to the specific devices. You can modify these configurations as the network changes or different transfer criteria
are required.

• TOS
The Transfer Object Server handles requests to initiate and manage data transfers. For CA DSM, Software Delivery
communicates with the TOS to create and manage file transfers. The TOS communicates with the DTS Agent to
initiate a transfer and monitor the transfer status. 
The TOS maintains data about the transfer. The TOS retains data in a table in the MDB. The types of information that
the TOS maintains include: 
– Sending Machine Name (initiator) 
– Receiving Machine Name (responder) 
– File Name 
– Number of Retries for network issues 
– Interval between retries (in seconds) 

For CA DSM, CA DSM designates the host and file name. The software delivery section of configuration policy
configures settings like the number of retries and the retry interval. In this area, items like compression and
encryption are also configured.
The TOS also stores status information about the transfer. The Agent periodically reports the status of the delivery
back to the TOS. CA Software Delivery periodically verifies with the TOS to update the transfer status. 
The data about a specific transfer is kept in the TOS until the TOS is directed to delete that information. If CA
Software Delivery creates the transfer, then the TOS record for that transfer is maintained. CA Software Delivery
asks the TOS to delete the data about a transfer either when the transfer is successful or when the software
delivery job timeout has expired. 
The TOS is also responsible for transfer groupings. In other words, CA Software Delivery sends a list of targets to
the TOS. The TOS in turn collects information about those targets (from the NOS). If the NOS has no data about
a specific target, the TOS applies default settings. After collecting the data, the TOS separates the transfer into
specific transfer groups based on specific like properties. Ensure that a transfer group has identical parameters
like parcel size, throttle factor, protocol. Once the TOS groups the transfers with like properties, separate tasks are
sent to the Agent based on these groups. The default maximum number of systems per transfer group is 30. This
parameter is configurable.

 

• SOS
The Schedule Object Server (SOS) handles scheduling of DTS transfers. The SOS interfaces with CCS Worldview
and CCS Calendaring. In the CCS Calendaring module, you create calendars to map to production requirements,
for example, only transfer files between 11 p.m. and 7 a.m. In Worldview one would associate a system or group of
systems with a calendar. The SOS evaluates these relationships and triggers suspension or resumption of the transfer
as they meet the configured parameters. 

• DTA
The Data Transport Agent (DTA) handles the actual file transfer. DTS uses agent-to-agent communication. A DTS
agent is required on both ends of the transfer. For CA DSM, the TOS communicates with the Agent on the sending
side (Domain Manager) when the target is a Scalability Server. The sending system (the initiator) spawns a slave
process to manage the specific transfer. The slave communicates with the receiving system (the responder) to begin
negotiating the transfer. The responder also spawns a slave process. Once communication is established, the initiator
begins sending the file. The number of slaves is a configurable parameter; the default is 10. This policy is set in
Configuration Policy DTS, Agent, and Concurrency. 
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The initiator reads the file before sending and copies the file to a working area on the disk. The first step in the
process is running any type of filter that was requested. A mandatory read filter is run and, also at this point, file level
encryption, or compression is run. 
The initiator proceeds to break the file into parcels. At this point, any parcel-level encryption or compression is also
done. The initiator then sends the first parcel of data. The responder gets the data and verifies the data integrity. If the
parcel is undamaged, a response is sent to the initiator and any parcel write filters are performed like compression or
encryption, and places the data into the staging area. 
This process continues until all the parcels have been sent. The responder then filters from file-level and places the file
into a permanent location. 
If the responder does not send an acknowledgement to the initiator, that specific agent is put into failure mode. The
initiator agent waits for the timeout interval for resending the parcel. The initiator Agent continues the retrials until retry
limit is reached, and the job is marked as failed. 
The previously mentioned paragraph refers to a point-to-point transfer (one initiator, one responder). However, usually
DTS sends to more than one system at once like a fan-out, multicast, or broadcast transfer. In this case, the initiator
sends the parcel to multiple targets and waits for responses from all the targets. If one or more targets do not respond
with an acknowledgement, the targets are dropped out of the target list temporarily. The Agent continues to send
parcels, in order, to all the systems that are still responding. When all the systems fall into retry status, the Agent
then goes back to the point of the first failure and adds all the Agents back into the targets list. The Agent then starts
sending to all those systems from the point of the last successful transfer. The initiator continues this cycle until all
targets have received the file successfully or the retry limit has reached. 
The initiator then marks the status as complete. CA Software Delivery gets that status and then orders the Agent on
the destination to proceed with the installation. 
The Agents on both sides keep a status file. So when an Agent restarts after an interruption like a system crash or
power outage, the Agent knows the left off point. When the transfer is complete or the job is deleted from the TOS, the
status and staging files are deleted. If the files are inactive for seven days, the Agent deletes these files. This value is
configurable.

DTS Configuration
DTS is primarily configured in two CA DSM locations, Configuration Policy in the DSM Explorer and the 2D Map.

Enable CCS integration to configure features in the 2D Map. This configuration setting is located in configuration policy at
DTS, Network Object Server, and Enable CCS Worldview Integration. Set the configuration policy to True.

The first item to consider is where all the components are installed. The table of the out-of-box component locations is as
follows:

Component Locations
Enterprise Manager MDB, WorldView, CCS Event Manager, Event Agent NOS, TOS,

SOS, DTA
Domain Manager MDB, WorldView, CCS Event Manager, Event Agent NOS, TOS,

SOS, DTA
Scalability Server CCS Event Agent, DTA
Agent Machine None by default. The DTA can be installed as required.

The architecture of where these components would reside in a specific installation is critical to the efficient administration
of the product.

NOS

The NOS is configured to get data from a specific Worldview repository. Out of the box, the NOS assumes this repository
as local. If the MDB is remote, configure the NOS to point to the WorldView repository on the MDB system. If the
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WorldView manager is not local, install the WorldView client on the system where the NOS is running. We recommend
the physical proximity of NOS to the MDB. Do not locate NOS where access is across a WAN connection. This linkage
is configured in the configuration policy under Data Transport Service or NOS. The property name is CCS WorldView
Repository Name. Out of the box the property is configured to Local Host. Change this value to reflect the host name or IP
address where the WorldView repository is housed.

Consider a few other NOS configuration settings as mentioned:

• Security Mode: By default, this value is configured to fail. With the value set to fail, you are prompted to enter a
valid username and password in the 2D Map GUI or when using the command line to access the NOS. You can set
this value to quiet when you are first configuring the system. Once you have set most of the configurations, set the
value to fail. By this process, configuration setting in the 2D Map becomes a little faster because you do not have to
authenticate each time. 

• Self Discovery: Create DTS Objects in WorldView: By default, the value is set to true. The DTS Objects are
automatically created in WorldView when the Agent is detected. 

• SelfDiscovery: Create machines: By default, this value is set to false. If CA Network and Systems Management
(CA NSM) are installed, we suggest in leaving this value alone and let the CA NSM administrator add the systems to
WorldView. But if WorldView is only used to administer DTS or a separate WorldView repository is used to administer
DTS, changing this value has benefits. By setting the value to True, the system automatically populates into the
WorldView repository when the DTS agent is detected. This process eliminates the need to discover the object through
other means. 
Allowing the system to add systems automatically has a disadvantage. If an unauthorized system is added to the
network, the system is automatically discovered and added to the 2D Map. 

• Update Machine’s IP Addresses: By default, this value is set to false. If the value is set to true, anytime the IP
address of a device changes. The NOS updates this value in WorldView. If the systems in the environment have
addresses that DHCP assigns and tend to change, changing this value to True is the best option. But if the hosts are
assigned static IP addresses, leaving this value as false is the best option. If the IP address of a device does change,
a typical change control process includes editing the object in WorldView. If WorldView has the wrong IP address, the
transfer fails. You can know the change in IP address change and the reason of the change. 
Another item to consider when contemplating how to configure the settings is network traffic. If these values are set to
true, more network traffic is generated between the TOS, NOS, and WorldView Repository. Each time an Agent reports
in to the TOS, the TOS communicates with the NOS. The NOS contacts WorldView to check on the Agent status and
the IP address. If these functions are disabled, that traffic does not occur. 

TOS 

Network Location of the NOS: This value is the host name or IP address of the system, where the NOS that this TOS
uses is located. By default the value is local host. If the auto-create or update features are enabled, a fair amount of
network traffic exists that is generated between these two services. A TOS is associated with one NOS. One NOS can be
associated with multiple TOSs. Ensure that usually the NOS or TOS communication is on the same subnet and does not
cross a WAN link. 

The downside of multiple NOSs is added administration of the WorldView repository. If multiple repositories are present,
track the systems which are parts of which TOS. Ensure that the proper systems are populated to the proper WorldView
repository. 

In an environment where there is a CA DSM Enterprise Server and few Domain Servers, each with their own NOS, TOS,
and SOS, the WorldView repository population is as follows: 

• Ensure that the Enterprise NOS has entries for all the Domain Servers. 
• The Domain NOS has entries for all its Scalability Servers and any Agent systems that have DTS installed, enabled,

and associated with that Domain Server. 

If one NOS to TOS relationship is mentioned, we recommend using the WorldView Agent on each individual CA DSM
server to administer its WorldView repository. The risk of populating machines to a repository in error is minimized. 
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Transfer Group Size: This size is the maximum number of transfers an individual transfer group manages. The default is
30. The importance of this value and the interaction with other settings are discussed later in this document. 

DTA 

The settings in the DTA configuration are as follows: 

• Concurrency: This configuration specifies the number of concurrent data transport processes allowed to occur at one
time. The default is 10. Each time a transfer is requested, a slave process is spawned. The interaction of this setting
and others are discussed later in this document. 

• Concurrency to reserve for responders: This setting dictates how many slave processes are held for incoming
transfers. This setting is critical on installations where domains are a member of an enterprise and when Agents are
configured to use DTS. The default is 1. Take the domain manager, for example, with the default setting of 1. One
slave process on the domain is reserved for incoming transfers from the Enterprise Manager. On the Scalability Server,
one is reserved for stage jobs from the Domain Manager. If the configuration does not have Agents that are configured
to use DTS, then the setting is not critical. Incoming transfers use all the available slave processes. Outgoing transfers
use slave processes as many as they need, but never take the ones reserved for incoming transfers.
Be careful while you adjust these settings upward. These processes consume memory and processor resources, and
increasing these limits can adversely impact your system. 

CA Software Delivery Configuration 

These settings are located under the Configuration Policy, Default Computer Policy, CA DSM, software delivery, and file
transfer tree node. 

• DTS: Session Retry Interval: This setting specifies how often DTS retries after a connection failure due to a network
problem. The default is 60 seconds.

• DTS: Session Retry Limit: This setting specifies how many times DTS retries to establish a connection to continue
the transfer. The default is 10 and there is no maximum retry limit. 

Configuration Considerations
Many values that are configured in WorldView impact the transfer process. This document explains at a higher level as
these values impact the overall performance of DTS.

When configuring DTS parameters in WorldView, be consistent. Try to group like objects as much as possible. The more
objects that you have with the same parameters, the more efficient DTS is. For example, create DT Containers as either
static or dynamic to reflect the properties of your network. Create a container for your 56-KB links and another for your
128-KB links. Populate those containers with the systems that are associated with those network links. Configure the
container accordingly.

As mentioned earlier, the TOS creates transfer groups. The maximum number of systems in a group is configurable
(default 30), but that number varies based on other factors. For a transfer to be part of a group, ensure that the transfer
has identical parameter values. For example, ensure that the file name, parcel size, and throttle factor are same. Ensure
that the transfer type is same, that is, point-to-point, fan-out, multicast, and so on. Grouping like objects with the same
values is critical. In other words, develop and enforce standards. Do not have five systems with a 56-KB parcel size and
one with a 52-KB parcel size. This size would require two transfer groups, one for the five systems and one for the single
system. The values are close enough that they all can be 56 or 52.

If you remember, there is a limit to the number of slave processes (10 by default). If you have parameters that are not
consistent, you can end up with one member per transfer group. You can only have ten transfer groups active at one time.
So in this scenario you would only be able to transfer data to ten systems at a time. This scenario is not efficient.

Other values to keep in mind are the retry interval and retry count. Often customers set these values high to compensate
for the poor quality network segments. The problem here is that a transfer might be trying and trying for days to complete
a transfer to the one system with a downed network link. Remember the max concurrency setting again. If a slave process
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is open for days continuing to retry 900 times with 30 minutes in between, that job does not fail for 45 hour tying up that
slave. If you have one or two bad links per job, all ten slave processes are tied up for two days. Keeping the retry count
lower and letting the jobs that are going to finish in a reasonable time run is the best option. You can address the bad links
on an on-demand basis.

When working with slow links, limiting the parcel size is crucial. Ensure that the parcel size is set to a size such that
a complete parcel can be sent in no more than 50 seconds. The initiator is waiting for a response from the responder
acknowledging receipt of the parcel. If the initiator does not get that response, the initiator assumes that the parcel is not
sent and resends it.

Lastly, if systems are populated in WorldView, ensure both the initiator and responder are in the map and are configured
with values. The TOS takes the most restrictive value. For example, if the initiator has a parcel size of 256 KB and the
responder has a parcel size of 56 KB, the data is sent with a parcel size of 56 KB. However, if only one value is found in
the NOS, then the TOS uses its default value of one half of one MB. Consider the scenario where you decide to configure
the slow links in WorldView but do not do anything to the Domain Manager in WorldView. As there is no configuration for
the Domain Manager in WorldView, the transfer is done at the default setting and fails because the slow link cannot take
all of that data at one time.

Migrating to r11
If you are running a previous version of CA Desktop & Server Management (CA DSM), two routes are available for getting
the agents to the new r11 infrastructure:

1. The Migration Tasks: These engine tasks allow you to move the data to the new infrastructure (or a shared
infrastructure). So you can perform common reporting from day one, and plan your migrations steps.

2. The Agent Bridge: This bridge allows an older agent to be managed directly from the r11 infrastructure. If you have
a new infrastructure and do not need to inherit all the data from the old environment, this solution is good. The Agent
Bridge also allows you to use agents that are not yet ported to an r11 code set. This functionality is similar to the
Windows Mobile functionality, which is described in the Mobile Devices chapter later in this book.

These two methods can be combined to achieve both common reporting and legacy management. These topics are
addressed in the Agent Bridge section of this chapter.

The Migration Tasks
Detailed procedures and guidelines for upgrading to the r11 release from a previous version of CA Software Delivery, CA
Asset Management, or CA Remote Control can be found in the Desktop & Server Management Implementation section.
An overview and extra tips further assist you in upgrading follows in this article.

Direct software upgrade to release 11 is not supported. Rather, the upgrade path uses a parallel or side-by-side approach.
First, the new r11 components are deployed (domain managers, scalability servers, and other components) typically
using a new, more optimal topology. The data is migrated from the pre-r11 databases to the new r11 CA MDB. A list of
supported upgrade paths is as follows:

• CA Software Delivery r11 can be migrated from Version r3.1 and Version r4.0

• CA Asset Management r11 can be migrated from Version r3.2 and Version r4.0

 

• CA Remote Control r11 can be migrated from Version r6.0

The migration to CA DSM r11 is about homogenization of three distributed solutions with different architectures and
separate databases into one consolidated r11 architecture.
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Figure 35: Homogenization of 3 solutions_Migration Rask

The change is a significant one in that three formerly disparate and independent technologies have now merged into a
single technology employing a single management database structure. Also, as each product is multi-tiered, an upgrade
approach would require extensive backward compatibility support between the tiers during the migration process that
would not add any value post migration.

The result is that a simple upgrade strategy does not suffice.

The Desktop & Server Management Implementation Guide includes a migration chapter which describes the general
migration approach, limitations, and challenges, as well as the specifics regarding ASM.CNF keys, MSI library migration,
and much more. We strongly suggest that you read this chapter.

Three distinct steps complete the migration process to r11:

1. The installation of management infrastructure
2. The migration of data
3. The installation of new agent software

Data Migration

Engine tasks drive the data migration step, with one task type per product (CA Asset Management, CA Software Delivery,
Operating System Installation Management (OSIM), and CA Remote Control). Multiple legacy managers and multiple
tasks might be present for each legacy manager, which could add up to many tasks.

Migration is a continuous process and all migrated computers are visible in the system group as All Legacy Computers.
The process ends when the r11 agents are registered with the MDB, point at which managing those assets through legacy
managers would be stopped.
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CA Software Delivery—Specific Migration Information

A slight difference exists between what can be migrated at the enterprise and domain levels:

• Software packages
• Software groups
• Software policies
• Computer and user groups
• Computers and users (domain only)
• Computer job history (domain only)
• Security

To use the CA Software Delivery 4.0 SP1 SDOAPI to get to v4.0 data, follow these steps:

1. Install the legacy API:
a. On Windows:

If CA Software Delivery 4.0 SP1 and CA DSM r11 are not co-hosted, install the legacy API from DSM Installpath
\SD\Legacy\usd40sp1\sdapi.w32. If CA Software Delivery 4.0 SP1 and CA DSM r11 are co-hosted, the API is
already installed.

b. On Linux:
The legacy API is installed with the CA DSM r11 manager and you do not need to take any extra actions.

2. Migration of Software Packages:
a. Exports packages and added procedures

Imports the package and procedure to r11.
b. The activity is done only once.
c. Limited Group Membership update on each run – unlinking is not detected on the legacy manager.

3. Migration of Software Groups:
a. The activity is done only once.
b. Limited Group Membership update on each run – unlinking is not detected on the legacy manager.

4. Migration of Software Policies or Software Templates:
a. The activity is done only once.
b. The seal is never automatic.
c. Sealed Software Policies are migrated on the domain only.

5. Migration of Computer and User Groups:
a. The activity is done only once.
b. Limited Group Membership update on each run – unlinking on the legacy manager is not detected.
c. Limited query migration

Many queries cannot be migrated properly but the queries appear in r11 as ’disabled‘ and can be redefined using
the DSM Explorer post migration.

6. Migration of Computers and Users (Domain only):
a. The activity is done only once.
b. Limited Group Membership update on each run – unlinking on the legacy manager is not detected.
c. Name the Computer and User group on the legacy manager for the scoped migration. Only members of that group

get migrated.

NOTE
Watch out for duplicate HOST UUIDs. HOST UUID is used as the primary identifier of computers in r11.
Duplicates cause problems. 

The following SQL can help you identify the duplicate UUIDs:
USE SDDATA

select cast(c_lanname as varchar) as name, cast(c_uuid as varchar) as uuid
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from cadb.T_computer

where c_uuid <> 0x0000000000000000000000

-- This is for Computers and Staging servers

-- For mobile and computer user use 7 and 2

and (c_type = 0 or c_type = 3)

and c_uuid in (select c_uuid from cadb.T_computer

where c_uuid <> 0x0000000000000000000000

-- This is for Computers and Staging servers

-- For mobile and computer user use 7 and 2

and (c_type = 0 or c_type = 3)

group by c_uuid having (count(*) > 1))

7. Migration of the Computer Job History (Domain only):
a. Migrated every time
b. Records are replaced on consecutive runs.
c. Records are merged on the last run.

8. Migration of SD Security:
a. The migration is done only once.
b. Security Profiles are migrated regardless of the security provider conflicts (winnt/unix). Security profiles can be

remapped to other OS security groups post migration using the DSM Explorer.
c. If security providers match (winnt/winnt, unix/unix, not winnt/unix), Object ownership is only migrated.

The migration of computer and user data occurs in the following phases:

1. The migration task creates the computer or user and sets in the ‘locked by migration’ state in the CA DSM r11
manager to prevent the CA DSM r11 manager from setting up jobs.

2. When the r11 Agent registers with the CA DSM r11 manager, the agent version is updated. The Computer or User
remains in the ‘locked by migration’ state in the CA DSM r11 manager.

3. The next time the migration task is run, the installation history from the legacy manager is merged with the existing
history in the CA DSM r11 manager. The Computer or User state is unlocked from migration.

At this point, management of the Agent using r11 manager can begin. Stop managing the agent using the legacy
manager, as no further migration of job history is performed.

With the INI files changed to a common configuration, you might have Software Delivery packages that have to be
modified or dead information in the ASM.CNF file as shown:

DIM sdserver,asmenv as String

asmenv=EnvGetString("asmroot")

IF ReadIniEntry("PEERHOSTS","AGENTSRV",sdserver,asmenv+"\asm\conf\asm.cnf") = 0 THEN

ReadIniEntry("PEERHOSTS","ASMEM_Local",sdserver,asmenv+"\asm\conf\asm.cnf")

ENDIF

An example of the migrated script is:

DIM sdserver as string

CcnfGetParameterStr("ITRM/agent/solutions/generic/serveraddress",sdserver)

The detailed information on how ASM.CNF is migrated into r11 comstore is documented in the CA Desktop & Server
Management Implementation section. Reference the section for migration of user data including User, Room, Phone,
Comment, and customized agent name.
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Important CA Software Delivery Migration Notes

• If user selects, the agent installer invokes the migration.
• CCNF protects the migrated configuration settings from the CA DSM r11 default policy override. Only custom policy

overrides the migrated settings.
• On Managers, a migration task copies the library. The task is not automated on scalability servers. Run sd_sscmd

import to copy or move packages from the legacy staging servers.
• MSILIB is not automatically migrated on domain managers and scalability servers. Run sd_sscmd imports to copy or

move packages from a legacy local or staging server MSILIB.
• In r11, DSM UUID identifies the software packages. MSI Product Code does not identify the software packages. This

information appears in MSILIB in the folder named with this DSM UUID.
• The DSM UUID is maintained during export and Enterprise to Domain distribution.
• Using the same DSM UUID throughout the Enterprise and all Domains to improve roaming source list updates is

important.
• The new MSILIB share name is ‘SDMSILIB’ and a new MSI dictionary file is provided to improve roaming source list

update. In addition, new MSI procedure macros replace old macros that are used to find admin installations in new
locations. The old macros are updated during the package import. For more details, refer the CA Desktop & Server
Management Implementation section.

CA Software Delivery Data Migration Implementation

The process of migrating CA Software Delivery-specific data is as follows:

1. The Engine loads the usdLegacy DLL/SLIB.
2. The usdLegacy DLL/SLIB calls the sdmgrmig executable using instructions that are received from the Engine.
3. Sdmgrmig loads usd40sp1 DLL/SLIB to connect to the legacy manager.
4. Sdmgrmig loads ps DLL/SLIB to connect to the database.
5. Sdmgrmig loads coApi DLL/SLIB to connect to the r11 common manager.
6. Migration is done for each selected object class.
7. All tracing goes to TRC_MIGRATION_USD.

As with previous installations, all CA Software Delivery events are also logged to the NT or CCS event console. Limited
feedback is written to the Engine task portal, but you can see the details when the task has completed and the result of
the run.

Sdmgrmig can be executed from a command line also. For information on parameters that this command supports,
execute the command without providing parameters.

The installer sdcnfmig executable is used for information regarding migration of the ASM.CNF file. This executable loads
rdcnf DLL/SLIB to read local ASM.CNF and write to the r11 comstore. A command line can also execute the same. To
view the list of supported parameters, execute the command without providing any parameters.

OSIM Specific Migration Information

The following OSIM data is migrated:

• OSIM OS images and OSIM Boot images 
Default parameters are kept synchronized.

• The OSIM Configuration
Current states of OSIM computers are migrated.

• OSIM Computer Groups

The prerequisites are as follows:
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• Ensure that the target computers are migrated first by running the CA Unicenter Software Delivery migration job.
• Manually migrate OS Images. For details, see the CA Desktop & Server Management Implementation section.
• Collect all information to access the CA Software Delivery 4.0 database including database type, host, database name,

and credentials.
• OSIM Migration imports data that is related to operating system installation from a CA Software Delivery 4.0 Local

Server into r11. The data includes parameter values and CA Software Delivery 4.0 OSIM groups.

You can find two kinds of parameter sets:

• Default parameter values of operating system images. The parameters of each CA Software Delivery 4.0 OS Image
are mirrored to the r11 OS image with the same name.

• Current parameter values of target computers taken from the last successful installation
The current parameters of each CA Software Delivery 4.0 OSIM computer are mirrored to the r11 computer with the
same name.

The log file that is used is TRC_Migration_CSM.log.

An r11 group is created for each CA Software Delivery 4.0 OSIM group and an ‘-r4’ suffix is added to the name of the new
r11 groups. Memberships are updated on the next run.

OSIM Data Migration Implementation

OSIM data migration runs as an engine job and is implemented as a DLL (ccsmmig.dll) or a UNIX library (libccsmmig.so),
depending on the platform.

See the Operating System Installation Management chapter later in this book for more details regarding OSIM.

CA Asset Management Specific Information

The following CA Asset Management data is migrated:

• Computers including those in the ‘Legacy’ state
Use the migration scope to identify which computers to migrate.

• Static Groups (also link members)
• Dynamic Groups - depending on which queries are migrated.
• Computer General Inventory
• Computer Software Inventory - depending on which Software Definitions are migrated.
• Jobs 

These are not linked to groups or assets. Status is not migrated.
• Templates
• Configuration Files
• Queries 

Although most queries are automatically, the queries that are not migrated successfully are flagged.
• Query-based policies - depending on which queries are migrated.
• Event Policies
• Categories
• Publishers
• Application Definitions 

Heuristic applications are not migrated.
• Only Software Definitions with corresponding software in Asset Management r4.0 are migrated, unless the Software

Definitions belong to a category labeled 'Migration'.
• Report templates
• Scheduled Reports
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CA Asset Management—Specific Data Migration Process

The process of CA Asset Management specific data migration is as follows:

• CA DSM connects to the legacy database.
• Important data is verified and loaded into cache.
• Each individual configured item is migrated.
• The legacy database is closed.

The list of legacy objects is maintained in the amlegacy_objects table. This table maps the Unicenter Asset Management
r4.0 primary key and the r11 primary key for each object. Objects that are mapped are not migrated again, except for an
update of inventory on Computers.

If the name matches except for Computers, objects are mapped to existing r11 objects. If host_uuids are same or the
host_name is same, computers are mapped to existing computers.

To identify duplicates, you can use this SQL:

--

-- Find Duplicate AM Units

--

USE CAAMDB

select UNITID, NAME from UNIT

where TYPE=1 and DMUUID <> '' and DMUUID in

(select DMUUID from UNIT

where TYPE=1

group by DMUUID having (count(*) > 1))

The general inventory of a computer and filescan-based software inventory are migrated. Software Definitions for these,
however, have to be migrated separately.

To verify migration status, verify the TRC_MIGRATION_UAM_0.LOG which is found in the CA DSM logs folder. This file
provides runtime logging.

CA Remote Control Specific Information

The following data is migrated for the CA Remote Control component:

• Computer Groups
• Global/Local Address Book Information
• Computers

The state is listed as migrated. Use the migration scope to identify which computers to include.
• Configuration Policy Data

All necessary data for each object type is copied from the CA Remote Control r6 database to memory, and each object is
inserted repeatedly. If some object types are already present, some object types are updated depending on responsibility.
Inserting duplicates does not interfere with migration. The following data is inserted:

• Computer: ca_discovered_hardware(system), ca_agent(RC status ‘Migrated’), ca_group_member(group membership)
• ComputerGroup: ca_group_def(r11 group), ca_agent, ca_group_member(group membership)
• Address book data: ca_group_def(r11 group), ca_agent, ca_group_member(group membership),

urc_ab_group_member(indicating address book), urc_ab_computer(with connection addresses),
urc_ab_permission(permissions for the address book groups)
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Important CA Remote Control Migration Notes

• You can delete objects in the DSM Explorer and can migrate again to recreate the objects.
• The configuration policies are not deleted instantly although you cannot see them in the GUI any longer.
• CA Remote Control r6 address book groups are transformed into standard r11 groups with some extra address book

properties. CCNF client calls add R6 configuration policies to the r11 configuration. The sequence of calls is generated
from the r6 data in memory.

• To view migration status, verify the TRC_MIGRATION_URC_0.LOG file. You can also verify the Engine Status. 

CA Remote Control Data Migration

Data migration for the CA Remote Control is managed through the rcLegacy.dll and the rcManagerR11Migration.exe. The
Engine calls rcLegacy with the data that the Migration Wizard provides. rcLegacy builds a command from the data and
executes the command.

This command can also be run standalone. For information on the syntax, execute rcManagerR11Migration.exe -?.

The Agent Bridge
The Agent Bridge serves several purposes. In general, you can use the Agent Bridge either for migration or for managing
the agents that have not yet been ported to a true r11 code base. This section covers important points for using the Agent
Bridge with migration.

The Agent Bridge is basically an interface that sits on one or more scalability servers and acts as a converter between r11
and the following legacy agents:

• CA Software Delivery from Version r3.0 and up
• CA Asset Management from Version r3.2 and up

NOTE
For the r11.2 Agent Bridge, CA Asset Management agents before version 4 need a patch for generating the
HostUUID. This issue has been addressed in the r11.2 C1 version of the Agent Bridge.

If you choose to use the Agent Bridge, move the agent connection from the CA Asset Management sector or the CA
Software Delivery staging server to the new r11 scalability server where the Agent Bridge is installed.

An example of a CA Software Delivery 4.0 script that can be used to move the agent for the 4.0 infrastructure to the r11
infrastructure is as follows:

DIM server AS STRING

DIM INIFile as STRING

DIM rhdl,Dummy as Integer

server = "newdsm.ca.com"

EXECUTE("SDACMD.EXE SetServerAddress "+ server + " -f")

'Read UAM Install Location from Registry

rhdl=RegOpenKey(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE,"SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\Unicenter Asset Management

\InstalledComponents")

RegQueryVariable(rhdl, "Agents", INIFile, Dummy )

INIFile=INIFile+"\ncc31com.ini"

WriteINIEntry("Sector Mapping","RPCServer",Server,INIFile)

If you choose to use Agent Bridge for the migration, be aware of the fact that none of the data from the old infrastructure
is migrated. When you move to the new infrastructure, you would have a new installation. You can successfully use the
migration jobs that are discussed earlier to move things:
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• Group membership
• Installation history
• Security settings

Implementing the Agent Bridge

The Agent Bridge has been introduced as an add-on for the r11.2 code line. The Agent Bridge is not part of r11.2 or r11.2
C1, but is included in a future version of the CA IT Client Management/Desktop Server & Management. Until the Agent
Bridge is included in the GA code, contact CA Support to obtain a copy and request the TestFix for the Agent Bridge for
r11.2 or r11.2 C1. Install the Agent Bridge according to the instructions in the Test Fix.

You can install the Agent Bridge on one or more scalability servers, depending on how you plan to use it. For example,
if the Agent Bridge is solely for legacy support, having dedicated legacy scalability servers can be advantageous. But for
migrations, you would want to have an Agent Bridge on all scalability servers to upgrade the agents seamlessly without
moving the scalability server.

Once installed, enable the Agent Bridge using CA DSM Common Configuration. Using the DSM Explorer, navigate to the
appropriate configuration policy and select ‘Asset Management’ under the Scalability Server.

You can see the following fields:

• Agent Bridge Interval: The default value is 60 seconds. This parameter controls the frequency of running the
amBridge.exe process.

• Enable Agent Bridge: The default value is False. If this parameter is set to True, Agent Bridge AM server is started
automatically.

• Enable Legacy User Support: The default value is False. If this parameter is set to True, the legacy user account is
registered. This account is not the real r11 user, as this account does not have all the information on Domains.

For Software Delivery:

Using the DSM Explorer, navigate to the appropriate configuration policy, expand ‘software delivery’ and choose
‘Backwards compatibility support’ under the scalability server:

You can see the following fields:

• Backwards compatibility support: Enable: The default value is False. Set this parameter to True for switching on the
SD Agent Bridge server.

• Backwards compatibility support: Use the SDOUTPUT share: The default value is False. This parameter enables
or disables the support for the SDOUTPUT share. If CA Software Delivery agents of a version before 4.0 are
connected and using NOS as the CA Software Delivery library access method, set this parameter to True.

• Enable uuid Generator: This parameter controls the UUID generation behavior of the Agent Bridge. If this parameter
is enabled, the Agent Bridge generates and maintains a host UUID for any agent that does not report one. The
generated host UUID is derived from the host name of the computer. 

Working with the Agent Bridge

Once you have pointed your legacy agent to the scalability server, you can see the legacy agent just like an r11 native
agent. In certain cases, you might note some missing information. But in general, the information is transparent.

To identify if the agent has been registered, right-click on the computer, select ‘Properties,’ and the Agent tab.

With the Agent Bridge active, the data shows up as it does in r11. You can use the data and can run reports as you do
with native r11 agents.
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Unsupported Features

The following functions are not supported with the Agent Bridge:

• Online Metering: You cannot set up an online metering environment, which includes ’deny‘ and ’warning‘ features.
However, you can still use offline metering.

• Limitations on Offline Metering:
– No version number is monitored for the signature or application definition- based metering.
– The metering is based on the binary file name.

• No Signature Scan: As the signature scan was introduced with r11, this feature is not supported for the legacy agents.
• No File Scan: The signature scan replaces the file scan in r11. Therefore, the file scan is not supported for legacy

agents.

NOTE
File Management is supported. Even though the file scan is not supported, you can enable the File Manager
function to collect meta data for all the files on the hard drives.

• No Common Configuration: The Legacy agents do not support the new r11 Common Configuration, so configure
using the old methods like SDCONF, ASM.CNF, and NCCLIENT.INI.

Upgrading the Legacy Agent Using the Agent Bridge and CA Software Delivery

As you have full management over the legacy agents and all the r11 agent packages are already registered with the
CA Software Delivery system, you can send the r11 agent package to all the agents using the r11 DSM Explorer. When
upgrading, either disable or uninstall the old agents so that the system does not get confused with two agents connecting
to the same system.

Follow any of these steps:

1. Uninstall the agents when you install r11: For the Windows agents, all the r11 packages have an MSI Property
REMOVELEGACY. If you set the value to ‘1’, then the legacy agent is uninstalled when the r11 agent is installed.
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Open the existing CA Desktop & Server Management packages and create an added procedure. Change the
embedded file to include the REMOVELEGACY parameter.
Follow this process on all the packages that you are planning to use from the migration.

2. Uninstall the agents after you install the r11 agent: The system comes with a built-in CA Software Delivery
package that can remove the legacy packages after the installation. This package allows you to specify whether to
remove all or only some of the agents.

Asset Registration and Reconciliation
During the continuous usage of CA Desktop & Server Management (CA DSM), new systems are registered, old systems
are decommissioned, and systems are reinstalled with new names or with new hardware. CA DSM being aware of and
handling this changing environment is important. You can identify a new system with an existing name or the same
system with a new name can be identified.

How CA DSM Recognizes an Asset as New or Existing
To recognize an asset as new or existing, CA DSM uses a HostUUID. Agent generates this UUID (Universally Unique
Identifier) at first execution, and then is used as a key to determine whether the system is new or not.
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For detecting the system uniqueness, CA DSM uses two passes, one on the agent and one on the engine. The reason for
the two passes is that the agent does not have direct database access. The information could have been moved from one
scalability server to another, or the information could have been deleted at the agent but still exist in the database.

Asset Registration Process

This Agent Registration Process, also referred as the CAINF process uses three sets of inventory attributes:

• System UUID: System UUID is a unique ID that the vendor of the motherboard creates.
• MAC Address: A list of all the physical MAC addresses detected on the system

The list is treated as a pool. Only if all MAC addresses are changed, a change is noted.
• Disk Serial Number: A list of the serial numbers on all hard drives in the system 

Like MAC addresses, disk serial numbers are all seen as a pool. Only if all hard drives are changed, a change is
noted.

These three attributes are compared to the previously detected attributes. If at least two out of three attributes are
changed, a new HostUUID is generated.

The following chart illustrates the possible combinations of changed attributes and the resulting action on the HostUUID:

System UUID MAC Address Disk Serial Number New/Keep HostUUID
Same Same Same Keep
Same Same Changed Keep
Same Changed Same Keep
Same Changed Changed New
Changed Same Same Keep
Changed Same Changed New
Changed Changed Same New
Changed Changed Changed New

The attribute values are stored together with the Host UUID in the registry:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\HostUUID

The r11 agent registration process also accommodates the case where the agent has been installed as part of an image,
like Ghost or ImageCast. In previous versions of CA DSM, you were deleting the HostUUID manually. However, with the
new r11 logic the change is automatically detected and the HostUUID is regenerated. We still recommend in removing
HostUUIDs from images before cloning.

NOTE

If you want to disable the r11 agent logic, you can add to the registry:

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\HostUUID]

"LockHostUUID"="1"

When a new HostUUID is generated, an agent registration request is sent to the scalability server together with a full set
of inventory.

Engine Registration

Once the data has been sent through to the scalability server, the engine does a second pass on the host to see whether
the system exists in the MDB and whether creation, renaming, or updating is required.
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The engine does a database lookup based on HostUUID and hostname, together with the primary MAC address. Based
on the change that is detected, the engine handles the registration as follows:

• No Change: Data is stored in the normal way.
• Hostname Changed: The asset record is renamed and the data is collected as normal.
• HostUUID Changed: The MAC address pool is verified to see for a new machine or a new HostUUID. If any of the

MAC address in the list matches an existing one, the asset record is updated with the new data. If none of the MAC
addresses match, a record is created.

WARNING
Two records are created with the same name, but representing two different systems. This is new with CA
DSM r11.

• Both Hostname and HostUUID Changed: A new record is created.

Once CA DSM is ready to register the asset to the MDB, the common registration process is used to ensure integrity
between all the products sharing MDB. 

Common Asset Registration for CA Products
The asset is central or prominent in many CA products. Assets can be inserted into the MDB by various sources including
discovery tools such as CA Asset Management and CA Network and Systems Management (CA NSM), or ownership
tools like CA Service Desk or CA Asset Portfolio Management (CA APM).

Even though multiple products can discover an asset, the asset schema is designed to reconcile the fact that an asset
coming from different sources is actually the same asset. This process is accomplished through asset registration using
the CORA (Common Object Registration API).

The asset schema accomplishes the goal of providing a set of the common asset tables for hardware and software
assets. The schema allows for a cross-product view of assets and meets the following requirements:

• Allow for the discovery of an asset by multiple sources (for example, CA Asset Management and CA NSM)
• Allow for the discovery of multiple values of an identifying asset property (for example, multiple DNS names and/or

MAC addresses)
• Allow for multiple ‘virtual’ assets to be discovered and reconciled to one physical asset (for example, VMWare images

or dual-boot scenarios)

Each of the products that are discussed here (CA Asset Management, CA APM, CA Service Desk, and CA NSM) applies
CORA to register an asset using the particular operations of a product. For example, when CA NSM discovery occurs,
each discovered asset is registered. Similarly, when a CA Service Desk or CA APM user enters asset information using
the data entry forms of those products, that asset is also registered.

Consider the scenario where we have run an initial first-level discovery with CA NSM, or where a new asset is registered
due to CA NSM Continuous Discovery. The server or desktop asset is registered with the identifying properties known to
CA NSM, typically DNS name, and MAC address. Then, a CA Asset Management scan is performed for that same server.
CA Asset Management also registers the asset, also using the DNS name, MAC address, and extra identifying properties.
Because the DNS name or MAC address pair matches the previously registered asset, the information that CA NSM holds
is now effectively joined to the information that CA Asset Management holds and manages.

If a user creates a ticket in CA Service Desk for that same server and provides information as per the ticket creation, web
forms prompt and CA Service Desk registers the server. The previously discovered information is matched and the extra
information that is entered through CA Service Desk gets available through the unified view of the asset in the MDB.
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Common Object Registration API (CORA)

All r11 products utilize the common MDB schema to store and manage their data. As the interface through which these
assets are registered are the only source for updating these tables, the CORA ensures that asset data flows consistently.
The data and referential integrity of the MDB master asset data model is supported.

The master asset data model consists of the following three levels of asset references:

Figure 36: CORA
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• The asset source level, which consists of the ca_asset_source table tracks assets as they enter the system from
different data sources, whether input manually or through discovery.

• The logical asset level, which consists of the ca_logical_asset and ca_logical_asset_property tables store virtual
assets. The logical asset level acts as a middle layer that exists between the data source and the physical level to
accommodate assets that are embedded in other assets such as VMWare sessions or dual-boot scenarios.

• Finally, the physical asset level which consists of the ca_asset table stores the identifiers that define the object as a
distinct and physical asset.

After CORA is given a set of registration identifiers from the calling r11 application, one of the following actions is
performed:

• If the registration identifiers match an existing asset, the asset source reference is returned, thus preventing duplicate
assets from being registered.

• Insert a new physical, logical, logical property, or asset source record into the database depending on where the
mismatch occurs. This step also prevents duplication of data through inserting records only at the appropriate levels.
For instance, if there are no physical assets that the registration identifiers can identify, a new physical asset is
created. However, if the registration identifiers can identify a physical asset, but not a logical asset, then a logical asset
is created and linked to the existing physical asset.

• Update an existing identifier in the database with one of the registration identifiers. In this scenario, the registration
identifiers can identify a single physical asset and update one or more identifiers.

• Merge two physical or logical assets together. In this scenario, CORA received information indicating that two or more
physical assets are, in fact, the same asset. The existing physical assets are merged together to form one asset, and
information for each asset is stored in ca_logical_asset_property table.

For r11.1, when a product registers an asset and CORA generates a UUID that matches an existing asset, CORA also
automatically links (reconciles) Owned and Discovered information for that asset.

To determine the CORA version that the product uses, execute the following command:

coraver

Asset Matching Logic

When an asset is registered, CORA generates the asset UUID (ca_asset) by applying black-box logic to the following six
properties:

• Serial Number
• Asset Tag (appearing as Alt Asset ID)
• Host Name
• MAC Address
• DNS Name
• Asset Label (Name)

CORA applies the following weighting system to these properties to determine whether a match exists. As certain
properties are considered more important than others, CORA recognizes a duplicate based on those values alone.
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• Serial Number is the most highly weighted field. CORA always matches two assets with the same serial number unless
Asset Tag or Host Name is different.

• Alt Asset ID is the second most highly weighted field. Serial Number and Alt Asset ID appear at the highest level of the
asset registration schema in ca_asset. If Serial Number and Asset Tag match, CORA can create an asset only if the
Host Name is unique.

• Host Name appears in the middle level (ca_logical_asset). If Serial Number and Alt Asset ID are blank, the Host Name
takes precedence over DNS and MAC Address values. Although more than one DNS or MAC pair can be specified for
the same Host Name, the Asset is considered the same.

• DNS Name and MAC Address are weighted the same. If DNS or MAC address match, CORA recognizes the same
asset. If DNS or MAC address does not match, CORA creates an asset.

• Finally, although Asset Label (Name) is required to create an asset, you can have multiple assets with the same name
as long all the other CORA fields are empty.

The following table shows how CORA determines uniqueness of an Asset. The intent here is not to show every
combination but to show enough of the behavior so that one could determine what would occur based on the properties
they choose to include when registering an Asset in release r11.

 

Serial Number Asset Tag Host  Name DNS  Name MAC Address Asset Label Results
Unique Unique Unique Unique Unique Unique, Duplicate,

or Null
New Asset

Unique Null Null Null Null Unique, Duplicate,
or Null

New Asset

Null Unique Null Null Null Unique, Duplicate,
or Null

New Asset

Null Null Unique Null Null Unique, Duplicate,
or Null

New Asset

Null Null Null Unique Null Unique, Duplicate,
or Null

New Asset

Null Null Null Null Unique Unique, Duplicate,
or Null

New Asset

Null Null Null Null Null Unique New Asset
Null Null Null Null Null Duplicate Duplicate
Serial Number Asset Tag Host Name DNS Name MAC Address Asset Label Results
Null Null Null Unique Duplicate Unique,

Duplicate, or Null
Duplicate

Null Null Null Duplicate Unique Unique,
Duplicate, or Null

Duplicate

Null Null Null Unique Unique Unique,
Duplicate, or Null

New Asset

Unique Duplicate Duplicate Duplicate Duplicate Unique,
Duplicate, or Null

New Asset

Duplicate Unique Duplicate Duplicate Duplicate Unique,
Duplicate, or Null

New Asset

Duplicate Duplicate Unique Duplicate Duplicate Unique,
Duplicate, or Null

New Asset

Duplicate Duplicate Duplicate Unique Duplicate Unique,
Duplicate, or Null

Duplicate
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Duplicate Duplicate Duplicate Duplicate Unique Unique,
Duplicate, or Null

Duplicate

Duplicate Duplicate Duplicate Unique Unique Unique,
Duplicate, or Null

Duplicate

Duplicate Duplicate Duplicate Duplicate Duplicate Unique,
Duplicate, or Null

Duplicate

Another behavior of CORA, which is represented shows that other ways duplicates can occur. 

Serial  Number Asset Tag Host  Name DNS Name MAC Address Asset Label Results
Null ABC Null Null Null Unique or Null  New Asset
123 ABC Null Null Null Unique, Duplicate,

or Null
Duplicate of ABC

789 XYZ Null Null Null Unique or Null  New Asset
Null XYZ Null Null Null Unique,

Duplicate, or Null
Duplicate of XYZ

Discovered vs. Owned Assets

Attributes for each asset are divided into ‘Discovered’and ‘Owned’ to facilitate reconciliation and verification capabilities.
The primary tables that are used to identify data sources are:

• CA_DISCOVERED_HARDWARE
• TNG_MANAGEDOBJECT
• PD_MACHINE
• CA_OWNED_RESOURCE

To understand how these tables relate to one another, consider the following graphic.
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Figure 37: Table Relation_discovered vs own assets
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The ca_asset_source table contains the subschema_id column which identifies the origin of the asset. The subschema_id
values are maintained in ca_asset_subschema as shown with the following query:

The subschema_name column contains shortcut descriptions that refer to CA products or product components. The ones
of immediate interest and their associated primary tables are as follows:

• IT Service Management (ITSM) objects, which include ‘Owned’sources such as CA APM, CA Service Desk, and CA
CMDB (ca_owned_resource), have a subschema_id of 1.

• ‘CORE’(CA NSM WorldView Repository – Common Object Repository) or CA NSM (tng_managedobject) objects have
a subschema_id of 2.

• IT Resource Management (ITRM) or CA Asset Management objects (ca_discovered_hardware) have the
subschema_id of 3.

• Systems Performance Management objects (pd_machine) have a subschema_id of 4.

If different products register an asset in the MDB, CORA only registers that asset once, and then links the information
from the different data sources. As a result the ca_asset table has a single unique entry for each asset.

The following screenshots provide a walk-through of the queries that are executed after CA APM, CA Service Desk, CA
NSM, and CA Asset Management registers a sample asset. The order in which the products register the asset is not
relevant to the process.

First, from the Machine name into ca_asset:

Then, from ca_asset into ca_logical_asset (using asset_uuid):
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The ca_logical_asset_property shows the logical instances of the same asset. For instance, CORA registers the same
asset with a different DNS and MAC address, or both but the same Host name. So CORA recognizes as the same asset
and stores two logical instances in this table:

NOTE
In this example, the DNS name input by CA APM (or CA Service Desk, or CA CMDB) did not use the fully
qualified name as CA NSM discovered the same. This scenario is only an example.

From ca_logical_asset to ca_asset_source (using logical_asset_uuid):

Here you can see the different data sources from the subschema_id value.

Then, from ca_asset_source into CA Asset Management ca_discovered_hardware (using asset_source_uuid):
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Then, from ca_asset_source into CA APM or CA Service Desk ca_owned_resource (using asset_source_uuid):

Then, from ca_asset_source into CA NSM tng_manageobject (using asset_source_uuid):

These links can be summarized in the following graphic:
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Notes About Asset Classes

Although ‘class' is a mandatory field for asset registration, CORA does not use this field. Different products interpret
differently the concept of ‘class’. For example:

• In CA Service Desk, the concept of a ‘family’ is used to identify the highest level of definition for a CI. Each family
can consist of one or more ‘classes’ to allow for a more granular categorization of CIs. Further, each family has an
extension table that defines the attributes that are visible in the CI Detail page. When CA CMDB is implemented, over
50 families and over 140 classes are included and each is stored in the MDB and shared between CA Service Desk
and CA APM.

• When the MDB that CA CMDB uses is shared with CA APM, those CMDB families are shared and are known to CA
APM as the ‘asset types’ for ‘models’ and ‘assets.’ In other words, for CA APM:
– CMDB Families = CA Unicenter APM Asset Types
– CMDB Classes = CA Unicenter APM Classes
In CA APM, the Asset Type is a family_id field for ca_model_def and a resource_family for ca_owned_resource.

• CA Asset Management, on the other hand, does not use families and classes to register discovered assets. However,
if CA Service Desk is also installed and integrated with CA Asset Management, CA Service Desk reflects the
registration of a discovered asset as owned, it uses the default family of ‘Hardware’ and class ‘Discovered Hardware'.

• CA CMDB content creates families and classes. However, these classes are not the same classes that CA NSM uses
to classify discovered objects. In fact, only few CA NSM classes match CA CMDB classes. However, procedures are
provided in the CA CMDB Administrator Guide for mapping CA Service Desk/CA CMDB classes to CA NSM classes.
Note: As multiple CA Service Desk/CA CMDB classes can be mapped to the same CA NSM Class, the pdm_nsmimp
cannot use the CA NSM class to determine which Class to use when creating the asset. If multiple classes are
mapped, how to pick the correct class is unknown.

Useful Links and References

The full schema for the MDB can be viewed through the Implementation Best Practices page (formerly the ‘r11
Implementation CD’) which is available on Broadcom Support.
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Common Asset Viewer

The Common Asset Viewer (CAV), formerly known as AMS or the Asset Maintenance System is a collection of browser-
based view-only screens available to various CA applications so that they can view details on any asset in the MDB. The
CAV provides a common interface which can be used for viewing owned and discovered asset information.

In r11, the CAV is embedded with CA Service Desk, CA CMDB, CA APM, and CA Asset Management applications. In CA
Service Desk and CA CMDB, when looking at a CI, CAV provides a common interface through which the consolidated
asset details relating to the CI can be viewed. The navigation from the asset data to other CA asset-related applications is
enabled and users to see data that is stored about the CI in these other applications is also allowed.

CAV contains three tabs:

• For displaying owned asset information
• For displaying discovered asset information
• For displaying network asset information

The following CA application reads from and maintains the asset data contained in these tabs:

Common Asset Viewer tab Typical Source and Maintenance of Data
Owned resources CA Unicenter APM

CA Unicenter Service Desk
CA CMDB

Discovered Desktop/Server Resources CA Desktop & Server Management (in particular, CA Asset
Management)

Discovered Network Resources Network and Server Management

Technical or Best Practice Information

• Launching CAV
– CAV can be configured to display any combination of the three CAV tabs (Owned Asset, Discovered Asset, and

Network Asset) by specifying the correct parameter when invoking its URL.
– CAV is accessed using a URL. Configuration parameters are available on the URL that allow users to configure how

CAV appears (whether a pop-up window, what type of data is displayed, and so on).
– Using the URL, CAV also can be configured to provide links to CA Service Desk, CA APM, or CA Asset

Management applications. For example, you can begin in CA Service Desk and launch into CAV to view details on
an asset. Forwarding URL information from one application to the other accomplishes the same.

• Architecture
– CAV is a J2EE Struts or JSP application and connects to the MDB using JDBC.
– Each application that embeds CAV installs it into its own application directory. Different applications do not share

the CAV directory. However, as long as all instances of the CAV are pointing to the same MDB, they all display the
same data.

– CAV uses a silent installer which the parent application invokes.

NOTE
CAV does not support applications residing in multiple MDBs.

• Implementation and Configuration
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– CAV configuration information is stored in the AMS.properties file located in the CAV installation directory. This file
can be edited manually but usually edit by using the AMSConfig.java program included with CAV. Instructions for
using this program are in the top of the AMS.properties file itself.

– Error logging is controlled using the log4j.properties file located in the CAV installation directory. When experiencing
problems with CAV, the first step to take is to turn on enhanced logging by changing the ‘rootcategory’ property
specified in this file to DEBUG.

– When experiencing problems with CAV, ensure to note the CAV version number. This version number can be found
in the version.rel file located in the CAV installation directory.

Roaming Between Scalability Servers

How to Roam

This article describes what happens when a computer roams between two Scalability Servers in the same CA Desktop
& Server Management (CA DSM) domain. When a computer registers with a Scalability Server in a different CA DSM
domain, this operation is referred as a move. The move operation is not addressed in this article.

We cover three areas of CA DSM functionality: Asset Management, Software Delivery, and Common.

You can find several ways to initiate a roam. 

Method 1

The execution of the following command on the local system causes the DSM Agent that is running on the computer to
register and roam to a new CA Scalability Server:

caf setserveraddress newserveraddress

You can execute this command manually and you can also incorporate into many different automated roaming
implementations. Known solutions include execution through login scripts and CA DSM DMScript. A particular interest is
a Field Developed Utility (FDU) available through CA Services, which are known as Location Awareness. The Location
Awareness solution can direct a computer to an appropriate Scalability Server based on an IP range.

CA Support does not support FDUs. To have this FDU supported, create a support agreement through the CA Services
organization. Otherwise, the support, questions, errors, and usage of this utility is the responsibility of the customer
organization. Contact your CA Services representative for more information.

Method 2

You can also change the Scalability Server address using CA DSM configuration policy. Known solutions exploit the
possible association of CA DSM configuration policy with dynamic (query-based) groups. The Scalability Server name or
address is identified and set within a configuration policy, and the configuration policy is then associated with a dynamic
group. Now whenever a computer becomes a member of the group, the configuration policy settings are automatically
distributed to the computer, changing the Scalability Server to which the agent reports. Evaluate this method carefully
because this method has two disadvantages. The first is that the computer needs access to the old Scalability Server to
receive the updated config policy, and the second is that the roam operation generally occurs later in the process.

Method 3

Some customers use the same Fully Domain Name (FQDN) for all Scalability Servers. Domain Name Servers (DNSs) are
then used to associate different IP addresses with the same Scalability Server FQDN dependent on the IP subnet.
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Roaming Explained

Three CA DSM tiers are involved in roaming. Each tier consists of several plug-ins, so the information flow is complex.
The tiers and their plug-ins include:

• Agent:
Common Agent, Common Configuration Agent Plug-in, Asset Management Agent Plug-in, Software Delivery Agent
Plug-in 

• Scalability Server:
Common Scalability Server, Common Configuration Scalability Server Plug-in, Asset Management Scalability Server
Plug-in, Software Delivery Scalability Server Plug-in 

• Domain Manager 
Common Manager, Engines, Common Configuration Manager Plug-in, Asset Management Manager Plug-in, Software
Delivery Manager Plug-in 

Common Information Flow 

The Common Agent registers with the new Scalability Server. The network address (FQDN, hostname, or IP address) of
the new Scalability Server is compared with the network address of the previous Scalability Server. If a roam occurrence
is detected, extra plug-ins are run are specified in the ’afterroamplugin‘ configuration value of each solution (see itrm/
agent/solutions/XXX/afterroamplugin and itrm/agent/solutions/XXX/afterroampluginparams in comstore). 

The network address (FQDN, hostname, or IP address) of the previous Scalability Server and the time of the roam is
reported to the CA DSM Domain Manager. The reporting is done so that the domain manager can ensure that the most
recent registration is used. This reporting is important if the domain manager is processing registrations for the same
computer from multiple Scalability Servers. 

The registration triggers the Common Configuration Agent Plug-in to send a "hello" message to the Common
Configuration Scalability Server plug-in that is based on the Scalability Server address in comstore.

The Common Scalability Server plug-in receives the registration from the Common Agent and stores the registration in the
inbox. The information waits here until the CA DSM Engine collects. 

The Common Configuration Scalability Server plug-in forwards the hello message from the Common Configuration Agent
Plug-in to the Common Configuration Manager.

The engine collects the registration information of the computer from the Scalability Server. The computer roaming
from the old Scalability Server to the new Scalability Server (in the MDB, ca_agent.server_uuid is different from
uuid of the new Scalability Server) is detected. The engine updates the Common Agent information in the MDB,
including pointing the information to the new Scalability Server. During this process, the engine submits a notification,
NOID_COMMON_COMPUTER_UPDATED_ROAMING, using CA DSM common notification informing interested parties
that the computer has roamed.

The Common Configuration Manager receives and analyzes the hello message. Part of this message is the Scalability
Server hostname to which the Agent now reports. If the hostname is different from the Scalability Server ID currently
stored in the common configuration tables (within the MDB), message is updated. Any communication from manager to
agent is routed through the new Scalability Server.

Asset Management Information Flow

When the Asset Management Agent Plug-in runs, the Asset Management Scalability Server Plug-in running on the
new Scalability Server is asked whether a configuration for itself (using the CA DSM HOSTUUID) is available. If the
configuration is not available, the retrial is done after 3 minutes. If the retry fails, wait until the next scheduled run. Until
the engine has processed Common Agent information on the new Scalability Server and pushed an asset management
configuration file down to the Asset Management Scalability Server Plug-in, the Asset Management Agent Plug-in cannot
deliver information to the new Scalability Server.
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After the engine has collected information from the Common Scalability Server plug-in, the engine validates the Asset
Management Scalability Server plug-in on the new Scalability Server. The configuration file of the agent is missing and the
engine pushes information about the agent, including configured collect tasks and asset management jobs down to the
Asset Management Scalability Server Plug-in. A configuration file for the agent is created on the new Scalability Server.
The Asset Management Agent Plug-in is enabled to report to the Asset Management Scalability Server Plug-in running
on the new Scalability Server. The engine does not push down status information (collected on the previous Scalability
Server) for Asset Management Modules or Jobs to the new Scalability Server.

When the Asset Management Agent Plug-in eventually retrieves its configuration, which is scheduled collect tasks and
asset management jobs is performed. All configured asset management collect tasks and asset management jobs are
considered waiting for the agent, because status is not available on the new Scalability Server.

The hardware inventory that is delivered to the new Scalability Server as a result of the scheduled collect tasks is,
however, the delta inventory. The agent compares the newly collected inventory with the inventory previously collected
and submitted to the old Scalability Server, and only delivers the deltas. 

The engine collects the information that the Asset Management Agent Plug-in delivers from the new Scalability Server and
store this information in the database. 

Software Delivery Information Flow 

When the Software Delivery Agent Plug-in connects to the new Scalability Server, the Software Delivery Scalability Server
Plug-in sees the agent as a new computer. The data that is retrieved from the agent is cached on disk until the Software
Delivery Manager notifies the Scalability Server that the agent is known. 

The Installation Manager, a sub-component of the Software Delivery Manager, is responsible for handling
all manager processing related to a roam. The processing starts when the Installation Manager receives a
notification, NOID_COMMON_COMPUTER_UPDATED_ROAMING, from the engine. When receiving this notification,
the Installation Manager locks the computer with the roam lock. The Installation Manager sends a sync message of type
VXML_SYNC_REASON_ROAM to the old Software Delivery Scalability Server. The old Scalability Server sends a reply.
This reply is received into the main message queue of the Installation Manager. 

When the Installation Manager receives the reply, the process of determining whether any active jobs are present on
the old Scalability Server for moving to the new Scalability Server is started. The first thing that happens in this phase is
that the roam lock is removed. If there are many pending messages in the queue of Installation Manager, then the lock
remains on the computer until the reply from the old Scalability Server makes to the front of the queue and is processed.
Then the actual move of any jobs takes place. Finally, the Installation Manager sends a sync message to the new
Scalability Server, including the HOSTUUID of the agent object—which is the Software Delivery Scalability Server plug-in
requires.

The Software Delivery Scalability Server Plug-in now receives a notification from the Software Delivery Manager that
the computer is known and unlocked. All the data that is cached for the agent is now sent up to the Software Delivery
Manager (Installation Manager). A final response message is then sent to the Installation Manager.

Example Scenarios

From Office to Home Using VPN

The Scenario

A user laptop is connected directly to the corporate network. The DSM Agent reports to a named Scalability Server. The
IP address of the Scalability Server is resolved through a DNS server.

The user powers down the laptop or puts it into standby mode.

The user goes home.
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The user powers up the laptop or brings out of standby mode and connects from home through VPN to the corporate
network.

In this case, we assume the Common Application Framework (CAF) and all agents have started before the VPN
connection becomes active. This is the case because either CAF is not stopped or because most VPN solutions require
end users to authenticate.

A different DNS server serves the computers that are connected to the VPN which has the name of the end
point scalability server that is registered, but the network address is different. In this way, the DSM Agent is invisibly
redirected to a different scalability server when connected through VPN.

How CA DSM Behaves

In this situation, when the VPN connection is established, the DSM Agent detects a change in the IP address.

When an IP address change is detected, the DSM Agent registers with its scalability server, which in this case is a
different scalability server from the one it previously registered with. However, because the name has not changed, the
agent does not realize this fact.

The registration triggers the Common Configuration Agent Plug-in to send a Common Configuration hello message to the
scalability server.

The scalability server receives the registration from the agent and stores the registration in an inbox. The information waits
here until collected by the engine.

The scalability server also forwards the hello message from the Common Configuration Agent Plug-in to the DSM
Manager.

The engine collects the computer registration information from the scalability server and detects that the computer
has roamed from one scalability server to another. The engine updates the MDB appropriately and submits a general
notification message informing interested parties that the computer has roamed. An asset management configuration for
the agent is pushed to the new scalability server.

The Manager receives the general notification from the engine and locks Software Delivery (SD) management of the
computer. The manager then sends an SD sync message to the old scalability server.

When the manager receives the SD sync reply, the process of determining whether there any active SD jobs are present
on the old scalability server for moving to the new scalability server is started. The SD lock is removed, the actual move of
any SD jobs takes place, and an SD sync message is sent to the new scalability server.

The  manager receives and analyzes the common Configuration hello message. Part of this message is the scalability
server hostname to which the agent now reports. If the hostname is different from the scalability server ID currently stored
in the common configuration tables (within the MDB), the message is updated. Any communication from manager to agent
is routed through the new scalability server.

The Asset Management Agent Plug-in runs regularly, typically once a day. The running of the plug-in during the VPN
connected time depends on the time for which laptop is kept connected and when the last run took place.

If the Asset Management Agent Plug-in does indeed run while connected to the VPN (and hence a new scalability server),
the scalability server is asked whether a configuration for itself is available. If the configuration is not available, it will wait
for 3 minutes and then retry. If this fails, it will wait until its next scheduled run.

Unless the engine is under heavy load, the DSM Agent will have registered and an asset management configuration
will have been made available on the new scalability server within the three minute retry interval.

When the Asset Management Agent Plug-in eventually retrieves its configuration, it will perform scheduled collect tasks
and asset management jobs. Collected delta inventory and job status information will be uploaded to the scalability server.

The engine will collect the information delivered by the Asset Management Agent Plug-
in from the new scalability server and store this in the MDB.
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When the Software Delivery Agent Plug-in connects to the new scalability server, the scalability server may believe the
agent to be a new computer. This will always happen after an agent registration—for instance on an IP address change. In
this case, the data retrieved from the agent will be cached on disk until the manager notifies the scalability server that the
agent is known. Once received, all the Software Delivery data cached for the agent is sent up to the manager.

Data Replication Between CA Client Automation Domains and the Enterprise

In a multiple CA Client Automation domain architecture, the desirability is to have most of the data that is contained in
a single Management Database (MDB). You can search, report on, administer, and perform various functions from a
centralized console. Because of the amount of data and for performance reasons, replicating all the data to a single MDB
is not desirable.

CA Technologies have developed a standardized methodology for data replication between Domains and Enterprise.

With the creation and linkage of the domain to an enterprise, an engine task is automatically created to handle the data
replication between domain and enterprise databases. A replication job that runs through the engine process of Domain
Manager carries out the replication from the domain database to the enterprise database.

When replication begins, the Engine determines the information for pushing from the domain to the enterprise and also
pulling from the enterprise down to the domain.

Host-specific information like inventory attributes is replicated upward, while configuration information like asset groups is
replicated downward.

With each domain manager, a default engine is installed, named as the System Engine. When the domain manager is
linked to an enterprise manager, that engine is configured for the domain-to-enterprise replication tasks.

Database Objects Replicated

The following table lists the database objects that are replicated from enterprise to domain (down) and from domain to
enterprise (up).

Object Replication Direction
Discovered Computers Up 
Discovered Users Up 
Discovered Computer Users (relations between Computer and
Users) 

Up 

External Assets Definitions Down 
External Assets Up 
Computers General Inventory Up 
External Assets inventory Up 
Query Definitions Down 
Group Definitions Down 
Group Membership Down 
Custom Made Software Definitions Down 
Custom Defined Manufacturer Down 
Computers Software Inventory (found based on the signature
scan) 

Up 

Asset Management Jobs Down 
Asset Management Job Status Up 
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Asset Management Modules Down 
Asset Management Modules Status Up 
Asset Management Configuration File Definitions Down 
Asset Management Configuration Files 

If the request to collect this information has been defined on
the enterprise manager, these files are only replicated to the
enterprise manager. If the request has been defined on the
domain manager, the data is not replicated upwards. 

Up 

Asset Management Template Definitions Down 
Asset Management Policy Definitions Down 

Replication Functionality

The replication process can be configured during the installation procedure or after domain and enterprise-level
installations have been completed. If you have already installed an enterprise server, you are asked for linking the domain
to the enterprise during the installation of a domain. 

Often, however, domains are created and an enterprise level is created after the fact. If the creation is planned, install and
configure at least the first domain before you link the domain to an enterprise. 

To perform the linkage, go to the DSM Explorer on the enterprise server. Navigate to the Control Panel, Domains, All
Domains. Click New Domain in the Tasks box.

The wizard opens. Specify the name or IP address of the domain that you are trying to link and click Next. 

You would see the next screen stating that the operation was successful. If you do not see the screen, verify whether your
DNS is set up properly. Also verify whether you are unable to reach the domain server through IP, or both. 

Click Finish and the process is started. 

To confirm the success of linkage, go to the DSM Explorer and access the CA DSM domain you linked. Navigate to
the Control Panel, Engines, Engine Tasks and verify that a Replication Task has been created and assigned to the system
engine. The Replication Task turn up in the Domain console might take a couple of minutes depending on your situation.

The actual replication is not instantaneous. The two MDBs are exchanging information using the CA Client Automation
Engines over any network setup you have in place, so this exchange could take several hours to complete. However,
begin to see computers with inventory information showing up in the DSM Explorer enterprise console within a short time.

Once the replication is complete, you can access your entire enterprise through the DSM Explorer enterprise console
having the necessary rights to the data.

From this screen on the enterprise server (see the lower right-hand corner), you can open the highlighted asset
information directly from the domain server database. If you are searching for information about an asset that might not
have replicated, this information is helpful. The DSM Explorer domain console opens automatically and displays the
information about that asset.

Unlink a Domain

Occasionally a replicated MDB might become corrupt, or for administrative reasons you might unlink a domain. One
methodology for re-establishing clean data is to unlink the domain and then re-link after the unlinking is complete.
Unlinking removes all the data from both the enterprise MDB and the domain MDB—so simply as with replication,
remember that unlinking is not instantaneous. Depending on the amount of data, unlink process takes several hours to
complete.

When you want to unlink a domain, shut down the replication engine on the domain manager. The Replication Task is
assigned automatically to the System Engine. Therefore shut down that engine. From the DSM Explorer domain console,
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navigate to the Control Panel, Engines, All Engines, and System Engine. Right-click and select Stop Engine. Navigate to
the DSM Explorer enterprise console.

From the DSM Explorer enterprise console, navigate to the Control Panel, Domains, All Domains, and domain name.
Right-click and select Remove from Enterprise. 

The unlink process is complete.

If you find errors while removing a Domain Manager from an Enterprise server through DSM Explorer, you can opt manual
removal through SQL scripts.

NOTE
This method is a safe procedure when run properly. Ensure no data is lost or compromised that could result
in an unintended issue in your environment. Read the steps carefully and test before using in a production
environment.

Follow these steps to unlink the Domain Manager from the Enterprise Server manually:

1. Stop CAF on the Enterprise Server and Domain Manager.
2. Unlink all Domain Manager replication tasks for the Domain Managers that are not involved in this procedure.
3. Open SQL Enterprise Manager and point to the MDB server for the Enterprise Server.
4. Make a separate connection to Domain Manager, either within the same Manager or through SQL Manager on the

other system.
5. Find the MDB database in each case, right-click on the database and select New Query.

 

WARNING

• Do not attempt the mentioned steps without a full and validated MDB backup on all servers involved.
• If a failure occurs, ensure a complete restore of the MDB.
• Ensure that CAF is stopped on all Servers involved and unlink the replication task on all Domains

belonging to the Enterprise, even if the tasks are not involved in this procedure. This process ensures
against MDB writes to the Enterprise Server MDB being attempted during the process. This process also
keeps your Enterprise Server MDB backup current as further updates are not made.

6. Run this query on the Domain Manager:
USE MDB 

Go 

DECLARE @domain_id int 

DECLARE domain_id_cursor CURSOR FOR 

select domain_id from ca_n_tier 

where domain_uuid NOT in 

(select set_val_uuid from ca_settings s where s.set_id = 1) 

OPEN domain_id_cursor 

FETCH NEXT FROM domain_id_cursor INTO @domain_id 

WHILE (@@FETCH_STATUS = 0) 

BEGIN 

delete from bckfile where object_domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from UNITTYPE where domainid = @domain_id 

delete from NCOVERVW where domainid = @domain_id 

delete from urc_ab_computer where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from statmod where object_domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from statjob where object_domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 
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delete from ca_manager_component where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from ca_manager where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from ca_engine where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from ca_discovered_software where sw_def_uuid in 

(select sw_def_uuid from ca_software_def where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where

 domain_id = @domain_id)) 

delete from inv_externaldevice_tree where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where

 domain_id = @domain_id) 

delete from inv_externaldevice_item where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where

 domain_id = @domain_id) 

delete from inv_generalinventory_tree where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where

 domain_id = @domain_id) 

delete from inv_generalinventory_item where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where

 domain_id = @domain_id) 

delete from inv_table_map where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from inv_root_map where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from inv_tree_name_id where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from inv_item_name_id where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from ca_agent_component where server_uuid in (select server_uuid from ca_server where domain_uuid

 IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id = @domain_id)) 

delete from ca_agent where domain_id = @domain_id 

delete from ca_link_dis_hw_user where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from am_external_device where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from ca_discovered_user where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from ca_server_component where server_uuid IN (select server_uuid from ca_server where domain_uuid

 IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id = @domain_id)) 

delete from ca_server where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from ca_discovered_hardware_network where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where

 domain_id = @domain_id) 

delete from ca_discovered_hardware where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id

 = @domain_id) 

delete from ca_group_member where group_domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id

 = @domain_id) 

delete from ca_replication_status 

delete from ca_replication_conf 

update ca_n_tier set parent_domain_uuid = NULL where domain_uuid IN 

(select set_val_uuid from ca_settings s where s.set_id = 1) 

delete from csm_property where name like '%repl%' 

delete from ca_n_tier where domain_id = @domain_id 

FETCH NEXT FROM domain_id_cursor INTO @domain_id 

END 

delete from LINKJOB where jobid IN (select jobid from NCJOBCFG where joname like '%Replication%')
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CLOSE domain_id_cursor 

DEALLOCATE domain_id_cursor 

GO

7. Execute the following SQL Script to remove data from your Enterprise Server MDB:

NOTE
Replace the one instance of <Domain Name> mentioned with the name of the Domain Manager being
removed from this Enterprise.

USE MDB 

DECLARE @domain_id int

-- Modify the cursor to enter the domain name to be unlinked from enterprise

DECLARE domain_id_cursor CURSOR FOR 

select domain_id from ca_n_tier 

where domain_uuid NOT in 

(select set_val_uuid from ca_settings s 

where s.set_id = 1) and label like '%<Enter the name of domain here>%'

OPEN domain_id_cursor

FETCH NEXT FROM domain_id_cursor INTO @domain_id 

WHILE (@@FETCH_STATUS = 0) 

BEGIN 

-- Do the following with results 

-- Delete the information from domain

delete from bckfile where object_domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from UNITTYPE where domainid = @domain_id 

delete from NCOVERVW where domainid = @domain_id 

delete from urc_ab_computer where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from statmod where object_domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from statjob where object_domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from ca_manager_component where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from ca_manager where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id)

update ca_engine set dis_hw_uuid=null where domain_uuid in (select domain_uuid from ca_manager

where domain_uuid in (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where parent_domain_uuid is NULL)) 

delete from ca_engine where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from ca_discovered_software where sw_def_uuid in 

(select sw_def_uuid from ca_software_def where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where

 domain_id = @domain_id)) 

delete from inv_externaldevice_tree where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where

 domain_id = @domain_id) 

delete from inv_externaldevice_item where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where

 domain_id = @domain_id) 

delete from inv_generalinventory_tree where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where

 domain_id = @domain_id) 

delete from inv_generalinventory_item where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where

 domain_id = @domain_id) 
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delete from inv_table_map where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from inv_root_map where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from inv_tree_name_id where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from inv_item_name_id where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from ca_agent_component where server_uuid IN (select server_uuid from ca_server where domain_uuid

 IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id = @domain_id)) 

delete from ca_agent where domain_id = @domain_id 

delete from ca_link_dis_hw_user where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from am_external_device where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from ca_discovered_user where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from ca_server_component where server_uuid not in (select server_uuid from ca_server where

 domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id = @domain_id)) 

delete from ca_server where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id) 

delete from ca_discovered_hardware_network where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where

 domain_id = @domain_id) 

delete from ca_discovered_hardware where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id

 = @domain_id) 

delete from ca_group_member where group_domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id

 = @domain_id) 

delete from ca_group_member where member_domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id

 = @domain_id) 

delete from ca_replication_status where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id

 = @domain_id) 

delete from ca_replication_conf where domain_uuid IN (select domain_uuid from ca_n_tier where domain_id =

 @domain_id)

-- FINAL QUERY 

delete from ca_n_tier where domain_id = @domain_id

FETCH NEXT FROM domain_id_cursor INTO @domain_id 

END

CLOSE domain_id_cursor

DEALLOCATE domain_id_cursor

GO

8. Start CAF on the Enterprise Server and Domain Manager.
9. Open DSM Explorer pointing to the Enterprise Server. If the Explorer is not pointed to the Enterprise Server by default,

you can execute the mentioned command to save time:
dsmgui manager:<ES Server Name>

10. Browse to Control Panel, Domains, and All Domains.
Confirm whether the specified Domain is no longer listed. If for some reason the Domain is still listed, right click on the
Domain and remove again.
If you still find any error, take a screenshot and contact CA Support immediately.
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Summary

Replication from domains to an enterprise MDB is straightforward and if necessary, replication can be redone later. This
functionality gives you a centralized administrative console, although you can still do administrative tasks at the domain
level.

CA Common Services
The underlying infrastructure for many CA solutions is CA Common Services (CCS). Composed of a comprehensive set
of management, infrastructure, and visualization services, CCS is the ‘foundation and glue’ that automatically integrates a
rich array of CA products into a collective enterprise solution.

As the core component of CA Network and Systems Management, Common Services provides a single point of
integration between CA solutions and user-written applications. Platform support, event management, communications,
and visualization are only a few of the many core services available in CCS. An impressive host of functions continually
improves the efficiency of your business while reducing resource utilization.

Understanding CCS

When installing from the CA Client Automation media, CCS is installed as one package. The complexity of component
selection is eliminated. See the CCS Installation section for specific instructions.

The primary components in CCS are:

• Enterprise Management
• Enterprise Discovery
• WorldView
• 2D Map
• Report Explorer

Enterprise Management

Enterprise managers are a collection of management components that employ a single, easy-to-use graphical user
interface, the Event Console. The Event Console monitors and administers different events, including SNMP traps,
application events, and system events.

The Enterprise Management functionality can act on any message delivered to the console. Through an easy-to-use
interface, actions can be developed to go all the way from simply informing a technician of a changed condition, to running
complex internal, and external utilities for automatically correcting the changed condition.

As an example, you might ensure only the standard desktop programs are allowed to run on all the desktops in your
environment. This expectation might be for productivity reasons or for software compliance reasons. With the CA Client
Automation Policy Violation capabilities, sending an event to the Console after the CA Asset Management plug-in has
run and detected a violation is possible. The message can be used to send an alert in a wide variety of formats to inform
someone of the violation. In a more advanced implementation, that message can be used in automatically triggering an
un-installation job through the CA Software Delivery component of CA Client Automation.

Enterprise Discovery

The comprehensive Enterprise Discovery (IP Discovery) feature is used in easily identify your entire network. Depending
on your requirements and the size of your enterprise, you can adjust Enterprise Discovery to run on a single network
segment or over the entire enterprise. You can even schedule Enterprise Discovery to run at a certain time on a specific
day.
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As Enterprise Discovery finds computers, servers, routers, and so forth, objects are created represent these entities and
stores the objects in the MDB. The Discovery Monitor keeps you apprised of the Discovery process as your networks are
searched.

The discovery of Storage Area Network (SAN) devices is seamless with the rest of the managed devices.

WorldView

Whether your ‘world’ is several systems that are used for the word processing in an office, or a global network of PCs,
servers, routers, and sophisticated applications and business processes, you can explore in the Real World Interface,
WorldView. WorldView consists of two components, the 2D Map and the Association Browser. These components offer a
complete and authentic view of your business.

2D Map

The 2D Map is a powerful user interface that acts as an infrastructure navigator and controller, letting you view any part of
your business at any time, with the click of a button.

The 2D Map provides a graphical representation of your IT infrastructure and customized Business Process Views. An
overview of the structure of your network using icons to depict your resources is offered. 

Report Explorer

The Report Explorer lets you customize, view, and print reports so that the extensive amount of information available to
you is presented in the most meaningful format for your particular requirements.

Additional Capabilities
Beyond the core components that are previously mentioned, CCS contains various tools that allow for advanced
customization to fit your organization-specific needs.

• ObjectView
• Class Browser
• Dynamic Business Process Views
• Repository Import/Export
• SDK

ObjectView

The 2D Map provides a complete business overview of the entire organization. ObjectView lets you take a deeper look
at each of the objects displayed on the maps. Each resource has Management Information Base (MIB) information, a
collection of attributes of the device or the application like performance, status.

Accessed directly from the 2D Map or Object Browser, ObjectView displays minute details of the device or application,
letting you know the exact status of that resource at any time of day or night. As is the case with other components, this
status is informed from a single console.

Class Browser

The Class Browser displays all the properties of each class in an easy-to-understand and intuitive manner. The Class
Wizard allows you in easily creating or modifying Class designations. The Class Specification lets you view or modify
classes.
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Dynamic Business Process Views

This facility lets you collect WorldView objects based on a query or set of queries. Based on your query, the system
keeps the set of objects contained in the Dynamic Business Process View up-to-date based on WorldView notifications.
If something changes in an object, the system verifies whether the change fits the query. If so, the object is added to the
Dynamic Business Process View. If the change no longer fits the query, the object is removed from the Dynamic Business
Process View. Dynamic Business Process Views are similar to the billboard, letting you scope the query to objects at a
level of your choosing in the topology.

To create Dynamic Business Process Views, first select an object whose children you want to limit your view to in the
2D Map. In Design mode, use the Tool Palette, drag the Dynamic BPV class (Classes, ManagedObject, BusinessView,
DynamicBPV) to the 2D Map, and rename to define the query.

To set up a query for this newly created Dynamic Business Process View, right-click and choose Viewers, Dynamic BPV
Query View.

Repository Import/Export (TRIX)

TRIX, the repository import/export utility, is an invaluable tool for any size business. You can use TRIX to populate
repositories with objects from other repositories. You can populate a central corporate repository with objects from remote
repositories. You always have a complete, current corporate repository, which ensures that you have the most reliable
information about the status of your business.

Software Development Kit

The Software Development Kit (SDK) is not automatically installed as a component to CCS in version r11.x. When
desired, however, the SDK can be acquired and co-exists in this version of CA Client Automation.

The SDK is a component that provides the APIs and utilities that are required to develop solutions that integrate with your
CA product. SDK offers the opportunity to integrate custom applications with CA architecture, including WorldView, Agent
Technology, and Enterprise Management. The SDK provides an extensive set of APIs that let you manipulate classes and
objects in the MDB, create agents for instrumenting custom resources, and much more.

For more information about the Software Development Kit, see the CA SDK Developer Guide. Each CA solution has the
runtime modules that it requires embedded in the product.

Any third-party product that is enhanced with the SDK can communicate and integrate with any of the CA solutions
containing the specific common services (such as Event Management) for which integration has been performed.

Two typical scenarios in which a vendor or third party can use CCS are as follows:

• Integrate an existing third-party product so that the third party can communicate with your CA solution.
• OEM: Develop a third-party product in which the partner provides added value by embedding CA Technology in the

product. The embedded technology could be a complete CA solution (such as CA Network and Systems Management)
or a CCS runtime component (such as Event Management).

CCS Installation
CCS uses the same MDB as other r.11x products, however there are specific conditions as to where and how to install the
components.

The first consideration is that the WorldView Manager has to reside on the MDB server.

In a single domain architecture with the domain MDB on the same system as the domain, include all the CCS components
on that server. Do not install the CCS components separately, but use the Custom Install method and ensure that the box
next to CCS is selected for inclusion in the installation.
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In a multiple domain architecture with an enterprise server at the top tier, it is best practice to installing only one instance
of CCS at the enterprise level is the best practice.

While installing with a remote MDB, include the WorldView (WV) manager component on the MDB database server. Even
though you would be running the CCS application components from the application server, the WV component needs the
WV Manager to be installed on the MDB server for communication purposes. The two ways to accomplish this process
are as follows:

• If available in your environment, you can use CA Network and Systems Management media to select and install only
the WV Manager. This method is the preferred one. By using this method, only that one component is installed. First
install the MDB using the CA Client Automation media. After that installation has completed, insert the CA Network and
Systems Management media and install only the WV component on the MDB server. On the application server and
using the CA Client Automation media, select the Install CA Desktop & Server Management (CA DSM) choice from
the installation menu and ensure that the list of components to install includes CCS. During the installation, point to the
remote MDB. The full CCS including Enterprise Management, WorldView, and Continuous Discovery is installed on the
application server.

• If you do not have access to CA Network and Systems Management media, you can use the CA Client Automation
media. Install full CCS on the MDB database server. Likely, however, you would not want to run most of those
components on that server. Therefore, immediately after the installation of full CCS and before the services are started
on the MDB server, disable certain services including the ones listed:
– CA – Continuous Discovery Agent
– CA – Continuous Discovery Manager
– CA DIA 1.2 DNA
– CA DIA 1.2 Knowledge Base
– CA-Unicenter
– CA-Unicenter (NR Server)
– CA-Unicenter (Remote)
– CA-Unicenter (Transport)

Using CCS Calendars with CA Software Delivery
You can use CCS calendars in three ways when working with CA Software Delivery.

Delivery Calendar

The Delivery Calendar is only applicable to DTS (Data Transport Service). You can define this calendar within WAC and
also on the CA Software Delivery job options tab. Calendars define only intervals and not points in time. The intervals
that are defined within a calendar specify when it is acceptable to carry out an operation. So the delivery time you specify
and the CCS calendar you define for a job work together. When the delivery time comes, CA Software Delivery verifies
the calendar to see whether delivering the package is OK. If package delivery is not OK, verification is done at regular
intervals until the package delivery is OK. Understand the use of this calendar because this calendar is only used to
control when the DTS transfer of a package is allowed to occur.

The three types of transfers are as follows:

• DTS transfer of the package from Manager to Scalability Server (Download method = NOS or NOS-less internal)
• DTS transfer of the package from Manager to Agent (DM = DTS)
• DTS transfer of the package from Scalability Server to Agent (DM = DTS)

When using this method in the first instance (Manger to Scalability Server), the Calendar applies. If, however, the package
is already staged on the scalability server and DTS is not selected, then this Calendar does not apply to any further
transfers.

Job Execution Calendar
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This calendar is the one that you attach to a computer or group within the DSM Explorer. This calendar is applicable to all
download methods and is defined for a computer, not a job. The scalability server uses this calendar to determine when
activating the job after the activation time has expired would be OK. This calendar requires a CCS EM agent/client to be
installed on the scalability server because the scalability server verifies the calendar. This calendar is not applicable when
using DTS.

WorldView DTS Objects

You can associate a calendar with a DT computer or DT link within the 2D Map. This is then applied to any DTS transfers
and DTS suspends transfers until an associated calendar verifies to begin the transfer.

Discovery and Deployment

Challenge of Bringing Servers, Desktops, and Laptop Computers Under Management

Various challenges exist in the management of computer devices, the proliferation of departmental and ‘personal’ firewalls
even increases the challenges considerably. While these firewalls are sometimes deployed for good reasons, the firewalls
significantly hamper the ability in automatically classifying and deploying the correct CA Desktop and Server Management
(CA DSM) Agent to that platform.

Regardless of the challenges, however, network discovery and classification are essential elements in properly managing
your environment.

A clear example of this scenario, which also has clear implications regarding security and compliance, is the discovery of
unknown computers connected to your network. Given how easily these devices can be introduced to the network without
any prior review or approval, the need for automated discovery becomes especially apparent.

So tools usage is necessary to monitor the network efficiently and bring these newly detected computers under
management, and raise an alert when circumstances are detected indicate this cannot be automatically completed.
The risk of a non-standard system disrupting the production environment and potentially disrupting business activities is
reduced.

Infrastructure Discovery
Continuous Discovery uses Manager or Agent architecture to disperse collectors that can be deployed across the
enterprise to reduce network traffic passing over Wide Area Networks (WANs). The discovery agents can be deployed
to remote locations, where scalability servers are located to improve the automatic detection rate for new undiscovered
computers.
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The installation of a CA DSM Domain Manager with CA Common Services (CCS) automatically installs a Discovery
Manager and Discovery Agent.

If you do not plan to use the CA DSM Auto Deployment capabilities, we recommend not running the CCS Discovery
Services (CA-Continuous Discovery Agent and CA-Continuous Discovery Manager).

To prevent these services from automatically starting, set the services to Manual or Disabled.

Discovery Strategy

The Continuous Discovery component employs a multi-tiered discovery architecture that can monitor an environment
and automatically discover and classify new computers. The discovery of a new computer entities uses three types of
discovery mechanism:

• Network traffic analysis utilizes a passive discovery mechanism that listens for network-attached devices.
• Network probing technology is an active method that utilizes the ping, Telnet, HTTP with SNMP, Port Scan, and ARP

(Address Resolution Protocol) cache discovery to identify devices.
• DHCP listening technology listens for DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) requests.

Once a device is located, the discovery infrastructure consults the information that is contained within its configuration
rules. The further classification is attempted using various techniques including SNMP, port scanning, and MAC address
matching.

An example of a classification rule would be: Connect to port 80 (HTTP) and look for the string ‘IIS’. If this string is found,
the device is recognized as a Windows device, due to the high probability that an Internet Information Server (IIS) is
detected on port 80 and is only available on Windows. The configuration rules that are supplied are prioritized, and
classification automatically processes the list of rules to arrive at the best classification possible.

The methods and classification rules are supplied in an XML file that can be modified to incorporate new rules or the
customization of the supplied rules to tailor them to your specific environment needs.
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A hierarchy of classes is used when classifying devices. This approach is used to address the common problem when a
device is initially discovered and insufficient information is available to ascertain the actual operating system version and
other attributes.

Using a hierarchy of classes significantly improves the thoroughness of the classification. If the device has no network
profile and only the MAC address is available for classification, using this approach still enables some measure of
accurate classification as the system can identify the type of device based on the MAC address. The MAC values can be
reviewed against industry-reserved MAC ranges, like for Dell_device, for example.

Parent Class Child Class
Windows WindowsNT, Windows9x, WindowsNT_Server, Windows2000,

Windows2000_Server, WindowsXP,
Windows_NetServerPocketPC

UNIX AIX, Solaris, DG_UXLinux, HPUnix, NCRUnix, UnixWare,
SCOUnix, Silicon, SiemenUX, FUJIUxp, Sequent_Server,
OpenVMSICLUnix

Linux RedHatLinux, SuSELinux, TurboLinux

Discovered devices, once classified, are added to the Management Database (MDB) through the Common
Object Repository API (CORA). CORA, in turn, enables information made available from different CA products
to be combined and reconciled to provide a single, well-defined object within the MDB that the discovering and
consuming applications reference and populate. 

Discovery Configuration

Updating the properties of the manager and agent objects within the CA Common Services WorldView 2D Map
accomplishes the configuration of the discovery components. Launching the 2D Map, navigating to the TCP/IP network
object, and drilling down through the subnet layer to the subnet segment containing the domain manager helps in
achieving this configuration. Drilling down from the domain manager, you can find a Unispace object, and two icons under
Unispace object represents the discovery manager and agent.
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Select one of the objects and right-click. Select Open Details and a series of tabs appear. These tabs are used to
configure the relevant components. The example that is shown is of the Discovery Agent Runtime tab, which is used to
define the subnets to be managed. 

By default, the discovery agent only looks for computers on its own subnet. You can also use an alternate approach as
classic Discovery Subnet Management as mentioned:

A method of adding subnets to be managed is to use the discovery command line for discovering a single system on each
subnet that you wish to add. For example:

dscvrbe –R DOMAIN_MANAGER_NAME -7 IPADDRESS_to_Discover -5 Yes –v 9
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The CA Network and Systems Management r11.x document uses the MCC user interface while discussing configuration
of the Continuous Discovery components. CA DSM does not install the MCC component, but all configuration steps can
be done from the WorldView 2D Map.

Examples of Discovery Configurations

Different networks require different discovery mechanisms. Many factors can contribute to a network environment.

Examples of such factors contributing to the necessity of different configurations are shown in the following table:

Network Considerations Limitations Solution
DHCP servers • Location

• Configuration (different configuration
options)

Configure routers to forward the DHCP
request to a discovery agent.

Switched networks • Switch locations
• Accessibility of network traffic

Connect agent to mirrored or spanned
switch port.

Firewalls • Blocked out protocols (ICMP, SNMP,
UDP)

• Fixed ports with special permissions

Install discovery agent outside of firewall
and configure a single port between the
agent and manager through the firewall
utilizing the CAM protocol.

SNMP installations • Company policy to enable or disable
SNMP for their computers

• Blocked SNMP traffic

The discovery agent carries out an
extensible method of classification allowing
classification without the need for SNMP.

Router configurations Blocked traffic Agents can be dispersed around the
network to manage remote network
segments.

Different environments have different configuration requirements. So, no single configuration approach is present that
works for every environment. Using the facilities inherent to Continuous Discovery, configure these components to
address the particular requirements of even the most complicated environments. 

The default settings included with the product were developed based on the experiences gained from supporting key
client deployments for several years. The default settings represent the combination of settings most commonly required.
As shipped, these settings assume that the deployment is done in an environment as: 

Switched networks with DHCP support with SNMP and Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) traffic enabled.

• The manager has DHCP monitoring enabled.
• The agent has the CTA (Common Traffic Analyzer) component that is enabled and monitors the local network traffic by

default. 
• The agent is configured to monitor the local subnet (the default). To expand the subnets that are monitored, update

the SubnetsToBeManaged property of the agent object with the subnets that are required for discovery. The discovery
manager has an option that is called Workload Balancer (WLB), which by default is enabled. This functionality
ensures when a device is discovered on a new subnet, Continuous Discovery automatically manages the entire
subnet. If this feature is not required, disable the Workload Balancer. 

The default configuration has the following limitations:

• Only the local subnet and devices under DHCP control have full MAC address discovery. If systems on the network
are not under DHCP control (for example, lab systems with fixed IP addresses), MAC address discovery depends on
SNMP (which might not be enabled on every system). Another issue is that the MAC address classification rules would
not work. This issue can possibly result in a device not being classified at all. See documentation about the Discovery
Classification Engine.

• In a large environment, the number of devices could exceed the maximum supported devices per agent. For better
performance, distribute the discovery load over several agents. 
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Possible limitations exist could limit the devices Continuous Discovery can find. The conditions and how to address them
through the Continuous Discovery configuration are as follows:

• Firewalls
In an environment where a firewall blocks traffic, Continuous Discovery can still be used to monitor devices behind
firewalls by placing an agent behind a firewall, with the CAM port enabled. 

• Fixed IP addresses 
In those environments where servers have been assigned fixed IP addresses and SNMP is not consistently deployed,
three extra configuration options can be used to achieve more comprehensive discovery results than would otherwise
be possible in those environments: 
– ARP cache monitoring of routers 

The Continuous Discovery Agent can be configured to monitor the ARP cache of a router through SNMP
(automatically enabled for the local gateway).

– CTA enabled 
Run the agent of a router network tab with CTA enabled and fully configured for all subnets. The advantage of this
option is that only one agent can be deployed to cover all the subnets that are covered by the router to get greater
coverage. 

– Agent per subnet 
Deploy an agent into every subnet. Ensure that you have access to at least one system per subnet.

Installing Discovery Agents

In a perfect world, you would have a discovery agent that is installed in each subnet to maximize the chances of quickly
detecting new computers and also rogue network devices such as an unauthorized Wireless Access Points. But in reality,
this architecture for desktop management is impractical for most organizations.

To maximize the success rate of new computer discovery, have a good understanding of the network infrastructure of your
company. Discovery agents can be placed at strategic locations in the network where network traffic from the computer is
most likely to be seen. Some examples are:

• Web proxy server
• Web server farm
• Email server farm
• Backbone switches or routers

For the CTA component of the discovery agent to function, the component has to see the network traffic of the devices.
Today most networks are switched, meaning that the computer running the discovery agent would only see network traffic
intended for itself. To overcome this problem, configure the network devices to forward a copy of all traffic to the network
port where the computer running the discovery agent is attached.
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Figure 38: Installing Discovery Agents_DSM Greenbook

Simultaneously specific network infrastructure components can be set to forward a copy of DHCP requests to the CA
DSM domain manager, which is running the CCS Discovery Manager. The success rate of discovering new computers as
they connect to the network is again increased.

Currently installing only the discovery agent using the CA DSM installation media is not possible. If your architecture
requires distributed discovery agents, install these agents from the CA Network and Systems Management (CA NSM)
media.

While deploying a remote discovery agent, edit the following registry key on the agent system and restart the agent
for manually assigning the agent to a discovery manager:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\Discovery\Shared Components\AgentEngine
\AgentManager with the name of the domain manager system

Restart the Discovery Agent Service for the change to take effect.

Restricting the Type of Devices to be Discovered

The Continuous Discovery components can discover all types of devices, but sometimes you might want to restrict the
discovery-specific types. For example, perhaps you focus your implementation on managing just workstations, laptops,
and servers and you are not interested in printers or network infrastructure devices.

The discovery components include the flexibility to let you configure the operation to discard certain classes of objects and
only adds the classes specified into the MDB.

Follow these steps to set up filters to exclude all classes from discovery other than workstation computers:

1. Choose Start, All Programs, Computer Associates, CA Common Services, WorldView. Select the Object Browser.
When the Object Starts, confirm the Repository name and enter.
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2. In the left pane, expand TNGRoot, Reference, CaMtxReference, and click CaMtxClassFilterEntry.
The CaMtxClassFilterEntry object opens in the right pane. This object contains a list of all the names of classes that
the Discovery Engine handles.

3. To exclude a class or subclass, find the entry that corresponds to the class and highlight the entry. Choose Object
Delete from the main menu, and click OK on the confirmation window that appears.
The class or subclass is deleted from the filter. During classification, discovery agents use only objects in the classes
and subclasses that appear in the filter. Instances of classes that are excluded show up as unclassified TCP or IP
devices.

4. Run the updateclassrules utility.

NOTE
Ensure that the classdefinition.xml and classifyrule.xml files are writable before you run updateclassrules.
The classdefinition.xml and classifyrule.xml files in the Discovery or Config folder are updated.

5. (Optional) If the discovery agent is not local, copy the classdefinition.xml and classifyrule.xml files to the corresponding
folder on the discovery agent computer.

6. Restart the Discovery Manager and Discovery Agent.

Modify or Write Classification Rules

After discovery locates devices on your network, the classification engine classifies these devices according to how you
have configured the classification engine. The classification engine configuration files let you customize the discovery
rules to your environment.

Classification means that a class and subclass are defined for each discovered object as it is added to the MDB. CA
Domain Manager references these classes while deciding whether automatic installation of an Agent on the newly
discovered computer would be tried.

You can modify the classification rules in the classify rule.xml file that is provided with CA Common Services to improve
the classification success rate for servers, workstations, and laptops.

While you can write extra discovery classification rules to personalize the classification process, we do not
recommend the same. CA DSM Auto Deployment functionality only recognizes the standard classes, such as Windows
XP.

Discovery Classification Rules

To write discovery classification rules, follow these steps:

1. Modify existing rules or add new rules to the classifyrule.xml and methods.xml files. From a default installation this file
can be found in the directory: \Program Files\CA\SC\CCS\Discovery\Config.

2. For Continuous Discovery, move classifyrule.xml and methods.xml to the ‘\config’ folder on each discovery agent for
which the rules apply. Restart the agent.

3. For Classic Discovery, run ruletodbconverter.exe on the classifyrul.xml file in the discovery_install\config directory on
the computer where the MDB resides. Run Discovery.

NOTE
Each discovery agent can have a different set of rule files, but we do not recommend the same.

Rediscovering Computers

The Continuous Discovery processes, and also when running, the Classic Discovery process are looking for changes
and updating or adding computers as required. Sometimes, particularly in the test environment, taking a previously
discovered computer and discovering again is necessary. Remove the computer from the MDB and make the computer
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‘undiscovered. The Continuous Discovery processes use a caching system to improve efficiency across the network and
when accessing the MDB. Follow these steps to make a previously discovered computer undiscovered:

1. Stop the Continuous Discover Manager Service.
2. Stop the Continuous Discover Agent Service.
3. From the DSM Explorer, delete the computer from the All Computers list.
4. From the 2D Map, delete the computer including any child objects.
5. Start the Continuous Discover Manager Service.
6. Start the Continuous Discover Agent Service.

The Discovery process takes few minutes to rebuild the cache and settle down, so we recommend waiting a few minutes
before turning on the computer to be discovered.

Automating Discovery Events

When a previously undiscovered computer is detected on the network, many different views occur as to what happen.
Later in the chapter we discuss the CA DSM view, installing DSM Agent that automatically attempts to bring the computer
under management. If that action fails, open an incident with the service desk to have the computer located, removed
from the network, or brought under management through a manual agent installation.

A second view is that when a previously undiscovered computer is detected on the network, open a change order
requesting the computer for bringing under management and the change request workflow automatically install the DSM
Agent.

To automate tasks, such as interaction with the service desk when new objects are discovered, we recommend the use
of the CA Event Management components, which can be used to automate the handling of discovery events that the
discovery manager sends to CA Event Management. The use of Event Management Message Record Actions (MRA) can
then run any required actions.
The discovery components send messages to the Event Manager for the following events:

• Address Change—A discovered device changes its IP address
• Discovery Event—All discovery events enabled or disabled
• Handshake Event—Communication events between the manager and agent
• New Device Events—New device discovered event
• New Subnet Events—New subnet discovered event

We recommend only enabling the New_Device_Events to reduce the number of events that need processing by the
system.

Classic Discovery

Classic Discovery is the discovery process that you can set up and can run on demand to find and classify devices and
then automatically register their existence in the MDB. Classic Discovery lets you decide which subnets you want to
discover and when. You can start a Classic Discovery from the Discovery GUI or the command line (dscvrbe).

NOTE
Classic Discovery is typically required only in those cases where you did not install the Discovery Agent and the
Discovery Manager that continuously discover your network. If you are using the Continuous Discovery method,
running a Classic Discovery is not required.

The IP Discovery process consists of the following main functions:
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• Ping: IP discovery identifies whether a network device exists and is able to communicate. The ICMP uses the ping
utility to send requests to the designated computer at periodic intervals and waits for a response.

• Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP): After receiving a response and confirmation that a network device
is valid, IP Discovery issues an SNMP request to the network device. This request asks for specific Management
Information Base (MIB) information, which is used to classify and gather information about the network device.

IP Discovery uses object descriptions and relationships that are based on the information in SNMP Management
Information Base (MIB) of the device, to create a managed object for this network device in the MDB. SNMP MIB agents
typically are resident in network device firmware and each device vendor provides the agents.

Discovery also determines whether a device provides Web based Enterprise Management (WBEM) data, and if so,
creates a WBEM object in Unispace of the device.

Best Practices for Classic Discovery

We recommend in running a combination of Classic and Continuous Discovery when you want to discover subnets.
However, Classic and Continuous Discovery work differently depending on the options you select for both methods. Being
aware of the different capabilities and mechanisms that can help, you can decide in best utilizing these components.

Combine Running Classic and Continuous Discovery

Classic Discovery and Continuous Discovery have access to different levels of the object (device) being discovered and
assign different names to the discovered device accordingly:

• Classic Discovery supports naming a device using its sysname (the MIB-II value for a device that supports SNMP). If
no domain name server (DNS) name is available, the MIB-II values are considered as the default.

• Continuous Discovery does not support Sysnames. Continuous Discovery names devices according to their DNS
names, except for routers that do not have valid DNS names for their IP interface cards.

• To avoid the problem where the same device is discovered and registered using different names (using a combination
of Classic Discovery and Continuous Discovery), set the command dscvrbe -j option to IP to use the IP address. If
the DNS name cannot be found, this IP address is used. Using IP addresses to name discovered devices ensures
that objects are named using the same method and that no duplicates result. Only if DNS is not enabled in your
environment, set this option.

NOTE
When you run a full subnet discovery using Classic Discovery, stop the Continuous Discovery services.

• Continuous Discovery discovers only subnets on which a managed agent is known to exist based on that agent being
registered in the MDB. To use Continuous Discovery to monitor subnets where managed agents are not installed, run
the Classic Discovery dscvrbe command to discover a router and all the subnets it supports. You can also alternatively
write a script using the dscvrbe -7 option to discover all the gateways on the desired subnets.

Timeout Values

The values that you specify for the SNMP timeout and ping timeout impacts how successful and how long discovery
takes to run. If you set higher timeout values, discovery takes longer to run but has sufficient time to communicate
with the devices and obtain the required information. If you use lower timeout values, discovery runs faster, but correct
classification or discovery of the devices might not occur. The length of the timeout is set as follows:

• Using the command line by specifying the -W parameter on the dscvrbe command.
• Using the Management Command Center Discovery or Advanced Discovery Wizard Timeouts page.
• Using the Discovery Classic GUI Timeouts box on the Discovery page of the Discovery Set up dialog.
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Subnet Filtering

Using a subnet filter on large networks with multiple large subnets is advantageous because you can limit your search to
certain subnets within the network, which can mean a shorter discovery process.

Use a subnet filter for the following tasks:

• Confine the discovery to a certain range of subnets and devices, which results in limiting the scope. For example, if
you use the subnet filter 172.24.*.*, only the subnets from 172.24.1.0 to 172.224.255.0 are searched.
If there is a subnet that is named 172.119.1.0, this subnet is not searched because this subnet does not fall in the
range that the subnet filter specifies.

• Enter a range of as many as ten filters. The filter statement uses a comma-separated format of
a1.b1.c1.d1,a2.b2.c2.d2,…a10.b10.c10.d10.
Only those subnets passing through filter1 (a1.b1.c1.d1) or filter2 (a2.b2.c2.d2) or filtern (up to 10) are searched and
created as TNG or IP_Subnet.

• Use the default subnet filter of *.*.*.*, which does not limit the scope of the discovery process. After discovery searches
the selected subnets, the subnets are placed on a list in the right pane of the Discovery Subnet Management dialog.

Discovery Methods

You can use any of the following Classic Discovery methods to discover your network:

• ARP Cache
The ARP cache method starts at the gateway address (the address of the nearest router to the computer running
discovery) for the current subnet and uses the ARP cache of that device to determine information about the devices.
The ARP cache contains the IP-to-MAC (physical network) address mappings.
Discovery retrieves the gateway address from the computer on which the discovery is running and gets the IP list from
the ARP cache on that router. The subnets are discovered that are nearest to that router. For each discovered subnet,
the gateway is queried, doing the same thing repeatedly.
For each device found in the ARP cache, an SNMP request is initiated. If the device does not respond, the device is
assumed as a non-SNMP device. Only the IP address is retrieved, and the object is created as an Unclassified_TCP
object.

• Ping Sweep
A Ping Sweep pings all devices on the network according to the subnet mask, finds IP devices, and then retrieves
SNMP information. If no SNMP information is retrieved, only the IP address is retrieved and the object is created as an
Unclassified_TCP device. This method is the slowest one but the most thorough one.

• Fast ARP
Similar to ARP cache, Fast ARP saves time through checking only the ARP cache of routers. Fast ARP is the best
method for updating the MDB when you do not want to use the more intensive searches that Ping Sweep and ARP
cache provide. This method is the fastest way to discover your network.

• DNS Search
The DNS Search limits the discovery of devices to those that are defined in the DNS. The IP address of each of these
devices is combined with the defined subnet mask to determine whether or not to discover the device. In contrast, the
Ping Sweep option tries to discover all active devices numerically, without regard to their definition in the DNS.
Each discovery method has advantages and disadvantages. The Ping Sweep method provides more comprehensive
quantitative information, in the form of the number of devices, because each and every potential IP address on the
network is pinged. Even devices that the router does not recognize, the ARP cache method might not discover, can be
discovered using Ping Sweep.
On the other hand, ARP cache provides the MAC and IP address information on all the devices that are found in the
ARP cache of the router. Ping Sweep, however, generates extra network traffic and is more time consuming than ARP
cache and Fast ARP. Sometimes, a combination of Ping Sweep and ARP cache is required to discover every device in
the network.
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Preparation for Discovery

Before running discovery, use this checklist to ensure that these prerequisites are met:

• Ensure that the computer from which you are running discovery is connected to the network and has a valid IP and
gateway address. You can ping the gateway address to ensure TCP or IP connectivity.

• You have the correct SNMP community names for all network infrastructure devices. The community name is case-
sensitive and the default community name is public.

• The Host IP Address and the Gateway Address are displayed in the Discovery Setup dialog on the Discovery tab.
• If you do not see these addresses, verify your network setup in the Control Panel.
• The subnet filter, subnet mask, and subnet count are set on the Discovery Setup dialog.
• If you want to monitor the progress of the discovery process, you have selected the Enable the Trace Console

checkbox.

Number of Discovery Processes to Run Discovery

In the Discovery Setup or Service page, you can specify the number of Instances (processes) discovery can use when
doing a discovery. You can alter this number to be higher or lower with the following effects:

• Having a low number of processes (1 or 2), the discovery process consumes less memory, more time for discovery,
and less network bandwidth.

• Having a high number of processes, the discovery process consumes more memory, shorter time for discovery, and
more network bandwidth.

NOTE
The number of threads in the Discovery Setup or Discovery page also plays a part in determining the time for
discovery and network bandwidth used.

Configuration of Classic Discovery

To run classic discovery (Discovery wizard), follow these steps:

1. On the Windows Start menu, select Programs, Computer Associates, CA Common Services, and Discovery.
2. Click Auto Discovery.

The Distributed Services window appears.
The Distributed Service container lists the database servers on which discovery might run, the name of the MDB on
each server system, the status, and startup method for DISCOVERY. By default two services are listed, one for TCP
and the other for XPX, both having the Repository Name of your domain manager.
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The Service's Host Selection buttons allow you to add database servers to the container list and update the status of the
list displayed. The Service Action buttons allow you to start and stop discovery and display the Discovery Setup dialog
to set discovery service parameters. You can also add new remote servers to the existing list at the Add Server Machine
dialog. Follow these steps:

1. Select CA-AutoDiscovery and click Setup.
The NSM Discovery Greetings Window appears.

2. Click Next.
The NSM window appears.

3. Select the correct MDB and click OK.
The NSM Repository Selection page appears and the repository that you selected is displayed in the Repository
Selection box.

4. Click Next.
The NSM Discovery Scope page appears.

5. Choose one of the following options and click Next:
a. Discover the entire network.
b. Discover a subset of the network.

6. If you selected Discover, a subset of the network, the NSM Subnet Management page appears.
Add the Subnet Starting IP address, Gateway IP Address, and Community Names for the subnets that you want to
discover in the environment.

7. Once complete, click Next.
8. In the NSM Discovery Methodology, select one of the following options and click Next:

– Faster Discovery
– Detailed Discovery

9. In the NSM Discovery DHCP Configuration page, enable the DHCP setting for discovery. If this option is required,
specify the range in DHCP to run discovery on.

10. When these settings are configured as required, click Next.
11. In the NSM Discovery Multiple Instances page, select Normal Discovery or Attempt Faster Discovery from the

Multiple Discovery Processes.
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NOTE
Selecting Attempt Faster Discovery increases the number of threads that are used to run discovery and
increases the memory that the discovery process consumes.

12. Specify the SNMP/ICMP Timeout value.
13. When configured as required, click Finish.

The discovery wizard closes.
14. In the Distributed Services window, select CA-AutoDiscovery and click Start.

The Discovery Monitor comes up showing the status of the discovery, uptime for the discovery, the number of objects
that have been discovered, processed, and added to the MDB.
When discovery is complete, the status of the Discovery Services window shows Stopped with a red icon and
shows the number of objects in the Added column. You can close these windows now and can view these objects in
WorldView.

Running Advanced Classic Discovery

To run advanced classic discovery (discovery wizard), follow these steps:

1. From the Windows Start menu, go to Programs, Computer Associates,CA Common Services, Discovery, and
Auto Discovery.
The Distributed Services window appears.
The Distributed Service container lists the database servers on which discovery might run, the name of the MDB on
each server system, the status, and startup method for discovery.
The Service Host Selection buttons let you add database servers to the container list, and also update the status of the
list displayed. The Service Action buttons let you start and stop discovery and display the Discovery Setup dialog to
set discovery service parameters. You can also add the Add Server Machine dialog to add new remote servers to the
existing list.

2. Select CA-AutoDiscovery and click Setup.
The NSM Discovery Greetings window appears.

3. Click Advanced.
The Discovery Setup window appears.
Use this dialog to configure the time and process for running of the discovery service runs, to access the Discovery
Subnet Management dialog to set which subnets are searched, and the Enter New Community Name dialog to add
a community name to the MDB. Review the history of the discovery processes that ran. The Discovery Setup dialog
is divided into seven tabbed pages: Discovery, Repository, Included Classes, Services, DHCP, SAN Discovery, and
Profiles

4. In the Discovery page, configure the options as required. The following fields are available:
Current TCP/IP Configuration box: 

Host IP Address IP address of the computer from which discovery is started.
This field is provided for information purposes only.

Gateway Address Gateway address of the system that discovery is started from.
This field is provided for information purposes only.
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New Subnet Criteria box: 

Subnet Filter The Subnet Filter controls which subnets are searched, thus
controlling the devices stored in the MDB. Using Subnet
Filter on large networks with multiple large subnets is
advantageous, because you can limit your search to certain
subnets within the network.

Subnet Mask The Subnet Mask is used when the MDB is empty to identify
the subnet mask of your system. A subnet mask is a 32-bit
value that is used to extract the network ID and host ID from
the IP address. This value affects the organization of devices
displayed in the 2D Map.

Subnet Management button This option opens the Discovery Subnet Management dialog
which allows you to select and deselect specific subnets to
search, and also add new subnets to the discovery process
that have not yet been searched.

Subnet Count option button When selected, specifies the number of undiscovered subnets
to search using the text box to the right of this option button. If
Subnet Count is set to 20, for example, discovery runs on the
first 20 subnets encountered, regardless of the subnet mask,
and subnet filter settings. This parameter can be set from 0 to
9999. 
The Subnet Count does not include the subnets listed in
the "Subnets to Run Discovery container" of the Subnet
Management dialog. Discovery is run on the subnets that
are listed in the Subnet Management dialog, with those
undiscovered subnets that the number in the Subnet Count
specifies. 

All option button Causes discovery to search all subnets.

For more information, see the Discovery Methods article. 
Threads: This field specifies how many parallel threads generate SNMP queries on the network for discovery. This
field works with the Run Multiple Instances field in the 
Service tab. For more information, see the Number of Discovery Processes to Run Discovery article. 
Discovery Level Options box:

Rediscover
Previous Subnets check box

This option moves subnets from the "Subnets Not To Discover
list" to the "Subnets To Discover list" of the Discovery Subnet
Management dialog so that discovery runs on those subnets,
and also as new subnets (subnets on which discovery has not
previously run).
If a subnet has been placed manually, that subnet cannot be
moved from the "Subnets Not To Run Discovery list".

Check
Additional
Ports

When this option is selected and the device is non-SNMP,
discovery verifies registry of the device, FTP port, and Telnet
port to match the device with an existing class stored in the
MDB. If the SNMP verification fails, these verifications. When
this option is not selected, these extra verifications (registry,
FTP port, Telnet port) are not performed. 
If all checks fail, the device is classified as an
Unclassified_TCP object in the MDB.
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Discover
SNMP
Devices Only check box

When this option is selected, discovery creates objects
according to SNMP devices using more comprehensive
information on these devices. Non-SNMP device information
is limited to address only. When this option is not selected,
discovery treats all devices alike. The default setting is not
selected.

Delete Old
IP
Interfaces check box

This option controls whether discovery creates router and
interface objects in the MDB when the same router and
its interfaces are discovered during a subsequent run of
Discovery. 
Initially, discovery creates router and interface objects when
routers and interfaces are discovered in the network. When
a subsequent run of discovery finds the same router and its
interfaces, the default is not to create the objects again and
overwrite the existing router or interface objects in the MDB.
When this option is selected, discovery overwrites the existing
router and interface objects. So, the new network topology can
be displayed in the map.

Discover
SAN
Devices Only check box

This option controls whether the discovery that runs on the
subnets you specify in Subnet Management is limited to SAN
objects. A typical IP discovery executes, but only SAN devices
are added to the MDB.
When the device discovery is complete, SAN links are
determined and SAN Discovery uses the newly discovered
SAN objects and those existing in the MDB to determine the
SAN configurations in the subnets.

Retries box: 

ICMP Query Retry This option determines the number of pings, up to 5, sent to
each device during discovery. This parameter is used for the
Ping Sweep method only. ICMP Maximum Retry is typically
set to 1 for small networks and 5 for large networks. The
higher setting for larger, more active networks allows for high
network activity. The default setting is 2.

SNMP
Query Retry

This option determines the number of SNMP queries, up to 5,
sent to each device during discovery. This parameter is used
for the Ping Sweep method only. SNMP Maximum Retry is
typically set to 1 for small networks and 5 for large networks.
The higher setting for larger, more active networks allows for
high network activity. The default setting is 2.

Timeouts box: 

ICMP
Timeout

This value is the ICMP timeout value when pinging a device
and waiting for a response. The range of timeout values is 10
through 30000 milliseconds. The default timeout value is 2000
milliseconds.

SNMP Timeout This value is the SNMP timeout value when pinging an SNMP
device and waiting for a response. The range of timeout
values is 10 through 30000 milliseconds. The default timeout
value is 2000 milliseconds.
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Object Naming Options box: 

Use Domain
Name
Server check box

This option specifies whether to use a Domain Name Server
(DNS). Use this option to avoid redundant names, which are
not allowed, in the MDB. The default is selected.

Use IP
Address Instead of sysName check box

This option retrieves IP addresses and computer names (used
for discovery) from each DNS.

Label Interfaces with DNS Name check box This option changes interface (router) labels to the DNS name
For example: usgpko4F:999.999.999.99 is changed to
jpnmachn: 999.999.999.99
Where: usgpko4F is the router name associated with the IP
address. 999.999.999.99 is the IP address of the system,
jpnmachn is the DNS name, which the IP address determines.

Remove
Suffix check box

This option allows you to truncate the name of objects based
on a list of suffixes. For example, if you want to remove the
domain name suffix ‘acme.com’ from your device names,
select Remove Suffix and then specify ‘acme.com’ in the entry
field. 
During discovery, when devices are identified as
device1.acme.com, the name that is saved to the MDB is
device.1 

5. After you have configured how you want the discovery process to run and what subnets you want to discover, click the
Repository tab.

6. The Repository tab lets you set MDB criteria, and the SNMP Community Name. 
Add the SNMP community names used in your environment to this list by clicking New. 
You can also choose an update frequency for the MDB.
– High option button: This option allows updating of the MDB without any delay after discovering devices. This

option depends on the system that contains the MDB. 
– Medium option button: This option allows throttle time for updating MDB to be set to 2 seconds. This option is

helpful when multiple instances of discovery or multiple applications are accessing the MDB concurrently. This
option depends on the system that contains the MDB. 

– Low option button: This option allows throttle time for updating the MDB to be set to 4 seconds or more.
This update can be done when multiple instances of discovery or multiple applications are accessing the MDB
concurrently. This option depends on the system that contains the MDB.

7. After the attributes in Repository tab are set, select the Included Classes tab. 
In the Included Classes page, include or exclude classes that you want to discover. For example, if you do not want
to discover workstations, unselect Workstation from the tree list. 

8. After the classes have been included and excluded as required, go to the Service tab. 
The Service page lets you specify a Startup Type and Execution Options. 

9. Select from the following Startup Types: 
– Automatic 

The discovery service starts every time that the system starts without using the Distributed Services dialog Start
button. You can also start and stop discovery using the Start and Stop buttons on the Distributed Services dialog. 

– Manual
This type allows you to start and stop discovery using the Start and Stop buttons on the Distributed Services
dialog. 

– Disable 
When Disable is selected, discovery does not run. 

10. The following Execution Options are available: 
– Run Multiple Instances 
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When this option is selected, more than one discovery service to access the MDB is allowed. You can then specify
in the edit control text box the number of discoveries to run. Nine is the limit. If this number is left blank, discovery
runs as if this option was not chosen. 

– Show Trace Console check box 
When this option is selected, a DOS window that monitors discovery activity is provided. The information is different
from the message log, and is useful as a debugging tool. 

– Message Log Level 
When this option is selected, the level of error messages detail written to the log file is set. The higher the number
that is entered in the text box to the right of this option button, you can find more detail. The log file can be found in
the Install directory of WorldView under the subdirectory Log. 

11. When finished configuring the Service tab, click OK.
The configuration is saved for discovery and the Discovery Setup page closes. 

12. In the Distributed Services window, select CA-AutoDiscovery and click Start. 
The Discovery Monitor shows the status of the discovery, uptime for the discovery, the number of objects that have
been discovered, processed, and added to the MDB. 
If the Show Trace Console option was selected in the Service tab, a DOS console window appears when the discovery
starts showing the trace of the discovery process. 
When discovery is complete, the status of the Discovery Services window shows Stopped with a red icon and displays
the number of objects in the Added column. You can close these windows and can view these objects in WorldView.

Running Classic Discovery from Command Line

You can run discovery from a command line using the command dscvrbe. The dscvrbe command-line utility supports the
following flags (defaults are within square brackets):

Standard Flags:

Flag Description
-M [*.*.*.*] Subnet filter

This flag filters the subnets defined in the discovery ipsubnet table.
-N subnet mask |
[255.255.255.0]

Subnet mask

-8 filename Subnets are discovered and defined in a file. This file is a text file
defining subnets, ranges, and exclusions. Ensure that the subnet
mask is defined for entries.

-S all | number | [0] New subnet counter
This flag sets the number of new subnets to discover.

-S 0 This flag discovers only the subnets that are defined in discovery
ipsubnet.

-S all This flag tries to discover everything it can, including new subnets
added after discovery starts.

-L [0] - 9 This flag indicates the level of Logging. The higher the logging
level number, the more detail in the log file.

-V [Yes] | 1 – 9 This flag indicates the log level of console messages.
Turns on trace console.

-5 Yes | [No] This flag rediscovers subnets that are previously discovered
according to discovery ipsubnet table.

-U Yes | [No] This flag performs port scan for unclassified devices (Telnet, FTP,
HTTP, SMTP).
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-21 0 – 65 [64] This flag indicates the number of Threads for Discovery (higher
thread level results in speedier discovery).

Object labeling convention flags:

Flag Description
-3 suffix This flag indicates the suffix to be removed from the device name.

Example: -3 .ca.com means myserver.ca.com becomes myserver.
-4 Yes | [No] This flag specifies whether to use DNS name for interface.

DNS names for router and multi-home interfaces are not retrieved
unless this option is on. If -4 is set to Yes, name for interface
would be dnsname.ip and label would be dnsname. If -4 is set to
No, Name and label for interface would default to parentname.ip.

-F [Yes] | No This flag specifies whether to use DNS name.
DNS name is now default name for all regular objects. This switch
impacts only the label. If –F is set to No, the label is either the
sysName or IP according to the –J option.

-J [sysName] | IP If no DNS, use sysName or IP.
If no DNS, this option determines the name of the object. If –J
sysName, no SNMP, and no DNS, IP is used. If –F is set to No,
this option also determines the label.

Router Flags:

Flag Description
6 [Yes] | No | NoObj Loopback for router or no objects

Use Loopback address for the router address. If -6 is set to
No, the IP of the interface that is first accessed is the router IP
address.
Example: challenger.ca.com
Loopback = 172.24.0.4
Interface = 172.24.4.1
Interface = 141.202.243.249
If dscvrbe is discovering the object by subnet 141.202.243.0, IP
of router would be 141.202.243.249 without this option. With this
option on, IP of router becomes loopback address, 172.24.0.4.

-9 Yes | [No] Refresh routers and the interfaces.
This option affects the update and creation of the router and
its interfaces in the repository. If -9 is set to Yes, the router is
updated and the interfaces are dropped and recreated. If -9 is set
to No, the router is updated, but the interfaces are not. The new
interfaces are added.

-12 [Yes] | No Perform crosschecks in the Routing table. This option sets
whether to retrieve the interfaces for a router.

Behavioral flags:

Flag Description
-A Yes | [No] Repeatedly discover the subnets.
-B Yes | [No] Do not insert class B network.
-Q [Yes] | No Stop discovery when finished.
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-O Yes | [No] Create SNMP device only.
-W millisecond | [800] SNMP query timeout value.
-G [1] | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 Number of SNMP query retries.
-E millisecond | [400] ICMP Ping query timeout value.
-P 1 | 2 | [3] | 4 | 5 Number of ICMP pings per object.
-T second | [0] Database update throttle time.

DHCP environment flags:

Flag Description
-K Yes | [No] Delete old unclassified DHCP objects.

If an existing object is unclassified, the old object is deleted to
make a way for a classified object based on the IP address.

-X Yes | [No] Running in DHCP environment.
If this flag is set, Fillsql verifies the tng_dhcp_scope table to
identify DHCP ranges.

-Z Yes | [No] Update old classified DHCP object. If this flag is set, Fillsql
updates the class of an existing DHCP object.

Miscellaneous flags:

Flag Description
-1 string Unique string identifying current run. This is the discovery id

timestamp. It is used when starting the fillsql process.
-13 Filename Preferred discovery log filename.

Use this option to change the name of the log file (discover.log) to
something unique.

-I unique number Instance Number. This is the instance number that is used to
control multiple instances of discovery.

-19 Profilename Discovery Profiles.
The Profile, created by tngsrvcs, is a configuration file for running
discovery. This option is used by wvschdsv.exe for scheduled
discovery.

-Y mm/dd/yyyy |
[current day]

Date to start (also needs -H).

-H hh: mm | [current time] Time to start (also needs -Y).

See the following examples of using the dscvrbe command:

• Discover a single node
dscvrbe –R mdb_hostname -7 hostname_to_be_discovered –v 9

• Discover multiple subnets using a file
dscvrbe –R mdb_hostname -8 discover.txt -v 9 -S ALL -D PINGSWEEP 

Where the discover.txt looks similar to the following text:
141.202.236.0,141.202.236.1,255.255.255.0 
141.202.237.0,141.202.237.1,255.255.255.0 
141.202.114.0,141.202.114.1,255.255.255.0 

• Discover without suffix
dscvrbe –R mdb_hostname -7 hostname_to_be_discovered -3 suffix_to_be_removed – v 9
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Agent Best Practices
The CA Desktop & Server Management (CA DSM) Agent is the one component of the solution that can be implemented
on every computer that you wish to manage (every computer in your company!). CA DSM can be installed on various
platforms and operating systems from UNIX to Windows, and the requirements for the use differs depending on the
platform and the role of Server or Workstation.

This article while applicable to both Servers and Workstations, considers only some of the options available when the
Agent is implemented in the Microsoft Windows environment.

This chapter also assumes that the following Agent components are deployed:

• CA Software Delivery
• Data Transport Service 
• CA Asset Management 
• CA Remote Control

CA DSM Architecture

The following graphic summarizes the CA DSM architecture:

Figure 39: DSM Architecture
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The DSM Agent
The DSM Agent consists of many components, with the Common Application Framework (CAF) providing all the common
functions and environmental control to the functional plug-ins. The three main plug-ins provide the functionality of
Software Delivery, Asset Management, and Remote Control.

What Happens at Startup?

When a machine running the DSM r11 Agent boots up, the DSM Service starts. This service in reality is CAF. Then CAF,
in turn, starts up all configured plug-ins. 

Some exceptions exist with this process which are started outside of CAF:

• cfusrntf.exe is invoked transiently whenever a user logs in to a system. The user accounts information is captured.
• sxplog32.exe is invoked persistently whenever a user logs in to a system. The settings are applied within a user

context for packages that the Software Delivery Packager SXP creates. sxplog32.exe is only used when an SXP
package is installed. This registry key used to start is as follows: 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run\DsmSxplog 

• cf_SysTray.exe is invoked persistently whenever a user logs in to a system. A menu applet is provided within the
system tray area of the desktop. This registry key used to start is as follows: 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run\CAF_SystemTray 

Some of the functional plug-ins remain in memory. CAF on request of the domain manager or the CAF Scheduler starts
the other functional plug-ins. For example, the Software Delivery plug-in (SDAGENT.EXT) is started with CAF. Once the
verification for any Software Jobs is completed, the plug-in exits.

Agent Registration

When a CA DSM Agent is installed on an end system, the first thing it does is attempt to register its existence with its
domain manager through its scalability server. This registration process is common across all products and includes a
limited amount of inventory information (known as ‘Basic Inventory’ or sometimes ‘Basic Hardware Inventory’). By default,
the agents reregister at a random time every 24 hours. After the first registration, only the inventory changes (the delta
inventory) will be sent.

For some network types (for example, IDSN dial-up), increasing the time interval to reduce call charges is the best option.
To increase the time interval,  change the settings of the ‘Registration refresh scheduled job’ found under DSM\Common
Components\CAF\Scheduler from the central configuration.

For manually forcing a re-registration of the Asset, you can use the right-click option from the systray icon or the following
command:

caf register all

The registration event is sent to the scalability server. The next time that the Engine performs a ‘Collect’ task for that
scalability server, the new Asset will be created, or registration of existing Assets will be verified.
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Figure 40: Agents registration

The time that is taken from the Agent installation to visibility of that Agent in the DSM Explorer, therefore, depends on the
number of sectors and scheduling options defined for the Engine and its tasks. Several domain manager processes are
notified of the registration and might then take further action. For example, if this computer has moved to a new domain
manager, then the Computer Mover process starts.

Interaction with the End User
When implementing the DSM Agent, decide on the level of interaction of the Agent with the end user of that system. Half
of the administrators expect the Agent to be silent and have zero interaction with the end user, while the other half of the
administrators expect that the user to be informed when actions are taking place on their system. Sometimes, country
or compliance-based laws might dictate the choice for you. A common example of this scenario is notifying the end user
when a Remote Control session is taking place.

Choosing the Right Language

While English is often the language of choice for the systems administrator, English might not be the first choice for the
end user. The languages that DSM Agent supports are as follows:
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• English (US)
• German 
• French 
• Japanese 
• Korean 
• Spanish (Traditional) 
• Chinese (PRC) 

See the Compatibility Matrix for the latest list of languages supported by the DSM Agent. 

The CA DSM Common components and individual functional components use the chosen language.

During the manual installation of the DSM Agent, you can select the language that the installation dialogs would use
during the install process. 

From the interactive installation, the CA DSM language (DSM_LANGUAGE) the Agent uses is automatically set to the
language used to display the installation dialogs.

If you are deploying the ‘All Agents’ package using CA Software Delivery or the Deployment Manager, you can choose to
deploy just the language pack that the user requires or all language packs. The installation property DSM_LANGUAGE
can be used for explicitly setting the CA DSM language. If a suitable language package is not available, this property
has no effect.

If you deploy all the language packs and do not specify the DSM_LANGUAGE installation parameter, the available DSM
Agent language package is by default the system default locale.

If the language package for the CA DSM language is missing or removed, CA DSM falls back to English (ENU).

In all cases, install the native Operating System MUI (Multilingual User Interface) or specific language pack and Font.
Otherwise, CA DSM falls back to English (ENU).

Changing the Language After Installation

The CA DSM language is set on the initial installation and subsequent modifications or upgrades cannot change the
language. Reconfiguration is the only way to change the language.

To reconfigure the DSM Agent to use a different language pack, run the ccnfcmda command on the agent host as follows:

ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps itrm/common/localization -pn language -v lang

Replace lang with one of the following options:

lang Values Language
CHS Chinese (PRC)
DEU German
ENU English (US)
ESN Spanish (Traditional)
FRA French
JPN Japanese
KOR Korean

When the language is reconfigured, stop and restart CA DSM for the change to take effect.

When configuring the CA DSM language, ensure that the language package for the specified language has been installed
because there is no check for availability. If no language package for the specified CA DSM language has been installed,
CA DSM falls back to English (ENU).
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The command to reconfigure the Agent language could be run on the target computer from either a CA Software Delivery
or CA Asset Management job. A computer group that is built with a query of the language setting that the Asset Inventory
returns can easily identify the target systems.

Common Components

Cfsystray

The cfsystray is the main launch point for setting the Common Agent Function (CAF) and the individual Agent functions.
Cfsystray can be displayed as a single icon from where right-click menu options are available for all components:

Cfsystray can also be displayed as separate icons: 

Out of the box, the default is to display the CA DSM systray icon. The configuration options allow for some choices. 

• Display or hide the CA DSM Framework Service commands
• Hide the system tray application 
• Display the CAF notification icon 

These three options are controlled from the central configuration settings and can be found under DSM\Common
Components\CAF\System Tray.

Other configuration options are available that are not visible out of the box. We can make these settings available for
customization with the central configuration policy update. 

Manage each system tray plug-in trayvisible property. To make the plug-in property 'trayvisible' a managed property for CA
Software Delivery, CA Remote Control, and CA Asset Management in the default policy with a default visibility set to True,
few actions have to be performed.

On the domain manager system (and also enterprise manager, if applicable), create an XML file containing the following
XML code:

 

<configuration> 
 <allusers> 
 <paramsection name="itrm"> 
 <paramsection name="common"> 
 <paramsection name="caf"> 
 <paramsection name="plugins"> 
 <paramsection name="sdagent"> 
 <parameter name="trayvisible" value="1"> 
 <parameterinfo name="pi_ trayvisible"> 
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 <attribute name="type">bool</attribute> <attribute name="desc">Load the SD system tray
 plugin.</attribute> 
 </parameterinfo> 
 </parameter> </paramsection> 
 
 <paramsection name="rchost"> 
 <parameter name="trayvisible" value="1"> 
 <parameterinfo name="pi_ trayvisible"> 
 <attribute name="type">bool</attribute> <attribute name="desc">Load the RC system tray
 plugin.</attribute> 
 </parameterinfo> 
 </parameter> 
 </paramsection> 
 
 <paramsection name="amagent"> 
 <parameter name="trayvisible" value="1"> 
 <parameterinfo name="pi_ trayvisible"> 
 <attribute name="type">bool</attribute> <attribute name="desc">Load the AM system tray
 plugin.</attribute>

</parameterinfo> 
 </parameter> </paramsection> 
 
 </paramsection> 
 </paramsection> 
 </paramsection> 
 </paramsection> 
 </allusers> 
</configuration>

Ensure that CADSM is running and then execute the command:

“ccnfregdb -mlocalhost -f<name of XML file> -e”

The following screen shot shows the resulting change to the centrally managed configuration options:

Now that we have the extra settings available, we can use the settings to hide the main CA DSM System Tray and only
display the CA Remote Control system tray icon.

To hide the main system tray and display only the CA Remote Control system tray:

1. Create a policy with the following properties set as shown:
..\DSM\common components\CAF\plugins\sdagent trayvisible= False 

..\DSM\common components\CAF\plugins\rchost trayvisible= True 

..\DSM\common components\CAF\plugins\amagent trayvisible=False 
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..\DSM\common components\CAF\System Tray\System Tray : Hidden = False 

..\DSM\common components\\CAF\System Tray\System Tray : Visible = False 

2. Seal the policy and apply to the target computer group. 
3. Recycle the CAF system tray on the end-user computer twice: 

Cfsystray stop 

Cfsystray show 

Cfsystray stop 

Cfsystray show

Write a simple script deployed to the target computer group by either CA Software Delivery or a CA Asset
Management job. 
The CA Remote Control system tray icon is displayed.

Hiding the Agent from Add/Remove Programs

In most organizations, the end user does not have the authority to install or uninstall software on their computer. However,
for some users (for example, software developers) that need Admin privileges to perform their daily tasks, you can reduce
their risk of inadvertently removing the DSM Agent with hiding entries in the Add or Remove Programs list.

Hiding the Add or Remove Programs is done by marking them as System Components. Add
‘SystemComponent’=dword:00000001 to each of the entries found under ‘[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE
\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall’ listed in the following table: 

Display Name GUID
CA Unicenter DSM Agent + Basic Inventory Plugin 501C99B9-1644-4FC2-833B-

E675572F8929
CA Unicenter DSM DMPrimer 5933CC13-52AB-4713-85DBE72034B5697A
CA Unicenter DSM Agent + Asset Management Plugin 624FA386-3A39-4EBF-9CB9-

C2B484D78B29
CA Unicenter DSM Agent + Software Delivery Plugin 62ADA55C-1B98-431F-8618-

CDF3CE4CFEEC
CA Unicenter DSM Agent + Remote Control Plugin 84288555-A79E-4ABD-BA53-

219C4D2CA20B
CA Unicenter DSM Agent + Data Transport Plugin C0C44BF2-E5E0-4C02-B9D333C691F060EA
CA Unicenter Desktop & Server Management C163EC47-55B6-4B06-9D03-

2A720548BE86
InstallShield_C163EC47-55B6-4B06-9D032A720548BE86

Once the registry has been updated for all the DSM Agent components, Agent is no longer displayed in the Add or
Remove Programs window. 

Customizing the Reboot or Logoff Process

When CA Software Delivery or CA Remote Control initiates a log out or a reboot of the target computer, the application
framework (CAF) displays a dialog that shows a banner bitmap and informs the user of what is happening.

Create a bitmap image file (with file extension .bmp) 500x65 pixels in size to replace the default banner bitmap with one of
your own. Store this file on disk and set the configuration policy, DSM\common\caf\general\dialogbitmap, to the pathname
of the file.

When the dialog is displayed, the file is read and the image is displayed.
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The text that the Common Application Framework (CAF) displays in the command line and in CAF dialog boxes can
also be customized. Changing the text in this way does not cause any technical issues. If a support incident is raised
based on the customized messages, this method can cause confusion because CA does not have any reference for these
messages. If the resource file is updated in the upgrade or fix, the customizations are lost. So back up any extra changes
before applying any future upgrade or posted fix.

All the text that is displayed by CAF is externalized in a resource file (for example, caf.enu) which by default is located in:

x:\program files\ca\Unicenter DSM\bin (up to r11.1) x:\program files\ca\DSM\bin (r11.2)

Select the correct resource file for the language installed.

The structure of this file is self-explanatory, but the section likely to be of most interest is [cfCafDialog] which contains the
strings that the CAF Dialog uses.

As an example, if you wanted to change the title of the CAF Dialog displayed when a reboot is requested:

1. Locate the section [cfCafDialog]
2. Modify the text for the parameter IDS_REBOOTTITLE= 

No restart of CAF is necessary for the change to take effect. 

You cannot change the resource file in the master image before installation. The master file is contained within a source
cab file, so this is a post installation process. However, if you carry out an administrative installation of the agent plug-
ins, then the cab files are fully expanded. You can modify before carrying out network installations of the agent plug-ins to
target computers.

Various configuration options are available that affect the dialog processing, such as ‘Enable dialog’ and ‘Hide dialog on
defer. The options include: 
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When CAF is requested to reboot the computer, by default the standard Microsoft API calls to perform this action is used.
If necessary, the command that CAF executes to reboot the computer can be customized. A common example of this
scenario is the target system as an ATM. We would change the ‘Reboot Command’ can be changed to be the application
version that verifies whether the ATM is in use before closing the application and rebooting.

Computer Naming

The name that is used to identify the Asset is the computer name as defined to the operating system. From r11, the
computer name is not the unique identifier for the asset. So you can have multiple computers with the same name listed.

Having the same computer name for multiple assets is common in some environments. A good example of this scenario is
a school where perhaps the Server is called ‘server’ and each computer is called ‘PC1,’ ‘PC2,’, and so on. But when every
school in the country has the same names for its assets, centralized administration becomes difficult because you cannot
tell one ‘PC1’ from another ‘PC1’. To overcome this problem, you can tell the Agent to use a name that you provide rather
than the OS computer name. 

The Name that the Agent registers with can be changed from the GUI or by command line. The command to change
the Agent name is ‘CAF setcomputername xxxxx’ where xxxxx is the name that you want. In the example of the school
perhaps, you would append the school number to each name, for example, ‘0123-PC1’.

CA Software Delivery

The CA Software Delivery Agent (SDAGENT) is started when CAF first starts. If CAF detects an IP address change or
when Scalability Server requests for a change, SDAGENT starts again. It is not a memory-resident task. Once verification
for any Software Jobs has completed, SDAGENT exits and only starts again on request. This process is often referred to
as ‘Job Check.’

The Job Check dialog can be either hidden or visible to the user, and as with the CAF dialogs, the logo and text strings
can be customized.

All of the text that ‘Job Check’ displays is externalized in a text file called Agent.txt which is located in:

x:\program files\ca\Unicenter DSM\sd\nls (up to r11.1) x:\program files\ca\DSM\ sd\nls (r11.2)

Replacing the file called agent.bmp changes the displayed bitmap. Ensure that the file is within a specific size range. The
agent.txt file lists the details.

Agent Privileges

The CAF Service is running as the Operating System User LocalSystem. When the CAF service starts the CA Software
Delivery Job Check process, then by default the same User is used. Usually the LocalSystem is the best user account for
this process but some situations arise where a Domain Administrator account is required. An example is defining a new
printer with drivers to a print server.
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Use the command ‘caf setcreds sdagent User XXXXXX Password YYYYYY’ on the Agent system requiring the change to
configure the CAF for launching the Job Check process under a Domain Administrator account.

Ensure that the Domain User Account used has the specific security privilege of ‘replace a process level token’ and the
password is not set to require regular changing. If changing the password regularly is necessary, using two different
Domain Administrator accounts is the best option. You can alternate between the accounts at each password change. If a
CA Software Delivery job is used to apply the configuration change, proceed before the password expiry.

Logon Shield

By default, the installation of the CA Software Delivery Agent does not enable the Logon Shield. The Logon Shield can be
used to prevent a user from logging on to the computer while a CA Software Delivery job is active. The implementation
adds the Logon Shield executable to the Operating System GINA (Graphical Identification and Authentication DLL) chain.
If multiple products that use GINA hooking are installed, implementing the Logon Shield in your organization needs careful
testing. 

A CA Software Delivery Configure procedure enables the Logon Shield. 

The procedure options are as follows: 

• Disable: This option disables the Logon Shield.
• Disable and remove: This option removes the Logon Shield.
• Enable forced log off: This option forces the user to log out every time for a job execution on the computer.
• Enable wait until log off: This option does not force the user to log out. Instead, the job remains pending until the user

logs out. Once the user has logged out, the job is run.
• Enable wait until log on: This option keeps a pending job from executing until a user logs on to the computer on which

the job is to be run. 
• Enable per job: Ensure that this option is executed before specifying that you want to use the Job options flag. This

option prevents the user from being logged on while the job executes. Note, however, that jobs can be set up without
using this Job options flag.

When the Logon Shield has been activated, a dialog informs you about the current state of the job. If you press
CTRL+ALT+DEL, the dialog appears and continuously displays the progress of job execution. The dialog disappears
automatically after the job has ended. 

Setting up a job using one of the Enable Logon Shield configuration procedures requires a reboot of the computer to
activate the Logon Shield. The reboot is required because the Microsoft log in gina.dll, msgina.dll, is replaced with
sxpgina.dll. Conversely, setting up a job using the Disable Logon Shield configuration procedure for a computer also
requires a reboot of the computer to deactivate the Logon Shield, because the disabling requires the sxpgina.dll
replacement with the Microsoft msgina.dll. 

The Disable and Remove Logon Shield procedure removes the special gina.dll that is installed to monitor and control the
login process. The agent might reboot. 

Use the Logon Shield functionality with care. If the ‘Force user to log off’ policy is used, ensure that no jobs that require
user interaction are scheduled for an agent. For example, if an installation is to be launched in the background as a dialog
box and the user is logged out, user interaction is not possible. Because the job is running, the user cannot log on. 

If the target computer is configured to follow the ‘Enable forced logoff’ policy and a file is open during Job Check, the
related application provides a dialog to save this file. If ‘Cancel’ is selected in this dialog, the ‘Forced logoff’ procedure is
terminated. The next logout dialog appears when the next Job Check is scheduled. Meanwhile, at the DSM Explorer the
state of a second job for the target computer is displayed with ‘Job executing.’ The state is not set to ‘Postponed,’ since
this subsequent job is waiting for execution. 

If the procedure ‘Logon Shield: Enable wait until logon’ has been executed for a target computer, and a job is scheduled
for the computer when it is logged out, the status for the job returns with ‘Job execution postponed by user at the agent
end. The target computer is still not logged on when the next job is scheduled. After say 50 minutes, this job is still
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displayed with ‘Job execution ordered,’ and no ‘Postponed’ status is displayed for this job. Since Job status is returned
only once - when the job is about to execute - the first job blocks the execution of the second job, until the computer is
logged on. 

The Logon Shield is ignored for Desktop User agents and Domain User agents (also known as User Profile agents). For
example, running the procedure ‘User Agent: Enable’ and then trying to run the procedure ‘Enable forced logoff’ ends the
latter procedure with ‘Job Execution Error.’ 

 

User Parameters

Sometimes information is needed about the computer that the CA Software Delivery Agent does not automatically collect.
An example could be the Department Number or Owner details for the Asset. This information can be manually entered
and stored as ‘User Properties’ of the CA Software Delivery Agent. The properties can be entered from the right-click,
Software Delivery\Properties option of the systray icon.

The entered ‘User Data’ is returned to the domain manager as part of the Agent registration process. Once the domain
manager processes the data, right-click an Asset in ‘All Computers’ and select properties to view the data. The field
names on the domain manager are called ‘User Data 1’ to ‘User Data 4.’ Use these field names when building Queries
and Reports. 

 Use the CA Software Delivery Agent command line (sd_acmd.exe) to enter the ‘User Data’. For example:

“sd_acmd UserInfo USER=SBROWN, LOCATION=London, PHONE=”+44, 1343 3454545” 

COMMENT=”Finance Department””

If the sd_acmd is used from a script run from the Login script or run command to capture the data when the user logs onto
the system, then follow with ‘caf register all’ to have the data sent in advance of the daily CAF re-registration.

Running the CA Software Delivery Agent

As previously mentioned, the CA Software Delivery Agent is run when CAF starts, detects a change of an IP address, and
receives the command to start the Agent from the scalability server.

The Agent can be started manually from the systray icon or command line. The command to start the agent is 'CAF start
sdagent' or 'sd_acmd jobcheck'. Using the sd_acmd option from a script is the best option, as the ‘/wait’ parameter is
supported. Without this parameter, the Agent is started asynchronously.

In most situations, the CA Software Delivery Agent is loaded with a request of the scalability server for a job to run. In
some network configurations, the scalability server cannot establish an outbound socket connector to the Agent. In these
cases, CA Software Delivery Agent periodically verifies with the scalability server for jobs. This process can be automated
through the CAF scheduler to start the CA Software Delivery Agent.

The following screen shot shows an example of setting the Agent common properties to schedule a check of the
scalability server for jobs every hour: 
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Defining the schedule on each individual Agent by hand is not a practical option! To add a schedule entry to the central
configuration management, create an XML file containing the following XML code on the domain manager system (and
also on the enterprise manager, if applicable): 

 

<configuration> 
 <allusers> 
 <paramsection name="itrm"> 
 <paramsection name="common"> 
 <paramsection name="caf"> 
 <paramsection name="scheduler"> 
 <paramsection name="sdagentschedule"> 
 <attribute name="dis_en">Run the Software Delivery Agent</attribute> 
 <parameter name="commandline" value="start sdagent"> 
 <attribute name="dis_en">Caf Scheduler: command line</attribute> 
 <parameterinfo name="pi_commandline"> 
 <attribute name="type">string</attribute> 
 <attribute name="desc">The caf command which performs this job</attribute> 
 </parameterinfo> 
 </parameter> 
 <parameter name="enabled" value="0"> 
 <attribute name="dis_en">Caf Scheduler: Enabled</attribute> 
 <parameterinfo name="pi_enabled"> 
 <attribute name="type">bool</attribute> 
 <attribute name="desc">Set to true if this job is enabled</attribute>

</parameterinfo> 
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 </parameter> 
 <parameter name="type" value="day"> 
 <attribute name="dis_en">Caf Scheduler: Type of Job</attribute> 
 <parameterinfo name="pi_type"> 
 <attribute name="type">string</attribute> 
 <attribute name="desc">Type of the schedule interval. Possible values are: day, hour
 and minute. You can also add a number of optional qualifiers. Add &quot;random&quot;
 to run the job with a random time added to the specified time, up to the value
 of randomminutes. Add random_hour to run at a random hour during the day. Add
 random_minute to run at a random minute during the hour. Add &quot;now&quot; to run
 the job within &quot;randomnowtime&quot; seconds. Multiple values are separated by
 spaces.</attribute> 
 </parameterinfo> 
 </parameter> 
 <parameter name="excludedays" value=""> 
 <attribute name="dis_en">Caf Scheduler: Days to exclude</attribute> 
 <parameterinfo name="pi_excludedays"> 
 <attribute name="type">string</attribute> 
 <attribute name="desc">The list of days which are excluded from the schedule. You can
 specify any combination of monday, tuesday, wednesday, thursday, friday, saturday and
 sunday. Names are separated by spaces.</attribute> 
 </parameterinfo> 
 </parameter> 
 <parameter name="excludehours" value=""> 
 <attribute name="dis_en">Caf Scheduler: Hours to exclude</attribute> 
 <parameterinfo name="pi_excludehours"> 
 <attribute name="type">string</attribute> 
 <attribute name="desc">The list of hours which are excluded from the schedule. You can
 specify hours using the 24 hour clock. Hours are separated by spaces.</attribute> 
 </parameterinfo> 
 </parameter> 
 <parameter name="hour" value="1"> 
 <attribute name="dis_en">Caf Scheduler: Hour</attribute> 
 <parameterinfo name="pi_hour"> 
 <attribute name="type">int</attribute> 
 <attribute name="desc">For daily schedules, this value is the hour at which the job
 runs. For hourly and minute schedules it is not used.</attribute> 
 <attribute name="incl">1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0,</attribute> 
 </parameterinfo> 
 </parameter> 
 <parameter name="minute" value="0"> 
 <attribute name="dis_en">Caf Scheduler: Minute</attribute> 
 <parameterinfo name="pi_minute"> 
 <attribute name="type">int</attribute> 
 <attribute name="desc">For daily and hourly jobs, this value is the minute past the
 hour at which the job runs. It is not used for minute jobs.</attribute> 
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 <attribute name="incl">1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0</attribute> 
 </parameterinfo> 
 </parameter> 
 <parameter name="repeat" value="1">

<attribute name="dis_en">Caf Scheduler: Repeat</attribute> 
 <parameterinfo name="pi_repeat"> 
 <attribute name="type">int</attribute> 
 <attribute name="desc">The time between repetitions of the job. This depends on the
 type - e.g. for a daily job, this is the number of days between jobs.</attribute> 
 <attribute name="incl">1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0</attribute> 
 </parameterinfo> 
 </parameter> 
 <parameter name="randomnowtime" value="0"> 
 <attribute name="dis_en">Caf Scheduler: Random now time</attribute> 
 <parameterinfo name="pi_randomnowtime"> <attribute name="type">int</attribute> 
 <attribute name="desc">If &quot;now&quot; is specified in the type then this is the
 number of seconds within which the job runs.</attribute> 
 <attribute name="incl">1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0</attribute> 
 </parameterinfo> 
 </parameter> 
 <parameter name="randomminutes" value="10"> 
 <attribute name="dis_en">Caf Scheduler: Random minutes</attribute> 
 <parameterinfo name="pi_randomminutes"> <attribute name="type">int</attribute> 
 <attribute name="desc">If &quot;random&quot; is specified in the job type then a random
 number of minutes between 0 and this value is added to the specified job time. This
 allows a job to run at &quot;fuzzy&quot; regular intervals.</attribute> 
 <attribute name="incl">1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0</attribute> 
 </parameterinfo> 
 </parameter> 
 </paramsection> 
 </paramsection> 
 </paramsection> 
 </paramsection> 
 </paramsection> 
 </allusers> 
</configuration>

Ensure that CA DSM is running and then execute the command: 

“ccnfregdb -mlocalhost -f<name of XML file> -e” 

Ensure that the result is a new schedule entry that can be configured and then deployed to your Agents in the standard
way.

NOTE
The CAF scheduler can only execute CAF commands and cannot be used as a general-purpose scheduler. 
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CA Remote Control

The CA Remote Control Agent is also known as the CA Remote Control Host (RCHOST). CAF starts the Host and
runs permanently on the computer. Unlike CA Software Delivery and CA Asset Management where most tasks occur in
background, the action of taking control of a remote computer happens in the foreground and therefore is in full view of
the end user.

Interaction with the End User

The level of interaction with the end user during a CA Remote Control session can vary depending on the reason for the
session. For example, if there is a technical issue that requires administrator actions to fix the problem, the involvement of
the end user is not required. In contrast, an issue where an end user is asking for guidance on using a particular function
would be interactive.

The first decision is regarding the notification to the end user (or not) when a session is in progress, and in fact whether
that session can even take place before the end user approves. The configuration can be set such that only a click ‘OK’
is required, or the user can be asked to enter their password. This configuration is controlled for each Agent or Group of
Agents through the central configuration management settings.

The choice to allow a secure session where the end user cannot see the actions that the Administrator performs
controlling their workstation, is also configured using a central configuration policy as the Enable Secure Control.

If this option is allowed, the Administrator is allowed to select Secure Control while establishing a remote control session.

When the Secure Session is established, a screen is displayed informing the end user and effectively hiding the display
behind.

Some of the text that is displayed in this message, with CA Remote Control host displaying other text to the user can be
customized. Edit the file named as rcHostViewer.enu that is found in the directory ca\dsm\bin\ to customize the text. This
file is the US English file, so select the correct language file for your installation.

So, for example, if we wanted to customize the text that is displayed on the secure connection window, we would edit the
file as shown:

# --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- [RCOS]

 IDS_BHS_TITLE="Remote Control Session In Progress" IDS_BHS_INFO="This computer is being controlled by an IT

 Administrator of Forward Inc.\n\nWe have disabled the local display of the machine's desktop. Your keyboard

 and mouse have also been disabled.\n\nIf you believe that this Remote Control session should not be taking

 place then please contact IT Security on Extension 123456. \n\nYour desktop will be released when the Remote

 Control session ends." IDS_BHS_COPYRIGHT="Copyright (c) 2006 CA. All Rights Reserved"

The following secure connection screen is displayed:
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Communication Flow

Unlike CA Software Delivery and CA Asset Management, where 99 percent of the communication flow is between the
scalability server and the Agent, but for the CA Remote Control 99 percent of the communication flow is between the Host
and Viewer (Agent and DSM Explorer). The communication flow for session establishment occurs between the domain
manager, scalability server, and Agent. Once validated, the Viewer and Host communicate directly. If any firewalls or a
NAT (Network Address Translation) network is between the Viewer and Host, consider the communication flow. For more
information on network configuration, see the Firewalls and Network Considerations article.

CA Asset Management

The Asset Management Agent consists of three main components:

• Asset Management Performance Agent (AMPMAGENT)
• Asset Management Software Usage Agent (AMSWSWMAGTW)
• Asset Management Agent (AMAGENT)

The first two components are started when CAF first starts and remain in memory as running processes. The third
component is also started when CAF first starts, again when CAF detects a change of the IP address, when the CAF
Scheduler requests or a manual action does. It does not remain in memory as a running process.

The Asset Management Agent is a wrapper process that can perform various actions:

• Software Inventory
• Hardware Inventory
• Custom Inventory modules
• Template Inventory
• Jobs

When the Asset Management Agent is started, the Asset Management Agent connects to the scalability server to see
which of the mentioned modules have to run. If the scalability server is contactable, the configured modules are performed
and the results are sent to the scalability server before exiting.
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Figure 41: Asset Management Wrapper process

If the scalability server is not available, then it exits and does not perform any of the modules.

Scheduling

The Asset Management Agent is run from the CAF scheduler by default once every 24 hours. The schedule configuration
is a centrally managed configuration set which can be amended and applied to individual or groups of Assets. For
example, if you want to run the Agent more frequently on Assets in a remote sales office compared to those on the DMZ.

As previously mentioned, the Asset Management Agent runs several different processes. Each process can be disabled,
or enabled, and can have specific scheduling rules. For example, by default the Hardware Inventory is configured to run
every time, whereas the Software Inventory only runs once per day.
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The CAF scheduler also invokes the Asset Management Agent every hour in HINT mode. Hint mode invokes a verification
to see whether any CA Software Delivery jobs have been performed. If so, the Software Inventory module is started.
Assuming that the CA Software Delivery job was installing or uninstalling software, and if a Software Signature entry was
created for the changed application, the detected software for this Asset is updated.

Forcing a Rescan

Sometimes manually forcing the Asset Management Agent to run and performing Hardware and Software Inventory
rescan can be necessary. You can select a single or multiple Assets, right-click, and select ‘Activate Job Check' from
DSM Explorer to achieve this process. By default the Asset Management Agent only reports any changes in Hardware
or Software from the last time the Agent was run. By specifying the Re-collect option, a full re-collect of all Hardware or
Software information is performed.
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The CAF command line can be used to start the Asset Management Agent. If run without any arguments, scalability
server is connected and any configured modules are run. Any scheduling configuration in place for this Agent is obeyed.
The Asset Management Agent can be run with the following arguments:

• /COLLECT: Do not diff, send complete information
• /RESCAN_INVENTORY: Run any hardware inventory configurations that are linked to the unit regardless of

scheduling
• /RESCAN_SOFTWARE: Run any software inventory configurations that are linked regardless of scheduling

Examples

To force a re-scan and collect of all Hardware and Software inventory, run this command on the Agent:

CAF start AMAGENT args /RESCAN_INVENTORY /RESCAN_SOFTWARE /COLLECT

By the use of the HOST parameter, some CAF commands can also be run on remote systems. So to run the same
command on a system other than your Local Host, enter the following information:

CAF start AMAGENT args /RESCAN_INVENTORY /RESCAN_SOFTWARE /COLLECT HOST NAME_OR_IP_OF_MACHINE
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If the credentials that you have logged on with do not have access to the remote computer, different credentials can be
passed to CAF using USER and PASSWORD. For example:

CAF start AMAGENT args /RESCAN_INVENTORY /RESCAN_SOFTWARE /COLLECT HOST name_or_ip_of_machine USER

 admin_account PASSWORD secret

Preventing Jobs from Running

Several business scenarios requires you perform Asset Management Hardware and Software Inventory on a system and
prevent all other activities. You can complete this activity for individual or groups of assets by using the following centrally
managed configuration option:

Collecting Custom Inventory Information

The Asset Management Agent can execute various custom Inventory Modules, but by default these modules are not
enabled. Some modules collect specific information, as their titles suggest, whereas the one named WBEM Inventory
is open to configuration. You can either customize the WBEM module or use this module as an example and create a
module.

The complete WBEM data source is a considerable size and if collected can be many megabytes, putting unnecessary
overhead on the CA DSM system. We recommend in restricting the information that is collected to just that which is
necessary. 
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During the configuration process, you can use the Launch button to start the WBEM browser. You can browse your local
WBEM data and chose the settings that you want to collect. Only data that is found in your local system is presented, but
you can manually add extra settings in the configuration window. 
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Creating Your Own Inventory Module

Sometimes inventory data that is valuable to you exists in files, registry keys, or other locations on the system that the CA
Asset Management inventory modules do not read automatically. So creating your own inventory module to read this data
and writing a MIF file for CA Asset Management to process becomes necessary. This inventory module could be a simple
CA DSM script or a more complicated C++ or Visual Basic program.

Many extra inventory information on the Windows platform is made available as ActiveX components. ActiveX provides
access to information from Active Directory, WMI, and is easy to access using Windows scripting. The library to create
MIF Files and a way to embed the Windows script into a recurring Asset Management job is missing.

This article discusses how you can use Visual Basic Scripting (.VBS) or Desktop Management Scripts to read information
and can build MIF files. If you prefer using Java scripting (.JS), you can use the same steps as with VBS, not for the MIF
library as it is written in Basic.

Implementing .VBS

Once you have written your Visual Basic script, you can create an asset job that allows you to encapsulate the .vbs script
into the job. The script is then transported and executed on the agent through the CA DSM infrastructure.
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To build an asset job, follow these steps:

1. Find the group or individual asset that you want to schedule the job for.
2. Expand the tree, right-click the Jobs node, and select Create Asset Job.
3. From the Job wizard, select External Utility as the Task type.
4. Click Next and give the job a name and description.
5. Click Next and select cscript.exe as the Executable.
6. Enter a Working directory where the process is executed. If you leave the working directory blank, the DSM\bin

directory is pointed.
We recommend in using the default Agent directory. For example, C:\Program Files\CA\Unicenter DSM\Agent
\units\00000001\uam. For the Working directory, in this way can you control the output folder from the CA DSM job
configuration. You can ensure that the MIF is placed in the right folder to get collected.

7. Select the Create Text File option and give the file a name.
The file with the content from the next screen to that file name in the Working directory is created.

NOTE
The file is deleted after the job has executed.

8. Click Next and insert the full .VBS script that you want to execute.
See the example following this procedure.

9. When you click Next, you can schedule the module. If the module is an inventory module, we recommended in
running the module regularly, at least once a day, to ensure up-to-date information.

Example

 

' To use the MIF library, cut and paste the Script with in the '------- MIF 

Library --------' Section 
 sFile="test.mif" 
 
'------- MIF Library -------- 
'These functions are built to make MIF file creation easier 
' Author: Kim Rasmussen, CA 
' 
' Library version: 1.0 06-dec-2006 
' 
'---Library variables 
Dim objMIFFileSystem, objMIFFile 
Dim nGroupID 
Dim nAttrID 
 
'======================================================================== '=
 CreateMIFFile function:

'======================================================================== 
Function CreateMIFFile(strFile, strName, strDescription) 
 Set objMIFFileSystem = CreateObject("Scripting.fileSystemObject") 
 Set objMIFFile = objMIFFileSystem.CreateTextFile(strFile, TRUE) 
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 objMIFFile.WriteLine("Start Component")

objMIFFile.WriteLine(" Name = """ & strName & """")

objMIFFile.WriteLine(" Description = """ & strDescription & """")

nGroupID = 0 
 CreateMIFFile = 0 
End Function 
 
'======================================================================== 

'= End MIFFile function: 
'========================================================================

Function EndMIFFile() 
 objMIFFile.WriteLine("End Component")

objMIFFile.Close 
 EndMIFFile = 0 
End Function 
 
'========================================================================

'= CreateMIFGroup function: 
'========================================================================

Function CreateMIFGroup(strGroupName, strDescription, strClass)

nGroupID = nGroupID + 1

objMIFFile.WriteLine("")

objMIFFile.WriteLine(" Start Group") 
 objMIFFile.WriteLIne(" Name = """ & strGroupName & """")

objMIFFile.WriteLine(" ID = " & nGroupID)

objMIFFile.WriteLine(" Class = """ & strClass & """")

objMIFFile.WriteLine(" Description = """ & strDescription & """") 
 nAttrID = 0 
 CreateMIFGroup = 0 
End Function 
 
'========================================================================

'= EndMIFGroup function: 
'========================================================================
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Function EndMIFGroup()

objMIFFile.WriteLine(" End Group") 
 EndMIFGroup = 0 
End Function 
 
'========================================================================

'= CreateMIFString function: 
'========================================================================

Function CreateMIFString(strName, strValue, strDescription)

nAttrID = nAttrID + 1 
 objMIFFile.WriteLine("")

objMIFFile.WriteLine(" Start Attribute")

objMIFFile.WriteLine(" Name = """ & strName & """")

objMIFFile.WriteLine(" ID = " & nAttrID) 
 objMIFFile.WriteLine(" Description = """ & strDescription & """")

objMIFFile.WriteLine(" Type = String(64)")

objMIFFile.WriteLine(" Value = """ & strValue & """")

objMIFFile.WriteLine(" End Attribute") 
 CreateMIFString=0 
End Function 
 
'========================================================================

'= CreateMIFInt function: 
'========================================================================

Function CreateMIFInt(strName, intValue, strDescription)

nAttrID = nAttrID + 1

objMIFFile.WriteLine("")

objMIFFile.WriteLine(" Start Attribute")

objMIFFile.WriteLine(" Name = """ & strName & """")

objMIFFile.WriteLine(" ID = " & nAttrID) 
 objMIFFile.WriteLine(" Description = """ & strDescription & """")
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objMIFFile.WriteLine(" Type = Integer64")

objMIFFile.WriteLine(" Value = " & intValue)

objMIFFile.WriteLine(" End Attribute") 
 CreateMIFInt=0 
End Function 
'------- MIF Library -------- 
 
'********************************************--------
*********************************************** 
'******************************************** MAIN
 *********************************************** 
'********************************************--------
*********************************************** 
 
call CreateMIFFile(sFile, "Test MIF", "My first VB MIF File")

call CreateMIFGroup("MIF Group1","first group","")

call CreateMIFString("Var1","Value1","This is a String variable")

call EndMIFGroup() 
call CreateMIFGroup("Group2","Secund group","") 
call CreateMIFString("Var2","Value2","This is a String variable")

call CreateMIFInt("Var3",20002,"This is a Numeric variable")

call EndMIFGroup()

call EndMIFFile()

VBS and .MIF Files

To use VBS as an inventory module, the script needs to produce an output file in the commonly known file format .MIF.
The sample script that is mentioned in "Implementing .VBS" article contains commands that Build MIF: Component,
Groups, String, and Integer values.

If you have to use the MIF library in other scripts, you can copy select everything between the two lines marked with:

‘------- MIF Library --------’ and insert it at the top of your new script.

call CreateMIFFile(sFile, "Test MIF", "My first VB MIF File")

call CreateMIFGroup("MIF Group1","first group","")

call CreateMIFString("Var1","Value1","This is a String variable")
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call EndMIFGroup()

call CreateMIFGroup("Group2","Second group","") 
call CreateMIFString("Var2","Value2","This is a String variable")

call CreateMIFInt("Var3",20002,"This is a Numeric variable")

call EndMIFGroup()

call EndMIFFile()

In addition to the MIF library, this script is a small test script that contains an example in how to use the functions. 

You can see from the code example that the example is similar to how the CA DSM Scripting MIF functions work. 

NOTE
Do the EndGroup and EndFile yourself in the script. 

Ensure that the script produces a MIF file that looks like as mentioned: 

Start Component 
Name = "Test MIF" 
Description = "My first VB MIF File" 
 
Start Group 
Name = "MIF Group1" 
ID = 1 
Class = "" 
Description = "first group" 
 
Start Attribute 
Name = "Var1" 
ID = 1 
Description = "This is a String variable" 
Type = String(64) 
 Value = "Value1" 
End Attribute 
End Group 
 
Start Group 
Name = "Group2" ID = 2 
Class = "" 
Description = "Second group" 
 
Start Attribute 
Name = "Var2" 
ID = 1 
Description = "This is a String variable" 
Type = String(64) 
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 Value = "Value2" 
End Attribute 
 
Start Attribute 
Name = "Var3" 
ID = 2 
Description = "This is a Numeric variable" 
Type = Integer64 
Value = 20002

End Attribute End Group 
End Component

Once the Engine processes this MIF file into the MDB, the file is visible in the Additional folder under Inventory node of the
asset.

Creating a .MIF File Using the CA DSM Script Language

Often complicated programming is not necessary. The extra inventory information can be collected using a CA DSM script
to read the data and create the MIF file. One of the benefits of using the CA DSM scripting language is that the language
supports many different operating systems. As long as your script avoids any platform-specific OS calls, the script can be
run on all operating systems that the DSM Agent supports. The CA DSM scripting language also offers advanced features
regarding .MIF file manipulation.

The following example shows the CA DSM script for creating a MIF file for the extra inventory data:

 '*********************************************************************************** 
'* 
'* This Script reads the Sound card on Windows NT and Windows 95 and create a MIF file 
'* Called ISND.MIF, in the Clientws 
'* 
'* Created by Kim Rasmussen Computer associates. 
 '* Version 1.0 
'* 
'* 
'***********************************************************************************
*** 
DIM SoundCard AS STRING 
DIM i AS INTEGER
 '***********************************************************************************
*** 
'* 
'* This function reds the Driver description in the Registry database 
'* 
'***********************************************************************************
*** 
FUNCTION get_soundcard(i as integer) AS STRING 
 DIM driver AS STRING 
 DIM dummy AS INTEGER 
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 DIM rhdl AS INTEGER 
 
 IF (InStr(OsSystem,"NT")>0) THEN Rem read the Wave driver 
 rhdl = RegOpenKey(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE,"SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows 
NT\CurrentVersion\drivers32") 
 IF rhdl <> 0 THEN 
 RegQueryVariable(rhdl,"wave",driver,dummy) 
 IF UCASE(driver)="MMDRV.DLL" THEN 
 RegQueryVariable(rhdl,"wave1",driver,dummy) 
 ENDIF 
 
 RegCloseKey(rhdl) 
 ENDIF 
 
 REM Get the driver description IF driver <> "" THEN 
 rhdl = RegOpenKey(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE,"SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows 
NT\CurrentVersion\drivers.desc") 
 IF rhdl <> 0 THEN 
 RegQueryVariable(rhdl,driver,driver,dummy) 
 RegCloseKey(rhdl) 
 ENDIF ELSE driver = "N/A" 
 END IF 
 
 ELSEIF (InStr(OsSystem,"95")>0) THEN Rem Get the first Key in the wave group rhdl = 
RegOpenKey(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE,"System\CurrentControlSet\control\MediaResources\wave"
) 
 IF rhdl <> 0 THEN 
 RegEnumKey(rhdl,0,driver) 
 RegCloseKey(rhdl) 
 
 Rem Read description for that driver rhdl = 
RegOpenKey(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE,"System\CurrentControlSet\control\MediaResources\wave\
"+driver) 
 IF rhdl <> 0 THEN 
 RegQueryVariable(rhdl,"Description",driver,dummy) 
 RegCloseKey(rhdl)
 ELSE 
 driver = "N/A" 
 ENDIF 
 ENDIF 
 ENDIF 
 get_soundcard = driver 
END FUNCTION 'Get_soundcard 
 
'***********************************************************************************
************************************* MAIN 
************************************************************************************
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************************************' 
 IF (InStr(OsSystem,"NT")>0) OR (InStr(OsSystem,"95")>0) THEN 
 SoundCard = Get_soundcard(i) 
 
 CreateMifFile(WorkstationPath+"ISND.MIF","Multimedia","AMO Multimedia information") 
 CreateMifGroup(WorkstationPath+"ISND.MIF","Audio","Audio information","") 
 CreateMifString(WorkstationPath+"ISND.MIF","Audio","Sound 
Adapter",SoundCard,"Adapter information") 
ENDIF
 

The .MIF commands and all the other script commands are described in the CA DSM Script Editor article.

Working with Asset Collector
With CA Desktop & Server Management (CA DSM) r11.2 C1, a new and useful technology called the Asset Collector was
introduced.

Why the Asset Collector

With CA products using more CA DSM data as a repository for discovery data, a more robust interface was required to
allow data from sources other than the CA DSM agents to be collected.

In older versions of CA Asset Management, there was a MIF system that allowed you to register your own external assets.
The system was great and easy to use, but the data was stored differently from standard units, and you were only allowed
to store hardware attributes.

The Asset Collector takes you to the next level and store both software and hardware data as exactly like the CA DSM
agents do, for usage in products like CA Patch Management and CA Software Compliance Manager. The only difference
is that the DSM Explorer displays the nodes slightly differently to indicate that you cannot manage the units, and the value
of the Origin field is not ‘CA’.

The two new fields, Origin and Trust Level, were introduced in the r11.2 C1 release. The two fields were added to help
determine the data source and to gauge how accurate the data would be.

The Origin field values are also used at the DSM Explorer homepage to show the distribution of the managed computers
in the database.

The Asset Collector works as an interface between a Standard XML file and the Standard Infrastructure. The Asset
Collector is installed on all Scalability Servers. The Asset Collector converts the XML file to the internal communications
format and places on the Scalability Server:
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Figure 42: Asset Collector_Conversion of XML File

The Asset Collector Input
To feed the data through the Asset Collector into the CA ITCM system, build an XML file and place the file in a special
folder on the Scalability Server. Ensure that the file complies with the standard XML specifications. We recommend you
keeping the file in a UTF-8 format when you are passing non-standard ASCII information.

The XML File Format

The file typically consists of three XML Elements:

• General: All the registration data is located, including fields like Key, Origin, and Hostname. This section is mandatory
and contains some mandatory fields.

• Hardware: All the hardware attributes for the asset are stored. This section is not mandatory.
• Software: All the software inventory for the asset is stored. This section is not mandatory.

NOTE
Ensure that all tags are in lowercase.

Here is an example of the Asset Collector file:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

-<asset translator="ACBsFmt" version="1_0">

 -<general>

    <host_name>DEMO</host_name>
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    <default_hostname>DEMO</default_hostname>

    <host_key>00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000001</host_key>

    <default_address>130.119.67.48</default_address>

    <default_mac>00:0C:29:A5:6C:B6</default_mac>

    <class_id>3</class_id>

    <origin>ACME Inc.</origin>

    <trustlevel>3</trustlevel>

 </general>

 -<hardware>

   -<group name='$40GeneralInventory$'>

    -<group name="$System$">

     -<attribute name="Total Memory" type="int64" subtype='M'>838324224</attribute>

     -<attribute name="Model" type="string">VMware Virtual Platform</attribute>

     -<attribute name="Vendor" type="string">VMware,Inc.</attribute>

     -<attribute name="Type" type="string">Server</attribute>

     -<attribute name="Domain" type="string">TANT-A01</attribute>

     -<attribute name="Originating SMS Site Server" type="string">DEMO</attribute>

    </group>

   </group>

  </hardware>

-</software>

 -<package name="CA eTrust Antivirus">

   <attribute name="Pub">Computer Associates International, Inc.</attribute>

   <attribute name="Ver">4.0.060220</attribute>
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  </package>

 </software>

</asset>

The <asset> and <general> tags are mandatory. Here is a list of the fields that can be used in the general section:

Asset Required Description
vendor  String
serial_number  String 
asset_tag  String
host_name X Not fully qualified (String)
host_key  If host_key is not supplied, the same is

generated (string).
class_id  Platform name or code (string or number)
default_address X String
default_mac X String
default_hostname X String
default_subnet_mask  String 
collect_time  Time in seconds (Number) 
Trustlevel  Integer from 1 through 5
origin  String

The number of <general> attributes is constantly expanding. For an up-to-date list, see the documentation.

Once you have built the collect file, give the file a unique name, for example, the Hostname or the Internal Key. Ensure
that some other process do not overwrite these files. The file extension has to be one of the following two types:

• .XIU - Unsigned (The typical usage)
• .XIS - Signed 

How to Collect the File

The Asset Collector uses three folders. The folders can be changed, but the default ones are as follows:

• AssetCollectorBAK
• AssetCollectorCollect
• AssetCollectorOutput

The contents of these folders include the following information:
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The next question would then be: How do we get the files to the Collect folder? Many ways are present to get the files, but
here are three methods:

• Direct: If your process is a converter from another data source or system, you can run the process on the scalability
server. In that way, you can have access to the Collect folder. This option can be considered a safe solution as you are
in control of all the application and data locally.

• FTP: You could add the Collect folder as an FTP share. See the Microsoft Knowledge Base document, see Microsoft
KB 323384, for set up instructions. Once setUp is complete, you can do an FTP put of the file to the server. For
example:
ftp -s:script.txt ftp.server.com

The contents of script.txt could look as follows, as an example:
Administrator

secret

bin

cd /AC

put DEMO.xiu

bye

• Share: You could select to share the Collect folder as a normal NetBIOS share. In this way, a remote node could map
the drive or could use Unified Naming Convention (UNC). For example, \\server\ac, to connect and deliver the file.

When using one of the network options, open up the AssetCollectorCollect folder for Write access. With that in mind, limit
the access to only the users that need to deliver. You could also select to make it a Write Only area, so that the external
users cannot see or delete the files that are delivered to the collector.

Signed and Unsigned Files

If you have selected an option with an open network point to collect the data, you could select for digitally signing the file
and set the Asset Collector to only accept signed files. In this way, you can ensure only the nodes that have the certificate
that is installed are collected.
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If you want to sign your Collector file, install the CA DSM certificates on the system. If you already have the certificates
there, you can use the same. Ensure that the same certificate is on both the sender and receiver.

Example

This command is signing the DEMO.xiu file with the common CA ITCM Certificate (dsmcommon):

invsign sign DEMO.xiu dsmcommon

A file is built named as DEMO.xis that is ready for collection.

The signed file looks only like the unsigned file, except that the signed file has a key after the last <asset> Tag:

</package>

</software>

</asset>dsmcommonHª 0Ó¸];ÈôÏ±E©Žyr]æoeüÍ÷3t³'›Ê´,Ð‚üðªŠê]øà‚±uÙrþ,Ä¦ìùöhæ“Ôój[£[J•Â’³C*Î~ãvQ•²z›-Grv

ÔÌ±¯ó4¬›!†á/ZLÅa©ëÖø¥_;ÎÂn" € ¥^|-Ç

Configuring the Asset Collector

As with other CA DSM components, all settings for the Asset Collector are controlled through common configuration
policy. You can find the settings under the Configuration, Configuration Policy, Default Computer Policy, DSM, Scalability
Server, and Asset Collector node.

Most of the settings are self-explanatory. Typically, do not change any of these settings with a few exceptions:

• Collection Folders: If for some reason you have to collect from multiple folders, you can specify multiple folders in a
comma separated list. Alternatively, you could use Recursive Folder Monitoring and have multiple folders under the
default ‘AssetCollectorCollect’ folder.

• Generate Deltas: If you are on a fast network infrastructure, you could disable the deltas between the scalability server
and the domain manager.

• Signed Files Only: In either a secure environment or an open environment, you can only accept signed files to ensure
that the sender is an approved source.

Usage Examples
With the new Asset Collector, writing your own inventory collectors only got easier. The open interface provides many
different ways of reporting data. Some scenarios that could benefit from using the Asset Collector are mentioned.

Writing Your Own Agent

The first thing that springs to mind is that I can write my own inventory agent. Typically, this example would be for systems
where CA does not provide an inventory agent, or for devices that do not have an OS. We have in the past seen the need
for inventorying things such as vending systems, gas pumps, and cars, only to mention a few.

All that you have to do is to get the collector file created and then transport to the Collect folder. Once this file is passed on
to the Asset Collector, your data is treated only like any other inventory data.

Integration to an Existing Inventory System

Another important job for the Asset Collector is to help integrate information from other Inventory systems. Typically, you
write a small program to extract that data and build a collector file. One thing to remember that in this scenario is that you
have to create one file per each asset record in the system you are importing from.
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Taking Inventory Offline

With the technology building on XML files, you would be able to generate offline inventory information about a USB
or network disk and then copy the information to the Asset Collector for importing and registering into your CA Client
Automation system. Multiple initiatives are in progress to create inventory based on this technology. 

Why One Repository?

The huge advantage of using one repository for all your inventory data is that inventory consumers then have only one
place to look for data. CA products like CA Asset Intelligence, CA Asset Portfolio Management, CA Service Desk, and CA
Software Compliance Manager would in one strike be able to use data from any source, as long as the Asset Collector
collects the data.

So by using the Asset Collector, you can have one consolidated data source of all the assets you have discovered.

The Microsoft Systems Management Server (SMS) Connector
One of the CA created first integration that utilizes the Asset Collector is a connector to Microsoft Systems Management
Server (SMS/SCCM). In general, the integration uses an Engine job that connects to the SMS site server on a scheduled
basis. All the asset data is exported and Asset Collector files are built, one per each computer that SMS manages.

Setting Up the SMS Connector

As mentioned before, set up an Engine job to get the integration with SMS working. During the setUp of the Engine job,
using the New Task Wizard, first select the ‘CA Asset Converter for Microsoft SMS’ task type.

Once the Task Type has been selected and you have given the job a name, you are asked for the SMS Service name, the
SMS Site name (similar to the CA DSM domain), and the user credentials to get to the SMS information.

The communication between the Engine and the SMS server is WMI, which is using the NetBIOS TCP port 135.

The next wizard page (Select information to collect) allows you the select whether you want to collect Hardware and
Software, or both.

Also, you can specify a scope using SMS asset groups. You can limit the import to only a subset of the assets. If you want
to divide the data into two CA Client Automation domains or if you only want to manage some of the assets (typical for a
service provider), scopes are typically used.

The last of the SMS Connector-specific wizard page (Specify data delivery location) allows you to set up where the Asset
Collector files have to be placed.

Typically, the engine is running on a domain manager or a scalability server where the Asset Collector already is installed.
The SMS Connector task then reads the Asset Collector configuration to find the right folder.

If you want the file in a different folder or if the engine is running on a separate box, you can manually specify the folder.
Remember that this specification is relative to the Engine.

If you are planning to have the Asset Collector remote from the Engine, the Engine by default runs as ‘Local System'. In
this case, the Asset Collector share has to be null session shared. For more information about Null Session Shares, see
this Microsoft Knowledge Base Document: http://support.microsoft.com/kb/289655.

The Output

Once the SMS job has run, all the SMS assets are registered in CA DSM like any other assets.
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Security Aspects of CA DSM
When we refer to the security aspects of CA Desktop & Server Management (CA DSM), we can generally include four
areas. 

• Authentication
Authentication provides confidence that the requesting object is who it says that it is. Authentication is employed for
login and system-to-system communications (application to application). Authentication is provided through operating
system-specific mechanisms or X.509V3 certificate public/private key mechanisms.

• Authorization (Permissions)
Authorization is about granting appropriate access to CA DSM data through class, object, and area permissions.
Components use the verified identities to look up rights and privileges to apply to the requested operation.

• Encryption
Encryption is about keeping sensitive information secure. For example, encrypting remote control sessions to provide
confidentiality and integrity.

• Auditing
Auditing is about being able to audit operations or security violations that have or can occur in your CA DSM
environment.

The standard product documentation for CA DSM contains a wealth of information about these areas, which we would
not repeat here. We would focus on discussing some real world usage related to setting permissions and also X.509
certificate replacement and distribution.

Permissions Model

The CA DSM permissions model is made up of the following components:

• Security Profiles
Security profiles are roles, groups, or individual users mapped from a security provider (for example, an NT domain
group). A security profile is an operating system user account or group in the domain manager (a local profile) or in its
network domain (a domain profile). The security subsystem in CA DSM supports multiple security profiles. A security
profile is either built in, that is, created at installation time or user-defined.
Security profiles ultimately allow the user to log in to the system. The authorized rights that user has once they are
logged in are made up of the following types of permissions: Class, Object, and Area.
A user can be a member of multiple profiles, through a group or individual user membership. In this scenario, the
cumulative permissions are OR’d together to work out the resultant permissions. The No Access permission does
not override all other permissions. If a user has no access set through a group membership, but full control through
another group membership, then the permissions are cumulative, meaning the user would ultimately have full control.
Also note there is no replication of security profiles or permissions from an enterprise manager to a domain manager.
The  dialog retrieved from the DSM Explorer Security\Security Profiles menu lists the default security profiles
presented to you upon a fresh installation. You can see three profiles with a type of ‘Built-in’ and one with a type of
‘Local Group’.
The ‘Built-in’ profiles are:
– Owner

This profile is necessary for managing dynamically created objects so that every object is assigned to an owner
profile. Ownership might be changed using an application, such as a UI.

– Everyone
This profile initially has the class permission NO_ACCESS for all classes.

– Distributions
This profile is used when you have an enterprise. This profile has the class permission FULL_CONTROL for all
objects.

And the Local Group profile is:

• Local Administrators group
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This profile initially has the class permission FULL_CONTROL for all objects.

NOTE
These default profiles cannot be deleted.

• Class Permissions (Class-level security)
Class permissions are the default access rights that you can specify. The class-level permissions that are in place are
used as the default rights for each object that is created as an instance of the Class. Class permissions are the highest
level of security (in terms of being less granular) that you can set. 

NOTE
No Access is the default class permission for all new profiles that you create.

• Object Permissions (Object Access Control Element)
Object permissions allow you to be more granular with your permissions. For example, you can give someone read
access to all computers and groups through class permissions, but you might want to make one or more specific
objects (computers) not visible to them.Object-level permissions would enable you to achieve the same.

Let us discuss some of the things we can see in the example:

• Owner
A user either owns an object or is said to be unassigned. When a background process creates an object, that object is
unassigned. If you create an object, your user ID is the owner of the object. As the owner of an object, you inherit all
permissions associated with the Owner security profile. Owner is a special security profile, created at installation time
and set to the Full Access by default.

• Take Ownership
A user gets the ownership of object.

• Object Permissions
Permissions are based on the concept of an Access Control Entry (ACE), which is a bit-oriented integer. The following
8 bits are currently used:
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– V - View bit, allows you to show objects.
– C - Create bit, allows you to create objects.
– R - Read bit, allows you to read sub-objects of an object.
– W - Write bit, allows you to change an object.
– X - Execute bit, allows execution, depends on the object type.
– D - Delete bit, allows you to delete objects.
– P - Permission bit, allows you to change the ACE itself.
– O - Ownership bit, allows you to take ownership of an object.

• Security Area Permissions
A security area is a geographical, organizational, or topological division. A security area can be linked to one or more
security profiles and one or more objects. A user can access an object when at least one security area is linked to the
object and the object is also linked to at least one security profile of the user.
For important use cases and the descriptions of what area support is doing in the context of these use cases, see the
Security Area Support Use Cases chapter in the Desktop & Server Management Implementation Guide.

Applicable MDB Tables

The Management Database (MDB) tables used by security concerning class, object, and group level security are as
follows:

Figure 43: MDB tables

• Class-level permissions are maintained in the ca_class_ace table
• Object-level permissions are maintained in the ca_object_ace table
• Group-level permissions are maintained in the ca_group_ace table

Security Profiles and the DSM Reporter
Like the DSM Explorer, the DSM Reporter runs using the current Windows logged-on user profile (unified log in). The user
profile that is currently used, and the DSM Reporter privileges for this user, can be seen on the DSM Reporter front page.
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The DSM Reporter operates with two security classes: Report Templates and Report Scheduling. For these two classes,
the permissions can be set individually for each user or group of users. This description focuses on the Report Templates
class, but the available permissions for Report Scheduling are used in the same way.

The minimum access level that is needed for reports is read access. If you do not have read access, the tree view with
folders and templates is still visible. But trying to access a report template results in a message within the DSM Reporter
informing you of your lack of security rights.

Here is a breakdown of the different Class Permissions and the resultant access:

Read

To access individual report templates, you need read access, which would be visible in the security profile Class
Permissions dialog.

When having only Read access to report templates, vital functionality is disabled in the DSM Reporter application. You
cannot create reports or folders, and you cannot run reports.

Write

Write access is required to store new reports and folders in the database, to modify existing contents, and to remove
contents from the database.

Create

Enable the Create flag to create new reports and folders. For Create, write access is also required. Lack of this permission
results in New Folder and New Report options being unavailable (unavailable), as displayed under Tasks portlet.

Execute

To execute reports and create results, execute permissions are required. Lack of these permissions results in the Run
Report option being unavailable in menus and views, as displayed in the Tasks portlet. To schedule reports, engine
permissions are required.

Recommended Settings

Typically, the advanced DSM Reporter user needs full access to report templates. Full access is required to use the built-
in reports, and also to create reports addressing a specific problem or to deliver information about request.

Creating a limited user is possible with only read and execute access, which only allows that user to run existing reports.

By removing access to the report templates (No Access), or removing the Read security flag, the user is prevented from
doing any actions on report templates and is also prevented from viewing the details of the templates. The main tree in the
left pane is still visible.

Recommended Settings for Scheduling

If you want a user to be able to schedule reports, Full Control should be provided to Report Scheduling. Scheduling also
requires Write access to the engine security class, as scheduled reports need to be assigned to an engine. In turn, the
engine runs the report at the specified time or at regular intervals.

X.509 V3 Certificates
CA DSM uses X.509 certificates for authentication between its client processes and any service which requires
authentication. Whenever a CA DSM client process connects to a CAF (Common Application Framework) plug-in that
requires authentication, ensure that the client process passes security credentials relevant to security requirements of the
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target service. Where the client process is running as an autonomous process, such as a Windows NT service or a UNIX
daemon, the client process might authenticate using X.509 V3 certificates in the absence of any user credentials.

An X.509 certificate for CA DSM authentication comprises a set of attribute-value pairs packaged together with the public
encryption key of an asymmetric key pair. The certificate is digitally signed and a root certificate seals the same. The
certificate records the name of the subject to whom the certificate was issued, the issuing certificate authority name, and
expiry information. The subject name is often referred to as the Distinguished Name (DN). The subject name is mapped to
a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) in the x509cert namespace:

x509cert://dsm r11/CN=Basic Host Identity,O=Computer Associates,C=US

A CA DSM installation comes with a set of default standard certificates that a CA root certificate signs. The public root
certificate is installed on every node within the enterprise. Using public key cryptography, clients authenticate themselves
to scalability servers upon request. A scalability server can then use the certified identity to perform subsequent
authorization verification and commit audit records. The DSM Explorer enables certificate URIs to be seen as security
profiles.

The three types of certificates in use are as follows:

• Root Certificate
A root certificate is used to sign and validate all other certificates in the CA DSM authority. Without this certificate, we
cannot validate the authentication of the other certificates. The root can also be referred to as the trusted third party.

• Basic Host Identity
The low-level messaging components use the basic host identity to enable a basic level of trust and set up of
encrypted data channels, such as an Agent talking to a scalability server or DSM Explorer to the domain manager. For
example, before you have even logged in to an Explorer this certificate has been verified. Every CA DSM node has a
certificate that provides Basic Host Identity (BHI) installed by default.

• Application Specific
Various components use application certificates of the CA DSM application to authenticate database access or server
access. These certificates are used to control some of the application-level functions such as the software delivery
catalog. Application certificates define which processes are allowed to receive the database credentials which run in
the context of the system, so we need a form of validation.

Other examples are common server registration of new assets, and the directory sync job. These processes access the
MDB and use database credentials; without the right certificates, they do not get access. The DSM Reporter also utilizes
an application certificate, as the DSM Reporter has direct access to the MDB. When DSM Reporter starts, the domain
manager or enterprise manager is asked for database credentials. This is allowed or not, depending on whether the
certificate is valid or not. Another example is the CA Software Delivery Agent mover process which is used when roaming
between domains. Without the right certificate, the agent move process does not work.

If you have business requirements that require you to harden your CA DSM infrastructure, we recommend in creating and
deploying your own root certificate, Basic Host Identity (BHI) certificate, and application-specific certificates.

Certificate Deployment and Creation

Certificate Deployment

Generally two scenarios are present regarding certificate deployment in your environment. Because the use of certificates
has to align with your company security and business practices, we recommend in changing the certificates before you
actually deploy CA DSM. You can update your installation images with the new certificates, and from then on your new
infrastructure and agents are deployed automatically utilizing the new certificates.

However, you might encounter a second scenario in which you have already deployed CA DSM. Due to a change in
policy, change the certificates that are being used. We would discuss both these scenarios.
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The CA Desktop & Server Management Implementation section contains details about certificate deployment and
creation. This section complements that material.

Our first, and simplest, scenario is that the CA DSM application has not yet been installed. You can start by copying the
contents of the CA DSM DVD media into a writable directory, into which you can copy the new certificates.

Certificate Creation

To create new certificates, use the cacertutil command line utility. Installing at least one CA DSM component (such as the
DSM Explorer or DSM Agent) on a computer is necessary to gain access to this utility. The cacertutil utility can then be
found in the \bin folder under the CA DSM installation directory.

NOTE
Ensure that any new certificates you create have the same name as the original certificates, for example,
itrm_dsm_r11_root. The reason for having the same name is that the product installer is specifically looking for
these certificate files during installation time.

The first step is to create a set of certificates for our fictional company, Forward Inc. Start with a temporary directory on the
system that has cacertutil installed. In our example, we are using c:\certs.

Replacing certificates involves copying the new files to the installation image. While creating your replacement certificates,
you can consider creating a batch file that copies the files to the media master image. Some examples are referenced in
this article.

Create Certificates Batch File
 cacertutil create -o:itrm_dsm_r11_root.p12 -od:itrm_dsm_r11_root.der -op:rootpassword
 "-s:cn=newdsmroot,o=forwardinc,c=us" -d:3650
cacertutil create -o:basic_id.p12 -od:basic_id.der -op:password -oe "-
s:cn=bhic,o=forwardinc,c=us" -d:730 -i:itrm_dsm_r11_root.p12 -ip:rootpassword
cacertutil create -o:ccsm.p12 -od:ccsm.der -op:password -oe "-
s:cn=csm,o=forwardinc,c=us" -d:1095 -i:itrm_dsm_r11_root.p12 -ip:rootpassword
cacertutil create -o:itrm_dsm_r11_cmdir_eng.p12 -od:itrm_dsm_r11_cmdir_eng.der -
op:password -oe "-s:cn=dirsync,o=forwardinc,c=us" -d:1095 -i:itrm_dsm_r11_root.p12 -
ip:rootpassword
cacertutil create -o:itrm_dsm_r11_agent_mover.p12 -od:itrm_dsm_r11_agent_mover.der -
op:password -oe "-s:cn=sdmover,o=forwardinc,c=us" -d:1095 -i:itrm_dsm_r11_root.p12 -
ip:rootpassword
cacertutil create -o:registration.p12 -od:registration.der -op:password -oe "-
s:cn=reg,o=forwardinc,c=us" -d:1095 -i:itrm_dsm_r11_root.p12 -ip:rootpassword
cacertutil create -o:babld.p12 -od:babld.der -op:password -oe "-
s:cn=babld,o=forwardinc,c=us" -d:1095 -i:itrm_dsm_r11_root.p12 -ip:rootpassword
cacertutil create -o:dsmpwchgent.p12 -od:dsmpwchgent.der -op:password -oe "-
s:cn=entaccess,o=forwardinc,c=us" -d:1095 -i:itrm_dsm_r11_root.p12 -ip:rootpassword
cacertutil create -o:dsmpwchgdom.p12 -od:dsmpwchgdom.der -op:password -oe "-
s:cn=domaccess,o=forwardinc,c=us" -d:1095 -i:itrm_dsm_r11_root.p12 -ip:rootpassword
cacertutil create -o:dsmpwchgrep.p12 -od:dsmpwchgrep.der -op:password -oe "-
s:cn=repaccess,o=forwardinc,c=us" -d:1095 -i:itrm_dsm_r11_root.p12 -ip:rootpassword
cacertutil create -o:itrm_dsm_r11_sd_catalog.p12 -od:itrm_dsm_r11_sd_catalog.der -
op:password -oe "-s:cn=sdcat,o=forwardinc,c=us" -d:730 -i:itrm_dsm_r11_root.p12 -
ip:rootpassword
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The following parameters are used in the mentioned example:

-o This parameter specifies the output file name for the PKCS#12
packaged certificate.

-od This parameter specifies the output file name for the DER
encoded certificate.

-op This parameter specifies a pass-phrase (password) used to
encrypt the PKCS#12 certificate file.

-s This parameter specifies the subject of the certificate, such as the
DN.

-d This parameter specifies the lifetime of the certificate in days.
Here our root certificate is set for 3650 days/10 years. Making
the BHI certificate valid for a lesser timeframe than the Root
Certificate is a good practice, so in this example they have
been set to 730 days/2 years. The application certificates have
also been set to 1095 days/3 years. Because these application
certificates are typically more protected than the BHI certificates,
as the application certificates are installed on infrastructure
(except for the CA Software Delivery catalog).

-oe This parameter generates a random encrypted version of the
passphrase (password) used to decode the certificate and outputs
it to the console.
All certificates are created with the -oe switch. An encrypted form
of the password for subsequent use is outputted in the cfcert.ini
file. The encrypted password output only gives a higher level of
confidence that the certificates cannot be misappropriated, as the
password is not in clear text.

The DN names are not specific and can be changed (CN=xxx,o=yyy). You can select whatever is most descriptive for your
purposes here.

When you run the batch file to create certificates, we recommend in piping the output to a file so that you can keep the
resultant outputted encrypted passwords. These passwords are later used within your cacertutil import command line.

so: C:\certs\create_certs.bat > pwds.txt

Successful completion of the batch file results in a new set of certificates, made up of DER files (Distinguished Encoding
Rules), and p12 files (pkcs#12 public key cryptography standard) created in your temporary directory with the output file
(pwds.txt).

The output file contains multiple entries similar to the mentioned example. Remember that the encrypted passphrase is re-
used later.

 C:\certs>cacertutil create -o:basic_id.p12 -od:basic_id.der -op:password -oe "-
s:cn=bhic,o=forwardinc,c=us" -d:730 -i:itrm_dsm_r11_root.p12 -ip:rootpassword
Encrypted pass phrase:
enc:AhRau5Xy0ukms5NfbrHOpnbXfaZytytk
...Operation OK.
…
 

Once you have created your own specific certificates, you can quickly test to verify whether the certificates are created
correctly (dates, DN etc.). Simply double-clicking one of the DER files such as itrm_dsm_r11_root.der results in the
following dialog:
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Double-clicking one of the P12 files gives you an easy way to ensure the passphrase that you have utilized is valid.

Click through a few steps in the wizard. Enter your unencrypted passphrase here. If the passphrase is accepted, you can
CANCEL this dialog.

Your next step is to edit the CFCERT.INI file. Ultimately this edit allows the CA DSM installer to install your new
certificates. The CFCERT.INI exists on the installation media in multiple locations. Copy only one instance of the file to
your temporary certificate location (c:\certs, for example) so that you can do the necessary edits. A section of the default
cfcert.ini file contents is mentioned.

 [CAF]
files=itrm_dsm_r11_root.der,basic_id.p12
[Configuration]
files=ccsm.p12
[Files]
itrm_dsm_r11_root.der=cacertutil import -i:itrm_dsm_r11_root.der -it:x509v3
basic_id.p12=cacertutil import -i:basic_id.p12 -ip:enc:uAa8VNL4DKZlUUtFk5INPnr2RCLGb4h0
 -h -t:dsmcommon
ccsm.p12=cacertutil import -i:ccsm.p12 -t:csm -ip:enc:IWhun2x3ys7y1FM8Byk2LMs56Rr8KmXQ
[Tags]
dsmcommon=x509cert://DSM r11/CN=Generic Host Identity,O=Computer Associates,C=US
csm=x509cert://dsm r11/CN=Configuration and State Management,O=Computer Associates,C=US
etc
 

Each section of the cfcert.ini file declares the certificates that the associated installer has to install. The installer reads
the ‘files=‘ entry from its associated section in cfcert.ini and installs each certificate listed in turn by using the command
located in the [Files] section of the cfcert.ini file.

For example, the common application framework (CAF) installer finds that the certificates itrm_r11_dsm_root.der and
basic_id.p12 has to be installed. In the [Files] section, the CAF installer finds the cacertutil commands that are associated
to these certificates in the first two lines, and executes these commands.
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The [Tags] section allows you to create new certificates which do not use the standard certificate URIs. When installing a
CA DSM manager node, the installation components reads this section and sets up security profiles for the named URIs.
By convention, the file names that are listed in the ‘files=‘ entry in each section of cfcert.ini are same as the names of the
underlying certificate file. Easier maintenance of the cfcert.ini initialization file is allowed.

Because we are going to replace the default certificates with our new certificates, change the following sections:

1. [Files] section to reflect the new passphrase (password)
2. [Tags] section to reference our new DN URI

The [Files] section resembles this after editing is complete:

 [Files]
itrm_dsm_r11_root.der=cacertutil import -i:itrm_dsm_r11_root.der -it:x509v3
basic_id.p12=cacertutil import -i:basic_id.p12 -ip:enc:AhRau5Xy0ukms5NfbrHOpnbXfaZytytk
 -h -t:dsmcommon
ccsm.p12=cacertutil import -i:ccsm.p12 -t:csm -ip:enc:E4H1xo9u2z4U9O775lZQVnZRQuDmJ4XF
itrm_dsm_r11_cmdir_eng.p12=cacertutil import -i:itrm_dsm_r11_cmdir_eng.p12 -
ip:enc:ewKioCf4EEnQbvr0NJBA16qAduWn3r27 -t:dsm_cmdir_eng
itrm_dsm_r11_sd_catalog.p12=cacertutil import -i:itrm_dsm_r11_sd_catalog.p12 -
ip:enc:SHkCxBQyt7KHPCwmU08KwM43fE3MOq9y -t:dsmsdcat
 itrm_dsm_r11_agent_mover.p12=cacertutil import -i:itrm_dsm_r11_agent_mover.p12 -
ip:enc:HnkJ2gLBGpl8D3rOz02UJQE11wibLhpj -t:dsmagtmv
registration.p12=cacertutil import -i:registration.p12 -
ip:enc:U2z8skmxRzdjaAVQDMWwYTHv3LJbtFvo -t:dsm_csvr_reg
babld.p12=cacertutil import -i:babld.p12 -ip:enc:0H9c4YD4yb1xPR8Q3SSpr7EBzLAY9j84 -
t:babld_server
dsmpwchgent.p12=cacertutil import -i:dsmpwchgent.p12 -
ip:enc:fBYRa9OPtZDMaVTi1FDCm5uw97Dnj7rk -t:ent_access
dsmpwchgdom.p12=cacertutil import -i:dsmpwchgdom.p12 -
ip:enc:qhDmdQAeEPaUiVuVmuFaHrlAH5IlVNGX -t:dom_access
dsmpwchgrep.p12=cacertutil import -i:dsmpwchgrep.p12 -
ip:enc:QH0qnofjHDO24PmWwBAfQTvu81gOXZzm -t:rep_access
 

The enc:<encryptedpassphrase> section is changed here. We have copied the resultant encrypted passphrase from the
output file that we created earlier (pwds.txt).

Next, edit the [Tags] section as follows:

 [Tags]
dsmcommon=x509cert://DSM r11/cn=bhic,o=forwardinc,c=us
csm=x509cert://dsm r11/cn=csm,o=forwardinc,c=us
dsm_cmdir_eng=x509cert://dsm r11/cn=dirsync,o=forwardinc,c=us
dsmsdcat=x509cert://dsm r11/cn=sdcat,o=forwardinc,c=us
dsmagtmv=x509cert://dsm r11/cn=sdmover,o=forwardinc,c=us
dsm_csvr_reg=x509cert://dsm r11/cn=reg,o=forwardinc,c=us
babld_server=x509cert://dsm r11/cn=babld,o=forwardinc,c=us
ent_access=x509cert://dsm r11/cn=entaccess,o=forwardinc,c=us
dom_access=x509cert://dsm r11/cn=domaccess,o=forwardinc,c=us
rep_access=x509cert://dsm r11/cn=repaccess,o=forwardinc,c=us
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The change that is done is to edit the original URI line (x509cert://dsm r11/cn=domain_access,o=Computer
Associates,c=us), so that it now reads as cn=domaccess, o=forwardinc. So forth, as this was the DN used when we first
created the certificates.

The last step is to overwrite all instances of the certificate files (.DER and .P12) and cfcert.ini files that exist in the
installation media. This need only be done once, but is best achieved by using a batch file. Search for all instances of
DER, P12, and CFCERT.INI files on the installation media, and overwrite with your new copies.

After you have successfully replaced the certificates and cfcert.ini files within the installation image, installation can start
as usual.

Review of Steps for Updating Certificates Before the Product Has Been Installed

1. Copy the CA DSM media to a writable directory.
2. Create a temporary directory on the system that has DSM Explorer installed (c:\certs for example).
3. Create new certificates. If preferred, use cacertutil through a batch file.
4. Copy an instance of the CFCERT.INI file to the temporary directory.
5. Edit the [Files] section in CFCERT.INI with a new encrypted passphrase and a new URI in the [Tags] section (TAG

section optional).
6. Copy the new certificates (*.DER, *.P12) to the installation media.
7. Copy the new CFCERT.INI to the installation media.
8. Install the product as normal.

Upon completion of the installation, the new certificates are in use and imported into comstore. Any new deployments
utilize the new certificates. The new security profiles are also created using the new DN from the [Tags] section of the
CFCERT.INI (note the reference to Forwardinc in the URI).

In the following screen shot we can see what happens when an agent with the wrong certificates (or the standard out-of-
box certificates) tries to connect to this secured CA DSM infrastructure. Note the ‘encryption component failed’ message
on the client:

And the violation message in the Manager event log (note as of 11.2 C1 the IP Address of the violating node is displayed
in the event message):
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Manager Already Deployed with Standard Certificates

The next scenario is encountered when you already have a Manager that is installed is utilizing the out-of-box certificates.
The steps to import and use the new certificates are as follows:

1. Use your updated CA DSM master image, by simply running Setup.exe from the media root. Select the Install CA
DSM option which allows you to select the Repair option.

2. When the repair completes, the security profiles are created. The original profiles always continue to be listed in this
scenario.
The existing original certificates are still registered into comstore now. Run cacertutil list to confirm the same, the result
shows only the original certificates that are installed so far.

Replacing Certificates When Manager Is Already Installed but No Infrastructure Is Deployed

The next steps depend on whether you have already deployed an infrastructure at this stage that is still utilizing the
original certificates. If you have only deployed a Manager and no other infrastructure, follow the next steps. Otherwise,
skip to Replacing Certificates When Manager Is Already Installed and Infrastructure Is Deployed.

1. Run cacertutil import for importing your new certificates. Use the commands in the cfcert.ini [Files] section.The new
certificates are imported into comstore. In our example, run from your c:\certs directory that contains the certificates
you originally created earlier in this chapter. The commands that are used in our example are for reference. Although
the encrypted password is unique to our example:

cacertutil import -i:itrm_dsm_r11_root.der -it:x509v3
cacertutil import -i:basic_id.p12 -ip:enc:AhRau5Xy0ukms5NfbrHOpnbXfaZytytk -h -
t:dsmcommon
cacertutil import -i:ccsm.p12 -t:csm -ip:enc:E4H1xo9u2z4U9O775lZQVnZRQuDmJ4XF
cacertutil import -i:itrm_dsm_r11_cmdir_eng.p12 -
ip:enc:ewKioCf4EEnQbvr0NJBA16qAduWn3r27 -t:dsm_cmdir_eng
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cacertutil import -i:itrm_dsm_r11_sd_catalog.p12 -
ip:enc:SHkCxBQyt7KHPCwmU08KwM43fE3MOq9y -t:dsmsdcat
cacertutil import -i:itrm_dsm_r11_agent_mover.p12 -
ip:enc:HnkJ2gLBGpl8D3rOz02UJQE11wibLhpj -t:dsmagtmv
cacertutil import -i:registration.p12 -ip:enc:U2z8skmxRzdjaAVQDMWwYTHv3LJbtFvo -
t:dsm_csvr_reg
cacertutil import -i:babld.p12 -ip:enc:0H9c4YD4yb1xPR8Q3SSpr7EBzLAY9j84 -
t:babld_server
cacertutil import -i:dsmpwchgent.p12 -ip:enc:fBYRa9OPtZDMaVTi1FDCm5uw97Dnj7rk -
t:ent_access
cacertutil import -i:dsmpwchgdom.p12 -ip:enc:qhDmdQAeEPaUiVuVmuFaHrlAH5IlVNGX -
t:dom_access
cacertutil import -i:dsmpwchgrep.p12 -ip:enc:QH0qnofjHDO24PmWwBAfQTvu81gOXZzm -
t:rep_access

2. Ensure that the output from running the import command is similar for each new certificate as mentioned:

C:\certs>cacertutil import -i:dsmpwchgrep.p12 -ip:enc:QH0qnofjHDO24PmWwBAfQTvu81

gOXZzm -t:rep_access

Importing...

Import of certificate allowed - replacing default
 with: 'CN=repaccess,O=forwardinc,C=us'

Running cacertutil list also confirms that the new certificates are now imported into comstore. The original certificates
are no longer listed. As you can have only one certificate per tagname, the originals are overwritten.

3. As the Root certificate does not use a specific tag, the tag still exists in comstore at this stage. So you still have two
root certificates installed. Remove the original root with the cacertutil remove command:
cacertutil remove "-s:CN=DSM Root,O=Computer Associates,C=US"

4. Once the original root is removed, no out-of-box agents can communicate with your Management infrastructure.
5. The next step is to ensure that all newly deployed infrastructure nodes use the correct certificates. Use the dsmPush

tool to update the software packages in the CA Software Delivery Library and within the Deployment Manager. First,
delete the CA DSM Software Packages from within the DSM Explorer. If the CA DSM software packages are deleted
for the first time, you would receive a message box advising you that removing software from the Library erases all
installation records for that library item. Confirm this action:

6. Do not delete the Deployment Packages that the Deployment Manager function uses. These packages are stored
on a standard domain manager installation in C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Packages. The dsmPush tool automatically
updates these packages.
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7. Start the import of the CA Software Delivery and Deployment Packages from your updated media by using the
dsmPush tool. For example: dmscript dsmpush copy that is run from the root of your updated master image starts the
process. 

NOTE
The import takes some time to complete.
To confirm the update of the library and deployment manager has completed, you can monitor the dmscript
process within Task Manager. When this process completes, the update is over.

dsmPush also logs action in to your temporary directory. Once this process is complete, restart your manager. Be
ready to continue your deployment as normal, utilizing your new certificates.

Replacing Certificates When Manager Is Already Installed and Infrastructure Is Deployed

This process is similar to the process mentioned earlier, but the important difference is that you have to deploy your new
certificates to your already-installed infrastructure (agents, and so forth). Follow this process in a specific order, otherwise,
you risk disabling your agent infrastructure from being able to communicate with your manager. Start by deploying the
new Root certificate everywhere. So the certificate deployment process could be achieved with a software delivery
package.

1. Follow steps 1 through 4 as in the previous section, but do not follow step 5. Do not delete your original root certificate.
2. After completing steps 1–4 on your Manager, import the new Root Certificate on any already-deployed infrastructure

nodes. The actual command line is as follows:
cacertutil import -i:itrm_dsm_r11_root.der -it:x509v3

You can use the mentioned command within a CA Software Delivery package. Cacertutil list on an agent would then
return as follows:

C:\certs>cacertutil list

Tag : <empty>

Subject : CN=newdsmroot,O=forwardinc,C=us

Tag : dsmsdcat

Subject : CN=DSM r11 Software Delivery Catalog,O=Computer Associates,C=US

Tag : <empty>

Subject : CN=DSM Root,O=Computer Associates,C=US

Tag : dsmcommon

Subject : CN=Generic Host Identity,O=Computer Associates,C=US

3. As this agent and the manager now have common trusted root certificates, both can connect and establish mutual
trust. The next step would be to import the rest of the new relevant certificates after the root. For example, on an agent
this would be the BHI and Catalog. Again, a software delivery package could achieve this for you.

4. Once you have deployed the new certificates to the rest of your infrastructure, plan to remove the original root
certificate from this infrastructure. Until the original root certificate is removed, the agents are vulnerable to a rogue
out-of-the-box manager. Understanding that this scenario can present challenges is important, as some of the
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messages that are used in CA DSM are of a Persistent Store and Forward nature. So messages can be present in the
infrastructure that can end up with delivery issues due to being issued before the change of certificates.

NOTE
We recommend in not deleting the original root certificate for at least 14 days.

CA DSM Configuration Policy
The CA Desktop & Server Management (CA DSM) products are configured centrally and locally through a shared
component typically referred to as ‘common configuration’ or ‘CCNF’. This component acts like an ‘enhanced Windows
registry,’ the runtime configuration of all the CA DSM subcomponents and infrastructure features are managed. This
functionality allows your desired configuration settings and related business rules to be centrally managed, deployed, and
enforced across your CA DSM environment.

Overview

Configuration policies can be viewed and manipulated within the DSM Explorer under the Control Panel, Configuration,
and Configuration Policy path.

You can see the ‘Default Computer Policy,’ which contains all known manageable parameters. The Default Computer
Policy is sent to all computers automatically without any manual interaction when the systems are registered into your CA
DSM environment, meaning that every system has the same basic set of parameters.

You can change parameters by creating a Configuration Policy, which is automatically derived from the original Default
Policy. Any new policy is referred to as a custom policy. Before you decide to create a custom policy, you can edit the
Default Computer Policy. If the change has to be applied to all systems in your environment, this edit makes sense. We
recommend in changing the Default Computer Policy in this scenario, and all computers get the same new value. If the
change is specific for only a certain part of your population, create a Custom Policy that contains your specific changes.

NOTE
If you install a CA-supplied patch, new parameters and attributes might get added to the Default Policy. Your
existing values are not overwritten.

In real world scenarios, different groups or locations might require configuration parameters that differ from other groups
or locations. A common approach is to create a Custom Policy that can be assigned to multiple computers or groups to
simplify administration of the configuration parameters. From the administrator point of view, configuration policies are
created and maintained independently of any specific computer or group.

When you start to deploy Custom Policies to different groups, some overlap could be present in the parameters defined
within your Custom Policies. In this case, the same parameter could be defined differently in more than one Policy and
you could have a system that is a member of more than one group. Because only a unique parameter value can be set on
a computer, the following rules are used to determine how to proceed when configuration policies overlap:

•  The children of the group inherit the policies assigned to a group. A child can be a group or computer.
• With a hierarchy, policies that are assigned on the child level override the ones on the parent level. In other words, all

parameters that are defined on the parent level are also defined for the child. However, when a child policy overlaps
with a parent policy, the child policy ‘wins'.

• In all other cases where overlapping policies present a conflict, the user is notified of a conflict to resolve. For example,
imagine a scenario whereby you create two new policies that you want to apply to two different groups that contain
several agents where some of these agents are actually members of both of these groups. You have decided to make
the Software Delivery Reboot Prompt Timeout value to be different for each group (remember that your target systems
might exist in both groups).
Application of the first policy to the first group would be fine. Policy application of the second policy to the second group
would result in the Configuration Job failing to apply for the specific target systems that are a member of both groups.
You can see a failed configuration job in the DSM Explorer for affected targets.
You can also see a reason for the policy application failure under the specific target configuration policy node:
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Here we can see a Policy Error with the following text: Policy 'Conflict Policy 2' assigned to 'Group2' conflicts with
policy 'Conflict Policy 1' assigned to 'Group1': parameter '/itrm/usd/agent/RebootPromptTO.'

WARNING
If you want to assign a Configuration Policy to the All Computers group, we recommend you in editing the
Default Policy rather than applying a Custom Policy. Otherwise you can likely end up with policy conflicts.

Activating and Distributing Configuration Policy
When the time comes for a computer configuration job to be activated, the manager collects the parameters or sending
to the computer and does this through a Configuration Job. Configuration Job states can be viewed in the DSM Explorer
under the Control Panel, Configuration, and Configuration Jobs path. When a job is sent successfully to a target system,
the result is not stored under this tree node. If you see old Configuration Jobs that are listed here, a problem is indicated
with the pushing of the job. Typically, the problem would be that the target system is not online or a policy conflict is
present as described earlier. In terms of the target not being available, a timeout is associated with a Configuration Job.
The managed parameter msgtimeout in /itrm/manager/cc controls the value.

In R11.1 the default timeout is seven days. In R11.2, the default is 60 days.

NOTE
If the system has been upgraded from r11.1 to 11.2, the existing default (7 days) is kept. This default parameter
can be extended beyond 7 days.

The changes to the Default Policy results in the changes being propagated immediately in your environment.
Understanding the impact of the deployment of the update is important as custom policies are always derived from the
Default Policy. The systems utilizing a custom policy still receives a Default Policy update automatically, even if the
systems are running a custom policy.

Custom policy distribution time can be specified to occur at a specific time and you can view the combined values for a
target. The Schedule Policies dialog has a Customize and Preview button to show the resulting configuration parameters.

Reported Configuration and Parameter Information
The agent reports configuration parameter settings to the manager. On the manager, these settings are stored in the
database where the GUI refers as the ‘reported configuration’.

A full report of all parameters is returned after the first configuration job has been applied. Subsequent reports only
contain deltas.
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About Configuration Parameters

• Centrally managed
Configuration parameters are set up through the DSM Explorer and stored in the MDB. The parameters are then
evaluated and transmitted down to end systems through the CCNF and CSM (Configuration and State Management)
sub-systems.

• Locally managed
Here, although the MDB contains entries for the configuration parameters, the values are set and stored locally.

• Locally unmanaged
This state can be set and reset only locally through the ccnfAgentApi. In other words, locally unmanaged parameters
can be set to ‘centrally managed’ by the local end system. The manageability of these parameters is put under end-
system control.
These ‘managed’ parameters are collected together hierarchically under a configuration policy.
When viewing managed parameters within the DSM Explorer, by default you can see their display names. To view their
‘real’ internal names, right-click on the list view column header and select the display ‘internal names’ option.

• Unmanaged
Configuration parameters exist only on the end systems. These parameters typically contain values that are specific to
and only useful to the processes that execute on the managed computer.

• Special Note on migrated parameters
When, for example, a CA Software Delivery (SD) v4 Agent is migrated to CA DSM r11, the migration procedure maps
the CA Software Delivery v4 Agent parameters to r11 parameters and writes the resulting values to the local comstore.
This process ensures that the r11 SD Agent continues using the previous defined configuration. The r11 default
configuration policy does not modify the migrated parameter, which is pushed down automatically when the r11 Agent
registers, as only custom policies can change the migrated parameters. Once a custom policy changes the migrated
parameter, the parameter loses the ‘migration’ status and becomes an ‘ordinary’ parameter.

Enterprise and Domain Policies
On the Enterprise, the following rules apply to policies:

• Enterprise policies are replicated to Domains.
• Enterprise group configuration jobs are replicated to Domains.
• Enterprise policies can only be applied to groups.

On the Domain, the following rules apply to policies:

• Enterprise default policy replaces Domain default policy.
• Policies can be applied to group assets or to individual assets.
• Reported configuration is only available at the Domain level.
• Replicated policies cannot be modified at the Domain level. This also applies to the Default policy.

Property Storage
Property storage (also known as ‘persistence’) is maintained in different locations like in the MDB and on the end system
itself.

In the MDB

Centrally managed properties and their values, and also locally managed property definitions without values, are stored in
the following MDB tables:
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• csm_property
• csm_object
• csm_class
• csm_link

The configuration manager processes the configuration policies that are applied to a specific computer and policies
that are applied to any groups that the computer belongs to. The configuration manager eventually determines which
properties have to be set to what value and then pushes these property values down to the end system.

On the End System

The configuration settings for a CA DSM system (manager/server or agent) end up on each node in an encrypted XML
filestore, made from comstore.enc and userstore.enc.

comstore.enc is stored in <DSM install path>\Agent\CCNF while userstore.enc is stored in <Documents and Settings>
\<DSM install path>\Agent\CCNF.

These files contain the settings that an agent would use. As an example, if you wanted to know about the property values
in force on a particular system, this is a good place to look. Because the files are encrypted to avoid direct manipulation,
you cannot open the file within a text editor to view the values but you can view the file in various ways.

You can use the CCNFCMDA command-line interface—for example, to view a specific value, such as the Reboot Timeout
Prompt value on an agent. In this scenario, you could type the following (remembering we are using the ‘internal’ name to
reference the values as mentioned previously):

ccnfcmda -cmd GetParameterValue -ps /itrm/usd/agent/ -pn RebootPromptTO

The file can also be decrypted and written to a standard XML format file using the following command:

ccnfcmda –cmd GetConfigStore –fi c:\MyComStore.xml

Examples of CA DSM Configuration Settings

The following content example shows some nested parameter sections (for example, ‘itrm/usd/agent’), and as a
parameter ‘rebootpromptto’ and its value ‘1900’:

-<paramsection name="usd">

 +<paramsection name='filetransfer' orgname="FileTransfer">

 +<paramsection name='filecompression' orgname="FileCompression">

 +<paramsection name='manager' orgname="Manager">

 -<paramsection name='agent' orgname="Agent">

    -<parameter name='swddeltamode2' orgname="SWDDeltaMode2"entity="Manager"value='10'/>

    -<parameter name='swddeltamode' orgname="SWDDeltaMode"entity="Manager"value='100'/>

    -<parameter name="gulmode" entity="Manager" value='2'/>

    +<parameter name="ws" entity="Client" value='cscript.exe'/>

    +<parameter name="wsf" entity="Client" value='cscript.exe'/>
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    +<parameter name="vbs" entity="Client" value='cscript.exe'/>

    +<parameter name="js" entity="Client" value='cscript.exe'/>

    +<parameter name="dms" entity="Client" value='dmscript.exe'/>

    +<parameter name="ips" entity="Client" value='dmscript.exe'/>

     <parameter name="allowapplicationlogoffreboot"
 orgname="AllowApplicationLogoffReboot" entity="Manager" value='0'/>

     <parameter name="ignorerebootbeforelogoff" orgname="IgnoreRebootBeforeLogoff"
 entity="Manager" value='0'/>

     <parameter name="skipoutputfiles" orgname="SkipOutputFiles" entity="Manager"
 value='0'/>

     <parameter name="disablequote" orgname="DisableQuote" entity="Manager" value='0'/>

     <parameter name="promptinbatch" orgname="PromptInBatch" entity="Manager" value='0'/
>

     <parameter name="disablejcewindowclose" orgname="DisableJCEWindowClose"
 entity="Manager" value='0'/>

     <parameter name="hintsoftwarescanner" orgname="HintSoftwareScanner"
 entity="Manager" value='OFF'/>

     <parameter name="calculateziphash" orgname="CalculateZipHash" entity="Client"
 value='0'/>

     <parameter name="msiuserloggedon" orgname="MSIUserLoggedOn" entity="Manager"
 value='1'/>

     <parameter name="msisourceupdate" orgname="MSISourceUpdate" entity="Manager"
 value='1'/>

     <parameter name="hidejobcheckicons" orgname="HideJobCheckIcons" entity="Manager"
 value='0'/>

     <parameter name="noslessswitchallowed" orgname="NOSLessSwitchAllowed"
 entity="Manager" value='1'/>

     <parameter name="rebootpromptto" orgname="RebootPromptTo" entity="Manager"
 value='1900'/>

     <parameter name="rebootpromptrt" orgname="RebootPromptRT" entity="Manager"
 value='10'/>
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     <parameter name="forcedreboot" orgname="ForcedReboot" entity="Manager" value='0'/>

An entity value of the ‘Manager’ indicates a managed parameter. For example:

-<paramsection name='general'>

  +<parameter name="ipchangescript" value=""entity="Manager">

  <parameter name="enableremotecli" value="2"entity="Manager"/>

When the attribute ‘write’ is set to the ‘agent,’ the local end system might update the parameter value. For example:

-<paramsection name="protocol" orgname="Protocol">

  +<parameter name="maxnumber" entity="Manager">

  <parameter name="dir" orgname="Dir" entity= "Manager" value="C:\Program Files\CA\DSM
\Bin\Protocol">

  <attribute name="write">agent</attribute>

  </parameter>

</paramsection>

This is an example of a migrated parameter:

-<parameter name="nos" orgname="NOS" entity="Client" value="MS">

  <attribute name="migrated">1</attribute>

  <attribute name="write">agent</attribute>

  </parameter>

An example of locally unmanaged parameters is as follows:

-<paramsection name="host">

  <attribute name="managed">local</attribute>

  <parameter name="installpath" value="n/a">

An example of an unmanaged parameter is as follows:
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-<paramsection name="managedpc" orgname="ManagedPC">

  +<paramsection name="server" orgname="Server">

   <parameter name="installpath" orgname="InstallPath" entity="Client" value="C:\Program
 Files\CA\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\">

  <attribute name="write">agent</attribute>

  </parameter>

</paramsection>

Extending and Resetting the Configuration Policy

Extending the Configuration Policy

Our Development group has built the Default Configuration Policy to be extensible so that we can add extra parameters
to Configuration Policy for supporting new and future functionality. If only CA Technologies provide policy changes in the
form of a product update, the changes are supported.

Resetting Configuration Policy Parameters

While changing Configuration Policy Parameters within the DSM Explorer, you can discard changes that you have made.
But this process is effective for changes that are made while you have unsealed the policy that you have only been
working on. When you have changed the Default Policy but you want to reset the parameter values back to the out-of-the-
box values, use the following command:

ccnfregdb -mlocalhost -d"c:\program files\ca\dsm\Manager\CCNf" –o

The XML files are read which are located in the Manager or CCNF directory and the Default Policy is rewritten. Again,
changing the Default Policy results in the policy being redistributed to all agents.

Mobile Devices
CA Desktop & Server Management (CA DSM) supports Microsoft Windows CE-based devices by using a native agent,
and also supports other mobile and docked devices. In this article, we would focus specifically on Microsoft Windows CE
and the native device agent. First, we would clarify the terminology around native and docked agents.

• Native  refers to the fact that an actual CA Software Delivery or CA Asset Management agent is physically installed
on the device itself. This agent communicates over TCP, which can be WiFi, Bluetooth, GPRS (used by GSM mobile
phones), or a LAN connection.

• Docked  refers to devices that are set up to synchronize with a desktop or laptop. For example, a CE device that
synchronizes using the Microsoft ActiveSync program. The desktop/laptop requires an installation of a DSM Agent,
which in turn acts as a proxy and allows you to communicate with the docked device from the perspective of CA DSM.
For example, software can be targeted to the device and installed when the device is next docked and synchronized
with its host system.

For instructions on enabling the docking device support, as the support is not enabled by default in r11, see How to
Enable a Docking Device on Windows. Once the docking device support is enabled, the device is visible in the DSM
Explorer.
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Whereas r11 supports devices through the docked device and synchronization method, no actual r11 version of the Native
Agent now is present. For taking advantage of the r4 Native Agent, you can use the Agent Compatibility Bridge that is
available for r11. The Agent Compatibility Bridge enables legacy CA Software Delivery and Asset Management r4 Native
Agents to communicate and managed by an r11 infrastructure. The Agent Compatibility Bridge is available on the request
from the Technical Support. The first release of the Agent Compatibility Bridge supported Windows Mobile 5 devices and
was compatible with CA DSM r11.2a.

When we talk about the Native Agent on the following articles we are referring to the CA DSM r4 version of the agent, in
the context of the r11 infrastructure management.

Deployment Options
Because mobile devices are mobile by their very nature, capable of moving from place to place, targeting mobile devices
for deployment can present challenges. The original standard CA Software Delivery r4 procedures, which involved
sweeping the network and deploying using that method, are presented with challenges in the mobile device world. If the
Agent SD Primer executable is running on a CE Device while running CA Software Delivery r4, deploying to the device
over the network using the r4 Deployment Wizard or SDSWEEP command line is possible. However, the reality is that
this option is not viable considering the limited time that these devices spend on the network and the inherent bandwidth
challenges.

From a CA Asset Management r4 perspective, as no automated sweep type mechanism is present unlike in CA Software
Delivery r4, install the CA Asset Management Agent using either CA Software Delivery or Microsoft ActiveSync. Generally
the same rules apply here as they do in the desktop world. Once CA Software Delivery is installed, any other relevant
applications including CA Asset Management can be installed using that mechanism.

A scenario that is more manageable and more common is that the CA Software Delivery r4 Agent is included in the
actual build of the CE Device. In that case, the agent is active by the time a user receives the device. This scenario can
be achieved simply, as the CA Software Delivery r4 Agent is distributed in the CAB file format. This Agent CAB file can
be copied to the device and the installation can be run as the device is first built, either automatically through your build
scripts or manually depending on your requirements.

Device Naming

Before you begin any deployment, understanding how the r4 Agents deal with the device naming concept in the CE world
is important. Because many devices are provided new, named as Pocket_PC, the CA Software Delivery r4 Native Agent
creates a name for each device upon the agent installation. The name creation ensures that the device name is unique
to CA Software Delivery. The unique device identifier is an encoded string made up from calls made to the Windows
CE kernel. This name change is only from the perspective of the CA Software Delivery Agent. The device name is not
physically changed on the device.

If you want to control the name that is given to the device, create a registry key on the device that has the name pre-set.
An exported key is shown here:

 

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\ID]

"DeviceID"="<new_name_here>"

The installation of the CA Software Delivery r4 Agent is completed using the name found in the registry, and you get
control over the naming of the device.
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Agent Configuration

The CA Software Delivery r4 Native Agent can be configured using the registry on the device. Some examples of useful
configurable options for the agent are as follows:

The following key changes the temporary download location that is used for a NOS-less installation to be a directory
named‘temp’.

 

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\Software Delivery\ASMCNF\Public]

“InstTempPath” = “/temp”

NOTE
The quotes around the location are not required when entered into the Device Registry, as a result of a Registry
export.

To enable CheckPoint Restart capabilities, set this Registry Key on the device as follows: 

NOTE
Ensure that your agent is running the correct genlevel to activate this functionality.

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE \SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\Software Delivery\ASMCNF\Public]

CheckPointRestartActive = 1

To hide the Progress Window that is seen when the files are being downloaded to a device before package execution, you
can configure the Registry Key as follows:

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE \SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\Software Delivery\ASMCNF\ASMINST]

DisplayProgressWindow = 0

NOTE
This hiding process is not the same as hiding the Job Check window which can be achieved through the
standard mechanism in CA Software Delivery.

Be aware of the agent job check interval. On a CE Device, the agent job verifies upon the device wake-up. So when a
device wakes up, by default a job check is sent. A job check can be sent many times during the day depending on how
the device is used.

The job check feature can also be used to determine a degree of agent health. When an agent job checks with its r11
server, consider using a query based on certain values. For example, the Last Hardware Scan value can be queried and
desired action taken as appropriate.

The following screenshot is from a CA DSM r11 domain manager that has the Agent Compatibility Bridge component
installed. This view shows you some of the r4 Agent Procedures that are available, such as ‘Retrieve all trace log files
from an agent,’ which can assist with certain troubleshooting tasks.
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Operating System Installation Management
The Inside OS Installation Management Guide provided with r11.2 C1 of CA Desktop & Server Management (CA DSM)
contains a great deal of information related to OSIM. This guide is the first point of reference when seeking details on how
to implement this feature.

The following articles add or expand the information contained in the Inside OS Installation Management Guide.

Migration of Legacy Boot and OSIM Images

OSIM Images

The CA Desktop & Server Management Implementation section contains full details on how to migrate the OSIM images
from a legacy version to r11.

Boot Images

Creating OSIM boot images for use with r11 is the best practice. If you do not have access to a Win98 SE system or an
NT Server CD, follow the instructions in the section Creating DOS Boot Images without Access to a Win98 or NT CD
mentioned later.

Boot File Creation

WinPE

The Inside OS Installation Management Guide provided with CA Desktop & Server Management r11.2 C1 contains
detailed instructions on the creation of the WinPE boot images.
The versions of WinPE supported by r11.2 C1 are:

• WinPE 2005
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WinPE 2005 can be downloaded from the Microsoft Software Assurance Windows Benefits. A log in by an authorized
license user is required: https://licensing.microsoft.com/eLicense/L1033/Default.asp
Search for the WinPE 2005 Microsoft Part Number: T94-00005

NOTE
CA Desktop & Server Management only supports the use of Windows Server 2003 SP1 as the source media
with this version of WinPE for 32-bit systems and Windows XP Professional x64 for 64-bit systems. 

• WinPE 2.0
WinPE 2.0 can be downloaded as part of the Windows Automated Installation Kit (AIK) from the Microsoft download
sites. 

Adding Drivers

WinPE 2.0

When creating the WinPE 2.0 image, the copype script prompts to provide any extra required drivers as part of the build
process.

WinPE 2005

If the copype script is used to create the WinPE 2005 image, the script prompts for extra drivers.

If the manual method is used to create the WinPE image, copy the extra drivers into the WinPE image before creating the
disk image. See the Inside OS Installation Management Guide for specific details on where to place the drivers.

A patch is available from the Technical Support for CA DSM r11.2 C1 that simplifies the process of adding drivers to a
WinPE image. With this patch, an extra folder is provided in the WinPE templates on the Image Prepare System (IPS).

If extra plug and play drivers are required within the WinPE Boot Image, the plug and play drivers can be added to this
folder in the template. Plug and play drivers can be incorporated into any WinPE Boot Image created from this template.

A separate folder is present for each of the WinPE versions.

Partitioning Hard Drive of a Computer During an OSIM Build When Using WinPE as the Boot Image

Before the support of WinPE, the hard drive of the target PC could be partitioned using the cafdisk utility. The <OS
imagename>.par file that is used to control the same.

When using a WinPE-based boot image, using cafdisk is no longer possible. So another solution is required.

OSIM uses the diskpart.exe from Microsoft to partition the hard drive in a WinPE environment. Diskpart.exe is controlled
from our script file osimdisk.txt that is on the Image Prepare System (IPS) located by default in:

c:\program files\DSM\CA\osimips\os-templates\updates\winpe\ca-osim\osimdisk.txt

This file is copied from the IPS to the WinPE image as part of the procedure for creating the WinPE image for use with
OSIM. See the Inside OS Installation Management Guide provided with CA CA Desktop & Server Management r11.2 C1
for detailed instructions on creating the WinPE image.

The default configuration that is supplied with OSIM is to create a single partition that uses the entire disk capacity of Disk
0.

Osimdisk.txt can be modified before the creation of the WinPE.iso to configure alternate partitioning of the target PCs. A
full description of the diskpart commands and scripts is contained within the WinPE Help files from Microsoft.

An example where the C: drive is partitioned with 10-GB and the D: drive is partitioned with the remainder of the space in
Disk 0 is as follows:

 

The lack of a size = variable creates a second partition that uses the entire remaining hard disk.
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WARNING
If the hard disk is smaller than the first partition defined, script fails, causing the WinPE phase of the OSIM build
to fail.

If the target system already had an operating system that is installed in the past, then the CD drive is already assigned to
a drive letter. If the previous build only had one partition, then the CD drive would have mostly been assigned to D:.

This would cause the mentioned sample to fail as the second partition was defined to D:.

In this case, change the CD drive letter before the hard drive partitioning. We change to E: in the following example:

REM ++++ input for diskpart. ++++

REM ++++

REM ++++ partition the disk 0

select disk 0

clean

create partition primary size=10240

assign letter=c

active

create partition extended

create partition logical

assign letter=d

exit

REM ++++ input for diskpart. ++++

REM ++++

REM ++++ set the CD-drive letter to e:

select volume 0

remove

assign letter=e
REM ++++ partition the disk 0

select disk 0
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clean

create partition primary size=10240

assign letter=c

active

create partition extended

create partition logical

assign letter=d

exit

DOS

Creating DOS Boot Images Without Access to a Win98 or NT CD

If you want to create a DOS-based boot image and you do not have access to a Windows 98 SE system or Windows NT
Server CD, the following process takes you through creating a valid boot image for use with either FTP or share mode.
The MSCLIENT works with the NIC installed in the target computer. This section expands on the details provided in the
Inside OS Installation Management Guide.

Follow these steps:

1. Download wbootess.exe from the Internet and save the file to your desktop or other folder. A simple search identifies
the location, CA Technologies does not endorse any particular website for this search.

2. Insert a blank floppy disk.
3. Run wbootess.exe. 

a. Accept the prompt to format.
b. Wbootess.exe runs and creates a Windows 98 SE boot disk.

4. On completion, the floppy now has the following files:
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Some of these files are hidden system files.
5. Remove all unnecessary files from the floppy. The required files are shown. Ensure that no other files are present on

the floppy.

This floppy is now ready for the CreateBTImages process.
6. Create a folder MSCLIENT on the Image Prepare System (IPS), and download the MSCLIENT files from the Microsoft

FTP server: ftp://ftp.microsoft.com/bussys/Clients/MSCLIENT
Place the files in the MSCLIENT folder on the IPS.

7. Extract both self-extracting files into this folder. Three prompts are available for overwriting; answer Yes to all these
prompts.

8. Create the boot image with the following command:
createbtimages -l <path to msclient>\msclient

For example, for the path in the mentioned screenshot:
createbtimages -l “C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\osimips\MSCLIENT”

When this procedure is completed, the Image Prepare System creates two boot images that are named osinstal.2 and
osinstal.3, which are stored at the specified location. Use the command createbtimages -x to view the location at which
the images are located.

9. These images are now ready for registering into the domain manager using the Registerbtimages command. See the
Inside OS Installation Management Guide for details on this procedure.
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Networking_CA DSM

Routing When the Target PC Is in a Remote Subnet

If the CA Desktop & Server Management boot server and target PC are in separate subnets, configure the router/switch to
forward the UDP (User Datagram Protocol) PXE (Preboot Execution Environment) broadcast requests to the CA Desktop
and Server Management boot server. If the router/switch is not correctly configured, the target PC cannot contact the boot
server to request the boot files during the PXE boot.

For example, if the router is a Cisco router, define an IP helper:

IP helper-address <address of boot server>

WinPE (4011)

In addition to a standard IP helper, when using a WinPE-based boot image, route UDP packets over port 4011 to our boot
server also:

IP forward-protocol UDP 4011

After the initial PXE boot process, the WinPE image is loaded. Once the WinPE image has loaded, the OSIM tools
included in the WinPE have to locate the boot server and obtain the parameters to control the OS Installation.

The sdmpcimg.exe command is used to achieve the same. The sdmpcimg.exe has to discover the boot server and obtain
the parameter file. The discovery requires the use of port 4011.

If this is not configured, then, the target PC can also contact the boot server during the PXE boot process. The WinPE
image cannot discover the boot server and therefore fails to build the operating system.

Tracing the Network Traffic

During a failure to contact the boot server during the PXE or WinPE processes, configuring a network trace tool such as
Wireshark or Microsoft Network Monitor is necessary to monitor the network traffic on both sides of the router to identify
the failure location.

For successful tracing, a good understanding of what occurs during a PXE boot is required.
In the next example, the following IP addresses are used:

• DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) Server = 192.168.100.1
• Boot server = 192.168.100.10
• Router = 192.168.101.2

The PXE boot executes as follows:

1. On power-up, the target PXE client sends a DHCP discovery broadcast which contains PXE-specific options.
2. The boot server responds with an offer of the boot server IP address and PXE options.
3. The DHCP server responds with an offer of an IP address.
4. PXE requests the IP address from the DHCP server.
5. The DHCP server acknowledges the requests and grants the IP address.
6. The PXE client requests a boot file, now having a valid IP Address.
7. The DHCP server acknowledges the request but does not know the location of the boot file.
8. The boot server acknowledges the request and details the location and name of the boot file to use.
9. The PXE client makes a TFTP (Trivial File Transfer Protocol) request for the boot file.
10. The boot server acknowledges the request and the boot file is transferred to the client through TFTP.

For a remote DHCP or boot server, multiple Discover, Offer, ACK, and Request packets are present, as there is one
packet from each router (relay).
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Because the traffic is going through the router, all the requests come from the IP address of the router. Responses
from the DHCP server and the boot server are sent to the router, which then forwards them on to the broadcast
address on the remote subnet.
Identifying which IP Helpers are defined is also possible, as the Discovery packets on the routed trace are sent to
specific IP addresses as the IP Helpers define. On the local trace, the discovery packets are sent to the Broadcast
address on the subnet.
Understanding what you expect to see in the network trace can help with determining the problem.
For example, if the Discovery Broadcast is not seen on the subnet of the boot server, no ‘IP Helper’ or equivalent is
present to forward the PXE Discover Broadcast from the target subnet to the boot server.
However, if the Broadcast is seen on the boot server subnet but there is no offer from the boot server, then the
problem is not with the network and the server itself has to be checked.
Configuration of no ‘IP Helpers’ at all is possible. In this case, also no OFFER from the boot server, there would also
be no OFFER from the DHCP server and the target PC would not receive an IP address.

Serial ATA

Most new desktops and laptops now ship with SATA (Serial Advanced Technology Attachment) hard disk drives instead
of IDE (Integrated Drive Electronics) drives. This shipment commonly causes issues with the OSIM process. The primary
cause of these problems is that a DOS environment has problems addressing a SATA hard disk.

Problems that are often seen include failure to partition and copy errors while Windows setUp copies files to the disk.
Several things can be attempted to resolve this issue:

• WinPE
This resolution is the preferred one. WinPE provides a Windows environment which can therefore support the SATA
drives.

• IDE Emulation
On some systems, configuring the BIOS hard disk to run in an IDE Emulation Mode is possible, which enables the
DOS environment to work with the SATA drive.

• Vendor Restrictions
Some system manufacturers now specifically state that their systems do not support a DOS environment. In this case,
the only option is to use a WinPE-based boot file.

Adding Drivers to an Operating System (OS) Image

Plug and Play Drivers

If the target PC has hardware for which the operating system (OS) image does not contain suitable drivers, providing extra
drivers to the OS image is possible. This scenario is particularly for the Windows operating systems.

The steps to add extra plug and play drivers to a Windows OS image are as follows:

NOTE
No limitation exists in the path length with CA DSM r11.1.

1. Open the $OEM$ folder in the OS Image located by default in:
…\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\images\<imagename>\<imagename>\i386

2. Create a $1 folder in the i386 folder.
3. Create a folder to contain the driver files and folders. For example, pnpdrvrs:

…i386\$1\pnpdrvrs

4. Add the required drivers to this folder. Place each driver in a separate folder. For example:
…i386\$1\pnpdrvrs\audio

…i386\$1\pnpdrvrs\network
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Having one image used to image multiple models of PC is possible. In this case, it might be beneficial arrange the
folders so that they are identifiable per model. For example:
…i386\$1\pnpdrivers\model1\audio

…i386\$1\pnpdrivers\model1\network

…i386\$1\pnpdrivers\model2\audio

…i386\$1\pnpdrivers\model2\network

5. Edit the <imagename>.inf file located by default in:
…\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\camenu

6. Add the OEMPnPDriversPath entry to the [Unattended] section of this file. For example:
OEMPnPDriversPath = ‘pnpdrvrs\audio;pnpdrvrs\network’

Setup creates the pnpdrvrs folder on the root of the system drive during the text mode setup and scans this location for
extra plug and play drivers during the setup of the OS.

From CA DSM r11.2 C1, this process is simplified. The templates on the IPS now contain a driver folder within the oeminst
folder. 

Plug and play drivers can now be added to the image template by adding the drivers to this folder before creating the OS
Image.

Adding the plug and play drivers to the image between the creation and registration is also possible.

Modifying the <imagename>.inf is not required as <imagename>.inf has already been configured to look in this folder for
added drivers. Adding each driver in a separate folder is still possible, but you have to modify the OEMPnPDriversPath in
<imagename>.inf regarding Step 6 of the mentioned manual process.

Mass Storage

Some systems require extra mass storage device drivers before the device is usable. The extra mass storage device
drivers are to support a RAID (Redundant Arrays of Independent Disks) system,
SCSI (Small Computer System Interface) device, or a SATA drive.

Add these drivers to the plug and play drivers as mentioned, but also add to the text mode portion of the setup so that the
devices can be addressed during this phase. To do so, follow the instructions:

1. Open the $OEM$ folder in the OS Image located by default in:
…\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\images\<imagename>\<imagename>\i386

2. Create a folder ‘Textmode’ in the i386 folder:
…\i386\$OEM$\Textmode

3. Copy the mass storage drivers to this folder. The driver files are typically: <driver>.sys, <driver>.dll, <driver>.inf,
<driver>.cat, and Txtsetup.oem.

4. Edit the <imagename>.inf file located by default in:
…\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\camenu

5. Insert a new section containing the file names from the Textmode folder:
[OEMBootFiles]

<driver>.sys

<driver>.dll

<driver>.inf

<driver>.cat

Txtsetup.oem

6. Insert a new section with the name of the device:
[MassStorageDrivers]

"Name of the device"="OEM"
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NOTE
Information about the device name can be obtained from the Txtsetup.oem file, which the hardware vendor
provides.

Server Download Method

The default server download method for a boot server is TFTP unless specified otherwise at installation. All r11 OSIM
images are prepared to work with TFTP access with the following exceptions:

• Ghost and Powerquest images only work with share access.
• OSIM LINUX images always use NFS (Network File System) shares. Ensure that the NFS share contains the LINUX

CDs/DVD directory structure.

Changing the Download Method

The boot server setUp installs a switch tool, sdbsswitch, which can be used to change the boot server access method
later.

The sdbsswitch tool creates or removes the OSIM shares and adjusts the OS images in the image store according to the
access method:

• sdbsswitch -t switches from share to TFTP access.
• sdbsswitch -s switches from TFTP to share access.
• sdbsswitch -l shows the current configuration of the boot server.

Share

• Installing an OS on a target is faster from a share because the set up installs directly from the share.
• OSIM shares are read-only for a special OSIM user. If your enterprise policy does not allow shares, the TFTP

download method is required.

TFTP

OSIM has implemented a special extended TFTP protocol that the OSIM boot server controls. For TFTP, all required data
is downloaded to the target before the installation starts.

Use of Imaging Tools

Inclusion of Agent in Image

When deploying an OS using an imaging tool, deciding whether to include the DSM Agent as part of the image is
necessary.

We recommend you in not including the agent. The CA Software Delivery Agent is installed as part of the OS installation,
and CA Desktop & Server Management is allowed to deploy the other plugins as required.

If including the agent within the image is decided and the CA Remote Control agent is part of the image, some actions are
required on the template system.

Perform the following actions on the template system before generating the image:

1. Start the agent and register the agent with a manager to ensure proper verification of the management server
information.

2. Run the following commands:
a. caf stop
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b. ccnfcmda -cmd DeleteParameter -ps itrm/rc/host/managed -pn convertedhostuid
c. ccnfcmda -cmd DeleteParameter -ps itrm/cfencrypt -pn LOCALID
d. ccnfcmda -cmd DeleteParamSection -ps itrm/rc/security/providers/common/users

3. Delete the following registry key:
HKLM\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\HostUUID

4. Generate the image to be deployed BEFORE starting the DSM Agent again.
5. The deleted values convertedhostuid, LOCALID, and HostUUID are system-specific and are properly regenerated on

the template system, and also on the target systems at the agent start.

 The host does not recreate the default users for the security providers automatically. Therefore, if the security mode of
the host is not set to centralized security, execute the following command to re-create the default users for the host on the
template system, and also on each target system:

rcUtilCmd.exe CreateDefaultUsers

NOTE
rcUtilCmd.exe can be found in the CA Desktop & Server Management installation directory.

Default Passwords

Canonprv

The canonprv user account is used to access the OS image when the server is running in share mode. To preserve
security, this account does not have a default password. Instead, the OSIM Manager automatically changes this password
daily unless otherwise configured in a policy.

Change Process

The password change interval and password complexity rules can be defined within a configuration policy. The CA
Desktop and Server Management Advanced Topics Guide contains the required information, available on the following
link:

CA Support Online: https://support.ca.com/phpdocs/0/common/impcd/r11/troubleshooting/doc/DSM_Adv_topics_r11.pdf.

Local Administrator

When a target PC is built, the local administrator password is defined as a parameter for that configuration. If the default
value has not been changed, the local Administrator password for the target PC after completion of the build is ‘default’.

Agent Plugin Installation

Unless the InstallAgent parameter is set to ‘No’, the DSM Agent + Software Delivery Plugin is installed on the target PC as
part of the operating system installation.

Status Change to Current

• Agent install=
This parameter controls when the status for a specific configuration changes from Installing to Current.
– Agent install = No

The status changes to Current for the first time when the target boots from hard disk after the boot images have
completed their processes.

– Agent install = Yes
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The status remains Installing until the agent plug-in has been installed. When the new agent registers with
the scalability server, this information is passed to the OSIM system and the status is then changed to current.

• BMSConfigID
The BMSConfgID is the ID of the OS installation job in the database. The manager sends the BMSConfgID as a job
parameter to the target.
After the installation of the common agent, the agent (CSM plug-in) reads the BMSConfigID from c:\osimconf.ini and
sends BMSConfigID with the report to the manager.
The manager compares the reported BMSConfigID with the job ID in the database. If the ID fits, the installation job
becomes current. Otherwise we assume that the installation has not finished correctly and is set to Failed with the
following error:
[OSM010018] A started OS installation has been aborted on the target.
C:\osimconf.ini is created during the execution of the custom.cmd file contained in the OSImage. If the Custom.cmd is
customized, do not change any of the entries relating to BMSConfigID or osimconf.ini. If these entries are modified, all
future OS installations would fail because the agent cannot report the BMSConfigID to the Manager.

Packages

The packages that are used for the agent installation are located separately from the packages in the CA Desktop &
Server Management software library and the packages that Infrastructure Deployment uses.

The store for these packages is:

\CA\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\agents

This store is automatically populated based on the content of the software library.

If the server has been upgraded to a new version through a patched master image or new CD, upgrade the packages that
are registered in the library to ensure that the new Agent package is in the Agent Store.

Use the dsmPush utility to update the packages in the software library. The dsmPush utility is fully documented in the
Command Line Reference section.

Remote Scalability Server

When the boot server is on a remote scalability server, the agent store is still populated based on the content of the
software library.

Stage the DSM Agent + Software Delivery Plugin package to the software library of the remote scalability server, so
that the agent can be installed as part of an operating system installation.

 Move an OS-Image Store to Another Disk on Scalability Server

If the Boot Server is not set to TFTP mode, use sdbsswitch –t to set to TFTP mode.

Caf stop

Copy the entire directory c:\program files\CA\DSM\server\SDBS\var\managedpc to another directory, for example, d:
\newstore\managedpc.

Modify the comstore with the new path

Ccnfcmda –cmd setParameterValue –ps /itrm/scalability_server/osim/ManagedPC –pn InstallPath –v d:\newstore\

Caf start
To create the OSIM shares correctly on the new location, call Sdbsswitch –s.

Boot Server on Microsoft Secondary/Backup Domain Controller

The r11.1, r11.2, C1 Boot Server cannot be installed on Microsoft secondary Domain Controller.
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Such Domain Controller does not provide a local user management, and therefore the Boot Server setup fails when
creating the special OSIM user. In this case, the Boot Server is not installed.

Upgrading an Existing Operating System Using the OSIM Created Package

The OS image that OSIM creates is used to build or rebuild computers, and can also be used to upgrade the computers
from their existing OS.

The registerosimage command not only makes the OS image available for the OSIM system, a software library item is
also created through the mentioned procedures.

1. Add to the boot server
2. Remove from the boot server
3. Upgrade

The OSIM system uses Procedures 1 and 2. Procedure 3 can be used to upgrade the OS of your existing computer.

To upgrade, simply deliver this procedure as you would any other software package. For the upgrade to be successful,
consider providing the correct product key to the new OS for the upgrade.

The upgrade procedure uses a standard Microsoft Windows-based unattended installation response file, only like the
OSIM installation.

The response file for the upgrade update.inf is separate from the response file that the OSIM system uses. The
createosimage procedure creates this file in the i386 folder of the osimage. The simplest way to ensure that the product
key is configured correctly is to use the -k switch with createosimage. When this switch is used, the default.ini of the OS
image is primed with the Product key. The following entry to update.inf is also made:

ProductID=$ProdKey$

When you run the registerosimage command, the product key is read from the default.ini file and the actual Product key
from default.ini replaces the $ProdKey$ variable.

The upgrade procedure now successfully upgrades the OS of the target computer.

If you do not use the -k switch, then update.inf has the mentioned entry:

ProductID=000-0000000

If this entry is left, the upgrade starts but the process sticks at the prompt for the product key. So edit before running the
registerosimage command so that the correct value is in place.

The key can either be the actual product key or the $ProdKey$ parameter. If you use this parameter, define the default
value for ProductID in default.ini. See the OSIM documentation for details on editing default.ini.

Once the update.inf file is modified, you can run registerosimage and the upgrade works.

If you have already run registerosimage and the product key is not correctly defined in update.inf, register a new image
after modifying as mentioned or modify the update.inf in the actual library image. You would modify the library image in the
normal way you would modify any software library image.

The upgrade procedure is subject to the same restrictions as a manual OS upgrade. Ensure that Microsoft supports this
upgrade and you have verified that all installed applications also support the upgrade of the OS.

For details of the supported upgrade path for your operating system, see the following articles from Microsoft. 

• Windows 2000 Upgrade Paths

• Windows XP supported Upgrade Paths

• Windows Server 2003 Supported Upgrade Paths 
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• Windows Vista: Upgrade Paths from Previous Versions

Deployment of Microsoft Office 2007
The installation procedure of Microsoft Office 2007 has been substantially redesigned in this latest version of the Microsoft
Office solution. Some of the installer features that differ between previous releases and Microsoft Office 2007 are listed in
the following table:

Previous Version Microsoft 2007 Office Release
Windows Installer (Msiexec.exe) Set up program (Setup.exe)
Administrative installation point Local installation source
One MSI file per product Multiple MSI files per product
Core English version plus MUI Pack Language-neutral architecture
Setup.ini file Config.xml file
Set up command line Config.xml file
Custom Installation Wizard Microsoft Office Customization Tool 
Custom Maintenance Wizard Microsoft Office Customization Tool 
Microsoft Office Profile Wizard Group Policy system policies 

Microsoft changes in the Microsoft Office 2007 installation process means that the MSI (Windows Installer, formerly
Microsoft Installer) integration within CA Desktop & Server Management (CA DSM) is no longer the best method to use to
deploy Microsoft Office 2007. CA DSM can be used to deploy Microsoft Office 2007 using the MSI approach that is also
used when deploying with Microsoft Active Directory Group Policy, but  we cannot recommend this approach due to few
limitations.

The purpose of this document is to provide guidance on how CA DSM can deploy Microsoft Office 2007 using the existing
generic capabilities of the product.

Prerequisites to Install Microsoft Office 2007 Using CA DSM

For using CA DSM to deploy Microsoft Office 2007, few prerequisites are as follows:

• An understanding of CA DSM 11.x
• An understanding of the Microsoft Office Customization Tool (OCT)
• The correct media for the edition of Microsoft Office 2007 you want to deploy

Creating the MSP Files Using OCT
The Office Customization Tool (OCT) is used to create the Set up customization file that is used to configure the
installation process of Microsoft Office 2007. The high-level steps necessary for the creation of the customization file are
provided. See the Microsoft Office website for details on the OCT layout:

1. Copy the entire contents of the office media to a temporary folder.
2. Start the OCT using the command ‘setup.exe /admin’ from the location where the office media is kept.
3. The OCT appears.

Click the OK button to create a new set up.
4. The Welcome Screen is displayed.
5. Select ‘Install location and organization name’ in the upper left pane and fill in the installation path and organization

name in the right hand pane.
6. Select ‘Licensing and user interface’ in the upper left pane and provide the valid product key. Select the box ‘I accept

the terms in the License Agreement’ in the right hand pane.
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About the Display Levels
The three levels of display that are available to the administrator to select, but only None is recommended for an
unattended installation:
a. None

Microsoft Office is installed without any user interface.
b. Full - Default

The installation proceeds with fewer interruptions and your customizations are set by default for all users.
c. Basic

The Basic display level shows the user a Welcome screen, a simple progress bar, and error messages, but does
not require any input from the user during the installation. If you click this display setting, you can select the
following options on the same screen of the tool:
a. Select the Suppress Modal check box to hide error messages and other dialog boxes that might interrupt the

installation.
b. Select the No Cancel check box to prevent users from canceling the installation process before the process

completes.
c. Select the Completion Notice check box to add a message at the end of the installation that lets users know

that Microsoft Office 2007 has been installed.
7. Select ‘Set features installation states’ in the upper left pane, and select the features to be installed in the right hand

pane.
8. Select and make any further changes as necessary for your environment and use of Microsoft Office 2007.
9. Select the File\Save As dialog in the menu bar of OCT to save the file with customized settings.
10. Using the OCT, define the customizations that are required for the deployment of Microsoft Office 2007 in your

environment. You can create as many customizations as you need for your different requirements. Once all required
customizations have been defined, use the File\Save As menu item in the OCT to save the MSP file into a subfolder
named as Install under the folder created in Step 1.

Creating the CA Software Delivery Package
Multiple methods exist for the creation and delivery of software packages. In this section, we would show an example
of using a generic package from the CA Software Delivery Library. For this example, the configuration of CA Software
Delivery Agent to use shares (NOS), File transfer (NOS-LESS), or DTS (NOS-LESS Data Transport Service) does not
matter.

The Microsoft Office 2007 installation process creates a cache of the installation files that can be referred any time after
the installation has completed. The cache is often referred to as the MSOCACHE and the installation automatically
creates the same. The use of the cache means: if the local MSOCACHE becomes corrupted, access to the original source
files is often only required.

Follow these steps to create the CA Software Delivery package:

1. From the DSM Explorer, Software Package Library, select ‘New SW package'.
2. Ensure that the name and version for this package use the correct values as Microsoft supplies. Because the set-up

program is still using the MSI installer, so using the same name helps with MSI software detection. Enter the correct
details and click OK.

3. A new package as Open (unsealed) is created.

Add the Source Files to the Package

1. Double click this package and select Source.
2. Select New Volume, provide a name, and browse to the temp folder which contains the office source files. Click

Choose. Do not select Source is on Manager. Click OK.
3. Wait while the files are copied into the package source.
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4. When copying of the files is complete, the source is displayed.

Create the Installation Procedures

1. Expand the source until the setup.exe can be seen.
2. Right-click setup.exe and select Copy.
3. Right-click on Procedures and select Past\Embedded file to Register Procedure.
4. If necessary, define the Name of the procedure and the Runs on OS value.
5. Select the Embedded File tab, and leave the pre-filled fields as-is. If you are using a single Item Procedure and if

the MSP files are in the Update directory of the package, the /adminfile is not necessary. In this case, the setup.exe
automatically processes ALL msp files found in this directory. Otherwise, for the multiple item procedures for different
customizations, specify the extra command line parameters that are required for the setup.exe to use the specified
msp file that the OCT creates.

6. Because of the nature of this new installation method, CA DSM using the in-built MSI support bis not possible, which
knows about the non-zero MSI return codes that indicate success. As the installation of Microsoft Office requires a
reboot, MSI might return a 1641 return code. To prevent the software job from being seen as failed when this code is
returned, add a further macro to the parameters entered in step 5: $#ec:1641 $#ec:0
The agent is instructed to ignore this return code and allows the job to be marked successful.

7. Click OK. The procedure is now created.
8. Repeat these steps to create individual Item Procedures for each of the msp files created with the OCT.

Create the Uninstall Procedures

The command to uninstall Microsoft Office is setup.exe/uninstall <product id>. However, this command does not run
silently and requires the End User to confirm that they want Microsoft Office to be uninstalled. To avoid the same, a
config.xml file can be used in a similar fashion to the msp for the installation.

1. Identify the correct product id required for the uninstall command.
The correct product id is found in the setup.xml file from the folder xxx.WW in the Microsoft Office source image,
where XXX is the Microsoft Office product you are installing (Enterprise).

2. Open this file and find the Setup Id= value.

<?xmlversion="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<!--

 <Setup Id='Enterprise' Type='Product'
 ProductCode="{90120000-0030-0000-0000-000000OFFICE}'>

 <PIDTemplate Value="89388&lt;''''=''''=''''=''''=''''&gt;@@@@'/>

 <Option Id='AlwaysInstalled' DefaultState="Local' DisallowAbsent="yes"
 DisallowAdvertise="yes" Hidden='yes'/>

In this example, the product ID is Enterprise (Enterprise version of Microsoft Office 2007).

Create the config.xml

1. This config.xml file contains code similar to the following example:
<Configuration Product="Enterprise">

<!-- <Display Level="full" CompletionNotice="yes" SuppressModal="no" AcceptEula="no" /> -->

<!-- <Logging Type="standard" Path="%temp%" Template="Microsoft Office Professional Setup(*).txt" /> -->
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<!-- <PIDKEY Value="BCDFGHJKMPQRTVWXY2346789B" /> -->

<!-- <USERNAME Value="Customer" /> -->

<!-- <COMPANYNAME Value="MyCompany" /> -->

<!-- <INSTALLLOCATION Value="%programfiles%\Microsoft Office" /> -->

<!-- <LIS CACHEACTION="CacheOnly" /> -->

<!-- <SOURCELIST Value="\\server1\share\Office12;\\server2\share\Office12" /> -->

<!-- <DistributionPoint Location="\\server\share\Office12" /> -->

<!-- <OptionState Id="OptionID" State="absent" Children="force" /> -->

<!-- <Setting Id="Reboot" Value="IfNeeded" /> -->

<!-- <Command Path="msiexec.exe" Args="/i \\server\share\my.msi" QuietArg="/q" ChainPosition="after"

 Execute="install" /> -->

</Configuration>

2. To make the Uninstall silent, modify the second line to read:
<!-- <Display Level="None" CompletionNotice="no" SuppressModal="yes" AcceptEula="no" /> -->

3. Finally, uncomment this line so that the end result is:
<Configuration Product="Enterprise">

<Display Level="None" CompletionNotice="no" SuppressModal="yes" AcceptEula="no" />

</Configuration>

4. Save this file.
5. Right-click the file and select Copy.
6. From the DSM Explorer, open the Source of the Microsoft Office 2007 package and select the installation directory.

Right-click and paste the config.xml file into the package.

Create the Uninstall Procedure

1. Copy and paste the setup.exe from source to procedures regarding steps 2 and 3 of the Create the Installation
Procedures.

2. Name the procedure and specify the task Uninstall. If necessary, define the Runs on OS.
3. In the parameters dialog of the Embedded Files tab, provide the uninstall parameter and the /configfile parameter in

the same way as used when creating the installation procedures.
Be sure to direct the /configfile to the config.xml file created in the previous section. Add the $#ec:1641 $#ec:0 as
before to allow for any reboot that the uninstall requests.

Create the Repair Procedure

1. Copy and paste the setup.exe from source to procedures regarding steps 2 and 3 of the Create the Installation
Procedures.

2. Name the Procedure and specify the task Configure. If necessary, define the Runs on OS.
3. In the parameters dialog of the Embedded Files tab, provide the repair parameter and the /repair parameter in the

same way as used when creating the installation procedures.
Be sure to direct the /repair to the config.xml file created in the previous section. Add the $#ec:1641 $#ec:0 as before
to allow for any reboot that the repair requests.

Creating External Uninstall and Repair Procedures

The Item Procedures that we have created so far are of the type Internal. Internal item procedures use files that are
contained in the package. So ensure that the complete package is visible to the agent for the procedure to run. If an agent
is configured to use NOS-Less access to the CA Software Delivery library, the full Microsoft Office package is always
delivered to the target computer. If the operation is an Uninstall or Repair operation, the same is only necessary when the
MSOCache is no longer available on the target computer.
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An External item procedure uses files that are already on the target computer, so no files from the CA Software Delivery
Library are available to the target computer with this type of procedure.

All files that are needed for an unattended uninstall or repair of Microsoft Office 2007 are not automatically copied to the
target system. Add the file config.xml to the office installation using the OCT.

From the OCT, select the option Additional content/Add files. The following example assumes that the MSOCache is
located in its default location, c:\MSOCache.

The creation of the External Item Procedure is similar to that of an Internal Item Procedure.

The key information that is required for item procedure creation is the location of the Setup.exe and config.xml files.

The setup.exe is located in the Microsoft Office products cache directory. The directory name might differ depending on
the edition of Microsoft Office 2007 being deployed.

From the DSM Explorer, select the option to create an External Procedure.

As done previously, name your procedure and chose the procedure Task. Click the External File tab.

In the parameters dialog of the External Files tab, provide the full patch and file name for setup.exe. Also provide the
repair parameter and the /repair parameter in the same way as used when creating the installation procedures.

Ensure to direct the /repair to the config.xml file that is located in the c:\MSOCache directory. Add the $#ec:1641 $#ec:0
as before to allow for any reboot that the repair requests.

You can continue to add as many Item Procedures as necessary to manage the different customization options needed for
the different users of Microsoft Office 2007 within your organization.

Using Customized Installs for Microsoft Office 2007 with a config.xml File

Microsoft also provides a method of installing Office 2007 with customized settings held in XML rather than MSP files.
According to Microsoft Office Customization Guide, the XML configurations do not make available all of the settings that
the OCT has when producing MSP files. Take care while editing any XML files to ensure that the file structure remains
intact.

A similar procedure can be followed for the installation of Microsoft Office 2007 using MSP files through CA DSM. Slight
modifications are required for using the correct command switches to the setup program.

In the parameters sub-pane of the Embedded Files tab, enter the /config parameter and the config file name in the same
way as used when creating the installation procedures. Direct the /configfile to the config.xml file that you have created
and placed in the installation directory of the Microsoft Office 2007 package. Add the ‘$#ec:1641 $#ec:0’ as before to
allow for any reboot that the installation requests.

Deploy the Package to Target Agents
To deploy the Microsoft Office package to target agents, follow the standard procedure for deploying software by selecting
the required procedure from those created. The package and procedures can also be catalog-enabled to allow users to
perform self-service Microsoft Office installations.

Uninstalling from Target Agents

The uninstall procedure can be deployed in the standard way either by selecting from the software library or by right-
clicking the installation record and selecting the Uninstall option. The uninstall can also be catalog-enabled in the standard
fashion.
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Detecting MSI Applications
The Microsoft Office 2007 installation utilizes MSI. The utilization of MSI enables the CA Software Delivery Scan MSI
function to detect and show the listed products for the target computer, even if the CA Software Delivery did not install the
application. The Microsoft Office 2007 solution consists of many individual products which are individually registered to
MSI. This function is useful for updating an agent installed products as this table drives the Software Policy automation
functions.

CA Software Delivery automatically adds an MSI Uninstall procedure for the detected applications, but do not use the
same for Microsoft Office 2007. If you want to remove a product from an installed Microsoft Office suite, or the complete
suite, add a custom MSP file to the package and deliver in the normal way.

Extended Network Connectivity
Extended Network Connectivity (ENC) is a way to establish a private communication link between CA Client Automation
Agents (and Servers), separated by firewalls or the Internet, using locally installed ENC Clients that require only a
single outbound TCP port. As a result, most CA Client Automation functions operate, with some exceptions, as if the
components are connected using a Virtual Private Network (VPN) connection. The VPN connection only permits CA
Client Automation traffic. While only a single outbound port is required usually, you can note an exception. Ensure that any
ENC Server components that are set up in DMZ have both inbound and outbound ports open to both receive traffic from
Internet agents and communication from internal ENC Gateway or client computers. 

ENC allows for near-full CA Client Automation functionality while being highly secure (certificate-based and applying
policy-based authorization rules). ENC is a semi-independent network infrastructure that is a companion to the CA Client
Automation infrastructure. ENC has its own Manager, Servers, Routers, and Clients that work with CA Client Automation
Agents, Servers, and Managers. No component of ENC requires more than a CA Client Automation Agent to be installed
in any case. 

For more information, see the following topics:

ENC uses a single configurable port (443 by default) which can failover to a second port (80 by default) which is user-
defined and configurable. ENC uses either HTTP or SOCKET connection methods. Proxy server requirements can be
met because ENC impersonates the logged in user. If a user does not exist, ENC allows for Internet proxy and user
authentication information to be encoded using the command line. The information is stored in an encrypted format for
ENC private use, and can be updated and changed at any time. The item can be converted into a policy that can be
managed at the CA Client Automation Domain Manager level. This function is a customization and is not the default
behavior. For more information about this customization, contact Broadcom Support.

When to Use ENC 

ENC can be used whenever standard CA Client Automation communication is not possible or not wanted, due to network,
security, or operating system restrictions, or requirements. For example, VPN exposes too much of the corporate network
or bidirectional firewall access on agent computers is not permitted. ENC allows CA Client Automation components to
communicate using a single outbound port on clients. The ENC network can also be divided into separate logical areas
(realms). In each realm, linked computers (or IP addresses) can be allowed to connect or be blocked from connecting
always, during certain times, or on specific days. For example, you can use a realm to prevent one computer from
connecting between 1 a.m. and 6 a.m. on Wednesdays. In the same realm, another computer can connect at any time
and yet another computer cannot connect at all or in any related combination. The use of realms can provide a high level
of control over computers using ENC.

 ENC does not prevent or supersede normal CA Client Automation communication. If CA Common Application Framework
(CAF) ports are open and a CA Client Automation server is accessible using these ports, communication is allowed, even
when ENC would be otherwise restricted. ENC is not intended to regulate standard CA Client Automation traffic, only
its own. So even when ENC is enabled, ENC is not used at all when CA Client Automation standard ports are open and
accessible.
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How an ENC Connection Is Made 

When CAM on an ENC Client computer starts, CAM asks the port multiplexer service (SSA/CSAMPMUX) to listen on the
CAM port. ENC intercepts this communication and asks the ENC Client to listen on a corresponding virtual port. 

When CAF starts on any ENC-enabled computer, CAF starts the ENC client (encclient.exe). The ENC Client connects
to its Gateway Server using a direct TCP connection on either port 443 TCP (the default primary port) or 80 HTTP (the
default secondary port). The name of this server is resolved using the local DNS of the network to which the computer
is connected. Assuming the router is across a WAN or Internet connection, ensure that this fully qualified domain name
(FQDN) is publicly visible when accessing the Internet.  

In initial versions of ENC (12.0, 12.0 Service Pack 1, and 12.5), ensure that the operating system name of the server and
the Internet visible FQDN is same. A CA Client Automation 12.5 patch is available that enables the use of extra names.
You can specify multiple names during certificate creation. Ensure that the ENC Clients and Gateway Servers always
have a certificate that matches at least its public operating system name. The purpose of the patch is to allow ENC to
handle servers with multiple DNS Domains, or enable an ENC Gateway Server (or client) to have multiple and different
host FQDNs. This occurrence is a common one when the computer is in a DMZ. The server has one name that is used
over the Internet and a different name on an internal facing subnet.  

The ENC Client connects to an ENC Server and the two exchange certificates. A transport layer security (TLS)
authentication process verifies the identity of the ENC Client and the ENC Server. This authentication also verifies that the
name on the certificate matches the FQDN that is used to connect. If authorization is confirmed, the server authorization
rules in the CA Client Automation configuration policy are applied to validate that the client (as identified by its certificate)
is allowed to connect. If the authorization is not confirmed, the connection is rejected. 

Certificate requirements are different from organization to organization. When creating certificates, consider the time for
a certificate validity. Many organizations have rules that govern the requirements. Two years is a common practice, but
verify that your certificates are kept current so they do not expire. 

Once the rules verification is complete, the ENC Client registers with the ENC Gateway Server and transmits the FQDN
and preferred ENC address. The Gateway Server forwards the registration information to the ENC Gateway Manager
which adds the registration information to an internal list of clients. The ENC Manager then allocates an ENC address
from a configured range allowing the client to retain the previous address, and passes this information back down to the
client. The client then waits for a call/connection while maintaining a persistent connection to the ENC Server. A point-to-
point connection can now be made to other ENC end points using an ENC Router. Even when two ENC clients exchange
data using the temporary router connection, the original connection with the ENC Servers remains active. 

How ENC Augments CA Client Automation Name Resolution  

CA Client Automation uses various resolution mechanisms, primarily the naming resolution functions that are available
within the socket functions, such as getaddrinfo(). The Windows name resolution helpers can use the local hosts file, DNS
name resolution, and NetBIOS name resolution. CA Client Automation programs that are linked with the serial storage
architecture (SSA) shim get a specially adapted version of the getaddrinfo() call. On an ENC-enabled computer, the
getaddrinfo() function can pass the name lookup to the ENC Client, which returns an address in the ENC range. This
behavior occurs when the name can be resolved correctly. Both CAM and CA Client Automation networking functions
know that any address within that ENC range is an ENC special address and handles the connections correctly. Other
programs such as ping are not aware of the CA Client Automation ENC functionality. As a result, those addresses are
treated like any other address. 

How ENC and CAF Communication Works 

After the ENC Client connects, CAF attempts to register. CAF looks up the name of the Scalability Server to which it
reports. This name typically resides within the corporate network and might not be externally visible. CAF does not have
any issues finding the Scalability Server because the ENC Client executing on the Scalability Server has reported the
fully qualified domain name (FQDN) to the ENC Gateway Manager. CAF resolves the FQDN/NetBIOS name of the CA
Client Automation Scalability Server using the typical methods: local DNS, hosts file, WINs, and so forth. Typically, all
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the methods fail. The methods are not invalid, no response is possible due to firewall or other restrictions. CAF later also
attempts name resolution through the ENC Gateway, which succeeds.

 This method works because the FQDN of the target computer (in this example, the Scalability Server) is also registered
with the ENC Manager. CAF attempts to connect using the list of IP addresses that are returned from the previous name
resolution step. If other addresses do not respond or only an ENC address is present, the ENC address is used.

ENC looks at addresses and verifies against the ENC range to determine whether a direct TCP/IP connection is
performed or the operation is forwarded to the ENC infrastructure. The ENC address is allocated from a private range
and cannot have a direct connection. In this situation, ENC intercepts the connection request and redirects the request to
the ENC Client. The ENC client asks the ENC Gateway Server for a connection to the CA Client Automation Scalability
Server using the ENC address. The Gateway Server forwards the connection request to the Gateway Manager, which
performs extra authorization verification. 

The Gateway Manager then sends a list of available ENC Gateway Routers to the source and destination clients. If the
target client has not registered with ENC, the connection attempt fails. If the target client has registered, the client verifies
for listening on the required port. If successful, both clients ping the ENC Routers using direct TCP/IP connections and
return the results to the Gateway Manager. The Gateway Manager selects the best router that works for both sides and
instructs each client to establish a connection to that router. The router then relays traffic between the two clients. The
clients relay the data to the CA Client Automation applications until one of the applications closes the connection. ENC
connection relies on the fact that all ENC Clients have a persistent path to the ENC Manager using persistent ENC Server
connections. This persistent path allows the ENC Manager to contact target computers and arrange connections without
the peers being able to connect directly. These connections are possible because ENC Servers maintain persistent
connections to the ENC Manager, only as the ENC Clients remain connected to the ENC Servers. 

Scalability 

The ENC infrastructure scales in a different manner than CA Client Automation Scalability Servers which are persistent
static mappings. ENC uses a dynamic mechanism that can be applied to have agents connect to the best router each time
a connection is made.

In ENC, the ENC Client points to its ENC Server. However, during the negotiation process, that agent is sent a list of all
available ENC Routers for the responsiveness test. The client at the other end performs the same tests. Each client then
connects to the router that works the best for that connection while maintaining the initial persistent connection to the ENC
Server. In single-server implementations, the same router and server are used. 

When multiple routers are being used in an ENC infrastructure, remote and local client communicates with each other
using one router at any one time. The ENC Router transports the communication between the two points (ENC Clients).
Depending on which router is responding the most quickly and reliably when a connection attempt is requested, a different
ENC Router can theoretically be used for that connection each time, but both clients would connect to the same router for
that particular data exchange session. While connections between the ENC Client and Server are always in place, most
of the actual load occurs during end point communication that happens using the second (on-demand) router connection.
When complete, the router connection is closed.

For more information, see the following topics:

Installing Extended Network Connectivity

ENC Components

ENC uses specific components in the CA Client Automation environment, including the following components.  

• ENC Client 
This component operates on all ENC gateway-enabled computers and coordinates all connections that applications
make over the ENC Gateway Network. ENC Clients maintain a connection to an ENC Gateway Server.

• ENC Gateway Server
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This component provides scalability for the ENC Gateway network by accepting connections and registrations from
ENC Clients and passing them on to the ENC Gateway Manager. Multiple servers can be used in an ENC Network.

• ENC Gateway Manager
This component arranges all connections between end points. The ENC Gateway Manager knows about all ENC
Gateway Servers, Clients, and Routers because these components register when they start up. Only one ENC
Gateway Manager is allowed in an ENC Network.

• ENC Gateway Router
This component relays data between ENC Client end points and contributes to the scalability of the ENC network.
Multiple routers can be used in an ENC Network.

• Secure Socket Adapter
The component provides the link between applications and the ENC Network. Applications receive a list of addresses
to attempt communication in which the ENC address is last in the list. The application attempts direct connections until
one address works. If all direct communication attempts fail, the ENC address is used. The Secure Socket Adapter
(SSA) intercepts this IP address and redirects the address to create ENC connections. The ENC Gateway is a single
program that can operate as a manager, server, router, or any combination. Each role can be independently installed.
The following settings in the configuration store (comstore) control the role: itrm/common/enc/server - MRS, SRS, and
Router 
Example: Display the Current Value for the ENC Gateway Server Component
In this example, use the ccnfcmda –cmd getparametervalue –ps itrm/common/enc/server –pn SRS command to
display the current value for SRS, or the ENC Gateway Server component. If the component is installed, the command
returns a value of 1. If the component is not installed, the command returns a value of 0.
If a setting has the value of 1, the server takes on that role.

• ENC Realm
ENC realm is a logical organization of ENC Clients that are based on various criteria such as the IP address, Name,
Partial IP, or Name (Pattern match).

• ENC Gateway
A generic term that refers to the ENC Servers, Routers, and Manager collectively.

• ENC Network
A CA Client Automation Infrastructure that applies ENC components to communicate. Each network is composed of
only one ENC Manager, at least one ENC Server and ENC Router, and as many ENC Clients that are necessary in the
client infrastructure.

Installation Considerations for ENC
The architecture and deployment can affect how you install ENC. For ensuring proper functionality, ensure that a user with
the system administrator permissions executes all commands in this article.

Installing ENC Components in the CA Client Automation Infrastructure

No requirement exists for the installation of ENC Manager on the CA Client Automation Domain Manager.

Also there is no requirement for the installation of Gateway Servers and Routers on CA Client Automation Scalability
Server computers. The ENC Manager, Server, and Router (with ENC Client) components are largely independent. The
components only require the installation of CA Client Automation Agent to work in their designated capacity.

ENC components can be treated independently from the CA Client Automation infrastructure beyond the agent
requirement. Some examples of valid combinations are as follows:

1. CA Client Automation Domain Manager with ENC Client only
2. CA Client Automation Enterprise Manager with ENC Client only
3. CA Client Automation Agent with ENC Manager, Server, and Client
4. CA Client Automation Agent with ENC Server, Router, and Client
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5. CA Client Automation Agent with ENC Manager, Server, Router, and Client

NOTE
Only one computer can have a manager installed in an ENC network. However, multiple separate ENC
networks are possible in a single environment. Consider multiple ENC infrastructures when your organization
has multiple independent networks and clients that never communicate, or are not allowed to communicate,
using ENC with computers in other networks.

6. CA Client Automation Agent with ENC Server and Client
7. CA Client Automation Scalability Server computer with ENC Client
8. CA Client Automation Scalability Server with ENC Router and Client

WARNING

The ENC Server, Router, Manager, or any combination cannot run unless the proper CA Client Automation
policy is applied. However, access to the CA Client Automation Manager first to receive that policy using
CA Client Automation is not always possible. So the non-functioning of ENC might appear in this situation.
For avoiding this problem, manually import the same rules file on this computer that was imported into the
CA Client Automation Domain Manager to create the policy. As this CA Client Automation Agent has never
reported in, the policy is not centrally managed and can be set using this method. As a result, the computers
allow the initial ENC communication to occur so that a connection can be made (assuming that certificate
authentication is successful) and the centrally managed rules policy is applied (the policy on the CA Client
Automation Domain Manager). If you are not authorized to connect, you are disconnected when the centrally
managed policy from the CA Client Automation Domain Manager automatically applies shortly thereafter.

IP Range Considerations

ENC maintains and distributes a range of IP addresses from 172.27.0.1 to 172.29.0.1 (by default) and can be configured
to use any range between 172.27.0.1 to 172.31.0.1. Verify that the network IP of the physical NIC connections on
computers with ENC installed do not fall into the range that is assigned to ENC for distribution. If this conflict occurs,
communication issues, possible stack corruption, and crashes are possible. This situation can potentially render CA Client
Automation nonfunctional until ENC is disabled, the ENC IP ranges are changed, or computer subnets are changed.

Use the following commands to display the currently assigned start and end IP addresses for ENC:

ccnfcmda -cmd getparametervalue -ps itrm/common/enc/server -pn startIP
ccnfcmda -cmd getparametervalue -ps itrm/common/enc/server -pn endIP

If you want to change this range, use commands similar to the following examples:

ccnfcmda -cmd setparametervalue -ps itrm/common/enc/server -pn startIP -v 172.29.0.1

ccnfcmda -cmd setparametervalue -ps itrm/common/enc/server -pn endIP -v 172.31.0.1

To verify that the ENC configuration is updated to account for the change, execute the following update command:

encutilcmd updateconfig

Port Usage and CA Client Automation/ENC Limitations

The following port usage and CA Client Automation/ENC limitations can affect how you install ENC. For a more detailed
list of functions that ENC does not support, see the CA Client Automation Implementation section.
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• CAM does not connect using port 4104 UDP when ENC connections are made. In this situation, CAM dynamically
switches to a TCP (port 4105) connection. ENC only supports TCP connections.

• Because ENC does not integrate with external APIs, items requiring other ports do not function using ENC. Some
examples include CA Client Automation Reporter, CA Client Automation Engine, and Replication tasks (because these
examples use SQL ports). 

• Wake on LAN (WOL) cannot work because the target computer cannot connect using ENC when it is off. Therefore, no
trigger packet can be sent to trigger a wake-up event. 

• Functions that require file copies fail when using ENC due to the file share port requirement. 

Limitations on Port Usage

Valid in all supported operating environments.

Symptom:

When I attempt to work with software packages using a remote agent using ENC, I receive a message similar to the
following example:

The following file/directory could not be copied. <Path> Cause: Copy not started. Not enough disk space or

 access denied. [SDM000910]

Solution:

ENC can work with other TCP ports. However, third-party components do not integrate into the ENC infrastructure. As a
result, actions that require ports other than CA Client Automation native ports (4105, 7163, and 4728 TCP) do not work on
CA Client Automation computers utilizing ENC. Some examples of components or functions that this limitation applies to
are as follows:

• CA Client Automation Reporter (default: SQL port 1433)
• CA Client Automation Engine (default: SQL port 1433) 
• NOS File Transfers (File share ports 445/139) 
• Unsealing/Sealing SW Packages (File share ports 445/139) 
• Adding Files to an SW Package (File share ports 445/139) 
• Replication Tasks from DM to ES (If ENC is required for use) (default: SQL port 1433) 
• MSI Network type installations (File share ports 445/139) 
• OSIM functions to clients requiring ENC (ENC is not available during PXE. Port restriction is irrelevant) 
• SW jobs that require file access to shares during execution of installation (File share port 445/139) 
• Agent Deployment (Port 7, Port 139, Port 445/139. Port 22/23 for Linux) Not available for first-time installations.

Multiple Fully Qualified Domain Names for Authentication

You might have an ENC Server in which the local computer name for the server is not the same as the name that agents
use on the Internet. In the GA versions of CA Client Automation r12 and r12.5, this capability is not functional. Certificate
generation on these releases does not support the specification of multiple fully qualified domain names for authentication.
The following two patches for CA Client Automation r12.5 add this functionality:

• RO24202 WIN-Adding ALT Names to ENC Client (for ENC Client computers)
• RO24203 WIN-Adding ALT Names to the ENC GW (for ENC Server computers) 

If either patch is applied, apply patch RO24203 to the ENC Manager and all other ENC Routers and Servers.

NOTE
An unpublished patch is available to provide this functionality for CA Client Automation r12, Service Pack 1. If
you need the patch, contact CA Support and reference product ID DTSVMG and problem number 1673.
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Typically, only the ENC Server computer patch is needed. Multiple names for a client are not typical. Both versions of the
fix are available by contacting CA Support.

Example: Connect Using Manually-Generated Certificates
This example explains how to create an agent connection through the Internet to a CA Client Automation Server using
ENC with manually generated certificates. For information about using ENC with a Microsoft certificate server, see the
Certificate Management for ENC Using Microsoft PKI. 

WARNING
Ensure that the computer with the ENC Gateway Server installed is accessible from the Internet on
the specified port using a resolvable Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN). A correct sample name is
Myserver.Mycompany.Com. An incorrect sample name is Myserver.

Install ENC on the Domain Manager

Follow these steps to install ENC on the Domain Manager:

1. Start the CA Client Automation Domain Manager installation from the installation media.
2. Select the custom installation.
3. (Optional) If the MDB is a remote installation, verify that you have installed the MDB first.

NOTE
If you are installing the CA Client Automation Manager rather than only adding ENC, complete this step.

4. On the list of components to install, verify that you select the ENC Gateway option, as shown in the following example:

5. In this example, the Domain Manager acts as the entire ENC Gateway. Select all three checkboxes on the ENC
Configuration page.
The ENC Gateway Router Server and Manager can all be installed on a CA Client Automation Agent computer, or
on separate CA Client Automation Agent computers. In this example, install the ENC Manager, Server, and Router
on the CA Client Automation Domain Manager computer. The CA Client Automation Domain Manager requires at
least an ENC Client is installed. The ENC Client is installed, but is disabled by default on all CA Client Automation r12
Windows-based installations.
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WARNING
You can technically install all ENC Gateway components on other CA Client Automation systems and not
have ENC on the CA Client Automation Domain Manager. You can accomplish this type of installation
as long as no computer in the environment communicates with the Domain Manager directly with ENC.
This type of installation means that items such as the Software Delivery Catalog would not work with ENC
because this item requires a direct connection to the CA Client Automation Domain Manager. As long as the
ENC Gateway systems can communicate with the CA Client Automation Scalability Servers using ENC and
all appropriate computers can communicate with the Domain Manager over standard CA Client Automation
ports, the CA Client Automation agents using ENC can still operate with some reduced functionality.

6. Both the TCP listen port (Primary) and the HTTP listen port (Secondary) are configurable. However, only the primary
port is required for functionality. If necessary, the Secondary port is provided for ENC client failover. Specify valid ports
for both items, even when the HTTP listen port is not used.
IIS uses port 80 by default. So remove or reconfigure IIS on the ENC Gateway computers when you specifically use
ports 443 and 80.

WARNING
For Microsoft Windows 2008 and Windows 2008 R2, port 80 is always in use, even when IIS is not installed.
So change the HTTP port. If necessary, you can reconfigure the ports later. Ensure that all ENC computers
share a common port. When you change ports on one computer, change all computers to match. If you
select port 80 and the CA Client Automation installation detects that this port is in use, an error appears.
The installation does not continue until you either change the system and make port 80 available, or select a
different port. The primary port is the only required port (default: 443) So the failover HTTP port (80) can be
changed to any other port number without impacting functionality, even when that port is not used.

Create and Import ENC Configuration Policy

Create the ENC Configuration Policy

In this step, you create and import a configuration policy template into the CA Client Automation Domain Manager to
enable ENC functions. In this example, create a file named encrules.txt using the following sample code:

NOTE
This content is fully functional and permits all authenticated ENC-related traffic.

[authz]

RulesVersion=5

REALM

{Name "ENC" Notes "The default realm to which everyone belongs"}

end

TimeRange

{Name "all-days" enabled "1" Hours "00:00 - 00:00" Type "normal" Weekdays "sunday - saturday"}

end

TimeACL

{Name "policy1" enabled "1" RuleType "allow" Events "AuthenticatedConnection ManagerRegisterServer

 ServerRegisterRouter ManagerRegisterRouter ServerRegisterAgent ManagerRegisterAgent ManagerNameLookup

 AgentConnect RouterAgentConnect ManagementAccess" TimeRange "all-days" SecPrincType "realm" SecPrinc "ENC"

 SecObj "ENC" SecObjType "realm"}

end

URIMapping

{URI ".+" enabled "1" Type "pattern" Realm "ENC"}

end

IPAddWhiteList

{IPAddress ".+" enabled "1" Type "pattern"}
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End

Import the Configuration Policy

Follow these steps to import the configuration policy:

1. Open a Command Prompt window and browse to the folder where the text file resides.
2. Execute the following command:

encutilcmd importdb -i <Rules file name> -v -v -n "<Name to be seen in CA ITCM>"

The sample command is as follows:
encutilcmd importdb -i encrules.txt -v -v -n "ENC-Rules"

3. Open the DSM Explorer.
4. Verify that the policy appears under the Control Panel, Configuration, Configuration Policy, and ENC Rules path.
5. Copy the policy onto a computer group that contains all ENC Gateway computers (any ENC Server, Router, and

Manager computers). Select to make the policy apply immediately.
CA Client Automation Scalability Servers do not need to be in this group unless they are functioning as an ENC
Router, Server, or Manager. The policy has no effect when applied to other computers.
Allow time for the policy to apply to the group and the computers in the group.

6. (Optional) Use the DSM Explorer to track the status of the configuration policy job by browsing to one of the following
items:
a. Domain, Control Panel, Configuration, and Configuration Jobs
b. Navigate to a specific computer and verify the configuration by double-clicking the computer to populate in the left

side of the default tree view. Expand the computer, browse to Configuration, and click Configuration Policy. Review
the policy details on the right side of the page.

When the policy is applied, the configuration properties for the computers appear as an entry for the policy.
7. After the configuration policy is applied, create the ENC certificates.

Create and Import ENC Certificates

Create ENC Certificates

In this step, you create the ENC ROOT certificate for the ENC Manager and its local ENC client certificate.

Follow these steps to create the ENC certificates:

1. Create a folder on the computer to store the server ROOT certificate for ENC.
In this example, create the folder ENC-CERTS (C:\ENC-CERTS).

2. Open a Command Prompt window and navigate to the ENC-CERTS folder.
3. Execute the following command to create a server ROOT certificate on which all other certificates are based:

cacertutil create -o:<Root Cert Name>.p12 -op:<root password> -od:<Root Cert Name>.der -s:CN=<Root

 Certificate Subject Name>,O=<Company Name> -d:<number of days to be valid>

A sample command is as follows: 
cacertutil create -o:root.p12 -op:root_pass -od:root.der -s:CN=encroot,O=widgco -d:730

The files ROOT.DER and ROOT.P12 are created in the ENC-CERTS folder.
You can specify -d:-1 in the command to indicate the longest possible certificate expiration period.

4. Open a Command Prompt window, browse to the C:\ENC-CERTS folder, and execute the following command to
generate the client certificate for the ENC Manager:
cacertutil create -o:<Unique client specific name>.p12 -od:<Unique client specific name>.der -i:<Root Cert

 Name>.p12 -ip:<Root password> -s:cn=<FQDN of Computer>,dc=<Company Name>,dc=<extension> -xsan:<FQDN of

 Computer> -as -ac -ae -op:<password of your choice>

A sample command is as follows: 
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cacertutil create -o:ClientOne.p12 -od:ClientOne.der -i:root.p12 -ip:root_pass -s:cn=NotMe01vm-

r12.NotMe01ad.com,dc=widgco,dc=com -xsan: NotMe01vm-r12.NotMe01ad.com -as -ac -ae -op:ClientOne_pass

The files ClientOne.DER and ClientOne.P12 are created on the ENC Manager in the same folder as the root
certificates. The names are user-defined and do not have to be computer names.

Import ENC Certificates

Follow these steps to import the ENC certificates:

1. Open a Command Prompt window and navigate to the folder that contains the new certificates.
2. Execute the following command to import the certificates for use on this computer:

encutilcmd certi -r <Root Cert Name>.der -i <Client Name from certificate creation>.p12 -p <password used

 in certificate creation>

After the command successfully completes, a message similar to the following mentioned one appears:
INFO: Current process user is a member of local administrators group.
INFO: Command that is completed successfully.

3. (Optional) If your network uses an Internet proxy server that requires a supplied user name and password, the ENC
connection can initially fail. The failure occurs only when the logged in user does not have proxy rights such as
when logging in locally or on a workgroup computer. If this situation occurs in your environment, you can execute the
following command to configure a user and password for proxy authentication:
encutilcmd client -proxy_host <Proxy server name or IP> -proxy_http -proxy_port <Port #> -user <user name>

 -password <password>

A sample command is as follows: 
encutilcmd client -proxy_host myproxy.ca.com -proxy_http -proxy_port 8080 -user NotMe01@ca.com -password

 n0tmyre@Lpwd

After the command successfully completes, a message similar to the following message appears:

http proxy : Current user name is ‘NotMe01@broadcom.com’

http proxy : Current host is 'myproxy.broadcom.com'

http proxy : Current port is '8080'

INFO: Command completed successfully

NOTE
If you are using a SOCKS proxy, -proxy_socks can be specified instead of –proxy_http.

4. Execute the following commands to enable the ENC component of CAF:

encutilcmd client -state enabled -server <FQDN of ENC Server>

encutilcmd updateconfig

The sample commands are as follows:

encutilcmd client -state enabled -server NotMe01vm-r12.NotMe01ad.com

encutilcmd updateconfig
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5. Execute the following command:
caf start encclient

If a message appears indicating that the component is already executing, execute caf stop encclient and then caf start
encclient. If you execute the command on the ENC Server computer, you may need to execute caf stop encclient, caf
stop encserver and then caf start for the intended functionality. If the ENC Server components are executing when
changes are made, configuration changes might not fully apply.

6. Execute the following command to verify that the certificates are installed:

encutilcmd certv –l

After the command successfully completes, a message similar to the following appears:
INFO: Current process user is a member of local administrators group.

INFO: Created and validated client side TLS context OK

URI: x509cert://[TLS-SCHANNEL]/CN=NotMe01vm-r12.NotMe01ad.com,DC=widgco,DC=com

INFO: Created and validated server side TLS context OK

URI: x509cert://[TLS-SCHANNEL]/CN=NotMe01vm-r12.NotMe01ad.com,DC=widgco,DC=com

INFO: Using NOTME01VM-R12.NOTME01AD.COM as target FQDN

Loopback Data Source: Client

Target:

NOTME01VM-R12.NOTME01AD.COM

I am:

x509cert://[TLS-SCHANNEL]/CN=NotMe01vm-r12.NotMe01ad.com,DC=widgco,DC=com

Peer is:

x509cert://[TLS-SCHANNEL]/CN=NotMe01vm-r12.NotMe01ad.com,DC=widgco,DC=com

Loopback Data Source: Server

I am:

x509cert://[TLS-SCHANNEL]/CN=NotMe01vm-r12.NotMe01ad.com,DC=widgco,DC=com

Peer is:

x509cert://[TLS-SCHANNEL]/CN=NotMe01vm-r12.NotMe01ad.com,DC=widgco,DC=com

7. Wait a few minutes for the change to take effect. The amount of time depends on your network.
8. Execute the encclient status command.

When ENC is connected, a message similar to the following message appears:

C:\>encclient status

Retrieving status information from ENC Client...

Connected to Gateway Server NOTME01VM-R12.NOTME01AD.COM with connection type 'socket'

ENC IP Address of this machine is 172.27.5.7

Name resolution statistics:

Found: 6658 (0 from cache)

Not Found: 2788

Ignored: 3927

Listening on:
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Virtual Port 4728

Virtual Port 7163

There are no active router connections

There are no active data channels

When ENC is attempting to connect, a Not Connected message appears. When the connection fails, an Unable
to connect message appears and other messages are possible. ENC continues to retry the connection every few
minutes, but the message that appears indicates the result of the last connection attempt.
To see extra details, execute the encclient status -detail command. Verify that ENC is connected while

 executing this command or the failure of this process is possible.

Generate ENC Certificates for Extra Computers

In this step, you generate certificates for extra computers that would report into the ENC Gateway network. In this
example, NotMe01w-NotMe01ad.com is used for illustration purposes. Generate a separate unique certificate for each
ENC client computer in your environment.

Follow these steps to generate ENC certificates for extra computers:

1. Open a Command Prompt window pointing to the folder containing the ENC root certificates.
2. Execute the following command:

cacertutil create -o:<chosen name>.p12 -od:<Chosen name>.der -i:<root cert name>.p12 -ip:<root cert

 password> -s:cn=<FQDN of Computer>,dc=<same as root cert>,dc=<same as root cert> -xsan:<FQDN of Computer>

 -as -ac -ae -op:<Chosen password for this client>

A sample command is as follows:
cacertutil create -o:clienttwo.p12 -od:clienttwo.der -i:root.p12 -ip:root_pass -s:cn=NotMe01w-

NotMe01ad.com,dc=widgco,dc=com -xsan: NotMe01w-NotMe01ad.com -as -ac -ae -op:clienttwo_pass

This command creates files that are named as clienttwo.p12 and clienttwo.der. When you create the files, note the
selected client password for future reference.

WARNING
Specify a different certificate name for every computer to avoid duplicates. When duplicate certificate names
exist, the registrations overwrite.

3. Copy the clienttwo.p12 and root.der (not clienttwo.der) files to a folder on the client.
4. Complete the following steps on the target CA Client Automation computer:

a. Open a Command Prompt window.
b. Navigate to the folder containing the clienttwo.p12 and root.der files.
c. Execute the following command:

encutilcmd certi –r <Root Certificate name>.der -i <Name chosen at certificate creation>.p12 -p

 <Password chosen at certificate creation>

A sample command is as follows:
encutilcmd certi -r root.der -i clienttwo.p12 -p clienttwo_pass

d. Execute the following command:
encutilcmd client -state enabled -server <FQDN of ENC Gateway Server>
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NOTE
ENC Servers and Scalability Servers are not related. A CA Client Automation Scalability Server is
typically only an ENC Client.

e. Execute the following command to verify that the change takes effect:
encutilcmd updateconfig

f. Execute the following commands to restart the connection:
caf stop encclient

caf start encclient

A successful execution of the commands results in a message similar to the following message:
Starting encclient...

The DSM service was started as instance 'encclient'.

Command completed successfully.

g. Allow time for the change to take effect.
h. Execute the encclient status command.

When ENC has successfully connected, a message similar to the following message appears:
Retrieving status information from ENC Client...

Connected to Gateway Server NotMe01w-NotMe01ad.com with connection type 'httpConnect'

ENC IP Address of this machine is 172.27.66.154

Name resolution statistics:

Found: 175 (16 from cache)

Not Found: 12109

Ignored: 55

Listening on:

Virtual Port 4728

Virtual Port 7163

There are no active router connections

There are no active data channels

The CA Client Automation Client now requires only port 443 outbound to be open to function using ENC.

Extra Configuration Examples
The following extra installation configurations are valid examples for ENC r12:

1. ENC Manager on the Domain Manager, ENC Server on Scalability Server, ENC Router on Agent
Consider the following points in this example:
a. Generate the root certificate and the initial client certificate on the ENC Manager computer.
b. Apply the ENC policy only to computers with the ENC Gateway components installed (Manager, Server, and

Router).
c. Ensure that the Router and Server are accessible within the DMZ.

2. ENC Manager on an Agent, ENC Server on an Agent, ENC Router on an Agent
Consider the following points in this example:
a. Generate the root certificate and the initial client certificate on the ENC Manager computer.
b. Apply ENC policy only to computers with ENC Gateway components installed.
c. No ENC Gateway components are required on the Domain Manager or Scalability Servers. For the connections to

function completely, ensure that the Domain Manager has a working ENC Client. Also ensure that any Scalability
Servers that the CA Client Automation agents might contact using ENC Clients have ENC Clients installed.

3. Any Combination
As long as an ENC Client is active on remote agents and any computers the remote agent might communicate with,
the ENC Gateway Servers can be installed on any CA Client Automation Agent, Server, or Manager computer.
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Using CAF with ENC
The ENC Client configurations and the CA Client Automation (CAF) Agent configurations are not related to each other.
Verify that both configurations are individually correct or ENC, CA Client Automation, or both might not work. For example,
your configuration would require a connection from the ENC Client to an ENC Server, while CAF on the same agent might
report to a Scalability Server on a different computer running an ENC Client.

Verify the ENC and CAF Configurations

Execute the following commands from any ENC or CA Client Automation client computer and confirm where ENC and
CAF are individually directed:

Command Description

Caf setserveraddress If the target is an agent, the address of the Scalability Server
where CAF reports is returned. For Scalability Server computers,
the command displays localhost by default.

Cserver config The Domain Manager name to which the CA Client Automation
Scalability Server component reports is returned.

ccnfcmda -cmd getparametervalue -ps itrm/common/enc/

client -pn serveraddress

The name of the ENC Server to which the ENC Client reports is
returned.

encutilcmd client -state show The name of the ENC Server to which the ENC Client reports is
returned.

Change the CAF Configuration 

Execute the following commands to change the CAF configuration:

Command Description

Caf setserveraddress <FQDN of CA Client Automation

 Scalability Server>

A CA Client Automation Agent is directed to a new CA Client
Automation Scalability Server.

Cserver config -h <FQDN of CA CA Client Automation

 Server>

The CA Client Automation Scalability Server component is
directed to a new CA Client Automation Domain Manager.

Change the ENC Configuration

Follow these steps to change the ENC configuration:

1. Execute the following command and before attempting to change the ENC Server specified:
caf stop encclient caf stop encserver (if applicable)

2. Execute one of the following commands:

ccnfcmda -cmd setparametervalue -ps itrm/common/enc/client -pn serveraddress -v <FQDN
 of ENC Server>

encutilcmd client -state enabled -server <FQDN of ENC Server> (preferred command)

3. (Optional) Execute the following command to verify that ENC updates internally before restarting the ENC Client:
encutilcmd updateconfig
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Execute the following command to restart the ENC Client:
caf start encclient

NOTE
Executing the encutilcmd client -state enabled -server <FQDN of ENC Server> command, a specific
circumstance arises where the execution might result in no error. But the output of a subsequent execution
of the encclient status command indicates that the ENC Server specified has not changed. This behavior can
occur when a NetBIOS or short name is populated into the comstore for the ENC servername. The previous
command does not allow this behavior to occur, but the behavior can occur when the ccnfcmda commands
are used and a short name is specified (which is invalid).

4. Execute the following command to diagnose this situation:

ccnfcmda -cmd getparametervalue -ps itrm/common/enc/client -pn serveraddress 

Note down the name that is returned. If a short (non-FQDN) name is returned, the ENCUTILCMD command does not
work as expected. 
Execute the following commands to confirm that the problem is occurring before proceeding to the next step:

CAF stop encclient 

encutilcmd updateconfig

5. To correct the condition, set the servername using a CCNFCMDA command. Specify a fully qualified domain name
(FQDN) to ensure that the ENCUTILCMD commands related to this value work in the future.
A necessary command is as follows:
ccnfcmda -cmd setparametervalue -ps itrm/common/enc/client -pn serveraddress -v <FQDN of ENC Server>

6. (Optional) Execute the following command to verify that ENC is updated internally with the new value:
encutilcmd updateconfig

Verify the Configured Ports for ENC

Execute the following commands to verify the configured ports for ENC.

WARNING
ENC Servers only use the primary port to connect to the ENC Manager.

Command Description

ccnfcmda -cmd getparametervalue -ps itrm/common/enc/

client -pn servertcpport

This command displays the primary port that ENC uses for
connections.

ccnfcmda -cmd getparametervalue -ps itrm/common/enc/

client -pn serverhttpport

If connection attempts on the primary port fail, this command
displays the secondary port that ENC attempts to use for
connections.

Change the Port Values

Execute the following commands to change the values for default ports 443 and 80. Verify that all computers use the
same values.

Command Description

ccnfcmda -cmd setparametervalue -ps itrm/common/enc/

client -pn servertcpport -v <New primary port>

This command changes the value for the default port 443.
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ccnfcmda -cmd setparametervalue -ps itrm/common/enc/

client -pn serverhttpport -v <New secondary port>

This command changes the value for the default port 80.

Unique Implementation Examples
This article contains the following topics:

Connect ENC to a Fully Qualified Domain Name

ENC uses a certificate comparison which includes Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) verification. Using this certificate
comparison is the reason why NetBIOS (short) names are not allowed. Initial builds of ENC only support a single specified
FQDN when certificates are generated. So ensure that the ENC Gateway Server has the same Operating System
name and Internet visible name when you use CA Client Automation r12.0, CA Client Automation r12 SP1, or CA Client
Automation r12.5 GA. A patch for CA Client Automation r12.5 is available. For information, see Support for an Alternate
Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN). The patch allows certificate generation using multiple specified FQDNs so that you
can use both an Operating System FQDN and a different Internet visible FQDN. After the certificate is registered, both
names are verified for connectivity. When either name resolves, authentication can proceed.

WARNING

Apply the patch to the ENC Server using multiple names, the ENC Manager, and any ENC computer that
requires multiple names. Always include the ENC Manager.

An unintended situation exists in which the use of different internal and external FQDNs can appear to work without a
patch applied with a single name specified in the ENC certificates. For example, when you have only one ENC Server/
Router and the Server and Router are installed on an ENC Manager computer that is also the CA Client Automation
Domain Manager. In this situation, ENC connections work when appropriate HOSTS file entries are in place. This
behavior is not by design and we do not recommend this behavior because unexpected results can occur.

When the patch is applied, certificates can be regenerated and imported to take advantage of the new functionality.
Because you do not have to update the root certificate, other clients are not affected when you regenerate and import
these new certificates.

CA Client Automation (CAF) always references internal computer names for use within the corporate network and not the
Internet visible address that ENC requires, even when the ENC Server is also a CA Client Automation Scalability Server
or Manager. The CA Client Automation connection does not occur until ENC is connected, and at that point, internal
network name resolution is used.

CA Client Automation Scalability Server and DMZ

Do not confuse an ENC Server with a Scalability Server. The components are independent. When ENC is implemented, a
Scalability Server is not required in DMZ for remote agents to function.

You can have an ENC client computer on the Internet connected to an ENC Server (plus ENC Router) in DMZ. The Agent
can connect to a Scalability Server computer elsewhere on the network, also equipped with an ENC Client.

Set Up ENC with a CA Client Automation Scalability Server in DMZ

You can select to set up ENC with a Scalability Server in DMZ. In this example, the Scalability Server, ENC Server, and
ENC Router are installed in the DMZ.

Follow these steps to set up ENC with a Scalability Server in DMZ:

1. Start setup.exe from the CA Client Automation installation media.
2. Select to install the Agent, Scalability Server, and ENC Server components.
3. Follow the on-screen instructions to the ENC Gateway Configuration page.
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4. On the ENC Gateway Configuration page, do not select the Manager check box and verify that the Router check box
is selected. 
The ENC Gateway Manager and port text boxes are now available. 

5. Complete the information in the text boxes with the FQDN of the ENC Manager computer and your selected port. In
this example, specify 443 as the port. 

6. After the installation is complete, set up and configure the certificates using your typical method. However, the ENC
Client on this computer points to its own Operating System FQDN and the Agent in this situation points to localhost
The Agent points to localhost because the agent is a Scalability Server in addition to an ENC Server, which is the CA
Client Automation requirement. The ENC Server portion connects to the ENC Manager computer using configuration
settings selected during the installation. The Scalability Server portion points to the Domain Manager that is also
specified during the installation. 

7. Execute the encclient status command to verify the client connection. Execute the encutilcmd server command
to verify the status of the ENC Router and Server. Use the caf setserveraddress command to verify the Agent
configuration. Use the cserver config command to verify the Manager to which the Scalability Server portion reports. 

Set Up ENC Without a CA Client Automation Scalability Server in DMZ

When ENC Clients are used in a network, ensure that any computer that communicates with the computer either using
ENC or CAF has a working ENC Client. For example, for an ENC Client to order and receive a software delivery job using
the Software Delivery Catalog, ensure that the Domain Manager and Scalability Server execute the ENC Client. This
behavior is necessary to allow a connection from the agent and the DMZ computer executing the ENC Server. If there is a
separate computer executing the ENC Router, ensure that computer also has a functioning ENC Client. 

To set up a connection from an Agent and ENC Client to a Scalability Server that is not in DMZ (using an ENC Server/
Router), modify the steps to set up ENC with a Scalability Server in DMZ: 

1. Install the ENC Server on the DMZ computer using the previous instructions with only the Agent and ENC Server
installed.

2. Set ENC on the remote ENC Client to reference the Internet FQDN on the ENC Server computer in DMZ. 
3. Set CAF on the remote client to reference the Operating System name of the Scalability Server computer on the

internal network.

Restrict User Connections Using the ENC Authorization Rules Policy

You can restrict who can connect using ENC and when they connect. By selecting the ENC Authorization Rules policy
item, an interactive window appears. Use this window to configure and customize ENC Client access. Right-click the
policy and select unseal so that you can change the policy. Browse and select ENC Authorization Rules.

Once ENC Authorization Rules are selected, a window automatically appears. Use this window to create realms (logical
subsets of your ENC Network) using any names that you want. We recommend using descriptive names so you can
easily remember the purpose of the realm. 

• Realms
The logical groupings to which you can attach computers and rules are defined. 

• Name Mapping 
Individual or groups of computers by URI or pattern match filter are identified and the computers to a predefined realm
are assigned. You can enable and disable the mapping as necessary. The mappings are always on when enabled but
do not block or allow traffic on their own. 

• Time Ranges 
The calendars of days and times are defined. Calendars can be attached to an Access Control definition to indicate
that the access control enforces a connectivity schedule. Ensure that the schedule matches before a connection is
allowed or denied. 

• Access Control 
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Connections during the times that are defined by the attached calendar, that is based on real, pattern, or URI are
blocked or allowed. Attach a Time Range item (calendar) to this type of item.

• IP Addresses 
ENC Clients that are based on IP or partial IP Pattern are blocked. Each entry can be enabled or disabled. When
an entry is enabled, ENC blocks all IP addresses that are defined. The IP address is not authenticated and does not
receive an ENC IP.

ENC Troubleshooting

Troubleshooting Checklist

The following troubleshooting checklist is provided to help you troubleshoot and resolve potential issues with ENC. 

• ENC does not work
Every ENC enabled computer needs a certificate. If you execute the MMC.EXE command, add the certificates add-on
for the local computer and expand Personal, Certificates and Trusted Root Certification, Authorities, and Certificates.
Find an entry for the client certificate and the root certificate respectively. If you do not find these entries, ENC does not
work.

• No ENC connection is permitted to or through the ENC Gateway components.
Ensure that all ENC Gateway components (ENC Server, Router, and Manager) have the CA Client Automation ENC
policy applied. If the policy is not applied, no ENC connection is permitted to or through the components. Use the DSM
Explorer to verify that the policy is applied.

• I have set up an ENC Server and Router in a location that has no direct access to the CA Client Automation
Manager. ENC does not work. 
When you set up an ENC Server and Router in a location that has no direct access to the CA Client Automation
Manager, import the ENC Rules manually on that computer. Otherwise, ENC does not work because ENC cannot
connect to CA Client Automation first to download the required policy. 

• I cannot determine what ENC Server the ENC Client is reporting to. 
Execute the encclient status command to verify where an ENC Client computer points to

• Where can I find logs for ENC? 
You can find logs for ENC on any computer in the %sdroot%\..\logs directory. 
Execute the following command to increase tracing in files that are relevant to ENC:
cftrace –c set –l detail –s 25000 –ln 4 –f cf

Execute the following command to return tracing to normal:
cftrace –c reset

• I have an internet proxy server that requires a user name and password. ENC is failing because it has no
proxy or user information configured. 
When an Internet proxy server exists, use the command line so that the ENC Client knows about the proxy server and
specifies a user name and password. 

• Does ENC require a reserved IP address range? 
Yes, ENC uses reserved addresses in the range 172.27.0.1 to 172.29.0.1 by default. When ENC is installed, no
computer can use an address in this range. When a computer uses an address in this range, CA Client Automation on
that computer does not work. CA Client Automation thinks the address is an ENC reserved IP address. If necessary,
you can configure ENC to distribute IPs in the 172.30 and 172.31 subnets. 

• Do Internet visible FQDN respond to a ping? 
Internet visible FQDN typically does not respond to a ping. Internet visible FQDN always resolves to an IP when a ping
command is run against them. Always confirm that the FQDN of the ENC Server that an ENC Client reports to resolves
to the expected IP address.  

Network Load Balancing

Consider the following information for the network load balancing:
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• If your network uses a load balancing device to distribute incoming connections, configure the network to allow direct
pass through connections to all ENC Gateway Servers in the DMZ.

WARNING
Do not allow the loadbalancer to terminate connections. If you do, ENC agents are prevented from
authenticating correctly with gateways. This issue occurs because agents connecting from the Internet
receive the certificate of the loadbalancer rather than the intended gateway. The Agents refuse the
connection because what they connect to is not what they expect. 

• The loadbalancer can be configured to distribute connections to Gateway Servers as required. 
• Ensure that the loadbalancer does not distribute connections to Gateway Routers. Pass these connections directly to

the requested address, because the two end points in an ENC connection expect to connect to the same computer
which relays data between the two computers. If each end point connects to a different router, this connection cannot
function. 

ENC Client Fails to Connect Due to Incomplete Transmission Valid on All Supported Operating Environments

Symptom:

All certificates are in place and are valid. However, the client fails to connect to the ENC Server. During verification, you
find the required ports open. When you execute the ENCCLIENT STATUS command, you receive a message that the
client has rejected the server certificate. When you view the TRC_CF_ENCCLIENT_x.log file, you see messages similar
to the mentioned one:

INFO | Created security context for <notreal.madeup.com> ERROR | CSRS::listen: no SRS connection ERROR | 

CConnectMgr::initListen: failed to listen on port 4728 INFO | CClient::sendListenResp[id=604]: sending listen

 response(3003) DETAIL | 

CConnectMgr::workerThread: exit INFO | InitializeSecurityContext(1) returned <80090318> INFO |

Expected data from InitializeSecurityContext(1) but got none. ERROR | EncInitializeSecurityContext:

 Catastrophic failure

Solution:

This failure occurs when multiple certificates are registered on the ENC Manager computer. In this situation, when the
ENC Manager transmits the list of certificates to the client and the list exceeds the maximum file size that Microsoft allows
for this action (16384 bytes), the certificate verification fails. To correct this situation, follow these steps:

1. Delete unneeded certificates from the ENC Manager computer and try again.
2. Disable the default auto-update/auto-enroll certificates function in the operating system. Disabling the function

prevents this situation from occurring in the future, providing the number of certificates does not exceed the allowable
transmission buffer.

Fix an Invalid or Incorrect Root Certificate

If you make a mistake when generating the Root certificate on the ENC Manager, follow these steps:
To fix an invalid or incorrect Root certificate

1. Execute the cacertutil flush command to purge certificates from the comstore on CA Client Automation r12.0
computers.

NOTE
The cacertutil flush command is not valid for CA Client Automation r12.5 and you can skip this step. 

2. Execute mmc.exe and add the Certificates snap-in.
3. Select Computer Account.
4. Select Local Computer.
5. Click Finish, Close, and OK. 
6. Expand Certificates (Local Computer) under Console Root.
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7. Expand Trusted Root Certification and click Certificates.
8. Find the ENC Root Certificate that you want to remove. Right-click the item, and select Delete.
9. Generate the new Root certificate by completing step 3 in Create ENC Certificates.

After you complete these steps, regenerate any existing client certificates to key off the new Root certificate. 

Fix or Replace an ENC Client Certificate

Similar to the Root certificate, delete the Client certificates from Windows before new certificates are generated to
eliminate the possibility of two certificates existing for the same client.

Follow these steps to fix or replace an ENC Client certificate:

1. Repeat steps 1 through 6 in the procedure to fix an invalid or incorrect Root certificate.
2. Expand Personal and click Certificates.
3. Find the ENC Client Certificate that you want to remove. Right-click the file, and select Delete. 
4. After you remove the existing certificate, create a new certificate or import an existing certificate.

Impact of Replacing an ENC Certificate

You can replace an ENC Client certificate on any computer without impacting the rest of the ENC network. However,
never change a Root certificate unless necessary. When you replace or remove the ENC root certificate on the ENC
Manager, all existing ENC client certificates become invalid and ENC does not work on those client computers.

Replace a Root Certificate When Active Clients Exist

When the Root certificate is regenerated on the ENC Manager, all existing active Client certificates immediately become
invalid. Generate and implement new certificates to restore functionality. However, accessing and updating the remote
computers would not be possible at this time. With a  proper planning, a more efficient method can be used to accomplish
this task. This method is referred to as a reverse rollout or Roll-In, and can be executed by completing the following
steps: 

1. Generate the new Root certificate and the required ENC Client certificates. Do not import the new certificates on the
ENC Gateway servers.

2. Install the new Client certificates first using a batch script or other means such as a software delivery job. This step
effectively breaks the clients temporarily. 

3. Import the new certificates on the ENC Manager, Servers, and Routers. 
4. The clients become functional and report in after a short time period as their new certificates are now valid.

Redirect client/server Registration

After you complete the set up steps, you might find that you directed the ENC Client to the incorrect or invalid ENC Server
FQDN. You can redirect the ENC Client to the correct location by completing the following steps:

1. Execute the following command:
caf stop encclient

2. Execute the following command: 

encutilcmd client -state enabled –server <New FQDN>

3. (Optional) Execute the encutilcmd updateconfig command. 
4. Execute the caf start encclient command. 
5. Allow time for the change to take effect. The time necessary depends on your configuration. 
6. Execute the following command to confirm that you are now connected using the new ENC Server FQDN:
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encclient status

Operating Environments and Patches

Supported Operating Environments

ENC components are currently supported on all Windows-based operating environments in which CA Client Automation
r12 is supported, for Windows 2000 or greater on 32 and 64 bit-environments. CA Client Automation r12.5 is required for
some operating systems. For more information about operating environments and client packages, see the Supportability
Matrix.

Support for an Alternate FQDN

CA Client Automation provides support for alternate FQDN with the following patches. Using these patches, ENC
certificates can be generated to allow communication directed to the following:

• An Operating System FQDN
• A user-defined secondary name that typically represents the Internet visible FQDN that the ENC computer is externally

known as.

Patch Description Location

RO24202 Support for Alternate FQDN in
ENC Certificates (ENC Client Side
Patch). Available for CA CA Client
Automation r12.5 licensed users.

 >CA CA Client Automation--Solution
Document for RO24202

RO24203 Support for Alternate FQDN in ENC
Certificates (ENG Gateway Router and
Client Side Patch). Available for CA CA
Client Automation r12.5 licensed users. 

 CA CA Client Automation--Solution
Document for RO24203

 

WARNING

Complete the manual steps for each patch. Review the readme file for each patch and verify that you complete
all steps. 

An unpublished patch is available to provide this functionality for CA Client Automation r12, Service Pack 1. If you need
the patch, contact Broadcom Support Support, reference product ID DTSVMG and problem number 1673.

Cumulative Update for CA Client Automation r12 Service Pack 1

A back-port of ENC fixes built into CA Client Automation r12.5 are available for CA Client Automation r12 SP1 users. You
can obtain these fixes by contacting Broadcom Support and referencing problem number 1673 for product DTSVMG.

ENC and CA Client Automation Diagnostic Commands

You can use the following diagnostic commands with ENC and CA Client Automation:

• CAF SetServerAddress
This command displays where a CA Client Automation Agent is currently reporting. On a CA Client Automation
Scalability Server, this command returns localhost. On CA Client Automation agents, this command returns an
appropriate CA CA Client Automation Scalability Server name. 

• CAF SetServerAddress <CA ITCM Scalability Server Name> 
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This command directs the CA Client Automation Agent to the desired CA Client Automation Scalability Server.
• CAF stop/start <component name> 

This command stops or starts any CAF component individually. 
Example: CAF Stop Encclient

• CAF disable <component name> 
This command disables any CAF component individually. 
Example: CAF disable encserver

• Cserver Config 
This command displays the CA Client Automation Domain Manager name to which a CA Client Automation Scalability
Server component is directed.

• Cserver Config -h <CA ITCM Domain Manager> 
This command directs the CA Client Automation Scalability Server to a new CA Client Automation Domain Manager.

• Encclient status 
This command displays the connection status of the ENC Client. 

• Encclient status -detail 
This command displays detailed information about the connection status of the ENC Client. When the ENC is not
connected, this command might not complete successfully. 

• Encclient resolve <ENC Machine Name> 
This command verifies whether a connection using ENC exists for a specific computer.  

• Encutilcmd certv -l 
This command displays current certificate information. 

• Encutilcmd client -state enabled -server <FQDN of ENC Gateway Server> 
This command directs an ENC Client to a new ENC Server. 

WARNING
Execute this command with CAF started and recycle the ENC Client afterward. 

• Encutilcmd client -state show 
This command displays the current client configuration. 

• Encutilcmd server 
This command displays the status of the locally installed ENC Server. 

• Encutilcmd server -server/client 
This command lists the currently connected ENC Gateway Servers or Clients. 

• Encutilcmd client -state enabled/disabled 
This command enables or disables the ENC Client. 

• Csamconfigedit display 
This command displays the current ENC internal configuration settings.

• Encutilcmd netdiag 
This command provides detailed diagnostic information about the ENC Client, ENC Server, or both. 

• CAF getprop encclient/encserver 
This command displays the CA Client Automation side configuration settings for the ENC Client or ENC Server
components of CAF. 

• Encutilcmd updateconfig 
This command forces ENC to read the current comstore settings and update the internal configuration to match the
settings. 

• Encutilcmd client -proxy_view 
This command displays any current Internet Proxy settings that the ENC uses. 

• Encutilcmd client -proxy_clear 
This command erases any current stored proxy connection and authentication information. 

• Encutilcmd client -proxy_host <Proxy server name or IP> -proxy_http -proxy_port <Port #> -user <user>
password <password> 
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This command sets Internet Proxy and authentication for a client. This command can use either -proxy_http for an
HTTP connection, or -proxy_socks for a socks connection. This port is an Internet proxy port and not the ENC listen
port. 

• Ccnfcmda -cmd getparametervalue -ps itrm/common/enc/server -pn startIP 
This command starts the IP for the IP range that is assigned to clients. 

• Ccnfcmda -cmd getparametervalue -ps itrm/common/enc/server -pn endIP 
This command ends the IP for the IP range that is assigned to clients. 

• Encutilcmd client -state enabled -port_http 8080 
This command instructs the client that the server is listening for connections on port 8080. 

• Encutilcmd client -state enabled -port_tcp 443 
This command instructs the client that the server is listening for connections on port 443.

• Ccnfcmda -cmd getparametervalue -ps itrm/common/enc/client -pn serveraddress 
This command displays the ENC Server name. 

• Ccnfcmda -cmd getparametervalue -ps itrm/common/enc/client -pn servertcpport 
This command displays the primary ENC port. 

• Ccnfcmda -cmd getparametervalue -ps itrm/common/enc/client -pn serverhttpport 
This command displays the failover ENC port.

Sample Scripts
Sample scripts and batch files can be used for testing purposes to illustrate how ENC Client setups can be implemented
and automated using batch scripts. The sample scripts and batch files are intended for testing and informational purposes
only. CA does not support custom scripts and batch files for use in production systems and implementations. Only the
commands are supported.

Install, Update, Change ENC Certificates (Enable ENC on Any Agent)

You can use the following sample code to install, update, or change an ENC certificate.

 

@ECHO ON REM This will update or install ENC certificates using 
REM Certificates present in the folder where this file exists 
REM This batch will use variables to make modification easier 
in future REM NOTE: You do not need to set the primary ENC port used. 
The port specification REM item is there for demonstration
purposes and to open the Windows firewall on that port REM 
Please contact Not Me at NotMe01@ca.com with any questions 
REM THESE ARE ALL THE VARIABLES NEEDED FOR THE SCRIPT. 
REM If you reuse this for other certificates or servers, 
just change the below as needed: 
REM ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
SET ROOTNAME=geekroot SET ROOTPASS=geek171 SET DC1=1P7C1J SET DC2=isa-geek 
SET DC3=net SET ENCSERVERNAME=1p7c1j.isa-geek.net 
SET ITCMSERVERNAME=1p7c1j SET ENCPORT=443 SET HTTPLISTENPORT=8080 
REM ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
REM THE BELOW IS DISABLED BY DEFAULT. It is there for reference, 
if you need to disable UAC, you can run REM the following command and
then reboot. This does not work until after a reboot. 
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REM %windir%\System32\reg.exe ADD HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion
\Policies\System /v EnableLUA /t REG_DWORD /d 0 /f 
REM Find out FQDN of machine or else use short name: 
REM ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
SET DNSNAME=DUMMY NSLOOKUP %COMPUTERNAME% if not %errorlevel%==0 goto NOGOOD 
ECHO "IDENTIFYING MACHINE NAME" FOR /F "tokens=2 delims=:" %%J 
IN ('NSLOOKUP %COMPUTERNAME% ^| FIND "Name:"') DO SET DNSNAME=%%J
SET DNSNAME=%DNSNAME: =% if /I %COMPUTERNAME%==%DNSNAME% (ECHO DNSNAME %DNSNAME% IS THE
 SAME AS PC NAME %COMPUTERNAME% 
set DNSNAME=%COMPUTERNAME% ) else ( ECHO %DNSNAME% | 
Find "%computername%" if not %ERRORLEVEL%==0 set DNSNAME=%COMPUTERNAME% ) 
:NOGOOD if %DNSNAME%==DUMMY set DNSNAME=%COMPUTERNAME% 
ECHO FINAL DNSNAME=%DNSNAME% REM
 ----------------------------------------------------------------
ECHO "Stopping ENC" caf stop encclient
Set MyPath=%~dp0 
md %windir%\ENC cd %windir%\ENC 
ECHO "Running Final Script" copy "%MyPath%%rootname%.*" %windir%\ENC 
ECHO "Generating and Importing Certificates" 
ECHO First create the client certificate cacertutil.exe 
create -o:%windir%\ENC\%computername%.p12 -od:%windir%\ENC\%computername%.der 
-i:%windir%\ENC\%rootname%.p12 -ip:%rootpass% -s:cn=%DNSNAME%,dc=%dc1%,dc=%dc2%,dc=
%dc3% 
-xsan:%DNSNAME% -as -ac -ae -op:%computername%%rootpass% -d:-1

ECHO Now import that certificate for use 
encutilcmd.exe certi -r %windir%\ENC\%rootname%.der -i 
%windir%\ENC\%computername%.p12 -p %computername%%rootpass% 

ECHO Copy the newly generated certs for storage REM (This is mainly 
for use when running this from a flash drive and you want a record of clients created) 
copy %windir%\ENC\%computername%.* "%MyPath%deployed" 
ECHO Now we open the primary port through the firewall REM Optionally the failover
port can be opened as well but is not required ECHO If XP firewall then this will work

NETSH firewall add portopening TCP %ENCPORT% ENC enable subnet ECHO If 2008+ firewall, 
this should work NETSH advfirewall firewall add rule name="ENC" dir=out action=allow
 protocol=TCP localport=%ENCPORT% 
ECHO "Starting enc" caf start encclient 
ECHO Enabling ENC client and directing to the specified ENC router REM Setting HTTP port
 and Main TCP port here. 
REM Although neither needs to be set if you are using defaults. encutilcmd.exe client -
state enabled 
-server %ENCSERVERNAME% -port_http %HTTPLISTENPORT% -port_tcp %ENCPORT%
ECHO Restarting ENC to make sure changes are committed caf.exe 
stop encclient caf.exe kill encclient caf.exe start encclient 
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ECHO not point the client to the specified ITCM Scalability Server caf.exe
 setserveraddress %ITCMSERVERNAME% novalidate 
ECHO Cleaning Up root cert since we don’t want that left behind del %windir%\ENC\
%rootname%.p12 
exit 0

 

Configure ENC Internet Proxy Settings

You can use the following sample code when ENC is installed and a name and password is required to access the
Internet, the defined TCP port, the HTTP ENC port, or both.

@echo on ECHO First we declare our variables Set Euser=NotMe01@ca.com 

Set PRXport=80 Set Eproxy=myproxy.ca.com Set Epass=”n0tmyP@ssWrd” 

ECHO "Stopping ENC Client" caf stop encclient caf kill encclient 

ECHO Setting SOCKS Proxy encutilcmd client -proxy_host %Eproxy% -proxy_socks 

-proxy_port %PRXport% -user %Euser% 

-password %Epass% ECHO Setting HTTP Proxy encutilcmd client -proxy_host %Eproxy% 

-proxy_http -proxy_port %PRXport% -user %Euser% -password %Epass% 

ECHO Running ENC configuration update encutilcmd updateconfig 

ECHO Starting ENC caf start encclient 

exit %errorlevel%

Purge Existing ENC Internet Proxy Information for a Client

You can use the following sample code to purge the existing ENC Internet proxy information for a client.

@Echo on

ECHO Stopping ENC Client

caf stop encclient

caf kill encclient

ECHO Clearing Proxy Settings

encutilcmd client -state enabled -proxy_clear

ECHO Running ENC configuration update

encutilcmd updateconfig

ECHO Starting ENC

caf start encclient

exit %errorlevel%

How to Move MDB
You can change Database Management Server (DBMS) host or instance name after installing the CA Client Automation
Enterprise or Domain Managers for a number of reasons, including:

• To apply the updated naming standards
• To migrate host server to a new domain
• To move the Database to a new DBMS server or instance

When the Microsoft SQL Server host and instance name are hosting the MDB changes, several changes are required to
restore proper connectivity.

This document focuses on the changes required for CA Client Automation.
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Overview 

• Procedures outlined assume that the CA Client Automation (Enterprise or Domain) related to the affected MDB is
properly functioning and is not uninstalled or modified. The procedures are not used for connecting to an MDB that one
CA Client Automation creates and populates from another CA Client Automation.

• Procedures for changing the DBMS server host or domain name assume that the MDB DBMS server is remote or
moving to or from the CA Client Automation server. Procedures for renaming the CA Client Automation server itself are
not covered.

• Verify that no other applications are dependent on the MDB instance involved. Configuration updates to change
the MDB DBMS server host or instance name, or to move the MDB to a new DBMS server host or instance for
applications other than CA Client Automation are not covered.

• This article covers only Microsoft SQL Server to Microsoft SQL Server movement between DBMS servers.
• As with any operation that could affect production, try the process in a lab environment before starting. Also confirm

that reliable backups for all systems that can be affected are available before starting.
• When moving the MDB from the locally installed DBMS to a remote DBMS, the Microsoft SQL Server remains installed

or is removed from the Domain Manager or Enterprise Manager.

For more information, see the following topics:

Changing the DBMS Host or Domain Name
Procedures for changing the host name of a DBMS are vendor-specific and beyond the scope of this article. Follow the
instructions available in the DBMS vendor documentation and other resources.

Consider the following recommendations:

• Close all connections to the MDB and stop Common Application Framework (CAF) services on the associated CA
Client Automation (Enterprise or Domain) before beginning.

• Stop the AI service from the services.msc snap-in. You can also execute the following command line; when CA Asset
Intelligence is installed.
net stop ca-uai

NOTE
If an existing data extract is running, wait until the extract process is completed before proceeding. By
default, the automatic extract service is configured to run at 3 A.M. on weekdays.

• Verify connectivity to the MDB from the CA Client Automation server using appropriate DBMS tools or utilities and
resolve all connection issues.

• Complete CA Client Automation COMSTORE changes to reconfigure the CA Client Automation and then verify.

Moving the MDB from One DBMS to Another
You can move an MDB in the following situations:

• From Microsoft SQL Server 2005 to Microsoft SQL Server 2005
• From Microsoft SQL Server 2005 to MS SQL Server 2005
• From Microsoft SQL Server 2005 to Microsoft SQL Server 2008
• From Microsoft SQL Server 2005 to Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2
• From Microsoft SQL Server 2008 to Microsoft SQL Server 2008
• From Microsoft SQL Server 2008 to Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2

Note: Microsoft does not support the moving of a database that is attached with Microsoft SQL Server 2008 to Microsoft
SQL Server 2005.

Two approaches that are not Microsoft SQL Server version dependent are as follows:
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• Backup and restore
• Detach and attach 

Prerequisites

If the CA CA Client Automation is installed without CA Common Services (CCS) on the old DBMS, verify that the
MDB is installed on the target server. On the new DBMS, select the option to "Install MDB" from the CA CA Client
Automation installation media and follow the on-screen instructions.

If the CA CA Client Automation is installed with CCS functionality on the old DBMS, verify that the MDB and CCS are
installed on the target server. On the new DBMS, select the option to "Install CCS including MDB" from the CA CA Client
Automation installation media and follow the on-screen instructions. When you are prompted, give the user nsmadmin the
same password as the CA CA Client Automation.

After completing the installation on the target server, run the following commands before moving the MDB:

alter database mdb set single_user with rollback immediate exec sp_detach_db 'mdb', true

NOTE
If you are using CA Unicenter Network and Systems Management r11.x rather than the CCS included with
CA CA Client Automation, you can use the CA Unicenter Network and Systems Management media to install
the MDB and only the WorldView component is required to be installed upon the DBMS.

Execute all the commands through the appropriate DBMS client tool, while connected to the DBMS server\instance with
"ca_itrm" credentials.

Execute the commands using the following query tool of your preference:

• Microsoft SQL Server 2005\8 SQL Server Management Studio
• OSQL command-line interface
• SQLCMD command-line interface

Move the MDB to the new server using the following methods:

• Backup and restore
• Detach and attach

Reset Database Connection Password

For Microsoft SQL Server, ca_itrm and ca_itrm_ams are logins that are defined to the Microsoft SQL Server host and
instance. Whenever possible, match the password that is set while creating the objects with the password before moving
the database.

When the password is unknown or obsolete, reset the ca_itrm and ca_itrm_ams password that CA Client Automation uses
to connect to the database with the following command:

cadsmcmd setDBCredentials passwd=<new password>

Run the command on the CA Client Automation with CAF running before you start the MDB move procedure. After
successful execution, recycle the CAF services. Test the CA Client Automation to ensure the database connectivity.

For more information, see the following topics:

Backup and Restore
Follow these steps for the backup and restore procedure:

1. Close all connections to the MDB executing caf stop on the server system and stop all CA CCS Services.
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NOTE
If another application is installed on the MDB, caf stop does not close all the connections.

2. Back up the MDB on the source server.
3. Connect to the source DBMS server or instance with System Administrator or equivalent credentials, and run the

following command:
alter database mdb set single_user with rollback immediate

USE MASTER

EXEC SP_ADDUMPDEVICE 'DISK', '<Backup Device Name>', '<Drive, Path and Filename for Backup Device File>'

USE mdb

BACKUP DATABASE mdb TO <Backup Device Name>

Example: Backup
EXEC SP_ADDUMPDEVICE ‘DISK’, ‘oldmdb’,’c:\oldmdb’

USE mdb

BACKUP DATABASE mdb TO ‘oldmdb’

WARNING
Do not use special characters for the backup device name.

4. Copy the backup files to the target server.
5. Restore the MDB from backup on the new server by connecting to the target DBMS server/instance with System

Administrator credentials.
6. Use the following command to list the database device names:

RESTORE FILELISTONLY FROM DISK = '<Drive, Path and Filename for Backup Device File>' 

This command generates the following output:
mdb <Drive,Path>\mdb.mdf D PRIMARY <Size> <Max Size> mdb_log <Drive,Path>\mdb_log.LDF L NULL<Size> <Max

 Size>

7. Construct and execute the following command, using this output:

RESTORE DATABASE mdb

FROM DISK='<Drive, Path and Filename for Backup Device File>' 

WITH RECOVERY,

MOVE '<Original Data Device Name>' TO '<New Device, Path Data File>', MOVE '<Original
 Log Device Name >' TO '<New Drive, Path, Log File>'

WARNING
Execute this command as a single command and not a series of commands. All parameters (except the
databasename, mdb) are encapsulated in single quotes.

Example: Restore

Assume that the backup file mdb.bak, is copied to the E:\MSSQL\Backup directory on the target server. The device files
had originally been located in the D:\MSSQL\Data directory on the source server. Run the following command to confirm
the device names and the original locations:

RESTORE FILELISTONLY FROM DISK = 'E:\MSSQL\Backup\mdb.bak'

This command generates the following output:

mdb D:\MSSQL\mdb.mdf D PRIMARY <Size> <Max Size> mdb_log D:\MSSQL\mdb_log.LDF L NULL<Size> <Max Size>
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Using original data mdb and log device names mdb_log from the output of the previous command, restore the database to
the "E:\MSSQL\Data" directory on the target server using the following command:

RESTORE DATABASE mdb 

FROM DISK='E:\MSSQL\mdb.bak' 

WITH RECOVERY, 

MOVE 'mdb' TO 'E:\MSSQL\mdb.mdf', 

MOVE 'mdb_log' TO 'E:\MSSQL\mdb_log.ldf'

Once again, the previous command is a single command with all parameters (except the database name, mdb)
encapsulated in single quotes. Once the restore is complete, you can connect to the MDB using the SQL System
Administrator credentials. 

Detach and Attach
Follow these steps:

1. Detach the MDB from the Source Server.
Close all connections to the MDB, and run the following command while connected to the source DBMS server/
instance with System Administrator (SA) or equivalent credentials:
alter database mdb set single_user with rollback immediate exec sp_detach_db 'mdb', true

After successful completion, you can copy or move the database device files to a new location.
2. Attach the MDB to the Target Server. 

Copy the database device files mdb.mdf and mdb_log.ldf by default to the appropriate directory on the target DBMS
server. 
Attach the MDB to the target server by connecting to the target DBMS server/instance with System Administrator
credentials.
Use the following command to list the database device names: 
exec sp_attach_db 'mdb', '<Drive, Path, and File Name of Data Device File>', '<Drive, Path, and File Name

 of Log Device File>'

Example:

To illustrate, assume the data device file mdb.mdf is placed in the D:\MSSQL\Data directory. The log device file,
mdb_log.ldf is placed in the E:\MSSQL\Log directory on the target server. To attach the database, run the following
command while connected to the target DBMS server/instance:

exec sp_attach_db 'mdb','D:\MSSQL\Data\mdb.mdf',’E:\MSSQL\Log\mdb_log.ldf'

Note: The preceding command is a single command with all parameters (including the databasename, mdb) encapsulated
in single quotes. Once the restore is complete, it is possible to connect to the MDB using the SQL System Administrator or
equivalent. 

Update MDB and Configuration Entries
After changing the name of the DBMS server or moving the MDB to a new DBMS server, and after restoring connectivity
using ca_itrm, ca_itrm_ams, and nsmadmin credentials; update few entries in the comstore and database to reflect the
new DBMS servername.

WARNING

As with any operation that alters data, confirm that the reliable backups for all affected systems are available.

Use the following methods for changes:

• MDB Admin Console (MDBAC CLI) method
• Manual method
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For more information, see the following topics:

MDB Admin Console (MDBAC CLI) Method

Download the MDBAC patch RO44406 from Broadcom Support. The MDBAC CLI can reconfigure the MDB Move. All
other aspects of the patch are outside the scope of this article.

Installing the MDBAC

For installing the MDBAC, download and decompress the patch according to the patch instructions. Run the installer and
follow the wizard. By default, the MDBAC installs to C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\MDB AdminConsole.

The same folder has the documentation with the installation procedure, prerequisites, the Java Runtime environment, and
the correct version of Hibernate.

Configuring For The Procedure

1. Once MDBAC is installed, create a copy and backup the file mdbmove.properties in C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\MDB
AdminConsole\cfg"

2. Edit mdbmove.properties and replace the content with the configuration file for the MDB Admin Console content. Also,
ensure that the correct value is entered for the new dbms in step 6.

3. Edit the mdbac.properties file that is located in C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\MDB AdminConsole\cfg
4. Add a new line with the following content:

connection.msql-movemdb=jdbc:sqlserver://Host\[instance_name]:1433;Da tabaseName=mdb

Host: The name of the computer that hosts the MDB is defined.
Instance_name: The instance name to connect is defined.
If your instance name starts with 'n', 'r', or 't', add the escape sign '\' before the character. These characters act as
terminators when prefixed with '\'. For example, if the instance name is nonname, ensure that the connection string is
as follows:
MyMachine\\noname:1488

NOTE
Provide the default instance as "MSQLSERVER".

Example:
Host = forwarddbms2
Instance = default
Port=1433
connection.msql-movemdb=jdbc:sqlserver://forwarddbms2\MSQLSERVER:1433;DatabaseName=mdb

Run the MDBAC

1. Open the command prompt and go to the folder. 
For example, C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\MDB AdminConsole

2. Run the following command:
mdbac.bat –adjustmdbcfg -target msql-movemdb –file mdbmove.properties

 
Configuration file for the MDB Admin Console:
# Purpose: 

# configuration file for the mdb admin console to configure the step to be executed during a

 reconfiguration step # 

# syntax # 

# step<X>.action { createlogin | droplogin | repairlogin 
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# updatecomstore | updatedomain } # 

# parameters for createlogin 

# step<X>.arg1.name - mandatory 

# step<X>.arg2.pwd - mandatory 

# 

# parameters for droplogin 

# step<X>.arg1.name - mandatory 

# 

# 

# parameters for repairlogin 

# step<X>.arg1.name - mandatory 

# 

# parameters for updatecomstore 

# 

# parameters for updatedomain 

# step<X>.arg1.label - optional, default value is server name

 reconfigure.sequence=step1,step2,step3,step4,step5,step6,step7,step8 

# align login to exiting dbuser 

step1.action=repairlogin 

step1.arg1.name=ca_itrm 

# align login to exiting dbuser 

step2.action=repairlogin 

step2.arg1.name=ca_itrm_ams 

# align login to exiting dbuser 

step3.action=repairlogin 

step3.arg1.name=nsmadmin

# align login to exiting dbuser 

step4.action=repairlogin 

step4.arg1.name=cicuser 

# align login to exiting dbuser 

Step5.action=repairlogin 

Step5.arg1.name=aiowner 

# align login to exiting dbuser 

Step6.action=repairlogin 

Step6.arg1.name=aiuser 

Step7.action=updatecomstore 

Step8.action=updatedomain #step8.arg1.label="new dbms name goes here"

Manual Method 

The commands for updating entries in MDB tables require one or more parameters:

• <New DBMS Server Host Name> 
The name for the new DBMS host server is defined. For example: NewDbmsServer not NewDbmsServer.domain.com

• <Original DBMS Server Host Name>
The name for the original DBMS host server is defined. 

• <New DBMS Server FQDN>
The fully qualified domain name (FQDN) for the new DBMS host server (for
example: NewDbmsServer.domain.com not NewDbmsServer) is defined.

• <New DBMS Server Instance,Port>
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The instance name and configured port number for Microsoft SQL Server instance is defined. If applicable, a comma
separates the name with no spaces. For example, DbmsInstance, 1456 Specify an empty string that is two single
quotes with no spaces ('') for default instance use.

Update Entries in CA Settings Table
update ca_settings set set_val_text = '<New DBMS Server Host Name>' where upper(set_val_text) = '<Original

 DBMS Server Host Name>'

Update Entries in CA Agent Table 
update ca_agent set agent_area = '<New DBMS Server Host Name>' where upper(agent_area) = '<Original DBMS

 Server Host Name>' 

Update Entries in CA N Tier Table 
update ca_n_tier set db_host_name = '<New DBMS Server Host Name>', db_server = '<New DBMS Server FQDN>', 

db_instance = '<New DBMS Server Instance,Port>', label = '<New DBMS Server Host Name>' where domain_uuid in 

(select set_val_uuid from ca_settings where set_id = 1) 

On successful execution, the MDB DBMS server entries contain data that is associated with the new DBMS server. 

Associate Database Users and Logins 

After confirming that the required logins and MDB database users exist, use the following commands for re-associating
the database users with the corresponding logins:

use mdb exec sp_change_users_login 'AUTO_FIX' , 'ca_itrm' 

exec sp_change_users_login 'AUTO_FIX' , 'ca_itrm_ams' 

exec sp_change_users_login 'AUTO_FIX' , 'nsmadmin' 

exec sp_change_users_login 'AUTO_FIX' , 'cicuser' 

exec sp_change_users_login 'AUTO_FIX' , 'aiowner' 

exec sp_change_users_login 'AUTO_FIX' , 'aiuser'

Domain Manager as the Part of an Enterprise Manager

If the Domain Manager is part of an Enterprise Manager, update the tables in the Enterprise Manager MDB also.

update ca_n_tier set db_host_name = '<New DBMS Server Host Name>', 

where upper(db_host_name) = '<Original DBMS Server Host Name>' 

set db_server = '<New DBMS Server FQDN>', 

where upper(db_server) = '<Original DBMS Server FQDN>' 

set label = '<New DBMS Server Host Name>' 

where upper(label) = '<Original DBMS Server Host Name>' 

If the MDB is not running on the default DBMS instance or the instance name is different on the new DBM server, update
this DBMS server. The following command updates the DBMS servername in the table:

update ca_n_tier set db_instance = '<New DBMS Server instance>', where upper(db_host_name) = '<New DBMS Server

 Host Name>'

Enterprise Manager Having Domain Managers 

An Enterprise Manager with Domain Managers connection requires tables update in the Domain Manager MDB. 

update ca_n_tier set db_host_name = '<New DBMS Server Host Name>', 

where upper(db_host_name) = '<Original DBMS Server Host Name>' 

set db_server = '<New DBMS Server FQDN>', 
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where upper(db_server) = '<Original DBMS Server FQDN>' 

set label = '<New DBMS Server Host Name>' 

where upper(label) = '<Original DBMS Server Host Name>' 

If the MDB is not running on the default DBMS instance or the instance name is different on the new DBMS server, update
this DBMS server. The following command updates the DBMS servername in the table:

update ca_n_tier set db_instance = '<New DBMS Server instance>', 

where upper(db_host_name) = '<New DBMS Server Host Name>' 

NOTE
Execute these commands on all Domain Managers reporting to this Enterprise Manager.

CA Client Automation COMSTORE Changes

For CA Client Automation (Domain or Enterprise) connection to the MDB after a host name and instance name change, or
both, update the itrm/database/default/dbmsServer and itrm/database/default/ dbmsInstance parameters in the manager
COMSTORE configuration using the following commands.

WARNING

Verify that connection to the database with the new host name or fully qualified name (fqdn,server.domain.com)
is established from the CA Client Automation server using the bms client tools or utilities and ca_itrm
credentials. Resolve all the connectivity issues before modifying comstore settings. Always back up the last
working comstore file available at CA Client Automation root\agent\ccnf\comstore.enc. 

Commands syntax for execution on the CA Client Automation system is as follows:

• For each of the following commands, verify the current setting and the change is successful. For verifying the current
value of a setting in the comstore, the ccnfcmda –cmd GetParameterValue function is used. The syntax is same as the
SetParameterValue but does not require the –v
ccnfcmda –cmd GetParameterValue -ps itrm/database/default -pn dbmsServer

• To set the new DBMS server host name, use the following command:
ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps itrm/database/default -pn dbmsServer -v "<New Host Name or FQDN>" 

• To set the new Microsoft SQL Server instance name and listening port (separated by a comma), use the following
command:
ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps itrm/database/default -pn dbmsInstance -v "<New Instance Name, Instance

 Listening Port>"

• To set the DBMS instance to the default instance (for Microsoft SQL Server), use the following command:
ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps itrm/database/default -pn dbmsinstance -v 

• To set the new dtsnos host name, use the following command:
ccnfcmda –cmd SetParameterValue –ps itrm/dts/dtsnos –pn repository_id –v "<New Host Name>" 

Example 1: 

Specify the following details and execute the following commands:

• New DBMS host name is NewServer.dom.com
• New named instance is NewInstance
• Listening port for NewInstance is 1456
• New ca_itrm/ca_itrm_ams password is NewPassword

ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps itrm/database/default -pn dbmsServer -v "NewServer.dom.com" 

ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps itrm/database/default -pn dbmsInstance -v "NewInstance,1456" 

ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps itrm/dts/dtsnos -pn repository_id -v "NewServer"

Example 2: 
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Specify the following details and execute the following commands:

• New DBMS host name is NewServer.dom.com
• Microsoft SQL Server default instance and port

Execute the following commands: 

ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps itrm/database/default -pn dbmsServer -v "NewServer.dom.com" 

ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps itrm/database/default -pn dbmsInstance -v "" 

ccnfcmda -cmd SetParameterValue -ps itrm/dts/dtsnos -pn repository_id -v "NewServer"

Configure Content Import Client (CIC) and Verify Connectivity
This section provides the following CIC information:

Configure CIC

For the Content import client to update the signatures, reconfigure to the new MDB. Use the CIC configuration utility
UTIL.BAT available in .......\CA\SC\CIC\Bin

1. Open the command prompt and go to the folder \CA\SC\CIC\Bin
2. Remove the old MDB server Configuration. 

util.bat –p <old_mdb_server>

3. Configure new MDB Server. 
util.bat -a <new_mdb_server> 1433 s cicuser <password> sa <sa_password> mdb

Verify Connectivity

• Verify ca_itrm, ca_itrm_ams, and nsmadmin credentials from the CA Client Automation server using Microsoft SQL
Server client tools and resolve any issues before proceeding. 

• To verify whether the CIC can now connect to MDB, run util.bat -m <new_mdb_server>

Update CCS (EM Settings)
Follow these steps to update CCS:

1. Click Start, Programs, CA, CA Common Services, Enterprise Management, and EM Settings to open the EM settings. 
2. Select the Common Environment Settings tab at the bottom of the dialog.
3. Double-click Database Server Name in the list view for Client Preferences to change the old MDB name to the new
MDB name.

NOTE
Click Yes to confirm each setting change.

4. Double-click Database Password in the EM Settings dialog for changing the password of the "nsmadmin" database
user ID to match the database nsmadmin login credentials.
5. Double-click CA Repository Name to change the old MDB host name to the new MDB host name.
6. Go to the EM Settings dialog, Server Preferences, and click the Common Environment Settings tab.
7. Double-click Database Server Name in the list view to change the old MDB host name to the new MDB host name.
8. Click Yes for confirming the change.
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WorldView
1. Go to Start, Programs, CA, CA Common Services, WorldView, 2-D Map, and click the Define button to define a new

logical name.
The CA Repository Creation wizard appears. 

2. Specify the new host name in the Repository Selection combo box on the CA Repository Creation: Selection wizard
page. Click Next. 

3. Select the DBMS access Type on the CA repository Creation: Access Type wizard page. Click Next.
4. On the CA Repository Creation, Server Name wizard page, specify the new host name in the DBMS Server Name

combo box. Specify the instance name in the Instance Name field (if not default). Click Next. 
5. On the CA Repository Creation: Completion wizard page, click Define Repository.
6. Click Finish. 

The next time the 2D Map (CATNG2D) is launched, the new logical name pointing to the new hostname is used. If you are
prompted for credentials, specify "nsmadmin" as User ID and the password assigned during NSM r11 installation or CCS
r11 installation.

Update DTS and Discovery Settings

Update DTS Settings

For CA Client Automation connection to the TNG Repository after an MDB name change, execute the following command
on the manager system to update the repository name: 

Modp –r "<Repository_name>" -u nsmadmin –n "<nsmadmin password>" 

NOTE
Repository_ name is the new MDB servername.

Update Discovery Settings

For CA Client Automation (Domain) connection to Discovery after an MDB name change, update the repository name in
the registries of the manager system. 

Type ‘regedit’ in the Run dialog and change the specified values in the following paths:

• Change the value of SQLServer to the new MDB name: 
HKEY_LOCAL-MACHINE -> SOFTWARE -> ComputerAssociates -> CA-Unicenter/TNG -> WorldView -> Services -> CA-

AutoDiscovery

• Change the value of SQLServer to the new MDB name: 
HKEY_LOCAL-MACHINE -> SOFTWARE -> ComputerAssociates -> CA-Unicenter/TNG -> WorldView -> Services -> CA-

IPXDiscovery

• Change the value of RepositoryName to the new MDB name: 
HKEY_LOCAL-MACHINE -> SOFTWARE -> ComputerAssociates -> CA-Unicenter/TNG -> WorldView -> WorldView/API

• Change the value of WVRepository to the new MDB name: 
HKEY_LOCAL-MACHINE -> SOFTWARE -> ComputerAssociates -> Discovery

Reinstall CA Patch Manager
To reconfigure CA Patch Manager to the new MDB, reinstall CA Patch Manager after moving the MDB. 
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Follow these steps:

1. Delete the existing upmuser and upmadmin users from the MDB. If you want to delete the schema, answer yes when
prompted.

2. Verify the CAF status using the following command: 
 
caf status 

The command returns a list of the CAF component names. If the list does not contain all the component names, restart
CAF using the following commands: 
caf stop caf start

3. Start the CA Patch Manager installation. Answer yes for completely removing the selected application and all
the features. Once Patch Manager has uninstalled, start the patch manager installation again. Specify the same
installation path as your original Patch Manager installation. Wait until the installer has extracted components and
created a folder in the TEMP folder (%temp%), usually with a name similar to this example: {E7135B45-D2D0-42BA-
A8B8-EBBD7CA64B7B}

4. Open the new folder, {E7135B45-D2D0-42BA-A8B8-EBBD7CA64B7B}. For example, in the TEMP folder and perform
the following actions: 
a. Delete all the contents of the InstallMDBPatch.bat file and add an entry ‘exit 0’. 
b. Delete all the contents of the PatchMDB.bat file. 

5. Continue with the CA Patch Manager installation. 

WARNING

If you are prompted to restart the system after the installation completes, do not restart the same. 
6. Use the following command to stop CA Patch Manager: 

caf stop tomcat

Reconfiguring CA Asset Intelligence
To reconfigure CA Asset Intelligence to the new MDB, follow these steps after the MDB is moved:

• Reconfigure the ODBC Connection
• Update the Asset Intelligence Initialization File
• Update the DataSource Configuration

Verify the Prerequisites:

• Ensure the MDB is properly restored on the target SQL Server.
• Ensure the AI SQL accounts (aiowner, aiuser) are restored to the target SQL Server and properly linked to the restored

MDB.
• Ensure that the Asset Intelligence service is stopped.

Reconfigure the ODBC Connection

Follow these steps for re-configuring the ODBC connection:

1. Open the 32-bit Data Sources (ODBC) console.
– On a 32-bit Windows Server, you can access the console directly from Administrative Tools on the Start Menu.
– On a 64-bit Windows Server, run the following command to access the 32-bit Data Sources console:

%windir%\syswow64\odbcad32.exe

2. Select the System DSN tab and locate the Asset Intelligence data source named as caaimdb.
3. Select the Configure button and update the SQL Server the ODBC connection with the FQDN of the new target MDB.

Click Next.
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NOTE
If the target MDB now resides on a named instance or listens on a non-default SQL port, ensure that a
connection string is specified in the ODBC connection. You can test the connection in the wizard.

4. On the authentication configuration screen, select the option to use "SQL Server Authentication" and specify the
aiowner account for use with the ODBC connection.

NOTE
Your original ODBC connection can be configured using a different SQL account or can have the advantage
of the Integrated Windows Authentication option. The original configuration depends on several factors
whether the MDB was LOCAL or REMOTE compared to the Asset Intelligence Web Server.

In the scenario, where the MDB has moved to a REMOTE server compared to the Asset Intelligence Web Server, use
SQL authentication. Use the aiowner account with proper permissions to the Asset intelligence MDB tables. However,
use any SQL account that has proper access and permissions to the AI tables on the remote MDB.
In the scenario, where the MDB has moved locally to the Asset Intelligence Web Server, configure the ODBC
connection using Integrated Windows Authentication. On this configuration, users with access to the Asset Intelligence
Administrative Console receive an error, "database connectivity failed", when the Windows account is unable in having
a trusted connection with the MDB or lacks the proper permissions to query the Asset Intelligence MDB tables.
As this method is successful in all scenarios, reconfigure the ODBC connection using SQL authentication utilizing
the aiowner account. If the connection is restored properly to the new SQL Server, proper access permissions are
provided to the Asset Intelligence MDB tables.

5. Continue the connection configuration and ensure the option to change the default database to MDB is selected.
6. Click Finish to complete the wizard. You can test the ODBC connection with the MDB to ensure a successful ODBC

configuration.

Update the Asset Intelligence Initialization File (uai.dat)

1. On the Asset Intelligence Web Server, open the following file in a text editor:
..\CA\Asset Intelligence\webroot\intelligence\public\common\uai.dat

2. If the MDB is installed locally to the Asset Intelligence Web Server, update the "EnableSQLIntSecurity" parameter to 1.
For example, EnableSQLIntSecurity=1

3. If the MDB is installed remotely to the Asset Intelligence Web Server, update the "EnableSQLIntSecurity" parameter to
0. For example, EnableSQLIntSecurity=0

4. Under the "[jdbcConnections]" configuration section, update the connection details to correspond to the new server
location:
;[Host Name or IP]

mdbDbServer=<FQDN of New SQL Server>

;[i.e., Ingres: ii7, SQL Server: 1433]

mdbDbPort=< Port >

For Example:
;[Host Name or IP]

mdbDbServer=NewSQLServer.domain.com

;[i.e., Ingres: ii7, SQL Server: 1433]

mdbDbPort=1433

5. Save the uai.dat file with the changes.

Update the Data Source Configuration

When the moved MDB also contains one of the data sources for CA Asset Intelligence, update the datasource
configuration in SQL to persist the data source through the move.
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If the moved MDB does not contain any data sources for CA Asset Intelligence, you can skip this step.

1. Perform the following query in SQL to list the connected data sources and identify any data source that requires an
update after the move:
SELECT * FROM ud_datasource_list

2. Run the following query in SQL to update the affected data sources:
UPDATE ud_datasource_list

SET dsserver=<FQDN of New SQL Server>

WHERE dsserver=<Old SQL Server>

For Example:

UPDATE ud_datasource_list

SET dsserver=NewSQLServer.domain.com\

WHERE dsserver=OldSQLServer.domain.com

Restart the Asset Intelligence Extract Service

Restart the Asset Intelligence service using the services.msc console or the following command line:

net start ca-uai

Uninstalling SQL Server from the Domain or Enterprise Manager
After moving the MDB from the local system to a remote DBMS, uninstall Microsoft SQL Server for performance and
licensing reasons.

1. Follow these steps:
a. Stop the CAF and CA Services.
b. Uninstall SQL Server.
c. Install SQL client tools.

2. The CA Service has a dependency on the SQL Server Service, and remove the same for starting the CA Service.
a. Type ‘regedit’ in the Run dialog and change the values in the following path:

HKEY_LOCAL-MACHINE/SYSTEM/ControlSet001/CA-Unicenter

b. Remove the values in DependOnService.
c. Restart the Domain or Enterprise Manager.

Services on Local Domain or Enterprise Manager with Remote MDB

After moving the MDB from the same server as the Domain or Enterprise Manager to a remote DBMS, stop the following
two services on the Domain or Enterprise Manager:

• CA Business Process View Management
• CA WorldView Severity Propagation Service

Move MDB - Conclusion
When a CA Client Automation (Enterprise or Domain) is utilizing an MDB, change the name of the DBMS server\instance
or move the MDB to a new DBMS server\instance using the procedures outlined in this document. Exercise proper
caution for mitigating risk and avoiding potential data loss.

We recommend in verifying success and connectivity at each point in the process. Suspend the operation until issues are
addressed. Understand that the procedures cover only the case where CA Client Automation alone utilizes the MDB, and
the same MDB is not shared with any other application. Research extra steps for all other applications sharing an MDB
and verify before attempting a rename or move operation.
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Ensure that this procedure is performed and verified in the test lab before applying to any production systems. Also
ensure a successful backup and do not reach a point from where you cannot recover.

Managing Non Resident Inventory
The Non-Resident Inventory (NRI) solution provides a simple way to inventory a system without having to install the CA
Client Automation agent or the CA Asset Management agent.

This article is intended for consultants, architects, or managers who are interested in best practices for implementing and
using the NRI (Non-Resident Inventory) functionality of CA Client Automation.This document addresses the CA Client
Automation solution regarding the r12 and r11.2 C3 releases. The information that is presented applies to both r12 and
r11.2 C3 unless otherwise stated.

This article supplements the product documentation set. We recommend that you have the following reference available
when using this article:

• If you have r11.2 C3 installed, refer to the Non-Resident Inventory R11.2 C3 (Non-Resident Inventory_r11.2C3.pdf)
guide.

• If you have r12 installed, refer to the Asset Management Administration section.

What Is NRI?

The NRI functionality is based on existing CA Client Automation inventory components and provides the same robust
discovery capability that the installed agent-based discovery does. The inventory information can be collected from
computer systems without installing any CA software before or after the inventory scan.

In addition to using NRI to scan systems over the Intranet, you can also scan systems over the Internet using the HTTP
protocol, or from a network share or USB device using the binary directly.

The advantage of having a system that only relies on the Internet Protocol HTTP/HTTPS is that most companies have
the relevant port open to the “outer world” (port 80 for HTTP and 443 for HTTPS are the standard Internet browser ports).
You can inventory systems anywhere in the world as long as the target system can connect to the Internet and the system
offering the NRI service is accessible.

Some companies have content blocking tools that inspect the traffic crossing back and forth on HTTP, which can also
block the binary files from downloading to the system being inventoried. If you experience these problems, contact your
Network and Security administrators, or both, to remove the content blocking exceptions for the NRI server.

How Do I Get NRI?

NRI is an add-on to CA DSM r11.2 C3 and is integrated into CA Client Automation r12. To get the NRI add-on for r11.2 C3,
open a case in http://support.ca.com. In your issue, state that you need the NRI add-on for CA DSM r11.2 C3.

See the NRI Documentation on the product DVD for instructions on installing and Getting Started with NRI. The
documentation provides information about setting up a scan and using the NRI from an Intranet site.

Customizing NRI
The following article demonstrates ways to enhance and expand the functionality beyond the out of the box installation.

Adding a New Scanning Option to the Elective Inventory Web Page

If you want to add a new NRI inventory scanning option to the Elective Inventory (EI) web page, add a new .wlscr file in
the scripts folder. By default, the scripts folder is available under C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Web Console\webapps\wac
\jsp\ei\wl\. The following screenshot shows the scripts folder that contains a new file, 4New.wlscr, which adds the new
option “Basic Scan – Signature” to the EI web page:
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The new entry “Basic Scan – Signature”is added to the EI web page.

The following snippet contains the lines from 4New.wlscr file for the new entry:

[General]
Title=Basic Scan - Signature
Description=Select this to perform a fast scan of hardware and detailed scan software on
 your computer.

Image=nri_basic_scan.gif
[Platforms]
..
..
[Download_Windows]
Method=webservice
Executable=cmNriAgent.exe
CommandLine=-script .\New.ini -origin "CA Elective Inventory (Basic Scan)"
Files=16
File1=cmNriAgent.exe
File2=new.ini
..
..

For a full description of the .wlscr file, refer to the The NRI Primer article.
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Adding User Templates to the NRI Scan

The procedure for adding the user templates to the NRI scan for the r11.2 C3 level is described. If you are operating at
r12, refer to the Asset Management Administration section.

Collecting the inventory data from user templates requires manual audit and data entry. If you want the NRI scan to collect
the inventory from such user templates, edit the primer script and agent script.

Editing the Primer Script

The primer script (.wlscr) wants to know the files to be downloaded before running the scan. The following snippet shows
the lines from the primer script file that has been added for collecting a user template inventory:

 

[Download_Windows]
Method=webservice
Executable=cmNriAgent.exe
CommandLine=-script .\TPL.ini -origin "CA Elective Inventory (Advanced Scan)"
Files=22
File1=cmNriAgent.exe
File2=tpl.ini

….

….

File18=cfigw64.sys
File19=amtplw32.exe
File20=amtext.enu
File21=amm2iw32.exe
File22=00000001.TPL

You can build the template file from a text editor or can use the Template Editor that is included in the DSM Explorer. If
you use the Template Editor directly from the DSM Explorer, save the same as a file to for availability to the NRI system.

Copy all the new files that you have identified in the primer script to the C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Web Console\webapps
\wac\jsp\ei\wl\windows\packages folder to make the files available for the download.

Editing the Agent Script

Modify the agent script (tpl.ini) as shown in the following snippet:

[General]
OutputFolder=.\
OutputFile=
Origin=CA NRI (Adv/Tpl Scan)

Trustlevel=5
TrustlevelRestrictedUser=3
KeepHostkey=Yes
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[Inventory]
Method=2
ScanRestrictedUser=1
AdditionalModules=0
TemplateModules=1
Template1=00000001.TPL

[Software]
Method=2
ScanRestrictedUser=1

When the NRI agent runs next time, a template dialog appears on the user desktop. The following screenshot shows a
template dialog that collects the user details:

Once the data is collected, you can view the data in the DSM Explorer as normal template data as shown in the following
screenshot:

For a full description of the agent script file (.ini), refer to the The NRI Agent article.

Adding Other Inventory Modules

If you want the NRI scan to collect inventory from other CA Asset Management inventory modules, you can follow same
process as the addition of the template files. The trick is to find all the files that you want to copy. The following example
shows how to configure the NRI scan to collect WBEM inventory with the default settings.

We recommend that the best way for the process is finding the call in the agent log file after enabling the module to be
executed and look at the collection module.

The following screenshot shows the executable to be run for each platform for the WBEM inventory module:
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Click the Configuration tab and save the contents in the text field to a file. This file is used as the input file for the
command (wmi.ini in this example).

The following screenshot shows the configuration information to save for the WBEM inventory:

In the agent log file (TRC_AMAGENT_x.LOG), the call to the WBEM inventory module looks as the following example:

..|amagent |Svcspecs.cpp |000456|INFO | - Exec:

..|amagent |Svcspecs.cpp |000456|INFO | AMICIMW32.EXE "C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Agent\units\00000001\uam\\"

 IWBEM.INV "/CFG:C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Agent\units\00000001\uam\CONFIG.INI"

..|amagent |Svcspecs.cpp |000456|INFO |
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To find the files that are required, execute the AMICIMW32 command. You receive warning messages indicating the
missing files.

For the WBEM inventory, copy the following files:

• AMICIMW32.EXE
• msvcp71.dll
• Ini file 

For example, WMI.ini

Once you have found all the files, copy the files to the NRI windows packages folder C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Web
Console\webapps\wac\jsp\ei\wl\windows\packages on the NRI server. Modify the primer and agent scripts with the
appropriate references. An example of the advanced script that is customized to run the WBEM Inventory module is as
follows:

Primer script:

[General]
Title=Advanced Inventory Scan v. WMI
Description=Select this to perform an extensive inventory of hardware and software for
 your computer, including a detailed WMI inventory
Image=nri_advanced_scan.gif
[Platforms]
Windows=Yes
Linux=No
Unix=No
Mac=No
[Download_Primer_Windows]
Files=2
File1=def_inf.exe
File2=zlib1.dll
[Download_Windows]

Method=webservice
Executable=cmNriAgent.exe
CommandLine=-script .\WMIadv.ini -origin "CA Elective Inventory (Advanced Scan+WMI)"
Files=20
File1=cmNriAgent.exe
File2=wmiadv.ini
File3=cainf.dll
File4=cawinexf.dll
..
..
File18=cfigw64.sys
File19=AMICIMW32.exe
File20=wmi.ini

Agent script:
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[General]
OutputFolder=.\
OutputFile=
Origin=CA Non Resident Inventory (Advanced Scan-WMI)
Trustlevel=5
TrustlevelRestrictedUser=3
KeepHostkey=Yes

[Inventory]
Method=2
ScanRestrictedUser=1
AdditionalModules=1
Module1Binary=AMICIMW32.exe
Module1CommandLine=.\ WMI.INV /CFG:WMI.ini
Module1OutputFile=wmi.inv
Module1Cleanup=wmi.inv
TemplateModules=0
[Software]
Method=2
ScanRestrictedUser=1

Working with Desktop Management Scripts
If you want to add a Desktop Management (DM) script to the NRI scan, follow the same steps that you performed for extra
inventory modules. You need the following files for running a DM script:

• dmscript.exe
• dmscript.enu
• cfUtilities.dll
• cfTrace.dll
• Script file, for example, LastUser.dms

Working with MIF Files

If the DM script you are running is for collecting inventory data, the script would typically generate MIF files. The NRI
agent understands only INV files, so convert the MIF file to the INV file format. You can use the file amm2iw32.exe to
convert MIF file into MNV files that have the same format as INV files.

amm2iw32.exe converts all MIF files in the folder, so list all the MIF and INV files in the cleanup list. If you have more
than one MIF file, insert a dummy module entry in the primer and agent script after the amm2iw32 module to get the data
collected.

Example scripts where a MIF script (lastuser.dms) is invoked and collected are as follows:

Primer script:

 

[General]
Title=TEST!
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Description=Test MIF files
Image=nri_basic_scan.gif

[Advanced]

KeepWorkArea=0
[Platforms]
Windows=Yes
Linux=No
Unix=No
Mac=No
[Download_Windows]
Method=webservice
Executable=cmNriAgent.exe
CommandLine=-script .\basicmif.ini -origin "CA Elective Inventory (Basic Scan) MIF test"
Files=22
File1=cmNriAgent.exe
File2=basicmif.ini
File3=cainf.dll
…
…
File16=cfigw64.sys
File17=dmscript.exe
File18=dmscript.enu
File19=cfUtilities.dll
File20=cfTrace.dll
File21=LastUser.dms
File22=amm2iw32.exe

Agent script:

[General]
OutputFolder=.\
OutputFile=
Origin=CA Non Resident Inventory (Basic Scan) MIF Test
Trustlevel=5
TrustlevelRestrictedUser=3
KeepHostkey=Yes
[Inventory]
Method=1
ScanRestrictedUser=1
AdditionalModules=2
Module1Binary=dmscript.exe
Module1CommandLine=.\LastUser.dms
Module1OutputFile=
Module1Cleanup=
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Module2Binary=amm2iw32.exe
Module2CommandLine=.\
Module2OutputFile=lastuser.mnv
Module2Cleanup=lastuser.mnv,lastuser.mif

TemplateModules=0
[Software]
Method=1
ScanRestrictedUser=1

No output or cleanup file is present in the MIF execution. If you specify the MIF file as cleanup, the file is not available for
the converter and the data is not collected.

DM script (LastUser.dms):

'*********************************************************************************

'*

'* This DMS script is a Inventory module that registers the last logged on user.

'* NOTE: This does not indicate the user is still logged on or the user has

'* logged off again.

'*

'******************************************************************************************

DIM rhdl, dummy AS INTEGER

DIM LastUser, sMIFFile AS STRING

rhdl = RegOpenKey(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE,"SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows NT\CurrentVersion\Winlogon")

IF rhdl <> 0 THEN

RegQueryVariable(rhdl, "DefaultUserName", LastUser, Dummy )

RegCloseKey(rhdl)

ELSE

LastUser = ""

ENDIF

sMIFFile = ENVGETSTRING("temp")+"\LastUser.MIF"

CreateMifFile(sMIFFile,"Last user","")

CreateMifGroup(sMIFFile,"Last logged on info","","")

CreateMifString(sMIFFile,"Last logged on info","Last Logged on user",LastUser,"")

The MIF file uses the TEMP folder and not the ComputerPath as you would typically do with a DMS script.

Using NRI from a Network Share or from a USB Device
Although the primary usage of NRI is network-based, situations would arise where you have to collect the inventory from
a network share or a portable disk device, like a USB key. In this case, create a disk or share with the binary files and
a folder for the output files on the NRI agent. After the agent collects the inventory, copy all the XUI files to the asset
collector. You can achieve this process in many different ways. The following example uses the standard Advanced
Inventory. In this example, the USB key or network share is referred to as drive U:\:

Prepare the USB Device or Network Share

1. Create a folder named U:\BIN and another named U:\output.
2. Copy the content of the NRI folder from …\dsm\Web Console\webapps\wac\jsp\ei\wl\windows\packages to the U:\bin

folder
3. Create a file named U:\INV.CMD with the following content:
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@echo off

Echo CA Client Management Solutions

echo NRI Advanced Inventory and Software Signature scan.

echo.

rem Store current dir

For %%D In (.) Do Set currentdir=%%~fD

rem switch to temp folder

cd /D %temp%

Echo Fetching signature database

copy %currentdir%\bin\w*.xml > NUL

Echo Performing scan. Please wait...

%currentdir%\bin\cmNriAgent.exe -script %currentdir%\bin\adv.ini -o %currentdir%\output

rem remove signature database again

del "%temp%\w*.xml" > NUL

ECHO Inventory done

pause

4. If you do not want a stop after the execution, you can delete the last two lines.

Run the Scan

1. Change drive to U:\ and run the INV.CMD file.
2. If you decided to keep the Pause in the end of the INV.CMD file, press the Return key. Otherwise, the scan is complete

when the command line UI disappears.
3. Verify the inventory collected in the U:\output folder.

Collect the Data

Once you have inventoried all the systems, load the data into the DSM domain manager. Depending on whether you are
collecting the data from a USB device or a network share, follow these steps:

To collect the data from a USB device

1. Connect the USB key to the scalability server or to a system that can reach the scalability server through a network
share.

2. Copy all the XUI files from the U:\output folder on the USB key to the Asset Collector folder. For example, C:\Program
Files\CA\DSM\Web\AssetCollector

3. If the collect task was successful, the files disappear from the Asset Collector folder. You can then view the data from
the DSM Explorer.

To collect the data from a network share

Configure the Asset Collector, as shown in the following screenshot, to monitor the folder so that the files are copied
automatically after the inventory scanning is completed:

Customize the Scan

You can customize the NRI scan from a USB device the same way as the HTTP-based NRI scan. However, do not
include the primer script when customizing the NRI scan from a USB device, as the movement of files to the agent is
controlled.

WARNING
If you use USB device or network share to collect the inventory, manually update the signature file regularly.

If you want to run the scan from a network share, this method can also be used. All that you need to do is adjust the folder
references in the INV.CMD file.
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Automating Signature Updates
If you are using advanced scan or software signature scan, maintain the signature file that is used in the NRI server. The
signature file is named w0000001.zml. For more information about the signature file, see the NRI product documentation.
The challenge here is that the signature files in the scalability server are getting new names for every new revision, for
example, w0000456.zml. We recommend in automating the signature updates such that the newest file is found and is
copied to the w00000001.zml file in the shared drive.

If you have the NRI server on the same system as that of the scalability server, the following CMD script can help you
automate. The newest file is found, copied, and the w000001.log is updated with the information about which signature file
was copied:

REM
REM This CMD file will find the newest UAM Signature file and copy it to the
REM NRI system.
REM

SET _DSM=c:\program files\ca\dsm
REM Find the newest Signature file
for /F "delims=|" %%f IN ('dir /Od "%_dsm%\serverdb\sector\SSFW\W*.ZML" /B') DO SET
 _File=%%f
ECHO Newest Signature file: %_file%
REM Copy the signature
copy /y "%_DSM%\serverdb\sector\SSFW\%_file%" "%_DSM%\Web Console\webapps\wac\jsp\ei\wl
\windows\packages\w0000001.zml"
REM Update the LOG
ECHO Signature file last copied > "%_DSM%\Web Console\webapps\wac\jsp\ei\wl\windows
\packages\w0000001.log"
DIR "%_DSM%\serverdb\sector\SSFW\%_file%" >> "%_DSM%\Web Console\webapps\wac\jsp\ei\wl
\windows\packages\w0000001.log"
REM Clean up
SET _file=
SET _DSM=

With this script, you can set up an engine task or an AT task to update all NRI servers in your environment. An example of
an engine job scheduled for a scalability server with NRI using the External Utility Job type is as follows:
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You can schedule the update to run once a day, once a week, or with the required frequency for your implementation.

Automating NRI Scans
The standard out-of-the-box NRI is a browser-based interface that is designed to be used manually. However, the NRI
system can be automated. You can run cmNriAgent.exe as described in the chapter “Running the NRI Agent from a Login
Script” in the NRI product documentation, or you can access the NRI system using the HTTP transport mechanism. The
advantage of using the HTTP-based system is that you only need HTTP or HTTPS access to the NRI server. If necessary,
the NRI server sends and receives all files using Port 80 through firewalls in this method.

 Configuring the Primer

The key executable is a primer named CMS.exe. and is the base name of the file. The file is self-contained, and the actual
configuration of its execution is included as part of its name as provided. The various parameters are enclosed in [] as
shown in the following example:

cms[server=server1][port=80][secure=no][script=2adv.wlscr][silent=no].exe

• Server
This parameter specifies the NRI server to connect to and download the files from. We recommend in using the Fully
Qualified DNS Name (FQDN) as the servername, but you can also use both short host names and IP-addresses. The
agent identifies the server with this name or address.

• Port
This parameter specifies the IP port used. If the port is different from the standard port (HTTP port 80 or HTTPS port
443), this parameter is required.

• Secure
This parameter specifies whether the connection is an HTTPS connection. Different configuration on the server side is
required. If you are using the HTTP port 80, set the value of this parameter as “no”.

• Script
This parameter specifies the primer script to use. For more information about the primer script, see the NRI Primer
article.

•  
• Silent

This parameter specifies whether the scan is a silent execution. Specifying “yes” causes the execution to remove all
text messages like “Error connecting…” and “Inventory Collected successfully”. If you are automating the collection,
use this parameter.
The collection is not made silent or invisible to the end-user, no user interaction is required.
To run the NRI agent from a log on script, you can use or rename the file as mentioned:
cms[server=Server1][port=80][secure=no][script=2adv.wlscr][silent=yes].exe
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Running the Primer

 Once you have configured the primer with the proper connections and scripts, you can start using the primer. Because
the primer is self-contained (executable + config included in its name), you can copy the primer to any place you want.

Use the following syntax to run from a web server link:

http:\\server1\wac\jsp\ei\wl\windows\packages\cms[server=……].exe

The browser security presents you with a security message verifying whether running the executable is OK:

To avoid this message, copy the primer off the website onto a local or network drive. The locations can be numerous, such
as USB devices, network shares, and local copies.

If you decide to use an email to initiate the scan, include the HTTP link in the email because the user has to invoke the
link in the first place.

If you are looking to put it into a logon script, an internal trusted network share would be a better choice:

\\server3\netlogon\cms[server=……].exe

Remote Inventory Using NRI

By default, NRI is built as a client initiated process where you either can run the inventory modules from a web page,
a login script, or USB device. You can execute the NRI as a self-contained file until web access is available to the NRI
server, which actually opens up other possibilities.

One of the options is a remotely initiated scan. Remote inventory is especially useful when you inventory servers or
systems that do not have regular logins from users, or if you have restricted user privileges locally.

As you can run the NRI scan as a normal command, you can build a system that initiates the scan remotely. This section
describes how to use the Microsoft tool PSExec (Previous Sysinternals tool) to execute the NRI scan remotely.

A sample CMD script that can read a CSV (comma separated value) file with Hostname, Username, and Password is as
follows:

REM

REM This CMD file will run NRI remotely on all the hosts in the CSV file.

REM You need to copy the cmsxxxx.exe file from the NRI source directory and modify the "parameters"

REM You need to Download the PSTools from Microsoft and place them in a SubFolder of this CMD file.

REM

set _CSV=RemoteNRI.CSV

set _EXE= cms[server=172.24.1.110][port=80][secure=no][script=2adv.wlscr][silent=yes].exe

REM Run through the CSV file

REM H=Hostname

REM I=Username

REM J=Password

FOR /F "Skip=1 delims=, tokens=1,2,3" %%h IN (%_CSV%) DO call RemNRI.cmd %%h "%_exe%" %%i %%j

REM Clean up after us.

SET _CSV=

SET _EXE=

Before executing the file, follow these steps:

1. Download PSTools from the Microsoft website and unzip the same in a sub-folder of the BAT files named ad PSTools.
2. Copy the CMS.EXE file from the NRI Packages folder. By default, this folder is available under C:\Program Files\CA

\DSM\Web Console\webapps\wac\jsp\ei\wl\windows\packages. You can modify this file to point to various servers and
scripts.
cms[server=server1][port=80][secure=no][script=2adv.wlscr][silent=yes].exe
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You can use the Server DNS name (recommended) or you can use the direct IP address.
3. Modify the BAT file. After downloading all the files, verify that RemoteNRI.BAT file contains the right .exe file names

and matches the file that you renamed in the previous step.

NOTE
As cms.exe is a self-contained executable with the configuration information being part of the file name, you
can copy and run cms.exe on any system that has network access to the NRI server.

Debugging NRI
When debugging the NRI execution, you can split the information into two sections; agent and server.

On the NRI server, watch for the web server and the web services providing the connection and data.

Debugging the Web Server

NRI uses the Tomcat-based Web Admin Console (WAC) as its web application server. Use the following command to
verify whether the Tomcat service is running:

CAF STATUS TOMCAT

Use the CAF STOP TOMCAT and CAF START TOMCAT commands to stop and start the service

Debugging Web Services

When using the NRI primer, the HTTP connection to download and upload files is done through web services. To analyze
the communication between the primer and web services, set the trace level to detail using the following command:

cfTrace -c set -f CF -l DETAIL

The mentioned command sets the detailed trace level for all the CF components. The log file is named as
TRC_CF_WEBSERVICE_x.log and looks something like mentioned:

DSMWebServ|DSMWebServices|nriconfigparams.cpp|000158|DETAIL | CNRIConfigParams::Init(): DeleteAfterCopy value

 is 0

DSMWebServ|CcnfAgentApi |CCcnfAgentApi.cpp |001247|DETAIL | API call: GetParameterValue(itrm/webservices/nri,

 received_folder, ..., 256, NULL)

DSMWebServ|CcnfAgentApi |CCcnfAgentApi.cpp |001259|DETAIL | ccnfAgentApi-call(): count=1

Debugging the Agent

When running the NRI agent, all the temporary files and log files are created in %temp%. If you have logged in as an
Administrator on an English version of Windows, the log files are present in C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator
\Local Settings\Temp. All files including the log file are removed from the temp folder when the scan is completed, unless
you set the KeepWorkArea parameter to 1 in the .wlscr file as shown in the following snippet:

 

[General]
Title=Advanced Inventory Scan v. User template
Description=Select this to perform an extensive inve
Image=nri_advanced_scan.gif
[Advanced]
KeepWorkArea=1
[Platforms]
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Windows=Yes
Linux=No
Unix=No
Mac=No

[Download_Primer_Windows]
Files=2
File1=def_inf.exe
File2=zlib1.dll

The agent log file is named as cmNriPrimer.log and looks something like mentioned:

00:00:00.031 Analyzing module name (C:\Documents and Settings\user01\Local 00:00:00.031 Server name:

 gb1.ca.com

00:00:00.031 Script: 4Template.wlscr

00:00:00.031 Port number: 80

00:00:00.031 Secured: 0

00:00:00.031 Initializing Web Service http://gb1.ca.com:80/UDSM_R11_WebSer

00:00:00.031 Downloading script file

00:00:00.047 Reading script file

00:00:00.047 Downloading primer file: def_inf.exe

00:00:00.078 Downloading primer file: zlib1.dll

00:00:00.093 Downloading agent file: cmNriAgent.exe

00:00:00.125 Downloading agent file: tpl.ini

00:00:00.140 Downloading agent file: cainf.dll

00:00:00.250 Downloading agent file: cawinexf.dll

00:00:00.265 Downloading agent file: cfUtilities.dll

00:00:00.312 Downloading agent file: msvcp71.dll

00:00:00.375 Downloading agent file: msvcr71.dll

Using NRI to Run FDCC Scans
This chapter describes a real-life scenario that uses the customization that is described in the previous chapter. The
running of the FDCC scan using NRI is described. This document does not introduce you to the FDCC technology. For
more information about FDCC scanner, refer to the NIST_SCAP_Implementation_Guide.pdf.

The FDCC Scanner is released as a test fix for r11.2 C3 that you can request from the CA Support. This chapter assumes
that you have some knowledge about NRI, FDCC, CA Asset Management, and CA DSM. Ensure that you have a working
FDCC scanner and NRI system on your DSM system.

This chapter takes you through enabling the base FDCC system and adding the WinXP checklist to the NRI scan. This
chapter also takes you through the process of adding more FDCC checklists to the scan.

Adding More FDCC CheckLists
Follow these steps to add more checklists:

1. Copy all the files from the …\DSM\bin\fdcc-1.0 subfolder for the new checklist
2. Build a new configuration file that is based on the FDCC document and remember to edit the folder names.
3. Add the module to the agent script either as a new script or as a “Module2Binary” to run both modules.
4. Modify the primer script to include the new files from Steps 1 and 2.
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While you are testing the scripts, set the KeepWorkArea=1 and look at the log files, especially the OVALDI.LOG, for “…An
exception occurred!...” errors.

Here is a sample log entry in the OVALDI.LOG file about a missing file:

----------------------------------------------------
OVAL® Definition Interpreter
Version: 5.4 Build: 2
Build date: Sep 19 2008 12:55:05
Copyright (c) 2002-2008 - The MITRE Corporation
----------------------------------------------------
Tue Dec 09 12:03:19 2008
** parsing C:\DOCUME~1\userid\LOCALS~1\Temp\.\fdcc-winxp-oval.xml file.
- validating xml schema.
** checking schema version
- Schema version - 5.4
** skipping Schematron validation
** creating a new OVAL System Characteristics file.
** gathering data for the OVAL definitions.
2008-12-09T12:03:21 : DEBUG : Collecting object id: oval:gov.nist.fdcc.xp:obj:3
2008-12-09T12:03:21 : DEBUG : Collecting object id: oval:gov.nist.fdcc.xp:obj:7

2008-12-09T12:03:23 : DEBUG : Collecting object id: oval:gov.nist.fdcc.xp:obj:66621
2008-12-09T12:03:23 : DEBUG : Collecting object id: oval:gov.nist.fdcc.xp:obj:1
2008-12-09T12:03:23 : DEBUG : Collecting object id: oval:gov.nist.fdcc.xp:obj:4
2008-12-09T12:03:23 : DEBUG : Collecting object id: oval:gov.nist.fdcc.xp:obj:5
2008-12-09T12:03:23 : DEBUG : Collecting object id: oval:gov.nist.fdcc.xp:obj:8
2008-12-09T12:03:23 : DEBUG : Collecting object id: oval:gov.nist.fdcc.xp:obj:9
2008-12-09T12:03:23 : DEBUG : Collecting object id: oval:gov.nist.fdcc.xp:obj:10
2008-12-09T12:03:23 : DEBUG : Collecting object id: oval:gov.nist.fdcc.xp:obj:2901
2008-12-09T12:03:24 : DEBUG : Error while parsing external variable file: C:
\DOCUME~1\userid\LOCALS~1\Temp\.\evars.xml Error while parsing xml file:
Severity: Warning
Message: An exception occurred! Type:RuntimeException, Message:Warning: The primary
 document entity could not be opened. Id=C:\DOCUME~1\userid\LOCALS~1\Temp\oval-
variables-schema.xsd
File:
Line 0
At char 0
Severity: Error
Message: Unknown element 'oval_variables'
File: C:\DOCUME~1\userid\LOCALS~1\Temp\evars.xml
Line 1

At char 490

In this case, locate the oval-variables-schema.xsd file and ensure that the file is included in the transfer.
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Implementing the FDCC Scanner with NRI
The FDCC scanner lays down many files when installed. You do not need all the files for running the WinXP checklist.
Also, you also need the OVAL® Interpreter, which interprets the checklist files. The files are split into two categories in the
provided table, Common/General files and Specific files.

Common/General Files
amiscap.exe ..\DSM\bin\ Actual Inventory module
ovaldi.exe ..\DSM\bin\ovaldi-5.4.2 Actual Compliance editor
windows-definitions-schema.xsd ..\DSM\bin\ovaldi-5.4.2
windows-systemcharacteristics-schema.xsd ..\DSM\bin\ovaldi-5.4.2
pcre3.dll ..\DSM\bin\ovaldi-5.4.2
xerces-c_2_7.dll ..\DSM\bin\ovaldi-5.4.2
xalan-c_1_10.dll ..\DSM\bin\ovaldi-5.4.2
xalanmessages_1_10.dll ..\DSM\bin\ovaldi-5.4.2
oval-common-schema.xsd ..\DSM\bin\ovaldi-5.4.2
oval-definitions-schema.xsd ..\DSM\bin\ovaldi-5.4.2
xmldsig-core-schema.xsd ..\DSM\bin\ovaldi-5.4.2
independent-definitionsschema.xsd ..\DSM\bin\ovaldi-5.4.2
Common/General Files
oval-variables-schema.xsd ..\DSM\bin\ovaldi-5.4.2
WinXP Specific Files
fdcc-winxp-cpe-dictionary.xml ..\DSM\bin\fdcc-1.0\winxp Specific checklist files
fdcc-winxp-cpe-oval.xml ..\DSM\bin\fdcc-1.0\winxp
fdcc-winxp-oval.xml ..\DSM\bin\fdcc-1.0\winxp
fdcc-winxp-patches.xml ..\DSM\bin\fdcc-1.0\winxp
fdcc-winxp-xccdf.xml ..\DSM\bin\fdcc-1.0\winxp
FDCC-WinXP.ini ----- This file is the Configuration script for the

inventory module. Create this file yourself.

Copy all the mentioned files to the following folder on the NRI server:

…\ DSM\Web Console\webapps\wac\jsp\ei\wl\windows\packages\

Building the Scripts

Once all the files are copied, build a primer script, the agent script, and the configuration script.

Primer script:

The primer uses all the new files. An example script (0FDCC-adv.wlscr) is as follows:

 [General]
Title=Advanced Inventory Scan w. FDCC scan
Description=Select this to perform an extensive inventory of hardware and software for
 your computer.
Image=nri_advanced_scan.gif
[Advanced]
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KeepWorkArea=0
[Platforms]
Windows=Yes
Linux=No
Unix=No
Mac=No
[Download_Primer_Windows]
Files=2
File1=def_inf.exe
File2=zlib1.dll
[Download_Windows]
Method=webservice
Executable=cmNriAgent.exe
 CommandLine=-script .\FDCC-ADV.ini -origin "CA Elective Inventory (Advanced Scan-FDCC)"
Files=37
File1=cmNriAgent.exe
File2=FDCC-ADV.ini
File3=cainf.dll
File4=cawinexf.dll
File5=cfUtilities.dll
File6=msvcp71.dll
File7=msvcr71.dll
File8=cfTrace.dll
File9=cfTrace.ini
File10=cfXMLParser.dll
File11=cfOSServices.dll
File12=amAdvInvNt.exe
File13=amsoftscan.exe
File14=amswsigscan.exe
File15=w0000001.zml,w0000001.xml
File16=cfig40wnt.sys
File17=cfigw32.sys
File18=cfigw64.sys
File19=amiscap.exe
 File20=ovaldi.exe
File21=windows-definitions-schema.xsd
File22=windows-system-characteristics-schema.xsd
File23=pcre3.dll
File24=xerces-c_2_7.dll
File25=xalan-c_1_10.dll
File26=xalanmessages_1_10.dll
File27=oval-common-schema.xsd
File28=oval-definitions-schema.xsd
File29=xmldsig-core-schema.xsd
File30=independent-definitions-schema.xsd
File31=oval-variables-schema.xsd
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File32=fdcc-winxp-cpe-dictionary.xml
File33=fdcc-winxp-cpe-oval.xml
File34=fdcc-winxp-oval.xml
File35=fdcc-winxp-patches.xml
File36=fdcc-winxp-xccdf.xml
File37=FDCC-WinXP.ini
 

The following two sections use the two special files, FDCC-ADV.INI (Agent script) and FDCC-WinXP.INI (Configuration
script).

Agent script:

Ensure that the agent script has the FDCC as an extra inventory module. This script runs an Advanced General Inventory
and a Software Signature Scan.

A sample script (FDCC-ADV.INI) is as follows:

[General]

OutputFolder=.\

OutputFile=

Origin=CA Non Resident Inventory (Advanced Scan)

Trustlevel=5

TrustlevelRestrictedUser=3

KeepHostkey=Yes

[Inventory]

Method=2

ScanRestrictedUser=1

AdditionalModules=1

Module1Binary=amiscap.exe

Module1CommandLine=.\ FDCC-WinXp.inv /cfg:.\FDCC-WinXp.ini

Module1OutputFile=FDCC-WinXp.inv

Module1Cleanup=FDCC-WinXp.inv,fdcc-winxp-cpe-oval-evars.xml,fdcc-winxp-cpe-oval-ovaldi-stdout.txt,fdcc-

winxp-cpe-oval-result.xml,fdcc-winxp-oval-evars.xml,fdcc-winxp-oval-ovaldi-stdout.txt,fdcc-winxp-

oval-result.xml,fdcc-winxp-patches-evars.xml,fdcc-winxp-patches-ovaldi-stdout.txt,fdcc-winxp-patches-

result.xml,fdcc-winxp-xccdf-result.xml,ovaldi.log

TemplateModules=0

[Software]

Method=2

ScanRestrictedUser=1

Configuration file:

Finally, you need a configuration file for the inventory module (FDCC-WinXP.INI) as mentioned:

[SCAP]

SCAPPath=.\

XCCDFFile=fdcc-winxp-xccdf.xml

XCCDFProfile=federal_desktop_core_configuration_version_1.0

CPEDictionary=fdcc-winxp-cpe-dictionary.xml

OutputPath=.\

OvaldiPath=.\

InvComponent=FDCC WinXP Checklist\

This file configures the FDCC inventory module to execute certain verifications. This content has been taken directly from
the FDCC documentation with one exception, all three paths are pointing to the current folder.
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Verifying the Script

Once you have copied the files and built the three script files, you can run the NRI agent and can select the new option
from the EI web page:

Expect the scan duration within 20 to 25 minutes.

If you want to ensure that the script is working as expected, you can set the KeepWorkArea parameter to 1 and can look
at the OVALDI.LOG and the cmNriPrimer.log files in the %TEMP% folder of the system being inventoried.

Compressing the Files

If the network load is an issue for you, zip your files to make the transfer faster and smaller. NRI supports zipping in a way
where you zip one or more files on the server and then you can unzip them during the transfer.

Use the special compression utility “DEF_INF.EXE”.

To compress, the syntax: DEF_INF <input> <output file>

To decompress, the syntax: DEF_INF <input file> <output> -d

NOTE
Use the full path and file name for the input and output file parameters.

For the FDCC system, there are two larger DLLs that you can compress: xalan-c_1_10.dll and xerces-c_2_7.dll. The
compress command looks like mentioned:

CD /d "C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Web Console\webapps\wac\jsp\ei\wl\windows"

DEF_INF "C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Web Console\webapps\wac\jsp\ei\wl\windows\packages\xalan-c_1_10.dll" "C:

\Program Files\CA\DSM\Web Console\webapps\wac\jsp\ei\wl\windows\packages\xalan-c_1_10.zll"

DEF_INF "C:\Program Files\CA\DSM\Web Console\webapps\wac\jsp\ei\wl\windows\packages\xerces-c_2_7.dll" "C:

\Program Files\CA\DSM\Web Console\webapps\wac\jsp\ei\wl\windows\packages\xerces-c_2_7.zll"

The DLLs are zipped to ZLLs. Once DLLs are compressed, change the primer script to transfer the compressed file as
mentioned:

File22=windows-system-characteristics-schema.xsd

File23=pcre3.dll

File24=xerces-c_2_7.zll,xerces-c_2_7.dll

File25=xalan-c_1_10.zll,xalan-c_1_10.dll

File26=xalanmessages_1_10.dll

NOTE
Do not leave a space after the comma when specifying the file names.

Object Level Security Best Practices
This article contains information that gives you a deeper look and a better understanding of the Object Level Security
feature. The guidelines and best practices are provided to assist you with setting up a CA Client Automation environment
that fits the security needs of your enterprise. 

The security features in CA Client Automation cover the following subject areas: 

• Authentication 
Authentication provides confidence that the requesting object is what it says that it is. 

• Authorization 
Authorization provides the configuration and validation of access rights and privileges for operations on secured
objects. 
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NOTE
This article focuses on Authorization only. 

This article is intended for administrators working with CA Client Automation. This article provides useful information that
enables an administrator to set up and customize the security settings in an existing CA Client Automation installation on
the Domain Tier and Enterprise Tier.

The CA Client Automation management database provides class and object-level security (OLS). The permissions
assigned in the database are associated with a security profile, which is represented by an object Uniform Resource
Identifier (URI). Certificate URIs can be associated with security profiles and therefore can be used to regulate access to
the CA Client Automation management database. 

Object Level Security

The CA Client Automation management database provides class and object-level security (OLS). The permissions that
are assigned in the database are associated with a security profile, which an object Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)
represents. Certificate URIs can be associated with security profiles and therefore can be used to regulate access to the
CA Client Automation management database. 

Authorization

Authorization controls the rights and privileges for an object that is associated with an authenticated entity, typically, a
logged-in user. Security profiles manage an authenticated entity. A security profile represents a user or a user group and
all permissions are managed with the security profile.

The CA Client Automation security subsystem manages the authorization by providing a robust and generic security
option for the entire CA Client Automation system. The rights and privileges for an object that is associated with an
authenticated entity named security profile is controlled. The following illustration shows a standard scenario where a user
is a member of a user group.
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Figure 44: Object Level Security_Authorization

The terms user and user group refer to a directory user account and a directory user group definition. As illustrated earlier,
a security profile definition which is stored in the MDB represents the user group.
In addition, the MDB stores the permissions as assigned to security profiles. If a user launches the DSM Explorer or runs
a DSM command line utility, then each user request is processed based on the permissions as defined for the security
profiles that the user is a member of.

For example, you can create security profiles to determine which operating system-dependent groups and users can
access the CA Client Automation system. You can also establish class permissions, group, and object permissions, and
restrict the access of users or user groups to selected folders or objects.
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Security Profiles

A security profile is an operating system user account or group either in the Domain Manager (local profiles) or in its
network domain (domain profile).  The security subsystem in CA Client Automation supports multiple security profiles. A
security profile is either built in (that is, created during installation) or user-defined.

A user-defined security profile represents either a single user or a user group.

The most important security profiles that are created during installation include:

• Owner (virtual account, represents the owner of an object)
• Everyone (default virtual account for all users) 

In addition to the security profile, a set of security classes is associated with a profile. The security classes are the same
across all security profiles, but each security profile has different permissions to the classes. A security class allows
setting the permissions that are assigned to an instance of such a class as soon it is created.

You can also create security profiles for users in the trusted domains. Every user is required to have a valid security profile
to log in to the system. If new users are added to a managed group, they automatically inherit the access rights that are
given to the group and can log in to the system instantly.

A user can have multiple profiles. However, each profile can be mapped to only one user or group. For example, if a user
is a member of a group, then that user can have two profiles—one mapped to the user account and the other mapped to
the group. In this case, the user has the [mathematical] union of permissions in both profiles.

If a user is a member of more than one security profile, then the effective permission for that user is a [mathematical]
union of the individual permissions that are defined for each security profile (like applying [mathematical] OR to all
permissions).

Remove or deny access

If you want to deny access for a user of an individual security profile, remove that user from the security profile. In case a
user is member of more than one security profile or group, remove the user from all security profiles.

CA Client Automation provides predefined security profiles and lets you create as many profiles as you want using the
Security Profiles dialog. We recommend that at least one of these profiles has Full Control as access rights to the system.

Permissions

Authorization covers the following types of permissions:

• Class permissions
Permissions that act as the default permission assigned to every object of the class. 

• Object permissions 
Permissions that are assigned individually for a single object. 

• Area permissions 
Permissions that are used to define which objects are visible in an area. 

An access control entry (ACE) represents a permission definition, which represents the following permissions:

ACE Description Remarks
V View Allows you to show objects
R Read Allows you to read sub-objects of an object;

for example, members of a group
C Create Allows you to create objects
W Write Allows you to change an object
X Execute Allows you to execute objects; depends on

the type of the object.
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D Delete Allows you to delete objects
P Permission Allows you to change the permission itself
O Ownership Allows you to take ownership of an object

The security subsystem manages all types of permissions and uses a cumulative approach to reach the effective
permissions.

NOTE
If you have enabled area permissions, then both object and area permissions are selected to get access to
objects. In this case, users need object permissions and area permissions to manage objects. If area support is
disabled, then only object permissions are selected.

Use Cases
The following sections describe the various use cases such as CA Client Automation Administration use case, Software
Delivery use case, and so on.

The general use cases are as follows:

• Manage collect tasks
Manage AM collect jobs. 

• Manage collection modules 
Manage inventory modules for inventory detection and inventory templates. 

• Manage configuration policies 
Create, modify, or delete computer policies. 

• Manage configuration view 
Configuration views are not subject to security. 

• Manage configuration jobs 
Create or delete configuration jobs for computers asset groups. 

• Manage configuration reports 
View or request configuration reports for computers.

CA Client Automation Administration Use Cases

The following illustration shows the major CA Client Automation administration use cases. This illustration covers all
activities that are related to the infrastructure and configuration of CA Client Automation as queries and groups.
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Figure 45: ObjectLevelSecurity_Admin Use Cases_1
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Actors 

The actor in the CA Client Automation administration use case, and the scope is as follows:

CA Client Automation Administrator

The owner of CA Client Automation responsible for setting up its environment.

Tasks on Directory Integration

The following table gives details of tasks, security classes the tasks belong to, and the corresponding permission required
on these classes. 

Task Security Class Permissions
General GUI access Domain

Control Panel Access
Configured Directory       

VR

Add directory Configured Directory CW
Delete directory Configured Directory D
Change properties Configured Directory W
Configure directory sync job Engine

Engine Task
VRW

Permissions for Directory Integration

The following permissions are available for directory integrations:

• Create (C)
A configured directory is added. 

• View (V) and Read (R) 
You can navigate to and access Directory Integration in the Control Panel. 

• Delete (D) 
You can delete a configured directory. 

• Execute (X) 
This permission is not used in this scenario.

• Write (W) 
You can add or change the properties of a configured directory, and configure the engine job. 

• Permission (P) 
This permission is not used in this scenario.

Tasks on Engine

The following tasks are available on the Engine: 

Task Security Class Permissions
General GUI access
 

Domain
Control Panel Access
Engine

VR
VR
VR

Create a new engine instance Engine C
Start or stop engine
 

Engine
Administrator user rights on the machine
where the engine runs

X
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Create engine task
 

Engine
Engine Task

W
C

Link or unlink existing task to the engine Engine
Engine Task

W
VR

Editing engine task properties or status Engine Task VRW
Set as next task to be executed Engine

Engine Task
X
VR

Changing the order of engine task
 

Engine
Engine Task

W
VR

Link or unlink a domain Domain
Domain Group

VRW
VR

Configure replication job Engine
Engine Task

W
VRW

Permissions for Engine

The following permissions are available on the Engine:

• Create (C)
You can create an Engine instance or Engine task. 

• View (V) and Read (R) 
You can navigate to and access the Engine and Engine tasks in the Control Panel. 

• Delete (D) 
You can delete an Engine instance. 

• Execute (X) 
You can start or stop Engine instance, and set task ordering. 

• Write (W) 
You can create, link or unlink, and edit the engine task. 

• Permission (P) 
This permission is not used in this scenario.

Tasks on Replication

The following table gives details of tasks on replication, security classes the tasks belong to, and the corresponding
permissions required on these classes.

Task Security Class Permissions
General GUI access
View domains

Domain
Domain Group
Control Panel Access

VR

Link or unlink a domain Domain W
Configure replication job Engine

Engine Task
VRW

Permissions for Replication

The following permissions are available on replication:

• Create (C)
This permission is not used. 

• View (V) and Read (R) 
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View permission is required to view the properties of a domain. Read permission is required to list the members of a
domain group. 
Both View and Read permissions are required to navigate to access domains in the Control Panel. 

• Delete (D) 
This permission is not used in this scenario. 

• Execute (X) 
This permission is not used in this scenario. 

• Write (W) 
You can link or unlink a domain and configure a replication job. 

• Permission (P) 
This permission is not used in this scenario.

Tasks on Groups

The following table gives details of tasks on groups, security classes the tasks belong to, and the corresponding
permissions required on these classes. 

Task Security Class Permissions
Create a group Asset Group

Server Group
Domain Group

RVCW

Delete a group Asset Group
Server Group
Domain Group

RVDW

Search computer Computer RV
Search user account User RV
Search profile Computer User RV
Power up computer Computer

Computer User
Asset Group

RX

Add computer Asset Group RP
Set permissions Asset Group RVP
Set software rights Domain

Asset Group
Software Definition

VR
VRW
VR

Permissions for Groups

The following permissions are available on groups:

• Create (C)
You can create an Asset, Server, or Domain Group. This permission is required on the class. 

• View (V) 
You can search for a Computer, User Account, or User Profile. 

• Read (R) 
You can power up a group of Computers or User Profiles. This permission is required on the group. 

• Delete (D) 
You can delete an Asset, Server, or Domain Group. This permission is required on the group. 

• Execute (X) 
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You can power up a Computer or User Profile. 
• Write (W) 

You can create or delete a group, or add a computer under the parent group. This permission is required on the parent
group. 

• Permission (P) 
You can change the permissions on the group. This permission is required on the group.

Tasks on Queries

The following table gives details of tasks on queries, security classes the tasks belong to, and the corresponding
permissions required on these classes. 

Task Security Class Permissions
General GUI access Domain

Common Query
VR

Create query Common Query VC
Delete query Domain VRD
Create new query folder Common Query V
Import definition Common Query C
Run query Common Query VRX
Submit to engine
(first available)

Common Query VR

Submit to engine
(specific engine)

Common Query
Engine

VR
VR

Export definition Common Query VR
Copy query Common Query VRC
Rename query Common Query VRW
Set permissions Common Query

Security Profile
VRP
V

Modify properties Common Query VRWX

Permissions for Queries

The following permissions are available on queries:

• Create (C)
You can create, copy, or import a query definition. This permission is required on the class. 

• View (V) 
You can view queries, create, rename, or delete query folders, and access query wizards.

• Read (R) 
You can view the pre-defined queries and query properties. 

• Delete (D) 
You can delete a query. 

• Execute (X) 
You can run a query and modify the properties of the query. 

• Write (W) 
You can modify the properties of the query and to rename the query. 

• Permission (P) 
You can change the permission on the query.
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Tasks on External Asset Definition

The following table gives details of tasks on External Asset Definition, security classes the tasks belong to, and the
corresponding permissions required on these classes. 

Task Security Class Permissions
General GUI access Domain

Control Panel Access
VR
V

Create external asset definition External Asset C
Delete external asset definition External Asset D
Modify properties External Asset VC

Permissions for External Asset Definition

The following permissions are available on external asset definition: 

• Create (C) 
You can create external asset definitions or modify the external asset definition properties. This permission is required
on the class. 

• View (V) 
You can view the external asset definition and properties. 

• Read (R) 
This permission is not used in this scenario. 

• Delete (D) 
You can delete an external asset definition. 

• Execute (X) 
This permission is not used in this scenario. 

• Write (W) 
This permission is not used in this scenario. 

• Permission (P) 
This permission is not used in this scenario.

Tasks on File Collection

The following table gives details of tasks, security classes the tasks belong to, and the corresponding permissions
required on these classes. 

Task Security Class Permissions
General GUI access Domain

Control Panel Access
VR
V

List file collection definition Control Panel Access V
Create file collection definition File Permissions Administrator/root
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Tasks on Scalability Server

The following table gives details of tasks on Scalability Server, security classes the tasks belong to, and the corresponding
permissions required on these classes. 

Task Security Class Permissions
General GUI access Domain

Control Panel Access
Server
Server Group

VR

View Scalability Servers Control Panel Access
Server
Server Group

VR

Permissions for Scalability Server

The following permissions are available on the Scalability Server:

• Create (C)
This permission is not used in this scenario. 

• View (V) and Read (R) 
View permission is required to view the properties of a Server. Read permission is required to list the members of a
Server Group. 
View and Read permissions are required to navigate to and access Scalability Servers in the Control Panel. 

• Delete (D) 
This permission is not used in this scenario. 

• Execute (X) 
This permission is not used in this scenario. 

• Write (W) 
This permission is not used in this scenario. 

• Permission (P) 
This permission is not used in this scenario.

Tasks on Managers

The following table gives details of tasks on Managers, security classes the tasks belong to, and the corresponding
permissions required on these classes. 

Task Security Class Permissions
General GUI access Domain VR
View Manager Control Panel Access VR

Permissions for Managers

The following permissions are available on Managers:

• Create (C) 
This permission is not used in this scenario. 

• View (V) and Read (R) 
View permission is required to view the properties of a Manager. View and Read permissions are required to navigate
to and access Manager in the Control Panel. 

• Delete (D) 
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This permission is not used in this scenario. 
• Execute (X) 

This permission is not used in this scenario. 
• Write (W) 

This permission is not used in this scenario. 
• Permission (P) 

This permission is not used in this scenario. 

Software Delivery Use Cases

The following illustration shows the use cases for providing the following software:

• A software package that can be distributed via DSM Software Delivery Catalog
• An operating system (OS) image
• A boot image
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Figure 46: ObjectLevelSecurity_SoftwareDelivery_1

The following illustration shows the use cases for distributing software: 
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Figure 47: ObjectLevelSecurity_SoftwareDelivery_2

Actors

The actors in the software delivery use case, and their scope is as follows:

• Software provider
Software applications and image, or both are provided for publishing or deployment. 

• Software deployment administrator 
This actor is responsible for deploying software applications and scheduling operating system installations.

Tasks on Software Jobs

The following table gives details of tasks, security classes the tasks belong to, and the corresponding permissions that are
required on these classes.

Task Security Class Permissions
General GUI access Domain VR
View software jobs under Jobs – software
jobs folder

Software Jobs
Software Job Container

V
VR

Modify software jobs under Jobs Software Jobs VW
– software jobs folder Software Job Container VRW
View software job under a computer folder Computer

Asset Group
R
VR

Remove software job under a computer
folder

Computer
Asset Group

RW
VR
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Tasks on Packages and Procedures

The following table gives details of tasks on packages and procedures, security classes the tasks belong to, and the
corresponding permissions that are required on these classes.

Task Security Class Permissions
General GUI access Domain

Software Group 
VR
V 

View Software Package Software Group
Software Package

VR
V 

View Software Package and
Procedure

Software Group
Software Package
Procedure

VR
VR
V

Create Software Package Software Group
Software Package

VRW
C

Modify Package Software Group
Software Package

VR
VW

Create Procedure (Unseal the package,
delete procedure, and then seal the
package)

Procedure
Software Group
Software Package
File permissions

C
VR
VRW
Administrator/root

Delete Procedure (Unseal the package,
delete procedure, and then seal the
package)

Procedure
Software Group
Software Package
File permissions

VD
VR
VRW
Administrator/root

Modify Procedure (Unseal the package,
modify procedure, and then seal the
package)

Procedure
Software Group
Software Package

VW
VR
VRW

 File permissions Administrator/root 

OS Installation Management Tasks on Computers

The following table gives details of tasks on operating system (OS) installation management, security classes the tasks
belong to, and the corresponding permissions required on these classes.

Task Security Class Permissions
Show OS installations Computer VR
Show OS installation parameters Computer

OS Installation Image
VR
V

Edit or reset OS installation parameter Computer
OS Installation Image

VRW
V

Enable computer for OS installation
management

Computer VRW

Paste or drop OS image to install Computer
OS Installation Image

VRW
V

Activate, reinstall, renew, stop, or abort OS
installation

Computer VRX

Manage (unnamed computer) Computer
OS Installation Image

VRC
V
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Manage (named computer) Computer
OS Installation Image

VRW
V

Move To Boot Server Computer VRW
Delete from OS installation management Computer VRD
Delete (failed, stopped, or planned) Computer VRW
OS installation wizard (assign an OS
image)

Computer
OS Installation Image

VRW
V

OS installation wizard (set up OS
installation)

Computer
OS Installation Image

VRX
V

Tasks on Boot and OS Images

The following table gives details of tasks on Boot and OS images, security class the tasks belong to, and the
corresponding permission required on these classes.

Tasks Security Class Permissions
General GUI access Domain VR
Image Prepare System access to create,
show, customize, and delete local Boot/OS
Images

None Local admin rights

Register Boot/OS Image None
OS Installation Image

Local admin rights
C

Show (registered) Boot/OS Images OS Installation Image V
Edit Default Value (of an OS Installation
Parameter)

OS Installation Image VW

Delete (registered) Boot/OS Image OS Installation Image VD

Reporter Use Cases

Typically, an IT Manager or administrator is interested in reports that provide information about the state of the existing
IT infrastructure. These reports can be used as a baseline for deciding about costs and investments. The following
illustration shows the use cases for reporting. 
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Figure 48: ObjectLevelSecurity_ReporterUseCases_1

Actors

The actor for the reporter use case, and the scope is as follows:

• IT Manager
IT Manager is a person who needs statistical data or reports, which can be used for the following purposes: 
– Deciding investments
– Auditing 
– Provisioning 
– Configuration and change-planning (for example, migration projects)

Tasks on Report Templates

The following table gives details of tasks, security classes the tasks belong to, and the corresponding permissions
required on these classes.

Task Security Class Permissions
General GUI access Domain VR
Create a report template (New one or
import existing report definition)

Report Template CW

Run Report Report Template VRX
Delete Report Report Template RWD
Create Schedule Report
Template

Report Scheduling
Engine
Report Template

CRW
RW
CRW

CA Client Automation Deployment Use Cases

The following illustration shows the use cases for deploying the infrastructure for CA Client Automation.
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Figure 49: ObjectLevelSecurity_ITCMDeployment_1

The deployment activities frequently include rolling out CA Client Automation agents to new systems.

Actors

The actor for the CA Client Automation deployment use cases, and the scope is as follows:

• CA Client Automation deployment administrator
This person is responsible for deploying the CA Client Automation infrastructure.

Tasks on Deployment Job

The following table gives details of tasks, security classes the tasks belong to, and the corresponding permissions
required on these classes.

Task Security Class Permissions
General GUI access Domain VR
Deploy Software Control Panel Access

Deployment Job
R
C

Permissions for Deployment Job

The following permissions are available on the deployment job:
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• Create (C)
You can create a deployment job with the deployment wizard or a Continuous Discovery Policy using the Continuous
Discovery Policy wizard. 

• View (V) 
This permission is not used. 

• Read (R) 
You can see the Deployment Jobs node, and Continuous Discovery Policy node. 

• Delete (D) 
You can delete a deployment job, or Continuous Discovery Policy. 

• Execute (X) 
This permission is not used. 

• Write (W) 
You can enable, disable, or modify a Continuous Discovery Policy.

Asset Management Use Cases

The following illustration shows the use cases for managing assets. 

Figure 50: ObjectLevelSecurity_AssetManagement_
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Actors

The actor for the Asset Management use case, and the scope is as follows:

• Asset Manager
Asset Manager is responsible for managing assets.

Tasks on Asset Jobs

The following table gives details of tasks on asset jobs, security classes the tasks belong to, and the corresponding
permissions that are required on these classes.

Task Security Class Permissions
General GUI access Domain VR
Create asset job folder Asset Job V
Delete asset job folder Asset Job V
Rename asset job folder Asset Job V
Create asset job Asset Job C
Delete asset job Asset Job VRD
Set scheduling for an asset job Asset Job VRW
Reinitialize checksum for an asset job Asset Job VR
Rename asset job Asset Job VRW
Set permission on asset job Asset Job

Security Profile
VRP
V

Modify properties of an asset job Asset Job            
 

VRWX

Permissions for Asset Jobs

The following permissions are available on asset jobs:

• Create (C)
You can create an asset job. 

• View (V) 
You can create, rename, or delete Asset Job folders.

• Read (R) 
You can view the asset job properties and can reinitialize checksum for an asset job.

• Delete (D) 
You can delete an asset job. 

• Execute (X) 
You can modify the asset job properties. 

• Write (W) 
You can rename or set the scheduling and modify the asset job properties. 

• Permission (P) 
You can change the permission for the asset job.
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Tasks on Query-Based Policies

The following table gives details of tasks on query-based policies, security classes the tasks belong to, and the
corresponding permissions that are required on these classes.

Task Security Class Permissions
General GUI access          Domain VR
Create policy folder Policy-Query Based V
Delete policy folder Policy-Query Based V
Rename policy folder Policy-Query Based V
Create policy Policy-Query Based

Common Query
VC
VR

Delete policy Policy-Query Based VRD
Rename policy Policy-Query Based VRW
Set permissions Policy-Query Based VRP
 Security Profile V
Modify properties Policy-Query Based VRW
Disable policy Policy-Query Based VRW
Evaluate now a policy Policy-Query Based VR
View query Policy-Query Based VR
New action on policy Policy-Query Based VRW

Permissions for Query-Based Policies

The following permissions are available on query-based policies:

• Create (C)
You can create a query-based policy. 

• View (V) 
You can create, rename, or delete query-based policy folders. 

• Read (R) 
You can view policy properties, and query and can evaluate the policy. 

• Delete (D) 
You can delete the policy. 

• Execute (X) 
This permission is not used. 

• Write (W) 
You can rename, disable, and modify the policy properties.

• Permission (P) 
You can change the permission for the policy.

Tasks on Event-Based Policies

The following table gives details of tasks on event-based policies, security classes the tasks belong to, and the
corresponding permissions that are required on these classes.

Task Security Class Permissions
Create policy Policy-Event Based VC
Delete policy       Policy-Event Based VRD
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Rename policy Policy-Event Based VRW
Set permissions Policy-Query Based

Security Profile
VRP
V

Modify properties Policy-Query Based VRW
Disable policy Policy-Query Based VRW
New action on policy Policy-Query Based VRW

Permissions for Event-Based Policies

The following permissions are available on event-based policies:

• Create (C)
You can create an event-based policy. 

• View (V) 
You can create, rename, or delete event-based policy folders. 

• Read (R) 
You can view the policy properties. 

• Delete (D) 
You can delete the policy. 

• Execute (X) 
This permission is not used. 

• Write (W) 
You can rename, disable, and modify the policy properties. 

• Permission (P) 
You can change the permission for the policy.

Security Administration Use Cases

The following illustration shows the use cases to set up and customize the security settings in an existing CA Client
Automation environment. 
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Figure 51: ObjectLevelSecurity_SecurityAdmin_1
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Actors

The actors for the security administration use cases, and their scope is as follows:

• Security administrator
The person is responsible for managing the security environment of CA Client Automation. 

• Object owner 
Any user who can access CA Client Automation through DSM Explorer, Web Admin Console, or command-line
interface. The Object Owner has an object that is created directly or indirectly. 

NOTE
The term directly refers to an object created manually. The term indirectly refers to an object that was created
indirectly, for example, at the time of deployment. 

• Non-Object owner 
Any user who can access CA Client Automation through the DSM Explorer, Web Admin Console, or command-line
interface. The user is able to see an object that was not created either directly or indirectly.

Tasks on Security Profiles

The following table gives details of tasks on security profiles, security class the tasks belong to, and the corresponding
permissions that are required on these classes.

Task Security Class Permissions
General GUI access Domain VR
Show security profiles Security Profile V
Delete security profile Security Profile VD
Add security profile Security Profile C
Re-map security profile Security Profile VW
Turn area support on or off Security Profile VW
Link security profile to security area Security Profile

Security Area
VW
V

Tasks on Security Areas

The following table gives details of tasks on security areas, security class the tasks belong to, and the corresponding
permissions that are required on these classes.

Task Security Class Permissions
General GUI access Domain VR
Show security areas Security Area V
Delete security area Security Area VD
Add security area Security Area C
Change properties of a security area Security Area VW
Link security area to security profile Security Area

Security Profile
V
VW

Define default security areas Security Area VP
Turn Area Support on or off (global) Area P
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Tasks on Class Permissions

The following table gives details of tasks on class permissions, security class the tasks belong to, and the corresponding
permissions that are required on these classes.

Task Security Class Permissions
General GUI access Domain

Security Profile
VR
V

Show class permissions Class Permissions VR
Change class permissions Class Permissions VRP

General Security Tasks on Secured Objects

The following table gives details of tasks, security class the tasks belong to, and the corresponding permissions that are
required on these classes.

Task Security Class Permissions
General GUI access          Domain VR
Show group or object permissions <Object Class> VR
 Security Profile V
Change group or object permissions <Object Class> 

Security Profile 
VRP
V

Link object to security area <Object Class> 
Security Area

VRP
V

Revert security level of security area <Object Class>
Security Area

VRP
V

Take object ownership <Object Class> VRO

Remote Control Use Cases

The following illustration shows the use cases to set up and customize the remote control settings in an existing CA Client
Automation environment. 
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Figure 52: ObjectLevelSecurity_RemoteControl_1

Actors

The actor for the remote control use cases, and the scope is as follows:

• RC Admin
The person is responsible for managing assets through remote control.

Tasks on Remote Control

The following table gives details of tasks on remote control, security classes the tasks belong to, and the corresponding
permissions that are required on these classes.

Task Security Class Permissions
General GUI access Domain VR
Enable remote control usage Control Panel Access

Remote Control Access
R
V

Permissions for Remote Control Access

The following permissions are available for remote control access:

• Create (C)
This permission is not used. 

• View (V) 
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View permission is required for the Remote Control Node visibility in the domain tree, under group details, and
computer. View permission is required to send commands to RC agents (Lock, Unlock, and Reboot). You have to set
the Write permissions on the computer or the group object to allow sending commands. 

• Read (R) 
This permission is not used. 

• Delete (D) 
You can delete user permission from a group. 

• Execute (X) 
This permission is not used. 

• Write (W) 
You can add user permissions to a group. 
You require the Write permission on a Group object before you can add RC Permissions to it. To set permissions on
the Root Global Address Book, you require the Write permission on the domain class. 

NOTE
The Delete and Write permissions are not used in r11.2.

Configuration Use Cases

The following illustration shows the use cases to configure the CA Client Automation environment.
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Figure 53: ObjectLevelSecurity_Configuration_1

 

Actors

The actor for the configuration use cases, and the scope is as follows:

• Configuration Administrator
The person is responsible for configuring CA Client Automation infrastructure and its assets.
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Tasks on Collection Tasks

The following table gives details of tasks, security classes the tasks belong to, and the corresponding permissions that are
required on these classes.

Task Security Class Permissions
General GUI access          Domain VR
Create a Collect Task folder Control Panel Access VR
Delete Collect Task folder Control Panel Access VR
Rename Collect Task folder Control Panel Access VR
Create a collect task Control Panel Access VR
Delete a collect task Control Panel Access VR
Set scheduling on a collect task Control Panel Access VR
Modify properties on a collect task Control Panel Access VR
Set permissions on a collect task Control Panel Access VR

Tasks on Collection Modules

The following table gives details of tasks on Collection modules, security classes the tasks belong to, and the
corresponding permissions that are required on these classes.

Task Security Class Permissions
General GUI access Domain VR

Tasks on Configuration Policies

The following table gives details of tasks on configuration policies, security classes the tasks belong to, and the
corresponding permissions that are required on these classes.

Task Security Class Permissions
General GUI access          Domain VR
Configuration policy folder access Control Panel VR
List configuration policies Policy-Configuration Computer V
Browse configuration policies Policy-Configuration Computer VR
Create configuration policies Policy-Configuration Computer C
Modify configuration policies Policy-Configuration Computer W
Delete configuration policies Policy-Configuration Computer D

Tasks on Configuration Views

Configuration views are not subject to security.
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Tasks on Configuration Jobs

The following table gives details of tasks, security classes the tasks belong to, and the corresponding permissions that are
required on these classes.

Task Security Class Permissions
General GUI access          Domain VR
Configuration policy folder access Control Panel VR
Configuration policy access Policy-Configuration

Computer
V

Create or delete computer configuration job Computer VRX
Create or delete group configuration job Asset Group VRX
View computer configuration job Computer VR
View group configuration job Asset Group VR

Tasks on Configuration Reports

The following table gives details of tasks on configuration reports, security classes the tasks belong to, and the
corresponding permissions that are required on these classes.

Tasks Security Class Permissions
General GUI access Domain VR
View configuration report Computer VR
Request configuration report Computer VRX

Scenarios

This article has examples of best practice recommendations for setting up Authorization in your CA Client Automation
environment.

Allow Software Delivery for Single User

This scenario demonstrates the security concept of software delivery tasks.

You can grant permissions for a user to create, edit, and distribute software for a specific group of computers, while you
can deny these permissions to other users. You can create one or more user groups, thus creating independent islands of
sub-administrators.

To grant permissions to users

1. Open the Security Profiles dialog.
Reserve the Administrators group for users with more extensive privileges

NOTE
Do not change the Everyone and Owner/creator groups.

2. Create a new security profile, USER1 (a user account) that has restricted usage.
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3. Use the Administrator group and set the class permissions for this profile as shown in the following table:

Object Class Class Permissions Comments

Software Package Special Access (C) The software package is created. No
other rights are required as you are the
owner of the software package after you
create it.

Procedure Special Access (C) A procedure is created.

Software Job Special Access (C) A software job on the target computer is
created.

Software Job
Container

Special Access (CVRW) The job container is created, write, and
viewed. This permission is available
under the Jobs, Software Jobs, and All
Software Jobs folders.

All Other Object
Classes

No Access A user from accessing other objects is
restricted.

Allow Linking of Engine Jobs

You can allow users to link engine tasks to an Engine.

To allow a user to link engine tasks to an Engine

1. Create a new security profile, USER1 (a user account) that has restricted usage.
2. Set the class permissions for this profile as shown in the following table, using the Administrator group:

Object Class Class Permissions Comments

Engine <Change> • To start, stop, or modify engine
objects, grant Full Control rights to
the engine.

• NT Administrator or root rights to
the computer is required where the
engine is running.

Engine Task <Manage>

Use Area Support

You can have two or more profiles where all security profiles have the same class level permissions. However, ensure that
the other profiles do not see the objects that one profile creates.

To use area support

1. Log in as a user with Security Admin permissions.
2. Set up the requested security profile including the class permissions.
3. Create an area definition for each security profile.
4. Enable area support at the global level.
5. Enable area support for each security profile.
6. Link a security profile to a single area. Ensure each security profile is linked to a different area.

NOTE
A maximum of 32 area definitions are supported.
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Allow Software Delivery for Certain Objects

You can have two Software Delivery Admin groups to create Computer groups, but ensure that the one Software Delivery
Admin group created Software Jobs is not visible to other groups.

To allow software delivery for certain objects

1. Log in as a user with Security Admin permissions.
2. Create a security profile for each Security Admin group.
3. Assign the same class level permissions for each group allowing Software Delivery features.
4. Create an area for each Software Delivery Admin group.
5. Link the security profile for each Software Admin group to a different area.
6. Enable area support at global level.
7. Enable area support for each security profile.

Restrict Permissions for Administrator Profile

You can restrict the permissions for the Administrator profile.

To restrict permissions for the Administrator profile

1. Log in as a user with Security Admin permissions.
2. Modify the class permissions for the profile according to the requested restrictions.
3. Ensure someone or another security role can modify permissions when you change. You do not want to restrict all

users and all roles from being able to modify permissions when change.

Restrict Access for Local Administrator Group

During installation, CA Client Automation creates a security profile for the local administrator group with Full Access rights.
You can restrict the permissions for the local administrator group.

To restrict permissions for the local administrator group

1. Create a new security profile for a user or a user group which has full access.
2. Restrict the permissions for the local administrator profile. For example, you might give only read and view

permissions for all security classes.

Performance Considerations

Consider the following points when setting up the object-level security (OLS) environment: 

• The number of security profiles has a significant impact on the performance of the OLS environment. 
• When you create a security profile, the permissions for all existing secured objects are calculated and stored in the

MDB. 
• The number of dynamic groups has a significant impact. 
• The Engine, which runs in the background, evaluates the dynamic groups. Every time a dynamic group is evaluated,

the permissions for the group members are updated or recreated. 

The following scenario describes the impact of these considerations.

Scenario: Multiple Security Profiles and Dynamic Groups 

Pre-Condition 

A CA Client Automation administrator creates 20 security profiles and more than 20 dynamic groups. One extra engine is
present for group evaluation. 
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Action 

The CA Client Automation administrator creates an extra security profile using DSM Explorer. The administrator has also
executed a group evaluation process. 

Result 

The CA Client Automation administrator receives an error message stating that the command timed out and the security
profile was not created. 

Root Cause

The creation of the security profile and the evaluation of the group are running in parallel. Both processes access the
same table when accessing the MDB table where the permissions are stored.

Solution

1. Stop the engine that is responsible for group evaluation.
2. Create the security profile. 
3. Start the engine again to resume the group evaluation when the security profile create is completed. 

You can reschedule, postpone, or even disable the group evaluation of the engine until the security profile is created.

Security Classes Reference

Each security profile has its own set of security classes. A security class allows setting the permissions that are assigned
to an instance of such a class when it is created.

CA Client Automation supports the following security classes:

• Discovered Hardware (Computer) 
• Class Level Security

Discovered Hardware (Computer) 

The following security classes are used for Discovered Hardware only: 
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• Users 
• Computer Users 
• Manager 
• Servers 
• Asset Groups 
• Server Groups 
• Domain Groups 
• Queries 
• Security Classes 
• Security Profiles 
• Software Packages 
• Software Procedures 
• Procedure Groups 
• Job Containers 
• Software Jobs 
• Asset Jobs 
• Modules 
• Query Based Polices 
• Event Based Policies 
• OSIM Boot Images 
• OSIM OS Images 
• Engine 
• Configuration Policies Computer 
• Configuration Policies User
• External Directory Access 
• Report Templates 
• Inventory modules 

Class Level Security 

Every object or instance of a class gets the permission as defined for the class by default. 

 The following security classes are used for Class Level only: 

• MDB Access 
• Enable Control Panel 
• Enable Remote Control 

OS Installation Management (OSIM)
CA Client Automation OS Installation Management (OSIM) is a powerful tool for distributing Windows and Linux operating
systems to target computers. The use of OSIM is documented in standard CA Client Automation documentation under the
Administration section. This article describes some advanced use cases and details the internals for understanding the
troubleshooting or customization of the OSIM solution.

OSIM was initially only designed to support automated installation of Windows desktops and servers. The list of supported
Operating Systems has grown considerably. OSIM now supports the most common versions of Intel-based CPUs,
including Windows and Linux. OSIM supports the deployment of a new or fresh image, and the capture and deployment
of a reference OS image (using Microsoft ImageX for the most recent versions of Windows or Symantec Ghost for all
others).
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Target Audience

This article is intended for specialists who have working knowledge of OS installation jobs in CA Client Automation. The
included jobs are as follows:

• Creating and registering Boot and OS images, and using the DSM Explorer Image Prepare System (IPS) Wizards.
• Creating OS installation jobs in DSM Explorer under the All Computers Group item.

Understanding OSIM

CA Client Automation provides OSIM functionality to install an OS on a target computer remotely. OSIM manages all the
components that are involved, including the boot image and the OS image.

Deployment of an operating system with out-of-the-box OSIM consists of the following five phases:

1. Network Boot
2. Bootstrap 
3. OS Installation 
4. Post Installation Steps 
5. System Ready

The supporting architecture is shown in the following diagram:

Figure 54: OSIM Architecture
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What Is OSIM?

OSIM, also known as Bare Bones or Bare Metal installation utilizes preboot execution environment (PXE) to install
an operating system on a target computer remotely. At the execution level, OSIM manages the entire installation
lifecycle from the creation and registration of a boot image and an OS image, to the deployment of these images. The
OSIM process utilizes a PXE environment and provides the boot server, TFTP, bootstrap (boot image), and OS Image
functionality to the Scalability Server.

What Is PXE?

PXE is a standard that outlines how a target computer can boot off the network. This standard is the foundation on which
the OSIM process is built.

For detailed information about PXE, we recommend the following sources available on the Internet:

• Preboot Execution Environment
• PXE, aka Pre-Execution Environment
• http://www.pxe.ca/
• http://download.intel.com/design/archives/wfm/downloads/pxespec.pdf

An understanding of the PXE process is important to work on OSIM. At a high level, PXE is responsible for providing the
ability of a target computer to boot without executing a local copy of an operating system.

Figure 55: Usage Example New System Startup

The PXE process consists of the following steps:

1. The target agent boots and sends the DHCP packet with PXE options.
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2. The DHCP server responds with the IP address lease and PXE information such as the name and location of the
bootstrap file. 

3. Bootstrap is delivered to the target agent. 
4. Bootstrap makes a Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP) request for a boot file. 
5. The boot file is transferred to the target using TFTP. 
6. The software installation is run from the small runtime environment using normal networking.

How do OSIM and PXE Work?
This section contains the following topics:

 

PXE and OSIM provide the infrastructure and management to support the installation of an Operating System on a target
computer. 

Verify Prerequisites

Verify that the target computer is configured for PXE (network boot) and is connected to the network.

The execution of the PXE boot process is as follows:

1. On booting, the target PXE client sends a DHCP discovery broadcast that contains options specific to PXE.
2. The boot server (Scalability Server) responds with the IP address of the boot server and the PXE options. 
3. The DHCP server responds with an IP address. 
4. PXE requests for the IP address from the DHCP server. 
5. The DHCP server acknowledges the requests and grants the IP address. 
6. The PXE client requests a boot file (OSIM boot image). 

Note: At this stage, the boot file has a valid IP Address. 
7. The DHCP server acknowledges the request but does not know the location of the boot file. 
8. The boot server (Scalability Server) acknowledges the request and details the location and name of the boot file

(OSIM boot image) to use. 
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9. The PXE client places a TFTP request for the boot file. 
10. The boot server acknowledges the request and the boot file is transferred to the client using TFTP. 
11. A remote DHCP or boot server consists of multiple Discover, Offer, ACK, and Request packets, because there is one

packet from each router (relay). 
12. The OSIM boot image executes and runs a batch file, which prepares the target system for an operating system. The

hard drive is partitioned and the hard drive is formatted.
13. The OSIM boot image downloads the OSIM OSImage from the boot server (Scalability Server) using TFTP. 
14. The target computer executes the installation of the OSIM OSImage. 
15. After the target computer installs the Operating System, a post-installation script is run. This script installs the CA

Client Automation Base Agent and Software Delivery plug-in.

PXE Boot Process with OSIM

OSIM typically utilizes a PXE boot process as previously described. When a computer boots, a PXE request is broadcast
in the subnet. Boot servers monitor requests from target computers and answers from other boot servers. If a boot server
detects that some preconfigured number of requests from a target have not been answered, requests that of the target
computers are answered. This rule applies to all boot servers in the subnet. The target computer uses the first answer that
is received and connects to the boot server that sends the answer.

The following information is displayed on the target computer:

• The MAC address of the target computer (Client MAC ADDR)
• The IP address and network mask that the target computer sent from the DHCP server 
• The IP address of the DHCP server 
• The PROXY IP, which is the IP address of the selected OSIM boot server 
• The IP address of the default gateway that is sent from the DHCP server 
• The message that an OSIM boot server was selected (CA Managed PC Boot Server)

The type of registration in use defines the further action that is based on the OSIM process. You can manually register an
OSIM device or the device can be automatically registered. 

Implementing OSIM without PXE or DHCP
This section describes an alternative method of implementing OSIM. This method preempts the requirement of PXE or
DHCP in the initial phase of OSIM.

The major OSIM phases in this method are as follows:

1. Bootstrap Execute
2. OS Installation 
3. Post Installation Steps 
4. System Ready 

The alternate methodology is designed with minimal deviation from the standard out-of-the-box functionality. The only
phase that is impacted in the alternate methodology is the bootstrap phase, which is described in this article.

The following OSIM functions are not changed or impacted in any way and remain as part of the out-of-the-box
functionality:
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• Creation of boot image (used for the bootstrap)
• Creation of OS image (used for the OS installation) 
• Registration of OS image (used for the OS installation) 
• Manual registration of the target computer 
• OS Installation 
• Post-installation steps (used for naming the host, setting the administrator password, setting the IP address, and

adding a user to the domain)

How to Implement OSIM Without DCHP or PXE

As described in the previous article, the normal out-of-the-box OSIM process is based on the ability of the target computer
to boot the network using a network boot and broadcasting a PXE Request. Sometimes DCHP or PXE can be disabled
for the subnet where the target computer resides. If DHCP or PXE is disabled, the out-of-the-box OSIM functionality
does not work. As a work-around to this issue and to preempt the need for the DHCP and PXE, you can hard code the
static IP Addresses and load the OSIM boot image as bootable CD, DVD, or ISO. This bootable image offers the same
functionality that occurs in the initial phases of the normal OSIM process, where the boot server sends the boot image to
the target system and initiates the OSIM build process. In other words, the bootable CD, DVD, or ISO is a boot image with
minor modifications.

Specifically, utilizing this methodology lets you skip the following traditional out-of-the-box steps:

1. On power-up, the target PXE client sends a DHCP discovery broadcast that contains options that are specific to PXE.
2. The boot server (Scalability Server) responds with the IP address and PXE options of the boot server. 
3. The DHCP server responds with an IP address. 
4. PXE requests the IP address from the DHCP server. 
5. The DHCP server acknowledges the requests and grants the IP address. 
6. The PXE client requests a boot file (OSIM boot image). 

NOTE
At this stage, the boot file has a valid IP Address.

7. The DHCP server acknowledges the request but does not know the location of the boot file. 
8. The boot server (Scalability Server) acknowledges the request and details the location and name of the boot file

(OSIM boot image) to use.

Booting off the CD, DVD, or ISO preempts the need for PXE (and DHCP if desired) and immediately resumes at the
following steps:

1. The OSIM boot image executes and runs a batch file that prepares the target system for an operating system. The
boot image partitions the hard drive and formats the hard drive. 

2. The OSIM boot image downloads the OSIM OS image from the boot server (Scalability Server) using TFTP.
3. The target computer executes the installation of the OSIM OSImage. 
4. After the installation of the operating system, a post install script is run. This script installs the CA Client Automation

Base Agent and Software Delivery plug-in. 

Limitations of the Alternate Process

The alternate process has the following limitations:
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• Verify that each bootable CD, DVD, or ISO has unique hard-coded IP information (IP Address, subnet mask, and
gateway). DNS search order is optional but recommended. The target box utilizes this IP information to connect to the
network because the target box cannot use DHCP.

• Verify that each bootable CD, DVD, or ISO has a unique hard-coded IP address (or host name, if DNS is properly
defined) for the accessed boot server (Scalability Server). This IP Address is required because the boot server does
not dynamically get this information from the PXE process. 

• The name of the registered boot image is embedded in a batch file within the CD, DVD, or ISO. This boot image name
is required because the boot server does not dynamically get this information from the PXE process.

How Does the Alternate Process Work?

The most significant characteristic of the alternate process is that the PC boots off the CD, DVD, or ISO instead of
loading the boot image off the network (initiated by PXE). Thus, the need for initial bootstrap load over the network is
preempted. The following diagram illustrates the steps that are part of the modified OSIM process. The items that are
highlighted in yellow are the significant differences that occur between the out-of-the-box OSIM and the modified non-PXE
OSIM methodology.

 

The target computer boots from the CD, DVD, or ISO image as follows:

1. Utilizing drivers that are provided during the creation of the CD, DVD, or ISO executes a version of Microsoft Windows
Pre-installation Environment (Windows PE).

2. After the Windows PE is active on the network, Windows PE executes the standard startnet.cmd file. Windows PE, in
turn, invokes a modified version of the CA OSIM OSIMRUN.CMD file.

The OSIMRUN.CMD file performs the following functions:

1. The file disables the firewall.
2. The IP mask and gateway is configured when DHCP is not available; netsh int ip set address local static

192.168.247.236 255.255.255.0 192.168.247.235.
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3. The file verifies to see whether the Scalability Server is active, thus validating that Windows PE is using the correct
network driver. 

4. sdmpcimg is used to download the parameter files from the Scalability Server. 
5. The hard drive is partitioned.

If the OSImage is an unattended installation, the command file performs the following tasks:

1. The file formats the hard drive.
2. The OSIM tools are copied to the hard drive in C:\OSIM. 
3. The parameters are downloaded from the scalability server into C:\osim\canpc.dat for later use. 
4. The install script is downloaded from the scalability server into c:\ca-osim\startinst.cmd. 
5. The file executes the install script.

If the OSImage is an imagex or ghost image, the command file performs the following tasks:

• The shares in use are validated, because the file cannot TFTP an image.
• A drive is mapped to the camenu-11 share on the Scalability Server using canet command.
• The file executes the .\ %$WinPEFile$% (osimagename.cmd file).
• After the launch of the OS installation, the rest of the steps in the process follow the standard out-of-the-box OSIM

flow.

Difference Between the Two Processes

This section details the files that differentiate the normal out-of-the-box process for OSIM from the proposed alternate
method:

1. OSIMRUN.CMD: This file is located in the WIM image under \i386\ca-osim. Modify this file to add the following
information:
– If you are not using DHCP (static IP address, subnet mask, or gateway),IP network information.
– IP address of the Scalability Server 

2. “BootImageName”.2: You can find this file in the OSIM Image Prepare system (typically the domain server) under
\Program Files\CA\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\images\dosboot\”BootImageName”.2
“BootImageName” is the name of the boot image. For example, if the name boot image is winpecd, the file name is
winpecd.2. This file is modified to change the SwitchFile parameter.

Create the boot image in the same way as you create the out-of-the-box methodology for a WinPE 2 boot image.

Before you register the boot image, modify the OSIMRUN.CMD and the “BootImageName”.2 files and copy the WinPE 2
wim file. Follow the steps in the section How to Create the Boot Disk or ISO, to create the bootable disk or ISO.

With these minor changes, you preempt the requirement of using PXE Boot or DHCP for OSIM. You can now deploy
OSImages in a non-PXE environment. The changes to the OSIMRUN.CMD and “BootImageName”.2 files are
documented in Changes to Files.

How to Create the Boot Disk or ISO

Verify Prerequisites

Verify that the following prerequisites are met to ensure smooth operation of this process.

Follow these steps:

1. Install Windows Automated Installation Toolkit (AIK) on the system you are building the boot disk with.
2. Copy the run_me.cmd batch file to a temporary folder, for example, c:\bootiso 
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3. Similar to out-of-the-box OSIM steps, verify that you have all the device drivers that are required to support running
WinPE on the target computer, for example, video, network, and scsi drivers. Copy these drivers to a new directory C:
\work\bootcd\drivers.

Prepare for the Boot Disk or ISO Creation

After you perform the prerequisite steps, prepare to create the boot disk or ISO.

Follow these steps:

1. Create the WinPE Boot Image in the same way as for out-of-the-box OSIM. Do not register the boot image.
2. Modify the file ..\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\images\dosboot\UNDI\<BootImageName>.2 

Edit the file with a text editor and alter the Switchfile parameter to the name of the <OSImage_Name>.cmd. For
example, if your OS image is Win7SP1, the value is Switchfile=Win7SP1.cmd 

NOTE
You do not have to use the OSImage_Name. Use ANY filename to any other file, the boot server provides to
the target computer. 

3. Copy the Boot Image wim file from the following location to a temporary folder: ..\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc
\images\dosboot\<BootImageFileName>\boot\winpe. wim

4. Copy the file osimrun.cmd file from the following location: ..\DSM\osimips\os-template\updates\winpe20\i386\ca-osim
on the OSIM Image Prepare System (typically the Domain Server) to a temporary folder. 

5. Edit this copy of the osimrun.cmd batch file: 
– Replace the "SET" with "REM SET" to remark out the initial variable set commands.
– Add static IP address support: On line 34 of the original file ":trynetwork", insert a blank line BEFORE ":trynetwork". 
– Add the following text to the blank line: netsh int ip set address local static "ipaddress" "subnetmask" "gateway"

ipaddress: The static IP address for this boot disk 
subnetmask: The subnet mask for the network segment that this boot disk uses

– gateway: The default gateway for that subnet or the IP address of the local OSIM Scalability Server (boot server) on
that subnet
For example, the line reads in the following way: 
netsh int ip set address local static 192.168.247.236 255.255.255.0 192.168.247.235

6. Perform the following edits to the command file: 

Line Number Existing Code New Code

37 if defined sdmpcimg_BINLInfo goto
networkok

if not "%sdmpcimg_BINLInfo%" == ""
goto networkok

55 if not "%$CreateImage$%" == "no" ( if not "%$CreateImage$%" == "" ( 

56 if not "%$WinPEFile$%"=="no" ( if not "%$WinPEFile$%"=="" ( 

68 if not "%$WinPEPartition$%" == "no" ( if not "%$WinPEPartition$%" == "" (

95 if not "%$GhostImage$%" == "no" goto
imageres

if not "%$GhostImage$%" == "" goto
imageres 

96 if not "%$ImageXImage$%" == "no" goto
imageres

if not "%$ImageXImage$%" == "" goto
imageres

97 if not "%$CA-ImageFile$%" == "no" goto
imageres

if not "%$CA-ImageFile$%" == "" goto
imageres 

127 if not "%$WinPEFile$%" == "no" goto
start

if not "%$WinPEFile$%" == "" goto start 

128 if not "%$WinPETftp$%" == "no" goto
start

if not "%$WinPETftp$%" == "" goto start 
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176 if not "%executeimage%"=="no" .\
%executeimage%

if not "%executeimage%"=="" .\
%executeimage%

After you complete the edits, the osimrun.cmd file appears as shown in the following section.
Sample OSIMRUN.CMD File

@ECHO OFF
rem /******************************************************************************* 

rem                                                            # CA 

rem # 

                                 Proprietary and Confidential Information * 

rem # * 

rem # 

This material contains, and is part of a computer software program * 

rem # which is, proprietary and confidential information owned by CA. * 

rem # The program, including this material, may not be duplicated, disclosed * 

rem # or reproduced in whole or in part for any purpose without the express * 

rem # written authorization of CA. All authorized reproductions must be marked 

* rem # with this legend. 

* rem # 

* rem # 

Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved. * 

rem # 

* rem # Author:youca04 * 

rem 

/******************************************************************************* 

rem ++++ WinPE OSIM start file executed from i386\system32\startnet.cmd ++++ 

REM set $CreateImage$=no REM set $CreateNewPartitions$=yes REM set $GhostImage$=no 

REM set $ImageXImage$=no REM set $WinPEPartition$=no REM set $CA-ImageFile$=no 

REM set $WinPETftp$=no REM set $WinPEFile$=no REM set $BootServerNFS$=no 

REM set executeimage=no set REPCNT=. x:\i386\ca-osim\sleep 5 wpeutil 

DisableFirewall netsh int ip set address local static 192.168.247.236 255.255.255.0

 192.168.247.235 :trynetwork 

FOR /F "usebackq" %%i IN (`x:\i386\ca-osim\sdmpcimg -l`) DO set %%i if not defined 

"%sdmpcimg_BINLInfo%" =="" goto networkok if "%REPCNT%" == "....." 

( echo FATAL ERROR: Boot Server not found. echo Check whether WinPE has 

the correct network driver for this machine. goto end ) else 

( x:\i386\ca-osim\sleep 5 set REPCNT=%REPCNT%. goto trynetwork ) 

:networkok rem ++++ read parameter from boot server into environment 

FOR /F "usebackq tokens=1,* delims==" %%i IN (`x:\i386\ca-osim\sdmpcimg -m TFTP -p !`) DO set %%i=%%j

REG ADD "HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\Lsa" /v LmCompatibilityLevel /t REG_DWORD /d 1 /f rem ++++

 check for capture job and execute without partitioning if not "%$CreateImage$%" == "" 

( if not "%$WinPEFile$%"=="" ( set executeimage=%$WinPEFile$% goto useghost ) else 

( echo FATAL ERROR: Boot Parameter $WinPEFile$ is not defined !!! goto end ) ) 

rem ++++ check whether a new partition have to be created if not "%$CreateNewPartitions$%" == "yes" goto

 nopartition 

rem ++++ create a new partition. if not "%$WinPEPartition$%" == "" ( if not "%$SANID$%" == "" ( 

rem execute finddisk to prepare disk for us x:\i386\ca-osim\finddisk.exe -e -p %$SANID$% ) 

else ( echo Using partition file %$WinPEPartition$% goto UseWinPEPartition ) 

goto nopartition ) diskpart /s x:\i386\ca-osim\osimdisk.txt if %ERRORLEVEL% NEQ 0 

( diskpart /s x:\i386\ca-osim\osimdisk_remove_letterC.txt diskpart /s x:\i386\ca-osim\osimdisk.txt ) 
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goto nopartition :UseWinPEPartition x:\i386\ca-osim\sdmpcimg -m TFTP -t #MPCPATH#/camenu/%$WinPEPartition$

% 

diskpart /s %$WinPEPartition$% if %ERRORLEVEL% NEQ 0 

( diskpart /s x:\i386\ca-osim\osimdisk_remove_letterC.txt diskpart /s %$WinPEPartition$% ) 

:nopartition rem ++++ check for ghost32, imagex, caimage restore job 

if not "%$GhostImage$%" == "" goto imageres 

if not "%$ImageXImage$%" == "" goto imageres 

if not "%$CA-ImageFile$%" == "" goto imageres goto normalOS :imageres rem ++++ 

if required, format the disk in the <image>.cmd script 

set executeimage=%$WinPEFile$% goto useghost:normalOS rem ++++ normal OS setup job rem ++++ format the

 complete partition if "%$BootServerNFS$%"=="no" (set FILESYSTEM=NTFS) else 

(set FILESYSTEM=FAT32) format c: /FS:%FILESYSTEM% /X /Q /V:OSIM_VOL /Y 

if %ERRORLEVEL% NEQ 0 ( echo Failed to format C: volume. 

Is disk marked read-only or path not available? goto end )

rem ++++ copies CA tools to c: ++++ mkdir c:\ca-osim xcopy x:\i386\ca-osim\* c:\ca-osim /Y /E 

c: cd c:\ca-osim rem ++++ read OSIM parameters from BootServer in the file c:\canpc.dat 

for later use ++++ sdmpcimg -m TFTP -p c:\canpc.dat 

rem ++++ If we are installing to a SAN drive using NAA or EUI names, then ++++ 

rem ++++ finddisk should have recorded the name to temporary file 

for us ++++ type %TEMP%\osim-san.txt >> c:\canpc.dat 2>nul 

rem ++++ find out whether access is TFTP or share and check the name of the install 

script ++++ if not "%$WinPEFile$%" == "" goto start if not "%$WinPETftp$%" == "" goto 

start echo FATAL ERROR: Boot Parameter 'WinPEFile' is not defined !!! goto end 

:start rem ++++ try to load the bat file of the OS image if "%$~method$%" == 

"tftp" goto loadftp set METHOD=share rem ++++ load the related share based install 

script from BootServer ++++ c:\ca-osim\sdmpcimg -m TFTP -t #MPCPATH#/camenu/%$WinPEFile$% 

c:\ca-osim\startinst.cmd if errorlevel 1 ( echo FATAL ERROR: Batch file '%$WinPEFile$%' 

for OS installation not found !!! goto end ) goto install :loadftp set METHOD=tftp 

rem ++++ load the related TFTP based install script from BootServer ++++ c:\ca-osim\sdmpcimg -m 

TFTP -t #MPCPATH#/camenu/%$WinPETftp$% c:\ca-osim\startinst.cmd if errorlevel 1 

( echo FATAL ERROR: Batch file '%$WinPEFile$%' for OS installation not found !!! goto end ) :install

rem ++++ execute the install script. Note: The install script must substitute 

the OSIM parameter itself ++++ c:\ca-osim\startinst.cmd rem we will never get here goto end 

:useghost rem ++++ imaging share based job is requested if not "%$~method$%" == "tftp" 

goto getshare echo FATAL ERROR: Boot Server is not set to share access !!! goto end :getshare 

x:\i386\ca-osim\canet use z: \\%$BootServer$%\camenu-11 "%$LogonPasswd$%" /USER:canonprv 

if errorlevel 1 x:\i386\ca-osim\canet use z: \\%$BootServer$%\camenu-11 "%$LogonPasswd$%" 

/USER:canonprv >NUL 2>&1 if not errorlevel 1 goto instghost echo FATAL ERROR: 

No camenu-11 Boot Server share available !!! goto end :instghost z: cd z:\ 

if not "%executeimage%"=="" .\%executeimage% echo FATAL ERROR: Boot Parameter 'WinPEFile' is not

 defined !!! :end 

pause

Create the Boot Disk or ISO 

After you complete the preparation to create boot disk or ISO, create the boot disk or ISO.

Follow these steps:

1. Execute the run_me.cmd batch file and perform the following steps:
a. When prompted, define or confirm the default value for the WAIK install path. 
b. When prompted, copy the wim file to the directory specified. 
c. When prompted, copy the osimrun.cmd to the specified directory. 
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d. When prompted, add any drivers per the command in the prompt. 
e. Follow the rest of the prompts to create the iso.

Run_Me.cmd Batch File

@echo off 

REM ****************************************************************************** 

REM * This Script creates an ISO File with a WinPE that is able to Boot a System * 

REM * that connects to the CA bootserver. Run this Script on the DSM Manager * 

REM * Where you have installed the WAIK from Microsoft. Please have the Wim and * 

REM * the modified osimrun.cmd ready as per the pre-requisites in the Green book * 

REM * **************************************************************************** 

REM Author Richard Little - CA Technologies REM This script is field developed and is not covered by the CA

 Support agreement 

echo 

Please have the Wim and the modified osimrun.cmd echo ready as per the pre-requisites in the Green book 

echo. echo. if exist "C:\work" goto error1 echo Do you want to define the WAIK Tools Directory? echo. 

echo Default = C:\program Files \Windows AIK\Tools echo. set /p answer=Change? (Y/N): if /I %answer% == Y 

goto Change set WaikToolDir=C:\Program Files\Windows AIK\Tools :Continue 

echo setup WinPE Build env cd %waiktooldir%\petools call copype.cmd x86 

c:\work 2>c:\debug.txt if NOT %ERRORLEVEL%==0 goto errorcopype del winpe.wim cd / 

if NOT exist "c:\work\Mount" mkdir "c:\work\Mount" echo. echo Please copy the Wim from your boot 

image to c:\work pause :wim if NOT exist c:\work\winpe.wim goto errorwim 

echo please copy the modified osimrun.cmd to c:\work pause 

:osimrun if NOT exist c:\work\osimrun.cmd goto errorosimrun echo Mounting the winpe.wim 

image to c:\work\mount echo. "%WaikToolDir%\x86\imagex.exe" /mountrw "c:\work\winpe.wim" 1 "c:\work\mount" 

echo. echo Copy your modified osimrun.cmd file to c:\work\mount\i386\ca-osim\osimrun.cmd echo 

Modified file will add static ip support and hardcode bootserver) echo. 

copy /Y c:\work\osimrun.cmd c:\work\mount\i386\ca-osim\osimrun.cmd echo.

echo Add additional drivers to the Mounted WinPE by using the following command: 

echo "%WaikToolDir%\PETools\peimg.exe /inf=<path>\<driver>.inf C:\work\mount" 

echo. echo Press any key when Driver additons are done to run the next step. pause 

echo. echo Unmounting the winpe.wim image to c:\work\mount 

echo. "%WaikToolDir%\x86\imagex.exe" /unmount "c:\work\mount" /commit  

echo. echo Now creating the ISO File echo Press any key to create the ISO pause if NOT exist "c:\work\ISO

\sources" mkdir "c:\work\ISO\sources"  

copy /Y c:\work\winpe.wim c:\work\ISO\sources\boot.wim  "%WaikToolDir%\x86\oscdimg.exe" -n -b"c:\work

\etfsboot.com" c:\work\ISO c:\work\WinPE_x86.iso  

echo ISO File is now completed. echo Now burn the ISO c:\work\WinPE_x86.iso to a CD. pause 

echo. goto end   

:Change echo Enter path to Waik Tools Directory set /p WaikToolDir= goto Continue  

:end echo Thank you for creating a non PXE boot image for use with OSIM echo. pause exit  

:error1 echo The Folder C:\work already exists. Please remove this folder echo and run this script again to

 create the iso. echo. pause exit :errorwim echo You have not copied the wim from your bootimage to c:\work

 echo please do so to continue! echo. pause goto :wim :errorosimrun echo You have not copied the modified

 OSIMRUN.CMD to c:\work echo please do so to continue! echo. pause goto osimrun  

:errorcopype 

echo You defined the WAIK install directory as >>c:\debug.txt 

echo %waiktooldir% >>c:\debug.txt 

echo this is incorrect and has prevented the setup of the build env >>c:\debug.txt 

echo. 

echo you entered an incorrect path for the WAIK tools 

echo or did not install to default location echo for more information see c:\debug.txt 
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echo. 

echo do you wish to define the correct path and try again? 

echo. set /p continue=try again? (Y/N): if /I %continue% == Y goto Change exit

Internal Processes
This section documents the internal behavior of OSIM, to help you customize OSIM when required, or debug when
troubleshooting an OS installation job.

Verify Prerequisites for Booting from the Network

Configure computers in their BIOS to allow network boot to occur. Verify whether the network boot option is part of the
computer boot order for this configuration. The two methods to perform this configuration are as follows:
Method 1:

In this method, the network boot item is the first one in the boot order.

• Computers always attempt to boot from the network first.
• Create an OS installation job for the successful re-imaging of the computer. 
• If an OS installation job is mistakenly configured, this method has a high risk of mistakenly re-imaging a server. 

Method 2:

This method is a safer one in which the network boot item is lower within the boot order, possibly after the local hard disk.

• If the local hard disk is empty, computers boot from the network. So if an OS installation job has been configured for a
computer, re-imaging is done only when a definitive manual operation is executed on the server directly. Clearing out
the computer partition table from the running server can complete this process.

• This method is more suitable for provisioning new computers, because this method ensures that a computer is never
mistakenly reimaged, even when an OS installation job was mistakenly configured.

Network Boot Process Flow
After the BIOS boot order is configured, the high-level network boot procedure is as follows:

1. The computer is configured to boot from the network.
2. The computer boots from the network 
3. The computer sends a DHCP (PXE) request. 
4. The computer receives an IP address from DHCP. 
5. If the boot server details were not provided in the DHCP answer, the Computer sends a PXE (DHCP) request. 
6. The computer boots from the CA Boot Server using TFTP 
7. If the computer is configured for an OS installation, the computer downloads the OS configured Boot image and boots

from it. Otherwise, the computer boots from the local disk

After configuration in the BIOS, a computer boots from the network requesting for an OS Boot Server (BS) in one of the
following ways:

• On a segment that is the same as the boot server
• On a segment that has been configured to relay computer boot requests (PXE boot requests) to the boot server, using

one of the following options: 
– Using special configuration of the network DHCP server.
– Creating an IP Helper configuration on the network device. This option is the preferred over others because this

option is easier to manage and configure.

Following the network boot request, the computer receives its IP address from the network DHCP server.
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If the network DHCP server was configured for the boot server, the following process takes place:

1. The boot server information is provided to the target computer.
2. The target computer contacts the boot server directly. 
3. The target computer receives the initial TFTP packets.

If the segment was configured to relay DHCP/PXE requests to the boot server, the following process takes place:

1. After the target computer receives the IP address, another specific DHCP or PXE request is sent on the network which
is automatically relayed to the boot server.

2. The boot server processes the request and sends an answer directly to the target computer. 
3. The target computer then contacts the boot server directly. 
4. The target computer receives its initial TFTP packets.

If no OS installation job was created for the target computer, the following process takes place:

1. By default, the boot server records the target computer MAC address.
2. Step 1 makes this newly discovered computer available in the DSM Explorer OSIM screen. Some options are

available in the DSM Configuration Policy to control this behavior. 
3. The boot server sends back the boothd command to the target computer (boot from the local hard disk).

If an OS installation job was created for the target computer, using the MAC address as the key information to look at:

• If the OS installation job is in any state except Pending, the boot server sends the OS BootNormal parameter
command which defaults to boothd (boot from the local hard disk).

• If the OS installation job is in the Pending state: 
a. The boot server sends the OS Boot Special parameter boot image that is associated to the OS installation job

where the target computer MAC address is defined. This version is typically an OSIM configured version of
Windows PE. 

b. The following versions of WinPE are available, now based on Windows AIK: 
1.0, 2.0 and, 3.0; all three versions are supported in 32-bit and 64-bit.

c. The following versions of DOS are available, all based on a floppy image of Windows 98: 
• For Windows, with the Microsoft DOS network client included (DOS) 
• For Linux, without DOSX

Standard OSIM Boot Image Processing
When initially booting from the OS Boot Special parameter, the boot image process follows a sequence that starts with the
value associated to the parameter itself. If any boot image exists with the same name but with a higher sequential number,
the process continues with extra boot images.

DOS boot images are a good example because the images typically start with BootImage.2, and continue with
BootImage.3 immediately after BootImage.2 reboot completes. This sequencing scheme provides greater flexibility to
support any combination of special requirements that have to be covered through multiple actions that computer reboots
separates.

DOS Boot Image Process Flow
DOS Boot images start the OS installation process by managing the disk partitioning. Run the OS installation job
parameter batch file (Microsoft share or TFTP-based). The DOS boot image process flow is as follows:

1. The DOS boot image creates a parameterized version of the generic autoexec.bat file.
2. The DOS boot image uses the parameterized file to launch the proper OS image installation batch file.
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If the OS Boot Special parameter refers to DOS, the boot image process is split into two, where osinstal.2 first resets the
local hard disk partition and reboots.

• An old DOS requirement stipulates that a partition cannot be reset live. Make a copy of a:\autoexec.bat into a:
\install.bat is as follows: 
copy a:\install.bat + a:\autoexec.bat > NUL

• Retrieving the OS parameters into a:\canpc.dat using tftp and getpfile is as follows: 
a:\net\tftp -t "#MPCPATH#/camenu/getpfile.exe" 

a:\getpfile.exe a:\getpfile -pt #MPCPATH#/images/dosboot/parms a:\canpc.dat 

• Changing all the OS parameters in a:\install.bat, a:\net\system.ini, and a:\net\netstart.bat using setopdat and
canpc.dat:
setopdat -i a:\canpc.dat -f a:\install.bat

• Running the parameterized version of a:\install.bat.
• If the installation is Microsoft or NFS share-based, a:\install.bat finally retrieves from the mapped M drive the OS

installation job BatchFile parameter batch file and runs with the FDISK argument.
• If the installation is TFTP-based, a:\install.bat finally retrieves using TFTP the OS installation job TftpFile parameter

batch file and runs with the FDISK argument.

Execute the OS installation job BatchFile or TftpFile for osinstal.3 to continue with the OS installation job. osinstal.3
execution is identical to osinstal.2 with the exception that the last execution of the OS installation job BatchFile or TftpFile
has no argument (no FDISK).

DOSX Boot Image Process Flow
DOSX Boot images are identical to the DOS boot images, with the exception DOSX Boot images only support TFTP.

If the OS installation job Boot Special boot image refers to DOSX, the boot image process is split into two, where osinstx.2
first resets the local hard disk partition and reboots.

• An old DOS requirement stipulates that a partition cannot be reset live.
Make copy of a:\autoexec.bat into a:\install.bat is as follows: 
copy a:\install.bat + a:\autoexec.bat > NUL 

• Retrieving the OS parameters into a:\canpc.dat using tftp and getpfile is as follows: 
a:\net\tftp -t "#MPCPATH#/camenu/getpfile.exe" a:\getpfile.exe 

a:\getpfile -pt #MPCPATH#/images/dosboot/parms a:\canpc.dat

• Changing all the OS parameters in a:\install.bat using setopdat and canpc.dat is as follows: 
setopdat -i a:\canpc.dat -f a:\install.bat

• Running the parameterized version of a:\install.bat finally retrieves using TFTP the OS installation job TftpFile
parameter batch file and runs with the FDISK argument. 

Execute the OS installation job TftpFile for osinstx.3 to continue with the OS installation job. osinstx.3 execution is
identical to osinstx.2 with the exception that the very last execution of the OS installation job TftpFile does not contain an
argument (no FDISK).

Windows PE Boot Image Process Flow
Windows PE Boot images start the OS installation process by managing the local disk partitioning. Run the OS installation
job parameter batch file (Microsoft share or TFTP-based). The Windows PE boot image process flow is as follows:

1. If the OS CreateNewPartitions parameter is set to Yes, the Windows PE boot image typically resets the primary disk
partitions using Microsoft diskpart.

2. The C drive is formatted.
3. A parameterized version of the OS image installation batch file (c:\ca-osim\startinst.cmd) is created. 
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4. The personalized version of the OS image installation batch file is launched. 

If the OS installation job Boot Special boot image parameter refers to Windows PE, the OSIM configured version of
Windows PE runs as follows. The 32-bit version is the same as here but refers to X:\i386\... instead of X:\amd64\...

• X:\amd64\ca-osim\startnet.cmd
– This batch file initializes Windows PE (wpeinit). 
– The X:\amd64\ca-osim\osimrun.cmd (part of the Windows PE image) is invoked. 

• X:\amd64\ca-osim\osimrun.cmd 
– This batch file initializes DOS variables for the OS parameters default values. 
– The batch file validates network connectivity using the sdmpcimg command as follows: 

FOR /F "usebackq" %%i IN (`x:\amd64\ca-osim\sdmpcimg -l`) DO set %%i 
– The batch file extracts all OS installation job parameters values using sdmpcimg (TFTP) and creates (or overwrites)

DOS variables for OS parameters values as follows: 
FOR /F "usebackq tokens=1,* delims==" %%i IN (`x:\amd64\ca-osim\sdmpcimg -m TFTP -p !`) DO set %%i=%%j 

– If the OS CreateNewPartitions parameter is set to Yes and the OS WinPEPartition parameter is set to the chosen
OS partition file, the file is transferred using sdmpcimg (TFTP) and is used to drive the Microsoft diskpart command
as follows:
x:\amd64\ca-osim\sdmpcimg -m TFTP -t #MPCPATH#/camenu/%$WinPEPartition$% ! | diskpart 

– If the OS CreateNewPartitions parameter is set to Yes, but WinPEPartition is not defined (or set to No), the
Microsoft diskpart command is run using the default x:\amd64\ca-osim\osimdisk.txt response file as follows: 
diskpart /s x:\amd64\ca-osim\osimdisk.txt

where x:\amd64\ca-osim\osimdisk.txt = 

select disk 0 

clean 

create partition primary 

select partition 1 

assign letter=c 

active exit 

• If the OS CreateNewPartitions parameter is set to No, the current local hard disk partitions remain intact. 
• The batch file formats the C drive using NTFS or FAT32 when the OS BootServerNFS parameter is defined as follows: 

format c: /FS:%FILESYSTEM% /X /Q /V:OSIM_VOL /Y

• The batch file creates the c:\ca-osim folder and copies all files from x:\i386|amd64\ca-osim into the c:\ca-osim folder. 
mkdir c:\ca-osim 

xcopy x:\amd64\ca-osim\*.* c:\ca-osim /Y 

• The batch file retrieves the OS parameters into c:\canpc.dat using sdmpcimg (TFTP). 
sdmpcimg -m TFTP -p c:\canpc.dat 

• If the installation is Microsoft or NFS share based, the batch file finally retrieves the OS WinPEFile parameter using
sdmpcimg (TFTP) and runs.
c:\ca-osim\sdmpcimg -m TFTP -t #MPCPATH#/camenu/%$WinPEFile$% 

c:\ca-osim\startinst.cmd

• If the installation is TFTP-based, the batch file finally retrieves the OS “WinPETftp” parameter using sdmpcimg (TFTP)
and runs.
c:\ca-osim\sdmpcimg -m TFTP -t #MPCPATH#/camenu/%$WinPETftp$% 

c:\ca-osim\startinst.cmd 

• Finally, the batch file also supports target server imaging, when the OS CreateImage parameter is set to Yes.
The OS WinPEFile parameter is run from the Z drive, which is mapped using the canet command as follows: 
x:\amd64\ca-osim\canet use z: \\%$BootServer$%\camenu-11 "%$LogonPasswd$%" /USER:canonprv
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Standard OSIM OS Image Processing
After the boot image has completed processing, control to the proper OS batch file is transferred. This batch file is
retrieved from the Boot Server camenu folder and defined as:

• OS WinPEFile parameter when the OS image is set up to use Microsoft shares for Windows or NFS for Linux.
• OS WinPETftp parameter when the OS image is set up to use TFTP.

The following sections define how a few of the supported operating systems are installed.

Windows Server 2008 R2 OS Image Process Flow

Windows Server 2008 R2 start the OS installation process by creating a parameterized version of its control batch file, the
Windows unattended response file, and the post installation configuration batch file. The Windows Server installation is
triggered by launching the standard Windows set up as follows:

1. The Windows Server 2008 R2 main batch file creates a parameterized version of itself (c:\setup.bat).
2. A parameterized version of the Windows unattended response file (c:\ca-osim\unattend.xml) is created.
3. A parameterized version of the post installation configuration batch file (c:\oeminst\custom.cmd) is created. 
4. The standard Windows set up command is launched. 

The Windows Server 2008 R2 OS Image Process Flow is triggered by running the following commands:

• camenu\W2K8R2.cmd (= c:\ca-osim\startinst.cmd when the OS is installed using Microsoft shares)
– This batch file makes a copy of itself into c:\setup.bat as follows: 

echo goto start >c:\setup.bat type c:\ca-osim\startinst.cmd >> c:\setup.bat

– All the OS parameters are replaced in c:\setup.bat using preplace as follows: 
c:\ca-osim\preplace.exe -i c:\canpc.dat c:\setup.bat

– The dynamically updated version of c:\setup.bat is invoked.
• c:\setup.bat (using Microsoft shares) 

– This batch file retrieves the Windows Response file using sdmpcimg and TFTP as follows: 
c:\ca-osim\sdmpcimg -m TFTP -t #MPCPATH#/camenu/NEW_IMAGE_NAME.inf 

c:\ca-osim\unattend.xml

– If the OS InstallAgent parameter is set to Yes (CA Software Delivery agent has to be installed), the Z drive is
mapped using canet and the agent package is locally copied: 
c:\ca-osim\canet use z: \\$BootServer$\sxpsetup-11 $LogonPasswd$ /USER:canonprv if exist z:\agt12w32.caz

 copy z:\agt12w32.caz c:\sdagent /Y

• The batch file then maps the S drive using canet and copies OS post configuration: 
c:\ca-osim\canet use s: \\$BootServer$\?SHARE# $LogonPasswd$ /USER:canonprv md c:\oeminst 

xcopy s:\oeminst\*.* c:\oeminst /E

• If language pack updates are required, the c:\ca-osim\unattend.xml response file is updated accordingly. 
• Both the c:\ca-osim\unattend.xml response file and the OS post configuration c:\oeminst\custom.cmd are

updated using preplace and c:\canpc.dat as follows: 
c:\ca-osim\preplace.exe -8 -i c:\canpc.dat c:\ca-osim\unattend.xml 

c:\ca-osim\preplace.exe -i c:\canpc.dat c:\oeminst\custom.cmd 

• Finally, the Windows Server setup.exe is run from the S drive, using the updated response file as follows: 
setup.exe /unattend:c:\ca-osim\unattend.xml 

OR

• camenu\W2K8R2.ftw (= c:\ca-osim\startinst.cmd when the OS is installed using TFTP)
– The initial three steps are the same as described for camenu\W2K8R2.cmd. 

• c:\setup.bat (using TFTP) 
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– This batch file retrieves the Windows Response file using sdmpcimg and TFTP: 
c:\ca-osim\sdmpcimg -m TFTP -t #MPCPATH#/camenu/NEW_IMAGE_NAME.inf 

c:\ca-osim\unattend.xml 

– If the OS InstallAgent parameter is set to Yes (CA Software Delivery agent has to be installed), the agent package is
locally copied using TFTP. 
c:\ca-osim\sdmpcimg -m TFTP -t "#MPCPATH#\agents\agt12w32.caz" 

c:\sdagent\agt12w32.caz 

– The batch file transfers the entire Windows Server OS image using TFTP: 
c:\ca-osim\sdmpcimg -m TFTP -z "#MPCPATH#/images/?SHARE#/?SHARE#/?SHARE#.caz" 

c:\osimtemp 

– Copies OS post configuration as follows: 
md c:\oeminst 

xcopy c:\osimtemp\oeminst\*.* c:\oeminst /E 

– If language pack updates are required, the c:\ca-osim\unattend.xml response file is updated. 
– Both the c:\ca-osim\unattend.xml response file and the OS post configuration c:\oeminst\custom.cmd are updated

using preplace and c:\canpc.dat:
c:\ca-osim\preplace.exe -8 -i c:\canpc.dat c:\ca-osim\unattend.xml 

c:\ca-osim\preplace.exe -i c:\canpc.dat c:\oeminst\custom.cmd

– Finally, the Windows Server setup.exe is run from the c:\osimtemp folder, using the updated response file: 
setup.exe /unattend:c:\ca-osim\unattend.xml

– camenu\W2K8R2.def
This file is an internal OSIM file, where all the default OS parameter values are saved. You can add, modify, or
remove the OS parameters presented in DSM Explorer by modifying this file. 

– camenu\W2K8R2.inf
This file is the default Windows Server response file. Starting with Windows Server 2008, this file is now an XML
file, which includes the following seven OS parameters: 
• $OSUser$, User Data Full Name 
• $W2K8R2-type$, Windows Server 2008 OS type 
• $SetupLanguage$, $InputLocale$, $Language$, Windows language localization 
• $ComputerName$, Computer Name 
• $TimeZone$, Local Time Zone
The file performs the following actions: 
a. The proper version of the OS (Standard, Enterprise) is installed.
b. The drivers that are copied to the OS image and C:\oeminst\driver are enabled.
c. The Windows firewall is disabled.
d. The execution of the c:\oeminst\custom.cmd post installation script through a single initial post installation auto-

logon session is configured.
– camenu\W2K8R2.osi

This file is an internal OSIM file, where the OS OSIM files are listed.
– camenu\W2K8R2.wp1

• This file is the Windows Server-specific diskpart command file. 
• This file is identical to the WinPE osimdisk.txt diskpart command file, with extra commands that forcefully remove

volumes 0 through 3 before cleaning and resetting the main partition.
– images\W2K8R2\oeminst\custom.cmd (= c:\oeminst\custom.cmd when the OS is installed) 

• If Windows hotfixes are included in the OS images (c:\oeminst\hotfixes\*.msu): 
• Wait for the installation to complete (after the first boot) before you can apply the fixes. 
• Custom.cmd copies itself to c:\oeminst\custom1.cmd. 
• Adds itself to the Windows RunOnce registry key as follows: 
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cmd /c reg add "HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\RunOnce" /v RunThis /d "c:\oeminst

\custom1.cmd" /f >> c:\calogfile.txt

• Another auto-logon session is added to run custom1.cmd using regedit, canpc.dat, and preplace as follows: 
echo REGEDIT4 > c:\oeminst\AUTOLOG.reg 

… 

if exist c:\canpc.dat c:\ca-osim\preplace.exe -i c:\canpc.dat c:\oeminst\AUTOLOG.reg 

%SystemRoot%\REGEDIT.EXE /S c:\oeminst\AUTOLOG.reg >> c:\calogfile.txt 

• The first boot is completed by rebooting the server as follows: 
set finalstep=start c:\oeminst\logoff /REBOOT /FORCE:120 

– Execution continues on the first or second boot, putting execution output in c:\calogfile.txt. 
– If Windows hotfixes are included in the OS images (c:\oeminst\hotfixes\*.msu), Windows expand.exe and

pkgmgr.exe commands are used for installation as follows: 
start /WAIT /MIN expand.exe -f:* "c:\oeminst\hotfixes\%%i" 

c:\oeminst\hotfixes\expanded 

… 

start /WAIT /MIN pkgmgr.exe /ip /m:"

c:\oeminst\hotfixes\expanded\%%~ni.cab" /norestart /quiet 

– If the OS “InstallAgent“ parameter is set to Yes (CA Software Delivery agent has to be installed), the SD agent
is installed, either from c:\sdagent\agt12w32.caz (r12) or c:\sdagent\agentw32.caz (r11) using sdmpcfre and
DeployWrapper (r12) or msiexec (r11) 
c:\oeminst\sdmpcfre.exe -u c:\sdagent\agt12w32.caz c:\sdagent 

… 

start /WAIT /MIN c:\sdagent\DeployWrapper.exe /OSIM AGENT_SERVER=$SDOServerName$ 

CAUNIITRM_INSTALLERNAME=AgentSD ALLUSERS=1 CAF_INSTALL_SERVICE=1 

CAF_START_SERVICE=0 /qn /l*v "%TEMP%\ITRMSetupAgtSD.log" 

OR
c:\oeminst\sdmpcfre.exe -u c:\sdagent\agentw32.caz c:\sdagent 

…

start /WAIT /MIN msiexec.exe /iAgtSD.msi AGENT_SERVER=$SDOServerName$ 

CAUNIITRM_INSTALLERNAME=AgentSD ALLUSERS=1 CAF_INSTALL_SERVICE=1 

CAF_START_SERVICE=0 /qn /l*v "%TEMP%\ITRMSetupAgtSD.log"

– The agent part is completed by deleting the local sdagent folder as follows:
rmdir /S /Q c:\sdagent

– The script sets the administrator password as follows:
c:\ca-osim\canet.exe administrator "$OSPasswd$" >> c:\calogfile.txt

– The auto-admin log in is reset as follows:
reg add "HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows NT\CurrentVersion\Winlogon" /v AutoAdminLogon /d 0 /f

– The domain is joined as follows:
c:\ca=osim\canet.exe JoinDomain "$Domain$" "$DomainUser$" "$DomainPasswd$" >> c:\calogfile.txt

– The server is rebooted as follows.
set finalstep=start c:\oeminst\logoff /REBOOT /FORCE:120

OS Capture and Deployment

The OS capture and deployment process flow uses the same general logic as previously mentioned, booting from the
OSIM boot image and running the OS capture or deployment batch files. The supported OSIM capture and deployment
OS types are as follows: 
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• GETIMAGE: Generic capture OS type, which applies either Ghost32 or ImageX. Windows 2000, 2003, 2008, XP, and
Vista (32-bit or 64-bit) are supported.

• GETIMAGE-WIN7: Newer capture OS type, which only applies ImageX. Windows 7 (32-bit or 64-bit) and Windows
2008 R2 (64 bit) are supported.

• GHOST: Original Symantec Ghost supported OS type, which was originally designed for Windows 2000, 2003, XP (32-
bit or 64-bit).

• IMAGEX: This OS type is added to support Microsoft ImageX for Windows 2000, 2003, and XP (32-bit or 64-bits).
• IMAGEX-VISTA: This OS type is also added to support Windows Vista and 2008 (32-bit or 64 bit).
• IMAGEX-WIN7: This OS type now supports Windows 7 (32-bit or 64-bit) and Windows 2008 R2 (64 bit).

OSIM does not currently support capture and deployment of Linux OS images.

OSIM Boot Image Customization
When required, you can customize boot images in one of the following ways: 

• Modify the boot image reference batch files that are located under the DSM\osimips\os-template\updates folder. 
• Perform this step before creating the boot image, by directly modifying the boot image batch files. 
• This method affects all boot images that are created after the reference batch files are updated. 
• The possibility of restoring the customization is possible after upgrading or applying fixes. Manual file validation is

required after an upgrade or fixing. 
• Modify the resulting boot image under the …\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\images\ dosboot folder
• This method is difficult because of the mounting, modification, and again saving of the boot image.
• This method affects the boot image that is updated. 

The need to create a custom boot image can be minimal. Usually the default OSIM boot image as described in the
Standard OSIM boot image-processing section, is generic and does not have to create a custom boot image. Otherwise,
the details that are provided are sufficient to understand the process of changing the boot images.

OSIM OS Image Customization
You can customize OS images in one of the following ways: 

• Modify the OS image reference batch files located under the …DSM\osimips\os-template\camenu and images folder. 
• Perform this method before creating the OS image, by directly modifying the OS image configuration files. 
• This method affects all boot images that are created after the reference batch files are updated. 
• The possibility of restoring the customization is possible after upgrading or applying fixes. Manual file validation is

required after an upgrade or fixing. 
• Modifying the resulting OS image under the …\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\camenu and images folders as

follows: 
– Perform this method after creating and before registering the OS image, by directly modifying the OS image

configuration files. 
– This method only affects the boot image that is updated.

Update the following files: 

• OS parameters configuration file 
– To add OS parameters or change their default value 
– Reference files: OSimageType.def (in …DSM\osimips\os-template\camenu) 
– OS image files: default.ini (in …\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\images\OSimageName) 

• OS installation batch file 
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– To change the way the OS configuration files are dynamically updated 
– Reference files: OSimageType.bat|.cmd|.ftp|.ftw (in …DSM\osimips\os-template\camenu) 
– .bat or .cmd are used when the boot server is configured for share mode installations 
– .ftp or .ftw are used when the boot server is configured for TFTP mode installations 

• OS image files: OSimageName.bat|.cmd|.ftp|.ftw (in …\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\ camenu)
– .bat or .cmd are used when the boot server is configured for share mode installations 
– .ftp or .ftw are used when the boot server is configured for TFTP mode installations 

• OS installation response file 
– To change the way the OS is installed 
– Reference files: OSimageType.inf (in …DSM\osimips\os-template\camenu) 
– OS image files: OSimageName.inf (in …\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\camenu) 

The details that are provided in the Standard OSIM OS image-processing section are sufficient to understand the process
of changing the OS image files. For more information, refer OSIM Administration section.

DHCP Menu
This section contains the following information:

In a standard implementation of OSIM, the target PXE computer identifies the boot server without any required DHCP
configuration. The only prerequisite is that the DHCP broadcast from the PXE target has to be received at the boot server.
The special configuration that is required is that the routers or switches pass the broadcast to the boot server. Configure
one or more IP Helpers. 

Sometimes, configuring these IP Helpers is not possible due to varying technical or business reasons. In such cases,
informing the PXE target of the location of the boot server is necessary. Use DHCP options 60 and 43 in the DHCP offer
that the target receives from the DHCP server.

In other implementations, two conflicting PXE boot servers can be present from different vendors on the same subnet. In
such cases, selecting the correct server automatically is not possible. Hence, a menu is required to enable the selection of
the required boot server.

This section details DHCP options 60 and 43 and describes how to direct the PXE to the boot server:

1. Automatically redirect PXE requests to a given boot server
2. Provide a menu of boot servers that time out and select a default 
3. Provide a menu of boot servers that do not time out 

NOTE
The DHCP menu cannot have multiple CA Boot Servers.

If the CA Boot Server is present in the same subnet as the target computers, set Enable DHCP Proxy configuration policy
to False on the CA Boot Server under DSM, Scalability Server, OSIM, ManagePC, and Server.

DHCP Options

DHCP Option 43

Option 43 has many suboptions. Many of these suboptions are optional. A complete list of the suboptions is available in
the INTEL PXE specifications. The following content describes the options relevant to this topic:

• PXE Option 6: PXE_Discovery_Control
The PXE client uses this method for contacting the PXE server by using a bit field. The following list describes the bit
fields: 
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– Bit 0: If this field is set, broadcast discovery is disabled. 
– Bit 1: If this field is set, multicast discovery is disabled. 
– Bit 2: If this field is set, only uses or accepts servers in PXE_BOOT_SERVERS. 
– Bit 3: If this field is set and a boot file name is present in the initial DHCP or ProxyDHCP offer packet, downloads

the boot file (do not prompt/menu/discover). 
– Bit 4-7: Must be 0. 
– If this tag is not supplied, all bits are assumed to be 0. 

• PXE Option 8: PXE_BOOT_SERVERS 
This option specifies a list of IP addresses corresponding to the PXE servers. A 2-byte number (0007) for the CA Boot
server, and the IP Address identifies each PXE server. 
– When defining multiple boot servers, ensure that each server uses a different PXE server type number. Otherwise,

the PXE network card recognizes them as one server. 
– The CA boot server allows only the use of 0007. You can define only one boot server in this option for use with

OSIM. 
– After the server number, a 1-byte number indicates the number of servers to list. 

• PXE Option 9: PXE_BOOT_MENU 
This option specifies a list of choices to display on the screen during the PXE boot. 
– Verify that each entry has the same server type as an entry in option 8 to ensure that they are related to each other. 

• PXE Option 10: PXE_MENU_TIMEOUT
The timeout is the number of seconds to wait before selecting the first boot menu item automatically. The prompt is
displayed, followed by the number of seconds remaining before the first item in the boot menu is auto-selected. 
– If <F8> is pressed, the menu is displayed. 
– When the timeout expires, the first item in the menu is auto- selected. 
– If the timeout is 255, the menu and prompt are displayed without a timeout. 
– If the timeout is 0, the first item in the menu is auto-selected. 

• PXE option 255: PXE_END 
– Ensure that the DHCP option 43 ends with option 255 (FF). 

Defining Option 43

Option 43 is defined to a Windows DHCP server using the netsh command. The command line contains the following two
parts:

1. Part one describes the DHCP server, scope, and options to update.
2. Part two describes the suboptions. 

The command to define option 43 to the DHCP server 192.168.105.1 and scope 192.168.105.0 is as follows:

Netsh dhcp server 192.168.105.1 scope 192.168.105.0 set optionvalue 43 BINARY <suboptions>

The sub-options are specified in a binary string.

Each sub-option contains three parts as illustrated in the following table:

Option
Number

Length Value      

Xx xx xx xx xx xx xx xx

The length is the hex value of the number of bytes that make up the value. Each character pair is equal to 1 byte. In this
example, the length is 08.   
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DHCP Option 60

This option is the Vendor Class Identifier (VCI) and is a text string that is used to identify a type of the vendor device.

For a PXE device, ensure that this option has the string PXEClient.

Defining Option 60

Follow these steps:

1. Open the command prompt.
2. Type netsh. 
3. Type dhcp. 
4. Type server \\servername or server ip_address. 

A command prompt with the title dhcp server appears. 
5. Type the following commands for PXE support:

add optiondef 60 PXEClient STRING 0 comment=option added 

set optionvalue 60 STRING PXEClient

6. Type the following command to confirm that everything is set correctly: 
show optionvalue all

Scenarios

Automatically Redirect PXE Requests to a Specific Boot Server

Redirect all PXE requests in a given network to a specific boot server, Server A.

DHCP Configuration

• Server A has the address 192.168.105.30 (C0A86982 in hex).
• DHCP Server is 192.168.105.1. 

Option 43: Suboptions

• PXE option 6, length 1
Value=7 
– Hex7 = 00000111 in binary 

This sub option turns on bits 1, 2, and 3 in the bit field, disables multicast and broadcast, and only uses PXE servers
from option 8, PXE_BOOT_SERVERS. 

– The complete hex string for this option is 060107. 
• PXE option 8, length 7 (07 in hex) 

Value=000701C0A86982 
– Option 8 defines the boot server with the unique server type numbers and provides their IP addresses. 
– Server A is given server type number 0007. 
– A server is listed for this server number as 01. 
– The IP address of Server A is C0A86982. 
– The complete hex string for this option is 0807000701C0A86982. 

• PXE option 9, length 11 (0B in hex) 
Value=0007085365727665722041 
– Option 9 defines the menu display. The server type number prefixes the menu to be displayed for each server. 
– Server A is 0007.
– The menu displays the text Server A (085365727665722041 in hex). 
– The complete hex string for this option is 090B0007085365727665722041. 

• PXE option 10 (0A in hex), length 02 (02 in hex) 
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Value=0052 
– Option 10 defines the timeout and user prompt to access the menu. 
– In this scenario, waiting time is not required because all PXE requests are redirected. 
– Timeout of 0 seconds is 00. 
– Because the timeout is 0, the prompt text is not displayed but ensure that the text is at least one character long. The

convention is to use R. 
– R = 52 
– The complete hex string for this option is 0A020052. 

• PXE option 255 (FF) 
– Ensure that the DHCP option 43 ends with option 255 (FF). 
– The complete hex string for this option is FF. 

Complete netsh Command

netsh dhcp server 192.168.105.1 scope 192.168.105.0 set optionvalue 43 BINARY

 0601070807000701C0A86982090B00070853657276657220410A020052FF

Provide a Menu of Boot Servers That Times Out and Selects a Default

Two competing boot servers from different vendors are on the same subnet. A menu is required to allow the selection of
the desired boot server. The menu displays for 10 seconds then defaults to the CA OSIM boot server.

DHCP Configuration

• CA OSIM boot server has the address 192.168.105.30 (C0A86982 in hex).
• Application B Boot Server has the address 192.168.105.31 (C0A8691f in hex). 
• DHCP Server is 192.168.105.1. 

Option 43: Suboptions 

• PXE option 06, length 1-byte (01 in hex)
Value=07 
– Hex7 = 00000111 in binary 

This sub option turns on bits 1, 2, and 3 in the bit field, disables multicast and broadcast, and only uses PXE servers
from option 8, PXE_BOOT_SERVERS. 

– The complete hex string for this option is 060107. 
• PXE option 08, length 14 bytes (0E in hex) 

Value=0007 01 C0A86982 80F0 01 COA8691F 
– Option 8 defines the boot servers with the unique server type numbers and provides their IP addresses. 
– CA OSIM boot server is given server type number 0007. 
– Number of servers of type 0007 is 01. 
– The IP Address of CA OSIM Boot Server is C0A86982. 
– Application B Boot Server is given server type 80F. 
– Number of servers of type 80F0 is 01. 
– The IP Address of Application B Boot Server is C0A8691F. 
– The complete hex string for this option 080e000701c0a8655280f001c0a8691f 

• PXE option 09, length 49 bytes (31 in hex)
Value=0007 085365727665722041 
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– Option 9 defines the menu display. The menu to be displayed for each server is prefixed with the server type
number of the server. 

– CA OSIM boot server is 0007. 
– The length of the menu string is 18 Bytes (12 in Hex). 
– The menu displays the text CA OSIM boot server (4341204f53494d20426f6f74536572766572in hex). 
– Application B Boot Server is 80F0. 
– The length of the menu string is 25 bytes (19 in hex). 
– The menu displays the text as Application B Boot Server

(4170706c69636174696f6e204220426f6f7420536572766572 in hex). 
– The complete hex string for this option

is 0931s0007124341204f53494d20426f6f7453657276657280f0194170706c69636174696f
6e204220426f6f7420536572766572. 

• PXE option 10 (0A in hex), length 53 bytes (35 in hex) 
Value=0052 
– Option 10 defines the timeout and user prompt to access the menu. 
– In this scenario, there is a 10 seconds wait and then default to CA OSIM Boot Server. 
– Timeout of 10 seconds is 0A. 
– The menu text is as follows: 
– Press [F8] to select the boot server. Default = CA.

(5072657373205b46385d20746f2073656c6563742074686520426f6f747365727665722
e2044656661756c74203d2043412e in hex) 

– 00 denotes the end of the string. 
– The complete hex string for this option is

0a350a5072657373205b46385d20746f2073656c6563742074686520426f6f7473657276
65722e2044656661756c74203d2043412e00 

• PXE option 255 (FF) 
– Ensure that the DHCP option 43 ends with option 255 (FF).
– The complete hex string for this option is FF. 

Complete Netsh Command

netsh dhcp server 192.168.105.1 scope 192.168.105.0 set optionvalue 43 BINARY

 060107080e000701c0a8655280f001c0a8691f09310007124341204f53494d20426f6f74536

 57276657280f0194170706c69636174696f6e204220426f6f74205365727665720a350a5072

 657373205b46385d20746f2073656c6563742074686520426f6f747365727665722e2044656 661756c74203d2043412e00ff

Provide a Menu of Boot Servers That Does Not Time Out

Two competing boot servers from different vendors are on the same subnet. A menu is required to allow the selection of
the desired boot server. The menu displays until the required boot server is selected.

DHCP Configuration

• CA OSIM boot server has the address 192.168.105.30 (C0A86982 in hex).
• Application B Boot Server has the address 192.168.105.31 (COA8691f in hex). 
• DHCP Server is 192.168.105.1. 

Option 43: Suboptions

• PXE option 06, length 1 byte (01 in hex)
Value=07 
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– Hex7 = 00000111 in binary thus turning on bits 1, 2, and 3 in the bitfield, disabling multicast and broadcast and only
using PXE servers from option 8 PXE_BOOT_SERVERS 

– The complete hex string for this option is 060107. 
• PXE option 08, length 14 bytes (0E in hex) 

Value=0007 01 C0A86982 80F0 01 COA8691F 
– Option 8 defines the boot servers with the unique server type numbers and provides their IP addresses. 
– CA OSIM boot server is given server type number 0007. 
– Number of servers of type 0007 is 01. 
– The IP Address of CA OSIM boot server is C0A86982. 
– Application B Boot Server is given server type 80F. 
– Number of servers of type 80F0 is 01. 
– The IP Address of Application B Boot Server is COA8691F. 
– The complete hex string for this option is 080e000701c0a8655280f001c0a8691f. 

• PXE option 09, length 49 bytes (31 in hex) 
Value=0007 085365727665722041
– Option 9 defines the menu display. The menu to be displayed for each server is prefixed with the server type

number of the server. 
– An OSIM boot server is 0007. 
– The length of the menu string is 18 Bytes (12 in Hex). 
– The menu displays the following text: 
– CA OSIM Boot Server (4341204f53494d20426f6f74536572766572in hex) 
– Application B Boot Server is 80F0. 
– The length of the menu string is 25 bytes (19 in hex). 
– The menu displays the following text: Application B Boot

Server (4170706c69636174696f6e204220426f6f7420536572766572 in hex) 
– The complete hex string for this option is

09310007124341204f53494d20426f6f7453657276657280f0194170706c69636174696f6
e204220426f6f7420536572766572. 

• PXE option 10 (0A in hex), length 42 (2A in hex) 
Value= ff5072657373205b46385d20746F2073656c656374206465736972656420426f6f7420536572 76657200 
– Option 10 defines the timeout and user prompt to access the menu. 
– In this scenario, the menu does not time out. 
– Menu does not time out = ff 
– The menu text that appears is as follows: 
– Press [F8] to select the desired boot

server (5072657373205b46385d20746F2073656c656374206465736972656420426f6f7420536 572766572 in
hex). 

– 00 denotes the end of the string. 
– The complete hex string for this option is

0a2Aff5072657373205b46385d20746F2073656c656374206465736972656420426f6f74 2053657276657200. 
• PXE option 255 (FF)

– Ensure that the DHCP option 43 ends with option 255 (FF). 
– The complete hex string for this option is FF. 

Complete Netsh Command 

netsh dhcp server 192.168.105.1 scope 192.168.105.0 set optionvalue 43 BINARY

 060107080e000701c0a8655280f001c0a8691f09310007124341204f53494d20426f6f74536

 57276657280f0194170706c69636174696f6e204220426f6f74205365727665720a2Aff5072

 657373205b46385d20746F2073656c656374206465736972656420426f6f742053657276657 200ff
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Linux HTTP Support
This section provides the following information:

Out-of-the-box OSIM uses NFS to distribute Linux OS images. This process poses security concerns in some
implementations. In such cases, you can consider using TFTP and HTTP, instead of NFS. This document lists the details
for modification to enable support for TFTP and HTTP, instead of NFS.

The examples in this section relate to VMware ESX but the same principles apply to the standard Linux.

Verify Prerequisites

Verify that the OSIM installation is not configured to use shares. This configuration option is part of the installation
configuration. You can change this option after the fact using the sdbsswitch command (sdbsswitch -t).

Disabling the shares ensures that the process uses TFTP to copy files to the target server locally.

Create Custom OS Images

To enable support for HTTP, create a custom OS image. Modify a few files and OS parameters for supporting HTTP
instead of NFS because this image is necessary.

Follow these steps:

1. Create an OS image.
2. Change a few OSIM files to support HTTP instead of NFS. 
3. Create a virtual website to support the OS image through HTTP. 
4. Register the OS image. 

You can use the OS image now.

OS Image Creation

In OSIM, copy the OS image source locally while using the New OS Image wizard as follows:

• Verify that the Install Linux from a central NFS Server option is cleared in the Source page of the wizard. Let the wizard
copy all the source files to the local OSIM boot server as follows:
– Specify the following path to the kernel source files: 

…\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\images\ImageName\ImageName\isolinux 
– Specify the following path to copy the OS source files: 

…\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\images\ImageName\ImageName\VMware 

If the image source is shared remotely on a website, the Linux media is still required locally to copy the installation kernel
files.

• From the New OS Image wizard, enter the remote Linux HTTP full URL in the wizard Source screen NFS Share field.
Specify the following path to copy the kernel source files: …\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\images\ImageName
\ImageName\isolinux 

INF File Change 

After the install kernel files are copied, the target hardware reboots using the Linux installation kernel. One of the first
things that the kernel installs is the kickstart file. The camenu <OS image name>.INF file references the kickstart file to the
Linux installation kernel.

In this file, change the following kickstart file reference:

append initrd=initrd mem=512M quiet ks=nfs://$~ServerIP$/$~SetupShareNFS$/OSIM-targets/$~MACAddress$/ks.cfg
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To

append initrd=initrd mem=512M quiet ks=http://$~ServerIP$/$OSImage$/OSIM-targets/$~MACAddress$/ks.cfg

Kickstart File Change

After the Linux installation, the kernel can find the kickstart file using HTTP (after you create the OS image virtual
website). Change the kickstart file to use HTTP instead of NFS. This file is at the following path:

…\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\images\ImageName\ImageName\VMware)

Change the following lines in ks.cfg:

#Install ESX from NFS share install nfs --server=$~BootServerNFS$ --dir=$~MountDirNFS$

To

(for locally hosted images)

#Install ESX from HTTP virtual web site install url http://$~BootServerNFS$/$OSImage$
 (for remotely hosted images)

#Install ESX from HTTP virtual web site install url $OSImageNFS$

 

Create the OS Image Virtual Web Site

The final customization step is to create a local virtual website to share the kickstart file by using HTTP, and the OS image
itself, when copied locally.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Start Menu, Administrative Tools, and IIS Manager.
2. Right-click the Default Web Site and select Add Virtual Directory. 

a. Enter the new OS image name under the new virtual web site Alias name. 
b. Select the corresponding OS image path for the physical path: 

…\DSM\Server\SDBS\var\managedpc\images\ImageName\ImageName

c. Click OK. 
The OS image folder is now visible from within the IIS manager, and from IE, under its own specific URL http://
localhost/ImageName. 
IIS does not support (kickstart) cfg files by default. To serve the kickstart file, add an IIS MIME type. 
Follow these steps:
a. From the OS virtual folder, double-click MIME Types. 
b. On the right, click Add. 
c. Enter .cfg and text or plain as the MIME type. 

The new MIME type is visible and supported under the MIME Types. 

Register the OS Image

Use the normal OSIM methods. Use the OS image through TFTP and HTTP.

Partitioning a Disk Based on Percentage
OSIM uses Microsoft DiskPart to partition disks and formats using the Microsoft format command. The DiskPart utility can
be passed as a partition file to specify the size of the drives. This file cannot be passed as a percentage.
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NOTE
Verify that the size of this file is written in bytes without any decimal places.

If the requirement is to split a drive in to two partitions that are based on a percentage, use a VB script to calculate the
percentage and partition the drive. This section explains this process using sample scripts and how to update the CA-
provided script that is used when WinPE is booted.

The Disk Partitioning Process

This process involves the following steps:

1. The VB script first calculates the size of the disk to calculate the required percentage. This procedure is done in three
steps:
a. Wiping the primary disk 
b. Creating a single 100 per cent partition 
c. Reading the total size of this partition     
This function uses the DelandCreate.txt file that is passed to Microsoft DiskPart. 

2. The drive total size is inserted in a variable that is called Disk, which is used for the percentage calculations. Set the
following variables in the script: 
– DISKMIN: This variable specifies the minimum size (in GB) of the C drive. 

Default: 10 GB 
– DISKUSE 

This variable specifies the percentage of the disk that must be used for the C drive. The calculation compares the
values in GB and determines the highest value to be used. 
Example: 
If DISKMIN was set to 50 GB and DISKUSE was set to 50 per cent and you have run this on a computer with an
80-GB disk, DISKMIN runs and the C drive is created as 50 GB, with a D drive of 30 GB. If you have run the same
script on a computer with a 200-GB disk, DISKUSE is used and the result is a 100-GB C drive and a 100-GB D
drive. 

3. After the calculation, the Diskpart_template is updated with the correct values as DiskPart requires, to create an input
file named diskmain.txt. This file contains all the required values. 

4. Run Microsoft DiskPart again with movecd.txt, which moves the existing cdrom drive from D to E drive. This action
ensures that the D drive is available to allocate to the second partition. 

5. Microsoft Diskpart is invoked again with diskmain.txt. This text file wipes the primary disk and creates two partitions
that are based on the calculation earlier. 

6. The C drive is formatted as NTFS with a label of SYSTEM and the D drive as NTFS with a label of DATA. 

Update the WinPE Image to Support VB Scripting

By default, the Windows PE boot image does not support VB scripting and does not contain cscript.exe or wscript.exe.
This process mounts the default Windows PE image and updates it to contain the scripting binaries.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Windows Start menu, launch the Windows AIK Deployment Tools command prompt.
2. Create a folder on the root of the C drive named WinPE. 
3. Execute the following command to mount the WinPE image in the new folder: 

c:\Winpe: “imagex /MOUNTRW "C:\Program Files\Windows AIK\Tools\PETools\x86\winpe.wim" 1 c:\Winpe”

4. After the image is mounted, run the following command to add the WinPE VB scripting package: 
dism /image:c:\Winpe /add-package /packagepath:"C:\Program Files\Windows AIK\Tools\PETools\x86\WinPE_FPs

\winpe-scripting.cab

5. Execute the following command to confirm that the packages have been installed to the WINPE image: 
dism /image:c:\Winpe /get-packages 
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6. Execute the following command to commit the changes made to the WINPE image: 
imagex /unmount c:\Winpe /commit

7. If you have created the boot image, run the Boot Image Update wizard in the DSM explorer to update the WinPE boot
image for use in OSIM. If you have not created the boot image, run the New Boot Image wizard. 

Add Scripts and Supporting Files to the WinPE Image

After the update to the WinPE image to support VB scripting is complete, add the scripts and supporting files to the image.

Follow these steps:

1. Create the files from the scripts as shown in the Scripts and Supporting Files section.
2. Copy these files (DelandCreate.txt, Diskpart_template.txt, movecd.txt, and DiskPercent.vbs) to the following location: 

D:\Program Files (x86)\CA\DSM\osimips\os-template\updates\winpe30\i386\ca-osim 
3. Update the OSIMRUN.CMD file, which is the script that is invoked when WinPE is booted. This script is located in the

same folder as the copied files in step 2. 
4. Locate the section as shown in the following screenshot: 

5. Remove the line that transfers the DiskPart file (by using TFTP) and replace this line with a call to the DiskPart.vbs
script as shown in the following screenshot:
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The line that is added is as follows: 
cscript.exe x:\i386\ca-osim\DiskPercent.vbs 

6. Save the file.
7. Create your WinPE boot image. If you have created a WinPE boot image and registered the image in CA Client

Automation, run the Update Boot Image wizard in DSM Explorer to update with the customizations. 
8. Open the script file in the camenu folder that your image is created.

Example: 
If your image is named win7_32, open \camenu\win7_32.cmd, in this file, remove the format command because the
formatting is now done in the VB script. 

Scripts and Supporting Files

The contents of the files that are used to calculate the disk percentage and partition or format the disk are shown in the
following sections.

DelandCreate.txt 

Select disk 0

Clean

Create partition primary

Select partition 1

Assign letter=c

Exit

 Diskpart_template.txt 

rem --- setup c and d partitions ---

select disk 0

create partition primary ##SIZE

select partition 1

assign letter=c active

create partition primary

select partition 2

assign letter=d

exit
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 Movecd.txt 

select disk 0

select partition 1

del partition

rem ---- move cdrom from d to e drive ----

select volume=d

assign letter=E 

 DiskPercent.vbs 

/****************************************************************************** * 
' # CA * 
' # Proprietary and Confidential Information * 
' # * 
' # This material contains, and is part of a computer software program * 
' # which is, proprietary and confidential information owned by CA. * 
' # The program, including this material, may not be duplicated, disclosed * 
' # or reproduced in whole or in part for any purpose without the express * 
' # written authorization of CA. All authorized reproductions must be marked * 
' # with this legend. * 
' # * 
' # Copyright (c) 2012 CA. All rights reserved. * 
' # * 
' # Version: 1.1 * 
' /****************************************************************************** * 
Set WshShell = WScript.CreateObject("WScript.Shell") Set fso =
 CreateObject("Scripting.FileSystemObject") 
Dim disk, drive 'Clean primary disk and create a single partition so we can work out the
 disk size wscript.echo 
"Deleting primary disk" WshShell.Run "diskpart /s x:\i386\ca-osim\DelAndCreate.txt", 7,
 TRUE 
'Delete all partitions, create one primary, assign letter C: WshShell.Run "format c: /
fs:ntfs /v:temp /q /y", 7, TRUE 
Set Drive = fso.GetDrive(fso.GetDriveName(fso.GetAbsolutePathName("C:\")))

Disk = FormatNumber(Drive.TotalSize /1048576, 0,0,0,0) 'Now we know the max size of the
 disk.

'DISKMIN is the minimum size in GB 'DISKUSE is the minimum percentage of the disk to use
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'The higher of the two wins DISKMIN=10 DISKUSE=50 'Set disksize to minimum 10GbGB,

but use half the actual max disk size (50%) wscript.echo "Calculating the partition size
 of primary disk…"

Dim ValueDISKMIN, ValueDISKUSE, partsize If Not DISKMIN = "" Then wscript.echo "Minimum
 Size of Disk=" & diskmin & "GB" wscript.echo

"After calculating 50 percent of the drive it is compared to the disk minimum size

and the higest wins" ValueDISKMIN = DISKMIN * 1024 End If If (Not DISKUSE = "") and

(Not DISKUSE = "(NONE)") Then wscript.echo "Disk percentage to use for calculations=" &
 diskuse ValueDISKUSE =

Disk * (DISKUSE / 100) Else ValueDISKUSE = Disk End If If ValueDISKMIN > Disk then
 ValueDISKMIN =

Disk If ValueDISKMIN > ValueDISKUSE then partsize = ValueDISKMIN else partsize =
 ValueDISKUSE

end if partsize = partsize - 5 partsize = "Size=" & (Round(partsize)) wscript.echo "The
 c drive will be " & partsize 
' ********************** ' *Update DISKPART-File* ' ********************** wscript.echo

"Modifying DISKPART input file to " & partsize fso.copyfile "x:\i386\ca-osim
\diskpart_template.txt",

"x:\i386\ca-osim\disktmp.txt" sTMP = "x:\i386\ca-osim\Diskmain.txt" sTXT = "x:\i386\ca-
osim\disktmp.txt"

Set input = fso.OpenTextFile(sTXT, 1) Set output = fso.CreateTextFile(sTMP, True)

While Not input.AtEndOfStream sOneLine = input.ReadLine sOneLine = Replace(sOneLine,
 "##SIZE", partsize)

output.WriteLine(sOneLine) Wend input.Close output.Close fso.DeleteFile sTXT

Set input = Nothing Set output = Nothing ' ************************************* '

*Partitioning and formatting disk 0 *

' *************************************

wscript.echo "Now mapping CD to E drive and partitioning primary disk…” WshShell.Run

"diskpart /s x:\i386\ca-osim\movecd.txt", 7,
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TRUE WshShell.Run "diskpart /s x:\i386\ca-osim\diskmain.txt", 7, TRUE wscript.echo

"Now formatting partitions as ntfs…" WshShell.Run "format c: /fs:ntfs /v:System /q /y",
 7,

TRUE WshShell.Run "format d: /fs:ntfs /v:Data /q /y", 7, TRUE 

Changes to OSIM Files
This section contains the following information:

Changes to OSIMRUN.CMD

The following table contains a comparison of two versions of the OSIMRUN.cmd file. The first version is the original out-
of-the-box file, the second version is the modified file to support working in a non-PXE environment.
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Note: For easy readability, blank lines have been added where necessary to display corresponding code in the columns in
the same rows.

ORIGINAL OSIMRUN.CMD FILE MODIFIED OSIMRUN.CMD FILE

@ECHO OFF 

rem /*************************************

 ************************************* ***** 

rem #                                  CA           

                               * 

rem #               Proprietary and Confidential

 Information                       * 

rem #                                               

                               * 

rem # This material  contains,  and  is part of  a

 computer  software  program     * 

rem # which is, proprietary and confidential

 information owned by CA.              * 

rem # The program,  including this material,  may

 not be duplicated, disclosed     * 

rem # or reproduced  in whole or in part  for any

 purpose  without the express     * 

rem # written authorization of CA. All authorized

 reproductions must be marked     * 

rem # with this legend.                             

                               * 

rem #                                               

                               * 

rem #                Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All

 rights reserved.                   * 

rem # 

rem #               Author:youca04                  

                               * 

rem /*************************************

 ************************************* *****  

rem ++++ WinPE OSIM start file executed from

 i386\system32\startnet.cmd ++++  

set $CreateImage$=no 

set $CreateNewPartitions$=yes 

set $GhostImage$=no 

set $ImageXImage$=no 

set $WinPEPartition$=no 

set $CA-ImageFile$=no 

set $WinPETftp$=no 

set $WinPEFile$=no 

set $BootServerNFS$=no 

set executeimage=no  

set REPCNT=. 

x:\i386\ca-osim\sleep 5 

wpeutil DisableFirewall    

:trynetwork 

FOR /F "usebackq" %%i IN (`x:\i386\ca-osim\sdmpcimg

 -l`) DO set %%i 

if defined sdmpcimg_BINLInfo goto networkok 

if "%REPCNT%" == "....." ( 

 echo FATAL ERROR: Boot Server not found.  

 echo Check whether WinPE has the correct 

network driver for this machine. 

 goto end 

) else ( 

 x:\i386\ca-osim\sleep 5 

 set REPCNT=%REPCNT%. 

 goto trynetwork 

)  

:networkok 

rem ++++ read parameter from boot server into

 environment 

FOR /F "usebackq tokens=1,* delims==" %%i IN (`x:

\i386\ca-osim\sdmpcimg -m TFTP -p !`) DO set %%i=%%j

  

REG ADD "HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\L

 sa" /v LmCompatibilityLevel /t REG_DWORD /d 1 /f  

rem ++++ check for capture job and execute without

 partitioning 

if not "%$CreateImage$%" == "no" ( 

 if not "%$WinPEFile$%"=="no" ( 

  set executeimage=%$WinPEFile$%   

  goto useghost 

) else ( 

 echo FATAL ERROR: Boot Parameter $WinPEFile$ is not

 defined !!!  

 goto end 

) 

)  

rem ++++ check whether a new partition have to be

 created 

if not "%$CreateNewPartitions$%" == "yes" 

goto nopartition 

rem ++++ create a new partition.  

if not "%$WinPEPartition$%" == "no" ( 

    if not "%$SANID$%" == "" ( 

     rem execute finddisk to prepare disk for us 

        x:\i386\ca-osim\finddisk.exe -e -p %$SANID$

% 

    ) else (     

        echo Using partition file %$WinPEPartition$

% 

        goto UseWinPEPartition  

    ) 

    goto nopartition 

) 

diskpart /s x:\i386\ca-osim\osimdisk.txt 

if %ERRORLEVEL% NEQ 0 ( 

 diskpart /s x:\i386\ca-osim

\osimdisk_remove_letterC.txt 

 diskpart /s x:\i386\ca-osim\osimdisk.txt  

) 

goto nopartition  

:UseWinPEPartition 

x:\i386\ca-osim\sdmpcimg -m TFTP -t #MPCPATH#/

camenu/%$WinPEPartition$% 

diskpart /s %$WinPEPartition$% 

if %ERRORLEVEL% NEQ 0 ( 

    diskpart /s x:\i386\ca-osim

\osimdisk_remove_letterC.txt 

    diskpart /s %$WinPEPartition$% 

)   

:nopartition 

rem ++++ check for ghost32, imagex, caimage

restore job 

if not "%$GhostImage$%" == "no" goto imageres  

if not "%$ImageXImage$%" == "no" goto imageres  

if not "%$CA-ImageFile$%" == "no" goto imageres  

goto normalOS 

:imageres 

rem ++++ if required, format the disk in the

 <image>.cmd script  

set executeimage=%$WinPEFile$%   

goto useghost  

:normalOS 

rem ++++ normal OS setup job 

rem ++++ format the complete partition  

if "%$BootServerNFS$%"=="no" (set FILESYSTEM=NTFS)

 else (set FILESYSTEM=FAT32) 

format c: /FS:%FILESYSTEM% /X /Q /V:OSIM_VOL /Y 

if %ERRORLEVEL% NEQ 0 ( 

    echo Failed to format C: volume. Is disk marked

 read-only or path not available? 

    goto end 

) 

rem ++++ copies CA tools to c: ++++ 

mkdir c:\ca-osim 

xcopy x:\i386\ca-osim\* c:\ca-osim /Y /E  

c: 

cd c:\ca-osim 

rem ++++ read OSIM parameters from BootServer in the

 file c:\canpc.dat for later use ++++ 

sdmpcimg -m TFTP -p c:\canpc.dat 

if 

rem ++++ If we are installing to a SAN drive using

 NAA or EUI names, then ++++ 

rem ++++ finddisk should have recorded the name to

 temporary file for us  ++++ 

type %TEMP%\osim-san.txt >> c:\canpc.dat 2>nul  

rem ++++ find out whether access is TFTP or share

 and check the name of the install script ++++ 

if not "%$WinPEFile$%" == "no" goto start 

if not "%$WinPETftp$%" == "no" goto start 

echo FATAL ERROR: Boot Parameter 'WinPEFile' is not

 defined !!!  

goto end  

:start 

rem ++++ try to load the bat file of the OS image  

if "%$~method$%" == "tftp" goto loadftp 

set METHOD=share 

rem ++++ load the related share based install script

 from BootServer ++++ 

c:\ca-osim\sdmpcimg -m TFTP -t #MPCPATH#/camenu/%

$WinPEFile$% c:\ca-osim\startinst.cmd 

if errorlevel 1 ( 

  echo FATAL ERROR: Batch file '%$WinPEFile$%' for

 OS installation not found !!! 

  goto end 

) 

goto install  

:loadftp 

set METHOD=tftp 

rem ++++ load the related TFTP based install script

 from BootServer ++++ 

c:\ca-osim\sdmpcimg -m TFTP -t #MPCPATH#/camenu/%

$WinPETftp$% c:\ca-osim\startinst.cmd 

if errorlevel 1 ( 

  echo FATAL ERROR: Batch file '%$WinPEFile$%' for

 OS installation not found !!! 

  goto end 

)  

:install 

rem ++++ execute the install script. Note: The

 install script must substitute the OSIM parameter

 itself ++++ 

c:\ca-osim\startinst.cmd 

rem we will never get here 

goto end  

:useghost 

rem ++++ imaging share based job is requested 

if not "%$~method$%" == "tftp" goto getshare 

echo FATAL ERROR: Boot Server is not set to share

 access !!!  

goto end 

:getshare  

x:\i386\ca-osim\canet use z: \\%$BootServer$%

\camenu-11 "%$LogonPasswd$%" /USER:canonprv  

if errorlevel 1 x:\i386\ca-osim\canet use z: \

\%$BootServer$%\camenu-11 "%$LogonPasswd$%" /

USER:canonprv >NUL 2>&1 

if not errorlevel 1 goto instghost 

#

echo FATAL ERROR: No camenu-11 Boot Server share

 available !!! 

goto end 

:instghost  

z: 

cd z:\  

if not "%executeimage%"=="no" .\%executeimage% 

echo FATAL ERROR: Boot Parameter 'WinPEFile' is not

 defined !!!   

:end 

pause  

@ECHO OFF 

rem /**************************************

 *************************************** ** 

rem #                                  CA           

                               * 

rem #               Proprietary and Confidential

 Information                       * 

rem #                                               

                               * 

rem # This material  contains,  and  is part of  a

 computer  software  program     * 

rem # which is, proprietary and confidential

 information owned by CA.              * 

rem # The program,  including this material,  may

 not be duplicated, disclosed     * 

rem # or reproduced  in whole or in part  for any

 purpose  without the express     * 

rem # written authorization of CA. All authorized

 reproductions must be marked     * 

rem # with this legend.                             

                               * 

rem #                                               

                               * 

rem #                Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All

 rights reserved.                   * 

rem #           

rem #               Author:youca04                  

                               * 

rem /*************************************

 ************************************* ***** 

rem ++++ WinPE OSIM start file executed from

 i386\system32\startnet.cmd ++++  

REM set $CreateImage$=no 

REM set $CreateNewPartitions$=yes 

REM set $GhostImage$=no 

REM set $ImageXImage$=no 

REM set $WinPEPartition$=no 

REM set $CA-ImageFile$=no 

REM set $WinPETftp$=no 

REM set $WinPEFile$=no 

REM set $BootServerNFS$=no 

REM set executeimage=no  

set REPCNT=. 

x:\i386\ca-osim\sleep 5 

wpeutil DisableFirewall 

netsh int ip set address local static

 192.168.247.236 255.255.255.0 192.168.247.235 

:trynetwork 

FOR /F "usebackq" %%i IN (`x:\i386\ca-osim\sdmpcimg

 -l`) DO set %%i 

if not defined "%sdmpcimg_BINLInfo%" =="" goto

 networkok 

if "%REPCNT%" == "....." ( 

 echo FATAL ERROR: Boot Server not found.  

 echo Check whether WinPE has the correct network

 driver for this machine. 

 goto end 

) else ( 

 x:\i386\ca-osim\sleep 5 

 set REPCNT=%REPCNT%. 

 goto trynetwork 

)  

:networkok 

rem ++++ read parameter from boot server into

 environment 

FOR /F "usebackq tokens=1,* delims==" %%i IN (`x:

\i386\ca-osim\sdmpcimg -m TFTP -p !`) DO set %%i=%

%j 

REG ADD "HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\Lsa

 " /v LmCompatibilityLevel /t REG_DWORD /d 1 /f  

rem ++++ check for capture job and execute without

 partitioning 

if not "%$CreateImage$%" == "" ( 

 if not "%$WinPEFile$%"=="" ( 

  set executeimage=%$WinPEFile$%   

  goto useghost 

) else ( 

 echo FATAL ERROR: Boot Parameter $WinPEFile$ is not

 defined !!!  

 goto end 

) 

)  

rem ++++ check whether a new partition have to be

 created 

if not "%$CreateNewPartitions$%" == "yes" goto

 nopartition 

rem ++++ create a new partition.  

if not "%$WinPEPartition$%" == "" ( 

    if not "%$SANID$%" == "" ( 

     rem execute finddisk to prepare disk for us 

        x:\i386\ca-osim\finddisk.exe -e -p %$SANID$

% 

    ) else (     

        echo Using partition file %$WinPEPartition$

% 

        goto UseWinPEPartition  

    ) 

    goto nopartition 

) 

diskpart /s x:\i386\ca-osim\osimdisk.txt 

if %ERRORLEVEL% NEQ 0 ( 

 diskpart /s x:\i386\ca-osim

\osimdisk_remove_letterC.txt 

 diskpart /s x:\i386\ca-osim\osimdisk.txt  

) 

goto nopartition  

:UseWinPEPartition 

x:\i386\ca-osim\sdmpcimg -m TFTP -t #MPCPATH#/

camenu/%$WinPEPartition$% 

diskpart /s %$WinPEPartition$% 

if %ERRORLEVEL% NEQ 0 ( 

    diskpart /s x:\i386\ca-osim

\osimdisk_remove_letterC.txt 

    diskpart /s %$WinPEPartition$% 

)   

:nopartition 

rem ++++ check for ghost32, imagex, caimage restore

 job 

 

if not "%$GhostImage$%" == "" goto imageres  

if not "%$ImageXImage$%" == "" goto imageres  

if not "%$CA-ImageFile$%" == "" goto imageres  

goto normalOS 

:imageres 

rem ++++ if required, format the disk in the

 <image>.cmd script  

set executeimage=%$WinPEFile$%   

goto useghost

:normalOS 

rem ++++ normal OS setup job 

rem ++++ format the complete partition  

if "%$BootServerNFS$%"=="no" (set FILESYSTEM=NTFS)

 else (set FILESYSTEM=FAT32) 

format c: /FS:%FILESYSTEM% /X /Q /V:OSIM_VOL /Y 

if %ERRORLEVEL% NEQ 0 ( 

    echo Failed to format C: volume. Is disk marked

 read-only or path not available? 

    goto end 

) 

rem ++++ copies CA tools to c: ++++ 

mkdir c:\ca-osim 

xcopy x:\i386\ca-osim\* c:\ca-osim /Y /E  

c: 

cd c:\ca-osim 

rem ++++ read OSIM parameters from BootServer in the

 file c:\canpc.dat for later use ++++ 

sdmpcimg -m TFTP -p c:\canpc.dat  

rem ++++ If we are installing to a SAN drive 

using NAA or EUI names, then ++++ 

rem ++++ finddisk should have recorded the name to

 temporary file for us  ++++ 

type %TEMP%\osim-san.txt >> c:\canpc.dat 2>nul  

rem ++++ find out whether access is TFTP or share

 and check the name of the install script ++++ 

if not "%$WinPEFile$%" == "" goto start 

if not "%$WinPETftp$%" == "" goto start 

echo FATAL ERROR: Boot Parameter 'WinPEFile' is not

 defined !!!  

goto end  

:start 

rem ++++ try to load the bat file of the OS image  

if "%$~method$%" == "tftp" goto loadftp 

set METHOD=share 

rem ++++ load the related share based install script

 from BootServer ++++ 

c:\ca-osim\sdmpcimg -m TFTP -t #MPCPATH#/camenu/%

$WinPEFile$% c:\ca-osim\startinst.cmd 

if errorlevel 1 ( 

  echo FATAL ERROR: Batch file '%$WinPEFile$%' for

 OS installation not found !!! 

  goto end 

) 

goto install  

:loadftp 

set METHOD=tftp 

rem ++++ load the related TFTP based install script

 from BootServer ++++ 

c:\ca-osim\sdmpcimg -m TFTP -t 

#MPCPATH#/camenu/%$WinPETftp$% c:\ca-osim

\startinst.cmd 

if errorlevel 1 ( 

  echo FATAL ERROR: Batch file '%$WinPEFile$%' for

 OS installation not found !!! 

  goto end 

)  

:install 

rem ++++ execute the install script. Note: The

 install script must substitute the OSIM parameter

 itself ++++ 

c:\ca-osim\startinst.cmd 

rem we will never get here 

goto end  

:useghost 

rem ++++ imaging share based job is requested 

if not "%$~method$%" == "tftp" goto getshare 

echo FATAL ERROR: Boot Server is not set to share

 access !!!  

goto end 

:getshare  

x:\i386\ca-osim\canet use z: \\%$BootServer$%

\camenu-11 "%$LogonPasswd$%" /USER:canonprv  

if errorlevel 1 x:\i386\ca-osim\canet use z: \

\%$BootServer$%\camenu-11 "%$LogonPasswd$%" /

USER:canonprv >NUL 2>&1 

if not errorlevel 1 goto instghost 

echo FATAL ERROR: No camenu-11 Boot Server share

 available !!! 

goto end 

:instghost 

z: 

cd z:\  

if not "%executeimage%"=="" .\%executeimage% 

echo FATAL ERROR: Boot Parameter 'WinPEFile' is not

 defined !!!   

:end 

pause  
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Changes to BootImageName.2

The following table presents and compares two versions of the “BootImageName”.2 file. The first version is the original
out-of-the-box file, and the second version is the modified file to support working in a non-PXE environment.
Note: The actual file name varies depending upon how you name the WinPE boot image that you create. In the following
example, the WinPE boot image is called winpecd. Hence, the file name is winpecd.2.

ORIGINAL WINPECD.2 FILE MODIFIED WINPECD.2 FILE 

[BootImage] ;Type of bootimage Boottype=WINPE20

  ;Directory containing the bootimage files must

 be the same as the name of this image description

 file Bootimagedir=winpecd.2 ;Network loader for

 the bootimage which is stored in "Bootimagedir" -

> bootonce Bootloader=pxeboot.n12 ;The Boot Server

 switches to the next bootimage winpex86.3,boothd

 if this file from "Bootimagedir" is downloaded ->

 runonce Switchfile=winpe.wim BootPlatform=Windows

 PE 2.0 imagetime=1242261324 - 2009/05/14 00:35:24

 UTC 

[BootImage] ;Type of bootimage Boottype=WINPE20

  ;Directory containing the bootimage files must

 be the same as the name of this image description

 file Bootimagedir=winpecd.2 ;Network loader for

 the bootimage which is stored in "Bootimagedir" -

> bootonce Bootloader=pxeboot.n12 ;The Boot Server

 switches to the next bootimage winpex86.3,boothd

 if this file from "Bootimagedir" is downloaded ->

 runonce Switchfile=vzw2k3.cmd BootPlatform=Windows

 PE 2.0 imagetime=1242261324 - 2009/05/14 00:35:24

 UTC   

 

 

Published OSIM Technical Documents
This section lists the OSIM technical documents that are available on the CA Support site.  

Title Technical Document Number
When re-building a PC via Operating System Installation
Management (OSIM) it fails to join the domain during the build
process

TEC580874

PXE target boots to USB drive instead of Hard Drive TEC571604
How to recreate the user canonprv if it is deleted from the OS by
mistake

TEC573274

How to deploy windows 7 Systems with Static IP Via OSIM TEC576695
Is there a way to install a Windows Image using OSIM in the
primary partition (C Drive) without formatting or deleting other
partitions?

TEC532470

Osim Autologon Not Functional TEC545824
How to change the default value for OSPasswd in an OSIM OS
image that is already deployed

TEC550475

How to change the Volume Name that is applied when deploying
windows 7 via OSIM

TEC550477

New OS Image fails with [OSG001106] TEC556838
Error OSS012034: share not found or sharing the wrong directory
on bootserver: camenu.

TEC558708

Drivers in Subfolders do not install in a ImageX OS deployment TEC561944
Provisioning of Windows 7 Sp1 Operating System with additional
Language packs fail if ImageX technology is used

TEC548885
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Slow Image Deployment via TFTP TEC551488
After deployment Windows Vista or Windows 7 OS the time zone
displayed is different from what is expected

TEC558822

Configuring an OS Image to allow the desired Organisational
Unit (OU) of the Directory to be selected when building a PC via
Operating System Installation Management (OSIM)

TEC533010

Maximum Password Length for Domain Password and OS
Password is too small in an OS Image

TEC537520

How to Deploy the CA Remote Control Agent Using OS Imaging? TEC394117
Configuration Policy required for Bitlocker Support in OSIM
Environment

TEC524140

Unable to view the OSIM Wizards or the Shortcuts to create OS
and Boot Images in the DSM Explorer

TEC525842

How to add a Product Key to windows 7 OS Images TEC535599
ITCM OSIM Installation of ESX using Windows Server NFS
Services

TEC537008

How does OSIM identify which sysprep.xml file to be used during
the OS deployment

TEC544070

When using a custom sysprep.xml file for IMAGEX-WIN7x64, the
OS installation stops after sysprep.xml.

TEC544073

How to turn off PXE boot option on Scalability server? TEC492762
Moving the Operating System Installation Management (OSIM)
image store location

TEC492833

How to list the machines that are assigned to a particular OS
Image in DSM

TEC504710

Ensuring the Agent version installed by Operating System
Installation Management (OSIM) is always up to date

TEC508120

Wake On Lan (WOL) into a subnet remote to the Scalability
Server being used as a Boot Server fails to start an OS
deployment if no target PC of this subnet is so far registered with
that Scalability Server

TEC463918

Sizing Tool
Successful implementation of your CA solution requires careful planning, which is driven by business stakeholder
requirements and expected service levels. Begin the designing of the appropriate architecture for that solution with the
business and administrative requirements, and then evolve through a series of refinements that are based on the ability of
the design to comply with expected service levels.

To help with this process, this article provides planning and capacity guidelines for the following CA Desktop and Server
Management (DSM) components:

• # Domain Manager
• # Scalability Server

These guidelines are based on the results of extensive product performance and scalability testing.

Local or Remote MDB

One of the first decisions in a Unicenter r11 solution architecture is the local (on the same host as the application) or
remote (on another host accessible through the network) installation of the MDB. Implementing the CA application and
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MDB on the same host is considered as the best practice based on performance testing and reduced cost, unless a
compelling business or technical justification exists for remote placement. 

NOTE
Many of the guidelines and principles that are provided in this article are interrelated - applying any of them out
of context might lead to a false conclusion. Therefore, it is important that you review this article in its entirety.

Microsoft SQL Server

Based on performance, we recommend Microsoft SQL Server (2008, 2012, or 2014) as DBMS except in the following
cases:

• #Non-Windows solution is insisted upon.
• Small-to-medium client where the extra cost of Microsoft SQL Server is a critical factor.

In general, the guidelines to determine whether a local or remote MDB is optimum are not specific to a DBMS type.
However, the DBMS type is a crucial piece of information after considering all non-dependent factors, and the outcome is
not definitive.

Network Latency

If network latency is introduced when the DBMS server is remote from the application server, the overall performance
is affected. Implementing an application server and remote database server also adds cost to the solution in the form
of more hardware and OS licenses. While reviewing the other guidelines and principles, factors that outweigh the negative
impact of network
latency might surface. However, if there is no compelling justification (political or technical) for implementing the MDB on a
server remote from the application server, we recommend installing the MDB local on the application server.

Clustering

Currently, not all CA applications are “cluster aware”. If policy dictates that databases are hosted on clustered systems
to provide fault tolerance and the CA application is “cluster aware” barring any other compelling justification (political or
technical) for implementing the MDB on a remote server, we recommend installing both the MDB and the application on
the same cluster.

However, if the CA application is not “cluster aware” and the client insists on installing the MDB on a cluster, we
recommend installing the application on a separate standalone server with a remote MDB on the cluster, provided
the application supports such a configuration. Otherwise, ensure that the application and the MDB are installed on the
same non-clustered server. Dedicated Database Server Policy might dictate that all databases are hosted on dedicated
servers for administrative and security reasons and no applications might be installed on these servers. Installing the MDB
remote from CA applications might not be optimum because of the network latency introduced. Nevertheless the reduction
in administrative cost and security exposure might be more than the offset of performance impact. Compliance with such
policy would be considered a compelling justification for implementing the CA applications with a remote MDB.

Multiple Applications or Shared Database

Extra conditions are required when multiple CA applications are sharing the MDB, particularly at the Enterprise
tier of the architecture. For example, UAPM and DSM integration currently requires the applications sharing the
MDB. Installing multiple applications on separate hosts reduces potential administrative conflicts like access control,
maintenance schedules. For example, if the MDB requires a reboot, any other application that is installed on that server is
brought down. On the other hand, separating the applications from the MDB and each other provides the ability to perform
administrative tasks independently. If the applications are separated from the MDB and each other, administrative tasks
can be performed independently. When multiple applications share the MDB in a medium to large implementation, we
recommend hosting the MDB on a separate server, remote from the application servers.
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Conclusion

When designing an architecture for a single CA application, co-locating the application and MDB on the same server
or cluster would provide the best performance or least cost best practice. Alternatively, install the MDB remotely after
considering all factors to determine the compelling justifications that outweigh the performance and cost benefits.
While the term “remote” implies separate hosts, ensure that the hosts are electronically close with reliable network
connectivity. In the end, the overall impact to the business drives the decision.

Domain Manager Planning

Determining the optimum number of Domain Managers to deploy for a solution begins with reviewing business
requirements, security policies, administrative structure, and geographic disbursement of assets and administrative
resources. 

The guidelines are mentioned to help with developing a draft solution that is based on cost or benefit of various
alternatives. This draft is refined in other phases of the planning process to ensure compliance with more
business requirements such as Service Level Agreements.

Data Isolation

Although reducing the number of Domain Managers can reduce hardware and administrative costs, business and
government policy or both might dictate that data gathered from assets that are associated with one or more business
units or locations are not co-mingled with the data gathered from other areas of the Enterprise. Compliance with the
dictate would require a separate MDB and, therefore, ensure that a separate Domain Manager is implemented to service
the assets that are involved. Policy also determines whether a subset of the data is replicated to an Enterprise Manager.

Security Administration

Often management is not centralized for all assets in the Enterprise. Individual business units might require to be
delegated to administration. So ensure that the solution provides a level of autonomy and security that supports limiting
management of assets and access to related data only to the responsible group. CA DSM enables the access limit to
subsets of assets and functions within the scope of Domain Managers through object level security. In this situation,
reducing the number of Domain Managers reduces hardware costs and using object level security to control access to the
assets is the correct choice. 

Such an implementation requires a superadministrator or group to manage the security policies. As a result the effort and
the cost to design, implement, and maintain the policies would vary. This variation depends upon the complexity of rules,
volatility of the policies, and the ability to automate application of the policies as assets are added, modified, transferred,
or retired. Conversely, implementing a Domain Manager that is based on management scope provides complete
autonomy. Potentially complex object level security models are not required and the role of the superadministrator is
drastically reduced or eliminated.

As costs and benefits vary, ensure that every effort is made to understand current business processes and requirements.
Once understood, consider the feasibility and complexity of the associated security models. Estimate the effort of
implementing and maintaining the models (if feasible) and the cost that is related to the effort (immediate and ongoing).
Compare these costs to the cost of additional hardware, software, and maintenance to implement more Domain Managers
for a decision.

Geographic Isolation

Assets would be considered geographically isolated when they are at remote sites that are connected by slow network
links to each other and a central location or both. Installing the Domain Manager on the same system or electronically
close to the system hosting the MDB is considered as the best practice, as is locating the MDB close to the primary
data consumers. Ensure that the Domain Manager is placed at a location where the data is consumed and not at remote
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locations generating the data. For example, consider an environment in which assets are concentrated at two remote
locations each with a 256-kbps connection to a central “headquarters”.

• # Scenario 1: In general, the consumers of the asset data reside at “headquarters”. Users at the remote location have
limited or no need to access the information that is generated. In following the guideline to place the MDB near the
primary consumers, consider implementing the Domain Managers at the “headquarters” location where it gathers data
from the Scalability Servers that are near the Agents at the remote sites.

• # Scenario 2: In this scenario, the primary consumers of the asset data are at the same remote locations as the assets
within their scope of responsibility. In this case, consider implementing a Domain Manager at each location and an
Enterprise Manager at headquarters (if necessary). 

The solution suggested in “Scenario 2” might result in a higher initial cost in terms of hardware and software licenses. As
with all the principles and guidelines that are presented, ensure that the final decision considers many factors. We never
recommend a single principle in isolation that is based on design of the solution.

Conclusion

The guidelines and principles that are provided helps to develop an initial logical solution or architecture that is based
on an understanding of business requirements, processes, policies, and network topology. Often the decisions are
determined based on cost or benefit comparison of alternatives. The process of arriving at a final solution continues with
validating and adjusting to ensure that the initial solution can perform in compliance with service level requirements.

Domain Manager Capacity Estimation

When used in the context of planning a solution, ensure that the term “capacity” is understood to mean not simply
“maximum load that can be applied” but “the ability to deliver the results required in compliance with a specified service
level under a given load.” Significant improvements in performance for CA DSM r11 Domain Manager components help to
reduce the number of instances that are deployed when compared to previous versions. In the previous release, the best
practice recommendation for medium-sized environments (5,000 through 30,000 assets) might have been to use multiple
instances reporting to an Enterprise Manager. Now deploying a single Domain Manager is possible. Reducing the number
of Domain Managers can reduce both hardware and administrative costs driving down the total cost of ownership. 

Although the Domain Manager manages and performs many tasks, the operations that have the most significant impact
are:

• Inventory Data Collection and Processing
• Software Deployment Container Building
• Software Package Distribution to Scalability Servers

Inventory data collection and processing have a larger effect on environments in which the Asset Management features
of DSM are the primary driver for implementation. Service levels would generally be expressed in terms of an acceptable
latency period between the time a change is made to an asset and the time the Domain database is updated.

Software deployment container building and software package distribution to Scalability Servers have a higher effect
for environments in which automated software distribution is viewed as more vital. Sometimes the time to complete one or
both operations might not be applicable. For example, software deployment containers can be defined and populated in
advance and can be activated later, so that software deployment occurs during a more restrictive “window of opportunity”.
Similarly software packages can be distributed and staged at Scalability Servers. However, scaling the solution that is
based on the ability to reduce lead time by building software deployment containers and staging software packages in
advance risks the inability to deploy software in a timely manner in a “worst case” scenario. Ensure that you weigh the
potential reduction in the cost of ownership against the cost of non-compliance. Estimate the likelihood of a “worst case”
scenario and accept the risk.
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After devising a preliminary architectural model based on the administrative, logistical, and political requirements, the
next step is to verify whether it is still possible to satisfy service level commitments with the number of planned Domains.
You can adjust wherever required. 

WARNING
An understanding of the business requirements, service level constraints, and network topology is required
before proceeding. Models are provided to illustrate the impact of common factors on expected performance
and not to predict actual metrics. Results of calculations that are performed are estimates and are intended as
guidelines. Actual performance might vary in a live, production environment.

Inventory Data Collection and Processing

Although load affects the performance of many processes that CA DSM Domain Manager executes, few have measurable
effect on service level compliance. One significant exception is inventory data collection and processing that which one or
more Engine instances carry out. Service levels are typically based on the ability to process a standard set of inventory
data for a specified number of agents in a specified time period. The number of collection tasks that are scheduled to
run concurrently affects the performance, and the number of agents managed. For example, the chart illustrates the
relationship between the number of concurrent collection tasks and the time in seconds to process the inventory data from
a single agent:

Testing was performed on a mid-range system (Dual processor, 8-GB RAM) with both CA DSM and Microsoft SQL
Server hosting the locally installed MDB. Based on observations, the primary limiting factor was DBMS locking and
release. No evidence was detected during testing, that the system resources constrained the processes involved.
Standard inventory load of 46 kb per Agent (typical for full hardware and software inventory scan without file manager
data as recommended for r11) was generated for 1000 agents per Scalability Server. Subsequent inventory scans might
produce substantially less data and might reduce the average processing time per Agent. However, for the purposes
of capacity planning, ensure that the validation is based on a “worst case scenario”. As the chart indicates, increasing
the number of concurrent tasks can, at first, drastically reduce the average time to process inventory per Agent. For
example, when only one collection task is enabled, it takes approximately 8.5 seconds to process the data. When two
collection tasks run concurrently, database contention increases the time to insert the data for each individual Agent from
8.5 seconds to approximately 9.7 seconds. As the data for two agents is processed simultaneously, the average time to
process the data per Agent is only 4.86 seconds. The average processing time continues to improve less dramatically
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until six concurrent tasks are executing. At that point, competition for database resources increases and performance
begins to deteriorate. 

The performance (seconds per agent) curve can be modeled as follows:

((.3 x (No. of Tasks)2) + (.36 x (No. of Tasks) + 7.8)/(No. of Tasks)

Using this formula, you can determine the adjustments for the number of Domain Managers that the draft solution
proposes to meet service level expectations.

Collection Tasks and Scalability Servers

Before simply increasing the number of concurrent collection tasks to achieve required performance levels, consider the
effect on the overall cost and complexity of the resulting solution:

• # A unique collection task is created for each Scalability Server reporting to a Domain Manager.
• # Each collection task can be assigned to only one Engine instance.
• # Concurrent execution of multiple collection tasks requires multiple Engine instances (because an Engine instance

can execute only one task concurrently) and multiple Scalability Servers (because every collection task processes data
from only one Scalability Server).

• # Increasing the number of concurrent collection tasks to improve performance requires increasing the minimum
number of Scalability Servers implemented.

As only one instance might be installed on a given host, increasing the number of Scalability Servers increases the
minimum number of host systems that are required. So the cost in terms of hardware, software, and administration is also
increased. Although more detailed planning guidelines for Scalability Servers are provided later in this article, the number
of concurrent collection tasks might never exceed the number of Scalability Servers implemented.

Service Level Compliance

Based on the preliminary solution, you can determine the number of Agents each Domain Manager is expected to
manage. You can also gauge whether service level requirements for asset data collection can be met. For example, if
the draft solution calls for a single Domain to manage 18,000 Agents, the customer expectation might be that the data is
collected from all Agents that are updated within a 24-hour period.

With one concurrent collection task, substitute the known values in the model:

((.3 x 12) + (.36 x 1) + 7.8)/1 = 8.46 seconds/agent

With 18,000 agents that are multiplied, the total collection time would be over 42 hours.

Increase the number of concurrent collection tasks to 3 then re-evaluate:

((.3 x 32) + (.36 x 3) + 7.8)/3 = 3.8

With 18,000 agents that are multiplied, the total collection time would be approximately 18 hours. If the number of
concurrent collections can be increased to 3, the service level requirement could be met.

Software Deployment Container Build

Building software deployment containers manually through the UI or automatically through policy evaluation requires the
following condition:

The installation history of the candidate asset is checked for previous installations of the selected software and the
installation of any software that package might depend upon.

The amount of time that is required to complete this task can be estimated based on:
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• # Total number of assets that the Domain Manager manages
• # Number of candidate assets that are targeted to receive the software
• # Average number of installation history records per asset

Performance test results indicate a relationship between the product of these three factors and the time that is required to
build a software deployment container.

Testing was performed on a mid-range system (Dual processor, 8-GB RAM) with both CA DSM and Microsoft SQL Server
hosting the MDB installed locally. In this case, an order to deploy a single software package was distributed to a varying
number of candidates, at varying total asset populations with increasing numbers of installation history records. As the
chart illustrates, the actual time that is required to build the deployment container increases exponentially in relation to the
product of total number of assets, candidates, and average installation history records.

This equation closely models the behavior:

Y = (9.00741E-20 * X2) + (1.25452E-08 * X) + 2.074

Where:

X = Total Assets * Candidate Assets * Avg. Installation History Records

Y = Number of seconds to build the software deployment container

Based on a comparison of the actual values that are recorded during the test and calculated values, ensure that the
values that the model projects are within a tolerance of plus or minus 10 percent.

Service Level Compliance

The model equation is useful to verify the possibility of meeting expected service levels given the proposed number
of Agents per Domain Manager, the typical number of candidates that are targeted for software deployment and the
average number of installation records per asset. For example, assume based on previous research, that a Domain
Manager is typically expected to control 15,000 assets (due to asset configuration, change management policy, or other
restrictions). Deployments are expected to target approximately one third of the assets. Over time, it is expected that an
average of 30 software packages is deployed to each asset. Service level compliance dictates that lead time for the start
of deployment of an existing package cannot exceed one hour. Using the model equation:
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Total Assets Managed = 15,000

Number of Candidates Targeted = 5,000

Average Number of Installation History Records/Asset = 30

X = 15,000 * 5,000 * 30 or 150M

Y = (9.00741E-20 * 150M2) + (1.25452E-08 * 150M) + 2.074 or 31 seconds

In a Domain managing 15,000 assets, each with an average of 30 installation history records, approximately 30 seconds
is taken to build a container and begin deployment of a software package to 5000 candidates. Obviously, the projection
assumes that no other such deployments had been initiated with container builds in progress or pending. Consider the
effect on expected service levels in the next example. The Domain Manager controls 25,000 assets and deployments
might target all assets as opposed to only a subset of assets. An average of 100 software packages deployment to each
asset is expected overtime.

Total Assets Managed = 25,000

Number of Candidates Targeted = 25,000

Average Number of Installation History Records/Asset = 100

X = 25,000 * 25,000 * 100 or 62500M

Y = (9.00741E-20 * 62500M2) + (1.25452E-08 * 62500M) + 2.074 or 1138 seconds

The resulting projected effect on lead time that is required to begin a deployment in this scenario might be significant (from
31 seconds in the previous example to approximately 19 minutes).

Software Package Distribution to Scalability Servers

Distribution of software packages from the Domain to subordinate Scalability Servers depends heavily on available
network bandwidth. The Data Transport Service (DTS) is used, by default, for package transfers. Total transfer time
can be reduced by implementing DTS configurations that employ the compression and multicasting. However, in
environments where such advanced configurations can be implemented, risk factors (for example, temporary server
or network outages) can force retries, therefore delaying distribution to one or more targets affects total transfer time.

We recommend in choosing to scale the architecture that is based on the expected affect of advanced DTS configuration
only when the cost of non-compliance is relatively low and performance is not available. Usually we recommend assuming
the “worst case” scenario (all transfers are point to point with little or no compression). The LAN speed and bandwidth
availability factor for the slowest link determines the time to transfer a given size software package from a Domain
Manager to a Scalability Server. Transfer time can be estimated using the following simple model:

Data transfer time = <Package Size in mb>/(<LAN Speed in bps>/8 bits * <Bandwidth Availability Factor as a
percentage>)

For example, assume the software package to be 600 MB, the LAN speed of the slowest link to be 100-mbps and
bandwidth availability that is estimated to be 20 percent (considered to be an optimistic value by most experts). Substitute
the values in the model and calculate the results:

Data transfer time = 600mb/(100 mbps/8 bits) * 0.20) = 240 seconds

In this example, the expected time of the transfer of package from the Domain Manager to a Scalability Server is
approximately 4 minutes. By default, a maximum of 50 simultaneous transfers are allowed. The package can reach up to
50 Scalability Servers in that expected time.

Service Level Compliance

Limiting the number of Domain Managers essentially limits the number of source points for software package transfer to
Scalability Servers. Consider the following conditions:
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• Software Package was not available to be staged at Scalability Servers in advance (for example, a hyper-fix)
• Highly distributed network topology with typically slow links

The transfer time from Domain Managers to the Scalability Servers would have a significant effect on the ability to meet
expected service levels. To illustrate, assume a 50MB software package is delivered to Agents at 100 remote sites that
are connected to a central site through 1-mbps links. To estimate the transfer time:

Data transfer time = 50 mb/ (((0.256 * 1.024) mbps/8 bits) * 0.20)) = 7629 seconds

The estimated transfer time is two hours 7 minutes. By default, a maximum of 50 transfers can run simultaneously and
because the package has to reach 100 locations, add a minimum lead time of approximately four hours 15 minutes to
the time to deploy and install the software to the target agents. 

The example is based on the default and most commonly used settings. The transfer time can be reduced with some
advanced Data Transport Service (DTS) configuration to optimize packet sizes, implement throttling, and multicasting.
The actual performance would be dependent upon many variables specific to the environment. For the purposes of
illustration, though, assume that the only configuration change is to implement multicast. Theoretically, the package could
be transmitted to all 100 locations simultaneously - essentially cutting the total transfer time in half (2 hours 7 minutes). 

The benefits of tuning DTS to optimize performance is obvious and we recommend the same. However, the environment-
specific factors might preclude use of some features sometimes and, such circumstances might not be readily apparent
until the actual implementation is underway. If the cost of non-compliance is high, we recommend scaling the solution to
tolerate “worst cast” scenario that is based on default configuration. Reliance on the advanced configuration of DTS to
comply with expected service levels requires user acknowledgment of potential risk. Should the risk be unacceptable,
increase the number of source points (Domain Managers) to reduce lead time.

Conclusion

The number of Agents per Domain Manager affects the ability to meet service levels requirements for asset inventory
data collection. The relationship between the time that is required to collect the data is dependent upon the number
of concurrent collection tasks scheduled. The effect on collection time with the increase of the number of concurrent
collection tasks is an improvement in performance to a point of diminishing returns. Increasing the number of concurrent
collection tasks also affects the minimum number of Scalability Servers that are required and might ultimately affect the
overall cost of the solution.

Time that is required to build a software deployment container depends on the total number of Agents that Domain
Manager manages, the average number of installation history records per asset, and the number of candidates that
are targeted for deployment of a package. Building software deployment containers and staging software packages at
Scalability Servers in advance reduces lead time but risks the inability to deploy software in a timely manner in a “worst
case” scenario. Consider the potential reduction in the ownership cost against the noncompliance cost in relation to
the likelihood of a “worst case” scenario before accepting the risk factor. Use the models that are provided to verify the
ability of the infrastructure to comply with business requirements and expected service levels. If expected demand on
the Domain Managers exceeds the estimated capacity to complete operations within expected service levels, adjust
the architecture.

Scalability Server Planning

Determining the appropriate number of Scalability Servers can be a challenge. Unfortunately no simple formula exists.
Addressing this challenge requires a thorough understanding of the environment, any constraints that might apply
and, most importantly the expected service levels and deliverables that are expected, or both. With that information
available, you can work through the problem by applying various principles, guidelines, and available tools.
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Example Environment

The “DGE” virtual environment that is referenced in the following examples is a large organization with several offices,
varying in size, and scattered around the world. All branches connect to DGE headquarters. DGE deploys a total of
25,000 agents using the following topology:

Location Type Number of Agents LAN Speed WAN Speed
Headquarters (1) 5,000 1 gbps N/A
Regional Distribution
Centers (4)

2,500 each 100 mbps 10 mbps

Sales Offices (90) 100 each 100 mbps 1 mbps
Service Centers (40) 25 each 10 mbps 256 kbps

These topology details are used in examples in the following sections. The variations to this sample architecture might
also be provided to demonstrate the effect of change to certain elements.

Mapping Scalability Servers to the Environment

Proposing a solution is impossible without a knowledge of the network topology to be serviced. The basic principles still
apply: Scalability Servers near the agents with Engines electronically close to the database. Applying these principles to a
large percentage of client environments might yield a solution. Validate the solution.

For DGE, the first working solution would be as follows:

Location Type Number of Agents Number of Scalability Servers
Headquarters 5000 1
Regional Distribution
Centers (4)

2500 each 4

Sales Offices (90) 100 each 90
Service Centers (40) 25 each 40

In the mentioned example, the most significant factor impacting the number of Scalability Servers that are required is the
the number of locations (135), not the number of agents (25,000). The minimum number of agents at location to justify
a Scalability Server is discussed often. Unfortunately the only correct answer is “…It depends”. To decide, consider and
compare several factors for each scenario.

Hardware Cost

Cost of more hardware is a primary factor to consider when recommending the implementation of a Scalability
Server at each location. However, new dedicated hardware might not be required in all cases. An existing server with
surplus capacity adequate to support a Scalability Server might be used.

Maintenance Cost

Maintenance cost might be associated with implementing a Scalability Server at remote locations. Even if new hardware is
not required, an incremental cost might apply. Sometimes the additional maintenance cost could be significant. Depending
on circumstances, implementing a Scalability Server at the remote site can reduce maintenance costs. Scalability Servers
are also “boot servers” and can maintain a local software library. Building a new workstation or server or rebuilding a host
that has failed or been turned over at the remote site can be controlled centrally. Dispatching a technician to perform the
task might no longer be required. If installation/re-installation is required, the meantime to repair is reduced as software is
staged locally in the library.
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Administrative Cost

Data Transport Service (DTS) might be a viable alternative to implementing a Scalability Server at remote sites. When
Common Component Services (CCS) is integrated with DSM r11, DTS routing can be defined to transfer packages to
a designated node at the remote site and then re-distributed to other targets within the site. Define such routings for each
location. Define and maintain the target DTS “hopnode” (node target to receive and redistribute the package) and the
node in the associated DTS container (container object to which all target nodes are linked). Manual administration or
development of a custom solution to semi-automate the process have an associated cost.

Non-Compliance Cost

Measure any net more hardware, maintenance, and administrative costs against the cost of non-compliance with business
requirements. For example, assume the cost to implement a Scalability Server is estimated to be $4,000. If a workstation
at a remote site is not functioning, also assume that the estimated cost to the business is estimated to be $200/hr. Based
on historical data, the average outage can last approximately four hours (some incidents can be resolved quickly, some
require the system rebuild and that requires a technician). On the other hand, the workstation can be re-imaged from a
Scalability Server in an hour.

Based on these statistics:

Incidents Outage Cost w/o Scalability
Server

Remediation Cost w/o
Scalability Server

Total Cost w/o Scalability Server

1 800 400 1200
2 1600 800 2400
3 2400 1200 3600
4 3200 1600 4800
5 4000 2000 6000
6 4800 2400 7200
7 5600 2800 8400
8 6400 3200 9600
9 7200 3600 10800
10 8000 4000 12000

Incidents Outage Cost w/ Scalability
Server

Remediation Cost w/ Scalability
Server

Total Cost w/ Scalability Server

1 200 4000 4200
2 400 4000 4400
3 600 4000 4600
4 800 4000 4800
5 1000 4000 5000
6 1200 4000 5200
7 1400 4000 5400
8 1600 4000 5600
9 1800 4000 5800
10 2000 4000 6000
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 If a Scalability Server is implemented at the remote site, the other costs might increase, but the cost of non-
compliance (cost that is associated with unavailable workstations) can be reduced to offset the increase. The cost to
implement a Scalability Server is a “one-time” fixed cost while non-compliance costs are recurring.

Scalability Server Capacity Estimation

The question, “How many agents can an r11 Scalability Server support?” has been posed many times. No limit has been
reached in testing to date. Even if an actual breakpoint had been established, the answer to the question would still only
be useful if the sole requirement was a solution with the fewest number of servers. However, the objective is to deliver an
architecture that addresses the business requirements and satisfies service level constraints. Therefore, the real question
is “How many Scalability Servers are required to implement the solution?” Answering this question requires identifying
certain facts and understanding their relationships to perform calculations that ultimately result in an estimate.

The principle service level requirement for software distribution is typically stated as “the amount of time that is allowed
for a package to be delivered to all targets.” The following discussion on the effect of this requirement on the number of
Scalability Servers that are required, continues with the DGE client scenario which was introduced in the previous article.
For the purposes of this article, the DGE client has to deliver to all targets in one day. 

WARNING
An understanding of the business requirements, service level constraints, and network topology is required
before proceeding. Models are provided to illustrate the impact of common factors on expected performance
and not to predict actual metrics. Results of calculations performed are estimates and intended as guidelines.
Actual performance might vary in a live, production environment.

LAN Environment

Network speed affects both transfer time and installation time. In most environments, 100 percent of the bandwidth is not
available for CA DSM use as other applications compete for the same resources. So estimate reasonably the percentage
of bandwidth that is available for package transfer and installation. For example, an estimate of 20 percent would be
considered optimistic.

Time Restrictions

Restrictions governing the hours for software installation might also apply. A start time and end time can define this
“window of opportunity”. The difference between the start time and end time is used to determine the actual numbers of
hours per day available for installation. For example, if software is delivered after backups are completed (12:00 am) and
before the beginning of the business day (07:00 am), the “window of opportunity” is seven hours.

Typical Package

Installation time can vary widely depending on the efficiency and complexity of the setup process. Two packages that
might be relatively close in size can have different installation times. Package size also affects the amount of time that
is required to transfer source files from the server to the agents. The size varies depending on the application. For
example, the package size of a commercial application, like Microsoft Office, can be many times the size of a package
for a security fix. An initiative to track package sizes for applications that are acquired and installed for development of
software signatures has been untaken. As data becomes available, statistics for use in capacity estimations is available.
The estimated number of seconds to deliver a package is calculated based on the package size, installation time, and
network speed that is adjusted for anticipated bandwidth availability.

Example:

Package Size: 600 MB

Package Installation Time: 10 minutes

Network Speed: 100 mbps
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Bandwidth Availability Factor: 20 percent

Calculations:

Data transfer time: 600MB/(100 mbps/8 bits * 0.20) = 240 seconds

…Where 600 MB is the package size, 0.20 is the estimated percentage of bandwidth available, 100 mbps is the network
speed in megabits, and 8 is the number of bits in a byte.

Delivery time: 240 + 600 = 840 seconds

…Where 600 is the estimated number of seconds for installation procedure to execute when run locally and 240 is the
amount of time that is calculated to transfer the actual source files that the installation calls.

Service Level Compliance

Once the number of packages deliverable per unit time is estimated and time restrictions are known, the expected value
can be calculated for one of four metrics provided values for the other three are known:

• Maximum Simultaneous Activations
• Number of Scalability Servers
• Service Level
• Number of Target Agents

For example, to determine the number of Scalability Servers that are required, ensure that you know the values for
maximum simultaneous activations, service level, and number of target agents. Principles, procedures, and models are
provided because the optimization typically involves several “what if” cases.

Adjustments for Resource Contention and Overhead

As might be expected, as the number of agents per Scalability Server increases the resource contention and overhead
also increases. Observations in test environments showed that the effect followed a non-linear curve.

The following formula was derived to estimate the “overhead’ based on the number of agents:

(0.0075 * [Number of Agents]2) + (1.15 * [Number of Agents])
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In reality, it was not possible to retest on every possible hardware platform. Results did not vary greatly between
equipment that met the minimum recommended resource requirements for Scalability Servers. It is not expected that
upgrading resources like more RAM, faster processors, and so on, would reduce the estimated overhead.

Maximum Simultaneous Activations

By default, CA DSM is configured to limit the number of agents that are connected to a server executing installation
procedures to 25. Increasing the value might not result in the completion of more installations in a fixed time period. In
fact, because the competition for limited resources increases, the individual installations might slow down to a point where
fewer completes. Alter the value only after careful testing and study.

For example, suppose that the following points are known:

• Time to transfer and install a package is estimated to be 840 seconds.
• Number of targets agents is 150.
• Number of Scalability Servers that are planned for a site is 1.
• Service Level that is required is 1 day between the hours of midnight and 7:00 am (essentially 7 hours or 25,200

seconds (7 * 60 * 60)).

Because it is a small site, an existing server has been proposed to host the DSM Scalability Server. The concern is
that 25 simultaneous deliveries might affect the network and server performance. The question asked is “what is the
minimum number of simultaneous activations that are required to satisfy the service requirement?” 

The calculation would be:

(840 * 150) / 1 * (7 * 60 * 60) = 5 simultaneous activations

Based on the estimates and calculations, if maximum simultaneous activations value is set to five (although a
slightly higher value might be recommended), you can still meet the service commitment. Adjustments for resource
contention and overhead still must be applied.

NOTE
From CA Client Automation 12.9 version, we support the Neighbor Aware Software Distribution feature.
Neighbor Aware Software Distribution (NASD) enables an Agent to be configured as a collaborative agent for
peer-enabled software distribution. The collaborative Agents are configured to retain the software packages
that the Neighbor Aware Agents can download. If the limit of maximum simultaneous executions on Scalability
Server has reached, this feature speeds up the software distribution as the collaborating Agents can service
other Agents.

Number of Scalability Servers Required

Typically, it is necessary to estimate the number of Scalability Servers that are required to provide the service level that is
required when many agents are located on the same LAN. 

For example, suppose that the following points are known:

• Time to transfer and install a package is estimated to be 840 seconds.
• Maximum Simultaneous Activations are 25 (default).
• Number of targets agents is 2500.
• Service Level that is required is 1 day between the hours of midnight and 7:00 am (essentially 7 hours or 25,200

seconds (7 * 60 * 60)).

The calculation would be:

(840 * 2500) / 25 * (7 * 60 * 60) = 3.33 servers

Based on the initial estimates and calculations, at least four Scalability Servers are required to service the location.
Adjustments for resource contention and overhead still must be applied.
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Service Level Required

Sometimes it might be necessary to answer questions similar to “How long it takes to delivery to all agents from a
specified number of Scalability Servers?” 

In other words, what level of service could be expected?

What if the following is known?

• Time to transfer and install a package is estimated to be 840 seconds.
• Maximum Simultaneous Activations are 25 (default).
• Number of Scalability servers that is proposed is 2.
• Number of targets agents is 2500.

The calculation would be:

(840 * 2500) / (25 * 2 * (60 * 60)) = 11.66 hours

In other words, which are based on the estimates and calculations, it would be expected that the package would reach
all 2500 agents in approximately six hours (if an equal number of agents are serviced from each). Adjustments for
resource contention and overhead still must be applied.

Number of Target Agents

The most common “what if” question asked is “how many agents can a package be delivered to from a Scalability
Server?” given the following:

• Time to transfer and install a package is estimated to be 840 seconds.
• Maximum Simultaneous Activations are 25 (default).
• Number of Scalability servers proposed is 1.
• Service Level that is required is 1 day between the hours of midnight and 7:00 am (essentially 7 hours or 25,200

seconds (7 * 60 * 60)).

The calculation would be:

(25 * 1 * (7 * 60 * 60)) / 840 = 750 target agents

Based on estimates and calculations, it might be possible to reach 750 targets in seven hours. Adjustments for resource
contention and overhead still must be applied.

Conclusion

Planning a CA DSM solution begins with gathering and understanding business stakeholder requirements and expected
service levels. The design evolves through a process that begins with drafting a rough architecture that aligns with
expectations and is then refined as required by verifying the ability to comply with service levels using models based on
information that CA conducted performance testing generates. The result is an architecture that is designed to meet or
exceed the user expectations.
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Product Accessibility Features
CA Technologies are committed to ensure that all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use its products and
supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks. 
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USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION 1. Definitions. "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use,
reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document. "Licensor" shall mean the copyright
owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License. "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of
the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For
the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of
such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or
(iii) beneficial ownership of such entity. "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions
granted by this License. "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited
to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files. "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from
mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated
documentation, and conversions to other media types. "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the
work (an example is provided in the Appendix below). "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or
Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations,
or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative
Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the
Work and Derivative Works thereof. "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of
the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to
Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf
of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written
communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing
lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the
purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution." "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual
or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within
the Work. 2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby
grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,
prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative
Works in Source or Object form. 3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each
Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as
stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by
their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was
submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging
that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then
any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with
or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions: (a) You must
give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and (b) You must cause any modified
files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any
Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of
the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and (d) If the Work includes
a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable
copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any
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part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the
Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a
display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of
the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,
provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License. You may add Your own
copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use,
reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License. 5. Submission of
Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by
You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement
you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions. 6. Trademarks. This License does not grant
permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required
for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE
file. 7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work
(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS
OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-
INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for
determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise
of permissions under this License. 8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including
negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or
agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,
or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work
(including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages. 9.
Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to
offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent
with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole
responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor
harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such
warranty or additional liability. END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to
your work. To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by
brackets "{}" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed
in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of
purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner} Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may
not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at https://www.apache.org/
licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is
distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
==========================================================================================================================
Struts 2.5.22
Apache License Version 2.0, January 2004 http://www.apache.org/licenses/ TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE,
REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION 1. Definitions. &amp;amp;amp;amp;quot;License&amp;amp;amp;amp;quot;
shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through
9 of this document. &amp;amp;amp;amp;quot;Licensor&amp;amp;amp;amp;quot; shall mean the copyright
owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License. &amp;amp;amp;amp;quot;Legal
Entity&amp;amp;amp;amp;quot; shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that
control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
&amp;amp;amp;amp;quot;control&amp;amp;amp;amp;quot; means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction
or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity. &amp;amp;amp;amp;quot;You&amp;amp;amp;amp;quot;
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(or &amp;amp;amp;amp;quot;Your&amp;amp;amp;amp;quot;) shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising
permissions granted by this License. &amp;amp;amp;amp;quot;Source&amp;amp;amp;amp;quot; form shall mean the
preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and
configuration files. &amp;amp;amp;amp;quot;Object&amp;amp;amp;amp;quot; form shall mean any form resulting from
mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated
documentation, and conversions to other media types. &amp;amp;amp;amp;quot;Work&amp;amp;amp;amp;quot;
shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated
by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
&amp;amp;amp;amp;quot;Derivative Works&amp;amp;amp;amp;quot; shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or
other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative
Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the
Work and Derivative Works thereof. &amp;amp;amp;amp;quot;Contribution&amp;amp;amp;amp;quot; shall mean
any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or
Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this
definition, &amp;amp;amp;amp;quot;submitted&amp;amp;amp;amp;quot; means any form of electronic, verbal, or written
communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing
lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the
purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as &amp;amp;amp;amp;quot;Not a Contribution.&amp;amp;amp;amp;quot;
&amp;amp;amp;amp;quot;Contributor&amp;amp;amp;amp;quot; shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work. 2.
Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You
a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare
Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in
Source or Object form. 3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor
hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated
in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by
their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was
submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging
that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then
any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with
or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions: (a) You must
give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and (b) You must cause any modified
files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any
Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of
the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and (d) If the Work includes a
&amp;amp;amp;amp;quot;NOTICE&amp;amp;amp;amp;quot; text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works
that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding
those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a
NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along
with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices
normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License.
You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to
the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the
License. You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license
terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a
whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this
License. 5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for
inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional
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terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate
license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions. 6. Trademarks. This License
does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except
as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the
NOTICE file. 7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the
Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an &amp;amp;amp;amp;quot;AS IS&amp;amp;amp;amp;quot;
BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without
limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the
Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License. 8. Limitation of Liability.
In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by
applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to
You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising
as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of
goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if
such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages. 9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While
redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support,
warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such
obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor,
and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims
asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
==========================================================================================================================

AdoptOpenJDK

The AdoptOpenJDK content ("GPL+ Content") is open source software that is used with this CA software program
(the CA Product). The GPL+ Content is not owned by CA, Inc. (CA). Use, copying, distribution and modification of the
GPL+ Content are governed by the GNU General Public License version 2 + the Classpath Exception (the GPL+). A
copy of the GPL+ license can be found in the same directory where the Third Party Product is located. Additionally,
a copy of the GPL+ license can be obtained by writing to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite
330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA. Broadcom may make the source code for the GPL+ Content available at https://
opensrcd.broadcom.com/, and may include a copy of the source code on the same media as the executable code. Use of
the CA Product is governed solely by the CA end user license agreement (EULA), not by the GPL+ license. You cannot
use, copy, modify or redistribute any CA Product code except as may be expressly set forth in the EULA. The GPL+
Content is provided AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Further details of the disclaimer of warranty with respect to the GPL+ Content can be found in
the GPL+ license itself. To the full extent permitted under applicable law, CA disclaims all warranties and liability arising
from or related to any use of the GPL+ Content.

===========================================================================================================================

google-gson 2.3.1

The above software is distributed in accordance with the following license terms: Apache License Version 2.0, January
2004 http://www.apache.org/licenses/ TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION 1.
Definitions. "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections
1 through 9 of this document. "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner
that is granting the License. "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are
controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the
power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii)
ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity. "You" (or
"Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License. "Source" form shall mean
the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source,
and configuration files. "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of
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a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other
media types. "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the
License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the
Appendix below). "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived
from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a
whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that
remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work
by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For
the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the
Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control
systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing
and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing
by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution." "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on
behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work. 2. Grant of
Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works
of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object
form. 3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent
license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies
only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or
by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent
litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution
incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted
to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. 4. Redistribution. You may
reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications,
and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions: (a) You must give any other recipients
of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent
notices stating that You changed the files; and (c) You must retain, in the Source form that You distribute, all copyright,
attribution notices from the Source excluding those notices that do not the Derivative Works; and of any Derivative
Works patent, trademark, and form of the Work, pertain to any part of (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as
part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution
notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative
Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within
the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the
Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for
informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative
Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional
attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License. You may add Your own copyright statement to Your
modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution
of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution
of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License. 5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You
explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall
be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the
above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions. 6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary
use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file. 7. Disclaimer of Warranty.
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides
its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY,
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or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using
or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License. 8.
Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any
Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of
any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to
damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages
or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages. 9. Accepting Warranty or
Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee
for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License.
However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on
behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for
any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty
or additional liability. END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS Hamcrest Core content is distributed in accordance with
the following: Copyright (c) 2000-2007, www.hamcrest.org Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or
without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: Redistributions of source code must
retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must
reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or
other materials provided with the distribution. Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its contributors
may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission. THIS
SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON
ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
This project includes Public Suffix List copied from <https://publicsuffix.org/list/effective_tld_names.dat> licensed under
the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0 Full license text: <http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/> Mozilla Public License
Version 2.0 ================================== 1. Definitions -------------1.1. "Contributor" means each individual
or legal entity that creates, contributes to the creation of, or owns Covered Software. 1.2. "Contributor Version" means
the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.
1.3. "Contribution" means Covered Software of a particular Contributor. 1.4. "Covered Software" means Source Code
Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form,
and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions thereof. 1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary
Licenses" means (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in Exhibit B to the Covered Software;
or (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not
also under the terms of a Secondary License. 1.6. "Executable Form" means any form of the work other than Source
Code Form. 1.7. "Larger Work" means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a separate file
or files, that is not Covered Software. 1.8. "License" means this document. 1.9. "Licensable" means having the right to
grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the rights
conveyed by this License. 1.10. "Modifications" means any of the following: (a) any file in Source Code Form that results
from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or (b) any new file in Source Code
Form that contains any Covered Software. 1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor means any patent claim(s), including
without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such Contributor that would be
infringed, but for the grant of the License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import, or transfer
of either its Contributions or its Contributor Version. 1.12. "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public
License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public License,
Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses. 1.13. "Source Code Form" means the form of the work preferred for
making modifications. 1.14. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this License. For
legal entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes
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of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,
whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial
ownership of such entity. 2. License Grants and Conditions -------------------------------2.1. Grants Each Contributor hereby
grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license: (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or
trademark) Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available, modify, display, perform, distribute, and
otherwise exploit its Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or as part of a Larger Work; and
(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer
either its Contributions or its Contributor Version. 2.2. Effective Date The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to
any Contribution become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first distributes such Contribution.
2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under this License.
No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.
Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a Contributor: (a) for any code that a Contributor
has removed from Covered Software; or (b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's modifications
of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor
Version); or (c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of its Contributions. This License
does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks, or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to
comply with the notice requirements in Section 3.4). 2.4. Subsequent Licenses No Contributor makes additional grants
as a result of Your choice to distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this License (see Section
10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted under the terms of Section 3.3). 2.5. Representation
Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient
rights to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License. 2.6. Fair Use This License is not intended to limit
any rights You have under applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other equivalents. 2.7. Conditions
Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in Section 2.1. 3. Responsibilities ------------------
3.1. Distribution of Source Form All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any Modifications
that You create or to which You contribute, must be under the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the
Source Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this License, and how they can obtain a copy
of this License. You may not attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form. 3.2. Distribution
of Executable Form If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then: (a) such Covered Software must also
be made available in Source Code Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the Executable
Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no
more than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and (b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of
this License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the license for the Executable Form does not attempt
to limit or alter the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License. 3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work You
may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice, provided that You also comply with the requirements
of this License for the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered Software with a work governed
by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this
License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software under the terms of such Secondary License(s),
so that the recipient of the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered Software under the terms of
either this License or such Secondary License(s). 3.4. Notices You may not remove or alter the substance of any license
notices (including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations of liability) contained within
the Source Code Form of the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the extent required
to remedy known factual inaccuracies. 3.5. Application of Additional Terms You may choose to offer, and to charge a
fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, You
may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any
such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every
Contributor for any liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You
offer. You may include additional disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any jurisdiction. 4. Inability
to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation -------------------------------------------------- If it is impossible for You to comply with
any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute, judicial order, or
regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe
the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the
Covered Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be
sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it. 5. Termination ------------- 5.1. The rights
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granted under this License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become
compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless
and until such Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing basis, if such Contributor
fails to notify You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into
compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor
notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the first time You have received notice of non-
compliance with this License from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt of
the notice. 5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory
judgment actions, counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes
any patent, then the rights granted to You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section 2.1 of this
License shall terminate. 5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user license agreements
(excluding distributors and resellers) which have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License
prior to termination shall survive termination. ************************************************************************ * * * 6.
Disclaimer of Warranty * * ------------------------* * * * Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is" * * basis,
without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or * * statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the
* * Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a * * particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as
to the * * quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You. * * Should any Covered Software prove defective
in any respect, You * * (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, * * repair, or correction. This
disclaimer of warranty constitutes an * * essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is * * authorized
under this License except under this disclaimer. * * * ************************************************************************
************************************************************************ * * * 7. Limitation of Liability * * -------------------------* *
* * Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort * * (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
shall any * * Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as * * permitted above, be liable to You for
any direct, indirect, * * special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character * * including, without limitation,
damages for lost profits, loss of * * goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any * * and all other
commercial damages or losses, even if such party * * shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages.
This * * limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or * * personal injury resulting from such party's
negligence to the * * extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some * * jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion
or limitation of * * incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and * * limitation may not apply to You. * * *
************************************************************************ 8. Litigation ------------ Any litigation relating to this License
may be brought only in the courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of business and
such litigation shall be governed by laws of that jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing
in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring cross-claims or counter-claims. 9. Miscellaneous --------------- This
License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is
held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. Any law
or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not be used to
construe this License against a Contributor. 10. Versions of the License -------------------------- 10.1. New Versions Mozilla
Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section 10.3, no one other than the license steward has the
right to modify or publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number.
10.2. Effect of New Versions You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version of the License
under which You originally received the Covered Software, or under the terms of any subsequent version published
by the license steward. 10.3. Modified Versions If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to
create a new license for such software, you may create and use a modified version of this License if you rename the
license and remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that such modified license differs
from this License). 10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses If You choose
to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the
License, the notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached. Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice
------------------------------------------ This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0. If a
copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/. If it is not possible or
desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a
relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice. You may add additional accurate notices of
copyright ownership. Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice ------------------------------------------------------
This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.
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===================================================================================================
OpenSSL License

LICENSE ISSUES ============== The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a double license, i.e. both the conditions of the
OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit. See below for the actual license texts. OpenSSL
License --------------- /* ====================================================================
* Copyright (c) 1998-2019 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved. * * Redistribution and use in source and
binary forms, with or without * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions * are met: * * 1.
Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright * notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer. * * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright * notice, this list of conditions
and the following disclaimer in * the documentation and/or other materials provided with the * distribution. * * 3. All
advertising materials mentioning features or use of this * software must display the following acknowledgment: *
&amp;quot;This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project * for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://
www.openssl.org/)&amp;quot; * * 4. The names &amp;quot;OpenSSL Toolkit&amp;quot; and &amp;quot;OpenSSL
Project&amp;quot; must not be used to * endorse or promote products derived from this software without * prior written
permission. For written permission, please contact * openssl-core@openssl.org. * * 5. Products derived from this
software may not be called &amp;quot;OpenSSL&amp;quot; * nor may &amp;quot;OpenSSL&amp;quot; appear in
their names without prior written * permission of the OpenSSL Project. * * 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever
must retain the following * acknowledgment: * &amp;quot;This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL
Project * for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)&amp;quot; * * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED
BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY * EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, THE * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR * ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, * SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, BUT * NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; * LOSS OF
USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, * STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED * OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE. * ==================================================================== * * This
product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young * (eay@cryptsoft.com). This product includes software
written by Tim * Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). * */ Original SSLeay License ----------------------- /* Copyright (C) 1995-1998
Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com) * All rights reserved. * * This package is an SSL implementation written * by Eric Young
(eay@cryptsoft.com). * The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL. * * This library is free
for commercial and non-commercial use as long as * the following conditions are aheared to. The following conditions
* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA, * lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code. The
SSL documentation * included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms * except that the holder is
Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). * * Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in * the code
are not to be removed. * If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution * as the author of
the parts of the library used. * This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or * in documentation
(online or textual) provided with the package. * * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without *
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions * are met: * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain
the copyright * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce
the above copyright * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the * documentation and/or other
materials provided with the distribution. * 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software * must
display the following acknowledgement: * &amp;quot;This product includes cryptographic software written by * Eric Young
(eay@cryptsoft.com)&amp;quot; * The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library * being used
are not cryptographic related :-). * 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from * the apps
directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement: * &amp;quot;This product includes software written
by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)&amp;quot; * * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND *
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE * ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE * FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL * DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS *
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OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON
ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT * LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY * OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF * SUCH DAMAGE. * * The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or *
derivative of this code cannot be changed. i.e. this code cannot simply be * copied and put under another distribution
licence * [including the GNU Public Licence.] */

===================================================================================================

curl License

The curl license COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE Copyright (c) 1996 - 2020, Daniel Stenberg, daniel@haxx.se,
and many contributors, see the THANKS file. All rights reserved. Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this
software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this
permission notice appear in all copies. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER
IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE. Except as contained in this notice, the name of
a copyright holder shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software
without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

===================================================================================================

expat license

--------------------------------------------- Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, 2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd Permission
is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files
(the &quot;Software&quot;), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,
copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom
the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions: The above copyright notice and this permission
notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED &quot;AS
IS&quot;, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR
OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT
OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
----------------------------------------

===================================================================================================
===================================================================================================

50ComUpd 5.0.2516.1900

SUPPLEMENTAL END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR MICROSOFT SOFTWARE

IMPORTANT: READ CAREFULLY - These Microsoft Corporation ("Microsoft")
operating system components, including any "online" or electronic
documentation ("OS Components") are subject to the terms and conditions of the
agreement under which you have licensed the applicable Microsoft operating
system product ("OS Product") described below (each an "End User License
Agreement" or "EULA") and the terms and conditions of this Supplemental EULA.
BY INSTALLING, COPYING, OR OTHERWISE USING THE OS COMPONENTS, YOU AGREE TO BE
BOUND BY THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE APPLICABLE OS PRODUCT EULA AND THIS
SUPPLEMENTAL EULA. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS, DO NOT
INSTALL, COPY, OR USE THE OS COMPONENTS.
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NOTE: IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A VALID EULA FOR ANY "OS PRODUCT" (MICROSOFT WINDOWS
95, MICROSOFT WINDOWS 98, MICROSOFT WINDOWS NT WORKSTATION 4.0, MICROSOFT
WINDOWS NT SERVER 4.0, MICROSOFT WINDOWS NT SERVER, ENTERPRISE EDITION 4.0 OR
MICROSOFT WINDOWS NT SERVER 4.0, TERMINAL SERVER EDITION), YOU ARE NOT
AUTHORIZED TO INSTALL, COPY, OR OTHERWISE USE THE OS COMPONENTS AND YOU HAVE
NO RIGHTS UNDER THIS SUPPLEMENTAL EULA.

Capitalized terms used in this Supplemental EULA and not otherwise defined
herein shall have the meanings assigned to them in the applicable OS Product
EULA.

General. The OS Components are provided to you by Microsoft to update,
supplement, or replace existing functionality of the applicable OS Product.
In the event your OS Product is a version of Windows NT Server, the OS
Components are deemed "Client Software." Microsoft grants you a license to use
the OS Components under the terms and conditions of the OS Product EULA for
the applicable OS Product (which are hereby incorporated by reference) and the
terms and conditions set forth in this Supplemental EULA, provided that you
comply with all such terms and conditions. To the extent that any terms in
this Supplemental EULA conflict with terms in the applicable OS Product EULA,
the terms of this Supplemental EULA control solely with respect to the OS
Components.

Additional Rights and Limitations.

* If you have multiple validly licensed copies of the applicable OS
Product(s), you may reproduce, install, and use one copy of the Operating
System Components as part of such applicable OS Product(s) on all of your
computers running validly licensed copies of the OS Product(s) provided that
you use such additional copies of the Operating System Components in
accordance with the terms and conditions above. For each validly licensed copy
of the applicable OS Product, you also may reproduce one additional copy of
the Operating System Components solely for archival purposes or reinstallation
of the Operating System Components on the same computer as the Operating
System Components were previously installed. Microsoft retains all right,
title, and interest in and to the Operating System Components. All rights not
expressly granted are reserved by Microsoft.

* The OS Components may contain technology that enables applications to
be shared between two or more computers, even if an application is installed
on only one of the computers. You may use this technology with all Microsoft
application products for multi-party conferences. For non-Microsoft
applications, you should consult the accompanying license agreement or contact
the licensor to determine whether application sharing is permitted by the
licensor.

Note on Java Support. The OS Components may contain support for programs
written in Java. Java technology is not fault tolerant and is not designed,
manufactured, or intended for use or resale as on-line control equipment in
hazardous environments requiring fail-safe performance, such as in the
operation of nuclear facilities, aircraft navigation or communication systems,
air traffic control, direct life support machines, or weapons systems, in
which the failure of Java technology could lead directly to death, personal
injury, or severe physical or environmental damage. Sun Microsystems, Inc. has
contractually obligated Microsoft to make this disclaimer.
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* Subject to the distribution requirements described below, if you
obtain the OS Components on a CD-ROM from Microsoft, you may redistribute
sp5i386.exe, sp5alpha.exe, sp5symi.exe and sp5syma.exe separately or together
(collectively "Redistributable Code"). You must verify that you are
distributing the most recent version of the Redistributable Code. Check the
Microsoft FTP server at
ftp://ftp.microsoft.com/bussys/winnt/winnt-public/fixes/ for the latest
version. If you find a more recent version of the Microsoft FTP server, you
may download such files for your own use; provided, however, you may not
redistribute any such files without first obtaining them on a CD-ROM from
Microsoft.

DISTRIBUTION REQUIRMENTS: Microsoft grants you the non-exclusive, worldwide,
royalty free, right and license to reproduce and distribute an unlimited
number of copies of the Redistributable Code either for use in conjunction
with your computer hardware product or with your own software product,
designed to operate in conjunction with Microsoft Windows NT, provided:
(a) each copy of the Redistributable Code is a true and complete copy made
directly from the Microsoft CD-ROM;
(b) you require any installation of the Redistributable Code to be made by
running the self-extracting executable file or files;
(c) you distribute the readme.txt file and \drvlib directory along with and in
the same directory as any individual or group of Redistributable Code you
distribute;
(d) you distribute your own software product containing the Redistributable
Code on a CD-ROM and pursuant to an End-User License Agreement with terms no
less protective than those contained in the applicable OS Product EULA. Your
End-User License Agreement may be "break-the-seal", "click-wrap" or signed;
(e) you include all copyright and trademark notices contained in the
Redistributable Code;
(f) you do not distribute the Redistributable Code for profit;
(g) you do not modify the Redistributable Code; and
(h) you do not permit further redistribution of the Redistributable Code.

Export Restrictions.

You agree that you will not export or re-export the OS Componenets to any
country, person, or entity subject to U.S. export restrictions. You
specifically agree not to export or re-export the OS Components:
(i) to any country to which the U.S. has embargoed or restricted the export of
goods or services, which as of March 1999 include, but are not necessarily
limited to Cuba, Iran, Iraq, Libya, North Korea, Sudan and Syria, or to any
national of any such country, wherever located, who intends to transmit or
transport the OS Components back to such country;
(ii) to any person or entity who you know or have reason to know will utilize
the OS Components or portion thereof in the design, development or production
of nuclear, chemical or biological weapons; or
(iii) to any person or entity who has been prohibited from participating in
U.S. export transactions by any federal agency of the U.S. government. You
warrant and represent that neither the BXA nor any other U.S. federal agency
has suspended, revoked or denied your export privileges. For additional
information see http://www.microsoft.com/exporting/.

Redistributable Code is a subset of the OS Components and is subject to the
same Export Restrictions.
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IF THE APPLICABLE OS PRODUCT WAS LICENSED TO YOU BY MICROSOFT OR ANY OF ITS
WHOLLY OWNED SUBSIDIARIES, THE LIMITED WARRANTY (IF ANY) INCLUDED IN THE
APPLICABLE OS PRODUCT EULA APPLIES TO THE OS COMPONENTS PROVIDED THE OS
COMPONENTS HAVE BEEN LICENSED BY YOU WITHIN THE TERM OF THE LIMITED WARRANTY
IN THE APPLICABLE OS PRODUCT EULA. HOWEVER, THIS SUPPLEMENTAL EULA DOES NOT
EXTEND THE TIME PERIOD FOR WHICH THE LIMITED WARRANTY IS PROVIDED.

IF THE APPLICABLE OS PRODUCT WAS LICENSED TO YOU BY AN ENTITY OTHER THAN
MICROSOFT OR ANY OF ITS WHOLLY OWNED SUBSIDIARIES, MICROSOFT DISCLAIMS ALL
WARRANTIES WITH RESPECT TO THE OS COMPONENT AS FOLLOWS:

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW,
MICROSOFT AND ITS SUPPLIERS PROVIDE TO YOU THE OS COMPONENTS, AND ANY (IF ANY)
SUPPORT SERVICES RELATED TO THE OS COMPONENTS ("SUPPORT SERVICES") AS IS AND
WITH ALL FAULTS; AND MICROSOFT AND ITS SUPPLIERS HEREBY DISCLAIM WITH RESPECT
TO THE OS COMPONENTS AND SUPPORT SERVICES ALL WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS,
WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY (IF
ANY) WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF OR RELATED TO: TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, LACK OF VIRUSES, ACCURACY
OR COMPLETENESS OF RESPONSES, RESULTS, LACK OF NEGLIGENCE OR LACK OF
WORKMANLIKE EFFORT, QUIET ENJOYMENT, QUIET POSSESSION, AND CORRESPONDENCE TO
DESCRIPTION. THE ENTIRE RISK ARISING OUT OF USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE
OPERATING SYSTEM COMPONENTS AND ANY SUPPORT SERVICES REMAINS WITH YOU.

EXCLUSION OF INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, AND CERTAIN OTHER DAMAGES. TO THE
MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL MICROSOFT OR ITS
SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, DAMAGES FOR: LOSS OF
PROFITS, LOSS OF CONFIDENTIAL OR OTHER INFORMATION, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION,
PERSONAL INJURY, LOSS OF PRIVACY, FAILURE TO MEET ANY DUTY (INCLUDING OF GOOD
FAITH OR OF REASONABLE CARE), NEGLIGENCE, AND ANY OTHER PECUNIARY OR OTHER
LOSS WHATSOEVER) ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY WAY RELATED TO THE USE OF OR
INABILITY TO USE THE OS COMPONENTS OR THE SUPPORT SERVICES, OR THE PROVISION
OF OR FAILURE TO PROVIDE SUPPORT SERVICES, OR OTHERWISE UNDER OR IN CONNECTION
WITH ANY PROVISION OF THIS SUPPLEMENTAL EULA, EVEN IF MICROSOFT OR ANY
SUPPLIER HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY AND REMEDIES. NOT WITHSTANDING ANY DAMAGES THAT YOU
MIGHT INCUR FOR ANY REASON WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ALL
DAMAGES REFERENCED ABOVE AND ALL DIRECT OR GENERAL DAMAGES), THE ENTIRE
LIABILITY OF MICROSOFT AND ANY OF ITS SUPPLIERS UNDER ANY PROVISION OF THIS
SUPPLEMENTAL EULA AND YOUR EXCLUSIVE REMEDY FOR ALL OF THE FOREGOING SHALL BE
LIMITED TO THE GREATER OF THE AMOUNT ACTUALLY PAID BY YOU FOR THE OPERATING
SYSTEM COMPONENTS OR U.S.$5.00. THE FOREGOING LIMITATIONS, EXCLUSIONS, AND
DISCLAIMERS SHALL APPLY TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW,
EVEN IF ANY REMEDY FAILS ITS ESSENTIAL PURPOSE.
===================================================================================================

Ant 1.6.5

Portions of this product include software developed by the Apache Software Foundation. The Apache software is
distributed in accordance with the following license agreement.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.

'License' shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of
this document.

'Licensor' shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

'Legal Entity' shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
'control' means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

'You' (or 'Your') shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

'Source' form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.

'Object' form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and versions to other media types.

'Work' shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

'Derivative Works' shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and
for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work
of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or
merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

'Contribution' shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to
submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, 'submitted' means any form of electronic,
verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source
code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of
discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in
writing by the copyright owner as 'Not a Contribution.'

'Contributor' shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received
by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You
a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license
to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only
to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by
combination of their Contribution(s)with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent
litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent
licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
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4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a 'NOTICE' text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as
part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,
provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms
and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,
provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you
may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of
the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an 'AS IS' BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the
Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall
any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use
the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any
and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to
offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act
only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to
indemnify,
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defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by
reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets
'[]' replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the
appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose
be included on the same 'printed page' as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
===================================================================================================
Apache CXF 2.7.11

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

Apache CXF includes a number of components and libraries with separate
copyright notices and license terms. Your use of those components are
subject to the terms and conditions of the following licenses.

AntLR Parser Generator (http://www.antlr.org/) antlr:antlr:jar:2.7.7
License: BSD License (http://www.antlr.org/license.html)

AOP alliance (http://aopalliance.sourceforge.net) aopalliance:aopalliance:jar:1.0
License: Public Domain

ASM (http://asm.objectweb.org/asm/asm asm:asm:jar:3.3.1:compile
License: BSD http://asm.ow2.org/license.html

MSV XML Schema Datatype Library (http://nexus.sonatype.org/oss-repository-hosting.html/xsdlib)
com.sun.msv.datatype.xsd:xsdlib:bundle:2010.1
License: BSD (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)
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Sun JAXB Reference Implementation Runtime (http://jaxb.java.net/jaxb-impl) com.sun.xml.bind:jaxb-impl:jar:2.2.6:compile
License: COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0 (http://www.sun.com/cddl/
cddl.html)

Sun JAXB Reference Implementation Tools (http://jaxb.java.net/jaxb-xjc) com.sun.xml.bind:jaxb-xjc:jar:2.2.6:compile
License: COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0 (http://www.sun.com/cddl/
cddl.html)

ISO Relax (http://iso-relax.sourceforge.net/) isorelax:isorelax:jar:20030108:compile
License: MIT (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.html)

javax.ws.rs-api (http://jax-rs-spec.java.net) javax.ws.rs:javax.ws.rs-api:jar:2.0-m10
License: CDDL 1.1 (http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html)

javax.ws.rs-api (http://jax-rs-spec.java.net) javax.ws.rs:javax.ws.rs-api:jar:2.0-m10
License: GPL2 w/ CPE (http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html)

Java Architecture for XML Binding (JAXB API) (http://jaxb.java.net/jaxb-api) javax.xml.bind:jaxb-api:jar:2.2.6:compile
License: COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0 (http://www.sun.com/cddl/
cddl.html)

Joda time (http://joda-time.sourceforge.net) joda-time:joda-time:jar:1.6.2
License: Apache 2 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

MSV Core (http://msv.java.net/msv-core) net.java.dev.msv:msv-core:bundle:2011.1
License: BSD ()

HttpAsyncClient (http://hc.apache.org/httpcomponents-asyncclient) org.apache.httpcomponents:httpasyncclient:jar:4.0-
beta3
License: Apache License (LICENSE.txt)

HttpClient (http://hc.apache.org/httpcomponents-client) org.apache.httpcomponents:httpclient:jar:4.2.1
License: Apache License (LICENSE.txt)

HttpCore (http://hc.apache.org/httpcomponents-core-ga) org.apache.httpcomponents:httpcore:jar:4.2.2
License: Apache License (LICENSE.txt)

HttpCore NIO (http://hc.apache.org/httpcomponents-core-ga) org.apache.httpcomponents:httpcore-nio:jar:4.2.2
License: Apache License (LICENSE.txt)

Apache MINA Core (http://mina.apache.org/mina-core/) org.apache.mina:mina-core:bundle:2.0.7
License: Apache 2.0 License (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

Stax2 API (http://woodstox.codehaus.org/StAX2) org.codehaus.woodstox:stax2-api:jar:3.1.1
License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

Jetty :: Continuation (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/jetty-continuation) org.eclipse.jetty:jetty-continuation:jar:8.1.7.v20120910
License: Apache Software License - Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

Jetty :: Continuation (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/jetty-continuation) org.eclipse.jetty:jetty-continuation:jar:8.1.7.v20120910
License: Eclipse Public License - Version 1.0 (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-v10.php)

Jetty :: Http Utility (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/jetty-http) org.eclipse.jetty:jetty-http:jar:8.1.7.v20120910
License: Apache Software License - Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

Jetty :: Http Utility (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/jetty-http) org.eclipse.jetty:jetty-http:jar:8.1.7.v20120910
License: Eclipse Public License - Version 1.0 (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-v10.php)

Jetty :: IO Utility (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/jetty-io) org.eclipse.jetty:jetty-io:jar:8.1.7.v20120910
License: Apache Software License - Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

Jetty :: IO Utility (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/jetty-io) org.eclipse.jetty:jetty-io:jar:8.1.7.v20120910
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License: Eclipse Public License - Version 1.0 (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-v10.php)

Jetty :: Security (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/jetty-security) org.eclipse.jetty:jetty-security:jar:8.1.7.v20120910
License: Apache Software License - Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

Jetty :: Security (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/jetty-security) org.eclipse.jetty:jetty-security:jar:8.1.7.v20120910
License: Eclipse Public License - Version 1.0 (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-v10.php)

Jetty :: Server Core (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/jetty-server) org.eclipse.jetty:jetty-server:jar:8.1.7.v20120910
License: Apache Software License - Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

Jetty :: Server Core (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/jetty-server) org.eclipse.jetty:jetty-server:jar:8.1.7.v20120910
License: Eclipse Public License - Version 1.0 (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-v10.php)

Jetty :: Utilities (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/jetty-util) org.eclipse.jetty:jetty-util:jar:8.1.7.v20120910
License: Apache Software License - Version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

Jetty :: Utilities (http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/jetty-util) org.eclipse.jetty:jetty-util:jar:8.1.7.v20120910
License: Eclipse Public License - Version 1.0 (http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/epl-v10.php)

OpenSAML-J (http://opensaml.org/) org.opensaml:opensaml:jar:2.5.1-1
License: Apache 2 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

OpenWS (http://opensaml.org/) org.opensaml:openws:jar:1.4.2-1
License: Apache 2 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

XMLTooling-J (http://opensaml.org/) org.opensaml:xmltooling:jar:1.3.2-1
License: Apache 2 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

Simple Logging Facade for Java - API (http://www.slf4j.org/slf4j-api) org.slf4j:slf4j-api:jar:1.7.5:compile
License: MIT License (http://www.slf4j.org/license.html)

Simple Logging Facade for Java - JDK Logging (http://www.slf4j.org/slf4j-jdk14) org.slf4j:slf4j-jdk14:jar:1.7.5:compile
License: MIT License http://www.slf4j.org/license.html)

RELAX NG Datatype (http://sourceforge.net/projects/relaxng/) relaxngDatatype:relaxngDatatype:jar:20020414:compile
License: BSD (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

Rhino (http://www.mozilla.org/rhino/) rhino:js:jar:1.7R2
License: Mozilla Public License (http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/MPL-1.1.html)

WSDL4J (http://sf.net/projects/wsdl4j) wsdl4j:wsdl4j:jar:1.6.3
License: CPL (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/cpl1.0.txt)
===================================================================================================
Axis 1.4

Portions of this product include software developed by the Apache Software Foundation. The Apache software is
distributed in accordance with the following license agreement.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of
this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to
cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%)
or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work
and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original
work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from,
or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work
by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the
purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor
or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving
the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright
owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received
by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare
Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in
Source or Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license
to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only
to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by
combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent
litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution
incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You
under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works;
or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The
contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own
attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the
Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms
and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,
provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms
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or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license
agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions
under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall
any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages
of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to
damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or
losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose
to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your
sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each
Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting
any such warranty or additional liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets
"[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the
appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose
be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS
IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the
specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

===================================================================================================

Axis2 1.5

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
Portions Copyright 2006 International Business Machines Corp.
Portions Copyright 2005-2007 WSO2, Inc.
This product also includes schemas and specification developed by:
- the W3C consortium (http://www.w3c.org)
This product also includes WS-* schemas developed by International
Business Machines Corporation, Microsoft Corporation, BEA Systems,
TIBCO Software, SAP AG, Sonic Software, and VeriSign
This product also includes a WSDL developed by salesforce.com
- Copyright 1999-2006 salesforce.com, inc.
Portions of the included xmlbeans library were originally based on the following:
- software copyright (c) 2000-2003, BEA Systems, <http://www.bea.com/>.
Apache License
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Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of
this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to
cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%)
or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work
and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original
work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from,
or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work
by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the
purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor
or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving
the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright
owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received
by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare
Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in
Source or Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license
to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only
to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by
combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent
litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the
Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent
licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and
If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works;
or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The
contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own
attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the
Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License. You may add Your
own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for
use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms
or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license
agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF
ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-
INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for
determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of
permissions under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall
any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages
of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to
damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or
losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose
to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your
sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each
Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting
any such warranty or additional liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets
"[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the
appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose
be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
The following components of Axis2 1.6.1 are distributed under the terms of the following license: Activation, mail, jsr311-
apl, jaxws-tools, jaxb-xjc, jaxb-impl, and jaxb-api.
COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0
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1. Definitions.
1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.
1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any),
and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.
1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing
Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.
1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.
1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.
1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by the
terms of this License.
1.7. License means this document.
1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or
subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.
1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:
A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing Original
Software or previous Modifications;
B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or
C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.
1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally released
under this License.
1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method,
process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.
1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)
associated documentation included in or with such code.
1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this
License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You.
For purposes of this definition, control means (a)o?=the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management
of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b)o?=ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding
shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.
2. License Grants.
2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.
Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial
Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:
(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,
modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without
Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and
(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice,
sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).
(c) The licenses granted in Sectionso?=2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or
otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.
(d) Notwithstanding Sectiono?=2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1)o?=for code that You delete from the Original
Software, or (2)o?=for infringements caused by: (i)o?=the modification of the Original Software, or (ii)o?=the combination
of the Original Software with other software or devices.
2.2. Contributor Grant.
Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims, each
Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:
(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,
display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an
unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and
(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone
and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have
made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1)o?=Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2)o?=the
combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).
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(c) The licenses granted in Sectionso?=2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise
makes the Modifications available to a third party.
(d) Notwithstanding Sectiono?=2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1)o?=for any code that Contributor has deleted
from the Contributor Version; (2)o?=for infringements caused by: (i)o?=third party modifications of Contributor Version,
or (ii)o?=the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor
Version) or other devices; or (3)o?=under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of Modifications
made by that Contributor.
3. Distribution Obligations.
3.1. Availability of Source Code.
Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made available in
Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must include
a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make
available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such
Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software
exchange.
3.2. Modifications.
The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You represent that
You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed
by this License.
3.3. Required Notices.
You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may
not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of
licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.
3.4. Application of Additional Terms.
You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the
applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for,
warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do
so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely
clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to
indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor
as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.
3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.
You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms of a
license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the
terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients
rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in
Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License
are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer
and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms
You offer.
3.6. Larger Works.
You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this License
and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this License
are fulfilled for the Covered Software.
4. Versions of the License.
4.1. New Versions.
Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from
time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other
than the license steward has the right to modify this License.
4.2. Effect of New Versions.
You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the
version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a notice
in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of
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the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License
under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise
make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license
steward.
4.3. Modified Versions.
When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may create and
use a modified version of this License if You: (a)o?=rename the license and remove any references to the name of the
license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b)o?=otherwise make it clear that the
license contains terms which differ from this License.
5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.
COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF
ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE
COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-
INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS
WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL
DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR
OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO
USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.
6. TERMINATION.
6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and
fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in
effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.
6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a
Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant) alleging
that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original
Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights
granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant)
and all Contributors under Sectionso?=2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate
prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You
withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a
written agreement with Participant.
6.3. In the event of termination under Sectionso?=6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted
by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall survive
termination.
7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE),
CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY
DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY
PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,
COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN
IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION
OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH
PARTYS NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS
DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS
EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.
8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.
The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48o?=C.F.R.o?=2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of
commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. o?=252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer
software documentation as such terms are used in 48o?=C.F.R.o?=12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212
and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software
with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,
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any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this
License.
9. MISCELLANEOUS.
This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held
to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License
shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the
extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation
relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in
a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without limitation,
court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts
for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a
contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible
for compliance with the United States export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any
other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.
10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.
As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or
indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors
to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any
admission of liability.
NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)
The GlassFish code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-
of-law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the
Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County,
California.
The following components of Axis2 1.6.1 are distributed under the terms of the following license:antlr-2
SOFTWARE RIGHTS
ANTLR 1989-2006 Developed by Terence Parr
Partially supported by University of San Francisco & jGuru.com
We reserve no legal rights to the ANTLR--it is fully in the
public domain. An individual or company may do whatever
they wish with source code distributed with ANTLR or the
code generated by ANTLR, including the incorporation of
ANTLR, or its output, into commerical software.
We encourage users to develop software with ANTLR. However,
we do ask that credit is given to us for developing
ANTLR. By "credit", we mean that if you use ANTLR or
incorporate any source code into one of your programs
(commercial product, research project, or otherwise) that
you acknowledge this fact somewhere in the documentation,
research report, etc... If you like ANTLR and have
developed a nice tool with the output, please mention that
you developed it using ANTLR. In addition, we ask that the
headers remain intact in our source code. As long as these
guidelines are kept, we expect to continue enhancing this
system and expect to make other tools available as they are
completed.
The primary ANTLR guy:
Terence Parr
parrt@cs.usfca.edu
parrt@antlr.org
The following components of Axis2 1.6.1 are distributed under the terms of the following license:bcel
/* ====================================================================
* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1
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*
* Copyright (c) 2001 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights
* reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
*
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
*
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
* the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
* distribution.
*
* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,
* if any, must include the following acknowledgment:
* "This product includes software developed by the
* Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."
* Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,
* if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.
*
* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation" and
* "Apache BCEL" must not be used to endorse or promote products
* derived from this software without prior written permission. For
* written permission, please contact apache@apache.org.
*
* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",
* "Apache BCEL", nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without
* prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
* DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR
* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
* ====================================================================
*
* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation. For more
* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see
* <http://www.apache.org/>.
*/
The following components of Axis2 1.6.1 are distributed under the terms of the following license:jaxen
/*
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$Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.5 2006/02/05 21:49:04 elharo Exp $
Copyright 2003-2006 The Werken Company. All Rights Reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
met:
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its
contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
from this software without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS
IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER
OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
*/
The following components of Axis2 1.6.1 are distributed under the terms of the following license: jibx-bind and jibx-run
Copyright (c) 2003-2007, Dennis M. Sosnoski
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of JiBX nor the names of its contributors may be used
to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
The following components of Axis2 1.6.1 are distributed under the terms of the following license: wsdl4j
Common Public License - v 1.0
THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC LICENSE
("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S
ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.
1. DEFINITIONS
"Contribution" means:
a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and
b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:
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i) changes to the Program, and
ii) additions to the Program;
where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular Contributor. A
Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting on
such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of
software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works
of the Program.
"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.
"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of
its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.
"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.
"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.
2. GRANT OF RIGHTS
a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,
royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and
sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.
b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-
free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution
of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination
of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the
Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any
other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.
c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no
assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual property
rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based
on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted
hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if
any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's
responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.
d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the
copyright license set forth in this Agreement.
3. REQUIREMENTS
A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided that:
a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and
b) its license agreement:
i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties
or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a
particular purpose;
ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and
consequential damages, such as lost profits;
iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other
party; and
iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a
reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.
When the Program is made available in source code form:
a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and
b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.
Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.
Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows
subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.
4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION
Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners
and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes
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the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential liability for
other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor
("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor")
against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions
brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such
Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations
in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In
order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim,
and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and
any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.
For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That Contributor
is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties
related to Product X, those performance
claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial
Contributor would have to defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and
warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must
pay those damages.
5. NO WARRANTY
EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness
of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,
including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of
data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.
6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY
EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS
SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON
ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE
EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.
7. GENERAL
If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or
enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such
provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.
If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to a patent applicable to software (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient under this
Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against
any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations
of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted
under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions
of this Agreement
and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all
Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon
as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient
relating to the Program shall continue and survive.
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement
is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish
new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has
the right to modify this Agreement. IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve as
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the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing
version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement
under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to
distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and
2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,
whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this
Agreement are reserved.
This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United States of
America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the cause of
action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.
The following components of Axis2 1.6.1 are distributed under the terms of the following license: axis2-java-core-trunk-
legal-jalopy
The Jalopy BSD License
Copyright (c) 2001-2004, Marco Hunsicker. All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
Neither the name of the Jalopy Group nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products
derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

===================================================================================================
Boost 1.32.0

Boost 1.32.0. The CA product includes Boost, which is distributed in accordance with the following:

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization
obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by
this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,
execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the
Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to
do so, all subject to the following:

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including
the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,
must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and
all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative
works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by
a source language processor.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE
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FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,
ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER
DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

===================================================================================================

MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDIO 2017 TOOLS, ADD-ONs and EXTENSIONS

These license terms are an agreement between Microsoft Corporation (or based on where you live, one of its affiliates)
and you. They apply to the software named above. The terms also apply to any Microsoft services or updates for the
software, except to the extent those have different terms.

IF YOU COMPLY WITH THESE LICENSE TERMS, YOU HAVE THE RIGHTS BELOW.

1. INSTALLATION AND USE RIGHTS.
You may install and use any number of copies of the software.

2. TERMS FOR SPECIFIC COMPONENTS.
a. Utilities. The software may contain some items on the Utilities List at https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?

linkid=823097. You may copy and install these Utilities, if included with the software, onto devices to debug and
deploy your applications and databases you developed with the software. Please note that Utilities are designed
for temporary use, that Microsoft may not be able to patch or update Utilities separately from the rest of the
software, and that some Utilities by their nature may make it possible for others to access devices on which the
Utilities are installed. As a result, you should delete all Utilities you have installed after you finish debugging or
deploying your applications and databases. Microsoft is not responsible for any third party use or access of Utilities
you install on any device.

b. Build Tools. The software may include build tools which have specific use terms. For build tools, you may copy and
install files from the software onto your build devices, including physical devices and virtual machines or containers
on those machines, whether on-premises or remote machines that are owned by you, hosted on Azure for you, or
dedicated solely to your use (collectively, ???Build Devices??). You and others in your organization may use these
files on your Build Devices solely to compile, build, and verify applications or run quality or performance tests of
those applications as part of the build process. For clarity, ???applications?? means applications developed by you
and others in your organization who are each licensed to use the software.

c. Microsoft Platforms. The software may include components from Microsoft Windows; Microsoft Windows Server;
Microsoft SQL Server; Microsoft Exchange; Microsoft Office; and Microsoft SharePoint. These components are
governed by separate agreements and their own product support policies, as described in the Microsoft ???
Licenses?? folder accompanying the software, except that, if license terms for those components are also included
in the associated installation directory, those license terms control.

d. Third Party Components. The software may include third party components with separate legal notices or governed
by other agreements, as may be described in the ThirdPartyNotices file(s) accompanying the software.

3. DATA.
a. Data Collection. The software may collect information about you and your use of the software, and send that to

Microsoft. Microsoft may use this information to provide services and improve our products and services. You may
opt-out of many of these scenarios, but not all, as described in the product documentation. There are also some
features in the software that may enable you and Microsoft to collect data from users of your applications. If you
use these features, you must comply with applicable law, including providing appropriate notices to users of your
applications and you should provide a copy of Microsoft privacy statement to your users. For more information, see
Microsoft Privacy Statement.

b. Processing of Personal Data. To the extent Microsoft is a processor or subprocessor of personal data in connection
with the software, Microsoft makes the commitments in the European Union General Data Protection Regulation
Terms of the Online Services Terms to all customers effective May 25, 2018. For more information, see Microsoft
License.

4. SCOPE OF LICENSE. The software is licensed, not sold. This agreement only gives you some rights to use the
software. Microsoft reserves all other rights. Unless applicable law gives you more rights despite this limitation, you
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may use the software only as expressly permitted in this agreement. In doing so, you must comply with any technical
limitations in the software that only allow you to use it in certain ways. You may not:
?? work around any technical limitations in the software;
?? reverse engineer, decompile or disassemble the software, or otherwise attempt to derive the source code for the
software except, and only to the extent required by third party licensing terms governing the use of certain open source
components that may be included in the software;
?? remove, minimize, block or modify any notices of Microsoft or its suppliers in the software;
?? use the software in any way that is against the law; or
??share, publish, rent or lease the software, or provide the software as a stand-alone hosted as solution for others to
use, or transfer the software or this agreement to any third party.

5. EXPORT RESTRICTIONS. You must comply with all domestic and international export laws and regulations that apply
to the software, which include restrictions on destinations, end users, and end use. For further information on export
restrictions, visit

6. SUPPORT SERVICES. Because this software is ???as is,?? we may not provide support services for it.
7. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This agreement, and the terms for supplements, updates, Internet-based services and support

services that you use, are the entire agreement for the software and support services.
8. APPLICABLE LAW. If you acquired the software in the United States, Washington law applies to interpretation of and

claims for breach of this agreement, and the laws of the state where you live apply to all other claims. If you acquired
the software in any other country, its laws apply.

9. CONSUMER RIGHTS; REGIONAL VARIATIONS. This agreement describes certain legal rights. You may have
other rights, including consumer rights, under the laws of your state or country. Separate and apart from your
relationship with Microsoft, you may also have rights with respect to the party from which you acquired the software.
This agreement does not change those other rights if the laws of your state or country do not permit it to do so. For
example, if you acquired the software in one of the below regions, or mandatory country law applies, then the following
provisions apply to you:
a. Australia. You have statutory guarantees under the Australian Consumer Law and nothing in this agreement is

intended to affect those rights.
b. Canada. If you acquired this software in Canada, you may stop receiving updates by turning off the automatic

update feature, disconnecting your device from the Internet (if and when you re-connect to the Internet,
however, the software will resume checking for and installing updates), or uninstalling the software. The product
documentation, if any, may also specify how to turn off updates for your specific device or software.

c. Germany and Austria.
a. Warranty. The properly licensed software will perform substantially as described in any Microsoft materials

that accompany the software. However, Microsoft gives no contractual guarantee in relation to the licensed
software.

b. Limitation of Liability. In case of intentional conduct, gross negligence, claims based on the Product Liability Act,
as well as, in case of death or personal or physical injury, Microsoft is liable according to the statutory law.
Subject to the foregoing clause (ii), Microsoft will only be liable for slight negligence if Microsoft is in breach of
such material contractual obligations, the fulfillment of which facilitate the due performance of this agreement,
the breach of which would endanger the purpose of this agreement and the compliance with which a party may
constantly trust in (so-called &quot;cardinal obligations&quot;). In other cases of slight negligence, Microsoft will
not be liable for slight negligence.

c. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY. THE SOFTWARE IS LICENSED ???AS-IS.?? YOU BEAR THE RISK OF
USING IT. MICROSOFT GIVES NO EXPRESS WARRANTIES, GUARANTEES OR CONDITIONS. TO THE
EXTENT PERMITTED UNDER YOUR LOCAL LAWS, MICROSOFT EXCLUDES THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.

10. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY. THE SOFTWARE IS LICENSED ???AS-IS.?? YOU BEAR THE RISK OF USING
IT. MICROSOFT GIVES NO EXPRESS WARRANTIES, GUARANTEES OR CONDITIONS. TO THE EXTENT
PERMITTED UNDER YOUR LOCAL LAWS, MICROSOFT EXCLUDES THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.
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11. LIMITATION ON AND EXCLUSION OF DAMAGES. YOU CAN RECOVER FROM MICROSOFT AND ITS
SUPPLIERS ONLY DIRECT DAMAGES UP TO U.S. $5.00. YOU CANNOT RECOVER ANY OTHER DAMAGES,
INCLUDING CONSEQUENTIAL, LOST PROFITS, SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES.

This limitation applies to (a) anything related to the software, services, content (including code) on third party Internet
sites, or third party applications; and (b) claims for breach of contract, breach of warranty, guarantee or condition, strict
liability, negligence, or other tort to the extent permitted by applicable law. It also applies even if Microsoft knew or should
have known about the possibility of the damages. The above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you because your
country may not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental, consequential or other damages.

===================================================================================================

Bison 1.875

/* A Bison parser, made by GNU Bison 1.875. */

/* Skeleton parser for Yacc-like parsing with Bison,
Copyright (C) 1984, 1989, 1990, 2000, 2001, 2002 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option)
any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330,
Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA. */

/* As a special exception, when this file is copied by Bison into a
Bison output file, you may use that output file without restriction.
This special exception was added by the Free Software Foundation
in version 1.24 of Bison. */

The following is the License:

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.
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When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
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1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
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this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.
8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
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to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

===================================================================================================

CentOS 6.3

This CA product is distributed with certain components of CentOS 6.3 (the GPL Software), the use of which is governed
by the following terms:

The GPL Software is open source software that is used with this CA software program (the CA Product). The GPL
Software is not owned by CA, Inc. (CA). Use, copying, distribution and modification of the GPL Software are governed
by the GNU General Public License version 2 (the GPL). A copy of the GPL license can be found in the same
directory where the Third Party Product is located. Additionally, a copy of the GPL license can be found at http://
www.opensource.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html or write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330,
Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA. Use of the CA Product is governed solely by the CA end user license agreement (EULA),
not by the GPL license. You cannot use, copy, modify or redistribute any CA Product code except as may be expressly set
forth in the EULA. The GPL Software is provided AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Further details of the disclaimer of warranty with respect to the GPL
Software can be found in the GPL license itself. To the full extent permitted under applicable law, CA disclaims all
warranties and liability arising from or related to any use of the GPL Software.

The contents of the EULA file from the root directory of the CentOS distribution appear below. The Linux kernel is
provided under the GPLv2 license, the text of which also appears below. The GnuPG software, as noted in the Intended
Usage section, is also licensed under the GPL and the text of the COPYING file that accompanies that software also
appears below.

Contents of EULA file from root directory of OS distribution

CentOS-6 EULA
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CentOS-6 comes with no guarantees or warranties of any sorts,
either written or implied.

The Distribution is released as GPL. Individual packages in the
distribution come with their own licences.

Contents of GPL file from root directory of OS distribution

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
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program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
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License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
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access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
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impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.
8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.
===================================================================================================
Commons Cli 1.2
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This product includes Apache Commons CLI v.1.2, which is distributed in accordance with the following license
agreement:
Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
===================================================================================================
Commons Codec 1.4

This product includes Apache Commons Codec 1.4 which is distributed in accordance with the following license
agreement:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
===================================================================================================
Commons Collections VFS 2.0

This product includes Apache Commons Collections VFS v.2.0 which is distributed in accordance with the following
license agreement:
Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
===================================================================================================
commons dbcp 1.1

Portions of this product include software developed by the Apache Software Foundation. The Apache software is
distributed in accordance with the following license agreement.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of
this document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to
cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%)
or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work
and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original
work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from,
or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work
by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the
purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor
or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving
the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright
owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received
by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare
Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in
Source or Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license
to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only
to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by
combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent
litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution
incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You
under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works;
or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The
contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own
attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the
Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
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You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms
and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,
provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms
or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license
agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions
under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall
any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages
of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to
damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or
losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose
to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your
sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each
Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting
any such warranty or additional liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets
"[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the
appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose
be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS
IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the
specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
===================================================================================================
Commons Logging 1.1.1

This product includes Apache Commons Logging 1.1.1 which is distributed in accordance with the following license
agreement:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of
this document.
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"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to
cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%)
or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work
and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original
work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from,
or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work
by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the
purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor
or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving
the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright
owner as "Not a Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received
by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare
Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in
Source or Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license
to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only
to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by
combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent
litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution
incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You
under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works;
or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The
contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own
attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the
Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
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You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms
and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,
provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms
or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license
agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions
under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall
any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages
of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to
damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or
losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose
to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your
sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each
Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting
any such warranty or additional liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets
"[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the
appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose
be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS
IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the
specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
===================================================================================================
Commons net 3.0.1

This product includes Apache Commons Collections VFS v.2.0 which is distributed in accordance with the following
license agreement:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.
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"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.
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You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
===================================================================================================
commons-compress 1.3

This product includes Apache Commons Compress 1.3 which is distributed in accordance with the following license
agreement:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.
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4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
===================================================================================================
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EclipseLink 2.5.1

Eclipse Distribution License Version 1.0
Copyright (c) 2007, Eclipse Foundation, Inc. and its licensors.
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
? Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
? Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
? Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote
products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN
IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
===================================================================================================
ESAPI 2.0 GA

This product includes ESAPI 2.0 GA, which is distributed in accordance with the following terms:

The BSD License

Copyright (c) 2007, The OWASP Foundation
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of the OWASP Foundation nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote
products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN
IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
===================================================================================================
Flex 2.5.2

Flex carries the copyright used for BSD software, slightly modified
because it originated at the Lawrence Berkeley (not Livermore!) Laboratory,
which operates under a contract with the Department of Energy:
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Copyright (c) 1990 The Regents of the University of California.
All rights reserved.

This code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by
Vern Paxson.

The United States Government has rights in this work pursuant
to contract no. DE-AC03-76SF00098 between the United States
Department of Energy and the University of California.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms with or without
modification are permitted provided that: (1) source distributions
retain this entire copyright notice and comment, and (2)
distributions including binaries display the following
acknowledgement: ``This product includes software developed by the
University of California, Berkeley and its contributors|&"&| in the
documentation or other materials provided with the distribution and
in all advertising materials mentioning features or use of this
software. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its
contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS|&"&| AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE.

This basically says "do whatever you please with this software except
remove this notice or take advantage of the University's (or the flex
authors') name".

Note that the "flex.skl" scanner skeleton carries no copyright notice.
You are free to do whatever you please with scanners generated using flex;
for them, you are not even bound by the above copyright.
===================================================================================================
FTBAB 1.06

Favourites To Bookmarks And Back
(c) 1996-97 Jonathan Potter

v1.06

** See bottom of this file for history information **

1. Purpose

This program converts Netscape Bookmark files into Internet Explorer
'Favourites' directories, and vice versa. With the continual leap-frogging
of these two packages over each other, I often found the Bookmarks and
Favourites getting out of sync. This program solves that problem.

2. Installation

No special installation is needed - just copy the executable to somewhere
nice and safe (c:\Program Files is a good place). To uninstall, just delete
the executable.

3. Usage

When run, FTBAB opens a dialog box that lets you select the type of conversion
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you want. It also has two fields, which let you enter the path of the
Favourites folder, and of the Bookmark file. FTBAB fills these with default
values which it obtains from the registry.

If you want to convert from Favourites to Bookmarks, select that option in the
"Convert From" box. The 'Favourites folder' field should contain the complete
path of your Favourites folder. The 'Bookmark file' field should contain the
path and filename of your Netscape Bookmark file. Once you have these values
set, click the OK button. Barring any errors, the conversion will then be
automatic. Note that if you specify a Bookmark file that already exists, FTBAB
gives you the option of overwriting it or appending to it.

To convert from Bookmarks to Favourites is a similar process; select the path
of the Favourites folder and Bookmark file, and choose 'Bookmarks to Favouries'
in the "Convert From" box. If you specify a path for the Favourites folder that
does not exist, FTBAB will give you the option of creating it.

4. Notes on conversion

v1.01 of FTBAB automatically handles the conversion of URLs with ampersands (&)
in their names - when going from Bookmarks to Favourites, a double && is
converted to a single &, and a & is converted to a && when going the other way.
This is for those people who use a && to produce a real ampersand under
Netscape.

Also, illegal filename characters are now filtered out of URL names when
converting to Favourites. These characters include ":\<>*?|.

When converting from Favourites to Bookmarks, the resulting Bookmark file is
sorted alphabetically, automatically. You can set the title for the
resulting Bookmark file from the dialog.

5. Automation

v1.03 of FTBAB can take parameters on the command line to automate the
conversion process. Why you might want to do this is up to you, but the
parameters are :

/auto - specify automatic mode
/ftb - convert favourites to bookmarks (default)
/btf - convert bookmarks to favourites
/fav <path> - specify path of favourites folder
/book <name> - specify name of bookmark file
/quiet - quiet operation, no progress display
/title - title for Bookmarks file

As a brief example,

ftbab /auto /btf /fav c:\internet\favourites /book d:\bookmark.htm /quiet

Note that when converting favourites to an already existing bookmark file,
the bookmark file is overwritten automatically.

6. Requirements

Windows 95 or NT 4.0. FTBAB uses some functions from the Windows 95 Shell,
and so will not run under Windows 3.1. Note that while this version of FTBAB
should work under NT 4.0 it has not been properly tested.

7. Copyright
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This program is freeware, but not public domain, and is (c) 1996-97 by Jonathan
Potter. You may do with it what you wish. Any comments, bug reports, etc, are
welcome. Please email me at jpotter@lss.com.au.

- Jon

History :

1.0 (6-Sep-96) - Initial release

1.01 (8-Sep-96) - Fixed problem with illegal filename characters.
Now converts ampersands automatically.
1.02 (11-Sep-96) - Oops, missed / as an illegal filename
character.

1.03 (18-Sep-96) - Now works properly if the Favourites folder is
more than two levels deep. Add automation of
conversion via command line.

1.04 (19-Sep-96) - Added /title parameter and title configuration.
Dialog window now accepts dropped files
(drop a folder to set the Favourites location,
and a .htm file to set the Bookmark file).
Fixed bug which would cause an exception
occasionally when converting favourites to
bookmarks.

1.05 (03-Oct-96) - Will now run under NT 4.0

1.06 (15-Feb-97) - Made slight change to registry usage.
===================================================================================================
gSOAP 2.8.0

Open Source Versus Commercial Licenses for the gSOAP Software
The gSOAP 2.8.0 releases and higher are distributed under:
The gSOAP Public License 1.3 (which is based on the Mozilla public license 1.1). Components NOT covered by the
gSOAP Public License are:
wsdl2h tool and its source code output,
soapcpp2 tool and its source code output,
UDDI code,
the webserver example code in gsoap/samples/webserver,
and several example applications in the gsoap/samples directory.
For details, see the note down below. The gSOAP public license is included in the package: gsoap/license.pdf

GPL v2 (GNU Public License, a common open-source software license) covers all of the gSOAP software.
If you use gSOAP under the GPL v2 to integrate parts of it or code generated by it with your own code, then you are
allowed to sell copies of the modified program commercially, but only under the terms of the GNU GPL v2. Thus, you must
make the source code of your programs available to the users of your program as described in the GPL, and they must be
allowed to redistribute and modify it as described in the GPL. These requirements are the condition for including the GPL-
covered code you received in a program of your own.

If you do not wish for your program to be released under a GPL-compatible open source license, then an alternate
proprietary software license for gSOAP which will remove the aforementioned requirement is available from Genivia Inc,
see 3) below.

For more information on the GNU Public License 2.0, please visit: GPL v2 FAQ

We do not accept third-party GPL contributions to avoid having to fork the code base in GPL and non-GPL.
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Proprietary commercial software development licenses for the standard edition. The standard edition is exactly identical to
the open source version of gSOAP, but without the GPL licensing limitations. There is also an enterprise edition that offers
the gold standard toolset.
IMPORTANT NOTE Please check the suitability of GPL v2 for your project. Requirements imposed by the GPL v2 may
affect the release of your software, as explained below.
gSOAP and GPL
If you use gSOAP under the GPL v2 to integrate parts of it or code generated by it with your own code, then you are
allowed to sell copies of the modified program commercially, but only under the terms of the GNU GPL v2. Thus, for
instance, you must make the source code available to the users of the program as described in the GPL, and they must
be allowed to redistribute and modify it as described in the GPL. These requirements are the condition for including the
GPL-covered code you received in a program of your own. These restrictions may hamper certain proprietary software
development scenarios. If you do not wish for your program to be released under a GPL-compatible open source license,
then an alternate proprietary software license for gSOAP which will remove the aforementioned requirement is available
from Genivia Inc. The gSOAP software does not include any third-party GPL code. All software was build from the
ground up. Note that the GNU Bison and Flex tools are used to generate source code for the gSOAP soapcpp2 compiler.
However, the Bison/Flex-generated source code is not restricted by the GPL or LGPL terms. Non-GPL third-party
contributions are included in the 'extras' directory in the package and you are free to use these contributions. Suggested
changes and improvements by vendors were accepted under the public gSOAP license (not GPL), which includes support
for VxWorks and Apache and IIS modules for gSOAP.
The gSOAP Public License
The gSOAP Public License 1.3 is based on MPL1.1 (Mozilla Public License 1.1) and covers the gSOAP engine stdsoap2
and plugins.
The license allows for commercial and non-commercial use of limited parts of gSOAP without fees or royalties. It also
allows products to be built on top and distributed under any license (including commercial). Products developed with
gSOAP must include a notice of copyright and a disclaimer of warranty in the product's documentation (gSOAP public
License Exhibit B).

The gSOAP public license requires modifications that are distributed as part of an open source product based on gSOAP
to be submitted back to us.

IMPORTANT: the soapcpp2 and wsdl2h tools, UDDI code, Web server, and sample applications are NOT covered by the
gSOAP public license. These are offered under a choice of GPL or commercial licensing.

Questions? Please contact me by email at: engelen AT acm DOT org.
===================================================================================================
GTK Library

This product is distributed with GTK Library (the LGPL Software), the use of which is governed by the following terms:

The LGPL Software is open source software that is used with this CA software program (the CA Product). The LGPL
Software is not owned by CA, Inc. (?CA?). Use, copying, distribution and modification of the LGPL Software are governed
by the GNU Lesser General Public License (?LGPL?) version 2.1. A copy of the LGPL license can be found in the same
directory on the installation disk on which the LGPL Software is distributed. Additionally, a copy of the LGPL license
can be found at http://www.opensource.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.php or write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59
Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA, and includes a copy of the source code on the same disk as the
executable code. Use of the CA Product is governed solely by the CA end user license agreement (?EULA?), not by the
LGPL license. You cannot use, copy, modify or redistribute any CA Product code except as may be expressly set forth in
the EULA. The LGPL Software is provided ?AS IS? WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Further details of the disclaimer of warranty with respect to the LGPL
Software can be found in the LGPL license itself. To the full extent permitted under applicable law, CA disclaims all
warranties and liability arising from or related to any use of the LGPL Software.

GTK+ is free software and part of the GNU Project. However, the licensing terms for GTK+, the GNU LGPL, allow it to be
used by all developers, including those developing proprietary software, without any license fees or royalties.
GTK+ is based on three libraries developed by the GTK+ team:
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GLib is the low-level core library that forms the basis of GTK+ and GNOME. It provides data structure handling for C,
portability wrappers, and interfaces for such runtime functionality as an event loop, threads, dynamic loading, and an
object system.
Pango is a library for layout and rendering of text, with an emphasis on internationalization. It forms the core of text and
font handling for GTK+-2.0.
The ATK library provides a set of interfaces for accessibility. By supporting the ATK interfaces, an application or toolkit can
be used with such tools as screen readers, magnifiers, and alternative input devices.
Text of the Lesser GNU Public License (LGPL):
GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them
with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the
library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal
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permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that
there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is
modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know
that what they have is not the original version, so that the original
author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be
introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of
any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot
effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a
restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that
any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be
consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the
ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser
General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and
is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use
this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those
libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using
a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a
combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary
General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the
entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General
Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with
the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it
does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General
Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less
of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages
are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain
special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes
a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be
allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free
library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this
case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free
software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free
programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of
free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in
non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU
operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating
system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the
users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is
linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run
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that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a
"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The
former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must
be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other
program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or
other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of
this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").
Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data
prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs
(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work
which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the
Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under
copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a
portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated
straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is
included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means
all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated
interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation
and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from
such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based
on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for
writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does
and what the program that uses the Library does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's
complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that
you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any
warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the
Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,
and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a
fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no
charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses
the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility
is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
in the event an application does not supply such function or
table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of
its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the
application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
application-supplied function or table used by this function must
be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do
this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
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during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if
the user installs one, as long as the modified version is
interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials
specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception,
the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is
normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major
components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on
which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies
the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license
restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally
accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot
use both them and the Library together in an executable that you
distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
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permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the
Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any
attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is
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implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add
an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if
written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a
license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is
copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our
decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
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LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

GTK, PANGO, ATK and GLIB all include the following licensing file in their distribution, quoting the GNU Library Public
License (the forerunner of the above Lesser GNU Public License):

GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the library GPL. It is
numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some
specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any
other libraries whose authors decide to use it. You can use it for
your libraries, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if
you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link a program with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them
with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright
the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal
permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain
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that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
library. If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original
version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on
the original authors' reputations.
Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free
software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect
transforming the program into proprietary software. To prevent this,
we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's
free use or not licensed at all.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary
GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs. This
license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain
designated libraries. This license is quite different from the ordinary
one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is
the same as in the ordinary license.

The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that
they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a
program and simply using it. Linking a program with a library, without
changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is
analogous to running a utility program or application program. However, in
a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a
derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License
treats it as such.

Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General
Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software
sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries. We
concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the
users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the
libraries themselves. This Library General Public License is intended to
permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while
preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free
libraries that are incorporated in them. (We have not seen how to achieve
this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards
changes in the actual functions of the Library.) The hope is that this
will lead to faster development of free libraries.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a
"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The
former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only
works together with the library.

Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary
General Public License rather than by this special one.
GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which
contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized
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party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library
General Public License (also called "this License"). Each licensee is
addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data
prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs
(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work
which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the
Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under
copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a
portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated
straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is
included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means
all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated
interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation
and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from
such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based
on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for
writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does
and what the program that uses the Library does.
===================================================================================================
Google Web Toolkit 2.5.1

GOOGLE WEB TOOLKIT LICENSE INFORMATION March 3, 2008 The Google Web Toolkit software and sample code
developed by Google is licensed under the Apache License, v. 2.0. Other software included in this distribution is provided
under other licenses, as listed in the Included Software and Licenses section at the bottom of this page. Source code
for software included in this distribution is available from the Google Web Toolkit project or as otherwise indicated at
the bottom of this page. Please note that the executable version of the Google Web Toolkit distributed by Google will
communicate with Google's servers to check for available updates. If updates are available, you will receive the option to
install them. ===== Apache License Version 2.0, January 2004 http://www.apache.org/licenses/ 1. Definitions. "License"
shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this
document. "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the
License. "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or
are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or
indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty
percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity. "You" (or "Your") shall mean
an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License. "Source" form shall mean the preferred form
for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types. "Work" shall mean
the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright
notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below). "Derivative Works" shall
mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial
revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the
purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind
by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof. "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship,
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including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof,
that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal
Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any
form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited
to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed
by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that
is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution." "Contributor"
shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor
and subsequently incorporated within the Work. 2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,
irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense,
and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form. 3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the
terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-
charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell,
sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such
Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with
the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes
direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work
shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. 4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided
that You meet the following conditions: a. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy
of this License; and b. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files;
and c. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and d. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works
that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding
those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a
NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along
with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices
normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License.
You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum
to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying
the License. You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different
license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works
as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated
in this License. 5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally
submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without
any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of
any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions. 6. Trademarks.
This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the
Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the
content of the NOTICE file. 7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor
provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES
OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely
responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated
with Your exercise of permissions under this License. 8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and
grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct,
indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the
use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure
or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the
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possibility of such damages. 9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative
Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability
obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your
own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by
reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability. === LICENSE INFORMATION REGARDING BUNDLED
THIRD-PARTY SOFTWARE The following third party software is distributed with Google Web Toolkit and is provided
under other licenses and/or has source available from other locations. Where "gwt-dev.jar" is listed, substitute in the
name of the jar corresponding to your platform, e.g. "gwt-dev-linux.jar". * Apache Tomcat License: Apache License v.
2.0 (above) Source code availability: http://tomcat.apache.org modifications are at org/apache/tomcat/ within gwt-dev.jar
* Apache Tapestry License: Apache License v. 2.0 (above) Source code availability: http://tapestry.apache.org * ASM
3.1 License: (custom) http://asm.objectweb.org/license.html Source code availability: com/google/gwt/dev/asm/ within
gwt-dev.jar * Browser Detect v2.1.6 License: Creative Commons Attribution 1.0 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/1.0/ Source code availability: http://google-web-toolkit.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/tools/benchmark-viewer/src/com/
google/gwt/benchmarks/viewer/client/BrowserInfo.java (transliterated into Java source) * Eclipse Java Development
Tools (JDT) License: Eclipse Public License v. 1.0 http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html Source code availability:
http://archive.eclipse.org/eclipse/downloads/drops/R-3.3.1-200709211145/download.php?dropFile=eclipse-JDT-
SDK-3.3.1.zip * Eclipse Standard Widget Toolkit (SWT) License: Eclipse Public License v. 1.0 http://www.eclipse.org/legal/
epl-v10.html Source code availability: Linux: http://download.eclipse.org/eclipse/downloads/drops/R-3.2.1-200609210945/
download.php?dropFile=swt-3.2.1-gtk-linux-x86.zip Windows: http://download.eclipse.org/eclipse/downloads/drops/
R-3.2.1-200609210945/download.php?dropFile=swt-3.2.1-win32-win32-x86.zip Mac: http://download.eclipse.org/eclipse/
downloads/drops/R-3.2.1-200609210945/download.php?dropFile=swt-3.2.1-carbon-macosx.zip modifications are at org/
eclipse/swt/ within gwt-dev.jar * Jetty License: Apache License v. 2.0 (above) Source code availability: http://mortbay.org/
jetty/ * JFreeChart License: GNU Lesser General Public License v. 2.1 http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html Source
code availability: http://jfree.org/jfreechart/download.html * Mozilla Rhino License: Mozilla Public License v. 1.1 http://
www.mozilla.org/MPL/MPL-1.1.txt Source code availability: com/google/gwt/dev/js/rhino/ within gwt-dev.jar * Mozilla
1.7.12 (Linux only) License: Mozilla Public License v. 1.1 http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/MPL-1.1.txt Source code availability:
http://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Download_Mozilla_Source_Code * Protobuf License: New BSD License http://
www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php Source code availablility: http://code.google.com/p/protobuf/source/
checkout Binary modifications consist of package-rebasing. The rebased classes are rooted at com/google/gwt/dev/
protobuf/ within gwt-dev.jar

===================================================================================================
httpclient 4.1.1

This product includes Apache httpclient 4.1.1 which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreements:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS
Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls.
See http://www.jcip.net and the Creative Commons Attribution License
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)
===================================================================================================
httpcore 4.1

This product includes Apache HttpComponents HttpCore 4.1 which is distributed in accordance with the following license
agreement:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
===================================================================================================
ICU4J 2.8

Portions of this product include software developed by the International Business Machines Corporation. The IBM
software is distributed in accordance with the following:

ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 and later
COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

Copyright (c) 1995-2003 International Business Machines Corporation and others
All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a
copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons
to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above
copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of
the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this
permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT
OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR
HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL
INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING
FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder
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shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use
or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization
of the copyright holder.
===================================================================================================
InstallShield 2013

250

===================================================================================================
Jakarta Taglibs 1.0.5

Portions of this product include software developed by the Apache Software Foundation. The Apache software is
distributed in accordance with the following license agreement.

Legal has approved the use of Apache Taglibs (the 'Third Party Product') within the CA product ('CA Product') in
accordance with this request under the Apache License, Version 2.0, January 2004, subject to the following:

1. Any files modified by CA must include a prominent notice of the changes made by CA.

2. The source form of the CA Product must retain all copyright, patent, trademark and attribution notices from the source
form of the Third Party Product, excluding any notices that do not pertain to any part of the CA Product.

3. If the Third Party Product includes a 'NOTICE' text file as part of its distribution, then the CA Product must include a
similar 'NOTICE' text file distributed as part of the CA Product that includes a readable copy of the attribution notices
contained within the Third Party Product NOTICE file, excluding any notices that do not pertain to any part of the CA
Product.

4. Trade names, trademarks, service marks or product names of Apache may not be used.

5. BUSINESS RISK REQUIRING BUSINESS UNIT EXECUTIVE APPROVAL: If CA institutes patent litigation against
any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), alleging that the Third Party Product or a contribution to
the Third Party Product constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, CA's right to use the Third Party Product as
granted by the Apache License terminates upon the date litigation is filed and CA must cease distributing the Third Party
Product.
===================================================================================================
JAXP 1.2.0-FCS

This product includes JAXP 1.2.0-FCS which was developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://
www.apache.org/). This software is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement:

The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation. All rights
reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,
if any, must include the following acknowledgment:
"This product includes software developed by the
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Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."
Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,
if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation" must
not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
software without prior written permission. For written
permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache",
nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written
permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS|&"&| AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR
ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many
ndividuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation. For more
nformation on the Apache Software Foundation, please see
<http://www.apache.org/>.

Portions of this software are based upon public domain software
originally written at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications,
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.

===================================================================================================
JDBC 11.2.0.3

This Product is distributed with Oracle 11G JDBC Driver version 11.2 from Oracle USA, Inc. ('Oracle')

The following additional terms and conditions apply to your use of the Oracle software product ("Oracle Product"):
(1) you may only use the Oracle Product to run the CA Product; (2) to the extent permitted by applicable law, Oracle
disclaims liability for any damages, whether direct, indirect, incidental, or consequential, arising from your use of the
Oracle Product; (3) at the termination of this Agreement, you must discontinue use and destroy or return to CA all copies
of the Product; (4) Oracle is not obligated to provide technical support, phone support, or updates to the Oracle Product
hereunder; (5) CA reserves the right to audit your use of the Oracle Product and report such use to Oracle or to assign
this right to audit your use of the Oracle Product to Oracle; (6) Oracle shall be a third party beneficiary of this Agreement.

Oracle Technology Network Development and Distribution License Terms

Export Controls on the Programs
Selecting the "Accept License Agreement" button is a confirmation of your agreement that you comply, now and during the
trial term, with each of the following statements:

-You are not a citizen, national, or resident of, and are not under control of, the government of Cuba, Iran, Sudan, Libya,
North Korea, Syria, nor any country to which the United States has prohibited export.
-You will not download or otherwise export or re-export the Programs, directly or indirectly, to the above mentioned
countries nor to citizens, nationals or residents of those countries.
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-You are not listed on the United States Department of Treasury lists of Specially Designated Nationals, Specially
Designated Terrorists, and Specially Designated Narcotic Traffickers, nor are you listed on the United States Department
of Commerce Table of Denial Orders.

You will not download or otherwise export or re-export the Programs, directly or indirectly, to persons on the above
mentioned lists.

You will not use the Programs for, and will not allow the Programs to be used for, any purposes prohibited by United
States law, including, without limitation, for the development, design, manufacture or production of nuclear, chemical or
biological weapons of mass destruction.

EXPORT RESTRICTIONS
You agree that U.S. export control laws and other applicable export and import laws govern your use of the programs,
including technical data; additional information can be found on OracleÂ®'s Global Trade Compliance web site (http://
www.oracle.com/products/export).

You agree that neither the programs nor any direct product thereof will be exported, directly, or indirectly, in violation of
these laws, or will be used for any purpose prohibited by these laws including, without limitation, nuclear, chemical, or
biological weapons proliferation.

Oracle Employees: Under no circumstances are Oracle Employees authorized to download software for the purpose of
distributing it to customers. Oracle products are available to employees for internal use or demonstration purposes only.
In keeping with Oracle's trade compliance obligations under U.S. and applicable multilateral law, failure to comply with this
policy could result in disciplinary action up to and including termination.

Note: You are bound by the Oracle Technology Network ("OTN") License Agreement terms. The OTN License Agreement
terms also apply to all updates you receive under your Technology Track subscription.

The OTN License Agreement terms below supercede any shrinkwrap license on the OTN Technology Track software
CDs and previous OTN License terms (including the Oracle Program License as modified by the OTN Program Use
Certificate).

Oracle Technology Network Development and Distribution License Agreement

"We," "us," and "our" refers to Oracle America, Inc., for and on behalf of itself and its subsidiaries and affiliates under
common control. "You" and "your" refers to the individual or entity that wishes to use the programs from Oracle.
"Programs" refers to the software product you wish to download and use and program documentation. "License" refers
to your right to use the programs under the terms of this agreement. This agreement is governed by the substantive and
procedural laws of California. You and Oracle agree to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of, and venue in, the courts of
San Francisco, San Mateo, or Santa Clara counties in California in any dispute arising out of or relating to this agreement.

We are willing to license the programs to you only upon the condition that you accept all of the terms contained in this
agreement. Read the terms carefully and select the "Accept" button at the bottom of the page to confirm your acceptance.
If you are not willing to be bound by these terms, select the "Do Not Accept" button and the registration process will not
continue.

License Rights
We grant you a nonexclusive, nontransferable limited license to use the programs: (a) for purposes of developing,
testing, prototyping and running applications you have developed for your own internal data processing operations; (b) to
distribute the programs with applications you have developed to your customers provided that each such licensee agrees
to license terms consistent with the terms of this Agreement, you do not charge your end users any additional fees for
the use of the programs, and your end users may only use the programs to run your applications for their own business
operations; and (c) to use the programs to provide third party demonstrations and training. You are not permitted to use
the programs for any purpose other than as permitted under this Agreement. If you want to use the programs for any
purpose other than as expressly permitted under this agreement you must contact us, or an Oracle reseller, to obtain the
appropriate license. We may audit your use and distribution of the programs. Program documentation is either shipped
with the programs, or documentation may accessed online at http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/indexes/documentation/
index.html.
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Ownership and Restrictions
We retain all ownership and intellectual property rights in the programs. You may make a sufficient number of copies of
the programs for the licensed use and one copy of the programs for backup purposes.

You may not:
- use the programs for any purpose other than as provided above;
- distribute the programs unless accompanied with your applications;
- charge your end users for use of the programs;
- remove or modify any program markings or any notice of our proprietary rights;
- use the programs to provide third party training on the content and/or functionality of the programs, except for training
your licensed users;
- assign this agreement or give the programs, program access or an interest in the programs to any individual or entity
except as provided under this agreement;
- cause or permit reverse engineering (unless required by law for interoperability), disassembly or decompilation of the
programs;
- disclose results of any program benchmark tests without our prior consent.

Program Distribution
We grant you a nonexclusive, nontransferable right to copy and distribute the programs to your end users provided that
you do not charge your end users for use of the programs and provided your end users may only use the programs to
run your applications for their business operations. Prior to distributing the programs you shall require your end users
to execute an agreement binding them to terms consistent with those contained in this section and the sections of this
agreement entitled "License Rights," "Ownership and Restrictions," "Export," "Disclaimer of Warranties and Exclusive
Remedies," "No Technical Support," "End of Agreement," "Relationship Between the Parties," and "Open Source." You
must also include a provision stating that your end users shall have no right to distribute the programs, and a provision
specifying us as a third party beneficiary of the agreement. You are responsible for obtaining these agreements with your
end users.

You agree to: (a) defend and indemnify us against all claims and damages caused by your distribution of the programs
in breach of this agreements and/or failure to include the required contractual provisions in your end user agreement as
stated above; (b) keep executed end user agreements and records of end user information including name, address, date
of distribution and identity of programs distributed; (c) allow us to inspect your end user agreements and records upon
request; and, (d) enforce the terms of your end user agreements so as to effect a timely cure of any end user breach, and
to notify us of any breach of the terms.

Export
You agree that U.S. export control laws and other applicable export and import laws govern your use of the programs,
including technical data; additional information can be found on Oracle's Global Trade Compliance web site located
at http://www.oracle.com/products/export/index.html?content.html. You agree that neither the programs nor any direct
product thereof will be exported, directly, or indirectly, in violation of these laws, or will be used for any purpose prohibited
by these laws including, without limitation, nuclear, chemical, or biological weapons proliferation.

Disclaimer of Warranty and Exclusive Remedies

THE PROGRAMS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. WE FURTHER DISCLAIM ALL
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS AND IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL WE BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES, OR DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF PROFITS, REVENUE, DATA OR DATA USE, INCURRED BY YOU OR ANY
THIRD PARTY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION IN CONTRACT OR TORT, EVEN IF WE HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. OUR ENTIRE LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES HEREUNDER SHALL IN NO EVENT
EXCEED ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS (U.S. $1,000).

No Technical Support
Our technical support organization will not provide technical support, phone support, or updates to you for the programs
licensed under this agreement.
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Restricted Rights
If you distribute a license to the United States government, the programs, including documentation, shall be considered
commercial computer software and you will place a legend, in addition to applicable copyright notices, on the
documentation, and on the media label, substantially similar to the following:

NOTICE OF RESTRICTED RIGHTS

"Programs delivered subject to the DOD FAR Supplement are 'commercial computer software' and use, duplication, and
disclosure of the programs, including documentation, shall be subject to the licensing restrictions set forth in the applicable
Oracle license agreement. Otherwise, programs delivered subject to the Federal Acquisition Regulations are 'restricted
computer software' and use, duplication, and disclosure of the programs, including documentation, shall be subject to the
restrictions in FAR 52.227-19, Commercial Computer Software-Restricted Rights (June 1987). Oracle America, Inc., 500
Oracle Parkway, Redwood City, CA 94065."

End of Agreement
You may terminate this agreement by destroying all copies of the programs. We have the right to terminate your right to
use the programs if you fail to comply with any of the terms of this agreement, in which case you shall destroy all copies of
the programs.

Relationship Between the Parties
The relationship between you and us is that of licensee/licensor. Neither party will represent that it has any authority to
assume or create any obligation, express or implied, on behalf of the other party, nor to represent the other party as agent,
employee, franchisee, or in any other capacity. Nothing in this agreement shall be construed to limit either party's right to
independently develop or distribute software that is functionally similar to the other party's products, so long as proprietary
information of the other party is not included in such software.

Open Source
"Open Source" software - software available without charge for use, modification and distribution - is often licensed
under terms that require the user to make the user's modifications to the Open Source software or any software that the
user 'combines' with the Open Source software freely available in source code form. If you use Open Source software
in conjunction with the programs, you must ensure that your use does not: (i) create, or purport to create, obligations
of us with respect to the Oracle programs; or (ii) grant, or purport to grant, to any third party any rights to or immunities
under our intellectual property or proprietary rights in the Oracle programs. For example, you may not develop a software
program using an Oracle program and an Open Source program where such use results in a program file(s) that contains
code from both the Oracle program and the Open Source program (including without limitation libraries) if the Open
Source program is licensed under a license that requires any "modifications" be made freely available. You also may not
combine the Oracle program with programs licensed under the GNU General Public License ("GPL") in any manner that
could cause, or could be interpreted or asserted to cause, the Oracle program or any modifications thereto to become
subject to the terms of the GPL.

Entire Agreement
You agree that this agreement is the complete agreement for the programs and licenses, and this agreement supersedes
all prior or contemporaneous agreements or representations. If any term of this agreement is found to be invalid or
unenforceable, the remaining provisions will remain effective.

Last updated: 01/24/09

Should you have any questions concerning this License Agreement, or if you desire to contact Oracle for any reason,
please write:
Oracle America, Inc.
500 Oracle Parkway,
Redwood City, CA 94065
===================================================================================================
js32 5.0.0.4
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This product includes Netscape js32.dll 5.0.0.4. The source code version of js32.dll is licensed under the Mozilla
Public License Version 1.1 which can be found at http://www.mozilla.org and is made available for download from
www.mozilla.org

MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE Version 1.1
1. Definitions.
1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the Covered Code available to a third party.
1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.
1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the
Modifications made by that particular Contributor.
1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the combination of the Original Code and Modifications,
in each case including portions thereof.
1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally accepted in the software development community
for the electronic transfer of data.
1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source Code.
1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required
by Exhibit A.
1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms
of this License.
1.8. "License" means this document.
1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant
or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.
1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the substance or structure of either the Original Code or any
previous Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a Modification is:
A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file containing Original Code or previous Modifications.
B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or previous Modifications.
1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code which is described in the Source Code notice
required by Exhibit A as Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this License is not already Covered
Code governed by this License.
1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method,
process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.
1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for making modifications to it, including all modules
it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control compilation and installation of an
Executable, or source code differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another well known, available
Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the
appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available for no charge.
1.12. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms
of, this License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity
which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a)
the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b)
ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. Source Code License.
2.1. The Initial Developer Grant. The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license,
subject to third party intellectual property claims:
(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce,
modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications,
and/or as part of a Larger Work; and
(b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice,
sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Code (or portions thereof).
(c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes Original
Code under the terms of this License.
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(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code;
2) separate from the Original Code; or 3) for infringements caused by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the
combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.
2.2. Contributor Grant. Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide,
royalty-free, non-exclusive license
(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify,
display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an
unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code and/or as part of a Larger Work; and
(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone
and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have
made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination
of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).
(c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of
the Covered Code.
(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted
from the Contributor Version; 2) separate from the Contributor Version; 3) for infringements caused by: i) third party
modifications of Contributor Version or ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software
(except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Code in the
absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.
3.1. Application of License. The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms
of this License, including without limitation Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be distributed
only under the terms of this License or a future version of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include
a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on
any Source Code version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder.
However, You may include an additional document offering the additional rights described in Section 3.5.
3.2. Availability of Source Code. Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be made available in
Source Code form under the terms of this License either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted
Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an Executable version available; and if made available
via Electronic Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12) months after the date it initially
became available, or at least six (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification has been made
available to such recipients. You are responsible for ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the
Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.
3.3. Description of Modifications. You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a file documenting
the changes You made to create that Covered Code and the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement
that the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original Code provided by the Initial Developer and including
the name of the Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an Executable version or related
documentation in which You describe the origin or ownership of the Covered Code.
3.4. Intellectual Property Matters
(a) Third Party Claims. If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's intellectual property rights is
required to exercise the rights granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2, Contributor must include a text file
with the Source Code distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the party making the claim in sufficient
detail that a recipient will know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after the Modification is made
available as described in Section 3.2, Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies Contributor makes
available thereafter and shall take other steps (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups) reasonably
calculated to inform those who received the Covered Code that new knowledge has been obtained.
(b) Contributor APIs. If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming interface and Contributor has
knowledge of patent licenses which are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must also include this
information in the LEGAL file.
(c) Representations.
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Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's
Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by
this License.
3.5. Required Notices. You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source Code. If it is not possible to
put such notice in a particular Source Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a location (such
as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely to look for such a notice. If You created one or more Modification(s)
You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in Exhibit A. You must also duplicate this License in
any documentation for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership rights relating to Covered
Code. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more
recipients of Covered Code. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer
or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation
is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability
incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.
3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions. You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the requirements of
Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code, and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of
the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License, including a description of how and where You have fulfilled
the obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included in any notice in an Executable version, related
documentation or collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the Covered Code. You may distribute
the Executable version of Covered Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may contain terms
different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the
Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code version from the rights set
forth in this License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different license You must make it absolutely clear
that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You
hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or
such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.
3.7. Larger Works. You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code not governed by the terms
of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements
of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.
If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code
due to statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License to the maximum extent
possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be included in the LEGAL file
described in Section 3.4 and must be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the extent prohibited by
statute or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand
it.

5. Application of this License.
This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered
Code.

6. Versions of the License.
6.1. New Versions. Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised and/or new versions of the
License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number.
6.2. Effect of New Versions. Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the License, You may
always continue to use it under the terms of that version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the
terms of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one other than Netscape has the right to
modify the terms applicable to Covered Code created under this License.
6.3. Derivative Works. If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may only do in order to apply it to
code which is not already Covered Code governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that the phrases
"Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape", "MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your
license (except to note that your license differs from this License) and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the
license contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of
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the Initial Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed
to be modifications of this License.)

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.
COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED
CODE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE
ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD
ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY
OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS
DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED
CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

8. TERMINATION.
8.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and
fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses to the Covered Code which are
properly granted shall survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect
beyond the termination of this License shall survive.
8.2. If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement claim (excluding declatory judgment actions) against
Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You file such action is referred to as
"Participant") alleging that:
(a) such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such
Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate
prospectively, unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i) agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually
agreeable reasonable royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your
litigation claim with respect to the Contributor Version against such Participant. If within 60 days of notice, a reasonable
royalty and payment arrangement are not mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim is not
withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration
of the 60 day notice period specified above.
(b) any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any
patent, then any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b) and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the
date You first made, used, sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that Participant.
8.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version
directly or indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the
initiation of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under
Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.
8.4. In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above, all end user license agreements (excluding distributors
and resellers) which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination shall survive
termination.

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE),
CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY
DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON
FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR
MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL
HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT
APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE
TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW
THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND
LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.
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The Covered Code is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of
"commercial computer software" and "commercial computer software documentation," as such terms are used in 48
C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995),
all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those rights set forth herein.

11. MISCELLANEOUS.
This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held
to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License
shall be governed by California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding
its conflict-of-law provisions. With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of, or an entity chartered or
registered to do business in the United States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the
jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California,
with the losing party responsible for costs, including without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and
expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly
excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall
not apply to this License.

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.
As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or
indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors
to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any
admission of liability.

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.
Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as Multiple-Licensed . Multiple-Licensed means that the
Initial Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under Your choice of the MPL or the alternative
licenses, if any, specified by the Initial Developer in the file described in
Exhibit A.
EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.
The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file
except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/
Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either
express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the License.
The Original Code is ______________________________________.
The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ________________________. Portions created by
______________________ are Copyright (C) ______ _______________________. All Rights Reserved.
Contributor(s): ______________________________________.
Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of the _____ license (the [___] License ), in which
case the provisions of [______] License are applicable instead of those above. If you wish to allow use of your version of
this file only under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use your version of this file under the MPL,
indicate your decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice and other provisions required by
the [___] License. If you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under either the
MPL or the [___] License."
[NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of the notices in the Source Code files of the Original
Code. You should use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the Original Code Source Code for Your
Modifications.]
===================================================================================================
libcurl 7.11.1

Portions of this product include software developed by Daniel Stenberg. The libcurl software is distributed in accordance
with the following license agreement.

THE CURL LICENSE
COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE
Copyright (c) 1996 - 2004, Daniel Stenberg, .
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All rights reserved.
Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose
with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright
notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN
NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,
DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR
OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE
OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not
be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings
in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.
===================================================================================================
libcurl 7.18.0

Portions of this product include software developed by Daniel Stenberg. The libcurl software is distributed in accordance
with the following license agreement.

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE
Copyright (c) 1996 - 2008, Daniel Stenberg, <daniel@haxx.se>.
All rights reserved.
Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose
with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright
notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN
NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,
DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR
OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE
OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not
be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings
in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.
===================================================================================================
Log4j 1.2.17

This product includes Apache Log4j 1.2.17 which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.
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5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
===================================================================================================
LZMA sdk 4.65
License
LZMA SDK is placed in the public domain.
===================================================================================================
Microsoft MSDN library DBCC example code 8.0

All copyright, patent, trademark and attribution notices present in the software must be retained in any distribution of the
software.

If distributed in source code form, we must include a copy of the license with our distribution. If distributed in object code,
we may use the aformentioned Microsoft license or distribute under another license that complies with the Microsoft
license. WLD recommends including a copy of the Microsoft license with our distribution.

Microsoft Shared Source Permissive License

This license governs use of the accompanying software. If you use the software, you accept this license. If you do not
accept the license, do not use the software.

1. Definitions
The terms "reproduce," "reproduction" and "distribution" have the same meaning here as under U.S. copyright law.
"You" means the licensee of the software.
"Licensed patents" means any Microsoft patent claims which read directly on the software as distributed by Microsoft
under this license.

2. Grant of Rights
(A) Copyright Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations in section 3,
Microsoft grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce the software, prepare
derivative works of the software and distribute the software or any derivative works that you create.

(B) Patent Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations in section 3,
Microsoft grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under licensed patents to make, have made,
use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the software or derivative works of the software.

3. Conditions and Limitations
(A) No Trademark License- This license does not grant you any rights to use Microsoft?s name, logo, or trademarks.

(B) Platform Limitation- The licenses granted in sections 2(A) & 2(B) extend only to the software or derivative works that
you create that run on a Microsoft Windows operating system product.

(C) If you begin patent litigation against Microsoft over patents that you think may apply to the software (including a cross-
claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), your license to the software ends automatically.
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(D) If you distribute copies of the software or derivative works, you must retain all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices that are present in the software.

(E) If you distribute the software or derivative works in source code form you may do so only under this license (i.e., you
must include a complete copy of this license with your distribution), and if you distribute the software or derivative works in
compiled or object code form you may only do so under a license that complies with this license.

(F) The software is licensed "as-is." You bear the risk of using it. Microsoft gives no express warranties, guarantees or
conditions. You may have additional consumer rights under your local laws which this license cannot change. To the
extent permitted under your local laws, Microsoft excludes the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular
purpose and non-infringement.
===================================================================================================
Microsoft SQL Server JDBC Microsoft SQL Server 2008 JDBC 2.0 driver

MICROSOFT SOFTWARE LICENSE TERMS

MICROSOFT SQL SERVER JDBC DRIVER 2.0

These license terms are an agreement between Microsoft Corporation (or based on where you live, one of its affiliates)
and you. Please read them. They apply to the software named above, which includes the media on which you received it,
if any. The terms also apply to any Microsoft

· updates,

· supplements,

· Internet-based services, and

· support services

for this software, unless other terms accompany those items. If so, those terms apply.

BY USING THE SOFTWARE, YOU ACCEPT THESE TERMS. IF YOU DO NOT ACCEPT THEM, DO NOT USE THE
SOFTWARE.

If you comply with these license terms, you have the rights below.

1. INSTALLATION AND USE RIGHTS. You may install and use any number of copies of the software on your devices.
2. Scope of License. The software is licensed, not sold. This agreement only gives you some rights to use the software.
Microsoft reserves all other rights. Unless applicable law gives you more rights despite this limitation, you may use the
software only as expressly permitted in this agreement. In doing so, you must comply with any technical limitations in the
software that only allow you to use it in certain ways. You may not
· disclose the results of any benchmark tests of the software to any third party without Microsoft’s prior written approval;

· work around any technical limitations in the software;

· reverse engineer, decompile or disassemble the software, except and only to the extent that applicable law expressly
permits, despite this limitation;

· make more copies of the software than specified in this agreement or allowed by applicable law, despite this limitation;

· publish the software for others to copy;

· rent, lease or lend the software; or

· use the software for commercial software hosting services.

3. BACKUP COPY. You may make one backup copy of the software. You may use it only to reinstall the software.
4. DOCUMENTATION. Any person that has valid access to your computer or internal network may copy and use the
documentation for your internal, reference purposes.
5. TRANSFER TO A THIRD PARTY. The first user of the software may transfer it and this agreement directly to a third
party. Before the transfer, that party must agree that this agreement applies to the transfer and use of the software. The
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first user must uninstall the software before transferring it separately from the device. The first user may not retain any
copies.
6. Export Restrictions. The software is subject to United States export laws and regulations. You must comply with all
domestic and international export laws and regulations that apply to the software. These laws include restrictions on
destinations, end users and end use. For additional information, see www.microsoft.com/exporting.
7. SUPPORT SERVICES. Because this software is “as is,” we may not provide support services for it.
8. Entire Agreement. This agreement, and the terms for supplements, updates, Internet-based services and support
services that you use, are the entire agreement for the software and support services.
9. Applicable Law.
a. United States. If you acquired the software in the United States, Washington state law governs the interpretation of this
agreement and applies to claims for breach of it, regardless of conflict of laws principles. The laws of the state where you
live govern all other claims, including claims under state consumer protection laws, unfair competition laws, and in tort.
b. Outside the United States. If you acquired the software in any other country, the laws of that country apply.
10. Legal Effect. This agreement describes certain legal rights. You may have other rights under the laws of your country.
You may also have rights with respect to the party from whom you acquired the software. This agreement does not
change your rights under the laws of your country if the laws of your country do not permit it to do so.
11. Disclaimer of Warranty. The software is licensed “as-is.” You bear the risk of using it. Microsoft gives no express
warranties, guarantees or conditions. You may have additional consumer rights under your local laws which this
agreement cannot change. To the extent permitted under your local laws, Microsoft excludes the implied warranties of
merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose and non-infringement.
12. Limitation on and Exclusion of Remedies and Damages. You can recover from Microsoft and its suppliers only direct
damages up to U.S. $5.00. You cannot recover any other damages, including consequential, lost profits, special, indirect
or incidental damages.
This limitation applies to

· anything related to the software, services, content (including code) on third party Internet sites, or third party programs;
and

· claims for breach of contract, breach of warranty, guarantee or condition, strict liability, negligence, or other tort to the
extent permitted by applicable law.

It also applies even if Microsoft knew or should have known about the possibility of the damages. The above limitation or
exclusion may not apply to you because your country may not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental, consequential
or other damages.

Please note: As this software is distributed in Quebec, Canada, some of the clauses in this agreement are provided below
in French.

Remarque: Ce logiciel Étant distribuÉ au QuÉbec, Canada, certaines des clauses dans ce contrat sont fournies ci-
dessous en français.

EXONÉRATION DE GARANTIE. Le logiciel visÉ par une licence est offert « tel quel ». Toute utilisation de ce logiciel
est à votre seule risque et pÉril. Microsoft n’accorde aucune autre garantie expresse. Vous pouvez bÉnÉficier de droits
additionnels en vertu du droit local sur la protection des consommateurs, que ce contrat ne peut modifier. La ou elles
sont permises par le droit locale, les garanties implicites de qualitÉ marchande, d’adÉquation à un usage particulier et
d’absence de contrefaçon sont exclues.

LIMITATION DES DOMMAGES-INTÉRÊTS ET EXCLUSION DE RESPONSABILITÉ POUR LES DOMMAGES. Vous
pouvez obtenir de Microsoft et de ses fournisseurs une indemnisation en cas de dommages directs uniquement à hauteur
de 5,00 $ US. Vous ne pouvez prÉtendre à aucune indemnisation pour les autres dommages, y compris les dommages
spÉciaux, indirects ou accessoires et pertes de bÉnÉfices.

Cette limitation concerne:

· tout ce qui est reliÉ au logiciel, aux services ou au contenu (y compris le code) figurant sur des sites Internet tiers ou
dans des programmes tiers; et
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· les rÉclamations au titre de violation de contrat ou de garantie, ou au titre de responsabilitÉ stricte, de nÉgligence ou
d’une autre faute dans la limite autorisÉe par la loi en vigueur.

Elle s’applique Également, même si Microsoft connaissait ou devrait connaître l’ÉventualitÉ d’un tel dommage. Si votre
pays n’autorise pas l’exclusion ou la limitation de responsabilitÉ pour les dommages indirects, accessoires ou de quelque
nature que ce soit, il se peut que la limitation ou l’exclusion ci-dessus ne s’appliquera pas à votre Égard.

EFFET JURIDIQUE. Le prÉsent contrat dÉcrit certains droits juridiques. Vous pourriez avoir d’autres droits prÉvus par les
lois de votre pays. Le prÉsent contrat ne modifie pas les droits que vous confèrent les lois de votre pays si celles-ci ne le
permettent pas.

I Accept the above agreement and I want to download the Microsoft Windows version

I Accept the above agreement and I want to download the UNIX version

Cancel
===================================================================================================

mod_jk2 1.2.25

Portions of this product include software developed by the Apache Software Foundation. The Apache software is
distributed in accordance with the following license agreement.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
===================================================================================================

MSXML 4.10.9404.0

END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR MICROSOFT SOFTWARE

MICROSOFT XML CORE SERVICES (MSXML) 4.0

IMPORTANT-READ CAREFULLY: This Microsoft End-User License Agreement ("EULA") is a legal agreement between
you (either an individual or a single entity) and Microsoft Corporation for the Microsoft software identified above,
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which may include computer software, associated media, printed materials, and "online" or electronic documentation
("SOFTWARE"). By downloading, installing, copying, or otherwise using the SOFTWARE, you agree to be bound by the
terms of this EULA. If you do not agree to the terms of this EULA, do not install or use the SOFTWARE.

The SOFTWARE is protected by copyright laws and international copyright treaties, as well as other intellectual
property laws and treaties. Microsoft or its suppliers own the title, copyright and other intellectual property rights in the
SOFTWARE. The SOFTWARE is licensed, not sold.

The SOFTWARE consists of two elements: (1) XML Core Services component ("COMPONENT") which contains, among
other items, files with ".dll" extensions which expose application programming interfaces that provide implementation
to read, write, transform and make other manipulations with XML; and (2) MSXML software development kit ("SDK")
which may include documentation, sample code, and other information designed to assist in the development of your
applications.

1. GRANT OF LICENSE. This EULA grants you the following rights:

a. General. You may install and use any number of copies of the SOFTWARE on any number of computers, including
workstations, terminals or other digital electronic devices, for the purpose of designing, developing and testing your
application(s) which work in conjunction with XML ("Application(s)").

b. Sample Code. You may modify the portions of the SDK designated as "Sample Code" for the purpose of designing,
developing and testing your Application.

c. Redistribution of SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT. You may copy and redistribute the SOFTWARE (in its entirety)
and/or the COMPONENT (in its entirety) either in conjunction with your Application or standalone in and of itself, subject
to the following restrictions and limitations:

(i) If you redistribute the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT in their entirety, your copy must be a true and complete copy
of the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT, including Microsoft's set up and all copyright notices, logos, end user license
agreement and/or trademarks that appear in the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT as received from Microsoft;

(ii) If you redistribute the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT in conjunction with your Application, your Application must
include a valid copyright notice in your own name, which notice shall be sufficient to protect Microsoft's copyright in the
SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT;

(iii) If you redistribute the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT in conjunction with your Application, and if your Application
does not display Microsoft's end user license agreement to your end user, then your Application must be accompanied by
license terms that are at least as restrictive as, and as protective of Microsoft as, those contained in this EULA.;

(iv) You shall not use Microsoft's name, logo or trademarks to market your Application;

(v) You shall not modify or alter the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT in any way; provided that you may merge those
files in the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT with "msm" extensions into the "msm" files of your Application;

(vi) You shall not redistribute individual parts or files of the COMPONENT; you must redistribute the COMPONENT in its
entirety;

(vii) You shall not redistribute the SDK separately; the SDK may only be redistributed as part of the SOFTWARE in its
entirety; and

(viii) You agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend Microsoft from and against any claims or lawsuits, including
reasonable attorneys' fees, which arise or result from your distribution of the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT and/or
your Application.

d. Redistribution of Sample Code as Modified by You. You may copy and redistribute any Sample Code that you have
modified as described in Section 1(b) above and incorporated into your Application, in both source code form and object
code form, subject to the following restrictions and limitations:
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(i) You shall distribute the modified Sample Code only in conjunction with and as part of an Application that adds
significant and primary functionality to the Sample Code;

(ii) You shall not use Microsoft's name, logo or trademarks to market your Application;

(iii) You shall to include a valid copyright notice in your own name in your Application, which notice shall be sufficient to
protect Microsoft's copyright in the modified Sample Code; and

(iv) You agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend Microsoft from and against any claims or lawsuits including
reasonable attorneys' fees, which arise or result from the use or distribution of the modified Sample Code and/or your
Application.

e. Identified Software. Your license rights to the SOFTWARE are conditioned upon your (a) not incorporating Identified
Software into, or combining Identified Software with, the SOFTWARE, or a derivative work thereof; (b) not distributing
Identified Software in conjunction with the SOFTWARE; and (c) not using Identified Software in the development of
a derivative work of the SOFTWARE. "Identified Software" means software which is licensed pursuant to terms that
directly or indirectly (i) create, or purport to create, obligations for Microsoft with respect to the SOFTWARE or derivative
work thereof or (ii) grant, or purport to grant, to any third party any rights or immunities under Microsoft's intellectual
property or proprietary rights in the SOFTWARE or derivative work thereof. Identified Software includes, without limitation,
any software that requires as a condition of use, modification and/or distribution of such software that other software
incorporated into, derived from or distributed with such software be (a) disclosed or distributed in source code form; (b) be
licensed for the purpose of making derivative works; or (c) be redistributable at no charge.

f. Benchmark Testing. You may not disclose the results of any benchmark test using the SOFTWARE to any third party
without Microsoft's prior written approval.

g. Reservation of Rights. Microsoft reserves all rights not expressly granted herein.

2. LIMITATIONS ON REVERSE ENGINEERING, DECOMPILATION, AND DISASSEMBLY. You may not reverse engineer,
decompile, or disassemble the SOFTWARE, except and only to the extent that such activity is expressly permitted by
applicable law notwithstanding this limitation.

3. NO RENTAL. You may not rent, lease, or lend the SOFTWARE.

4. SUPPORT SERVICES. In the event Microsoft does provide you with support services related to the SOFTWARE
("Support Services"), use of such Support Services is governed by the Microsoft policies and programs described in the
user manual, in "online" documentation, and/or in other Microsoft-provided materials. Any supplemental software code
provided to you as part of the Support Services shall be considered part of the SOFTWARE and subject to the terms and
conditions of this EULA. With respect to technical information you provide to Microsoft as part of the Support Services,
Microsoft may use such information for its business purposes, including for product support and development. Microsoft
will not utilize such technical information in a form that personally identifies you.

5. TERMINATION. Without prejudice to any other rights, Microsoft may terminate this EULA if you fail to comply with the
terms and conditions of this EULA. In such event, you must destroy all copies of the SOFTWARE and all of its component
parts.

6. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS. All title and intellectual property rights in and to the SOFTWARE (including
but not limited to any images, photographs, animations, video, audio, music, text and "applets" incorporated into the
SOFTWARE), and any copies you are permitted to make herein are owned by Microsoft or its suppliers. All title and
intellectual property rights in and to the content which may be accessed through use of the SOFTWARE is the property of
the respective content owner and may be protected by applicable copyright or other intellectual property laws and treaties.
This EULA grants you no rights to use such content.

7. U.S. GOVERNMENT LICENSE RIGHTS. SOFTWARE provided to the U.S. Government pursuant to solicitations
issued on or after December 1, 1995 is provided with the commercial license rights and restrictions described elsewhere
herein. SOFTWARE provided to the U.S. Government pursuant to solicitations issued prior to December 1, 1995
is provided with "Restricted Rights" as provided for in FAR, 48 CFR 52.227-14 (JUNE 1987) or DFAR, 48 CFR
252.227-7013 (OCT 1988), as applicable.
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8. EXPORT RESTRICTIONS. You agree that the SOFTWARE is subject to U.S. export jurisdiction. You agree to comply
with all applicable international and national laws that apply to the SOFTWARE including the U.S. Export Administration
Regulations, as well as end-user, end use and destination restrictions issued by the U.S. and other governments. For
additional information see http://www.microsoft.com/exporting/.

9. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, Microsoft and its suppliers
provide the SOFTWARE and any (if any) Support Services AS IS AND WITH ALL FAULTS, and hereby disclaim all
warranties and conditions, either express, implied or statutory, including, but not limited to, any (if any) implied warranties
or conditions of merchantability, of fitness for a particular purpose, of lack of viruses, of accuracy or completeness of
responses, of results, and of lack of negligence or lack of workmanlike effort, all with regard to the SOFTWARE, and
the provision of or failure to provide Support Services. ALSO, THERE IS NO WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF TITLE,
QUIET ENJOYMENT, QUIET POSSESSION, CORRESPONDENCE TO DESCRIPTION OR NON-INFRINGEMENT,
WITH REGARD TO THE SOFTWARE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY OF OR ARISING OUT OF USE OR
PERFORMANCE OF THE SOFTWARE AND SUPPORT SERVICES, IF ANY, REMAINS WITH YOU.

10. EXCLUSION OF INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL AND CERTAIN OTHER DAMAGES. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT
PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL MICROSOFT OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, PUNITIVE, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF PROFITS OR CONFIDENTIAL OR OTHER INFORMATION, FOR
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, FOR PERSONAL INJURY, FOR LOSS OF PRIVACY, FOR FAILURE TO MEET ANY
DUTY INCLUDING OF GOOD FAITH OR OF REASONABLE CARE, FOR NEGLIGENCE, AND FOR ANY OTHER
PECUNIARY OR OTHER LOSS WHATSOEVER) ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY WAY RELATED TO THE USE OF
OR INABILITY TO USE THE SOFTWARE, THE PROVISION OF OR FAILURE TO PROVIDE SUPPORT SERVICES,
OR OTHERWISE UNDER OR IN CONNECTION WITH ANY PROVISION OF THIS EULA, EVEN IN THE EVENT OF
THE FAULT, TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), STRICT LIABILITY, BREACH OF CONTRACT OR BREACH OF
WARRANTY OF MICROSOFT OR ANY SUPPLIER, AND EVEN IF MICROSOFT OR ANY SUPPLIER HAS BEEN
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

11. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY AND REMEDIES. Notwithstanding any damages that you might incur for any reason
whatsoever (including, without limitation, all damages referenced above and all direct or general damages), the entire
liability of Microsoft and any of its suppliers under any provision of this EULA and your exclusive remedy for all of the
foregoing shall be limited to the greater of the amount actually paid by you for the SOFTWARE or U.S.$5.00. The
foregoing limitations, exclusions and disclaimers shall apply to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, even if
any remedy fails its essential purpose.

12. APPLICABLE LAW. If you acquired this SOFTWARE in the United States, this EULA is governed by the laws of the
State of Washington. If you acquired this SOFTWARE in Canada, unless expressly prohibited by local law, this EULA
is governed by the laws in force in the Province of Ontario, Canada; and, in respect of any dispute which may arise
hereunder, you consent to the jurisdiction of the federal and provincial courts sitting in Toronto, Ontario. If this SOFTWARE
was acquired outside the United States, then local law may apply.

13. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This EULA (including any addendum or amendment to this EULA which is included with the
SOFTWARE) is the entire agreement between you and Microsoft relating to the SOFTWARE and the Support Services (if
any) and it supersedes all prior or contemporaneous oral or written communications, proposals and representations with
respect to the SOFTWARE or any other subject matter covered by this EULA. To the extent the terms of any Microsoft
policies or programs for Support Services conflict with the terms of this EULA, the terms of this EULA shall control.

14. QUESTIONS? Should you have any questions concerning this EULA, or if you desire to contact Microsoft for any
reason, please contact the Microsoft subsidiary serving your country, or write: Microsoft Sales Information Center/One
Microsoft Way/Redmond, WA 98052-6399.

===================================================================================================

Nspr4 4.4.1.0
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This product includes Netscape nspr4.dll 4.4.1.0. The source code version of nspr4.dll is licensed under the Mozilla
Public License Version 1.1 which can be found at http://www.mozilla.org and is made available for download from http://
www.mozilla.org/projects/nspr/release-notes/nspr441.html.

MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE Version 1.1
1. Definitions.
1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the Covered Code available to a third party.
1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.
1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the
Modifications made by that particular Contributor.
1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the combination of the Original Code and Modifications,
in each case including portions thereof.
1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally accepted in the software development community
for the electronic transfer of data.
1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source Code.
1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required
by Exhibit A.
1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms
of this License.
1.8. "License" means this document.
1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant
or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.
1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the substance or structure of either the Original Code or any
previous Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a Modification is:
A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file containing Original Code or previous Modifications.
B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or previous Modifications.
1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code which is described in the Source Code notice
required by Exhibit A as Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this License is not already Covered
Code governed by this License.
1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method,
process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.
1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for making modifications to it, including all modules
it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control compilation and installation of an
Executable, or source code differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another well known, available
Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the
appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available for no charge.
1.12. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms
of, this License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity
which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a)
the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b)
ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. Source Code License.
2.1. The Initial Developer Grant. The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license,
subject to third party intellectual property claims:
(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce,
modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications,
and/or as part of a Larger Work; and
(b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice,
sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Code (or portions thereof).
(c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes Original
Code under the terms of this License.
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(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code;
2) separate from the Original Code; or 3) for infringements caused by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the
combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.
2.2. Contributor Grant. Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide,
royalty-free, non-exclusive license
(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify,
display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an
unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code and/or as part of a Larger Work; and
(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone
and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have
made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination
of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).
(c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of
the Covered Code.
(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted
from the Contributor Version; 2) separate from the Contributor Version; 3) for infringements caused by: i) third party
modifications of Contributor Version or ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software
(except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Code in the
absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.
3.1. Application of License. The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms
of this License, including without limitation Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be distributed
only under the terms of this License or a future version of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include
a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on
any Source Code version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder.
However, You may include an additional document offering the additional rights described in Section 3.5.
3.2. Availability of Source Code. Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be made available in
Source Code form under the terms of this License either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted
Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an Executable version available; and if made available
via Electronic Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12) months after the date it initially
became available, or at least six (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification has been made
available to such recipients. You are responsible for ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the
Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.
3.3. Description of Modifications. You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a file documenting
the changes You made to create that Covered Code and the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement
that the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original Code provided by the Initial Developer and including
the name of the Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an Executable version or related
documentation in which You describe the origin or ownership of the Covered Code.
3.4. Intellectual Property Matters
(a) Third Party Claims. If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's intellectual property rights is
required to exercise the rights granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2, Contributor must include a text file
with the Source Code distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the party making the claim in sufficient
detail that a recipient will know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after the Modification is made
available as described in Section 3.2, Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies Contributor makes
available thereafter and shall take other steps (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups) reasonably
calculated to inform those who received the Covered Code that new knowledge has been obtained.
(b) Contributor APIs. If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming interface and Contributor has
knowledge of patent licenses which are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must also include this
information in the LEGAL file.
(c) Representations.
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Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's
Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by
this License.
3.5. Required Notices. You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source Code. If it is not possible to
put such notice in a particular Source Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a location (such
as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely to look for such a notice. If You created one or more Modification(s)
You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in Exhibit A. You must also duplicate this License in
any documentation for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership rights relating to Covered
Code. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more
recipients of Covered Code. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer
or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation
is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability
incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.
3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions. You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the requirements of
Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code, and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of
the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License, including a description of how and where You have fulfilled
the obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included in any notice in an Executable version, related
documentation or collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the Covered Code. You may distribute
the Executable version of Covered Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may contain terms
different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the
Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code version from the rights set
forth in this License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different license You must make it absolutely clear
that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You
hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or
such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.
3.7. Larger Works. You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code not governed by the terms
of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements
of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.
If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code
due to statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License to the maximum extent
possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be included in the LEGAL file
described in Section 3.4 and must be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the extent prohibited by
statute or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand
it.

5. Application of this License.
This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered
Code.

6. Versions of the License.
6.1. New Versions. Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised and/or new versions of the
License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number.
6.2. Effect of New Versions. Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the License, You may
always continue to use it under the terms of that version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the
terms of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one other than Netscape has the right to
modify the terms applicable to Covered Code created under this License.
6.3. Derivative Works. If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may only do in order to apply it to
code which is not already Covered Code governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that the phrases
"Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape", "MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your
license (except to note that your license differs from this License) and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the
license contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of
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the Initial Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed
to be modifications of this License.)

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.
COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED
CODE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE
ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD
ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY
OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS
DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED
CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

8. TERMINATION.
8.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and
fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses to the Covered Code which are
properly granted shall survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect
beyond the termination of this License shall survive.
8.2. If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement claim (excluding declatory judgment actions) against
Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You file such action is referred to as
"Participant") alleging that:
(a) such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such
Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate
prospectively, unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i) agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually
agreeable reasonable royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your
litigation claim with respect to the Contributor Version against such Participant. If within 60 days of notice, a reasonable
royalty and payment arrangement are not mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim is not
withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration
of the 60 day notice period specified above.
(b) any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any
patent, then any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b) and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the
date You first made, used, sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that Participant.
8.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version
directly or indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the
initiation of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under
Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.
8.4. In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above, all end user license agreements (excluding distributors
and resellers) which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination shall survive
termination.

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE),
CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY
DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON
FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR
MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL
HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT
APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE
TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW
THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND
LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.
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The Covered Code is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of
"commercial computer software" and "commercial computer software documentation," as such terms are used in 48
C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995),
all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those rights set forth herein.

11. MISCELLANEOUS.
This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held
to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License
shall be governed by California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding
its conflict-of-law provisions. With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of, or an entity chartered or
registered to do business in the United States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the
jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California,
with the losing party responsible for costs, including without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and
expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly
excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall
not apply to this License.

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.
As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or
indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors
to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any
admission of liability.

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.
Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as Multiple-Licensed . Multiple-Licensed means that the
Initial Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under Your choice of the MPL or the alternative
licenses, if any, specified by the Initial Developer in the file described in
Exhibit A.
EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.
The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file
except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/
Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either
express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the License.
The Original Code is ______________________________________.
The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ________________________. Portions created by
______________________ are Copyright (C) ______ _______________________. All Rights Reserved.
Contributor(s): ______________________________________.
Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of the _____ license (the [___] License ), in which
case the provisions of [______] License are applicable instead of those above. If you wish to allow use of your version of
this file only under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use your version of this file under the MPL,
indicate your decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice and other provisions required by
the [___] License. If you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under either the
MPL or the [___] License."
[NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of the notices in the Source Code files of the Original
Code. You should use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the Original Code Source Code for Your
Modifications.]
===================================================================================================

OpenSSL 0.9.8g

This product contains OpenSSL, the use of which is governed by the following additional terms and conditions:

The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of
the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.
See below for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style
Open Source licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL
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please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

OpenSSL License
---------------

/* ====================================================================
* Copyright (c) 1998-2008 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
*
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
*
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
* the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
* distribution.
*
* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this
* software must display the following acknowledgment:
* "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project
* for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"
*
* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to
* endorse or promote products derived from this software without
* prior written permission. For written permission, please contact
* openssl-core@openssl.org.
*
* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"
* nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written
* permission of the OpenSSL Project.
*
* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following
* acknowledgment:
* "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project
* for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS|&"&| AND ANY
* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR
* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
* ====================================================================
*
* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young
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* (eay@cryptsoft.com). This product includes software written by Tim
* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).
*
*/

Original SSLeay License
-----------------------

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)
* All rights reserved.
*
* This package is an SSL implementation written
* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).
* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.
*
* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as
* the following conditions are aheared to. The following conditions
* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,
* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code. The SSL documentation
* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms
* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).
*
* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in
* the code are not to be removed.
* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution
* as the author of the parts of the library used.
* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or
* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
* must display the following acknowledgement:
* "This product includes cryptographic software written by
* Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"
* The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library
* being used are not cryptographic related :-).
* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from
* the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:
* "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS|&"&| AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
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* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
*
* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or
* derivative of this code cannot be changed. i.e. this code cannot simply be
* copied and put under another distribution licence
* [including the GNU Public Licence.]
===================================================================================================

Oracle Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.8.0_60
JRE v.1.8
This Product is distributed with JRE v.1.8. Use of the Commercial Features of
the JRE for any commercial or production purpose requires a separate license
from Oracle. 'Commercial Features' means those features identified Table 1-1
(Commercial Features In Java SE Product Editions) of the Software
documentation accessible at
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/documentation/index.html.
Oracle has provided additional copyright notices and information that may be
applicable to portions of the JRE in the THIRDPARTYLICENSEREADME.txt file
that accompanies the JRE files and at
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/documentation/index.html.
===================================================================================================

Ovaldi 5.5

This product includes Ovaldi v.5.5, which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement:"

Copyright (c) 2002-2009, The MITRE Corporation
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are
permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list
of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this
list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other
materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of The MITRE Corporation nor the names of its contributors may be
used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific
prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT
OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR
TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,
EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
===================================================================================================

PCRE 6.3
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Portions of this product include software developed by Philip Hazel. The University of Cambridge Computing Service
software is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement.

THE BASIC LIBRARY FUNCTIONS
---------------------------

Written by: Philip Hazel
Email local part: ph10
Email domain: cam.ac.uk

University of Cambridge Computing Service,
Cambridge, England. Phone: +44 1223 334714.

Copyright (c) 1997-2006 University of Cambridge
All rights reserved.

THE C++ WRAPPER FUNCTIONS
-------------------------

Contributed by: Google Inc.

Copyright (c) 2006, Google Inc.
All rights reserved.

THE "BSD" LICENCE
-----------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the name of Google
Inc. nor the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or
promote products derived from this software without specific prior
written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

End
===================================================================================================

Perl2exe 8.4

http://www.indigostar.com/pxman.htm#License
---------------------------------
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PuTTY 0.60

This product includes PuTTY v.0.60, which is distributed in accordance with the following license:

PuTTY is copyright 1997-2008 Simon Tatham.

Portions copyright Robert de Bath, Joris van Rantwijk, Delian Delchev, Andreas Schultz, Jeroen Massar, Wez Furlong,
Nicolas Barry, Justin Bradford, Ben Harris, Malcolm Smith, Ahmad Khalifa, Markus Kuhn, and CORE SDI S.A.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated
documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to
use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to
whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the
Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING
BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL SIMON TATHAM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
==================================================================================================

RegExp 3.8
//
// This code has been derived from work by Henry Spencer.
// The main changes are
// 1. All char variables and functions have been changed to TCHAR
// counterparts
// 2. Added GetFindLen() & GetReplaceString() to enable search
// and replace operations.
// 3. And of course, added the C++ Wrapper
//
// The original copyright notice follows:
//
// Copyright (c) 1986, 1993, 1995 by University of Toronto.
// Written by Henry Spencer. Not derived from licensed software.
//
// Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any
// purpose on any computer system, and to redistribute it in any way,
// subject to the following restrictions:
//
// 1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of
// this software, no matter how awful, even if they arise
// from defects in it.
//
// 2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either
// by explicit claim or by omission.
//
// 3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not
// be misrepresented (by explicit claim or omission) as being
// the original software.
//
// 4. This notice must not be removed or altered.
===================================================================================================
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SciLexer 1.5.4.0
This product includes software developed by Neil Hodgson and the software is distributed in accordance with the following
license agreement.

License for Scintilla and SciTE

Copyright 1998-2002 by Neil Hodgson <neilh@scintilla.org>

All Rights Reserved

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,
provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that
both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in
supporting documentation.

NEIL HODGSON DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS
SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL NEIL HODGSON BE LIABLE FOR ANY
SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,
WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER
TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE
OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
===================================================================================================

SizingControlBar 2.44

The source code is Copyright (C) 1998-2002 Cristi Posea. All rights reserved.
This code is free for personal and commercial use, providing the copyright notice remains intact in the source files and all
eventual changes are clearly marked with comments. You must obtain the author's consent before you can include this
code in a software library.
No warrantee of any kind, express or implied, is included with this software; use at your own risk, responsibility for
damages (if any) to anyone resulting from the use of this software rests entirely with the user.
===================================================================================================

SpiderMonkey v1.5

This product includes Spidermonkey v.1.5, which is licensed under the terms of the Mozilla Public License, Version 1.1
(MPL 1.1). You may obtain a copy of MPL 1.1 at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/. CA has made certain modifications to
Spidermonkey v.1.5. Such modifications are derived from code initially developed by Sun Microsystems, Inc.

MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE Version 1.1
1. Definitions.
1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the Covered Code available to a third party.
1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.
1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the
Modifications made by that particular Contributor.
1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the combination of the Original Code and Modifications,
in each case including portions thereof.
1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally accepted in the software development community
for the electronic transfer of data.
1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source Code.
1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required
by Exhibit A.
1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms
of this License.
1.8. "License" means this document.
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1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant
or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.
1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the substance or structure of either the Original Code or any
previous Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a Modification is:
A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file containing Original Code or previous Modifications.
B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or previous Modifications.
1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code which is described in the Source Code notice
required by Exhibit A as Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this License is not already Covered
Code governed by this License.
1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method,
process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.
1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for making modifications to it, including all modules
it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control compilation and installation of an
Executable, or source code differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another well known, available
Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the
appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available for no charge.
1.12. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms
of, this License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity
which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a)
the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b)
ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. Source Code License.
2.1. The Initial Developer Grant. The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license,
subject to third party intellectual property claims:
(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce,
modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications,
and/or as part of a Larger Work; and
(b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice,
sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Code (or portions thereof).
(c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes Original
Code under the terms of this License.
(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code;
2) separate from the Original Code; or 3) for infringements caused by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the
combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.
2.2. Contributor Grant. Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide,
royalty-free, non-exclusive license
(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify,
display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an
unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code and/or as part of a Larger Work; and
(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone
and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have
made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination
of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).
(c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of
the Covered Code.
(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted
from the Contributor Version; 2) separate from the Contributor Version; 3) for infringements caused by: i) third party
modifications of Contributor Version or ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software
(except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Code in the
absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.
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3.1. Application of License. The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms
of this License, including without limitation Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be distributed
only under the terms of this License or a future version of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include
a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on
any Source Code version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder.
However, You may include an additional document offering the additional rights described in Section 3.5.
3.2. Availability of Source Code. Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be made available in
Source Code form under the terms of this License either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted
Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an Executable version available; and if made available
via Electronic Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12) months after the date it initially
became available, or at least six (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification has been made
available to such recipients. You are responsible for ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the
Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.
3.3. Description of Modifications. You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a file documenting
the changes You made to create that Covered Code and the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement
that the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original Code provided by the Initial Developer and including
the name of the Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an Executable version or related
documentation in which You describe the origin or ownership of the Covered Code.
3.4. Intellectual Property Matters
(a) Third Party Claims. If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's intellectual property rights is
required to exercise the rights granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2, Contributor must include a text file
with the Source Code distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the party making the claim in sufficient
detail that a recipient will know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after the Modification is made
available as described in Section 3.2, Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies Contributor makes
available thereafter and shall take other steps (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups) reasonably
calculated to inform those who received the Covered Code that new knowledge has been obtained.
(b) Contributor APIs. If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming interface and Contributor has
knowledge of patent licenses which are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must also include this
information in the LEGAL file.
(c) Representations.
Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's
Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by
this License.
3.5. Required Notices. You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source Code. If it is not possible to
put such notice in a particular Source Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a location (such
as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely to look for such a notice. If You created one or more Modification(s)
You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in Exhibit A. You must also duplicate this License in
any documentation for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership rights relating to Covered
Code. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more
recipients of Covered Code. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer
or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation
is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability
incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.
3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions. You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the requirements of
Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code, and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of
the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License, including a description of how and where You have fulfilled
the obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included in any notice in an Executable version, related
documentation or collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the Covered Code. You may distribute
the Executable version of Covered Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may contain terms
different from this License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the
Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code version from the rights set
forth in this License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different license You must make it absolutely clear
that any terms which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You
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hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or
such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.
3.7. Larger Works. You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code not governed by the terms
of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements
of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.
If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code
due to statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License to the maximum extent
possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be included in the LEGAL file
described in Section 3.4 and must be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the extent prohibited by
statute or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand
it.

5. Application of this License.
This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered
Code.

6. Versions of the License.
6.1. New Versions. Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised and/or new versions of the
License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number.
6.2. Effect of New Versions. Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the License, You may
always continue to use it under the terms of that version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the
terms of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one other than Netscape has the right to
modify the terms applicable to Covered Code created under this License.
6.3. Derivative Works. If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may only do in order to apply it to
code which is not already Covered Code governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that the phrases
"Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape", "MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your
license (except to note that your license differs from this License) and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the
license contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of
the Initial Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed
to be modifications of this License.)

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.
COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED
CODE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE
ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD
ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY
OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS
DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED
CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

8. TERMINATION.
8.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and
fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses to the Covered Code which are
properly granted shall survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect
beyond the termination of this License shall survive.
8.2. If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement claim (excluding declatory judgment actions) against
Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You file such action is referred to as
"Participant") alleging that:
(a) such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such
Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate
prospectively, unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i) agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually
agreeable reasonable royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your
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litigation claim with respect to the Contributor Version against such Participant. If within 60 days of notice, a reasonable
royalty and payment arrangement are not mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim is not
withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration
of the 60 day notice period specified above.
(b) any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any
patent, then any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b) and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the
date You first made, used, sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that Participant.
8.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version
directly or indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the
initiation of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under
Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.
8.4. In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above, all end user license agreements (excluding distributors
and resellers) which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination shall survive
termination.

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE),
CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY
DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON
FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR
MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL
HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT
APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE
TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW
THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND
LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.
The Covered Code is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of
"commercial computer software" and "commercial computer software documentation," as such terms are used in 48
C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995),
all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those rights set forth herein.

11. MISCELLANEOUS.
This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held
to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License
shall be governed by California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding
its conflict-of-law provisions. With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of, or an entity chartered or
registered to do business in the United States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the
jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California,
with the losing party responsible for costs, including without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and
expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly
excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall
not apply to this License.

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.
As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or
indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors
to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any
admission of liability.

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.
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Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as Multiple-Licensed . Multiple-Licensed means that the
Initial Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under Your choice of the MPL or the alternative
licenses, if any, specified by the Initial Developer in the file described in
Exhibit A.
EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.
The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file
except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/
Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either
express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the License.
The Original Code is ______________________________________.
The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ________________________. Portions created by
______________________ are Copyright (C) ______ _______________________. All Rights Reserved.
Contributor(s): ______________________________________.
Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of the _____ license (the [___] License ), in which
case the provisions of [______] License are applicable instead of those above. If you wish to allow use of your version of
this file only under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use your version of this file under the MPL,
indicate your decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice and other provisions required by
the [___] License. If you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under either the
MPL or the [___] License."
[NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of the notices in the Source Code files of the Original
Code. You should use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the Original Code Source Code for Your
Modifications.]
===================================================================================================

spring framework 3.2.2

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of
this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to
cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%)
or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work
and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original
work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from,
or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work
by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the
purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor
or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving
the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright
owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received
by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare
Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in
Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license
to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only
to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by
combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent
litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution
incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You
under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works;
or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The
contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own
attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the
Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License. You may add Your
own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for
use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms
or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license
agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions
under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall
any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages
of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to
damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or
losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose
to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your
sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each
Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting
any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
===================================================================================================

SPRING FRAMEWORK 3.2.2 SUBCOMPONENTS:

Spring Framework 3.2.2 includes a number of subcomponents
with separate copyright notices and license terms. The product that
includes this file does not necessarily use all the open source
subcomponents referred to below. Your use of the source
code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and
conditions of the following licenses.

>>> ASM 4.0 (org.ow2.asm:asm:4.0, org.ow2.asm:asm-commons:4.0):

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its
contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
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SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 1999-2009, OW2 Consortium <http://www.ow2.org/>

>>> CGLIB 3.0 (cglib:cglib:3.0):

Per the LICENSE file in the CGLIB JAR distribution downloaded from
http://sourceforge.net/projects/cglib/files/cglib3/3.0/cglib-3.0.jar/download,
CGLIB 3.0 is licensed under the Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which
is included above.
=======================================================================
To the extent any open source subcomponents are licensed under the EPL and/or
other similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to
source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a
copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source
components and modifications thereto, if any, (the "Source Files"), by
downloading the Source Files from http://www.springsource.org/download, or by
sending a request, with your name and address to:

VMware, Inc., 3401 Hillview Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94304
United States of America

or email info@vmware.com. All such requests should clearly specify:

OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST
Attention General Counsel

VMware shall mail a copy of the Source Files to you on a CD or equivalent
physical medium. This offer to obtain a copy of the Source Files is valid for
three years from the date you acquired this Software product.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
===================================================================================================

SQL Server 2005 JDBC Driver 1.2

http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/data/aa937726.aspx

===================================================================================================
Struts 1.1

Portions of this product include software developed by the Apache Software Foundation.
The Apache software is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement.

Apache License
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Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
===================================================================================================

syslinux 4.06

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
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machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
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distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.
8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY
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11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

<one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
`Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
Public License instead of this License.

This CA product is distributed with syslinux 4.06 (the GPL Software), the use of which is governed by the following terms:

The GPL Software is open source software that is used with this CA software program (the CA Product). The GPL
Software is not owned by CA, Inc. (CA). Use, copying, distribution and modification of the GPL Software are governed
by the GNU General Public License version 2 (the GPL). A copy of the GPL license can be found in the same
directory where the Third Party Product is located. Additionally, a copy of the GPL license can be found at http://
www.opensource.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.php or write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330,
Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA. Use of the CA Product is governed solely by the CA end user license agreement (EULA),
not by the GPL license. You cannot use, copy, modify or redistribute any CA Product code except as may be expressly
set forth in the EULA. The GPL Software is provided Ã¢??AS ISÃ¢?ï¿½ WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF
ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Further details of the disclaimer of warranty with
respect to the GPL Software can be found in the GPL license itself. To the full extent permitted under applicable law, CA
disclaims all warranties and liability arising from or related to any use of the GPL Software.
===================================================================================================
Tomcat 8.0.26
Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

APACHE TOMCAT SUBCOMPONENTS:

Apache Tomcat includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices
and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents is subject to the terms and
conditions of the following licenses.

For the ecj-x.x.x.jar component:

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC
LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM
CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation
distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are
distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a
Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone
acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to
the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in
conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not
derivative works of the Program.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are
necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when
combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,
including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants
Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to
reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,
distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such
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derivative works, in source code and object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants
Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed
Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the
Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.
This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the
Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such
addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the
Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations
which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to
its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any
Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual
property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to
Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of
intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the
rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole
responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.
For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to
distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license
before distributing the Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright
rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in
this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its
own license agreement, provided that:

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and
conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and
non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and
fitness for a particular purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for
damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential
damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by
that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor,
and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a
medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the
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Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if
any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the
originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with
respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is
intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who
includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner
which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if
a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such
Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify
every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages
and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal
actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the
extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in
connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product
offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses
relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order
to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial
Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor
to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and
any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may
participate in any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product
offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that
Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties
related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such
Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the
Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other
Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court
requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial
Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN
"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,
NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each
Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and
distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of
rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the risks and costs
of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data,
programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY
CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST
PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
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OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS
GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable
law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the
terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such
provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such
provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself
(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)
infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under
Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to
comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does
not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of
such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,
Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as
reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement
and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and
survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in
order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be
modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to
publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.
No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.
The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation
may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable
separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a
distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always
be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was
received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,
Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions)
under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b)
above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of
any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,
estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under
this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the
intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this
Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year
after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in
any resulting litigation.

For the Windows Installer component:

* All NSIS source code, plug-ins, documentation, examples, header files and
graphics, with the exception of the compression modules and where
otherwise noted, are licensed under the zlib/libpng license.
* The zlib compression module for NSIS is licensed under the zlib/libpng
license.
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* The bzip2 compression module for NSIS is licensed under the bzip2 license.
* The lzma compression module for NSIS is licensed under the Common Public
License version 1.0.

zlib/libpng license

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In
no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of
this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including
commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to
the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim
that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a
product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be
appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

bzip2 license

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim
that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a
product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be
appreciated but is not required.
3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
misrepresented as being the original software.
4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products
derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT
OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING
IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY
OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Julian Seward, Cambridge, UK.

jseward@acm.org
Common Public License version 1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC
LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM
CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS
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"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation
distributed under this Agreement, and b) in the case of each subsequent
Contributor:

i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are
distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a
Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone
acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to
the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in
conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not
derivative works of the Program.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are
necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when
combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,
including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants
Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to
reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,
distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such
derivative works, in source code and object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants
Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed
Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the
Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.
This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the
Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such
addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the
Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations
which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to
its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any
Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual
property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to
Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of
intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the
rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole
responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.
For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to
distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license
before distributing the Program.
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d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright
rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in
this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its
own license agreement, provided that:

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and
conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and
non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and
fitness for a particular purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for
damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential
damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by
that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor,
and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a
medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the
Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if
any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the
originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with
respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is
intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who
includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner
which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if
a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such
Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify
every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages
and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal
actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the
extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in
connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product
offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses
relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order
to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial
Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to
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control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any
related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in
any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product
offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that
Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties
related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such
Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the
Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other
Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court
requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial
Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN
"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,
NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each
Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and
distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of
rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of
program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data,
programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY
CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST
PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS
GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable
law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the
terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such
provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such
provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to
a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a
lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient
under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In
addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity
(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program
itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)
infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under
Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to
comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does
not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of
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such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,
Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as
reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement
and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and
survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in
order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be
modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to
publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.
No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.
IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve
as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the
Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including
Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement
under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement
is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its
Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections
2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the
intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether
expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not
expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the
intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this
Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year
after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in
any resulting litigation.

Special exception for LZMA compression module

Igor Pavlov and Amir Szekely, the authors of the LZMA compression module for
NSIS, expressly permit you to statically or dynamically link your code (or bind
by name) to the files from the LZMA compression module for NSIS without
subjecting your linked code to the terms of the Common Public license version
1.0. Any modifications or additions to files from the LZMA compression module
for NSIS, however, are subject to the terms of the Common Public License version
1.0.

For the following XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:
- javaee_5.xsd
- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd
- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd
- javaee_6.xsd
- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd
- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd
- web-app_3_0.xsd
- web-common_3_0.xsd
- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

1. Definitions.

1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes
to the creation of Modifications.
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1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software,
prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the
Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications,
or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files
containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source
Code.

1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes
Original Software available under this License.

1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions
thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.7. License. means this document.

1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent
possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently
acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the
following:

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or
modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software
or previous Modifications;

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or
previous Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under
the terms of this License.

1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of
computer software code that is originally released under this License.

1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter
acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus
claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in
which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included
in or with such code.

1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising
rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For
legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled
by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this
definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause
the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the
outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to
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third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby
grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)
Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display,
perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or
portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of
a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of
Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and
offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software
(or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the
date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the
Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this
License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:
(1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for
infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original
Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with
other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third
party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a
world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)
Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display,
perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such
Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis,
with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a
Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of
Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in
combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such
combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or
otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or
portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by
that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such
combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on
the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the
Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:
(1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor
Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party
modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of
Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except
as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under
Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of
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Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.
Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in
Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that
Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.
You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code
form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available.
You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form
as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a
reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software
exchange.

3.2. Modifications.
The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed
by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your
Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient
rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.
You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies
You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter
any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered
Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving
attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.
You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source
Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License
or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to
charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to
one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on
Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any
Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,
support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and
You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor
for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as
a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.
You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the
terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice,
which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are
in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the
Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient.s rights
in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You
distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different
license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ
from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer
or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and
every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or
such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

3.6. Larger Works.
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You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code
not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work
as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements
of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.
Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish
revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each
version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided
in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to
modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.
You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered
Software available under the terms of the version of the License under
which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial
Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from
being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version
of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software
available under the terms of the version of the License under which You
originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose
to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under
the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the
license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.
When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for
Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this
License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the
name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from
this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains
terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,
MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK
AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD
ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL
DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY
SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN
ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED
HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate
automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to
cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.
Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the
termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory
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judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the
Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim
is referred to as .Participant.) alleging that the Participant
Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a
Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the
Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then
any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such
Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not
the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2
of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate
prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day
notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your
claim with respect to the Participant Software against such
Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement
with Participant.

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end
user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any
distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses
granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY
OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF
ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,
INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,
COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR
LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR
DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT
APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE
EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS
EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48
C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of .commercial computer software. (as
that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial
computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212
(Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1
through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered
Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights
clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or
provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this
License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter
hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such
provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it
enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction
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specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the
extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such
jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this
License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the
jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original
Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without
limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The
application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the
International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation
which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against
the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are
responsible for compliance with the United States export administration
regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other
countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered
Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible
for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its
utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial
Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable
basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any
admission of liability.

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION
LICENSE (CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State
of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating
to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of
the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of
California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

All material on this website is Copyright Â© 1999-2012, The Apache Software Foundation

Sun, Sun Microsystems, Solaris, Java and JavaServer Pages are trademarks or registered trademarks of Oracle
Corporation. UNIX is a registered trademark in the United States and other countries, exclusively licensed through 'The
Open Group'. Microsoft, Windows, WindowsNT, and Win32 are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Linux is a
registered trademark of Linus Torvalds. All other product names mentioned herein and throughout the entire web site are
trademarks of their respective owners.

===================================================================================================
Tomcat Connector 1.2.37
Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.
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5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

TOMCAT CONNECTORS SUBCOMPONENTS:

The Tomcat Connectors includes a number of subcomponents with
separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source
code for the these subcomponents is subject to the terms and
conditions of the following licenses.

From native/common/ap_snprintf.c:

*
* cvt - IEEE floating point formatting routines.
* Derived from UNIX V7, Copyright(C) Caldera International Inc.
*

Copyright(C) Caldera International Inc. 2001-2002. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
met:

Redistributions of source code and documentation must retain the above
copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
must display the following acknowledgement:

This product includes software developed or owned by Caldera
International, Inc.

Neither the name of Caldera International, Inc. nor the names of other
contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
this software without specific prior written permission.

USE OF THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED FOR UNDER THIS LICENSE BY CALDERA
INTERNATIONAL, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN
NO EVENT SHALL CALDERA INTERNATIONAL, INC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
INDIRECT INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
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SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

===================================================================================================
Unicows 1.0.4018.0

END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR MICROSOFT SOFTWARE:
Microsoft Layer for Unicode on Windows 95, 98, and Me Systems,
Version No. 1.1.3790.0

IMPORTANT READ CAREFULLY: This End-User License Agreement ( EULA ) is a legal agreement between you (either
an individual or a single entity) and Microsoft Corporation for the Microsoft software product identified above, which
includes computer software and may include associated media, printed materials, online or electronic documentation,
and Internet-based services ( Product ). An amendment or addendum to this EULA may accompany the Product. YOU
AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS EULA BY INSTALLING, COPYING, OR OTHERWISE USING THE
PRODUCT. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT INSTALL, COPY, OR USE THE PRODUCT; YOU MAY RETURN IT TO
YOUR PLACE OF PURCHASE FOR A FULL REFUND, IF APPLICABLE.
SOFTWARE PRODUCT LICENSE

1. GRANTS OF LICENSE. Microsoft grants you the rights described in this EULA provided that you comply with all terms
and conditions of this EULA.

1.1 General License Grant. You may install and use an unlimited number of copies of the Product on computers, including
workstations, terminals or other digital electronic devices residing on your premises ("Computers") to design, develop,
and test your software application(s) ("Licensee Products") for use with any version or edition of Microsoft Windows 95,
Windows 98, Windows NT 4.0, Windows 2000 operating system products and/or any version or edition of any Microsoft
operating system product that is a successor to the foregoing and/or any Microsoft product suite that contains any of the
foregoing (each a "Microsoft Operating System).

1.2 Documentation. You may make and use an unlimited number of copies of any documentation, provided that such
copies shall be used only for personal purposes and are not to be republished or distributed (either in hard copy or
electronic form) beyond your premises.

1.3 Storage/Network Use. You may also store or install a copy of the Product on a storage device, such as a network
server, used only to install or run the Product on computers used by a licensed end user in accordance with Section 1.1. A
single license for the Product may not be shared or used concurrently by multiple end users.

2. ADDITIONAL LICENSE RIGHTS -- REDISTRIBUTABLE CODE. In addition to the rights granted in Section 1, certain
portions of the Product, as described in this Section 2, are provided to you with additional license rights. These additional
license rights are conditioned upon your compliance with the distribution requirements and license restrictions described
in Section 3.

2.1 Sample Code. Microsoft grants you the right to use and modify the source code version of those portions of the
Product identified as Samples in REDIST.TXT or elsewhere in the Product ( Sample Code ) for the sole purposes of
designing, developing, and testing your product(s), and to reproduce and distribute the Sample Code, along with any
modifications thereof, in object and/or source code form. For applicable redistribution requirements for Sample Code, see
Section 3.1 below.

2.2 Redistributable Code General. Microsoft grants you a nonexclusive, royalty-free right to reproduce and distribute the
object code form of any portion of the Product listed in REDIST.TXT ( Redistributable Code ). For general redistribution
requirements for Redistributable Code, see Section 3.1, below.

3. LICENSE RESTRICTIONS -- DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS. If you choose to exercise your rights under Section 2,
any redistribution by you is subject to your compliance with the following terms.
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3.1 If you are authorized and choose to redistribute Sample Code, or Redistributable Code (collectively, the
Redistributables ) as described in Section 2, you agree: (i) except as otherwise noted in Section 2.1 (Sample Code), to
distribute the Redistributables only in object code form and in conjunction with and as a part of the Licensee Products
developed by you that adds significant and primary functionality to the Redistributables; (ii) that the Redistributables
only operate in conjunction with Microsoft Windows platforms; (iii) to distribute the Licensee Product containing the
Redistributables pursuant to an end user license agreement (which may be break-the-seal , click-wrap or signed), with
terms no less protective than those contained in this EULA; (iv) not to use Microsoft s name, logo, or trademarks to
market the Licensee Product; (v) to display your own valid copyright notice which shall be sufficient to protect Microsoft
s copyright in the Product; (vi) not to remove or obscure any copyright, trademark or patent notices that appear on the
Product as delivered to you; (vii) to indemnify, hold harmless, and defend Microsoft from and against any claims or
lawsuits, including attorney s fees, that arise or result from the use or distribution of the Licensee Product; (viii) otherwise
comply with the terms of this EULA; and (ix) agree that Microsoft reserves all rights not expressly granted.
You also agree not to permit further distribution of the Redistributables by your end users except you may permit further
redistribution of the Redistributables by your distributors to your end-user customers if your distributors only distribute the
Redistributables in conjunction with, and as part of, the Licensee Product and you and your distributors comply with all
other terms of this EULA.

3.2 If you use the Redistributables, then in addition to your compliance with the applicable distribution requirements
described for the Redistributables, the following also applies. Your license rights to the Redistributables are conditioned
upon your (i) not incorporating Identified Product into or combining Identified Product with the Redistributables or a
derivative work thereof; (ii) not distributing Identified Product in conjunction with the Redistributables or a derivative work
thereof; and (iii) not using Identified Product in the development of a derivative work of the Redistributables. Identified
Product means Product which is licensed pursuant to terms that directly or indirectly (A) create, or purport to create,
obligations for Microsoft with respect to the Redistributables or derivative work thereof or (B) grant, or purport to grant, to
any third party any rights or immunities under Microsoft s intellectual property or proprietary rights in the Redistributables
or derivative work thereof. Identified Product includes, without limitation, any Product that requires as a condition of
its use, modification and/or distribution, that any other Product incorporated into, derived from or distributed with such
Product must also be (1) disclosed or distributed in source code form; (2) licensed for the purpose of making derivative
works; or (3) redistributable at no charge.

4. DESCRIPTION OF OTHER RIGHTS AND LIMITATIONS

5. RESERVATION OF RIGHTS. Microsoft reserves all rights not expressly granted to you in this EULA.

6. UPGRADES. To use a Product identified as an upgrade, you must first be licensed for the product identified by
Microsoft as eligible for the upgrade. After upgrading, you may no longer use the product that formed the basis for your
upgrade eligibility.You may use the resulting upgraded product only in accordance with the terms of this EULA. If the
Product is an upgrade of a component of a package of software programs that you licensed as a single product, the
Product may be used and transferred only as part of that single product package and may not be separated for use by
more than one end user.

7. DOWNGRADES. Instead of installing and using the Product, you may install and use one copy of an earlier version of
the Product, provided that you completely remove such earlier version and install the original Product within a reasonable
time. Your use of such earlier version shall be governed by this EULA, and your rights to use such earlier version shall
terminate when you install the original Product.

8. LIMITATIONS ON REVERSE ENGINEERING, DECOMPILATION, AND DISASSEMBLY. You may not reverse
engineer, decompile, or disassemble the Product, except and only to the extent that such activity is expressly permitted by
applicable law notwithstanding this limitation.

9. RENTAL. You may not rent, lease or lend the Product.

10. TRADEMARKS. This EULA does not grant you any rights in connection with any trademarks or service marks of
Microsoft.

11. NOT FOR RESALE SOFTWARE. If the Product is labeled Not For Resale or NFR, then you may not resell, or
otherwise transfer for value, the Product.
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12. ACADEMIC EDITION SOFTWARE. To use Product identified as Academic Edition or AE, you must be a Qualified
Educational User. For qualification-related questions, please contact the Microsoft Sales Information Center/One Microsoft
Way/Redmond, WA 98052-6399 or the Microsoft subsidiary serving your country.

13. CONSENT TO USE OF DATA. You agree that Microsoft and its affiliates may collect and use technical information
gathered as part of the product support services provided to you, if any, related to the Product. Microsoft may use this
information solely to improve our products or to provide customized services or technologies to you and will not disclose
this information in a form that personally identifies you.

14. LINKS TO THIRD PARTY SITES. You may link to third party sites through the use of the Product. The third party sites
are not under the control of Microsoft, and Microsoft is not responsible for the contents of any third party sites, any links
contained in third party sites, or any changes or updates to third party sites. Microsoft is not responsible for webcasting
or any other form of transmission received from any third party sites. Microsoft is providing these links to third party sites
to you only as a convenience, and the inclusion of any link does not imply an endorsement by Microsoft of the third party
site.

15. U.S. GOVERNMENT LICENSE RIGHTS. All Product provided to the U.S. Government pursuant to solicitations issued
on or after December 1, 1995 is provided with the commercial license rights and restrictions described elsewhere herein.
All Product provided to the U.S. Government pursuant to solicitations issued prior to December 1, 1995 is provided with
Restricted Rights as provided for in FAR, 48 CFR 52.227-14 (JUNE 1987) or DFAR, 48 CFR 252.227-7013 (OCT 1988),
as applicable.

16. EXPORT RESTRICTIONS. You acknowledge that the Product is subject to U.S. export jurisdiction. You agree
to comply with all applicable international and national laws that apply to the Product, including the U.S. Export
Administration Regulations, as well as end-user, end-use, and destination restrictions issued by U.S. and other
governments. For additional information see <http://www.microsoft.com/exporting/>.

17. ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE/SERVICES. This EULA applies to updates, supplements, add-on components, or Internet-
based services components, of the Product that Microsoft may provide to you or make available to you after the date
you obtain your initial copy of the Product, unless we provide other terms along with the update, supplement, add-on
component, or Internet-based services component. Microsoft reserves the right to discontinue any Internet-based services
provided to you or made available to you through the use of the Product.

18. SOFTWARE TRANSFER. The initial user of the Product may make a one-time permanent transfer of this EULA and
Product to another end user. This transfer must include all of the Product (including all component parts, the media and
printed materials, any upgrades, this EULA, and, if applicable, the Certificate of Authenticity). The transfer may not be an
indirect transfer, such as a consignment. Prior to the transfer, the end user receiving the Software must agree to all the
EULA terms.

19. TERMINATION. Without prejudice to any other rights, Microsoft may terminate this EULA if you fail to comply with
the terms and conditions of this EULA. In such event, you must destroy all copies of the Product and all of its component
parts.

20. APPLICABLE LAW. If you acquired this Product in the United States, this EULA is governed by the laws of the State
of Washington. If you acquired this Product in Canada, unless expressly prohibited by local law, this EULA is governed
by the laws in force in the Province of Ontario, Canada; and, in respect of any dispute which may arise hereunder, you
consent to the jurisdiction of the federal and provincial courts sitting in Toronto, Ontario. If this Product was acquired
outside the United States, then local law may apply.

21. The Product is protected by copyright and other intellectual property laws and treaties. Microsoft or its suppliers own
the title, copyright, and other intellectual property rights in the Product. The Product is licensed, not sold.

22. LIMITED WARRANTY FOR PRODUCT ACQUIRED IN THE US AND CANADA.
Except with respect to the Redistributables, which are provided AS IS, without warranty of any kind, Microsoft warrants
that the Product will perform substantially in accordance with the accompanying materials for a period of ninety days from
the date of receipt.
If an implied warranty or condition is created by your state/jurisdiction and federal or state/provincial law prohibits
disclaimer of it, you also have an implied warranty or condition, BUT ONLY AS TO DEFECTS DISCOVERED DURING
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THE PERIOD OF THIS LIMITED WARRANTY (NINETY DAYS). AS TO ANY DEFECTS DISCOVERED AFTER THE
NINETY (90) DAY PERIOD, THERE IS NO WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND. Some states/jurisdictions do not
allow limitations on how long an implied warranty or condition lasts, so the above limitation may not apply to you.

Any supplements or updates to the Product, including without limitation, any (if any) service packs or hot fixes provided to
you after the expiration of the ninety day Limited Warranty period are not covered by any warranty or condition, express,
implied or statutory.
LIMITATION ON REMEDIES; NO CONSEQUENTIAL OR OTHER DAMAGES. Your exclusive remedy for any breach
of this Limited Warranty is as set forth below. Except for any refund elected by Microsoft, YOU ARE NOT ENTITLED
TO ANY DAMAGES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, if the Product does not
meet Microsoft s Limited Warranty, and, to the maximum extent allowed by applicable law, even if any remedy fails
of its essential purpose. The terms of Section 25 below ( Exclusion of Incidental, Consequential and Certain Other
Damages ) are also incorporated into this Limited Warranty. Some states/jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or
limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. This Limited
Warranty gives you specific legal rights. You may have others which vary from state/jurisdiction to state/jurisdiction. YOUR
EXCLUSIVE REMEDY. Microsoft s and its suppliers entire liability and your exclusive remedy shall be, at Microsoft s
option from time to time exercised subject to applicable law, (a) return of the price paid (if any) for the Product, or (b)
repair or replacement of the Product, that does not meet this Limited Warranty and that is returned to Microsoft with a
copy of your receipt. You will receive the remedy elected by Microsoft without charge, except that you are responsible
for any expenses you may incur (e.g. cost of shipping the Product to Microsoft). This Limited Warranty is void if failure
of the Product has resulted from accident, abuse, misapplication, abnormal use or a virus. Any replacement Product will
be warranted for the remainder of the original warranty period or thirty (30) days, whichever is longer. Outside the United
States or Canada, neither these remedies nor any product support services offered by Microsoft are available without
proof of purchase from an authorized international source. To exercise your remedy, contact: Microsoft, Attn. Microsoft
Sales Information Center/One Microsoft Way/Redmond, WA 98052-6399, or the Microsoft subsidiary serving your country.

LIMITED WARRANTY FOR PRODUCT ACQUIRED OUTSIDE THE US OR CANADA.
FOR THE LIMITED WARRANTIES AND SPECIAL PROVISIONS PERTAINING TO YOUR PARTICULAR
JURISDICTION, PLEASE REFER TO YOUR WARRANTY BOOKLET INCLUDED WITH THIS PACKAGE OR PROVIDED
WITH THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT PRINTED MATERIALS.

23. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES. The Limited Warranty that appears above is the only express warranty made to
you and is provided in lieu of any other express warranties (if any) created by any documentation, packaging, or other
communications. Except for the Limited Warranty and to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, Microsoft
and its suppliers provide the Product and support services (if any) AS IS AND WITH ALL FAULTS, and hereby disclaim
all other warranties and conditions, either express, implied or statutory, including, but not limited to, any (if any) implied
warranties, duties or conditions of merchantability, of fitness for a particular purpose, of reliability or availability, of
accuracy or completeness of responses, of results, of workmanlike effort, of lack of viruses, and of lack of negligence, all
with regard to the Product, and the provision of or failure to provide support or other services, information, software, and
related content through the Product or otherwise arising out of the use of the Product. ALSO, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
OR CONDITION OF TITLE, QUIET ENJOYMENT, QUIET POSSESSION, CORRESPONDENCE TO DESCRIPTION OR
NON-INFRINGEMENT WITH REGARD TO THE PRODUCT.

24. EXCLUSION OF INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL AND CERTAIN OTHER DAMAGES. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT
PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL MICROSOFT OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF PROFITS OR CONFIDENTIAL OR OTHER INFORMATION, FOR
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, FOR PERSONAL INJURY, FOR LOSS OF PRIVACY, FOR FAILURE TO MEET ANY DUTY
INCLUDING OF GOOD FAITH OR OF REASONABLE CARE, FOR NEGLIGENCE, AND FOR ANY OTHER PECUNIARY
OR OTHER LOSS WHATSOEVER) ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY WAY RELATED TO THE USE OF OR INABILITY
TO USE THE PRODUCT, THE PROVISION OF OR FAILURE TO PROVIDE SUPPORT OR OTHER SERVICES,
INFORMATON, SOFTWARE, AND RELATED CONTENT THROUGH THE PRODUCT OR OTHERWISE ARISING OUT
OF THE USE OF THE PRODUCT, OR OTHERWISE UNDER OR IN CONNECTION WITH ANY PROVISION OF THIS
EULA, EVEN IN THE EVENT OF THE FAULT, TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), STRICT LIABILITY, BREACH OF
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CONTRACT OR BREACH OF WARRANTY OF MICROSOFT OR ANY SUPPLIER, AND EVEN IF MICROSOFT OR ANY
SUPPLIER HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

25. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY AND REMEDIES. Notwithstanding any damages that you might incur for any reason
whatsoever (including, without limitation, all damages referenced above and all direct or general damages), the entire
liability of Microsoft and any of its suppliers under any provision of this EULA and your exclusive remedy for all of the
foregoing (except for any remedy of repair or replacement elected by Microsoft with respect to any breach of the Limited
Warranty) shall be limited to the greater of the amount actually paid by you for the Product or U.S.$5.00. The foregoing
limitations, exclusions and disclaimers (including Sections 22, 23, and 24 above) shall apply to the maximum extent
permitted by applicable law, even if any remedy fails its essential purpose.

26. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This EULA (including any addendum or amendment to this EULA which is included with the
Product) are the entire agreement between you and Microsoft relating to the Product and the support services (if any)
and they supersede all prior or contemporaneous oral or written communications, proposals and representations with
respect to the Product or any other subject matter covered by this EULA. To the extent the terms of any Microsoft policies
or programs for support services conflict with the terms of this EULA, the terms of this EULA shall control.

Si vous avez acquis votre produit Microsoft au CANADA, la garantie limit e suivante vous concerne :
GARANTIE LIMIT E

Sauf pur celles du Redistributables, qui sont fournies comme telles, Microsoft garantit que le Produit fonctionnera conform
ment aux documents inclus pendant une p riode de 90 jours suivant la date de r ception.
Si une garantie ou condition implicite est cr e par votre tat ou votre territoire et qu une loi f d rale ou provinciale ou tat en
interdit le d ni, vous jouissez galement d une garantie ou condition implicite, MAIS UNIQUEMENT POUR LES D FAUTS
D COUVERTS DURANT LA P RIODE DE LA PR SENTE GARANTIE LIMIT E (QUATRE-VINGT-DIX JOURS). IL N Y A
AUCUNE GARANTIE OU CONDITION DE QUELQUE NATURE QUE CE SOIT QUANT AUX D FAUTS D COUVERTS
APR S CETTE P RIODE DE QUATRE-VINGT-DIX JOURS. Certains tats ou territoires ne permettent pas de limiter la dur
e d une garantie ou condition implicite de sorte que la limitation ci dessus peut ne pas s appliquer vous.
Tous les suppl ments ou toutes les mises jour relatifs au Produit, notamment, les ensembles de services ou les r parations
chaud (le cas ch ant) qui vous sont fournis apr s l expiration de la p riode de quatre-vingt-dix jours de la garantie limit e ne
sont pas couverts par quelque garantie ou condition que ce soit, expresse ou implicite.

LIMITATION DES RECOURS; ABSENCE DE DOMMAGES INDIRECTS OU AUTRES. Votre recours exclusif pour toute
violation de la pr sente garantie limit e est d crit ci apr s. Sauf pour tout remboursement au choix de Microsoft, si le
Produit ne respecte pas la garantie limit e de Microsoft et, dans la mesure maximale permise par les lois applicables, m
me si tout recours n atteint pas son but essentiel, VOUS N AVEZ DROIT AUCUNS DOMMAGES, NOTAMMENT DES
DOMMAGES INDIRECTS. Les modalit s de la clause Exclusion des dommages accessoires, indirects et de certains
autres dommages sont galement int gr es la pr sente garantie limit e. Certains tats ou territoires ne permettent pas l
exclusion ou la limitation des dommages indirects ou accessoires de sorte que la limitation ou l exclusion ci dessus
peut ne pas s appliquer vous. La pr sente garantie limit e vous donne des droits l gaux sp cifiques. Vous pouvez avoir d
autres droits qui peuvent varier d un territoire ou d un tat un autre. VOTRE RECOURS EXCLUSIF. L obligation int grale
de Microsoft et de ses fournisseurs et votre recours exclusif seront, selon le choix de Microsoft de temps autre sous r
serve de toute loi applicable, a) le remboursement du prix pay , le cas ch ant, pour le Produit ou b) la r paration ou le
remplacement du Produit qui ne respecte pas la pr sente garantie limit e et qui est retourn Microsoft avec une copie
de votre re u. Vous recevrez la compensation choisie par Microsoft, sans frais, sauf que vous tes responsable des d
penses que vous pourriez engager (p. ex., les frais d envoi du Produit Microsoft). La pr sente garantie limit e est nulle
si la d fectuosit du Produit est caus e par un accident, un usage abusif, une mauvaise application, un usage anormal
ou un virus. Tout Produit de remplacement sera garanti pour le reste de la p riode de garantie initiale ou pendant trente
(30) jours, selon la plus longue entre ces deux p riodes. l ext rieur des tats-Unis ou du Canada, ces recours ou l un
quelconque des services de soutien technique offerts par Microsoft ne sont pas disponibles sans preuve d achat d une
source internationale autoris e. Pour exercer votre recours, vous devez communiquer avec Microsoft et vous adresser
au Microsoft Sales Information Center/One Microsoft Way/Redmond, WA 98052-6399, ou la filiale de Microsoft de votre
pays.

D NI DE GARANTIES. La garantie limit e mentionn e ci-dessus constitue la seule garantie expresse qui vous est donn
e et remplace toutes autres garanties expresses (s il en est) mentionn es dans un document ou sur un emballage. Sauf
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en ce qui a trait la garantie limit e et dans la mesure maximale permise par les lois applicables, le Produit et les services
de soutien technique (le cas ch ant) sont fournis TELS QUELS ET AVEC TOUS LES D FAUTS par Microsoft et ses
fournisseurs, lesquels par les pr sentes d nient toutes autres garanties et conditions expresses, implicites ou en vertu
de la loi, notamment (le cas ch ant) les garanties, devoirs ou conditions implicites de qualit marchande, d adaptation un
usage particulier, d exactitude ou d exhaustivit des r ponses, des r sultats, des efforts d ploy s selon les r gles de l art, d
absence de virus et de n gligence, le tout l gard du Produit et de la prestation des services de soutien technique ou de l
omission d une telle prestation. PAR AILLEURS, IL N Y A AUCUNE GARANTIE OU CONDITION QUANT AU TITRE DE
PROPRI T , LA JOUISSANCE OU LA POSSESSION PAISIBLE, LA CONCORDANCE UNE DESCRIPTION NI QUANT
UNE ABSENCE DE CONTREFA ON CONCERNANT LE PRODUIT.
EXCLUSION DES DOMMAGES ACCESSOIRES, INDIRECTS ET DE CERTAINS AUTRES DOMMAGES. DANS
LA MESURE MAXIMALE PERMISE PAR LES LOIS APPLICABLES, EN AUCUN CAS MICROSOFT OU SES
FOURNISSEURS NE SERONT RESPONSABLES DES DOMMAGES SP CIAUX, CONS CUTIFS, ACCESSOIRES
OU INDIRECTS DE QUELQUE NATURE QUE CE SOIT (NOTAMMENT, LES DOMMAGES L GARD DU MANQUE
GAGNER OU DE LA DIVULGATION DE RENSEIGNEMENTS CONFIDENTIELS OU AUTRES, DE LA PERTE D
EXPLOITATION, DE BLESSURES CORPORELLES, DE LA VIOLATION DE LA VIE PRIV E, DE L OMISSION DE
REMPLIR TOUT DEVOIR, Y COMPRIS D AGIR DE BONNE FOI OU D EXERCER UN SOIN RAISONNABLE, DE LA N
GLIGENCE ET DE TOUTE AUTRE PERTE P CUNIAIRE OU AUTRE PERTE DE QUELQUE NATURE QUE CE SOIT)
SE RAPPORTANT DE QUELQUE MANI RE QUE CE SOIT L UTILISATION DU PRODUIT OU L INCAPACIT DE S EN
SERVIR, LA PRESTATION OU L OMISSION D UNE TELLE PRESTATION DE SERVICES DE SOUTIEN TECHNIQUE
OU AUTREMENT AUX TERMES DE TOUTE DISPOSITION DU PR SENT EULA OU RELATIVEMENT UNE TELLE
DISPOSITION, M ME EN CAS DE FAUTE, DE D LIT CIVIL (Y COMPRIS LA N GLIGENCE), DE RESPONSABILIT
STRICTE, DE VIOLATION DE CONTRAT OU DE VIOLATION DE GARANTIE DE MICROSOFT OU DE TOUT
FOURNISSEUR ET M ME SI MICROSOFT OU TOUT FOURNISSEUR A T AVIS DE LA POSSIBILIT DE TELS
DOMMAGES.
LIMITATION DE RESPONSABILIT ET RECOURS. Malgr les dommages que vous puissiez subir pour quelque motif que
ce soit (notamment, tous les dommages susmentionn s et tous les dommages directs ou g n raux), l obligation int grale
de Microsoft et de l un ou l autre de ses fournisseurs aux termes de toute disposition du pr sent EULA et votre recours
exclusif l gard de tout ce qui pr c de (sauf en ce qui concerne tout recours de r paration ou de remplacement choisi par
Microsoft l gard de tout manquement la garantie limit e) se limite au plus lev entre les montants suivants : le montant que
vous avez r ellement pay pour le Produit ou 5,00 $US. Les limites, exclusions et d nis qui pr c dent (y compris les clauses
ci-dessus), s appliquent dans la mesure maximale permise par les lois applicables, m me si tout recours n atteint pas son
but essentiel.

La pr sente Convention est r gie par les lois de la province d Ontario, Canada. Chacune des parties la pr sente reconna t
irr vocablement la comp tence des tribunaux de la province d Ontario et consent instituer tout litige qui pourrait d couler de
la pr sente aupr s des tribunaux situ s dans le district judiciaire de York, province d Ontario.
Au cas o vous auriez des questions concernant cette licence ou que vous d siriez vous mettre en rapport avec Microsoft
pour quelque raison que ce soit, veuillez contacter la succursale Microsoft desservant votre pays, dont l adresse est
fournie dans ce produit, ou crivez : Microsoft Sales Information Center, One Microsoft Way, Redmond, Washington
98052-6399.

Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

===================================================================================================
Visual Basic 4.0 Redistributables 4.0

END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR MICROSOFT SOFTWARE
MICROSOFT VISUAL BASIC

IMPORTANT--READ CAREFULLY: This Microsoft End-User License Agreement ("EULA") is a legal agreement
between you (either an individual or a single entity) and Microsoft Corporation for the Microsoft software product
identified above, which includes computer software and may include associated media, printed materials, and
"online" or electronic documentation ("SOFTWARE PRODUCT"). By installing, copying, or otherwise using the
SOFTWARE PRODUCT, you agree to be bound by the terms of this EULA. If you do not agree to the terms of this
EULA, do not install or use the SOFTWARE PRODUCT; you may, however, return it to your place of purchase for a full
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refund.

SOFTWARE PRODUCT LICENSE

The SOFTWARE PRODUCT is protected by copyright laws and international copyright treaties, as well as other
intellectual property laws and treaties. The
SOFTWARE PRODUCT is licensed, not sold.

1. GRANT OF LICENSE. This EULA grants you the following rights:

a. Software Product. Microsoft grants to you as an individual, a personal, nonexclusive license to make and use copies of
the SOFTWARE for the sole
purposes of designing, developing, and testing your software product(s) that are designed to operate in conjunction with
any Microsoft operating system
product. Except as provided in Section 2(a), you may install copies of the SOFTWARE on an unlimited number of
computers provided that you are the only
individual using the SOFTWARE. If you are an entity, Microsoft grants you the right to designate one individual within your
organization to have the right to
use the SOFTWARE in the manner provided above.

b. Electronic Documents. Solely with respect to electronic documents included with the SOFTWARE, you may make an
unlimited number of copies (either
in hardcopy or electronic form), provided that such copies shall be used only for internal purposes and are not republished
or distributed to any third party.

c. Storage/Network Use. You may also store or install a copy of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT on a storage device, such as
a network server, used only to
install or run the SOFTWARE PRODUCT on your other computers over an internal network; however, you must acquire
and dedicate a license for each
separate computer on which the SOFTWARE PRODUCT is installed or run from the storage device. A license for the
SOFTWARE PRODUCT may not
be shared or used concurrently on different computers.

d. Redistributable Components.

(i) Sample Code. In addition to the rights granted in Section 1(a), Microsoft grants you the right to use and modify the
source code version of those portions of
the SOFTWARE designated as "Sample Code" ("SAMPLE CODE") for the sole purposes of designing, developing, and
testing your software product(s),
and to reproduce and distribute the SAMPLE CODE, along with any modifications thereof, only in object code form
provided that you comply with Section d(iii), below.

(ii) Redistributable Components. In addition to the rights granted in Section 1(a), Microsoft grants you a nonexclusive,
royalty-free right to reproduce
and distribute the object code version of any portion of the SOFTWARE listed in the SOFTWARE file Redist.txt
("REDISTRIBUTABLE SOFTWARE"),
provided you comply with Section d(iii), below.

(iii) Redistribution Requirements. If you redistribute the SAMPLE CODE or REDISTRIBUTABLE SOFTWARE (collectively,
"REDISTRIBUT-
ABLES"), you agree to: (A) distribute the REDISTRIBUTABLES in object code only in conjunction with and as a part of a
software application product
developed by you that adds significant and primary functionality to the SOFTWARE and that is developed to operate on
the Windows or Windows NT
environment ("Application"); (B) not use Microsoft s name, logo, or trademarks to market your software application
product; (C) include a valid copyright
notice on your software product; (D) indemnify, hold harmless, and defend Microsoft from and against any claims
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or lawsuits, including attorney s fees, that arise or result from the use or distribution of your software application product;
(E) not permit further distribution of
the REDISTRIBUTABLES by your end user. The following exceptions apply to subsection (iii)(E), above: (1) you may
permit further
redistribution of the REDISTRIBUTABLES by your distributors to your end-user customers if your distributors only
distribute the REDISTRIBUTABLES
in conjunction with, and as part of, your Application and you and your distributors comply with all other terms of this EULA;
and (2) you may permit your
end users to reproduce and distribute the object code version of the files designated by ".ocx" file extensions ("Controls")
only in conjunction with and as a
part of an Application and/or Web page that adds significant and primary functionality to the Controls, and such end user
complies with all other terms of this
EULA. NOTE: The rights granted in the foregoing subsection (2) DO NOT APPLY to those files identified in the
SOFTWARE as Dbgrid.ocx
and Graph32.ocx.

Unless your software product requires your customers to license Microsoft Office for Windows, or a component of it, in
order to operate, you may not
reproduce or use any of the files that make up the Microsoft Access database engine ("JET"), i.e., the files named
Vbar332.dll, Msexcl35.dll, Msjet35.dll,
Msjint35.dll, Msjter35.dll, Msltus35.dll, Mspdox35.dll, Msrd2x35.dll, Msrepl35.dll, Mstext35.dll, Msxbse35.dll, Dao350.dll,
DAO2535.tlb,
MSRDO20.dll, or RDOCurs.dll, for commercial distribution in conjunction with a general-purpose word-processing,
spreadsheet, or database management
software product, or an integrated work or product suite whose components include a general-purpose word-processing,
spreadsheet, or database management
software product except for the exclusive use of importing or exporting data to the various formats supported by JET and
included in your software product
(e.g., reading data from and writing data to a single data source at one time). Note: A product that includes limited word-
processing, spreadsheet, or database
components along with other components that provide significant and primary value, such as an accounting product with
limited spreadsheet capability, is not
considered to be a "general-purpose" product.

The license in this section to distribute the REDISTRIBUTABLES is royalty-free provided that your software application
product is developed for operation
in the Windows or Windows NT environment. Contact Microsoft for the applicable royalties due and other licensing terms
for all other uses and/or
distribution of the REDISTRIBUTABLES.

2. DESCRIPTION OF OTHER RIGHTS AND LIMITATIONS.

a. Academic Edition Software. If the SOFTWARE PRODUCT is identified as "Academic Edition" or "AE," you must be a
"Qualified Educational User" to
use the SOFTWARE PRODUCT. To determine whether you are a Qualified Educational User, please contact the Microsoft
Sales Information Center/One
Microsoft Way/Redmond, WA 98052-6399 or the Microsoft subsidiary serving your country.

If you are a Qualified Educational User, you may either (i) exercise the rights granted in Section (1), OR (ii) if you intend to
use the SOFTWARE
PRODUCT solely for instructional purposes in connection with a class or other educational program , you may install a
single copy of the SOFTWARE
on a single computer for access and use by an unlimited number of student end users atyour educational institution,
provided that all such end
users comply with all other terms of this EULA.
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b. Not for Resale Software. If the SOFTWARE PRODUCT is labeled "Not for Resale" or "NFR," then, notwithstanding
other sections of this EULA, you
may not resell, or otherwise transfer for value, the SOFTWARE PRODUCT.

c. Limitations on Reverse Engineering, Decompilation, and Disassembly. You may not reverse engineer, decompile, or
disassemble the SOFTWARE
PRODUCT, except and only to the extent that such activity is expressly permitted by applicable law notwithstanding this
limitation.

d. Separation of Components. The SOFTWARE PRODUCT is licensed as a single product. Its component parts may not
be separated for use on more than
one computer.

e. Rental. You may not rent, lease, or lend the SOFTWARE PRODUCT.

f. Support Services. Microsoft may provide you with support services related to the SOFTWARE PRODUCT ("Support
Services"). Use of Support Services
is governed by the Microsoft policies and programs described in the user manual, "online" documentation, and/or other
Microsoft-provided materials. Any
supplemental software code provided to you as part of the Support Services shall be considered part of the SOFTWARE
PRODUCT and subject to the terms
and conditions of this EULA. With respect to technical information you provide to Microsoft as part of the Support
Services, Microsoft may use such
information for its business purposes, including for product support and development. Microsoft will not utilize such
technical information in a form that
personally identifies you.

g. Software Transfer. You may permanently transfer all of your rights under this EULA, provided you retain no copies, you
transfer all of the SOFTWARE
PRODUCT (including all component parts, the media and printed materials, any upgrades, this EULA, and, if applicable,
the Certificate of Authenticity),
and the recipient agrees to the terms of this EULA. If the SOFTWARE PRODUCT is an upgrade, any transfer must
include all prior versions of the
SOFTWARE PRODUCT.

h. Termination. Without prejudice to any other rights, Microsoft may terminate this EULA if you fail to comply with the
terms and conditions of this EULA.
In such event, you must destroy all copies of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT and all of its component parts.

3. UPGRADES. If the SOFTWARE PRODUCT is labeled as an upgrade, you must be properly licensed to use a product
identified by Microsoft as being eligible
for the upgrade in order to use the SOFTWARE PRODUCT. A SOFTWARE PRODUCT labeled as an upgrade replaces
and/or supplements the product that
formed the basis for your eligibility for the upgrade. You may use the resulting upgraded product only in accordance with
the terms of this EULA. If the
SOFTWARE PRODUCT is an upgrade of a component of a package of software programs that you licensed as a single
product, the SOFTWARE PRODUCT
may be used and transferred only as part of that single product package and may not be separated for use on more than
one computer.

4. COPYRIGHT. All title and copyrights in and to the SOFTWARE PRODUCT (including but not limited to any images,
photographs, animations, video, audio,
music, text, and "applets" incorporated into the SOFTWARE PRODUCT), the accompanying printed materials, and any
copies of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT
are owned by Microsoft or its suppliers. The SOFTWARE PRODUCT is protected by copyright laws and international
treaty provisions. Therefore, you must
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treat the SOFTWARE PRODUCT like any other copyrighted material except that you may install the SOFTWARE
PRODUCT on
a single computer provided you keep the original solely for backup or archival purposes. You may not copy the printed
materials accompanying the SOFTWARE
PRODUCT.

5. DUAL-MEDIA SOFTWARE. You may receive the SOFTWARE PRODUCT in more than one medium. Regardless of the
type or size of medium you receive,
you may use only one medium that is appropriate for your single computer. You may not use or install the other medium
on another computer. You may not loan,
rent, lease, or otherwise transfer the other medium to another user, except as part of the permanent transfer (as provided
above) of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT.

6. U.S. GOVERNMENT RESTRICTED RIGHTS. The SOFTWARE PRODUCT and documentation are provided with
RESTRICTED RIGHTS. Use,
duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in subparagraph (c)(1)(ii) of the Rights in
Technical Data and Computer Software
clause at DFARS 252.227-7013 or subparagraphs (c)(1) and (2) of the Commercial Computer Software-Restricted Rights
at 48 CFR 52.227-19, as applicable.
Manufacturer is Microsoft Corporation/One Microsoft Way/Redmond, WA 98052-6399.

7. EXPORT RESTRICTIONS. You agree that neither you nor your customers intend to or will, directly or indirectly, export
or transmit (i) the SOFTWARE or
related documentation and technical data or (ii) your software product as described in Section 1(d) of this EULA (or any
part thereof), or process, or service that is
the direct product of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT, to any country to which such export or transmission is restricted by any
applicable U.S. regulation or statute,
without the prior written consent, if required, of the Bureau of Export Administration of the U.S. Department of Commerce,
or such other governmental entity as
may have jurisdiction over such export or transmission.

MISCELLANEOUS

If you acquired this product in the United States, this EULA is governed by the laws of the State of Washington.

If you acquired this product in Canada, this EULA is governed by the laws of the Province of Ontario, Canada. Each of the
parties hereto irrevocably attorns to the
jurisdiction of the courts of the Province of Ontario and further agrees to commence any litigation which may arise
hereunder in the courts located in the Judicial
District of York, Province of Ontario.

If this product was acquired outside the United States, then local law may apply.

Should you have any questions concerning this EULA, or if you desire to contact Microsoft for any reason, please contact
the Microsoft subsidiary serving your
country, or write: Microsoft Sales Information Center/One Microsoft Way/Redmond, WA 98052-6399.

LIMITED WARRANTY

LIMITED WARRANTY. Except with respect to the REDISTRIBUTABLES, which are provided "as is," without warranty of
any kind, Microsoft
warrants that (a) the SOFTWARE PRODUCT will perform substantially in accordance with the accompanying written
materials for a period of ninety (90) days
from the date of receipt, and (b) any Support Services provided by Microsoft shall be substantially as described in
applicable written materials provided
to you by Microsoft, and Microsoft support engineers will make commercially reasonable efforts to solve any problem
issues. Some states and jurisdictions do not
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allow limitations on duration of an implied warranty, so the above limitation may not apply to you. To the extent allowed by
applicable law, implied warranties on the
SOFTWARE PRODUCT, if any, are limited to ninety (90) days.

CUSTOMER REMEDIES. Microsoft s and its suppliers entire liability and your exclusive remedy shall be, at Microsoft s
option, either (a) return of the price paid,
if any, or (b) repair or replacement of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT that does not meet Microsoft s Limited Warranty and
that is returned to Microsoft with a copy of
your receipt. This Limited Warranty is void if failure of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT has resulted from accident, abuse, or
misapplication. Any replacement
SOFTWARE PRODUCT will be warranted for the remainder of the original warranty period or thirty (30) days, whichever
is longer. Outside the United States,
neither these remedies nor any product support services offered by Microsoft are available without proof of purchase from
an authorized international
source.

NO OTHER WARRANTIES. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, MICRO-
SOFT AND ITS SUPPLIERS DISCLAIM ALL OTHER WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT,
WITH REGARD TO THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT, AND THE PROVISION OF OR FAILURE TO PROVIDE
SUPPORT SERVICES. THIS LIMITED WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS. YOU MAY
HAVE OTHERS, WHICH VARY FROM STATE/JURISDICTION TO STATE/JURISDICTION.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO
EVENT SHALL MICROSOFT OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL,
INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,
DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF BUSINESS PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS OF BUSINESS INFOR-
MATION, OR ANY OTHER PECUNIARY LOSS) ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE
THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT OR THE PROVISION OF OR FAILURE TO PROVIDE SUPPORT SERVICES,
EVEN IF MICROSOFT HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. IN ANY CASE,
MICROSOFT S ENTIRE LIABILITY UNDER ANY PROVISION OF THIS EULA SHALL BE LIMITED TO
THE GREATER OF THE AMOUNT ACTUALLY PAID BY YOU FOR THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT OR
US$5.00; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, IF YOU HAVE ENTERED INTO A MICROSOFT SUPPORT SERVICES
AGREEMENT, MICROSOFT S ENTIRE LIABILITY REGARDING SUPPORT SERVICES SHALL BE
GOVERNED BY THE TERMS OF THAT AGREEMENT. BECAUSE SOME STATES AND JURISDICTIONS
DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY, THE ABOVE LIMITATION MAY
NOT APPLY TO YOU.

Si vous avez acquis votre produit Microsoft au CANADA, la garantie limit e suivante vous concerne :

GARANTIE LIMITEE

GARANTIE LIMIT E - Sauf pour celles du REDISTRIBUTABLES, qui sont fournies "comme telles," sans acune garantie
quelle qu elle soit,
Microsoft garantit que (a) la performance du LOGICIEL sera substantiellement en conformit avec la documentation qui
accompagne le LOGICIEL, pour une
p riode de quatre-vingt-dix (90) jours compter de la date de r ception ; et (b) tout support technique fourni par Microsoft
sera substantiellement en conformit avec
toute documentation aff rente fournie par Microsoft et que les membres du support technique de Microsoft feront des
efforts raisonnables pour r soudre toute
difficult technique d coulant de l utilisation du LOGICIEL. Certaines juridictions ne permettent pas de limiter dans le temps
l application de la pr sente garantie.
Aussi, la limite stipul e ci-haut pourrait ne pas s appliquer dans votre cas. Dans la mesure permise par la loi, toute
garantie implicite portant sur le LOGICIEL, le cas
ch ant, est limit e une p riode de quatre-vingt-dix (90) jours.
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RECOURS DU CLIENT - La seule obligation de Microsoft et de ses fournisseurs et votre recours exclusif seront, au choix
de Microsoft, soit (a) le remboursement
du prix pay , si applicable, ou (b) la r paration ou le remplacement du LOGICIEL qui n est pas conforme la Garantie Limit
e de Microsoft et qui est retourn
Microsoft avec une copie de votre re u. Cette Garantie Limit e est nulle si le d faut du LOGICIEL est caus par un accident,
un traitement abusif ou une mauvaise
application. Tout LOGICIEL de remplacement sera garanti pour le reste de la p riode de garantie initiale ou pour trente
(30) jours, selon la plus longue de ces
p riodes. A l ext rieur des Etats-Unis, aucun de ces recours non plus que le support technique offert par Microsoft ne sont
disponibles sans une preuve
d achat provenant d une source authoris e.

AUCUNE AUTRE GARANTIE - DANS LA MESURE PREVUE PAR LA LOI, MICROSOFT ET SES
FOURNISSEURS EXCLUENT TOUTE AUTRE GARANTIE OU CONDITION, EXPRESSE OU IMPLICITE, Y
COMPRIS MAIS NE SE LIMITANT PAS AUX GARANTIES OU CONDITIONS IMPLICITES DU
CARACTERE ADEQUAT POUR LA COMMERCIALISATION OU UN USAGE PARTICULIER EN CE QUI
CONCERNE LE LOGICIEL OU CONCERNANT LE TITRE , L ABSENCE DE CONTREFA ON DUDIT
LOGICIEL, ET TOUTE DOCUMENTATION ECRITE QUI L ACCOMPAGNE, AINSI QUE POUR TOUTE
DISPOSITION CONCERNANT LE SUPORT TECHNIQUE OU LA FA ON DONT CELUI-CI A ETE RENDU.
CETTE GARANTIE LIMITEE VOUS ACCORDE DES DROITS JURIDIQUES SPECIFIQUES.

PAS DE RESPONSABILITE POUR LES DOMMAGES INDIRECTS - MICROSOFT OU SES FOURNISSEURS
NE SERONT PAS RESPONSABLES EN AUCUNE CIRCONSTANCE POUR TOUT DOMMAGE SPECIAL,
INCIDENT, INDIRECT, OU CONSEQUENT QUEL QU IL SOIT (Y COMPRIS, SANS LIMITATION, LES
DOMMAGES ENTRAINES PAR LA PERTE DE BENEFICES, L INTERRUPTION DES ACTIVITES, LA
PERTE D INFORMATION OU TOUTE AUTRE PERTE PECUNIAIRE) DECOULANT DE L UTILISATION
OU DE L IMPOSSIBILITE D UTILISATION DE CE LOGICIEL AINSI QUE POUR TOUTE DISPOSITION
CONCERNANT LE SUPORT TECHNIQUE OU LA FA ON DONT CELUI-CI A ETE RENDU ET CE, MEME
SI MICROSOFT A ETE AVISEE DE LA POSSIBILITE DE TELS DOMMAGES. LA RESPONSABILITE DE
MICROSOFT EN VERTU DE TOUTE DISPOSITION DE CETTE CONVENTION NE POURRA EN AUCUN
TEMPS EXCEDER LE PLUS ELEVE ENTRE I) LE MONTANT EFFECTIVEMENT PAYE PAR VOUS POUR
LE LOGICIEL OU II) US$5.00. ADVENANT QUE VOUS AYEZ CONTRACTE PAR ENTENTE DISTINCTE
AVEC MICROSOFT POUR UN SUPPORT TECHNIQUE ETENDU, VOUS SEREZ LIE PAR LES TERMES D
UNE TELLE ENTENTE.

La pr sente Convention est r gie par les lois de la province d Ontario, Canada. Chacune des parties la pr sente reconna t
irr vocablement la comp tence des
tribunaux de la province d Ontario et consent instituer tout litige qui pourrait d couler de la pr sente aupr s des tribunaux
situ s dans le district judiciaire de York,
province d Ontario.

Au cas o vous auriez des questions concernant cette licence ou que vous d siriez vous mettre en rapport avec Microsoft
pour quelque raison que ce soit, veuillez
contacter la succursale Microsoft desservant votre pays, dont l adresse est fournie dans ce produit, ou crivez : Microsoft
Sales Information Center, One Microsoft
Way, Redmond, Washington 98052-6399.

---------------------------------
<!-- saved from url=(0038)http://support.microsoft.com/kb/145758 -->

The following files from the PSS directory of the CD-ROM version of Visual
Basic 4.0 can be redistributed with your Visual Basic program. Redistributing
these files with your Visual Basic program is within the terms of the End
User Licensing Agreement.

WARNING: Regclean.exe is provided "as is" without warranty of any kind.
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Microsoft disclaims all warranties, either express or implied, including the
warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. In no
event shall Microsoft Corporation or its suppliers be liable for any damages
whatsoever including direct, indirect, incidental, consequential, loss of
business profits or special damages, even if Microsoft corporation or its
suppliers have been advised of the possibility of such damages. Some states
do not allow the exclusion or limitation of liability for consequential or
incidental damages so the foregoing limitation may not apply.
REGC16.DLL
REGC32.DLL
REGCLEAN.EXE
REGCLN16.EXE
REGOCX16.EXE
REGOCX32.EXE
REGSVR.EXE
REGSVR32.EXE

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
---

APPLIES TO
Microsoft Visual Basic 4.0 Standard Edition
Microsoft Visual Basic 4.0 Professional Edition
Microsoft Visual Basic 4.0 16-bit Enterprise Edition
Microsoft Visual Basic 4.0 32-Bit Enterprise Edition
Back to the top
Keywords: kbinfo KB145758
===================================================================================================

Visual Basic 6.0 Redistributables 6.0

END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR MICROSOFT SOFTWARE

IMPORTANT-READ CAREFULLY: This Microsoft End-User License Agreement (''EULA'') is a legal agreement between
you (either an individual or a single entity) and Microsoft Corporation for the Microsoft software product(s) accompanying
this EULA, which include(s) computer software and may include "online" or electronic documentation, associated media,
and printed materials (''SOFTWARE PRODUCT''). By installing, copying, or otherwise using the SOFTWARE PRODUCT
or any UPDATES (as defined below), you agree to be bound by the terms of this EULA. If you do not agree to the terms
of this EULA, do not install, copy, or otherwise use the SOFTWARE PRODUCT; you may, however, return it to your place
of purchase for a full refund. In addition, by installing, copying, or otherwise using any updates or other components of the
SOFTWARE PRODUCT that you receive separately as part of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT (''UPDATES''), you agree to
be bound by any additional license terms that accompany such UPDATES. If you do not agree to the additional license
terms that accompany such UPDATES, you may not install, copy, or otherwise use such UPDATES.

SOFTWARE PRODUCT LICENSE
The SOFTWARE PRODUCT is protected by copyright laws and international copyright treaties, as well as other
intellectual property laws and treaties. The SOFTWARE PRODUCT is licensed, not sold. NOTE: The terms of a printed,
paper EULA which may accompany the SOFTWARE PRODUCT supersede the terms of any on-screen EULA found
within the SOFTWARE PRODUCT.

1. LICENSE TO USE SOFTWARE PRODUCT.
1.1 General License Grant. Microsoft grants to you as an individual, a personal, nonexclusive license to make and
use copies of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT for the sole purposes of designing, developing, and testing your software
product(s) that are designed to operate in conjunction with any Microsoft operating system product. You may install copies
of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT on an unlimited number of computers provided that you are the only individual using
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the SOFTWARE PRODUCT. If you are an entity, Microsoft grants you the right to designate one individual within your
organization to have the sole right to use the SOFTWARE PRODUCT in the manner provided above.
1.2 Documentation. This EULA grants you, as an individual, a personal, nonexclusive license to make and use an
unlimited number of copies of any documentation, provided that such copies shall be used only for personal purposes and
are not to be republished or distributed (either in hard copy or electronic form) beyond the user's premises and with the
following exception: you may use documentation identified in the MSDN Library portion of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT
as the file format specification for Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Access, and/or Microsoft PowerPoint ("File
Format Documentation") solely in connection with your development of software product(s) that operate in conjunction
with Windows or Windows NT that are not general purpose word processing, spreadsheet, or database management
software products or an integrated work or product suite whose components include one or more general purpose
word processing, spreadsheet, or database management software products. Note: A product that includes limited word
processing, spreadsheet, or database components along with other components that provide significant and primary
value, such as an accounting product with limited spreadsheet capability, is not considered to be a "general purpose"
product.
1.3 Storage/Network Use. You may also store or install a copy of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT on a storage device, such
as a network server, used only to install or run the SOFTWARE PRODUCT on computers used by a licensed end user in
accordance with Section 1.1. A single license for the SOFTWARE PRODUCT may not be shared or used concurrently by
other end users.
1.4 Visual Studio-Effect of EULA. This Section 1.4 also applies if the SOFTWARE PRODUCT is Microsoft Visual Studio,
a suite of development tools and other software programs (each such tool or software program, a "Component").
Components that you receive as part of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT may include a separate end-user license agreement
(each, a "Component EULA"). Except as provided in Section 7, in the event of inconsistencies between this EULA and
any Component EULA, the terms of this EULA shall control.
1.5 Microsoft Internet Explorer. You may make and use copies of the Microsoft Internet Explorer for use on all computers
for which you have a validly licensed copy of Microsoft operating system products.

2. MICROSOFT BACKOFFICE SERVER DEVELOPER EDITION COMPONENTS. The SOFTWARE PRODUCT may
include certain of Microsoft BackOffice Server (collectively, the "BackOffice Components").
2.1 Installation and Grant of License. The BackOffice Components consist of software programs that provide services
on a computer called a server ("Server Software; the computer running the Server Software shall be referred to as the
"Server") and software programs that allow a computer or workstation to access or utilize the services provided by the
Server Software ("Client Software"). You may make, use and install the Server Software and the Client Software on an
unlimited number of computers solely in accordance with Section 1. The media on which the Server Software resides may
contain several versions of the Server Software, each of which is compatible with a different microprocessor architecture
(such as the x86 architecture or various RISC architectures). You may install the Server Software for use with only one of
those architectures at any given time. The Server Software may not be used as the software on the server that supports
your development of software product(s) (e.g., as a repository for source code). The components of the Server Software
may only be used on one and the same Server. A maximum of ten (10) simultaneous connections may be made to access
the services of the Server. (Note: See exception to this limitation for Microsoft SQL Server described below in Section
2.2.3).
2.2 ADDITIONAL RIGHTS AND RESTRICTIONS.
2.2.1 Microsoft SNA Server. The 3270 and 5250 terminal emulation applets and the ODBC/DRDA driver provided with
SNA Server are licensed for use only by one user per licensed SNA Server.
2.2.2 Microsoft Exchange Server. Microsoft Exchange Server includes Microsoft Schedule+ ("Schedule+"), Forms
Designers ("Forms Designers"), and Sample Applications ("Sample Applications"). Schedule+, the Forms Designers, and
Sample Applications may only be installed and used in conjunction with the Microsoft Client Software. Microsoft Exchange
Server also includes Source Extractor software, for migrating data from other electronic mail software; Administrator
software; and Microsoft Mail Connector software. The Source Extractor, Administrator, and Microsoft Mail Connector
programs contain components that may be installed on additional machines. Microsoft grants to you the additional right
to modify the source code version of the Source Extractor programs. Such programs may only be used to migrate data to
Microsoft Exchange Server.
2.2.3 Microsoft SQL Server. Notwithstanding Section 1.1, solely with respect to the Microsoft SQL Server portion of the
BackOffice Components, the following additional rights apply: (a) a maximum of five users may access and use the Server
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Software for the sole purposes of designing, developing, and testing your software product(s) that are designed to operate
in conjunction with Microsoft SQL Server; and (b) an unlimited number of simultaneous connections may be made to
access the services of the Microsoft SQL Server Server Software.

3. REDISTRIBUTABLE CODE-ADDITIONAL LICENSE RIGHTS. In addition to the rights granted in Section 1, certain
portions of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT, as described in this Section 3, are provided to you with additional license rights
provided that you comply with the terms of Section 4.1.
3.1 Sample Code. Microsoft grants you the right to use and modify the source code version of those portions of the
SOFTWARE PRODUCT identified as "Samples" in REDIST.TXT or elsewhere in the SOFTWARE PRODUCT ("Sample
Code") for the sole purposes of designing, developing, and testing your software product(s), and to reproduce and
distribute the Sample Code, along with any modifications thereof, only in object code form.
3.2 Redistributable Code-Standard. Microsoft grants you a nonexclusive, royalty-free right to reproduce and distribute
the object code form of any portion of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT listed in REDIST.TXT ("Redistributable Code").
NOTE: certain Redistributable Code may be subject to the restrictions in Section 3.3 if it is also identified as "Limited Use
Redistributable Code."
3.3 Redistributable Code-Limited Use. Provided that you ALSO comply with the terms of Section 4.1.3, Microsoft
grants you a nonexclusive, royalty-free right to reproduce and distribute the object code form of those portions of the
SOFTWARE PRODUCT listed in REDIST.TXT as Limited Use Redistributable Code ("Limited Use Redistributable Code").
3.4 Redistributable Code-Microsoft Exchange-Note Regarding the Use of the Sample Applications and Outlook Web
Access Software.
3.4.1 Sample Applications. Provided that you comply with the terms of Section 4.1.1, Microsoft grants you the
nonexclusive, royalty-free right to use and modify the source code version of the Sample Applications and to reproduce
and distribute the object code versions of such modifications in conjunction with your application that utilizes the services
of Microsoft Exchange Server.
3.4.2 Outlook Web Access Software ("OWA Software"). Microsoft grants you the nonexclusive, royalty-free right to use,
customize, reproduce and distribute the OWA Software, provided that (a) you comply with the terms of Section 4.1.1;
and (b) you include an end-user license agreement with the OWA Software that grants a limited license to use the OWA
Software and otherwise protects Microsoft's and its suppliers' intellectual property rights in the OWA Software.
3.5 Redistributable Code-Microsoft SQL Server-Note Regarding the Use of Run-Time Software. Provided that you comply
with the terms of Section 4.1.1, Microsoft grants you the nonexclusive, royalty-free right to reproduce and distribute
those DB-Library, Net-Library, and ODBC files required for run-time execution of compiled applications ("SQL Run-Time
Files") in conjunction with and as a part of your application software product that is created using the Microsoft SQL
Server Software ("SQL Application"), provided that if your SQL Application contains ODBC Run-Time Files: (a) your SQL
Application must operate in conjunction with Microsoft SQL Server; and (b) you agree to distribute all ODBC components
specified in the Readme file in conjunction with your SQL Application.
3.6 Redistributable Code-Site Server Software Development Kits ("Site Server SDK Software"). Microsoft grants you
the nonexclusive, royalty-free right to install and use copies of the Site Server SDK Software on one or more computers
located at your premises solely for the purpose of designing, developing, and testing your applications that work in
conjunction with Microsoft Site Server. You may modify the Site Server Sample Code to design, develop, and test your
applications. For the purposes of this Section 3.6, "Site Server Sample Code" shall mean the sample source, HTML,
and Active Server Pages (ASP) code located in Site Server "SDK" and "samples" directories. Portions of Site Server
are designated as "Redistributable Code." The text files named REDIST.TXT and LICENSE.TXT located in the Site
Server portion of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT, describe the distribution rights associated with each file of the Site Server
Redistributable Code.
3.7 Redistributable Code-SNA Server Development Software. Microsoft grants you the following nonexclusive, royalty-
free right to install and use copies of the OLE DB Data Provider for VSAM and AS/400 ("OLE DB Provider") and/or the
COM Transaction Integrator for CICS and IMS ("COM Transaction Integrator") on one or more computers located at
your premises solely for the purpose of designing, developing, and testing your applications that work in conjunction
with Microsoft SNA Server. Portions of the SNA Server portion of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT are also designated
as "Redistributable Code." The text file named REDIS.TXT in the SNA Server portion of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT
contains a list of such files, as well as the distribution rights associated with the SNA Server Redistributable Code.
3.8 Redistributable Code-Visual C++ and Visual Studio: Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC), Template Libraries (ATL),
and C runtimes (CRTs). If this EULA accompanies Visual C++ or Visual Studio, then in addition to the rights granted in
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Section 1, Microsoft grants you the right to use and modify the source code version of those portions of the SOFTWARE
PRODUCT that are identified as MFC, ATL, or CRTs (collectively, the "VC Redistributables"), for the sole purposes of
designing, developing, and testing your software product(s). Provided you comply with Section 4.1 and you rename any
files created by you that are
included in the Licensed Product (defined below), Microsoft grants you a nonexclusive, royalty-free right to reproduce and
distribute the object code version of the VC Redistributables, including any modifications you make. For purposes of this
section, "modifications" shall mean enhancements to the functionality of the VC Redistributables.

4. DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS; LICENSE RESTRICTIONS.
4.1 General. The SOFTWARE PRODUCT may contain up to three categories of redistributable code, any redistribution of
which by you requires compliance with the following terms.
4.1.1. Redistributable Code-Standard. If you are authorized and choose to redistribute Sample Code, Redistributable
Code, Limited Use Redistributable Code, Sample Applications, and/or SQL Run-Time Files (collectively, the
"Redistributables") as described in Section 3, you agree to: (a) distribute the Redistributables in object code only in
conjunction with and as a part of a software application product developed by you using the product accompanying this
EULA that adds significant and primary functionality to the SOFTWARE PRODUCT ("Licensed Product"); (b) not use
Microsoft's name, logo, or trademarks to market the Licensed Product; (c) include a valid copyright notice on the Licensed
Product; (d) indemnify, hold harmless, and defend Microsoft from and against any claims or lawsuits, including attorney's
fees, that arise or result from the use or distribution of the Licensed Product; (e) include "Copyright <year> Microsoft
Systems Journal" in all Microsoft Systems Journal (MSJ) code used within your program(s); (f) otherwise comply with
the terms of this EULA; and (g) agree that Microsoft reserves all rights not expressly granted. You also agree not to
permit further distribution of the Redistributables by your end users except: (1) you may permit further redistribution of the
Redistributables by your distributors to your end-user customers if your distributors only distribute the Redistributables
in conjunction with, and as part of, the Licensed Product and you and your distributors comply with all other terms of this
EULA; and (2) in the manner described in Section 4.1.2.
4.1.2 Redistributable Code-Extended Use. Visual Basic, Visual C++, Visual J++, and Visual Studio. If this EULA
accompanies any of the Microsoft products listed in the heading of this subsection, you may permit your end users to
reproduce and distribute the object code form of certain portions of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT (as listed in REDIST.TXT
as "Extended Use Redistributable Code") only in conjunction with and part of a Licensed Product and/or Web page that
adds significant and primary functionality to the Extended Use Redistributable Code. (NOTE: The foregoing license grant
does not apply to files designated as Dbgrid.ocx and Graph32.ocx). You are authorized to exercise the foregoing rights
provided that:
(a) you comply with Section 4.1.1, and
(b) your end user agrees to: (i) distribute the Extended Use Redistributable Code in object code only in conjunction
with and as a part of a software application product developed by them that adds significant and primary functionality
to the Extended Use Redistributable Code; (ii) not use Microsoft's name, logo, or trademarks to market the End-User
Application; (iii) include a valid copyright notice on the End-User Application; (iv) indemnify, hold harmless, and defend
Microsoft from and against any claims or lawsuits, including attorney's fees, that arise or result from the use or distribution
of the End-User Application; and (v) not permit further distribution of the Extended Use Redistributable Code by the user
of the End-User Application.
4.1.3 Redistributable Code-Limited Use. If you are authorized and choose to redistribute Limited Use Redistributable
Code, in addition to the terms of Section 4.1.1, you must also comply with the following (as applicable to the
corresponding portions of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT identified in REDIST.TXT as Limited Use Redistributable Code).
4.1.3.1 "Jet" Files. If you redistribute the "Jet Files" (as identified in the SOFTWARE PRODUCT ) you agree to comply
with the following additional requirements: (a) your Licensed Product shall not substantially duplicate the capabilities of
Microsoft Access or, in the reasonable opinion of Microsoft, compete with same; and (b) unless your Licensed Product
requires your customers to license Microsoft Access in order to operate, you shall not reproduce or use any of the
Jet Files for commercial distribution in conjunction with a general purpose word processing, spreadsheet or database
management software product, or an integrated work or product suite whose components include a general purpose word
processing, spreadsheet, or database management software product except for the exclusive use of importing data to the
various formats supported by Microsoft Access. Note: A product that includes limited word processing, spreadsheet or
database components along with other components which provide significant and primary value, such as an accounting
product with limited spreadsheet capability, is not considered to be a "general purpose" product.
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4.1.3.2 Microsoft Data Access Components. If you redistribute the Microsoft Data Access Component file identified
as MDAC_TYP.EXE, you also agree to redistribute such file in object code only in conjunction with and as a part of
a Licensed Product developed by you with a Microsoft development tool product that adds significant and primary
functionality to MDAC_TYP.EXE.

5. MICROSOFT WINDOWS NT OPTION PACK COMPONENTS. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in
this EULA, solely for those portions of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT identified as the Microsoft Windows NT Option Pack
Components, the following provisions apply. Note that your use of the Microsoft Windows NT Option Pack Components
is (a) subject to your prior acquisition of a validly licensed copy of certain Microsoft operating system or server products;
and (b) all capitalized terms in this Section 5 refer to those terms as defined in the end user license agreement for the
Windows NT Option Pack Component referenced in the respective paragraphs of this Section (all such terms are noted in
brackets):
5.1 IF YOU USE THE SOFTWARE COMPONENTS AS PART OF MICROSOFT WINDOWS NT SERVER 4.0,
MICROSOFT WINDOWS NT SERVER ENTERPRISE EDITION 4.0 OR MICROSOFT BACKOFFICE 2.5, THE
FOLLOWING TERMS APPLY TO YOU:
NOTE: IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A VALID LICENSE FOR MICROSOFT WINDOWS NT SERVER 4.0, MICROSOFT
WINDOWS NT SERVER ENTERPRISE EDITION 4.0, OR MICROSOFT BACKOFFICE 2.5, YOU ARE NOT
AUTHORIZED TO INSTALL, COPY OR OTHERWISE USE THE WINDOWS NT SOFTWARE COMPONENTS.
FOR PURPOSES OF THIS SECTION 5.1, THE "WINDOWS NT SOFTWARE COMPONENTS" SHALL MEAN THE
FOLLOWING SOFTWARE COMPONENTS: MICROSOFT MESSAGE QUEUE SERVER, MICROSOFT TRANSACTION
SERVER, MICROSOFT INTERNET INFORMATION SERVER AND THE INTERNET CONNECTION SERVICES FOR
MICROSOFT REMOTE ACCESS SERVICE. EVEN IF YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO USE THE WINDOWS NT SOFTWARE
COMPONENTS, YOU DO NOT HAVE ANY RIGHT TO INSTALL, COPY OR OTHERWISE USE ANY OF THE OTHER
WINDOWS NT OPTION PACK COMPONENTS, UNLESS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN A DIFFERENT PARAGRAPH OF
THIS SECTION.
5.1.1 General. The Windows NT Software Components contain server software and client software which are deemed
part of the [Server Software] and [Client Software], respectively, of Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 (either as a
standalone product or as a component of Microsoft BackOffice) or Microsoft Windows NT Server, Enterprise Edition 4.0,
as applicable. If you have a valid license for Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0, Microsoft Windows NT Server Enterprise
Edition 4.0 or Microsoft BackOffice 2.5 (each referred to individually as a ["SOFTWARE PRODUCT"]), you are authorized
to use the Windows NT Software Components under the terms and conditions of the EULA applicable to such product,
except as set forth herein.
5.1.2 For Microsoft Windows NT Server-Client Access. In addition to the [Client Access] requirements currently set forth in
the applicable EULA, you need a separate [Client Access License] for Windows NT Server in order to access or otherwise
utilize the following Windows NT Server basic network/application services or [Server Software] components: Microsoft
Message Queue Server (sending or receiving messages from
Microsoft Message Queue Server), Microsoft Transaction Server (invoking component-based applications managed
by Microsoft Transaction Server), and Remote Access Service (accessing the server from a remote location through a
communications link). Note: Remote Access Service includes the use of Internet Connection Services, including Internet
Authentication Services (validation or transference of a remote access request) or Connection Point Services (remotely
configuring the Microsoft Connection Manager Client with new phone numbers or other data). Performance or Benchmark
Testing. You may not disclose the results of any benchmark test of either the [Server Software] or [Client Software] for
Microsoft Message Queue Server, Microsoft Transaction Server or Microsoft Internet Information Server to any third
party without Microsoft's prior written approval. Installation on a Single [Server]. The [Server Software] components that
make up the applicable [SOFTWARE PRODUCT] may only be installed together for use on one [Server] and may not be
separated, unless otherwise provided herein. Note on Microsoft Site Server Express. You may freely copy and distribute
Microsoft Site Server Express for your use on any computer within your organization.
5.1.3 For Microsoft Internet Information Server-Use. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in the applicable
EULA, you do not need a separate [Client Access License] to access or otherwise utilize the services of Microsoft Internet
Information Server, except to the extent that a [Server] or [Server Software] component which requires a [Client Access
License] is accessed or utilized by Microsoft Internet Information Server.
5.1.4 Additional Rights and Restrictions. You also have the right to make additional copies of the Windows NT Software
Components equal to the number of validly licensed copies of each [SOFTWARE PRODUCT] which you have, and you
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may use each copy in the manner specified above. If you do not have a valid license for Microsoft Windows NT Server
4.0, Microsoft Windows NT Server Enterprise Edition 4.0 or Microsoft BackOffice 2.5, you have no rights under the
foregoing section.
5.2 IF YOU USE THE SOFTWARE COMPONENTS AS PART OF MICROSOFT WINDOWS NT WORKSTATION 4.0,
THE FOLLOWING TERMS APPLY TO YOU:
NOTE: IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A VALID LICENSE FOR MICROSOFT WINDOWS NT WORKSTATION 4.0, YOU ARE
NOT AUTHORIZED TO INSTALL, COPY OR OTHERWISE USE THE WINDOWS NT WORKSTATION SOFTWARE
COMPONENTS. FOR PURPOSES OF THIS SECTION 5.2, THE "WINDOWS NT WORKSTATION SOFTWARE
COMPONENTS" SHALL MEAN THE FOLLOWING SOFTWARE COMPONENTS: MICROSOFT TRANSACTION
SERVER AND MICROSOFT PERSONAL WEB SERVER. EVEN IF YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO USE THE WINDOWS NT
WORKSTATION SOFTWARE COMPONENTS, YOU DO NOT HAVE ANY RIGHT TO INSTALL, COPY OR USE ANY
OF THE OTHER SOFTWARE COMPONENTS, UNLESS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN A DIFFERENT PARAGRAPH OF
THIS SECTION.
5.2.1 General. The Windows NT Workstation Software Components are deemed part of Microsoft Windows NT
Workstation 4.0 (the ["SOFTWARE PRODUCT"]), and are therefore subject to the terms and conditions of its EULA,
except as otherwise provided herein. Use Limitation. At any point in time, only a maximum of two (2) computers [instead
of ten (10)] are permitted to use the services of the Microsoft Transaction Server component. The two (2) computer
maximum includes any indirect uses made through software or hardware which pools or aggregates uses. Performance
or Benchmark Testing. You may not disclose the results of any benchmark test of either of the Windows NT Workstation
Software Components to any third party without Microsoft's prior written approval.
5.2.2 Additional Rights and Restrictions. You also have the right to make additional copies of the Windows NT Workstation
Software Components equal to the number of validly licensed copies of Microsoft Windows NT Workstation 4.0 which you
have, and you may use each copy in the manner specified above. If you do not have a valid license for Microsoft Windows
NT Workstation 4.0, you have no rights under the foregoing section.
5.3 IF YOU USE THE SOFTWARE COMPONENTS AS PART OF MICROSOFT BACKOFFICE SMALL BUSINESS
SERVER 4.0, THE FOLLOWING TERMS APPLY TO YOU:
NOTE: IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A VALID LICENSE FOR MICROSOFT BACKOFFICE SMALL BUSINESS SERVER
4.0, YOU ARE NOT AUTHORIZED TO INSTALL, COPY, OR OTHERWISE USE THE WINDOWS NT SOFTWARE
COMPONENTS (AS DEFINED PREVIOUSLY IN SECTION 5.1). EVEN IF YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO USE THE
WINDOWS NT SOFTWARE COMPONENTS, YOU DO NOT HAVE ANY RIGHT TO INSTALL, COPY, OR OTHERWISE
USE ANY OF THE OTHER SOFTWARE COMPONENTS, UNLESS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN A DIFFERENT
PARAGRAPH OF THIS SECTION.
5.3.1 General. The Windows NT Software Components contain server software and client software which is deemed part
of the [Server Software] and [Client Software], respectively, of Microsoft BackOffice Small Business Server 4.0, and is
therefore subject to the terms and conditions of its EULA, except as otherwise provided herein. Note on Microsoft Site
Server Express. You may freely copy and distribute Microsoft Site Server Express for your use on any computer within
your organization.
5.3.2 Additional Rights and Restrictions. You also have the right to make additional copies of the Windows NT Software
Components equal to the number of validly licensed copies of Microsoft BackOffice Small Business Server 4.0 which
you have, and you may use each copy in the manner specified above. If you do not have a valid license for Microsoft
BackOffice Small Business Server 4.0, you have no rights under the foregoing section.
5.4 IF YOU USE THE SOFTWARE COMPONENTS AS PART OF MICROSOFT WINDOWS 95, THE FOLLOWING
TERMS APPLY TO YOU:
NOTE: IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A VALID LICENSE FOR MICROSOFT WINDOWS 95, YOU ARE NOT AUTHORIZED
TO INSTALL, COPY OR OTHERWISE USE THE WINDOWS 95 SOFTWARE COMPONENTS. FOR PURPOSES OF
THIS SECTION 5.4, THE "WINDOWS 95 SOFTWARE COMPONENTS" SHALL MEAN THE FOLLOWING SOFTWARE
COMPONENTS: MICROSOFT PERSONAL WEB SERVER AND MICROSOFT TRANSACTION SERVER FOR
WINDOWS 95. EVEN IF YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO USE THE WINDOWS 95 SOFTWARE COMPONENTS, YOU DO
NOT HAVE ANY RIGHT TO INSTALL, COPY OR USE ANY OF THE OTHER SOFTWARE COMPONENTS, UNLESS
OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN A DIFFERENT PARAGRAPH OF THIS SECTION.
5.4.1 General. The Windows 95 Software Components are deemed part of Microsoft Windows 95 (the ["SOFTWARE
PRODUCT"]), and are therefore subject to the terms and conditions of its EULA, except as otherwise provided herein.
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5.4.2 Use Limitation. At any point in time, a maximum of ten (10) computers are permitted to use the services of the
Microsoft Personal Web Server component. The ten (10) computer maximum includes any indirect uses made through
software or hardware which pools or aggregates uses. The Microsoft Transaction Server for Windows 95 component may
not be used as a network server; that is, no computers or workstations may access or utilize any network services of that
component. Performance or Benchmark Testing. You may not disclose the results of any benchmark test of either of the
Windows 95 Software Components to any third party without Microsoft's prior written approval.
5.4.3 Additional Rights and Restrictions. You also have the right to make additional copies of the Windows 95 Software
Components equal to the number of validly licensed copies of Microsoft Windows 95 which you have, and you may use
each copy in the manner specified above. If you do not have a valid license for Microsoft Windows 95, you have no rights
under the foregoing section.

6. DESCRIPTION OF OTHER RIGHTS AND LIMITATIONS
6.1 Not For Resale Software. If the SOFTWARE PRODUCT is labeled "Not For Resale" or "NFR," then you may not
resell, or otherwise transfer for value, the SOFTWARE PRODUCT.
6.2 Limitations on Reverse Engineering, Decompilation, and Disassembly. You may not reverse engineer, decompile,
or disassemble the SOFTWARE PRODUCT, except and only to the extent that such activity is expressly permitted by
applicable law notwithstanding this limitation.
6.3 Rental. You may not rent, lease or lend the SOFTWARE PRODUCT.
6.4 Trademarks. This EULA does not grant you any rights in connection with any trademarks or service marks of
Microsoft.
6.5 Support Services. Microsoft may provide you with support services related to the SOFTWARE PRODUCT ("Support
Services"). Use of Support Services is governed by the Microsoft policies and programs described in the user manual,
in "online" documentation and/or other Microsoft-provided materials. Any supplemental software code provided to you
as part of the Support Services shall be considered part of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT and subject to the terms and
conditions of this EULA. With respect to technical information you provide to Microsoft as part of the Support Services,
Microsoft may use such information for its business purposes, including for product support and development. Microsoft
will not utilize such technical information in a form that personally identifies you.
6.6 Software Transfer. The initial user of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT may make a one-time permanent transfer of
this EULA and SOFTWARE PRODUCT only directly to an end user. This transfer must include all of the SOFTWARE
PRODUCT (including all component parts, the media and printed materials, any upgrades, this EULA, and, if applicable,
the Certificate of Authenticity). Such transfer may not be by way of consignment or any other indirect transfer. The
transferee of such one-time transfer must agree to comply with the terms of this EULA, including the obligation not to
further transfer this EULA and SOFTWARE PRODUCT.
6.7 Separation of Components. The SOFTWARE PRODUCT is licensed as a single product. Its component parts may not
be separated for use by more than one user.
6.8 Production Use. The BackOffice Components of SOFTWARE PRODUCT may only be used for development purposes
and may not be used in a production environment.
6.9 Version Limitation. The Server Software portion of the BackOffice Components contains a certain version number
(such as version "3.5"). This License permits you to install: (1) one copy of the Server Software, (2) with the same (or a
lower) version number as the Server Software version number listed above, (3) on a single computer (for example, if the
version number listed above is "3.5," you may install Server Software that contains a "3.5" or "2.0" version number, but not
a "3.6" version number).
6.10 Performance or Benchmark Testing. You may not disclose the results of any benchmark test of either the Server
Software or Client Software for Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft Exchange Server, Microsoft Transaction Server, Microsoft
Message Queue Server, Microsoft Site Server, Microsoft Site Server, Microsoft Proxy Server, or Microsoft Internet
Information Server to any third party without Microsoft's prior written approval.
6.11 Termination. Without prejudice to any other rights, Microsoft may terminate this EULA if you fail to comply with the
terms and conditions of this EULA. In such event, you must destroy all copies of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT and all of its
component parts.

7. PRERELEASE CODE. Portions of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT may be identified as prerelease code ("Prerelease
Code"). Such Prerelease Code is not at the level of performance and compatibility of the final, generally available product
offering. The Prerelease Code may not operate correctly and may be substantially modified prior to first commercial
shipment. Microsoft is not obligated to make this or any later version of the Prerelease Code commercially available.
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The grant of license to use Prerelease Code expires upon availability of a commercial release of the Prerelease Code
from Microsoft. NOTE: In the event that Prerelease Code contains a separate end-user license agreement, the terms and
conditions of such end-user license agreement shall govern your use of the corresponding Prerelease Code.

8. UPGRADES. If the SOFTWARE PRODUCT is labeled as an upgrade, you must be properly licensed to use a product
identified by Microsoft as being eligible for the upgrade in order to use the SOFTWARE PRODUCT. A SOFTWARE
PRODUCT labeled as an upgrade replaces and/or supplements the product that formed the basis for your eligibility for the
upgrade. You may use the resulting upgraded product only in accordance with the terms of this EULA. If the SOFTWARE
PRODUCT is an upgrade of a component of a package of software programs that you licensed as a single product,
the SOFTWARE PRODUCT may be used and transferred only as part of that single product package and may not be
separated for use on more than one computer.

9. COPYRIGHT. All title and intellectual property rights in and to the SOFTWARE PRODUCT (including but not limited
to any images, photographs, animations, video, audio, music, text, and "applets" incorporated into the SOFTWARE
PRODUCT), the accompanying printed materials, and any copies of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT are owned by Microsoft
or its suppliers. All title and intellectual property rights in and to the content which may be accessed through use of the
SOFTWARE PRODUCT is the property of the respective content owner and may be protected by applicable copyright or
other intellectual property laws and treaties. This EULA grants you no rights to use such content. All rights not expressly
granted are reserved by Microsoft.

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT RESTRICTED RIGHTS. The SOFTWARE PRODUCT and documentation are provided
with RESTRICTED RIGHTS. Use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as set forth
in subparagraph (c)(1)(ii) of the Rights in Technical Data and Computer Software clause at DFARS 252.227-7013
or subparagraphs (c)(1) and (2) of the Commercial Computer Software-Restricted Rights at 58 CFR 52.227-19, as
applicable.
Manufacturer is Microsoft Corporation/One Microsoft Way/Redmond, WA 98052-6399.
11. EXPORT RESTRICTIONS. You agree that you will not export or re-export the SOFTWARE PRODUCT, any part
thereof, or any process or service that is the direct product of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT (the foregoing collectively
referred to as the "Restricted Components"), to any country, person, entity or end user subject to U.S. export restrictions.
You specifically agree not to export or re-export any of the Restricted Components (i) to any country to which the U.S. has
embargoed or restricted the export of goods or services, which currently include, but are not necessarily limited to Cuba,
Iran, Iraq, Libya, North Korea, Sudan and Syria, or to any national of any such country, wherever located, who intends to
transmit or transport the Restricted Components back to such country; (ii) to any end user who you know or have reason
to know will utilize the Restricted Components in the design, development or production of nuclear, chemical or biological
weapons; or (iii) to any end-user who has been prohibited from participating in U.S. export transactions by any federal
agency of the U.S. government. You warrant and represent that neither the BXA nor any other U.S. federal agency has
suspended, revoked or denied your export privileges.

12. NOTE ON JAVA SUPPORT. THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT CONTAINS SUPPORT FOR PROGRAMS WRITTEN IN
JAVA. JAVA TECHNOLOGY IS NOT FAULT TOLERANT AND IS NOT DESIGNED, MANUFACTURED, OR INTENDED
FOR USE OR RESALE AS ONLINE CONTROL EQUIPMENT IN HAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENTS REQUIRING FAIL-
SAFE PERFORMANCE, SUCH AS IN THE OPERATION OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES, AIRCRAFT NAVIGATION OR
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL, DIRECT LIFE SUPPORT MACHINES, OR WEAPONS
SYSTEMS, IN WHICH THE FAILURE OF JAVA TECHNOLOGY COULD LEAD DIRECTLY TO DEATH, PERSONAL
INJURY, OR SEVERE PHYSICAL OR ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE.

MISCELLANEOUS
If you acquired this product in the United States, this EULA is governed by the laws of the State of Washington.
If you acquired this product in Canada, this EULA is governed by the laws of the Province of Ontario, Canada. Each
of the parties hereto irrevocably attorns to the jurisdiction of the courts of the Province of Ontario and further agrees
to commence any litigation which may arise hereunder in the courts located in the Judicial District of York, Province of
Ontario.
If this product was acquired outside the United States, then local law may apply.
Should you have any questions concerning this EULA, or if you desire to contact Microsoft for any reason, please contact
Microsoft, or write: Microsoft Sales Information Center/One Microsoft Way/Redmond, WA 98052-6399.
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LIMITED WARRANTY
LIMITED WARRANTY. Except with respect to the REDISTRIBUTABLES, which are provided "as is," without warranty
of any kind, Microsoft warrants that (a) the SOFTWARE PRODUCT will perform substantially in accordance with the
accompanying written materials for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of receipt, and (b) any Support Services
provided by Microsoft shall be substantially as described in applicable written materials provided to you by Microsoft, and
Microsoft support engineers will make commercially reasonable efforts to solve any problem. To the extent allowed by
applicable law, implied warranties on the SOFTWARE PRODUCT, if any, are limited to ninety (90) days. Some states/
jurisdictions do not allow limitations on duration of an implied warranty, so the above limitation may not apply to you.

CUSTOMER REMEDIES. Microsoft's and its suppliers' entire liability and your exclusive remedy shall be, at Microsoft's
option, either (a) return of the price paid, if any, or (b) repair or replacement of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT that does not
meet Microsoft's Limited Warranty and that is returned to Microsoft with a copy of your receipt. This Limited Warranty
is void if failure of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT has resulted from accident, abuse, or misapplication. Any replacement
SOFTWARE PRODUCT will be warranted for the remainder of the original warranty period or thirty (30) days, whichever
is longer. Outside the United States, neither these remedies nor any product support services offered by Microsoft are
available without proof of purchase from an authorized international source.

NO OTHER WARRANTIES. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, MICROSOFT AND
ITS SUPPLIERS DISCLAIM ALL OTHER WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT, WITH REGARD TO THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT,
AND THE PROVISION OF OR FAILURE TO PROVIDE SUPPORT SERVICES. THIS LIMITED WARRANTY GIVES
YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS. YOU MAY HAVE OTHERS, WHICH VARY FROM STATE/JURISDICTION TO STATE/
JURISDICTION.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL
MICROSOFT OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF BUSINESS PROFITS,
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS OF BUSINESS INFORMATION, OR ANY OTHER PECUNIARY LOSS) ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT OR THE FAILURE TO PROVIDE
SUPPORT SERVICES, EVEN IF MICROSOFT HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
IN ANY CASE, MICROSOFT'S ENTIRE LIABILITY UNDER ANY PROVISION OF THIS EULA SHALL BE LIMITED
TO THE GREATER OF THE AMOUNT ACTUALLY PAID BY YOU FOR THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT OR U.S.$5.00;
PROVIDED, HOWEVER, IF YOU HAVE ENTERED INTO A MICROSOFT SUPPORT SERVICES AGREEMENT,
MICROSOFT'S ENTIRE LIABILITY REGARDING SUPPORT SERVICES SHALL BE GOVERNED BY THE TERMS OF
THAT AGREEMENT. BECAUSE SOME STATES/JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION
OF LIABILITY, THE ABOVE LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

Si vous avez acquis votre produit Microsoft au CANADA, la garantie limitÉe suivante vous concerne :

GARANTIE LIMITEE
GARANTIE LIMITÉE - Sauf pour celles du REDISTRIBUTABLES, qui sont fournies "comme telles," sans acune garantie
quelle qu'elle soit, Microsoft garantit que (a) la performance du LOGICIEL sera substantiellement en conformitÉ avec
la documentation qui accompagne le LOGICIEL, pour une pÉriode de quatre-vingt-dix (90) jours à compter de la
date de rÉception; et (b) tout support technique fourni par Microsoft sera substantiellement en conformitÉ avec toute
documentation affÉrente fournie par Microsoft et que les membres du support technique de Microsoft feront des efforts
raisonnables pour rÉsoudre toute difficultÉ technique dÉcoulant de l'utilisation du LOGICIEL. Certaines juridictions ne
permettent pas de limiter dans le temps l'application de la prÉsente garantie. Aussi, la limite stipulÉe ci-haut pourrait ne
pas s'appliquer dans votre cas. Dans la mesure permise par la loi, toute garantie implicite portant sur le LOGICIEL, le cas
ÉchÉant, est limitÉe à une pÉriode de quatre-vingt-dix (90) jours.

RECOURS DU CLIENT - La seule obligation de Microsoft et de ses fournisseurs et votre recours exclusif seront, au
choix de Microsoft, soit (a) le remboursement du prix payÉ, si applicable, ou (b) la rÉparation ou le remplacement du
LOGICIEL qui n'est pas conforme à la Garantie LimitÉe de Microsoft et qui est retournÉ à Microsoft avec une copie de
votre reçu. Cette Garantie LimitÉe est nulle si le dÉfaut du LOGICIEL est causÉ par un accident, un traitement abusif ou
une mauvaise application. Tout LOGICIEL de remplacement sera garanti pour le reste de la pÉriode de garantie initiale
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ou pour trente (30) jours, selon la plus longue de ces pÉriodes. A l'extÉrieur des Etats-Unis, aucun de ces recours non
plus que le support technique offert par Microsoft ne sont disponibles sans une preuve d'achat provenant d'une source
authorisÉe.

AUCUNE AUTRE GARANTIE - DANS LA MESURE PREVUE PAR LA LOI, MICROSOFT ET SES FOURNISSEURS
EXCLUENT TOUTE AUTRE GARANTIE OU CONDITION, EXPRESSE OU IMPLICITE, Y COMPRIS MAIS NE
SE LIMITANT PAS AUX GARANTIES OU CONDITIONS IMPLICITES DU CARACTERE ADEQUAT POUR LA
COMMERCIALISATION OU UN USAGE PARTICULIER EN CE QUI CONCERNE LE LOGICIEL OU CONCERNANT
LE TITRE, L'ABSENCE DE CONTREFAÅON DUDIT LOGICIEL, ET TOUTE DOCUMENTATION ECRITE QUI
L'ACCOMPAGNE, AINSI QUE POUR TOUTE DISPOSITION CONCERNANT LE SUPORT TECHNIQUE OU LA
FAÅON DONT CELUI-CI A ETE RENDU. CETTE GARANTIE LIMITEE VOUS ACCORDE DES DROITS JURIDIQUES
SPECIFIQUES.

PAS DE RESPONSABILITE POUR LES DOMMAGES INDIRECTS - MICROSOFT OU SES FOURNISSEURS NE
SERONT PAS RESPONSABLES, EN AUCUNE CIRCONSTANCE, POUR TOUT DOMMAGE SPECIAL, INCIDENT,
INDIRECT, OU CONSEQUENT QUEL QU'IL SOIT (Y COMPRIS, SANS LIMITATION, LES DOMMAGES ENTRAINES
PAR LA PERTE DE BENEFICES, L'INTERRUPTION DES ACTIVITES, LA PERTE D'INFORMATION OU TOUTE
AUTRE PERTE PECUNIAIRE) DECOULANT DE OU RELIE A LA LICENCE D'ACCES DU CLIENTET CE, MEME SI
MICROSOFT A ETE AVISEE DE LA POSSIBILITE DE TELS DOMMAGES. LA RESPONSABILITE DE MICROSOFT EN
VERTU DE TOUTE DISPOSITION DE CETTE CONVENTION NE POURRA EN AUCUN TEMPS EXCEDER LE PLUS
ELEVE ENTRE I) LE MONTANT EFFECTIVEMENT PAYE PAR VOUS POUR LA LICENCE D'ACCES DU CLIENT OU
II) U.S.$5.00. ADVENANT QUE VOUS AYEZ CONTRACTE PAR ENTENTE DISTINCTE AVEC MICROSOFT POUR UN
SUPPORT TECHNIQUE ETENDU, VOUS SEREZ LIE PAR LES TERMES D' UNE TELLE ENTENTE.

La prÉsente Convention est rÉgie par les lois en vigeur dans ela province d'Ontario, Canada. Chacune des parties à la
prÉsente reconnaît irrÉvocablement la compÉtence des tribunaux de la province d'Ontario et consent à instituer tout litige
qui pourrait dÉcouler de la prÉsente auprès des tribunaux situÉs dans le district judiciaire de York, province d'Ontario.

Au cas où vous auriez des questions concernant cette licence ou que vous dÉsiriez vous mettre en rapport avec Microsoft
pour quelque raison que ce soit, veuillez contacter la succursale Microsoft desservant votre pays, dont l'adresse est
fournie dans ce produit, ou Écrire à: Microsoft Sales Information Center,
One Microsoft Way, Redmond, Washington 98052-6399.
===================================================================================================

Visual Studio .NET 2003 Redistributables 7.10
VS.NET2003_eula.txt

END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR MICROSOFT SOFTWARE
IMPORTANT—READ CAREFULLY: This End-User License Agreement (“EULA”) is a legal agreement between you (either
an individual or a single entity) and Microsoft Corporation (“Microsoft”) for the Microsoft software that accompanies this
EULA, which includes computer software and may include associated media, printed materials, “online” or electronic
documentation, and Internet-based services (“Software”). An amendment or addendum to this EULA may accompany the
Software. YOU AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS EULA BY INSTALLING, COPYING, OR OTHERWISE
USING THE SOFTWARE. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT INSTALL, COPY, OR USE THE SOFTWARE; YOU MAY
RETURN IT TO YOUR PLACE OF PURCHASE (IF APPLICABLE) FOR A FULL REFUND.

MICROSOFT Software LICENSE
1. GRANTS OF LICENSE. Microsoft grants you the rights described in this EULA provided that you comply with all
terms and conditions of this EULA. NOTE: Microsoft is not licensing to you any rights with respect to Crystal Reports for
Microsoft Visual Studio .NET; your use of Crystal Reports for Microsoft Visual Studio .NET is subject to your acceptance
of the terms and conditions of the enclosed (hard copy) end user license agreement from Crystal Decisions for that
product.
1.1 General License Grant. Microsoft grants to you as an individual, a personal, nonexclusive license to use the Software,
and to make and use copies of the Software for the purposes of designing, developing, testing, and demonstrating your
software product(s), provided that you are the only individual using the Software.
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If you are an entity, Microsoft grants to you a personal, nonexclusive license to use the Software, and to make and use
copies of the Software, provided that for each individual using the Software within your organization, you have acquired a
separate and valid license for each such individual.
1.2 Documentation. You may make and use an unlimited number of copies of any documentation, provided that such
copies shall be used only for personal purposes and are not to be republished or distributed (either in hard copy or
electronic form) beyond your premises.
1.3 Web Stress Functionality/ACT Tool. If included with the edition of the Software you have acquired with this EULA,
then as provided in the corresponding Software documentation, you have the ability to use the component of the Software
identified as the Application Center Test (“ACT Tool”) to perform stress tests against websites in its default mode (which is
to honor any “robots.txt” files it may encounter) or to set the ACT Tool to not honor any “robots.txt” files it may encounter
when performing its stress tests. The use of the ACT Tool by you in the non-default mode is entirely your responsibility
and at your sole risk. Before you use the ACT Tool with any third party property, you should consult with such third party or
the agreement governing the use of such property to determine whether or not such use is permitted.
1.4 Storage/Network Use. You may also store or install a copy of the Software on a storage device, such as a network
server, used only to install or run the Software on computers used by licensed end users in accordance with Section 1.1.
A single license for the Software may not be shared or used concurrently by multiple end users.
1.5 Visual Studio—Effect of EULA. As a suite of development tools and other Microsoft software programs (each such
tool or software program, a “Component”), Components that you receive as part of the Software (including Microsoft
server software or other development tools) may include a separate end-user license agreement (each, a “Component
EULA”). Except as provided in Section 6 (“Prerelease Code”), in the event of inconsistencies between this EULA and any
Component EULA, the terms of this EULA shall control. The Software may also contain third?party software programs.
Any such software is provided for your use as a convenience and your use is subject to the terms and conditions of any
license agreement contained in that software.
2. ADDITIONAL LICENSE RIGHTS -- REDISTRIBUTABLE CODE. In addition to the rights granted in Section 1, certain
portions of the Software, as described in this Section 2, are provided to you with additional license rights. These additional
license rights are conditioned upon your compliance with the distribution requirements and license limitations described in
Section 3.
2.1 Sample Code. Microsoft grants you a limited, nonexclusive, royalty-free license to: (a) use and modify the source
code version of those portions of the Software identified as “Samples” in REDIST.TXT or elsewhere in the Software
(“Sample Code”) for the sole purposes of designing, developing, and testing your software product(s), and (b) reproduce
and distribute the Sample Code, along with any modifications thereof, in object and/or source code form. For applicable
redistribution requirements for Sample Code, see Section 3.1 below.
2.2 Redistributable Code—General. Microsoft grants you a limited, nonexclusive, royalty-free license to reproduce and
distribute the object code form of any portion of the Software listed in REDIST.TXT (“Redistributable Code”). For general
redistribution requirements for Redistributable Code, see Section 3.1 below.
2.3 Redistributable Code—Microsoft Merge Modules (“MSM”). Microsoft grants you a limited, nonexclusive, royalty-
free license to reproduce and distribute the content of MSM file(s) listed in REDIST.TXT in the manner described in the
Software documentation only so long as you redistribute such content in its entirety and do not modify such content in any
way. For all other applicable redistribution requirements for MSM files, see Section 3.1 below.
2.4 Redistributable Code—Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC), Active Template Libraries (ATL), and C runtimes (CRTs).
In addition to the rights granted in Section 1, Microsoft grants you a license to use and modify the source code version of
those portions of the Software that are identified as MFC, ATL, or CRTs (collectively, the “VC Redistributables”), for the
sole purposes of designing, developing, and testing your software product(s). Provided you comply with Section 3.1 and
you rename any files created by you that are included in the Licensee Software (defined below), Microsoft grants you a
limited, nonexclusive, royalty-free license to reproduce and distribute the object code version of the VC Redistributables,
including any modifications you make. For purposes of this section, “modifications” shall mean enhancements to the
functionality of the VC Redistributables. For all other applicable redistribution requirements for VC Redistributables, see
Section 3.1 below.
3. DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS AND OTHER LICENSE RIGHTS AND LIMITATIONS. If you choose to exercise
your rights under Section 2, any redistribution by you is subject to your compliance with Section 3.1; some of the
Redistributable Code has additional limited use rights described in Section 3.2.
3.1 General Distribution Requirements.
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(a) If you choose to redistribute Sample Code, Redistributable Code, or “Server Redistributable Code” portions of the
SDK Software (as defined in Section 4.2(b)) (collectively, the “Redistributables”) as described in Section 2, you agree: (i)
except as otherwise noted in Section 2.1 (Sample Code), to distribute the Redistributables only in object code form and
in conjunction with and as a part of a software application product developed by you that adds significant and primary
functionality to the Redistributables (“Licensee Software”); (ii) that the Redistributables only operate in conjunction with
Microsoft Windows platforms; (iii) that if the Licensee Software is distributed beyond Licensee’s premises or externally
from Licensee’s organization, to distribute the Licensee Software containing the Redistributables pursuant to an end
user license agreement (which may be “break-the-seal”, “click-wrap” or signed), with terms no less protective than those
contained in this EULA; (iv) not to use Microsoft’s name, logo, or trademarks to market the Licensee Software; (v) to
display your own valid copyright notice which shall be sufficient to protect Microsoft’s copyright in the Software; (vi) not
to remove or obscure any copyright, trademark or patent notices that appear on the Software as delivered to you; (vii) to
indemnify, hold harmless, and defend Microsoft from and against any claims or lawsuits, including attorney’s fees, that
arise or result from the use or distribution of the Licensee Software; (viii) to otherwise comply with the terms of this EULA;
and (ix) agree that Microsoft reserves all rights not expressly granted.
You also agree not to permit further distribution of the Redistributables by your end users except you may permit further
redistribution of the Redistributables by your distributors to your end-user customers if your distributors only distribute the
Redistributables in conjunction with and as part of the Licensee Software, you comply with all other terms of this EULA,
and your distributors comply with all restrictions of this EULA that are applicable to you.
(b) If you use the Redistributables, or any portion thereof (referred to in this paragraph as the “Licensed Software”), then
in addition to your compliance with the applicable distribution requirements described for the Licensed Software, the
following also applies. Your license rights to the Redistributables are conditioned upon your not (i) creating derivative
works of the Redistributables in any manner that would cause the Redistributables in whole or in part to become subject
to any of the terms of an Excluded License; or (ii) distributing the Redistributables (or derivative works thereof) in
any manner that would cause the Redistributables to become subject to any of the terms of an Excluded License. An
“Excluded License” is any license that requires as a condition of use, modification and/or distribution of software subject
to the Excluded License, that such software or other software combined and/or distributed with such software be (x)
disclosed or distributed in source code form; (y) licensed for the purpose of making derivative works; or (z) redistributable
at no charge.
3.2 Additional Distribution Requirements for Certain Redistributable Code. If you choose to redistribute the files discussed
in this Section, then in addition to the terms of Section 3.1, you must ALSO comply with the following.
(a) Microsoft SQL Server Desktop Engine (“MSDE”). If you redistribute MSDE you agree to comply with the following
additional requirements: (a) Licensee Software shall not substantially duplicate the capabilities of Microsoft Access or,
in the reasonable opinion of Microsoft, compete with same; and (b) unless Licensee Software requires your customers
to license Microsoft Access in order to operate, you shall not reproduce or use MSDE for commercial distribution in
conjunction with a general purpose word processing, spreadsheet or database management software product, or
an integrated work or product suite whose components include a general purpose word processing, spreadsheet, or
database management software product except for the exclusive use of importing data to the various formats supported
by Microsoft Access. A product that includes limited word processing, spreadsheet or database components along with
other components which provide significant and primary value, such as an accounting product with limited spreadsheet
capability, is not considered to be a “general purpose” product.
(b) Microsoft Data Access Components. If you redistribute the Microsoft Data Access Component file identified as
MDAC_TYP.EXE, you also agree to redistribute such file in object code only in conjunction with and as a part of a
Licensee Software developed by you with a Microsoft development tool product that adds significant and primary
functionality to MDAC_TYP.EXE.
4. MICROSOFT SERVER COMPONENTS FOR DEVELOPMENT USE. The Software may include certain of Microsoft
Server software (collectively, the “Server Components”), provided for your use solely in conjunction with the design,
development,testing, and demonstration of software products created by you; the Server Components may not be
used in a production environment. Your use of the Server Components is subject to the terms and conditions of this
EULA, the terms of which supercede those of any end user license agreements contained in the Server Components.
Notwithstanding any other provision in this EULA, this EULA does not grant a license, under any Microsoft intellectual
property, to implement any functionality contained in the Server Software (including without limitation communication
protocols used by the Server Software) in any software installed on a Device accessing or utilizing the Server Software.
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4.1 Installation and Grant of License. The Server Components consist of software programs that provide services or
functionality on your server (“Server Software”; your computers capable of running the Server Software are “Servers”) and
software programs that allow a single personal computer, workstation, terminal, handheld computer, pager, telephone,
personal digital assistant, or other electronic device (“Device”) to access or use the Server Software.
(a) Server Software. Solely for purposes of designing, developing, testing, and demonstrating your software product(s),
you may make, use and install the Server Software for any individual Server Component on any number of Servers. All
portions of any one Server Component, however, may only be installed and used on one and the same Server. Processor
Limits. The Server Software for may be used by no more than four (4) processors of the Server at any one time.
(b) Device Software. You may make, use and install the Device Software on any number of Devices for use by others,
provided that such use is solely in conjunction with the design, development and testing of software programs created by
you that operate in conjunction with the Server Software.
4.2 Other Rights and Restrictions Regarding Use of Windows Server 2003. The following provisions apply solely to your
use of the Windows Server 2003 software provided with the Software.
(a) Mandatory Activation. To reduce software piracy, Microsoft requires the Server Software to be activated. Microsoft will
not collect any personally identifiable information from your Server during the activation process without your consent.
Activation of your copy of the Server Software in the manner described during its setup sequence is required; otherwise,
the license rights granted under this EULA are limited to the first thirty (30) days after you first install the Server Software.
You may activate the Server Software through the use of the Internet or telephone; toll charges may apply. You may also
need to reactivate the Server Software if you modify your computer hardware or alter the Software. If you choose Internet
activation, the Server Software will contact Microsoft computer systems over the Internet to conduct an authentication
process to confirm that you have a licensed copy of the Software. You agree to allow the Server Software to conduct this
authentication process. If you have an unlicensed copy of the Server Software, you are not allowed to install the Server
Software or future Server Software updates. Additional information about activation is available online at the Microsoft
support site.
(b) Other Licenses. Your use of software applications installed on the Server, accessed through the Server, or providing
application-sharing functionality may require additional licenses. Please consult the license agreement accompanying
such software.
(c) Component Data Storage. The Server Software contains components that use the MSDE data storage technology. All
copies and instances of MSDE contained in or installed by the Server Software components may be used only by those
Server Software components. Any such copy or instance of MSDE contained in the Server Software may not be accessed
or used for any other purpose, i.e., the Server Software version of MSDE may not be used for development purposes. In
addition, any MSDE network library files that are disabled at the time you first install the Server Software may not be re-
enabled.
(d) Automatic Internet-Based Services. The Server Software features described below are enabled by default to connect
via the Internet to Microsoft computer systems automatically, without separate notice to you. You consent to the operation
of these features, unless you choose to switch them off or not use them. Microsoft does not obtain personally identifiable
information through any of these features. For more information about these features, please see your Server Software
documentation or the Microsoft online support site.
(i) Windows Update Features. Under the Server Software’s default configuration, if you connect a device to your Server
and the correct device driver is not available on your Server, then Windows Update features on your Server (including
Device Manager and the Plug & Play CDM Module) automatically attempt to check Microsoft computer systems via the
Internet for the correct device driver. Having this happen automatically makes Plug-and-Play installation of new hardware
a better experience for customers. You may switch off Windows Update’s automatic driver checking feature.
(ii) Web Content Features. Under the Server Software’s default configuration, if you are connected to the Internet, several
features of the Server Software are enabled by default to retrieve content from Microsoft computer systems and display it
to you. When you activate such a feature, it uses standard Internet protocols, which transmit the type of operating system,
browser and language code of your Server to the Microsoft computer system so that the content can be viewed properly
from your Server. These features only operate when you activate them, and you may choose to switch them off or not use
them. Examples of these features include Windows Catalog, Search Assistant, and the Headlines and Search features of
Help and Support Center.
(iii) Digital Certificates. Use of certificates based on the X.509 standard is an important security feature of the Server
Software. Certain functions of the X.509 implementation (for example, certificate revocation checking and certificate
path building) connect via the Internet to computer systems belonging to Microsoft and other digital certificate authorities
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to check the validity of digital certificates that you receive from third parties during certain Internet-based operations
(for example, communications secured with SSL or IPsec, mail secured with S/MIME, and smartcard authentication).
In accordance with the X.509 standard, the Server Software automatically retrieves user certificates and certificate
revocation lists when you attempt to access certificate protected content. Additionally, the Server Software’s Auto Root
Update feature will occasionally update the list of trusted certificate authorities. Auto Root Update is an optional feature;
you can uninstall it if you do not desire it to function. The other security operations based on the X.509 standard can be
prevented from operating by blocking Server Internet access.
(iv) Windows Media Digital Rights Management. Content providers are using the digital rights management technology for
Windows Media contained in this Server Software (“WM-DRM”) to protect the integrity of their content (“Secure Content”)
so that their intellectual property, including copyright, in such content is not misappropriated. Portions of this Server
Software and third party applications such as media players use WM-DRM to play Secure Content (“WM-DRM Software”).
If the WM-DRM Software’s security has been compromised, owners of Secure Content (“Secure Content Owners”) may
request that Microsoft revoke the WM-DRM Software’s right to copy, display and/or play Secure Content. Revocation does
not alter the WM-DRM Software’s ability to play unprotected content. A list of revoked WM-DRM Software is sent to your
computer whenever you download a license for Secure Content from the Internet. Microsoft may, in conjunction with such
license, also download revocation lists onto your computer on behalf of Secure Content Owners. Secure Content Owners
may also require you to upgrade some of the WM-DRM components in this Server Software (“WM-DRM Upgrades”)
before accessing their content. When you attempt to play such content, WM-DRM Software built by Microsoft will notify
you that a WM-DRM Upgrade is required and then ask for your consent before the WM-DRM Upgrade is downloaded.
WM-DRM Software built by third parties may do the same. If you decline the upgrade, you will not be able to access
content that requires the WM-DRM Upgrade; however, you will still be able to access unprotected content and Secure
Content that does not require the upgrade. WM-DRM features that access the Internet, such as acquiring new licenses
and/or performing a required WM-DRM Upgrade, can be switched off. When these features are switched off, you will still
be able to play Secure Content if you have a valid license for such content already stored on your computer.
(v) Windows Media Player. Some features of Windows Media Player automatically contact Microsoft computer systems
if you use Windows Media Player or specific features of it: features that (A) check for new codecs if your Server does not
have the correct ones for content you attempt to play (this feature may be switched off), and (B) check for new versions of
Windows Media Player (this feature will operate only when you are using Windows Media Player).
(vi) Notice Regarding MPEG-4 Visual Decoders for Windows Media Player. USE OF THIS PRODUCT IN ANY MANNER
THAT COMPLIES WITH THE MPEG-4 VISUAL STANDARD IS PROHIBITED, EXCEPT FOR USE DIRECTLY RELATED
TO (A) DATA OR INFORMATION (i) GENERATED BY AND OBTAINED WITHOUT CHARGE FROM A CONSUMER NOT
THEREBY ENGAGED IN A BUSINESS ENTERPRISE, AND (ii) FOR PERSONAL USE ONLY; AND (B) OTHER USES
SPECIFICALLY AND SEPARATELY LICENSED BY MPEG LA, L.L.C. MPEG LA, L.L.C., has contractually obligated
Microsoft to provide this notice.
4.3 Use of Redistributable Software (“SDK Software”). If included as part of a Server Component, you may install and
use copies of the SDK Software on one or more computers located at your premises solely for the purpose of building
applications that work in conjunction with the Server Software that accompanies the corresponding SDK Software
(“Applications”). You may modify the Sample Code (identified in the “samples” directories) to design, develop, and test
your Applications, and may reproduce and use the Sample Code, as modified, on one or more computers located at your
premises. Provided that you comply with the terms of Section 3.1 above, Microsoft grants you a limited, nonexclusive,
royalty-free right to reproduce and distribute the Sample Code, along with any modifications you make thereto (for
purposes of this section, “modifications” shall mean enhancements to the functionality of the Sample Code), and any other
files that may be listed and identified in a REDIST.TXT file as “redistributable” (collectively, the “Server Redistributable
Code”).
5. DESCRIPTION OF OTHER RIGHTS AND LIMITATIONS
5.1 Separation of Components. The Software is licensed as a single product. Its component parts may not be separated
for use by more than one user.
5.2 Benchmark Testing. You may not disclose the results of any benchmark test of the .NET Framework or SQL Server
component or of the Software to any third party without Microsoft’s prior written approval.
6. PRERELEASE CODE. Portions of the Software may be identified as prerelease code (“Prerelease Code”). Such
Prerelease Code is not at the level of performance and compatibility of the final, generally available product offering. The
Prerelease Code may not operate correctly and may be substantially modified prior to first commercial shipment. Microsoft
is not obligated to make this or any later version of the Prerelease Code commercially available. The grant of license to
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use Prerelease Code expires upon availability of a commercial release of the Prerelease Code from Microsoft. NOTE: In
the event that Prerelease Code contains a separate end-user license agreement, the terms and conditions of such end-
user license agreement shall govern your use of the corresponding Prerelease Code.
7. RESERVATION OF RIGHTS AND OWNERSHIP. Microsoft reserves all rights not expressly granted to you in this
EULA. The Software is protected by copyright and other intellectual property laws and treaties. Microsoft or its suppliers
own the title, copyright, and other intellectual property rights in the Software. The Software is licensed, not sold.
8. LIMITATIONS ON REVERSE ENGINEERING, DECOMPILATION, AND DISASSEMBLY. You may not reverse engineer,
decompile, or disassemble the Software, except and only to the extent that such activity is expressly permitted by
applicable law notwithstanding this limitation.
9. NO RENTAL/COMMERCIAL HOSTING. You may not rent, lease, lend or provide commercial hosting services with the
Software.
10. CONSENT TO USE OF DATA. You agree that Microsoft and its affiliates may collect and use technical information
gathered as part of the product support services provided to you, if any, related to the Software. Microsoft may use this
information solely to improve our products or to provide customized services or technologies to you and will not disclose
this information in a form that personally identifies you.
11. LINKS TO THIRD PARTY SITES. You may link to third party sites through the use of the Software. The third party
sites are not under the control of Microsoft, and Microsoft is not responsible for the contents of any third party sites,
any links contained in third party sites, or any changes or updates to third party sites. Microsoft is not responsible for
webcasting or any other form of transmission received from any third party sites. Microsoft is providing these links to third
party sites to you only as a convenience, and the inclusion of any link does not imply an endorsement by Microsoft of the
third party site.
12. ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE/SERVICES. This EULA applies to updates, supplements, add-on components, or Internet-
based services components, of the Software that Microsoft may provide to you or make available to you after the date
you obtain your initial copy of the Software, unless we provide other terms along with the update, supplement, add-on
component, or Internet-based services component. Microsoft reserves the right to discontinue any Internet-based services
provided to you or made available to you through the use of the Software.
13. UPGRADES/DOWNGRADES
13.1 Upgrades. To use a version of the Software identified as an upgrade, you must first be licensed for the software
identified by Microsoft as eligible for the upgrade. After upgrading, you may no longer use the software that formed the
basis for your upgrade eligibility.
13.2 Downgrades. Instead of installing and using the Software, you may install and use copies of an earlier version of the
Software, provided that you completely remove such earlier version and install the current version of the Software within
a reasonable time. Your use of such earlier version shall be governed by this EULA, and your rights to use such earlier
version shall terminate when you install the Software.
13.3 Special Terms for Version 2003 Upgrade Editions of the Software. If the Software accompanying this EULA is the
version 2003 edition of the Software and you have acquired it as an upgrade from the corresponding “2002” edition of the
Microsoft software product with the same product name as the Software (the “Qualifying Software”), then Section 13.1
does not apply to you. Instead, you may continue to use the Qualifying Software AND the version 2003 upgrade for so
long as you continue to comply with the terms of this EULA and the EULA governing your use of the Qualifying Software.
Qualifying Software does not include non-Microsoft software products.
14. NOT FOR RESALE SOFTWARE. Software identified as “Not For Resale” or “NFR,” may not be sold or otherwise
transfered for value, or used for any purpose other than demonstration, test or evaluation.
15. ACADEMIC EDITION SOFTWARE. To use Software identified as “Academic Edition” or “AE,” you must be a “Qualified
Educational User.” For qualification-related questions, please contact the Microsoft Sales Information Center/One
Microsoft Way/Redmond, WA 98052-6399 or the Microsoft subsidiary serving your country.
16. EXPORT RESTRICTIONS. You acknowledge that the Software is subject to U.S. export jurisdiction. You agree
to comply with all applicable international and national laws that apply to the Software, including the U.S. Export
Administration Regulations, as well as end-user, end-use, and destination restrictions issued by U.S. and other
governments. For additional information see <http://www.microsoft.com/exporting/>.
17. SOFTWARE TRANSFER. The initial user of the Software may make a one-time permanent transfer of this EULA and
Software to another end user, provided the initial user retains no copies of the Software. This transfer must include all
of the Software (including all component parts, the media and printed materials, any upgrades (including any Qualifying
Software as defined in Section 13.3), this EULA, and, if applicable, the Certificate of Authenticity). The transfer may not be
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an indirect transfer, such as a consignment. Prior to the transfer, the end user receiving the Software must agree to all the
EULA terms.
18. TERMINATION. Without prejudice to any other rights, Microsoft may terminate this EULA if you fail to comply with the
terms and conditions of this EULA. In such event, you must destroy all copies of the Software and all of its component
parts.

19. LIMITED WARRANTY FOR software ACQUIRED IN THE US AND CANADA.
Except for the “Licensed Software,” which is provided AS IS without warranty of any kind, Microsoft warrants that the
Software will perform substantially in accordance with the accompanying materials for a period of ninety (90) days from
the date of receipt.
If an implied warranty or condition is created by your state/jurisdiction and federal or state/provincial law prohibits
disclaimer of it, you also have an implied warranty or condition, BUT ONLY AS TO DEFECTS DISCOVERED DURING
THE PERIOD OF THIS LIMITED WARRANTY (NINETY DAYS). AS TO ANY DEFECTS DISCOVERED AFTER THE
NINETY?DAY PERIOD, THERE IS NO WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND. Some states/jurisdictions do not
allow limitations on how long an implied warranty or condition lasts, so the above limitation may not apply to you.
Any supplements or updates to the Software, including without limitation, any (if any) service packs or hot fixes provided
to you after the expiration of the ninety day Limited Warranty period are not covered by any warranty or condition,
express, implied or statutory.
LIMITATION ON REMEDIES; NO CONSEQUENTIAL OR OTHER DAMAGES. Your exclusive remedy for any breach
of this Limited Warranty is as set forth below. Except for any refund elected by Microsoft, YOU ARE NOT ENTITLED
TO ANY DAMAGES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, if the Software does not
meet Microsoft’s Limited Warranty, and, to the maximum extent allowed by applicable law, even if any remedy fails of its
essential purpose. The terms of Section 21 (“Exclusion of Incidental, Consequential and Certain Other Damages”) are
also incorporated into this Limited Warranty. Some states/jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental
or consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. This Limited Warranty gives you
specific legal rights. You may have other rights which vary from state/jurisdiction to state/jurisdiction. YOUR EXCLUSIVE
REMEDY. Microsoft’s and its suppliers’ entire liability and your exclusive remedy for any breach of this Limited Warranty
or for any other breach of this EULA or for any other liability relating to the Software shall be, at Microsoft’s option from
time to time exercised subject to applicable law, (a) return of the amount paid (if any) for the Software, or (b) repair or
replacement of the Software, that does not meet this Limited Warranty and that is returned to Microsoft with a copy of
your receipt. You will receive the remedy elected by Microsoft without charge, except that you are responsible for any
expenses you may incur (e.g. cost of shipping the Software to Microsoft). This Limited Warranty is void if failure of the
Software has resulted from accident, abuse, misapplication, abnormal use or a virus. Any replacement Software will be
warranted for the remainder of the original warranty period or thirty (30) days, whichever is longer, and Microsoft will use
commercially reasonable efforts to provide your remedy within a commercially reasonable time of your compliance with
Microsoft’s warranty remedy procedures. Outside the United States or Canada, neither these remedies nor any product
support services offered by Microsoft are available without proof of purchase from an authorized international source.
To exercise your remedy, contact: Microsoft, Attn. Microsoft Sales Information Center/One Microsoft Way/Redmond, WA
98052-6399, or the Microsoft subsidiary serving your country.

20. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES. The Limited Warranty that appears above is the only express warranty made to
you and is provided in lieu of any other express warranties or similar obligations (if any) created by any advertising,
documentation, packaging, or other communications. EXCEPT FOR THE LIMITED WARRANTY AND TO THE MAXIMUM
EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, MICROSOFT AND ITS SUPPLIERS PROVIDE THE SOFTWARE AND
SUPPORT SERVICES (IF ANY) AS IS AND WITH ALL FAULTS, AND HEREBY DISCLAIM ALL OTHER WARRANTIES
AND CONDITIONS, WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY (IF
ANY) IMPLIED WARRANTIES, DUTIES OR CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY, OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE, OF RELIABILITY OR AVAILABILITY, OF ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF RESPONSES, OF
RESULTS, OF WORKMANLIKE EFFORT, OF LACK OF VIRUSES, AND OF LACK OF NEGLIGENCE, ALL WITH
REGARD TO THE SOFTWARE, AND THE PROVISION OF OR FAILURE TO PROVIDE SUPPORT OR OTHER
SERVICES, INFORMATION, SOFTWARE, AND RELATED CONTENT THROUGH THE SOFTWARE OR OTHERWISE
ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE. ALSO, THERE IS NO WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF TITLE,
QUIET ENJOYMENT, QUIET POSSESSION, CORRESPONDENCE TO DESCRIPTION OR NON-INFRINGEMENT
WITH REGARD TO THE SOFTWARE.
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21. EXCLUSION OF INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL AND CERTAIN OTHER DAMAGES. To the maximum extent
permitted by applicable law, in no event shall Microsoft or its suppliers be liable for any special, incidental, punitive,
indirect, or consequential damages whatsoever (including, but not limited to, damages for loss of profits or confidential or
other information, for business interruption, for personal injury, for loss of privacy, for failure to meet any duty including of
good faith or of reasonable care, for negligence, and for any other pecuniary or other loss whatsoever) arising out of or in
any way related to the use of or inability to use the SOFTWARE, the provision of or failure to provide Support OR OTHER
Services, informatIon, software, and related CONTENT through the software or otherwise arising out of the use of the
software, or otherwise under or in connection with any provision of this EULA, even in the event of the fault, tort (including
negligence), misrepresentation, strict liability, breach of contract or breach of warranty of Microsoft or any supplier, and
even if Microsoft or any supplier has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
22. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY AND REMEDIES. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY DAMAGES THAT YOU MIGHT INCUR
FOR ANY REASON WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ALL DAMAGES REFERENCED HEREIN
AND ALL DIRECT OR GENERAL DAMAGES IN CONTRACT OR ANYTHING ELSE), THE ENTIRE LIABILITY OF
MICROSOFT AND ANY OF ITS SUPPLIERS UNDER ANY PROVISION OF THIS EULA AND YOUR EXCLUSIVE
REMEDY HEREUNDER (EXCEPT FOR ANY REMEDY OF REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT ELECTED BY MICROSOFT
WITH RESPECT TO ANY BREACH OF THE LIMITED WARRANTY) SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE GREATER OF
THE ACTUAL DAMAGES YOU INCUR IN REASONABLE RELIANCE ON THE SOFTWARE UP TO THE AMOUNT
ACTUALLY PAID BY YOU FOR THE SOFTWARE OR US$5.00. THE FOREGOING LIMITATIONS, EXCLUSIONS AND
DISCLAIMERS (INCLUDING SECTIONS 19, 20, AND 21) SHALL APPLY TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW, EVEN IF ANY REMEDY FAILS ITS ESSENTIAL PURPOSE.
20. U.S. GOVERNMENT LICENSE RIGHTS. All Software provided to the U.S. Government pursuant to solicitations
issued on or after December 1, 1995 is provided with the commercial license rights and restrictions described elsewhere
herein. All Software provided to the U.S. Government pursuant to solicitations issued prior to December 1, 1995 is
provided with “Restricted Rights” as provided for in FAR, 48 CFR 52.227-14 (JUNE 1987) or DFAR, 48 CFR 252.227-7013
(OCT 1988), as applicable.
21. APPLICABLE LAW. If you acquired this Software in the United States, this EULA is governed by the laws of the State
of Washington. If you acquired this Software in Canada, unless expressly prohibited by local law, this EULA is governed
by the laws in force in the Province of Ontario, Canada; and, in respect of any dispute which may arise hereunder, you
consent to the jurisdiction of the federal and provincial courts sitting in Toronto, Ontario. If you acquired this Software in
the European Union, Iceland, Norway, or Switzerland, then local law applies. If you acquired this Software in any other
country, then local law may apply.
22. ENTIRE AGREEMENT; SEVERABILITY. This EULA (including any addendum or amendment to this EULA which
is included with the Software) are the entire agreement between you and Microsoft relating to the Software and the
support services (if any) and they supersede all prior or contemporaneous oral or written communications, proposals and
representations with respect to the Software or any other subject matter covered by this EULA. To the extent the terms of
any Microsoft policies or programs for support services conflict with the terms of this EULA, the terms of this EULA shall
control. If any provision of this EULA is held to be void, invalid, unenforceable or illegal, the other provisions shall continue
in full force and effect.
Si vous avez acquis votre produit Microsoft au CANADA, la garantie limitÉe suivante s’applique :
GARANTIE LIMITÉE Sauf le Logiciel AutorisÉ qui est fourni « comme telles, » Microsoft garantit que le Logiciel
fonctionnera conformÉment aux documents inclus pendant une pÉriode de 90 jours suivant la date de rÉception.
Si une garantie ou condition implicite est crÉÉe par votre État ou votre territoire et qu’une loi fÉdÉrale ou provinciale ou
d’un État en interdit le dÉni, vous jouissez Également d’une garantie ou condition implicite, MAIS UNIQUEMENT POUR
LES DÉFAUTS DÉCOUVERTS DURANT LA PÉRIODE DE LA PRÉSENTE GARANTIE LIMITÉE (QUATRE-VINGT-
DIX JOURS). IL N’Y A AUCUNE GARANTIE OU CONDITION DE QUELQUE NATURE QUE CE SOIT QUANT AUX
DÉFAUTS DÉCOUVERTS APRÈS CETTE PÉRIODE DE QUATRE-VINGT-DIX JOURS. Certains États ou territoires ne
permettent pas de limiter la durÉe d’une garantie ou condition implicite de sorte que la limitation cidessus peut ne pas
s’appliquer à vous.
Tous les supplÉments ou toutes les mises à jour relatifs au Logiciel, notamment, les ensembles de services ou les
rÉparations à chaud (le cas ÉchÉant) qui vous sont fournis après l’expiration de la pÉriode de quatre-vingt-dix jours de la
garantie limitÉe ne sont pas couverts par quelque garantie ou condition que ce soit, expresse, implicite ou en vertu de la
loi.
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LIMITATION DES RECOURS; ABSENCE DE DOMMAGES INDIRECTS OU AUTRES. Votre recours exclusif pour toute
violation de la prÉsente garantie limitÉe est dÉcrit ciaprès. Sauf pour tout remboursement au choix de Microsoft, si le
Logiciel ne respecte pas la garantie limitÉe de Microsoft et, dans la mesure maximale permise par les lois applicables,
même si tout recours n’atteint pas son but essentiel, VOUS N’AVEZ DROIT À AUCUNS DOMMAGES, NOTAMMENT
DES DOMMAGES INDIRECTS. Les termes de la clause «Exclusion des dommages accessoires, indirects et de certains
autres dommages » sont Également intÉgrÉes à la prÉsente garantie limitÉe. Certains États ou territoires ne permettent
pas l’exclusion ou la limitation des dommages indirects ou accessoires de sorte que la limitation ou l’exclusion cidessus
peut ne pas s’appliquer à vous. La prÉsente garantie limitÉe vous donne des droits lÉgaux spÉcifiques. Vous pouvez
avoir d’autres droits qui peuvent varier d’un territoire ou d’un État à un autre. VOTRE RECOURS EXCLUSIF. La seule
responsabilitÉ obligation de Microsoft et de ses fournisseurs et votre recours exclusif pour toute violation de la prÉsente
garantie limitÉe ou pour toute autre violation du prÉsent contrat ou pour toute autre responsabilitÉ relative au Logiciel
seront, selon le choix de Microsoft exercÉ de temps à autre sous rÉserve de toute loi applicable, a) le remboursement
du prix payÉ, le cas ÉchÉant, pour le Logiciel ou b) la rÉparation ou le remplacement du Logiciel qui ne respecte pas la
prÉsente garantie limitÉe et qui est retournÉ à Microsoft avec une copie de votre reçu. Vous recevrez la compensation
choisie par Microsoft, sans frais, sauf que vous êtes responsable des dÉpenses que vous pourriez engager (p. ex., les
frais d’envoi du Logiciel à Microsoft). La prÉsente garantie limitÉe est nulle si la dÉfectuositÉ du Logiciel est causÉe par
un accident, un usage abusif, une mauvaise application, un usage anormal ou un virus. Tout Logiciel de remplacement
sera garanti pour le reste de la pÉriode initiale de la garantie ou pendant trente (30) jours, selon la plus longue entre
ces deux pÉriodes. À l’extÉrieur des États-Unis ou du Canada, ces recours ou l’un quelconque des services de soutien
technique offerts par Microsoft ne sont pas disponibles sans preuve d’achat d’une source internationale autorisÉe. Pour
exercer votre recours, vous devez communiquer avec Microsoft et vous adresser au Microsoft Sales Information Center/
One Microsoft Way/Redmond, WA 98052-6399, ou à la filiale de Microsoft de votre pays.
DÉNI DE GARANTIES. La garantie limitÉe qui apparaît ci-dessus constitue la seule garantie expresse qui vous
est donnÉe et remplace toutes autres garanties expresses (s’il en est) crÉes par une publicitÉ, un document, un
emballage ou une autre communication. SAUF EN CE QUI A TRAIT À LA GARANTIE LIMITÉE ET DANS LA MESURE
MAXIMALE PERMISE PAR LES LOIS APPLICABLES, LE LOGICIEL ET LES SERVICES DE SOUTIEN TECHNIQUE
(LE CAS ÉCHÉANT) SONT FOURNIS TELS QUELS ET AVEC TOUS LES DÉFAUTS PAR MICROSOFT ET SES
FOURNISSEURS, LESQUELS PAR LES PRÉSENTES DÉNIENT TOUTES AUTRES GARANTIES ET CONDITIONS
EXPRESSES, IMPLICITES OU EN VERTU DE LA LOI, NOTAMMENT, MAIS SANS LIMITATION, (LE CAS ÉCHÉANT)
LES GARANTIES, DEVOIRS OU CONDITIONS IMPLICITES DE QUALITÉ MARCHANDE, D’ADAPTATION À UNE FIN
PARTICULIÈRE, DE FIABILITÉ OU DE DISPONIBILITÉ, D’EXACTITUDE OU D’EXHAUSTIVITÉ DES RÉPONSES,
DES RÉSULTATS, DES EFFORTS DÉPLOYÉS SELON LES RÈGLES DE L’ART, D’ABSENCE DE VIRUS ET
D’ABSENCE DE NÉGLIGENCE, LE TOUT À L’ÉGARD DU LOGICIEL ET DE LA PRESTATION OU DE L’OMISSION
DE LA PRESTATION DES SERVICES DE SOUTIEN TECHNIQUE OU À L’ÉGARD DE LA FOURNITURE OU DE
L’OMISSION DE LA FOURNITURE DE TOUS AUTRES SERVICES, RENSEIGNEMENTS, LOGICIELS, ET CONTENU
QUI S’Y RAPPORTE GRÂCE AU LOGICIEL OU PROVENANT AUTREMENT DE L’UTILISATION DU LOGICIEL . PAR
AILLEURS, IL N’Y A AUCUNE GARANTIE OU CONDITION QUANT AU TITRE DE PROPRIÉTÉ, À LA JOUISSANCE
OU LA POSSESSION PAISIBLE, À LA CONCORDANCE À UNE DESCRIPTION NI QUANT À UNE ABSENCE DE
CONTREFAÇON CONCERNANT LE LOGICIEL.
EXCLUSION DES DOMMAGES ACCESSOIRES, INDIRECTS ET DE CERTAINS AUTRES DOMMAGES. DANS
LA MESURE MAXIMALE PERMISE PAR LES LOIS APPLICABLES, EN AUCUN CAS MICROSOFT OU SES
FOURNISSEURS NE SERONT RESPONSABLES DES DOMMAGES SPÉCIAUX, CONSÉCUTIFS, ACCESSOIRES
OU INDIRECTS DE QUELQUE NATURE QUE CE SOIT (NOTAMMENT, LES DOMMAGES À L’ÉGARD DU MANQUE
À GAGNER OU DE LA DIVULGATION DE RENSEIGNEMENTS CONFIDENTIELS OU AUTRES, DE LA PERTE
D’EXPLOITATION, DE BLESSURES CORPORELLES, DE LA VIOLATION DE LA VIE PRIVÉE, DE L’OMISSION DE
REMPLIR TOUT DEVOIR, Y COMPRIS D’AGIR DE BONNE FOI OU D’EXERCER UN SOIN RAISONNABLE, DE LA
NÉGLIGENCE ET DE TOUTE AUTRE PERTE PÉCUNIAIRE OU AUTRE PERTE DE QUELQUE NATURE QUE CE
SOIT) SE RAPPORTANT DE QUELQUE MANIÈRE QUE CE SOIT À L’UTILISATION DU LOGICIEL OU À L’INCAPACITÉ
DE S’EN SERVIR, À LA PRESTATION OU À L’OMISSION DE LA PRESTATION DE SERVICES DE SOUTIEN
TECHNIQUE OU À LA FOURNITURE OU À L’OMISSION DE LA FOURNITURE DE TOUS AUTRES SERVICES,
RENSEIGNEMENTS, LOGICIELS, ET CONTENU QUI S’Y RAPPORTE GRÂCE AU LOGICIEL OU PROVENANT
AUTREMENT DE L’UTILISATION DU LOGICIEL OU AUTREMENT AUX TERMES DE TOUTE DISPOSITION DE LA
PRÉSENTE CONVENTION OU RELATIVEMENT À UNE TELLE DISPOSITION, MÊME EN CAS DE FAUTE, DE DÉLIT
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CIVIL (Y COMPRIS LA NÉGLIGENCE), DE RESPONSABILITÉ STRICTE, DE VIOLATION DE CONTRAT OU DE
VIOLATION DE GARANTIE DE MICROSOFT OU DE TOUT FOURNISSEUR ET MÊME SI MICROSOFT OU TOUT
FOURNISSEUR A ÉTÉ AVISÉ DE LA POSSIBILITÉ DE TELS DOMMAGES.
LIMITATION DE RESPONSABILITÉ ET RECOURS. MALGRÉ LES DOMMAGES QUE VOUS PUISSIEZ SUBIR
POUR QUELQUE MOTIF QUE CE SOIT (NOTAMMENT, MAIS SANS LIMITATION, TOUS LES DOMMAGES
SUSMENTIONNÉS ET TOUS LES DOMMAGES DIRECTS OU GÉNÉRAUX OU AUTRES), LA SEULE
RESPONSABILITÉ DE MICROSOFT ET DE L’UN OU L’AUTRE DE SES FOURNISSEURS AUX TERMES DE TOUTE
DISPOSITION DE LA PRÉSENTE CONVENTION ET VOTRE RECOURS EXCLUSIF À L’ÉGARD DE TOUT CE QUI
PRÉCÈDE (SAUF EN CE QUI CONCERNE TOUT RECOURS DE RÉPARATION OU DE REMPLACEMENT CHOISI
PAR MICROSOFT À L’ÉGARD DE TOUT MANQUEMENT À LA GARANTIE LIMITÉE) SE LIMITE AU PLUS ÉLEVÉ
ENTRE LES MONTANTS SUIVANTS : LE MONTANT QUE VOUS AVEZ RÉELLEMENT PAYÉ POUR LE LOGICIEL
OU 5,00 $US. LES LIMITES, EXCLUSIONS ET DÉNIS QUI PRÉCÈDENT (Y COMPRIS LES CLAUSES CI-DESSUS),
S’APPLIQUENT DANS LA MESURE MAXIMALE PERMISE PAR LES LOIS APPLICABLES, MÊME SI TOUT RECOURS
N’ATTEINT PAS SON BUT ESSENTIEL.
À moins que cela ne soit prohibÉ par le droit local applicable, la prÉsente Convention est rÉgie par les lois de la province
d’Ontario, Canada. Vous consentez à la compÉtence des tribunaux fÉdÉraux et provinciaux siÉgeant à Toronto, dans la
province d’Ontario.
Au cas où vous auriez des questions concernant cette licence ou que vous dÉsiriez vous mettre en rapport avec Microsoft
pour quelque raison que ce soit, veuillez utiliser l’information contenue dans le Logiciel pour contacter la filiale de
Microsoft desservant votre pays, ou visitez Microsoft sur le World Wide Web à http://www.microsoft.com.

The following MICROSOFT GUARANTEE applies to you if you acquired this Software in any other country:

Statutory rights not affected - The following guarantee is not restricted to any territory and does not affect any statutory
rights that you may have from your reseller or from Microsoft if you acquired the Software directly from Microsoft. If you
acquired the Software or any support services in Australia, New Zealand or Malaysia, please see the “Consumer rights”
section below.

The guarantee - The Software is designed and offered as a general-purpose software, not for any user’s particular
purpose. You accept that no Software is error free and you are strongly advised to back-up your files regularly. Provided
that you have a valid license, Microsoft guarantees that a) for a period of 90 days from the date of receipt of your license
to use the Software or the shortest period permitted by applicable law it will perform substantially in accordance with the
written materials that accompany the Software; and b) any support services provided by Microsoft shall be substantially as
described in applicable written materials provided to you by Microsoft and Microsoft support engineers will use reasonable
efforts, care and skill to solve any problem issues. In the event that the Software fails to comply with this guarantee,
Microsoft will either (a) repair or replace the Software or (b) return the price you paid. This guarantee is void if failure
of the Software results from accident, abuse or misapplication. Any replacement Software will be guaranteed for the
remainder of the original guarantee period or 30 days, whichever period is longer. You agree that the above guarantee is
your sole guarantee in relation to the Software and any support services.

Exclusion of All Other Terms - To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law and subject to the guarantee above,
Microsoft disclaims all warranties, conditions and other terms, either express or implied (whether by statute, common
law, collaterally or otherwise) including but not limited to implied warranties of satisfactory quality and fitness for particular
purpose with respect to the Software and the written materials that accompany the Software. Any implied warranties that
cannot be excluded are limited to 90 days or to the shortest period permitted by applicable law, whichever is greater.

Limitation of Liability - To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law and except as provided in the Microsoft
Guarantee, Microsoft and its suppliers shall not be liable for any damages whatsoever (including without limitation,
damages for loss of business profits, business interruption, loss of business information or other pecuniary loss) arising
out of the use or inability to use the Software, even if Microsoft has been advised of the possibility of such damages. In
any case Microsoft’s entire liability under any provision of this Agreement shall be limited to the amount actually paid by
you for the Software. These limitations do not apply to any liabilities that cannot be excluded or limited by applicable laws.

Consumer rights - Consumers in Australia, New Zealand or Malaysia may have the benefit of certain rights and remedies
by reason of the Trade Practices Act and similar state and territory laws in Australia, the Consumer Guarantees Act in
New Zealand and the Consumer Protection Act in Malaysia in respect of which liability cannot lawfully be modified or
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excluded. If you acquired the Software in New Zealand for the purposes of a business, you confirm that the Consumer
Guarantees Act does not apply. If you acquired the Software in Australia and if Microsoft breaches a condition or warranty
implied under any law which cannot lawfully be modified or excluded by this agreement then, to the extent permitted by
law, Microsoft’s liability is limited, at Microsoft’s option, to: (i) in the case of the Software: a) repairing or replacing the
Software; or b) the cost of such repair or replacement; and (ii) in the case of support services: a) re-supply of the services;
or b) the cost of having the services supplied again.

Should you have any questions concerning this EULA, or if you desire to contact Microsoft for any reason, please use the
address information enclosed in this Software to contact the Microsoft subsidiary serving your country or visit Microsoft on
the World Wide Web at http://www.microsoft.com.
===================================================================================================

VS.NET2003_redist.txt

The following list reflects all files available with Microsoft Visual Studio for redistribution; if you have acquired a Microsoft
developer tool product other than Visual Studio, such as Visual Basic, Visual C#, Visual J# or Visual C++, the files
available for redistribution with these other products are specific to such product and as such will be a subset of the
following list.

Visual C++ Runtime Files

The following merge modules have been provided for use when redistributing the Visual C++ runtime files. Redistributing
the merge modules is the recommended method for the redistribution of these files.

vc_user_atl71_rtl_x86_---.msm
atl71.dll (UNICODE)
atl71.dll (ANSI)

vc_user_crt71_rtl_x86_---.msm
msvcr71.dll

vc_user_mfc71_rtl_x86_---.msm
mfc71.dll
mfc71u.dll

vc_user_mfc71_loc_rtl_x86_---.msm
mfc71deu.dll
mfc71enu.dll
mfc71esp.dll
mfc71fra.dll
mfc71ita.dll
mfc71chs.dll
mfc71cht.dll
mfc71jpn.dll
mfc71kor.dll

vc_user_stl71_rtl_x86_---.msm
msvcp71.dll

GDIPlus.msm
gdiplus.dll

_____________________________________________________________

Microsoft.VisualBasic.Compatibility.dll

Microsoft.VisualBasic.Compatibility.Data.dll

_____________________________________________________________
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The following files may be redistributed as needed for the sole purpose of debugging deployed applications. It is not
recommended that these files be redistributed along with applications. Merge modules have not been provided for the
redistribution of these files.
mfc71.pdb
mfc71u.pdb
atl71.pdb
msvcp71.pdb
msvcr71.pdb
_____________________________________________________________

ActiveX Controls

msmask32_X86.msm

msmask32_X86_ENU.msm

VB_Control_mschart_RTL_X86_---.msm

VB_Control_mschart_RTL_X86_ENU.msm

_____________________________________________________________
WMI_DECOUPLED_PROVIDER_RTL_X86_---.msm
Wmidcad.dll
wbemDC.dll

WMIUTILS_RTL_X86_ENU.msm
wmiutils.dll

_____________________________________________________________
adodb.dll
microsoft.mshtml.dll
microsoft.stdformat.dll
msdatasrc.dll
stdole.dll

_____________________________________________________________
Smart Device Extentions Files

vsd_setup.dll

_____________________________________________________________
.NET Framework Files

dotnetfx.exe
langpack.exe
_____________________________________________________________
.NET Compact Framework Files

netcf.all.wce4.armv4.cab
netcf.all.wce4.armv4t.cab
netcf.all.wce4.mips16.cab
netcf.all.wce4.mipsii.cab
netcf.all.wce4.mipsii_fp.cab
netcf.all.wce4.mipsiv.cab
netcf.all.wce4.mipsiv_fp.cab
netcf.all.wce4.sh3.cab
netcf.all.wce4.sh4.cab
netcf.all.wce4.x86.cab
netcf.core.ppc3.arm.cab
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netcf.core.ppc3.mips.cab
netcf.core.ppc3.sh3.cab
netcf.core.ppc3.x86.cab
netcf.core.wce4.armv4.cab
netcf.core.wce4.armv4t.cab
netcf.core.wce4.mips16.cab
netcf.core.wce4.mipsii.cab
netcf.core.wce4.mipsii_fp.cab
netcf.core.wce4.mipsiv.cab
netcf.core.wce4.mipsiv_fp.cab
netcf.core.wce4.sh3.cab
netcf.core.wce4.sh4.cab
netcf.core.wce4.x86.cab
System_SR_chs.CAB
System_SR_cht.CAB
System_SR_de.CAB
System_SR_enu.CAB
System_SR_es.CAB
System_SR_fr.CAB
System_SR_it.CAB
System_SR_ja.CAB
System_SR_ko.CAB

_____________________________________________________________
The following files are required to install MSDE 2000 SP3. For information regarding MSDE redistribution rights refer to
your Visual Studio .NET license agreement.

required:
sqlrun01.msi
sqlrun02.msi
sqlrun03.msi
sqlrun04.msi
sqlrun05.msi
sqlrun06.msi
sqlrun07.msi
sqlrun08.msi
sqlrun09.msi
sqlrun10.msi
sqlrun11.msi
sqlrun12.msi
sqlrun13.msi
sqlrun14.msi
sqlrun15.msi
sqlrun16.msi
SqlRun01P.msp
SqlRun02P.msp
SqlRun03P.msp
SqlRun04P.msp
SqlRun05P.msp
SqlRun06P.msp
SqlRun07P.msp
SqlRun08P.msp
SqlRun09P.msp
SqlRun10P.msp
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SqlRun11P.msp
SqlRun12P.msp
SqlRun13P.msp
SqlRun14P.msp
SqlRun15P.msp
SqlRun16P.msp
sqlrun.cab
setup.exe
setup.rll
sqlresld.dll
optional:
setup.ini
readme.txt
sp3readme.htm

_____________________________________________________________

MDAC_typ.exe
sqlxmlx.rll
odbcint.dll
odbctrac.dll
odbcconf.rsp
msorcl32.dll
msorc32r.dll
odbcp32r.dll
mscpx32r.dll
mscpxl32.dll
msxml3.dll
msxml3r.dll
dbmsvinn.dll
sqlxmlx.dll
odbccp32.dll
sqloledb.dll
sqloledb.rll
sqlsoldb.chm
msdaosp.dll
msdaps.dll
msdatl3.dll
msxactps.dll
mtxoci7x_win2k.reg
mtxoci7x_winnt.reg
mtxoci80_win2k.reg
mtxoci80_winnt.reg
msxml3a.dll
sqlclnt.rsp
instcat.sql
cliconfg.exe
dbnetlib.dll
dbnmpntw.dll
sqlunirl.dll
dbmsgnet.dll
dbmsadsn.dll
odbcbcp.dll
sqlsodbc.chm
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sqlsrv32.dll
sqlsrv32.rll
odbccu32.dll
mdaccore.rsp
odbccr32.dll
odbcconf.exe
odbcconf.dll
ds32gt.dll
simpdata.tlb
msdart.dll
msdatsrc.tlb
odbc32.dll
odbc32gt.dll
odbcad32.exe
odbccp32.cpl
newudl.reg
redist.rsp
oledb32r.dll
mtxoci81_win2k.reg
mdacreadme.htm
msader15.dll
msado15.dll
msadomd.dll
msador15.dll
msadox.dll
msadrh15.dll
msado20.tlb
msado21.tlb
msado25.tlb
adojavas.inc
msjro.dll
msdfmap.dll
msdaenum.dll
msdaer.dll
oledbjvs.inc
msdaora.dll
oledbvbs.inc
msdasc.dll
msdadc.dll
msdasql.dll
msdasqlr.dll
msdatt.dll
msdaurl.dll
msado26.tlb
msadcer.dll
msdaorar.dll
nonewudl.reg
oledb32.dll
odbcinst.ini
schedlgu.txt
odbc.ini
cliconfg.dll
cliconf.chm
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cliconfg.rll
dbmsrpcn.dll
muisetup.exe
adovbs.inc
msadce.dll
mtxoci81_winnt.reg
msadcf.dll
msadcfr.dll
msadco.dll
msadcor.dll
msadcs.dll
msadds.dll
msaddsr.dll
msdaprsr.dll
msdaprst.dll
msdarem.dll
msdaremr.dll
mui.inf

_____________________________________________________

Microsoft Visual J# .NET

Microsoft Visual J# .NET is a development tool that developers who are familiar with the java-language syntax can use to
build applications and services on the .NET Framework. It integrates the java-language syntax into the Visual Studio .NET
shell. Microsoft Visual J# .NET also supports the functionality found in VJ++ 6.0 including Microsoft extensions. Microsoft
Visual J# .NET is not a tool for developing applications intended to run on a Java Virtual Machine. Applications and
services built with Visual J# .NET will run only in the .NET Framework. Microsoft Visual J# .NET Redistributable Package
is the redistributable package for Microsoft Visual J# .NET. The Redistributable Package will only run applications
and services developed with Microsoft Visual J# .NET; Java-language applications written with other Java-language
development tools will not run with the Microsoft Visual J# .NET Redistributable Package. Visual J# .NET and Microsoft
Visual J# .NET Redistributable Package have been independently developed by Microsoft, and are not endorsed or
approved by Sun Microsystems, Inc.

The following list of files is available with Microsoft Visual J# .NET for redistribution:

vjredist.exe
vjredist-lp.exe

dw15.exe
vjc.exe
vjc.exe.config
vjsc.dll
vjscor.dll
VJSharpCodeProvider.DLL
vjslib.dll
vjslib.tlb
vjslibcw.dll
vjsnativ.dll
vjswfc.dll
vjswfc.tlb
VJSWfcBrowserStubLib.dll
vjswfccw.dll
VJSWfcHost.dll
vjswfchtml.dll
dwintl.dll
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vjscui.dll
vjslibui.dll
VJSharpSxS10.dll

---------------------------------
Visual Studio 6.0 SP5 Redistributables 6.0

visual studio.txt

END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR MICROSOFT SOFTWARE

IMPORTANT-READ CAREFULLY: This Microsoft End-User License Agreement ("EULA") is a legal agreement between
you (either an individual or a single entity) and Microsoft Corporation for the Microsoft software product(s) accompanying
this EULA, which include(s) computer software and may include "online" or electronic documentation, associated media,
and printed materials ("SOFTWARE PRODUCT"). By installing, copying, or otherwise using the SOFTWARE PRODUCT
or any UPDATES (as defined below), you agree to be bound by the terms of this EULA. If you do not agree to the terms
of this EULA, do not install, copy, or otherwise use the SOFTWARE PRODUCT; you may, however, return it to your place
of purchase for a full refund. In addition, by installing, copying, or otherwise using any updates or other components of the
SOFTWARE PRODUCT that you receive separately as part of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT ("UPDATES"), you agree to
be bound by any additional license terms that accompany such UPDATES. If you do not agree to the additional license
terms that accompany such UPDATES, you may not install, copy, or otherwise use such UPDATES.

SOFTWARE PRODUCT LICENSE
The SOFTWARE PRODUCT is protected by copyright laws and international copyright treaties, as well as other
intellectual property laws and treaties. The SOFTWARE PRODUCT is licensed, not sold. NOTE: The terms of a printed,
paper EULA which may accompany the SOFTWARE PRODUCT supersede the terms of any on-screen EULA found
within the SOFTWARE PRODUCT.

1. LICENSE TO USE SOFTWARE PRODUCT.
1.1 General License Grant. Microsoft grants to you as an individual, a personal, nonexclusive license to make and
use copies of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT for the sole purposes of designing, developing, and testing your software
product(s) that are designed to operate in conjunction with any Microsoft operating system product. You may install copies
of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT on an unlimited number of computers provided that you are the only individual using
the SOFTWARE PRODUCT. If you are an entity, Microsoft grants you the right to designate one individual within your
organization to have the sole right to use the SOFTWARE PRODUCT in the manner provided above.
1.2 Documentation. This EULA grants you, as an individual, a personal, nonexclusive license to make and use an
unlimited number of copies of any documentation, provided that such copies shall be used only for personal purposes and
are not to be republished or distributed (either in hard copy or electronic form) beyond the user's premises and with the
following exception: you may use documentation identified in the MSDN Library portion of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT
as the file format specification for Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Access, and/or Microsoft PowerPoint ("File
Format Documentation") solely in connection with your development of software product(s) that operate in conjunction
with Windows or Windows NT that are not general purpose word processing, spreadsheet, or database management
software products or an integrated work or product suite whose components include one or more general purpose
word processing, spreadsheet, or database management software products. Note: A product that includes limited word
processing, spreadsheet, or database components along with other components that provide significant and primary
value, such as an accounting product with limited spreadsheet capability, is not considered to be a "general purpose"
product.
1.3 Storage/Network Use. You may also store or install a copy of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT on a storage device, such
as a network server, used only to install or run the SOFTWARE PRODUCT on computers used by a licensed end user in
accordance with Section 1.1. A single license for the SOFTWARE PRODUCT may not be shared or used concurrently by
other end users.
1.4 Visual Studio-Effect of EULA. This Section 1.4 also applies if the SOFTWARE PRODUCT is Microsoft Visual Studio,
a suite of development tools and other software programs (each such tool or software program, a "Component").
Components that you receive as part of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT may include a separate end-user license agreement
(each, a "Component EULA"). Except as provided in Section 7, in the event of inconsistencies between this EULA and
any Component EULA, the terms of this EULA shall control.
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1.5 Microsoft Internet Explorer. You may make and use copies of the Microsoft Internet Explorer for use on all computers
for which you have a validly licensed copy of Microsoft operating system products.

2. MICROSOFT BACKOFFICE SERVER DEVELOPER EDITION COMPONENTS. The SOFTWARE PRODUCT may
include certain of Microsoft BackOffice Server (collectively, the "BackOffice Components").
2.1 Installation and Grant of License. The BackOffice Components consist of software programs that provide services
on a computer called a server ("Server Software; the computer running the Server Software shall be referred to as the
"Server") and software programs that allow a computer or workstation to access or utilize the services provided by the
Server Software ("Client Software"). You may make, use and install the Server Software and the Client Software on an
unlimited number of computers solely in accordance with Section 1. The media on which the Server Software resides may
contain several versions of the Server Software, each of which is compatible with a different microprocessor architecture
(such as the x86 architecture or various RISC architectures). You may install the Server Software for use with only one of
those architectures at any given time. The Server Software may not be used as the software on the server that supports
your development of software product(s) (e.g., as a repository for source code). The components of the Server Software
may only be used on one and the same Server. A maximum of ten (10) simultaneous connections may be made to access
the services of the Server. (Note: See exception to this limitation for Microsoft SQL Server described below in Section
2.2.3).
2.2 ADDITIONAL RIGHTS AND RESTRICTIONS.
2.2.1 Microsoft SNA Server. The 3270 and 5250 terminal emulation applets and the ODBC/DRDA driver provided with
SNA Server are licensed for use only by one user per licensed SNA Server.
2.2.2 Microsoft Exchange Server. Microsoft Exchange Server includes Microsoft Schedule+ ("Schedule+"), Forms
Designers ("Forms Designers"), and Sample Applications ("Sample Applications"). Schedule+, the Forms Designers, and
Sample Applications may only be installed and used in conjunction with the Microsoft Client Software. Microsoft Exchange
Server also includes Source Extractor software, for migrating data from other electronic mail software; Administrator
software; and Microsoft Mail Connector software. The Source Extractor, Administrator, and Microsoft Mail Connector
programs contain components that may be installed on additional machines. Microsoft grants to you the additional right
to modify the source code version of the Source Extractor programs. Such programs may only be used to migrate data to
Microsoft Exchange Server.
2.2.3 Microsoft SQL Server. Notwithstanding Section 1.1, solely with respect to the Microsoft SQL Server portion of the
BackOffice Components, the following additional rights apply: (a) a maximum of five users may access and use the Server
Software for the sole purposes of designing, developing, and testing your software product(s) that are designed to operate
in conjunction with Microsoft SQL Server; and (b) an unlimited number of simultaneous connections may be made to
access the services of the Microsoft SQL Server Server Software.

3. REDISTRIBUTABLE CODE-ADDITIONAL LICENSE RIGHTS. In addition to the rights granted in Section 1, certain
portions of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT, as described in this Section 3, are provided to you with additional license rights
provided that you comply with the terms of Section 4.1.
3.1 Sample Code. Microsoft grants you the right to use and modify the source code version of those portions of the
SOFTWARE PRODUCT identified as "Samples" in REDIST.TXT or elsewhere in the SOFTWARE PRODUCT ("Sample
Code") for the sole purposes of designing, developing, and testing your software product(s), and to reproduce and
distribute the Sample Code, along with any modifications thereof, only in object code form.
3.2 Redistributable Code-Standard. Microsoft grants you a nonexclusive, royalty-free right to reproduce and distribute
the object code form of any portion of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT listed in REDIST.TXT ("Redistributable Code").
NOTE: certain Redistributable Code may be subject to the restrictions in Section 3.3 if it is also identified as "Limited Use
Redistributable Code."
3.3 Redistributable Code-Limited Use. Provided that you ALSO comply with the terms of Section 4.1.3, Microsoft
grants you a nonexclusive, royalty-free right to reproduce and distribute the object code form of those portions of the
SOFTWARE PRODUCT listed in REDIST.TXT as Limited Use Redistributable Code ("Limited Use Redistributable Code").
3.4 Redistributable Code-Microsoft Exchange-Note Regarding the Use of the Sample Applications and Outlook Web
Access Software.
3.4.1 Sample Applications. Provided that you comply with the terms of Section 4.1.1, Microsoft grants you the
nonexclusive, royalty-free right to use and modify the source code version of the Sample Applications and to reproduce
and distribute the object code versions of such modifications in conjunction with your application that utilizes the services
of Microsoft Exchange Server.
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3.4.2 Outlook Web Access Software ("OWA Software"). Microsoft grants you the nonexclusive, royalty-free right to use,
customize, reproduce and distribute the OWA Software, provided that (a) you comply with the terms of Section 4.1.1;
and (b) you include an end-user license agreement with the OWA Software that grants a limited license to use the OWA
Software and otherwise protects Microsoft's and its suppliers' intellectual property rights in the OWA Software.
3.5 Redistributable Code-Microsoft SQL Server-Note Regarding the Use of Run-Time Software. Provided that you comply
with the terms of Section 4.1.1, Microsoft grants you the nonexclusive, royalty-free right to reproduce and distribute
those DB-Library, Net-Library, and ODBC files required for run-time execution of compiled applications ("SQL Run-Time
Files") in conjunction with and as a part of your application software product that is created using the Microsoft SQL
Server Software ("SQL Application"), provided that if your SQL Application contains ODBC Run-Time Files: (a) your SQL
Application must operate in conjunction with Microsoft SQL Server; and (b) you agree to distribute all ODBC components
specified in the Readme file in conjunction with your SQL Application.
3.6 Redistributable Code-Site Server Software Development Kits ("Site Server SDK Software"). Microsoft grants you
the nonexclusive, royalty-free right to install and use copies of the Site Server SDK Software on one or more computers
located at your premises solely for the purpose of designing, developing, and testing your applications that work in
conjunction with Microsoft Site Server. You may modify the Site Server Sample Code to design, develop, and test your
applications. For the purposes of this Section 3.6, "Site Server Sample Code" shall mean the sample source, HTML,
and Active Server Pages (ASP) code located in Site Server "SDK" and "samples" directories. Portions of Site Server
are designated as "Redistributable Code." The text files named REDIST.TXT and LICENSE.TXT located in the Site
Server portion of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT, describe the distribution rights associated with each file of the Site Server
Redistributable Code.
3.7 Redistributable Code-SNA Server Development Software. Microsoft grants you the following nonexclusive, royalty-
free right to install and use copies of the OLE DB Data Provider for VSAM and AS/400 ("OLE DB Provider") and/or the
COM Transaction Integrator for CICS and IMS ("COM Transaction Integrator") on one or more computers located at
your premises solely for the purpose of designing, developing, and testing your applications that work in conjunction
with Microsoft SNA Server. Portions of the SNA Server portion of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT are also designated
as "Redistributable Code." The text file named REDIS.TXT in the SNA Server portion of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT
contains a list of such files, as well as the distribution rights associated with the SNA Server Redistributable Code.
3.8 Redistributable Code-Visual C++ and Visual Studio: Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC), Template Libraries (ATL),
and C runtimes (CRTs). If this EULA accompanies Visual C++ or Visual Studio, then in addition to the rights granted in
Section 1, Microsoft grants you the right to use and modify the source code version of those portions of the SOFTWARE
PRODUCT that are identified as MFC, ATL, or CRTs (collectively, the "VC Redistributables"), for the sole purposes of
designing, developing, and testing your software product(s). Provided you comply with Section 4.1 and you rename any
files created by you that are
included in the Licensed Product (defined below), Microsoft grants you a nonexclusive, royalty-free right to reproduce and
distribute the object code version of the VC Redistributables, including any modifications you make. For purposes of this
section, "modifications" shall mean enhancements to the functionality of the VC Redistributables.

4. DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS; LICENSE RESTRICTIONS.
4.1 General. The SOFTWARE PRODUCT may contain up to three categories of redistributable code, any redistribution of
which by you requires compliance with the following terms.
4.1.1. Redistributable Code-Standard. If you are authorized and choose to redistribute Sample Code, Redistributable
Code, Limited Use Redistributable Code, Sample Applications, and/or SQL Run-Time Files (collectively, the
"Redistributables") as described in Section 3, you agree to: (a) distribute the Redistributables in object code only in
conjunction with and as a part of a software application product developed by you using the product accompanying
this EULA that adds significant and primary functionality to the SOFTWARE PRODUCT ("Licensed Product"); (b) not
use Microsoft's name, logo, or trademarks to market the Licensed Product; (c) include a valid copyright notice on the
Licensed Product; (d) indemnify, hold harmless, and defend Microsoft from and against any claims or lawsuits, including
attorney's fees, that arise or result from the use or distribution of the Licensed Product; (e) include "Copyright Microsoft
Systems Journal" in all Microsoft Systems Journal (MSJ) code used within your program(s); (f) otherwise comply with
the terms of this EULA; and (g) agree that Microsoft reserves all rights not expressly granted. You also agree not to
permit further distribution of the Redistributables by your end users except: (1) you may permit further redistribution of the
Redistributables by your distributors to your end-user customers if your distributors only distribute the Redistributables
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in conjunction with, and as part of, the Licensed Product and you and your distributors comply with all other terms of this
EULA; and (2) in the manner described in Section 4.1.2.
4.1.2 Redistributable Code-Extended Use. Visual Basic, Visual C++, Visual J++, and Visual Studio. If this EULA
accompanies any of the Microsoft products listed in the heading of this subsection, you may permit your end users to
reproduce and distribute the object code form of certain portions of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT (as listed in REDIST.TXT
as "Extended Use Redistributable Code") only in conjunction with and part of a Licensed Product and/or Web page that
adds significant and primary functionality to the Extended Use Redistributable Code. (NOTE: The foregoing license grant
does not apply to files designated as Dbgrid.ocx and Graph32.ocx). You are authorized to exercise the foregoing rights
provided that:
(a) you comply with Section 4.1.1, and
(b) your end user agrees to: (i) distribute the Extended Use Redistributable Code in object code only in conjunction
with and as a part of a software application product developed by them that adds significant and primary functionality
to the Extended Use Redistributable Code; (ii) not use Microsoft's name, logo, or trademarks to market the End-User
Application; (iii) include a valid copyright notice on the End-User Application; (iv) indemnify, hold harmless, and defend
Microsoft from and against any claims or lawsuits, including attorney's fees, that arise or result from the use or distribution
of the End-User Application; and (v) not permit further distribution of the Extended Use Redistributable Code by the user
of the End-User Application.
4.1.3 Redistributable Code-Limited Use. If you are authorized and choose to redistribute Limited Use Redistributable
Code, in addition to the terms of Section 4.1.1, you must also comply with the following (as applicable to the
corresponding portions of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT identified in REDIST.TXT as Limited Use Redistributable Code).
4.1.3.1 "Jet" Files. If you redistribute the "Jet Files" (as identified in the SOFTWARE PRODUCT ) you agree to comply
with the following additional requirements: (a) your Licensed Product shall not substantially duplicate the capabilities of
Microsoft Access or, in the reasonable opinion of Microsoft, compete with same; and (b) unless your Licensed Product
requires your customers to license Microsoft Access in order to operate, you shall not reproduce or use any of the
Jet Files for commercial distribution in conjunction with a general purpose word processing, spreadsheet or database
management software product, or an integrated work or product suite whose components include a general purpose word
processing, spreadsheet, or database management software product except for the exclusive use of importing data to the
various formats supported by Microsoft Access. Note: A product that includes limited word processing, spreadsheet or
database components along with other components which provide significant and primary value, such as an accounting
product with limited spreadsheet capability, is not considered to be a "general purpose" product.
4.1.3.2 Microsoft Data Access Components. If you redistribute the Microsoft Data Access Component file identified
as MDAC_TYP.EXE, you also agree to redistribute such file in object code only in conjunction with and as a part of
a Licensed Product developed by you with a Microsoft development tool product that adds significant and primary
functionality to MDAC_TYP.EXE.

5. MICROSOFT WINDOWS NT OPTION PACK COMPONENTS. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in
this EULA, solely for those portions of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT identified as the Microsoft Windows NT Option Pack
Components, the following provisions apply. Note that your use of the Microsoft Windows NT Option Pack Components
is (a) subject to your prior acquisition of a validly licensed copy of certain Microsoft operating system or server products;
and (b) all capitalized terms in this Section 5 refer to those terms as defined in the end user license agreement for the
Windows NT Option Pack Component referenced in the respective paragraphs of this Section (all such terms are noted in
brackets):
5.1 IF YOU USE THE SOFTWARE COMPONENTS AS PART OF MICROSOFT WINDOWS NT SERVER 4.0,
MICROSOFT WINDOWS NT SERVER ENTERPRISE EDITION 4.0 OR MICROSOFT BACKOFFICE 2.5, THE
FOLLOWING TERMS APPLY TO YOU:
NOTE: IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A VALID LICENSE FOR MICROSOFT WINDOWS NT SERVER 4.0, MICROSOFT
WINDOWS NT SERVER ENTERPRISE EDITION 4.0, OR MICROSOFT BACKOFFICE 2.5, YOU ARE NOT
AUTHORIZED TO INSTALL, COPY OR OTHERWISE USE THE WINDOWS NT SOFTWARE COMPONENTS.
FOR PURPOSES OF THIS SECTION 5.1, THE "WINDOWS NT SOFTWARE COMPONENTS" SHALL MEAN THE
FOLLOWING SOFTWARE COMPONENTS: MICROSOFT MESSAGE QUEUE SERVER, MICROSOFT TRANSACTION
SERVER, MICROSOFT INTERNET INFORMATION SERVER AND THE INTERNET CONNECTION SERVICES FOR
MICROSOFT REMOTE ACCESS SERVICE. EVEN IF YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO USE THE WINDOWS NT SOFTWARE
COMPONENTS, YOU DO NOT HAVE ANY RIGHT TO INSTALL, COPY OR OTHERWISE USE ANY OF THE OTHER
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WINDOWS NT OPTION PACK COMPONENTS, UNLESS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN A DIFFERENT PARAGRAPH OF
THIS SECTION.
5.1.1 General. The Windows NT Software Components contain server software and client software which are deemed
part of the [Server Software] and [Client Software], respectively, of Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 (either as a
standalone product or as a component of Microsoft BackOffice) or Microsoft Windows NT Server, Enterprise Edition 4.0,
as applicable. If you have a valid license for Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0, Microsoft Windows NT Server Enterprise
Edition 4.0 or Microsoft BackOffice 2.5 (each referred to individually as a ["SOFTWARE PRODUCT"]), you are authorized
to use the Windows NT Software Components under the terms and conditions of the EULA applicable to such product,
except as set forth herein.
5.1.2 For Microsoft Windows NT Server-Client Access. In addition to the [Client Access] requirements currently set forth in
the applicable EULA, you need a separate [Client Access License] for Windows NT Server in order to access or otherwise
utilize the following Windows NT Server basic network/application services or [Server Software] components: Microsoft
Message Queue Server (sending or receiving messages from
Microsoft Message Queue Server), Microsoft Transaction Server (invoking component-based applications managed
by Microsoft Transaction Server), and Remote Access Service (accessing the server from a remote location through a
communications link). Note: Remote Access Service includes the use of Internet Connection Services, including Internet
Authentication Services (validation or transference of a remote access request) or Connection Point Services (remotely
configuring the Microsoft Connection Manager Client with new phone numbers or other data). Performance or Benchmark
Testing. You may not disclose the results of any benchmark test of either the [Server Software] or [Client Software] for
Microsoft Message Queue Server, Microsoft Transaction Server or Microsoft Internet Information Server to any third
party without Microsoft's prior written approval. Installation on a Single [Server]. The [Server Software] components that
make up the applicable [SOFTWARE PRODUCT] may only be installed together for use on one [Server] and may not be
separated, unless otherwise provided herein. Note on Microsoft Site Server Express. You may freely copy and distribute
Microsoft Site Server Express for your use on any computer within your organization.
5.1.3 For Microsoft Internet Information Server-Use. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in the applicable
EULA, you do not need a separate [Client Access License] to access or otherwise utilize the services of Microsoft Internet
Information Server, except to the extent that a [Server] or [Server Software] component which requires a [Client Access
License] is accessed or utilized by Microsoft Internet Information Server.
5.1.4 Additional Rights and Restrictions. You also have the right to make additional copies of the Windows NT Software
Components equal to the number of validly licensed copies of each [SOFTWARE PRODUCT] which you have, and you
may use each copy in the manner specified above. If you do not have a valid license for Microsoft Windows NT Server
4.0, Microsoft Windows NT Server Enterprise Edition 4.0 or Microsoft BackOffice 2.5, you have no rights under the
foregoing section.
5.2 IF YOU USE THE SOFTWARE COMPONENTS AS PART OF MICROSOFT WINDOWS NT WORKSTATION 4.0,
THE FOLLOWING TERMS APPLY TO YOU:
NOTE: IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A VALID LICENSE FOR MICROSOFT WINDOWS NT WORKSTATION 4.0, YOU ARE
NOT AUTHORIZED TO INSTALL, COPY OR OTHERWISE USE THE WINDOWS NT WORKSTATION SOFTWARE
COMPONENTS. FOR PURPOSES OF THIS SECTION 5.2, THE "WINDOWS NT WORKSTATION SOFTWARE
COMPONENTS" SHALL MEAN THE FOLLOWING SOFTWARE COMPONENTS: MICROSOFT TRANSACTION
SERVER AND MICROSOFT PERSONAL WEB SERVER. EVEN IF YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO USE THE WINDOWS NT
WORKSTATION SOFTWARE COMPONENTS, YOU DO NOT HAVE ANY RIGHT TO INSTALL, COPY OR USE ANY
OF THE OTHER SOFTWARE COMPONENTS, UNLESS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN A DIFFERENT PARAGRAPH OF
THIS SECTION.
5.2.1 General. The Windows NT Workstation Software Components are deemed part of Microsoft Windows NT
Workstation 4.0 (the ["SOFTWARE PRODUCT"]), and are therefore subject to the terms and conditions of its EULA,
except as otherwise provided herein. Use Limitation. At any point in time, only a maximum of two (2) computers [instead
of ten (10)] are permitted to use the services of the Microsoft Transaction Server component. The two (2) computer
maximum includes any indirect uses made through software or hardware which pools or aggregates uses. Performance
or Benchmark Testing. You may not disclose the results of any benchmark test of either of the Windows NT Workstation
Software Components to any third party without Microsoft's prior written approval.
5.2.2 Additional Rights and Restrictions. You also have the right to make additional copies of the Windows NT Workstation
Software Components equal to the number of validly licensed copies of Microsoft Windows NT Workstation 4.0 which you
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have, and you may use each copy in the manner specified above. If you do not have a valid license for Microsoft Windows
NT Workstation 4.0, you have no rights under the foregoing section.
5.3 IF YOU USE THE SOFTWARE COMPONENTS AS PART OF MICROSOFT BACKOFFICE SMALL BUSINESS
SERVER 4.0, THE FOLLOWING TERMS APPLY TO YOU:
NOTE: IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A VALID LICENSE FOR MICROSOFT BACKOFFICE SMALL BUSINESS SERVER
4.0, YOU ARE NOT AUTHORIZED TO INSTALL, COPY, OR OTHERWISE USE THE WINDOWS NT SOFTWARE
COMPONENTS (AS DEFINED PREVIOUSLY IN SECTION 5.1). EVEN IF YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO USE THE
WINDOWS NT SOFTWARE COMPONENTS, YOU DO NOT HAVE ANY RIGHT TO INSTALL, COPY, OR OTHERWISE
USE ANY OF THE OTHER SOFTWARE COMPONENTS, UNLESS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN A DIFFERENT
PARAGRAPH OF THIS SECTION.
5.3.1 General. The Windows NT Software Components contain server software and client software which is deemed part
of the [Server Software] and [Client Software], respectively, of Microsoft BackOffice Small Business Server 4.0, and is
therefore subject to the terms and conditions of its EULA, except as otherwise provided herein. Note on Microsoft Site
Server Express. You may freely copy and distribute Microsoft Site Server Express for your use on any computer within
your organization.
5.3.2 Additional Rights and Restrictions. You also have the right to make additional copies of the Windows NT Software
Components equal to the number of validly licensed copies of Microsoft BackOffice Small Business Server 4.0 which
you have, and you may use each copy in the manner specified above. If you do not have a valid license for Microsoft
BackOffice Small Business Server 4.0, you have no rights under the foregoing section.
5.4 IF YOU USE THE SOFTWARE COMPONENTS AS PART OF MICROSOFT WINDOWS 95, THE FOLLOWING
TERMS APPLY TO YOU:
NOTE: IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A VALID LICENSE FOR MICROSOFT WINDOWS 95, YOU ARE NOT AUTHORIZED
TO INSTALL, COPY OR OTHERWISE USE THE WINDOWS 95 SOFTWARE COMPONENTS. FOR PURPOSES OF
THIS SECTION 5.4, THE "WINDOWS 95 SOFTWARE COMPONENTS" SHALL MEAN THE FOLLOWING SOFTWARE
COMPONENTS: MICROSOFT PERSONAL WEB SERVER AND MICROSOFT TRANSACTION SERVER FOR
WINDOWS 95. EVEN IF YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO USE THE WINDOWS 95 SOFTWARE COMPONENTS, YOU DO
NOT HAVE ANY RIGHT TO INSTALL, COPY OR USE ANY OF THE OTHER SOFTWARE COMPONENTS, UNLESS
OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN A DIFFERENT PARAGRAPH OF THIS SECTION.
5.4.1 General. The Windows 95 Software Components are deemed part of Microsoft Windows 95 (the ["SOFTWARE
PRODUCT"]), and are therefore subject to the terms and conditions of its EULA, except as otherwise provided herein.
5.4.2 Use Limitation. At any point in time, a maximum of ten (10) computers are permitted to use the services of the
Microsoft Personal Web Server component. The ten (10) computer maximum includes any indirect uses made through
software or hardware which pools or aggregates uses. The Microsoft Transaction Server for Windows 95 component may
not be used as a network server; that is, no computers or workstations may access or utilize any network services of that
component. Performance or Benchmark Testing. You may not disclose the results of any benchmark test of either of the
Windows 95 Software Components to any third party without Microsoft's prior written approval.
5.4.3 Additional Rights and Restrictions. You also have the right to make additional copies of the Windows 95 Software
Components equal to the number of validly licensed copies of Microsoft Windows 95 which you have, and you may use
each copy in the manner specified above. If you do not have a valid license for Microsoft Windows 95, you have no rights
under the foregoing section.

6. DESCRIPTION OF OTHER RIGHTS AND LIMITATIONS
6.1 Not For Resale Software. If the SOFTWARE PRODUCT is labeled "Not For Resale" or "NFR," then you may not
resell, or otherwise transfer for value, the SOFTWARE PRODUCT.
6.2 Limitations on Reverse Engineering, Decompilation, and Disassembly. You may not reverse engineer, decompile,
or disassemble the SOFTWARE PRODUCT, except and only to the extent that such activity is expressly permitted by
applicable law notwithstanding this limitation.
6.3 Rental. You may not rent, lease or lend the SOFTWARE PRODUCT.
6.4 Trademarks. This EULA does not grant you any rights in connection with any trademarks or service marks of
Microsoft.
6.5 Support Services. Microsoft may provide you with support services related to the SOFTWARE PRODUCT ("Support
Services"). Use of Support Services is governed by the Microsoft policies and programs described in the user manual,
in "online" documentation and/or other Microsoft-provided materials. Any supplemental software code provided to you
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as part of the Support Services shall be considered part of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT and subject to the terms and
conditions of this EULA. With respect to technical information you provide to Microsoft as part of the Support Services,
Microsoft may use such information for its business purposes, including for product support and development. Microsoft
will not utilize such technical information in a form that personally identifies you.
6.6 Software Transfer. The initial user of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT may make a one-time permanent transfer of
this EULA and SOFTWARE PRODUCT only directly to an end user. This transfer must include all of the SOFTWARE
PRODUCT (including all component parts, the media and printed materials, any upgrades, this EULA, and, if applicable,
the Certificate of Authenticity). Such transfer may not be by way of consignment or any other indirect transfer. The
transferee of such one-time transfer must agree to comply with the terms of this EULA, including the obligation not to
further transfer this EULA and SOFTWARE PRODUCT.
6.7 Separation of Components. The SOFTWARE PRODUCT is licensed as a single product. Its component parts may not
be separated for use by more than one user.
6.8 Production Use. The BackOffice Components of SOFTWARE PRODUCT may only be used for development purposes
and may not be used in a production environment.
6.9 Version Limitation. The Server Software portion of the BackOffice Components contains a certain version number
(such as version "3.5"). This License permits you to install: (1) one copy of the Server Software, (2) with the same (or a
lower) version number as the Server Software version number listed above, (3) on a single computer (for example, if the
version number listed above is "3.5," you may install Server Software that contains a "3.5" or "2.0" version number, but not
a "3.6" version number).
6.10 Performance or Benchmark Testing. You may not disclose the results of any benchmark test of either the Server
Software or Client Software for Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft Exchange Server, Microsoft Transaction Server, Microsoft
Message Queue Server, Microsoft Site Server, Microsoft Site Server, Microsoft Proxy Server, or Microsoft Internet
Information Server to any third party without Microsoft's prior written approval.
6.11 Termination. Without prejudice to any other rights, Microsoft may terminate this EULA if you fail to comply with the
terms and conditions of this EULA. In such event, you must destroy all copies of the S

-----------------------

VS60SP5_eula.txt
The Service Pack ("Service Pack") contains updated versions of one or more of the software products listed below.
This document shall serve as an addendum ("Addendum") to the Microsoft End User License Agreement ("EULA") you
acquired with version 6.0 or later of any of the Microsoft products listed below. Except as provided in this Addendum, the
Service Pack is licensed under the same terms and conditions contained in the EULA. NOTE: Certain components of the
Service Pack (a "Component") may contain a separate end user license agreement (a "Component Agreement"), which
may be provided only in English and by installing, copying or otherwise using the component governed by the Component
Agreement, you agree to be bound by the terms of such Component Agreement.

Visual Studio
Visual C++
Visual J++
Visual Basic
Visual FoxPro
Visual SourceSafe
Visual InterDev

1. If you do not agree to be bound by the terms of the EULA and this Addendum, you are not authorized to use the
Service Pack.
2. The Service Pack may contain certain files identified in a "redist.txt" file. Your use of any such files is subject to all terms
and conditions of the EULA that relate to "Redistributables" (as defined in the EULA). If the redist.txt file is not included
with the Service Pack, you have no distribution rights to any portion of the Service Pack.

3. Section 1.1 of the EULA is deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:

1.1 General License Grant. Microsoft grants to you as an individual, a personal, nonexclusive license to make and use
copies of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT for the purpose of designing, developing, and testing your software product(s). You
may install copies of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT on an unlimited number of computers provided that you are the only
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individual using the SOFTWARE PRODUCT. If you are an entity, Microsoft grants you the right to designate one individual
within your organization to have the sole right to use the SOFTWARE PRODUCT in the manner provided above.

4. Microsoft also grants you the nonexclusive right to copy and distribute the Service Pack to any validly licensed end user
of any of the products listed above.

NOTE: The terms of a printed, paper EULA which may accompany the Service Pack supersede the terms of any on-
screen EULA found within the Service Pack.
===================================================================================================

VMware Infrastructure SDK 2.5

VMware® Software Developer Kit (SDK) Agreement

VMware, Inc. (“VMware”) provides this Software Developer Kit (“SDK”) to you subject to the following terms and
conditions. If you disagree with any of the following terms, then do not use this SDK.

1. This SDK contains a variety of materials, including but not limited to, interface definitions, documentation, and sample
code regarding programming interfaces to one or more VMware products as referenced in such materials (“VMware
Software”). This SDK is intended to serve as a guide for writing programs to interact with the VMware Software.

2. Subject to the restrictions below, you may download and make a reasonable number of copies of the SDK contents
for your personal use solely for the purpose of creating software that communicates with VMware Software (“Developer
Software”) . You agree to defend, indemnify and hold harmless VMware, and any of its directors, officers, employees,
affiliates or agents, from and against any and all claims, losses, damages, liabilities and other expenses (including
reasonable attorneys’ fees), arising from your modification and distribution of the sample code or breach of this SDK
Terms and Conditions.

3. Restrictions: You may not (1) use the SDK to design or develop anything other than Developer Software; (2) make
any more copies of the SDK than are reasonably necessary for the authorized use and backup and archival purposes;
(3) modify, create derivative works of, reverse engineer, reverse compile, or disassemble the SDK, except that you
may modify and create derivative works of the sample code and distribute the modified sample code in connection with
Developer Software; (4) distribute, sell, lease, rent, lend, or sublicense any part of the SDK to any third party except as
designated herein and as necessary to distribute Developer Software; (5) use the SDK to design or develop software to
upload or otherwise transmit any material containing software viruses or other computer code, files or programs designed
to interrupt, destroy, or limit the functionality of any software or hardware.

4. VMware retains ownership of the SDK, including without limitation all copyrights and other intellectual property rights
therein.

5. You may not represent that the programs you develop using the SDK are certified or otherwise endorsed by VMware.
You may not use the VMware name or any other trademarks or service marks of VMware in connection with programs
that you develop using the SDK.

6. You will not receive any VMware support or subscription services for the SDK or any other services from VMware in
connection with the SDK. If you have purchased support and/or subscription services for a VMware product, such support
and/or subscription services shall not apply to the SDK or your use of the SDK.

7. Term, Termination and Changes: This Agreement shall continue as long as you are in compliance with the terms
specified herein or until otherwise terminated. You and or VMware each may terminate this Agreement for any reason at
any time. You agree, upon termination, to destroy all copies of the SDK within your possession or control. The Confidential
Information, Limitations of Warranties, Liability and Indemnification sections set out in this Agreement shall survive any
termination or expiration of this Agreement.

8. Limitations of Warranties and Liability: THE SDK IS PROVIDED “AS IS” WITHOUT ANY WARRANTIES OF ANY
KIND. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, VMWARE DISCLAIMS ANY IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS.
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TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL VMWARE BE LIABLE FOR
ANY LOST PROFITS OR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES, LOSS OF USE, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS OF DATA,
OR ANY OTHER INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSE¬QUEN¬TIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
SDK OR YOUR USE OF THE SDK, UNDER ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER BASED IN CONTRACT, TORT,
NEGLIGENCE, PRODUCT LIABILITY, OR OTHERWISE. BECAUSE SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE
EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, THE PRECEDING
LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

VMWARE’S LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF THE SDK PROVIDED HEREUNDER WILL NOT, IN ANY EVENT, EXCEED US
$5.00.

THE FOREGOING LIMITATIONS SHALL APPLY TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW,
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER VMWARE HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES AND
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER ANY REMEDY FAILS OF ITS ESSENTIAL PURPOSE.

9. These terms are governed by the laws of the State of California and the United States of America without regard to
conflict of laws principles. You may not assign any part of this Agreement without the prior written consent of VMware.
Any attempted assignment without consent shall be void. These terms constitute the entire agreement between you
and VMware with respect to the SDK, and supersede all prior written or oral communications, understandings and
agreements. Any waiver of these terms must be in writing to be effective. If any provision of these terms is found to be
invalid or unenforceable, the remaining terms will continue to be valid and enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by
law.

===================================================================================================

VMware ThinApp SDK 4.0.2

VMware® Software Development Kit (SDK) License Agreement

VMware, Inc. (“VMware”) provides the ThinApp™ 4.0.2 Software Development Kit (the “SDK”) to you subject to the
following terms and conditions. If you disagree with any of the following terms, then do not use the SDK.

1. The SDK contains a variety of materials, interface definitions, documentation, sample utility applications and sample
code regarding programming interfaces to one or more VMware products as referenced in such materials (“VMware
Products”). This SDK is intended to be used to allow partners to interface with virtual packages built using ThinApp.
Partners can query for information about the packages and can also update and create ThinApp virtual packages .

2. Use Rights: Subject to the restrictions below, you may download and make a reasonable number of copies of the
SDK contents for your use solely for the purpose of creating software that communicates with VMware Products
(“Developer Software”). Some code may be designated as “distributable code” and/or “modifiable code” at https://
thinappsdk.vmdev.net/. You may use and merge all or portions of the “distributable code” with your Developer Software.
Any merged portion of any “distributable code” is subject to this Agreement. Additionally, you may modify or create
derivative works of all or portions of the “modifiable code.” You are permitted to re-distribute the “distributable code” and
the modified or derivative works of the “modifiable code” only as part of your Developer Software for non-commercial
or commercial use. Open source software components provided with the SDK are licensed to you under the terms of
the applicable license agreements included with such open source software components. The open source software
licenses can be found in the open_source_licenses.txt file, other materials accompanying the SDK, the documentation or
corresponding source files available at https://thinappsdk.vmdev.net/.

3. Restrictions: You agree that you will not (1) use the SDK to create, design or develop anything other than Developer
Software; (2) make any more copies of the SDK than are reasonably necessary for the authorized use and backup and
archival purposes; (3) modify, create derivative works of, reverse engineer, reverse compile, or disassemble the SDK,
except as expressly permitted in Section 2; (4) distribute, sell, lease, rent, lend, or sublicense any part of the SDK to
any third party except as expressly permitted in Section 2 or; (5) use the SDK to (a) create, design or develop software
or service to circumvent, enable, modify or provide access, permissions or rights which would violate the technical
restrictions of VMware Products, any additional licensing terms provided by VMware via product documentation, email
notification and/or policy change on VMware website, and/or the terms of the End User License Agreements of VMware
products; (b) disable, remove, over-ride or modify the display of any VMware product End User License Agreements to
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the end customers; and (c) upload or otherwise transmit any material containing software viruses or other computer code,
files or programs designed to interrupt, destroy, or limit the functionality of any software or hardware.

The restrictions in this Section 3 shall not apply if and to the extent they contradict mandatory local law (including, but not
limited to, law implementing the EC Software Directive) provided that, before you exercise any rights that you believe to
be entitled to based on mandatory law, you provide VMware with 30 days prior written notice at SDK_Legal@vmware.com
and provide all reasonably requested information to allow VMware to assess your claim and, at VMware’s sole discretion,
to provide alternatives that reduce any adverse impact on VMware’s intellectual property or other rights.

4. VMware retains ownership of the SDK, including without limitation all copyrights and other intellectual property rights
therein. You may not remove, delete or modify any of VMware copyright statements in the SDK.

5. You may not use VMware’s name, trademarks or service marks in your Developer Software’s names or in a way
that suggests your Developer Software is certified or endorsed by VMware. Your use of VMware product names and
trademarks shall comply with the Branding Guidelines posted at www.vmware.com.

6. Any support for the SDK is provided via https://thinappsdk.vmdev.net/. Except as provided herein, you are not entitled
to any VMware support for this SDK or any other services from VMware in connection with this SDK or your Developer
Software. .

7. Term, Termination and Changes: This Agreement shall continue as long as you are in compliance with the terms
specified herein or until otherwise terminated. You and or VMware each may terminate this Agreement for any reason
at any time. You agree, upon termination, to destroy all copies of the SDK within your possession or control, except
as otherwise agreed in writing by VMware. The Confidential Information, Limitations of Warranties, Liability and
Indemnification sections set out in this Agreement shall survive any termination or expiration of this Agreement.

8. Limitations of Warranties and Liability: THE SDK IS PROVIDED “AS IS” WITHOUT ANY WARRANTIES OF ANY
KIND. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, VMWARE DISCLAIMS ANY IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS.

TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL VMWARE BE LIABLE FOR
ANY LOST PROFITS OR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES, LOSS OF USE, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS OF DATA,
OR ANY OTHER INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSE¬QUEN¬TIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
SDK OR YOUR USE OF THE SDK, UNDER ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER BASED IN CONTRACT, TORT,
NEGLIGENCE, PRODUCT LIABILITY, OR OTHERWISE. BECAUSE SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE
EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, THE PRECEDING
LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

VMWARE’S LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF THE SDK PROVIDED HEREUNDER WILL NOT, IN ANY EVENT, EXCEED US
$5.00.

THE FOREGOING LIMITATIONS SHALL APPLY TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW,
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER VMWARE HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES AND
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER ANY REMEDY FAILS OF ITS ESSENTIAL PURPOSE.

9. Indemnification: You agree to defend, indemnify and hold harmless VMware, and any of its directors, officers,
employees, affiliates or agents, from and against any and all claims, losses, damages, liabilities and other expenses
(including reasonable attorneys’ fees), arising from your modification or derivative works of the “modifiable code”,
distribution or use of your Developer Software or breach of this Agreement.

10. These terms are governed by the laws of the State of California and the United States of America without regard to
conflict of laws principles. You may not assign any part of this Agreement without the prior written consent of VMware. Any
attempted assignment without consent shall be void. You agree to comply with all U.S. export and re-export restrictions
applicable to the SDK provided hereunder. These terms constitute the entire agreement between you and VMware with
respect to the SDK, and supersede all prior written or oral communications, understandings and agreements. Any waiver
of these terms must be in writing to be effective. If any provision of these terms is found to be invalid or unenforceable, the
remaining terms will continue to be valid and enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law.
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Copyright © 1998-2009 VMware, Inc. All rights reserved. This product is protected by U.S. and international copyright and
intellectual property laws.

VMware is a registered trademark or trademark of VMware, Inc. in the United States and/or other jurisdictions. All other
marks and names mentioned herein may be trademarks of their respective companies.
===================================================================================================

Windows Installer XML (WiX) 3.0.2420.0

Common Public License Version 1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC LICENSE
("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S
ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular Contributor.
A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting
on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of
software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works
of the Program.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of
its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,
royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and
sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-
free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution
of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination
of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the
Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any
other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no
assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual property
rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based
on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted
hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if
any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's
responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.
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d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the
copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided that:

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties
or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a
particular purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and
consequential damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other
party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a
reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows
subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners
and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes
the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential liability for
other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor
("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor")
against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions
brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such
Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations
in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In
order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim,
and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and
any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That Contributor
is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties
related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone.
Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other Contributors related to
those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result,
the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness
of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,
including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of
data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS
SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON
ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE
EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or
enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such
provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to a patent applicable to software (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient under this
Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against
any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations
of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted
under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions
of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such
noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of
the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses
granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement
is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish
new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has
the right to modify this Agreement. IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve as
the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing
version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement
under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to
distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and
2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,
whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this
Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United States of
America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the cause of
action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

The use and distribution terms for this software are covered by the Common Public License 1.0 (http://opensource.org/
licenses/cpl.php) which can be found in the file CPL.TXT at the root of this distribution. By using this software in any
fashion, you are agreeing to be bound by the terms of this license.

You must not remove this notice, or any other, from this software.

---------------------------------
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Microsoft Shared Source Permissive License

This license governs use of the accompanying software. If you use the software, you accept this license. If you do not
accept the license, do not use the software.

1. Definitions
The terms "reproduce," "reproduction" and "distribution" have the same meaning here as under U.S. copyright law.
"You" means the licensee of the software.
"Licensed patents" means any Microsoft patent claims which read directly on the software as distributed by Microsoft
under this license.

2. Grant of Rights
(A) Copyright Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations in section 3,
Microsoft grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce the software, prepare
derivative works of the software and distribute the software or any derivative works that you create.

(B) Patent Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations in section 3,
Microsoft grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under licensed patents to make, have made,
use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the software or derivative works of the software.

3. Conditions and Limitations
(A) No Trademark License- This license does not grant you any rights to use Microsoft?s name, logo, or trademarks.

(B) Platform Limitation- The licenses granted in sections 2(A) & 2(B) extend only to the software or derivative works that
you create that run on a Microsoft Windows operating system product.

(C) If you begin patent litigation against Microsoft over patents that you think may apply to the software (including a cross-
claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), your license to the software ends automatically.

(D) If you distribute copies of the software or derivative works, you must retain all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices that are present in the software.

(E) If you distribute the software or derivative works in source code form you may do so only under this license (i.e., you
must include a complete copy of this license with your distribution), and if you distribute the software or derivative works in
compiled or object code form you may only do so under a license that complies with this license.

(F) The software is licensed "as-is." You bear the risk of using it. Microsoft gives no express warranties, guarantees or
conditions. You may have additional consumer rights under your local laws which this license cannot change. To the
extent permitted under your local laws, Microsoft excludes the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular
purpose and non-infringement.

===================================================================================================
Common Public License Version 1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC LICENSE
("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S
ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular Contributor.
A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting
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on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of
software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works
of the Program.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of
its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,
royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and
sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-
free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution
of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination
of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the
Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any
other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no
assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual property
rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based
on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted
hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if
any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's
responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the
copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided that:

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including warranties
or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a
particular purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and
consequential damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other
party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a
reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.
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Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows
subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners
and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes
the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential liability for
other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor
("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor")
against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions
brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such
Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations
in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In
order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim,
and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and
any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That Contributor
is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties
related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone.
Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other Contributors related to
those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result,
the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness
of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,
including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of
data, programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS
SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON
ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE
EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or
enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such
provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to a patent applicable to software (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient under this
Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against
any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations
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of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted
under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions
of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such
noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of
the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses
granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement
is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish
new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has
the right to modify this Agreement. IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve as
the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing
version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement
under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to
distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and
2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,
whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this
Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United States of
America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the cause of
action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

===================================================================================================

Windows Template Library 7.5

The WLD has approved the distribution of Windows Template Library (the "Windows Template Library") along with the CA
Product, in unmodified form only, in accordance with this request under the Common Public License v 1.0, subject to the
following:

Subject to the requirements stated in this TPSR, CA may:

1. Copy and distribute unmodified, verbatim copies of the complete the Windows Template Library source code, provided
that CA: (a) does not alter or remove any copyright notices contained in the Windows Template Library and (b) provides a
full copy of the Common Public License in the same directory where the Windows Template Library is located; and/or

2. Copy and distribute the Windows Template Library in object code or executable form, provided that CA: (a) does not
alter or remove any copyright notices contained in the Windows Template Library, (b) provides a full copy of the Common
Public License in the same directory where the Windows Template Library is located and (c) advises the user that it may
get a copy of the source code for the Windows Template Library in the manner stated below.

NOTE: A separate TPSR must be filed and legally approved prior to any use of CA modification, change, addition or
extension to the Windows Template Library with any CA product.

BUSINESS RISK REQUIRING BUSINESS UNIT GM APPROVAL:
(a) If CA institutes patent litigation against any person or entity that distributes the Windows Template Library
('Contributor') with respect to a patent applicable to the Windows Template Library (including a cross-claim or counterclaim
in a lawsuit), then CA's right to use (1) the Windows Template Library and (2) any other components provided by
Contributor to CA under the Common Public License v 1.0 terminates upon the date litigation is filed and CA must cease
distribution of both (1) the Windows Template Library and (2) any other components provided by Contributor to CA under
the Common Public License v 1.0. In addition, if CA institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-
claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Windows Template Library itself (excluding combinations of the CPL
component with other software or hardware) infringes a CA patent, then CA's right to use the Windows Template Library
terminates upon the date litigation is filed and CA muse cease distributing the Windows Template Library.
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(b) By distributing the Windows Template Library, CA agrees to defend and indemnify every other distributor of the
Windows Template Library against any claim (other than infringement claims) related to CA's distribution of the Windows
Template Library or the CA product (ex., claims related to warranty, misrepresentation, etc).
===================================================================================================

Zlib 1.2.3

This product includes zlib developed by Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler.

Copyright (C) 1995-2004 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied
warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages
arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,
including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it
freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not
claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software
in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be
appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Jean-loup Gailly jloup@gzip.org
Mark Adler madler@alumni.caltech.edu
========================================================================================================
Microsoft XML Core Services (MSXML) 4.0 SP2

END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR MICROSOFT SOFTWARE

MICROSOFT XML CORE SERVICES (MSXML) 4.0

IMPORTANT-READ CAREFULLY: This Microsoft End-User License Agreement ("EULA") is a legal agreement between
you (either an individual or a single entity) and Microsoft Corporation for the Microsoft software identified above,
which may include computer software, associated media, printed materials, and "online" or electronic documentation
("SOFTWARE"). By downloading, installing, copying, or otherwise using the SOFTWARE, you agree to be bound by the
terms of this EULA. If you do not agree to the terms of this EULA, do not install or use the SOFTWARE.

The SOFTWARE is protected by copyright laws and international copyright treaties, as well as other intellectual
property laws and treaties. Microsoft or its suppliers own the title, copyright and other intellectual property rights in the
SOFTWARE. The SOFTWARE is licensed, not sold.

The SOFTWARE consists of two elements: (1) XML Core Services component ("COMPONENT") which contains, among
other items, files with ".dll" extensions which expose application programming interfaces that provide implementation
to read, write, transform and make other manipulations with XML; and (2) MSXML software development kit ("SDK")
which may include documentation, sample code, and other information designed to assist in the development of your
applications.

1. GRANT OF LICENSE. This EULA grants you the following rights:

a. General. You may install and use any number of copies of the SOFTWARE on any number of computers, including
workstations, terminals or other digital electronic devices, for the purpose of designing, developing and testing your
application(s) which work in conjunction with XML ("Application(s)").

b. Sample Code. You may modify the portions of the SDK designated as "Sample Code" for the purpose of designing,
developing and testing your Application.
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c. Redistribution of SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT. You may copy and redistribute the SOFTWARE (in its entirety)
and/or the COMPONENT (in its entirety) either in conjunction with your Application or standalone in and of itself, subject
to the following restrictions and limitations:

(i) If you redistribute the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT in their entirety, your copy must be a true and complete copy
of the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT, including Microsoft's set up and all copyright notices, logos, end user license
agreement and/or trademarks that appear in the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT as received from Microsoft;

(ii) If you redistribute the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT in conjunction with your Application, your Application must
include a valid copyright notice in your own name, which notice shall be sufficient to protect Microsoft's copyright in the
SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT;

(iii) If you redistribute the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT in conjunction with your Application, and if your Application
does not display Microsoft's end user license agreement to your end user, then your Application must be accompanied by
license terms that are at least as restrictive as, and as protective of Microsoft as, those contained in this EULA.;

(iv) You shall not use Microsoft's name, logo or trademarks to market your Application;

(v) You shall not modify or alter the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT in any way; provided that you may merge those
files in the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT with "msm" extensions into the "msm" files of your Application;

(vi) You shall not redistribute individual parts or files of the COMPONENT; you must redistribute the COMPONENT in its
entirety;

(vii) You shall not redistribute the SDK separately; the SDK may only be redistributed as part of the SOFTWARE in its
entirety; and

(viii) You agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend Microsoft from and against any claims or lawsuits, including
reasonable attorneys' fees, which arise or result from your distribution of the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT and/or
your Application.

d. Redistribution of Sample Code as Modified by You. You may copy and redistribute any Sample Code that you have
modified as described in Section 1(b) above and incorporated into your Application, in both source code form and object
code form, subject to the following restrictions and limitations:

(i) You shall distribute the modified Sample Code only in conjunction with and as part of an Application that adds
significant and primary functionality to the Sample Code;

(ii) You shall not use Microsoft's name, logo or trademarks to market your Application;

(iii) You shall to include a valid copyright notice in your own name in your Application, which notice shall be sufficient to
protect Microsoft's copyright in the modified Sample Code; and

(iv) You agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend Microsoft from and against any claims or lawsuits including
reasonable attorneys' fees, which arise or result from the use or distribution of the modified Sample Code and/or your
Application.

e. Identified Software. Your license rights to the SOFTWARE are conditioned upon your (a) not incorporating Identified
Software into, or combining Identified Software with, the SOFTWARE, or a derivative work thereof; (b) not distributing
Identified Software in conjunction with the SOFTWARE; and (c) not using Identified Software in the development of
a derivative work of the SOFTWARE. "Identified Software" means software which is licensed pursuant to terms that
directly or indirectly (i) create, or purport to create, obligations for Microsoft with respect to the SOFTWARE or derivative
work thereof or (ii) grant, or purport to grant, to any third party any rights or immunities under Microsoft's intellectual
property or proprietary rights in the SOFTWARE or derivative work thereof. Identified Software includes, without limitation,
any software that requires as a condition of use, modification and/or distribution of such software that other software
incorporated into, derived from or distributed with such software be (a) disclosed or distributed in source code form; (b) be
licensed for the purpose of making derivative works; or (c) be redistributable at no charge.

f. Benchmark Testing. You may not disclose the results of any benchmark test using the SOFTWARE to any third party
without Microsoft's prior written approval.
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g. Reservation of Rights. Microsoft reserves all rights not expressly granted herein.

2. LIMITATIONS ON REVERSE ENGINEERING, DECOMPILATION, AND DISASSEMBLY. You may not reverse engineer,
decompile, or disassemble the SOFTWARE, except and only to the extent that such activity is expressly permitted by
applicable law notwithstanding this limitation.

3. NO RENTAL. You may not rent, lease, or lend the SOFTWARE.

4. SUPPORT SERVICES. In the event Microsoft does provide you with support services related to the SOFTWARE
("Support Services"), use of such Support Services is governed by the Microsoft policies and programs described in the
user manual, in "online" documentation, and/or in other Microsoft-provided materials. Any supplemental software code
provided to you as part of the Support Services shall be considered part of the SOFTWARE and subject to the terms and
conditions of this EULA. With respect to technical information you provide to Microsoft as part of the Support Services,
Microsoft may use such information for its business purposes, including for product support and development. Microsoft
will not utilize such technical information in a form that personally identifies you.

5. TERMINATION. Without prejudice to any other rights, Microsoft may terminate this EULA if you fail to comply with the
terms and conditions of this EULA. In such event, you must destroy all copies of the SOFTWARE and all of its component
parts.

6. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS. All title and intellectual property rights in and to the SOFTWARE (including
but not limited to any images, photographs, animations, video, audio, music, text and "applets" incorporated into the
SOFTWARE), and any copies you are permitted to make herein are owned by Microsoft or its suppliers. All title and
intellectual property rights in and to the content which may be accessed through use of the SOFTWARE is the property of
the respective content owner and may be protected by applicable copyright or other intellectual property laws and treaties.
This EULA grants you no rights to use such content.

7. U.S. GOVERNMENT LICENSE RIGHTS. SOFTWARE provided to the U.S. Government pursuant to solicitations
issued on or after December 1, 1995 is provided with the commercial license rights and restrictions described elsewhere
herein. SOFTWARE provided to the U.S. Government pursuant to solicitations issued prior to December 1, 1995
is provided with "Restricted Rights" as provided for in FAR, 48 CFR 52.227-14 (JUNE 1987) or DFAR, 48 CFR
252.227-7013 (OCT 1988), as applicable.

8. EXPORT RESTRICTIONS. You agree that the SOFTWARE is subject to U.S. export jurisdiction. You agree to comply
with all applicable international and national laws that apply to the SOFTWARE including the U.S. Export Administration
Regulations, as well as end-user, end use and destination restrictions issued by the U.S. and other governments. For
additional information see http://www.microsoft.com/exporting/.

9. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, Microsoft and its suppliers
provide the SOFTWARE and any (if any) Support Services AS IS AND WITH ALL FAULTS, and hereby disclaim all
warranties and conditions, either express, implied or statutory, including, but not limited to, any (if any) implied warranties
or conditions of merchantability, of fitness for a particular purpose, of lack of viruses, of accuracy or completeness of
responses, of results, and of lack of negligence or lack of workmanlike effort, all with regard to the SOFTWARE, and
the provision of or failure to provide Support Services. ALSO, THERE IS NO WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF TITLE,
QUIET ENJOYMENT, QUIET POSSESSION, CORRESPONDENCE TO DESCRIPTION OR NON-INFRINGEMENT,
WITH REGARD TO THE SOFTWARE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY OF OR ARISING OUT OF USE OR
PERFORMANCE OF THE SOFTWARE AND SUPPORT SERVICES, IF ANY, REMAINS WITH YOU.

10. EXCLUSION OF INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL AND CERTAIN OTHER DAMAGES. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT
PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL MICROSOFT OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, PUNITIVE, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF PROFITS OR CONFIDENTIAL OR OTHER INFORMATION, FOR
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, FOR PERSONAL INJURY, FOR LOSS OF PRIVACY, FOR FAILURE TO MEET ANY
DUTY INCLUDING OF GOOD FAITH OR OF REASONABLE CARE, FOR NEGLIGENCE, AND FOR ANY OTHER
PECUNIARY OR OTHER LOSS WHATSOEVER) ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY WAY RELATED TO THE USE OF
OR INABILITY TO USE THE SOFTWARE, THE PROVISION OF OR FAILURE TO PROVIDE SUPPORT SERVICES,
OR OTHERWISE UNDER OR IN CONNECTION WITH ANY PROVISION OF THIS EULA, EVEN IN THE EVENT OF
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THE FAULT, TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), STRICT LIABILITY, BREACH OF CONTRACT OR BREACH OF
WARRANTY OF MICROSOFT OR ANY SUPPLIER, AND EVEN IF MICROSOFT OR ANY SUPPLIER HAS BEEN
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

11. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY AND REMEDIES. Notwithstanding any damages that you might incur for any reason
whatsoever (including, without limitation, all damages referenced above and all direct or general damages), the entire
liability of Microsoft and any of its suppliers under any provision of this EULA and your exclusive remedy for all of the
foregoing shall be limited to the greater of the amount actually paid by you for the SOFTWARE or U.S.$5.00. The
foregoing limitations, exclusions and disclaimers shall apply to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, even if
any remedy fails its essential purpose.

12. APPLICABLE LAW. If you acquired this SOFTWARE in the United States, this EULA is governed by the laws of the
State of Washington. If you acquired this SOFTWARE in Canada, unless expressly prohibited by local law, this EULA
is governed by the laws in force in the Province of Ontario, Canada; and, in respect of any dispute which may arise
hereunder, you consent to the jurisdiction of the federal and provincial courts sitting in Toronto, Ontario. If this SOFTWARE
was acquired outside the United States, then local law may apply.

13. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This EULA (including any addendum or amendment to this EULA which is included with the
SOFTWARE) is the entire agreement between you and Microsoft relating to the SOFTWARE and the Support Services (if
any) and it supersedes all prior or contemporaneous oral or written communications, proposals and representations with
respect to the SOFTWARE or any other subject matter covered by this EULA. To the extent the terms of any Microsoft
policies or programs for Support Services conflict with the terms of this EULA, the terms of this EULA shall control.

14. QUESTIONS? Should you have any questions concerning this EULA, or if you desire to contact Microsoft for any
reason, please contact the Microsoft subsidiary serving your country, or write: Microsoft Sales Information Center/One
Microsoft Way/Redmond, WA 98052-6399.
============================================================================
Microsoft XML Core Services (MSXML) 4.10.9404.0

END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR MICROSOFT SOFTWARE

MICROSOFT XML CORE SERVICES (MSXML) 4.0

IMPORTANT-READ CAREFULLY: This Microsoft End-User License Agreement ("EULA") is a legal agreement between
you (either an individual or a single entity) and Microsoft Corporation for the Microsoft software identified above,
which may include computer software, associated media, printed materials, and "online" or electronic documentation
("SOFTWARE"). By downloading, installing, copying, or otherwise using the SOFTWARE, you agree to be bound by the
terms of this EULA. If you do not agree to the terms of this EULA, do not install or use the SOFTWARE.

The SOFTWARE is protected by copyright laws and international copyright treaties, as well as other intellectual
property laws and treaties. Microsoft or its suppliers own the title, copyright and other intellectual property rights in the
SOFTWARE. The SOFTWARE is licensed, not sold.

The SOFTWARE consists of two elements: (1) XML Core Services component ("COMPONENT") which contains, among
other items, files with ".dll" extensions which expose application programming interfaces that provide implementation
to read, write, transform and make other manipulations with XML; and (2) MSXML software development kit ("SDK")
which may include documentation, sample code, and other information designed to assist in the development of your
applications.

1. GRANT OF LICENSE. This EULA grants you the following rights:

a. General. You may install and use any number of copies of the SOFTWARE on any number of computers, including
workstations, terminals or other digital electronic devices, for the purpose of designing, developing and testing your
application(s) which work in conjunction with XML ("Application(s)").

b. Sample Code. You may modify the portions of the SDK designated as "Sample Code" for the purpose of designing,
developing and testing your Application.
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c. Redistribution of SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT. You may copy and redistribute the SOFTWARE (in its entirety)
and/or the COMPONENT (in its entirety) either in conjunction with your Application or standalone in and of itself, subject
to the following restrictions and limitations:

(i) If you redistribute the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT in their entirety, your copy must be a true and complete copy
of the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT, including Microsoft's set up and all copyright notices, logos, end user license
agreement and/or trademarks that appear in the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT as received from Microsoft;

(ii) If you redistribute the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT in conjunction with your Application, your Application must
include a valid copyright notice in your own name, which notice shall be sufficient to protect Microsoft's copyright in the
SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT;

(iii) If you redistribute the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT in conjunction with your Application, and if your Application
does not display Microsoft's end user license agreement to your end user, then your Application must be accompanied by
license terms that are at least as restrictive as, and as protective of Microsoft as, those contained in this EULA.;

(iv) You shall not use Microsoft's name, logo or trademarks to market your Application;

(v) You shall not modify or alter the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT in any way; provided that you may merge those
files in the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT with "msm" extensions into the "msm" files of your Application;

(vi) You shall not redistribute individual parts or files of the COMPONENT; you must redistribute the COMPONENT in its
entirety;

(vii) You shall not redistribute the SDK separately; the SDK may only be redistributed as part of the SOFTWARE in its
entirety; and

(viii) You agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend Microsoft from and against any claims or lawsuits, including
reasonable attorneys' fees, which arise or result from your distribution of the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT and/or
your Application.

d. Redistribution of Sample Code as Modified by You. You may copy and redistribute any Sample Code that you have
modified as described in Section 1(b) above and incorporated into your Application, in both source code form and object
code form, subject to the following restrictions and limitations:

(i) You shall distribute the modified Sample Code only in conjunction with and as part of an Application that adds
significant and primary functionality to the Sample Code;

(ii) You shall not use Microsoft's name, logo or trademarks to market your Application;

(iii) You shall to include a valid copyright notice in your own name in your Application, which notice shall be sufficient to
protect Microsoft's copyright in the modified Sample Code; and

(iv) You agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend Microsoft from and against any claims or lawsuits including
reasonable attorneys' fees, which arise or result from the use or distribution of the modified Sample Code and/or your
Application.

e. Identified Software. Your license rights to the SOFTWARE are conditioned upon your (a) not incorporating Identified
Software into, or combining Identified Software with, the SOFTWARE, or a derivative work thereof; (b) not distributing
Identified Software in conjunction with the SOFTWARE; and (c) not using Identified Software in the development of
a derivative work of the SOFTWARE. "Identified Software" means software which is licensed pursuant to terms that
directly or indirectly (i) create, or purport to create, obligations for Microsoft with respect to the SOFTWARE or derivative
work thereof or (ii) grant, or purport to grant, to any third party any rights or immunities under Microsoft's intellectual
property or proprietary rights in the SOFTWARE or derivative work thereof. Identified Software includes, without limitation,
any software that requires as a condition of use, modification and/or distribution of such software that other software
incorporated into, derived from or distributed with such software be (a) disclosed or distributed in source code form; (b) be
licensed for the purpose of making derivative works; or (c) be redistributable at no charge.

f. Benchmark Testing. You may not disclose the results of any benchmark test using the SOFTWARE to any third party
without Microsoft's prior written approval.
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g. Reservation of Rights. Microsoft reserves all rights not expressly granted herein.

2. LIMITATIONS ON REVERSE ENGINEERING, DECOMPILATION, AND DISASSEMBLY. You may not reverse engineer,
decompile, or disassemble the SOFTWARE, except and only to the extent that such activity is expressly permitted by
applicable law notwithstanding this limitation.

3. NO RENTAL. You may not rent, lease, or lend the SOFTWARE.

4. SUPPORT SERVICES. In the event Microsoft does provide you with support services related to the SOFTWARE
("Support Services"), use of such Support Services is governed by the Microsoft policies and programs described in the
user manual, in "online" documentation, and/or in other Microsoft-provided materials. Any supplemental software code
provided to you as part of the Support Services shall be considered part of the SOFTWARE and subject to the terms and
conditions of this EULA. With respect to technical information you provide to Microsoft as part of the Support Services,
Microsoft may use such information for its business purposes, including for product support and development. Microsoft
will not utilize such technical information in a form that personally identifies you.

5. TERMINATION. Without prejudice to any other rights, Microsoft may terminate this EULA if you fail to comply with the
terms and conditions of this EULA. In such event, you must destroy all copies of the SOFTWARE and all of its component
parts.

6. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS. All title and intellectual property rights in and to the SOFTWARE (including
but not limited to any images, photographs, animations, video, audio, music, text and "applets" incorporated into the
SOFTWARE), and any copies you are permitted to make herein are owned by Microsoft or its suppliers. All title and
intellectual property rights in and to the content which may be accessed through use of the SOFTWARE is the property of
the respective content owner and may be protected by applicable copyright or other intellectual property laws and treaties.
This EULA grants you no rights to use such content.

7. U.S. GOVERNMENT LICENSE RIGHTS. SOFTWARE provided to the U.S. Government pursuant to solicitations
issued on or after December 1, 1995 is provided with the commercial license rights and restrictions described elsewhere
herein. SOFTWARE provided to the U.S. Government pursuant to solicitations issued prior to December 1, 1995
is provided with "Restricted Rights" as provided for in FAR, 48 CFR 52.227-14 (JUNE 1987) or DFAR, 48 CFR
252.227-7013 (OCT 1988), as applicable.

8. EXPORT RESTRICTIONS. You agree that the SOFTWARE is subject to U.S. export jurisdiction. You agree to comply
with all applicable international and national laws that apply to the SOFTWARE including the U.S. Export Administration
Regulations, as well as end-user, end use and destination restrictions issued by the U.S. and other governments. For
additional information see http://www.microsoft.com/exporting/.

9. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, Microsoft and its suppliers
provide the SOFTWARE and any (if any) Support Services AS IS AND WITH ALL FAULTS, and hereby disclaim all
warranties and conditions, either express, implied or statutory, including, but not limited to, any (if any) implied warranties
or conditions of merchantability, of fitness for a particular purpose, of lack of viruses, of accuracy or completeness of
responses, of results, and of lack of negligence or lack of workmanlike effort, all with regard to the SOFTWARE, and
the provision of or failure to provide Support Services. ALSO, THERE IS NO WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF TITLE,
QUIET ENJOYMENT, QUIET POSSESSION, CORRESPONDENCE TO DESCRIPTION OR NON-INFRINGEMENT,
WITH REGARD TO THE SOFTWARE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY OF OR ARISING OUT OF USE OR
PERFORMANCE OF THE SOFTWARE AND SUPPORT SERVICES, IF ANY, REMAINS WITH YOU.

10. EXCLUSION OF INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL AND CERTAIN OTHER DAMAGES. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT
PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL MICROSOFT OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, PUNITIVE, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF PROFITS OR CONFIDENTIAL OR OTHER INFORMATION, FOR
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, FOR PERSONAL INJURY, FOR LOSS OF PRIVACY, FOR FAILURE TO MEET ANY
DUTY INCLUDING OF GOOD FAITH OR OF REASONABLE CARE, FOR NEGLIGENCE, AND FOR ANY OTHER
PECUNIARY OR OTHER LOSS WHATSOEVER) ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY WAY RELATED TO THE USE OF
OR INABILITY TO USE THE SOFTWARE, THE PROVISION OF OR FAILURE TO PROVIDE SUPPORT SERVICES,
OR OTHERWISE UNDER OR IN CONNECTION WITH ANY PROVISION OF THIS EULA, EVEN IN THE EVENT OF
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THE FAULT, TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), STRICT LIABILITY, BREACH OF CONTRACT OR BREACH OF
WARRANTY OF MICROSOFT OR ANY SUPPLIER, AND EVEN IF MICROSOFT OR ANY SUPPLIER HAS BEEN
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

11. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY AND REMEDIES. Notwithstanding any damages that you might incur for any reason
whatsoever (including, without limitation, all damages referenced above and all direct or general damages), the entire
liability of Microsoft and any of its suppliers under any provision of this EULA and your exclusive remedy for all of the
foregoing shall be limited to the greater of the amount actually paid by you for the SOFTWARE or U.S.$5.00. The
foregoing limitations, exclusions and disclaimers shall apply to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, even if
any remedy fails its essential purpose.

12. APPLICABLE LAW. If you acquired this SOFTWARE in the United States, this EULA is governed by the laws of the
State of Washington. If you acquired this SOFTWARE in Canada, unless expressly prohibited by local law, this EULA
is governed by the laws in force in the Province of Ontario, Canada; and, in respect of any dispute which may arise
hereunder, you consent to the jurisdiction of the federal and provincial courts sitting in Toronto, Ontario. If this SOFTWARE
was acquired outside the United States, then local law may apply.

13. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This EULA (including any addendum or amendment to this EULA which is included with the
SOFTWARE) is the entire agreement between you and Microsoft relating to the SOFTWARE and the Support Services (if
any) and it supersedes all prior or contemporaneous oral or written communications, proposals and representations with
respect to the SOFTWARE or any other subject matter covered by this EULA. To the extent the terms of any Microsoft
policies or programs for Support Services conflict with the terms of this EULA, the terms of this EULA shall control.

14. QUESTIONS? Should you have any questions concerning this EULA, or if you desire to contact Microsoft for any
reason, please contact the Microsoft subsidiary serving your country, or write: Microsoft Sales Information Center/One
Microsoft Way/Redmond, WA 98052-6399.
============================================================================
Concept Software Protection Plus

Ownership

The SoftwareKey Licensing System, Protection PLUS™ (PLUS), SOLO Server™ (SOLO), Instant SOLOSM, Electronic
License Activation™ (ELA), and Electronic License Management™ (ELM) logos, product names, software, manuals,
documentation and other materials, and all copyright rights are owned by Concept Software, Inc. Any copyright or
trademark notices, product identification marking or description, or notices of proprietary restrictions may not be removed.

License Grant

By opening the sealed diskette packaging and using the software from diskette or electronic download, you agree to
be bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement. If you do not agree with the terms of this License
Agreement, promptly return the software, manuals, documentation, or other materials to the place you obtained them for a
full refund.

Concept Software, Inc. hereby grants you a non-exclusive, non-transferable license to use this software product as
described in the user manual on one (1) Central Processing Unit only. You may not adapt, translate, reverse engineer,
de-compile, or disassemble the software. You are not acquiring any rights of ownership in the software, manuals,
documentation or other materials.

The License Grant for the Standard Edition, Enterprise Edition, and Internet Edition of Protection PLUS is different. Refer
to the diskette label, invoice, or electronic license certificate to determine whether the Standard, Enterprise, or Internet
Edition was purchased.

License Renewal

You may choose to pay an annual maintenance fee based upon 20% of the original license price to maintain technical
support and upgrades to the latest version of the software you are licensing.

PLUS Standard Edition

Static Library Version (*.LIB)
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The object code of the library may be distributed while bound or linked into an .EXE or .DLL format of one (1) application
without payment of an additional license fee.

Dynamic Link Library / ActiveX Version (*.DLL, *.PLB, *.FLL)

The entire dynamic link library or ActiveX control may be distributed in conjunction with one (1) application without
payment of an additional license fee.

License File Editing Facility (LFEdit.EXE)

LFEdit is allowed to run on one (1) Central Processing Unit only.

PLUS Enterprise and Internet Editions

Static Library Version (*.LIB)

The object code of the library may be distributed while bound or linked into an .EXE or .DLL format of all of your
company's applications without payment of an additional license fee.

Dynamic Link Library / ActiveX Version (*.DLL, *.PLB, *.FLL)

The entire dynamic link library or ActiveX control may be distributed in conjunction with all of your company's applications
without payment of an additional license fee.

License File Editing Facility (LFEdit.EXE)

Additional copies of LFEdit.EXE may be installed on your machines without payment of an additional license fee.

Automation Client

Static Library Version (*.LIB)

The object code of the Automation Client library may be distributed while bound or linked into an .EXE or .DLL format of
all of your company's applications without payment of an additional license fee.

Dynamic Link Library / ActiveX Version (*.DLL)

The entire dynamic link library or ActiveX control may be distributed in conjunction with an unlimited number of
applications without payment of an additional license fee.

SOLO Server Components

The SOLO Server Components may be installed on two (2) Central Processing Units only per issued License ID - one for
production use and one for staging/testing use. There may be a fee imposed per transaction or dollar amount processed
by a SOLO Server Component.

SOLO Server

SOLO Server Any web pages provided may be installed on two (2) Central Processing Units only per issued License ID -
one for production use and one for staging/testing use. SOLO Server and related web pages may not be used to license
software created by another company.

U.S. Government License Grant - Restricted Rights

The software, manuals, documentation, and other materials were developed at private expense by Concept Software,
Inc., 3 Missouri Research Park Drive, Saint Charles, Missouri 63304. Use, duplication, or disclosure by the U.S.
Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FARS - 49 CFR Ch. 1 Subpart
52.2) and other U.S. Government agency acquisition regulations such as Department of Defense Federal Acquisition
Regulations (DFARS - 49 CFR Ch. 2 Subpart 227.72), as applicable. The license grant to the U.S. Government shall be
the same as that customarily provided to the public unless inconsistent with Federal procurement law.

Copying Prohibited
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The software, manuals and documentation are protected by U.S. copyright laws and international treaty provisions. They
may not be copied, except that one (1) copy of the software may be made for backup or archival purposes. Any other
copying is prohibited.

Limited Warranty

Concept Software, Inc. warrants for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of purchase that the magnetic media is free
from defects in materials and workmanship under normal use and that the computer program will perform substantially in
accordance with the user manual.

Any defective item must be returned, shipping prepaid, with proof of date of purchase such as receipt or invoice, during
the warranty period to Concept Software, Inc., 3 Missouri Research Park Drive, Saint Charles, Missouri 63304. The
defective item must be received by Concept Software, Inc. no later than thirty (30) days after the end of the warranty
period.

CONCEPT SOFTWARE, INC. MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED OF ANY KIND OR NATURE
WHATSOEVER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THIS LIMITED WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS. YOU MAY HAVE
OTHERS, BECAUSE SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF IMPLIED
WARRANTIES.

Limitation of Liability

Concept Software, Inc.'s liability for damages resulting from use of the computer program shall not exceed the amount of
license fees paid by you to Concept Software, Inc. under this License Agreement.

Concept Software, Inc. shall not in any case be liable for damages incurred by third party users of applications
that incorporate Concept Software, Inc.'s Protection PLUS and/or SoftwareKey software licensing functions. Your
implementation of Protection PLUS and/or SoftwareKey software licensing functions is in no way influenced by Concept
Software, Inc. its officers, employees or agents.

CONCEPT SOFTWARE, INC. SHALL NOT IN ANY CASE BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL,
INDIRECT, OR OTHER SIMILAR DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS
OF BUSINESS PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS OF BUSINESS INFORMATION, OR ANY
OTHER PECUNIARY LOSS) ARISING FROM THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE SOFTWARE, MANUAL,
DOCUMENTATION, OR OTHER MATERIALS, EVEN IF CONCEPT SOFTWARE, INC. HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. BECAUSE SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, THE ABOVE LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

Breach of Agreement - Termination

Any breach of one or more of the provisions of this License Agreement shall result in immediate termination of the
License. You shall then immediately discontinue use and return all copies of the software, manuals and documentation
to Concept Software, Inc. or supply a certificate of destruction of all copies. All provisions of this License Agreement that
protect the rights of Concept Software, Inc. including but not limited to maintaining confidentiality, shall survive termination.

General

You are responsible for compliance with all laws and regulations governing export outside the United States of any
product containing the software, such as obtaining and renewing licenses or permits and financial reporting obligations.

The headings used are for convenience only.

This agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Missouri.
============================================================================

Commons FileUpload 1.3.1

Apache License Version 2.0, January 2004 http://www.apache.org/licenses/ TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE,
REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION 1. Definitions. "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use,
reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document. "Licensor" shall mean the copyright
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owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License. "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of
the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For
the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management
of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding
shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity. "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising
permissions granted by this License. "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including
but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files. "Object" form shall mean any
form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled
object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types. "Work" shall mean the work of authorship,
whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included
in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below). "Derivative Works" shall mean any work,
whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,
annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name)
to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof. "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is
intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity
authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form
of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed
by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that
is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution." "Contributor"
shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor
and subsequently incorporated within the Work. 2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,
irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense,
and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form. 3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the
terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-
charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell,
sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such
Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with
the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes
direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall
terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. 4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work
or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that
You meet the following conditions: (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of
this License; and (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files;
and (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works
that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding
those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a
NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along
with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices
normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License.
You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum
to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying
the License. You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different
license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works
as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated
in this License. 5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally
submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without
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any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of
any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions. 6. Trademarks.
This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the
Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the
content of the NOTICE file. 7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor
provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES
OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely
responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated
with Your exercise of permissions under this License. 8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and
grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct,
indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the
use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure
or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the
possibility of such damages. 9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative
Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability
obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your
own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by
reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability. END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPENDIX: How
to apply the Apache License to your work. To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate
notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!)
The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class
name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification
within third-party archives. Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner] Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0
(the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License
at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY
KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
the License.

============================================================================

Commons httpclient 2.0.1

Apache License Version 2.0, January 2004 http://www.apache.org/licenses/ TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR
USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION 1. Definitions. 'License' shall mean the terms and conditions for use,
reproduction,and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document. 'Licensor' shall mean the copyright
owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License. 'Legal Entity' shall mean the union of
the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For
the purposes of this definition, 'control' means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management
of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding
shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity. 'You' (or 'Your') shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising
permissions granted by this License. 'Source' form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including
but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files. 'Object' form shall mean any
form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled
object code, generated documentation, and versions to other media types. 'Work' shall mean the work of authorship,
whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included
in or attached to the work(an example is provided in the Appendix below). 'Derivative Works' shall mean any work,
whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,
annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name)
to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof. 'Contribution' shall mean any work of authorship, including
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the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is
intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity
authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, 'submitted' means any form
of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed
by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that
is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as 'Not a Contribution.' 'Contributor'
shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor
and subsequently incorporated within the Work. 2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,
irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense,
and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form. 3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the
terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-
charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell,
sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such
Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)with
the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes
direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall
terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. 4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work
or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that
You meet the following conditions: (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of
this License; and (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files;
and (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and (d) If the Work includes a 'NOTICE' text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works
that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding
those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a
NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along
with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices
normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License.
You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum
to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying
the License. You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different
license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works
as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated
in this License. 5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally
submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without
any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of
any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions. 6. Trademarks.
This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the
Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the
content of the NOTICE file. 7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor
provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an 'AS IS' BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES
OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely
responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated
with Your exercise of permissions under this License. 8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and
grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct,
indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the
use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure
or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the
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possibility of such damages. 9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative
Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability
obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your
own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by
reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability. END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPENDIX: How
to apply the Apache License to your work. To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate
notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets '[]' replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!)
The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class
name and description of purpose be included on the same 'printed page' as the copyright notice for easier identification
within third-party archives.

============================================================================

commons-io 2.4

Apache License Version 2.0, January 2004 http://www.apache.org/licenses/ TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE,
REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION 1. Definitions. "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use,
reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document. "Licensor" shall mean the copyright
owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License. "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of
the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For
the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management
of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding
shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity. "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising
permissions granted by this License. "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including
but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files. "Object" form shall mean any
form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled
object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types. "Work" shall mean the work of authorship,
whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included
in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below). "Derivative Works" shall mean any work,
whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,
annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name)
to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof. "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is
intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity
authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form
of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed
by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that
is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution." "Contributor"
shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor
and subsequently incorporated within the Work. 2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,
irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense,
and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form. 3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the
terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-
charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell,
sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such
Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with
the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes
direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall
terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. 4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work
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or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that
You meet the following conditions: (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of
this License; and (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files;
and (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works
that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding
those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a
NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along
with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices
normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License.
You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum
to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying
the License. You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different
license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works
as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated
in this License. 5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally
submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without
any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of
any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions. 6. Trademarks.
This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the
Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the
content of the NOTICE file. 7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor
provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES
OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely
responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated
with Your exercise of permissions under this License. 8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and
grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct,
indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the
use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure
or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the
possibility of such damages. 9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative
Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability
obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your
own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by
reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability. END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPENDIX: How
to apply the Apache License to your work. To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate
notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!)
The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class
name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification
within third-party archives. Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner] Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0
(the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License
at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY
KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under
the License.

============================================================================

CTabCtrlEx 1.02
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// Extended Tab Control // Copyright (C) 1998 RedCreek Communications // All rights reserved. // // Written by
Kevin Lussier (klussier@redcreek.com) // Version 1.02 // // Distribute freely, except: don't remove my name from
the source or // documentation (don't take credit for my work), mark your changes (don't // get me blamed for your
possible bugs), don't alter or remove this // notice. // No warrantee of any kind, express or implied, is included with
this // software; use at your own risk, responsibility for damages (if any) to // anyone resulting from the use of this
software rests entirely with the // user. // // Send bug reports, bug fixes, enhancements, requests, flames, etc. to //
klussier@redcreek.com /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

============================================================================

GXT 2.3.1

Version 3.2

THIS DOCUMENT IS A LEGAL AGREEMENT (the “Agreement”) BETWEEN SENCHA INC. (“We,” “Us”) AND YOU OR
THE ORGANIZATION ON WHOSE BEHALF YOU ARE ENTERING INTO THIS AGREEMENT (“You”) IN RELATION
TO SENCHA SOFTWARE GENERALLY MADE AVAILABLE IN SOURCE CODE FORMAT (“Sencha SDKs”) AND/OR
SENCHA SOFTWARE GENERALLY MADE AVAILABLE IN OBJECT CODE FORMAT (“Sencha Tools”). (The Sencha
SDKs and the Sencha Tools are sometimes hereinafter collectively referred to as the “Software”.)

RIGHTS GRANTED HEREIN APPLY ONLY TO SOFTWARE FOR WHICH YOU’VE PAID THE APPLICABLE FEE,
WHICH MAY INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING SENCHA SDKs: SENCHA EXT JS, SENCHA GXT, AND/OR SENCHA PIVOT
GRID; AND/OR THE FOLLOWING SENCHA TOOLS: SENCHA ARCHITECT, SENCHA JETBRAINS PLUG-IN, SENCHA
ECLIPSE PLUG-IN, SENCHA VISUAL STUDIO PLUG-IN, SENCHA INSPECTOR, EXT JS STENCILS, SENCHA CMD,
AND/OR SENCHA TEST.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING THE SOFTWARE, YOU ACCEPT THE
FOLLOWING TERMS AND CONDITIONS. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE WITH ANY OF THE TERMS OR CONDITIONS
OF THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT, DO NOT PROCEED WITH THE DOWNLOADING, COPYING, INSTALLATION OR
ANY OTHER USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR ANY PORTION THEREOF AS YOU HAVE NO RIGHTS TO DO SO. THE
SOFTWARE IS PROTECTED BY UNITED STATES COPYRIGHT LAWS AND INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT LAWS, AS
WELL AS OTHER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAWS AND TREATIES. THE SOFTWARE IS LICENSED, NOT SOLD.

THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT DESCRIBES YOUR RIGHTS AND RESTRICTIONS WITH RESPECT TO THE
SOFTWARE AND ITS COMPONENTS.

1. DEFINITIONS

“Application” means any software, application, or elements that Your Designated Users develop using the Software or
Modifications in accordance with this Agreement; provided that any such Application (i) must have substantially different
functionality than the Software, and (ii) must not allow any third party to use the Sencha SDKs or Modifications, or any
portion thereof, for software development or application development purposes.

“Designated User” shall mean a single distinct person for whom You have purchased a license to use the Software,
whether such person is an employee acting within the scope of their employment with You or Your consultant or contractor
acting within the scope of the services they provide for You. A Designated User can be replaced with a new Designated
User only after being a Designated User for a minimum of six (6) months.

“End User” means an end user of Your Application who acquires a license to such solely for their own internal use and not
for distribution, resale, user interface design, or software development purposes.

“Modification” means: a) any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file included in the original Sencha SDKs or
previous Modifications created by You, and/or b) any new file that leverages any part of the original Sencha SDKs or
previous Modifications.

“Sample Code” means sample source code included with the Software and designated as “sample code,” “samples,”
“sample application code,” “stencils,” “app templates,” and/or “snippets,” and/or found in directories labeled “samples” or
“examples”.

2. LICENSE GRANT
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Subject to the payment of the fee required, and subject to Your compliance with all of the terms and conditions of
this Agreement, We grant to You a revocable, non-exclusive, non-transferable and non-sublicensable license (i) for
Designated User(s) to use the Software to create Modifications and Applications; (ii) for You to distribute the Sencha
SDKs and/or Modifications to End Users solely as integrated into the Applications; and (iii) for End Users to use the
Sencha SDKs as integrated into Your Applications in accordance with the terms of this Agreement.

In addition to the other terms contained herein, and subject to Your compliance with all of the terms and conditions of this
Agreement, We grant to You a revocable, non-exclusive, non-transferable and non-sublicensable license to install and use
the Software (the “Trial License”) strictly for Your internal evaluation and review purposes and not for production purposes.
This Trial License applies only if You have registered with Us for a Trial License of the Software and shall be effective for
thirty (30) consecutive days following the date of registration (“the Trial Period”). You may only register for a Trial License
once in any eighteen month period. You agree not to use a Trial License for any purpose other than determining whether
to purchase a license to the Software. You are explicitly not permitted to distribute the Software to any user outside the
Organization on whose behalf You have undertaken this license. Your rights to use the Trial License will immediately
terminate upon the earlier of (i) the expiration of the Trial Period, or (ii) such time that You purchase a license to the
Software. We reserve the right to terminate Your Trial License at any time in Our absolute and sole discretion.

In addition to the other terms contained herein, in the event You have downloaded or received beta or pre-release
versions of the Software (the “Beta Software”) from Us, subject to Your compliance with all of the terms and conditions
of this Agreement, We grant to You a revocable, non-exclusive, non-transferable and non-sublicensable license to install
and use the Beta Software strictly for Your internal evaluation and review purposes and not for production purposes (the
“Beta License”). You are explicitly not permitted to distribute the Software to any user outside the Organization on whose
behalf You have undertaken this license. Your rights to use the Beta Software will immediately terminate upon the earlier
of (i) the expiration of the evaluation period established by Us, or (ii) such time that You purchase a license to a non-
evaluation version of the Software. We reserve the right to terminate Your Beta License at any time in Our absolute and
sole discretion.

YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT TRIAL AND/OR BETA SOFTWARE MIGHT PLACE WATERMARKS ON OUTPUT,
CONTAIN LIMITED FUNCTIONALITY, FUNCTION FOR A LIMITED PERIOD OF TIME, OR LIMIT THE FUNCTIONALITY
OR TIME OF FUNCTIONING OF ANY OUTPUT. ACCESS TO AND/OR USE OF ANY FILES OR OUTPUT CREATED
WITH SUCH SOFTWARE IS ENTIRELY AT YOUR OWN RISK. WE ARE LICENSING THE SOFTWARE ON AN “AS IS”
BASIS AT YOUR OWN RISK AND WE DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTY OR LIABILITY TO YOU OF ANY KIND.

Subject to the payment of the fee required, You may modify the “Sample Code” solely for the purposes of designing,
developing and testing Applications. You are permitted to use, copy and redistribute Your modified Sample Code only
if all of the following conditions are met: (a) You include Our copyright notice (if any) with Your Application, including
every location in which any other copyright notice appears in such Application; (b) You do not otherwise use Our name,
logos or other of Our trademarks to market Your Application, unless otherwise agreed by Us in writing; and (c) each
Designated User is duly licensed to use and distribute any of Our products that may be included in an application using
and/or generated by the Software.

3. OWNERSHIP

This is a license agreement and not an agreement for sale. We reserve ownership of all intellectual property rights
inherent in or relating to the Software, which include, but are not limited to, all copyright, patent rights, all rights in relation
to registered and unregistered trademarks (including service marks), confidential information (including trade secrets and
know-how) and all rights other than those expressly granted by this Agreement.

We provide You with source code to the Sencha SDKs so that You can create Modifications and Applications. While You
retain all rights to any original work authored by You as part of the Modifications, We continue to own all copyright and
other intellectual property rights in the Sencha SDKs.

You must not remove, obscure or interfere with any copyright, acknowledgment, attribution, trademark, warning or
disclaimer statement affixed to, incorporated in or otherwise applied in connection with the Software.

4. PROHIBITED USES (SENCHA SDKs)
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You may not redistribute the Sencha SDKs or Modifications other than by including the Sencha SDKs or a portion thereof
within Your Application. You may not redistribute the Sencha SDKs or Modifications as part of any Application that can
be described as a development toolkit or library, an application builder, a website builder a user interface designer, or any
application that is intended for use by software, application, or website developers or designers. You may not redistribute
any part of the Sencha SDKs documentation. You may not change or remove the copyright notice from any of the files
included in the Sencha SDKs or Modifications.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES MAY YOU USE THE SENCHA SDKS FOR AN APPLICATION THAT IS INTENDED FOR
SOFTWARE OR APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT PURPOSES.

You are required to ensure that the Sencha SDKs is not reused by or with any applications other than those with which
You distribute it as permitted herein. For example, if You install the Sencha SDKs on a customer’s server, that customer is
not permitted to use the Sencha SDKs independently of Your Application, and must be informed as such.

Alternate versions of the Sencha SDKs (“GPL Version”) may be licensed under the terms of the GNU General Public
License versions 3.0 (“GPL”). If You, or another third party, has, at any time, developed all or any portion of the
Application(s) using a GPL Version, You may not combine such work with the Sencha SDKs licensed hereunder, and You
must license such application(s) under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 3.

5. PROHIBITED USES (SENCHA TOOLS)

You agree not to sublicense, assign or transfer the Sencha Tools or Your rights in the Sencha Tools, or authorize any
portion of the Sencha Tools to be copied onto or accessed from another individual’s or entity’s computer except as may
be explicitly provided in this Agreement. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this section, You may transfer copies
of the Sencha Tools installed on one of Your computers to another one of Your computers provided that the resulting
installation and use of the Sencha Tools is in accordance with the terms of this Agreement and does not cause You to
exceed Your right to use the Sencha Tools under this Agreement. Except as expressly authorized under this Agreement,
You are prohibited from: (a) renting, leasing, lending or granting other rights in the Sencha Tools including rights on a
membership or subscription basis; and (b) providing use of the Sencha Tools in a computer service business, third party
outsourcing facility or service, service bureau arrangement, network, or time sharing basis.

You agree not to modify, port, adapt or translate the Sencha Tools. You agree not to reverse engineer, decompile,
disassemble or otherwise attempt to discover the source code of the Sencha Tools. You agree not to use any part of the
Sencha Tools or Your knowledge of the Sencha Tools (or any information that You learn as a result of Your use of the
Sencha Tools) to create a product with the same or substantially the same functionality as the Sencha Tools. The Sencha
Tools may include various applications, utilities and components, may support multiple platforms and languages or may be
provided to You on multiple media or in multiple copies. Nonetheless, the Sencha Tools is designed and provided to You
as a single product to be used as a single product on computers and platforms as permitted herein. You are not required
to use all component parts of the Sencha Tools, but You shall not unbundle any component parts of the Sencha Tools for
use on different computers. You shall not unbundle or repackage the Sencha Tools for distribution, transfer or resale.

You agree to use the Software pursuant to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, and not any other terms or
conditions unless provided in writing signed by the parties hereto.

6. TERMINATION

This Agreement and Your right to use the Software and Modifications will terminate immediately if You fail to comply with
any of the terms and conditions of this Agreement. Upon termination, You agree to immediately cease using and destroy
the Software or Modifications, including all accompanying documents. The provisions of sections 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, and
11 will survive any termination of this Agreement.

A license to Sencha Test under Section 2 of this Agreement (an “ST License”) commences on the date of purchase and
continues for an initial term of one (1) year or more, depending on the fee paid (the “Initial Term”). The ST License will
automatically terminate at the end of the Initial ST Term, unless You choose to extend the ST License, subject to Our
agreement (each such extension is referred to as an “Extension”). (The “ST Term” shall mean the Initial Term as extended
by each Extension.) This Agreement shall terminate at the end of the ST Term, unless there is additional Software to
which this Agreement applies, in which case this Agreement shall not terminate at the end of the ST Term, but references
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herein to the Software shall no longer include Sencha Test as of the expiration of the ST Term. For clarity, a decision to
terminate or otherwise not extend the ST License will not terminate other Software licenses.

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES

TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, WE AND OUR RESELLERS DISCLAIM ALL
WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE, AND NON-
INFRINGEMENT, WITH REGARD TO THE SOFTWARE. WE DO NOT GUARANTEE THAT THE OPERATION OF
THE SOFTWARE OR THE CODE IT PRODUCES WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR-FREE, AND YOU
ACKNOWLEDGE THAT IT IS NOT TECHNICALLY PRACTICABLE FOR US TO DO SO.

8. LIMITATION OF LIABILITIES

TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL WE OR OUR RESELLERS
BE LIABLE UNDER ANY LEGAL OR EQUITABLE THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS
OF BUSINESS PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS OF BUSINESS INFORMATION OR ANY OTHER
PECUNIARY LAW) ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THE SOFTWARE OR THE CODE
IT PRODUCES OR ANY OTHER SUBJECT MATTER RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT, EVEN IF WE OR OUR
RESELLERS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. IN ANY CASE, OUR ENTIRE
LIABILITY WITH RESPECT TO ANY SUBJECT MATER RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE LIMITED TO
THE GREATER OF (I) THE AMOUNT ACTUALLY PAID BY YOU FOR THE SOFTWARE OR (II) FIVE HUNDRED
DOLLARS ($500).

9. VERIFICATION

We or a certified auditor acting on Our behalf, may, upon Our reasonable request and at Our expense, audit You with
respect to the use of the Software. Such audit may be conducted by mail, electronic means or through an in-person visit
to Your place of business. Any such in-person audit shall be conducted during regular business hours at Your facilities
and shall not unreasonably interfere with Your business activities. We shall not remove, copy, or redistribute any electronic
material during the course of an audit. If an audit reveals that You are using the Software in a way that is in material
violation of the terms of this Agreement, then You shall pay Our reasonable costs of conducting the audit. In the case of a
material violation, You agree to pay Us any amounts owing that are attributable to the unauthorized use. In the alternative,
We reserve the right, at Our discretion, to terminate the licenses for the Software, in addition to any other remedies
available under law. This Section shall survive expiration or termination of this Agreement for a period of two (2) years.

10. PAYMENT AND TAXES

If credit has been extended to You by Us, all payments under this Agreement are due within thirty (30) days of the date
We mail an invoice to You. If We have not extended credit to You, You shall be required to make payment concurrent with
the delivery of the Software by Us. Any value added tax, use tax, sales tax or similar tax (“Transaction Taxes”) shall be
Your sole responsibility. Each party shall pay all taxes (including, but not limited to, taxes based upon its income) or levies
imposed on it under applicable laws, regulations and tax treaties as a result of this Agreement and any payments made
hereunder (including those required to be withheld or deducted from payments); provided that You shall be responsible
for all Transactions Taxes and shall pay or reimburse Us for the same upon invoice. Each party shall furnish evidence of
such paid taxes as is sufficient to enable the other party to obtain any credits available to it, including original withholding
tax certificates. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Software ordered through Our resellers is subject to the fees and payment
terms set forth on the applicable reseller invoice.

11. MISCELLANEOUS

The license granted herein applies only to the version of the Software available when purchased in connection with the
terms of this Agreement, and to any updates and/or upgrades to which You may be entitled. Any previous or subsequent
license granted to You for use of the Software shall be governed by the terms and conditions of the agreement entered
in connection with purchase or download of that version of the Software. Support and maintenance, including rights to
updates and upgrades, are provided pursuant to the terms of the Sencha Support and Maintenance Agreement. You
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agree that You will comply with all applicable laws and regulations with respect to the Software, including without limitation
all export and re-export control laws and regulations.

While redistributing the Sencha SDKs or Modifications thereof as part of Your Application, You may choose to offer
acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this Agreement.
However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on our
behalf. You shall indemnify Us and our resellers, or at Our option, defend Us and our resellers against any claim, suit
or proceeding brought against Us or our resellers (i) arising by reason of Your accepting any such support, warranty,
indemnity or additional liability; or (ii) arising out of the use, reproduction or distribution of Your Application, except to the
extent such claim is solely based on the inclusion of the Sencha SDKs therein. Further, You agree only to distribute the
Sencha SDKs pursuant to an enforceable written agreement for Our benefit that includes all the limitations and restrictions
of this Agreement and is as protective of Us and Sencha SDKs as is this Agreement. For clarity, for Sencha SDKs for
which You have paid a fee, You must purchase Designated User licenses for each contractor or consultant who uses the
Sencha SDKs to create an Application on Your behalf (including system integrators), whether or not such contractor or
consultant has its own license to the Sencha SDKs.

You agree to be identified as a customer of Ours and You agree that We may refer to You by name, trade name and
trademark, if applicable, and may briefly describe Your business in our marketing materials and web site.

You may not assign or transfer this Agreement without Our prior written consent. Any attempted assignment or delegation
in violation of this Section shall be null and void. This Agreement may be assigned by Us in whole or part and will inure
to the benefit of Our successors and assigns. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in any instance in which You transfer
ownership of an Application on a work for hire basis, You may assign licenses for the total Designated Users that have
used the Software to develop said Application under this Agreement to another party (Assignee) provided (i) You provide
written notice to Us prior to the effective date of such assignment; and (ii) the transfer is in quantities We generally make
available to Our customers (minimum 5 Designated Users); and (iii) there is a written agreement, wherein the Assignee
accepts the terms of this Agreement. Upon any such transfer, the Assignee may appoint new Designated Users.

This Agreement is the complete and exclusive statement of the mutual understanding of the parties and supersedes and
cancels all previous written and oral agreements and communications relating to the subject matter of this Agreement.
No oral or written information given by Us, Our resellers, or otherwise on Our behalf shall create a warranty or collateral
contract, or in any way increase the scope of this Agreement in any way, and You may not rely on any such oral or written
information. Any waivers or amendments shall be effective only if made in writing. Further, any different or additional terms
of any related purchase order, confirmation, or similar form shall have no force or effect. The license granted herein is
conditioned upon the acceptance of the terms and conditions hereof to the exclusion of all other terms, and no other or
additional terms shall apply, unless so provided in writing signed by the parties hereto. You expressly agree by Your use of
the Software that no such other, different or additional terms or conditions shall apply, notwithstanding any statements to
the contrary included in any purchase order, confirmation, or similar form, and regardless of whether we accept payments
referenced therein which shall not constitute acceptance of additional terms and conditions.

There are no implied licenses or other implied rights granted under this Agreement, and all rights, save for those expressly
granted hereunder, shall remain with Us and our licensors. In addition, no licenses or immunities are granted to the
combination of the Software and/or Modifications, as applicable, with any other software or hardware not delivered by Us
or Our resellers to You under this Agreement. Your rights under this Agreement apply only to Software, Modifications, and/
or Applications for which all Designated Users are duly licensed hereunder.

If any provision in this Agreement shall be determined to be invalid, such provision shall be deemed omitted; the
remainder of this Agreement shall continue in full force and effect. If any remedy provided is determined to have failed for
its essential purpose, all limitations of liability and exclusions of damages set forth in this Agreement shall remain in effect.
The failure of either party to enforce any provision of this Agreement may not be deemed a waiver of that or any other
provision of this Agreement.

This Agreement, and all claims or causes of action that may be based upon, arise out of, or relate to this Agreement and/
or the Software shall be governed by the law of the State of California, United States (notwithstanding conflicts of laws
provisions), and all parties irrevocably submit to the jurisdiction of the state or federal courts of the State of California and
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further agree to commence any litigation which may arise hereunder or related hereto and/or to the Software in the state
or federal courts located in the judicial district of San Mateo County, California, US.

If the Software or any related documentation is licensed to the U.S. Government or any agency thereof, it will be
considered to be “commercial computer software” or “commercial computer software documentation,” as those terms are
used in 48 CFR § 12.212 or 48 CFR § 227.7202, and is being licensed with only those rights as are granted to all other
licensees as set forth in this Agreement.

============================================================================

Log4NET 1.2.12

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
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the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and
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(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

============================================================================

Microsoft SQL JDBC Driver (sqljdbc42) 4.2

MICROSOFT SOFTWARE LICENSE TERMS

MICROSOFT JDBC DRIVER 4.2 FOR SQL SERVER

These license terms are an agreement between Microsoft Corporation (or based on where you
live, one of its affiliates) and you. Please read them. They apply to the software
named above, which includes the media on which you received it, if any. The terms also apply to
any Microsoft

• updates,
• supplements,
• Internet-based services, and
• support services
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for this software, unless other terms accompany those items. If so, those terms apply.

BY USING THE SOFTWARE, YOU ACCEPT THESE TERMS. IF YOU DO NOT
ACCEPT THEM, DO NOT USE THE SOFTWARE.

If you comply with these license terms, you have the rights below.

1. INSTALLATION AND USE RIGHTS.

a. Installation and Use.

i. You may install and use any number of copies of the software on your devices.

b. Third Party Programs. The software may include third party programs that Microsoft,
not the third party, licenses to you under this agreement. Notices, if any, for the third
party program are included for your information only.

2. ADDITIONAL LICENSING REQUIREMENTS AND/OR USE RIGHTS.

a. Distributable Code.

i. Right to Use and Distribute. You are permitted to distribute the software in programs you
develop if you comply with the terms below:

* You may copy and distribute the object code form of the software (“Distributable Code”) in
programs you develop. You may not modify the software.
* You may permit distributors of your programs to copy and distribute the Distributable Code
as part of those programs.
ii. Distribution Requirements. For any Distributable Code you distribute, you must
* add significant primary functionality to it in your programs;
* require distributors and external end users to agree to terms that protect it at least as
much as this agreement;
* display your valid copyright notice on your programs; and
* indemnify, defend, and hold harmless Microsoft from any claims, including attorneys’ fees,
related to the distribution or use of your programs.
iii. Distribution Restrictions. You may not
* alter any copyright, trademark or patent notice in the Distributable Code;
* use Microsoft’s trademarks in your programs’ names or in a way that suggests your programs
come from or are endorsed by Microsoft;
* include Distributable Code in malicious, deceptive or unlawful programs; or
* modify or distribute the source code of any Distributable Code so that any part of it
becomes subject to an Excluded License. An Excluded License is one that requires, as a
condition of use, modification or distribution, that
* the code be disclosed or distributed in source code form; or
* others have the right to modify it.

3. SCOPE OF LICENSE. The software is licensed, not sold. This agreement only gives you
some rights to use the software. Microsoft reserves all other rights. Unless applicable law
gives you more rights despite this limitation, you may use the software only as expressly
permitted in this agreement. In doing so, you must comply with any technical limitations in
the software that only allow you to use it in certain ways. You may not

• work around any technical limitations in the software;
• reverse engineer, decompile or disassemble the software, except and only to the extent
that applicable law expressly permits, despite this limitation;
• make more copies of the software than specified in this agreement or allowed by
applicable law, despite this limitation;
• publish the software for others to copy;
• rent, lease or lend the software;
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• transfer the software or this agreement to any third party; or
• use the software for commercial software hosting services.

4. EXPORT RESTRICTIONS. The software is subject to United States export laws and
regulations. You must comply with all domestic and international export laws and
regulations that apply to the software. These laws include restrictions on destinations, end
users and end use. For additional information, see www.microsoft.com/exporting.

5. SUPPORT SERVICES. Because this software is “as is,” we may not provide support
services for it.

6. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This agreement, and the terms for supplements, updates, Internet-
based services and support services that you use, are the entire agreement for the software
and support services.

7. APPLICABLE LAW.

a. United States. If you acquired the software in the United States, Washington state law
governs the interpretation of this agreement and applies to claims for breach of it,
regardless of conflict of laws principles. The laws of the state where you live govern all
other claims, including claims under state consumer protection laws, unfair competition
laws, and in tort.

b. Outside the United States. If you acquired the software in any other country, the laws of
that country apply.

8. LEGAL EFFECT. This agreement describes certain legal rights. You may have other rights
under the laws of your country. You may also have rights with respect to the party from
whom you acquired the software. This agreement does not change your rights under the laws
of your country if the laws of your country do not permit it to do so.

9. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY. THE SOFTWARE IS LICENSED “AS-IS.” YOU
BEAR THE RISK OF USING IT. MICROSOFT GIVES NO EXPRESS
WARRANTIES, GUARANTEES OR CONDITIONS. YOU MAY HAVE
ADDITIONAL CONSUMER RIGHTS UNDER YOUR LOCAL LAWS WHICH THIS
AGREEMENT CANNOT CHANGE. TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED UNDER
YOUR LOCAL LAWS, MICROSOFT EXCLUDES THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-
INFRINGEMENT.

10. LIMITATION ON AND EXCLUSION OF REMEDIES AND DAMAGES. YOU CAN
RECOVER FROM MICROSOFT AND ITS SUPPLIERS ONLY DIRECT DAMAGES UP
TO U.S. $5.00. YOU CANNOT RECOVER ANY OTHER DAMAGES, INCLUDING
CONSEQUENTIAL, LOST PROFITS, SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR INCIDENTAL
DAMAGES.

This limitation applies to

• anything related to the software, services, content (including code) on third party Internet
sites, or third party programs, and
• claims for breach of contract, breach of warranty, guarantee or condition, strict liability,
negligence, or other tort to the extent permitted by applicable law.

It also applies even if Microsoft knew or should have known about the possibility of the
damages. The above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you because your country may
not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental, consequential or other damages.

============================================================================

Microsoft Visual C++ 2005 SP1 Redistributable Package (x86) 8.0.50727.762
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END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR MICROSOFT SOFTWARE
IMPORTANT'READ CAREFULLY: This End-User License Agreement ('EULA') is a legal agreement between you (either
an individual or a single entity) and Microsoft Corporation ('Microsoft') for the Microsoft software that accompanies this
EULA, which includes computer software and may include associated media, printed materials, 'online' or electronic
documentation, and Internet-based services ('Software'). An amendment or addendum to this EULA may accompany the
Software. YOU AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS EULA BY INSTALLING, COPYING, OR OTHERWISE
USING THE SOFTWARE. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT INSTALL, COPY, OR USE THE SOFTWARE; YOU MAY
RETURN IT TO YOUR PLACE OF PURCHASE (IF APPLICABLE) FOR A FULL REFUND.

MICROSOFT Software LICENSE
1. GRANTS OF LICENSE. Microsoft grants you the rights described in this EULA provided that you comply with all
terms and conditions of this EULA. NOTE: Microsoft is not licensing to you any rights with respect to Crystal Reports for
Microsoft Visual Studio .NET; your use of Crystal Reports for Microsoft Visual Studio .NET is subject to your acceptance
of the terms and conditions of the enclosed (hard copy) end user license agreement from Crystal Decisions for that
product.
1.1 General License Grant. Microsoft grants to you as an individual, a personal, nonexclusive license to use the Software,
and to make and use copies of the Software for the purposes of designing, developing, testing, and demonstrating your
software product(s), provided that you are the only individual using the Software.
If you are an entity, Microsoft grants to you a personal, nonexclusive license to use the Software, and to make and use
copies of the Software, provided that for each individual using the Software within your organization, you have acquired a
separate and valid license for each such individual.
1.2 Documentation. You may make and use an unlimited number of copies of any documentation, provided that such
copies shall be used only for personal purposes and are not to be republished or distributed (either in hard copy or
electronic form) beyond your premises.
1.3 Web Stress Functionality/ACT Tool. If included with the edition of the Software you have acquired with this EULA,
then as provided in the corresponding Software documentation, you have the ability to use the component of the Software
identified as the Application Center Test ('ACT Tool') to perform stress tests against websites in its default mode (which
is to honor any 'robots.txt' files it may encounter) or to set the ACT Tool to not honor any 'robots.txt' files it may encounter
when performing its stress tests. The use of the ACT Tool by you in the non-default mode is entirely your responsibility
and at your sole risk. Before you use the ACT Tool with any third party property, you should consult with such third party or
the agreement governing the use of such property to determine whether or not such use is permitted.
1.4 Storage/Network Use. You may also store or install a copy of the Software on a storage device, such as a network
server, used only to install or run the Software on computers used by licensed end users in accordance with Section 1.1.
A single license for the Software may not be shared or used concurrently by multiple end users.
1.5 Visual Studio'Effect of EULA. As a suite of development tools and other Microsoft software programs (each such
tool or software program, a 'Component'), Components that you receive as part of the Software (including Microsoft
server software or other development tools) may include a separate end-user license agreement (each, a 'Component
EULA'). Except as provided in Section 6 ('Prerelease Code'), in the event of inconsistencies between this EULA and any
Component EULA, the terms of this EULA shall control. The Software may also contain third'party software programs.
Any such software is provided for your use as a convenience and your use is subject to the terms and conditions of any
license agreement contained in that software.
2. ADDITIONAL LICENSE RIGHTS -- REDISTRIBUTABLE CODE. In addition to the rights granted in Section 1, certain
portions of the Software, as described in this Section 2, are provided to you with additional license rights. These additional
license rights are conditioned upon your compliance with the distribution requirements and license limitations described in
Section 3.
2.1 Sample Code. Microsoft grants you a limited, nonexclusive, royalty-free license to: (a) use and modify the source
code version of those portions of the Software identified as 'Samples' in REDIST.TXT or elsewhere in the Software
('Sample Code') for the sole purposes of designing, developing, and testing your software product(s), and (b) reproduce
and distribute the Sample Code, along with any modifications thereof, in object and/or source code form. For applicable
redistribution requirements for Sample Code, see Section 3.1 below.
2.2 Redistributable Code'General. Microsoft grants you a limited, nonexclusive, royalty-free license to reproduce and
distribute the object code form of any portion of the Software listed in REDIST.TXT ('Redistributable Code'). For general
redistribution requirements for Redistributable Code, see Section 3.1 below.
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2.3 Redistributable Code'Microsoft Merge Modules ('MSM'). Microsoft grants you a limited, nonexclusive, royalty-free
license to reproduce and distribute the content of MSM file(s) listed in REDIST.TXT in the manner described in the
Software documentation only so long as you redistribute such content in its entirety and do not modify such content in any
way. For all other applicable redistribution requirements for MSM files, see Section 3.1 below.
2.4 Redistributable Code'Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC), Active Template Libraries (ATL), and C runtimes (CRTs).
In addition to the rights granted in Section 1, Microsoft grants you a license to use and modify the source code version
of those portions of the Software that are identified as MFC, ATL, or CRTs (collectively, the 'VC Redistributables'), for the
sole purposes of designing, developing, and testing your software product(s). Provided you comply with Section 3.1 and
you rename any files created by you that are included in the Licensee Software (defined below), Microsoft grants you a
limited, nonexclusive, royalty-free license to reproduce and distribute the object code version of the VC Redistributables,
including any modifications you make. For purposes of this section, 'modifications' shall mean enhancements to the
functionality of the VC Redistributables. For all other applicable redistribution requirements for VC Redistributables, see
Section 3.1 below.
3. DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS AND OTHER LICENSE RIGHTS AND LIMITATIONS. If you choose to exercise
your rights under Section 2, any redistribution by you is subject to your compliance with Section 3.1; some of the
Redistributable Code has additional limited use rights described in Section 3.2.
3.1 General Distribution Requirements.
(a) If you choose to redistribute Sample Code, Redistributable Code, or 'Server Redistributable Code' portions of the
SDK Software (as defined in Section 4.2(b)) (collectively, the 'Redistributables') as described in Section 2, you agree: (i)
except as otherwise noted in Section 2.1 (Sample Code), to distribute the Redistributables only in object code form and
in conjunction with and as a part of a software application product developed by you that adds significant and primary
functionality to the Redistributables ('Licensee Software'); (ii) that the Redistributables only operate in conjunction with
Microsoft Windows platforms; (iii) that if the Licensee Software is distributed beyond Licensee's premises or externally
from Licensee's organization, to distribute the Licensee Software containing the Redistributables pursuant to an end
user license agreement (which may be 'break-the-seal', 'click-wrap' or signed), with terms no less protective than those
contained in this EULA; (iv) not to use Microsoft's name, logo, or trademarks to market the Licensee Software; (v) to
display your own valid copyright notice which shall be sufficient to protect Microsoft's copyright in the Software; (vi) not
to remove or obscure any copyright, trademark or patent notices that appear on the Software as delivered to you; (vii) to
indemnify, hold harmless, and defend Microsoft from and against any claims or lawsuits, including attorney's fees, that
arise or result from the use or distribution of the Licensee Software; (viii) to otherwise comply with the terms of this EULA;
and (ix) agree that Microsoft reserves all rights not expressly granted.
You also agree not to permit further distribution of the Redistributables by your end users except you may permit further
redistribution of the Redistributables by your distributors to your end-user customers if your distributors only distribute the
Redistributables in conjunction with and as part of the Licensee Software, you comply with all other terms of this EULA,
and your distributors comply with all restrictions of this EULA that are applicable to you.
(b) If you use the Redistributables, or any portion thereof (referred to in this paragraph as the 'Licensed Software'), then
in addition to your compliance with the applicable distribution requirements described for the Licensed Software, the
following also applies. Your license rights to the Redistributables are conditioned upon your not (i) creating derivative
works of the Redistributables in any manner that would cause the Redistributables in whole or in part to become subject
to any of the terms of an Excluded License; or (ii) distributing the Redistributables (or derivative works thereof) in
any manner that would cause the Redistributables to become subject to any of the terms of an Excluded License. An
'Excluded License' is any license that requires as a condition of use, modification and/or distribution of software subject
to the Excluded License, that such software or other software combined and/or distributed with such software be (x)
disclosed or distributed in source code form; (y) licensed for the purpose of making derivative works; or (z) redistributable
at no charge.
3.2 Additional Distribution Requirements for Certain Redistributable Code. If you choose to redistribute the files discussed
in this Section, then in addition to the terms of Section 3.1, you must ALSO comply with the following.
(a) Microsoft SQL Server Desktop Engine ('MSDE'). If you redistribute MSDE you agree to comply with the following
additional requirements: (a) Licensee Software shall not substantially duplicate the capabilities of Microsoft Access or,
in the reasonable opinion of Microsoft, compete with same; and (b) unless Licensee Software requires your customers
to license Microsoft Access in order to operate, you shall not reproduce or use MSDE for commercial distribution in
conjunction with a general purpose word processing, spreadsheet or database management software product, or
an integrated work or product suite whose components include a general purpose word processing, spreadsheet, or
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database management software product except for the exclusive use of importing data to the various formats supported
by Microsoft Access. A product that includes limited word processing, spreadsheet or database components along with
other components which provide significant and primary value, such as an accounting product with limited spreadsheet
capability, is not considered to be a 'general purpose' product.
(b) Microsoft Data Access Components. If you redistribute the Microsoft Data Access Component file identified as
MDAC_TYP.EXE, you also agree to redistribute such file in object code only in conjunction with and as a part of a
Licensee Software developed by you with a Microsoft development tool product that adds significant and primary
functionality to MDAC_TYP.EXE.
4. MICROSOFT SERVER COMPONENTS FOR DEVELOPMENT USE. The Software may include certain of Microsoft
Server software (collectively, the 'Server Components'), provided for your use solely in conjunction with the design,
development,testing, and demonstration of software products created by you; the Server Components may not be
used in a production environment. Your use of the Server Components is subject to the terms and conditions of this
EULA, the terms of which supercede those of any end user license agreements contained in the Server Components.
Notwithstanding any other provision in this EULA, this EULA does not grant a license, under any Microsoft intellectual
property, to implement any functionality contained in the Server Software (including without limitation communication
protocols used by the Server Software) in any software installed on a Device accessing or utilizing the Server Software.
4.1 Installation and Grant of License. The Server Components consist of software programs that provide services or
functionality on your server ('Server Software'; your computers capable of running the Server Software are 'Servers') and
software programs that allow a single personal computer, workstation, terminal, handheld computer, pager, telephone,
personal digital assistant, or other electronic device ('Device') to access or use the Server Software.
(a) Server Software. Solely for purposes of designing, developing, testing, and demonstrating your software product(s),
you may make, use and install the Server Software for any individual Server Component on any number of Servers. All
portions of any one Server Component, however, may only be installed and used on one and the same Server. Processor
Limits. The Server Software for may be used by no more than four (4) processors of the Server at any one time.
(b) Device Software. You may make, use and install the Device Software on any number of Devices for use by others,
provided that such use is solely in conjunction with the design, development and testing of software programs created by
you that operate in conjunction with the Server Software.
4.2 Other Rights and Restrictions Regarding Use of Windows Server 2003. The following provisions apply solely to your
use of the Windows Server 2003 software provided with the Software.
(a) Mandatory Activation. To reduce software piracy, Microsoft requires the Server Software to be activated. Microsoft will
not collect any personally identifiable information from your Server during the activation process without your consent.
Activation of your copy of the Server Software in the manner described during its setup sequence is required; otherwise,
the license rights granted under this EULA are limited to the first thirty (30) days after you first install the Server Software.
You may activate the Server Software through the use of the Internet or telephone; toll charges may apply. You may also
need to reactivate the Server Software if you modify your computer hardware or alter the Software. If you choose Internet
activation, the Server Software will contact Microsoft computer systems over the Internet to conduct an authentication
process to confirm that you have a licensed copy of the Software. You agree to allow the Server Software to conduct this
authentication process. If you have an unlicensed copy of the Server Software, you are not allowed to install the Server
Software or future Server Software updates. Additional information about activation is available online at the Microsoft
support site.
(b) Other Licenses. Your use of software applications installed on the Server, accessed through the Server, or providing
application-sharing functionality may require additional licenses. Please consult the license agreement accompanying
such software.
(c) Component Data Storage. The Server Software contains components that use the MSDE data storage technology. All
copies and instances of MSDE contained in or installed by the Server Software components may be used only by those
Server Software components. Any such copy or instance of MSDE contained in the Server Software may not be accessed
or used for any other purpose, i.e., the Server Software version of MSDE may not be used for development purposes. In
addition, any MSDE network library files that are disabled at the time you first install the Server Software may not be re-
enabled.
(d) Automatic Internet-Based Services. The Server Software features described below are enabled by default to connect
via the Internet to Microsoft computer systems automatically, without separate notice to you. You consent to the operation
of these features, unless you choose to switch them off or not use them. Microsoft does not obtain personally identifiable
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information through any of these features. For more information about these features, please see your Server Software
documentation or the Microsoft online support site.
(i) Windows Update Features. Under the Server Software's default configuration, if you connect a device to your Server
and the correct device driver is not available on your Server, then Windows Update features on your Server (including
Device Manager and the Plug & Play CDM Module) automatically attempt to check Microsoft computer systems via the
Internet for the correct device driver. Having this happen automatically makes Plug-and-Play installation of new hardware
a better experience for customers. You may switch off Windows Update's automatic driver checking feature.
(ii) Web Content Features. Under the Server Software's default configuration, if you are connected to the Internet, several
features of the Server Software are enabled by default to retrieve content from Microsoft computer systems and display it
to you. When you activate such a feature, it uses standard Internet protocols, which transmit the type of operating system,
browser and language code of your Server to the Microsoft computer system so that the content can be viewed properly
from your Server. These features only operate when you activate them, and you may choose to switch them off or not use
them. Examples of these features include Windows Catalog, Search Assistant, and the Headlines and Search features of
Help and Support Center.
(iii) Digital Certificates. Use of certificates based on the X.509 standard is an important security feature of the Server
Software. Certain functions of the X.509 implementation (for example, certificate revocation checking and certificate
path building) connect via the Internet to computer systems belonging to Microsoft and other digital certificate authorities
to check the validity of digital certificates that you receive from third parties during certain Internet-based operations
(for example, communications secured with SSL or IPsec, mail secured with S/MIME, and smartcard authentication).
In accordance with the X.509 standard, the Server Software automatically retrieves user certificates and certificate
revocation lists when you attempt to access certificate protected content. Additionally, the Server Software's Auto Root
Update feature will occasionally update the list of trusted certificate authorities. Auto Root Update is an optional feature;
you can uninstall it if you do not desire it to function. The other security operations based on the X.509 standard can be
prevented from operating by blocking Server Internet access.
(iv) Windows Media Digital Rights Management. Content providers are using the digital rights management technology for
Windows Media contained in this Server Software ('WM-DRM') to protect the integrity of their content ('Secure Content')
so that their intellectual property, including copyright, in such content is not misappropriated. Portions of this Server
Software and third party applications such as media players use WM-DRM to play Secure Content ('WM-DRM Software').
If the WM-DRM Software's security has been compromised, owners of Secure Content ('Secure Content Owners') may
request that Microsoft revoke the WM-DRM Software's right to copy, display and/or play Secure Content. Revocation does
not alter the WM-DRM Software's ability to play unprotected content. A list of revoked WM-DRM Software is sent to your
computer whenever you download a license for Secure Content from the Internet. Microsoft may, in conjunction with such
license, also download revocation lists onto your computer on behalf of Secure Content Owners. Secure Content Owners
may also require you to upgrade some of the WM-DRM components in this Server Software ('WM-DRM Upgrades') before
accessing their content. When you attempt to play such content, WM-DRM Software built by Microsoft will notify you
that a WM-DRM Upgrade is required and then ask for your consent before the WM-DRM Upgrade is downloaded. WM-
DRM Software built by third parties may do the same. If you decline the upgrade, you will not be able to access content
that requires the WM-DRM Upgrade; however, you will still be able to access unprotected content and Secure Content
that does not require the upgrade. WM-DRM features that access the Internet, such as acquiring new licenses and/or
performing a required WM-DRM Upgrade, can be switched off. When these features are switched off, you will still be able
to play Secure Content if you have a valid license for such content already stored on your computer.
(v) Windows Media Player. Some features of Windows Media Player automatically contact Microsoft computer systems
if you use Windows Media Player or specific features of it: features that (A) check for new codecs if your Server does not
have the correct ones for content you attempt to play (this feature may be switched off), and (B) check for new versions of
Windows Media Player (this feature will operate only when you are using Windows Media Player).
(vi) Notice Regarding MPEG-4 Visual Decoders for Windows Media Player. USE OF THIS PRODUCT IN ANY MANNER
THAT COMPLIES WITH THE MPEG-4 VISUAL STANDARD IS PROHIBITED, EXCEPT FOR USE DIRECTLY RELATED
TO (A) DATA OR INFORMATION (i) GENERATED BY AND OBTAINED WITHOUT CHARGE FROM A CONSUMER NOT
THEREBY ENGAGED IN A BUSINESS ENTERPRISE, AND (ii) FOR PERSONAL USE ONLY; AND (B) OTHER USES
SPECIFICALLY AND SEPARATELY LICENSED BY MPEG LA, L.L.C. MPEG LA, L.L.C., has contractually obligated
Microsoft to provide this notice.
4.3 Use of Redistributable Software ('SDK Software'). If included as part of a Server Component, you may install and
use copies of the SDK Software on one or more computers located at your premises solely for the purpose of building
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applications that work in conjunction with the Server Software that accompanies the corresponding SDK Software
('Applications'). You may modify the Sample Code (identified in the 'samples' directories) to design, develop, and test
your Applications, and may reproduce and use the Sample Code, as modified, on one or more computers located at your
premises. Provided that you comply with the terms of Section 3.1 above, Microsoft grants you a limited, nonexclusive,
royalty-free right to reproduce and distribute the Sample Code, along with any modifications you make thereto (for
purposes of this section, 'modifications' shall mean enhancements to the functionality of the Sample Code), and any other
files that may be listed and identified in a REDIST.TXT file as 'redistributable' (collectively, the 'Server Redistributable
Code').
5. DESCRIPTION OF OTHER RIGHTS AND LIMITATIONS
5.1 Separation of Components. The Software is licensed as a single product. Its component parts may not be separated
for use by more than one user.
5.2 Benchmark Testing. You may not disclose the results of any benchmark test of the .NET Framework or SQL Server
component or of the Software to any third party without Microsoft's prior written approval.
6. PRERELEASE CODE. Portions of the Software may be identified as prerelease code ('Prerelease Code'). Such
Prerelease Code is not at the level of performance and compatibility of the final, generally available product offering. The
Prerelease Code may not operate correctly and may be substantially modified prior to first commercial shipment. Microsoft
is not obligated to make this or any later version of the Prerelease Code commercially available. The grant of license to
use Prerelease Code expires upon availability of a commercial release of the Prerelease Code from Microsoft. NOTE: In
the event that Prerelease Code contains a separate end-user license agreement, the terms and conditions of such end-
user license agreement shall govern your use of the corresponding Prerelease Code.
7. RESERVATION OF RIGHTS AND OWNERSHIP. Microsoft reserves all rights not expressly granted to you in this
EULA. The Software is protected by copyright and other intellectual property laws and treaties. Microsoft or its suppliers
own the title, copyright, and other intellectual property rights in the Software. The Software is licensed, not sold.
8. LIMITATIONS ON REVERSE ENGINEERING, DECOMPILATION, AND DISASSEMBLY. You may not reverse engineer,
decompile, or disassemble the Software, except and only to the extent that such activity is expressly permitted by
applicable law notwithstanding this limitation.
9. NO RENTAL/COMMERCIAL HOSTING. You may not rent, lease, lend or provide commercial hosting services with the
Software.
10. CONSENT TO USE OF DATA. You agree that Microsoft and its affiliates may collect and use technical information
gathered as part of the product support services provided to you, if any, related to the Software. Microsoft may use this
information solely to improve our products or to provide customized services or technologies to you and will not disclose
this information in a form that personally identifies you.
11. LINKS TO THIRD PARTY SITES. You may link to third party sites through the use of the Software. The third party
sites are not under the control of Microsoft, and Microsoft is not responsible for the contents of any third party sites,
any links contained in third party sites, or any changes or updates to third party sites. Microsoft is not responsible for
webcasting or any other form of transmission received from any third party sites. Microsoft is providing these links to third
party sites to you only as a convenience, and the inclusion of any link does not imply an endorsement by Microsoft of the
third party site.
12. ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE/SERVICES. This EULA applies to updates, supplements, add-on components, or Internet-
based services components, of the Software that Microsoft may provide to you or make available to you after the date
you obtain your initial copy of the Software, unless we provide other terms along with the update, supplement, add-on
component, or Internet-based services component. Microsoft reserves the right to discontinue any Internet-based services
provided to you or made available to you through the use of the Software.
13. UPGRADES/DOWNGRADES
13.1 Upgrades. To use a version of the Software identified as an upgrade, you must first be licensed for the software
identified by Microsoft as eligible for the upgrade. After upgrading, you may no longer use the software that formed the
basis for your upgrade eligibility.
13.2 Downgrades. Instead of installing and using the Software, you may install and use copies of an earlier version of the
Software, provided that you completely remove such earlier version and install the current version of the Software within
a reasonable time. Your use of such earlier version shall be governed by this EULA, and your rights to use such earlier
version shall terminate when you install the Software.
13.3 Special Terms for Version 2003 Upgrade Editions of the Software. If the Software accompanying this EULA is the
version 2003 edition of the Software and you have acquired it as an upgrade from the corresponding '2002' edition of the
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Microsoft software product with the same product name as the Software (the 'Qualifying Software'), then Section 13.1
does not apply to you. Instead, you may continue to use the Qualifying Software AND the version 2003 upgrade for so
long as you continue to comply with the terms of this EULA and the EULA governing your use of the Qualifying Software.
Qualifying Software does not include non-Microsoft software products.
14. NOT FOR RESALE SOFTWARE. Software identified as 'Not For Resale' or 'NFR,' may not be sold or otherwise
transfered for value, or used for any purpose other than demonstration, test or evaluation.
15. ACADEMIC EDITION SOFTWARE. To use Software identified as 'Academic Edition' or 'AE,' you must be a 'Qualified
Educational User.' For qualification-related questions, please contact the Microsoft Sales Information Center/One
Microsoft Way/Redmond, WA 98052-6399 or the Microsoft subsidiary serving your country.
16. EXPORT RESTRICTIONS. You acknowledge that the Software is subject to U.S. export jurisdiction. You agree
to comply with all applicable international and national laws that apply to the Software, including the U.S. Export
Administration Regulations, as well as end-user, end-use, and destination restrictions issued by U.S. and other
governments. For additional information see .
17. SOFTWARE TRANSFER. The initial user of the Software may make a one-time permanent transfer of this EULA and
Software to another end user, provided the initial user retains no copies of the Software. This transfer must include all
of the Software (including all component parts, the media and printed materials, any upgrades (including any Qualifying
Software as defined in Section 13.3), this EULA, and, if applicable, the Certificate of Authenticity). The transfer may not be
an indirect transfer, such as a consignment. Prior to the transfer, the end user receiving the Software must agree to all the
EULA terms.
18. TERMINATION. Without prejudice to any other rights, Microsoft may terminate this EULA if you fail to comply with the
terms and conditions of this EULA. In such event, you must destroy all copies of the Software and all of its component
parts.

19. LIMITED WARRANTY FOR software ACQUIRED IN THE US AND CANADA.
Except for the 'Licensed Software,' which is provided AS IS without warranty of any kind, Microsoft warrants that the
Software will perform substantially in accordance with the accompanying materials for a period of ninety (90) days from
the date of receipt.
If an implied warranty or condition is created by your state/jurisdiction and federal or state/provincial law prohibits
disclaimer of it, you also have an implied warranty or condition, BUT ONLY AS TO DEFECTS DISCOVERED DURING
THE PERIOD OF THIS LIMITED WARRANTY (NINETY DAYS). AS TO ANY DEFECTS DISCOVERED AFTER THE
NINETY'DAY PERIOD, THERE IS NO WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND. Some states/jurisdictions do not
allow limitations on how long an implied warranty or condition lasts, so the above limitation may not apply to you.
Any supplements or updates to the Software, including without limitation, any (if any) service packs or hot fixes provided
to you after the expiration of the ninety day Limited Warranty period are not covered by any warranty or condition,
express, implied or statutory.
LIMITATION ON REMEDIES; NO CONSEQUENTIAL OR OTHER DAMAGES. Your exclusive remedy for any breach
of this Limited Warranty is as set forth below. Except for any refund elected by Microsoft, YOU ARE NOT ENTITLED
TO ANY DAMAGES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, if the Software does not
meet Microsoft's Limited Warranty, and, to the maximum extent allowed by applicable law, even if any remedy fails of its
essential purpose. The terms of Section 21 ('Exclusion of Incidental, Consequential and Certain Other Damages') are
also incorporated into this Limited Warranty. Some states/jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental
or consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. This Limited Warranty gives you
specific legal rights. You may have other rights which vary from state/jurisdiction to state/jurisdiction. YOUR EXCLUSIVE
REMEDY. Microsoft's and its suppliers' entire liability and your exclusive remedy for any breach of this Limited Warranty
or for any other breach of this EULA or for any other liability relating to the Software shall be, at Microsoft's option from
time to time exercised subject to applicable law, (a) return of the amount paid (if any) for the Software, or (b) repair or
replacement of the Software, that does not meet this Limited Warranty and that is returned to Microsoft with a copy of
your receipt. You will receive the remedy elected by Microsoft without charge, except that you are responsible for any
expenses you may incur (e.g. cost of shipping the Software to Microsoft). This Limited Warranty is void if failure of the
Software has resulted from accident, abuse, misapplication, abnormal use or a virus. Any replacement Software will be
warranted for the remainder of the original warranty period or thirty (30) days, whichever is longer, and Microsoft will use
commercially reasonable efforts to provide your remedy within a commercially reasonable time of your compliance with
Microsoft's warranty remedy procedures. Outside the United States or Canada, neither these remedies nor any product
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support services offered by Microsoft are available without proof of purchase from an authorized international source.
To exercise your remedy, contact: Microsoft, Attn. Microsoft Sales Information Center/One Microsoft Way/Redmond, WA
98052-6399, or the Microsoft subsidiary serving your country.

20. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES. The Limited Warranty that appears above is the only express warranty made to
you and is provided in lieu of any other express warranties or similar obligations (if any) created by any advertising,
documentation, packaging, or other communications. EXCEPT FOR THE LIMITED WARRANTY AND TO THE MAXIMUM
EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, MICROSOFT AND ITS SUPPLIERS PROVIDE THE SOFTWARE AND
SUPPORT SERVICES (IF ANY) AS IS AND WITH ALL FAULTS, AND HEREBY DISCLAIM ALL OTHER WARRANTIES
AND CONDITIONS, WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY (IF
ANY) IMPLIED WARRANTIES, DUTIES OR CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY, OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE, OF RELIABILITY OR AVAILABILITY, OF ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF RESPONSES, OF
RESULTS, OF WORKMANLIKE EFFORT, OF LACK OF VIRUSES, AND OF LACK OF NEGLIGENCE, ALL WITH
REGARD TO THE SOFTWARE, AND THE PROVISION OF OR FAILURE TO PROVIDE SUPPORT OR OTHER
SERVICES, INFORMATION, SOFTWARE, AND RELATED CONTENT THROUGH THE SOFTWARE OR OTHERWISE
ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE. ALSO, THERE IS NO WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF TITLE,
QUIET ENJOYMENT, QUIET POSSESSION, CORRESPONDENCE TO DESCRIPTION OR NON-INFRINGEMENT
WITH REGARD TO THE SOFTWARE.
21. EXCLUSION OF INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL AND CERTAIN OTHER DAMAGES. To the maximum extent
permitted by applicable law, in no event shall Microsoft or its suppliers be liable for any special, incidental, punitive,
indirect, or consequential damages whatsoever (including, but not limited to, damages for loss of profits or confidential or
other information, for business interruption, for personal injury, for loss of privacy, for failure to meet any duty including of
good faith or of reasonable care, for negligence, and for any other pecuniary or other loss whatsoever) arising out of or in
any way related to the use of or inability to use the SOFTWARE, the provision of or failure to provide Support OR OTHER
Services, informatIon, software, and related CONTENT through the software or otherwise arising out of the use of the
software, or otherwise under or in connection with any provision of this EULA, even in the event of the fault, tort (including
negligence), misrepresentation, strict liability, breach of contract or breach of warranty of Microsoft or any supplier, and
even if Microsoft or any supplier has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
22. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY AND REMEDIES. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY DAMAGES THAT YOU MIGHT INCUR
FOR ANY REASON WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ALL DAMAGES REFERENCED HEREIN
AND ALL DIRECT OR GENERAL DAMAGES IN CONTRACT OR ANYTHING ELSE), THE ENTIRE LIABILITY OF
MICROSOFT AND ANY OF ITS SUPPLIERS UNDER ANY PROVISION OF THIS EULA AND YOUR EXCLUSIVE
REMEDY HEREUNDER (EXCEPT FOR ANY REMEDY OF REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT ELECTED BY MICROSOFT
WITH RESPECT TO ANY BREACH OF THE LIMITED WARRANTY) SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE GREATER OF
THE ACTUAL DAMAGES YOU INCUR IN REASONABLE RELIANCE ON THE SOFTWARE UP TO THE AMOUNT
ACTUALLY PAID BY YOU FOR THE SOFTWARE OR US$5.00. THE FOREGOING LIMITATIONS, EXCLUSIONS AND
DISCLAIMERS (INCLUDING SECTIONS 19, 20, AND 21) SHALL APPLY TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW, EVEN IF ANY REMEDY FAILS ITS ESSENTIAL PURPOSE.
20. U.S. GOVERNMENT LICENSE RIGHTS. All Software provided to the U.S. Government pursuant to solicitations
issued on or after December 1, 1995 is provided with the commercial license rights and restrictions described elsewhere
herein. All Software provided to the U.S. Government pursuant to solicitations issued prior to December 1, 1995 is
provided with 'Restricted Rights' as provided for in FAR, 48 CFR 52.227-14 (JUNE 1987) or DFAR, 48 CFR 252.227-7013
(OCT 1988), as applicable.
21. APPLICABLE LAW. If you acquired this Software in the United States, this EULA is governed by the laws of the State
of Washington. If you acquired this Software in Canada, unless expressly prohibited by local law, this EULA is governed
by the laws in force in the Province of Ontario, Canada; and, in respect of any dispute which may arise hereunder, you
consent to the jurisdiction of the federal and provincial courts sitting in Toronto, Ontario. If you acquired this Software in
the European Union, Iceland, Norway, or Switzerland, then local law applies. If you acquired this Software in any other
country, then local law may apply.
22. ENTIRE AGREEMENT; SEVERABILITY. This EULA (including any addendum or amendment to this EULA which
is included with the Software) are the entire agreement between you and Microsoft relating to the Software and the
support services (if any) and they supersede all prior or contemporaneous oral or written communications, proposals and
representations with respect to the Software or any other subject matter covered by this EULA. To the extent the terms of
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any Microsoft policies or programs for support services conflict with the terms of this EULA, the terms of this EULA shall
control. If any provision of this EULA is held to be void, invalid, unenforceable or illegal, the other provisions shall continue
in full force and effect.

The following MICROSOFT GUARANTEE applies to you if you acquired this Software in any other country:

Statutory rights not affected - The following guarantee is not restricted to any territory and does not affect any statutory
rights that you may have from your reseller or from Microsoft if you acquired the Software directly from Microsoft. If you
acquired the Software or any support services in Australia, New Zealand or Malaysia, please see the 'Consumer rights'
section below.

The guarantee - The Software is designed and offered as a general-purpose software, not for any user's particular
purpose. You accept that no Software is error free and you are strongly advised to back-up your files regularly. Provided
that you have a valid license, Microsoft guarantees that a) for a period of 90 days from the date of receipt of your license
to use the Software or the shortest period permitted by applicable law it will perform substantially in accordance with the
written materials that accompany the Software; and b) any support services provided by Microsoft shall be substantially as
described in applicable written materials provided to you by Microsoft and Microsoft support engineers will use reasonable
efforts, care and skill to solve any problem issues. In the event that the Software fails to comply with this guarantee,
Microsoft will either (a) repair or replace the Software or (b) return the price you paid. This guarantee is void if failure
of the Software results from accident, abuse or misapplication. Any replacement Software will be guaranteed for the
remainder of the original guarantee period or 30 days, whichever period is longer. You agree that the above guarantee is
your sole guarantee in relation to the Software and any support services.

Exclusion of All Other Terms - To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law and subject to the guarantee above,
Microsoft disclaims all warranties, conditions and other terms, either express or implied (whether by statute, common
law, collaterally or otherwise) including but not limited to implied warranties of satisfactory quality and fitness for particular
purpose with respect to the Software and the written materials that accompany the Software. Any implied warranties that
cannot be excluded are limited to 90 days or to the shortest period permitted by applicable law, whichever is greater.

Limitation of Liability - To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law and except as provided in the Microsoft
Guarantee, Microsoft and its suppliers shall not be liable for any damages whatsoever (including without limitation,
damages for loss of business profits, business interruption, loss of business information or other pecuniary loss) arising
out of the use or inability to use the Software, even if Microsoft has been advised of the possibility of such damages. In
any case Microsoft's entire liability under any provision of this Agreement shall be limited to the amount actually paid by
you for the Software. These limitations do not apply to any liabilities that cannot be excluded or limited by applicable laws.

Consumer rights - Consumers in Australia, New Zealand or Malaysia may have the benefit of certain rights and remedies
by reason of the Trade Practices Act and similar state and territory laws in Australia, the Consumer Guarantees Act in
New Zealand and the Consumer Protection Act in Malaysia in respect of which liability cannot lawfully be modified or
excluded. If you acquired the Software in New Zealand for the purposes of a business, you confirm that the Consumer
Guarantees Act does not apply. If you acquired the Software in Australia and if Microsoft breaches a condition or warranty
implied under any law which cannot lawfully be modified or excluded by this agreement then, to the extent permitted by
law, Microsoft's liability is limited, at Microsoft's option, to: (i) in the case of the Software: a) repairing or replacing the
Software; or b) the cost of such repair or replacement; and (ii) in the case of support services: a) re-supply of the services;
or b) the cost of having the services supplied again.

Should you have any questions concerning this EULA, or if you desire to contact Microsoft for any reason, please use the
address information enclosed in this Software to contact the Microsoft subsidiary serving your country or visit Microsoft on
the World Wide Web at http://www.microsoft.com

============================================================================

MSXML 6.0 SP1

END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR MICROSOFT SOFTWARE

MICROSOFT XML CORE SERVICES (MSXML) 6.0
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IMPORTANT-READ CAREFULLY: This Microsoft End-User License Agreement ("EULA") is a legal agreement between
you (either an individual or a single entity) and Microsoft Corporation for the Microsoft software identified above,
which may include computer software, associated media, printed materials, and "online" or electronic documentation
("SOFTWARE"). By downloading, installing, copying, or otherwise using the SOFTWARE, you agree to be bound by the
terms of this EULA. If you do not agree to the terms of this EULA, do not install or use the SOFTWARE.

The SOFTWARE is protected by copyright laws and international copyright treaties, as well as other intellectual
property laws and treaties. Microsoft or its suppliers own the title, copyright and other intellectual property rights in the
SOFTWARE. The SOFTWARE is licensed, not sold.

The SOFTWARE consists of two elements: (1) XML Core Services component ("COMPONENT") which contains, among
other items, files with ".dll" extensions which expose application programming interfaces that provide implementation
to read, write, transform and make other manipulations with XML; and (2) MSXML software development kit ("SDK")
which may include documentation, sample code, and other information designed to assist in the development of your
applications.

1. GRANT OF LICENSE. This EULA grants you the following rights:

a. General. You may install and use any number of copies of the SOFTWARE on any number of computers, including
workstations, terminals or other digital electronic devices, for the purpose of designing, developing and testing your
application(s) which work in conjunction with XML ("Application(s)").

b. Sample Code. You may modify the portions of the SDK designated as "Sample Code" for the purpose of designing,
developing and testing your Application.

c. Redistribution of SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT. You may copy and redistribute the SOFTWARE (in its entirety)
and/or the COMPONENT (in its entirety) either in conjunction with your Application or standalone in and of itself, subject
to the following restrictions and limitations:

(i) If you redistribute the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT in their entirety, your copy must be a true and complete copy
of the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT, including Microsoft's set up and all copyright notices, logos, end user license
agreement and/or trademarks that appear in the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT as received from Microsoft;

(ii) If you redistribute the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT in conjunction with your Application, your Application must
include a valid copyright notice in your own name, which notice shall be sufficient to protect Microsoft's copyright in the
SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT;

(iii) If you redistribute the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT in conjunction with your Application, and if your Application
does not display Microsoft's end user license agreement to your end user, then your Application must be accompanied by
license terms that are at least as restrictive as, and as protective of Microsoft as, those contained in this EULA.;

(iv) You shall not use Microsoft's name, logo or trademarks to market your Application;

(v) You shall not modify or alter the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT in any way; provided that you may merge those
files in the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT with "msm" extensions into the "msm" files of your Application;

(vi) You shall not redistribute individual parts or files of the COMPONENT; you must redistribute the COMPONENT in its
entirety;

(vii) You shall not redistribute the SDK separately; the SDK may only be redistributed as part of the SOFTWARE in its
entirety; and

(viii) You agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend Microsoft from and against any claims or lawsuits, including
reasonable attorneys' fees, which arise or result from your distribution of the SOFTWARE and/or COMPONENT and/or
your Application.

d. Redistribution of Sample Code as Modified by You. You may copy and redistribute any Sample Code that you have
modified as described in Section 1(b) above and incorporated into your Application, in both source code form and object
code form, subject to the following restrictions and limitations:
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(i) You shall distribute the modified Sample Code only in conjunction with and as part of an Application that adds
significant and primary functionality to the Sample Code;

(ii) You shall not use Microsoft's name, logo or trademarks to market your Application;

(iii) You shall to include a valid copyright notice in your own name in your Application, which notice shall be sufficient to
protect Microsoft's copyright in the modified Sample Code; and

(iv) You agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend Microsoft from and against any claims or lawsuits including
reasonable attorneys' fees, which arise or result from the use or distribution of the modified Sample Code and/or your
Application.

e. Identified Software. Your license rights to the SOFTWARE are conditioned upon your (a) not incorporating Identified
Software into, or combining Identified Software with, the SOFTWARE, or a derivative work thereof; (b) not distributing
Identified Software in conjunction with the SOFTWARE; and (c) not using Identified Software in the development of
a derivative work of the SOFTWARE. "Identified Software" means software which is licensed pursuant to terms that
directly or indirectly (i) create, or purport to create, obligations for Microsoft with respect to the SOFTWARE or derivative
work thereof or (ii) grant, or purport to grant, to any third party any rights or immunities under Microsoft's intellectual
property or proprietary rights in the SOFTWARE or derivative work thereof. Identified Software includes, without limitation,
any software that requires as a condition of use, modification and/or distribution of such software that other software
incorporated into, derived from or distributed with such software be (a) disclosed or distributed in source code form; (b) be
licensed for the purpose of making derivative works; or (c) be redistributable at no charge.

f. Benchmark Testing. You may not disclose the results of any benchmark test using the SOFTWARE to any third party
without Microsoft's prior written approval.

g. Reservation of Rights. Microsoft reserves all rights not expressly granted herein.

2. LIMITATIONS ON REVERSE ENGINEERING, DECOMPILATION, AND DISASSEMBLY. You may not reverse engineer,
decompile, or disassemble the SOFTWARE, except and only to the extent that such activity is expressly permitted by
applicable law notwithstanding this limitation.

3. NO RENTAL. You may not rent, lease, or lend the SOFTWARE.

4. SUPPORT SERVICES. In the event Microsoft does provide you with support services related to the SOFTWARE
("Support Services"), use of such Support Services is governed by the Microsoft policies and programs described in the
user manual, in "online" documentation, and/or in other Microsoft-provided materials. Any supplemental software code
provided to you as part of the Support Services shall be considered part of the SOFTWARE and subject to the terms and
conditions of this EULA. With respect to technical information you provide to Microsoft as part of the Support Services,
Microsoft may use such information for its business purposes, including for product support and development. Microsoft
will not utilize such technical information in a form that personally identifies you.

5. TERMINATION. Without prejudice to any other rights, Microsoft may terminate this EULA if you fail to comply with the
terms and conditions of this EULA. In such event, you must destroy all copies of the SOFTWARE and all of its component
parts.

6. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS. All title and intellectual property rights in and to the SOFTWARE (including
but not limited to any images, photographs, animations, video, audio, music, text and "applets" incorporated into the
SOFTWARE), and any copies you are permitted to make herein are owned by Microsoft or its suppliers. All title and
intellectual property rights in and to the content which may be accessed through use of the SOFTWARE is the property of
the respective content owner and may be protected by applicable copyright or other intellectual property laws and treaties.
This EULA grants you no rights to use such content.

7. U.S. GOVERNMENT LICENSE RIGHTS. SOFTWARE provided to the U.S. Government pursuant to solicitations
issued on or after December 1, 1995 is provided with the commercial license rights and restrictions described elsewhere
herein. SOFTWARE provided to the U.S. Government pursuant to solicitations issued prior to December 1, 1995
is provided with "Restricted Rights" as provided for in FAR, 48 CFR 52.227-14 (JUNE 1987) or DFAR, 48 CFR
252.227-7013 (OCT 1988), as applicable.
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8. EXPORT RESTRICTIONS. You agree that the SOFTWARE is subject to U.S. export jurisdiction. You agree to comply
with all applicable international and national laws that apply to the SOFTWARE including the U.S. Export Administration
Regulations, as well as end-user, end use and destination restrictions issued by the U.S. and other governments. For
additional information see http://www.microsoft.com/exporting/.

9. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, Microsoft and its suppliers
provide the SOFTWARE and any (if any) Support Services AS IS AND WITH ALL FAULTS, and hereby disclaim all
warranties and conditions, either express, implied or statutory, including, but not limited to, any (if any) implied warranties
or conditions of merchantability, of fitness for a particular purpose, of lack of viruses, of accuracy or completeness of
responses, of results, and of lack of negligence or lack of workmanlike effort, all with regard to the SOFTWARE, and
the provision of or failure to provide Support Services. ALSO, THERE IS NO WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF TITLE,
QUIET ENJOYMENT, QUIET POSSESSION, CORRESPONDENCE TO DESCRIPTION OR NON-INFRINGEMENT,
WITH REGARD TO THE SOFTWARE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY OF OR ARISING OUT OF USE OR
PERFORMANCE OF THE SOFTWARE AND SUPPORT SERVICES, IF ANY, REMAINS WITH YOU.

10. EXCLUSION OF INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL AND CERTAIN OTHER DAMAGES. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT
PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL MICROSOFT OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, PUNITIVE, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF PROFITS OR CONFIDENTIAL OR OTHER INFORMATION, FOR
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, FOR PERSONAL INJURY, FOR LOSS OF PRIVACY, FOR FAILURE TO MEET ANY
DUTY INCLUDING OF GOOD FAITH OR OF REASONABLE CARE, FOR NEGLIGENCE, AND FOR ANY OTHER
PECUNIARY OR OTHER LOSS WHATSOEVER) ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY WAY RELATED TO THE USE OF
OR INABILITY TO USE THE SOFTWARE, THE PROVISION OF OR FAILURE TO PROVIDE SUPPORT SERVICES,
OR OTHERWISE UNDER OR IN CONNECTION WITH ANY PROVISION OF THIS EULA, EVEN IN THE EVENT OF
THE FAULT, TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), STRICT LIABILITY, BREACH OF CONTRACT OR BREACH OF
WARRANTY OF MICROSOFT OR ANY SUPPLIER, AND EVEN IF MICROSOFT OR ANY SUPPLIER HAS BEEN
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

11. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY AND REMEDIES. Notwithstanding any damages that you might incur for any reason
whatsoever (including, without limitation, all damages referenced above and all direct or general damages), the entire
liability of Microsoft and any of its suppliers under any provision of this EULA and your exclusive remedy for all of the
foregoing shall be limited to the greater of the amount actually paid by you for the SOFTWARE or U.S.$5.00. The
foregoing limitations, exclusions and disclaimers shall apply to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, even if
any remedy fails its essential purpose.

12. APPLICABLE LAW. If you acquired this SOFTWARE in the United States, this EULA is governed by the laws of the
State of Washington. If you acquired this SOFTWARE in Canada, unless expressly prohibited by local law, this EULA
is governed by the laws in force in the Province of Ontario, Canada; and, in respect of any dispute which may arise
hereunder, you consent to the jurisdiction of the federal and provincial courts sitting in Toronto, Ontario. If this SOFTWARE
was acquired outside the United States, then local law may apply.

13. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This EULA (including any addendum or amendment to this EULA which is included with the
SOFTWARE) is the entire agreement between you and Microsoft relating to the SOFTWARE and the Support Services (if
any) and it supersedes all prior or contemporaneous oral or written communications, proposals and representations with
respect to the SOFTWARE or any other subject matter covered by this EULA. To the extent the terms of any Microsoft
policies or programs for Support Services conflict with the terms of this EULA, the terms of this EULA shall control.

14. QUESTIONS? Should you have any questions concerning this EULA, or if you desire to contact Microsoft for any
reason, please contact the Microsoft subsidiary serving your country, or write: Microsoft Sales Information Center/One
Microsoft Way/Redmond, WA 98052-6399.

============================================================================

Oracle JDBC Driver (ojdb7.jar) 12.1.0.1.0

Oracle Technology Network Developer License Terms

Export Controls on the Programs
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Selecting the "Accept License Agreement" button is a confirmation of your agreement that you comply, now and during the
trial term, with each of the following statements:

-You are not a citizen, national, or resident of, and are not under control of, the government of Cuba, Iran, Sudan, Libya,
North Korea, Syria, nor any country to which the United States has prohibited export.
-You will not download or otherwise export or re-export the Programs, directly or indirectly, to the above mentioned
countries nor to citizens, nationals or residents of those countries.
-You are not listed on the United States Department of Treasury lists of Specially Designated Nationals, Specially
Designated Terrorists, and Specially Designated Narcotic Traffickers, nor are you listed on the United States Department
of Commerce Table of Denial Orders.
- You will not download or otherwise export or re-export the Programs, directly or indirectly, to persons on the above
mentioned lists.
- You will not use the Programs for, and will not allow the Programs to be used for, any purposes prohibited by United
States law, including, without limitation, for the development, design, manufacture or production of nuclear, chemical or
biological weapons of mass destruction.

EXPORT RESTRICTIONS
You agree that U.S. export control laws and other applicable export and import laws govern your use of the programs,
including technical data; additional information can be found on Oracle®'s Global Trade Compliance web site (http://
www.oracle.com/us/products/export/index.html).

You agree that neither the programs nor any direct product thereof will be exported, directly, or indirectly, in violation of
these laws, or will be used for any purpose prohibited by these laws including, without limitation, nuclear, chemical, or
biological weapons proliferation.

Oracle Employees: Under no circumstances are Oracle Employees authorized to download software for the purpose of
distributing it to customers. Oracle products are available to employees for internal use or demonstration purposes only.
In keeping with Oracle's trade compliance obligations under U.S. and applicable multilateral law, failure to comply with this
policy could result in disciplinary action up to and including termination.

Note: You are bound by the Oracle Technology Network ("OTN") License Agreement terms. The OTN License Agreement
terms also apply to all updates you receive under your Technology Track subscription.

The OTN License Agreement terms below supercede any shrinkwrap license on the OTN Technology Track software
CDs and previous OTN License terms (including the Oracle Program License as modified by the OTN Program Use
Certificate).

Oracle Technology Network Development License Agreement
"We," "us," and "our" refers to Oracle America, Inc., for and on behalf of itself and its subsidiaries and affiliates under
common control. "You" and "your" refers to the individual or entity that wishes to use the programs from Oracle.
"Programs" refers to the Oracle software product you wish to download and use and program documentation. "License"
refers to your right to use the programs under the terms of this agreement. This agreement is governed by the substantive
and procedural laws of California. You and Oracle agree to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of, and venue in, the
courts of San Francisco, San Mateo, or Santa Clara counties in California in any dispute arising out of or relating to this
agreement.

We are willing to license the programs to you only upon the condition that you accept all of the terms contained in this
agreement. Read the terms carefully and select the "Accept License Agreement" button to confirm your acceptance. If you
are not willing to be bound by these terms, select the "Decline License Agreement" button and the registration process will
not continue.

LICENSE RIGHTS
We grant you a nonexclusive, nontransferable limited license to use the programs only for the purpose of developing,
testing, prototyping and demonstrating your application, and not for any other purpose. If you use the application you
develop under this license for any internal data processing or for any commercial or production purposes, or you want to
use the programs for any purpose other than as permitted under this agreement, you must obtain a production release
version of the program by contacting us or an Oracle reseller to obtain the appropriate license. You acknowledge that we
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may not produce a production release version of the program and any development efforts undertaken by you are at your
own risk. We may audit your use of the programs. Program documentation, if available, may accessed online at http://
www.oracle.com/technetwork/indexes/documentation/index.html.

Ownership and Restrictions We retain all ownership and intellectual property rights in the programs. The programs may
be installed on one computer only, and used by one person in the operating environment identified by us. You may make
one copy of the programs for backup purposes.

You may not:
- use the programs for your own internal data processing or for any commercial or production purposes, or use the
programs for any purpose except the development of your application;
- use the application you develop with the programs for any internal data processing or commercial or production
purposes without securing an appropriate license from us;
- continue to develop your application after you have used it for any internal data processing, commercial or production
purpose without securing an appropriate license from us, or an Oracle reseller;
- remove or modify any program markings or any notice of our proprietary rights;
- make the programs available in any manner to any third party;
- use the programs to provide third party training;
- assign this agreement or give or transfer the programs or an interest in them to another individual or entity; - cause or
permit reverse engineering (unless required by law for interoperability), disassembly or decompilation of the programs;
- disclose results of any program benchmark tests without our prior consent.

Export
You agree that U.S. export control laws and other applicable export and import laws govern your use of the programs,
including technical data; additional information can be found on Oracle's Global Trade Compliance web site located at
http://www.oracle.com/us/products/export/index.html. You agree that neither the programs nor any direct product thereof
will be exported, directly, or indirectly, in violation of these laws, or will be used for any purpose prohibited by these laws
including, without limitation, nuclear, chemical, or biological weapons proliferation.

Disclaimer of Warranty and Exclusive Remedies
THE PROGRAMS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. WE FURTHER DISCLAIM ALL
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS AND IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL WE BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES, OR DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF PROFITS, REVENUE, DATA OR DATA USE, INCURRED BY YOU OR ANY
THIRD PARTY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION IN CONTRACT OR TORT, EVEN IF WE HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. OUR ENTIRE LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES HEREUNDER SHALL IN NO EVENT
EXCEED ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS (U.S. $1,000).

Trial Programs Included With Orders
We may include additional programs with an order which may be used for trial purposes only. You will have 30 days from
the delivery date to evaluate these programs. Any use of these programs after the 30 day trial period requires you to
obtain the applicable license. Programs licensed for trial purposes are provided "as is" and we do not provide technical
support or any warranties for these programs.

No Technical Support
Our technical support organization will not provide technical support, phone support, or updates to you for the programs
licensed under this agreement.

End of Agreement
You may terminate this agreement by destroying all copies of the programs. We have the right to terminate your right to
use the programs if you fail to comply with any of the terms of this agreement, in which case you shall destroy all copies of
the programs.

Relationship Between the Parties
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The relationship between you and us is that of licensee/licensor. Neither party will represent that it has any authority to
assume or create any obligation, express or implied, on behalf of the other party, nor to represent the other party as agent,
employee, franchisee, or in any other capacity. Nothing in this agreement shall be construed to limit either party's right to
independently develop or distribute software that is functionally similar to the other party's products, so long as proprietary
information of the other party is not included in such software.

Open Source
"Open Source" software - software available without charge for use, modification and distribution - is often licensed
under terms that require the user to make the user's modifications to the Open Source software or any software that the
user 'combines' with the Open Source software freely available in source code form. If you use Open Source software
in conjunction with the programs, you must ensure that your use does not: (i) create, or purport to create, obligations
of us with respect to the Oracle programs; or (ii) grant, or purport to grant, to any third party any rights to or immunities
under our intellectual property or proprietary rights in the Oracle programs. For example, you may not develop a software
program using an Oracle program and an Open Source program where such use results in a program file(s) that contains
code from both the Oracle program and the Open Source program (including without limitation libraries) if the Open
Source program is licensed under a license that requires any "modifications" be made freely available. You also may not
combine the Oracle program with programs licensed under the GNU General Public License ("GPL") in any manner that
could cause, or could be interpreted or asserted to cause, the Oracle program or any modifications thereto to become
subject to the terms of the GPL.

Entire Agreement
You agree that this agreement is the complete agreement for the programs and licenses, and this agreement supersedes
all prior or contemporaneous agreements or representations. If any term of this agreement is found to be invalid or
unenforceable, the remaining provisions will remain effective.

============================================================================

PCRE 8.32

PCRE LICENCE
------------

PCRE is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax
and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

Release 8 of PCRE is distributed under the terms of the "BSD" licence, as
specified below. The documentation for PCRE, supplied in the "doc"
directory, is distributed under the same terms as the software itself.

The basic library functions are written in C and are freestanding. Also
included in the distribution is a set of C++ wrapper functions, and a
just-in-time compiler that can be used to optimize pattern matching. These
are both optional features that can be omitted when the library is built.

THE BASIC LIBRARY FUNCTIONS
---------------------------

Written by: Philip Hazel
Email local part: ph10
Email domain: cam.ac.uk

University of Cambridge Computing Service,
Cambridge, England.

Copyright (c) 1997-2012 University of Cambridge
All rights reserved.

PCRE JUST-IN-TIME COMPILATION SUPPORT
-------------------------------------
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Written by: Zoltan Herczeg
Email local part: hzmester
Emain domain: freemail.hu

Copyright(c) 2010-2012 Zoltan Herczeg
All rights reserved.

STACK-LESS JUST-IN-TIME COMPILER
--------------------------------

Written by: Zoltan Herczeg
Email local part: hzmester
Emain domain: freemail.hu

Copyright(c) 2009-2012 Zoltan Herczeg
All rights reserved.

THE C++ WRAPPER FUNCTIONS
-------------------------

Contributed by: Google Inc.

Copyright (c) 2007-2012, Google Inc.
All rights reserved.

THE "BSD" LICENCE
-----------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the name of Google
Inc. nor the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or
promote products derived from this software without specific prior
written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

============================================================================

Perl2exe 8.0

LICENSE AGREEMENT
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You should carefully read the following terms and conditions before using this software. Unless you have a different
license agreement signed by IndigoSTAR Software, your use of this software indicates your acceptance of this license
agreement and warranty.

Registered Version

Each registered copy of Perl2Exe may be used at a single workstation to create an unlimited number of exe files, subject
to the following conditions:

* A separate registered copy of Perl2Exe must be obtained for each workstation on which Perl2Exe will be used even if
such use is only temporary. This is not a "concurrent use" license.

* Exe files created by Perl2Exe are shipped with Run-time portions of Perl2Exe. No registered user, nor anyone else, may
alter or modify the generated Exe files. You cannot give anyone else permission to modify the Exe files.

* Exe files generated by the registered version of Perl2exe may be freely distributed.

All rights not expressly granted in this license agreement are reserved entirely to IndigoSTAR Software

Governing Law

This agreement shall be governed by the laws of the Province of Ontario, Canada.

Limited Warranty

IndigoSTAR Software represents and warrants that the software and accompanying files will operate and function as
documented, and that IndigoSTAR has full and sufficient right, title and authority to assign or grant the rights and/or
licenses granted under this License Agreement. IndigoSTAR further warrants that neither the Software nor accompanying
files infringe any intellectual property rights or similar rights of any 3rd party and agrees to indemnify you for any loss or
damage related to a claim of infringement.

Except for these limited warranties, this software and the accompanying files are sold "as is" and without warranties as to
performance of merchantability or any other warranties whether expressed or implied. Because of the various hardware
and software environments into which Perl2Exe may be put, NO WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE IS OFFERED. Good data processing procedure dictates that any program be thoroughly tested with non-
critical data before relying on it. The user must assume the entire risk of using the program. Except for claims based on
breach of the limited warranties or the indemnity provided above, the liability of either party for claims arising under this
Agreement will be limited exclusively to the amount of fees paid under this agreement.

Shareware Version

You are hereby licensed to use the shareware evaluation version of Perl2Exe for evaluation purposes without charge for a
period of 30 days. This is not free software. If you use this software after the 30 day evaluation period a registration fee is
required. Under no circumstances are you licensed to distribute Exe files created by the shareware evaluation version of
Perl2Exe. Unregistered use of Perl2Exe after the 30 day evaluation period is in violation of copyright laws.

Distribution of Perl2Exe

You are hereby licensed to make as many copies of the shareware evaluation version of this software and documentation
as you wish; give exact copies of the original shareware version to anyone; and distribute the shareware version of the
software and documentation in its unmodified form via electronic means. There is no charge for any of the above.

You are specifically prohibited from charging, or requesting donations, for any such copies, however made; and from
distributing the software and/or documentation with other products (commercial or otherwise) without prior written
permission, with one exception: Disk Vendors approved by the Association of Shareware Professionals are permitted to
redistribute Perl2Exe subject to the conditions in this license, without specific written permission.

============================================================================

spring framework 4.0.5

Apache License, Version 2.0
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Foundation
Projects
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Download
Support Apache
Home Licenses

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of
this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to
cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%)
or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work
and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original
work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from,
or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work
by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the
purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor
or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving
the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright
owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received
by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare
Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in
Source or Object form.
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3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license
to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only
to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by
combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent
litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution
incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You
under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
a.You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
b.You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
c.You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,
and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the
Derivative Works; and
d.If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works;
or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The
contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own
attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the
Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms
and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,
provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms
or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license
agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,
either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions
under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall
any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages
of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to
damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or
losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose
to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your
sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each
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Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting
any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

============================================================================

BSAFE Crypto-J 6.1

250
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Usage Data (Telemetry)
You can configure your product to collect and send telemetry data — product usage and system configuration data to
Broadcom. Use the information on this page to learn how to send usage data to Broadcom. If you are licensed to use this
product under a Portfolio License Agreement (PLA) subscription, you must configure it to collect and send product-specific
usage data. If you are licensed to use this product under a standard license, you can consent to having this product collect
and send usage data. By default, this product does not collect and send usage data.

For your product, the reporting options are:

What Data We Collect

The product license consumption metrics captured for CA Client Automation will vary depending on the number of
Managed Assets. Customers are required to upgrade product versions within a time frame as specified in their PLA
agreement. Telemetry services will collect license consumption metrics and report daily to Broadcom via Cloud Services.
If product license consumption metrics cannot be sent due to Firewall/other considerations, manual reports must be sent
every quarter.

CA Client Automation product instance(s) will report on a daily basis the set of Stock Keeping Units (SKUs) that are
deployed and the quantities that is used (For example, Number of Managed systems in CA Client Automation). If there are
exceptions for products that does not have a component running daily, then, weekly license usage metrics are considered
for reporting.

NOTE
Telemetry does not collect any personally identifiable information (PII) or sensitive information. For additional
information about how your information is collected and used, read our privacy statement.

All license usage metrics related to Production/Non-Production environments are tracked and considered while calculating
the license consumption metric. Data that has already been reported for consumption metrics will not be deleted even if
you decide to opt-out of the PLA program later.

How Licensed Metrics Are Calculated

This product is licensed by several Managed Systems. This information is obtained by counting the number of Installed
Agents on the Physical/Virtual Hardware for all the platforms supported by CA Client Automation and any assets imported
via the Remote Virtual Inventory and Asset Collector.

For customers with multiple deployments, each instance of the product can report what it knows to be monthly usage
(using a unique “instance_id” in the service invocation).

1. Launch the CA Client Automation Installer to enable and configure Telemetry services. Monthly-usage calculation is
handled in-product.

2. For customers with multiple deployments, each instance of the product can report what it knows to be monthly usage
(using a unique “instance_id” in the service invocation).

3. The monthly usage metric reported does not include any concept of pricing.
4. You also have the option of manually collecting the product usage metrics and submitting it on a quarterly basis.

How to Report Data Usage Automatically

1. If you have an Enterprise Manager, apply the Telemetry Patch only on the Enterprise Manager. In case of Domain
Managers that are not linked to an Enterprise Manager, the Telemetry Patch must be installed and configured on every
Domain Manager. For customers with multiple deployments, each instance of the product can report what it knows to
be monthly usage (using a unique 'instance_id' in the service invocation.
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2. The monthly usage metric reported does not include any concept of pricing.

CA Client Automation will use the following key metric:

1. Managed Assets information is obtained by counting the number of Installed Agents on the Physical/Virtual Hardware
for all the platforms supported by CA Client Automation, and any assets imported via the Remote Virtual inventory and
Asset Collector.

2. The Telemetry Job runs once daily and collects the usage metrics. The collected metrics will be stored in the database
and local file. If Send Usage data to Broadcom field is set to TRUE, metrics will be pushed to the Broadcom
online Telemetry Segment.

To enable and configure Telemetry Services:

• For CA Client Automation 14.0.2: Administrators must configure Telemetry Services using the Default Configuration
Policy after installing the patch. The configuration options are available under DSM > Manager > Telemetry in the
Configuration Policy.

• For CA Client Automation 14.0.3 and later: Administrators must enable and configure Telemetry Services using the CA
Client Automation installer.
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How To Use the Product Usage Collector
The Product Usage Collector (PUC) is an application for Windows or macOS that is installed by the customer on a system
that can access the product. The PUC automates the collection of usage information from multiple on-premise products
inside the customers network and provides the opportunity to review that information before submitting it to Broadcom.
The PUC requires two different credentials:

• Broadcom Okta credentials
Your account that has a Subscription Manager role on support.broadcom.com. Use these credentials when you
start PUC, to allow it to retrieve your SiteID, entitlements, and a list of product versions supporting PUC.

• Product access credentials
The user name and password for each product for which you are reporting usage.

Defining Product-Specific Information
The PUC requires product-specific information to return the relevant data.As an administrator, you make sure the following
requirements are in place:

The PUC-related changes are part of the ITCM R14.5 CU3 Manager patch (99111457). Follow these steps to configure
the same on the Manager.

1. Make sure that telemetry is configured correctly in Client Automation.
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2. Execute the Telemetry_script.bat file from the DSM\bin folder. This creates the required configuration details for
Telemetry.

3. Change the settings to Centrally Managed for the fields PUC User and PUC User Password in the Configuration
Policy under the Telemetry section as shown in the following screenshot.

4. Use the Telemetry User to Access to the metrics endpoint of Client Automation REST API

IMPORTANT
For security reasons, only grant the PUC User the Access to the metrics endpoint of Client
Automation REST API (ACCESS_METRICS_ENDPOINT) , thus ensuring that the user cannot access any
other data.

PUC REST API Endpoint
The Product Usage Collector (PUC) establishes the connection to the target system through a REST API call. For this
purpose, the Client Automation REST API provides the productusage endpoint, which allows you to use the PUC to pull
your usage data on demand.

Request: GET http://{host}:{port}/productusage

Example: http://localhost:8181/productusage

How to Report Usage Data Manually

Perform the following steps to collect product usage data manually:

1. Navigate to the location where you have installed CA Client Automation (for example, default install location: C:
\Program Files(x86)\CA\DSM\Bin\Telemetry\metrics\ )

2. Open TRC_CF_SEGMENT_METRICS. Sample file as shown below:
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{

  "type”: "cspla",

  "product" : "ITCM",

  "instance_id" : "7E801FD755C79B45AE1C62980A584842",

  "date_collected" : "2020-10-09",

  "period_days" : 1,

  "product_version" : "14.0.3000.725",

  "site_id" : "1234",

  "domain_name" : "<Organization Domain Name>",

  "pla_enabled" : 1,

  "chargeback_id" : "",

  "licenses" : {

    "CCACCA990" : {

      "features" : [ "SD_Agents", "RC_Agents", "AM_Agents", "NRI_Agents", "SCCM_Agents", "RVVI_Agents",

 "Managed_Agents", "UnManaged_Agents", "ManuallyCreated_Agents", "ScalabilityServers", "DomainManagers" ],

      "usage" : 10,

      "details" : {

        "info" : "Client Automation features"

      }

    }

  }

} 

In the above example, while reporting product usage metrics manually, you must report the following:
– Type: CSPLA
– Product: CA Client Automation
– Usage: Specifies the number of endpoints managed using CA Client Automation.
– Site ID: Specifies Customer Site ID.
– Product SKU: CCACCA990
– Data Collected: Specifies the date when Product usage metrics was collected.

3. Database Table: Another way of collecting and submitting product usage metrics is via the ca_telemetry table.
However, the TRC_CF_SEGMENT_METRICS file gives an easy way of manually collecting and reporting the product
usage metrics.

NOTE
You can also view the usage data metrics in the GUI using TelemetryReport.exe. This tool generates the report
on the basis of start and end dates.

Usage Reporting Portal

Perform the following steps to collect product usage data manually using Usage Reporting Portal:

1. Enable Usage Reporting in the Portal for your product.
2. Add Product Instances in the Usage Reporting Portal.
3. Provide the version and environment for reporting at the instance level.
4. Enter the number of Managed Systems on the Usage Reporting Portal.

Additionally, you can also download and install the Product Usage Reporter to submit usage data manually.

How to view the Product Usage Metrics in CA Client Automation UI
The product license usage metrics can be viewed in the GUI using TelemetryReport.exe. This tool generates the report
based on the Report Start and End dates.
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005-2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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